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BOY'S CINEMA Every Tuesday

All letters to the Editor should be addressed c,o BOY'S CINEMA, Koom 186, The Fleetway House, Fariingdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Stutterers and Stammerers Needed.
Cleai-fcijeiikiiig voices are appaioiitly

not all I hat tiiu talking lilnis want. Rl--

ceiirly the First National Sui<lio« sent,

out a call- for people who could lisp.

.^taninici- or stutter. Among those

who lisped of the candidal cs applying
was a twelve year-old Negro girl lor a

part in "The Forward Pass," a foot-

ball picture wliich shows how the

Aniericaa game is playi>d. Stuttering
men and stannnering women were also

among the ai.plicants.

Risky Work.
In "Love Never Dies,." Colleen

.!\Ioore"s new picture, there is a scene
-showing an air battle between German
and English aeroplanes. There were
altogether sixteen machines performing
all kinds of stunts, as diving, looping,
and tail-spinning, and occasionally one
of the planes would fall in flames ro
the earth. The really li.sky part of this

scene lay in the fact that often several

of the machines were so close togeth<ir

that had it not been for the skilful

NEXT WEEK'S GRAND STORIES.

Blake again in a most sensational and thrilling serial story of
mystery, plot and counterplot. The adventures of a clever detective
against the master-minds of the underworld. It is the first " talkie "

serial ever made. Don't miss the opening episode next week ! Star-
ring Crauford Kent and Florence Allen,

" THE PHANTOM CITY."
The deserted city of the plains and how an intrepid cowboy was
sent there on a dangerous mission. His hairbreadth escapes and
amazing riding turned the tables against a gang of crooks. Starring

Ken Maynard.

"DARK SKIES."
An all-talkiug drbma of the exploits of an intrepid rum-runner versus
the Revenue Patrols. Starring Wallace McDonald and Shirley Mason.

" TEMBI."
A splendid pictui-e-supplement of wild animals, filmed at great

personal risk by the well-known explorer, Cherry Kearton.

ifebruury l&lh. 1930.

nianoeuvriug of their pHotS there might
have been a serious accident.

" Branded a Coward."
Bill Dunn, John Mack Brown ;

Herbert Luff, Hugh Allan; Betty Allen,
Jeanette Loff; "Bidge," Maurice Ryan;
"Skeeter,' William Bakewell; Lieuten-
ant Dunn, Robart Bosworth.

" The Enemy."
Pauli Arndt, Lillian Gish; Carl

Beluend, Ralph Forbes ; Bruce Gordon,
Ralph Emerson ; Professor Ai-dnt, Frank
Currier; LTgust Bohrend, George Faw-
cett ; Fritz Winkelmaiui, .John S.

Peters ; Jan, Karl Dane.

In the Long Ago.

Few picturegoers know that as lon;j

ago as 1917 the Edison company en-

deavoured to make talking films. Jack
Mulhall made his vocal debut in one
of them. Ordinary gramophone records

were used in .synchronisation with tlicsc

pictures, but they were not a success,

for there were then no loud speakers,

and the other mechanical devices so

necessary nowadays were also unknown.
Since then inventors have made big

strides.

A Golden Ooose.

All of us have heard of the gooto

that laid golden eggs. But a golden
goa^o is a bird one would not hope to

~ce even in a zoo. There is a golden
goo^e, however, which will be seen in

"No, No, Nanette.'" and the name of

this strange bird is Tessic. It may b.j

as well to explain that Nature is not
re-ponsibjc for Tessie's fine colouring.

That was the work of studio experts,

for apparently a goose of an ordinary

colour was not good enough for tho
story.

So Tessie was well sprayed with a

golden hue, but after the scene 'n

which she appears had been filmed tlio

director felt a bit uneasy. He thought;

the paint might badly affect the health

of the bird, and so a property boy,

arm<Kl with a hatchet, was deputed to

find the goose and kill it. Meaiiwhil.;,

Ti\s>ie. remcmboring she had ajuoth.u-

important duty to perform, laid an egg.

It was not golden, of course, but the

discovery of it saved Tessie's life and
she was permitted to retain her golden
plumage.

Barthelmess Learns Chinese.

Richard Barthelmess is learning ;o

speak Chinese. This, we are assured, is

no Pre^s Agent's yarn, but the simple
truth. His new picture is called "Son
of the Gods," in which he will poi'triy

a Chinese youth, and in order that he

may ably play his part, he is being

tutored in one of the most diflflctdt

languages of the East. Wc offer him
ou»- sympathy, and wish him good luck.

(Continued on page 28.)
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He accepted the blame ror another's offence and nearly ruined his career. An appealing
romance of two naval cadets and a charming girl. Starring Johnny Mack Brown.

Annapolis. •

WHEN Bill anived at the small

junction at Odentoii to wait for

the local train into Annapolis,
lie was beginning to get uncomfortable.
Three long years liocmed to stretch

before hirn like a century. During
those years, almost completely cut off

from liis family for the best part of the
time, he would have to work like fury.

He took comfort from the fact that
his father was in the Navy. Because of

this he would probably have a better

time than most. Old man Dunn w%as

only a junior officer himself—even
though he was nearly fifty—for he had
worked his way up from the lower deck
of the service, and only in exceptional
cases did rankers soar to the dizzy
heights of commander.

Bill reckoned he had a better chance
than his old man. He was starting in

the senior service as a cadet, which
meant that after only three years he
would get what his father struggled
twenty-eight years to achieve—a com-
mission. After that the sky was the
limit. The important rank of Admiral
of the Fleet, the highest immediately
under First Sea Lord, was within the
reach of every cadet who started at
the naval academy at Annapolis.
In spite of the " fact that Bill felt a

little lost, as though all his old asso-

ciations had suddenly fallen away fiom
him, his ambitions compared with the
next fellow's very favourably. Already
he could imagine himself wearing the
uniform of supreme command, watching
his battleships sweep past in salute on
his annual inspection of the fleet, and
listening to . the forrard six-pounders
booming across the waves in acknow-
ledgment of his authority. Already
he could visualise the eight o'clock
salvos from naval dockyards, which
would announce to the stations that ho
had arrived for his periodical visits.

mg
masthead of every vessel in harbour as
the eehoe? of the gunfire rumbled away
into the distance.

lie smiled thoughtfully as he stood
on the small wayside station, and life

felt better. After all. ho argued to him-
self, all these things were possible in

time. It was just a matter of working
hard and waiting patiently enough. The
Admiralty could not help recognising
his worth sooner or later, and then
the coveted position would be won.

The fact that he had not yet even
Ixigun his training at the naval aca-
demy did not disturb him in the least.

Hang it all, everyone had to start some-
time, and he was starting now. But
he was starting with a difference. To
him, nothing was impossible. He would
leave the otiier cadets far behind. His
abilities would dazzle his superiors.

Bill's imagination had just brought
him to the point where he was con-
ducting a battle and wiping a fleet twice
the size of his own completely off the
surface of the seas, when ho felt a
touch on his arm.
"Got a match?" inquired a voice.

Ho turned to see a fellow about his

own age standing before him, cigarette

in hand.

"Sure," he replied, and brought out
a lighter. He watched in silence while
the other lit up, and then spoke again.
"Is this the right platform for An-
napolis?"
"It is," was the reply. "Are you

bound for the naval academy?"
" Yes."
"Ho am I. We might as well go

along together."
Bill liked the idea, and said so. So

they exchanged names, and found that
the stranger was Herbert Luff.

"It's a great life we're going to,"

Bill went on when they had introduced

themselves. "I reckon you and I ought
to be pals. What do you saj'?"

Herbert inspected him much as he^

would inspect a new suit that he was
buying. He was not exactly a gracious
individual, and made no attempt to be.

"Well. I suppose it's all right," he
said casually. "I've certainly got to

pal up with somebody, and you'll do
as well as anybody else At least,

until I have time to look round."

Bill looked at him -vrathfully. There
was something about this chap he did
not like. He seemed so superior—so

cocksure that ho was the only person
in the world that mattered.

Bill was about to make some caustic
remark, when he thought better of it.

No use making enemies right at the

start, he reflected. After all, this offen-

sive way of speaking might only be an
unfortunate habit, and he might not
really mean to be like that

"You and I will get on mighty well

together," Bill replied, making a strenu-

ous effort. to bo friendly. "I reckon I

can be useful to you, too. You see,

my father's in the Navy, and he knows
the ropes. It's going to help a terrific

lot."

"Is that so?" Herbert surveyed him
once more with that sweeping stare,

but this time his glance was more in-

terested. "Well, what with your in-

fluence and my brains, we ought to be
in a position to run this place very
shortly. People at the top get a bit

irksome unless you get some hold on
them, you know."

"Er—yes." Bill was not quite sure

what to say. It was obvious that Her-
bert was entirely unaware of the con-

ditions of life in the Navy. He thought
it best to change the subject. "I shall

do well here," he wont on. "I'm
going to put my back into it. 1 want
to be Admiral of the Fleet one of these

February 15th, 1930.



tlaj-s, and if we're fiicndi I'll sec that
you are made my chief of staff."

Ilcubert made a deprecatory gesture.
On his face there was very nearly a
sneer.

" You flatter yourself," he said ironic-
olly. "Only one man can bo Admiral
of the Fleet, and that's going to bo me.
It's brains they want—not fathers in the
Navy.'

Bill turned away, trying to hide his
annoyance. A whistle shrieked in the
distance.

"I think that is our train," he said
quietly.

In the Cannon's Mouth.

CADET WILLIAM DUNN,"
snapped the officcM' of the day.

Sir?" replied Bill promptly.
"You are allotted to cabin number 46,

ground floor. Have you any friend
you would like to share the cabin with';"

"Yes, sir." Bill indicated Herbert.
He did not know anyone efse. "Cadet
Herbert Luff, sir."

"Very well. • Take him along to
draw kit, and report in uniform at
divisions ten o'clock to-morrow morn-
ing for inspection. By that time you
will be expected to have settled down."
The ofTiccr turned away to someone

else, leaving Bill to carry out his orders.

Bill beckoned to Herbert, and to-

gether they went along to the quarter-
master's stores. Half an hour later,

equipped with a largo quantity of im-
plements of training, they made their
way to the room allotted to them.
"Darn silly way to carry on," mut-

tered Herbert as they diunped their
gear on the floor. "Why in the name
of thunder did that idiot wiih the two
gold rings round his cuffs call this place
a cabin when it is nothing more than
an ordinary room?"
"They always do that in naval shore

establishments," Bill exjalaincd. "You
see, they treat it as a ship. If yoti

want to go out for the afternoon, you
have to apply for shore leave; the
skipper has his cabins on the quarter-
deck—that's that house on the other
side of the grounds—and the place
where we eat and so on is the gun-
room. It»has to be like that, so as to
get us tised to conditions on board ship."
"Darned ridiculous," Herbert com-

mented, overlooking the fact that
the Navy had been trained at Annapolis
long before he arrived, and that it had
always done quite well under this sys-

tem. " Well, I suppose w e'd better get
settled in."

"I suppose so," Bill replied, and
heaved his kit on to one of the beds.
"I'll have this bunk."

Ho had chosen it quite haphazard,
and without any idea of getting hold of
the most comfortable one. But Her-
bert was not satisfied with the arrange-
ment. He felt the springing of the re-

maining bed, and then tried Bill's. The
result was that he removed Bill's kit,

depositing it on the floor, and placed
his own on Bill's bed.
"What's the big idea?" Bill de-

manded quickly. "I said I was having
that one."
"Quite possibly," was the calm reply.

"But as your future superior I feel that
I am entitled to some choice in (lie

n)attcr."

Bill's bl<j«d began to boil. Herbert
was becoming intolerable. He was be-
having as though he ran the place, and
Bill did not intend to stand for it.

He deliberately removed the other's kit,

and starting picking >ip his own.
Herbert coinitered by dropping back

on to the floor each article Bill put
on the bed.

I-Chruar.v loth, IKO.
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Bill stuck it for as long as he could,
and then straightcnd up suddenly.
"Look here, Luft'," he said quietly,

"I put my stuff on this bunk first, and
I'm jolly well going to have it I don t

l)arlicularly care which one I have, but
I'm darned if I'm going to stand for

bullying tactics."

"No?" Herbert went up to him and
thrust his face temptingly close. "Well,
what are you going to do about it?"

"Have tho bunk I want," Bill re^

plied, his jaw eetting with suddon
obstinacy.
Herbert calmly picked up Bill's kit

bag and hurled it into a corner. Then
he turned his back as though he had
ended tho argument beyond further
question.

Bill strode up to him and swung him
round.
"Pick up that bag," he ordered, and

in his tone there was more than a hint
of danger.
"Rats," was the immediate reply.
"Pick up that bag," Bill repeated.

"I'll chuck you clean out of the cabin
if you don't."
"Get on with it. Don't forget th.it

yovi'il want three others to help you.''

Bill clenched his fists, and made ^

sudden movement. It was arrested by
a sharp voice from the doorway. Tho
officer of the watch was looking at them
with stern disapproval.
"This is a bad start," he said. Ho

turned to Bill. "What is your name?"
"William Dunn, sir," Bill replied

smartly.

"And yours?" Tho officer addressed
Herbert.
"Herbert Luff," he replied shortly.

"This egg "

The officer held up his hand.
"I do not want any discussion upon

whose fault it was," he said. "All that
matters is that I find you two quarrellin;;

almost immediately you arrive. One of

you will have to go to another cabin.

Who wants to move?"
"I'll go," said Bill. "You're right,

sir. He and I will never hit it off

properly."
That was the beginning of tho enmity

between Bill and Herbert. It had been
brought about by nothing more than "ii

absurd difference of opinion concerning
a bunk, but from its intensity it niig.it

have been caused by some deadly insult.

The commander, who in spite of tho
iron discipline he enforced, had the
welfare and progress of each individual
cadet at heart, saw the trend of tho
quarrel, and gave orders that Bill and
Herbert were to be thrown together as

much as possible. The result was that

they found themselves side by side at

divisions, on parade, and even, at the

mess table.

A month went by. During it, tho

cadets were slowly trained in tho use

of arms, each day bringing them nearer

to the great event of tho first stage of

their new lives—a sham battle.

Suddenly the looked-for day arrived.

At divisions one morning the com-
mander inspected the cadets and then
stood before them with a map in his

hand.
"Wo are going to carry out practice

manoeuvres," he announced. "Cadets
in the starboai-d establishment will carry

out an attack in mass upon Crowns-
villo, the port establishment defending.
The two forcee will bo under the com-
mands of Licutcnant-Ccmmand»r
Ilidgley and Lieutenant Bettcrton re-

spectively. Master-at-Arms."
"Sir?"
"Issue rifles, and have ammunition

for the twelve-pounder landing guns
loaded into limbers. The two con-
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tingonts will move off at twelve, and
the attack will commence at three in tho
afternoon."
"Very good, sir."

At three o'clock to the minute the
battle opened with a crackle of rifle

fire and a roar from tho field gun
battery. Bill and Herbert, lying side
by side in the tall grass beyond th^
landing beach, Jooscd off half a mag.a-
zine-full of blanks at the defending
party's entrenchments four hundred
yards away.
"Good stuff, this," Bill observed,

smuggling his chest close to the butt of
his rifle. "I wish Jinimy-the-One would
arrange something of the kind every
day." Ho laughed as the tang of burnt
powder drifted across his nostrils. 'I
say. Luff

"

Herbert clicked home the holt of his

weapon, and looked at Bill coldly.

"My name is Mr. Luff," he said.

"Your father might be in the na\~y,

but that is no reason why you should
not address mo properly. Furthermore,
I do not think the commander would
like to bo called 'Jimmy-the-One.'

"

Bill flushed awkwardly. Herbert was
deliberately trying to bo offensive, and
Bill's pride was hurt, because he had
tried to make friendly advances, and
so end tho feud.

"Oh, rats. Luff," he replied. "Com-
manders are called that in every branch
of the service. I heard the officer of

tho day using it last week." He loosed
off a. round absently, and reloaded.
"Look here, old man, can't we be pals?
We "

"Advance to gun-point," roared tho
lieutenant in charge of their section, and
they scrambled to their feet.

In fan order, they swooped over fifty

yards of ppeii ground, and dropped onc3
more side by side, next to one of the
guns of the field battery. Bill inado
a further attempt at establishing friend-

ship.

"We can't go on like this," he said
quickly. "Hang it all, wo are making
ourselves the laughing stock of tho
academy."
"You mean you are," retorted

Herbert boorishly. "I do not wish to

have anything to do with you. Go
away and shut up."

Bill laid his rifle down. It was a
deliberate movement, and it was
ominous.
"Look here, Luft', I'm not going to

stand for you treating mo like dirt any
longer," he said quietly. "You havo
been nothing but a pig since we first

arrived, and you haven't the manners
of an ape. If you can't be civil, I'm
going to start trouble."

Herbert stared at him as if not under-
standing such accusations. Ho was so

eaten up with his own importance that

he regarded Bill's remarks as a gravo
injustice.

"Why, you rotten cur," he bellowed.

"Who aro you to say I haven't tho

manners of an ape? For two pins, I'd
)»

But Bill had had enough. Hardly
hearing the lieutenant shout "Fire,
number one." and tho subsequent re-

port of tho first gun of the field battery,

ho leapt to his feet.

"Get up," he roared. "I'll teach you
to call me a rotten cur. Get up, and
take what's coming to you."
Herbert needed no invitation. Ho

threw down his rifle and- jumped for

Bill's head, his fist swinging heavily.

Bill dodged, and they closed, swayiii^j

backwards and forwards as if they were
fighting for their lives.

Someone yelled at them as they began
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to totter towards number four gun ol

the field buttery. They began to fall,

and at the tame moment the brecch-

workcr of the gun thought the section

lientenant had given liiui orders to lire.

He jerked at the lanyard, and a broad
pencil of flame leapt from the muzzle of

whe weapon.
"Battery, cease fire." the section

lieutenant s-liouted. and rushed forward
through the lifting emoko.

"I'll teach you to call me a rotten

cur," Bill was jelling again, aiming a

deft blow at Herbert's jaw. Herbert
stopped it as the lieutenant's hand fell

on Bill's shoulder. He crouched lo>v.

whimpering with fear at the nearness of

the field gun above them.
"Stop that lighting, you two." ih.-

lieutenant ordered. "Get up and re-

turn to your posts."

"Oh. heavens." whimpered Herbe-t.
"It nearly got us. I saw the flash. It

almost hit me. I'd have been blown to
pieces."

"Come on. man," breathed Bill, for-

getting his share of the quarrel with
abrupt suddenness. "Don't show them
you're a coward."
Herbert scrambled to his feet as if

he had been stung. The word "coward"
had roused him from his terror.

"I'm not a coward. I'm not^I'in
not.".

The section lieutenant laid his han;i.s

on their shoulders.
"Listen, you two," he said in a

kindly tone, "don't you think this row
has goiu> far enough? You nearly got
killed just now, and I'm quite certain
that ^^llate^or started it isn't worth a
death. What about shaking hands an!
calling tiie whole thing off':"

Bill looked at Herbert, and Herbert
looked at Bill. For several ecconds each
hesitated. Then Bill's hand shot out.
"I'm crying quits, Hcibert," he said.

"So a!u I," Herbert
replied. "Now I come
to think of it. I suppose
I've been a bit of an
ass. Let's forget al!

about it."

"Sure thing we will,"'

Bill said as their hands
clasped. "But it'e not
you that's the ass. It's

me."

"Nothingof the sort.'

Herbert replied. "I
was entirely to blame

"

"I tell you
"

Tiie section lieutcna:;

stepped between then

On his faco was a grin

"Don't start it aP

over again," he said
" You'll be having a

row over who started

the other one in a

minute, and we shall

all be ns we were

before."
They both laughed

The quarrel was over.

Rammed.

THE folio wing
month's manocu
vres were of a

more responsible nature

The cadet.s had to pu'

a diaser barrier across

the mouth of the

Chesapeake River, some fifteen miles

w'ide. and keep out five submarines that

had been sent specialh fiom the West
Atlantic Fleet.

Bill and Herbert found themselves de-

BOY'S CINEMA

tailed to Submaritie-chaser SC7, v.hero

they had to put into practice what they

had learnt concerning four-inch semi-

automatics—guns that could pump out
high-e.Kplosive projectiles weighing sixty

pounds each at the rate of thirty-seven

rounds a minute. It was the most
deadly weapon up to ranges of seven

thousand yards that the Navy possessed.

The SC7 had not been out for more
than an hour before the shout came,
"Periscope on the port quarter, sir!"

from the look-out. The lieutenant on
the bridge promptly settled down behind
the range-finder.

"Four thousand five hundred yards!"

h,- shouted into the gun telegraphs

"Deflection one five right."

There was a clatter of feet as the

ammunition hoists brought a supply of

blank charges to the level of the deck,

and the gun crews tensed themselves for

the one order they wanted.
"Add two hundred!" came over the

telegraphs. "One six right!" There
was silence while the range was being

corrected. "Port number one—fire!"

The immediate response was a spurt

of cordite flame as the trun nmred.

Almost before the sound had died down
the breech closed over another round.

" Steady at four thousand seven

hundred, one six right !" the lieutenant

went on. He looked down at the gleam-

ing guns beneath him, and .'aw that all

was in order. "Independent!"
There was a shattering roar as four

guns broke into life simultaneously,

their crews throwing themselves with

/.est into seeing how much ammunition
they could get rid of before the order

came to stop. The gunlayers, tclepad-

over their ears, strained for the next

word of command.
The light craft began to rock under

the force of the firing, while aeroplanes

hovered overhead watching the progress

of the battle in order that their

observers could judge whether the

attackers or the defenders were winning.
Suddenly the submarine at which they

had been firing disappeared beneath the

surface.

"Check!" shouted the lieutenant, and
it was repeated by the gunlayers.
The breechworkers drew out the

safety handles, and the guns relapsed

into silence. Almost at once the buzzer
in the wireless cabin could be heard
working.
A few tense seconds passed, and the

operator handed to the lieutenant a

slip.

"Not that time," the slip ran. 'He
dived and eluded you."

" Shucks," said Bill, when the mes-
sage was made known to the crews. "I
reckon we had him easily with our last

five rounds. What do .you say,

Herbert ''."

Herbert, who had been in charge of

the sights, shifted one of his telepads.

"Sure we had him," he replied en-

thusiastically. "If we had been using

real ammunition instead of blanks, we'd
have smashed in his conning-tower like

an eggshell. I reckon that umpire in

the 'plane doesn't know what he's

talking about."
"Change stations!" came the order.

Bill and Herbert at once left their

posts and made their way to the bridge.

During the comse of the da.y they had
to take a spell at every task on the

vessel, and this time they had been
assigned to navigation. Herbert took

the wheel while Bill pored over the

charts with a pair of dividers.

The .guns began to roar once again as

the submarine broke surface, and fell

into silence at a message from the aero-

plane that the craft had been adjudged
sunk by gunfire. The lieutenant rubbed
his hands.
"Good stulT," he commented to his

••econd-in-command. "That's one of

them. I think we'll try for another part

of the channel now. We might be lucky

and !,Tab tuo. which would be more

" Stop (hat fighting, you

two ! " the lieutenant

^^ ordeicd. " Get up and

re'uin to your posts."

Icliruan utls, 19J0.
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tJiau ihe others can do." He turned to

Bill. "Set a comse for Hooncr Strait.

We'll invcstiffato iho shallows off

Bloodswor-.h Ishiiid. One of thcni is

f\iic to tVY to Rot throuKh close to tho

thore."

"Yes, sir," loplied Bill, and promptly

set to work with dividers and parallel

ruler's. Prcsonity he turned to Herbert.
"North seventy-three desrecs east!"

ho said in his hot iirofessional voice.

"North seventy-three degrees east!'"

repeated Herbert concisely, and besari

to case off the chaser to its new direc-

tion. Suddenly, as if he had been

struck with an idea, he looked over at

the chart. "Hi, isn't that wrong,
Bill?" he ; skcd in ordinary tones. "I
reckon we're not more than ten miles

ijway from Cedar Point, and we've been

RoinpT bouth forty-five east. The course

should be very nearly due east, shouldn't

it?".

Bill consulted the chart apaiu and
shook his head.
"No. .According to the la?t D.R.

petition, what I said was right."

"Independent!" roaied the lieutenant,

Hiottiug another periscope on the

horizon.
"You're wiongi" snapped Herbert,

and left the wheel to sec for himself.

The SC7 careered on, the eyes that

were supposed to keep it safely on its

c-ourse looking eiscwheie. Its engines

ihrobbcd steadily, it-6 guns roared almost
wilhout cessation, and faintly above it

all came the buz/.ing from the wireless

cabin next to the bridge.

"Check!" the lieutenant shouted as

the submar'ine dived.

The guns became silent, and almost
simultaneousl.y with the stopping of the

noise came a horror-struck shout from
beneath the bows of the vessel.

"What was that?" whispered the

lieutenant, suddenly turning pale.

"Heavens, I believe we've " He
leapt to the engine-room telegraph.
" Stop port and starboard !"

There was a gentle thud, and tho

khouting ceased. Then came the crisp

order from forrard: " Soa boat's crew!"
The falls began to run out through the

•fav it-blocks as a small cutter slipped

downwards and rested itself on tho
surface of the water.
"We've rammed a si7iall dinghy, sir,"

said the bo'sini, running up from tho

deck. "It's a pleasure craft with a

)iian and a girl in it."
" Anyone hiu t ?"

"No, sir. Both saved. Their craft

is sunk, though."
The lieutenant

Herbert wrathfully

angry gleam.
" What were you doing at the time of

(he collision. Cadet Luff?" he asked.
" Looking at the charts, sir," replied

Herbert.
"That was deliberate disobedience of

oiders!" the licniteiiant .snapped. "You
know quite well that yon are not allowed
to take your eyes off the sea ahead
while at the whoel. You might have
killed everyone on this chaser if it had
been a rock we'd hit. Report yourself
under arrest when vou get back, and
lemain in your quarters until defaulters'
parade to-morrow."
"Very well, sii," Herbert said, and

looked away as ilie lieutenant went to
make his apologies to the victims of his
carelessnos.s.

The Commencetnent Ball.

BILL, this is perfectly rotten!"
Herbert hih] when they met in

cabin number forty-six a day
Teliruary l.'itl). l'J30

wheeled round on
In his eye wafi an
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later. He looked from his friend to two
others standing by—Skccter and Bulge,
so called because the one was thin and
the other fat. " Can't you fellows think
up something?"

Bill shook his head.
"No," ho replied. "Absolutely

nothing. You can't break open arrest.

Herbert. It isn't done."
" But, hang it all, man, to-night

there's tho Commencement Ball, and
Betty's coming down specially for it.'

Herbert looked out of the window miser
ably. " She's—we're as good as en
gaged, and " Ho broke off awk
wardly. "Well, you can see how it is,"

he finishod.

Bill nodded, but it was quite beyond
his powers to help. Herbert had been
remanded for three days on a charge
o? wilfully deserting his post during
manaHivres, thereby causing damage to

private property, and the skipper was
waiting to hear how jnuch the damage
would cost before dealing with tho case
fuithcr.
To make matters worse, the period

of remand cut across the Commence-
ment Ball, the greatest function of the
season, when the cadets were allowed to
invite their friends and relatives to an
all-night dance. The dance seldom
lasted all night, for it is not easy to
keep awake when you are used to turn-
ing in promptly at ten o'clock every
night, but rules were relaxed sufficiently

to make the occasion really enjoyable.

"Well, there's only one thing for it,"

Herbert said after a pause. "I'll have
to get you three fellows to look after
her for me. You can explain what's
happened, and tell her that if she likes

to wait until the day after to-morrow
I'll be atle to see her. Will yoii do
that for me?"
"Is .she good-looking?" Skeet«r asked

quickly. .

"Here's her photograph," Herbert
replied, pulling one out of his jacket
pocket.
Skeeter inspected it in silence, and

then handed it back. His ,
expression

was sheepish.
"Leave it all to me, old man," he said.

"I'll stick to her like glue all evening."
"Fine!" said Herbert. He turned to

Bill. "Perhaps you'll take over her
mother for me. She's not a bad old
gii-1, even if she does talk a lot."

"But " Bill began.

"Thanks so much. I knew you
would."

Bill mumbled sometiiing and went
away. He could not exactly call him-
self a success where ladies were con-
cerned, and he was not too cheerful
about having to act as escort to one that
was probably close on fifty.

Anyway, he would do what he couhl.
After all, it was darned hard luck that
Herbert should be confined to his
quarters, and the least a pal could do
was to j)ut things right with his future
mother-in-law.

Bill changed into his dress uniform
immediately after morning watch and
took the early train to a neighbourinir
town to have some films developed. He
just managed to catch tho four o'clock
train hack again, which would bring
him into Annapolis an hour before the
festivities were due to commence.
Ho walked down the aisle of the pull

man and saw one vacant seat some
paces away. Next to it was a girl.

Bill drew in his breath sharply. Her
head was almost in profile as she looked
out of the window at the passing
scenery, and her .sheer beauty almost
knocked him dizzy. He stood staring
at her in astonishment, hardly believ-
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ing that such a glorious creature could
be human.
Then he pulled himself up sharply

und recollected that he was standing in

the middle of a crowded car looking a
perfect ass. Summoning his courage, he
ivent to the vacant seat and sat down
by her side.

The next ten minutes he spent in

thinking out all kinds of devices for

ittracting her attention and opening up
i;onversation. Each scheme seemed a

good one until he came to try to put it

into effect. Then his courage failed

him completely.
He was just evolving the details of

his eleventh idea when she suddenly
turned.
"This is the right train for Anna-

polis, isn't it?" she asked. "I heard
somebody behind me say that it stopped
at a place called Eastport."
"Yes—er—yes !"

Ho cursed his tongue for having
suddenly developed a tendency to cleave

to the roof of his mouth.
She turned her deep blue eyes on him

as if he were a new kind of lunatic.

"You don't seem very sure," she said

gently
"I am. Believe me, I am." He spoke

quickly now, anxious to set her mind at

rest. "You see, Eastport is the nexk

station beyond Annapolis, and it is the

terminus. I am at Annapolis myself,

so I know."
"Thank you."
She turned away, interested in the

scenery again. Bill tugged at his collar

as if it were choking him, and ventured
another remark.

"It's a nice place. Annapolis, I mean.
Ever been there before?"
"Yes," the girl replied, not turning

her head. "I arrived there this morn-
ing."
Bill suddenly had an idea.
" I say, you're not going to tho

Commencement Ball at the Navai
Academy, are you ?" he asked hesitat-

ingly. "I mean, I'm at the academy
myself, and if you will be there I'd

like to book you for a dance." He
pau.sed, expecting a reply. When none
came he blundered on: "It's frightful

cheek, I know, but I—well, I thought
perhaps

"

She turned round so quickly that ho
almost fell off his seat.

"What?" she asked.
" Eh ?"

He blinked at her surprisedly.

"What did you think?"
Bill summoned the last of his will-

power and prepared for immediate
extermination.
"I thought perhaps you wouldn't

mind my asking you, seeing that I

shall be introduced to you at the ball,

anyway," he explained. "You see,

when all the other fellows spot you,

I'm likely to get crowded out. That's

why I want to fix something now."
She smiled, and her eyes danced pro-

vokingly.
"I haven't said I'm going yet," she

said. -"But I am, of course." She
looked at him and hastily averted her
head. "Why did you say you would
he crowded out?" she continued softly.

" Becau.se—because " Bill gulped
convulsively. "Well, because you're so

woiwlerful. That's why." He became
defiant now that the bridge wa.s crossed.
' The brutes will simply swarm all over

you. Anybody would. If 1 thought
vou'd agree, I'd ask you for every dance
on the programme."

, She turned away to the window once

I again, and for some time neither of

ithem said ' anything more. It was not
until the brakes were gr-iKMng on tho
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"Cadet Dunn," cried the lieutenant, "what
are you doing at this hour in full-dress lig?"

wheels and the guaixi was coming down
the car calling "Annapolis next!'' that
sho spoke.
And all she said was:
"I'll give you two dances, and j-ou

shall take me into supper."
Bill wandered back to the academy

in a dream. He seemed to be walking,
and yet was not conscious of the fact.

Once only did he wake up, and that was
to hear the bad language of a taxi-

driver who had narrowly missed him
as ha stepped off the kerb without
looking.
He got it this time. It was a case of

love at first sight—so complct.p and over-
whelming that as he walked he made
plans for redoubling his energies to-

wards becoming Admiral of the- Fleet,
and worked out a convincing proposal
of marriage that he intended to use that
same evening.
On the stroke of seven he stood by the

door waiting for her to come in. His
dresa kit wa.s faultless, and his gloves

—

an es.sential part of his uniform—were
spotlessly white.
He saw her in the crowd and started

forward to meet her. Then he ob.served
with considerable disappointment that
she was with none other than Skeeter.
He drew back qiiicklj-.

"Hallo, Bill," Skeeter greeted,
spotting him. "Waiting for Mrs.
Allen ?"__

"No!" Bill snapped between his teeth.

"Come over here. I've got something
to say to you."
Skeeter bowed elaborately to his

partner.
"Will you excuse me a moment. Miss

Allen?" he said. "My friend wants
me !"

"Who is she?" Bill demanded, when
they were out of earshot. "Come on.
Out with it!"

Skeeter looked at him with an ironical
expression and then grinned. He made
a warning gesture.
"Stand off," he advised. "She is

not for you, Don Juan. Her name is

Betty Allen, and she is as good as

engaged to Herbert. He told us so him-
self, and he ought to know."

Bill held his hand to hi.'; head dazedly.
"She's Betty Allen," he mumbled.

"But I met her on the train this after-
noon. She's promised me two dances,
and she's going to let me take her in

to supper."
"JIaybe," Skeeter retorted. "But

she's still Betty Allen all the same.
And let me tell you this, my lad. She
has been entrusted to my fatherly care,

and I want no funny business. Keep
oflF!"_

"You'd better be getting back to
her," said Bill, suddenly very quiet.

"She won't like standing about too
long."
Thej- sauntered to the doorway of the

ball-room once more, and to Skeeter's
inten.se annoyance she had already gone.
"Some other blighter's got her!" he

growled. His eyes swept the crowd of
couples. " Ves. there she is. It's that
confounded Bulge. You wait until I

get hold of him. I'll pound his fat

carcase to ribbons!"
But Bill was not listening. He had

quietly slipped out into tlie open air.

The Quarrel.

IT was a long time before he ventured
back into the ball-room a{<ain. The
discovery that the girl ho had met on

the train was Betty Allen had hit him
harder than he first realised.

He had never before boon in love,

and somehow ho had thought that she
was the sister of one of the cadets. In
fact, he had taken it for granted. As
a matter of course, ho had allowed him*
self to weave all kinds of dreams about
her, seeing in her a girl worth working
for and fighting for.

And then Skeeter, in all innocence,
had dropped his bombshell. She was as
good as engaged to Herbert, which
meant that she ws in love with him,
and only waiting for a formal annouuco-
mont that they were to bo married.

It almost knocked Bill over. His in-

tense, sincere nature would never allow

him to treat such things lightly, aad
ho saw at once that all the plan^ that
wore half-formed in his brain were
futile. Slie belonged to Herbert, and
that was the end of the matter.
As he walked into the crowded room

again Bulge immediately sought him
out.

"I say, Bill, Betty's been asking for

you," he said. "She says that you
booked two dances with hor, and sho is

wondering which ones you want." He
prodded Bill in the chest. " You miser-
able brute, you deserve to have them
cancelled. She's flatly refused to make
up her engagement card more than one
dance ahead in case you showed up.
Jolly decent of her, I I'ockon. If it had
been me I'd have cut you right out."
"You mean it. Bulge?" Bill said in-

credulously. " She's been keeping those
dances for me all this time? "

"She has," Bulge replied. "Get to
it. my lad."

Bill got to it.

Ho foinid her in an alcove by one of

the windows, fanning herself and look-

ing a little Hushed.
"Hallo, Miss Allen !" he said, by way

of opening a conversation. "I must
apologise for running off earlier in the

evening, but I had to—to go out some-
where.''
She smiled at him. and motioned him

to sit by her side.

"What a shame!" she said. "The
two boys who have been dancing with
me up to now have been telling mo
all about you. You're Herbert's friend.

What a coincidence that we should have
met in the train this afternoon !"

"Have you scon him?" Bill asked,
not quite sure of his position.

"Who? Herbert?" She shook her
hod. "No, but I expect I shall later

on. He sent a message to say that he
had been detailed for duty at the last

moment and was unable to get away."
Bill nodded tiioughtfully. It w.^s

what ho wanted to hoar. So long as he
know what yarn Herbert had told, there
was no fear of him saying anything
which would upset it.

February IStb. 1930.
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"What about those two dances?" he
said. "I dont loally deserve them, of

course, but I'd like thcni all the san^e."

"You shall have them," she replied.

"Let us stop here for a little while,

though. I feel so hot."
They chatted idly for a while, and

were later joined by an elderly -woman.
"This is mother," Betty explained.

" She knows who you are, too. Mother,
(his is Mr. Dunn, Herbert's friend."

"Mr. Dunn?" Mrs. Allen's hand
went out in warm welcome. "Im so

glad to meet you. Herbert has

mentioned you in his letters to Betty

quite often, and I knew you must bo

very nice. Betty, dear, we must have
him over to tea to-morrow afternoon. I

expect Herbert will still bo on duty,

but he won't mind. They're such good
friends."

Bill intervened tactfully. The last

thing he wanted was to prolong his

friendship with tlie Aliens.

"I really don't think I ought to," he
?aid awkwardly. "You see, I have
such a lot to do, and "

Betty looked at him with pleading
eyes.

"Please," she begged.
Bill had no more to say. He juot

nodded, his hands clenched to keep him-
self from taking liold of her then and
there and telling her what he felt.

At four the following afternoon he
presented himself at their hotel. Mrs.
Allen kept him to herself for the first

three hours, talking incessantly about
her troubles and .her family until Bill

could have cheerfully murdered her.

Suddenly, as if she had exhausted all

her gossip, she stopped.
"Well, I mustn't keep you any

longer," she finished, as if she had been
talking to him for only a few minutes.

"I must run along to have my hair

done. But don't go yet. Talk to Betty
for a little while. Take her out into the

garden—it will be nice in the twilight."

Bill couldn't get out of it. Dumbly he
offered Betty his arm and led her

through the windows that opened on to

the lawn.
Wlien they wore out of sight from the

hotel she led him down a short pathway
to a seat. They sat down, he edging
awkwardly away from her.

She turned so that she could sec his

face.

"Tell me, Mr. Dunn, is Herbert
really on duty, or lias something hap-
pened which won't allow him to leave

ihe grounds of tlie academy?"
"He's on duty," Bill said loyally.

"But surely no duties last more than
time, do they?"

that
she
she

:our hours at
persisted, and Bill realised

fiad been making inquiries.

"Well, no," he admitted, his brain
trying to evolve some excuse. " But,

vou see, this—this is a very special kind.

It's—ifs rather important in its way.
He'd come if he could."
She nodded as if she understood. All

the time her eyes wore fixed on his.

"Of course, I know he wouldn't stop
away if he could help it," she went on.
"But, you sec, I know him so well.

He's always getting into trouble of

some sort, and I thought perhaps that
might be the explanation now. He's a
bit of a coward, too." She sighed. "I
wish ho would be more carefid. I wish
he wore like you sometimes."

Bill's head span round dizzily. Her
last sentence had been si)okeii bO softly,

»nd it had come so suddenly, that he
had been taken off his guard.
"Why like me?" he asked unsteadily.

"Why not like somebody else?"
" Because you are " She paused,

jcr head lowered. Something in tlie

night air seemed to be casting a spell
over them, taking tliem away from the
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world around them and leaving tliem in

an eternity of their own. Neither
seemed to be aware of th6 danger
ahead. '

She looked up again and faced him.
Bill thought he saw in her the same
mental processes that he had experienced
on the train.

"Because you are not like the
others," she said. "When you first met
me you didn't try to make yourself
objectionable. In fact, I've had an idea
that you tried to avoid me last evening.
You did, didn't yout"
"Yes."
"Why?"
Bill hardly knew the question had

been asked. He was not even listening

for it.

" Because I loved you from the
moment I first met you," he replied
without stopping to think what he was
saying. He moved nearer, and held out
his hands. "Betty, I'm sorry if I've

made myself seem a lottcr to you, but
I just couldn't help it. I don't think
I've ever met anyone quite like you
before, and you sort of bowled me
over." He looked away. " Of course,

you'll never want to see mo any more.
I've made love to you when you are
alreadj' in love with Herbert. I think
I'll go."
He attempted to rise, but she laid

her hand on his—gently, but with quiet
restraint.

"I was in love with Herbert once,
but not now," she whispered. "I came
down here to tell him. That's why I

asked you all those questions about his

duty just now. I thouglit perhaps he
knew that I would tell him everything
was ended and was avoiding me."

" And you—you "

Bill did not need to ask the question.
One look, and ho knew that she cared
for him in return. Quickly he took her
ill his arms and crushed her close. His
lips were pressed on hers.

A voice cut through the silence.

"So that's your game, is it, Bill

Dunn?"
It was Herbert !

They sprang apart, and Betty turned
away while Bill faced his friend.
"1 thought something of the sort was

going on," Herbert pursued angrily.
"Bulge told me that you had come over
here, and I guessed it was to see
Betty." His eyes gleamed with cold
fury. "When you first came here I told
you you were a rotten cur. Well, I'm
telling you it again."
"Herbert!" It was Betty who spoke.

She spun round furiously. "How dare
you speak to Bill like that! Apologise
at once."

"Apologise, be hanged 1" He clenched
his fists, and brought one of them
across Bill's face suddenly. There was
nothing serious in the blow, except that
it hurt Bill's pride. He tensed liis

muscles to Spring.
Betty's hand fell on his arm.
"Leave it to me, Bill," she said

quietly. "I can deal with him. Go
back now, and come in the morning."

Bill relaxed. He knew what Herbert
was going to hear, and did not want to
make things worse for him.

"All right," he said. "I'll hang
around for a little while until you go
ill, and then I'll clear off."

He hurried away, and as he walked
rapidly towards the veranda where he
could wait and watch without overhear-
ing, their angry voices followed him.

A Blow in the Dark.

BULGE and Skeeter stood in tlie

corridor outside their cabins, and
on their fac< s were expressions of

anxiety.
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"What did he do it for?" Skeeter
asked. "If he's not back by stand-to,
he'll be for the high jump. I reckon
they'll withdraw his training warrant
and send him back home. It's no joke
breaking an'est."
"He's always like that," Bulge re-

plied. "He wouldn't be Herbert LuH
if he wasn't in trouble. The bother is,

he's got such a rotten temper, and a
rotten mind goes with it. When he
asked me where Bill was, and I told
him he had gone across to tea with
Betty and her mother, he walked up
and down like a caged lion. He did
that for two hours solid, remember.
Then he suddenly started to get into his
outdoor rig. I was jolly thankful when
he had gone, I can tell you. I had a
lot of prep, to do for old Hallam, and
a fellow can't concentrate on curved
trigs when anybody's stumping all over
the room and making an infernal row."

"Let's go to your cabin and wait,"
Skeeter suggested.
"Right. Coiiie on

!"

They went inside and made them-
selves comfortable. For a while neither
of them spoke.
"I suppose this will mean more

trouble between them both," Skeeter
began suddenly. " The old grudge is

sure to come up.'
Bulge shrugged his shoulders.
"A lot I care. Anyw-ay, Bill is a

decent fellow, and it would be a good
thing if a topping girl like Betty
chucked Herbert ever. He's not lior

sort."

Skeeter glanced at his watch.
"Ten minutes to rounds," he s^iij.

"There'll be trouble if he don't hurry.
By the way, I wonder if Bill's in yet.

I'll go and look." He went across the
corridor, and when he returned his ftico

bore a troubled look. "No, by gosh.

He's not. I hope they haven't had a
fight and messed each other up,"
Meanwhile out in the grounds all

was still, except for the guard who
patrolled to see that everything was in

order.
Suddenly he stopped as he saw a

figure climbing the wall over the
western gate. Quickly he leaned iiis

bicycle against a tree and began to

hurry in the direction of the intruder.

It was Herbert. He had stayed
quarrelling with Betty and her mother
until long after the closing time of the
gates, and he was doing his best to get

in unobserved.
He dropped from the top of the wall

to the ground, and began to move to-

wards the buildiiig-s, keeping well under
cover of some shrubbery. Suddenly
he paused and looked round as Bill,

following him closely, scrambled to the

top of the wall behind him.
While he was still watching, tho

guard reached him.
"Now, then, young man, you're out

after time," the guard said. "Turn
round and let me see who you are."

Herbert almost froze where he stood.

He was under open arrest, and this

would moan expulsion. Then suddenly
he realised that the guard did not know
his name, and in the darkness would
never recognise him from the back.

Swiftly, his whole safety depending
on a desperate move, he swung round
and crashed his fist into tho guard's
face. The old man staggered back
and fell. Before he could get to his

foot, Herbert was gone.
The guard mounted his bicycle and

io<le back to the office. He reached it

just before the officer of the watch set

out on his rounds, and hurriedly related

what had happened.

(Continued on page 26.)
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A gripping story of two chums, parted through the Great War, and how, after many
horrors, they were united in Peace. Starring Ralph Forbes and Ralph Emerson.

The War Menace.

BRUCE GORDON'
stood, his (\('s gill

tcring with excite

ment, watching the bi<;

crowd which niillid abour
thp bulletin board posted
outside the cafe. Men
were jostling

ie]other, students
the university to

Bruce belonged
climbing on each other's

backs to read the latest

news.

Heavy black lettering read :

"SERBIA REJECTS OUR
ULTIMATUM ; and

DECLARATION OF WAR
IMMINENT!"

Shouts sounded on the air, and sud-
denly the struggling crowd quietened iis.

through the uproar, there came the
steady tramp of marching feet.

A company of sokliers were passing
the cafe gardens, and Bruce lea|x?d on
to a barrel to watch tliein go. Bejond
the moving men showed the grey,
ancient stone walls of the University
of Vienna, at which he was a student.
They were breaking tip, to-day, and
Bruce was duo soon to journey home to
England for the holidays.

Those old walls had seen knights in

mail and armour riding to wars, now
they looked on warriors of a later day.
The afternoon sunshine caught the steely
glitter of bayonets, and shone on the
smooth barrels of rifles. The men wore
full fighting equipment, overcoats
roiled above their packs, pouches heavy
with ammunition.
They marched steadily, hobnails

clumping the cobbled surface of the
road, with crowds blocking the footways,
cheering them towards the train which
would rush them south to the frontier.

Ahea<l, a band blared martial music, and
the sound of it set the blood leaping
in Bruce's VL-ins.

"It'll bo war, Bruce!" A voice called
below him, and a moment later, Ca.d
Behrend leap'cd to the barrel-top an.l

itood watching at bis side.

Bruce and Carl were friends. Thi\v
were the same size, broad-shouldered
and clear-eyed. They were always to-

gether, closer than brothers in their
friendship.

"Shall you have to go. if it is?"

Bruce asked, as the last of the glitter-

ing, grim bayonets passed.
"Yes. of course!" Carl laughed, !iis

eyes alight. "I'm an Austrian, and
we"re all soldiers. If we really declare
war, I"ll be called up. I'll have to

fight—and that"ll be better than study-
ing at the university !"

"War, eh?" Bruce drova one fist

into the palm of the other at the thought
of it. "Gosh, I shall envy you ! If

England went to war, I'd have io

volunteer before I'd be accepted as a

soldier."

"And you'd voKuitccr, wouldn't you?"
Carl asked.
"You bet!" Bruce exclaimed "I say.

if you have to go. couldn"t I soldier with
you?" They dropped off the barrel,

and stood looking at one another. "I
mean, we've been friends so long."
Bruce went on. "We might as well
fight together, if there's to be any
fighting."

"That would be tine!" Carl reached
for his hand, and they gripped . "B it

we'll wait tiiitil I'm called up first and

He broke olT. The students in the

cafe gardens had returned from the
street, and now they were grouping
about the grey-haired figure of old

Professor Arndt. the most popular in

the university—and father of someone
whom Bruce regarded as the prettiest

girl in all Vienna.
The professor mounted a box. Always

before the class completely broke up, he
made a little speech, wishing the fellows

a good time during the holidays and
thanking them for their expressions of

goodwill.
Bruce and Carl joined the crowd,

pushing to the front, and heard the old

professor saying :

"Bo\i! we aie Iiv

mg m exciting dav'a.

.Hid thev say that

uai will bo on lu lu

.1 niattei ot bouts'.

Will wai i5 a very
du iflful thing and I

iiu-t that its hoTOis
^vlll not touch any •>£

you or
"

That was about all

that Bruce and Cart

__ heard, because both

-aw the piofessor's daughter, Pauli,

sitting on another box near her

father. She was very beautiful,

with her hair caught in ringlets,

wearing a frock that was all filmy—the

kind of frock that only a captivating

Viennese girl coidd wear.
She smiled at the boys, and Bruce held

her eyes. He .saw her lift one fing.T

and motion gently, while her lipi

formed the words :

" The tree—now '"

Bruce's heart jumped. He had been

in love with Pauli for a long time—
and he knew what she meant. She was
saying that she would slip away to a.

tree at the back of the grounds, and
meet him there.

He glanced at Carl. His friend was
smiling as he looked at Pauli, and Bruce
took his chance to ease back through
the crowd. He had a glimpse of Pauli

running in the direction of the tree. It

was a big, sjjreading oak, with a circular

seat round its base, and he came up
to the seated girl on tip-toe. .

He heard the distant band blaring as

it escorted the company of soldiers io

the war, and the cheering of the crowds
that lined the streets. War and excite-

ment was in the air, but it was not
this which made his blood race now.
He saw Pauli's hand resting on the

edge of the scat, and she jumi)ed a

little as his fingers clofed over it. She
did not look up at him, but he saw
the smile which curved her shapely lips,

"Pauli!" he whispered.
She turned her head quickly then.

Her eyes widened and her smile died.

"Oh-h—you?" she breathed.' "J
meant "

"Pauli, I saw j-ou beckon to me!"
Bruce exclaimed. "You're wondcrfu;

!

I—Pauli, I love you! I've " He
checked as she drew her hand away.
"But—but I didn't meaa you, Bruce!"

she said. "I wanted—Carl! Didn't
you know, we've loved one anottier

ever since we were kiddies? I didn't
Febni.iry 15th, 1930.
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think you—that you " She stared at
|

him. "Oh, I like you awfully, I don't
|

want to hurt you, but there'll never be
anyone for nic, except Carl

!"

Bruce's sinilo died. He looked at her,

then grinned a little. It hurt him to do
that. H© alone knew how often he had
dreamed of this moment, when ho would
tell Pauli how deep was his regard, and
ho had never even guessed that Carl

meant anything to her.

"That's—all right," he said jerkily.

"So Carl's the lucky fellow, ch?"
"He was standing next to you when

I beckoned," she said.

"And I thought you wanted me;"
Bruce laughed. "I'll find him and send

him to you."
"Wo've arranged a betrothal party,"

she said breathlessly. "He wants you
to be his best man v\hen we're married
and "

"I'll be honoured!" Bruce exclaimed.
"Look, I'll find him and send him to

you now. Forget what I just said,

Pauli. Carl's my best friend—and I'm
glad it's him !"

She caught his hand and pressed it a

moment, then he turned and hurried
back towards the cafe gardens.
"I was a eilly ass to imagine that

she'd ever think anything of me," he
told himself. "Anyway, it's—Carl !"

He called suddenly as he saw his chuni
coming towards him. " Pauli's by the

tree," Bruce said. "And congratula,-

tions, old man ! I never even guessed
there w^as anything between you two

!"

"Well, we were keeping it a secret,"

Carl said, "We'll be having a party
in a few days, and we were going to

announce it then."
Bruce gripped hia hand warmly, th.^n

pushed him on towards the tree wher_>
Pauli waited, and it was as Carl went
that Bruce heard a sudden cheer from
around the bulletin board. He ran
forward, and he was in time to see a
notice pasted up there :

• AUSTRIA DECLARES WAR ON
SERBIA."

Bruce did not know it, but in that
moment he was watching the start. of
the greatest war in all the history of

fjie world, a war which was to set

France and Russia and Germany, Italy,

Rumania, and America in aims, while
England, too, was to fling her steely

might into the gieat conflict which
started in tho^e .-unniicr days of 1914.

The First Blood.

A ROOM was decorated at Pauli's
home, and tlie table was laden
with good things. Pauli was

there in a pretty frock, and the old
professor was wearing his best suit.

It was the afternoon of the party
when Pauli and Carl \vere to become
officially engaged. Carl'fe father came

—

a big, bearded man who was as cunning
as any in Vienna in matters of business.

There was Fritz Winkelmam), too,

due to be called up with Carl some time
soon, now that Austrian gunners were
hammering in Serbian territory, shatter-

ing the roofs and ploughing up the

streets of old Belgrade, the capital of

the enemy country.
Through the open window came the

hum of the excited city, the roll of
drums and the stamp of marching feet

as more and more soldiers poiued south-
wards to meet the enemy.
Germany had come into it and had

declared war on Russia, allying herself
with Carl's country. England had
already declared war on Germany, who
was at hostilities with France; but, as

yet, England and Austria were not at

enmity.
February 15th, 1930.
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Ou the wall hung a photograph which
Bruco had long ago given to Pauli.
Two or three days before Carl had
draped a little Union Jack around the
frame, and the flag formed a splash of
colour.

The door slammed open and Bruce
entered, bringing presents foi; the two.

" The street's packed outside 1" he
called. "Some of the Guards have just
gone off; they're bound for Russia, to

fight there ! The people are wild with
excitement."
"I'm expecting to be called up any

day now !" Winkelmaim exclaimed.
He was a thick-set fellow with pale blue
eyes and a stiff back of a student who
had already put in his peace-time
military service. "My uniform's all

ready !"

"So is mine. I was brushing it this

morning!" Carl said, as he shook hands
with Bruce. "And are you coming into
our army, or are you going over to fight

for England against Germany?"
"I don't know yet," Bruce told him.

"I suppose I shall have to go home."
"We are Germany's allies," Winkel-

mann said. "Wliat will happen if

England declares war against us?"
"Oh, rot! That'll never happen!"

Bruce told him.
"If it did, we'd be enemies!" Carl

exclaimed, and he wrung Bruce's hand
again as he laughed. "Enemies!
Ha, ha, ha!"
Bruce threw back his head and

laughed, too.

"That'd be a good joke!" he half
yelled, as he clapped his friend on the

back. "Well, it'd take more than a

war to make us bad friends, Carl
!"

"Don't let's talk about war!" Pauli
broke in. " It makes me feel all cold

!

Sit down everybody, and let's have a
good time !"

In a little while the party was going
forward. Pauli's new engagement-ring
flashed as the sunshine caught the
glimmer of the diamonds set in it.

Bruce took her hand and looked at it,

but he wasn't jealous of Carl's good
fortune.

He himself loved Pauli just as much
as ever, but he was a sportsman and a

good loser. Presently he lifted his glass
and stood up.

"I can't make a speech," he said, "but
I just want to wish Pauli and Carl all

the happiness there is in the world.
Carl's always been my friend. Once
when we were skating in the Stadt
Park and the ice broke I'd have been
drowned if he hadn't hauled me
out

"

" And who got me clear of the
university fire?" Carl broke in. "Eh?
Who climbed up the rainwater pipe and
found me unconscious from the smoke
and got me out, and was three weeks
in hospital because of his burns?"
"That was Bruce!" Pauli cut in.

"You two have saved sne another's
lives !"

"That doesn't matter, anyway!"
Bruce said. "Well, the best of luck
to both of you!"
He raised his glass just as there came

a furious burst of cheering in a nearby
square. They heard people shouting as

they ran along the street below. Some-
where a band struck up the National
Anthem, and it sounded as though t-cn

thousand fervent voices raised with the

song.
"More excitement," Bruce said, as he

sat down. "I suppose it's much the

same at home, if we're getting ready to

fight Germany."
"I heard that your British troops had

already been in action," Winkelmann
said across the table. "And a man told
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me this morning that war will be
declared between our two countries^
not that it'll make any difference to us
here !"

"We'll never be enemies!" Carl
laughed at Bruce. " It

"

He checked as the telephone bell

styummed suddenly. Winkelmann w-as

nearest, and he rose to answer it. They
heard him saying

:

"Lfallo! No, this is Winkelmann.
Yes; d'you want to speak to him? I

can give What!"
They saw his expression clianye

suddenly as he listened to the words
that came over the wire; then he hung
up the receiver and turned to face them.
"The news has just come througli,"

he said. "That's what all the cheering
outside is about. England has declared
war on us/"
"What!"
Bruce jerked from his seat. Every

eye in the room was on him now, and
he suddenly realised something which
had never occurred to him before. He
was the only Englishman in the house

—

all the rest were Austrians.
"I knew it would come!" Winkel-

mann said, and Carl's fatlier spoke.
"England has always been jealous of

our commerce," he said. "She'd play
any dirty trick to make herself more
powerful !"

"You're wrong there!" Bruce leaned
across the table. "We've been iorced
into this. Germany invaded Belgium,
and we had to defend that little

country. If you people are Germany's
allies, then we "

"England didn't have to interfere!"
Carl leaned across Pauli as he spoke to

Bruce. "England's out to get more
power !"

"We've got all the power we want;
we're only defending the weak and help-
less!" Bruce spun to him, and fhey
glared at one another across the girl.

"You're siding with Germany; she's

jealous of us and our trade; that's at

the bottom of the war !"

"And now you're declaring war
suddenly on us for no reason at all !"

Carl ripped. "You "

"Don't—don't!" Pauli pressed tliem
away from one another as she rose to

her feet. "'What's it got to do with
us, anyhow? We're all friends here!"
"We may be. But there's an enemy

flag in this house !"

Winkelmann lifted a quivering finger

and pointed to the Union Jack which
draped Bruce's photograph. Carl thrust

his chair back as he saw it, then strode
towards the wall. Instantly Bruce
barred his path.
"What are you going to do?"
"Tear that down!" Carl answered,

and his eyes were glaring.
"That's my country's flag, and you'll

leave it alone !"

"It's an enemy flag, and it's coming
down !" Carl rasped, and he leaped for

it as he spoke.
He snatched it fiom the frame, grip-

ping the fabric in his hands and start-

ing to tear it to shreds. For a.

moment Bruce stared at him.
An Austrian was tearing the Union

Jack before his eyes ! The flag for

which his forefathers had fought, the
flag on which the sun never set, the
flag which stood for freedom. His
country's flag !

He jumped at Carl, snatching it from
him, for Carl's fist to swing madly and
land high on Bruce's cheek. Bruce"*
own right swung, and an instant later

Carl was staggering backwards, to

crash against the table.

"I won't stand that !" he half snarled.
" No cursed Englishman can hit nie '."
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His clutching fingers wrapped about
the haft of a knife, and it shone in a
steely arc as he raised it and rushed
again.

Pauli half screamed, while Brui'c

leaped to meet his opponent. vainl\-

tiying to block the slashing blade.
Sonietliiiig that felt like the sear of

red-hot iron jagged across his wrist, and
he reeled away, then stood close against
the wall, still gripping the flag, wliile

blood from the wound in his wrist

soaked down to its folds.

Carl liad stopped jlcad, with the now-
stained knife still half raised.

He and all the others were staring as
though petrified at the blood trickling
down Bruce"s fingers and dripping to
the 6oor.

All the colour had gone from Bruce's
face now. Ho looked at his wound

—

and at tlie first blood shed after the
declaration of war !

He straightened up, and stared
around the room.
One Englishman, with his own flag

soaking his spilled blood, facing a
group of Austrians—a group of
enemies !

Plis voice came, shaking:
"And five minutes ago wo were all

friends !"

The World at War.

PAULI bound up Bruce's wound,
while the others stood around,
silent. Outside the excited crowd

was singing, cheering, and roaring their
defiance to England.
The hard, cruel spirit of war itself

seemed to liave entered the room, where
the decorations on the walls, the feast

on the table, and Pau!i"s pretty dress
wore in strong, ruthless contrast to the
little pool of blood on the carpet and
tli(> bandage about Bruce's wri.st.

The knife lay where Carl had now
dropped it, its bright
steel tarnished.
"You can get out of

this house as soon as
jou like!" Carl said,

when Pauli stepped
away.

" No, no ! There's no
need for that I" Pauli
gasped.
"What has come over

you two?" the old pro-

fessor's voice broke in.

"Until that telephone
mes.sage came, you were
friends—like brothers.
Now one of you has
tried to kill the other
— all because of a little

bit of tinted cloth over
a photograph."

"It's my country's
flag, sir!" Bruc3 told
him.
"And it's the flag of

my country's enemy!'
Carl cut in.

" And so you two

—

friends—must spill
blood !" said the pro-
fessor. "You young
fools, what does

"

He broke ofi". Out in
the street below came a
deep, growling sound,
made up of cheers and
curses atid maledictions.
It was a wild, deep-
throated roar which
surged closer and
closer, and took Pauli
to the window. She
looked out.

"There's a crowd
downstairs, following
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some soldiers. They've got prisoners!
They're coming here!" Pauli cried.

"Tliey've stopped outside, and two are
coming in! They're after you. Bruce!"
Bruce leaped from the window and

snatched up a chair.
"Then I'll fight before they take

me!" he shouted. "If I'm your enemv.
Carl, start in now ! Come on—all of

you ! I'll show you how an Englishman
can scrap I"

"Don't be a fool!" Carl gasped.
"We'll get you a«ay. You can escape
and get back to your own country. I'll

do that much for you because you were
my friend. Out through the back
window and down on to the shed roof

—

you can jump it I"

"Yes, Bruce—go!" Pauli swung to
him. "Don't lot them mako you a
pri.soner—and don't fight ! Oh, you're
mad, all of you ! Get away—thcj-'re
coming up the stairs !"

Carl wrenched open the door of the
other room. Winkelniann ran through
it and slammed open the window
through which Bruce could escape.

The young Englishman hesitated for
a moment, then dropped the chair and
started forward. Old Professor Arndt
gripped his hand as he passed.
"Heaven keep you, my boy!" he

said, and a moment later Bruce was
chocking where Carl .stood by the door.
Bruce offered his hand. Carl drcu

himself up, his back stiff.

"I can't shake hands with—an
enemy," he said.

"Then I'll come back, after the war.''
Bruce said.

"We'll all be the same again then!"
Pauli called after him. "Good-bye.
Bruce—good-bye !"

Bruce waved to her and plunged
across the room, while the tramp of
the moutiting soldiers sounded loud 0:1

the stairs outside. As he climbed

11

through the v\iudow, Winkelmani
snarled :

"If I meet you on the battlefield, 1'!'

give you no quarter !"

"And I shan't ask it !" Bruce laughed
at him. "Good luck to you ! And Carl
—good luck, old man !"

"Good-bye—enemy!" came Carl'.-:

voice, and with that Bruce jumped from
the window to tlio shed roof ten feet

below. He landed safely, then
scrambled off it to the little yard
beyond.
There was a door in the siirroundin-.'

wall, and he snatched it open, to plunge
into an alloy. He turned away from
the crowd in the street and hurried.
In a little while he was mingling with
the mob in the broad boulevard of the
Franzenring.

There was nothing in his dress to
mark him as an Englishman, and ho
spoke the language well. Wild-eyed
crowds wore parading. He saw moving
groups of soldiers surrounded by great
cheering masses of people, and still

more crowds were about the huge
bulletin boards which now told of suc-
cesses of Austrian armies on Serbian
soil. ,

Bruce dared not go back to his rooms.
Everything there he must abandon. But
he had money with him. and he decided
to travel south, cross the Italian border
somehow, and then make his way to
England.
He saw more soldiers rounding up

Englishiiion in the city, and when he
cautiously approached a railway station

he found troops on duty thoro. examin-
ing the papers of all w ho passed
through the barrier.

Bruce saw that he would be unable to

get aboard a train in Vienna, so he
started, then and there, to tramp south-
ward. In an hour he was clear of the
city, and in a small shop he bought

Bruce leaped to meet his opponent, vainly trying to block the slashing blade.
February Ijtli, 1930.
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bread and sausage and a raincoat, as

well as a hat.

Lorries passed him, loaded with troops.

Giant guns ground their way towards

the frontier, and some gunners gave him
a lift on a limber whioli followed o!ie

titanic howitzer.

They were full of how Austria and
Germany would smash England between
them. They tliemselves were bound for

the raging battles in Serbia, and were
full of triumph at the victories the

Austrians had already gained.

They told Bruce, too, of how some
Englishmen rounded up in Vienna that

afternoon had been mobbed by the

crowds, dragged to the Danube Canal
and slung in, so that most of them were
drowned. None of them suspected that

they were even then talking to one of

the hated British!

When the gunners camped at dark-

ness, Bruce walked on all through the

night until dawn, when he hid up in a

wood and slept. He skirted the towns
to which he came, travelling only by
night. Everywhere people were search-

ing for Englishmen, Frenchmen, Ser-

bians or Russians, with all of whom
Austria and Germany were at war.

Such as the people found were lucky

if the military ever took them over;
more likely were they to be stoned until

they died, or to suffer the fate of the
unfortunate bunch of Britishers in

V^ienna—of whom, Bruce knew, he might
well have been one.
He was fourteen days before he reached

the Italian frontier—to find it a mass
of trenches,* where men stood on guard,
and where barbed wire had been slung

in great festoons, because the Austrians
feared that Italy might come into the

war, allying herself with Britain. She
did later on.

Bruce lay a whole day, hidden in

bushes, watching the movements of a

group of Austrian sentries before him.
At night, he crept forward at a point

between two sentries, passed them,
squirmed through the thicket of barbed
wire, and an hour later he was in Italian

territory, telling his stoiy to an Italian

officer who immediately gave him food,

then sent him south on his journey to

England.
It was on the day that Bruce reached

safety that Pauli and Carl were married
in Vienna. Carl had no best man;
Bruce had gone—an enemy—and Win-
kehnaim had been called up.

As Pauli and Carl came arm-in-arm
from the church a regiment passed, on
its way to force home Austria's invasion

of Russia in the north. The troops went
swinging by, rifles gleaming, boots spurn-

ing the cobbles.

But the cheers wore not so hearty

now. Weepmg women moved in sombre
groups beside their men. Casualty lists

had come through; many and many a

brave Viennese had fallen in the fighting.

Many and many a man who now
marched past would not come back.

Pauli and Carl clung to one another
as they looked at the grim, grey-clad

figures of the parsing soldiers.

"Carl, shall you have to go?" Pauli

breathed as she looked up at him.

"Not yet. They won't call me up for

a long while!" Carl said. "The war
won't last long enough for them to want
me."
But that niglit, late, a soldier Uuunped

on the door of the little flat they had
taken. His fist crashed on the jianels,

and when Carl opened it, the man jerked
fo attention and saluted.

"Mobilisation order for Lieutenant
Carl Behrend, sir!" the man said. "It
jrders you to reiiort at dawn at hcad-
FeJ)ruary 15tb, 1930.
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quarters to-morrow, with full equipment,
ready to move off at midnight!"

Carl took the order and closed the

door.

It was a long, blue-tinted envelope,

and it would tear him away from the

girl he loved. He looked at the clock,

it marked the hour of ten-thirty.

In seven hours he must go to the war.

In the Firing Line.

CARL'S division was attached to the

German Army, to fight with them
against the British. In return, a

German division was sent in excJiange to

fight shoulder to shoulder with the

Austrians against their common enemies.
This was just a gesture to show how
both Germany and Austria were together
in tlie war.

While Carl, commanding a company,
marched from Vienna, Bruce was racing

from Italy across France and back to

England, eager to get into uniform.
On his way, he had seen British

wounded from the Battle of Mons. He
had seen all Austria and France in-

flamed by war, and he realised how
titanic the conflict would be. As he
rode across France, he saw refugees

coming in from the battle front, he heard
the distant thundering of guns—a sound
that was with him until he crossed the

Channel.
Bruce arrived in London on the night

that news came through that British

troops and their French allies had driven

the Germans back across the Marne,
scoring a great victory.

He heard the cheering and saw the

crowds. He saw two battalions ol

Guards marching to Waterloo to entrain

for France, with bands playing and
thousands lining the streets—just as they

had done in Vienna.
The taxicab that took him home was

held up suddenly by a titanic mass of

people which abruptly swarmed, strug-

gling and shouting, across the road,

chasing some fugitive who rushed away
like a wild animal.
"That's a German baker!" an excited

man yelled to Bruce when ho asked

what was the trouble. "If they catch

him they'll lynch him!" And the crowd
surged on.

"That's the v/ay they were chasing
Englishmen in Vienna," Bruce thought,

and he could not help feeling sympathy
with the pursued man.

It was odd to think of both nations

doing exactly the same thing. It was
still more odd to think of his friend Carl

in uniform fighting against England and
her allies—but a month later Bruce him-
self was in uniform, a lieutenant, train-

ing for the front.

The training was long and hard, and
it was a year before his battalion was
sent to France, and rather more than

another year before Fate decreed that

Bruce's battalion should enter the line

in a sector just south of Arras.

It was near Christmas. Snow clung

to the thistle patches of barbed wire that

marred the shell-torn stretch of No-
Man's-Land. When Bruco had seen his

company into position and had posted his

sentries, ho mounted the fire-step anci

looked towards the enemy lines.

He was leaner, harder and altogether

tougher now. A heavy Army revolver

was holstored at his belt, and his uniform
was mudstained and torn. For two
years the ground in front of him had
been fought over, and at any niomen!
the ^one was liable to flare up into

another fierce battle.

He saw the British wire ahead, a

tangle of barbed strands wrapped about
leaning stakes. Beyond this was the
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ploughed-up earth, patched with snow,
then the enemy wire, from the other
side of which Very lights shot up occa-
sionally, shedding a green-white glow
wliich came down in ghastly fashion as
it illuminated the scene around.

Still further off, Bruce could see the
bluish flicker of German guns against
the sky. Shells droned overhead. Now
and again a rifle cracked, or the silence
would be shattered by the quick, vicious
stammer of a machine-gun.

Boots thudded and grated on the frost-

bitten floor of the trench, and a voice
called quietly

:

"The colonel want-s to see you, sir,

in headquarters' dug-out
!"

"Very good!" Bruce dropped from
the fire-step and made his way along
the treuch. In little funk-holes men
crouched over small coke-filled braziers
or slept in niches hacked from the walls.
The glow of Very lights caught the
sheen of bayoneted rifles, the dull,
rounded shapes of steel helmets and the
slender, compact masses of masked
machine-guns.
Bruce picked his way down a com-

munication trench to the support line
and found the dug-out he sought.
Orderlies jerked to attention when he
entered it and passed through to the
battalion headquarters beyond.

The colonel was sitting at a rouglj
table, papers and two trench maps
before him, while the adjutant leaned
over his shoulder.
"Ah, Lieutenant Gordon, I've a job

for you 1" the colonel said, as Bruce
saluted. "I want you to make a raid
to-night."

"A raid, sir?" repeated Bruce, and
his heart kicked a little in his chest.

"I want you to take half a dozen
bombers, go over, bring back a couple
of prisoners for identification—and start

within the hour !"

"Yes, sir," answered Bruce, and the
colonel eyed him levelly from under his

shaggy grey brows.

"The unit which held these trenches

before us," the colonel explained, "took
a prisoner ^.'ho said that his regiment
was to be relieved by battalions from
some crack .Austrian division. We've
heard about some Austrian troops being
in this part of the front, and I want, if

possible, to find out just who they are.

As you were in Vienna before the war
you'll know something about them, and
you'll be able to question the prisoners

when you bring them in. If you can't

get live prisont»s over, get their papers
and identification badges. Is tliat all

clear?"
"Quite clear, sir," said Bruce steadily.

"I take six bombers over with me and
make the raid immediately."
"That's right. Best o' luck!" called

the colonel, and acknowledged Bruce's

salute mechanically.
Bruce returned to the fire trench, and

now he viewed No-Man's-Land with
different eyes. It was going to be a

hard job to get himself and six men
across that snow-scattered waste without

being seen by Ine enemy.

And if he were seen it would be

bullets from the rifles of Austrians

which would come at him. The people

in whose university he had studied, and
amongst whom he had had so many
friends. Standing there, he wondered
wliat had happened to Carl, and how
Pauli was getting on.

For all he knew, Carl might now be

lying in a soldier's grave.

He went down the trench, asking for

volunteers for the raid. He collected

his half-dozen men swiftly enough, and
they grouped with him in a short sap
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which ran out from the trencli towards
their own wire.
"Look here," Bruce told them. "This

is going to be risky. We shan't get any
artillery support at all, although
machine-guns and rifles from the trench
hero will cover us as we coino back.

"We'll crawl over, and bo careful
that you don't get on to the snow,
because it'll show you up to their

sentries. When we are through their

wire we'll creep close to their parapet,
and I'll give the word to rush.

"You two, and you two"—he in-

dicated four men—"go to each side of
the enemy fire-bay and chuck bombs
over the traverse to prevent any of
them getting at us. You other two
grab a prisoner each—more if you can
manage it. 1*11 stay on top of the
parapet ready to lend a hand if any-
thing goes wrong and to direct opera-
tions generally. Now, does ever3-body
know what he's got to do?"
The men nodded. Because they were

volunteers they were about the most
courageous in Bruce's company. Each
man carried a dozen bombs, in addition
to trench knob-kerries and revolvers.

"Right-ho, then we may as well

start!" Bruce grunted, and led the way
out of the sap.

No Man's Land.

BRUCE crawled forward, his

close at his heels. The
rimmed wire reared before

traced against the gun-lit sky.

reached it and went through

men
frost-

him,
He

by a

narrow lane which had been specially

cut to allow British patrols and listen- | From the enemx
ing parties to go out.

At the far side was a

stretch of earth, all shell-

ripped and shapeless.

Broken rifles, steel hel-

mets, torn gasmasks—all

kinds of battle litter clut-

tered it. Amongst this

were stretched the scat-

tered figures of men who
had died in the lighting:

it was too dangerouj to try

and bring them in.

The ground was hard

and icily cold. Here and
there patches of grass

showed grey where the

frost had seftled. In and
Diit of shell-holes Bruce
led the way. Now and
again a shell would
burst on the. trenche.s

ahead or well back on
the enemy support
area, breaking with a

sudden spurt of lurid

flame, then dying in an
eruption of flying

earth.

Bruce remembered,
as he ci'awled. that it

was near to Christmas.
He remembered his last

Christmas with Cail
and Pauli in Vienna

—

and now he was going
out to kill or make
prisoner men who
might even know hi.s

own haunts in Austria'-S

capital.

A Very light
quivered up into the
sky, limning every-
thing with its staik
glare and shining on a
coal-scuttle helmet sil-

houetted against the
enemy barbed-wire en-
tanglements ahead I
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"Listening-post in front—go steady!"
Bruce passed the word back, then whis-
pered: "Two men come up level with
nie, ready to rush !"

Two of his group came at either side
of him, and they went on. Now they
travelled forward more and more slowly.
Bruce knew that he had to knock out
the enemy patrol ahead before he could
get through to the trench beyond.
Nearer he crawled. Then the foot

of a man behind him slipped where ice

had formed in the bottom of a shallow
shell-hole, making a scraping sound.
From where he had seeti the helmet

Bruce heard a guttural exclamation,
and three helmets lifted from the
ground. He glimpsed the shrouded
faces of Si trio, their rifles levelling.

"Rush!" Bruce gasped, and leaped
with the words.
A rifle spanged almost in his face.

He saw one of the three leap to his

feet and start to run back. 'Then the
two bombers were on the men, their

knob-kerries smashing purposefully,
dropping them.
Bruce raised his revolver, sighted on

the third of the group and fired it the
moment that the man would have shot.

The fellow jerked, his knees bent, then
he slammed down to the shell-hole in

which he had been sheltering, while a

Very light curved up into the air, as

the men in the trench behind stared to

see what had caused the shots.'

"Down!" Bruce called the order.

The bombers with him flattened on
the ground about the hole and the three

still forms now stretched inside it.

trench a rifle spanged,
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machine-guns stammered
the gunners traversed No-

then two
wickedly as
Man's-Laiid.
The bullets clipped through the wire,

showering caked snow. They plugged
the frozen ground or skimmed oflf it

and ricochetted away on the air. More
Very lights went up. British weapons
started in reply to the Germans. Rifle-
grenades screeched on the air and
plugged down.

Trench-mortar batteries thudded, hurl-
ing massive shells. A field-gim battery
got into action, and for half an hour
steel screeched across No-Ma n's-Land iu

a solid hail, while Bruce and the others
clung to the ground and waited for
the midnight battle to die down.

The firing eased off at last, and Bruce
made an examination of the three dead
men. A glance showed him that they
were Austrians, not Germans.

"It's all right, we shan't have to raid
the trench," he said. "G«t all the
papers off them, as well as their

shoulder straps. Keep your heads now,
and work quietly !"

Five minutes later they were crawling
back, pursued by occasional bullets.

Within half an hour Bruce was down
in the headquarters' dug-out, making
his report.

"Very good work!" the colonel

commented. "No casualtie.?, eh, except
to the three Austrians? Where are the
papers ?"

"Here, sir."

Bruce set the little bundle down on
the table and the colonel looked through
them, then picked up a pay-book which

He sat there, his whole body trembling, his eyes vacant and his lips quivering.

•' Shell-shock I
" Mr, Behrend gasped.
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Bruce himself had ta!-en fiom one of the
men.
"Look at this, Gordon! What unit

did these men belong to?"
Bruce took the little book and

examined tlie writing on the first page.
"Fourteenth Infantry Regiment-

Second Vierma Division !" he gasped.

"That's Carl's regiment!"

Carl sat in the front line trench, with

his coat-collar turned up close about

his ears, beating hii hands to try and
keep them warm. .Near him sat Jan,
who had come with him from Vienna,
and who now acted as his servant.

Jan wa."^ a big fellow, above aix feet

in height, and st -ong as a lion, but now
pinched with cold.

"A pretty fine Christmas this, sir,"

he growled.
"It's Christmas Eve tonight." And

Carl smiled a little. "Thank goodness
the line's quiet. The English don't

want to fight any more than we do just

now, from the looks of it."

"It's been all quiet since they

mopped up that listening party in

front of us three or four nights back,"
Jan replied. He added suddenly

:

"Haven t got any—any grub to spar?,

have you, sir?"
"Not so much as a biscuit," Carl

answered. " There's plenty of cigar-

ettes. I'm sick of smoking."
"Cigarettes won't fill a hungry man,"

Jan answered. " Thoy say the English
have got plenty of grub. Why can't

we make a raid and get sonic? I'll

volunteer for it !"

" If it wasn't Christmas Eve I'd lead

a raid myself," Carl told him. "But
that would mean killing—and we can't

kill on a day like this

"I could kill some of those English
if I thought I'd get food for doing it !"

J an snarled. "I'm sick of short

rations."

"So am I," Carl said slowly. "The
English are well fed. They always
have been, but " He stood up and
looked over the top of the trench to-

wards the British lines.

Hardly a gun was firing anywhere.
No lights showed. There was nothing

to see except barbed wire, frost and
patches of snow, and the faint glow
of trench braziers in the British lines.

But Carl could catch the voices of the

English ringing on the frosty air, an
occasional shout, and tlicn the lilt of

some chorus as the Tommies sung a

lively tune

:

"Take me hack to dear old Blighty,
Put me on the train for London

Town/
Take me over there, drop me any-

where,
liirmtiif/ham, Leeds or Manchester—

/ don't caret
Oh, I should like to see my best

girl "

It didn't sound to Carl as though the
English were particularly anxious to do
any fighting on this Christmas Eve.
Thoy seemed to be having a pretty
good time, while he and the others
went hungry in their freezing trenches.

" They've got food—we've got plenty
of cigarettes," he murmured. "I
wonder if " An idea came to him,
and he stood thinking it over, listening

to the distant sounds.
Presently he picked up a length of

board from the trench, then snatched at

a piece of chalk which a man had used
to scrawl tlie name of a dugout. Ca»l
knew English ; Bruce had taught him.
On the board h~o wrote: "Have you
anu food to spare?"

' Give me a bayonet, somebody I" he
called, and snatched the weapon as a
man held it up, then drove the tip into
«bruary l.jth lOliO.
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the edge of the board and mounted the
fire-step again.
Ho held the board high above the

trench parapet, switched on his flash-
lamp, and directed the beam so that it

life up the lettering.

Instantly there came the crack of a
watchful sentry's rifle, and a bullet
whanged through the board. More
bullets followed, but Carl still held the
board high.
The fusillade stopped. He sensed

that the British were now reading what
he had written. Ho held the board up
half a minute longer, and then lowered
it.

He stared across No iMan's Land,
and presently he sighted the white beam
of a torch on their side, shining on a
length of wood on which someone bad
written: "Yes, if you've (jot cigar-
ettes!"

"See that?" Carl gasped to the men
around him. "They say they'll give us
food for cigarettes. Give me a couple
of packets, somebody, and I'll go
over !"

"Let me go, sir — they're a
treacherous lot !" Jan growled, but
Carl caught the cigarettes a man
held out to him, and a moment later
he was over the parapet.

Boldly he stood upright and looked
ahead. No bullets came at him, and he
saw an Englishman rise from the
opposite trench.

Slowly Carl went through the barbed
wire out into the waste of No Man's
Land to meet the figure which was com-
ing towards hinl. Five yards from it

he stopped.

"You have food?" he asked in

English.
" Yes," came the answer from the

other figure, its face concealed by the
darkness. The man held out a package,
and Carl stopped nearer. " You have
an officer—Carl Behrend," the voice
went on. "Is he with you?"
"I'm It's Bruce !'' Carl gasped.
"Carl!" Bruce jumped at him. "I

chanced coming out because I could
speak your language. How are you ''.

How's Paiili ?"
" I don't know. I've not seen her.

Things are terrible at home—no food

—

no money !" Carl gasped. "It's
"

Ho broke off as he saw more British
coming from tlieir trench. He turned,
and then saw that Jan was leading his

own men out, bringing more cigarettes.

"They're fraternising—it's all right,"
Bruce exclaimed. "We shan't shoot if

you don't. You haven't been wounded,
Carl?"

" No, I'm fit enough—but I'm fed up
with the war," Carl answered. "I
didn't know you were in front of ui !"

"I knew your unit was here," Bruce
said. "I raided one of your listening

posts the other night."
"That, was you, their!" Carl gasped.

He peered into Bruce's fac(> and went
on :

" It's the same old Bruce ! It's

good to sec you again !"

"And to see you !" Bruce caught his

hand and wrung it. "And you don't
know if Pauli's all right?"
"No, I got an hour's leave in Vienna,

but I couldn't trace her," Carl
answered. " I found my father, but
that was all. He's doing all right—fit

and well."

They talked in the middle of No
Man's Land, these two old friends who
wore file uniforms of their warring
countries, while all around them
British Tommies, imbued with the spirit

of C^hristmdstide, swapped food for

cigarettes and souvenirs.
And then there came a scurrying rush

on the air with the fierce whine of :i
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shell. It burst in the heart of the waste
ground, scattering its droning frag-
ments, felling men and filling the air
with smoke.

_
Another shell came, and another.

Some artillery observer had seen move-
ments in No Man's Land, and he was
calling on his batteries to fire. More
gunners joined in; British and German
and the Au.'5trian guns attached to
Carl's division.

The uniformod figures broke and scat-
tered, running back to their trenches.
Carl piuted from Bruce and scurried
back the way he had come, Jan at his
side.

It was as they ran that there came a
mad blast of sound on the air, and a
shell burst near them. Carl saw its rod
heart, saw torn earth flying, hoard tlie

colossal crash of .it—and then felt as
though he were hit a million times at
once.
He fell backwards, his sight misted

and his head spiiming, Ids whole body
nunibod from the shock of awful
wounds. Through the glare of other
shells bursting near he saw Jan; the
big man was staggering and reeling
blindly, pawing the air until another
shell-l)urot hid him from sight.
Lights flashed across Carl's eyes. He

tried to get up, but he could not move.
Blackness swamped across his brain,
and he felt that ho was dying. He
tried to call out, but no sound would
come.
He forced away the mistiness that

cloaked his vision, but it swirled bad:
again, and through it all he thought he
heard Bruce calling his name.
A moment aftc the face of his old

friend seemed to float before his eyes.

Carl tried to smile, then sank to
oblivion.

Shelt-Shock.

IN a little garret, with windows
broken and bare furnishings, Pauli
sat, sewing alone. There was no

fire in the grate; it wms a month after
Christmas, and she tried to tell herself
that warm spring was near, and that she
did not feel cold.

The door opened, and her father came
in. I'rofossor Arndt was gaunt and
thin, and he had sold his overcoat to
buy an egg, which he carried wrapped
in a paper packing. He carried it more
gently and more carefully than he would
have done a king's crown.
"An egg, Pauli !" he called. "Now

we'll have a feast, my girl ! It's many
a month since I had such luck 1"

"Then you eat it, father," said Pauli.
"I'm—I'm not hungry."
"We'll share it," the professor said,

and Pauli hurried to the stove, gather-
ing up the sticks she had placed there
in readiness to cook whatever food her
father might bring home.
The professor had lost his job at the

university. He did not believe in war.
Ho thought it was all mad foolishness,

and he said so. Others did not agree
with him; they'd hooted him out of the
place.

He had sold all his books and his

little treasures. Ho had moved froin

his house to this attic. Pauli had tried
to get work, but she wasn't strong
enough to be a washerwoman; she had
been trained to do nothing in par-
ticular, and there were many like her in

Vienna these days.
No letters had come from Carl. Th?

authorities would not let the soldiers at
the front write home now, because Ger-
many and Austria weie losing the war,
and they did not want the troops to

know what hardships the folk at home
were suffering.

For thnt egg the professor had sold

(Continued on page 27.)
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For the sake of a girl he went riding, though he was scared stiff of horses.

comedy with an unexpected climax.
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An amazing

In Love With a Picture

ARTHUR BRYANT gazed
cautiously loiiiid the big shop
before drawing a newspaper

cutting from his pocket. The cutting
he spread out on the glass top of the
counter.

"Ah, my devinity!"
He sighed and gazed down at the

picture of a girl in Red Cross uniform.
A costume that Miss ^Marian Day had
worn at a big fancy-dress ball. TJie
cutline also stated that, the charming
Society girl was the daughter of a
wealthy financier.

The rough paper is never very compli-
mentary to the best of features, but
(here was no doubt that this girl was
pretty, because the paper could not con-
ceal her good looks. Her hair was dark
and shingled, but Arthur had fallen for
the twinkle in the big eyes and tlie

dimples in the checks.
If only he could meet hor and she

should fall in love with him!

Now Arthur was nineteen and ihat
age where youth is susceptible to what
some term "Calf Love." He was an
assistant in the big jewellery store
owned by Biggs and Iliggins, but he
had prospects because Biggs was his
uncle.

Arthur was a likeable but a provok-
ing youth. He had arrived at the
awkward age of life. At college he was
neither a success nor a failure. An
average brain had always kept him
somewhere near the middle of his form,
but his mind had a way of wandering
off ori to other subjects to tlie detriment
of his learning. In the middle of
mathematics he would suddenly want
to be playing baseball, and in the
middle of baseball he would want to go
swimming.
His small-town parents had sent him

(.0 Mr. Biggs to be trained to work for

a living. At njoments he was a brilliant
salesman and at other time* lus uncle
nearly toie out his hair with despair.
A dreamer, who had moments of great
brilliance.

Yet everyone liked him because he
had a happy smile, curly black hair, a
slim and well-knit body, and a certain
amount of charm and personality.
Arthur was quite unaware that the

revolving door had revolved and that a
lady in furs had walked to the counter
that he was supposed to be looking after.
She had coughed and had tapped tlie

glass top, but Arthur was away in
another world. The lady frowned
angrily and placed a gloved hand on
his wrist.

Absent-mindedly, he stroked the
glove and murmured, "Dearest!"
"How dare you !"

The falsetto voice shattered his
dreams.
"I—er—beg your pardon!" spluttered

Arthur, blushing like a schoolboy. "I
was reading about a big jewel robbery."
"I take that paper and I saw nothing

about a jewel robbery on that page!"
snapped the lady. "Will you please
show me some ear-rings."

Why Arthur should first produce
gentlemen's dress studs, and when re-

buked bring out engagement-rings is

beyond understanding. The lady's
exasperation brought Mr. Biggs on the
scene, and that gentleman was able to

pour oil on troubled waters.
"Yes, madame. No, madame. A

perfect pearl, madame." And so forth,

and the lady eventually left, having
spent far more than she intended. The
result was that Mr. Biggs, though he
frowned severely, was not half so dis-

pleased as he looked.
"One day you'll go into a trance,

Arthur, and never wake up," he re-

buked. "Now I have a most important

Loinmission for you to undertake." He
pioducod a small packet. "This neck-
lace has been specially ordered over the
telephone by a lady who wants the neck-
lace to be a surprise for her daughter—
the girl is eighteen to-morrow. She
wants the necklace taken to her house
immediately. You will take the neck-
lace, and for the love of Mike don't
lose it or yourself. The address is on
the package, and you had better start
at once. You have eight hours before
dusk." Here Mr. Biggs chuckled.
"Only eight miles to go, so you might
be able to make it.".

"Yes, uncle."
"Be off with you, my boy." The

uncle patted him on the back. "And if

jou don't deliver that to-daj% never
darken my doors again. So if you're
goofy about some gal, forget it."

"I wish I could, uncle," moaned his
nephew. "I shall always carry her pic-
ture wiih me."
"You'll get a fat head if you don't

look lively!" grunted his uncle. "And
don't make any mistakes."

Trouble With a Hat.

ARTHUR BRYANT set out for the
raihvay depot. He entered a full

'bus and went off into a trance
thinking of the girl of his dreams.
The 'bus stopped, and nearly all the

people got out, so that there were plenty
of seats. Arthur still went on standing,
until a titter and a remark from a small
girl brought him back to earth.

"Has he been a naughty boy,

inummy ? Perhaps that's why he's

standing."
Arthur frowned heavily and took a

seat. Within three minutes he was
dreaming again, and didn't wake up
till the conductor tapped him on the
shoulder.
"This is the end of the run, bo," he
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tliuckloJ. "Unless you wanta go all

(he way baclt again. What's up?
Your gal giving yer the chuck?"
"I have no girl," haughtily retorted

Arthur, and stalked forth, realising

that he had gone four streets too far.

He was too dignified to return in the

same 'bus, and so had to wait. Still,

there were plenty of trains.

Another 'bus at last, and it would bo

crowded.
Somehow, he wedged his way inside

and started trouble by treading on a

fat lady's corns.

"Look where you're going!" com-
plained the lady shrilly. "Ain't yer
got ey<'S in yer head?"
"Yes, mum."
"Then why not use 'em."
This caused a general laugh, and the

fat lady shook all her four chins.

In that crowd it was impossible to do
nmt.h dreaming, but one could walk on
people's feet and nudge neighbours in

the ribs, especially as the driver was a

run-and-brake merchant. In other

words, the driver tore along whenever
ho saw a clear space, and directly a

block appeared on went all the brakes.

Those standing swayed backwards and
forwards like a storm at sea.

Arthur butted the man next him so

violently that the latter's straw hat
fell on the floor.

"So sorry!" murmured Arthur, and
111 stooping to pick it up off came liis

own.
The hats were restored at last, but the

man who had been hutted had evidently

had a row with his wife or got out of

the wrong side of bed that morning,
because he kcjit on glaring at poor
Arthur.

Then Arthur got a seat at last, and
looked out carefully for the depot. At
last the depot and Arthur struggled to

his feet.

"No, you must not give up your seat.

I insist," a pretty girl said severely to

him.
"But I -" began Ardiur, when the

bus jerked forward and he sat down
heavily again.
Arthur made another attempt to eet

uji at the next stop.

"I am quite capable of standing!"
The girl was angry. "A girl is the
equal of a man any day, and what a
man can do wo can do! Please keep
your seat—I insist!''

" You can insist as much as you like
"

—Arthur was really angry—"but I'm
getting out hero."
And the girl gave him a look that

would have frozen the North Polo as

hard as granite.

Arthur felt better after that—ho liad

scored (hat time. He marched off to

tlio depot, and, of course, there \vas a
queue waiting for their tickets. Tho
youngster went into another trsnee as

ho slowly filed forward. Ho reached the
sill, still in a dream.

What was all that Ranging about?
Ho looked vaguely around to see a sea
of angry faces.

"Brought yer camp stool with yer?"
snarled a labourer.

" Y'ou kids ouglita go to bed earlier!"
said another.
"Where's his nurse?" was the worst

cut of all.

Feverishly .\rthur bought a ticket,

rammed it into tho band of his straw
hat, and was so anxious to get away
that he ran right into a man—he of

the other straw hat.

"Ugh!" grunted the little man, and
staggered back. Both straw hats went
flying.

"Sorry! Sorry!"
'You confounded young chump!"
February 15tli, 1030.
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shouted tl;e ottier excitedly. "Why
don't you have your eyes tested?"

Artliur was so confused that he didn't
realise he had picked up the wrong hat.

whilst the little man was so annoyed
that ho didn't realise Arthur's hat was
nearly over his ej'os.

Hence a gust of wind played a fine old
game. The hat on Arthur's head was
like a piinple and easily whisked off,

whilst the wind got under the larger hat
and lifted it off the small dome like a
now form of kite.

Worse was to follow, because when
Arthur chased after hi? hat that seemed
bewitched it did not stop till it came to

rest under the front legs of a respectable
cart-horse, who was feeling in a hungry
mood that day. To tlie boy's horror,
the big teeth closed on the brim and
proceeded to get busy on the straw.
No sign of the man in ' charge, and

every time Arthur held out an uncertain
hand the horse showed its teeth.

" Here—hi—steady !" cried the lad.

"Chuck it, old chap!"
But the horse calmly went on munch-

ing till all one side was gone.
"Hallo, son. what's tho trouble?"

growled a voice, and the carter ap-
peared. "Oh, ho, so old Ned's having
a meal !"

The horse gave up tijc hat quite
meekly.
"He's eaten my ticket!" shouted

Arthur. "And I don't believe there's

another train for an hour." He was
feeling feveri.shly in his pockets to see

how much money he possessed when
another person arrived on the scene.

"Gimme my hat!" was the infuriated
cry. "Y'ou knock off my hat and then
have the impertinence to take the
wrong one!" He grabbed the offending
headgear and shoved it on his head
without noticing the damage. His anger
was so great that probably ho was
blinded.

" I'ool ! Dolt ! Idiot 1" he screeched,
and flung Arthur's hat on the ground.
" I've a good mind to stamj) on it !"

"Here, you be off!" growled the
carter, and the man departed muttering
dire threats.

With a glad cry Arthur pounced on
his hat, and there in the ribbon was the
ticket.

"Th.anks. old sport!" he cried.

"Y'ou'vc saved my life. Can't stop to

inquire after tho wife and kids, 'cos I

gotta catch that train. Cheerio! Drop
me a postcard any day.".

"Loco!" muttered the carter. pu>liing
his greasy cap on one side and scratching
his thick hair, whilst he ftared after

the running Arthur. "I wouldn't
wonder what them two ain't escaped
from somewhere. Corks, he'll break his

blinking neck !''

The train was on the move and was
gathering speed. A guaril and about
four porters yelled "Stand away!"
but Arthur charged after the last car.

A final spurt and his outflung hand
gripped tho rail, and with a mighty
lieave he dragged himself on to the step.

He nearly fell off when his hat tried to

do a disappearing act. The carter's
heart went to liis mouth as Arthur
released his hands to jam on his plraw
hat, before desperately clinging again
to the rail. Then the boy ran up tho
steps and gaily waved.
"Clean off his onion." muttered the

carter, then looked all round. "Perhaps
he was a film star—don't see no camera.
So, he must bo loco, as I thought first."

Trouble in a Train.

HAVING caught the train by the
skin of his teeth. Arthur sought
a seat, but found that the coacncs

were all very full. Tho carriage was a
saloon with double seats and a gangway
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between. A fat lady had a seat to her-
self, but she was so monstrous that after
vainly endeavouring to place some por-
tion of his anatomy upon the cushion he
gave it up and went elsewhere.

In the very end coach Artliur saw
two spare seats—on opposite sides of the
corridor, but level. On one of the double
seats sat a man, and on the other a
girl. Being of a nervous disposiiicu,

Arthur chose to sit next to the man.
Arthur settled himself down, but

dreams were not possible. How tan a
chap dream when there is a peculiar
odour in the air? He glanced at his

companion, then became aware that the
girl had a handkerchief to her nose.

Another look at his companion noticed
a movement of the jaws. The latter

becoming aware of Artluu-'s gaze turned
his head, and tho boy nearly swooned.

" Ze garlic spearmint—verra good."
said the Italian, with a broad smile.

"I iiiventa cet myself—you takka zee
piece."

"No, thanks. I don't," gasped Arthur.
"Phew, gimme air!"
Whereupon Artliur leaned forward

and pressed a knob which was supposed
to open the window about two inches.

Unfortunately he pressed the bottom
knob instead of the top, and the window
opened quite a foot.

A torrent of air swept into the car.

Can you imagine a liner with a gaping
hole in her side and the seas sweeping
in? Well, that was very like what hap-
pened when Arthur opened that
window. People reading newspapers
either had them snatched out of their

hands or else were buried in their folds.'

Papers, handbags, hats, and other debris
reposing on the tables were whisked off

like straw-. Glasses and cups were
spilled, and among the slirieks and
screams of the women could bo heard a
few comments by the males.
"Shut that blankety, blank window!"

"Chuck him out of the car!'' "My
hat's ruined !" " Where's my icecream
cornet?"—this last raised the passengers
to boiling pitch. They stood up as best

thev could and all shouted and hooted
and screamed at Arthur, who got
thoroughly panicky and pressed another
button, whereupon by some freak the

window opened a further foot.

"Cur,=a de vind !" shouted the Itah'an.

"You bigga de fool!"' He managed to

find the right knob, and the window
shut with a clang.

Arthur sank limply in his seat and
tried to imagine that all the rude things

that were being said were not about
him at all. Ho tried to dream again,

and became aware that there was some-
thing in his eye—grit that must have
got in when the window was open. He
became aware that the person on the

seat next to him was eyeing him with

amusement. What a surprise Arthur
got when he found she was the girl of

his dreams—and he could have sat next

to her ! Instead of which ho was next

to an evil-smelling Italian.

A? Arthur stared at her. hardly

crediting his senses, tho grain of dust

got busy on tlic nerve cells and his loft

eyelid flickered once, and as the girl's

own eyes opened wide with indignation,

so did Arthur wink again and again.

He know he was winking and couldn't

stop it.

Marian Day gave him a look th.it

would have killed, and busied herself

with a book, but it was not so easy to

read. Her curiosity was arou.sed, and
he was such a nice-looking lad ; she

ventured a quick peep. Arthur, the pic-

ture of misery, was dabbing at liis left

eye. He removed the handkerchief,

and noticing that peep decided upon a

. bold move.
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He pointed to his eye, shook liis licad.

winked twice, and then rubbed it

vigorously. JNIarian understood at once
that something was in his eye. She for-

gave him with the faintest twitch of the

lips, and then returned to her book.

How can one dream when one's
dream is sitting within a few feet of

you. Marian was even prettier than
her picture, but Arthur quite realised

that her chin was a very determined
chin. How could he frame some excuse
to talk to her. He blu.^hed uncomfort-
ably some minutes later when he heard
a whispered: "Rubberneck" from
some kind person behind, denoting that
his ardent gaze at the girl had not been
overlooked.
The girl must have heard, because

f^he flashed a startled look at Arthur,
who had rubbed his eye ^o nuich tiiat

it was quite bloodshot—the effect was
heightened by a stream of tears that he
couldn't check.
"You've got something in your eye,"

stated the girl, who was as kind as she
was pretty. "Could I get it out for
you?"
"Could she?" Why Arthur very

nearly leaped from his scat to her side.

Did the lady miss the boy's enthusiasm
—not she ! At once Marian got busy
with a small handkerchief, and Arthur
was quite sorry that she removed the
cinder so efficiently and so swiftlJ^

"There, that's out!" she cried
triumphantly, and expected him to
return to his seat.

Arthur glanced at the Italian, who
saved the day by producing a very dirty
handkerchief, and inside some even
worse sandwiches.
The boy looked at the girl, and she

looked at the s<andwiches—both their
nostrils quivered—and Arthur, with
love in his heart for the Italian, stayed
whore he was.
So far so good, but in these days you

can't touch a strange young woman on
the shoulder and start a conversation
by saying: "Where are you going, my
pretty maiden ?" Or words to that
effect. Probably sho would clout you
one round the oar or hand you over
to the guard with a hint that probably
a bootlegger had had some influence on
your present condition.

Marian would have had no objection
to becoming friendly with Arthur, but
sho had boon brought up by very strict

parents, who had taught her that it was
not for the lady to make
advances ; besides,

hadn't she done him a ''

good turn already. And
Arthur, fearing a re-

buke, kept a still tongue,
and thus wasted a
golden opportunity.

But t!ie opportunity
was soon to arrive. The
nigger attendant came
along the car to see if

anyone required refresh-
ments ; he evidently had
waited on the girl be-

fore, because he grinned
broadly and pro-
duced a bottle of
ginger-beer.

it,"

and
her
end

"I'll open
said the girl,

went hack to

book till the
of the chapter.
Having turned
down the page, she
picked up the bottle

and the opener,
and wondered why
Arthur had not
had the common
sense to ofifcr to
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open the bottle. Arthuif also wondered
why he had been such a chump; he just
sat and stared at her like one
hypnotised.
Marian made one effort, but the

patent top would not lever off. she made
a second eft'ort, and again had no luck.

"Could I do it for you?"
"Thank you so much!" murmured

the girl, and gave the bottle and lever
to Arthur.
His first effort brought no result, and,

grimly determined, Arthur stood up,
but still the bottle wouldn't open. In
his efforts he did not realise that the
bottle of ginger pop was being shaken
violently, also it was a very hot day.
What, therefore, might bo the result

when that lid-top suddenly came off ?

A sudden release of gassy substance at
express speed. Squirt a syphon into
someone's face, and you have a good
idea. Unfortunately the bottle was
pointed towards Marian when the lid

came off, and the girl got a shower
bath.

" 0-o-o-o-oh I" A gasp and a
shudder. "Oh, you careless wretch 1"

Arthur made things worse by trying
to put his finger over the escaping
^pray, with the result that the people
behind had a shower bath, and, when
ho altered his finger, then the spray
got those in front in the back of tlie

neck.
The light of friendship in the girl's

eye had gone, because she was wearing
a particularly smart two-piece dress and
coat, wliich was, to her mind, ruined. It

wasn't, but girts arc strange creatures.

She would arrive home for hor birth-

day, looking stained and bedraggled,
and the chick outfit would be wasted.

Therefore, the dress and coat were
ruined.
Arthur produced a largo h^ndkovehiof
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and dabbed at her rather helplessly,
whereupon the girl pushed him away.
"You're the clumsiest idiot I've ever

met !" she snapped unkindly. " You'll
only mak.' matteis worse."

"I don't think it's done any harm,"
began Arthur.

" You ought to be put in a place
where you can't do any harm," growled
a damp passengor.

Annoyed that all his good work with
th3 girl of his dreams had been shat-
tered, Arthur turned upon the accuser.

"A bath won't do you any harm!"
he growled. "You look as if you need
one."
Of course that insult meant a small

scene. The man wanted to get abusive,
and had to be held back by several
others. All this while, Marian was re-

pai)ing ravages to her complexion with
a powder-puff.
The man broke free and aimed a wild

blow at Arthur, who drew back his

head and then jerked back his arm in
order to return the blow. His elbow
caught the powder-box, and there was
further cata.strophe. A large shower ol

powder went all over Marian, so that it

looked as if it had been snowing.

The passengers' wrath turned to

laughter, and, except for Arthur and
Marian, everyone doubled up with
mirth. Marian jumped to her feet, said

"Oh!" in a sort of strangled whisper,
and then lurncd her back haughtily on
the culprit.

The train slowing saved the situation,

because jMarian realised this was her
homo depot. She swept by Arthur like

a small iceberg, without the least sign

of being aware that such a person as

Arthur Bryant ever existed.

Arthur stared after her dumbly, until

he realised from the black porter's

" How dare you follow

me ! " Marian cried

indignantly.

lebruary Ijtli, 1030.
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Ehout that tins was his destination as

well. Ho grabbed his hat, glared at the

Otiicr passengers, and hurried down the

corridor. Ho had bettor get his mission

done and get back to business—this

would go down as the woisl dav of his

life.

He alighted from the train and saw
a porter.

" Do j'ou know this address ?" And
lie showed the parcel.

"Sure I do that 1" grinned the follow

"Wo all knows 'em. Most generous
thej' be and kindly disposed \yith their

tips." Ho pointed to a straight road
and a siolitary figure. "See that young
lady? You follow her."

riven at that distance, Arthur recog-

nised the girl.

"Why follow her?" gasped ho, like

a fish out of water.
"That be Miss Marian Day !"

laughed the fellow. "That parcel be

for her mother. It be Miss Marian's
birthday tomorrow." Here he winked.
"That'll bo a present. I suppose."
Determinedly Arthur stopped out

after the girl, and there was renewed
hope in his heart. Maybe there would
bo a chance of pacifying her ladyship.

The Lull Before the Storm.

AS the girl walked she brushed the

powder from her clothes. Now
she was annoyed for another

reason. The car was not hero to meet
her, but as she had stated that she

would come by a later train, what could

she expect ? Still, a walk might cool

her fevered brow.
Something made her look back, and

then her plucked eyebrows wont up in

an arch of indignation. That imperti-

nent l^up of a boy had had the audacity

to follow her. With eyes flashing fire

she waited till ho drew near.
"How dare you follow mc?'' she

cried indignantly. "If you don't go
home I shall call the police."

And before Arthur could say a word
-he had marched away with her head
vcr\' much in' the a.u.

"Here, I say !" called Arthur, and
began to hurry after her.

Marian turned, stampoJ her foot, and
went on all the faster. Her anger in-

creased when she looked back a few
minutes later to find him following her.

"Chook!" she cried, and began to

run.

"Confound it;" growled Arthur, and
had to run as well.

After a quarter of a mile the girl

paused for breath, and looked back,
imagining that Arthur would bo a speck
on the liorizon. Her horrified gaze
saw a running figure that shambled to

a walk even as she watched. Could he
bo a bad young man—one of those that

hold you up and stole your money ?

No, for all his faults she didn't thini;

lie coidd be as bad as all that.

Horror upon horror—he was waving
to her. A gesture to stop. Then ho
nuist be a bad lad.

JNIarian began to run again, and
sighed with relief us she saw the iron
gates of her country house ahead. She
glanced back at the (ntranc<,' of the
drive and shook hor fist dei'isively. He
woiddn't dare follow her au^ fartlier.

The .'.ound of running footsteps n)ad(>

her whip round, and there he was at

the gates.

"Hi!" he shouted; but Marian, in

sudden panic, had taken to her luels.

Up the stops she rushed to the front
door. He was following her, and she
lanij the bell furiously.
Watson, the butler, appeared.
" J'here's a man following m(\ drive

him away !" she gasped, and darted in-

doors, but waited by the staircase to
Fcl)ruary 15th, 1930.
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see what would hapfien. Somehow she
didn't want Watson to get lough.
"What do you want?" growled (he

butler. " Why you following Miss
Marian ?"

"I've got a parcel for Mrs. Day,"
stated Arthur between puffs. "I in-

quired the way, and they said follow
Miss Marian. I'm from Biggs &
Higgins, jewellers."
"Oh, I see," murmured Watson.

"Wait here, please."
Mrs. Day had appeared, and mother

and daughter had flown to each other's

arms.
" So glad you've come earlier. You

do look flushed," said the mother, a

trifle anxiously.
"I've been nmning." Marian

glanced at tl e ^lass door, where she
could see two figures. "I'll go and
change my clothes."

"Do, darling," murmured the mother.
At the top of the stairs Marian looked

down. The boy was actually in the hall

and shaking hands with her mother.
This looked like a mystery. She would
change quickly and find out what it all

meant.
Meanwhile, Arthur was explaining

that he came from Biggs & Higgins,
and had a very important parcel.
"Ah!" exclaimed Mrs. Day. "The

pearls for Marian." Then she smiled
at the boy. "What is your name?"
"Arthur Bryant, madame," said the

boy.
"You don't by any means come from

Pullervalc, Ohio?" she asked, and at
once Arthur's face lit up.

"Sure, that's my home town," he
cried. "My pop sent me to Mr. Biggs
to learn a trade, and it seems years
since I've been away."

"Arthur, I'm delighted to moot you,"
was the surprising remark of Mrs. Day
as she held out her hand. "Your
mother and I were old school friends,
and knowing I was in Chicago, she
wrote asking if I could invite you
round.
Here Mrs. Day hesitated.
"I have to confess I mislaid the

letter, but directly I sav,- you I guessed
at once who you were. You're the
image of your mother. How very
curious !"

Arthur just stood there tongue-tied,
and then kindly Mrs. Day went on
talking.
"You've come at a right time. It's

Marian's birthday to-morrow, and you
shall stay the night and come to the
party. I'll ring up your uncle and put
that right." Here she smiled. "We
do a lot of business with him, so ho
won't mind. And don't say a word that
you work for Biggs & Higgins, because
I want those pearls to be a surprise for
Marian. You will bo just an old friend.
All, hero she comes ! Marian !"

It was a surprise for Marian when
hor mother introduced the boy as an
old friend of the family. Arthur looked
so apologetic that all her anger
vanished, and she held out her hand.
Arthur clasped it in a firm grasp.
"I'm going riding this afternoon."

she cried gaily. "We've got a spare
horse, and you can be my escort."
"You're a quick worker, Marian,"

laughed her mother. "So the young
folk know you're back already? All
the same crowd. I suppose?"
"All those that are coming to the

party." laughi'd Marian. "We're
going to ride and think out rags—awful
fun."
"I—or—can't go riding like this."

nervously murmured Arthur. " l'erliai)s

I could follow on foot?"
"Not unless you've got wings,"

laughed Marian. "Mums, he shall

have poll's outfit."
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"Of course Arthur can," exclaimed
the mother. "W.tson!" The butler
appeared. "Take this gentleman up-
stairs and get out the master's riding
suit."

And thus was Arthur Bryant led
away to what he thought was his final

doom.

The Fateful Ride.

ARTHUR tried to think of every
excuse to get out of that ride,

but every excuse broke down
under one argument—the girl would
think him a coward.
He .squared his shoulders. Ho must

go riding, and pray that if he were
chucked off ho would be chucked on to

something soft. Don't think the lad
was a coward: but when very small ho
was savaged by a horse, and grew up
eyeing horses with mistrust. Thoy were
best loft alone, hence the fact that ho
had never ridden a horse in his life,

and he knew that it was no child's play.

Ho didn't mind a fall so much, it was
the fact that he would look a perfect
idiot in front of Marian and all her
young friends.

Why couldn't they go out on motor-
bicycles ? He'd show 'em a thing or
two ! But horses ! He shuddered, and
climbed into the brooches of i'cp Day.
Evidently the father must be a very
tall man, because the breeches fitted

nowhere. The clothes fitted well under
the arms for length, whilst two of
Arthur would have still given the waist
line an inch or two to spaie. For a

moment he decided to plead that as hor
father's pants didn't fit, he couldn't
ride with tho daughter.
Cowardice again. No, he would rido

even if he did look a perfect sight. His
honour demanded this sacrifice.

How Marian laughed when Arth ir

Bryant came down the stairs. The girl

was a charming picture in buflf ridinjr

breeches, silk blouse, and a French
beret.

"You remind me of a comic turn ft

the theatres." she hooted with laughtc;'.

imieh to Arthur'cs annoyance. "Aren't
your breeches a trifle short?" she asked
with gentle sarcasm.
"My temper will also be short before

I'm through," rasped Arthur, whose
nerves were rather on edge.
"Come on, Arthur." she cried gaily.

"All the others are here."

"I'm ready. Miss Day." He said it

like a martyr.
"Cut out the miss stuff," cried tho

girl. "Y'ou don't think I'm going to

blect Mr. Bryant all day long, do you?
Come on, my lad."

"All right, JNIarian." answered the
ghost of Arthur. "Hope the boss ain't

as large as your pop's pants."
"Only sixteen hands." An answer

that meant nothing to him. It would
have been just tho same if she had said

"sixteen feet.". At any rate, Arthur
decided that the horse was a darned
sight too tall and big when he managed
to tear himself away from the house.
To his distorted imagination. Buster
looked like an elephant.

Marian waved gaily to a dozen or .o

boys and girls that were waiting. A'!

sat their saddles as if they were born
to them. A groom appeared, and
Marian leaped up as if she were a
feather. Then a groom came forward
with Buster—it was Arthur's turn.

Tho youngster approached the mount
slowly and warily ; it seemed to him is

if ho had never seen a horse with such

a nasty expression. The groom gave a

swift glanc^ at the girths, just touched
the stirrups nncl stood prepared to help

Arthur into tho saddle.
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Now tliere is a wrong way and a rigitt

way of niomiting a horse. You don't

want to put your right foot into tlie left

stin'up. A procedure that brought a titter

of mirth. Having discovered which foot

was required, Arthur managed to get

same into the stirrup, but a horse ubually

moves slightly forward as one mounts
and it is advisable to stand slightly

nearer the animal's head, so that one is

helped into the saddle by the forward

movement. Not unlike the mounting of

a bicycle.

Ti-y and mount a bicycle and not go

with it, and you land on the mudguards
and the ground. Well, Arthur landed

on Buster's hindquarters, and then oliJ

gracefully to the ground.
More mirth, in which Maiian joined.

"Buck up, Arthur."
Arthur collected himself together,

glared at the horse, squared nis

shoulders, and went at Buster with a

rush. His foot found the stirrup and
\ip he went into the air, so fast that

lio went clean over the saddle and

landed iu a heap on the other side.

"He's a trick rider," said one person

unkindly.
Arthur summoned a grin, struggled to

liis feet and endeavoured to do the rush

again, but not quite so fast. He landed

in the saddle, clutched wildly at the

ponmiel and again slid to the ground
with a jolt that did his spine no end of

good.
By this time, Arthur was considerably

bruised and dusty, but he wouldn't be

beaten, and he came at the horse again.

This time he reduced the rush, and onl :»

half got into the saddle, another wild

grab and once more he was on terr;i

lirma.

All the party yelled their appioval,

but Marian was annoyed that her new
friend was making such an exhibition

of himself. He didn't seem to be ab'.e

to do a single thing without making a

mess of it.

"We're meeting Winnie. Thclnia and
Archie on the Ridgcway," she called

out. "They'll get fed up with waiting

if we don't hurry."

The rest were so interested in Arthur's
antics, that they didn't want to go, but

Marian was a young woman who ha
"

her own way. She watched one uiolc

fruitless effort, and then turned her horse
down the drive.

"You go ahead." called out Arthur,
weakly. "I'll catch you up."
More laughter and the party In

lroo|>ed away. The groom held th

re.-,tive horse, and it says much for ili

man that his face never twitched.
"May I show you, sir,

the best way to mount
Buster?" he said.
" Hosses have their

f;>ncies, and iJuster likes

this way best."
Therewith followe<l a

Kiacefid and easy move-
ment, which Arthur

envious
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"Buster's got a tough mouth, mister,

warned the groom. "Otherwise he's

as quiet as a lamb."
"Tough mouth?"
"Been ridden hard by amateurs.'

Perhaps the groom's mouth did twitch
this time. "Always sawing on his

mouth—makes 'cm tough. So that if

you ain't careful, Buster will get the

hit between his teeth and be froliesouu\

No harm in him, but likes a run."

"What ought I to do?"
"Keep a tight rein, mister," was the

warning. "Never let him get his head
down. In other words don't let him
pry around for rabbit holes." Hero he

lowered his voice to a whisper. "Take
my tip, mister, and trot.

_
Let I hem

others do all the cantering 'and gallop-

ing. '~)h, and one thing else" He hell

up a linger in mysterious manner
"Hosses has a way of knowing whc'i

they're going home. A ho s will jo
out all peaceful like, but directly > e

turns his head for home, up goes lu-

ears and whatho."
"Whatho?" puzzled Arthur.
"Goes all out at the first chance,"

grinned the groom. "That's when you

want to keep ycr hands up. Good luck,

mister."

But Arthur hadn't heard the last

sentence, because Buster had grown tired

of waiting, had whisked round, and
gone down the drive like a streak ' f

ligiitning. Actually it was only a

ca'iitpr, but to Arthur it seemed like

lightning.

Beating the Wind.

FOR a few yards Arthur managed to

Srip the leins, l)ut a sudden lurch

made him feverishly grip the

ponnnel.
Out in the roadway, and every in-

stinct seemed (o urge the boy (o choose

the easy way and fall out of the saddle

before it was too late, but though he

couldn't ride ho had plenty of courage.

He would stick on this plagucy horse if

it killed him.
Bump, bump, bump! He tried to

ID

vitualise other pcojjle that he had s<:<a

riding. Between his anguish he se-

mcmbcred someone telling him that c->:e

must keep in time with the horse, and
that if one rose in the air at the precise

moment the jolting would cease. After

a lot of painful jolting, Arthur suddenly
found himself rising and falling. Ho
felt frightfully elated until he rose a
trifle too far and was pitched forwavd,
his arms enfolded Buster's neck, and, by
the time Arthur had .got back into the

saddle. Buster had got the bit between
his teeth.

If the trot had been lightning, this

was greased. His hat was wiiisked is-ona

his head, v.hilst pop's large coat
streamed out like a kite. He en-

deavoured to lie back and drag the bit

from Buster's teeth, and that neaily
caused his downfall—only a desperate
clutch at the pommel saved him. He
remembered about gripping with the

knees—advice he had read in a book

—

but with pants that are about ten sizes

too big, it was nigh impossible.

"Oh, look!" cried one of the youn.^i

party.

The yoiuig folk turned to sec Arthur
boring down on them like an express
train.

"Hi, Ai'thur, stop!" cried Marian.
But Arthur didn't stop because tie

couldn't. He had foimd that by lyinj;

low over Buster's neck he was able to

recover his breath. Hence he looked
like an out-of-work , jockey as bo
flashed past.

Buster saw a stretch of open country,

and next moment was on soft grassland.

"Help!" weakly moaned Arthur, and
saw ahead a large hedge.

Like a bird the horse went w'yt in the

air, to disappear from the sight of the

gaping party.

"Well, I am surprised!" gasped one
youth. "That's daredevil riding, and no
mistake. I say, Marian, perhaps (haft

new friend of yours was pulling our

legs."

"I expect he was," nnuinured Marian,

forcing a smile.

watched
eyes

with

Let's have another

trv," lie cried, dusting himself down,

and hoping that Marian's father didn't

often use his riding kit.

This time. Arthur gained the saddle.

where he wobbled like a watery jelly.

Tlie groom showed him how to thread

the reins between his fingers. Simple

enough except that Buster would keep

on tossing up his head, anxious no
doubt to join the other horses Every
lime that happened, Arthur was jolted

forward and nearly shot over his head,

only a desperate grip on the saddle

saved the day.

Arthur gripped Slim Harris

by the throat.
Fetjruary 15th, 19S0.
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Sht- had hoi- own opiaioiis, but was
p'oasfd that tho othois diffcn'd.

But let us follow Arthur Bryant and
see \vhcre he is now—a pood mile away.
Already two more hedges have been
jumped with ease. Arthur began to

sit, up a little, a stratiRe exhilaration in

his heart. If he survived this outing
he'd learn to ride.

Whv Buster should then have chosen

tu tear through a wood is beyond com-
prehension. Branches and bows whizzed
over Arthur's head, dirt, twigs, and
leaves bespattered his clothes, but still

he clung to the saddle. A small branch
whipped his cheek and made him yelp

with the pain—pain that mado him
really angry.

"I'll learn ye. you brute!" he cried,

and gripped the reins between his

Hri;,'ers. IJack he swung in the saddle,

ami, to his surprise, Buster began to

slow, but ofl' went the horse again when
another bough caused the boy to duck.

Clear of ihe wood, and once ' more
Arthur was tugging at the reins. Buster
went from a gallop to a canter, and

from a canter to a jog trot, and finally

from a walk to a halt.

"Corks!'" breathed Artluir. "I'm still

alive
!"

lie decided to get back to the party

and show him what ho could do, but

forgot what the groom had said about
Buster going home. Off wont Buster

on another mad gallop, and, strain as

ho might, Artluu could not pull in his

mount.
" All right, have it your own way !"

shouted the lad, and, in a fit of bravado,

slapped' the horse hard.

Bing! The only word that can de-

scribe the amazing speed that Buster

suddenly developed. Arthur had a

vague idea of skimming over bushes and
under trees, flashing over a stream, and
then, by some miracle, being once more
on the road.

The cloud of du~t was spotted by the

anxious Marian
"He's coming fiack," she cried.

Like a whirlwind the horseman drew
nearer.
"Hi, Arthur, stop!" yelled the girl.

But once again Arthur shot by, and
they stared after the disappearing cloud

of dust.

"Coo. I ain't ever seen Buster move
like that before!" gasped a youth.
"Darned if I'd like to chance it!"

Arthur looked up and saw the iron

ffates ahead, and, like a (lash. Buster
had whipped round and pounded up the

drive, to stop like a lamb before the

house. The boy slithered out of the

saddle, mopped his brow, and with one
hand leaning against the horse's flanks,

gasped for breath.

Then he began to realise the sight he-

presented.
"I'll teach you to play tiicks with me!"

he growled. 'You just wait there a

moment !"

Into the house flew Arthur, and was
cl.id to find no one about. Ur) the
stairs lie raced to his room, and, for-

getting all about aches and pains,

changed into liis own clothes.

Down the stairs he went, quite mi-

aware that from behind a pillar a man
with fierce eyes watched him.
Curiously enough. Buster was still

waiting, and Arthur almost flew into the

saddle.

"Now you git on down Ihe drive,"
stormed Arthur, "and make it snappy!"
And Buster, recognising that some-

thing had happened to his young ridi>r.

obeyed quite mooklv.
Kcliruary lath. lt»30
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The Burglary.

IF Arthur Bryant hadn't oeen in isuca

a tearing hurry he might have
thought it cmious that in so l)ig a

household there was no one about.
Actually, much had been happening.

The gentleman of the straw hat, who
had caused Arthur some inconvenience
in the train, had akso chosen the Day
househi>lJ for a visit. He was a gentle-
man of the light-fingered fraternity, who
earned his livelihood by burglary and
such methods. He knew that there
would be valuable presents for Marian's
birthday, and had come there because
he felt they wou'd l.'O very useful to
himself.

Being an expert, he had scaled a wall
and found his way towards tho ser-

vants' quarters. Here the sight of a
gun caused those worthies to scuttle like

rabbits into the cellar, where they had
been locked in.

That done, Slim Harris, of the care-
fully-cut clothes, had walked upstairs
Mr. Day was out ; Mrs. Day was asleep,
whilst tlie lattcr's pers."inal maid was
also enjoying forty winks, lie had
found the room where all the presents
v.ere stored, had made his pick, and
piepared to depart. This departure was
interrupted by tho appearance of
Arthur, and Slim had gripped a loaded
stick in readiness to deal with the boy,
but it hadn't been necessary.
Arthur gone, Slim was at libel ty tu

depart, and ho decided to go by the
same way that he had entered, with the
result that Slim was slinking along by
a high wall when a thunderbolt landed
on him.

Out in the main road. Arthur turned
in the direction he had last seen Marian,
but. much to his anno.yance. ho could
find no sign of them
"Just my luck!" he gr -nblcd, and

tried tho open country-
No sign of his new friends, 6o he

returned t5 the main I'oad.

A pedestrian was seen approaching,
and, with a whoop, Arthur went after

the man. The latter was thoroughly
scared as Arthur slithered to a stop,

because the youngster was so eager to

fiiid Alarian that in his keenness he
stopped too violently and winded him-
self on Buster's head,
"Have you "—gasp—'"seen some "

—

gasp—"riders "—final gasp.

"Saw a jiarty way back—ili?5 Day
and friends," said the fellow.

"Which way were they going?" he
panted out.

"Should say they were riding round
the estate," was the answer. "Have you
lost 'em?"
"I don't look as if I'd found 'em,

do I?" growled Arthur. "Many
thanks!"
Once more he was off down the road,

and when the high wall that surrounded
Marian's home turned at right angles,

Arthur left the road and tore over
brambles and hedgerows in pursuit.

Buster had decided tliat a joke was a

joke, and that he had had quite enough
for one afternoon.
Ahead Arthur saw his new friends, and

whooping gaily urged the horse to re-

newed effort. Buster, with ill grace,
responded.
His approach was heard, and the whole

party pulled up to wait for him, but by
this time Buster was in a bad temper
Arthur tugged like mad at the rein.s,

but the horse tore on at a mad gallop.

Tho riders scattered to right and left,

and Arthur gasped with horror as Buster,
when close to the spot whore the party
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had been a moment before, suddenly
charged straight at tho wall.

"Woo!" bleated Arthur, and the horse
stuck out his front legs like bars of iron.

The result was that Arthur flew out of
the saddle like a stone from a catapult,
up in the air he went, to sail gracefully
over the wall. To land with a crash
on tlie shoulderfi of the man who s!uii!i

through the gardens.
In a heap Slim Harris and Arthur

Bryant crasiied to the ground.
Both were winded, whilst the black

bag with tho jewels burst open. Arthur
was the first to recover, and how his

eyes blinked at sight of the man with th3
straw hat, the open bag, and the loaded
stick. It was tile pearls that revealed

the truth, because they were the actual

pearls that Biggs and Higgins had given
him to deliver.

Slim Harris opened his eyes, and,
being a crook, at once thought about
safety, but directly he tried to wriggle
to his feet Arthur was on him like a
terrier.

"No, you don't!" he cried, and
gripped him by the throat.

Desperately, the two struggled, but
Arthur was grim and determined. This

was his chance to get in well with
Marian,
"Help, help!" he yelled.

"He's badly hurt!" wailed Marian.

"Oh, we must be quick!"
It was several minutes before they

could get to the scene through a private

entrance to which Marian had the key.

What a surprise to find Arthur havin;;

a rough-and-tumble with a strange man,
then Mrs, Day appeared on the scene.

"The pearls. Your presents, Marian!"
she wailed. "Oil, hold that man, some-

body!" The butler, much rumpled in

appearance, charged past, and Slim
Harris gave up the struggle.

Explanations followed. Mrs. Day told

how she had rung for tea and got no
answer, and had finally located the ser-

vants in tho cellar. Artliiir was patted

on the back, and though he ached

abominably, smiled like a conqueror.

"You brave boy!" said Marian, and

that was like music in his ears.

They hustled the unfortunate Slim
Harris away, and Mrs. Day and the

party went off in an excited group. Mrs.

Day knew that Marian would want to

thank Arthur personally.

All Arthur's new-found courago

evaporated when he found himself aloiio

with Marian, who was gazing up at him
in a friendly but most provoking manner.
"I'm awfully pleased, Arthur," she

said. "I shall ask pops to see that you
come here often. That's if you'd like

to como and stay."
"Would I—you bet!" mumbled

Arthur.
"I don't know how to thank you,"

went on the girl, and edged a little

nearer. "I shan't .scream."

"You won't , scream!" It was a

puzzler to Arthur. "What you want to

scream for?"
Marian edged a little closer .so that

her upturned face was not many inches

from Arthur's no-se,

"You're very dense, Arthur!" she

mocked. "I don't believe you would
dare."
A great grin illuminated Arthur's face

because the grey cells had suddenly
functioned. She wouldn't scream if he
kissed her.

And Arthur was so greatly daring tliiit

he not only kissed her once, but three

times, and Marian never screamed.
(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., featuring Arthur Lake as Arthur
Bryant.)
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A band of crooks try to prevent a lad inheriting land rich in oil. A brave girl an«J

a daredevil cowboy champion the boy and risk their lives to see justice done. Starring
Jax:k Perrin and Eileen Sedgewick.

EPISODE 5.

"THE END OF THE TRAIL."

Wells Fargo Takes Control.

AFTER him!" Sheriff El Wiildoii

shouted, biniidisliiiiK his Ciui in

the air. " He can't have ffot

far, and I reckon lie knows more than

lio will tell."

Three of the deputies made for the

door, thrusting their weapons into (heir

holsters as they ran. They were about
to pass into the street wlioii tlio quiet
voice of Wells Farco chocked them.

"Let ]iim po, my friends," he said.

" He cannot get away, and I dare say
1 know where to look for him when I

v.ant him."
The sheriff immediately protested.

He was feeliuK somewhat sore at the
way ho- had been left in the dark.

"He's a slippery customer, "Mv.

FarRo," he said, lialf in anxiety, half in

aiuioyanee. "If he's allowed too mucli
)ope, he'll clear out altopether."
Fargo shruRsed his shoulders casually.

He had proceeded too far with the case
now not to know wliafc he was doing;
at the same time, he was not disposed
to take the sheriff into his confidence
just yet.

"He'll not clear out. And if he does,
wh6 could stop him?" He looked at the
sheriff shrewdly. " As I understand
Ihings, you brought him here wilh the
others for the purpose of holding an
inquiiTT. Actually, you had nothing
against him. Am I not right?"

" I might not have liad just now, but
I reckon he's as good as confessed," the
sheriff retorted. "He's cleared out at a
time when things were getting too
wqira for him, and that's enough for

me. I am entitled to hold him until 1

lan complete my inquiiies."

Wells Fargo shook his head.
"Tell me, what exactly have yon got

against him apart from the fact that he

ran away?" He paused, waiting for an
answer. None came. " You see, you
haven't even the ba.sis of a prosecution."

Ho pliuigcd his hand into his pocket

once more and drew out the handful of

flint arrowheads that he had shown
previously. "What have you found out
about those, lor in.stance?"

"N'oihing," replied the sheriff shortly.
" E.xcept that one was found on the

ground after the Toyahvalo stage coach
was held up and the driver nnudered.
Another was discovered afler the hold-

up of the El Paso, Limited, six months
ago, and two others were found on Jim
^L^rvin."
Wells Fargo nodded slowly.
" And so you jumped to the con-

clusion that Jim Marvin was the leader

of the hold-up gang," he murnnned
^oflly. " At the same time, yo>i knew
he was not the type that made robbery
and murder his profession. You must
have been in a bad state over it."

Sheriff El Waldon swung away
savagely. He was quite well aware that

Fargo was having a quiet laugh at his

expense, and the thought did not please

him. But he was unable to make any
answers which would establish his stand-

ing again. When he came to (hink over
the whole case calmly, he lealised he
knew as much about it as he did about
battleshijis—exactly nothing.

"Anyway, I am entitled to hold

Trent and his men for attempted
murder," he said obstinately. "They
iiied to blow Jim Marvin and some
others into small pieces down at the

old silver mine."
Wells Fargo looked round slowly, as

if weighing in his mind what he ought
to do. Then he calmly threw aside the

rug that had been tucked round his

knees, climbed out of the bathchair,

and walked into the centre of the group.

"That little deception was neeessai'v,"

he explained. " No one ever thinks a
cripple is dangerous." He studied tho

arrowheads in his hand for a fow

moments, and then looked up Oiiro

more. "These things are incriminatir.fj.

As they have been found after a murder,'

I should say that anyone w ho has 0!>«

'

of them in his possession at this mome!>t
is liable to be indicted on the capit.;)!

charge."

He spoke quietly and deliberately; at

the same time, there seemed to be in

his expression a far-away, unalert op-

pression, as though he were talking to

himself.

The ensin'ng silence was broken by a
slight clatter. In a moment he h.^J

swung round.

"Those foiu- men over there!" he
snapped, and his whole aditude bfifl

undergone a change. "Get your haifds

up ! I am formally arresting you for'

the killing of the driver of uhe

Toyahville stage."

His gun pointed in the direction of
Collins, Skeggs, Maloney, and Perri;-'.

If there had been any doubt that Col-

lins was completely innocent of tbis

accusation, it was speedily dispeJJetl

now. He went dead white, and his

hands shook with flight as he held thoii

above his head.

"I didn't—I didn't!" he blurted c->t.

"I had nothing to do with it. I <--^4

all along that shooting the driver of the

stage up was a mistake, and would IskJ

u:. all in the calaboose."

Fai'KO stepped quickly up to his side.

"You're lying, Collins!" he said, "li

was you that fired the fatal shot!"
• It w asn't ! I swear it wasn't ["-

"Then who did?"
"Jack Trent!"
Wells Fargo returned to where -he

February lOtli, JOSy. '
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sheriff was stc^ndiiiR. A faint smile
hovered about the coiners of his mouth.
"A simple ruse, but it always works,"

ho murmured. "I wonder you didn't
think of it yourself. You see. those
four men dunified a load of the arrow-
heads as soon as I said that anyone
carryins: any would bo implicated.

That's how I knew it was them."
Jim Marvin stepped forward and

touched Wells Farj;o on the arm.

"That clears me, doesn't it?" he
asked. "I had nothiuf; to do with the

hold-up. I was at the Bar X ranch at

the time it took place. My brothers

and I were workinR at the dippinK
trouRhs, and three of those Kuys were
with me. They denied I was there at

the time, and tliat's how the sheriff

bcffan to Ret suspicious of mo. Now it's

been pro.ved that they are some of

Trent's men, and that the.v would
naturally want to pet rid of me, I

reckon their story about me being miss-

ing at the time of the murder doesn't

hold Rood."
FarRO held up Lis hand.
"One moment, young man," he said

quickly. "As I see things, you are in

k've with Wally Lee's guardian, wliich

means that in the event of Wally cstab-

li.shing his claim to those oil lands, you
would practically control his money.
Am I right ?"

"You are."

"Then. sit tight a minute. Before I

let .you go, I'm having this case cleared

once and for all."

Jim stood back with Betty as Fargo
reached out for a chair. He carried it

over to a far corner, placed it with its

seat to the wall, and then sat down, his

arms resting on the back.
"Mamie Trent, stand forward!" he

called.

There was a stir as a door at the
back of the saloon opened and she
walked into the room.

The Mystery Man.

WELLS FARGO regarded her in

silence for a few moments, pur-

posely holding in his hand so
that she could see two of the flint

arrowheads.
"Mrs. Trent," he said at last, "I have

sometimes wondered why you ever put
up with your husband. He hasn't

treated you too well. Anyway, he has
reached the end of his career now, and
I don't expect you're sorry." He
indicated the arrowheads. "Perhaps
you'd like to tell me about these."

She stared at him levclly, and in her
eyes he coiild see uncertainty. Suddenly
they hardened.
"I can tell you nothing," she replied

coldly.
" No ?" Ho sjiiftcd to a more comfort-

able position on his chair. "Well, per-

haps it is not so important, after all,

because I think I know all I want to.

You see, I have been making a few
inquiries. Your father and mother own
n granite quarry up in the mountains,
don't they?"
"Well, what if thoy do?"
"The granite got from there is exactly

like that of which these arrowheads are
made," Fargo went on slowly, his voice
never rising above a conversational tone.
"Of course, I hate to suggest it, but
it might so happen that I have to take
along vour father as an accessory."
She looked at him wildly, as if she

would like to spring on him and tear
him to pieces. Then, as if the strain
had become too much for licr, she
broke down, burying her face in her
hands.
February 15th, 1930.
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"There, there,"' said Fargo sooth-
ingly. "Don't take it like that. I'm
only just trying to find out enough to

establish the innocence of those who
were nothing to do with the murder,
and incidentally bring to justice those
who were responsible." He paused
again, as though reniembeiing some-
thing else. "Let me see, your name be-

fore your marriage was Coles, wasn't
it?"
She nodded, her face still hidden.
"1 thought so. It was the name of

the guard of the Toyahvale stage who
disappeared after the driver had been
killed."

She looked up at that, and her eyes

began to blaze recklessly. Fargo sat

back, knowing that he had broken
down her resistance.

"You can't implicate him," she cried.
" Y''ou can't, I tell you. It would kill

my father and mother if they knew,
ril admit that Dick was guard on the

stage, liiit he fell into debt with the
man who did the hold-up."
"Playing faro at this saloon?" Fargo

interposed gentlj-.

"Yes." 'I'he word was spoken almost
in a whisper as she realised the trap
into which she had fallen "You"ve
got mo to give the game away now.
It was into my husband's clutches ho
fell. Trent had half this township in

his hands at one time through gambling
debts. Dick was amongst them."
"And Dick had to take the job of

guard on the stage to help Trent with
his hold-up?" Fargo suggested, seeing
the trend of events now that he had
heard so much.
"Yes, that was it." Her voice rose

almost to a shril? scream. "You clever
devil ! You've made me squeal on my
own husband. Y'ou've tied me up until

I've had to put the noose round his

neck."
"It's my job," Fargo said slowly.

"Anyway, he never meant much to

you." Ho turned to the sheriff.

"Sheriff, see that Mamie Trent is

escorted to Barstow, where her people
live. I shall not want her again. The
arrowheads came from her father's

quarry, where she made them under
"Trent's orders. She acted under
coercion, and the law can't touch her."
She turned away, and quietly left the

room. Her face was still buried in her
hands, and she was weeping.
"I think that more or less clears up

the murder case," Fargo went on.
"Trent did the job, and a few more
inquiries will establish the fact that
he was the leader of the hold-up gang
that has been working in these parts."
"What about Jim Marvin?" the

sheriff asked.
"Oh. yes! Jim Marvin." Fargo's

eyes flickered for a moment over Jim's
face. "His ca^e is more complicated.
isn't it? Let me sec now. Was Trent
present when you found the arrowhead
the first time?"
"Yes." the sheriff replied. "You see.

Trent had knocked him down, and
when I came to help him to his feet I

fotmd it lying by his side."
"That disposes of one incident,"

Fargo commented. "The arrowhead
obviously fell out of Trent's pocket, or
was dropped from it deliberately during
or after the struggle. How about the
second time ?"

The sheriff pondered for a moment,
as though trying to recall the circum-
stances.

"I found it in .Tim's pocket when I

arrested him in the deserted hotel at

the oil city." he said slowly.

"I put it there without thinking,''
Jim cut in. "It was left on the counter
after the box containing Wally's papers
had disappeared."
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Fargo glapced at him, and then
rested his chin on his hands. Dead
silence prevailed for several minutes,
broken only by the detective drawing in
his breath sharply. His eyes were fixed
on the doorway.
Everyone in the room turned. Stand

ing before them was the mystery man.
his face no longer masked. His head
was still bandaged, and under his arm
ho carried a black tin box.
Wally stared at him dumbfoundedly,

and then darted forward.
"Father!" he exclaimed. "It's you I

You're not dead !"

Old Robert Lee chuckled.
"Do I look like it?" he added, put-

ting his free arm round Wally's
shoulders.
Fargo thought the occasion well

worth more personal investigation. He
got up from his chair and went over
to where the two were standing.

" Rob(nt Lee?" he asked.
"That's me," Lee replied.
"1 am Wells Fargo, the man you

have been impersonatmg, " the detective
went on. "The impersonation %vas
partly niy fault, of course, because 1
told some others that you were me. It

distracted attention from my movc-
ir.cnt.< At the moment I am looking
into one or two small matters for the
slieriff, and I think you can help me.
Will you come over this way?"
He led Lee to where the others were

standing, and resumed his position on
his chair.

The Trump Card.

THE proceedings were interrupted
for a while. The sheriff and
Fargo held a hurried consultation

out of hearing of the others, and then
the sheriff went away.
As soon as he had gone Fargo turned

to Leo once more.
"Y'ou've led everyone a pretty dance

this last week, Lee," he said. "A
whole heap of people have been looking
for you, and you've been around all the
time. Wliat's the big idea?"

" Ever heard of a writ of attach-
ment?" Lee asked.
"I have," Fargo replied. "It's an

order of the court, subject to defence,
attaching all your goods and money for

the benefit of a creditor. In other
words, if you owe someone a stiff bill

and you don't pay it, they can seizo

all you've got and sell it for their
benefit."

"If they can find you," Lee inter-

posed. "The writ can't be enforced un-
less it's been served on your personally,
and you have a chance cither to de-

fend yourself or to pay what you owe."
Fargo uttered a low whistle of sur-

prise.

"So that was it?" he muttered.
"Trent had you as well?"
Leo nodded.
"You see, I always had an idea that

those gushers would start up again
sooner or later," he explained. "Oil
wells don't run dry in such a short
time. So, as I'd married Trent's sister,

I went to him for loans to hang on
when things got bad. He started to

worry me for the return of the money
long before I was ready to repay, and
one day I heard that he had applied
to the commissioner for the writ.

" I made myself pretty scarce, I can
tell you. You see, if I had had that
writ served or, me, Trent would have
taken the lands, and what I knew to

be worth millions would have been sold

by him in public auction for a mere
few Inmdreds. 1 dared not risk that, so
I just vanished from sight.

"Wally's -coming down here com-
pletely took me by surprise. I had
reckoned on him being safe in school
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at St. Louis. Then I heard about tlie

gushers starting up again, and about
Trent making desperate bids to got
Wally's proofs that he was my son
away from him. I decided that until I

could clear myself financially I should
have to remain in hiding."
Fargo nodded slowly and smiled.

The wliole case was resolving itself

with complete simplicity, and he had
a satisfied feeling that everythirig would
turn out right for everybody. Even the
sheriff would be able to have Trent's
hold-up gang under lock and key.
A more ordinary man might have put

Collins and the three other confederates
in irons then and there, but Fargo was
not an ordinary man. On the con-
trary, he adopted unusual methods
which alwa3s nuide him successful in the
final issues of every case he investi-

gated, and this one was going to be no
exception.
"But why steal your Son's papers?"

he asked, his ej'es half closed.

Lee started and looked at him closely.

I'^argo had a disconcerting habit of
taking people by surprise.
"I suppose I ought to explain that,"

Lee .said. "Especially as I tried to
get young Jim Trlarvin put in the cala-

boose. You see, Jim was working in
Wally's interests because he had fallen
in love with Betty, and I knew him of
old to be a stiff proposition. So when
he made for the deserted hotel in the
oil city I followed.
"I waited until his back was turned,

and so timed tilings that the sheriff

and his men were approaching. Then
I took the box containing the papers
from where he had put it on the
counter, and left in its place a flint

arrowhead that I had found lying on
the ground some days before. I

reckoned that Jim would pick up the
arrowhead and be found with it in his
hand when the sheriff arrived.
"Things worked out even better. Jim

put the flint in his pocket, and he was
arrested. But the plan failed. He
escaped.
"There was nothing else to do but

to keep him hanging about
with me. If I surrounded nn
self with a certain amount o\

mystery by wearing a mask ^o

as to throw him and others otl

lhe scent—I did not want WaM>
to recognise nie, for one
thing—that was all part
of my game. I was
mainly concerned in pre-

venting Jim from find-

ing out that Robert Lee
was still alive, for if I

had let liim know he
would havo insisted that
I sliowcd up to th(>

"sheriff so as to establish

Wally's claim. And the
moment my face was
seen in Black Rock the
commissioner's clerk
would have planted that
writ on me, and the
lands would have been
swallowed up in my
liability with Trent

"

Fargo wasted no
further time in consider-
ing the matter. He
turned to Jim at once.

"You're free," he
announced. "The sheriff

never really had any-
thing on yoi, only ho
hadn't the time or the
patience to probe to the
bottom of what had been
happening."
Jim turned to Betty

impulsively. Now that
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he was clear of the shadow of a crime
he had never committed he wanted to

say something he had been saving up
ever since he had met lier.

"Betty, I
"

Fargo's voice cut across the room
like a knife.

"Cut it out!" he said. "Leave all

that for some other time. What do you
think this place is—a bower of roses?"
A yell of laughter went up from those

standing around. It was followed
quickly by a shout of warning, and a
shot sounded abruptly. With an oath
two of the deputies made a rush for

the door through which Collins had
vanished a split second before.

Again Fargo's voice dominated the
situation.

"Let him go!" he said calmly. "See
that the other three are handcuffed
securely now. I don't want them to

escape."
Lee stepjied forward quickly. On his

face was a look of alarm.
"He's gone to warn Trent and help

him collect the rest of the gang," ho
said. " I saw them once all together,
and there must be at least twenty. Un-
less you stop him there will be blood-
shed. They'll come back and massacre
the lot of us.

Fargo lit

deliberation.

"No doubt
said coolly.

jar with studied

they will come back," he
For one thing, Trent will

want to clear tfiis building of incriminat-
ing documents. But as for blood-
shed " He paused and a thoughtful
look came into his eyes. "Perhaps you
will all e.xcuse me," he went on. "I
have one or two arrangements to make.
Lee, you had better take your son and
Miss Kincaid to the hotel. It will be
safer there."

He went to a. door leading to the

back of the premises and disappeared
through it.

"He's got something up his sleeve,"

said Lee, watching him go. "What it

is I don't know, but that man holds
t!ip fj-iimp rn\-i\ \i\ tll'S lit^l© g.imp "
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The Attack.

TRENT gathered his band of
followers around him in the f'lresS

behind the deserted oil city. As
each one passed before him he held up
a small flint arrowhead as evidence of
his identity.

"Things have come to a crisi.s, men,"
Trent said, addressing them. "It: has
been discovered that I am at the Ilea el

of the hold-up organisation, and WeHs
Fargo, the detective, is at my solooii

making inquiries. "The whole of ray

private papers are in the building also.

You know what that means."
A murmur of apprehension went up.

They knew well enough. The names of
all of them, together with enough
evidence to send them to penal servi-

tude, were at Wells Fargo's mercy.

"I can got you out of this if you'll

stand by uic to the limit," Trent went
on quickly. "If you don't, then Fargo
will get us. What do you say?"
A shout went up. There was no doubt

as to their support. They were impli-

cated to the hilt, and they knew it.

"Then look to your guns, and see thak

they're fully loaded. That saloon uuisfc

be burnt to the ground so that not a
particle of it remains. And Wells Fargo
must burn with it. Come on."
With Trent at their head they rodo

out of the forest on to the trail and
proceeded at a gallop towards Black
Rock. Barely had they covered \m\i

(he distance before Trent suddenly he!d
up his hand for a halt. He shaded his

eyes and looked down the trail at a
small cloud of dust that moved towards
them.

"It's Collins!" he exclaimed, and
broke into a gallop once more.

Collins drew rein by Trent's side a
minute later, and Trent could see ihaft

on his face was a look of fear.

"What is the matter?" he asked
quickly. "lias anything serious

happened ?"

"'That Wells Fargo is uncanny,"
Collins <^nirl Iti .in ;ig-!tntcd voice. " He'<I

The room was like a battlefield. Jim
sprang at Trent and laid his enemy backwards
across a table. Again and again he crashed his

fist into Trent's face.
February litll, 1930-
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been asking questions, and knows that
you did that murder job. He also

knows all about the hold-ups and our
share in trying to get Lee's lands. He's
after you, Trent, and unless you're
mighty careful he'll get you, too.'"

Trent drew back his lips in a snarl.

His face was a study of ugly brutality.

"You mean he'd like to get me," he

said. "We're on our way now to burn
up my saloon and destroy every shred of

evidence that could possibly be used
agamst ii3 in a court of law. If

necessary, we'll clean out the whole
township. You'd better join us. You'll

be safer than wandering about on your
own."
They rode on, gathering speed as they

came within sight of the town itself.

Like an avalanche of death they swept
into the main street, cleared it from
end to end with a fusillade of shots, and
approached the saloon at a gallop.

Jim and Steve, watching side by side

from the windows, saw them coming.
They waited until the last moment,
hoping against hope that a battle would
be averted.
Suddenly they dropped behind the

sill as they saw two forty-fives levelled

at them simultaneously. The bullet.s

whined in through the window and
flattened themselves on the wall behind.

"Let them have it!" said Jim
quietly. "Give them what they came
for

!"

Steve and Jim, with the remaining
deputies, crowded to every available

opening from which they could see the

street, and their guns began to crack

rapidly. Two of the bandits dropped
almost immediately, and the remainder
hung back.
"Keep them busy!" came Trent's

voice. "Surround the building. They
can't get out. Remember, if one of

them gets away we're for the pen."

His men obeyed with alacrity. They
spread out fanwise and closed in on all

sides of the building, dismounting and
taking cover behind any protection that

oflfered.

Jim saw the move and did his best to

counter it. He and his men plugged
away at the attackers in the hope that

they could break their formation, but
their shooting was of no avail. The
whole thing had been done too quickly,

and Trent had so distributed his

followers that fast shooting was almost
useless.

"Where is Wells Fargo?" Lee asked.

"He said ho would see us through, but
lie seems to have cleared out. Has any-

one seen him?"
"He left by the back way," answered

a voice. "He took one of the horses
from the compound and rode ofT in the

direction of the sheriff's office."

Jim looked grave. He was watcliing
suspicious movements outside.

"I hope he gets along pretty quickly,"

he said. "They're bringing up brush-
wood and paraffin from the store
opposite. I believe they've Yes,
they've shot old Mike wlio r^ins the

place and they're looting it." He
lowered his voice. "They're going to

burn us out!"

"Great heavens!" exclaimed Lee in

an agonised voice. "I wish I had taken
Fargo's advice and moved Wally and
Betty to the hotel."

Jim started, and looked over to where
Betty was sitting. She was struggling
witli Wally, who wanted to get to the
windows with his catapult.
"Let me get at 'em," he was saying.

"If I can only draw a bead on that
chap Trent I'll bust his nose for him."

1-ebriiary 15th, IftSO.
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Jim wont across and laid his hand on
VVally's slioulder.

"Don't make things too difiScult for
Betty, son," he said kindly. "She's
quite right in not letting you run into
danger. If you showed yourself at the
windows for one second someone would
plug you clean, and you wouldn't even
see who did it before you passed out."

"All right, Jim," Wally replied
willingly enough. "Sorry. I didn't
realise I was making" myself a
nuisance."
A shout came from Steve, who bad

been watching the street outside.
"There's Wells Fargo," he yelled.

"Come and look."

Jim rushed to his side, and saw the
detcctiNC engaged in what was ap-
parently a plea.sant conversation with
Trent himself. He bore his usual calm
oxprcssion, and appeared quite oblivious
to the fact that at any moment some-
one nligtifschd a bullet into him.

"Hell pull UP out of this somehow."
Lcc cut in. "I don't know how he'll
do it, but he will. You mark my
words."

Trent's Last Bid.

WELLS FARGO had made quick
work of hi.s visit to the sheriff's
ofTicc. .'pending a quarter of

an hour on the telephone. He returned
to the saloon in time to see Trent's men
ride up, and drew aside under cover of

a pile of boxes to await developments.

Presently he watched Trent give
orders for the saloon to be sunounded,
and moved forward quickly. He made
a wide detour until ho was behind the
building in which Trent himself had
taken cover, and climbed in at one of
the windows.

Trent, busily taking aim at a small
hole in the wall of the saloon through
which Steve was firing, did not hear
his approach. The first he knew of his

presence was when he felt his gim
removed from his hand.

He spun rouJid, and emitted a sharp
oath. Fargo promptly jobbed him in the
ribs with hi.t own weapon.

"Did you think I was still inside
there. Trent?" he asked. "What a
pity I'm not. Your fellows could have
such a cheerful bonfire, and I dare say
I would crackle quite musically. But
it's not my way to be caught like that.

I let Collin.i go because I know he would
come straight to you and would tell

you I was a fool. "Take it from me, I'm
not."

"I'll fix you, you twister," Trent
ground out between clenched teeth, and
made a quick movement to get hold of

his gun. Hi.'; hands stopped in mid air

as he heard the sharp click of it being
cocked.
"Don't try anything like that," Fargo

advised. "It's unhealthy."
"What arc you going to do?" Trent

demanded, beginning to got scared.

"Completely stonewall you," was the
swift reply. "Make things so that
neither you nor your men can move an
inch for a quarter of an hour. At the
end of that time—well, I have a little

surprise for you." He motioned towards
flic door. "Let's go outside. It's stuffy

in here."

Like one in a dream, Trent obeyed.
Still with Fargo's pressure on his ribs,

ho walked straight into the exposed
position in front of the saloon, and the
.ehooting from both sides stopped from
Iho sheer surprise of the move.
"Going to bo plca.-ant—or awkward?"

Fargo asked pleasantly.
"I'm going to tell my men to" kill

you." retorted Trent savagely.
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"I somehow thought you would,"
Fargo observed. "It shows that you
are a man wlio is completely lacking
in imagination." He raised "his voice.
"Jim Marvin!''

'Hallo I" came Jim's voice from the
saloon.

"Trent threatens to tell his men to
plug me. Return the compliment if he
does, will vou?"
"Right.""
Trent paled visibly. He saw now the

position into which he had been led.
His main reason for coming into the
open so willingly was that he knew he
could have Fargo killed there, but ho
had forgotten about the defenders in the
saloon. If Fargo's position was dan-
gerous, so was his own. They would
get him before he could move a single
[jaco towards cover. *

"How do you feel about things now?"
Fargo asked.
"I'm waiting for your next move."

Trent replied. "Then I'll tell you."
Fargo shrugged his shoulders.
"There isn't a next move," he raid.

"You're through, and if you wait here
long enough you'll know why."
For the next ten minutes Fargo did

his best to engage Trent in pleasant
conversation, and the end of which time
he abandoned his efforts. They stood
in the centre of the street in silence,
the attack stopped in a complete and
iii.5olublo deadlock.
Fargo was the first to move again.

He turned so that ho could see up the
street towards the .sheriff's ofTieo, and
nodded with satisfaction.

"I told you I hadn't got a next move,
Trent," he said quietly. " I had already
made it before I came after you. A
company of state troops is coming down
the road to look after you and your cut-
throats. Have vou anvthing to sav to

that?'-" .'
"

Trent hung his head. This last revela-
tion had knocked all the fight out of
him.
"Only that I'm beat," he replied in

a low voice.

Fargo left the final roundingitp to the
troops, and took Trent and Collins
inside the saloon. Piled in one of the
corners were Skcggs, Maloney. and
Perriii. their handcuffs removed iti case
fire had broken out.

Jim greeted Fargo cheerfully as he
came in. ancfthen turned on Trent. He
was about to say something when
Fargo's hand dropped on his ."shoulder.

"Let him be," ho said. "He's
through."
Jim nodded understandingly and

walked over to whore Betty was wait-

ing for him. Ho held out his hand.-,

and she took them.

"Well, that's the end of the trai'.

Betty," he said. "So now I'm goii.g

to ask you that question."

She smiled up at him happily.

"You don't 1100(1 to ask it. Jim, and
I don't need to answer. It isn't neces-

sary."

He drew her towards him. while the
deputies and others looked on in-

terestedly. They had forgotten every-

thing else for the moment, except iho
young couple before them.

A shout went up. and they wliceled

round instinctively.

"Trent's got my guns," yelled a
deputy.

"Get your niits up," came Trenl'<<

voice, cutting through the noise of the

confusion. "Come on, men! Rush
them !"

.lim dropped Betty's hands abruptly

and looked round swiftly to fix Trent's

(Continued on page 28.)
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»»
t BRANDED A COWARD, t

(Continued from page 8.)

The officer made a swift note on liis

pad, and told the guard that an in-

quiry would bo held in the morning.
Then he started out on iiis inspection

of the cabins.

He saw nothing out of the ordinary
until he reached that occupied by Bill

and Skeeter. Then lie saw that Bill's

bunk was empty.
"Whore is Cadet Dunn?" he de-

manded in a sharp tone.

Skeotor raised his head above the bed-
flothes, and sprang out as soon as he
»aw who it was.
"I don't know, sir. He went out to

Hash, I think."

"Tell him to report to me as soon
13 he returns." Then turned as there

was a movement at the door behind
him. "Cadet Dunn!" He stared at

Bill almost unbelievingly, knowing him
to be one of the most promising
students at the academy. "What are
you doing at this hour in full-dress

'I've been out, sir," Bill explained,
r.aluting. "I'm sorry I'm late, but I

was hung up and couldn't get back
earlier."

The ofhccr looked at Jiim grimly.
"Very well. You will remain in

your quarters until you are sent for.

1 shall bring a charge against you for

striking one of the guards."
Bill stared at him aghast.
"But, sir " he began, and then

stopped. He had seen what had hap-
pened in the grounds. "Very good,
.<ir," he finished, and saluted.

From the Jaws of Death.

LIEUTENANT DUNN faced Bill

squarely. His face lined heavily
with the worry of Bill's arrest,

bore disappointment.
"When I received the skipper's mes-

sage at Washington, I got leave to

come across," he said. "There must
be some explanation, something I can
do to clear things up." He laid his

hands on Bill's shoulders. "Come, my
boy, tell me about it. You can't ruin
your whole career like this."

Bill swallowed hard. The last few-

days had been agony for him. Ac-
cused of striking a superior, one of the
worst crimes in- the service, lie could
see nothing before him but the end
of all his ambitions, They would expel
him from the Navy, and in or.e moment
his whole future would be ruined. It

would even be impossible for him to

liave. anything more to do with Betty,
for without his paj' marriage would be
out of the question.
"I'm sorry, dad," he replied slowly.

"I have nothing to say."
The old man shook his head sadly.
"There's something strange here," he

said slowly. "I know you didn't do it,

because it wouldn't be like you. For
some reason or other, you're shielding
someone else. Who is it, and why?"

Bill looked up suddenly. He squared
his shoulders.

"Listen, dad," he said firmly. "You
are right when you say that I am
taking the blame for someone else, and
I'm going to to.l you why I'm doing it.

I had a friend once and he loves a girl

I love also. At one lime I had a faint
hope that she loved mc in return, but
this other fellow ajjpears to liave won
her back completely. She sent a letter
by him the other night telling me .so.

Also ho was out at a time when he
I'cbruary 15th, l'.)30.
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was under open arrest, and you know
what that means."
"I do," said his father. "Clo on."
"Here is my position If I report

what I know and so clear myself, I

get him kicked out of the Service, and
that would make the girl feel rotten.

It would also look as if I'd shopped
him to leave the way clear for myself."
Bill lowered his voice to a whisper.
"Now what would you have me do?
Play a diriy trick by re.iorting, or keep
things as they arc?"
His father looked at him for a few

moments, and in that short space of
time the expression on his face changed
to one of intense pride.

"My boy," he said slowly, a catch
in his voice, "what an officer you would
have made."

Bill had been given his answer.

"What an officer you would have made."
Not what an officer he will make. Bill's

career was ended.

That night he disappeared. The
master-at-arms reported that a motor-

boat had been seen heading towards the

open sea. down the Chesapeake Kiver
with a cadet on board. It was Bill's

way of putting hiniself beyond the reach

of awkward questions.

Early the following morning, even
before divisions, the admiral command-
ing the academy received a message that

a lady desired to see him urgently. The
name on the card wiis "Miss Betty
Allen."
"I have never heard of her," the

admiral said. "Ask her to make an ap-

pointment."
The junior officer who had brought tile

message persisted.

"She says it is about Cadet Dunn,
sir," he said. "She wants to see you
most urgently."
The admiral's attitude changed at once.

"Show her in!" he ordered curtly, and
the junior saluted and witlidrew.

Presently Betty was ushered in. Her
ej-es were heavy, and slie looked worried
and tired. She was given a chair, and
sank into it listlesslj',

"Mr. Dunn has disappeared," sLe said

in a low voice.

"I'm afraid so," the admiral reijlied.

"He left last night, making his way
down the river. Perhaps it is as well.

t shall liave his name deleted from the
registers, and that will be the end of

the matter. It will save both him and
the academy from the disgrace of an
expulsion."
"But he didn't do it!" Betty protested.

"I know he didn't. Please won't you
believe me?"
The admiral shook his head. His atti-

tude was courteous but firm.

"I'm sorry. I have to administer a

charge of this type ontii-ely upon evi-

dence." He went over to her side and
laid a kindly hand on her arm. "Don't
worry about it, young lady. Everything
has turned out for the best. He has
done wrong according to the traditions

of the service, and he has made what
restitution he can by going away."

Betty looked up at him, and saw that

there could be no altering of his decision.

He was the last possible source of appeal,

and if he refused to consider the case

there was no higher authority to whom
she could go.

She fumbled at the catch of her hand-
bag, and drew out two letters.

"I had hoped that it wouldn't be
necessary to show you these," siie said

slowly. "It means an even worse dis-

grace on one of the other cadets, be-

cause he's been guilty of something like

forgery. Bill—Mr. Dunn—went away
because of me."
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'liecause of you?" The admiral
looked at her in surprise. "I do not
understand."
"Mr. Luff was out that night when

the guard was struck," she went on.
" He bragged about it to his room mate,
and when the room mate—he'e called

Bulge, I think, but I don't know his

proper name—when Bulge wanted t-o re-

port what Mr. Luff had told him, Mr.
Dunn forbade him to. It was Mr. Lufl
who struck the guard."
"Cadet Luff?" The admiral snapped

out the question almost savagely. Ho
did not like the type of man who would
let another bear the blaine. "Can you
prove that?"

"Yes." Betty selected one of the
letters. "This note was supposed to
have been written by me, telling Mr.
Dunn that I didn't care for him any
more. Mr. Dunn had never eeen my
writing, so he couldn't know that Mr.
Luff had written it. This other one is

from Mr. Luff to me. It seems that
Bulge had told some of the other cadets,

and they treated Mr. Luff so badly that
he had to give in in the end. So he
wrote me a confession and left the
academy by the early morning train."

The admiral took the letters and read
them. The writing of each was identical.

One was addressed to Bill and signed
in Betty's name, and the other was ad-

dressed to Betty and signed by Herbert.
He rang a bell, and sent for Herbert's

papers. He compared .signatures, and
nodded slowly. For a long time ho
sat quite still, his head bowed in thought.
Then he reached out for his telephone.

"Get me aircraft headquarters," he
said to the operator, and then waited.

"Is tliat you, Ellendale?" he went on as

soon as connection was established.
" Can you send out a search squadron at

once ? One of my cadets is on the

Chesapeake River in a motor-boat head-
ing for the sea. Yes, there's been sorno
misunderstanding here, and he thought
he was in disgrace. It's cleared up now,
and I want you to find him. VVliat's

that ? At once ? Good man ! Report
when you have news, will you ?

Thanks!" He hung up the receiver, and
turned to Betty once more. "They'll
land him at the slipways in Eastport,"
he went on. "You can go over in my
car if you wish."
He held up his hand quickly to check

her thanks.

Meanwhile, far down the river, ap-

proaching the Potomac line which
marked the beginning of the open sea,

Bill steered his tiny craft mechanically.

He knew he had reached the end of

everything, and was just not caring what
happened. All he wanted to do was to

get as far away from Annapolis as he
could.
Suddenly he glanced at his petrol

gauge, and saw that the pointer was
approaching zero. He looked round
quickly, and sighted another vessel a
short distance away. Immediately ho
changed course, hoping that the skipper

of the otlier craft could replenish hia

tanks.

The men on the other boat saw him
coming. There was a swift scurry on
deck.

"It's a revenue man," one of them
said. "If he finds this cargo of liquor

aboard, he'll take us in."

"Sink him," was the immediate
response, and covers were ripped swiftly

off a machine-gun mounted in the bows.

A hail of lead pinged against Bill's

craft, and he ducked hastily behind the

engine housing. Clouds of spray roso

(Continued on nsge 88.)
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"THE ENEMY."
'CoDtiuaed from page 14.)
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his overcoat and five ancient volumes
« hich had cost him much money before
tlie war. But the coat was tlueadbare,
and the last of his books were wortli
iiotliiiig when the whole nation's energy
was bent on war. And the o^ir had
( o-t Jiini twelve shillings; which was
a low price, the shopman had said.

"I lioard news," the professor said,

a^ Pauli lighted the fire. "'It may be
that Cart's regiment is coming home
for a rest. I'm not sure,'' he went on
nuickly, "but there is a rumour -ibout

it.''

"His father will know !" Pauli s;iid

eagerly. "He's doing well—making a
lot of money, they say. We could ask
iiim.''

"He's a profiteer," the professor
'aid. "Fat and well-fed. and " He
broke off as the door swung open, and
Mr. Behrend himself entered.
He wore a fur coat with a gold w;>tch-

cliaiii slung across his waistcoat. He
had grown fatter during the war, and
now there was a smile on his face as lie

looked i round the room.
Well, well, well:" he said. "I told

you, profes-sor. that you'd get yourself
into trouble for talking against the
war. And how's my little Pauli, eli ?

You're looking thin ! Carl will want to

^ec you with rosos in your cheeks, and

'Is ho coming liome'?" Pauli gasped.
"Yes, his regiment's due now I" the

profiteer said. "At any moment they
—hear that 1"

He i-iuiscd his hand. The sound of a

band came from outside, its strains
btirri4ig.

"^hat must be them I" the professor
gasped. "They never play a band now
unless it's for men coming back from
the front."
"it's Carl's regiment;'' Pauli called

fronv V iiere .she had ruslied to the
window. ''I can see them in the street,

and—hero he is !"

She half screamed the words as the
door of the garret was pushed slowly
open. It slumped wide, but it was not
Carl who stood there. It was Jan.
There was a bandage around his head,

bloodstained. His overcoat was torn
and smothered with mud. He was un-
rhaveu. He had no equipment, and his

hands quivered and shook as he stared
half-unso.eingly around the room.
A stricken silence fell as they rc-

frarded him, then Paul spoke.
''W'here's Carl?" she iisked.

"The l-llieutenant /" .Ian stared at

her. then stumbled farther into tlu-

room and dropped into a chair which
'he professor pushed out for him.
He sat there, his whole body

tren>bling, his eyes vacant, and his lips

ijuivering.

"Shell-shock!" Mr. Behrend gasped.
'Th-th-th-that's r-right !" Jan nuir ;

nuued. " S-shell-shoek !"

"Where is Carl?" Pauli ruslied (o
|

liim and caught at one of his shaking:
hand*. "'Is he with the regiment?"

' Th-tliey're here," Jan quavered.
"But th-the lieutenant's—d-ddead !"

"Dead !" Pauli backed from him. her
ryes wide and frightened. "Carl

—

(ieiid.'-'

" We've had a t-t-terrible time—shells
and—guns and no food !'* Jan's voice
steadied, thougli- he still treinbled. "I've
seen trenches full of dead men, and

—

it was Christmas Eve when they killed
him. The shell hit me. too—hei-e. " He
touched his head. "I can't think. 1
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wandered about. But I j-^aw him fall.

He's dead, like a lot more I''

"Dead !

"

Through the now o|)enetl window
came the transp of the regiment as it

passed, boots thudding rhythmically on
the cobbles, the sound of rho band
dying, and suddenly Pauli laughed.

. "My Carl's dead!" she said. "Ha.
isn't that funny? He married me. and
then he marched away to the war—like
the others are marching ! Marching

—

marching—hear them, all going to be
killed, like Carl ! Hear the gunwheels
rattling on the road—hear the band
playing—that's war! It's war that's
killed my Carl !"

Then she sank, swooning, to the floor.

From the Schottonriug Railway
Station in war-stricken Vienna came
men from the trenches.
The war was over, and these were the

soldiers coming home. England and
the rest of her allies had won.
These men came back to the homes

they had left years before, but they
were different in appearance from
when they had marched away. There
wore wounded amongst them, for whom
the ha^pitals were too full.

There were men who limped, limbless
fellows who aided one another. There
were soldiers who>c uniforms were in

rags, who were himgry and worn and
deathly tii-cd.

They wandered through the streets,

looking for their homes and the folk

they had left behind tlieui. In tliose

streets—like the streets in London and
Berlin and Paris- people had cheered the

outbreak of war. There was no cheering
now for the men who had come back
from lighting for them.
There was only cold and poverty,

hunger and a great weariness. About
the gates of the railway stations in

Vienna women stood and waited in the
hope that, after all. their own men might
b" amongst the .survivors.

Pauli did not wait with those women.
She sat in her garret, hopeless. Things
were a little better now. Her father
had got back liis old job in the
University, because people were more
ready to listen to his talk of peace be-

tween all men.
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Pauli did not e\eu jjart when a strange
footstep sounded on the bare stair.?, but
she looked up when the door opened
and someone entered.
"Why—Bruce!" she said wondoringly}
Bruce stood there. His left arm was'

mi-ssing below the elbow, and the emjDty
sleeve wa.s pinned up,

'"Pauli !'' He spoke gently.
''You said you'd come back after the

war." She stood up, still looking at
him. "What fools we were! Do you
remember how Carl stabbed you? And
it's been all for nothing—nobody's won
really."

"I had to come and see you. Pauli,"
Bruce said, as he stepped towards Iier.

"Is it because you gaid you loved nie'r'

Pauli asked. "That won't be any good,
Bruce. I think you're fine, but I'll

always love Carl, even though I've lost;

him. He was killed one Christmas P^lve.''

"I was there," Bruce said slowly. "1
.saw him!"
"You saw him die?'' The colour

drained from Pauli's face now.
"1 Liaw him hit, and I picked iiiiu

up and carried him to our lines,'' Bruce
said. "1 sent him out of the trenches,
and they pulled him through." His
voice quickened. "'They've kept him
prisoner of vvar, and now I've brough:
him back to you, Pauli."
"You've " Pauli did not seem to

u.nderstand.

"He's outside, " Bruce said, and turned.
''Carl!" he Called. "Come in now, old

chap!"
Carl entered slowly. His cap was bat-

tered, ills overcoat was worn and old,

the once-.smart uniform was torn. Pauli
looked at him imbelievingly, and not
until he touched her hand did .she speak
his name.
Bruce watched his friend take lier in

his arms, before he moved towards the
door.

He stood there for a moment, looking
back at them—at the girl he loved, and
the enemy he loved just as well.

i

Then, very quietly, he went out and
closed the door behind him.

(By special permission of the Wletro-
Goldwyn Film Co., Ltd., starring Ralph
Forbes, Lillian Gish, and Ralpli

Emerson.)

THREE GRAND FILM NOVELS.
' THE TIME, THE PLACE, AND THE GIRL.''

Is a woman ever justified in sacrificing ber good
name for the man she loves ? Don't miss this

romantic comedy of a football star and a fiirt.

" GUILTY "

Sixteen years an innocent man served behind
prison bars, and when he regained his freedom
he kills a man to protect his wife and daughter's

honour. A powerful drama.

" DESERT LOVERS !

"

The treacherous Turks separated the brave Arab
Sheikh and his sweetheart, but Allah willed that

the progress of civilisation should bring a happy
re-union.

BETTY OOMPSON
' The Time, the Plate, and the Girl."

And THE TIGER'S SHADOW," a gripping

new mystery serial.

Ooc't miss this grand issue of our new companion paper, packed with

stories and pictures.

''SCREEN STORI ^9

OUT ON WEDNESDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE.
Feljruary litli, J'J30.
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Branded a Coward/
(Continued from page 26.)

from the side as tlio stream of bullets

tluidded into the wooden hull and cut

their way through.
I Suddenly the firititf ceased, and the

liquor craft made off at fidl speed. Bill

Jitood up again and looked after them,
.wondering what it was all about. Ap-
parently they had not attempted to aim
at him per.«onally, and the fact puzzled

him.
I
Not for long did he remain wondering.

Water began to filter through the deck
•boarding as it came awash, and the

engine .spluttered to an abrupt stand-

'still. In vain Bill tried to get to the

'leak and stop it up. The bootleggers

had done their work too well.

I He had reached the higiiest point of

Hie motor-boat —the roof of the cabin—
Vhen there came a .steady droning from
above. He looked up, and saw four

'heavy flying-boat-i aliove, their long,

Mender fuselages gleaming in the earl,\

sun. Wlildiy he waved his cap to attract

their attention.

They saw him. Swiftly one of them
swopped down to the surface of the

ivater, and fa.xi'd forward.

Biir clutched at the wing as it' swept

p.irst, and clambered aboard. Slowly be

made his way toward.s the cockpit.

; "Are you the young shaver froui

Annapolis that's been getting yourself

into trouble?" bellowed the pilot.

"I am,'' Bill replied. "But I don't

reckon I'm going back there. If you've

come to colle'ct me, I'm going overi)oard.

I'd be in the way if I' returned."

'fhe pilot leaned over and grabbed Iiini

by the coUai of his jacket.

"Cut that talk right out,"- he said.

•The skipper of my unit told me id tell

you that there'd been a misunderstand
ing or something, and as I passed low

over Eastport slipway.s I sa\y the admiral

of the academy standing below looking

at our squadron. There was a girl witli

him. Does^ that convey anything to

you?"
"It does," said Bill briefly. "How

fa>t can this old tub go?"
The pilot did n^t answer. Instead lie

opened his throttle wide, and Bill held

on for dear life while they shot forwaid
and banked steeply for the turn back
to Annapolis—and Betty.

(By permission of the Producers' Dis-

tributing Company, Ltd., starring

, Jofinny Mack Brown as Bill Dunn.)

(Continued from page 2.)

Nearly Lost His Balancoi

VVliilc acting in a talking sequence
from the roof of a restaurant in

Iiondon, Carl Brisson nearly lost his

balance and fell into the street below.

The picture he was taking pari in

is "The Song of Soho," and the scene
in que.stion shows him .seated on a low
jiarapot of a Soho cafe and singing to

Kdna Davies, w^ho is listening to him
from a window below. Edna Davits,
seeing his danger, shouted in alarm, and
at the .same time an assistant directoi

who was at Carl iBrisson's side graoiicd
liold of him as the star was aliout to

fall.

In tlio picture, Carl Ericsson's singing
will be heard in conjunction with the

ordinary noisoa of a London strcrt.

NEXT WEEK'S GIFT!

Don't miss this splendid photo-card of

the charming and popular flim actress,

given FREE In next week's BOY'S
OINEMA. Order your copy NOW and

avoid disappointnnent.

Every Tuesday

: "THE VANISHING WEST." I
(Contioued irom page 34.i

•X---^^-

position. Then lie leapt aero-; the
room.
Both Trent'b guns roared at once

and someone gave a cry of j-iain. Almost
as soon as the reports had died awaj.
there was a yelp. Trent had receive.!

the full force of .lim's fist cle<in on the
point, and his weapons clattered to the
floor. •

Jim did not give liim time to recover.
With a shout to (he others to wade in,

he sprang at his enemy and laid him
backwards across a table. Again anil
again ho crashed his fist into Trent's
face.

The others took up tlic shout. Within
a few seconds the saloon was like a
battlefield. Collins, grabbing at one of

the fallen guns, gripped it as Steve
mounted a table. Steve took a flying
leap and landed squarely on Collins"
back. The two rolled over locked in a
fiei-co embrace.
Fargo stood apart watching the scene

cnlmly. He turned to Lee, who was
sianding ncur.

"A nice law-abiding place," 4io com-
mented, and grabbed the shewff, who
rushed through the doorway at that
moment, "t'luy. sherilF, you might get
my boys along and have this mess sorit*.d

out. Taki' Trent's crowd down to the
lock-up. They've caused about enough
trouble." He ))au.sed, thinking. '"Oh
yes, and sec Jim and Betty Kincjiid
down to the parson's house while you'r^^

about it." -
_

He was about to turn away, when he
remembered something else.

''I supjjosc I'll better stay and fix you
up over those oil lands, Lee'.'' bo went
on. "Somebody's sure to make a mr>s

j

of it if I don't. This place wouldn't be
the .same withoiit me." A bottle whizzed
past his 'head. ''Have a cigar?" ho
a.sked cnhnly. - .

"I'hanWs." I^ec ropliod^^ accepting
one. "What is >nur next job?"

Fargo gazed speculatively At Trent
and his confederates as they; were led
away.

" Chicago, I expect.. I feel the need
for eKcitement. The West ;<n't what it

was."
THE END.

(By permission of the Universal Films,

Ltd. Don't miss the opening episode of

a new and thrilling serial—the first

"talkie " serial ever made— of Blake
"

the famous Scotland Yard detective.)
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Every Tuesday

I
" Prince of Diamonds."

Rupert Endoii, laii Keith; Eve Alar-

ley, Aileon Pringle; Lolah, Fritzi Ridgo-
way ; Lord Adrian, Tyrrel] Davis; Gil-

bert Grayle, (.Maude King; Williams.
Tom Rickctts; Li Fang, E. Alyn
Warren; Smith, Gilbert Emery; Inspec-
tor Ectterton, Oolonel McDonell.

" Around the Corner."
Benjamin Kaplan, George Sidney;

Patrick O'Grady, Charlie Murray;
Robie O'Grady, Joan Peers; Tommy Sin-

clair. Larry Kent; Terry Calahan,
Charles Delanoy ; Moo Levine, Jess De
Vorska; Sinclair Senr., Fred Sullivan.

William Haines Learns a Useful Art.

"J3ramatic art sometimes consists of

soaking one's .knuckles in alum and
water."
So i-emarks W'illiam Haines, and

thereby, ho says, he's divulging the
secret of how he was able to enact a
prize-fighter's role. The famous star of
athletic; roles, after invading football,

baseball, even polo, clashed with a pro-
fessional in the ring in "The Duke
Stops Out," IMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
new comedy drama. All his success in
I. is fistic encounter, he says, he owes to
ihc alum. «

"Jack Roper, the fighter I fought with
in the ring, showed mo the trick,"
I'xplainod Haines. "The alum hardens
the knuckles so you can't skin or hurt
them, and this lets you keep your mind
on your acting Also, in my jcase, it

let mo use my mind to concentrate on
how best to avoid Jack Roper's fists.

He didn't know how to fake his blows,
never having boon in pictures before.
He told me to hit as hard as I liked, and
said he'd try to roinomber not to hit

back too hard. They say it made a
great fight on the screen. It certainly
felt like it from whore I stood. Onco
wlien Jack hit me on the ribs I rang
like a drum."
William Haines took intcttsive boxing

lessons before James Cruzc began
directing the new production. Roper
was his teacher, and they rehearsed the
fight dozens of times, then staged it

licfore the camera and microphone in

the Hollywood Stadium, with an
audience of over a thousand looking
on.

A Change of Name.
After twenty years on the stage. Van

and Schcnk have changed their names
to Riirke and Glonnon.
Rut the alteration is only temporary,

and made for their roles in " They
Learned About Women," their first

. September fitli, 19.S0.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE
COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

' AU letters to the Editor should be addressed c/o BOY'S CINEMA, Room 186, The Fleetway
" The Fighting Legion."

Dave Hayes, Ken Maynard : Molly
Williams, Dorothy Dwan ; Pop Williams,
Harry Todd ; Hook Brothers, Los Bates,
Charles Whittaljer, and Bill Nestello;
Cloudy .Jones, Frank Rice; Jack Bowie,
Ernest Adama ; Burl Edwards, Stanley
Blystone; John Blake. .Jack Fowler;
Tom Dawson, Bob Walker; Tarzan,
Himself.

JOHNNY WALKER

" COUNTED OUT."
Ups and downs in the career oS a prize-
fighter who stubbed his toes when he
snubbed his Iriends. A drama oJ the

boxing ring.

" TWO BIG VAGABONDS."
A thrilling drama of the West, starring

TOM MIX and TONY.

" RED PEARLS."
A stoty that starts in the office of a Pearl
Corporation to the oyster beds injouthern
Seas and from the luxury of a West End
club to Scotland Yard. Starring Lillian

Rich and Frank Perfitt.

ALSO
The concluding chapters of the mystery
serial :

—

" THE JADE BOX"

motion picture. The famous songsters
play the parts of vaudeville-baseball
team mates, and picked out the Irish

names to fit the roles they portray.

Bessie Love plays the leading feminine
role opposite the singing stars, and the
supporting cast includes Mary Doran,
Benny Rubin, Tommy Dugan, Eddie
Gribbon, J. C. Nugent, and Francis
X. Bushman.

Horses.

A troupe of wranglers have boen sent
down into Me.xiro by Wesley Rugglos.
Radio Pictures director, to round up
and bring back to Los Angeles at least

a thousand horses. The steetis -arc re-

quired for "Cimarron," Radio Pictures"
new film, to be diro^ted by Rugglcs.
Thus far Wesley Rugbies has only

been able to round up about 'five hun-

HoQse, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

iired horses in and around Los Angeles
as against the fifteen hundred he
requires.

The horses are to be used in stirring

outdoor shots to be done on a panoramic
scale, and also to haul that famed caval-
cade of a thousand covered wagons
which are to be used in the picture.

One of the great problems confronting
the director is that of signing up enough,
skilled riders for hie epic of the rise of
Oklahoma to statehood. Bronco
busters, mule skinners, cow-punchers,
and vaqueros of every description who
can handle a rein or stick to a saddle
are finding it a comparatively easy thing
to line up several weeks' work on this

account at the Radio Pictures Studios.

Chester Morris Goes Crook Again.

The police siren, that most effective of
all sounds in talking pictures since it.s^

eflRcicnt use in "The Perfect Alibi," by
Roland 'West, will vie- witli creaking
hinscs, shattering glass, .screaming
ladies, humming motor-cars, and ghostly
foot.steps in a pro-noise campaign in
"The Bat Whispers," Chester Morris*
forthcoming all-eerie film that Mr. West
is directing.

In " The Perfect Alibi " Mr. West
got as much drama out of the ticking
of a clock during the third degree that
was tensely silent. Ho has been study-
ing the possibilities of dramatising tho
proverbial drop of a pin. Una Merkel,
William Bakewcll, Gustav 'Von Seyfler-
titz, Bon Bard, and others arc in tho
cast that is hard at work rehearsing at
the United Artists Studio.

Jungle Talking Film.

The other week the Universal
Company in America <lospatche<l an ex-
pedition to the island of Borneo to
make a talking film which ha.s its

locale in the jungle.
The title of the picture is "Ourung,"

but though it will feature the roost
formidable of apes, the stoiry will not
be just a travelogue. Into it will be
woven en exciting <1rama. with Dorothy
.Jariis playing the leading feminine
role and a number of Malaysians sup-
porting her in re«l native parts. Tho
American company itself consists of
fourteen members, and precautions have
already been taken for theiir safety.

Before leaving the States they wore
inoculated against tropical fevers, and,
OS ourangs on the island are certain to
give them an unwelcome reception, the
American equipment includes a number"
of tcar-bombs, to keep the huge apea
at a safe distance. This is because
there is a law in Borneo which prevents
the killing of those animals.

(Cantinned on pa«e 28.)

LOOK OUT for our representative

at the seaside resort you are visit-

ing. He is giving awaV Splendid
Prlaes and Thousands of Attractive

"Free Qilte.
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To avenge his Texas Ranger pal, a young cowboy runs into the toughest bunch of bad
men north of the Rio Grande, A grand thriller of the Old West.

On the Run.

ACROSS till' wilderness in a head-
long dash for freedom swept a

toiiplo of riders, with the long
arm of Ranger Law reaching forth in

a determined efTort to lay hold of them
and consign them to a lock-up.

The fugitives were no bad men, being
Dave Hayes and Cloudy Jones, punchers
who had gone on the spree and become
too high-spirited and frolicsome in a

town which refused to countenance any
wild behaviour. And the long arm of

Ranger Law was represented by Tom
Dawson, who had been bent on introduc-
ing them to the inside of a gaol ever
since the moment when young Dave
Hayes had sportively emptied the main
street of the aforementioned town by
some }iarmless but noisy gun-play.

You will find no scenery more impres-
sive than the .scenery of the Texas
Desert, with its towering ranges and
its curious rock formations that rise up
from the scrubby waste land like mon-
.strous gargoyles of a prehistoric world.
But neither Cloudy Jones, astride his

barrel-bodied sorrel, nor Dave Hayes,
on his white pinto Tarzan, had much of

an eye for the wonders of Nature during
that mad gallop.

Not far from tVie Border there is a
.sluggish, sprawling river that has
quenched the thirst of many a man
crossing the wilderness, but though Dave
and Cloudy were both parched by the
lieat and the desert dust, they spurred
through the shallows without a pause.
and they had reached the dry ground
on the other side wlien Tom Dawson
gained the ford.

The water was scarcely deep enough to

cover a bronc's hocks, but it was deep
enough to conceal some treacherous
hollows where a horse in full career
could break a leg. Dave and Cloudy
had crossed in safety, but Dawson's
mount had the bad luck to find a deep
cleft, and as the animal stumbled the
Ranger took a heavy fall.

He plunged clean over the bronc's
head, and his skull came into violent
contact with a half-submerged stone. A
low groan escaped him. and then he lay
still and silent, with his face buried in
the wal-er—and he may have lain there
till he drowned but for the fact that

Dave Hayes chanced to look back and
saw what had occurred.

\)a\Q drew rein and Cloud.s followed
suit, pulling his bronc to a standstill

a few yards ahead of his pard.. and
throwing a glance over his slioulder to

sec what the youngster on the white
pinto had already seen. He was a man
of mournful visage was Cloudy, and ho
had looked as miserable as a sick steer

ever since Dave had created tlie rumpus
that had brought Dawso i on their trail,

but on witnessing the mishap that had
befallen the Ranger he almost beamed.
''Can ye beat that fer luck?" he

panted. "He's out to the wide!"
Dave compressed his lips. He was

seventy-four inches from iiead to heel,

and he turned the scale; at something
over thirteen stones, and he was as big-

hearted as ho was stalwart.

'"Luck nothin'." he said. "I'm goin'

back to Dawson. We can't leave him
there to drown."
And, in spite of the sour expression

tliat at once became apparent on
Cloudy's face, he pulled his bronc round
and rode to where Dawson was lying.

He dismounted beside the Ranger,
and. lifting hin\ lie splashed through the

ford to the dry ground agaii'.. Cloudy
followed him, figuring that Dave had
done tlie right thing after all. but never-
theless maintaining an expression of

doleful disgust.

Dave set Dawson down. and. soaking a

handkerchief in the water, he dabbed
away the blood around an ugly wound
on the Ranger's liead. About a minute
later Dawson 0|)enei;l his eyes and looked
up at him, dazedly at first, and then
with a dawning intelligence.

"How do you feel, partner?" Dave
asked him.
Dawson was staring at him.
"Not so good," he answered. "But

say, what made you turn back ? You
must he plumb locoed. You had the

chance to get clear away, I reckon,
'

"That's what 1 told him," put in

Cloudy angrily "an' thoiigh I'll admit
it was only right and proper that we

should [jiill you outa the ford so's you
wouldn't drown, there wasn't no call fj.-

him to go an' play nursemaid to you.
Ranger, that guy sure is loco, an' I'm
loco myself for havin' truck with him.
I guess you'd better up an' take us back
to gaol with ye."

It was plain, however, that the
Ranger was in no fit condition to make
the return jonrney across the desert
right a\\ay, but if Cloudy thought that
there was therefore still a chance of

himself and Dave making a get-away,
he was very speedily disillusioned, for,

declaring that the desert was no placi;

to leave a man who might become
delirious from the severe head injury ho
had., received. Dave announced his inten-

tion of remaining with Dawson until

the Ranger liad completely recovered.
Cloudy regarded him despairingly.

"Pard," he said, "I almost wish I vvu7,

a real bad man, so I could bust this

Ran,ger with the handle o' me gun an'

lay him out long enough for me to beat
it across the Border."
"Yeah?" rejoined Dave.' with a grin.

"I'd knock your block off if you did'"
So they made Dawson comfortable in

the shade of .some stunted trees, and.

after tethering the three horses, they

.settled thein.sclves beside him. It was
then fairly late in the afternoon, and
along about dusk, after Cloudy had fixed

up a scanty meal, they laid their heads,

on their saddles, pulled their hor.so

blankets over them, and went to .sleep.

Cloudy had a dream in which the
interior of a gaol figured prominently,
and it was a dream that recurred persist-

ently. He was still tossing restlessly in

the throes of it when the dawn broke.

He was not the only one who stirred,

Dawson having awakened.
The Ranger seemed himself again,

in spite of Dave's fears that his head
mjury would prove troublesome, and,

rising noiselessly to his feet, he reached
for his sombrero. Then he took out

pencil and paper and scribbled a note,

which he pinned to the blanket that

covered Dave, and. having achieved tliis

September 6th, 19.30. .



without arousiijg cither of the cowboys,
he quietly moved across to where his
bronc was standing.
Climbing into tlie saddle he rode away.

jiMil only the white pinto Tarzan and
CloLidy's banc'-bodicd sorrel noted his
departure. But lie had scarcely passed
out of sight beyond a mass of huge rocks
three or four hundred yards away when
J'arzan moved over to ]Javo's recumbent
form and nudged him with his muzzle.
Dave muttered drowsily and turned

over on his side. In doing so he rolled

against Cloudy, who immediately sat

up with a start, and next instant Cloudy
was shaking Dave by the shoulder.
"Say," he jerked, "the Ranger's

gone ! Wake up, Dave ! The Ranger's
gone, an' his boss ain't here neither."
"Gone?" Dave echoed, rubbing his

eyes, and then he caught sight of the
note that Dawson had pinned to the
blanket. ^
Dave read the message on it. It was

addressed humorously to "Two Bad
.Alen."

"My duty was to bring you back and
put you in the jug, ' it lan, "but after

what you done 1 couldn't but think you
was too white for any cell. So I'm
going to say you gave me the slip in

(he desert.
" Don't cut loose in any more towns.

A spree's a spree, but keep inside the
margin. Solon;;, and best of luck.

"Tom D.iwsoN."

"That Daw.son sure is a good guy,"
declared Cloudy, when Dave had
finished. "You know, I reckon he's

But whatever extravagances of praise
Cloudy was about to utter were inter-

rupted by a sound that cut sharp and
clear through the stillness of the morn-
ing. It was the sound of a rifle-eliot,

lired at no great distance from their

camping-ground, and it brought them
to their feet.

It seemed to have come from beyond
the barrier of rocks—around which
Dawson had disappeared a few minutes
before—and, swinging themselves astride
their ponies, Dave and Cloudy galloped
in that direction. Thej' passed the rock
lonnatiou in a smother of dust, and,
twerving to ride parallel with it, they
saw the ill-fated Dawson's bionc career-
ing in a panic across the wilderness.

Dawson himself was lying huddled on
the sand of the desert. He was con-
scious when Dave dropped on his knees
beeide him and gathered him in his arms,
but his eyes were glassy and his face
was grey.

"I'm—done for, friends," Dawson
whispered feebly. "They got me—clean
through the back."
He thrust his hand inside liis shirt.

and with some difficulty he drew out a
badge and a report-book. The effort of
liroducing them brought the blood to

his mouth, but he contrived to speak,
and, by bending close to hie lips, Dave
and Cloudy managed to hear his every
word.
"Will you do somethin' for me,

Hayes?" Jie said. "Will you see that
this here star—an' this here book—are
tuined in—at lieadquarters

"

"Kure I will," Dave told him. "But
say, Dawson, you ain't passiu' out.
Why, just as soon as Cloudy and I etart

doetorin' you up you'll be feelin' as fit

»8 ever you were."

He did his best to sound reas.suring,

but lie could not deceive himself, let

alone Dawson, wlio could feel the chill

hand of <leath on him.
"1 won't want that badge no more,"

the Ranger breathed. "I'nr through.
Somebody—up there in the rocks— shot

Scptciiilitr <>Mi, 1U30.
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me in the back. No use—lookin' thei:e.

Gone by now—I reckon that gang from
Bowden heard I was on their trail.

I
"

His voice trailed away, and hie head
fell forward over Dave's arm.
"Dead!" murmured Cloudy, and Dave

looked at him grimly.
"Yes, Cloudy," lie said, "and some-

thing tells me we're lieadin' for Bowden

Bo^A/den.

THERE wa.s the sound of a gunshot in

a bar on Main Street, Bowden,
and a certain Pete Rogei« dropped

to the floor with a bullet in his heart.

A killing was a more commonplace
affair in Bowden than in most townships,
but it was not such an everyday occur-
rence that it failed to attract attention,

and soon a crowd had gathered at the
entrance of the bar-room.
Among that crowd were several

prominent citizens, and these included
Jolin Blake, the banker, a tall, grey-
haired individual who elbowed his way
through the mob even as two or three
men emerged from the saloon.

One of the latter was a notorious
character by the name of Denby, a pro-

fessional gambler wlio made his liveli-

hood in the bar-room with a pack of
cards. Immediately he appeared it was
at once clear that he had fired the shot
that had killed Rogers, for there was
a smoking six-gun in his hand.

Now Bowden was a town where the
law had no representative, the place
having sprung up almost overnight less

than a year before. But John Blake
claimed to be one who was all for

justice, and, singling out Denby, fie

spoke to him in stern accents.

''Denby," he said, "tais town has had
enougli gunning, and I reckon it's high
time an example was made of somebody.
They tell nie Pete Rogers is dead—shot
by your hand."
Another prominent citizen had fol-

lowed Blake through the crowd, a power-
fully-built man wearing a broad-
brimmed sombrero and a store suit, the
trousere of which were thrust into a

pair of patterned riding-boots. He was
known a.s Burl Edwards, cattle buyer,
and, like Blake, he was to all appear-
ances in favour of law and order.

"I'm with you there, Blake," he
stated. "Bow'den's seen enough o' these
killings."

Denby had slipped his gun inside his

waistcoat, and now he held out his hands
appealingly.

"I hadn't anj' choice, Blake!" he pro-

tested. " Pete drew a gun first. It was
him or me. Anybody that was in the

bar at the time will tell you the same."
He looked at a bunch of unsavoury-

looking individuals who had emerged
from the saloon with him. They sup-

ported the statement, though, watching
them closely, an onlooker might have
noticed the flicker of a smile around the

lips of more than one of them. Blake,
however, merely shrugged.

"Well, we'll have to take their word
for it, Denb.y," lie said, and, in com-
pany with Burl Edwards, he turned
away.
There was a girl on tlie veranda of the

building in which Pete Rogers had met
his deatli. That buikling was both
saloon and hotel, and the girl w-as Molly
Williams, daughter of Pop Williams, the
propjietor. Her father was standing

with her, and she turned to him as the

crowd was breaking up.
" Pelo Rogers didn't draw first!" she

said hotly. "It's a lie. 1 was in the
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hotel lobby and I saw what happened.
He had his back to Denby ''

Her father gripped Jier arm.
"Quiet, Molly," he said in an anxious

undertone. "Whatever you saw, keep
it to yourself."
Nor was Molly Williams the only one

who knew that a dastardly crime—only
one of many in Bowden—was going un-
punished on a false testimony. For a
couple of men who had been in the bar
at the time, and who were now moving
off with the crowd, were voicing the
same sentiments as those which Molly
had expressed.
"It was plain murder, Jim," one said

to the other. "I saw it with "

He was interrupted. One of the rogues
who had vouched for Denby's story wae
light behind him, and spoke threaten-
ingly.

"Say," the ruffian ground out, "you
didn't see nothin'. Get me?" '

The man he addressed moistened hie
lips.

"Sure," he answered uneasily. "I
get you "

In the meantime Pop Williams and his

daughter Molly had gone back into the
hotel, in the lobby of which Pop was
pre.sently joined by two or three honest-
looking citizens of serious mien. They
looked around them first of all to make
sure that there were no eavesdroppers,
and then one of them broached the sub-
ject of Pete Rogers' killing.

"Williams," he announced, "there's
some talk goin' around that Rogers was
jest plain murdered, and, knowin' Denby
and his cronies, I'm prepared to believe
it. It's about time that the good folks

in this town got together to protect
themselves from the bad element."
Pop Williams nodded grimly.
"That's what I've always said," he

rejoined, "but the trouble is that, out-
side you fellei-6 and myself, you can't
tell for certain which are the bad 'uns
and which are the good 'uns."
There was more truth in the statement

than even Pop Williams himself sus-

pected, and had he been in the neigh-
bourhood of Burl Edwards' office at that
moment he might have overheard a con-
versation that would have given him
cause for deep thought.
Blake had accompanied Edwards to

that office, and in the privacy of it the
banker spoke to the other man im-
patiently.

"Listen here, Edwards," he said, "tell

that gambler Denby he's got to calm
down, or he'll get us all into trouble.

You and I are playing for big stakes,

and we don't want any of our men
creating any kind of stir that might
rouse these law-and-order citizens. Don't
forget we're in the position of men who
are sitting mighty close to a hornet's
nest."

"Aw, forget it!" growled Edwards.
"The law-and-order clement in this town
ain't sure enough of themselves to start

anything. And besides, ain't you and I

got 'em fooled a-plenty with our talk

of justice and right livin' ? Why," he
added, with an ugly smirk, "'there's

times when I feel a psalm-book wouldn't
be outa place in my hands."
"All the same," Blake grumbled,

"Denby ought to keep that gun of hn
unloaded for a spell."

"Oh, be youreelf!" said Edwards.
"And listen—I'm goin' across to the

iiotel to see what Pop Williams thinks

o' the affair. I'll look you up later.''

They parted, Edwards cixissing the

street to the hotel and entering the lobby

as Pop was seeing his friends off the

premises. Pop and those who were of

the same way of thinking as himself had
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.been unable to figure out atij' plan of

campaign, but the hotel-owner was stil!

turning the affair over in his mind when
Edwards greeted him.
Pop answered him gruffly. He had

no cause to suspect Edwards, but at

the same time ho was not particularly

partial to the cattle buyer, and ho had
never been in the habit of taking him
into his confidence.

" A bad business—the shootin' of

Pete Rogers," observed Edwards.
"A bad business right enough," Pop

grunted. "A man can't call his life his

own when there's folks around that are

too free-an'-easy with their guns."
He loft Edwards and went upstairs,

and Edwards was on the point of

taking himself off when his glance
travelled to the registcr-dosk at the far

end of the lobby. Molly was behind
the counter, busy with a lodger, and at

sight of her Edwards fingorod liis mous
tacho and strolled across to her.
Her hands wore resting on the

counter, and. loaning towards her ail at
once, he caught hold of thein.

"How about a little kiss from the
prettiest girl in Bowden?" ho coaxed.
She tried to draw away, hut his grasp

on hor hands tightened, and she was
actually struggling to free horscif when
a couple of strangers to Bowden came
in through the entrance of the hotel
lot)l)y. One was Dave Hayes, and the
odior was Cloudy, who looked more
doleful than ever.
Dav& was immediately aware of what

was taking place at the counter, for
the first object that caught his eye Avas

Molly's pretty face. 'J'lie expression on
it told iiini that the attentions of tlio

man who was pestering her wore by
no means welcome, and he at once
moved towards the desk.
Coming up alongside Edwards, he

brought his heel down with deliberate
force on the cattle buyer's foot, and
Edwards was uufortuna((" enough to
po.ssess a largo-sized corn. Ho had re-

leased Molly in the twinkling of an
eye. and with a bellow of pain he began
to hop around on one leg.

Dave was profu.so in his apologies,
but it was all (oo clear to Edwards that
his action had boon intentional, and the
cattle buyer raved and fumed.
Ho broke off in his curses to utter a

sharp yelp, for Cloudy had come up on
tlic otlier side of him, and Cloudv was
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holding a cigarette which ho contrived
to stub—apparently by accident

—

against the cattle buyer's hand.
Edwards, carrying his burned finger to

his lips, glared at Cloudy, but after

a moment he seemed to master his

rage and ho assumed an ugly smile
as ho turned his glance on Dave again.

" You'd better be careful who.se toes

you step on!" he said. "They ain't

all as good-natured as me in this town."
Dave turned his back on him con-

temptuously and was about to address
Molly when he saw a look of horror in

her eyes. She was staring over his

shoulder, and Dave instantly whipped
round to see Edwards reaching for his

six-gun.
The cattle buyer's hand had actually

closed on the butt. He did not pro-
ceed with the gesture, however, for in

the act of wheeling Dave had jerked
his own gun out of its holster and now
he was covering Edwards. The man
looked at him narrowly for a moment,
and then, with compressed lips, he
backed towards a. pair of swing-doors
that opened on to the bar-room.
When he had gone Dave turned to

Molly again and announced that he and
Cloudy wanted to put up at the hotel,

and ho was in the act of signing their

names w'hen old Pop Williams came
downstairs.

" You're aimin' to stay here,

strangers?" he inquired, approaching
the counter, and as Dave nodded:
"Well, if you don't mind, I'd like you
to pay in advance, gents," ho said.

"Folks pass out mighty sudden in this

town, an' it ain't easy to collect money
from a corpse .sometimes."
Cloudy glanced towards Dave un-

easily, and then fairly gave a jump as

he found himself confronted by a long.

lank and dismal individual who had
oulered the lobby and moved between
him and his pard. This man was carry-

ing a tape measure, and he proceeded
to take Cloudy's measurements.
"I'm the undertaker." said he of the

dismal countenance. "I might as well

get your dimensions now aa later. It

saves time when business is as bright

as it is now."
Cloudy retreated hastily.

"Keep away from me. will ya?" he
gasped. "Keep away, I tell ya !"

Dave grinned amusedly, and then, as

Cloudy blundered through to the bar-

6

room, he followed him and pushed him
laughingly into a chair beside a small
table that stood near the street-door, of

the saloon.

Food was what they needed, and,
taking a seat beside Cloudy, Dave called
a waiter—and while a meal was being
prepared for them he took stock of the
crowd in the bar-room.
The place was well patrom'sod, and at

the long counter there were enough
men to keep three bar-tenders steadily
occupied in serving out drinks. As for
the customers, they were typical of the
state of affairs in Bowden—.?omo of
them hard to place either as "good
folks" or "bad." others seeming decent
enough specimens—and the rest as ugly
a set of rufhans as Dave had ever seen.
Dave's attention was diverted pres-

ently by the appearance of three men
who marched from tlie street arm-in-
arm. They were all men of magnificent
physique, but it was not this circuin
stance that caused Dave to watch them
with interest. For they drew notice to
themselves by bawling out a ditty in

loud, strident but unmelodious voices
as they crossed the threshold:

" Bad Bill was an hombre
Who took too big a chance.
So now the undertaker's measuriu"
him

For his go-to-hcavon pants."

This ballad, which rang unpleasantly
on CJIoudy's cars after his experience in

the hotel lobby, was followed by a
vast guffaw of laughter from the. tlire."

newcomers. And then, .speaking in

uni.son, they made an amiouncomont.
"Introducin' the Hook Brothers,"

they .said. " Ed "—three hands pointed
to the one on the right

—
" Fred "— the

hands pointed to the one on tlie loft

—

"an' Red."
Once more their gust of laughter

swe[)t through tlio bar-room, and then,
bowling over a diminutive waiter in

their stride, they crossed to the bar
and called for throe drinks in one voice.

It was not until then that Dare
noticed a familiar figure at the bar—an
acquaintance of a few minutes before

It was Burl Edwards, and Burl Edwards
had his eye on him. The cattle buyer's
glance wavered as Dave stared hack a?

him. and, the meal he and Cloudy htLii

ordered arriving just then, Dave paid

no further heed to the man.

Then he scribbled a note, which he pinned to the blanket that covered Dave
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As lor Edwards, lie scowlud at tlie

toiiDtor, and not until lie suddenly
bocanio awaro that the Hook Brothers
liad raised thoir voices in song again
ilid the scowl leave his face, a slow
sinilo following it.

With malicious inspiration 1'aI wards
drew nearer to the Hook Brothers and
interrupted them in t!;oa melody.
"Boys," ho said, "tiieio's a coupla

guy.s over there plumb disgusted with
your singin' "

The Hook Brothers paused, turned
their heads in the direction indicated

by the cattle buyer, and tlicii looked

at one another and nodded solemnly.
They approached the table- where

Dave and Cloudy were sitting.

"We understand." they said, "that
ye don't care much about the Hook
Brothers' singin'."

Dave glanced up at them. Their faces

were thrust forward threateningly

towards him, but he was not in the

least perturbed, and his eyes twinkled.

"Why." he slated. "I never heard
tell of the Hook Brother.*—and I cor-

(aiidy didn't hear any ."-ingin'."

The Hook Brothers were not partial

to sarcasm, and their chests swelled.

Then, with a sudden forward move-
ment of his shoulder. Red drove his

great fist into Dave's chest and hurled

the youngster from his chair.

Dave was up in a moment, and the

twinkling merrinu'iit had gone out of

his eyes. Without a word he launched

himself at the three brothens like a

fury.

Rough House.

THK Hooks were scattered by Dave's
whirlwind onslaught, and Ked took

a smashing punch that caught him
below the left eye and knocked him
staggering to the bar. There was an

innnediate uproar as the crowd there

became aware that a fight had begun,

and shouts of eiKOuragement arose.

The Hook Brothers rallied and closed

in on Dave.
From behind the youngster there was

the scrape of a chair, and Cloudy

climbed to his feet with a war-like howl.

Flinging himself into the scrimmage,

he singled out Red, and once again that

worthy received a lusty buffet below

the left eye.

Red knew how to take punishment.

He bellowed like an infuriated bull and
rushed at Cloudy to avenge the punch.

Dave, in the meantime, had his hands

full with Kd and Fred, but he was a

nuitch for the pair of them, and, sud-

denly enveloping them with his strong

arms, he slung them across a table.

Fred, deep iii the chest and black in the

beard, was rendered helpless, one arm
pinned down by his brother's weight
and the other held in Dave's vice-like

grip. But Ed, powerful as a gorilla,

clutched at the youngster's shoulder and
swung with his right. It was a hannnei
blow thai nnist have created luivoc on
Dave's jaw had it landed, but the table

capsized before the punch coidd comiect,

and the three combatants fell (o the

floor in a struggling heap.

With arms and legs entangled, they
writhed aiul fought. Dave had his fore-

arm under- Ed's chiti and his wrist was
wiapped around Ed's biceps. With the

other arm he was manhandling Fred,
hut the latter, emitting snarling .sounds

from amongst his raven whiskers, had
secured a hold on the youngster's wind
pipe.

He did his best, to .strangle the wits
out of Dave, and it was only with a

tiemendons effort that the youngster
managed to break his grij) and scramble
to his feet. The brothern rose with him,
but Fred took a count of lixtj- seconds
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as a shattering right-hander landed on
his jaw.
Ed grappled with Dave, and the two

of them reeled to the bar, where a
couple of bystanders—cronies of the
Hook Brothers—suddenly elected to join
m the struggle. Climbing on to the
counter and kneeling there, they helped
Ed to secure Dave, and then one of
them wrenched the youngster's face
romid so that he could take a crack at
his jaw.
J^avc tore free before the fellow could

launch the blow, and, smashing Ed to
the Hoor, he waded into his two
sympathisers with both hands.
But what of Cloudy ?

Cloudy, as a matter of fact, was
having a rough time at the hands ol

Red. who sent him to the boards with a

terrific swing. Two men near by, with
kindly sentiments, helped Cloudy to his
feet, but Cloudy was too dazed to dis
tinguish this as an act of friendliness.
and he blindly proceeded to lay them
out.

He knocked them sprawling over a
table—and he had hardly accomplished
this when Red stepped close once more
and gave him a knock-down punch.
His eyes grown glassy. Cloudy lay
tumbled across an overturned chair,
and, while he reclined in that position.

Red Hook gripped him by the throat
with one hand, and, swinging his other
arm to its full extent, began to batter
the wits out of him entirely.

Yet Cloudy, though his form was as

spare as a scarecrow's, had remarkable
powers of endurance, and, swiftly re-

co\ering from the punishment inflicted

on him, he lurched to his feet the
moment Red turned from him.
Red made for the spot where Dave

was fighting, but, reeling after him.
Cloudy overtook him near the bai' and
clouted him with such force that he was
staggered. And it was at this same
moment that a little Irish bar-tender
decided to put a stoj) to the battle in

the name of law and order.
He pinned a badge importantly on

his chest and ran to the end of the long
<-ouiiter. Two men leaning against a

hinged leaf there received a jolt undei
the chin as the little Irishman flung it

up to pass through.
The bar-tender bustled up to Cloudy

and Red Hcok. Each was in the act

of aiming a terrific punch at the other,
and the Irishman received both of them.
He described a somersault, lay quiver
iiig on the floor, and then, reaching his

feet, stumbled back towards the leaf in

ihe counter. As ho threw- it up once
more the tneii leaning there received a

second jolt under their chins.

Meanwhile. Dave was lashing out at

his assailants w-ith both fists, and.
having accounted for them, he wheeled
wildly towanls the bar, which was now
lined with men whose sympathies were
with the Hook Brothers. They baited
Dave and jeered at him. and the
youngster, ."^airly worked up into a

fighting frenzy now, sprang pantherishly
iulo the midst of them.
They were scattered, and one of them

was tumbled over the counler. No.xt
instant. however. tlic mob came
swarming around him with angry
shouts.
Dave leapt on to the bar. planted each

hand in a man's face, and then jumped
in amongst the crowd and swuifg at

tliein right and left.

It was as he jumped that something
fell from the inside of his .shirt, and it

slid across the bar-room floor to the feet

of a man who had entered the saloon a

iiiiniite or two before. The man was
.loliii Blake, banker, and, stooping, he
picked up what appeared to be a book.

It was a book—the report book that
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had belonged to Tom Dawson—and
between the leaves ot it was the dead
Ranger's badge.

Blake's face was a study in bewilder-
ment, and then, rousing himself and
glancing significantly at Edwards, who
stood near by, he forced his way through
Dave's assailants.

"Boys," lie announced, 'meet the
first Ranger that ever honoured Bowdeii
with a visit.''

There was a blank silence, a silence
that was shared by Dave.
"I'm .•iorry, Dawson," Blake Went on,

"that these hombres gave you such a
rough reception."

It was Dave's first iininilse to tell him
that he had made a mistake—that Daw-
son lay dead out on the desert, shot
through the back by an iiiilfnown hand.
But suddenly it seemed to him that, by
taking advanlage of the error in identify
and keeping up the deception, he might
find it less difficult to achieve the pur-
pose which had brought him here to
Bowden.
He gave the battered Cloudy a side-

long glance ere answering Blake.
" I guess j-ou don't have to worry

about the rough reception," he stated.
" I always did hear that a fight was the
best way of gettiii' acquainted. • But if

you don't mind, me and my pard'll be
gettin' along upstairs."

"Sure," was the rejoinder. "I reckon
you could do with a rest, what with a
long ride and a rumpus at the end of -it.

Look me up some time, will you'/ The
name's Blake—John Blake—and I'm the
bimker here."

"Sure I'll look you up," said Dave,
and then, in company with Cloudy, he
passed through the bar-rooiu to the hotel
lobby, where Molly Williams was stand-
ing with a scared look on her face.' For
she had heard the sounds of strife in

the saloon.
Molly showed Dave and Cloudy to

their room, and at the door of it Dave
paused to exchange a word or tw-o with
her. From the moment when he had
first set eyes on her he had been
attracted by her, and he was anxious to
know more of her.

They parted a few minutes afterwards,
and Dave entered the room to find

Cloudy sitting moodily on a bed. He
settled him-elf beside his paid, and for

a spdll the two of them gazed thought-
fully into space.
Dave uas the first to break the tilence.

"Cloudy." he said all at once, "what
are we goij,i' to do iiovvT'

"Do?'' .Cloudy rose to -his foet

abruptiv and regarded Dave with a
determined glint in liii eye. " D'yoii

know what we're gonna do? We're
gonna get oiita this town afore that
doggone undertaker gets his <laws on
us !"

"Aw-, forget him. Cloudy," urged
Dave. "I mean, what's the next niovo
we're going to make in clearing up the
my.stery of Dawson's death?'.'

"Listen, cowboy—or Ranger—or what-
ever y' are." said Cloudy. I've stuck
alongside you pretty permanent for

more'n a coupla years now. But I'm
through with lookiii" around fer trouble.

So-long!"
And, pulling his sombrero farther

down over his head, he stepped out
towards the door.
"So-long." Dave rejoined casually.

Cloudy reached the door and actually

gripped the handle. Then he seemed
to waver, and finally, muttering some-
thing into the stubble on his chin, ho
turned round again.

It WIS not the first time that Cloudy
had Ihreaieiied to leave Dave flat, and
it was not the first time that he h«>i

I hanged his mind.
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Law and Order.

DAV]^,. assistcil by Cloudy, liad fairly

installed liinisclt' iu Bowdcii, and
witliiti a month of taking up his

residence there he had fixed up quarters

in a vacant shanty close to the Williams'
Hotel.
He still posod a.s Ranger Dawson, and,

to lend credence to the well-meant
deception, he had hung up a signboard
over the shanty, bearing the legend

;

"Ranger's OtTice." But that was not
all he had done to justify himself in his

new r61e. All Bowden was talking of
tho exploits which be had performed
in the interests of Law i;nd Order.
One forenoon, when Dave was sitting

at his. desk in the office and Cloudy was
reclining with his feet on a slow-com-
bustion stove, a small oval patch of

reflected sunlight shone through the
window and flashed across the shady
room. Cloudy took no particular notice
of the circumstance until he noticed that
the flash kept recurring, and then, turn-

ing to Dave, he saw that the pseudo-
Ranger was watching the flashes and
busily writing something in. a book each
time they danced through the office.

"What's the idea?" Cloudy demanded.
"Just a little code that'Pop Williams

and I worked out." Dave explained.
"Pop is in a house on tho other side of
the street, heliographin' me with a
mirror. Kvery time anybody passes he
sigi).als whether they're good, bad, or
doubtful, and I jot down their names.
One flash means that a guy's plumb
bad. two flashes tell me that an honest
citizen is passin', and three flashes
signify a doubt,"
Cloudy grunted, and then he was

silent for a while. When he spoke again
it was with great deliberation, as if be
had been turning o". er some deep
problem in his mind.
"Did you ever stop to think what

would happen," he said, "if the guy that
shot the real Dawson ever drifted into
town?"
Dave's eyes narrowed.
"That's wliat I'm waiting for.

Cloudy," he answered slowly, "and
when he does drift iu I'm banking on
him showin' his hand in .some wav or

out on

to nail

to nail
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other. The moment be .ilio\', ., his hand
I'll nail him!"

It was at that moment that a long,
lank figure passed the window—a figure
at the sight of which Cloudy leapt to his

feet. It was tho figure of the under-
taker, and, pausing at the office door,
which was open, he bent a mournful
eye on Cloudy.
"Five feet eleven," he murmured,

"and thirty-seven round the chest."
And then he moved on.

A chill perspiration broke
Cloudy's brow.
"That's the guy tliat's goin

mf," ho wailed. "He's goin'
me down with coffin pegs. I kin see it

in his face. Aw, Dave, what was Daw-
son to you, anyhow, that we've gotta
stick around here an' find his killer?"
"Dawson was one o' the whitest men

I ever met, Cloudy." said Dave, "and
I happen to know that he left a widow
and three kids. And if it's the la>t thing
I do, I'm going to get the bunch of

dirtv eovotes that were responsible for

his "killin'."

Cloudy lost his temper and began to

rave at him, and he was indulging in

some particularly ungentlemanly expres-
sions when a girl appeared on the
threshold of the office. The girl was
Molly Williams, and as Dave caught
sight of her he began to make feverish

attempts to silence Cloudy, but not until

the latter actiially perceived Molly him-
self did the atmosphere become suitable

for f(>minine oars.

"There's one thing I like alxjut

Cloudy." Dave said to Molly, with .i

grin. "He's just as mild as an old

burro."

Cloudy looked daggers at him, but at

tliat moment a diversion was caused by
a wild scries of flashes from Pop
Williams' mirror.

"Gee!' David commented. "Half the
town must be headed this wa>' !"

The first men to pass the window of

the office were the Hook Brothers, and
with threatening mien they inarched in

acros> the threshold. They had appar-
ently made some boast about bearding
the .Raiiger in his den, for there was

it fairsi/ed crowd of ruffianly-looking
loafers on their heels, and the mob stood
outside the office to listen to what was
said.

Cloudy's first impulse at sight of tho
Hook Brothers was to reach for hi.s gun,
but he checked himself and gaped in

bewilderment as he .saw the three of
them wink distinctly. Then, speaking
as usual in one voice, they addressed
Dave.
"Ranger." they announced, "the

Hook Brothers wish ter state that they
don't give a coupla cents for yon, and
if it's thinkia' you are that you'll make
law-abidin' citizens out of us—come ntul

try it!"

They spat deftly at Dave's feet,
whereuix)n the mob outside smirked
approvingly. Then, advancing nearer,
the three Hooks addressed the pseudo-
Ranger again. But this time, although
their voices sounded as grufY as ever,
their words could not possibly have
reached the ears of the ruffianly crowd
in the street.

"Ranger," they went on, "we're the
worst ornery bunch o' wildcats in this
no-man's country. But for your private
car we'd like to let you know that if

yon uani an\' help you can bank on us."
They drew back once more, and at

the doorway they reverted to their
former threatening attitude.

" Bear in mind what we told you.
Ranger." they declared, "and you'll save
yourself a heap o' trouble."
Then, with another sly wink at hlni,

they turned on their heels and departed,
amid thi- applause of the crowd.
Dave glanced at Cloudy.
"Can yovi beat that?" ho .said.

"Those three hard cases are for us."
Then his face grew serious. " All thu
same." he continued, "we need every
man we can count on—even with three
huskies like the Hook Brothers. We
seem to have been keeping things in

hand pretty well since we started out to

clean up this town. But the wilder
elements are only lyin' low f9r the time
bein', I guess, and one day there's goin'
to be a show-down !"

He looked at his companions.
" Molly—Cloudy," he told them, "I've

They stood waiting with drawn guns as they
heard .the newcomers ride up to the shack.
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been kccpin' my oars and eyes open in

Bowclen, and tliis is what I've figured
out—tliat there's some ruling force

behind this town's lawlessness, and
when wc rope in a bunch of rustlers.

or horse-thieves, or hold-up men, it

don't amount to much."
The "roping in" of rustlers, horse-

thieves and hold-up men did not, per-
haps, amount to a great deal in Dave's
estimation, since it was the bigger
game he was after. But at that
moment a discussion was taking place
at tliC headquarters of the said " bigger
game," and it was a discussion which
proved that the activities of Bowden's
R.mgcr wore not being treated lightly.

The Man From the Desert.

EDWARDS and Blako moved in

across the threshold of the cattle

buyer's ofTicc to find two or three
men lounging tliere—members of that

fraternity of lawlessness . of which they
were the leaders, and which held wide-
spread interest in anything that pro-

mised loot.

One of the gangsters was playing a

mouth-organ, but Blake interrupted
him in his melody-making efforts.

''Hey, cut out that music," he said,

"and go down and take care of that
ttock, will you?"
The man went off. and Blake glanced

a't the others broodiugly.
" Aro you sure it was the Ranger

that you- saw last night?" he de-

manded.
"Sure enough I saw him!" one of

thom declared, and the other nodded
emphatically.
Edwards spoke.
"Yeah," he ground out. "only for

that Ranger we'd have had ton thou-
sand dollars' worth of cattle stacked
away in the hills right to-day."

" Aw, take it easy. Ed 1" said Blake.
"This Ranger isn't the first man who
thouglit he could beat us -"

He paused, for at that juncture there
was a knock on the door, and next
moment it was opened to reveal a

sinister-looking individual who was
powdered with dust from the crown of

his battered hat to the heels of his

liding-boots.

Ho was below the average height,
but looked a dangerous enough cus-
tomer—a rat of a man with a pair of

shifty eyes and a week's growth of

stubble on his face. He was known
around Bowdcn as Jack Bowie, and ho
Ijad something of a reputation with a
gun.

" Howdy," ho greeted, coming in and
nlosing the door. "Glad to see you,
Blakc—and you. Edwards. How about
a little mountain dew outa the bottle
to wash down thi,s alkali in my throat?"
.And he moistened his lips as ho spoke.
Blake and Edwards regarded him

sourly.
" You're a fine one to send out to get

somebody, ain't ya.?" snarled Edwards.
Bowie's expression was one of bewil-

derment.
"I was just layin' low until it was

safe to come back into town, that's
all." he protested. "I got my man,
nil' 1 didn't have no call to come
a-iidin' into Bowdcn afore the affair
had blown over."

"You got who?" demanded Edwards.
" Your man ?"

^

"Sure," said Bowie, "the man you
hombres sent mc out to get—Dawson
the Ranger."
"Yeah?" sneered Edwards. "You

iiuista been cross-eyed when you shot
:it him. Why. Dawson's right here ir

town—large as life."

Bowie's expression of bewilderment
gave place to one of blank amaze.
",Dawson ?" ho echoed. " Say, 1
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plugged him when I was comin' through
the pass. What kinda talk is this you're
givin' me?"
Blake touched him on the arm. His

brows were drawn down in a frown.
"Come here," he said, drawing him

to the window. "Look there! If you
shot Dawson, who is that man over
there by the Ranger's office?"

Ho- pointed. Dave had come out on
to tho veranda of his quarters with
Molly, and was in full view of Blake
and Bowie.
"That's Dawson," said Blake, "the

man you claim to have "

Bowie cut in on him.
" Aw—I know Dawson better than 1

know you. Wlioever that hombre is,

ho ain't Dawson." Then all at once
his eyos narrowed till they looked like

mere slits in his leathery face. " Say,

what's he horning in here for?" he
blurted, reaching for his gun.
Blake checked the gesture.

"I know a better way than that," he
jerked. And, to Edwards: " We've got

this Ranger just whore we want him."
On the veranda of tho office across

tho way Molly was passing some pretty

compliments jm Dave for the headway
he had made in cleaning up Bowden,
and neither of them had a suspicion of

the trouble that was brewing.

"You know, I just coiddn't have
believed that one man could have done
all that' you've done for this town,"
]\Iolly was saying, when Cloudy came
out of the office.

"Oh, Mr. Cloudy," Molly apologised,

as she saw him. "I quite forgot to

say 'How do you do?' when I dropped
in just now."
"How do I do?" Cloudy repeated

grufHy. " Say, I'm right on the verge

of nervous prostration—just the same
as I have boon ever since I hit this

town."
"Aw; don't pay any attention to him,

Miss Molly," said Davo laughingly.

"Ho takes more pleasure in being
miserable than any man I ever knew."

He paused, for at that moment Tarzan
moved along from the hitch-rack, and
Tarzan seemed to be of the same mind
as his master, for he gave Cloudy a

nudgo that sent tho dismal puncher
staggering. Having slipped its reins

from the )-ack, over which they had
merely been slung, the bronc proceeded

to hustle Cloudy along the street.

Cloudy protesting fruitlessly tho while

^and Dave was grinning over his

pard's discomfiture when all at once he
perceived a crowd of men approaching.

"Hallo, what's wrong?" he said to

Molly. " There's a mob headed this

way. Blake and Edwards are leadin'

it—and a hombre I never saw before."

The last-mentioned was Bowie, and
Blako and Edwards v.alkod him along
to the veranda of Dave's quarters with

a bunch of their hirelings on their

heels. Davo mot them in front of his

office, and glanced at Blake in-

quiringly.
" What seems to be the trouble.

Blake?"' ho asked.
"Dawson," said- the banker, "I want

you to meet Bowie, who's just in .from

tho desert. Shake hands with Dawson
our Ranger, Bowie!"
Bowie's lip curled.

"D.awson the Ranger, huh?" he
sneered. "So that's the kind of faro

this guy's doalin'. Say, listen, folks

—

this hombre is an impostor."
There was some murmining, and the

situation looked ugly for Dave, but the
crowd had boon swelled by tho appoar-
iince of some of his fricn<l.<i—in tho
shape of Pop Williams, tho Hook
Brothers, and some of lho.se citizens

who had welcomed him as a roprcsenta-
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tivo of the law. And Pop Williti i

caught Bowie by the arm.
. " Wait a minute," he interposed.
"Do you realise what you've sayin'

?

You've made a pretty serious charge,
Bowie !"

" I'll be sayin' more before I'm
through," Bowie snarled. "I'm callin'

this guy's bluff, and he knows it—the
same as he knows that the real Dawson
was killed out in tho desert—shot in

the back ! He didn't tell ye that, did
he ? No, an' he didn't know that Bowie
was comin' to town to uncover him as
the skunk that plugged Tom Dawson.
Them's the charges I'm makin', and
I'll back 'em up !"

Thero was an ominous growl from
the hirelings of Blake and Edwards,
who were vastly in tho majority, but
again Pop Williams intervened.
"Don't you think the Ranger lias a

right to say something in his own
defence?" he protested, and it was
Blako. who answered him with an
assumed generosity of spirit.

^
" Sure," Blake declared. " Fair play

in our community. Go ahead,
Ranger !"

Cloudy in the meantime had been
mingling with the crowd, but now,
with an anxious expression on his face,

ho slipped away to where Dave's white
pinto was standing.
"Tarzan," ho said, "we've sure got

to use our heads. Come oji—follow

me !" And he took the pony's rein and
led him along tho street.

Cloudy commandeered every bronc
that he could find- and a buggy with a
pair of restive-looking " plugs " as well.

Then ho drew his six-shooter.

Flight.

THE crowd was waiting for Dave'e
fctatement, and, bracing himself.

The youngster spoke in clear, steady
tones.

"Boys," he said, "I'll tell you the

truth. I'm not Dawson "—the hirelings

of Blake and Edwards gi-owled anew—
"but I'm here in his place. This hombre
Bowie was right. Dawson was killed out
there in the desert—and that's why I

came to Bowden—to find the guilty

man."
"Yeah!" It was the voice of

Edwards. '"We've heard that kind of a
story before. Come on, boys, let's get

a rope an' string him up."
There was a clamour of approval, but

Dave made himself heard once more.
"Wait a minute," he said, his eyes on

Bowie. '"Wait a minute. When Bowie
says I killed Dawson, my answer is just

this : I wouldn't sneak up on a snake
an' shoot him in the back without givin*

it a chance to defend itself."

Bowie cringed at the words, for, hired
,

murderer though he was, he had some
glimmer of conscience in him. But next
instant he whipped round and appealed
to the crowd impatiently.

"What are you goin' to do?" he
grated. " Stand here an' listen to his

palaver all day ? By gum ! I got a
mind ter plug the coyote myself!" And
in a moment he had snatche<l his gun
from its holster and rammed the muzzle
against the buckle of Dave'e belt.

Simultaneously there was a racket of

shooting farther along the street, and
suddenly those on the outskirts of the

crowd raised an \ipi'oar. For, firing into

the air. Cloudy had stampeded the broncs

that ho had mustered, and the mass of

horscflesli was thundering through the

town.
There • was a momentary panic, and

Dave took advantage of it. striking

Bowie's gim from his fist and jum]iing

into the middle of the ^^lieet. Blake and
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Edwards and one or two others tried to

grab iiiiii, but while apparently having
the same project in mind, the three Hook
brothers kinged forward with one
ac'ord. purposely missed Dave and fell

sprawling at his enemiee' feet.

Edwards and Blake and their hirelings

trijjpetl over them, and the resulting con-
fusion gave Dave a few precious seconds.

He saw a couple of "plugs " swing past

him at full gallop, a light buggy skid-

ding and swerving through the dust be-

hinil them—and he sprang towards tlie

vehicle.

He tumbled into it add scrambled to

the driving-seat, plucking up the reins.

There was pandemonium in the rear, and
a volley of bullets zipped around him
viciously, but not one of them hit him,
and, laying on to the plugs, he drove
them iieadlong out of the town.
They swept up on to the trail that led

westward, and the buggy swayed wildly

from side to side as the horse.s stretched

themselves in a break-away dash. Dave
caught himself yelling at the top of his

voice—yelling to encourage them—and
they answered well. But, glancing over
hi.s shoulder, he saw that some of the

mob had secured their broncs and were
galloping in pursuit.

Then he caught .sigiit of Cloudy not

more than a hvndred yards to the rear

—

Cloudy in Tarzan's saddle, and rapidly

gaining on the buggy.
A bend was turned, and dense thickets

hid Dave from the puwuers. Looking
back three or four seconds later he saw

Tarzan and Cloudy career into view, and
in less than half a minute the white

pinto was pulling level

with the buggy.

Dave dropped the

reins he was holding,

and as Tarzan raced
abreast of him he slung
one leg over the pinto'-,

back. Next instant 1

1

fugitives were strikii

to the left through i

thickets, leaving i

two plugs to speed
along the main ti

with the buggy.
When the pursu<

swung round the bei

thev followed ' i

tracks of the wheels
' And in the meantime
Dave and Cloudy
pushed on through the

chaparral till- t h e>-

found themselves in a

country of rolling hilK.

in the iieart of which
they discovered an
abandoned homestead.
The place seemed a

liki'ly hide-out, and
they pushed open the
front door and entered,
loading Tarzan after

them. Here Dave pro-
nounced himself con-
tent to remain for as

long as it should provr
necessary, and, having
settled himself comfort-
ably ill a rickety chair.

he began to sing light

-

hcartedly.
Cloudy was by no

means easy of mind,
and it was with acute
auxietv that he inter-
rupted Dave as the
latter was rendering
an old-time Western
ballad.

"Say." he protested,
" I'd be a good deal
happier if you'd cut
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out that .squaw kin". If you ain't care-
ful. Dave Hayes, you'll be a corpse
mighty soon, an' I don't want no lilies

in my hand. I
"

Cloudy checked, for all at once he
heard a sound that filled him with dread
—the sound of hoofs clattering on to a
stony slope—and in a moment he was
at the window.

'"A bunch o' horsemen." he panted,
"an' they're headed this way. I bet
that undertaker is at the bottom o' this.

He's iiad his eye on me ever since we
hit town."
"Aw, forget it. Cloudy!" said Dave.

"And listen—if this is a show-down
we're going to barricade ourselves in

that back room and get ready to shoot
our way out. Come on !"

He led the way through a door oppo-
site the one by which they had entered,
and. having passed into the back room
with Tarzan. they proceeded to drag
every piece of furniture available across
the floor. Then they stood waiting with
drawn guns.

They heard the newcomers ride up to

the shack, and they heard them troop
into the front room. But in the very
ne.\t moment they knew that the men
had not come looking for them, for the
familiar voice of Pop Williams made
itself audible, and his first words re-

vealed the purpose for which he and his

companions were gathered there.

"Folks," Pop announced, "it's taken
a long time to find out who can actually
be trusted in Bowden, but we all here
are honestly fer Law and Order, and
tl),it's whv this meetin' has been called.

Now listen, I want to state that for a

crowd of wise hombres we're the biggest
bunch o' jackasses between here and
Mexico. We've let our dumbness drive
away the best friend we ever had, for,

jest because this skunk Bowie shot off

.his mouth, we sat around wall-eyed an'
let the riff-raff chase the young Ranger
outa town."
There was a murmur from hie

audience, which must have comprised
almost half the male population of the
town—a crowd typical of the Border,
with Mex and Yankee intermingling in

a common cause to stamp out crime.

One of the Hook Brothers spoke.
"Now look here, Pop," he protested,

"that ain't fair. If one of us had in-

terfered open-like, we'd been shot dead
in our tr-icks

"

Standing on the other side of the
door separating the two rooms, Dave
had heaid enough, and now he rai.sed

his voice and betrayed his presence
there.

'Say," he. called, "is that meetin' of

yours a private game, or can anyl)ody
draw cards?"
There was a tense silence, and then

Pop gave an exclamation.

"That was the Ranger," Dave heard
him say. "I know his voice. Come on
out. Ranger—you're among friends."

Dave bad the door open in a few
seconds, and, followed by Cloudy, he
stepped into the front room amidst a

volley of greetings. Then he addressed
the crowd of citizens.

(Continued on paee 27.)

Edwards held the gun, but Dave's grasp was still on his wrist, and he forced the crook's

arm outward and upward.
September «th, 1930.
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A gripping drama of a man accused of stealing a huge diamond, and how he escaped
and the terrible revenge he took. Starring Ian Keith and Aileen Pringle.

CEoP

The Thief.

IT was an iiuhappy clay for Rupert
Eudon. His home, the home that

had been his family's for three

generations back, was to be sold.

Rujicrt did not want to part with the

plaee, but ho had no choice. It was a

rambling old castle whicli stood high

on (ho rocks of Maine, as impregnable
as a fortress. The solitary road which
led up to it from tlic nearest town had
to pass over a dra>'.bridge, and w hen
this was up access to the great doors

wiiiih guarded the entrance was im-

po^sible.

, It was built of massive stone on solid

rcok, and beneath there were passages

which descended to the foot of the

clifl's. They led to a cove, and occa-

sionally Rupert used it for mooring his

.small fishing boats on those occasions

when lie took a quiet holiday.

Rumour had it that the castle was
once used by pirates. Certainly it dated

back a considerable number of years,

for it was one of the show places along

the coast. Rupert, wiio loved it. knew
every nook and cranny of its gigantic

stone walls.

Times were bad. Several business

ventures in which Rupert had been in-

volved, mainly comiected with the

diamond trade, had crashed with some-
what extiaordinary suddenness.

It was a blow— a very serious blow.

Rarely six months ago his engagement
to Kve Mailey had been announced, and
it li.id been both his dream and hers

ttiat they should make their home in

Endon Castle.

All that was ended novr. ' There was
no alternative—Rupert was compelled
to let it go>

He arrived back at it after a trip to

France, where he had been working in

order to try to retrieve his fallen

fortunes, and looked round longingly.
Williams, the oIi< butler who had been
Kijit. inliiT (;th. 19:>n.

with the Endons all his life, greeted
him.
"I trust you will permit nie to go

witli you, sir," ho said.

Rupert allowed a smile to play across
liis tanned face, revealing a row of

even white teeth. That smile of his,

coupled with a peculiar way of putting
his head sliglifly on one side, had
earned him the sobriquet amongst those
who knew him of "Charming Endon."

" I'm afraid not, Williams," he re-

plied. " I shall not be keeping up a
place like this in future."
"But, sir

"

"Perhaps the new owner will keep
you on," Rupert continued evenly, cut-

ting short Williams' protests. "You
know him quite well. It is Mr. Gilbert
Crayle. " He glanced at his watch.
''He should be here shortly."

Tlie e.ven hum of a large car was
heard coming over the drawbridge. It

died , away as the car drew up before
the outer gateway.

Williams, always court^'ons and
lubane, bowed slightly to his young
ma.ster and crossed the hall. Ho
opened the door to admit a grey-haired
man, faultlessly dressed, on whose face
was all the craftiness of a fox.

" Good-morning. ]Mr. Crayle !" said

Williams soberly. "You will find ]\Jr.

Rupert in the library, sir."

Crayle nodded briefly, as though the
existence of Williams was completely
beneath his notice, and departed in the
direction of the library.

Williams watched him go with very
mixed feelings. So that was his new
master ! Well, ho could see trouble
brewing, and he mentally registered
then that his stay at Endon Castle was
likely (o be a short one.
He was about to close the door when

another car made its appearance.
Williams waited for it to stop, and then
hurried forward as a girl descended

I

from it. Her face was radiant, and her
step light and full of vitality. She was
looking forward to seehig Rupert again

—just to tell him that in spite of the
fact that lie was poor, it was going to
make no diJFerence. She still cared for

him, and always would.

She turned as she reached the ground.
"Come along, Adrian," she said

tolerantly. "iir. Crayle is already
here, and I want to say something to
Rupert before ho starts talking about
business."

The young man addressed slowly
alighted from the car. He was rather
foppish in appearance, and affected a
monocle. Through no fault cf his own,
he had inherited a peer's title without
tlie necessary money to keep it up;
nevertheless, ho liked to be called
" Lord Adrian " by anyone who was
sufficiently impressed with his greatness.

" All right, old girl," he drawled.
"Coming, and all that. I don't knovr
why you can't slow up for a change.
Ever since I got up at the unearthly
hour of nine, I've done nothing but
rush all over the place."

Eve Marley laughed good-hnmourcdly.
She was used to her brother's indolent
ways, just as .she was used to his habit

of coming to her for money whenever
he was hard up—which was quite often.

_

They went into the castle, and Eve,

'

without invitation, made her way to tho
library.

Rupert and Crayle were enjoying a
cocktail when she entered. They roso
at the sound of her greeting.

"Hallo. Eve!" said Rupert eagerly,

advancing to meet her. and taking both
of her hands in his. He lowered his

voice so that Crayle could not hear,
"You look womlerful today, dear."
She snijled her thanks.
" I want to see you before you start

your business witli Mr. Craylo," she
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said softly. ' Let's go into the moraing-
room."
They left C'rayle and Adrian together,

and departed. As soon as they were
alone. Rupert took her in his arms.
She raised her lips to his, and for a few
exquisite moments the world was for-

gotten.
At last she broke away.
" We mustn't be too long," she said.

"I know you want to fitiish the detail?

of the sale." She sighed. "What a

pity you have to let this place go! We
could have been so happy here."

A worried frown appeared on Rupert's
brow.

" You know how things are going to

be with me from now on, Eve," he said

quietly. "I shall be fairly poor, so

there is nothing cl.>c for me- to do but
release you from our engagement."

It was what Eve had been waiting
for. The last thing hi the world she

wanted was to break oflf the engage-
ment.

"Silly boy!" she said softly. "Kiss
me again, and never say anything like

that again^ Wo are going to be mar-
ried just as soon as we can."
"Eve!"
"I mean it. And now let us go back

to the others."
In the library, meanwhile, Crayle and

Adrian were talking earnestly. They
were discussing Rupert.

"I've done everything I ran to finish

him," C'rayle was .saying. "I've broken
him, .TTid I've arranged to buy the castle

from him. Yet she still seems set on
the idea of their marriage."
Adrian looked thoughtful. He was

no business man, but he knew some-
thing about the gentle art of squeezing
nsoney out of people.
"Leave everything to me," he said

cilmly. "I have my own methods of

dealing with him." He lit a cigarette

and pulled a cloud of smoke ceiling-

wards. " By the way, C'rayle. how
much did you .?ay it was worth to you
to marry Eve?"

Crayl'^ looked .nt him shrewdly, and
Ills eyes narrowed.
"I didn't say anytliing," he replied

leveliy. "But I dare say I could man-
age ten thousand. You can count on
that."
"Good enough," said Adrian. "Ten

thousand it is—on the day you and Eve
marry."
"Hush! Here they are."
Rupert and Eve came in. Adrian

promptly went up to Rupert and took
hitn fty the arm.

" Do you mind if I run up to
your room. Rupert?" he said cn-
g.Tgingly. "I want to wash and change
after our journey."
"Certainly," replied Rupert readily.

"If Eve and Mr. C'rayle will excuse us,

I v.ill come with you."
They went upstairs. Adrian smiled

to himself as he followed the man he
was plotting to rob of the only thing
i.'i life left to him.
When they were in Rupert's bed

room. .Adrian flung himself into a chair,
atid assumed an e.Kpression of hopeless-
ness.

"I say. old man. I'm in a deuce of a
fi.x," he began. "I'm afraid I've made
a bit of a fool of m>sclf."
Rupert looked at him in alarm. Thi;?

sudden seriousness on Adrian's part was
as disturbing as it was umisual.
"What is wrong? Nothing, surely,

that caiuiot be put right."
"I was in Crayle's office on Wednes

day last," Adrian went on. "That was
the day on which .some "

"The Rajah Diamond was stolen,"
put in Rupert. "Yes, I know about
that."
Adrian put his fingers into his waist-
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coat pocket and drew out a large white
stone, clear as water, and with a sparkle
from its facets that proclaimed it to be
a diamond of the first water.
Rupert stared at it dumbfoundedly.

As an expert, he knew that it was the
gem whicii they had just been talking
about a few seconds previously.
"You!" said Rupert hoarsely. "You

—a thief!"

"Yes." Adrian hung his head in pre-
tended shame. "1—a thief."

False Evidence.

RUPERT took the diamond from
him and stared at it as it lay in

the palm of his hand. Adrian, of

all people ! The young fool

!

That was what came of spending all

his money as fast ius he could lay his

hands on it. He had run himself into

heavy de'it probably, with the result

fhat he had tu turn thief in order to

save himself from bankruptcy.
With what result? In his despera-

tion he had overlooked the fact that

discovery was absolutelj- certain. It

was impossible to dispose of a gem like

that. Every collector, every jeweller in

tha world knew the famous Rajah Dia-

mond. They knew, too, that it had
been stolen.

So Rupert thought. He did not know
that the diamond had never been stolen

—that it liad been handed to Adrian
by Crayle Jiimself, the rumour of the
theft having been spread afterwards.
C'rayle w;i.s a clever man. He had done
it primarily to get Adrian into his

clutches, so that he would have a lever

to use on Eve.

11

It had been his intention to give th»
dtamond to Adrian, then denounce him
as a thief when he trie<l to sell it.

Adrian, all unsuspecting, had accepted
it. He had asked Crayle for a loan,

and Crayle had chosen that way of pay-
ing it.

Adrian had seen what waj in the wind
afterwards. By some mysterious glim-

mering of common .sense he had waited
for a day before disposing of it, with
the result that he had seen the reports
concerning its supposed theft.

He was as much of a rogue as C'rayle,

and it was obvious to him that if ho
tried to give it back to Crayle he would
still be denounced. It was apparent
that Crayle wanted Adrian arrested, so
that he could either prosecute or not
according to whether Eve accepted hi.s

propasal of marriage. .

Adrian hiid to think fast. The icfult

was that he confessed to Rupert that
he had stolen it. He knew Rupert, and
knew how Rupert loved Eve,
He watched Rupert staring at tho

jewel, and his eyes gleamed. His plan
was going to work!
"This is horrible," Rupert said sud-

denly, looking up. "If anything of

this get.s out it will mean a scandal, and
we can't have that. We must think of

Eve."
Exactly what Adrian wanted to hear!

Hurriedly he hid a smile.

"But what can be done?" he a-^ked

with a .show of helplessness.

"I don't know, f^et me think."
Rupert paced and down the room, the

diamond in his clenched hand. This was
horrible, ghastly.

He spun round
and caught the

hand that held the knife in mid
air, and by the sheer strength

of his arm, forced the man to

the ground.
Septomber Gtli, 1930
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There were no thoughts of rebuke in

his mind. He was not like that. Other
men might call Adrian some hard names,
but not him. His job was to pull

Eve's brother out of the mess he was
in.

" Perliape you could see Crayle and
explain," Adrian suggested. "He jvould
understand if you talked to him."
Rupert stopped his pacing. Not know-

ing that Crayle was so ruthless, he
thought that the suggestion was a sound
one.

"Why, of course," he said. "That is

the obvious thing to do. I am often
in and out of C'rayle's ofBce, and I see

no reason wTiy he should not believe

that I picked up the diamond as a joke
or something. Anyway, I'll see hirn at

once."
They returned to the library, Rupert

anxious and Adi'ian elated. Rupert had
fallen for the .story better than Adrian
had imagined, and he was one of those
helpful men who would do anything to

save Eve trouble and shame.
As Rupert entered the room he saw

Crayle about to try to take Eve into
his arms. Eve was backing away from
him hastily.

Rupert made no comment. He knew
that Crayle loved Eve, and it was only
natural for him to try to win her. In
a way, Rupert regarded it as some-
thing of a compliment, and he knew
Eve well enough to realise that there
was only one man in her life that mat-
tered—himself.

Crayle backed away hastily as they
came in and sat down. Apparently his

efforts to make Eve listen to him had
not been too successful.

"Er—I was rather interested in that
picture lip there," he said lamely. "The
one of the old lady'. It looks like a
Rembrandt."
"It is," said Rupert easily. He

thought he saw a chance of solving
Adrian's difficulties for him. "Inci-
dentally, did you notice the stone in

that large diamond pendant she is

wearing ?"

Crayle, glad of something to relieve
his en)barrassment, walked over to the
picture and examined it closely.

'Extraordinaiy !" he murmured. "It
looks exactly like the Rajah Diamond.'

"That's what I thought," said
Rupert. He opened his hand, and there
in the palm lay the diamond it.self. "As
a matter of fact, I took the liberty of
borrowing the Rajah Diamond in order
to couii;are. I hope you don't mind."
Crayle stared ' at the diamond in

astonishment, then looked up at Adrian.
The latter flickered an eyelash signifi-

cantly. In an instant Crayle under-
stood. He had got Rupert and Evo in
the hollow of his hand.
Drawing himself up to his full height,

ho looked at Rupert coldly.
"I am atraid I do mind," he replied

stiffly. "If you only borrowed it,^ why
did you not let me know when I put
round I he reports that it had been
stolen?"
"I didn't trouble," said Rupert

calmly. "I knew, that as soon as I was
able to SCO you, everything would be
all right."

Crayle transferred his gaze to Eve as
though to *ay he was sorry for what he
had to do. His manner was becoming
more stern.

"I am sorry, Endon, but everything
is not all right," he said. " You • took
the Rajah Diamond from my oflice, and
now try t«> r('turii it on the pretext
that you only borrowe<l it. People <lo

not borrow ' aiticies of such a value
Sfptcmbcr <;tli. la.iu.
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as that. I have no alternative but to
accuse you of theft."

Rupert started back, and his face

flushed angrily. Crayle was being per-

fectly absurd.
"This is ridiculous " he began.
"Ridiculous, eh?" Crayle was openly

sneering now. "The police are hardly
likely to take the same view when they
look into your present financial posi-

tion."

Eve started forward, her face drawn
with anxiety.
"Mr. Crayle," she protested, "this is

quite unbearable. You must be mad to
think a man like Rupert would steal

anything."
Crayle ignored her. He still addressed

Rupert.
"Well, have you anything more to

say?"
Rupert shrugged his shoulders. He

had no alternative now but to throw the
blame where it belonged.
"Just this," he said. "Ask Adrian

how the diamond came to be in my
possession."
Crayle frowned. He looked at Adrian

meaningly.
"Well?" he asked.
Adrian assumed a perfectly blank ex-

pression.

"The fellow is potty," he said suc-

cinctly. "I know nothing about it."

"But you gave it to me a few
moments ago," Rupert protested. "You
confessed that you had stolen it."

"I thought so," Adrian countered.
"The man is potty."
Crayle shrugged his shoulders. His

hold over Rupert was nearly complete.
Calmly he went over to the telephone.
"Hallo!" he called, after he had been

connected. "Is Inspector Bctterton
there ? Betterton, you had better come
over to Endon Castle. I have here the
thief of the Rajah Diamond, and I wish
to give him into custody."

Escape.

FOR the next hour Eve and Rupert
tried to pei^uade Crayle that it was
all a horrible mistake, but Crayle

would not listen. He insisted that

Rupert had stolen the gem in order to

retrieve his' fallen fortunes, and had
afterwards invented the story about
having borrowed it because he found
he could not sell it.

Crayle also pointed out, with heavy
carcasm, that he was not inclined to

show any mercy to a man who tried to

place the blame for his misdeeds upon
someone else. He referred to Adrian.

Of course, he knew the true state of

affairs. He realised that Adrian had
been clever, and he backed h'm up to

the full. 'To implicate Rupert in this

maimer, thus at once ruining him and
having him put away for a number ot

years, was little short of a stroke of

genius. It left a clear field with Eve.
Rupert gave up arguing after a while.

His attitude was that he would face the

music. He knew now that he had been
the victim of a scheme to get rid of

him ; but he had implicit faith in the

fact- that the true state of affairs would
come out once tho matter came before

a court of law.
He cared only about one thing—that

Evo .still believed in him. That was all

that mattered.
Eve listened to the interchange of

words between Rupert and Crayle, and
found herself examining the two men
critically. 8he saw in Crayle a ruth-

less and .somewhat sinister business man
who wouUl stop at nothing to gain his

ends; while Rupert was an easy-going,
honourable type who would never sus-
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pect villainy until he became involved
in it.

In her heart she knew that Rupert
did not steal the diamond. She knew,
too, that her brother was lying. ^
Crayle suddenly approached her. •
"Eve, I am so sorry that you have

had to witness such a distressing scene,"
he said ingi-atiatingly. "I think you
will realise,- though, that Endon's own
actions made it necessary. "-

She looked round to where Rupert was
standing, and saw that he was well
without earshot. Adrian had left tho
room. She lowered her voice.

"There's something mysterious behind
all this, Mr. Crayle," she said. Her
voice hardened. "Won't you tell me
what has to be done to prevent Rupert
from being arrested?'!

Crayle held up his hands in protest.

"Please, Eve, don't put it like that,"
he said. "Justice must be done."
"Must it?" she asked ironically. She

was beginning to get an insight intO'

Crayle's true character. "Let me put
the question in another way, then.

What must I do—what price must I pay
—for this ridiculous charge to be with-
drawn?"

Crayle looked at her shrewdly, and
decided that his best course was to come
into the open.
"Well, I think you will see that I

could not prosecute ''any friend of my
wife's," he said smoothly. "You under-
stand, don't you?"
She did not reply at once. The answer

she got was the one she expected.

Crayle had a hold on Rupert now, and
the cost of having that hold released

was that she should surrender herself in.

marriage.

"Very well, Mr. Crayle," she replied

coldly. "You win, I suppose. I love

Rupert, and I would do anything in the
world for him. If I have got to marry
you, I'll carry thixjugh my share of the

bargain ; but remember, although yours
is the upper hand now, you won't be
in that position for ever." She rose.

"And now I want to talk to Rupert.
Will you leave us, please ?"

She was quite calm about it' all. At
fij-6t it had been her impulse to teU
Crayle that she suspected him of a con-
spiracy with her brother, but she had
come to the conclusion that she would
not be acting for the best by doing any-
thing like that. Crayle was a clever

man, and to oppose him at this nwment
would be madness;

Her brother, too, would not tell what
he knew. He was an inveterate liar,

just as he was an inveterate borrower
of money, and it was quite useless try-

ing to appeal to his sense of honour. He
had none.
She waited until Crayle had left her

alone with Rupert, and summoned up
her courage to play the difficult part

that was before her.

"Rupert!" she called.

Rupert had been standing with his

back to her on the other side of tho
room. He turned, disturbed by tlie

strange note in her voice. It had seemed
hard, relentless.

"Yes, Eve?" he replied dully.

Slowly she drew off his engagernent-
x'ing and held it out.

"I wouldn't have minded marrying a
poor man," she went on slowly. "But
a thief, never!"
He stated at her in amazement. Not

knowing that she was breaking the en-

gagement in order to serve him and clear

his name, the thought tliat she had so

little faith in his sense of decency was
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a terrible blow. It seemed to be the

end of everything.
'But. Eve, surely you can't believe

She held up a silencing hand To hear

his rebukes was more than she could

bear.

'Need we say anything more?" she

fcaid wearily. "I know you will see how
impos-sible it all is."

He nodded. Yes, he could see that.

Marriage to a girl wlio did not believe

in him was utterly out of the question.

Silently he took back the ring.

There came a heavy thundering at the

outer door. William.^ opened it, to admit
an ofiiciiii-looking man who gave the

name of Inspector Betterton. Craylo

promptly led the detective into the

library, and pointed to Rupert.

'"That is the man, inspector," he said.

Betterton strode across the room, and
came to a halt by Rupert's side.

'"There need be no fuss, Mr. Endon."
he said quietly. "I shall have to take

you along, of course, and I am giving

you the usual caution about saying any-

thing that might be used in evidence

against you."

Rupert looked at him levelly. and saw
that the inspector was by no means in-

exiierienced in the lumdling of men. He
also glanced at the door, and saw t»o
more officers standing outside.

Appealingly he turned to Eve.
"Is what you just said quite final.

Eve ?" he asked.

"I am afraid it is,'" she replied, chok-

inj; back a sob witii an effort.

Rupert shrugged his shouldei*. By
now he was burning with a sense of in-

justice. Eve believed liim guilty, and
if she turned against him, the world was
against him, too.

A slight frown appeared on his fore-

head. Into his mind came thoughts of

revenge. Yes, that was it. Revenge,
even if it took him the remainder of his

life. He would get even with Crayle

—

yes. and with the girl who had deserted
him in his hour of need.
Hi- mind rn^de up, he ncted Rwjftly.
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A sudden blow in Bctterton's chest sent

the detective staggering backwards. The
next moment he had gamed (he win-

dow, and hung poised for a .second.

"I'll come back—some day'" ho
shouted.

Then he vanished from sight, swinging
through a window of one of the cellars,

and making his way through the maze
of pa.56ages that liad once been used
by smugglers and pirates."

If only he had waited a few moments
longer! If only he had heard Eve's
agonised cry to Crayle: "Please let him
go, Mr. Crayle. l^et him go, and I'll

marry you!"
Crayle'ti trump card was played. He

told Betterton to let Rupert go, in spite

of the fact that Eve said she would be a

a wife in iiatne only. It was only a

matter of time, he refJected, before she
capitulated and made him the happiest
man alive.

By that belief, he made the one mis-

take of all his scheming. Retribution,

devastating and complete, had already
cast its shadow over his future life.

Captain Ruin.

RUPERT got clear away, not knowing
that the hue and cry had been
stopped before it had really

started. He made his way on foot to a

neighbouring port, and took the first

ship availabTe. He did not know where
it was going—did not even care.

That was the last the world heard of

him for three years.

At the end of that time he had com-
pletely .sunk his old identity. To all in-

tents and purposes, Rupert Endon had
died, and in his place had come a

mysterious man whose name held terror

for everyone who heard it—Captain
Ruin.
Captain Ruin and Rupert Endon were

one and the same rnan

!

In a cheap cafe by the waterside at

Penang. Rupert sat drinking. The life

of hardsliip he had led during the time
f-mce he had left Endon Castle showed its

ma''k^ **" i"- t.wr> 1( \\i= linrd an'I mer-
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ciless. "Charming Endon " wa.s no
longer to be seen.

The cafe was in the Chinese ciuarter,

tucked away in a street that was evil-

smelling and sinister. Men were mur-
dered every night in that district, but
Rupert was not disturbed by the dangem
lie wa.s obviously running. Only onco
had anyone tried to interfere with him,
and the outcome had been so terrible

for the attacker tliat the reputation of

Captain Ruin spread far and wide.
The offender had been a drunken

Chink, wliofse befuddled brain conceived
the idea that he could knife Rupert and
rob him of his money.

Rupert, his cars ever alert, had heard
the Chink coming. With a swift,

pantlierine movement, he had spun
round and had caught in mid-air I he
hand that held the knife, and by the
sheer strength in his arm forced tfic

man to tlic ground.
Five minutes later Rupert arrived at

the self-same cafe in which he was now
sitting. Across one shoulder fie carried
the' Chink, unconscious. Wh ;n that
would-be nuirderer was examined, he
was found to have a smashed jaw and
a fractured forearm.
Rupert was left alone after that.

He made a living by undertaking
dangerous jobs for anyone who cared to
employ him, and his name was known
throughout the length and breadth of

Malay.
The owner of the cafe was a China-

man by the name of Li Fang. For
years Li Fang had been awaiting an
opportunity of meeting someone like
Rupert—someone who could be trusted,
and who was not afraid of death.
He had hesitated long before

approaciiiug Rupert. He had a mission
he wanted undertaken, but it was one
in which his man had to be selected
with care. The iiiis.-~ion involved the
finding of a hidcU-n diamond mine.
Rupert would suit Li Fang's purpose

admirably. for his knowledge of

diamonds was the knowledge of an
expert. But Li Fang hesitated still.

Cnlimited wealth could well make an
honest man forgetful that the property
he was handling belonged to someone
else.

At the same time, he was sufficiently

anxious for the safety of his own yellow
lude that he did not want to perform
the ta^k himself. The man known us
Captain Ruin \Vas his only hope.
He sent for Rupert in the end. His

riaftv eyes glittered as he watclied
Rupeit sit down in front of him and
cilmK accept a cigarette.

' Aie jou honest, my friend?" he
began
Rupert stared at him fixedly.

"That's a darned impertinent (lues-

ion, Li Fang," was Rupert's swift

"The—black—death I
" the negro gasped. Then his head fell back.
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reply. "I've a good mind to wring
your confounded neck."
Li Fang hold up his liaiids defensively.
"No, no; that is not necc.'-sary,',' lie

said, giinning feebly. "I asked only
because I wanted to be quite sure." He
dvcw from the folds of liis wide sleeves

an aged and cracked parchment, anil

smoothed it out on the table before him.
"Tea years age two brothers discovered
a diamond mine in a district Liifested

with tyiihoid fever. They worked it

for a time, and then both died. By
vaiious means—we will not discuss

how—a plan of where this mine is lo

be found came into my hands."
"Well?" said Rupert indifferently.

" I want you to find that mine, my
friend," pursued Li Faug. "If you
will agree to go in search of it, I will

pa^' you sufficient for your expenses,
anil wc will share equall.y."

A smile flickered across the face of

the man who was known as Captain
Ruin.
"Tell me, my friend, are you

lionest?" he asked ironically.

Li Fang grinned again. He oould
afford to let pass a joke or two at him-
self. He was in need of Rupert's
'bvaiiis.

"I will repeat my offer in writing,"
he saici smugly.
"Don't bother." Rupert's tone veas

dry and hard. "You couldn't play a
dirty game with mc. you heathen.
You've offered me half, and I don't
need the assistance of a court of law to

got it. When do I have to start?"
"As soon as you wish."
Rupert studied the plan which lay

on the table. For a few moments he
did not speak ; then he gave vent to

an exclamation of satisfaction.

"You did well to send me instead of

going yourself, Li Fang," he said. "It
is a suicide country up where that mine
is located, and I wouldn't swear that
the men I shall take with mo will ever
come back. As for nic—well. I don't
suppose anything could ever kill me."
He folded up the chart and put it into
his pocket. "Get me four of the
hardest toughs you can find on the quay-
side, and tell them to report, sober, at

sunrise io-morrow. As the journey is, to

be made up-river, I'll go and buy a
decent samjian which will liold water."
Ho was about to turn to go, when his

eye fell on a gir! standing a short dis-

tance away. She was Chinese-Malay

—

a mixture of the two races.

"That's a darned prettj,' kid you've
got th'TC," he commented. " You'd
better keep a close watch on some of

the men round here, or you'll lose her."
Li Fang turned his head, and saw

who Rupert meant.
"That is Lolah," he said casually.

"She is quite safe with me. There are

none here who would dare to cast their

evil glances at her, for she is my
bi'othcr's daughter."
Rupert nodded, and went away. As

ho threaded his way through the mix-
ture of humanity that thronged the
cafe, he was completely unaware of tho
crafty expression in Li Fang's eyes.

"You are \ery clever, my friend," he
murnnired softly. "Rut you will never
get that half-share. I will send one cvf

)ny own men with you, and when yon
discover that mine you will die." His
expression bocair.e even more crafty.

"And when my emissary returns and
tells me exactly wliere thp mini- is. 1

will kill him, too. It is oid\ dead nuii

who keep secrets."

I '' ' In the Jungle.

T[IE sampan \voiind its wa,y slowly

up the river that led info tlie

interior. Apart from Rupert,
liiere wore four other men on board, a
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villainous-looking individual by the
name of Smith Doing their leader. He
was Li Fang's henchman.
They were a tough crowd, and it was

clear to Rupert, hardened as he was to

tho ways of men, that ho would have
trouble with them sooner or later. As
a, precaution, he carried a heavy-
calibred Colt. As a trouble-makei", iie

could do fairly well on his own account!
Tho remainder of his crew was made

up by an enormous South African negro
and two beachcombers who would sell

their very souls for half a pint of

whisky.

The location of the mine was about
two days' journey frorii Penang. The
sampan—a type of boat that is able

to go anywhere so long as there is a

foot of water in which to float—was
inclined to leak. The crew, definitely

refused anything to drink by Rupert,
were *n a bad himiour. The only saving
grace about the whole journey wiis

that there was none of that driving
squall weather for which the Malay
Peninsular is noted.
At tho end of the first day, just as

the sun was beginning to get low in

the heavens, the negro let up a shout
of fear. He had crawled under the

awning of the boat for a sleep, and
beneath him something had moved.

"What is the matter, Sambo?"
Rupert called- sharply.

"There's something here, cap'n," the
negro wailed, terror-stricken. "Under
that sacking—there I"

Ho pointed to one of tlie corners of

tho sampan, and Rupert.^ suspecting

a snake, drew his gun. With a swift

movement, he flung the sacking back.
"Lolah!" he exclaimed.

The half-caste girl, her lips parted
in a smile, scrambled to her feet.

"Mc come with you," she said simply.

Rupert became angry. This was
sheer foolhardiness. It was bad enough
taking men into this plague-ridden
country, but her presence made it ten

times worse.
"You had no business to come," he

sjiapped. "If Li Fang finds that yon
are with us, he'll start trouble, and I

think I've just about got enough to

contend with on this trip."

"Li Fang!" She spoke the name
contemptuously. "What care I for Li

Fang ? He does not tell me that I am
pretty. But you did—so I came."

Rupert's anger left him. He was
still annoyed that she had come, but

he could not feel bad about a girl who
was prepared to face death just because
he had called her pretty.

" Yery well," he said quietly. "It has

put us to a lot of unnecessary bother,

but wc needn't go into that now." He
raised his voice and addressed the

crew. "Turn about. I'm going to

take her back."

The crew hastened to obey, but

Lolah clutched Rupert's arm in alarm.

"Don't let them do that," she said,

frightened. "Please don't. Listen to

what 1 have to say." She bent clo.ser

to him, and lowered her voice to a

whisper. "Li Fang, he say that you
are to die when you have found what
you are looking for. Li Fang very

crafty. He order Smccth to kill you
and the others, and when Smccth re-

turn to Ponang he die. too. see?"
Rupert stared at her dumbfoundedly,

hardly believing that such treachery

was possible: but he had been in the

East sufficiently Jong to know that men
cease to be human at times in countries

like this.

"I'll remember your warning,
Lolah," he said grimly. "Meanwhile
you must still go back."-
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"No, no." Her voice vibrated with
stark fear. "If I do, 1 will be killed.

Li Fang, he would know that I had
told yon."
Rupert realised for the first time the

danger she was running jn order to
warn him of Li Fang's treachery, and
ho was touched. He had heard before
of the blind devotion that a half-caste
girl will often give in exchange for a
little kindne.^s, but this was the first

time he had come into contact with it.

He patted her kindly on the shoulder.

"All right,' Lolah," he said gently.

"You had better come. When I've

done the job I set out to do, and have
settled one or two matters with Li
Fang, 1*11 sec that you're looked after.

You're a good girl."

All through that night they worked
their way up-river. The next day their
way led them -through a jungle, where
the trees overhanging on either side
seemed to make a natural archway.
Now and then wild beasts roared close

at hand. \

Rupert, sitting in the bows with a
rifle across his knees, studied the map.
He was searching for a clearing on
the right bank where, the map said,

there would be found -the remains 'of a
small hut.

It was middle afternoon before they
reached their destination, and the sam-
pan .was run in close to the bank.
Rupert, his mind ready for any
treachery that might arise, stepped
ashore and watched while his men
began to unload. Lolah was under the
awning, out of sight.

Suddenly there was a commotion.
Lolah screamed ; then the negro let up
a shout of agony. The shout died away
to a horrible gurgle, as though the man
was fighting for breath.
Rupert leapt aboard in alarm. He

found tho negro lying on the bottom of
the sampan writhing in death agony.
"Get a pan of water," he shouted

to Smith. "And hurry."

The water was produced, and Rupert
forced some of it between the stricken
man's lips. For a few brief moments
the agony left the negro's face.

"What happened?" Rupert asked
quickly.
"The—black—death " the negro

gasped. Then his head fell back. He
was finished.

Rupert stared down at the dead man
in puzzlement. TTie black death !

What could that mean '! Here was a
burly negro, strong as a horse, sud-
denly laid low without the slightest

warning.

Rupert rose to his feet. It was no
use worrying about it. Life was cheap
in Malay, and one man here or there
did not make much difference. The
main thing was to get his mission ful-

filled as soon as possible and return to

Penang.

Th(?j' weighted the negro's body and
buried him in the river. Then, as if

nothing unusual had occurred, thry
began to penetrate into the jungle in

search of the mine.

SwiK Poison.

THIS way, men !"

Rupert's voice rang out tri-

umphantly. He had come to a
hole in tho ground that was obviously

a mine shaft of sorts, and he made
hasty preparations to descend into it.

It might be the one he sought ; on the

other hand, it might be only an aban-

doned • working from which all the

wealth had T)cen extracted.

Smith wds the first to hear Rupert's
' (CoDtiDued on page 26.)
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A roaring comedy—hilarious situations—romantic and riotous climaxes. A story that

will drive all dull care away. Starring George Sidney and Charlie Murray.

A Tough Customer^

IT
\va> a wet night in June, and the
ram was bvatinj; against the window
of the cosy if somewhat overcrowded

Udlc shop parlour, but the state of the
weathor was not at (ho nionieiit disturb-

ing either BonjaMin Kaplan, pawn-
broker, or his friend, Sergeant. Patrick
O'Grady, of the Xew York Police.

Benjamin Kaplaij, wlio fancied him-
iiclf as a musician, was phicking the
strings of a harp which had come to

him in the course of business and had
never been redecnicd, and was singing
at the top of his rather husky voice:

"Take a trip up tlic Hudson and down
the Bay—

A trip down to Coney and far Rock-
away."

Patrick O'Orady. who was neither a
musician nor a vocalist, was doing his

best to perform sonic sort of obligate on
a Jew's harp The noise was considcr-
aiilc.

Both ITIOM, if you had asked them their
age. would liavc told you. probably, that
lliey were in their prime, which is not
leckoMcd by birthdays. Kaplan was
short, luoou-faccd, shock-headed, and
possessed a bulge wljcro once his waist
bad been. O'Grady, on the other hand,
was tall, long-faced, red-haired, neither
ttout nor thii!, and, although an Irish-

man, owned a nose as prominent as his
.Jewish friend's, though not the same
shape. They had not been born with
good looks, yet they were both good
fellows.

The song came to an end, and the rain
made itself licard.

"A fine merry month of June," re-

marked Kaplan, putting the liarp away
in a corner. "I'm sorry for you,
O'Grady, havin' to go out in it, but cops
will bo cops—and New York's full o'

doorways."
"Kaplan," said O'Grady thoughtfully,

"I was just thinkin' that for the last

ten years I've spent three thousand six

hundred and fifty nights in this back
room of yours, and I've only just dis-

covered something."
"What's that?" demanded Kaplan

curiously.

"'That you're gcttin' homelier-lookin'
every day !"

" Is that so ?" snorted the pawnbroker.
"Veil, '/ou don't! You couldn't I"'

"Is tliat so?"
" Yes, that's so. And vat is more, let

me tell you something Excuse me,
someone's in the shop!"

It was not a good night for trade, but
undoubtedly the shop-bell had jangled.
Kaplan went out into the shop, with
its littered counter and its crowded
shelves, and there was a tall, ill-featured

young man near the door, wjth his

overcoat collar turned up about his ears

and his slouch hat pulled down over his

eyes.

Kaplan had been cpiick to answer the
summons, but the intruder had been
quicker to act up<jii a preconceived plan.

T5eiu'ath his overcoat was hidtlen a silver

vase which he had snatc'hed up and con-
cealed with the utmost rapidity.

"Excuse, please," greeted the pawn-
broker. "Did T keep you vaiting?"
"No, that's all right." was the reply.

"What will you give me for this?"
And with elaborate slowness the visitor

produced the vase from, beneath his coat
and dumped it on the counter.
Kaplan picked it up with an expres-

sion of disdain and examined it

ciitically.

"Oi, oi." lie said disgustedly, "but
it's vorthloss. Such a piece of jiuik I

vould not have in my place !"

The stranger chuckled, as well he
might.
"On your shop window," he said,

"you have a notice: 'Don't throw it

away if you've got no use for it.

Mavbo Kaplan has.' It's silver, ain't

it?"
"Sure," nodded Kaplan, fingering the

vase. "Silver—yes, it's silver. But this

sort of thing is a drug in the market.
You couldn't give it avay."
The young man looked depressed.

In his haste, it was evident that he had
snatched up the wrong article : but he
was not without ingenuity. He pro-

ceeded to spin a doleful talo of an aged
mother smitten with pneumonia, of no
food in the house, and no money with
which to buy medicine or obtain proper
nursing.
Kaplan was a shrewd old fellow, but

he had a weak heart for suffeiing, a fact

very well known to all the shady deni-

zens of New York's East Side.

"Oi, oi, " he grunted. "And how old

is your mother '!"

" Ninetv-four," glibly responded the

thivf.

' Xinety-four, oh? And from scrub-

bing hotel lobliies she got sneumonia

!

Oi. oi. oi ! My mother had the same.
There ought to be a law against it.

.Ml right—all right. I'll give you ten

dollars for it."

The thief expressed his. gratitude, and
Kaplart put the vase on a shell and paid
ovei- the specified sum.
At the door the thief paused and

turned. Possil)ly some little stray feel-

ing of remorse had penetrated his ordi-

narily thick hide. In any case he went
back to the counter, fished in his waist-

coat pocket, and jiroduced a coin.

"You're a good guy," he said gruffly,

"and I'm gonna show my appreciation.

Have this!"
" Kaplan accepted the coin and in-

spected it.

"It's a nickel." he said wonderingly,
"and it's got two heads on it."

"Sure," was the response, "and it

ain't worth five cents for that sume
reason. But it might come in handy
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somr- tlay.

"Hu:"' fluicklod llic Jew. "Now 1

know wliat tliat means— llial. two lioad.s

is Ixttei- than one. T'anks ! Ajid don't
foi-iict to let mo know how your old
mothor comes out of it."

"Thanks," said the thief. "I won't
foigct."

1 IIo made for the door" again, and this

|tiriio he went btraight out into the wot
Shiglit. Kaplan stowed the spurious fivc-

Prcnit piece in his pocket, and retired to

IJhe shop parlour.

this

been
con-

The Foundling]

PATRICK O'GRADV. during
little business interlude, had

1 puffing at his pipe, seated
|tentedly in a chair, for, according to a
giandfuthcr cloc;k near the window, it

U\as a full five minutes to ten. But his

(pipe wont out, and lie consulted his

'watch, and discovered that by the right
time it was reallv only a few seconds to
ten.

Ho rose indignantly, opened the
clock-case, and moved the minute hand
forward. The clock bc,ij;an to chime the
liour just as Kaplan reappeared.
lO'Urady picked up hi.'- mackintosh and
'iiight-stick (or truncheon), and perched
!his official cap upon his head.

" V'hore are you goin', O'Grady?"
demanded Kaplan. "You're not on
Idutv till two in the mornin'

!"

"I've got to get some sleep," said the
Irishman.

" Vot's all you do! The trouble vit'

you cops is you ain't got no ambition.
Ilf I vas on the police f^orce as long as

jyou, I bet you by now I'd be at least

jcommissioner.

"

I "Ah!" scoffed O'Grady. "So-long!"
Now Kaplan's pawnbroking ostablish-

Iment was on a street corner, and a

'second door in the shop parlour opened
on to a little lobby which led to the
side-street. O'Grady turned towards this

second door, but among numerous other
articles which had overflowed from the
shop into the parlour wis a plaster
statuette of some Greek goddess which
stood on an ebony pedestal.
"Vail a minute, now—vait a

minute !" cried Kaplan. " Don't go out
like that. Button up your mac! I don't
want you to catch sneumonia."

"All right," said O'Grady, and raised
,liis arm to obey his friend's instructions,

jbut cannoned against the pedestal and
sent the statuette flying.

Somehow he managed, in tlie very
nick of time, to swing round and grasp
the plaster goddess by tlie waist, saving
her from destiMiction.

"Say, what are you tryin' to do?"
howled the pawnbroker, his hands out-
stretched. "I'll sue you! I'll call a
lawyer ! Oh, it's .saved ! A hundred
times I've told you that you should look
out for this thing!"

" I'heugh !" gasped O'Grady, restoring
the figure to its resting-place. "Good-
night:" And he tugged open the door.
"Good-night!" boomed Kaplan.
And then, with a cra.sh, the statuette

fell to the floor and was shattered to
fragments. He himself had knocked
against the pedestal !

O'Cirady looked back from the lobb\

.

to see his friend ruefully surveying the
damage.
"Broken at last!" oxclainied fvaplan.

"For fifteen years 1 was afraid some-
body would knock that thing over, but
now I ain't afraid any more." He
began to laugh, "Ha, ha!" he cried.
("I'm a new man !"

O'Grady, with a chuckle, opened the
street door, but stepped back aghast.

"Well, look what's here!" he cried.
Kaplan i-an to him and peered over

his extended arm at a wicker-basket on
Iho floor of (he porch. There was a
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blanket oyer oik- end of (he basket, and
inside, with its head on a pillow, was a
brown-eyed baby of about eleven
months, crying lustily.

"It—it's a baby!" exclaimed O'Grady.
"Don't stand in the way like a dumb

ox!" snorted Kaplan. "Didn't you over
seea baby before? Get out of the way—I'll take iiim in."

The scige;!nt removed his obstructing
arm, and tlie pawnbroker lifted up the
basket and staggered with it into the
shop parlour, where he placed it on the
table.

"Hurry up, hurry up!" he shouted,
lifting the howling mite in his arms.
"Get some bottles and milk, and go in

the shop and get some toys. Go on !"

But O'Grady was inspecting the child,
which was quite warmly, though poorly,
clad—a round-faced, chubby-cheeked
little girl.

"Ah," he cried, "'tis a wee broth of a

boy ye aie
!"

"He's a girl, you fool!" corrected
Kaplan. "All my life nothing but junk
has been comin' into this place, and look
what I've got now. She—she's all wet.
She's l.'eeii out in the rain."
He locked the baby in his arms,

making little crooning noises till

O'Grady indignantly took her from him
and nursed her on his knee and sang to

stop her tears. Kaplan, with his Angers
in his ears, declared that O'Grady's voice
was infinitely worse than the infant's
noise.

Between them, with the utmost
clumsiness, they removed the wet frock
and the damp underclothes, and Kaplan
produced some tiny garments he had
taken in pawn. These were substituted,
and the baby left oflf crying, and crowed
at them, and seemed to be fascinated
by O'Grady's truncheon, with which he
performed tricks known to New York
policemen.
After a while, however, O'Grady's

sense of duty as a policeman began to

disturb him.
"Look here. Kaplan," he said very

ffhcially, "this baby is a foundling,
and we'll have to put it through the
proper channels."
"Oi, oi, oi !" snorted the pawnbroker,

clapping hi? hands for the infant's

benefit. "This baby don't go through
no channels. It was left on my door-
step, and it's mine. Here am I, a
lonely widower, and here is the loveliest

thing in the vorld. It's mine, O'Grady."
"is it, be jabbers? Well, we both

found it. so it's no more yours than mine
—and I'm a lonely widower, too."
'You're a nice fellow, O'Grady, but

this baby belongs to me."
"Say, li.sten," exploded the Irishman.

"I've got just as much right to this

baby as you have— in fact. I need a baby
just as badly as you do."
The baby began to howl again,

frightened by their vehemence, and for

some little while both were busy trying
to pacify it.

"1 want to be fair," announced Kap-
lan quietly, after considerable thought.
"I admit you've got a claim, so I'll

tell you what I'll do. I'll throw up a
nickel—(hat's fair enough, ain't it?"
He Iiad rcmombered the (wo-headed

coin; and, having obtained his friend's
grudging consent, he flitipe<l the coin
into the air and caught it, crying.
" Heads!"
He opened his hand, exhibiting an

imdeniable head.
"I win!" he cried triumphantly,

"rongratulate nie, O'Gradv. I've got a
baby! Ha, ha, ha. ha! OfTicer O'Grady,
I want you to meet my daughter, Rosic
Kaplan !"

O'Grady made a wry face. Ho also
made protests.

"If you're goin' to care for the baby,"
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he objected, " the least you can d-i i(
to let me name it."

. "I'll listen. What's the proposition?"
"Bridget O'Orad.y—there's a name for

you
!"

"Bridget O'Grady?" cried Kaplan
scathingly. "Nothing of the kind
Rosie Kaplan—that's more like it."

"Over my dead body!"
"Well, I'll tell you vat I'll do I'll

meet you ha|f-way. Bridget Kaplan."
"Never! I'll split the difference with

you—Rosie O'Grady."
"Rosie O'Grady? Rosie Why,

that's a .song, ain't it?"
"Well, take a look at her," uiged

O'Grady. "Ain't she a song?"
" You're right, Pat," decided Kaplan.
"So we'll christen her Rosie

O'Grady."
"Christen nothin' !" retorted Kaplan.

"We'll name her O'Grady."

Eighteen Years After.

ON a bright spring morning, eighteen
years later. Sergeant O'Grady
stepped off his l)eat into Benjamin

Kaplan's pawnbroking establishment
and passed behind the counter into the
shop parlour.
The table was laid for breakfast, and

Kaplan was frying bacon at the gas
cooker, his waistcoat unfastened, his tia

awry. He was just as bulky as on the

night the basket with its live content.'!

had been found on his doorstep, but hi.'j

hair had turned white and become very
thill on top. O'Grady, on the other
hand, removed his cap from a head that

was as flaming red as ever.

He sniffed at the pleasant odour as he
greeted his old friend.

"Top o' the mornin'!" he said cheer
fully. "It's a nice day."
"To me," said Kaplan, "it looks like

rain."

"Sure ye never could agree with me."
chuckled O'Grady. "Where's Rosie?"
"She's coming right down."

Light footsteps sounded on the stairs

beyond an open door, and into the room
there stepped a beautiful, brown-haired,
brown-eyed girl, slender of build,

dressed in a blou.se and skirt.

"Good-morning, daddy," she said to

each of them .solemnly in turn.

"Hallo, darling!" responded Kaplan.
"Look what I've brought you, Rosie,"

.said O'Grady, and produced from behind
his back a bunch of spring flowers.

"Look what 1 got for you, darling,"

said Kaplan, holding the frying-pan

beneath her little tip-tilted nose.

"Look, look! Smell this!"
" How many times have I told you

not to bother about my breakfast ?"

slie reproved him. "I'm the cook
around here."
"I like to do it, darling," protested

the pawnbroker. "It gives me lots of

pleasure."

He put the bacon on three plates,

and Rosie prepared the coffee and cut

bread, and they all sat down to eat and
diink.

"\''ou know, Rosie." said O'Grady
fondly, "vou're looking lovelier every
day."'

"Daddy." said Rosie archly, "you're
getting younger every day."
"Younger?" snorted the pawnbroker.

"Bah, you can't fool me—you're on youi
hisl legs. Did you take out insurance,

Pat?"
"No. I did not."

"Well. I took out insurance last

week. For Rosie."
O'Grady expro.s.sed (he view (hat it

was a veiy good idea-

'Why don't you take out insurance?"
iiisislcd Kai.Jan. "I'll send Moe Levine
around to see you."
"Moe Levine?" echoed O'Crady,

wining his mouth with the back of his
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hand. "Why should I do business with
M«e Levine ?"

"Veil, it's ail in the family, ain't it?"

"Just what do ye mane by that?"
"I'll tell you, Pat. I don't believe in

long- engagement!'. Now when Moe
Levine and Rosie get married "

'.'Just a nn'nute," intenupted O'Grady
wiathfully. " Rosie will never marry
Moe Levine. 'Tis plain to be seen that

she's crazy about Teiry Calahan, and
I'm tellin' you

"

"Oo, oi, oil" broke in Kaplan with
scorn. "You're getting old, O'Grady

—

you're getting old. D'you think I'm
going to let my Rosie marry a common
box-tighter ?"

O'Grady rose to his feet; Kaplan
followed suit. Rosie, who was quite

iiccustomed to these bickerings, said

quietly

:

" Well, go ahead—don't mind me !"

"But Terry will be a champion some
day," cried O'Grady.

" And I'll be a nervous wreck some
^tf/ if- you two keep this up !" retorted

Rosie.
"You see, you see?" exclaimed Kap-

lan. "Can't you think of my Rosie's

feelings? You think I'm goin' to have
my grandchildren named Calahan,^ with

cauliflower eai¥, maybe ? You're
crazy !"

High words followed, during which
R«sio finished her breakfast and rose to

her feet. It looked—but only looked—
as though her adopted parents were

about to rend one another limb from

limb;
"Now stop your fighting! she cried,

s-fippiiig between them. "I let you

pick my clothes, my food, and every-

thing else, but when it comes to get

ling married, I'll do my own pickuig.

Dill you hear that?"
, , ^-r- j

" He started it
!

' growled O Grady.

•'I "hall bo late for work if I stop to

argue with you," she said. " Good-

^She kissed Hicm in turn and flitted

away. The row was at an end.

•'Say Pat," wheedled Kaplan. lets

you and 1 play a game at draiight

shall we?" ^,^ ,

"No," 'aid Grady

sternly. - "I'm responsible

for the peace and safety of

this entire neighbourhood,

and I've no time to play

draughts, or pussinrtlie-

corner, cither." And he

ranmiod his cap on his head

and departed through the

shop.
"And better I'll play it

without you'." cried Kaplan
after him. "I'll have more
coinpetition playing against

m.vsolf :"

O'Grady strode majestic-

ally across the street—and
siiiniblod over the foot of a
man who was standing
beside a fruit-barrow

I ho opposite kerb.

He recovered his

balance, wandered
rounj the barrow
and selected an
apple.

" S m a 1 1. ain't

t It c y ?" he rr-

ninrkctl. " H n v.-

much for this

one '!"

" Five cents," re-

plied the keeper of
the barrow.

" Well, a good
apple is worth flvo

'cents,
'

decJared
O'Grady, arid lio

went off eatiiig it.
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The pawnbroking trade didn't seem
to flourish that morning, and Benjamin
Kaplan placed a draught-board on the
counter and played against himself.

White was winning heavily, when a
particuhirly ugly young Jew, long-

haired, clean shaven, thick-lipped, wear-
ing a white felt hat and a striped suit,

walked into the shop and leaned against
the counter. He was JNIosos Levine,
the suitor to Rosio's hand, approved by
Kaplan and scorned by O'Grady, and he
looked troubled.

" Hallo, :Moe !" said Kaplan, looking
up from the draught-board. "Why,
what's happened?"
"Never mind what's happened!" was

the reply. "I want you to do some-
thing for me."
"All you got to do is to ask," de-

clared Kaplan. " For my future son-in-

law nothing is too good—except that

I'm short of cash."
"Casli*" scorned ^foe. "I don't

want it—I want to buy a gun."

"A gun?" echoed the pawnbroker in

astonishment, and became aware of the
fact that one of Moo's eyes was dis-

tinctly blackened. " For what '!"

"To show Terry Calahan I'm just as

good as he is !" cried Moe savagely.
" For that you need a gun ? Shame

on vou ! When did you get that black

eye?"
"Half an hour ago, whoii I saw Terry

Calahan. What chance have I got with
my fists against a fellow whose business

is prize-fighting?"
" Uso what all people was born with

—brains
!"

"Ho said next time he ran into mc
he W'ould knock my head ofi^—what good
would my brains be then?"

"I picked you out for Rosie, didn't

I?" stormed the pawnbroker. "You
run right over and tell that rough Terry
Calahan he can't intim— ho can't infim

—he can't get my goat. But first go
inside and fix up your eye. You'll find

some beefsteak in the ice-box, but re-

fucniber. don't take too much—we've
got to have supper toniglit!"
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Found Out.

SERGEANT O'GRADY, in the
course of his official travels, had
to pass the Hudson Gymnasium.

That afternoon he stepped inside the
building, gazed thouglitfidly at a num-
ber of young men who were taking
exercise on parallel bars; the vaulting
horses, the high bar, and so forth, and
moved on into another room wheie a
tall, powerfully-built but not exactly
handsome young man was dealing very
effectively with a punch-ball.

The young man was Terry Calahan,
the suitor for Rosie's hand carefully

selected by Patrick O'Grady—mainly
because he was of Irish descent.

" What have yo got against that

piuichin' bag?" demanded O'Grady,
after watching for a while the fierce

blows administered.

"Ini pretendin' it's Moe Levinc's

face." responded the boxer grimly
"Terry," said O'Grady reproachfully,

"how manv times must I tell you not

to hurt Moe?"
" Bah !"

"Well, you can beat him up. ci:ce in

a while, but don't hurt him. Arc you
goin' to see Rosie to-night ?"

Terry nodded. Ho was going to pick

her up at the office, he said, and take

her home.

"Well," confided O'Grady, "you can
tell her I've got the house all picked

out."
'Gee, -that's great!" cried the boxer

delightedly.

Now Rosie worked in an office in

East Twenty-Third Street, and at six

o'clock, when she was due to emerge
from the building, Terry drove up
opposite the doorway in his little two-

seater. But he was annoyed to find

that Moe Levine's second-hand and very

shabby car was standing beside the

kerb, just ahead of his, and that Moe
himself was lurking in the doorway.

Ho strode over to him.

"What ate \ou doing luie' he dc

mandod sa\age)\
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"I'm going to drive Rosic home,"
replied Moe.
"You're nol—it's me that's driving

lier lionie ! I'll punch j-our head if you
don't clear off !"

" You can punch from now till

Christmas," retorted Moo defiatitlj',

"but you ain't goin' to punch me away
from Rosic !"

"Ycali? Well, now I'll tell one. I'm
driving her home to-night !"

His fist waf unpleasantly close to the
young Jew's face, but Moe only flinched
and fumbled in a pocket.
"Look here, Terry," he said in a

conciliatory tone, "we've got to be fair

with each other. I'll throw up a nickel
and let that decide."
The nickel had been lent to Moe by

the crafty Kaplan, but Terry was not
to know that. Declaring that he could
beat Moe at anything, he con.sented,
and Moo flipped the coin into the air
and caught it. crying "Heads."
"Heads," of course, it was, and Terry

bowed to defeat, just as Rosie came
tripping out and greeted them.
"I'm going to drive *;ou home,"

announced Moe proudly.
"Thanks!" .said Rosie. "Will you

give Terry a lift, too?"
"It's quite all right." said Terry.

"I've got my own car—I'll see you
later." And, much to the girl's sur-
prise, he actually helped her into his

rival's vehicle.

Two hours later, after she had had
her evening meal, both of the young
men called for her. and, in the presence
of Kaplan and O'Crady, an argument
ensued as to \vhich of her suitors was
to take her to a fa nc\ -dress dance at
the Webster Hall Club:
Moo declared that she had promised

Lini the privilege; Terry was equally
positive that the honour was to be his.

Rosie declared that she had promised
to go with both of them, which suited
neither. Finally Kaplan stepped into
the argument, so to speak.

"There's always a fair way to settle

these things." he said. "Have you got
a nickel, ftfoo?"

Moe had got a nickel, and produced
it.

"Now remember." warned (he pawn-
broker, " that whoever loses has got to

be a good sport." And he flipped the
coin.

"Heads!" cried Moe, with the utmost
haste.

"Heads it is." boomed Kaplan.
"Now that settles it."

But Rose, with a glance at Teri'_\ 's

gloomy face, .stuck to her guns.

"I promised to go with botli of them."
she [irotestcd, "and I'm not going to
be decided about like this. Let'.- all

go. It would be lots of fun !"

\ "Me?" cried Kaplan.
'I "Me, too?" chimed in O'Grady.
"Sure—all five of us. We can hire

,sonie costumes."
The suggestion was embraced with

jcnthu.siasm by the two elders, if not
Iby the two suitors.

' "We're going to a masqueiade,
iO'Grady!" chortled Kaplan. "By
golly, I haven't been to a ma.squerade
for years. I know a fine place to hire
^costumes—they'll give us a discount."

Rosic went on ahead to the
costumier's with Moe and Terry.
Kaplan flung ofT the old coat he wore
indoors and went upstairs to don a
Imore presentable one for the street.
'After he had depaitcd O'Grady, yield-
ing to curiosity, plunged a hand into
one of the pockets of the shabby and
Igrea.sy old coat—and fished oiit ii

liiickel.

Kor a long while he had had his siis-

.picions ; now they were confirmed.
/ Si'ptenilicr Ctli, 1930.
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The nickel was a two-headed one.
O'Crady gritted his teeth and shook

his fists.

"For eighteen years!" he growled,
and stowed the spurious coin in his
own waistcoat pocket, "For eighteen

A Battle Royal.

TilE Webster Club Hall wa» not a
haunt of the fashionable, but it

was a very popular resort
among the male members of New
York's East Side "society," and on
this particular night the club was hold-
ing a ftmcy dress dance, open to mem-
bers and to any"body else who cared to
purchase a ticket.

O'Grady and Kaplan reached the
hall togotlier, the pawnbroker
grotesquely attired as Little Lord
Fauntleroy. complete with curls on his
head and socks on his feet, and the
policeman disguised as Robin Hood.
They found themselves among.st a

crowd of young people in all manner
of costumes, and they caught sight of
Rosie, in a led satin skirt and a white
satin blouse with a red collar, supposed
to be a jockey, Moe Levine, dressed
as a very unconvincing toreador, and
Terry Calahan in football outfit, in-

cluding leather helmet. A fox-trot
was in progress.
"Phew!" exclaimed Kaplan. "I

don't care foi this dancing. Pat, let's

you and me get up a game at pinocle,
eh?"
Pat was nothing loth, and the pair

made for an inner room, collecting on
their way a pirate, a cowboy and a
fireman. There were tables in the
inner room for card-players, and they
settled down to a game of pinocle,
which is something like bezique.
Out in the ball-room, both Moe and

Terry—in turn—asked the conductor
of the band to play " Sweet Rosie
O'Grady," and eventually the tune was
rendered, as a fox-trot, just after Terry
had claimed Rosie for jjartner.

"D'you hear what they're playing?"
cried Rosie delightedly.
"Sure," responded Terry, swinging

her round. "I asked them to do it."

He did not consider it worth mention-
ing that Moe had made the same re-

quest and accomiianied it with a tip.
"

Terry was not quite as good a dancer
as he was a boxer, but Moe was even
worse. Having danced with both of
tliem, Rosie announced that she was
dying of thirst.

"All right." said Moo eagerly, "I'll
get you something."
"No," objected Terry, "I'll go."
"I could drink two lemonades," de-

clared Rosic. "Get me one each."
They went off together to the refresh-

ment bar. and the moment their back.s
were turned a tall and handsome young
fellow in the uniform of a chauft'eur
bore down on Rosie.
"Hallo!" he greeted her chccrfull\.

" You supjDOsed to be a woman jockey ?

Where's your horse?"

She looked up at him indignantly,
but decided tliat she liked his clean-
eut face, his clear blue-grey eyes, and
his crinkly brown hair, and smiled.
'Where's your car?" she coiuitered.
" Downstair.''."
"Well, you'd better get into it before

an .Kcident hapinns to you," she re-

marked significantly.

"Not at all," he laughed. "I love
accidents. Dance? Phvise do— I'm all

alone."
"I'm sorry." said Rosie primly, "but

I never dance with people I don't
know."

"It only took me thirty seconds to
find the most beautiful girl in the
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place," he informed her. "One daiico
and we'll bo old friends, Two dances,
and we'll be comrades. Three daucea,
and "

"I think one will be enough," she
decided.
M9e and Terry returned together,

bearing glasses of lemonade, only to
find that the chair in which they had
left Ro.sie was occupied by quite a
different girl.

"Look, Terry!'' cried Moe suddenly,
and pointed. "There she is, dancing
with a chauffeur."
"Where did that guy come from?"

snarled Terry.
"I don't know," lamented Moo;

"but I wouldn't stand for it, if I va.i

you.'

"Don't worry!" snorted the boxer.
"You wait and watch."
Rosie and her partner seemed, to

their jealous eyes, to be thoroughly
enjoying themselves—and they were.
The young man was very masterful, but
very amusing. He had already learrfed
her name and address by heart, and
had informed her that his own name
was Tommy McLean. He danced per-
fectly, and she told him so.

" I'd like to show you how well I
drive,", ho told her, "I'm coming
round to your place to take you for a,

run. May I?"
"Maybe," murmured Rosie, and

added impishly; "But I'm surprised
you ask permission for anything !'

After the dance was over, she led
him across to Moe and Terry and in-

troduced him. Moe, with a gulp, ex-

pressed his pleasure at the meeting,
but claimed Rosie for the next dance.
Terry said nothing till Rosie was out
of earshot. Then ho said, loudly and
threateningly :

"This is a one-way street, chauffeur,
and as far as you're concerned, th:it'»

the way out !"

He jerked his thumb in the direction'

of the door, but Tommy merely smiled,
his hands clasped loosely before him.
Teri'y jabbed a finger in his chest, and
Rosie immediately deserted Moe and
ran over to them, fearing trouble. She
tugged at Terry's left arm.
In the meanwhile a row had started

in the inner room. Kaplan, having'
lost at cards, had deserted the game to

look on, and he had hit upon a wily
way of assisting his lifelong friend.

Having inspected the cards held bj
the opposition, he proceeded to ad-
minister advice by remarks such as:

"Say, Pat, did you hear about the
fellow who came into my shop to-day
to sell nie a diamond?"
He mentioned, at a later stage in the

game, that a mutual acquaintance had
heart trouble, and, after another hand
had been dealt and inspected, re-

marked that it was a nice club.
Patrick O'Grady. with the aids of

these pointers, won heavily, though not
without exciting the suspicions of thu
other players. And wlien more talk of
diamonds occurred, the three players
threw down their cards and rose to

their feet.

"O'Grady." cried one of them wralh-
fully, "you're a crook !"

"Vait a minute—vait a minute,"
begged Kaplan nervously. "Now,
boys, let's all be friends."

"Friends!" cried another player
.scornfully. "You and your lieur/

trouble, and your diamotulff So thi-s

is a nice club, is it? Well, take that
'"

O'Grady went down with a cra^h,

and Kaplan went down on top of him,
dragging, the table, the cards and tha
counters with him.
O'Grady rose up and laid about him.

The room became a wreck, out of which.
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soii)Liio\v, the policeman and the pawn-
biokcr Bi;uiiigccl at lust to escape, tol-

lowed by thtir toes.

, They burst nito the ball-room, to lind

that dancing had stopped and that

trouble was ininiinent between Terry
and a young fellow in chaulFeur's

clothes. Terry's right fist craslieil into

Tomnjy's face, antl Terry ininiediately

received a straiglit left on tlie nose that

surprised him.
The other card-players arrived;

pandcnioniuiii broke loose. Moe re-

ceived a blow intended for Kaplan, and
hit put blindly. The Irish element in

the club immediately decided that it

was anybody's fight, and joined in with
gusto. Girls screamed ; chairs were not
merely upset, but smashed to pieces

—

some of them upon unprotected heads.

Terry and Tommy fought like

gladiators.
The steward of the club, in a panic,

pulled the fire-alarm, Jjnd the secretary

telephoned for the police.

More Trouble.

TOMMY, ttie alleged chaulfeur, liad

given Kosie his surname as

McLean, but actually it was
Sinclair. Somewliere about eleven

o'clock that niglit lio entered the draw-
ing room of. a stately house in I'ark

Avenue with a. black eye, a torn cheek,

and his hair dislie\elled.

An elderly, heavy leatured man, who
was sitting on a cliesterfield, ami who
happened to be Tommy's father as well

as a millionaire, looked up in astonish-

ment.
"VVhiit are you doing in tliat rig?"

he demanded.
"

I swapped clothes with McLean,"
said Tommy. "Just a bit of fun—

I

wanted to crash into a club I didn't
bclolig to. There was a dance on, and I

saw a, perfect peach of a girl going
into the place. There was a spot of

bother
'

"It gives me considerable pleasure,"
broke in Mr. Sinclair grimly, "to seu

that somebody gave you a hiding.
You're alwajs doing the craziest

things."
"It took si.K of cm to do it, dadl'

chuckled Tommy. .-\nd then he fished

out a tiny handkerchief, with an "R"
tnibroidercd in a corner of it, and
a«lded : "She was worth it:"
At practically the same moment,

Rosie was having an argument witii a
fcruised and battered Robin Hood, who
had perched his police cap on his head,
and a semi-baldheaded Little Lord
Fauntleroy. She had just reached
home, by herself.

"I ncvei- saw anything so silly in my
life,'' she declared. " Terry started the
fight just because the other boy asked
to dance with me."
"Which boy?' demanded O'Grady.
"You don't know him 1"

"Did Terry know him?"
"No."
"Well,' said Grady, "you know

it's a very ji'alous lad Terry is."

"What right has Terry to be jealous
when Rosie is practically engaged to
Moo?" snorted Kaplan.
"Who said so?" cried Rosio stormily.

"When it conies to choosing & husband,
I'm going to do it myself. Good-
night I"

.•^fter the storm, a calm. A full

fortnight passed almost uneventfully, to
all appearances, and then one day Moe
Levine walkctl^ into the pawnshop,
looking very spruce in a brand-new
light grey suit and a brand-new hat.
Kaplan stared and questioned, and

was informed that Moo. had given up
the insurance businoss to become Terry's
manager. They had been sworn enemies
till that "chaufTcur chap " had come
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along, but now they were too busy
hating liini to hate one another, and
there was more money in bo.xing.

'" I get fifty per cent of his share,

just for the mental work," declared
Moe. "And as soon as I clean up big

I'm goin' to talk to Rosie."
" Say, don't you worry about that

chaitffeur chap, ' said the pawnbroker.
"Only last night I told Rosie I didn't
want her to go out any more with that
good-for-nothing, and when I tell Rosio
something "

He broke off, because Rosie had
emerged from the shois-parlour in her
best clothes, with a fur collar round
her neck. Ho stared at her, while Moo
held out his ha.nd.

"You look fine, darling," said
Kaplan. 'Nice! Well, where are you
goin' ?"

"Out with Mr. McLean," responded
Rosie quietly.

Moe looked significantly at the pawn-
broker, but all the pawnbroker said
was :

Well, don't forget to put on your
coat."
Rosie was on her v\ay to the door,

wfien Terry stepped in over the
threshold.

" Spose you don't want to know mc
any more?" he growled.
Rosie didn't answer that question.

She saw a low grey car sweeping up to
the kerb outside the shop, and she
hissed :

"If you lay a hand on Tommy
McLean, I'll never speak to you again,
Terry Calahan !"

The car stopped, and Tommy, still

wearing the clothes of a chauflcur,
stepped into tile shop. He greeted
Rosie affectionately, and the others in
quite a friendly fashion. But Terry,
who was suffering agonies of jealousy,
scowled at him, and said menacingly :

" Some day, when you ain't hidin'
behind a girl's skirts, I'm goin' to turn
you inside out '."

"I'll look you up," said Tommy
calndy. "Ready, Rosie?"

"I'll get my coat," said Rosie.
"I'll wait for you in the car,'" de-

cided Tommy.
The course of true love never did run

sn ooth. Patrick O'Grady was standing
beside the grey car when Tommy went
our to it ; and the sergeant's notebook
was in one hand and a pencil was in

IQ

the other.

"How long have you been' parked
here?" demanded the Irishman sternly.
"About three minutes."
"This car's been here for an hour,"

mendaciously retorted O'Grady. '" I've
been watchrng it ! Lemmc see your
licence !"

There was no help for it. Tommy
produced his licence, and at the same
moment perceived that Rosie was
crossing the pavement.

O'Grady stared at the licence, and
then stared at Tonnny.
"Thomas Sinclair ?' he bcHowed. "I

thought your name was McLean?"
'My name's on that card,'" responded

Tommy unhai)pily.
"And you're a chauffeur, and you live

on Park Avenue?"
"You must have been puttiii' in a lot

of overtime:' scott'ed Kaplan, from tlie

doorway.
"Well, there's your licence," snapped

O'Grady; "and here's another little

souvenir for you!" And he handed
Tommy an oHieial slip demanding his
presence before a niagistrute for causing
an obotruction.
Tommy pocketed tlic card and tin-

slip, and turned to Rosie. He could
have wished that Moe and Terry had
not been present to witness the incident,
but he seemed fairly calm.
"Come on, Rosie!" he urged.
She let him heliJ her into the car

;

but as he settled down at the wheel
and drove off, she svaid to liini coklly :

"I'm coming with you because there
avo a lot of things I want you to tell

me—Mr! Sinclair!"
It was not a very pleasant ride, and

it spas not a very long one. Tommy,
in the intervals of avoiding the traffic,

explained everything and was very
humble : but Rosie waxed more and
more indignant, and finally ordered him
to stop.

He Slopped obediently, though they
were in a busy thoroughfare, and she

Towards the end of the round he went down with a crash, and ~

-. Rosie started to her feet with a cry of horror.
.SepteViibtr 6tb, 1930.
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got out. Ho follovvfd lier, deserting the

car to plead his cause, but she declared
. that sKe was going home and that he
was not as good a man as either Moc
Levino or Terry C'alahan.

"I'm a better man than both of

thcni," he retorted. "I can lick

Calahan, and I can out-smart Lcvinc—
and voii know it. in your heart."

" I don't !" cried Rosie, and ran off.

A jjohceman was standing by the car

when he returned to it.

"Y'ju own this car?" inquired the

policeman. "You do? Well, here's a

ticket for you, for leaving it unattended
in the way of a fireplug."

"Oh, for the love of Mike!" groaned
Tommy.

A Shock for Rosie.

ROSIE reached home in tears, and
Kajilan and O'Orady, who were
playing draught* in the shop-

parlour, sprang up in alarm.

"I know what's the matter!" cried

Kaplan indignantly. "It's that fellow

Sinclair—McLean—or whatever his name
is."

Rosie flew past them, making for that

refuge of a girl in distress—her bed-
room. Said O'Orady sternly:

"I'm going to look up this Sinclair

fellow and lay down the law to him."
"I'll go with you," decided Kaplan.

"What do you know about law? Listen,

Pat, lemme do all the talking. With
your muscle and my brains

"

They went off together to Park
A\enue, relying on Rosie to attend to

any customere who might arrive in their

absence. They reached the stately

bi'ownstone house which was Tommy's
liouje, and an austere butler opened the

door to them, and left them standing in

l.he hall while he informed his master
of their presence and their desire to see

them.
Tommy's father was in the drawing-

room, and, not recognising their names,
he told the butler to say that he was
out. But the butler had left the draw-
ing-room door open, and they heard.

"You may be out, but we're in!"

cried Kaplan, striding into the room
with O'Orady behind him. "Show your
badge, Pat! We want to see Mr. Sin-

clair."

Mr, Sinclair was surprised, and eyed
them doubtfully, but announced that his

name was Sinclair.

"Oh!" exclaimed the pawnbroker.
"You're his father, ch ?"

"Has my .'on been getting into

trouble of some sort?'' asked Mr. Sin-

clair witli sudden irriegiving.

"Well, not exactly," admitted
O'Orady. "but he's heading for trouble

mighty fast. If he thinks he can fool

around with my daughter
"

'My daughter!" corrected Kaplan.
.^"I ought to know !"

"Gentlemen!" said Mr. Sinclair.

"Please make up your minds!"
"Well, all right," said Kaplan, less

violently. "Our daughter—she's our
adopted daughter, you understand

"

Between them they managed to make
the whole story more or less clear, but
it took a long time, and involved con-

eiderable bickering between the story-

tellers. Mr. Sinclair (hen explained that

|the whole thing had begun as a frolic

'on the part of his son, but tliat he
imderstood Tommy was really keen
about Rosie.
' "And, of cour.se," he added, "having
begun with deception, he had to go on
with it. I can see thai ! McLean is my
rhaull'eur. But, of course, if your
daughter i.s engaged (o (liis Levino

"

••Terry Oalahan!" barked O'Orady.
September Ctli. 1930.
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"I'll speak to my son," hastily inter-

posed Mr. Smclair.
Evidently he did speak to Tonmiy ; but

what he said had considerably less effect

upon that very determined young man
than what Rosie had already said. For
the next morning Tommy stalked into

Moe Levine's little office in an un-

attractive street not far removed from
the Webster Hall Club.
Terry was in the office, arguing with

Moe because, as his manager, the young
,Je\v had not provided him with a satis-

factory number of boxing contests. They
stopped short and stared at the intruder.

"You!" exploded Terry. "Didn't I

tell you the next time I. saw you I was
going to knock you silly?"

"That's just what I've come to .see

you about," was the retort. "But just

a moment—I understand you're a prize-

fighter. Well, I've done a little boxing
myself, and I think I can lick the tar

out of you!"
"You can what?"' bellowed Terry, ad-

vancing upon him.
"Vait, vait, ,vait !" cried Moe hastily,

launching himself between them. "Never
give away anything that you can sell."

He turned to Tommy. " What's your
proposition ?"

Tommy laughed.
"I'm willing to bet five thousand

dollars," he said, "that I can put your
man to sleep in eight rounds."
Terry made unpleasant noises of de-

rision, but Moe silenced him.
"Sit down, Mr, Sinclair!" he said

eagerly. "Tell me anything you want
to tell me—I'm open for business."

As a result of that interview, an-

nouncements of a forthcoming fight be-

tween Terry C'alahan and a "Mystery
Man " appeared in the papers.

Moe had used his brains, and he con-

tinued to use them, making all the

capital he could out of the circumstances,

A day or two later headlines in the

papers announce^l that Calahan's
mysterious challenger was none other

than Thomas Sinclair, son of the Wall
Street millionaire.

The fight, wliich was to take place

at the Madison Square Gardens on a

Saturday night, became quite a topic,

and seats were booked at a premium.
Moe was delighted, and even Terry
beamed. It seemed to both of them that

here was a wonderful opportunity of

putting an ignominious end to their rival

and of making quite a lot of money at

the same time.

On the Wednesday evening before the

fight Tommy walked calmly into the

pawnshop and crossed behind the counter
into the little parlour. Rosie was alone

in there, and she frowned up at him.

"What can I do for you?" she in-

quired icily.

"You can forgive me for being a fool,"

said Tommy earnestly. "That chauffeur

•itufl", Rosie—I wish you'd forget it."

"I have forgotten it—and you!-' she
retorted. "And if you will take my
advice you'll get out of town before

Saturdav afternoon."
"You' tell that to Calahan!"

"Why. Terry will kill you!" she crieil.

"Oh, no, he won't—I have otlier plans.

Aren't you interested in them? No?
Well, you ought to be—j-ou're part of

them. In fact
"

The door opened, and Kaplan and
O'Grady entered together.

"Good-evening, gentlemen!" said

Tommy affably.

O'Cirady scowled at him, but Kaplan
looked him thoughtfully up and down.
"Sny," he exclaimed, "how old are

you?"
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"Twenty-six," replied Tommy.
" Why ?

"Twenty-six, and you're goin' to fight

Calahan? Why, you might have lived

to sixty, or seventy. Well "

"We're bettin' everything we have oii

this prize-fight," broke in O'Grady.
Rosie looked up, aghast; but Tommy

said cheerfully

:

"Is that so? Who are you betting
on?"
"A sure thing!" boomed Kaplan.

"Calahan !"

"Really?" said Tommy. "Calahan?
Well, well—bye-bye, Rosie!" And with-
out another word he went out.

Rcwie looked blankly at the door he
had closed behind him, then jumped up
and put on her ?iat and coat.

"Where are you going. Rosie?" asked
O'Grady, barring the way.
"I'm going to see Terry," she said,

with a curious little catch in her voice.

"I'm going to stop that fight." .
•

"You can't do anything like that!"
protested Kaplan. "The papers are all

signed, the money's put up, and the
seats are sold

!"

"And besides," chimed in O'Grady,
"you can't see Calahan, anyway—he's at

some place in Jersey, training."
"Oh, but that poor boy will be

killed!" faltered Rosie. "It isn't fair,

and I'm going to stop the fight if I have
to burn down the building!"

It was then that Kaplan made an in-

discreet remark. He declared that
Tommy wasn't worth her teais—even hi.s

own father had said so.

"How do you know that?" she
stormed.
"Bccaase we went to see him."

The fat was properly in the fire then.
She insi.sted upon being told all about
their visit to Mr. Sinclair, and she raved
at both of ihein for doing such a thing,
and wont off with tears in her eyes and
an entirely new determination in her
heart.

' Now do you see what .you have
done?" hissed Kaplan after she had
gone. " A fine mess you have made of
the whole thing, O'Grady

!"

The Winners.

ROSIE made straight for the house
in Park Avenue, and, a.s it

happened, Tommy was out and
Mr, Sinclair was at home. She was
ushered into his presence, and slio

poured forth her fears and begged him
to stop the fight.

"It isn't fair!" .she cried. "It won't
be a fight, I toll you. It will be
murder

!"

Tommy's father had taken full stock

of her, and had decided that she was
not merely a beautiful girl, but a

sensible one—one who would be very

good indeed for his wayward son.

" You don't think nnich of Tommy,
do you?" ho- said regretfully. "But ho
thinks a groat deal of you. Ho must do,

for this is the first time I've ever known
him do anything really definite. He liai.

made a bet of five thousand dollars on
himself. 1 didn't give him the money—
he dug it up somewhere. And I'm not

going to stop the fight, my dear. He'*
going to win it! I'm a conservative

man by habit, but I'd stake everything
I've got on that."

" You would ?" exclaimed Rosie. look-

ing up at him with eyes that shone.
"I certainly would. Oh, and, by the

way, last time I saw him ho invited mo
to his wedding, and it may interest vou
to know that he intends you to be flie

Ijrido. r can't question his judgment in

tlio matter, but I'm afraid you're going
(Continued on page 25.)
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An ominous secret surrounds the box ; many people try to steal it and learn its secret.

A mystic force of terrible malignity lurks in the background. Don't miss the grim
adventures of a daring youngster and a pretty heroine. Starring Jack Perrin and

Louise Lorraine.

EPISODE 7.

"The Temple of the Sacred Jade."

The Secret of the Jade.

MORGAN'S ciy of tenor rang
thiough the disordered room as
the Shadow Man forced the re-

volver around until its blackened muzzle
was pointing at the financier's own head.
Jack saw Morgan's arm and hand

quivering under the strain as he tried

to resist. He saw the man's finger

being forced down on the trigger by
the pressure of the ghostlike hand about
liis own—and then Jack flung himself
across the floor, with Percy shifting at

his side.

They grabbed at the revolver
together, jerking it upwards. Both felt

the strength of the Shadow Man's re-

sistance as they struggled, while the
weapon exploded, smashing a bullet to
the ceiling so that flakes of plaster came
showering down.
White of face, Helen watched the

fighting figuiee, Morgan helping to tr>

and wrest the revolver clear. Over them
reared the terrible form of the Shadow
Man, black as ebony, as impalpable as

a phantom, and yet gifted with amazing
strength.
Again the revolver exploded as the

three stiiigglcd against the threshing
black figure, and this time its bullet

seared through the carijct. With the
shot. Jack wrenched madly on the
weapon, tearitig it away so that it went
flying across the room.- It struck the
wall and dropped to the floor.

Jack saw the Shadow Man sweep
across the room towards it, and he tried

to beat him to the weapon, but the day-
light ghost travelled faster. A filmy

hand closed on the butt of tire gun,
lifted the weapon, and pointed it at the
open window.

It blazed the remaining shots into the
empty air outside, aiid then, very
swiftly, the Shadow Man faded out, and
the gun dropped to the floor.

All that was left after that was the
revolver, with smoke wreathing up from
its reckmg barrel, and Morgan slumped
against the wall, trembling like a man
stricken with palsy, while Helen clutched
the jade box and the sheet of paper
which gave the key to opening it.

Morgan hid been nearer to death than
ever before when he looked down the
barrel of that revolver, and he realised

it. He had openly shown his enmity to

Jack in trying to get the jade box from
him, and tjic Shadow Man had wrecked
his attempt to gain the secret.

Quivering against the wall, Morgan
forced his brain to clarity, obliged him-
self to think quickly. He saw Helen
staring at him, her eyes wide in bonified
surprise. Percy Winslow was watchin.H
him, his face set and his gaze cal-

culating. Jack turned to regard him,
frowning and wilh his fists bunched.
"So j'ou were trying to hold us up,"

Jack said grimly, as he moved across

the carpet. '" You were holding us up
for the box, eh?"
"You're wrong!" Morgan pushed

himself off the wall. "I— I was just

trying to save yon from yourselves."

"It looked like Tt," Percy cut in

quietly. "You said that if we didn't
hand the jade and that paper to you,
j'cui'd shoot us where we stood

!"

"I know I did, but I was only
threatening you!" Morgan was recover-

ing fast, while his glance darted about
the room to mnko certain that all sign

of the Shadow .Man had gone. "You

see, there's a deadly secret in that jado
bos—something terrible. I was afraid

that you might harm yourselves with it

if j-ou opened it, and "

"And so you stuck us up with a gun
to get it for yourself!" Percy grunted.

"No. I was startled—I had to think
quickly, " Morgan answered. "I did the
first thing that came into my head,
that's ail. I didn't mean any harm."

Jack glanced at Percy. Both know
perfectly well what Morgan's game v,'as,

and they also remembered that he was
Helen's uncle—revelation of his duplicity

would only distress her. It was better.

Jack decided, to appear to fall in vvith

him and not to let him guess that they

knew more than he thought.

"Y'ou certainly scared us!" Jack ex-

claimed, and I'ercy took his cue from
his friend.

"I tliought you meant buciness, Mr.
Morgan !" he said.

" Why, uncle wouldn't .shoot anybody !

'He was only kidding!" Helen laughed

a little nervously. "But—but the

Shadow Man "

" He meant business all right !" Percy
eyed Morgan naiiowly as he spoke.

"The way he turned that gun on you
looked as though he know something !"

"I'll pump lead into him the firet

chance I get !" Morgan said desperately,

and moved towards tne girl as he went
on :

" Let's look at that paper !"

"We'll do that downstairs," Jack sug-

gested. " Percy, help bring Helen's

suitcases below, then we'll all study this

key to the box !"

Soon they were gathered in the

wrecked roorn on the ground-floor, and
Helen set the jade box on the financier's

d^^sk.
" Uo voii think we ougl't. to open it ?"
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Percy asked doubtfully as Jack studied
tl\o paper.

"If the Shadow Man hadn't meant us
to, he wouldn't have given these

directions," Jack answered.
"Open it—open it!" Morgan

exclaimed.
Jack glanced at him as he pas.sed the

paper across to Percy. Morgan's hands
were trembling and his face was pale

from eagerness. Helen pushed the bo.x

across to Jack, and he picked it up.

He searched for the two queer
characters on the sides, then placed his

thumbs on the idol's head in the lid of

the box. He found that his iuigers fell

naturally into position indicated by the

diagrams. He held his breath a

moment.
"Press downwards!" Percy exclaimed

as he held the paper.
Jack pressed with fingers and thumb.
He felt all three parts of the box move
almost imperceptibly, then the ridged
lid split in the centre and flung back.

Inside, on a little bed of cotton

strands, lay a glass phial. Helen
reached in and lifted it out. "They saw-

that it was filled with some jet black

hquid, and she pointed to it as she
exclaimed

:

~ "The secret of the jade box—I know
what it is! It's stuff which will briny

the Shadow Man back to his proper

form—that is why he was so anxious to

'get it!"

Behind her, Morgan was bending for-

ward, his hands reaching eagerly

towards the little glass container. But
he restrained himself, and Percy asked

:

"Is there anything else in the box,

Jack? It looks as though there might
be room for something more."
Jack lifted out the cotton strands,

but there was nothing to be seen. He
noticed that the under part, where the

phial had rested, was thick and deep,

as though there was space for yet

another compartment in the strange

green casket.
• "Nothing else," he said. "And no
instructions, or anything."
"Perhaps the Shadow Man will come

for it!" Helen exclaimed. "Perhaps

Her voice died away.
Martin Morgan had stepped back, and

in his hand now showed the revolver

which had lain in his desk-drawer before

the Shadow Man had wrecked this room.

Swiftly the financier was slipping fresh

cartridges into the chambers, and the

weaix)n locked as he raised its loaded

shape and covered the three.

"Put that phial down!" he snarled,

and there was a menace in his voice

which mode Helen obey. "Step away
from the table—and leave the Box
there

;"

His face was. distorted to a grin of

tiiumph as he watched them obey.

There was now ab.solutely no colour on
Morgan's features. The" Jade Box and
its secret were on the desk before him.

the things for wliich he had schemed
and worked for so long; rather than lose

them now- ho would liave used the re-

volver ruthlessly.

He believed that the secret of the box
would pave the way to power, to riches

and wealth beyond computation, and
that the contents of the small phial were
far more potent than Helen imagined.
His threatening weapon sent them

away from the desk, and he drove them
lov.-ards the hall.

"Oat of it!" he snarled. "Pick up
those bags and get out—quick!"
Jack could see that he would shoot on

the slightest provocation, ]ie picked up
Helen's suitcases, and Morgan followed

them closely as I hey moved out to where
Peicv's car still wailed.
.><8cpteiiil>cr Gtli, 1930.
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The three of them crowded in, always

with Morgan watchful behind them.
"Now get avvaj—and don't come

back!" lie rasped.

The Black Phial.

JACK stopped the car when they were
on the main highway and half a
mile from the house, then spoke for

the first time.

"Now we do know where we are!"
ho said quietly. "Helen, I'm going back
there to get the Jade Box. I want you
to drive on to my apartment and wait
for me there."
"Jack, you can't go back. He'll shoot

you and "

"I believe that there's .something else

in the Box besides the black phial," Jack
said, "and I'm going to get it! Your
uncle took us unawares that time—but
if you hadn't been there we'll have made
a fight for it!"

" We would." Percy agreed. "I'll

come back with }-ou, Jack!"
"But why should uncle turn like

that?" Helen asked.
"He's been like it all along," Percy

told her. "He's behind most of the
trouble that we've had, and——

"

"We'll tell you the whole story later,"

Jack said. "There's no time now.
Helen, you drive on "—he dropped out
of the car with his companion—"and
we'll come to you as ooon as we can.

Then we'll all three start for Kublih-
Kehn—taking the Box with us. Ready,
Percy?"
After .some persuasion, Helen agreed

to do as Jack suggested, and she drove
on. The two watched the car out of

sight before they turned back to the

house, with the trailing shadows of dusk
darkening the trees about it.

"I've got an idea that there's some-
thing else in the Box, besides that little

bottle," Percy said.

"I think that, too," Jack agreed.

"But I didn't get a proper chanc3 to

examine it. What d'you think the phial

is for ? D'you think Helen's right ? She
said that the stuff would bring the

Shadow Man back to his proper form."
"I don't know," Percy answered. "It

doesn't matter much, anyhow. We've
got to get it away from Morgan before
he can do anything, and that's going
to be our problem!"
"Well, he'll start on the job straight

away." Jack told him. "He may have
done something about it already for all

we know."
They hurried on. They reached the

drive and went up it cautiously. The
hall door still stood wide open, and the

hall beyond was still cluttered with

wrecked furniture. There was no light

showing in the darkened building except
the yellow glow of electrics which came
from the big room on the ground floor

that Morgan used.

Cautiously the two entered the build-

ing and stood listening.

Absolutely no sound came to their

ears, and they picked their way carefully

down File hail. They stopped a.5 they
came in sight of the grille which guarded
the big room.
A table and some chairs had been

piled up to keep it clo.sed from the in-

side. A carpet had been flung over the

pile as though to disguise from, prying
eyes anything that went on, and over

a gap in the top of this the light

streaked out,.

"He's i\p to something in there,"

Percy said.

"He must have the windows covered

as well." Jack gue.ssed ; "we couldn't

see the light from outside as we came
up."
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"We can't see through that lot,"

Percy told iiim, indicating the barred
grille. "And if we shout to him he'll

probably start shooting—he looked mad
enough for that when we left him!"
He added: "Isn't there another door to

the room?" „

They found it further along the pas-

sage. It was locked, but a slit of light

came out through the keyhole. They
listened, but heard nothing.
"D'you think that one of the keys

to the other doors might fit this lock?"
Jack suggested, and when tliey tried out
the idea they found that the wards of
the lock shifted under the first key they
inserted.

Gently, Jack pushed the door open. It

was shielded by a heavy velvet curtain
meant to keep out draughts. The two
of them slipped in under the cover of

this, then drew the end of it back and
looked into the barred room.
They saw that Morgan was seated at

his desk. Before him was the Jade Box,
and in both hands he held the black
phial. He was turning it over and over
as he stared at it, while the light played
on the glas.s—and on the steely bulk of

the revolver which lay at his elbow.
His ej-es were blazing as he twirled

the phial and held it up to the light.

Its contents were absolutely black. He
set it down and then inspected the Jade
Box. Jack could see that, like himself,
Morgan suspected there might still be
some hidden compartment. He was
searching for it, but he did not find it.

"He's going to do something with that
phial," Percy whispered. "Think it's

any good trying to rush him?"
"No. He'd shoot us down before we

got half-way across the room," Jack told

him. "We'll watch for a bit."

Again Morgan turned his attention to

the phial. It was quite plain that, now
he had the Box and had penetrated its

secret, he did not know what to do
with it. Yet again he turne<l the gleam-
ing gla.ss bottle around in his hands,
then, with a resolute gesture, he tried

to remove the stopper.

It appeared to be stiff, and he pressed
the phial down on the desk as he
strained anew. Finally, with a rasping,
grating sound, the .stopper came out.

He set it aside and sat looking at

the phial as it stood on the desk.

Jack and Percy could see that the
black stuff in it was fimiing, giving off

twirling, smoke-like vapour. Moi'gan
stared at this and then bent, sniffing at

the fumes.
The watching pair saw the fumee trail

up into his face, and instantly he became
rigid where he sat. On his features
there wakened a frozen expression of

alarm and horror, diead and iiupotent
surprise.

The fume^ from the bottle grew more
and more strong. They swirled about
him, and as they hazed his form. Martin
Morgan began to fade away where he
sat!

They saw the back of the chair show
through his rigid and immobile figure.

The edges of the desk appeared through
the arms that rested on them. He faded
out swiftly until all that was left to

their sight was an unreal shadow
hunched up in the chair.

"Oosh! The stuff's turned him into

a Shadow-Man!" Percy gasped. "And
—look! He's moving now!"
They .=aw Morgan's shadow lift in tho

cliair and stand up. They co.ild see him
only f;i,intly, like a dark patch on the

air. He moved from the desk, whilo

they gazed spellbound, and it seemed
to them that ho was trying to realisa

what had happened to him.
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He turned back to the desk, aiid tlioy

saw the stopper of the phial lift and
rasp homo into the neck of tlic little

bottle, cutting off the fumes that it

They died away,
remained looming

th.

was throwing out.

while the i^hadow
above the bottle.

It moved again, lifting things about
(lie room, and dropping them almost at

once. It was as though Morgan was
trying out his new- sti:te. To Jack and
Percy it appeared as if lie was just as

ho had been before, except that liis

body was almost invisible—was, in fact,

apparent only as a shadow.
Aforgan shifted a chair, then switched

the light off and on again. He went
to the telephone and lifted the receiver.

and it was tnicanny to see the shadowy
figure bending in ghostly fashion over
th(> instrument, with the receiver poised
in midair.

'Che two Iieard the thin, squeaky
sound of the operator's voice as th«> call

wa.s answered, but the Shadow flid not
reply. It made no sound, and sud-

denly the two realised that Morgan
could no longer speak ! His voice had
vanished with his body.
He slammed the receiver down and

moved froni the desk. It appeared,
thej; as though complete nnder'land
ing of his position came to him.
He was voiceless, and he had no liody

—and there was no way in whiefr he
could regain his own form "-ave by
death, when the power of the black
phial passed.
Right at the beginning of things. th(^

Shadow-Man of the .Tade Box ha<l

warned him that a fate worse than
death would be his if he persisted— and
now that fate had overtaken him !

He was doomed to watidcr the world
as a shadow: formless, voicoless--a

gliost.

Quite motioidess, he remained
centre of the room, and then he seemed
to go nia<!. He rushed around the

Hoor, pulling at broken chairs, tearing

pii'tures from the walls and smashing

them as tiiough by physical demonstra-

tion of the power left in him he could

convince himself that ho still retained

his old form. '

Ho fluttered about the room like a

wild bat. moving in a silence shaltcrc<I

only by the shifting of

furniture and the hreakniL
iif ulass. Finally, he rush< d

to the Viarricaded grille

began to wrench away th(

furniture he had piled the if

He slung it behind him, ii i

the two saw his filmv

hands wrapping on
the bars of the grille

as it grated open.
He passed through

it, and his dim-seen
form merged with fh*"

darkness of the hall

be.yond.

Gasping, some of

the colour blanched
froin his face. Percy
VVin.slow turned to

.Tack.
" Poor devil !" he

breathed. "If that's

the seeiet of the Jade
Box—"

" We must get the

Box and the phial
before he comes
back !" Jack cut in.

"Quickly now!"
They stepped clear

of the curtains and
ran across the room.
The black phial was
standing harmlessly
on the desk, and Jack
saw that its stopper
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was firm before he lifted it. He
dropped it. into the Jade Box, scooping
up the cotton fibres which still lay there,

and using the wool-like mass to protect
the glass.

Thar, done, he closed the strange lid

of the green casket and slipped the

whole thing into his pocket.

They hurried from the rocm, peering
into the hall. There was no sign of

.Morgan's . shadow. Night had com-
pletely fallen outside, and they stepped
warily into the open air. They moved
on to the grass which fringed the drive,

and hurried down it . to g<iin the read
at the end.

" We've got to get away from here
wiihout him suspecting us," Jack told
Percy. "He'll lind the box gone the
moment lie goes back to that room
and "

"And he'll conic after us if he thinks
we were there '" Percy agreed. " We'd
better collect Helen and our kit .ind

start for Kiiblih-Kehn before anything
else can happen to stop us!"

"That's talking sense!" .Jack agreed,
and they went down the road at a
run.

Thy paused once to look back at the
house.

It uas in utter darkness. As gloomy,
as nii'iiacing and torlorn as the new
made Shadow thev had seen haunting
the room in which the .Tade Box had
rested.

The Fuming Jar.

Tl!OPIC' sunlight scared down on the
narrow, dusty ways of Kublih
Kehn. boating from the smooth,

plastered walls of the buildings and
shining on the awnings over the little

shops and the mysterious, cool looking
ba/.aars.

Down a narrow way .Tack and T'ercy

and Helen walked. Natives stared at
them, vendors cried to them from the
little hole-in the-wall shops which they
owned. Camel drivers steered their
lumbering beasts carefully, so that their
plodding, clumsy feel might net east
dust to soil the white lady's dress.

"This was thr bi/.iar ''
.laik ^aid

r|uietK as he touched Pi r< \ s aim an>l

all thn c paused "Here's wheie ihi
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stjibbed the man .wno sold the Box to
us !"

He ucddcd to the dusty ilircshoid of
the ba.iaar, when- the earth had drunk
deep of the blood of one who had
proved traitor to the Keepers of tho
Jade.
"And this is where the trouble

started, eh?" Percy asked.
"Yes. Here's where it started, an<l

here's whore the ond of it begins, too,"
Jack said slowly.
The three had reached Kublih-Kehu

without tho least hitch through all their
long and, sometimes, hazardous journey.
They had seen notliing of any Shadow-
Man, nor any sign of Morgan.

" !''roin here we went to the Cafe of
the Seven Seas," Jack went on. "That's
where my father disappeared. If any
of the sect who really own the Jade
Box arc about, they'll see and recognise
me. If none of them approaches us,
then I'll have (o think out .some other
way of getting into touch with them."
"We haven't been in ICublih-Txehn

more than three hours." Helen said.
"It's a bit early yet for anything to
happen."
Helen was wrong. Things were hap-

pening even then.
Upon a balcony which overlooked tho

entratice to the bazaar two men were
standing, half-hidden by the drooping
fronds of a palm whicli grew from :i

wooden bowl ribbed with brass. Ono
was tall: he wore a crimson cloak drawn
high so that it half concealed his black
beard. The other was shorter, and his
cloak was blue and yellow, while both
wore turbans of faded green.
The one in the crimson cloak was

.Abuk. and his hand rested on the haft
of the Irng-bladed dagger with which
the treacherous bazaar-keeper had been
struck down weeks earlier. Now his
fingers gripped the weapon with such
forc(> that his whole arm quivered as
he snarled:

"By the sacred hair of Mahomet, it

is the .son of Lamar!" he breathed.
"Come back to Kublih Ki hn !"

muttered his com|i.iiiion.

Behind her Morgan was bending (orwaid, his hands reaching eagerly towards the
little glass container.

ii8«|)U)i»b«:r,<H)i. 1930.
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. "CV»irif buck to lay hie bones in the
desert dust!" Abuk ..snarled. "Ere the
sun goes down, I'll lay his body cold

at;aiii.--t the hot sand !"

" Does he hriiifc the jade ?" his

conipainon wliisixMed. ..

'• How can he bring the jade when
no man knows where it be ?" Abuk
asked. "Long have I waited for his

return, and now he is come he shall pay
the price!"
"And the one with him?"
"He, too," Abuk snarled, "and thi>

girl! There is no mercy in my heart

since these tliricc-accursed infidels found
that which we sought and took it for

thein.sehes. May their bones rot, may
scorpions share their beds, may pigs

defile their graves!"
He cursed in his beard and watched

the three move on along the street.

Abuk and his companion descended
swiftly from the balcony, and, while ttio

other watched, Abuk darted into the

bazaar below.
He strode swiftly, his red cloak

flutt<'ring. to where a sandal-maker
stitched slowly at .«oft leather.

'i'lie son of Lamar has returned!"

Abuk bent low and whispered in his ear.

" Give the word, good Yakoub—and
spread it swiftly! Say they pass even
now by the Street of Many Feet. Bid
the Keepers watch and wait a sign from
me. 1 will parley before I kill."

" I go, Akub, swifter than the hot

wind of the desert's morn !" Yakoub
answered, and he rose as he spoke, to

dart along the bazaar.

Jack and Percy and Helen strolled

slowly along the naiiow road, and
always Jack's arm was pressed above tin-

bulge which was the Jade Box in his

breast-pocket. In his coat he also

carried a loaded automatic. Percy was
similarly armed, and Helen carried a

lighter—but just as deadly weapon—in

her handbag.
" We'll go into the Cafe of the Seven

Seas." Jack said. "I've got a feeling

that the Keepers of the Jade have their

Temple somewhere near there."
" And I've got a feeling that they're

liable to start a fight if they learn what
you've got with you," Percy told him.

"I don't see how the.y can," Jack
answered. "Not when they know we've
come to hand the bo.x back to them,
and -and to release my father. That's
if he's still alive."

"He's alive all right," Helen re-

a.ssured him. "The messages from the
Shadow Man prove that."

They walked on, and it was Percy
who fii'st got the feeling that they were
being watched. A beggar, squatting on
a corner in his dusty rags, and with his

wooden gourd outstretched for alms,

eyed them with a [leculiar glance, while

a mat that draped the wall behind him
shifted, and Percy thought that two
black and staring eyes glared out.

' l"'rom the parapet of a flat roof, where
palms fonned a green fringe, another
man watched them, his eyes expression-
less above the garment that screened
his face. Once a man passed, staring

full at them, liis lips drawn from his

teeth in a half-snarl that made J'ercy

reach for his gun.
• As the.v neared the Cafo of the Seven
Seas, the trafTic in the streets thinned.
Shopkeepers no longer cried their wares
to them; water-sellers no longer swung
Itheir goat-skins temptingly, nor pointed

ito the sherbet they carried on their trays.

All whom thev j)assed looked at them
peculiarly, and Jack became aware of it

I presently, so did Helen,
I;

" Somclhiiig brewing," was Jack's
comment, "T guess I must, have been
recogni.sed. T certainly did turn this

town ini.ide out before 1 slopped lof)kinK
. fnr fl.Tfl I Anyhow, there's the cafe.''
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He nodded ahead. The other two saw
a long, low-fronted building with
yellowed walls and an entrance shaded
by reed screens. They paused when
they reached it and looked in.

They saw that the interior was almost
empty. None of the tables around the
walls were occupied, but a few natives
sprawled on the cushions scattered about
the floor.

Jack led the way in, and made for a

table near one of the fragile walls, which
were made for the most part from cane
and plaited leaves. The natives stopped
chattering the moment that the tliree

entered, and silence fell, to be broken
again while the men eyed Jack and
Percy covertly.

The three sat down at one of the
tables, and a native came to ask them
for their order. Jack called for sherbet,

and, as he did so, Abuk stepped alone
through the entrance.
"Percy, see that man! He tried to

get the box from my father just before

the fight here, and
"

"And he's coming over to have a

word with you !" Percy broke in.

Abuk strode straight towards them.
He stopped and bowed to Jack, then
said softly:

" The young white lord has returned,

and he seeks—what '!"

"My father," Jack answered.
"Not the jade?" asked Abuk, and his

teeth glittered as he smiled. "Has my
lord forgotten how a man died in the

bazaar ? Or that the buzzards strip the

bones of those who cross flie Keepers of

the Jade ?"
,

"I want to meet those to whom the

jade box belongs," Jack said slowly. "I
have it here."

Abuk straightened with a jerk.

"May thy lying tongue curl in thy

mouth and choke thee!" he said simply.

"I do not lie!" Jack told him gravely.

"See!"
From his jjocket he drew the green

casket. At sight of it Abuk stepped

back. Behind him every man in the

strange building rose, and one of them
gasped

:

"The Jade Box of Quabilya !"

"By the bones of the Prophet, it is

the jade!"
Silence dropped, then Abuk's hand slid

beneath his cloak and the chill steel of

his dagger flashed as he drew it.

"White lord, be wi.se! I will spare

thy lite— for the jade!"
The others crowded behind him now,

all men whom Yakoub the sandal-makcr
had roused. More knives glinted as they

began to press clo.se about the table.

"Release my father—and the jade is

yours!" Jack answered.
"The jade!" Abuk stretched out his

hand. "(Jive me the jade, and its

.Keepers shall be merciful."
" My father is

"

Jack broke ofl', and his automatic
jerked from his pocket. He fired as

Abuk leaped at him, the bullet splinter-

ing the boards at the man's feet. Abuk
slopped dead.

Percy's gun came out. then Helen's

nickeled automatic glinwnered in her
small hand as the three of them faced

the group of natives across the table,

holding them at bay.
" 1 came here to return the box to

those who own it," Jack said tensely.
" Uelease my father, and you shall have
it. But try and take it from me, and
we'll shoot—understand?"
He met Abuk's eyes, and the big

native lowert d his raised dagger.
"As my lord wills!" He bowed, and

a gesture made the men behind him
Lack awn.v- " A.= my lord wills!"

He moved down the cafe, then reached
out and |)ulled a hidden cord on (he
wall. Immediately a bcclion of it lifted,
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di,sclosing broad steps which ran down-
wards. Abuk bowed as he spoke again.
"The Temple of the Sacred Jade lies

below," he said. "Descend and meet
those to whom the box belongs. Speak
with them about thy father,"
Jack glanced at Helen and Percy,

then looked towards the steps. Candles,
set in niches on the wall, lit them, but
they were gloomy and strange.
"You stay here, and I'll go down,"

he said.

"No, let's all go," Helen answered,
"I don't suppose I shall be much good
if theie's any more trouble, but I can
help. Go on, Jack !"

They stepped towards the opening,
Abuk watched them in silence, and
Jack led the way through. The three
were descending the steps when Abuk
followed. At the bottom was a door.
Jack pushed it open, and discovered a
wide, empty, stone-walled chamber.
To the left of this was a green door

;

opposite was one made from timber,
heavily barred with iron. Abuk moved
to this apd pushed it open, then stepped
aside and motioned for them to enter.

Jack saw that it was lit by four high
candles which were placed about a
great jar. made from green jade like

the box that he carried. The jar was
crowned by a massive lid with a handle
formed in the shape of the idol which
the box itself also bore.

This chamber was quite small, and
Abuk followed them only as far as the

threshold.

"If my white lords and the white lady
will wait here," he said, "I will tell the
Priests of the Jade that you bring that
which they have long sought,"
He was smiling as he spoke, and there

was something in his voice which made
Percy look at him keenly. Bowing, still

smiling, Abuk stepped back, then, with a

quick movement, he crashed shut the
heavy door,
Percy jumped towards it, but he dis-

covered that there was no handle on the

inside, and ho heard the rasp of heavy
bars falling into position fr^m the outer
chamber.
"He's locked iis in!" he exclaimed.
"That's nothing to worry about—

we've got guns if thoy start any tricks!"

Jack .said. " We've got the Box, and
that's what they really want. We're
safe until they can get it off us—and
they won't do that until I know that
my father is all right!"
They looked round the chamber, and

at the straight flames of the four big
candles around the jar.

"What's in that?" Helen asked.
"What's the Look!"
Her exclamation was almost a scream.

All three saw a. shadowy hand forming
on the air above the jar, and behind it

swiftly appeared a tenuo\is form.
It was a Shadow-Man looming above

the candles, and they .saw his du.sky

fingers close about the lid which
crowiicd the green vessel. Ho lifted it

with a -sudden snatch, almost as though
he was answering Helen's question.
He lifted the lid high on the air, and

as it rose thin, .smoke-like trails rose
with it. They thickened, rising from the
jar's mouth.

" Fumes !" Percy yelled. " Fumes,
Jack—like those which came out of the
phial in tlie Jade Box '"

They thickened as he spoke, forming
a cloud which rolled sullenly out on
the air.

"The.v're the fumes tliat turned
i\Iorgan into a Shadow-Man !" Jack
gasped,

(To be concluded next week. By per-

mission of the Universal Films, Ltd.,

starring Jack Perrin and Louise
Lorraine.)
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Around the Corner, "t
iCoDtinued from page 20..

to have a, deal ut tioubie maJiaKi'iK I'lat

ioiiiig mail."
Mr. Sinclair was a wily fatlier and a

man ol the world.

"Oh, no, I'm not I" immediately de-
tlared Kosie with considerable warmth.
80 you don't lliink we ought to .'^lop

the hght ?
"

-Mr. Sinclaii- chuckled.
"On the contrary," he said, "I think

we ought to see it—it's going to be a
good one. Miss Rosie O'Urady, may I

liave the honour of your company on
Saturday night? I've bought two ring-
side scats."

"Just try to keep me away!" cried
Kosie excitedly.

She never quite knew how she lived
through the rest of the week. She
wanted to see Tommy, but resisted the
temptation to seek him out at his train-

ing quarters. She wrote a number of
letters to him. but tore them all up.
The days dragged. Work was a torture;
leSt was unrest, because she was in
such a fever of impatience.
Saturday night came at last, and Mr.

Sinclair called for her in liis car and
swept her off to Madison Square
(Jurdens. The boxing theatre was
crowded as they made iheir way down
the central aisle to their seats.

"Why are j'Ou trembling?" lie asked
her, after they were seated side by side
immediately below the ring. " You're
not up there."

•'Oh, yes, I am!" whispered Rosie.
"You're really sure he'll win?"
O'Orady and Kaplan had been

I'fcsentcd with tickets by Moe Lcvine,
and had airived early. They were
seated not very far a\>ay, and were
obviously excited.
"Look," said Mr. Sinclair, "there are

your—your guardians."

"They don't know I'm here," Rosie
informed him. "1 didn't till them, and
they'd gone before you called for me.
They've put all their savings on the
fight, and 1 got them to let me place
the bets for them. There's a man at
my office who knows a really good
Ijookmaker

"

"Whom are they betting on?"
inquired .Mr. Sinclair.

Calahan."
He looked round at her.

"And you placed th«? bets, eh?" he
e.Nclaimed. "Well, well, truly the ways
of women are wonderful!"
Two unimportant boxers put up a

sparring match as a sort of curtain-
raiser, and then a shout went up.
Calahan was making for the ring in a
jazzy dressing-gown over his shorts.
Tommy followed a few moments later,

and received almost as great an ovation
as his better-known opponent, because
of all the new.spaper publicity he had
ie<-eived and the fact that he was the
son of a millionaire.
"He looks good!" groaned Kaplan,

as the athletic-lo<jking young fellow
bowed to the audience.

" Listen to me for the tenth and last
time!" snorted O'Grady. "Calahan
can't lose!"

"Yi-s," grunted Kaplan. "Veil, you
know it, and I know it, but does Calahan
know it?"

The amiouncor lifted up his voice from
I he centre of the ring. It was a power-
ful voice, but not by any means a
musical one.

" I-adies and gentlomen," he sliouted.
"the main event. Ten rounds. Terrible
Terry Calahan in this corner, and in this
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one Tommy Sinclair, the Park Avenue
Kid."
The referee caused tlie contestants to

shake hande for the benefit of some
camera-men, and Kaplan asked O'Grady
what they were taking pictures for.

"So as Sinclair's family can remember
what he looked like before the battle,"
was the reply.

The first round went entirely ni

Terry's favour. He got in a left and a
right to Tomnij's face, a heavy blow
over the heart and a left hook to the
chin. But Tommy showed up gamely
enough, and seemed quite a glutton for

punishment.

Towards the end of tlie round he went
down with a crash, and Rosie started to

her feet with a cry of horror. But
almost instantly Tommy sat up. Terry
stood over him as he rose to his feet,

but he backed briskly, adopted a fight-

ing attitude, and caught his opponent
fairly and squarely between the eyes.

" He couldn't stay down !" cried Mr.
Sinclair proudly. " He doesn't know
how!"
"Look! Look!" cried O'Grady to

Kaplan. "There's Kosie over there

—

with Mr. Sinclair."

Kaplan frtood up and waved,
shouting

;

"Hallo, Rosie!"
"Sit down!" bellowed a man behind

him. "Sir down, or I'll nail you down."
Tommy and Terry were in a clinch,

and the referee was parting them when
the gong went. Tommy went back to
his corner, seemingly no wor^e for wear
than his opponent, who confided to Moe
that the fellow was a shock absorber,
but could be put out at any minute.
The next round, however, suggested

that Terry was mistaken, for in it

Tommy carried everything before fiim.

on points, and landed a number of
blows that jolted the professional badly.
"Tell him to use his left!" yelled

O'Grady frantically.

And Kaplan chimed in :

"Tell him to use his left, Moe—if he's

got anything left."

"That was a beauty!" ei ied ^Ir. Sin-

chair almost in the same second.
"Right on Calahan's nose! Go it, boy
—go it

:

'

Terry was uii the ropes several times
in that round, and one eye was nearly
closed, and he was breathing heavily
when, at the end of it, he tottered to
his corner.

"It's awfully brutal, isn't it?"

shivered Kosie. "Will it go on like this

for ten rounds?"
"No," replied Mr. Sinclair confidently.

He was perfectly right; it didn't.
Half-way through the third round
Tommy landed a terrific upper-cut, and
followed it with a straight left to the
point of the jaw. Terry Calahan went
down to stay down—though O'Grady
shouted frantically to him to get up.
He was counted out and carried across

to his corner, while O'liiady mopped his

own brow, and Kaplan flung his hat on
the floor and danced with rage upon it.

Tonmiy was greeted with cheei-s from
his supporters and with a certain
number of hisses from those who had
backed Terry to win.

Ten minutes afterwards. Toimny's
nianagci- and second^ stepped out from
his ilrev-ing-room because his father ami
Rosie wore about to enter it. Tommy's
face haJ been sponged and his hair
tidied, and he bore only a very few-

scars of battle upon his hand.some face.

"Hallo, Tommy, my boy!" cried .Mr.

Sinclair. "That was one of the greale^:
hghts I ever saw !"

"I was afraid you'd be hurt,"' said
Rosie.
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At lliut iiionieiit llieie came a loud

bang ut the door, and O'Grady iiid

Kaplan burst into the room, uttering
congratulations.
"I knew all along you could lick th;'.C

fellow," said Kaplan.
"That's why you bet on Terry, ih?'"

jeered O'Grady. "The best man v',ii,

but two good men lost !"

Rosie ran across to them.
"Daddy." she said to Kaplan, "ilo

you remember what you told me ulu.-i

you gave me the money?'
"We told you to put it on \our futuro

husband," said O'Gradv. "At least, /
did!"

" Well I did it,
' cried Rosie trumph-

aiitly. "I bet it on Tommy—and I got
five to one, too! You've won about
Iwenty-four thousand dollars!"'

Kaplan gulped; O'Grady closed his

eyes and screwed up his mouth.
The pawnbroker was the first 10

recover from the shock.
" Xow , now, now," he cried, "don't

get excited. Twenty-four thous
Veil, it's nice you should liave ri< li

relations on both sides, ain't it?"
Rosie hati been .swept into Tommy's

eager arms and was hugging liim rap-
turously. Mr. Sinclair invited thorn all

to supper and celebration at his house,
then discreetly disappeared. But.

O'Grady and Kaplan lingered lill

Tommy said significantly

:

"We'll see you later."

The sound of kissing reached their
ears as Kaplan was closing the door
behind them. Kaplan winked and
pulled his friend along the corridor.

"I hope the first is a boy," he said.
" Won't it .sound fine—Benjamin
Kaplan Pinelaii !"

"You're crazy 1" snorted O'Grady.
"The --ou of a figlite,- like that! It'll

l>e Patrick O'Grady Sinclair!"
'Don't he a fool, you fool! I tell

you
"

"Now wait a minute! Pll flip a iii<kel

for it. I will, see?"
"All right — certainly," nodded

Kaplan.
.\nd thereupon O'Grady fisheil a

nickel from his pocket, maxle sure that
it was the one he wanted, and to->od
it into the air.

"Heads!" called Kaplan hurriedly.
But it waMi't. It na-- tails!

(By permission of W. & F. Film Service.
Ltd.. starring George Sidney as Ben-
jamin Kaplan and Charlie Murray as

Patrick O'Grady.)

Picking *em up all

round the dial
• an you get them all on your tlireo-

valver ? I^ondon lliRioual, Miilland

Regional, Radio Paris, Prague, Rome,
Stoiklioliii, StuttBai-t, Vienna, Baioc-

lona. Liin^i nl)urB, lii rlin. and tlie rest

—

arc tliey all waiting on your 'speaker ?

It can be jolly annoying to know tliat

the folk next door are enjoying »

rattling good progiaimne wiiieh no
aiiionnt of tuning will bring in to

you. firing your set up to scrateli.

POPlf..\R WJRKI.ESS will show you
liow to get all tlie long-wave stations

witli perfect clarity.

PVlRSLBSS
Buy a Copy TO-DAY.

Septemher Cth, 10.30.
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"PRINCE OF diamonds;
(Continued from page 14.)

kIiOuI. lie ciillod to the others, and
ttotwccii them they lowered Rupert
down out of siglit. Loluii stayed
Hilently up above with tlie men, watch-
ing and waiting.

T, Rupert found himself in a small
imdcrground cavern. It had been
hewed out of gravel .soil, and had l)eon

propped l)y cuttings from gum trees.

Obviously if was a newly erected mine
—probabl\ not more than ten years
old.

I For a feu minutes Rupert hacked
away at the gravel wails, examining
each pebble, and sorting out a pile in

the middle of the floor. Every moment
lie was becoming more and more cx-

<;ited.

(, Suddcnl\. forgetful of Li Fang's
treachery, lie called to the men above.

( .''Smith!" he shouted. "Come down
Ifere. This is the place !"

I

Smith descended. and his eyes
gleamed as he saw the pile of pebbles
Rupert had collected. Hastily produc-
ing his hunting knife, he hacked away
at a few, and caught the gleam of
diamond beneath the rough surface.

I

"We'd better get up top again,"
said Rupert, suddenly remembering
that he had now reached the critical
'stage of his mission. "I want to

"

i The words died in his throat as two
liorrible shouts of pain reached his
cars. One of the men above gasped
out the words :

, VThe black death!"
He and Smith hauled themselves out

of the mine, and a horrible sight met
their gaze. Their companions lay on
the ground writhing pitifully, and the
shadow of death was on their face:;.

Lolah sat indifferently on a nearby
mound, her chin on her hands, gazing
into space.

I Rupert bent down over one of the
men to see if there was anything he
rould do. He was startled by a scream
from Lolah.

I '"Beware!" she cried. "He will kill

J'OU !"

I •. Rupert sti-aightcned his back
abruptly, jerking his gun out of its

liolster as he moved. He side-stepped
W'ithout turning round, and caught
[.someone's wrist as it swept past his
.shoulder. It was Smith.

"Swine!" shouted Rupert. "This
is where you finish."

The\ swayed backwards and forwards
in a death grip. Suddenly Smith gave
a yell and staggered backwards, his

face ashen. With a crash lie fell to
the grotmd.

"The—l>la<k—death " he ga.sped,
with his hist remaining Iireath.

Rupert spun round, amazed at the
suddenness of it all. He looked down
at the dead man, and then transferred
his gaze to Lohih, who was still sitting
some distance away. Apparently she
had not moved.

' "This is ghastly." he cried hoarsely.
"We might be the next to go."

Calmly the half-caste girl shook her
head.

"No." slie said indifTevcntly. "You
see this?" From the folds of her dress
.she produced a long, tliin tube. "This
is the black death— a poison that acts
((iiicklv and siiroly. They would have

Hepti-iiilnT Gth, 19:i(t.
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killi'd you but for the darts that come
out of here."
Rupert passed liis hand wearily over

his brow. A blowpipe ! This girl, who
had followed him into the depths of
the jungle just because he had called
her pretty, had saved his life ! The
thought left him numb, dazed.

With an effort he pulled himself to-

gether. Li Fang's treachery had been
proved to him beyond all doubt. Now
must come the time of reckoning.

"Come, Lolah," ho said gently.
"We'll collect all the gems there are
iind get back. The time has come for
me to take my revenge."

"On Li Fang?" she asked.
"No. On a man Ijack in my own

country—a man and a woman !"

Just Deserts.

B\('K in Endon Castle, Craylc was.
having a bad time. Ever since
Rupert had gone away Eve had

l>ecn like a woman dead. She spurned
liim every time she saw him. In spite

of the fact that she was his wife, she
avoided him always.

That was not Crayle's only trouble.
Someone was flooding the markets with
diamonds.

He had, only a few months previously,

bought large stocks of the precious
stones at a big price. A mysterious in-

dividual who said he was the agent
of the Prince of Penang had offered

Crayle a quantity of the gems, and
Crayle had taken them because they
weic of .such excellent quality.

No sooner had he paid for them, using
ahno-st the whole of his capital to do so,

than he found it was impossible to sell

them again. Every buyer in the country
was getting the same kind of gems for

a considerably lower price.

In vain Crayle tried to undersell. His
competitor dropped his price lower still.

The battle of finance lasted for a

month. At the end of that time Crayle
was ruined, and on the verge of bank-
ruptcy.

He returned to Endon Castle one day
with disgrace staring him in the face.

Whoever had been responsible for his

downfall had done his work thoroughly.
The career of Gilbert Crayle was ended.

Williams, who had still kept on at the

Castle at Eve's request, announced a
visitor. The visitor had given the name
of "The Prince of Penang."

Tlie mysterious personage strode into

the room—the self-same library in which
Crayle had brought his charge of theft

against the man who had gone away.

Crayle stared at hiin in amazement.
He lubbed his eyes and stared again.

"Rupert Endon!" he exclaimed.
"You—the Prince of Penang!"
Rupert smiled.

"What is in a name?'' he asked care-

les.sly. "In Penang itself they call me
Captain Ruin. An appropriate title,

isn't it ? I merely used the other name
.so that you wouldn't know who it was
fighting J'OU." He sat down in a chair

and lit a cigarette. "Well, Crayle, how
do you like the situation now?".

"You fiend!" Crayle gasped. "You
infernal fiend!"

"Not at all!" Rupert puffed clouds of

smoke ceilingwards. "Six j-ears ago
you did the same to me that I have now
done to you. It was a compliment to

your power, Crayle, that it took me so

long. Ry the way, where is Eve?"
He spoke indifferently, but Crayle was

aware of the hidden eagerness in his
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"I don't know," he replied shortly.

"She's in the castle somewhere, I sup-
pose."

Williams entered, and bowed defer-
entially to Rupert.
"There is a young pereon outside, Mr.

Rupert," he said. "She says she is

accompanying you."

"Oh, yes! That will be Lolah. I left

her in my car." He looked at Crayle
inquiringly, but Crayle made no
respon.se. "Tell her to come in," he
continued. "I'm sure Mr. Crayle will

not mind."

Lolah entered the room nervously. All

her life had been spent in half-primitive-
ne.5s, and she had never seen before the
luxury of a wealthy Western home.

Rupert waved her to a chair. He was
completely indifferent to the prettinea
that he had commented upon in the cafe
of Li Fang, but he had a use for her.
She was his means of revenging himself
upon Eve.

Eve joined them a few minutes later.

She was not aware that Rupert had
arrived, but as soon as she saw him, she
ran towards him gladly, her hands out-
stretched.

"Rupert!" she cried. "Thank good-
ness you have come back!"
Rupert looked at her calmly.
"Meet Lolah," he said, indicating with

a wave of his hand the half-caste girl.

Eve ignored her. Her whole attention
was upon Rupert himself.

" Rupert, I've cleared your name."she
went on quickly. " Adrian confessed
that he and Gilbert conspired together
to ruin you. And I— well, I married
Gilbert .so that you could escape."

Rupert changed his expression
abruptly. From sheer indifference, it

became remoreeful.

"You mean you sacrificed yourself, for

me ?" he said.

"I mean just that."

Crayle. watching, sprang to his feet in

sudden rage. Financially ruined, he
could now see himself losing the woman
he had in vain striven to win all these
years.

His hand flashed to his hip-pocket, and
he produced an automatic pistol.

"The last laugh is mine, Endon," he
snarled, and levelled the weapon mur-
derouslj'.

He never pulled the trigger. With a
hoarse shout, he threw up his hands, and
even as he crashed backwards his

features turned the familiar ashen hue
of the Black Death.

"Lolah!" cried Rupert hoarsely.

"You've killed him!"
Lolah's eyes filled with tears. She

looked at him wistfully.

" If I had let him live, he would "nave
killed you." she replied, and her voice
sounded infinitely tired. "Now that he
is dead, you can be happy."

She folded her arms slowly. Suddenly
her own face changed colour, and she
closed her eyes, swaying from side to

side.

Rupert sprang forward. It was too

late. Her legs crumpled under her, and
she collapsMl to the floor, one of her
poi.soned darts thrust info her arm.
Rupert bowed his head. He looked at

Crayle's dead body; then at Eve. who
was weeping silently by his side.

"Revenge!" he said brokenly. "And
at what a price!"

(By permission of the W. & F. Film
Service, Ltd.. starring Ian Keith and

Aileen Pringle.)
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"The Fighting Legion."

(Continued from page 9.)

"Listen, boys," he stated, "what I

said to-day was the truth—I'm out to

round up the coyote that killed Tom
Dawson. What's more, I've got a pretty

good idea who he is. But I want to

make him show his hand first, and I'd

eure like to depend on you all to help

mc if the rowdies step in."

There was a chorus of approving cries

as his listeners assured him of their aid.

"Thanks, boys," Dave went on,

"that's fine. And now I'll tell you what
I'm goin' to do. I'm goin' to have a
notice posted up in town, and I'm goin'

to have a round-up in the saloon to-

morrow at midnight. "-

Towards Midnight. E

AN nnk^iown hand had pinned a

notice to the veranda post of the

cantinu or saloon. The hand
might have been the Ranger's. At any
rate, the message which had been written

on the sheet of paper bore his eignature.

"I am coming through the saloon

doorway on the stroke of midnight," it

ran, "and I am coming for the man
who killed Tom Dawson."

The hands of the clock behind the bar

of the cantina had moved round to ten-

thirty, and it was ticking away the

fateful seconds with unfaltering

Kolomnity. The soiuid of the ticking was
lost in the prevailing clamour of men's
voices and the clinking of glasses, but it

was a sound that one man heard all too

plainly—a sound that seemed to hammer
at his brain till he could have cried out
in the agony of a tortured mind.

That man was Bowie, and, seated at

a table near the door with Blake and
Edwards, lie watched the swing of the

pendulum as a hypnotised victim watchet
the ewaying of a cobra-snake's head.

Outside, the notice on the veranda post

was flapping damply in a gusty wind
that brought sheets of stinging rnin in

its bosom, and before the clock had
chimed the quarter the downpour had
become a veritable deluge.
Those inside the saloon could hear it

crashing through the black night on to

the roofs of the houses, and the wind
shrieked and whistled through the street

as if all the demons of the nether world
had been let loo.se. And this unholy din
was presently added to by a rumbling
of thunder.
"Tough outside, ain't it?" someone

was saying. "Meanest night I've ever
known. Hey, d'ye think that hombre
will show up to-night?"
"Ef he does," another man rejoined,

one of the rogues in the pay of Blake
and Edwards, "there's a lot of us boys
has bones to pick with him."
Many others in the saloon were of the

same way of thinking, but in a corner
sat a group of men whose hands were
ready on their six-sliooters—men who
knew that, unless they stood by Dave,
Bowdeii would not be fit for an honest
man to live in.

There was a plot afoot, a plot to un-
serve the man Bowie till he was ready
to blurt out the truth, and that plot

had its culmination on the very stroke
of midnight, when Bowie, with fingers

clutching at his gun-butt, wheeled to

see the door swing wide.
Bowie whipped out his "iron," and

was not alone in doing so, for several
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of the ruffians at the bar followed suit.

But in the same instant, from behind
them all, there came a sharp command
reiterated in a dozen voices.

"Drop those .45's! Come on, thar

—

down with yer artillery an' up with yer
mitts! Shove 'em high, will ye?"
Cloudy Jones and a party had entered

by the back of the saloon. Together
with the Hook brothers. Pop Williams,

the bar-tenders and every law-desiring

citizen in town, they held up the entire

bar-room.
Dave Hayes walked across the

threshold. His eyes were fixed on
Bowie.
"So you drew your gun, huh?" he

drawled. "You knew it was you I was
comin* for, huh?" Then his tone
changed, and he gripped the cringing
scoundrel by the shoulder. "Come on,

rat!" he blazed. "Tell 'em who killed

Dawson the Ranger. Tell 'em, or by
Heaven "-

"I'll tell!" sobbed Bowie. "It was me
killed him. Yeah, me—shot him in the
back like you said

"

"I know that," Dave ground out;
"and now I want to know something
else. Who were the men that hired you
to bump Dawson off ? Better talk,

Bowie," he added, as the rogue hesi-

tated. "It's your once chance of savin'

your neck."
Bowie moistened his lips.

"John Blake," he faltered, "was one.
An' the other

"

A shot crashed out, and from Bowie
came a strangled cry that ended in a

death-rattle. Lifeless he pitched to the
floor, and in the same .'iioir.ent there
reached Dave's ears, from the direction

of the hotel register-oflice, a scream in

Molly's voice.

Dave sprang to the curtains that hung
over the doorway which led to the lobby,

and as he wrenched them aside he saw
the figure of Burl Edwards, a smoking
si.\-gun in one hand and his free arm
around Molly's waist. The man had
vanished with the struggling girl an
instant later, plunging out of the hotel
into the rain.

Dave stumbled across the lobby in

pursuit, and as he gained the street he
saw Edwards shoving Molly into a build-

ing some little distance away. He reeled
towards that bu'lding through the storm,
and, fairly hurling himself against the
door, he blundered over the threshold
into a dark room.
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The muzzle of a six-shooter was jabbea
viciously into his ribs.

"Keep still,'- said the voice of
Edwards, and then there came the sound
of the doov being kicked shut.

Edwards spoke again:
"Ranger," he snarled, "I'm goin' to

send you on a long trip—ter Kin^om
Come. The walls of this place are tnick,j

an' the storm's ragin'. No one will hear
this gun. And when you're gone.
Ranger, I'll make a long trip myself—
with Molly Williams "

Dave took a chance, and brought his

hand slicing down to clutch at the gang-
leader's wrist. The .45 went off with a,

smashing detonation, but the bullet

thudded into the floor, and next second
the two men were swaying across the
room in a fierce struggle for possessioa

of the weapon.
"The light, Molly!" jerked Dave, and

a moment later, with furniture crashing
about her as the combatants overturned
it in their savage scuflBe, the girl found
matches and a lamp.
She striic!: one of the matches, held the

flame to the lamp and then turned. The
two men were sprawled across a couch.
Edwards held the gun, but Dave's grasp
was still on his wrist, and the weapon
blazed harmlessly at the ceiling as Dave
forced the crook's arm outward and up-
ward.
Edwards broke free, but a flasiriiig

punch to the jaw flung him in a corner,

and the six-gun slid from his haiid.

When at length he struggled to his feet

Dave was covering him.
"I reckon it's you who'll take that

trip, Edwards," he said, "by way of the
hangman's noose—and John Blake will

be the one to travel with you, not
Molly "

A double ceremony wa.s taking place

in Bovvden, Dave and Cloudy being the
principals. No, it was no wedding cere-

mony, but the ceremony of taking the

oath of enlistment in that world-
renowned force—the Texas Ranger
Service.

Had Bowden possessed a newspaper at
that early stage of its career it might
have mentioned in its report on the func-

tion that Mrs. Dave Hayes was present,

looking the proudest as well as the pret-

tiest girl in town.
(By permission of the Universal Films,

Ltd., starrlnci Ken Maynard and his

horse, Tarzan.)

COMPLETE FILM NOVELS.
"THE KISS."

The drama of a woman caught in
the toils oi jealousy and suspicion—fighting for her hJe and unable

to tell the truth.

" THE QUEEN'S NECKLACE."
France in the years immediately
before the great revolution. Marie
Antoinette, its selfish queen,
caught in a network oS intrigue
which involves a necklace worth a

small fortune.

"SPRING IS HERE."
Cupid at large in a gale of laughter.
A romantic comedy, starring
Beruice Claire, Lawrence Gray,

and Alexander Gray.

" CRAZY THAT WAY."
A hilarious comedy of three men
and a maid—she preferred two
fiances to one husband. Starring

Greta Garbo and Conrad Nagel in " THE KISS." Joan Bennett, i

Don't miss these four grand complete novels in this week's .issue ol

« SCREEN STORIES."
Out on Wednesday. Price 2d.

SeptpmlJer ?th,,Jp,30.
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'Continaed Irom ptgt 2.)

Conquering Our Languag*-
'LiiiiUiiiigc is soiiictliinjj to be con-

C|iuTf<l, liko any oilier lu^k or obhtatle.
Uliicli Ilaupt, actor and artist, went to
Hollywood u few years a({0 with u
'I'eutoiiic aecont. He |iaiiitcd a few pic
tiiri'S, tliot) devo'ed liiiiiscif to an actor's
career, atid won a s)iluiidid reputation.
When lulking Pictures came along,

IJaniit tievotej himself to «liid.ving
Kngli.sh pronunciation under the hest
ma•.ter^. Todiiy, acting in Nornia 'J'ul-

niatlKc'a latest picture, "Du Hurry,"
for United Artists, Ilauiit hasn't a trace
of nn accent. Hi.s Kngiish is so perfect
I hilt 111- talks like a Londoner.

Intimate Facts About Famous Talkie
SUra.

Xoah Bccry will bark for a medicine
show, sing opera, work before the
camera or on the stage, clown for
friends, but his knees tremble and his
voice shakes with terror when con-
fronted by a. radio iniarophonc.

Walter Pidgcon is a "Bohemian," a
noted singer, and lilm and stage lead-
ing man, Canadian born and an ex-
servico man from two years of the
World War, but he has never taken a
drink of liquor in his life.

Marilyn Miller is unquestionably the
world's most famous inusioal comedy
stair; sho is blonde, blue eyed, a former
member of the Ziegfeld Follies. It is

a fact, well known in professional
circles, that sho has been a victim of
ipore "gold-digiging" by girls and men
with liard-liick .ttories than any other
Broadway celebrity.

Bernico Claire, "the youngest prima
doima," of the San Carlo Ojiera Com
panv, w.'iit ns n f;ivour to Ali'X.indeir
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Cray to play and .sing opposite him in

;i film lest made for First Notional in

Now York.

Gray got his contract, but Bernice
thought no more of ii. and lia<l no in-

tention of entering the movies—until

she was overtaken by on emissary of

the movie (omivuiy, with a fat controct
for herself! Noh, of course, in one
year she has become one of tlic most
successful ,voung actresses on the screen.
Loretta Young luid decided not to go

in for a film cjreer, so as to Icovo the
field clear for her elder sisters, Polly
Ann Young and Sally Blaue. But she
had to fill a "coll" for one of Jier

sisters who could not take the job, and
was so succes-fiil that sho won a con-
tract and is now a star, and by fair the
most famous of the three.

Lilo Lee was a perfectly formed little

woman at the age of thirteen, so slie

Has starred in a series of pictures as a
regular lea(liiig woman, with Ilorrison
Ford playing opposite. Two years
lateir she grew five inches taller, got
"gawky." and had to postpone lier

film career another four years—until
tlie talkies came in !

Alice White used to be a red-head,
and when she first came on the screen
she photograplied so nearly like Clat-a
Bow that everyone accu.sod Jier of imi-
tating the Paramount star. So did
Miss Bow, one day when they mot
"socially." This made Alice so angiry
that she bleached Jier hair, reduced by
ten pounds, and beoame a willowy,
petite, blonde screen star not at all like
Clara !

Now It develops tliat John Barrv-
niorp gave Richard Barthleiness his
first le*son in make-uji. and prophesied
tlmt Jk' would go far in motion pictures
or the stage.

Joe E. Brown, the fainnus comic of
films, vaudeville and musical comedy,
began his oareer in the show business
!•- riMJiMniT his boyhood aiiihition to
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become an acrobat. He went through

all the Horatio Alger Jr. trials and
bribuiations as a circus boy, including

treachery and cruelty from the boss

of his act

!

Fred Kohler, who is to be starred

by First National in rough-and-ready

"iie-man" roles, owes his film fame to

the foct that he spent his latter

"teens" coalmining, wliich developed

his tremendous physique. He weighs

two liiHidred and thirty pounds, and is

"hord as iron." He is the only movie
star to live throughout the year on a

ranch ajid work on it himself between

pictures.

Sidney Blackmer, :cion of a "first

family." wa.s hoboing in New York for

adventure, and ncediHl some money.
He took liis stand in a line of men
beside a skyscraper under construction,

supposing lie was applying for a
labourer's |ob. He was chosen, and
found liiiMsolf an extra in a Pearl
White thriller, to be filmed on the sky-

sorai>er's girders! That put the acting
notion into his liead for the first time.

David Manners, who Jias scored suc-

cesses in "Journey's End" and "Sweet
Munima." came through Los Atigolcs

oil route to Honolulu on a quiet honey-
moon. As usual, wifie's relatives got
liini into trouble. Mrs. Manners bad
them in Los Angeles, they secured the
stage juvenile a film test, and the
honeymoon never went wfst of Holly-
wood !

Conrad Nagel developed his fine sing-
ing voice, and keeps it in training, by
church singing.

Antonio Mooeno. a Spaniard by birth,
spi'oks faultless English and foultless
Spanish, so he is able to play in either
English or Spanish talkies; his latest

in the latter language is First National's
Spanish version of "The Bad Man,"
in which he plays the title role, which
is_ enacted in the English version by
Waller Houston.
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" Desert Vengeance."

Jim Cardevv, Buck Jonc-;; Aiiiie,

n:ul)!ira Bodforcl ; Hugh Dixon.
Douglas Gilnioio: Bill McBriilo,
Al Smith; Boavor, Kd Brady
Winnipeg, Bob Fleming;
Buck Conner; Alabam,
Holmes.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE COMPLETE FILM STORIES

Parson,
Pecwcc

" The Criminal Code."

Warden Brady, Waller Huston;
Robert ' Graham, Phillips Holmes;
Mary Brady, Constance Cum-
niings; Gleason, Dc Witt .Icn-

nings; Galloway, Boris Karloff:
Hunch, Clark Marsliall : Dr. Rine-
wulf, .lohn St. Poli.«.

" Tom Sawyer."

Tom Sawyer, Jackie Coogan

;

Huckleberry Finn, .Junior Diukin

;

Becky Tliatcher, Mitzi Green; The
Teacher. Lueien Littleiield ; Muft'

Potter,' Tully Marshall; Aunt
I'olly, Clara Blandick ; Mary,
Mary Jane Irving : Mrs. Harper,
Kthel Wales; Sid, Jackie Searl

;

.(oe Harper, Dick Winslow;
Widow Dougla.s, -Jane Darweil

;

Itijiin Joe, Charles Steven.

LEW AYRES and ROBERT ARMSTRONG
IN

" Wild West Whoopee."
Jim Logan. Jack Perrin ; Gin-

ger Rogers, .Josephine Hil! ; Cap-
tain Rogers. Henry Roquemorc ;

Smoky King. Jt'red Church;
Sheriff Tim Ward, Charles Austin ;

Lew Lar.soii, .John Ince ; Top-Hand
Norton, Buzz Barton ; Slim
McGee, George Chesobro ; Pete
Wcddel, Beimy Corbctt

;

Harris, Walter Patterson.
Joe

Another Spectacular Epic for
Richard Dix.

" THE IRON MAN."
A stirring story of the boxing ring and how a young
boxer rises to be the light-weight champion, but
through swoUen-headedness loses his championship
and, becomes a man.

" SHIPMATES."
Traditions—loyalty—iron nerves—tinglin? Tomance
and thrilling drama among the thundering guns ot the
mighty tieet. Starring Robert Montgomery, Dorothy

Jordan and Ernest Torrence,

The high-water level in specta-

cular f)roduction set by '_' Cimar-
ron " is to be maintained in

smother Richard Dix picture, entitled

"Marchcta."

"Cimarron" dealt with the vivid

action and colourful characters to be

found in tho .south-west frontier of

America, when this part of tho con-

tinent was being wrPsted from the

Indians and made habitable. In this

picture Richard Dix, as the outstand-

ing character of Yancey Cravat, made
A new reputation for himself.

In ' Marcheta " the scene changes to

glamorous Spain, but the scope of the

production is said to be as wide and
as universal in its appeal as that of

"Cimarron."

No expon.se is being spared in obtain-

ing authentic atmos))hero, and in this

respect it is interesting to hear that

"Victor Schertzinger, wlio is to direct

the picture, left for Spain recently

with a complete cameiia crew for

ntmospheric shots in connection with

the .*ilm.

" Marcheta " is based upon the

famous song of tlie same name, which
enjoyed a phenomenal popularity a

year or so ago, and one of the principal

reasons for Schertzinger's trip to Spain
July «h, 1931.

" THE APACHE KID'S ESCAPE."
A daring outlaw, tiring o£ his life of crime, determines
to run straight and as a humble cowpnncher on the
Bar X Ranch becomes involved in a strange adventure.

Starring Jack Perrin.

is to pliotograph and record the. world
renowned guitar symphony of 60 pieces.

Tliis sympliony will be used to lend
local colour and autiientio Spanisli

atmosphere through the picture.

Electricity Facts.

Two billion watts of electric current !

Enough to operate 80,000,000

average sized lights.

Or 10,000,000 hon)es.

Reduced still farther down the dizzy

scale of statistics, this vast annual
power consumption of the Radio
Pictures stuilio will nightly iiglit a

city of 33,300 homes, or 100,000 popula-

tion.

A mathematioiil genius—only a
genius could do it—might translate this

tremendous equation into terms ot

bread toasters, washing machines and
vacuum cleaners. Ho\yevfr, this cur-

rent has a more romantic usage.

Under the watchful eye of William
Johnson, cliief electrician, it feeds into

the studio's six gigantic generators,

turns camera motors, projection

macliines and lights the sets.

It takes a lot ot power to burn a

single motion picture incandescent lamp

—from 500 to 2.500 watts—and
there have been times when 300

lamps on a single set were in-

sufficient.

The actual power input metered
into the studio is actually 2,003.610
kilowatts for the year ending
March, 1931—a kilowatt hour cor-

responds to a thousand watts of

current ineasurcd over a period of

an hour.
The studio's ranch near Eneino,

California, consumes an annual
power consumption of 6,730 kilo-

watts.
Handling this imhiense power is

a man's job.

In normal times 150 electricians

are employed in the various
branches of Johnson's departnient.

At peak times, when production is

at its highest, 280 operators aro

engaged.

Ancient Mexican Chapel Reproduced
in New Barthelmess Picture.

Richard Barthelmess' favourite

chapel Vias recently reproduced on
a stage at the First National and
Vita phone studios. A chapel of

delicate colourings, of blue and
gold and silver ; a little chapel ot

old Mexico.
A year and a half ago Barthel-

mess, accompanied by his wife,

made a pleasure trip to Mexico
City. While there he visited many
of the old landmarks, one of wliich

was an old church just outside the

city limits.

Entering the little chapel of this

ancient building, he was spell-

bound with its reverent beauty—

a

quiet, serene loveliness.
•' What a lovely thing for a pic-

ture !

" thought Barthelmess.
l'"oithwith he purchased postcard

l)liolos of the church and tho

chapel. The result is that now
motion pictme audiences will be able to

see tl)at self-same place of worship in

all its details.

The chapel has been incorporated

into the San Gabriel Mis.?ion set which

plays sucli an important part in the

enfddment of "Adios," the current;

Barthelmess production.
.

Frank Lloyd directed "Adios," with

Mary Astor and Marion Nixon in tho

feminine leads. The balance of tho

cast includes Fred Kohlor,

Stone, Mathilde Comont,
Rcimie, Erville Aldorson and
Edeson.

Arthur
James
Robert

Answers to Questions.
"Silver King," the late Fred Thom-

son's horse, is still alive, Douglas
(Guernsey). Toin Tyler has not given

up acting and his latest appearance is

in the serial, "Phantom of the West."

It has ten exciting episodes.

The four Mar.\s, Groucho. Harpo,
Chico and Zeppo, were in "Animal
Ci\ickors."- Bertie (London, W.). Yes,

David Torrence was born in Edinburgh.

Mo is 6ft. lin. in height and Ernest

Torrence is 3in. taller.
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A feud between two outlaw bands—a girl who fell in love with a dashing bandit, and proved
to be herself a crook—and a scheme of revenge that reacted on the schemer. A whirlwind

drama with a terrific climax. Starring Buck Jones and Barbara Bedford.

The Man Who Lost.

THE smoking-room of the stoamship
Alloa was fully ju&tifyiug its name:
the atmosphere «as thick with the

roek of cigars and cigarettes. A retreat

for male passengers, this big pillared

room, ten stairs down from the promen-
ade deck, set with tables, provided with
a bar. And at most of the tables the

men were playing cards.

"Quite a game at No. 2," remarked
a waiter to the bar-tender, as he picked

up a loaded tray. "The big mining
man who came on board at San Diego
sure is lucky."
"Aha," said the bar-tender without

any show of interest. "On your way,
Sam!""
The waiter went off with his tray, set-

ting filled glasses before various playei-s

;

but even as ho threaded his way among
the tables hie glance strayed frequently

to the four men who were seated round
No. 2. They were playing poker, and
they were immersed in the game.
One of them was a white-haired man

Mith the face of a lawyer; another, a

long, lean, red-headed Scotsman, had
already made it known to everybody
that he was an oil-prospecto;-. But Sam,
the waiter, was more interested in the
other two, one of whom had been plung-
ing wildly and had lost heavily, while
the other was decidedly the biggest
winner.

The winner, James Cardew, was a

powerfully-built young man, clean-

h.haven and dark, not exactly handsome,
yet one who would inevitably attract

attention, even in a crowd. He had a
pair of steady grey eyes and the face

of a poker-player—a face that did not
hetiay its owner.
The loser, Hugh Dixon, wa.s of quite

ii d'ffei'ent type. He was slighter of
build, and quite handsome in his way,
with his curly little moustache; but there

was a cleft in his rounded chin, and the

gaze of his hazei eyes was seldom direct.

A young man who woidd doubtless ap-

peal to the fair sex, but v.ho did not
appeal to Jim, who was a judge of

men.
"Four hundred dollars," said Dixon,

studying his cards.

"I'll raise that two hundred." an-

nounced Jim Cardew in hie slow, quiet

way.
"I'll see you!" retorted Dixon, not

without an air of strain.

"What have you got?"
"I'm calling you!"' snapped Dixon.
Quite calmly Jim spread out his cards

on the table—two kings, three queens.
Dixon threw down his hand with the

sigh of a beaten bluffer.

"That cleans me," he said gloomily.

"I'm through!" And he rose from his

chair.

"Better luck next time, son," said

the red-headed prospector svmpathetic-
ally.

"There won't be a next time for mc."
growled Dixon, and pushed across a

pile of chips fr.im his side of the table,

then turned about and made his way
from the smoking-room.

"Sam!" called the man who looked
like a lawyer. "Bring a couple of

Manhattans!"'
An onlooker 3lii)ped into the vacant

chair.

"Well, what are we waiting for?"' he
boomed cheerfully. "If I win every

pot between here and 'Frisco. I'll still be

a loser. Going to play, gentlemen?"'
Jim stood up.

"Deal me out, gents." he said. "I've

had enough for to-night."

Ho made his way to a caged-oft portion

of the long bar.

"Cash these chips in, steward," hi-

requeetod.
"Certainly, sir," responded the

steward with respect, and exchanged the

pile of counters for notes and cash.

Jim went out and climbed the metal-

edgcd stairs to the promenade deck.

The air seemed clean and sweet out

there, after the stuffy atmo.sphere of

the smoking-room. A full moon was
lighting lip the stiD waters of the Pacific

Ocean, and away to leeward stretched

tlie dark coast of California.

But Jim was not beguiled by the

beauties of the night. A silhouetted

figure was balanced upon the rails of

the deserted deck, just as he had ex-

pected. Dixon was about to throw him-
self over the side

!

With a sudden spring he reached the

rails, gripped the young man by the

arms, and pulled him down.
"What are you trying to do?"" he in-

quired gruffly.

"Why doii't you mind your own busi-

ness?" stormed Dixon.
"You ain't going to do nothing like

that, young fellow," retorted Jim, still

holding him. "That water's kind of wet

down there. Where are you bunkiii' ?

Let's go down and talk it over. Come
on!"
"No!" cried Dixon savagely. "Leave

me alone
!"

But Jim was masterful. He marched
his companion off along the deck, virtu

ally a prisoner, compelled him to dcsrend

a "staircase, and having propelled hini

into a cabin he admitted was his, hhut

and fastened the door.

"Take your coat off and get in that

bunk!" he commanded; and reluctantly

Dixon obeyed. Then Jim went to a

locker, poured a fairly stiff drink into a

glass aud went over to him with it.

July 1th, 1931.



"Here," he said in a frituJly way,
"put that inside you, buddy. Do you
f-'ood ! You know, you ouglit to be
iishaniod of yourself, a great, big bull-

calf like you trying to kill yourself." -

Dixon gulped down the whisky-and-
soda, and held up the empty glass with
a trembling liand.

"Can't you see I'm all shot to pieces?"
lie complained. "I'm a wreck—a failure

"If it's the money you lost to-night
and last night, I'll see that you g'ct that
back," interrupted Jim.
"Do you think I'd let you give it me

liack?"
"Aw, forget it—I've got i)lcnty of

money."
He deposited the empty glass on a

<lressing-table. Dixon was lying on the
bunk whimpering like a woman, and
that disturbed Jim badly. He found
himself staring down at a framed photo-
graph of a girl by the mirror—a beauti-

ful girl, dark-haired, dark-eyed. He
jiicked it up.
"Sweetheart?" he questioned.
Dixon looked round.
"Sister," he blurted. "It was her

money I lost to-night. It—it was the

last of a lot more that went the same
way. Oh, I tell you, I'm not fit to

go on living!"
Jim put the framed photograph back

on the dressing-table and leaned over
the writhing figure on the bunk.

"Pull youreelf together," he ad-

monished. "There's a lot better ways
out than the one you tried just now.
Say, it's kind of lonesome down my part
of the ship—think I'll just stay here a
while. That is, if you don't mind?"
Dixon did not reply.

"I'm staying," said Jim grimly.
He went to the door of the cabin,

opened it, and looked out into the long
• orridor. Then he closed the door and
bolted it, and seated Irimtelf resolutely

in an easy-chair.

"You'll feel better in the morning,
young fellow," he .said calmly, "and
I'm seeing that you live till morning.
I've got a gun in my pocket!"
He settled back in the chair. The

whimpering somid gradually died away,
and it seemed that the figure on the
bunk had fallen asleep. With a sigh of
relief Jim fished out paper and tobacco
jnid rolled him.self a cigarette.

It was towards dawn that he dozed.
The quiet of the cabin, combined with
1 ho lap-lap of the water against the
^idcs of the vessel, lulled him to slumber.
Ho woke with a start because someone
was knocking at the door. INIorning
sunlight was streaming through the two
portholes of the cabin.
"First call for breakfast!" called the

\oico of a steward.
Jim yawned, stretched iiis arms, and

looked about him. The bunk was
empty, the porthole immediately above
it was wide open ! He himself could
not have scrambled through that port-
hole, but a determined inan of slenderer
build .very well might!
Ho gazed blankly about him, and,

propped against the photograph on the
ilressiiig-tahle, he found this note:

" You tried to do me a good turn, but
I can't go on. This leaves my sister all

alone. She'll bo waiting for me on the
<iuay—meet her and tell her in your own
way what I've done.—H. D."

Jim called a steward, who fetched a
mate. The mate went off and fetched
I ho captain.
"I sure feel bad about this, captain,"

declared Jim, after he had explained
matters for the third time. " I

shouldn't have been so dog gone care-
less as to drop asleep."

" There's no roa&ou for you to feel
JuJy llh, 1931.
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responsible," was the reply. " 'J'hcsc

things happen in spite of all of us."

Beaver Pays a Call.

THE Alloa was already passing
through the Golden Cate into the
big land-locked Bay of San Fran-

cisco. In less than an hour she liad

docked, and passengers were streaming
down a gang-plank to the quay. Jim,
dressed in tweeds, but with a big cow-
hat on his head, made straight for a

slim and graceful girl who was standing
patiently there—the girl of the photo-

graph ; ho would have known her any-

whcre.
A little felt hat covered most of her

dark brown hair, and she was dressed

qLiietly ill navy blue with a white collar.

Her eyes were a luminous blue, and she

turned them on Jim in surprise as he
-wept off his hat before her.

"Miss Dixon?"
"Yes," she said, staring at him.
"My name's Cardew. You sec, I'm

—

I'm supposed to meet you here. It's

about your brother; he isn't on the

boat."

"Isn't on the boat?" she echoed
blankly. "But he wired me that he

would be. Please—has—has something
happened ?"

"Yes, ma'am," replied Jim. "He
disappeared Last night."
"I—I don't understand," she faltered.

Jim fished the note from his pocket

and handed it to her, hating his task.

Her hands trembled as she read it; her

head drooped. The sheet of paper fell

crumpled to the stones, and she reeled.

"Oh, I'm awfully sorry, miss," he said

hocrsely, and caught her by the arm.

"I'll take you home now, shall I?"

She nodded gratefully, and he led her

away to the road, where he hailed a

taxi.

She was living, it appeared, in a fur-

nished flat on the Hunter's Point Boule-

vard, and lie took her to it. Ho was
clumsy of speech, perhaps, but there

was a quiet strength and self-reliance

about him which was very soothing to

frayed nerves.

She asked him into a pleasant sitting-

room, and they talked. She confided to

him that her brother had always been

a reckless gambler, and she was not

really surprised that he had decided to

drown himself.

Jim. irresistibly drawn towards her,

iii\itcd her to have dinner with him

a' the hotel where he proposed to stay

ill San Francisco for a fe\y days, and
much to his joy she promised. She
seemed to have recovered fairly com-

pletely from the shock when he left her,

and she seemed almost radiant when he

called for her in the evening.

He had come lo San Francisco for

a brief holiday with the avowed inten-

tion of spending money and enjoying

himself, but he had not bargained for

making the acquaintance of a charming
girl. He became a daily caller at her

flat • he took her out and about, and he

was' still at the Humberstone Hotel four

weeks after he had landed !

I<>very morning, after that first meet-

ing, she received a box of roses from a

florist's with .a card: "To Miss Anno,
from Jim." And every morning Jim
arrived at the flat within an hour of

the flowers. It was the first time he had
ever been in love, and he was very self-

conscious about it.

She played the piano rather well, and
he became particularly attached to a

piece of MacDowcll's, called, "To a

Water-lily." As she had played it on
the second day of (heir acquaintance, he
a>sociated it with her—asked her to

play it every time he visited her.

"That was mighty pretty, Miss
Anne," he said to her oiie morning,
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leaning over her at the piano in tho
living-room.
She smiled up at him.
"You muist like it," she wiid, "I've

played it for you every day!"
He grinned shamefacedly.
"You know," ho said, "I was sup-

posed to be in town only two or three
days—instead, I've been here a month."
"It seems only a few days," she told

him softly. "You've been wonderful
to me, Jim. My brother's debts—and
all that money."

"It makes mc mighty happy if I've
been able to help a little," he assured
her.
She got up from the piano, and,

taking a rose from her waistband, put
it in his coat.
"You're a dear!" sho said.
" Would you mind playing that piece

again for me?" he asked.
She laughed merrily, rc-scatcd lierself

at the keyboard, and played the piece
all over again.
Two days later an obvious Westerner

came to the Humberstone Hotel^a man
with a scrubby chin and a drooping
-moustache, whoso ready-made suit of
serge looked as out of place on him as
a bowler hat on the head of a baby. Ho
was slightly bow-legged, as one who
w as more at home on a horse's back
than on his own feet.

This visitor gave his name to the clerk
in the inquiry ofhee as Robert Beaver,
and he said that he had urgent business
with Mr. James Cardew. A page-boy
accompanied him in a lift to the fiftii

floor, but there left him.
" Xo. 407," he said pertly. "Bottom

of that corridor on the left."

The little man walked widely down
the carpeted corridor, examining the
rumbers on the doors. Before 407 he
stopped short, rubbed his chin thought-
fully, then stooped and applied an eyo
to the keyhole.

Inside the room—a sitting-room—Jim
was kneeling at a chesterfield with a
book in his left iiand, and his right
hand raised as though in pleading.
Beaver blinked, removed his eye from
the keyhole, and applied an ear in its

stead. He heard this remarkable utter-

ance :

"My beloved, have pity upon a heart
that is tortured with love and longing

—

a heart that you csm crush with but an
imkind look. From the first moment I

looked into your heavenly eyes I became
your slave. In token of my complete

Beaver arose, turned the door-handle
gently, and stepped into the room, gaz-
ing with rapt attention at the kneeling
figure.

"And, knowing my nnworthiness to

even so much as touch the hem of your
robe, I offer you my heart and my
hand !"

"Them was sure purty words, Mr.
Cardew!" exclaimed Beaver.
Jim jumped violently, swung round,

and sprang to his feet, dropping tho
book.
"What are you doing here, Beaver?"

he cried, ashamed to have been caught
ill such circumstances.
"Purty words, Mr. Cardew!" guf-

fawed Beaver, contemplating him.
"Mighty purty words!"
"Shut up and >it down!" barked Jim.

" What do you v, ant ?"

Beaver seated him.self on the chostor-

tield and picked up the book. It was
called "The Art of Making Love.'' Ho
heaveii a sigh, i>ut it down beside him,

and cleared his throat.

"Well,"' he said s1o\*ly, "after a
month had went by, and you hadn't
showed up, the boys beg'an figgerin'

something had happened. So they

decided I'd better come along and find

out."
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Jim, who was in his sliirtsleevcs,

shrugged and grinned.
" The boys are right, Beaver. Some-

thiti<» has happened!"
"Same thing happened to nie once,"

declared Beaver. " She was a red-

head."
"How arc things back home,

Beaver?"
"Pretty bad. Your friend McBride's

startin' trouble again."
Jim frowned.
"Is that so?" he growled.
"Yes. him and liis gang has joined

forces with Winnipeg."
"What a fine bunch of cut-throats

that'll be'."
" Ye.5," nodded lieaver solemnly, "and

if voii don't come on back we might as

well quit, because they swear they're

goin' to wipe us out clean!"
"Is that so?"
" Yes, and the boys are gettin' kinda

nervous without you, Jim."
"Well," said Jim, pacing the carpet,

"you go on back and tell the boys I'll

be in on Friday night."
"We'll be there to meet you."
"Right! Now, go on! Get out of

here, will you ?"

Beaver picked up the hook and moved
slowly doorwards with it.

" I'm going to try this on the red-
head hoochie dancer over at Sharkey's
place," he said.

But Jim retrieved the book before he
bundled hi.s henchman out into the
corridor.

A Shock for Jim.

OX the following morning Jim went
off to Aime's flat full of deter-
mination to declare his love for

her in flowery nhra.ses before he bade
her faro-.vcll. But, sitting awkwardly on
the cdg(< of a chesterfield Vieside her,

the words deserted him, and finally he
blurted this:

"Miss Anne, I've gone and fallen in

love! I just couldn't help it!"

She >>-ianced sideways at his face,

which was very red, then looked down
at her hands, which were
folded in her lap.

"Oh, vou don't have to
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She tugged him round at that, so

that he faced her.

"I know," she nodded. "You're
going to tell me that you've been in love

with another girl."

" Xo, ma'am," he contradicted,
"iluch worse than that. Fact is, I've

been a pretty bad fellow in my time,
and when you find out how bad, I'm
afraid you won't

"

She put a little hand over his mouth.
"If you love me," she said, "nothing

else matters."

"Just the same," he persisted, re-

moving the hand and holding it,

"there's sometliing you've got to know
before

"

"I forgive everything in advance, so

there '."

"Gee!" he exclaimed, with infinite

relief. "That's mighty fine!"
He groped in a pocket and brought

out a little book.
"That's for you," he said.

She took the book and examined it.

It was a bank-book, in her name, in

w' ich she v,as credited with five

thousand dollars.

"Jim," she exclaimed, round-eyed,
"you know I can't take this!"

"Sure you can," he lesponded. "And
besides, young lady, iiereafter you're
going to do as I say, and, just to keep
you out of mischief, I want you to go
shopping every dav, and buy a lot of
pretty things to wear on our honey-
moon."
"Your mine must be awfully rich,

Jim," she said, "Where is it?"

"Well, you see," replied Jim airily,

"I have a, lot of 'em, scattered all

around."

"I wish I could go back with j"Ou,

.lim. I'd give anything to see your
mines. It must be terribly interesting."

"Yes, ma'am," said Jim, a trifle

grimly. "It does get quite interesting
sometimes."
He looked irro's at the gilt rlotk on

give me your answer now
I'd

and
the

he said hoarsely,

rather have you wait,
sort of get used to

idea."
Her hands came up and

held his face, and
looked laughingly into his

eyes.

"Oh, you big goo.se!"
she cried. "I thought you
were never going to a.sk

me ! Aren't you going to

kiss me?"
"Yes, ma'am," said Jim

bashfully, and gave a
little peck at her cheek.
She kissed him full on

the lips, and then, ]x)s-

sessivoly, he took her in his

arms and hugged her like

a bear. But after a uliile

a fi'own settled

about his brows, and
he got up and
walked away from
her.

"I've got some-
thing I want to tell

you. Miss Anne," he
said, with gloom.
"Anne!" she in-

sisted, and followed
him.
"Anne, I mean,"

he amended. " It

—

it's something I've
been ashamed of
since I inel you."

5

the mantelpiece. It was eight minuter,
past eleven.
"Say, I'd better be moving along,"

he remarked ruefully, "or I'm going to
miss my boat."
"Oh, I wish 7,ou didn't have to go!"
"So do I. But I'll be right back in

a couple o' months for our wedding."
He left her soon afterwards, and re-

turned to his hotel to pack. He had
filled one suitoaso, and was placing a
framed photograpli of Anne on the top
of his .--hirts in a second one, when
there came a knock at the bed-room
door.
"Come in!" he called.

The door opened, but it was not the
page-boy with his bill who entered. It

was a tall young man in a light grey
suit, whose eyes were a curious sandy
brown and penetrating.
"Mr. James Cardew?" inquired the

stranger.
" Y03."
"I'm Inspector Brant, of the Coast-

line Steamship Companv."
"Glad to know you," said Jinr. "Sit

down !"

And he removed the second suitcaso
from a chair.

"Thank you." said Brant, and. seat
ing liimself, fished out an official-look-

ing sheet of blue paper. "Mr. Cardew,
you More a passenger on the s.s Alloa,
arriving here on the i9th of last month,
weren't vou ?''

"That's right."

"You remember a young man by the
name of Hugh Dixon, who committed
suicide on the night before the vessel

docked ?"

"I sure do," replied Jim wondor-
inglv. "Why?"

'rl'.e big sheet of paper was extended
in his direction.

"Is that the man?"
Jim studied the paper. It was

headed

:

"ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
REWARD "

Then ^^a. a picture whiih unmis-
t ikal)K \\a'~ of Hugh Dixon, and
leneath the pictuio wa" thi<- surprising
statement

' \\ ante d for Laic"n\ Embezzle-
ment and T'ljud —Hugh Dixon, alias

" I'll get you for this! " hissed
the swarthy bandit, as he

handed down the bag.

Jul\ 1th, 1931.
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Martin Carraway, alias Stoplicn Jatlc-
'

son, alias Flash Hugliie."

There were al.so details concerning
(lie wanted man's hoigjjt, weiglit, eolovu-

of his eyes and hair, and so forth.

"Is that tlie man?" insi-ted the watch-
ful inspector.

' Yes," said Jim slowly.

"I thought so. Well, I'm looking for

that bird."
'What do you mean? He—he's not

dead ?"

J?rant laughed scornfully.

"Listen," he said impressively. "That
fellow's committed suicide at least a

dozen times, and. he's teamed up with
a woman who's supposed to bo his

sister. Now, I don't want to be too

personal, my friend, but did you happen
to console that bereaved sister, or take

up the family mortgage? Did you?"
Jim turned away, holding the sheet of

paper as if to get more light from the

window with which to study the pic-

lure of Hugli Dixon. His visitor had
no idea of the blow he had administered,

the dream of happiness he had shat-

tered. Jim was slow of speech but
quick of thought, and he was thinking
more rapidly than usual.

"Why, no—no," he said at last. "I
didn't meet the sister."

"You're lucky ! Lots of them have !"

"Lots?" echoed Jim.
"Lots! For my own sake I was

rather hoping you liad met her, because
he's boiuid to come back to her, and
you might have led me in the right

direction. I've reason to believe she

is in San Francisco, but she changes her

luldress like a chameleon changes its

colour."

Inspector Brant departed, congratu-
lating Jim on the fact that he was re-

turning that same day to his mines in

tlie Western Sierras—a place where the

Hugh Dixons of the world would find it

liifficidt to ply their nefarious trade.

Jim dumped himself on the bed and
grappled with the situation for some
little time. So Anne was a crook—and
he loved her ! He had been hood-
winked—cheated ! He thought of the

nioney ho had given her, the gifts he
had lavished on her.

He began to chuckle mirthlessly. She
had certainly deceived him; but, after

a^l, he had deceived her, too, though
he would have told her the truth if she

had let him.
He unpacked the suitcases, dressed

with care, and set out for her flat.

" When Oreek Meets Oreek "

BY some freak of fate Hugh Dixon
had chosen that very morning to

walk back into Anne's life. Ho
arrived in a taxi, without luggage,
while Inspector Brant was talking about
him in the bed-room on the fifth floor of

the Iliunberstone Hotel.
.'\niie. who opened the cloor of her

flat to him, seemed none too pleased to

sec him; but ho greeted her effusively,

nnd walked into the sitting-room as

though he owned the place.

"VVi'll," he said cheerfully from the
hearthrug, "I've been dead just a
nionth and a week to-day ! That
makes the third time , I've died this

year. It sure was a lucky day when
wc teamed up on this brother and
sister act !" ."
"One of ilioso days perhaps you'll

stay,' df-ad," said 'Anne, "and I ni^ay

get la' little' peace. Jim Cardew is a
fine fellow."

,'VA he-man from the sage-brush, eh ?"

,;4.^.Ke(l Dixon.
"- '!" don't know about the sago-
^^'oHish,"' she retorted,, and -moved across
to-'vt'liltlo burean.'froJli- 'which fho' (o(5l«
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the bankbook Jim had given her that
morning.

"Hugh," she said, holding it out to

him, "I've been thinking. Wc might
split this, and with it our partnership
—for a time, anyway. It's hard work
playing on your heartstrings. I need a
rest."

Hugh Dixon took the book and
examined it. He tossed it back to her
with a scowl.
"You think of dropping me, and

playing this bird yourself?" he de-
manded angrily.

"Oh, don't be silly," she said. And
then, almost wistfully: 'You know,
for a while I thought I was really fall-

ing in love with that big boy. It

wouldn't be so hard to do, at that."
She dropped rather wearily on to

the chesterfield, and ho lit a cigarette
before he dealt with this unexpected
confession. Then he said fiercely :

"Look here, Anne, no nonsense!
This bird is full of money, and we're
going to take it from him—right?"
"We'll talk about that later," she

evaded. "There's plenty of time—he
won't be back for weeks. Run along,
Hugh, I'm tired."

He went, smoking his cigarette, smil-
ing maliciously back at her from the
door. And she flew to the window to
watch him leave the building.
A taxi had drawn up at the kerb as

he emerged into the sunlight, and
Anne, at the window, gasped. For it

was Jim who descended from the taxi.

Hugh vievi'ed his victim' with some
alann, and would have made off, but
Jim grabbed him by the arm.
"Dixon 1" he cried, as though in

amazement. "Why, you old son of a
gun, why—er—I thought you "

"Yes, I know," said Dixon glibly.

"I guess it's my fate to go on living.
You see, when I went overboard
that night I woke up being pulled
aboard a tramp .stoamer bound for
South America."

"But why didn't you let me know,
man?" demanded Jim, dissimulating.

"Well, I knew you'd told my sister,

and I really intended complcring the
job later. Guess' I lost my nerve."
"You don't know how glad I am t%

see you !" cried Jim, thumping him in

the back and holding him while he
paid the taxi-driver. "Come on—let's

go in ! I guess Anno has told you
about cur engagement?"

"Well, yes," admitted Hugh.
They made their way together up

the stairs to the flat, and Anne, with a
book in her hand, admitted them.
"Look who's hero!" exclaimed

Dixon.
"Jim, darling!" cried Anno. "So

you didn't go?"
"No, I missed my boat," Jim re-

plied. "And glad of it, too. I don't
think I could go back without you
now, Anne."

She seemed genuinely pleased to
hear that.

"f)h, you're a dear!" she declared,
and pulKxl him into the sitting-room
and sat beside him on the chesterfield.

"Weren't you surprised to see Hugh?"
"I shcTiild say I was," he drawled,

and looked up at the man who was
wanted for larceny, embezzlement and
fraud with a friendly smili'.

"You know," he said to him. "Anne
wanted to see how I worked the mines,
and now that I'v'e missed my boat I've
eonio back to tell hor she can come
along. You might eomo along, too,

Hiigti. v. .Maybe you're interested : in
gold mines'?" ,

• v ': ^.. '; .'i- •

"I'll say I- am," 'responded Dixon
qiiitc'eagfitlj^ ,.„ . . Ca - .

.'
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" Is there a town w hero we're
going?" asked Anne.
"Sure," nodded Jim. ' Skyfields

isn't much of a town, but it is one of
sorts. You see, I practically own the
place. Sort o' one-man town, you
might say."

"Don't tell me you're the mayor?"
breathed Anne.
"Yes, ma'am," chuckled Jim. "And

just wait till you meet my council-
men ! What do you say, both of you ?

To-morrow's boat 1"

"Suit me fine," declared Dixon with
enthusiasm.
"I shall just love it!" cried Anne.
They embarked next day upon the

steamship Paxton, belonging to the
Columbia line, for San Diego; and at
San Diego they boarded a train on
the Southern Pacific Railroad for

Ryolite, the nearest mining-town to
Skyfields, as Jim explained.

" It's right on the fringe of the Colo-
rado Desert," he said. "It's going to

be a real experience for you. We shall

just about niake Ryolite in time for

breakfast."

The Train from San Diego.

RY^OLITE was a typical mining-
town at the foot of the Sierras,
within a few miles of the great

desert—a town of frame buildings and
log cabins, in which men lived *more or

less at peace with their wives and chil-

dren, subject- to disturbances from
three rival gangs of bandits who occa-

sionally rode into its main street, bent
on amusement or pillage.

The centre of attraction for lihe

wilder spirits of the place, and for

those who rode into town, was the
Ryolite Bar, a long, low-built saloon
which boasted a dancing floor as well

as some sort of orchestra. And at

about the hour that the niglit mail left

San Diego on its long journey across

the Colorado Desert into Arizona the

swarthy and bearded Bill McBride,
leader of one bandit gang, was in close

converse with a mean-faced rascal

known as Winnipeg at one of the
tables. '

Winnipeg w-as leader of a gang that

operated largely in the region of Palm
Springs, and consequently was not a
rival of McBride in any true sense.

But McBride had invited Winnipeg to

join forces with him even as Beaver
had reported to Jim, and this meeting
was concerned with the fusion.

"I'm surprised," grunteil Winnipeg,
puffing at his foul pipe, "that Cardew
liasn't been hung ah'cady."

"It ain't too late for hangitig to

happen,'' responded McBride signifi-

cantly. "That's why I sent for you."
"I owe him. plenty," said Winnipeg.

"Thanks for lettin' me in on the frolic.

Coin' to string him up, eh?"
"Kinda thought you'd like it. You

and mc don't get in one another's way
—he gets in both your way and mine.
Been gallivantin' off to 'Frisco, but he's

duo back 'most any time now."
" Guess we'll get ready for him !"-

"Yeah, we "

McBride broke off abruptly as tho

door of the sa.loon was pushed open and
Beaver jimbled across to tho bar,

followed by eight other men in co-w'boy

clotlics. '. lie dug an elbow into Winni-
peg's ribs.

" Cardew must be comin' in to-night,"

he said in a hoarse whisper, "or they
wouldn't be here !"

He pushed back his chair and,' rising,

went over to the bar.
"You didn't expect to sec me here to-

night., did you?" he said menacingly to

Beaver, whose companions wore looking

at two dancing-girls.
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Beaver, in the act of ordering drinks,

awung round and blinked. McBride's
rig'ht liand. was on the butt of his six-

bhooter.
"Please, mister," he said quieth-, "I

don't know you."
"Well, maybe this will introduce us!"

snarled McBride, and the six-shooter

was in his hand, its barrel pointed
straight at Beaver's heart. "You ex-

pectin' anybod}' to-night?"

"You—you wouldn't shoot a i>oor little

fellow in the only stoniick he's got,

would you?" faltered Beaver in seeming
terror.

" You've got three seconds to answer
civil," snarled McBride. "One of 'em's
gone!"
Winnipeg leaned forward in his chair

and chuckled. The bar-tender ducked,
and the dancing-girls fled.

But Beaver was not by lany moans as
scared as he appeared. Covertly his

right hand had crept round to his

liolster, and covertly be had drawn his

gun. He fired it from the hip, not at

McBride, but at the big hanging lamp
which illuminated that end of the

saloon—and as he fired he dropiied on
all fours.

The lamp was extinguished amid a
shower of broken glass. Shots rang out

in all directions. But Beaver, crawling
under a table, whistled twice, then made
for the swing-door.
The eight men who had entered the

saloon with him crawled out behind him.
In the semi-darkness of the saloon

q;uns were still being tired as Beaver and
his men got to their feet in the compara-
tive safety of the moonlit roadway.

"Evervbody here?" inquired Beaver
softly.

"Yeah, we're all here," resiionded a
burly bearded fellow in a chequered
shirt named Alabam ; "but what's the

idea o' runnin" away from that outfit?

You know how I like funerals!"

"Son," admonished Beaver, "we're
men of peace ! Let's go !"

Their horses were tethered to a rail

outside the saloon. They mounted them
and rode out of town towards the desert.

Other men came tumbling out from the

saloon, but, finding

the horses gone, did

not pursue.
On the moonlit

alkali, far beyond the?

town, Beaver ha'*^-'

his followers.
^ ^^

"Listen!" he said
|

^''^•

"We'll get enough"
fighting before we'n
through witl
McBride. Come on
we've got a train ^o§
meet !"

Across the edge oiH-
the desert they rodi

for hours, with the

foothills of the mights
Sierras on their right

and the mystery of

night about them -^

They came to tin ^^.

built-up track of tin

Southern Pacifu
where it crossed this

Olid of the dry wasle,
and there they halted

In the distance a
whistle shrieked at

the night, uand a loug
train came rushiiif
and roaring towards
the waiting horsemen
Beaver unhitched
from his saddle-bow
a red lamp he hud
acquired in Ryolite
He lit and handed it
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to one of his men—a bearded fellow who
rejoiced in the nickname of Whiskey.
Whiskey dismounted and walked along

the track towards the approaching train,

swinging the lamp, while the others
clustered together on their horses,
waiting.
The driver of the night mail shut off

steam and applied liis brakes ; the long
train came creakingly to a standstill,

its bell clanging stridently. Beaver and
Alabam slid down from their saddles
and climbed up into the first coach.
"It ain't robbery. Mister Conductor,"

said Beaver pleasantly to the official

who would have barred their way. "We
just want to see a Mister C'ardew, that'.-^

a-ridin' on your train."

"But I don't know Mr. Cardew,''
snapped the conductor. "Besides, 1

can't have my pas.sengers disturbed

—

they're all asleep in their bunks."
"I wouldn't think of disturbin' no-

body !" declared Beaver at the top of

his voice. And with that he wont run-

ning along the corridor of the sleeping-

car, while Alabam stood truculently in

the conductor's path.

"This way, Beaver!" boomed a voice.

"What's the trouble?" And in the
dimly-lighted corridor between the cur-

tained bunks Jim's head appeared.
" Better get off here, Jim." urged

Beaver. "Tell you more about it later."

"Right! " said Jim and. in his shirt

and trousers, moved further along the
corridor.

"We're getting ofT here. Anne!" he
shouted. "Hurry, please!"

"All right, Jim, darling." responded
the voice of Anne from behind a cur-

tain. "I'm nearly dressed."
"Did she say 'darlin'?" inquired

Beaver delightedly.

Hugh Dixon clambered out from a

bunk, half-dressed and yawning.

"What's the matter, Jim?'' he in-

quired nervously. "Train held up?"
Naw, you ain't hold up," laughed

Beaver.

"Get the grips," said Jim. "It's all

right, Hu'gh—we're getting oft here.

Put on your coat !"

In a very few minutes Anne and
Dixon, fully dressed, stood beside Jim,
who marched them off to the steps at tho
end of the coach. Beaver had collected

the luggage from a startled negro
attendant, and they all descended to the
track.

Tho conductor had said everything he
could think of by way of complaint.
Tlie horsemen who had surrounded tho
massive engine put away their guns,
and the tram moved noisily off into the
night. .Jim stepped aside with Beaver,
while Anne and Dixon stared blankly
about them.

"Kinda looks like McBride meant
what he said," confided Beaver. " He's
been meetin' all the trains at Ryolite,
and swearin' he was goin' to string you
up. I got your wire, aiKi I thought,
on account o' tho lady, you'd sooner see
McBride later."

"You're right, Beaver," approved
.Jim. "Y'ou'vo brought horses, I see.

Let's mount 'etn up, and go."
Meanwhile :

"What do you think this means?"
asked Anne nervously of Dixon.

"I'm wondering," was the reply.
.Jim whistled shrilly, and his own big

white horse. Silver, came trotting up Ut

him. Beaver led two other horses over
to Anno and Dixon.

"We're ridin', miss," he said. "Did
you ever paddle a horse canoe?"
"I learned to ride at college," replied

the girl. "How far is Skyfields from,
here. Mr.-^er "

"Beaver's the name, ma'am—and it'n

forty miles."

"Forty miles?" gasped Anne. "I
thought there was a railroad running
through the town?"
"Why, no, ma'am," said Boavor

cheerfully; "you see, they ran out of

railroads just before they got to it.

Right this way. miss. Get aboard, son—
we're travellin' !''

"Don't call me ' son ' I" snapped
Dixon.
W hen they were all in the S(addle.

\ set off acro.ss tho desert, .Jim riding
ide Anne. Beaver beside Dixon, and

th<' rest of the party bringing up tho
re ir

The parson was sitting

at a table with Jim ;

they had just finished a

meal. She poured a cup
of coffee for him then
held one out to Jim.
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Robbing the Robbers !

WHEN dawn broke, the travellers
liad reached tiie foothills to the
south, where patchy grassland

mingled with rock. But tlic sun was
up before they oanic in sight of any
human habitation.
Dixon had been complaining at

intervals throughout the long ride; now
he stared at a cluster of tumbledown
buildings in a dip, and his jaw dropped.
Broken walls, paneless windows, and a.

general air of neglect enabled him to

guess that before him was a "ghost
city "—a mining town created in the
days of some gold rush, and abandoned
1o its fate by those who had dug for
gold and found nothing.

They swept down a sandy slope into
what had once been a main street, and
Anne looked about her wide-eyed. They
came to a galleried building on the far
side of the ghost city—a building in a
better state of preservation than most of

the others. Over its main entrance was
the mocking sign: "'Skyfields Hotel,

• Casino & Saloon."
Jim slid from the white horse and

fiung out his arms.
"Welcome to Skyfields!" ho cried

ii'onicaHy. "Sorry 1 haven't got a key
to ofler you, but the town is wide open.
We're mighty i^roud to have such fine

company '.''

The men di.^mounted and streamed
into the building, after hitching their

iiorscs to a long rail. Dixon and Anne
climbed wearily down from their

saddles. Jim pointed to the open door-
way significantly.

"Here we are," he said, "and if you
get dissatisfied, you're wchcomo to go
any old time. But, rcnicmber, there's
forty miles of desert between here and
tlie next drop of water !"

Anne resisted a temptation to burst
Into tears, and followed him into a
typical miners' saloon. A cracked mirror
liung awry on one of the walls; but
there were plenty of chairs, tables, and
forms, and there was a long bar. Jim
ley the way to a staii'case, mounted to
a landing, and flung open a door.
"Your room," he said curtly to Anno.

And then, to Dixon: "That's yours
down there. Guess you'd like some
sleep before you have a meal."

Dixon, with a shrug of his shoulders,
made for the indicated room. He was
ilead tired and thoroughly dispirited.
Anne passed in at the open tloor of her
room and closed it behind her. She
looked out of an uncurtained window
across miles and miles of desert and
sandy hills: she gazed down at broken
walls and roofs.

As she turned away from the window
she caught sight of a poster -pinned to

one of the walls of her room. She
studied it with horror. It intimated
that a reward of five thousand dollars
was offered for the capture of the
notorious bandit, Jim Cardcw, dead or
alive !

She l)urst into a peal of hysterical
laughter, which echoed tlirough the
building. Jim, who had gone off to
change into his western clothes, tapped
on her door and opened it. Derisively
she jerked her head at the poster.
"The big uiinc-owiu^r !" she shrilled.

"Mayor of the town 1" Sobs mingled
with her laughter. "Just a common
crook!" she screamed. "You've got a
nerve, bringing mc here!"
"A man needs plenty of nerve to deal

with a woman like you," ho said sternly.

"We're both crooks, but here's the
difTcrcnco between us : when you go
after something, the only thing you risk
is a few of vour rotten kisses ! Oh, I
JuJy 4tli, 1931.
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know all about you and your precious
brother !

-

"My kisses weren't so rotten while
they lasted, were they'r" she flung at
him. "Listen, here's the difference be-

tween us: I'm. smart enough to outwit
your kind, while you're too dull-witted
to get anything except with a gun."
With a sudden movement he grabbed

her in his arms and kissed her fiercely.

"I didn't need a gvm to get that!"
he said with a laugh; and turned his

back on her contemptuously. She
snatched up a hair-brush and flung it

after him; but it struck the wall above
the door, and he laughed again as he
went out and shut the door behind him.
Down in the saloon the men were

gulping hot coffee, which a plump and
elderly woman had prepared for them ;

they called her "Princess." She beamed
at Jim as he descended, and set a
steaming tin cup before him. as he
dropped into a chair at one of the tables.

Ten minutes later he and his men were
in the saddle again, riding out into the
desert. Jim had decided to meet
McBride. The day was very young as

yet, and the opportunity seemed too

good to be missed.

The bandit's hide-away was some-
wlici'e in the foothills between Ryolite
and Nogales and, having failed to find

his enemy, McBride would doubtless be
returning to it by now—and probably
not empty-handed. There was a State
Bank in Ryolite, and McBride had an
affection for State Banks—as a general
rule he blow their safes up with dyna-
mite for his own profit I

Jim knew his man well, and judged
him rightly. McBride and his gang had
broken into the Ryolite State Biink just

before dawn that morning, and were
riding out of the town wdth their loot

a while before Jim and his followers set

out from Skyfields.

Jim made for the foothills, and from
the cover afforded by them he watched
the enemy's approach. Imagining him
to be hundreds of miles away in San
Francisco, they rode quite openly across
the sage-brush and the sand.
They pau.sed beneath a mass of rocks

to scan the landscape before turning into

a gap that led up to their retreat.

AH clear," chuckled McBride. "And,
as the old saying goes, ' the goose hangs
high.'

"

"You*d make a pretty cooked goose.
Bill," commented one of his men.
"Shut your head!" snapped McBride

angrily. "Let's ride!"
".Just a minute, boys," boomed a

voice from behind a rock. "Stick 'em
up !"

The hands of all the members of the
gang went vip automatically, and Jim
stepped calmly out from his hiding-
place, a six-shooter in each hand, and a
broad grin on, his lips.

"Well, if it isn't my old pal,

McBride!" he said facetiously. "How
are you?"
"Thought I warned you to slay o\it of

these parts, Cardcw!" snarled the dis-

comfited bandit.
"So you did!" nodded Jim. "Get

the guns, Beaver !"

Beaver, Alabam and the rest came
streaming down from the rocks. With
th.o celerity of an expert, Beaver re-

lieved McBride and his followers of

their weapons. Then Jim thrust away
his own guns and calmly held out his

hands for a big canvas bag attached to

McBride's saddle-bow.
"I'll get you for this!" hissed the

swarthy bandit as he handed down the
bag.
"Yoah?" drawled .Tim. "Which is it

this time

—

a threat or a promise? From
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now on, this part of the country is my
diggins. Savvy? Now drift

!"

McBride turned his horse towards the
gap in the rocks, and his men followed
him. Jim tossed the heavy bag to
Beaver, and whistled his Ijorse.

"Split that with the boys," lie

directed. " Anything that coyote touches
is just poison to me !"

"It's as good as split," rejoiced
Beaver.

Sunday Night.

BY the time Jim and his men got back
to Skyfields, the Indian •'Princess

'

had prepared a meal for them.
Jim sat down with Beaver at a table

near the swing-doors, the bag of money
between them. It appeared, from the
squaw's report, that Anne and Dixon
had slept away most of the morning,
and had then demanded food to bo
served in their own rooms.
The men were drinking coffee, when

the swing-doors were pushed open, and
a tiny bare-headed man walked into the
saloon. lie was wearing patched
trousers and a coloured shirt, and he
had a mane of white hair and a bushy
white beard. There was something
venerable about his face, and he had
the blue eyes of a fanatic.

"Hullo, parson!" greeted Jim.
"Back again," said the. little man.

"without any bullet-holes in your hide."
Beaver, who always felt uncomfortable

in the presence of this remarkable
minister, who had come to Skyfields
during the dead and gone gold rush, and
had remained ever since to preach the
gospel in a tumble-down church—often
wit'n no congregation at all—rose and
picked up the stolen bag.

"Think I'd better attend to that busi-
ness with the boys, Jim," he said, and
went out, calling the men after hirii.

"Cup of coffee, parson?" suggested
Jim, and reached over to a big metal
pot and filled a cup. The little man sat

beside him and drank.
"God's been good to you, Jim," ho.

said, "in spite of your cussedness. You
lead a miserable life, my son, always in

hiding from j-our fellow-men."
"How long have you been here, par-

son?" inquired Jim evasively.
"Forty years preaching the Word."
"Forty years is a long time—especially

all alone in a place like this, most of it.

I like you, parson ! Guess I'll turn in

for a bit of sleep now."
His men, presumably, followed his

example; the afternoon wore somnolently
away, even the princess dozing on a
chair in the kitchen.
But after the lamps in the saloon had

been lighted the men came trooping into
it and lounged there.

Alabam had brought his guitar with
him, and presently he began to pluck
the strings and sing the famous cowboy
song, ".Red River '\'^alley." The others
chimed. in at the top of their voices, and
Jim looked on with amusement for a
while, then mounted the stairs and
knocked at Anne's door.
Hugh Dixon, who had wandered down

into the saloon to see what all the noise
was alx)ut, looked after him with a
scowl, then went to the bar. Alabam
was perched on a stool with his instru

ment, and a guu projected teniptincl>

from his holster.

Dixon drew nearer, brushed again.^t

the player, and quietly annexed the
weapon. He slipped it into one of his

trouser pockets and slipped back to the
stairs.

Amie had refu.sed to admit Jim in

response to his demand, but he turned
the handle and strode into the room.

"Well,"' he taunted, "I'm in!"
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She was fully dressed in a grey frock

that became her, and she was standing

just inside the door, with her hands on
her hips.

"You're even lower than I thought!"
she said with intent to hurt. And then
abruptly she smiled, for Dixon was
standing behind Jim with Alabam's six-

shooter in his hand.
"Put up j-our hands, Caitlew!" he

rasped.
vJim raised his hands and looked at

Anne with a curious expression in his

grey eyes as these words of the song
floated up the staircase

:

"I've been waiting a long time, my
darling, for those sweet words

"

He turne<l slowly and faced the gun.

"I'd like to kill you now," said

Dixon, " but we're leaving here—and
you're taking us!"
Jim looked over the speaker's shoulder

out into the deserted passage.
"It's all right, Beaver," he said.

Dixon turned his head, just as Jim
had expected him to do, and in that

second the gun was wrested fi'om his

hand and a fist came up, caught him on
the point of the jaw with a i-osounding

thud, and sent him flat on his back, half

vmconscious.
With a quiet grin Jim stowed the gun

in a jjocket, then picked Anne up in his

arms and carried lier out to the stairs.

"I only came up to invite you to our
little party," he told her calmly, and
strode down the stairs with her into the

saloon.
The singing stopped dead; the men

stared.

"Strike up a time, Alabam," directed

Jim, and deposited Anne on her feet.

"Make it a dance," he added.
Alabam obediently plucked the strings

of his guitar, and Jim took Anne in his

arms and began to move about the floor

with her. Hugh, nursing his aching
jaw, crept down the stairs and stood
gloomily in a doorway, watching them.
And then, abruptly, a cracked bell

began to ring, somewhere on the out-

skirts of the ghost cit}-—the cracked bell

of the dilapidated little church.
Jim stopped short, and motioned to

Alabam to cease playing.

"It's Sunday night,'" he said solemnly.
"I forgot! Come on, everybody!'' And
he marched Anne to the swing doors.
The others followed—all save Dixon.

But Beaver went back for him.
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"Come on!" he barked menacingly.
"Everybody goes to church here!" And
he grabbed the reluctant crook by the

arm and pulled him out.

In a straggling procession the whole
party moved across the sandy ground
to the isolated wooden church ; and there

was the parson, standing on the top step

with a Bible in his hand, waiting for

them.

"Good evening, par.son," said Jim.
"Meet a new member of our congrega-
tion."

"Glad to have you with us this

evening, sister," said the little man,
shaking hands with Anne.

"Shake hands with the parson, son,''

commanded Beaver, pushing Dixon for-

ward, and Dixon reluctantly held out his

hand.

A remarkable congregation; but then
everything was remarkable about Sky-
fields. The men made their way to long
forms in the body of the building, and
Jim sat beside Anne on the left, while
Beaver pulled Dixon down beside him
on the right.

The parson mounted to a roughly
fashioned pulpit, after he. had distributed

hymn-books.
"I want you all to join me in singing

the giand old hymn, ' There's a Great
Day Coming,' " he said. "Page 167

—

one, six, seven."
Evidently these bandits knew the

hymn quite well, for they sang with
gusto. A prayer followed, with everyone
on their knees; and then came a Scrip-

ture lesson, taken from a number of pas-

sages from the Old Testament prophet.s.

Arme sat amazed; Dixon could hardly
believe his ears; for this tiny parson,
with his fervid manner, hurle<l at his

listeners denunciations such as these:
"

' My house shall be called of all

nations the house of prayer, but ye have
made of it a den of thieves. . . My face

will I turn also from them. And they
shall pollute my secret place—for the
robbers shall enter and defile it. And if

ye will not be formed, I will bring a
sword upon you.' "

After it was all over they trooped
back again to the saloon, quiet, subdue^l.

Next day they might embark upon some
fresh robbery, but to-night they had
the manner of law-abiding, Godfearing
people.

9

In the Desert.

IN the weeks that followed there were
many mysterious comings and goings
on the part of Jim and his gang, but

always two men were left behind to

guard Anne and Dixon, both of whom
were set to menial tasks. Anne was
made to fetch and carry and help the
princess in the kitchen; Dixon was com-
pelled to do all manner of odd jobs for

which he had no liking.

"I'm getting to look more liko you
every day," Anne said bitterly to the
sqtiaw one morning, as she picked up a
loaded tray.

"Onah!" retorted the princess in her
own language, and then curtly: "They
are waiting!"

Anne Went out into the saloon to .serve

Jim and his followers with coffee.

The parson was sitting at a tabic with

Jim; they had just finished a meal. She
poured a cup of coffee for him, then
held one out to Jim.
"This coffee's cold and weak," he

complained, after he had sipped at it.

" Well, why don't you keep some wootJ

in the kitchen?" she retorted angrily.

"Or perhaps you'd like to have me do
that, too?"
Dixon looked apprehensive.
"Where am I to get any more wood ?"

he growled. "I can't grow it!"

"'There are plenty of broken-down
owbins in the place," snapped Jim.
Anne went back to the kitchen to

make fresh coffee, but she was sitting

at the big table with her faje in hei'

hands when Dixon came in at the back
door with an armful of wood, which he
threw viciou.sly on the floor, and pro-

ceeded to re-light the fire. The princess

was out in the saloon, gathering up the

used plates.

"I wish T were dead!" exclaimed
Anne tragically. "I'd mther die a
thousand time.9 than stay here another
day."
"We're not going to stay here an-

other day." declared Dixon in a low
voice, feeding flaring paper with broken
wood. "Listen, Anne,, we've only got
one chance. The hoises are guarded
night and day. We've got to walk it

—

are you game ?"

She rose land went over to him.
"I'm game enough," she said eagerly.

"When?"
"To-night."

His finger was on the trigger

when Alabam saw him stand-*

ing there, and fired. '
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While the fire binned and a huge Icettle

boiled, he arranged the details with her,

breaking off every now and then, as the

Indian woman bustled in and out of t-hc

lutohen.
The reet of the day passed deprcssingly

for them both, but they were eager for

the night, neither of tlicm realising what
forty miles of desert mean to those who
would cover them on foot.

At eleven o'clock they crept out from
lhoir respective rooms, and like shadows
flitted down the stairs.

Dixon drew the bolts of the back door,

and they went out into the moonlight,

keeping" in the shadows of the tumble-

<lown buildings till they were well away
from the saloon. Then they ran out

across the sage-brush into the sand—ran

as though pursued, though no one pur-

sued them.

But the sand soon wearied them of

.miming, eo that hand-in-hand they

••v)alk(>d; walked resolutely towards the

undulating line where sand and sky

deemed to meet.
For hours they walked, and a chill

'i'liir grew- into a little wind that blew

trhe diLst against their faces. Thirst

began to assail them both, and walking

Ijecame an agony.

Anne stopped shdrl at last, holding

out her hands to her companion, and he
unscrewed a water-bottle he had brought
(vith him, slung about his shoulders, and

Ktie.took it and drank greedily.

f'No more," he said thickly, and
snatched away the flask and put it to his

ijvfi} lips.,

.They walked on again—on and on and
vin. And dawn crept up over the desert

"before they had covered twenty miles.

Anne's walk had become almost a

i Otter when a bleached skeleton stared

}up at them. Anne stumbled over it,

'sc.reanied, dragged her aching limbs away
Irom it in fear, and fell flat on her face.

"Anne! Anne!" cried Dixon, kneel-

ing beside her. "Anne! We've got to

go on ! Amie !"

He dragged her to her feet, and they

covered another agonising mile before

she fell again—this time 60 exhausted

that ho could not raise her, because her

limbs refused to function. He unshing

-the water-lx)ttlo, unscrewed it, lifted her

head, and held the rim of the bottle to

her lips. But she could not drink—she

was unconscious

!

He lowered her head to the sand again

and looked wildly about him.
Nothing but sand and scrub, with here

and there a dune, and here and there

a cactus! He replaced the cap of the

bottle, slung the bottle once more about
his shoulders and got stiffly to his feet.

Then, without another glance at her still

form, he plodded on, climbed a sand-hill,

and disappeared from Sight.

The sun had been up for over three

hours when Jim, searching the desert

for the fugitives, came upon her. Reaver
and the oihers had gone off in different

directions. He sprar;g down from
Silver's broad back and knelt beside her.

"Aime! Anne!" ho whispered in her
ear and hugged her close.

His vengeance had turned to ashes; he
knew now how much he loved her. He
kissed her dry !ip.s, then laid her gently

down and went back to his horse. A
water-bottle hung from • the saddle-bow.

He unfastened il, soaked a handkeifhief,

and returned to her.

He, laved her face with wafer; he
poured water into cupped hands aiul

dripped it between her lips. And at

last she opened her eye^ and looked up
into his face.

"Wliy—take— so miicli—trouble," she

faltered wonderinglv, "if—j'on—hate me
»o?"
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"I don't hate you, Anne," he said
brokenly and pre>sed her wet cheek
against his. "I love you!"
She sighed and closed her eyes again,

and then he lifted her up and carried
her to the horse, and presently he went
riding back to Skyfields, holding her in

his arms.

Some hours later, Dixon, rlmost at his

last gasp, reached the region of rocky
foot-hiils where McBrido and his gang
had their fastness. The solitary figure

had been seen long before he reached
the rocks, and some of McBride's men
were waiting for him.
They gave him water, his own bottle

being empty, and they half-dragged, half-

carried him into the bandit's presence.

Winnipeg and McBride had joined

forces for a determined attack upon Jim,
and Winnipeg was with McBride when
the drooping Dixon was brought into

the camp.
"What are you doin' in these hills?"

demanded McBride without a trace of

sympathy in his voice for the exhausted
condition of the captive.

"Why, I—I was going in search of

officers," stammered Dixon.
"Yeah?" drawled the bearded Winni-

peg. "And then what?"
"My—my sister and I were kidnapped,

and held for ransom."
"Is that so?" quoth McBride with

sudden interest. "Well, we're the

officers you're looking for, young fellow.

Rangers we are. Talk free and easy."

And he winked prodigiously at Winni-
peg.

"Well," lied Dixon, "we were driving
through your counti-y here. Wo were
overtaken and captured. Cardew and his

men were on us before we knew it."

"Cardew?" exclaimed Winnipeg.
"Did you say Cardew?"
"Yes, Jim Cardew," said Dixon

venomously. "You know him?"
"It's him we're trailin', son," declared

McBride. "We know he lurks around
these parts, but not exactly where.
Know his hideaway?"
"Back there," said Dixon, jerking his

thumb. "A deserted town."

McBride and Winnipeg exchanged
glances.

"Can you ride?" demanded Winni-
peg. "You can? Well, after you've

rested a bit, and had some grub, you can
show us the way. There's more than one
deserted town on the desert."

' - The Way of Salvation.

IT was high noon when one of Jim's
men came rushing into the saloon

at Skyfields with the news that fully

a score of honsemen were galloping to-

wards tlic town.
"It's McBride," decided Jim. "Get

the men set right away, Beaver. Anne !"

Anne was up in her room, resting on
her bed. He darted up the stairs to

her.

"What is it?" she asked nervously,

springing in alarm from the bed.

"There's going to be a scrap." he told

her. "It'll be pretty serious, Anne, but

no matter what happens, don't leave this

room—and stay away from that

window !"

Ho .shut her in and raced down to the
bar. Beaver liad got all the men there
together, and their guns were in their

hands.

"You all loadod, boys?" he inquired.
"Right ! Let's go '."

Thi\v went out into tho sunlight, and
stood ready before tiie building, but
Jim darted liack to the staircase and
appear«!d on tho balcon.v above their

heads. McBrivIo and Winnipeg and
their united gangs had reached the far
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side of the town, and wore firing as
they came to intimidate the besieged.
"Get inside," yelled Jim, "and guard

the windows and the doors ! There are
more than a score of 'em !"

His men divod obediently into the
building. .Jim, from the balcony, saw,
to his alarm, that the little parson was
standing on the steps of his chui-ch. Ho
howled a warning, but the parson did
not budge.
Down what had once been a street

swept the invadci-s, and with them was
Dixon. Jim fired at one of the fore-
most figures, whom he recognised as
McBride, and McBride rolled from iiis

saddle.

Shots answered his shot. Bullets
whizzed past his head. He climbed in

at the nearest window and took cover.
From windows and doors downstairs

guns spoke and .spat. The horsemen
swept by, firing as they passed, then
turned about and rode again.
Men fell from their horses and lay

still. Winnipeg, taking command,
directed tho oper.ifions of the remain-
ing invaders, leading them away to
cover, whore they tlisuiountod, to return
to tho attack more cautiously on foot.

Aii arm came up over a windowsill,
a shot rang outi and B^.aver fell in a
huddled heap.
Like a panther, Jim sprang to the

window, firing right and left. Ho had
tho satisfaction of seeing live men bite

the dust, then ran back to his fallen

henchman, who had crawled to a wall.

He tied a haiidkcrchief about a woundi'd
forehead, but Beaver was mortally
hurt, and foil forward against i.;.is

knee, dead.
From all sides the besieged were,

attacked, but tho attackers had
dwindled considerably in numbers. M'in-
nipog had gone down with a bullet in

his heart ; the score or more of ruffians

otitside bad become little more than a
mere hjilf-dozen.

Jim. greatly daring, pushed a wrecked
polyphou before him towards the swing
doors, and he and Alabani, using tho
tall mahoganv case of the instrument
for cover, picked off several of tliose

who were lurking outside the white
walls of the building.
Alabam, returning from a tour of

inspection, cried out

:

"There's only three of us left—you
and nie and Bill

!"

"Let's pour it info 'em!" shouted
Jim. "They're down to half a dozen'"
At that moment Dixon, with a gun in

his hand, can.o stealing into tho saloon
from the kitchen. He iiad borrowed tho
gun, but hitherto had kept well out of
the way. Now. judging the time to be
ripe, ho had crept into the building from
the rear, in the hope of catching Jim
unawares.
Jim's back was towards him—an easy

mark. His finger was on the trigger
when Alabam saw him standing there
and llrcd.

Si;nultaneously the shots rang out,
and Jim fell forward against the poly-
phou and rolled tlicnce to the floor,

while Dixon flung up his Iiands and
crashed down on his face, to trouble
this world no more.
"Are you hit bad, Jim?" asked

.'Mabam anxioiislv. going down on his

knees beside his fallen leader wliile t

final fusillade rang out. and the inau
Bill at the window collapsed.

"Not—too—bad." gasped Jim, and
he dragged himself up, picked up h'.'.

fallen gun,- and clung to the polyplion.

"Run for it, .Mab.tm," i.rpcd Jim.
"I've got it in tho log, but you may
bo able to got awav."
Alabam wont reluctantly, but as he

(Continaed on page 28.)
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A gripping drama of life in a prison and how a youngster committed for an impetuous
act, lives a life of misery and hardship for six long years before winning his parole.*
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The Jute Mil

CEASELESSLY tho awful noise went
on. and on—and on ! Gears
crashed together, pulley-rods

whined in their bearings, and the teas-

ing looms chattered with the nerve-rack-

ing hammering of metal upon metal.

It was the jute mill of San Quentin
prison.

Men lived in that terrible racket—yes.

and died in it, too. Some had been
there only a short time—five years or so

—and some had been there all their

lives. Day in, day out. they spent
their existences in the mill, becoming less

Hike human beings and more like brute
beasts as time rolled slowly by.

It was in these mills that Robert
Graham worked. The cixish of the
machinery had been breaking his nerve
for full six years, until the once pro-

gressive and nmbitioHs broker's clerk

was little more than a wreck.

At the end of the sixth year, he was
in a pitiable state. His eyes were
dull and hopeless, his shoulders drooped,
and his hands, roughened and cut by
the sharp jute strand^ that passed on
their way to the rope-making machines,
moved mechanically. He had ceased
to be a man. He was a machine,
like those monsters of shrieking metal
around him.
The breaking point had to come, and

it came with remarkable swiftness.

He was standing at the imput end
of the rope-maker one day, his fingers
running along the unending strands
feeling for crimps. He had been there,
in just that same position, since break-
fast time—three hours ago.
On and on went that eternal jute

strip, but he was hardly conscious of
it. A sudden hannnering had started
in his brain. It was loud and insistent,

drowning the noise of the machinery.

He paid no attention to it, thinking
that some new horror of noise had been
introduced into the mill. Yet he was
conscious of a tightening of his muscles
and a tingling of his nerve-ends.
Then, without warning, he let out a

cry, and flung himself full at the jute
strip—fighting it. clawing at those
tough strands as though they wore
an enemy who.se throat he wanted to
reach. He was gibbering like a maniac.

Another convict stand 11
ing close by hoard hisi'

shout und turned.
"Gosh!" he screamed.

"Help me, somebo(*y !" and leapt

forward.
His hands closed on the unfortunate

Robert Graham just as he was being

dragged slowly into 'the intake of the

machine. He fixed his fingers in the

unfortunate man's clothing and dragged
him clear.

Robert Graham fought like a mad-
man, the last vestiges of his self-control

gone. He bit and swore and kidked.

The convict who had saved him tried

to calm him down.
"Easy now, big boy," he said between

laboured breaths. '"You'll do some
damage in a minute."
Graham did not reply. He merely

fought all the harder. There was only

one thing left for the convict to do, and
he did it. He swung his fist back, and
sent it crashing home to the side of

Graham's head.
Graham stiffened, a streak of blood

coming from his mouth. He started

backwards, his eyes wide with hate.

then, with another awful cry that echoed
and re-echoed acro.ss the mill, he sluinped

forward, and pitched clean on to his

face.

The convict who had hit him stepped
clear.

"Poor devil!" he said in a low voice

to someone standing near. "This place
had to get him. It gets them all in the
end."
"Quiet!" said a voice. "The screws!"

Another Job.

TWO of the prison warders came up,
and discovered what was the
matter. They asked no questions

and made no fuss; they were too familiar
with happenings like this.

"Pick him up, two of you," said
one of them. "Take him over to Iho
hospital."
The convicts obeyed.
When Graham came to his senses, ho

found him.self lying on a couch in the
medical officer's surgery. He opened his
eyes and stared round liim wildly, sus-

picious of the unusual peace and quiet-

ness that pervaded the room.

Ho found him.self staring up into tho
grey eyes of the medical officer himself.
The doctor was stroking his beard
thoughtfully, a grave expression on liis

face.

"Well, young fellow, how do you
feel?" he asked.
Graham went on staring, hardly com-

prehending what was being said to liim.

Then he .started to think coherently.
"I'm all right," he replied tonelessly.

"Sit up, and let me look."

Graham obeyed, and the doctor ex-

amined under the lids of his eyes. Ho
sounded the convict's heart, and laid a
gentle hand on the quivering body.
"Come over here and sit under tho

light," he said. Then, when Graham
obeyed : "Try to look up with your eyes
open."
Graham tried, and uttered an ex-

clamation of pain as the glare from
the overhead lamp smote upon his sen-

sitive optic nerve.
The doctor nodded thoughtfully.
"You're in a bad state," he said

quietly. "Where do you work? In
the jute mills?"
Graham nodded.
"I thought .so." He beckoned to tho

warder standing close by. "Take this
I man back to his cell. lie is to be re-'
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li«ve<l of duly for the day. I'll sec the
warden at once, wnd obtain an order
fcr a change of occupation."
"Very good, sir," replied the warder,

and went out, ta'king Graham with him.
The medical officer made a few notes

en a pad lying on liis desk, then left

bis surgery and made his way to the
warden's office. lie knocked at the
rfioor and entered.
The warden was seated in an arm-

chair on the otlier side of the office, a
towel round his neck. His face was
lathered, and standing over him was
one of the convicts, a keen razor in

his hand.
"Who's that?" the warden snapped.
"Me—Dr. Rinewulf."
"Come right in, doc," replied the

w^irden. "Sit yourself down some-
where. I'll be through in a minute."
He looked lip at the convict standing
over him. ' Got on with it," he said
talmly.

T)ic convict bent over him and started
the shaving. The warden felt the* steady
»iwcep of the razor over his face, and
nodded appreciatively.
"You've handled a razor before," he

remarked. "You do it darned well,

loo. How long are you in for?"
': " Life," was the short reply.

;j "That's tough," said the warden.
'.'What for

?"

^"Slitting a guy's throat," said the
tk)nviet, starting to shave under the
warden's chin.

"The warden laughed.
: . "Well, don't slit mine," he said easily.

"It'll' only make more work for the
doctor there."
The convict finished his work, and

departed. The warden wiped his face,

and crossed the room to where the
doctor was sitting. He looked with
amusement at the doctor's face, which
Was bathed heavily in sweat.
"Hot?" he asked.
The doctor mopped his forehead.
"You're a cool one, Brady," he said.

"That man might have slit you fi'om

rar to ear, yet you never so much as

liirned a hair."
Brady grinned hugely, shaking his

head.
"Not him," he said. "Those trusties

arc all right. They know wliat's best

for them," Hi.? grin broadened. "When
I tell you that 1 think I recognise the
man, and that it was mo who sent him
Jiore when I was district attorney, you'll

see that he's as safe as a railway." He
slipped into his jacket, that had been
hanging on the back of a chair, and sat

down at his dc>ik. " Well, doc., what's
bothering you?"
The doctor cleared his throat.

"I have just been examining a young
rnan \\ho collapsed in the jute mill, and
] would rather like you to take a look at

him,'' he said. "He's a good lypc of

fellow, and I think he has possibi!i:;'!es,

but the mill is dragging him down.
Wjll you sec him?"
Warden Brady looked at the doctor

admiringly.
"What 1 like about you, doc, is the

interest you take in the men in you-
(hargo," he said i)loasantly. " Ye<, I'll

.see him. Have hini sent up."
"Thanks so much," said the doctor;

"I will. My idea is that he needs a
(hango of occupation—.something out of

<loors, if you know what I moan."
"O.K. I'll do my best. Shoot him

;ilong."

The doctor wont away, and in about
lialf an hour the captain of the guard
appeared in the doorway. His name
was Gleason, and he had a hard, merci-
less look' in .his eyes that made liir|i

TiaFcd by eVcry ibnvict in the pi-i.son.

"No. 159 to .sete "yon," ho .said in a
voice ' that was cold and relentless.
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"Doctoi Rincnulf said you were inter-

viewing him."
Brady, .^till seated at his desk, looked

up from liis papers.
"Bring him in," he said. "And

when he's here, get out. Til speak to
him alone."
Gloason hesitated and withdrew. He

never liked the idea of the warden
seeing men alone. They might start
trouble—Or worse, they might make
complaints against Glcason concerning
some of his unreported brutalities.

Convict No. 159 was shown in. Warden
Brady looked him over, and decided
that he rather liiked this young-looking
prisoner with the clean-cut face and the
tall bearing. Even prison life had not
spoilt him entirely. He was clean all

through.
Brady wont to his card-index cabinet,

and produced No. 159's record. He
took it to his desk and sat down.
"Your name is Robert Graham?" he

said. '

"Yes."
"In for manslaughter—fourteen years.

H'm !

' Brady's eyes flickered over the
man before him thoughtfully. "I seem
to remember you. Let me think, now.
Oh, yes, I remember. It was I who put
you hero, wasn't it?"
"Yes."

_

"Got mixed up in a quarrel in a cafe.

Some guy insulted the girl you were
with, and you crowned him with a
bottle. Manslaughter proven." Brady
shrugged his shoulders. "Well, son,

you had it coming to you. If anyone'd
insulted my girl, I'd have done the same
thing, I expect; then I'd have been
where you are now. That's how things
are in life." His eyes came to rest

on Graham's face. "The doc's seen
you, and says vou can't stand the jute
mill. Is that right?"
"Yes," said Graham in the same dull

voice. "I hate it."

"So do they all, but some are tougher
than others," replied Brady evenly.
"W^cll. Graham, you look the sort of

guy that deserves a change. You've
kept out of trouble, and that's more
than most of them can do. Can you
drive a car?"
"Yes." The tone was a little more

cheerful—a little more certain. As
Brady had found in the past, humanity
pays.
"Got any grudge against me for put-

ting vou here?"
"No."
"All right. You are relieved of all

duty for five days, and will report to

the doc. for hospital treatment. When
you're better, j'ou'll come back hero and
be my chauffeur. All right?"
For the first time for year?, Graham's

eyes began to glow. The end of the

juto mill had come, and he was to have
a decent occupation.
"Thank you. sir," he began fervently.

Brady snorted in annoyance.
"If you say that again, I'll put you

back in the mill," he said roughly.

"No man has to thank me. There's no
obligation on either side. You have
a job to do, and you'll do it properly.

I also have a job to do, and I'll do it

the way I think. Now get out."

"But " protested Graham, want-
ing to express his gratitude.

"Get out!" roared Brady.
Graham got out. It was the safest

thing to do.

The Escape That Failed.

W.MJDEN BRADY made a point of

having as many good men on his

personal stall as possible It

saved him doing things for himself.

He selected men who had earned tho

"trusty " -badge, which meant that

they were of proven good behaviour.

Every Tuesday

and could be relied upon to get on with
their work, and not harbour thoughts
of escape.
Graham, in his capacity as chauffeur,

had many opportunities of leaving tho
walls of San Quentin behind him, but
he never availed liimself of them. He
was too busy winning back for himself
his self-respect and faith in life.

Other " trusties " on Brady's staff
were Galloway, a tall, powerfully-built,
and evil-looking ex-gangster, who acted
as butler; three clerks who worked in
the office ; and a man named Fales, wko
looikcd after the gardens. There was
the barber, too, who acted as valet in
addition.
Graham's duties were light. When

Brady wanted to co in to the railroad
station, or when something was wanted
from the adjacent town, it was Graham
who took the car there and back.

About a week after Graham had got
his job, Brady sent for him. He
reached Brady's office, to find his boss
looking quite human for once. He
was wearing a white flower in his but-
ton-hole, and his usually stern and im-
moveable face was relaxed in a smile.
"Graham," he said, "I want you to go

down to the station for me. I'm hung
up by the prison commission, who are
waiting downstairs. Meet the twelve-
fifteen train, and pick up my daughter.
She's on her way home from school."
"Yes, Mr. Brady," he replied, and

went out.

He was at the station sharp on time,
and the train drew in a few minutes
after. He watched the alighting pas-
sengers with interest, wondering how it

was he had never heard of Brady's
daughter before. He explained it to

himself by reflecting that Brady seldom
talked about Inmself—ho was not that
sort of man.
A girl approached the car, and

stopped.
" Are you from Jlr. Brady, at San

Quentin?" she asked.
Graham sprang out of the car with

alacrity. L^^nlike Brady, she was beau-
tiful, with a fresh complexion and
frank blue eyes that seemed to be per-
petually smiling.
"Yes, miss," he said.

"I'm Mary Brady,'' she went on.

"Isn't father here to meet me?"
"No, miss," replied Graham. "He

had to attend a meeting of the prison
commission, and told me to explain."

"All right," she said. "Would you
mind getting my grips?"
He obeyed, loading her luggage in

the back of tho car. She seated her-

self beside him, and within five minutes
they were on their way back to the
prison.

As he drove along the straight, flat

road, he was conscious that she was
looking at him with open curiosity, and
somehow ho felt a thrill at her
presence. It was a long time since ho
had .seen anyone so lovely as she wa.s,

and, his new job having softened him,
he felt that there was nothing in the

world that he would not do for her.

They were half-way towards tho big
steel gates before sho spoke. Then she
said :

" I haven't seen yon before. Are
you " She hesitated.

"Yes. miss, I am," he said quickly.

"I haven't long had this job."
He could sense her sympathy.
"I'm sorry." she said. "You don't

look tho kind who. makes a habit of

coming to San Qucntiii. Was it an
accident? Were you framed, or some-
thing?" : '.

. <

"No, I wasn't frapied,'' ho replied.

(ContiDued on page 17.)
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The adventures of a fearless youngster and his harum-scarum friend. Huckleberry
Finn. Mark Twain's famous story as a film.

Torn and Huckleberry Finn.

AROUND-FACED boy of fourteen
frowned over his task—tlie cover-
ing of jam-jars for liis Aunt

Polly. Of course, lie ought to be
pleased to do an\thiiig to help his aunt,
because the kindly old soul had under-
taken the upbringing of the three
orphaned children of her dead sister.

and she had been thorough. Too
thorough sometimes when .she used the
birch, though she always said it hurt
her more than Tom.
Tom's sister Mary was sixteen, and

a model of virtue and kiudrjess. and yet
though she was so good nnd helpful
Aunt Polly had to admit that Tom was
her favourite, in spite of the fact that
lie was the " wickedest-ever." Sid was
eight, very stiulious, clean, but labelled
MS a "tell-tale." Tom frowned this

glorious sunny day because he hated
jam-jars, and he wanted to go fishing
with his buddy. Huckleberry Finn. A
startled look came to the blue eyes as
he heard the hoot of an owl.
"Fancy an owl at this time of the

day." Aunt Polly, busy with a rolling-
pin, peered over her spectacles ; her
sharp eyes studied 'rom. because .she was
ever on the watch for mischief. "Don't
go sticking voiir fingers into the jam,
Tom."
"No. aunt." meekly answered Tom.

and tried to jieer out of the window^
Huckleberry had given him the signal,

"Sid tells nie you were out yesterday
with Huckleberry Finn." Aunt Polly
gave the dough a vigorous punch.
"Must you liring grey hairs to my h(>ad
by associating with the son of tlie

village black sheep?"
Sid. in a neat velvet suit, gave his

brother an anxious glance round the
edge of a book—Tom would swear
vengeance—and Mary shook her curls
becau.se, though she was a good girl,

she hated tale-telling.

"May I go out and play, aunt?" Tom
asked as he finished the l*st jam-jar.

Well, I have some more that should
be done," Aunt Polly peered over her
spectacles and .saw his dismal look.
"All right, go out and play; but don't
go with that there Huckleberry." Tom
had grabbed up an old straw hat and
was already out of the door. His aunt
shook her head. "I never did sec the
like of that boy !"

Down near the banks of the river
Tom found his friend. Huckleberry
was a year older, his clothes were in

rags, his face dirty, and he w^-is smoking
a corn cob pipe. One brace supported
ragged trousers, his flannel shirt was in

tatters, his straw hat was a disgrace,
and yet the grin on his lean face won
your hoart. His father never bothered
about the boy. and Huckleberry usually
slept under a hedge or in a barn at
nights, and was alwajs playing truant
from .school. A tall, thin youngster
against whom all mothers warned their
children, and did not appreciate that
Huckleberry, for all his grime, had his

heart in the right jjlace,

"Say, what you got in there?" Tom
pointed to a sack,

"Dead cat." was the answer. "Bought
him from a boy down at the slaughter
house for an old knife. Cats is

mighty good for warts."
"Playing with frogs brings warts,"

answered Tom. "What's your way of
curing warts, Huck?"
"You got to go to the graveyard «it

midnight." Huckleberry was very
serious. ''You got to go there after
someone wicked has been buried. At
mitlnight a devil will come, and yon
heave the oat at him and say :' Devil
follow corpse, cat follow devil, wart
follow oat. I'm done with ye !' That'll
fetch any wart. They buried Ho>s
Williams, the worst rascal in years, on
Saturday, and "

"But to-day is Monday."
"Devils don't slosh around much on

Sundays," argued Huck. "Are you
game to try it out to-night?"

"I ain't afeard. ' cried Tom. "You
meow and I'll meow back."
"Don't keep me meowing round too

long." grumbled Huckleberry. "Last
time old Hays went throwing rocks at
me and shouting :

' Dern that cat !' and
I hove a brick through his window

—

but don't you tell !"

"I'll meow quiet," decided Tom.
"Aunt Polly sleeps with one ear open.
Let's go fishing, Huck,"
Arm in arm the two made their w.iy

towards the banks of the Mi.ssissippi.

What Happened in the Churchyard.

Tt>M had a happy knack of alwiiys
getting into trouble. One bright
day he decided that crab-apiiles

would be bad for the tender digestion
of Sid. and so the apples disappeared.
Now it happened that Sid was accusing
Tom of taking them when Aunt Polly,
appeared and wanted to know what all

the argument was about, then who
should come along the road but tho
doctor's wife. '

"Where are your manners, Tom?"
reproved his aunt. "Take off your hat
at once, sir !"

Tom obeyed, and out tumbled the
crab-apples from their hiding-place.
When his aunt recovered from lier

anger she ordered Tom to whitewash
the fence.

What a day of woe faced Tom ! But
his brain was keen, and ho did thoj

whitewashing with such gusto and evi-

dent enjoyment that boys who came la

watcli and jeer begged to be allowed to
try their skill. By the time the ferie«

was finished^in record time—Tom had
collected a kite, a kitten, a Jew's harp,
some marbles, a dog-collar, a key. a
dog's tooth, a bat skin and other
treasures.

i

His next adventure was to fall in

love. The .school had a new pujiil in
demure Becky Thatcher, and her .smile,

curling ringlets of fair hair and pretty

(Continned on page 16.)
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l>s.

Jackie Coogan as Torn^
Sawyer. On right, Aunt
Polly (Clara Blandick)
has a lew words to say
to Tom when she finds

out how Sid (Jackie

Sear!) lost his crab^
apples. They were
inside Tom's hat^

Tom has ijtF '

girls, but r

until the ,

Thatcher.
work with 6 '•»

school in cal<)t><

the punislMtl
ting wHiUfii

Joe Harper (Dick Winslow) is incensed

because Tom jeers at his smart clothes.

The boys have a great fight, but afterwards
become friends.

Tom builds castles

in the air, and the
chief people in those
castles are the Prince
and Princess. Tom
is always rescuing
his Becky from

dragons.

ti« iii

y%

O

l^

Tom goes with Hank
churchyard and they
a brutal murder. Tl

so scared that they
that they must netei
of what they have seei

overhears the town dis

^the crime^the wrong
has been arreste

i)
---i~.

.^^

In the midst of the morning service the run-
aways return, and afterwards receive a well-

deserved hiding.

Jn.1y Hh, 1W1.

Tom tells the truth at

y/- the trial, and Muff
Potter (Tully Marshall) is ac-

quitted. He is seen kissing Tom's
hand, whilst Becky again recog-

nises Tom as her hero.
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-^ mys liked the

'•'i^T Seriously

5f *al of Becky
ir. I does deadly
T.i

j

catap lit at

KiHixtobeiiven
y.mnt of ^'sit-

ludue girlsi";

Tom gets the desired punish-

ment and sits beside Becky,
who does net seem to mind
Tom using her slate to write

his messages. On right they are
seen plighting their

troth.

*^/ f

..1

xi

Worried by the murder, and because Becky is angry with

him enables Tom to persuade Huckleberry Finn and Joe

Harper to run away to Jackson's Island and play at pirates.

'-»/

The school are taken for a treat to some
old caves. There is a tea fight outside in

honour of Tom Sawyer, who is all dressed

up for the occasion. Later tbey go into the

caves and Tom gets lost with Becky.

They meet Injun Joe,
' the real murderer, and see

him with a casket of

treasure. The half-breed

chases them and falls

down a fissure to his

death. Huckleberry Finn
finds them and leads

them back to safety.
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VfcTOM SAWYER/'

t

(Coatinued from page 13.) I

clothoji won his lirai't. It was con-

sidered a terriblo dogiadalion to have
to sit with the girls. The teacher knew
the power of the birch, but to sit a

boy amongst the girls was worse than a

caning.
There was a vacant place on the form

next to Becky. Tom got busy with his

tata|)ult and pieces of hard paper. The
teacher, with a fiendish grin, ordered
Tom to sit with the girls, and the

whole school gasped anci Becky
blushed when Tom eagerly went and
sat beside her.

The love aflfair made such rapid pro-

gress that after school they plighted
itlieir love by carving their names on a

tree. Unfortunately Tom made a grave
I
mistake when, in a moment of bravado,
he mentioned tliat he had been "en-
gaged " before to Amy Lawrence.
Becky was angry, and when Tom ex-

plained that he did not oare for Amy
any more then Becky gave way to tears.

'The lovers were parted, and Tom went
off vowing that he would never marry

—

not even if he lived to be a thousand.

That night, whilst thinking of his

troubles as he lay in bed. lie heard the
meow of a oat. Almost had he for-

gotten about Huckleberry Finn and the
<'ure for warts.

' Without disturbing the sleeping Sid
lie dressed and cautiously climbed out
of tlie window. He meowed softly and
slithered to the ground down a drain-
pipe. Like shadows the two boys stole

towards the"^ churchyard.
KA faint wind moaned through the
trees, and Toia shivered. The boys
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spoke seldom and then under their

breath. Near the grave of the bad
nuin were three elms, and when Huckle-
berry clamljered up into the branches
'loin was not long after liim.

"Hucky, do you believe the dead
people like it for us to be here?"
"I wish I knowed," whispered his

buddv. "It's awful solemn like, ain't
it?"
The hooting of a distant owl made

them start, the wind seemed to get up.
and the branches to form themselves
into strange shapes and shadows. Just
when the boys thought nothing was
going to happen Tom clutched at
Huckleberry's ragged slee\e and
pointed. At the far end of the church-
yard was a moving light.

"It's the devils, sure enough." Huck
whispered after a while. "Three of 'em.
Oh, Tom. I guess we're goners!"

"rJie light came closer, and the quaking
boys saw that there were three men.
"They're humans,'' muttered Huckle-

berry, vastly relieved. "Look, it's Muff
Potter, Dr. Robinson, and Injun Joe

—

that murderin' half-breed. Why for they
come here?"
Then the boys witnessed a drama so

bloodciu'dling that almost they thought
it was a nightmare. These men had
come to rob the graveyard, and Dr.
Robinson was the ringleader. The
doctor was not liked, and was something
of a my.stery. The work was almost done
when Potter and Injun Joe began to

demand their money, and when the
doctor refused till the task was com-
pleted a quarrel ensued.
The boys saw Potter and Dr. Robin-

.son milling round, and gasped when the
doctor felled the older man with a
spade, and they nearly gave themselves
away when Injun Joe, knife in hand,
crept up behind the doctor and stabbed
him with a knife that Muff Potter had
dropped when the fight first started.
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But the villainy did not end there.
Injun Joe stooped over the two motion-
less figures and placed the knife in tho
hands of Muff" Potter. He chuckled
fiendishly when his task was done, and
calmly seated himself on a barrow to
await the return to consciousness of his

companion.

The moon wont behind a blanket of
clouds, and t'ne tw'O boys slithered down
the tree ;ind ran for dear life.

"Tom, we got to keep mum," Huckle-
berry told his friend after a long dis-

cussion on the murder. "That Injun
devil wouldn't think any more of drown-
ing us or cutting our throats than he
would a couple oi cats. We got to swear
to keep mum—we got to swear on our
blood."

They pricked their thumbs, and on a
piece of old parchment wrote the foUow-
mg:

'I'Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer swears
they will keep mum about this, and they
wish they may drop dead in their tracks
if they ever tell and rot."

When Tom crept in at the bed-room
window he thought the gentle-snoring
Sid was asleep, but Sid was very much
awake. When Tom awoke after
appalling nightmares, Sid was dressed
and gone, and his Aunt Polly appeared
and lectured him on the evil of stealing
out at nights. A flogging Tom coxdd
have stood, but when the old lady began
to crv, Tom felt mightv like tears him-
self.

What with losing Becky, the murder
and this trouble with his aunt decided
Tom that life was a mighty miserable
thing. When he got to school his cup
of misery was complete, becait=;e the
prized Jew's harp that he had given
Becky was reposing on his desk.

(CoQiinaed on page 27.) i|»

The three chief characters : Jackie Coogan (Tom Sawyer) , Mltzl Gree n (Becky) , Junior Durkin (^Huckleberry Finn)
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"THE CRIMINAL code;

"I deserved it. Lost my temper, and
-T-well, the man died."
"What a relief you arc!" she ex-

claimed. "They all say they're inno-

cent as a rule I" She paused, thinking.
" How long are vou going to be here
for?"

• "Another eight years, less remis-
sion," he said.

"Good!" Her gladness was quite
open and unashamed. "I rather like

you. I certainly feel safer with you
than "

She stopped suddenly. Above the
noiso of the engine came the scream of
the prison siren.

"What's that?" she said quickly

—

almost nervously.

"Someone's making a break for it,"

said Graham grimly, and slammed on
(lis brakes.
The prison was less than a quarter of

. a mile away, and the siren's awful din

.swept over the countryside like some
cry of agony. Ala-^ost immediately after-

wards was hoard the sharp, staccato

lattic of machine-guns.

It lasted a bare minute, then died
away. Graham remained where he
w.is, listening. A full five minutes
passed before he spoke.

"What do you want to do?" he then
said. "Go on, or wait until all the
danger is over?"

'•riJ go on," she said. "And please

hurry. My father might be hurt, or
something."
Graham slammed in the gears, and

pressed hard on the accelerator. The
car shot forward in a cloud of dust.

"WhoKill«d Runch?"

THE scene hack at

the prison was
serious. Two men

had tried to get away,
and the news was
already spreading like

wild-fire that they had
beeu , caught beca*ise

someone had squealed.

The guards, waiting for

the squealer's stoiy to

be vi'rified by artual

happenings, had bided

tlieir time until the two
convicts were in thi>

act of climbing over the

coukhousc roof and su

on to the wall behind,

and had then ordered
them to surrender.

The convicts were re-

luctant. F r e e 'd o m
seemivl too near. So
Gleason ordered hi.s

marhiiie-gu.miers to per-

suade them. - -

Streams Of. bullets:

had ripped into tkr
stonework at the escap-
ing convicts' feet, and
thry liad surrendered.
But the other convict.?
—'iind.. there wore more
tlian a thoiisanti of
thotii^—knew the inner
secret of what had haj)-

poned, and word be.ijan

to pass roiind swiftly.

"Ruhch squealed!
Someone must get
htm!"

BOY'S CINEMA

When Graham and Mary reached the
warden's private gate, they found the
guard on it doubled. Graham, not
knowing what had happened, left Mary
in the car while he made inquiries.

"Is it safe to bring Miss Brady in?"
he asked.

"I guess so," replied the guard.
"You'd better go straight to the
warden's office, though. There's trouble
brewing."

Graham took her there, and found
Brady pacing up and down in agita-
tion, his hands behind his back and a
dead cigar in his mouth. He greeted
Mary abstractedly, and sent her
straight to hor room. Graham waited
for further orders.
The door opened, and Gleason

entered.

"I've got
annoimced.

" Bring him
Ho appeared
Graham was
to him."
Gloason went

returned with a
life-sentenco man.

"VVell?" Brady
at him with contempt
want ?"

Kunch crossed the oflice in a .series

of short, jerky hops, and caught Brady
by the hand. Fear was written on every
line of his craven face.

"They're after me, warden," he
sqiic^akcd. "It was me who told about
the two who tried to escape, and tlio

others have threatened to kill mo."
"Who?" said Brady quickly, a glint

in his eye.

"I don't know. Someone scratched

Runch outside," ho

in,

to
still

said Brady abruptly,
have forgotten that
present. "I'll talk

out, and
cringing.

presently
quivering

demanded, looking
' What do you
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a message on the wall outside my cell."

For a moment he swayed as though ho
would collapse. "They'll got mo! I

know thoy will ! Do something, war-
den—send mc away from here I"

Brady looked at Gleason sharply.
"Is what ho says true?"
"Yes," replied Gleason. "But for

him. the other two would have been
missing for good."
Brady shifted liis eyes back to Riincli

with distaste. He disliked a .squealer;
at the same time, by law, it was tho
duty of every convict to report a. pro-
jected escape.
"All light," he said. "I'll make a

report to tho commission and have you
removed. Meanwhile you'll work in
this office as one of my clerks. That'll
keep you out of danger for the time
being."
Gleason nudged Runch from behind.
"Como on," he said. "Go and get

vour kit and move into the trusties
block."
Runch was about to turn away, when

a noise came from t!ie exercise-yard. It

started .«oftly at first, and gradually
svollcd in volume until it was almost
deafening.
"What's that?" he said in sudden

fear.

"They're yammering." said Gleason;
"and if you don't know what that is

by now you ouglrt to."
The sound soomod to get louder and

louder, until a thousitnd powerful
voices were raised in a long-drawn-out
"Ah-h-h-h!"
Gleason went to iho window and

looked down.
"I'll soon sottlo them," he grated

harshly. "Half a dozen machine-gims
will darn quickly quieten them down.
They're doing that to cover up some-
thing, and it's got to stop I"

He made for the door, but Brady's

" Look out," he shouted, " or you will hit Gleason I
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iincisivo voice cut through the yammer-
ing and clieckcd him.

I. "Gut that out, Gleasori !" he said
ciuickly. "You can't do anything witii
tommy-guns, short of murdering every
man in the place. I'll liandle this." He
saw Graham standing on the other side
of the room. "Stay here with Runch,
Graham. I'll he back."
He and the head guard liurried from

the room, and Graham .stood waiting,
li.stcning to the awful din from the
GKcrcisc-yard. .Suddenly the door lead-
ing to the warden'.s private quarters
Opened, and someone entered the
office. It was Galloway, Brady's con-
,vict butler.

"The warden wants you in the yard,"
he said, his black eyes glinting from
his bullet-like head. " Get going—he's in

a liurry. I'll look after Ranch.''
Graham obeyed, leaving the door open

behind him. Galloway waited luitil his

footsteps had died away on the stone
floor outside, and then crossed and shut
it. When he turned a knife was in his

hand. Its broad blade gleamed evilly.

"Well, Runch,'" he said slowly,

"we've got you! You know the code,
don't you '^ Any one of us who squeals
has to die."
Runch, taken by surprise, did not even

cry out. The shock of the way in which
he had been trapped left him bereft of

speech. His eyes stared as Galloway
walked slow'ly towards him, the knife

held low.

He began to back away, his hand to

his quivering mouth. A whimper
escaped his lips.

"No—no!" he whined. "Not that!
I didn't mean "

He felt himself against an open door-
way, and backed through it, turning to

run. Galloway's hand lifted sharply,

and a flash of light gleamed for a frac-

tion of a second between the two men.
It was the knife, thrown with deadly
precision.

"Gosh!'' screamed Runch in agony.
"It's in my back! You've got me!
You've "

His voice died away as he stumbled
forward. There was a thud as he fell.

I A minute later Graham opened the
door leading from the prison corridor
and stepped inside.

"He didn't want me, Cialloway -"

he began, and stopped.
The office was empty. Everything was

deathly quiet. Even the yammering had
died down.
"Runch!'" he called sharply.

/ Brady's footsteps sounded in the
corridor outside. He thrust past

Graham, and .strode into the room, say-
ing nothing; but there was a look in

his eyes which told clearly that lie

already knew what had happened.
He crossed to the far dooi- and flung

it open. For a fidl minute he stood
looking inside, then slowly he turned to

Graham.
"Graham," he said deliberatelv, "who

killed Runch?"

Third Degree.

IN a flash Graham rcalise<l the whole
situation. He knew what had hap-

,^ pened, and he knew who the killer

wa.s. lie also knew that, by the law of
the criminal, he could not squeal.

I Urady waited for his answer, but it

did not come. Kr.Kly. too. knew tlie

law of the criminal, and lie knew that

he was face to face with it now. He
had every sympathy witli the rotten
position (<raham was in, but he had to

do liis job, and, bv heck, he was going
to do it!

"Come on now, Graluim!" he said.

"Who did it?"
July 4tli. vxn.
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Graham hesitated no longer.
.

•'I don't know," he lied.

"All right. Graham,'' Brady said. "I
know what's on your mind—jou don't
want to squeal on a fellow-convict. I'll

put my question another way. Who was
it told you to leave this room?"
Graham returned his gaze fearlessly.

"Sorry," he said, "I can say
nothing."
Brady stood before him, savagely

chewing the cigar that was stuck in the
corner of his mouth. Suddenly he turned
away, and sat down at his desk. His
face was'stern—unrelenting. It was a
face of a man who had a battle before
him. and who was going to fight it to

the last ditch.

"Listen to me, Graham," he said, and
as he spoke he hammered on the desk
with his fist to emphasise the words.
" You are keeping silent because of some
notion that it's not right to squeal on a

fellow-crook. That's the criminal code:
but there's one code which is stronger

—

the code of law and order. The State

demands that you shall do everything in

your power to help me find out who
committed this murder." He half rose

from Ins chair. "Come on now, who
did it ; Who did it ? I order you to

tell me!"
The tension in the room was terrible.

Beads of sweat began to stand out on
Graham's brow, but not for one moment
did he waver.
"Again, warden, I'm sorry,'" he said.

"I can't!"
"No?" Warden Brady slumped back

in his chair, and regarded Graham
steadily. "You arc a fool, Graham,'" he
said ;

" and you will see why in a
minute."
He picked up a paper, from his desk

and tapped it significantly.

"For the last time, will you tell me?"
"For the last time—no!"

"Very well." Slowly Brady unfolded
the i^aper and held it up for Graham to

see. "Here's the position. When you
were brought to me a few weeks ago by
Dr. Rinewulf, I weighed you up pretty

thoroughly, and I decided that you were
the kind of man who ought not to serve

his full sentence. There was a meeting
of the prison commission to-day, and 1

put it forward that you should have
your release on parole. The commission
gave me a release warrant, and this is

it."

He paused significantly.

"Are you still of the same mind
now?"
The silence that followed was deep

and penetrating:. Graham stood before

Brady's desk, his eyes glowing dully, his

position clearly before him. Brady's
meaning was obvious. Either confess,

or the parole warrant was not going to

operate.
What could Graham do? He was

not of the criminal world—never had
been. The crime which had put him in

prison wa.s that of manslaughter, the

.striking down of a fellow human in

sudden rage.
It was a thing that might have hap-

pened to anybody.
What ma<ie the present position worse

was that a new factor had entered into

Graham's life only that day. For the

first time in his existence he had met a

woman to whom he wanted to devote

the whole of hi.s life. It was the warden's
daughter, Man- Brady.

Liberty was to his hand. All he
needed to do was to give the name of

Galloway as the murderer of Ruiich. and
he co\ild walk out of San Quentin a

free man. He would be able to start

life anew, perhaps with a woman such

as Mary by his side. And he couldn't

Every Tuesday

speak. The unwritten code of the
wrongdoer bound him irrevocably.

He had to decide at once. Brady's
last question had been—was he still of

the same jnind ? There was only oa©
answer he could give

"Ye.s,'" he said tonelessly. "I'm still

of the same mind."
Brad.v took the cigar out of his mouth

and flung it across the room. He stood
up, and, with his hands behind his back,
paced back and forth. Suddenh' he
swung round, facing Graham once more.

"I like you, Graham," he said more
quietly, "and I want to do the right
thing by you. You're in a jam, and so

am I. Your silence is going to mean
a cancellation of this parole warrant, and
failure to discover the murderer of
Runch will put me in queer with the
State Governor.'" He pointed dramatic-
ally to the door behind which the body
of Runch lay. "Think tho thing out
along these lines." he went on. "There's
a man lying in there, stiff and cold. He's
got a knife in his back, and the least

that could be said for him is that he
was worthless. Ho was an habitual
criminal, and the world is well rid of

him. I'm riot saying that out of
irreverence for the dead—I'm just facing
facts. That's the man you are going to

throw away a chance of freedom for.

You are going to jeopardise the whole
of your future life and happiness for

some skunk who wasn't worth two c*nts.

Come now, Graham, be rea.sonable over
it. The exchange is a bad one, and you
know "it."

He paused, expecting Graham to reply,

but Graham stood there in silence. It

was apparetit that he did not intend to

speak.

Brady went up to liim. his patience
suddenly broakiiig down. He gripped
him by the revers of his jacket, and
shook him like a terrier shakes a rat.

"You will drive nie crazy in a
minute, Graham !" he shouted angrily.

"I thought you were a man of some
intelligence, who would play the game
by me just as I have played the game
by you. but it seems that I was mis-
taken. Well. I'm through with tryhig
to reason w ith you. So far I have .spoken

to you as man to man. Now t will

speak to yon as prison warden to con-
vict. Who killed Runch? Answer me!
Who was the man yo\i left in this room
alone with him ?"

"I won't tell --ou.*" |)ersistcd Graham.
"I can't !"

"You arc being obstinate," cried

Brady, "but I v,i\\ darn soon break that

ob.stinacy down. I will give you one
minute to tell me the murderer's name,
and if you don't you will go into soli-

tary confinement for thirty days. Now
think, and think hard !"

He released Graham and walked over

to the window. Deliberately he took his

watch out of his pocket, and held it in

front of him, his eyes riveted on tho
second-hand. Slowly the hand made one
complete revolution.

Brady thrust the watch back into his

pocket, and, v ithout another word,
cro.ssed to a door and flung it open.

"Gleason," ho shouted, "come here!"
Gleason appcar'-d in the doorway.
Brady turned and pointed at Graham.

"Thirty days solitary," he .said in-

cisively, c but if iie wants to see me at

any lime, bring him back here."

Gleason nodded and crossed to

Grahanv's side.

"Come on !" he said.

Ciraham shrugged his shoulders. It

was no more than he cx|K>ct.ed. With
dragging footsteps he walked out ot tho

room.
(Continned on oage 26J
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A daring young cowboy sets out to win a rodeo and his employer's daughter, but through

iealousy of the ranch foreman, he loses the former and after a terrific struggle wins the

better prize.

The New Hand.

THERE was trouble on tlic iuikIio of

old Cap Rogers, late of the U.S.
Cavalry, and now one of the

wealthiest cattle-barons south of the

Yoscniitc Valley.

There had been trouble in that

section of the grazing country ever

since his daughter Ginger had cut her

first tooth and displayed to the eyes of

her fond but harassed parent her first

crop of carroty hiair.

Ginger was now nineteen, and her

hair was of a still more fiery hue. It

was the crowning glory of a small,

slender figure, a pink-and-white com-
plexion iind a pretty face.

"Young woman," said old Csip

Rogers, "I want you to understand

once an' for all that I won't have you
hangin' around with this no-account
cowhand Logan. So I'm packin' yovi

off to Carson City, up in Nevada, to

stay with your Aunt Enuna for a

spell."

., Ginger looked at liini appcalingly,

.and the expression in her blue eyes was
well-nigh irresistible.

"Oh. dad," she appeah>d, "not before

the rodeo. You know I'm dying to see

it. Promise not to send mo to Carson
City \uitil tlien."

Her father wavered, and gradually
liis sternness of mien vanished. He
would have been the last to admit it,

but when Ginger looked at him with

,
those big blue eyes of hers she rould
generally twist him. around her little

.finger.

"All right, then," he agreed. "But
remember—you're Icavin' for Carson
fiftcr the rodeo."

il- Ginger smiled liappily, tugged the
•- strings of his necktie with a sudden,
saucy gesture, and then ran off towards
one of the corrals, where a tall, hand-

.sonie youngster was swinging himself

out of the saddle of a white pinto.

With pursed lips Cap Rogers strode

back in the direction of tlie ranch-

house; but, passing a barn en route to

tlie trim dwelling, he was accosted by

his foreman, a lynx-eyed individual by

the name of Smoky King, anil after

some conversation on business a Hairs

King indicated a group of piuichcrs

lounging near the bunk-house.
One of thein was strumming on a

guitar, and the others were singing the

chorus of a favourite ballad of the

cow-camps. Smoky King rcgardeil

them sourly.
" I reckon them hombrcs ain't gonna

make much of a show at tlic big rodeo
in town, boss," he observed. "I'll

take a bet that this outfit don't finish

up with any prizes to its credit, any-
ways."
"I guess you're right, King," Cap

Rogers murmured.
The foreman turned his head, and

with the niovenicnt caught sight of

Ginger and the youngster who had dis-

mounted from the white- pinto. That
youngster was the same .Tim Logan who
had roused Cap Rogers' resentment by
his friendsliip with Ginger.
King's face took on an ugly ex-

pression as he saw tliat they were liold-

ing each other's hands.
"Boss," ho drawled, "I don't like to

interfere iti your personal affairs. But
it seems to me that that new hand
I>ogan is payin' a heap too nmeh atten-

tion to Ginger. Y^ou only signed him
on a day or two back, but you'd think

he had some kinda claim on the girl

the way he acts."

Old man Rogers followc<l his fore-

man's brooding glance, and glared at

the young couple.
""Yeah?" he ground ovit. his temper

rising again. "Well, you leave hfm to

me." And he stamiKd towards tlic

corral beside which Jim Logan and
Ginger were standing.

,lim Logan was a bronzed, goo<!-look-

ing specimen of the great South-West.
lie let go of Ginger's hands and
greeted the rancher genially as the

latter came up.
"Oh. howdy. Cap?" he said.

"Don't 'Cap' me," Rogers retorted

angrily. "You're fired! D'yo hear?
An' tiie quicker I sec your back, the

better I'll like it."

Jim stared at him in bewilderment.
"Fired!" he echoed. Then, in a tone

of protest: "But you can't fire mo,
Cap," he said. "Leastways, not until

you've given me a try-out. When you
"signed me up that was the stipulation."

"Well," the Cap declared savagely,

"I'll give you a try-out." And, turn-

ing, he called out in a loud voice to the

men lounging by tlio bunk-lioiise.

"lley, some o' you hombrcs," he
shout(>d. "Bring Lightning outa his

stall !"

"Lightning, dad '." gapped Ginger, as

two or three hands ran to obey her

father's eonnnand. "That killer!''

"Yeah, Lightning," the old man
growled. "I want hoisenicn on this

outfit, not lady-killers. An' if this gny
Logan cain't ride him he's no use to

inc."

The bronc in question was led to the

corral. He looked restive, and his cyo

was bloodshot and wicked. Bred
among the wild herds that had roamed
the plains since the days of the early

Spanish settlers, he was viciousness per-

sonified whenever human burden at-

tempted ta straddle his sleek back. No
man had ever stayed on him for long,

and many who had matclied their skill

against his dynamic ferocity l)ad

counted theriisclves fortunate to escape
with broken limb or trampled ribs.

"Jim," Ginger panted, "don't rido

him !"

The tall young puncher looked down
on her smilingly. "He looks pretty

tough," tie said. "but. don't worry. I

can take earo of myself."
The wild bronc was already being

saddled. He quivered as he felt the

girth-strap tightening around his belly,

but strong hands held his head till Jim
Logan had swung himself astride.

The mustang was released, the men
who had brought him from the stall

springing away and leaping to the
fence, which was already lined wit.ii

expectant cow-hands. Next instant Jim
Logan was battling with one of the
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worst animals it liatl c\er been his ex-

perience to ride.

Stored up inside that bronc's hide

there was a natural reserve of fury

which was cyclonic in its outburst.

The cow-hands liiccentuatod it in the

usual way by firing off their six-guns

and whooping shrilly, and for tiio next

two or three minutes pandemonium
raged.
The wild bronc circled the corral in a

series of frenzied jumps. Back arched,

head and haunches down, hoofs drawn
together and legs rigid, he strove

fiendishly to throw his rider from the

saddle.
" But Jim kept his seat, and

oven seemed to enjoy tlie dangerous

duel, for, snatching off his sombrero, he

slapped it lustily against the animal's

flank.
. The onlookers began to realise that

they were watching a youngster whose
horsemanship was a delight to behold,

oven for men living in a country where
rough-riding was a normal accoinplish-

ment. Exciten)ent and admiration

mingled in their tones as they yelled

uproariously, and, his antipathy to-

wards Jim' forgotten for the moment.
Cap Rogers shouted as loudly as any.

"Gee. dad! Isn't he great!"

It was the thrilled voice of Ginger,

and it recalled to the old man the cir-

cumstances under which he had ordered

Jim Logan to ride the wild bronc.

"No!" he snapped angrily, and for

the remainder of the duel 'twixt rnan

and beast he was a silent, glowering

figure.

, The bronc continued his desperate

efforts to unhorse Jim, but failed

.signally, and, lathered and blown, his

temper was stoadily curbed. He was
beginning to realise that he had found

iiis master, and a little while later lie

came to a meek standstill in the middle
of the corral.

* Jim dismounted amid a shower of con-

gratulations, to which the foreman,
Smokv King, did not lend his voice.

Nor did old Cap Rogers join in the

lapplause.

"Well. Cap." said Jim with a grin,

".any time you want another goat exer-

cised, jest let me know."
Tlie rancher chewed at the end of a

cigar.
You can ride, yoiuig feller.'' he ad-

mitted grudgingly, "an' this outfit can

do with a hombre like you in the

rodeo. But meantime—keep away
from iny daughter."

The Rodeo.
ABUCKBOARI) rolled over the

trail that led to town. Cap
Rogers plied the reins and Smoky

King sat alongside him. Ginger oc-

cujiied a scat just behind the two men.
About forty or fifty paces in the rear

of the vehiefe rode the cow-hands, with

Jim Logan well to the fore, and be-

tween the latter and the girl in the

buckboard signs were continually pass-

ing.

Jim had not been permitted to talk

to fiinger tluoughout the journey, but

had found this means of communicating
a suggestion that she should share his

saddle, and as the girl nodded eagerly

he suddenly .spurred forward and dashed
abreast the buckboard.
Ginger stood up. Jim reached forth

one strong arm and lifted her bodily,

perching lier safely in front of him.

Next moment, and before Cap Rogers
or Smoky King realised what had haj)-

pened. he and Ciinger were galloping
nhead.
A shout c^eaiied llie old rancher as

he saw them, and he whipped up his

team angrily, shouting to the rest of

his hands to follow iiim and give pur-

buit. But Jim's white pinto, Starlight
July 4th, 19!!1.
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by name, showed the rest of the caval-
cade his hoofs, and fifteen minutes later

he was out of sight, in spite of the fact

that he w as carrying a double burden.
Some time afterwards. Cap Rogers

hi: town in a smother of dust and a

dangerous mood, and when he had dis-

posed of the buckboard ho and Smoky
King stamped oft through the throng
that crowded the vicinity of the stadium
where the annual rodeo was to be held.

The stadium was a regular Mecca
for the foremost ropers and riders of

California, and already some mag:ni-

ficent feats of horsemanship were being
performed in the arena. But, raging
around the chutes where the steers and
the w ild broncs were lodged. Cap Rogers
had no eye for the events that were
taking place. He was searching for

Ginger.
He failed to locate her. however, and,

giving up the quest at last, he settled

his squat form on the top bar of a strip

of fencing ne^ar the chutes. From that

vantage point he watched husky cowmen
matching their skill against mustang and
steer, and he was engrossed in a display

of fancy riding when someone pushed
him mischievously and almost toppled

him off the fence.

He swayed precariously, but with a

frantic clutch saved himself from fall-

ing. Then he glared round and saw-

that the culprit was Ginger.

"You, huh?" he grated. "What did

you mean by runnin' off with that

ornerv cow-hand? Where is Logan,

anyway? I want to give him a piece

o' niv mind !"

"He's along at one of the chutes.

Ginger said. "He's due to ride Dyna-

mite in a few minutes—the fiercest

bronc in the round-up!"

"I hope the critter busts his neck,"

snapped her father. "And. listen to

me, young lady. It's you for Carson

City the minute I
"

Ginger scrambled up beside him and

stroked his cheeik. He flung her hand

away impatiently, but .she slipped her

arm' around his shoulders. aJid his ire

began to dwindle.
"Don't be angry with me, dad, she

soothed.
"Young lady." he growled, one day

you're gonna make me lose my temper,

an' then there'll be trouble!"

Meanwhile Jim Logan was standing

w ith one or two of the other hands near

Dvnamite's chute, and the group was

l)resently joined by Smoky King, who
shot a vicious glance at Jin). Ihe
voung puncher returned it coolly, well

aware of the foreman's hostilitv, which

had been marked ever since Ginger had

first shown a partiality for the new

hand's company.
"Reckon we better get that wild

bronc saddled, Jim." observed one of

the othor men. "You'll be ndin' him

anv minute now."
^^

"Okav," Jim answered. "Go ahead.

The bovs set to work, while Jim
climbed to the top of the stall and
watched operations. He took the

measure of the horse, too—noting the

uglv restlessness that he revealed as (he

saddle was thrown over his back, noting

the rolling white eye that bore out the

animal's reputation as a killer.

It might have served Jim better to

keep his eye on Smoky King just then,

but, at that early stage of Ins acquaint-

ance with the foreman, the young
puncher did not suspect the extent of

King's villainy.

King was standing at the front of the

chulc. looking through the bars at the

savage-temiiered animal within, and
suddenly he saw the girth-strap of the
saddle dangling before his gazo. He
paid no particular attention to that'
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strap until all at once a sinister thought
occurred to him, when ho looked around
to assure himself that no one was like.y
to observe his actions.
The foreman slipped a clasp-knifo

fi-om his pocket and opened it. Then,
reaching a hand through the bars sur-
reptitiously, he caught the cinch-buctklo
and drew the dangling strap towards
him. The keen edge of the knife cut'
deep, almost severing the band of
leather, but not quite. It would hold

—

for a spell, until the strain thrown on
it by the wild bronc's plunges out i"

the arena finally proved too great.
The flap of the saddle effectively con-

cealed King's dastardly handiwork, so
that there was little chance of the flaw
being discovered before the bronc was
let out of the chute. In fact, only a
second or two after the foreman had
returned his knife to his pocket, ono
of the boys laid hold of the strap and
fastened it by means of the buckle.

Poised on the top of the stall, Jim
prepared to lower himself into tho
saddle of the restive animal, the boys
shouting words of advice in the mean-
time.

"Careful, Jim! Easy, there, easy!"
Jim slipped astride the bronc

cautiously. Next instant the ohuto
was flung open, and the horse plunged
forth, charging straight across tho
arena till it was close up against the
far barrier of the parade ground. Then
all at once it started to buck.

It took Jim five seconds to realise that
the creature he was riding was true to

its name. The mustang he had con-
quered at Cap Rogers' rancho had been
fierce enough, but this pony had ten

times more devil in him. He was con-

centrated fury.

yet Jim did not look like coming off.

and towards the end of a minute the
crowds up in the stands were yelling

encouragement. It was an uproar to

which Ginger and Cap Rogers' ranch-
hands lent their voices—all with the ex-

cejition of Smoky King, who watched
the upright figiu'o of Dynamite's rider

narrowdy.
Tho .seconds .slipped by. King began

to wonder if his knife had slashed

deep enough, or if the hal f-.severcd

leather was 'going to hold out against

the strain after all. Then suddenly
Dynamite's hind legs came up in a

vicious kick, and simultaneously Jim
Logan .shot from his back and hurtled

head foremost toward? the fencing of

the barrier.

His skull struck the woodwork with

a smashing shock, and he fell to tho

giotmd in a crumpled heap. The wild

bronc. rearing up wildly, brought his

fore hoofs down on the cowboy's prone

body. Froiii thousands of throats thcio

arose a shout of horror, fioiu Ginger a

shrill scream.
Two or three of the boys sprinted

across the arena, and Dynamite was
roped and dragged towards the chutes.

Two more of the cow-hands from the

Rogers ranch dashed to where Jiia

Logan lay.

From ihe stands it had looked as if

Jim had taken a straight fall, but,

running through a swirl of dust, tho

two men who were running towards tho

young puncher's body .stumbled upon
Dynamite's saddle and trappings. Ono
of fliein i)ieked it up and gave vent to

an exclamation.
'The girth-strap bust!" ho jerked.

The other took hold of the leather,

and then looked at his companion
keeid.\. He had seen the straight white
snick that had been ripped in the strap

hy a keen blade.

"Bust nothin' !" he ground out. "It's

boon cut !

"
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The Road to Carson City.

A WEEK had passed since Jim
Log.an's experience at the rodeo,
and an ugly cut in his head had

rfpow quite healed, though ho was still

Buffering a certain amount of stiffness

, fcs tlic result of bruises.

• Jim reclined in a chair on the bunk-
house veranda and allowed his mind to
Vlwell on the incident. The fact that
the girth-strap had been severed had
not been withheld from him, and he
had a pretty shrewd notion as to the
identity of the culprit. But he was not
the man to make accusations without
tlellnite proof, so he said nothing but
thought plenty.
His reflections were interrupted by

footfalls, and recognising Ginger by
her step, he inunediatoly leaned back in

his chair limply, like a sick man.
Ginger approached him sympathetically.

"How arc you feeling, Jim?" she
asked him.
"Oh, so-so, so-so," he murmured. "I

always feel at my best when you're
around, though."
Ginger looked solenni.

"In that case you're liable to have a
.relapse right away," she said. "Because
tdad"s just told ine that he's packing
!nio off to my aunt 'way up in Carson
City at once."
"What?" Jim exclaimed, sitting bolt

upright.
"He's driving me to Fresno in the

backboard," Ginger told him, "and
I'm taking the stage from (here. Jim,
I don't want to go. What aro you
going to do about it?"
He grinned at her.

"Dol'' he echoed. "I'll tell you wliat
I'm gonna do. I'm gonna marry you."
"Oh, Jim," slio cried happily, "I

k t:iw you would I"

Ijistcn," he whispered. "After you
.1 avc here with your dud I'll saddle up
Starlight. Somewhere on the Carson
road the stage is gonna be held up—

•

.see? And you're gonna find yourself my
prisoner—see ? Then we'll elope. Is it

a bet?"
?he nodded quickly.
"You can count on me, .Jim," she

said.

At tiiat moment her
was heard calling her.
name, and Ginger
hurried away to
finish her packing.
She hiiid hardly dis-

appeared when old
Cap Rogers stamped
into view, anil, com-
ing up to the bvmk-
house veranda,
planted himself in
front of the puncher.

' ' W li c r e ' s my
daughter?" he de-
manded.

"I saw her around
a minute ago,"' .Jim
murmured.
The old man fixeil

him with a bjiloful

rye.

"Well, let me toll

you somcthin', young
feller,'' he an-
nounced. "You don't
sec her around any
more. I'm sendin'
her to Carson City
to-day, an' she'll be

.
well outa your way
up there. I'm goin'

. to have no loafin'

.cow-hand makin' u\>
to my little girl and
turnin' her hea«l.
Get that !"

He marched off.
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and, having given orders for the buck-
boaril plugs to be harnessed, was
joined by Ginger at the ranch-house.
He Jielped her up into tlie vehicle,
and then, faking his position beside
lier, drove the ponies forward with a
flick of the reins.

They picked up the Fresno road, and.
wlieels powdered with the limestone of
the rocky trail, finally ran into town as

the stage was preparing to set out on
its long trip.

"Clem," said old Cap Rogers to the
driver, when he had bought Gingers
ticket, "my daughter is goin' along to

Carson City with you. Take good care
o' her for me, will you?"
"I will, sir," answered the driver.

The old man handed him a cigar and
then turned to Ginger affectionately.

"Reckon you're gonna miss ^our old
dad, ain't you, honey?" ho sjiid, as she
was on the point of climljing into the
stage.

"Yes. dad," she answered, bestow-
ing a ki.-s on him.
The Cap looked wistful.

"Reckon I'm gonna miss you, too."
he nuised.

'Then I won't go!" said Ginger
that her father

her

eagerly ; but with
grabbed her arm.
"Oh, yes, you will," he told

hastily. "Go on—get in there!"

Ginger obeyed him without protest.
.\fter all. she reflected, she was not
going to Carson Cit.y.. Before the coach
liad trav.^lled many miles, Jim would
be stopping it to take her a willing
prisoner.
Had (jlinger known what was afoot

at tiie ranen just then she might have
looked forward to the Journey by stage
with less satisfaction.

For just outside the bimk-houso
Smoky King and one of the hands were
covering .(im Logan with their si.\-guns,

having taken him completely by sur-
prise.

"What's the idea?" .Jim demanded
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as he found himself looking Into the
barrels of the shooting-irons.

"I'm doin' this on behalf oi' tho
boss," Smoky King replied smugJy.
" You see, I happened to he.ar you
arranging that little scheme o' yours
with Ginger."
Jim bit his lip.

"Then why didn't you break tlic bad
news to the Cap ?" he demanded.
King's eyes narrowed shiftily.

"That's my business," he retorted.

"Come on," he added to the ranch-
hand who was with him, "get his hands
lied."
The cowboy obeyed him—not by any

means willingly, for Jim was popular
among the punchers—but orders were
orders.

Jim's wrists w^ere bound behind his

back, and, once tho youngster had been
.-ecured, King thrust his gun back into
its holster. "J'hcn he spoke to his com-
panion again.
"Keep an eye on him," he said, "an'

see that he don't get away."
Even as tho foreman uttered tho

words, .Jim chanced to turn his head
and see his pony Starlight ne<ir by. Tlie

horse was watching King and tho
other man, and in a flash Jim realised

how tho animal might assi>it him. For
Starlight was no ordinary bronc. Train-
ing, and a natural sagacity, had given
him qualities both of mind an«l body
which would have been difficult to find

in any other dumb creature.
Puckering up his lips, Jim g«ve vent

to a shrill whistle, and the pony
immediately responded to it. With a
toss of his noble head, he began to trot
forward, his ste|)s quickening as ho
approached nearer, and all at onco
King and the other man realised tlial;

ho was bearing down on tlicm menac-
ingly.

Panic coizcd King.
"Hey, what the ?" He rounded

on Jim. "You tell that pinto to beat
it, will yuh?"
Jim's answer was to shout a theorfril

McGee whipped rownd,

lifted his glance and

uttered a ciy.

July 4tii, 1031.
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\\ ord of encouragement to Starlight,

tind the liorsc broke into a gallop.

King backed in alarm. The man with
him snatched up a stick, and, a.s Star-
light dashed up in a smother of dust,

ho jabbed at the animal tentatively.

•Starlight rose on Ids hind legs, his

fore-hoofs striking out at his attacker.

The man dropped the stick, squealed
and ran as fast as his feet could carry
him to an out-house about fifty paces
distant.
Starlight swerved towards Smoky

King, wlio was crouching clo.sc to the

bunkhouso wall. The foreman let out
a terrified yell and dashed after the
other fugitive with the pinto in full

chase.

Both men plunged into the out-house
and slammed the door behind them.
Coming up a moment later. Starlight

hammered against it with his iron-shod
hoofs two or three times, each impact
striking chill terror into the men within.
Then he wheeled and galloped back to

where Jim awaited him.
Jim turned liis back towards the

animal and held his bound luinds against
the horse's muzzle. Starlight's strong
teeth fastened on the cords and tore at

the knots, and a few seconds Later the
puncher was free.

He leapt into the saddle and with a
pressure of the knees sent Starlight
past the ranch-house at top speed,
setting his course towards the north (o

pick up the Carson trail somewhere in

thi> Sierras. He was almost clear of

the Rogers outfit, when Smoky King
and his companion plucked up sufficient

courage to emerge from shelter.

King voiced a bellow of chagrin as he
saw Jim riding over the plain, and.
plucking out his six-gun, he blazed at
the young puncher's flying figure. But
his aim was bad and the shots went
wide, and, a belt of chaparral swallow-
ing the fugitive, the foreman saw him
no more.
King returned his revolvers to the

holster on his hip, and then, leaving
the man whom he had pressed into his

service, he made his way to a barn.
From behind some bales of hay there
he dragged forth a basket in which three
or four carrier pigeons were crooning.
The foreman brought out one of the

birds and attached to its leg a
message he had written just before his

attempt to make Jim Logan a prisoner.
Then he released the feathered courier,

and watched it circle above the ranch
buildings for a moment ere finally wing-
ing its way northward in the direction
of the hills.

King had claimed that he had been
acting in Cap Rogers' interests when (le

had tried to foil Jim's plan of elope-

ment. But the missive attached to that
bird might have made it clear that he
was at loggerheads with Jim only
because the puncher stood in the way
of a certain scheme of his own.

^ The.Hold-Up.

THREE un.sa\ oury-looking men
standing outside a lone cabin in

the hills were atttracted by the
appearance of a bird fluttering above
their heads, a bird (hat suddenly
swooped down into a kind of coop some
distance from the shack.
One of the men, Top-Hand Norton by

name, made his way to the wire netting
of the coop, and, jiassing inside, secured
the carrier pigeon that had just dropped
out of the sky. He returned presently
to join the other two men, reading tlic

message that he had taken from the
bird.

"It's from flip boss," he stated.
"Smokv?" put in ono of the others,
9uly Ith, 1931.
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a luirly ruffian known as Lew Larson.
" What's he say ?"

"Listen," Top-Hand Norton rejoined.

"There's a girl travellin' by the C-arson
City stage. I want her taken off the
coach and brung up to the hide-out.
Hold' her there till I show up

—
' That's

what it says."
The third man spoke. He answered

to the name of Slim McGec, a name
that might have interested the sheriffs

of certain sections not very far remote.
"Supposin' there's two gals, or three

gals, on the coach," he growled.
"How'ro we ter know which one ter
grab?"

" Smoky gives a full description of her
here." explained Norton. "I didn't
bother to repeat it, but we'll memorise
it on the way down to the Carson trail.

Blue eyes, pink-an'-white complexion,
slight build, ginger hair— Ginger hair!
Say, that oughta be enough. C'mon,
let's hit the saddle an' get goin'. That
stage should be among the hills right

now accordin' to schedule."
They dived towards a small corral

a: the side of the cabin, and a minute
or two later they were riding down
through a narrow valley that extended
iu a southerly direction. Clear of this,

they continued to push on as hard as
their broncs would carry them, and
about thirty minutes after leaving the
shack they sighted the Carson road.
"Look," said McGee, pointing over

th' tops of some trees, and, as they
followed the direction indicated, the

other two men observed the coach.

The crooks were sliding down the
slope of a steep embankment over-

looking the road, and, amid a shower
of dirt and stones, they reached tlie

trail even as the stage rocked past.

The rogues swerved to give chase, draw-
ing their guns as they did so, and in

less than sixty seconds they were level

with the coach's team.
Larson covered the driver and his

mate, while McGee and Norton snatched
at the reins and brouglit the six pranc-
ing ponies to a standstill.

"Better reach for the air," Larson
warned I he two men on the driving
seat of the vehicle, and he stressed the
words with a gesture of his six-shooter.

They raised their hands, and McGec
moved back to the door of the equip-
age. As he was approaching, it was
flung open from the inside, and Ginger
presented herself.

"Take it easy, ma'am," said McGec,
expecting her to throw a faint or go
into hysterics, "we ain't meanin' no
harm, but you gotta come with us."
Ginger seemed perfectly at her ease.

but looked puzzled as she glanced
around and saw no sign of her bronco-
busting Romeo.
"Where's Jim?" she inquired.

IMcGee gaped at lier for a moment,
and then switched his narrow eyes
towards the faces of his com]>anions.
"Aw—Jim." ho murmured. "Oh.

yeah—yeah—he'll be up at the cabin
l)retty .soon. C'mon now, we gotta beat
i', ma'am."
"Sure, I'ni ready." Ginger declared

cheerfully and once again Metlee
exchanged glances with Larson and
Norton. All three ruffians were plainly

bewildered.
McGee spurred nearer and t«ok

Ginger on his saddle, but as he was
about to ride away .she checked him.
"I haven't got my case." she ex-

claimed. "It's in the coach."
McGeo thought it best to humour her.

He was glad she was taking things so

quietly. So. locating the travelling-bag.

he handed it to Norton.
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Larson was still covering the two men
on the driving-seat of the coach, and
McGeo called to him.
"All set, Lew," he said. "Send 'em

on their way."
Larson flourished his revolver.
"Get goin'.' he ordered the coach-

driver, "an' keep goin'."
The reins were picked up. The stage

lumbered on its way. With his curiously
willing captive, McGee put his horse at
the slope of the embankment, Norton
and Larson briUf^ing up the rear.
The laborious journey back through

the cabin took them the best part of an
hour, for it was uphill work. But, the
hideout reached at last, Larson dis-

mounted and helped Ginger to the
ground.
'What's this place?" Ginger asked.
"Oh, it's where you're gonna hang

out for a little while," said Larson.
"Till Jim arrives, I suppose," Ginger

mused. "When do you expect him?"
Larson fingered liis chin.
"To-morrow sometime, I guess," he

informed her. "I don't rightly know."
" To-morrow 1" Ginger echoed. "Then

something must have cropped vp to
delay him. Never mind I I'll make my-
self at home in the meantime."
As she went into the cabin the three

men looked at one another in amaze-
ment.

" What do you make o' her ?" McGeo
demanded. "Who's this feller 'Jim'
she's alius talkin' about ?"

Top-Hand Norton suggested an ex-
planation.

"I reckon Smoky ain't been usin' his
right name," le declared. "This gal

knows him as Jim sec? An' we had
things all wrong from the start. It

wasn't a kidnanpin' job. She knowed
she was a-comin' here."'
"I guess you're right, Top-Hand,"

said McGee.

On the Trail. " '

STRIKING through the hills via

every short cut that he knew, Jim
Logan picked up the Carson road

and raced along it at full gallop, knowing
that his adventure with Smoky King at

the ranch had delayed him considerably
in his project of taking Ginger off the
stage.

Conceive Jim's astonishment when,
keyed up with the hope of overtaking
the coach somewhere within the next
fifteen or twenty miles, he suddenly saw
it swinging round a bend towards him.
He signalled the driver to halt, and

the cumbersome vehicle pulled up along-
side him.
"What's the big idea?" Jim

demanded. "Aren't you supposed to

be headed for Carson."

"We wore," blurted the driver, "but
we're a-headin' right back for Fresno as

fast as we can."
Jim glanced inside the coach, expect-

ing to discover Ginger there. As he
realised that the interior was vacant, his

jaw dropped.
"Wasn't there a girl travelling with

you ?" he asked.
'There was,'' the man with the reins

answered. "an' that's wliy we're
doublin' back to Fresno. About five

miles north of here we was stopped by
three or-iory-lookin' iiombres that took
her off the roach and ordered me to

drive on. I diil drive on fer a .spell, but
turned around mighty soon. That girl

was Ginger Rogers, old Cap Roger.-'

daughter, aiui I'm gonna locate him and
put him « ise."

There was an expression of anxiety on
Jim's face as he fired another question

at the driver.

"Which way did they go?"
"North-east from the Belmont Pass."

was the rejoinder. "That's all I cau

'ir
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toll you. But, say, I heard the Rogers
gill mention somebody by the name of

Jim "

The youns 'puncher did not wait to
hear more. With a pressure of the
knees he sent Starlight forward again,
and the pinto cased itself into that long,

loping stride of liis which could cover
ground so rapidly.

He ate up the miles as the road-runner
oats up the rattlesnake, and not long
afterwards Jim found himself at the
point where the coach had been held up
by 'dinger's captors. Ho made out the
tracks leading up the embankment and
followed tliem. But some distance
farther on the ground yielded no signs

which would have enabled him to trail

the men into whose hands the girl had
fallen, and he •.\as compelled to ride
at random, on the ofl-chanco of locating
th(!m.

Niglit overtook him in liis vain search,

but still he persov,n-?d, and not luitil the
small hours of the morning did he aban-
don the quest temporarily and snatch a

brief sleep. When he awoke the sun
was in the sky, and the crisp clearness
oi early day had thrown the colourful
.>^ierras and the varied greens of trees,

mosquito, and brushwood into vivid
relief.

Jim saddled and mounted Starlight,
who had been grazing hard by. and soon
he was pushing through the hills again,
his eyes on the qui-vive for Ginger and
her kidnappers. Thus he continued
riding for another hour or so, when all

at once the drumming of hoofs caught
his attention.

The soimd came from behind him,
and, witli u caution that was almost
instinctive, Jim switched I he rein and
drew Starlight behind the cover of a
thicket. From that vantage-point the
young 'p'lf^her discerned a lone horse-
man galloping from the south, and as
ho drew nearer he roeognisod Smoky
King.
King was following a course that must
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bring him within a few yards of tlie

thicket, and, to safeguard himself
against the possibility of being dis-

covered, Jim forced Starlight to lie

down.
Jim bad no qualms about meeting

Smoky King. In fact, he fully intended
to confront him in duo course and square
accounts. But at the moment it suited
his purpose better tp Let the foreman go
by unhindered. For, seeing him here
among ihe hills, .lim had a pretty
shrewd idea that he probably knew
something of Ginger's whereabouts, and
as probably had some connection with
the men who had stopped the stage.

The foreman galloped by without
observing Jim, and when the foreman
was about a couple of hundred yards
away the young cowboy brought Star-
light to his feet with a sharp command
and vaulted into the saddle.

Ho began to trail King.

In the Pass.

FROM the facts tliat ho gleaned first

from the driver of the stage-coach
and then from the 'puncher who

had been .so innocently concerned with
Smoky King iu the attempt to hold Jim
Logan a prisoner at the ranch, old Cap
Rogers put his own conception on the
affair.

He believed Jim Logan was respon-
sible for Ginger's disappearance, and the
chance disco\i>ry of the basket of carrier
pigeons in the barn gave him the im-
pression I hat Jim had used them as a
means of connnunicating with those
three rogues who had waylaid the coach.

The old man's first move was to send
for the sheriff, who arrived with three
or four of his deputies. Then, in the
presence of posse and ranch hands, he
scribbled a note and attached it to one
of t!io pigeons, the entire party spur-
ring forward in the diroction that the
bird took.
They could not hope to frail the bird
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to its destination, but they at .'east

gained an idea of the quarter in which
that destination lay.

The bird vanished amid the sierras and
was lost to view. Some time later it

dropped into the coop beside the hide-
out of Smoky King's associates, and was
seen by Larson.
Larson found the note that was

attached to the feathered messenger,
and, after reading it, he made his way
back to the cabin in haste.

"Listen to this, boys," he jerked to
his companions. "A message from old
Cap Rogers—addressed to a guy called

Jim Logan. The old man says he'll

never consent to his daughter's marriage
with this Logan, an' he's gonna make
hash outa him ef he can come >ip with
him. What do you make of it?"

Consternation was written on the faces

of Norton and !McGee. Then the latter

voiced an opinion.
"I'll tell yuh what I think," he

rasped. "That red-head gal ain't acted
normal ever since we took her olV the
coach, an' I reckon I know why. We've
got tlie wrong dame !"

"The wrong dame!" ejaculated Lar-
son.

"Tliat's what I figure," McGce con-
tinued ; but before he could say more
there was the faint sound of hoof-beats,
and, striding to the window, the three
rufllans saw- Smoky King riding through
a narrow valley that formed the only
pass to the hide-out.
They walked out of the cabin and

confronted King as he cantered up to
the dwelling and dismounted.
"Well," said the foreman, "did vou

get the girl?"
McGee answered him sheepishly.
"We got a girl," ho rejoined.

"Ginger-headed, just like you wrote.
But I guess she ain't the right one, for
all tliat. Look at this message we just

had from Cap Rogers, the bo^s o' the
outfit you've bin workin' for."

This bronc belongs to that orneii juv -hand, Logan," said Cap Rogers^
Jnlv nT), 1931.
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He lianded the note to King, who read
it and grinned.
"You've got the right girl, sure

enough," he stated. "Where is slie?"

"In the back room," McGee told him.

"But wait a minute, Smoky. This
Rogers seems to have got the dope on

them carrier pigeons. It seems to me
that when he let loose the bird that

brought his message he'd most likely

start out after it."

King laughwi in a scoffing tone.

"Tell me another story," he sneered.
" How's any man gonna follow a carrier

pigeon through these hills, unless his

l>ronc"s got ii pair o' wings?"
"Well, I don't like the looks of it,"

McGee protested insistently.

"All right,'" King retorted. "You
three get down to the pass and keep on
the watch, while I have a word with

Miss Ginger.'"

McGee, Larson, and Norton moved
away, and King strolled on into the

cabin. He crossed the living-room, and
rapped on the door of an apartment that

was connected with it.

Ginger's voice answered the summons.
"Come in." she called, and, pushhig

open the door. Smoky King stepped

over the threshold.

Ginger was brushing her hair before a

mirror, but she turned with an e.xpect-

ant smile as the newcomer entered the

room. The smile faded from her pretty

fac« as she recognised King.
"You I" she stammered. "W'hy, 1

—

I
"

"You was expectin' Jim Logan,
huh?'" drawled the foreman.
A look of anxiety appeared in

Ginger's blue eyes.

"Where is Jim?" she demanded.
" Snoopin' around somewhere, I

guess," King observed, "but not so close

that he should bother me any. Listen,

Ginger, you ain't elopin' with that cow-

hand. You're riding with me—see?'"

He had drawn nearer to her while he

had been speaking, and now he tried

to take her hands. But she retreated

quickly.

"Keep away from me!" she panted.

"Now don't get het up!" ihe rapped

out. "You and me are takin' the same
trail, and maybe we'll be married, so's I

can fall heir to your old man's rancho.

And if that proposition don't appeal to

you—well, then, I reckon it'll cost your

dad a whole lotta dough for ransom,

C'mon now, be sensible, girlie, and let's

get going. For I aim to take you some
place else where we'll bo safe from

visitors."

Ginger was still holding the brush

with which .she had been smoothing out

her hair. With a sudden movement she

flung it at King's head, and then darted

towards the doorway.
King ducked, and the hairbrush went

flying into the living-room. Ginger tried

to follow it, but with a jump King over-

took her and seized her, 'There was a

frenzied scufTle. the girl soYatrhing and
kicking violently, so tliat King soon bore

the marks of conflict.

Ginger managed to break away from
him, and almost escaped through the

living-room. Smoky King caught her

again as she was darling across the

thresliold. however, and with a wrench
he dragged her back.

Fight.

RIDING up to the mouth of the pa&s

which Smoky King had entered
before him, Jim Logan dis-

mounted in the shadow of some trees

and looke<l forward to descry the hide-

out of the rascally foreman's associates.

Jim's fust concern was to dispose of

Starlight, and, taking the pony's rein, he
led him info a mass of dense thickets,
July ^'f^, 1831.
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where he «as effectively hidden from
view.
He then made his way back to the

trees, and as he glanced in the direc-
tion of tlie cabin again he caught sight
of Lew Lareon, Slim McGee, and Top-
Hand Norton striding towards the pass.

They were talking animatedly, and
kept turning their heads and looking
over their shoulders at the dwelling
whence they had emerged a minute or
two before.

They had not discerned Jim, but he
realised that unless they changed their
course they must approach the very spot
where he was standing. He looked
around him, and a forked tree near by
provided him with an inspiration. Clam-
bering up its divided trunk, he settled
himself in the fork, and snapped off a"-

thick piece of dead branch that would
serve as a formidable weapon in his

hands.
King's three accomplices entered the

pass, and came to a halt immediately
beneath Jim's hiding-place.
"You know," said McGee, "I don't

like the way things are shapin'. It that
gal's father finds his way here with a
posse we're liable to be in a jam. We
better keep a pretty strict look-out,"
They turned their faces southward,

and Jim decided that the moment was
opportune. He singled out the centre
man, who happened to be Larson, and
with stunning force brought his cudgel
crasliing down on the rogue's head,
Larson sagged with a hollow groan.

McGee whipped round, lifted his glance,
and uttered a cry, a cry that was cut
short as Jim struck again, felling him as
effectively as he had stretched Larson,
Top-Hand Norton had taken the alarm,

and, his hand diving towards his hip, he
wheeled with an oath, Jim dropped on
him from the fork of the tree, and bore
him to the ground with the impact.
There was a fierce .struggle, during

which Norton made desperate efforts

to drag his six-shooter from its holster.
Rut cro ho could succeed Jim plied the
cudgel once more, and scattered the
rogue's wits with the shock of the blow.

He climbed to his feet in time to see
McGeo attempting to rise. Managing
to straighten up, the crook stumbled
towards him, but Jim tapped him play-
fully over the skull and with a stupid
expression on his unshaven countenance,
McGee sagged limply.

Starlight had trotted out of the
rhickets where his master h«cl concealed
him, and from the peg on the saddle
Jim took his lariat and bound the three
senseless ruHians securely. Then he
reached for his pinto"s rein and turned
the intelligent creature so that he was
facing southward,
"Take the road to the nanch, old-

timer!" he said, "And bring Ginger's
(lad right here. Go on, beat it!"

Starlight to.ssed his head and bounded
foi ward into a gallop, his hoofs drum-
ming over the nicscjuite grass. Jim
watched him till lie had disappeared,
and then began to advance towards the
cabin beyond the pass.

As he set foot on the veranda he
hoard the commotion that was going on
inside, and, striding into the living-

room, he discerned King and Ginger
struggling in the apartment beyond,
\\ilh a shout he sprang througii to the
bedroom, caught the foreman by the
shoulder, swung him aroimd and drove
(lie bunched knuckles of his right into

tin- kidnapper's mouth.
King staggered back, his lips cut and

bh-eding. A snarl escaped him, and
lu K-achcd for his forty -five, but as he
|)ulled tlie we^ipon clear of its holster

.iim pounced on him and gripped his

wrist.

He twisted the rogue's arm, and King
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let the weapon fall with a clatter. But
next moment he slammed his left to the
puncher's jaw and knocked him half-
way across the room,
Jim recovered himself, and made a

Hying rush. The foreman wliii^ped up a
cliair and hurled it with all his strength,
but tiie young cowboy ducked, and it

swept over his head and crashed into tiir

wall,

"I'iie two men closed, and, wrestling
grimly, they lurched towards th,; door-
way. Then Jim pulled his loft free and
drew blood from King"s nose wirli a
stinging punch.
King reeled into the living-room, and

Jim followed him up to connect with a
right swing that lifted the foreman off
his feet and flung hini headlong against
a stove in the corner. The stove-pipe
came down with an uglj- clangour, but
King collected his wits and leapt at
Jim with an angry bellow.
He broke through the young cowboy's

guard and knocked him across the table,
then flung himself upon him and fas-

toned his hands on Jim's throat. His
fingers clenched in a vice-like grasp, and
.Iim felt the blood surging to his head,
while a red mist seemed to dance before
his eyes. But he mustered all hi.s.

strength with a tremendous effort of
will. and. breaking the foreman's hold,
threw him aside.
King leapt at him again, and they

grappled. A wild stagger took the pair
of them out on to the veranda, where
they tripped and came sprawling. They
ivcrc up in a second, and hit out at
each other savagely, their fists thudding
home against face and body.
Ginger had followed them to the door

of the cabin. She watched with bate<l

breath, and followed eveiy blow, her
heart boating high when she saw Jim
score, and smking when she saw him
take punishment.
King was fighting like a madman,

and for a spell the advantage seemed
to rest with him. But Jim was standing
on the defensive against a whirlwind
onslaught, and he was only biding liis

time ere turning the aggressor.
He saw his chance when King lefl

tiimself wide open, and before the
ruffian could lift his guard the young
cowboy ripped his fist to the jaw. The
foreman fell, and Jim flung himself
upon him. But King was by no nieans

at the end of his tether, for, with a

desiierate effort he heaved the puncher
aside, and scrambled to his feet.

Jim was struggling up when the
.scoundrel kicked at him savagely.

Starlight.

GALLOPING from the pass that led

to Smoky King's lair. Starlight

picked up the Carson road and

swerved southward, his hoofs drumming
on the sun-cracked surface of the trail.

He covered ground at top speed, and

loss than twenty minutes later his quick

oars warned him of the approach of a

body of horsemen. As he swung round

a bend he saw them cantering towards

him—Cap Rogers, the sheriff and a

posse.
Starlight came to a standstill and

waited for them to ride nearer. They
reached the spot whore he had halted,

and looked at him curiously.

"This bronc belongs to that ornery

cow-hand, Logan," said Cap Rogers.
" So I reckon Logan cain"t be far away.

Sheriff, I want that hombre put in gaol.

Understand?"
The sheriff made no lanswer. He ww

watching Starlight, who had began to

act in a manner that comiielled atten-

tion, wh(>oling first of all and dashing

off ill the direction whence he had
come, then returning as no one followed

him, and tossing his fine head in a

fashion that suggested impatience.
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"Wliat's \vrong with tliat pony?" the
sliciitf donianded. " He seems like he's

got something on his mind."
Starlight repeated the piocedure of

galloping to a little distance, and then
rftiirning, and old Cap Rogers frowned.

" You'd almost think he was tryin'

^o toll us to chase him up," ho mur-
nuued.
"By golly, you're right. Cap!" the

shcritf declared. "That's just what he
i.s doin'. He wants us to trail him.
There's somethin' important ho wants
IIS to see. Loiistways, that's how I

figure things."
Rogers glanced at him quickly.
"Sheriff," he said, "I'm inclined to

'hink your figuriii' is correct. An' if

it is, then that horse is the smartest
critter I ever saw—smarter 'n any circus
pony, an' a lot less dumb than a good
many human bein's."
"Come on," rejoined the slieriff

crisply, as Starlight trotted off again,
and this time, as the whole party
spurred after him, lie kept going at a
rapid pace along the trail.

' Several miles from the point where ho
had encountered tlic Caps party Stiir-

tight left the Carson road and entered
the hills. Here his followers found it

diflieult to keep him in sight, and he
ps.u:-cd every now and then to let them
come up with him.

Tlie pass was reached at last, and
Cap Rogers and his companions were
riding into it when the sheriff observed
something' ahead. It appeared to be a
writhing bundle, and on closer approach
was made out as the figures of Larson,
Norton and McGeo—that trio of ras-

oality which Jim Logan had roped with
his lariat some time before.

The crooks had recovered conscious-
ness, and were struggling to escap,e

from the coils of the lasso. With one
or two of the knots already slackened.
thfy managed to gain their liberty when
the approaching horsemen were still

some little distance away.
AlcGcc was the first to sec the new-

comers, and he uttered a shout of

alarm as ho recognised the man riding
at Cap Rogers' side.

"The sheriff!" he yelled, and. reach-

ing for his hip, he dived for the shelter

of the scrub.

Larson and Norton followed his

example, taking cover and plucking
out their six-guns to open fire on Rogers
and the representatives of the law.

There was an ugly racket as three
shots smashed out in quick succession.

None of them took effect, though one
deputy's stetson was whipped from his

head and another man's chedk was
grazed.
The posse outnumbered the crooks,

but they were in an exposed position,

and McCcc, Larson, and Norton had
only to steady their aim to pick them
off with comparative ease and very
little risk to themselves.
The sheriff bellowed a command,

and all sprang from the saddle, plung-
ing into the same mass of thickets in

wliich Jim Logan had concealed Star-
light just before he had tackled Smoky
King's associates single-handed. From
this vantage-point the posse returned
the crooks' fire, and the valley echoed
to the crash of the gun-play.

Cap Rogers was posted near tlie

^hcritt, and presently he spoke to the
latter.

'These thickets extend to the back
nf that patch of scrub where those guys
arc skulkin'," he stated. "Suppose two
or three of us keep givin' 'om lead
from here while the rest work around
and take 'em in flank and rear?"
"Good idea, Cap," the sheriff agreed.
"You ain't forgot jour military tat-

tJC6, huh l"
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Jim sprang after lilm, and, dazed ao

he was, clutched him around the waist
and flung him to the ground. By the
time King rose, the [junchcr's head
was clear, and the ruffianly foreman
straightened up only to receive a
straight left flush in the face.
King reeled backwanl. but with an

infuriated snarl he gathered himself for
a fresh onslaught. He rushed at Jim
madly.
The rush was stopped by a blow that

Jim planted m the scoundrel's eyes.
Brought up with a jerk, King lifted his

hands to his head, and was instantly
doubled by a hartl right to the body.

Jim proceeded to rain punches on
him from all angles, till the foreman
was in a sorry plight. Meanwhile Cap
Rogers and his party came up, but for
the time being they made no attempt
to interfere, and watched .lini Logan's
exhibition of the noble art with admira-
tion.

King was pitched info a clump of

brush by a heavy jolt, but he struggled
up again for more punishment. Ho
received it without stint, and, badly
battered, collapsed at last under a pile-

driving right.

Ho lay on his back and counted
imaginary stars. The earth inidor-
neath him seemed to spin and reel

crazily. His body from the waist up-
w-ard seemed to be composed of in-

numerable aches and pains.
"Ami if you ain't satisfied," observed

Jim. standing over him with clenched
hands, "I've still got a wallop or two
loft."

Smoky King bestirred himself, but
not with any idea of prolonging tb.e

fight. He gained a sitting posture with
an effort and raised oue arm in order to
describe a feeble gesture of surrender.

" I know—when I'm licked—Logan,"
he managed to say.

Cap Rogers stepped towards Jim and
tapped him on the shoulder.
"Now the entertainment's finished,

young feller," he stated, "maybe you'll

explain."

(Continued on page 28.)
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Thus two or three of the posse .kept
King's satellites occupied while the re-

mainder of the party stole through the
brush, and the crooks wore blazing at
the spot where the sheriff and his com-
panions had first taken to the thickets
when suddenly a curt voice ordered
them to cease fire.

They scrambled around and saw that
four deputies were covering them, their
fingers ready to draw' trigger at the
first sign of resistance.

"Drop tlicm irons and reach for the
air," said the one who had first spoken.
"Go on, you heard me!"
The crooks hesitated, but realised

that defiance was futile. Larson was
the first to let his six-shooter fall to
the ground. Norton followed suit, and
then INIcGee did likewise.

Tiic rest of the invaders of the outlaw-
lair emerged from tlie thickets, and
nuuuiclcs were snapped home on the
prisoners' wrists, the sheriff eyeing them
grimly the while.

"A nice bunch o' rough-necks," he
mused in a tone of satisfaction. "Lar-
son, Norton, an' McGee, huh? Wanted
on more charges than I could count on
my two hands. Well, you'll answer for
'cm all

"

He did not finish the sentence, for
at that moment his attention was
diverted by the spectacle of two men
fighting like tigers just beyond the pass.
They were Jim Logan and Smoky King.
Jim had caught King's ankle and

brought him low in the very instant that
the latter had attempted to kick him,
and now- he and the foreman were roll-

ing over and over in the dust.
They had lieaid the sound of shooting,

and Jim had guessed the meaning of it.

So had King, and he was battling all

the more savagely.
The two rose, and King aimed a tre-

mendous blow at Jim. The cowboy flung
up his arm and partially deflected
it, but it caught liim m tlic temple and
.staggered liim, and the foreman wheeled
with the intention of leaping into the
saddle of his bronc and ma'king Ids
getaway.
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"THE CRIMINAL CODE

T (Continaed from page 18.) T

The Fight in the Dungeons.

IT was !-oiiio hours before Brady
oveiitnally left hi? office to go and
see Mary. He vas worried. He

liated himself for what he had done,
because he appreciated Graham's point
of view.
The trouble was that they were both

workiiipr luidor two different types of

law—Brady from the law of the State,
and Graham from the law of the
criminal. Graham, of covu'se, was
wrong. That wa« understood. At the
same time, Brady saw there was no
chance of making any change in the
present position.

When he ultimately went into Mary's
room, ho. found her impacking her
things. Tough and hard-bitten though
he was, there was just one thing in iiis

life about which lie was really human,
and that was the daughter who had
filled his life since his wife hud died
ten years back.
She looked up as he entered and ran

to him.
"Is everything all right?" she asked

anxiously. "No more trouble?"
He shook iiis head and forced a smile.

"No; no more trouble.'' he replied.

"I don't believe you,'' she said.

"You've got such a worried look on
\our face." She paused, thinking. "By
the way. who \\as that awfully nice
young man who called for me at the
station to-day? I rather liked him."
Brady winced. The last thing lie

wanted to thiidi about at the moment
was Graham.
"Just one of ',he tru.stics." lie replied

ofThandedly. "He's a nice lad. but I'm
afraid I have had to get rid of liiin.

You won't be soeing him any more."
He ^^as startled by the sudden change

that came over her face. Her smile
vanished, and was replaced by black
disappointment and unhappiness. To
his amazement, he distinctly detected
the quiver of her lips.

"What's the matter?" he said sharply.
"I—I—oh. I want to sec him again!''

she cried. " I know he is a convict.
but he's the onl_\ real man I have ever
met

!"

Brady snorted angrily.
"Don't be a fool!" he said. "You've

never seen him in your life before to-

day. This is nonsense!"
He stopped abruptly at the look wliich

had appeared in her eyes, and drew his
breath in sharply.
"Gosh!" he muttered.
For the first lime in his life, he fouiul

himself face to ;";ice with a phenomenon
which coidd be guided by neither argu-
ment nor reason. By some strange twist
of fate liis daughter. M.iry Brady, had
fallen in love at first sight with a San
Quentiu convict, Robert Graham !

"Gesh!" he repeated again. "I
reckon I am too tough and nnthinking
to know much about such thing-, but
flo you reallv foel (he way you look?''
She nodded. No words were

necessary.

For two whole clays after that lie

wandered about in a l)rown study, un-
able to think what to do. For l\Iary's

sake there was hardly anything he would
stop at. yet lie knew that if he capitu-
lated ,-ind had Graham released from
solitary confinement his action might
be taken by (he convicts as a sign of
weakness, and they would revolt in a
determined ofTort to oseape.
Suddenly he hit iipon a plan. He
July 4th, 1931.
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gave Gleasoii instructions to spread
throughout the prison the story of
Graliam's captivity—of Iiow a man due
for freedom was iying in the dungeons
because h(> refused to give the name of
a murderer.
The new - had sw ift effect.

Galloway, working in the prison
kitchen the following morning, was told
the story by a follow crook. As he
listened his black, glowing eyes
glinted.

"So that's it. is it?" he said. "Well,
I reckon it's up to me to do something
about it. Graham's not going to take
the rap for anything I've done.'"
"What's on yom- mind?" asked his

companion.
GaJloway's face set iji an expression

of hatred.
"I'll tell you. There was a time when

a certain man in this prison got me
sent to the dungeons for something I

didn't do, anti I swore I would level up.
I've got to go under over that Rundi
business anyway, so I can attend to tlie

otlier matter at the same time. Give
me a knife !"'

He took the broad-'uladed carver that
wa< hold out to him, and hid it in his
clothing. Then he deliberately picked
up a bucket of water and flung it at
the nearest .guard.

The cookhouse was in an uproar.
Other guards rushed in to find out what
the trouble was about, and quickly
ranged themsoives on each side of
Galloway.

"What's the big idea?" asked one of
thciTi.

"Notln'ng." replied Galloway. "I just
felt that way.'"
The guards looked at each other sig-

nificantly and nodded. With a con-
certed action, they seized Galloway and
pinioned his arms.
"You're for the dungeons, Galloway,"'

one of them said.

"It suits mo," Galloway replied.

"Get busy !"

Thev dragged him olT. and took him
down into a d.irk chaniljor below the
main part of the prison. On each side

of this chamber -ivoro steel doors, behind
which offenders against prison law
suffered the agonies of solitary confine-
ment.
One of the guards unlocked a door,

while the other jammed a revolver into
the small of Galloway's back.
"Get inside, Gallowa.v !" said the man

with the giui.

Galloway calml.v took a step forward,
then twisted round. His hands, moving
with the speed of lightning, closed o\ or
the gun and wrenched it from the
guard's grasp. The two guards hurled
themselves forward, and sinniltaneously
Galloway pressed the trigger.
The bulli't wont wide, but the crash

of the explosion stopped the attack. The
two guards hung back, and Galloway
surve\ed them witii a sardonic smile,

"Get'out of here!" he said. "I will

surrender only to Brady and Gleason."
The two guards did not stop to argue.

They cleared out to the end of the dtm-
geons, and while one hurried to Brady's
oflfice, the other remained on guard to

ensure that Gallowav did not escane.

A minute later Brady and Clleason
arrived, followed by two nu-n with a
tear-gas pistol and a tommy-gun.
Brady held the others back. He was

not able to see Galloway for the
moment.
"f'ome out of there. Galloway!" he

shouted. "You've got no chance!"
Galloway's voice came from the open

doorway of the roll that had been
intended to receive him.

"I'll come out when I feel like it.

Brady." he replied. " ileaiiwhile. listen

to wiiat I have to say. It was me that
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killed Runcli. I did it because he was
a low-down, squealing rat. Our code
demands that a iuan who squeals shall
die, and maybe .vou won't understand it.

Brady, but the same code also demands
that none of us shall allow somebody
else to take the blame for what we do.
So .\ou can send Gleason in here and
get him to release joung Graham. When
yo\i have done that I'll talk about
surrender."
Brady hesitated the merest fraction

of a second.
"You've got a gun, Galloway," he

called back. "Tiivow it out!"
"I will throw it out when Graliam's

free."

Brad.v said no more. He made a sign
to Gleason, and Gleason entered the
dungeons. There was the sound of a
key rasping in a Icxk, and of a steel
door being flung open. The moment
CJraliam had appeared from the interior
of the coll there was a clatter as Gallo-
way's gun hit a wall and fell on the
groiuid.

"Now. Gleason," came Galloway's
voice, "I'm ready for you."
He stepped out of the cell in full

view of the man with the toimny-gun
and looked at its barrel with "faint
amusement.
"Quite a little partv, Brady," he .said

sardonically. "You'll need the irons on
mo !"

Gleason eyed the crook grimly as lie

approached. He reached out to snap
handcuffs over Galloway's wrists, when
suddenly he felt himself grasped in a
powerful grip and spun round.

Tiie guard with (he tommy-gun
pressed his finger on ihe trigger, but
Brady's voice checked him.
"Look out,'' he shouted, "or you will

hit Gleason !"

He turned to Graham quickly.
"Get out of this." he said sharply.

"Get up to my office and wait for me.
I am allowing that parole warrant to
stand, and there is a lot I want to talk
to you about befoi'c von leav(f here. It's

going to have a lot of influence on what
you do in your future life."

Graham looked at Galloway uncer-
tainly, but did not move.
"Co on. Graham." said Gallowa.v.

"Do as he sa\s. I'm all right. Good
luck!"
"Good luck!" replied Graham, and

slowly made his way up the steps to the
main part of *he prison above.

.\s soon as he had gone, Brad.v turned
to Galloway sternly.

'" Now see here, Galloway," be .said.
" I don't want you to get hurt. You've
played the game over Graham, and I'll

see to ir that you don't go to the elec-

tric chair for Runeh. Stop making a
fool of yourself and surrender."
"And spend the rest of my life in this

joint?" scofT'd Galloway unrepentantl.v.
"Not on vour life. Brad.v! I've got a

knife at Gleasoii's back, and even at
this moment he's wishing lie'd been a
better man. He's for it, and nothin.g
.voii can do is going to save him!"
Even Brady tiirneil sick just then.

He sprang forward, but he was too late.

Gleason's face suddenh went grey, and
he started slipping to (he floor.

"Tjet him have it!" Brady roared.
The tommy-gun started to chatter.

Galloway throw up bis hands with a cry.

Brady watched him fall, his eyes hard
and merciless,
"It was coming to him," he s;i»d

briefly.

He surveyed (ho two bodies befor«*

him for a minute, then calml.v turnecJ

awav. and walked with slow steps in

the direction of his oflfice.

(By permission of United Artists Cor-
poration, featuring Walter Huston, Phil-

lips Holmes, and Constance Cummings.)
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TOM SAWYER."
I

(Continued from page 16.)
'

The Boys Vanish.

T0:M sawyer was not his usual
self; fate fiad niaiked his name
with a fatal star. Muff" Pottoi's

knife had been found beside the body

—

Injun Joe had .seen to that—and the

old man had been arrested. Wherever
Tom went he heard the murder dis-

cussed, and it was the general opinion

that Potter would hang. Huckleberry
was scared stiff, Becky ignored the two
boys, Aunt Polly was in a bad temper,
and everything was all wrong.
In a depressed jnood Tom, two days

after the murder, met Joe Harper, a

youngster whom Huckleberry and Tom
occasionally permitted to join in their

adventures. Joe was unhappy because
his mother would make liim wear shoes

and fine clothes. Joe wanted to dress

like Tom and Uuck.

The three strolled towards the river,

and then Tom had his bright idea. Close
to the bank a raft was moored, and
there and then a couusel of war was
held. They would be pirates, and run
away from all their miseries. That
night they captured the raft, their

"galleon,' and under a sail of old bits of

sacking, moved down stream. Next
morning found them camped on Jackson
Island, four miles' dovvn_ stream.

For two days they played pirates, and
it was great fun; then Joe began to

grieve about hi.s mother, and Tom began
to think of his Aunt Polly, whilst Hack
kept on talking about evil spirits, and
Jiow he dreamed Mutf Potter and Dr.
Kobinson were watching them.
On the night of the third day of their

adventure Torn discarded most of his

clothes and sneaked down to the edge of

the island. He was a strong swimmer,
and knew how to use the power of the

stream. An hour later he was on the

opposite bank and hurrying through tlie

night to the town.

On arriving home he wrote a note to

his aunt, but this he pushed into the
pocket of an old coat when he overheard
two men talking outside his bed-room
window—Sid was blissfully sleeping.

Tom learnt that thoy were thought to bo

dead, and that next day a funeral service

was to be held. Tom tied back to Jack-
son Island with all speed.

What a surprise the congregation got
the jiext day! The minister had just

finished his sermon on the goodness of

tlie deceased hoys, liow the town had
suffered a heavy loss in their death, what
models of virtue they had been, and
everyone had wept openly, including

Aunt Polly and Becky, wlien thiee heads
popped up in the empty gallery of the

church—Tom, Huck, and Joe, prepared
to be welcomed back from the dead.

Aunt Polly's tears vanished, and that

night three lads were unable to sit

down; but Tom was happier because
Becky had forgiven him. If only he
could plan some solution of the Mulf
Potter trial, which wa.s duo to take
place on the morrow ! The murder, now
the boys had returned, was the chief

item of interest. Aluff Potter would
hang, was the certain verdict.

Tom went to the trial, and his eyes
nearly darted out of his head when he
saw Injun Joe there.

Tom thought of his vow; but as the
evidence piled up against Muff his con-
science urged him to speak, and at last

he .stepped forward.

BOY'S CINEMA

''Huck and me knows something," he
spluttered. "That night we was in the
churchyard. We went there to cure our
warts. Huck reckoned a dead eat in a
graveyard near a bad man's grave was
a sure cure. We hid in the trec"S near
Hoss Williams' grave, and we saw Muff
Potter and Dr. Robinson quarrelling, but
it. was Injun Joe what stabbed the
doctor."

The truth of this statement was con-
firmed by Injun Joe making his escape
by a wild dive througli a glass window.
Tom and Huck at once became heroes,

whilst Muff Potter was released. Becky
kissed Tom, but the boy was not quite
happy. Would Injun Joe try and kill

Huck and himself/

The Pirates' Treasure.

IT was a great day, a week later, for

the .school—a picnic to the strange
caves in the nearby hills.

Every child was given a candle, and
told to keep close to the teacher. It

was a most thrilling adventure, and
Tom was in his element because his

companion was Becky.

Hand in hand they wandered through
the gloomy passages, and paid little

attention to the stalactites and stalag-
mites that glimmered in the flickering
lights of the candle. They wandered
away from the teacher and became lost, i

They shouted, and there was no
answer, and Tom tried to pretend he
w;i.sn't scared. They tried to trace their
way back, but now there seemed a
myriad of passages. When their candles
were getting low Tom saw a light

ahead, but some instinct made him
whisper to Becky:

"Let's surprise them, Becky."
It was Tom who got the sui-prisc.

He .saw not the teacher and his pupils
but Injun .loe. 'l'hi> half-brocd had dug
a groat hole in the Hoor of the cave, and
was lifting forth a strange old casket.
It was rotten with age, bccau.se the half-

breetl easily wroncluni off the 'id.

Hundreds of coins, which Injun rolled,

picked up, and let trickle through his
hand. His c-huckles of fiendish gloat-
ing ended in a snarl, because Tom had
given vent to his amazenient with a
gasp. Next moaiont the two children
were fleeing through the caves with the
sinister Injun Joe racing after them.

Becky soon became exhausted, and
begged Tom to leave her, but the boy
had a clover idea. He made her hide
in a crevasse, and before running on
made a groat din by kicking loose stones
so that Injun Joe might not see her.

But as the rased was intent on killing
Tom, he had eyes for only the boyish
figuni ahead. It was difficult running
with a candle, but there was no draught.
Gradually Injun
.loe gained, and
Tom almost
thought h e w a s

beaten.

His light showed
him a yawning
crack in the pas-

sage, a terrible fis-

sure that w a s

hundreds of feet

doo|), and Tom
could not hope to

jump to the other
side. He could not

turn back, and al-

ready he could hear
the laboured breath
of his pursuer.
There was a ledge,

and along this Tom
crawled, hoping to

work his way to
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another passage, but it was almost an
impossible 'ta.sk holding a candle. Al-
most ho lo.st his balance, and only-
saved himself by dropping the ciindlc.
With a moan of tear, he clutched tho

bare face of tho rock. A glimmer, and
then Injun Joe, carrying a storm lan-
tern, appeared. How tho fiend chuckled
when he saw tho boy ! Placing the lan-
tern on tho ground, he began to crawl
towards the boy. but his weight was
more than Tom's, ond suddenly part
of tho ledge ga^•e way 1

Never will Tom forget his scream of
fear, that sconiod to go right down into
tho bowels of tho earth. It seemed
minutes before a faint thud came to liis

ears.

Someiiow Tom .got back to safety,
picked up Injun Joe's lantern, and
hurried back to Beck.v.

"We can't .stay hero," he whispered.
"Injun Joe's falloii down a groat crack
in the caves.'' His arm was round her.
"Let's shout for help! Perhaps they'll
hear tis."

And his shout for help brought
Huckleberry Finn. Huck used the caves
as a dwelling-place, and ho had seen
Injun Joe and had been stalking him.

"I seed' him and Di-. Robinson hero
one night," cried Huck. "They talked
about some treasure, but I never paid
much account, being too scared of the
half-breed. Shovr us where j'ou saw the
old box, Tom."
Tom wanted to got out into the day-

light, but he would not let Becky see
how feared ho was. They found the
treasure, but it was much too heavy to
lift, and instead they marked a trail on
the walls so they could find it again.
Thou Huck led them back to tho sun-
shine and an anxious teacher.

It turned out that the gold must have
belonged to river pirates in early settle-

inont days, and was worth a consider-
able amount.

Again Tom and Huckleberry were
heroes. There \-as a big reward, and it

was divided amongst the three children.
Huckleberry fof.nd himself wealthy—

a

dollar a day for keeps—but his only mis-
fortune was that tho town insisted that
he mend his ways, and Widow Douglas
undertook his adoption.

Thus all was bright again, and Aunt
Polly even went so far as to let Tom go
fishing with Huckleberry. Tho boys
went, but they took Sid's rod when he
wasn't looking, and almost caught a
hiding.

(This is the story of the Paramount
Film, which is based upon " The Adven-
tures of Tom Sawyer." by Mark Twain.
The stars Include Jackie Coogan as Tom.
Junior Ourkin as Huckleberry, and

Mitzi Green as Becky.)
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"DESERT VENGEANCE."
,,

(Continued from page 10.) I^^^ -»--- ^^^

crossed tlio threshold a wounded fol-

lower of Winnipeg'?, lyinp; out there in

the tun, raised liiniself with an effort

on one elbow. His six shooter spat fire,

and Ahibani fell with a groan into the
dust 'and lay still.

A few minutes afterwards Jim dragged
himself painfully out from the building.
The \moanny silence was explained.
Dead and dying men littered the ground
all about the building, and in the dis-

tance the remnant of the attacking
gangs were galloping into the desert.
Contrary to .Tim's instructions, Anne

was at her bed-room window now, her
white face pressed against the panes.
She .saw Jim down below and rushed
away to the stairs. But when she
reached the - swing doors he had dis-

appeared.
She ran out across the sand, and there

he was, staggering across to the church.
She followed him fearfully ; she saw
him mount the steps rnd enter the
little building. Calling his name, she,
too, reached the steps, ran up them to
(he doorway, and looked into the dim
interior.

The parson was lying at the foot of
the altar, to which he had crawled, badly
wounded by a stray bullet.

-"Parson! Par.son!" cried Jim
brokenly, and went down on his knees

' beside the dying man.
' ' Anne moved forward, sobbing, and
'then the little, wliite-haircd minister
-opened his eyes and looked up at Jim,
"ktfec^ing - there, and at Anno, standing

' close behind him.
'• "My son," he irturmured haltingly, "if
-thine heart—is wise—my heart—shall

rejoii^e—evermore."
"Amen!" said Jim hoarsely.

,'*And- then, as the parson's head fell

back, he • looked up at Anne. His face
was drawn with suffering, but there was
a gre<it Ijght ivi his eyes. .

, -ilAnne," he whispered, "from now
on we're going straight—together."
.."jYf'^. ,J.>1"'',' ^'lo whispered back, and

tenderly put both arms round his neck,
.while tear_s streamed down her face.

'(By permission of Columbia Pictures
'and United Artists Corporation, Ltd.,
featuring Buck Jones and Barbara

•'" " Bedfot-d.)
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WILD WEST WHOOPEE."
(Continued from page 25.)

"Sure I'll explain, Cap," Jim
answered. "This cayute got his three
side-kicks there to take Ginger off the
stage. I trailed him here and bust it

on him."
Cap Rogers looked at him doubtfully.
" \Vhat did King want to kidnap

Ginger for?" he demanded.
"I'll tell you that, dad."
It was a girl's voice, and, turning,

the rancher saw his daiighter, who had
emerged from the cabin a few seconds
before.
"King had me kidnapped because he

wanted to marry me," Ginger said.
" Failing that, he planned to hold me
till you paid a heavy ransom for my
release. And if it hadn't been for
Jim "

Her father did not wait for her to

finish. "Ho had wheeled on Smoky
King, who had been dragged to his

feet by a couple of deputies, and liis

fiery temper threatened to break the
bounds of his self-control as he glared
at the rogue.

" An' I thought you were the best
foreman south of the Yoscmite!" he
ground out. "You dirty, low-iowri,
double-dealin' skunk !"

He drew bank his hand for a biov.',

but the sheriff' intervened, laying a re-

straining grasp on the rancher's wrist.

"I wouldn't bother to do that. Cap."
he .said. "I reckon this hombre is past

sufferin'., ootisiderin' i the hiding he's

taken from young Jim Logan."
The sheriff was right, for Smoky King

could not stand, and hung limply en
the arms of the deputies, his head sunk
on his breast.

C'ap Rogers let his hand fall to his

side, and the sheriff spoke to the de-

puties. •

"Take liim away an' put him with the
others," ho ordered, and the cx-foreman
was propelled towards the spot where
Lew • Larson, Top-Hand Noi-ton. and
Slim McGee were standing in forlorn

attitudes.

The crooks v>ere ta.kon \ip on the

saddles of their captors, and the posse

was ready to set out on the return jour-

ney to Amarillo. Before joining his

men, however, the sheriff addressed

Rogers again.

"Oh, by the way. Cap," he drawled

' Every Tuesday

casually, "I don't believe you know it.

but this Jim Logan here is "Dave
Logan's boy. I lold him when he came
to Amarillo that I wouldn't let on, but
I guess it's time somebody put

.
you

'

wise."
Old Rogers was staring at the sheriff.

"You don't mean Dave Logan, of the
Circle H. on the Sail Joaq\iin?" he
exclaimed.
"The same." tiie sheriff told him.

"This here is his son."
C'ap Rogers turned to Jim and hold

out his hand.
"Say, your dad and I went to school

together," he declared. "An* we've
been friends ever since, though I ain't

.seen him in the last five years. Why
didn't you tell me you were Dave's
boy?"
"Oh, I thought I'd like to make good

on my own account, like any ordinary
cow hand," Jim said, with a grin. "You
see. dad wants me to start managing his

ranch for him. but I figured I'd get
some \\ide expoiience first."

"Well, bey." said Cap Rogers. "I
reckon I've called you some pretty hard
names, but I want to take them back.
And I want to tell you that I considei-

myself in your debt over Ginger. Now
how about hitrin' the trail back to the

ranch ?"

"Pretty soon I'll be hittin' the trail

back to the San Joaquin country. Cap."
he observed, "an" if you liadn't any
objections I'd like for Ginger to go
along with me

—

.ts Mrs. Jim Logan.
Would \;ou mind. Cap, if I tore up that

ticket to Carsoi, City and bought Tier

one that would take her nearer the
Circle H?"
"Make it two." said old Roger.s.

"Ain't it a father's duty to give away
the bride ?"

Ho climbed into the .saddle of his

bronc and cantered after the posse. Jim
and Ginger did not follow him at once,

but took the opport\inity to steal a ki.ss.

They had not been left entirely alone,

however, ior Starlight was in the back-
ground, and. moving forward, the pony
insistently thrust his sleek muzzle
between their faces.

."Starlight says 'time's up.'" Jim
aimouncod laughingly, "and what Star-

light says goes.''

He lifted Ginger into the saddle,

climbed up behind her. and rode in the

direction which the posse and Cap
Rogers had already taken.

(By permission of the W. & F. Film
Service, Ltd., starring Jack Perrin and

Josephine Hilt.)
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" The Iron Man."
Kid Mason, Lew Ayres; George

Regan, Robert Armstrong ; Rose, Jean
Hurlow; Paul H. Lewis, John Miljan;
Jeff, Eddie Dillon; McNeil, Miko Don-
Ion; Rattler O'Keefe, Morrie Cohen;
Gladys de Verc, Mildred van Dorn

;

Riley, Ned Soarks; Mandcll, Sam
Blum.

" Shipmates."

The Pacific battle fleet of the United
Status navy "rclicursed " a solid year

for one thrilling scene in "Shipmates,"'

Robert Montgomery's first starring

picture.

Culminating a year's practice and
preparation, the fleet steamed out to sea

for tlic annual force-firing exercises in

whicli the entire battle resources of the

squadron were l)rought into play for ten

roaring minutes. With the dread-
naughts and their turret batteries of

16-inch guns were the destroyers with in-

termediate batteries and torpedo tubes,

the bombing 'pianos from floating

carrier and tlie fighting seaplanes,

launched by catapult from the big
ships' decks.

In this great tactical feat some 40,000

men took part, and countless tons of

ammunition was used in the mighty
panorama of destruction staged every
year to determine the fitness of Uncle
Sam's watch-dogs.
Mounted at various vantage points,

shielded from the terrific gun blasts by
layers of mattresses, were the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer cameras grinding on
the spectacle, tripods sagging at every
concussion, the men wiping blind sweat
from their eyes as they followed the fleet

manoeuvres in the lenses. Down bclow
on a searchlight platform, a sound man
plugged more cotton in his cars and
snapped another blanket around a
microphone to spare its sensitive

diaphragm from the sj)litting

vibrations.
The cast of this fine sea drama is as

followe : Jonesy, Robert Montgomery;
Scotty : Ernest Torrence ; Kit, Dorothy
[Jordan; Admiral C'orl)in, Hobart Bos-
worth; Bilge, Cliff Edwards; Mike,
Oatin Gordon; Mary Lou, Joan
Marsh; What-IIo, Edward Nugent;
(!aptain Beatly, George Irving;
Auntie, Hedda Hopper; Admiral
Schuyler, William Worthington.

" The Apache Kid's Escape."

The Apaclie Kid, Jack Pcrrin ; Ted
Conway, P'rod Church ; J<ine Carter,
Josephine Hill; Betty Carter, Virginia
Ashcraft ; Frank Conway, Henry
Roqueniore ; Bill Bucklv, Bus Osborne;
Sheriff Ward, Fred Burns.

" Storm Havoc."
Losses on (uniera and sound oquip-

ment reached some sort of record
through freak weather conditions when
Robert Montgomery's first storring pic-

lure, "Shipmates," was filmed.

Wiien the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer unit
first went aboard the U.S.S. Colorado
for battle practice scenes, four micro-
lihones were ll>-ted as casualties because

July lltli, IMI.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE
COMPLETE niM STORIES.

JACK HOLT
-IN-

" THE LAST PARADE."
Oibe powerful story o! a newspaper man
turned gangster who pitted his wits
against law and order although his biggest

chum was a policeman.

" BREED OF THE WEST."
A gripping drama of the range and bow a
dare-devil young cowboy frustrated a
rascally foreman's plans to rob a rancher.
Starring Wally Wales and Virginia

Browne Faire.

"SOOTH OF SONORA."
Horse thieves are making mysterious
raids on the Diamond Bar Ranch. A
handsome stranger and his queer friend
take many risks to help the ranch owner
and his pretty daughter. Starring Butlalo

Bill, Jun.

of the terrific blast of the turret guns.
The real overhead casualties came
later, however, when the film company
tried to leave the ship during a freak
squall.

Unable to lower the portable sound
apparatus in the heavy swell, the com-
pany was obliged to leave it aboard.
Two sound camera tripods aro at the

bottom of the harbour with a micro-
phone boom.
The next casualties were suffered

when the company went to Laguna to

make love scenes on a rock just beyond
the surf line. Montgomery and
Dorothy Jordan were the romantic
pair.

Although the day was calm and
peaceful, a freak blow whipped up un-
expectedly, and before Director Harry
Pollard could move his equipment and
company, a huge comber broke over
the rock, washing everything into the
surging sea. Wliat wasn't broken by
the crash was soaked beyond repair be-

fore rccoverv from the salt water.

OfHce Boy Lands Film Actor's Job.

Property boys have been turning
actor overnight at the Fox studios for

a long time, and now an office-boy rises

to demostrate .screen talent can be

found in other departments. William
Maddox, 20 years old, late of the
reception-room at Movietone City, is

now a full-fledged actor.

For a year Maddox worked as

general utility boy in the office, greet-

ing visitors, answering telephone calls

and delivering mail to authors and
stars. All tho time he hoped for a
chance to act.

Maurine Watkins, Fox writer who
adapted the novel, "Doctors' Wives,"
to the screen, was impressed with
young Maddox's personality and win-
ning smile. She mentioned the fact to

Director Frank Borzage, who forth-

with had. a test made of the youth.

The result was a total loss to the ranks
of office-boys. Maddox was given the
part of Warner Baxter's laboratory
assistant in "Doctors' Wives."
Maddox has passed tho word along

that his job in the office need not be
held open for the time when he finishes

the picture. He's not going back to it.

This first taste of screen acting is too

sweet not to follow up.

Fake Photographs Better Than the Re»l
Thing.

The statement that the camera can't

lie has been proved a fallacy by Cli:i

producers time and time again.
This -was proved once again whilst

Radio Pictures wore making their first

Lily Damita picture, tentatively en-

titled " The Woman Between."
In this picture there is a marblo

staircase which is faked by "marble
paper " manufactured by the paint de-

partment of the Radio Pictures studio.

Not only does this look as natural as

the real article, but, what is more im-
portant, it photographs better. Real
marble either is so delicately lined
that it fails to photograph, or is so

bold and prominent that it actually

looks faked.
The marble staircase used in this

Rirdio picture, if duplicated in real

rnarble, would have cost a fortune.

Buster Keaton's Joke.

Buster Kcaton gave Lew Cody a
nasty shook recently. Lew has several
precioii.s vases in his home, where ho
has a little museum. Unknown to Lew,
Buster had replicas made of some of

these vases, and during his friend's

absence from home one day had tho
fakes sub.stituted among the treasurer.

That evening Buster called on Lew', and
after a time expressed a wish to seo his

collection.

"Gee, Lew," he said, picking up one
of the fak<;s, "this is a swell vase yoi'i

have here." A moment later lie

clumsily dropped it. The vase crashed
in umpteen pieces.

Lew yelled with dismay. Buster,
serious-faced, muttered an apology, and
1 ickrd up another fake vase and then,

dropped that also. Lew nearly fainted.

Then he was told the truth !
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A stirring story of the boxing ring and how a young boxer rises to be lightweight
champion, but through swollen-headedness loses hisjchanripionship |and becomes a man-

Starring Lew Ayres and Robert Arnsstrong.

< The Failure !

THE Kid waltzed into liis man, plas-

tered face and body with left and
right and drove the Illinois-bred

Italian around the ring ami<l the de-

lighted yells of a section of the crowd,
but to the chagrin of his manager.
There was something almost tigerish

in Kid Mason's attack, yet the compari-
son was not altogether to his credit as

a craftsman of the rope<l square. When
the tiger is de.^perate lie lo.<es his cun-
ning, and so it was with the Kid. In
the ferocity of his onslaught there was
a dangerous lack of judgment and
finesse, dangerous becaii.se Toni I'etrelli

was not the man with whom to take
chances.
For a moment Petrelli .seemed over-

whelmed, and, driven to the ropes, fell

into a chnch. The referee sepavate<l the
two fightei-s, and the Kid. the wild light

of battle in his eye, pounced on his

opponent atrain. This time I'etrelli was
ready for liini.

The Kid left him.self wide open.
Petrelli ducked a pile-driving left, and
«hippe<l a right-cross to the point of
the jaw. The smack of his glove was
followed bj' the thud of the Kid's bo<Iy
a? he hit the boards.
The Kid raie at "five," but was ham-

mered off his feet once more after sixty
hectic seconds of "mixing." He
struggled up at the count of "nine,"
plainly groggy, and covered himself in
a vain effort to block the rain of ter-
rific punches that Petrelli showere<^i on
him from all angles. The Italian was
the aggressor now, but he was fighting
with a precision that Kid Mason had not
displayed smcc the opening round.
A crisp left bruised the Kid's eye. A

right slammed to the face drew" blood
from teeth and nostrils. He struggled
on gamely against the turning tide of

fortune, but his fierce, ill-timed rush of

:i minute and a half before had cost him
dear, and he was taking the con.se-

quenccs in one grand orgy of punish-
ment. He was practically "out " on his

feet, with I'etrelli pounding him re-

lentlessly.

Dismay was registered on the faces of

three men standing just below the e<lge

of tht> ring at the Kid's corner. One of

those men wa.s George Regan. Kid
Mason's manager, and his particular im-
pres.sion implied disgust as well as dis-

may. The other two were seconds.
With the exultant yells of I'etrelli's

factioi; diiuiing through the hall, one
of the seconds spoke to Hegan. He was
an old-time pug known to the sporting
fraternity as Jeff, and a familiar per-
sonality at Regan's training-quarters,
where more thaiKone champion had been
coached. A towel fokled over the sleeve
of his sweater. Jie peered up through
the ropes at the wilting Kid and tlie

Illinois slayer.

"What are you goin' to do, George?"
he blurted to Regan. "Let him get
muixlercd ?"

Regan spoke through clenched teeth.

His habitually pleasant face was the pic-

tui'e of resentment.
"It ain't murder," he groumi out.

"It's suicide. He's done everything I

told him not to."
The words were punctuated with a

couple of ugly smacks as I'etrelli's gloves
snapped home to the body. The Kid
sa!,'sed pitifully.

OUl Jeff stirred liimself.

"The towel, George," he groaned.
"I'm gonna throw it in."

"No, you ain't," jerked Regan, grip-

ping his arm.
Kid Mason at that instant made a

feeble attempt to rally. He started a

right swing but never finished it. For

I'otrolli's glove ripped into his solar and
folded him like a clasp-knife, and next
moment the Italian sent another blow
crashing to the ix)int.

The Kid pitched f;u'e forward, and the

referee began to count. "Onc^two

—

three—four " The youngster oti the*

floor tried to rise, but his cheek sank to

the resin again. "Six—seven—eight

—

nine ' The Kid stirred, but could
not gain iiis feet—until the referee was
announcing the winner.
While the battered form of the Kid

leaned .sorrily against the ropes, the
referee raised his conqueroi's arm aloft.

Pandemonium broke loose. Mind galled

by defeat and brain daze<l by tlie maul-
ing he had receive*!. Kid Mason was but
dimly a«are of I'etrelli waving to the
crowd genially, while his camp-followers
mobbed the ring and clamoured bois-

terous congratulations.

In his dressing-room, htiddled on the
edge of the inasseur's table, with face

anti body showing the marks of puni.sh-

ment, the Kid sat in a forlorn stupor
as George Regan pace<l up and down
before liim.

Jeff and the other second. McNeil by
name, stood in the background.

"Yeah, it's ftinny," Regan was .say

ing. "I've been knockin' around with
you since we was kids, and all the time
i thought you had the makin's of a

fighter. But I was all wrong. You're a

born manager!" And he rapped out the

wo'xls with bitter, scathing sarcasm.
The Kid did not meet his eyes. He

was staring dismally at the floor.

"That's what you are," Regan con-

tinued in the same tone. "And so long
as you don't need me, whj', I'll just

'

He did not finish the sentence, but
shrugged his shoulders eloquently and
moved in the direction of the door. The
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Kid, looking up for the first time, shot
an appealing glance at him.
"Are you—dropi)in' me, Geoige?" he

moaned.
"Not me!" said Regan. "You're

givin' me the gate. Well, why shoiddn't
j-ou, since you've got yovu' own s^ystem ?

Listen! I asked you to go in there
to-night and lay low—let Petrelli play
liim.self out—bo.\ him. An' what did you
do ? Tried to knock liim down for the
count the minute the bell rang. Left
yourself wide open, played into his

hands !"

The Kid bit his lip.

"George, I—I started to fight like

you told me," he faltered. "I tried

—

but I had somethin' else on my mind. 1

needed that dough, George. I hud to

be on the big end of the purse."
Regan glared at him.
"Rose!"' he ground out. "Didn't I

know it? Say, if you're in this fight

game just to get enough money for that
wife of yours, it's about time you knew
that she ' He checked himself and
made a hopeless gestuie. "Oh, what's
the use?" he added sourly, and walked
on to the door.
On the threshold he turned.
"Good luck to you," he said, liis voice

curt. Then, rimning his eye over the
Kid's bruised body: "An' put on your
robe," he snapped. "Do you wanna
catch pneiunonia?"
The door slammed behind him. He

was gone.

The Break.

TWO girls who looke<l as if tliey had
stepped straight off the vaudeville

stage were perched on a couple of

liigh stools at a soda counter. They
were flashily-dressed, and heavily rouged
and powdere<l.
One of them, a brunette, wa.s doing

most of the talking, and the other girl

was the subject of her conversation, a
eonver.sation into which she had drawn
I he burly bartender of the "soft drink "

emporium.
"She got fair warning from me," the

brunette declared. "1 .said, 'Rose, don't
niarry a fighter.' Didn't I say that to

you, Rose?"
The other girl was staring resentfully

into space. Her face was beautiful, but
far from i)leasing. Her eyes were hard
and calculating, her lips seemed too
ready to sneer, or pout into an expres-
sion of peevishness.

"She was right, Mrs. Mason," put
in the bartender, vouching for the
sagacity of the brunette's remarks.
"It's like she says. The fight game's
a pretty tough racket. Everything goes
along dandy for a while. Then—wham!
Nobo<ly ain't got no more use fer you.
Now Kid Mason's all right. He's a

l)retty good scrapper, but—

—

"

The brunette interrupted him reminis-
cent ly.

" There we were on the stage like a
couple of angels," she .said disgustedly.
"Then Rose jumps the act and marries
the Kid. An(l why? 'Cause she thought
lighters made a lotta dough. That's
why!"
Rose Mason spoke for the first time.

"All right," she snapped. "Lace it

into me! I did it! I'm the sap!"
She .slipped off the stool and walked

out into the street. A bus took her to

the very entrance of the humble apart-
mcnt-hovise in which the Kid lented a
flat. She climbed to the thiixl floor, let

herself into the suite aiul foun<l the Kid
already home, sitting haggardly in an
armchair in the living-room.
He l()ok({l up, and conjuied up a lue-

ful smile that only made his battcn-d
face .so<>m (he more pitiful.

"1—I guess I don t look so good, do
July mil, 19.'!l.
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I?" he murmured. "I—I went after
him too fast. I kinda had a hunch that
I could lick him before he got into his

stride. I guess I guessed wrong "

Her eyes flashed contempt, and her
lip curled cruelly.

" So did I—guess wrong," she sneered.
"I guessed I'd be wearing that fur coat
you've been shooting oif your head
about. And I guessed we'd be moving
out of this hole we're living in now.
Wasn't I a mutt ?"

" You'll get your fur coat. Rose," he
said huskilj'.

"Sure," she retorted. "If I go out
and shoot a couple of cirts!"

The Kid rose to his feet and pressed
one fist into the palm of his other hand
nervously. He seemed shaken mentally
as well as physically.
"It was my own fault," he groaned.

" I didn't fight the way George told me.
And now he's through with me "

"Oh, him!" Rose cut in fiercely.

"You should have been through with
him years ago. You doing all the dirty
work while Regan sat back and grabbed
his fifty per cent I"

"He didn't take it most of the tim^e,"

the Kid answered stoutly. "Not when
we needed the money at home. George
has been my beat friend all along, and
he gave up a lot for us."
Her glance scathed him.

"He gave up a lot?" she blazed.
" Wliat did I give up when I married
you? Oh, you make me tired! I'm
finished with you !"

She walked through to the bed-room.
The door closed behind her with a bang,
and a key turned in the lock as the Kid
tried to follow her.

"Rose!" he cried. "Honey "

Her curt voice reached his ears.

"I'm packin' my bag!" she said. "I'm
Icavin'

"

Fifty minutes later the Kid took a
cab to Regan's rooms down-town. He
found George Regan with Jeff and
two or three other men. They were
playing cards, but there was a pause in

the game as Kid Mason entered, and an
awkward silence fell.

" George," the Kid said hoarsely,
"I've got to see you."
Regan's face was expressionless.
"I got nothin' to talk to you about,"

he answered shortly.

"George," the Kid pleaded, "it's
important."

Regan looked up at him. There was
something in the youngster's eyes that
might have softened a harder man than
big-hearted George Regan, and, some-
how, he could not forget the friendship
that had existed between them for so
many years.
"In the bed-room," he said, not with-

out .some reluctance, and as the Kid
made his way into the other apartment,
Regan lo^e and followed him.

" Well '!" the fight manager asked,
closing the door.

" Rose has gone," tlie Kid told him
shakily. " She— left me. Aw, I know
what you're gonna say. George! But
don't call her no names."

Regan's good-looking face was like

granite, and his lips were a thin, firm
line. But this eventuality was only
something that he might have expected
oi a woman for whom he had never had
iuiy regard.

ilo laid a hand on the Kid's shoulder
as he saw the grief that was written on
the youngster's features.

"It's happened to a lot of other guys,"
ho muttered. " Forget her." And he
added, somewhat cryptically: "You
don't know it yet, but you needed this!"

The Kid drew his hand dazedly aci-oss

his forehead.
"It's all happened so sudden!" he

moaned. "I don't know what to do."
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"You're gonna get to bed and get
.some sleep," George told him. "That's
v.hat you're gonna do."
"George, I can't go back there!" the

Kid blurted, and at that Regan's grasp
on his shoulder tightened in an eloquent
token of friendship and sympathy.
The woman Rose had left the Kid in

the lurch. He was not going to abandon
him now.

" Of course you can't go back there,"
he said. "You're gonna stay right here
with me. Now hit the hay. Go on !"

The Road to Fame.

THE hall was packed with a yelling
crowd of fight fans. The arc-lights,

concentrating their glare on the
ring, threw into vivid relief the two men
circling and feinting between the ropes.

It was a noteworthy contest—for Kid
Mason a stepping-stone to further re-

cognition as a coming world-beater.
A dusky Filipino was his opponent, a

tear-away fighter with a notorious right.

The Kid boxed him guardedly for three
rounds, standing on the defensive,
baffling that vicious, lightning-like hook
with side-step and parry.
His footwork was a delight to bf;nold,

his ringcraft a wonder to the eyes of

the true connoisseurs of the prize-

fighting art. There were others among
the crowd who had paid for seats in

the hope of seeing battle and blood-
shed, and who appreciated a fierce ex-

change of blows more than they
appreciated skill. But for these, too,

the fight was to become momentous.
The bell clanged for the fourth round,

and marked a change in the Kid's
tactics. He had the measure of the
Filipino now, and, back in the corner
during his "breather," Regan had_
whispered words of shrewd counsel.

The Kid danced into his man with
both hands at the sound of the gong.
A crisp left jarred the Filipino, and a
six-inch jolt with the right rocked him
to the heels. They were the first two
blows of a fistic hurricane that piled

the Islander against the ropes and then
drove him to his knees.

The Kid sprang back as the referee

began to count. The Filipino seemed to

be in a bad way, but, playing for time,

he rose on the word "nine " and .sprang

at the Kid. A punch that pierced his

guard staggered young Mason, but he
fought back and overwhelmed his man,
the crowd howling encouragement.
The bell saved the Filipino, but it

could not save him midway through the
next round, when the Kid sent his glove
crashing to the jaw and stretched him
for the full count.
Next morning the headlines were

blazoning the result across the sporting
columns of the newspapers.

"KID MASON WINS BY KNOCK-
OUT ROUTE."

tlEORGE REGAN'S WONDER BOY
SCORES FOURTH STRAIGHT

' KAYO.' "

It was this victory which led to

articles being signed for a contest with
Prince I'earl, that being the high-
faluting title of an Alabama nigger with
a formidable reputation in the first ranks

of the prizefigliters, and a day or two
after ho had gone into more or less

serious training the Kid may have been
seen in the gymnasium at Regan's
quarters.
Regan, sat at a table and played

solitaire, but his attention was divided
between the cards and the youngster
who was working off a few pounds of

superfluous weight at the other end of

the gym. The Kid was busy at the

pnnching-bag, and the thud of his fists

lamming into it, together with the
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shuffle of his feet, wore the only sounds

to be heard.

Presently the Kid took a turn at the

rings, swinging back and forth through
space like a trapeze artist, and finally

dropping to the floor a pace or two from
where Kcgaii sat.

Regan looked up at him, his keen eye

travelling over the youngster's bare,

hi!.sk)- chest.

" Put on your robe," he said curtly.

"Do j-ou wanna get pneumonia?"

The Kid reached for a dressing-gown
and pulled it about his shoulders. He
looked a vastly different specimen from
the hopeless failure who had been
abandoned by his wife Rose in the cul-

minating bout of a series of defeats. He
was virile, confident—self-assured with-

out being objectionably so.

Old Jeff stood near by, and the Kid
turned to him.
"Gimme a cigarette, will you, Jeff?"

he drawled.
The old-timer voiced disapproval.
"Aw, Kid," he protested, "you'll cut

your wind."
"Give him one, Jeff," put in George

Regan. "Prince Pearl will cut his wind
for him."

The Kid leaned across the table. His
jaw registered determination. "You
think 1 can't lick that guy, don't you?"
he said.

"I don't think," Regan replied sar-

castically, stili playing his lone-hand
game. "But I can read the newspapers,
and all the smart money's on the blacA

boy. That's where I'm settin' my wad,
too. He'll have his left hand in your
titCe so often you'll think it belongs

^^tliere."

"All right," snapped the Kid. "Go
ahead an' bet on Pearl." And he
turned and walked through to the

shower-room angrily.

"Say, boss," Jeff said to Rogan when
the youngster was out of hearing.
,"why don't you lay off the Kid? You
^k^low, when he's training he's just like a
caged animal "

"You let me handle him," George
interrupted iiim, with a smile at the back
of his whimsical eyes. "I understand
him bctter'n anyone else in the world.

He's got a chance to beat Pearl—a slim

chance. Jkit do you think I want him
to think so ? Do you think I want to

swell him up and spoil him?"
"I know, boss, but if you was to

encourage him "

"Encourage nothin'," growled Regan.
"H«'s a prize-fighter, not a prima
donna."
McNeil, the Kid's other second, came

into the gymnasium at that moment.
He had news to impart.

"Say, boss," he announced, "I just

saw them two gamblers Mandell an'

Riley outside. Maybe they've come
around to look the Kid over before
thoy lay out their dough."
Messrs. Riley and Mandell entered the

gym. Riley was thin, quick of eye and
thought, slow of speech—not too
scrupulous, but with something likeable

in his manner.
Mandell was of a different stamp, fat

and loud, with a false heartiness—a crook
without a redeeming virtue.

"Hallo, George!" greeted Riley. "We
tliought we'd drop in, me an' my handi-
cap, and take a peek at your boy."

"Don't cost nothing to look," said
;,r-indell, with an oily chuckle. "No?"

"/Te's in the shower," observed
Regan, rising and leading the way
through to where the Kid was busily
towelling himself.

"Hey, Kid," the manager said,
"here's a coupla guys heard you were
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runnin' a peek show. You knoiv M.indell

and Riley, don't you?"
The Kid wrapped the towel about his

waist. "I don't wanna know 'em," he
answered shortly.

"Cheerful lad," commented Riley.

"Well, it wouldn't do any harm to know
us," he added significantly. "As a mat-
ter of fact, Kid, we were aimin' to lay

a little money on you."
Regan faced the gamblers.
"Come on, spill it," he said. "What's

on your minds?"
Riley looked round to make certain

that tliere \\ere no eavesdroppers.
"We've just had a little chat with

—

Prince Pcail," he explained. "Now,
tlio nigger is wiilin' to lay down an'

lose the fight for five grand—five

thousand dollars, Regan
''

The Kid turned from a mirror at which
he had been standing and moved over
to Regan and the gamblers. His face

was expressionless, but there" was a tiny

glint deep down in his eyes.

"Do you get it, Kid?" said Mandell
si\avely. "The nigger lays down to one
of your punchc?. Then, lat«r on, you
get his chance at a fight with the

champion—Mike Shay."
George Regan's face was likewise ex-

pressionlcss. "What do you say. Kid?"
he asked slowly, deliberately.

"Well, let me get this straight," said

the Kid. "Mandell, you want me and
tlcorge to give you five thousand to fix

the contest. Is that it?"

"Sure, you got it," Mandell replied.

"Then there's the other side to it. Tho
odds will be fivetoone against you. at

least. You can bet on yourself, and be
certain of makin' a big clean-up. And
so can we !"

.

The Kid was playing with him, but
Mandell did not know it.

"Well," the youngster murmured, ap-

parently wavering, "I hardly know what
to say. How about it, George?"
"Aw, don't be a sucker, Kid." urgel

Mandell. "You can make more money
from this one fight than you can mako
from fourteen others. You know, lots

o' boys do it. Come on—give us thi

'okay.' Yes?"
The Kid"; right hand closed so fliat

tlie knuckles stood out white against th;'

skin. Next instant he had whipped h;-*

fist to the fat rogue's leering face.

The blow smashed home with an im-
pact that hurled Mandell through th >

doorway and laid him sprawling on his

back.
"What do you think I am— a set-

up?" blazed the Kid. "Do I look like

a dirty crook? Get out!"
"George!" gasped Riley. "Talk to

hi:n, George!"
"He's doin' right," jerked Regan, .inl

he was equally certain that, in felling

Mandell, the Kid had floored the in-

stigator of the scheme—Riley merely be-

ing a subordinate party to it.

"Get out!" roared the Kid. "Get
out. will you ?"

Riley ducked swiftly from the shower-
room and beat a hasty retreat acro.ss th-^

gym. Mandell followed on all fourj.

groaning loudly. As the gambler^
vanished Regan turned to the Kid and
reprimanded him.
"How many times have I told you not

to throw away punches unless your liandi

are taped?" lie snapped.
"Huh?" the Kid mumbled. "Oh—

oh. yeah. I forgot, George!"
"Go an' put your clothes on." growlel

George Regan. "Do you wanna gf^t,

pneumonia?"

The referee raised the conqueror's arm, and pandemonium brotte loose
jiiiv mil, idji.
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Rose Again.

A BANQUET was being devoured in

a private room of one of New
York's hotels. It was the night

following the Kid's smashing victory

over Prince Pearl, and, bearing no signs

of punishment except a strip of plaster

over one eye, the Kid sat at the head

of the table with George Regan on his

left hand.
The rest of the party included a num-

ber of old-timers who were not too

favourably situated as regards money,

and seldom had the price of a square

meal. It had become the Kid's com-
mendable custom to entertain these un-

fortunates after each contest that

brought him nearer to the peak of Fame
—the world's championship.
The Kid was making a speech.

'I only lost three or four fights in

my whole life," he was saying, "an' that

was because I didn't listen to what
George said. See? He's the best

manager in the whole world—see ? So
I reckon we all oughta give George a

hand."
There was loud applause, and George

Pegan climbed to his feet.

"I'll have to admit the Kid was right

when he said a little while ago that I

won that light," he declared, with a

twinkle in his eye. "I won it all by

myself. The Kid didn't have a thing

to do with it "—ho grinned—"except,
maybe, a coupla pounds of dynamite in

each hand and a body and chin that must
be made of iron. ()f course, maybe it's

pig iron. Well, boys, I haven't anything

more to say except that—well, the next

feed the Kid throws will be on the night

he takes the championship away from
Mike Shay!"
The Kid went to bed that night with

the cheers of his admirers ringing in his

ears. But the next morning he and
George received at their rooms a visitor

who had not hitherto been numbered
among the coming young prize-fighter's

friends. He was Riley the gambler.

"I know you've always been on the

square, you and the Kid, George," Riley

told Regan, "and I gncss I musta been

crazy when I tried to fix you guys with

Mandell."
"Well, you learned your les.son."

George Regan said. "I ain't tiyin' to

' preach, Riley, but the Kid's got where

he is because he's always been on the

: leyel. The newspapers know it, too.

I

That's why they've been fightin' so hard

I

to get us a match with Mike Shay, the

champion."
Kiley pursed his lips.

"Yeah, I know," he murmured. "But
1 think you pulled a rotten deal \\hen

you let Mike Shay arrange it so he'd get

all the purse."
"Hey, wait a minute," the Kid broke

in, from the other side of the room.
"What do you mean—Mike Shay get all

the purse ?"

"The match is for win}icr take all.

ain't it?" said Riley.

"Well, how does that get Shay a

dime?" scoffed the Kid.
Kili'y laughed.
"Ob. that's the way you feel about

it." mused Riley. "Kinda confident,

huh?"
"Well. Mike will probably murder tlu

Kid," observed (Jeorgc Reyan, already

beginning to bait his jjrotcge over his

coining contest in that scathing, but
effective, style w-hich he had learned to

employ. "But what's the difTerence?

He's made plenty of money already."

The telephone bell rang at that

momenl. The caller was a girl by the

name of Gladys De Vere, and her motive
in ringing up was to threaten breach of

promise. Now; the Ki<i, who was still
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legally the husband of Rose, had made
no promises. But Gladys De Vcre's par-

ticular "graft" was to become ac-

quainted with celebrities and then attempt

blackmail, knowing that in nine cases

out of ten they would pay up rather than

face the undesirable publicity of a court

action.

For her, the Kid's case proved tlie

u7ilucky tenth. George Regan saw to

that, and, with the invaluable assistance

of Riley, convinced her that she was
treading on dangerous ground.

Immediately after the situation had
been relieved a telegram arrived for the

Kid, and as the latter was ripping it

open George Regan gave him a few-

words of advice.

"After this, watch your step. Kid," he

said, "watch your step."

"Don't you worry," the Kid declared

emphatically. "I'm through with the

fair sex for life." Then, as he read the

contents of the wire he had received, his

face changed coloiu-, and: "Oh, George
—George," he panted, "come in here."

He backed into the bed-room, and
Regan followed him.
"What is it, Kid?" he demanded.^
"It's from—from Rose," the Kid

answered. "She's in town—she wants

to see me. Look, it says she's sick. She
—she might even be dyin'

"

Regan's mouth had hardened.
"Don't fall for that," he began, but

the Kid interrupted him.
"We've gotta see her, George," he

jerked. "We've gotia see her!"
Argument was in vain. Twenty

minutes later they were alighting from

a cab outside a dingy boarding-house, to

wliich they were admitted by a harassed-

looking landlady.
"Your little wife's been a mighty sick

little woman, Mr. Mason," the woman
said, as soon as the Kid and Regan had
introduced themselves.

"Yeah, I know," the Kid rejoined

hurriedly. Then, turning to his manager
excitedly: "This is the place all right,

George," he stammered, scarcely know-
ing what he was saying.

"What do you want me to do?"
growled Regan. "Kiss it?"

The landlady led the way iip.stair^,

singing Rose's praises en route, while

George Regan listened shrewdly and

thought his own private thoughts.

In a second-floor room a girl heard

their approaching footfalls. She was

Rose, and, the picture of health, she

was reclining at her ease in a deep arm-

chair. The moment the Kid's voice

reached her ears, however, she gathered

some cushions about her and lay back

in a wilting attitude, like one recuperat-

ing from a long and dangerous illness.

The Kid came into the room, and
Rose looked at him with an expressioi;

guaranteed to arouse pity.

"I was afraid—you wouldn't come,"
•she said in a frail voice.

The Kid dropped on his knees beside

her.

"Why shouldn't I, honey?" he pro-

tested.

"I've been awful sick, Kid," she told

him with a catch in her voice. "I almost

(lied. And 1 missed you so. Oh, Kid,

forgive me."
"There's nothing to forgive, Rose!"
Just outside the door George Regar,

was talking to the landlady in an undei-

tone.

"How much does that baby owe you ?"

ho demanded. "Aw, I'm not a sap,

nia'm. How nnich is it?"

"Oh—cr—four weeks' rent," the land-

lady answered. "Forty -eight dollars.

And meals—and private baths—;-"

"I knew it," said Regan, handing over

a sheaf of notes. "Rose wouldn't have
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bothered to send that wire if things
had been going well with hei-, or if the
Kid had not made good——

"

Regan walked into the bed-room, and
looked down at the re-united couple.

" Tricks been comin' kinda tough
lately, huh?" he said to Rose, not the
least impressed by her play-acting.
"Show business?"
"Movies," she told him. "All tho

directors admired my talents, but you'vo
got to be on the inside at Hollywood.
Maybe I'd have been all right if I

hadn't taken the 'flu."

"Well, you don't have to worry,"
Regan drawled in a queer tone. "The
Kid's been knockin' 'em over lately."

Rose leaned her head against the
young boxer's shoulder with exaggerated
affection.

"Oh, I read every word of it," .sh.;

breathed. "That's all I had eyes for."

"Oh, you've been followin' his doings,
huh?" Regan murmured. "I thought
you'd be interested. But let me tell you
somethin'. You'd better take a long
look at the Kid, because you ain't gonna
see much more of him until after Alike
Shay gets through plasteriu' him
around."
Rose sat up with a jerk, her "sick-

ness " for the moment forgotten.
"Mike Shay?" she exclaimed. "Not

the champion ?"
" Sure, the Kid's matched to fight

him," said Regan. "You'll be able to

nurse him back to health after Mike's
finished with him."
"Yeah?" mocked the Kid, raising h's

glance. "You thought the same about
Prince Pearl. Well, let me tell y6n
somethin'. You're lookin' at the nextc
champion right now!"

The Championship.

IT
was the afternoon of the big fight,

and champ, and challenger were
weigiiing in. The Kid, first to step

on to the scales, posed for a Press photo-
grapher, then drew aside for Shay, who^e-
powerful frame and rugged countenance
looked as forbidding as they were formid-
able.

The Kid walked to the background,
where George Regan presently joincl
him.
"George," said the Kid in a husky

unilertone. "I—I've gotta win that fight

to-night. I've gotta be champion
''

That evening Madison Square Garden?
was the Mecca of fight fans from all over
the American Continent, and thousands
passed under the imposing archway.

Fifty minutes after the last seat had
been occupied, and when one or two
minor contests had been staged, tho
principals of the big battle for the cham-
pionship stepped into the ring, amid an
uproar of cheering.
Preliminaries over, the seconds ducked

outside the ropes, and to the sound of

the bell champ, and challenger slid fiom
their respective corners.

They shook hands, tinned, and then
circled warily under the arc-lights. th<5

Kid bearing in mind every word of

counsel that George R(^gan had ever
uttered, Shay hiding his time and takin^r

the measure of his man ere loosing off

his big guns.

The Kid feinted for the body and
ripped a punch towards the champion's
jowl. Shay parried and slammed hi.s

right to the ribs with a shock that

brought a grunt from tho challenger.

But the Kid connected with a stiff left,

raising a murmur of approval from his

supporters.
Ten seconds later Shay .scored heavily

in a hard spell of infighting, his

strongest card, and as the Kid tried to

dance out of range he leapt after him
and crowded him to the ropes with a
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bombardment of punches that brought
the spectators to their feet.

The Kid's defensive tactics in the face

of that onslaught were magnificent,
covering all vulnerable points, blocking
the champion's route to a quick knock-
out. The Kid was punished, but only
where he could stand punishment. No
hammer-blow smashed home to jaw or
solar.

The bell intervened when Shay was
still striving to plaster the Kid with
telling punches. Shay took the honours
for the first round.
The second round found the Kid re-

maining on the defensive. His whole
being yearned to launch an attack that

would overwhelm the champion's, but

George Regan's advice was drumming
through hie brain, and he held himself
in check.

Shay, battling savagely, piled up th^

points in his favour, but he could not

break through the challenger's guard to

land a decisive blow, or one that would
weaken the Kid's stamina and leave him
wide open for a clean-cut "kayo." The
Kid's body was marked, but when tho

bell clanged once more he slithered to

his corner with an agile stride and a

tireless grin.

Round three opened with a fierce

rally, both men "mixing it," giving and
taking puntlies that snapped home with
the smait thud of padded leather pound-
ing flesh and bone. The crowd roared,
and, mingling with the din, the voice
of an announcer broadcasting the fight

ro.se to a shrill pitch of excitement.
• ^he Kid was fighting back. Attack

antl' defence skilfully balanced, he
planted left and right in the champion's
face and body, and plainly had him
worried. But Shay came in again
towards the end of the three-minute sjiell

and finished strongly. The round was
even.

Siiay used all he had in the beginning
of the fourth round, for he could see
that tho Kid was settling down, and he
aimed to break him befoie he could get
into his stride. He came dangerously
near to succeeding, but the Kid
weathered the fury of the onslaught,
and as it waned he gradually opened
himself out and took the offensive.

The cliami). w^is rattled with a volley
of punches, and, as he let himself go,

the Kid's attack became something that
was as dynamic as a storm. Shay was
battered into a corner from which he
failed to escape. His ribs and chest
began to -show raw weals of punish-
ment, and a right-hook brought him to
his knees at the close of the round,
which was the challenger's.
The champion opened shakily when

the bell had signalled the seconds out of

the ring again, and the Kid waded into
him, raining blows from every angle.
The crowd ros6 as one man and howled
encouragement. Amid the clamour the
thudding of the Kill's mitts could be
heaid planting punch after punch with
deadly effect, smashing Sliaj's nigged
physique, smashing their way to theptiysii

title.

Shay tried to cover up. but a crisp
drive to the solar bored under his guard.
His hands dropped, and the Kid whipped
his right to the jaw with an impact that
numbed the champ. He dropped, and
pandemonium seemed to break loose
among the spectators. Shay was down,
and looked as if he were to stay down.
" Six—seven—eight

"

Tho champion struggled up gamely.
But he was a beaten man, and in no
shape to stave off the end for long. The
Kid slithered close to him again and
slammed his glove to tho point once
more. Shay came up on his toes and
toppled face forward, and he was
counted out amid scenes of the
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wildest enthusLasni and excitement.
The Kid was the first to help Shay

to his corner, and then, candying the, title

belt, he came to the ringside and leaned
through the ropes to speak into a micro-
phone that the wireless announcer was
indicating.

"The new champion of the world, Kid
Mason, is going to say a few words to
you," the announcer called. "Talk
right in here, champ."

"Hallo, folks!" said the Kid, his voice
querulous with the thrill of his achieve-
ment. "I'm—I'm mighty glad to be
champion, and—and I want to say for
Mike Shay that he was no easy cinch

—

ste ? He's a good scrapper. And

—

and " He stammered for a moment.
Then, with a sheepish grin: "Hallo,
Rose," he added, "I won! I'll be right
home "

Later that night the new champion
might have been seen with his striking
wife at one of the exclusive restauran'ts
in town, an uncomfortable and rather
wistful figure in a starched shirt and
ail elegantly-cut evening suit, his good
humour somewhat damped by the fact
that he was not celebrating his victory
in the customary way.

" What's the matter ?" Rose asked
with a sidelong glance at him. "Aren't
you enjoying yourself?"
"Oh, sure!" the Kid told her

hurriedly. "Sure. I was just wishing
you'd let me ask George to come along

A look of impatience appeared in

Rose's eyes. The expression was quickly
curbed.

"But you're the champion now, dear,"
she protested. " We must associate with
the better class of people—people of
refinement."
The Kid stared gloomily at his

champagne glass.

"Yeah, I know," he muttered. "But
I was thinkin' of the boys. I always
used to throw a feed for them—you
know, tho fellers that were down on
their luck."

"Oh, celebrating your victory with a
lot of riff-raff!" Rose snapped peevishly.
And, meanwhile, in a private room of

a certain modest hotel, tJeorge Regan
was doing his best to explain tho Kid's
absence to the so-called "riff-raff."

It was ail absence that was prolonged
far beyond tho duration of the banquet,
as Mr. and Mrs. Mason repaired the
following day to ,Miami, Florida, whore
smart Society gathered during the sea-
son; and in the weeks that ensued,
George Rogan took to drink occasionally.

It was a habit that he
had not indulged in

before. But with tho
Kid's departure to the
south something seemed
to have gone out of
Regan's existence—

:

companionship which had meant mo;e
to him than anything else in the wh-ilc

world.
Once the Kid sent a postcard.
"Greetings from me and Rose," it

read. "Your old pal. Kid Mason."
And as George scanned it he raised a

glass from which he had been imbibing
liquor.

"Here's to you, Rosie," he toasted.
"You're a better man than I am."
At that very moment, over a thousand

miles away, Kid Mason was engrossed in

conversation with a bell-boy of the
sumptuous hotel at which he was
staying.

"It's like I said," the Kid was telling

the lad, "it ain't easy—see? You got
to train hard and live clean. You got to
take a lot of hard knocks. But if you're
on tho iip-and-up about this

"

"Oh, I am, Mr. Mason!" the boy
assured him eagerly. "Geo, I don't
know what I wouldn't do to become a
real fighter—I mean a fighter like you

!

A champ!"
Rose, appearing at that juncture, the

Conversation was interrupted. When the
bell-hoy had gone she remonstrated with
the Kid.
"Dearest," siie appealed, "how many

times must I ask you not to be familiar
with the hotel staff?"

"Y'eah, I know," the Kid protested.
"But that boy's been fightin' amateur,
and he looks pretty good "

"But you forget you're the champion
now, dear," Rose argued. "You're a
big man—you're important!"
rho Kid looked pleased, and adjusted

his tie with a gesture that was almost
'm"g "Yeah, I g"e== you're right,"

The b^ow was hardly struck ere the Kid regretted it.
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).e miinnured. "Say, have you noticed
how everybody looks at me when I walk
iiifo the dining-room?"

•'Well, why shouldn't they?"
The Kid's clean-cut face registered

Etlt'-satisfaction. Already it seemed as

if tlie first seeds of an unbearable con-
i cit and vanity were being sown in him
by this v.onian who could influence him
to much.

The Return. ^""

IN the sparring ring at George Regan's
quarters two masked figures were
engaged in a work-out. One was a

young fellow by the name of Rattler
O'Keefc. Of the same fighting-weight
as Kid Mason, he as yet lacked the
ihampion's experience, and would prob-
ably never possess the Kid's sheer
genius for ringcraft and footwork,
which Regan had so skilfully developed.
But he was a "come-on " with plenty of

Ijromiso, bidding fair to go a long way
jn the glove game under George's cx-

1 crt handling.
George Regan called him over at the

end of the bout.
"Hej-, Rattler," he snapped, "come

here ! How many times have I got to

1 emind you that you have two hands ?

Your left hand—what's that for ? Do
yon get me ?"

"Yes, sir," said Rattler, a willing
pupil.

"What?" jerked Regan.
"Yes, George," Rattler corrected

hastily.

Regan's eyes twinkled.
" That's better," he began, but before

he could say more there was a com-
motion at the entrance to the gym, and
the voice of old JefF was heard to give
utterance to a joyful exclamation.
"Hurray! It's the champ!"
A resplendent figure crossed the

tlireshold. He carried an ebony cane
and was dressed in a bowler-hat and
morning suit, silk shirt, diamond tiepin,

r.nd patent shoes finishing off the picture.
It was difficult to reconcde him with the
old Kid Mason, for his manner as well
as his appearance seemed changed.
"Gee," old Jeff murmured, "but yoti

look swell! How've you been, champ?"
"Oh, fine, Jeff—fine!" the Kid

drawled airily. "See you later." And
he sauntered past the old fellow to where
George Regan was standing.
They shook hands.
"Hallo, Kid!" George greeted.

"What are you made up for?"
Tho Kid's laugh was almost con-

descendingly good-natured.

"Still the same kidder, George," he
observed. " You haven't changed a
bit."

Regan's latest protege approached.
"Hallo, champ!" he said, holding out

his fist. "I'm Rattler O'Keefe."
.. The Kid raised his eyebrows and
pointedly ignored the other's hand.
Rattler seemed nonplussed, and glanced
at Regan awkwardly. The fight-manager
was watching the Kid, a queer, shrewd
glint m his eyes.

"O'Keefe?" said the Kid, with a pre-
tence of being puzzled. "Oh, yeah

—

yeah—I fJiink I did read something
abdut you in the papers down in

Florida."
" George hero bought up my con-

tract," Rattler explained. "We're work-
ing in the ."^ame ftahle now, champ."
"Yeah?" Tho Kid's lip almost curled.

"Well, that's great." Then, a.s Rattler
)uovc<l away discomfited, the Kid looked
around with contempt. "The same
bunch of mup," he mused with a sneer.
"Never getting any place. Well, how've
yoii been getting along without me,
(Je-orge?"
"Oh, fine!" .said Regan. "I've been
July nth, 1031.
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busy—training fighters; fighters who'll
fight, I mean. You don't seem to be in

any hurry."
"There's no rush, is there?" the Kid

argued. "Matter of fact, we've just

been getting settled in a new apartment,
and Rose "

"Oh, the missus, eh?" said Regan,
with involuntaiyf sarcasm.
The Kid's eyes narrowed angrily.

"Now, listen, George," he ground
out. "If you've got any more to say
about that, you'd better not say it.

Because what I do for Rose is my busi-

ness and nobody else's. Oh, what's the
use?" he added, cooling down. "I
didn't come here to start a row with
you. I just wanted to ask you to come
over and see the new apartment."
"Why, I'd like to. Kid," George mut-

tered. " But—you know Rose doesn't
want me up there.'-

'The Kid smiled.
"Well," he stated, "you're going to

get the surprise of your life if you think
Rose doesn't like you, George. I'm
telling you. Wait till you see her.

She's a changed girl—you'd never know
her. Oh, come and see for yourself!"

So George Regan was coaxed into
accompanying tho Kid to his magnificent
suite ijot far from Fifth Avenue.
An elevator took them to the tenth

floor of the pretentious building in

which it was located, and as their shoes
sank into the pile of a thick corridor
carpet George expressed his admiration.
They reached a door above which a

cunning electric sign bore the name
"Mason."
"Oh, by the way, George," the Kid

mentioned, "in a place like this you've
gotta have a lot of servants, you know.
Matter of fact. Rose has a butler. But
what I was going to say is—please don't
wise-crack."
The Kid rang a bell, and the door

was opened by a man in morning dress
who happened to be in the hall—a tall,

pallid, immaculate man with a small,

dark moustache.
The butler, thought George, and

handed him his hat. The man took it,

looked at him curiously, and then spoke
to the Kid.

"Mr. MaxSon, I presume," he said.

"My name's Lewis—Paul II. Lewis.
I've been delightfully entertained by
Mrs. Mason. She's a very dear friend

of my wife. We met her in Hollywood."
"Oh, I've heard her talk about you!"

the Kid answered. "Meet my manager,
Mr. Regan."
George acknowledged the introduction

sheepishly and grabbed back his head-
gear.

"How are yuh?" he said. "Er—^I'm

sorry about the hat."
They walked through to a sumptuous

lounge where Rose and Mrs. Lewis
were sitting, and sure enough, George
Regan found Rose peculiarly charming
to liim, though he had tho feeling that
her friendliness was not sincere.
Lewis, who was connected with the

screen and the stage, had once been a
fight manager, and some conversation on
that subject followed. Then Rose sug-
gested that the Kid might show George
over the rest of the apartment, and Mrs.
Lewis insisted on accompanying the two
men in their tour of the rooiris.

Lewis and Rose were left alone. Paus-
ing a little way beyond the threshold of
the lounge, Regan looked hack and saw
that thoy were sitting claso to each other
on a davenport couch, and, regarding
them for a moment, it struck Regan
that they seemed rather more than
friendly now tJiat Mrs. Lewis and the
Kid were out of tho way.
Some time later, when George Regan
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announced that he must be going,- the
Kid accompanied him to the front door.
"Yes, sir, the place is a knock-out,"

Regan declared emphatically. " Silk
sheets, futuristic furniture, servants an'
everj'thing." Then: "Say, Kid," he
added all at once, "do you have black
coffee with your supper here ?"

"Why, yes, sure," the Kid answered
in a puzzled fashion. "Afterwards, if

you want it."

"Good idea," said George Regan
cryptically. "Keeps your eyes open.
Keeps you awake. Drink a lot of it,

Kid."
The Kid stared after him wonderingly

as he went out into the corridor. ^
The Split.

THREE nights later, as Kid Mason
was strolling into a smart cabaret-
restaurant in which Paul Lewis was

interested, a reporter buttonholed him.
"I'm from the ' Moniing News,' " tho

Press man explained. "Can you tip me
off when you intend to give Sailor Hesa
a match, champ?"
The Kid's eyes glittered.

"You've got your nerve, waylaying
me!" he rapped out. "Listen, I've got
nothing to say—except that I'll fight

Sailor Hess when he's good enough to

get up against me I 'You can print

that."
The reporter looked at the Kid dis-

gustedly as the latter turned on his

heel. Then he called after him:
"Oh, how about Joe Savella? He's

spoilin' for a fight with you, too."
"When I'm ready to take on gas-hqtj.=e

pugs, I let you know," the Kid said

over his shoulder.
The reporter sneered.
"Oh, I see!" he miittered under his

breath. "What size hat do you wear?"
TJie follovping day the " New York

Evening Post " came out with two-inch
headlines concerning that brief inter-

view. 1

"NEW CHAMPION'S HEAD TOO
LARGE FOR CROWN.
Iron Man Kid Mason,

Now Training in Night Clubs,

Says Challengers are Gas-house Pugs!"

George Regan read those scathing
comments at the gymnasium, and with a
bitter expression on his face took a cab
to the Kid's apartment, meeting the
boxer in the hall.

From the direction of the lounge came
the sound of lazy music and drawling
voices.

"I'm sorry," Regan apologised; "I
didn't know you had a party. I wanted
to talk to you about this razzing you're
getting in the newspapers."
The Kid looked annoyed.
" This is not the place to t-alk about

that,'" he said, "in a man's home."
"Well, I have to come up here if I

want to see you," Regan reminded him
bluntly. "You're never at the gym."
"Aw, we'll talk about it later," the

Kid rejoined. " Come in and have a
drink before you go."
He led him into the- lounge and over

to a table that was laden with bottles.

George took one drink—then another

—

and another. The reason for his call

was almost forgotten ; he began to talk
rcminiscently of their early days, and tho
Kid. his old self for the moment, laughe<l
heartily over some of the incidents that
were recalled. Then a girl came up and
insisted tliat ho should dance with her,
and George Regan was left to himself.
Rose a.'id Paul Lewis were already

among the couples who were gliding
across the floor to the music of a radio-

gramophone, and presently tho two of

them paused beside a wide, carpeted
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Sight of steps that ascended to the hall.

A significant look passed between
them, and, first glancing round to make
certain that they were unobserved, they
slipped from the lounge and moved
across the hall. It was at that moment
that George Regan chanced to turn his

head, and, slightly fuddled though he
was, the spectacle of them vanishing into

one of the other rooms sobered him in-

stantly.

He set down his glass and walked in

the direction that Rose and Lewis had
taken. He entered an apartment at the
other side of the hall. It was empty,
but, looking through to a small room
btyond, he saw the Kid's wife in Lewis'
arms.
Regan closed the door of the larger

room noisily. Rose drew away from
Lewis with a start, turned swiftly, and
then came into the apartment where the
fight manager was standing.

"George," she panted, '"you shouldn't
come in here

!"

He did not answer her, but the con-
lompt in his glance was eloquent.
Wheeling, he went out into the hall

again and back to the lounge, where he
poured himself another drink, almost
savagely.
Rose and Lewis appeared in the

lounge a few seconds afterwards. Both
of them seemed \ineasy, but. looking
viciou,?ly at Regan. Rose spoke to a

butler and asked liin\ to tell the Kid
she wished to see him.
The message was delivered, and the

Kid came across the lounge.
"You've got to get George out of

here," Rose said, her voice quivering
^w'ith anger. "He's bothering people

—

'trailing them into the other rooms. I

don't want him in mj' house!"
The Kid bit his lip.

''Let me talk to him," he jerked, and
made his way to where the fight
manager stood.

"George," he said firmly, "you've
^otta cut out bothering the guests, see?
Otherwi.se, I'm gonna ask you to go
home. Rose tells me you've been follow-
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ing people into other rooms an' pester-

in' thorn. Well, you can't do that."
Regan stared at him for a moment,

and then brushed past him en route to
the hall. At the steps he paused and
addressed Rose vehemently.
"So I've been bustin' into other

rooms, huh? I've been spyin' on people,
have I

"

Lewis planted himself in front of Rose.
"Now listen, Regan," he snapiiod. "Try
to behave like a gentleman. Go on

—

get out!"
tieorge glared at him truculently.
" So Rose told the Kid what I was

doin'," he grated. "Why didn't she tell

him what I saw ?"

"Get out of here!" Lewis snarled.
"You're drunk!"
George Regan's restraint was

sundered by a surge of violent rage.
With a hoarse cry he launched himself
at Lewis, striking him and then
grappling with him.

Lewis staggered back to the wall, his

face white and scared. There was an
outcry among the guests. Then Kid
Mason leapt across the room, seized

George Regan and dragged him away
bodily.

" George, George," ho protested,
"have you gone crazy?" His voice
became more heated in its tone.
"You'd better go on home. Go on
home, I said. You hear me? Get out!"
"Why, you poor dummy!" Regan

blurted. "If you had any brains at all

you'd see that this doublc-crossin' wife
of yours "

He never finished the sentence, for,

eyes blazing, the Kid lashed out at him.
His fist drove crashing into Regan's
jaw, and, hurling him off his feet, sent

the fight manager sprawling across the
stairs.

The blow was hardly struck ere the
Kid regretted it. and, with an exclama-
tion, he ran forward and fell on his

knees beside the man who was his best
friend.

"George!" he groaned. "George I"

"Throw him out in the street!"

It was Rose's voice, but the Kid
scarcolv hoard her. Turning, he called

9
to the butler, ordering him to help him
with George Regan's prone form.
When Regan recovered consciousness

he was back in his own room near the
training quarters. He was stretched out
on a bed, and the Kid was bending over
him, having apparently been making
anxious efforts to revive him.
"George, I didn't mean to go so far,"

the Kid pleaded, "but I had to do it!"

"Aw, get out of hero an' leave me
alone!" Regan flung at him.
"George, you

"

"Get out of here!" Regan said
fiercely. "Leave me alone!"
The Kid turned slowly.

The New Challenger.

McXEIL and old Jeff were talking
in the gym.
"Look what he done to Sailor

Hess," McNeil was saying. "Did you
see the Sailor? Teeth knocked out,

nose bleediu', broken jaw! A beautiful
picture

!"

"Well," declared Jeff, "Rattler
O'Keefe can thank George Regan.
George learned him everything he
knows. Just the same, I'd like to know
what George is holdin' him back for.

Why don't he fix him up with more
fights?"

"I can't figure George out lately," re-

turned McNeil, "except that he's

drinkin' too much "

While those two discussed him and hi'i

latest protege, George Regan was re-

( lining on a sofa in his room, lost to

his surroundings in the oblivion of a

heavj' slumber. In fact, a loud knock-
ing on the door, followed by the entry

of a man and a woman, failed to disturb
him—so deep was his sleep.

The visitors were Rose Mason and
Paul Lewis, and only by tapping the
surface of a table with his cane did
Lewis succeed in awakening Regan. The
fight manager looked up. then blinked
dazedly, and then heaved himself into a

sitting posture.

*I hope you'll pardon our instmision,"

said Lewis contemptuously, "but they
told us at the gynniasium that we'd
probably find you here."
"Drunk," added Rase. "Listen.

Still struggling savagely, the Kid was dragged from the dressing-room.
July Itth, 1931.
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George, we've come here to tell you
Ibat you and the Kid are through. We
had a talk with him last night, and he
agrees with us that you're the wrong
man for him."

"Oh, I Ece!" George Regan murmured.
Then, nodding towards Lewis: "Is he
the new manager?" he demanded.
"1 have the honour of representing

Mr. Masun," put in Lewis, " and I'm
here to buy back that contract you had
•with the Kid. I presume you"ll be
v.ilhng to sell it to us."

"I will not," Regan answered. "But
I'll give it to you. Only you'll have to

iinderstund this. Before I tear up that

contract, the Kid will have to sign a

paper. He may not remember the fact,

Hut there's a clause in the contract that

says he's got to fight whoever I say

—

any time—any place."

Rose looked at him venomously.
"Oh, what a sap he was to sign a

thing like that!" she bit out.
" Yeah, just a sap," agreed Regan

carelessly. "But, all the same, before

I tear up the contract, he's got to agree

to give my new boy. Rattler O'Keefe, a

shot at the championship within four

months."
"He'll sign it," said Rose.
Riegan grinned up at her.

"Fine," he observed. "Well, there's

nothing more."
Rose took the hint.

"Come on, Paul," she said, turning

towards the door.
" Certainly, my dear," Lewis drav^fled.

Thus, two or three months later,

somewhere on Long Island, smart

Society crowds may have been seen

flocking to the grounds of a villa which

bore the sign, "in largo lettore: "Kid
Mason's Training Quarters."

,In a room overlooking those grounds

Kid Mason raged to and fro like a caged

lion. He looked strung up, ill-tempered,

out of harmony with his surroundings.

Old Jeff was with him, for, even after^

lhe Kid's treatment of Regan, the old;

fellow had not found it in his heart to

abandon the champ.

"I hate to tell you this. Kid," Jeff

was saying, " but we ain't gettin'

nowhere. You ain't taken off a pound
since we been here, and you're fightin'

O'Keefe in two days "

The Kid rounded on him.

"Well, I don't need to train to fight

that guy !" he rapped out. "A fine camp
this is, anyway. I gotta be promoter,

manager, main attraction, and every-

thing. Well, I can do it, see? I know
more about fightin' than all you saps

).iit together."
He turned to the window again, and

fuddenly his expression became still more
losentful.

"Here comes Lewis," he said bitterly.

"To sec him swaggerin' out there you'd
think he was the champion! Whore's he
been lately? He ain't showed up since

last Saturday!"
Lewis entered the room a few seconds

later.

"Hallo, Kid," he greeted breezily, and
then, observing he was dressed in sweater
and flannels: "Come, come," ho went
on, "get into your fighting togs. Kid.
The crowd's waiting for an exhibition."

"Well, I don't feel like clowning for

n bunch of yaps," the Kid shouted
violently. "Tell them to beat it ! D'you
hear? Toll 'cm to beat it! And listen.

Lewis, it's a fimny thing you can find

60 much to do in the city that you can't

be down here."
Lewis' expression became uneasy.
"What do you mean?" he muttered.
"Just what I say," the Kid rapped

out, and .<:wnng on hie heel.
July nth, 1931.
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"Where are you going?" Lewis de-

manded.
"To see my wife," was the curt re-

joinder. "Joe, get out the roadster!"
Lewis made his way to another room,

picked up a telephone and asked for

"Long Distance." A minute or so later

he was in touch with the Kid's apart-
ment in New York, and speaking to

Rose.
"Listen," he said, in low but deliberate

tones. "The Kid's on his way into town
to see you. Now, I don't know if he's

wise to anything or not, but he's been
acting mighty funny."
"Oh, Paul," came the scared voice of

Rose, "what'll I do?"
"Just watch your step," Lewis told

her. "He's getting dressed now. He
should be up there in about three

hours."

And -within three hours Kid Mason
was at his suite in the City, confiding to

Rose his hatred of the man who had
taken George Regan's place as his

manager.
"A fine manager that guy is," he

gi-ound out. "Where's he beeii all this

last week, anyway?"
"Why, how should I know. Kid?"

said Rose, a look of assumed innocence
in her big blue eyes.

Mason V. O'Keefe.

OVCE again, as on the night when
Kid Mason had defeated Shay, the
famous Madison Square Gardens

wore packed with an eager throng, fight

fans from all over the States awaiting
the appearance of the contestants in the

ring.

The odds were in favour of the

champ., but in his dressing-room Kid
Mason was pacing to and fro nervously,

listening with impatience to the con-

flicting advice of his camp-followers.

"No, suh," a big Negro was saying.

"De bes' t'ing fo' de champ to do is to

stop O'Keefe in de firs' round."
i

"Aw, you're crazy," put in old Jefif.

"He's got to stall like he always does

—

see ? Like George Regan always "
;

Paul Lewis entered the room.
!

"How are you feeling, Kid?" hC;'

asked, approaching the champion. "Your
bandages all right, eh?"
The Kid glared at him.
"Arc you goin' to keep askin' me that

all night?" he snapped. "Ain't you
gettin' on mv nerves enough?"
"What the" Kid's got to do," old Jeff

was saying, "is to wait for a perfect

opening "

"Shut up!" barked the Kid. "I'm
runnin' this show, and I'll figlit the way
I want to!" ^
There was a knock on the door at that

moment, and Lewie answered it. A mes-
senger appeared with a batch of letters

and telegrams wishing the champion suc-

cess. The Kid did not look at them, but
slung them on to a table, and he was
pacing^ the dressing-room again when
the official "inspector" dropped in with

George Regan, rival manager, to ex-

amine the title-holder's bandages.

The inspector crossed to the Kid and
took hold of his hands. George Regan
remained in the doorway, and was stand-

ing there when his glance encountered
the pile^f correspondence that the Kid
had flung on the table. Suddenly that

glance fastened upon one of the letters,

and with a surreptitious movement he
picked it up and slipped it into his

pocket, thinking that the gesture had
passed unseen.
"You want to see the Kid's hands.

George?" the inspector inquired a
moment later.

"No, they're okay," Regan answered,

Every Tuesday

and he was turning to go when Lewis
restrained him.
"Mr. Regan," Lewis said, "I don't

believe that letter you took from the
table belongs to you."
The Kid started violently and then

strode past Lewis to confront Regan.
"What's this?" he jerked. "Say, you
gimme that letter. Come on—hand it

over!"
"After the fight," George answered

quietly, and the Kid's eyes blazed.
"Who are you to tell me when?" he

stormed. "Come on, give me that
letter!"

George Regan shrugged his shoulders.
"You asked for it," he said between

his teeth, and, throwing the missive on
the table, he made his way back to
O'Keefe's quarters.
The Kid ripped open the letter.

"Dear Mr. Mason," he read,

—

"Having come to Reno to secure a
divorce from my husband, Paul Lewis,
I think it only fair to advise you thht
I am naming your wife as the reason
for my taking proceedings—on the
basis of sufficient evidence in my
possession.

"Respectfully,
"Mrs. Louise Lewis."

There was a moment's silence, and
then tTie Kid, letting that message fall

to the floor, wheeled suddenly and
sprang at Lewis like a madman.
"You dirty hound!"
Jeff and two or three of the other men

in the dressing-room clutched the Kid as

Lewis stumbled back in alarm. Thtre
was a frenzied scuflile, interrupted by f^e

advcntrof the official caller.

"Come on there, come on," the latter

shouted. "They're waiting. Get your
champ, in the ring."

Still struggling savagely, blind to

everything but the revelation which that
letter had contained, the Kid Vias

dragged from the room. Only when iihe

had gone did Lewis recover something
of his composure, and stooped to snatcli

the teU-tale epistle from the floor.

A glance at its contents told him the
reason for the Kid's outburst, and a few
minutes later he was at Rose's flat, ex-

plaining the circumstances to her.

Rose took the news coolly enough at
first, not realising ihe magnitude of the
disaster.

. "So your wife's going to sue me?"
she sneered. "A fat chance she's got!"

""That isn't the half of it," said Lewis.
"The Kid's read the letter and he's wise.

Now listen. Get your jewels and grab
all the money you can lay hands on, and
let's get out of here."
Rose stood with her hands oh her hips

and regarded him insolently,

"So that's it," she mocked. "What
do you think I'm going to do—support
you ? Do you think I'm going to be
your meal ticket?"
Lewis stared at her, his eyes narrow-

ing.

"I see the angle," he ground out.

"It's every man for himself, eh? All

right, that's great. But before I go, I'm
going to give you a nice little present."
He moved nearer to her, a queer smile

playing around his lips. Then all at onco
he took his hand across her face in a
resounding slap that left a broad red
weal and raised a scream of pain from
her.

About tliat same time, the first blow
was about to be stnick in the fight for

the Middleweight Championship at
Madison Square Gardens.
The clang of the bell had brought

holder and challenger from their respec-

(Continaed on vage 28.)
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Traditions—loyalty

—

iron nerves—tingling romance and stirring drama among the
thundering guns of the mighty battle fleet ! Starring Robert Montgomery, Dorothy

Jordan and Ernest Torrence.

Shore Leave.

THE bugler rang out a call on the
United States battleship Colorado
one bright, summer morning, and

a crowd of men at the double poured
en to the foredeck. They formed up,
and stood stiffly at attention as C'aptain
Ccatty. followed by his ofheers, stepped
from his quarters on to the deck, and
walked forward to a position just in

front of the two great twelve-inch guns
tliat peered out from their barbettes to-

wards the bow.

Captain Beatty reached his post, and,
with his staff, also came rigidly to atten-
tion. A moment later Admiral Corbin,
in command of the fleet, came from his

cabin to the deck. Grey-haired, tall and
stately, with an unmistakable air of
authoritj- in his look, the admiral
advanced to the group of officers.

Salutes were exchanged, and the
admiral indicated by a nod that he was
ready to address the men.
The whole crew of the battleship was

as.iembled on the foredeck to hear
Admiral Corbin speak. Over a thousand
men were gathered there, and yet the
silence was profound. Only now and
then a gust of wind flapping the bunting
overhead broke the deep quiet as the
admiral began his .speech.

"Officers and men of the flagship
Colorado, I have before mc on this
table the silver cup awarded by the
Admiralty to the ship having the best
record in gunnery at the last battle
practice. You won the cup six months
ago, and you must keep it when the
fleet goes out again next week for an-
other practice."

The admiral paused, and suddenly
there smote upon the horrified ears of
the crew the sound of cheerful voices
upraised in song, seemingly from the
stern of the battleship.
Chief-bo'sun's-mate Scott, standing at

the right hand of the group of officers,

turned to a lieutenant near by.
" It's those ' gobs ' on the oil barge

alongside," he whispered hoarsely.
"Shall I go and stop 'em making that
row, sir?"
The lieutenant nodded assent, and the

petty oHicer ran off to the stern. Chief-
bo'sun'.s-mate Scott, Jcnown as " Scotty

"

to the whole crew, was a hard-boiled
individual of splendid physique, stern
of face and he>avy of fist, who was feared
and yet respected by the men under
him.
He reached the stern and looked over

the side. Ju.st beneatfi was a naval oil

barge which had oome up that morning
with a supply of fuel for the battleship,
and on its deck were two sailors reclin-

ing at their ease and singing away
heartily.
"Hi, you gobs!" yelled the petty

officer wrathfully. "Stop that row I

The admiral is making a speech!"
"Is he, really? Tell him to speak

louder ; wo can't hear him."

Scotty glared at the speaker, one
John Jones, a thin, wiry-looking fellow

called "Jonesy "by his pale on the oil

ship. Jonesy was not under the chief
petty officer's orders, and he was well
aware of the fact.

"If you nutst be a bliidiing canary,"
cried Scotty. "you might choose some
other time to sing your song !"

Jonesy turned lazily to liis pal Bryan.
a short fat sailor, known to overvone as
"•Bilge."

"Say, Bilge," he remarked, "have
you noticed that thing drcs.scd up in

all sorts of stars and stripes hanging
over the rail up there? Do you think
you would know it again if you saw it

anywhere?"
"Take a good look at me, sailors!"

shouted the petty officer furiously.

"And you'll know me again, maybe!

C;osh ! If I had you aboard this ship

I'd soon show you what I am."
"Says you!" said Jonesy, getting

slowly to his feet. The admiral had
finished his speech by this time, and a
crowd of sailors had gathered around
Scotty to listen with immense enjoyment
to the altercation.

.Jonesy made as if to go below, bvit

he suddenly stooped and picked up a
sponge, a very oily one. Turning, he
hurled it straight up at the petty officer.

The unsavoury missile .struck Scotty on
the forehead, knocking his cap off his

head, while trickles of dirty oil ran
down his face.

"You darned cu.ss!" roared the petty

officer as his shipmates burst into hila-

rious laughter. " I'll have you in the

cells for this. I'll
"

A bugle-call rang out, and Scotty:

could say no more. He went off at the,

double, after retrieving his cap, his

shipmates following him, and Jonesy
turned to Bilge with a cheerful grin.

"Guess he got what was coming to

him, anyway," he laughed. "Well,
that's enough of that ! You coming on
shore to-night, Bilge?"
"Sure I am, Jonesy," said his pal.

" I reckon to find a girl somewhere this

evening."

Jonesy looked at Bilge and grinned,

for his pal did not rejoice in a form of

manly beauty, and his efforts to obtain

a girl had so far proved unsuccessful.

An hour later a jovial party of sailors

on shore leave landed at the quay and
made for the Sailors' Home at the

double. Presently they streamed out
again, no longer in the regulation blue

uniform and white cap, but clad in

ordinary civilian attire.

"Say, what you got there, Jonesy?"
cried Bilge, noticing a parcel under his

friend's arm as thev came out together.
July lltli, 19,31,
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"Piescnt for your girl, ch ? You got a
girl?"
"Sure I liavc, Bilge," replied Joncsy.

" iVlct licr last week. She's a real good-
looker. I bought her some silk stockings
for a present, and I'm off to her place
right now."
"Has your girl got a sister who

wouldn't mind walking out with mo?"
asked Bilge wistfully, surveying his
tubby figure with considerable disgust.
"Huh!" snorted Jonesy scornfully.

"My girl thiiiks I'm a big oil man from
Oklahoma. "Vou keep off

; you njight
spill the beans!"
Joncsy sprinted off, leaving Bilge

s:taring dismally after him.
"Guess I'll have a woman tattooed

on me," he growled. "That's all I'm
ever likely to get, I reckon."
Meanwhile Jonesy had turned into a

garage to hire a car for the day. Get-
ting into it, he drove away and out of
the town for some miles until ho came
to a fair-sized house in the country.
Here he got out and walked up to the
door. A burly, rufliauly-Iooking fellow
jinswered his knock.
"Er^does Lctitia live here?" he mur-

mured, taken aback by the ficrco glare
(lie man cast upon him.
"Yes; she is my wife!" growled the

icilow angrily.
iJoncsy had mot the fair Letitia only

once, and he had no idea who she really
was. He edged away from the trucu-
lent individual before him, and then a
brilliant idea came into his mind.
"Can I interest you in sonie silk stock-

ings?" ho remarked persuasively.
"Not so much as you have interested

me in this," shouted the man, producing
a telegram. "Your name's Jones, I

reckon. You sent this to my wife to
say you were calling this evening, and
now I'm going to bust you up till you
can't stand !"

Discretion was undoubtedly the better
part of valour at the moment. Leaving
the question of the silk stockings, Jonesy
began an immediate strategic retreat.
He turned and bolted for the car at the
top of 'his speed, followed by the indig-
nant husband of the deceitful Letitia,
breathing threats and slaughter. Reach-
ing the car thirty yards ahead, Jonesy
sprang in, and got her going in record
time. He slid away just as the man
made an inefVectual grab at the back of
the car, and in another moment the un-
lucky sailor was driving down the road
at a furious pace, well out of the reach
of pursuit.
"And I told Bilge I'd got a girl!"

he muttered as he drove along. "I've
done with women ! I'd' better stick to
old Bilge after thie."

Another car, driven by a well-dressed
young man of about his own age, ranged
up alongside. Jones stepped on the
gas, and forged ahead, but not for long.
The other driver accelerated, too, and
soon the cars were racing furiously side
by side. Joncsy was not a very ex-
perienced driver, and he missed a collis-

sion by the narrowest margin as ho
strove to outdistance the other car.
Presently lie managed to get a little

aiiead, and turned to grin at his rival.

The next second the car hit a barrier
that stretched across the road, and the
steering-wheel was jerked out of Jonesy's
hand. The car slewed across the road
to tlie gateway of a house on the other
side, smashed through the gate, and
overturned in the garden.

The other motorist pulled up, got out,
and went to help. Ho approached the
overturned car, and jieered beneath it

for the dead body of the driver, but in

vain. Wafking round to tlie other side,

he observed Jonesy stretdied flat on the
ground under a, tree, quite motionless,
but with a cigarette still stuck in hi.s

mouth. He went up to the prone figure,
Jul; nth, 1931.
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expecting to find that the reckless fellow
was badly injured, if not dead, but as
he approached Jonesy sat up.
"Ginmic a light, pal!" cried the

sailor cheerfully. "My cigarette's gone
out, I've lost my girl and I've busted
the car. But John Jones, the oil ex-
pert from South America, is okay

—

sure !"

The Millionaire from Brazil.

THE young fellow who had been
racing with Jonesy was a gay
blade from the town, Edward

Watkins by name, though most of his

friends never called him anything but
' What-Ho !" He surveyed the non-
cl-.alant Joncsy with a grin as the sailor

rose to his feet, but his amusement
immediately turned to surprise.

Jonesy's first action was to pick up a
big stone and hurl it straight at a statue

of the goddess Vomis which stood in

the garden. Ciash ! And a piece of the
arm flew into the air. Another stone,
and Venus was deprived of her head!
"What's the idea, boy?" asked AVhat-

Ho in amazement as Jonesy stooped to

find another stone.

"I'm not going mad, if that's what
j-ou mean," cried Joncsy airily. "I'm
u woman-hater, that's all. Here goes!"

" So am I !" exclaimed What-Ho,
seizing a lump of lock and throwing it

ut the statue.

In two minutes there was nothing left

of the goddess of beauty, and the young
men paused to take breath.
"That's what I should like to do to

all these cheap dames one meets," said

Joncsy. "I guess I feel better now."
You come up to my place, boy, and

just clean yourself up and have a rest,"

said What-Ho heartily. "Never mind
the old car. We'll send someone from
town to collect the pieces."
'Thanks," said Jonesy. "I'll sure

come, Mr.-;-:—"" • ' " :

" Aw, shucks, don't call me ' Mister '

!

My name's Watkins, but my pals seem
to reckon it's What-Ho. Hop in my
car, and I'll step on it."

W'hat-Ho stepped on it to such pur-
pose that in a few minutes his car drew
up outside a fine mansion on the out-
skirts of the town. Jonesy looked at

the house, and then at his new
acquaintance.

" Say, What-Ho, is this your house ?"

he asked dubiously.
" Sure it's my house," laughed his

companion. "Come right in."

Jonesy, not without some inward
tremors, stepped right in, and found
himself in the most palatial residence
he had ever seen. What-Ho led him
upstairs to his dressing-room, and told

him that there was a swell party that
evening.
"You stop, boy, and I'll fit you up

right," said the good-natured Watkins.
"You're just about my size, and I've

got more dress suits than I know what
to do with. Let's hurry up and give

them a treat."

They hurried up, and soon Jonesy,
clad in evening dress, was sun'oying
himself in a glass.

"GcH)d-evening, I'm pleased to meet
you!" he remarKed, smiling to his own
reflection.

" Come on, big boy !" cried What-Ho,
and the pair went downstairs together,

until half-way down they met a lady.

"Hallo, here's auntie!" exclaimed
Jonesy's new pal jovially. "Auntie,
meet my friend Jones, big oil man from
South America. Brazil, I believe.

Jones, kiss auntie
!"

Jones did not go quite so far as to

kiss auntie, but he shook hands cordially

with the lady, trying hard to feel that

he really was an oil magnate from
Brazil. '
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"You boys go down and give the
folks a surprise," said auntie, and down
into the ball-ixjom they went. The room
was full of men and women dancing,
and the first persons whom Jonesy
noticed were two of the oflBcers of the
flagship.

His first impulse was to bolt before
they saw him, but he reflected that
though he knew them by sight, it was
highly impi-obable that they would re-

cognise a sailor from the oil-tanker,

31)3 he accompanied What-Ho across the
room coolly enough.

" There's Mary Lou !" cried his host
eagerly. "Come and meet her, Jones."

" Thought you were a woman-hater,"
remarked the sailor surpriscdlj'.

" So I am. She's why. Hallo, Mary
Lou ! This is my pal fram Brazil, Mr.
Jones."

Jonesy pulled himself
,
togethei; and

bowed politely to a pretty girl with light
fluffy hair, who looked past him and
smiled at W^hat-Ho.
"Yes, he's in oil," continued What-Ho,

as a beautiful little lady, with lovely
dark hair and a bewitching smile, came
up' with her dance partner. "Hallo,
here's Klit!"

Jonesy looked at Kit, and his fate was
sealed. He fell for her then and there.

Mary Lou was well enough, but to his

mind she was not in the same state yvith

the chaixning newcomelr.
" Meet my friend Jones, Kit," boomed

What-Ho. "Oil millionaire from ^Brazil.

Jones, meet Kit and Lieutenant Michael
of the Colorado—we call hini Mike, of

course."
, "May I have the next dailce, please'?"

said Jonesy to Kit.
' ')<

'^•

"You must ask my partner," replied'

the girf, indicating t"he lieutenant, who
was regarding the young sailor with
anything but a cheery eye.

"I want to dance the next with this

lady," said Jones, quailing inwardly, but
putting a bold face on the niattcr. " Do«
you mind ?" •>'J'.

"Of course I mind!" snorted the
lieutenant. "This lady is niy partner."
And he swung Kit away, leaving

Jones stranded helplessly in the corner
until What-Ho left Alary Lou and came
over to him.
"What's the matter, Jones?"
" Nothing !" said the young sailor

shortly. " My girl has gone off with
that officer fellow, that's all."

"Your girl, eh?" laughed What-Ho.
"I'll say you've got some nerve. Do
you know that she is Why, there's

some stiff making off with Mary Lou

!

I'll get her back. You watch me."
He rushed off, slapped Mary Lou's

partner on the back, and, as the startled

man turned round, What-Ho seized the
girl and danced off with her. Jonesy
followed his example, and managed to

detach Kit fiofn the lieutenant.

"I think you're swell!" remarked
Jonesy as he danced round the room.
"Do you?" said Kit softly.

She rather liked this bold young
stranger with his handsome face and his

air of recklessness, and she gave him a

shy glance from under her dark eye-

lashes. That looked finished Joncsy
completely, in spite of his resolution to

have done with women.
"Yes, 1 do," he replied in a voice that

actually trembled. " Say, are you
engaged to that officer?"

"Lieutenant Michael? I (lo'i't know
why you should ask," said Kit. " But
if you want to know, I'm not, not really,

though my father wants me to be."
" Well, you're not going to be," stated

Jonesy firmly. "I want you."
Kit laughed, and a heavy hand fell on

Jonesy's shoulder. He started con-

vulsively, and the lieutenant snatched

Kit from Ji''P» .„
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Once again Jonesy stood alone, but
presently he strolled over to What-Ho.

" Arc you game for a swell scheme
I've got?" he asked. "You- get Mary
Lou, and I'll get Kit, and we'll go down
to the beach."
"Great idea!" laughed his friend.

"Only one snag in it. Mike won't let

Kit out of his sight this evening."
"Oh, won't he?" cried Jonesy. "I'll

fix him. You get the car out, and I'll

bring Kit along."
Jonesy vanished, and five minutes

later Lieutenant Michael was informed
that he was wanted on the telephone.
Rising with extreme annoyance, for he
had been making love to Kit, and
fancied that she was responding to his

advances, he went hurriedly to the
instrument.

"Is that Lieutenant Michael?" came a
voice. " This is the Admiralty office

calling. You are to report on the flag-

ship at once."
Mike did not recognise the voice, but

it did not occur to him that the message
might be a fake, and he .set off hastily

for the battleship, while tlic jubilant
Jonesy piloted Kit down to the car.

Long before Mike returned, furious with
anger at the trick that .someone had
played uix)n him, What-Ho, with Jone.sy
and the two girls, were miles awaj' on

the beach.
"I'm staying in the car," said What-

Ho, pulling up and putting his arm
round Mary Lou. " You go down to the
beach if you want to."

"Get up," said Mary Lou. "Don't be
so lazy."

"You might as well tell a volcano to
stop sizzling," replied What-Ho. "Here
I am, and here I stay. And .so do you!"
Jonesy helped Kit out, and they

strolled down to the beach and
sat down on a, rock. The waves
were breaking gently on the .'^hore,

the moon was shining brightly
overhead, and everything in the
scene invited romance. Able-Sea-
man Jones, of the oil-tanker Gal-
veston, found him.self alone with a

charming girl who thought he was
a millionaire from Brazil. It was
Jone.sv's opportunity, and he .seized

it to the full.

In ten minutes he had made more
progress in Kit's affections than
Mike had made in six inontlis.

The girl was startled by his

whirlwind way of love-making,
but secretly she was pleased
that she liad inspired such nn
ardent affection in so short <i

time. And when presently the
sky clouded and it began to lain

she asked Jonesy to accompaiu
her home to see her fathei
Another splendid mansion

was destined to receive a ^ isit

from the supposed millionaiM
that night, and when .Jont^\

saw the girl's home he was a
little startled. Kit's fathei a
tall, grey-haired gentleman of

commanding presence, wcl
corned his daughter affection
atcly, and she introduced .Jone,-

as lan oil magnate from ,South
America.

"Ye.s, I'm in oil," !aid
,Tonesy, as lie shook haiuK
"Only able to get away week
ends, and not always then.
Kifs father retired. and

Jonesy talked to the girl for
.HO long that presently he reil
ised with a start that he would
liav© to hurry to reach his ship
before his leave expired.
Taking a hurried farewell,
which included a con.^iderable
amoMiCit of .kissing, he rushed
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away, promising to come next week-
end.

"W^ish I could see you before that,

Kit darling," lie cried regretfully, "but
I can't possibly get away till then."

Jonesy's wish was granted. He saw
his "girl" the very next day, though
he had not been able to "get away."
And the next day he was not "Mr.
.Tones from South America," but merely
Able-seaman Jones, just a "gob " in

the American navy, a person of no
importance whatever. And little did he
guess in what circumstances he would
meet the charming Kit again.

T-
On the Flagship.

HE bugler got bu.sy on the reveille

next morning mucli too early for

Able-seaman Jones. He roused
himself, opened his eyes, lieard sailors

muttering and growling all round him,
and sank back again in his bunk, but
not to sleep.

"Come along, sailors! Tumble up\
Step lively!" yelled a petty officer.

"I think I'll have my breakfast in

bed this morning, if nobody minds," re-

marked Bilge, yawning.
" Able-.;eaman Jones to report to

executive officer at once!" shouted the
petty-officer. "Now, Jones, step on it.

Put on your regulation kit. and hurry."
Jonesy got up reluctantly and dressed

himself, thinking of liis next week-end

13

"Ah, .yes." said the officer. "Well,
Jones, a draft of five men is detailed t.o

be transferred to the flagship this

morning. You will take charge of the

draft as the senior man, and report on
the Colorado at ten o'clock. The names
are Jones, Bryan, Wilson, Edwards,
McConnell. Go and warn the others,

get your kit together, and report here
in an hour for further instructions.

Got that?"

Jones had most certainly got it. The
order came like a knockout blow to

him, for tfiero would be few week-ends
from the flagship, and on the flag.ship

was a pett.y -officer who was thirsting

for his blood.

"I'm not going on the flagship. I'm
stopping here," lie announced loudly to

the closed door.

The hatch opened again and the officer

looked out.

" Who the dickens asked you to say
what you're going to do?" he barked
fiercely. "Go and carry out my orders,

and quick, too!"

"Okay, chief!" said Jones sheepishly,
edging away.

At t«n o'clock the draft reported, as
ordered, on the Colorado, and .soon
Jonesy and Bilge with the others were
busily engaged in swabbing the deck
"I don't like this draft we've fetched

Why, if it ain't the canary I
" cried a jubilant voice.

are answered! "
My prayers
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up in," moaned Bilge dismally. "I
wanna go back on our little oil-barge.

There's going to be too much work here,

and anyway, I want something to cat
light now."

"Huh, you got too lazy on that oil-

baige !" grunted Jonesy, "You did

nothing but cat. Work on, kid, and
take some of that fat ofT your bones!"
"Why, if it ain't the canary!" cried

a jubilant voice. "My prayers arc

answered !"

Jonesy, kneeling on the deck, looked
up and saw the huge form of Chief
I'etly-ofEcer Scott towering over him.
Scotty had an expression of fiendish

joy on his face, and Jones remembered
with inward trepidation that little inci-

dent of the oily sponge.

"I'll teach you to throw sponges at

me!" howled Scotty, seizing Jonesy by
the neck in a powerful grip. The
victim wriggled helplessly, and the

petty-officer pusJied his Jiead down into

a pail of water that stood conveniently
near. The water was not exactly clean,

and Jone.sy spluttered and gurgled
furiously, but all in vain. Down went
his head again, and yet again, while

the other ratings standing round rolled

about in paroxysms of laughter. Scotty

had certainly had his revenge.

"There, sailor, that'll show you I

ain't the man to be monkeyed about
with," cried Scotty, at last letting his

victim go. "Now you and the other

wen from the oil-ship come with me."

Scotty led the five men to the officer

on duty, and they were detailed for

\arious jobs in the afternoon.

"Joi>eis—about all we've got left, sir,"

said Scotty, indicating the new man
with a contemptuous wave of the fiand

when duties for the others had been
arranged.

"Well, he'll do, I suppose," said the

officer. "Jones—admiral's barge.

That's all, bos'n. Take 'em off now."
So in the afternoon Jonesy went off

as one of the crew of the admiral's
barge, a smart motor launch, to fetch

Admiral Corbin out to the flagship.

"Fine old man, the admiral," re-

marked one of the crew to Jonesy.
" You seen him ?"

"No," replied tJie young sailor. "I
know Captain iJeatty by sight and two
cf the other officers, that's all."

"Boathook there, Jones!" yelled a
petty-officer as they approached the
shore.

Jonesy seized a boathook and steadied
the barge alongside the jetty. A
moment later Admiral Corbin, accom-
panied by a lady, came down the slop-

ing way towards the barge, and Able-
seaman Jones found himself staring in-

credulously at Kit and her fatlier.

The recognition was mutual. The
admiral glanced at the sailor standing
on his launch, and knew him at once.
Without moving a muscle of his face,

he handed his daughter on board and
gave the order to return to the flag-

ship. Kit had not so much self-control,

for she flushed violently, and then be-

came very pale, but she pulled herself

together by a great efl'ort and passed
Jones without even looking at him.

I^ater that day Admiral Corbin faced
his daugliter in the seclusion of his

cabin on the Colorado.

"So your millionaire from Brazil
turns out to be a seaman on my flag-

Khip, transferred to us this morning
from that oil-tanker alongside," he
said.

"After all, father, the joke's on ine,"

lejjliod Kit, smiling a wry sort of
July 11th, 1931.
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smile. "He had something to do with
oil."

"He sailed under false colours

—

ashamed of his uniform," growled the
admiral. "You must not speak to him
again. Kit."

" I don't tliink he was ashamed of his
uniform," said the girl. "It was just a
joke, that's all."

"Making love to you, and staying
vei-y late in my house—jokes, too, eh?
I tell you, girl, this business must
finish. You don't seem to realise tlie

seriousness of it. If that fellow talks
about you

"

"He won't say a word. I know he
won't!" cried Kit.

"He'd better not," said the admiral
grimly. "I can't understand you. Kit.
You saw this man for the first time
last night at the Watkins party, you
say ? I wonder how he got there, by
the way. And now—it's ridiculous. I
want you to marry into the Navy and
keep up the family tradition; but
there's Michael, a very good fellow."

"I know he is," replied Kit in a low
tone, "and I like him very much; but
I love John. And you can't turn love
on and off like a fountain."

"Love at first sight, eh? Now listen,

girl. You are all I've got. Don't
break my heart. I'll suffer enough
when I leave the Service in six months'
time. Don't speak to this man Jones
until after I retire. Will you promise.
Kit?"

There was a silence for some minutes,
while the girl looked earnestly at her
father. She saw that ho was deeply
affected, and at last she spoke.
"Okay, dad! Okay, skipper!" she

said, drawing herself up and saluting
the admiral solemnly.
So when, a little later, Jonesy saw

the admina-l's daughter step on to the
barge to return to the shore, and looked
eagerly at her, she passed him as
though he did not exist. When the
launch acached the jetty, she ran very
ixipidly up the slope to her car and
jumped in.

To the astonishment of the crew,
.Jones raced after her, in c^piie of an
indignant bellow from the petty officer

in charge.
" You might give me a chance to

explain. You might—well, you didn't
tell me who you were, anyway !"

"Okay, skipper!" murmured Kit,
letting in the clutch without looking at
the young sailor, and starting off,

while Jones gazed after her with grow-
ing indignation.

" Okay, if that's the way you feel

about it;" he cried. "Ok<iy, okay,
okay !"'

Battle Practice.

ABLE-SEAMAN JONES, feeling
not just in the b.^st of spirits,

was cleaning the smoke-stack
next morning when a, shout from the
deck startled him.
"Jones, come down," cried Scotty.

"I've got a much better job for you."
Jonesy got down, and observed the

traces of a grin lingering on the petty
officer's face. Ho followed Scotty to
the officer's quarters, wondering what
now misfortune wias to befall him.

Scotty knocked at a ca.bin door and
entered.
"Here's vhc man. sir," he said, haul-

ing Jonesy in, and forthwith retiring.

Jones found himself face to face with
Lieutenant Michael, and he had per-
foaxc to stand to attention, and to com-
poso his face to a suitable expression
of respect.

"I won't ask you what game you'
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were up to the other night, Joues,"
said the lieutenant with ominous calm,
" but I'll tell you this. If ever I see
you approaehing Mis* Corbin again, I'll

kuoek you through the side of this

ship."
An inarticulate sound came from

Jones.
"What did you" say?" demanded

Mike.
"I said 'Very good, sir,'" replied

Jonesy, haeking slowly away towards
the door.
"Shut the door," cried the lieutenant

angrily.

"Very good, sir," replied the young
sailor. He saluted end went out, .*hut-

ting the cabin door with exaggerated
care. In the passage stood Scotty,
waiting for him.
"C'mon, Jones," cried Scotty.

"You're detailed foa' gun number three
—my gun—and the practice is on
Monday. We've got to get busy.
C'mon !"

Down in the casemate of gun number
three, the old hands scented fun when
they saw Scotty bring along a new
man.
^' Three men were killed on this gun

the last time we had battle practice,"
remarked a gunner lugubriously.
"YcMh! And the first one to go was

the one who had the job you've got—lifting up the shells," said another.
"Aw, shut youT mouth," growled

Scotty. "Don't you believe 'em, Jones.
They're trying to make you quit. But
I ain't having quitters on my gun.
see ? And now get to it, sailors, and
we'll try for the record again."

Monday came, and the Colowule
steamed out to sea with the fleet. Rac-
ing along at twenty-five knots the
great battleship came level with her
target, an obsolete cruiser anohcured
some miles away. Up above, the giin-

nery officers were busy getting tlie

range, and xsrescntly orders came down,
and the great guns roared out, sending
their shells oveir miles of water to

crash into the target.

On the bridge, the admiral, the cap-
tain and a group of other officers

watched keenly, noting the rapidity of

tJie fire of each gun, and the hits made,
so far as could be observed through
the smother of smoke that smrrounded
the sliip.

"Number three gun is too slow,"
remarked the admiml presently. "It's

a couple of rounds at least behind all

the others."
Tlio remark was true, for in the

midst of the hurii-y and bustle of load-
ing the unlucky .Jones had dropped a
shell. In spite of the heated words of
Scotty, the consequent delay could not
be made up, and the gun finished with
the worst record of any on the ship.

A lieutenant come hurrying down at

the end of the practice.

"Admiral says your gun's too slow,"

he cried. " Bos'n, you're in charge
he:re. You'll answer for this."

"I'll answer for this!" howled
Scotty, turning furiously on Jones
when the officer had gone. "You spoil

our record, you yellow pup, and I

answer for it! "You'll answer some,
too !"

With a leap he came at .Jonesy, and
a terrific straight ]&il took that un-
fortunate sailor in the right eye. He
went backwards with a crash, and when
he got lip, ruefully enough, Scotty hed
gone.
"You SAW that. Bilge!" howled

Jonesy. "I'm lodging a complaint,
and you'ro a witness, and don't you
forget it."

Joues duly brought his complaint
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'd-gaiiist the potty officer, and tlic matter
was dealt with on the next nioining
at the hour of "Uivisions."

" Able-soaiuaii Jones 1" culled the

first lieutenant.
Joiiosy stepped forward briskly, xc-

ijioved hid cap, and stood stiffly to

attention. The coiiiiiiandcr took a
document and began to read

:

"' Ablc-scauian Jones complains that
on the seventh inslant, aiter the con-
clusion of practice, Chief Bo'sun's Mate
Scott struck hini in the right eye and
knocked him down, thereby causing a
contusion on his eye and bruises about
his body.' "

'Relate the circumstances, Jones,"
siiid the captain.

" Sir, I was a bit nervous—it was my
first gun practice—and I dropped a
shell, and Scotty "

"Who?" barked the captain.
"Chief Petty Officer Scott, sir. He

wasn't very pleased about it, so lie

hit me in the eye and knocked me
down."

' What have you to say to- this accusa-
tion, bo'sun?" asked Captain Beatty.
Scotty came smartly to attention,

fixed his gezo on the horizon, and in a
perfectly expressionless voice he told
his tale.

"Sir, I have to say that Able-seaman
Jones fell down a hatch just after the
gun practice, and dented his lamp

—

I mean damaged his eye—in so doing."
Captain Beatty suppressed a smile as

ft guffaw came from the ratings stand-
ing around, and he surveyed Joncsy's
right eye, which bore every evidence
of a direct blow from a hefty fist. He
looked at the petty officer dubiously,
and then turned to .Jones.
"Any witne.-..:es, Jones?"
"Yes, sir! Able-seaman Bilge, sir!"
"Able-seaman—who?" asked the

captain.
" Able-soianian Bryan, I mean, eir."
The captain looked down at

another document on his table,
and everyone guessed that he
had glanced at the charge-sheet.
Bilge came forward, and

Scotty fixed liim with a fierce
glare under which the tubby
little follow visibly wilted.
"Well, Bryan." said the cap-

tain, "you saw the bo'sun strike
Jones in the eye, or, alternat-
ively, you saw Jones fall down
a hatch, did you?"
"N-no, sir !" stannncved Bilge,

with one eye on the petty
officer, and unlieeding the re-
proachful gaze of his pal.
"Well, what did you see?"
"Nothing, sir—nothing at

all
"

The captain looked at Scotty,
Jones and Bilge in turn, and re-
mained in deep thought for
some inonients.
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"It's obvious that either Petty Officer

Scott or Able-seaman .Jones is not de-

railing the exact facts about this inci-

dent," he said at Jength. "Go away,
both of you, and come back when you
have settled the truth between you.
Next!"
The first lieutenant took up the

charge-sheet and road aloud

:

"Able-seaman Bryan is charged with
using profane language in the presence
of the admiral rhis morning."
"Anything to say, Bryan?" aeked

the captain.

"Well, sir," said Bilge hur;ricdly. "it

was like this. I was swabbing down
of the deck, sir, and the admiral was
standing not very far away. And a
sailor was painting the mast, and he
tilted his can so that the paint ran
down my neck."

"Go on," said Captain Beatty, hiding
a smile as Bilge paused for breath.

" Sir, I got up and I says—I says

:

' You—er—you sailox up there, you
must be much more careful, you really

must.'
"

"That was all you said, was it?"

"Well, sir, I may have put in one
or two extra words," admitted Bilge.

"The i>aint was a-running down my
neok, sir, and I didn't feel what you
might call very haj-py at the moment."

"Well, Bryan," said the captain,

"when you have occasion in the future

to ask a connado to be ' much moie
carefid,' don't do it near the admiral.
That's all. Case dismissed!"

Bilge ran off joyfully just as Scotty
and Jones came back. The spectators
observed with interest that the seaman's
face was now adorned with two black
eyes.

"I have to report, sir," said Jonesy
slowly, "that I have just—fallen down
another hatch!"
"Case dismissed!" said the captain.

]6

Scotty Tells the Truth. ^. ^

THE crew of the Colorado assembled
once more on the foredeck one
day nearly six months later, and

Admiral Corbin again addressed the
men.
"We .ire going out on gun-practico

to-morrow," he remarked. "This will

be for me the last practice, for, as you
know, I retire next week, and Admiral
Schuyler takes over the flagship. I

want you to make to-morrow's gunnery
a record even for the Colorado!"
When the crew had been di.snii.ssed,

Admiral Corbin turned to Captain
Beatty.
"I showe<l you that letter fiom the

Admiralty." he said with a break in his

voice. "That was my death-warrant,

that order to retire."

"Oh, don't say so, sir!" cried the

captain reproachfully. "1 trust you
have many more years before you yet.

'

"No, I shall not be able to live an

inactive life," replied the admiral, shak-

ing his head. "I am sixty-four next

week, and 1 have been in the Navy, boy

and man, for nearly fifty years. The
<leck of a warship is my home. When I

haid down -my flag next week I fc^l

that will be the end."
"But—Miss Corbin, sir," the captain

reminded him.
"Ah. yes. Kit!" said the admiral

thoughtfidly. "She will do her best to

make my retirement happy, but—-well,
enough of this. We must excel our

record in gunnery to-morrow, and then

I shall go out satisfied. See Bos'n

Soott about that number three gun.

He must do better this time."

Scotty intended to make sure that his

gun did better. He instructed his men
individually and minutely in their

duties; but when, aii hour before the

practice was due to begin, Able-seaman

Jones was nowhere to be seen, the petty-

ofiicer's anger boiled over.

Jonesy bent over the

lieutenant in triumph.
" Now perhaps you'll

understand that Kit is

mine 1 " he cried.
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"Wliere's that darned sl<unk Jones?"
he vociferated. "'I'll break that pup's

neck before I've done with him!"
" He's in the ward-room pkiyin^' cards

with two iiiarnies," said a voice.

"Two marines!" howled Scotty. "I'll

teach him to play at cards with marines

when he ougnt to be at his gun."

Out of the casemate went Scotty at

the double. He found Jones, sure

enough, with the marines.

"I reckon I've had enough of this

ship," said Jonesy, just as the petty-

oflicer rushed in. "I'm tired of being

bcssed about by Scotty. I'm going to

quit this Navy."
"Going to quit the Navy, are you?"

yelled Bcotty, yanking; Jones to his feet.

"Not just yet you ain't. Out of this!

Your job's on the gun!"
Jonesy w'riggle<l free and punched

Scotty on the jaw. The move was more
plucky than wise, for the petty-otlicer

fell upon him, floored him with a tre-

mendous right, knocked him down again

as soon as he got up, and finally haulcti

him oft' to gun number three, battered

and helpless.

"Now get to it!" he shouted. " Vou
drop a shell this time, and 4'11 drop you
overboard! Get to it!"

Jones got to it. He was no match
in brute force for the stalwart petty-

otEcer, and he hard realised long ago

that complaints to the ofKcers were

u.^^eless.

Once again the great guns roared, and

the knot of officers on the bridge watched

the results eagerly.

"Number three gun is better this

time," said the admiral, as the practice

Beared its end. "In fact, I think it

has registered more hits than any
other;"'

The crew of number three gun had
toiled with desperate and unceasing

vigour, and Jonesy in particular had
worked this time with great speed and

accuracy. And when the results of the

practice were ascertained it was found

that the flagship had surpassed its own
previous record in gunnery, and tliat

Bos'n Scott's gun had more hits to

its credit than any other gun on board.

When the news came, Scotty was
beside himself with joy. His grim face

relaxed into a .smile' when the admiral

and the captain congratulated him. and
later he lield a parade of the gun's crew
in order to give each man the small

piece of cloth on which the letter "E '

—standing for "EQicient "—was embroi-

dered.
"Here's your ' E.' You should be

proud of that, kid," said Scotty to

Jones, when his turn came. "Y'ou
worked darned well this time."

Jonesy took the letter, turne<l it round
and round in his fingers, sidled away
and dropjied the bit of cloth through the

nearest porthole, while Scotty watched
him out of the corner of his eye, but
said nothing at the moment.

Tiie flagshii) returned to port, and a

day or two later the officers arranged for

a dance to be held on board. Many
guests were invited, and all the Color-

ado's launches were bu.sily employed in

bringing parties from the shore to the
battleship.

"You go on the admiral's barge again,
Jones," ordered Scotty early that even-
ing, and Jonesy ina<le .several trips to

and fro, wondering wjiether he would
see Kit, and whether, if lie did, she
would this time sjieak (o him.
On the last trij) the launch made.

Lieutenant Michael, resplendent in the
glory of full imiform, assisted the ad-
miral's daughter to embark on the
barge, and guitled her carefully to a
:H'at. Joue.'iy stood moodily by the gang-
way, but Kit did not so much as glance
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at him, and once more he vowed to
himself that he had done with women.
The barge reached the battleship, and

Miss C'orbin was helped out by Mike.
She began to climb the gangway, and
the ofhcer was stepping off the swas'ing
launch to follow, his eyes still fixed on
Kit as she ascended the ladder. At that
moment Jones, who was also gazing
fixedly at the girl, let slip the boat-
hook with which he was keeping the
barge to the side of the ship. Before
ho could recover his grip the launch
yawed away, and instantly a cry arose.

"Man overboard!" shouted a score of

voices.

Lieutenant Michael had fallen be-
tween the barge and the ship into the
sea.

Lifebelts and ropes were hastily
thrown down, and in a couple of minutes
the officer was hauled back to the deck
of the barge. Dripping with water,
minus his cocked hat, and with his dig-
nity completely gone, he shouted
angrily for Jones.

" You're under arrest for gross neglect
of duty," he cried. "Go up on deck
and report yourself. Bos'n, see to it."

Jonesy slowly climbed the ladder, fol-

lowed by the enraged lieutenant. At the
top a ci'owd of guests, hanging over the
rail, watched eagerly, and Kit, forget-

ting for the moment her promise to her
father, spoke to the young sailor as lie

reached the deck.
"I'm sorry you're in trouble," she

murmured softly.

Jonesy glanced at her indignantly,
and then, lifting his head high and
squaring his shoulders, he marched off

in the wake of the petty-officer. Next
morning he found himself once more in

the presence of the captain at " Divi-

sions."

"Able-seaman Jones is cliarged with
gross neglect of duty in that last even-
ing, being engaged in assisting at the
disembarkation of guests, he allowed
the admiral's barge to yaw off from
the side of the flagship, so cai.ising

Lieutenant Michael to fall intd the sea."
The commander read out the charge

in a funereal voice amid the suppressed
chuckles of the bystanders. Evidence
was given by Mike, who accused Jonesy
of deliberately allowing him to fall over-
board.
"One question. Lieutenant Michael,"

said the captain. "Do you know of

any reason why Able-seaman Jones
should act in such a way towards you
in particular?"
"No, sir.'' said Mike, after a moment's

hesitation, though he know, of course,

that there was a very good reason

—

Kit. But it would not do to say so.

"Anything to saj', Jones?" asked
Captain Beatty.

"Sir, it was an accident." replied the
seaman. "The barge rolled just as the
lieutenant was stepping off, and I lost

grip for a moment."
"H'm!" said the cajitain. " Wit-

nes.ses ?"

Scotty came forward, and as Jonesy
looked sideways at him his heart sank.

Here was a glorious opportunity for

the iK'tty-officer to get his revenge for

that complaint about the black oye.

"I saw Lieutenant Michael stepping
off the barge, sir," he began, "and it

swung out just at that moment. Didn't
notice what Jones was doing, sir. but
I ob.-erved that the lieutenant was not
looking whore he was going."
"Well, and what was he doing?"

asked the captain.
Mike glanced fiercely at Scotty, whose

face was even more impassive than
usual as he continued his evidence.
"He was looking at—at some of the

guests going up tli,e ladder, sir."
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The captain, with a great effort, pro-
served his iron composure, but stifled
coughs behind him betrayed the feelings
of the other officers.

"Ah, I see," remarked Captain
Beatty. "Well, lieutenant, I think wo.
must put this unfortunate occurrence
down to one of those accidents which
will happen at times. The case is dis-
missed," he concluded formally.

The Admiral Retires.

JONESY' made his way below to find
Scotty, for he was completely be-
wildered by the unexpected attitude

of the potty officer. He found the bo'suii

at length, and stood looking at him for

a moment in silence.

" Why did you do that for me, you
old gorilla?" ho asked.
"Huh!" growled Scotty. "Y'^ou're

one of my gun's crew, and I don't let

my men down. Besides, I told the
truth, anyway."

"Well, thanks, bo'sun!" said Jonesy
heartily.

"You come here and sit down, kid."
replied Scotty, quite amiably. "I
wanna talk to you some."
Jonesy sat down by Scotty 's side,

wondering what was to come next.
"You're a strange kid, Jones," said

the bo'sun. "You're stubborn, and you
want your own way. but you've got
pluck. Ay, and you're better educated
than most of the gobs. You've the
makings of an officer about you, if

only you knew it
!"

"Says you!" laughed Jonesy.
" Y'^ou wished you were up on deck

last night, dancing with some of those
dames," Scotty went on. "Well, I

reckon you might do that some day.
Whore's your ' E,' kid?" he asked,
breaking off suddenly.
"I lost it," muttered Jonesy.
"You pitched it out of a porthole.

Oh, yes, I saw you. You're a young
fool if you throw your chances away as
you threw away that ' E,' boy."
"I oughtn't to have done that," ad-

mitted Jonesy; "but I guess I was mad
with you that morning, bo'sun."
"Now look you here, kid," .said

Scotty. "I was asked to recommend
twelve men to take the entrance examin-
ation at Annapolis, and I put you down
among 'em, and the admiral has passed
the list. He asked me specially about
you. I duiino why he should. And I

told him vou were a downright smart
kid."

" Annapolis ?> exclaimed Jonesy i"

amazement.
"Sure, Annapolis: Y'ou pass that

exam, and you get your four years in

the Naval College. Y'ou come out and
give orders instead of taking 'em.
Why. if you stepped on board here, and
you said ' Chief-bo'sun's-mate Scott, go
for'ard and call up your gun crew,' I

should salute and say ' Yessir !

' and I

should be glad."
With that Scotty went out, and Jonesy

leaned back in his seat thinking.
"That's certainly some idea," ho

murmured, "me giving orders to Scotty.
I sure must think about it!"
A few more days passed, and .the crew

of the Colorado mustjered for the solemn
ceremony of the hauling down of
Admiral Corbin's flag, and the hoisting
of that of his successor. For the last

time the shrill trilling of the bo'sun's
jiipe welcomed the old man on board,
for the last time a rpiota ol sidc-V Oj-»

sprang to the rail as he mounted the
gangway, while on the quarter-deck a
company of marines was drawn up in

imposing guard formation.
" Officers and men of the flagship

Colorado," said the admiral in a voice
just as firm as over, "I have but few
words to say. The day has come for mo
to haul down my flag, and I cannot e*-
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press tho regret I feel at leaving the

Service in which I have spent all my
life. I thank you all for the loyalty and
devotion which has made this ship the
pride of the fleet, and I aui sure that

jDu will give the same loyalty and
ilovotion to my successor, Admiral
Schuyler. And now—good-bye!"
The crcvv cheered Admiral Corbin

again and again, but as iiis flag came
fluttering down from the mast-head
tlieir cheers died away into silence. An
officer seized the flag and ceremoniously
presented it to tho admiral, who retired
to his cabin as Admiral Schuylers flag

was hoisted aloft.

Presently Admiral Corbin came on
deck again, dressed this time in civilian
clothes, and carrying his flag over his

arm.. He sliook hands with his officers

one by one, and then left for tlie shore
ajiiidst thiuiders of cheering from the
crews, and a salute of guns from all the
warships in the harbour.
'I feel that my life is over, Kit," he

said later that day to liis daughter, as
they sat together in a room of the hotel
ncnar the harbour, where they were stay-
ing for a few days before going home.

"Oh, dad!" cried Kit reproachfully.
".Fancy saying that when you're, still

got me. Now youll be able to have a
nice peaceful time ashore, and I'll bo
alje to see something of you. So cheer
up, sl\ipper !"

''I'll try, though I'm no longer the
likippcr," said her father mournfully.

' Dad," asked the girl rather timidly,
" now that you have retired, may 1

—

may I speak to—to .John?"
"John?" queried the admiral. "Oh,

you mean young Jones ! Well, I don't
kijow. I suppose you'll do as you please
in the end, whatever I may say. He's
HO longer on the flagship ; he's gone
elsewhere."
"Where, dad?" asked Kit eagerly.
"You will find out soon enough, Kit.

1 was talking about him to Captain
Bvatty yesterday, and the captain told
nic something about him that would
please you. But perhaps I had better
leave him to tell you his news himself."
"Oh, dad I" cried the girl. "Then 1

may speak to him?"
"I suppose I must say yes," said her

father. "And now run away for a
while, Kit. I've got some letters to
write, and presently I shall go down to

the quay to have another look at the
ships."

Kit went out and sat on the veranda.
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wondering when she would next see
Joncsy, and what his news could be.

Lieutenant Michael had arranged to

call for her at seven o'clock, but she
had forgotten the appointment alto-

gether, and in fact Mike did not even
enter her thoughts.
At a quarter to seven a young man

dressed in a civilian suit entered the

lounge-hall of the hotel and approached
the clerk.

" I'm Lieutenant Jones from Anna-
polis," he remarked. "Is Miss Corbin
in the hotel?"

"She is out on the veranda, sir, I

believe," said the clerk, and the cadet
forthwith made his way to tho veranda
to look for Kit.
He stood hesitating when he saw the

girl seated there, for he felt very doubt-
ful as to the reception he was likely to

meet. But Kit, as soon as she saw him,
sprang to her feet with a joyful cry.

" Why, it's you !" she exclaimed.
"Whatever are you doing in those

clothes ?"

Jouesy instantly forgot that the girl

had ignored his esLstcnce for the last

six months. Kit seemed pleased to see
him. and that was etiougfi.

" Uidn't you know?" ho said. "I
took tiie entrance examination at Anna-
polis last week, and sonjchow I managed
to come top of the list, and I'm entered
there for the four years' course."
"How lovely!" cried Kit, beaming

with joy. "How glad I am!"
"Come down to the beach. Kit," said

.Jones}'. "You know—whore we went
that night. I've got a car outside."
"Oh!" exclaimed the girl, suddenl.v

reinonibcring. " I can't ! I said I

would go out with Mike this evening."
"Never mind him," urged Jonesy.

"Make him wait. I'm taking you with
me."
And so, when, at seven o'clock. Lieu-

tenant Michael asked the clerk for Miss
Corbin, he was informed that a naval
cadet named Jones had called for her,

and that she had gone out with him.

Desertion.

CHIEF-PETTY-OFT-ICER SCOTT
had come on shore leave that even-
ing, and he was strolling along

tho road near tho hotel when a oar
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moved away from the frojit of the build-

ing and went slowly past him. He
glanced casually at its occupants, and
then fairly jumped with surprise.

"I must be dreaming,"' he exclaimed.
"I'm the son of a. sea-cook if that ain't

young Jones and the- admiral's daugh-
ter !''

He stood gazing after the motor until

it disappeared, and then resumed his

walk. A few- yards along the road he
met Leutenant Michael.
"Have you seen that follow Joiifs

this evening'" asked Mike.
"Yes, sir," said Scotty, saluting. "I

.saw Lieutenant .Jones a little while

ago."
"Lieutenant Jones, eh? Well, where

did you see him ?''

" Driving a car alont; this street, sir,"

iinsuered Scotty.

"Was there anyone with him?"
demanded the officer.

'.'I think Miss Corbin was in the car

with him, sir," Scotty replied, conceal-

ing a grin.
,

He guessed the state of affairs, and
was not surprised when Mike turned
angrily on his heel and returned to tho

liotel, muttering language of a distinctly

naval type.
" Seems to me," remarked Scotty to

himself, " I'd bctt n- anchor myself some-

where around heie this evening.

There'll sure be trouble when these

young men meet.
'

Scotty cast anchor in the Igungc-hnll

of the hotel, and sat there placidly for

a lonsr vliile, watching for Jonosy, while

Mike paced re-^tlessly irp and down, and
went in and out of the hotel, growing
more and more angry as time went on.

Just before eleven o'clock Scotty grew
anxious and walked down the street to

see if the youn!< cadet was coming, and
by so doing the petty ofticer mis.sed him,
for the car came rouiul the other corner

of the street, and Jonesy escorted Kjt

into the hotel, to be instantly confronted

bv the irate Mike.
"Good-evening, Kit," said Mike.

"I've been waiting for you since seven

o'clock."
"Oh!" cried the girl in dismay.

She had entered the hotel bubbling

over with j"v. but now her face clouded

1"feeling better, Jones, eh ? " smiled the lieutenant. " Guess I'll soon be okay I " whispered the young cadet.
July nth, 193J.
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©vor as slio looked in dismay from Mike
to. JoKosy, who were glaring licrcely at

one another.

I

" You> have been in pleasanter com-
pany tlian mine. I suppose," .sneered

Mike. "And may I ask you, Lioutonant-
Jones," he continued, with heavy
politene.ss and a treniondous emphasis
on the word "lieutenant." "at what
time your leave of ab.sence expires?"
"I don't know that you have any-

thing to do with my leave of absence
from Annapolis," retorted .lonesy liotly.

"At ten o'clock, if it's of any interest

to you."
"Then you've overstayed your time by

an hour or more," said A'Jike. with
evident satisfaction. " You'll hear of

this! As you're so late, I will see Kit

—

Miss Corbin^—to her room."
"I think not," replied Jonesy, with

ominous calm. " I will have that honour
myself. I'll see you later."

Taking: Ki«'s arm, lie led her away
to the lift and up to her room on tlie

first floor. When he returned to the

lounge-hall, Mike was waiting for him,
ob\ iously I'eady for battle. Of Scotty
there was as yet no sign.

"Come outside;" growled iMikc.

"I've a few words to .say to you. Can't
say 'em here."
"There's a yard at the back," re-

turned Jonesy. "It's quiet enough
there."
"Now, Jones," snarled Mike when the

rivals i^onfronted each other in the
dimly-lighted yard. "I promised to

knock you through the side of the flag-

ship if you dared to approach Miss Cor-
bin again, and anyway I'm goiiig to

knock your head off—here and now

!

How dare you have the infernal im-
pudence to take her out when .she had
promised to meet .iie ? You leave my
girl alone !"

"Kit is not_ your girl!" cried Jonesy
fiercely. "She's mine!"
Miko replied by clipping him deftly

on the jaw, and .Tone.sy went to earth
with a thud. He was up again in a

moment, liowovcr, and he waded into

the fight with both hands. Jonesy had
been no match for Petty Officer Scott,
but the lieutenant was a different pro-

Ijosition. He was much about the sanie
size and strength as Jonesy, and so the
two were pretty equally matched. In
two minutes both men were considerably
the worse for wear. Mike had stopped
a nasty one with his right eye, and
Jone.sy's nose was beginning to swell.

Up and down over tlie yard the two
furious men raged, and the fight would
no doubt have gone on for a long time
liefore either obtained the victory but for

an accident.
Gradually they had approached nearer

and nearer to a large water-butt which
stood in a corner of the yard. Just as
Jonsey got beneath his opponent's guard
with a left to the jaw, &Iike slipped on
a stone, and the blow sent him with a

great crash against the butt. His fore-

head came into violent contact with it.

and lie crumpled up on the ground in a
heap.

. Jones.v bent over the lieutenant in

triumph.
."Now perhaps you'll understand that

Kit is mine," he cried.

Mike did not move, and from the gash
On his forehead blood was flowing fast.

His rival's triumph changed to alarm,
and Jonesy picked up the uncon.seious
form of the lieutenant and carried him
into the hotel. No one seemed to be
about, and the young cadet placed
Mike's body on a couch in an empty
room just as hurried footsteps came
along the passage outside, and Scotty
came running in.

^'You young fool!" said the petty
officer as he stooped ovor the still
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motionless lieutenant. "He's l>adly hurt.

This means ten years for you !"

"You look after him," cried Jonesy.
"I've done wi' the Navy. I'm going to
desert

!"

He ran wildly out of the room, out
of the- 'hotel, and down the street with-

out in the least knowing where he went,
for Jonesy had completely lost his

nerve, and he felt sure that his career
iu the Navy was over for good and all.

Saving the Fleet.

ADMIRAL CORBIX finished his

correspondence and strolled out
of the hotel to the harbour, not

far away. He pas.sed through the gate,

and was going down to the edge of the

quay to take a last look at liis beloved
ship when an old man hobbled out of a

shed and confronted liim.

"Hey, you!" he cried. "What are
you doing here ? Civilians ain't allowed
in these docks. You go out right now !"

The admiral had never in his life

experienced such a keen sense of humili-
ation as the words of the old dock-
keeper rau.sed him. It was true. He
had no longer any right to enter the
dockyard, or to board a warship, except
by the invitation of the officer in com-
mand.

" I was only about to look at the
ships," he said gently.

"That's all very well." grumbled the
old man. " It's too dark to see 'em
now, and I've got to be very careful.

There's no knowing what may 'happen
if strai;gers get about."

"Strangers are dangerous, eh?" said

the admiral, smiling a little.

"Reckon you're right. Why, one
spark might .send the whole fleet into

tlie air. There's hundreds of tons of

explosives in this harbour, if they ain't

fired 'em all away to-day. They were
saluting some old buffer of an admiral
this morning. And now you get out

—

sharp !"

"Very well," said the "old buflfer of

an admiral." "I'll go. You're only
doing your duty, I suppose, in warning
me off."

Slowly Admiral Corbin retraced his

steps, sad at heart to think that ho was
not to be allowed oven to look at the
fleet. He pau.sed at the dockyard gate
and glanced back. A few lights in the
harbour showed the position of the ships,

but the night was too dark for him to

see more than the vague outline of one
or two that lay fairly near the shore.
The admiral turned again and walked

on. Suddenly he stop{>ed once more.
Hurried footsteps were coming down the

road towards him, .".nd a moment later

he saw Jonesy rushing wildly along.

"Why. Jones, what's thp matter?"
asked Admiral Corbin, in surprise. " I

thought you were at Annapolis."
"Don't stop me. sir," .said Jonesy

heavily, pausing as he recognised Kit's
father. "I'm in trouble. I've hurt
Michael in a fight, and I'm leaving the

Navy right now."
" "ifou mean you're too yellow to face

the music, eh? You're going to desert!"
thundered the admiral.

" Yes, that's the word. I'm a
deserter." .said the young man bitterly.

" You- coward !" stormed Admiral Cor-
bin furiously. "You "

The old man got no further, for

Jonesy suddenly clutched liim by tli?

arm.
"Look there, sir!" lie .shouted, point-

ing towards the harbour.
A sudden glare c<f bright light had

appeared in tlie middle of the harbour,
and seemed to be moving slowly towards
the shore.
"That's the oil barge!" cried the

admiral. "It's on fire!"

"And what's that, sir?" asked Jonesy,
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pointing his finger a little to the left

"Good heavens!" shouted Admiral
C!orbin. "That's an ammunition barge,
and the oil-tanker is drifting down
u[)on it! Hurry, Jones! Wo must sink
that barge, or tfie fleet will be blown lo

pieces !"

The admiral turned and made for the
harbour as fast las his sixty-four years
would allow him, and Jonesy, forget-

ting all else in his excitement, kept
pace with him. Brushing aside the old
watchiman, the two rushed down to the
quayside and looked eagerly about for

tt boat,

"There's a motor-boat at the foot of

those steps, sir !" cried Jones.
"Pray heaven it's fit to .sail'" said

the sidmiral. going down the steps.

The glare from the drifting oil-

tanker grew fiercer and fiercer, and the
whole harbour showed up as in the light

of day. Everywhere the crews of tlio

warships were hurriedly launching
boats, for the only hope was to sink the
ammunition barge before the frames
reached it. None of the big ships had
steam up, and to sink the burning ship
by shell-fire would take too long, be-

sides involving the awful risk of a shell

striking the ammunition barge.
Admiral Corbin and Jonesy jumped

into the motor-boat, and while the old
man hurriedly cast off, the cadet rushed
to set her going.
"Okay. sir. we're off!" cried

Jonesy as the screw began to turn.

In a couple of minutes the niotor-

boiit was nearing the ammunition
barge, long before any of the launches
from the warships couKI get under way.
The flames from the burning tanker
were 'already dangerously near as tho
admiral and his companion swung
themselves on board.
"Where are the men on guard?"

gasped the admiral.
"Can't see 'em. sir. I reckon they've

bolted."
There Vas no one on board the ship,

which had been brought into the

harbour and anchored only that morn-
ing. Three civilians of the dockyard
staff had been put on board ; but these
men had lost their heads when the oil-

tanker caught fire, and they had gone
off in a small boat.
Down below hurried the admiral and

the young cadet, down the ladders lead-

ing to the lower holds, and .soon they
were well below the water-line. At
last they came to what they sought,
the hold in which were the sea-cocks
of the vessel.

"Hammer, admiral!" cried Joncs.V.

"Wo must find hammers to brcvik open
the sea-cocks."

"Not necessary, my boy," .sitid the
admiral coolly. "Those ammunition
barges are fitted with special apparatus
for u.se ill emergency. Just turn those

wheels, and the sea-cocks will open."
Admiral Corbin throw himself upon

one of the wheels which he had pointed
out and began to turn it. A stream of

sea-water gushed in at the sea-cock

thus opened, and Jonesy, furiously

twisting another wheel, set another
stream flowing. In a few minutes four

streams of water were rapidly filling

the hold, and the ammunition barge
began slowly to settle down, just as tlio

first of the launches from the warships
came up at a frantic speed.

But by this time tho flaming tankor

had drifted right alongside the am-
munition barge, and the officer in

charge of the launch hesitated to go loo

near. He .saw that the ammunition
ship was .settling lower and lower, and
guessed that someone on board w-as

opening the sea-cocks. Then he noticed

(Continned on page 37.)
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A daring outlaw, tiring of his life of crime, determines to run straight, and as a

humble cow-puncher on the Bar X Ranch becomes involved in a strange adventure.

"\ ^me«
AracheM
€SCAI>

A Lone Hand.

THE plains of the great South West
sheltered many notorious outlaws,

among them being Jesse James,
the Younger brothers, the Dalton Gang,
and the one, perhaps, who stood out as

the most reckless and daring of theiu

all—the Apacho Kid.
Except tliat he was quite young, slim

and clean-shaven, could speak English

liko a well-educated person, throw a

knife with deadly aim and draw a gun
like lightning, little was known of

him. Big rewards were offered for his

capture, but the sheriffs lacked a fitting

<lcsct'iption, and the Kid was as elusive

as an eel. The reward was tempting,

'biit dtherwiso the cowpurtchers were:

friendly disposed towards the outlaw,!

who niostly robbed the rich or those that

made money by graft or ill practices.

Many a posse had chased the Kid, an
not cared too much that the elusive

bandit, who always masked his face

with a- silk handkerchief, had again
made his escape.

But sheriffs liave a. duty to perform,
and if their territory suffers from the

attention of robbers and crooks then

they are likely to lose their positions

unless big steps are taken to round up
the bad men.

Sheriff Ward was a dogged, deter-

mined sheriff, and his one aim was to

capture tho Apache Kid. If the Kid
could carry out his robberies under the

nose of the law it would encourage other
b«d men to como to the South West,
thorefore the Apache Kid must be laid

by the heels.

.The posse had chased the Apache Kid
through two nights and two days, and
at last the sheriff had to call a reluc-

tant halt.

"I reckoned with a cliange of horses
we'd tire the Kid out," the sheriff con-
fessed in his frank manner. "Guess
that yerc Demon of tho Kid's is a sure
stayer. Boys, you'd bettev beat it back
to town and make it snappy. There's
that round-up duo in a few days, and
the punchers will be getting up to high
larks when that's through. Anyone who
starts shooting you clap him in the lock-
up."
"Aren't you coming back with us,

sheriff?"
"Neper' The tall, gaunt sheriff

twirled his loujg, grey moustache. "I'm
sticking to this trail for a while. A
lone man can trail tho Kid better than
a bunch of mavericks. I'll be sitting

quiet and maybe I'll take him by sur-

prise. I'll stay around on the trail for
ten days, and it won't be my fault if

the Kid don't come back with me.
Now beat it, boys, and if you want me
urgent send a message to the Bar i\I

that lies just over yonder ridge. 'Bye I"

iThe Treacherous Friend.

HIGH up in the hills a white horse
grazed, whilst on a huge boulder
sat a yoiuig, clean-shaven man.

His neat blue breeches and coloured
flannel shirt showed signs of dust from
hard riding; on the rock lay a som-
brero. From time to time he wiped the

persijiration from his brow and laughed
softly.

"Gee, that was a fine gallop, Demon,"
he said softly to the horse. "Wo can
always show Sheriff W'ard and his posse

a clean pair of heels."

When he was certain that the posse

had abandoned tho chase the Apache
Kid prepared a meal for tiie horse, and
himself, for it was as \yell to be pre-

pared for another hard ride. Far below
lay a winding trail that curled like a

white snake along the wide valley. The
Kid had held the stage-coach up on
more than one occasion, but not of
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recent months, because pay-rolls of

liard-vvorking punchers were not in his

line.

Three faint cracks brought the Kid to

his feet, whilst Demon pricked his oars.

There was shooting down in the valley.

Shading his eyes from the sun, tho

Apache Kid peered downward, and his

eyes gleamed as he saw the stage-coach.

A hold-up! Yes, and he could see tho

driver with hands held high, and a
mounted man that threatened him. Tho
Kid shook his fists when lie recognised

the outlaw's horse.

"So that is why my name is beginning
to stink in these parts," muttered the

Kid. "Why Bill Buckly quit iiic to

start a new life— the four-flushing

skunk."
Quickly the Apache Kid eot to horse

and whispered his commands.
"We gotta trail a snake, old boss, so

go canny."

I/ike a swift-moving sHadcsv tho Kid
slithered through tlie pines to more
even ground. From a belt of trees he
watched tho stage-coach drive on, ami
cursed as he saw that one man on tho
box-seat sagged back. Then his eyes
souglit for the stager of the hold-up,
and found him riding towards the pines.

Tho Apache Kid dismounted, and hid
his horse in a clump of mesquite. Fat©
was sending the four-flusher into his

hands.
July 11th, 1931.
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Undor tlio trees the robber reined in

his horse, dropped several bulky pack-
ages oti tlie ground, and slid from the
saddle. The man hitched his liorse to
a pine, and squatted down on the
ground beside his loot. A d;irk-haired,
red-faced ruffian of dago descent—-a

halfbrecd of the worst .sort. Portuguese
ancestors had gifted Bill Buckly with
a smootii tongue and a keen brain.

Soon a, groat heap of notes lay on the
grass, and buckly laughed lioarsely at

the welcome sight; little did he guess
of the figure that edged so quietly to-

wards him. The ruffian spoke his

thoughts aloud.
"A thousand bucks for the asking.

Geo, there'll be a bi" reward offered
now for the capture of

"

"The Apache Kid !" drawled a quiet
voice. "Don't move, Buckly, and don't
try to drop yer hand to yer belt. Get
up. you skunk !

"

Bill Buckly's small eyes flickered ner-
vously. He knew the Kid's voice, and
iie wondered what kind of treatment he
was going to get. The law of the West
is hard on doublc-crosser.s, and revenge
is often swift and bitter. He shivered
as if he felt a bullet tickling his ribs.

"Get up, you yeller dog!" snapped
the Apache Kid. "My fingers fair itch

to fill yer carcass with lead."
Reluctantly Bill Buckly stood up and

raised his hands heavenwards.
"You ain't got any need to get sore.

Jack," he nuittered, his eyelids flicker-

ing with shifty cunning. "I got sick

of punching away up in Tennessee, so I

dccitled to beat it back here. I was
riding down the valley, and I saw the
stage-coach, and I held it up, but the
spoils I would have brought to you to

share fifty-fifty, us of old."
"Oh, yeah?" drawled the Kid. smil-

ing gently. "That was sure thoughtful.
You did the hold-up just to convince
ine that you wanted to be my pard
again. Sort of bringing me a dot like

one of those French danics when they
get married. A swell idea, Buckly, and
you expect me to swallow that mush."
"I'm on the level. Jack," whined tlic

other. "I was just counting out the
swag, and then I was going to find

yer."
" .4nd. of course, you knew where to

find me," mocked the outLaw. "You
lying dog, you intended to keep that
pay-roll for yourself, and let the world
think the Apache Kid did the hold-up
—yeah—and the shooting." He did not
miss the fear in the other's eyes. "I
watched it from yonder peak, and you
plugged one of the gtiards. Now I want
the truth, vou dog—did you hit him
bad?"
"No, Jack. I swear it was only in

the shoulder," whined the wretch. "He
tried to draw, and I had to shoot."
The Apache Kid strode forward, and

with a quick movement wrenched a
coloured and spotted handkerchief from
the breast pocket of Buckly's dirty blue
.shirt.

"One of mine!" he snapped. "Kept
.so you coidd rob and pillage and let the
sheriffs reckon the Apache Kid was the
guy. Now I know why Sheriff Waril
Mud others are .so mighty hot on my
trail. You've never been near Tennes-
.«ee. you dirty crittur. I ain't ever shot
to kill yet, but my fingers itch to pump
you full of lead!" He whipped the
guti from Buckly's belt. "Pick up that
mail bag and stuff those notes inside."
"What yer aiming to do, Jack?"

muttered the crook. "I swear you've
got me all wrong."
*'Do as I say!" rcxired the Kid. and

shook the tw'o guns ominously. "Jump
to it."

Swiftly Bill Buckly knelt and began
to gather together the notes.
"S'ou're taking that lot to the Bar
July nth. 1031.
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il." The Apache Kid pointed up the
valley. "Dump 'em with a message that
they're returned with thanks. The
Apache Kid will add a message of his

own, then you can beat it. Don't try
any tricks, Buckly, because I'm going
to watch you like I'd watch a rattler,"
Greed gave Buckly sudden courage,

for he swimg the heavy mail bag at the
Apache Kid's guns. One gun went spin-
ning, but the Kid coidd have shot liis

crstwliile friend with the other.
Instead, he dropped his gun and

adopted the attitude of a fighter. Buckly
tried to get powerful arms round the
slim figure, but the Kid whipped a right

and left to the unshaven jaw.
"Now take yer medicine!" snarled

the Kid, and pasted the thickset ruffian

with every kind of punch he knew.
Buckly tried to kick and get to grips,

but the Kid was much too quick on
his feet, and at last a right upper-cut
and a left to the jaw put the exhausted
Buckly to the ground, where he lay

moaning and staring up at his old master
with swollen, bloodshot eyes.

"Now you'll do as I say," ordered the
Kid, picking up his gim. "I'hat time
I tised my hands, but next time I fire

!

Get busy, you " He broke off and
swung round. His keen ears had caught
a sound.
Demon also had heard, because the

horse stood rigid with ears pricked.

Someone was riding through the pines.

Keeping Buckly covered, the Apache
Kid stepped back towards his horse and
then sprang into the saddle.

"I'm keeping you covered." The Kid
edge*I his way into the mesquite.
"Don't try any tricks."

Bill Buckly rubbed his aching head.
Ho felt too sore to try any tricks.

Slowly he scrambled to his feet and
staled through the pines.

Riding towards him came Sheriff

Ward, and the sheriff had drawn his

gun.
Buckly Strikes a Bargain.

SHERIFF WARD dismounted, but
always he kept Bill Buckly
covered.

"And so, Apache Kid, we meet at
last.'' he drawled. "Stick yer mitts up
high. Kid. and don't get fresh."

"Sheriff, I ain't the Apache Kid,"
cried Buckly. "Listen—can you hear
anything—a horse?"
The sheriff was puzzled, but he lis-

tened.
"Yeah, I can," he admitted after a

while, and glanced towards the mesquite.
"Stay there, and not a movement."
The Apache Kid had gone, but the

.sheriff glimpsed a distant figure riding
up through the pines, and the horse was
white. Rubbing his chin thoughtfully.
Sheriff Ward came back to where
Buckly stocKl with hands held high. He
glanced at the thin, badly-fed colt that

must be the robber's horse and asked a
question.

"If you ain't the Apache Kid," he
said, "then who are you?"
"My name's Buckly," came the quick

answer. "I trailed the Kid after he
held up the stage-roach. Yeah, he held
it up less than an hour ago. We had a

fight here, and then the Kid heard your
boss an<l vamooses), the yeller quitter."
"lie did. did he?" The sheriff's eyes

bored like gimlets into the other's mind.
"You're lying, hut you ain't the Apache
Kid, that's certain. You're the guy
that used to work, with the Kid until

he kicked you out or you quit. We
ain't got a description of the Kid, but
we got a picture of you. Yeah, now tell

me some more."
Bill Buckly shifted uncomfortably.
"I found the Kid's camp fire, and I

read it like a book," the sheriff went
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on. "That fire told me he couldn't have
robbed the .stage-coach an hour ago;
but I guess the coach was held up—

I

saw it from the upper trail with one
man sagged across the driver badly hit.

And I heard the shooting and did some
quick riding. Now tell me some more
fairy-stories."

"The Kid made me hold up the
stage." Buckly was cornered and lost

his head. "I didn't hit that guy badly,
sheriff; he'll be

"

"Come clean!" The sheriff kicked the
mailbag with his foot. "You held up
the mail and hoped I'd think it wa-i

another robbery by the Apache Kid.
The Kid saw it all and was just about
to take the swag when I came along."
"Yeah, yeah, that's right." Buckly

was thinking quickly. "I've been starv-
ing and I was desperate. He held ma
up, and, having taken away my gun—

"

he pointed—"there it lies, where he
flung it—he started in to beat me ud.
but in one hand he held his gun. You
saved my life, sheriff, and I reckon I

can pay you back. You don't gain much
by capturing me, but maybe I could
help you capture the Kid. If I lielp

you get the Apache Kid will you over-
look this and forget I ever worked with
him?"
"I promise nothing," Sheriff Ward's

eyes gleamed. At last had come a real
chance of capturing the most desperate
of outlaws. He could read men pretty
well, and ho knew this man Buckly
hated the Apache Kid.

"If you can help me get the Kid
maybe I might do something." He
picked wp Buckly's gun and lowered his

own. "What's yer scheme?'!
"The Kid has a shack along them

ridge of hills—a hide-out," his.sed Buckly.
"I'm the only man what can lead yer
to it, and I'm sure that the Kid will ride
there to rest up for a spell. Sheriff, I'm
on the level, for I'd give a year's prison
to get that guy."
The sherifl looked his disgust, but he

showed no signs of this in his next
words.
"Right, lead the way!" He tassed

Buckly his gun after taking out the
shells. " You go first, and remember
that when I shoot I always get my
man."
"I swear, sheriff, I wouldn't double-

cross
"

"You'd better not try," came the
quick answer. " And remember this. If

you don't help me get the Apache Kid
you'll swing from a tree. Now get
moving."

The Shack in the Hilts.

THE Apache Kid was in a very
thoughtful frame of mind as he
rode through the forests and

ravines towards his lonely shack. He
was reviewing his life and regretting his

past deeds.
His father he had never remembered,

but his mother had been a sweet woman.
But all people make mistakes, and she
had marrie<l again—a man who had a
smooth tongue, a crafty mind and a
dissipated nature. The Kid had received
a good education, but now he saw newr

and unpleasant companions as his step-

father dragged tliem lower and lower in

the mire. The brute forced him to help
in a robbery that had started his life

of crime. The step-father had died and
his mother soon followed. Adventure,
the i)itting of brains against fellow-men,
and danger became the spice of life.

Yet now he sickened of this career.
The Kid did not rob for personal gain,
but to help others as much as anything
else, yet every other outlaw was so dif-

ferent. Filthy and callous and capable
of any evil—scum such as Bill Buddy,
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Why not give up the life ? No one
knew his face, and he could make his

way to Tennessee or Utah, and after a
while he would be a forgotten name.
In a new land as a cowpuncher he
could work out his redemption.
He laughed as he thought of the paltry

sums of money he had kept for his own
ends, but the laughter was genuine
when he remembered the tricks he had
played with many of the sheriffs and
their posses.
How lonely and dismal seemed his

shack. By the hitching-rail he left his

horse, and with a key let himself into
the interior. In spite of closed windows
dust lay everywhere, and the air was
musty, so that the Kid decided to open
the windows and go outside till the at-

mosphere was clearer.

Little did the Kid know that Buckly
and the sheriff had ridden hard and had
reached the hills some hours before him,
had cached their horses by a woody
stream and then crawled to a mound
to watch. Directly their prey had en-
tered the shack they raced forward.
Thus the Kid, when he stepped out

into the sunlight, got a nasty shock
when a harsh voice snarled

:

" Stick 'em up, Apache Kid, we got
yer covered 1"

The outlaw swung round, and his jaw
set ferociously as he saw Buckly stand-
ing behind the sheriff. The crook leered
mockingly.

"You dog!" he spat out. "And this

is how you repay me. Soon I'm going to

square this account."
"You're going to gaol," was the

sneering answer. " How you propose to
square the account ?"

"I ain't in gaol yet." The Kid edged
a trifle nearer the sheriff. "You two
guys have twelve hours' riding afore
yoii, and you're dead tired. Maybe you
might close an eye, and then "

" Stop dreaming !" scoffed the sheriff.

"I never sleep—not when I got a skunk
in my clutches."

"Can I get some
kit?" The Kid edged
nearer and nodded hi-*

head towards the
open door of the

shack. "Ain't you
going to look for

traces of my crimes?
You've only got this

galoot's word that

I'm the Apacho Kid."

The sheriff glanc<-'d

uncertainly at the
shack, and in that
moment the Kid
acted. His clenched
fist came down on tho
sheriff's wrist, and
the gun was sent spin-

ning. Buckly, with a
gun that was
unloaded, could do
nothing but stare.

Tho Kid wasted no
time, but banged a
heavy right fo tho
slicritl's jaw, and tho
older man sagged
liack in Buckly's
arms ; then the out-
law whipped up the
sheriff's gun.

" I said you were
tired, sheriff," he
chuckled. "Sorry if

your jaw's a bit sore,
but you sure got mo
liled. Just hold up
yor hands high, and
I'll take back my ^j , .

tihooting-iron, and i Snail bave
don't you blink aa
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eyelid. Bill Buckly, because you're the
lowest of double-crossers I've ever met,
and my finger itches to pull the trigger."

"You'll get a heavy sentence for
this!" blustered the sheriff. "Striking
the law."

"If the law ever gets me," was the
answer. "Now lead the way to where
you've hidden your horses."
With hands above their heads, they

were forced to obey, and when the
strange trio came to the stream the Kid
snapped out the order for them to
mount.
"Downstream, buddies," ordered the

outlaw. "And don't come back. I'll be
watching till your dust is out of my
vision. You can come back at your own
risk ; maybe you find me gone, and
maybe you don't, and it will be un-
healthy if I should decide to stay. Think
it out, sheriff', and remember, Buckly,
that the first shot goes to you. Now
boat it afore I get fresh."

The sheriff made Buckly come back an
hour later, but there was no sign of the
outlaw.

_
"I'll trail the Kid," raged Buckly.

"And it ain't the reward I want. I'll

trail him if it takes me all my life."

"Okay, Buckly." The sheriff took a
chance. "I'll parole you, and when you
bring in the Kid I'll scratch your name
off my books, but until then it remains.
Remember, Buckly, I've got your
description, and we'll soon lay you low

"It's revenge I want!" hissed the
other.

_
"I'll not double-cross you,

sheriff."

Thus did the sheriff return without a
pri.souer.

At the Bar X Ranch.

PEACEFULLY the great herd of
cattle grazed, whilst on the out-
skirts, and always on the alert,

were the cowpunchei-s. These men of
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the Bar X rolled cigarettes, smoked, and
talked, but they were ready for any
emergency, for it is surprising how
quickly a huge herd can be stampeded
into a mad panic. Mostly they were in

ones and twos, because not only had
they to prevent a stampede, but to keep
the herd from straying.

The cattle were being driven to a
station on the other side of the hiyh
hills, and soon would pai5s along a barren
ravine; thus they were having a final

rest.

Two 'punchers were taking it easy,
and, strange to relate, one of them was
the Apache Kid. The other was a big,

rather clumsy young man, who possessed
an air of greiit good temper and good
fellowship, yet did not look as if his

brains were half as strong as his fine

physique.

"You seem mighty thoughtful," the
Kid broke the silence. "Anything on your
mind, Ted—no trouble between you and
Jane?"

"Nope, Jack, no trouble with Jane."
Ted Conway puffed at his cigarette.
"Jane ain't a troublesome sort. Jack,
as you may have noticed. Since you
joined this outfit four months ago. Jack,
you've never seen us rowing, though
maybe you may have seen us looking
somewhat dismal. Nope, that ain't our
trouble."

"I know Jane isn't a jealous or
troublesome sort," laughed the ex-out-
law. "In fact, I reckon she's too dnined
considerate, but I haven't been blind to
the fact that something was worritting
you two young folk. It ain't done to
ask questions out in the West, and you
didn't ask none about inc, though maybe
you wondered what sort of a hombre
I'd turn out."

"A mighty good 'puncher," Ted
Conway laughed. " Theie ain't a guy
that can touch j-ou and your lioiise.

to be careful, Ted," laughed the Apache Kid.
seems to fit me I

"
' That yere description
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Gee, how you collared the prizes at the

last rotloo.
'

"Wish thoy'd been cash ones," re-

joined the Kid. "Gee, I'm just about
l))oke! That ride to town skinned me,
iitid pay-day a week away."
'Jack "—the other w^ts serious—

" vou haven't flsked what was worritting

ni'e and Jane, but I'll tell you, though
maybe you've guessed—money! Yeah,
money 1"

"Money?" Jack was surprised.
' Gee, I could see something was wrong,
biit you've sure handed me out a sur-

prise. Ain't you the son of old man
G))iway what owns this yere ranch, and
yet you say you're broke ?"

"Pop's a tough guy to handle," spoke
Ttd. "I'm foreman, and .1 get fore-

man's pay, but I gotta work to hold on
to the job. If I fly off the hatidle, and
haven't got a cent, then I've got to beg,

borrow, or steal from my buddies nntil

iie-\t pay-day. No good going to pop."
"You sure got me beat," cried Jack,

and asked a question. "Don't ho sorta

cotton to Jane, Ted ?"

"Oh, he likes Jane a lot!" Conway
rumpled his thick thatch of unruly hair.

"But every time I talk of marriage he
gets kiiida riled, and says he don't want
no women around the place, that he ain't

satisfied that I'm a capable foreman,
and until he is satisfied

"

"But if he shouldn't be satisfied."

The outlaw-cowpunchcr frowned. "Sup-
pose that should happen—what then ?

I don't hand out bouquets, Ted, but I've

seen many worse foremen in my day.

But just supposing he did make some-
one else foreman, he would have to do
something for his son. Why, Ted, your
poji could Iniy the Woolworth Building
and still be rich."

"Dunno, Jack, it sorta puzzles me,"
Conway sighed. "He's kinda mean,
maybe. It's Jane's birthday to-morrow,
ami I haven't got a cent. .She knows
the old man don't fling his money
around, but I ain't over missed giving
her a present on her birthday yet."

A half-smile twitched Jack's lips.

"Would a scarf be of any use, Ted?"
From his pocket he drew a spotted,

coloured silk handkerchief. "1 haven't
got much use for this, and you're
welcome."
"You're a pal." Ted hold out a glad

hand. "Gee, she'll be tickled with this!

Jane likes you." The foreman drew
himself erect in the saddle. "Guess
we'd better get going. Jack, or else we'll

never get this blamed herd to the

station."

The Apache Kid, or, as he was known
at the Bar X, Jack Norton, did a lot

of thinking during the next few hours.

Many things puzzled him, but he had a

mighty good idea why Ted's father was
all against his son marrying Jane
Carter.
The punchers handed over the cattle

at the station and made the return
journey with all speed. Ted Conway
and Jack were the first to get back—the
foreman was anxious to be home for

Jane's birthday. Ted was so eager that

he would have ridden on alone, except
that Jack made him. rest up for a few
hour.^ during the night.

"You could make it by noon," agreed
Jack. "But what's the use of going
back to a gal looking almost dead
beat."
When they^ reached the ranch it was

to fiiul a number of men gathered round
a notice pinned to a post on the
veranda of the store. Two girls, who
were talking to a fat portly little man
broke away and ran to greet tlie

arrivals.

The .slim, fair-haired girl, who looked
8<) dainty in her sheepskin chaps and
ueat silk shirt ran to meet Ted with
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open arms, whilst the .short-skirted

young woman with her dark curls fly-

ing in the wind ran towards Jack.

They were Jane and Betty Carter, aged
respectively eighteen and fourteen.

Betty had adopted the handsome young
rider as her own beau.
The fat little man, who was dressed

in grey serge with a heavy gold watch-
chain across his extensive chest, pufFod

angrily at his cigar and snorted like an
angry old buflfalo. What could have
angered Frank Conwav, the owner of

the Bar X Ranch?
Ted Conway leaped out of the

saddle and put his arms round the girl

—the boys of the ranch grinned and
were envious; Jack swung Betty on to

his saddle, pinched her nose, and then

put her gently down again. Everyone
laughed except Frank Conway, who
strode off.

"Hallo, pop!" called out Ted, but the

old man did not stop. "I can't under-
stand him lately, Jane."
"No—nor can I." Jack did not miss

the girl's distress, and it again proved
one of his theories. The girl changed
the subject quickly. "Oh, Ted, do look

at this notice. It's all about a desperate
outlaw and a big reward."
"Who cares about it when it's your

birthday?" whispered Ted. "Why,
Jane, I ain't properly wished you many
happy returns of the day."
"Read that first," insisted Jane,

smiling up at the big man. "Then
maybe you can take me home."
Ted strolled up to the notice and at

first he did not take much interest.

Often these posters with their offers of

rewards were sent and according to

law pinned in a prominent place for all

to read. This one was all about a dare-
devil fellow named the Apache Kid,
who had apparently vanished and was
suspected of taking the trail towards
Tennessee. It was the drawing of a

bandit with a scarf over the lower part
of his face that made Ted road eagerly.
The Apache Kid was described very
accurately and concluded with a note
about the spotted silk handkerchief that

the Kid always used on his escapades.
Sheriff Ward had tired of waiting

for Bill Buckly to bring in the Kid and
had drawn up this notice—he hated to

lose a man.
Out of the corners of his eyes Ted

Conway flashed a glance at Jack
Norton—the description was very
similar. The boys were satisfied that

Jack was a genuine cowboy, but Ted
had seen a lot of the newcomer and
remembered now moments when his

friend had been strangely thoughtful,

but most convincing -of all was the

scarf that reposed in his pocket.

It was young Betty who dragged Jack
over to read the description, and the

keen eyes picked out from a distance

the words "Apache Kid." Slowly Jack
read the reward notice through, and
then grinned cheerfully at Ted.
"I shall have to be careful, Ted,"

he laughed. "That yere description

seems to fit me. Jane and Betty, you
may be harbouring a nefarious
scoundrel, who according to this notice

robs and steals in a most callous manner,
assa\dls the law and other desj)erato

deeds."
"If you were a robber I shouldn't

mind," cried Betty.
"If I were an outlaw I'd carry off one

person," chuckled Jack. "Come on,

Mischiel, and help me unsaddle Demon
and give him a well-earned feed."

Ted Conway had little to say when he
went off with Jane, who wondered and
waited patiently for liim to tell her.

At the small poultry farm, two miles

^
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from the Bar X, that belonged to Jane's
father, Ted spoke.
"This is your birthday, Jane, and a

mighty good moment to ask Pop about
our marriage. Your father is agree-
able, and ifs up to my old man to help.
us through. He's thinking of buying
the Dobsons' place away towards the'

border, and maybe he might make me
boss. You stay right here, Jane; I:

gotta tackle pop whilst I'm in the
mood."
"Best of luck, Ted!" cried the girl,

and waved to him till her lover was
out of sight.

It was an unsatisfactory ride as far
as Ted was concerned, because he found
his father had gone out for a ride.

Actually, Frank Conway had taken the
trail for the Conway Hacienda, but
being fat and portly had taken the
longest and easiest route—Ted going
across the hills had missed his father.

g What Jack Overtieard. '

AS Jane had gone off with Ted,
the one-time outlaw decided to

ride over with Betty to her
home. Demon had to be rested, but
Jack soon borrowed a horse.
Arriving at the ranch, Betty wanted

him to stay and play with her, and
Jack, who loved the child dearly, was
nothing loath. The game was hide-and-
seek.

"Two packets of gum to a kiss you
don't find me," chuckled Jack.
"Count a hundred, a proper hundred,
and then after me."
Jack hid in a half-empty hay-cart,

pulling the sweet-smelling hay over him.
Old Man Carter had bought the hay
from the Bar X for his poultry.
Scarce had Jack hidden when he

heard male voices, and recognised them
as Frank Conway and old man Carter.
"The matter I want to speak about

deals with my son." It was the pompous
owner of the Bar X. "I dislike being
personal, Carter, but I am a business
man. For health reasons you came
here and invested your money in

poultry. A venture that has not
proved too successful, as you have had
to borrow certain sums from me."
"I'm expecting 'a big dividend from

some shares
"

"I don't doubt it for a moment,"
interrupted Conway. "I know you're
sound, but you are not a rich man,
and you want to make provision for
your daughter. You would not
encourage a. man who had no prospects.
You are pleased that Jane shall marry
Ted because he is the son of the owner
of the Bar X ranch."
"Well—er-— Hallo, Betty, what you

want?"
"Have you scon any signs of Jack

Norton?" asked the girl. "He's hiding,
and I can't find him."
"Run ofl^ and play somewhere; he's

not here," answered her father. A
pause. "What makes you mention this

matter, Mist«r Conway? I'm sure my
daughter

"

"A sweet girl," was the quick answer.
"Far too goqd for Ted. Listen, Carter.

I am worth at least a million dollars,

and as this land is increasing in value
it will soon be much more. And most
important of all—Ted Conway is not my
son."
"Not your son?"
"Nope. My first wife suffered poor

health and she made me adopt Ted as

a son," Conway explained. "She died

years ago and I've let the delusion

remain, though I am far from satisfied

with Ted as a son. He is not my own
blood, and I consider him a gi-eat

clumsy clodhopper. Frankly, Carter, I
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don't favour tlie marriage, and if he
does marry Jane, then I disown him
entirely."

"But why?"
"Yoiu- daughter Ls far too good for

Ted," was the surprising answer. "I
have a better husband in view for her.

I will clear your poultry fann of all

debt and make you a handsome allow-

ance, Carter, if you are agreeable to

that husband."
"Well, .she might do better than Ted,"

agreed the poultry fanner. "'I won't
let them marry if he isn't your son and
hasn't any money. But, say, who is

this husband for my Jane? You don't

mean "

The Apache Kid heard no more, be-

cau.se Betty came again, seeking for

Jack. The two old men retired to the

house.
How Betty laughed when Jack poked

his nose out of the straw.

"I've been here for hours," laughed
Jiick. "Guess we'll call the game oft'.

Let's go and find your sister, 'cos I

got something I wanna say to her right

now."

The Arrest.

TACK often rode over to the Carter

I
Hacienda, but most times he went

•^ alone, and one day Jane, who liked

him immensely, asked the reason.

"I'm treading on dangerous ground
if I say anything against Tod." answered
tlie Kid. "But I kinda feel he's avoid-

ing me. Can't place anything ho has
ag'in me. Maybe he's wori-ying over
money, and don't want to talk about
his affairs."

"He acts strangely with me," Jane
.said. "Oh, look—there is Ted now!"
Ted Conway nodded to Jack and

grinned in a nervous, sheepish sort of

manner. Both Jane and Jack were
puzzled at his manner.
" Howdy V Co n w a y

found himself under the

accusing gaze of young
Betty. "Hallo, Kid!"
"Hallo yourself," was

the somewhat rude an-

sw<'r. "we reckon you
ouglita .SCO a doc. Oft-

times Jane and I got down
in the dumps, but that

don't do us any good."
"Oh I'm grand!" cried

Tod.'. "Maybe I'm
anxious over some of thosi

herds we bought; then th'

wells are mighty low ; and
still another week till pa\

-

roll."

"Hallo. look at that

dust !" Bet t y pointed.
"Someone'^ riding in :i

hurry."

•lack was the only one
who saw how Ted half-slid

a hand to his belt. What
the blazes was tbe matter
with Tod ? The foreman
was a bundle of nerves.

The Kid felt inclined to
slide a hand to his own
belt when he saw the
riders were the local
sheriff and a posse of half
a dozen riders. They did
not waste time. Thc\
ranged up alongside the
foreman.
"Tho stage-coach to El

Paso has been held up,"
spoke the sheriff. "The
money that Mr. Conway
was sending to the bank
lias been taken by a
mask-ed .man, who was
wearing a spotted ban-
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dana. Hank Jennings glimpsed the
gunman's face when the bandana
slipped, ;.nd he recognised tlie face. I

arrest you, Ted Conway, for the hold-
up of the stage and the stealing of your
father's money."
"But that's absurd." It was Jane

who spoke. "You must be mad,
sheriff, to think that Ted would hold
up the stage."

"Hank saw his face and is prepared
to swear to it," was the answer. "I've
reported the matter to Mr. Conway, and
he sajs you must stand your trial or
prove an alibi."

"I've been out riding range," splut-

tered the foreman. "I was by myself,
and I went to see tlie wells—water get-

ting low. But, sheriff, I wouldn't hold
up the stage. Maj'be it was this des-

perado who did it. Wasn't he wearing
a bandana, and didn't that yere reward

state that the Apache Kid "

Jack gritted his teeth. Used to fight-

ing for his life and acting quickly, he
saw danger almost before it threatened.
Like lightning he threaded two and two
together and guessed the truth. What
the .sheriff had to say strengthened that
conviction.

"Apache Kid," the sheriff laughed,
" that bandana was sure like one the
Apache Kid used to wear, but Jennings is

prepare<l to swear that the face was that
of Ted Conway. The case you got to
fight, Conway, is this one: that you im-
per.sonated the Apache Kid and hoped
we would put the blame on the outlaw,
who is thought to be in these parts.

But for tho slipping of the bandana you
would have got away with it. Ain't for

me to express any opinion, but it sure
was a surprise to me and all the boys,
and I'll be sure glad to see you cough
up an alibi, but Hank «ns >(i (iitnin
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sure that I ain't got no other course but
to take you back."
"Say .something. Ted," wailed Jane.

"Can't you think of anything to prove
you were out at the wells. Didn't you
see any Injun?"

"Yeah, I saw Injuns, but they'll be
mighty haixi to find." Ted would not
look any of them squarely in the face.
" Guess I'll be set free directly I've
had a talk to pop. Don't you worry
about me, Jane."
When the sheriff and tho prisoner were

out of sight Jane flung impetuous anus
round Jack's neck.

" You're his friend—do something for

him," she cried. "Ted could never have
done this. I believe his father's framed
him. He hates him. Jack."
"Ted is not Mr. Conway's son." Then

Jack told what he had lieard as gently
as he could. "It upset your pop badly,

so best keep miun until he says sonic-

thing. I'm liding to the Bar X right
now, for I've a hunch I can help Ted
prove an alibi."

With hearts relieved strangely of mucft
worry, the girls waved tk'^ir hands till

Jack was but a speck on the horizon.
Two hours later Jack was admitted to

the cell of the foreman, who laughed
nervously.

"Fine mess I'm in," he said. "No
chance of proving an alibi. Now I've
learnt that the boss ain't my old man
at all, and

"'

"Listen to me, Ted," interrupfcd
Jack. "I've persuaded the sheriff" to
let me have three minutes alone with
you, and if you want me to help you,
then you must open out. Hank Jen-
nings .saw you plain enough, Ted,
and -"

"You don't ihink I held up the
stage?"
"I don't think—I know," was tho

" I arrest you, Ted Conway, for the hold-up of the stage and the stealing of yoiur
father's money !

" cried the sheriff.

July nth, 1931.
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fierce answer. "You wanted the slicrift'

to think the Apacho Kid stole the

money, but I'm sayinjc tliis for your
credit: you did not think the Kid would
ever be' captured. You wanted money
because Conway was a thorough old

Bkiuflinl and hated you because he wants

to marry Jane himself. That had at

last penetrated your thick noodle, and

you reckoned that with the money you
could marry Jane."
Ted Convvay looked a picture of guilt.

Jack wa'^ merciless.

"You know who the Apache Kid is,"

he snapped. "You wore the bamlana
i gave you, but, being a poor sort of

bandit, you fixed it wrong and Hank
saw your face."

"Gosh, vou're too smart!" moaned
Ted. "Ouess I'd better confess I held

up the stage. Jack. I ain't got a thing

to say for myself. Except that none but

myself knows wliat kinda father Frank
Conway has tieen to me, and when i

knew he wanted Jane 1 got desperate."

"Jane loves yon, and I don't hate you

-as much as I ought," Jack answered.

"Time is going, Ted. Tell me where
you hid the money, and what did you
do with my bandana?"
"I recognised you about a week ago,"

mumbled the foreman. "I've sure

handed you a nasty craak."

"Tell me where you hid (ho money,
and stop blithering," snapped the

Apache Kid. "You've got to trust me—
Jane does.''

"I hid the money and the scarf in

that old tree on Injun Hill," was the

reply. "The tree that's dead through
beiiig struck by lightning. There's a

hollow trunk, and under some earth

I
"

"Shush, hero comes the sheriff!"

hi.ssed tho Apaciie Kid. "Not a word
about this. Just go on swearing you're

innocent, and that Hank must have
been loco." Ho turned tr grin at tlio

sheriff. "Thanks for what you've done.

Reckon from what Ted's told me, I'll

soon hav? him out of this place. So
long. Ted and put your trust in "—he
paused, and did not answer till outside

tho cell
—"the Apache Kid!"'

"What did he .mean by that?" tlie

sheriff muttered, as Jack strode out of

the lock-up.
"Dunno. sheriff," mumbled Ted.

"But I'm blamed certain that he'll got

mc out of this hole if anyone can.

Reckon what he said aboui. the Apache
Kid was a joke."

Late that night a horseman left tlio

liar X Ranch and lode silently a\ay.
Horse an I rider moved like shadows
through the darkness, and an hour's
riding brought them to Injun Hill.

Jack so.:>n found tho old tree. and.
after scraping away the earth, tho heavy
leather s.itchel and the bamlana
The early hours of the morning found

a horseman lurking in tho small wood
near the ranch, and round tho lower
part of his face was bouiul a spotted
bandana
The Apache Kid was playing a

desperate part to save the friend who
liad almost betrayed him.

The Desperado.

FRANK CONWAY s.qt in hi.s ofTice;

before Jiis big desk stood the sheriff

and (he deputy.
"He's no son of mine," the boss of the

Bar X cried. "He's acted like a snake
to the man who's been a father to him.
I made (his ranch and tho town that's
grown up round it, and what I say is

law. You'll summon a jury and try
Ted Conwav. He'll get the full punish-
II ent if

*'

July Ittti. 19,'?1.
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TJio door opened and a masked man
stood there. Two guns were in his

hands.
"If nothing, you fat gasbag," came a

harsh voice. "Just hold yer hands
high. Nd tricks, sheriff, for I'm a

mighty .angry man. I'm the Apache
Kid, and your fat boss is causing me a

whole lot of trouble—that's why I'm
here. Stand still whilst I help myself
to the armoury."
"Tho Apache Kid." the sheriff gasped

out. "What you want of us?''

"Don't shoot, Kid.'' whinod the

trembling Conway. '"You can have all

tho money in the safe It's only a few
dollars, for I was robbed only a

few "

"Can it!" The Apache Kid swung
his guns round. " I'm gonna do the

talking. See this?" They noticed that

a satchel swung over his arm. "Do you
recognise it?"
"Why. it's the satchel I sent my

money in !" quavered Conway. -

"Yeah, your satchel, and your money
inside." The Apache Kid laughed.
"News carries quick in these parts, and
that's why I'm here. Tho Apache Kid
plays a lone hand. He had a partner
once ; and no guy ever double-crossed

mo again. You've got some poor boob
in your lock-up, and trying to prove he
hold up tho stage coach. How can ho
have robbed you, you fat fool, if the

money is in that satchel? No man goes

to jail or swings for what is my
business. Take a look-see."

The Kid to.s-sed tho satchel on to tho

desk. His eyes glinted as Conway
feverishly dragged out the bundles of

notes.

"It's all there." grunted the outlaw.

"This fat fool said his word was law;
well, .so is mine, I held up your, rotten

stage—never seen such a bunch of scared
coyotes!—and I took this money. I've

got plenty of money, but tho tempta-

tion to .scare a stage ju.st tickled my
ribs. Rlaxbo I would liave kept this

money, but when I hoard some poor
boob had boon corraled for my fun I

had to come right back. Fifty miles

over your dusty plains have I ridden."

"Guess we've made a mistake,
stranger," cried tho sheriff.

"Say. aren't you clover!" was the

sneering answer. "Just listen to what
I'm going to comnand. If that boob
ain't released afo'C I'm out of range
I'm a-comin' back. Keep your money.
Frank Conway, and I'll be a-comin'

back to talk to you if you don't do the

right thing by your adopted son. Oh.
yeah. I know ail that goes on in this

little burg "

"The sheriff shall release Ted a(

once." Conway was almost blubbering
with fright. "I'll see Ted gets a fair

deal."
"Then I'll be beating it for the wide-

open spaces." The Apache Kid backed
(o (ho door. "And if. I come (his way
ag.iin I come a-shootin'."

The sheriff made a move (owards (he

gun that lay on Conway's desk. A gun
spat, and the weapon was shot off th'e

desk. Conway gave a moan of fear.

"Keep your hands up," he cried.

"Wo don't mean any harm, Kid. The
sheriff wantcl to wipe his nose."

"I'll wipe it with a bullet if he
moves again." The outlaw had flung
open the door. "Now follow me anyone
who dares."

The Apache Kid flung himself into his

saddle. A few seconds later (he sheriff

and his dopu(y—with Conway in the
background—appeared. A cloud of dust
showed them (he trail of (he outlaw.

'J'ho shot had l>een 'leard by mcst of
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tho cow-punchers of the Bar X, and
they stared after the galloping horseman
until the sheriff's frenzied yells awoke
thoni to action.

"That's the Apache Kid," he cried.
"There's a thousand bucks reward for
his capture, dead or alive. I want a
posse of twelve of tho best mounted."'
The Kid laughed grimly when he saw

that pur.3uing posse. He might have
laughed still more if he knew that one
of tho posse was the released Ted Con-
way. Poor Tod had gained his release

—

would it be at (he expense of the
Apache Kid?

The Apache Kid's Plans.

THF. Apache Kid had made his plans.
He would lead the posse a good
old dance, and bj- tho superior

speed of the Demon eventually cross
tlio border. There must he bid farewell
to pleasant memories and dear friends,
and to fmd refuge and solace at sx>nw
other ranch, provided the minions of thB
law did not hound him back to the old
life.

But tho Apache Kid had reckoned
without Bill Buckly.
For weeks the renegade had trailed

the Kid. Several times he had got in
touch with Sheriff Ward to report. The
sheriff, convinced that Buckly was for
once playing straight, offered him tho
reward of a thousand dollars if jio
could bring about the capture of the
outlaw. The reward and hatred spurred
the dago to keep to the trail, and after
many wrong scouts had at last headed
for the Bar X.
Buckly was certain that the new hand,

by nam.-, of Jack Norton, was the
Apache Kid. and already he thought of
the big reward, but it "was as well to
take no chances, and the rascal kept to
tho hills and the forests in his ride to the
Bar X.

Tho .scattered firing and boat of many
hoofs came to Jiis ears. Up a tr<<o
sjvarmed Bill Buckly, and he saw. a
sight that made his eyes gleam—tho
Apache Kid on Demon, "and. behind, a
posse of a dozen or more riders !

If the Kid reached the border and the
dense fo-ests. Buckly's chances of the
thousand dollars would be gone. Ho
must get tho Kid now !

The first intimation (hat .Jack had of
trouble from an unexpected source was
a bullet that whined mighty close to hi.^

eyes. The shot had come from a clump
of mesquite. The Kid at once turned
his horse and reached the woods without
further shooting.

Bill Buckly mounted his horse and
charged after him.
Now it happened that the Apache

Kid's lead over the posse was about half
a mile, and the posse had been firing
just to show they meant business; when
Buckly took a hand the cha.se was pro-
ceeding along a twisting valley, ancl so
the posse did not eee the Kid turn to-
wards the woods.

Thus tlie Apache Kid twisted through
the pines with Buckly close behind,
whilst the posse, shouting and firing,

rode on down the valley—till a straight
stretch ehowed no sign of their quarry
and they realised their mistake.
Jack heard the crashing behind and

decided that perhaps he had better get
moving. He hadn't bargained for the
ambush. Soon his oars told him that
bu( one man was on his trail.

The Kid reached the hrow of the hill,

rode down through the trees to an open
stretch of land. A mile beyond lay
jagged liills. Turning in his saddle,

Jack looked back, and ho got a surfJri<ie

when the other rider broke cover. Bill

Hucklv, and the skunk was armed with
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a rifle. Two more bullets wliined past
his head. It would be a desperate plight

for him if Buckly should attempt to

shoot at Demon.
"Old hoss. we gotta make those hills,"

he whispered, and the gallant animal
sirove his utmost.
Time after time the outlaw avoided

death by swerving his horse so that
Buckly wasted his ammunition on a
diflficult target. A quarter of a mils
from the hills and Demon, usually so
sure footed, stumbled over a half-buriefl

joot and went lame.
Used to all emergencies. Jack thought

furiously. Two bullets whining danger-
ously close gave him his idea. He
sagged across the saddle as if badly
wounded, whilst Demon limped towards
the hills on three legs.

Bill Buckly rode alongside. He had
replaced the rifle for a revolver, and his

tanned face was alight with evil satis-

faction—at last he had settled the
Apache Kid. He decided to istop

Demon, drag the Kid out of the saddle,
bind him and then wait for the posse.

But as Buckly stretched forward I'.i.'

gun-hand to catch at the bridle, the life-

less body suddenly woke to life, and his

gun-hand was gripped by steel-like

fingers. The gun dropped to the dust
and, snarling like a wild cat, Buckly
freed his other hand and flung both arms
round his enemy.
Demon heard an order that he undc'r-

stood, and at once turned sharply so that
his master's feet shot out of the saddle.
Buckly half out of his own saddle had
the full weight of the Apache Kid on
his neck, lost his balance, and next
moment both men were rolling in the
du.st.

"This is where we settle accounts,''
the Kid managed to splutter as he drove
a fist to Buckly's ribs.

Desperation and fear lent the dou!)le-
crosser added strength, for he managed
to free his arm and drive his fist into
tlie Kid's face. Next moment they were
on their feet, facing each other like two
tierce gladiators.

The Kid could have drawn his gun,
but he had decided to beat Buckly in

a fair fight—give the coyote the hiding
of his life. They swapped punches, but
the Kid's hurt most, and when an upper-
cut opened Buckly's right eye the latter
decided to beat it for the hills. He had
a gun hidden inside his .shirt—a trick
that had served him well in many a
shooting—and if he could get a few
yards from the Kid he might have a
chance to reach for it, but the Kiel
must never guess his intention or else
another gun would speak first. The
Apache Kid was the quickest man on the
draw in the South-west.

It was exhausting work running up
the loose-stoned slope, and both men
htuinblod. Several times Buckly felt

for the hidden gun. but he seemed to
see the Kid drawing his own gun.
The Apache Kid gained on Buckly,

and at the crest of the first slope, where
there was a small plateau, the two men
came to grips again. Buckly was a
dissolute rascal and he was all in. A
straight left sent him crashing to the
ground. Fear made the crook try io
get out the gun, and just in time did
the Kid jump forward and grip the
weapon.
The posse on the opposite hill heard

I he firing of the gun, and with a yell
took up the new trail.

The Kid yanked the exhausted Buckly
to his feet.

"You dirty hound," he spat out, and
slammed a right and left to the coarse
mouth.
Buckly staggered back, swayed dangcr-

ou.sly on the edge of the slope and then
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toppled backwards with a scream of

despair. Over n.ud over rolled the body,
and the Kid shuddered when ho saw the
great boulder that Buckly must crash
into with sickening force.

When the Kid readied the boulder
one glance showed him that Buckly w.ts

out of sight. A desperate idea flashed

to his keen mind. Here was a chance
of the Apache Kid dying for ever.

The posse were not yet in sight, and
the big boulder screened them from the
opposite slope. The Kid was wcari'ig

a coloured shirt and Buckly's was bhio.

Swiftly the exchange was made, and
then the Apache Kid partly covered the

blood-stained mouth with the spotted
bandana.
The task was just complete when a

glance round the boulder showed tiie

posse dashing down the woods. They
saw the two horses in the valley and
knew their quarry must be near.
What a surprise they got when th.-y

saw Jack Norton appear, dragging a
figure after him. The boulder was
almost in the valley, just as well, as

the Apache Kid was almost all-in.

"Hallo, Norton," cried the sheriff.

"What's happeiu-d ? By gar, that's the
Apache Kid? He's dead!"
"Yeah, I was out early," Jack ga.sped

out. "Too hot to sleep, so I went
riding. Heard shouts and shooting, and
saw a lone rider with the lower part of

his face masked." He pointed to the

bandana. "I give chase, for I gues'od
it was the Apache Kid, and we came to

grips on that small plateau np yondei'.

I could have shot him in the back, but
I only shoot snakes that way. He dreu-

a gun. and I just got to him in time.

I landed two hard punches and the

Apache Kid lost his balance and toppled
over the edge before I could shout a

warning. See that boulder, well that's

the boulder his head hit."

"Well, that sure beats me." The
sherifT peered at the crumpled figure and
battered, crushed face. "I kinda ex-

pected the Apache Kid to look more
refined. He looked sorta younger when
I seed him a while back, but maybe
the bad light was deceptive."

Ted Conway stepped forward an<l his

large face was one great grin. He held

out his hand.

THREE GRAND COMPLETE FILM NOVELS.
" THE SINGLE SIN."

She shed her past and went straight

—but evil hands sought to drag her

back into the mire.

"Gee, Jack. I'm mighty glad you got
the Apache Kid," he cried. "I mind
seeing this guy prowling round the
ranch a few days ago." He winked.
"How about riding over to the Carters,
Jack ? I want to thank you and so w iil

Jane."
The two men gripped hands.

A week had passed, and Demon and
his master were fit again. Jane and
Betty Carter, old man Carter and Tod
Conway, were bidding farewell to a
true friend.
The Apache Kid kissed the two girls

heartily, clapped old man Carter on th.e

back and had a final handshake with
Ted.
"Frank Conway has fixed you for that

new ranch, and soon you'll be getting
married," cried the outlaw. "And I'm
wagering you make a big success of
both. If it wasn't for the cursed
wanderlust that gets me about every
two months I'd be staying around."
As Sheriff Ward had cabled that he

might come himself to present the re-

ward there was every reason why the
Apache Kid should hit the trail. 1 lie

two girls now knew the true identity of
Jack, but that made them like him, if

anything, more than ever.

"When th<' sheriff has gone you will

come back," said Jane. "There is a
dead pine near the summit of Injun'
Hill, and until Ted fells that tree you'd
best keep away."

"I'll look out for that good omen.''
The Apacho Kid swept off his wide <

sombrero. " You've been real good
pals, and I'm sure coming back—some
day." There was a luiskiness in his

throat as he smiled at^ho girls. "You'll"
wait for me, Betty."
"What about the reward, .lack?" de-

manded Ted.
"Thai's the wedding present of the

Apache Kid," cried the outlaw, and next
moment was galloping away from the
Hacienda.
They watched till he wa.s out of signt,

but they were very doubtful if tiio

Apache Kid would ever come back to
the Bar X Ranch again.

(By permission of Butchers Film Ser-
vice, Ltd., featuring Jack Perrin.)

" REDUCING."
She sent {or her poor but portly

sister to come and assist in her

famous beaut; parlours. Marie duly

arrives, (amily and all, and from

that moment the fun waxes fast and

furious. Starring Marie Dressier and

Polly Moran.

" MORE THAN A KISS."

He was bet a huge sum be could not

kiss, within forty-eight hours, the

first woman who came on to the

veranda of his lawyer's house. A
delightful comedy drama, starring

Edmund Lowe and Jeanette

MacDonald.

Don't miss these fine stories
in this week's issue of our

companion paper, KAY JOHNSON in "THE SINGLE SIN.

k i SCREEN STORIES."
ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.

July lltli, 1931.
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"> Shipmates.^''
(Continued irom page 18.)

the motor-boat fastened alongside, and
he was sure.

"Stand by," he ordered, " tliere's

someone on board that ship. Keep a
good look-out, men."
Down in the dark hold of the ship

the admiral and the cadet turned on
the last of the sea-cocks, and scrambled
for the ladders, with water swirling

higher and higher round their feet.

Up they went in desperate haste, well

knowing that at any moment the ship
might be blown sky-high. They
reached the deck, which was almost
flush with the water, only to find that

the upper works of the vessel were on
fire. The burning oil-tanker wns close

alongside, and sheets of flame were
Bwocping over the sinking barge.
Thov crawled to the side of the ship.

The neat was terrific, and even tlic

deck, though water was beginning to

splash over it. felt hot beneath them.
Joneey tore off his coat and threw it

over the admiral's head as a fiery gust
of flame swept over them. Another
flaw of wind carried the fire away for

II moment, and Admiral Corbin rose by
the rail of the ship, scorched and nearly
stifled, but not so badly burnt as his

young companion.
"I'm sorry I called you a coward,

boy," he giusped, helping Jonesy to rise.

"Come, we must junsp for it!"
Jonesy was very badly burnt about

the face and arms, and his clothing was
on fire. lie staggered up, to poise him-
self with the admiral by the, rail, and
just as another burst of flame came
down upon them, the two men dived.

A second later the ammunition barge
disappeared beneath the surface, and a
swarm of launches churned their way to

the spot to rescue the two heroes who
had been seen to jump from the ship.

"Starboard your helm!" howled the
lieutenant in charge of the boat. "I saw
one of them—there!"

• Eager hands reached out and hauled
a seemingly lifeless body to the deck
of the barge.
"Good heavens! It's the admiral!"

gasped the lieutenant. " Admiral
Corbin ! Full speed for the flagship 1"

The Reward of Bravery.

EVERY ship of the fleet had her flag

at half-mast. Solemn niimite guns
boomed out a farewell salute, and

on the deck of the flagship Admiral
Schuyler and a group of sad-faced
oQlcors stood stiffly to attention. A
squad of marines carried a body, draped
with the star-spangled banner, to the
sido of the ship, and gentl/ lowered it

into the sea.

Admiral Schuyler stepped forward
and cast a wreath over tho side, and
one by one all the ships of the fleet

steamed slowly past the spot for each
captain to throw the tribute of his ship
to the memory of a very gallant sailor.

For Admiral Corbin had been picked
up indeed ; but the plunge into the sea
after his strenuous work on the am-
munition ship had prorod too much for
him, and even as ho was lifted on to
the deck of the Colorado he had
breathed his last. And as he had long
before requested, he had been buried
from the dock of the flagship at sea.

While the wreaths floated over the
ocean grave of Admiral Corbin, .Jonesy
lay in hospital, his head heavily
pwathed in bandages. lie had been
picked up unconscious, hut youth and
health were on his side, and gradually
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he recovered until at length he was able
to speak.

"Is the admiral okay?" he whispered
faintly one morning to the doctor who
stood beside his bed.
"Yes, son. he is. He did what he

aimed to do—the fleet was saved. The
admiral is okay, sure," said the doctor.

A smile came over Jonesy's face, and,
closing his eyes, he went off to sleep

again. When he woke he saw Lieu-
tenant Michael bending over him.
"Feeling better, Jones, eh?" smiled

the lieutenant, whose face was decorated
with a great strip of plaster.

"Cues."! I'll soon be okay," whispered
the young cadet feebly.

"What happened that night is a per-

sonal matter between us," said Mike
quietly. " You'll hear no more of it

from me."
"Thank you, lieutenant. I'm sorry

you were hurt," said Jonesy, smiling.

"I'll say you're a real good sport."

Mike went away, and Jonesy hoped
against hope that Kit would come to

see him. But the girl was plunged in

such deep grief at the death of her
father, heroic though hi.s end had been,
that the doctors positively forbade Iter

to see Jones until he was oflF the danger
list, and so he waited for many days
in vain.

Jonesy was nt length well enough to
get up, and then the girl, clad in deep
black, came to see him.
"Why, Kit," .said Jonesy, looking with

astonishment at the girl's pale f.ice and
her mourning attire, "what's wrong?
Is it—your father? They told me he
was okay."
"He is—okay," said Kit. "But he

died on the flagship

that night after he
was picked up."
Jonesy rose

.shakily to his feet

and saluted
solemnly.
"Admiral Corbin

was a real white
man," he said, "and
I'm proud to have
served imder him."

A few weeks later
tho cadets at An-
napolis fonned up on
the parade ground
for an inspection by
Admiral Schuyler.
After a march past

tho saluting base
where the admiral
stood, they formed
a hollow square,
stood rigidly to

attention, and
waited expectantly.
Admiral Schuyler

came forward, fol-

lowed by the ofTiccrs

of his staff.

"I have now a

very pleasant duty
to perform," said

the admiral. "One
of tlie cadets of this

college has been dis-

tinguished by an act

of most remarkable
bravery. Lieutenant
Jones !"

Jone.sy stepped
out of tho ranks
and stood before the
admiral.
"I am instructed

by the Admiralty to

present to you the
medal awarded for

specially courageous
deeds of valour,"
snid Admiral Schuy-
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ler formally, "and to congratulate you."
He piiuied the medal on the uncom-

fortable Jonesy's breast, and shook hands
with him, while the cadets cheered
lustily.

For Jonesy's rash actions had been
officially overlooked, and nothing more
was hoard either of his attempt at deser-

tion, or of his light with Lieutenant
Michael.
Later on that day Jonesy and Kit

were strolling together in the grounds
of the college.

"I shall be here for nearly four years,"
said Jonesy. "I hope you're not going
to fall for—one of those big oil men, as

you did before."
Kit Corbin laughed merrily.
"Don't be so silly!" she crie<l.

"Four years is a long time," remarked
Jone.sy thoughtfully.
"I shall be waiting," was the girl's

earnest reply.

Jonesy looked hurriedly around, and
saw that they were alone.

"Clear the decks for action!" he cried.

"Commence firing!"

His arms went round her shoulders,

and action commenced rapidly—on her
lips—and wont on until Kit laughingly
pushed him away.
Jone.sy glanced at the wall, on which

was a metal slab in memory of the
famous American admiral of the
eighteenth century, John Paul Jones.
He drew hnnsclf up stiflly and saluted.

"I have to report, adiniinl," he said
solemnly, "that I have the situation

well in hand!"
(By permission of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Film Co., Ltd., starring Robert
Montoomery and Dorothy Jordan.)
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{''The Iron Man.''

|

T (Coatioued Jrom page 10.) I

tivD coinci*, and at the outset Kid
Mason launclied a whirlwind attack that
diovc O'Kcefe to the ropes. Tlic Kid's
face was grim and set. It seemed ahnost
as if he were trying to vent on O'Keefe
all that rage which the letter from
Lewis' wife had aroused in him, but
O'Keefe covered up skilfully, taking the
mininuun amount of punishment, and
finally slithering out into the centre of
the ring again.

There was a hard epell of give-and-take
in the middle of the roped squai'e, and
then a right-cross dropped Rattler
O'Keefe to the boards. The referee
waved the Kid towards a neutral corner
and began to count, but at "three"
O'Keefe was on his feet, smiling gamely.

The Kid rushed him, and battered him
mercilessly during the remainder of the
round, in which ho piled up a formidable
array of points. But' O'Kecfe's stamina,
as he walked to his corner, seemed un-
impaired. He had the appearance of a

man who had been holding himself in

check, as indeed he had—in accordance
with George Regan's instructions.

The second round opened with a tear-

away attack by the Kid, and more than
one hammer-blow crashctl home to
O'Kecfe's face and body with stagger-
ing effect.

At the ringside, near the challenger's
corner, one of Rattler's seconds spoke to

Regan anxiously. "The Kid's hurting
him, George," lie said. "You'd better
let the Rattler go to him."

"Not yet," George answered, his eyes
on Kid Mason's grim face, "not yet."

The round ended and O'Keefe came
baclv to his stool. "You're doing fine,

Rattler," George Regan told him, and
then he glanced in the champ's direc-
tion—a little regretfully, perhaps, for
though he aimed to guide O'Keefe to
victory, it was hard to Bunder the bonds
of friendship utterly, and deej) down in
his heart he was wishing that he was in

the Kid's corner.
Meanwhile the Kid was leaning back

while his seconds fanned him with the
toxvels and' tried to offer advice.
"You're going too fast. Kid," old

BOY'S CINEMA

Jeff protested, noting the youngst-er's
heaving chest. "Don't you remember
how George used to "

"Shut up!" the Kid barked. "I'm
fighting this fight! Liaten, I've hit him
with everything, an' he won't stay down.
But I'm goin' in now, and I'll murder
him!" His eyes blazed fiercely, and:
"I'll murder him I" he repeated.
From the opposite corner George

Regan saw his expression, and he laid

a warning hand on O'Kecfe's arm.
"Watch him. Rattler!" he jerked.
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"He's goin' wild. This is your round

—

get him!"
O'Keefe nodded, and at the sound of

the bell slid into the middle of the ring.

He saw the Kia coming for him like a
tiger, and he saw the Kid's right start

to travel.

The Rattler blocked the punch and
whipped his own right to the point. The
Kid wont over heels-high, amid a roar
of exultation from the crowd, but ho
was up at the count of "fi\c," and liy

the sheer fury of a terrific onslaught

he sent O'Keefe to the boards.
O'Keefe climbed to his feet and put

himself on the defensive. Once aga'in

the Kid launched forward, and this time

Every Tuesday

left himself wide open in the madness ol

his attack.

"Now, Rattler!" yelled the voice of
George Regan above the roar of the
crowd, and with that O'Keefe slithered

to meet the Kid and let loose a shatter-
ing punch to the jaw.
The smack of it seemed to cut through

the clamour. The Kid checked, tilted

like a stricken ship and then thudded
to the boards, a dead weight. Ten
seconds later O'Keefe was being lifted

on to the shoulders of his seconds and
carried round the ring in triumph.
Some time elapsed before Rattler wa.»

able to reach his dressing-room, where
George told him to take a shower, and
as the new champion hurried off to in-

dulge in that luxury McNeil spoke to

Regan.
"Well, it was certainly a big surprise

to nie," he declared. "I never thought
the Rattler would beat the Kid."
George Regan smiled a twisted smile.

"He didn't," he answered cryptically.

"It was the Kid's wife that beat him."
Then, without another word, he left

O'Kecfe's quarters and made hi^ way
along the corridor to the door of young
Mason's dressing-room.
He opened that door quietly. The

Kid was sitting on a chair near the far

wall, and his face was covered with his

hands. From chopping-block to cham-
pion, and then back to the bitter dregs

of failure. Such was his story, and all

on account of a woman to whom loyalty

was unknown.
The Kid was .sobbing. Old Jefl was

standing beside him, pleading with him
to let liini take off his shoes.

"Leave me alone!" Kid Ma.son
groaned. "Leave me alone!"
Jeff looked round and caught sight

of George Regan. Regan signed to liini

to quit the dressing-room, and, as the

old-timer obeyed him, walked slowly

over to where the Kid was sitting.

The Kid continued to sob, but
presently he took his hands from his face

and saw his former manager standing
before him. His bloodshot eyes rose to

Regan's in an expression that seemed to

hold despair, shame, appeal.

George Regan pointed to his bai-e

chest.

"Put on your robe," he said quietly.

"Do you want to catch pneumonia ?"

(By permission of the Universal Films,

Ltd.. starring Lew Ayres and Robert
Armstrong.)
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" The Last Parade."

Cookie Leonard, Jack Holt; Mike
O'Dowd, Tom Moore; Molly Pearson,
Constance Cumniings ; Larry Pearson,
(iaylord Pendleton ; Marino. Robert
Ellis; Leftv, Earl D. Bunn ; Chief of

Police, Ed Lc Saint; News Editor,
Ednunid Brecso ; Alabain, Clarence
Muse; Joe, Gino Corrado.

" Breed of the West."

Wuliy Weldon, Wally Wales; Betty
Sterner, Virginia Browne Fairc; Long-
rope Wheeler, Bob Walker ; Colonel
Sterner, Lafe McKee; .Jim Sterner,
Bnzz Barton ; Shorty, Bobbie Dunn

;

Cook, George Gerwin; Sheriff Cole,
Hank Bell.

" South of Sonora."

Bill Tracy, Buffalo Bill jun. : Betty
Williams. Betty Joy; Heine Schinultz,

(iene Schuler; Buck Harris. Fred
Church ; Blackic Wells, Lew Meehan

;

Mr: Williams, Horace B. Carpenter;
Sheriff Kilne, James Merrill.

A Director's Pride.

Regard for human safety is a shift-

ing quantity in the movies.
Jn the re-enactment of the Dakota

land rusli for the Fox picture, "Not
Exactly Gentlemen," Director Benja-
min Stoloff employed 15,000 pcr.sons,

more than IjOOO cattle and hundreds of

horses. For two dajs men. women and
children ran helter-skelter, cattle

milled and horseback riders charged.
Stoloff took pride in the fact that by
observing rigid safety precautions he
brought the scene to si close without an
injury to person or animal.
A few days later another .scene was

filmed in which Victor McLaglen, the
leading man. was called on to clean
house in a frontier gambling establish-

ment occupied by Robert Warwick,
Frankly II Farnum and sundiy ex-

pugilists. The latter were instructed
not to pull their punches, and no
director has yet succeeded in persuad-
ing McLaglen to pull his. Stoloff took
pride in this scene also, based on the
amount of work provided for the com-
pany doctor in the way of cuts and
bruises.

Pugilist and Actor.

Few }K'oplc are aware that Conway
Tearle, the out.slanding British actor,

playing in "The Truth About Youtli,"
First National's latest relea.^e, was onre
ambitious to become a pugilist, and.
moreover, he followed this profession
for two years prior to taking up act-

ing.

Conwny Tearle, indeed, holds many
distinctions. His family had been on
the stage since 1712. One of his

ancestors played in support of the cele-

brated Mrs. Sarah Siildons, while
another w?s a famous Shakespearean
actor. Conway's father, Osmond
Tciirlc, was also a noted classical actor,

and his brother Godfrey is to-day one
July I8th, 1931.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

Fur stealing in the far North, and how the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police set out
to capture a desperate band of outlaws.
A gripping story of the frozen wastes,

starring Bob Custer.

"THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL."
Train wreckers after bullion of untold
wealth—a young railway operator blamed
for the dastardly deeds—his kid brother
fighting ta clear his name. A tlirilling

railroad drama, starring Glenn Tryou and
Merua Kennedy.

"THE SUNRISE TRAIL."
The daring exploits of a young cowboy
who sets out to bring a ruthless band of

rnstlers to justice, starring Bob Steele and
Blanche Mehailey.

of the most popular figures before the

footlights of England.
Conway Tearle's own first appearance

on the stage was at the tender age
of live, when he appeared at tfie

Academy of Music in New York. His
pugilistic career terniiimted when he
accepted an engagement at the Drury
Lane Theatre in London. Later he
became leading man at the Garrick
Theatre. His London experience has
bcien in support of such famous stars

us Sif Charles Wyndham, Ellen Terry
and Lena Ashwell. He is a real

veteran in pictures, having made his

film debut as long ago as 1914, when
he played lead in a picture called

"The Nightingale."

" A Fowl Affair."

Mec't Genevieve I..eghorn, or

"Jenny," as slic is usiuilly called. Sorry

I have no picture of her, but you will

sec her on the screen. Jenny is one of

Hollywood's new leading ladies, and
she is said to have no nasty tempera-
ment, or even an idea of what she is

worth to her film producer.
Jenny—for it seems a shame to kcej)

you all mystified any longer—is a
Wliite Leghorn hen, and she appears in

a starring role in a talking comedy
entitled ''A Fowl Atfaii." Opposite
her in the picture is a Plymouth Rock
rooster, and " supporting " them are a
number of farmyard folk such as

chickens, ducks, roosters and turkeys.

This is the first time that fowls have
appeared in a talkie comedy, and how-
ever lender tlie birds might be other-

wise, the producers say it was a tough
job getting them to do their different

parts.

A Real Fire Thrill.

A fire in a London .street is one oi

the big scenes in the British Inter-

nal ional picture, "The House Opposite."
Licidcntally, the fire proved to he
really exciting for the chief artistes

taking part.

The set representing a Bloomsbury
quarter was built on the "lot" of the

.studio at Elstree, and comprised eight

houses made of asbestos. Fi-om one of

these Renee RtcCready, Celia Glynn
and Henry Kendall liad to make th(*tT"'

escape in the presence of a crowd oi

two hundred people. To create the bi;4

blaze about 1.000 smoke bombs, about

50 gallons of inflammable liquid and
half a hundredweight of "white fire"

wire used. Two fire-engines with firo

brigade were engaged to add further

realism to the picture.

Then, "according to schedule," the

fire was started. The alarm was raised,

people crowded on to the scene from
neighbouring houses and elsewhere, and
.•«)on the fire-engines daslied up and a

dozen hoses were (juickly brought into

jjhiy. All this was "play acting," but

afur a few minutes the onlookers sud-

denly realised that the three artistes

were in real danger.
They were on the roof with a drop

of fifty feet to the ground and a blaz-

ing stairway behind. Huge tongues of

tl:'n)e were all around them. For
several seconds the three artistes could

not be .^en. The firemen now worked in

real earnest. Then it was seen tliat

Kendall had his arms round the really

frightene.l girls and was trying to

shield them.
L\ a few seconds, however, one of the

firemen was able to reach them, and
when I he three artistes were eventually

rt-scued it was found that the giHs'

dresses were partly burnt, and that

Henry Ivendall's hair and that of Miss
Glynn had been singed. They had ex-

i-ei-ienced one of the narrowest escapes

in iheir lives.

Harry Carey's First Serial.

Years ago a We>t<'i ii drama was not
considered good by many picture-goers

unless it starred Harry Carey. His

(Continued on page 87.)
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The powerful story of a ncwsp»,jer man turned gangster, who pitted his wits against
law and order, although his biggest chum was a policeman. Starring Jack Holt

Constance Cummings and Tom Moore.

An Unintentional Recruit.

THE cliicf news editor of the New-
York " Morning Herald " looked
up with a scowl from tlio sheets

of written matter wliicli ho liad been
bUie-penciliing and shouted for the copy
boy. who immediately shot off liis stool
and rushed to the big desk.
"Take that do«n to Room Three and

ask Martin where his eyes are !"

The bo\ .scurried off witli the sheets
of paper, and the chief news editor
whipped up a teleplionc.

"Give me Cookie Leonard." he .said

gruffly to the girl at tlie distant switch-
board. "L-e-o-n-ii-r-d—Mr. Leonard."

Tiic chief news editor's name was Bct-
tinson. He was a middle-aged man,
rapidly going bald, and still more
rapidly losing any human qualities lie

may once have possessed. His job was
a liarassing one. even under normal
conditions, but now that America had
enlered the war, even his sanity was
threatened. For edition after edition of
the "Herald " was daily being poured
forth from the giant presses, and all the
news must be up to the minute.

But Chauncey Cook Leonard—k<iown
o;i the staff as the "Inquiring Re-
porter," and proud of the title—seldom
permitted anything to distress him. He
was lounging in a swivel chair in his
own small den, and his feet were
planted firmly on the desk before him,
with the telephone between them.
Ho was studying a lively little weekly

publication called "Pep." and he was
pleased to smile at some scandalous
paragraph he had discovered in it just
a? the telephone-bell shrilled.
Cookie — everybody called him

Cookie—was a long-legged, power-
fidly framed young fellow. Among a
variety of other characteristics, he pos-
sessed a quantity of sleek brown liair,

brushed well back from a high fore-

head; a pair of shrewd—iind sometimes
menacing—brown eyes; a clipped mous-
tache, which accentuated a mouth that
could close like a steel trap in one
straight and very cruel line; .-ind a jaw
that gave more than a hint of pug-
nacity.

He tossed the copy of "Pep" across
the room, and. taking his feet from
the desk, removed the receiver from
the telephone. The voice of the chief
news editor a.^sailed his left oar-drum.
"Good-morning, sweetheart!" he an-

swered clieerfull%. "This is the Inquir-
ing Reporter. Will you have fish or
cornflakes V
"Cut out the comedy !" blared Bcttin-

son. "There's a war going on ! W-a-r !

Understand? War! And the first of
the vohmtcers arc parading over on
Broadway, so shake the lead out of your
feet and cover that parade. And don't
cciU me sweelfieart I"

The last sentence was thundered at

Cookie, but with a grin he responded :

"All right, you bald-headed old
baboon !" And hung up before the ex-

plosion that followed coidd deafen him.

The offices of the "Morning Herald "

were in West 40th Street, which is only
a stop from Broadway. In less than
five minutes Cookie had forced his way
through a crowd of onlookers into the
roadway, where the first batch of re-

cruits were marching towards down-
town, preceded by a band.

Flags were waving, handkerchief.-;

were fluttering. Cookie plunged into
the procession and fell into step beside

a spectacled young nuin in a shabby
overcoat.

"Good-morning," he said brightly ns

ho marched along. "I'm fioin the
' Herald.' What noble impulse

prompted vou to answer voiu- countrva
call?"
The spectacled young man looked

sidewa>.-5 at him in surprise, and at that
moment an irate jiolicenuin. who hati

been hcl|)ing to keep the spectators out
of the roadway, clapped Cookie on the
shoidder.
The reportei-. by reason of his profes-

sion, knew practically every cop in

New Yorl; City—and practically every
cop knew him. This one, Patrolm;>n
Micliael O'Dowd, knew him well.

"Leonard!" he said angrily. "Will
you leave those men alone?"
Cookie took no notice, but continued

to march beside the man he had ad-

dressed. The blue-eyed, claibby-fared
policeman gripped the shoulder he held.

"Did >ou hear* my orders?" he
demanded.
"Well." the spectacled man said

nn'ldl\ . "we're in the war now. and I

think everybody ought to do their bit.
'

"Quite so—quite so." ajiprovcd

Cookie. "The spirit of '76."

"Did vou hear mv orders? " belloivcd

0' Dowel.'
Cookie turned and appeared to l>e-

come .aware of the policeman.
"Listen. Mike," he said facetiously,

"you can't w<ilk in this parade. That's
the wrong kind of uniform to go to

war !"

"I got enough war with mugs like

you." retorted Mike. "Now beat it!"

But Cookie did not beat it: on tiic

contrary, he continued to march with
the recruits. Police headquarters of ihe

precinct loomed up on the left.

"Oh. the saints give me patience!"
died Mike, resisting the temptation to

resort to violence with this imperturb-
able new.spaper nan.
Cookie merely grinned and iOi">Ue I

across at the big police-station. Ou its
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eteps scvcial of O'Dowd's superiors were
stuiKJiiig, watcliing tlie parade, auil

among Iheni was hooknosed Chief
Donovan, waving to the recruits in a

sjjirit of patriotism.
Possessed by a sudden imp of mischief,

Cookie raised his voice and !iis arrn.

"Hi, chief!" ho shouted. "What
d'you think of Olfieer O'Dovvd ? ilc'fi

going to war i"

Mike gasped.
"Well, what the "

!i<> began.
"Yes, sir, lie's joined up!" c'ricd

Ccokie.
Donovan swooped down fron: the

steps of the police-station and made his

way through tho crowd.
"The first volunteer from the polioe

ile;iartment," laughed Cookie.
The chief fell into step and offered

his hand to the flabbergasted Irishman.
"Congratulations, O'Dowd." said he

enthusiastically. "I'm proud of you!"
"But, sir," stammered Mike, " I—I—

I
"

"Now don't be modest," said Dono-
\an, gripping a reluctant hand. "You
don't have to explain—you're doing a
very fine thing."
"That's the spirit, chief," cooed

CVokie, thoroughly enjoying 0"Dowd'.<
discomfiture. "We're ail in it, and
everybody should do his bit."

"Good luck, O'Dowd !" boomed Dono-
van. "And don't be worried about your
job. It'll be waiting for you when you
get back."

Inwardly O'Dowd was i)oiling, but
there was no escape now I He man-
aged to mutter unfelt thanks, and Chief
Donovan skipped back to the steps of

the station. The procession moved on.
"Good-morning," said Cookie cheer-

fully to his victim, for all the world as

though he had never seen him before,

"I'm the inquiring reporter from the
' Herald '—and what noble impulse
prompted i/ou to heed you.r country's
call?"

Mike made no ansv.er. Mere words
were incapable of expressing his feel-

ings; but his eyes were murdering
(Jookio all the way to the recruiting
office.

Even into that building Cookie
marched with the man he had thrust
into the Army. In the clothing depart-
ment he stood beside him while he got
his cap, his boots, his tunic, his slacks
and his puttees, none of which he
wanted.

A wooden rail divided tho.se who ap-

proached the open windows from those
who had acquired their outfits and wore
s( reaming back to ^ doorway leading
to the drcfsing-room. A burly sergeant
kept the men moving as-rapidly as pos-

sible, for all these recruits, apart from
the two, had been examined and passed
for active service before the parade.
O'Dowd, with his bundle, was close to

tlio doorway when Cookie delivered a
final insult.

"You've gotta give nic credit, Mike,"
ho Siiid pleasantly. "If it hadn't been
for mo you wouldn't be in this man's
Army."
"Give nic patience with that fellow !"

exclaimed Mike wildly.

"You don't realise what you owe
me." pursued Cookie.
That was the last straw.
" I know exactly what I owe you,

brother!" roared Mike, dropping his

bundle. "And that's it !"

His left fist shot out with the force
of a steam-hammer, and Cookie was
cuuight unawares on the point of tlic

jaw. He went down with a crash and
rcllt"d under the rail. O'Dowd dis-

appeared into a corridor; other men
passed in after hini.
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"Do jou hear the little birdies?"
jeered a recruit who was just behind.

(Jookio had received a very nasty jolt,

but his jaw was built to withstand jolts.

Ho sat up, nursing the jaw, blinking
at staj-s. A score of men streamed past
him before he got to his feet, intent on
retaliation.

Ho reached the doorway, his fists

clenched, his mouth set in a straight
and murderous line. But a massive
sergeant cauglit at his arm and dragged
him back.

"Hi, where are you going?" de-

manded the sergeant.
" I'm going to get the guy that

socked me in the jaw 1" snapped Cookie.
"You can't go in there till you're

signed up!"
They were blocking the doorway to

the bundle-bearing recruits, and one of

those recruits decided to have his say
in the matter as Cookie stood hesitat-

ingly there.

"Sure you're big enough to fight?''

he taunted.
"Maybe he's afraid to fight," sug-

gested another. "He's too good-looking
to fight!"
Cookie scowled at this second speaker.

"Ob, yeah?" ho drawled savagely.
" All right, sergeant, put mo in the
same outfit with that guy who socked
me, and I'll join your cock-eyed army !"

"Buddy," chuckled the sergeant,
" you're in !"

He caught hold of Cookie's arm and
propelled him down a wide passage and
into a room on the left, where a young
subaltern sat at a desk.
"Lieutenant," he said, "here's a man

who just can't wait to join up."
The lieutenant looked Cookie up and

down and grinned boyishly at him.
"In a hurry, eh V" he said.

"Yeah," responded Cookie. "I've
got a date with a guy in there!" And
he jerked his head in the general direc-

tion of the heart of the building.
"What's your name?"
" C. Cook Leonard."
" What's the ' C ' for V
"Chauncey," replied Cookie quietly.

" But don't let that fool you !"

In No Man's Land.

FRIENDSHIP is often born of un-
propitious circumstances. As a

reporter Cookie had fallen foul of

Mike O'Dowd on numerous occasions,

and the two misunderstood and dislik(>d

one another; but having got into the

army and fought out their private

battle during tho period of training,

they .sailed for France to fight in greater
battles tho statinehcst of chums.
They quarrelled in billets, they quar-

relled in the trenches, for such was their

nature; but they had grown to under-
stand one another and to appreciate
one another's qualities.

How deeply the friendship went was
demonstrated one night after a raid on
the enemy. Both men took part in tho

raid, with shells and bombs bursting in

all directions, and Very lights illu-

minating tho tangled waste of No Man's
Land.

" They've sure stirred 'cm up out
there," growled a private on the fire-

step to a lieutenant beside him.
"They're coming back," said the

lieutenant.

"Well. I hope Cookie comes back,"
remarked another man known as

"Lefty." "He owes me forty francs!"

They watched tho dark figures crawl-

ing through tho broken wire entangle-

ments.
"Looks like they've got a prisoner!"

exclaimed one of the watchers.

"They've got two of 'em,'' rejoiced

tho lieutenant.
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The men cf the raiding party
approached the parapet, covered with
mud, but triumphant. They scrambled
down into tho trench with their two
prisoners, ono of whom had been
knocked almost senseless by Cookie.
"Good work. Leonard," approved the

lieutenant. "Fine! Here, take this man
to Major Watson, quick!"

A corporal relieved Cookie of his

captive.
" Well, arc we all back ?"

"I don't know, sir," replied Cookie,
almost unrecogni.sablo in his dirt.

"Seen !Mike, any of you?"
"Sergeant O'Dowd?" questioned the

lieutenant. " Anybody seen O'Dowd ':"

"Ho was with ine when (hey opened
fire," stated a private. "I think they
got him in the legs."

Cookie .sprang up on to the fire-step

and peered out across tho waste.

"I see him!" ho growled. "He's
hung on the wire, the fathead !"

Tho lieutenant, beside him, looked
through his glasses.

"They're coining out to take him
prisoner," he said.

"Gimme that typewriter!' barked
Cookie, and one of tho men obediently
handed him a portable machine-gun,
with which ho raked the advancing
Gerqians, some of whom fell wounded,
while the rest retired in haste.

"Good work!" quoth the lieutenant.

"Yeah—rough on rats—that's me,"
drawled Cookie, and, dropping the

machine-gun, began to climb over the

parapet.

"No you don't, Leonard!" exclaimed
the lieutenant, grabbing at his legs.

"Well, what are you goin' to do?"
demanded Cookie indignantly. " Leave
him out there in that hot spot?"
"But you can't get to him!"
"I'vo got a date with him," snapped

Cookie, and, breaking free, he climbed
over the sand-bags, and went crawling

towards the wire.

A bomb whistled through the night

and burst close to where ho was crawl-

ing, sending up a great mass of earth

and debris that for a time blotted out

everything.
Tho lieutenant shivered, and several

men fell backwards with tho force of

the explosion.

"That got him!" gasped one of them.

But it hadn't! For a few moments
Cookie lay stunned; then resolutely ho

crawled on again, reached the barbed

wire and the dim figure attached to ii,

and rose to his knees to ply wire-cutters

with feverish speed.

"Whero'd they get you, Mike?" he
demanded gruffly as ho worked.
"In tho legs," was the faint reply.

"Lie still— I'll get you out."

"Don't bo a fool," mumbled Mike.
"Go back!"

"Aw, go and lay an egg!" retorted

Cookie savagely. " There ! Now conic

on—crawl out !"

Ho tugged with all his might, helping
his wounded chum to free himself.

"Now swing on top of me," ho com-
manded, "and keep low. Get higher up
on my back."

Rifle fire broke loose, and bombs yicro

thrown, as the enemy saw Mike's
rescuer crawling away like a misshapen
tortoise, with the man ho had saved on

his back.
" He's bringing him in !" exclaimed

the lieutenant.
"Yes—but he'll never make it."

growled a private.

A bomb exploded quite near the crawl-

ing figure and its burden, blotting them
out from sight.

"Too bad!" murmured the lieutenant.
" Woll, bov," said one of those wl»o
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liad been watching, "you've got to give
him credit for trying."
Time passed.
"Tlicro they are I" cried a voice sud-

denly. "I'liey didn't get him!"
The tortoise was crawling forward

again—less vigorously than before, but
none the less surely.

"Come on. Cookie! Come on!" urged
voices. And with a final effort Cookie
reached the sand-bags, rose up over
them, and rolled down i(ito the trench.

Eager hands grabbed both men, set

them on their feet. Cookie's left eye
was closed and blood was trickling from
it, but he lield liimself erect. Mike's
clothes were in ribands, and ho coiOd
not fetand. but two of the men held him
between them.
"How do you feel, Mike, old l)oy ?"

inquired Cookie.
"I'm all right." replied ilikc feebly.

' How about you ?"

'Okay."
"Dashed fine work. Leonard!" en-

thused the lieutenant, gripping liis hand.
A Very light flamed ovcrliead.

"Cookie!" gasped Mike. "They got
you ! Your eye !"

" Wliat's an eye among friends?" re-

torted C'ookie, with a twisted grin.
"I've seen too much, anyhow!"

"I'll never forget this, ('ookie." de-
clared Mike fervently'. "Never, as long
as I live."

''We'll got you both down to hospital
as soon as we can.<' said the lieutenant.

Convalescence.

THI'lV were both in a field hospital
before the night was out; and

,, from the field haspital they were
conveyed to Base Hospital No. 131.

where the din of warfare was only
faintly heard, and healtli and strength
came slowly back to them.
Nothing could save Cookie's left eye,

but in all other respects he be-

CUme himself again. Shrapnel
AVa-s removed from both of

Mike's legs, just above tlie

ankle, and the surgeon promised
him that he would be able to

wark, sooner or later, with
barely a perceptible limp.
The two occupied adjacent

betlfi. and l)oth were greatiy

smitten with their brown-haired
nurse, Molly Pearson—and vied

with one another for her favour.
But Molly was wisely iioM-com-
mittal.

In due course Mike left his

bed, in the day-time, for a

wheel-chair, while Cookie
prowled about the ward with a

black shade over the shattered
eye.

One morning while the nurse
was attending to other patients.

Cookie sat before a mirror whicii

he had propped up on his bed.
shaving himself carefully with a

safety razor.

"What's the big idea?" de-
manded Mike. "You got a
date?"
"MaVbe," replied the .shaver

hriefly,

"AVell, it'll lake more than a

shave to make that face of yours
look human." taunted Mike.
"Oh, I don't have to be good-

looking," retorted Cookie. "I've
got sex-appeal!"
He re-applied the shaving-

brush and some soap .splashe;!

into his good e\c. He wiped it

hastily with a towel and blinked
round at Mike, who was laugh-
ing.

"So you think that's funny.
do .vou?" he cried. "Well,
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laugh at tiiat:' And he piimtred ihc

brush into soap and water and .shook it

into the face of the man in the wheel-
chair.

"You trying to drown me?" cried

Mike indignantly. And then Molly
swooped down on them.
"What do you boys think this is?"

she demanded. "A kindergarten?"
"Sure!" chuckled Cookie. And then

they sang to her in voices by no means
musical

:

"Through the war's great curse
Stands a Red-Cro.ss nurse

—

She's the Rose of No-Man's Land!
"

"For Heaven's sake be quiet!"
laughed Molly. "Don't you think

tliere's anvono in the ward but you
two?"
"Well, nobody that matters," Cookie

immediately resjjonded.

Molly assumed a professional manner.
"How are you feeling to-day, Mike?"

she inquired.
"Much better now you've arrived,"

was the prompt reply.

"How about vou. Cookie?"
"Oh. 1 feel terrible, Molly—I've got

an awful headache.''
"Your head was all right a minute

ago!" barked Mike.

"Say, whose head is this? " demanded
Cookie, holding his hands to his brow.
"You can have it!" gibed Mike. But

Cookie turned plaintively to the beauti-

ful girl and winked at her with bis

sound eye.
"Don't you tliink you could Rx it up

with the doctor," he said, "for me to

go out and get a little air?"

"Can't be done," replied Molly
gravely. "The doctor won't let you go
out without a nurse."
"But I could go out 7nt/i & nurse,

couldn't I?"

"Oil. well," said Molly. "I'll ask tlio

doctor!
"

The two men watched her as slie

sailed across the ward to the door.
"There you are! " cried C'ookie tri-

umphantly. "Old Man Se.K-Appeal him-
self!"

A number of rude remarks followed,
and then Molly came back—with a
blanket.

"I've fixed it,'' she said.

"You're a honey and a darling!" de-
clared Cookie. "I don't know what I'd

do without you." He turned commiser-
atingly to his chvun. "Goo(l-l>ye, sweet-
heart.' he said maliciously. "I'm sorry
you can't go along."
"But he IS going." laughe<l Molly,

and arranged the blanket over the knees
of the invalid in the wheel-chair.
"What?" cried Cookie. "But you

said you were going to take nie!"
"Well. Mike needs the air, too," re-

torted Molly, a mischievous twinkle in

her grey eyes. " And you need the
exercise! Come on—push!"
"Yes, snap into it. Mister Sex-

Appeal!'' oidered Mike.
So Cookie, with an air of gloom,

pushed the wheel-chair across the wai^l
into a corridor, and from the corridor out
into the grounds, while ]Molly walked
serenely beside him. And on one of the
wide paths, screened b\ bushes, Mil;o
cheated.
"My left ankle." be said plaintively;

"would ynu mind looking at it?"
Molly "stooped to lift the blanket.
"I don't see anything wrong with it.

you big baby!" she exclaimed; and no
sooner were the words out of her moutii
than a jiair of powerful arms were round
her neck and Mike's lips were pres.sed

against here.

"Stop it!" cried Molly, breaking
away from him. "What's the matter
with vou ?"

He turned and left them, but Mike wasn't

going to let him go like that.

July I8th, 1931.
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"That's wliat I'd like to know," quoth
Cookie, and swept her into his own
itinis and hugged her.
"

' I don't want to get well,' " sang
Mike. " ' I don't want to get well !

'
"

And then Cookie, releasing Molly,

chimed in:
"

' I'm in lovo with a beautiful

nurse.'
"

And they both meant it.

For Services Rendered.

AFTER the war was over and the

American troops had returned to

their native land, Cookie and
Mike took part in another parade along

Bioadway—a parade of men and women
back from France, celebrating peace.

The excitement among tlie onlookers

, was almost greater than it had been on
" the occasion of that other parade when
Cookie had pushed Mike into the Army
by a trick and followed him to return a

sock on the jaw. Flags hung acros-s

from lofty buildings, confetti showered
down on the marchers, paper streamers

whizzed in every direction, and the

cheering was terrific.

Cookie strode along beside Mike, and
Mike walked with haixlly a perceptible

limp, as the surgeon had promised; but

Cookie wore a black patch over his

sightless eye.

A slim and gi'aceful figure shot out

from the crowd on the pavement and
made for them. It was Molly, in a blue

serge frock with a lace collar, waving
and shouting to them.
"Mike! Cookie!" she cried. "Hi,

wait for me !"

They looked round, grinned a wel-

come, and placed her between them with-

out losing step.

I
"Oh," she told them breathlessly, "1

' didn't get your letters till it was too

late. But here I am!"
"And maybe I ain't glad," said

Cookie, squeezing her arm. ,

I

"And maybe me, too," rejoiced Mike.
,

" Say, Molly, where can we get some
ice-cream?" .

; "Ice-cream my eye!" scoffed Cookie.

"Lead me to some beer!"
"Beer!" echoed Molly. "Don't be a

foreigner—times have clianged."

"Molly," said Mike earnestly, "we

I

were saying on the boat that when we
got back here we three were going to

etick together always—the same as we
did over there."

I

"Sure," chimed in Cookie. "One for

all and all for one!"
i

"That's right," laughed Molly.
"Faith, Hope and Charity!"

' "That's me," declared Cookie.

"Charity!"
"Charity?" said Mike contemp-

tuously. "You? Ha, ha—you'd give

away the ash off your cigar any time!"
"Haw, haw!" mocked Cookie.
Near the City Hall a clean-shaven

youiig fellow in tweeds ran out from the

cr<)\v<l to them. Molly pointed excitedly

as he ipproachcd.
"Here he is!" she cried. "This is

my brother Larry. Larry, this is Ser-

geant O'Dowd—and Cookie Leonard."
"Mow d'you do?" greeted ]>arry.

"The other two musketeers, eh? IJee,

I'm glad to know you."
"Same hoc," .said Cookie politely,

studying the newcomer with interest.

aI the City Hall the para<le finished,

the ranks broke up amid shouts and
haiid-shake.s arwl kisses. The four stood

fogeth-^r on the big patch of asphalte
beiii>ath the steps of the building.

"Well, I've got to bo going," an-

nounced Molly. "See you all later."

"That's right, Molly," boomed
Cookie. "Dinner at seven."
"See you there, .sergeant," said

Larry, offering his hand.
July 18tli, 1931.
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"I'm afraid not," growled Mike.
"You see, I haven't been invited."
"Haven't been invited?" exclaimed

Molly, frowning at Cookie. " We're
having a reunion at my house to-night

—didn't Cookie tell you?"
"First' I've heard of it."

Molly frowned still more heavily at

Cookie, who grinned guiltily.

"Forgot all about it," he said.

"Mike," cried Molly, "you've been
double-crossed ! Just for that you shall

sit next to me, and you "—jabbing a

linger into Cookie's chest—" will eat in

the kitchen! So-long!"
She tripped away with her brother,

and Mike stood looking after her for a
while, then turned to Cookie.
"Well, au revoir, Chauncey," he said,

with intent to irritate. "Haw, haw!"
"Where are you going?" inquired

Cookie.
" Down to the police-station, to get

some work to do."
"Well," decided Cookie, "I'll trail

along with you, because if there's any
free lunch in town the cops will know
where to find it."

"Quito so, Chauncey—quite so," jeered
Mike. And they strolled together \\p

Broadway, which had now become
almost normal again.
The police-station was reached ; the

two mounted the steps and entered the
spacious charge-room.
"Company, attention!" bellowed

Cookie. "Here's your hero!"

A score of policemen crowded round
thom. Chief Donovan, disturbed by
the noise, came out fi'om his office,

stopped short with an exclamation, and
then moved briskly forwaixl to thump
Mike in the middle of his broad back.

" Say, it's sure good to see you back
again, boy!" he cried.

"It's good to be back, chief," declared
Mike gratefully.

"We're proud of you! All of you!"
And tho chief's hand swept round to

include Cookie. " When do you want
to get back to work, Mike?"
"The sooner the quicker, chief."
" All right—get into your old uni-

form !"

"What?" howled Cookie, in pretended
disgust. " After Mike has won tho war
for you, don't he rate a new one?"
Donovan chuckled, dived back into his

room, and reappeared with a big card-
board box.

" Here's a li'ftle present the boys fixed

up," he .saicL "Open it."

"Wh-what is it?" faltered Mike, hold-
ing the box nervously.
"Judging froni the size of it," re-

marked Cookie, "I should say it was a
now pair of shoes 1"

Mike tore off the string and opened
the box. Inside it was a complete uni-

form, v/hich ho took out garment by
garment. On the sleeves of the jacket
wore stripes.

"Well, I'm What tho " gasped
Mike. And then, joyfully: "A ser-

geant ! A polico-sorgeant !"

"Sure!" drawled Cookie. "Once a
sorgoant always a sergeant !"

"You were a sergeant over there!"
blwnuHl Donovan. "You don't think
»>'d let those Army officers put any-
thing over on us, do you?"

" Well, boys—I—that is—chief——

"

slammercd ^Iikc, completely over-
whelmed. '

Cookie swept an arm round his

shoulder.
"Bo brave, Gladys," ho cooed, "and

cry on yom- )iapa's manly chest !"

"Don't lot him kid you, Mike,"
m-ged ono of the men. and Mike slapped
his chum's face playfully and managed
to voice his thanks.
"Well, so long, boys," said Cookie,
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wiping away an imaginary tear ; aud
he moved doorwards.

" Where arc you going ?" called Mike.
"I'm going to the ' Herald ' office to

get to work," was tho immediate re-

joinder. "After what they've done for
you, they'll probably mako me manag-
ing editor ! Good-bye, sweetheart 1"

He stepped briskly out into tho sun-
light, and he made his way straight to
tho giant "Herald" building in West
40th Street.

In the doorway ho paused to look up
at an imposing brass plate affixed to
the wall, on which the names of all tho
members of the staff who had enlisted
in tho Army were engraved. Ho sa\»

his own name there—"C. Cook
Leonard "—and whimsically saluted it.

Then he plunged into the building, pass-
ing an aged attendant who recognised
him and waved.
In the general office, on the first floor,

a black-haired girl at tho inquiry desk
looked up at him indignantly as he went
to sail past her.

"Hallo, sweetheart!" he greeted
cheerfully.

"Do you wish to sec somebody?" she
aske^ him frigidly.

"Yeah," ho replied. "I'd like to see
somebody I know !" And with that he
strode straight down an aisle between
desk* and typists and reporters to the
chi/rf news editor's room.
, The girl flew after him, but was too
late. He turned the handle and went
ia.

Bettinson, more bald than ever, was
.sitting at his desk, stabbing the air with
a blue pencil and barking at a member
of the staff.

".411 right, Bill," he roared, "don't
give me any argument. If a man can't

do it, why don't you hire a boy?"
Cookio stepped over to the desk as

the discomfited Bill backed away from
it.

"How are you, sweetheart?" he
drawled.
"Busy!" snapped Bettinson. and

stared at him. "Cookie!" he ex-

claimed. "So you're back !"

"Yeah—and ready to go to work on
your old scandal sheet."
Bettinson scowled from under his

bushy brows.
"Well, Cookie," he said gruffly, "I'm

sorry
"

" What do you mean, you're sorry ?"

For once in a way tho chief news
editor lost his bullying manner.
"Well, I—I haven't got any place

for you right now," ho stammered.
Said Cookie, folding his arms and set-

ting his jaw

:

"I don't get my old job back, eh?"
"Cookio, you're tho fifteenth guy

that's been here ! When you fellows

wont away wo had to hire other people

to fill your jobs. We can't fire 'cm now,
just because you're back."
"I get you," nodded Cookie grimly.

"I'll tell vou what to do—you come
back. Come back—or—say. in a month,
and I'll see if I can't find a job for

you. I will, on the level."

"Sure!" replied Cookio airily.
" Okay, sweetheart."
Ho went out from tho room with his

one eye glowering and his mouth sot in

an >igly lino. Ho strode down the stairs

to the doorway, and thero ho looked

up at the imposing brass pl.ntc. Ho
mado an uncomplimentary noiso at it

with his mouth, then shoved his way
out through the swing-doors.

Upstairs in his room. Bettinson spoke
into a house telephone.
"Hallo—Miss Dean?" ho blared.

"Look here, if any more of those tin

hats como in, tell 'cm I'm out, or tell
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'cm I"tn dead—or anytiiitic

let 'cui loose on irie !"
But don't

At Bay.

THAT night, at Molly's Lome in

Brooklyn, Cookie was the life and
soul of the reunion eelcbration.

Nobody dreamed that he had been
seorned and rejected at the "Herald"
office. Larrj- thought ho wa, wonder-
fid ; Mike decided that he had never
seen him in a nioro jovial mood.
But after it was all over, he went out

of the house with Mike, walked with
that promoted policeman till their ways
parted—and was swallowed up bv the
city.

Week.? passed by—workless, hopeless
«eeks for Cookie. No one seemed will-

ing to provide employment for a one-
eyed soldier returned from the battle-

field, and no one ever knew how he
lived in those weeks of growing despair.
But one evening he was loitering in

the doorway of a cinema, watching more
fortunate people enter the building,
when a familiar voice hailed him.
"Hi, Cookie, you old son of a gun!''

It was Mike—Mike in a lounge suit,

a big tweed overcoat, and a soft felt

hat. It was a chilly evening, and
Cookie was feeling none too comfortable
in a very shabby suit, minus its waist-

coat : but ho returned the greeting
cheerfully enough.

"Hallo, ."iweetheart !" ho said, nnd
they shook hands.

"Where have you been hiding?" de-

manded Mike. "ISd been trying to

get hold of you."
"I've never met a cop yet who could

find anybody he was looking for," said

Cookie' lightlv. "How are your flat

feet?"
"rino!-
"Where's the harness?"
"My night ofTl"

' Mike had arranged to meet
Molly at this particular

cinema, and Molly at this

moment arrived, caught sight

of them standing there, and
darted forward, crying:
'• Cookie I"

Cookie, his hand still held by
Mike, swung round with almost
a disinaved expression.

"Hallo, Molly!" he said.

'I Jiaven't seen you for

weeks and weeks," she re-

proached him. "Why, you've
been neglecting me shame-
fully."

"Yes," chimed in Mike. "I
thought we were going to stick

together tho same as we did
o\er there."
"Well," lied Cookie, "I've

ln'cn pretty busy."

"It's great to see you," de-

clared Molly. "Just like old
times ! Mike and I are going
to the movies—now we can all

go together."
"Yeah," said Miko with sur-

prising eagerness for him.
"I'll get another ticket."

But Cookie shook his head,
released his hands, and thrust
them deep into liis pockets.
"I'm afraid I can't go to-

night," ho told them. "I've
got a date with a fellow. Some
other time."

"Oh. come along!"' urged
Molly.
"Break your appointment."

chimed in Mike.
"No, no, I can't do that.

I'll ring \ou up soon. I've
got to run along now. Good-
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bye." And he turned and left them.
But Mike wasn't going to let him go

like that. With a hurried word to

Molly he ran after him, grabbed him
by the arm.
"Cookie I" he insisted. "Wait a

minute—I want to have a talk with
you."
"No, officer," said Cookie facetiously,

removing the detaining hand, "I don't
want to buy any tickets for the police-
man's ball !"

"Listen!" insisted JNIiko earnestly.
"Have you any money ?"

"How much do you want?"
"Now. now, quit the stalling—you

know what I mean. You're liaving a
hard time getting located, and I've got
a few dollars that aren't doing me any
good."

If Cooki.^ was move! by this offer of
lielp, ho did not show it.

"Listen, sweetheart." he retorted, "if
you've got a few bucks saved up, you'd
better hang on to them. It -costs money
to get married these days."
"Who said anything about getting

married?" growled Mike.
Cookie looked round and saw that a

motor-bus was a|)proaching.

"Here fomes my bus." he said. "So
long. Romeo I" And with that he shot
otf into the roadway and jumped on to
th;> step of the vehicle.

"Bull-headed sap!" exclaimed ^like.
" I know he's uroke !"'

As a matter of fact, Cookie was so
broke that he hadn't even a penny for

a bus fare, and he remained on the
step only long enough to turn a corner,
then dropped off and slouched north-
wards.
That day he had had nothing to oat;

next morninc: he had no breakfast. An

empty warehouse on tho river-front had
provided him with a free night's lodg-
ing of sorts. He felt as he looked—an
outcast with a black patch o\ cr liis left

eye. .And being a strong man, he began
to nurse an active resentment against
the world that didn't Avant him.
Round about midday, determined to

get something to eat, he wandered into

one of the numerous down-town estab-
lishments in Now York City where one
nuiy help oneself to bread and siiusagc

and cheese, provided one buys tea.

coffee, or soft drinks. The bar was a
long one, well equipped for customers,
and a number of men were eating and
drinking there. Cookie went vip to tho
bar and helped himself liberally to

bread and to liver sausage.
Tho bar-tender, who was serving a

more profitable customer, saw whai he
\\as doing, sized him up at a glance,
and shouted :

"Hi. Cluck, take your snout out of
that trough '."

"Go and lay an egg!" retorted Cookie
calmly with liis mouth full, and reached
over for more sausage.
"You heard me!" snapped the bar-

tender, bearing down on him.
" Wliiit's wrong?" demanded Cookie.

"This is some of that free lunch I've

heard so nuieh about, isn't it?''

"That's for the customers, not for tho
panhandlers 1" And the bar-tender
snatched away the sausage. "How did
yo" get in here?"
"On my feet!"
"Well, if you want to go out 'he

same wav, vou'd better start moving.
Beat it!"
"When I got good and ready," ?«ud

Cookie quietly. "And don't inierruiu
me when I'm eating, either."

He whipped up a huge Bologna sausage and
iace with

struck the newcomer viciously in the
it.
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Tlie bar-toiidei- tried to seize the plate
on wliicli the unwanted visitor had jjilcd

bread and savisagc, but failed.

"I wouldn't do that, either," Cookie
told him.
"Oh, you're a tough guy, eh?"
"Yes, sir. Sometimes I don't even

know my own strength!"
"Xo? Well, we'll find out about the

-.tiongth!" And the bartender shot

Du*. a formidable fist intended for

Cookie's jaw.
But Cookie quietly parried the blow,

whipped up a. long loaf of French
brCiul, and brought it down with all

hi, might upon liis assailant's head.
I'he bar-tender stiiggcred backwards,

then snatched up a heavy glass mug
with intent to use it as a weapon. But
ajjuiii the loaf descended, and this time
ilu; white-coated assistant went down
on his back.
"Do you hear the little birds going

tweet, tweet?" inquired Cookie, sar-

castically. "Let's go 1" And he turned
i< wards the door.

Opportunity.

AT a table against the wall, opposite
tiie bar, three men were sitting,

one of them obviously an Italian,
another a stockily-built curly-hciided
tellow, the third a lean-faced individual
with shifty eyes.

" Well, what do you think about-a
ilat'/" said the Itiiliau with sonic amuse-
ment.
A burly fellow employed by the pro-

prietor of the cafeteria to maintain
Older, appeared from nowhere in parti-
fular between Cookie and the door.
"This is the clbance of a lifetime!" he

-M-ied, advancing with clenched ftsts.

"You're going to take the air!"
Cookie backed briskly to the bar,

grinning as though he were thoroughly
I iijoying himself.

"L)you like boloney?" he inquired
V. ith mock politeness, and without wait-
ing for any reply, ho whipped up a
huge Bologna-s<iusagc and struck the
newcomer viciously m the face with it.

With the roar of a bull the "bouncer"
feccived the blow, then struck out with
right and left. He imagined himself to
I.e invincible, but he liad met more than
li!-; match. Tho Itialian sprang up from
iiis chair to watch the fight that fol-

lowed.
"I like-a dis guy!" he crowed.
Cookie was parrying blows and biding

liis time. The time came, and his left
h iat swept up almost as it seemed from
, I'e region of the floor. The recipient
of that terrific blow was lifted clean
off his feet by its violence, and sent
(

I asiiing «mong the tables, to fall in
a huddled heap while glasses and cups
:Mid saucers rained down upon him.
"\Vhat a fighter you are!" tautitcd

Cookie, striding over to whore the
bruiser lay. "Fighting with your back
;'^ainst the floor 1"

"I tcU-a you I like-a dis guy!"
riiod the Italian, almost dancing be-
side his table. " He's got-a what you call
til es.sc !"

He watched Cookie return to tlic bar,
and grinned delightedly as that wrath-
ful young man pelted the bartender
with sau.-i;iges and loaves of bread. He
u uched him on the arm.
"Hullo, ono minute," lie said in a

f I iendly way.
"\Vhat do you want?" demanded

Cookie, ready for further battle, but
not neccssjiriry inviting it.

"Nothing." was tiie eager reply. "I
just-a own (la place."
"Oh, is that so?" drawled Cookie.

" Well. I wouldn't brag al)OUt it. Any
objiction"; to niv eating here?"
JuJy li^tli, 1U31.~
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"Ilolp-a yourself," said the Italian,

and called a waiter. "Pete," he dir-

ected, "fix him a plate!" He indicated
tho table he had left. "Come, sit

down !"

"'J'haiiks, " said Cookie.
The curly-lioaded man, addressed as

Joe, was 'equcsted to move over, which
ho did; and Cookie and the Italian sat

side by side. Food was brought, a huge
glass mug of near-beer. Cookie ate and
drank with relish, studying his chance
companions without openly appearing
to do so.

"What's your name?" inquired his

benefactor.
Cookie told him, omitting the

" Chauncey.

"

"You're a pretty tough guy!"
"That ain't half of it, brother," was

the somewliat boastful rejoinder. "You
ought to lave seen me when I had my
health. VVhy, I was so tough I was
scared of myself!"

"If dafs only ten per cent true, 1

could-a use you in my business."
"Doin' what?"
"Drivin' a truck."
"What is your business?"
"Meat packing. The Three Star

Packing Co. Marino is my name."
The owner of a moat-packing company

running a cafeteria which was fre-

quented by rough-looking customers ?

Cookie, as an old-time ^reporter on the

"Herald," knew quite a lot about gang-
sters and boot-leggers.

"I see," he remarked gravely. "You
get your stuff from Canada, don't you?"
Marino looked suspiciously at him,

but most of his face, at the moment,
was hidden by the glass mug. His one
eye gleamed.
Marino decided to be frank. He

nodded.
"Sure must be a lot of profit in that

Canadian bacon," said Cookie, and put
down the empty mug.
"Dat's why we can use tough guys

like-a you."
"Thanks for the compliment—but 1

don't know."

"Well, as you like." Marino took
out a card-case, extracted a card, and
wrote on it with a fountain- pen. "You
take-a dis card" to Mulligan," he said.
" He's in charge of my trucks."
Cookie examined the card. The ware-

house of the Three Star Packing Com-
pany, it appeared, was in Clinton
Street, near tho water-front. The
message Marino had written ran

:

"This guy is O.K.—Marino."
"All right, Marino," said Cookie,

stewing *hc card in a pocket. " But
don't set your heart on it."

Two hours later, Marino paid a visit

to his warehouse in Clinton Street,
l>assing thiough a gateway into a yard
where motor-lorries were being loaded
with quarters of beef, some of them
genuine, some fakes filled with bottles
of wine and spirits.

He crossed the yard to a flight of stone
steps, accompanied by Joe, and went
through tiie warehouse into a private
office.

Ho seated himself at a desk and
rang a bell, while curly-headed Joe
helped himself to a cigarette.
A tall negro entered the room, ob-

viously in a nervous state, and the
story ho had to tell drove Marino into
a state of fury.

Cookie, it ajjpeared, had called while
Mulligan was out, and tho negro—who
was known as Alabam—had dealt with
liim, or, accurately. Cookie had dealt
with Alabam.
"You—you idiot!" spluttered Marino,

and burst into a string of Italian oatlis.
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"How was I for to know dat guy
was a hijacker?" protested Alabaui.
"He had a card from jou, boss!"
"Sure," bellowed Marino. "Ho

gives you a card vit my name on eet,

and you make-a him a present of a
motor-truck vis a hundred oases!"
"I didn't make him no present," cried

Alabam wildly. "While I was readin'
of the card, he pinched my rod and
stuck it in my ribs, and what was dis
nigger a-goin' to do?"
"I tell-a you what you're goin' to do!"

roared Marino. "Porto lo furo I

You're through! Joe! Joe! Porto lo

furo—throw heem out !"

Joe, thus commanded, seized hold of
the terrified black, and struck him
violently between the eyes. Then, as
Marino darted across the room and
tugged open the door of an emergency
exit, Joe bundled Alabam out to the top
of a flight of stairs, and knocked him
backwards down them.

"Boss! Boss!" moaned the black,
sitting up on the mat at the bottom
and nursing his jaw. But, the door was
closed with a crash, and Alabam picked
himself up and tottered out by a back
way to the water-front.

A Birthday Re-union.

A YEAR later one of the most
popular restaurants off Bi-oad-
way was situated in Eighth

Avenue, not far from Times Square.
Appropriately enough, it bore on its

discreet windows, in letters of gilt,

the single word: "Cookie's."
It had an imposing entrance with a

glass canopy over its revolving doors,
and its interior was luxuriously furnished.
In the big, pillared room downstairs an
orchestra played dance music for the
benefit of its patrons, and the polisiied

door between the rows of tables was re-

puted to be one of the finest in New
York. There were upstair rooms for

private parties.

A big negro attendant in a chocolato
uniform, decorated with much gold braid,
guarded the revolving doors, bowing and
scraping to the wealthy and fashionable
folk who streamed in and out.
Cookie's had become the meal-time

mecca of pleasure-seeking New Yorkers

!

Alabam made an excellent attendant,
from Cookie's point otview, for he knew
by sight nearly evei-y gangster, every
tough, and every policeman in the citj ;

and his job was not quite so innocent ae

it seemed.
The negro started violently one even-

ing as a thick-set, chubby-faced man in

evening clothes, who had stepped out
from a taxi, touched him on the arm
and sreeted him by name.
"Want nie, lieutenant?" gasped

Alabam.
"Not this time," replied Mike O'Dowd

with a grin. "I want to see Mr. Cookie
—but don't worry, it's a social call."

He made his way info the foyer and
mounted the wide stairs, but Alabam
followed him.
"Coining up, eh?" said Mike.
"No, auh—just 'phoning the boss,"

was the reply,

"Don't trouble," barked Mike. "I
tell you it's a social call."

Alabam, more or less satisfied, went
back to his post. Mike deposited his

hat and coat in the cloak-room an.l

entered the restaurant.
Tho pl.ice was crowded with men and

women in evening clothes, and the
orchestra was playing a fox-trot. Miko
caught sight of (/ookie in the distance,

hovering near a table in a little recess

—a round table set against n semi-
circular seat— and made straight for him.
"Top of tho evening to you,

Chauncey," he said, offering his baud.
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Cookie, well gioomod, immaciilatoU
clad, giinned broadly.

"Well, if it isn't Detective-liciiteiian:

O'Dowd himself!" he exclaimed. "How
are you, sweetheart?"
"AH right. And you?"
"Fine!"
Mike stared. The black patch had

gone; Cookie's left eye looked quite as

^.''ood as his right one, except that it

did not move.
"Oh. pipe the new headlight!" he ex-

claimed.

"Yes, sir," drawled Cookie. "Eighteen
carat glass, and guaranteed to look on
the gunny side of life!"

"It's a knock-out!" quoth Mike.
"You know I could hardly tell the dif-

ference myself, if I didn't remember the
night over there."
"Forget it," recommended Cookie,

and sat down at the table. "Well, I'm
glad to see you. old flatfoot."

".Same here," declared Mike, Keatiii:?

him.self. "You know we haven't seen
much of each other lately. Molly was
speaking of it the other day."

"Well, I've been pretty busy."
"Yeah—and a year has certainly done

a lot for you. Cookie."

"Well, you haven't done so badl.y

yourself, lieutenant." He waved a hancl.

"What do you think of the joint?"
"Swell!" conceded Mike. "And to

think that you started with only one
truck-load!''

"Why, lieutenant," said Cookie in-

nocently, "whatever do you mean?"
"You're not kidding anybody! I know

; how ,\ou got your start—and so does
, Marino !"

"You don't believe everything you
read in the pajjcrs, do you?"
"No, but I happen to know! Cookie,

you remind me of the fellow who wears
a toupee—he doesn't fool anybody but
himself," He dropped his voice. "Kid-

''^' ding aside. Cookie," he said earnestly,
"you can't get away with it,"

"Are you speaking personally, or pro-
fessionally?"

"Both, We've been through a lot fo
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gether, and I'm not forgetting it, bvt
if you staj' in this racket, it's only a

question of time "

"Until the strong aim of the law
reaches out in the person of Lieutenant
O'Dowd and nabs poor little Cookie
Leonard. Is that it?"
Mike toyed with a serviette on the

plate before him.
"It's not so funny," he said slowly.

"I hope that time never comes.'"
"And if it does—friendshii) cease:-,

eh?"

"It would be a tough spot for both of

?o and lay an egg." growied
"You're alwavs singing the

"Aw,
Cookie,
blues."
Mike lit a cigarette. Cookie looked

about his restaurant.
"There's Molly!" he exclaimed sud-

denly.
They jumped up and went together to

meet Molly, who had entered the
restaurant with her brother Larry. She
"vvas in an evening gown all black satin

and white lace, with a fur collar round
her neck, and she looked wholly adcr-
able to both men. Larry cut an excel-
lent figure of young manliood in iiis

dinner-jacket suit.

It was Molly's birthday, and Cookie,
wlio forgot nothing, had invited all

three to celebrate it with a dinner at
his establishnu-nt.

"It's great to see you again." Molly
told him, after greetings had been ex-
changed.
"Look at Cookie's new lam[)." direc^ed

Mike, and three pairs of eyes wei'.-

focused on the artificial one.
"It's wonderful." breathed Afolly.

"Why, I wouldn't know which was
which!"

"That's easy," jeered Mike. "The
fake one is the one with the honest look
in it!"

"Oh. these cops." groaned Cojkie.
"Maybe if we don't pay any attention

9

to him he'll go home. How about a

little birthday kiss?"
"Of course," nodded Molly-, and kissed

him without the slightest embarrass-
ment. After all, the floor was crowded
with dancers, and nobody seemed to be
taking any notice. Except Mike!
"Hi, break away!" he growled.

"Does that one for all and all for one
stuff still go?"

"It does," said Molly emphatically,
and transferred her lips to his,

"Be careful," said Cookie dolefully,
"You mav have to marry the girl,"

"Maybe I will!"

"Over my dead body!"
They walked on together to the litUe

recess draped with gold curtains behiiid
the semi-circular scat.

"Oh, what a lovelv table!" cried
Molly.
"Speaking of tables," said Cookie,

"I'm working on a new invention—

a

table without legs, so Mike can get his
feet under them," -

"Another jibe from you, and I'm
going to plant one of those big feet
where it'll do most good," thrcatenet?
Mike.

"In that case," decided Cookie, "I
think we'd better sit down,"
They sat: Molly in the middle witli

Cookie on her right and Mike on her
left, Larry in a chair pushed forward
by a waiter,
Molly admired the flowers with whlrli

the table was decorated, and Mike
tugged a blue Morocco case from his

pocket.
"A little present for you, Molly," ho

said gruffly. "It isn't much, but
"

Molly opened the case. Inside was a
gold wrist-«atch with a band of g>ld
mesh.
"Oh. Mike." she cried, "how sweet!

Look. Cookie!"
Cookie looked.

Marino, scowling, said fiercely :
" And it my name don't stay out of the newspapers, it's just gonna be too bad !

•'
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"Say, that's great," ho diclaied, and
piodiiced a longer case from hia own
potket—a case covered with white lamb-
skin. "I've got a little present for you,
too."
He opened the case, displaying a neck-

lace of pearls. Molly gasped.

"Oh, it's beautiful," she said in an
awed whisper. "It's the loveliest thing
I've ever liad!" She looked at the pre-
sents in turn and from the presents to
the faces of their donors. "I adore them
both," eslie declared. But Mike looked
gloomily down at his plate. Compared
with his gift. Cookie's was magnificent!

Marino Pays a Call.

THEY had finished dinner and were
drinking their coffee when a dark-
skinned, thick-set man of Italian

appearance approached their table

—

Marino

!

"Hallo, sweetheart," said Cookie
pleasantly. "Want to see me?"

"Just dropped in to say hallo," re-

plied Marino easily, and glanced curi-

ously at the others.
"Well, I want you to meet my folks,"

^aid Cookie. "This is Detective-
lieutenant -O'Dowd, but don't let that
bother you—this is his night off! Won't
vou-join U6 ?"

"No, t'anks," said Marino, bowing.
"I really came-a on business."
"Oh, you want to sco mo on busi-

ness ?" .said Cookie. "Mr. Slarino, you
know, folks, is in the packing business."
"Yes, I know," said Mike grimly.
"And Mr. Leonard," said Marino,

" being in the cafe business, sometimes
Ms(>s my beef."

"They say it's very good—before it's

cut," remarked Mike, somcwhai
(lointcdly.

" Mr. Leonard scorns to t'ink so," said
Marino blandly.
''You know Lairy Pearson, don't

\ou?"
"Oh, yos," Marino acknowledged.

"Da bright boy, of da 'Herald.' Knows
I'll—sees all!"

"Yes," said Larry brightly. "You'd
l)otter put me on your pay-roll, Marino

—

I know a lot I haven't spilled yet
!"

Marino''s face clouded and his manner
changed.

" Derc is' such a t'ing as a now.spapei
man knowing too much," ho said
menacingly. " Whcn-a I want publicity
I pay for it. Remember dat."

" Why not como up into my office,

and we'll talk about this beef," sug-
gested Cookie hastily, aware of Mollys
tioubled face, and annoyed at the
ihreat.

Marino nodded.
"Glad to have met you," he said to

tlio others. "See you again—eh.
O'Dowd?"
"I shouldn't lie a bit surprised," re-

vponded .\fik<; tartly.

Cookie aiul Afarino went off together.
They passed through a sid(> door to a

(arpeted slairca.«e, mounted to a cor-
ridor, and entered a big room furnished
as an olPice. whore thoy approa<hed a
massive desk.

"Well, sweetheart," said Cookie pleas-
;iMtly. "what are your views on the dis-

:inri;iment. conference?" And he (hrust
liis haiul into his pocket where a bulge
i.ppeared.

' r vote yes," said !Marino.
".\nd shall wc approacli the altar and

(.r, iluough tho ritual?"
"It COS okay wit' me."
Cookio fugged open a drawer in the

dr'sk and produced a formidable gun
from his pocket. ^Farino produced a
gnn from his pocket. Siinidtancouslv
they dropped their weapons info the
drawer, and the drawer was closed.
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Cookie sat and pointed to a chair.

Marino sat beside him.
"What's on your mind?" inquired

Cookie.
"Last night eight of my trucks dis-

appeared I"
" Well,' well, you don't say? Did you

notify tho police?"
""You are not so funny as you t'ink."

"All right, then, sue me. Only I've
got a better idea. Take your sign off,

and they won't be .spotted so easily."

He fished out a cigarette-case and
offered it to Marino, but tho Italian
would not accept a cigarette.

"Another t'ing," ho said angrily.
" Sonio of your boys arc butting into

my territory. Now I don't want-a no
trouble, and there ain't gonna be no
trouble."
"Oh, I see," mused Cookie. "We're

going to kiss and make it up, is that
it?"

" Yes—if you stay out of the south
side."
Cookie frowned.
"But tho doctor ordered mo south for

my health," ho said plaintively.'

"From now on tho south side ain't

gonna bo so healthy for you !"

"Oh, is that so?" drawled Cookie,
lighting his cigai-ctto.

The door opened and Larry burst into

tho room. Outside a watchful attendant
had tried to prevent him from intruding,
but knowing him to bo a friend of

Cookie's liad not dared to use violence.

"What do you want?" demanded
Cookio frigidly. '

"Why, I ju.st wanted to use tho
'phono "

" U::(' the one outside !"

"But I was just going "

"Beat it!" Cookie's voice was harsh,
peremptory. Larry reluctantly obeyed
the command.
"That kid's got the habir of nosing

in whore he isn't wanted," complained
Marino.

"Oh, the kid's all right," said Cookie.
"Ho doesn't know what it's all about."
"Ho knows-a too much to suit mo,"

snapped Marino. "Somct'ing's gonna
to bo done about it."

"Lay off that kid," warned Cookie.
"I think a lot of him."
"Oh, you wouldn't want to lose him,

eh?"
"I don't intend to lose him! I've

appointed you his life insurance !"

"What do you mean?"
"Oh, for instance, if ho should—or—

slip on a banana pool, or get hit by a

truck—or stung by a boo—— You know
what I mean—well, there'll bo two
funerals instead of one, So you'<I bettor
take pretty good care of him, Marino.'
Marino, compressing his lips, got to

his feet.

" Not going ?" said Cookie. " Yes '!

Well. I'll go as far as the door with
you."
He opened tho drawer, took out

Marino's gun, and offered it (o him by
the butt. Then he thrust his own gun
back in his jacket pocket.
They walked to the door, which Cookio

opened.
"Drop in often, Marino," ho said

pleasantly. "The police arc not always
liorc. Just drop in, but let mc know
when you're coming. I may want to
bake a cake !"

Marino went out into the corridor.
Miko was standing by tho stairs with
Larry, but he jia.ssed fliom without a
word. Cookio joined thcni.

" Wl'.at's all the excitement?" ho in-
quired. "Go and carry on with the
party, Mike— I'll bo rigtit with you. 1

jnsl want a wor<l with the kid. Come
in, Larry, and shut tho door!"
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The Lure of the Racket.

MIKE descended the .stairs; Larry
followed Cookie into the office and
closed tho door.

"Wliat's Marino all burnt up about?"
demanded Cookie sternly.

"Oh," said Larry casually, "I had a
little spai-c time on my hands so I 'oat-

tered out a couple of stories about him."
" You'd better find another way of

killing time. Lay off Marino."
But Larry was young and eager to

e.stablish iiimself in the job Cookie had
procured for him.

" I'm a newspaper man," he said de-

fiantly, "and he's great copy. Why, you
told mo yourself to bang 'cna on the
noso with it^makc it sensational. Well,
I'm on velvet. I'm in with you, and in

with Mike, and "
" And in with an undertaker, if you

don't bottle upl" snapped Cookie.
"Aw, be yourself! Why, I'm doing

you a big favoiu- ! If I can get Marino
put away, you'll be tho big shot in this

town."
"Well," growled Cookie, "I'll fix \ou,

that's all!"

He picked up the receiver of the tele-

phone on his desk, " Chickering 9510,'

ho ,said into the transmitter, and then,
glaring round at Larry: "You haven't
got the sense of a ground-hog !"

A voice rang in his ear.

"Hallo. 'Herald'?" ho demanded.
'Gimme that old half-wit, Bcttinson,
tho news editor." ,

The familiar voice of Bcttinson came
over the wire.

"Hallo, you bald-headed baboon!"
greeted Cookie. " This is Cookio
Leonard, former reporter on your half-

baked sheet. Get this straight, sweet-
heart—take young Pearson off the
underworld stuff. Understand ?"

Bcttinson, hard at work in his room
with a blue pencil in his fist, promptly
shouted back

:

" We're running a newspaper hei'e

!

It's our business to get tho news. If I

wanted your advice I'd hire you back
again—and don't call mo .sweetheart 1"

"All right, sweetheart,'' chuckled
Cookio. "But I am telling you, and
you'd better listen. \ou fathead, or I'll

buy your cock-eyed paper ami throw
you out on your face. Good-bye, sweet-
heart !"

He slannnod down the receiver and
turned to lyarry with a wry grin.

"And that," he said, "is what's
known as telling the chief news editor !"

' Oh, boy," cried Larry adoringly,
"I'm waiting for tho day when I can
tell him where to head in !"

"Don't be a chump! .And listen! If

you're going to be a newspaper man,
.stick to the new.spaper game, and steer

clear of tho racket. D'you get me?"
Ho grabbed the youngster by the arm

and marched him off downstairs to the
restaurant. Mike was sitting beside
Molly, who looked worried. 'Pho place
was more crowded than ever.

"Well. Mike, what do you think of

the joint now?" inquired Cookie
proudly. "See any customers?"

"Oh. I guess you'll get along all

right—for a while," qvioth Mike. .

".Vnd, as the poet says. ' The -paths of
glory lead but to the gravy ' !"

Larry, soon afterwards, announced
that ho was due at the ofTice. and took
his departure. Cookio suggested that
Molly slioidd ^ivo him .i dance, and
they mingled with the couples on tho
polished floor. Mollie had put on the
wrist-watch, and Cookio noticed it.

"Looks nice, doesn't it?" he said,

looking down at it as fhey waltzed. "I
believe you like Mike's present betfer
than you do mine."

i
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" Well. Mike liad to work for his,
''

Wolly said non-committaHy.
"So did I—only wo work differently."

"If you can call it work !"

"It's work all right—and some day
I'm going to make a big name for

mj-self.

"

" And a number !"

"Tlioy'll never stick a number on me.
They leave us big shots alone."
"You're not the only big shot in the

racket 1 Marino doesn't seem to like

you much !" •

"I'm not afraid of him. I was a
pretty good student in that .school in

France—even if I did get a glass eye
for a diploma."
"Wiiat did you learn?" inquired

Molly curiously.

"I learned that the shortest distance
between two points is a straight line.

Triggernometry—with the accent on the
trigger. Ill make a million dollars in
a year at the rate I'm going."
"At the r^te you're going a million

dollars won't do you any good in a
year," she told him. "Oh. you can't
gcr away with it, Cookie—pull out
before it's too late."
'Wait a year, then ask me." he said,

and held her n little clo.«er. "Aw, let's

cut out this stuff. This is a birthday
party. I haven't been able to say it

before, but there's .something I've been
wanting to nsk you."
He looked fondly down into her grey

e.\ es. But Molly, avoiding his gaze,
avoided the question, too.

"You said .something a moment ago
about the shortest distance between two
points being a straight line."

"I get you." said he, reversing skil-

fully, as a couple nearly collided with
tlicni. "Str-iit and narrow—is that
it? But. Molly. I want to ask you "

"Wait a >ear," she interrupted,
" then ask me."
The nuiiic stopped, and he took her

back to the table, disappointed, but out-
wardly as gay as ever. Mike rose as
they approached, and she asked him to

get her cloak, declaring that she must
go liome.

The cloik was fetched.
"So lon,-j. Cookie," .said Mike. " Sorr;,

we have to go so soon."

Cookie sat watching
them till they had van-
ished through the dis-

tant doorway, then he
looked down at the
table. Beside his plate

lay a long, narrow case
covered with white
lambskin. Molly had
scorned the present he
had given her!

Not. however, because
she scorned the giver.

Mike escorted her home
in a taxi, and she in-

vited liim into the little

drawing-room, while she
went off to change into
a negligee.

On a table stood a
flamed photograph ot

himself, side bj- side

with a framed photo-
graph of Cookie He
turned the one of
Cookie face downwards,
and felt in his waistcoat
pocket for the engage-
ment-ring he planned
to slip on Molly's finger
liefore he left. But
when Molly came back
there were tears in her
eyes.

"Oh. Mike." .she said

miserably, " what are
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we going to do about Cookie ? We've
got to get him out of the racket."-

"Why don't you ask him to cut it

out?" suggested !Mikc.

"I did, but he stalled mc off. He
wants another year."

"Isn't that funny?" he growled. "I
thought he'd do anything in the world
for you. You know' he's awfully fond
of you, Molly."
"I know. He tried to propose to mc

tonight."
"What did you tell him?" demanded

JMike anxiously.
"I told him I'd listen when he de-

cided to play the straight game."
"Do you love him?" he asked, taking

her hands in his.

"I don't know," she confessed. "But
if it would get him out of the racket.

I'd marry him to-morrow."
"I guess that's loTe all right." he

growled. "Pretty hard to take, though.
You know I

"

"I know, Mike." she nodded. "35ut
he needs mc more."
Miko drew a long breath, and con-

trived to grin.

"I'll have a talk with him to-morrow.
Molly,'' he promised. "You won't ha\e
to wait a year."
"Oh. Mike, you're a darling 1" she

whispered. "I don't know what I'd do
without you."
Ho urged her not to worry, and he

bade hor good-night without saying a

«ord about the ring in his pocket. On
his way to the door he restored Cookie's
photograph to its rightful position

'

Missing !

TWO morning- afterwards. Marino
sat at his desk in his big.

panelled, private room at the
warehouse, glaring down at a scream-
ing headline on the front page of the
"Morning Herald "

:

"Police Start War on New York
Underworld."

Joe Pagano and two other men were
present, one of them an ugly little rat

of a man known as Shorty, and evi-

drntly Marino had been .saying some-
thing vitriolic about the newspaper

11

story he had just read, for Jo«
responded savagely :

"Yeah, with all this stuff breaking in

the papers, we can't walk the streets in

safely. Every twent\- feet the cops
stop us and frisk us. We're getting
more attc:i*^ion than Lindbcrgli !"

"Tliiy got Tony and Spike iasi,

night," announced Shorty.
"Dat^a is all right." said Marino. "I

bniled 'cm out dis morning."
"Who's breaking these stories?"

demanded Joe.

"Dat kid who hangs out wit' Cookie
Leonard. He talk-a too much."

"Tliere's only one way to shut his
m.outh," evjiloded Joe. "Want the
finger on him ?"

Marino scratched his chin thought-
fidly, recalling Cookie's wanting.
"You bring heem here," he directed.

What hai)pened to Larry that day
had its sequel on the morning of the
next, when Cookie, alarmed because
ISloliy's brother had not been home all

night, sent out men in all directions,
find at last rang up Miko at police
headquarters.
Lefty, a hireling, had served with

Cookie in France, and wore his bowler
hat at an angle and looked a typical
|)ri2e-fightor. was ushered into the pri-

vate oHice. above the restaurant, by the
dusky Alabam.
"What did you find out at tho
Herald ' office?" demanded Cookie.
" Not a thing."
"Wliat did .\ou hear from the rest of

the boys?"
"Nothing—and they're still out trying

to get some dope."
"Boss," said Alabam excitedly.

"Ah'm 'most sure I saw him yestidy
nft'noon. Ah'll say Marino's outfit

picked him up, put Irim in a car and
took him clown to the jiacking plant.

Ah worked for Marino once, boss !"

The black had but confirmed Cookie's
own fears. He opened a drawer in his

desk and took out two formidable gun.-,

which lie slijiped into his overcoat,
pockets.

"Didn't know you were a two-gun
man, chief," remarked Lofty admir-
ingly.
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"This Is a two gun job,"' snapped
Cookie. " Let's go I"

He put on his hat, iiiul he and Lefty
wont off, disregarding Alabani's plead-
ing to be allowed to go with them.
Outside the restaurant Cookie's

limousine stood waiting. They went ofl'

in it to the warehouse in Clinton
Street.

Ten minutes later Mike entered the
icstaurant, which at that early hour
was in the hands of the cleaners. On
the stairc.isc leading \ip to the olhcc he
encountered Alabani, who professed not
to have seen his master at all that

morning.
" He telephoned mo from here not ten

minutes ago !" snapped .Mike. "This is

not a pinch, Alabam—I want .sOmo

ir:formation."
" Iiifornuition ?" echoed the negro

innocently. "Oh, that's something I

ain't got nothin' of 1"

"Whore's the kid?"
"Lieutenant, I dunno nothin'."

But Mike was not to be fobbed off so

easily as that. Direct questions failing,

lie resorted to subterfuge, and finally

tricked Alabam into admitting that
whatever had happened to Larry,
Cookie had gone off to Marino's ware-
house.
"That's just what I wanted to know !"

ci ied Mike triumphantly, and he went
off in haste, fearing that something
pretty serious was liable to happen, if

i', hadn't happened already.
The high wooden gates of the Throe

.Star Packing Company's premises were
wido open when Cookie and i^cfty

approached them on foot, after leaving
tho limousine round a corner. Motor-
lorries wore being loaded, sonic in the
.^ard, some in the warehouse itself.

"Wait here, Lefty," directed Cookie.
"You ain't goin' in there alone,

chief?"
' This is a one-man job !" snapped

Cookie, and strode into the yard and
aoro.-js it into the warehouse.
Men in white coats wore weighing- and

currying great quarters of beef,

shrouded in muslin; several tough-
looking fellows were wandering about,
watching the operations ; and Marino
himself, smartly dressed and carrying a
slick, was talking to his man Joe, who
was lounging against the packing plat-

frvrin.

"Hallo, sweet heart 1" greeted Cookie,
walking straight up to the gangster.

" Hallo, Cookie !" said Marino,
staring. "You come south for your
hoaltli?';

"No, just to buy a little beef. Better
send me a couple of sides to-morrow."

".\11 right," nodded Marino. "They'll
bo good !"

./o<'"s hands had sought his overcoat
peckcls, and Cookie was quite aware of
th^- fact.

"When you come, to sec mo," he said
<iiilriily to Marino. "I take you into my
pi ivato oflice. Where arc your manners,
^\\ octheart ?"

"All right," said Marino reluctantly.

"Come on!" .And ho led the way
llnough the packing department to a

I
hiinly furnished room fitted with desks.

In accordance with the law of the iinder-

wr.rld (he two approached one of tlio

disks and placed their respective gmis
ill a drawer.
"The peace pact of the Hague and

ll:igue." .'^aid Cookie.
".\nd Johnny Walker," addcti

W:irino.
"Yes," said Cookie, looking about

liiin. "So this is your office, eh? You
know I figured it diffV.-ontly. I could
>oo you sitting ill a great big room with
Oriental rugs and trick lights, and
))(<iliaps even a pipe-organ."
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"Not me. Cookie," declared Marino.
"

'J'liis IS good enough for me."
iJut Cookie wasn't satisfied. Every-

thing, so far, was too open, too straight-
forward—and ho knev/ his man.
"Aw, como on," he drawled, "show

mo round; How about trotting out some
of that old Southern hospitality ?"

Marino, with a characteristic shrug,
stopped across to what appeared to be
a big safe set in the wall of the room.

"All right, Cookie," ho said, and
turned a lever and tugged the door
open, disclosing beyond it a stone pas-
sago loading to a flight of stairs. "To
tella you da truth, my own office is up
hero."
"I thought so," remarked Cookie, and

followed him through the doorway.
"You know, I think I'll have to get one
of those gadgets for my little place."
They mounted the stairs together, and

at the top of them, Marino opened
another door, through which they
passed into the large room with
panelled walls—a room sumptuously fur-

nished, with a costly Persian carpet on
its floor.

Four men were in there: Joe, Shorty,
a fellow Cookie recognised as Mart
Soames, and Lany!
As Cookie entered, Joe and Shorty

sprang to their feet, and their hands
flew to their coat-pockets, while Larry,
who was sitting in a hide-covered easy-
chair nursing his overcoat and hat,
started up with a cry.
"Okay, boys!" said Marino. "My

friend Cookie."
" Hallo, boys !" drawled Cookie.

"Hallo, kid, what are you doing here?"
"I was just going," said Larry, taking

his cue from his would-be rescuer.
"Oh, were you?" growled Cookie.

" All right, come on, then—and if I ever
hear of you intruding on Mr. Marino's
privacy again, it's just gonna be too
bad for somebody!"
Larry moved hastily over to Cookie,

but Marino, ecowling, said fiercely:
" And if my name don't stay out of

da newspapers, it's just gotina be too
bad-a for somebody else

!"

"How much do you weigh?" inquired
Cookie.
"Eh? Oh, a hundred and sixty-eight

pound. Why ?"

"I wae just thinking how well you
looked in your clothes. A humlred and
sixty-eight pounds, eh ? Be careful you
don't put on weight !"

"Me? I don't never put on no
weight."
"You might! With a couple o'

pounds of lead under your belt, you'd
weigh a hundi-ed and seventy, wouldn't
you? Think it over, sweetheart!"
Joe had started forward menacingly,

but Cookie's hand was in his overcoat-
pocket, and it was obvious that he had
something there that he was prepared
to use. He motioned to Larry to pre-

cede him, then backed through the door-
way and closed the door.

If liofty had been present ho would
have known now why that socxjnd gun
had been taken. But Lefty was waiting
impatiently in the limousine, to which
Cookie lost no time in piloting his

charge, retrieving his first gun from the
drawer in the office downstairs on the
way.
But Marino was not prepared to lose

his prisoner without a struggle

—

esiiecially. after that last threat of
Cookie's. No sooner had the door of
his private room closed than he barked:
"Put the finger on him! Back way!

Joe, you tako-a care of dis yourself."

Cookie had anticipated some such
action. lie whisked Larry behind the

gates in the yar<l half a second before
two shots rang out. Then, from between
the hinges of a gate he fired at a figure
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creeping along the wall outside. Mart
Soames threw up his hands and fell on
his face.

From the top of an outside staircase
across the yard, a man took aim and
fired, but in the same instant a shot rang
out from beyond the gates, and the man
pitched headlong, to fall with a sicken-
ing thud on the stones of the yard.
Cookie, with a grin, dropped his gun

into his pocket and tugged Larry out
from their hiding-place into the street.

Mike was standing there with a police
revolver in his hand, which he was firing

into the air, and policemen were run-
ning to the scene from all directions.

Cookie took not the slightest notice of
him, and Mike took no notice of Cookie
or of his companion. The car was
reached, and Larry was bundled into it.

Lefty, at the wheel, di'ove off in the
direction of Broadway.
"Boy, what a story this'U make!" cried

Larry excitedly.

"Yeah?" snorted Cookie. "Well,
you're thi-ough with stories, kid

!

Maybe you don't know it, but you quit
the ' Herald ' this morning."
"Oh, don't talk like that, Cookie!" ex-

postulated Larry. "I'm not afraid of
Marino."

" You haven't got eense enough to be
afraid!" barked Cookie. "But you're
washed up in the newspaper racket. Get
me?"
In a gloomy silence the car swept

northwards till Cookie directed Lefty to
stop it. Then he opened the door.
"Beat it, kid!" he commanded. "Go

home to Molly—and stay there till you
hoar from me."

" But I can't "

" Do as I s;iy !" thundered Cookie.
And Lan-y descended to the pavement,

and the car moved on.
A captain of police by this time liad

reached the yard of the Three Star
Packing Company. The two wounded
crooks were being carried out to a motor
anibidance, and a third body—a de.id

body—was discovered in an alley-way
almost inmiediately afterwards.

" Joe Pagano, eh ?" remarked the
captain. "Good work, iMikc !"

A Warning.

LARRY had been staying with Cookie
for some months past in a flat

over the restaurant; now he had
been ordered to go home to the house
in Brooklyn and stay there. He felt re-

bellious, indignant, treated like a child.

Here was a perfectly good front page
stoi-y going to waste

!

He passed a tobacconist's shop,

stopped short, and retraced his steps.

He entered the shop, bought a packet of

cigiuettes at the counter, and asked the

man behind it if he might use his

telephone.
A few minutes later he was talking to

Bettin.sou, the chief news editor of the
" Herald." And Bettinson listened, en-

thralled, and, acknowledging that the

story was a scoop, took it all down him-
self in shorthand.
The man behind the counter listened,

too.

"That's the biggest scoop you've ever

had," Larry wound up, " and I've given
it to you out of the goodness of my
heart, you baW-headed baboon, for I quit

your "half-baked sheet this iMOrmng.
Good-bye, .sweetheart

!"

lie hung up the receiver and grinned
at the tobacconist.

"That',1 what's known as telling (he

editor," he chuckled.
"You sure told him, boy!" noddeil

the tobacconist. "And what it Ava^s!

They'll rush out an extra with that, I

guess!" ...
Tjarry proceeded from the shop to a

restaurant, where he had .a meal, and it

(Continued on page 25.)
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A gripping drama of the range and how a dare-devil cowboy frustrated A rascally
foreman's plans to rob a rancher. Starring Wally Wales and Virginia Browne Faire.

Longrops.

HALF a dozen of the boys were
gathered outside the bunkhoiise
of the ]jazy Y outfit, which Hes

to the south of Amarillo, Texas. They
were taking great pains with their per-

sonal appearance, in anticipation of a

jaunt to town, and a diminutive punchci'

known as Shorty was fastidiously remov-
ing some stains from his sombrero.

'•'There ain't no use you slickin' up,
Shorty." observed a whiskerando
answerintj to the name of Ranso
Conning. "I got all them gals in

Amarillo corralled this time."

"Yeah?" sneered Shorty. "Well,
don't forget what happened last trip,

when I took that, blonde right from
under your eyes. She was a beautiful

dame," lie added with a profound sigh.

A tall, elderly man came into view at

that moment with a young girl in

riding-clothes, and the boys greeted
them respectfully as they passed by—

•

the man being none other than Colonel
Sterner, owner of the rancho, and tho
girl his daughter Betty.

The colonel noHded to the boys atid

walked on to where a grizzled cowhand
was leaning against the fencing of a
corral. The colonel greeted In's em-
ployee solemnly, and then handed him
a sheaf of bills.

"That pays yo\t oflf in full, Thomson,"
he said, "and I guess you'll have to look
for another job. I hate to see you go,
l)ut Longrope is my foreman, and I can't
Jiave fellows around that don't get on
with him."
The cowhand bit his lip.

"Colonel," he answered quietly, "I
can work with 'most any man, but when
a low-down pot-hound like that Ix)ng-
rope ramrods an outfit, I'm ready to
leave. Good-bye, Miss Betty," he added
to his employer's daughter.
Betty looked at him with an expression

of regret. She was a pretty, fair-haired

girl of nineteen, and obviously did not
share her father's sentiments.

'Ciood-bye. Bob," she said, holding
out her hand.

Tlie man's bronzed fist closed about
her slender fingeits, and then he walked
away. A moment later a lean, sallow
individual showed up. He was that same
Longrope whom the colonel liad men-
tioned, and il he had won old Sterner's
confidence he had at the same time made
him.self none too pleasant to the majority
of the men wlio worked )inder him.

"Where's Wally?" Betty asked Iiim

curtly, without returning the suave smile
that he bestowed on her and her father.

"Oh, I put him to watching those
critters down at the big corral," the
foreman an';wercd. a cul'ious glint play-

ing at the hack of his eyes. "He ain't

good for much else. I'd fire him if it

wasn't for you. Miss Betty."
"I would like it a lot better if you

would fire yourself," Betty retorted
veliemently, whereupon her father
voiced a protest.

"Betty, Betty," he appealed, "don't
talk that way."
Betty made no rejoinder, but, turning

on her heel, walked quickly in the

direction of the big corral, where she
found the aforesaid Wally tending a calf

that had sustained a sprained ankle.

Wally was a slim, good-looking young-
ster with a crop of dark hair and a pair

of level grey eyes. He straightened up
as Betty appeared, and gave her a

genial "Good-morning!"
"Wally," the girl said, "I came down

here to tell you that if you wanted to

go to town with the rest of the boys,

you could. I'll fix it with dad."

"Why, that's mighty nice of you,"
the young puncher answered gratefully.

"I sure would like to go along."
Betty laid a small hand on his arm.

"Listen, Wally." she went on
seriously, "Longrope is doing his best
to turn dad against you. Will you
please try not to oflend him, for my
sake?"
"Sure I will, honey,'" Wally told her,

with an affection that had perhaps been
mainly responsible for Iiongrope's dislike

of him. "You know I'd do anything in

the world for you."

The cowboy's horse was near-by, and.
swinging himself into the saddle, hf;

cantered towards the ranch building<^.

Meanwhile, Colonel Sterner was discuss-

ing him with the detested liOngrope.

"What have you against Wally?" he
was inquiring. "I always thouglit he
was a top hand."

"He don't respect me," Longrope
complained, and, Wally coming up at

that moment, he flashed an ugly glance
a' the yovmgster ere moving off to where
his own pony was standing.

Wally was on the point of riding by
when the colonel hailed him.

"Say." he called, "don't you want
your wages, young feller?"

"No, thanks," Wally replied. "I've
got enough for this little trip, colonel.

Just put mine in the bank the same as

usual."

The old man gazed after him as hi«

bronc carried him towards the bunk-
house, and as Betty approached he shook
his grey head sadly.

"There goes a good boy," he mur-
n.nred. "I hate to lose him."

"Why, dad, what do you mean?"
Betty e;xclai!ned anxiously.

The colonel pursed his lips.

"Well, he doesn'r, seem to liit it off

verj' well with Longi-ope,'" he pointed
out, "and I ha\'e to u|)hold my fore-

man," I

"So that's the way the wind blows, i*

il ?" Betty snapped.

"
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Trouble in Town.

AMARILLO was an orderly town.
Free figlits tliere wore in plenty,

but at the Kist sign of giui-play

the slieriff and his deputies appeared
vv ith rattling of handcufis, and the gaol

beranie the abode of the malefactors.

There was a fist-battle in progress

when Wally rode into Main Street, ac-

ccni()anied by Shortj', who had waited
for the young cowboy while the rest of

thf; liands had gone on ahead. But the

<listurbance did not attract Wally's

attention. What held hie interest far

more was the figme of Longrope, whom
ho saw at a distance of some thirty

paces.

The foreman liad come to town with

a couple of ranch hands who were his

cronies, and, a buily by nature, with ,i

pe) verted sense of humour, he had seen

in the shape of a timid Chinese laundry-

man a likely victim for liis cruel horee-

)ilay. Quite distinctly Wally heard him
voice his intention of affording himself

some "amusement" at the Oriental's

expense.
'Watch me spill the Chink," he said

to his associates; and, taking his lariat

from his saddle-peg, ho made a deft cast

and dropped the noose neatly over the
little yellow man's shoulders.

The Chinaman squealed. Next second
he was whipped off his feet and dragged
htadlong thi-ough the dust as Longrope
.lapped spurs to his bionc and galloped
down the street.

Wally plucked out a six-gun, took
steady aim and fired. The shot crashed
out, and the leaden frlug split the lariat

throe feet from the tautened noose.

Longrope drew rein with an impreca-
tion, and glared round to see Wally ride

forward to the Chinaman and help him
to his feet. As the foren)an recognised

the young cowboy his face became livid,

and his eyes were glinting maliciously

when Wally cantered up to him.
Jjongrope's liand moved involuntarily

to his hip, but. though Wally had re-

turned his six-gun to its holster, his

lingers were close to the butt, and the

fcieman restrained his impulse, particu-

larly as he became aware that the town
jnarshal was approaching.
'Longrope," the representative of law

and ordor warned, "you're altogether

too fresh. You start anything and I'll

finish it. Understand?"
The foreman scowled.
"Aw, 1 was only fooling," lie ground

out.

Wally had turned away, a con-

temptuous smile lingering about his firm-

lipjjed mouth. The shorilF glanced in his

diiection and then back at Longrope.
"You foo! kinda rough," he observed.

"Now you go on an' shake hands with
young Wally there. Go on, get going."

Longrope was the reverse of willing to

comply, but the sheriff's tone was
menacing, and he urged his bronc for-

ward to where Wally had rejoine<l

Siiorty, outside a saloon. As ho held

out his hand, however, his face regis-

tered an expression far from friendly.

"I'll get even with you for this," he
said under his breath.

.Siiorty had dismounted in the mean-
time, and with a sudden in.sjnration he
now tooic his own lariat, s\irrcptitiously

iriaking one end of it fast to the hitch-

rack and the other to the girth-strap of

liongrope's bronc. The foreman, un-

aware of what was proceeding behind
his back, continued to glower at Wally
savagely for a few moments, and then
jiushed pa-st him and rode on at a smart
pace.

Shorty's lariat uncoiled itself and sud-
denly .-prang taut, bringing up 1-ong-

ropi^'s |K)ny with a ierk. The foreman
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uttered a yell as he plunged over the
creature's neck and fell sprawling in the
dust—a yell that was drowned by a
shout of laughter.
By the time Longiope had struggled to

his feet Shorty and Wally were no longer
in view, but, apart from the two cronies
who had accompanied him from the
ranch, the foreman had a good many
associates in town. Several of these now
approached him, and one of them swore
to having seen Shorty fix that lariat to

the foreman's saddle.
"He and his pardner beat it into the

saloon," the man informed Longrope.
Bruised, shaken and enraged, Long-

rope snatched his forty-five out of its

holster and strode towards the swing-
doors through which Shorty and Wally
had passed a moment before. As he
pushed the doore open he saw the two
cowhands standing at the bar with their

backs to him, and heard the voice of
Shorty raised in boastful comments.
"When he hit the ground it was the

funniest sight I ever saw," the little

puncher was stating. "And say, that
ain't all. I can lick forty-five men like

him. I wish he'd come in here right
now. I'd "

"Fill your hand with your six-shooter,

you little rattlesnake!" Longrope snarled
from the threshold. "I'm gonna pump
you full o' lead."

Shorty and W^ally whipped round, and
the bravado vanished from the former as

he saw the weapon in Longrope's fist.

Too scared to reach for his own "iron,"
he stood there shivering as the foreman
croolced his finger round the trigger.

The man was in a mood that knew no
rea-son, and there was no doubt that he
intended to fire. But with a lightning
gesture Wally whipped out his foi'ty-five

and let loose from the thigh, and the

bullet tore the foreman's wrist, so that
he oropped his Colt with a sharp cry of

pain.

Longrope's associates had followed him
to the doorway, and now they swarmed
into the saloon with vengeful shouts.

Wally immediately grabbed Shorty by
the arm and propelled him towards an
open window overlooking the veranda.
"Beat it," he jerked. "They're too

many for us!"

One after the other they took a header
through the window, darted across the
voianda and sprang into the saddles of

their brones. A moment later they were
galloping along the street.

Longrope and his sympathisei'S came
blundering out of the saloon, to run fuil

tilt into the sheriff. They brought up
short at sight of the representative of the
law. and fidgeted shcopislily.

"You .guys lookin' for .somebody?" the
sheriff inquired.

"No, " Longrope made haste to

oxphiin; "Just jilayin' aiound a little,

sheriff."

"I'layiri', iuih ?" was the rejoinder.

"Well, jilayin' i> all right—but don't get

say."

Fired !

POWDKKKI) with the <lust of lime-
stone roads, Wally and Shorty were
swinging round a bend in the trail

that led to the lancho when the figure

of a lad of some' fifteen or sixteen years
apijoared immediately in their path.

They were travelling fast, and the boy
had DO time to jump aside. The right
flank of Wally's hoi-so caught him a

heavy buffet and pitched him into a
clump of scrub.

Wally drew rein and assisted the lad

to rise. He began to make apologies,

but the boy answeied him cheerfully.

"That's all right," he said, "I'm not
hurt. Honest I'm not. Say, I'm glad
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you two fellers ran into me, anyway. .I'.-n

ti-yin' to locate .ny dad. You don't hap-
pen to know anyone -in these parts by
the name of Bvadley, do you? I'm Jim
Bradley."
"Bradley?" Wally echoed. "No, I

don't know anyone by that name aroio;d
here."
"Here's his picture," the boy went on

eagerly, producing a faded photograph,
but neither Wally nor Shorty coulti

recognise any acquaintance from it, and
the boy seemed disappointed.
"Well, I'll have to keep on makin'

inquiries," he murmured. "You don't
happen to know if there's a town or
ranch near here, do you? 1—I'm kin-i

of hungry."
Something in his tone made Wally

look at him shrewdly.
"Have you got any money?" he

asked.
The boy coloured a little.

"No, I haven't," he confessed.
Wally and Shorty exchanged a glance,

and then the former spoke again.
" Say, my boss is looking for a cook's

help," he mentioned. "I reckon you
could most likely get the job. How
about swinging up behind me and takin'
a ride over to the outfit?"
"Gee, that 'ud be great," the lad

replied, and a moment later ^e had
hoisted himself lithely astride Wally's
bronc.
"Boy, you swing up like you knew

something about horses," Wally com-
mented, as he sent his pony forward
with a pressure of his knees.

They reached the ranch some time
later, and were met by Betty. Wally
introduced young Jim Bradley, and then
asked the girl if she could tell him where
ho would find iier father.

"Oh, dad's gone to Denver to meet
some cattle buyer," Betty answered.
"He won't be back till Sunday."
Wally frowned.

"That's too bad," he said. "I wm
hoping he might take this kid on as a
cook's help."
"Why, 1 guess that would be all right,

anyway," Betty declared, and told

Shorty to take Jim to the cook.

Wlien they had gone, Wally spoke to

Betty earnestly.

"Listen, honey," he said; "I had to

break the promise I made to you to-day.

I had some trouble with Longrope, and
I had to hurt him."
"Yo\i did quite right. Wally," Betty

told him, after she had heard the full

story.

Thus, during the two days that

er.sued, there was an air of tension

about the ranch, and matters almost
came to a hea<l on the evening that
Colonel Sterner was due to arrive home,
when young Jim Bradley appeared out-

side the bunkhou.>;e in chaps and
sombrero.

"Say, what's the big idea, kid?" do
manded Shorty, who was standing near
the horse's drinking-trough with three
or four of the other njen.

"Well, Wally's goin' to lot mc rido
that huckin' horse in the stables," fho
boy announced, "and ho says that if

I'm half as good a rider as I claim to

bo, I'll be a cow-boy pretty soon, instead
of a cook's help."

It was at that moment that the cook
appeared on the scene. <v savagc-tem-
porcd. husky individual, who was one
of Longrope's special favourites.

" Ilcy, what's tho idea of dollin' up
like this?" he rasped, eyeing yoimg Jim
Bradley sourly. "You get in that
galley an' help me with the dishes ! Go
on I" And ho clutched Jim and dug his

fijigcrs info his arm till the l»d
squirmed.
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" 8*y, jou big stiff, you let go o' my
iiJtlc pal '" Shorty Ijliirted, but he was
s/nt spiawling by a forceful shove.
Next sccoiut a hand foil upon tho

rook"s shoulder, and whipped him round
M) viclently that lie released Jim. The
bully found himself face to face with
Wally, and lashed out at the puncher.
I^ut Waliy I'.arried the blow and banged
bis fist to the cook's jaw.
Tho man went over like a ninepin,

but scrambled to his feet and rushed at
Waliy wit.'i an angry bellow. A fierce

battle ensued, the bystanders forming
a ling and shouting encouragement, and
two minutes after the first fall Long-
lono's satellite bit the dust again.
Once more ho straightened up, but

Wally had the measure of him. and be
stretched him a third time. The cook
attempted to rise, but could not. and,
looping, Wally swung him up in his
powerful arms and dumped him ijito

the horse-trough.
The man plunged into the water with

.I terrific splash and a spluttering yell,

and Shorty immediately pounced on
him to seize him by the hair and .souse

him enthusia.stically. Time and again
th<' little puncher thrust the cook's head
below the surface, and it seemed as if

be intended to repeat tho process in-

«lefinitcly, tilt Wally restrained him.
"Get, an earful of this, men," said

Wally tt the assembled punchers,
several of whom were cronies of Long-
rope. "Anybody who pi<'ks on young
.Jim Bradley picks on me."
A voice spoke from behind Wally,

and he wheeled round to discover that
Longropc had cantered up on horse-
back, in time to witness the final stages
of the cook's discomfiture.
"Huh, so the fire-eating trouble-

maker is busy again," the foreman
sneered, addressing Wally.

"Maybe you would like to get in on
iho argumcTit." was tho curt rejoinder.

Loiigrope's lip curled.

"Not now," he drawled. "I think
I'll leave tijis for the colonel to attend
tc." And ho pointed to his wrist, which
had been bandaged ever since the en-
counter in Anianllo.
Wally said nothing, but a few

minutes later he had a heart-to-heart
talk with Betty.
"Well," ho told her, "I guess I'll

be lookin' for a new job now. Honest,
I've tried my best to get along with
tiiat foreman, but it's just no use."

"I k n o w," Betty
answered, "and I'm
going to have a won
with dad about him."
Wally shook hi-,

head.

"That won't be an\

use," he opined
" Longropo has all lii;>

confidence, I reckon."

Wally's prophecy was
correct, for when the

lolonel arrived back at

the ranch, in company
with the cattle-buyer

from Denver. Longropo
made straight for the

old man's study.

He entered it as the
lattle-buyer was tender-
ing a thick sheaf of

hundred-dollar bills in

payment for a ship-

ment of beeves Sterner
was to deliver, and
shortly afterwards the
man from Denver look
his departure. Loiig-
r o p e watched t h e

colonel narrowly as the
latter crossed to a safe
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and deposited the money that had been
handed to him in a pigeon-hole.
The old man locked the safe again,

and then turned round to face his fore-
man.
"Sit down, Longropo," he said, "and

toll mo how everything's been going."
The foreman held out his injured

wrist.

"Outside of being shot and insulted,"
ho answered grimly, "I guess every-
thing's been all right. Colonel, I can't
get along with that fellow Wally. Can't
hit it oflf nohow. He's been doin'
everything to make trouble. Now, the
other day, in Amarillo. . . ."
He proceeded to give a fictitious

account of what had happened in town,
and when ho had finished the story the
colonel frowned darkly.

"I'll settle this once and for all," he
announced, and, followed by Longropo,
ho strode out of the ranch-house.

A commotion at one of the corrals
attracted their attention, and they saw
that tho entire outfit was gathered at
the fencing, watching a, young boy
riding an untamed bronc in masterly
fashion.

The colonel was compelled to pause
and admire the lad's display of horse-
manship, and when the wild pony had
come to a defeated standstill the old
man turne.I to Longrope.
"Who's that boy riding?" he

inquired.

"Oh, some little tramp Wally picked
up." tho foreman sneered.
The colonel's mi.nd reverted to the

ur'ploasant duty he had to perform, as
he saw Wally, Shorty and Betty help-
ing young Jim Ilradi.-y from the mus-
tang and congratulating him enthusi-
astically. He went forward alone and
joined the group.
"You ride well, young man," ho .said

to Jim, and then addressing Wally: "If
you'll join me at the house I'll pay you
off." ho continued. "I think you
understand."
Betty caught at his sleeve and tried to

reason with him, but he had made up
liis mind, and refused point-blank
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to reconsi.ier his decision, whereupon
Sliorty stepped forward.

" You can give mo mine, too,
colonel," ho stated grimly.
"Very well," old Sterner said. "How

about you, young man?" be ad<!cd to
Jim.
The boy spoke quietly.
"This is the first real home I've ever

had," ho confessed, "but if my pals
leave, I must go, too, sir."

Hand in Olove.

JIM BRADLEY was walking past tho
cook's galley to collect one or two

,

trivial personal effects from the
bunkhouse, when a fragment of coii-
veisation arrested his attention.

It came from the galley, where the
cook and Longropo were in close con-
versation, and it was the lattcr's voice
tliat young Jim heard.
"Now listen. Cooky," the foreman

was saying, "it's up to us to get to-
gether and grab that money to-iiiglit.

There's 25.000 dollars in that safe, and
it's a cinch for us to make our getaway.
By golly, I've waited a whole year for
the old man to market those cattle, and
now it's time for mo to rake in.

"

"Are you sure that dough is in tho
colonel's .'^afe?" the cook demanded.
"Yeah. I saw hiiii put it there my-

self." Longropc told him.
Tho cook .said something else in a

lower tone, and, his curiosity
thoroughly aroused now, young Jim tip-

toed up the galley steps ami actually
set foot across the threshold, very
gingerly. In that position he was able
to overhear every word distinctly.

"How are wo going to do it?" This
from the cook.
"Well," Longropc answered, "Wally

an' Shorty 'an that kid are pullin' their
freight. There won't be nobody around
hero but our own gang, fifteen minutes
from now. Wo can make the colonel
open the safe."
"Sounds all right," said the cook, an<l

with that Longrope chanced to turn his
head and see young Jim Bradley stand-
ing in the doorway.
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An oath escaped him, and, taking tlic

alarm, the cook whipped lound find

caught sight of the boy. Jim wlicolcd

and tried to run, but with a .swift move-
ment tlie cook jerked liis gun from its

holi-ter and fired.

Tlie smash of the .shot synchronised
witli the sharp cry that broke from
Jim's lips. Next moment the lad

pitched to the floor «nd lay still.

The report of the six-gun had been
heard nil over the ranch, and one of

the first to come running towards tiie

cook's quarters were VValiy and Shorty.

A.s they stumbled across the threshold

they saw the prone figure of Jim Brad-
ley, and by his side a Colt .45.

" Say," blurted the cook with sham
concern, "can you imagine what h«ap-

pcned ? I was clcanin' my gun an' it

slipped right outa my hand."
"Yeah," put in Longrope, "an' when

it hit the floor it went off. An' the

bullet plugged (he kid."
Wally did not pause to question them,

but gatliered Jim in his arms nnd car-

lied him out of the galley. As he came
down the steps, Betty ran towards him.
"Wally," she 'gasped, "what's

happened ?"

"The kid's been shot," the cowboy
answered, "but I think he's got a

chance to live. I'll take him into the

house. You run on ahead and 'phone

a doctor."
By the time Wally entered the ranch-

house with his inert burden, Betty iras

on the telephone and old Colonel
Sterner was waiting to lead the way to

a spare bedroom. It was as he was
helping Wally to lay Jim on the bed
that something fell from the boy's

pocket, something which the colonel

picked up with a strange expression on
his face,

"Where did this come from?" he
faltered,

Wally looked round and saw that he
was holding the photograph which
young Jim had shosvn him and Shorty
on the Amarillo trail.

"Oh, that's a picture of his fat'ner,"

the coivpuncher explained.
Colonel Sterner walked through to

the living-room. Betty was telephoning
a Dr. Crandall, but her father look the
instrument from her and spoke into the
mouthpiece.
"Dr. Crandiall?" he said, "Listen,

doctor, my boy has been shot. Yes, m.^

own son. I don't care whether you
knew I liad a son or not. I wnnt you
to get out here as quickly as yon can."
He hung up the receiver and turned

to Betty slowly. "I've got a confession

to make, honey," he murmured, as he
saw that she was staring at him in
lamazement. "When you were a little

tot of three years old, I left your
mother and took you with me. It was
a casL> of insane jealousy on my part,

which I've regretted l)itterly ever since,

I came West under an .i.ssumed name,
Betty. Our real name is Bradley, and
this"'

—

indicating the i)hotograpli in hi.«

hand— "this is a picture of myself as
a \oung 'nan. Jim Bradley is your
brother, IJetty,"

Meanwhile, in (he bed-room. Jim
Bividley was beginning to stir restlessly,

and all at once' he opened liis eyes and
recognised Wally,

"Ilallo, little pardner!" Wally said.

"Tell me how it all iiappened,"

"The cook shot me," Jim answered
feebly. "He wa,= planning to rob the
colonel's safe with—with "

His \oice failed him and liis eye.>

closed ng.iin. Wally knew that he had
sunk into oblivion once more, and he
was stooping over him when C!olonel

Sterner entered the room, followed bv
Betty.
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"Is my boy conscious?" the old man
asked.
"Your boy?" Wally echoed,
Betty swiftly explained.
"You see, Wally," she said, "we've

just found out that Jim is my own
brother. How is he, Wally?"
"Oh, I guess he's all right!" Wally

answered, and then, hurrying from the
ranch-house, he made his way over to a
corral, where Shorty was waiting for

him.
"Come on with me," said Wally, tap-

ping the diminutive puncher on the
shoulder, "We're .still workin' for the
colonel, soo?" And he led Shorty in
the direction of the cookhouse.
Longrope was lounging around out-

side the building, and with an im-
cxpected gesture Wally pulled a six-gun
and jammed it against the foreniaii's

libs. Hy looking through the door.vay,
behind Longiope, the yovmg cowboy
could soo that the cook was no longer
in his quarters, 'and he aimed to hnd
out just where the fellow might be
located.

"Where did that cook go. Long-
rope?" he demanded. "You better talk
up or I'll smoke you plenty."
The 'uenace of the .45 loosened

Longrope's tongue. He spoke in a
voice that sounded almost whining.
"I didn't think the boys would under-

stand," he said, "so I told him to beat
it."

"Get back in that galley!" Wally
ordered curtly. "Go on, get back.
And, Shorty, keep this coyote penned
up here while I chase up that cook.
The two of them have planned to rob
the colonel !"

"What do you mean?" jerked Long-
rope.
Wally laughed grimly.
"You know «h«t I mean." he said.

" I reckon I ain't makin' any mistake
by pickin' on you. Now, Shorty." he
added to his undersized pard, "watch
him, for he's foxy."
"Okay,"' Shorty rejoined, drawing his

revolver and compelling Longrope to

rctieat across the tlireshold of the cook-
house.
Wally wITeeled round and sprang

a.stride the bronc that Shorty had been
saddling. Sixty seconds later, having
heard from a loitering cow-hand that
the cook had last been sect) riding to-

wards fbwn, Wally sent the pony for-

ward along the Amarillo trail at full

gallop.
In the five-mile burst over the lime-

stone road, he saw no sign of the fugi-

tive, but as he clattered into town he
caught sight of the rogue hitching his

mount to the rail outside the saloon,

and, coming up with him in a smother
of dust, he flung himself on the fellow.

The cook uttered a shout as he was
borne heavily to the ground. A fierce

struggle ensued and the man reached
for his gun. But Wally twisted his

wrist till he let the weapon fall with a
gioan, and then he dragged the ruffian

to his fe.^t and threatened him with
his own sis-shooter.

It was at this juncture that the
.sl-.eriflF and a couple of his deputies
elbowed their way through a small

crowd that had gathered to watch the
.sciifllc.

"Wiiat's the trouble here?" the
slicriff demanded, taking Wally's iron
fiom him.
"This bird shot the colonel's .son,"

Wally answered. "Yeah, I said 'son,'
sheriff, for old Sterner lias a kid about
sixteen. The cook claimed it was an
accident, but he was lyin'. He and
another guy were plannin' to rob the
colonel's safe, nn' I've got a hunch that
other guy was Longrope."
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The sheriff spoke to his deputies.
"Take him over to the office,'' lio

ordered, indicating the cook. "We'll
make him talk."

It was no idle boast, for five minutes
afterwards the cook was stammering
out a full confession, to which Wally
and the representatives of the law
listened attentively.
" And what gave you and Longrope

the idea of robbing the colonel?" the
sheriff inquired.
The cook moistened his lips.

"Well, Longrope wanted money to
make a getaway," he said. "He was
afraid ma_\ be ho would get rounded-up
some time for that slayin' last fall."

"What slayin'?"
"You know that guy you found dead

over on Squaw Flats?" the cook went
on. "That hombre who was investi-

gatin' the steer-rustlin' for the Ctittlc

Association ? Well, Longrope and some
o' his gang had a cow stretched out for
brandin,' when this feller steps out on
'em and tries to hold 'em up. Longropo
shot him. You see, all the time he was
playin' foreman for ole man Sterner
he was doin' a big private business in

cattle-thievin'."

The sheriff rose to his feet.

"Boys," he said to his deputies, "I
reckon we're ridin', pronto."
"You won't forget to put in a word

for me when it comes tor my trial,

sheriff, will you?'' whined the cook, ere

he was taken to the cells.

The Tables Turned.

SHORTY and Longrope sfit facing
each other at the table in the cook's
quarters, and Longrope was tiie

picture of uneasiness and discomfort.

For Shorty was brandishing a six-gun
with .a dangerous disregard of its

trigger, and as he levelled it at Long-
rope the foreman positively quailed.

"I have waited a long time." began
Shorty, ominously and deliberately,

"for a chance like this, and I've got

a notion to pop you off 'stead o' waitiii'

for the sheriff,"

Longrope looked at him haggardly.
"Put that 'iron' down, Shorty," he

pleaded. "Put it down, will yuh?"
Shorty seemed in no hurry to comply,

but a moment later the sound of foot-

steps caught his attention. Five or six

oi the ranch-hands came into the cook-
house, looked at captor and captive with
some surprise and then exchanged mean
ing glances.

"What's the big idea, Shorty?" one
of them asked.
"I caught a rat."' grqwled Shorty,

"and I'm playin' with it."

The cow-hand who had addressed him
leaned his elbows on the table.

"You don't say," he drawled.
"Caught .a rat, huh? That ain't a
friendly name to call a hombre, Shorly
What's I-ongrope been doin', aiiywaj ':"

As he spoke another of the newcomers
moved up behind Shorty and thrust his

liands towards the little puncher's throat

tentatively.

Holding Longrope covered with a gun
in each fist. Shorty had never an ink-

ling that lie was about to be assailed

from the rear. For he did not know
that the group of men who had just

entered the cook's quarters were hire-

lings of tlie treacherous foreman.
"Well," said the man who was lean-

ing on the table, "you ain't answered
me yet. Shorty. What's the idea in

trainin' your artillery on Longrope this-

n-way? What's he been up to?"
"What's he been up to?" Shorty

reiterated vehemently, "I'll tell you
what he's been up to, Wally Weldon
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claims that that mangy cook shot young
Jiiu Bradley, because the boy overheard
him an' Longrbpe Wheeler plannin' to
Toh the colonel's safe. Young Jim
wasn't plugged by accident—no, sir 1

And so
"

Shorty never completed -the sentence,
for at that instant the man behind him
seized him in a vice-like grip.
A strangled cry escaped the little

cov ix)y. Ho tried to spring to his feet
and turn on his attacker, but the shoot-
ing-irons nci'e knocked out of his hands,
and as the weapons clattered to the
table, Lougrope reached across swiftly

and snatched up one of them.

Shorty managed to wrench away fxom
tlic rogue who had grasped him by tlie

throat, and, wheeling round, he hit out
an the fellow lustily. His bunched
knuckles landed flush on the ruffian'.s

mouth with a healthy impact that
knocked him flying. But Longrope
clubbed the gun ho had lifted, and,
diving round the table, brought the butt
smashing down on the back of the little

punchers head.

Shorty staggered dazedly, but made a
gallant attempt to throw off the effects

ot the cowardly blow, the crown of his

sombrero having muffled the shock of it

lo some extent. Longrope whipped off

the Iiat, however, and again struck the
diminutive cowboy over the skull.

Shorty's knees gave way, and with
u hollow groan he slipped to tlie floor.

J'hc scoundrelly foreman looked down
at his sprawled form for a moment,
.spurned it savagely with the toe of his
riding-hoot and then faced the men
v.-.hose arrival had been so timely—so
far as he was concerned.

"That was a pretty near thing," he
ground out. "I was bcginnin' to think
you guys was takin' your afternoon
siesta or somcthin'."
"We was driftin' by when wc saw this

ninety-eight pound skecter playin'

i-

""^^

'"Tlaai^
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aiT)und with them six-guns, boss," one
ot the gang declared. "Lucky for you
we did, or everytliing niighta gone
wrong.

"

"How does tlic land lay now?" Long-
rope demanded.
"Fine rn' dandy," was the rejoinder.

"There's no one around the rancho but
our own fellers, Longrope, an' we're all

broke to Icadin'. Say the word an'
we'll lift the coin."
The foreman expressed his satis-

faction with a curt nod. "We'll grab
the money outa the safe an' pull our
freight right now," he said. "Come
on."
He paused to bestow another kick on

Shorty and then led the way from the
cook's quartei's and strode in the
direction of the ranch-house.
The gangsters wore still some little

distance from the building, when Doctor
Crandall was seen to drive up in a
touring-car, and, calling a halt, Long-
rope watched the medical man cross the
veranda and enter the house by the
front door.

"Reckon we'll hang up a while," the
foreman mused. "We don't want any
more trouble than we can help, and
we'll lot Crandall got off the outfit afore
we start business. When he's gone I'll

stioll into the house casual-like. Two
ot jou keep pretty close on my heels.

The rest of you can stick around outside
and watch out for any visitors that
might not be welcome "

Moanwhile the doctor was being con-

ducted by Betty and Colonel Sterner into
tho room where young Jim lay. The
medical man's diagnosis of the boy's hurt
did not take very long, and he was
soon able to give the old colonel a re-

assuring verdict on the case.

It was a verdict which was borne out

by Jim's cheerful appearance when he
recovered consciousness again and sat

up in bed.

"You see, colonel, it's just a graze,"
thf. phvfiici-in told the olderlv i-siiichor.

"That's all ^^hy, the bo\ could ride

a bronco right now, without an\
bothfr "

"I'm powerful glad to hear it, doc,"
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the colonal said in a relieved tone.
"This boy means more to mo than he
knows. But let me see you to the
door."
He escoited the doctor as far as the

veranda, watched him drive off in his

auto., and then returned to the room
ill which Jim had been put to bod.
Betty had remained with the lad, and

she and her father proceeded to tell him
of their newly discovered relationship.
It was a piece of information that came
as a tremendous surprise to Jim, and
one that revived him more than any
medical attention could have done.
He rose shoitly afterwards, and

father, son and daughter repaired to

th colonel's study, whore they were
talking iinimatedly when a knock on
the door interrupted their conversation.
"Come in!" called old Sterner, and

Longrope crossed the threshold.
"Can I see you a minute, sir?" said

the foreman with the habitual air of

respect that he affected in his em-
ployer's presence.

"Oh, hallo, Longrope!" the colonel
greeted him genially. "What's on yoiu
mind?"
Before the foreman could make any

answer, young Jim had pointed an
accusing finger at him.
"Dad," he flashed, "that's the man

who was planning to rob you with the
cook ''

'J'liore was a blank silence, whieli
Longrope was the fir.st to break. With
an ugly improcation he stepped towards
Jiin throatcniiigly, but pulled up short
as the colonel pushed between him and
the boy.

"What's the meaning of this, Long-
rope?" he rapped out.

Across the threshold came two ot

Longropc's gang, Shane and Ilaggerty
by nnmo. Theit six-shooters were in

their hands, and they menaced the

colonel with the weapons.
Longrope spoke.

"The meaning's just this, colonel," he
drawled. "We want the money you
have in tliat safe."

"You'll never get it from mc, yoii

dirty rat !" the old man blazed, and in

a sudden, blind passion he launched for-

ward and tried to strike his foreman.
I<ongrope thrust him back roughly

and gripped him by the throat, but

Holding Longrope covered with a gun in each fist. Shorty had never an inkling that he was about to be assailed

Irom the rear.
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young Jim sprang to his father's rescue,
;iii(] the foreman was compelled to re-

lease the old man to handle the Ind.

He hurled Jim aside, and the boy
staggered to the far wall, finishing up
near an open window. Jim ftctcd on
the impulse of tho moment, and, realis-

ing tliat resistance against Longrope
and the (wo armed men who had fol-

lowed him into the room was hopeless,

ho scrambled over the sill and sprinted
««ay in the hope of obtaining help.

Jim did not know that Longrope had
left four other members of the gang
outside the runeh-house, with orders to
plant themselves at various vantage
points and guard against interruption.
But at that very instant a stealthy form
was creeping up behind one of those
sentinels, near tho well from which the
outfit drew its water.
The stealthy form was that of Shorty,

who had recovered consciousness but a

minute or two before and crawled out
of the cookhouse.
One of Longrope's gang had taken

the precaution of relieving Shorty of hi?

six-gun, but the little puncher had dis-

covered a hefty cudgel lying haixl by,
and with this grasped in his fist he
came within striking distance of the
man at the well.

Tho cudgel swept down on the rogue's
head, and without a .sound ho tojjpled
stupidly. He fell towards the low para-
pet of the wall, tumbled over it, and
vanished into the depths of the cavity.
Shorty caressed the bludgeon tenderly,

and was complimenting himself on hav-
ing di.'^posed of the gangster, when he
heard the voice of one of Longrope's
men coming from beyond an out-house.
"Art," the voice called. "Where are

you. Art?"
Shorty took cover, and a moment

afterwards Art's seeker hove into sight.
He approached tho well, and ^^as gaz-
ing about him when a feeble hail
reached his oars from the bottom of the
shaft.

Tlie gangster leaned over the parapet.
"What are you doing down there.
Art ?'' he shouted.
"He's waitin' for you to take a bath,"

said Shorty, stepping out of hi.5 hiding-
place and swinging the cudgel again.
Art received company at the foot of

the well, his colloagiie "dropping in on
him " like a bale of hay.

Shorty now proceeded to make a tour
of the outfit, and not far from the
ranch-house, close to a clump of brush-
wood, ho discovered young Jim Bradley
in the grasp of a burly crook.
"Where do you think you're goin".

young feller?" the rullian inquired of
the " lad. covering him with a six-

shooter.

"I'm in a hiuTy !" Jim jtanted.
"You're in too big a hurry, 1

reckon," the gangster began, but ere he
could say more Shorty stole up from the
rear <ind laid him low with tlie

bludgeon.
"That worked out all right," the little

jjuncher declared, looking down at the
rogue's jirostrate form. " Let'.s go."
"Where to'" Jim asked, and Short.'-

grinned.

"To the well." he .stated, and the un-
conscious crook was dragged off. to be
.'ierved in the same manner as his two
associates.

Tho fourth man was likewise taken
unaware^, but ns he was carried to the
well throe heads rose above the parapet
—the heads of the men who iiad alre.ad.v

been consigned to its depths. Shorty
.smote them lustily, anil they dis-

appeared. The fourth man was
dropped after them like n plummet,
and Shor'^y wiped his hands with a ges-
ture of satisfacf ion.
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"Where's Longrope?" ho i»sked Jim.
The boy nodded in the direction of

tho ranch-hou.se.

"He's it. there vvith two of his men,"
h,- answered, "trying to make dad open
up the safe so ho can got the money."

The Dash to the Ranch.

AS the cook was escorted from the
sheriff's office in Amarillo and
taken to the colls, Wally turned

to a telephone fixed to the wall.

"I'm going to call up the ranch.
sheriff," ho stated, "and satisfy myseif
that everything is all right."
"Oo ahead," the sheriff told him.
Wally picked up the receiver, but

tho operator at tho exchange failed to
connect him with Colonel Sterncr's out-
fit, and when tho cowboy hung up and
tinned to the .sheriff there was an ex-
pression of anxiety on liis clean-cut
face.

"I reckon there's .something wrong at
the ranch,'' ho ground out. "Tho lino'

is dead. Listen, sheriff, I'm goin'
aiiead. Hit the saddl? as quick as you
can. will you ?"

"I'll liavo a posse together inside a
few minutes," was the answer, "and
we'll rDund up the whole gang."
Wally dived out of the office, un-

hitc'icd tl c pony «nd vaulted on to (he
animal'.s back. In another moment ho
was riding out of Amarillo and taking
the trail that led (o the outfit.

He covered tho miles 'twixt town and
ranch in record time, and, )iowdored
with the dust of the road, dismounted
near one of the corrals, and advanced
with his six-gun in his fist. It was as

he drew rear the house that he dis-

tinguished voices, and recognised one
of them as Longrope's.
The voices came from beyond the

window of the colonel's study, and. step-
ping cautiousl.v towards the sill, ho
peered inside and saw the crooks and
their victims.
"Are you going to open that safe,

colonel ?" Longrope was demanding
ominousl.v.
The old man drew himself up

defiantly.

"Xo, I'm not going (o open that safe,
you rat," he made answer.
"I don't want to hurt .vou." Long-

rope threatened, " but there's ways &n'
moans o' makia' you do what I want.
Got mo '"

"You can't soare me." the colonel re-

torted, and with that Longrope moved
nearer to him.
Betty slipped betwoei\ the foreman

and her father, and beat the scoundrel
furiously with her s'mall. clenched
hands Longrope was momentarily
diivcn back bv her attack, but caught
her by the wrists.

"Hold on. you little spitfire." he
snarled. "An' listen to me. You know
the combination o' that safe as well as
vour old man. Get over to it—go on I"

And he '.lUshed her acro.'^s (he room.
"Don't open up that .safe. Betty!" the

girl's father called, and Betty faced
Longrope as defiantlv as the colonel him-
self had faced him a moment before.
"You won't get any help from mcl'"

she flaslied.

liOngropc's eyes narrowed viciously.

"Oh. I won't, huh?" He turned to
his men. and indicated the colonel.

"Bring (hat old foni over here."
The rogiK'S obeyed him. and Longrope

addres.sed the randier in harsh, rasping
accent.s, brandishing a six-shooter as he
did so.

"Now, colonel." he .said, "tell her to

open tho safe. I mean business, an' I

ain't wast in' any more time
"

"Stick 'em up!
"

It was Hie voice of Wally from tho
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window, and the throe crooks wheeh-d
in alarm, to find the cowboy's forty-fiva

covering them. Slowly they raised their
hands, and at a sign from Wally tho
colonel relieved them of their fire-arms
and pitched them from tho room.
Wally climbed over the sill, and it

was as he was dropping to the floor that
Longrope and his liirolings made a con-
certed rush at him. His revolver was
knocked from his grasp, and a savago
swing from Haggerty took him in tho
jaw and battered him against the wall.

Longrope .sprang for the gun that had
fallen from tho cowboy's hand. But,
throwing off the effects of Haggerty'.-*

punch. Wally pounced on the foreman
and caught him a terrific upper-cut that

hurled the crook to the far side of the
room, where he lav groaning.

Shane closed with Wally, but the cow-
bo.v swung him up in his powerful arms
and flung him to tho floor. Next
instant, however, Haggerty was grap-
pling with him.
Shane reached his feet and started

forward to Haggerty's assistance. The
colonel made a gallant attempt to inter-

cept him, but the old man's fighting

days wore over, and the gangster felled

him with a cowardly blow, then snatched
up Wall.v's gun.
Wally glimpsed him out of the corner

of his eye. whirled Haggerty round as

Shane tried to "draw a bead " on him.
and sent tho former staggering into hi*

armed comrade with a mighty heave.
Both men fell, and the revolver spun
into a corner.
They scrambled up again, and Shano

seized a vase from the mantelshelf and
slung it at Wally. The cowboy ducked,
and the ornament shattered to frac-

nients against the wall. Next second he
had leapt towards tho ruflftans and wa^
hammering them unmercifully with his

fists.

They blundered backward under a
storm of blows, and their combined
efforts failed to stem the .voungster's

onslaught. Shane wilted under a hard
drive to the solar, and was smashed to

tho floor with a punch that broke his

tooth and brought the blood streaming
from his nose. Haggerty was pounded
into a dazed condition which left him
capable only of pawing fceblv at the air.

and Wallv finished him with a flashing

right-hook.
Haggerty hit the carpet and did not

move. But there was still some ficrht

left in Shane, and. springing at Wally.
ho .scored with a lucky blow and almost
felled him. But the cowboy came back
at him like a tiger, and slammed throe

punches to the crook's unshaven chin

in quick succession.

Reduced to limp inscn.Mbility. Shane
lav spreadeagled near an overturi>ed

tiible.

Meanwhile. Longrope had had time
to collect his wits, and he made a fiero"

rush that drove Wally to the far side of

the room. Tho youngster took some
hard knocks during tho foreman's des-

perate rally. bii( he was possessed of .1

stamina (ha( could endure punislimoni

and n sudden opening gave him hi-

chance to take (he offensive.

He took it with a vengeance, and W\0
into I,ongrope wi(h both hands. Tin-

foreman was rocked with a couple of

si iff lefts that were mere preliminaries

of a terrific hammering. He did his besi

to cover np. but (he cowboy's blows

craslie.d homo (hroucli his guard, and
tho crook's battered face became dis

torted with pain, while his brei(h

escaped him in hoarse, laboured paspt

Ho was knocked (o (he floor, and roso

only to fall again. When he gained his

feet once more it was (o attempt escape,

(Continued on page 28.)
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Horse thieves are making mysterious raids on the Diamond Bar Ranch. A handsome
stranger and his queer friend take many risks to help the ranch owner and his pretty

daughter.

Jndi»n#iir>^
The Ambush.

TWO iiion i0fl(> slowly along tho
(lusty trail. l)n either side were
frowning rliirs. with jaggotl stones

tliat threatonod to fall at any nionienl.

In t?ic far distance could ho glimpsed
green hills, but here was only stifling

heat and desolation.

"Dreary Gulch would be a good name
for this place." The tall, handsome
young rider on the .spirited chestnut
.spoke. "I'll be glad when we get
through to the sha<le of the frees."
"Yeah, I feels as if I climb Vesuvius."

The other man was short and thick set;

his mount was ;v shaggy and unkempt
cow -pony.

They were strange pards—Bill Tracy
and Heine Schinultz. Tracy was tall,

well built and woather-lanned ; his

Western outfit was good, and ho held
himself like an athlete. His smilo had
won many a girlish heart. Heine's no.se

proclaimed his oiigin. An excitable
little man. whom Tracy had helped in

the fording of a river, and for two weeks
they had ridden together.

Heine had come West because lie liad

always had the wish to bo a cowboy.
His business of making shoes had gone
bu-t. and as the business had gone West
he had done the same. Tracy stated
that ho was a cowpuncher with the
wanderlust, and that ho was on his way
to the Diamond Bar Ranch in Sonora.
About this time they would bo needing
hands, and Tracy had heard that
Williams, tho boss, paid good money.
Schmultz had better come along.
Crack! Crack!
" "Vot vas dat?" cried Heine, reining

in his mount. "Don't say, Tracy, dat
it was pistols."

"Sounded niighty like it," laughed
the youngster. " Expect .some guys
have got a bit fresh. Come on, Heine.

inavbe
" VVho
hidden

smoke.
," cried

They don't shoot at strangers out in the
West without giving due notice."
Tho valley seeme<l quite peaceful as

they rode forward.
"I should have said dem shots were

about here," Heine whispered after

they had ridden some distance. " Vet
dere don't seem no folks about. Maybe
wo was mistook, Tracy."

' Yeah, maybe we were and
wo weren't," answered Tracy,
knows but an army might be
among those great rocks."

Crack!
A bullet whined over their heads.
Crack ! Crack !

To their amazenunit (wo shots came
back from the other side of the ravine.

They oven saw two i)utfs of blue
"Gosh, this looks like a feud

Tracy.
Crack !

A bullet passed uncomfortably close

to their ears.

"Get behind that boulder." barked
Tracy. "That shot came from the
south-side."
"Yeah, but suppose de guys on de

north side start shooting mitt me."
wailed Heine, looking very perturbed
and scared.

"Then you iump round to t'other side

of the rock." Tracy had to laugh. " Iti

fact, tho quicker you jump the Siifer

you'll be. Now get to cover."
"Where you going?"
"I aim to stay here." Tracy pointed

to a boulder. "I'm going to try and
get above our friend."

Crack! Another bullet whined close,

and made them duck their heads.

"That's a warning to keep off the

grass. Get to that boulder. Heine, and
trust that tho North arc friendly ; leave

the rest to me."
Bill Tracy began to work his way up

the cliff side, but had not gone far when

he realised that tho cover was so scat-
tered that there was little cha;ice of
getting above his quarry without being
sighted.

He was hesitating what to dp wlien
shouts and bellowings from below pro-
claimed that Heine Schmultz was in
trouble.

.
"Help! Murder! Bill! They're kill

ing me !"

Now guns began to pop from both
sides of the ravine, and bullets were
ricoelieting oflr the rocks. Who were
the two combatant sides Tracy had no
idea. At the monu'nt that could wait
until he had seen what was happcnin-;^
to Heine.

Swiftly the tall Westerner clambereil
down tho hill side, and twice bullets
went dangerously close. On the trail
below he saw .several struggling figures,
and as he got closel- perceived that
three men were on top of Heine
.^chmultz.
Tracy yank<,'d one man off by the

scrufF of his neck and slammed a
vigorous right-handed punch to an un-
shaven jaw - the rascal slumped in a
heap. The other men. turning, saw
what had happened, and left Schmultz
to rush at Tracy.
One came at the bov witli waving

fists, whilst the other leape<l on his
back. By a ju-jitsu trick Tracy neatly
dislodged the man on his back, and by
bending his body forward catapulted the
fellow into the other's face. Both
crashed to the ground, but got to th''ir

feet, and. breathing fearful threats,
waded in for more ti"ouble.

Bang! Not a shot, but Tracy's fist.

One man dropped like an ox.
" \'ou leave him to me," shouted

Heine Schmultz. who was jumpint;
round waving his arms. Ho flung him-
self on tho prone man.
The other rascal wa« more cunning
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and milled round Trac.v, seeking for an
opining. All the while a niinialure

battle was going on above tlioir heads.

Bill tried to rush in, but was stopped
by a lucky swing to the ribs. He
bquared that with a quick left that hurt

the other's nose.

Heine's man was showing signs of

6ght, much to the small man's fright.

"Quick I Quick! Bill, he's getting

fresh," wailed Heine. "Can't hold him
much longer. Take that, doggone, cuss

yer !" He banged the foe on the nose

with his clenched fist.

Bill waded into his man. and b}- clever

foot-work and quick-moving arms man-
aged to manoeuvre an opening that

enabled him to get in a heavy punch
to the jaw. That broke the other's

caution, and he came wading in with
arms flying.

Bang ! Bang ! A look of pained sur-

prise on the rascal's face as those blows
landed and hurt. His legs gave way
and ho sank to the ground.
The youngster took no chances, but

flung himself forward to pin the defeated
one to tho dusty trail. The man Tracy
had slumped had recovered sufliciently

to turn the tables on the little German,
but they backed away like coyotes when
the tall cowboy waded into them.
Down the sides of the hill a dozen

men camo running. Every now and
again they would stop to fire. This fire

was returned, but came from much
liighcr up—one side was on tho run.

On the run because three of their men
had apparently fallen into enemy hands.
Heine Schmultz, when ho had dodged

behind that rock, had nearly fainted

away when the three jumped out on
him. These men had crawled down to

the frail to wait for any attack from
the North, and had ai^parently decided
that Schmultz was an enemy.

It was a great consolation to Tracy to
look up and observe that a thin, gaunt
man that was running towards them

, wore a star on his shirt.

"I'm Sheriff Wilson," he barked out.

"I'm mighty obliged to you two
strangers."
Willing hands relieved Schmultz and

Tracy of the battered rascals.

"If it ain't a rude question," cried
Tracy, brushing the dust ofT his clothes,

"what was going on—a small war'.'''

"These threa men are rusllers." \va')

the answer. '' Hardly a week goes by
without horses being run over tho
border into Mexico, and I sure thought
that we had corralled them at last. 1

should reckon they were about eight
or ten strong, and wo might have gone
on shooting at (hem for ever if you
hadn't happened on the scene."

" We're mighty looky to be still on
der scene," said Heine dolefully. "I
am covered in bumps and lumps."
"So those guys were rustlers." Tracy

seemed interested. "They're the type
of skeetcr I detest. Glad we helped
you out, sherifT. Wo' re on our way to
the Diamond Bar Ranch after a job—
what are tho chances, sluJrilT '.

"

"Good, after what you've done to-

day," was the answer. "Mister Wil-
liams has lost more horses than any
other ranch, and he'll receive you with
open arms. After I've housed these
three beauties I'll bo coming over to
see Williams. This trail loads to Silver
Fox, a .small cowtown where I've got
my gaol, but \ ou turn half right after
leaving this ravine and that lakes you
to the Diamond Bar. Meet yoti later,
strangers."

Schnuiltz and Tracy shook the sheriflf

heartily by the hand .nnd for a mile
rodo with the posse. Tracy gathered
quite a lot about the rustler.^ a!ul their
deeds, and gaitu'd tho sherilT's he.Trt by 1
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promising to rido in any posso the
representiitive of law and order might
require.

'i'hen the sheriff and his prisoners
took one trail and two wanderers
another.
The "Diamond Bar was but an hour's

ride, but before they reached their
destination they were due to have
another adventure.

Beauty in Distress.

HEINE SCHMULTZ was full of

chatter about the recent adven-
ture and his own stirring pai-t.

"Bet those rustlers we captured don't
tiilk," Tracy remarked in a thoughtful
manner. "If they'd squeal we'd know
the leader of tlie gang and that would
save a lot of trouble.''

"You .seem mighty interested in dem
rustlers," murmured Schmultz. "I
don't care if I don't see no more of dem
fellers. Say, Bill, this jero valley seems
real peaceful and "

His words were interrupted by a
piercing scream. Tho sound came from
some way ahead. It was a series of

screams that seemed to be trailing off

into the distance.

"Very peaceful, ain't it?" remarked
Bill and then urged his horse into a
gallop. Schmultz cliarged after his

friend.

They came to a clearing and Tracy
reined in his horse, he stood up in the
stirrups and .shaded his eyes with his

hands and then saw where the shrieks
were coming from. Below them was a
grassy valley and a horse was careering
along that valley with something bob-
bing about half in and half out of the
saddle.

"A vumans in distress," panted
Schmultz, and saw Bill go down the
slope and through the trees at a pace
that made him shudder. "Vere mein
freund go so must I," he muttered, but
his pace was something like that of a
fast snail.

By taking an angle of forty-five

degrees, Tracy would eventually over-
take tho runaway provided he could
maintain a fast gallop. How tho horse
kept his footing was a miracle, and how
Tracy avoided being swept out of the
saddle by the boughs of the trees was
even more miraculous. Luckily the run-
away was only a frightened pony and
tiring fast.

'I'hrough a belt of brush dashed Bill
Tracy and in a few strides came along-
side the runaway. Strong hands reached
out and caught at the trailing bridle.
The pony was checked and soon Tracy
had it under control and brought the
animal to a quivering halt.

Tracy's strong hands helped the girl

back into the saddle and he was not
slow to notice that she was young and
exceedingly pretty, though her checks
were pale from her terrifying experi-
ence.

The girl soon recovered and smiled
quite bravely at her rescuer. She
smoothed her ruffled hair and smiled,
deciding at once that the stranger was
a very handsome young man.

'"I'lianks—you saved my life." Her
voice was soft and clear. "-Pop's told
me a long time that I should have some
fresh saddlery, to-day a stirrup leather
went as I was reaching up to pick some
flower- from a bank, and when I almost
fell out of tho .^saddle Tommy took fright
and liolted. He's not a bit scared of
guns, things he knows, but anything out
of the ordinary sends him real loco.
I'd given up hope when you appeared
on the scene."
Her gaze expressed curiosity. What
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was this handsome young man doing
here? She was even more puzzled when
a perspiring fat little man zig-zagged
into the picture.
"Gut! Gut!" murmured Schmultz,

raising his battered old felt hat. "Very
lucky for you, miss, dat I hear ze
screams."
"This is Heine Schmultz," laughed

the youngster. "I like to have trouble
trailing around with me—that's why
Heine comes along. My name is

William Tracy, better known as Bill.

We're heading for tho Diamond Bar
Ranch."
"Is that so?"' The girl's eyes spark-

led. "I'm Betty Williams—my pop is

the boss of the Diamond Bar."
"You don't say," cried Schmultz.

"Den you gets mein freund and mc zee
jobs. You tell heem how we save "

"That will be enough, Heine,"
growled Tracy. "Sorry, Miss Williams.
but my pard rather oversteps himself at
times."

"You're wanting work," the gir!
smiled. "I know father will be pleased
to do "

"But I don't want to get in under
false pretences," Tracy smiled back. "I
sure fool now that I'd like to work for
your father, but I'm kinda cautious.
Your pop may not want any hands and
I might kinda fool the wanderlust
urging me to keep to the trail."

"Can I show you the way?" suggested
tilt girl. "Tommy always pulls when
he's on the home trail, and it will be
liard to hold him with only one stirrup."
She cast admiring eyes at the chestnut.
"But if there is another liorse, or a
man. around then Tommy's as good as
gold."
"Sure that will be fine," answered the

boy and scowled at his pard, *' Heine,
you ride back and look for the stirrup

iron. You needn't hurry."
"But vy—oh. I see, two is a company

and three is ze army," Schmultz
grinned.
Betty blushed whilst Tracy watched

hev with admiring eyes. They were
good friends by the time the ranch was
in sight, then the boy halted.

"I'll wait for Heine,'' he told her.
"Then we'll take a look around and if

Heine wants to stay then we'll come
right along and see your pop. An hour
ago I wasn't at all sure about hitching
up at tho Diamond Bar, but now I'ln

full of enthusiasm."
"What's made you change youi

mind?" asked the girl, with a mis-
chievous smile. In her neat riding
habit she was a pretty picture. An oval
face, cheeks that were now warmed by a
healthy colour, and the fairest of hair.

She hold herself gracefully, but 'I'racy

reckoned that it was the blue of her
sweet eyes and the smile that was win-
ning his heart.

"I think the scenery round here ia

SJ grand,'" was his laughing answer.
"Will you be staying long?'
"That all depends," Tracy glanced

back and saw Heine, "But it won't
worry mo if it's a long spell,"

"I'll tell pop to expect you round to
oic hacienda in about an hour." Tho
blue eyes were full of friendship. "1
shall be expecting you, anyway."
And when she was almost out of hear-

ing. Tracy cupped his hands and
shouted :

"In an hour's time. Heine say»
yes."

"Vat you talks about." «nuttered the
perspiring German. "I not find dat
stirrup, and now vy does I say 'yes'?"
"We're mooring in this port,"

chuckled 'Iracy, "But before I see het
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old man I want to have a look round.
Just as well to see the other punchers
and especially the foreman before you
take a job. But it'll be a mighty tough
foreman to keep me from joining tl\c

Diamond Bar. Come on, Heine."

Deputy Sheriff.

BILL i'RACY did not Iiurry because
he iiad reasons of his own why he
wanted to have a quiet look round.

Without seeming to be noticing, he sized

up the Diamond Bar Ranch, the number
o; cowpunchers, the various buildings
and corrals.

"Reckon they mostly handle horses,
Heine,"' Bill said. "I've always hoard
tl.at round these parts bosses was pro-
Htable. They can turn 'em loose most
months of the year and then have round-
ups for felling, branding, foaling, and
all that. Old Williams does cattle as
well and he reckons he must have
twenty or more boys on his pay-roll."
He pointed to a. tin shanty with a

veiand;i round it. "What would yoii

say rhat building was, Heine?"
"A saloon."
" Yeah, you're right," Tracy rubbed

. his smooth chin. "If they've got their
own saloon they may be a very bright
crowd and it is possible I may find
tlniii too bright. Buck Harris is the
foreman."
"How you know so much about dis

y>-ro ranch, Bill?" asked Heine.

"Using my eyes and cars," was the
\aguc answer. ".As they run the
-iaioon for profit what say to a mild
\i liricant, Heine?"
"You bet." The little man was all

• agcruess. " I'll go first."

I'hey strode towards the saloon and
liaj got to the swing doors, when there
canu; a crackle of gunfire. HeLiie
jumped Iwick as if ho had been shot.

" Donnor und Blitzcn." he gasped.
" Dis ain't a saloon, it's a shooting
gallery."

"Come on." Tracy pushed the small
u'.un forward, and they passed through
tlie swing doors.

The. atmosphere was thick with
tobacco fumes, whil.st the lighting came
lioni oil-lamps suspended from the ceil-
ing, a number of cowpunchers were
gathered round a prone figure, and the
plao; stunk of cheap alcohol.
Tracy motioned to Schnudtz to keep

ritiiet, and quietly joined the group. He
picked out at once the man wlio in-
terested him mo.^t—a big, burly fellow
in a bright-coloured Hannel shirt, khaki
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breeches and Mexican boots. Bill took
a quick survey of the ten or twelve men
in the saloon. Several seemed quite
decent sort of men, but the majority
Bill put down as a tough bunch of cut-

throats.

"I guess he won't try that trick

again." It was the burly fellow who
spoke.
"You bet he won't, Buck!" cackled a

rat-faced, dishevelled-looking rascal.

"He drew first, Buck."
The swing-doors opened and a round-

faced, pleasant man rushed into the
.saloon. His grey serge suit of good
cloth, collar and tie. gold pin and clean
appearance, told Tracy that this could
bo only one person—the boss.

"What's happened?" he demanded.
"Wanting a new deputy," sneered

Buck Harris. "Been drinking like a
fish and tried cheating at cards." He
indicated a coarse-featnrcd specimen.
"Rawson drew on Blackio, and Blackic
had to shoot mighty quick. We all saw
ir, boss, it weren't Blackie's fault."

Tracy looked at the dead man over
.someone's shoulder, and decided that
the dcputv had not been a healthy
specimen of manhood.
"You choose the deputy," cried the

boss. "This is the second shooting in

a month, Buck, and I won't .stand for it.

If you can't keep better order I'll get
a new foreman. This nuittcr must be
icported at once to Sheriff Kilnc.

"

"Is that all the thanks I get!"
snarled Harris. "Why I " The
foreman checked an angry speech.
"Sorry, boss, but I can't blame you for

them hard words. It's mighty difficult

to get hands—this rustling has scared
punchers away. What yc gonna do
about a new deputy?"

"I'd like a big fellow!" cried Wil-
liams. "A guy that wouldn't stand for

this sort of racket. -Any volunteers foY

deputy ';"

Bill Tracy pushed several men out of
his way and stepped forward, for the
first time they became aware of the
stranger.

"My name's Tracy." He indicated
Schmultz. " This is my buddy, Heine.
We want jobs as punchers on this ranch,
and if I'm big enough. Mister Williams,
I'd like to handle the job of deputy."
"We don't want any darned

strangers," cried Buck fiercely.

"Are you the Bill Tracy that helped
my daughter?" asked the boss. "Yes, 1
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can iec by her description that you're
the man. I'm a quick thinker, Tracy,
and I'll take you as deputy, but I warn
you that it's a risky job—your life is in

your own hands."
" M}' hands are pretty capable.

"

Tracy did not flinch before the scowls of

Harris and se^^era! others. " I've met
Sheriff Kilne. Me and Heine helped to

corral some of this rustling gang."
Did Buck Harris peer sharply at the

new deputy, and some of the others
glance quickly at each other ?

"Then you're the new deputy." Wil-
liams stepped forward, took the star
from the shirt of the deceased, and ne.xt

second it had been pinned to Tracy's
shirt. "You and your buddy better
come along to the hacienda—Betty
would like to thank you."
There was silence in the saloon as

Tracy and Schnuiltz followed the boss,

and many a hand slipped instinctively

to a gunbelt.

Heine Saves Bill's Life.

A WEEK went by without any un-
due happening, except that one
of Harris' underlings was foolish

enough to call Tracy a "long-legged
hobo," and for that lost two teeth and
received as compensation a black eye.

There was one other matter, but that
only concerned Buck Harris. The fore-

man noticed the smiles and laughter of
Miss Betty towards Bill, and his ugly
mouth snarled hate and mischief be-

hind Tracy's biick. Heine noticed the
scowl one day and shivered.
Mister Williams spoke in glowing

terms to Harris about the new deputy.

"I ain't saying anything.' Buck
Harris saw a chance. "But what do
we know al«)ut these two men? Two
nights I've seen Tracy prowling around,
and I reckon that several of yoin- horses
from Craggy Canyon have gone over
the border."
"Maybe you're right," was the an-

swer. "But I believe you're wrong."
That evening there was a barn da)ice,

as it was Betty's nineteenth birthday-,

and Buck Harris dressed him-ielf up in

his best. He nnist try to oust this fellow
Tracy in the affections of Betty. What
a hope Buck had ! First of all, Betty
had never liked Harris or any of his

cronies, and Bill was a really fine speci-

men of manhood.
Betty danced most of the time with

Bill, and when she wasn't dancing -she

Tracy flung himself forward

to pin his man to the dusty

trail.
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was sitting out with the deputy. Buck
Harris wont off to the saloon, and
ulion ho returned he liad imbibed siifli-

cient spirit to inflame his jealousy

almost to inad rage. It \vas an interval,

and the two young people were out in

tiio moonlight, but shielded from the
ranch by a groat tree that spread its

branches and leaves almost to the
ground,
Heine Schmultz knew where Bill and

Betty had gone, but wisely stayed where
ho was—a tree stump near the veranda,
whore he could smoke his ancient corn-

tob without the ladies turning up their

noses. H.-; observed Harris evidently
looking for .someone.
Heine put away his pipe when

Harris, hearing the di-stant nuirnuir of

voices, crept like a cat towards the big

tree.
"

Harris parted somo of the branches.
"Girls fiin't ever meant much to nic

U(.. till now." Bill was holding Betty's
hands. "I've got a sister, and she is

always bringing forward her friends. I

liked them all—some were mighty
j)retty—but that was all they meant."
"And why am I so different?" was

Betty's answer. The girl leaned to-

wards the young man, and her eya
made no secret of her love.

"You're just too cute and sweet for

words !" Tracy drew the girl close.

"Directly I saw 3-ou that day when you
lost your stirrup, I knew Mister Cuiiid
had caught ine at last."

"Somebody else's got you!" hissed
Buck Harris, under his breath, and
stealthily drew his gun.

Heine Schmultz saw tlie gleam of the
giui in the moonlight, as Harris raised
the heavy weapon and pushed it be-

tween the overhanging branches. Bill

had found Heine a gun, which he had
ondeavoured to learn how to use. So
far, his practising had been so danger-
ous that the other punchers had told
hun to lay off. Perhaps if he fired the
gun it would warn Bill.

The little man dragged out the gun,
and just as Buck Harris, his face trans-
formed by hate, was about to pre-ss the
trigger, he fired blindly. That shot
^^ould have won a medal in a competi-
tion, because it whizzed straight through
Buck Ha.-ris' sombrero, so close to the
scalp as almost to make a parting.

It cured the rago of Buck Harris, be-
cause ho spun round to find out who
was daring to shoot him from behind.
He would have done it himself, but that
anyone olso should dare was beyond be-

lief. Harris saw Schnudtz, and slowly he
trained the weapon on the fresli target.
"Press that trigger and I'll shoot out

your teeth," Tracy spat out. The deputy
had released Betty in a flash, at the
report of the gim. and had fairly hurled
himself round tho big tree. "Throw
tiie gun before you and stick yer hands
up high."

Buck Harris was forced to obey. At
once Schmultz ran forward and began to
excitedly explain what he liad seen.
I5etty, with hands to cheeks, remained
where Bill had left her. but she could
hear what was being said.

"It's a lie!" bluffed Harris. "There
are a lot of wild dogs and coyotes roimd
lu-re, and that yore tree often has a
.hawk or .i-ome such m'ght-biid. They're
always swooping down on Miss Betty's
ciiickeiis."

"So yon were shooting at a hawk."
Tracy said. "Schmultz was quite wrong
in thinking you would want to shoot at

me. Why should yon ? Besides, a fore-
man would never shoot a man in the
hack. Not even the filthiest skunk
would descend so low." Tracy's eyes
were steely as he spoke. "I .should go a
bit farther afield next time you want to
July 18tti, lO-ll.
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do your fancy shooting. I don't believe
what you've told me, but I'm gonna
accept it. Maybe you thought I was a
rustler, and maybe jou thought
different. Pick up your gun, Harris, and
if you want to please me. try and use it

—

funerals are fun sometimes."
" You can laugh now, Mr. Clever."

Buck Harris picked up his gun. "But
that don't say the laugh mayn't be on
the other side of your face mighty soon.
The sooner you hit the trail the safer
you'll be."
And, without another word. Buck

Harris stalked off.
" Dat guy would have got you, Bill,"

whispered Schmultz. "He's a killer,

and, in my mind, dor crook what's
doing all dis yere rustling."

"I was sure of it directly I saw the
gentleman," laughed Tracy. "I'm
obliged, old-timer, for what you've
done puts .us square."
"Yeah, and now I'm gonna get vun

up." Heine Schmultz rubbed his hands
together. " You tink he is der rustler,

and so does me. Gut I Listen, Bill, to
how we catch him."
Buck Harris had doubled back on his

tracks directly he was in the shadows.
It was not to murder, but to hear what
these two might say about him.

" What's your scheme, Heine ?"

"Buck's horse is hitched to the rail,"

Heine said. "If we untie him and give
him a wallop across der flanks dat
horse will go to veie dor headquarters
of deso rustlers is."

"Dunno about headquarters, Heine,"
answered Tracy. "But Mister Williams
reckons a lot of his rustled cattle and
horses are in a valley round here that
no one knows, and that from time to
time the rustlers push them over the
border according to the demand. Buck's
horse might lead us to this hide-out.
Heiifc, we'll try it. I must take Betty
back to the dance. I'll be right back in

five minutes."
And as Betty and Bill returned to the

ranch arm-in-arm, a figure shook his fist

after them.
"I got a trump for that ace,"

threatened Buck Harris. "A trick that
may win me the girl as well. No man
dare thwart Buck Harris and get awav
with it."

A Neck-Tie Party.

BUCK HARRIS watched and waited.
He saw Bill Tracy and Heine
Schmidtz release his horse, and

the creature go galloping away into the
moonlight with the riders in close pur-

suit.

Then the foreman went off to find Mr.
Harris. Why liad Tracj- and Schmultz
stolen off like this? Where did the two
intend to go? What mischief did they
plan? Buck Harris then gave his ex-

planation to the questions. Tracy and
Schmultz were in with the rustlers, and
if a |x)sse wore formed at once and the

two trailed, it would lead to "Last
V^alley," and probably the horses. and
cattle. It was a chance that should not

be missed.

Buck Harri.i had his own plans for

what should hajipon in Last Valley. The
boss would see Tracy and Schmultz, and
would be bound to think them guilty.

Harris could easily get some of his men
to act as false witnesses.

" 1 believe you'ie on a false trail,"

decided the lioss. "Let's go and see if

you're ri'j;bt."

Then Betty came up and wanted, to
know what was afoot. She insisted

u))on riding with her father. Could Bill

be in with the rustlers? No, but Harris
iiiight be plotting .some deep echemo.
Tracy and Schmultz had ridden a

considerable distance, and came at last
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to a small ravine, where the youngster
called a halt.

"I've got quick hearing." He dis-

mounted and laid his ear to the ground.
"We're being trailed!" He jumped to

his feet. " Heine, ride on after Buck's
horse. I'm going to stay arouud here.

I'll join you later."

Bill Tracy had not been in hiding long
before there was a thunder of hoofs, and
half a dozen riders, headed by Mr.
W'illiams, Betty, and Buck Harris.
They slithered their hor.ses to a halt
quite close to the mesquite where Tracy
was hiding.

"Ain't I right, boss?" Harris shouted.
" This is a new trail, and look yonder.
See that cleft in the cliff? I've never
seen that before. There's the Last
Valley, where all the rustled cattle and
hoi'ses have been concealed. It's as

clear as daylight these two skunks are
rustlers."

Buck Harris chuckled at his clever-
ness. Last Valley only contained a few
horses that had been left there because
they were of poor quality.

"Seems like you're on the right trail,"

muttered the boss, "though I ain't

usually wrong in a man." He turned
to his daughter. "There is danger, and
you must go back to the ranch. No
arguments—I insist

!"

Betty, after many protests, rode away,
and then the posse dashed off; it was Bill

Tracy who kept close to their tail, but
the youngster took good care they never
guessed. Heine Schmultz found him-
self in the Last Valley, and he saw at

once what an excellent hiding-place it

made. A few horses and some cattle

were grazing, and he went closer to see

their brand.
A yell of exultation made him jump,

and ho spun round to find a number of

horbemen tearing down on him.
Feverishly he pulled out his gun and
waggled it about in a hopeless sort of

way. A rope snaked through the air,

and Schmultz found himself sprawling
in the dust.

Buck Harris did not waste time. He
winked slyly al his men to act up to

him.
"Caught in the verv act!" yelled

Harris. "A darned rustler, and cattle

and horses from the Diamond Bar all

round him. We know the way to treat

rustlers, don't we, boys?" There wore
angiy cries and shouts. "I know what
I reckon is the only punishment this

skunk deserves."
"A necktie!" yelled one man.
"String him tip to that tree!" shouted

another. "It's the law of the West."
"But you must try him first." Boss

Williams tried to intervene. "It sure

looks as if he has rustled my cattle,

but you must give him a chance."
" I ain't taken any cattle !" wailed

Heine. "Deso men, they lie. Dis isder

valley where der rustlers keep your
horses. I trailed der foreman's

"

"A lot of lies!" Harris began to

bluster. "This crook has stolen my
horse—that's iiroof enough for us.

Sling ver rope over that branch. Ned,
and we'll give this guy a swing for his

money.
'

"Siive me. mister!" moaned Heine,

struggling hard, but without avail. "I

ain't a riistloi ! Hinimel, here come
Bill ! Now you hear something."

Bill Tracy rode up, and his hand was
mighty near his hip.

"Wirat's going on here?" he
demanded.
"That's (he other rustler." Buck

Harris pointed at Tracy. "That's the

other guy what's been stealing your
horses and cattle."

"I'd like a word with you. Mister

Williams." Bill ignored the. foreman.
" Just tell your foreman and his bunch of
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thugs to lay up on my buddy. It

looks mighty black against us. Mister
Williams, but I'd like a quiet talk with-

out those critturs yelling and cackling."

He made a motion with his head.
' Would you come ovci' here, Mister
Williams?"
"Lay off Schmultz!" ordered the boss.

"I'll talk with the deputy and hear what
he has to eay."
When they were about fifty yards

from the su.spicious Harris and his men,
Bill began to talk rather loudly, but he
kept so close to the boss that his actions

could not be seen.

"I was just out for a moonlight ride,

boss." He made his voice rather whin-
ing. "I wouldn't want to take any
cattle, and my buddy, Heine, wouldn't
hurt a fly. "The boys have got me all

wrong." A shining star with " Cattle
Owners' Protection Association," lay in

the palm of his hand. "You'll give us
anotlier chance, mister?" 'Then he
lowered bis voice.' "How is this for an
alibi ? They sent me here because you
wrote to them. Now I want you to act

as if you don't believe my stoiy, but
you haven't got enougli evidence to

warrant swingmg us up to a tree." He
put the star back in his shirt-pocket.

"When we walk back to your foreman,
who is the real rustler, I want you to

go for me like mad, and take the deputy
star off my chest. Get the idea?"

" So you'ie an official of the associa-

tion. Smart work!" approved old man
Williams. "I take any orders you care
to give. After I take the badge, what
do you do ?"

"Hold you up, protest that Heine and
myself are innocent, and ride away," was
the whispered answer. "Let's get
going, boss."

Buck Harris was delighted, and could
hardly suppress his grins as the boss
gave Tracy a slatting, finally wrenching
the star off his and throwing it to the
ground. The foreman thought he was
goitig to have a necktie party, but Tracy
was too smart.
Out came two guns, and Hanis, the

foreman, and the posse reluctantly shot
their hands skywards.
"Come here, Heine!" rasped Bill.

'Get to horse and ride to the cleft in

the rook and wait for me there." He
scowled at his prisoners. "I ain't been
given a square deal, but I'm coming
back. Buck Harris, and I'll come

—

a-shootin'."
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Slowly he backed his horse, keeping
thorn covered, waited till he thought
Schmultz was almost to the cleft, and
then whirled round his horse. In a mad
gallop he tore up the valley.

Buck Harris and his men would have
followed, but old man Williams stayed
them.

" That was all bluff on his part," he
hinted. " That coyote will ride for the
border, and we won't ever see his

shadow again."

Buck Harris called his men together
in the saloon directly he got back.

" I got my suspicions that we're being
bhiflfed," he told them. "Old man
Williams was full of buck after that
scene with Tracy, and I believe they
staged that show."

"Let's have a big clean-up. Buck, and
beat it over the border," suggested
Blackie.
"That's my idea, and we'll vamoose

to-night," was the answer. "During the
siesta-time, when Williams and his

daughter rest, you boys round up as
many horses and cattle as you can get
and corral them in Last Valley. We
get them out through the pass at the
east end, which Mister Clever Tracy
ain't found, but guard the entrance that
he knows, and shoot the skunk if you
sight him."
"How about you. Buck?"
"I'll meet you in Last Valley just

before sundown," was the answer. "I
aim to have a cut at the Williams'
strong-box. Get about your job, boys,
in case the boss gets wise."

Betty in Peril.

BILL TRACY had ridden over and
had a long talk with Sheriff Kilne,
who acted at once directly he saw

the youngster's badge.
"Heine has overheard talk of a final

round-up," stated Tracy. "I reckon
Harris plans to clear up some of that
pedigree stock as a last coup before
flittin' over the border. Now we've
found Last Valley, it ain't worth his

while to stay; besides, it means risking

his skin for nothing. Got your map out,
sheriff, and I'll show you how we could
place several pos.ses so that there would
not be a chance for this rat to slip

through our hands."
"I can raise forty men within two

hours," cried the sheriff. "Guess my
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job will be a bit safer if I can captiu-e
this rustler. It does look as if Harris is

the man. Here's a map."
When everything was arranged to

their satisfaction, Tracy announced that
he would be getting back to the
Diamond Bar.
"Harris might try some rough stuff

with old man Williams," he stated. "A
lot of the Diamond Bar men are trust-

worthy, but they're scared of Harris.
Heine's got a torch, and he'll flash it

three times from Cactus Bluff when the
rustlers are on the move. See you later,

sheriff."

At a canter Bill went to the ranch,
but he would have made it a wild gallop
if he had known that Betty was it,

danger.
For a long time Buck Harris had

admired the boss' daughter, and he had
kidded himself that it would be easy
enough to win her. Buck thought him-
self a very handsome man, and that any
girl would fall for him, but when Tracy
had appeared on the scene he know ho
definitely took second place. But Hanis
was determined not to lose the girl. He
would carry her over the border with
him into Me.xico, and theie she would
soon forgot Bill Tracy.

Harris got rid of the boss by getting
one of his men to spin a yarn that a
well was poisoned and several cattle

dying. Would the boss go out at once
to see the mischief? With the master
O'.it of the way, Harris brazenly Wiilke<l

round to the private quarters of the
daughter.
When Harris walked into her roonj

the girl was most indignant.
" Don't you usually knock " she ssiid

coldly. "What do you want?"
"You!" Buck grinned evilly. "I

wanna take you for a nice little ride.

You see, kid, I've kinda fallen for yon,
and for a long spell I've had a mind to
make you my ^^fe."

"Your wife?" Betty was on her foct.

Her face was white with anger. "Are
you mad, or have you been drinking?"

"Neither, Betty," was the calm reply.

"I'm beating it into Mexico before
nightfall, and I want you to come with
mo."
"You're crazy. I'll call my father."
" He's out looking at a well that's

supposed to be poisoned and isn't."

Harris laughed at his cleverness. "The
only folk around here are several of nny

Buck Harris struggled for a moment and then sagged under the strength of those strong arms.
July 18tli. 1!>«.
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boys—the I'cst I've sent off repairing
boundary fences. You can scream if

you like, but that won't stop me taking

you with me. Arc you coming quietly,

or must I cany you off by force? 1

like 'cm wild, so I can tame them."

The girl edged towards the window.
Everything that the foreman was saying
must' be true. She had always hated
and mistrusted this mati, and now she

saw him in his true colours.

Suddenly the girl turned and made a

wild rush for the open window.
"Oh, no, you don't!" cried Buck, ami

dragged her back as she tried to

scramble over the ledge.

"Dad! Dad!" she cried. "Bill!

aill!"
"Call him, and it may mean his

death!" the brute mocked. "Tracy is

out, but should he come back and hear
your call he will come .straight here, and
I .shall shoot him."
But when Harris tried to fold the girl

in his arms and kiss her, then did fear

make her cry

:

"Bill! Bill!"

The cry was heard, and the young.ster

fairly leaped from his horse. He liad

just ridden in, and wondered at the

strange silence; then came Betty's shout
for helo.
When the door burst open Buck

Harris tried to get at his gun, but

Betty seized his wrist. Bill covered the

man.
"Throw that gun down, you snake!"

he ordered. "New, you're going to get
the hiding you deserve, rustler. Oh.
yes, I'm wise to your game. When your
men drive the horses to the border ihey
will walk into the hands of Sheriff

Kilnc, just as you have walked into

mine."
"Curso you!" snarled Buck Harris

and flung the gun to the floor. "Sup-
pose you're going to show off on a de-

fenceless man. You wouldn't dare
fight me without a gun in your hand."

Calmly Bill iiouched his revolver, and
Buck Harris" eyes lit up. He was the
best bruiser for miles around, and no
man had ever dared to stand up to him;
Jie couFd whip this stripling with one
hand. He believed in the first blow and
a surprise. Like lightning he flashed a

right to Bill's ribs, and the youngster
went down. Betty uttered a cry of

fright, but Bill was up in 'a flash.

Betty's sitting-room was soon in a

sorry state, because Harris tried every
trick he knew. When ho found boxing
got him nowhere lie picked up a vase
and hurled it at his enemy. Bill had to

dodge flying missiles of all descriptions.

Once, after a hand-to-hand struggle in

which both men got their shirts half

ripped from their backs. Harris broke
free and tried to get to his fallen pistol.

How he yelled when Bill's foot came
down on his fingers!

Struggling fiercely, they crashed into
Betty's desk and fought amidst book=,
pens and papers. They completely
wrecked the desk. How Betty rejoiced
to see that her lover was slowly gaining
the upper hand and that Harris was
pufTing with exhaustion. Bill landed a

fierce upper-cut fo the rustler's chin and
the scoundrel crashed backwards, but
the man was ^ame. From the floor he
grabbed a broken vase, and it missed
Tracy's head by inches.

"You swine!" cried Bill, and jumped
on his man.
Oyer and over they rolled, with Bill

straining every muscle fo pin Harris to
the groimd. The rustler got his feet

round the table aiul dragged that over
on top of them. 'I'his ruse managed to
gain for him his freedom, and he
8crambled to his feel. Now the bully
was scored and desperate,
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Bill rushed towards him, and then
Harris made his final bid. Small rug
covered tho floor, which Betty had
polished and stained herself. Thus was
the floor somewhat slippery, and in a

flasli Harris gripped a rug and heaved.

Tho 'youngster's legs shot from under
him, ho strove to regain his balance
to finally crash on to iiis back and hit

his head an awful crack against the edge
of the table. The blow completely
knocked him out.

Buck Harris stood there panting, loo

exhausted to act for a moment, but
when Betty again edged to the window
he sprang forward and grijiped her.

"Tracy's dead and now you're mine,"
he cried, and swung her up in his arm:!

"You're going to Mexico with me."
A shrill whistle brought several of his

men oti the scene. They had been
hiding near a rocky bluff within hailing

distance of the ranch.

"The sheriff is out after us." yelled

Harris as iie held the struggling girl

He placed her on her feet, but cruelly

gripped her arm. "Keep quiet, darn
yer."

"Tlie sheriff after us," cried Blackie.
" What "

"Go find the rest of the boys and
warn them of the danger," ordered the
rustler. "You've got the horses in Last
Valley." Blackie nodded. "Drive them
through the otlier pass when it's dark
and don't make any noise; let somo of

you cover the flanks. You shoidd be
close to the border before that fool

sheriff gets wind of you, because he'll

be watching everywhere but tho Last

Valley. And if he did watch the end
he knew he wouldn't see much, because
Tracy never knew there was a smaller

vallc)' further down and nearer tl"^-

border. I've finished Tracy, got the girl.

and so everything's fine."

"What yo gonna do witli the gal?"
cried Blackie. "Women have caused
ruin to more than "

"Do as you are told!" blazed Buck
Harris. "I will deal with the girl and
meet you on tlio other side of the
border."
When the rustlers had disappeared

Harris swept the girl up in his arms and
strode towards tho big tree with the
overhanging branches. Under its shelter

a two-horse buckboard was hitched.

Harris freed tlie liorses, pushed the
girl towards the driver's seat, and clam-
'ocrcd up beside her. She tried lo

wriggle free, and he grabbed her in a

fierce clutch close lo his shoulder, whilst

his otlier hand urged the horses to a

trot.

Betty screamed with flight, and the

name she called was: "Bill! Bill!"

Harris laughed his .scorn and urged
the animals to a gallop.

He did not know that Bill Tracy was
only dazed and was at that moment
rubbing a sore and aching liead. Tli-
youngster lieard the shout and liuched
to his feet.

A Daring Leap.

BfFdj 'I'U.^CJY dashed some water in

his face and felt revived. The
ofien air soon brought him back

his strength, especially now that he
knew Betty was in dire peril.

One leap and he was on tho back of

Ids trusty animal. Deep wheel marks
and a cloud of dust made the trail easy,

and at full gallop ho raced lo tho rescue.

As he rode Bill vaguely wondered
whether Heine woidd havo seen fho
chango of plans of I ho rustlers and
warned the sheriff. Tho two quier
friends had found out the rest of tho
secret of Last Valley only Iho previous
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evening, and Bill suspected that Harris
would attempt the narrow cleft for the
final roiuid-up. But his chief worry
now was tho buckboard ahead.

Buck Harris had a good start, and Ihr

two horses were fresh. Soon the trail

would become narrow and winding
along a rocky ravine, and if Harris had
a rifle there would bo little chance of

overtaking him. For Betty's sake he
must not give Harris an opportunity of

shooting him; could he get the man by
surprise ?

Buck Harris had hoard the sound of

pounding hoofs and had guessed who
pursued. The foreman cruelly lash?<I

out the galloping horses, whilst Betty
clung to tho rocketing seat of the buck-
board.
A bullet whined over Bill's head, and

he knew tliat his enemy had a rifle. A*;

once he swerved from the trail and put

a daring idea into force.

Tho dusty road soon would bo lost

in tho twisty canyon, and it was pos
sible to cross a lofty mesa, jump a small

stream, and work his way to a spot that

overlooked the road. The horse tan
tered sure-footed over the difficult

ground, and .soon Bill was making his

way down a slope back to the trail. If

he failed his chances of stopping Harris
were gone, as the road pas.sed bolweeii

two lakes and eventually came to tho

pass through the foothills to the border.

Bill flung himself out of tho saddle

and raced to the edge. Already the

approaching buckboard could be heard,

and the youngster tensed him.self for a

hazardous leap. The drop must be
tuenty feet, and no mean task wlien

you aim to hit a fast-moving objective.

With arms raised to maintain his

balance. Bill Tracy hesitated on the

very edge, and wlien Harris appeared

he made the bravo leap. On hands and
knees he landed in the swaying buck-

board, and he had to clutch the sides

to prevent himself from being whirled

overboard.
Harris had a vague impression of

something flashing through the air, and
not till he heard the cra.sh of Tracy's

fall did ho guess what had happened.

His gun was half out of its holster when
Bill reached him.

With Iho rocketing buckboard sway-
ing from side to .side, completely out of

control, there was fought a fierce battle.

Hurtis kicked and scratched, tried to

free his gun arm. but all in vain. A
liard punch caught the rascal a terrible

blow on the mouth, and next moment
he was dragged backwards.

Betty, seeing ler sweetheart alive,

awoke from her daze of fear and grabbed

at tho reins. Her strong wrists strained

at tho runaways, and slowly their mad
gallop eased.

The two men had almost gono over

the tail when Betty dragged the fright

ened horses to a halt, then she dared

to look round.

Bill, afire with fierce rage, was W>any-

ing his fists into the rustler's face.

Harris lashed out with a heavy boot, and

tho blow caught the younger man on

tlic ankle. He had to relax his grip,

and Harris wriggled free, but only for a

moment. As the rascal jumped to his

feet and made to leap off tho buck-

board Tracy shot out a hand and seized

/lis ankle.

Harris staggered. lost his balance, and
hiJ^ the driver's .seat a mighty crash

with tho back of his head. Bill had got

to his feet and now dived like a nigger
star at the half-dazed rustler, who
struggled for a moment and then sagged
under the strength of those strong arms.

(Continued on page 2S.)
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! "THE LAST PARADE." '

I (Continued fiom page 12.)

was not till caily in the evening that
he reached the house in Brooklyn. Molly
found him in the drawing-i-ooni wheii
.>ho icarhed home from the office ^vhcre
she worked, and ho, having liad plenty
ot time for reflection, was beginning to
wonder whether he had done a wise
thing ill defying Cookie.
'There's something on j-our mind,

Larry," she said, studying his troubled
face. •' Why have you come heie ? And
what is it?"
"Nothing," growled Larry. "Leave

inc alone— it's nothing!"
A knock at the front door startled

b<3th of them. Molly ran out into the
little hall, and Larry nervously followed
her.

She admitted Cookie, stern of face
and carrying a newspaper in his hand;
and behind Cookie stood Lefty.

" You fathead !" shouted Cookie wrath-
fully, thrusting the special edition of
ihe "Herald" under Larry's nose.
"What did you want to print this story
for ?"

"Well," replied Larry defensively, "it
was a great stoiy. And, besides, what a
chance it was to tell that old bald-head
where to head in."

I've got a good mind to sock you
right on the no.se!" roared Cookie. '" Get
packed!"

'• What for ?"

"I'm buying you a one-way ticket to
California."

• What are you going to do—put mo
in the movies?"
I'll move you!" roared Cookie. "Oct
ackod ! Lefty, go with him, and when
le's ready, take hiin down the back
way. Idiot!"
Lefty went ofT with the crest.'allen

young man. Molly, clinging to Cookie's
ami, taltered:

'Oh, what is it. Cookie? What has he
done ?"

"Plenty!" was the gruff reply. "But
con't worry—he'll be all right."
"Oh, if anything should happen to

Larry, I'll never "

"Nothing's going to happen to him,"
declared Cookie. "Will you leave it to
me, please?"
The door-bell rang. It was Mike-

Mike in a state of trepidation.
'Where's Larry?" he demanded as he

stepped into the hall.

"Packing," replied Cookie. "I'm
keeping him under cover for a couple
ol days, and then get him out of town."
You beat me to it," growled Mike.

"(Jood for you !"

"Oh, what's it all about?" cried
Molly. "What are you hiding him away
lor? Oh, what has he done?"

" He's just too good a newspaperman,"
replied Mike, "that's all."

Atid ho flung down a copy of the
newspaper he himself was carrying.
"I'm glad you're here. Cookie," he

went on. ' I want to talk to you. W'ait
a minute, Molly—I guess this is just as
impoilant to you as anybody else. I
went down to headquarters this after-
noon—to resign."
Molly stared. Cookie bit his lip.

"What for?" he inquired, though he
guessed.

" Because I can't be on the level with
thrin and you, too. I'm through with
playing both ends against the middle.
Cookie, you're the greatest guy I know
-I think more of you than anyone in
(he world. That's why I took the shock
lor you this morning."

'What do you mean?" growled
Cuokia.

,

f;:
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''Yon know what I mean. I was
down there. I could have seen evei-y-
thing. I could have put my hand on
you—but 1 didn't!"
"You don't have to give me anv

breaks."
" You gave me a break in France

—

and lost an eye doing it," declared Mike
with emotion.
"I see," di-awlod Cookie. "An eye

for an eye, eh ?"

"No—a neck for an eye. But now
we're quits."

"Okaj', we're quits," nodded Cookie.
"So that's that."
"That's not all. This afternoon, in-

stead of resigning, I was made captain
in charge of the Homicide Squad.
Donovan, as he handed me the shield,

said ' Fine work, O'Dowd—and you're
going to do still better in this new line

of action. I'm banking on you, boy.'
I didn't resign—so you know what that
means!"
"Friendship ceases, eh?" grunted

Cookie, pacing the carpet, and he looked
across at jNIolly's worried face with a
rueful grin. ' Okay !"

"I don't want that to happen," in-

sisted Mike. "So I'm asking you for

the last time to quit the racket—to get
out while you're still ahead of ihe
game."

" But I'm not ahead—I haven't even
started. There's no telling where I'll

stop."

"I know where you'll stop," said Mike
sternly. "'X' marks the spot!"

" Aw, go and lay an egg," growled
Cookie, and strode towards the door.
But Molly flew after him, pulled him
back.
"Oh, can't you see he's right.

Cookie? " she cried. "Can't you see it?

You're losing the best friend you ever
had. He can't be true to you and his
principles, too. And you're not the only
one involved—Larry's mixed up in it

now."
"Never mind about the kid.'' said

Cookie reassuringly. "I'll see him
through."

" Oh, but I'm worrying about you.
too," she pleaded. "Get out of this

deadly game before it's too late,

Cookie."
Tears were streaming down her

checks, and he wanted badly to take her
in his arms and comfort her; but he
would not give in.

"I told you I'd pull out if you'd give
me a little time." ho said obstinately,
"but I can't quit now. It's you I'm
thinking of all the time—I want to give
you everything in the world."
"There's only one thing I want." she

said, holding his hands and looking up
at him through her tears. " The thing
that every woman wants—a sense of
securitj'—a husband she can look up to.

She wants to feel, if she has children,
that she won't have to wonder every
day if their father's coming homo, or
if she'll have to go down to the morgue
to bring him home. She "

"All right. :Molly, I'll pull out. Give
mo six months!"
"No!" she cried. "No!"
"Well, six weok.s—a month."
"No," she repeated. "I'll give you

just one more day. I'll give you till

to-morrow."
"To-morrow? Why to-morrow?"
"Wo said we three would always stick

together. and to-morrow's Armistice
Daj'. Mike and I will be marching in

the parade. Will you bo with us ?"

"Oh. what do parades mean to mo?"
ho said impatiently.
"This one will moan something to

you." she told him eagerly. "If you
march with us to-morrow, we'll know
you've quit the racket. We'll declare
an armistice all round, and I'll listen to
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anything you want to a^k me. What
do you say. Cookie?"
"Yes, come on, Cookie," urged ]\iiko,

clapping him on the back. ' Join the
parade !"

"Aw, I've seen my last parade."
growled Cookie, and left thorn without
another word.

With Marino's Compliments!

NEXT morning an Armistice jiarado
took place in the streets of the
city, with bands playing and flags

waving—a parade that almost recap-
tured the old war time fervour.
Comrades of the distant days marched

side by side ; soldiers, naval ratings,

nurses, gathered together, as far as pos-
sible, in their old companies, regiments,
or units, some in uniform, some in

mufti.
Molly', in lior nurse's garb, marched

beside Mike and others that she knew,
though sho protested that she ought to

get back to her own outfit. But Cookie
was not there, and .several of the mon
who had fought with him commented
on his absence.
"I'm afraid he's Inisy," Miko (old

them.
The procession passed up Broadway,

and the enthusiastic noise of it reached
Cookie's private office above (ho res-

taurant in Eighth Avenue. Larry was
there, virtually a prisoner in Lefty's
care; Cookie himself was busy at his

desk.
"What the Sam Hill is this?' com-

))lained Larry. "A gaol? When arc
you going to put nie on the train?"

"I'll tell you when," snapped Cookie.
"I'm doing your thinking from now
on '."

Alabam's black face appeared in flio

doorway.
"What's all da thoutin' about, bcss?''

ho inquired.

"It's the parade." replied Larry
instead of Cookie. " It's .Armistice
Day."
"Armistice Day?'' echoed .Mabaiii.

" W^onder if Marino knows about dat?"
The music of (ho band came nearer

and consequendy louder. Alabani
moved across the big room and opened
a window. Larry, close beliind lilni,

cried

:

"Here they come, riglit by us I Come
and look. Cookie ! Gee, don't they look
great? Kinda gets under your r)kin.

don't it. old man ?"

Cookie stood by the window looking
wistfully down at (he marching columns,
his lips compressed, a curious expressio'i

in his sound eye.
"Hi. Cookie, isn't (hat your old

outfit?'' exclaimed Larry, pointing.
"Sure it is! There's Mike—and Molly's
with him! They're marching together.
Gee, I bet they wish you were there!"
Cookie suddenly swung round, made

for his desk, and from one of its drawers
fished out his old army cap.

" Lefty," ho said, " make it three
tickets to California—get 'em right
away, and meet mo here after the
parade."
"What are you going to do?" de-

manded Larry.
"Do?" eried Cookie, in a voice tliat

rang with jubilation. "I'm going to
join the parade!"
He raced out and down (he stairs;

ho shoved his way through ihe crowd
and scampered after the men of his own
regiment, shouting like a schoolboy.
"Hallo. Cookie!" greeted some of his

old comrades; and then ho was beside
Molly, and had slipped his arm tlirough
hers. JMikc let go of her other arm
and reaehed his hand across to grip
Cookie's free one. Molly's face was
radiant; this must mean that Cookie .was
going to quit the racket

!
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' Molly," said he. as they inarclicd,

"how vould yoii like to live in an orange
grove ';"

•In California?" siio brcatlicd. "I'd
lovo itl"

' And vc"d send JNIike a big box of

lonioub every Christmas!"
*He burst into that war-time ditty,

"I don't vant to got well," singing at

the top of his voice; and all the men
around liim cliinied in with: "I'm in

lo\ e with a beautiful nurse!"
After it was all over. Miko went back

to dut.\, Molly went home to pack—and
Cookie returned to his restaurant to

make arrangements for the long

journey.
Ho found Lefty in his office with the

tickets. He had left Larry with Alabam
in the apartment above it.

C!ookie indulged in an orgie of

destruction, so far as personal papers

were concerned, and ho almost con-

vinced Lefty that he had taken leave of

his senses by annovmcing:
"The cafe and the rest of the junk

is yours. Lefty. Give Alabam a good
break—he's not a- bad chap. You can
take over the mob. if you want to. but
I think you're a fool if you do. Why
don't you pull out, same as I'm doing?"
"You can't pull out," declared Lefty.

"Gee, I don't know what to say about
what you're doin' for me, but once
you're in the racket, you die in it.

Something always happens."
"Always singing the blues!" jeered

Cookie. "I'm pulling out, ain't I?"
Molly arrived in a taxi, with hat-

boxes and suitcases, some hours later,

and ascended to the office. Cookie
waved the strip of tickets at her.

"Hallo, babe!" he cried. "All set?"
"All set." she replied gladly. "Oh.

Cookie, it's almost too good to be true!"
'But it is true!" he laughed gleefully.

" And how!"
"I'm etill afraid something may hap-

jien. I'm not going to let you out of

my sight Tor one minute till that train

leaves!"
"And I'm not going to let you out of

my sight for the rest of my natural
life!'' he retorted. "Now will you quit
worrying? When I say I'm through,
I'm through,"
He turned to Lefty.
"Go up to the apartment and bring

the kid down here, will j-ou ?" he said.

Lefty departed, and Cookie grabbed
Molly in his arms and kissed her.

Down at the back door of the
le^fiuirant a motor-lorry drew up noisily,

and one of Marino's men jumped down
frtMri it and made his way to (he
kitchen.

"fJot some meat for .vou, buddy," he
said to the white-clad chef.

"All light." replied that wortliy
"Bring it in."

Cookie employed a considerable num-
ber of men about the premises—men who
canied guns in their pockets and kept
their eyes open. One of them promptly
darted ui)Stairs to the office, knocked at

the <loor, and entered.
"Chief," he said nervously, "one of

^[aritlo's trucks has just pulled up in the
alley."

"Oh, that's all right!" said Cookie
calmly. "I ordered some beef from
lilm yesterday."
The man went out, and Cookie said to i

Molly
:_

"Let's telephone Mike and have him
over for a farewell party!"
"Oh, I wish we could." said Molly.

"But he's on duty to-night. He's see-

ing u6 oflf on the train, though,"
"Ho'e sure one swell guy," quoth

Cookie.
Lefty opened the door, and his face

wa< white,
July IJtIi, I»S1.
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''Oh, chief," he said hoarsely, "can I

see you a minute?"
"Right," responded Cookie. "I'll be

back in a minute, Molly." He joined
Lefty on the landing and closed the

door, "What's the matter?" he in-

quired,

"The kid wasn't upstairs—nor Alabam
neit'ner. And that beef—•

—

"

Cookie gave him one startled glance,

then went rushing down to the kitcher;

with Lefty at his heels.

The kitchen staff had uncovered tho

alleged beef—and covered it up again
in haste. They and the chef were stand-
ing by the big tabic looking at one
another in horror as Cookie and Lefty
burst in upon them.
No need to ask questions. Lefty

pulled back the muslin covering, pointed
to a tab.

"Compliments of Marino," he said

gruffly. "It's the kid!''

Cookie looked down at the still form
in its shroud, his face working.
"Take care of him, Lefty." he said,

closing his eyes—the one that could see

this dreadful thing and the one that
could not. "I'm going to take care of

Marino!"
He went back to Molly, and she, study-

ing his face, faltered:

"Cookie, what is it? Is it something
about Larry?"

"It's something I've got to do." he
said grimly. "I want you to wait here.''

He shut her in, and rushed up to his

own deserted apartment, where into a

leather bag he tumbled a ixjrtablo

machine-gun and bands of cartridg?.?.

He would need the "typewriter." he
decided, as well as the guns he cari'ied

in his pockets!

The Last Parade !

MOLLY did not remain in the offioe

for long. She went out on to

the landing, calling his name,
then sped down to the restaurant look-

ing for him. The place was full of

customers and the orchestra was play-

ing a gay quick-step, but there was I'.o

sign of Cookie. She opened a side door
leading to the kitchen, but two men
were guarding the passage.
"W'here did Mr. Leonard go?" she

asked them anxiously.
"I don't know, miss," replied one.

"But you can't go in there, because
that's the kitchen."
She went back to the office, dreadfully

afraid that something was horribly

wrong. The office was deserted. It

hardly seemed likely to her that Cookie
would have gone up to his apartment,
but she ascended to it.

Cookie had slipped out while she was
in the restaurant, and the rooms were
deserted—except that, in one of the bed-

rooms, Alabam lay on the floor in a ddoI

of his own blood !

Resisting an almost overwhelming im-
pulse to shriek, she tottered out to the

stairs and down into the office. There
she fought for a measure of self-posses-

sion, and finally picked up the telephone.

She rang up Police Headquarters and
asked for Mike, and eventually into

Mike's startled ear she poured her story,

"Where are you now?'' he inquired,

"Oh—well, listen; don't get excited.

You just stay right where you are, aiul

I'll call you again as soon as ever I

can."
In a very few minutes Mike had issued

an urgency call to several stations and
rounded up a number of his own men.
unifornied and plain-clothed. They
crowditl into cars, carrying rifles; and
the cars shot off dowti-town, following
the one in which lie himself rode with
three detectives,

"Well, Mike," said one of the tlnce
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as they careered through the lighied
streets, "what's the dope?"
"We're bringing somebody in," re-

plied Mike briefly.

"Who?"
"Marino—for murder!"
"Say, who are we protecting?"

growled the detective. "Marino, or
Cookie?"
Cookie had already reached the high

wooden gates of the Three Star Packing
Company's premises, but they were
closed and locked. He was meditating
a difficult climb, cumbered with the

heavy bag, when a motor-lorry came
rumbling along. It was the one in which
the body of Larry had been conveyed
to the restaurant

!

Cookie shrank back into the shadows
while the lorry stopped outside the gjtos
and a man sitting beside the driver
jumped down to unlock them. Then,
without the slightest hesitation, he
hoisted himself over the tail-board into

the back of the vehicle, and presently
was carried into the yard.
The two men descended, opened a door

of the warehouse, and disappeared. They
had gone to report to Marino, who was
waiting in the downstairs office.

Cookie waited till their footsteps had
died away, then clambered down from
the lorry and reached up for the bag.

He took out the portable machine-gun
and waited.

After a while Marino came out from
the warehouse, making all unsuspectingly

for the gates and the street. He reached
the lorry, and from behind it Cookie
suddenly pounced on him, seized liiiii

by the throat.

"I've come to return the compli-

ment," he snarled between his teeth.

"Do you still weigh a hundred and
sixty-eight pounds, Marino? Well,

here's where you take on those two
extra pounds!"
He sent Marino floundering back-

wards against tho warehouse door and
snatched up the machine-gun. It spat

fire.

Not very long afterwards the police

cars arrived outside the building, which
was surrounded. Mike, with four plain-

clothes men, made for the big gates,

but again they were shut and fastened.

Three' of the detectives helped the fourth

to climb over the top, and he admitted

the rest. They streamed across tho yard
and were followed by uniformed police-

men.
Mike and his companions entered the

warehouse, flashing electric torches about

its darkness. A ray of light illuminated

carcases hanging on hooks, and came to

rest upon a Toledo weighing-machine,
from the hook of which a human body
was hanging. It was the dead body of

Marino!
"Too late!" exclaimed a detective.

"I'll say we are." lamented Mike.
"That's Cookie's work," declared

another, "and he must be in here, some-
where."
"He's in here all right," barked a

third. "Come on!"
They proceeded through the packing

department to the plainly furnisheil

office, switching on lights as they went.

The imitation safe door stood wide,

and they plunged through the opening
and mounted the stairs.

Outside the closed door above the
stairs they stopped short. A thin line

of light showed beneath the door—a tell-

tale line of light.

"He's in here," whispered a detective
triumphantly, and raised his voice.

"Cookie," he shouted, "we've got you
covered—come on out!"
"Come in and get irle!" defied the

?oice of Cookie from Marino's suiiii*-

tuou3ly furnished room.
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The detective looked round at Mike

—

head of the Homicide Squads but friend

of Cookie.
"It's Cookie," he said. ''We've got

him cornered. Well, what are we going
to do now, Mike ?"

Mike was leaning gloomily against the

wall, but at that challenge he stepped
resolutely forwai-d.

'There's only one thing to do," he
said heavily. "We're cops, aren't we?"
And he faced the door.

"Careful, Mike," warned one of the

men. "He's got a typewriter—and he
sure knows how to use it!"

"I know he does," responded Mike.
And then: "Cookie! This is Mike.
I'm coming in to get yon!"
"You'd better not try it, •Mike,"

warned Cookie.
But Mike had made up his mind, and

nothing could stop him now.
"Hero I come!" he amiounced, and

with that he burst the door open and
stepped into the big room.
Cookie was .standing by Marino's desk

with the portable machine-gun to his

shoulder, but he did not fire. Instead,

he grinned.
"Put that typewriter down, Cookie!"

commanded Mike.
"All right, Mike," responded Cookie

cheerfidly, and laid the formidable
weapon on the desk. "It's written the
only name I ever wanted it to write,"
he said quite cheerfully, and advanced
with outstretched wrists to be hand-
cuffed.

As a result of the trial which followed
some weeks later. Cookie was .sentenced

to be electrocuted. Mqjney was not
spared in his defence, and the plea was
put forward that he had ridded the city

of a dangerous gangster; but neither the
money nor the plea was of any avail

:

Cookie himself was a gangster, as the
prosecution pointed out—and he had
committetl murder.
At a quarter to four on a brilliant

summer morning Mike and Molly came
to bid him a last farewell—he was to go
to the electric chair at four o'clock. A
warder admitted them to his cell, and
Molly clung to him, weeping.

The warden appeared, and a priest,

who was present, looked sadly at the
condemned man. From the cell to the
I'oom of execution was only a little way
down a wide .corridor.

"Aw, cheer up, Mike!" .said Cookie,
holding his head erect. "It only hap-
pens once in a lifetime. All set.

Father!"
"Oh, Cookie!" wept Molly.
"What are you shaking for, baby?"

said Cookie grutHy. "Come on—pull

yourself together!"
He turned to tlio warden.
"Say, how about that last request

stnff?" he asked. "Does it still go?"
"Anything within loason," responded

the warden, considerably moved by this

pitiful leave-taking.
"These are two pals of mine," said

Cookie. "We've been on many a march
together. How about letting them walk
with me—1« that door? Just as far as
that door?"
"I guess it'll be all light," was the

reply.

"Thanks," said Cookie gi'atcfully.

"Como on, soldiers—we're holding up
the parade !"

And so, with Mike on his right and
Molly on his left, his arms round both
their shoulders. Cookie marched bravely
in his last paratle.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
and United Artists' Corporation, Ltd.,
featuring Jack Holt, Constance Cum-

mings, and Tom Moore.)
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quick gun-work and excellent riding
made him a big favourite with lovers of

cowboy pictures. He bad been a real
cowboy at one time, iind for some time
after his temporary retirement from
pictures he settled down on his ranch.
Then, following the example of a few

other "old-timers," he returned to

studio work, and before long will be
seen by his many admirers in this

country in "The Vanishing Legion."
It is a twelve part all talking serial

and the first in which he has appeared,
for all his former plays were short,

complete dramas. Among the cast will

be Rex, the horse, and Frankie Darro,
the popular juvenile player.

Answers to Questions.

Besides "DNiiamite," in which yon
saw Charles' Bickford, T.H. (Bkick-
burn), he has also appcjired in " Aima
Christie" and "The Sea Bat." He
was born in Cambridge, Ohio, and is

6ft. in height, with red hair and blue
eyes. Ho began his screen career in
1928.

Here are two of the casts you want,
D.S. (Bath). "Song of the West":
John Boles (Sranton), Vivicnne Segal
(Virginia), Joe E. Brown (Hastv), Marie
Wells (Lotta), Sam Hardy '(Davolo),
Marion Byion (Pemiy), Eddie Grib-
bon (Sergeant-major), Ed Martindel
(Colonel), Rudolph Cameron (Single-
ton). "The Ship from Shanghai":
Conrad Nagel (Hovv'ard Vazey), Kay
.fohn.son (Dorothy Daley), Carmel
Myers (V'io'a Thorpe), Holmes Herbert
(Paul Tiiorpe), Louis Wolheim (Ted),
ZefTie Tilbury (Lady Daley), Ivan
Linow (Pete), jack McDonald (Roid).
Crcta Garbc was born on September
18th, 1906, Jonrad Nagel on March
16th, 1896 .aid John Boles on October
28th, 1900.

Yes, there arc two artists on the
.scr<'cn named William Boyd, Arthur
(Portsmouth). The one you saw in "Tlic
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First Comnia-id," is now known as
Bil' Boyd to save confusion with liis

•namesiake, who was for some years rin

the stage and not very long ago made
his film debut in "The Locked Door."
Bill Boyd was horn in Cambridge, Ohio.
on June 5tli, 1898, is 6ft. in height and
has blond hair and blue eyes. William
Boyd, who does not give his age cr
birthplace, is 5ft. lO^in. in height and
has brown hair .and blue eyes. Thanks
for your appreciation of the "B.C." I

hope your chum is now ordering it for
himself, for I am glad to hear that he
also likes it.

Only recent numbers of this paper are
obtainable, J.N.V.R. (Mooreesburg), as
not more than three months' issues are
kept in stock. The price of a single copy-

is 3d. post free, and you should write
to the Boy's Cinema, Back Numbers
Dcpt., Bear Alley, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. The cast of "The Blu,>

Eagle" is as follows: George O'Brien
(George D'Arcy), Janet Gaynor (Ro.'^e

Cooper), Robert Edeson (Father Joel.
William Ru.ssell (Big Tim Ryan), David
Butler (Nick Galvani), Phillip Ford
(Limpy). Ralph Sipperly (Slate Mulli-
gan), Margaret ]..ivingston (Mary
Rohan), Harry Tembrook (Bascom.),
Lew Short (Captain McCarthy), Jerry,
the Giant (Baby Tom). Among th^
films in which Georgi' O'Brien has ap-
peared are "The Man Who Came Back,"
"Noah's Ark," "Blindfold," "Honour
Bound," "Fair Warning," "The Last
Warning " and "The Seas Beneath."

Though I am pleased to hear, Charlie
(Gravcley), of the successes you have
scored in amateur plays produced locallv,

I fear you will find it extremely dilfi-

cult just now to impress film producers.
They are deluged week after week with
applications from artistes who have pro-
fessional experience and yet cannot get
parts. However, if you like to try thoio
are the British International Pictures
Studios in Shenley Road, Flstree, Herts.

Yes, Bu 'k Jones, you will be glad to

know, Alice (London, E.), is still acting
for the films. His latest films have
appeared in the "B.C." in story form.

THREE COMPLETE FILM NOVELS.
"SEED."

The moving story of a
mother who gives up all

ior her family, putting

their happiness before her
own to the end.

" THE BLUE MONKEY."
Forced by financial cir-

cumstances to the last

resource, Elaine is com-
pelled to degrade herself

as a danseuse at a notori-
ous underworld haunt, but
fate lifts its band and love
and happiness triumph.
Starting Evelyn Holt and

Rene Navarre.

B
" GRUMPY."

A sensational comedy of

robbery, detection and
love. Starring Cyril Maude. John Boles Lois Wilson

All tbese splendid film stories are complete in this week's issue oS

our companion paper,

''SCREEN STORIES."
ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.
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BREED OF THE WEST
(Continued from page 18.)

1
and not to fight. Bat Wally brought
him to his kncos \vith a shattering riglit,

and, whining, the foreniiin . held up his

arm in a gesture of surrender. :

Wally vas aware of the sound of hoof-

beats as he stootl over Longrope, and
guessed that the , sheriff and his posso

had arrived. Nor was he mistaken, for

a few seconds later the officers of the
law came tramping into the study.

The sherifF looked at the grovelling
forms on the floor.

" I'retty nice bunch o' scum," he com-
mented, and tlicn, to the colonel:
" Well, it don't look as though there's

much left for mo and the posse to do
around here—except use the maliarles."

"No, sheriff, " old Slerner agreed. "I
guess Wally has got the job pretty
nearly finished."

The sheriff glanced sidelong at the
young cowboy, who had moved over to
where Betty was standing.

"That's the breed of the West,
colonel," tlio sheriff' drawled. "He'll
make good at anything. All riglit.

boys," ho added to his deputies, "get
these guys outa hero. ' And say, colonel,

are "any more of your men mixed up in

this?"'
Old Sterner shrugged his shoulders.
"I don.'t know," he answered. "After

the cyo-oiioner I've had with Longrope.
1 can c.\pect almost anything. I had all

the confidence in the world in Long-
rope." •

"Well, 'twas misplaced," the sheriff'

observed. "He's been carryin' on a
privnfo business in caltle-rustlin' for a
twelvemonth, and he's wanted for a
killin'. But come on, colonel, let's go
out and look over the rest of your
hands."

Tho posse filed out wilh their pris-

oners, followed b,\ the colonel and the
sheriff. Wally, and Betty wore left

alone, and there was none to sec them
when ho took her in his arms and kissed
her, for by that time the colonel and
his companions were thirty or forty
paces from the house.

BOY'S CINEMA

Movements in the vicinity of the well

attracted the colonel's attention, and,
together with the sheriff and two or

(hre(! of the posse, he made his way in

its direction. Shorty was standing there

«ith young Jim, and as the colonel and
his party were drawing near a damp
head came into view above the parapet.

It was tho head of Art, the first of

Shorty's victims.

"oil, how I'd like to sock you one,'"

Shorty was heard to say. " An' I'm
gonna get my. wish."
He punctuated the words with a stroke

of the cudgel, and the head of Art
dropped out of sight.

" Say, what you got down there,

Shorty'?" the sheriff inquired, striding

to tho little puncher's side.

"A quartet," was the answer.
The sheriff looked puzzled.

"A quartet?" ho echoed. "What kind
of animile is that?"

" Have a look and see," Sliorty

advised, and the sheriff" peered into tlio

depths of the well and made o\it the

All the biggest and best filnis in

story form appear in

BOY'S CINEMA"
AND

"SCREEN STORIES."
Order your copies NOW !

figures of the four gangsters clinging to

a rope from w liich a wator-bucket was
suspended.
They were raised by the wincli. and

n^ached firm ground both drenched and
dazed, with not an ounce of resistance

left in tliein; and some time later, with

Longrope and his entire band of ruffians

as captives, the sheriff" and his posse set

forth along the Amarillo trail.

Old Colonel Sterner watched them till

a bend in the road took them out of his

sight. Then ho turned towards (he

ranch-house—and at the window' of his

study saw Wally and Betty in each

other's arms.
A slow sn»ile played around the

rancher's mouth.
"Breed of the West." he murnnirerl.

"Yep, that boy Wally suvo is."

(By permission of Filmophone Renters.

Ltd., starring Wally Wales and Virginia

Browne Faire.)

Every Tuesday

I "SOUTH OF SONORA." |

1 (Continued Irom page 24.) k
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"I've got him this time. Betty,"
panted Bill. " All the fight's knocked
out of the skunk. Give me his bell,

lass, and I'll strap liis wrists against
further mischief."
Then Bill brought hi^ horse down tho

bank, and with Betty driving the buck-
board, tliey retraced their steps. Not far

did they go when a luunbcr of liorsc

men appeared, and Bill saw the siivrift

and Heine Sclmmltz.
"Your pal warned us," said the

sheriff. "And I got my men hidden
just in time. They walked straight into
us, and when we appeared they gava
in without firing a shot. Gee, so you've
got Buck. Guess this will clear up
rustling in tho South of Sonora." .

"Yeah, I just pops out and s.'o >

' Hands up.' and dem bad men looked
plum scared," laughed Heine. "I could
have done it all, but all them prisoners
would have made for me nuich troubles."
"Like mo to relieve you of Bvu-k .'"

grunted tho sheriff. "I won't be happ-.

till this bunch are in the lock-up."
"That suits nie," cried Bill, and he

gave Schinultz a meaning glance. "You
can go with them. I've got iniporjaut

business to talk with Miss Betty."
An hour later an infuriated W'llianis

retiu-ned after .a fruitless -ride, i>ut :;i-

scowls changed to smiles when he heard
of the capture of the rustlers. When
Bill put his arm round Betty and th''

girl smiled' her happiness, the old man
looked even more pleased.

"Say, Bill, I don't know what kind a'

pay- they give in the Cattlemen's Asso
elation," ho hinted, with a sly wink.
"But I'm needing a foreman and ;i

deputy, and maybe we'd see you don'i

lose by it. Sonora needs you. son—and
that includes the little man." -

"The pay don't mean so much, boss."

Bill looked" down at the girl. ''It's' up
to a certain young pei son whether T

hand in my resignation and st;iy righ'

here—or not."
Of course Bill Tracy stayed.

(By permission of Butcher's Film Ser-
vice, Ltd., featuring Buffalo Bill jun.

and Betty Joy.)
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" Riders of the Morth."

Soi-gcant: Nrd Stone, Bob Custer;
A)in, Uhmelio jMclKifli'v ; Tim McGuiro,
Eddie Dunn; Tom, Buddy Sliaw

;

Lccleic, (iooige Rigas ; Iiispoctor

Devlin, William Walling; "The
I'aisoii,'' Finiik Rico.

"The Midnight Special."

G'oi-akl Boone, Glrnii Tiyo!) ; Ellen
1 larboard, Morna Kennedy; D«n Pad-
floti, Tom O'Brien ; ilr<. Boone. Maiv
C'air; George Walton, Richai'd Kane;
Billy Boone, Norman Phillips, juar. ;

Joe Lesiiiij, Jimmy Aubrey.

"The Sunrise Trail."

Te.xas, Bob Steele; Goldie, Blanclie
Mchaffcy; Kansas, Jack Clifi'ord ;

Fieneii Sarlie. Germaine do Xefl ; Rand
Ke)u»edv, Eddio Dunn; Sheriff, Fred
Binu^

^The Headless Man.
People in soiie of tlie s'treels of Los

Angeles reer;it!y had iho shock of

their lives when they »aw a headless
ir.an, walking nonchalantly along, earry-

liiff his liead under his arm. When
^o:i>o of I he feminine peflcstrians felt

on the verge of fainting from friglrt,

the man turned about, and it was then
eemi fchat; ho had a big sign on his back
V. hich i-ead :

"I Lang-hod My Head Off When I

Saw Harold Lloyd in " Feet Firsr.'
"

When people looked niorc closely

tiiey saw that the " head " which the
man was oatTving was made of jxipicr

maclw. His eoat had been so niiitle ihat
llic collar was level with the top of his

liead, and two small holes in the breast
of his coat enabled the man to see
wlioiHJ he was going.

To Film Bengal Tigers.

Ernest B. Schoedsark is one of fho^o
men who love the jnngle—for which
nictnreRoers should be thankful. It was
lie who helped to film "Chang " during
a 6tay of about eighteen months in a

Siamese jungle, and later gave us "The
I'ljur Feathers," and more recently
"Range." For this last named picture
he stayed over a year in the interioi- of
Sumatra, where he risked his life re-

lieatedly to obtain some amazii'g
"shot.s " of tigei-s, apes, panthers,
pythons and other jungle life for tlie

film.

Now he has just set off again at the
head of an e-xpedition that will penetrate
into the jungles of India. There, with
soimd cameras, he will conduct a hunt
for Bengal tigers for the Paramount
picture at present called "The Lives of

a Bengal Lancer," and in which Cliv?
Brook and Phillips Holmes will play the
two principal dramatic roles.

Car Crash at Dover.

Our British proilucers can, when re-

riuirod, stage a thrill ju~t as ed'cctively
«s their American colleagues. Mr.
July 25tli, I03T.

NEXT WEEK'S

COMPLETE FILM

FOUR
STORIES.

BOB CUSTER

" UNDER TEXAS SKIES."
The girl owner of a horse ranch becomes
the prey of a notorious band of rustlers,

but 3 stranger comes to her aid and by
amazing escapades turns the tables on

ber enemies.

" THE SPY."
A gripping drama of a young boy fighting

to save his mother and father from the
treachery of the secret police of their

countty. Starring Freddie Frederick,
Kay Johnson and Neil Hamilton.

"FIREBRAND JORDAN."
The thrilling story of a daredevil ranger
who is sent into the high Sierras to assist

the local sheriff in capturing a mysterious
band of counterfeiters. Featuring Lane
Chandler, Sheldon Lewis and Yakima

Canutt.

" MONSTERS OF THE DEEP."
The amazing exploits of a daring band of

men in pursuit of the giant " devil " fish

at Santa Margarita Island.

Walter Summers, of British Inter-

national Pictures, is, for example, no
new hand at the gani<; of film thrills.

You will find a number of them in

"The Flying Fool." Several, as the
title implies, in tiie nir, and one of the
most recent, on the Dover road. It was
on the !nst-named location that a

Bentley ear was sent crashing over a
till ee-hundved- foot clifl' at St. Mar-
gaiet's Bay.

Thr- car, which had set up lecords on
the Brooklands track, was secured, to-

gether with the services of two of Sir
Henry Birkin's mechanics. To prevent
the Bentley going olf her course, a
wooden track was laid down, as other-

wise the lives of the cameramen, who
-Stood at a vantage point for a close-up

upon the edge of the cliff, would have
been in danger. The gears of the car
were then locked, and the engine
warmed up until, at the word "Go,"
its brakes were released and the Bentley
roared along the track.

Even the watchers of the scene felt

the thrill as the car, having attained a
speed of 72 miles an hour, shot over the
edge of the cliff -with the straightncss'
of an arrow in flight, and then fell 500.
feet below with a great and glorious
crash. This was filmed by a second
cameraman, and the sound of the crash
was also recorded.

Two days iiad to be spent in waiting
for the weather to be fine for the taking
of this scene. A re-take was impossible
if anything went wrong. Then the sun
came out from behind a bank of clouds,
aiul the Bentley was sent racing on its

last journey over tiie cliff.

A Lucky Six-Year-Old.

.Just as Jackie Coogaii put his feet on
the road to fame and fortune by his
appearance in "The Kid," so another
.Jackie, with the surnamo of Cooper,
has done the same by his remarkable
performance in "Skippy."

.Taekie Cooper is six years of age, but
already he is to bo paid a salar.v far
huger than that received by the Prime
Minister of England. .Jitckic's first two
years with Metro-GoJdwyn-Mayer will

biiug him the nice sum of £20,000, with
a boims of £800.

In one other respect, too, ho will bo
following in the footsteps of .Jackie
(-'oogan, for .Jackie Cooper is to appear
in a new version of "Oliver Twist,"
which starred the other Jackie som©
.\e<ivs ago. Each year, too, .lackio
Cooper will have a three months'
holiday, as provided in his contract.
Well, I won't blame any of you for

envyiMg him 1

Spoilt By An Ear.

The following is vouched for as *
true story, though it has been thought
Ix^st not to disclose the actor's name.
He luis often been seen on the screen in
leading roles as a romantic lover%

Though lie appears to have a heild of
luavy. thiok hair, he is in r»'>«Jity baW^
aiKl, furthermore, his ears sti<'k out very
prominently. But they do not do this
i'l his pictures, for he keeps liis ears
Ijafk by flattening them against his

head with a combination of putty and
glue. This little trick has usually been
a success.

When one of this actor's recent pic-

tures was being shown privately in the
studio thentre, he saw to his dismay
that, just IS he war, taking the heroine
in his arms, one of his ears became un-
stt:ek and jmnped ojitwards like a
signal.

"Hang it." yellefl the actor from his
scat, "tliere goes my car."
Tha seen,'" liad, of course, to be tukcn

again.

(Continue! on page S5.)
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Fur stealing in the North-West "and how the Royal Canadian Mounted Police set out to

capture a desperate band of outlaws. Starring Bob Custer.

Sug
beeii

The Fur Thieves.
" LJ Al'I'Y lot of boys. Jones.

1 1 gests the himtitig has
good !"

"Sure, sergeant!"
"Better rifle down and follow them up

a bit. I'll keep the lop tiail. Meet
you later on."
Trooper Jones, of the Koyal f'anudi.in

Mounted I'oliee, rio(lde(l and turned h\i

hor.-.e from the edge of the rliff from
which he and Serfjeant Ned Stone had
been watching.

Ned remained where he vv>i.i for sotno
minutes, li.stening eagerly enough to the
musical voices of the hiippygo-lucky
hunters who wer(> canoeing their pelts
toward.s the trading post.

There were two catioe.s, each of which
contained two men. From his lofty

perch, Ned could see the bundles of fui-s

in the centres of the canoes—big
bundleti. He was too fur up to recognise
the returning liunters, but one of thnm,
he could see, sported a big, biaok,
pointed beard.

It was from his direction the most
melodious singing came. His voice ro.se

from the silvery lake, drifted through
the softly murmuring pines, and gave
added peace to the atmosphere of beauty
and tranquility.

The work of the Mounted Police was
not always pleasant, but in the present
monu'iit Sergeant Ned Stone found
plenty to admirp. The picture.sque
canoes, the fanciful clothes woin by the
returning trappers, the gentle dipping
of the paddles, the smell of the pines,
and the singing all tended to the im-
pression that here was nature at its very
best.

It was with considerable reluctance
that Ned turned his horse from the edge
of the clifT and rode for the top trail
down which he would slowly ride until
he met Trooper Jones at the point where
lower and upper trails met.
He did not know that he was being

watched—tliat a m,in whom he would
have recognised instantly as Tim
Mctiuire. from the trading post, was
mounted, silent as a statue, behind a
thick, tall bush. The moment Ned had
turned, however, Mcduire swung his

horse and rode in the oppasite direction

to that taken by the Red Coat, stopped
twice to look down upon the canoes, and
broke into a gallop as the singing
st/opped to permit the trai>pers to

exchange farewells.

"See you do«ri al the post!"
" In five days !"

"S'long!"
"S'long!"
And the catioe which contained tlie

big, bearded man and his companion
was paddled towards the lake edge,
grouiuled, and dragged up into the
undergrowth.

The two mtn had not explained why
they ha<l come ashore, but those that
had gone on were pretty sure of the
rea.son. The trappers had hidden away
some of their earlier pelts, and this was
a vantage-point for landing and liiding

their canoe until such time as the skins
could be fetched and added to the
m\n!ber in the canoe.

But it was destined that the hunters
should not get very far that day, fot

scarcely had they turned their backs to
the lake than a quiet, laughing voice
broke upon them.
"Put your hands up. mv frien's—-it

ees so much better for you!"
In a moment the trappers had reached

for the skies, and their startled, angiy
eyes were staring down the muzzle of a
rifle held easily in the IkukIs of .a

French-C'aniadian they knew as Leclerc.

"What game you play, Leclerc?" de-

manded the bearded man angrily. " We
are in a hurry!"

"So are we, my frien'?-." sai<l Leclerc.

"It ees getting very near selling time,

and we liave not the number of skins

that we should like! Stand away from
that canoe

!"

The men obeyed— it was useless to

argue. But (heir eyes burned fiercely as

a nuin came from behind Leclerc and
CH)n\nu'n(-ed pulling the skins from the
canoe. It had taken them nujnths of

h.ird work and much travelling to obtain
those skins, and th(> knowledge that they
were being stolen from them just at a

time when they were counting their

profits was bitter.

'"You cannot take them, Leclerc! We
have just " began the bearded luinler

fiercely.

"No?" Leclerc laughed easily. "See
—but I can! Vou take the rifle, my
frien', and persuade oin- trappers to stay
where they are for a few mimites—jus'

while I sl-.ow them that I can take the
skins

!"

Atul ho laughed again as he handed
over the ride to hi,s confederate,
snatched at the bags containing tho
skins, and disappeared into the thick

undergrowth.

lie was still smiling as he burst into

a hut that was half-hidden amidst the
stately pines and flung the [lurloined

skitis into a far corner.

The hut was not emjily. A youth was
there, swaying unsteadily upon his feet,

his face haggard and diawn. his eyes
dulled by the amount of sjiirif he had
consumed.

"I (<-ll you I'm through with this!"

he blurted out as Leclerc canu> in. "1

did not know when I came out here that
you and MctUiire were thieves. Vou
told me "

" Wc told you that ve knew where
skins could be had for the peekiu' up,
my frien'," laughed Leclerc. " \\'ell, is

this just peekin' them up?"
"I'm through—I'm going back!"

nuunbled the youth. ''The Red Coats
are sure to find us one day "

"Octting- afraid, oh?" interrupted
July 25th, IMl.



Leclei'c, and his eyes glistened. "We
have a way of dcalin' with "

He broke off suddenly.
From the distance sounded a shot,

and an instant later there came the
shaip snap of another shot. Then-
silence,

"You heard that, Tom?" murmured
Leclerc, a smile against the corners ol

his lips.

Tom scarcely seemed to hear. His
dulled eyes were staring unblinkingly
at the door, as though they would try

and pierce the thick wood and ascertain
exactly what had happened.
"They've—they've shot somebody!''

he stuttered.
"Jus' two trappers who knew too

much to be allowed to get away," com-
mented Leclerc with a shrug of his

shoulders. "Are you still leavin' us,

Tom ?"

Tom did not reply. He staggered to

tlie table and gripped again the bottle
fiom which he obtained so much mental
relief. The spirit gave him courage,
and Leclerc, watching him, half-closed

his beady eyes as he saw Tom's lips

setting obstinately.

"Yes, I'm throiigh, and you are not
going to stop me!" he snarled suddenly,
and lurched towards the door.
But it was opened before he could

leach it, and before even the watchful
Leclerc could get there.
A moment later man and youth were

staring at the red-coated form of Trooper
Jones, of the Royal Canadian Mounted
I'olice.

"I heard a shot—what's up?"
riemandod Jones truculently.

His keen eyes roamed from the
occupants of the hut to the bags of
pelts.

" 1 told you Ibii through—I told you
they would coine!" almost howled Tom.
"You can't take me! I wanted to

break away "

' Here, not so fast !" growled Troopei
Jones, as he thrust the youth from the
door. " These skins—where did you get
them ?"

"From leetle animals," said Leclerc,
"ith an attempt at humour. "Nice
leetle obligin' animals

"

"Pretty good hunting for two!" com-
mented Jones. " And what doe.s the
kid want to break away from—ch ?"

The words stirred Tom into activity.

With a iiish he made for the door, but
Tiooper Jones settled him with one blow
under the chin. His fist crashed home,
brought up the youth with a jerk, and,
before he could recover himself, anothei
slraight right on the point of his chin
sent him spimn"ng against the far wall
of the hut.
Then his knees sagged, his head fell

forward, and a moment later he was
lying unconscious on the floor.

"That's him!" said Trooper Jones.
"Now I guess you can start explaining
how you got these skins—and what the
boy meant when he said we were sure to
1 ome '."

I-cclcrc did not attempt to explain in
words. He made one mad dash for the
door.
He was in a different state to Tom,

and the trooper's whirling fists were
guarded and parricnl, and the two of
them dropped into a clinch from which
only one would onicigc and be ready to

continue the fight.

Backwards and forwards across the
rough wooden floor of the hut the
heavily booted men struggled in fierce

t-nilorace. A table tottered and almost
fell ; the bags of skins were kicked out
of llie way; an empty tin and a half-full

bottle elatter(-d and rang as Trooper
Jones' spurred hoots sent them flying
lo the side of the hut.

Tlii'ir heavy, i)anting breathing
July 2otli, 1031.
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drowned the slight noise of the door
being slowly opened, and neither of
them saw the fur-hatted head of Tim
ilcGuirc peeping cautiously into the
hut.

McGuire did not interfere, though his

hand was resting upon the butt of his

revolver. 'At the terrific pace the men
were fighting there was no certainty of

being able to bring down the red-

coated enemy. He watched—ready to

interfere the moment it was possible.

Leclerc began to gasp for breath

—

slowly but surely Trooper .Jones was
getting the mastery. None knew that
better than Leclerc himself, and his

wild, frantic eyes searched for a weapon.
His very expression brought McGuire

half into the hut. If Leclerc was beaten,
the game was up. But as if he sensed
danger. Trooper Jones fought harder
than ever to get in a knock-out blow.
He landed one fierce right under

Leclerc's chin, and stioggered his man
with a second blow to the side of the
head. Leclerc spun round dizzily,

tottered a few inches, and fell across the
table.

"Lay up, will you?" growletl the
trooper angrily. "You can't get away
with this !"

Leclerc did not answer. He was pant-
ing for breath, dazed by the two quick
blows, his eyes staring wildly with the
indescribable expression of the hunted.
He moved his hands across the table-

felt for and found the gun he had seen
there a few moments before. McGuire
saw the move and opened his lips to
give a shout of warning.
But he was too late. There was a

flash, a report that was thunderous in

the confined area of the hut, and
Trooper .Jones sagged at the knees.
The men stared dully at him. They

saw him move his hand feebly for his

own gun, sjiw the hand drop as though
niunb to his side, and a moment later

the hut shook under the crashing of his

falling body.

"You blamed fool !" snarled !McCuire.
"I had the drop on him— I could have
held him up wl\ilst you roped him—you
goldiarncd fool ! Sergeant Stone is in

the neighbourhood, too!"'

Leclerc was ghastly to look upon.
Great beads of perspiration were run-
ning from his forehead and checks. His
hands trembled, his eyes looked as

though they would drop from their

sockets, his legs shook as if every ounce
of strength had left him.
"It had to bo. He knew—the kid tol'

him !" he muttered.
"But he IS a Red Coat, you tarna-

tion fool!" fumed McGuire. "Ned
Stone is with him ; he will find him

—

and you !"

Leclerc grabbed at the spirit bottle

and drank deep of its contents, his

twitching hands fumbling to loosen his

colltt!', as if he already were experi-
encing what ho knew would be the con-

sequences of his crime.

The Frame-Up.

A GROAN fiom the corner of the

hut brought both men round with
short gasps of alarm. They had

forgotten the kid in the excitenii'iit of

I he fight.

It was McGuire who spoke first.

" The kid—he didn't sec what hap-
pened 1" he muttered. "He's half-full

of spirit—and it was with his gun yovi

shot the Red Coat ! Gee. you can thank
your lucky stars, Leclerc !"

"How?" panted Leclerc. "Sergeant
intone will know—the Red Coats always
get their men "
McGuire did not explain in word.'.

He moved quickly to the table, ujion

which Leclerc had dropped his gun, and
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in a moment he had seized it by its still

warm barrel.
Leclerc watched him, fascinated, his

eyes gleaming hopefully.
He saw McGuiic steadily but firmly

open Tom's nerveless fingers. He saw
the butt of the revolver placed under tlie

finge);s, and saw them as firmly forced
shut again.
"That's how you get out of it,

Leclerc!" said McGuire easily. "Hi,
kid ! Wake up, kid—wake up !"

He slapped Tom's face, shook him,
roared at him, literally forcing consci-
ousness into his motionless form. Even
then it was minutes before the eyes
opened, lo stare dully up at the fur
thief, blinlc and close again.

" Wake—wake up !" growled McGuire.
"Come on—see what you have done
now !'-

The words must have penetrated lo

the lad's muddled brain with some
message of alarm, for he suddenly
opened his eyes wide and gaped afresh.

McGuire was grinning at Leclerc, who
was forcing a smile between his own
quivering lips.

"You—you just did it fine, kid," said
Leclerc, with an effort. "One minutt)
th' Red Coat was for taking us all

—

the next, and hecs business was all over
—one shot and you sent heem long
ways ! But we are your friends—mo
and Tim McGuire—we shall help you
much !"

For a moment Tom did not gather any
meaning in the French-Canadian's
rather excited words. To McGuire only
was it obviotis that the fur thief was
anxiously waiting to see how Tom took
the situation when it at last dawned
upon him.

Tom was still dazed when he rose to

his feet, and it was seconds before he
became aware of the fact that he held
a revolver in his right hand. He stared
at it, tottering upon his feet under the
influence of the potent spirit he had
consumed.
"I—I—I don't remember this," he

muttered.
"Nor that?" said McGuire, indicating

the still form of the Red Coat.
Crash !

The moment Tom caught a full view
of the shot officer, the pistol crashed to

the wooden floor, his nerveless fingers

refusing to grip it a second longer.

"I—I— I don't remember!" he stam-
mered again. "I did hit him—he bit

me—I know that. But—but—but "

"You've got to get out of here be-

fore Ned .Stone comes around," urged
McGuire. "Pull yourself togeiher, kid.

Get out of here right now—and stay

out ! We 11 help you all we can—wo are
your friends. And we've got to get out
quickly, too—it won't do for any of ;".s

to bo here when Sergeant Stone rides

in. Get going, Leclerc !"

Leclerc was all for that. Without
another glance at the youngster they
bad framed, he shot out of the hut door
and disappeared in the thick under-
growtn of the lakeside forest.

There was a famous tradition in the
Royal Can.ulian Mounted Police that
they always got their man. This time
tliiy wouki get Tom—and getting him
meant their losing the right man. That,
however, did not trouble Leclerc nearly

so much as an overwhelming anxiety to

put as nnich groimd between himselt

and tlip luit b.^forc Ned Stone got busy.

McGuire slid off in the opposite direc-

tion, and, forming the point of the tri-

angle, as it wore. Sergeant Nod Stone
was standing alone, looking down upon
the recumbent forms of two shot

trappers.

He remembered the big man with the
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black beard— it was one of the canoe

party he hud watched earlier on.

Something of tlie tremendous respect

that existed amongst the sonic wlijat wild

trappers of the NortliWest could be

found in the mask-like inscrutability

with which Ned Stone carried out his

examination.
His eyes never blinked, and not for

a single moment was he liasty of hand
or foot. He moved around the shot men
as steadily as if he were ins[)ecting u

parade of his troopers.

From below came the wliisper of the

waters as they lapped at the edge of

the lake. From around him issued a
inurmiir of a gentle breeze tlln^ading its

way through the rail, stately pines.

Above him shone a steady sun. shedding

u welcome warmth over what should

have been one of the nio.^t po^icefu! parts

of tho wonderful North-West.
But here there was tragedy. Week-*

and week.s of liard work had these men
put in. Danger after danger had been

faced to get these pelts. Having secured

them, within a few miles of a reward
for their labours, they had been merci-

lessly shot down for the s^ike of the few
dollars they would bring in to a band of

relentless fur thieves.

Tlie sergeant's keen eyes surveyed the

ground straight ahead—tracks of the

thieves wei;e easily discerned. With-
out another glance at the silent forms,

he secured his horse, mounted, and rode
steadily on the track.

It vvas only a matter of minute?

before he came into, view of t!ie hut,

and, observing what had already hap-

pened to the trappers, Ned thought it

wi.se to dismount and approach the hut

cautiously.

He bad his hand on his gun ns he

walked with steady delil>cration towards
the luit, and his hand tightened in-

voluntarily as there came to his ears

the .sound of crashing glass.

The door of the hut was opened—
evidentiv he had been seen approach-

ing, and the killer or killei- li.id gone

out another way.
Throwing caution to

the wind. Ned broke
into a run, his gun
ready. He meant to fire

first and ask questions ..^^MBs&.Jb,^
afterwards.
But after the crash of

the glass there was not

a sound to be lieard

above the slight noise

his own running feet

made. A horse, teth-

ered on his right,

.shifted noiselessly a few
inehee, and remained
still. It did' not need
Ned Stone's second
glance to tell him that

it was Trooper Jones'
horse—the offi' iai saddle

and accoutrements were
obvious. And again,

when Ned Stone tind

stepped steadily into the

silent hut. there was
not a muscle of his face

moved to show the

sudden jerk at his

heart as he saw that

the solitary occupant
was Trooper Jones.
His keen eyea just

ijcintillat.ed with a bit-

terness no words could
describe. No examina-
tion was necessary to

tell him that Trooper
Jones had shared the
fate of the luckless

trappers fl.iwn by the
lal-^?ide. • You cannot
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Ned Stone stood still for a full

minute, surveying the hut—noting the

position of the table, the bottle and tin

O'l the floor—and the gun with which
the murder had been committed.
Bags of skins on the hut floor told

their own tale. There were far too

many pelts there to have been secured
by any one trapping party. Trooper
Jones had run down the fur tliieves

every officer in the police knew were at

work, and he liad paid for the discovery
with his life.

Ned's chin jerked out aggressively,

and his lips and eyes took on a steely

expression that would liave struck
terror into even MoGuirc's heart had he
been there to see it.

Slowly, Ned stooped down, and picked
up the gun by the extreme tip of the

ImutcI. The butt was sticky with fast

drying spirit, and upon it, drying
clearly, were finger-prints. It was the

work of a moment to wrap the evid-
ence in his pocket handkerchief and
tuck it into his capacious pocket.
The bottle and the tin were unmarked

save by sawdust with which the greater
part of the floor was littered. But the

broken window brought to light what
was to Ned. quite tho most valuable
information.
Tho very size of t!ie gash in the

broken frame told him that the killer

had recklessly thrown himself clean

through. an<l upon one of the jagged
pieces of glass tliat i-emained in the
frame, was a strip of the clotii at least

f. ur inches long and nearly two inches
wide.
His eyes were glistening as he gin-

gerly removed it. carefully wrapped it

up. and stowed it into his pocket. If

>lie waistcoat from which it had been
torn was ever worn again. Sergeant Ned
Stone knew the most skilled worker
with a noodle in the whole of the West
could never entirely succeed in liuling

stich 2. rent.

'Ihe last evidence of any value at all

was a piece of paper, also sticky with

fast drying spirit, and upon that al.-o

were finger prints. It remained to be
.seen whether those prints came from
the same hand that had handled tho

gun.

It was when tliat, too, had been care-

fully tucked away in his red tunia

pocket that Sergeant Ned Stone spoke
And his words, had tliey been heard by
the unfortunate Jones, were exactly

what he would have expected.

"I guess I'll got hin>, Jones 1'

That was all.

Two minutes later he was riding hard
down the trail towards headqiuuters.

The Fugitive Returns.

IT was not until he had made hia

report to Inspector Devlin, that

Sergeant Ned Stone felt himself at

liberty to take a few hours off.

The news he had brought bad sent a

feeling of grim anger through the whoU>
of the depot, from the iiisi)ector down
to the newest recruit.

"I'm going to leave the trail to yoti

and Trooper Martin. Ned," said the
inspector. "You knew Jont^s pretty

well, didn't you?"
"He was my friend, sir," said Ned.

simply. "With your permission, we will

miss every other duty until we have got

th( man who killed him."

"Sure," agreed the inspector. "It
was bad enough to find the two trappers,

but Jones—well, he was a constalile,

Ned."
Ned nodded grimly.

"He was more than that, sir." lie

said. "He was my friend. J will have
a chat with Trooper Martin, and to-

gether we shall doubtless form so!tie

plan by which we can work. I .«ai<l I

would get the killer, sir—and I shall."

A quick salute, and he was outside

Devlin's office, his usual quiet self, but

with tight lips that told of the gritn

purpose that was in his mind.

He wanted to think. He wanted
time to formulate a plan that would
1 liable him to trap the man fiom who.se

\\ irstcoit there hid been torn that pre-

take them, Leclerc—we have just- began the bearded hunter fiercely.
July L'.'itli, 1H31,
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cioMS strip of cloth. Tt vras no light

task lie had boon given.
Much happened in the pine forests

that was never fully explained. Dozens
of men moved in their depths, and
practically any one of the dozens could
have been responsible for the death of

Trooper Jones—if they had anything
they wanted to hide. They were all

hard men of the North-Wcst to whom
life meant hunting and a few dollars,

and death just no lumting and no need
lor dollars. That \vas all.

Ho was still thinking hard when ho
drifted into the store kept by Timothy

•McGuire—a store which was also the
Trading Post saloon and the place where
skins were bouglit and sold every day of

tlic season.

He found McGuire resplendent in a
new lounge suit, which he correctly
guessed was bought for the sole purpo.^c

of creating an impression with Ann, the
pretty cashier. In addition to the new
suit, McGuire had a new hard felt hat
which was at once the pride of his life,

and the source of endless amusement
to the rough and ready trappers.

"So you're back, JMcGuire?" said
Xcd breezily. "Had a good trip?"

" Very good—all my boys have
worked wonders," said McGuire easily.

"Eleven thousand dollars worth of pelts,

sergeant. Xot too bad for one season !"

"A very good season," agreed Ned
quietly, and with a nod, passed on to the

liiiled off desk at which sat Ann.
McGuire watched them uneasily.

JJespite his blase, debonair manner,
McGuire had an instinctive fear of the
quiet, grim sergeant of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police. And even
the elevating effects of his brand new
suit and his neat hard hat._ had not
1)1 ought him the slightest impression

that Ann preferred his company to that

of the red coated officer.

He watched them as they met, noted
the quick handshake, and Ann's readi-

ness to leave her work and allow him
to escort her home was not lost upon
liim. He was still watching them from
the window of his store when she opened
the door of hor hut, walked in, and with

a single nod of her head, invited the

sergeant to follow her. That was some-
thing she had never done for McGuire,
in spite of his many pressing entreaties

for perniissioii so to do.

" Sergeant Stone's back," came in a

quiet voice at his elbow.

McGuire merely nodded. He knew
that.

"Is that all you have to say?" he
demanded truculeytly.

"Yes—and no," was the answer.

"There's a fellow called
'

'I'he Parson'
knocking arouhd. Bit of a tough.

Wants to join the gang."
"Know anything about him?" asked

Mc(iuirc, with interest.
" Xot much."
"Huh! We'll see."

McGuire was c;iutious. Willing haiuls

were none too plentiful, so far as join-

ing his gang were conccTncd. But

—

McGuiro had very much of a conscience

just now.
Everybody was a sulijcct of suspicion.

It was that grim, disinterested expres-
sion of Sergeant Stonc"s that worried
him.
What did he suspect? What was ho

doing? Was he on the trail with the

(laditional sagacity of the Force?
But the night passed off quietly

enough, and the next day McGuire .saw

\ed Stone and 'J'rooper Martin take the
trail out of town.
Two weeks went by before an.\ thing

of even passing interest took i)lace.

NeitJier Lc<!lerc, Tom, nor Sergeant
July 25th, 1931.
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Stoiie ha 1 been seen during that time,
and McGuire was beginning to hope
that lie had seen the last of all of
them.
He had his gang in a small room in

the saloon hut, firstly with the idea of
getting them on to some "business,"
but more particularly to warn them to
keep well away from the old quarters
far up the lake, when there came the
commencement of a series of incidents
that deprived Timothy McGuire of quite
a deal of his serenity.

The door of the saloon was suddenly
flung wide open, and a dishevelled,
panting, staring man dashed in.

" The Red Coat is after mc—hide
me !" he gasped.
"What's the matter?" demanded

McGuire quickly.
"Just nothing—only bumped a guy oft'

up the trail; but slip me away, can't

you!" snarled the stranger. "If I get
gunning, somebody besides Red Coats
qualifies for a funeral ! You got some
hiding-place here, ain't you?"
McGuire thought quickly. Gunmen

were scarce in his gang, and with
Leclere and Tom still away he was two
men short..

He pushed the stranger into his cwii

private room, and closed the door before
moving to the window to satisfy himself
that a Red Coat was indeed on the
stranger's trail.

He had just time to slip back to his

chair when the door was pushed quickly
open, and in walked Sergeant Stone.
Ned looked keenly at the men grouped

about the room before he spoke.
"Any strangers about, McGuire?" he

asked quietly.

"Xot a guy!" said McGuire, with a

shrug of his shoulders. "This post is

getting so goldarned lonely and un-
interestin', sergeant, we're thinking of
moving up earlier. Sure to get a bit

of excitement in the forest, at any
rate."

"Sure!" agreed X^ed, moving slowly
towards the private room. "I was trail-

ing a guy a few minutes ago ; he made
for your place, Mac. Couldn't have
slipped in without your knowing it?"

"Think he's under the floor?" sneered
McGuire. " That's my priva4.e room.
Sergeant Stone, and tJie only way into it

is through this saloon. There ain't been
a soul in this last two weeks ! You don't
think I'd hide up a feller from the

police, do you ?" >

Ned Stnnc laughed.
"Of course not, JNfac!" he said.

"Sorry I interrupted your business. I'll

see you later." .

And with that he went; but it was
only to stand ju.st outside the door.

He. heard <a subdued rumble of

laughter, and IMcGuire's sneering voice.

"And they always get their men I"

The remark, for some reason best

known to him.self, made Ned Stone
smile. The rumbling laughter had
grown into a roar at McGuire's words,
and it was ringing in Ned's ears as he
made his way to the depot office to
report. But he did not .seem to mind.
In the saloon one of McGuire's oldest

gangsters sitllod up to him.
"That feller is 'The Parson,'" he

mumbled. "If he's bumped a guy off

up the trail, he might be glad to make
up one of the number."
ArcGuire nodded, and it was he w"ho

opened the door of the private room.
"Come on out, you!" he snapped

"The Red Coat has gone !"

The Parson came out, his face surly,

unshaven, and dripping with pcr.spira-

tion.

"I sure ain't foot-hoofed it so fast
for years!" he grumbled. "And just
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bccaus:; a guy happened to get in my
way 01! th.e trail. Say, here's the swag,
boys. Better split it!"
McGuire saw to that. He took the

little clot!) bag wliich the thief dropped
on to the table, glanced through the
notes that it contained, and carelessly
dropped it into his own pocket.
"That goes to the next share-out '." he

said coolly, and swung round like light-
ning as the door was slowly pushed open
a fc-v inches.

But it was not Ned Stone returning.
It was Leclere !

The French-Canadian came in when
he saw the coast was clear and quickly
closed the door.

"Leclere, you goldarned fool!"
snarled McGuire. "What have you
come back here for?"
"Why not? ' asked Leclere lightly.

"You have nothin' on me, my frien'

!

I have been in the saloon, and nobody
there has anythin' on me, either ! Even
!Miss Ann was glad to see mo !"

"Ann? What have you told her?"
demanded McGuire.
"Joost nothing!" said Leclere, with

a smile and a shrug of his broad
shoulders. "She asked me about her
brother, but I joost tell 'er that he was
on a trip and would be back shortly.
But never mind them, McGuire. When
do we start up the lake?" .

McGuire pulled himself togefier. The
arrival of Leclere brought back rather
startling memories of what had hap-
pened th^ last time they met, and with
tlioso thoughts and the knowledge that
Sergeant Stone was also back, McGuire
felt distinctly uneasy.
He vould have been more uneasy still

liad ho been at the back of the hut in

which lived Ann and her Indian
servant.
But at the very moment Leclere was

letting himself into the room at the
post. Tom was tapping gently at the
window.
Ann looked round, expecting to find

the ever-pressing McGuire peering
through the glass But it was not
McGuire.
"Tom!"
"Let m-i in—quickly !" came in Tom's

thin, gasping tones. "Quickly, Ann !"

It was the work of a moment to get
the window open wide enough to admit
the lad, but it took the startled girl

and the Indian squaw half a minute
more to get Tom into a chair. He was
covered with dust and dirt, and he was
limping. But that was not all. He
was quivering as though every nerve
was crushed.
"Tom—why have you come back like

this?" panted Ann.
"Tiie police are after me 1 You must

hide mc!" he exclaimed. "I have seen

Stone on uiy trail day after day, night
after night.. IXe'f- never been moro-than
half a mil i from mc ! I gave him the
slip

"

"But—but why?"
"It's McGuire—and Leclere—they're

the fur tliieves who have been working
up the lake. I didn't know they were
thieves when I went with them—honest,

I didn't. Ann ! And—and I
"'

"I will tell Xed Stone—he will under-
stand." Ann could have cried with the
shame of it all. "You'll—you'll have to

face your punishment: but they'll only
send you away for a few weeks. Even
that's better than being hunted day and
night. Ton "

"They don't send men to prison for

—

for shootjng a constable!" guljied Tom,
and with the confession out his last grip
on his shattered nerves went. He flung

up both hands to grasp his sister by the

arms. "Ann—vou must hide nie

!
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Tlicy'io after :iie, I tell you ! I don't
know what happened exactly—I had
been drinking; and—and they told nie
I shot him !"

"Huh!" It was a grunt from the
squaw. "He tired. Me hide him. He
rest, then go. Me hide him !"

Ann could only nod her thanks. Her
mind was bewildered by the tragic
return of her brother and his confession.
All her first thoughts of getting Ned
Stone to plead for a light sentence for
his as.50<iation with the fur thieves had
gone.
Tom had to be hidden until ho was

well enough to take a horse and ride
away until the shooting of Trooper
Jones had entirely blown over. Ned
Stone had to be avoidod^a fact which
gave Ann almost as much dismay as was
the realisation that it was her own
brother who had shot the constable.
But it had to be faced. T')e squaw

would not allow a single word to escape
her concerning Tom's return. If, be-
t\yeen tliem. they could keep Tom in
hiding until ho was rested, there wa.s
stiJI a chance that he would get away.

A Shock for Ned Stone.

SEROKAXT NRD f-'TOXE was at the
store the ne.xt evening when it was
Arm's time for going home.

I.cclerc WIS also there, but to him Ned
gave nothing but a casual glance and
an even more casual greeting.
"Going home. Ann?'' ask

lightly.

"Yes." Ann's voice was hesitant, but
It was no good trying to put off Ned
Stone. She had to allay any sii.-i)icions
he might have, not arouse them.
In a few moments more they were

walking across the rough trail between
the huts that McGuire called a street.
"Seen anything of Tom lately?"

asked Ned suddenly.
''No. Lcclerc said he was on a trip

and would be back shortlv." said Ann
imeasily. "I—I—I wish ' ho had not
gone up the lake. Ned."
"Funny I haven't .seen anything of

him." commented Ned. as lie opened
the door of her hut. "I have been on
the trails around the parts he was last
working, but I did not catch a single
glimpse of him. But if he is making
good, you've nothing to worrv ;

Ann. Trappers and fur hunters
get more or less lost for weel;s
ot] end. you know."
"Yes—I know."
"You're looking as though

you'd seen a ghost, these la.^t

few days," went on Ned.
"Guess you'd better be thinkiiisj
of a trip up town. Ann. It
would do >ou good."
Ann could only nod. She was

fmdiiig all her work cut out not
to shriek at him to get out.
I'he very sight of his red tiuiic
struck terror into her heart.
She inumbled an excuse about

changing her clothes and went
out of the living-room, with the
squaw at her hcel.s.

And it was then that Ned
Stone got the shock of his life.

He was standing by the table,
thoughtfully tapping it as he
foiLsidered the advisability of
lu'ging the obviously seedy Ann
to take a tiip up town, when
his eyes caught sight of needle-
worl: that had evidently been
receiving recwit attention.
Aiross tlie top of a chair wais

a man's waistcoat—in itself a
curious thing- to find in a hut
occupied only by a girl and an
Indian squaw. But that was not
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It was the fact that the waistcoat had
been receiving a big patch that
attracted Ned Stone.
His lips came together in their cus-

tomary grim line as he picked up the
garment and stared thoughtfully at it.

It was of the same material as the strip

he had t.aken from the jagged window of
the hut in which Constable Jones had
been shot

!

Ned's brain worked quickly.
Back in the inspector's office was the

strip. It woidd take him but a few
minutes to go and get it. If it fitted

the tear which had been in the course
of repair, he would have something
very tangible upon whicli to work.
He was standing by the door a second

later, for from the other end of the
hut there had come the soimd of a clos-

ing door. Ann was returning.
She came in, trying to force a smile

upon lips that would persist in quiver-
ing with nervous apprehension, and be-

hind her came the .squaw.

"If you will excuse me to-night. I

won't .stop for a meal," said Ned at

once. "I've got a little job I want to
do. You don't mind?"
Ann shook her head in almost fierce

relief, and she could have cried out in

her joy as the door closed ujion him.
But her joy was shortlived, for within
seconds Tom had come into the room
from the back.
His e,\es were almost dropping from

their sockets in excitement as he
grasped her wildl.v by the shoulders.
"Ann. I was watching b.v the window

—he saw my waistcoat "' he panted. "I
tell you I might just as well give m.\

-

self uj) right now—they always get their
men ! He's trailing me right liere ! I

tell vou "

"Sii'sh:"
It was a warning hi>> from the stpiaw,

and to the shuttered nerves of Ann and
her brother it was like the liiss of
escaping steam.
The warning was timely, for without

an.v preliminaries the door was again

opened, and Sergeant Ned Stone stood

in the aperture.
"I left my glove'." he said, breez.v

as he usually was in her company.
"Hallo—a visitor, Ann!"
"Yes—no!" panted Ann. "Not a

visitor exactly—it's my brother Tom !"

Ned Stone laughed as he stooped and
picked up the glove he had dropped,
and slowly put it on as he stood by the
table.

"Why—of course '." he said. "Darned
silly of me. How do, Tom?"
In a moment Tom was gripping the

gloved hand of the num who had b?«n
trailing him on the north trails for days
past, but there was nothing in Stone's
manner to suggest that he was aware ot

the fact.

Men of the North-West. when they
shook hands, gripped hard, and Tom's
grip was hard enough to bring a sni.le

to the grim lips of •iie S"r^eant. Hut
the moment their hands parted, it '<as

Tom's lips that parted.
For the tips of his fingers were

covered with grease.
"Now I guess that's real downright

careless of me !" said Ned Stone, with
a laugh that struck at their. icy hearts
as no blow with a fist could iiave done.
"I must have rubbed my glove in tlie

butter ! I'm awfuUv sorry, Ann "

Ann could only nod, and she could do
nothing but nod when he went to the
door, bade them a breezy "good-
night," and passed out into the dark-
ness.

But the moment he had gone, Tom
jerked himself into activit.v.

"That was a ru.so !'' he exclaimed
feverishlv. "He's got my finger-prints

now ! Ann—I must have inone.\

—

clothes—food ! I inusr get away ! He'll

be playing more tricks to-morrow—I'll

never get a dog's chance if I don't move
now."
Ann shook her head.
"They'll get you, Tom." she said

slowly. "Look here, I'm going to toll

Ned Stone about the fur thieves if

" That's how you get

out of it, Leclerc !
"

said McGuire.
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McGiiiic (loosii't get you out of tin's!

Vou stay hero, Tom—I'm going to 'cc
McGuiro riglit now 1''

With her mind made up, Ann felt

better. She was at least doing tome-
lliing. Perhaps, in spite of the evid-
ence Xed Stone had collected, McGuis-e
could help her brother out of the
trouble. She could make him swear
that the boy was miles away from the
spot at the time of the shooting.
She burst into the saloon in a manner

that had the men"s hands darting for

their guns, and their relief was shcnn
in a series of gasps as she flun^ tJie

door to and placed her back against it.

"McGuirc—Tom has come back, and
he's told me of your thieving opera-
tions !" she gulped out. "You're going
to get him out of this !"

If young Tom has been mixed up
with a fur gang, I'll sure do my best
for him," said McGuire, his beady ejes
narrowing. " He's my friend, ain't he ?

And yours, Leclerc ? You'll help?"
"Sure ting I will," agreed ].<eclerc.

"But joost how do we help?"
"You'll help, or I'll tell all I know

to Ned Stonu !" said Ann fiercely.

"You led him into this trouble, and
you're going to lead him out c.f it !

And I'm through, too, at the store,

McGuirc. I'm not staying on with a
gang of fur thieves."

" Here—not so fast, young woman !"

said McGuiro, and with a sudden nic\e-
ment he had shot his bulky person be-
tween hor and the door. "You are
going to squawk to nobody—you're go-
ing to r^tay right here until you come
back to your senses "

"Here ! Reach for the- skies—up with
'cm—quick !"

The interruption came in the snappy,
crisp tones of a man who meant busi-

nes.s, and McGuire's hands wore the Prst

to point to the roof of the saloon. Tlio

others obeyed more slowly, but just as
certaiidy—and the whole gang ioiuid

themselves staring down the .st 'ady
barrel of the Parson's gun.
"I ain't no particular hobo !" .=aid the

Parson quietly. "But I jist can't st«nd
by and sec a lady man-handled ! Missj',

I guess those boys are standing ouite
still until you git right out into bcHter
air—ain't you, boys?"
They did not answer n wo:;!*;, but

if looks could have done the work cf
guns, the Parson would have boon iioed-

nig the services of the very man after
whom ho was so ridiculously nicknamed.
Ann gave the Parson one fleeting,

grateful glance, and ran out of the
saloon.' She did not wait to sec the
Parson follow her, his gun still cover-
ing the gang, neither did she hoar the
key turned in the lock from the outside.
but "she heard the Parson dash out

into the darkness, and her gratitude to
him was increased when she realised that
this one act would result in the Parson
being rhnsed out of the trading post
for all time.

She dashed hack to her hut, wherein
the anxious Tom was walking the
floor like a caged animal.
"You saw him—he's going to help

me?" he exclaimed, even before she had
closed the door.

" He wanted to keep mc until he
could make his own plans!" said Ann
breathlessly. "Oh, Tom, what are we
going to do ! I want yon

"

"And BO do I!" came in Sergeant Nod
Stone's cool voice at their backs.
They swung rotmd upon him, startled

—crushed. There was no more mercy
on Ned'^s set face than covild have been
found on a graven image.
"I want you for the murder of

Trooper Jones," ho went on grimly.
"We have a strip torn from yoiir waist-
coat when you bolted through the
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window, we have a card bearing finger-
prints, and we have finger-prints on the
butt of the gun with which he was shot.

We also have your finger-prints, which
I got on my glove to-night. They all

t.;dly. You'd better come over with
your story, 'Tom."

" He didn't shoot him ! Tom, you
didn't shoot the constable;" blurted out
Ann.

"I—I—I don't remember anything
about it!" muttered Tom, and shot one
appealing glance at Ned Stone, and
added viciously: "You Riders of the
North ought to be called Bloodhounds
of the North "

" That's quite enough for the time
being, Ann. I'm soriy, but that con-
stable was my friend," said Ned quietly.

"Get his hat."
Ann obeyed dully. The chase was

over.
Once again the Mounted had got theii

man.

Still on the Trail.

IN the saloon there was nothing but
alarm, fear, and dismay.

It was McCiuire who shot the lock

clean off the door within a couple of

minutes of the Parson's departure.
"There'll be squawkin' in thoic parts

in less than an hour !" he grated.
" Those who don't think they can face

Sergeant Ned Stone and his goldarned
questions—get out and stop out!"

Leclerc was the first to go. He shot

through the door, pausing only to snatch

up his rifle, and disappeared into the

night. No word was passed where the

gang was to meet again. They all knew
that.

But for the time being the only thing
that mattered was a get-away.
McGuire himself made a dive for his

private room. He, for one, was not
stopping to face Ned Stone's question-

ing—and that would be inevitable now
that Ann had been freed by the Parson.
He grabbed at a bag, snatched open

the door of his crude safe, and com-
menced to jam into the bag all the

dollars he could find, and all the papers

he felt it would be foolish to leave

behind for future police investigation.

And he was well into the middle of

his task when the door was suddenly
flung open, without there being any
warning footsteps on the stairs without,

and Ned Stone was staring down at

him.
"Not going to leave us so suddenly,

Mac !" said Ned coolly.

"Just putting away a few dollar bills,

that's all," growled McGuire. " What''s

the matter with you, sergeant, jumpin'
in on a feller like this ?"

"We want you for a bit, Mac," said

Ned calmly. "There's a li-ttte matter
of fur thieving been going on around
your part of the forest, and we're in-

vestigating You'' re coming along to sec

the inspector!"

"I sure ain't doin' nothin' of the

kind!" almost howled McGuire. "You
ain't got nothin" on mc, sergeant !"

It took Ned Stone about three minutes
with his fists to convinc<> McGuire that

his presence was really necessary at the
depot, and, just to prevent any sudden
effort on McGuire's part to make a

break for freedom, a pair of handsome
handcuffs were .planted over his wrists.

They gave McGuire a nasty, cold feeling

down the middle of his back, and even
the now suit and hard hat could not

bring to him that jnuntiness with which
he luid gone through the last few weeks.

He sijcnt the night in ii cell next to

that occupied by Tom, and the ex-

perience was not a plea-sant one to a

man who had rather a grinr notion that

he was going to sec nothing else but
prison cells for a long time.
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Ned Stone was not to be seen, for the
simple reason that he had mounted and
taken the north trail in search ol
McGuire's friend Leclerc.

Leclerc was not mounted— so much
Ned Rad ascertained as soon as dawn
had turned the skies grey.
The early sun shone upon Ned Stone's

grim face as he rode out on Lcclerc's
trail. He was still not satisfied, although
he had got the leader of the fur thieves
in Tim ^iSIcGuire. Leclerc had been
associated with McGuire for many years
past—and Leclerc had not returned until

just about the same time as had Ann's
brother Tom.
There might be a connection there,

and the first link was getting Leclerc
himself.

It did not occur to Ned Stone thai
Leclerc might also be looking for him,
but even if he had thought of it, it was
extremely unlikely that the dogged,
fearless, relentless Rider of the North
would have turned off the trail for a
single second.
But the fact became apparent when,

through the bushes some way ahead, ho
caught a glimpse of the many-coloured
patchj- trousers Leclerc invariably wore.
At the same moriient the sun glinted

upon the levelled barrel of a gun—but
Ned did not hear the report. In a
moment he was falling heavily from his

horse, over the cliff edge, and down to

the bottom of the high banking to the
level ground below. There, crumpled
into a shapeless form, ho laid still.

Leclerc gave an exultant shout of
joy, and his heavily-booted feet pounded
over the ground to enable him to see

the better how great a shot he really

was. • -

" You joost can't win every time," he
laughed. "You should have left us
alone, you pig-dog fool ! The day had
to come when you would meet your
master!"
And he aimed a vicious kick at the

sprawling sergeant by way of-

emphasising his remarks.
Something happened—he never knew

exactly how it happened or what did

happen. All he realised was that his

foot never reached the red tunic, but
Utat it was seized in a grip of steel and
wrenched sideways and upwards.
In a flash he was on the ground, his

rifle flying from his hand as he fell. Jn
another split second "he felt as if his lif«

was bein^ crushed and beaten out of

him, and a dazzlingly bright red tunic

was whirling and twisting in front of his

dazed, staring eyes. - -

He fought back with the instinct of

the true man of the north-we.?t. His
fists went backwards and forwards like

flails, but they never seemed to connect

with any vital spot on that ever rest-

less tunic.

Twice he snapped back his head as a
fist crunched upon the point of his own
jaw, and once he emitted a squealing

gasp a^ a terrific something caught him
full over the heart.

Fear lent him strength—fear of this

dreaded sergeant who fought so untir-

inglv, so noiselessly, with such relentless

resolution. But all the fear in the

world, and all the strength that might
have conjured up, could not bring home
to him the thought that he was winning
the fight.

His gmi was gone— out of reach. Man
to man he was no match for the

sergeant, and he knew it.

Sweat poui-ed down his face, his ne.-^k,

and his chest. Blow after blo%y came
under his guard or around it, and
smashed into his body and face. And
only now and again did he get a fleet-

ing glance at the white, sot face above
a red tunic.

Blindly ho struck out in one furious

effort to land at least one telling blow
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that would get the sergeant out for

sufficient time for him to get at the
police horse. Two hands went out
afterwards to secure a choking grip.

But his hands were beaten aside, and
in a flash a great bunched fist had come
like a streak of lightning and connected
with the point of his jaw.

He knew nothing more for twenty
ecconds, and by the time he had
gathered some of his scattered senses, it

was to find a pair of steely blue hand-
cuffs locked upon his wrists. ,

"You joost ain't got nothin' on me

—

on'v the ehootin' joost now!" panted
Leclorc, as he staggered to his feet.

"I've got so little on you, my friend,
that you think it necessary to have a

pot at me!" grunted Ned. "Lay up the
jiiw-wagging, and get moving!"
And that was how I^eclerc came to

join tile others at the depot.
But still Ned was not finished. He

had certain definite ideas of his own
to work out yet.

It may have boon because of that that
Tim McGuire was taken into the in
spector's office soon after Leclerc had
been brought in.

The one-time jaunty saloon proprietor
was urged into a chair beside the in-

spoctor, who was, at that moment, busily
writing.

From the wall ticked a clock with a
tick that was more like the beating of
a horse's hoof ujTon the haid trail alHjve
the lake. From the inspector's desk
came the scratching, scratching of a pen
that only C(>ased for the split second it

took tlie officer to dip the pen into the
ink-well. Then scratch, scratch, and a
ceaseless, heavy tick, tick. tick.

The noises got on Mcfiuire's nerves,
and he turned pleadingly towards the
inspector.

"You waiifa jaw crack with me?" he
askr^d.

The inspector did not oven look \\\i,

and the scratching went on with wiiat
was to McGuire renewed fcrocitv.

Sudd
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being crnnched up in the inspector's
hand. Then scratch, scratch, tick, tick,

tick. Nerve-wracking to the man who
was ahead}- panting and gasping to
know flow many dangerously awkward
questions were going to be fired at him.

Beads of perspiration came upon
McGuire's forehead, and were wiped
away. Ten minutes later the perfor-
mance had to be repeated—and two solid
hours went by. He was getting
soaked in swear and could relieve only
the face and eyes with a liandkorcliiof.

And still the wracking. si)litting. deafen-
ing noise of pen and clock worked at
his rapidly fraying nerves.

He almost gasped with joy wlien there
came to his ears the steady patter ol
approaching feet. But they went into
the distance, and again there was only
the ticking of the clock and the
scratching of the pen.
"You killed him!" suddenly bark?d

out the inspector.
"I didn't!" gulped McGuire.
"Didn't kill whom?" thundered the

inspector.

Mctluire choked back something in his
throat. He scarcely knew whether to
speak or not. His head was bursting
with the din of those noises, but his
scattered senses were still not scattered
enough to prevent him from realising
that lie was being subjected to a mild
form of third degree.

Again there c;»me the .sound of those
inarching feet, and this time they came
into the olfico.

Weakly McGuiro looked up. and
found himself staring at tlie Parson.
But what a difference in the man to tlie

last time they had met

!

The Par.son had then been unshaven,
dirty, dishevelled—quite cheerily holding
the whole gang up at the end of his
gun. Now he was sporting the smart
uniform of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police.

Only one glance did the Parson give
his late associate.

9

"Leclcrc's confession, sir!" said
Trooper Martin, alias the Parson.
As though he had been struck with a

kin'fe. McCuiire was upon his feet.
"What's he said?" he shouted wildly.

"If he's put me in it, he's double
crossing! He shot the constable—I saw
liim! I never got a drop on the Ked
Coat ! Leclerc is trying to save his own
neck if he says I was in it—that 1 "

The inspector- rose grimly, the sheel
of paper in his hands.
"Read it—you will then know ait

about it!" he said ciutly.

Almost dazed beyond comprehension,
weakened by the list sweating hours,
crushed by the sudden appearance ot
the Parson, and staggered by the know
ledge that not only had Leclerc been
brought in, but had confessed, Tim
McGuire took the paper.

It was blank

!

"It's a trick!" he gulped. "You
played a trick—just to get me to speak."
"Aud you spoke," said Inspectoi

Devlin with a chuckle. "Sergeant Stone
thought >ha_t perhaps you would, Tim
MeCJuire. We know now all we want to
know-we have got the fur thieves, aud
we have got the man who shot
Constable Jones. You can get back Ut
your cell—and have a good look at it.

Mctluire. You're rue gonna have a
chance of making a suidy of prison cells
during the next few years!"

\yith a groan that was complete sub
joction, Tim McGuire moved towards
the door. And, by the irony of Fate,
in so moving be crushed the one re-
maining thing of which he could bo
proud—the hard felt liat he had lately
worn so jauntily.

But he did not troiiMe—lie was pa.st
all care. Trooper Martin, liowever,
picked i( up and set it at quiie a nevr
angle upon the prisoner's head.

" And that man I bumped off on tlio
trail." said the Parson cheerfully, "tli.it

was aUo ,1 trick of the seiyeant'.s. I tell

(CoatiDued on page ilS.)

•' I left my glove," he said. *' Hallo—a visitor, Ann ? "

Jiilj 25tli, 10?tl,
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Train wreckers after bullion—a young railway operator blamed for their dastardly deeds—
his kid brother fighting to clear his name. A thrilling railroad drama, starring Glenn

Tryon and Merna Kennedy.

MinHmuT
OpECIAL^

Bitter Disappointment.

AN'U you say, mother, that no
invitation has come for me from
Ellen? Well now, if tliat isn't

just too bad !"

An affectionate gooil-l)ye to the

grey-haired old lady at the other end

of the wire, then the receiver of the wall

telephone was slammed back on its

liooks with unnecessary violence.

No invitation to the birthday party

of the girl he adored, and which was
being held that night. It really was too

bad. and Gerald Boone, chief operator

at the railroad station in the little

western town of Burke, a pleasant-faced

young man with clear grey eyes and a

mass of unruly jet-black hair, dropped
dejectedly into the swivel chair at the

flat-topped desk, cla^)ped his hands to

his head, and sat gazmg moodily before

him. all unaware that b(>liind him stood

a smiling girl, who hud entered while lie

had been talking over the 'phone.

Ellen Harboard, the girl who pos-

.'cssed his thoughts, pretty of face, with
bewitching hazel grey eyes and neatly

liobbe I brown hair—ami the daughter
of Silas Harboard, the wealthy oil king.

•Oh, Jerry !"
_

The musical voice cut In on Jerry's

bitter thoughts, and, with a glad cry
escaping him, he sprang to his feet, his

face beaming joyously. Three or four

strides acrcss the office took him to her,

and, his heart singing within him, he
caught eagerly at. lier haiuls.

" So you thought it was too bad not

receiving an invitation to my birthday
party, Jerry?" slio tea.sed'him.

" H'ln, yes 1" he answered somewhat
lamely.

" I'oor boj- !" She gave a merry little

laugh. "But, Jerry, I've come to de-

liver it in person. I thought you'd much
prefer it that way."
July 25tli. 1931.

"Gee, you've sure said it, Ellen!"
Jerry was like a dog with two tails.

Surely here was proof that she bore
him Do little affection, and the

thought .sent him into the seventh
heaven of delight. "And thanks

very much for coming. Yon can bet I'll

be along sharp on time. Eight o'clock,

isn't it?"
She nodded her head, but her eyes

were gazing about her. Never before

had sh'? been in Jerry's office, and she

found herself extremely interest<jd in

the place. Half ofTice. "half signal-box ;

a table or two, and a long counter, upon
which were numerous books and papers,

such as time-sheets, bills of lading, and
lieavy ledgers. One or two pictures of

locomotives and a large map were upon
the walls, and just by the window were
several levers that operated signals and
catchpoints. There was also the tele-

graph, instrument standing upon Jerry's

desk, anif Ellen's eyes at last came to

rest on it.

"Oh, Jerry, how do you work that

little gadget?" She pointed eagerly to

the sending key. "There was a time
when I wanted to become a telegraphist.

[)o please show me!"
"Sure I will."

He drew her to the desk, sat her down
in the swivel chair, then quickly ex-

plained the working of the little instru-

ment and told her the Morse code. Some
twenty minutes later her fingers were on
the key. while .lerry's han.l was dosed
about her wrist, helping her to tap out

various letters in Morse, heedless of who
might pick them up.

"Well, that's fine, Ellen ! You're sure

an apt pupil ! Twenty minutes, and
you've got the Morse code pat. Mar-
vellous! And now what about doing a

little message on your own?"
"r<l love to!"' she cried excitedly.

"Right, then let's go!" He gazed
at her face adorii^gly. and an eager
gleam came suddetdy into his eyes.

"Begin I
''—dot, dot from the machine,

"L "—dot,- dash, <lot, dot. "O"—dash,

dash, dash. "V "'—dot, dot, dot, dash.
" E "—dot. " Y "—dash, dot, da,,h,
dash. "O "

But Ellen did not tap out the letter
O. Instead she started to her feet,

blu.shing prettilj-, and shook a reproving
Gnger at the boy.
"And I suppose the last letter's

U?" she remarked. "A very pretty
little message, eh, Jerry?"

"But it's true, Ellen!" Jerry cried
fervently, again catching at her hands.
"I love you, dear, and you know it.

Won't you "

But the rest of his words remained
unsaid, for there came the sudden sound
of footsteps on the gravel outsiile, and
next seco-id a tall, hard-faced yoimg man
with piercing brown eyes and thin, cruel
lips strode into the little office. He was
George Walton, the new section super-
intendent, and at sight of Jerry clasping
Ellen's hands his cy-'-s gleamcil
maliciously. So the suspicions he had
had for some time that these two were
very friendly wore indeed well-foundeil.

A rival for the girl ho coveted ! In
that moment Walton resolved that at

whatever cost he waidd sweep the young
operator from his path.

" Why, Ellen, fancy seeing you here !"

He came between them, turned his back
on Jerry, completely ignoring him, then
raised his soft felt hat to the girl: "I
didn't know you were interested in such
places as railroad stations."

"As a matter of fact. I came to ask

.Terry to my party, George." There
was a trace of annoyance in Ellen's

voice, for she resented the rude way ho
had snubbed .Jerry, and the friendly

regard in which she had held him
slumped considerably in consoqtience.

"And I was just going as you canu in."

"Well, now, that's splendid, Ellen."

With an air of possessiv.'^ness he took
her arm, an ingraliatirg smile upon his

cruel lips. " I only blow in to see if

everything was okay at the station, so
I'll see you home."

Ellen knew she coidd not very well
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oL>Joct to that, so she noiklod her hoad in

aequiesconco, while Jerry glowered
fiercely at the broad back of his

superior. In that moment the young
operator felt an intense desire to pmicli
the fellow's liead, for in addition to the
way he had shunned him he did not like

his assured manner v itli Ellen.

"So long, Jerry." Ellen smiled back
at the disgruntled youngster as she was
marched to the ofTice door. "Sec you
to-night—and mind you're not late !"

But Walton's keen brain was at work,
. and he quickly .saw a way to keep the
young operator from being at the pui-ty

at all—a way that might even bo the
means of estranging the girl and the
lio;, if only he played his cards carefulls
and well. The residt being that, at half-
past .seven, when Jerry had just changed
into a hired dress-suit in readiness to

go off to Ellen's place directly his relief
put i'l an appearance. Walton returned
to the railroad station and cojifrontod
the yoimg man.

"Bad news, Boone!" The section
superintendent for-cd a regretful note
into his voice, though within him was a
savage triimiph. "Vanes won't bo turn-
ing up to relieve you. Sickness or some-
thing. So you'll h.ive to hang on. And
remoml)or the midniglit special runs
to-night."

Jerry's jaw dropped instantly, and his

heart seemed to miss a beat. It was
indeed tough that this should iiappen
just when lu- was eugorl.s looking for-

ward to Ellen's part\ —of seeuig the girl

again.
Somehow he sensed thai Walton was

delighted that this should, happen to
hinr. though not for a moment tlid ho
dreaiij that it « as all a put-iip job—that
Vanes, quite fit and well, had
been informed by the super-

intoiident that Jerry was
going ti) work doid)le shift

this night because he wanted
time ofi later.

"It sure is bad news. Mr.
Walton." The yoimg operator
sliru!,'Lced his shoulders

ilespairinyly. "1—I was
to go to Ellen's party
to-night, as vou know,
and—and ' Well, I

shall now have to let

lier know I can't go,

that's all."

"I'm more sorry than
I can say that this

should happen, old fel-

low." Walton patted
Jerry's shoulder in

feigned sympathy.
"Still, it can't very
well be helped. Duty
before pleasure, you
know, and I'll tell Ellen
if you like about youi
rotten luck."

"Thanks." Jerry's
face was the picture oi

misery. "If you'll do
that it'll save me
worrying her on the
'phone. She's probably
very busy getting ready
to receive her guests."

A nod, and then
Walton was gone

—

walking from the rail-

road .station as if on
air. congratulating him-
self that the first part
of his rascally scheme
had been safely accom-
plished, while back in

the company's office a
downcast Jerry Booiu-
changed slowly back
into his working clotheii
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to spend the remainder of the night at

his post of duty pictuiing the gay
revelry at Ellen's home.

M'wJ
Disaster.

()eople wondered v\li\ George
on, «hen he camt to Burke

section superintendent of the
railroad, shoidd take a dilapidated old

house some little distance out of town.
But Walton Inul iiis own reasons, and
the.v were far from lawfiM ones.

Born in New York, he had upon
leaving school fallen in with a gang of
crooks, but a sjiell in the State jieni-

tentiary had somewhat sobered him, and
thereafter he had decided to run
straight. It was a lucky break when ho
managed to obtain a job in the execu-
tive oHices cf the railroad company. He
was a good worker—and ho worked hard
—and promotion came his vva\. Then
eventually came the offer of the berth
he now graced. Two months as section
suporintoiuient, and once again he had
embarked on a life of crime. . . .

Directly he left Jerry Boone bemoan
ing the fate that had befallen him.
Walton sped in his car to his home,
bleak and barren-looking, and binlt
almost entirely of wood, arul inside the
rooms were sparsely furnished.

It was to a room at the far end of
the passage that he made his way on
entering the place, and as he strode into
it two evil-faced ruffians, who had been
seated at a small round table. inst.ant!y
sprang to their feet, their hands flash"

ing to jacket [lockets where gims lay
concealed.

"Go easy, boys." Walton laughed at
the fierce expressions on the faces of
the two. "It's only me—and I've work
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for \ou to do this very ftight. Come,
sit down." I

They reseated themselves and Walton
drew a chair to the table and sat down
facing them. Then he calmly lit a
cigarette the while his two confederates
waited impatiently.

"Well, boss, what's on your mind?"
Dan Paddon thrust his bristly face
eagerly across the table as Walton at
last looked iqi. "Spill the beans. Me
and Joe's anxious."

"You—you—you've su-su-sure sa-sa-

said it, boy." stuttered his companion.
" W-vv-we

"

"Shut up. you big stiff;" Paddon
broke in fiercely. "You and your
rotten impediment. How many times
have I told you to say nothing?"
Joe Lessing's mouth opened to make

some kind of angry retort, but with «ii

impatient wave of the hand, Walton
silenced him.

"Now see here. boys, we're on some-
thing big to-night and I'm killing two
birds with one stone." A pause while
Walton pulTed at his cigarette and blew
a cloud of smoke ceilingwards. Then:
"We iKiven't done a job since you two
held u|> the Westbound Limited at

C'liesw ick Cutting .and hiked off with the

btillion aboard, have we'/ But I'll .say

that was nothing to what we're after

to-night. The midnight special's run-

ning and it's carrying a real pile. We're
going to get it—understand. and
incidentally I'm going to put paid to ;i

certain young man who's inniy way.

Now just you listen carefully while 1

tell you exactly what you're to do."

He lowered his voice and ,liis hire-

lings craned forward the better to oatcli

lis words. For a little over ten minutes
they listened carefully, then Walton got

upon his feet, his eyes gloaming
sinisiorly.

" ^'ou understand, huh?" 'I'hey

Eyes gleaming murderously, Lessing snatched up" ~
whirlwind.

a chair and came at Jerry like a
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iiodclcd their heads and he smiled in

satisfaction. "Right, but just you luind
you don't bungle things or, by hades,
your lives won't be worth a moment's
IJurcliasG—sec ?"

And tiien ho was gone, leaving i.is

confederates to carry out his fell scheme
while he himself went on to Ellen Har-
lioard's home where already her guests
were beginning to assemble.

• • • • :4

Tiic ticking of the clock upon the
wall was the only sound that broke the

silence of the railroad station at Burke.
Slumped in his chair, arms upon the
flat-topped desk, his head cupped be-

tween his hands. Jen-y Boone was rue-
fully picturing the gay party that he
knew would still be in progress at
Ellen Harboard's home. Just the kind
o: revelry his light-hearted nature
would have loved—and then there was
iho fact that lie was missing the bright
companionship of the girl of his heart.
Fate had indeed dealt him a nasty
blow.

J'lie minutes ticked on—a cjuarter to
twelve came. Then behind Jerry the
door was quietly pushed open and Dan
I'addon and Joo Lessing came creeping
in. On tip-toe and with the utmost
.stealth they stole up to the unsuspecting
young man, then suddenly Paddon's
grimy hands shot out and encircled
Jerry's neck.
"What the blazes!" Jerry came out

of his reverie with a start. "What's the
game ? Lot me go, you "

His words snapped off as he was
dragged roughly over the back of his

cliair. As he crashed to the floor, he
plimpsed his assailants, noticed that one
was on the point of springing on top
of him, and adroitly rolled to one side.

Another moment and he was on his

feet again.
Who these men were he did not know,

for Paddon and Lessing were members
of Walton's old gang in New York and
since joining up witli the crook section

superintendent they had kept well out
of sight in the daytime. And neither
did Jerry know what they were doing
here. But whatever it was, it was for

some fell purpose and so the young
man tort> into them on the instant, his

jaw grimly set, his fists lashing out with
all the force he could put behind them.
A gasp of pain from Paddon as a

hefty left thudded to the point of his

unshaven chin, sending him crashing
back against a table, then Jerry was
round on Joe Leasing, who was on the
point of launching a blow at the young-
ster's head.
"Ouch!" Lessing shook his head, half

(lazed from the right that had crashed
• lean between liis eyes, then grinned
hideously as ho saw his confederate
Ming forward and clout Jerry behind
the ear with a stinging left-hander.
"G-g-good. Dan. G g-go it—g-g-give
him h-h-hell!"

But Jerry, hard as nails, recovered
just as Paddon came in at him again,
eind, parrying a vicious right, he
thudded his left to the scoundrel's jaw.
Back against the table Paddon went
once more, and like lightning Jerry
pounced upon him, caught him by the
throat and forced Jiis head l>ackw,ards.

"Now, you cur," hissed Jerry from
between clenched teeth, forgetful for
the moment of Joe Lessing's presence,
"you're going to get all I can give
you!"
Uttering savage oaths, Paddon

struggled all he knew to break free.

Suddenly his k'ft hand swept upw;iids
and clawetl at .ferry's fac<>. But the
y<iung man caught at the wrist, then
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quickly releasing his left hand from the
rascal's throat, he crashed it like light-

ning into the scrubby face.
Eyes gleaming murderously, Lessing

snatched up a chair as with a low moau
Paddon slithered to the floor. Up be-
hind Jerry he came like a whirlwind, and
with all. his brute force he crashed the
chair own on the young man's head and
gave a diabolical laugh as his victim
dropjjed as if suddenly pole-axed.
"Q-q-quiek, Dan I" Lessing dropped

the chair and whipped a length of cord
from each of his coat pockets. " P-p-
pull yourself together. We—we haven't
a m-m-moment to 1-1-lose now."

The words seemed to act as .a tonic
on Paddon, for next second he was on
his feet, helping his confederate to biiul

and gag Jerry, who was already showing
signs of returning consciousness.
Five minutes later aiid the two rascals

had the young operator securely gagged
and bound in his swivel chair.

Eyes wide with apprehension, Jerry
saw them suddenly move to the levers

of the catch-points and signals just as

there came a distant whistle of a loco-

motive—the iiiidnight special

!

What was the intention of these
scoundrels?
The telegraph began to tick as the

operator from the next station dow n the
lino sent through his message that he
had passed the special on to .Jerry's

section of the railroad.

A moment later and a nameless dread
swept over the helpless youngster and
he began to struggle fiercely with his

bonds as Paddon, a diabolical grin on
liis unprepossessing countenance, pulled
over the lever that would give the mid-
night special a clear line, and followed
this by setting the catch-points so that
the freight train would switch on to

the express line just after it had passed
Burke station.

And a passenger train was almost due
now on that other line

!

Distracted. .Jerry tried to shout out,
but could only utter a choking gurgle
behind the gag. Heart beating as if it

would burst, he flung every ounce of his

strength into a desperate fight with the
cords that bound him.
The morse again. The passenger

train had been passed on to his section.

A smash was inevitable now luiless

Hoarse gloating chuckles came from
the two scoundrels and the distraught
.Jerry saw tliem divo out into the night,
heard a second later a motor-car being
driven rapidly away.

Again sounded the raucous whistle of

the locomotive of the freigliter, then
fainter the whistle of the passenger train

as it hurtled through the night.

"Oh, merciful heavens!" Jerry mut-
tered despairingly behind tlic gag.
"What can I do—what can I do'?"

I'^renziedly lie strained at his bonds,
till the veins stood out like whipcord
upon his forehead, till the perspiration
trickled down his ashen cheeks. Then
with a sigh of thankfidnoss he felt the
cords around his wrists and ankles
loosen. But now the noise of the on-
rushing train was thundering in his

burning brain and even as he flung the
bonds away and staggered to his feet the
freighter came sweeping past the rail-

load station.

A hoarse cry bursting from his dry
lips, Jerry liurled himself forward, but
even as he grasped the lever of the
catch points, the freighter turned on to

the express line just as the passenger
train came thimdcring along the rail-

road from the same direction at tremen-
dous speed.

'J'oo late ! The youngster's heart al-

most stood still and with ;l tCnifyinp cry

ho dropped into the chair at tlic flat-
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topped desk, beating his hands, as if

suddenly demented, on its polished sur-

face, his body rocking to and fro in the
torture that gripped him.

Bare .seconds later and there came a
mighty crashing, rending sound as the
passenger train cleaved into the very
centre of the freighter. A terrible u|)-

heaval with coaches splintering to
matchwood, the debris piling up in

grotesque heaj^s. Heartrending shrieks
from those unfortunates travelling in the
passenger train—the hissing of escaping
steam, and then tongues of fire sprang
up among the chaos to add further peril
to the grim and ghastly tragedy.

And before help came to succour tho
injured, two sinister, shadowy figures
moved among the wreckage, heedless of
the pathetic groans of the victims, as
they searched feverishly for the van of
the freighter in which was bullion of
vast wealth. They were Dan Paddon
and .Joe Lessing, and when they found
what they sought they quickly carried .t

off to the waiting car and drove rapidly
away.

Billy Boone on the Scent.

HEAD bowed, his spirit utteily
broken, .Jerry Boone came wearily
up the garden path of the little

cottage that was his home.

A terrible morning it had been to the
young fellow. The court of inquiry,
assembled at the railroad station, had
refused to believe his story as to why
the di.saster had occurred, and he had
been ignominiously dismissed fiom his

post—told that he was lucky to escape
being sent for trial for criminal
negligence.

Then had come a second and even
more devastating blow. Feeling that he
wanted sympathy in this, his hour of

sorrow, he had gone along to Ellen Har-
board's home, only to hear the alarming
news that her father had been on t!ie

passenger train that fearsome night and
had been gravely injured.

Ellen had stormed at him, the tears

coursing down her cheeks, when ho had
forced his way into her presence, accus-

ing him of base neglect of duty, finishing

up by telling him that she never wanted
to sec him again. And though he had
tried to protest his innocence—to explain
tho real rea.?on for the disaster—she had
refused to listen to him. Like everyone
else, she believed him guilty.

And so Jerry had come home—

a

human wreck.
Loving arms caressed him as he

dragged himself wearily into the little _
kitchen where Mrs. Boone had dinner
waiting for him, for the old lady could-

see by his face that the worst had be-

fallen her boy.

"Never mind, .Jerry dear," she

soothed him gently. "You have nothing
whatever to reproach yourself about.

A shameful trick of Fate. But you
will "

"But it's not that they wouldn't lie-

liove me when I told them of the attack

on me at the station that's .so hard to

bear, mother." Jerry shook bis head
pathetically, tears glistening in his

eyes. "It— it's Ellen. I went along 'o

her home, found that her poor father

had been in the >inash and was seriou<ly

injured. She refused to sec me, be-

lieving it was my fault that he had
been hurt, and when I pushed my' way
in and tried to explain, she only stornn-d

at mc and ordered me out of the pla< .
Oh, mother, that's just terrible-
terrible!"

" There, there, son—don't take on so !''

Mrs. Boone stroked his mop of iiair

affectionately. "Don't despair. When
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an injustice has boon done it is usually

set right in the end. Ihose scoundrels

who attacked you may make a slip

some time and land themselves in the

iiaiids of the law. You say you've no

idea who they can beV
"Never seen them before." Jerry

shook his head glumly. "And I'm sure

flicv don't belong to this town. But

I'dkiiow them if I saw them again; in

tact. I'd recognise one if only I heard his

voice, for he's got an impediment in his

speech."
•You mean he stutters, Jerry?' a

vouthlul voice eagerly inquired.

"Yes."
A strange gleam came into the eyes

of Billy, Jerry's kid brother, a youngster

of thirteen, witli mischievous blue eyes,

and a cheeky though likeable little face.

Munching an apple, he had been listen-

ing to Jerrys tale of woe, inwardly

seething with indignation at the injus-

tice that had been done his brother.

Jerry was Billy's hero; the youngster

would do aiiything for him. no matter

what it might be. Such was his

brothcrlv love—and now it came to him

in a flash that he might even be able

to help Jerry clear the stigma on his

gootl name. He knew a man who stut-

tered, an evil-faced ruffian whom he had

seen only the other day in conversation

with Georgo Walton, the section super-

intendent. By Jove, was Walton impli-

cated in the attack on Jerry?
Billy felt it was more than-likely, for

there was something about the imin that

he did not like. To his mind, Walton

looked a <rook—his eyes were too furtive

to be those of an honest man.

Then the youngster remembered the

missing bullion, which it was believed

had been taken by the looters, a cla^s

of persons who take advantage of the

least accident to steal. This theft and
the attack on Jerry might easily be

connected.
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E.xcitement showing in every line of

his features, Billy suddenly dived across

the loom and snatched his cap from a

chair. Then, apple in liand, he came
back to Jerry and his mother, who were
watching him in blank amazement.
"What's got yon. kid?" Jerry smi(»l

wryly as Billy gave him a knowing wink.

"You don't mean to say you know
who -"

"I'm saying nothing," the youngster

cut in quickly. "But I'm on a clue.

Just you stay liere till you hear from

me, Jerrv—and, whatever you do, try

and look' a bit cheerful, or \ou'll give

ma the willies."

And then he was gone. The railroad

station- was his destination, and there

he came upon three small boys that he

knew who were playing some kind of

game with stones near a small wooden
structure that he knew to be George
Walton's office.

He noticed with satisfaction that a car

was outside, clear evidence that his

quarry was at the moment in his place

of work.
Seconds later he had joined his friends

in their game: bul. though he was soon

absorbed in it. he contrived to keep one

eye constant !> on the door of the section

superintendenrs office.

And at last Bill\'s vigil was rewarded.

George Walton suddenly made his

appearance at the door and went to-

wards his car.

"Must be going now, kids." Bill\

straightened instantiv. a triumphant
gleam in his pale blue eyes. ''Clot an

important job to do."

"But the game 1" protested one of his

little friends, with a great show of heat.

"You'll muck it up if you
"

"Aw, can it. Bob!" Billy looked

quickly at the half-nibbled apple in Ins

grubby hand, then took a large bite at

it. "ilerc, perhaps this'll put us right."

With a grin, he tossed the remainder
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of the apple—little more than the core

now—towards the disgruntled youngster ;

then, turning, he bent low and darted

towards the car. He rea-ched it just as

the engine woke to life, and, unnoticed

bv the section superintendent, tie

sprawled full length on the near-side

running-board. Next second the car

shot away, with Billy clinging tenaci-

ously to his precarious perch.

Out of town into lonely country, and

in little over twenty minutes the oar

drew up at the dilapidated old hou.sc

that Walton had made his home. On
the instant Billy was off the running-

board and round at the back of the

vehicle, and from that place of security

he watched the crook superintendeut

enter the house and close the door

behind him.
Billy scratched his head as his gazo

surveyed the tall building. Several

windows were inaccessible, and one

he noticed had boards nailed over it on

the outside. Obviously the room beyond

was intended to hold a captive.

But the main thing was to get into

the house somehow. It was quite likely

that he might overhear Walton and his

confederates planning some fre.sh

scheme, or learn something that might
vindicate old Jerry.

Then of a sudden the youngster's eyes

gleamed and he darted eagerly forward.

A small window on the ground level,

standing half-open, had caught his gaze.

Bare .seconds later and he %vas in a

kind of cellar with stairs at the farther

end. Holding his breath, he stole for-

ward on tiptoe, mounted the stairs, and,

on opening the door at the top. he found

himself in the passage that led to the

front door.
Then a sound of muffled voices, and lie

quicklv made towards a door near at

hand and crouched with his ear very

close to the keyhole. Now he could hear

a tense voice quite clearly, and as he

I

What the heck does this mean ? " demanded Walton, and caught Billy's arm in a savage grip.^^^
1931.
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distinguished wliat was being saiJ his
heart began to boat quite fast.

"Yes, tlierc's another special running
at five o'clock to-(lny from Roxburgh,
boys, with a heavy consignment of coin
and notes—and we're going to get it."

It was Walton speaking, and he paused
to give a sinister laugh. "Now these
arc my plans—nothing so drastic as be-

fore, of course. You'll get down to

Roxburgh and hide yourselves in a
packing-case in the bullion van, then
when you're near the curve in the line

at Sedge, you'll spring out, take the
guards by surprise, and liop oflf with the
ilough as tlie traiu begins -to slow. Is

everything
"

That much Billy heard before there

cauui a dramatic interruption. Ear
glued to the keyhole, completely
absorbed with the dastardly plan being
hatched in the room beyond, ho failed

to hear the front door open, or the sur-

prised ejaculation that escaped the

thick-set, brutal-faced man who saw him
stooping before the door as ho came
info the house.

A moment later and the man was upon
the unsuspecting youngster. A heavy
liaud came down on Billy's shoulder
and, swinging round with a gasp of

alarm, he found himself gazing into a

IKiir of fiercely glowering eyes.

"Oh! You let me go, mister I" he
wailed pathetically. "I ain't done
nothing, straight I

"

But ho said no more, for, flinging open
the door, his captor bundled him
roughly into the room beyond.

A Bid for Liberty.

WALTON and his rascally confeder-
ates, Dan Peddon and Joe
Lcssing, were seated at the

small round table as tiie crook super-

intendent unfolded his plans for the rob-

bery of the bullion train. But they
were on their feet in a flash as Billy
came staggering into the room, and in-

stinctively the hands of both Paddon
and Lessing flashed to their coat-

pockets, where they were wont to keep
their guns.
"What the heck does this mean?"

demanded Walton, and caught Billy's

arm in a savage grip, then lookc>d

frowningly at the thick-set man as he
advanced towards them. " Fulworth,
who in hades is this brat, and what's he
doing .here?"
"Found him outside the door, listen-

ing, boss," gi'owlcd the other.

"But I wasn't! I wasn't!" Billy

knew tiiat he was in a tight jam, but
he meant to try his utmost to get out
of it somehow. So nnicli depended upon
him retaining his freedom now. "My
dog popped in hero through the cellar

window, and I came in after him."
"You did, huh?" Walton looked at

him from narrowed lids, but he was far

from satisfied., with the explanation.
"Well, Where's the dog now?"
'lie slipped me." Billy forced him-

self to smile as he strove to master his

feelings. "Rushed down into the cellar

again, and I bet lie's away through the
window by this time."
"But you were listening at the door,

you little brat." Walton dug his fingers

savagely into Billy's arm, and laughinl
brutally as the yoinig.ster winced with
pain. "What did you hear? You tell

the truth, or by heck I'll wring your
confounded little neck for you !"

Billy felt his knees grow suddenly
weak beneath him, for there was no
mistaking that grim threat. For a
moment or two ho was silent, (hen with
a;l elFort l.e bravely squared his yoinig
shoulders and looked defiantly into
Walton's blazing eyes.
' " I wasn't listening, I tell you I" he
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siioutod veliemently. " Ajid ^ didn't
hear nothing."
The passionate note in Billy's voice

almost convinced the crook superintend-
ent that the youngster was speaking the
tiuth, but, shrewd as he was, he did not
intend to take any chances. Ho must
be kept safely out of the way till the
train robbery had been safely accom-
plished ; it would then be time enough
to consider what had best be done with
the boj'.

A word to the thick-set man, then
Billy, struggling and protesting warmly,
was dragged upstairs and flung into the
room with the boarded window.
"You stay there, you little rat !" The

thick-set man laughed brutally as Billy
went staggering acro.5S the room. " And
remember this : If you give any trouble
I'll be up here in a jiffy, and I'll larrup
you till your hide's raw. See?"
And then he was gone, slamming and

locking the door behind him. Billy
pulled a face at the locked door and
clenched his little fists.

"Go and fry your face, ugly !" he
.shouted at the full pitch of his lungs.

Heavy footsteps on the stairs as Ful-
worth descended them, then silence.

For a moment Billy stood irresolute

;

but, determined youngster that he was,
he soon set his brain to devising some
means of (scape.

He had a line on Walton and his
gang now—he could see Jhat. if only he
could get free, he would be able to clear
Jerry of tlie stigma that was now on
his name. Then there was the intended
robbery of the bullion train due out of
Roxburgh at five. That must bo pre-
vented at all co.sts.

The youngster gazed about the room.
It was sparsely furnished as a bed-
room. One or two chairs, a small table
with a square of mirror resting back
again.st the wall behind, a worn-out rug
and an iron bedstead.
As Billy's eyes finally came to rest on

the bed. a hopeful gleam came into
them. What the time was now he could
not say—somewhere in the region of
thice o'clock, he suspected.

He sat down upon the bed, eager to

put into action the plan that had come
to him, but he knew that it was useless
to make his bid for liberty just yet
awhile. Time passed, then after what
he considered was a life-time, yet in
reality was only three-quarters of an
hour, ho heard a door slam below, and
a few seconds later caught the sound of
a motor-car's engine st<irting up. He
made a guess that that would be
Walton's confederates setting out for

Roxburgh on their fell mission.

He allowed another five minutes to
cla|)se, then diving his hand into his

pocket he brought out a handfid of
marbles, and tos.sed them one after

another on to the floor. Nothing hap-
pened, so he gathered them up again
and repeated the process.

Then footsteps sounded on the staijus,

and seconds later the door was unlocked
and opened.
"What in blazes you up to, you

young scum?" Fulworth glared in at

the doorway, an ugly scowl on his un-
pieposscssing face. "You know what I

saici about that larruping, don't you?"
"You was yotmg once, wasn't you?"

Billy grimied cheekily, and flung two
or three nioro marbles on the floor.

"Then just you let a fellow that's got
to kick his liccls have a bit of fini."

More marbles went bouncing to (he
Hoor. and for several moments Fulworth
gazed at tl.c youngster, not quite know-
ing wliat to do. Then suddenly he spat
out a vicious oath, swung from the room
and lelocked the door.
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Billy grinned as his footsteps died in
the distance, then he swung round '.o

the bed and rapidly tore off the -covers.
The work of a very few moments to
knot the sheets and blankets togelh-.r
to form an improvised rope, then iie

turned his attention to the boarded win-
dow, gilcntly he raised the sash, and
with his small fist he liammerod at one
ot the lengths of wood, hoping fii-
vently that the scoundrel downstaiis
would be led to believe that the sounds
he made were caused by the inarbh s

being flung on the floor.

Ho worked on uninterruptedly, and
some ten minutes later he had three of
the boards from the window and was
lowering the improvised rope to the-
ground. With satisfaction he saw that
the knotted bedclothes reached to within
half a dozen feet of the gravel paih
below, and with joyously beating heart
he tied the end of the rope he held to
the iron frame of the bedstead, tlieii

came back to the window and clamlxued
out.

The ground reached in safety, he
darted away as fast as his little legs
would carry him. A telephone kiosk
at, last. Like a young rabbit he divi-d

into it, and seconds later he was through
to his home, heard Jerry's voice asking
who it was calling.

"It's Billy, Jerry. Listen! I've got
a line on those thugs who set on you
and robbed the midnight special."
The youngster'.s voice was vibrant with
excitement and his eyes shone with an
eager light. ".And Walton was behin<l
the whole affair. Ah, I knew that'd
surprise you ! I somehow susjiectcd the
brute, and I followed him some while
ago to his house—and I've fovuid
out, through listening at a keyhole, that
he plans to pinch the bullion from the
special, running from Roxburgh at fivi\

"Couldn't put you wise before, be-

cause they caught me and shoved me in

a room and Yes. ^-es. of course 1

csfeaped, or I wouldn't bo 'phoning you
row, stupid. But, Jerry, there's no
time to lose. What's that ? It's twenty
to five now ! Gee, but we've time to

fix 'em and clear you witii the railroad
people, haven't Oh, why will you
keep butting in. What's that? Sure.
I'll go and get the cops. You bet they'll

be after the train in a tw'inkling. And
you'll be along right away? Good!
Bye."
The receiver slammed back on it?

hooks, but Billy did not go off at once.
He made another call, this time to

Mr. Harboard's house and. Ellen an-
swering the 'phone, he quickly told her
all he had learned at Walton's place
and of the iMscal's latest fell scheme.
And it afforded him immense satisf.ie-

tion that he was able to convince 'he
girl, after some few minutes, of Jerry's
ipnocencc of the railway disaster. Then
again the receiver crashed back on its

lest and. darting from the kiosk, Billy
ran oft' like the wind.

Meanwhile, Jerry had got out his little

two-seater runabout, and, driving at

reckless speed, he soon reached the rail-

road station at Burke. Straight to the
operator there he went, not knowing
that the man was a confederate of
Walton's, whom the crook superintend-
ent had installed there as much for his

own benefit as anything el.se. Brea'h
lessly .lerry explained that there was to

bo a hold-up of the bidlion train, due
out -of Roxburgh at five—would the
fellow speak to tho next station down
the line and have it stopped and the
officials warned?
"Bunkimi; you can't kid me there's i

to be a hold-up in broad daylight." 'I'he '

operat-or shook his head, though his eye.s
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gloamcd viciously at the disturbing
thought that Jerry was wise to Walton's
fame. "You buzz off—I'm busy."
He turned away, and, seeing it was

useless to argue further, Jerry raced
outside and climbed back into his car.
Away he sped again, this time in the
direction of Colvillo, his throttle opened
to its fullest extent. And at Colville
Station ho had little difficulty in con-
vincing the operator there, an old
friend of his, that there was to be an
attempt to steal tlie bullion on board
the special from Roxburgh. The train
would be itopped. Jerry was assured,
and it was with triumph singing in his
breast that the j-oungster again
clambered back into his car and set off

along the railroad line to meet the on-
coming freighter.

,The_Hold-Up.

THE special thundered over the iron
road, whistle shrilling blantantly.

i^^ Inside the bullion van the two
guards sat upon packing-cases, smoking
and chatting idly.

The sudden screeching of brakes, and
the tiaiu began to slacken speed.
"Now what in blazes is the matter,

Harry':" one oi the guards remarked to
liis colleague.
"Darned if I know." The other got

to iiis feet and went to the side of the
coach, hio intention being to peer out
of tiic small aperture there to sec what
the slowing of the train meant. He
Thrust out his head, but could see
nothing. "Don't know what it can be,
George. Suppose the signal's against
us. I can't see it, but

'

"Hands up, you two—and keep tiiem
up !"' a grim, menacing voice cut in
sharply. ' And don't try to reach for
those guns of yours."
Tlie guards swung round in a. flash,

and their jaws dropijed as they saw the
heads and sliouklers of two men pro-
truding from a big packing-ease on the
far side of the van, Dan Paddon and
Joe Lessing, and in their liunds were
two wicked-looking blue-black revolvers.
Quickly they clambered from their

place of concealment, and while Paddon
covered the guards
with liis gun, his

rascally companion
delved into a
m e d i u m - s i z e d
wooden case and
biought out a heavy
iron box that was
heavily padlocked.
"Now, you two,"

rasped Paddon,
waving his revolver
threateningly at the
guards, "if you cry
out or move so

much as an inch till

we're clear of here
I'll s h o o t—a n d
shoot to kill 1"

As lie spoke the
train drew to a

complete standstill.

Quickly he turned
to where Joe Less-
ing, the bullion box
in his hand, was
dragging at the
sliding door in the
side of the van.
"Quick—off you

go!" he hissed in

Lessing's ear. "And make the
oar as soon as you can. I'll

keep behind in case there's

trouble."

The door was open now,
and they scrambled out to the ground.
An imperative cry and, glancing down
tJie train, Paddon saw three uniformed
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figures racing towards them. Tlie
driver, tlie conductor and the brakeman
of the train.

Fiercely he urged Lessing on, but
under the weight of the bullion box
the rascal's progress was slow. Paddon
twirled aroiind, murder blazing in his

eyes, and waited for the raihvaymen to
come nearer.

"Hi, you! Keep where you are !"' As
they pulled up he levelled his gun at
them through his jacket pocket. "If
you move another step I'll drill you '

And I mean it, sec?"
He backed slowly, his gun on them

the while, then started violently as there
came the sudden roar of a car tearing
along the road that ran parallel witli

the railroad. Seconds later there was a
screeching of brakes, and, flinging him-
.self from the wheel of his two-seater,
Jerry Boone made straight for Joe
Lessing, who was still staggering under
the weight of the bullion box towards
the yellow car standing by a clump of
pine-trees.

•Jerry came at the crook like a
cyclone; but Lessing had seen him and,
dropping the bullion box, he struggled
to reach his gun. Too late. Jerry was
into him even as his fingers touched the
butt of the revolver, and a pile-driving
left sent him crashing full length ujion
his 't>ack.

" Now, you scum, I owe you something
for that time at Burke Station!" Jerry
howled, and leaped en the scoundrel as
he began to clamber to his feet.

But Lessing dexterously rolled to one
side and, springing up, he closed quickly
with the enraged young man.
Backwards and forwards the two,

stamped, hitting out fiprcely at each
other: then, just as it seemed that Jerry
had the upper hand Paddon camo
running up behind him and brought tlie

butt of his gun crashing with brutal
force on the back of the youngster's
head. .Jerry went to the ground as if

pole-axed, and with savage triumph in

his eyes Paddon cast, his gaze quickly
about him.
"Keep iiack ! Stand where you arc.
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or, by Hades, I'll drill you !" The raii-

waymen had taken advantage cf the
diversion to steal down upon the crooks,
but they stopped in their tracks, cursing
volubly, as the gun again threatened
them. A leering grin, then Paddon
called urgently to Lessing over his
shoulder. "Hurry up, you blamed fool,

and get that there bullion into the car
before we have a whole mob down on
us. The train—they'll be wondering
why it doesn't go on when the signal's
raised and

"

His words snapped off and an expres-
sion of alarm leaped instantly into his
cruel brown eyes as there came liio

sudden hum of many powerful engines
upon the macadam road—a hum that
grew rapidly louder till it merged into
an ear-splitting roar. A hurried giarico
over his shoulder, then a vicious oath
ripped from between the ruflian's lips

as he glimpsed the half-dozen motor-
cycles, uniformed figures crouched low
over the handlebars, that came sweeping
along the road.

"By heck, Joe, it's the cops!" he spat
out fearfully.
Thought of self-preservation sent him

flying towards the yellow' car statiding
near the clump of pine-trees. And his
confederate was not a moment behind
him. Avaricious though he was, the
wealth the bullion box contained was
nothing as comi)ared with his liberty;
and letting the box drop to the ground,
Joe Lessing scudded after his colleague
as fast as his legs would carry him.
A bedlam of sound—the screeching of

brakes hastily applied, and the hoarse
yells of the police as they flung from
the saddles of their bikes, and, with
Billy Boone, who had been riding be-
hind one ot them, tore after tho
fugitives.

But Paddon and his rascally com-
panion had now reached the yellow car
and were moving away over the rough,
bumpy ground. Seconds later, and with
throttle opened to its limit, they went
shooting down the macadam road as if

suddenly propelled from some gigantic
catapult.

"Now, you cur, you're
for it I " Jerry's eyes
blazed down into
Walton's with a cold

fury.
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Back came tlie i)olice to wliuic tlic

tlucc railway odicials, who had now
been joined by the guards from the

bullion van, wore lielpmg ;i dazed Jerry
to his feet. As the niists cleared from
the young man's brain, memory of al)

that had liappcncd came flooding in

upon him witli a rush. He caught the

sound of the fugitives' car, saw it as it

fast receded ulong tlic road, «nd fiung

out his arm w ildly.

"Those skunks—they've got away
with the bullion '" His voice was hoarse
and his pointing finger trembled.
"Quick: My car! I'm going

"

"Now, now—take it easy, boy!" A
grin on liis face, the concluctor of the

trcightcr held up the bullion box that

Joe Lcssing liad dropped -in liis mad
flight. "See here, we've got the bullion

box all right—and it strikes nic it's all

thanks to you «iid the cops for coming
along when you did."
The police were crowding eagerly

round now, asking tiuick questions; l.iul

an excited, boyish voice intcrruiJted

them, and Billy Boone thrust his w a\

to tlie front and caught .at Jerry's arm.
"Tricked those dirty thieves, didn't

I?" he cried delightedly. "And I've

told the cops all about that rotter

Walton. You can liet your boots that

this is the end of that smug-faced crook.

To-morrow, Jerry, you'll be vindicated
and Here, where are you going?"

At mention of Walton's name, Jerr,\

had flung .off Billy's hand, ancl with
grim, set face he was racing towards
liis little runabout.
"To see Walton !" he flung back over

his shoulder meaningly. "I've some-
thing to say to him before the cops get

him !'"

Billy grinned, then he, too, broke into

a run. for the cops were now moving
(luickly towards their bikes to take up
the chase of Dan I'addon land Joe
Lcssing. Billy did not mean to be left

our of the capture of the bullion thieves.

A Grim Fight.

TH1'-R12 was nuuder in George
Walton's heart sis his feverish

fingers ran through the drawers of

the desk in his ollice at Burke railroad

station.

News of the discovery of his fell

plans by Jerry Boone had reached hmi
from his operator aecomplicc at tne

station, and he knew that flight was
now his only course if lie was to avoid
arrest and prison. A ciiiick dash to his

oirice to collect his few personal be-

longings and the spoils of his nefarious

robberies, and then he vvould flee to

New York, there to hide in the under-

world, where he could safely renew his

criminal activities.

At last everything was in the bag that

stood ui)on the desk, but as his fingers

went out to close it tJie door of the ofiiee

oi>ened anil in came a neatly dressed,

brown-haired girl—Kllen llarboard

—

and as. he lookeil ii]), startled, her hazel

grey eyes fastened on his with con-

temptuous gaze.

"So it was you who caused the smash
of the midnight special—a diabolical

deed for whieti an innocent boy has
sulVered. 'I'liey said it WMis on nc(Oimt
of Jerr.\ s neglect, when all the time it

was your doing." Her voice was biting

in its .scorn, and under it Walton wilted.
" And you did it—caused many poor
people to be killed anil injured—because
you are a low-ilown thief ! Oh. yes.

(George Walton. I know all about it!

\'oii wrecked those trains to sliAal tlu*-

bullion in the freighter, and to-day you
planned to get hold of the monev in

"'"^"TT"".
"That's Piiongh of thai, von little
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cat !" Mastering his feelings, Walton
leaped round the desk and caught lier

roughly by the arm. "I don't want to

hurt vou, but if vou sav another word
rii^" '

.

"And do you think I'm scared of

your wild throats':'" She looked at him
bi€avely though the fierceness of his e.\es

caused a little shiver to ruii down licr

spine. "No, I'm not. C^urs like you
think twice before adding to their tnis-

deeds when the hand of the law is fast

closing upon them. And I can soc you
know ,\ourself that the police are wise
to your diipliciry. Why would you be
packing that bag if it wasn't for flight?

But you'll not i;et far. The "

"I won't, huh? W'cW. we'll see about
t.iat, my pretty." He ^liriist his face
close to hers, causing her to recoil. A
moment's pause while he gazed fixedly

into those wide hazel gre.\ eyes—and
then the old desire to win her for his

own came with renewed fervour. A sud-

den thought flashed to his evil mind and
he gave an ugly laugh. " Yes, Miss
Harboard, I'll admit I am thinking of

flight and what is more I now iiilend

to take you with me."
He quickly snatched the suitcase from

the desk with his free hand, then before
Ellen realised what was happening, he
had jerked her roughly to the door.

"Let me go, you brute!" The girl's

eyes were goggling with terror now,
and she liegan to struggle fiercely as

she was dragged out of the office and
towards the open tourer that stood out-

side. "Let me go! You hear me

—

let me go !"

But he madf no answer—just laughed
ciillousl.v as he bundled her into the seat
beside the steering wheel.
Wildly Ellen looked about her for

some sign of fomeone to rescue her. but
there was no one in sight. At the full

pitch of her young lungs, she yelled

for help in the hope that she might be
heard.
But in an instant her cries were

drowned in the noise of the engine as
Walton, leaping in beside her, touched
the self-starter and, jerking the lever

into first gear, sent the car speeding
away with a roar of the open exhaust.

Too late a figure came dashing round
the side of the section superintendent's
office. It was a platelayer, and he gazed
blankly after tlu- receding car and the
girlish figure he could sec struggling
with the driver.

The sound of another car. and minutes
later the shrieking of hastily applied
brakes as the vehicle slid up to thf fugi

five's oHice.

"Say, Tompkins!" cried Jerry Boone
in the act of climbing from his runabout.
"Do you happen to know if Walton's in

his office ?"

"He sure ain't. Jerry." TIk^ plate

layer flung up his- arm. pointing a finger

towards Walton's car which even at the
moment was turning out of the station

>aril on to the road. "There he goes
in his car. What it's all about I don't
know, but a moniint ago I he:ird some
one calling for help. It was Miss Har-
board and Walton's got her in

"

But Jerry waited for no more. Away
he went in pursuit, carelessly indift'i-rent

to the dangerous speed at' which he
drove. One thing alone poss?sseil his

tliouphts now. The girl of his dreams
was being abducteil, carried awa.v by as

unsirupulous a scoundrel as there ever
was- a man wh) had incidentally done
him a grievous wrong.
Face grimly set, a white hot fury

blazing within him, Jerry swung his

little runabout out of the railroad yard
and on to the wide macadam road.
Some two hunched yards ahead was

his quarry and ho guessed that Ellen
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must have resigned herself to her fato
for lie could .see that she was sitting
quietly beside her rascally kidnapper.
Rapidly he began to overhaul them,

but (he noise of his car presently drew
Walton's attention and after a quick
glance back, the rascal crowded on
six-ed and held Jerry easily.

Out into will! open countr.\ , with the
road winding up and up till on either
sjde was a drop of some three handled
feet to the fertile pastiirelands below.
Then suddenly a wave of triumph

swept over Jerry Boone as ho saw' that
he was slowl.v but surely overhauling
the car in front again. Two miles more
and he had forced himself alongside
the tonrcr.
"You'd better stop, Walton!" he

yelled above the roar of the engines.
"You won't get awav with it. I'll see
to that!"

Ellen called out to him some words
of ihankfuliK'ss. but he scarcely heard
them. Walton was gazing at him with
murder in his eyes and some instinct

warned Jerrv that the scoundrel was
contemplating treacher.v. He watclHd
him like a cat watches a moiLse, thu
while he kept pace with the tourer.

"You going to stop, AValton?" iie

veiled again. 'I tell \ou vou'd better,

for
"

He saw the c\il grin that came sud-

denly to the rascal's face, saw his cruel

hands start to swing the steering wheel
of the tourer— and in a flash he guessed
the man's intention. Walton was going
to swing in front of his little car, force

him over the edge of the precipice to

crash down to thj valley three hundred
feet below !

As swift as light. Jerry was on his

feet, clambering over the side of the
runabout. He got a foothold on the

running board of Walton's car, then

shot out his hanil to tliC steering wheel
as the scoundrel swung it again and sent

the vehicle roaring down the road.

"Stop, you darned fool!" Jerry
roared threateningly. " Or I'll force tlio

car over the edge !

"

But Walton only grinned viciously, for

he knew Jerry would not sacrifice

Ellen's lifr^ and his own. A moment
later and his lofi hand came out in a,"

.Tttempt to push Jeri-y from Ids peicli. •

Then began a fierce struggle for pos-

session of the steering wheel in which
Ellen bravely joined, though her face

was white and strained, and hor heart

thudded painfully against her ribs as

she thought of the great danger that

thrratened (hom all". A sudden twist

one way or the other of the wheel, and
they would hurtle to eternity !

"Kllen!" .leriy cried siiddiiily. "Try
and jam on the brakes while I look after

this cur !"

As the girl mule to obey a savage
CKlth ripped from between Walton's
foam-neckeil lips aid he lashed out w ith

his left at the .\oungster. But Jerry
caught at the scoiindrel's arm though
the effort almo .1 lansed him to lose his

[ireearious perch oi; tin- running board.
And then the car came to a slithering

jtop as lOllen drew the hajid brake home.
"Now, you cur. voii're for it!" Jerry's

eyes blazed down into Walton's with a
cold fury. "You're going, to answer to

mo for all (ho harm you've done biforo

I hand you ovor to the police."

A sudden powerful heave and ho
hauled the rascal ovor the side of the

car to the road. He waited a moment
to give Walton tiio chance to recover
himself, then ho tore into (he man like

a raging don-on. A left to the jaw
staggered the villain, but he quickly
shook- off Iho efl'eels of the blow, and
spitting out a string of savage curses. Im

(Continaed on page ^
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The daring exploits of a young cowboy who sets out to bring a ruthless band of rustlers
to justice. Starring Bob Steele and Blanche Mehaffey.

Texas.

THE liglit of Border stars pierced the

velvet heavens, and the music of

guitars mingled with the whistle of

inock-hirds. On the horizon, however,
there loomed a sullen hank of clouds that

threatened to swell the waters of the Rio
Grande with .seasonal rain.

In French Sadie's cantina at t'ampo
Santo, close to the Line, there sat two
men who were ignorant alike of tho
musical talent of courting caballeros and
chirping mock-birds, as well as the im-
[(cnding threat of dirty weather. Kach
was too involved in a game of chance to

lie impressed hy outer influences.

One wa.s a long. lean, unshaven worthy
of the cowman hreeil. answering to the

laconic name of Kansas. The other was
of a very ditferent stamj). somewhat
flashy in his attire, with eyes that
matched those of the l.\nx for craftiness

—

a typic.-d frequenter of the card-tahle and
the poker school, known as Fancy .Toe. .

They had apparently been playing
some time, judging by the money lying
between them, mostly on the flashy

individual's side of the table, and both
were now preparinef to match their
hands, one against the other, in a final

bid.

"Fll bet fifty." Fancv .Toe observed
slowly, afler some consideral ion.

Kansas of the stubble chin ojicned out
his five cards fanwise with .secretive

fingers, and squinted at them narrowly
with obvious satisfaction, while Fancy
•Toe remained impassive, the true poker
player.

"Well." drawled TCansas at length.
"Iiavin' taken a look over the scenery. I

reckon I'll trail along with you. Joe.
I'm puttin' you up another fifty.

'

Fancy Joe regarded his hand. There
were three queens in it, and a two an<l a
aix.
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'"It'll cost you another hundied to see

mo as far as the next stage, Kansas," he
murmured.
Kansas took another look at his cards.

There were three aces in it, and t\\o

cards of no value.

"I'll raise you a hundred more," he
declared.

It was at this juncture that Fancy Joe
examined //is fistful again. A significant

change had taken place. Ihe two-spot
no longer figured in it. and had been
substituted by a fourth queen.

No one had seen the cunning movement
with which he had discarded that two-
spot and "palmed" the extia queen.
But the eyes of a blonde girl standing
hy the side of Tvansas detected something
lying on the floor. It was the "two."
and all at once she observed Fancy Joe's
foot close down on it.

When he lifted his foot the two-s))ot

was no longer on the floor. It was stuck

to a wad of gum on the sole of the
trickster's tan shoe.

The blonde girl said nothing, for she

knew that to have denounced the sharper
woidd have resulted in blood>hed. and
.she woidd rather have seen Kansas
cheated out of his money than have him
shot down. For Fancy Joe had a

"fancy " reputation with a pistol as well

as a pack of cards.
" Kansas." said the sharper. " if you're

ridin' with tnc you'll have to pay heavy
fare to make the whole trip. I'm slakin"

another two hundred on my hand."

"What?" Kansas lurched to his feet.

His voice rasped loudly, but with a kind
of grutT good'humour in its tone. "Why.
you ornery, ding-basted cayute, you know
you ain't left me with that much dough

—

the way you bin winnin' all along the

lino tonight."
Fancy Joe shrugged.

"Two more hundred is the bet." he
said stoically.

Kansas laid down his cards and
plucked out a w icked-looking knife. But
violence was not his intention. With an
imprecation he jammed the blade clean
through the highly-decorative backs of

the cards he had been holding, pinning
them to the table.

" I'm gonna get me some more cash to

cover that bet o' yours. Joe." he stated,

"for I aim ter pay two hundred bucks (o

see what you-all hev called on." Then,
turning to address the rest of those in

the saloon: "I'm a-coniing' back," lie

announced stridently, "an' cf any
hombre so miuli as touches tliet knife

o' mine there's gonna be a funeral—an'

he won't be among the mourners."

With that he stamped out of the

cantina. against the walls of which the
first big drops of rain were already
beginning to patter.

The blonde girl who had been watch-
ing the card game went to the back of

Ihe bar and began to serve drinks. Fancy
Joe set his cards face downward on the

table anil strolled to the counter to order
an aguardiente. Tlie blonde girl eyed
him with ill-concealed contempt as she

poured it out for him. and she seemed
on the point of making some comment
when the swing doors of the saloon were
pushed w ide and a youngster in a Stetson
and an oilskin coat crossed the

threshold.
He took ofT his hat and swept Ihe cling

ing rain from its wide brim and tall

crown. About nineteen or twenty he
looked, of medium height, but lithe and
muscular, with a good-looking face

burned to Ihe colour of a new saddle by
sun and wind, and a mass of curl\- iinir

that was as black as Ihe Border night.

He slipped off his storm-coat and slung

it across a chair. Then, with a faint
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whirring of spurs, he strolled across the
bar-room to come to an idle pause at

tile table where Kansas and Fancy Joe
intended to resume their game as soon as
thi! former returned with a fresh supply
of money.
The stranger looked at the cards lying

face downwards on the tabic, and
fastened his careless glance on the five

that were pinned by the knife. The men
at the bar, Fane;/ Joe included, gapf-d

at him in a breathless, startled silence as
he casually withdrew the blade ere any-
one coul<J stop him, and as casually
inspected the hand that Kansas had held.

He was standing examining it when the
swing doors creaked on their hinges
again. Kansas strode in, and the tension
seemed to become electric as his gaze
became riveted on the young stranger
and the cards that he had so innocently
lifted.

Kansas boro down on him with an
oath. Hi.s fingers, clenching on the butt
of- his six-gun, snatched the weapon from
its holster and rammed the barrel of it

against the youngster's ribs.

- "Stranger," ho ground out, "I swore
Td plug any guy that sliifted my knife
an" gave them cards the once-over while
I wasn't on hand ter see I got a square
deal. Git ready ter meet your Maker '.''

The youngster eyed him steadily.

"I don't aim to meet my ilakor-^yet,"
he niurnftired.

Kansas was scowling at him threaten-
ingly, but all at once ho- drew biick a
little.

;
"No?" he rasped. "Well, I'll tell you

what you're goniia do. You're gonna
play that haml o' mine you're so
interested in—with your money! Sot
down !"

.. Ho repeated the command as the
stranger looked at him in bewilderment,
and the gun in his fist forbade argument.
The youngster sank slowly into the chair
Kansas had occupied some time before,
and Kansas called Fancy .Too across from
the bar.
"This hombrc is gonna pay two

hundred dollars to see your hand. Joe,"
ho said. "And, stranger," he adde<l to
the youth whom he was covering, "see
that you don't lose !"

The youngster hesitated, glanced at
Fancy Joe shrewdly, and then at the
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cards on which Kansas was forcing him
to wager. Three aces and two rags,

huh ?

He pulled out a sheaf of hundred-dollar
bills and pushed twcv of tlfem across the
table. Fancy .Joe laid down his hand

—

four queens strong. The stranger fol-

lowed his example, planting the cards
one by one in front of him. One, two,
three aces

—

ami a fourth/
Exclamations arose from all round,

and two faces registered blank amaze-
ment—the face of Kansas for one, the
face of Fancy Joe for another. But the
tatter's astonishment was succeeded by-

chagrin, and suddenly he uttered an
angry .snarl. In- the same instant his
hand went to his hip and wrenched a .44

from a holster there.

It was fast work, but not fast enough.
The youngster's fist had dropped to his
thigh in a lightning gesture, and he beat
Fancy Joe to the "draw" by a split

second. There was a burst of flame and
smoke and an ugly smash, and the .44

spun from tho hand of Fancy Joe and
clattered to the floor.

The gambler scrambled to his feet and
clutched at his numbed fingers. His eyes
were glittering with mingled fear and
rage, but tho latter emotion seemed
likely to dominate tho first till ICansas
jabbed liirn playfully with his own six-

gun.
"J wouldn't be so lady-like with my

shootin' iron. Joe," he .said, smirking
broadly. "You know, lightning never
strikes twice in the same place."
Fancy Joe slunk out of the eantina

Bulleiily.
'

Flaming Quns.

KANSAS turned towards the table to
see the dark-haired young stranger
reaching for the money Fancy Joe

had staked on hi.s cards, and he gave
vent to an exclamation.
"Hold on there, you curly-headed

stray, " he said. "That was my bet you
covered."
The youngster 6mile<l.

"We'll divide tlic takinge, pardner,"
he drawled.

"All right," was the rejoinder.
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" You're en. Say, Kansas is my name.
What's yours, anyway?"
"Just call me Texas," the youngster

told him, and handed him a cjuarter

thare in the bet.

Kansas looked at the money sourly.

"Ain't you takin' in a lot o' territory,

Tex ? " he growled.
"Well," the youngster retorted with a

grin, "isn't Texas bigger than Kan-as?"
But as the other laughed genially lie

thrust some more of the notes into his

fist.

Kansas slapped hiin on the shoulder,

and tlien faced tho rest of the men « lio

were standing around.
"Boys," he announced, "I want you

to meet Tex. He's takin' in a lotfa

territory when he calls hisself Texas,
but from now on—ef you wanna get to

Texas you gotta cro.ss Kansas. See?"

French Sadie appearing at that
mohient, Kansas presented hie new
acquaintance to the picturesque proprie-

tress of the eantina. Kansas seemed on
the best of terms with her, and, after

asking her to serve up a couple of plates

of hot tamales in a private room oft" the
saloon, he led Tex thither.

"Now that we're all alone," he said

to the youngster, as they sat down at

a small table, "would you mind c<ljicatin'

nic as, to just where you got thet fourth

ace from?"
"Kansas," . Tex informed him,

"ciicatin' at cards ain't exactly a hobliy

o' mine, but when I looked at that

hombre Fancy Joe I marked him down
straight away as a sharper. And
Kansas, the hand is quicker than the

eye."
Further discussion on the subject of

the bet was interrupted by the appear-

ance of Ooldie, who arrived with the

grub. The interest of Tex was innne-

diately aroused by her, and Kansas in-

troduced him. When Ooldie had de-

parted Tex leaned forward eagerly and
fired a question at his companion.

"Who is she?'' he demanded. "W'hat'g
she doin' in this rouud-up?"
"You heard her name," Kansas

answered. " An' as for the rest, people's

business down here is miiidin' their

own. But she ain't the usual run o' gnle

i:i saloons. She's a good kid. That's

' A little bit late, alncha, Tex ? " Kansas muttered slowly.
July 25th, 19S1.
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what French Sadie says—an' what Sadie
bays goes. What/s aiiyl)c>dy doin' down
here, anyways? I miglit be askin' you
the- same thing. But, of course, I ain't,"

he added hastily,

There was a silence. Then Kansas
spoke again

:

"How.somever," he resumed, "now
that we're friends, do you mind my
askin' you ef anybody migiit be expectin'

you here in C'ampo Santo? You see,

the sheriff w;is down here a wliile ago
from the American side o' the Border

—

Jieerin' around like he might be expectin'

to see somebody, But, of course—no
ptar-i)ackor would be lookin' for vou,

huh?"
There was a curious expression ;n

Tex's eyes.

"Me?" lie echoed. "No! Of course-
accidents will happen at times, Kansas

—

no matter how careful a fella is."

Once again their conversation was in-

terrupted by the appearance of Ooldie.

"Sadie wants a word with you,

Kan.sas," she said. "She seems kind of

iijiset a'bout something."
Kansas drifted out into the bar-room,

and Tex and Goldie were left in each
other's company.

"You'll like Kansas when you know
him better," said Goldie.

"I don't have to know him any better

to like him." Tex told her. "1 don't

know you—^but I like you."
She glanced at him challengingly.

"You make up your mind quickly,

don't you?" she murmured.
"A lot quicker than I change it," he

rejoined.
Meanwhile Kansas had made his way

to where Fi-ench Sadie was awaiting him
in the saloon.

"Well." he demanded, "what's
wrong?"
"Fancy Joe-when 'e went o\it I do

not like ze way 'e look," Sadie declared,

with a note of anxiety in her voice.

"C'ain't say I like his looks, neither."

drawled Kansas. "But it's a bit too late

to improve on his Creator."
"Mon ami," said Sadie warningly.

'"e is just like /c cat zat see too well

in 7.e dark. 'E is dangerous man. You
onderstand, hein?"
His upper lip curled into an ominous

smile.

"Yeah," he murmured, "but don't

you worry, Sadie. As my friend Tex
says, ' the hand is quicker'n the eye.'

"Oh. Kansas," pleaded Sadie, putting

her arms around his neck. "I am fond

of you. You must not go out yet."

Kansas scoffed at her fears, and then

tweaked her chin.

"Do me a favour," he said. "Ciimme
a kiss."

The Frenchwoman recovered her native

gaiety at once, and obliged him laugh-

ingly.
. ^^

"Now I'm set fer anything, Kansas
pronounced, and led lier into the room
where lie had left I'ex and fjoldie.

"Pardiier," he said with meaning,
"you an' me had better be puUin' our
freight."
I'ex looked at him keenly and then

rot%e. Ooldie helped him on with his oil-

skin coat while French Sadie assisted

Kansas with a snug, warm jacket that

reached to the waist. The two neu
acquaintances then said ' adieu ' and
took their leave, strolling out info the
darkness of the street.

It was still raining, and the liiglit was
black as pitcli. Kansas and Tex walked
for about thirty paces, no word passing

between tliem. But. with that under
standing of men who have much in

common, each seemed to know the

other's thoughts, and 'I'ex was acutely

conscious of an air of tension.

Both peored itito llie flooin ahead, and
July 25tb, IMI.
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both held their hands close to the hipt
Then suddenly Kansas touched Tex on
the arm, and the youngster saw that he
was gazing in the direction of a fissure

between two buildings on the other side

of the street.

Tex detected a slight movement there,

the movement of a man who came
gliding /rom the shadows with a pistol in

his grasp.

Tex whipped out hie "iron." There
was a double crash of giuiplay in the

storm-racked night, and then silence

came down again—a silence broken only

by the sough of the wind and the slash

of driven rain.

Twenty-four hours later, a fresh head-
stone decorated the graveyard south of

t'ampo Santo.
"Here lies Fancy Joe," its inscription

read.

The Trails Men Take.

KANSAS sat alone in the back room
of French Sadie's cantina, where,
a day or two previously, he had

oaten hot tamales with young 1'exas.

Several rows of playing cards were
laid out on the table before him. Ho
was indulging in a quiet game of soli-

taire, but had been brought to a check

—

all because of an ace that was covered

by a knave.
Kansas looked furtively over his

shoulder, and then, slipping the ace from

its position under the picture card, he

began to hum contentedly a favourite

ballad of his cowpunching days:

" Beat the drums lowly, an' play the

fifes .slowly.

Play me a dead march to carry "me
on.

Take me out on the prairie an' lay

the turf o'er me.
For I'm a wild cowboy, an' I know

I've done wrong."

A slight sound caught his attention.

He glanced round and saw that a tall,

caflaverous man in a dark suit and a fawn
stetson had entered the room.

"One thing about solitaire, you don't

have to guess who's cheatin'." the new-
comer observed. "Are you gettin' so

honest, Kans.is. that you hafta i>lay cards

all 'by yourself?"
Kansas grinned sheepishly.

"C'omin' from you. Rand," he stated,

"I don't take nothin' personal in that

flippant remark."
Rand Kennedy eyed him shrewd'y.

His eyes were not the most pleasiug

feature in his appearance—small eyce

that gave an impression of cunning and
shiftiness.

"Holdin' good cards these days.

Kansas?" he inquired.

Kansas shrugged.
"Well, I might use an ;ice." he

answered, "if you've got the right one

up your sleeve."
"Meanin' I can count you in on a

new deal?" Rand asked quicdy.

"Pardner-—like before?"
"I ain't so sure o' that. Rand."

Kansas mused, scratching the stubble on

his chin. "You see, 1 got me a new
partner. Name o' Tex— the fastest -shoot-

in' maverick you ever saw. Drifted in

here acioss the border a day or iwo
back. I sorta took a shine to him right

off."

Rand frowned.
"What bratul is he carrvin'?"" he in-

quired.
"1 ain't ahked him no partic'lers,"

Kansas replied, "an' I ain't told ;ii!ii

none. But « hen he hits the trail I sorta

figure I'll be travellin' along with him."
"Maybe he'd figure on travellin' along

«ith u-s—Kansas "

Kansas pursed liis lips.
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"Well," he muttered, "there's some
men that's partic'ler what trail they
take, an' there's some that figger cattle-

rustlin' is about the lowest occupation
there is. Of courec," he added, "they
don't look at it in a purely business way
like you an' me."
"No harm in askin' him, is there?"

Rand suggested.
"I'd rather that came from you,"

Kansas rejoined. "Not that he figures
me for a saint, btit ef he wasn't jest

congenial about my occupation I'd just

as leave lie didn't know it. You bein'

the respected foreman of the Circle H,
I reckon you could feel him out on the
proposition better'n me."
"Where is he?" Kennedy demanded.
Kansas smiled.
"Well, you might ask Goldie,'" he

mentioned, and with that a tiny glitter

seemed to take form in Rand's eyeo.

"Yeah?" he said. "Thanks—^I will."

And, pasciing out into the bar-room, he
made his way to the counter where
Goldie was serving.

"Goldie." he said to her, "I've some-
thin' to tell you. Ain't it about tiiU'-

you was changing your mind about «
certain proposition I made once? Yo'i
don't want to be buried for the rest

of your life in this dump, do you ?

Well. I liad another letter from that
ranch 'way up in Canada tliat would
like to fix me up. I'd go, too, if you
went with me."
There was a chilliness in Gold'e's

glance.

"Is that the only reason you're think-
ing over the ofTer?" she interrogated.
"You're foreman of an outfit just acrov-i

the border in Texas, Rand. Down here
on the Mexican side of the line, cue
hears things that might make Can.TJ.i

a lot healthier for you if the boss of
Cii-cle H got to know of them.'"
"Thent as don't have clean .skirts

themselves shouldn't do nmch talkin'
'"

said Rand darkly. " I ain't so jxirticular

about a certain party I'm fond of," he
added, "meanin' you. A killin' is a

killin'—even if a girl done it. an' the
man that had it comin' to him was a

dirty rat.
"

Goldie blanched, and her eyes seemed
to fill with tears. Had Rand's svoi-ds

some reference to the motive for her
sojourn at French Sadie's cantina iti

Campo Santo, Mexico—beyond the

reach of U.S. justice?

"It's too bad the law don't look at

things the way I do. Goldie," Rand
went on hurriedly, taking her hand.
"Now, ef I. was holdin' that affair

against you^to your discredit, like—do
you think I'd be <iskin' you to be my
wife? Listen, Goldie, I'd slip you over
the border, and in a week we'd be in

Canada. Then I could make vou happy,
so you'd forget all about t1iat reason
you can't go back to your home-town
in Texas."
"Rand."' she said. "I don't want to

seem ungrateful, but I could never care

for you the way you want me to. I

guess you'd try to make me happy—aiui

I'm just a little bit sorry you can't."

"Maybe there's someone else can,"
Rand was saying, when a young fellow

came alongside the bar. lie was Tex,
and Goldie flashed a smile at him.

"Hallo." she greeted, and then: "Do
you know Rand Kennedy. Tex?'' she

iisked. "He's foreman of the C'ircle H."
Both men acknowledged the introduc-

tion, and CJoldie went along the counter

to attend to .some customers who had
drifted in.

"I've heard a lot about vou," Rand
said to Tex. "You know, t"lie Circle H
i»in'f a bad outfit to tie up with. Think
you'd be interested in punchin' for it?"

Tex leaned against the bar. Ilis
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tanned face seemed reminiscent in its

expression.

"I let m.v brandin'-iron cool ofT a long
time ago,'.' he mentioned. "Leastways,
for twenty-five dollare a month."
"Your shootin'-iron ain't been coolin'

ofl none from what I hear," said Rand.
"Thinkin' it over, Tex, your talents

might be sorta wasted punchin' for the

Cirole H—when I could use 'em so con-

venient in my own private business.

.Meanin' you could warm up that brand-
in'-iron for considerable more than

twenty-five a month."
The youngster switched hie glance on

to Rand's face. A curious gleam lurked

in his brown eyes as he spoke.
" Sound.-5 kinda interestin', ' he mur-

mured, and, with a meaning look: "I
ain't too particular where 1 ta.nglc my
rope—so long as I ain't danglin' on the

other end of it."

"Now you're talkin'," said Rand
q.uickly, and he at once began to enter

into details, talking in a low under-

tone.

"Since you know the particulars,

Te.\," he added, when he had made all

clear, "what do you say?"
"I'm mighty careful who I ride with,"'

the youngster retorted. "Who's in your

outfit?"
"Well, there's three boys who .-ide

with the Bar Y," Rand stated, "when
they ain't ridiii' with me— if you get

what I mean. Then there's Poncho
and Dusty. You wouldn't be knowin'

them, but you don't have to worry

none. They've been with me before."

"Are you sure there's no one eUe?"
Tex asked him, looking at him keenly.

"That's all," Rand answered, recall-

ing hie interview with Kansas. "Well,

I guess I'll have to be travellin', Tex.

Think it over. I'll see you later."

He left the cantina, and Goldie pre-

sently rejoined Tex.
" Rand a friend of

yours?" the young-
ter asked her.

Goldie shrugged.
" lie says he is.

What of it?"
"Oh, nothin'

"

There was a p vUSC,

smd then Tex went
on speaking. "I was
going to tell you I'd

be leavin' soon, but

1 guess it doesn't

matter to you," he
said.

She glanced at

him a little wistfully.

"Coming back —
Tex?" sho mur-
mured.

" Yes," ho an-

swered, "and when
I do there's gonna
bo sometliing I'll

want to say to

you
"

Kansa s appea i ei'

from the Uick rofn

at that moment, .im'

approcaching Tox
Goldie wont to t,

other end of the b.u

ho clapped him on
the shotddcr.

"Son," he d <•

clared, "I reckon >'

'ud bo easier pidlm
a marc's tooth th.iii

CO break you nw,i\
from these here con-
genial surroundin's.

"

This with a knowing
gliinco in tlio direc-
tion of Goldie. "All
the same," ho con-
t i a u u d , becoming
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serious, "I've bin wonderin' if you was
figuring on pidliii' up stakes."

Tex shifted his weight from one foot

to another. "I'm glad you spoke of it,

Kansas," he returned. "I've been won-
derin' how I was goin' to tell you."
"Oh, it don't matter to me where I

go," Kansas observed, "jest so as I

don't stay too long in one place. Which
way are we headin', pardner ?"

"We ain't," Tex answered. "We're
takin' different trails for ft epcU,

Kansas."
Kansas stared at him in bewilderment

for a moment. Then his brow darkened.
"Between you an' me," he ground

out, "them's fightin' words. Well, I

guess we ain't friends no more."
"Why, sure we are," young Tex pro-

tested. "Kansas, d'you think it was
easy for me to tell you that I'm drift-

in' ? Listen, Kansas, maybe I'll pick

up your trail again afore very long."
Kansas was not long in recovering his

good humour.
"If you moan it that way, piard," ho

said, "I'm sorry I took it so bad. We'll

soc each other again. You never can
toll where two trails will cross. So-long,

Tex—an' good luck 1"

They gripped hands, and the

youngster strode from the cantina. But
<i.s he readied the veranda, he heard his

name culled, and looked round to see

Goldie slipping out through the swing-

doors.
"You were going without saying

good-bye to nic?" she reproached.
"But I'll be coniin' Ixick like I told

you." he assiu'cd her.

She looked at him fearfully.
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"I've seen thoni come and go from
this place," she said in a low voice,

"and some of them never came back.

•

They never got this far again."
"But I'm not going very far away,

Goldie, " he answered. " And, say, 1

—

I'd come back and see you every time I

could if I thought you wanted me to.

Only— I wouldn't want Kansas to know."
She drew a littio nearer to him.

"I'm not asking you where you're

going," she said. "I don't care. But if

you didn't come back

—

_
—•"

Her undorlip quivered, and suddenly

lie caught her in his arms.
"Would it moan that much to you,

Goldie?" he asked, and, as she nodded,
he kissed her swiftly.

A moment later she was watching hiin

ride out of Campo Santo on the hot
dusty trail that led to the north.

The Hide-Out.

IN the silence of the early morning tk

number of men rode from various

directions and mustered on a high

bluff overlooking a strip of Texas
prairie.

Tox and Rand Kennedy were the first

to appear on the sunuuit of the rendez-

vous, and, as the others showed up, the

new recruit to the rustlers' gang was
introduced to them^thc three double-

dealing punchers from the Bar Y Outfit,

the sleek, lank-haired Mexican, Poncho,
and Dusty.

"Well, we're all here, aren't we,

Rand?" said Tex, running his eye over

the other members of the group.
Rand pointed to a ribbon of trail

that zigzagged across t!u> prairie below.

' Maybe now is just as good a time as any I
"

July 2.5tti, 1931,
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A lotic liorscman was lapproaching the
bkift' by way of it.

"Now we are," said Rand.
The lone liorscman readied the foot

of the bhifT and put his bronc at the
steep slope. As the animal .scrambled

m) the ascent Tex recognised its rider.

Kjansas was spurring towards him, a
grin on his genial and unshaven
countenance.

ilowdy, partner!"' Kansas greeted
him, with a lusty guffaw. "Picked up
my trail sooner than you expected,
eixV
There was <an expression of regret on

Tex's face. It looked genuine, thougli
Kansas never thought to take it

seriously.

"I'm sure sorry to sec you ridin" in

(his outfit," the youngster said.

"Yeah, I'm phiiiib ashamed to be
found with such bad company !''

Kansas replied uproariously. "Well,
lot's get goin'."
Thus did the trails of Tox and Kansas

become one again, n trail that led to a
hide-out among the sierras—where
Kansas, Rand, I'oncho and one or two
of the others might have been seen a
few days later.

They were standing outside a rude
shack, whence came the sound of Tex's
voice, humming a. cow-camp ditty as he
indulged in an early morning wash.
Presently Kansas called to the gang's

new recruit.

"Tex, come here," he shouted. "Ain't
you powdered your nose yet after that
beauty sleep o' yours?"
Tex emerged from the cabin.
"What's the trouble, you old buz-

zard 'r" he demanded.
"These fancy hours you're keepin' is

the trouble," declared Kansas. "You
should go to bed on time instead o'

sachayin' around, the border. Anyway,
the next time you go laggin' down to
see Goldie, be sure you take me with
you."
Rand spoke.
"That's a good idea, Kansas," he

said in a curious tone. "So Tex was
down seeing Goldie last night, huh?
Eunny / didn't see him down there. "^

His eyes seemed to bore into Tex, 'and
for an instant there was something very
like tension in the air. Then :

.:.('

"I saw you," observed Tex. "I guess
that's why you didn't see me. I always
figured three was a crowd, so T just
naturally waited till the crowd stam-
peded.'' And he strolled Lack into the
cabin.

"Rand," staled Kan.s.as, "Tex sure
had the laugh on you."
Rand scowled darkly.
"It wouldn't be so funny." he men-
tioned, "if he had the laugh on all of
us. Listen, Kan.«as, we ain't ridin' after
no cattle until I find out- just where
//f'« ridin' the next time he goes ' visit-
ing Cioldie.'

"

It was no later tliian (he evening of
the same day that Rand had the oppor-
tunity of trailing Tex on one of his
nocturnal excursions.
The double-dealing foreman of the

Circle II took Kansas and Poncho along
with him, but their three pairs of eyes
failed lo keep the fast-riding Tex in
sight, and about three miles south of the
hidi'-out they lost him.

"'J'here's the only trail to the pass
that leads over the I.,ine." said Rand,
pointing, "an' we'd see him from here
if he was headed that way. Wiiere do
you_ suppose wp missed him?"
Kansas sneered. He had .scolTed at

Rand's suspicions, and had only accom-
panied him under protest.
"Maybe he ran into a gopher hole,"

he suggested with a smirk. "liislen,
July 25tli, 1931.
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Rand, I'd be sure of what I was savin'

in future if I was you—^aforc I s.aid too
much."

"\''eiah? Well, you and Poncho hit the
trail to French Sadie's place just to

satisfy yourselves. I'll go my own way.
I mu/fit find that particular gopher
hole." •

About that same time, at the sheriff's

office in a township not far from Oampo
Santo, but on the American side of the
border, three men were engaged in con-
ver.sation. One was the sheriff himself,
and his chief deputy was standing by
him. The third occupant of the room
was Tex.

It seemed Rand's suspicions were well-
founded after all, and it was on account
of those suspicions that Rand was
making his way to the township in

question.
"Tex," the sheriff was saying, "a

little while back I took a trip acioss the
Line to Camjio Santo. Of course, it

bein' in Mexican terr'tory, I've got no
powers there. But I thought I might
be able to pick up some information. I

didn't succeed, and it's been left to you
to get the low-down on these rustlers.

Well, we're ready to snaffle 'em as soon
as we get tlie word from you that
they're ridin'."

"Are you sure there won't be no
slips?" asked Tex.

"Don't worry about us seein' you
through the minute we know when your
outfit's ridin'." was the reply. "We'll
get Rand and his bunch red-handed

"

He broke off as the door-handle
rattled, and, a swift glance passed be-
tween him and Tex. Tex acted
promptly, and with a prodigious dive
gained the shelter of a back room. It
was as well for the sheriff's plans that
he did so, for the caller was Rand
Kennedy.
Hallo, Rand," said the sheriff. "Glad

to see you. What's new out at the
Circle H?"
'Just what I dropped in to see you

about, sheriff," Rand made answer. "I
drove a thousand head of cattle into
this side of Piute Range, and the old
man is worryin' himself about rustle^-s
again."

''Well, you can ease him up," the
slieriff returned; "It's my idea them
rustlers figure this country is too iiot

to hold 'em up again."

Rand looked at a letter on the
sheriff's desk. It referred to a certain
party introduced to Iho representative
of the law by a Cattlemen's As-'ociation
anxious to check" the' dcprediitiohs of
rustlers, a young man on w hose courage
and shrewdness the menibers of tho
Association were prepared to stake their
hopes. . .

"Very young, but. coupKxl w it;li the
fact that he is a stranger to these parts,
this should be in his' favour.". '^

Rand's eyes narrowed craftily, and
then, ranging about the office, fastened
for « moment upon the half-open door
of tlie back room.
"Ill tell the old man what you said."

he mused, in response to the sheriff's

last statement. "He'll be plumb re-

lieved. t)h, by the way." he went on,
"you lemember the case of that Morgan
girl—the pretty blonde who killed tliat

man over in Laredo 'bout two years
past? A fellow wlio knows her was
askin' me about her the other day. Evej
get any (race of her?"
The sheriff shook his licad.

"N'ope," he said. "I guess she musta
got over the border like they figured
at tlie time. Too bad she got i>aiiieky

and pulled up stakes afore (he law-

had a chance to tell iicr she was a free
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woman. You see, it was self-defence

—

justifiable killin', we found out after-

wards."
Rand left a few minutes later. When

he had gone Tex slipped out of his
hiding-place.
"Think he smelt a rat?" was his first

question.
"I'm not so sure," was the rejoinder.

"Btit Id be plumb .sorry if Rand was
to suspect anything now—sorry for you,
I mean. You'll have to look out for him
—and Kansas

—
'specially Kansas. Y'ou

know," he added, "I'd kinda like that
old prairie dog Kansas if he didn't carry'
so much damnation in those six-guns of
his."

Tex took his leave not long after-
wards. Later, during a swift ride to
Campo Santo, his mind harked back to
Rand's conversation with the sheriff in

the latter's office. The name Bessie
Morgan figured prominently in his
thoughts. Could it be the real name of

—Goldie?

Fast Thinking.

KANSAS and Poncho strolled into
French Sadie's place. The
Mexican dropped into a chair be-

side a table near the stairs that led to
the upper rooms. Kansas walked on to
the bar, where he was greeted by Goldie.

"Tex not with you?' she asked.
"Oh. he'll bo driftin' in shortly,"

drawled Kansas. "Takes somethin'
mighty important to keep him from
seein' you. I guess. Nothin' stopped
him last night, anyways."
"Last night?" echoed Goldie. " Wiiy

Tex wasn't here last night."
Kansas started, and then his face

seemed to harden. He was standing
there, with a curious look in his eyes
that seemed to spell both danger and
regret, when Tex entered the cantiiia.
"Hallo. Kansas—hallo, Goldie!" the

youngster said.

"A little bit late, ainclia, Tex,"
Kansas muttered slowly.
"Sure!" Tex answered smilingly.

"I've been at the general store for the
last half-hour, choosin' a little present
for Goldie."
He handed a parcel across the bar.

and Goldie opened it to discover a floral
dress.

"Why. Tex," she exclaimed, "it's
beautiful !"'

"Aw, it isn't much," Tex said. His
glance seemed to be riveted on her with
a strange significance. "But it's the
best I could do. seein' as you only told
me about your birthday hisf night."
Goldie looked at him quickly. For an

instant it looked as if she would fail

to take Tex's meaning, then she saw
the expression on his face.

"Why. Tex." she stammered, "you

—

you've made a liar out of me I—I told
I\ansas you didn't see me last night.
You see— it may seem silly to you—but
I didn't want Rand to know."
Kansas was staring from one to tho

other, his suspicions obviously dispelled.

"'Oh. Rand, huh?'' he muttered, and
at that moment the subject of their
conversiition appeared in the doorway.

,

"Hallo, Rand!" Kansas hailed, witli

a broad grin. "What's been detainin'
you? I WIS afraid you might have rini

into—a gopher hole."
Rand ignored the quip, and, as Goldio

left the bar and went upstairs to try on
her new frock, he lapsed into moody
silence,

"Well," said Kansas presently, "I
reckon we better be nieseyin' along,"
"1 reckon so,'' agreed Tex. "Say

good-night for me to Cloldie, Rand

—

if you're stayin'."

They passed out of the cantina. Rand
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moved away from the counter and joined
Poncho at the table where he was
sitting. He mentioned curtly that he
had dropped in at tlie sheriff's oflice on
the other side of the border.
"And Tex, he was there?" asked

Poncho softly.

"Cou!dn"t prove that in a court o"

law," Rand growled. "But we ain't

dealin' in that brand o' law."

"I feel much bettor eef he did not
ride with us, companero," Poncho mur-
uiiircd.

Rand did not know that Goldie had
ai)pcarcd at the head of the stairs,

ditsscd in the floral frock, and that the
girl was listening.

"Maybe he won't," he said. "Tex
thought he'd put something over on me
when he showed up here. But the next
time he goes out riding from the cabin,
payin' social visits, he won't come
back.

"

Goldie came down the stairs, looking
as if she had heard nothing. As she
approached the table at which Rand and
Poncho were sitting, the Mexican ex-

cused himself with an elaborate bow,
and swaggered out of the saloon.

"Oh, Tex asked me to tell you good-
night, Goldie," Rand announced. Then,
taking her hand :

" I reckon, maybe
he's the reason why you ain't been so

friendly to me, like of old," he added.

She wanted to tell him that so far

as she was concerned he was a despicable
and dangerous criminal. But she knew.
she could serve Tex better by keeping
quiet and pretending to be sociable.

"Oh, of course I'm friendly to you.
Rand," she told him. "I like you a
lot."

" I ain't heard you say that you was
changin' your mind about my proposi-
tion," he mentioned.
A far-away look came into Goldies

eyes.

"I was just thinking about it when I

put on this dress," she mused. "I
haven't worn a frock like this for a long-

time, and it sort of made me realise

wluit this place is doing to me. Oh, I

can't stand much more of it I I've got
to got away !"

"That's easy," Rand coaxed. "You
could go with me in the morning. I'd

hide you out for a couple of days—just

UJiHI I clean up my affairs—and then we
could hit the trail for Canada."
"I'm not kidding you that I'm m

love with you. Rand," she said. "I'm
not. But maybe I could learn to care
for you."

"I'll take that chance," Rand
answered.
And early the following morning,

while they were lounging outside the
lair over the border, Kansas and one or

two of the gang sighted K( mu d\ s ap
proach with Goldie on horsih.uk
"What the Sam Hill ' blurKrl

Kansas.
Rand and Goldie cantered u) to the
cabin and dismounted. As th(\ stood
there, with the gang gaping at fhein
Tex came otit of the shack. 1I( ..laMil

:it Goldie in amazement, th( n at Rand
:iiid finally at the arm with which R.T

was encircling tho girl's wal'^t

"Oh, hallo, Tex!" Kennedy
drawled. "I was jest abouf to
tell the boys that Goldie is

goin' to partake of oui
Southern hos|)itality—just until

. I straighten out my affairs and
take her with me to Canada
Run along inside, honey, and
make yourself at home," he
afldod. to the girl by his side
"I've got to burn tlic wind for
the Circle H, but I'll be back
to night."
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"Good-bye, Rand," said Goldie
sweetly.
'Aw, ain't you gonna say it with a

kiss?" he protested; and, much, as his
nearness repelled her, • she surrendered
her lips.

Tex turned away bitterly, and walked
to a corral situated at some distance
from the cabin. As Goldie entered
the .shack Rand glanced in the
youngster's direction, and he was watch-
ing him, with a leer on his face, when
Kansas confronted him.

"Rand," said Kansas vehemently,
" what are you drawin' to ? That gal
don't love you. Why'd you bring her
here?"
"It occurred to me," Rand observed,

"that she might be gettin' lonesome
down there in Campo Santo—hidin' out
for a killin'."

"What do you mean?"
"Bess Morgan was acquitted of that

killin' right after she beat it over the
border to French Sadie's place an'
changed her name to Goldie," Rand
went on. "It's too bad the law never
caught up with her to tell her she
v.aKn't wanted."
Kansas glared at him, his brow

darkening.
"You've been kecpin' the fact that

she's a free woman under your hat," he
ground out. "Rand, if I couldn't get
a girl (o marry me any way but that,

I'd ride single all my life."

"You can tell her the good news,"
said Rand easily, "if Tex don't beat
you to it."

Kansas started violently.

"You ain't askiii' me to believe he
knows what you jest told me?" he
demanded.
"He does." was the crafty rejoinder,

"if he was listenin' in the sheriff's office

ast night— hidin' behind a door. Listen,

Kansas, the first time you hear him
askin' Goldie if she's

Bess Morgan, and
he tells her what I've
told you—then it'

prove even to your
trustin' mind that
he's workin' with the
sheriff, and out to

hang every one of
5."

" All I gotta say is
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—you'd better be right," Kansa.' ground
out.

"And if I am, what about Tex ?"

Kansas fingered the butt of one of his
guns. His eyes were like cold steel, as hy
switched them towards the corral where
the youngster was standing.
"That's the end of his trail riglit

there," he said between his teeth.

The Gang Rides.

IT was night. Kansas and Rand stood
by an open window of the cabin.
From the interior of the dwelling

came the sound of Goldie's voice.
" I've been waiting all day for a chance

to see you alone," the eavesdroppers
heard her say. "You didn't believe
that I was really going W'ith Rand, Tex,
did you?"
"Aren't you ?"

"Of course not," Goldie answered.
"But I didn't know where you were.
I took the chance that I'd find you
wherever Rand brought me."
"Find me?" echoed Tex's voice.

"What for?"
"To warn you not to go riding again,

Tex, because Rand said to Poncho that
the next time you wouldn't come back.
Oh, don't you see ? I thought if 1 came
up here you wouldn't have anj' excuse
to go riding again, would you?"
She was sitting with Tex close to tlic

window. Neither of them knew that
Rand and Kansas were outside, but Tex
suspected that they might be. That
was why he answered the girl guardedly.
"Of course not, honev," he said.

"\yhy should I?"
"Then why did you tell Kansas tliat

you came to see me the other night?"
Goldie began, but Tex cut in on her.

"It was mighty fine of you to come
here and warn me about Rand," he
said.

There was a little silence. During
that silence Kansas took the opportunity

to turn round towards
Rand and glower at him
;n e n a c i n g 1 y. But a
moment later his attei_)-

tion was diverted by the
sound of Goldie's voice.

"Tex, there's some-
thing that I haven't told

>ou about. I'm—wanted
b\ the law—for so'mething

that I can't talk

of now. That's
why I've been
staying at Sadie's.

-Rand knows about
it. He always kept
pressing me to let

him take me away
to Canada "

Tex sprang to
his feet, his eyes
blazing.

"So th.nt's hie

u'.iii'i 'i ih ' he

I see you got Rand," he said. " Was kinda hopin' that pleasure
would be mine !

"
July 25tti, 1931.
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jerked, and npxt moment lie was striding

out of the cabin.

Rand and Kansas jumped aside from
the window. A moment later the former

found liimself fare to fare with tlie

youngster who had fallen under his

suspicion.

"I've got some sad news for yon,

Rand." drawled Tex. "Wlien we're

finished ridin' tonight Goldie is takin'

that trail to Canada, Ijut you won't

be with her—'cause I'm goin' in your
|)lace."

"Vcah?"' growled Rand.
Goldie had followed Tex out of tlie

sliack. The youngster turned to her.

"Tell him what you told me." he
said to her, and. as she gazed at him in

bewilderment. "It appears tJoldie's got

the idea you didn't approve of my callin'

on her so often," Tex went on, "and
that you were gonna put a permanent
stop to it. Of course "—with biting

sarcasm—"I know .shc'r, got yon all

wrong. But I thought she'd feel better

t<i have you say so. Hadn't you better

say it, Rand ?"

"He's said too much already," put in

Kansas bitterly.

Rand's cold, merciless eyes were
riveted on Tex's face.

"1 wouldn't start nothiti' I couldn't

finish," he warned.

By fast thinking Tex had turned an
ugly situation to his benefit, but ncver-

thefe.ss his anger against Rand was
genuine enougli.

"I'm fiiiieliin' 'way ahead of you!" ho
ground out. "Get that. And I'm
thankin' you for bringin' Goldio out

here, seein' it saves me the trouble of

ridin' into town. Of coiii'oe, I wouldn't

like to deprive you of the pleasure of

trying to kill me. Rand. So if you're

stil! feelin' that ambitious—maybe now
is just as good a time as any!"

With the words he plucked out his six-

gun with a rapid gesture, so that Rand
jerked back, his face visibly paling.

"Wait a miiuite." It was the voice

of Kansas, and Kansas laid a hand on
Tex's arm. "I want to talk to ' you,

pardner. Go inside."

Tex thrust his iron back into its

holster, and (unied towards the door
of the cabin.

"I sorta figured you'd be paralysed

at a show-down, Rand," he said over

his .shoulder.

Kansas moved towards Rand as Tex
went inside the sha{*k. He drew him out

of Cioldie's hearing.

"It looks like the kid's got, the laugh
OT) you," ho stated, baring his teeth in

a grin.

]{and shrugged.
"All right, Kan.sas," he muttered.

"JNIayibe he wasn't in the sherifl's office

that night—and maybe he's too smart
to let on. But what about the particular

night wo know he didn't see (Joldie?

Are you still beliovin' the explanation

he gave?"
Rand was referring to a jaunt made

by Tex the previous night -the night

immediately following Goldie's arrival

and the gang's decision to raid a bunch
of cattle twenty-four hours later.

"We're ridin'." said Kansas, without
answering Rand.
"And Tex?"
"He'll be right close to my apron-

strings," Kansas replied, "where I can
keep my eye on him—jest in case some-
thing hapi)eiicd like you suspicion, and
I wanted to be sure he didn't come back.

But if you're wrong. Rand, don't aggra-
vate me by mixin' your personal

grievances with business."

Saying which Katisas made his way
into the ca'bin. where he located Tex.
July 25th, 1931.
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"I reckon Rand's been shootin' ofT his

mouth a lot," were Tex's first words.

"What does it matter what Rand
says?" Kansas argued. "He's only
jealous of you. Do you suppose that if

a man in his right mind told ine a friend

of mine was a star-packer, I'd believe

him ?"

Tex pui-sed his lips, and then glanced
at Kausas solemnly.

"If you did believe him, what would
you do?" he asked.

"I'd shoot him like a snake," Kansas
rapped out. Then he laid a hand on
Tex's shoulder. "Aw, forget it," he
went on carelessly. "I came in to tell

you that we'ie ridin'—jDronto. The boys
are waitin' outside."
Tex shifted in his chair.

"I ain't ridin' after to-night, pardner,"
he murmured. "I'm takin' a difTerent

trail with tioldie. I wish you'd go
along with us. I'm goin' to sorta miss
you, Kansas."
Kansas clapped him on the bade

jovially.

"You're a great kid, Tex." he de-

clared. "Pardner."
"What do you say?"
"I'll tell you after ridin'.'? Kansa =

promised. "Let's get goin'."

They pa.ssed out of the cabin. Rand,
Poncho, Dusty and the three men from
the Bar Y were already in the saddle.

Tex and Kansas tightened the girth-

straps around their ponies and set foot in

stirrup. A moment later the gang was
riding through the waning starlight,

filing between the clumps of Spanish
Bayonet and the acacia thickets on the

trail that led northwards.

The first grey streaks of dawn located

them on the mesquite prairies of the

southern Texas landscape, and by sun-

up they were pushing into a valley w'lere

a drove of several hundred head of

beeves were grazing.

Concealed in a strip of woodland, an-

other band of horsemen watched their

approiich. They were the sheriff and a

formidable pos.se. and the moment the

gang was sighted the sheriff began to

give orders.

"Here's where we spread out," l-.e

said. "Tex will gi\e us the signal wlieii

he fires, boys
"

The Round-Up.

THE rustlers were likewise spreading
out—to enveloj) the herd which
they intended to drive across the

border. Triie to his word. Kansas rodt

stirrup-to stinup with Tex. and, pr(>-

sently halting with him in the shadow
of a lone elm, he surveyed the drove of.

cattle with the satisfaction of a con-

noisseur in stolen beef.

"A pretty nice looking bunch, Tex."
he observed. "Ought to stock us up
for a long time."
Tex's expression was pensive.

"Surely will, Kansas,'" he murmured,
and then he laid a hand on the pommel
of his companion's saddle.

"Remember what you said back in the

cabin, pardner?" he went on, changing
the .subject. "That you'd tell me, after

we'd finished ridin', if you. were takin'

my trail ?"

Kansas nodded.
"Yeah, but we ain't finished rid'u'

yet." he rejoined, and. looking round,

marked Poncho and Rand bearin^' down
on the right flank of the lierd.

Tex quietly drew his six-gun and
nursed the muzzle of it against Kansas'
ribs.
" You're finished ridin', pardner," he

said. "Don't move until I tell you.
Then turn around easy and head for the

creek down there."
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Kansas elevated his hands. His face
had become livid with chagrin.
"Remember what I said about shooi-

in' a star-packer like a snake?" he
ground out. "I wish I'd believed R;iiid

an' done it I"

"You've got me wrong, Kansas," Tex
told him huskily. "I want you to get
clear. It ain't tot) late for our trails tu

cross again."
"If they ever do you better see me

comin'," Kansas blurted.

It was at that i)recise moment that
Poncho the Mexican detected a move-
ment in the strip of woodland in whicn
the sheriff and his pos.^e had taken up
position, and under the spreading bougln
of one of the trees he saw a deputy.
Drawing a pearl-handled revolver.

Poncho fired, and the deputy pitched out
of the saddle with a groan.
Next instant there was a great out-

cry, and the rest of the posse burst cls.ir

of the shelter of the woods.

"Get goin', Kansas!" jerked Tex. and.
as he emphasised the command with a

jab of the gun, the old nistler snatched
up the reins with an angry gesture and
clapped spurs to his bronc.

The valley was in an uproar. Guns
were blazing and hoofs druinmiug. The
cattle, grazing .so peacefully a little

while before, plunged forward in a wilit

stampede. The dust rose iu clouds to

obscure the scene.

The sheriff and his pos-se bore down
on the rustlers at full gallop, shooting
as they came. Poncho tried to empty
another saddle, but a bullet from a

deputy's gun thudded into the middle
of his breast. A scream broke from the

Mexican's lips, and he plunged to the
ground.

One of the Bar Y men was hit in the

arm, and Dusty took a slug in the

stomach that dropped him in a writhing
heap. Rand blazed off a couple of shots

at the charging representatives of the

law, but he was not the man to stand
his ground when his comrades were fall-

ing all around him, and he switched his

bronc to the left and made a bolt for it.

Ho headed for the creek in the dir»
tion of which Kansas was already riding.

It hiarked the direct route to the border
and the surest way of escape. But the

posse had opened out fanwise in their

ryish. and three of the deputies pushe.l

between Rand aiul the line of his flight.

Rand swerved, changing his course and
riding over the western rim of the valley

towards an outcrop of the chain of the

Sierra del Sacranienta, intending to

detour through the hills and strike the

border somewhei-e in the vicinity of San
Juan Bautisto. Tex taw him, and gal-

loped in pursuit with the aim of

baffling that design if he could. He was
thinking, too. of Goldie.

The three deputies who had balked
Rand's dash to the creek were diverted

by the fl.ving form of Kansas. One of

them took steady aim with his six-gun

and fired at the fugitive, and as the iron

belched flame and lead the old nistler

was seen to come up in the saddle with

a jerk, then sag forward across his pony's

neck. But he kept his seat and rode on
over the trail that led to freedom.

Meanwhile, Tex was "burning the

wind " three or four hundred yards be-

hind Rand Kennedy. Their broncs were
fairly evenly matched for speed, and tha

sierras were reached without any appreci-

able change taking place in the distance

that separated the two horses.

Rand pushed through the liiUs without
permitting his pony to .slacken its strido.

Then he followed the Iwrder line eascr

(Continued on pas« S6.)
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" RIDERS OF THE NORTH." I
T (Continaed irom page 9.) ,,

you, yiac, that sergeant is as full ol

tricks as a monkey—and he sure believes
in getting his man !"

McGuire could only nod.

Not so many yards away from the
depot, in a little hut that was curiously
silent, Ann and the squaw Sat, with
their hands folded in their laps, staring
into space with the stare that tells of
broken hearts.

The door opened quietly, and almost
lis-tlessly Ann looked round.

It was Inspector Devlin.
"Come in, inspector," she whispered.
"Thanks—sure I will," said Devlin in

his blunt, kindly way. "Say, Miss Ann,
your brother seems to have caught up in

a bit of bother, and I just watit you to

know that no blame can be laid on Ned
Stone because he biought your Ijrothci

in."

"He tiicked him here—iu this very
room—under my eyes," she retorted.
"He came here as my friend, and he
used that friendship to get my own
brother."
"Well, he's going away, and I sortei

guess he wants to say so," said the
inspector, and raised his voice. "Come
in, Ned!"
The door opened again—but it was

Tom who came in first. Ned Stone's red
tmiic was behind.
"You arc taking him away?" she

said.
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"Away?" blurted out Tom. "He's
brought rne back. He tricked McGuire
into a confession. They planted chc

gun on me iifter Leclerc had shot him.
Aim—I'm free!"
"Free?" echoed Ann dully.

"Sure, I'm free—sure!" exclaimed
Tom ecstatically.

But the last "sure " was in answer to

the inspector's nodded indication that
two was company and four was not. He
went out into the far room with the
inspector. But it was only for a
moment.

It was the inspector who opened the
door again, wide enough for them both
to poke their heads into the room in

wliich were Ann and Ned. Those two,
iu the curiously silent way understandiiifr

lovers have, had crossed the floor and
met.

" Say, Miss Ann, I forgot to say that
Ned is going for two weeks leave, and
they do say that the west lake is a fine

place for a honeymoon!" said the
inspector.

And again (he door was closed, this

time very firmly.

Ned took her gently by the shoulders.
"If I am forgiven for my tricks

—

what do you say, Ann?" he asked very
softly.

"I should just love—a honeymoon
trip!" she whispered.
And weeks of anxiety drifted into the

dim past as quickly as he stopped
further utterance in the only possible
nay.

(By permission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Bob Custer

and Blanche Mehaffey.)
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(Continued from page 2.)

Thrills for the Cameramen.
There are times when the camcranicii

have their thrills the same as aiii.-iie';.

Imagine what it must ho like hanging
downwards on the under-side of an ae;o-

plane several hundred feet in the air and
with a camera taking pictures in this

inverted and perilous position. Yet this

is precisely what three cameramen had
to do when filming aerial and na\;il

manoeuvres at Panama.
Among the thrills which the camera-

men experienced was that of operating
their machines while the naval pilots

made take-offs and landings in a spaon
where a few inches would have meant
disaster. Other cameramen had to work
from a "target " 'plane just a few feel

ahead of bullets from a battle fleet. T!ie

cameras were clamped to naval 'planes

trailing the kite-like targets which, towed
in the air sooie distance from behind the
ships, served as marks for anti-aircraft

guns from below. It may be interesting

to know that thc.=e scenes are amj:iu
the aviation thrills filmed for the Metro-
tJoldwyn-Mayer pictuie, "Sea Eagles,"
in which Wallace Beery and Murjorio
Rambeau play principal parts.

Just for Luck.

Bobby Coogan, brother of the famous
Jackie, doefi not apparently believe in

(Continaed on page 28.)
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|"THE SUNRISE TRAIL."|
t (Continued from page 24.) T

ward till ho gained the canyon in whic-li

the rustlers' lair ne'^tled. He swunj^ him
s«lf out of the saddle at the front door
of the cabin, and as he dropped to the
ground Goldie came running out.

.She looked strained and anxious.
"Wliere are the others V she panted.

"Where's—Tex?"
Kand's eyes narrowed dangerously.
"What you heard . mo tell Ponch')

goes." he snarled. . "That star-packin'
friend of yours ain't never comin'
bark!"
Even as he spoke he heard the drum-

ming of hoofs, and a moment later lie

saw Tex riding clear of a mass of hrusii-

wood that masked the mouth of the
can.von. With a violent gesture Rand
pushed Goldie into the shack and
btiatched out his shooting-iron.

Tex caught sight of him only when
the gun was in his list. He tried to grab
his own forty-five, but Rand's Colt
crashed deafeningly ore his fingers could
close on the butt.

A grunt e.scajied Tex. Ho dived out
of the saddle and hit the ground on the
point of his shoulder, the shock jarring
him and accentuating a searing pain
liigli up on his left arm. He thouijtit

he was going to faint, hut fought back
the sensation with a sheer effort of will

and reached for his hip again.

Rand jerked his gun forward \iciou.,ly.

and fired thice l)ullpt> in quick succes-
sion. They spurted the dust over Tex's
face, but did not strike him, and lis
hand closed on his revolver and wrenched
it free.

BOY'S CINEMA

He pulled the trigger. A shot bufit
with a smashing report, and Rand sud-
denly came up on his toes, a stupefied
expression on his thin face. Then his

eyes glazed, and he pitched forward with
a hollow groan.

Tex struggled to his feet, and, cover-
ing Rand'e prone form cautiously, he
walked -towards the man. A closer
scrutiny of his body convinced him that
he had nothing to fear from Rand, and
he had returned iiis six-gun to its holster
when Cioldie stumbled out of the cabin.
"Oh. Tex." she moaned, and then, ';ee-

ing the blood that stained his shirt-

sleeve: "You're hurt!" she gasped.

"Just a scratch," he said with an
effort.

She helped him inside and led him to

a chair. He sank down and began to
unlnitton his cuff.

"No, no," she protested, "don't you
do that. Lot me take care of it for you.
I'll get 6ome water and bathe the wound,
Tex."
She hurried through to a back room.

Tex leaned back in the chair, dizzily.

The pain in his arm was beginning to be
excruciating, yet he was not thinking of
himself. He was thinking of Kansas.

O'
Different Trails-

F his flight fiom the valley after
the deputy's bullet liad struck him
in the back Kansas had no clear

im[)rcssioii. For, about a mile from the
scene of the ambush, his senses

abandoned him and left him oblivious of

liis surroundings and the movements of
his horse.

When he recovered consciousnes.s the
pony bad come to a standstill and was
contentedly eating leaves from a mesquite
)ranch that hung over the trail. How
ong he had been there Kansas could not
tell, but as he looked about him he

THREE GRAND COMPLETE FILM NOVELS.
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men. A powerful drama of yesterday's mis-steps, starring Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon
and Lewis Stone.
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Her husband's death was caused by a financial swindle and she swore revenge. She
bscame hard, bad-tempered and fierce, so that her children feared her and yet she

did not forget their welfare. Starring May Robson anl James Hall.

" BLOOD BROTHERS."
The heart-gripping story of twin brothers—one brought up in poverty, the other amid

wealth. Starring Bert Lytell.

Don't miss these fine stories, complete in this week's issue of our companion paper
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realised that he was in the neighbour-
hood of the border.

He rode on, and in about fifteen

minutts he gained the canyon where the
hide-out was situated. He halted at some
little distance from the cibin and left

his mount tethered in the brushwood,
proceeding at a slow pace on foot.

As he drew nearer he saw Tex's sorrel
munching grass in the vicinity of the
shack, and his eyes glittered ominously.
Then he discerned the figure of Rand
Kennedy sprawled near the doorstep.

The wound in the old rustler's body
was like a Jiving coal, but his will chal-
lenged physical agony. Tex was here

—

Tex, who had talked of comradeship and
then turned out to be a star-packer,
hand-in-glove v.'ith the sheriff. The
thought hammered through Kansas' reel-

ing brain, and he walked on with un-
steady, but determined, gait.

Ho had a mission to perform before
he took his trail.

Kansas reached the little veranda of
the cabin, crossed it silently and leaned
against the jamb of the door. 'The door
was open, and in the front room of (he
shack, sitting in that chair with his back
to him, he saw Tex.

Kansas drew one of his guns and
moved across the threshold.

"Turn around, Tex," he said slowl.v,

"so you can see who's glvin' it to you."
Tex's chair scraped. He stumbled to

his feet and wheeled, gaping at Kansas.
There was a look of anxiety on his clean-
cut face, but it was not on his own
account.

"Get going. Kansas." he blurted,
"before the sheriff comes up with you!"
Kansas stared at him under beetling

brows. He was swaying a little on his

foot, but he i'.cld his six-gim steadily
enough.
"Got goin", huh?" he ground out.

"Not until 1 get you!"
Kansas levelled the forty-five. To

him this youngster seemed, a low-down
double-crosser. He did not understand
what Tex had tried to do for him. To
him Tex seemed to have violated a
trust, when actually he had held tenaci-

ously to the bonds of pardnership in the
face of the law, in the face of circum-
stances that had made his position difli-

cult and insecure.

Tex did not flinch. He looked at

Kansas sadly, regretfully, watching Jiim

as he took aim.

The old rustler's finger curled on the
trigger. At that same instant a deadly
spasm of iiain racked his body, searing
through and through him from the
wound in his back. He toppled forward
uncertainly. The barrel of his six-gun
dipped.
The weapon went off with a roar, but

the bullet smashed harn!lcs.sly into iho

floor-boards. Next second Tex had
caught Kansas in his ariiis.

Goldie came running through from the

back room.

"He's been badly hit, I guess." said

Tex hoarsely. "We'll get him on to

that bunk.''

They laid him out on a bed. Presently
Kansas opened his eyes, to find Goldio
stooping over him and laying wet cloths

on his head. Tex crouched beside her.

"It sure is—mighty flatterin'—to sco

you all hot-up over me—Goldie," Kans.ta
breathed.
Goldie pressed his hand. She was

holding his gnarled fingers tightly in his

gras|) when the stillness of tl\e canyon
w.is broken by the sound of hoafs. An
expression that held a touch of resigna-

tion crossed Kansas' face.
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Tex uliiucei.l thi-ougli the window, and saw the sheiiflf

riding thioiigii the bnishwood alone. He scrambled to his

fret and huiiied out of the cabin even a.s tiie representative

of the law dismounted near the door.

The cherifl looked down at the figure of Kennedy.

"I see yon got RaiKi," he said, "Was kinda bopiu'

that pleasure would be mine."
Tex nodded.

"He tried to finish nic ofV," lie niotilionod, "but his

sliootin' was about as straight a.s the way he lived. Did
yi)u g«t the refet of the gang?"

•'Al! but Kaiieas," was the rejoinder. "And I figured

on gettin' him most speci«lly."

There was a sileiiee, and then the sheriff pointed to tho

blood on Tex'« shirt-sleo\-e,

"1 see >x>u got hit thei-e," he B«iid concernedly, "pome
on into the cabin and I'll wash that up for you, kid."

Tex had learned to do some faet thinking in the last

Aveek or two, but liere was a .situation where it was
I)eces^ary to blufl' the law, and not a bunch of rustlei-e.

"Tlie mind, and not the hand, must be quicker than the

eye."

The sheriff Avas moving towards tiie door of the shack.

One step more and he could not fail to see the man whom
LJoldie was nursing".

Tex slipped between him and the threshold, barring the

way.

"Aw, don't bother «l)out this, sheriff," he protested,

indicating his arm. "Kansas is gettin' farther away from

yon evci-y minute. The last time I saw him he was headed

for the pa.ss.

"

"Yeah?"
"He sure was," Tex proceeded, "and ridin' heaven-to-

split. You take the ridge and I'll take tlie canyon, and
v.o'll try to head him off.

'

Inside the cabin, both Ooldie and Kansas iieard Tes's

wordt*, suid a queer, whimsical light of understanding came
into the wounded man's eyes. Then the sheriff's reply

jx'achc<l his ears.

"That's a good idea," the representative of the law

declared. "Let's got goin'."

He sprang to his horse and sivnng himself into the saddle,

ri(hng ofi through the brushwood and spurring out of the

canyon to make for the ridge of which Tex had siwkcn.

Had he looke<l back he might have ol»erved that Tex di>i

not take to horse, but turned to re-enter the shack.

Cros.sing the threshold, Tc"?: made his way to the bunk
on which the last of the rustlers lay. Kansas conjured

up a pitiful ^niile as ho approached, and then lifted a hand.

His grip had lost its strength, but hi.s fingers closed

eloquently on the youngster's fist.

Tex sank down on hie knees by the bedside. He was
shocked and alarmed to see that the wounded man's face

was deathly p«le.

Kansas gazed at him veminiscently. His mind was
diifting back to their first encounter in French Sadie's

saloon at Campo Santo—to the card-game in which Fancy
Joe had met his match.

"Ain't you gonna show me—where you got that fourtli

aec—Tex ': he murmured.

Tex bent over liim.

"Sure—Kansas," he said huskily. "There'll be plenty of

lime for showin' you—whei-e we're going'. We'll be takin'

that different trail. You, and Goldie—an' me "

Kansas looked beyond him dreamily, and his eyes seemed
to be hazy. Ho moved his head from side to side— .1

wistful, negative movement. On the other side of the bunk,

tJoldie had begun to cry, silently, and suddenly Tex fel*.

a luiup ri:^c in his throat. For he knew that what he had
piopo^ed c-ould never be.

Kansas was taking another trail, remote from the one
they would follow. Kansas was dying. The bloodless pallor

of his pinched face and the glassincss of his eyes was
death.

"You— an' Goldi'^," said Kansas softly. "But mc

—

I've limshcd ridin'—pardner "

His head sank back on Tex's outstretched arm.

Gently Tex withdrew his arm from under the dead man's
head and, raising Goldie up in his arms, moved with her

tov.ards the door of the shack.

" Uood-byo, old pavdner," he whispered back over his

shoulder ere closing the door on a chapter of his career

that would for ever live in his mcniory.

(By permission of the Gaumont-Tiffany Film Co. Lttl.,

starring Bob Steele and Blanche Mehatfey.)
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s'laking liaiifls. as is usual after a film

contract has been signed.
Bobby recently accompaniefi his fath.T,

Jack C'oogan, sen., to the office of Ben
8cluilberg, of Paramount, where the

grown-np>^ were to settle all the details

relating to Bobby's contract with th.at

company. When eveiytliing- had been
rarefulK' discussed and approved, Papa
C'oogan a£B.ved his signature and then
Mr. Schulberg signed on behalf of Para-
mount. Bobby, who had »ip till now
been a silent and very bored witness of

(he whole proceedings, came forward
from his seat.

'"Is it all set now, Pop," he inquired.
"Yes, all set, Bobby," replied (he

elder C'oogan, beaming down at his litik'

son.

With that Bobby rushed round behind
Mr. Schulbcrg's desk. But a.s tliat

gentleman turned round to shake hands
v.ith the eager-faced boy, Bobby gave
hiiu a sharp kick on the shins. For a

few seconds there was dead silence, and
when the grown-ups had recovered from
their astonishment. Papa Coogan de-

manded what Bobby had meant by his

action. -Turning to Mr. Schidberg,
Bobby explained with a grin:
'"That's for hick, Mr. Schulberg!"

Animal Doubles.

You all Iiavc read much from time to
time about artistes who double for

others iu certain stunts. But tiow many
of yoii know that tiiere arc doubles
among" the famous horses seen in
Western films?
Before Tom ]\[ix retired from pic-

tures, liis numerous admirers wore as

greatly interested in Tony as in (he
cowboy himself. Yet Tom Mix did not
liavc one Tony, as was generally sup-
posed, but eight horses which could be
cast in that name. And they were all

so much alike that picture-goers could
not tell which was which. Tlie reason
wa? this : One horse could not have been
used year after year in daring stunts,
without some mishap or illness coming
to the animal. That would have meant
lidding lip the production, always a
costly ufTair. Again, in '"long shots,'"

it was not necessary to irse the same
horse as picture-goers saw more closely
on the screen, i'or these and other
reasons,' more than one Tony was
requirccl.

Again, in "The Painted Desert," Bill
Boyd rides a horse which has doubled
for otlier horses, "Gliost," as he is

kuoivn, has doubled for Ken Maynard'.s
Jiorse. "Ghost's " master. Bill Hurlcv,

considers his equine possession so valu-
able that he has refused numerous
offers from purchasers. But though
"Ghost " has been in pictures for years,
he is never cast under that name. He
is alwavs a double for some other horse.

Perils of Alpine Talkie.

Dr. Arnold Franck, who made tliat

splendid silent picture, "The White
Hell of PiU Palu," has followed it with
another drama of the Alps called
"Avalanche," This new picture, which
some of you have doubtless seen already,
has the distinction of being the first

Alpine talkie. Also it was filmed 15,750
feet up in the rarefied atmosphere on
Mont Blanc',- snnimit.
Hardships and risks that threatened

death had to bo faced day after day.
The dariiig cameramen carried their
apparatus on their backs and their lives

in their hand,s when thcj* descended, at

a rope's end, rlic torn glaciers to secure
their pictures, '

Life and property were frequently in

danger from avalanclies, snowstorms
and Alpine thunder and lightning.

Added to all this was the diflieidty of

breathing comfortably at such a high
altitude, the suffering from glacier

bums—eau.scd by the refraction of the
sun's rays on the ice—and a shortage of

food and v.ater.

There were, too, fissures in the rocky
face of the mountain, lightly covered
over with snow so that one could not

see the sheer, bottomless drops between
walls of solid ice. One day, Dr, Franck
himself, experienced mountaineer
though he is. fell into one of these

treacherous pitfalls. He was rescued
alive from a depth of .sevent.y feet.

Tlie rope on which all mountain
climbers rely for safety is impracticable
for filming, and the production com-
pan.v were obliged to discard its use for

linking them to safety.

Dr, Franck was studying a new
camera position when lie suddenly dis-

appeared from ,''ight on what seemed to

be a smooth snowy surface. Those who
saw the incidcnl were stunned into

silence for a few moments. Then a

I'ope was lowered down the crevasse,

and after several minutes Franck's
voice could be heard.

He was wedged between the walls of

the crevasse, head downwards, but man-
aged to secure the rope round his body
and was hauled to safety. He was
badly bruised, and his skin cut and
grazed, but foiluiuitcly no bones were
broken.
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THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL."

(Continued from page 16.)

came in at Jerry, his fists lashing out
like flails.

Jerry caught a' hard blow full between
the eyes, another on the side of his

head, but though somewhat dazed, be
flung gallantly forward and grappled
desperately with his man.
Backwards and forwards they raged

beside tiie drawii-up tourer, while Ellen,
.standing up in the front of the vehicle,

gazed fearlully down at them, a fervent
prayer upon her lips that Jerry \vould
gain the master-,

'Jerry 1 Oh, Jerry. look out '." Ellen's
face blanched and licr liazel grey eyes
goggled with a terrible fear as the two
fiercely fighting nn^ri suddenl.v lurched to
the very edge of the road. "Jerry!
Oh, for heavens sake

"

Her words ended it; a terrifying

scream as they went over, dropping
quickly from her sight.

Dead I The dread word hammered in
Ellen's burning brain and she felt her
knees grow suddeidy 1\eak beneath licr.

Bui with an effort, she forced herself
from the car, went to the edge of tlie

road and gazed fearfully over. To her
amazed eyes, she saw two ftiriously

fighting figures slithering down a fairly

steep slope and as it was borne in upon
her that at this spot the side of the road
did not drop sheer to the valley, she
gave a little hysterical laugh.

The fight went on, fierce and relent-
less, all the way down that slope. But
the valley reached, it came to a sudden
end. Ellen sau one of tlie combatants
slowlv get to his ffct while the other
Ia.\- . stretched full length on his face.

And she could just make out by the
clothes he wore that the vanquished
was George Walton.

A week later no more happy young-
ster could be found in the w'hole of the
little town of Burke than Jerry Boone.
He still limped painfully around as a
result of the cuts and bruises he had
sustained in the never-to-bc-forgotton
fight witli Walton, who was now safe
behind prison bars.

Jerry's future was as»nT<ei, "Ho was
back in the services of the railroad com-
pany, his name vindicated, his position
now that of section superintendi'iit—

a

handsome promotion he thorouglily de-
served. But to him this was not the
greatest joy in his young life. He and
lyien were to be married in a day or
so and that was what brought him hi-
present great feeling of happiness,

(By permission of the W. and F, Film
Service Ltd,, starrinr) Glenn Tryon and

Merna Kennedy,)
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" Under Texas Skies."

llaiikiii Bob Custer; Joan Picscott,
Natalio Kingston ; Captain Haitfoid,
'J'oni London; Singer Martin, Lane
Cliandlor; The Agent, Bill Cody :

Deiiiitv-niarslial. William McCal'l ;

Slieritf Moody. .1. S. Mavbu; Tiie

Dummy, Bob Roper.

" The Spy."

Anna. Kay .Jolnison ; Ivan, Neil
Hamilton; Sergei, Jolm Halliday

;

Kolya, Freddie Frederick; Yascha,
Milton Holmes; Petya, Austen Jewell;
President of Tchcka, Henry Kolkcr.

" Firebrand Jordan."

Firebrand Jordan, Lane Chandler;
Joan Howe, Aline Goodwin; Red
Caison. Yakima (^anutt; David Hamp-
ton. Sheldon Lewis : Peggy Howe,
Margiie)-ite Ainslee ; Ed Burns, Tom
London; Spike, Lew Meohan ; Tony
Perelli, Fiank Yaeonalli ; Ah Sing,
Alfred Howston : .Jndd Howe, Freil

Harvey; Pete, Cliff Lyons.

Old Ohost Town Walks Again.

Kern\ille. a d(>serted gold eentre.

once more eomes into the limelight as
tiic locale of the VVesfcin film, "Fire-
brand Jordan.'" The town was the
scene of much feverish activity way
back in 49, and was rapidly populated
by pi-ospectors and the usual band of

outlaws who follow in the track of gold
rushes.

One particuhir section of the town,
in time, came to be known as the
"whiskey flats," the district of hard-
diinking. fast-shooting, bad men. who
recognised none but their own law.

The old cemetery, one of tlie sights of
tlic town, bears silent witness in its

headstones to the hundreds of in-

habitants of this section who died in

(heir boots during tliu troublesome times
of '49.

Tom Mix to Return.

Tom iSIi.x's admirers, whose number
is legion, will be delighted to learn that
their favourite cowboy hero will again
be seen in pictures.

It is a little over two years ago that
tlie most famous of all COwboy stars
was offered so much money to star in

a circus that he left Hollywood flat.

But that he would one day be per-
Buaded to return was obvious (o many
>vho knew his value in filmland. Welj.
now the thing has been done. Tlie
Universal l'"ilm Conipany, througli its

sixty-(ive-years-old president. Carl
LacMnmle, has ofTeied Tom Mix a
salary, which, though the figure is not
disclosed, is understood to be exceed-
ingly liigh.

When Tom Mix left pictures ho was
reputed to be making about £2.000 a
week. His new contract calls for six

pictures, the first of which is to bo
l)egini in October. 'J'bo star will be
given a separate production company,
11 director, and all facilities so that his
Aucust 1st, 1931.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

A gambler, falsely accused of murder,
eludes pursuit and gets a job on a ranch,
where be turns the tables on a despicable
rogue. Action—adventure—romance

—

in a grand Western thriller, starring
Mahlon Hamilton and Doris Hill.

" LES AMOURS DE MINOIT."
A grand and gripping crook drama of

lite and adventure in the underworld.

" THE KID FROM ARIZONA."
Cattlemen at Fire Mountain are

terrorised by a mysterious band of
" ghost " Indians, but the " Kid From
Arizona " solved the mystery, won a
great horse race, and brought a crook to

justice. Starring ,Tack Perrin and his

horse. Starlight.

pictures can be produced on the big,

spectacular scale beloved of Hollywood,
In addition to Tom Mix, Univer.sal has
also signed a contract with Hoot Gibson
to make six big Western i)i<-lurcs before
the end of the year.

A Thrilling Fight Scene.

Few of you may know that there is

in British films a Charles l'"arrell, who
is no relation to liis .American name-
sake. FarreH. (he Knglishman. can
boast of having had a fight in everj'

film in which he has apjieared, and
they arc many. He can show you
proof of this in the twenty-seven .scars

he has received in various studios. His
most . recent encounter was for "The
Man at Six." a British Iiiiernational

Picture, produced at Flstree. where his

opponent was (Jerald Rawlinson.
The fight began with Riiwlinson leap-

ing over a refec'lory table in j)ursuil«of

Farrell, who turned and foiled him with
a clip on the chin. After that the
two weht at it, "hot and strong."
Rawlin.son, after struggling to his feet,

launched liimself bodily at the depart-
ing Farrell, and brought him down in
fine Rugby .style. Then for several
minutes the two men struggled with
eaeli other on the floor, till Farrell, as
rei)uirod by the story, began to throttle
his opponent, and only stopped when
Harry Hughes, the director, gave the
O.K. signal.

Exit Farina<

Farina has said good-bye to "Our
Gang " comedies. Already many of you
may h.nve noticed tha.t his place on the
>crecn has been taken by a new, little

coloured coon known as "Stymie."
The departure of Farina is certain to

be regretted by millions of picture-
goers. For though the other "Our
Gang " youngsters were all favourites,

it was the little black boy who could
roll his eyes so comically that really

engaged our interest most. Some of
you may remember that when Farina
first appeared in films he was always
dressecl as a girl.

Picture-goers, in fact, us(?d to have
heated arguments over the question of
his sex. Meanwhile. Farina hated the
wearing of skirts and pigtails, and there
uas no gladder day for him at the
studio than when Ual Roach, his pro-
ducer, permitted him to appear as a
boy. Even then, he continued to be as
funny as ever. But he was growing up,

and, when he reached-the age of eleven,
it was felt that Jic was too old to frolic

before the camera with the rest of
"Our Gang."
His name in real life is Allen Clayton

Hoskiiis.

Answers to Questions.

No, I should not advise you to en-
close a stamped and addressed en-
velope when you write to artistes in
America. Allen (Queensland). A better
way would be to put in each letter an
international coupon, obtainable at
almost any post-oflice. Clara Bow has
retired from the screen, but your
other favourites can be addressed as
follows: .Tack Oakie, cure of the Para-
n.ount 'Public Studios, Hollywood, Cali-
fornia. ILS..A. ; Ronald Colman. care
of United Artists Studios. 1041, North
Formosa Avenue, Hollywood. Cali-

fornia, and Anita Pag \ oare of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Culver City,
California. I am glad to hear you are
able to see so many fine films.

A QUARAIMTEED WATCH.
The ambition of (>very boy is to owa

a watch like his father, and this am-
bition can be realised at very small
cost. For five shillings you can obtain
a strong, reliable and guaranteed
Ingersoll watch in a nickel case, which
will delight the heart of any boy.

They ore sold by Ingersoll agents every-

where, or direct from Ingersoll, Ltd.,

Kingswny, London, W.C. 2,
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The girl owner of a horse ranch becomes the prey of a notorious band of rustlers, but a
stranger comes to her aid and by amazing escapades turns the [tables on her enemies.

Starring Bob Custer and Natalie Kingston.
v^x^:.:.%K«^.:<^-;.:«<.x^<>.^^^>^K55SS«--^,^:;^^^^
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Rustlers !

" ! TUR-P: Harp!-
1 1 'Round off that loader, boys!"

"llur-i>! Hur-p !"'

"Clit tliet leader sorter turning to tli'

right!"
•• Ilur-iip I"

The "boys" of the Cir< le A Riinch
were well ^it it. rounding ut> the liorsos.

young and old, tliat had been roaming
over the vast, picturesque plains for
days past.

There hod been changes at Circle A
Ranch. Things had not gone right for
old Abe Pre.sfott. and not a little of
this trouble had arisen through the in-
cessant, raids of horse thieves. Years,
and the worry, sent Abe I'rescott to his
grave, and put his daughter Joan in
po.sses.sion not only of the ranch but of
the worries.
Joan W41S a .sensible girl. She realised

that before she could hope to make the
ranch a successful business she would
have to get rid of the debts her somo-
<yhat careless father had accumulated.
The ranch hands, from top to bottom,

were with her. They had not been paid
for weeks jwist. but tlioy were getting
their food and had their living-quarters,
and wero content to work on with the
"young mi.ssy."
Join had that morning given instruc-

tions to roiuul up the horses, and every-
body knew that those horses were
destined for the Remounts Department
of the Ciovernment .services.
Miiny of the horses were more or less

wild, never having been broken into
the saddle. Rut in spite of this there
was no doubt but that the Circle A
bunch of horses wa.s a pretty fine lot.

And judging hy the skill with which
the boys roimded them up. Circle A
could al.so apply the words "pretty fine
lot " to the boys themselves. They rode
with the oa.se and grace of men bom

to the saddle, their clever mounts obey-
ing the slightest pressure of knee or
the merest sound of voices. In fact,

they were obeying the direction of the
boys" leader almost before the boys IkwI

fully grasped what those orders were.

"Let 'em run, lioys—let "em run!"'
" JIur-p ! Hurp !"

Through the valley, with the towering
hills, the bush-lined trails, and the
dried-up grass plains reflecting the burn-
ing rays of the midday sun, the Circle A
outfit cut for home.

It was a scene of astonishing activity.
The boys' horses galloped round and
round with the furious speed of race-
horses, but with the sure-footedness of
mountain goats. Bakcd-up ditches were
jumped with a recklessness that only the
urgency of precious seconds could
justify. But the leaders of the bunch
had to be turned when such ditches
were reached, or there would be many
a broken leg and a useless horse left in
the cloiuls of dust that the outfit left
behind.
Never a horso fell. As skillfully as

though every horse had its rider, or was
at least guided by reins held in steel-
like fingers, the bunch was driven to
right or to left away from danger, and
always towards the ranch.

A mile more the dusty, baked ground
«vas to be covered when there appeared
on top of a hill the figure of a man
mounted upon a cayuse. In a matter
of seconds he was joined by three
others.

It was when they stood up in their
.^laddles. to strain their eyes and peer
down into the valley where Circle A
boys were at work, that the ranch fore-
man saw them and let out a yell of
warning.

' Head 'cm off^head 'em off !"' he
bellowed. "There's Mustang Pete and
his gang !"

" Hur-p I"

As though tliiur very lives dcpeiulcd
upon it, four ol the Circle A boys rodo
to head off the horses, and in an uii-

(suinily short time the whole outfit had
come to a panting, sweating stop.
"Boys, git after Pete, or they'll sure

bunch together and break up the
bosses!" rapped out the ranch foreman.
'Sam—.Jim—Jack, stay with the bunch.
Come on. the rest of you I"
No further orders were issued or

wanted. But spurs went into the sides of
willing mounts and in a flash tlii>

t'ircle A boys were riding up the trail

towards the spot where Mustang Pete
and his men had been seen.

But they were too late to save Joan
Prescott's horses. Mustang Pete haa
signalled his orders, and in a matter
of seconds there were so many clouds
of du.st rising from poimding hoofs that
it Wios almost impo.ssible to tell which
was friend and which was enemy.
Guns bega.n to spit their incss-ages of

lead. A saddle next to the ranch fore-
man was emptied.
"On y" right. Ijoys !" he roared.
Down in the valley were more clouds

of dust and more bursts of revolver-fire.
The ranch foreman groaned as he saw
the three cowboys he had left to guard
the horses driven off by sheer force of
numbers, jind their running fire was of
no u.sc. Mustang Pete had ample men
to fight with and get Joan's horses on
the move again.

.Ju.st o(f the trail the wounded cowboy
had the attention of two of the ranch's
best boys. The three below were chased
out of the valley and a final shower of
bullets followed them up the home trail.

The ranch foreman luid four others with
him. but they could do nothing against
Mustang I'ete"s gang.

The foreman gave one glance down
into the valley, saw the clouds of dust
arising where the bunch had already
been set moving, and gritted his teeth
with rage.

"They've done iis, bovs!" he shouted.
August 1st, 1031.



" Let's git outer liycr ! We'll rouiid 'cm
all Lip agiii one day !"

Bullets and dorisive shouts followed
thciii as llioy, too, cut tor tlic homo
irail. The bullets had no effect, but •-he

derisive shout Uiade tlie cowboys boil

with bitter, hopeless rage.
They rode like fiends, tucking thoir

own guns into their holsters when they
were out of range of the rustlers, and
it was not luitil they were nearly homo
that the foreman jerked his mount upon
its haunches, removed his Stetson, -and
wiped his sw eat-drijiping brow.

" Here's a purty nice thing ! Miss
•loan's best hosscs rustled under our very
noses—and she reckonin' on selling them
to the (jovcrnment ! Shucks ! Anybody
like my jol)'" he groaned.
There was a general shaking of

heads. Breaking the news to Miss Joan
was to be a most unpleasant task—and
there was nobody like the foreman for

the job.

It was a very disconsolate party that
continued the ride to the Circle A
Ranch, and if mere cxpre>sions could
have caused any damage, Mustang Pete
and his gang would have troubhjd
neither Circle A nor any other ranch.
But expressions and thoughts did no
damage, rnd Mustang Pete, doubtless
heartened by his somewhat easy victory,

and encouraged by cleaning up such u
fine bunch of horses as Joan Prescott's,

was free to carry on his nefarious work.

A Valuable Prisoner.
' ¥ J EY-Ul', bovs ! Who's down
ll below?"

Mustang Pete and two of liis

gang, riding leisurely down tlie trail,

and still chuckling over the discomhturo
of the Circle A outfit, pulled up
suddenly.
From their vantage-point they could

gain a good view ol the bottom trail,

which was mainly used by direct

iravellcrs and the mail coaches. It

needed but a single glance to tell the
rustlers that the cloud of dust that had
first attracted Mustang Pete's keen eyes
was raised by a rider who was a
stranger to those parts.

He did not wear the chaps the regular
cowboys invariably sported. His ridiiig-

bieeches were city made, and over his

shirt he had a smartly-cut black coat

that would have done credit to a well-

paid clerk. A wliite collar, a black tie,

and a trim Stetson completed the outfit

that proclaimed its wearer a visitor to

the rough-and-ready West.
"Say, thet's sure a guy who might

like to know the way to his destination,"
mused Pete. "And I reckon we're the

bucks to help a stranger in tiiesc hyer
parts. Come on, boys ! Cut him off at

the South Canyon!"
In a flash the horses were turned and

driven hard • hack along the trail,

through the bushes, along a narrow path
through a more heavily wooded section,

and down a steep bank to the bottom
trail. They ha<l timed their arrival to

a nicety, for the stranger was loping
along within twenty yards of the open
)>Iain.

"Jerk up, stranger!" .said Mustang
Pete loudly.

'J'ho stranger had no option about the
matter. He had throe big horses in

front of him, and one of these was
quickly slipped behind him as he pulled
up.

"Reckon you're a .stranger around
UycrV .said Pete affably.

"Sure. I'm on my way to Circle A
lunch, whioli I guess is pretty liandy,'
replied the stranger briefly.

"Sure it is

—

sure!" drawled Mustang
Pete. "You've been riding so gol-

ilained slow down the trail, stranger,
August l8t, 1931.
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that we thought you were breakin' a
Texas rule by overburdeniu' your hoss

—

and a right, purty pinto he is!"
The rustlers looked in admiration at

the pinto the stranger rode. He was
not a big horse by any means

—

a pony
in size if not in age. He had black and
white patches as neatly arranged as if

by an.artist and he was, all in all, just
about the prettiest horse those rustlers
had over seen.

"He's sure a nice pinto," agreed the
stranger, his keen eyes watching his
questioners warily. "I ain't ridden him
hard, you can bet your next Sunday's
dinner t Waal, thank ^ou "

"Waiter bit!" cut in Mustang Pete
easily. "We're reckoning thet per-
haps it's your ijocket book that's too
heavy. The rest of the trail to Circle
A, stranger, is too hard for you a;;d
your pocket book. Better lay it over
our way !"

The stranger did not reply in words.
He dug his spurs fiercely into the pinto's
sides, and m a flash it had reared up,
scattered the horses in front of him, and
was flying down the trail.

"Uit him!" grunted Mustang Pete
curtly.

He thudded after the stranger, and
Mustang Pete doubtless thinking that
one day perhaps the speed of his mount
would mean the difference between
hanging on a sheriff's rope and roaming
under the glorious Texas skies, .had
what was probably the speediest horse
in all Te.vas.

He unwound his rope as he rode,
and at the rope-throwing game, too.
Mustang Pete had few rivals. The
stranger could not have hoard the
swirl of the noose as it whistled through
the air, but he Hung up his arms
frantically as it settled over his
shoulders.

He was a fraction of a second too
late. Mustang Pete jerked the noose
taut before the stranger could escape,
and the rustler's big horse was only
jerked a few yards before the little

pinto had cast its dusty rider on to
the dusty trail.

'J'ho rustlers were around him in a
moment, and t-his time they had drawn
their guns.
"You'll get a rope for this," said

the stranger, between his teeth.

"Sure—when they catch us!" grinned
Mustang I'ete, and sUirod curiously at
the neatly dressed victim. "Say,
stranger, you're in a mighty hurry to
git to Circle A—what might your
business be thar?"
"That's my business!" snapped the

stranger.
"Guess it might be ours, too," mused

Mustang Pete. "Git him along to the
shack, boys! Guess we'll have a talk
with him."

grunted one of
gun poking into
was a persuasive

"Move, stranger,'
the rustlers, and a
the stranger's ribs

form of argument.

It was ton minutes later when he was
driven to a shack almost hidden in the
bushes, and hero two other rustlers
joined them.
Mustang Pete slipped from his saddle

and grabbed at the stranger as he
showed a momentary inclination to

make a run for it.

"Not so fast, stranger—you sure is

showin' rotten mannors for a city guy I

\'ou ain't said how'd y'do to the boys
yet!" he drawled. "They're inside

—

waiting for you! Git that pinto in the
corral, boys, whilst I do the inter-

diu:ing ! This vvay, stranger!"
There was no help for it. The

stranger had no gun and against u
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bunch of rustlers who not only had guns,
but who were quite prepared to use
them on the slightest provocation he
was as helpless as a babe.
He submitted himself to be led into

the hut, where his keen eyes searchingly
examined tlie faces of another half a
dozen of Mustang Pete's boys.
"Well?" he snapped. "What now?"
"Git that pocket book—anything else

he's got, too!" snapped Pete.
"Hustle, boys!"
The boys hustled, and although more

than one of them received information,
i.i the shape of a hard, bunched fist,

tliat the stranger was no city weakling,
sheer weight of numbers saw him
crushed to the ground, and here his
pockets were rifled with the .speed that
only comes with practice.
The pocket book was the first thing to

be examined. A wad of dollar bills
went into Mustang Pete's pocket, a
photograph of a girl was to.ssed on to
the table, and Pete gave his attention
to the less inviting-looking papers.
But tho.se who watched saw his eyes

narrow until they were one straight
line, and they saw his lips twist into
a smile that thej' knew meant that
Mustang Pete was a highly pleased
man.
"Boy.s—these papers sure give i-io

the grandest idea ever!" he drawled.
"I reckon that generally prisoners ain't
so mighty useful, but we have got a
real valuable guy this time! Git him
down to the bottom shack, and tell

the Dummy thet ef he loses this guy
he's sure gonna have a rough time!
Busy, now !"

Again there was no questioning Mus-
tang Pete's commands. The stranger,
half unconscious at the rough treat-

ment meted out to him, and his wits
dulled by (he crashing of a revolver
butt on the Iwck of liis head, was
picked up and carried to a smaller
shack.
Without ceremonj-, he was dimipcd

down on a plank bed over which was
.spread a single blanket and the boys
turned to the only person who lived in

the hut.

Person is the only description, for
.;othing more hideous could have been
imagined. The Dummy was far more
like a gorilla without the mass of hair,

and although he watched the pro-
ceedings, and his mouth moved con-
tinuously, no sound came from him. He
was as dumb as he was burly and
ugly.

"Pete ses this guy has gotta stop!"
That was all the rustlers told the

Dummy. He looked at them, lazily took
up half a leg of nnitton. and chewed
a groat lump off. Then, with a curious,

ambling gait only to be compiired with
the gorilla with which he was so like,

he sluifBed to the door and closed it

behind the rustlers.

'J'he stranger took that to be his

opportunity, for with the spring of a
panther he was at his guard. Twico
his great fist crashed home on the

Dummy's jaw, but the burly brute only

continued his lazy chewing. A third

time and a fourth time blows that would
have knocked out a world's champion
thudded home—and it was at the fourth

blow that the Dummy grabbed the

stranger, hit him once, picked him up as

though he wore a schoolboy, and tos<»ed

him contemptuously on to the plank
bed, as senseless as a log of wood.

Not a sound had come from his lips

—not even a gasp of anger or alarm
at the crashing blows that had landed
upon his chin.

A moment later the Dummy bad
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squatted on an upturned box, and the

log of mutton was being polished ofT

with incredible speed and ravenous

fcrocity.

Enemies on Sight.

" /^OME in. Tom !"

\^ Joiui Prescott was smiling as

she looked round at the opening

door. The ranch foreman was there,

and Ijehind him. with a view to landing

moral support, was one of the cowboys.

"Sure, Miss Joan—but—but we've

sorter brought bad news,'" mumbled tlie

foreman.
Joan started.

"You have been rounding up
"

she began.
"Sure—we'd got the bosses within a

fe\» minutes of home when Mustang
Pete and his gang sorter blew in."

interrupted the foreman. "They sliot

up one of the boys—he's alive, but only

just—and they was too many for u.-.

'I'hey—they got the bosses!"

For a moment Joan's lips quivered,

and tliey were still sot in tlwit uncertain

fashion which is neither quivering nor
quite their usual formation when the

door opened for the second time.

They all three turned round—and
those lips broke into a genuine, happy
smile.

"Mr. Rankin I"

"The ianK-," laughed the newcomer.
" Wlutt's up. boys? You look pretty

downhearted'^"
.loan cut in quickly.

"It's all right, boys—we've still got

enough to supply the contract. In fact,

1 shall be able to pay off the overdue
wages

'

"Tliat's all right, Miss Joan—we're
happy enough," nnnnbled the foreman.
"But wo sure are wild at losing them
hossCM. We sorter feel mad about it."

Rankin stared, but he did not open his

lips to speak until Joan bad
ushered the forlorn

the room.
"Rustlers again,

said Hankin briefly.

Joan nodded.
" The boys were rounding up

my liorses," she said. " You
see, father left the ranch a bit

upside down, and I'm selling off

the horses to pay the debts, and
they include the boys' wages.

I'm expecting a Caiitain Hart-

ford any moment
now."
"And somebody

stepped in and sortei'

helped themselves?'
suggested Rankin.
'Yes. But what

are you doing round
these parts ?"

"Well. I don't know
that that mattere.
Miss Joan, but it

seems to me that I'll

stop around until your
contract has been
completed," said Ran
kin slowly. " Tliat is.

if you'd like me to."

"I'd like nothing
better!" exclaimed
Joan. "Mr. Rankin,
if the rustlers get

away with the next
lot we round up, I'm
going to fall through
on the contract, and my only means of

getting the ranch out of debt will have
gone, too. Cattle prices are none too
good just now."
"Then I'll slick around." said Raidcin.
'She gave him a glance that amply
rewarded him for his offer. The new-
comer had been lo the ranch on more
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than one occasion in Abe Prescott's life-

time, and he and Joan had always been
great pals.

Rankin himself was unlike the rest of

the boys, although he wore chaps, shirt,

scarf and Stet.son of the same kind nearly

every man sported out imder Texas skies.

He carried, too. a business-like gun in a

holster at his right hip.

But he had not the light-heartedness

with which Joan was so accustomed. He
was ,stern almost to a point of grimness.

and his eyes, steely-blue, piercing, steady

as rocks, were like his lips. They seldom
changed in their expression.

Joan was a!x)ut to speak again when
for yet a third time the door opened, and
this" time a total stranger stood in the

doorway. His neat breeches, trirn

uniform tunic, military Stetson, khaki
collar and black tie made an introduc-

tion superfluous.

"Excuse me," he said in cultured
tones. "I am Captain Hartford. I have
busine.ss with Miss Prescott, whom I

fancy I have the honour to address."'

"Yes. Come right in. Captain Hart-
ford !" said Joan eagerly. "I guess you
havo come about the horses."

Hartford came into the room, smiling
pleasantly.

"That's right. And doubtless you
would like to see my credentials." he
said, as ho drew a chair to th<' table.

He was in the act of withdrawing his

pocket-book when he looked up quickly

—

us if he were drawn to the cold, steely

eyes that looked down at him.

"Excuse me. Miss Prescott—one of

your boys?" ho suggested.
" No—a friend. Excuse me—^Ir.

Rankin. Captain Hartford." said .Joan.

laugliing at Irer fault in not performing
the introductions earlier.

" Pleased to meet you. Mr. Rankin."
*aid Hartford affably.

"Sure!" said Rankin briefly, and
never for a moment did his eyes blink.

It seemed to take an effort on Hart-
ford's part to take his eyes from
Rankin's, and it was Joan who helped
him.
"Thank you ; the credentials are satis-

factory." she cut in suddenly, and the

.spell, if there was one, was broken.
"The horses were to have been here.

Captain Hartford, but rustlers got them
this morning."
"Too bad—too bad!" said Hartford

sympathetically. "You can fill the con-

tract. Miss Prescott?"
"Yes, but "

"Then if you will just sign this paper,
I will collect the horses and hand over an
official draft for the amount," said

Hartford briskly.

"Wait a bit. where are your insignia.

Captain Hartford?" snapped Rankin.
"You'll excuse me, but we want to make
quite sure that none of our horses slip

over the border.'"

"My insignia?" •iiuttored Hartford,
and laughed suddenly. "Why, I took
them off to clean them, and forgot to

put them back."
He produced them a moment later—the

stars and letters of his rank and service
section.

"Satisfied—Mr. Rankin J" he said
with veiled sarcasm.
Rankin merely nodded.
"Then. Miss Prescott. if you'll ju>t

sign here?" suggested Hartford.
"You'd better see the horses. Captain

Hartford," cut in Rankin again. "The
last lot were rustled by a gang of

thieves. It would be a pity if this lot

were rustled, too. Miss Prescott would
not have filled her contract, and you
could demand her draft back again. Tho
bunch would only have to slip across the
border, vou know, and wo should lose

two from

I guess,"

'Not SO fast, stranger,"

he drawled.
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"Sure, I uiuleisiand. Perhaps 1 had
better get the boys to rouiul thoai up,"
said Hartford, and lie rose to his feet.

Joan looked from one to another of
the men in surprise. It was obvious,
even to her in the moment of excitement
the deal naturally brought, that there
was sonic inexplicable hostility between
them.
Captain Hartford laughed—a steady,

reassuring sort of laugh. But Rankin
did not seem reassured.
"Well, Avo shall meet again, Mr.

Rankin," ho said as he moved to the
door.
"Sure we'll meet again, Captain Hart-

ford,'' said Rankin steadily.

A moment later the door had closed
behind the remount department's officer,

and there came to the silent two within
the sound of his mount's thudding hoofs
as ho rode off.

Rankin did not stop to see if there was
anything else he could do for Joan
Prescott. He plugged his hat hard upon
his head, and walked out into the open
yard.
Hero his horse was tethered—a pinto,

marked as curiously as had been another
that had been upon the trail that morn-
iug. Before Joan could quite follow
what was happening, Rankin had
mounted the pinto and was riding after

Captain Hartford.

Beyond Understanding.

CAPTAIN HARTFORD'S movements
were peculiar.
Ho moved in the maimer of a

man who was not anxious that he should
be seen. His horse, with a movement
suggesting that it was not by any means
the fastest animal in the neighbourhood,
lumbered along at a hand gallop, rather
clumsily obeying the touch of the reins,

dodging bushes and trees, jumping
heavily over ditches.

Hartford himself looked a dozen times
over his shoulders, as if he expected to

find himself being followed.

He was not disappointed. Rankin's
swift pinto was on the trail but a very
short time before Hartford spotted them.
For a man in the rembunts department

of the Government, Captain Hartford
betrayed more than a little nervousness.

He left the trail and lumbered through
the bushes for some minutes before he at

last struck what he considered a good
hiding-place, and pulled up.

He left his horse tethered to a tree,

hesitated half a minute, and then slipped
into the undergrowth.
Rankin rode along the trail until hoof-

marks, recentlj' cut, warned him that the
quarry had turned off, and then he, too,

swung the pinto into the thick, bushy
eection. When it grew too thick to make
riding comfortable, he slipped from the
saddle, walked on a few yards, and then
went on alone.

It was not long before ho found Hart-
ford's tethered horse. From that spot
it was only po.ssible to make lieadway in

one direction, and it w-as in that direc-

tion that he set his face.

Rankin proceeded cautiously, his hand
ready to grab his gun at the slightest

alarm. Ho walked along the narrow
pathway, pushing his way through
bushes in the soundless manner that
liel rayed him as a skilled woodman,
alert, grim.
But it was not until ho had come out

of the bushes into the clearer plain that
anything happened to cxcito suspicion.

And then it was something more than
sifspicioii that excited him.
Something hard and pointed stuck into

the middle of his back.
"Get your hands up, Mr. Rankin!"
It was Hartford !

Slowlv, unwillingly Rankin obeyed.
August 1st, 1931,
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In a flash his own gun was snatched from
its holster and tossed into the bushes.
"You take a lot of intoiest in horses

which may be slipped over the border,
Mr. Rankin,'' said Captain Hartford,
with a grim laugh. "I have my sus-
picions. I reckon you know more than
you would like ro say about other horses
that have slipped over the border!"

" Yeah ?" said Rankin coolly.
"Anyhow, we're going to look after

you until such time as I have collected
the horses from Circle A on behalf of
the Govorninent," said Hartford grimly.
"I know of a little place around here
where you will be well looked after.
Get moving, Mr. Rankin—and keep
moving !"

Rankin obeyed. There was nothing
else for it. Not for a single moment had
Captain Hartford appeared to be a man
who could bo trifled with and the
steadiness with which the gun was
pressed into Rankin's back was a further
argument towards obedience.
The.v had proceed perhaps a liundred

yards before Captain Hartford broke the
silence.

" I guess you are in league with the
rustlers, Mr. Rankin, whilst you are
appearing to be Miss Prescott's friend,"
he said quietly. "A cunning business
that. She trusts you, whilst all the time
you are playing ihe low down on her.
When I have landed these horses, I
guess I'll come back and find the rest
for her. I raOier like the look of her.
Just my sort

"

He broke off. Like a streak of light-
ning Rankin had swung round, and with
the momentum of his swing his right
fist went out and connected with the
point of Hartford's jaw. The officer
staggered, and with another streaking
movement Rankin had whirled him
round, his own right hand grasping the
captain's right arm, and his left hand
seizing Hartford's left wrist, the whole
arm w-as jerked up behind his back.
Hartford could have screamed with

the pain.
" You'll break my arm !" he splut-

tered. ^

"I'll break your arm all right if you
don't drop that gun !" said Rankin,
between his teeth.

It needed considerable pressure on that
helpless arm before Hartford obeyed,
but at last the gun dropped from his

fingers on to the hard ground. Rankin
kicked it half a dozen yards and stood
between it and Hartford as the arm was
released.

It was Hartford's turn to attack tlien.

He slipped into Rankin with both fists

whirling, and it was Rankin who stag-

gered into the bushes and crashed
heavily to the ground. -

Hartford leapt for the gun, and his

finger was in the act of pulling the
trigger when Rankin got at him.
Bang !

The noise of the shot reverberated
through the bushes, and, although he
did not know it. Hartiord's horse reared
and kicked furiously in its hiding-place
imtil the leather thong broke away from
the bough and allowed it to dash madly
away.
Rankin's pinto, alarmed, and doubt-

less seeking the company of its own kind
in its moment of terror, dashed off

with it.

Tlicre could never have been such a

grim, silent fich'^ as that which Hart-
ford and Rankin fought. Quarter was
neither asked for nor given, and blows
were exchanged whidi went far to prove
the hardiness of both of them.
But it was Rankin's superior tough-

ness that won (hat fight. He took two
blows in the chest and one in the
stomach that should have felled him to

the ground, with with a last, gasping
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effort, shot his bunched fists upwards
until they were jerked *) a stop bv
Hartford's jaw.
Back went Hartford's Iiead. He

emitted a, single gasping groan, and
dropped to the ground, completely
knocked out.
For a moment Rankin stood looking

down at him, rubbing the dust from his
gloves. Then, as quietly as if he were
just leaving a post office or a saloon, he
saiuitered back to where he had loft his
pinto.

The black and white horse had re-
turned. Training had overcome fears
and even instincts, and it was steady
enough as Rankin slowly and stifHy
mounted.
But the moment he was astride the

pinto began to lear and buck as though
it had never had a man on its back
before. Rankin, seated as light as a
feather but as firm as a rock, merely
swayed under the kicking and bucking.
"What's the matter with you, boy';"

ho demanded angrily. "Lost your
senses ?"

Even liis voice made no difference. Ho
tried to drive the animal hard to his left,

but the pinto swung right. Rankin
allowed him to move that way round,
trjing to continue the movement until
he was facing the way he wanted to go.

But the moment he tried that, the pinto
bucked and kicked again.
"Well, if you don't like that way,

have it your own," said Rankin re-

signedly. ' Go on, then, boy 1"

The boy " went on, through the
narrow pathway, past the spot where
Hartford still lay on the ground, and;
again into the bushes on the other side-

of the clearing.

Rankin did not mind. He knew the
many instincts of horses, and how they
will avoid dangers which their riders

cannot sense or see.

But it was not dangers which the
pinto appeared to bo avoiding. He .

jogged along contentedly through the
brushwood, across clearing after clear-

ing, until he brought Rankin to a
dingy-looking shack, hidden in a tiny

valley. Here he stopped for a few
seconds before trotting quickly over to

what was evidcnily a disused corral.

There were no signs of human beings
or horses, but Rankin took the oppor-
tunity to slip out of the saddle and get
into the shack. It was empty.
"Waal, this is beyond understand-

ing I" muttered Rankin. "Why the
great stars has my pinto brought me
alongi here ?"

It had him beaten, and it was all the
more baffling when ho again mounted
his pinto, and that pinto quite uncon-
cernedly allowed - himself to be driven
slowly in any direction Rankin cared
to take him !

But up the trail Hartford sat in the
saddle and looked down upon the shack
and the man who had just left it. A
grim look of understanding settled upon
his face, and without a word ho dug in

his spurs and galloped hard towards
Circle A.

The Mystery Deepens.

CIRCLE .\ ranch was on tenterhooks.
'J'he raids of t)i" rustlers and the

cunning manner in which plans

were laid made Mustang Pete and his

gang something to be feared. It was in

the minds of all that it would be a very
good job when Miss Joan had filled her
contract with the Remounts Department,
and they could find time to go out and
get those rustlers.

It was a warlike party that faced Joan
when she gave them orders to round up
what was left of her hor.ses. Guns were
loosene<l in holsters, and spare holes in

cartridge belts were marked down for
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filling as soon as Joan liad completed
her iiLstructions.

Matters were just as grim down at the
sliack over A\hich the Dunuiiy j^uarded

Ills prisoner. Tiie rtranger wlio had
ridden in the valley kept to liis plank
bed, watching for a chance to get away,
having learned fidl well that it was
utterly useless attacking the great brute,

who seemed to have nothing more in-

teresting in life than chewing up great

legs of mutton.
The chance came when, liaving fed

well, the Dummy planted himself in

front of the door and dropped ofi to

sleep.

The stranger looked at his guard in-

tently, feeling that it was a man's job
to tackle the enemy and beat him into

submission. But he showed how wise
he was when he made no attempt to

.shift the Dummy from the door, but
gave his attention to tlie window.

It was easily to be climbed, and it

said much for the guard's sense of his

own capabilities that he had made
no attempt to have it locked or barred.

A heavy snore was the encouragement
the stranger received wiien he put one
leg over ihe v, indow-sill. squashed fiis

body lialf out, and looked cautiously
around. There was no sign of life save
for his own pinto down in tlie corral.

The sight of the pinto gave him heart

and hope, and, de>pite his big riding-

boots, there was no noise as he slipped

to the ground and dodged down to the

corral.

Neither was there any sound when the
DunnuN opened the door and lumbered
out after the rmaway with the arnaz-

ingh swift, ambling run of his 1

It was a matter of seconds—breath-

less, tense seconds. The stranger won
the tir>t round in reaching the corral

first, and he woidd have won the second
round too liad the Dummy not been as

cunning as he v,as silent.

For the rope tethering the pinto was
not tied with the firm, but easily re-

leased, slip-knot every cowboy used.

The rope was tied and knotted in a

manner that made it certjiin that

minutes nuist elapse if the rope was to

be untied.
The stranger had no knife, ond cut-

ting was therefore out of the question.

Frantic.illy his fingers tore at the rope?

—desperately he looked up and down
the trail in the vain hope that someone
was near to help him

It was hopeless. Like some grim
fate, the Dunnny came up behind and
grabbed at the runaway. Right and
left the stranger <'rashed his fists home
on the Dummy's jaw. but they had no
more effect than if they had landed
upon a brick wall.

'J'lie stranger groaned in his menta
anguish. If only the rope had been
slip-knotted

Hi- thcuglit-, were interrupted ^%*<i'J»<

-a great, enipt\ blackness swcpi
down upon l.im with a suddenni
that made it impossible for him i'

know even that he had been hii.

And, as his neatly parbed form
slithered tow;;rds the ground, the

hnulx^riug Duinm.\ grabbed him
by the irtn ai\d hauled him back
to the shack.
Here, just as thougli he had

been a bundle of straw, he was
leathered up aiul flung mercilessly
b:ick on to the plank-bed

The Dummy, silent as a ghost,
glim as Fate, was a guard from
whom there was no escaping.
Way bac"k t'irele A district,

ShcrifV Moody >vas at that
moment facing an urging, plead-
ing officer of Government ser-

vices with a coldness that
amounted almost to indifference.
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" I,ook here, sheriff, you have your

duty to do. same as I have mine to do !"

said Hartford eagerly. "I tell you
that Rankin is in league with the
rustlers !''

"And I tell you. mister, that I ain't

actin' upon nothin" until I sees him and
catches him red-handed !" said the
sheriff firmly. "We're sure doggone
tired of thssc hyer rustlers, but we can't

go stringing up Rankin just bccau.se

somebody' suspects him ! We gotta have
proof !"

Hartford bit his lips in lielpless rage.
"Where's Rankin now?" demanded

Moody suddenly.
"That's just it—where is he?" "said

Hartford warmly. "1 know that Miss
Prescott has gone out with the boys,
rounding up the rest of the hor.ses. I

am to take those horses under a con-
tract, and she is to get my draft. I

tell you there is a certainty that these
wild rustlers will know, too—and they'll

get those horses before Miss Prescott
has a dog's chance of drawing money
for them. If they are rustled when I

take charge, that is my fault, and my
Government's responsibility !"

That tackled a weak point in the
sherifl'.s armour. Everybody knew and
Io\ed Joan Prescott. and sympathy was
with her in the losses she had sustained
thiough the rustling.

"I'll just go up and see her—me and
the boys' II see the horses arc guarded
until you take them." grimted Moody
at last. "Then—we're finished with
'em when you get outer our district^
git me?"
"Sure: But I reckon you ought to

have Rankin imder lock and key— in

fact. I insist upon it I" said Hartford
with a renewed burst. "Neither I, nor
tlie horses, nor anybody else, is safe
imtil you have that man !"

"Gil nim red-handed, and I guess

we''l hev him purty ciuick enough I"

giowled Moody.
For another five minutes Hartford

tried urging, pleading, even threaten-
ing. But Sheriff Moody was adamant.
Ho listened whilst Hartford told him of

the shack in the little valley, whence
Rankin had been seen to leave. Ho
grinned when Hartford burst out with
the suggestion that around tliat shack
might be found some of Miss Prescott's

stolen horses, and ho was still grinning
when he went out to talk to tlie pos.sc

of matters he considered more urgent.
Hartford gave it up in the end,

bitter with resentment against the

sheriff's seeming indifference. Two
minutes later he was riding his fiorse

at a walk up the trail, headed for the
Circle A Ranch.
Yet the affairs of Circle A Ranch

were not entirely centred in the dis-

trict in which the ranch was situated.

Even whilst the angry Hartford was
riding to complete his part of the busi-

ness, other aspects were being discussed
in the marshal's office, five miles tiway.
A tall, well-set-up man had entered

the marshal's office singing a song
which the marshal knew and which the
marshal heralded with a howl of
delight.

"Singer Martin, by all that's good !"

he roared, as he leapt with both hands
extended to grip those of the singer.

"And what brings you down these here
parts?"
"Just a little trouble." chuckled

Martin, and hummed another two bar.»

before he went on: "Know a fellow
called Bainbridge?"
"No."
"Any strangers round CircleW
"Not to my knowledge. Why?"
"Well, Hartford left for there some

know of a little place around here

Get moving, Mr. Rankin-
where you'll be well looked after,

-and keep moving I
"
August 1st, 1931.



/iort time back," said Singer Martin
tlioughtfiilly. "Now we have orders to
do aiiitliing that Bainbridgc sajs with-
out question—says or writes. Know that
code nnn»bor?"
He fished out a paper as he spoke

and handed it to the marshal.
"!?uie; that's the ofiicial number

used by the boss," said tlie marshal
tliouglitfully. "I don't know this chap
Bainbridgc, though."
"Neither do 1," said Singer Martin,

pausmg to hum another three or four
bai"s. "All the same—orders are orders.
I guess we'd bettor get moving towards
Circle A, marshal. That's where the
trouble lies."

.4nd they, too, mounted and set their
horses' heads toward Circle A Ranch.
The net was very widespread, and a

not inconsiderable number of people ap-
peared to be involved in its meshing.
It was perhaps a little curious that it

wa.:, Captain Hartford who started the
movement wliich pulled that net tight !

The Stampede.

""\Y/ELL, here we are, MissW Pre.scott!"
Captain Hartford said that

by way of greeting Joan—as radiant a
girl of (he plains as one could have
found ill a day's ride, as Hartford was
quick to a.ssure her. But Joan was only
for' completing the business.
"The horses are safely in the corral,"

she said. "We can complete now, I

suppose V
" I'm a Httle worried about that

Rankin fellow," said Hartford. "He
iittacked me when we left here "

"Mr. R*nkin attacked you!" ex-
claimed Joan in .surprise. " Wliy—he's
such a

''

"Friend, oh?" Hartford laughed sar-

castically. "I liappcn to know that he
is in league with the rustlers. Miss
Prescott,—I have already leported it to
(he .sheriff, and he has gone to collect
Mr. Rankin."
"Why doesn't he come here and col-

lect me?" demanded a cool voice from
the doorway.
The others swung roimd startled.
Rankin stood in the doorway, his gun

at his finger-tips, his eyes steely blue,
uiiblinking. He came in, shutting the
door, and Hartford, who had half-risen
from his chair, dropped back again.
But Rankin made no further attempt

to interfere with the business. It was
Joan who broke the silence.

"Let's get it finished !" she said des-
pera(ely. "I'll be glad to sec you move
off,, widi those horses, Captain Hart-
ford!"
"Sure! You sign this paper. Miss

Prescott,'^" said (he officer, with a quick
glance at the inscrutable Rankin.
."You sign nothing of the sort I" said

Tti(nkin quietly.
"This is our business!" snapped

Hartford. "I'll thank you to mind
your own business ! Now, Miss Pres-
cott—does this man run your affairs

—

as well as your horses?"
The insinuation nuiy have conveyed

nothing to Rankin, but it wiis certaiidy
understood by Joan. She took the
paper and (ho proffered pen with a
sudden gesture, and in a moment Hart-
fcrd had taken it uji. He was smiling
now.
"And here is your draft I" he .said

affably. "I think this is where wo say
Kood-bye. I am sorry to leave you,
Rliss Prescott. I am sorry I cannot say
the same for you, Mr. Riinkin !"

"You needn't!" said Rankin coolly.

"We siiall meet aga.in ! Ah!"
His exclamation was caused by the'

door being suddenly flung open, to

admit (ho somewhat rudely rushing
forms of Sheriff Moodv and (he marshal.
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Their eyes lit up as they alighted at

once upon Raukin, and the sheriff had
his gun levelled in less time than it

takes to wink one eye.
" So this is where you lie up for a

bit, Rankin!" said Moody, reaching for
Rankin's gun. '" Didn't know he was a
rustler, Miss Joan?"
"Captain Hartford warned mo that
".stammered Joan. "I hoped that

"Well, Captain Hartford warned mo,
I guess!" said Moody, with a chuckle.
"Keep well away, Rankin—I'll plug
you, pronto, if you play up a trick

!

Uuess I went and had a look at that
shack. Captain Hartford—and I guess
I found all your stolen horses, Miss
Joan !"

Rankin stared, and so did Hartford.
The nuirshal's chuckle was quite out of

place then.

"And I sorter blew in with the
sheriff, being nice and handy to take
you down the trail, Rankin," he said
lightly, and he sauntered swaggeringly
over to the prisoner. "Guess you're a
pretty good-looker to be a rustler, but
they all looks just the same when they
dance at the end of a rope

"

That was just as far. as he got; for,

with a lightning sweep of his hand.
Rankin had snatched out the marshal's
gun and had them all covered.

"Get your hands well up!" grated
Rankin. "I'm sure not done yet ! Move
aside—quick—or III plug you ! Quick !"'

They moved aside as they ^yero

ordered, . staring with surprise, dumb-
founded at the speed with which the

tables had been turned. It was then
that something clattered through the

window and fell in a heap upon the floor

amidst fragments of broken glass.

Rankin gave it one quick look, and
leapt for the door.

He was back at the table the next
second, his gun still bearing upon the
others.

"Guess I'll be coming back. Miss
-Joan—one day !" he said between his

teeth, as he took up the signed con-

tract. "You may be glad of this, you
know ! S'long !"

He was through the door and had
locked it before anybody could make a,

move to stop him—if anybody had been
foolish enough to risk a bullet from his

gun. Hartford leapt for the window,
but that was hopelessly small.

"You mustn't lot him get away!" he
said hoarsely.

"Watch him!" groaned the sheriff.

The marshal had picked up the missile

that had come through the window^—he

was much too calm a man to be ruffled

by the escape of Rankin.
But the others simply goggled as they

saw Rankin dash to the corral and fling

up the barriers. In another moment
he had darted inside, and was scattering

and stampeding the horses down the

trail. His own pinto he grabbed and
mounted, and the last those in the shack

saw of him was as he rose above the

swaying backs of hundreds of wildly

dashing horses.

"Well—he's got 'cm!" said Hartford,

with a dry laugh. "I told you he
would ! I'll be going now. Miss Pres-

cott—it is u.seless for me to stay here

any longer !"

The nu'.rshal looked at him sharply,

but Hartford was not talking to him.

So (he marshal looked down again at

the paper ho had unwound from the

missile.

"Don't let Hartford get hurt.—B.MN-
BIUDGE."

It was the my.'^terious person from
whom they had to take all orders that

the missile had cornel
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"Sure now. Captain Hartford," said
the marshal, with a gentle smile. "These
here parts won't be healthy for a
stranger for the next few hours. Guess
they're sorter likely to get shot up.
You'll be much safer with us—you won't
be likely to get hurt ! Stand away from
that door—I'm gonna blow the lock
off!"
He took the sheriff's gun for the pur-

pose, and before the startled Joan could
say anything the sheriff, marshal, and
Hartford were outside. The two former
went willingly enough, and the latter
went mainly because the marshal was
rather insistent upon the point. The."--

was sense in his remarks, and tiiG

marshal was responsible for the lives of

those in his district. Hartford obeyed
grudgingly.
Down the ti-ail the stampeding horses

raised clouds" of dust as they thudded
along. Behind them rode Rankin, urging
them on with .stock-whip and voice until

they had reached the open i)lains, and
there lie scattered them in a dozen .dif-

ferent directions. ,. t

There might be shooting up in the
valley before many hours were over, but
flying, bullets could offer little more
danger than a meeting with the startled,

fear-maddened horses. Every trail

would be full of animals ready to stam-
pede again at the slightest sign of a
humiin being.
Rankin laughed aloud as he rode

suddenly off the trail and worked
desperately to get amongst a thinner
group of horses which would permit his

getting out. But for minutes he was
wedged in, and only the fact that he w^'s

so tightly wedged kept him from being
whirled down amongst crashing hoofs
which would kick the life out of his

body. ,
_

It was a grim business, and Rankin
realised that it was much easier to start

a stampede and get amongst it than .^'t

was to get out of it. It was miraculous
the way the pinto stuck to the flying

herd without falling.

Once down
Rjmkin shuddered at the mere

thought. Scattering the herd had offered
him a chance of escaping, but there was
no knowing which way the startled

creatures would dash. First they would
turn right, and then left, some would
go ahead, some would drop behind.

But. somehow or other, they converged
and got together again.

Tlrere was no laugh left in Rankin
after five mimites' fighting. He was as

close a pri.soner as at the beginning.
His only consolation was that no one
could get at him !

But with death, or. at the best, in-

jury staring him in the face, the con-

solation was a poor one.

Prisoners Qalore !

MUSTANG PETE suddenly flung

down the cards w ith which he had
been playing at the shack in the

little valley, and clapped his hand hard
upon his gun.
"We'd better be moving, boys," ho

said tartly. "I guess the Circle A herd

will be awaiting for us ! Gee—if this

wasn't the easiest bunch we ever

collected !"

" Sure ! But what about Dummy—and
the prisoner?" asked one of his gang.
"Waal, I guess these parts ain't gonna

be sorter healthy fer a time," said

Mustang Pete with a chuckle. "They
will be foimd, and I sorter reckon ef

we stop l)ehind to look after them we'll

be found, too! That Circle -\ buncli'll

be kinder nasty when they lose again!

Come on, boys—let Dummy look after

the prisoner as long as he likes!"

There was a laugh; but the laugh
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turned to dis>nial silence the very

moment the last of the gang had stepped
from the shack.

For from behind came a voice which,

though bantering in its lightness, was
menacing in its directness.

"Get 'em up, boys—and reach for the

skies
!"

The gang swung round, hands already

up. They, of all people, knew the

wisdom in prompt obcJiencc to such a

command.
They saw before them the tall, neatly

dressed figure of Singer Martin, a gun
in either hand and the most amused
srnilo upon his lips.

"Keep reaching for them skies, boys,

'cos it's sorter dangerous to tickle

holsters '." he Laughod, and coninicncod

a wurblo which would have sounded
quite pleasant in any other circum-

stances.

He broke into his singing only to urge

the rustlers to get closer together, and
he. was singing in their very ears when,
with their hands reaching high above
their heads, he slipped a. rope round the

bunch of them.
A loop round their wrists, smother

around their forearms, and a third

round tlieir shoulders rendered them
about as helpless as canaries in a cage.

The end of the rope he shot over

a rafter in an outhouse, und it was
hauled tight enough to ensure that,

when he had fixed it around a. stanchion,

they would renuiin 'reaching for the

skies" without the aid of the levelled

gun-barrels.
His task completed. Singer Martin

sang on merrily whilst he surveyed
them. That took him quite four

minutes—four minutes which he must
have considered well spent.

"Well, if you jiin't just the niftiest

bunch of rustlers I ever set my eyes

upon !" he chortled. "All br-ave rustlers,

and one little buck like me—new up
from the city—can just get the drop on
you and have \ ou set like that I"

" I'd hev you set ef my hands was
free!" snarled Mustang Pete. "Guns
talk big, stranger ! You sure got the

drop on us! Let me—only me—loose,

and I'll show you how men get along
oround here I"

"The invitation ain't accepted!''
grinned Singer Martin, and commenced
that maddening hum of his that set a

dozen sets of teeth grating with rage.

But Singer Martin would have not

been so slow in his movements, and
nothing like so bright in his atttituile

had he known that, less than a hundred
yards away. Rankin was being sub-

jected to as terrible an ordeal as any
man ever experienced.

It wa> scarcely an hour since Rankin
had stampeded the horses from Joan
Prescott's corral. In that time ho luid

spent forty miiuites fighting to get free

from the thundering animals. He
escaped one lot of madly-rushing lioiists

only to get mixed up in lanother lot.

ond his pinto was all luit dropping with
exhau>tion when a lucky slip-up on tlie

edge of a cliff sent them both flying

down to the safety of tlie little valley.

What would have happened had the

{siness ended there Rankin could not

have foretold. But the moment his

pinto had clambered to its feot, it

emitted a shrill whinny and trotted off.

Rankin stared, sat up on the ground,
and blinke<l through the dazzling sun-
light. For down in the valley, in a

corrai that was familiar, was a jniito

of exactly the same black-and-white
colouring as his own!
Rankin's face fairly beamed for just

a fraction of a second—the next, and his

eyes were again steady and grini.

with a crash that shook the shack to

its very- foundations.

It was the Dummy who got first grip

there—and mists began to shut out all

else from Rankin's eyes. He was aware
of two massive arms entwined around
his throat—of something that was
gradually- squeezing the breath of life

from his body, and a sudden
Bang! \

For a second the arms tightened in

sickening fashion. Then they relaxed
as the Dummy ro.se. staggered, and
crashed down again to the boards.

Rankin was dazecl by the fight —
stunned by the terrific noise of the ex-

ploding gun—but he could not mistake
the sudden chirruping that came frotii

the doorway.
Singer Martin was there, a smoking

revoi\er in his liand, a grin \i|X)n his

lips—and a warble in liis throat.

"Just sorter pottered round in time,

you fellers !" he said coolly.

"How—how'd y' find us?" guljied

Rankin.
Singer Martin helped him to his feet

before he answered.

"Those pintos—you and Jack Hart-
ford got them bosses ofC'n the same out-

fit," he drawled. "They're twins—and
they're down in the corral right now.
I knew them at once. If you was both
around—shucks! Guess I thought I'd

better look you up! And if I ain't mis-

taken, here's somebody else lookin' us

up!"
He hesitated as a dusty cloud heralded

the arrival of Sheriff Mo<3dy, the mar-
shal, a gang of the bovs. and Captain
Hartford.
"Howdy, boys?" chuckled Singer Mar-

tin, but he was thrust aside with sur-

prising quickne.ss as Rankin jerked hi.'

way in front of Hartford.

"Sheriff—you can have this chap,''

said Rankin between his teeth. "I own
I took that contract, and I own 1

stampeded Joan's horses. But this

feller isn't Captain Hartford at all—the

real captain is over there!"
And he jerked his thumb towards the

still dizzy form upon the plank bed.

"It was a work-up,'' said Rankin
(Continued on page 23.)

FILM NOVELS YOU SHOULD NOT MISS!
"AVALANCHE." ^^ >V ^^A.

She is loved by two men |^? ^O-
,

—a musician and the

meteorologiU o{ Hont
Blanc. Both are stoat

fellows and wholly de-
sirable, but it takes a

pitiless storm to solve

the girl's problem.
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He followed the pinto through the

bushes until he came into view of the

shack, and here he moved more cau-

tiously. His gun had gone in one or

another of his madly-swaying efforts to

keep on the pinto's back during the

stampede, but that fact did not lessen

his determination.
He pushed open the door of the shack

with his foot and waited. But no move-
ment came from within. He steppe<l

forward a pace, and waited again, his

hands ready to lash o\it at anything
that showed itself.

Another step, and lie was past the

covering door and could see eveiything
within.. And almost at once he saw the

recumbent form upon the plank bed.

There was no obvious need for silence

now. Rankin fairly leapt across the

floor of the shack and flung himself

down beside the prisoner.

"Jack!" he ejaculated.

The prisoner looked up. startled.

"Get out of this, quick; there's a

devil knocking around!" he blurted out.

"He's gone to fetch some water
"

He broke off. his staring eyes telling

of the fact that the dreaded guard had
come in, as siletit a.? ever.

Rankin sprang to his feet and leapt in

to the attack with the speed of the

trained boxer. Crash—crash—clump

—

clump went his fi.sts, flush upon the
hideous jaw of the gorilla-like Dummy.
But the Dummy just shook bis head,

gathered Rankin in his mighty arms,
and crushed his massive chest against
what was the comparatively puny
Rankin.

Frantically Rankin ihit out, using his

legs in the flashing realisation that every
and al'. weapons would have to be mus-
tered to break down the Dummy.
The Dummy just grinned. took

another couple of fists on his steel-

like jaw without so much as a wince,
and gave way just for a fraction of a

second at a terrific, all-in effort Rankin
made to escape.

Tlie prisoner could only look on,
heljiless and weak as he «:!.'!. Rankin
dashed in furiously, and this time the
table was sent cra.shing against the
door, tin drinking cups clattered upon
the floor, and they went to the boards

" WE DINE AT
SEVEN."

An amusing story o{

three husbands and three

wives—and how a
scandalmonger almost
ruined their married
bliss. Starring Herbert
Mundin and Dorothy

Bartlam.

" SIX-CYLINDER
LOVE."

They sponged on him
because V he was the
owner of a luxurions
car. But when faced
with ruin he discovered
his manhood, 'as bis

so-called friends soon
found to their cost.

Starring Spencer Tracy,
EQward Everett Horton,

and Sidney Fox.

All these splendid film stories are complete in this

week's issue of our companion paper

"SCREEN STORIES."
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A gripping drama of a young boy fighting to save his mother and father from the
treachery of the secret police of his country. Starring Freddie Frederick, Kay Johnson

and Neil Hamilton.

Moscow, 1921.

UNDER the siradow of the Kremlin,
behind whoso grey stone walls

the Soviet government was slowly
working out the destiny of a broken
nation, stood a long queue. The front

,cnd of it trickled slowly into a, ram-
shackle sliop whose windows were
filled with brown broadband flour, and
.the end of it wound up the street and
out of sight round a corner.
Half way down the queue stood a

woman, a boy by her side. Although
she was Ixircly thirty-seven, her face

bore the lines of intense worry and fear.

She had been standing there for more
it;an three hours, and she was dead
tired.

The bread queue moved forward a
few paces, the wom.an and Kolya with
it Suddenly from round the corner
came the tinkle of bells, and a hor^c
g«illopcd down the street, dragging
behind it a heavy sleigh.

As the runners hissed over the blanket
of snow that covered the ground, the
q,«euo shrank back against the buildings
Bji^pvehcnsively. A tense nuirmur broke
from it.

" Kosloy ! .The President of the
Tehcka!"
The man who was riding in the sleigh

looked out at the bread queue, h.is

face expressionless.
Kolya clenched his fists alt the sight

of Koslov.
A man paused by the side of the

queue, and Kolya looked up to recognise
Sergei, who lived in the next room in

tho dirty tenement bnilding whidi'.was
tlioir home. -

, . . ,

Sergei did not take any ' notice " cf
Kolya.

'

. -;:' - " ••

"Greetings, Anna," ho said in"- "a

unrotli voice.
August iBt, lOm.

Kolya's mother started. She had not
been expecting anyone to tatk to her,
and Sergei's voice took her by surprise.

"Not in the best of spirits, eh?" he
went on. "How long have you been
here?"
"Ever since early morning," Anna

Pavlovna replied.

"Too bad!" Sergei thought for a

moment, his handsome face alight with
irony. Ho caressed his neatly trimmed
moustache, and drew the collar of his

warm leather coat more closely about
his ears. "I'll tell you what," he said.

"I'll get your rations for you. Give me
your card."

He took the ration card that she had
been holding between her fingers, and
strutted to the head of the queue. He
disappeared inside the shop, and came
out again after a few minutes bearing
in his arms two of the coarse loaves and
a quartern of the brown flour that could
bo seen in the windows.
Murmurs of suppressed rage ran

through the queue.
Sergei laughed as ho beckoned to

Anna. She left the queue, takirig Kolya
with her, and approached her bene-
factor. ^,

' I •

'

"Thank yo\i, Sci-gel," she said quietly.
"You have been very good to me. I

wish there was something I could do
for you in return."

" There is much tliAt you can do for
mo in "return, Anna," lie said, going
closer to her and lowering his voice.
"Let us return to our lodgings, and I

wijl tell j'Oii about it."

(The " Friend."

IT was about a quarter of a mile to
tlie'miserablc tenement house where
Kolya lived with his mother, but they

did not reach it for a full ton minutes^

tho freezing snow on the ground making
progress difficult.

_

Kolya kept well to the rear, noting
as ho walked that his mother and Sergei
did not talk much. Once or twice as
they crossed the road, Sergei took Anna's
arm, but she freed it again as soon as
they reached the opposite pavement.
Kolya did not like Sergei. There was

something sinister and menacing about
the man. He seemed always to be
watching and waiting for something.
When they reached the tenement,

Sergei went first to his own room (

n

the pther side of the lauding. He w as

away about five minutes, and when ho
returned he .smelt of cheap perfume.

Ho gave Kolya a suspicious look

;

then crossed the room to where Anna
was sitting at her sewing-machine, and
sat down by her side.

"Aren't you tired of all this?" he
said softly. "Aren't j-ou tired of the
bread queues, of the restrictions imposed
upon you by the Labour bureau, and
of the difficult conditions in which you
live?"
"I am," said Anna wearily. "Very

tired of it." •

"Then -why don't you qualify for .1

Worker's licence?'' said Sergei. "It is

yours for the asking."
"A Worker's licence I"' she exclaimed.

"But I don't tmderstand. I Jiave been
classified for the lower grade of i-ations.

How can I get more?"
Sergei glanced round him quickly, and

a shade of annoyance passed over Lis

feivtures fts he saw that Kolya was staring
at him unwaveringly. He opened l.is

mouth to ."aiy something, his intention
being to tell Kolya to clear out : then
h( changod hrs mind and turned back
to Anna. '

''I have a Worker's licence," he said
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lowering liis voice .still more, so that

Kolya could liaicUy hear it. '"You
know the law here? As Anna Pavlovna,
you come under the aristocrat class and
get just barely enough to keep body and
soul alive; but as Atnia Sergei

"

He came to an abrupt halt 05 Anna
fetood up. white and trembling.
"You forget. Sergei, that I <im

already married," she said. "I already
have a husband—-alive!"

"You talk like « fool, Anna." he ans-

wered. "You know quite well that you
only have to apply to the I'olit-bureaa
and sign the necess-ary forms, and you
are free at once. Y'ou could be my wife
within the hour." /

"Has it not occnrcd to you, Sergei."
.she .s;iid slowly, "that I ma-y not want
to become your wife—either within the
hour, or ever?"
"You would prefer to go on starv-

ing?" said Sergei with a sneering
laugh.
"Yes. I would prefer to go on

starving."
"Still thinking of that husband of

yours?" jeered Sergei. "He's in Paris,
isn't he? He hasn't even the pluck to

return here and take his place under
the Soviet regime. He has been an
officer in the Guard like myself, and the
country needs good officers. If he came
back and took the oath of allegiance, he
could be classified us a Worker right
uwa\ .

"

He paused to allow this to sink in.

"But does he return?" he resumed.
" Docs he come Iwick to the wife and
child who 'are suffering? Of course he
doesn't! He prefers Paris, where he can
live in comparative luxury." He
snapped his fingers. "That is the man
you can't forget. Anna—a man who
obvioush" forgets you."
He leaned back, and paused again,

lor a whoU- minute there was silence

,v\hile he waited for her to s;iy some-
thing: and when she still kept her lips

tightly compres.scd, he got up so that
he could be closer to her.

"Ho is in Paris." lie went on. soften-

ing his tone. " while / am here, I cati

bring you comfort and happiness now—
at once. Well, what do you s.ay?"
"My answer is—no !" she said firmly.
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"Definitely and finalK—no! And now
please go. You have been very good to

me in many ways, and I am grateful to

you, but I shall always reniiain loyal to

Ivan."
Sergei made a gesture of impatience.

Throwing aside all pretence at reserve,

he tried to put his arms around her,

Anna ' he began.

Kolya ran across the room as his

mother shrank back from Sergei? touch.

"You heard what she said, Sergei,

he shouted. "She told you to go. If

you dare to touch her, I'll—I'll kill

you '

'

For a moment Sergei seemed as

though he would dash his angry fist

into the boy's face. Then suddenly his

expression changed and ho turned on

his heel and left the room.

Arrest !

KOLYA watched him go and slammed
the door behind luni. As he did

so. he hoard his mother sob, and
hurried to her side,

"Don't lot that fellow upset you.

mother," he said soothingly. "Sergei
can't do you any harm. I'll sec to that,"

"Bless you, Kolya!" She tried to

smile. "If I liadn't got you to comfort
me, I don't know what I should do."

Kolya saw that she would bo all right

now tfuit Sergei was out of the way, and
he picked up the ration cards which
were lying on the table, and got himself

ready to go out. Broad and flour had
already been purchased, but supplies of

butter, tea, and sugar were yet to come.

He left the tenement and made his

way to the centre of the cit\ again,

where he tatkod himself on to the end
of still another queue.

It was well into the afternoon before

ho was able to reach the shop counter
and receive liis meagre supplies. He
took them, put them into his shopping
basket, and began his weary trudge
homewards again.
At the bottom of the tenement stairs

a knot of women wore standing, and
when they saw him coming they midged
each other and became silent.

He was so tired that ho hardly noticed
them.
He mounted the stairs slowly, hoping

11

that there would be something ready to

oat when he got in. But as ho climbed
the last few steps which brought hini in

sight of the door, he stopped dead, and
his heart seemed to cease beating.
AfTixod to the door was a red seal ! It

was so fastened that the door could not

be opened

!

The seal of the Tcheka—the secret

police !

Kolya uttered a cry and ran forward,
intending to tear the seal down and
force his way into the room. A kindly
old man who had been standing near by
stopped Jiim.

"Careful, sonny!" ho .^aid. "If you
go past that door you'll be flung into

gaol."

"My mother!" cried Kolya. "Where
is my mother?"
The old man shook his head sadly

and resignedly.
"She tias gone," he said. "An in-

formation was laid against her, land the
Tcheka took her away."
"But what will they do to her?"
The old man shrugged his shoulders. '

Kolya turned away. The old man
was right. If ho broke the seals on the
tloor of what had boon his home, he.

would commit ;i treasonable act. and ho
woidd be committed to prison^iiorhat)s
even sontonced to death.

Ho wandered down the street, wonder-
ing what ho could do. sfiambling along
tiespondontly. not troubling to notice
whore he was going. SudcliMily ho was
awakened to watchfulness by the sudden
pattering of foot and a tug at his arm ;

but before ho could save himself ho
was hustled into the gutter, his shopping
basket with its food gone.
He scrambled to his foot, and saw

the tail end of a gang of urchins vanish-
ing roiuid a near-by (ornor. He gavo
chase, urging every ounce of his strongUi
to the recapture of his basket. It was
the only food ho had. and it would havo
to last him for an iiulofinito period.
He swung round the corner savagely,

intent upon the chase, .ind did not notice
that the gang had ranged itself against
the wall of the building ho was then
passing. Someone sliot out a foot, and
Kolya went sprawling on his face.

.\ do/on pairs of hands seized him, «nd

^i^ijj ^

'Go to my home, Nikolai," the General ordered Ivan calmly.
August Ist, 1931,
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picked liira up bodily. Half-conscious,
stutiii(*d Ity his f4ll, he felt himself being
carried down a flight of steps into an
tvil-snielling basement.

SuddiMily he was placed on tlic gipiuul
:uul .set free.

He was surrounded by a ring of sharj),

eager faces that Jiad not been washed
lor months. Dozens of boys and girls,

uU about his own age, were in that

(cllar, and so far as he could sec it wa.s

their home.
He looked round slowly, and picked

upon a boy slightly taller than the rest

who was obviously their leader. He
went up to him, his fists clenched.

"Give me back my basket!" lie said

threateningly.

The circle of boys and girls made an
almost imperceptible movement closer,

but the boy to whom Kolya sijoke held

up his hand commandingly.
" Stop ;' he said in a hoarse shout.

'•I'll deal with this." He looked at

Kolya again. "Who are you, and where
do you come from?"
Kolya paused for a fraction of a

second before replying. What should
he do? If he tried to fight his way out
lie would be half-killed.

He was no coward, but he decided
that his best course was to explain
matters. If they heard his story they
might be inclined to help him.
"My name is Kolya Pavlovna," he

said. " I live alone with my mother,
and while I was out to-day she was
arrested by the Teheka and the door of

our home sealed."
"Arrested, eh?" said the other.

"Why?"
" For no reason at all," Kolya replied.

" She'd never done anything wrong. I

ought to know. I used to be with her all

the time."
The boy looked at the others quostion-

iiigly, and they responded with a
nodding of heads. Then he turned to

Kolya again, and this time his attitude

v\iis friendly.
" Liste'i to me, Kolya," he said. "All

of us down here are in the same fix.

Our parents have been arrested, and
we were left by the Teheka to starve.

So we formed ourselves into a gang, and
we get food any way we cvm. Also, one
day we'll be strong enough to get our
own back on the Teheka. Will you join

us?"
Kolya did not reply ininiediately. He

saw the explanation of these urchins
now—they were a band of outcasts,

victim.s, like himself, of the secret police.

"All right," he said, and held out his

hand. "I'll join you."
The other boy gripped his fingens, and

the gang crowded round vociferously,
glad to give Kolya a welcome.
"My name is I'ctja," said the leader.

" Keep close to us, Kolya, and we'll see
that no harm comes to you."
Kolya nodded assent, and as he did so,

he felt the handle of his basket being
pushed into his hand. He looked at the
contents thoughtfully, then held it out
again.
"I'm one of you now," he said.

"Sliarcs, comrades!"
I'hey cheered him to the echo, and he

know from that moment that he could
count on every one of them" when the

time oamc to save his mother.

Set Free.

IX the week that followed, Kolya learnt

much of the way in which the gang
lived. They stole fron> the food

dumps down by the railways, .and

gathered up any odds and ends that they
coufil safely take front the more well-to-

do members of the community.
Meanwhile. Anna was cooped up in
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the dimgcons of one of the prisons,

without washing water, and with a
minimum of coarse and almost uneat-
able food.
At the end of the week, one of the

warders came to' her cell and unlocked
the door. He motioned her to follow
him.
He took her to a large, iron-barred

room and left her sitting on a bench
close, to a wall. Before her were half

a dozen tables, and at each table sat

a man wearing the uniform of the
Teheka.
She began to feel apprehensive. These

men were disposing of human lives like

a well-oiled machine, and with
monotonous regularity. As she listened,

she could hear the conversations which
passed between the men at the tables

and other men who came forward with
sheafs of documents.
"Anton Ivanotf," the man with the

papers would intone. "Guilty of

treason. Tried to wreck a Sbate tram-
way -car. I had him shot."
"Sentence confirmed!"
"Serge Irku, guilty of treason.

Attempted to resist arrest on a charge
oi forgery. I had him shot."

"Sentence confirmed!"
So it Went on ceaselessly. "I had

him shot—Sentence confirmed !" and the
quiet signing of papers. No trial, no
hope of being saved—dead, in most
cases, before the case ever reached the

public prosecutors.

Anna shrank back against the wall,

wondering if she were set down for the

same fate.

Her eyes opened abruptly as she heard
her name called, and she choked back a

cry of terror. They were sending f-or

her at last

!

She looked round for the man who
had summoned her, and saw him beckon-

ing to her from a nearby room, the door
of which was piirtly open. She rose to

her feet, almost too weak to stand, and
cro.'ssed slowly to him.
"The .secretary of the president wislxes

to SCO you, Aima Pavlovna," he said.

"This way."
She stumbled on blindly, and found

her.self in the room, standing before a

desk looking down upon a man who
was seated there. He had cruel eyes

and a stern, hard face that never seemed
to change.
"Anna Pavlovna," he said, "you were

arrested a week ago, and have been a

prisoner since, for your own safety.

You live alone, unprotected by anyone,

in a house that is noted as being dan-

gerous for lonely women." He picked

up a paper from his desk. " Peter

Sergei!" he said quietly.

"I understand you wish to enter into

a bond for this woman," the secretary

went on. "Do you agree to see that she

comes to no harm, and that you will

hold yourself responsible for her

safety?"
"l" do,",said Sergei.

"Very well." The secretary held out

the paper. " Sign this, and I will sot

her free."
Sergei took the document and glanced

over it. It bound him as being answer-

able to the Teheka, in the name of the

Soviet, for the safety of one Anna
Pavlovna, and to deliver her safely to

th'; Tcheka's custody should he ever wish

to revoke his bond.
Sergei signed it and handed it back

without comment. The secretary looked

at the signature, witiicsscd it, and
stamped the' paper with the Soviet seal.

"You may go. Anna Pavlovna," he

.^lid withoTit lot)king ilp. "But you will

remember that you are answerable to

Peter Selgci for your movements. See
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to it that you do nothing which will

cause you to be sent back to prison."
Anna turned away, thankful for

Sergei's guiding hand as it gripped her
arm and steadied her. She passed
through the doorway and out into that
dreaded room where they were still

saying: "I had him shot—Sentence
confirmed !" It was going on with
monotonous regularity.

It was not until they were in the open
that Sergei spoke. Then he said :

" Well, Anna, it scorns that you cannot
do without me, after all."

She turned to him. mixed gratitude
and puzzlement in her expression.
"How did you nranage it?" she asked.

"How were vou able to liave mc set

free?"

"Oh, it was nothijig," he replied.

"I heard that you had been arrested,

and decided to enter into a bond for

you. You see, the law says that if any
woman appears to be without protection,

and an information is laid against her,

she shall bo kept in a Sbate prison until

someone can be found to care for her. I

suppose some busybody informed about
you, so the Teheka came and took you
away. I shouldn't worry about it any
more. You're a free woman, and that's

all that matters."
"I don't know how to thank .you

enough, Sergei," Anna sai^. "When
Ivan returns, he will sec to it that you
don't go unrewarded."'

"Poor Anna!", Sergei smiled. "Still

thinking of the husband who never
comes! Well, he wasn't of much use

to you to-day. It was I, Sergei, who.had
to act as your protector.'.' He moved
closer to her as they walked. "Won't
you let me be always, Anna?" he
pleaded. "Won't you marry me, and
let me take care of you?"
Anna edged away from him.
"It's no good, Sergei," she said. "1

can't. I don't love you, and never sbnH.

Please don't speak of it any more."*^"

"Very well," Sergei said. "It is your
concern, not mine ! 1 will give you a
week in which to change your hlind."

He took her arm to lead her across the

road. " And now, let me see you
home."
Anna followed liim dumbly. A net

seemed to be closing in upon her froin

which there seemed to be no chance of

escape.. '•

Anna's Decteion.

BECAUSE she iiad been in a State
prison, Anna was entitled to an
emergency ration of food at once,

so that she could tide herself over until

her ordinary rations were available.

She did not go home at once, thcise-

fore, but decicled to join tho nearest

bread queue.
For the moment she was not anxicuT?

about Kolya. She expected that one of

her neighbours had taken him in hand
for tho time being, and tho\ight that he

would bo quite safe.

She left Sergei outside the Kremlin,
atul made her v\'ay across the street to

the public markets. On the way, as

she was passing tlic entrance to an
alley, she paused.

Someone was ringing, and she

thought she recognised his voice.

Slio turned down the alley towards a

crowd of people at the end, and thrust

herself to the front. There, standing in

the centre of a ring of people, was
Kolya 1

She gazed at liim in liorror.
_
He was

in rags, and was covered in grime from
head to foot. His feet were bare, and

his hair was matted over his foreh«**l

like a linnp of tow.
" Kolya !" she called.
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The singing stopped suddenly as
Kolya recognised her. Joy at seeing her
again fought in his brain for a few
seconds with the shame he felt at lier

finding him like this. Then he rushed
towards lier and flung his arms about
licr.

'J he crowd Ihat had been listening to
him drifted away, leaving only half a
dozen of Petya's gang behind. They
stared curiously while Kolya greeted his

mother. Then I'ctya stepped forward.
"Hi, you aren't going to leave us, are

you, comrade?" he said wistfully.
' We're pals, and "

Kolya stepped back, and motioned to
the gang with a sweep of his arm.
"Mother, thc-e are my friends," he

said, and he felt no shame now. "They
looked after me while \ ou were away."
Anna's expres^ioJi softened. She

loved Kolya, and no matter how dirty
I'etya and his |)als might be, she felt

friendly towards thorn now that she
knew they had bun kind to her son.
"I don't thitdv 1 (an exer thank

you enough," .^he ^aid simply. "But if

you ^^ill help Die to buy food, I will

see that you all have something to eat."
I'etya stepped forward and touched

his forehead with his linger.

"\\'i-'ll get your food for you," he
said in his rou^h voice. "But if you're
feeding us off rations, you won't have
enough for vourself. We'll bring our
own. Come on. lads!"

He darted away, and the rest of the
gang followed, leaving Kolya behind.
Anna took Kolya home. Slie was ter-

ribly worrie<l about him. While wait-
ing for I'l'tya and his friends to come,
silo made Kolya take a bath ; meanw hile
she wondered what was best to be done.
She dari> not ;;o to prison again, other-
wise Kolya would be thrown on the
streets once more—perhaps disappear
from her sight for ever.
Finally she v.ent across ihe landing

.ttnd knocked on Sergei's door. Sergei
opened it, and raised his eyebrows in
surprise.

"I want you to do something for me."
she said worriedly. 'I'm tired of this
life. I must become a worker, with all

the privileges a worker has."
"Very well," he said. "There's only

one thing for a good-looking woman
like you to do. and th.Tf i, become a
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hostess at one of the State casinos. I'll

get you in to-morrow, if you like. You
can always leave if jou get tired of the
job."

"I'll take it." she answered. "Thank
you once more."
Sergei watched her return to her own

room, his eyes narrowed to slits.

The Secret Visit.

THRKF: days later. 0!i a night that
was pitch black with overhanging
elovids. a man plodded steadily

through the fields close to the frontier
that divides White Russia from the
Soviet Union. The lights of Vitebsk
were far below him on his left, while
on his right, lying in a deep valley,

were the red and green signals of the
Brest-Warsaw railway.

He paused every now and then,
listening for sounds, but a deep silence
brooded over the liitlside.

So far as he could mako out. he must
be very close to the frontier, and at any
moment he might find himself blinded
by the powerful «ear<hlights from the
sentry posts. The slightest suspii ion of

his presence would mean death, swift

and sudd'^n.

From somewhere in the distance came
the vibrating rattle of wheels on metals.
and a mile ,iway shotu- the headlight
of a locomotive. 'J he man jxiused to

watch it. It was coming from Vitebsk,
and was going across the frontier to

.Smolensk, (ifty miles inside the Soviet
Union territory.

Suddenly he threw himself flat as a
beam of dazzling light pierced the dark-
ness and swept o\er the hillside. It

hovered above him. casting grim
shadows beyond the trees, and finally

carn,^ to rest on the oncoming train.

Brakes began to .squeal, and the train
clattered to a halt. The man looked
again, and saw that it was about three
lumdred feet l:elo>v him. and not more
than half a mile forward.

He watched while frontier officials

boarded it, everything clearly outliiu-d

in the glare of the searchlight, and then
decided that now was the time for him
to get across the frontier. The sentries

would be busy searching the train, and
they would nol pay much attention to
the meadows above them.
He rose to his feet and began to run

in steady, letigthy ;.trides. He kept
going like thi"; for two minutes.

'I'uen hi^ foot caught something, and
he fell witli a crash on to his face. At
the same moment a gun exploded close

at hand, and a spatter of buckshot
struck the nearb> tiees.

The man emitted a curse. A trip
w ire ! Connected to the trigger of a
trap-gun, too ! Had he not been run-
ning, he would have been dead by now.
It was only the speed of his progress
which had inadc him drop flat to the
ground so quickly.
He realised that the frontier guards

must have heard the report, and he got
to his feet again. He started to run
once more, tlr.s time uith every oiuice
of strength in him.
There was a wood ahead, and he

wanted to get under its cover witliout
being seen. He raced along, his heart
pomiding heavily as the searchlight
swept the ground he had just covered.
He dived into the wood just in time,

and flattened him-elf against a tree.
That powerful Ijeam swept past him.
Dodging the searchlignt. he penetrated

more and more deei)ly into the wood,
taking a direction which wovild bring
him out as far from the frontier as
possible.

Some hours later he reached a small
village close to a railway junction. So
far as he could judge, he was now about
five or six miles inside Soviet territory
—far enough away from the frontier
guards not to be re(0gnised. Tliey
might know him all along the sentr>
posts; but here, in this small cluster of
tumble (io«n liouso, he would be com-
paratively safe.

He made his way down the village
street boldly in the early daybreak,
seeking the railway station, depending
now- upon the forged identity docu-
ments that were in his pocket.
Twenty yards from the station he was

called upon to halt. A policeman,
armed with a rifle, came up to liim.

"Who are you, comrade." he asked
curtly.

"My name is Saratov." was the quiet
reply. "I have been visiting my sister,

who is ill. and am on my way back to

Moscow. Here are my papers."
He held them out, and the ix)lieeman

glaiued through them. He appeared
(piite satisfied, and haiuied them back.

" I'ass, comrade," he said. "I had to
stop you. because someone got in across
the frontier last night—la man named
Ivan I'avlovna. He is a dangerous
enemv of tlu^ Soviet, and we have orders
to take him dead or alive."

The man was fortunate in being able
to board a train for Mo.scow almost
at once. It was an express, and wa.s

due at the city a little before midnight.

Why do you lie to me ? " Koslov shouted.
August 1st, 1931.
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But the man did not travd into tl)c

city on it. He dropped off from one of

the coaches during a tem{)oiaiy halt a

couple of miles outside, and walked the

remainder.
He icaclied his final destination at

fjljout one. It \vas a small house almost
under the shadow of the Kremlin,
tucked well away in a side street.

He approached it warily, and knocked
on the door. There was n pause and a

shuffling of feet. Then the door opened
a little way, and a shaft of yollo\y liglit

streamed on to tlic mysterious visitor's

face.

"Ivan Pavlovna !" a voice in the

liouse exclaimed. "Come in quickly,

before you are seen!"
The door opened wider; then shut

with a snap. The street was empty once
lucre.

Treachery.

IVAN TAVLOVNA, Kolya's father,

stepped into the hall ol the house,

and found liimself face to face with
-•111 aged and bent man whose voice was
^tlll a voice of steel and whose sj^irit

still betrayed those days when he had
jitlden as colonel of the Imperial Horse.
At the time of the revolution, when

Russia had been given over to the Bol-

slicviki, he had been Staff General of

the Russian Forces. Now he was a
"comrade," only retaining his liberty

because the President of the Tcheka be-

lieved him to bo lianidess.

Tlie general stared at Ivan in amaze-
ment.
"What brings you here, my friend?"

lie asked in a low voice, as though even
the very walls might be listening.

"His Imperial Highness sent me "'

1 egan Ivan.
"Hush!"
The general, at the mention of the

liereditary ruler of Russia under the

Czarist regime, looked about liim fear-

fully, tlien led the way to a quiet room
at the back of the house. The windows
were barred and heavily curtained, and
the door was i)rovidcd with a strong

Jock.
" We are safe from interruption here,"

said the general.
"His Imperial Highness is in Paris,

as you know," said Ivan. "For months
he has been working on a plan to over-

throw those in jiower in the Kremlin.
Well, all is ended. His Imperial High-
ness sends me with a letter ordering all

the loyalists here to cease operations."

He produced a heavily sealed envelope
from his pocket.
The general took the letter and read

it through, lines of sorrow on his fore-

head. It was brief but decisive—telling

the loyalists that no further steps were
to be taken against the Soviet Govern-
ment—and it was signed in the bold

hand of the man who might have been
king but for the revolution of 1917.

The general folded it up, and hid it in

liis clothing.
"Very well," ho said. "I will go to

the others and tell them. We arc meet-
ing to-night at the Zinovicv Cafe."
Ivan picked up his fur cap, which he

liad left on the table, and turned to-

wards the door.
"And I will go to find Anna," he

said. "I*oxpoct she will be at the old

place, won't she?"
"Wait!" came the reply. "She is not

at home now. She is at the cafe—as one
of the hostesses. Come with me and
Ktand at the door. I will send her out
to you if I can. But if she docs not
come to you within ten minutes after
our arrival, go then straight to her
lodging and wait there."
They -went out together, walking

silently side by side.
August 1st, 1931.
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At the door of the cafe the general
made a sign to Ivan.

" If anyone asks," he whispered, " you
arc one of my servants."
Even before he sought his fellow-con-

spirators, the old fellow got into touch
with Anna. She was dancing with a

commissariat oflicial as he entered, and
he stood on one side until the band had
stopped playing. Then ho beckoned her
over. •

"Anna," he breathed, "I have news
for you. Command yourself—Ivan has
come. He is waiting below for you. As
.soon as you can, slip away from here
and, whatever you do, get him into

hiding."
Her eyes lit with gladness, but slie

said nothing. She merely nodded.
At tlutt moment Sergei joined them.

He nodded to the general, then turned
to Anna.
"You promised mo the last two

dances," ho said. "The band is just

ready to begin."
She drifted off to a slow waltz, leaving

the general standing there. Ivan home !

She could not conceal the sudden joy

that she felt. After all this time Ivan
was back again—back, she hoped, for

good !

She became aware that Sergei was
speaking to her.

" You seem unusually happy this

evening, Anna," he was saying. " Have
you had some good news?"
"I have—wonderful news!" she said

eagerly. "Ivan is homo. He went to

the general's house first, and the
general came here to tell me." She
looked at him imploringly. "Let me go
home now, Sergei. I will give you the

dances some otlier time."
"Certainly," ho agreed. With a little

bow he smilingly left her.

While she went away to get hor hat
and cloak, Sergei made his way unob-
trusively to the vestibule of the cafe, and
liockonod two uniformed men who wore
standing just inside the doorway.
"Come with me," he ordered.
They followed him back into the cafe.

Sergei made his way through the
dancing couples until he came to where
the general was standing. He tapped
the general on the shoulder.

' W>!l, general," he said with an oily

smile, "so you have received the letter

you were expecting ?"

"What do you mean?" oamo the
quick cpiestion.

"I moan th,;f you received a visit to-

night from Ivan Pavlovna. and that he
delivered a letter to you from Comrade
the Prince Vladimir." Sergei sproiad

out his hands ironically. "Therefore,
my very ex -client friend, you arc under
arrest for conspiring against the
Soviet !"

The general gave him a glance of con-
tempt, which Sergei utterly ignored.
He lan deft fingers over the old man's
clothing, and soon found the letter.

"The seals are broken, general."
grinned Sergei. "Therefore I will road
what Comrade Vladimir has to toll us."

A glance at the letter followed, then
Sergei nodded to the policeman.
"Away with him!" he ordered. "I will

follow you to the Bureau."
At the door of the cafe, wailing in the

night sha<lows, was Ivan. Ho started
forward on seeing the general under
escort. The old man put out a restrain-

ing hand.
"Go to my homo. Nikolai," said the

ol<l man calmly. "Toll thorn I have to

visit the Tchoka on a matter of business.
There is no eau^o for alarm."
Ivan stared so fioicely that one of the

men put his hand on the genoral's
shoulder.

"Go homo," repeated the general, liis
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eyes plainly indicating -vrhich home he
meant.
Ivan turned away and left him, his

nvind anxious and confused.
ifoantimo, Sergei had waylaid Anna

as she came out of her dressing-room.
"Ir seems that news of Ivan's return

has reached the I'cheka," he told her.
" I am terribly sorry. The general has
been arrested. He had a letter on him
from the exiled self-styled king !" He
couldn't lielp the sneer. "Ivan is impli-
cated, and I had better come with you to
your lodging."
"You have betrayed Ivan!" Anna's

eyes blazed. "What a fool I was to trust
you !"

Sergei shrugged his shoulders.
"Too late for heroics, Anna!" he

triumphed. "Are you coming with me,
or shall I go to Ivan alone?"
She glared at him dumbly, then turned

and wjalkod out of the cafe, the spy
chuckling at her heels. She did not
speak to him again until they had
reached her lodgings. She walked into
her room, the man wliom she know
knew for a Tcheka spy close behind Jier,

and saw Ivan advance eagerly to greet
her. She held up her hand to stop him.

"I've only just heard that you were
back, Ivan," she said, and the words
seemed to stick in her tense throat.
" Sergei got to hear of it, too, and the
general has been arresti'd for treason.'"'

Ivan's expression, firs* puzzled, became
terrible. He took a quick step forward,
his fingers twitching.
Anna put herself in front of him

auickly, her back tinned to Sergei. In
tlic fragment of time that followed, she
was able to sav with hor eyes what slie

dare not say with her lips—that she
loved Ivan and always would. No matter
how powerful the Soviet was, it could
not bo stronger tlian that.

"Please go., Ivan," she said softly.

"Wait outside until I call. I must
speak with Sergei alone."
Ivan hesitated, then nodded slowly and

walked lo the door.
"I will be on the landing outside," he

said, and as he spoke his eyes were fixed

on Sergei's face.

He closed the door liohind him, and
the noise penetrated to Kolya, who was
.sleeping on his bed behind a low. screen.

Ho sat up with a start, wondering what
was happening. Only a short time
before he had seen his father, and had
gone off to sleep with Ivan sitting by
the lied side.

Now Ivan had gone, and he could hear
the voices of his mother and Sergei.
"Well, Anna, what are you going to

do. about this letter?" said Sergei
menacingly.
Kolya put his eyes to a hole in the

screen and watched. He saw Sergei
standing in front of Anna, holding a
large envelope in his hand. Ivan was
no longer there.

"What do you mean, Sergei?" asked
Amia. in a strainrnl voice.

"You know quite well what I mean,"
Sergei replied sharply. " If I send this

letter to Koslov. Ivan will die." He
shrugged his shoulders. "Ho is, after

all, an enemy of 'lie State, and therefore
not a fit man to be your husband. I, on
the other hand, am in the employ of the
State, and could care for you as no other
man can."
"You mean tiiat I must divorce Ivan

and marry you?" Anna asked. "If i

don't, vou will rend Ivan to the Krem-
lin ?"

"I moan just that," Sergei replied.
" After all. m.v dear, you have brought
it all on yourself. You tried to pit your
brains against mine. When you got
yourself into trouble with the Tcheka,
if was I who pidlxl you out of it."

^Continued on page 26.)
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The thrilling story of a daredevil ranger who is sent into the high Sierras to assist the
local sheriff in capturing a band of mysterious counterfeiters. Featuring Lane Chandler»<

Sheldon Lewis and Yakima Canutt.

f^*m
A Warning Defied.

ON the saiifiy hank of Clippie River,
a wiiidiiip tiibutaiy of the iniglity

Colorado, Firebrand Jordan swung
down from -the broad back of his pie-

bald mare Xejl, and hailed his diminu-
tive companion, Voiiy i'erelli, who was
perched unecfiifortably on a inule souie
«ay behind.
The sun had sunk rodly behind the

mountains to the west, and tlie hot day
was cooling to dusk. Both riders were
tired, and so were their mounts, for

they had ridden far since day-broak ; but
Tony was more than tired—ho was stiff

and sore into r,he bargain.
With the utmost readiness he dis-

mounted, and the marc and the mule
were led down to the water.

"Well, how goes it. Tony?" inquired
Firebrand, stretching l.is long limbs.
Tony screwed his swarthy face into a

primace.
"I never knew," he groaned, "that

anything so lull of hay could ' be so
hard 1"

Firebrand laugliod. A mule is not by
liny means the most comfortable of

mounts, and Blossom l;ad licr own way
of showing her feelings when she was
tired of travelling.
"We've como a good way from Ilew-

fon," ho remarked, looking back across
tlie waste of scrub and sand to the woods
' ;)d the mountains of tlie region they
'.ad left behind.
"Let's slay here for the nigld," urged

Tonv.
" Stay here ? Say, we've got about

forty miles to go before wo make Kcrn-
ville 1"

''Forty miles!'' gasped Tony. "Oh!"
And he proceeded to arrange a blanket
over the mule's saddle, saying as he
did so: "This may make it a bit
softer."

Tony was the ofTspring of an Italian
father and an Irish mother, and he must
liave been one of the shortest men in the
West, for he stood no more than five

feet in his socks. His companion, on
the other hand, was unusually tall; six
feet two at the least, and broad with it.

Tony's face was round and decorated
with a bbick moustai-he, and he had a

curly brown mop of hair all over his
head, but Firebrand's face was clean-
shaven and well-featured, and his eyes
were grey-blue and keen.
His hair was a flaming red, and this

may have accounted for his nickname

—

he was .lames Jordan according to his
birth certificate—though it was quite as
likely that he had earned the " Fire-
brand " by reason of his dare-devil ways.
Having permitted their steeds to slake

their thirst, the two remounted and
forded the river, which was shallow at
this point. 'I'hey rode on for another
ten miles into a tract of rock-strewn sand
and massive boulders.
One particular rock, with a flat side

like a wall, attracted Firebrand's atten-
tion, for on it v\as a roughly-painted in-

.scription. He rode up to it, followed by
his henchman, and this was the ominous
mes.sagc that stared llioiu Loth in the
face

:

"STRAXGKR. DOX'T LET THE SUN
GO DOWX OX YOU HERE."

Tony's brown eyes blinked.
"Good job you ain't exactly a stranger

round here," he said.

"They must have meant that for you,
Tony," laughed Firebrand. "Looks
kind of bad for you, big boy."
At that very moment a shot rang out

from behind o. mass of rocks some dis-

tance to the loft, and Tony promptly
threw up his liands and fell from the
mule.

"I'rn .^hot !" he cried. " riii shot!
Shot through the brain !"

Firebrand slid down and picked him
up.

''Let's have a look at your head," he
said.

"Oh. oil. oh!" moaned Tony. "It
isn't mv head ' It— it's somcwherR
else!"

Firolirand sqiiaUod on a boulder
beneath the warning notice, and tinned
his ccmpanion this way and that,
examining' him carefully. There was no
suggestion of a bullot wound anywhere
about his person, but to the seat of his

trousers a number of stiff, sharp spines
were still attaciiod.

"You fell on that bunch of cactus, yon
fool !" quoth Firebrand, and calmly
dumped the litdo man across his knees
and extracted tho spines.

Ll^nnoticed b\- cither of them, threo
men had climbed to the top of a rock
and were looking down at tliom, and
one of tho three held a rifle.

"There tlioy are!" exclaimed the man
with the rifle. "Hampton had the right
hunch !"

Tile three disappeared from sight as
Firebrand set Tony on his feet and hiin

self stood up.
"Well, you won't be able to ride any

more to-night," he said, "so we'll stay
here among the rocks."
"Stay here?" exclaimed Tony ner-

vously. "Oh, come on! I can ride!
I can ride !"

And to prove it he climbed on to Bios
som's back, liut immediately dropped
off again, groaning loudly.
"You look like riding!" scoffed Fire-

brand. "Come on with the blankets. I
want those outlaws to be right here
where we're gofng to sleep !"

The light was fading rapidlv, but Tony
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had no dosiro to linger iti the daik and
make a target for more bullets.

"Sleep?" he exclaimed. "Here?
Yoii don't mean that

!"

"I do mean it, and I guess vou'U sleep
all right."

"\^'ith my two eyes wide open!"
"Well, sleep with your eyes oiicn if

you want to, but right heie is where
we're going to sleep!" ,

Protesting loiuUy, Tony luifa.'^tened

the blankets attached to the saddle-bows
of the two animals, and arranged thein
on the sand under tlie rocks, selecting

for himself a spot some distance from the
painted threat. He laid his beloved
guitar on a flat slab above his head, and.
seeing that his companion had settled

down for slumber, pulled a blanket over
Jiis head, complaining all the while.

A crescent moon came up over the dis-

tant hills, and only a corncrake inter-

. rupted the .silvery silence. 'In less than
half an hour Tony was fast asleep and
snoring.

It was the morning suu that awakened
liini: its lays crept down over the rocks,

to shine right into his eyes. He started
np with an exclamation and looked
round. There was no sign of Fircljrand
except for a big bulge in the blanket
luider the rocky wall. Tony threw off

his own covering and stood \ip.

"Oh!" he ga-sped. "Oh!"
The horn handle of a knife projected

from Firebrand's blanket, its blade
evidently buried in the bulge!

With his eyes nearly starting from his

head, Tony crept o\er to tlie knife
handle, emitting little cries as he went.
"What's the matter, Tony?" inquired

a familiar voice, and Firebrand himself
appeared round a shoulder of rock.
"Oh. you're ^?rt^ dead!" rejoiced Tony.

"I thought you were very dead !"

Firebrand stepped over to the blanket,
withdrew the knife, and studied it

thoughtfully.
"No, I'm not dead," he chuckled.

" You know, Tony, it ahvavs pays to

out-guess the other fellow. And now
we've got to find him!"
He whipped up the blanket, displaying

beneath it a sack in which they liact

carried food for ttie journey, but which
he had filled with sand before seeking a

resting-place elsewhere.
"How are you goin' to find him?'

demanded Tony. "He must have gone
after he did that to you."
"Sure," nodded Firebrand. "But

liorses leave tracks ! Let's have a look,

starting from where that rifle-shot came
from."

Reluctantly Tony accompanied him to
the cluster of rocks. The tracks of three
horses were plainly visible in the sandy
.soil.

"'I'liey headed west," decided Fire-
brand.
"Cjood!" .said Tony. "We go east!"
" \o, we don't !" retorted Firebrand.

"I want 'to give this knife back to its

OWIK']'."

"Oh. no. no. no!" expostulated the
little ni;in. "Now, listen, please. I'm
afraid !''

"And you snori.ig all night as though
\ ou were in vour own bed ! If I

believed you. I'd send you straight back
to Hew>on ! Come on ; liCt's have some
giul) ami break camp."

The Sheriff Makes a Mistake.

TW FNTY miles nearer Kernyille, and
<'ot.seciuentl\ only ten miles awa>
from that little mining town, a log

cabin stood in a green liollow, sur-

roumled by a belt of h(>mlock and cedar.
A conxenient fort of hitle-away, where
wrongdoers might \ ery well resoit to
plan their wrongdoing.
The cabin wa-- furnished roughly with

u table, stools, a bed of sorts, and a
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variety of domestic utensils. It might
have been a chuck-house on the extreme
confines of a range, only it happened to
be nothing of th'? kind.
The tracks of the three horses led into

the hollow, and in the cabin, at seven
o'clock in the morning, the riders of
the horses were sitting at the table, eat-
ing a meal.
AH .three were dressed as cowboys.

One of them was a tall, lean young
fellow, rather narrow-eyed, yet obviously
superior to his companions. His iiiamc

was Red Carson, and he was called
"Red," not on account of his hair

—

which was brown—but on account of his

somewhat uncertain temper.
The man opposite him at the table

was a bullet-headed rascal known as
Spike; a bully by nature, a coward at

heart. The third had a crafty, lantern-
jawed face. Hank Barker, .a firm be-

liever in the .adage that he who fights

and riuis away lives to fight on othei
days.
"If you hadn't left the knife in that

guy's bed-roll," quoth Red C»irson,

tussling with a loaf of bread, "we
might h.ive had something to cut this

stuH:' w ith !"

He was addressing Spike, kand that

blustei\>r immediately responded :

"Quit your funny little jokes, will ya ?

You'll get enough off this job to buy a

dozen knives !"

"Settled him. did you?" inquired
Hank, probably for the fiftieth time.

"When I stick a knife into anybody,''
snapped Spike, "he's dead to stay

dead !"

Surprisingly, the soimd of a guitar

reached their ears from somewhere out

in the hollow, playing a serenade

—

though that they did not realise i:. They
looked blankly at one another.

"What is it?" gasped Hank.
They looked towards the door, and as

they looked the door swung wide, and
Firebrand stood on the threshold with

a gun in his hand.
"Stick em up. all of you!" he com-

manded.
Red and Hank raised their hands with

alacrity, but Spike, elevating one hand,

reached downwards with the other.

"Drop that gun!" roared Firebrand.
The hand that sought a holster was

raised ; the discomfited three stood by
the table, staring at the tall intruder.

But almost in the same instant they saw

what Firebrand could not see—his back
being turned to the sunlight.

"Stick 'em up, stranger!" bellowed
a voice.

Firebrand swung round, and became
aware of a powerfully-built man with
a little clipjied moustiache and fierce

grey eyes standing immediately behind
him. and of a gun that threatened.
Spike was quick to take advantage ol

this diversion. He was close to the

bed, and from the bed he whipped up a

big blanket, which he flung dexterously
towards the doorway. It descended
upon Firebrand and the man who had
challenged him. enveloping their heads.
The cabin consisted of two rooms, and

the three at the table made a concerted
dive for the inner room, where Spikii

hastily raised a trap in the floor. The;,

had scuttled down a ladder beneath the

trap, and the trap itself was closed, by
the time Firebrand had flung ofT the

blaidiet.

"Drop that gun." roared the shirt-

sleeved man on the doorstep, "or l"A
shoot you !"

As both were ready to shoot, the ad-
vantage coukl oidy be with he w hii

proved the quicker on the trigger, ant!

Firebrand grinned.
"I'm faster than you, brother," he

said.
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"If you dre, you'll hang," was tho
angry retort. "D'you know that I'm
the sheritl of this here county?"
"Sheriff?" echoed Firebrand, and

thrust away his six-shooter with a laugh.
"Why, you're just the man I want to
see !"

" About wdiat ?"

Firebrand fished in the pocket of hi,%

•shirt for a crumpled sheet of paper,
which he presented.
"This letter'U tell you all about it,"

he said. "At least, it ought to—you
wrote it yourself !"

The sheriff of Carter County—Ed
Burns by name—took the crumpled sheet
with his left hand without any lo.ss of
vigilance.

"If you don't mind." ho growled,
"will you face the other way?"
Obediently Firebrand turned about,

and the barrel of the sheriff's .gun was
jabbed into his back while the slierilf

read :

"Dear Mr. Jordan,—I've heard tell

about you and your knowledge of this

county and your way of rounding up
crooks. Will you arrange with tlui

authorities to come over here and helii

bring a gang of counterfeiters to justice?
1 need \oa pretty bad.

"Yours truly,

"Ed Burns."

"Well,'' s;ud Ed Burns, lowering his

weapon, "I did write this myself—and
are you Firebrand Jordan?"
"That's me, sheriff," replied Fire-

brand, swinging round with a broad
grin. "And I guess you interrupted me
when I was right on the trail !"

The sheriH: jiicked up his big hat,

which bad been swept off by the blanket,
and Firebrand retrieved liis somewhat
similar headgear from the floor.

"Well, say, I'm awfully sorry foe

the reception I g^ive you, ' apologised
the sheritf. extending a horny hand.
"No harm done." Firebi-^md assured

him. " But those fellows I was trailing

got away just the same."
" Wbuld you recognise "cm if you saw

'em again ?"

"I tlon't think I would." admitted
Firebrand. "I didn't get a good look al

but one of them."
"Well, I got in a little late," ad-

mitted the shirt-sleeved sheriff. " 1

didn't even get a slant at them myself.
Wonder who they were, anyway?"
"Doesn't make an awful lot of differ-

enee, sheriff. Best thing you can do
is to tell me all you know about this

gang."
"Well." said the sheriff, picking his

words, "this thing came to my attention
about a month ago, and it got me suro
puzzled, so I guessed we should have a

new man on the job."
"Working independently, eh? I sup-

pose I can coimt on \our li.lp if I need
it?"
"Absolutely! Ill be right around

whenever you want."
"And you wouldn't mind showing nio

your star?"
The sheriff fished a star of silver

from his waistcoat pocket, and he was
explaining that he had been keeping
his eyes on this isolated cabin, when a
noise in the adjoining room sent them
rushing into it.

The trajiiloor in the floor was rising

slowly, and a l;at was visible in the dark
openin!?. FlrebI^and and the sheriff

stood watching, with their guns levelled

ready to fire. But it w as Tony's swarthy
fai:'e that appeared under the hat, and
Tonv, blinking at the guns, cried

w ildly :

"It's only me! It's only me!" ,

Firebrand jerked the little mat! >".'..';
;

from the hole in the floor. i
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"It's all right, sheriff,'" he said re-

•assuringly. "He's a friend of mine."
Then, severely to Tony: "ltd have to

: be you I What were you doing dov.n

there, anyway?"
• "Well," Tony replied, "there was
three fellows that came out of a hole

across the clearing, and went away on
• horses. So I crawled into the hole

—

and got here.'
"Where did they go?" demanded the

sheriff eagerly.
'Come with mc, and I'll show you,"

promised Tony, and he led the way out

into the sunlit clearing.

Firebrand Returns the Knife.

FIVE miles from Kernvillc on its

southern :^ido stood Judd Howe's
cattle-farm, in the midst of rolling

grassland, two thousand feet above sea-

level, flanked by mountains to the west

and by desert to the east.

Hound about noon that day Red
't'arsou, Spike, a-id Hank «ere getting

some steers into a commodious corral,

•.when Red caught sight of a trim, girlish

figure approaching on foot.
' "How many have we got?" he in-

quired of Spike.
"Twenty-five—thirt'," said Spike,

counting.

"GufS3 that's enough for this morn-
.«lg," decided Red. "We'll knock off

;for chuck—it'll be ready mighty soon."

The girl who was approaching them
v.as Peggy Howe, younger daughter of

the rancher, and she had rather a lik-

ing for Re<l Carson, who, whatever his

other deficiencies might be, was very

much in love with her.

But before he could greet her a second

girl came riding up behind more cattle

—Peggy's sister Joan, two years her

senior and looking very businesslike in

hei; riding kit, her brown hair flutter-

ing in the breeze.

Joan dismounted beside Peggy and
gaie<! with approval at her dainty frock

of chequered muslin.

"Gee, you look swell, honey," she

said. "That's the way 1 like to see you
—looking the little lady."

"I'm glad you like it," Peggy re-

plied, " but I feel so useless when 1

isce you at work. Isn't there anything
I can do of real value?"
"Don't you worry alwut work,"
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laughed Joan. "I'll attend to it while

dad's away. Got 'em all in. Red?"
Red nodded, and just then Ah Sing,

the Chinese cook, emerged from the

kitchen, beating a gong. Food was
ready to be served to the farm-hands.

Red, deprived of the talk he had hoped
to have with Peggy, marshalled his men
and led the way to the chuck-house,

while the two girls went on to the farm-

house, Joan leading her horse, Peggy-

tripping daintily be^ide her.

"The afternoon wore peacefully away,
and no stranger would have imagined
that there was anything wrong with the

Howe home.stead, or with its outfit.

In the evening, as they were per-

fectly entitled to do, Red and Spike

rode into town, where they made
straight for the Mountain Inn, a big,

wooden building with a wide veranda

on which cowboys lounged.

Inside, miners and cowhands were sit-

ting about at the tables, many of them
playing cards, while othei-s lounged at

the bar or stood watching a trio of

dancing girls.

Red and Spike were making for the

bar when David Hampton, the pro-

prietor of the place, descended a stair

case at the baciv of the long room and
beckoned with a jerk of his head, where-

upon they followed him to a table set

near one of the walls.

This David Hampton was a heavy-

featured man with a mane of black hair.

He wore eastern clothes and a fancy

waistcoat, and he was reputeti to own
half the town and to hold mortgages
on many of the ranches in the neigh-

bourhood.
"Well, Red," he said in a low voice

to that young man, "are you sure the

girls will sell their interest in the

mine ?"

"Yeah—if you give them the cash,"
was the reply.

"Right; I'll bring the ten thousand
dollars with mc to-morrow. I'm going
up to the mine." And ho winked.
For a while he sat there talking; then

his quick eyes noticed two strangers

crossing the threshold, and he went
over to them, never dreaming that one
was Firebrand Jordan and the other
his henchman, Tony.
"How do?" he greeted them

pleasantly. "I'll find you some nice
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seats up near the cUmce floor, rig-ht close

to the girls."

Firebrand .shruggetl and followed him,

and presently Tony was sitting with, a
glass of beer in his hand watching the

dancers, while Firebrand sat beside him,
looking everywhere save in their direc-

tion.

Abruptly he rose and strode over to

the table at which Red and Spike v.xre

talking together.

"I'aidon me, gentlemen," he said,

"but you lost that in my camp last

night!" And he held right under their

noses the knife which had been intended
for his heart.

"You're loco!'" exploded Spike. "I've
never seen that knife before!"
"Would you swear to that?"
"Certainly."
"What do you say?" demanded Fire-

brand of Red.

"I'm not saying you're off your head,

but I'm saying everything else that he's

said."

Firebrand looked sharply at Hampton,
who hud approached the table. Then he
said contemptuously :

"You fellows are just like a lot of

cattle I've seen—born yellow!"

He threw the knife between them so

that it stuck upright in the table-top,

then turned on his iieel and went back
to Tony. Hampton leaned down.

"Red," he growled, "I want to see

you up in the office—you and Spike."

He wandered away among the cus-

tomers for a few minutes—during which
he glanced covertly at Fircbiaild several

times—then made for the staircase and
slowly ascended to a room above, fitted

as an office with a big, flat-topped desk
and several chairs.

Down in the saloon Red pushed back
his chair and rose. Spike, following hi.s

example, reached out his haiul towards
the hilt of the knife—a movement whieli

Firebrand did not fail to notice. But
lied beat the hand down.
"What's the inatter with you?" ho

said grufHy. "Want to tell him that

vou own the knife? Leave it theie.

Spike!"

"Guess you're right," admitted Spike,

and made for the stairs.

Red followed him, and together tiiey

entered the narrow room above, where

" Was that you shouting just

BOW ? " demanded Firebrand.
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Hiimjjlon was sitting moodily beliiiid

(lie desk.

"Well," he said, looking up at tliem.

"I suppose, as you've carried out my
orders, you want me to pay you ott?"

Spike tried to dear his throat, but
it was in a husky voice that lie replied

slowlj-

:

"Well, boss, fact is. the work didn't

turn out as good as you miglit think.

The guy got away."
"What do you mean, he got away?"

snapped Hampton.
"Ho trailed Red and me to the shack,

and almost caught us."

"Well, you're a fine pair of dumb-
bells 1" roared Hampton. "How did it

hapi>en?"

They gave him a fairly accurate

account of what had occurred, to which
Jie listened with growing scorn.

. "Well," he said at last, "I'm through
with you. You're fired, both of you!"
"But listen, Hampton," protested

Spike. "We've got to live."

"Not necessarily," retorted Hampton.
" Nice people starve eveo' day ! Besides,

you fellows have got jobs—Bed's lore-

man of the Howe ranch, and you're top
hand. What more do you want ? 1

won't have bunglers in my pay. Now
get out, and .send Hogan up to me!"
Reluctantly they went out, and down

in the saloon they spoke to a broad-
shouldered man with a pionounccd stoop

and the s<jmewhat bandy legs of one
who has lived long in the .saddle. Hogan
went up to Hampton's room; the dis-

comfited pair made their way to the
street.

"Well, what's on your mind?" de-
manded Spike, as Red leaned tliought-
fidly over the hitching-rail instead of

unfastening his horse.

"Did you hear Hampton say he was
taking ten thousand cash to the farm
in the morning?"
"What of it?"
"Well, I'll bet you fifty per cent he

won't get away with it," chuckled Red.
"Come on, let's goi"
Hampton's <onferenco with Hogan

was of brief duration. The strains of

an accordion reached his ears from the
saloon, and he went out to the stairs to
see what was happening.
A miner had brought the instrument

into the place, and Tony had borrowed
it an<l was playing a lively jig to which
the girls were dancing with some of the
men—a most unorthodo.x proceeding.
Hampton descended in a fury, shout-

ing, "Stop that!"

The girls retreated in haste, the men
made sheepishly for the bar, and Tony
handed the accoidion back to its owner.
Hampton strode nj) to the musician and
ordered him to clear out.
Tony looked inquiringly at Firebrand,

who walked straight up to the pro-
I)rietor and grabbed him b.\ the lapels
of lii.-, coat.

"What harm has my friend done?"
li;' inquired.
"You liitt in when _\ou're asked!"

roared Hampton.
"I'll butt in when it suits me!" said

Firebrand coolly, .and letting go of
Hampton's coat he crashed his fist into
u .'-omewhat jiromincnt jaw. Hampton
went down «ith a thud, and out came
Firebrands guns.
Evi-rybody present raised their hands

ill Jil.arni. and the bar-tender ducked
down out of sight as the guns spoke,
shattering bottle after bottle on the
shelves.

"Come on, Tony," said Firebrand,
fin.illy, as he backed towards the door.
"This isn't much of a saloon, anywAy!"
&iigu»t Ist, 1031.
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Shot!

NEXT morning, in the garden of the
Howe farmhouse. Joan was talk-

ing to Red about the contimied
absence of her father, which was worry-
ing her rather badly, when a car was
seen approaching in t!ie dustj- roadway
beyond the fence.

"I can't understand it," she said.

"He rode into town a week ago, and
vc haven't heard a word from him
since. Are you sure he told you he was
going to Las Vegas that day. Red?"
"Sure," responded Red, "and I don't

think you've got any cause to worry.
Miss Joan. ' Hidlo, here comes
Hampton !"

'J'he car had stopped outside the gate,
and David Hampton was stepping down
from it. Red moved .away to a shack
which was his office as the newcomer
entered the garden, hat in hand.
"How do. Miss Joan," said Hampton.

in the smooth voice he knew so well
how to assume, " I was on my way over
to Painted Rock Mine, but thought I'd

call here on the way as there's a little

business I have to discuss with you.
How are things?"
"Not \ery good," replied Joan

frankly. "And I'm terribly worried
about my father's absence."

" Well, it is funny, and I hate to
bother vou while he's away, but there's

th s!" "

He took a folded bill of exchange
from his pocket and opened it out for

hei inspection. According to the docu-
ment, Judd Howe undertook to pay,
three months after date, ten thousand
dollars to the order of David Hampton,
for value received.

"Ten thousand dollars!" gasped
Joan. "I knew dad owed you money,
but I didn't realise it was so much!"
"Your dad sunk a lot of money in

that worthless mine," explained Hamp-
ton. "My trouble is that this money
is due on the 5th of July, which is ten
days from now". But I don't want to

be harsh. I'll give you this bill and
another ten thousand into the bargain
for the entire rights in the mine—I've

got an offer for that amount."
"Oh. but, Mr. Hami)ton, I couldn't

do anything like that in dad's ab^cncc,"
protested Joan.
"The mine isn't in your dad's name

—

it's in yours and your sister's. That's
th'' way ne arranged it."

"But I—I coiddn't do .anything witli-

out hi'm.

"

"All right," .said Hampton grufllv.

"But how if he doesn't come Ixick

within ten days? I can't seize the mine,
because that isn't his. the way the deeds
are made out. But I'll have to fore-

close on the ranch. Tliink it over—and
I'll sec you again."
He went off in none too good a

temper, and a.s' the car swept towards
the hills. Red, who bad been listening

to the conversation at the door of his

Nliack, strolled I>ack to Joan, who was
biting her lip and looking troubled.

"VVell, Red." she said sadly. "I
guess you'd better look for another job

—I've just found out that dad owes
Hampton ten thousand dollars!"

"Don't you worry," said Rod cheer-

fully,, "I'll get you the money to-day."

She stared at him in astonishment.
"You!" she exclaimed. "Where in

the world could you get ten thousand
dollars?"

"riial's a little .secret! But I'll tell

you this much : Hampton's a crook, and
lie's doing some dirty business over that

mine. I—I've heard things. Vou leave

it to me."
Somo little way along the road Ilamp-
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ton stopped his oar again. Peggy
was riding towards him on a pony, and
even as he stopped the pony shied at the
car, tumbled its rider into the road-
way, and ran oS across the field*

towards the farm.
Hampton helped Peggy to her feet,

apologising profusely. She brushed the
dust from her frock and assured him
that she was not hurt in the least. To
prove it she smiled at him.
"Say. what about taking that job I

ofTered you?" he inquired eagerly.
"Oh. I'd love to." she declared. "It

would be wonderful to work in a town,
and I'm sick of this old ranch. But
Joan won't let me. Mr. Hampton."

"Well. I'm going to have a little

talk with your sister—^and I don't think
she'll object the way I'll put it to

her."
'Oh. *hat would be lovely," Peggy

declared.

Hampton drove on, and Peggy made
her way across the fields to the farm-
house. As she reached the yard she saw
Red go galloping off on a horse, and
wondered, becau.se instead of turning
into the road he went off across the
long grass of the range.

She wondered still more when she
caught sight of her sister following Red
on a big brown horse, and she spoke to

one of the hands named Pete. But
Pete could tell her nothing save that
Ja;in had wanted a horse in a hurry and
had gone off on Poison.
"Just as dinner ought to be ready!"

complained Peggy. "People are tire-

some !"

Joan, however, had followed Red
because of what he had said. Being a
shrewd girl she had come to a con-

clusion concerning his sudden departure
which- scared her. But Poison was not
nearly as speedy as the hor.se Red rode,

and under a belt of trees she lost oight

of him.
She rode on. If Red planned to do

what she believed, he was making a

more or less straight line for a spot

where the winding road to the mine
dipped down between walls of rock.

She was perfectly right ! Red reached
the rocks and road long before there

was any sign of Hampton's car he
dismounted and with feverish Iwsto
made a barrier across the dusty high-

way with brushwood. Then, hiding his

horse, he concealed himself behiiul a

tree and drew his gun.
Joan reached the rocks almot

immediately afterwards, slid from bei

mount, and crept forward. She could

see no --ign of Red. but the barrier ol

brushwood was only too visible. She
tugged out a small but serviceable

revolver the had brought with lier.

Presently the car. with Hampton :it

the wheel, came swiftly dowti-hill, but

as its driver caught sight of the barnei

he braked hastily. Red cried out in , ii

as>umed voice :

"Drop that inoney-bag of yours,

stranger! Drop it over the side, or I'll

drill you !"

Hampton looked nervously round,

and a shot rang out and a bullet .sang

past his head. Without any further

hesitation, he dropped a leather Uig
over the side of the car.

"Now you can remove the lirush and
drive away!" directed the voice.

Hampton obeyed meekly ; and though
h-e drove away muttering to himself,

he did not .seem to be as furious as one
might expect a man to be when robbed
of ten thousand dollars.

While Jo»in crouched watchfully

behind a rock above. Red crept out

from his hiding-place and picked up
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th>- fallen bag, which lie opened and
closed again with every sign of satis-

faction.

Joan was about to clamber indig-
jiantiy down to him, when from the
other side of the road a tall rider on
a piebald horse suddenly appeared.
Joim shrank back. It seemed to her

a dreadful thing tluit Red should have
. robbed Hampton in this way ; it seemed
still more dreadful that he should be
c;uight red-handed, trying to lielp her.

" Drop that gun, young fellow

—

and
the bag!' shouted Firebrand, close
behind Red's back.
And Red, realising that he was caught,

obeyed.
" Now turn round ! I want to take a

look at you !"

In a panic, .Joan raised her tiny
weapon and fired. Her intention was
simply to give Red a chance to escape,
and she took no aim. But the bullet
pierced the brim of Firebrand's cow-hat
and ploughed its way across his fore-

' head. He reeled in the .saddle and
jiitched face downwards into the dust.

.' ' Red grabbed up the bag and the gun,
and scurried off among the rocks, where

•'he remounted his horse. He was gallop-
' jiig away as Tony came out from under
a clump of trees into the roadway, and
Joan reached the prone figure.

; "What happened?" Tony demanded
. agitatedly as he flung himself from his
mule.
'Get some help I" shrilled Joan, and

: sank down on her knees beside Fire-
brand, whose face had gone deathly
white except where a streak of crimson
trickled.

"What happened?" insisted Tony.
"He's been shot by a bandit," faltered

Joan, trying to stanch the wound in
Firebrand's forehead with a wholly in-
adequate handk'^rchief.
"You nu-an he's goin' to die?"

,

" Xo. I'll have to take him over to
my ranch. Get help, please I Oh,
please I"

At Bay !

THIS' wav and that Tony
rode about on his mule
till he sighted the farm

and urged Blossom across to
it.

' He poured forth an in-

roherent story to Pete, who.
with a number of hands, went

' back with him, carry-
ing blankets and a.

= hurdle. The uncon-
>cious Firebrand was
conveyed to the farm-
house and laid on
Judd Howe's bed,

i and a doctor was
fetched from Kcrn-
ville.

Fortunately it was
-not a very serious
wound Joan had inflicted, but
it was bad enough to put
Firebrjiid out of action for

several days, though on the
second day he was able to get
up and totter about with a
bandage round his head.
Joan found the stranger a

handsome and anuising young
fellow, and Firebrand, not
realising that she had shot
liirn, decided tliat she was the
•most adoiable girl in the
world. A friendship developed
between then which ripened
r a p id Vy into .something
deeper.
Tony, also installed at the

farm, amused everybody wit
" '

i o.uaint ways, and with his
acvitabic guitar provided tj j x

any an accoriipaniment for "*'' went
Ue singing of cowboy ditties.
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But Firebrand began to entertain sus-

picions concerning Red, as a result of

hearing him shout one morning by -the

corrals.

Calves were being branded, and one
had just been roped and laid low. Red,
holding the branding-irons, had been
giving instructions.

Firebrand was in the yard, talking to

Joan, who had just mounted her horse
for a ride, but at the sound of that
voice he went running to the corrals.

She followed, curious as to the reason
for his sudden lisappearance, and she
found him standing beside the prostrate
call, with a hand on Red's sleeve.

"Was that you shouting just now?"
he demanded.
"Yes. Why?" inquired Red.
"Shout again," directed Firebrand.
Tony, who had wandered up with his

precious guitar under his arm. looked on
expectantly, knowing his leader's ways
and anticipating trouble. But Red, with
a shrug of his sliouldors, shouted again,
at the top of his voice, but quite differ-

ently.

"My mistake," apologised Firebrand.
And Joan, on her horse, gave a little

sigh of relief.

But a few evenings later, as Firebrand
sat on a little seat in the garden, with
Joan beside him in a silk frock that set

off her beauty, Red called urgently from
the bunkhouse

:

" Miss Howe !"

Firebrand sprang up instantly.

"What's the matter?" inquired Joan.
"Whose voice is that?"
"It's only my foreman," she replied.

"I won't be a minute." And she ran
off. full of misgiving.
"What is it. Red?" she said severely.

"You know what I told you."
"Yes," replied that young man

urgently, "but to-morrow's the day
Hampton's got to be paid for that
note."
"I know," she said mournfully. "But

what am I goiriL' to do diout it?"
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"You're going to do Just what I told
you—jjay kim with his own money."

"Since when am I taking orders from
you?" she demanded. "Didn't I shoot
Firebrand to keep him from recognising
you ? I can't do such a thi'ig

'"

"Don't be silly! " laughed Red.
" He'll never know it's his own money,
and your worries will be over—except
about your dad.

'

Firebrand, who had been Ciuitc himself
again for .^overal days, but who had re-

mained at the I'ari^ for his own purposes,
came strolling lowarfis them, and Red
promptly dived info the bunkliouse,
while Joan turned to greet the man she
had grown to love.

"Well. " said Firebrand calmly, "I had
a good look at that fellow Red in the
moonlight, and I overheard most of your
conversation."
"Then—then vou know "'

"Yes, I know,' little girl ! But I'll for-

give you so long as yon let me help you.
I want to see that money !"

"B-but it was stolen from ^fr. Hamp-
ton, and we'll have to give it back to

him. I've had it ever- since that dread-
ful day r'.'

,,"Joan, " sujd Firebrand earnestly,

"can't you tvust me?"
" More than anyone in the world."
"Well. then, let me have that money.''
They went into the house together,

and in the sitting-room she brought him
a big envelope crammed with notes. Ho
examined them carefully against the
light of a lamp. stud,\ ing the details of

their priming and their watermarks.
"What are you going to do, Fire-

brand?" she asked.
"Put everything right, I hope," he

answered gravely. "But that won't bo
to-night."
The sound of a car in the road startled

them both, and Firebrand thrust the
notes into a pocket. Hampton was evi-

dently not waiting till morning!
Joan met the unwelcome visitor at the

front door, and escorted him into the
sitting-room, where he glared at Fire-

brand.
"What can I do for you, Mr. Hamp-

ton ?' asked Joan.
"Well, my ta«k is not a pleasant one,"

backwards over the top of the desk with Firebrand's left hand at his throat,
while Hampion received a blow on the side of his jaw.

. August 1st, ]931.^
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«as the reply, "but I have to lemiiid

you about the money your father owe^
me. You sec, it's due to-morrow."
"That will bo ail riglit, jNlr. Hamp-

ton," said FirebrUiKl cheerfully, rising

up from a settee. "I'll attend to it."

"What have yoii gor to do with it?"

growled Hampton.
" Well, you see. .Toaii and 1 are Roing

to be married, so I'm attending to all

her financial affairs [rorn now on."

"Do Nou realise," roared Hampton,
"that her father owes me ten thousand
dollars?''

"Oh, yes," drawled Firebrand, "but
I'll havo it ready for you."

"It's got to be in cash."
"Of course! Good-night, ^Ir. Hamp-

ton."
Hampton went, mentally cursing the

interference of this tall and very alert

young man, whom he had (Tone his best

to prevent from reaching the district.

As he went out to his car he heard
the voice of Tony, somewhere in the

distance, singing "Red River," to the
twanging of his guitar. He drove off,

cudgelling his brains for the best means
of dealing with an unexpected situation.

That night he sent a message to Red
and Spike by Hogan, as a result of

which the two rode into town early next
morning.
A negro was .sweeping out the saloon

as they mounted the staircase to the

office aTid foutid Hank already there

with Hampton.
"I've sent for you two fellows," said

Hampton, "to talk to you about this

guy .Jordan."
"AVhat about him?" inquired Red.
"I'm expecting trouble with him, and

you're both in it up to the neck.

You've got to stay here with me, and
keep your eyes skiimed—and your hands
ready. I'm expecting him any time, and
I don't want his lead !"

If any one of them had looked out of

the window into the street just then.

Firebrand might have been seen riding

towards the saloon w ith Joan. He also

had decided upon a plan of action, in

pursuance of wliich he said quietly to his

companion as they reached the black-

smith's shop

:

"Yo\i ride on to the sheriff's office,

.loan, and ask him to come to the Moun-
tain Inn right away."
Joan nodded and cantered on up the

street. Firebrarul waited for Tony, who
was riding discieetly behind on Blossom.
"You watch the back entrance," he

directed, "and keep your gun handy."
In the saloon he inquired of the black

who was wielding an enormous broom
wiiether Mr. Hampton was up in his

office, and. on receiving an answer in

the affirmative, he mounted the stairs.

Red. Spike kind Hank were grouped
round Hampton as he entered the

room, but they nuide way for him.
"Good-morning, Hampton." said

Firebrand curtly, and jjrodnced a wad of

notes which he flung down on the desk.

"Here's the money—ten thousand.

Count it !"

Hampton took up the notes, stared

;

turned one or two of them over, and
held them uj) to the light.

"Po," he exploded, "you're the high-

wayman who held me uj) ! This is my
money !"

"It is." replied Firebrand, pointing

an accusing finger at him. " ^'ou made
if youiself ! Rut I'm no highwayman.
Fm a ranger—and I'm anesling you
for counterfeiting this money !"

"Don't be ridicidous !" bellowed
Hampton. "You can't prove a thing

like that !"
. .

"No?" questioned Firebr.ind, whip-

ping up the notes and stowing them in

a pocket, "Well. con>e along and ex-

plain it to the judge,"
Aiigiist 1st, 1931.
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He turned to Red and Spike.
]

"And that goes for you two birds as
well." he added.
Hank had crept up behind him, and

the barrel of a six-shooter was jablied
into his back. But, like lightning. Fire-
brand swung round, grabbed the gun
and sent its owner .sprawling. Then,
as Hampton sprang up behind the desk,
he turned again, and Red went back-
wards over the top of the desk with
Firebrand's left liand at his throat,
while Hampton received a blow on the
side o.f his jaw that sent his head into
violent contact with Red's nose.

Spike dived for Firebrand's legs, but
received a kick that laid him low. But
by this time Hank was on his feet

again, and he flung himself upon the
ranger from behind, his fingers clutch-

ing and tearing at Firebrand's neck.
So unequal a combat could not last

for long. Hampton and Red wrenched
themselves free, and Spike got up.

Blows were rained nt Firebrand by four
pairs of fists, but even then he struggled
gamely to the door, and sent Hank
somersaulting down the staircase before
he w'as finally overpowered and roped.
They left him, bound hand and foot,

with a gag in his mouth. Hampton's
evil brain had devised a plan that

might even yet .save him from arrest.

Pursuit !

JOAN liad ridden on to the .sheriff's

office, only to find it deserted. She
asked a man who was lounging

outside whether the sheriff was in town,
and received the unsatisfactor.v answer:
"No, but he's liable to show up any

minute."
"Will you find him for me, and .send

him over t6 Mr. Hampton's office

right nway?" begged Joan.
The man promised that he would do

this, and .Joan turned her horse in the
direction of the saloon.

Peggy had ridden into town that

morning on her pony, deciding that

there was no rea.son why she should be
left alone at the farmhouse. Hampton
met her as ho emerged from the saloon
with Red, Spike and Hank. He told

them to ride on to the mine, and, as

they mounted their horses by the hitch-

ing-rail, he led Pcgg3' to his oar, which
was standing in the roadwav.

" I've got .some good news for .vou,"

he told her. "We've found your dad!"
"Oh!" cried Peggy excitedly.

"Where is he? Whore has he been?"
"He's over at Painted Rock—ggt in

last night, and decided to stay at the

mine. Get in the car and I'll run you
over.

"

Peggy complied with the utmost
readiness, and Hampton was tethering

her pony when .Joan came riding down
the street, caught sight of her sister,

aiul went over to her.

"What are you doing here, Peggy?"
she exclaimed
"Oh. Joan." cried her sister. "Mr.

Hampton says dad is back—he's at the

mine! He's going to take me to him!"
Hampton looked round. l/uck. h.> de-

cided, was favouring him ! He sug-

gesteil that Joan shoidd leave her horse

and get into the car with her sister.

"But Mr. Jordan—he^ "

"He's gone on," lied Hampton.
"W'e'll .soon catch him up."
So .Joan climbed into the car. and

Hampton presently drove off with the

two giris in the direction of the hills,

passing the sheriff, with a chuckle, just

outside the town.
The man to whom .loan had spoken

kept his promise. He did not even
gi\e the sheriff lime to dismount.

"C'liief." he said, "you're wanted at

. Hampton's off'ice right away !"
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"Hampton's office?" echoed Ed Biirns
wonderingly. "But I met Hampton
himself just now in a car with Judd
Howe's daughters."
"Well, there it is—and Joan Howe

was the girl who wanted .you—and she
seemed to want you purty bad."
"Funny," decided the sheriff. "Per-

haps you'd better come with me, Tom."
He slid down from his horse, and to-

gether the.v ntade briskly for the saloon.
But Tony, long since tirod of hanging

about round the back of that building,
had ventured into it in search of Fire-
brand. He encountered the negro,
whose remarkable stor.v sent him rush-
ing upstairs to Hampton's office—and
there he found Firebrand, gagged and
trussed.
"You oughta let mo come with ,vou."

he said reproachfully as he cut tho
bonds and removed the gag. "I'vo
been doing nothing out there all this

time, except gettin' simstroko !"

"Where's my hat?" growled Fire-
brand, stretching his cramped limbs.
"Don't grouse, Tonj'—get your mulo
and follow me. I guess the next act of
this drama's going to be staged at that
mine we looked over the other day."
He went out from the room, but,

instead of descending the stairs, ho
climbed out through a window on to .<»

balcony overhanging the veranda be-

neath. The piebald mare was stand-
ing patiently where he had/ left her
down below. He straddled the balcony
railing and dropped neatly into tho
saddle, while Ton\ looked on with un-
disguised admiration.

Off up the street he galloped, and
Tciny ran down to mount his mule.
From the veranda ho tried to emulate
his ma.ster's feat, without quite .so nuich
risk ; but Blossom moved aside as ho
sprang, and Tony descended on all fours
in the dust.

As he rose and moimted the mule,
he saw that Firebrand had stopped to

talk to tho sheriff, but though he urged
Blossom forward, he missed the conver-
sation. Firebrand swept on at full tilt,

while tho sheriff and the man with him
went running in opposite directions,

shouting for riders in tho naine of tho
law.
Commotion followed. Men came run-

ning out from shops and houses, seck-

mg their horses. Tony rode on, trying
lo catch up with Firebrand; but from
time to time he looked back, and very
soon a cloud of dust told of a poss<i

mounted at last and galloping after

him.
The road to the mine dipped down

under trees, ro.so steeply between rocks,
,

md flanked the Cripple River at a
point where the water ca.scaded and
swirled fully fifty feet below. Fire-

brand, travelling like the wind, failed

to see any sign of the car Hampton
drove, b'lt glimpsed the throe riders-

whom the car had pa.ssed.

Spike. having looked back and
guos.sed at who followed, took cover l»e-

neafh a tree above the gorge in which
the river ran, (h-termined to make an
end of this pursuit. \ shot rang out
as Firebrand approached, and a bidlot

whizzinl past his head : but Firebrand,
uninjured, rode straight at the man who
held the gun.
Spike's horse stumbled, and Spike

went headlong downwards into th')

water. Firebrand, himself, unable to

stop, took a heade:- from the saddle,

and a gic.it column of water shot up as

he dived beneath the surface.

He rose to find tho faithful piebald
mare swinmiing sturdily beside him,
and they reached the opposite bank in

companv .nyd clamlierod up among tho

(Continued on page 87.)/
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The amazing exploits of a daring band of men in pursuit of the giant "devil" fish

at Santa Margarita Island.

f^mm

Dangerous Seas.

WHERE the waters of

mighty Pacific sweep tho
southern coastline of

Lower California, you conic upon
that indentation known as Mag-
dalena Bay, mirroring tho

azure vault of the sky, dotted
with islands that know only

the fcrafiic of sea-birds and fisher-

men.
The Dispatch, a fifty-foot

motor boat carrying a crew of

three or four men, was cruising

ofl the mainland. She liad been placed
at the disposal of Harold Austin, a
sportsman keenly interested in deep-sea
fishing, which was liable to be a pastime
both perilous and exciting in a tract of

water infested by such enemies of man-
kind as the shark.
The Dispatch had been s)K>cialIy

equipped for the trip, and the personnel
4rtckidod Draper, a cameraman anxious
to secure some shots for a motion
picture company which he represented.
Neither he nor Austin were destined to
be disappointed by results.

The islands scattered about the Bay
we're many of them uninhabited, but
formed the nesting-places of veritable
clouds of cormorants and pelicans that
'swooped over the surface of the sea
and prayed upon small fish. It was to
one of these islands that Austin, Draper
"and a member of the crow repaired for
their first adventure with the denizens
of tlie ocean, and Austin had scarcely
oast his line when a violent tug told
him that something had caught on to
It.

The next few seconds were fraught
with thrills and anxiety so far as Austin
was concerned, and ho had no doubt in

his own mind that the same might have
been said for a fish.

It was a big biiss, and it gave him
a hard struggle. But the bass does most
of its fighting under the water, and as
soon as it broke the surface it was
drawn in with as nnich ease as its

twenty-pound- bidk would permit.
Again Au.stin cast liis line, and again

he was successful. Satisfied with the
catch, he decided to make a tour of the
island itself, and soon discovered that it

was not only inhabited by birds, but
by seals as welL

"Cute little fellows, huh?" said:

Austin, indicating a couple of sportive

pups that had strayed from their mother
seal.

"They certainly are," agreed Draper.
"Say, I've got a sister back home that

would give ten years of her life for a

coat made out of these critters' skins.'

Austin laughed and shook his head.
"Not these ones," he rejoined.

"They're not tho fur-bearing kind that

you get in the Arctic. But I'll tell

you what they arc good for when they're
caught j'oung—circus-tricks ! How
about taking those two pups aboard and
training them?"

It was a suggestion that met with
approval, but when it was discovered
that the seal pups required to be washed
every day, they were returned to their

native shore without regret. After all,

the crew of the Dispatch had come to

Magdalena Bay for deep-sea fishing, and
not for the purpose of starting a
menagerie.
Fishing in those waters was /lot

always a profitable pastime, for niany
times it was only the head of a fish

that was hauled on board, the sharks
liaving seized the rest. But it was a
pastime packed with interest, and the
interest was increased a hundred-fold
when the Dispatch encountered a high-

sea fleet of tuna boats.

Austin and Draper were invited
abcNird one of the craft, and it was un
invitation that came as a surprise, for

among tho superstitious fisher-folk

there was a legend that the fish left the
vicinity when strangers visited the
boats.

The legend was not borne out on this

particular occasion, for the sea was
thick with skip-jacks, or little tuna,

whicli continued
.iwarm. around
vessel in shoals.

From "the master of

the craft. Austin and

Draper learned that

the fishermen worked
on a percentage basis,

and they had to work
fast, as the tuna did not

stay long in one place.

The men were stand-

ing on a kind of cradle

rigged up along the

ship's side, and the two
visitors watehe<l them with keen appre-

ciation, following the glinting hooks •

that fell into the water and lifted into

view again with a silver victim attached.

There were no barbs on the hooks, and
the fish flopped olF as soon as they
touched the deck. But each njan had
to watch his line, for if he slackened
for an instant he lost his fish—an un-
pardonable sin. '

• .

Meanwhile two or three of the crew
kept tossing live s^irdinos into the sea,

to feed the little skip-jacks and keep
them close to tho vessel, and the tinia

became so excited that they snapped ut
anything which hit the water.
"Tuna liaven't much sense anyway,"

.Austin commented, when this mode of

iKiiting them was explained to him.
"Did you ever notice how dumb they

looked in a can. Draper?"
The oameram-an laughed, and then:

"Say, how big a catch will these

boats liold?" he inquired.

"A hundred and forty tons, I'm told."

Austin replied, "and the fish fetch $120
a ton. Can you beat that?" he added,
his bronzed face breaking into a giin.

"Fishing and getting paid for it."

He turned his 'attention to the men
on the cradle again. They were taking
in the heavier tuna now, which li.id

followed tho small skip-jacks. Fifty
pounds apiece, these big fellows
weighed, bait being required for them.
"And they're nippers compared to the

ones you'll find iip in Nova Scotia,"
observed Austin. "I've seen cm run
as high as fifteen hundred and two
thousand pounds there. They catch 'cm
with nets, and the fishermen have a hot
time of it. One slap of the tail from
a giant Nova Scotia tuna and you'd
finish up in hospital, if not worse. But

August 1st, 1031.
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Again Austin cast his line and again he was successful.

say, I think I'll «sk the captain if I can
try my hand here."

Permission being given, Austin took
up a position on the cradle, and he was
not long in hooking into something that
gave him a lively struggle. But it was
with an exclamation of disgiist that he
pulled up a sinister shark, and a little

later he and Draper returned to the
Dispatch.
They waved farewell to the tuna boat

and cruised on in search of further
adventures amid those strange and
populous waters.

The Whalers.

lure of fishing hadTHK lure of fishing had spread to
every member of the Dispatch'.s
crew, and had become a veritable

craze with Riley, the Irish cook, who
even allowed it to interfere with the
schedule of the meals.
Austin formed a plan intended to cure

Riley of the ob.session, and took into
hi,, confidence Draper and a little

Japanese handyman known as Kay.
Riley liad fixed up a line near the

galley, and it was to be seen dangling
over the rail at all times of the day.
Hauling this in, Austin hooked an old
sea-boot to it, tos.sed it

into the Dispatch's foam-
ing wake and then raced
to the cook's quarters.

"Riley," he shouted,
" there's something on yon
line."

The Irishman cam
blundering out o£ tli

Q;alley and ru.shed to
the rail. He began
to haul in his line

f

hand over hand, and i

his excitement reached j

fever - pitch as he l-

observed a dark
object leaping and
bounding on the end
of it. an object that
was not recognisable
as a boot till it was
pulled out of the
water.

Riley clutched at ft

and glared at it.

'I'hen

:

"B e g o r r a," he
loared, hurling it to

the deck, "somebody's
goin' to pay for this!"
Kay had been swabbing

down the deck, and, espy-
ing Austin's grinning face
iti the fore part of the ehip,
the Irishman .Seized the
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Jap's bucket of sea-water and gave
chase. Draper took the opportunity of
Khning the game of hide-and-seek that
ensued, and stuck to his post when it

might have been wiser to make himself
scarce.

For Austin proved too nimble for
Riley, and, coming to a breathless
standstill opposite the camera, the
Irishman gave Draper the contents of
the bucket.
Draper uttered a spluttering yell and

started forward vengefuUy, and a lively
.scuffle seemed imminent when a shout
from Kay, the Jap, diverted the atten-
tion of every member of the crew to a
fleet of vessels on the port bow.
They were whalers, mother ships and

their "killers." which were smaller
craft equipped with harpoon guns;
and, coming alongside one of the latter

boats, Austin and Drajjer obtained per-
mission to board her.

T«o whales were playing around not
far away, and every time they opened
their jaws they took in a couple of
mouthfuls of shrimp, just as an ap-

ivery Tuesday

pctiser. Their black, gleaming bodies
could be seen disturbing the surface of
t'ne sea with their slothful movements.
The harpoon-gunner was already at

his post. He had the forward deck all

to himself, and was a man of Supremo
importance, rating as iiigli as the
captain.
The killer came wit'nin range, and

the man at the gun pulled the trigger.

There was a flash and a report, and
away went the harpoon with its line.

It was a hit. The sea-monster's tail

came up and w-hipped the water into
foam, but it was not long before life

was extinct.

The dead whale was blown up im-
mediately with compressed air to keep
him afloat, and a flag was stuck inlo
his carcase to show what boat he l>e-

longed to. and also to enable the crew
of the "killer"" to locate him ogam
without diflTiculty. A second whale was
harpooned some time later, and both
this and the first one were towed back
to the mother ship.

Here they were stripped of their
blubber, which was to be tried out for

oil. While the dead whales rolled
heavily alongside the parent vc.ssel,

men stood poised on their carcases and
skilfully proceeded with the task of
"flenzing.'" cutting away the blubber in

slices that were twelve to fourteen
inches thick.

Austin and Draper watched tho.se in-

trepid fellows at work. They had ex-
perienced a certain thrill in the actual
hunting of the whales, but here was
the nerviest business of all. For tha
sea was thick with hungry sharks, and
one slip would have plunged a man
into their midst, where iron jaws would
have clamped upon his limbs and torn
him to pieces.

The masses of blubber were raised to

the rail and dragged aboard, then
slashed into chunks and heaved into tho
boilers for the trying-out of the oil. Tho
bones of the creatures were crushed for

fertiliser.

"Altogether a profitable day's outing.
I guess," said Austin. "Fishing and
getting paid for it—and I'm down here
for the fun of the thing. Oh, well, a

The crew ot the Dispatch made a point ol loading up with a supply of marrow.
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whale would be a bit too much of a
handful for the Dispatch, anyway."

Littio did he droam that the Dis-
patch was yet to encounter a denizen of
the deep far more formidable tlian any
wjiale that ever sprayed water from its

nostrils.

ITho Terror at Margarita Island.

ABOUT noon of the second day the
Dispatch dropped anchor off a
strip of golden beach. It was the

beach of Margarita Island, which con-
tained only about twenty-five inhabit-

ants—men, women and children.
They were a shy, primitive set of

people, living almost exclusively on
clams and fish that they caugirt in the
bay. being afraid to venture farther.

Wlien Austin and a member of the
crow weiit ashore, they were struck by
an air of tension. wJiich they at first

mistook for hostility. A talk with the
head-man of the connnunity enlightened
them as to the real cause of the
islanders' strange behaviour, however.

It seemed that they were very nearly
on the point of starvation, and all on
account of some queer, dialxilical sea-

moiister that had visited those waters.
"It is the Devil Fisli, the Manta."

the head-man baid to Austin in ft'panish.
" He has frightened away the otiier fish,

and wc are short of food. We arc
afraid to go out in our small boats, too,

in case wc should encoimter this mighty
creature."
Austin had some difTiculty in conceal-

ing a smile. He knew tho credulous
nature of these island people, and was
inclined to believe that the so-called

Devil Fish was more a creature of their
imagination than of reality.

But at that very moment he had
evidence of its presence, as a number
of boys, who had been bathing, sud-
denly made for tho shore with a panic-
stiicken outcry and the name "Manta "

oil their lips.

Somewhere out to .soa Austin descried
a black ugly fin, rising from a welter
of foam.
The incident caused liini to treat the

tiead-man's fears more seriously, and
for the first time he addressed the
'fellow in a tone of earnestness.

"Is there no way of catching this

Devil Fish?" he asked.
The head-man gazed across the sea to

a dim strip of coastline that marked a
lonely islet.

"Poncho is. our only hope," he said.
" Poncho lives on yonder islet, and we
would seek his help if we dared to row
that far. A mighty man is Poncho

—

^'
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Out of the bay

stood the top-

mast of a

sunken ship.

fearless and expert with the harpoon.
And he knows these waters even as he
knows the palm of his. hand."
"Good," Austin rejoined. "Then we

will go to Poncho for you and ask his

help. I am seeking adventure, my
friend, and would like to meet this

Devil Fish of yours, and if Poncho is

all that you say—why, wc will induce
him to come aboard our craft."
He returned with his companion to

tho Dispatch, which was inmiediatoly
steered towards Poncho's domain. The
islet being reached, Austin landed in a
small boat.
The beach was a veritable cemetery

of whales, bones l.ving there in pro-
fusion. Through this graveyard of the
sc'i giants Austin picked his way, and
at length came upon a big, stalwart
Mexican sitting over a driftwood fire.

He was Poncho, bronzed, husky and
sparing of speech, though by no means
taciturn, as he frecpiently showed his

white teeth in an engaging grin. His
chief occupation was supplying Chinese
settlers in the islands with their
favourite delicacy, shark-fins, and ho
was bartering with a little Oriental
when Austin came up.

Austin introduced him.self, and ex-
plained the plight of the Margarita
Islanders and his intention of hunting
the Devil Fish. Ho added that he had
never clapped eyes on a Devil Fish,
but Poncho seemed to know what
manner of creature it was, and at once

appeared eager to pil Ills strength an
wile against the brute.
A bargain was soon struck, and

Poncho donned a light-grey sletson
whicli had been made by a London
hatter, and of which he was clearly
very proud. Then, gathering the rest

of ills effects, which Were not inanj% ho
followed Austin to the dinghy and was
rowed out to the Di.spatch.

Bait had been secured to catch fish

for the natives of Margarita Islanil,

who were in such dire distress for the
want of food, and, before concerning
themselves with any devil of the Deep,
the crew of the Dispatcli made a point
o£ loading up with a supply of marrow.
These fish were plentiful outside the

Bay, and, each weigliiiig something like

two hundred pounds, they were reckoned
mighty good eating, the natives on Mar-
garita being in the habit of drying
them, so that a good stock of them
would ensure their meals for months to

come.
The after-deck was piled high with

them when Poncho tied into something
that called for everything he had. A
lively tussle ensued before it was seen

to be a leopard shark, spotted like

the feline jungle creature from which it

had obtained its name, and beautiful to

behold—but one of the most savage of

fish.

Poncho lost him, a fact which caused
little regret, and at the very next cast

he hooked a hammer-head of a species

The thrill of securing the fish was slight compared with the joy of the natives when their food supply was
delivered to them.

A^igust 1st, 1031
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kindred fo Hic leopard sliark, but even ,

more doadly
The hanmicr-licad was perhaps the

most bloodthirsty of niaii-oatora, and tho

iioxt few scfoiids were t)acl<c'd with ex-

citcincnt. But that sensation of excite-

ment was clianged all in a moment to

one of sheer horror. For, losing liis

foothold on the slippery deck, I'oncho

suddenly pitched clean overboard with

a yell.

He struck the water with a splash,

and plunged below, only a few yards from
the spot where the evil hammer-head
was fighting on the end of the line.

The shark ceased its struggles and
glided swiftly towards I'oncho, its slit

mouth open to reveal its hideous array
of teeth, its eyes gleaming balcfiiUy.

Austin and two of the crew had- rushed

to the side, and as Poncho's head and
shoulders broke the siirfaec three willing

pairs of hands seized liim. lie was
hauled clear, and" not an instant too

soon, for the shark's jaws snapped like

a man.-trap an indh beneath his heels.

The liamnier-liead aiul Poncho's fish-

ing-liyc were lost. Ho, temporarily, was
Ponclfo's precious hat, which could be

seen tossing fifty yards away on the

crests of the waves.
"Coram bo/" spluttered Poncho, as he

was dragged to .safety, and then he
broke' into a volley of unprintable
Spanish.

,

What lie called that shark in his

native language needed no translation.

"Give me a knife in my hands, senor,"

he said at length, turning to Austin,

"and I make quick work of that shark !

Cora jo! I dive under him and rip his

green belly, as 1 have done many times

before. But witliout a knife, what can
a man do? Ah, Dios, my hat—mv
beautiful hat !"

'• JMever mind your liat. Poncho," put

in Draper. "You gave us the thrill

of our lives, and I ' shot ' the whole
thing with the camera. Gee, what a
picture it'll make! Man overboard in

a shark-infested sea !"

"I want my hat!'' wailed Poncho,
and he was not to be ajtpeased until one
of the crew had entered the row-boat
and rescued the Stetson.

Only then did Poncho smile again,

and agree to the suggestion that the

Dispatch should put back to Margarita
Island and land the "catch " of marrow
without further delay.
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This was done, and the thrill of

securing the fish was slight compared to

the joy of the natives when their foo^i

supply was delivered to them.

Questing.

OUT of the Bay stood the topmast of

a sunken ship, a vessel belonging
to a half-forgotten age, and,

according to a legend current among
the superstitious natives, the resting-

place of great treasure.

After leaving Margarita Island, the

Dispatch cruised towards that forlorn

relic of the past. Its ancient crow's-

nest rose just above the surface of the

water, and nothing stirred near by, the

very fish seeming to avoid the vicinity.

The prevailing silence and stillness—for

the sea was like a millpond^iad a

strange effect of eeriness on Austin

;

and this sensation wa.s one that affected

Poncho a hundred times more.
For though the Mexican was less

credulous that most of the fisher-folk

in :those parts, he was. not altogether

imnuino to the terrors of the super-

natural.
"Bad place." he said to Austin, eye-

ing the galleon's topmisist askance as

the Dispatch approached it. "Divers
say gfant eels drive them away when
they seek for treasure."

"Giant eels?" Austin echoed. "I
know—what we call morays."
"You call 'cm what you like," Poncho

returned. "But .some believe these ones

are the spirits of tho.se who went down
with ship, come to life again as fish.

They make hull their breeding-place,

and they guard galleon's treasure."

Austin laughed easily.

"Good!"' he declared. "Then we'll

try and hook into one of them."
Poncho recoiled from the idea. That

ancient ship was the only thing he

feared, and he did his utmost to dis-

suade Austin from going near it; but

when he saw that the latter was deter-

mined, he fought down his own terror.?

and accompanied him.
Austin took up a precarious position

in the crow's-ne.st of tlie sunken galleon,

and Poncho joined him there trenui-

lously, holding his breath as he saw the
.\iiglo-Saxon cast his line.

"Senor," he panted, ""'you never come
up if you slip into water! You know-

that, huh?"
.\ustin hooked something at that very

^

Poncho took fo (he row-boat with har|fooh and gail, and had a flght

with a two-hundred-pounder.
Aligii.H 1st. IMl.
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instant, and Poncho's anxiety increased
to agitation. But the fish on the end
of the lino proved to be a marrow, and,
though he wasted a good deal of tirao

in the neighbourhood of the old-time
wreck Austin secured no eels, giant or
otherwise.
They returned to the Dispatch, much

to Poncho's relief, and some time later
they encountered some sting-rays. They
were a flat lish, oiirrying a stinger just

above a kind of t;iil—a stinger which was
known to have caused death, so that the
catching of the species was not without
hazard.
Poncho took to the row-boat with

harpoon .and gaff, and had a fight witli

a two-hundred-pounder. It was ajjattlc-

royal, for the sting-ray strugglc^^ furi-

ously to avoid capture.
.

'»

"Poncho sqenis to be calling that fish's

ancestors a lot of names, observed
Austin, watching the duel from the
Dispatch, and noting the growing
impatience on the Mexican's face. ,^

"And froin the expression of tlie fish

I guess ftc's wishing Poncho the same,"
Draper commented. _.

"

...

The sting-ray flopped into the rowing-
boat at last, and, this interlude finished,

it w;as decided that the .search for the

dreaded Devil Fish of the Bay, should
begin in earnest. So the moment
Poncho came aboard again arjjotato-

barrel was rigged on the bowsRrit and
bolted to a long plank—to enable-; the

harpoonor to brace himself and steady
his aim when the time for action came.
Kay, the Jap, was sent into the cross-

trees to.keep a look out, and the entire

crew seemed "all on their toes." Even
Austin began to experience a queer feel-

ing inside him, as if he sensed that some
impending crisis were near at hand.
"You know. Draper." Austin said to

the cameraman, "there's a sort of

crcepiness in the air. I don't know if

it's the unholy quiet, or what it is—but

it's f/ol me. I wonder if there's anything
in this Devil Fish story?"
"We certainly ha\en't seen it."

Draper murmured, "but I was talking

to Poncho just before you went into the

crow's nest of that old galleon, and he
said that certain signs told him it was
arotmd. I asked him if it was an octo-

pus, but ho shook his head. It's some
liig brute of a sea beast that's worso
than all your leopard sharks and liam-

mer-heads put together."

''Well, we'll see, ' Austin began, and
before he could utter another word
there was a commotion in the cross-

trees.

Kay came scramblincc down towards
the deck, yelling and pointing. From
his frantic speech and gestures the

others gathered that he h<^d, seen a

queer-looking fin and u (lair of devilish

green eyes sticking out. of the water off

the port bow.
tiazing in the direction indicated, tho

crew of the Dispatch dL'-ceriie'd a

trememlous splashing all at once, and
Poncho immediately became wildly

excited.
"Devil Fish!" he cried, and _begian

digging out his home-made and ex-

tremely heavy iron harpoons.
"Popcho," jerked Austin, clulehing

him bv the arm. "what is your -so-

called devil fi.-h?"

Poncho answered him laconically.

"Manta." be said. " sometimes iianio'

Monterey. We call him Devil Fis!h

because in wat^r he look like he have
crown on head with two big horns, juist

like devil,"

In another moment he had gained tho

potato barrel on the bowsprit, and was
standing in readiness for the fray, har-

poon in h.Tiid,

(Continael oa page 28.)
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«i THE SPY."
(CoDtinued from page 14.)

"It was you who got me into it, too."'

fclie retorted.
"Quito possibly," Scrgoi agreed.

"Then > ou tliought you could escape me
by becoming a worker. "Well. I've got
you again, anil lliis time .shall be the
last. You «ill either marry me, or Ivan
shall go before a liring party. I will

give you an hour to make up your
mind."
Kolya did not wait to hear any more.

Not troubling to dress, but only slip-

ping on his overcoat over his sleeping
clothes, he ert-pt to the window and
climbed out on to the fire-escape.

Quickly he made iiis way to the ground
and luirried alo;ig the street. He ran
the whole distance io where Petya and
his gang were in liiding, and burst in

uiion them brcat!il''ssly.

"Petya! Petya '." he gasped. "Sergei
is threatening io send my father to the
Kremlin ! He has a letter which my
father has brought from Paris, and he
.says that unless my mother marries him
he will have my father arrested!"
Petya leapt to iiis feet, with an oath.
"Sergei!" he said hoarsely. "Is lie a

Tcheka spy '!"

" Yes. It was he who had my mother
arrested !"

Petya turned Io the rest of the gang,
who were lying about on old sacking in

the basement which was tiieir home.
"Come on!" lie yelled. "A Tcheka

spy is threatening Kolva ! Death to the
Tcheka !"

Tlie gang rose, with a shout, and
charged out into the street. Their bare
feet pattered ovr the cobbled pavements
as they hurried to the tenement where
lvol.\a lived.

Kolya was not able to keep up with
theiTK He ran as hard as he could, but
when he reachc-d the entrance to the
tenement he found his way barred by
J'cheka police.

He raced round to the back of the
building and clambered up the fire-

<'scape. As he jumped over the sill into
his parents' lodgings, he heard a harsh
voice say :

"Who shot Sergei?"
"I did," replied Anna. "It was I who

shot him."
Sounds of mo\einent followed from

the landing. Kolya rushed out to find
his mother being li-d away, while lying
on the floor in a crumpled heap lay
Sergei.

On Trial.

AT the liead(iu:irti>rs of Koslov,
President of the Tcheka. prepara-
tions were made for an immediate

trial. It was early the following morn-
ing, and the President himself had
already taken his place in the court.
He glanced through his papers, frown-

ing as he did .«o. Then he looked up at
his .secretary, who was standing defer-
entially by his side.

"Ivan Pavlovna and his wife, eh?" he
said. "The woman is charged with the
murder of Peter Sergei, one of our
secret agents for the Moskva District,
on her own confes-iou, I see."
The .secretary cleared his throat.
"Peter Sergei was found dead in a

room in the tenenient in whidi he
lived." he said "He had taken from
(leneral Kostroma a letter which had
been carried from Paris by Ivan Pal-
lovna "

"The letter from Comrade Prince
Vl.ulimir, saying that the anti-Soviet
plot wa.s ended?" asked Koslov.

Aiisust 1st, 1931.
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"Yes."
"That simply makes Ivan Pavlovna an

emissary of the Soviet," the president
declared. "We need not take action
about the letter. C'outiiuie."

"At the time Sergei was found dead,
Anna Pavlovna was discovered standing
over him, a discharged automatic pistol

in her hand. She said she had killed

him.- so we took her into custody."
"I see." Koslov read through his

papers once more, paying particular
attention to a doctor's report. He
uttered a sudden exclamation. ".Send in

Ivan and Anna Pavlovna." he ordered.
Anna and Ivan came into the room.

Koslov watching them clo.sely. as
though summing them up. He motioned
with his I ands that they .should stand on
either side of his desk, then leaned back
in his chair, with his finger-tips pressed
close together.

"Aniiii T'avlovna," he said, "by your
own confession you are charged with the
murder of one Peter Sergei by shooting
at him with a pistol." He picked -up a
weapon which had been lying on his
desk. "Is this the pistol you used?"
Anna looked at it and nodded.
"Yes." she said.

Koslov turn?d his head .so that he
could look at Ivan, and his eyes nar-
rowed to pin-points.

"It was originally yours. I believe?"
he said.

"It was." replied Ivan quickly. "It
was I who shot Sergei. He tried to force
my wife into divorcii-.g me and marry-
ing him by holdirg a certain document
over her head, and so I killed him."
"And the document was?" queried

Koslov.
"Yoi may as well know," said Ivan

at last. ' P was from his Imperial High-
ness the Prince Vladimir, and it was
addressed to General Kostroma. Its con-
tents

"

Ko.slov waved him to siletice. and
picked up the papers that were before
him.
"So you killed Sergei because he tried

to force you into marriage ?" he said
to Anna. " By shooting him ?"

"Yes." she leplied, in a low voice.
Koslov drummed on the desk with his

fingers for several minutes.
" Ivan Pa\lovna, you are sometliing of

a fool." he said slow ly. " When the
revolution came \ou allied your.self
against the forces of the Soviet, and that
act resulted in your being separatixl from
your wife. She has been exposed to all

kinds~of dangers m consequence. Don't
yon think it would be wiser to forget
these imperiali.stic principles of yours,
and place your.self in a position where
you can look after her?"
"I do not understand." said Ivan.
"Then I will explain my.self further."

said Koslov. "The Soviet requires men
like you. for you are better suited to our
needs than men such as Peter Sergei.
Although he was our spy, he was not
to be trusted. He was a traitor ! He
preferred keeping a secret document for
his own purposes rather than hand it,

over to this department."
"But the Sovi<'t " protested Ivan.
"The Soviet is no worse than the

imperialist regime," .said Koslov evenly.
"If you think liack, you will know that
this is true. No country that is well
governed could ever be overthrown like
we overthrew Russia. The imperial rule
was thoroutrliK bad.
"You, Ivan Pavlovna. have the

interests of Russia at heart. I know it.

.'^o have I. Therefore I am going to

.suggest to you that, instead of interfer-
ing in pelitical affairs, you help us to
build up our industries. We need men
with brains. Well, what do you say?"
Ivan was silent. The instincts of

loyalty to the late C/.ar still held him.
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Koslov noted the hesitation, and
turned away from him.
"Anna Pavlovna," ho said quietly,

"you stand accused of the murder of a
Tcheka agent. You say you shot him."
He half rose to his feet and fhiunped the
desk with his fist. " Why do you lie to

me ?" he shouted.
"She didn't kill him," Ivan broke in,

rushing across the room to Anna's side.

"I tell you she didn't! It was I who
.shot him !"

Koslov's fist crashed on to the desk
once niore.

" You are l.\ ing. too I" he said.

"Both of you are lying. Do you think
I am president of the Tcheka for
nothing? I know everything, I tell you
—everything !"

He stood looking at their astounded
faces for a few seconds, then went on

:

"Bah, I'm tired of you both!" he said.

"I offer >ou both every chance of happi-
ness together, and you stand there and
tell nie lies ! You are typical Russians.
You cannot run your own private lives

properly, whkh is why you have to have
men like me in power. We have to run
them for you." He sat down heavily.
"The court will stand while I pronounce
judgment."
There was a movement through the

room as everyone present stood up. The
president waited until all was quiet.
"Anna I'avlovna, you have been

brought before me for sentence for a
crime you did not commit," he began.
"You, Ivan Pavlovna. have also con-
fessed to the same crime. Both of you
think to shield the other. But Peter
Sergei was not shot. He was stabbed
in the back bv a knife, and the pistol

that Anna Pavlovna was holding was ono
which Sergei fired himself in his own
.self-defence when attacked in his room.
The murderer was a young street urchin
named Petya."
"Pet\a!" exclaimed Anna, with

sudden relief.

"Sergei wounded Petya at the time of

the crime, and Petya died, confessing
beforehand." Koslov continued. "Thu*
has justice been done." He turned to
Ivan sternly. "You. Ivan Pavlovna, are
found guilty of conspiring against the
Soviet, however, and on that charge I

have decided to commit you."
Ai,na started forward.
"No, no!" she ti'ied, remembering

the scene outside when voices all day
long had been saying: "I had him shot.

.Sentence confirmed." "No—not that!"
"I sentence you to Siberia for life."

said Koslov. "Not to the salt mines as

a political prisoner, however, but as

manager of the gold mines at Sverd-
lovsk. There vou will work out your
own destinies as servants of your coun-
try, neither caring whether it is under
imperialistic or Soviet rule. You will

take your wife and child with you. and
you wil! receive ll'.e classification of

Worker, Grade A."
He motioned to Iiis secretary.
"Lead them out," he ordered. "Seo

that they are put on ttie train for Siberia
to-morrow morning, and .see also that
the bov goes with them. The court is

clo.<^ed."

Ivan and Anna went to the door,
knowing that i< was no good trying to
express the deep gratitude that whs in

their hearts. As they reached it. the
voice of Koslov stopped them for tho
last time.
"Remember." he called warningly,

" no more secret h>tters ! The spies of
the Tcheka are everjwhere!"
Ivan nodded and went out, with Anna

clinging to his arm. 'Ihe door cloe^d ^

softly behind them.

(By permission of the Fox Film Co.,

Ltd., starring Kay Johnson, Freddie
Frederick, and Neil Hamilton.)
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FSREBRAND JORDAN."!..t

(Contimied torn page 20.)
t

rock-, wlieic Firebrand remounted.
Il.are was nothing to be .=:een of Spike,

and there was no time to look for him.

Fircbraud rode on till He came to a

bhallow piaee where the river might be

folded and rhc road regained.

Tony, meanwhile, had encountered

Hank, who lay in wait for him, hi.«

own mount having gone lame. Hank
rose up from behind a rock, command-
iiig Tony to dismount, and enforcin.o

his command with the aid of a six-

shooter.

Tony, having no alternative, de-

scended, ami Hank endeavoured to ride

away on the mule. But Blos.som had
her own views concerning who should

ride her, aiKl speedily deposited Hank
in a bush; whereupon Tony .swooped

down , on him, struck him violently on

the head with the butt of hi.s gun, and
regained his .steed.

The Downfall of a Crook.

HAMPTON, in the car with the two
' girls, had by thi.s time reached

the legion known as Painted

Rock. The road had become a mere
track ; tlie track became a sandy ravine,

opening out into a big hollow littered

with rails and sheds and trucks. The
mine was reached!

Straight up to a cabin Hampton drove,

waving away a dozen men wlio came
streaming out from the buildings. He
turned to Joan.

'^Well, here we are,'' he said. "You'll

find your dad in there, and I'll be with

you in a minute."
The two girls jumped down from the

car and ran eagerly into the cabin.

Hampton beckoned to one of the men.
"Listen," he said, "there's a guy

coming up the trail 1 want you to get.

He's a ranger!"
"All right, boss," replie<l the man.

And then; "Here comes Red!"
Red was riding furiously toward-

theni out from tli6 pass.

"The sheriff and his posse are coni:

iiig!" he shouted.
Hampton, in a panic, called the rest

of the men together.

"The sheriff mustn't get here till

we've destroyed the evidence," he said.

"You boys got your guns? Well,

throw plenty of lead into them—we can
ahvays say it was a mistake. You. Red.
go with Mart and Steve and Jake and
drop the printing-plant down the shaft."

Red and the three men thus named
ran to a row of wooden sheds near the
entrance to the mine; the rest made
for a corral, where they saddled and
mounted their hor.ses. Hampton went
with them, urging them to hurry, and
it was not till they had ridden away
that he went back to the cabin.-

The door was bolted from within.

"Open the door!" he cried furiously.

But the command was not obeyed, and
finally, in a temper, he forced it open.
A chair descended upon his head as

he entered, and he staggered backwards.
Joan was standing there with another
chair upraised, while Peggy was clin.g-

in.g to an elderly, white-haired man who
was .shrinking back again.st the wall.

"Put that»diiwii!" shouted Hampton.
"Don't be foolish, Joan!"
"But you're holding iny falhei

pri.soner!" stormed Joan. "He's toUi

us so!"
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"I've come here to help your father,"

snapped Hampton, drawing Jiis gun.
"Put that chair down and be sensible!"

Reluctantly Joan set the chair on its

legs, and Hampton opened the door of

an inner room.
"Get in there, both of you girl.s!" he

oixlered. "I want to talk to your dad."
Peggy went obe<liently enough, but

Joan refused point-blank to budge. The
outer door swung wide and Red stepped

into the room.
"Hallo, chief," he said, "I "

"All right," interrupted Hampton.
"Look after Miss Joan, here."
He took a sheet of paper and a foun-

tain-pen from his pocket and lield them
out to Judd Howe, while Joan regarded
Red with contemptuous astonishment.
"Sign this!" barked Hampton.
Judd Howe took the sheet of paper

and read what was written on it.

"But I can't sign this," he said de-

fiantly. "You've used my mine for your
ov.ii purposes—you've kept me a prisoner
here, and starved me because I won't
sell it to yoTi—and now want me to

sign a confession that I've been making
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counterfeit notes! Alter the name and
sign the thing yourself!' And he Hung
the paper at his captor.

"You'll sign that or <lie!" threatened
Hampton. But the barrel of a Colt

struck him violently in the back.

"He won't!" shouted Red fiercely.

"Give me that gun of yours, or I'll

burn a hole in your ribs!"

Hampton swung round in amazement,
dropping his gun.
"You

—

j/oti " he gasped.

"Yes," said Red quietly. "Pick tip

that gun. Miss Joan, will you?"
Joan needed no second telling. She

stooped and picked up the weapon.
"You fool!" howled Hampton. "This

is our only chance ! Why arc vou doing
this?"

"The.se people have always treated me
white, Hampton," replied Red. "I may
be a fool, but I think a heap of ]Miss

Joan and her sister, and you're not
going to puli stuff like this."

He turned to Joan.

"Step outside, will you?" he said.
" And take your dad and Miss Peggy
with you. I want to talk private to

this coyote!"
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From beyond the ravine came the

sOLUid of firearms; Hampton's men and
the sheriff and his posse were engaged
in battle. Joan called to Peggy, and
they went out with their father into

the simlight.

Joan cried out with joy. Firebrand
had just ridden up to the cabin and
was in the act of dismounting.

"Y'ou're all right, then, honey?" he
greeted her.

"Hampton's a crook!" cried Joan.

"He •

"I know all about i^" broke in Fire-

brand. "I was only afraid I wouldn't

get here in time. Where is he now?"
"In there. Red's with him—he saved

us."
" You .stay here with your dad and

your sister. I'll get him!"
He plunged into the cabin; but the

cabin was cmptj'.

Through an open window at the back

Firebrand caught sight of Red, riding

away towards a steep hill behind the

mine, over which a fugitive might hope
to escape.

The rattle of gunfire had died away;,

and now the sheriff and some of his

followers were riding through the

ra\inc, while others out beyond it were

rounding up those who had defied the

law and survived.

Firebrand climbed out through the

window and looked about him. A move-
ment by the jow of sheds attracted his

attention, and, gun in hand, he made
for them.
Tony came riding into the hollow on

lii.s mule, while the sheriff was talking

to Judd Howe and the girls. He
dropped from the saddle and went up
to the group.
"Have you seen my boss. Firebrand

Jordan?" he inquired anxiously.

"Please tell me, have you seen him?"
"He went in the Oh, there he

is!"

It was Joan who had spoken, and the

tone of her voiciB had changed utterly

as she saw Firebrand coiuing- towards

them, driving Hampton before him—

a

very crestfallen Hampton, con.siderably

the worse for wear.

"Well, sheriff," said Firebrand cheer-

fully, "this is the man you've been
looking for. Put the 'cuffs on liim!"

"With the greatest of pleasure," re-

sponded the sheriff, and whipped out n

[lair of hamlcuffs. "Say, Hampton,"
iie remarked grimly, as he seized the

wrongdoer's wrists and manacled them,
"you've given me an awful lot of

trouble to-day!"
"Guess your troubles are mostly over,"

said Firebrand to Joan, slipping his

arm round her waist and leading her

away. "I want to tell you something
that's on my mind."
T<jny. looking anxiously for his

"boss," wandered in and out of the row
of the sheds, lying on a stack of paper
which had been intended for conversion

into counterfeit notes.

He went out with it—and there was
Firebrand, .standing under a tree with his

arm round Joan and his lips on hers.

Delightedly Tony sat down on an
empty crate to play them a serenade.

But unfortunately for him ho had choSen
a spot directly beneath a galvanised

iron pipe attached tg a stove inside the

shed, and a.5 he raised the guitar to

tune its .strings the neck came into

contact with the pipe—and a .'hower of

soot descended upon his head

!

(By permission of Filmophone Renters,

Ltd.. featuring Lane Chandler, Aline

Goodwin and Yakima Canutt.)
'

Aiigu.st Ut, l'J31.
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! "MONSTERS OF THE DEEP."

T (Coutiuued Irom page 24.) I

Tlie Di.spatcli "^vu- ciintiously stoLTcd

tow aids ihe scone of the commotion in

the watoi', and as it drew nearer the men
aboard her saw Avliat resembled more
than anything else a i>arll> -submerged
monoplane.
To have drawn too close to the mon-

ster would have been fatal, and pre-

sently Poncho gave the signal to shut off

all power. He was now -within striking

dist<ince, and all at once those on the
deck saw him lift hi-; arm and sway back
a little.

Conflict.

Trili harpoon flasiied from l^oncho's

hand, and Austin and liis com-
panions saw it hurtle througli ihe

iiir. with the lino trailing behind it.

• The Mexican's aim was Tuieriing.

With tremendous force the missile chove
deep into the monstrous demon of the
sea, wliich had terrorised the shores of

Margarita Island.

The creature gave an enormous leap,

;ind just for a moment those on the
Dispatch saw the .queer, crown-like head,
the cavernous and toothless mouth, and
the two sinister horns. Then it was off

like a racehorse, running out a mile
of line in no time.
The Dispatch followed it at full speed,

and had almost conre up w ith the devil

lisii when the brute began to dive. He
«as eigiit feet below the surface when
Poncho loosed another harpoon.
Next instant the sea was lashed to

foam and the Dispatch almost swamped
by that maddened denizen of the deep.
Then away it went once more, and the
lieavy inch-rope attached to the harpoon
paid out like lightning.

To have made fast the harpoon lines

would have been tutile, for they would
liave snapped like threads under the
.strain. An empty gasolene drum was
lixed to one of them, therefore, and
rhiown overl'ioard, to float on the sea
lud act as a check.
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The monster pnuned in its flight not

long afterwards, and Austin and Poncho
scrambled into the rowing-boat to pick

up the hue and take in slack. It was a

hazardous bi^hiess, for there was every

likelihood that ihe devil lisli might luin

at an,\ moment and charge the ship.

Holding on to tlic line, Poncho and
Austin were p\dled through the sea at

tiTrific pace as the nianta took it into

its heiul to set ofT once more. The row-
ing-boat, leaping and bounding over the
waves, -vvas dragged along like a toy

craft hitched to a speed launch.

The i")ispalch kept fairly close along-

side, and it wa^ as well thai she did, for

almost without v\arning Poncho's fear

that the nianta might charge was
realised.

Wheeling, the brute ploughed through
the watei- at an incredible speed, and
Poncho and Austin rowed desperately

for th.e motor-launch. They were
sc:arcely- aboard when the nianta was at

the bows.
Witli a mighty heave it threw one of

its gigantic, sail-like fins over the rail

of the Dispatcii, and for one l)reath-

iaking moment it roemed as if the craft

would be dravyn under the surface. The
monster's greenish, bloodshot eyes
glared evil, and i's mouth, greater in

girth than two full-grown men, opened
cavernously. Then the brute slipped

from the rail and veered away.
Yet it was only after eleven liours'

fighting that the giant (ish was finally

conquered and towed back to Margarita
Island, where special tackle had to be
rigged to gauge its dimensions.

It weighed four thou.sand and two
hundred pounds, this terror of men as

well as fish.
•

Thus, with a mission aceompli-lieil. the

crew of the Dispatch.sailed away, leav-

ing tlie inhabitants of Margarita Island

hi high spirits.

As Riley, the Irish cook, observed
poeticall.v

:

'"The kids can swun around the shoie.

An' the settlement has fish galore.

For tile monster ?v the deep )> no
more."

(By permission of the W. & F. Film
Service, Ltd.)
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!" UNDER TEXAS SKIES."!

quietly,

rustlers.

(Continued trom page 8.1 I
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"Tills guy belongs to the

and this i)lacc is their hang-._ ^ IS their „ ,.

out. He would have Slippwl Miss Joan'.s

horses over the border long before you

could have di.-<'overed that his draft was

a fake. That'.- why 1 .sorter got moving
my.selfl ' The ])intos brought along

yinger Martin, and, uell, I guess that

ends it
!''

"Who the thump are you?" de-

manded iSheiifl Moody in amazement.
"Him? His monicker is Bainbridge,

and he, like Jack Hartford and your.H

truly, belongs to the .Secret .Service.''

put in Singer Martin cheerfully. "Say.
sherifl, there's a bunch of tough guy^
in one of the outhouses—sort of i-eachiu'

for the skies. Gue.ss yoyr lioys liad

better collect them. Sorter ru.stler3, I'ni

thinkin"!''

Back at the C'iirle A a det'idedly le«».

grim Rankin faced Joan Prescott. There
was 110 steel in his eyes then; only a

softness that she could under-staml.

"Guess 1 made a mistake," slie.inui-

mure<:l.

"Guess I can't have you makifigr any
more like it." lie said, with moc-U

severity. "I'm sorier willing to stay

around llie.-e part* and keep an eye on
your horses—if yoii just say the

word "

The strong man's voice welil off ill i»

feeble effort that might have been ex-

cused had he been attemjitiug to utter

them under the embrace* of the late

unlarnente<] Dummy.
And if she answered Jiiin in words it

could only have been by a miracle, for

their lips had met as she suddenly
raised her head.

Circle A was assure<l, then, of jieace-

ful days under the glorious Texas skies,

(By permission of the British Lion Cor-

poration, Ltd., starring Bolt Custer and
Natalie Kingston.)
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*^THE KID FROM ARIZOHA/'
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" The Code ot Honour."

Jack Cardigan, Maliloii Haniiltou ;

Doris Bradfic-kl. Doris Hill; Nosey,
Jiiiiiiiy Aubrey ; Tom Bradliekl,
Stanley Taylor ; Harden, Robert
Urayes ; Slack, Harry Holden : Mr.
Bradfield, Lafo McKee ; Sheriff

Smyth, William Dyer.

" The Kid From Arizona."

•Jack Allen. .Jack Pirriti; Doris Shel-
don, Josephine Hill; Bruce Rcod,
Robert Walker ; .ludgc Sheldon, Henry
Roquemorc ; Red Sanndcrs, George
Chesebro; Slats, Bennv Corbett; Star-

light, Himself.

Making Bobby Coogan Angry.

When the light scene in "Skippy
was being filmed, it proved an exceed-
ingly didicult matter to get Bobby
Coogan to " go for " Jackie Searle as

ho should have done. The two were
good friends, and Bobby was reluctant
to hurt his chum. The scene was taken
inoro than once, but always the fight

lacked realism.
"You've got to hit him, Bobby,

""

ordered his father.

'I can't. I like liim,"' answered
Bobby simply.
Then Coogan. senior had an idea. He

recalled that, at one time, when Jackie
Coogan used to call his kid brother
"chicken," it greatly angered Robert.
So Father Coogan went to Jackie
Searle' and whispered in iiis car. Then
when the cameras started grinding
eigitin for another "retake,"' Jackie
Scarlc pur up his fists and called out :

"Come on an' fifjiil now, you little

chicken!'' >

Bobby's face flushed angrily.
"You call mo that again and I'll bust

you !" lie retorted.

"Yah! Chicken, chicken, chiilen !''

rf-jwatcd Jackie teasingly.

That was enough for Bobby. He
sailed in and fought his chum in real

eai-nest. There was no need to take
the scone again after this. The only
thing the Paramount cutters regretted
was in hiving to slice out the part
where Jackie Searle goaded Bobby by
yelling' "'chicken."

Hollywood's Most Famous " Extra."

The mo>t famous dress-suit extra and
bit player in Hollywood is Adolph
Fajlauer.
He has eaten uiore movie Vwnquets,

diunk more coloured water from cham-
pagne glasses, and worn out more dress-

suits for picture purposes than any
olher man in Hollywood.

F'aylauer is Hollywood's most dis-

tinguished extra. When casting
tliroctors start to work to (ill the places
at a big banquet, a mo\ ie wedding, an
exclusive flimicr. or a fasliiomtble scene,
tliey innncdiately call for Faylaucr.

lie i.s so popular that casting
directors have to speak for his services
long in advance—somethina: that can't
be said of mn>t (>Ntras aiul bit players.
His mO'-t lecent cnKag(Vnent was in

the big scenes of Marilyn Miller's
August 8th, 1931.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

BERNARD NEDELL
in

"SHADOWS."
He fled from America because rival

gangsters put him " on the spot," and in
England continued his liie of crime, bnt
eventually the jealousy of his lientenant
and the pluck of a boy brought about his

undoing. A stirring drama of London's
underworld.

" BEYOND THE LAW."
Cowboys, horse rustlers, action, eavalry,
fighting, a beautiful heroine, a shy hero

—

and what a story ! Starring Robert
Frazer and Louise Lorraine.

" JAILBIRDS."
A screaming larce of two buddies who
find themselves in a prison. Are the
warders pleased to have their company ?

Read this yarn and you will see. Oliver
Hardy and Stan Laurel at their best.

starring production, "Sunny," First
Nationial's forthcoming release. He was
one of the guests at the shipboard wed-
ding. Ho was also one of those at the
fashionable sunnuer resort.

P'aylaucr has scarcely any time in be-
tween i)ictures, and he commands top
prices for this sort of work.
In his ten years of pictures he has ap-

peared in more than 700 films, and he
lias a complete record of the ca>t and
director, and what he did in each.
His selection is no mere accident. He

is German by birth, nnd University
educated. He speaks four langmigcs
perfectly. He has travelled extensively,

and is the author of a large numh(>r of
short stories which he writes under a
pen name.
Because of his education and travel he

fits perfectly into any fashionable
scene.

Faylauer e>timates (hat he has raten
more than 400 movie banquets. Now a
movie banquet, be it known, is not one
of those affairs you attend for one even-
ing. Not at all. They usually last

thrill- or four days. Scenes have to be
taken a number of timi-^, and from

different angles. Then there arc many
scenes necessary at each banquet table.

And' in each case the banqiietecrs must
eat.

" One eats something on the average
of every half-hour," he says. "It is

rather strenuous on the digestion,

especially as the food, originally hot,

soon gets cold."
Faylauer wear.s oitt on the average

four suits of evening clothes a year
—all before the camera. He wears
them so much for screen purposes that

ho doesn't vi-ant to see one otherwise,
and never goes out in real life in cven-
iiig clothes. He estimates that lie has
discarded fifty top hats in the past ten
years—where the average man rarely

owns one. and never wears one out.

He is always in demauel for wed-
dings, and has witnessed the screei»

marriage of nearly every movie hero
and heroine in Hollywoo<l. The ship-

board wedding .scene of "Sunny " was
the most unusual fashionable wedding,
he says, and Miss Miller's gown the
most goi-gpous he has ever seen. Ho is

now greatly in demand for foreign
version pictures. He like.'j picture
work, he says, beeaii,«e it gives him
ample time to write. He does not write
about Hollywood, and keeps his pen
name a secret.

Leslie Fuller Proves that There's Nothing
Like Fighting for Film Fame.

Here is « little incident which
occurred during the prothiction of the
breezy British comedj , "What A
Night," that demon.strates that life

among the film people isn't all ro.ses.

By no means.
The story of " What A Night " con-

cerns an enterprising, if rather tactless,

conmiercial traveller who puts up for
the night at a supposedly haunted inn.

Various terrors, trials and tribulations
assail him. which lead up to a clinwix
in which aforesaid traveller catches a
crook.

Leslie Fuller, of vaudevilfe fam^. and
Syd Courteney take the leading roles in

the pictm-e. Fuller is a traveller, and
Courteney is the crook.

In the final stages of the picture a
terrific battle is waged in the tap-room
of the inn. and this is where we come
to the point. Fuller and Courteney
were supposed to indulge in throwing
bottles, tankards, and in one case ' an
axe at each other.

For a time all went smoothly ; but on
one occasion Fuller, who used to bo a
boxing champion, became a triffo too
realistic, and the fight developeif into

a real "rough house.' Fuller sustained
a nasty cut on the head and a bruise on
the temple—gore flowing easily—whir*t
Courteney received a dislocated finger

and a bum)) the size of an egg!
But Monty Banks, the director of tfie

picture, tlid not interfere. He simply
went on calmly shooting the film, and
afterwards cheerfully informed the
stars that he'd taken the fight sequcnee'
perfectly !

(Contiiiaed on page 38.^
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A gambler, falsely accused of murder, eludes pursuit and gets a job on a ranch, where he
turns the tables on a despicable rogue. Action—adventure—romance—in a grand

Western thriller. Starring Mahlon Hamilton and Doris HilL

Hunted !

IN the wild country of the West,
where men settle their disputes by
the speed <ind dexterity with whieh

they use a six-gun, a cowpuncher being
chased by lialf a score of other men was
not exactly novel.
The thudding of liorses. the wild

cries of angry men, and the occasional
burst of gunfire were nioie or less every-
day occurrences. It was only now and
again that such matters attracted atten-
tion.

But when one man was chased by tho
.sheriff and his posse, who flogged their
horses to get the last ounce from them,
anybody who happened to be a witness
of the chase sat up and took a lot of
notice.

Yet nobody but Jack Cardigan's own
particular pal saw the desperate ride
lie put in to escape coming to grips with
Sheriff Smyth and his deputies.
Cardigan was a hunted man. and this

was not the first ride he had to put in

to maintain the freedom which was now
so very dear to him.
He had been riding rather aimlessly

along the trail south when he first

spotted Sheriff Smyth and the posse.
Thereafter the aimless ride became a
desperate dash for life.

Bang went Cardigan's spurs into hi.«i

mount's side, and once he brought his
leather heavily across the horse's neck.
Then, with knee and voice, he urged
the horse to do its best.

The trail became one cloud of thick
dust as a dozen pairs of hoofs cut tho
baked ground of the trail, and with
Smyth and the po.s.se only a few
hundred yards lichind the fleeing Car-
digan, the cloud raised by the fugitive's
horse was as fine a guide as could have
been thought of

None real i.sed this bette.- tlinn Cardi-
gan him.self, ^ind it v\;is in sheer

desperation tiiat he turned off the flat

trail and galloped hard over the plain.
But the trad of dust was no less.

Clouds of it rose under every pounding
hoof, and the sheriff h.id nothing to do
but ride like a man possessed and
follow the du.sty, tell-tale trail. His
men. opening out a little in order to

see the better, had nothing to worry
about in whatever amount of dust they
made.
Once Smyth let out a couple of bullets

info tlie forward cloud, but he hit

nothing.
Cardigan hoard the bullets -whizzing

through the air at the moment ns ho
felt his horse stumble for a fraction of

ii second, pick up, and gallop on. But
the speed was diminishing—the posse
was coming up hand over fist.

"Here—get—up!" he blurted out.

"Come on, boy! Show 'cm how you
can travel ! Come on !"

Bang !

Another bullet whistled its way
through space, to be followed a second
later by another. Tlie report tliis time
was very much louder to Cardigan, and
his heart boat fast as he realised that
the chase was nearly up.

He crashed through some driod-up
bushes in a frantic effort to get away
from the sun-baked ground which
yielded so much dust, but the posse was
too near. They could see him whether
or not the dust arose.
Cardigan looked round with frantic

eyes. Up the plain wa.s a cliff edge,
over which he could not ride without
certain fatal results to his horse, if not
to himself. On his right was the much-
travelled, dusty load. On his left was
a small wood, and it was for this that

he cut.

It was a desperately near thing, for

every moment now his own horse was
getting slower and .slower in its stride.

Tliat stumble had done some damage
which Cardigan dared not 8top tc

examine.
There was only one thing for it. He

had to chance his luck in the wood.
But the moment he shot into tho

bushy fringe his horse changed its legs
and neariv fell for the second time.

It was lame !

Instinct more than anything else

made Jack Cardigan look up despcr
ately. Behind him thudded the posse,

the crashing hoofs ever coming nearer
and nearer.
Above him was a tree, with a bough

tlwit was astonishingly friemlly in ap-
pearance. And Cardigan jerked him-
self on to the bough as his horse passed
beneath it. swung himself up, and got
amidst tlie foilage.

For one frightful second he thought
his horse was going to stop directly

under the Ijough. and announce to the

whole of the posse that its late rider
was somewhere but a few jards away.
But. fortunately for Cardigan, his horse,
relieved of the weight of its rider, and
doubtless urged by the sound of tho

approaching liorsemen, galloped oti

faster than ever.
It had only charged into the thickest

part of the wood a few setoiids before
the posse caiiie pounding upon the
scene.-
" Who—whoa—er

'"

Sheriff Smyth brought his horse upon
its haunches with one pull of his reins.

and the remainder of tho posse followed
his example.
"Thet was sure Jack Cardigan," said

tho sheriff between his teeth. "There
ain't a '(luncher in the district who
could lead us a tarnation caper like

this. Where's he gone? Thet's tho
question !"

As if to help his brain. Smyth with-
drew from his pocket one of the long

August 8lb, 1931.
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cheroots for wliicli he was quite funious.
He ilid not liglit it. ' Ho simply poked
it against his set teeth, tapped his lips

with it and rephjced it in liis pocl<et.
" Yoti bo}-s scout around and try tind

head him ofi' !" lie ordered. "Guess 111

ride straight through and trail that hoss
of his, an' git it wise that he's Jack
Cardigan !"

The posse rode off without another
word, and Sheriff Smyth dug in his

own spurs and cut into the thick bush,
leaving Jack Cardigan, listening in-

tently, upon the bougli of tlie tree.

He gave tliem a full minute to get
away before he dropped to the ground
and gave a short, soft whistle. A
moment later he had dodged behind a

Irce as there sounded the rattle of hoofs
and the breaking of twigs just ahead.

It was another ten seconds before ho
knew that his whistle had attracted his

own horse and not the posse, but it was
only three seconds more before he had
leapt into the saddle and dashed off in

the opposite direction to that taken by
Sheriff Smyth and his boys.

His hope of escape was short-lived.

The moment he struck open plain ho
knew that, for a bullet whistled past
his head a full second before he heard
the report of the gun that fired it.

Again his spurs went home, and again
the gallant horse answered his urgent
oall. But the lameness was there

—

Ca.rdigan could feel it in the uneven
manner in which the animal's hoofs
struck the ground.
The shot brought the posse round

from the other side of the wood and
the sheriff from the middle. Cardigan
liissed savagely through his teeth.

"It's the cliff, boy!" he muttered
desperately. "We're not going to be
caught yet \"

He was riding for tlie cliff edge as he
spoke, and it was not until lie was with-
in ten yards of it that lie held hard on
the reins and dragged his game mount
to a walk.
Bang ! Bang

!

Two more reports settled any hesita-

tion he had momentarily felt as he
looked down the steep sides of the cliff

base. He had to take chances now, for
I here was definitely no escape if he
turned again. The posse had spread
right out and covered every po.ssi,blc

way to freedom save that which lie

directly in front.

His spurs went home, his horse f?ung
up his head and dilated its eyes as it

felt its front feet pushing space. A
second later the animal was sliding un-
steadily down the cliff, sending clouds
of chalky dust into the air, crashing
through bushes until its rigid legs
simply could not keep him upright.
Down upon its side went the horse,

and Cardigan was flung from the saddle
(o continue the slide on his own account.
Up on the cliff top the posse pulled

up, to gaze with fascinated eyes and
gaping mouths at what they thought
must be the end of the hunted man and
his gallant horse.
Nobody spoke. Even the sheriff did

nothing but take out a cheroot, tap his
teeth witli it, and watch with unblink-
ing^ eyes.

Far down the cliff the rolling horse
and man jiuc more and more space be-
tween them. Yards had still to be
covered before the va,llcy plain was
iciiqhcd, and there, in the opinions of
the posse, the hunted man would lie

until he Wxis, jjicked up—a mangled,
broken corpse.
The clouds of dtist drifted lazily away

against the side of the cliff, and disap-
pe^ired in the atmosphere. Far below,
a black, shapeless nuiss, which was the
horse, rolled on to the plain and lay
till, to be joined a second later by
iluguet 8th, JO.Sl.
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another shapeless mass, which was Jack '

Cardigan.
"Boys, guess we'd better go and pick

him up !

' said Sheriff Smyth, and shook
his head. " That there Cardigan sure
deserved a better fate ! It was a tough
ride he chose !"

The posse nodded, and turned their
horses slowly back to the trail which
would take them down into the valley.

A Shock for the Sheriff.
"' "\Y/ELL tarnation burn me !'W That wys Sheriff Smyth's ex-

clamation as he led the posse
round the bend into the trail and gazed
into the valley.

For there was no sign of Cardigan or
his horse !

"They's hooked it !" he added, and bit

viciously at a cheroot he dragged from
his pocket. " Tarnation burn mc !

They's hooked it !"

" That sure was a tough ride !

"

agreed one of the posse. " Seems some-
how as his pal brought a bit of help.

Ho cut off down the trail, sheriff, when
wo rode fer Cardigan."

"Sure, we ain't got notliiu' on him,"
said Smyth, with another vicious bite.

"But, say! Clip along the trail, two
of you. You others ride open and
search the valley. I'm jus' kinder set

on fating in that Jack Cardigan. Meet
you by the narrow bush trail !"

He himself rode slowly forward,
thinking hard. Jack Cardigan had a
reputation for pluck, and a tinge of

admiration was in the sheriff's breast

for the desperate ride Cardigan had
chosen, but which had served him so

well.

Ho was down amongst the valley

bushes in a few seconds, and here he
dismounted from his white horse and
chewed thoughtfully at another
cheroot. He was angry that Cardigan
had somehow or other given them the
slip in the woods before risking that
diving ride down the cliff face—the

fugitive must have been within inches
of them at one time !

His horse pricked up its ears sud-
denly and stared through the busiios,

its whole bearing that of rapt atten-

tion. Sheriff Smyth looked at it, fol-

lowed its gaze lazily, expecting to see

one of his own men riding in to repprt.

But it was not one of his own men
who came.

It was Jack Cardigan, walking his

horse ! And the horse was helplessly

lame in its riglit fore foot !

In a flash Smyth had drawn his gun
and had jjressed clo.se to the bushes by
which Cardigan must come.

"It was sure rough that you should
pick up a stone after giving them a

show-down like you did," Cardigan was
saying. "That was a tough ride,

partner, but I just had to do it. We'll
get that stone out soon as we see the
posse shift heme "

"Stick 'em up—and keep 'em up!"
snapped Smyth, as he suddenly poked
his gun out of the bushes and followed
it himself. "Right up, Jack Cardigan!''

Cardigan thrust up his hands—it was
no use arguing with a sheriffs gun.
"You're Jack Cardigan (J.K. ?"

asked Smyth bluntly.
(Cardigan nodded.
"Card sharper and gambler—wanted

for nnu'der of a greenhorn !" said the
sheriff, in his most official manner. " 1

got that on you, Cardigan."
"Listen, sheriff— I ain't no mur-

derer!" said Cardigan hotly. "Why, I

never carry a gini ! I admit I got a
bit off that greenhorn, *but I didn't

shoot him. I tell you, I don't carry a
gun !"

Smyth looked down at the plain
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leather belt around Cardigan's waist,
hesitated, and then shook his head.
"They've got it good and proper on

you, Cardigan, and you've gotta come
with me," he said. "You sure ain't

got a gun showing now, but it ain't

like Sheriff Smyth to take risks. I'm
gonna put the steel on you—lower your
liands !"

His gun was still held forward as he
reached for his handcuffs, which were
hanging upon his own belt. And the
gun was within an inch of Jack
Cardigan's cliest—for a second.
The next second it was knocked

down, and a grip like a vice fastened
itself upon the sheriff's gun hand.
"I don't want to break your wrist,

sheriff, 'cos I ain't got nothing against
you," said Cardigan grinily. "But
something is going to happen if you
don't drop that gun !"

"I'll sure blow you *' hooted
Smyth, and gasped as that vice tight-

ened.
His fist came round with the whole

force of his body behind it, but in a
flash Cardigan liad changed his position
until he could wrench the gun from tho
sheriff's hand, dodging the blow neatly

as he moved.
A moment later the gun was on the

ground, and sheriff and fugitive wero
at grips. But Cardigan was a big man
—inches taller than the .sheriff. The
struggle was but of short duration.
With a sudden hefty push Cardigan

sent the sheriff back against the buslies,

and in a flash liad picked up the gun.
The tables were turned then.
"Sorry I'll have to hold you up,

sheriff," said Cardigan calmly, "but,
as you say, they're reckoning they've
got something on me up north a bit. I

ain't riskin' my neck by sort of arguing
with them. And sorry, too, that I'll

have to borrow your horse."

"You'll be a tarnation sight sorrier

wlien my boys come round !" said
Smyth, with a watchful eye en his own
gun held so steadily in the fugitive's

liand. "That hoss of mine just ain't
no good, and the boys'll have you sure

as the sun goes down to-night !"

Cardigan smiled.
"Guess I know a good hcss when I

see one !" he said cheerfully.
A moment later he was up in the

.

sheriff's saddle, and the gun was tossed
twenty yards away into the bushes.
"I don't need that," said Cardigan

calmly. " S'long, sheriff !

"

"Poooooh!" grunted Smyth, in
deepest disgust.

He dragged viciously at the cheroots
in his pockets and flmig them to tho
ground with another expression of tho
deepest disgust as he failed to find one
that was not broken. And he was star-

ing at the spot where Cardigan had
di.sappeared when his men rode up two
minutes later.

"I get the drop on Cardigan," he
explained wrathfully. " Say, he's .sure

a cool guy ! But I reckon I'm gonna
have a talk with him one day—when I

git that hoss back ! It's the fastest hoss
m the district, and there's no tarna-
tion chance of catching him with tiio

start he's got ! Come bn, Slim, I'm
gonna have your saddle, and you can
git up behind one of the others ! And
don't nobody talk to .me, for I've got
nu^ mad up ! Busted my cheroots, he
did ! Waal, I sure have got somethin'
personal on him now !"

The boys forbore to grin—until the
sheriff's back was turned to them as he
rode ahead of them for home. Tho
shotting of the greenhorn had taken a
second place to the "busting" of the
clieroots now, and the posse had an
idea that they were going to be riding,

riding, riding, day in and day out.
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until Jiicl; Cardigan Iiad been brougJil

in.

Help Needed.

JACK CARDIGAN did not stop rid-

ing hard until his horse was blown,
,^ and a glance behind had satisfied

iiim that the sheriff had, for tlie time
being at least, given up the chase.
Even then, in order to make best

possible use of the relief thus granted
him. he only gave his horse an liour's

rest before again putting him to the
gallop. As much distance as possible
between him and the posse was his great

onibition. but. at the same time, he was
thinking hard about getting a job.

His horse was all right for food and
water, there being plenty of both even
in the plains. But Cardigan did not

fancy himself eating grass and drinking
out of hor.se pools

!

It was with something like another
relief, therefore, when he spotted far

down the trail the peaceful rising of

smoke from the chimneys of a hand-
sonic ranch-house.

"Gee, boy, see that smoke? That's
where you throw your saddle for a

spell!" he ejaculated. "What about
putting in a real nice burst so that the
owner can see what sort of horse I've
got w'ilh me. We want a job, and first

impressions c/>unt a high lot with rancli-

owners. Get goin' !"

Whether or not the horse underslood
did not matter. He certainly obeyed
.Cardigan's urging spurs and hands, and
cut down the trail at a speed Jack
Cardigan found exhilarating. SheriflF

Smyth had had a good Iiorse, and
fond as lie had been of his own horse,
the fugitive had to acknowledge that
the e.\change was much to his own
advantage.

Aliead, down by the ranch-house
entrance. Cardigan could see the figures
of two men. He hoped that one of
them was the owner, and that his
spectacular dash dcwn the trail was
being observed and admired. Cardigan
wanted a job, and. as he had said, first
inipre.s»ions were very important.
But the impressions those men were

destined to get were not exactly aa'
Cardigan anticiiiatcd. for witli startling
suddenness his horse put his foot in a
hole, sl-mbled dizzily, and before the
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fugitive knew what was happening, he
had been shot clean Oiit of the saddle.

He flew half a dozen feet through the
air. He saw the earth rushing towards
him, had a dazed impression that his

Iiorse had given a shrill whine of pain,
and something crashed straight between
his eyes.

That was all he knew for some
minutes.
By the time his scattered senses were

coming slowly, hazily back to him, lie

had been picked up by the two men
and was being half walked, half
dragged into the ranch-house.
"Hallo, boys, what's happened?" came

in a bUirrj', anxious tone fro'n the side

of the house.
Cardigan tried to pull himself to-

gether and explain, but it was one of

the boys who answered the question.

"This guy had a fall down the trail,

Miss Doris. Guess v/e'll sure have to

get those holes filled in."

"Take him to Tom's room, boys, and
do all vou can for him!"
"Sure!"

It was then that Jack Cardigan had
cleared his eyes suflTicieiitly to look at

the speaker. He found her interesting.

She was dressed very much as every
girl he saw out West dressed-^service-
able skirt, riding-boots, blouse and
scarf. But she was unquestionably the
prettiest flower Cardigan had ever seen,

and there was ample excuse for the

admiration (hat shone in his own eyes.

She smiled back at him—a sad sort

of smile that- was quit* out of i>lacc on
that pretty face. That impression flew

to Cardigan's brain and remained there.

"Thanks," he said slowly. "I guess
I can do with a bucket of water, miss.

And if one of your boys wouldn't mind
having a look at my horse—nasty
stumble that, and no horse, however
good, could have missed that hole.

Thanks, boj^sl"

The girl looked at the fugitive with
sudden, keen interest. He did not sp. ak
with the curt twang usuall)- found .vitli

cowpunchers. His voice was quiet,
and his words were clear and distinct.

Hi« smile, too, was somehow different.

"Well, what about that buckc-t of
water, boys?" she said, with another
smile. "Are you alone, stranger?"
"I was, at the time of the full,'' re-

plied Cardigan. "But somewhere down
the trail there's a partner oi mine. If

ho calls, niiss, I should like him to

know I am here. His name is Nosey."
She laughed, and his smile flickered

back at her, a smile which became
rather wan as he tottered sligiitly on
his feet.

"Get him away, boys," she said
hurriedly. "He's about all in!"
Cardigan was a tough man of the

plains, but that crash between the eyes
had more than shaken him up. It took
the attentions of the two boys for half
an houi* before he reckoned that he was
fit enough to bo left alone for a sleep.

It was two hours later tha*. he awoke,
with a lump on his forehead the size

of a chicken's egg and a splitting ache
between his eyes that was a constant
reminder of his somewhat undignified
cnti-^' ill those comfortable quarters.

He lay on the bed for another half
an hour, at which time Miss Doris
peeped into the room. She gave him
a smile when she saw that he was awake.
"Better?" she asked brightly.
"Sure^ and I'm much obliged," said

Cardigan, as he sat up.
"That's all right, stranger. My

father is downstairs, if you feel up to

going down to meet him; he is anxious
to know that you are all right,'' she
observed.
"Thanks. I'll come down."
It was a distinctly weak Jack

Cardigan, however, who walked slowly
down the wooden stairs to the large,

comfortable sitting-room.

At a table sat an elderly man, with
rancher stamped all over him. Upon
a chair, at the side of the table,

squatted, rather than sat, another
elderly man.
"I'm real sorry for you, Bradfield.

but my client insists that I go through
with it," the latter was saying. "If
you haven't got the documents to prove
jour claim, then we shall have to make
you get out."

"Take him to Tom's
room, boys, and do all

you can for him !
"

Au(?(rst Blti, I'JSi;
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' You ami Harden know full well that
this is my property, that my claim is

an honest one," said the rancher
warmly.
Cardigan hesitated. He did not like

to intrude, for there was something
going on tliat was no business of his.

At the same time, there was sometiiing
curiously pathetic about the whole
attitude of the rancher, wiiose name was
evidently Bradfield.

"Harden and 1 are your friends,

l?iadfield," put in the visitor. "At the

same time, no mail can afi'oid 'o ignore
cliances. Besides, Harden is quite keen
upon marrying your daighter, you
know, and he wants to see her pro-

vided for."

"Leave my daughter out of tlie argu-
ment, Slack," snapped Bradfield.
"Marrying is her own affair, and I'm
not going to suggest to her that she

marries fiarden just to get him to lay

off pressing for the land documents."

"Sure—sure!" agreed Slack. "But
that's how it is, Bradfield. If you can't

provide that document, Harden's in-

structions are to claim it iree land."

Bradfield nodded, his head drooping
until his chin al.nost touched his breast.

In that manner Slack lett him, and it

was then that Jack Cardigan stepped
slowly forward.

""I guess you're owner here, mister,"

he said quietly. "1 want to thank you
fpr your Jujspitality "

"That's all right, stranger," cut in

Bradfield, as he swung round. "Doris
told me about your fall. Gl>id to see

you're up and about. Travelliug far?"
"Just anywhere, but nowhere in par-

ticular," griimed Cardigan. Li;;d added
ilryly: "Much depends upon circum-
stances."

" Then why not stay here for a
couple of days, and give yourself a
fhance to get completely well," sug-
gested the genial rancher. " My house
is' alwnys open to those on the trail,

stranger, and there's always food and
rest foi' man and horse."
Cardigan hesitated.

'That's sure kind of you," he said

slowly, and looked towards the door
thiough which Slack had passed.

The doorway was suddenly filled

agiifn. A youngster ' came slowly in,

followed by Doris Bradfield, upon whose
face was again that wistful, sad ex-

pression Cardigan shad first noticed.

But it was Bradfield who broke the
sudden silence. '

."You have niet niy daughter,
stranger,'' he said affably. '"This is my
son Tom. Toni, meet- Mr. Cardigan.
He may be stopping here for a couple
of days. I've got to 'go to San
Francisco, stranger, but 1 guess Tom
will look after yon."' '

"St'ire," said 'Tom, with a slight nod
and one dismal glance at Caidigan.
He went out the . next " nioment, and

for a few seconds there was an uncom-
fortable silence iu'-the .room. ,.

"Guess I'll stop, mistei'," said Cardi-
gan suddenly. "I may be of" some help,

and able to repay yoii and your daughter
for the kindness shown nic."

"Good—now. all you Jiave to do is to

make yourself at home," said Bradfield
with sudden briskncs.s. "I've got to

go away, but I'll be back to have a
word with you before you take the
<rail."-.

Doris help(^l him pack his bag then
tind tlwre. The old man's face, bright
iMiough whilst offiM'ing Cardigan Llie

hoiprtality of (he ranch, ehaiigod alto-

g«llior as ihe minutes wont by. lie

sronicd to get older, his eyes less kfcii

and morn weary, his whole bearing that
of a iiNin who carries a big weight of
jospoiisibility.
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The girl was anxious, too. Her
pretty eyes were restless and constantly
moving from the bag-i>aeking to her
father, as if she were anxious hojv he
was faring.

And it was a full minuto after Brad-
field had gone that Jack Cardigan
spoke.
"Guess I couldn't help hearing a bit

of talk between your father and a man
called Slack, Miss Doris," iic said
slowly. "Trouble?"
She nodth'd.
"Slack is a lawyer, and he and the

saloon keeper, Harden, are claiming
that this property was never properly
bought, and there arc no deeds in
existence," she explained. "Fatlier has
gone to San Francisco, to the land
oflice. His only chance is that the deeds
of the property arc there. I—I hope he
gets them."

It was Cardigan's turn to nod.
"And your brother?" he said quietly.
"Tom? Oh—Tom?" she murmured,

and hesitated. " He's not long been
back from the East, and—and—he sees
ii lot of Harden. I hope everything is

all right."
Cardigan nodded again. It was not

a propitious moment to ask any more
questions. But he gained an idea that
a word with young Tom might do more
good than harm—later on.
That opportunity was not forthcom-

ing, in spite of the fact that Cardigan
was in and around the ranch for the
next two days, taking matters easy
until lie regained his strength. And it

was not because most of that time was
spent with Doris.
Tom was seen but very little; what-

ever it was that occupied his time,
occupied it eoniplctel.y. But, judging
by his piile cheeks and ever trembling
hands, his occupation was anything but
the hc.ilthy one ho could so easily
obtain on the cattle ranges.
On the third morning after Bradfield'.s

departure—and on the day he was ex-
pected back—Cardigan received some
really good news. Doris came in from
town and. went straight up to him as he
lounged by the corral.

"Your partner is down town," she
said.

"Nosey!" exclaimed Cardigan, and
griiHied happily. "Well, I guess I'll go
down and rouse him out, Miss Doris."
For onco he did not linger in her

company. He secured a hor.sc and rode
off at once.

The Documents.

NOSEY !"

That was Jack Cardigans
greeting—and it brought Nosey

from his thoughtful stare across the
plains with a jump.
. "Jack ! Gee ! I'm right glad to see
you're up !" exclaimed Nosey. "And

—

oh, .boy !"

;

, He chuckled as if thero were no such
things as sheriffs and sheriffs' posses in

that. part of the world. He was a jolly-

looking fi'llow, with a pair of twinkling
eye's,' a slight, soft, silky black mous-
tache, and, of course, a nasal append-
age of a size to account for his Jiick-

naine.
"Something good around here?" said

C;irdigan.

"Good!" ejaculated Nosey, and
brought out a roll of notes to rustle

them under Cardigan's eyes. "Gee

—

they're dead (-asy meat down here,

Jack! And If I can lift these greenbacks
in a few hours, what can you do?"
"Do?" echoed Cardigan, and

changed the subject with a sudden
burst. "Say, Nosey—seen anything of

a .v<w-ing chap down at the saloon

—

fellow about twenty, not in puncher's
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stuff, but in a lounge suit—sorter chap
from the East?"

""Sure—he was playing cards," said
Nosey instantly.

"At the saloon?"
"Sure—Harden"s place. Say, Jack,

those guys down there was just put
there to meet you. You can clear up
the whole town in a couple of days."
"Was the kid winning or losing?"

asked Cardigan distantly.
"Losing—I was doing all the win-

ning—me and Harden," rejilied Nosey.
"But see here. Jack—what a^out a
little game? Gee—you was born with
fingers tickling a pack of nards, and 1

guess these liver punchers around hero
have rolls tliat arc worth your picking
up. Suppose "

" Suppose we go down and have a
look at the place," cut in Cardigan.
"I .sorter want to get an eye drop on
Harden. Wliat"s ho like. Nosey?"
"Big fellow—powerful hombre !" said

Nosey, as they walked slowly down
the street. "Gets a good roll from
the greenhorns who stick around his

saloon, I guess."
"See a guv named Slack?"
"Slack? No "

"Little old guy—a lawyer," ex-
plained Jack.

" I sure saw a little old guy talking
to Harden, not so long ago," admitted

hear his name."Didn't

said Cardigan list-

Nose '

Why?"
"Oh—nothing !'

Icssly.

And with that Nosey had to be con-
tent. But he was not content when ho
found that Jack Cardigan's visit to
Harden's saloon was not to join in tho
gambling that went on there from dawn
to midnight every day in the week.
Jack Cardigan was more than a hero

to Nosey, although the fugitive wiis
many years .younger than Nosc.v him-
self. It was Cardigan's nimble fingers,

when they held a pack of cards, that
I)rcvided a great fascination to Nosey,
and his skill and daring whilst in play
was ever a source of tremendous
admiration.
But Cardigan seemed far more in-

terested in Harden than either tho
saloon or the cards. Harden was all

that Nosey had said-^a big, powerful
fellow, who sported check riding-

breeches, a flashy waistcoat, and a
clean, mat black ::tetson. His^ mous-
tache was parted town fashion', with
the ends waxed with the care of a city

dude.
Once, whilst thc.v were there, Car-

digan pointed out Tom Bradfield to

Nosey.
"That kid has got the gambling fever

pietty^uid,' said Cardigan. "I guess
he worries his sister some."
"And I guess that same sister worries

you sonic," growled Nosey. "You ain't

touched a card ''

."I wonder what she would say if sho
knew that I was a fugitive from tho

law," munnurcd Cardigan thoughtfully.

"I' wonder if she would believe ine if

I told licr that I did not shoot up that

greenhorn guy?"
"Wonder what the boys would say, if

they knew you was amongst a^ lot of

guys with plenty of money, and you
ain't touched a tarnation card!"
grunted Nosey. "You'v<< got me sick.

Jack ! Rolls of notes waiting Jo bo
picked up—and you're falling for a
girl

"That kid brother of hers is losing

again," muttered Cardigan, as if he was
lost in his own thoughts. "I can always

tell 'em by their eyes. Nosey. Watch I"'

Nosey', berause he realised there was
no ilruwing Cardigan into a game,
grunted and watched, .

J
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Tom Bradficld's eyes were glimmering
and glinting with oagcrne&s and anxiety.
But the pile of chips in front of him
went down and down, whilst the pile in

front of the salopn man's chest grew
bigger and bigger. It was Harden's idea
to provide one of his own men at each
tabic, just to ensure there was no cheat-
ing and no trouble, as he put it.

'I guess that kid's father would havt
a tarnation blue fit if he saw him now !"

said Nosey suddenly.
"Just what I was thinking—but I'm

not beating up against Harden just now.
Say, that's Slack going off with Harden
now. Old man Bradfield is coming
back—guess I'll sorter head em off. See
you later. Nosey !"

And with that Jack Cardigan strolled
out into the open. But once in the open,
he did not stroll. He leapt for his horse,
sprang into the saddle, and cut down the
trail at a pace that would have made
Sheriff Smyth think it worth while
squaring off the whole district to secure
the return of liis horse.
Bradfield was already there, having

arrived a few minutes before. It needed
only one glance to show that his quest
had been successful, and only a fraction
of a second before he turned to Cardigan
to confirm the news.
."Say, stranger, I've sure had a suc-

cessful trip !" he announced brightly.
"I've got the documents, all signed and
sealed. Give me that chest, Doris I"

Doris obeyed with alacrity, and before
Cardigan had had time to offer his con-
gratulations slie had placed an iron-

bound, wooden chest upon the table—

•

the family box of secrets, as it flashed
through Cardigan's mind.
Something made Cardigan turn his

head as the papers were put away in

what the rancher and his daughter be-

lieved to be a place of, safety.

Tom Bradfield was in the doorway, his

face white and m6rose. And, for some
reason best known to himself, he wou'd
not meet Cardigan's eyes. Ho
did look once at his sister

before he turned on his heel and
walked quickly out.
Bradfield tapped the chest.

-"That proves my claim riglit

up to the hilt." said Bradfield.
" Say, stranger, you seem to
have brought luck with you !"

Cardigan laughed.
"Perhaps the luck is all on

my side," he said, and glanced
quickly at the girl.

Do.ris blushed, smiled gently,
paled a little, and flushed again.

"I'll get some food read\ '

she said hastily. and dis-

appeared into the back room
Harden and Slack, contrary to

Cardigan's expectations, "ijid

not put in an appearance. Per-
haps they liad business else-
where. Whether that was so oi

not, Cardigan spent the next
few hours in pleasant conver'>.i

tion with Rancher Bradfield or
in long periods of unaccount
ably difficult chats with Dori-

The Rising Tide of Trouble.

CARDIGAN'S code of
honour, in spite of the
fact that ho was an admit-

ted card-sharper and gambler,
kept him from playing at the
saloon. Ho felt that he could
not betray the trust Doris put
in him by carrying on in the
.same way as she hated her own
brother doing.

Doris Bradfield had made a
lot of difference to Jack Cardi-
gan. Her presence, in a way.
worried him. She was so
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different from anybody else he had cvoj
mot. . . ,, .

,
. ,

That she regarded him in much the.

same light was only too obvious to

Cardigan. And that worried him, too.

She did not know that he was a sharp—
a gambler—that he was hunted by the
sheriff for shooting a greenhorn in

another gambling saloon. And not for

the life of him could he have brought
himself to tell her.

There was only one thing to do—and
he said so to Nosey.
"Nosey, we're hitting the trail again."

he announced the morning after Brad-
field's return.

"What! Are you gone stiff in the
brain?" almost hooted Nosej'. "All
these green guys bursting their pockets
with bank rolls—and you saying you is

hitting the trail before you have tickled
your fingers?"

'.Just that!" said Cardigan quietly.

"I ain't touching a card down here.
Nosey."
"Waal, buy me a rabbit!" groaned

Nosey. "See hyer, Jack—I can turn
those guys in little sums all round my
hands ! Think what a wad you can lift

from, them "

"I'm not playing. Nosey—not around
here 1 We hit the trail at sundown !"

said Ja<;k, and walked away from his

partner.
Nosey stared after him with a curious

mixture of surprise and distrust in his

eyes. And his thoughts were jiot entirely
centred around Jack, as his muttered
words proved.

"It's that Doris Bradfield !"

He was quite right.

But the plans of mice and men, as the
proverb declares, do not always go right.

At the very moment that a distinctly

dismayed Cardigan had discovered that
his code of honour did not permit his

further staying at the ranch. Tom Brad-
field was letting himself into Harden's
office at the back of the saloon.

Harden looked up angrily—his office

was very private. But the expression
changed to one of sheer delight when
he saw who his visitor was.

"If it isn't Tom !" ho exclaimed
affably. "Come right in, Tom!"
"Say, Harden, I lost again last

night," blurted out Tom. "Give me a
break—give me a chance to win some of

it back."
"That's what you have always said.

Tom, and I sure ain't got a bottomless
bank pit," .said Harden, with a little less

affability. "You owe me a lot now. and
I ain't married your sister yet

"

"I've got something to offer us
security," said Tom hastily.

.Harden did not speak. Ho waited
whilst Tom Bradfield fumbled in his
pocket and pulled out a paper.

"It's—it's the deeds of our ranch,"
almost whispered the youngster. "If
you would lend me something—I could

buy it back out
of my winnings !

I'm bound to win
to-day—the luck
is certain to
break my way !"

Harden's eyes
istened. and it

was only with
the greatest dif-

ficulty that he
I ould steady his
lice to speak.

"Oh, w e

hat's sure a
ittle bit safe,"

! agreed slowly,
I lid with assumed
•luctance. " I'm
our friend. Tom
I'm dead .sorry

\ ou have had
such bad luck.

Perhaps I might

" And you pro-
mise you'll let.

me buy it back

"Givein.you

yellow rat !*'

hissed Cardi-

gan.
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befoie I go home?" iiiterriiptcd the
feverish gambler eagerly.

" Sure—I'm your friend 1" grinned
Harden.
He pulled open a drawer of his desk,

took out a wad of notes, and handed it

over to the trembling fingers that were
so eagerly hold out for them.
"Thanks, Harden

—

thanks!" lie ainioit

gasped. "You're a real pal!"
'"Sure, I'm a. real pal!" laughed

Harden.
But there was no laugh on his face

when he saw the door close behind the

boy. His own fingers trembled with
eagerness as he re-examined the title

deeds of the Bradfiold ranch, and his
eyes glistened with greed and joy as he
placed the document in his desk and
locked it.

A minute later he was whispering
instructions to one of his men in the
saloon. A minute after that another
man joined the table at which young
Tom I3radficld had sat himself.
For a full hour Harden stood against

a support in the saloon, watching the
pile of chips dropping down before the
sweating Tom Bradfield.
The deeds would never be bought

back now !

Only a few chips were on the table
when- Harden at last went out of the
saloon to find Slack, the lawyer.
As a result of that meeting, Slack

presented himself at the ranch, a beam-
ing, beneficent smile upon his lips, to

• find old man Bradfield reading and
Jack Cardigan making the best of his
few remaining hours with Doris Brad-
field.

'[Well, Slack, I guess you've come to
finish the business," said Bradfield,
returning the smile confidently. "I've
got the document !"

"Have you?" said Slack, with aston-
ishment. " Then, my dear Bradfield,
you have only to let me look at it, and
I can assure my client that he cannot
claim the property.

"

Bradfield was grinning broadly as ho
picked up the chest and placed it upon
fthe table. He tapped it affectionately.

"It is here I" he said, laughing with-
but restraint. " I'm sorry to disappoint
you. Slack, but I can prove my claim."
He had opened the lid as he spoke.

A moment later the lid had crashed
shut again, to be feverishly flung up
whilst two wrinkled old hands poked
agitatedly amongst the contents.
"The document— it's gone! I've

been robbed !" gulped Bradfield, and
stared dizzily. accusingly around.
" Doris—Mr. Cardigan—I'm—they've

—

U's-—"
He searched again. Slack making no

moveinont from the chair he had taken.
But Doris moved as if with instinct to
Cardigan, and clasped both her hands
about his arm.
Old man Bradfield was in a state

bordering upon collapse.
."They ve— it's gong!" he muttered

again. ;.- ,
', :

"Then I am sorry to say 'you will

have to leave," said Slack, with,merci-
less C4ilm. "We shall claim at once

—

everything. is prepared, Bradfield. Yoti
will have to go."
Bradfield nodded >duily and Cardigan,

Ijiting his lips with bitter helplessness,
turned to Doris.
"Say, I'm downright real sprry. about

this," ho muttered, but she was not
looking ut him.
Her eyes were turned to the doorway.

Tom Bradfield stood there,-.white na a
i)liantom, twisting his hat nervously in

his hands, his eyes downcast, pc^'spira-
tion still upon his forehead

Instinctively everybody turned and
looked at iiim. ,He.had the grace to
flush for a seconcJ before the ghastly
August 8th, 1D31:
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pallor set over his thin cheeks again.
"Tom, come right here," said Brad-

field, very quietly.
Tom obeyed slowly.
"Did you take those documents?'

demanded the rancher, as he pointed
to the chest.

The youngster nodded, and with that
nod every muscle in Jack Cardigan's
body stiffened.

" My own son—robbed me of my pro-
perty—robbed his own sister of her
rights !" said Bradfield, and there was
more sorrow than anger in his voice.
"Where are they?"

" Hardon's got them. I raised some
money on them. I meant to buy them
back. My confounded luck was bad,
but—but "

' Tom choked off into silence, avoiding
every pair of eyes, and of the quartetrt>
only Slack, in the safety of the fact
that nobody was looking at him, could
find anything at which to smile.
"Well, if Harden has got the docu-

ment against money lent, I guess that
settles it, Bradfield," he said, with a
shrug of his shoulders. "My instruc-
tions are that you quit—at once ! I

am sorry for all this, of course, but
my client is a business man !"

With that he walked out, whilst Tom
shuffled out of the room as his father
sank wearily into his chair, one hand
upon the chest from which the precious
document had been stolen.

It was only natural that after one
glance at Cardigan's grim face Doris
should step over to do lier best to offer

some comfort to her father. And
Cardigan took the opportunity to move
thoughtfully from the room to the
ranch yard.
"Say—Jack !"

It was Nosey who called.
"I've got the horses ready, -Jack,"

he began, as he came up.
"You can take their saddles off,"

said Jack Cardigan grimly. "I've
changed my mind."
"An'—an' you're going down to the

saloon !" gasped Nosey.
" Sure, I'm going down to the

saloon !" said Cardigan. "Get my
horse right now. Nosey, but take off

everything bar the saddle ! I'm not
going to leave this place for a wliile.

"

"Oh, boy!" gulped Nosey. "Say,
just you watch your partner hustle
some !"

Jack Cardigan did not speak, and he
ventured no information and answered
no questions during the gallop down to
town.
At last even Nosey forbore to ask

questions. He had the opinion that
there was trouble brewing; he had seen
before that sot, grim look that had
settled upon Jack X,"ardigan's face.

A Battle Royal.

JACK CARDIGAN strolled into the
saloon with the air of a man whose
time was his own, and who had but

little interest in the maimer in which
that time was passed. ; •

Nosey had been left to tether the
horses, but he joined Jack Cardigan
minutes before liis partner showed any
signs of joining in a game.
"Can I join in?" .said Cardigan, as

one of the men rose from a table.

"Sure, stranger," said the tableman.
"Sure, partner!" put in Npscy

eagerly, and whispered- in Jack's oar

:

"Skin 'em good and proper, partner!"
Jack was not listening. His eyes

were upon the chips.
"Say, what's this?" he said, in tones

of deepest disgust. "Boy'g chips! Ain't
there a man here who caii play?"
The tableman stared, and stared even

more when Cardigan pulled out a fat

roll of notes.
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"Sure, stranger! I'll ask the boss!"
ho syaid, in awe and wonder.
He dashed straight away to Hardon's

odice, and burst into it as though the
place was on fire.

" Say, boss, there's a stranger with a
wad as big as a house wanting a
game !" ho blurted out. " Shall I

"

" You leave the cards and tell him
I'll oblige !" chuckled Harden.
He was at the table almost before the

news had spread that he was to play
a high game with the stranger, and a
crowd clustered around the table.

" Say, pleased to see there's a player
in this saloon," said Jack Cardigan
atfably. "I just couldn't stand a boy's
game, mister. What shall it be?"
"Anything you like!" .said Harden

promptly.

"Right! Play you for a thousand
bucks !" said Jack, even more
prompt Ij'.

In the amazed silence that fell,

Noscy's chuckle could be distinctly
heard, but nobody took any notice of
him. Every eye, every scrap of con- .

centratcd attention, was upon the table.
"A — thoLisaiid — bucks!" gasped

Harden.
"Sure! Thought they'd brought a

man to play!" sneered Jack. "T&o
big?"

'

"No!"
The word shot out between Harden's

teeth.

They played, and a thousand dollars
went into Harden's corner. They
shcttdd do so, seeing that he knew every
cmcd in the pack by the various marks
he hini.self had put upon them. But
Nosey's eyes slwwed none of the excite-

ment that was in every other pair. He
was watching—his hand was ready at

his gun. Ho knew these saloons.

A second thousand dollars went to
Harden before a third went to
Cardigan. Tlie fourth and fifth and
sixth thousand dollar bills were put
upon Cardigan's pile. The seventh
we-nt to Harden, but the next five -went

to Cardigan before Harden realised
that his own cards were now known to
the stranger, and they were being used
against him with a skill he could never
hope to match.

Great beads of perspiration rolled

down his oily, fat face. He fairl.y tore

off his collar and tic, and ripped opvn
his shirt to allow the hot air of the
s-aloon to get at his soaking body.
"I'm—I'm through!' he gasped at

last.

"You're through!" sneered Cardi-
gan. "Why, jou'rc yellow—yellow as
the yellowest skunk rat in the West ! I

asked for a man's game, and all you
do is sweat over a few paltry bucks !

-

You'ro yellow "

"Another thousand bucks!" hissed
Harden.

They went to Cardigan after five

minutes' play, and again Harden tried

to cry off. But the rxprcssioiis of dis-

gust on the faces of all those around
him—all thoso men from whom he
obtained liis wealth without giving _
them a chance—brought him back to .

the game.
|

Every dollar bill he had get wont to J

Cardigan, and the amount was enough
;

to make even Nosey's eyes glitter, used
as he was to seeing Cardigan v>lay for

'

terrifically high stakes.

"I'm l)roke—broke, I tell you!" !

gasped Harden at last, and wishing that I
he dared announce that he was Doing »

cheated with his own marked cards. "5

"No, you're not broke 1" said Cardi- "

gan,. between his teeth. "You've got

.1 document that belongs to Bradfield

—

you've got it by the' same means that

i
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I've got all these bucks! I'll give you

;i break. Harden!^ I'll cut you once

for that document !"

" I-I—I "

Harden choked himself into a terror-

stricken silence. Suspicious eyes were

upon him. Hands were at guns. Anger
and contempt were mixing in a score

of eyes.

With a sudden, vicicus movement he

swung his chair to one side.

"I—I'll play!" lie hissed. "Slim, get

a pack of cards!"
"Siim—get a new pack of cards!" put

in Caixligan, with a grim smile. "I'm
giving Harden a square cut here. He
gave money for that document, all said

and done. A new pack, Slim—opened
and split before the company present!"

That was more tluni Harden could

have reasonably expecttxl. It was a

case of luck against luck now.
Cardigan vvius as cool as an iceberg

imder the dazzled, amazed eyes of the

excited lookers-on. Harden came back,

panting like a puffed walrus, his hand.s

trembling and his very knees rocking.

He had to win this time!
Cardigan himself tore the wrappings

off the new pack of cards. There was
dead silence as his slim, nimble fingers

flicked them into a lightning shuffle

and placed them upon the table.

"I give you first cut, Harden," he
said calmly.
That cut must have taken seconds,

and it was seen that perspiration was
even dropping from the tips of his fat

fingers as he slowly cut the pack, took
a frenzied stare at the card he had to

sliow—and flung it down with a howl of

triumph.
"King of spades! King of spades!

Beat that, mister!" he roared, and
laughed like a madman.
Jack Cardigan jilaced his hand

upon the pack, grinning as though
this cut was for a packet of tobacco.
Slowly ho shifted the cards^
gripped a few tight—and turned
them over.

"Ace of spades!" roared Nosey.
"That's all yours, Jack !"

Harden stood for thirty

seconds, staring dully as

Cardigan calmly took up all

his winnings and stuffed

them and the pre<'ious docu-
ment into his pockets.

It was not until Jack
Cardigan, a happy smile
upon his face, had moved
away from the table that the
frantic, ruined Harden burst
out with a shriek that was
half alarm, half a command.
"He's not getting away

with that—a thousand bucks
to the man who stops him !

I'll play on " he roared.
Bang ! Crash !

Like a flash Nosey had his

gun out and had fired at the
saloon lights. Almost as

quickly came half a dozen
other flashes from revolvers,
until shooting became too
dangerous.
Jack did not wait. He

burst through a crowd of
men, hitting out right and
left, and in a flash there was
a general scramble in which
every man thought he had
the gambler. In the con-
fusion Nosey took to the
floor and crawled his way
out of the saloon.
Harden, fighting with the

fury and ferocity of a mad-
dened tiger, got to the door
and staggered for his horse.
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He gave no heed to the shout that

reached his ears—a shout that the

sherift' should be "got on the wires."

His only thought was of that document
—ho meant to have that if he started

shooting for it.

But Cardigan's fast horse got him to

Bradfield's ranch minutes in front—gave

him time to get into the ranch-house

and search for a gun ho had an idea

would be necessaiy. But he could find

nothing like a gun, and Harden was
in the hou.se before anything more
could bo done.
Harden's hand might have trembled

with his anxiety and the tenseness of

tho last few hours, but the blue tube

was steady enough to make Cardigan
realise that it would be almost imjjos-

sible to miss at the short distance that

separated them.
"Put your hands up!" said Harden

between his teeth.

"You can't got away with this,

Harden!" said Cardigan, his desperate
eyes watching the enemy's every move-
ment. "I gave you a fair break—it

was a clean cut!"

"Sure—it was a clean cut!" said

Harden, calming .slightly. "But do you
think I'm going to let you upset every-
thing that I have planned for months
past ? That document is my warrant
for marrying Doris Bradfield, you tar-

nation fool! The old man will do any-
thing to keep the propertj' in the family
line! Hand it over!"
Reluciantiy Jack Cardigan moved to-

wards tho table, his hands taking notes
and papers from his pockets. Harden
watched him keenly, his ejes bulging
with triumph.
"Bustle yourself!" he snapped, with

a quick wave ot his gun. "I'm just long-

ing for an excuse to press this trigger,

stranger!"
"Yeah?" said Cardigan lazily.

But he was not lazy a split second

later. His boot suddenly flew upwards,

caught Harden full upon the wrist, and

the gun went spinning from his hand.

In another split second the ^wo had
come to grips, and there started a battle

royal which was destinetl to all but

wreck the room. Furniture crashed ovei-

as their burly bodies flew against it

under the impetus of blows delivered

with sickening, devastating force.

Chairs were hurled from one side of

the room to the other, slight pieces of

handsome old woodwork were splin

tered over arms and backs and .shoulder.s

until there svas nothing left to splinter.

I'ists thudded into eyes and flashed on

to noses and lips until streams of red

oozed over battered chins. But the

fight went on until they were both on

the floor and it became a desperate

wrestling match.

The revolver was on the floor, too. as

Harden saw first. He slithered towards

it—his hand went out—his eager fingers

were ready to get aiouiul the trigger

when Cardigan saw the real <langer.

"No—you—don't!" he panted.

But even then it was a near thing.

Harden almost had it. But Cardigan
fought him back with every remaining
ounce of his strength, and fairly dragged
Haixlen to his knees.

"(iive in, you j-ellow rat!" hissed

Caixligan. "I'll break your yellow

neck "

With a superhuniiiu effort Harden
thrust away the gri|)i)iiig hands, and
again they were at it with fists as hard
as they could batter. The pace slowed

(Continued on page 28.)

" Jack I Jack I
" she almost whimpered. " You're hurt !

"
August 8th, 19S1.
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A gripping CfOok drama—adventure fast and furious—thrill upon thrill—romance. Starrin^f
Pierre Batcheff, Jacques Varennes and Danielle Parola.

Number Thirty-Seven.

THE express from Paris to Marseilles
was flying along at sixty-five miles

an lioiir. The first shades of even-

ing were settling down upon the

rapidly passing landscape, and the con-

ductor switched on the Ijamps in the

corridor projiaratory to making a tour

of the compartments. He did not hurry
himself; many of the travellers would
be still sitting in the restaurant car at

•their dinner.

A thick-set man, overcoat collar well

pulled up about his ears, his largish

slouch hat crushed down on his head,

came slowly along the corridor and
paused to ask the conductor for a

iiKitch. He lit a cigarette, thanked the

man gruffly, and jjassed on down to-

wards his seat, glancing into tlio various
compartments as he stepped past them.
At .one doof he paused a moment, then
went on—then presently camo.l>ack.

Sitting alone in this carriage was a
fresh-faced, unhappy-looking youngster.

Ho sat there staring out into the gather-
ing night, his liands restless in his lap,

his fiiice twitciiiiig a little every now and
then. He had taken off his hat, as if

overpowered with the warmth of the
rar, and whilst the other man quietly

watched, the boy stood up and jerked
down the window, then sank back into

his place.

H's features were now fully revealed

to the onlooker. It was a pleasant face,

not exactly handsome, but certainly at-

^ tractive, despite the vague une<isine.ss

of the eyes and down droop of the
mobile moutli. The watcher slid back
the door of the compartment and came
in—fully aware of the sudden start that

Ihc young fellow coidd not prevent,

"You werc> asleep, monsieur?" spoke
the thick-set fellow, sitting down in the
opposite window corner. "I disturbed
you?"

' '.Augurt, 8tli. 1031.

''I wasn't asleep. I was just think-
ing."
"Ah !" sighed the newcomer. I

understand only too well. Thinking of

friends you are leaving behind ? Allow
me !" He stooped to pick up a
crumpled newspaper from the floor.

"You are sailing by the boat ^thich

leaves Marseilles to-morrow?" he
added.
"I—yes. How did you guess?"
The thick-set man laughingly pointed

to a little book lying on the seat beside
the youth. It was tnc advertisement of

a .steam.ship company, with the brightly
coloured picture of an Atlantic liner on
the cover.
"I sail also," went on the thick-set

man, regarding the other shrewdly.
"Perhaps we meet on the voyage?"
Ho spread out the crumpled newsjiaper
and glanced over the front page. Large
headlines caught his attention.

"ESCAPE FROM PRISON OF THE
MURDERER GASTON LAJOIE !

POLICE WATCHING ALL PORTS."
"Ah!" Again the thick-set one

sighed. "Nothing. No news at all."

He crushed up the paper into a ball and
threw it out of the window. "Permit
me to offer you a cigarette, m'sieur?"
"Thank you. I wasn't going to

smoke." But the young man took the
cigarette and foimd his matches. "You
an- travelling to the Argentine also?"
he asked. His hands shook as he struck
the match.
"Perhaps I have to go there on a

secret mission," grinned the other man.
" M.\- work takes me everywhere."
"You—you are a detective?" The

question seemed to be forced out of the
youngster. He appe.irod more uneasy
than ever. "I suppose not many
criminals get awayi no?
"Not many." Just then the con-

ductor entered the compartment.

"Messieurs, your tickets, if you
please I"

The big man at once produced a little

case with the necessary green ticket in-

side. The conductor examined the
paper book, tore out a leaf and turned
to the young fellow.

"I—I have no ticket," he stammered.
"There was no tinie—the train was just
starting."
At once the conductor's polite smile

vanished.
"You not have .the ticket?" he

barked. "It is an offence, it is against
the regulations. At the next stop I
hand you over to the police 1"

"Excuse me," put in the big man.
" M'sieur was about to say he would
pay you."
"Do you imagine it?" sneered the

conductor, as both saw tlic shrinking
fear of the youth. "I know this type!
He has no money ; he thinks to get a
che^ap ride—perhaps to escape from
trouble. Where did j-ou get on ? I did
not sec you, you stole on to my train
like a thief, yes !"

"There- was no time to get a ticket."

The young fellow seemed helplessly
terrified. " But if I may pay to you

"Of a certainty you may pay me,"
cried the conductor ironically, "if you
have the money." He winked at the
other passenger. " Now, you will sec—

<

he hasn't oven a sou !"

But the youth had quite a bulging
pocket-book. Ho took it out furtively,

and offered the irate ofTicial a hundred-
franc note.
"The fare is one hundred and

seventy-five francs from Paris." The
youth otferod another note. " Oh, very,

well, all right ! I give you a ticket.;

There- will be twenty-five franca
change."

" Please to keep that for yourself.";

The big man nodded approval of the '

I
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youngster's action, vvliilc the conductor
began to smile again as he hastily wrote
out the necessary form.

" Mcrci, m'sieur. Merci beaucoup!"
He handed over the ticket and went on
to the next carriage. Tlio two men
settled down to their talk.

' V' J were discussing criminals, I bc-

'-'vc?" the big follow .siiid. with a
lii.ugh. "I think that our friend took
you for one !"

"There is a criminal escaped from
prison," the young man allowed.
"But"—he laughed nervously—"I trust
I do not resemble him !"

"He is ugly, that one?" came the
sharp question.

"But not so ugly. His picture was in

the paper you threw from the window,"
answered his companion more easily.

"He has the strong face, clean-shuvou

;

I imagine he migiit pass for a very
decent fellow. He is perhaps of forty
yi'ars. while I am but twenty-three.
But let us speak of things more agree-
able. You know the Argentine,
m'sieur ?"

"I know the coiuitry very well."
"I go there in search of adventure.

Of life. Of fidfilment ! One is not liv-

ing when one is a clerk in a bank,"
eaid the youngster.

The thick-set man shrugged.
"One is already dead," he stated.
" Perhaps you can tell me something

of Buenos Aires?" asked the boy.

"It is a fine city. Fine buildings and
wide streets. Fine people, especially the
women. One manifesdy lives in Buenos
Aires. Such a man as yourself;
courageous, readyi maybe, to snatch a
chance." The cold grey eyes watclied
the youth as he spoke. "For such a
man there is everything in that city of
opportunity,"

F'or a while the big fellow talked, re-
kiting many stories with great point
and good humour. Little by little he
won the confidence of his companion.
"I am Marcel Dufour," spoke the

boy. "I am an orphan. For some
years I have been employed in a
bank; then I save a little money, and
I—I cut and run !" he ended, with a
laugh.
The other nodded.
"You are right to do so." he de-

clared as he fumbled in his vest i)ocket.
He produced a little disc stamped with
•I number in bold figures. "Regard
this, if you ple^ise. I am known as
Thirty-seven—to speak my name is

not permitted !"

"I understand, m'sieur." Marcel
nodded.

The train was slowing down, the rush-
ing grind of the brakes could be felt.

"Excu.se me one moment," spoke
Thirty-seven, rising and re-buttoning
his overcoat. "We are arriving at
'Aries, where the train will rest awhile.
I make a little promenade to get the
air."

He was in the corridor almost as ho
spoke. He disappeared into the gloom
at the end of it. Marcel ro.se hastily to
liis feet as if to follow, then, his ner-
vousness returning upon him, sank back
into his place. The train ran into the
dimly lit station of Aries, stayed tliere
for what seemed to be centuries, then
again was moving forward for tlie final
straight run into Marseilles. Number
Thirty-seven came back to the com-
partment, wiping his mouth with a
large new handkerchief.

"I was tempted to have a petit
rerrc." he explained. "I hoped you
would come out also. The night is fine;
I think we shall have good weather for
our journey."
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AS the train slowed to enter the
terminus at Marseilles the two
travellers rose up stiffly. It

appeared that both of them were travel-
ling light; Marcel had but a small
paper parcel which lie stuffed into his

overcoat pocket, whilst his new friend
had nothing.

" It saves delay to send on one's
luggage direct to the ship." he
explained. "One can register it through
and make the declaration at the time."

As they left the train with the crowd
of other passengers. Number Thirty-
Seven gave quick glances left and right.

"Please to walk in front of me," he
whispered to Marcel. "I do not wish to

be noticed at all."

When they neared the barrier his

sharp grey eyes saw that two large men
were standing a little way behind the
ricket-collectors. Thev were muffled up,
and ajiparently just idly interested in

the arrival of the passengers. The
station was noisy, as it is always:
engines letting off steam, bells clanging,
voices shouting, .shrill whistles almost
deafening the ears. Marcel, with beat-
ing heart, went forward. Now was the
testing moment of his courage.

All went very well. He gave up his

ticket and walked through the gateway.
The two largo men, noticed bv him also,

neither moved nor spoke. They con-
tinued to carelessly regard the flowing
stream of humanity. Marcel turned to

look for his new friend.

Thirty-Seven had suddenly and
entirely disappeared. He had modestly
doubled back to the train, one hand in

his coat pocket as if feeling for some-
thing. He re-entered the train with
brusque words to those already starting
to clean it.

"I have forgotten something."
He was in the corridor, moving

swiftly. He tried one or two of the
doors on the off-side of the train, and at
last found one to be unlocked. In an
instant he had opened it. had slii)|)ed

out and down on to the oil-reeking
permanent-way. Then, .still more swiftly,
he had gained another platform and had
crossed it. Then, by devious ways and
means he contrived to get out of the
station and gain one of the many dark
back streets of the always mysterious
port of Marseilles.

Meantime, the puzzled Marcel had
entered the station restaurant. Ho
would wait here for "Thirty-Seven."
who would be able to see him easily
enough through the large windows which
gave on to the station. He ordered a
coffee and sat down to smoke a cigarette.

Almost at once a very pretty, fair-
haired girl, neatly dre.s.sed, turned away
from one of the long windows and,
glancing indifferently round about her,
camo to Marcel's table. She gave him
a questioning glance before seating her-
self on the leather bench next to him,
then calmly ordered a petit verre from
the waiter.

She seemed also to be waiting for
someone, and not very pleased to be
waiting; her smooth young forehead
wrinkled itself into a deep line between
finely ached eyebrows, her red mouth
was .set in ill-humour. An itinerant
vendor of odds and ends, clad in a long
white gown and dirty fez. came
smilingly towards her. offering some
cheap little trinket-boxes.
"No," she told him definitely.
"But regard, mademoi.selle !" urged

the Arab. "Behold tho bargains
miraculous !"

He turned out of his pocket an assort-
ment of tawdry toys, bangles and
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brightly-coloured things, whereupon sh«
shook her curls petulantly.
"iM'sieur"—the Arab turned to

Marcel—"please to look at theso so
wonderful little gifts. You will like to
buy something for mademoiselle, if not
for yourself?"

iNIareel glanced at tho girl, wonder-
ing if she had smiled at him when sho
had sat down. She turned her brown
eyes upon him rebukingly ; then sud-
denly changing her mood, shrugged her
young shoulders and u'ade a lirtle mouth
of derision.

"Do not be tempted, m'sieur," she
said. "He shows you nothing but
rubbish."

" ^ladcmoiselle !" The Arab seemed
hurt to the heart's core. "But how can
you say so? Look, regard!" Ho
produced a comical liitle mechanical
figure which walked jerkily across the
table the moment he put it down. "Is
he not really a marvel, so beautiful, so
elegant—so life-like? And so cheap.
Almost I gi\e him away!"
The absurd little mannikin stalked up

to the girl's glass and bumped into it.

Both Marcel and she put out hands to
save the glass, and briefly their fingers
touched. The girl was the quicker, ami
her petit verre was not spilled.

"Is he not truly a connoisseur?"
pleaded the Arab. "You perceive, he
goes to see if mademoiselle is drinkitift

the wine of the country."
"How much?" asked Marcel.
"But fifty francs," grinned the follow.

"I give him away almost."

"Do not buy it. please." said I he girl.

But Marcel had already lugged out the
fat pocket-book. He paid tlie delighlerl
Aral), and, with a little deprecating
gesture, offered the toy to the girl.

She shrugged again, smiled, said
"No" very prettily. Then relented.

"Mcrci bien. m'sieur!" Slie opened
her leather pocliette and put the feebly
kicking doll inside. The Arab passed on
to other likelv customers, saving \o
Marcel

:

"Ho will bring you happiness,
m'sieur. Me. I know it !"

Marc-el could not help but stare at his
companion. Her brown eyes madi- such
a pretty contrast to her almost flaxen
hair; her smile was so modest, so
kindly. All hur moodiness had gone,
she chatted with him easily, talking
about casual things whilst sipping at her
glass every now and then.

"VVill you not have another?" he
invited her. "A small one with me?"
She shook her curls in refusal.

"I do not like it, of a truth. But I

have to wait for a friend, and he is

late."

"Mo also. I await a friend." Marcel
sipped at his coffee, wondering if he
might dare ask her name. She was tho
sweetest girl he had ever met. so gentle,
so very pretty. He was jealous that
she should have an assignation.

Her brown eyes had glanced, now and
then, towards the long window. .She
presently glimpsed a face that .she knew
only too well, and at once her little

frovvn reappeared. She turned to
Marcel, who was lighting another
cigarette.

"Listen, my friend." she whispered,
"you would do well not to show thai
pocket-book. One sees that you carry
much money." Then, as ho lifted
instantly troubled eyes to hers, she rose
from her jilace. " IVIy friend h.is arrived.
I see him at the door. Please (o go
quickly—and as if we had not met."
She was standing up, tho check for the

petit verro in her hand, when Marcel
saw Number Thirtv-Seven approaching
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them, his strongly marked features
alight with pleasure.
"Ah, mon ami, here you are!" he

cried, putting out his hand to the young
fellow. "1 search for you everywhere."
lie gave a somewhat theatrical little

start. " Why, Georgette, you hero also !

But how fortunate ! Dufour, my dear
fellow, meet my sister, if you please.

Georgette, this is Monsieur Slarcel
Dufour."
The girl bowed gravely, while Marcel

could scarcely believe in his good
fortune. Truly the little walking doll

had been a mascot

!

"Lot us have a drink," went on
Thirty-Seven in a jovial, bantering tone.
" Seeing you two at the same table,

almo.st I suspect that you have already
made friends with each other. Youth,
youth!" he sighed. "How splendid to

be young 1 Ah, it is sad to be growing
old !"

""But you are not old " began
Marcel. Then ho saw that the girl was
still standing with her check crushed in

her fingers, her smiles all gone. Her
blown eyes flashed him a signal. They
said, as if sho had spoken it: "Go
quickly !"

But Marcel did not want to go, and
Tiiirty-Seven didn't intend him to go.
He forced Marcel to sit again—^and

called for drinks. Ho drew Georgette
aside.

"You aro not to los53 sight of him,"
ho whispered. " You must get him to

the Paradis, to your dressing-room. I

will be there."
"But, Gaston "
"Silence, you fool I Do not speak

niy name !" ho Jiissed savagely, hjs

grey eyes glinting. "I must have
money. Aiid now. You answered my
call from Aries: you know inc. I be-

lieve?" His voice, low-pitched, was
fraiight with deadly meaning.
The girl made no further attempt,

but turned to Marcel, who had been
jealously watching therii. Her smiles
regained, she murmured prettily ;

''Forgive tliat I make the little con-

fidences with my brother. We have not
met' for quite threo years " A
shudder passed over her. "His arrival

to night is to me very unexpected."

"Listen, Dufour," broke in Number
Thirty-Seven, "I must go to the docks
about our berths. There arc some do-
tails to arrange—you understand?" He
gave Marcel a very confidential wink,
"jyill you be so kind as to chaporone
Georgette Liiitil " He glanced at the
clock on tlio wall. "Until after mid-
night '! I will meet you where Georgette
knows,

"

"It will be a great pleasure. I will

take groat caro of mademoiselle."
"A thousand thanks, my dear

fellow. ' Thirty-Seven took Marcel's
cold fingers in a warm, friendly grasp.

"I must go at once—drink my cognac
for me, or leave it, as you prefer. All

is paid for. Excuse me. Au revoir to

you both."
Two largo shadows had briefly

loomed across tho station windows of

thti restaurant. Thirty-Seven, with
quick strides, reached a door which
opened on to iho street—and vanished
into the misty night.

Le Paradis.

YOU would like to have supper?"
questioneil Georgette when they
were by themselves.

" I am very hungry," admitted
Maicel. "I have scarcely oaten since

I left Paris this morning."
"Come then, my friend— I know a

good jilacc. " Sho led the way. "Please
tj call a taxi," she ordiTed the waiter

WiJi»o opened tho outer door for them.
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In the taxi she seemed suddenly dis-

trait and tired. "Why did you ask mo
to go?" questioned Marcel hesitatingly.
"I liko you," she answered him.

"That is why I want you to go." She
sighed as she spoke. Then suddenly
she rallied. " I am so stupid, I forget
my manners ! You are my brother's
friend—where did you meet him,
pray?"
"In the train. He was very kind."

Mardel smiled. " I had forgotten to
buy a ticket, tho conductor was in-

clined to think me a criminal I"

Sho stared at him through the gloom
of the taxi.

" You are making fun of me," she
said.

"No, it is quite true," he answered,
then added: "I am so glad we have
met."
"But you know me for only a few

minutes!" .she laughed. "My poor
friend, I think you aro either very
wicked or very foolish."

They entered the dining-room of a
fashionable restaurant, and were shown
into corner seats by the polite hotelier.

Marcel offered his menu to his com-
panion.
"For nie, I wish the plat du jour,"

he told her. "One always gets value."

Georgette laLighed scornfully as she
oidered champagne. She chose her
supper with care. The room was gay
with people; a small orchestra played
bright fox-trots ; and, as Marcel ate and
drank, much of his shyness wore away.
"May I call you Georgette?" he

asked her.

You are foolish, my friend. Me,
who am I ? Just a passing acquaint-

ance."
"You—you aro loyelv," he murmured,

his eyes upon her. "You have the air

of one who is true."

"Few would think of uic that way,"
she said.

Above the pleasant noise of the
supper-room came the sound of loud
cheerings and applause from a room
overhead. Some of the guests ex-

changed glances, while others went on
with their meal undisturbed. Georgette
called to the hotelier :

"What is it?' she asked. "Someone
makes a speech?"
"It is a wedding party, madem-

oiselle."
" Let us creep upstaire and peep at

thpm !" she called to Marcel, "lli , I

adoi-e the wedding parties ! Always tho

bridegroom looks so foolish !"

Georgette and Marcel left their seals

and went tip-toeing up a carpeted

stairway. They came to glass double-

doors, one of which was partly open.

By half-hiding themselves behind a

large palm in the vestibule, they could

see all that went on in the room.

.\n old fellow in shiny black coat and
trousers and wearing a very large rose

in his buttonhole was standing on a

chair with a glass of champagne held

high. Ho was wishing health and hap-
piness to the young people who were
sitting side by side at the end of a long

table, both looking very self-conscious.

The guests were sitting round the lit-

tered table in varioas positions of ease,

ail trying hard to attend to tho speech-

maker. They cheered him at every
pause, while some of the more daring
hammered their feet on tho floor and
clapped their hands.

Marcel watched with smiling eyes.

Ho was feeling very nuich better, his

neivousne.ss was nearly gone. The
biidegroom had to stand up and re-

spond

—

he was nervous indeed, and
bt uttered and contradicted himself

c\eiy moment 1 The guests roared with
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laughter, and applauded still morq
loudly. Then the brido had to speak.
Georgette was standing close behind

Marcel. As the little white-clad girl

faltered her few words of thanks to the
.speech-maker and to the simple, loving
friends all around her. Georgette
caught suddenly at Marcel's arm.
"What is it?" he whispered.
"Nothing—do not speak J Listen l".

she answered tensely.
" It is so pleasant for me to say

thank you, everybody," came the soft

girlish voice. "I am so happy that
almost I could cry. I have the love of

a fine fellow, who is very dear to me

;

always so true and so kind that never
can I thank Heaven enough. I will

never forget all your kindness and
sweet thoug.Kts for me, from papa and
mamma, and from you all. Thank jou,
please—think you very much."
A waiter ran to the piano and struck

up the wedding march; the guests
rose and formed up. The bridegroom,
smiling proudly, led off with the little

bride on his arm. Then followed papa
and a stout lady ; then the rest, in their

due order of relationship. Georgette
shrank back with Marcel, as tho
smiling, joyous little company passed
by them ; they watched them go dovvn
the stairs into the hall, where shrill

whistles were blowing for carriages and
cabs.
Tho waiter who had played tho

march came tripping out of tho room
with two others; they hastened to the
hall to help give tlio party a grand
send-off. Georgette released her almost;

painful grip on Marcel's arm and
walked slowly into the disordered room
where the wedding had been celebrated.

She gazed around iier for a moment,
then moved to tho piano and stood
staring down upon its ivory-and-black
keys.

With one finger slio picked out the
opening notes of the wedding march,
while Marcel watched her with growing
anxiety. Then, as if stricken to tho
soul, sho suddenly knelt down by tho
piano with her head upon tho keys,

weeping as if her heait must break.
"Georgette!" Jlarcel ran to her and

lifted her up. " Oh, Georgette 1"

She raised her tear-filled eyes to his

—

a child, once more, rather than a grown
woman. She shook her hoad to and
fro, murmuring

:

" It is ended—yes, it is finished for

ever !"

"Georgette, I love you!" whisperjed

Marcel. "Let mo take care of you
always. Be my dear wife."

She put her arms about his neck

;

then, with a sobbing breath, kissed him
upon his still moving lips.

"It is sweet of you '' She broke

from him and blindly ran from tho

room, almost stumbling headlong down
the stairs. Marcel ran after her, be-

lieving that sho had entered the

restaurant. But when he reached tho

corner scats where they had been sup-

ping together, he saw that she was not

in the room.
He sat down to wait for her. Sho

needed a few moments to recover

—

slij would return presently,- so he told

himself. But the clock ticked onward
towards midnight.
Tho waiter came with the bill, and,

when Marcel dejectedly rose to pay it,

he saw that Georgette had left her black

leather pochette. An impulse oame upon

him to open it. On the flap of the bag,

inside, he read the words :

"Georgette L.ijoio. Le Paradis.'

He (failed the waiter.

"You know it, Lo Paradis? It is a
hostel, perhaps?"
"But not at all," grinned the maii^
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"Le I'ariidls is a iiiglit club, very well

known. Very annusing ! M'sieur will go
there? I whistle a taxi for m'sieur."

Fanny.

THE cab brought Marcel to a queer
little place, brilliantly lit up, in

one ot tlie dark back streets of

Marseilles. Tightly clutching Georgette's

bag. Marcel paid the exorbitant tee de-

manded, and went into a long, garishly-

decorated dance-hall, where many
couples were fox-trotting to a small,

lively orchestra. A little stage at the far

vnd was curtained when he came in ; but

soon after he had seated himself at a
table, these curtains were drawn aside

and the orchestra stopped its jazzing

—

with a prolonged flourish on the drums
and cymbals. An immaculate director of

ceremonies stepped from the wings.
" Mesdames et messieurs, I have the

honour of introducing to you the dancer
cc|uilibriste, the charming Demoiselle
imiuiy !

"

Chipping of hands followed ; the

couples crowded up from the decked
diincing-floor and formed themselves
round about the little stage. Marcel
moved his chair to get a nearer view,

hoping against hope that the performer
might be Georgette.

Hut, instead, a little slip of a girl, a
mere child of fifteen or sixteen, clad in

a short white silk frock, came on to the

stage and bowed to her audience. The
oichcstra began a soft, dreamy waltz,

to which she kept time by turning many
complicated somer.saults, hand-springs,

and other tricks of the acrobatic dancer.
She was very graceful, despite the

kt:ots she made of her lissome young
liody, and she finished up by making a
li\ing Catherine wheel of herself, hands
and feet all whirling round and round
and over and over, much to the delight

of the applauding very mixed mob.
Fanny gave an encore, then oaine

down from the stage to walk amongst
th'! patrons of Le Paradis and sell them
roses and violets from a wicker basket
which the director had ready for her.

Presently she came to Marcel, smilingly
otfcring him a buttonhole for a rather
pieposterou.s price.

" But I kiss the flowers for m'sieur."
she coaxed. "Then m'sieur will be
lucky in love."

Marcel bought Uie rose and she pinned
it in his coat.
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"Tell m.e," he murmured. "Is there

—do you know Mademoiselle Lajoic?'
The child fixed her blue wide gaze

upon him.
"She is my friend," came her quick

answer. "You are a new patron, yes?
Did you not see the bill outside Le
Paradis announcing her? She is what
you call the star turn."
'1 have something for her. I also am

her friend," spoke Marcel cjuickly.

"Could I not see her for a moment?"
Fanny regarded him with steady eyes.

She nodded her pretty head.
"Come with me," she told him. "1

will take you to her room."
They went out by a side door into a

long, rising passage, and came to a row
of doors. At one of them Fanny stopped.

"Wait here, if you please."

She knocked at the door and entered

ii. small room in .which Marcel glimpsed
a screen and many looking-glasses.

The door re-opened, and Cieorgettc

stood there, staring at him.
"Why do you follow me?" she de-

manded.
Marcel held out the leather pochette.

"You left your bag."
She took it from Inin, then caught at

his hand.
"Come inside, then," she said sharply.

'Do not stand out here."
Soon as Marcel entered, she closed the

door and put up the latch. She made
a gesture towards the little girl: "This
is Fanny, my friend. Monsieur
Dufour ''—she sat herself in a chair by
a narrow, untidy dressing-table

—
"ex-

cuse me if I go on with my make-up."
"Forgive me for troubling you.

Georgette," said Marco! humbly. "I—

I

did not want to lose you."
She was combing out her flaxen hair,

and those strange blown e>es reflected

in the tawdry mirror were no longer
unkindly. Almost they relented—then
sudden fear seemed to show in them.

"It will be better if you leave me.
Marcel," she muttered. "If you let me
go out of your life as easily as I came
into it."

Marcel rose from the chair which
Fanny iiad placed for him.
"I go. Georgette," he said. "Forgive

me."
"Wait. Let me think." The line

showed briefly betwen her arched brows.
"Presently I shall singr in the cabaret,

and vou can ILsten to me like one of the
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patrons. Afterwards, if there is a
chance, I will come to you. Go now,
and, above all, be discreet. Do aot
come until I send the little Fanny."
She came to him and put up her lip.s

for his kiss.

"I trust you. Marcel. I think Fato
ha.> brought you into my life." She
unlatched the door and almost pushed
him into the long dim passage.

Then the door closed upon him a
second time, and, mystified but more
hopeful. Marcel returned to his seat in

th,- hall.

He bought a gay programme, and saw
that "Georgette Lajoie " was billed in

huge gold letters as the principal attrac-
tion at Le Paradis. As he read, it came
to him vaguely that he had seen tho
name Lajoie somewhere before, apart
from its having been on the flap of the
leather pochette.

The orchestra was playing. A big-
hatted, strikingly-clad girl ran conli-

dently from the wings on to the stage,
smiling widely at all and everyone.
She broke into a lively song, accenting
the words with great point and verve.
It was Georgette.

Gaston Lajoie.

NUMBER THIRTY SEVEN slid

through the streets of MarseilK-ti
like an ill-omened shadow. His

quick, furtive glances right and left

when he came to a road-crossing showed
him as someone vastly different from
the good-humoured and entertaining
traveller on the express. Always his

right hand was plunged deeply into tho
big patch-pocket of his buttoned-wp
overcoat.
He didn't slacken in speed until he

had reached the smaller docks on the far
side of tho harbour; here, without hesi-

tation, he hurried along a deserted,
lumbered-up pier where a few desolate
boats were moored.

After listening beside an ugly-looking
steam tug berthed in very clo.se to the
pier. Thirty-seven whistled thrice be-

tween his teeth, a thin, hissing sound
that only carried tho necessary distance.

Almost at eiice a diinly-soen form rose

up from behind the bulwarks of the
vessel and, leaning on the rails, peered
intently towards tho pier.

"Cap,sare!" called Thirty-Seven, whis-
peringly.

They faced each other from either end ot the table, hands ready to seize and tear-
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"Who is it?" came an answer. "The
captain's down below."

"Tell him it is I, Gaston," called

back Thirty-Seven.
The slouching lad on the boat turned

away and went below. Thirty-Seven
sprang aboard and crept down the stairs

alter him.
" There's a man called Gastou wants

you," the boy was saying, when
Thirty-Seven pushed past him to con-
front a bulky, grizzly-bearded seafarin;^

fellow who had risen from his seat in the
badly-lighted, ill-smelling hutch of a

cabin.
"Gaston

—

you I" The bulky man
Blared his amazement. " What in the

name of the devil brings you here?
Is it yon, leally? Sjieak, man, speak!"
Thirty-Seven caught the gaping

apprentice by the shoulders and ran
him out of the cabin, banging the door
upon him. Then with, a grin he sat

himself at the wooden table which
separated him from the perplexed
owner of the boat.

" You actually behold me, the great
Gaston Lajoie !" lauglied Thirty-Seven.
"Is it not marvellous? Sit down,
Csesare, my friend ; let us talk like

the old comrades we have always been."

The bulky (^asare s<it down. His
heavy face did not manifest any great
signs of pleasure at this reunion. He
took out a short black clay pipe from
his pocket, filled it slowly from a filthy

pouch, then struck a match on the table

and lit up. All the while his pig-hke
eyes bored into the smilingly insolent

regard of his visitor.

"Yes, Caesare, I am here. I am no
ghost," grinned Lajoie.

" They acquitted me. I was not
implicated," die fat, unpleasant man
stated, pulfed out the words in a cloud
of foul smoke. " It is useless, Lajoie,
for yo\i to try any of tho.se games on
inc. You killed him, that gendarme

—

the jury were convinced of it. Even
the judge also."

"My dear fellow, do I try to impli-

cate you?" laughed Gaston. "Not at

all. I am here on a little matter of

convenience for both of us. If you
had been in the town, and, if you liad

read the papers, you Would have known
that I have contrived to leave the ex-

cellent prison to which the judge con-

demned me."
" You were Ivicky to escape the death

sentence, Gaston.'
" As for that, who can say ?" the con-

vict retorted. "Let me tell you that
the prison was not at all agreeable.
However." He leaned confidently across

the table, heedless of the smoke and
smell of rank shag. "However, my
charming Ca-sare, all this is beside the
pfjint. I want your help, and I can pay
you well for it."

"There is only the boy," Caesare was
beginning when Lajoie broke in with

:

"The engine is under steam, and I

can as.sist with the navigation. Always
you keep a full head of steam. It is

pleasant to be able to slip in and out
out of the port of Marseilles how and
when you wish." He tapped his pocket.
" There is money for you, Caesare, much
money. I have a job in hand which
will take me perhaps two hours. Then
I come back with hiy wife, and you will

cari-y us out of Marseilles to the coast
of Spain. Two thousand francs, Ctesare,

easily earned."
"I have other fish to fry, Gaston.

Two thousand, why, it is nothing I"

"Listen. Do not be a fool. You
will make the Spanish coast in a few
hours. You put us ashore, and "—ho
snapped his Angel's

—
" fini.sh ! I will pay

more, if the job is very profitable. For
the moment I do not know how much
money there is. The young monsieur
August 8tti, :931.
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who i.9 going to oblige me carries it

always in his pocket-book."
Ccesare considered the proposition,

suspicion heavy in his brutish features.
"I will come ashore with you, Gaston.

I would like to know more of the young
fellow," he decided. "Also, I would
wish to meet this wife of yours. Never
before have I heard you were married."
"By all means come with me," agreed

LajoiS heartily. "We go to Le
Paradis, a night club amusing. She
sings there, my pretty wife. And there
are others."
He rose up, and as Ceesare came

round to him slapped the burly fellow
on the back.

" Conuades once more, Caesare. Ah,
how pleasant it is to meet again one's
old friends!"
They went up the few stairs to the

deck. Caesare gave the boy gruff
orders, then the precious pair went
along the stone pier quietly in the
darkness, treading like cats, despite
their size and weight. They climbed
the stone wall which surrounds the
docks.

Marcel Dufour.

GEORGETTE was sitting in her
dressing-room with a wrap over
her stage costume. It was now

nearly one o'clock in tiic morning and
Gaston had not yet appeared. A wild
thought came to her. Why not run
away with Marcel at once ? He was a
nice boy and would help her to hide
until her husband was recaptured. Per-
haps already the police had found him.
It was just like Gaston to venture into

Marseilles, but always his impudence
carried him through.

Georgette knew that her husband
had murdered the gendarme. He would
kill anyone who stood in his way. She
shuddered, hesitated, allowing precious
irrecoverable moments to go by. She
was his wife, sacredly promised to be
loyal to him.
She could not betray him. It would

be a sin against ttie Holy Spirit.

She must suffer; it vvas so ordained.
Fanny came softly tapping at the

door.

"Enter," called Georgette, her heart
almost standing still. ""Oh, Fanny, it

is you ! How you startled me !"

" I have heard something," whispered
the girl. "I think I guess why you
have fear. He has escaped from prison.

Did you know it V
"Yes."
"He will want you to hide him," said

Fanny. "Why not run off with the
young monsieur who tells me that he
sails at daw'n for the Argentine ?"

" I cannot betray Gaston."
"Who asks you to betray him,

Georgette? You have had imhappiness
enough." She came to Georgette and
put a bare slim young arm fondly
around lier. "Go, my dearest one, with
the young monsieur. He is honest and
good.

"

"I will speak to him, Fanny."
Georgette weakened. "A farewell "

" Farewell to me, Georgette, and all

this/" Fanny made a little hopeless
gesture as she went to the door and
opened it.

As Marcel came into the room she
whispered

:

"Make her go with you. Do not
listen to any refusal. Perhaps her life

depends upon it I"

Marcel approached Georgette, hoping
and fearing, but mainly puzzled. He
sensed that he was wading in deep
w-aters, but always he had wished for

adventure.
"Will you not come with mo,

Georgette?" he pleaded, kneeling to
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licr. "I will try so hard to make you
happy."
"No, Marcel, it is impossible." She

laid her hand on his head, stroking his
hair. "Listen, my friend; tliat man
who calls Jiimself my brother is a con-
vict escaped."
"Ah!" Marcel sprang to his feet.

"Now I remember. I read it in the
paper. He is Gaston Lajoie."
She nodded her bowed head. Marcel,

in an access of pity and love, put his
arm about her shoulders, whispering
striokeiily

:

"Me, I have no right to judge him.
I also

"

Georgette raised horror-stricken eyes
to his.

"What are you saying?"
"I, too, am a thief, Georgette. This

morning I take money from the safe
of the bank. I heard of this ship sail-

ing for America. Always I want adven-
ture, life, freedom. So I took the
money and I will be free. Come with
me, Georgette; I love you—I love
you!"
She put him from her.

"You a thief?" She pointed a shak-
ing finger at the door. "Go! Leave
me!" Scorn and rage flashed in her
brown eyes. "Go!"
Marcel gazed imploringly at her, his

young, likeable face twitching.
Suddenly he straightened himself.

"You are right, Georgette. I will go.

I wiU return to Paris and put back tiie

money I have stolen. It is not good
to be ashamed of oneself as I have been
ashamed all this day. Better to be but
a clerk in the bank, better to be in

prison if they send me there, and be
unasliamed." He put out his hand.
"Say good-bye to me, dear friend, and
do not despise me for ever."

She gave him a look that seemed to

read his soul ; then let him take her
fingers.

"Go, then, Marcel. Be proud of

yourself and be patient. If it so hap-
pens " She could not finish ; she put
her arms sobbing about him.
The door was thrust open and Number

Thirty-seven entered.

"Ah, my little ones " he cried.

"You have made friends, yes?" ho
lauglied sinisterly. " But, all the same,
it IS not quite right that you should
embrace each other, is it?"
"Georgette forgives me " began

Marcel.
"It is charming of her," sneered

Gaston, shutting the door. "But I, as

her husband, do not forgive!" He sud-
denly flung hiiuiielf upon Marcel and
struck him crashingly to tlie floor.

"Gaston!" screamed Georgette. "You
make a mistake ! It is nothing -"

The convict thrust her aside.

"Shut lip your noise!" he gi-owled.

Marcel was rising from the floor. The
two men faced each other; then, as the
boy ran in upon his formidable enemy,
Gaston clutched him in a bear-like grip.

They wrestled silently, Georgette watch-
ing in terror, unable to think or act.

If she called for help, Gaston would be
taken—she would have betrayed her
husband.

Also, beyond all doubt, he would
shoot Marcel.
She saw that he had loosened the

'

boy, that he had a short, wicked little

gun in his right hand, threatening the
boy's breast. Then, as Marcel made a,

blind plunge at him, Gaston's left tlst

shot out and smashed against tho boy's
chin.

With a horrible, gurgling cry Marcel
crumpled up and fell prone.
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" Voii have killed him I" Georgette's

voice was almost soundless with horror.

Gaston was dragging the uncoxiscious

Marcel into a corner. The three-fold

screen which they bad knocked over in

their struggle was brought by him to

hide the rest. The convict possessed

himself of Marcel's po<:kct-book, then

«tcp|)ed forth from b 'hind the screen.

He smiled at Georgette in his hateful

vmy.
"You managed it very well, my

dear," ho commended her. "Now be

so good as to dress yourself. I have
a friend here " Ho unlocked and
opened the door, calling very politely

:

"Come in, my dear fellow. Madame
wishojj to make your acquaintance."
The villainous-looking Caesare en-

tered, giiiming sheepishly. Gaston
airily waved a hand from one to the

other.
" Madame Lajoie — my comrade,

Caesare Vechetti. All is vci-y well,

Ca;;sare; (he little job is done. As soon
as Miulame has dressed hereelf in out-

door clothes, we will go."
"I do not go with you, Gaston."

came Georgette's low-.spoken defiance.

"After this, everything is quite fim'shed

between us. I am absolved from my
vows."
"You go with me. Georgette," hissed

Gaston, the pistol onco more glinting

in his hand.
She flung off her peignoir and stcxKl

there in her stage costume. Sho sat

herself resolutely at the table and began
to powder her face and redden lier pale

lips. CiBsare watched her with gloating
eyes.

"Do not be a fool. Georgette."
Gaston put away the gun. "Listen,
our friend is master of a little vessel

berthed at pier fourteen. There is a
fine cabin provided for you. We sail

under cover of the night to the Spanish
coast "

"I am not interested," she in-

terrupted.
Gaston came to her and pressed

the muzzle of the pistol into her
bared back.

" There will l)o no report,
Georgette," ho told her. "It
is quite remarkable, this little

gun. When you are dead,
Caesare and I will simply
walk out

"

The dressing-room door
opened abruptly and Kanny
came running in.

"Georgette, your turn is

next after mine ! Are you
ready?" She stared at
Cafsarc in a kind of fascinated
amazement, then perceived
Gaston.

"Come here, my little one,"
he smiled at her, the pistol

thrust into his pocket on the
instant of her entry. He saw
that she was glancing round
about for Marcel. " Your
cavalier ha-s departed; he
went to find you, no doubr."
His cold grey eyes narrowly

watched the little girl.

"Help me, F a n n y."

Georgette was speaking. " I

cannot fix this comb in my
hair. My hand shakes—almost
I believe I have caught cold."
Soon as Faimy was beside

licr, Georgette formed with
licr lips rather than spoke tho
words :

" It is he. Tell the
police !" Then, smiling in her
stage manner, she went on, for

Gaston to hear: "Thank you,
dear child. You have tlio
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Ri iilonj; they arcclover fingers,

wanting you."
The call-boy's voice was sounding in

the passage.
"Mademoisello Fanny! Your call!"

With a little laughing gesture the girl

ran from the room. Gaston uttered a

furious oath and struck Georgette with
his open hand. He moved quickly to

the silently staring Casarc, shaking him
by the arm.
"Wake up! It is time to go."
"But she—isn't she coming?"
"Let her »-ot!" Lajoie almost di'agged

the pig-eyed Ca;sare from the room.
"Got to the door, I will join you in

a moment." He had spietl Fanny stand-

ing alone at the wings of the stage.

He reached her in a stride and brutally

took her small, rounded chin betwixt
his thumb and finger.

"Have you squealed—have you?" he
ground out, his eyes blazing on hers.

"I do—not undcrsUind. M'sieur, if

you please " Faimy freed herself

and tried to smile. Lajoie, with a

furious gesture, turned away. He slid

through the ciowd of dancers and gained
tho door. There he tipped the porter
in lordly fashion.

"Call me a taxi!" he ordered.
When the gorgeously imiformcd fel-

low turned to obey, Gaston slipped into

tho street and rejoined his friend Ca?.saro,

who was lurking in the gloom a few-

yards below the entrance of Le Paradis.

"We nnist hurry, my dear old friend,"

smiled Gaston. "Especially as we must
go on our feet."

Cassare.

GEORGETTE ru.siied to the screen
and draggc<l it aside. She knelt
by the .side of the feebly .stirring

Marcel and took his head on her lap.
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Her tears dropped on liis uptiiiiicd face.

"You weep. Georgette?" The young-
ster struggled to a sitting posture.
"Is it for me?"
"I come with you to Paris," she

vvhis|3ered. " Yovi shall give back the
money " A sutlden pang of horror
came upon her. Gaston had stolen the
pocket-book! "I will help you to eain
the money to give back "

Marcel's hand went to his breast.

"Heavens, it is gone!" he gasped, his
face white as chalk. "I must go after
him. It was he who took it. your
brother?"
She nodded heart-brokenly as she con-

fessed.
" He is my husband. That is why 1

broke down at that wetiding—my
memories are so sad. But now he is

nothing to me; I shut him out of rcy
life for ever!"
Marcel scarcely hee<led. His thoughts

were all awhirl, his mind was blank.
What was to be done now ? What could
he do?
Sudden whistlings shrilled from the

dance-room ; cries, shouts—a confusion
of noise that told of panic. Fanny came
running into the dre.ssing-room.

"It is the police " she called to theih.

"They make a raid on Le Paradis !

'

She saw Marcol, pale and disordered.
"Ah, m'sieur, you are hurt? He struck
you, that canaille?"
An armed sergeant of police strode

into the room.
"Hold up your hands!" he shoufcfl.

"No ono is to leave this place! A
dangi'rous criminal has escaped fioni
prison. Ho is said to be here."

Georgette and Fanny were able to
prove their identity easily enough.
"Get yourselves dressed!" the

Two men sprang upon the convict out of the night.
August 8th, 1931.
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Bcrgcaiit coiiiniaiidc'd. "Now, ni'slour,

wlio i«re you''" .

"Marcel Dufoiii-. mo SciiUc, luinioio

six, Paris," annwcrcd Marcc.l. "I am
vi.siling Marseilles."
"fla\e joii any papor^^ to prove il

':"'

came the sharp question.

"My pocket-book—but it lia,'^ lieeii

.stolen." The sergeant .shrugged his

shoulder.? and made a sign to two police.

Mho had ranged themselves behind him.
"Tliis pocket-book has all your

jiapers?" questioned the sergeant.

"But yes, m'sicur," answered Marcel.
"It v,as he, this criminal, who stole it

from me."
"You know him. then?" The sergeant

eyed Marcel fiercely. "You will please
go to the bureau with my men. I shall

have to ask you some questions."

Georgette stared from one to the

other. Then a thought came to her—

a

faint hope.
"I will come for you. Marcel," she

said bravely. "I will not fad."

The police took JMarcel w ith them, and
the two girls threw off their stage
clothes and dressed themselves hastily

in their street attire.

Georgette had remembered : "A little

vessel berthed at pier fourteen." She
knew it, that far-off small stone pier. In
the olden days she had kept tryst with
Gaston there. She had conceived a

desperate plan, almost a last hope. She
bade Fanny go to the bureau and com-

1 fort Marcel if the police would allow

the child to speak with him. She hailed
'a night taxi, and told the driver to

jluirry to the docks. At the dock gates

she ordered him to wait.

"I have to visit a friend on the

Almeric," she boldly lied to the guard
at the gates.

Georgette was young and pretty; the
sentry grinned at her and let her pass.

Presently she was at pier fourteen

:

.slie moved quickly along it under the
faint sky reflection of the city lights.

She carnc to the little tug-boat where a

youth was busy at the moorings getting
ready to cast off.

"I want to speak with him," she said,

pressing a ten-franc note in the boy's
hand. "Your captain."
"Captain Ciesare?"
"Yes. Tell him to come here alone,"

she whispered.

Her heart was beating wildly. She
was risking much—her life, at the very
least. . Cicsaro suddenly loomed before
her. bulky and suspicious.

"It is I, Georgette," she murmured.
"You v> ant him, your husband?" he

asked gruffly.

"It is you that I want." She was
luuiting a little. "Cajsare, I saw that
.vou admired me. I watched you while
jiretending to look in the mirror. I

come to ask you to be my friend."

She pushed herself close to hirn. and
put a hand on his arm. He stood there
like a block of wood, (ieorgette put up
lier face to his bearded one, and swiftly
liissed him on the cheek. »

Next instant she was struggling wildly
in a bear-like hug.

"Kill liim. ('a!sare !" she whisj)ered.
as she submitted to his embrace. "Kill
him! He—he struck me, yes!"
"Struck you, my little pigeon?"
"Did you not see for yourself? Go!

I will wait here for you."
Cresare released her.

"I will take the money also," he mut-
tered. "He has already tried to cheat
me. II will bo well (o kill him. Ho is

I » murderer I"
August 8tti, IMl.
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Georgette watched him go lumbering
down the stairs to the cabin. She
jumped aboard and stood at the stair-

head listening intently. She heard a low-

grumbling of voices in dispute, then
came a sinister silence, then muffled,
dreadful sounds as of a struggle to the
death. Not once did she distinguish
Gaston's mocking accents, but she knew
he was there, fighting grimly.

She crept down the stairs like a ghost.
By the light of a hanging lamp she saw
two men locked together, Caesare's
horrible fat fingers gripping and closing
across Gaston's throat. The pocket-
book had fallen from the table and
lay unheeded on the floor.

Georgette saw that Gaston's eyes were
glazing, that his teeth were set in a
grin of hate and seeming despair. She
dared all, and, swiftly entering the
cabin, snatched up the pocket-book and
fled.

She gauied the deck, stumbled across
it. leapt over on to the dock edge, nearly
missing her footing. The boy stared at
her a moment, then put out a hand to
stop her. But she dashed a little

clenched fist in his face, and ho let her
get away.
Ho began to run after her.

Gaston, with a sudden savage kick of
his heavy boot on Caesare's shin, caused
his enemy to briefly relax the death grip
on his throat. At once Gaston recovered
himself and tore Csesare's fingers from
his aching neck. His fist shot upwards
into Caesare's face, and the blow made
the burly .seaman blink and lose control
for a moment. Gaston wriggled free
and punched his enemy clear across the
cabin. A final vicious left jab sent
Caesare crashing against the door,
closing it with smashing force.

Brooding stillness reigned once more.
They faced each other from either end
of the screwed-down table: their eyes
glaring at each other, hands ready to
seize and tear—hate and rage expressed
in their silently snarling lips. So for a

full ten seconds they stood, tensed and
taut, two tigers ready to leap and kill.

Gaston had put off his overcoat, and
his pistol was in the left-hand patch-
pocket. He had to get it somehow. The
smoky kerosene lamp hanging above
their head swayed as the wash of the
tide stirred the boat at its berth. Gaston
was thinking grimly ; ho knew that
Georgette had been there and had taken
the pocket-book. Ho hadn't seen her,
so much as he had sensed her.

Ho must finish off this bidky brute,
then follow up Georgette. He would
find her all right ! He never failed with
Georgette !

Csesare suddenly leapt on to the table
and charged down at him. Gaston, cat-
like, stood aside and closed with the
sailor in a kind of sideways grip which
gave him advantage when the other's
dead weight made him fall forward
somewhat. The convict got Ca-sare
down on his face and fastened his teeth
in the bulging neck of the sailor. A
.shriek of agony came from C'a'sare a*
those vicious teeth closed in ui)on the
top of his spine: ho writhed antl fought
b!indl,v, beating his huge fists upon the
greasy floorboards. Gaston suddenly
iTleased him. leapt off' his back, and
made a dash for (he overcoat lying in a
corner of the cabin where it had been
flung. Even as Cresare rose from the
floor. Gaston had the short, wicked little

gun in his right hand.
The sailor's eyes, bleared and flaming,

focused, or tried to focus, the convict.
Coesare had no intention of giving up
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the pocket-lxjok which he deemed to be
still in tho cabin. With a beast's growl
ho rushed round the table at Gaston, his
fingers outstretched to fasten on his
throat. There came a faint click of tho
gun, a flash—the huge bulk of Csesaro,
hurled forward by its own impetus, sud-
denly slid down with horrible gasping
breaths.

"You would have it!" grunted
Gdston. " You \%ouldn't give me a

chance to speak."
Ho knew that Caesare was shot through

the breast, that he was out of it, any-
w-a,v. If he was dead, so nuich tho
worse for him. Gaston slipped into th'^

overcoat, thrust tho smoking pistol inio

his pocket, opened and closed the cabin
door, then staggered up the stairs.

In a moment more he was on the dock-
side. He moved swiftly and rapidly
towards tho walls. No one was to bo
seen or heard.

Suddenly he came upon the ship's hoy
returning to the tug. Gaston seized him
by the coat-collar.

"Where did she go?" he demanded.
" Speak out, don't be afraid of nie

!

I'm your skipper's friend. Gaston."
"She went out by the gate '' stut-

tered tho boy. "Let go. can't you?
You're hurting my throat."

" Sorry, my friend. Here's something
to make it well again "—Gaston thrust

a five-franc note into the boy's hand.
"GocKl-night— don't disturb Caesare. He's
asleep in his cabin."

He hurried off into the darkness,

reached the stone wall and shinned over
it. Then, cautiously, he made his way
to Lo Paradis. where, from a street

night prowler, he learned of the raid.

AVith consummate impudence Gaston
moved away in the direction of the

police-station, and hid himself against

a doorway near by.

Georgette Once More.

GEORGETTE almost fell into the
waiting taxi. She bade the man
drive to the Bureau, and then lay

back, breathing in quick, short gasps
until he brought her to the police otfice.

She demande<l to ^eo the night sergeant,

and told him she had recovered Du-
four's pocket-book.
"Perhaps it was you who stole it?"

"Will you not release him, m'sieur?"
slie pleaded, ignoring the question. "He
has affairs of great urgency in Paris.

There is just time for liim to catch tho

early morning train."

" He says he knows nothing of the
fellow wo want," said the sergeant. " I

do not believe it—but, all the same, it

he describes the contents of this book
he need not be detained. How long
liave you known hirn?"
"But a little while, m'siour."
He eyed her closely, and as he did

so his hostile manner changed. He
shrugged his shoulders and sighed pro-
foiuidly as he rang for a subor<liuate.

"Bring here Monsieur Dufour!" ho
ordered.
Marcel came into the little private

office, and the moment he perceived
Georgette, his pale face lighted up with
such sudden joy that the sergeant had
no more doubts.
"Lovers!"' he muttered. "Such

folly! What is love but childishness?
"Monsieur, will you tell me what is

in hoe?" He held out tho pocket-book.
"Mademoiselle has recovered it for you."
Marcel answered him without a fault

"I release you," came the decision.

"I wish you both all tho luck you cau
expect in (his unlucky world !"-

(Continued on page S7.)
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Cattlemen at Fire,>Mountain are terrorised by a mysterious band of "ghost " Indians, but
the *' Kj^ from Arizona" solved the mystery, won a great horserace, and brought a crook

to justice. Starring Jack Perrin and his horse. Starlight.

fHt Kl^ rom

Fire Mountain.

'I 'HE Fire Mountain raised its head
''^'i from among tlie rocky slopes of
"'

' the Humboldt Range of Nevada,
In the far West. Once, in the ages
long gene by, it had been an active

volcano, and tlio evidences of ancient
eruptions were still to be seen here
and there in beds of lava and volcanic
rocks.

The mountain was not very high and
'Dot difficult to climb, but it was rarely
visited, save by an occasional scientist

ittudying the geology of the district,

for a legend had grown up about Fire
Mountain, a legend that rendered the
inhabitants of the rolling plains very
shy of approaching its summit.

Black Eagle, the chief of the
"vanishing" Yumas, was buried at the
top of the mountain. His men had
given the early settlers much trouble,
and so swift were their raids, so diffi-

cult were they to overtake, that the
nickname which became attached to
them was easily e.xplaincd. They had
appeared, attacked the whites, and
vanished as quickly as they had come,
time after time.

The tribe of the " vanishing " Yumas
had long ago disappeared, but the legend
•of their prowess still remained, and it

was said that no white man could ven-
ture to approach the tomb of Black
Eagle and return alive. Certainly one

• «r two men had climbed Fire Mountain
in times gone by, and had never again
been seen. Whatever might be the
truth about their disappearance, the in-

iiabitants believed in the legend, and
gave the mountain a wide berth.

One night the people of the little

town of Hamilton were amazed to see
a flame rising steadily from tlie summit
of Fire Mountain. Again and again at
intervals the light was seen, but no
one dared to climb to the top, though
several bold spirits set out on the
journey, only to return without going
very far. There were strange stories,
too, that mysterious Indians had been
seen to appear for a moment or two by
night, and men began to whisper that
Black Eagle and his tribe had returned,
in spirit form, to visit die scene of their
exploits of long ago.

Near the foot of Fire Mountain one
evening rode "Red " Saunders, a cattle-
man returning from an inspection of
his herds. He was in a disturbed and
angry mood, for though his cattle were
well enough, he had lost twenty horses
that day. The animals had been driven
off by a band of Indians dressed in
white garments, and Red had come up
just too late to save them, though he
had chased the raiders for miles.

"I'll take a drink," he muttered.
"Clear my head, maybe."
Reining up his weary horse, ho pro-

duced a bottle and drank. Suddenly
from the summit of Fire Mountain a
flame rose into the air, and in tlie quiet
of tlio evening a strange sound fell

upon his ears.

Still holding the bottle. Red Saunders
looked round. Tliere was not a .soul in

sight, but the mysterious .sound—the
sound as of the beating of far-distant
drums—came more and more plainly

from the mouiitain, and Uie cattleman
was puzzled.
"Must be dreaming," he said aloud.

"Must get on and tell sherifif 'bout
Indians. Real Indians this time, not
ghosts. Rustling my horses. Let's have
'nother drink."
He had another, and then one or two

more. Saunders had drowned his sorrow
at the loss of his horses with a good
many drinks that day, and tlie last
swig at the bottle almost finished him.
Hardly able to sit hi.s horse, the

cattleman rode slowly on, swaying un-
certainly in the saddle. Now and then
be looked up at Fire Mountain, where
flickering flames rose high in the air,

while the sound of the drums—if drums
they were—still continued.
"Yes, must see sheriff!" muttered

Saunders again. "Tell him knew that
chief's face—seen him somewhere."
Red had got near enough to the

raiders to exchange incfi^ectual shots
with iheir cJiief, and the face of their
leader had .seemed somehow familiar to
him. He was too much .soaked in

whisky, however, to think clearly as he
rode back home, and soon he stopped
again to have yet another drink. The
bottle was empty, and he threw it away
in disgust.

Presently he came to a small sliack,

in which he kept some stores. There
was a supply of liquor in the hut, and
clumsily Saunders dismounted to get
another bottle. He tried to hitch his
horse to the rail, but the animal seemed
to sense that something was wrong witJi

his muster, and with a sudden jerk he
tore the reins from Red's hands and
trotted off.

August 8th, 1931,
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Saunders stag^'ered and measured his

,

lenffth oil the frroiind. He struggled
to his kaces, and then his eyes widened
and the hair rose stiffly on his head
with terror. Coming towards hitn

.stealthily, and only a few yards off,

uere two Indians, clad in ghost-like

white robes tlicir heads adorned with

liuge plumes of white feathers.

Fool by foot they approached, and
Saiinder.s, gazing stupidly at them,

lifted his liands to beg for mercy. The
.shock of the fall and the sight of the

Indians had partially sobered him,

though his mind was still in a very

bewildered condition.

The ghost-like figures came up, one

on each side of the cattleman, and then

to his bemused senses they seemed
suddenly to disappear, though in reality

they had only passed behind him. Then
Red Saunders fell forward on his face

and lay still.

Fivemiiuites later a tall powerfully-

built young man, with a pleasant open

face, came riding slowly along towards

the shack. He looke"d up at Fire

Mountain once or twice, wondering
what the flame and the drumming could

mean, for he was from the State

of Arizona, and he knew nothing of

the legend of Black Eagle and his

braves.
The stranger soon came in sight of

the hut, and he saw near by a man
lying prone on the ground.
"Hey, pal," he cried, reining up,

"what's the matter? You ill?"

There was no answer, and as Jack

Allen dismounted to see what was
wrong a party of cattlemen appeared

riding towards him from the shelter

of some trees a little way off. Jack
did not see them as he stooped by the

body of Saunders.
"Good heavens!" cried Jack. "The

uian's dead."
The cattlemen rode up and gathered

round.
" Say. boys," said one, " it's Red

Saunders. Someone's plugged him,

sure."
"He's been knifed, and from behind,"

said Jack quietly. "Look here!"

: The boys looked, and a clamour of

voices arose. There was no question of

suspecting Jack Allen, for the cattle-

men had seen hi:n* slowly approaching
in the distance, and ^knew that he

could have had no hand in the death

of the unfortunate rancher.

"Say, stranger." asked a cattleman.

"you came up the olhei way. You see

anyone down there?"
"I reckoned to see two Indians a

little way back," said Jack slowly. "I
lliought I saw two men with plumes
on their heads going up there."

He pointed to the slopes of the

mountain, and the cattlemen looked at

each other with grave faces.

"Yoii sure of that, stranger?" asked
one.

"No, I ain't what you might say

sure," replied Jack* doubtfidly. "I
thought I saw 'em for a miiuite, but it's

getting rather dark, and they seemed
to vanish all of a sudden. That's all. I

can say, boys."
"The ghost Indians again," said a

voice solenuily. "I'll say I don't 'like

it. boys."
"It's a mystery to me," said another

cattleman. "An' I've heard that this

is the very spot where Black Eagle and
his braves massacred two families in

the year '51."

"Sure, Pete, this is the place," said

the first man. "And now the ghost

Indians have outed poor Red."
"Ghost Indians!" exclaimed Jack
August etii, 1931.
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Allen. "What's this you're saying,
boys ?"

"You'll sure hear enough of 'em if

you stay in this country," said Pete.
"I'll tell you there's Indians in white
round this Fire . Moiuitain, and we
reckon they're rustling our cattle. The
ghost Indians, we call 'em, but we ain't

caught 'em yet—hardly set eyes on
'em."
Jack Allen was puzzled. He did not

believe that the Indiatis were really the
"ghosts" of Black Eagle and his tribe,

and yet these tough, virile cowboys
certainly seemed to be in a state of
panic that no merely human foes could
have inspired in them.
The cattlemen lifted the body of

Saunders to carry it away, and as
they did so a shiver of alarm ran
through the crowd. A gust of wind
blev,- down from the mountain, and with
it, clear and loud, came the sound of
the tom-toms, while high overhead the
mysterious flames shone brightly in the
gathering darkness.
"The drums of Black Eagle!" mut-

tered Pete. " Say. boys, we'd better
leave these parts right now. It ain't
healthy here for white men no more !"

Bruce Reed.

DORIS, the daughter of Judge
Sheidon, \\a» not enjoying her
evening stroll «t all. She had

walked out from Hamilton alone, but
before she had gone far she was joined
by Bruce Reed, her father's friend, and
a leading ranclier in the district. He
was driving along in a buggy, but he
stopped ^^ hen he saw the girl.

"Come for a ride, Doris, my dear?"
said Bruce, smiling at her pleasantly.

"NO; thank you. Bruce," replied Doris
coolly. "I'd sooner walk."
Bruce Reed got down to walk at the

girl's side. He was a. tall, well-set-up
fellow, with some pretensions to good
looks, but selfishness and brutality were
written on his face for those who had
eyes to see. Yet he imposed on most
people by a well-assumed air of cordi-
ality and good nature, and he was
generally popular in the neighliourhood.
Judge Sheldon had not yet found him
out, but Doris instinctively disliked

liim, and some inner consciousness
warned her that evening to be on her
guard.

The.\ walked on together for some
distance, Bruce leading his horse and
talking gaily. Doris had little to say,

and presently declared that she was
tired and must go home.
"Don't go just yet," begged Bruce.

"Sit down here and rest for a while."

He indicated a wooden seat, and they
sat down. They had reached the out-

skirts of a plantation a mile or more
from tha town, and a hasty glance
around assured the rancher that they
were alone.

"Listen to me. Doris," said Bruce
Reed eagerly. "You've known me a

good time now. and I reckon you ought
to be able to guess what I want to say.

Only it's so darned difficult to get it

out !" he concluded ruefully.

Doris knew ^\hat was coming, and she

half-rose from the seat to get away, but
Bruce pulled her down again at once.

" Say, you must listen, honey " he
began.
"I'm not going to listen." cried Doris

firmly. " And you're not to call me
' honey ' ever again. I'll tell you riglit

now that I don't want to go out with
you any more."
Bruce looked at the girl as though he

did not believe his ears. He had felt so

sure of her that her decided words
amazed him beyond measure..
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"Are you—giving me the air?" he
muttered, scowling.
"Well, you see, I don't think it's right

for a girl to go out walking with a fellow

when she doesn't care for him," replied

Doris in quiet but decisive tones.

"Oh, indeed!" cried Bruce, his face

darkening. "And what may you mean
by that'/ Is there someone else?"
"No, no; yet," murmured Doris

faintly, for she was becoming alarmed
at the vicious expression on the rancher's
facs.

"Well, whether that's true or not,

you're going to belong to me, and
you're coming with me right now !

"

shouted Bruce, seizing the girl fiercely

in his arms and trying to lift her up
to the scat of thfc buggy. Dons
struggled so frantically that the brutal

ranclier had great dilticulty in holding
her.

' Hands off, you cowardly hound-
hands off !" she screamed, fighting witli

the utmost desperation to free herself

from his grip.

At that moment Jack Allen rode up,

but neither Bruce nor Doris at first ob-

served him. He took one glance at the

scene before him. and then threw him-
self off his horse and ran to the help

of the girl. Reed loosed his hold ou
Doris at the sound of hasty footsteps,

and turned to confront a young man who
was a complete stranger to him.
"What d'you want here?" lio^\ led

Bruce angrily. '"Get away!"
"The lady said ' Hands off,' I be-

lieve." remarked .lack very quietly.

"Don't you understand English?"
"Yes, I understand English, and here

it is !" shouted the rancher.

A fierce right to the jaw sent Jack
reeling backward. He slipped and fell

on the turf, but in an instant he was on

his feet again, prepared fgr a tough

fight. The two men were apparently

fairly equal in size and strength, and
they circled round each other cautiously

for" a moment or two, ciach eyeing the

other warily.

Then .Jack saw the rancher coming at

him with a fury that made his face more
brutal in appearance than ever. He
feinted with his left, and as Reed's arm
went up to guard the blow. Jack sent

out his right in a powerful drive that

took his opponent straight between tho

eyes and jerked his head back. Swiftly

Jack followed with a left to the dim,

and Reed went down.

The eyes of Doris Sheldon gleamed «is

she saw the stranger send the brutal

rancher to the earth ; but her faco

lengthened a moment later. Reed did

not appear to be much hurt, for he came
to liis feet again, and w'th the swiftness

of a tiger hurled himself at Jack Allen.

For ten seconds the two men snapped
heavy blows, and then the young

stranger took u tremendous right over

the ear.
, i, ,

He staggered back, and fiercely Reed
came on to follow up his advantage. Ho
broke through Jack's weakened guard

with a shattering blow to the side of tho

head, and this time it was Jack who
went down.
He was up again only just in time to

slop Reed's rush with a drive into which

he put all lie knew. Then for a few

minutes tiie fight was even. Twice Jack

put tlie rancher down, and twice Reed

sent his opponent to the grass with hefty

blows to the cliin.

Both men were breathing heavily, and

their faces were badly marked, but

neither stopped for a second. Up and

down across the turf they raged, each

giving and taking heavy punishment,

while Doris watched anxiously in

alternate hope and fear.
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Up to now Bruce Reed had taken all

that Jack could give him, and had
handed back as gt)od as he got. But at

length condition began to tell. The
" strange youngster from Arizona was
'fighting fit. Long days in the saddle,
strenuous work on many ranches he had
vLsited on his journey from the South,
open air and clean living—all these were
on his side. Bruce Reed was in fairly

good shape, too, but not so tough as

his opponent, and a tendency the rancher
had for unlimited alcoholic refreshment
now began to tell its tale.
' Reed's guard weakened, and Jack's
right smashed through and found his

j«tw. He swayed for a. second, and then
. came again with a rush, sweat on hig

lirow, his eyes still gleaming with the
light of battle. Two steps forward li«

took, to run right into another fierce
• left that cracked home like the blow of
a hanmior between his eyes.
Jack bi'ought his right over in a trc-

' niendous upper-cut that had all the
weight of his fourteen stone behind it,

and Reed vvent down, and stayed \Vhere
•he fell. The victor looketl at him for a
'moment as he lay in a crumpled heap
oil the grass, and then walked across to

'Doris Sheldon.
'•' " ()h, I'm .so glad you came along!"
' Bho cried impulsively.

"I thought you needed some help,"
'said Jack in a level voice. "Would you
cmre to hare me drive you home, miss?"
"Will you?" replied Doris, looking

shyly at the young man.
' Well, I will. I guess, though I reckon

I don't look very well for a lady's escort
ot the moment."
Jack was right, for Heed's fists had

left sundry marks upon his fia.ce, and
one of his eyes was nearly closed.

' "Never mind!" cried Doris consol-
ingly. "You saveel me from that rotter,

and you'll soon be as—as handsome as
ever I"

Jack laughed, and hitched his horse
to the back of the buggy. He helped the
girl to a seat, mounted
himself, and drove off

just as Bruce Reed
staggered to his feet

and looked about him
in a dazed way. But
Doris Sheldon and

: Jack Allen had no
eyes for him.

.
' "You are a .stranger

here, aren't Toii ?"

asked Doris.
"I'm from

: 'Arizona," said the
Toung man. "Down
there they call me the
' Riding Kid.' but my
name's Jack Allen.
and you can call me

. Jack !"

Liohtnino.

DORIS SHKr.DOX
stole a glance at

, the stalwart
youngster who sat by
her side. He was
good-looking, he could

. certainly use his fists

—

had ho not just laid

out the most rrdoiibt-

ablo fighter in Hamil-
ton?—^and he had a
very good horse. That
much w a s obvious
enough. Why he had
come from Arizona,

,
and what ho meant to

do in Nevada, she did
'Hot. know, but she was
sufficiently interested
ili hitri to ask for in-

fornlitidn on these
points.
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"Are you staying here long?" she
' asked presently.

"Don't suppose so," replied Jack.
"I'm just wandering around seeing the
world, you know, miss."
"I'm Doris Sheldon," said the girl.

" I thought perhaps you had some
special business this way."

"Well, I have, a little," came the
reply. "'And I reckon I might have a
bit more to do hero than I expected

—

now, Doris."
Jack looked so expressively at the

girl that she blushed, and hastened to
introduce a fresh subject.

"If you're called the Riding Kid,
you're fond of horses, sure," she said,

"and I guessed perhaps you'd come
here for the Endurance Race. It's next
Saturday, about two o'clock."
"No, I hadn't heard of it," aJiswercd

Jack.
"My father is Judge Sheldon, and ho

hopes to win the race. He's got a very
good horse. He's sure crazy about
horses," said Doris as they drew up
before a largo house in the town of
Hamilton.

-A big, jollj'-looking man, with a cigar
in his mouth, came oiit of the door as
.fack assisted Doris to get down from
the buggy It was by this time nearly
dark, and Judge Sheldon thought for
the moment that his daughter was
accompanied by his friend. Bruce Reed.
"That you. Bruce?" he said, coming

forward. " Why, Doris, my girl, who
is this you've brought home? I thought
you were with Bruce.

"

"So I was, dad," replied the girl.

"But he—he was very riidi- to me, and
Mr. Allen—Jack. I mean, helped me
and brought me home."
"Bruce Reed rude to you?" ex-

claiuHMl the judge, staring at Doris in
bewilderment. "I would never have be-
lieved such a thing of him. You can
tell me about that presently."
The judge turned to Jack Allen and

held out his hand.
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"SlKike, boy," he said heartily.
" Anyone who helps my girl is my
frientl, sure. I'm certainly obliged to
you, Mr. "

"Jack Allen," the youngster cut in.

"But down in Arizona folk call me tho
Riding Kid, as I've been telling IVliss

Sheldon."
"The Riding Kid, eh? Fond of

horses, ain't you?" asked the *idg:e
eagerly, scenting a discussion on his
favourite topic.

"You bet I am, judge. Your daugh-
ter was beginning to tell me about the
Endurance Race just now, and I'd like
to hear all about it."

Judge Sheldon signed to the girl to
go away, and she tripped into the house
with a smile to Jack.

"Now she's gone we can talk," cried
the old man. "I reckop you're
straight. I can tell by the look of you,
and I'll tell you what I haven't told
her, though I reckon everybody else in
this town knows it. I've staked a lot

—

too much—on thi.s race, and I've gotta
win it. somehow.'*

"Well, judge, why shouldn't you?"
asked Jack. "Dor—Miss Sheldon told
nu3 you have a good horse."

"I'll show you the horse," said tho
judge. "There's just light enougli left

to see him, I guess."
Judge Sheldon led the way to his

stables, and eamc to tlu' box in whieli
stood the animal whicii he hoped v.ould
save him on the day of the race.

"You're going to see the finest piece
of horseflesh you ever saw in your life."
said the old man with immense pride.
"I'll swear there ain't any such horse
in Arizona, or any other place, either.
There he is ! I call him Lightning, and
there ain't a horse to beat him in
Hamilton."
Jack looked over the animal with a

critical eye, and it showed its teeth and
snarled at him as he came near.
"Looks good to me," remarked Jack

You're no Indian ! " cried Doris, raising lier hand to strike as tlie man approached
her. " Let me go ! I»in going home !

"

AiiifXist 8th. lesi.
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at length, "but I sliould say lie ain't

quite broken in, judge."
"That's the ti-oul)le," said tlic judge

regretfully, "but I've got a man who
can ride iiiin. In the morning 111 have
him out, and you can see how ho goes."

"Thanks, judge,'" said Jack. "I must
bo leaving now, but I'll be around in

thc^norning."
The youngster got his horse and rode

away, while Judge Sheldon went in to

nsk liis daughter for the truth about

Bruce Reed. To the girl's great indig-

nation, her father woidd not believe

that tlie rancher had really tried to

carry her off, for he wanted her to

marry Bruce, and could sec no rea.son

why his friend should «ct in the way
that Doris described. So the girl re-

tired that night, far from content, and
a little anxious as to what Reed might
do the next day.

In the morning Judge Sheldon had
the horse. Lightning, brought out to a

field behind the house. Bruce Reeil

came up, as cordial as ever in manner.

The cattlemen lounging about looked in

surprise at his face, which was adorned
with two black eyes and various strips

of plaster, but nobody ventured to ask

uny questions. He greeted the judge

with great warmth, but the old man
was too much occupied in watching his

horse to pay much attention to the

rancher.
"Good-morning, Doris," said Bruce

to the girl, who was leaning over the

rail next to her father. "Has the judge

got anvone to ride liightning yet?"

"I don't want to talk to you!" re-

torted Doris sharijly, and Reed edged

away and remained silent, glaring

angrily as Jack Allen came up, to be

gicete'd with cordiality by the girl and

her father.
Meanwhile, the horse Lightning was

plunging and rearing violently in the

middle of tie field, with two of the

judge's men clinging desperately to the

reins. One of the men, an individual

named Slat, had several times tried to

mount him. but so far the horse had

had the best of it.

"Anvone ever ridden that horse?"

asked Jack of Doris, as he stood by her

side. . , .

"Two have tried Jack. replied the

girl. "Slat rode him a little way, and

father had hopes that he would manage
him."
"How can he expect to win the race

on Saturday, if nobodx can ride the

horse properly?" muttered Jack, as

Lightning threw Slat, who had at last

managed to mount.

'.'That fellow Slat !
" howled Judge

Sheldon in a rage. "He swore he'd

break him in and ride him in the race,

and he's my best rider. Yesterday I

thought he was making it, and now
look at him !"

"I'd like to look at Lightning, if I

may," .'aid Jack quietly.

"Mean you think you could ride

him?" cried the judge.

"I reckon .so.'' replied Jack. "There
ain't any horse in Arizona that I can't

ride, and we've got .some down ther(>

worse than Lightning to manage. I

gue.ss.

"

"Well. Jack. 1 hope you'll make it,"

said the judge, rather dubiously, calling

his men to bring tli:' o.nimal up.

With the greatest dilliciilty they per-

suaded Lightning towards the rail. Still

snorting with rage and plunging diin-

geioiisly, he came forward, but it siid-

<tenly seemed to occur to him that he
was going ba<k to his stable, and for the

moment he quietened down.
Jack seized his opportunity, and with

a quick leap he bestrode the fierv-tem-
August 8tli, 19S1.
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pored animal and seated himself firmly
in the saddle. Lightning leaped higli in

the air with indignation, and went off

down the field, re.iring and bucking
furiously to rid liim.seif of the insolent
human who had dared to got on his

back, and to stay on.

Jack sat tight, and Lightning reared
and bucked in vain, for the finest horse-
man in Arizona was on his back, and
there' was no trick of an unbroken
animal which he did not know. All
down the field went Lightning but .still

the Arizona Kid kept the saddle, while
Judge Sheldon and his men shouted and
cheered frantically as they leaned watch-
ing over the rail.

"I hope he breaks his neck," mut-
tered Reed viciously as he watched the
successful rider. He noticed Doris
cheering and clapping, her face radiant
with joy, and jealous rage flamed
higher still in his heart.
Sleanwhile. the Riding Kid had at

last convinced Lightning that he had
met his match, and presently he rode
the horse back in triumph to the judge.
"You'll ride him in the race on Satur-

day, Jack?" asked the old man.
Jack Allen looked down thoughtfully

at the eager faces of the judge and his
daughter.
"I sure will, judge !" he said.
Bruce Reed heard the answer, and

smiled to himself.
"You sure won't." he murmured to

himself. "I'll see to that!"

The White Horse.

J\CK ALLEN, astride his own horse,
rode slowly through the town that
evening, and prosoiitly he saw Doris

Sheldon walking down the street. The
girl's face lighted up at the sight of
iiim, and he stopped at once to speak to
iier.

"Where are you going. Jack?" she
asked, when the fiist greetings were
over.

"I thought I'd just take a ride round
Fire Mountain this evching."

"Oh," cried Doris in dismay, her
face falling at once. "Please don't go
there. Jack ! Those ghost Indians
might get you, like they got Red
Saunders."
"Has the sheriff done anything about

that yet?" asked Jack.
"I don't know. He's up at dad's

place now, I Jjclieve. but what can he
do? No one in the town dares go near
the mountain. And nearly every day
.someone's stock is rustled."

" I don't believe in this yarn altout
ghosts," said Jack. "How long has this

rustling been going on?"
" Only two or three weeks." replied

Doris, "but there certainly are some
Indians about. Jack. They've been seen
in several places. But it isn't .vour

affair. Your job is to win that race for
father."

"Okay, Doris I" cried the Riding Kid
heartily. "I'll be around "bout nine
o'clock to-morrow and tr.v out Light-
ning again. All the same, if I ?ee any
of those ghosts this evening, I'll sure
find out if they're made of flesh and
blood. Goodrbye, kid !"

"Do be careful. Jack I" said the girl,

with great anxiety in her voice.

"Don't you worry about me." cried
Jack, witii a laugh. "I'll be okay,
dear."
He rode away at that, leaving Doris

gazing after him with mingled feelings

of anxiety aiul hap|>jness. for she was
already indulging in a delightful vision

of herself as Mrs. Jack Allen. Suddenly
she .saw Bruce Reed some way off along
the road, and though ho did not see
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her, the vision faded, and she ran homo
like a frightened hare.
For an hour or more Jack trotted

.slowly on towards Fire Mountain, think-
ing not of the Indians or of the race,
but of the pretty face of the judge's
daughter. He came presently to a

stretch of forest, and as he rode along
a grassy glade between the trees he
heard in the distance tlie beat of hoofs.

Instantly Jack pulled into the shelter
of a clump of trees and watched for
the rider. Nearer and nearer came the
sound of swift galloping hoofs, and soon
he saw a splendid white horse racing
along at full speed. There was no rider
on its back, nor had it any saddle,
bridle or reins.

"Queer!" muttered Jack. 'Reckon
I'll see into tliis.

"

Ho shook up his horse and galloped
after, but though he bestrode one of
the speediest animals he had ever ridden
and rode his best, he coiild not catch
the swift white horse. On and on it

flew, out of the woods and across tho
plain, and Jack fell farther and farther
behind.
Presently, a mile away. Jack saw a

corral in which were a number of
horses. The white steed ran up to it

and whinnied loudly, nosing at the gate,
and the animals inside began to move
restlessly. Jack urged on his horse, but
he was still a quarter of a mile away
when the horses inside the corral,

furious with excitement, burst opei* the'

gate, and, led by the white horse, raced
over the plain towards Fire Moiuitain.

"Reckon I'll surprise the cattlemen
when I tell 'em this," said Jack. "I'll

see where he leads 'cm if I can,
though."
He followed the runaway horses across

the plain until the trail led him into the
broken slopes at the foot of the moun-
tain. Here and there were clumps of

trees, and though Jack little suspected
it, he was soon al.most within range of

a party of men who were ensconced
behind some rocks, eagerly watching.

"Here he comes !

" cried the leader of

the gang, as the white horse galloped
into view. "And he's done it again!"
Two figures in Indian costume roso

silently as a stream of horses pa.ssed the
rocks, and followed to secure th(>

animals in the secret hide-out farther
on.

Bruce Reed, for the man who had
sjiokcn was no other, had ridden straight
for Fire Mountain that eveniTig. and so
had arrived long before Jack. Ho now
rose to follow the Indians, but another
of the gang touched his arm. .and ho
instantly sank down again behind tho
rock.

Jack came into view a couple of hun-
dred yards away between some trees.

He reined up and looked ahead at a
gully up which he guessed the hor.ses

had gone, and as he did so Reed raised
his gun.

"It's that blamed fellow from
Arizona," he growled. "I'll plug him,
or he'll spill tho beans."
Jack moved on slowly ju.st as the

rancher fired. He felt tho wind of a
bullet which passed an inch beside his

face, and instantly pulled the head of

his horse round and rode otf as a second
bullet grazed his ear. In another
moment he was out of sight, and Bruco
turned disgustedly to his companion.

"I |iiilled a bead dead on him!" he
cried angrily.

"You thought you did. boss." sneered
the man. "What you going to do
now?"

" We'll frame him. Tho fellow 's a
stranger hero—nobody knows him. I'H

frame him right, yoii'll see."

Jack Allen unconsciouslv aided tho
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unscrupulous rustler's plans. He lay in
\

hiding a long time, waiting in vain for

a, .sight o£ the rustlers, and returned to

the town very late, too late to see the

judge that night.

Bruce Reed was before him in the

morning. Very early an angry party of

.cattlemen assembled at Judge Sheldon's
house. The owner of the runaway horses

had discovered his loss, and he came to

the judge with his friends, raging with
iuiger.

"Guess it's time wc took the law in

cur own hands," he cried.

'Yeah. It's time for the rope and
the nearest tree !" shouted another.

The judge himself was furious with
rage and despair, for he had just found
Lightning lame in his box.

"Somctiiing hapi)ened to my horse in

the night," he stormed. "Some skunk
.got at him."

"Say, judge, if that ain't too bad,"
'said Bruce, coming up. "Now, boys,

listeu; I've got a hunch I know who's
rustling the stock."

"Who?" yelled a dozen voices.
" I caught that young fellow who says

he conies from Arizona driving those

'horses away last night," stated Bruce
impressively.
"Why didn't you plug the skunk,

Bruce T' shouted a, voice.

"I took a shot, boys, but I'm ashamed
to say I missed."
"Just as well, perhaps," said a

rancher. '"We'll go and bring hini in,

and the judge can try him proper 'cord-

ing to law, and then we'll string him
up."

" Where's the fellow now V asked a
cattleman.
"He put up at Granny Wilson's," said

Reed. "Get your horses and we'll go
fetch him."
Doris Sheldon had stood by while the

angry men talked. She knew that Bruce
Roed was lying, but she saw that it

would be useless to appeal to the en-

raged cattlemen whom the brutal
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rancher had so easily convinced. She
slipped silently away while the talk was
still going on, and ran at top speed over
the open ground behind the house
towards the road which led to Granny
Wilson's.

"I'll save him!" she gasped as she

ran. " I'll save him yet !"

In Hiding.

THE little inn where Jack Allen had
put up was a couple of miles from
the town, and Doris Sheldon's only

hope was to meet the Riding Kid on the

road before the horsemen came along,

for she remembered that he had pro-

mised to call at the judge's house about

nine o'clock.

She ran swiftly along the road beneath

some trees, and in a minute or two a

solitary rider came in sight. It was
Jack Allen, and the girl rushed up to

him in eager ha.ste.

"Quick, Jack, get in amongst the

trees!" she gasped. "They're after

you !"

'Who's after me, Doris?" asked Jack
in amazement, as he drew his horse out

of sight of the road into the wood.

"They mean to use the rope!" ex-

claimed Doris. "Youmust go away at

once !"

"To use the rope?" said Jack slowly.

"What do they think I've done?"

"They think you rustled the cattle and
those horses last night !"

"Who says so?" demanded Jack
angrily. "You <lon't believe that, Doris,

do you ?"

'Of cour.sc not!" exclaimed the girl

indignantly. " But Bruce Reed has con-

vinced them you did it. Save yourself,

Jack, quick !

"

"Bruce Reed, eli ? I'm going back to

face that skunk and make him prove it."

"That will never do," cried Doris
anxiously. "They'll string you up before

you've time to speak. They're mad with
"rage."

"Well, I'll go, Dons, if you say sc.
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said Jack quietly, "But I'll come back
to-night to see you—and thank you !"

"Okay !" crieti Doris. "Only be very

careful. I'll meet you down by the

river crossing if I can. I'll whistle, and
you wait for my signal. Now go at

once."
Jack rode off hurriedly through the

wood just in time. A moment later

Doris, cowering behind a fallen tree,

saw a crowd of ranchers go at full

gallop down the road towards the inn,

where their search, of course, was in

vain. All that day they hunte<l the

district for Jack, but failed to find any
trace of him, and Reed went oft' to his

hide-out on Fire Mountain that evening
in a very angry mood.
Meanwhile Jack iiad ridden rapidly

away across the plain, and on ncaring
the mountain lie happened to pass the

spot where he had first seen the white

horse. To his astonishment the animal
was there again, but this time .standing

quietly under a tree. Jack dismounted
as soon as he saw it, tethered his own
horse to a brsuich. and crept up quietly,

taking a spare bridle with him.

Jack knew that if he scared the white
horse it would be off and away in a
second. It eyed him uneasily as he
came up. but he talked to it gently and
caressed it, and soon he was on its

back, trotting down the glade. Pre-

sently ho urged it to a gallop at full

speed, and a.* he turned and sped back

to the wood he knew that under him
was the swiftest horse he had ever

ridden in his long experience of all

sorts of steeds.

"Now for a real good hide-out," mut-
tered Jack. "Reckon I'll try the river

bank amongst the willows."

After some searching he found a thick

clump of willows beyond some marshy
ground liy the river's edge, and there

he took the two horses «ind lay hidden
all day.

Doris Sheldon passed the day in alter-

nate hope and fear, afraid at times that

" Here we are ! " cried the rancher with the ear-phones. " They've done twelve miles ! Only two left

in the race ! Bruce Reed and Jack Allen. All the others are out of it.'!
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Juck would be biought back a captive,

hopeful as the liours passed that he
had got clear a>vay. When evening
came «he mountod her pony and rode
oiT towards the river. Fire gleamed at
times on the summit of Fire Mountain,
and the girl shuddered with fear when-
ever she glanced that way. But she
went on, all the same.
She rode cautiously jilong the bank

of the stream for some miles until she
came to the crossing, a shallow place
where the river* w as usually fordable.
Here she stopped and surveyed the
ground very carefully. She did not
think that anyone suspected her of hav-
ing arranged a meeting with Jack, but
it was as well to make sure. No one
was in sight; so the girl whistled softlj'.

There was a movement among some
trees nearby, and she caught sight of

Jack, who signed to her to come for-

ward. She followed him for some dis-

tance, and dismounted when at length
they had reached Jack's hiding-place
amongst the willows.
"I'm sure glad you're here, Doris,"

exclaimed Jack.
"I'm glad to be here to sec you,

Jack." .said the girl softly, "but I'm
always frightened when I get near that
horrid mountain.''

" Nothing there to be frightened
about," replied Jack, laughing. "For-
get that yarn of the ghosts, kid. Tell
me where that dirty skunk Reed is

now."
"Still looking for yoii, I think.'' came

the reply. "He went oflf this morning
and he hasti't been back in the town all

day. Don't let liim catch you, Jack !"

"Not I," laughed Jack, "I reckon to

take him to the gaol to-morrow. You
see, I've found out one or two things
about him, and I guess I'm finding
more !"

"Oh, Jack," cried Doris, "what do
you mean?"

"You'li see—to-morrow," said Jack.
"I told you I had a little business this

way. Show your father that, and he'll

understand."
He handed the girl a small metal

disc, at which she gazed in surprise.

"You needn't liave hidden at all,

then. Jack," she cried. "But I wanted
lo tell j'ou something. That race to-

morrow. It's awful for dad. Someone
got «t Lightning during the night, and
he can't rim. He's lame !"

"That's too bad." said Jack. "But
I've a surprise for you, dear. Your
dad may win the race, after all. Come
and see what I've got."
He led the girl a little farther among

the trees, and she saw Jack's own
hor.sc and also a splendid white .stallion

she had never seen before. Doris Shel-
don was a good judge of horseflesh,

and her eyes brightened as she looked
over the strange horse.

"He's sure the real goods." she ex-
claimed. "Is he yours. Jack?"
"Well, I found him," said Jack

,slowly, "and if you reckon findings are
keepings, he's sure enough mine. And
I'll tell you. kid, that horse is not
lightning—he's faster tlian anything I

know—he's greased lightning, I'll ride
him in the race to-morrow, and he'll

win and save your dad. So that's
okay."
As Jack spoke a drumming sound,

far off' uarul faint, l)ut yet distinct, came
lo their ears, and Doris shuddered in

alarm,
"Those droadful tom-toms!" she whis-

pered. "Jack. I'm afraid !"

"Don't be afnaid, Doris," cried Jack
confidently. "In a few hours you'll

have no reason to fear anything. I'm
on the track of that drumming, too, and
I reckon to find wliat it is to-morrow,"
August 8th, 1831.
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"Looks like your liaving a busy day,"
smiled Doris. "I'd better get back now
l)efore dad misses me."-
"You'll see me to-morrow," cried

Jack, as the girl rode away, "You'll
see me down at the starting-post—an'
the wliite horse, too !"

''"^ Judge Sheldon Disappears,

BRUCE REED called at the judge's
house late that evening to report
liis lack of success in the hunt for

Jack Allen, and to find out whether
there was any chance of the horse
Lightning running in the race. Reed
had been fuming with rage all day, for

not only had Jack given him the slip,

but the white stallion was nowhere to

be found, and the wily rancher had
reckoned on winning the Endurance
Race very easily with him.

Still, reflected Bruce as he walked up
to the judge's house, he had anotlier

horse which could beat anything in the

race except Lightning, and Lightning
was probably out of it. One of his gang
had seen to that.

"I'll win in spite of all," muttered
Reed, "and then I'll make my own
terms with Sheldon—and I'll have
Doris !"

Judge Sheldon was in no good
humour when Bruce came in. Light-

ning had failed him. Jack Allen, whom
he really liked, was accused of rustling

and had vanished, while Doris had gone
out and had not yet returned,
"You ought to call that bet off," he

growled. '.'My horse can't run."

"I'm real sorry, judge." said Bruce;
"but—a bet's a i3et. It's just jbur bad
luck, that's all one can say."

Doris came in just then, and the
rancher soon went away, for it was not
his intention to approach the girl

again until after the race.

"We'll see what she says when the

old man has lost everything to me to-

morrow," he chuckled as he turned the
corner of the building. Then a thought
struck him. He went no farther, but
crept quietly l)ack to the door of the
house and listened.

Doris and her father were talking in

the front room, and Bruce Reed could
hear something of the conversation.

"Yes, dad. and he gave nic this to

show you." the cunning rancher heard
the girl say. He could not see what it

was that Doris showed her father, and
he listened eagerly for the old man's
reply.

"A deputy-marshal's badge, eh?"
said .ludge Sheldon. "He knows more
about this cattle rustling than he calcu-

lates to tell us. I reckon."
"Yes. dad. And he's got a wonder-

ful white horse. It's better tlian Light-
ning, he says."
"That I can't believe," averred the

judge. "Where is Allen now? We
must get him back. That tale of

Bruce's about him can't he true."
Doris did not know that Bruce was

straining his ears to catch every word,
but some instinct of caution made her
whisper her reply into her father's ear.

"He's down in the willows by the
river."

Bruce Reed could not hear the words,
and ho ground his teeth with rage. He
listened a moment longer, but in vain,

for Doris began to talk of other things.

The rancher stole away di:jappointed.

He had heard something, but not
enough.

"I've sure gotta be careful." he mut-
tered as he went off to find his gang.
Presently he was talking angrily to his

right-hand man, a certain Bill Haines,
wlio was outwardly a. respectable
citizen, and yet, in secret, one of the
rustlers.
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"That guy Allen has got my white
horse," snarled Bruce.
"Your horse!" sneered Bill. "The

horse you rustled out of Montana, you
mean."

"Well, Allen's got him now, the girl

said, and she told the old man where
he is, only I couldn't hear the words,
darn it ! We've gotta get hold of tho
judge and make him talk, I must have
Starlig'ht back—may need him to make
a get-iaway."
"Make a get-away to-night if you're

turning yellow," said Bill. "I thought
j'ou were riding to-morrow."
"Sure I am, but I want Starlight for

the race. Fetch up a couple of the

boys, and wait your chance to get the

judge in the morning. It's too late

to-night."
Bill Haines nodded in comprehension,

and the rustlers parted for the night.

The morning of the endurance race

dawned clear and fine, but Judge Shel-

don got up in the lowest possible spirits.

Though Doris had told him that Jack
meant to ride the white horse, he did
not feel that there was any hope of

victory, and he was afraid that this

day would see his ruin,

"Cheer up, dad!" cried Doris happily.
"Jack's going to win."
"Not on my horse, though," growled

the judge.
"You go out in the garden and sit

down while I get the breakfast, dad."
said Doris, and the old man went out.

sat down in a chair and gave himself

up to bitter regrets for his foolish bet

with Bruce Reed.
Two faces peered cautiouslj' out from

the. shelter of some bushes behind the

judge. Two men garbed in Indian cos-

tume, seeing that the coast was clear,

crept stealthily across to Judge Sheldon
inch by inch. They were within a yard
of the chair before the judge seemed
suddenly to sense their presence, and he
turned quickly to see their fierce faces

close to his.

With the speed of light one of the

men deftly slipped a saok over the old

man's head, while the other secured

his arms with a rope. In a couple of

minutes Judge Sheldon was helpless in

the hands of the intruders, who carried

him away to their horses hidden amongst
the trees behind the house, and made
off with him at a gallop.

"Dad! Dad!" called Doris, a couple
of minutes later. "Breakfast is ready."

There was no reply, and the girl came
out, thinking that her father might
have dozed off to sleep. To her great
surprise he was not to be seen.

She looked round the garden in vain,

and then went to the stables. He was
not there, and though she knew that he
could not have re-entered the house
without her knowledge, she searched
there, too. Her father was not to be
found. He seemed to have disappeared
without leaving a trace.

Threatened with Torture.

DORIS SHELDON was distracted
with grief, at the unaccountable
disappearance of her father. Her

first thought was to rush for help to

Jack Allen, but he was miles away,
and it was almost with relief that she
saw Bruce Reed walk up. Even he was
better than no one at all.

"Bruce, have you seen my father?"

she cried anxiously.
"No, Doris, I ain't seen him this'

morning," sai'» the rancher, assuming a

look -of surprise,
' .....

"He's missing, I can't find him any-'
where," exclaimed the girl,'

"You don't say!" remarked Bruce, re-'

,

joicing inwardly that his scheme to kid-

i
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nap the judge had apparently succeeded.
"I'll keep round hcie and search the
grounds."
Reed went off ostensibly to look for

Judge Sheldon, and as he went he
chuckled to himself. He had hardly
expected Bill Haines to manage the

affair so early, and he hoped that the
gang would soon report to him that the

judge had revealed the hiding-place of

the white horse. Suddenly another
scheme came into his mind. If the

father could be kidnapped, why not the

daughter? If the old man would not
tell, the girl might.
He came back to tell Doris that he

could not find tlie judge, and then he
made his way into the town to see one
of his men, in order to devise some
means of entrapping the girl.

An hour later Doris Sheldon stood
despondently in front of the house, look-

ing anxiously down the road. All
search for her father had so far been
in vairr, though the judge's men had
scoured the town and its neighbour-
hood with the greatest eagerness.

Soft footsteps sounded behind the girl,

and she turned, hoping that someone
had come with good news. An Indian,
with a huge plume of feathers on his
liead and his face decorated with bars
of paint, stood behind her, holding out
a note. Doris shrieked with alarm at

the unexpected sight, but after a
moment she took the note from the
man's hand and opened it.

"Your father is in danger. Come at
once. Follow the guide," she read.
"Oh, where is he?" she cried frantic-

ally to the Indian, who stood stolidly

watching her.

"Come," he said slowly. "He's up
there," pointing to Fire Mountain a.s

he spoke. "You come; you save him."
"I'll go and get my horse,"

cried Doris, too frantic with
anxiety to suspect that pos-
sibly the note might be merely
ii ruse to entrap her, too.

" Horse round hero, you
follow," said the man, turning.

. Doris followed him round
the side of the house, where
she saw two horses. The
Indian mounted one and Doris
the other, and as they rodo off

at. full si)oed Bruce Reed
stepped out from the shelter
of a wall and watched them
gO; An evil smile curled his
cruel lips, but Doris did not
look back, for in her <-ager
anxiety to find her father slic

had forgotten Reed's
very existence.

Straight towards Fire
Mountain rodo tho
Indian with Doris at his
side. A few miles out m
of the town two more Ss

nion dressed in Indian
attire jqinod thoni, and
Doris gazed at the new-
comers suspiciously.
They wore dressed as
liKiians certainly, but
thoir faces wore white,
and tho girl suddenly
drew rein.

"I'm not going any
further with you I" she
cried. " I believe you're
the men who have been
masquerading as ghost
Indians. I'm going
back !"

,Thc men pulled ui>
and looked stolidly at
Doris. One -of them dis-

tnoiinted and came to
her side.
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"You no afraid?" he asked. "We no
hurt paleface girl."

"You're no Indian!" exclaimed Doris,

raising her hand to strike as the man
approached her. "Let mo go. I'm
going home."
"You come with us to mountain," said

the man earnestly. " Your father there.

He want you."
"Is that true?" asked the girl, he.sitat-

ing as she looked from one to the other

and reflecting that she was quite help-

less. All three of the men were armed,
and their horses were better than the

animal she was riding. Escape seemed
to be impossible.

"That quite true," came' the icply.

"He up there. Want you."
Doris Sheldon looked helplessly

around. They were halfway to Fire
Mountain, and the plain seemed to be
deserted. No human being was in

sight, and in the end the girl shrugged
her shoulders and went on, with fear
growing in her heart as they iieared

the slopes of the ominous peak where
Black Eagle lay buried.

If Doris had looked back as they
crossed an open glade she would have
taken heart. For a couple of miles
away, on the top of a hill, a horseman
had ajjpeared at the edge of a wood.
He was mounted on a big white horse,

and when lie observed the little party
of riders in tho distance he went back
again at once among the trees.

Jack Allen had left his hiding-place
in the willows that morning, and had
ridden ai-ound the country for some
miles in order to give the white hor.se

some exercise. He rode with great
caution, surveying the ground carefully,

and keeping as much as might be under
cover. By the merest chance he
happened to catch a glimpse of the
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horsemen in the distance, and as h«
watched them from the shelter of the
trees he felt sure that there was a gir!

among them.
"That may be Doris," he nnitfered

to himself. "I'm going to see, any-
way."
He rode on cautiously after the party,

taking advantage of every clump of
trees and every bit of rising ground.
The Indians looked back once or twice,
but they did not see Jack, ;.nd as they
approached the gully which led to their
hide-out they had no idea that tlie

Riding Kid was little more than half
a mile behind.
"Where's my father? ' Are you

taking me to- him?" demanded Doris
as they came in sight of the rocky-

entrance to the gully.

"He up there," said one of her com-
panions, pointing towards the sunnnit of
the mountain. "Not far now."
Doris Sheldon thought that the man

was very probably lying, but in reality
he had spoken the exact truth. Tlie
judge was "up there." He had been
taken by his captors towards the
mountain, and though they had re-

moved the sack from his head before
going very far, they had bandaged his

eyes before they came to the gully, so

that the old man had no idea of the
secret trail up Fire Mountain.

Presently he was lifted off" the horse
and tied securely to a pinnacle of rock.
Tho bandage was removed from his

eyes, and the judge saw that he was
in a circular depression high on the
mountain, probably an old crater of the
extinct volcano. Round him stood
several men dressed as Indians, their

heads crowned with plumes of feathers,
and their faces decorated with war-
paint.

The fight that followed was short and sharp
August 8th, msi.
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"You tell chief where is wliite liorso

tliat ruiii fast," said the leader, thrust-
ing his evil-looking face close to the
judge.

"I don't know whore ho is,' replied
Judge Sheldon calmly, lie had had a

spasm of fear at the sight of the Indians,

but as soon as their chief spoke the old

man's courage returned. These were
no ghosts. The\' were living men, and
of them at least he had no fear.

"You lie," said the ciiief. "You know
where white horse is."

"I tell you I don't know," came the

reply firmly.

"You tell chief, or "

"You rat. you!" burst out the judge
furiously. " Let me go at onee ! Every
one of you will be strung up for this !"

.
"Tell chief where horse is," said the

Indian in « monotonous, whining voice.

"No!" roared the judge furiously.

The chief stepped back, glaring furi-

ously lat the old man. Then he turned
to his follower.s, who stood silently be-

hind him, watching the scene with
ijiipassive eyes.

"Bring fire!"' he said.

, Two of the men turned and went aw ay

quietly to a small shack not far off. The
chief looked again at Judge Sheldon.

."I go for little while,'' he snarled.

"When I come back, you tell chief—or

you die 1"

jJack to the Rescue.

J\CK ALLEX rode on after the horse-

men, land at length he neared the

spot w here he had so nearly been
"plugged" by Bruce Reed. So far he

ivas sure that he had not been observed

by the men he had followed, but he had
now come to the last patch of woodland
which could shelter him, and he reined

up there to survey the ground before he
.went on.

Tiie Indians had stopped just before

re-aching the gully, and Jack, peering

out through the branches, saw to his

indignation that they were bandaging
the eyes of a white girl who accompanied
them.
"The skunks!" ho muttered. "I

reckon it is Doris they've got!"

He raised ii's gun to fire, but lowered
it again slowly as a thought crossed his

mind.
" I could plug those guys easy," he

growled to himself, "but I reckon I'd

do l)etter to follow 'cm up to their liide-

oul."
The Indians were very busy about

Ihoir horses, aiul as Jack watched he
Kdiv that they were tymg sacking to the

feet of the animals.

"ilail" muttered Jack. "That's the
big idea, is it '; Tliej don't aim to

lca\c a trail !"

Th.; party moved on, and Jack noticed
Ihat one man did not mount, but led his

Iior.so to the gully, up which ho and the
others were soon out of sight.

"Leaving one on guard, maybe,"
tlio'igiii, Jack, still lying low. Sure
enough, a few minutes later a solitavy

figure appeared high on a rock above
the gully, and stood tliere, evidently
wvikliing the country around. Except
for the trees among which Jack lay, the
slopes of the mountain were clear for

a long distance, and anyone approaching
across the plain could be seen long
before Ik rexehcd the gully.

"Too late!" hnighed Jack to himself.
"You ought to have looked back before
I got here !"

•lie tethered the while horse securely.
and began to crawl cautiously towards
the ni:in on guard, keeping well down
amotig the seailered rocks «is he went.
'I'he Indian was survevijig the plain witli
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a careless eye, little suspecting that an
enemy was so near. Still, whenever ho
turned Jack's way, the Riding Kid lay
flat without a movement.

Little by little Jack drew near to the
sentry, and at last he began to worm
his way up the steep rock. Near the top
his foot displaced a stone, which rolled
noisily down the slope, and the Indian
turned quickly at the sound.
"Put 'em up!" he yelled, reaching

for his gun.
Jack Allen did not put 'em up. He

sprang with a tiger-like leap upon the
Indian and brought him to the ground.
In a few seconds the man was bound,
and then Jack hoisted him on iiis

shoulder. With some difficulty he
carried his captive back to the trees
where Starlight stood.

"Now," remarked Jack coolly, "you
show me the way to your hide-out, see?"
The man shook his head, but did not

speak. Jack ripped the feathers from
his head with a sudden movement, and
then laughed heartily.

"Some Indian!" he cried. "Now,
you yellow rat, you'll show ine the way
up, or A-ou'll sto'piiere, filled with lead.
Get that! I mean business!"
The rustier felt the barrel of a gun

prodding suggestively in his back, and
he found iiis voice,
"Take that gun away,'' he whined,

"an' I'll show you." - _

"Okay,'" said Jack; "but I'm watch-
ing out, and if you try to double-cross
me " The Riding Kid did not fini.sh

the sentence, save for another significant
prod with his gun, and the rustler,

trembling with abject fear, pointed up
the gully.

"Up there," ho muttered. "I'll show
you right. I hate that skunk Bruce
Reed, anyhow."
Through the gully he led Jack, and

along a rocky path beyond, always to-

wards the sunimit of the mountain. At
length they reached a narrow passage
on the right, between steep rocks, a
passage tluat Jack might have missed
had he been alone, for it appeared at

a casual glance to have.no outlet. Turn-
ing up this, the rustler showed Jack
that the passage took a sharp right-

angled twist a little, way up. and that
the track then led on over steep slopes
towards the top.

"How far now?" whispered Jack.
"Just beyond that big rock," replied

the rustler in the same tone.
"Okay!" said Jack. "I'll leave you

here, then."
He tied the fellow up again, and

gagged him tightly. Then, leading the
wiiite horse up the slope, he made his

way cautiously to the big rock. Here
he hitched Starlight to a projecting
point of the rock, and peered round.
A man stood there, his back tutned to

Jack. Ho was evidently intent on
watching something that was going en
in the depression just beneath.

The Riding Kid wasted no lime. With
one swift leap he bore the unsuspecting
rustler to the ground, and so heavily
did the man go down that there was no
need to fie him up. His head had struck
the si ones, and he lay unconscious. Jack
loft him there and went on. He caught
a. glimpse of a group of men some dis-

tance below, and guessed that the judge
and Doris were among Ihcm as
prisoners.

A little while before Jack reached tlie

crest, the chief had returned to try
once more to make the judge speak.
"You tell chief where white horse is,

or I bring fire," he whined.
"Do what you like, you dirty Indian

rat !" shouted Judce Sheldon fiercelv.
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The chief turned and signed to one of
his men, who came up bringing a steel-
pointed arrow—and tne steel was glow-
ing with heat.
"I give you one more chance. Now

you tell."

The judge turned pale, but kept his

lips obstinately closed. The chief took
the arrow and drew near.

Suddenly there came the sound of

hurried footsteps, and Doris Sheldon
came running up, followed by tlie

three men who had brought her up Firo
Mountain. They had taken the bandage
off her eye? on reaching the hide-out,
and to her horror she saw that her
father was indeed in great danger.

"Oh, dad!" she gasped. "What are
those' "wretches doing to you?"
Every trace of colour drained from

the judge's face as he s.aw his daughter
in the power of the fierce and cruel men
who had seized him.
"Good heavens, girl !" he exclaimed in

despair. "How did you get here?"

"Judge won't tell where is white
horse, " said the chief to Doris. "So

He stepped forward with the glowing
arrow, but the girl threw herself in

front ot her father with a shriek of

terror.

"Oh, no, no, no!" she screamed in

anguish. "I'll tell!"

The chief lowered the arrow, looking
at the girl; but Judge Sheldon's in-

domitable spirit ro.se again at her words.

"No. Doris," he cried, "you'll tell

these skunks nothing !"

Doris Sheldon opened her lips to speak
in spite of her father's words, but at that

same moment a dark, lithe figure

dropped from the rocks above right on
to the chief's head, bearing him to the

ground.
A series of fearsome howls arose from

the would-be torturer,

"That's the hot arrow, I guess." re-

marked Jack Allen calmly, covering tlio

chief's followers with his gun. " He's
sitting on it."

He was, but the onlookers did not pity

him.
Doris' cut her father's bonds with a

knife which Jack tossed to her, and the
Riding Kid slipped another gun to tho

judge, who held up the rustlers, whilo

Jack yanked the chief to his feet.

"Reckon I came just in time, judge,"
ho said. " Sav, dyou know who tliis

is?"
With a swift movement Jack pulled

the feathers from the chief's head.
"This is your foreman. Bill Haines."

he added, as Judge Sheldon gazed in

astonislmiont at tho man.
"You rat I You rotten skunk I"

howled the judge. . "I'll see you pay for

this!"
"Say, judge," drawled Jack. "I

reckon I've cleaned out the whole biinch
of these rustlers bar one, and I'm going
to get him presently."
"Who?" asked tho judge.
"Bruce Reed," came the sharp reply.

"But I'll tie up this crowd first. Keep
'em covered, judge, and I'll get some
rope. There's two or three more l.ving

about somewhere. I outod 'em, but we'd
better make sure."
Jack found ropes in tho shack, and in

a few minutes all tho rustlers were
securely tied up and helpless to move.
"There ain't an Indian among 'em,"

said Jack. "They're nil whites. This
was some scheme, I will say. Fire on
mountain—there's (he remains of th©
last bonfire over (here—tom-toms- at
night-^ivanishing Indians. Our friend
Bruce Reed has son>o slick ideas, sure I"

;

(Continued on page Zd.)
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"THE KID FROM ARIZONA."
|

I (Continued horn pige 24.) I

"WoU," said the; judge. "I owe you
tnoro than I can over repay, Jack

—

niaishal, I should say."

"I wouldn't say that, judge."' replied
Jack .slowly, glancing at Doris, who
blushed and began lO take a great
interest in the scenery.

"How Sid you get on the track of this
gang?'' asked Judge Sheldon.

"Well, I was on a jaunt from Arizona,
just looking around.'' said the Riding
Kid. "and I happen to know the marshal
of this county. He told me some rustlers
were hanging around here, and he made
me his deputy to round 'em up if I

could."

"You've sure rounded 'em up okay!"
remarked the judge, surveying the
prostrate rustlers with a grin. " We'll
go back and send a posse to gather 'cm
in."

"I'm sorry to interrupt a judge and a
deputy-marshal,'' cried Doris suddenly,
" but have you forgotten that the
Endurance Race sti^rts in an hour's
time?"

Greased Lightning !

ON'' a little wooden platform just out-
side the town a group of excited
ranchers stood that afternoon,

waiting for the Endurance Race to stavt.

The horsemen had assembled, and the
starter, a cattleman named Pete Collins,
began to call over the names. One by
one the riders answered.
"Judge Sheldon's Lightning, rider,

Jack Allen," cried Pete.

There was no reply, and Bruce Reed,
hiding a grin, turned to Collins with a
question.
"How long before we start?"
"About five minutes," said Pete.

"Got into line now."
Bruce Reed had waited all the morn-

ing, hoping that his gang would discover
from Judge Sheldon or from Doris
where the white borse was. No news
came, and Reed did not dare to leave
the town himself to find out what had
happened. At last he came down to the
starting-point on a big black horse, a
very good animal, though not the equal
of the white stiillion.

"Two minutes !" cried Pete Collins.

"Hero's the judge!" yelled a score of
voices as Judge Sheldon and Doris came
riding up.

"I'm a little late, boys," said the
judge coolly, as he mounted the
platform, "but don't scratch my entry.
I'd like to make a slight change in my
horse's name."
He stooped. |)ickpd up a bit of chalk,

and wrote the word "Greased " m front
of "Lightning " on the board where the
entries were written up.
"Where's the horse?" said Pete. "It's

lime, judge. I can't wait."
" Ilorse will be here in time." replied

Judge Sheldon calmly. "Go ahead,
Pete."
"Get ready there!" shouted the

starter. "Don't crowd. Take vour
time!"

Bruce Reed could hardly believe his

eyes as the judge and his daughter camo
up. Something had obviously gone
wrong with his scheme, but he had no
time to think about it. The starter's gun
barked, and tliey were off, just as Jack
Allen on a great white horse swept in at
August 8th, 1931.
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the rear of the field and took up (he race
with the others.
"That's okay," said the judge to

Doris. "Reed ain't seen him yet."
"That sure was a cute idea of Jack's

to come up at the last second so that
Reed couldn't challenge him about the
horse!" cried Doris jubilantly.

Bruce Reed had got away first, and
Jack lay well back, saving Starlight's

speed for a later period of the race.

The Endurance Race was a stern test,

over fifteen miles of country, much of

the course being very rough ground in-

deed, and the white horse had already
travelled many miles that day.

Over a level stretch of plain they
flew, and then up a short, steep hill.

The field had begun to string out, but

still Jack made no effort to force his

way forward, though Reed was gaining
slowly all the time.

Arangements had been made for a

broadcast' of the race, and observers,

stationed at intervals on the course, re-

ported the progress of the riders from
time to time. One of the ranchers put
on ear-phones and calletl out the news
to the eager crowd.

"They're crossing the swamp now,''

he said after a while. "Reed is still

leading. Two horses stuck in the mud."
"Which?" gasped Doris eagerly.

"Says he can't quite make out. Allen's

through, lying 'bout sixth. They going
up Stony Hill now. He can't see any
more. Must wait for the next to take
up."
There was a pause for" some minutes,

and then the rancher went on again.

"Coming down the other side of Stony
Hill. What's that? One of 'em down?
Hideaway's down, he says. Put his foot

in a hole. Your horse is okay, judge.
Allen swerved away just in time, or
he'd have gone over, too. That's all

from him."

Doris held her breath with anxiety
as the news came through, but the judge
took out a note-book and began to take
bets, to his daughter's horror.

"Here wo are!" cried the rancher.

"They've done tweKe miles. Great
Jupiter! Only two left in the race!
Bruce Reed and Jack Allen. All the
others are out of it!"

Bruce Reed had ridden a very good
race. He had kept the lead through-
out, and as he had never once looked
back, he was still unaware that the
horse Starlight was behind him. As
they entered the straight run for the
last mile, Reed observed that apparently
only one of his rivals remained in the
race, for he could hear but one horse
galloping behind. He turned at last to
look.

The wily rancher nearly lost his seat
as he saw the great white horse thun-
dering on his track, some thirty yards
away, with Jack Allen, his face grim
and set, in the saddle. Reed recovered
himself with a great effort, and spurred
desperately on. The black horse, ex-

hausted as it was, responded nobly, and
for another half-mile held its own.

"Hero they come!" yelled the crowd,
as in the distance the two ridel's

appeared. Bruce Reed's mount was
"all out," and the rancher was riding
for all he was worth. A length behind
came Greased Ijightning, with Jack sit-

ting calmly in the saddle, quirt and spurs
unused. There were four hundred yards
to go when the Riding Kid sliook up
Ihc reins, and the while stallion replied

with a burst of speed that took him to

the front in a few strides.
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Amidst frantic cheering Jack swept
pa.>t the winning-post ten lengths ahead,
instantly reined up, to dismount and
to.=s the reins to the judge. Then he
turne<I to wait for his rival.

"That ain't your horse!" cried Reed,
as he dismounted. "It's mine. You
stole it!"

"Ever hear of the Coj'ote Ranch ir.

^lontana?" Jack cut in. "You rustled

him from there, you skunk, and he's

going back to his owner soon."

"Who do you think you are?'' hoivled

Reed. "Seize him, boys! He's been
rustling our cattle, as I told you!"
The boys looked stonily at Reed, for

they had heard enough from the judge
to know that the rancher was lying.

"I'm the deputy-marshal," said Jack
coolly, " and I'm taking you to the

county gaol right now for rustling cattle

and horses and kidnapping Judge Shel
don and daughter. Got that?"
"You liar!" shouted Reed, springing

fiercely at Jack.
The fight that followed was short and

sharj), for though Reed, in his fury,

tried foul means, once endeavouring to

kick his opponent in the face, in three

minutes Jack had knocked him out.

"And here's your precious gang,"
cried the Riding Kid, as a posse of

armed men led by the sheriff came up
with the "ghost Indians," feathers and
all complete. "The vanishing Yunias,
boys! Look at 'em!"
"What d'you mean?" gasped Reed,

staggering to his feet. "They ain't my
men."
"He's lying, marshal!" exclaimed Bill

Hames, as a rancher, none loo gently,

pushed him in front of Jack. The ras-

cally foreman, who had posed as an In-

dian chief, stumbled and went down on
one knee as he glared at Reed. Then
he spoke again.

"He put us up to this, and he got
me to take you off, judge."

" That guy plugged a man the other
day!" yelled Reed. "He's lying!"
"You dirty double-crosser !" cried

Haines. "I saw you knife Red Saunders
in' the back, and you don't put that on
me!"
"Nice little bunch, ain't they?" said

the judge disgustedly.

"That's enough!" cried Jack. "Take
'em off, boys!''

The boys obeyed with immense
alacrity, and that night the county gaol
housed the whole gang of the rustlers

^^ho had troubled Hamilton so fong.

"An' now," said the judge, as he
turned to Doris and Jack, who stood
talking by Starlight's side, "I'm going
home. I reckon—you'll come presently;
eh, girl?"
The old man smiled knowingly, but

Doris was too happy to mind, and in

another moment she and Jack were
alone.

"As I'm the Riding Kid, Doris, I

s'pose 1 must ride—back to Arizona!"
said Jack slowly.

"Oh, Jack!" criwi Doris reproach-
fully. "You mustn't go yet."

"Yes, I must, honey," replied Jack.
"But I reckon to take someono with
me back there—a lady called Mrs. Jack
Allen—and that's you ! Will you come,
kid?"
"Sure I will—marshal!'' laughed Don's

happil.v, as Jack swept her eagerly into

his arms. "Sure! I'll go anywhere, so '

long as I'm with you!"

(By permission of the W. & F. Film

Service, Ltd., starring Jack Perrin an4 »|

Josephine Hilt.)
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{ " LES AMOURS DE MINUIT." I
I (Continued irom page 16.) I

They went out, too happy to speak.

They reached the street and were mov-

ing away towards tlie railway when a

shadowy form emerged from xinder a

dark entrance. It was Gaston Lajoie.

He thrust his pistol against Marcel's

face.

"Not so fast," he sneered. "Give
me that money, or——

"

Two large men sprang upon the con-

vict from out of the night. One seized

him from behind; the other fondly be-

lieved he had fixed handcufis about

Gaston's wrists. A frightful struggle

'ensued iu which all three fought like

uuidmen.

"Run, Marcel, runl" screamed

Georgette, seeing that Ga.ston had

briefly torn himself out of the clutches

.of the police. " For the love of lieaven,

run!"

Marcel caught at lier arm and to-

gether they raced down the street.

Shouts followed them. Marcel heard a

kind of whirring noise and Georgette

uttered a little groaning cry.

"You are hurt?" ho asked, his heart

almost stopping.

"No " She clung to him as they

went on. "I Do not stop to talk!"

They came to a comer and Georgette

stumbled, only to recover herself on the

instant. The huge, ugly shape of the

teiminus loomed vaguely thixiugh the

coming dawn.

"Go first,"' murmured Georgette.

"Get tlie tickets—no time to lose!"

"But you, beloved?"
"I— foliow. Go, go!" She dropped

his arm. " Listen, the clock is going to

strike the hour. The tiain leaves—at a

minute past
"

They were almost in the station.

Marcel ran to tlie ticket oflSce, seeing

that the booking clerk was about to shut

down the little window.

"Two singles, second class—Paris!" he
gasped.
"Be voi^- quick, m'sieur." The clerk

took the notes and thrust forth the

tickets and change.

Marcel glanced round for Georgette,
but could not see her. " She has gone
on to tlu! platform," he told himself as

he raced tinough the booking hall. The
ticket inspector was just closing the

iron gates as Marcel ran to him.

"There is a latly- with me—— " He
waved the tickets. " She has gone
through?"
Tho man shrugged.
"Many Indies have gone through,"

lie answered. " You have two tickets,

m'sieur? Go forward and see if she is

on boaixi. The whistle has gone."

Marcel ran alongside the train. Panic
was seizing him. He had lost her; he
should not have left her for a moment.
Then came swift hope; she must be in

the train. He stared up frantically at

the high windows, trying to find

Georgette's amongst the faces that lio

glimpsed in a kind of blur.

The train began to move. He ran
back to the gates. No sign of Ium-. He
rushed to the train and leapt on to the
footboaixl of the last carriage. A guard
dragged him aboard, swearing- and
scolding.

As tlic train loudly panted its way

she
will

ips.

eyes
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Almost blindly Marcel ran to the
southern terminus, bareheaded, dis-

traught, talking to himself as he ran.

There was a train leaving' almosti at

once for Marseilles, and with his last

few notes—the poor savings which ho
had added to his theft, he bought a
ticket and staggered into the train.

There he sat, bunched up in a third-

class compartment, faint with misery
and remorse.

If only he had not left lier

!

He found Georgette at the city hos-

pital. Fanny was with hev, and he was
allowed to tiptoe into the ward. He
saw, with a sob of relief, that there was
no screen as jet about the bed on which
Georgette was lying, still and white as

tho sheets, her brown eyes closed in a
kind of peace.

"Not closed for ever -" Marcel
heard himself praying-. "Dear Lord,
grant that she may open them for me

—

I love her so vei-y much!"
Fanny made signs for him to kneel

by the bed.
"I am glad you have come,"

whispered. "Perhaps, now, she
live.''

Alarcel took one of Georgette's cold
hands in his, caressing it with his

As she felt tho touch, slowly her
opened. She met his ardent, beseechin
gaze with the ghost of a smile.

"It is you. Marcel?" she breathed.
"Hold me tight; keep me from leaving
you."
"Never will I let you go. Georgette.

Never, never!"

She moved herself a little nearer to
him. "Then I am safe " she told
him gently. " Happy once more
As when I first see you, Marcel."

"Now she will live," spoke the little

Fanny, kneeling also by the bed. "Me,
I know if. It makes me cry for joy!"

(By special permission of Les Etab-

lissemcnts Braunberger Richebe. fea-

turing Pierre Batcheff as iVIarcel,

Jacques Varennes as Gaston, and

Danielle Parola as Georgette.)

FILM NOVELS YOU SHOULD NOT MISS !

" WHAT WIVES
DON'T WANT."

A rollicking comedy of a
hasband who thought a
kiss was a :iJ, an em-
brace a crime, and the
contusion that resulted
when several people
tried to change his out-

look on life.

" LE MILLION."
The diverting story of an
adventurous day in the
life oi a young artist,

who wins a big prize in

a lottery— and loses the
ticket.
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out from Marseilles, gathering momen-
tum, ahe appeared—the Georgette he
had left behind him. Her feet faltered,

her eyes were hopeless; the hand she

Ifad briefly put to her breast was stained

witii blood as she gripped tire bars of

the closed gate.

Slowly, with sobbing breaths, she sank
down upon her knees.

Marcel was at his desk. He had been
able to return the stolen notes to the

safe; no one had mis.sed them. He sat

there working mechanically at his dull

daily round of duty.

"Why do you return so soon, Du-
four?" asked his chief, coming upon
him after iiis late lunch. "We did not
expect you until to-morrow."

"I wanted to get back."
"It is agreeable to find one so dili-

gent," smiled the chief. "I hope you
enjoyed the little holiday? It must
.still count as two days, although you
have returned." He had an early copy
of "Le Soir " in his hand. "Where did
you go?"
"To Marseilles."
" You must have been travelling nearly

all the time," cried the chief clerk,

smiling still more widely. "W'hat a fel-

low you aie ! Did you encounter Gas-
ton, by any chance? Gaston Lajoie,
the murderer?"

Marcel felt his heart drain dry. He
made no answer as the chief slapped the
paper down on his desk.

" Do not stare, my boy ! It is all

right; Gaston is finished—^lie killed him-
self dead at the arrest, having first shot
his wife "

The solid floor of the bank seemed
to rock beneath Marcel. He got up from
his seat, trembling as with an ague.

"Excuse me, sir—I am not well.
I " He stumbled to the counter,
pushed open the swing door and blindly

ran out of the building.
"It is train sickness," murmured his

chief. "He will recover in the fresh
air."

" RAIN OR SHINE."
A fight against crooks
and terrible weather to

keep a circus alive,

climaxing in a fierce fire

that showed the girl

owner the worth of the
man she had once
sacked. Starring Joe
Cook and Mary Peers.

Jean Arthur and Elliot Nugent in

" WHAT WIVES DON'T WANT."

All these splendid film stories are complete in this week's issite of

our companion paper,

i i SCREEN STORIES. 9 9

ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.
August 8th, 1031.
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I
"THE CODE OF HONOUR." \

I (Continued from page 9.) T

down, for, strong men as they both were,

the ton-ific Imttlo told its tale.

But Cardigan still had cuou^'h left to

get in a woll-timed, straight right which

put finish to the business—and Harden
pitched full length on the carpeted floor.

And at (he moment Harden, with a

last eflort of consciousness, flung out hi.s

arms, the door was burst open and
Nosey crashed in.

"Jack—beat the trail!" lie said

urgently. "The .sheriff is coming up!

Old Man Braddeld and Doris are at

the gates
"

"Dori^''" panted Cardigan. "Partner

—I'm all in—we've had a fight. I'm
ju.st. gonna stop here——

"

He broke off as Doris, her face flushed

with anxiety, burst into the room and
iiew to his .side.

".Tack! .Fackl" she alnio.st whim-
pered. "You're—you're hurt!"

"Sme I'm hurt!" he grinned back at

her through his twisted, battered lips.

"But I've got that document, and that's

all that -matters. Maybe, though, I'll !.)e

Igetting a long eiKUigh rest to get over

it!"

He added that last sentence with a

omiling, meaning glance at Sheriff

yrnyth, who came into the room with

a gun in oiie ha"nd, and a gleam in his

eye that spelt further trouble. lie

'stopped dead' in his tracks .ts he saw
Cardigan.

"Waal, if this ain't tarnation lucky!"
he ejaculate*]. "Ef you ain't Jack Car-
digan!"

" i'cs, I'm Jack ( 'ardigan all right,

sheriff," said the gambler quietly, and
'Nosey groaned in his dismay. "I'll

thank you to do your job as quietly as
'possible

"'

"Say, Cardigan, where's thet boss o'

I'nine?" growled Smyth.
"In the <ori-aI !" said Jack, and added

sarcastically: "Is that all you want of

:me, sheriff?"
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"Sure! But I liev got any inad up
fer you busting my cheroots 1" said

Smyth, whilst Nosey and Cardigan
began to .'tare in wonder at him. "I
want this guy, though."

"But—but that greenhorn "' stam-
mered Cardigan.

"Oh, him!" iimyth fchrugged his

shoulders. "When you told me down
in the plain thet you never carried a
gun, Cardigan, I sorter believed you and
started on another trail. I sure got my
man, and I ain't got nothin' on you 1

Thet is—only a few cheroots!"

"Then my partner ain't gonna be
hooked up?" said Nosey joyfully.

The .sheriff' looked at him patiently,

almost patheticallj', before he ncKlded
.slowly to tho still anxious Doris.

"Don^ be such a tarnation fool!" he
growled. "Don't it look as ef there's

some liookiu' up coming along?"

Doris blu.shed to the roots of her hair,

and her discomfiture waa not relieved
when the ann around iter suddenly
tightened in an ecstasy of joy.

"Doris—J'm free!" whispered Jack
joyfully. ,

"Another tarnation fool!" growled
Smyth. "Thct's just what you ain't!

Hallo—Iiere's my guy coming back to
have a nice little peep at me gun J"

(tuns were not necessary to get Harden
away. He was whacked to the world,
and he had to be half-carried out of

the rooiu to his horse.

Old Man Bradfield gavt^ Jack and Doris
one look—and smile<l as ho remembered
very clearly an occasion when ho and
Doris' mother had looked at each other
like that.

"I'll go and find Tom—lie'll bo glad
to know that the document has been
recovered," he said quietly. "Pcrhap.s
you'd help me, friend Nosey,"

Nosey groaned—he was past s})eaking.

His partner had dished him for a nuich
lietter partner—a. partner who seemed
to take a very great joy in altemiiting
to soothe a pair of battered lips by just

gently touching them with her own.

(By permission of the British Lion Fihn
Co., Ltd., starring Mahlon Handlton and

Doris Hill.)
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(Continued from page 2..i

Answers to Questions.

Among tho lilms in which Grant
Withers has appeared are tho fol!o^\

-

ing, Kenneth (Slicffield) :" Tiger Ros<'.'

"So Long Letty," "The Other To-
morrow," "Tho Second Floor, "Back
Pay," "Dancing Sweeties," "VVinner's
Holiday," and ".Scarlet Pages." Ye.s,

ho is an American, without doubt, for

he was born in Pueblo, Colorado, and
his parents were also born in the States.

Grant was at one time a police-court

reporter, and somo years later began in

films as an extra. Sue Carol's real

name is Evelyn Jenny Ijcderer, and sho

is tho daughhrr oi S. M. Lederer, the

Chicago millioimire, who died in Swit
zerland in 1926. About a year latei

Sue made her debut ou the screen in ^

sm»all part in "Is Zat So?" She wa.~

born in Chicago, Illinois, on Octobii

30tli, 1907, and is 5 ft. 2 in. in height.

with brown luair and oj-es.

I would not bo surprised it a Lap-
lander wrote to me, 11. M. (Amballa),
for we receive letters from ttll parts of

the world. L am pleased to know that

tho "B.C." is popular with you and
your chums in the regiment. Why not
write to Joan Crawford for her
autogriphed phoio ? Address her care
of Metro-Goldwvn-Maver Studios,

Culver City, ('alifornia,' U.S.A. Her
real name before marriage was Lucille

lo Seuer, and she was born on
May 23rd. 1904, in .San Antonio, Texas.

She" married Douglas Fairbanks, junr.,

in 1929. ' No, she is not related to

Kathryn (Crawford, who-' i-.-il nni.i.^ i,

Kathrvn ]Moran.

If you write to Gary Coopei', care < >

the i'aramount Publix Studios. Hol)\

wood, California, U.S.A., he will be cer-

tain to get your letter, J.Y. (Inverness).

Among Wallace Beery's many succes.ses

are the following: "The Sea Hawk,"
"We'i^ in the Navy Now," "Sons of

the Sea," "Now We're in the Air,"

"Beggais of Life," "Chinatown."
'River of Komance," "The Big
House," and "Billy the Kid."

SPURPROOF TENTS.
ght proofoa jii.'iicrial. Com-

pi.-cfi .iointcd poles. pcK-i. guy

XMAS CLUBS
SPARE TIME AGENTS WANTED
for Oldest, Largest, and BEST Club. Excellenl

Commission—iio outLiy. Art Catalogue Free
with full particulars.

SAMUEL DRIVER LTD., Burton Road, LEEDS.

BE TALL
Ycur KciKlit Increased In 14 daj s. or monc.v baok t

AmaiiiiK Course. 5 -. Send 9TAMP NOW tor Freo
nook -STBBBINO SYSTEM, 28, Dean Road.
I.ondon. N.'W.2.

BLUSHING,U 26, hart'

SHYNESS, TIMIDITY. For FREE particul.Trs
simple lioiue cure, punJ stamp. MR. HUOHES,
STREET (ROOM 16), LONDON, W.O.I.

Vv'rilc f^r my froe B^'.ijt!:! Listi of tlio

l.eat Al,I- BKITISH cj-cles. 14 DAYS'
AI'fROVAL. CAERIAGE PAID. Cash
piico £3 15«. Od., or terms. A.U

-'
- 21/-.accessories I'KKJi. Value

tdwi ]^ TMCMMLli^UUKUTarMDUUt'
Of. 17 COVENTRY/

BLUSHING,
Bhyuesi, " Nemi," Sel(-«o>iclouneu ear«<t
or money tMck t Complete Tra&tment. 0/-.

Detani, striking tettlmonlili Free.—L. A.
STEBBINQ. 38, Deta Boad. LONDOK, H.W.Z.

STAMMERING.V HUOHES, 26, H

STOP NOW! Cur.' NOurscU ns I

(lid. Vartinilrtr-» free. FRANK B.
ART STREET, LONDON, W.C.I,

300 STAIKIPS FOR 6d. l,^^Sfd?«.',i?cfiL"dili'.'^'l|erfir??li;

SoutU Wal s, (V.ld Cat, etc.—W. A. Wbllo,30.Eag!nehan9.I.YE.Stcurbrldge.

^ . ^
f AH Applications for Advevtiseinent Spa4;c in this I .

I
Pitblicaiitnt shoultl beaildfcssi'dtothe .Ulverfiseittcnt j

' MaiUKjer, KOI ',•»' ClShLMA, The riei^tivuy Hoitse, f

J t'urringtlon Street, Lotulon, K.C.t. i

I>rlr.tf(l and piilili-shed every Tufsiiny by the Vroprietorn, 'flio. AmalKamati'd I'r.'sst, Ltd., Tlie Vlertwnv lloiihf, Karringdoii .>*tr,.ot. Uiudon, li.O.l.
AdV( rti.=trni.'iit OtTmcs : Tho Flci.tway noii.w, Fnrringdyn .Strcel. London, K.t^.4. .s«l><criptior\ Kates: Inlund .liid Altroad. W- per anniuii.
>/fi for f IX luonthg. Sole Agcnis lor .\itHtriilla and New Zealand j Wes«s. Uordon A. (Jotcli, Ltd. ; and for.South AtrKii ; C'«ntral>'e«-< Awncv, Itrt,

Aj'suit 8tti 1931, J^'SWtw-d for tran-^mWsion I'j t'anadu iU Mngaziiir Jt.tte..
• '•
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AU letters to the Editor should be addressed c/o BOY'S CINEMA, Room 163, The Fleetway

" Men Without Law."
Biick Hoalj. BucU Jollc^ ; Tom Hoaly,

'I'oniiiiy Carr ; \Jmdocli. H;iriy Woods;
Slioriff Jim, Fred Burns; Deputy
Sheriff Clydo, Fred Kelscy ; Scuor del

Rey, Victor Sariio ; Juaiiita, C'arniolita

Ucnighty ; jMrs. Hcaly, L^-dia Knott.

" Swanee River."

Garry Summers, Grant Withere; (.'aro-

lilic Bradford, Tliclma Todd; .)u<:l<

Bradford, I'liilo McC'ulloiigh ; Colonel
Bradford, Palmer Morrison; i\!orton,

Walter Miller; Esau, Robert Frazier.

" Phantom of the Desert."
The Phantom, Stariigiit; .fack Sauii

dors, .Jack Porrin ; Mary van Horn, Kvii

N'ovak; Colonel van Horn, .losef

S^wickard; Dnn Denton, Edward Earl;
JJcimy, Benny Corbctt; Steve, Robeil
Walker.

New Serial Quesn.
Maybe some of you remember, maylie

tome of you do not, those three daring
arti.stcs of the old silent serials. Pearl
White, Grace Cunard, and Ruth Roland.
In spito of all the dangers they wont
through they are still alive, and with
not a broken limb among them. Pearl

W'liite has made I'aris her home; Grace
Cunard is reputed to be the wealthiest

woman in California; and Ruth Roland
i.= still working at Universal City. And
now Hollywood has a now serial queen
in petite, blonde Lucille Brown.
Her coming is timely, for now the

ferial is surging back to popularity,

Iviicillo Brown has the feminine lead in
" Danger Island " with Kenneth Harlan.
Her first days work for this picture
brought her a thrill, for she was swept
(.ff the rigging of the Lottie Carson into
the waters of the I'acifie.

The Lottie Carson is a schooner-rigged
vessel which was used almost all through
tho twelve-chapter serial, "Danger
Island."' and the spot whore laicillc foil

was ten miles out in the ocean. For
tiinately. Lucille can swim as well as a

fish, and tho unexpected incident did not
unnerve her a bit. A few minutes after

getting back on board sho was ready to

continue her acting,

"Danger Island " is full of thrills, but
this new Universal star declines to have
A double for any of them.

A Microscopic Wonder.
.John Hix. discoverer of oddities and

originator of the "Strange As It Seems "

newspaper series, which ITnivcrsal show
on tho screen in colours, has been
beaten at one of his own discoveries.

Recently. Hix found a woman who
reprwluced with a pen the Lord's

Prayer three times in a circle the exact

size of an American ten-cent piece, I'hii

.struck Hix as fin© material for hi?

".Strange As It Seems" scries. But
when the picture came to be mftde. a

Universal sludio title artist, John Con-
nolly, did tlirce times better than the

Hix discovery.
He reproduced the Lord's Prayer six

times, and added his name within the

tiny circle. Ho worked without the aid

t)f :» magnifying glass or a special pen,
/ii);iist 22nd, tOSI

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

HOOT GIBSON
-IK-

" CLEARING THE RANGE."
Tracking down his brother's slayer, h*
mader out he was yellow and a coward,
but as "El Capitan " he blazed bis way
throngh a Western erime ring to victory.

A thrilling yarn of the Loi;e Star State.

" QUICK MILLIONS."
By unscrnpnlons methods a truck-drive/
makes himself a power against whom the
forces oJ law and order were helpless.

Bnt like sli criminals be goes a step too
far and A grand and thrilling crook

drama. Starring Spencer Tracy.

" WESTWARD BOUND."
A stirrii^ story ot the West, showing how
a man, trying to get amusement for a girl,

started a senator's son on the road to

romance. Starring Buffalo Bill junr.

House, Fartingdon Street, London, E.C.4.

wave threw Russell off his balance and
ho cauglit KoJder's big fist phitup on
his nose. Further production iiad to bo
held over for a week! Kohler himself

has had a rough time in films and
carries thirty-one scars as mementoes of

his screen fights.

One of the most terrific fights yet

staged for tho screen was the oik- which

took place several years ago for the first

version of "The Spoilers," The com-

batants were the late Tom Santschi and
William Desmond. Realism was wanted,

and neither man showed nor a.sked for

mercv, Santschi, being the villain, got

the worst of it. Ho sirfTernd a broken

arm and the loss of several teeth, Des-

mond, too, received a terrible bcntiiip,

and both men afterwards spent weeks in

recovering. Sometimes doubles provide

tho more strenuous touches for these

film fights. For the third and sound

version of "The Spoilers," in whrcli tho

principals wero Gary Cooper and

William Boyd, tho fiercest part of tho

fight was fought by two doubles, Collins

and Holbvook, They took a terviblo

beating "for art's sake." But m the

close-ups even the actors

Cooper, had a really tough time.

used only capital letters throughout, and
his reproduction is in forty lines of

perfect letters, A magnifying glass is

used to reproduce Connellj's remarkable
accomplishment on tho screen.

Fighting for the FHnns.
Sometimes film ftgPits arc faked. Most

often, however, thoy are as real and as

exciting as seen on the screen. The
picturogoer, it is true, cannot tell the

difference. Every action is carefully

timed and rehearsed. Fake blows are so

arranged with the camera angles care-

fully calculated that the hits seem
realistic enough. But this, as stated, is

not a usual practice, and even » fake

blow soitiptimes finds ils mark.
Fro<l Kohler. two hundred and forty

-

five pounds of bone and muscle, has per-

fectecl a blow which, if it caught ifs

victim, woirhl certainly kill him. Hi*

control is so good that, though he may
strike with all his tremendous strength,

his fist actually stops within an inch of

his target, ()u the screen this cannot bo

detected. On one occasion, however,
when Kohler and the late William

Russell were staging a shiphoarcf fight,

it was interidod that Kohler^s k.o. punch
should p;:ss over Russell's showldir.

But a» KoW/'r let chive, full force, a

Bovd and

Chief of Studi* PoHee.

A chief of police and a force of

twenty-five special otiicers—enough to

patrol a good-sized town—iire main-

tained at the First National Studios m
tho law-abiding comnmnity of Uuv-

bank. California.

Lou IJoltzindorf has a reaHy unique

job. Thjre is said tc- bo no other

police job just like it,
.

The work consists not so much in

maintaining order, as in protecting

property not only againsr, theft and

vandalism, but agiinst being tampcrwl

with or touched in any way by people

who mean no real harm.
In the first pUce tho studio en-

trances must be guarded against the

countless gatc-cra.sher.s who work every

kind of racket, from mere cur»«sify to

sec a studio to soliciting aetotrs and

actresses for one favour ov another. It

is quit(> a problem, for the oflicers n>nst

recognise and admit without delay all

the thousand or more artists, dirertor^,

writers, carpenters and technictans.

must be courteous to all visitors, arwl

see that those with legitimate biisinos*

are directevl to (he proper places.

And *t the sanwr time they mu-st he,

firm hut courteous in refiwing »<lroit-

tanoo to visitor^ who have no real bitsi-

ness on the lot.

(Tnc of the great probloins is foi pre-

vent ihe sets from hein|r (simpered

with. The loss or mispl«<^ing of an

article that is being userl as a prop, in

a picture may cau.se. hoitrs orf d^'lay.

nmning into thou.san<ls of doltars. anrf

cause .1 large number of scenes to be

re-shot. Six men were assigned
_
to

policing the sets used in ma*Fng
"Adios.'' Richarrf B»rthelmess' forth-

coming release.

Each piece of furniture is left »t

(CoBtiraH ea pwe 29.)
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The dare-devil adventures of a rancher returned from the War,
who sets- out to rescue his brother from a gang of outlaws, only

to fall into their clutches himself and

Back From No-Man's Land.

was during the war lluit Buck
Hcaly and Ramon del Rcy made
one another's acquaintanoo and

became firm friends; and it. was stran=;e
that they should have had to travel so
many thousands of miles to meet, for
Buck was a rancher from Gunsight. in

Arizona, while Ramon came from his

father's rancho in Naco. just over (lie

Mexican border, and only fifty niilo> cr
S3 from Buck's home.
Buck was a sturdy fellow who hardly

realised the meaning of the word fear,

whereas Ilamon was a slender and
highly-strung young Mexican who did
daring things not becau.se he was by
nature daring, but because ho was afraid
of being afraid.

On a pitch-black night in September,
1918, Buck proved his friendship at the
imiriinent risk of his life. Ramon had
taken part in a raid on the enemy
trenches, and his companions had come
l>ack with two prisoners, hut without
him. One of the men, it appeared, had
seen him fall hoadlong into a shell-

hole while the raiders were crawling
across No-Man's Land in the face of
fierce machine-gun fire, and it was
decided tliat he was dead.

Buck was standing on the fire-step of
the trench after the din that followed
the raid had died away, when faintly
from somewhere beyond the barbed
wire he tioard a voice calling: "Buck!
Buck! Buck!"

"That's Ramon!" exclaimed Buck,
and immediately made to climb the
parapet.
"You can't go out there—it's suicide!"

growled the man on his right, tugging
at his legs. But Buck kicked the de-
taining luuid away and hauled himself
up over the sand-bags.
A sniper J5;iw the crawling figure near

the wire, and bullets whizzed past Buck's
head. Machine-gun fire broke loose
agAin, and for a while the would be

rescuer luigged
the grovind. A
bomb explmied near
him and he gave vent
to a queer little gasp-
ing sigh.

But as soon as things had quieten.?d
down he crept doggedly forward again,
iind in the sudden blaze of a Very light

ho saw R.imon, ahno.st luirecognisable in

nuid and blood. The Mexican had
dragged himself ovit of the shell-hole
onlv to become caught in the wire.
"Buck !"

The voice was very faint, but it

reached Buck's ears.

"Stay witli it, kid." he called, and
made for the bruised and wounded
figure of his chum
He reached the wire, and the wire was

cut : ha managed, somehow-, to get
Ramon on his back, pulled his arms
round }iis own neck, and began the
perilous return journey.

The Germans in their trenches re-

frained from firing, appreciating this

act of bravery, but from behind their
lines big guns suddenly set up a barrage,
preliminary to a projected advance.

Shells shrieked and whistled overhead:
it seemed as though hell itself had been
let loase. But Buck, with his burden,
crawled doggedly back to his own trenrii.

He had been wounded in the right arm
on the outward journey ; ho was

HELP THE NEWSAQENT.
Have you ever ttiought how difficult
it is for a newsagent to order just
the right number of copies of any
particular paper each week ? You
can make his task much easier if you
place a regular order with him. You
will not only help him to order cor-
rectly and avoid waste, but will make
sure of getting your copy regularly

each week.

SUtrring

It vein
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woimded in the left leg just before he
rciaclied the sand-bags and rolled over
them with the man he had rescued into

the arms of his comrades.

Buck and Ramon were bundled off to

a field hospital with as little delay as
possible ; tlie projected advance of tlic

Germans failed, and a few days later

the two friends were conveyed to the

comfort and comparative security of a
base hospital.

There they rcm^ained for a full month ;

but towards the end of October Buck
hobbled about the ward with the aid of

a stick, carrying his arm in a sling,

and regained his usual cheerfulness.
He was, however, deeply concerned
about Ramon, for Ramon still remained
in bed, a mass of bandages, and suffer-

ing from an internal woiuid that refused

to heal.

Proceeding down the long ward ono
morning with less effort than usual,

JJuck greeted various convalescents in

h's own characteristic way, and ap-

proached the bed at the far end, noiir

a window.
"Hallo. Ramon." he said cheerfulty,

"how's tricks to-day. kid?"
" Xot so good, Buck," came the falter-

ing reply.

"Aw, what d'you moan, not so good'"
s<iid Buck encouragingly. "You'ro
looking great to-day."

It was a lie. for Ramon was looking
particularly bad -that morning, but it

was a justifiable lio, intended to help.

Buck sat down on a chair beside the bed
and noticed a sheet of paper in tin

chum's transparent hand.

"What have you got?" he inquired.
"A letter from home?"
Ramon nodded.
"Road it," he said.

August 22iid, 19SI.



Buck look the letter and re<ail it.

Much to his astonishment ho found that
it w.as addressed to himself; it had been
enclosed with a letter to Ramon. It

ran:

Rancho del Rcy,
Naco, jNIexico.

10th October, 1918.

Dear Mr. Healy,—Words cannot ex-

press niy gratitude to you for your heroic
action in s-aving my son as you did.

ft was wonderful of you, and I shall

never forget it. Ramon's sister feels

a> I do. We arc greatly in your debt,
and anything we can do to show our
gratitude at any time wc shall count
it an lionour to do.

We shall hope to see you when you
return homo and to thank you in person.
—Yours to command,

Fkancisco del Rey.

Having mastered the contents of this

letter, written in a thin, spidery hand.
Buck looked reproachfully from it to

the pallid young man propped up upon
(he pillows.

"Say," he exclaimed gruffly, "what
havo you been doing ? Writing a lot of
boloney about me back home? You
shouldn't!" Ho looked at the address
on the sheet of paper, and went on

:

"You know, it's funny, Ramon, we
living so close together back in the

States, and never know each other. I'd

like to meet your folks."

"You will, Buck, when you go home,"
said Ramon.

" Yofi mean when we go home," cor-

rected Buck. And then, as the sick man
shook his head, he endeavoured to cheer
him up by talking of wlikat they would do
when the war was over.

"Say, listen," he said, "you ought to

meet my Ma—she bakes the greatest

applc-pics you ever stuck your teeth in.

.And my ki<l brother—gee, you'll like

liim, lie's a great kid ! And I've got

one of the greatest, little broncos you
ever seen in your life. Fcall him Silver
— he's just like a flash—and when you
come down to my lanch I want you
t ) ride liim. Uee. but it'll be great when
you and mo gel back home ! And listen,

boy, I'll tell you something else
"

He broke otV short as Ramon's head
fell back iuiil liis sunken eyes closed. In
a panic ho banged on the floor with his

stick, and with its aid rose up and bent
liver the bed.

y\ trim nurse deserted a patient at the
far end of the room and came over. But
Riimon was beyond mortal aid; Buck's
act of heroism had been in vain.

The Oirl on the Train.

BXH'K went back to the trenches only

a few diiys before the Armistice
wiis dechired, .and, by some stroke

of good fortune, he was among the first

of the .American troops to go hack across

the Atlantic.

There! was a par<i(le in New York City,

ami iviui Buck found himself on a train

boi.r .1 for the long journey homo !o

Ari.'.ona—^a troop train, full of returned

soldiers.

An exciting journey, crowded witli

incidents, for at every town where the

lr;iin stopped there were crowds to wel-

eonu' the returning waniors, batuu>rs

waving, Iwinds playing.

At several irniiort^int jun<tions. Buck
had to ihange from one line to another.
wind as he progressed farthc-r .:iiul fiirther

w<'St and .south Ins coiupanions (Iwindled
in number and ordinary citizens became
more numerous.
At Ogdcn, in Ulali. he changi-il out of

a Union I'acifie train into one on the

St. I'aiil tV I'aeilie line, bound at last
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direct for southern towns in Arizona.
The returning soldiers were reduced by
this time to a hundred or so, scattered
about the various oar.s.

Buck sat beside the centre gangway
of a oar in which a dozen men were
singing lustily as the train drew near Jo

Gunsight. He looked up with interest
at a beautiful black-haired girl who
camo tripping along from the direction
of the dining-car. But a practical joker
on the other side of the gangway thrust
out a foot and she nearly fell on to
Buck's knees.
She recovered her balance with an

effort, and her dark brown eyes flashed
down at Buck.
"Excuse me, sir," she cried indig-

nantly in Spanish, "but I seem to be in

your way !"

Buck, who hadn't a ghost of a notion
what she was .saying, blinked at her.

" Er—er " he began awkwardly;
but she swept past him with her chin
in the air.

Buck gazed appreciatively after her,

and the offender from the other side of

the gangway said to him facetiously :

" I don't know what she said, ijartner,

but if its what I think it was, you ain't

no gentleman."
" ^laybc I'd better go and apologise

to the lady, eh?" said JSuck.

"Sure! And ask her if she's got a
girl friend."
"As vou weie, doughboy!" scoffed

Buck.
He rose, passed down the swaying car,

and stepped into the next one. The
black-hairod girl was seating herself

beside a white-haired woman, obviously
Spiinish, who looked as though she
might bo a housekeeper or a nurse.

"A man tried to trip me up," sai-.l

the girl angrily in her own language.
"The train's full of soldiers relurning
from the war, and they're singing and
fooling."

"They go happy to their homes," said

the white-haireil woman soothingly.
"The war has been so dreadful, and
now, naturally, they arc high-spirited."
The black-haired girl nodded, and

might have recovered her temper, but .at

this moment Biu'k, who had reached
her side, said eagerly:
"Oh. niadanioisejle — senorita—parle

vous French ? J mean, .sprechen sie

Deutseh ? Oli, gee, I wish I could speak
your language !"

"If you are frying to "apologise for

your clumsiiu^ss." she said coldly and in

perfect English, "I forgive you."
"dee. (hat's great!" cried Buck de-

lightedly. " Xow you're talking my own
lingo. I'm awfully sorry for what hap-
pened a mituite ago, but it wasn't my
foot." He perched himself on the arm
of a seat on the other side of the gang-
way and grinned at her. "Great day
for travelling, isn't it?"
She gave him a disdainful glance, but

in secret decided that he was quite an
attractive young man, with his strong,

cleanshaven face and his clear grey
eyes. Her companion, glaring at Buck,
began in .Spanish :

"This niiin is annoying you, .luanita.

Shall I call
"

"No, Maria," interrupted the girl in

tho same language. "It's all right."

But she paid no furf.lier attention to

Buck.
.'\n ntlendant passed down tho car

calling out:
"Gunsight! Next stop Gunsight!"
I'he tr.iin was slowing down.
" How happy your fath<-r will be to

see you again !" said iXInria, in Spanish,
" .\ little," smiled .Tuanita.

There was a griiuling of brakes, and
a very small sliilion loomed up. All

along ;t.s low platform a streamer waved
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in the breeze, inscribed; "Gunsight
Welcomes its Heroes"; and near the
shed-like booking-office stood a little

band of eight musicians playing on brass
instruments for all they were worth.
"Gunsight!" shouted tho conductor.
"Will you please take my bags?"

called Juanita.
"Ah, senorita, do you live in Gun-

sight, too?" cried Buck, jumping to his

feet. " I'H help you.''
Juanita did not reply, and though

Buck reached up to the rack over the
ladies' heads, tho attendant took tho
cases from him as he removed them. So
Buck, disappointed but quite unabashed,
went back to tlx) other car to get his

own belongings. And with him, un-
noticed by the others, he carried a small
case belonging to tho black-haired girl.

The platform was alive with cowboys
and men, women and children, welcom-
ing back old friends and relatives as he
swung down from the train and looked
about him. The soldier who had tripped
up .Juanita—Hank Davis—descended
beside him.
"Oh, boy—some girl friend!" he ex-

claimed, and pointed to the elderly
Mexican woman called Maria, who had
just followed her young, mistress down
from the stops of the adjoining car.

A fat woman with two children cling-

ing to her skirts and a baby in her arms
darted up to the speaker, crying rap-
turously: "Hank! Hank!" Buck
chuckled, and moved from tho open
platform to the tree-lined road beyond
it, looking back at the girl with whom
he had tried to sciape acquaintance.
A typical Mexican had stepped up to

her and seized upon the two suitcases
which the conductor had deposited on
the platform. Ho greeted .Juanita
deferentially and announced, in Spanish,
that ho had brought the wagonette to

take her home.
"But. Panclio !" cried tho elderly

woman blankly. "The other bag—where
is the other bag? There were three!"
"Three?" echoed the ^fexican, look-

ing at the two cases he was holding.
"But how three? Here arc two only!"
"One has been lost! We must find

it!"

Buck had lingered within earshot. Tho
only word of the conversation he could
understand was "maleta," Spanish for

"portmanteau," but he knew well
enough what it was all about. He
sauntered back to the girl.

"Is this your grip, senorita?" ho
inquired, indicating the small case he
had wilfully appropriated.
"Yes, thank you very much," she said,

and looked at him suspiciously.
" Let mo help you," he begged.
"Where did you get it?"' she chal-

lenged.
"Oh. I—er— I found it. That's right

—

I foimd it."

Ho walked beside her to the wagon-
ette, and Pancho and Maria followed.

Ho would have helped her up into a
seat, but she looked at him con-

temptuously and climbed up unaided,
spurning his hand.

]\raria sprang at him in a fury, raving

at him in Spanish, and in mock alarm
Buck stepped backwards, stumbled over

the case ho had placiMl on the ground,
and went sprawling. Inun(>diatcty tho

two horses in the wagonelte bolted.

Maria flung up her hands in horror,

and the manservant, I'ancho, ran shout-

ing after (ho swaying vehicle. Buck
was on his feet in a monuM)t, saw what
hail happened, ;ind acted.

Several horses, belongiiig to the celft-

bra(ing cowboys, were hltclied to a rail.

Ho rushed over aiul released one, and
almost in the sanu> moment swung him-
self into the saddle.

Like the wind ho shot olV along lb"
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dusty roaa iii pursuit of the runaways,
caugnt up with them, sprang from the
horse he had borrowed on to the back
of one of the horses attached to tlie

vehicle, and in a masterly fashion
brought it and its companion to a stand-
still. Then he slid down into the road-
way and looked at the girl.

"Are you all right, miss?" he m-
quired. "I'm sorry that happened."
Juanita had been watching his efforts

with admiration, but now she frowned.
" Are you sure you didn't do it on

purpose, just so you could be a hero?"
she said scathingly.

'Who—mo?" cried Buck. "Why,
lady, I wouldn't have had that happen
for worlds!"

Pancho and Maria arrived, panting,
and Maria was too breathless and too
scared to do anything more than climb
mutely up beside her mistress. Pancho
mounted to the driving-board and
picked up the rein.^.

"It's a great day for travelling, isn't

it?" said Buck cheerfully.
"Well, why don't you travel?" de-

manded Juanita.
Pancho sot the horses in motion, and

Buck caught at the bridle of his bor-
rowed steed, and stood grinning. Evi-
dently Juanita relented, for as she was
being swept away in the wagonette she
looked back at him—and smiled.

A Fine Home-coming.

AN hour or so later, Buck walked
briskly up a shady lane on his
own property, five miles from the

town of Gunsight, and came to the
white gate of the ranch-house garden.
It seemed to him that the pepper trees,

the oaks, and the flowering eucalyptus
had grown considerably during hi?

nb.sonce, and the flower-beds were ablaze
with early spring blossom.
His mother, a little silver-headed

woman, was watching for him at the
living-room window of the two-.storey
adobe building, and she darted out into
tho porch and down the steps to meet
and greet and hug him.
"Oh, my boy! My big, big boy!" she

cried tremulouslv.
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"You know I'vo been thinking about
this for.two whole years," declared Buck.
" Dreaming about it '. I've even talked
about it in my sleep!" He held her face
in his hands and looked fondly into her
tired eyes. "Gee!" ho cried. "You
don't know what it is to be back home!"
"I know what it is to have you home,

son," she told him.

They went into the house, arrc-in-arm,
and they sat and talked for a long
while. Then Buck said suddenly :

"Where's Tom?"
"I'd give anything in tho world if I

knew," said his mother unexpectedly.
"He hasn't been home for a month. 1

hadn't said anything before, but I'm
worried almost crazy. Buck. He may be
sick, or even- "

Tears were trickling down her cheeks,
and she hadn't the courage to voice all

her fears.

"Ah, now don't, mum," urged Buck.
"He's all right."

"He's been a httle wild latel.y," she
jamented. "I tried to talk to him, but
it didn't do any good. And then, one
day, he—he just went away, and—and
I haven't seen him since."
This was disturbing news, but Buck

did his best not to show that he was
disturbed.
"Don't worry about him. honey," he

said. "I'll round up the beggar in no
time. What he needs is a good
spanking."

"He isn't a baby any more. Buck.
He's grown so you'd hardly know him."
She pointed to a framed photograph on
the sideboard. "He had that taken the
last time he was in Phoenix."

Buck went over to the sideboard,
picked up the photograph, and studied
the pictured face of his young brother.
It was quite a nice face; tho mouth was
a trifle weak, but the eyes looked frank
and clear. ,

"What d'yoii know about that?" ex-
claimed Buck. "Getting to be a great
big fellow, ain't he? But I'll still sav
he needs a darned good .spanking—and
I'm just the fellow that can give it to

him, too y

The whiunyiiif,- of a liorse floated in
at the open window. '" ' ",''

"Guess Silver knows you're home,'
too." said Mrs. Healy.
"I'm going outside to .-say hallo 'to-

him," decided Buck, and he set down
the photograph and went out into the
farmyard.
A big white horse. l)roa<l of back, un-

harnessed, came runnitig delightedly up
to him—a noble creature, who carried
his head proudly, as became one who
had an Arabian strain in him.

"Hallo, son!'' welcomed Buck. "How
are ^ ou ? Did you miss me. eh?" Silver
sagely nodded his head. " Missed me ;i

lot, did you ? Well, give me a big
kiss '."

Silver rai.sed his head, and his moist
tongue carc-s.^od his master's check.
Buck patted him affectionately.
"Gee whiz!" he cried. "It's a long

time since I haven't seen you. Listen,
you old son-of-a-gun. We're going to
start to town pretty soon. You want to
go with me. eh ? Okay ! Just wait
around till I come and saddle you."
In les.- tfian half an hour ho was. m

the .saddle, and it felt good to him to

be on his devoted horse's back again.
He set off for Gunsight at a brisk
canter, though Silver really wanted t<i

gallop, in order to work oft' .some of

his CNcitement at this reunion.

Outside the Mission Hou.se. at the bo-
ginning of Main Street, a group of men
wore talking together as ji litlle cloud
of dust betokened Buck's approach.
"More excitement in one day than

I've seen in twenty years!" dcclare'd

one. a grey-bearded rancher.
"Yep," nodded a younger man.

"Goin' some for Gunsight! Boys eoni-

ing home from the war, and the bsnk
being robbed, all in one afternoon !"

"Well, durn my breeches!" exclaimed
a little man in cowboy rig. who.se big
hat was perched on the back of his

head. "If it ain't Buck Healy !"

Buck rode up to them. looking
bronzed and .splendidly fit. but no
longer a soldier. He had shed his khaki
and put on Western clothes; and romid
his waist was a heavv belt with holster*.

The sherifl took out his watch and consulted it. " I'll give you just an hour, Tom," he said.
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and ill tlic Iiolstcrs Were tlic formidable
nixshootcrs lio had used before he had
learned to cany a service rifle.

" Hallo, Buck ! How are you ? Glad
to see you '." chorused the three.

Buck disiiiountod beside them. The
street was crowded with people, but
that, of course, might very well bo due
to the return of the warriors.

" Where were you tluriiig all the ex-
citement ?" inquired the little man.
"Say, you're lookin' great! Soldiering
must agree with you."
"Oh, yeah?" drawled Buck. "What

was the excitement?"
A redheaded cowboy joined the

group.
"Say, Buck," he boomed, "I got a

lotta questions I want to ask you. Now,
do them Freiichies really eat frogs?"

"Get out!" laughed Buck. "What do
you mean, eat frogs? Ha, ha, ha! 1

ilidn't see a frog in France!"
"Buck, have you hoa«l about the

bank robbery?" demanded the bearded
ranclier.

"No, what was it?" askeil Buck
curioursly.

But before the speaker could answer
Red butted in again.

"How about them madainoiselles?" he

asked. "Were they peaches? Got any
picters of 'em on you?"
"Wait a minute," said Buck. "It's

my turn—I want to ask you fellows a

•ew questions. Most importantly—have
3OU seen my young brother lately?"

"No," said one, "1 haven't seen Tom
for a couple o' veeks. Have you. Red?"
"No," said Red, rubbing his ';hin,

"can't say I have. Now it seems to me
(he last time I seen him—;—"
Buck had the impression that they

were keeping something back from him;

but a sudden commotion up by the

Blue Star Saloon drew iiis attention,

iuid the attention of the others.

" Looks as if the sheriff's got C'lie o'

them bandits with him," remarked tlio

little man. "Let's go and see who it is."

Sheriff .Jim Matthews, a tall, lean,

white-haired representative of law and
order, was marching a prisoner acrofs

the roadway to the town gaol, followe<l

by a crowd of cowboys and other

habitues of the Blue Star. Buck and
liis companion moved forward, Buck
holding Silver's bridle.

"Tom!" he exclaimc<]. For tho pris-

oner was undoubtedly his brother,

though he would hardly have recognised

hini if he hadn't seen the comparatively
recent photograph.
"Tom looked round, but was bundled

over the doorstep of tlic sheriflF's office,

beyond which were (he cells. Bill Clyde,

tliei bulky and slow-witted deputy-

sheriff, took charge of the prisoner and
put him behind bars, while the slieriff

moved ever to his desk to make an

entry in tho ro.'avd-book.

.He looked up as a shadow fell across

tlie book, anil blinked at Buck, who had

forced his way into the building.

"Hallo, Buck!" he exclaimed. "Sure
great to see you, lioy ! How do?"
But Ruck was not in the mood for

formalitfi^s.

"What's this nil aliout. Jim?" he
inquired grufflS'. "What have you got

Tom for?"

"Well," said the slu-rifF slowly, swing-
ing round in his chair, " the boy's been
travelling in some pretty fast company,
and it's naturally got him into trouble."

" What's ho been doing ?"

"Got mixed up with that Murdoch
l)unch. You remember JMurdoch ?

Robbed tho bank this afternoon while
<•verybody was down at the station cele-
brating, and got away. Tom's the only
one we've picked up."
Buck's dark brows came down and his
Augu.st 22n<l, 1931.-
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mouth closed like a steel trap. A fine
home-coming I

The Sheriff Relents.

CLYDR, having locked tho barred
tloor of a (iell on Toin Hoaly,
lumbered into the sheriff's office

and stared blankly at Buck.
"Hallo!" ho greeted. "Got home

from the war, then?"
" Hallp, Clyde!" said Buck briefly,

and strode past him out across a passage
to the barred door of tho cell. Tom
was clinging to the bars, and his weak
mouth was working.
"Hallo, kid," growled Buck. "So you

turned bad man, eh ? I ought to beat
tho tar out of you !"

Tom looked piteously at his sturdy
brother.

" I didn't want to do it. Buck," he
wliiinpored. "But I couldn't help it.

They made mo do it!"

"Bah!" -cried Buck contemptuously.
But tho sheriff had followed him, and
the sheriff said, compassionately

:

"He's right. Buck. They doublc-
cr>Dssed the kid, and left him holding the
sack while they made their getaway."
"Serves you right!" snapped Buck at

his brother. " What did you make up
with them for in the first place ?"

"Oh, I don't know," replied Tom
wretchedly. " It was all so quiet around
here. I thought I'd get a kick out of

it."

"Yeah—you'll probably got a kick out
of doing a couple of years in gaol !" re-

tort(?d Buck.
" Have you .seen mum ?"

^'I have."
"Don't let heir know. Buck. You

wont—^will you?"
"Fine time to be thinking about hex

now!"' rasped Bitck. "She's been
doing a tidy lot o' t'hinking herself, the
pia.st month, and grieving her heart out
over you. When I left for Fiance, you
promised to to-ke care of her. Nice
job you made of it !"

Tom bowed his head in shame.
"I know," he admitted. "I'm just

no good, I guess."
Buck pushed back liis big hat and

stood thinking for a moment or two,

then turned impulsively to the sheriff.

"Jim," he said earnestly, "I want
you to do mo a favour."
"What is it. Buck?"
"I promised mum I'd bring Tom

home to supper to-night—you know,
she hasn't seen him for a long time, and
she rather Ixinked on my wor<l. Let
me take him liome for an houir, will

you ?"

" I can't do it."

"I'll bring bim right back. Besides,
it'll give me a c'nance to cook up a
story about him going away."
Tho .sheriff wavi-red. He had always

liked Buck, and ho fully uiider.stood the
situation.

"Well," he c^aid doubtfully, "it ain't

regular." -

"Oh. I know it ain't regular, Jim I

But think what it will mean to my
morhor. VV'liy, if she evcM- found out
anything about this it would kill heir."

" All right," decided the sheriff, fish-

ing a big key from ihis pocket. "I'll

let the boy go home—but I'm going to

keep yoii Jiere till he gets back."
• "That's okay with me, .Jim—loiid I'm
grateful."

The door of tho cell was unlocked and
opened and Tom st(>pped fortli. The
three pa.ssed across the passage into the
sheriff's office, and Buck looked his
brother uji and down with criticiil eyes.
The youngstcir had certa.inly grown, but
he wa,s still little more than a boy.
"'rom," .said Butk, "I want you to
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-run on home to mother, and ti-ii her
you've been prospecting down across
the border, and that you're going back,
and that you'll probably be gone for a
good long time. If she thinks you're
safe shell be satisfied. Do that'?"
"Sure, Buck, if the shciriff

"

The sheriff took out his watch and
consulted it.

"I'll give you just an hour. Tom,"
lie siaid. "Till seven o'clock. If you're
not back by then, Buck goes to gaol."
"Oh, I'll be back!" promised Tom

eagerly. "I'm through with this busi-
ness from now on."

" Well, I hope so."

Buck reached out a hand and re-

moved his brother's belt in tJie holster
of wliich gleamed a foirinidable Colt.
"Better leave ttiis here," he said, "it

might get you into a little more trouble,
Tom. Now, run along—and get back on
time !"

"So long. Buck," said Tom grate-
fully. "So long, sheriff! I won't let

either of you down."
"Y'ou'll fii.d your horse in the stable

round the back," the sheriff informed
him.

Thcire were many in the street who
stared as Tom stepped, out from the
building and passed down a yard beside
it to the stable; but Sheriff Jim
Matthews adjninistered the law accord-
ing to his own methods, and everybody
respected him. Tom rode out of town
leaving behind him a free topic for con-
ver.iation.

He set off in the direction of the
iranch, but be did not reach it. Four
miles south of Gunsight, three men on
horsc^back rode out at him from behind
a clump of buslies, and their leader, a
swarthy fellow with a tiny moustache
and what seemed to be almost a perma-
nent grin, chuckled as the youngster hold
up his hands.

"Hallo. Tom!" he cried. "Good
work, kid! How did you get away?"
Tom bit bis lip. The very wonst had

happened—he bad been captured, virtu-

ally, by Jake Murdoch and two of his

followers; the evil companions he had
cultivated, to his cost.

"Well," he said nervously, "Buck's
come hom.^ again, and he squared it with
the sheriff so I could go "back and see

my mother, and put things right with
her. Then I'm going back and tako
what's coming to me."
"You're not turnin' yellow, ao-c yoa?"

demanded Murdoch harshly.
"Listen, Murdoch," replied Tom.

"I'm through."
"Oh no you're not." laughed (he

outlaw. ""You know too much! Bring
him along, boys !"

The two other riders closed in on
either side of tho boy.
"Oh, but listen. Muii'doch !" pleaded

Tom desperately, "I've got to get back
there "

"You're coming with us." broke, in

Murdoch grimly, "so shut your head
and ride !"

From six o'clock till seven. Buck and
tho sheriff sat side by side in the latter's

office, chatting and smoking. .'\t seven
the clock in the wooden tower of tho
Mission House proclaimed the hour,
and the sheriff crossed his long legs and
took out his watch.
At sevon-f>\'o he looked at Buck, who

glanced across at the open watch, but
went on talking of his war experiences
and chipping a piece of wood with his
clasp-knife. Ten minutes later tho
sheriff <«.id :

"Stop whittling tha.t:6tick. Buck— it's

a quarter-past seven. Think the kid's

put something over on i)s?"

"Course not," answered Buck. " Puob-
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ably up at *he house there, and lost

track of time. You know how it is,

Jim."
" I'm afnaid we can't wait any

ionger.

"

"Well," suggested Buck, " wli.it say
we go up to the iiouse? He'll be
there."

"All riglit—we'J! see." And pocket-
ing his watch the sheriff rose to iiis feet.

"I'm hoping you're right." he said;
"but I'm fearing you'ire wrong. Come
on !"

A Way of Escape.

MRS. HEALY «as iookiiig anxiously
out of the living-room window
into I'lie gattieriiig dusk when

Buck and the slieritf came riding to-

wards the ranch-house. She could not
see their figures distinctly, but she saw
tlie white form of Silver, and that was
enough for Jier.- She anade far the
kit'CJien, where tlie iniddle-agi'd iielp

was busy at the .stove.

"They're coming. Martha," she said.

"I .saw Silver."
"t>h, good," rebpoiuU'd Martina. "I'll

get tlic things, on the table right away."
The slherifF had looked about him in

the' lane; and ho Jooked over the

garden fence as ihe and Buck hitc-hed

tiheir hoirses there.

"Well. I don't see Tom's mount atiy-

where," he growled.
"He's here <(ll right," said Buck coti-

fideiitly. "How long .since you've been
to our place, Jim?"
"Guess it's six •weeks at least. Biuk."
"You' I! 'be welcome."
Martha was laying the table when

they fitepped into the living-room. Mrs.
Heily liurried towards them.

"Oh, I knew you'd bring Jiim!" .--he

aried. "Good-evening, Jim."
"Howdy, Mrs. H(Vil\ ?" said the

sheriff, and closed the door.
"B—but 'where's Tom'.'" she faltcn-d.

"He isn't comitig," blurted Buck.
"At leiast.' not to-night,' mother. You
see—er—Tom went down across the
border, prospecting with some fello.vs.

He left in quite a buur_\—that's the

reiaT>on he didn't tell you anything .about

it. Isn't that rigjit, Jim?"
"Yes'm, that'ts right," lic^l thr

sheriff, rather red about the ears.

"But be .sihonldn't Jiave gone away
like that !" cried Mrs. Healy in tlismay.

"'He's such a boy—something might
happen to him."
"There you go wonrying again! ' ex

cl.umed Buck. "Totiimy's mil right,

•nothcr—Jie can take care of himself.
Besides, Jim and I are going down to-

iiiglrt to sec- how lie's getting aloirg.

And a.11 ithis fuss for nothing!"
Martha finished laying the table and

brought in some tlishes.

"Sapper's all ready. Mrs. Healy,"
she announced.
"That's fine," nodded her jnistiress.

"Sit down and make yourself at home,
Jim,"
The sheriff shook his head regretfully,

declaring that be couldn't >t.ay.

"There's plenty," Mto. Healy assured
him. "You take Tom's place."
Buck, who wij.s ravenous, also tried

to coix ; but it was Martha who proved
the deciding factoir. She oa.mc In with
.a dish whence arose a distinctly appetis-
ing odour.
"What's that?" a.sked the sheriff.

"My, c-hicken with dressing!"
"Yes," said Mri;. Hoaly. "And cream

gravy and apple-pte to follow."
"Well," yielded the sheriff', "if voii

insi.st
"

"Gimme your hat, Jim!" cried Buck
triumphantly. And presently the
sheriff was sitting at table on one side
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of Mirs. Healy, with Buck facing him.
He was given a, generous liolping of

chicken, and did full justice to it. The
pie was cut and served.
"Oh, boy!" cried Buck, with his

mouth full. "Is this pie, or not?"
"Best I ever ate," declared the sheriff,

and demolished his share with gusto.
"Another piece, Jini?" urged Mrs.

Healy.
"N'o. thanks, Mrs. Healy,'' he said.

"I couldn't hold another crumb ! And
besides, I gotta be going. I'm sorry to
run off like this, but it has to be done."
Ho rose and lookini signifioautlv at

Buck.
"Coming?"
"Right with you, Jim," was the

response.
" t)li. Buck, do you have to go right

away?" prot<\sted Mrs. Healy.
"I'm afraid I do, ma. We got to

look after Tom, you know. But I'll be
back with him before you know it—and
don't worry about one little thing."
He and the sheriff put on their iiats.

and Buck took his mother in his arms
and kissed her. Said the sheriff, open-
ing the door

:

"I certainlv did enjov that meal, Mrs.
Healy!"
The two went out together and down

the garden path to the gate. But as
they unhitched their horses, the sheriff
said in a low voice to Buck:
"There's only one thing I can do—I've

gotta liold you !"

That didn't suit Bu< k at all. In g'aol

he could do nothing, whereas out of
gaol he might do quite a lor.

"Look liere-. Jim," he pleaded, "give
me two or three days, and I'll guarantee
to bring him back."

"Can't be done! T took a chance on
Tom, and he double-crossed nie. ' I'M
have to hold you till he's found."
"Somehow," said Buck earnestly, ",I

don't think it's Tom's fault. Let me go
and get him for you, will you?"
But the sheriff, in spite of all the

chicken and apple-pie he had devoured,
was adamant.
"No. Buck." he said doggedly. "I'll

get him in\self, and in the meantime
you're under arrest." ,.

So the two rode back to town in the
moonlight, and Buck was locked in the
cell his brother so briefly had occupied.
Bill Clyde, the slow-witted deputy, wa.s

left in charge, and the sheriff went off

to scour the countrv for the escaped
prisoner.

The cell was quite a small one, fitted

with a bunk—suspended on chains from
the wall—and a footstool. Buck, having
acquired in the army the al)ility to sleep
under almost any circumstances at any
given opportunity, stretched himself on
the bunk with a hard pillow under his

head and a blanket over him, and was
very soon in dreamland.
But he was awake with the dawn and

cudgelling his brains to devise a way
of escape. He had been made a
prisoner, but he had given no parole.
He could always think best when hi.s

hands were occupied, so out tame his

clasp-knife, and he picked up the stool

and began to chip away at one of its

round legs.

Soon after seven o'clock in the tnorn-
ing Bill Clyde, having slept and breajc-

fasted. came and looked through the
bars to make sure his prisoner was still

there. He stared in astonishment. Buck
was sitting on the edge of his bunk witli

Buck, instead ot

sweeping the
floor, was sitting

on the bunk chip-

ping away at the

handle of the

broom.

0,3
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the stool upside down on his knees, and'
the floor was covered with chips and
shavings of wood.
"Hi, what's tliat 30u'rc doing?" ho

cried.

"Who—me?" inquired Buck inno-

cently. " Nothin' !"

" Gimnic that knife! It looks like a

Bawniill
!"

"No—yes, sir. Sorry !" And Buck
put away the knife and grinned at his

gaoler. Clyde did not insist upon re-

ceiving the knife, but refused to be
placated. Damaging Government pro-

perty was an offence ! Ho whipped up
a bass broom and thrust it between the

bars.
" See liow you like cloaning up !" he

snorted.
"Yes, sir," said Buck respectfully, and

accepted the broom. Then lie plunged a

hand into one of liis pockets and broiiglit

out a curious little metal puzzle. " (Jh,

dep !"

The deputy-sheriff, vi'ho had turned
away, turned back again.
"Come here a minute," said Buck.

"Take a look at that ! Those rings can
be parted from one another without
force—see if you can unravel it, will

you?"
Bill Clyde looked at the puzzle and

then at its owner's smiling face.
" What are you tryiii' to do—-put

something over on me?" he growled.
"No, sir," .said Buck. "You're too

clever for that."

"You bet I am!"' responded Clyde,
who was blessed with plenty of self-

conceit. And he took the puzzle and
went off with it into the oflice.

He tried to part the rings, but with-
out success. Time passed, and he began
to lose patience, but he hated to bo
baffled.

"Stop that whistling!" he bellowed.
Buck ceased to whistle. It was a hot

morning, and perspiration came out on
the deputy-sheriff's brow, born more of

mental than of physical effort.

He went back to the barred door of

the cell to complain that the puzzle
was not a puzzle at all, but what he saw
caused him to imlock the door and enter
in a rage. For Buck, instead of sweep-
ing the floor, was sitting on the bunk,
chipping away at the handle of the
broom !

The deputy-sheriff snatched away the
broom and demanded the knife.

" Yoti wait till Jim comes back!" he
cried.

"Looks like I'll have to," remarked
Buck.
The steel door clanged and was locked.

Another broom was thrust between the
bars.

" Now clean up that cell !" snapped
Clyde.
He went back to the office and picked

up the puzzle, twisting the rings tliis

way and that, but without mastering
I heir secret.

Buck began to sweep the cell in a
leisurely manner, but stopped short and
listened intently as he heard footsteps
in the yard outside the little barred
window. Ho emitted a whistle well
known to the men with whom he had
fought in the trenches, for the footsteps
sounded to him very much like that of
Hank Davis, the man who had tripped
up Juanita. on the train the day before,
and who had been welcomed home on
the platform by his wife and children.
He was not mistaken. There came a

scraping sound as of a box being pushed
Bgiainst the wall outside, and then
Hank's .somewhat expansive face ap-
peared at the window.
"Hullo, Buck!" said Hank in a

hoarse whisper. "When I lieard you
was in here I remembered the time I
Auguat 22nd, 1931.
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was in the cooler in Verdun, and you '

sprung me." And he thrust between the

bars a small parcel.
"Good for you!" whispered Hank.

" Ginune your hat
!"

Harik's big hat was squeezed through
to him.
"Now gimme your boots !"

Tlie boots wouldn't pass the bars till

the parcel had been opened and the two
files "inside it had been brought into

play.

"Now your shirt," whispered Buck.
"Say," protested Hank, "this ain't

no strip poker game !"

"Gimme your shirt!" insisted Buck.
And Hank got down from the packing-
case, pulled his coloured shirt over his

head, and bundled it into the cell.

Half an hour later Bill Clyde threw
the puzzle from him with an impreca-
tion. It fell on the floor of the office—

and the two rings rolled apart. The
deputy stared down at them, then picked

up the iiicces.

For a few minutes he toyed with them,
then strode heavily across the passage to

the cell door.
"Well, I've done it!" he cried vic-

toriously. " It's a cinch ! I'd bo a
pretty dumb guy if I couldn't figure that

one out! Hi—I'm talking to you!"
He looked in through the bars at what

appeared to bo a recumbent figure under
the blanket on the bunk.
"Didn't I tell you to clean that cell

up?" he shouted. "I'm talking to

you !"

There was no answer, so he opened the

door and advanced to the bunk. He
whipped off the blanket—and stared

aghast at a perfectly good cow-hat, a

pair of excellent riding-boots, and a

coloured shirt into \vhich the hard pillow

had been thrust.

"Well, if I ain't a cross-eyed monkey-
wrench !" gasped the disgusted deputy,

staring at the window, the bars of which
were broken. On the floor beneath the

window lay two small but business-

like files !

The Use of a Rope.

JAKE MURDOCH'S headquarters
consisted of a sizeable log-cabin and
outbuildings, conveniently situated

in a cup in the hills within a few
hundred yards of the Mexican border.

Thither To-n had been taken, and he

spent a restless night, treated almost as

an enemy by Murdoch and the six

members of his gang.
After breakfast, four of the men were

playing cards at the misshapen table in

the living-room, while one played on a

guitar with some measure of skill, and
Tom haunted a tiny window which com-
manded a view of the rocky pass that

cleft a way to the hollow. '_

Suddenly he caught sight of a rider on
a white horse climbing the steep slope,

and involuntarilv he exclaimed:
"Buck!"
"What's that?" cried Murdoch in-

ttantly. " Wiiat did you say?"
"Nothing," responded Tom sullenly.

But Murdoch went over to him, peered
out through the window, and saw what
he had seen.

"Oh, your brother!" ho said grimly.
" Seems to be looking for you. That's
fine ! We'll invite him to call. Go
down and get some water so he'll see

you, and then come back."
"You're not going to trap him!"

stormed Tom.
"No tricks, kid!" snarled Murdoch.

"We'll have you covered." He turned
to two of the men, known as George
and Fred. "You two go round the
cabin and watch him from there," he
directed.

"J won't do it!" cried Tom. But a
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pa.il was thrust into his hand and ho
was pushed out over the front door-
step, menaced by guns; and he went
slowly to a wooden pipe through which
the water of a mountain spring was
conducted into the hollow.
Buck saw him there, and rode up be-

fore the pai! was quite full.
" Great way you have of keeping your

promise, kid!" ho shouted. "I ought
to thnash you within an inch of your
life !"

Tom, knowing that both their lives
were in danger, turned without a word
and scurried back to the cabin. Buck
slid from the saddle, and with a gun
in each hand followed him.
"Come on," he commanded, "we're

starting back rig:ht now!"
Tom vanished into the cabin, and Buck

dived wrathfully after him. But Mur-
doch was standing just inside the door.
"Up with them!" He drawled. "How

are you, Mr. Healy?"
Buck swung round, and perceived that

he had walked into a trap. Four other
men were grouped about the cabin, their
six-shooters ready to fire, and behind him
come the two who had been watching
outside. Tom had set down the pail and
was standing in the middle of the cabin,
clenching and unclenching his fiste.

"Why, you double-crossing little pup!"
roared Buck as he raised hie hands and
was relieved of his weapons.
"I didn't double-cross you. Buck

—

honest I didn't!" protested 'Tom. "They
made me do it!"

Buck stepped forward, glared at the
grinning face of Murdoch, and with a
sudden and entirely unexpected move-
ment flung himself upon his captor. His
fi«t came into violent contact with the
outlaw's jaw, George fired his gun at
random, and Murdoch went crashing
backwards agaiiKt one of the walls. '

He recovered hie balance and rushed
a; Buck, seizing him by the neck of his

shirt, but Buck's right fist smashed int<3

his face, and he went down, fiat on hfa

back.

It had all happened in a few seconds,
and only George had pidled a trigger.

Murdoch's gun had gone spinning across
the room. But before Buck could take
any advantage of the blow he had dealt
half a dozen hands were gripping him,
and blows were being rained at him froni

all sides.

"You can't do- that to him!" yelled
Tom. But Tom was dragged back, and
Buck fell senseless to the floor.

Murdoch rose painfully to his feet.

"Search him and see what he's got on
him,'' he ordered.
One of the men went down on. his

knees and turned out thfe contents of

Buck's pockets.
"An Army discharge, twenty dolla>

bills, and a letter," he announced.
"Let's have 'em !"

The articles were hande<l over.

"A letter from his girl, I reckon,"
said the searcher. "There ain't another
thing."
Murdoch opened out the letter and

read it. It was tho one Ramon had
given him in hospital.

"Rancho del Rey!" he remarked.
"Why, that's the joint we've had spotted
for a year! Listen to this, boys: 'We
are greatly in your debt, and anything
we can do to show our gratitude at any
time we shall count it an honour to

do ' " He opened out the Army dis-

charge, and read aloud: "'Buck Healy,
Sergeant, 23rd Infantry.' Ha, ha, this

sounds good to me!"
Buck, flat on the floor on his back,

opened his eyes with an effort, but closed

them again. Murdoch tugged reflect-

' ively at his little moustache.
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"Guess Buck Healy's goin' to pay the

Del Ray family a visit!" he chuckled.

The men stared ; but George, the most
quick-witted of them, exclaimed:
"You mean "

"Certainly. With this discharge and
letter it'll be a cinch!"

"It's a great idea, chief," said George.
"Won't take me long to locate where

the dough is, either," declared Murdoch.
"Put those two in the loft where they

won't bother you any. I've got to slick

up a bit for my trip."

They made Tom climb a ladder to the

cramped loft above, and between them
they hoisted the inert form of Buck
through the trap, and dumped him on
some straw; then they bound the two
with ropes and left them.
Some little time later. IMurdoch.

Iiaving washed and shaved and paid par-

ticular attention to his liair. had his

house saddled and prepared to .start for

the border.
"Fred," he said, "and you, George,

come with me. The rest of you fellows

look after our guests. Don't starve 'em
—and don't let 'em get away."
He rode off down the pass with the

two men he liad chosen, and the rest

went back to their cards.

Up in the loft Buck said in a low voice

t.> his brother:
"We've got to get out of here."
"How?" said Tom duuiously.
"I don't know, but we've got to drift.

Keep as quiet as you can, but try to

wriggle a rope loose."

The day dragged on. There was very
little light in the loft, but the two
struggled persistently with their bonds.
Through the trap came the odour of to-

bacco smoke and the talk -of the card-
players.

Outside the daylight faded, and down-
stairs an oil-lamp was lit. Buck, by this

time, had managed to get one hand free.

"How's it coming?" inquired Tom,
who had achieved nothing but lacerated
wrists.

"Pretty good," replied Buck
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guardedly. - "I don't like that fellow

singing down there, but it comes in

pretty handy." He freed the othei

hand, groped in Tom's pockets, and dis-

covered that his cla-sp-knife had been
ignored. It took but a few minutes
after that to remove the rest of his

bonds and the rope that bound his

brother.
There was an argument among the

men below as to who should get water,

and then a hoarse voice called up from
the foot of the ladder

:

"Anything special you gents want for

supper? Which'U you have—strawberry
shortcake, or pickled pig's feet?"
"Both!" called back Buck. "And you

miijht bring us up a little apple-pie."

"Keep your shirt on, cowboy!" re-

torted the voice.

There was a small and windowless
opening in the roof on the far side of

the loft, and Buck had looked at it

thoughtfully many times before dark.
Now a star was gleaming down at them
through it. and he decided that the
moment had come to put into action the
plan he had thought out.

He joined together the pieces of rope
that had bound him, and united it with
the rope that had bound his brother,

theti crept noiselessly to the opening.
Outside it a stout hook of iron projected
from a beam. He draped the rope over
th'> hook, crawled out through the o|)en-

ing, and swarmed down, hand-under-
hand.
The man who had fetched the water

was returning to the cabin. Buck had
timed things well, for he needed the
fellow's guns. He descended upon an
unprepared head, bearing its owner to

the ground. The pail fell with a crash,
and the water splashed, but no one
seemed to notice the noise, and Buck's
right hand was clapped ov«r his cap-
tive's mouth.
"Come on!" he said in a hoarse
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whisper, and Tom descended the double
rope to his side. Immediately Buck tied

one end of the rope round the water-
carrier's chest, beneath his arm-pits, and
hauling vigorously at the other end,
hoisted the unfortunate up to the hook,
"Help, help!" yelled the dangling

man. "Get me down from here!"
Buck knotted the slack of the rope

round a hitching-rail, while Tom fetched
his own horse and Silver. The two rode
oft" at top speed down through the pas*
to a trail at the foot of a hill.

"Ride for the sheriff, and make it

pronto," directed Buck, "I'm heading
across the border."
The door of the cabin had been opened

before the fugitive reached the pass, and
Murdoch's men came streaming out.
"Alf! Mike!" howled the suspended

crook. "Help! They got away! I'm
hung! Get me down!"

"I'll get you down!" roared otie of the
men, and he took out his knife and cut
the rope. The water-bearer fell with •«

thud that knocked all the breath out ot

hi.s limgs. and the others ran for their

horses.

Murdoch Plays a Part.

SENOR DEL REY'S ranch covered a
good many square miles south of

the Mexican town of Naco, He
wa; a very wealthy man, and his casa

was more like the residence of a Spanish
grandee than of a farmer. It was a gal-

leried structure of adobe, built round a

large patio, or courtyard, in the centre
of which was a walled well.

In the evening of the day on which
.lake Murdoch rode over the border with
two of his men, the patio wa^ ablazo
with light and colour. Tables and oh,uir»

had been set round the white walls; men
in gala attire and girls in beautiful cos-

tumes, wearing mantillas, and carrying

Buck stepped forward, and glared at the grinning face of Murdoch.
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fans, thronged tS». flagstones, the gal-

leries, and the ix)om6 of the building. A
little band of minstrels played haunting
SpaniKh melodies upon violins and
guitars, and Senor del Rey moved about
among his guests, a fine figure of a man
with a flowing white moustache and an
air of breeding.

It was Juanita's birthday, but Juanita
sat sadly in her own room, disinclined

to take any active part in the festivities.

Maria found her there.

"Won't you come down to the

guests?" she said.

"I want to be alone," replied Juanita.

"I've no heart for all this gaiety."
Maria departed, but soon afterwards

Senor del Rey knocked at the door and
entered.

"Aren't you happy to-night?" he
asked gently, leaning down over the

drooping figure of his beautiful daughter.

"On your birthd<ay, too!"
"It would have been Ramon's birth-

day," said Juanit^a. "Hovy can I be

happy on each a day as this? Oli, I

know a lot of rubbish is talked about

the affinity of twins, but to-day his

death haunts me."
A man-sorvant rapped on the open

door.
"Senor del Rey," he announced in

Spanish, "there is an American gentle-

man who wishes to see you."
Del Rey gave instructions that the

visitor should bo shown into the draw-

ing-room, and he prevailed upon
Juanita fo descend with him. It was
Murdoch who stood smiling with easy

confidence at thorn as they entered.

"Senor del Rey?"' he inquired with

a bow. "I'm Buck Hcaly."
"Senor Buck Healy?" cried Del Rey

in delighted surprise. "Welcome! Wel-

come ! I am very happy to meet the

friend of my son."
"Thank you, sir," said Murdoch. "It

waf nice of you to write me this letter."

And he produced the letter which had
been found on Buck.
"Words cannot express what is in a

heart filled with gratitude," declared

Del Rey. "My daughter, Juanita."
"Scnorita," murniured Murdoch,

feasting his eyes on the girl's beauty.

"To-night," explained the Mexican,
"wc arc celebrating my daughter's

birthday. Perhaps you will find it in-

teresting—but first, no doubt, you
would like to refresh yourself after such

a long ride."

He clapped his hands, and to a ser-

vant who entered he said :

"Jose, show Senor Healy to our best

rcoin."

Juanita had not uttered a word, but

she had studied Murdoch critically, and
after ho had gone off with the servant

she fH\i(\. disappointedly :

"Senor Buck Hcaly is not at all like

I thought he would be."
"Oh, Juanita," protested her fathe>-,

"he may not please your feminine
fancy, but you must be very gracious

to him—he was the best friend of our
Ramon.

"

"Of course," she nodded gravely.

"And how strange that of all days he

sliould arrive on this one 1"

Murdoch, in an elaboi-atc bcd-rOoin,

washed away the dust of travel, gazed
with approval at a huge bed set on a
dais, lookod out of a easement window
at the mountains an«| lights in the dis-

tance, and descended to his host.

Food was pressed upon him, and ho
ate an excellent meal in a perfectly

appointed dining-room. Senor del Rey
made a groat fuss of him; but, after

the meal, JuanitA asked him some awk-
ward questions.
"Tell us more about my brother,
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Senor Buck," she said. "You were
with him when he passed away."
"Oh, yes!" lied Murdoch. "Out

there in No-Man's Land your brother
begged me to leave him and go back,
but I stayed with him until the very
last."

Juanita stared.

"I don't understand!" she exclaimed.
" Ramon was in hospital many weeks
after be was wounded."
"Oh, yes, of course he was ! I was

iii hospitiil, too," said Murdoch hastily.
"Thoughts of those last moments make
me very sad."
"It was a great sorrow to me—my

only son," said Del Roy brokenly.
"It was a great loss to all of us,"

said Murdoch, rising to his feet and
putting a hand on his host's shoulder.
"But you still have your charming
daughter."

"My little Juanita," nodded the
Mexican. " But one of these days she
VN'ill be getting married."

" If you will excuse me," said Juanita
stiffly; and she rose and went out into
the patio.

After the birthday celebrations were
over and the guests had gone, Murdoch
waf standing thoughtfully near the well,

alone, when Buck climbed up from the
broad back of Silver on to the high
white wall that screened one side of
the patio from the road.

He gazed with grim satisfaction at

the solitary figure, then crouched down
and removed his lariat from the
pommel of Silver's saddle. Quickly he
made a noo.sc, and then, with the un-
erring skill of an expert, he sent the
rope whirling through the air.

The noose descended about Murdoch's
broad shoulders and was drawn tight.

I'hen Buck ran along the wall, gave a

tiemendous jerk—and sent Murdoch
head-first into the watery depths of the
well.

"Help! Help!" howled Murdoch as

he rose to the surface. But Buck
jumped down from the wall and went
over to taunt him.
"How are you, Senor Buck Healj'?"

he called down mockingly.
Juanita came running out from the

house, but stopped short as Buck
swiuig round and grinned at her.

"What's the meaning of this?" she
cried wrathfully. And then: "Oh—it's

you !"

"Help, Scnorita del Rey! Help!"
spluttered Murdoch, .splashing about in

the water.
"How dare you come here and do .n

thing like this!" flamed .luanita. "Get
him out of there immediately ! Quick,
I tell you I"

But Buck, staring at her in the light

that streamed from the surrounding
windows, exclaimed :

"So you're Miss del Rey, eh?"
Maria came out to them, shouting in

Spanish. .luanita clapped her hands
and cried :

".Juan! Pedro I Come, help!"
Buck, with one foot against the

coping of the basin, tugged at the rope

;

but almost imuiediateiy he was dragged
back by some men-servants who came
running to the scene. Senor del Rey
appeared, considerably alarmed, and
the soaked and dripping Murdoch was
hauled to safety.

"This man," cried Juanita angrily,

"tried to drown Senor Buck !"

The servants .seized Buck, jabbering
in Spanish that they were convinced he
was inad.

"Just a minute I" growl«d Buck,
struggling to free him.sclf. "You arc
making a little mistake."
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"Who are you?" demanded Del Rev.
"Buck Healy."
"He's crazy !" shouted Murdoch.
"Crazy, eh?" scoffed Buck. "Listen,

he stole my discharge papers and a
letter that your son gave me in France.
He's an outlaw—the sheriff wants
him !"

"Don't mind him," urged Murdoch,
soaking wet and shivering, "He's not
responsible, senor. He—he's shell-
.sliocked—insane. He was in our Divi-
sion—I knew him in Franco. His
mind's absolutely gone, and he—he's
dangerous. You'd better lock him up."

"Say. you've got to listen to me!"
cried Buck. But Senor del Rey gave
instructions in Spanish, and his ser-
vants forced tiio indignant captive to a
stone-built outhouse with a heavy door.
He was bundled into pitch darkness,
and a key grated in a lock.
"He'll bo safe, Senor Buck, where 1

have had him put," said Del Rey to
Murdoch, "but you need to- change
quickly, or you will catch your death of
cold. Come with me."

On the Roof of the Cabin.

THREE people slept indifferently
that night : Buck, who found him-
self in a tiny cell-like structure

with only a little straw on which to
lie ; .Juanita, in her luxurious bed, who
thought quite a lot about the young
man she had met on the train and his

claim to bo her dead brother's friend;
and Murdoch, who could not under-
stand how Buck had escaped from his
men, and felt none too safe.

Early in the morning, Juanita went
out to tlio door of the little stone-
walled building. It had no windows,
but in the door was a barred grille.

" Senor !" she called.

Buck's face appeared at the opening,
and she liked the look of his face. This
man, she was convinced, was not by
any means mad ; she was not even sure
that he was an impostor.
"Arc you going to let nic out of

here?" asked Buck eagerly.
"I'm sorry, but I can't," she told

him.
"Well, listen," he said, "you've got

to believe me. That man I half-

drownod is an outlaw. He came here
to rob your father. I'm Buck Healy.
I can prove it to you. Your brother
Ramon \yas in my Comp'an'y^—the 23rd
Infantry. He was wounded at St.

Mihicl, and died a month later in
hospital."
"That is true," nodded Juanita.
"He used to talk about you all the

time, nnd he told me to say to you,
wlien I met you :

' Buenos noch^s,
.luanita, don't get lo.st in your sleep.'

"

"Oh!"
"He said that when you were a little

girl you wandered out of the house one
night in your sleep and were lo-st for
days."
"That's true 1"

"And every night, after that, ho u.sed

to say to you, ' Buenos noches, Juanita,
don't get lost in your sleep.'

"

"I believe you—I believe in you,"
declared Juanita. "I think I nearly
believed you all the time. I'm sorry I

ever doubted you.

"

" Get mo out of here before Murdoch
does anything," urged Buck.

"Jo.sc has the key.s," she said. "But
I'll go and tell my father at once."
She scu!rie<l liack to the house, and

in the arched drawing-room she found
her father with Murdoch, who was
wearing the Mexican clothes which hi\d

been lent him the night before. Tho
door of a small safe stood open, and
Senor del Rey had a casket in his hand.

(CoDtinoed on page 20.)
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In order to gain his own ends an unscrupulous lawyer fastened his own crime on
another's shoulders. A gripping tale of a great dam-burst.

A Fiery Old Southerner.

THK powerful Lincoln
touring car jjurrod
gently over tlie

hard-baked uneven track,

and the black clKiiifFear

smiled as lie thought of

the fine meal he would
soon bo eating. In tho
back of tho open oar .>at

three people.
T h e white-haiied,

square-shouldered old man with the
trim moustache <ind small white
Napoleon beard was Colonel Bradford.
He was a Southerner of the old .school,

forthright, inclined to irascibility,

especially where modern novelties and
notions were concerned, but
workers loved him.
The colonel owned many hundreds of

acres of \alu.tible forest and pasture
land—many of the latter he had ccn-
yorted into cotton fields. The timlx'r
could have been sold for n vast sum,
but tho colonel would not licar of
nature's boauly being sold for money.
The colonel smiled happily and proudly
as he saw in the distance a band of

black employees working vigorously to

a Cjuick chant.
"My men never get out of time,"

iie said aloud. "And it's a fast one."
The girl sitting in the middle smiled

a little secret smile to herself. She
kr;ew the black boys better than lier

guardian. They liad seen the sun
glinting on the windscreen of the c.;ir

a mile off, and she was pretty certain
that until then the tune they had been
singing would have been almost a
dirge.

Caroline Bradford was a blonde of
surprising be«auty. Her round cheeks
needed no make-up, long lashes veiled
deep blue eyes, her body was grace-
fully moulded on athletic lines «nd tho
dimples that appeared in her cheeks
showed that she had a sense of humour.
Her sports outfit of white serge was
well cut, and her blue beret set off her
fail- Jiair. Caroline loved the great
outdoors land the guardian who had
been so good to her.
"One day these lands will be yours.

Jack." The colonel waved his hand
lovingly towards hill and dale. "A
Bradford has ruled here for many years
and the same traditions have been kept
iip—shall continue to bo kept up."
His eyes sparkled with the intensity of
his desire. "Never has « Bradford
sold any of tho timber on this land,
never have the fields been anything
else but cotton, never liave there been
less than three hundred niggers "

Starrinc/
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Jack Bradford frowned and turned
hi.- head. He was a sallow faced liand-

.somo man, whose dark hair, eyebrovvs
and moustache gave him a somewhat
saturnine lappearance. Besidc>s being
nephew to Colonel Bradford, he also was
his attorney. Caroline was twenty-one
and he was seven years older— it was
the wish of the colonel that they should
carry on tho line.

"And when I have joined my an-

cestors " The colonel was on his

favourite theme. "I hope that two
people that I love very dearly will

carry on the good work ; it is my
dearest wish that their friendship
ripen to

"

The happy dimples vanished from
the girl's cheeks and she n»oved rest-

lessly.

"You will paidon an old man for

touching on so delicate a subject."
soothed the colonel, smiling at the girl.

"But I am not good at keeping my
thoughts and hopes to myself."

A smile flitted across the lips of Jack
Bradford. Not often did he see eye to

eye with the colonel, but marriage with
Caroline was certainly a sound pro-
position. They were not engaged yet,

l)ur soon Caroline would name the day.
Th girl would come io care for him
much more when they were married.

Tho car slowed down at a gate, and
a black boy, who had been carrying
a yoke with two pails, ran forward.
"You come along in de car with me,"

the chauffeur showed all his teeth in a
gleam. "And open de gate to de
house."
But at the next gate the colonel

ordered the chauffeur to wait before the
car moved forward.

"Look at that, eyesore." The old
martinet pointed ' towards a great
brick dam some mile.s away. It

blocked the valley and one could

glimpse b(hind it ,> shimmering sheet,
of water. I.,n I then, enough water
without building that hideous struc-
ture? Jack, it makes me mad when I
think that Ephraim Button offered me
that territory ten years . ago ami
1 refused to buy. I could have stopped
all that if I had bought it."

Over the grass came a brown horse
with a tall, wavy haired young man in

the saddle. Dusty riding boot.s,

weather-beaten breeches and a shirt
open at the throat—but for all hi.s

shabby dress, Garry Sommers looked
every inch a man. The big face had
an air of strength and determination,
whilst tho shoulders denoted power and
perfect health, and when he smiled ono
liked this youngster at once. Garry was
two years older than Caroline and ho
was an assistant engineer on the Groat
Dam.
Garry rode up from the roar so that

the colonel and Jack Bradford did :,ot
hear or .<^^ee him—Garry rode quietly
as he neared the car.

' Yet Caroline
heard him and turned her pretty head.
A bajjpy smile appeared agiain and

her cheeks blushed a delightful shade
of pink.

Garry made stiiange movements with
his mouth and pointed with his hand ii<

the direction of the valley. A lip-

reader could have told at once that ono
word was "To-night"—the girl under-
stood because she nodded. She grinned
rather foolishly as Jack Bradford
glared at her and then scowled back
at Sommers.
Confound the fellow. Caroline had

been actu.ally smiling at him ! This
would need watching. But the dam
was almost complete and then Sommers
would go away.
The colonel fairly bristled with

wrath.
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"Pah!—a blot on the horizon," he
growled. "Rastus, drive on «at once.
Pah!"
Garry Sommors chuckled quietly as

the powerful car disappeared in a cloud
of dust. The colonel was old fashioned
and yet he allowed himself the luxury
of a powerful car.

"He's a kijid-hearted old josser, but I

wish ho weren't so stubborn," Garry
said to his horse. "As stubborn as
you can be, old boss, though you ain't
a mule."
Garry went at a gallop towards the

dam. He whistled as he rode, bcoau.sc
to-night he was meeting Caroline.

The Fight.

THE summer sun was sinking in the
west and the rays cut strange
patterns amongst the pine trees.

Lounging against a tree, smoking a

pipe and wearing the same clothes,
was Garry Sommers.

'i'he call of a whip-poor-will made
him start. He placed fingers to his
lips and the same call went floating
back on the still air. But it was not
Caroline that Garry saw hurrying to-

wards him, but the colonel's old butler,
Esau.
"Miss Caroline will be a little late,

sah." The old butler liked young Garry
Sommors, because the servant knew that
here was a strong man who truly loved
his young mistress.

Caroline had met Garry when looking
over the dam—needless to say she had
chosen a time when Colonel Bradford
was away on business. The young
engineer had been very attracted by the
pretty girl and they had arranged to
meet again, but so antagonistic was the
colonel to anyone connected with *hc
dam, that the two had only managed
to fix up occasional meetings with the
aid of the butler.

"I would wait for her for ever,
Esau," Garry puffed at his pipe. "J
can't think why she likes me."

"Oh, de reason ain't so hard to
find, .sail," grinned the old nigger.
" She take one look at yuh—same as
ah done—and she. knowed yuh was a
straight young fellow. Looks don't
coimt wid mc and Miss Caroline."
"Don't say any more, Esau—or you'll

bo telling me I'm bow-legged,"
chuckled Garry. Suddenly he clutched
the butler's arm. " Look, here she
comes! Sec how the sun shines on her
hair. What a picture she looks in that
wliito muslin dress."
"Ah guess dis ain't no place for mo,

sah," chuckled Esau. "Massa Garry,
ah'Il go stand by dcm trees and see
dat nobody don't come dis way."
"Good for you, Esau," Garry patted

the servant's shoulder and then strode
through the pines to meet Caroline.
She gave him her two soft hands and
he raised both in turn to his lips.

"Stupid boy." Yet Caroline was
pleased. "Suppose someone could sec?"

" Let's walk tflwords the old pond."
ho hinted. " Ksau is keeping watch.
I'm gln<l I was able to fix up to see you
to-night, because I've got sonio good
news."

" Good news, Garry ?" asked the girl,

when they were seated on a fallen tree
trunk.
"You know my boss, Morton?" He

pointed vajjucly in the direction of the
dam. " Apparently he is not quite satis-

fied with the dam, and wants mo to
utay on for at least another fortnight,
probably because he has at last heede<l
my report. That dam will give, and
then a wall of water will crash down
Cotton Valley, causing havoc and
destruction—that is, unless further re-
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inforcement is put in hand. Morton is

also interested in the timber round here.
Believe he wanted the colonel to sell the
Western Section."
"Yes, and he got shown the door,"

Caroline sighed. " I'ni sorry you're
staying on, Garry, because I was going
to make this our farewell meeting."
"What are you talking about?"

Garry gazed at the girl in amazement.
" What makes you talk in this abrupt
and startling fashion ? You wore bright
and .cheerful, and then you say this is

our last meeting." He gave a shaky
laugh. "You're having a joke with
me."
"I viTOuldn't play a joke like thlit."

Miserable blue eyes stared into his
brown ones. "I've got to say something
that will hurt you—something that I
wouldn't have had to say if you had
been going away. I was a coward, but
now I must pluck up my courage. 1

planned a final farewell meeting, because
you told me only the other day that
this week would see you through."
"Yes, but I didn't know about

Morton. But why, Caroline "

"Listen, Garry, and don't bo too hard
on me." Caroline could not face the
agony of siispense that she saw in his

eyes. "Colonel Bradford is only a dis-

tant relation, but I've always called him
father. He has dragged me from
poverty and squalor and given me a

beautiful home—I owe everything to

him. It is his wish that the Bradfords
never die out. and ho wants me to——

"

"Marry Jack." Garry spat out the
words. " How can he expect you to

marry a man you don't love ?"

"I mustn't think about love, Garry."
was her pitiful answer. "It's the one
favour the colonel has asked, and I've

tried every way to got out of marrying
.Jack, but with no success. It is to bo
announced at my birthday party next

Tuesday."
"Oh, Caroline, you can't do this

thing!" Garry held her close. "You
lovo mo."
"I do love you, Garry, hut it wo\ild

break father's heart if I didn't marry
.Tack. You'll .soon forget me. Garry:
they're plenty of other girls much nicer

than me."
"Don't be absurd, Caroline!" H<'

tilted her chin. "You know I lovo onlv
you. I won't give you up!" Suddenly
lie kissed her, and she clung to him—
tears trickled slowly down her cheeks.

"Please let mc go—you make it al!'

tl-.o harder," sobbed the girl. "I must
be" getting back ot father will miss m<

.

Kiss mo once more, Garry, for the last

time."

Old Esau, who was much too decent a

nigger to watch young lovers, suddenly

felt himself brushed aside. Jack Brad-
ford flung away his cigar.

" So this is why Caroline slunk out of

the Jiousc?" he sneered. "YOu're a bad
watchdog."
"Ah don't know nothing, sah,"

quavered Esau. "Ah just came out here
to take de air."

But .Tack Bradford w.ns not listening.

Ho strode towards the small pond and
the crackling of the dried grasses under
his feet made the two.lovers jump apart.

There was an unpleasant sneer on the
attorney's face.

"Sorry to interrupt," he said. "But
Colonel Bradford wants his daughter in

the hou.se. Caroline, do you mind nm-
ning along—1 would like a few words
with your friend."
"I was saying goodbye," said

Sommers, uncertain how to act.

"So I noticed," scoffed .Tack Br.id-

ford. "I think you had better hurry,
Caroline, as your" father wants to know
wlw're you've been."
"Can't I go anywhere without you
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spying on me?" she flamed at him.
" Aren't you forgetting ColoneJ Brad-

ford's wishes ?" The attorney played
the right card.

Without a word Caroline walked away
along the path. Her brain seemed to bo
whirling. She longed to defy her
adoptive father and Jack, but she must
remember all that had been done for
her. Sho must get away before love
made her act contrary to whai, -.vas i. .-

duty. Perhaps siie might write a fare-
well to Garry.
The two men, left alone, stared at each

other—Garry was solemn and unhappy;
Jack fierce, unpleasant and mocking. It
was Jack who spoko first.

" Are you aiware that Caroline is en-
gaged to me ?"

"I have just learnt the news," was
the quiet reply. "I was saying my last
good-bye."
"And in future keep out of my way,"

threatened the lawyer. "Caroline's my
property and I'll have no interlopers
around."

"You're a cad to talk like that!"
Garry was roused. "She's only marry-
ing you because it is the colonel's wish."
"The colonel's a wise man," laugheJ

.Tack in boasting triumph. "And
Caroline will soon learn that she has a
master in me. She won't try flirting

with any cheap engineer "

Bradford got no further, because Garry
hit him on the point of the chin.
"You cheap skate!" Garry shouted.

"How dare you talk that way! I'd like

to give you a hiding 1"

" Then here's your chance !" raged
Bradford, .ind callously kicked his enemy
in mid-regions.
Garry doubled up and crashed among

the grasses near the pond. At once the
lawyer tried to seize his ch.ince to
pummel the youngster into insensibility,

but tho agonising pain passed and the
lawyer was flung away.
The two men got to their feet and

slugged wildly at each other, but soon
superior strength and fitness began to
tell, and always .Tack Bradford had to
retreat. Both his eyes were red and
swollen and his nose was bleeding, but
he refused to be beaten. Suddenly he
grabbed up an old tree branch that lay
among tho rushes, and with a scything
blow at Garry's knees brought his rival
down. Once more they were locked in

each other's arms.
Caroline heard the scuffling and then

saw them fighting on the very edge of

the pond, which was muddy and
treacherwis.
"Father! Father!" Through the

trees sho had seen the figure of the
colonel. "Father, hero, quick!"

Colonel Bradford had come out to find
where .Tack and Caroline had gone. At
(he sound of tho girl's cries he hurried
to her side.

"What's going on?"
" They're fighting ! They'll be

drowned! Oh, stop tiiem!"
"Leave this to me 1" The martinet

buttoned, up his coat and, with a stick
clenched in his hand, ran down the
path.

He arrived on the .*cenc at the precise
moment that Garry broke free from
Jack, lugged (ho lawyer to his feet and
planted a blow on the chin that toppled
his enemy amongst tho rushes.
Next moment Colonel Bradford had

thrust him.sclf in front of tho panting
victor.

" How dare you 1 How daro you I

You villainous rascal!" shouted tho
colonel. " What's tho meaning of thi-s

blackguardly attack on my nephew ?

You hulking bully ! You blackguard !

Unless you're off nij? estates within two
minutes I'll call my servants and hava
you thrown offl'i '

'•

m
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Garry looked beyond the colonel to

whore Jack Bradford squatted, ruVibintj

an aching jaw. Should ho tell the

colonel that his prize nephew was a cad ?

Useless, as it would not be believed,
and Jack Bradford might counter some
lying talo about himself. Best to go and
say nothing.
Already a plan was forming in the

young engineer's head.
"I'll go, colonel." The words seemed

to satisfy the colonel, for the old man
stood back. "One day you may find out
that you've got me all wrong. I don't
care what your nephew tells you about
this row. but he asked for trouble."
"He was telling a lot of lies to

Caroline." Jack Bradford was on his

feet. " And "

" Unles.s you want to go into that
pond you'd better still your tongue!'
cried Garry.
"Leave at once, sir!" The colonel

pointed. "In another minute I'll sum-
mon my servants."
"Don't worry, colonel. I'm going."

Garry turned on his heel and strode off

to the thicket, where ho had hidden his

horse.

The Murder.

OLD Esau showed the last of (he

guests into the big hou.se of wood
and brick that had been built and

altered by generations of Bradfords.
The call of the whip-poor-will made
liim peer round in a nervous fashion.

A hand beckoned from behind ,a bush,
and on ti[i-toe Esau walked over the
lawn.

"Massa Garry, yuh sure ought not to

be here," Esau nodded his head
solemnly. "Why, if de colonel knew

"He would have me shot on the .spot."

laughed Garry. "I've just seen Miss
Caroline."
"You've .seen Miss Caroline?" The

nigger gazed upwards to the '

first floor. "Why, she be in

her bed-room and ah don't
see

"

"1 whistled like I did to
you and she came out
on to her veranda,"
Garry sighed. "She
looked boautiful in

that new dress of hers.

I told her I was going
to have one shot at
stopping the an-
nouncement of her en-
gagement to Jack
Bradford."
"It won't do no

good, sail. De colonel
have sure set his mind
on Ma.ssa Jack marry-
ing Miss Caroline."
The butler shook his

head. "You would
only make &c colonel
fighting mad—he have
de bad heart."
"I know something

that will open the
colonel's eyes to the
mistake he is

making,'-' Garry
answered. "No w,
don't argue any more,
Esau, but run along
and find the colonel ;

tell him a gentleman
wants to sec him in

the library. Leave the
rest to me."
"Ah'll sure do as

yuh say, sah," Esau
answered. "Any port
in de storm to stop dis wedding."
The colonel frowned when Esau at last

got him to one side and stated there waa
a guest in th^ library.
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"What is his name, Esau?"
"The gentleman never give me no

name, sah,"' Esau answered. "But he
say dat it were mighty important d:u
he speak to yuh dis minute."
"All right, I'll go and .see who it is,"

Colonel Bradford nodded to his servant.

The colonel nearly burst a blood vessel

when he found the visitor was G;irry
Sommers.
"What is the meaning of this out-

rage?" The colonel's moustache bristled

with anger. "What impertinence is

this? How dare you force your way i:!to

my house. I'll see that Esau is fired

in the morning—he told me a gentle-
man "

"With important and urgent business
wanted to see you," Garry interrupted.
"I've come to talk about Caroline.
Your chief objection to me is that I'm
spoiling the face of nature witli

machinery and bricks, cutting dowi
forests and destroying the peace of this

beautiful land. Are you aware that you
have an interest in that dam?"
"You're talking nonsense. Leave my

house
!"

"You've an interest in that dam.
because owing to a recent purchase of

land we can raise the water level an-
other four feet. That land is in the
Eastern Section."

"The Eastern Section?" Now the
colonel was startled. "Where that road
you've made goes along by the pir.e

wood ? I never sanctioned such a sale,

and "—he stared hard at Garry

—

"you're hinting that you've got this land
through Jack."

"Morton bought it yesterday, and
starts cutting timber in the morning,"
was the calm answer. "And I reckon
a guy that would sell behind your back
doesn't deseive to marry a girl who is

as honest as she is pretty. Now you
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know why I've had the impertinence to
come here to-night."

"I'm going to give you a chance to
prove this," the colonel decided. "C!o
into my private study and wait there."

Jack Bradford, coming to find tliq

colonel as the guests were eager for the
announcement, stopped dead when ho
heard voices in the library. He cauti-
ously edged forward and heard all th;\t

Garry was saying, but he darted behind
a curtain v\hen the colonel ordered the
engineer to go into the study.

"What's your plan, colonel?" asked
Garry.

"I shall ask him point blank if he
sold my land." was the answer. "Y'ju
will know what to expect if lie says
' no.'

"

"If I know Jack Bradford, 'no' will

be his answer!" Garry gave a scornful
laugh. "I suggest you check up on nie
in the morning by riding over to tiie

eastern section."
"You hide in that study." Ths

colonel was brisk and decided. " We'll
settle this matter at once."

Jack Bradford heard a loud click and
guessed that Garry had been locked in

the study. Should he slink away him-
self or face the music? What tale could
he tell the old fool? Say he had been
offered a marvellous price and tliat he
had thought that, as the dam could not
be stopped, there was no harm in selling
the small section ? Tlie colonel could
easily be smoothed down with a little

tact—Jack Bradford did not know the
hot temper of the old soldier quite as
well as he imagined.

Jack Bradford strolled into the library
just as the colonel was coming to lojk
for him.
"Just the person I want to talk t/j."

The colonel faced his lawyer. "I want

' You mur-
dering thug !

"

Garry braced his

s'noulders. " You
haven't got nu
yet I

"
August 22nd, 19SI.
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to ask you a question and I want the

truth."
"Certainly, colonel, but the guests

"Thoy can wait—doggast 'em!" The
colonel was fuming. " We'll have the

question first. Have you, or have you
not, sold a section of the eastern pro-

perty to Moi-ton ?"

"Well—er—I " Bradford did r.ot

find it so easy to answer before those

accusing eyes. "You .see, it was a sort

of surprise—how did you find out?"
"So you have sold the land?" The

colonel became suddenly like a madman.
"You've betrayed tlic power of attorn'^y

I gave you to sell my lands. My beauti-

ful trees will be dragged down and sold

because my nephew is a thief and a

Judas!"

"No, colonel, it isn't that way," Ja.ik

Bradford argued. "I was offered a huge
price and I sold because the dam could

not be stopped. I did not think a few
extra feet of water "

"That grove of young white pines

will be destroyed!" The colonel's eyes

blazed in a strange manner. "The old

forest destroyed and these new trees

buried under water to supply you with

money. A week ago you tried to borrow
a thousand dollars from me, and when
1 refused you sold my lands. You
double-crossing trickster! That I should

live to see one of my own blood sink so

lovv!"

"I was going to tell you about it, after

the announcement." Jack Bradford also

possessed a fiery temper. "I sell use-

less land for five thousand and this is all

the thanks I get!"
"There will not be any announce-

ment!" The colonel was vicious and
vengeful. "You cease to remain my
attorney and I shall cut you out of my
will. The engagement between you and
Caroline is finished. Only a few days

ago you agreed that my land should

never be .sold and yet, behind my back,

you begin to sell before I'm dc<ad. Now
i can eec through you. Why, you would
sell everything, make Caroline unhappy,
and squander it all on fast living! I've

been a blind old lool."

"Because a sneaking engineer comes
crawling here," Bradford pointed to Ihe

locked study. "You believe all he says

and turn against me. What have I done
—just sold a bit of laud!"
"And kept the money," sneered the

colonel. "Like a lot of other goods of

mine. A year ago you eold a thousand
copper .-hares just before there was a

big rise, you made me invest money
on ranch stock that turned out valueless

—I can think now of a lot of things.

You're a Judas. A liar! A thief!"

"Don't you talk like that to me."
snarled Bradford. "I've sold a few ok!

pines and you act like a madman. Your
old-fashioned ideas have affected your
brain—you're going crazy! I'm yoiu- at-

torney and you're not rid of me yet.

Unless you change your tune, I'll sell

up half your stock this night—I could

put a long-distance call through from
here and you wouldn't stop me."
"You get out of my house!" Tine

colonel lost control of his temper and
suddenly gripped his nephew by the

throat. "Get out, or I'll chuck you
out."
"Take your hands ofl me or I'll smath

you," raved the younger man. "Let
go, you old fool!"

Bradford forced the colonel back on
lo his desk and endeavoured to pin the

old man down. Groping fingers found a

dagger paper-knife, and weakly tiho

colonel tried to stab at the fingers that

held him so relentlessly.

The knife was grabbed from the old
Avvgust 22nd, 1931.
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fingers, and in a frenzy of rage Jack
Bradford drove the knife into his uncle's

chest.

"Take that, you interfeiing old fool!"

came his mad cry, and then he realised

what he had done. "By heaven, I've

killed him !"

The colonel gave a groan and rolletl

off the desk on to the floor.

Jack Bradford bent over his victim.

His face was ghastly white, not from
remorse, but horror of the consequences.

With a shudder he flung away the knife

and st{irtcd to his feet.

He became aware that someone was
hammering and banging on the locked

study door. In the heated quarrel they

had paid no attention. Garry Sommers
knew that something was wrong and
was tiying to break into the room.
A look of fiendish joy ci'ossed Brad-

ford's face. Taking out his handker-
chief, he picked up and wiped the handle
of the knife before placing it near the

still figrvire. Then ho wiped his hands
and sped from the libraiy. A quick
cleanup and a new handkerchief; then
out into the garden and round to the

veranda of the drawing-room. Calmly
and unconcernedly he mingled with the
guests.

The Escape.

GARRY had mooned about the study.

He had no desire to listen to the

conversation, though there would
have been every excuse for him to eaves-

drop. Yet he edged towards the door
when the voices were raised. He wished
Colonel Bradford had not locked him in

the study.

It was diffic\dt to hear all that was
being said, but he knew that both men
were getting more and more angry.
When they began to fight Garry wishe<l

he had acted before. He banged on the
door.
"Let me out! Don't bo a fool,

Jtack!" he shouted, but the doors were
very thick.

At last, in desperation, he flung him-
self against the door.

No sound came now from the library,

and that worried Garry considerably.
Wliat had happened in the next room ?

Summoning all his strength, he flung
himself again and again against the
door ! At last a crash, and he stumbled
into the room.
The desk was swept clean of every-

thing. Garry noted the disorder first,

next that the study seemed deserted.
Then he perceived the still figure on
the carpet.

Swiftly he bent over Colonel Brad-
ford, and one glance was enough to

show him tliat the Southerner was dead.

"Knifed!" Garry picked up the

weapon, then threw it down. "I won-
der where tJiat skunk is hiding?"
Next moment Caroline appeared in

the doorway. Why was Garry so long
with the colonel ? She had to find out.

What a sight met her eyes as she en-

tered the library—Garry bending over
the body of Colonel Bradford

!

Her scream of terror meant much to

Jack Bradford.

"Something's wrong," cried the

lawyer to the guests. "I'll go and find

out."
Naturally everyone piled after him,

and a throng of inquisitive faces gathered
at the open door of- the library. They
saw Garry Sommers kneeling 'beside the

prone nguro of the colonel, Caroline

gazing at tlie scene with horror-stricken,

accusing eyes, and Jack Bradford point-

ing an accusing finger.

"Colonel Bradford's been stabbed!"
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he cried. " Ana you haven't got far to

look to see who did it."

Garry had been so intent on esamin-
ing the colonel for any chance of life

that he had taken little account of the

crowd that had collected. Being a per-

son who could never kill anybody, the

possibility that he might be accused of

the crime never entered his head.
Naturally Caroline had scicamed, but
she would never tliink him capable of

such a deed. The engineer looked xip

and saw the horror and dread in her
eyes. So she did thiuk ho had done
this foul deed!

"I was locked in that room "—Garry
pointed to the study. " All I could
hear was the colonel and someone quar-
relling; then there was a fight, and I

tried to break in. When I did break
in, the colonel was lying on the floor

—

dead !"

"Then why are your hands covered
with blood?" sneered Jack Bradford.
"What are you doing inside this house,
which has been forbidden to you ? We
all know you hated the colonel, and
this is your revenge!"
"You lying skunk!" Garry was on

his feet. "The colonel was quarrelling
with you, and "

"But Jack was in with us," crjetl

one of Jack's .special friends. " Why
should Jack want to kill his best

friend?"
"The row was over land that had been

sold without the colonel's consent,"
shouted Garry, and was aware of the

hostility of the guests, most of whom
were friends of Jack Bradford. The
lawyer had a persuasive manner that
went down well with most people.

"That's a lie!" blustered Bradford.
"Seize him, boys, don't let him escape.
We've got the murderer here. I know
he had it in for the colonel." Several
of the guests ranged up beside Garry.
"I loved evei-y hair of luicle's grey
head," added BradfoixJ, making his

voice choke as if with emotion. "This
skunk has killed him in cold blood!"
Caroline had said nothing all this

while—she seemed paralysed by this

sudden tragedy. All she could do was
to stare with horror at the still figure,

and then gaze at Garry with wonder-
ing, incredulous eyes. It was all so con-
fusing: Garry had told her that he
could persuade the colonel to change his

mind—had he meant by using force?
"Caroline," Garry appealed to the

girl, "you don't think I did it?"
"I—I can't say," she managed to

stammer out. The girl rubbed her hands
together in a distraught manner. She
did not know what to say or do.
"Caroline knows he did it." Jack

Bradford was not going to miss this

chance of saving his own skin. "Hold
him, boys, and don't let the .skunk have
a chance of escape!"
Perhaps Garry acted foolishly, but

who can blame him ? All round were
people who thought him guilty, and if

he were taken oft to gaol, what chance
would he have of proving his innocence ?

He must escape, and then get proof of
tiie real murderer.
"This means the chair for you,"

Bradford laughed in his rival's face.

"I'm going to hold you until wc can
get the sheriff."

"You murdering thug!" Garry
braced his shoulders. " You haven't got
me yet. Take that!"
With a mighty effort Garry had

wriggled free from detaining hands and
planted his fist in the sallow features.

Bradford sank back into liis friends'

arms.
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At once theie was a rush, but with

rights and lefts Gany swept a clear

space. One man he picked up and flung

in the faces of the others, and this

gave him time to make the window: a

crash of glass and he was through.

Down the drive raced Garry, and

after him ran a dozen men. Soon Brad-

ford caught them up, and he held in

his hand a gun.
"Don't let him get away!" His voice

was hoarse with rage. " We've got to

get him."
Along the side of a lake panted the

young engineer, and always Bradford
kept to his trail. Once Garry tricked

the pursuit by hiding behind a tree and
doubling back, but they soon heard him
cra-shing through the undergrowth.
Twice Bradford lired, but the bullets

went wide.
Garry came at last to that part of the

lake where a river flowed in, and,

though the current was strong and
treacherous, he did not liesitate. Tiioy

heard the splash as he hit the water,

and Bradford raced down to the bank.

•'There he is!" Bradford fired. "Ah,
he's sunk—I've got him!"'
But Garry liad only dived. Under

water he swam, coming up now and
again for a quick breath. At last he
cautiously crawled out on the opposite
bank.
Bradford cursetl, a.s none of them

dared to swim the river, and there was
no boat.

"We'll get tlie sheriff and hi.s blood-
hounds." He waved the pursuit back.
"Back to the house and ring for the
sheriff!"

Blackmail.

ESAU and Caroline were whispering
together in the hall.

"When old Esau make up his

mind dat a person is a crook, den he
is sure right." He shook liis head
solemnly. "Ah knows, and mah darkie
friend.s knows dat Massa Garry ain't no
killer—dat's why Ah tells yuh wliere
we've hidden him."
"I was crazy cvor to tliiiik otherwise',

Esau," answered Caroline. "But it all

looke<! so suspicious. Oh, Esau, they've
got bloodhounds taking up the trail!"

"Maybe we can bluff dem dawgs,"
grunted the old butler. "Shush—liere

come dc now master!"
Esau slithered away to tlie servants'

quarters, whilst Caroline, after a
moment's hesitation, hurried up the
Btairs.

Bradford came in and
walked towards tho

study and frowned as

he saw a man sitting

there smoking. Caro-
line camo down tho

stairs aiul edged clo.^e

to the door so that she

could hear; she was
taking any chance to

help Garry find evi-

dence.

"Hallo. Morton!"
spoke Bradford. " And
what can I do for you ?

You have heard all

about what happened
yesterday ?"

"You mean the

colonel ?" Morton was
a clean-shaven. big-

faced man of middle
age—his eyes were
crafty, his smile was
hard and cruel. "Oh,
yeali, I heard all about
that. What I came
about was tlie Eastern
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Section. I want to b\iy all that bit of

forest land—the timber is fine. Tho sale

of that timber would fetch a good price,

and I could also do a good deal with

the directors of the dam."
"It's quite impossible," Bradford an-

swered. "Tho colonel was all against

selling "

"I'm offering five thousand dollars."

Morton calmly puffed at his cigar.

"And you're accepting that offer."

"You're crazy, man! Why the wood
is worth that price, qnd the land about
three times as much."

"Yet I'm offering five thousand," was
the cool rejoinder. "I should not re-

fuse, if I were you."
"What do you mean?" There was an

edge of fear in Bradford's words.

"The document dealing with the first

sale might put a difl'cront light on who
murdered Colonel Bradford." Morton
carelessly flicked the ash on tho carpet.

"And there is another letter of yours,

suggesting a further sale. Very foolish

to put things in writing. Now what do
you say to my offer of five thousand?"
"Curse you!" Bradford was cor-

nered. "You can't prove anything,

but I don't want trouble now, so I'll

sell for five thousand."
"Then let's shake on it!" Morton

mocked.
Caroline ran for the stairs lest she

should be seen. Here was the evidence
Garry needed.
Soon after, Morton and Jack went off

in the car and Caroline at once sought

ou": Esau.
"I've got a clue, Esau," .she cried ex-

citedly. "Can you take me at once to

where you have hidden Garry ?"

"Now Massa Bradford am gone, it

is sjife." The butler examined a huge
watch. "We won't bo gone long."

Esau led the way to a sandpit about
two miles from the dam. Sand had
been dug out to mix with the cement.
After a while the quality of the sand

had become poor and the working had
been al«indoned, A number of caves

had been made in the sandstone cliffs

Ijy tho workmen, and in some of these
wandering blacks had made a home.
They all knew and loved Uncle Esau,

so that what the old man said was
almost a law to them. He told them to

hide Garry Sommers, and tlioy hid him
in one of the caves.

Tlie sheriff and his posse wore led by
tho bloodhounds to the caves, but the

men thought the dogs must have got a
wrong scent wlien they saw the grin-

ning faces. No, sah, dcy h,adn't seen

no white mans !

Esau led her into a cave which had
a smaller cave beyond it, and in there

she found a young man, wlio clasped

her close in his strong arms.
"Oh, Garry, I should never havo

doubted you !" slie cried with a sob.

"But father was so stubborn, and joii

wore so mad about it all. that I feared
you had lost your tenixjcr."

"And knifed him, Caroline?"
"I know you could never do any-

thing like that, but I didn't know what
I was doing." She clung to him.
"Then E.sau came to me, and what a
comfort he was! Directly he said that

ho was certain you hadn't killed tho
colonel, I knew at once he was right."

"You precious darling!"
"Esau said that ho Iiad trailed you,

and then hidden you in these caves."
Caroline spoke in whispers, as if she
feared the sheriff might bo listening.
" Ho promised to bring me to you
directly it was safe, and whilst I was
wailing something happened." She
pushed a parcel into his hands. "Hero
is something to eat. Stop kissing mc,
Garry, and eat, because every moment
is of value. Listen, and I'll fell you
what has happened."
"No one else has been killed?"

"No, no. It concerns Morton."
Caroline saw how alert Garry became
at that name. "Twenty niiniJtes to

half an hour ago ho t^ilkcd to Jack in

the study, and I heard every word.
Morton offered five tfiousand for the
rest of the Eastern Section."

" I'm offering five

thousand I
" was the

cool rejoinder. " I

should not refuse if

I were you."
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"Five (housand !"

"Jack sold !" Caroline interrupted
ficrecl^v. "fc'old because Morton forced

his hand. There is a document that

Morton possesses, concerning some otlier

sale in the Eastern Section, and also a

letter which Jack must have talked
about selling other parts of the pro-

perty—all done while father was alive."

"I know about that sale in the

Eastern Section." Garry was eating liis

sandwiches in haste. "And I know
where Morton keeps all his documents.
Listen, I've got to get that document
at once, because ISIorton, realising its

vakie, may send it to a bank. Will you
wait here, Caroline, until I return?"

"I'll wait for you here, Garry, but
don't be too long, as I shall be
anxious."

Esau and the darkies had to leave

Caroline. They had work to do in the

cotton fields, but the girl did not mind
being left alone. How ^^or^-ied she

would have been if sIk? had known tluit

someone else was after that document.
Jack Bradford, aft<^r leaving Morton,
who was on his way to a nearby town-
ship, had decided that this was a fine

chance to steal the incriminating letter.

A rogue will never trust another
rogue, and Morton had not gone far

when he realised that Bradford was not
behind him, Bradford had talked about
going to the town—why hadn't he done
as he said? Morton suddenly thought
of the letter, and turned his car.

Morton knew a short cut, and he
drove his car full out for the Dam Con-
struction Camp.

A Fiendish Plot.

MORTON' arrived at the Construc-
tion Camp, and found no one
about, as it was a half-holiday.

He opene 1 his oirice, saw that every-

thing was intact, slid a revolver into

his pocket and went outside. PerJlaps

ho had made a mistake, still it was as

well to take no chances. It was a big

surprise when he heard the soimd of a

galloping horse, and not a car.

Morton's lii)S became a sneer when a

hoi and perspiring Garry Sonimers slid

from the back of tlie horse.

"You don't expect help from me?"
"I don't expect anything where I'm

not likely to get it." Garry stared

coldly into the other's eyes.

"I shall hand you over to the

sheriff."

"Not so fast. Morton. You don't

think I came here for the pleasure of

giving myself into your keeping? In

the two months I've worked under you,

I've had a ' pretty fair idea of your
methods. So far, we have had no row,

but it's been a mighty near thing. I've

come here after a certain letter."

"Letter?" Morton was suspicious.

"You've come here to steal money."

"I don't suppose I should find much
if I tried." Garry gave a harsh laugh.

"No, I vvant a dociunent that deals

with the Side of timber land that be-

longed to Colonel Bradford. Sold by
.lack Bradford and bought In' you, nnd
I also want a letter from Bradford, con-

cerning the possibilities of further sales.

I want that document and the letter,

Morton."

"You won't get them." sneered the
crook, and drew his pistol. "I've got

you where I want you. Move and I

shoot."

"Good lieavens, the dam I" Giirrv

tried an old trick. His eyes were star-

ing at .something behind Morton.

Morion fell for the (rick and turned
August 22iid, 1931,
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his head ; in a second the gun was
wrenched from his hand and flimg far
away. *A great fist caught Morton be-
tween ,.ie eyes and the man crashed to
the ground.

As Garry made to step into the ofTice,

Morton grabbed his legs, but the
engineer kicked himself free.

The crook got to his feet and flung
himself after Summers, «ho was com-
pelled to push his late employer out
into the open and stretch him flat with
two Hefty punches.

" Stiiy there, you cheap crook!" he
panted, before charging back into the
shack.

Jack Bradfoid parked his car .some
distance from the offices of the Dam
Ccnstriiction camp, and went forward
cautiously on foot. He was in time to

witness Garry stretch Morton flat, and
to see Morton stagger to his feet and
follow Sommers.
Bradford rulibed his chin and stared

at the wooden shack as if trying to
make up his mind. He guessed why
Garry was fighting with Morton. If

only he could get rid of these two men.
That would .settle everything—Caroline
would be his, the land would bo his,

and the two men who could i)rove him
a murder-jr woidd be dead. If only
there was some way !

A gleam came to his crafty eyes as

he glanced at the great dam that over-
shadowed the wooden shack. Next
moment, bent double, he was racing to-

w>ards a ;niall slied. on which was
written: "D.^namite." "Dangerous Ex-
plosives." "No Smoking."

Garry Somers burst into the ofTico of

the Dam Construction Company and at

once made for tfie centre drawer in the

big table. Naturally it was locked and,
as Garry was considering how best he
should burst it open, Morton rushed into

the room.

The lighting of the room was only

one small window, and as diisk was not

far away it was difficult for the two
fighters to see what they were doing.

They slammed wildly at each other, and
many a blow hit only the air. At last

they got to grips, and the tables and
chairs went crashing in all directions.

Both were powerfully built and in

training, though Garry was perhaps the

better boxer, but Morton made up for

that by a knowledge of all the foul

methods of fighting. Once he almost

won the fight by a kick that paralysed

Garry's left leg, and on another occa-

sion a vicious upward blow to the

stomach with his knee nearly met with

success.

Garry knew what failure meant, and
he struggled on until the agonising
pains had passed. He beat a tattoo on

Morton's ribs and broke free from the

other's clinging arms. They got to

their feet, and in the exchange of

punches it was undoubtedly the boy
who came off best—twice he landed an

upi)er-cut to the chin that shook his

man.
Morton tried another method of

attack. He liicked up chairs and any
luMivy object he could find and hurled

them at Garry, who spent his time

dodging the missiles nnd trying to get

at grips with his enemy.

Eventually I'c ripped away a broken
chair and landed a stmight left that

dropped Morton to the floor; but the

man was far from beaten.

"I'll smash you for that, you whelp!"
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he growled through bleeding lips, and.
getting to his feet, rushed wildly.

Garry tripped, in the semi-darkness,
over a chair and crashed backwards.
Like a madman Morton flung himself
on the boy and fastened steel-like fingers
on h's throat. Garry struggled to free
the grip ; but Morton hung on, and soon
everything seemed to the young engineer
to be going round and round. He was
forced to use one of Morton's methods

—

a blow to the mid-rogions with his fist.

Once more he was free, but his throat
was making strange wheezing noises a.s

ho tried to regain his breath. Garry
had to stagger round the smashed office,

with Morton after him, until his breath
and strength returned, then he turned
like a tiger to fight back.

That was the end. A hard right to

Morton's bleeding nose, and a right and
left upper-cut to the jaw—the dam bos.s

rocked on his feet and then fell in a
heap.

For a moment or two Garry rested
with his hand against the wall. Now the
fight was over he felt absolutely played
out. He steeled himself to look for the
document, and dragged the desk for-

ward. Luck favoured him, because tho
drawer was easilv forced, and it con-
tained about ha'f a dozen papers and
documents. These Garry carried to the
light, and gave a cry of joy after scan-

ning two of them. These should prove
valuable evidence in clearing his name.

The youngster stuffed them in his

pocket and turned to Morton. Tho
crook showed signs of recovery, and was
trying to stand up.

"No need to waste time over you!"
growled Garry. "I've got all proof I

need, you skunk !"

Out of the office he lan and jumped to

the saddle of his horse. With heart
aglow with expectant hope he rode back
towards the cave.

He had gone a quarter of a mile when
the whole ground rocked, and then tliero

followed an appalling explosion. A
glance back showed the whole of tho

dam collapsing like a pack of cards.

"Morton's blown the dam!" gasped
Garry.

As he stood there, paralysed by tlio

magnificence of this terrifying spectacle,

a wall of water engulfed the company's
offices. His own plight made him dig

his heels into his horse's flanks, and
then he thought of Caroline in the oavo

—it would be right in the path of tho

water

!

Furiously he urged his mount to

greater speed.

Already the water had claimed two
victims—Morton and Bradford. A piece' -J

of jagged concrete had come flying

through the air and had struck tho

fiendishly-laughing lawyer full in tho •'

face. He had toppled over and over iri.-.-

the swirling, rushing waters.

Where Was the Cave ?

GARRY had no time to spare wonder-
ing how Morton was faring. If

the crook were drowned in the

flood, then it was a just retribution. lli»

worry concerned Caroline. Would she

remain in the oave ? He feared she

would, because, being inside the quarry,

she might have no idea of what went on

outside, and she would remain in tho

the quarry, because she did not wish to

give away the hiding-place, a;, the sheriff

was a nian who hated to abandon a
trail.

His next thought was tho course the

water 'would lake. It must follow the

bed of tho old river, which had bo-
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come but a trickle since the erection of

the dam, and the quarry vpas only a

few yards from tlie banks. How far was
it now to the quarry, and was the water
gaining ?

The water was coming down the valley

like an express train, and Garry glanced

back to see a great larown wall crashing

through the trees straight for him. His
' only chance was to gain higher ground.

This was managed in the nick of time,

and as he rode along a plateau he s^w
the great wave rusii past below him.

Trees and rocks were swept out of the

way like ^o much chaff, whilst the roar

oif the water was appalling.

The water was bomid to reach the

quarry before he could, but the huge
wave was getting lower and should soon

lose some of its first swiftness. That
meant that though the water would rusli

into the quarry, it would not become a

maelstrom, but rather like a huge lake.

How long would it be before tlie water

got up to the cave, which was but a few-

feet above the floor of the quarry?
. Garry planned to ride along the

plateau and then slide down into the

quarry. His heart almost stood still i-s

he stared down. Already the quarry

was filling. Caroline must have drowned
—unless she had crawled up the slippery

:«idcs.

•' Down the bank slithered Garry, and

once or twice he paused to yell "Caro-

line! Caroline!" But his only answer

was the boiling, squelching gurgle of

water pouring into the quarry.

At last he was on the edge of the

slowly rising water. No sign of

Caroline. Then, to his horror, he

realised he could not see the cave. Ho
edged nearer to the place where it had

been, and a wild hope thrilled him as

he heard a faint

:

'Garry! Garry!"
Caroline was inside the cave,

but where was it ? Garry hugged

the slippery, crumbling sides of

the quarry," and then he saw the
'

cave. The arch was just show-

ing, and in a few moments it

would be completely covered.

•No time to tear off his boots

or shirt ! Without a thought of

.tthe risk, he dived into the dirty

:bro\vn water and was carried
• ,through the opening into the

.. cave. At last his head came

..above water, and the first thing

he heard was his name.
• A chinuiey had been cut in the

centre of the cave and this

enabled a faint light to disperse
' the gloom. Caroline was lying

on a sandstone ledge, and already

the water was over her legs.

"Oh, Garry, Garry I" Caroline
- was nearly delirious with joy at

seeing his head appear above the

water.
" Help me out !" he yelled at

her, and she assisted him to

clamber to the ledge beside her.

"Is there no hope, dearest?

I'm not afraid," she called to

him.
"Must get my wind!" he

panted out. "We've got about
five minutes to make that open-

ing." He pointed to the entrance;

of the cave, which still showed
a small gap. "Got to fight

against the current, and we must
not fail."

" I was hiding when the water
came." Caroline clung close to

to him. "Only a little while bc-

lore, the sheriff and his deputy
tame exploring the quarry, then
they gave a yell and ran.''
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"They saw the water—good!" cried

Garry. "They will warn all the people
along the valley and they should be able

to escape to higher ground. Arc you
ready, Caroline—as the entrance lias

nearly gone? Cling to my right shoulder
with your left hand, anil kick out with
your feet! Ready?"

" Yes, Garry."
Gently he drew the girl down into the

swirling water and placed her hand on
his shoulder.

''I'm going to work along the side for

a few yards," he shouted in her ear.

"Then I'm going to swim under water.

Hold your breath and hold tightly."

Bravely the girl nodded her head.

"I won't get panicky," was her
answer.

Garry worked his way for a few yards
and then gave Caroline the signal; next

moment he was under water. It was a

hard fight getting fhrough the opening
of the cave, but Caroline did her best,

and at last they were out in the quarry.

The water .seemed to beat in their

faces and try to drag them under, but
with all their strength they battled to

the side of the quarry. Caroline let go
her hold of Garry to clutch at an old

tree stump, and soon drew herself to

safety. Garry was almost done after his

fight with Morton and now this struggle

against the elements.

It was Caroline's strong arms that

helped him up the bank. They sat there

ga.sping and panting, whilst the water

still slowly rose towards them.
"Better now," Garry managed to

shout to Caroline. "We must climb!"'

Soon they were beyond the cruel grip

of the water, but they pushed on as

best they could, because they were
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anxious to know how the people of the

valley had fared. Many of the darkies

tlnit had worked for Colonel Bradford
had bamboo and reed huts on tlic old

banks of the river.

Garry helped Caroline to the saddle

of his horse when the top of the quarry
had at last been reached. It was pitcii

dark now, and Garry staggered along,

leading the horse under the murky
night.

They came to a well-worn trail, and
Garry climbed up into the saddle behind
Caroline. At a trot they made for the
Bradford mansion.

What joy to find Esau and all the

daikies safe and well! Esau was nearly

delirious when Garry and Caroline, look-

ing like drowned rats, staggered into

the house.

Garry had not lost his precious evi-

dence in his race to save Caroline. It

was soaked and dirty, but still readable.

There were plenty to prove that the
breaking of the dam had been caused
by exj)losive, and when the water went
down they found Jack Bradford's car,

and later on they found the two men.
The case against Garry Sommers was
withdrawn, and a verdict against Jack
Bradford, deceased, decided upon after

brief proceedings.
Soon the work of rebuilding the dam

was started, but on the special day
everyone ceased work.

The special day being the occasion of

the marriage of Garry Soninieis to

Caroline Bradford.

(By permission of the Gaumcnt Com-
pany, starring Grant Withers and

Thelma Todd.)

ril smasb you lor that, you whelp I
" he growled through bleeding lips.
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A Western thriller of a horse that was swifter than lightning and became the terror
of the plains. Starring Jack Perrin and his horse. Starlight.

The Phantom.

MORNIK', Colonel !"

Colonel van- Horn gave his

ncighbouiing rancher a nod,'

and continued to stare out over the dis-

tant hills.

The colonel had once been known as

the most genial rancher out West. Cer-
tain it was that he was looked upon with
friendly eyes by aJI those ;iroiuid him,
in spite of the fk-ut that he had
managed to build up his great business
ut the expense of many others.

Van Horn's thoroughbred horses were
famed throughout the States, and their
fame brought to the retired officer a not
inconsiderable fortune. It was only in

the natural course of things that in con-
sequence the demand for horses of lesser

calibre was nothiiig like so good as it

had once been.
Man,\ neighbours might have felt re-

sentment at that fact. But none of them
showed resentment to C'olonel van Horn.
He was so genial, so welcoming, so very
ready to help with advice, food, water,
or anything else that might be required
by his rivals in business.

It was with something of a shock,
therefore, that the self-same neighbours
gradually became less and less welcome
lit the Diamond Cioss Ranch. The old
rancher had little or no time for the
long (hats in which he had once been
FO willing to indulge. He seemed just

a.s if he wanted to he quite alone.

Even Mary, his daughter, found a

great change in him. He was moro.se
even with her, and she found herself Igs.?

and less in his company.
But it was for the good of everybody

that they knew the reason for the
c liange.

The colonel was losing heavily through
the visit of the most daring and at the
same time the most elusive raider that
August 22ild, 1931.

part of the West had ever known.
Dozens of his best brood mares had
simply disappeared off the great open
plains as if they had been spirited away.
No one knew of their going or where

they went. They just disappeared. No
footsteps were ever seen to tell them the
slightest thing about the raider. He
came and he went without leaving a

trace, and with his every visit to the
ranch and the plaiii thereabouts Colonel
van Horn lost a batch of his best
mares.
Dan Denton, the colonel's nearest

neighbour, had lost a few horses, but
their value was puny compared with
that sustained by the colonel.

"Yon know, colonel," said Dan Denton
now, diving his hands deep into the
pockets of his riding-breeches and touch-
ing upon the one subject which was
certain to draw the colonel. " I reckon
there won't be the slightest hope of put-
ting a stop to these losses until that

Phantom is caught."

"The Phantom?" repeated . the
colonel. "H'm! You can't tell me,
Denton, tho-t u great white horse can
spirit nway my marcs, or anybody else's

horses ! Why. he is scarcely ever seen
aro\md here !"

"No; but the fact remains that the
raids have been real heavy since he was
first spotted," said Denton thoughtfidly.
"There was that dozen—the first lot you
lost. The Phantom was seen but ft

couple of hours before they were missed.
It's weird."
Van Horn nodded.
"It's sure that," he agreed. "That

white horse is a grand-looker, and it's a

mighty funnv thing where he goes when
he dashes off. He's got such speed, too,

that no one can follow him."
"He ain't got the .speed of a bullet,

colonel," said Denton slyly.

Colonel van Horn started, opened his
mouth as if about to speak, and closed
it again, a worried frown upon hi*
brow.
"Why not offer a reward for his cap-

ture?" put in Denton.
"I'd willingly give a thousand dollars

for that," said Van Horn. "It would
at least confirm or remove some sus-

picions. I admit, Denton, that I'm
thinking everybody around here is a
rustler, and that I am the chief victim!
But—well, it ain't done to shoot wild
horses. He might not be the rustler."

Oh, shucks !" said Denton impa-
tiently. " What's the good of him,
anyway? Nobody can catch him
Hallo, here's Steve, and, by the way
he's riding, he's got news!"
He broke off then to watch, with the

colonel, the cloud of dust that had Ap-
peared down the trail. It heralded the
arrival of the colonel's foreman, Steve,
and the nearer the pounding hoofs cf
Steve's mount came, the more puckered
became the colonels brows.
He did not speak until Steve had flung

himself from his steaming mount.
"Well, Steve?" he said quietly.

"That bunch we had in the far corral
have gone, boss," said Steve. "There
ain't a boss left."

"But—but they were in a corral

around which was barbed wire !" ex-

claimed Van Horn incredibly.
"All busfed down, sir," sjiid Steve.
For a moment the colonel did not

speak—a moment which was utilised by
the ivinch foreman and Dsn Denton for

nn exchange of glances.

"Did you see that white horsc—tho
Phantom?" asked Van Horn suddenly.
Steve nodded.
"I sine saw him an hour before I

mLssed the bunch, boss." he said. "Ho
was 'way down the plain—right amongst
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the bushes. He just looked my way for
a moment, then he flung up his head
and dashed away. I lost him in the
undergrowth."

" Well, look hero, Steve," said Van
Horn between his teeth, "get the news
around that I'll give a thousand dollars
reward for the trapping of that white
horse. Have some notices printed and
put. up all around the ranch, so that
even passers-by can see it. It might
tempt some good hunters to come in and
join.''

"A thousand dollars, boss!" ejaculated
Steve. ''Sure, I reckon I'll trap that
feller all O.K. !"

And he ran for his horse, leapt up
into the saddle and dashed away to
spread the news. Van Horn watched
him go, thoughtfully biting at the ends
of his white moustache.
"That was my best bunch, up in the

north corral," he mused, and suddenly
shrugged his shoulders. "Well, I guess
if the boys catch the Phantom, Denton,
we shall soon see if he is responsible for
the raids, for they'll stop with his c;ip-

ture if he's the guilty party."
"Sure they will !" agreed Denton, but

without much enthusiasm.
And they left it at that, the colonel

going into the ranch-house, leaving
Denton to thrust his hands deeper into
the pockets of his neat breeches and
walk slowly—off.

Trapped !

SAY, how much more have we got
to travel to get to that there
Diamond Cross ranch. Jack?"

Benny Mack sounded just as fed up
fts he looked. He and his partner. Jack
Saunders, had been riding the trail for
days with the fixed intention of apply-
ing to Colonel van Horn for a job on
the ranch.
"It ain't so mighty far, Benny," said

Jack cheerfully. "Say, why can't you
get some patience into you? Supposing,
too, we don't get a job on the ranch?"
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Benny glared, aiid tapped his gun.
"This'li do the talking then!" he

growled. " You allowed that bosses
from the Diamond Cross was the finest

in the West, and that we'd bo right in

our element if we worked among 'em.
Now you suggest that there won't be no
job ! Geo. if you've made me hit the
trail all this time on a bunk job
Say, wirat's that, Jack?"
He broke off with a sudden exclama-

tion, and in a jnomont they had pulled
up their horses.

It was not a difficult matter to pick
out that which had attracted Benny's
attention.

Jack stood up in his stirrups and
stared across the plain. A matter of
fifty yards away something white
wriggled on the ground, turned half
over, then wriggled back again. It
took them but twenty seconds to give
that something a name.
"That's a boss!'' said Jack.

"Trapped or something."
"If it's fell and busted something,

we'd better help it out, " said Benny.
"I'oor brute !"

Jack nodded, and in a flash he was
riding to the white horse.

The moment they leapt from their
saddles, a couple of yards from the fallen
horse, they could sec the cause of the
trouble, and a grim light came into
Jaf'k's keen eyes.
"Say, if that's how they catch their

hos.ses aroimd these parts, we ain't join-
ing in, Benny," he said contemptuously.
" That's a durned great wolf trap he's
hoofed into !"

Benny nodded, his expression as angry
as that of his partner. The white horse
—a magnificent specimen, unmarked
save for patches of dust and dirt obtained
in its struggles and kicks whilst in

captivity—was caught by the off fore-
hoof in the grip of about as ugly a trap
as the cowpunchers had over seen.
"Guess we'll soon get him outer

1S[

that!" grunted Jack. "Keep Lis head
flat down, Benny, and I'll lever tiio

trap open with my gun. Hold him \"

Benny found it difficult. The massive
white head was upon a neck of immense
strength. He iiad to use his knees to
keep the horse down whilst Jack got
busy.
Before he levered the trcap open, how-

ever. Jack took the precaution of
examining the trapped hoof. It was cut,
but not very badly, and there were no
signs of broken bones.

"The goldarned rotten tiipes
!"

growled .lack, as he dug the barrel of
his gun down between the steel jaws of
the trap. "I'd drop a man I saw setting
this, Benny '"

"You would— if I didn't happen to
get a drop on him first!'' grunted
Benny. " Hey—steady, eld boy—gee !

He's a tough customer, this, Jack !"

"Hold him a moment—that's done it—look out!"
The warning was only just in time.

The great white horse, the moment its

leg was released from the trap, struggled
upon its four legs, rose upon its

haunches, and cut viciously down with
its foro-legs. It was only by indies that
the partners missed being kicked upon
their heads.

Down came the hoofs, and up went
the hind legs in another terrible kick,
before they, too, came crashing to tho
hard, sun-baked turf. A moment later
Jack and Bonny were watching it travel
like the wind towards the thi<i.er under-
growth into which it disapjieared.
"That's a sure good tougii customer,"

said Bonny, rubbing the tfiist from his
hands.
"He's all that." chiieklc<l Jack, his

eyes looking beyond (lie undergrowth to
the hill above. "There ho goes, Benny!
Gee! If I'm stopping on arouiKjl 1hes(;
parts. I reckon to ride tliat follow one
day '."

"Huh! I guess I'll be aiound to pick
up tho pieces the day you fry it I"

••You-you double-crossing yeUow rat I " grated Steve. " I thought you\ad sold all ihem horses, Denton ? >
August 22iid, 1031,
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giuiucd Benny. "Xow. what about

this Diamond C'l'Ofs ranch V"

Jack nodded, and kicked lieavily at

the steel trap before he walked slowly

towards his horse.

"No wonder they gets good bosses

around here, Benny, if tiie old white

follow is anv sample," he nmsed. "Look
at liim lip there on the hill! Ain't he

a sight for a sore lowpmuher !
Looking

down at us as if he don't know wlietlier

to come back and say
'

'J'luink you.' As
prettv as a picture!"

A "second later his hand had dropped

to his gun. and Benny nearly dropped

out of his skin as it exploded onl\ a

couple of inclies from his oar.

"What are you at, you blamed
"

ho yelled.
_ .

But Jack was not hstenmg. With his

still smoking gun in his Imnd he was

rushing down towards the undergrowth,

from which two men emerged in a

towering rage, one of them waving a

rifle the barrel of which had been

smashed bv Jack's bullet.

It took Bcnnv a second to realise what

had happened. Jack had seen the glint

of the rifle levelled at the wonder white

horse, and he had shot, that barrel C)iit

of business with a single pull of his

finger.

Bennv leapt after his partner, slioot-

ing just one glance up at the hill where

the white liorse had been. He was not

"You done me outer a tli«u<:nnd

dollars!" snarled the man with the rifle.

"You've got a thousand dollars-worth

of learnin' coming vour way !" said Jack.

"We don't allow for shootin' bosses,

mister!"
He emphasised that remark by lasliing

out with his fist, and it caught the man
clean under the jaw. Tliere was no

time for further argument. Guns were

put back into holsters, and the fists came
into full use.

Jack was angry, and so was Benny.
^ The other two were probably angry

from quite a different reason. Conse-

quently the fight was fast and furious

whilst it lasted.
_

Jack took a crack on his chin that

put him on his back just as Benny-

crashed down under the weight c;f

another blow from the man at whom
he leapt. Both were up in less than

two seconds, and it was then the

stranger's turn to feel how hard was

the sun-baked turf.

They came back willingly enough to

the fight, and for a few seconds blows

were exchanged at sufTicient rale and

with sufTicient force to change the ex-

pressions on all four faces. But it was

the strangers who stopped, at last, on

tlioir backs.
,

"All right, lay up. stranger! growled

one. "8tcve
"

"Kec-p vour hands off your guns,

mister." said Jack, with a warning

glance at the fallen Steve. "I'm jusf

longing for a chance to give you what

voii wanted to give that boss."
" " You don't know that boss, stranger,

growled Steve, as he slowly and pain-

fullv picked himself up and rulibed his

aching jaws. "There's a thousand

dollars reward out for hmi'",
^. ,„

"That don't allow for shooting!

snapped Jack. "Beat it. mister, aiul

take your partner with you bclore 1

start iamniln' into you again
"

Steve niu.st have leckoned thai lus

nnluckiest day. He had trapped the

Phantom, and had afU-rwards liacl as

good a drop on it with his rifle as he

over hoped to gel. In addition he had

the fcM'ling of what il must be like to be

pas.sed between I wo huge rollers.

He gave one venomous look at the

glim Jack, another at the sinilmg

Benny and with a nod towards lus
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partner, walked savagely into the under-
growth.
And as they disappeared, from the top

of the hill came a shrill neighing. In-

stantly the cowpunchers turned in its

direction He was standing up there,

as regal as a king, his ears pricked, his

fine, silky neck steady as a rock as be

stared towards them.
Jack laughed.
" All right, mister !" he called out, as

he waved his hand. "Wo accept your
thanks witli gratitude!"
"Shucks !""snapped Benny. "1 ain't

wavin' no hand to him. He tried to

kick me under the chin, and I've sure

got a fat ear through him. I've seen

enough of him fer a day or two! Let's

be going!"
Jack laughed again, and even when

tliey had mounted and hit the trail once

more for the Diamond Cross ranch, he
found himself watching the white horse

until it disappe.Tred with a sudden,

lightning-like swerve.

The Rescue and a Job.

AQLTARTER of an hour mu.st have

elapsed in silence, save for the

gentle tap-tap of their horses'

hoofs, before Jack gave a sudden cry.

"Say, that's the lower trail, Benny—
and it's along there that the Diamond
Cross ranch lies! Riding down, or

riding round?"
Bennv looked down the stiff face of

the liih' to the lower trail, and then to

the trail ahead of them. This latter dis-

appeared round a hill, and it might be

miles farther on that it worked down to

the bottom track.

He did not have to solve the question,

however. It was solved for them.

A thundering of hoofs from below

broke upon their ears just as a shrill

neigh came to them from the far side

of the valley into which they were

looking.
"There's your pal again!" said benny,

with a nod.

Jack noc'ded, loo. The white horse

was coming down the far side of a lull

at a terrific rate. Its feet scarcely

seemed to touch the ground, despite its

size and for a moment Jack forgot all

about the hoofs that had thundered upon

the trail.
. , , , , ,,

"I'm sure gonna ride that fellow one

day!" he said ecstatically. "I'd win

every cowpunchers' race in the States

on that boss. Benny !
What a boss r

He watched it come down the hill,

stretch it out at even greater pace

across the flat of the valley, heaclmg

for the trail and that hill upon which

Benny and Jack were sitting their own

horses. . c ., r t

Jack was dimlv conscious ot tlie tact

that another rider had appeared, Init

he paid little or no heed to that. He

was intent u|X)n the wonderful action

of the wonder white horse.

But he certainly took notice when tbe

white horse flashed across the trail but

a dozer, yards in front of the rider—and

from that rider came a piercing shriek

that could only have been emitted by

a woman.
Instinctivelv Jack gripped the reins

liaivl, and his keen eyes left the wonder

horse for a moment and stared at the

rider.

Her horse was tearing at the reins,

bucking like any horse new to a sadclle,

and fighting fiercely to follow the white

horse

!

It had got complete control—there was

no doubt about that. And under the

strength of that strong neck the girl's

arms were utterly useless. She had no

more control over her mount than had

Jack' himself.
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"The wliite boss has scared t'other!"

grunted Jack. "Come on, Benny!"
He went down the face of that cliff

at a rate that was calculated to test the

nerve of the finest horseman in the

West Benny could only .see the huge
cloud of white dust that Jack's Horse
created as it stuck all four legs straight

out in a frantic effort to steady itself

down the cliff. Benny followed tho

cloud.

Twice Jack had to jerk up his mount's
head in order to keep it upon its feet,

and whilst looking after that he had no
chance to see what was happening to

the scared girl.

That came only when he had struck
the trail through tho valley, and fiis

first impression was that the horse would
just run itself dead out to a standstill.

But the moment the white horse,

ahead of all, turned up towards the
cliff, the girl's horse turned, too. It was
making frantic effort.s to get up to the
wild white horse.

Jack dug in his spurs and rode like

a madman, for the girl was beginning
to sway ominously in the saddle. Once
she only saved herself from being thrown
by snatching blindly at the runaway's
mane.
The yards between girl and cow-

puncher grew less and less under Jack's
frantic riding, and still the great white
liorse pounded ahead. Jack had ix

glimpse of the girl's horse, with its

white, staring eyes and foaming mouth

—

and then she swayed again.
A desperate dig with both heels sent

Jack's horse leaping forwar'd, but even
then it was only by leaning far for-

ward in his saddle that Jack was able
to grab at tlie girl as she fell.

Her feet did not touch the ground.
Jack swerved his horse the moment he
felt his fingers get a grip on her clothea,
and his horse, trained to the very last

inch of its intelligence, obeved like a
flash.

It was just as well, for that swerve
undoubtedly saved the girl. It also gave
Jack the added impetus he needed, and
the girl was flung, rather than dragged,
straight across his saddle.
A moment later Jack had pulled in

his mount and was staring down into the
white face of just about as pretty a girl

as he had ever seen in liis life.

"You all right, missy?" he panted.
"Say, there's sure some excitement

arouiici these parts. Jack!" came in a
shout from Bennv as he dashed up.
"Is she O.K.?"
Jack nodded as he lowered tho girl

gently to the trail and' dropped down
beside her. She opened her eyes when
she felt herself upon her feet and stared
dully up at him.
"That was the Phantom!" she whis-

pered. "He's—lie's a terror!"
"Is that why men . were out trying

to shoot him? " asked Jack, with a
frown.
"I suppose so—the Phantom steals my

father's horses, anyway!" she explained,
recovering herself quickly. "My father
is Colonel van Horn, stranger, and I'm
sure he would like to thank you for

saving me from being thrown."
"Colonel van Horn! That's the gent

I'm making for," said Jack, with a

laugh. "I've got a letter from niv old

boss, who is a pal of the colonel's. 1

and my partner are after a job."

"Then you'd better start trying to-

roiK" in the Phantom!" said the girl,

with a laugh. "Give me a lift, stranger,

and I'll, take you home."
"Sure; but there's no need to sa.T

anvtHiing'about—er—how I came along,"
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said Jack tincomforfably. "You see,

we don't want to get a job as a—as a
sorter reward."
Mary just smiled—a smile which Jack

found distinctly fascinating. So he kept
'her smiling on the short ride down the
valley trail to Diamond Cross ranch,
'with the result that Benny was, for

•Once, completely cut out of Jack's
picture.

Once at the ranch, however, Jack
Saunders settled down to the business
for which he and his partner had
travelled many long miles, and for
which many hours had been spent in

the saddle.
Mary introduced him to her father,

to whom Jack gave his letter with an
idea that even that would not help them
get a job. There had been so few signs
of activity in the ranch that it appeared
more than likely the rather elderly
rancher was not now doing half the
business for which he was famous
amongst all horse dealers.
Colonel van Horn read the letter, it

being impossible for him to frown over
it for the simple reason his brows had
been meeting at the time he was intro-
duced to the cowpunchors.
"This is sure a good recommenda-

tion from an old friend, stranger," were
the colonel's first words. "All the same,
1 haven't got so much work as I usc<i
to have—or as much as I should like.
You sec. mister, there's a white horse
out yonder who is interfering with my
mares—he's coljarin' them by the dozen,
and I don't need half the boys I have
now got on my pay roll."

"There's a thousand dollars reward
out for its capture," put in Mary, with
a smile.

"Dead or alive!" said the colonel
angrily. "I'm going to let the boys
shoot him. I'll give you a thousand
dollars for the Phantom's head,
stranger!"
Jack waved his hand disparagingly.
"There sure ain't no need to start

shooting wild horses, colonel," he said
shortly. "I'll go after him—but call off
chose shooting oixlers."

It was at this point that Mary drew
her father's head down and whispere<l
into his ear, Jack being quite unable to
learn what was said by her smil-
ing lips. But her twinkling eyes,
and the manner in which they
looked round at him, suggested
enough to make him re^ilise that
she Was pleading on his behalf. :\

"All right, J:ick Saunders," -^^r

said Vaii Horn .suddenly, "I'll
call off the shooting orders, and ^.

give you a few days in which to
catch that Phantom. You and
your partner are en my jjay-roll,
so you'd better go down and meet fc,

Steve, my foreman." i^*
"And sure, he'll be riglit down

mighty glad to see us I" chuckled
Benny. "Tell us where the
buckets of water are kept, boss, ;'

and we'll find Steve O.K." '"

The colonel did not understand
that. But then he did not know
that Steve's jaw would, most .

likely, at that moment be feeling \
very much the better for a plenti-
ful supply of cold water.
The fact that they had secured

''

a job was sufficient to put Benny
into a good temper with the
world in general, and he was just
as lighthearted as Jack was
Solemn and serious as they walked
towards the quarters indicated by
the colonel. .^

"You've /alien already for that *V"
purty girl," chuckled Benny,

^'
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"Sure!" agreed Jack indifferently, and

flushed. "I mean, I've sure fallen for
this white horse they call tlie Phantom,
Benny. I'm gonna get that horse, and
when I get him, I'm gonna ride him."

".Think of the girl—think of the
girl," murmured Benny. "A pity

—

widow afore she's married—here,
what're you at ?"

"I've got a grip on your ear, partner,
and that grip is staying put until I can
get that tongue of yours into a pail of
water !" growled Jack.

But, at the same time, there was a
n-;crry glint in his eye. Mary van Horn
was certainly a very fine specimen of
\^'estern womanhood, and, of course,
Benny was entitled to his fun.
Jack made up his mind that his next

meeting with Mary would be when
Benny was elsewhere.

Two on the Trail.

JACK SAUNDERS and Benny spent
the next two days in riding around
searching for signs of the Phantom,

but they searched in vain. Ho had dis-

appeared as completely as if the earth
had opened up and swallowed him.

.Jack was disappointed. He had quite
made up his mind to break in the wild
horse and keep him for himself. Ho
rather fancied that the Pliantom would
make a champion at any of the numer-
ous cowpuncher shows and contests held
in that St^ite.

It w-as not until Steve rode in one
n:oining to report the loss of another
bunch of brood mares that Jack i^aid
inore atiention to the ranch work than
the hunt for the Phantom. He and
Benny rode out to the north corral,

from which the mares hadftbeen rustled,
and dismounted when tliey e-ime to the
spot where the wire fence had been
broken down.
At first glance the

fence suggested that it

had been smashed down.
The supporting posts

were broken off at the
stumps, and the wire was
one tangled mass, as if a

dozen sets of hoofs had
twisted it.

But this suggestion was

^1

negatived a few seconds after Jack had
given a closer examination to the wire.

" Saj', Benny," he said as he waggled
two ends of wire thoughtfully in his
hands. "That Phantom is sure the
wonder hoss of the States ! He c-arrics
a pair of pliers, or wire-cutters!"
"Gee! You don't say!" exclaimed

Benny, peering keenly at the wire.
"You're right, .Jack! That wire has
been cut clean enough. What arc you
goin' to do about that?"
"Plenty!" said Jack grimly. "Como

on—let's go and have a word with the
colonel."

They remounted their liorses, and
rode round the corral to the ranch,
without further conversation or deliy.
Colonel van Horn, a little more pale
than before, looked round at their ap-
proach, just as Dan Denton stepped
nciselossly to his side.

"Another lot gone, Denton!" he said
between his teeth.

"Sure—and hero comes the strangers,
colonel," said Denton. "I've a notion
we might not have to look very far
beyond them, if there arc rustlers
about. I don't like 'em !"

"Ph'sh! Let's hear what they have
to say," muttered the colonel.
They ha'l not to wait long. Jack

came up io them quietly na soon as ho
had dismounted, leaving Benny to look
after the liorses.

"Well, Saunders—find anything up at
the corral?" asked Van Horn.
"Plenty!" replied .Jack in his quiet,

unruffled tones. "Say, boss, that Phan-
tom is a wonder hoss all O.K. He
carries wire-cutters, and I just don't
know how I came to mi.ss them when
me and Bonny had our hands on him
a few days back \"

" Wire-cutters ! Do jou mean to
say "

''The wire around the north corral

.J \ Jack grabbed the girl

-^. and rushed to where a

log lay across the trail.
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wfis cut, not broken down by st.Tinpcd-
ing hossos," cut in Jack. "Tlic thief

is boasting two legs, colonel, not four !

And I'm gonna get that rustler !"

"llowT' asked Denton coolly. "I
reckon you're talking through your hat,

Saunders."
" Vou would." said .Tack, just as

calmly. "I think the Phantom is being
used as a cover to hide the work of the
real rustler, mister, and just to prove
that is right. I'm gonna trap that
Phantom right away."
"How?" kisked Denton again, but

this time it was with a sneer.
"I'll tell you how I caught him

—

when I've got him" said .Tack with a

short laugh. "I might have to use the
same sorl of trap for the two-legged
rustler, mister, and I sure ain't tellin'

anybody what sort of trap I'm goiuia
pul oiit. Excu.se me now. boss, 'cos I'm
reckoiiin' to have the Phantom between
niy knees short of three hours !"

And witii that he walked off, leaving
the colon.^l with a ciu-ious feeling of
relief, and Denton with a sneer on his

face t'lat was as amioying as it was
unpleasant.

"He'll get his neck l)rokcn, but
that's all he will get," said Denlon suii-

deiily. "Funny that he should bo the
only one to discover that the wires have
been cut—suggests he knew all about
it!"
Van Horn did not answer. He was

Wi.tching .Jack .Saunders as he walked
slowly down to the corral where Mary
and ho kept their own riding-horses,
and he was still watching when he saw
his smiling daughter . come running
towards the cowpuncher.
But he'was too far away to hear what

was said.

"Miss Mary— if .\ou will help me. I

reckon to capture that Phantom mightj'
(luick," was .lack's greeting.
"Without shooting him?" asked Mary

iiuickty.

"Sure

—

listen! Tiiat white hoss and
your mare seem sort of friendly. I

remember how she went after him when
he crossed your trail the morning I

first met you," said Jack-. "My plan
is to tether your mare out on the plain,

somewhere among the undergrowth he
fippoars to haunt, and lu'ive a rope trap
ull set for him. If he conies towards
her he'll get snaffled. Clame?"
"He—he won't hurt her, will he?"

she asked dubiously.
"I and Benny will look after her!"

said .Tack confidently. "I ain't agreein
that the Phantom is sort o' enticing the

mares away from the corral. Mi.ss

lMar>. It's a two-logged rustler I'm
gotuui look for. but first of all I want
ihat T'hantom."

. "All right." she .said, after ordy a

luoment's irore hesitation. "I wish you
luck, .Jack ! Nobody else has ever got
near enough to do more than look at

him."
.Jack's movements thereafter were

(|uick. He led Beimy down to the s|)ot

_where they liad seen the Phantom dis-

a|)pear after they had released iiini

from Steve's steel wolf-trap, and licre

they got bu.sy.

A place was .selected where a narrow
(rail led between two niedimri-si/.ed

bushes, iiiid down which any horse
would have to travel if it wished to

get from one side of the bushes to the
other. There was no way round, the

unflergrowth being too thick.

At one side .Jack tethered Mary's
mare, and yards behind the mare they

hid their ov. ii horses. F'inally, they hid
themselves amidst the bushy under-
growth, and waited patiently for

result^s.

Thev had not to wait very long.
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Within a quarter of an hour of hiding
themselves, they heard the white horse's
unmistakable neigh, and in a flash an
answering neigh had gone out from
Miiry's mare.
Simultaneously, from a long dist^anco.

came the thudding of a second .set of

hoofs, and the cowpunchers looked at

one another quickly.

"Somebody is trailing, the Phan-
toiiH" said Jack, between liis teeth.

"If they start shootin' up. I'm going
to put a lumi) of lead in some wrists
liy way of reminding their owners that
the colonel's orders is no shootin' !''

"Stow the cackle. Jack—here comes
the Phantom !" hissed Benny.

He was right. With almost startling

suddenness the Phantom appeared be-

yond the bushes, his great white head
held proudly as he stared ' towards
Mary's mare. For a moment he stood
on the narrow trail, hesitating. Then
he trotted slowly towards the trap.

It was all over in a second.
The hunters had set a simple rope

.snare, and .straight as if he had been
guided by reins, the Phantom trotted
into the rope loop, neighing softly as

h(> got nearer to the mare.
The loop settled over his neck, and

became smaller as the white liorse ad-
vanced until it had him securcl.v just

above the massive ' shoulders. It was
then (hat Jack and Benny saw the

savage nature of the wild horse.

It got up on its haunchi'S and lashed
out at the bushes to which the rope was
fixed. His great eyes dilated with
anger, and what with his lashing hoofs

and his shrill, angry neighing, he pre-

sented a grand, if terrible sight.

"Well, he's there. Jack!" said Benny.
with a grunt. "Feel like patting his

neck ?"

Jack took that in far more grim a

fasiiion than Benny had expected.

"I'm gonna ride him!" he said, be-

tween his set teeth. "Benny, get your
knife ready, and the instant you see nie

on his back, cui the rop^e
!"

"Why don't yon shoot yourself—it

would be niucii quicker an' more
pleasant than getting pounded to dust

by them hoofs!" growled Benny.
"Oh, mush! You do as I a.sk you!'

grunted Jack.
And he advanced towards those flying

hoofs with a fearlessnes.s that sent a

shiver of admiration down Benny't
.spine.

Mounting the wild horse was miich

more difficult than it seemed. The
Phantom never .seemed to tire, despite

its fearful, frantic bucking and kicking.

Jack took one side, waiting a chance

to leap forward and upwards, whilst

Benny, with open knife, took the other

side. The great horse kept them on the

move. too. for it attacked them with

head and heels in a manner t^hat sug-

gested he wiis raving mad.
Foam collected and dropped from the

corners of his mouth—a mouth which

liad never yet felt a steel bit. Bush after

bush was smashed down to siilinters by

(he terrible, pounding hoofs, and the

gnashing of its great teeth was like the

snapping of thick boughs.

It was Mary's mare Ihat gave Jnck

(he chance for winch he was looking.

She gave a sudden, frightened whinny,

and down came the Phantom on all fours

for the first time since he had felt the

rope trap And. in the fleeting se-oiid

the Phantom stood to stare at the mare.

Jack took his leap.

"Benny!" he called excitedly.

He had a grip on the white horseV

mane in a flash, and up went his long

legs iu one great leap. In another split

second, he was astride, and Benny, with
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a daring s<veep of his sharp kriife, had'
cut the rope.

For another dazed second the Phantom
stood still. Then up he went, with Jact

'

clinging on with hands and knees, an<J'

the fact that there was now no rope wai3''

instantly conveyed to the horse's sen.-ie>.

He shot forward under the kick of hL^'

two mighty hind legs, and in a flash

Benny wa.s looking at rider and Phan-
tom crashing through the 'smaller bushes
down the narrow trail.

Jack hung on grimly—it was easier
now that the Phantom was bolting. The
speed of the beast was amazing. Its sure-

footed striding was more like that of

a mountain goat. He never faltered or

made a mistake, but went down (he*

winding trail, through surprisingly easy

bushes on to other trails, as if he had
one way to go and one way only.

Jack did not know where they were
going. He had lost all sense of direction

within a couple of minutes of striking

the first trail. All Jack was conscious
of was the fact that his mount wa*
utterly tireless. .-:

The thrill of that ride was sometliln»
that Jack would never forget. Nexer
had he sat a hor.se that cut so much'
ground so quickly under its flying hoofs,

and yet the bea.st's broad back scarcely

jolted him an inch.

One thing was quite certain. Benny,
'

if he had dashed for his horse and at

once leapt into the saddle, would never
catch up with them. He might be able

to trail them, but that was the best that

could be expected.
And so Jack was a lone rider when he

at last found himself staring into whac
was to him a completely strange can.von.

Here the Phanto.m calmed down and
dropped into a lazy, loping trot until he

had taken Jack to where dozens of mag-
nificent horses were browsing.
For a moment. Jack was bewildered.

The horses at which he was looking wero
blood horses—there was none of the nn-

cared-for look about them that was the

unmistakable mark of the wild horse.
" Shucks—these must bo the colonel's

horses!" muttered Jack, as he slipped

from the Phantom's white back. "You
wicked white old scoundrel! So you have
been doing the rustlin' !" -

The Phantom simply trotted calmly
oft' to the other horses, and left Jack
to do what he liked about the matt'jr.

Jack, as a matter of fact, was smiling.

It was the strangest position in whK^h
he had ever found himself. He could

not very well suggest hanging Jlia

Phantom, which was the fate of all catllo

rustlers. Certainly, he was not going
to suggest shooting the animal. C'-ilouel

van J-Iorii \vould have to be content with

the fact that his mares had been re

covered.
It was with something of a shock that

Jack suddenly remembered the cut wire,

and a jmzzled frown corrugated his

brows.
"He sure couldn't have bit through

them wires so clean!" he muttered to

himself. "This is darned funny. Jack
Saunders! Wonder if the Phantom bo-

longs to anybod}'?"
That suggestion put fresh life and

activity into him. If that was correct,

there would a.ssuredly be some sign of

habitation somewhere in the bush

screens of the canyon.
He began a search, picking his way.

carefully so as not to make more noise

than was necessary—and that search

lasted precisely five minutes.

At (he end" of that time Jack found

himself looking towards a hut that was

completely hidden from view at one sidfi

of the canyon—the side at which he had

entered oil the Phantom's back. Tha

I
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d<joi- of the hut was open, and from the

chimney there rose a tiny, thin spiral of

sinol<e.

Jnck shut his teeth hard. Surprises
v.ere the order of the day, but he was
goijn;? to be very much surprised if he
liisfovircd that the Phantom, besides
-l)eiiig the leading rustler, occupied a hut
and kept a fire going!
He drew his gun as he approached the

hut, and his.steps became much slower
«nd far more cautious ae there remained
only a dozen feet to go. If there was
a man in the hut, Jack meant to surpiise

him, get the drop on him, and ihen
start asking questions.

But the hut was empty—no one sat

at the table which stood in the centre
oF the floor, and the chairs and boxes
were not in use.

Convinced that the ruttlcr was away
from home. Jack stepped into the hut.

When Thieves Fall Out !

WELL, there's a gang of them,
anyway!"
Jack said that aloud as lie

stood in the centre of the hut and
looked around. Cards and glasses,

numerous cigaiette ends and the butts of

many cheroots told him that much.
He epent only two or three niinuti^s in

the hut before he once more made his

way to the door. It would be necessary
to get the colonel and his men down
here if they were to catch the gang with
theii- lustled horses.

But he only got as far as the door.
There he felt a sudden plug in his

back that biought him to a dead ttop
in his tracks.

"Drop that gun, mister !" came in

snappy tones from behind. "We sorter
want a chat with you—drop that gun!'
Jack obeyed— it was useless to argue

with a man who had got a gmibarrel
stuck right into the middle of his back.

It was only then that he could turn
round, and he gave no start of surpiise
when he saw Dan Denton, hie iiands
deep in the pockets of his riding
breeches, looking straight at him.
"So you are the two-legged rustler,

T)enton," he said calmly.
"And you're the one man who knows

too much!" .said Denton coolly. "You've
«ort o' pushed matters a bit, stranger. I

was getting ready to drive those brood
horses over the border, but there is one
more bunch we want. Guess you're go-
ing to stay here until we get away with
the lot. Kope liim up, you fellers."

Jack took that as his signal to start
6ghting. In spite of the gun menace,
be went straight out for the n)an nearest
the door, and clipped him hard and sure
under the chin. In a second the otheis
had piled on to him, Denton taking cart'

tho.t he was not near enough to get hil

in mistake by one of his own men, or
anywhere near Jack's flying fists.

'I'he fight, as could only be expected,
was of very short duration. Five to one
was a little too big odds, and Jack soon
found himself on the floor with four of
the enemy piling on top of him. He
was helpless whilst the fifth man roped
hini with the skill of the born cow-
piinchcr, and he was just a little more
hci^.'e."-. wi.on they picked him up and
flung him on to a bed in another room.
"Now v.e'j! l-a.e to get bu.sy, boy.s,"

Denton said, the moment they were to-

gether again. "That feller's pal Benny
is sure to start a search-party, and 1

gu^ss wc don't want no one to trail us
here just now."
"Reach fcr the skies—you're just too

late!" came in a rasi>ing voice from the
doorway.
Denton swung roum?, 'iHis iiands going

up with the promptncr;5 such a com-
mand, in such a tone, demanded.
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"Steve! What's brought you Were?"
exclaimed Denton, lightly enough, but
with a gleam in his eyes that was a
curious mi.xture of banter and alarm.
'You—you double-crossing, yellow-

spined rat!" grated Steve. "I thought,
you had sold all them horses, Denton?"
"Well, they are sold—only I'm keep-

ing them until I've got the whole
bunch !" said Denton. " i'ou oiin put the
gun down, Stcvo, and collect your dollars
—but I ain't arguing with you whilst
you've got your gun like that. I ain't
double-crossed you—you are thinking
tiiat just becau.se you ain't got any
patience."
Steve was not satisfied, and looked it.

But Denton lowered his hands and sat

down at the table with an indifference
that certainly did not suggest fear.

"I suppose you know that Jack
Saunders trapped the Phantom, and
rode him here—I trailed them !" lie

said. "His partner was with him, and
the last I heard of him was when he
was riding towards Diamond Cross,
leading Miss Mary's mare. You'll havo
to get those mares over the border,
Denton, and leave the others.

"

"Oh, shucks! You're letting a couple
of mangy cowpunehers scare you stiff !"

sneered Denton. " if you think I'm
double-cro.ssing you, hex'e's a cheque for

your share! Want it?"
"Sure I want it—and I'm getting

outer here right now!'' said Steve
bluntly.

He was wrong. The instant the gun
was lowered and pointing towards the
Moor, one of the others shot a fist out
and crashed it home against the siile

of his head. In a flash he was being
treated in a manner similar to that
which .Jack had already experienced,
and which, in the excitement brought
about by the conversation in the other
room, Jack had completely forgotten.

But Steve sulleriHl more than Jack,
lie was knocked senseless and kicked
into the corner of the room with a
merciless disregard as to where the boots
landed.
Denton surveyed him as he lay un-

conscious, ii bitter expression on his

face.

"The poor boob !" he growled.
"Thought he would get away, with a
half-share, and you boys and nie to

share the other half ! But look here,
boys, I reckon it's time we cleared outer
here ! Round up the marcs, and get
'em going towaVds the border. I ain't

taking no risks now. Get going !"

Half a. minute later the hut was empty
save for Jack and Steve, and it was
then that .Jack started a frantic fight

to get rid of his bonds. That took him
fifteen minutes, an<l as many seconds
sudiced for him to break down the door.

Steve was lying on the floor where ho
had been left, groaning now as liC began
to come round to his sen.ses. .Jack got a
can of water and helped the coming'
round business with considerable more
speed than care.

"Wake up!" he said shortly. "I
heard all the yarn ! Which way is the
border from here?"

"Groooo!" grunted Steve. "Thcf
double-crossing rat ! I'll squawk on
him and take what's coming to me!
It'll take them some time to round up
all they've taken from the colonel,

Saunders. You can ride and head 'em
off. I'll go for help at the Diamond
Cross."

"Well, you may as well do your best

now, Steve," said .Jack grimly. "Your
game is sort o' known to me. and you
can't get away. In any case, I'm gonna
get Denton !"

August 22ii<l, 1931.
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That was ca.sicr said than done, for

h^ liad no horse. And already the ti^ares

had been set moving by Denton's men,
whoso r,loiits could be heard cotning-

from the deptlis of the canyon.
Wildly Jack looked round, hoping

against hope tliat he would be «l)lo to

spot a loose horse which he could secure

and use.

He saw the horse all right—it was the

Phantom ! The great white beast stood

on the crest of a hump, his ears pricked,

his massive head held high, and his

nostrils quivering uis he stared towards
the collection of mares which Denton
and his men were rapidly rounding up.

"Boy—boy! Steady, boy!" called out

Jack, as he walked towards the Phantom
with a slowness that irritated him
enormously in view of his keen desire

for swift action.

The Phantom turned towards him,

and bared his huge teeth in what was
curiously like the snarl of a dog. But
he did iibt move away from the crest of

the humi).
It had been said to Jack on many occa-

sions that "lie had a spell over horses.

Certainly he seemed to have cast a spell

over the Phantom, for, beyond moving
nervously round in a half-circle as Jack
came up to him, lie made no sign of get-

ting ready to dash away.
Jack talked to him, crooning like a

nurse crooils to a baby, until he got a

grip on that silky mane. Then it was
busitiess-^grim business!

"Get goiii', boy!" almost hissed Jack,

as he swung himself swiftly on to the

broad white back. "We're gonna stam-

pede that lot of mares!"

Lovers.

Bl'JNNV had not remained inactive

after losing sight of Jack and the

Phantom. He set off for the

Diamond Cross to gather all the men he

could find in and around the ranch,

couvmccd that there would be a long

and anxious search for Jack \vhcn the

Phantom had thrown him off into the

thick undergrowth.
The crashing of the undergrowth as

the great white horse had smashed a

way through told Benny that a fairly

easy trail would be found, but just

where they would find Jack was a dif-

ferent matter. They might trail the

Phantom', but spotting Jack as he lay in

the undergrowth would be a diflicult

task.

Mary' received her mare back with a

little cry of joy, and she was the first

to mount when Benny had blurted out

his story.

"We must go and search for Jack!"
she said anxiously. " I'll go to the house
first, pick up some bandages, in case lie

IS hurt, and ride after you ! My father

is up in the north corral, Benny !"

"Right!" said Benny, and swung his

mount round fiercely.

Spur anil knees and leather were used
relentlessly to get speed. Bonny yelled

as he [>assed each cowpunchcr, 'drawing
them towards the north corral, where
Benny expected to find the colonel with

Steve. But Steve was not there,

although Van Horn was riding at a

walking pace just where the wires had
been cut.

' Boss—Jack trapped the Phantom,
and the last I saw of him was on the

white galoot's back!" shouted Benny,
before he had even jerked his horse to

a itanling halt. "He'll sure bo half-

doad by now ! I'm getting the boys and
goin' searchin' I"

"That's O.K.!" snapped Von Horn.
"I'll ride with you. Get going, boys!"

In a moment more the whole available
outfit was riding madly towards the spot
where (he I'hantoni had been trapped.
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Long before they reached it, Jack
Saunders was getting the thrill of his

life out of the amazing speed ehowff-by
the Phantom. The excitement of the
cha.se was intensified by that reason, and
it was a laughing, eager Jack that urged
the great white horse to do its best.

He came up to and passed round the
mare;5 which were being driven by
Denton's men. Jack wanted to spot the
neatly-garbed Denton, for he could stam-
ped'e the mares just when he liked now.
But he knew that the moment he started

th^; stampede, Denton would order his

boys to commence gunning, and that was
just what Jack wanted to avoid for

purely personal reasons

!

He spotted Denton at last, and as

Denton happened to spot him at the

same moment, the rustler knew that the

game was up. He started off across the

canyon at breakneck speed, thinking only
of getting on the other side of the border
in order to save his own neck.

Jack laughed aloud.

"See 'em, boy!" he shouted ecstatic-

ally. "Show 'em what you can do!
They called you a rustler, you grand old

hoss ! Show 'em you can move some

!

Shift those legs, boy!"

The Phantom, urged by knee and
voice, put on his very beet—and that was
much too good for Dan Denton's com-
paratively puny mount.
Jack was sweeping up behind him at

an incredible rate, and fear was tugging
at Denton's heart minutes before he felt

a strong arm swing around his shoulders,

steely fingers grip his shirt, and felt him-
self whirled out of his saddle.

But Jack did not fall with him. The
cowpuucher was scarcely himself at the

moment—he was drunk with the excite-

ment of that glorious race and the pride

of his mastery over the Phantom,

Neither Denton nor JacJi will ever

forget the next few minutes. Doubly
weighted though he was, the Phantom
never faltered or lessened his great

speed. Jack headed him for the mares,

which were approaching from his right

hand, and it was not until only twenty
yards separated them that he suddenly
swung himself clean off the Phantom's
back and crashed to the ground on top

of the unfortunate Denton.

Jack did not see what happened. He
only heard the scared nei-ghing of dozens

of mares, and the shriller, keener neigh-

ing of the Phantom. He was amongst
them, and certain it was that no cojvvboy

would get control of them until the

great stallion had chosen to leave the

bunch

!

Denton tried to put up a fi.ght, but
he wa.^ .scared stiff. He took clip after

clip under the jaw. and struck out

blindly in the hope of getting in one

lucky "blow which would enable him to

get away.
But there was no luck for him that

day. Jack was in his element, capable

of anything. And before many minutes

had elapsed. Denton was grovelling on

the sun-baked ground.
"You're a rotten .sort of neighbour,

Denton!" panted Jack. "A poisonous

sort that rustles an old man's cattle!

You ain't gonna rustle no more—liere's

the colonel and his boys eager to tell

you so
!"

" Hey-lio. Jack!" came in a yell from
Benny.
The Diamond Cross boys had not .so

far to search after all, for the dust raised

l)y the driven mares, and the noise made
by the thundering hoofs were guides

none could fail to follow.

Benny was at the head of the Diamond
Cross outfit as they rode up, and it was
he who yelled orders.

. "Round up the gang, boys—round 'em
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all up! They're making fer the border I"
he shouted. "I'll see to Jack!"
"I'm all right—say, colonel!" Jack

raised his voice as the old man showed
signs of leading the dashing round-up of
Denton's gang. " Colonel—I guess I've
stampeded your mares—the whole bunch
of them. The Phantom helped—and
we've sure got the real rustler! Get up,
Denton!"
Denton got up. sulky and battered, and

avoided the contemptuous eyes that
stared at him from under the greying
brows.
"I'm done!" he growled.
"Steve was in it, colonel, and here he

comes, I guess, to epili the beans!" put
in Jack lightly.

He was right. Steve, true to his word,
but doubtless wishing also to get a little

of hi.s own back on the double-crossing
Denton, rode up, shamefaced but not
sulky.

"Well?" said Van Horn curtly.

"I'm all in, boss—I'll take what's com-
ing bo me." said Steve, almost as
bluntly. "We were in it—we used the
Phantom to cover our tracks. Guess we
knew that if the Phantom was trapped
we'd have to lay off for a bit, and tl^is

double-crossing rat was out to get over
the border with the whole bunch witli-

out my knowing it. I'll spill all I know
—holy smoke, look at that!"

He broke off with a cry of alarm, and
instantly those around him followed the
direction of his staring eyes.

The stampeding mares, way down tha

canyon, were on the narrow trail, the
massive white Phantom leading them
back to the secret corral as unerringly as

a master cowboy

!

The rate at which the Phantom
travelled was little more than that put
out by the frantic mare.5—but that was
not the cause of alarm. It was the fact

that Mary van Horn was coming along
the trail in the opposite direction—ana
she could not turn her mare!
They saw the Phantom lift his great

head higher than ever, they heard his

shrill neigh as he charged down upon
the helpless girl—and they saw her liiare

suddenly swing round and dash along
the trail just ahead of the stampeding
btinch

!

. ^ ^>

Like lightning Jack leapt for the

nearest horse, and his spurs Cut deep
into the animal's side. Knees and
leather urged his mount into as riiad

a gallop as any of his keenest watchers
had ever seen.

Jack's eyes were glazed with Hie terror

lu> felt at the girl's helplessness. 'If,she
fell, she woxild be battered into a shape-

less mass by those thundering hoofs-^

-and the ghastly thought of that beau-
tiful face havirig an ugly hoof planned

upon it .stirred Jack as even riding Iho

Phantom had failed to do. '
,

It flashed across his tiiind now Uoy r,

useful would have been the l'hanfom-5^

he would have made this mount of hii

look like a Blackpool donkey: But the

Phantom was heading the stampeding
mares straight towards the hapless girl!

'There was only one way to do any-

thing—that was down thfe face of the

clifif, artd down the face of the cliff

Jack drove his hoi-se, with a frantip

tecklessness that asked for death b-il

deserved the reward of success.

He got it—got to the head of the stam-

peding marcs, cut past the loose leaders,

even past the Phantom himself, and

dashed up to the girl just as her horse

stumbled and pitched her headlong to

the trail. ^.

It needed a mind capable of forked-

lightning thinking to get her out of the

gMTsp of death then. Jack did .not

st<>p to think—he flung himself off h«
(Contioaed on page 28.)
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I"
MEN WITHOUT LAW."

I (Coatiuiied from page 10.)

Ho was showing the outlaw tlio family
jewels.

"Tliroo tuindred years old," lie said
proudly. " Boaiitiful, aion't (hoy? They
are lo be .Juaiiita's when she manic.s."
"Father!" cried Jcianita in Spanish.

"We liuve made a terrible mi.stako !"

"VVhat?" cried heir father, stttrting
to Jii.s feet.

"The man you locked up," she said
in Englich, "is Buck llealy. He's told
me thingi that i^ositively prove his
identity. That niiui i.5 an impostor!"
Murdoch, reali.sing the game was up,

Btopped back and whipped out his gun,
"Get over there!" he cried. "Get

away from that safo! Go on !"

Seiior del Rev, instead of obeying,
made to thrust the casket into the safe,
Murdoch fired, and the Mexican col-
lapsed wit.h a giroan to the floor.

"Ju«.n ! Pedro I Help!" screamed
Juanitra. But Murdoch suatclied up the
fallen oaiskot, gripped lier .so fiercely by
the arm that his fingers dug into" her
flesh, .and pulled her out into the patio.
In the road heyond the gates the two
men who hid accompanied him across
the l)ordcir were waiting iwirli three
horses.
He mounted his own lior.se and swept

the screaming Juanita up on to his
knees. The others sprang into their
saddles, iani.1 all three went galloping
off towards the border.

Jose, Juan, Pedro, and two other
seirvants ru.shed out from die house a
few mimites too late. Three of them pan
to the stables, jmssing the 'building in
which Buck had been imprisoned. He
cried out to thetp, and eventual Iv Jose
stepped un to the grille.

Hurriedly he explained matters, and
HI le-rt ith-at) five minutes he was on
Silver's ba<k, riding for all he was
worth.
Near the harder, soon after noon,

Murdoch and his convpjnions fell in
with the rest of the gang, still search-
ing for the pri.soners who had e.=caped
them. They told their sldry, staring
ftt the agitated girl on their leader's
knees land noticing the soratchcs on hii
face which told of a struggle abandoned
out of .sheer we<(vriness.

"I ought to skin you bozos alive!"
roared Murdoch savagely.
A burly ruffian pointed suddenly to

the hilly trail ibehiud thom. •down which
was galloping a rider on a white horse.
"Here he comes now, chief!" he ex-

claimed.
Muirdoch looked—land was more or

less appeased.
"Fred, you and George stop him,"

he directed. "The rest of you lug-
hoads come with me."
He swept onward with four of his

men, while the specified pair took cover
behind fallen rocks and got their lariats
ready ifor action.
As Buck oame iriding p<ust the rocks

the ropes whizzed out simultaneously,
doscencled over his head, and tightened
about his arms and chest. Silver pulled
up instantly, Ijut Buck was jerked to
the ground, and on the ground his
oaplors bound him, Jiand and foot.
They dumped him in the sand behind
a rock and rode on.
The fall had nearly sluntunl .him, and

it had considerably hruised him. He
lay perfectly .still for quite a. wli'ile, then
whistled .>ihrilly.

Silver, who had gallo{)ed away—in-
August 22u(l. 1931,
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telligently enough—iso that he should
not ije captured, heard that whistle and
cantered back to his master.
''Gome here, son! Gome on!" com-

manded Buck, "Atta, boy—down
here! Put your head <lown and undo
thi., rope. Take a hold—'that's it! Take
a. hold again ! Bite it ! Pull it up !

That's the one I"

With his teeth Silvcn- tugged at the
knots that bound Buck's wrists behind
his Iw/'k

; tugged and bit till they were
loosened—land the rest was easy. Buck,
freed of his fetters, rose and stretched
his limbs, then climbed into the saddle
and rode cautioisly in the direction of
the enemy's oa,bin.

To approach it by the pass was to
court disaster. He mounted a liill at
the b.ick of the hollow and descended
.a wooded slope. The lia.-.t part of the
iou:"ney he accomplished on foot, leav-
ing Silver under the trees: and he
crept to the hack of the co/bin.

The sound of voicet; informed him that
Murdoch and his men were inside .with
their captive.- He climbed to rhe roof
of a Jean-to shed, and from the shed
to the roof of the ca.bin itself.

Ho was convinced that with the aid
of the hook over which ,he had slung the
twin rope the evening liefon'e. he could
chiniber from the roof into the loft, but
while creeping over the thatch lie

reached the 'brick chimney-stack, and
tliere another idea occurred to him.
A fire wa.s Ibuirning down below, in

the living-room—:a fire of logs. He re-
moved a number of cartridges from his
belt, and clung to the stack, listening.
Murdoch and three of his imen were

grouped round the talble. while Juanita
was shrinking back from the unwelcome
attentions of the others,

"You'll get used to tis in a few days."
the .scrubby-faced Fred informed her.
" How about a dance ?"

"I'll play for you, senorita." chuckled
the man who played the guitar.
"You must release me at once!"

Juanita cried out to Murdoch. "You
can't keep me heire like this!"
"I'm scrry." said Murdoch, with a

mock bow, "but if these coyotes annoy
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you, you can retire to your private
boudoir." '

He got to his feet and opened a door
leading into an inner room

—

a, very
small room, crudely furnished, and lit

b}' a window too small to provide even
a .slim girl with a means of escape.

"You'll bo perfectly safe in here,"
ho told her, and, without the slightest
ceremony, pushed her in and closed the
door.

"Goin" to hold her to ransom, eh?"
suggested a bearded ruffian. "She
ought to be worth twenty -five thousand
dollars, at least."

It was at this moment that Buck
dropped a handful of cartridges down
the chimney.

There followed a dozen startling ex-
plosions, and bullets flew in all diriHJ-

tions. The men who were sprawling
about the living-room sprang up in

alarm, lend there was a. geneira.1 rush
for the door.

"Must be two or three of 'em !" cried
George. "One of 'em took a shot et
me."

Murdoch, who had been standing nc>ar
the fireplace when the explosions
occurred, c^ried out angrily:

"Come back, you fools!" Bui no
notice was taken of his words—every-
one of his followers went out. drawing
their guns as they went, to do battle
with imaginary foes.

Buck Rides Away.

CURSING their folly. Murdoch went
over to the little window thxit

commanded a view of the po-ss.

Tho ladder was beside him. the opening
into the loft immediately above him.
Clean on to his head and shoulders
dropped Buck from above, bearing him J
to the floor with a crash. His gun went I
flying, and the back of his head struck
the bottom rung of the ladder, but he
struck out with his fists end fought
his way to his feet.

The door of the inner room opened
and Juanita looked out, saw the two
struggling figures, and caught sight of
a gun on ithe boards. She darted foa--
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tvard, snatched up the weapon, and
cried :

"Put up your hands I"

Buck, instead of obeying^, drove a
left hook to ]\Iurdoc)i's jaw that sent
him down oa his back senseless. Then
he turned and grinned.

"Buck Healy!" gasped Juanita.
" Why, how in the world "

"S-s-s-h!" hissed Buck. "That gang
? liable to start something any minute !"

He ran- across the room and bolted the
front door. "You watch that window
for a while," ho directed. "Just for
a couple of minutes."

Obediently she went over to the little

window and stood there with Murdoch's
gun in her hand. There came a rattling
at tlie hxtcli of the door as the cheated
crooks tried to re-enter. Voices cried
out to Murdocli to open the dooi- ; hut
Murdoch was not only unconscious but
by this ti'/ie had been deprived of most
of his clothes !

A head bolibed up outside the window
at which .Tuanita was watching, and she
fired through the pane. A shower of
glas.s fell inside the room and out; the
head disappeared.

Buck, shedding his own g^arnients in
haste, donned those he had stripped
from Murdoch's inert body. Then ho
trussed the outlaw with a rope and
dropped a blanket over him. He pulled
the brim of Murdoch's big hat well
down over his own eyes.

"I sure hope this is going to work."
he said. " f'ome on, sonorita ! Believe
I'm ^Murdoch, and that I'm going to
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take you olf. Come on, now—and don't
forget io fight and to fight hard !

Ready?"
Juanita had turned from the window

and was regarding him with astonish-
ment. He had put on Murdoch's
chequered shirt and hat, and, sideways,
she might very well have mistaken him
for that bandit. But she was a quick-
witted girl, and she grasped his inten-
tion at once.

"Ready." she said in a low voice,
and began to scream. "Help!" she
cried. "Help!"
Buck dragged her towards the door,

tugg-ed back tlie bolts, raised the latch,
and, holding her with apparent fierce-
ness while she beat at him with her
little hands and kicked and struggled,
ho hauled her over the threshold.
The half-dozen men outside fell back,

but one of them, moie courageous than
the rest, demanded gruffly:

"What's up, bo.ss?"

"Get h,on your Horses, men," com
manded Buck, doing his best to imitate
Murdoch's voice. "We're leaving!"
The men scattered to seek and mount

their horses. Murdoch's brown pinto
was standing near the water-pipe, and
Buck half-carried the struggling Jimnita
to it. He bundled her on to the saddle,
sprang up behind her, and. holding her
with violence, swept otT towards the
pass. iMurdoch's men came riding won-
deringly after Iiim.

Through the pass Buck galloped with
th? ftirl he adored held close in his arms.
"All right, now," he whispered.

27

'Needn't scratch my face any more!"
The end of the paes was reached, and

Buck shot downwards to the rough road-
way below. But in the roadway, on
their horses, sat a score or 'more
riders, headed by the sheriff, blocking
the way.

_

"Put 'em up!" yelled the sheriff.
"Hold 'em in the air, and keep 'em
there!"

Raising his hands. Buck rode straight
to the sheriff", who gaped at him.
"What's the idea?" he exclaimed

blankly.

Tom was sitting on a horse beside the
sheriff, and Buck greeted him.

^
"Hallo, Buck!" said Tom joyfully.

"Saw you coming, but didn't know it
was you. When we got across the
border and ^aw what had happened we
made tracks back here."
"Good work, boy!" cried Buck.

"Sheriff, here's Murdoch's gang coming
—they think I'm him."
The sheriff^ barked instructions, and the

men who formed his posse set their
horses at the hill half-way down which
Murdoch's men had now stopped short.
A chase followed, up into the hollow,
and shots were exchanged. But the
outlaws, outnumbered and three of them
wounded, were finally rounded up and
made pri.soners.

Meanwhile, Juanita, sliding down from
Buck's knees, had gone anxiouslv up to
Tom.
"My father," she said tremulously.

"1= he all right?"

"Yes, ma'am," reassured Tom. ."Ho

Fine
Scoil

that/
TJE was well past the century before heXAwas caught out. A fine score by a good
player.

'
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got a little shoulder wound, that's all."

"Oh, thank goodness it \vas no worse
than tliat!" faltt-red Juanita.

"You know," remarked the sheriff.

"I came pretty near shooting you, Buck,
fo;' a bandit, instead of a gaol-breaker."

"Oh, yeah!" drawled Buck. "Well,
it's a good thing you came along when
you did, or you might have taken rne
for 'meet anything. Tliat gang was
about to wise up that I wasn't Mur-
doch."

"You've got rnc going," confessed the
sheriff. "I can't figure this thing out
at all."

"Don't try—don't try, Jim*" laughed
Buck. "I'll figure it al! out for you

—

after I've taken the senorita home."
"Goin' to do that, are ycu?" eaid the

sheriff. "Don't you think you'll need
another horse ?"

"No," eaid Buck, and he dismounted
and gave vent to a series of shrill

whistles. The members of the poese
came riding down with their prisoners,
and behitid them cantered a big white
hoi-ee—Silver.

Tlie sheriff looked the prisoners over,
but Silver trotted straight up to his

master and rubbed his nose against his

face. Buck glanced inquiringly at
Juanita, and immediately she sped to

liiin, her eyes shining, her face fluehed.

He vaulted into tlie saddle and reached
down and lifted Jier up on to his knees.
She put her arms round his neck.

'jOh, I seel" growled the sheriff.

"Yeah," nodded Buck. "Say, Jim

—

Murdoch's up in the cabin there. I
think he wants to play you a game of
pinocle

.'

"

"Oh, yeah!" said the sheriff. "Well,
your brother, here, is a dandy player,
and this lets him out, I guess." He
proffered n formidable Colt by its

barrel. "Take this, and go and get
h.im, Tom," he directed.

"And when you're through," added
Buck, "go straight home and tell mum
I'll be back to-morrow."

He turned Silver about and went
riding off towards the border with
Juanita on his knees and in bis arms.

"Now I believe everything my brother
told nie about you I" she said.

"He didn't tell mr- half eiiough about
you!" retorted Buck.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures and
United Artists Corporation, Ltd.,

featuring Buck Jones and Carmelita
Geraghty.)
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"PHANTOM OF THE DESERT."
I (Continued from page S4.)

own horse, grabbed at the girl, and
rushed lier to where a log lay across
the trail.

Ill an instant, ruthlebs as to how he
did it, he crushed Mary flat against tlie

log, and listened breathlessly to tho
pounding hoofs as they roared along the
trail.

Tlie thunder carne nearer and nearer
and louder and louder at a speed which
was uncanny. Shadows went over them,
dust flicked at his mouth and eyes as
he bent right over the girl in an effort

to shield her from the flying hoofs.
He succeeded as he deserved to suc-

ceed. Only one crashing hoof struck
human flesh that day—and that was but
a glancing blow iipon_ Jack's own leg.

It seemed an eternity before the last
of the shadows pa.ssed over them, and
the tlumdering clatter of the hoofs grew
lesa and less—and before realisation came
that the danger was over.
It was only then that Jack moved

away so that Mary could sit up.
She was as white as tho trail dust, but

her hjis v.-ere smiling bravely, and her
eyes shining with a light that Jack had
dreamed about but had never seen.

"Well, that seems to be the end!"
he said, with an effort at gaiety. "Guess
I didn't calculate on your coming up the
trail. Miss Mary, or I would not have
used the Pliantom to stampede those
mares!"

She wasn't listenin;; lo him. She was
looking up the side of the canyon, where
tiie Pliantom and her own mare, away
from the bunch of horses, were walking
side by aide up tl>e hill.

"Jackr
"Yes?"
"That's—thafs love, isn't it?"
He nodded, smiling.
"I guess that's what makes the world

go round !" lie commented softly.

He felt a thrill run througli liim as
she gently placed her little white hand
into his own strong palm.
"I guess it's making my vorld go

round I" she nuirmured. "Shall wo go
home, Jack?"

"Oil, sure—sure!" he almost gulped.
"I'm sort o' longing- for that home

—

Mary!"
(By permission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Jack Perrin

and his tiorse. Starlight.)

(Continued from page Z.t

night in a certain position. Jt must
bi kept in exactly that position until

the follo'.vitig morning, as perhaps the
director knocked off work in the
middle of a .scene. The person vho
was sitting in tliat chair will resume
his position there the next morning. If

the chair is inadvertently moved, and
tho fact is not rioted, the two scenes
will not match. The sitter will sud-
denly appear to have jumped to
anotli.ei position across tho room.
Often articles used as props, cannoi

be replaced at all if thej' are taken
away. Most extras understand this,

but seme are careless. Also there are
often new extras. Holtzcndorf "as up
against a specially difhcult problem re-

cently through the employment of

several hundred Mexican extras, soma
of them notoriously "taking " in their

ways. It L? said to his credit that the
.sets were protected, and only minor
losses sustained, which in no way held

up production.
Curiously enougli, flowers must be

guarded with special cure. If there
are a lot of flowers being used itt

scenes, for instance, each bloom must
be watched. When the filming is

ended thj flowers are rushed to a re-

frigerator for the night, and tlie

bouquet? arranged ic exactly the same
position MS a background in the morn-
ing.

Peopli- for son:e reason do not seem
to think of flowers as props. They
will casually step up to a bouquet oti

tho set and break off a flower, and
women extras will often gather half a

dozen roses to take hotne. Once or
twice it has been necessary to check
every extra through the gat<» just to
get back an armful of ro.ses that was
taken from a set.

Complete liarmon.^ is maintained by
Chief Ilohzendorf with Chief Berg, of
the Burbank City Police Force, and
botli woik togetlier in tho orderly
handling of crowds. Frequentlj
several tliousand people are needed for

mob scenes, and many more than re-

quired apply. Fights sometimes de-
velop among such extras, but they
have always been quelled without
serious disturbance. It's no easy job
guarding a $3,000,000 plant, really a

miniature city, and one inhabited by
many teiuporanientiil |>eople.
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" Clearing the Range. "

Curt Pi'eiiioiit'. Hoot Gib-
-cn ; Mary Moraii, Sally
JCiI.ors; Liifc Kikhue, Hooper
Atehloy _: Jiian Consares,
t/( orgc Moiidoza ;

" D^id
"

Moran, Robert Homans;
Burton, Edward Peil.

NEXT WEEK'S GRAND ISSUE.

" Quick Millions."

"Bugs" Raynioiul. Spencer
'I'racy ; Dorothy Stone. Mar-
guerite Cli'.ircfiill ; Daisy dc
Lisle, Sally Eilers ; Arkansas
Smith, Robert Burns ; Kcn-
nctli Stone, John Wray

;

Nails Markey, Warner Rich-
mond; .Jinniiy Kirk, George
R<ift.

" Westward Bound."
Bob Lansing, Bnffalo Bill,

jun. ; Marge Holt, AUeno
Ray ; Frank, Buddy Roose-
velt ; Ben Coleman. Ben Cor-
bett ; Emma. Fern Ennnett

;

Jim Stone. Yakima Camitt

;

Steve, Robert Walker; Dick,
Tom London ; Al, Pete Mor-
rison.

TIM McCOY and MARION SHOCKLEY

Bitten by a Crocodile.

Charles Bickford had a
painfid experience recently
when a crocodile nearly
snapped off his foot. He is

api^earing in a new picture
called "East of Borneo," the
scones of which arc laid in the
Malay Straits. E\erything was
faithfully rcc-onstructed on the
Californian location even to

the shallow river, which Bick-
ford had to wade tlirongh, and
which was infested with
crocodiles.

He had been warned to be
careful, but had failed to
notice one of the reptiles, which
SiK'Ulenly snapjicd viciously at

one of his feet. If the star had
liot been wearing extra heavy
boots at the time an accident
woidd certainly have happened
was he felt the big reptile's jaw close

on the leather, and only just inamigcd to

wiench his foot away before the grip on
it became too vice-like.

The pain necessitated liis going to

ho-.])ital. but he was all right again in

i, few hours.

-IN-

"HEROES OF THE FLAMES."
A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine,
but a fiendish enemy does everything to steal tbe plans and rob
the hero of the girl he worships. Don't miss the opening episode
of this grand new serial of breathless suspense and tbtilling

drama.

" SWEEPSTAKES."
By a trick a jockey is lured away from a kindly master, but
at the price of his own honour he plays the game. Disgraced,
he swore he would never ride again, but A thrilling story

of the race-course, starring Eddie Quillan.

" WEST OF CHEYENNE.'
To save his father from a life-sentence a young cowpuncher
penetrates into an outlaw stronghold in search of tbe real

criminal. Stairing Tom Tyler.

" THE SEA GOD.'
A tale of outlaws of the sea, priceless pearls, a cannibal
island, and of a girl who foaght for her hero. Starring Richard

Arlen and Fay Wray.

The company, with Mr. Cec il

Lewis, the director, went to

Spaiti specially for this pui-

posc, bccaxisc the securing cjf

the scenes of a real buU-figln

was necessary to the success ot

the production. But the ide.i

was easier planned than
carried out. Sir. Lewis was
anxious to film the famous
Roman Ring at Ronda, bur
when the vast audience who
had assembled to see the bull-

fight saw that it was going to
bo used for picture purposes
they .set up a vociferous
opposition.

For some little time it

looked as if the filming would
have to be abandoned. Then,
through the friendly help of

Mariano Rodriguez, t h e

twonty-five-ycar-old matador
herp.of the moaient, Mr. Lewis
was able to stand his camera
at the arena barrier. Rod-
riguez further placed his ex-

ceptional talent at the direc-

tor's disposal by executing the
kill on a spot marked within
the range of the camera.

Due to the skill of the

matador the bull died instan-

taneously with its forefeet on
the small piece of wood which
Mr. Lewis had placed on the

marked spot. Thus the camera
was able to record the most;

interesting close-up c v e r

secured of a Spanish bidl-fight.

Within three hours of film-

ing it Mr. Lewis and his

artistes were aboard an
express and homeward liound.

As it

Red Haired and Freckled. "

1'"roin the Hal Roach stiulios I learn
that Sherwood Bailey, jim., a seven-
year-old Long Beach yoimgster, has
been signed to a term contract by Hal
Roach as a member of the famous
Our Gang " comedies. Sherwood is a

typical American boy with an
(ibundance of red hair and freckles.

He will play the role of a "tough
guy,"' ami Ik- known on the screen as
"Spud." As .Junior I'otter, he m;vy be
remembered for his work in "The
Potters," a series of short subjects. He
was also in "Bad Girl," with Sally
Filers, and will be seen in Gary
August 20lh, 1931. *

Coopers new picture,
Woman."

'I Take This

Sonte of
this time.

Quick Work.
you have doubtless seen by
at the special showing in

London, the film record of the worlds
heavyw<>ight championship light be-

tween Max Sclinielini; and "Young "

Stj-ibling at Cleveland. Ohio. A few
minutes after the fight was stopped in

the fifteenth round a fast aeroplane
left for Canadian territory with the
precious film in its round tin. Then a
fast huuuh took it to the liner, and
later another aerojjhnie brought the
film to London.

Filming a Bull-Fight.

Though the romantic sluli' in "Car-
men," the new British Intci'uatiotiiil

picture, may not Juive much interest for

you fellows, there is one .sequence in the
story which is bound to luive its thrill.

This relates to the Spanish bull-fight.

Qave Him a Start.

A Western <lrania was being
filmed, and the direclor was
staging n big thrill. After the
completion of the scene he«

turned away from the brink
a high cliff ; he noticed a^l

stravv dummy lying on the ground.
"Good heavens." he screametl, "' whi

uax it we jus? threw over the cliff''

Great Pals.

'J'he two Jacks of Faramount's kij
picture, "Skippy. " are pals although
they are a.s different as |)ossible. Jackii

Cooper, who plays the title role, is

cocksure young scamp who will soon
eight .vcais of age. Jack Searl. w
plays the "heavy." is aged nine, and is.

always aware of his responsibiliti

When tow -headed Jackie C^ooper gets
difficulties, which is pretty often, it

the other .Jsickie who always gets h
out and who feels upset when his chi
is punished.

Jackie (hooper, for example, foil inl

dire trouble for eating peanuts againi
orders and scattering the shells on th»1

floor during " time-off
" when

"Skippy" was iieing produced. But

(Continued on page 25
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Tracking down his brother's slayer, he made out he was yellow and a coward, but as

"ElCapitan" he blazed his way through a Western crime ring to victory. A thrilling

yarn of the Lone Star State.

and

SACrr EILERS

The Assassin's Bullet.

RIDING over the soutliein corner of

the Llano Estacado, Texas, you
may strike the little cattle town

of Comanche, and not so lone; ago, had
you drifted down the main street, you
might have seen through the dust of

your pony's hoofs a notice-board nailed

against bhe frontage of the local bank.
It read as follows:

"CWMANCHE .STATE BANK.
President - James Fremont.
Cashier - - Lafe Kildare."

One night, about the liour of eleven,

a sallow individual in shirt sleevoa and
stetson pushed liis way into the bank
through the door and looked into the
president's ofiice to see Jim Fremont
poring over three or four heavy ledgers.
"Why, iiallo, Jim," the newcomer

greeted the man at the desk. '• Workin'
late, aren't you? I saw the light from
outside and thought the bank was bein'

robbed or something."

Jim Fremont regarded the man who
had just entered with a cold and steely
eye.

"The bank has been robbed," he ob-
served deliberatelv. " And you know
it, Kildare!"
"Huh?" The cashier looked at Iiini

vacantly. "What's on your mind,
Jim ?"

"You know what's on my mind as
well as I do," Jim Fremont answered
vehemently. "You've been borrowing
a lot of money you had no iight to
touch, Kildare—the bu-ik's money. And
theso books here .show exactly how
much you've appropriated."
Kildare bit his lip.

"I didn't mean to steal it, Jim," he
Baid. "I only wanted it to speculate,
Md I meant to pay it back. But the

bottom dropped outa the market and
I lost every dime."
"Listen, Kildare," Jim Fremont

ground out, "most men would throw
you into gaol the minute they dis-

coverc-d what you'd been doin', lyut I'm
being lenient. I'll give you time to
make up the deficit, and I'll keep quiet
about the damning evidence these ledgers
reveal. But that money has got to be
paid up to the last cent before the
end of the month, or I turn the books
over to the sheriff. Understand?"
Kildare spread out his hands appeal-

ingly. "But how am I gonna raise the
dough by then?" he argued desper-
ately. "I'm in a jam, and I've gotta
have more time than a month."
Jim Fremont drumme<i his fingers on

his desk. He was a man still in the
early thirties, a man whose talents pro-
mised a distinguished career in the bank-
ing profession.

"I'm sorry, Kildare," he said, "but
you'll have to find that cash, or I'll

bo forced to prosecute."
Lafe Kildare drew back.
"All right," he said Juiskilv. "All

right—I'll do my best." •

Fremont turned his attention
ledgers again. Kilda

to the
ue, retreating to-

HELP THE NEWSAGENT.
Have you ever thought how difficult
it is for a newsagent to order just
the right number of copies of any
particular paper each week ? You
can make his task much easier if you
place a regular order with him. You
will not only help him to order cor-
rectly and avoid waste, but will make
sure of getting your copy regularly

each week.

sani- the door, paused all at once and
shitted his hand hesitantly to the

region of his hip. There was something
in his' mien that gave him the appear-
ance of a hunted thing at bay.

Suddenly his fingers closed on the butt

of a six-gun. The touch of cold steel

seemed to steady him, and lie drew the

weapon from its holster—levelled it at

the figure of the man at the desk.

There wa.s a deafening smash, and a
whifT of acrid gun-smoke enveloped Jim
Fremont. A sharp cry sprang to his iifi.--.

a cry that ernJed in a low groan as he
tumbled from his chair with a bullet

in liis heart.

Kildare thrust the si.K-.shoofer back
into its holster. For an instant panic

seized him, and his impulse was to dy
the premises. But it was an impulse
that ho fought down, and, stumbling
past Fremont's prone body, lie gathered
up the ledger.s with trembling hand.-i,

stowed them in a safe and locked it.

Then he slipped out of the bank through
1 back door, dived into a side street and
made f«r a two-story apartment house
where ho shared a room with a crony
known as Tom Burton.

By the time Kildare gained that haven
the town seemed in an uproar. Ho
found Burton at home, and the latter

glanced at him inquiringly as he en-

tered.

"What's the rukus down there.
Ljife?" he demanded.

Kildare moistened his lips.

"How should I know?" he blurte<l

almo.st savagely.

"Well, you were out, weren't you?"
said Burton. "And somebody loawd
off a gun, didn't they ? I thought you
might've iieard wliat the trouble was."

There was a clatter of hoofs outside
the house at tiiat moment, and
presently footsteps were heaixJ a-sccnd

iug to the room in which Kildare .im (

August i'Jlh, VJ'ii..



Burton lodged. Kildaie looked at his

associate liagg'aidly.

"Listen," he jerked, "I've been iii-

dooi'8 all night. See? I haven't been
outside this room."

Bititon ey-ed him shrewdly.
" I get you, Lafe," he drawled.
There was a knock on the door.

Burton an-swercd it, and found himself
confronted by a deputy. The deputy
looked past him.
"Oh, Kildare!' he called. "The

sheriff's down below. He'd like to talk

to you a minute."
Kildare's hand travelled to his collar

nervously. He jomed the deputy on a

sn'all landing at the top of a Hight of

•stairs which were built again.st the side

of the hou.se and led to the street level.

Beneath him he saw the sheriff and a

pc.sso of half a dozen men.
"Kildare," the sheriff' called to him,

"somebody just broke into the bank
an' shot Jim Fremont dead!"

">Shot Jim Fremont?" Kildare
echoed in feigned horror. "Shot Jim
Fremont dead? Oood heavens, sheriff!

Did you get the killer?"

"No," was the answer, "but me and
the boys are spreadin' out in the hope
of sightin' hiin. I wondered if you
would go to tlie bank and take over
theie. You know—see that nothing's
disturbed."
Kildare ha<l regained his compo.sure.
"I'll do that, sheriff," lie said

eagerly, "right away."
The deputy who had summoned him

was already descending the stairs. He
followed the >heriff as the latter gal-

loped off with the posse, and Kildare
loaned weakly again.st the lail of the
landing on which he stood.
A voice .^poke behind him. It was

the voice of Burton.
"Indoors all night, huh?" he mused.

"So it was you that killed Fremont,
Lafe."
"I had to do it," Kildare breathed.

"I was in a corner. I—hud to do it."

Two days later the name of James
Fremont no longer figured on the plate
outside the Comanche State Bank. For
by that lime the notice-board displayed
the legend

:

"President - Lafe Kildare."

Curt Fremont.

A YOUNGSTER in a broad-brimmed
stetson and Te.xas .star-boots can-
tered into Comanche, and looked

around him with the air of one to whom
the little township recalled memories.
Ho was a blond young man with a
cheerful face that did not seem to imply
an over-abundance of maidy quah'ties at

tho first glance, though there was a

glint in his eyes reminiscent of tried

steel.

In a shady corner near a "saloon a

couple of old-timcns were exhibiting to

each cjtiicr their skill with the six-

Bhooter.

The young horseman, whom many in

the town mi^ht have recognised as Curt
Fiemont, brother of the slain bank pi-csi-

dcnt, caught sight of them ami paui?e<l

to watch them. Ho saw one of the

aged fellows spin his forty-five deftly in

the air and catch it by the butt, then

challenge the other to emulate the

trick.

The challenge was accepted, but in

the att<>nipt the second veteran's finger

fouled the trigger and a shot smashed
out. startliiigly.

Thirty yaixl.s down fiie street a couple
of spirited horses harnessed to a buck-

board dashcti forward in a paiu'c, and
an elderly Spanish woman in « man

AuK"*t :iUI,li, W31.
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tilla lost her hold of the reins and
screamed for help. That scream did not
go unan.swercd, . for Curt Fremont
clapped his heels to his bronco's flanks
and galloped after the buckboard in full

pursuit.

He overtook the runaways ere they
had gone fifty paces, and dragged them
to a standstill, and he was waving aside
the giatitude of the sonora when a
Me^iican youth sped from a nearby
store and ran to the spot.
"Madre mio," ho panted, seizing the

senora's hands, "you are not hurt?"
"Thanks to this young caballero, no."

the elderly woman in the mantilla
answered, indicating Curt.
The Mexican youth turne<l his head,

and next moment he uttered a cry of
recognition.

"Why, Curt Fremont," he exclaimed.
" We haven't seen you for years. Madre
mio," he added to his mother, "do not
tell me you did not know Curt."
"I would never have recognised him.

Juan," the senora replied. "What mp
you doing in Comanche, Curt?"
Curt smiled.
"W%>ll, I'm tired of ridin' herd for

other folks," he said. "I thought I'd
settle in Comanche and start ranchin'
o.i my own."
Juan looked at him seriously.
"You have heard—^ahout vour

brother, Curt?" he murmured, and nil

at once Curt Fremont's eyes .seemed to
harden.
"Yes." ho said, "I've heard "

The buckboard had been pulled i.p

outside the Comanche State Bank, and
at that moment Lafe Kildare emerged
from it. As ho saw .Juan's mother he
ciime over and touched his hat.
"Good morning, Senora Consares,"

ho said. "I'm glad you're in town. I

wanted to see you about that mortgage
the bank holds on your rancho. I'm
afraid I'll have to forcclo.se on it."

The old lady gazed at him in con-
sternation.

"But, Senor Kildare," she protested,
"I cannot pay the bank that money.
In three-four months, yes. But just
now it is impossible."
"You liave cattle, sonora," Kildare

observed. "If you can't pay on the
nail. I'll have to take your herd in

lieu of cash."
" Senor, that woidd ruin me," Juan's

mother cried. " Of what use is my land
without cattle? How am I to exist?"
Kildare shrugged.
"Sorry, senora," he said, "but the

bank needs the money that was loaned
to you, and if you can't .settle I'll have
to have that stock."
Curt leaned down from the saddle.

"Arc you Mr. Kildare?" he asked in

th'- friendliest of tones, and, as his

brother's slayer nodded': "I'm Curt
Fremont." he went on. "Jim used to
mention you often in his letters to me.
He had a lotta respect for you, Mr.
Kildare, and I'm glad to meet you."
Kildare made some gruff rejoinder.

He had given a start on learning dirt's

indeutitv. and for a moment a flicker

of fear liad darted through his eyes. He
was not the whining creature who had
gone in terror for his skin the night

he had shot the elder Fremont, however.
Since then he had walked with a con-

fident step, a kind of a swagger, know-
ing full well the powerful position in

which circumstances and his own villainy

bad placed him.

"You know, Mr. Kildare," Curt con-

tinued, "1 was thinking of settlin' down
i.i Comanche. Did my brother leave

me any property, aside from the little

lancho he owned !"
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"Not a cent's worth," was the bluu^
answer. " Not even that little rancho.
You know, there was a big deficit at
the bank when your brother died, and
his estate had to be attached to help
meet the obligations."
Ho turned away, and Curt was loft

with Juan and his mother. He saw
Kildare join a crowd of men near a
hitch-rail, and, all having mounted, ride
with them out of the town.
"Kildare, he travel with a bad bunch

of hombres now," .said Juan, "and the
whole town seems plenty 'fraid of him."
"Oh, I don't know," mused Curt.

"I'd kind of like to sec more of him.
Say, .Juan, I'm going over to stay for
a while at the Morans. If you aim to
get in touch with mo any time you'll
find me there."
He parted from Juan and his mother

a few minutes afterwards, and took the
trail that led through the rocky country
south of Comanche to the Moran outfit,

one of the largest ranches in the
county.

It was owned by ' Dad ' ^loran, who
had been a close friend of Curt's father
when the latter had been alive, and -

Curt met the grizzled old cattleman ts ,

ho was coming oft" the range with some i

of his hands. »<

"Why, Curt," declared the rancher, ';

offering him a big, bronzed fist, "I'm
powerful glad to see you. Was jest

wonderin' when Mary Lou an' 1 could
b^ e.xpectin' you. Go on into the house
and meet her. I'll join jou ther« as
soon as I've finished .some business I've

got to attend to."

Curt dismounted at the door of the

trim ranch-house and walked into iiio

living-room, where he was looking
around him as on a scene that conjur"(i

up memories when a light footstep on a
staircase caught his attention.

Mary I\Ioran ajipearcd a moment
later, a winsome brunette who had been
the sweetheart of Curt's boyhood. As
she caught sight of him she hurried
towards him with outstretched hands.
"Curt;" she exclaimed. "Gee, it's

good to .see you again. But my, you've
changed .<onic—you're taller, and moro
grown-up."
Curt grinned.
"You've changed too," ho declared.

"Why, the last time I s<iw you you
were only so high." He indicated her

former stature, and then: "No, maybo
taller than that." he added, drawing
her closer and pressing her head against

his chest. "About so high, I should sajt

— or maybe "
1

"Now you're fooling. Curt," she in*

tcrruptcd laughingly, breaking away
from him.
Dad Moran o<ime into the house,

and, lighting a pipe, blew out a cloud

of smoke ere he spoke :

"Well, Curt," he said, in sober tone*.

"I suppose .you've come back to

Ccmaiicho to get the man that shot

your brother Jim."
It was as if a cloud passed acro!

Curt's face, a fleeting cloud that van-

ished to lcav<- his habitual, ingenuous
expression unimpaired. ,
"Well, of course, I'd like to -sec t

snake that killed Jim brought
justice,'' he claimed, "but 1 figured ..

settlin' down hereabouts, too—mavW
buyin' some little property and startin';

on my own. I'd kind of hoped to taB^

over that land Jim worked as a sidclilW

tj his banking career, but Kildare tells

me he had to take it over to settle sonic

of the bank's liabilities."

Dad Moran took the pipe from his

mouth and looked at Curt grimly.

"Do you mean to tell nic that you
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were (alkin' to Kildare?" he demanded.
"Hhynot?" Curt asked.
Moran's glance haidencd.
"Son." he stated, "there's a lotta

folk in and around Comanche that have
tlie idea it was Kildarc himself who was
responsible for your brother's death, and
they might say so if they dared."
"Oh. I've heard that, too," Curl mur-

mured, " but I don't aim to take no
notieo of idle gossip. Besides, I didnt
come liore to start any trouble and get
in wrong with anybody. I want to
settle down peaceable-like, and not get
my hide plugged with lead. By the
way, Daddy Moran. where's my room?"
"The one above the porch," said

I\Ioran, and the words seemed to come
almost harshly from his lips.

Curt went up to the apartment that
had been .set aside for him, and when he
had gone Dad Moran exchanged a queer
glanco with Mai-y.

"To settle down pcaceable-like," he
muttered darkly. "Not get his hide
plugged with lead. Say, that's no Fre-
mont talk. That boy's not the man his
father was—no, nor the man ttuit t;is

brother Jim was!"
"He seems to have changed," she said,

"changed terribly."

The Spoilers.

was a conniiotion oulside the
brought forth
]Mary, Curt
at a leisurelj

had clattered
front door ot

THERI'
ranch-house, which
Dad Moran and

appoaring on their lieeh
pace.

A troop of horsemen
past the corrals to the
th^ dwelling, riding from the rollin^
me.sqiiito valleys towards the border.
Lafe Kildare was at the hciid of the
band, which comprised his hirelings,
and in the midst of the p;irty was a
youngster who liad obviously received
rough handling.

His wrists were bound behind Ids
back. His forehead was flecked with
blood, and his features were bruised,
and he seemed in .so

sorry a plight that ho
could scarce keep the
saddle. Many were the
marks of cowardly
treatment that he bore,
cowardly becau.se Kil-
dare's followers were
fully a score in number.
Tho youth was

Juan
Old Dad Moran

• glared up at Kildare as
the hitter spoke a greet-
ing to him.

" What have you been
doing to that boy?" the
rancher demanded
harshly. "What's he
tied up for?"

" For resistin' the
course o' the law,"
Kildare answered
briefly. "He tried to
pull a gun on one o' my
men when wo called to
impound his mother's
cattle in lieu of the
mortgage money she
owes."
Dad Moran's face

grew red with anger.
"Kildare," he blazed,

"you're makin' yourself
mighty unpopular in
these parts, and I aim
t'o have you know that
-I'm not your friend.
As for the Comanche

,3tate Bank, I'm severin'
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all connection with it while you're
president."

Kildare smiled crookedly.
"I reckon it was on tlnat score 1

dropped in here while headin" north
with the sonora's cattle," he stated.
•iNIoran, you'll lecall that a heavy de-
ficit was di.scovored at the bank after
Jim Fremont's death, and I'd like to
remind you that you and certain others
stood guarantee for all money deposited
wlicn that bank was founded."
'VVell ?

' Dad Moran ground out.
"Well," Kildare contmued, "you're

legally liable for part of the cash'tliat's
missin', and your sliare i^ twenty
thousand dollars, which must be paid
afore the end of the month."
Moran was speechless for a moineat.

VVhen he did find his voice it was huskv
with indignation.
"Where do you think I can raise

twenty thousand dollars in a month?''
lie blurted.
Kildare shrugged.
"That's a question I hat concerns your

self, not me," he answered.
Curt Fremont had drawn close, a

vacuous expression on his face, and,
standing close to Juan's horse, he sud-
denly caught tho Mexican youth's eye.
In the glance that Juan bestowed on
him there was an appeal that should
have been irresistible.

"Curt," he said, audibly enough foi
Kildare to hear. "I could' not stand b\
and lot them r-rob my mother of her
all. Take care of her for me, I bog
you."
Curt looked away.
"Say. I've got nothiti' to do with

this!" he protested. "I like you, Juan,
but I ain't aimin' to champion other
folks in their troubles. I got plenty of
my own—seein' about raisin' enough
dougli to buy a ranch, an' everything.
An' I aim to live peaceable, without
runnin' foul of nobody."

If ever anyone registered bewilderment
it was Juan in the moment of hearing
that speech, so anlike what the Curt of
former d'tys might have been expected

5

.to delive-. As for Kildare, who h;.>)
caught every word, he looked down
witli amused contempt at the brother of
the roan he had slain, and then sent his
pony forward with a pressure, of tlie
knees, his hirelings and their ca^itive
following him. ' '

Curt walked back into the living-rootu
of the ranch-house, where he was
presently joined by Marv and lier
father, and it was with a bitterly
scornful expression on her pretty face
that Mary approached him.

" Curt Fremont." she said, "aren't you
ashamed of yourself?"

(-'iirt looked at her in an injured
fashion.

"For not takin' Juan's, p.iit?" he
inquired. "Why should I bo? 1 didui
.come hor^ lookin'. for a rukus. I laid
off my guns long ago, for there ain't no
sense in settlin' arguments with 'em.
nnd maybe gottin' plugged full o'
hole.?."

"Oh, you're impossible!' Mary
snapped.
Curl shrugged his shoulders anij wan-

dered upstairs, where ho was hoard to
close and lock his door.
Once the key was turned his manner

underwent a change—a change that
might have startled the Morans more
than his apparent chicken-heartedne.ss
had done. Like a cloak his pose of
reisurely self-indulgence fell away from
him. and, a glint as of iron in his eye,
he rummaged through his personal be-
longings and drew forth those two six-
guns which he had claimed to have laid
aside, and also a Winchesler rifle.

Armed with these, ho quietly raised
the sash of his window, lowered hinisolf
to the porch, and then dropped lightly
to (he ground. His bronc was hard by,
and. leading it by the bridle till re
figured it was out of earsliot. he swuii^
himself into the saddle and dashefl into
a belt of chaparral that screened him
from view.
Following a track through the

thicket-, a shor* out that pick-od up thi"

Comanche road some miles (o tho north

'• Hey," he complained in drowsy

accents. " Whatslia idea ? Can't

a feller get any sleep around here? "

August
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Lc gaiiioi! a mass of craggy locks that

suited • liis purposo. Here lie chose

a vaiitage-poiiit overlooking the trail

aJoTig which Kilckir'c and his gang must
pass, and heie ho set about making cer-

tain preparations for tlioir coming.
Kildare and liis band liovc in sight

fifteen minuses after Curt liad taken
up position, and they were riding be-

tween the tumbled masses of rock when
II voice liailed tlieni startlingly—a voice

shouting out an order in tlie accents ot

a Mexicvin, and unrecognisable as Curt
Kremont's.
"IJo, there—halt, amigos ! Make not

a movement, or we fire !"

Kildare drew rein abruptly and
turned his head with a scared look, his

hirelings doing the same. They scanned
the rocks, but saw no one.

" I'edro, Lopez, Esteban," Curt
shouted to three imaginary companions,
"hold their leader covered, and shoot

to kill if lie tries any tricks! The rest of

you watch his men."
Having given these instructions, he

sped to various points in the rocks with

all speed, calling out a word here and
there, and changing the tone of his voice

to raise the impression that the com-
mands were being answered by numerous
followers.

"Si, ca))itaii." "Si, capitan." "Ho,
there, Miguel, vou heard El Capitan

V

Caiambo / We'll riddle any of them
who so much as twitches a finger !"

And so back to his original station,

where he again assumed the tones of

El Capitan, but spoke in broken
English.

"iVIebbe you hombres no' understand
Sp<inish too well, eh? So! I tell my
men to shoot to keel if you try any
trecks. You onderstand that yeree well,

yes?"
A sullen silence was maintained by

Kildare and his associates. They kept
glancing about them furtively for some
sign of the Mexicans -whom they be-

lieved to be lying in ambush.

Once more Curt .spoke.

"Let the youth who rides a prisoner

with you come forward alone to the

rocks," he said. " R-romember—alone !"

Kildare glanced over his shoulder at

one of his rufhans, who was holding the

bridle of .luan's liorse. He signed to the

nuan to release it, and Juan pressed his

heels into the bronco's ffanks, urging the

creature towards the mighty bouldeis

fioni behind which the imperious voice

of El Capitan had sounded.
Ho had not reached those rocks whiMi

a member of Kildare's gang made a sus-

picious movement. Curt detected it, and
snatched the end of a, rope lying at 'his

feet. The rope was connected to the

trigger of his rifle, vvedged in a crevice

some distance away, and the weapon
spat flame and lead with ai smashing
report.

riie bullet .soared above the heads of

the rogues on the tiiail harmlessly
enough, but it convinced them that the

mysterious El Capitan's words had been
no idle piece of blufT, and <-very liand

w»Mit higher, particularly these of the

gangster whose movement had inspired

the shot.

.Juan reached the rocks and allowed
his horse to push through them. As he
caught sight of Curt he made as if to

utter a cry, but Curt siU'nced him with
(I gesture, severed the cords that bound
(li(» Mexican youth's wrists, and tlien

pointc^l to a narrow defile which led on
to a strip of prairie.

luan nodded and cantered towards
(he pass. Curt, vaulting into the saddle
of his own hrone, paused only to call a
final command to his imaginary band
of followers.

" We fto. eompaneros," he said, audibly
August 29th, 1031.
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enough for Kildare and his men to
hear. " Keep these carrion-birds covered
till we are well clear, and if they try
to follow

—

shout to kill!"
Kildare and his hirelings remained

jnotionless for many seconds, listening

to the retreating hoofs of the horses
ridden by Juan and El Capitan. But as

the silence of the immetliato vicinity

remained unbroken cither by voice or
movement, vague doubts began to take
shape in their minds, and presently
Kildai'o plucked up enough courage to

signal an advance on the rocks.

They obeyed him hesitantly, and
Kildare brought up the rear. As pro-

gress was made without a shot being
tired, the rogues grew bolder and forced
their hor.ses to quicken pace. Next
moment they wore in the very midst of

the empty rocks, and staring in mingled
rage and chagrin at the rifle with the

rope attached to its trigger.

"Tricked, by thunder!" snarled

Kildare, and then suddenly one of his

men pointed through the defile to the

strip of prairie beyond, where a swirl

of dust was rising towards a sky that

had darkened with the approach of

nightfall.

"There they go !"

Kildare lashed at his horse, and with

his gang in full career behind him, ho

gave chase—a chase that led southward
again through the chapari-al.

It was impossible on account of the

erloom to recognise the identity of

.Juan's rescuer, and, failing to make up
on the fugitives, Kildare could hazard
no guess at it. But the trail led direct

to the Moran rancho, where, a minute
or two before, the scoundrelly bank
president and his hirelings burst clear

of the thickets, Curt and .Juan disposed

of their horses and climbed noiselessly

to the room above the porch.

Once in that room Curt told Juan to

conceal himself under the bed, and,

having undressed and unlocked the

door, slipped between the sheets.

Hardly was his head on the pillow when
ICildaro and his men drew rein at the

ranch-hou.se.

Kildare hammered on the front door
with the butt of a six-gun, and the sum-
mons brought old Dad Moran and
Mary to the threshold.

" What's the idea in settin' up this

confounded rukus, Kildare?" Dad
Moral! demanded as he faced his

visitor.

"I'm lookin' for two men that rode
this way," Kildare blazed. "One was
.Juan, and the other was some ornery
fox that tricked ' us" into surrenderin'

him. Where are they?"
"How should I know?" Moran re-

torted angrily. "Nobody's stopped
luMi! since you looked in an hour ago
yourself."
Kildare's eyes narrowed.

"I ain't , bolievin' that," he rapped
out. "We trailed 'em to this ranch-

house, an' I aim (o search it. Under-
stand?"
"You can come in alone," was the

stern rejoinder, "but keep your men
outsfde. I ain't havin' them a-troopin'

through my home."
Kildare agreed to this, and. after a

tour of the ground floor, moved towards
the staircase.

"There's no one up tliore but that
peace-lovin' jack-rabbit Curt Fremont,"
Dad Moran observed testily.

I'Cihlare paused thoughtfully. Curt
Fremont, eh ? Supposing Curt Fremont
ha<l been pu.Uing wool over his eyes,

supposing he was not the timid in-

tlividiial ho appeared to be?
'I'd ]\\n) to see Curt Fremont," Kil-

dare growled.
Dad Moran took a lamp and led the
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way up to Curt's room. He made as if

to knock on the door; but Kildare re-

strained him, and, drawing his six-gun
again, flung open the door without pre-
liminary.
The sound of deep snoring oame from

the far side of the room, and the
lamplight played on Curt's innocent
face. He seemed to be in the land
of dioams; but Kildare was not satis-

fied, and he jammed his six-gun into

Curt's ribs.

Curt sat up sleepily and blinked at

the bank president.
"Hey," he complained in drowsy ac-

cents, " whatsha idea ? Can't a feller

get any sleep around here?"
Ho struggled out of bed with an

effort and yawned capaciously, a
comical figure clad in a striped night-
shirt.

"Whatsa matter, anyway?" ho de-
manded.
"Aw, nothi-i'," growled Kildare, and

strode out ot the room again with Dad
Moran on his l.ecls.

Curt listened for a moment to their

retreating footfalls, and then, glancing
over his shoulder, saw the heel of a
riding-boot protruding from under the
bed. It was only by the greatest good
fortune that Lafe Kildare had not
discerned it and dragged Juan Consares
from his place of concealment.
Curt kicked at the boot lustily.

"You can come out now, but next
time anybody looks in here keep out of

sight for the love o' Mike."
Juan crawled forth and stood beside

Curt, his hand on the cowboy's
shoulder.
"How can I ever thank you, aniigo?"

ho murmured.
"Aw, forget it," Curt told him.

"Say. I suppose you got a pretty big
surprise when you came through those
rocks and saw me, huh?"
Juan smiled.

"Not so veree big surprise. Curt," ho
answered. "You fooled Kildare and
those other hombi'os. but I knew by the
voice that it was an Americano who had
saved me, and not a Mexican."
"How come?" Curt inquired. :

"Well," said .Juan laughingly, "your
Spanish is terrible.".

Curt dressed himself, and two or
three minutes later made his way down-
stairs to find some grub. He entered
the living-room as Kildare was on the
point of taking his leave, having ex-
plained to the Morans in detail the
reason for his call.

"I suppose you're satisfied now, at
any ixite," Dad Moran observed con-
temptuously.
"I suppose so." Kildare rejoined in

a disgruntled tone, and was making his

way towards the front door when Curt
hurried after him.
"Oh, Mister Kildare," he said inno-

contlv. "coidd you lend me a hundred
dollars?"
"No, you blockhead." (he bank

president' snapped, and slanuned out of
the house.
Curt pretended to look hurt, and

stood near the door for a spell with his

hands in his pocket. He was aroused
by the voice of Mary Lou.
"What a nian !" she breathed.
Curt turned liis head.
"Who?" he asked.
"El Capital!." Mary answered, "iho

Mexican who just held up KildaiT and
all his gang single-handed and rescued
.Juan Consares."
"El Capitan?" Curt repeated.

"What's his real name?"
"I don't know," Mary Lou rctoi!'!

"But I do know that it isn't Curt 1'

mont;" she added sai-castically.

Curt looked at her unabashed.

I
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raisin' stoik on
down by the

a hitter, liiirth-

tiiore. If you Icnew that ^lA you mioht
taUe her away from mo."

Tlie, sheriff laughed heartily aijd pas5^1
on, aiid Curt had turned his attenfcj'oa

to the reward notice again when Mary
Ij-iiu appeared at his side. '

!

"Hallo," she said mockingly, as she
realised the object of his interest, "are
von thinking of earning that thousand
dollars?"
"Why not?" Curt asked her. "If I

could capture that outlaw an' get the
reward I'd be able to start buyin' a
ranch."

Mary Lou made no attempt to restrain

her mirth as she pushed past him and
entered a drug-store farther along the
street. But she might liave gained a
very diflerent impression of Curt Fre-
mont had she been able to follow the
trend of his thoughts and activities in

the next few minutes. .

For the instant the coast was clear
Curt unpinned the reward notice,

scribbled a few lines on the back of it

and then, blippitig into Kildare's empty
office by a side-door, laid the paper en
the .scoundrelly bank president's desk.
Approaching footfalls warned Curt to

make him.self scarce, and he slipped out
of the room a moment before Kildare
entered it. The crook discovered the
message almost at once.

"If you want El Capitan. go to the
Consares Rancho at midnight to-night."
it ran. "He will be there. Bring the
thousand dollars with you.—A Friend."

That evening, behind the locked door
of his bed-room at the Moran outfit.

Curt Fremont decked him.self out in th«
gay costume of a caballcro from Spanish
America, a costume comprising velvet
calzoniTos with seams unbuttoned' at the
anklc,^. :i d.ii !, silk ghiit, a black' kerchief
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"O' course it isn't," he declared.

"In the first place, I've got a respect
for my hide. In the second place, I

wouldn't do anything that might make
trouble for you and Dad."
He walked in the direction of tho

kitchen, but looked round as he reached
the threshold of it. ?

"An' in the third place. I don't look
like a Mexican," he stated, "an" my
Si)anish is terrible."
He |)assed out of sight, to reappear

presently with a plate laden with food.
"Oh. say. Mary Lou.'' lie inquired,

pausing on his way to the staircase,

"if you're goin' into town with the
buckboard to-morrow riuiybe you'd
gimme a lift."

"You're got a horse, haven't you?''
the girl said icily.

"Yeati." Curt replied, "but you sorta
convinced me I ain't man enough to
ride him."

One Thousand Dollars Reward.

WilLE Mary Lou made some pur-
chases at the general store. Curt
Fremont remained in the buck-

board with a thoughtful expression on
his face, and ho was only aroused from
his reverie when a passer-by hailed liini.

"Why. hallo. Slim!" Curt greeted,
recognising an old
"How's tricks? Still

that ranch o' yours
border?"
The other man gave

less laugh.
"I don't own that ranch any more.

Curt." he said. 'The bank held a note
of mine, and Kildare foreclosed on it

and attached my entire outfit. I'm
workin' down at the stockyard now.
There's a lot more of your old friends
there. Their ranches were taken over
by Kildare as well."
Curt loaned closer lo him.
"Would you boys like to get back

at Kildare?" ho asked in an under-
tone.

"Show us how!" was the eager re-

joinder.

"Maybe I will." Curt told }vm
"You know. Slim, all Te.xas am t

big enough for mo an' Lafe Kil

Aarc—an' it's plenty big. But
just now I'm lyin' low."
His companion looked around

him guardedly.

"Listen. Curt." he said, "it
woiilfin't be a Ivid thing if we
could get El Capitan to woik
with us."

"Who?" Curt inquired inno
cently.

"El Capitan. the Mexican daie
devil that hold up Kildare and
his gang yesterday. Take a stioll

over to the bank there, and le
what it sa.vs on the notico-boaid
Curt nodded.

"f will. Slim," he agree
"Am' don't forget what I sai

I'll be .seein' >uh."
lie descended from tho butk

board and crossed the street

making his way to the l>;iiik'^

premises. On tho noticc-bo.nd
that his acquaintance had men
tiotied ho discovered a bill n
ferring to tho incident of tlie pre
,vious day :

"One Thousand Dollars
Reward For Information
l.c.icling to the Arrest of

The liaridit known as El Capit.;in."

It was while Curt was consider-

1

ing this notice that ho suddenly
beoitme «awaro that a Mexican
senorita had driven up in a

" Hello," She said mockingly, as she realised the object of his interest," are you
buggv and was nuiking urgent thinking ol earning that thousand dollars ? ".
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.signals to him. Only when the cowboy
approached to within a few feet of the

equipage did lie recognise Juan.
"JSiicHOs dies, senor," Juan said,

coyl.v drawing the veil of a mantilla over
his face.

"Hully gee." breathed Curt, "what
are you masquerootiii' around town
for?"
Juan became earnest.
"I stole away to my mother's and got

these clothes," he explained. "Curt, my
mother is penniless, and she Ls hungry.
What am 1 to,do?"
Curt crammed a few notes into the

Me.xican youth's fist. "Buy some grub
ivith these," he said. "CJet it at the
Mexican .store. They won't betray you
there. An' listen, Juan, I know a way
we can get some ready cash for youi
mother. See you later."

Juan drove on, and had scarcely left

Curt when the latter was joine.'l by a
sturdily-built inan of fifty.

"Well, if it ain't Jim Bellamy." Curt
exclaimed. "Say. don't tell me they've
made you sheriff since I left theso
parts," he added, observing a star that
was pinned to Bellamy's waistcoat.
"They sure have. Curt," Bellamy in-

formed him.

"Tlxat must be a pretty good job."
Curt murmured, "with the bank offerin'

thousand dollar rewards."

The sheriff addressed him in a con-
fidential tone.

"Aw, I ain't worryin' much about El
Capitan," he said. "Of ooui-ee, under
the circumstances, it would be my d;My
to arrest him. But it's my private
opinion he deserves a medal."

"I'm glad you feel that way, sheriff,"
Curt announced wiHi a grin.

"By the way." observed Bellamy,
"who was the lady I saw you with just
now ?

"

Curt's grin broadened.
"Her name besins with 'Juan,'" ho

answered, "and I'm not tellin' you an>

*^>
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tied tightly around the head and a flat-

brimnied hat witli a chiii-etrap.

"You know," he said to Juan, who
was still dressed as a seiiorita, "I never
would've thought of this rig-out if

Kildare hadn't put the idea into my head
with that reward notice o' his. C'nio.'i,

Juan, let's beat it. But don't make any
noise. So long as the Moraus don't
know you're here, rsor what I'm up to,

then I reckon they can't be blamed by
Kildare for anything that happens."
"I understand," Juan answered, and.

going to the window, he clambered over
the sill, lowered himself silently to the

poreh and dropped to the ground.

Curt followed him, and together they
hurried through tlie gloom to the stables.

Curt took his own hqrse and Juaij one
of bad Moran's. They walked the
animals until they felt certain they were
beyond earshot, then they pushed on into

the darkness at the gallop, heading south
for the Consares rancho.
A strong body of men were riding to-

wards the same destination from
Comanche. They were Kildare and the
coterie of rascality that he had gathered
around him since he had come into

power, and they reached the Consares
hacienda shortly before midnight.
Kildare confronted the Senora Con-

sares alone, leaving his men in a cordon
around the house.
The bank president wasted no word.s.

"I'm here in answer to a message I

got to-day, senora," he said, "telling me
I could lay hands on El Capitaii if I

showed up at midnight. But that's not
the only reason 1 came. You've got
your son Juan hidden iu this house, and
I want him. I'm gonna make an ex-

ample o' Chat pup and show everybody
in this section that I'm not the man to

cross. You'd better turn him over afore

I order my men to search the outfit."

"Senor," Juan's mother protested, "1

give you my word I do not know wheie
my son ie hiding!"

"Don't lie!" Kildare rapped out, but
before he could say more a door swung
open behind him and the barrel of a sijc-

gun was thrust into the small of his

back.
The hand that held the gun was

Curt's, but Kildare did not turn around
to ascertain his identity. With a scared
expression on his face he reached for the
air.

"I am glad the Senor Keeldare is on
time," said Curt, imitating the accents
of a Mexican, and with the words he
wrapped his arm around the crook's
throat atid dragged him forcibly into ihe
black darkness of the room from which
he had stepped.
The door was slammed and locked, and

Senora Consares was loft staring at it in

bewilderment. For Curt had not taken
her into his confidence, and the whole
affair was as much a s\uprise to her as it

must have been to Kildare.

She was only aroused from her stupor
by the appearance of Tom Burton, who
had become Kildaie's right-hand man
since the latter had stepped into Jim
Fremont's shoes.

"Where's Kildare?" Burton de-

manded.
The senora made some evasive, falter-

ing rejoinder which was interrupted by
the hammering of Kildare's heels against
(he locked door of the other room. With
a yell that brought a crowd of his associ-

ates into the house Burton hurled himself
at that dfxir.

The rest of the gangsters hastened to
his assistance, and their combined efforts

smashed d(jwn the door. In the gloom
>f the otiier room they descried the

ii)und form ol Kildare.
"Ginune a gun," the bank president
August 29th, iU31,
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snarled, ae soon as he had been released.

At that precise moment a dark-eyed
senorita emerged from the house by a

side-door at which one of Kildare's men
had been posted.
"Hey, where are you goin', senorita?"

the ruffian demanded.
The senorita had drawn the veil of

her mantilla over her fare, so that the
gangster failed to observe that the

"damsel's" complexion was of a de-

cidedly masculine texture. He merely
griimed a self-satisfied smirk as the
senorita made eyes at him.

The masquerading Juan having thus
diverted the rogue's attention, Curt
moved from the doorway and planted
himself behind the gangster. Smirk-
ing, the man received the full force of

Curt's gun-butt on the back of his skull,

and collapsed without a sound.
By the time Kildare and the rest of

the gang blundered out of the house.

Curt and Juan had hit the saddle and
were putting distance betweim them-
selves and the scene of their escapade.

They had risked their lives to provide
the .senora, Juan's mother, with a little

ready cash—and they had not failed in

their project. For, going through to the

room where Kildare had been so neatly

trussed the. senora caught sight of a

bundle of notes piimed to the door-post

with a knife, the blade of which gleamed
in the light from tlic ball.

Surrounded !

CURT and Juan reached the Moran
outfit and swtmg themselves out

of the saddle. Juan chased the

horses into the barn, fastened the big

door on them and then dived into a

monstrous pile of hay. Cui-t sprang to

the porch and climbed to the window of

his room, only to find that the shutters

had been drawn over it in his absence.

He was compelled to drop to the

ground again and slip into the ranch-

house by the front door. The place was
in darkness, but ho felt his way to the

staircase and was making for his room
when ho heard Kildare and his gang
come up at the gallop.

Next instant the hammering of Kil-

dare's gim-bntt on the front-door was
echoing through the house.

The sound brought Mary Lou from
her room, and she stepped out on to the
landing with a lighted candle in her
hand. Curt ducked into a niche close

to the head of the stairs, and as she was
passing him hp jumped out en her and
snuffed the flame.
She uttered a little cry, sharp and

querulous, but in spite of the dankncss
realised that she was confronted by a
man in Mexican attire, though his face

she could not discern.

"Hush, senorita." he wiiispercd. "1

no hurt you."
"F,l Capitan?" she breathed, in a

thrilled tone.
" At your service, senorita," was the

answer, and then Curt drew her back
into the niche a,s a splash of lantern-
light filled the end of the corridor.

Dad Moran put in an appearance. He
was armed, and with an ominous ex-

pression on his f«acc he made his way
downstairs. He gaine<l the living-room
even as the frotit door burst open under
a combined attack by Kildare and his

rutTians, and next moment Mary Lou
and lier companion on the landing
heard tlie old man's enraged tones.

"Kildare, this is my house I What
the blazes do you mean by breakin' into

it Hiis way "

"We want Kl Capitsan, Moran." came
the grim rejoinder. "Wc trailed him
here I"

"I don't know what you're talkin'

about "
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Dad Moran did not complete the sen-
tence, for two of Kildare's gangsters
worked round to the rear of him and
then pounced on him to wrest his gun
from his grasp.
"Moran," said Kildare vcnomou.sly,

"I'm gonna search the house, an' I'm
gonna search it from top to bottom I"

With the words he crossed to a little

table that stood near the foot of the
stairs, a cable on which Moran had set

the lantern when he had descended a
mituito before.
From the landing Curt saw Kildare

ivach for the lantern, and with an
unexpectedness that took the girl com-
pletely by surprise he caught Mary Lou
in his arms and kissed her.

Then he turned towards the head of

the staircase again, plucked out his six-

gun, and fed that lantern with a blast
of Inad that plunged the living-room
into darkness and sent Kildare leaping
back in alarm.
Scarce had the forty-five belched flame

than Curt dived down the stairs at the
top of his speed.
Kildare let out a yell and blundered

to meet him, but was immediately mis-
taken for El Capitan by one of his own
men. Meanwhile, Curt paused in his

rapid descent and vaulted the banisters
to land with a thud on a table in the
middle of the room.
A gangster scrambled up to tackle

him. Curt slammed his fist to the ruf-

fian's jaw. and at the same time drove
his heel into the face of another man
hovering b<^l.ind him. Then he sprang
to the floor, only to be surrounded im-
mediately.

Blows were exchanged, and the melee
waxed fast and furious. It involved
half a dozen men, and the rest of the
gang hung about the fringe of the
struggle, ready to leap upon El Capitan
if he managed to break free.

They did not know that El Capitan,
alias Curt Fremont, wa.s no longer en-
gaged in the scufHe. With the advan-
tage of being more accustomed to the
gloom than his adversaries, he had sli<l

under the table and was waiting the
first opportunity of maJking a dash tor
liberty.

Near by. two of Kildare's gang were
fighting tooth and nail, each convinced
that the other was the mysterious Mexi-
can dare-devil. Presently one of them
was knocked to the floor, and finisliej

up close to where Curt was crouching.
The cowboy immediately dragged the
cover off the table and flung it over the
unfortunate ruffian's figure.

Someone pounced on the prostrate
gangster, claiming that he had secured
El Capitan. Three other meu followed
suit, and he who had been wrapped
in the table-cloth received the drubbing
of his life, his cries of protest being too
muffled and indistinct to enlighten his

a-^sailants.

.Meanwhilo Curt slid from u'lder iho
table and darted across the vooni, oniy

to be seen by another of Kildare's gang.
"There he goes!" the crook bellowed,

chasing after Curt, but a moment later

the pursuer collided with Kildare, who
let out a triumphant yel! and seizeci liini.

"I've got him. boys!"
Curt made for the window, but as he

gained it a burly rogue caught sight of

him, and laid hold of a chair, swinging
it on high and dashing it at the fugi-

tive's head.
Curt ducked, and the chair swept

througii the wintlow, carrying glass and
framework with it. Then he closed
with the gangster, clutched iiim around
the legs, and tossed him over, his bark.

The man fell with a thud that knocked
tlie breath out of his body, and before
he had recovered himself Curt was over
the sill.
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Tliere came the scrape of a match, as,

standing near the fireplace, old Dad
Moran lit a candle that he had found on
the ni<intel-shclf. The glimmer of

flame revealed scattered groups of men
fighting lustily in the belief that they
had secured El Capitan.
"We got him here!" roared one of

those who was belabouring the luckless

individual enfolded in the table-cloth.

There was an eager rush from all

points, Kildare figuring prominently in

the stampede. But tlie bank presi-

dent's face registered fury and chagrin
as the tiable-cloth was wrenched aside to

disclose a half-senseless member of his

own gang.
"He's given lis the slip," Kildare

barked, and led the way from the
house.
Ho emerged into the open to see the

back view of Ki Capitan as the latter

gialloped swiftly into the gloom, headed
for a range of hills that loomed against
the velvet Border sky.

From the window of her room Mary
Lou saw El Capitan too, and with never
a suspicion of hij real identitj', prayed
fervently for his safety.

Her prayers were answered, for

Although they "smoked " him with their

six-guns, and gored their horses in a

determined pursuit of him, Kildare and
his men lost his trail within an hour.

The Rustlers.

JUST before sun-up Curt Fremont re-

turned to the Moran ranch to dis-

cern, near the barn, a limping figure

ir\ the dress of a senorita. It was the
figuro of .Tuaii, and, overtaking the

Mexican youth, Curt asked him what
was wrong.
"One of Keeldare's men. he searches

for nie while the rest break into the
ranch-house." Juan explained. "I am
hiding in the hay, and thees man picks

up a pitchfork to see if I am I here. Oh,

but it hurt, .imigo. I do not know how
I was able to keep silent." And ho
rubbed his hip

mournfully.

"That was no way
to treat a lady, wa*
it?" Curt observe<

with a grin, am
then, walking round

to the front door,

the two of them
quietly entered the

Moran ran<'h-house.

Mary Lou and her

father had retii-cd

again, and. t lUnur
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every precaution to avoid waking them.
Curt and Juan made their way t) the
room wliich they were secretly sharing.

Behind a locked door, Curt and Juan
slept soundly till Mary Lou aroused
them by knocking. Bidding Juan to

remain quiet. Curt hurriedly disposed
of the clothes he wore as El Capitan
and confronted Mary Lou on the land-
ing in the less spectacular attire of an
ordinary cow-hand.

"I was wondering if I could get in to

clean your room," she said coldly.

"Don't bother, Mary Lou," Curt told

her, stooping to lock the door behind
him as he spoke. "I'll tidy it myself."

"Oh. then, you are capable of doing
.something," she observed, "besides
sleeping and eating."

Curt looked at lier with a hurt ex-

pression.

"Hlecpin' and eatiii'?' ho echoed.
"Well, what's wrong with that? A
feller's gotta look after his health,

ain't he?"
"And your health is the most im-

portant thing in the world." Mary Lou
-4iid with a curl of her lip.

" O' course it is." Curt answered em-
phatically, following her down the
stairs.

He waliked through to the kitchen in

quest of food, and returning with a

hea[)od plate, .saw that Mary Lou Wiis

near one of the living-room windows.
Slie \\a< gazing at those hills towjirds
which she had seen 101 Capitan riding
the night before, and with a sweetly-re-
miniscent expression on her fjice she
was touching her moulii with the tips of

her fingers.

Curt grinned behind his hand, then
affected a lof>k of innocence.

"What's the matter?" Jie inquired.
"Anything wrong with your lips?"

Mary liOu starte<l guiltily, but

9

qiiicklr recovered herself a-id answered
him in a sharp tone.

"Not as far as I know," she said.

"I'm perfectly satisfied with them, any.

how.

"

Curt moved towards the staircase,

.but paused at the foot of it.

"By the way," he mentioned, "1

kinda figure that guy El Capitan had
better watch his step from now on."

Interest quickened in Mary's eyes, but,

she tried not to betray it.

"Really?" she murmured.
"I ain't had a close look at liim yet,"

Curt continued, "but I managed to

trail him aways last night after I was
woke up by that shindy' down 'here."

"Which way did he ride?" Mary
Lou asked eagerly, on the spur of the
moment.

Curt smirke<l.

"That would be tellin'," he drawled,
"but I reckon I know where I might
find him. Say, did you ha|)pen to get
a close-up of iiim last night?"

Mary Lou thought it was her tui-i to

smile.

"That," she observed, "would also be
telling."

"Oh." Curt murmured, and then,
after a moment's silence: "This K\
Capitan appears to bo a kind of a
Komeo," he went on. "He's been seen
ridin' with a Mexican dame."
"A girl?" said Mary luou, biting her

lip.

^^
"That's what I Said," Curt told her.

"She's mighty goo<l-looki-i', I'm told.
CJee, I wish I h;id that guy's way wiili
women!"
He began to climb the stairs, and,

looking over his shoulder, saw that
Mary Lou had picked up a <Iuster and
was flicking the furniture in the living-
room viciously. Again he grinned, hut
the grin faded as he lieaid a sudden
drummi-ig of hoofs and saw Lafe Kil-
dare and his men file past the window.
There was a knock on the door, and

old Dad Moran came through from a
-k room and answered it. He found

Curt slammed his fist

to the rufTian's jaw,
and at the same time

drove his heel
into the lace of
another man
hovering- behind

him.

August 20th, lOSl.
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himself coiifro-ited by the scoundrelly

bank president.

" I've called to remind you about that

twenty thousand dollars, Moran," said

Kildare, "the guarantee you're liable

for as a director of the Comanche Sav-

ings Bank."

"Kildare," the old man retorted

huskily, "I've already told you I can't

obtain that much money."
Kildare shrugged.

"I'm sorry, Moran," he stated, "but

in that case I'll have to take your

cattle. And I'd advise you to make no

trouble, for the law is on my side."

"Go ahead," Moran told him heavily.

"You've got mo hog-tied, I reckon."

He glanced at' the other man from

under his grizzled brows. "Where are

you takin' 'em, anyway?"

"South by Amavillo Creek," was the

answer. "What's it to you, Moral?"
"To Slim Brennon's outfit on the

Border?" the old man demanded, with-

out answering Kildare's question.

"Slim Breiuion's outfit belongs to the

bauk now," Kildare pointed out, and
then turned to the doorway to rejoin

his men.
"Oh, Kildare," Jloran called after

liim with grim sarcasm, "you mig-ht

leave me my corral, will you?"

Kildare climbed into the saddle of his

horse and cantered away, his men troop-

ing after him to round up the Moran
herds and drive them south. As the

sound of hoof-beats died i-.ito the still-

ness of the mcsquite plains, Mary Lou
walked towards the staircase on which
her father's unwelcome guest was
standing.

"Curt Fremont," she said icily, "J
don't know how you can look on and
see us robbed without—doing a"iything."

"What can I do?" Curt protested.

"Besides, I told you I came here to

settle down an' live peaceable. I ain't

the kind of fellow to go around lookin'

for trouble."

"No!" sKo snapped. "But if you
asked me, I'd say you'd turned yellow!"
Old Dad Moran liad walked out ot

the ranch-house moodily. Presently he
saw his hands coming ofl the range in

a body. They numbered a mere half-

dozen, and, drawing rein before their

employer, they informed him that Kil-

dare and his parly, from fifteen to

twenty strong, had taken over the
herds.

"I know," said Moran. "They're
drivi!i' thorn south by way of Amarillo
Creek to what used to be Slim Bren-
non's ranch. -Listen, boys, I've made
up my mind on what I'm gonna do."

He paused for a moment, and then
continued speaking in a determined
tone.

"Any of you that ain't partial to my
hunch can drop out here and now,"
he .stated. "You see, I intend to turn
rustler an' recover my own cattle."
Two of the hands demurred, refusing

to take the risk of finishing up with
their necks in a noose. But the other
four were loyal.

"We're with yuh, boss," .said one of
them, appointing himself spokesman.
"It may be rustUn', but I guess this is

one time it's justifiable."

The Raid on the Bank,

BACK in his room above the porch,
Curt Fremont laid the plate of

food before Juan and then pro-

rcecje.d t« gather up the attire of El
Capitan.
Ay*;ust 29th, 1931.
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"Where are you gouig, amigo?"
Juan demanded, between jtiouthfuls of

the delicacies that Curt had laid in

front of him. "You no' hungi-y, eh?"

"I've got no time for breakfast,"
Curt answered. "I'm goin' into town,
Juan. You'd better stay here, but re-

member what I told you. Keep out of

sight and don't make a sovuid. Until
we're on safe ground, we don't want
to make trouble for the Morans."

As lie spoke he strapped on his

leather chaps and jammed a gun into

his holster. Then, cramming the outfit

of El Capitan into a pair of sheepskin
saddlebags, he left the house unobserved
and made for Comanche as fast as his

bronc could carry him.

It was about noon when he gained
the town, and he at once headed for the
stockyards, where ho located a group
of those former friends of his who Jiad

been tricked out of their ranches.
" Do you boys still want to get even

with Kildare?" he demanded.

A chorus of eager voices answered him
in the afKqnative, and without a word
Curt led the way intcj a barn har<l by.

Ten minutes later he reappeared in the
doorway on horseback, clad in the cal-

zoneros and black hat of El Capitan,
and followed by the stockmen.

"All set?" Curt inquired of the troop
behind him.
"Bioke to leadin', pardner!" "On

your way!" "We'r« back of you, Fre-
mont !"

"Let's go!" Curt jerked, and next
moment he was riding forward at the
gallop.

Throug'h a side-cut he dashed, and
his bronc turned into Main Street at

full stride, the dust rising in clouds
behind its flying hoofs. Thirty paces
in his rear, the stockmen affected to

open fire on him. Curt twisting iu the
saddle to return the compliment.

Citizens in the street sprinted for

cover, never suspecting for an instant
that the guns of El Capitan and his

fake pursuers were loaded with hannless
"blanks." For thirty seconds pande-
monium raged in Comanche's principal
thoroughfare, and then Curt reached the
northern limit of the township, dived
from the saddle and took shelter in a
tool-shed.

The stockmen drew rein and dis-

moimted, to rush for various vantage-
points and direct sliam volleys against
the hut where El Capitan had appar-
ently been cornered.

Sheriff" Jim Bellamy appeared on the
scene, buckling on his gun-belt as he
came. A party of citizens traile<l after
him, their courage restored novv that
El Capitan seemed at bay.
"Keep down, sheriff," yelle<l one of

the stockmen dramatically. "He's dan-
gerous!"
Bellamy crouched behind the fencing

of a corral and opened up with his artil-

lery. Soon a regular shower of real

lea<l was blistering the hut, the amused
stockmen grinning surreptitiously the
while.

Five minutes of one-sided gunplay
convinced the sheriff that the desperado
in the shed must either be dead or
sorely stricken. Yet it was with the
utmost precaution that ho proceeded to
crawl on all-fours through the dust, a
six-shocter grasped tightly in his right
fist.

A citizen attempted to follow him,
but one of the stockmen restrained the
fellow.

Every Tuesday

"Don't risk your life, pardner," he
said, trying hard to keep from laugh-
ing. "Let that hero take all the
glory." And ho motioned to the
sheriff.

Bellamy continued to crawl towards
the hut, and when tie was three pac-es

from it he rose to his feet and strode
forward boldly. With the toe of his

boot he kicked open the door, and liftc-d

his forty-five in rcadness.

A kitten that had been trapped in the
shod scuttled out past his feet. The
sheriff blinked at it. and then glared
into the interior of the hut. He was
still glaring when a man in shirt-

sleeves came running from the other
end of Main Street.

"The bank '" ho squealed. "El Capi-
tan just robbed the bank, sheriff I"

An oath escaped the representative of
the law. This was one escapade for
which El Capitan did not deserve a
medal, he thought, as he dashed off to

enlist the services of a couple of his

deputies and give chase.
Left in the vicinity of the tool-shed,'

the stockmen laughed uproariously.

"I hope Curt got what he was lookin'
for," one of them said, when the merri-
ment had died down somew hat. " Suf-
ferin' snakes, the way he had us stage
that gun-light and draw half the town
to that thar shod while he doubled back
to the bank was one of the neatest
things I over see! He's a smart
hoinbro, an' no mistake!"

"Slickcr'n axle-grease!" declared a
whiskered veteran of the party.

Meanwhile. Curt was riding like the
wind over the trail that led to the
Moiian outfit and the south, those sheep-
skin saddlebags of his now appearing
somewhat more bulky than they had
been on his arrival in Comanche.

Bellamy and his deputies wore half-a-

mi le behind him, and Curt kept them at

that distance till he burst clear of the
chaparral that screened the Aloran
ranch-house from the north.

He dropped from his horse and
slapped the animaTs flank to keep it

on the move. Then, the saddlebags
slung over his arm, he climbed to his

bed-room window by way of the porch.

The shutters were not fastened this time,

and he scrambled over the sill.

A few minutes later the sheriff and
his deputies reined up outside the front

door, again.«t which Bellamy struck his

fist. Mary Lou answered the summons,
and the sheriff swung himself to the

ground and walked across the threshold.

"Where's your father. Miss Mary?"
he demanded.
"He—he isn't at home," Mary Lou

faltered. "He'.s—out on the range with
some of the boys."

"I see," Bellamy murmured. "Well,
where's the man who just rode in

here ?
"

Mary stared at him in astonishment.
"Why, what are you talking about,

sheriff?" she exclaimed.

"It ain't any use stalling, Miss
Mary," Bellamy told her. "I know
our man is hero, and I'll have to take
the liberty of searching the house. He
just raided the bank in Comanclic, and
wo tracked him right to your- front

door."
"A bank robber!" Mary brojithed.

"But—but why should he be here? He
couldn't possibly have come in -without

me seeing him. I've been in the living-

room practically all morning. There's
only one other person in the house

—

Curt Fremont "

The sheriff eyed her shrewdly, feel-
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ing convinced that she was sincere in

her protests, and was not merely trying

to hide a fugitive from the law.

"I'd like to liavo a talk with Uurt
Froriiont," he stated.

Miuy laughed.

"Oh. sheriff, you surely don't think
tliat he's the man you want!" she
scoffed. "Why, he wouldn't tiave the
nerve to raid a bank."
"Well, I'll give you « clue," said

Bellamy. "The nian that stuck up the
bank i.s the only blond Mexican that
was ever .«een in these parts. Now take
me to Curt."

"He'll be up in his room." Mary
Lou opined, turning to lead the way to

the stairs; "asleep, probably."
She guided Bellamy to the door of

Curt'& apartment. The sheriff' drew his
gun.

"Oh. don't ho silly!" Mary laughed.
But Bellamy pushed past her and
rapped on the door with his knuckles.
The door was opened. A figure stood

in the doorway, a figure in kerchief,
black hat, silk shirt, and fancy cal-

zoneros—the blond "Mexican" of the
bank imid.

"Curt!" gasped Marv I.ou. "You,
El Capitan?"
"But my Spanish is still terrible,"

Curt told her, with a grin.'

The sheriff covered him with his si.x-

shooter.

"Come on, son," ho began, but Curt
interrupted him. He wa.? still carry-
ing the sheep.xkin saddlebags on his
arm, and from the deep po<ket3 of
them he drew forth two or tlirec heavy
ledgers.

"Jim." he said, "these are the only
things I fodk from the bank. You see,
over since the night my brother wa.*

killed Lafe Kildare has been koepin'
two sets of books. If you look at these
the same as I did just now. you'll see
that the first set proves Kildare had
appropriated a big .•iuni from the bank
a few weeks before the shooting. And
niviybe you'd like to see this, too," he
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added, producing a letter addressed to

him in his brother's handwriting.

The sheriff glanced at the missive.
It bore the date on which Jim Fremont
had been slain, and must have been
[>enned a little v.hile before the murder
had been committed.

"Dear Curt,—I'm going over the
books at the bank to-night, as I iwivc

reason to believe Kildare has been get-

ting away with the funds.
"If my su.spicions are correct. I may

need your help in this matter. Be
ready to come at once.—Your brother,

"Jim."
I'he sheriff reached for the ledgers

under Curt's arm.
"If what you say is correct," ho mut-

tered, "Kihliare will finish up with a

noose around his neck." He smiled a
grim smile, and: "Reckon the sheriff is

entitled to examine stolen property,
eh ?" ho went on.

Bellamy went downstairs and laid (he
books on a table. Curt and Mary Lou
following him. While the representative
of the law was .scrutinising the entries
in the ledgers. Curt suddenly observed
that Mary was making signals that ob-
viously conveyed a desire to speak with
him in private.
"Curt," she said, in an anxious

whisper, "dad left for tiie border with
four of the boys. He plans to rustic
back the cattle that Kildare impounded.
Kildare has twenty men riding with
him, and—kand I'm afraid. You see,

dad's theoretically going against the
law."

Curt's rnoutli tightened into a firm,
determined line.

"Juan's iijistairs. Mary Lou," he told
her, "so don't be scared if you sud-
denly run across him. I'm headin' for
Amarillo Creek—pronto."
He slipped out of the house while

Bellamy was still bending over the
books, and, locating his bronc at the
back of the outfit, he climbed into the
saddle and rode south. His course lay
Ihrough the brush-tracks that skirted
the open prairie, and thirty minutes
after leaving the Moran ranclio Ins
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horse was picking its way througlj the

shallows of the Amarillo Creek bottom.

Burton.

A HARD ride bad brought Dad
Moran and his four loyal

punchers to the rim of a fertile

valley south of the creek, and there,

on the range that Kildare had seized

on behalf of the bank, but in reality

for his own profit. Moran and his hands
saw the impounded cattle.

Kildare and his men were not in

sight, having herded the steers in the
valley some time before. Everything
seemed in favour of Moiun's project.

"Go to it, boys!" he said to his men.
"Round 'em up, and take 'cm througli

the pass."

The punchers galloped down into the

valley, and Moran brought up the rear
at u more leisurely pace. He dismounted
when he was fairly in the middle of

the valley, and looked to his guns, for

he suspected that Kildare had not left

tlie cattle entirely unattended.
Moran was not f^r wrong. From a

vantage-point that commanded a view
of the valley a .sentinel left by Kildare
saw the ohi rancher's cow-hands riding
towards the herd, and immediately
turned his horse and galloped north-

ward in the direction of Comanche.

Half a mile from the valley the crook
came up with Kildare and tlie rest of

the gang.
" Moran an' four o' his men arc drivin'

off them steers," he panted.
Kildare's eyes narrowed. There was a

glint of satisfaction in them.
"Good," he siiid, "then I've got

Moran where I want hiin—and I want
him out of the way. Ekick, boys, and
wlien we hit the valley shoot to kill.''

Meanwhile, by the route that led

direct from the Moran ranch. Curt Fre
mont was spurring southward at the top

of his bronco's speed, and he had gained
the slope of the valley in which a fatal

gun-duel .seemed imminent when ho
caught sight of Kildare's bunch riding

fiom the noith-west.

Curt's lior.sc carried him down the
slope at the foot of which Mary Lou's
father was standing.

"Beat -t, Dad," Curt jerked. "Kd-

Kildare," he said, " the next time you feel a rope around you it won't be mine—and it won't be under your
armpits 1

"
August 20tb, 1031.
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dare ami his whole gang are hoadod
thio way."
Dad JMoran was in too desperate a

frame of mind to wonder at Curl's
Mexican attire,

"You get to blazes onta here," lie

tl'.undoied, "you yellow-livered niolly-

coddic. If Kildare rides this way I'm
introdiicin' liim to lead."

"You haven't got a chance, Dad,"
Curt insisted. " Kildare has twenty
men against your four "

"This is no place for you, Curt Fre-
mont," llie old man cut in on hi;n

harshly. "1 tell you there's gonna be
shoot.in'."

Curt stiffened in the saddle.

"Yeah?" he s;iid quickly. "Well,
you won't be in it." And with the words
he bore down on Moran's horse, grazing
near by, and put the animal to flight

with a blow from the flat of his hand.

An angry shout escaped Dad Moran,
but already Curt was wheeling to set

his bronco at the slope again. He
reached the summit and galloped along
tlie crest till ho saw Kildare and Iiis

ruffians enter the valley from the north-
west.

Curt guided his horse towards them,
and, halfway down the declivity, pulled
his gun from its holster and fired into
the air. Kildare and his men drew
rein as they licard the shot, and turned
their heads, to discern the figure of tlic

dare-devil who had so far eluded their
clutches.

Ciirt's aim wiis to draw Kildare's gang
from Dad Moran's party and save the
old mail from certain death, and Lis

ruse was eminently successful.

"There's the man I'm after!" yelled
Kildare, and, Moran forgotten, the
crooks changed their course.

Curt's identity had not been recog-
nised. At the distance, Kildare and his
men had only been able to mark him
out as a Mexican, undoubtedly El
Capitan, and in a body they urged their
ponies up the ascent,.

Curt showed them his heels. The
crooks smoked him with their guns, but
it was long-range shooting and the
fugitive remained unscathed. He led

tlicm. across the Amarillo Creek f.nd
through a belt of chaparral to a tract
of country made barren by tumbled
boulders and towering pinnacles of rock.

His bronc was beginning to show signs
of fatigue by then, and the pursuers
gained appreciably. A bullet ripped
through Curt's .sleeve, and. glancing
over his shoulder, he .saw Kildare and
liis men strung out about a couple of
hundred yards behind liim.

The fact that they were strung out,
and that one of their number was
lagging well to the rear, suggested an
idea to Curt. He made for a stretch
of ground where the bo\d(lers provided
him with shelter, so that for the moment
he was out of sight of Kildare and nis

men. Then ho jmlled aside and halted
his bronc behind a buttress of black
<lifF.

Concealed there, he watched the
gangsters dash by one after another,
and he allowed all to pass except the
hindmost, who was a full seventy five

()aces behind the main body. Curt
spurred out to hold up this man at the
point of the gun, and as the fellow
raised his hands the young cowboy
ordered him to ride back with him to

the angle of cliff.

The pri.soner was Tom Burton, Kil-

<lare's lienchman, and, i>alc to tiie lips,
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Burton sat motionless in the saddle
while Curt relieved him of Iris shooting-

iron.

"I'm gonna kill you, Burton," Curl
said grimly.

Burton's lip quivered.

"You Ciin't slioot me!" he gasped.
"I ain't done nothing."

"You've done plenty," Curt rapped
out. "Turn around so I can give it to

you in the back—the same- way as you
killed my brother."

"I didn't kill your brother," the
rogue babbled. "I didn't do it! 1

ain't the man you want. I wa.sn't the
one that got your brother that night

!"

"No?" Curt drawled. "Well, 1 aint
belicvin' you."

"It was Kildare!" Burton moaned.
" Kildare, I tell you ! I vouched for his

alibi at the inquest, but I was lyin'.

I'm tellin' you the truth now I You've
gotta believe it ! I was alone in Kil-

dare's room the night of the killin'.

Kildare came in just after it happened.
He told me to say he'd been at home
the whole evenin'. Then later he let

up on the whole affair. He shot your
brother because he'd grabbed a lotta

thv? bank's money. He said he had to

do it
"

Curt's eyes bored into him. From
the role Burton had played at the in-

quest—a role of which Curt had not
been ignorant—he had guessed that the
man might be bluffed into telling the
real story when the opportunity
occurred.
"Thanks, Burton," he said now,

" that's all I wanted to hear, and you're
gonna repeat it to the sheriff. Come
on—get goin'."
He jabbed his six-gun into Burton's

ribs and rode with him towards the
Moran ranch—not taking the direct

route, however, but making a detour to

avoid an encounter with Kildare and
the rest of the gang.

Kildare's Last Bid.

COMPLETELY baffled by Curt's dis-

appearance among the rocks, Kil-

dare presently called a halt.

"We'd better break up," he an-

nounced. "You boys scatter an' search
for him. I'll keep a-headin' for the

Moran ranch. If I wait long enough 1

may pick up his trail there, for it's my
opinion him an' Moran are hand-in-
glovo."
He left his men and pushed on alone

A quarter of a mile fartlior on his horse
scrambled up a gravelly slope and
carried lAn to the brow of a low ridge.

The Moran ranch-buildings sprawled
l)elow liim, and he wnv the sheriff and
his two deptrties standing near the barn.

He steered his (lony towards them and
s;ilufod Bellamy.

"Howdy, sheriff." ho said. "I'm
lookin' for tliat bandit EI Capitan.
Don"t suppose you've .seen anything of

him around here?"
"I was after him myself a while

back," the sheriff murmured, a curious

expression on his bronzed face. " But I

lost sight of liim 'bout an hour since."

Kildare's eyes glittered angrily.

"Well," he snapped, "he was down
by Amarillo Creek half an hour ago,

helpin' Moran to rustle the cattle I had
to impound. We chased him liack in

this direction."
"Is tliat so?" the sheriff di-awlcd in-

terestedly. "By the way, Kildare, did

you hear what happened at the l>ank?"

"At the bank?" Kildare echoed, in a
startled tone. "Nol Whot happened
there?"
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" While you and your men were im-
poundin' Moran's cattle the bank was
raided," Bellamy informed him.

"Raided?"
.

"Yep," the sheriff declared. "And
by El Capitan."
Kildare glared down at him.
"And you sat around in your office

and let him do it," he ground 6ut.

"Great snakes, can't the law afford any
protection to honest citizens?"
"That's just what the iaw aims to

da, Kildare," Bellamy answcr.id.
"Afford protection to honest citizens

against robbery an' violence;—an' x^unish
them as ;ire guilty of crime."
Kildare shot a sidelong glance at him.
"Well, did he get away with much?"

hi; growled.

"Not so far as I can understand," the
sheriff leplicd. "But he took these
books. I got 'em back from him."
Kildare had not noticed the heavy

ledgers Bellamy was carrying under his

arm, but his eyes flashed to them now,
and an expression of guilt and panic
appeared on his face.

"How long have you had those?" ho
blurted.

"Aw, 'bout an hour," the sheriff told
him. " Maybe more. But say, hero
comes Curt Fremont."
He motioned to the ridge which Kil-

daro had crossed a moment before, and,
turning his head, the scoimdrclly biink

president saw Curt descending the slopo
—Curt in the attire of El Capitan.
There was someone else with Curt,

someone whom the puncher was cover-
ing with a six-gun, and Kildare's pulse
quickened alarmingly as he recognised
'Tom Burton.

For an instant Kildare was paralysed
with fear. Then he realised to the full

the magnitude of his plight—realised

that nothing could save him from the
gallows unless he acted immediately.
He whipped round. Bellamy and his

deputies were closing in on him. Kil-

dare clapped spurs to his bronco's flanks

and charged them.
Hie horse scattered them, and Kildare

dashed on in full flight. Bellamy and
his deputies reached for their guns, but
before they could draw them Kildare
was swinging past a corner of the barn.

Three shots clipped splinters from the

building as he turned the angle of it

and disappeared.

From the direction of the ridge came
a shout in Curt Fremont's voice.

Snatching at Burton's bridle, he urged .

his own horse and his captive into

gallop, and in a smother of dust reached j

the sjwt where the repreSentativee ofj

the law were standing.
"Hang on to this hombre, Jim!" he^

called to licllamy, throwing Burton's/

reins to the sheriff, and then he raced]

on in pursuit of Kildare.

He caught sight of him a hundred!
and fifty yards beyond the barn, and
leaned forward in the saddle. Kildare
plunged into a mass of thickets and was
lost to view for a spell, but, driving

through the brush. Curt picked up his

trail again.

The crook's pony was struggling up'

a long slope, and Curt set hie horse at

the ascent. Nearing the summit, Kil-

dare turned in the saddle and pulled a

gun. He blazed at his pursuer, but his

hand was unsteady and his aim uncer-

tain.

Three shots zipped past Curt, missing

him by yards. "Then Kildare gained the

hill-top and swung sharp to the left.

Silhouetted against the ."ky line, he rode

along the brink of the de<livity. IIi»

(Continaed on paee 26.)
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By unscrupulous methods a truck-driver makes himself a power against whom the

forces of law and order are helpless. But, like all criminals, he goes a step too far

and — A grand and thrilling crook
drama. Starring Spencer Tracy.

The Truck Driver.

THE story of "Bugs"
Rayiiioiicrs rise and
fall was an episode in

tlic history of a big Ainori(:ni

city. It begun on a eertaiu

day when Bugs fell foul of a

cluuiffeur and a cop.

Daniel J. Raymond, com-
monly known as Bugs, was
one of the city's obscure
millions, driver of a three-

ton lorry that drew up aloi^g-

side a gleaming limousine in

ft trafTic block.

St-utioncd Jit one of the city's busiest
crossings, the imposing form of Police-
officer Murphy held all south and north-
bound vehicles at bay for a space of
.several mimites. aiul then blew a whistle
to signal tlie "all clear."

Bugs Raymond slipped the gear-lever
iiilo position and eased off the hand-
brake. Bugs was ill a luirry. and
•attempted to cut in between the limou-
sine on his oft-side and a van immedi-
ately in front.

"Hey, there I" called the immaculate
ch'autTeur of the expensive auto. "Where
the blazes do you thing j'ou're going?"
His tone w a> harsh, and Bugs took ex-

ception to it, and ;rmong his a.-sociates

Bug.^ was notorious for a temper that
fired the blood in his veins but left his

head cool-clear. He was equally notori-

ous for a haliit of riding down those
who stood in his way.

With deliberate malice and afore-

thought he turned the steering-wheel of

the truck he was driving and permitted
the three-Ion monster to wrangle wilh
the poli^hed wing of the magnilicent
limousine. In the metallic argument
which ensued the car's wing came off

worst, and ere the scrape and clangour
. had subsided atid Bugs had brought his

truck to a standstill again, that shining
auto-wing was a buckled caricature of
its former self.

Officer Murphy forged « pathway to-

wards the .scene of the commotion, and
planted himself before the radiator of
the lorry.

. "It takes brains to drive a truck." ho
observed to Bugs with telling sarcasm.
"An' it ta!ies a lotia brains to blow

a whistle," Bugs rejoined with unmis-
takable scorn.

Olficer Muri)hy made several impolite
oli.-ervations. and the light of battle

kindled in (he eyes of Bugs Raymond.
'"If you'll t«ke olT that tin badge on

your liinic TU sock you," he invited.

^Murphy's face purpled, and on an
angry impuljje he roared his accept^-ince

of the challenge. With « yelp remini-
.scetit of a terrier going into a dog fight.

Bugs scrambled from the driving-seat.
Kager for the frav. regardless of the

conx-quences, he climbed to the bonnet
and hurled himself on the representative
of the law.
iiome time later a police-court judge

pronounced the .solemn sentence: "Fifty
dollars or sixty days." And. later still,

bruised, penniless, and out of a job,

Bug- Raymond made his way to the
apartment he rented in a humble quarter
of the city.

He was met by Daisy de Ijisle. who
provided the rcmantic clement in his

wayward life. But just now Daisy was
not in the mood for romance. Her
pretty face was set in ati expression of

impalient resentmc!it, and her eyes
Hashed fire.

"I'm sick aiic\, tired of the way you
carry on," .she told him. "Sac^ked on
the spot from your job. the few dollars
you have savetl gone in a fine—and all

because you had to strike a cop."
"A guy oan't sit around and bo in-

sulted by a flat-foot." Bugs protested.
" Who do you think you arc that you

CM n't take an insult?" Daisy cried bit-

terlv. "Oh, I'm through with you,
Bugs—through with you."
Bugs dabbed a discoloured eye. He

hardly seemed to be listening to her.

"Where's the sense of a man like me
rivin' a triuk, anyway?" ho mused,

half-soliloquising. "I'm a guv that has
ideas—smart ideas for makin' money
quick—and now is the time to unlimbcr
'em on t!-is town. Baby, vou'rc right,

it ain't policy to hand a cop a pain in

the jaw. but it's policy to hand liim a
five-dollar bill. And maybe that's
what I'm gonna be in a position to do
OIK o' these days."

"Oh, you and vour ideas," ,scofred

Dai.-y. "I've heard them all before."
Bugs smiled.
" You're gonna see 'em in operation

pretty soon." he said confidently. "But
go ahead if you're through. You know
the way out by now."
Daisy hesitated. She had no faith in

tlii> wild .schemes that Bugs had men-
tioned to her in his more confidential
moments, and to-day was not the first

time she had threatened lo give him
up on account of his recklessness, his

irresponsibility, Y'et some indefinable
spell had always kept her loyal to him,
and once agiiin her head yiehled to the
inslinci of her heart.

"Bugs," she faltered, "did that cop
hurt you much?"
He grinned a wry grin.

" I'lenty," he told 'ici. "But you
ought to see him."

A Corner in Crime.

Al'I'lNN' days after he had lost his job
liugs Kaymond called at a super-
garage in theatre-land and asked

to si'e llie proprietor.
"I notice you have a lotta space here

that don't get taken up by automobiles
like it should," Bugs observed. "Tliat'.s

because seventy-five per cent, of the
motorists leave their cars in authorised
.-treet parks when they go to a show
or a night club. Now 1 ve got a hunch
that wouUI bring 'em in off them park-
ing-places thick and fast."

"How?" the garage proprietor dc-
inanded.
"Leave il to me," Bugs said. "Ju.sl

now we'll discu.ss how much I got out of

it."

That night an unseen hand created
Aiiaiist 2ytli. 11131.
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Imvoc witli tlic cars parked in tlic quiet
sitle-streets. Windows and wind-scieens
were smashed, wings buckled and coach-
work ripped to ribbons, whilst the very
engines ilid not escape attention; and
when the theatres a)]d night clubs
emptied, the garage at which Bugs had
called became filled wilh casualties for

the repair shop.
The outrage received publicity in the

newspapers, and from that time onward
motorists were chary of leaving their

aufos in street parks. So the super-

garagn in theatrcland prospered
mightily, and Bugs drew his pre-

arranged portion of the profits.

J5ut Bugs did not rest on his obscure
laurels. The fillip to the garage business

was a mere beginning, child's play in

comparison to the network of plans he
was laying for the foundation of supreme
power.
About him he collected a coterie of

daring and notorious men, scum of the

underworld who recognised his genius
for organisation, and banded themselves
under his loadershiji—men such as Nails
Markey, who had been through the
whole, category of crime; Jimmy Kirk,
the sleek, shining gvmmaii with the cold

grey eyes ; Arkansas Smith, whose
talents had been envied in Chicago.
The truck business provided Bugs Ray-

mond with his next venture in the city'.i

commercial life. lie olfcrcd the Premier
(Jarriage Company what he was please.

1

to eall "protection," and an imchal-

lengcd field for its activities—^at his own
price. The offer was accepted, and
Bugs and his hirelings .^et to work.

The Premier Comjiany's rivals went to

the wall, or else went sky-high. Their
equipment was taken over, or demol-
ished overnight in the event of any re-

fusal to sell out. A certain small oo'i-

tractor with an oil-tanker, insisting on
maintaining his independence. was
blown to smithereens when the fuel he
was carrying mysteriously exploded.

In the space of a few weeks, th"

a\ithorities Siiw gang-rule rearing its

ugly head to dominate the city's indus-

tries, and v.ero powerless to hold it in

check. The forces of disorder were
hard to locate, and harder to break,

and Bugs Raymond was clever. Where
lie could not i)lindfold, he bribed.

Bugs waxed rich on the spoils. He
.<poike in terms of "ten grand," "twenty
grand," and oven "hundred grand,"
which meant tons, twenties, and hun-
dreds of thousands. He himself, the
former truck drivei-, could sec no linnt

to the wealth that he might coin, the
power that he might yet wield.

Moreover, h<: took his place in Society.
(Corruption, bribery, these factors com-
pelled men who were prominent in the
city's atiairs to hail him as an equal.

Once he attended a mayoral dinner, at

which judges, politicians and commer-
<ial magnates were present. He learned
enough to incriminate a good many of

them,- and halfway through the function
the smiling Jimmy Kirk and several
others of his ilk held up the assembly
at the point of the gun, taking private
papers as well as everything of value.
The affair was hushed up, for by that

<'Oup the reputations of public men were
laid at the mercy of Bugs Raymond.
The following night, the hotel where

he and his underlings congregated, Bugs
supervised the examination of the
articles whicli had been appropriated.
"Say, Bugs," declared Nails Markey,

producing a letter from the pile of loot,

liero's a little love-note to one of our
most prominent judges, written by a girl

in the chorus of tho ' Follies.' That
oughta be good for a few thousand
dollars."

" Nix, Nails—nix I" nnswered Bugs,
August 2<Jth, 1991.
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glancmg at the missive. " We ain't
blackmailers," he added with a twisted
grin. "We make our money by protec-
tion. Send that letter back—or, better
still, tear it up. His wife might see
it."

Nails obeyed reluctantly. He was a
flat-faced thug with a certain low cun-
ning, but he had never been able to

fathom Bugs Raymond's outlook on the
racketeering game.
Daisy de Lisle entered at that moment.

She was expensively dressed, and looked
singularly attractive, but Bugs glanced
at her with impatience as she perched
herself on his desk. In his rocket-like

rise to doubtful fame he had acquired
something that was yet to prove his

downfall—a desire to ape Society and be
of Society, instead of a parasite batten-
ing on its flaws. That ambition had
become the keynote of his career, and
to him the racket was a stepping-stone
to a iiigher plane.

"Daisy, why don't you try an' get

some class?" he protested. "You know
—polish. Now, a lady don't sit around
on the edge of a desk."
"I never noticed any class about

you" Daisy retorted spiritedly.

"Well, I'm makin' a show at acquir-
ing it," Bugs observed, and it was no
later than the following day that ho
received an added incentive for the
acquiring of what he called "class."

The city wore a slightly altered look
that morning, for, in place of shrill-

voiced newsboys, smartly-dressed busi-

ness men were to be seen on the street

corners selling papers. A stranger
tendered a dollar bill to one of these

men, and, receiving no change, com-
mented upon the fact.

"Oh, it's a custom of the city," ho
was told. "Once a year prominent
citizens volunteer to hawk papers and
collect money for the newsboys' annual
outing. Your change will go to the

fund, sir."

Bugs Raymond had once been a news-
boy, and had not forgotten it. Conse-
quently, he was one of those who offered

his services, and it was while he was
occupying a stand in a busy shopping
centre that he saw a radiantly beautiful

girl eniprgo from a modiste's and cross

the sidewalk to a waiting car.

She was simply but exquisitely
dressed, and she carried herself with
that unconsciously regal air of a girl

reared in an atmosphere of luxury and
good breeding. Bugs, with his class

complex, recognised her as a true
exainnle of High Society, and. struck

with hor loveliness, he hurried after her.

"For the newsboys' fund, miss," he
invited, overtaking her and offering her
a paper before she could reach her car.

She smiled sweetly, jind dipped into

her handbag.

"Thank you." he said, as she .save

hijn a ten-dollar bill, and then he opened
the car-door for her.

Before the auto had vanished into the
stream of traffic he had made a note of
its registration number, and later that

day, when he returned to his rooms in

find .Timmy and Nails awaiting him, he
ordered the former to ring un the Citv
Hall.

From the City Hall licensing depart-
ment ho obtained the information he
desired. The car concerned had been
registered in the name of Kenneth
Stone, he learned. .

"Nails," he said, indicating a fat

volume on his desk, "look up that
' Who's Who,' and find out all yo\i can
about Kenneth Stone."

Nails picked up the book and located
tho name.
"Here's the Stone family's pedigree,"
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he reeled off. " ' .John Stone, died 1916.
Founder Stone Construction Company,
built new City Hall, State Library,
Madison Trust Offices on Forty-Third
Street, etc., etc. Succeeded by his son,

Kenneth Stone, who now controls Stone
Construction Company.'
"But there's a girl," Bugs put in.

"Yeah, she's mentioned, too. 'Dorothy
Stone, born 1907, educated Cornell
University and Sorbonne, Paris. Mem-
ber of La.kesidc Country Club '

"

Bugs stood up. He did not seem to bo
listening.

"Boys," he said, "we've been playin'

around on the small-time racket long
enough !"

"Whaddya mean—small-time?" Nails
demanded. "I'd like to know just how
much we've raked in. What's happened
in the last year or two. Bugs? We don't
only protect the Truck business in this

town—we own it now I An' there ain"

a garage in the city that don't "

" Wait a minute. Nails !" Bugs inter-

rupted. "Didn't it ever occur to you
that there are other fields of opportunity
aside from the Truck business? Listen.

I'm goin' to have this town at my feet

before I'm through. We've got the

Truck business—good enough ! We're in

a position to lay a strangle-hold on
every industry in the city, and the con-

struction companies are next in line."

That night Bugs Raymond a-ssembled

his gang in a down-town club of shady
repute.

The Waging of the War.

THE first act of a reign of terror was
the wrecking of a skyscraper build-

ing that was under construction on

one of tlie city's busiest thorougiifares.

A closed-in car pulled up outside the

hoardings behind which work on the

building was in progress. Jimmy Kirk
stepped out of it, entered a gateway in

the tall fence and looked about him
swiftly. High into the blue sky rose the

skeleton of the skyscraper, a network of

steel that was a memorial to the skill of

an army of labourers and the ability of

a staff of engineers, a structure repre-

senting thousands of dollars in capital.

Near by, a motorman was in control of

a crane that was lifting a massive girder

to the very peak of the building's ini-

luensc frame.
Jimmy watched the girder jerk higher

and higher as the strong links which
grasped it rattled over the pulley at tho

summit of the giant crane. Then tho

ciane swung round on its base, poising

the girder above the framework in

which it was to be riveted.

The motorman in his cab suddenly

became aware that something was press-

ing against the small of his back. It

was the muzzle of Jimmy Kirk's gun,

and as the motorman looked round,

Jinmiy indicated the control-lover.

"Pull her over!" he commanded.
"Come on, let her go! And I don't

mean maybe."
White to the lips, tho motorman

obeyed. .The chain paid out like light-

ning. Down came the girder with a

running crash, battering its way through
those steel spars that had already been

bolted into place. A thunderous clangour

filled tho air as it tore through tlio

framework, rending other girders from
thoir rivets and carrying with it an
avalanche of twisted metal.

Jimmy Kirk dashed back to the wait-

ing car, his mission accomplished.
Outrage followed outrage. A newly

completed block of ofTices in another
part of the city was blasted by a chargo
of explosive that demolished an entire

wing of it. Work on a big dam up in

the hills was stopped by a band of-

armed men, who left after a hundred

s
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thousand dollars' worth of damage had

been couiiiiitted. The newspapers pub-

lished leading articles on the scandal,

and called for action, but the police

department seemed powerless.

The sinister campaign teiminatcd m
a. truck-drivers' strike. It was ari-angtd

iiceording to in-triictions from ISugs

Raymond, and it affected every com-
mercial eufcrprite ni town. It was a

l>cslure that implied the far-reaching

influence he was in a position to wield

ov<r the city's trade and prosperity.

'flic strike came as a vital blow to

Kenneth Stone, and put an end to

operations that were in progress for the

construction of a gigantic flat-iron build-

ing, which had to be completed, accord-

ing to contra< t, by a certain date.

Kenneth Stone had already received

representations from Bugs, and had
ig/iored them, raging meanwhile at the

power and audacity of this man who
was clever enough to make war on
society, yet leave the authorities without
sufTK-ierit evidence for his arrest.

But the strike forced Stone's hand,

and he was compelled to 'phone Bugs
Raymond's apiutuient and seek an in-

terview.
He need not hnw troubled. Bugs

wojs already on his way to pay him the

doubtful compliment of a call, and, on
his arrival with Jimmy Kirk, was
shown straightway into Stone's sanctinn.

"What do you want?" Stone de-
manded in a voice that was shaken by
ill-concealed wrath.

Jimmy Kirk stood by, and smiled.
Bugs was cool politeness i^ersonified.

He laid some papers on Stone's desk.
"The.se will explain my terms," he

drawled. "All they need is your signa-
ture. I happen to know that the Slone
Construction Company is working on a
sixteen million dollar contract, and I've
got more than a siu.aking fancy that
every cent you own will be involve<l if

you don't complete it by schedule."
"You seem to know a good deal,"

Slone said with an effort.

"The information cost me a lotta
Dioiii v,' Uuj^s answered cheerfnilv. "I
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had to pay for it. But let's get down
to business, Stone. If you'll take a

look at those i>apers you'll see that I've

drawn up in detail the amounts payable

by you to sub-contractors. You'll see

also how tliosi; amounts can be cut con-

siderably if you count me in on the deal

and accept ti:e proposals I've set down
in black-and-white."
Stone glanced through the documents

that had been laid on his desk, and his

face darkenetl.
"This i^ plain crooked," he ground

out.

"But it will save the Stone Company
from bankruptcy," Bugs observexl. "Re-
member, I've only to say the word and
you can resume operations at a

moment's notice."

Stone moved over to a cabinet, and,

producing a decanter and a glass,

poured hinii^elf out a stiff drink.

"You've got me tied, Raymond," he

said between his teeth. "How can I

give you any answer but the one you
want '!"

Five minutes later Bugs and Jimmy
emerged from Stone's office, and it was
as Bugs was closing the door behind

him that he o;ime face to face with the

girl to whom he harl sold that news-

paper a week or two previously.

"Good-afternoon," he said to her.

She returned tlie greeting with a

puzzled little frown, and Bugs smih^d.
" You don't remember nie. Miss

Stone." he remarked; "but you paid
me ten dollars for a copy of the
' Herald ' not so very long ago."
"Oh, yes, I do remember you now,"

she murmured.
"Your brother and I have just been

talking over a deal," Bugs mentioned.
"We'll be running in harness from now
on, .so I'll probably be seeing you
again."
He was riglit, and in the week or two

that followed he saw more of Dorothy
Stone fhiin a mere business connection
with her brother neeessitaf ed.

Forced to tolerate him at the ofTiee,

Stone resented the intrusion in his

' life, res(>iited the attentions that
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but her brother put the situation to her,

and explained that they must at least'

pretend to accept Bugs Rayuiond
socially.

Bugs began to see loss of his associates

of the underworld, and still more of

Dorothy Stone. The girl dominated his

thoughts, and that subtle charm which
had impressed him on the occasion of

their first meeting gained a hold on him
that blinded him to everything else.

"You know," he said to Dorothy one
evening in the sitting-room of the
Stones' palatial homo, "there are times
when I think you haven't much use for

me. And then again, there are times
v.hen I think you kind of^ like me.
What's your honest opinion of me?"

Dorotliy looked .it him frankly. He
had asked for the truth, and she was
prepared to give it to him. Yet for

her brother's sake she had to be
guarded, and make her criticism with
a smile.

"If you must know," she told hiin,

"I think you're a parasite. Wealth
and power are your be all and end
all, and you haven't any scruples about
how \ ou come by them."

"Aw. you've got me wrong," he said
good-naturedly. "I'm just a man who
makes opportunities for other fellows
w'lo haven't the nerve to make 'em
themselves, and I feather my nest in

the process."
Nevertheless it was in a thoughtful

mooti that he returned to his own
sumptuous apartments, to find that
.some of the boys had drifted in, and
there and tlien he made the first move
in the severing of his association with
th(-m.

"Listen, you fellers,'' he said. "We've
reached the peak, and there's no 'sense

in e-.irryin' on. for we'll only take a
dive. This is where we turn honest and
live clean, and keep away from the
cops."

" K(>ep away from (lie cops?" some-
one growled. "Say, they've never

Eager lor the iray, regardless of the consequences, he climbed to the bonnet and hurled himself at the
f»- representative of the law.

August 29th, 1091.
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looked like makiii' a pincli so far as

wf'ro couccriied."

"But some day tliore might lie a slip-

up," Bug.s answered, "and I don't aim
to Jiavc that happen, I'm thinking of

inviting Kenneth Stone to look on mo
as a partner. I'm thinking of going

into straight business.''

"And what do we get out of it?"

Nails Markey demanded.
"Tlie Truck Ijusiness," Bugs rejoined,

and strolled tlirough to another room.

Daisy do Lisle was there, trying on

a new fur coat that siie had bought

with the generous allowiance that Bugs
niade her. She stood before a fuU-

lougth mirror and studied her reflection

appraisingly.
Bugs eyed her for a moment. She

wore clothes as expensive as Dorothy
Stone's, and her features were as pleas-

ing. Yet the two girls seemed worlds

ap.irt. It was personality that Daisy

lacked—and "class." She would never

possess either, she. would never hold for

him the appeal of that daughter of

Society to whom he was being drawn
irresistibly.

"Daisy," Bugs mused, "you're pretty

smart, but you need finish. You know
what I've been thinkin' ? I've been

thinking you ought to travel—go away
for a year or so. To Europe. See
Paris. London, Berlin, Home. I'm told

there's notliing like travel for giving

you poise."
Daisy remained motionless, but there

was a curious expression in her eyes.

"I'd stake you up to twenty-five

thousand dollars," Bugs continued.

"You could have a swell time—live at.

the best hotels—see life. What do you
gay. huh?"
She turned and looked at him.
"Who's the other dame, Bugs?" she

asked quietly.

Straight Business.

KENNETH STONE had Jiad no
choice in regard to the partner-

ship Bugs Raymond had pro-

posed, and had reluctantly placed at his

disposal a room adjoining his own
ollice.

To that room came Nails Markey and
the boys. They had been in none too

iiappy a frame of mind ever since Bugs
iuid announced his intention of quitting

the racket, and they seemed loath to let

him relinquish the leadership of the

gang.
It had all the appearance of a raw

deal to them. Bugs had used them and
made quick millions, and now he was
for dropping out, leaving them the

, monopoly of (he Truck i>usiness as a

con.solation prize.

Nails Markey appointed himself

.siiokesman. and annouiiced the gang's

<lissatisfaction. whereupon Bugs stood

up and addressed the group collectively

and curtly.

"What are you winning at?" he de-

manded. "You've got control of the

Truck conibiiu', and the dough you draw
from that will keep you all on I'lasy

Street. Now listen, boys, I'm busy, and
jl can't talk to you about this thing at

the moment."
The gang rose sourly and filed to-

wards the door.

"Oh, Nails," Bugs called, as they

were on the point of leaving, "don't
bring the bo.\s up here any more. I'll

(hop in on you now and then."
The gangsters exchanged meaning

glances with one another as they re-

tired, but Bugs had already turned his

back on them, lie was not left alone
' for long, however, for shortly after the

d(>parlure of Nails and the boys Dai.sy

de Lisle was shown in.

"Bugs," she said, as soon as the door
August 29111, 1031.
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had closed behind her, "I'm here for a
show-down, I'm not going to Europe,
ani I'm i>ot going to let you give mo
the run-around for any other dame."
Bugs made an impatient pass with his

hand.
"I tell you there's no other dame,"

he snapped, and even as he spoke (he

words the door opened and Dorothy
Stone appeared on the threshold.
"Oh, I'm sorry." she apologised, as

she saw that Bugs had coBipany, "I
thought 'you were alone. I just looked
in to see if you were ready for the
races." —
"The races?" Bugs echoed. "Oh.

yeah, we'd made up a party, hadn't we?
I'll be right with you in a moment, Miss
Stone."
Dorothy went out again, and Daisy

glared at Bugs.
"Was that the girl you're sweet on?"'

che demanded.
"Supposing it was," Bugs drawled,

and with that Daisy lost her temper and
struck him across the face.

She had oau.se to regret it, for Bugs
took that treatment neither from man
nor woman, and after a fierce scuffle

Daisy finished up on the floor, cower-
ing in alarm as the infuriated ex-truck
driver stood over her threateningly.
The sounds of the struggle did not

reach the ears of Stone, Dorothy and a

girl-friend who was to accompany them
to the race-course, but they chafed at

the delay which it caused.

"He invited himself," said Dorothy
herself, "and j)er.soually I don't see why
we can't go on without him."
"Dorothy, we daren't," her brother

told her. "We can't take the risk of"

offending him."
So they waited for Bugs, and drove

with him to the course, where Bugs, for

one, spent a profitable afternoon. He
siiowed just how profitable it had been
when he pulled out a thick wad of notes

during the return journey.
"And you won all that on the last

race," Dorothy commented. "You cer-

tainly were in luck's way."
"Half of it's yours," he informed her.

"Mine?" she exclaimed. "Oh, no—
I backed the loser."

Bugs shook his head.
"You thought you did," he said.

"But I took the liberty of putting your
money on the horse I fancied myself.

Here's your share."
"I couldn't possibly take it," Dorothy

assured him, emphatically.
"But why not?'' he protested.
Her lips almost curled.

"You woiddn't understand," she mur-
mured.
Bugs certainly did not understand what

she inferred by that last remark, and he
dropped the subject. He had something
else on his mind, anyway—somethiiig

which he was able to broach when he
found himself alone with her in the

lounge of her home.
She was sitting at the piano, her

tapering fingers running idly over the

ivory keys, when he drew a ring from
his pocket. It was a platiiuim ring with

a massive, square-cut solitaire diamond
that had cost twelve thousand dollars.

"What do you think of this?" he
asked her.

She stopped playing the piano and ex-

amined it.

"It'.s beautiful," she had to admit.
"Dorothy," he said, "would you f "in-

sider it—as an engagement ring?"
She looked at him whimsically.

"I could hardly do that." she

answered, "since I'm engaged already."
"Engaged already!" His fare clouded.

"But^you don't wear a ring,"

"No," she said, "I mot him at college
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—a year ago. He gave me his fraternity
pin." And she pointed to a miniature
badge that was fixed in her frock.

"How is it I've never seen him around
the house?" Bugs wanted to know.

" He got a position in South America
after he left college," Dorothy' told iiim.

"I expect him back next month."
Biigs glanced at the fraternity pin

again, and laughed cynically. The thin;^

had probably cost twenty dollars at the
most,
"And you mean to tell me that's all

he could give you?" he scoffed, thinking
of his twelve-thousand dollar ring.

"I never thought of its material
value," Dorothy said simply. "You see,
I'm in love with him, Mr. Raymond."
Bugs was not in the best of moo-ls

when he returned to his apartment that
evening. Jimmy Kirk and Arkansas
Smith were there, for, though he had
cut adrift from the rest of the gang,
Bugs had retained the services of thcsa
tv.o, realising that he might find a body-
guard essential to his safety..

Jimmy and Arkansas noticed that their
employer was short-tempered that even-
ing.

The New Leader.

IN the down-town club that had
formerly been one of Bugs Ray-
mond's haunts, Nails Markey dis-

cussed the situation with several other
members of the disgruntled gang.
"Bugs is playin' solo," he stated

grimly, "but we ain't the kind o' mugs
to sit back an' let him call the hands, I

reckon. Now, listen, you guys. Nobody
ever said I was dumb

—

nud maybe I've
got ideas for runnin' this town as smart
as any hunch that Bugs ever had.
Maybe I can take control of this out'!;

and run it better'n he ever thought of

runnin' it."

There was a chorus of approval, and
consequently the city once again found
itself in the throes of gang administra-
tion, rap;vcious thugs laying their clutches
on every conceivable enterprise, black-
mailing, bribing, threatening.
But a long-sufTeriug public had reached

the limits of endurance. The fress an-
nounced its vehement disapproval in

black and white. The question was de-

bated over the radio by an influential

reformer who organised a city-wide cam-
paign. There were mass meetings at
which the District Attorney, the judges,
the politicians and the police were all

accused of chicanery and corruption.
And in the Press and over the radio,

the name of the man deemed to be re-

pponsible was but thinly-veiled—the nanuj
Bugs Raymond. For who was ready to

believe that the nptorious racketeer had
in reality turned his back on his old

associates ?

The outcry had the inevitable effect of

spurring the authorities to action. A
conference was held in the City Hall, was
attended by i)rofes>ional men and busi-

ne.ss men, and was presided over by he
District Attorney.
The District Attorney made a spirited

attack not only on the hoodlums vWio

threatened to dominate the city, but ou
those prominent members of the corn-

niunity who had countenanced the

gangsters and even withheld evidence
that might have convicted some of them.
Nor was the D.A.'s oratory in vaiu.

Men came forward from the audience
and admitted his charges. They were
commercial magnates who had 'oeen

brow-beaten or blackmailed during the

months that Bugs Raymond had held un-

disputed swav. Thev confessed th.at they

had accepted thugdom out of the fear

.;if their hearts, but announced their de-

termination of making a solid stand
against it in the future:
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Meanwhile, Bugs Raymond watehetl

and waited, though his interest in tne

outcry was spasmodic, and only apparent

wlien his thoughts did not hinge i!p<.'n

Dorothy Stone. He had set his mind on

one coia-se, at any rate, and it was a

course that kept strictly to the strait

and narrow path of law-abiding citizen-

ship.

But Nails Markey was not idle. He
rcaiited that he had stirred up a hornet":

ne>-t. and further action was necessary.

With Bugs Raymond's dc-eertion of the

gang still rankling, he saw a move
whereby the latter might become a

scapegoat.
Nails sent secretly for Jimmy Kirk.

"Hallo, Jimmy," he greeted, when the

gunman called on him. "How'd yoii

hke to make a little extra money?"
"How little?" drawled Jimmy with h:s

thin-lipped smile.

"There's a loud-speaker, on the radio

that's shootin' off hie mouth plenty,"

said Nails. "I wondered if you might

attend to him, if I made it worth your

while."

Jimmy's eyes took on a glint of greed.

That night he made his way to the radio

orator's hotel and let himself into the

man's room by a duplicate key.

The reformer was sitting at a tyi>:--

writer, tapping out notes for a speech

that he intended to deliver the following

day. He did not hear Jimmy enter.

He was not aware of the .slayer's presence

till the smash of a gunshot broke the

trend of his thoughts.

Jimmy Kirk plugged him throe times

in the 'back, then drilled him wjth a

fourth bullet as he lay on the floor.

Next dav the papers hlazened the news

of the killing and demanded justice.

Men in the street pronounced the name
of Bugs Ravmond in wrathful tr.ne.^.

He had been'at the back of it. He- was

the one the police ehoidd lay hands on.

But the police had no proof.

Bugs received a call from Arkansas

Smith at his apartment that night.

"You know the latest?" Arkan.«as

announced. "They've
pinned the killing on

.liinniy KirHc. Yeah, he

wa.s seen leavin' that

loud-speaker's hotel

just after the shootin'
!"

'"Bunk !" was the re-

joinder. "Jimmy
didn't do it. He knows

I don't want to get in

any jam. He knows
I'm out of the racket."

"I'm tellin' you,"
"Arkansas persisted.

"You airi'-t seen Jimmy
nince last night, any-

way, have you?"

Bugs shook his head.

" But that don't mean
a tiling," he argued-
'-' I guess Jimmy got

the tip he was suspec-

ted, and he's lyin' low

for a spell."

Ho was interrupted

by the ringing of the

'phone-bell, and picked

up the receiver.

"Hallo?" he called.
" Raymond this end.

Yea-h. Oh, liallo, Jim-
my ; it's you, IS it ?

What's all this about
that reformer ?" _ A
pau.se. and then: "You
what ?"

Watching Bugs, -Ar-

kansas Smith saw his

face cliangc colour.
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''You've gotta get out of town,

huh?" Bugs went on, a metallic note in

his voice. "You want me to " His

tone grew suave all at once. "Oh,

sure, Jimmy ! You know I wouldn't

stand by a^id see you in any fix without

doin' something. Yeah, I'll have a car

for ycu. You can pick it up at the

gas-house at ten-thirty to-night."

He hung up the receiver and .stood

thinking for a moment. So Jimmy had

been gviilty, after all. Jimmy had gone

against instructions, and now came whin-

ing for aid, a hunted slayer with the

law at his heels.

It was not pleasant for Bugs to re-

flect that, by force of circumstantial

evidence, he might now share his err-

ing lieutenant's fear of the electric

chair.

He glanced at Arkansas Smith.
" You were right," he said curtly.

"Jimmy did it, but I don't want the

cops to get him—if you understand
what I mean. Ark, I want Jimmy put
on the spot."

"I get you, Bugs."
"Take a car down to the gas-house,

and meet him there," Bugs ordered.

Arkansas left the apartment, picked

up a touring car and drove to the gas-

house, over which Bugs had assumed
control shortly after ho had launched
forth as a racketeer. He entered a

small office there, .switched on the light

and w-aited.

Fifteen minutes after his arrival he

heard a stealthy footfall, and, glancing

through the window, saw Jimmy Kirk
stop into the shaft of light that streamed
through the panes.

Arkansas opened a shutter. He ob-

serve<l that Jimmy looked haggard and
nervous.
"The cops are on my trail. Ark," said

Jimmy hoarsely. "Where's the car?"
"Rig^it behind you," was the answer.

"You'd better beat it, quick!"
Jimmy Kirk turned and darted to-

wards the auto. Arkansas let him take
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the wheel and then drew a gun. He
levelte<l it deliberately, and blazed at

Jimmy's white face. Three shots he

pumped into the gunman in the car, and

watched him sag forward over the steer-

ing-column. Then he turned to a tele-

phone, to dial police headquarters.

"I'm speakin' from tlie gas-house,"

ho said, as he heard the voice of the

desk-sergeant. "A motor-bandit just

tried to stick me up here. No, he
didn't get away. I shot him, an' he's

dead
"

Arkansas stopped speaking. A hand

had closed on his wrist, and, turnrig

quickly, he saw a man in a slouch liat.

The man was not alone. There were

three or four uniformed police-officers

with him.

The cops had been clo.?er on the trail

that even Jimmy Kirk had realised.

They would never take Kirk into cus-

tody, but they had seen and heard

enough to arrest ArkaJisas Smith.

The manacles were snapped home on

Smith's wrists.

Back to the Racket.

EYEN under third-degree methods,
Arkansas Smith maintained the

habitual reticence peculiar to a

gangster in the hands of the police. So
Bugs Raymond continued in his role of

business man, and was a prominent

figure at a civic function which took

place a day or two after Kirk's killing.

The occasion marked the completion

of the sixteen-million-dollar skyscraper

that had been erected by the Stone Con-

struction Company, and the function was
carried out on the roof.

At a height of over a thousand feet

aliove street level', speeches were made
and applauded, a news-reel recording

them. Bugs mingle<l with the ehte,

and. wlien the oratory was over,managed
to edge his way to where Dorothy
Stone was standing.

A goo<l-looking young man was with

her. yhe was holding on to liis arm

" What do you want ? " Stone demanded in a voice that was shaken by ill-concealed wrath.
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afFectionately, and as Bugs came up she
smiled an aloof smile and presented
her companion.
"Oh, Mr. Raymond," she said, "I'd

like you to meet my fiance. Billy,

this is Mr. Raymond. Mr. Raymond-
Mr. Matheson."
The young man held out his hand, and

Bugs gripped it. He smiled an odd
smile tliat was of the lips only, and not
the eyes.

"Glad to know you, Matheson," he
inLuniured. "Let me see, 1 believe Miss
Stone told me you'd been in South
America.''

"Correct." Billy Matheson answered
ge:}ially. "I'm going back there—but
not before Dorothy marries me. We've
fi.Ked the date for the fifteenth of next
moiitli. Of course, you'll come along."
Bugs inclined his head.
"Delighted," he said, "and I wish you

every happiness."
"Thanks, Mr. Raymond," young

Matheson rejoined, and then his atten-
tion wa.s diverted by a Preas photo-
grapher who came forward and spoke
to Dorothy.
"Mi>s Stone," the photographer said.

" would you and your fiance care to
pose while I take a picture? I'm a

representative from the Union News
Agency."
Dorothy agreed smilingly, and Bugs

stood aside and leaned against the para-
pet of the roof, watching the young-
couple as they stood arm-in-arm. The
Pres-s photograplier went back to his
camera, focu.sed it on Dorothy and
Matheson and then approached Bugs.
"Would you mind moving?" he said.

"You're just in the picture."
Bugs started. For a moment his brow

darkened, and then, nodding abruptly,
he walked to the rear of the camera.
The incident rankled in a mind that

was alieady poisoned by jealousy, and
at noon, when the I'eception was over,
Bugs took a ta.xi to the new address of
Nails Markey.

Nails had prospered, as his sump-
tuously-appointed apartment testified,

and Bugs found him there with four or
five of the boys—and Daisy de Lisle.

"Weil, well,'' Nails greeted him in

sarcastic tones, "if it ain't Bugs Ray-
mond in person."

"Yej)." Bugs said curtly, and then,
fixing him with his eyes: "Been steppin'
kind of high lately, haven't you. Nails?
Seems to have slipped your mind that
I might put you l)ack where you once
belonged—among the alleys."

Nails jerked to his feet and reached,
for. his hip with nn angry exclamation,
but ill a moment Daisy' had stejiped
between the two men. Nails .shrugged,
and. sinking into a chair again, pushed
back his hat, which i-arely left his liead
even when he was indoors.

__
"Say, listen, Nails." Bugs told him,

"I'm -lot here to have trouble. Mavbe
that's why I sort of mentioned that I'm
still in a position to control this out-
fit."

Nails ma.s'tered the resentment that
was kindling in him. A cunning ex-
pression appeared in his eyes, and then
gave |)lace to a shifty and" afl'ablc glint.

"Well, we ain't seen you in a long
time. Bugs," he observed. "We'd
ahnast forgotten what you looked like.
Hadn't we, boys?" And he looked at
the other members of the gang.
They '.lodded, but were plainly non-

lilu.s.sed by Nails Markey 's change of
front.

"Nails," Bugs sai<I, "I thought I'd
look you up and talk over something
important."
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"You're welcome. Bugs," Nails told
him, with a grin. " 'Specially so far as
Daisy is concerned, I guess. She's always
talkin' about you."
"You shut your trap. Nails!" Daisy

flung at him vehemently, and then, turn-
ing on her heel, she moved to another
part of the room.

Nails laughed. "You know. Bugs,"
ho began, " there's one thing about
Daisy "

. Bugs interrupted him vvitli an im-
patienf gesture. He liad not called to

discuss Daisy.
"Listen," ho said, "I'm back in the

racket. See?"
"Oh?" Nails murmured, leaning for-

ward in his chair.

Bugs took a i)acc or two across fcliC

room, almost feverishly. It was cleor

that there was something on his mind.
"Nobody ever stopped me getting

what I wanted." he jerked, coming to

a halt before his former henchman.
" You know that. Nails. I got what I

went after every time. That applied to

big business, and it's goin' to apply to

this girl."

"What girl?" Nails inquired.
"Dorothy Stone." Bugs rapped out.

"She turned me down for a cheap.skatc
college Romeo, but I'm not the man to

stand for it. Did you over hoar of the
bride bein' carried off and the groom
bein' left at the altar. Nails? Well,
that's the kind of racket I'm gonna bo
in."

"Aw, kidnap the bride, huh?"
"Yep," Bugs answered, "and listen

how. Tlic morning of the wedding I'll

meet you boys here. We'll make up our
own |)arty for the ceremony. Morning
dress, high hats, flowers in our button-
holes—and gats on our hips. We'll stick

up that wedding the same as we've
stuck up this town at one time or
another."

' And the Stone girl will fall right

in your arms," .said Nails, with a smirk.

"Boy, what a racket this is gonna be."
"It's the kind of racket (hat might

make her think a whole lot more o' me,"
Bugs ground nut, "for havin' the nerve
to null it off."

Nails stood up.

"All right, Bugs," he said. "When
is the ceremony fixed for?"
"The fifteenth," was the answer.

"I'll be seein' you and the boys. Nails."
"Sure you will." Nails told him

heartily, and saw him to the door.
Wh(!ii Nails Mark(\v returned it was

to encounter doubtful glances from the
rest of the gang. They saw, however,
that his ugly face had undergone -a

change of expression.

"So Mister Bugs Raymond thinks ho
can look us up again," he sneered, "and
find us sittin' pretty—all ready to take
bird-seed outa his hand and whistle a

tune for him. He cuts adrift when it

suits liiin, and ho makes a come-back
when it suits him. But this ain't no
come-back for him. He dropped us
once, and we ain't takin' a chance on
him again."

" Then the wedding racket is olT,

.Nails?" one of the gang asked.
"No. that racket goes—up to a point."

Nails rejoined. 'We'll be wailin' to go
to church just like Bugs said— with
morniti' cloihos. high hats, flowers in

our button-holes—and gats on our hips.

But Bugs Raymond won't over sec

church."
A girl's voice spoke. It was the voice

of Daisy, standing in the background,
and her face was paper-white.
"What do you moan. Nails?" sho said

broathlessly.

"I mean, baby," Nails answered,
"that friend. Bugs is takin' that well-

known ride."

Daisy vvas silent. Slio wanted to scj
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Bugs pay for the callous manner in

which he had treated her. Yet sho
cared for him still, and knew that she
always would, whatever happened.

The Ceremony.

ON the morning of the wedding Hugs
Raymond donned a pair of light
trousers, a fancy vest, a black

coat and a tojiper. Spotless linen, a wing
collar, with a neat, striped tie, and a
pair of glace kid shoes encased in whito
spats completed the effect.

Bugs had never acquired the true
social manner, but he at least possessed
presence, and ho cut an' elegant .Tiid

immaculate figure as he left his

apartment. *

He knew that Nails would have a
limousine wailing to take the racketeer-
ing party to the church, so he did not

order his own car, but hailed a taxi.

Half-way to Nails Markey's place he
stopped the taxi outside a florist's shop
and bought a carnation to decorate th<^

button-hole of his morning-coat, and
ten minutes later he dismissed the cab
and entered the block of furnished
apartments in which Nails had taken up
residence.

He was treated to an amusing speclacio

when he entered. There stood the boys;
all rigged out in morning dress and high
hats, and a more uncomfortable-lookiug
group of humanity Bugs had never
clapped eyes on.
One or two seemed almost present-

able, but the others were like so many
tailor's dummies who had been fitted

with the wrong sizes in suits. Nails, m
particular, was an incongruous figure,

his thick-set form being totally out of

keeping with the style of dress that it

had been necessary to affect.

The clothes had cost a lot of money.
Yet Nails did not even faintly rc.seniblo

a man-about-town. His blue chin and
coarse features betrayed him, and ho
looked precisely what he was—a thug
masquerading as a dude.
Bugs surveyed him and the rest of the

gang with candid mirth.
" Suflferin' snakes." he said up-

roariously, " do I look like you plugs ?"

Nails stood before a mirror, adjusting
the ends of a black silk bow tie.

"Why, what's wrong with us?" Iio

demanded. "I thought we looked pretty

hot."
"You look like a lot of half-boilod

undertakers," Bugs observed. "But
you'll pass. Are you all sot ?"

"Yeah, we're all .sot." Nails answered.
"I'll have C^huck call round with tho

car."
Ho cro.ssed to a telephone and put

through a call, ordering the aforemen-
tioned "Chuck" to appear straightway
with the limousine.

" Now let's get the whole thing clear."

said Bugs, as Nails wandered hack to

tho middle of tho room. " We drive up
to the church and all get out, excepting
Chuck, who will slay at the wheel and
be ready to start up at a moment's
notice. We'll take our places in one of

(ho pews near tho altar, and before th»
minister can pronounce the words ' man
and wife ' we'll stop up and bust in on
the coromony with our gats. Under-
stand ?"

"I get you," Nails reioined.

"I'll grab (he girl," Buss continued.
"You and the boys will cover my gct-

awav and join mo in the car."
"Oh, we cover your getaway." NaiU

murmured. "And then hustle out and
join you in the car, hull?"
Bugs nodded.
"Right. Nails." ho was saying when

Daisy de t-isle entered the room.
Dais-v looked nale. and (hero wero

dark shadows under her eyes. Glancing

(CoatiDued od page 26.)
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A stirring story of the West, in which a senator's son is sent to a ranch to keep him
out of trouble, but ;troubIe seems to follow him, until he wades in with blazing guns

and smashing fists.

<.»^^v

^
,p9uncl

I'A Slight Mix-Up ! D

'HE gill who sut at

X one of the corner
tables in the slum

restaurant covered her mouth with her

dainty fingers for the fiftieth time

that night. Stic looked bored, and she

was bored. Tlie restaurant, far from
providing the rougii and tumble amuse-
ment slio had fondly expected, was
just the quietest place in the city.

She turned to her escort as though
he were to bliamc for it.

"Fred Baine," she said severely, "I
thouglit you said there was always
something like real life in this sort of

eating show ?"

"Well, 'pon my soul. I thought there
was!" Baine said. "Seems very quiet,

I must admit."
"So quiet that I am going West to-

morrow—back to my ranch in Mon-
tana," said Marge Holt very firmly.

The ranch does at least give one some
little excitement. This city life is

."simply awful—no riding, no cuttle stam-
pedes, nil the men looking as if they
have nothing else to do but make them-
selves spruce and tidy. Gee, it's me
for the West to-morrow all right !"

"Don't say that, Marge," pleaded
Baine, and pushed back his, chair.

"Perhaps they are fearing a police raid,

or something, and everybody is on their
best behaviour. I'll have a word with
Tony."
Fred Baine had his own reasons why

he did not want Marge Holt to go
back to the ranch. He had an idea
that he would like to go back with
her—as her husband. Timt would en-
sure his not being flailed upon to work.
Later he might bo able to persuade her
to sell the cvTttle. the ranch and every-
thing else that she had, and he would
kelp her spend the money in the only
way he knew how.
He left the tabic, with Marge still

yawning, and niiadc his way to where
Tony, the proprietor ,of the so-called

Slarriuft
niFFAUt nil. I.,

find
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slum restaurant amused himself by
polishing a glass that was already as
bright as it ever had been or ever
woidd be.

" Tony, my friends want a little ex-
citement," said Baine, keeping his voice
low, and dipping his hands into his

pocket for his notes. "Got somebody
who could sort of make things—well, not
too lively, if you undertand, with that
pretty girl ? Then I would sort o' drop
in on the scene, and a little scrap would
give her all the excitement she w-anted."
"And the gallant hero of the evening

would receive such a charming vote of
t'anks from the be-yew-tiful princess,
eh?" grinned Tony, pocketing the
proffered note. "Well, it ees not the
first time, my friend, that I have
obliged you '"

And ho beckoned to a hooligan of just

the type stage villains are invariably
depicted. He was a huge fellow witli

a coarse, unshaven face. thin, sneering
lips, beady eyes and crooked nose

—

altogether one who looked quite in-

teresting in a picture, but mightily
uninteresting to meet on a dark and
stormy night.

The fellow came across to Tony just
as the door opened and another of the
boring type came into Marge Holt's
view. He was spruce, curly-headed, un-
deniably' handsome, with a pair of
mischievous eyes. Behind him walked
a chauffeur.

Marge had quite the biggest thrill of
the evening as the two newcomers sat
down and called for drinks. For a
young man about town to sit down with
lii.s chauffeur was new to her, and, tame
though that fact was, it was a thrill

after the dull and dismal evening she
had so far sjwnt.

She was watching the newcomers so
intently that . she did not observe the

unwieldy form of the tough until his

voice made her look up.
"We're going to dance,' ho growled.

"Ready'/"
"No, thank you—not to-night!" said

Marge, a little unsteadily as her heart
began to beat more quickly under the
leiring eyes.
"I said we were going to dance!" re-

torted the tough, with a very effective

snort.

And his hands went out—which was
just the moment the gallant Fred Baine
should have come upon the scene. But
there was somebody else about besides
Fred Baine.

The curly-headed newcomer sprang
from his table, stepped away quickly to

the girl's table, and lashed out twice
with his right and left.

A very surpriserl tough met the first

with his chin and the second with his

no.se—then rapidly going out of the
newcomer's reach.

In a flash the excitement Marge had
craved for was forthcoming. The
tough steadied himself and hit back,
and with the chauffeur running up to

take his young master's side, and Tony
rushing up to beg his man not to make
too much mess of the really gallant
stranger, there was more confusion than
space.

The curly-headed young man could
use his fists. Marge noticed that just
as quickly as did the tough. But it

was the latter who suffered the most
convincing proof of that fact—two
crashing rights under the jaw which
sent him sprawling to the floor.

"Meester Baine—you stop this feller
—there'll be smashes up !" hissed the
thoroughly alarmed Tony.
Baine started to do his best, but tho

young man flung him aside as though
he had been a sack of straw, grabbed
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at Miirge, lifU'cl hor clean out of her
chair, and carried her through the little

restaurant. His chauffeur stopped to

look after tlio tough las that worthy
staggered groggily to his feet.

"Put—put—put nic down!" gasped
Marge HoU, tier voice vibrant with
uiigcr.

The young man merely grinned,

worked his way skilfully to the door,

pushed it open by the simple expedient
of bunging it with her daintily sliod

feet, and dumped her gently at the \ ery

tloor of the taxi that was waiting out-

side.

"You've—how dare you!" she posi-

tively hissed.

The next moment two stinging open-
handers upon the sides of his face stag-

gered the rescuer so much with the sur-

prise of the attack that he was stunned
for three complete seconds.

The fourth saw him catch the girl

gently by the shoulders, pull her to-

wards him, and a not too gentle kiss

fairly implanted upon her lips.

"Now you'll go straight Jiomc—if

you're a ladv !" .s«id the young man,
with a grim laugh. "Here are your
friends—beat it !"

Baine and the rest of the party
arrived just as Marge, under tfie

pressure of her rescuer's arms, was
Ix'ing pushed into the taxi. Baine him-
.self ushered in another girl, and slipped
in after them without a word.
"Say, Mr. Bob, I reckon that was a

frame-up job !" said the chauffeur
thoughtfully, and stared as the other
remained standing at the kerb staring
after the departing taxi.

" I reckon that was a stunning girl, if

ever there was one !" muttered Bob,
cind gently rubbed his still smarting
face with the tips of his fingers. "I'm
sorry I suggested she might not be a

lady, Ben—but glad I kissed her !

Wh:it's the tough doing?"
"Doing?" Ben grunted as he re-

peated that word. "That's what I say

—it was a put-uj) job. He never moved
after you had picked up the lady, al-

though I dare say he could have made
mincemeat of me. All the same, now
they've gone we'd better be moving our-

selves, Mr. Bob. Might be a real rough
house !"

Bob Lansing nodded, and <laml)ered
into the smart two-seater beside his

driver in the manner of one whose mind
is very, very far from being set upon
the tlelights of a run back to the city.

_^ Troubles Never Come Singly !

Br)n LANSING was his usual cheery

self when he greeted his father the
next morning, although quite

deal of the night just gone by
spent in studying again and
mental vision of a j)retty gir

lad been
again a

[ lie had
his for too short

Iiowever.
He had

was far

a news-

hole
time.
Senator Lan.sinii

from being clu-eiy

paper in his hands, and the top lines,

printed in big black letters, proclaimed
to the world tliat Senator Lansing's son
had been mixed up iti a cheap sort of

brawl the jjrevious niglit.

"iiob. I suppose you know all about
this?" he said sternly. "And with the

elections just coming round—why, this

will cost me thousands of voles !"

"Sorry, dad!'' said Bob quietly.

"But I just couldn't let a burly brute

of a fellow pull a girl about, could I?"
I don't know—I don't want to know

anything about it. All I know is that

you are causing me to lose a mighty lot

of votes!" said Senator Lansing rest-

lessly. "I don't, even understand why
on earth you want to go down to that

part of the citv and get
"
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"Just a little change—a little excite-

ment!" iiut in Bob, with a gentle smile.

"At my expense!" snapped his father.

"Bob, you're going west for two mouths
to my ranch in Montana—until mfter the
elections, at any rate! Understand?
And you'd better take Coleman with
you—he seems to have a iiropensity for

trouble just as much as you!"
"O.K. with me, dad !" said Bob cheer-

fully. "Sorry if I have messed up any
votes for you, but—why, dad, you stiould

have seen her I She was just the love-
liest

"

"Brrrrrr!" growled Senator Lansing,
in deepest disgust.

Bob grinned, bade his father au
revoir, and hurried away to inform Ben
Coleman of their good luck.

"Westward bound, my boy!" chirped
Bob the moment he found the chauffeur.
"Get a few bits together, and we're
starting right away !"

"What—me, too?" gasped Ben. "I
mean, I haven't just got to take you to

the station?"
"Not you, my son !" said Bob, and

struck a dramatic attitude that was
completely spoiled by his merry, twink-
ling eyes. "The open plains—the rolling

cattle—I mean, ranges—horses, pistols,

bandits, rustlers, gangsters, racketeers

"A couple of hundred cows to groom
every day—I know !" growled Ben.

"Well, what of it? It'll be a change !

Go on—slip away and get a few things
packed !"

It took them less than an hour to get
all they wanted, smd at the end ot ttiat

time ttie smart two-soater was heading
westward with two care-free young men
aboard. Ben had, at Bob's command,
discarded his uniform, and wore an
ordinary lounge suit which would be less

distinctive and more useful where they
were going.
"Well, this is where we leave our

troubles behind !" chuckled Bob, as they
struck open country.

" Well, I dunno, Mr. Bob," mu,sed
Ben. "'Tain't such a bad ol' place!"
"Not so much of the Mister Bob

—

plain Bob does me now !" grunted
Lansing. "Got that, Ben?"
"Sure, I've got that, Mr. Bob!"
"Bob, you gumph !"

'All right—Bob!" grinned Ben.
" Then step on the gas and let her

rip !"

Ben obeyed, and the car simply flew

over the miles until the city was left far

behind. Tliey pulled up only to feed
and drink and secure the necessary
petrol for the car, so that when nightfall

came they were ready enough to call

halt for the day.

Dawn saw them on the move again,
and by the time noon came round such
things as trouble seemed utterly out of

place amidst the wild, open country, the
rising hills, the smell of the prairies and
the woods, the almost cloudless blue
skies and the heat of the sun.

But even in such heavenly surround-
ings the most earthly things can happen.
.\ loud bang from one of the back tyres

brought I hem out of their idle roaming
with a start.

"That's work!" grunted Bob, as he
jumped out. "I'll give you a hand to

change the wheel. Ben."
"Thank .\ou. Mr. Bob. but

"

"I'll ' but ' you if you oall me Mr. Bob
again !" growled Lansing., "Let's get at

it!"
They got at it. as cheerfully as though

the world belonged to them, iieilher of

them giving n thought as to what would
be the position if Hiey suffered another

n
juncture before they got into a (own and
lad the damaged tyre repaired.
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As it happened, they were destined to
bo relieved of any such worries.
They had just finished their job when

two horsemen came from the neighbour-
ing woods—two strangers who wore tho
costume of men of the plains, and tho
revolver-belts that always had such a
picturesquely serious impression about
them.
"Keep out of that oar, mister I" said

one of them grimly, his band on his
gun. " Slip oft', partner !"

His partner obeyed, and in a moment
they were out of tho saddle.

" We happen to be in a hurry, mister
—so 'scuse us if we sort o' insist upon
n trade; we take your caF, and you take
our horses!" said he who had spoken
first. "They're sure just about all in.

But—they'll do for you. Get in,

partner !"

"Sure, this is real swell I" grinned
his companion.
With their liands reaching for the

skies and neither of them witn his coat
fully on, Bob and Ben watched angrily
but lielplessly whilst the rougher-dressed
men of the plains slipped into their car.

"Look here, you oan't get away witli

this!" said Bob desperately.

"Can't?" growletl the spokesman, and
dropped his hand to his gun. " Say,
mister, think yourself lucky we don't
fill you with lead just to make sure
you can't talk ! And ain't wo trading
you our bosses?"
"Our bosses is sure right!" chuckled

the other. And that was the last Bob
Lansing saw or heard of them, althougli

the car was raising the dust under its

speeding wheels for some minutes foe

their enjoyment.
"That's the last trouble we could havo

expected. Ben," growled Bob, and took

a look at the horses.

They were obviously tired out, but

were not too bad. Tliey at least provided
them with a means of transport and,

at Bob's suggestion, they mounted tho

animals and rode at walking pace until

they came to a trail.

Here they headed west ^igain, knowing
full well 'hat they would be lucky if they

reached Montana that night and could

secure food.
' But even their slight anxiety in that

direction could not restrain Bob from
giving a whoop of sudden delight.

"Water!" he exclaimed joyfully.

"Come on, Ben—this is where we get

off our thoroughbreds and really enjoy

ourselves !"

"I could do with something more'n
water to drink!" growled Ben. "If I

never see those hombres again. I'll
"

"Drink?" sniffed Bob, as he slipped

from his horse. " This is going to be a
real, swell swim ! Come on—slip off

your clot lies and get a splash !"

The pool of water was inviting after

the dusty ride, and it took them only a.

few seconds to whip off their clothes

and slip • into the welcome shallows.

There for a while they splashed about

fike a couple of light-hearted schoolboys,

shouting to one another if they were
many feet apart, and ducking each other

if they were near enough to do it.

Kven Ben lost a good deal of his anger

again.st the car rustlers as the refreshing

waters brought new life into his limbs,

and he was as cheerful as ever as fie

came out of the water a foot ahivad of

Bob.
But a puzzled expression took fho

place of his smiles os he moved to

where they had left their clothes.
" Say. Mr. Bob— I mean. Bob—sorne-

liodv'.s took our clothes ! And I can't seo

the horses!" he exclaimed.

"What! .Tumping rattlesnakes, you're

right!" ejaculated Bob.

Hi
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• They rushed to the bushes in search
of their clothes, and then to the shelter
under which they had left their horses
I hero was nothing to be seen.
For a moment they stared at one

another in dismay, and it was Ben who
broke the startled silence with a grunt
ot deep disgust.

"VVell, this is about the most thievin'
district a galoot ever walked into'" he
growled. "First thcv pinch our car
and now they've taken our clothes and
horses

! What d'y'know about that ?-

T J '1°,",'*, '^"°"'^' '° f""f'h about that as
I should hke to!" said Bob grimly and
«miled .suddenly as he looked down at
file companion's dripping shorts. "But
I do .know that you're looking some guy
to^waJk into a respectable town, Ben'"
,

Well, seeing that you are dressed in
just the same as myself, you ain't gonna
look .so mighty attractive!" growled Ben
And your curls has sure been left in

the pool, Bob!"
"Take cover—I hear something!" in-

. terjected Bob suddenly.
• They darted behind the cover of tall
bushes at the side of the trail, and waited
hopeully. The creaking of wooden
wheels drew nearer and nearer, and surl-
fienly swept into sight—and two hopeful
.expressions turned to dismay.
A middle-aged woman was driving to-

wards them, .seated in an old fashioned,
Init quite serviceable, buckboard Shesaw them at the same moment as they
spotted her, and in a flash the horses
•were whipped into a gallop, and the
tjuckboard flew past them in a cloud of
dust.

"That's that!" grunted Boh. "There's
nothing for it but a hike, Ben-anJ ahope that our luck will chane-e!"
"Let's be going!" snilTed Ben. "The

sooner we fii.<i a drcent hombro in these
parts the better I'll be feelin""•And they struck the trail in rather
•tender fashion. Their feet were not
hardened to walking on a hot, dusty
frail, and to them it seemed that every
loose stone in Montana was laid out.
before them.

It was only just in time to prevent
.heir utter collapfo that they stumbled
up to a wooden shack that had every
appearance of being de-erted By that
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tmie they wovdd both have risked im-
prisonment for life to obtain a pair of
hefty boots to protect their feet agaii-st
the hot trail.

"We're going in there, and if nobody
IS at home, we'll help ourselves to whnt-
ever there is,", said Bob, setting his teeth
desperately. "I'm sure stuck risht upwith this trail paddlin', Ben!" ^

Ben could only grunt. He felt that
It fie opened his mouth very much he
would groan.

Cautiously they crept up to the door
ot the shack and knocked upon the door.
Ihere was no answer, which gave them
both a greater hope. Just as cautiously.Bob opened the door. It gave way to
11= touch at once, and a single glance
told them that there was nobody athome. '

"Inside!" said. Bob briefly

'n^u't i/''*""',
>"' ^^"'"'"gly enough, ,uidBob foUowcd him and shut the door In-

.side they fountl all that they could want
-clothes for both of them, includiii;;
boots that more or less fitted them.
Thus it was with a little more cheer-

fulness that they walked once more on
that troublesome trail, their borrow,-.!
ciothes lending them proteotion against
the hot sun and making ihem feel rat'ie-
more inclined to meet up with anybodywho luippened .to come along.
As it happened, they came up to sor."P-

body they least of all expected to nwetLook—there's our horses!" said Ikib
suddenly, pomting to a little clearing just
off the trail. "And. gee! What's that?Men and cattle !> Say, this is where we
step in, Ben!"

B(!n nodded and pushed back his shirt
cuffs, in businesslike fashion. In amoment more they were moving caiiti-
ously to the clearing.

Two men were buey'in that clearin<

—

too busy to take any notice of the new-
comers. They were obviously branding
a calf, and behind them were the wo
horses the car rustlers had left with Boband Ben. '

But the men turned quickly enough
when Bob spoke.
"Say, guess this is where v,e collect

our horses!" said Bob calmly.
"Your hjs-es'" giowled one of them
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"^".?",
T^'^" °"^" hosses! Somebody

I

rustled them from us!" .

" Somebody rustled our car, and left
us the horses-I guess we'll make for
the sheriff aud have our argument out
with him!" said Bob grimly. "Suityou?"

,

The second man let go the calf, and
in a moment it was dashing into the
open country, taking with it the sliglit
and not unpleasant smell of sinwei-v
brought about by the branding. ^ The
next moment the two men flung them
selves on Ben and Bob, and a wild fight
started.

There was no time for the citv men
to wonder why the men of the 'plains
should objec-t to settling the disputed
ownership of the horses before the local
sheriff rhey had to protect themselves
as best they could against iis savage an
attack as they had ever encountered.
But the troubles that had come theirway had roused Bob and Ben just suffi-

T-n '
l'^

^='?* ,"'''^^ "^°'-^ feroc-ity than
bki 1. They lashed out right and left,
and there were no rounds. Thcv to>ik
blows as hard as they gave, but neither
party showed the least inclination to stop
the fight until there sounded, from the
distance, the rattle of hoofs.

That changed the whole outlook.
In a flash, guns appeared in the

stiangei-o hands, and two anxious sets of
eyes glared' ferociously at Bob and B.m

.
Keep away, stranger! We'll blow

ho.es in you if you put your fists thisway again—and stand back!"
Unarmed as they were, neither Bobnor JJpn could do anything but obey,

lliey looked on in dismay as the men
hurriedly mounted the horses and kept
their guns pointing steadily until the
rapidly approaching rattle of gallopin-r
horses urged them to dig in their spurl

^"'',..''f,''
'"'''''y f<"" cover of the woods.

Hell here's another go!" grunted
Ben, rubbing his jaw. "I was just go-
'"S to sock my man in the jaw, too!"
Ihere was no tune for more Horse-men were all around thoin. and again

guns came into play. And of air themen that had been met, these were the
g'";p^'"es*- b'mch ever.
"Sd^ ain't thoic a guy in this dis-

I
' Look here-you can't get awcy with this 1 - said Bob desperat^

August 20tli, 193i,
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tcict without a gun?" demanded Bob
ooritemptuousiy.

'.'We want guns when dealing with
rustiers hke you!" snapped one of the
nejvconiers—a foreman, by (lie loo!; of
hini, and by the way the others waited
lor him to speak.

"Rustlers?" hooted Ben. "Why,
we'vQ been rustled

"

"VVhat'.s that you've got in your
fi.ind?" demanded the foreman, as he
slipped from liis horse.. "If that ain't a
branding-iron 1 will say I've slipped up
some !"

Bob looked down at the iron wliich.

almost instinctively, he had snatched ip
at the approach of the horsemen.
"I tell you, we came up to two men

who had stolen our horses, and
"

began Bob hotly.

"Rope 'em, men!" cut in the foreman
bricfl%

.

He waited until his orders had been
obeyed, and once more the unainied Bob
and Ben could do nothing but submit.
Ropes were .set round their arms and
legs and pulled tight.

"Now you're going np to the Bar O,
and meet up with the owner," said the
foreman grimly. "I'll say rustlers have
never been caught with more evidence
of guilt than you^and we sure have bud
some rustlerB in these parts. Move,
strangers!"
Ben gave vent to H dismal grunt, and

his expression was almost pathetic as he
looked up at Bob.
"And .Senator Lansing thought he was

sending us out of trouble when he gave
orders for us to be Westward bound!

'

he muttered.
"Oh, we'll get out of this plenty quick

enough!" declared Bob, as they started
the march along the trail.

But he sounded a lot more confident
than he felt. He had been caught witli

a branding iron in his hands, with the
necessary fire at his toes, and that was
a whole heap of evidence. He knew that
—none better

!

Everything depended ujxjn the ranch
owner now, and if that owner was any-
thing like tho>e with whom they nad
already made contact, Bob had a notion
that a good many more months than
two would pass before Senator Lansing
saw them again!

A Serious Business !

" V/OU wait here!"

I That was what Frank, the
ranch foreman, briefly com-

manded when the footsore and weary
suspects were marched into Bar O.
They were glad enough to halt, but in-

wardly just a litde uncertain as to

whether or not they were keen to learn
their fate.

A glance roimd at the grim faces of

the captors told J5ob that a dash for

freedom would be hopeless. These men
showed such an aptitude for handling
their guns, and l)\illets went quicker
than any man or any hor.sc. There was
nolhiiig for it but (o wait and see what
happened.

The foreman slii)i)ed round the ranch-
house, followed by the man whom Bob
had heard addressed as Dick—a burly,
rather shifty-looking customer. At the
back, just filling a washing-pan, was
Emma, the housekeeper-cook.
"Where's Miss Marge. Emma?" do-

niand<-d Frank in his brief way.
"I'm here—what's the matter?" came

an uiu'xpected reply from the doorway.
Marge Holt stood there, less magniii-

cently dressed than she had been in the
slum restaurant, l)\it none the less attrac-
tive and pretty.

"We caught a couple of rustlers with
a running iron in tb.eir hands!" explained
August 29tli, 1931.
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l''rank. " I thought you might like to
have a word with them. Miss Marge,
before I took them down to the sheriff.

They might spill a bit if you ask them
a few question.s.

"

Marge Holt nodded.
"I'll come along with you, Frank

—

I'd sure like to know a bit more about
these rustlers," she said, with a frown.
" We've lost so much cattle lately that
the sooner the rustlers are all in prison
the better it will be for all of us. Where
are tii'ey ?"

"Round the corner."
They moved in a body towards the

ranch-gates, Maigo with a grimly pert
expression upon her pretty face, .md
Emma with a distinctly curious, but
ru^rvous, twinkle in her eyes. It was
Emma who pulled up the party the
moment they reached the corner of the
house.

" Why, if it isn't the two men I saw
half-naked on the trail I" she exclaimed.
"They ought to be hanged!"
Marge did not reply—she did not even

smile. She was looking at the curly
head, from which Bob had removed his

hat. And only for half a minute did
the puzzled frown remain upon her
brows.
Then she smiled—a gentle, whimsical

smile of anuisement.
"I don't think I'll question them yet,"

she said suddenly, and very quietly.
' Let us make them work. Give them
forks and set them to work in the
stables, Frank. After that they can do
the washing-up."
A moment later she had darted to-

wards the house, stopping only to order
the amazed Frank to wait a minute.
She came back in a very short time, and
it was with a pair of dark glass spec-

tacles over her oyes.

The others looked at her in amaze-
ment.
"Lawks alive. Miss Marge—and

what's the business?" gasped Emma.
"Leave this to me!" .said Marge, with

a chuckle of girlish delight.

And it was slie who led the way uji

to the suspects and stood before them in

an attitude of lofty contempt.
"So you are two of the rustlers who

have been raiding my cattle!" she saifl

cuttingly. "I've always thouglit rustlers

were real men I"
" Look here, ma'am—we're not

rustlers " began Bob warnvly.

"Take them round the stables,

Frank!" interjected Marge.
" But "

"Move!" snapped Frank, and fingered
his gun Ijy way of persuasion.
Ben and Bob moved, helpless and

utterly forlorn. There simply was tio

use in argument at that time.
The cattle-.sheds were chosen as lli'^

spot upon which they were first to work.
and it was Marge who handed tlieni

forks.

"Clean up the sheds." s!ie said brieflv,

and Bob stared suspiciously at the black
glasses as there appeared to him to be
a chuckle behind the command.
But the eyes remained hidden—and

Frank, standing with his hand upon
his gun. moved it .slightly as a sign
that he was getting impatient.

If thev felt humiliated in raking out

the smelly cattle-sheds, that was nothing
to what they felt when they were set (o

work, half an hour later, at a huge
basin of water in which reposed various
kitchen utensils. It was the first time
in their lives that they had "done the
washing-U|)." and they did not like it.

They were tired in mind and body
when nightfall came, and disgusted
enough to wish that the sheriff would
come along with the toughest length of

rope and string them up to the nearest

tree. Matters' were not improved when
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thoy wore parted for the night. Bob
being locked in a side-room by tho
horse stables, and Ben taken and put
under lock and key by tho fodder-room.
But things certainly appeared to be

turning their way when Ben's door was
suddenly unlocked, well into the night,
and tho man Dick appeared.
"Not a whisper!" muttered Dick,

before ho had closed the door again.
"If you reckon I'm gonna start doin'

more woman's work, you can get your
gun out and start shootin' right now !"

growled Ben. "I'm through!"
"Sh'sh!" Dick's warning was mi-

patient. "I'm sort o' sorry for you
fellers—you don't seem much like old-

time rustlers to me."
"We ain't rustlers at all!"
" There's a couple of horses saddled

down by the corral—here's a key that
will release your partner—beat it !"

"Shucks! Now you're talking boss
.sense !" gloated Ben. and in a moment
he had snatched at the key and was at
the door. "One 'of these days we'll

meet up again, mister, and then I'll loll

you what I think of you."
He could not have seen the grin that

crept across Dick's shifty face or ho
might have been a little less exuberant.
As it was he slipped across the vard to

the stables, and in a few seconds ho
had released Bob and thev were making
for the corral as hard as their legs would
take them.
The horses were there, saddled and

ready for the trail and, with Dick look-

ing on from the cover of a stable, they
mounted and dug in their spurs. In
half a minute they were careering wildly
down the trail.

Two minutes later Dick was also

mounted, but he cut oflf in a different

direction to that taken by the runaway
suspects. His was not an aimless ride.

Dawn was coming up when he rodo
straight up to a shack that was prac-

tically hidden in tlie thick under-
growth.

Inside were a number of men who
appeared to find something disconcert-

ing in the thunder of his approach, for

their hands were upon their guns when
Dick opened the door and walked in.

"They're gone!" he announced at

once. "Took it like a dog takes a bone,
.Tim!"
"Good

I
Let's be going!" snapped tho

man addressed as .Tim Stone.
The result of that escape and Dick'-t

ride were manifest not so very mucfi
after.

Dick burst into the kitchen of tho
ranch.
"The prisoners have escr)ped—.ind

thev've taken a hundred head of catlli

with them!" he said breathlessly. "Two
horses have gone, too!"

"A hundred head of cattle— gone
'"

ga.sped Marge, and a spoon dropped
with a clatter from her nerveless fingers

to the floor.

For a moment they watched licr—
noticing the expression of dismay that

flitted across her face. They put it down
to the loss of her cattle—and a hundred
liead of cattle being lost was certainly

something to cause her concern.

But it was not that. M.org'^ was think-

ing only very dimly of the cattle. They
formed, as it were, only a background
to a rather handsome, smiling face—

a

liead of curly hair—and a pair of merry
eyes that had looked so extraordinarily

nice when filled with an expression of

di>may and resignation.

"Get—get the boys all out. and
we'll hunt them over the range!" she

whispered. "They can't beat n> it

they've, a hundred head of cattle to

look after."

"They'll bo making for the "border,'

t

if
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I expect. We'll have to luuiy !" said
Dick earnestly.
"Never mind—go and get them !" said

Marge, and for the first time for many
a y«ar there was real anger in her
voice.

Marge Holt was a very, very disap-

pointed young woman. Bob Lansing
was, after all, a rustler.

The Accusation !

AT the very moment that Marge
Holt led out her cowboys Bob
and Ben were sitting beside a

camp-fire, resting after a meal. It

!-hould have been a cheerful meal, see-

ing tliat it was had in freedom they had
not expected when tliey had turned in

tlie previous night.

But it was not a cheery meal at all.

Bob was preoccupied all the time, and
tiic clatter he made when ho suddenly
flung a stone witli vicious force at their

water-OiUi brought Ben to earth with a
startled cry.

"Shucks! YouMl rouse the whole dis-

trict with that row!" he exclaimed.

"What's the matter with you? Want
a rope round your neck?"

'I've just remembered where I met
that girl— it was at the slum restau-

rant!" exclaimed Bob, and rose quickly

to, his feet. "I'm going Iwck!"
."Going back? What for?" ejaculated

the startled Ben.
"She'll be thinking we really arc

rustlers—running away like wq. did,"

said Bob. "I'm not standin' for that

—

and it's no good your talking, cither

!

We're going back I"

"More washing up — and perhaps

they'll set us to wash the socks and

shirts—woman's work !" growled the dis-

gusted Ben.
"We'll risk that! I'm not letting

that girl think I'm a rustler," said Bob
firmly, and with that he made for his

horse.
, , , , ,.

Ben followed reluctantly, but duti-

fully If Mr. Bob could risk his nock

by going back, it was up to him to make

it easier by keeping Bob company.

They rode the trail in silence, Ben

despairing more and

more as they got nearer

to Marge Holt's range,

and Bob showing more
and more eagerness to

meet up with the girl.

But they wore
destined not to meet up

witli her in the circum-

stances they planned.

Bob pulled up his

horse with- a sudden
jiM-k as. riding the crest

of a hill, ho saw below

him a herd of cattle in

:harge of a number of

men.
" Halt ! Can you see

,vhat cattle tlioy are?"

he demanded tensely.

"Bar !" announced
Ben a moment later,

""^''ou can see the brand

on tlicir haunciies !"

"What's a herd doing

out here at this time of

day—making for the

lioider-line?" said Bob.

"Say, Ben, maybe
they've been rustled!

If ,we drove them back,

and picked up a rustler

or two we'd sure c!e:ir

ourselves I Snakes!
Tliey've been driven

into a corral
!"

"Then there's no
hope of clearing your-
self-rsxpoct it's one of
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the dame's own corrals!" grunted. Ben.

Bob did not answer. Ho never took
his eyes off the scene before him. In-

stead, he dug his heels and set his horse
at a trot towards the wooded range, and
Ben followed as a matter of course.

There was no need to' ask any ques-
tions when they dismounted from their

horses a few yards from the shack into

which they had watched the cowpunchers
go. Voices came to them from within.

"Well, that's uibout the easiest lift we
have ever had !"

"A good hundred head. .Tim—and the
joke of it is that Marge Holt will be
out for them city goomi)lis, and her
buys'll shoot 'cm up on sight, so they
can't spill the beans!"

It was a joke— it must have been,
judging by the laughter that followed.

But to Bob it was anything but a
joke. He had hoard her name now

—

Marge Holt. .\iid this was her cattle.

Untrained to the range though he was.
Bob needed no telling that the herd was
well hidden, and that it would be quite
an easy matter for the cowpunchers to

ride around the wooded corral and miss
all that it hid.

"You follow my lead, Ben. We're
going to do some business!" muttered
Bob grimly, and with a calmness that
stagg<'rod Beti, He stepped towards the
shack door.

Rifles and guns greeted him, but he
looked at them with a contempt that
might have suggested he lived in such
an atmosphere of con.stant threat and
danger.
For one tense moinent the men in the

hut and the newcomers surveyed one
another—and there was not a flicker of
surprise in Bob's face when his eyes
re .-ted. for one brief second, upon tliose

of th<! man Dick, from Bar O ranch.
" Well,' mister ?" queried .Jim Stone,

very quietly, his right hand moving
ever so slightly to those behind him as
a warning not to start shooting.
"Seeing that Bar O cattle coming into

jour corral, I sort o' reckoned you do
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bu-inOss in a pretty small way," said
Bob easily. "I'm interested—but with
a place like this, stranger, why don't
you wipe up the district?"

There were gasps all round at the
calm aiinouncenient, and eyes that had
been full of suspicion changed imme-
diately to wonder.
"I don't reckon on rustling a hundred

head or so. I've got a pretty good
gang of my own, mister, and I'm sur«
startin' on clearing the district. Scein'
as you're also interested, perhaps we'd
better have a sort o' understanding,"
went on Bob; and even Ben nearly
gasped at that.

Bob was as calm and convincing as if

he had discussed such matters as rustling
u hole herds all his life. To make
matters even more plain, he calmly
ignored the guns and sat down at the
table.

He was up the next moment, how-
(ver, for with startling suddenness there
hurst into the room the very person
for whom he was planning so cunning a
tight.

It was Marge Holt !

For a moment they stared at her, she
returning their stare with eager wonder.

" So you've got them—^aiid my cattle !"

she said breathlessly. "Dick, the boys
are out on the range! (U)t them along
and have the cattle driven back "

"Wait a minute—wait a minute!"
said Jim Stone slowly. " N'ot so fast

!

Those cattle ain't goin' back!"
"What do you mean?" gasped Marge.

"Dick, I saw you cut off from the boys,
and followed you Oh!"
She broke off with another little gasp,

and stared round at Ben and then up
at Bob. But the hitter's face was im-
passive.

"So—you are—a rustler!" she mut-
tered, as the. truth dawned upon her.

"And you—Dick?"
Dick turned his head, and it was .Jim

Stone who cut down the surprises and
got to business.

Bob fought with flsts

and feet, leaping from

spot to spot and bunk
to bunk.
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"Those cattlu are going over the
bolder, ma'am, and you're- groiiig with
tlicm 1" he ^aid bluntly> -.

" We'll let you
go whtcii tlie cattle is out of jurisdic-

' tien, to to speak, and your blabbing
won't hurt nobody."

"Wait a minute; I'm on a better plan
than that!" said Bob excitedly. "Why
not have the money from the ranch as

well, boys':' Hold Miss Holt to ransom,
I moan. My partner can take a note

to the ranch, and bless your little

hearts, the lady can write the note her-

self!"
' "I'll do nothing of the sort!" snapped
Marge fiercely.

"You will!" said Bob coolly, and, sit-

ting himself down at the table, took up
pencil and paper. "At least, you will

sign it ! That will be good enough for

your boys, I reckon. They'll sure have
plenty of thought for you, ma'ara!"

He wrote rapidly for a few minutes,

Jim Stone looking on carefully whilst

it was being done. In the end Bob
rose from the table and gently but
firmly pushed the girl into his vacant
chair.

"Sign up—unless you want to go
across the border with our bunch for

good !" he said tersely.

She looked up at him, indignant and
rebellious. But his calm, stern expres-

sion told her at once that she could ex-

pect nothing from him but orders.

A glance round at the merciless faces

about her, and with a little sob at her
throat, she signed her name to the de-

mand for all the money at the ranch to

be handed to he who brought the note.

"Thanks!" said Bob coolly, as he
took the note up and folded it. "Here
Ben, take this back to the ranch and
bring back the money "

"And you go with him, Dick," cut in

Jim Stone, just as calmly. "Two of

'eiii is so much safer, mister—especially

as your partner ain't got a gun!"
Bob never turned a hair, although he

realised that those words just about
spelled the utter ruination of his plan.

Ben W'ould have brought back plenty
from the ranch—but armed men, not
money. With Dick and a gun as part-
ners on the ride, however, that plan
seemed to be scotched for good and all.

But he could not show any mistrust
of Jim Stone or Dick in the circum-
etances, neither could he show the
slightest hesitation in accepting Jim
Stone's suggestion as a really fine pre-

caution.
"That's a great idea, partner," said

Bob instantly. "Get ofT, you guys, and
don't be too long about it. In the mean-
time 1 reckon we'll keep a good look-

out, mister, whilst they're gone. This
dame's punchers are on the range some-
where, and we don't want any suz-prise."

So, as Ben and Dick went out on their

errand, Jim Stone agreed to split up the
remaining members of the party into two
sections. One lot went into the back
room—aiid with them went Marge Holt.
The otliers remained in the other room,
ready for any emergencies.
Jim Stone was chuckling gleefully.

His new partner was showing enterprise.

He had thought of the ransom idea so
quickly that for once in a way Jim Stone
reckoned he had met up with somebody
who had as much brains as he himself.

It was pleasii>g, and likely to be profit-

able.

What Jim Stone would have thought
had he been on the range trail could
only be imagined. But things were
certainly happening out there which
would tend to upset his calculations of
much loot from his rustling game.
Dick and lien were riding down the
August 20th, 1931.
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trail, and were within a mile of the
Bar O ranch when Ben, with a skill that
was- surprising considering hewas more
used to motor-cars than to horses, sud-
denly flung himself sideways at his com-
panion, and the two of them lurched
oft' their horses and crashed to the
ground.
Ben had the advantage of the sur-

prise, and he crashed home his right
and left before the bewildered Dick had
had time to realise that Ben meant quite
a different business "to that upon which
they had set out.

He fought back, sick and dizzy from
the blows he had already received, but
his spirit was greater than his strength.

A third and a fourth blow landed upon
his chin, and a terrific thud under his

heart toppled him to the ground.
In a moment Ben was on top of him,

tugging at the rope which he had care-

fully and thoughtfully placed around his

belt. Thereafter there was no fight

—

only a feeble sort of struggle which Dick
put up to try and avoid being tied up.

He had no chance. Ben was grimly
determined to get both the girl and Bob
Lansing out of that mess, for a right

bad mess they would all be in if they
once were compelled to join in the ride

over the border with Jim Stone's gang.
Ben finished his job neatly and com-

pletely, and got at his horee again. Dick
he had left upon the trail whilst he gal-

loped madly back to the ranch.
His greeting was not exactly a cordial

one.

"Here's that rustler—drop him!"
shouted one-puncher.
"Wait a bit—wait a bit—I want you!"

yelled Ben, as he slid from his horse and
dashed up to the foreman. " Say, read
this note!"
He was fumbling in his pockets as he

spoke and ran. But he had not the note

ii! his fingers when lie reached Frank,
and he was still without it after a breath-

less search through all his pockets.

"I had a note—Miss Holt and my
partner are up with the rustlers!" he
gasped. "The note was for money

—

but I guess I tumbled that I was meant
to get you "

"Instead we've got you!" said Frank
calmly. "Hike him off to the sheriff,

boys—I know that Dick and Miss Marge
are still on the range—I saw them go
off together

"

"Well, I'll be hanged!" almost
shrieked Ben, and with a vicious swing
of his hand, he grabbed his own hat

and flung it to the ground in the deepest

disgust imaginable. "I tell you—why

—

sure—there's the note!"
He laughed aloud as he saw the note

wa-. just exactly where he had put it

—

in his hat. It had been revealed when
his hat struck the ground.

That settled it. Frank considered it

sufficient evidence to order out all his

cowpunchers and start upon the rescue

ride, and in a very short time the ranjje

was resounding to the thudding hoofs
of thirty armed men. Ben led them on
the ride.

Alarm in the Camp.

BEN COLEMAN had made two mis-

takes.

The first was when, after having
won the fight, he did not fix the ropee

so that any struggling on Dick's part

would choke him. The second was leav-

ing Dick's liorse.

For Dick struggled hard enough to

loosen the ropes that bound him, and
almost at the time that Ben was making
a mad search for the note, he had freed
himself and was riding desperately to
the shack where he had left his rustler

comiianioos.
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He was wliite and agitated when he
burst into the shack—apprehensive be-

cause at last it was known that he had
played a dual role of ranch under fore-

man and rustler.

"What's up?" demanded Jim Stone.
"They're double-crossens—he lugged

me off my hor.se and tied me up before
he set out for the Bar O!" gasped Dick,
and pointed urgently out of the door.
"We'll have to beat it—they're on their
way!"
Jim Stone muttered something under

his breath, and swung round viciously
towards the other room. But Bob. had
already heard the news, and he quickly
brought further alarm into the camp.
In a split second he had grabbed at

and secured a gun from Jim Stone's
holster.

"Reach for the skies!" he said tensely.
"I'm blowing holes in the first man
who pulls his hands down! Get 'em
up!"

He waited until the gang had obeyed
before he turned peremptorily to Marge
Holt.
"Get out of that door, and be ready

to shut it when I come out after you!"
he said briskly.

" You ain't gonna get away with this,

stranger," said Jim Stone between his
teeth.

"No?" grated Bob. "Get out, Miss
Holt!"

Marge, with one fleeting glance that
was curiously a mixture of relief and
admiration, obeyed. Bob, keeping his

gun handy and his eyee on the gang-
sters' faces, moved slowly after her.
He was at the door when a sudden,

well-aimed bottle sent the gun flying

from his grip—and in a flash the men
were at him.

The rough, strong men of the plains
might have expected an easy victory
then. Gun-play was out of the question
—there were too many of them, in much
too confined a space. Bullets meant for

the solitary enemy might easily find a
billet in one of the many friends.

Bob fought with fists and feet, leaping
from spot to spot, and from bunk to

bunk. Once he used the wall as a lever
to hurl himself at the whole gang, in

the successful effort to send them sprawl-
ing on top of one another.

Only one remained steadily upon his

feet, and that one collapsed under a
terrific uppercut that must have rattled

every tooth in his head.

In a flash Bob was at the door, and
there a terrific struggle started. Bob
wanted the door closed and locked—the
others wanted it open.
At last, with a superhuman effort, Bob

got the door crashed home, and in a
second it was locked.

Bullets were crashing into the lock the
moment they darted away.
"Quick—the horses!" gasped Bob.

"You ride ahead—towards the ranch!
Ben will be bringing the boys O.K.

!"

They moved with desperate speed

—

Bob had the natural feeling that had he
been alone he could have got clean away
in half the time. But the pace was set

by Marge Holt, and he had to keep to

that pace.

He used his tongue and leather to urge
her horse on the faster the moment they
struck the trail for the Bar O ranch.
A glance behind told how the gang

had freed themselves and were hot on
the trail. And it w'as not long before
shouting voices came to his ears.

"Can you stand all this?" he asked
the girl anxiously.

"Sure—all this—and morel" she
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pant-ed, and dug in her heels fiercely to

^et speed out of her horse.

But there was no more speed there,

and with more than a little alarm. Bob
began to realise that they were being
caught up.

"You get on and tell the boys to

hurry!" he shouted. "I'll stop and give

them something to think about!"

"Don't—let them—shoot yoii!" she

shouted, as he swung his hor.se off the

trail and started back the way they had
come.

If he could only split the rustlers up
t bit, cause them to jerk their niounl'^

to avoid colliding with him, the i.'ii

would get a frosh start.

It was an excellent plan, and doulj;-

tess it would have worked.

But there came another diversion.

Even as a dozen guns wer« jerked

out of the holsters, there came a ter-

rific fusillade of shots from the right and
the left, and the terrified rustlers found
themselves between two tires.

Ben had arrived with the Bar O boysl

"Reach—or jt's a massacre!" came in

Bon's delighted shriek.

The groans of dismay that arose from
I ho rustlers could almost be heard abo\o
lh»; thudding lioofs. They were so <lis-

inayed they foigot to thuot, and in the

^Ijht seconds of their hesitation, the

Bar boys had ridden ahead and behind
until there was nothing left to do but

joik up and reach for the skies.

Griiming all over his face. Bob looked
oil and took ' in the whole situation.

Unless he was very nuich mistaken, Jim
Stone and his gang wore rustlers no
longer.

But there was something else to which
ho had to attend.

He gave a little .whoop of joy, and
sot his horse galloi)ing nuidly up the

trail, to see Marge Holt coming slowly
back. She had heard the fusillade,

turned to find the <hase ended, and was
coming cautiously to ^ee how the fight

fared.

She found instead a solitary rider on
the trail—and this time her greeting
was a smile.

He jerked his lioiso to a halt, returned
her smile, and looked at lier with that
fascinating glint of mischief in his eye.s.

"I was coming back to tell you 1

wasn't a rustler—and that we'd mot
before," he explained, a little breath-
lessly.

"And I was coming back to—to see

"If I was hurt?"
"N-n-no. To say that I am sorij I

slapped your face ihat night, and that

—

that if you liked to take one more lisk

today—that I
"

"Marge—I'm sure taking that risk!"

he whispered.
She did not slap his face—Ben noticeil

that as, coming round the bend in the

trail, he was just in time to catch the
Hrst and the la.st part of the "risky"
act.

He pidled his hat off gently and
rubb(>d his hand through his ruffled hair

in the manner of one who finds himself
suddenly out of all that's good.

" And now I'll icckon Senator
Lansing will agree that Mr. Bob has
found the i-ight sort of trouble!" he mur-
mured, watching the pair go slowly
along the trail, side by side •ami hand in

hand. "And me with two bosses all

because we came Westward Bound!"

(By permission of the British Lion Cor-
poration, Ltd., starring Buffalo Bill,

jun., arid Allene Ray.)
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A GRAND

NEW ANNUAL

This fine Annual Is packed

with gripping film stories,

interesting pictures, splendid

articles and intimate facts

about your favourite film

stars.

IT WILL BE ON SALE

SEPTEMBER 1ST,

PRICE 6/- NET.

So make a note of the date

and place an order with the

newsagent at once and

make sure of a copy, other-

wise you will be disappointed.

I Continued from page 2.)

when stern maternal justice was meted
out to him it was the other Jackie
who shed the tears.

Another pal of these two is Donald
Haines. He is a ton-yoar-old freckled
youngster who plays the dog-catcher's

son in "Skippy." The two .Jackics and
Donald have been together in a number
of pictures, and they hail one another
will] ilelight when they meet in a new
one.
Tho real veteran of "Skippy,"

tliough. is Payne .Johnson. He is tlie

youngest of seven Johnsons, all of whom
arc him artistes. Payne is only seven
rncnihs of age, but is a screen
"veteran " in tho sense that he has been
in pictures since he was seventeen days
old. Most of his life has been spent in
prop, baskets, so that he has not had
to oxcrt himself much. But he can
talk. So much so, in fact, that he is

expected to be one day a second Will
Rogers !

Qetting His Own Back.
Al Christie tells ilio following story

against himself. Ho was travelling
through the Mojave Desert at a high
rate of speed, late one evening, wiien
a siren souiuled and a motorcycle cop
stopped him. He asked for his driver's
lR-on<i', road it, and handed it back.
"Oh, yes, Mr. Christie," beamed tho

cop, "I know who you are! A lot of us
used to work in _\oMr comedies in the
old days, wni'ii you needed cops in

the picture."
.M saw Ids lino disappearing and

boaniod back. " ^'c.s. indeed." ho said,
'

I have given many a cop a five-dollar

bill for an aflornoons work."
Tho motorcycle cop drew out liis note-

book.
" -My friends all got jobs with you,

Mr. Christie," he said grimly, "but yon
never would give inc a job, though I

hung round your studio for days."
.And he wrote, "Give this guy tlie

limit " on (ho tiikot. huiulod it over,
and disaiipoared with a loud bray of his

siren.

A Monkey School.

It is repor(<^d from Hollywood that
Tiffany Film Productions are establish-

ing a school for monkeys! Young
chimps who may have aspirations to

appi'ar on tho screen are compelled to

attend, whether they like it or not.

School hours are sandwiched in

wherovor there arc intervals between
production scenes, when the monkeys
will bo taught how to act before tho
camera. They haven't tho chance to

play truant, either. A wardrobe deparl-
mont has also boon opened, from which
tlioy will bo given human sints to Rt

them. Cowboy outfits liavo just been
made for them to appear in "Ciima-
nion," which will burlesque "Ciniarron,"
you can look out for seme roaring fun

when these inoid<oys come on tho

screen.

"Cloud Lookout"— New Job in IVIovie

Studios.

A new job, created by California's re-

cent "unusual " weather, is that of tho

cloud look-out.
Ho is an expert at gauging their

tlirection ami speed, antl the time tho
sun will shine between the scurrying
clouds.
Paramount sent the cniupany niakin.g

The Secret Call " with lliohard Arhn
(Continued on p&i^e 28.)

August ^'Jth, 1931.

t
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"CLEARING THE RANGE."
(Continued itom page 12.)

» * * * >^^^^^^^^^^^^»
epurs drove into his pony's flanks relent-

lessly, till the rowels were smeared in

gore, and the creature bounded forward
in a terror that vied with his own.
Curt made tlic crest of the hill and

let his horse fall into a long, loping
stride. lie saw Kildare turn in the

saddle once more, and once more the
crook's gun began to spit flame and lead.

The slope of the hill had dropped away
into a sheer clitl' four hundred feet in

depth. Along this section of precipice

pursuer and pursued wore now careering
at break-neck pace, Kildare with the
horror of the noose goading him to des-

peration. All the supreme insolence and
bravado that had characterised the man
while lie had been in power had fallen

from him like a cloak, leaving him like

a hunted animal—tliough dangerous at

that, and with leaden slugs for fangs.

Conversely, Curt Fremont was no
longer the despised figure of scorn who
had seemed so anxious to avoid danger.
He was the stern avenger now, resolved

on bringing his brother's slayer to

justice.

Kildare emptied his si.\-shooter and
then drew fresh cartridges from his belt.

He fumbled with them tremijlously and
loaded the chambei-s of his forty-five.

TJiis time he made an efTort to steady
his wrist for accuracy.
He might have effected his murderous

purpose, but in the instant that Jiis finger

curled around the trigger his hoi'se

tripped ill a jack-rabbit's scrape.

"i'he bronc went down hj- the head, and
Kildare plunged from the saddle with
a hoarse cry. The six-gun went off with
a crash as it flew from his grasp, but
its barrel was levelled at the clouds and
the shot sang skyward.
The revolver dropped over the edge

of the cliff and tumbled through space

towards a muddle of ugly rocks far

down. Kildare followed it headlong,
but his clutching hands fastened on a

clump of scrub growing out from the

brink. There was a jerk that almost
wrenched his arms from their sockets,

and then his heels were dangling in mid-
air.

Curt rode up to the spot where the

crook had been unhorsed even as Kil-

dare's pony struggled to it« feet. The
puncher drew rein, and looked down
at his brother's slayer with grim, casual

disinterest.

Kildare's breath was coming in husky
gasps. He knew that if ho regained the

brink it would only be to face a judge
and jury and fini.sh up on the end of a

noose. Yet he was sick with fear at

the thought of a plunge to those rocks

four hundred feet below him.
His hands clenched at the scrub, but

he saw it coming away by the roots as

the strain dragged it from the surround-

"QUICK MILLIONS."!
(Continued from page 18.) T

at her. Hugs could not help noticing

that she .soonied out of sorts.

"Nol fcclin' so good these days,

baby ?" lie inquired.
"What's it to you?" she snapped re-

sentfully.

ISiigs regarded her with a caliu ex-

prc.>ision.

August 2<.ltli, 1U31.
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ing earth. Still Curt Fremont made no
move, and the terrified wretch hanging
from the clift'-edge squirmed and scrab-

bled frantically, seeking in vain a foot-

hold with his toes.

The roots of the scrub creaked omin-
ously. A sob broke from Kildare's lips,

and his upturned, haggard face regis-

tered an expression of mute appeal.
Curt leaned forward slowly and took

a lariat from the peg on his saddle.

Kildare"s eyes, watching his every action,

lit up with hope, but panic seized him
again as he saw Curt juggle with the
rawhide carele.ssly and unhurried!}'.

"Fremont!" Kildare groaned. "Fre-
mont For pity's sake

"

Curt's fingers toyed with the lariat.

The roots of the scrub were threatening
to give at any moment. Kildare looked
down, and his brain reeled as he saw the
drop beneath him. In those few seconds
of waiting and torture, he seemed to

live through an eternity.

The root© of the scrub came asunder.
A scream burst from Kildare as he
dropped. But in that same moment
Curt tossed the lariat deftly, and the
noo.se looped itself around the crook's
falling body.

It was wrenched taut, and Kildare was
left dangling again, but not for long.

Wheeling his bronc, Curt cantered a

little distance from the cliff's rim, and
his captive was dragged to a doubtful
safety.

Kildare lay for a spell in a fainting

condition. When at length he struggled
up his face was a greenish-grey, and his

limbs seemed scarcely capable of sup-

porting him. There was not a spark of

resistance in the man, and he was whim-
pering.
"Come on!" said Curt. "The sheriff

wants you."
He urged his bronc along the cliff-edge

at a slow pace, Kildare stumbling after

liim on the end of a lariat. So they
reached the Moran outfit, where Curt
cast his prisoner loose and backed him
to where Tom Burton was standing.

"Kildare," he said, "thenext time
you feel a rope around you it won't be
mine—and it won't be under your arm-
pits. All right, sheriff," he added to

Bellamy, who stood near by with his

deputies, "take 'em away!"

South of Amarillo Creek, in the valley

where they had come upon the im-

pounded herd of cattle, Dad Moran's
four ranch-hands were congratulating
themselves on being alive.

"We wouldn't have stood a ohance
against Kildare's bimch," one of them,
declared. "If it hadn't been for Curt
Fremont we'd bo lookin' like a lotta

kitchen-colanders by now."

Dad Moran was not with them. He
had managed to secure his horee after

some difficulty, and was at the moment
riding back to his ranch, where he hoped
to locate Curt and receive an explana-

tion of several circumstances that puzzled

him.
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When he reached it Bellamy had gone,
together with his deputies, the tell-tale

bank ledgers and the two prisoners Kil-
dare and Burton. There was not a
human being in sight as Dad Moran
stabled his horse and made his way
round to the front door of the ran',-

hou.^.
But as he entered the dwelling he

heard the strains of music. A guitar
was responsible for the melody, and,
glancing across the living-room, Moran
-saw Juan Consares standing at the foot
of the staircase, strumming a languoroul
Spanish love-song.

"Hallo, Juan!" said Dad Moran.
"Buenos dias, senor!" Juan answered

politely. "I hope I find you well."
"Yeah!" the old man told him.

"Yeah—I'm all right. Have you seen

—

Curt Fremont, Juan?"
Juan shook his head.
"No, senor," he murmured, his fingers

still caressing the strings of the guitar,

"I no' see him."
"Have you seen Mary Lou, then?"

the old rancher asked.
Again Juan shook his head.

"No, I no' see her, either, senor," ha
said, "but I theenk if you find the one
then maybe you will find the other."
"Thanks, Juan!" Dad muttered, and

went out of the ranch-house again.

If he had looked behind the tall back
of a settee he might have seen the two
for whom ne had inquired. But Juan
had not divulged tlieir presence, for he
believed that at the moment two was
company, whereas three might have been
a crowd.

True, he himself made a third. But
then he had liis back turned to the fire-

place before which t'ne settee had been
drawn up—and. after all, how could
Romeo woo Juliet without the music of

a troubadour?

"But, Curt." Mary Lou was saying
softly, "why didn't you tell dad and I

what you were doing? Why did you
let us _go on thinking you were a

—
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coward—when all the time you were
risking your life as El Capitan?"
"I told you I didn't want to do any-

thing that would make trouble for you
and old dad," Curt reminded her.

Mary stared into the fireplace.

"That was thoughtful of you. Curt,"

she murmured, "but I feel ashamed of

myself for believing you were yellow."

Curt slipped his arm around her.

"Mary Ix)u," he said, "I sorta recol-

lect that this hombre El Capitan once
sampled them pretty lii* o' yours with-

out seemin' to raise any objections."

"But El Capitan had a way with

women." she laughed. And then: "By
the way, who was that Mexican girl who
rode with him?"
"Her name began with ' Juan,' " Cart

told her with a grin, "an' it finished

with ' Consares.'

(By permission of the Universal Films,

Ltd., starring Hoot Gibson and Sally

Eilers.)

" Vou know." ho mentioned, "you
ought to have taken tliat offer I once
made you. A trip to Europe woulil

have done your health a lot of good,
too."
His ill-chosen reminder of (hat first

aKcuipt to rid liimself of her only .served

to heap fuel on her anger.
" You don't have to worry a\)out my

health!" she said viciously. "Iiu not

worrying about yours!"

As she spoke she flashed a glance at

Nails Markey, who frowned threaten

ingly behind Bugs Raymond's back, and
signed to her to keep silent.

But Bugs detected no special sig-

nificance in her words. Ho merely re-

flected that it was natural Daisy should

flare up at him. After all, she had been
pretty loyal to him, and he had not
treated hor any too well. Of course, ho
liad been generous to her financially,

but she was not the kind of girl who
wanted money lavished on her. She was
the kind of girl who lost her heart lo a
man, and was ready to follow l-iiui

through fire ami water. And he, Bugs
Raymolid, happoned to bo the man to

wliom she had been willing to dedicate

her wholo life.

J
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Bugs drew a little nearer to her, and,
taking her hands, spoke to lier quietly.

"Don't get all liet-iip, Daisy," he said.

"Maybe I haven't been square with you,
but that's jiifit on account of the way
things have turned out, and I'm sorry

if I've hurt you
!''

"You couldn't hurt me!' she retorted

fiercely ; but there was a catch in her
voice that belied the worde.

She wanted to nate Bugs Raymond,
but she found that she could not. In

spite of his treatment towards her he
meant everything to her, and suddenly
the realisation that he wae going to hi-:

doom cliilled the blood in her veins. As
he was about to turn away from her
with a shrug of the shoulders, .she caught
him by the arm.

"Don't go. Bugs!" she pleaded, all

the resentment quite gone from her now.
"Don't go to that church "

And again, even more urgently, a

World of appeal in her eyes:
"Don't go. Bugs "

Bugs pursed his lips. He did not know
the real reason for this outburst. He
believed that slie w'as asking him to

abandon his project because she could

not bear the idea of him marrying
Dorothy Stone.

"Listen, Daisy," he said; 'you and

I have been good friends, and I wa.^

pretty fond of you. 1 guess I always
will be. But we weren't cut out for

each other. It was class I wanted, and
you didn't have that, Daisy. And then
Dorothy—— Well, you know how it is

when a guy meets a girl ihat puts him
off his grub—a girl he's ready to fight

for, and do murder for."

He drew back, and Daisy turned away
bitterly. Then one of the boys, stand-

ing by the window, gave vent to an
exclamation.

"Here's Chuck with the car," he said.

Bugs squared his shouldei«. Keen of

face, steely of eye, he spoke to the gang
with that gaiety of tone which had been
characteristic of him in former days,

when launching some big coup calcu-

_ lalcd to extend his power.

"Come on!" he drawled, making for

the hall. "We haven't too much time.''

Nails and the rest of the gang donned
their silk hats, and. en route to the door-
way, paraded past the mirror.

They regarded tliemselves with satis-

faction, one or two of them giving tlieir

toppers an extra tilt before moving on.
Thus they filed out into the hall. Nails

Markey being the last to go, and Daisy
de Lisle was left alone in the lounge.
Standing there, she heard the front door
being opened, and knew tiiat Bugs Ray-
mond was walking forth on his way to

eternity. In another moment he would
be beyond recall.

She started towards the hall on a

.sudden frantic impulse.

"Bugs!" she sobbed. "Bugs "

He hoard her as he was stepping out
into the corridor, and he glanced at
Nails ilarkey impatiently.

"Aw, you go back and talk to her,"
he said. "We'll wait for you at the
elevator."

Nails turned and retraced his steps
across the hall. He met Daisy in the
doorway of the lounge, confronting her
with an unexpectedness that made her
start.

"Oh, Naiis!" she whispered.
"Don't worry, baby," he told her

with a twi.sled grin, "we'll take goori
care of him."

He strode out of the apartment and
hurried along tlie corridor to rejoin Bug^
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and the other members of the gang at

the lift. They entered, and were carried
swiftly to the ground floor, wheie they
created some interest as they trooped
into the street and entered the limousine
that was drawn up at the kerb.

Two of the gang took their positions
beside Chuck, the driver. The other.s

packed into the interior. Bugs and Nails
occupying the back seat and sinking inte
the luxurious comfort of its pale grey
upliolstery.

The car moved forward, and, changing
into top gear. Chuck followed a swift-

travelling stream of traffic towards the
city centre. He was a magnificent
driver, for on many an occasion he had
had to depend on his skill with the wheel
to ensure his liberty, and the limousine
made good speed, fairly forging its way
between the other vehicles.

The gangster.s looked out upon the busy
side-walks with casual interest. All
seemed perfectly at their ease except
Bugs, though it was from no sense of
personal danger that he felt uncomfort-
able. He was more concerned over the
success of his intended kidnapping than
he had ever been over any racket he
had engineered, and now that the

moment for action was drawing near he
appeared fidgety, chafing at the brief

delays which (xcinred when the red stop

lights on tlie street-cros-sings were against
Chuck.

Often, fcMj, he glanced at his watch,
and he had looked at it six or seven
times when the car turned into the

street for which Chuck had been told to

make.

Peering through the glass partition

that separated the interior of the

limousine from the chauffeur's seat, Bugs
caught .sight of the entrance to the

church where the marriage was to take

place, a church famous for its associa-

tion with Society weddings.
He saw crowds of smartly-dressed

people stepping out of expensive oars

and walking along the strip of rich

carpet that crossed the sidewalk and
l)4sscd into the great arched doorway of

the chajjel.

Nails Markey, sitting close to him with
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folded arms, slid one hand into an insido
pocket and pressed a fistful of blue-black
steel against Bugs Raymond's body.

Bugs turned his head and saw that
Nails was regarding him with a curious
expression.

"Take your cibow out of my ribs,"
said Bugs.

Nails Markey did not move.

"You fool,'" he told Bugs deliberately,
"that isn't my elbow."

Bugs lowered his ejes. _ He saw the
gun that had been quietly pushed into
him, and he knew that he was approach-
ing the end of liis career. Somehow he
experienced no great shock of suiprise.

This was what he might have antici-

pated, and guarded against, if his brain
had not been thrown out of gear by a
girl who had refused to marry him.

And he cei'tainly experienced no fear.

His only sentiment was one of cynical
resignation, as he seemed to see the suc-

cessive incidents of his life pass before
him. Newsboy, truck-driver, racketeer,
commercial magnate—then back to dust.

With his free hand Nails ^Markey made
a sign to the other gangsters in the in-

terior of the limousine. They reached
for the blinds, and drew them down over
the windows. A screen was eve'",

lowered behind the partition sejjarating

the chauffeur's seat.

Three muffled reports rang out as the
car was passing the church, and just

beyond the building a silk hat was tossed

to the sidewalk from the curtaine<J

vehicle. It was the silk hat which had
belonged to Bugs Raymond, and which
would no longer be required.

"Expensive weddings those Society
dames have," one of Nails Markey's
companions was heard to oKserve before
the limousine door was shut again.

The bride was just arriving, with a
bevy of attendants.

"Yeah," came the voice of Nails
Markey. "but we hoodlums have swell
funerals

!"

(By permission of the Fox Film Co.,

Ltd., starring Spencer Tracy.)

FOUR FINE FILM NOVELS.
"TOO MANY WOMEN."

He was the Don Juan of Paris, and tlie spell-

binder of feminine hearts, bat when the one
woman came into bis life be foand the path

of true love far from smooth.

" ASNABELLE'S AFFAIRS."
A beautiful, wayward girl married a bearded
giant under strange circumstances, and ran
away after the ceremony. Several years later

they met again, and she did not know him.
A f&rcical tale of a girl who falls in love with
her own husband, starring Victor McLaglen and

Jeanette MacDooald.

" LA DOUCEUR D'AIMER. '

The joy of loving Germaine I But Albert, the
dreamer, discovered that it wasn't all joy
the lady had a husband and her own peculiar
ways. An amusing story, featuring Victor
Boucher, the CharUe Chaplin of French films.

" GLAMOUR."
The love-story of a famous actor who sacrificed
happiness and played a false role to save a
woman's good name. Starring Seymour Hicks,

Margot Grahame. and Ellaline Terriss.

LAURA LA PLANTE and FRANK FAY
in

"TOO (MANY WOMEN."

Don't miss this grand issue of our companion paper,

SCREEN STORIES.« 4

On Sale Wednesday.

9?

Price 2d.
August 20111, 1031.
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and Poggy Shannon to C'ai aline Island

for several d«ys of location work. The
first day the" weather was clear; but

the next day ^vas hazy, and scenes liiid

to be made "between clouds."
While the sun was obscured the com-

pany rehoarsed, and a minute Vicfore

the sun was expected the cloud look-out
gave his warning, aiul announced

:

"Three minutes of liglit this time,"
The instant the first ray of sun hit

the players the camera-, started turning.
and the players enacted tlieir scene.

The comiiany was forced to work two
'days in this nerve-wracking manner,
but the recjuired seene> weresecured.

which .Joan Barry and Percy Marinont
l.-ave tiie leads.

Egypt in Elstree.

To bo able to plump dowA some
distant part of the world outstdc ojic's

door Vvould, if practicable, certainly

alwlisli all the expens(> and fatigue of

travel. But .so far only producers are

able to achieve this magic residt.

British International Pictures recently

found that Egypt, for example, would
do nicely for a location. But why take
the company there when all that was
needed could be }>rodueed at Klatree ?

So prop men and others set to work, and
verv soon Port Said api)eared on the

B. i. P. lot. Then it had to be peopled,
not, however, by white artiste^ made up
to look their parts, but by the real racial

specimens to be found in that cosmo-
politan part of the world.
The telephone wires buzzed with

messages to the casting agencies, and
within a few hours out of London's teem-
ing rnillionn there were discovered about
two hundred men. women and children

of the types required. These included
Arabs, Turks, Nubians, Greeks, Persians
and otliers.

Amid a babel of tongues that must
have been both "Rich and Strange " for

the microjjhone, these peo))le jostled each
other in a t,\pically Egyptian street, and
sold beads, shawls, Ijuskol? and other
things ill a native bazaar. I have said

".Rich and Strange." for this. I may
add, i.s also the name of the picture in

World Search tor Strang* Facts.

It is certain that not all the museums
nor all the books of facts there are have
yet been able to tell us fully about the
many .strange things to be found in the
world. So John Hix, the cartoonist and
originator of the Universal series,

"Strange As It Seems." has just started
on a voyage of discovery.
Ho is taking with ' him a nia.ss of

material which he intends to verify, and
which has already been insured for over
£3.000. Ho will also gather all tire ftew
material he can. There is no doubt that'

Mr. Hix's job will prove a tremeiulous
one, but the rcviults should prove
intensely interesting.

Screening a Menagerie.
Animals, as we know, were nuuh in

evidence- in silent films, and man^ a zoo
iu California was kept, busy supplying
different sfiecimens of the jungle variety
to producers. Then the talkies caine
an<l the animals vanished for a time.
.Since then, however, we have ha<l the
Dogville comedies and those depicting
trained moidvey->, alid quite popular, too.

have these picture.-, proved.
Now we are to have .something else

in the way of the.se animal comedies.
Columbia are producing them, and they
will bo one-ri'elers consisting of really
laughable pictures in which trained
animals will take the place of human
actors. There will be a menagerie of
these animat.s on the screen, including
lions, tiger.s, giraffes and the more
domestic types, such as dogs and cars.

Buffalo Bill Serial.

Serials, as already mentioiu'd on this
page, are coming back into popular
favour, and more than one comp.iny is

at work on them.
Universal is busy with one called

Every Tuesday

"Fighting With Buffalo Bill." and those
of you who have read of his exploits in

fiction will be able to follow some of his

adventures on the .screen. This .serial

will feature two iire.scnt favourites. C>no

of these is Johnny Mack Brown, once a
prominent footballer in the States, and
tlie other is .John Wayne, who made
such a hit in "The Big Trail."
Another producing company is giving

)>icturegoers '"The Phantom of the
West," in which Tom Tyler will appear
in ten thrilling ei)isodes.

A Queer Collection.

One of the s'rangest assortments in

^America is kept muler lock and key in a

special compartment of the properly
warehouse belonging to the Jletro-

Goldwvn-Mayer company.
The assortment consists of several

thousands of dollars worth of gambling
equipment, firearms and other lethal

instrimients that arc legal for -film

purposes only, but are otherwise barred
by the State of California. ' For thi-s

latter reason the compartment contain-

ing these things is always kept locked.
Among the gambling equipment are

roulette wheels, loaded dice and several

games of chance. In the ordnance li;ie

may be found ntaehine-guns. rifles, tenr

bombs, pistols, swords, rapiers, cutlasses

and other weapons banned by the law.

All of them are stored "broken."
Thar is. certain ))arts from all the

weai)ons are kept elsewhere so that the
incomplete we,ii>ons would be useless if

they were stolen. Tlien there are also

in the collect>ion bra^s knuckles, biirglais'

tools, daggers and much else that it

would not, be wise to leave lying about
for anyone to pick uji.

. . Another Air Film.

In the old days of pictures many a

thrill was staged on the roof.of a train,

then th<> motor-car was j'Ut into the
chase, and now it is the aeroplane.
"Wings" .shovved us th(> d-iring tliM

men can achieve thousands of feet in the
air. and among similar piciuve^ we ha\e
h.ad "Hell's Angels" and "The Daw.i
Patrol." This last-n.imeil film w:ts

produced by First National, and jiroved

such a big success that the same company
are now jnaking another air iiioture

called "Men of (he Sky." Ii deals with
spies belonging to the nations engaged in

war. and is certain to be iiackod wiili

tlirills. The story has been .specially

written for the screen.
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" Heroes of the Flames."

Bob Danow, Tim Mc-
Coy ; JuiK' Madison, My'>on
Sliockley ; Mis. Macli--oii,

Llrjte C'uuaitl; Jackie M.uli
*oii, Bobby Nelson; L)<ui

Mitchell, (jayiio Wliitiii in
,

Tiixie Faiix'll, Beiilah Hut
ion; I'iii Hfelcy. Monte
Monl.iiKue.

NEXT WEEK'S TWO COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

Bid

»on ;

Nixon
Codv:
I'oi)"

" Sweepstakes."

Doyle, Eddie yulll m
.Jones, .lames (jlea

VtiiUv Ellis. Miuioi
; VVally Weber, Li

«

•lake, Paul Hui»t
,

Wake. Fred Burton
Baggoit. Kinj
!Sn<'ed i\Jartin,

van; Ma Cla
l.ci;,'liton ; The
Dniiiiii.

f
BagcoM

Billy .Sid!

ney, Lilli

Dude. Md

" Wjsst oj Oheyenne."
Toiji ;J<nug(lon, Tom Tyler;

•Jlicss, "Jo.<jephitio, Hill ; Kurt
R.iyniei. ' Harry Woods;
Nevada, Robert Walker;
Baniy. Ben t'orbett; PvO'e,

Fern JCminett.

pictiue Leila Hyams is shown
walking upstairs, opening a
door and then retracing her
steps when she discovers bet
husband in the amrs of

another woman.
Securing a hydraulic camera

elevator-perambulator, Selwyn
devised the filming so that

the camera kept Aliss Hyams
ill continuous focus, following
her step by stop upstairs .to

the door and revei-sing the
process as she walked down
the flight again to the hallway
where the action started.

With the rise and fall of the
camera, as well as its forward
atid backward progress, Sel-

uyn airanged to have the
luiciophone placed on a travel-

g boom that kept just out
of camera range, but caught
every footfall as the actress

went through the dramatic
.scene.

The Sea God."
Barker (Pink)

Ail.-n; Daisy, Fay
'.S(iiiaie Dciul " Mc-

J'.iigene Pallotte;
Robert Gleckler;

I'early Nick, Ivan Sinipso";
Abe. Bob I'orry; Rudy,
Mam ice Black; Bill, Fred
W.ilhu/e.

riiiiiip

Kieliard
Wuiv;
i;art"hy,

Se.hultZ,

" CRACKED NUTS."
Wendell bought a revolution, Zup gambled ior a crown, and so
lliey both became King of El Dorania—with comic complica-
tious. A joyous farce, in which these two quaint comedians
ars aided and abetted by Dorothy Lee and Edna May Oliver.

" GUN SMOKE."
Eastera gunmen, in the guise of capitalists, come to a western
ranch. Within a tew weeks the finding oi gold starts a war
between the gunmen and a band of fearless men of the plains.

Staning Richard Arlen and Mary Brian.

ALSO
The second episode of our thrilling new serial oJ the Fire

Brigade, starring Tim McCoy and Marion Sbockley.
" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

Too Qaod to be True

!

Tile production chief of any motion
picture ^'tiulio has plenty to cope with

;

but William h- Baron, vicc-preaident in

charge of production at Radio i'ictures,

reports a new one.
Kocently Paul Sloane. who is to

direct "Consolation Marriitge " for

Radio Pictur<>s, came to him bearing si

worried frown and the scemirio of

"Consolation Marriage."
"What's tlie matter with you?" de-

manded l.e Biaron.

"I'm worried," said Sloane.
"Why !•

"V^cll." said the director, "this as-

signment is too good to be true. The
story is great, the script is perfect, the
cast is superb. The canioramun is the
best I can have, my assistant is u jewel
and the sets are gorgeous.
"Anything las perfect as this nmst

linve a catch in it somewhere. That's
wliv I'm worried."

No Laughing Required.

A leading lady with no sense of
liumour is Buster Koaton's idcial, para-
doxical as it nniy seem.
Motion picture stars arc often

quizzed as lo their preferences in re-

garde to the women who play opposite
Ihem. Some like them iilonde. some
acptenber 5th, 1931.

like them darli, some are not content
vvitli any but .outstanding beauties,
others prefer them less dazzling, but
Iveaton is the first to have expressed a
wisli for humourleiss leading ladit<s.

In explaining the oddity Kealon
said :

"Women can't control their laughs if

they have u pronounced sense of

humour. Consequently you get into u
comedy scene, playing it straight, and
just at the high .poitit you're liable to

hear a giggle. The ' nuke ' picks it

up. You can make a comed.y twice as
fast if the people with whom you act
have no sense of humour at all."

Information is tluit in choosing the
featured feminine players for his latest

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer comedy, "Romeo
in Pyjamas," Kciiton put applicants
through a "straight face " tost in

which only those passed who refuiined
from laughing at his funniest antic-s.

Taking a Camera Up and Down Stairs.

"Walking" a sound camera up and
down a flight of stalls is the difficult

busk achieved by ICdgar Selwyn and his

technical crew when "Men Call It

Love " was filmed at the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mti,yer studio.

In the most dramatic scenes of the

A Scotch Terrier Joins the
Dramatic Critics.

Although few people are

aware of the fact, Joe fi.

Brown, the "Clown Prince"
of the screen, often holds a
jnivate rehearsal of his fumiy
liusincss before it is recoi-ded

upon the celluloid. Ajid his

audience consists of one soli-

tary admirer—his dog Sandy.

iSandy is a Scotch terrier,

and within the privacy of the

Brown household Sandy wit-

nesses his master doing a

variety of queer things. As
Joe declares:

"It is really^ remarkable how sensitive

-Sandy is. When I read lines to him I

instantly know how good or how bad I

am. If he sits up and cocks an car I

know he is mildly interested. If he
barks hi,' is amused. If he yelps and
scampers round the room I know I am
going over big.

"If I am doing a love scene, and ,he
licks m\ hand, I am sure I am well oil

the way to Uecouring the world's worst
lover, while if it's a figlit, and lie goes
to his corner and lies down, I throw
out my chest and feel like a second
Dempsey !"

rJoe E. Brown's latest picturo is

"Going Wild." In this important
comedy the star is seen as a pseudo
uviator. .;ind many of the scenes present
him doing the whole gamut of flying

stunts.

He is supported by Ona Mun.son,
Lawrence Gra,v. Laura Lee and other
popular players.

Runaway Horse in Fi>m Studio.

A lihu star's knowledge and imder-
sranding of horses averted wliat might
have been a .serious accident during
tlie production of "Carmen." which is

bi'iug "direct d by Cecil Lewis for

.(.Coatiiuied on page £8.)^
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting rnachine, but a fiendish enemy does
everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. Don't miss the

opening episode of this grand new serial of breathless suspense and thrilling drama.
Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

II Stockton
I'ussoisby

Fire Bell !

A CROWD h;is gathciini;
Street, S:iii Fiunciaco.
bwelled its minibeis, their up-

turned faces registering- interest and
concern as they gazed at the top-story

windows of a slcyscraper building.
From tlie main entrance of the block

of officop mcti and girls were luaiying
fearfully, and the reaaoii for their haste
was patent. An enemy of mankind had
reared its sini.ster head—tlie enemy fire!

It flickered luridly uL the sininnit of the
building, and obscured the blue sky
line with lowering masses of smoke.
A police oHicer was Iiastening to the

nearest alarm-box. and soon the watch-
ing crowds would thrill to the brazen
clangour of fire-bells, to the spectacle of
scarlet monsters hurtling iaipcriousiy
through the street, to the flasli of
helmets jjlunging into a deadly chaos ot

flame as stalwarts in blue risked life and
limb at the call of duty.
As yet, however, no call had reached

the station of District Number Five,
San Francisco Fire-fighting Force.
Bob Darrow wa.s oti the stafT there, .1

fall, well-built young fellow in the early
twenties, with a pair of level grey eyes
that had many times met danger un-
flinchingly.

Son of British parents who had
emigr.ited to the Pacific Coast in his
childhood. Bob was not an cx-sailo;,
like most of his comrades in the brigade,
and during hi? first six months of ladder
drill had had to conquer a normal
aversion to heights. fJrit and deteinnna
tion had tiiumplied over the liaiidic:>,i.

and now none was more agile than he
on J;he lofty escapes, and tionc nv)ic
eager to lead the way into the heart of
a raging inferno.
But Bob Darrow's resolve to enli.^^t in

the fire brigade was not merely the oiit-

tinne of a desire tor excitement. Of an

EPISODE 1.

"THE RED PERIL."
invetiLive turn of mind, he had for some
time been working on a flame-fighting
process calculated to extinguish a fire

almost instantaneously, and it was
primarily for the puipose of perfecting
In.^ invention that he had embarked on
his iierilout career.

Bob was m the dorniitoiy reading a

book on science when the startling peal
of the alarm-bell interrupted his studies.
In a moment he was on his feet, and
simultaneously the whole station became
a hive of activity as men rushed to their

Ijosts.

Bob sprang to one of the (vilished

pillars that led to tlie engine-room, and
slid 10 the ','1011' id-level with the burly
form of another fireman piled up on his
shoulders—a worthy bv the name of
Pat Heeley.
Three minutes was the time ollowed

for the men of the brigade to take their
positions and drive out on to the street,

and delays were jjenalised by fine.?.

There was no lecord of any fine ever
having been levied on a single member
of the staff at Number Five Station, for

HELP THE NEWSAGENT.
Have you ever thought how difficult

it is for a nevirsagent to order just
the right number of copies of any
particular paper each week 7 You
can make his tas!< much easier if you
place a regular order with him. You
will not only help him to order cor-
rectly and avoid waste, but will make
sure of getting your copy regularly

each week.

v.ithi:! '.s\\> and a half niiiuites of the

first call the fire-wagons were invariably

on their way.
"Stockton Street!" rose the cry, atid a

few seconds later the engine> were roar-

ing through the city in full caiecr, hea-i-

iiig south towards the district where lli

fire had broken out.

Not far from Stockton Street, in a

f::6hionable shopping qiiaiter. a well

dressed woman emerged from ti large

store and crossed the sidewalk to whero
a limousine was standing. A chaulFcur
was in the driving-seat, while the hack
of the car was occupied by a bsjy six or

seven years of age.

"Oh, VVatkin-s." the woman said to Iter

-chauflfeur, "I've made some rather

cumbersome jiurchases in the store. I

wonder if you'd mind helping to 'any
some of them out."
"Certainly, madam." the chauireur

answered, descending from the car, and
the woman turned to the small boy in

the back of tlie vehicle.

"Jackie," she told him,
right here. Remember, don't
"All right, mother."

promised, and, accompaniet
chaufTeur, th.o wjnum wesit

the store.

She had not long been gone when,
above tiie noise of traffic, the b;jy in the
car heard the clamour of fire-bells. Hj
immediately started to his feet atid

opened the auto's door to jump down
into the street, his eyes kindling with
o.Kcitement.

Ho didn't intend to move far from
the lim.iusine, but he began to vdiX'-- bis

way through a throng of pedestrians
(•lo.ssing the road. The sound of the
fire-bells drew nearer, clanging up-
roariously in a thoroughfare that ran H
right-angles to the one in which tli'

September 5tli, I'JoJi,

'you stay
go ;,way."
the boy
by her

back into



boy's mother -was shopping. He
wriggled between the steady stream of
people in the hope of catching a gh'mpsc
of the engines as they dashed across the
jnnction of the two streets, about fifty

yards away.
But the fire-wagons did not cross the

junction. Instead, they skidded round
the corner into tlie thoroughfare where
the boy liad been left by his mother.
There was a sudden rush on the pait

of the crowd with which the little fellow

had mingled.
J.,ook out!" someone yelled. "The

wagons are headed this way !"

The mob stampeded for tile sidewalks
blindly. The boy was caught up in that

holter-.skelter charge, and screamed out

in fear as he was ewept oft' his feet and
hustled fairly into the middle of the

road.
He tripped and fell. Men and women

stuMibled over him, trampled him in

their dash to the pavements, and only,

when the crowds had gained the kerb

was he seen, a small, still form lying

haif-in.-ensible in the street.

It was at that same moment that his

mother leappoared from the store with

the cluuifi'eur. She caught sight of the

boy, and, with a .stab of terror, saw
Number One engine of the district

fiie-fighting force bearing down on him
at lull spei-d. A shriek escaped her, and
she started forward involuntarily, but

her chauft'eur dropped the pai<?els he was
carrying and seized her by the arm.

"It would be suicide, ma'am!" ho

panted. "Nothing can save him!"
fries of horror were rising from those

who stood near by, and women were
turning away their faces. But the

mother of the boy who lay in the middle

of the road did not hide her eyes. For
SI (onds that seemed drawn out into an

eteiniiy she stared at her child with

agony written on her countenance.

The boy seemed doomed. Private cars

and commercial vehicles, the normal
traffic of the street, had drawn in to-

wards the gutters. A narrow lane was
left for the fire-engines, a lane from
which it was impossible to swerve and
avoid the child. Nor was there any
hope of being afilc to pull up in time.

The driver of Number One engine saw
the boy the moment the crowd broke

and scattered, and hand and foot

travelled to the brakes. He crammed
them on with- all his force, and the

wheels locked, the massive tyres squeal-

ing on the smooth surface of the road.

But with its speed only slightly checked
the big red juggernaut swept on, bear-

ing down relentlessly on that small

figure in its track.

The driver's face had turned an ashen
colour when a figure scrambled past

him and clambered on to the fire-

engine's bonnet. It was the figure of

Bob Darrow.
"Keep those brak(-s on!" Bob yelled,

and, pulling himself forward feverishly,

he gained the radiator and slid his legs

over the front of it to plant his feet

on the heavy bumper-rod protecting the

wing.s.

Tlic engine was hurtling onward, and
the boy sprawled in its path was almost
under its mighty wheels now. Held
Kpellbouud, with mingled horror and
su.s|)cii.se in (heir gaze, the civilians on
the sidewalks watched with bated
breath.
Boh Darrow stooped, his arms reach-

ing (lownwai<l, his hands almost graz-

ing the .surface of the road. All at oni'e

they clenched—clenched upon the small

buu<ll6 of humanity lying in the track of

the engine, and snatched him from what
had seemed certain doom.
With the boy in hi.s arms Bob

struggled back to the driving-seat of the
(j re- wagon, and, the colour stealing into
September Jtli, 1031,
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his face again, the motorman released
the brakes and drove on. There was
no question of stopping to ascertain
who was in charge of the little fellow.

The blaze in Stockton Street was once
again the circumstance of paramount
importance.
The rescued boy did not take long to

recover from his terrifying experience,
and, with Bob's strong arm around him,
he was enjoying himself hugely by the
time that the scene of the fire was
reached. For this ride with the men ot

the Brigade in - a dash to a burning
building was something that he had
never visualised even in dreams.
The farthermost end of Stockton Street

was obliterate<l in a haze of smoke that
was pouring in den.se volumes from a
block of offices, and the moment the
engines and tenders reached that point
Bob sprang from Number One fire-

wagon and lifted down the boy he had
rescued.

He handed him over to one of a
cordon of policemen who were holding
back a large crowd.
"Take charge of this boy, officer, will

you?" ha said. "He nearly got run
over by us on our way here."
The cop nodded, and Bob wheeled

towards the blazing building. Already
the hoses were being run out and the
fire-escapes raised to the upper window.s,
and soon men were scaling the rungs
while immense jets of water played
upon the flames.

"Good work, Darrow," Bob's cap-
tain complimented, as the young fire-

man was passing him. "That boy's
parents are certainly indebted to you,
whoevei they are."
"Not at all, sir," Bob answered cheer-

fully. "1 guess it's all in the day's
work, sir."

The Day's Work.

THE crowds which had witnessed the
boy's rescue by Bob Darrow had
heaved a sigh of relief as they

had seen the young fireman carrying the
child back to the driving-seat. But
their reljef was nothing compared to
the joy of the mother as she realised
her youngster had been plucked out ot
danger.
She was too overwhelmed with emo-

tion to stir at first, and then she began
to run blindly along the street in the
direction which the fire-wagons had
taken.
By the time she reached the scene ol

the blaze the firemen were already at
work, and above the heads of a mob of
people she coukl see the hose-jets play-
ing on the building, and dark figures
climbing the escapes into swirls of
smoke that were shot with tongues of
fJame.

She pushed her way through the
throng and gained the front rank of the
onlookers to stumble against a burly
officer.

"Keep back, lady!" the policeman
jerked, but at that moment she saw her
son standing beside the officer into
whose care Bob Darrow ]iad delivered
him, and she pushed past and ran to
the boy.
"Jackie!" she sobbed. "Oh, Jackie,

thank Heaven you're safe!"
The boy turned round. His face was

flushed with e.\citement.
"Gee, mother!" he ciied. "I had a

ride on one of the engines!"
The olliccr who was holding his hand

'jioke grimly :

"I uuder.stand he was almost under
(hat engine, lady," he declared, "and
the kid just told nio he'd have been
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run over but for the young fireman who
asked me to take care of him."
"That's right, mother,'' the boy put

in. ''He pulled me right from under
the fire-engine's wheels ! There bo
goes!" he added shrilly. "Look, up
on that escape. Gee, he's a gveat guy

!"

The mother followed the direction of
his pointing finger, and saw an indis-

tinct figure in the haze of smoke, a
lithe, stalwait figure in the blue uniform
and massi\e helmet of the brigade.

"Officer," the woman said to the
policeman, "do you know that young
man's name?"
"No, ma'am," was the answer. "But

I dare say you could find out if you
made inquiries at the station."

"I will," the woman told him fer-

Vently. "I'll ask my husband to get
in touch with him as soon as possible."

She took her youngster by the hand
and edged her way through the crowd
again, to find that her chauft'eur had
driven the car to Stockton Street and
was waiting for her on the outskirts of
the mob. A minute or two later she
was on her way home.
Meanwhile Bob Darrow had smashed

his way thiough one of the windows of
the burning building and was hoisting
the senseless form of a girl over his

shoulder. He carried his inert burden
back to the fire-escape, and, descending
rung by rung, regained the street,

where the girl was placed with other
casualties in a hospital ambulance.
She was the last of a number of

people who had been trapped on the top
floor, but with the building vacated, the
work of the firemen was by no means at

an end, for their duty was to see that

the blaze did not spread, and that the
least possible damage was done to the
property imperilled.

The powerful jets of water hurled into

the block of offices soon overcame the
flames, though not before the top story

was a dripping ruin, and at length the
firemen returned to their quarters.

Bob washed and changed, and then,
having disposed of his fire-fighting

equipment, made his way to the bat-

talion chief's office.

"Hallo, Darrow!" the captain said

genially, as the young fireman appeared
before his desk. "You did some fine

work to-day, and I'd like you to know
that 1 feel proud to be in command of

fellows like you."
"Thank you, sir," Bob retmned. "I

can only say I'm glad you find me a
satisfactory member of the Force."

" You're all that," the captain told

him with a smile. "But did you want
to see me about anything in particular,

Darrow ?"

Bob nodded.
"Yes, sir," he said. "I wanted to

see you about that fire-extinguisher I'm
working on in my spare time. You
were good enough to offer me an intro-

duction to Mr. Ma<lison, of the Madison
Chemical Company, sir, and 1 won-
dered if you had done anything further
in the matter. I'm very anxious to in-

terest sonieone like him in my invention,
sir," he added.
"Quite," the captain agreed. "And

Ma<lison is as u.seful a man as you
could possibly get hold of. His labora~
tories turn out an equipment that's em-
ployed as a precautionary safeguard in

.*eventy-five per cent of the offices in

this city. As a matter of fact, 1 men- •

tioiied your name to him last night; •

when, I was at his home."
"Did ho siiy he'd see me, sir?" Bob

asked eagerly.

"Yes," the captain rejoined, "any
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time you cared to call at his office in
Kirth Street. Mind you, Darrow, I

wouldn't bank too mucli on tliat inter-
view. He seemed rather sceptical about
tho whole thing, and I think he agreed
to give you some of liis time mainly as
a personal favour to me. Of course, not
being a cliemist. I couldn't tell him very
much about your invention."
Bob fumbled with his cap.
"I gu; ss I could interest him if I could

see him, sir," ho said confidently.
" Would it bo possible for nie to take
«iinc time off this afternoon?"
"Certainly." tho station chief told

him, and, hurrying back to his quart(>r.s.

Bob changed into "civvies " and took a
street-car to Firth Street.
Ho had provided tiimself with the

address of the Madison Chemical Com-
pany, which occupied an entire floor in

a skyscraper building not far from the
Plaza, and within half an hour of leav-
ing tho station a lift was carrying him
towards James Madison's office.

The Interview.

SHORTLY before Bob Darrow's de-
parture from the station, James-
Madison had received a visitor in

the shape of Dan MitcheU, a friend of

tho family.

Dan Mitchell wa.s a tall man of about
thirty yciirs of age. dark, sallow of com-
plexion and hand.some. though a keen
judge of cliaracter might have taken ex-

ception to the shiftiness of his eyes and
the slightly sardonic expression that too
often played around his thin-lipped
mouth.
Ho was supposedly of independent

moans, though where tho.se means had
come from no one was very certain.

James Madison liked him. and had a

great deal of faith in his friendship, yet

there were times when he reflected—un
sMspoctingly enough—that he knew very
little of his private affairs. It would
have tmdonbtedly come as a shock to

him to learn that one of Dan Mitchell'.*
' .sources of income was a notorious night

club in the city, and that this war,

perhap.? (he least shady of the enter-

prises in which he was involved.

"Of course," Mitchell was saying. "I
want you to understand that I have no
particular interest in this extinguisher
I've mentioned to you. But this

acquaintance of mine asked me to put
it up to >ou."
James Madi.son leaned back in 1h>

swivel chair. Ho was a well-preserved
man in the fifties, with iron-grey hair

and a strong, shrewd face.

"He's not a young fellow by the name
of Darrow, is he?" he inquired. " Be-
cau.se, if so. Captain Wilson mentioned
him to me last night. I agreed to see
him as a personal favour to Wilson, but
I'm not anticipating that the interview
will come to anything. If I were, to

show you the pile of correspondence I

receive every week from amateur in-

ventors, Dan. you'd feel sorry for me.
There has never yet been a perfect fire-

i;;tinguisher, and at some time or other
Rvcry .scientist or pseudo-scientist tries

to establish one."
Mitchell pur.sed his lips. He had not

admitted that be was intensely in-

terested in the particular extinguisher
that he had mentioned. It had not
suited his purpose to do so. But he had
high hopo« of effecting a deal with
Madison and selling him the invention
at a considerable profit to himself.
"No," he drawled, "Darrow isn't the

hamo, Madison. This extinguisher I've
been telling you about isn't the fool
notion of .'iomo ignorant fireman. How
does it siriko you, anyhow, from the
little I've said about it?"
"To be frank," Madi.son answered, "it

doe.w't sound practicable to me." Arid
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he proceeded to enter into a number of
technical details that were actually
•beyond Mitchell's gra-=ip.

" At least, it wouldn't do any harm to
follow up the matter," Mitcliell urged.
".Supposing you try it out

"

'l^fy dear Dan.'' Madison interrupted.
"I'm a busy man, and I haven't the
time to waste in trying out other
people'.s theories unless they sound
pretty good."

Mitchell shrugged.
VVell, I thought I'd suggest it to

you " ho observed, "and I feel you may
be letting a good thing slip "through
your fingers, .As I say. I've no interest
in tho idea, except that it's been evolved
l>y an acquaintance of mine "

He was interrupted by the appearance
of Madison's secretary, and lapsed into
silence as the older man glanced at his
employee inquiringly.

"A IMr. Robert Darrow to see you.
sir." the girl announced.
"Oh. yes." s.iifl Madison, "show him

in." Then, to Mitchell: "Our friend
the fireman." he acided with a smile.

Boll entered (ho room a moment later.
"I believe the captain mentioned me

to you. Mr. Madison," he began, as he
shook hands.
'He did," Madison rejoined, "and he

also mentioned that you had an idea for
a fire-extinguisher. Oh, by the way, let
nie present Mr. Mitchell. You caii t.alk

in front of him. He's a very close friend
of mine."
Bob held out his fist, but .Mitcliell

somexyhat pointedly ignored it. merely
inclining his head in a way that struck
Bob as supercilious. He resented, too,
the air of condescension that the man
implied by the movement, and, letting
his hand fall to his side, he turned to
i\radl>',-i again.

"On the face of it. sir," he said, "
(hi.s

invention of mine might sound sort of
startling—almost wild. It's an ex-
plosive, Mr. Madi.son "

"An explosive?" Madison exclaimed,
and exchanged a glance with Dan
Slitchell.

"Yes," Bob continued, "but it is
quite harmle.s.s as regards human life or
property. It is a chemical contained in
a glass bulb, very much like a bomb,
and in the moment of impact the bul[>
bursts and allows the air to combine
with the liquid it contains. The effect
is an instantaneous evaporisation fol
lowed by an explosion which extin-
guishes flame as quickly as your fingeis
can snuff a candle."
Madison pursed his lips. Had Bob

but known it. that pursing of the lipi
was a sign that he wa.s bv no mean.i
impressed.

In fact, MadLson was inclined to b-
amused at tho moment.
"I see," he mm mured, and, only

i)eoause he wi-shed to deal, gently with
this subordinate of his friend Wil.son, h.-

began to ask one or two scientific ques
tions concerning the process of l?ob's
invention.
While Mitchell stood in the back-

ground superoilioir^ly. Bob produced ,t

rough formula of his fire-fighting proce.s.-

and attempted to explain it.

"Of course," he said. "I haven't
much scope for carrying out experi
ments. and I don't claim that my idei
has reached perfection. But I believ x

that it would, sir, if it could go througli
a series of tests in your laboratories."
Madi.son stood up.
"Young man," he declared. "I h.it'-

to disappoint you. but
haven't much f.nith in it.

Bob's face fell.

I'm afraid I

]\fadison "
made it quite

" Oh, I think I understand it per-
>clly," Madison interrunted. "But F

practicil usf

"That's right, mother," the boy put in " He pulled me right from unlcr
the fire-engine's wheels. There he goes," he added shrilly. " Look,

yj on that escape I
"
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and I ani afraid the staff in my labora-
tories is too busy with other rescarcli
work to devote time to it. I'm sorry,
Darrow."
Bob drew back, and made a brave

show of concealing his disappointment.
" That's all right, Mr. Madison," he

said. "I'm sorry to have wasted some
of your time."
He made his way from the office and

took the lift to the gro\md floor. As he
stepped out on to the pavement a car

drew up outside the entrance to the
building, and a fashionably dressed girl

climbed out of it.

Bob touched her on the arm as she
was passing, and lifted his hat politely.

"Excuse me, miss," he told her, "hut
you caji't leave that car there."
The giil looked at him, in amazement

at first, and then in indignation.
"Who says 1 can't?" she demanded.
"I do," Bob answered. "You see,

there happens to be a fire-hydrant just

where you've paiked it, and if there
weie an outbreak here the brigade would
have to liave your car shifted, which
would mean a certain amount of delay."
The girl's expression was chilling.

"I'll leave my car where I please,"
she said defiantly. "And you can't make
me shift it."

"Perhaps I can't, miss," Bob ad-
mitted, "but I can call the attention of

that cop over there, and get him to

make you shift it."

'I'he girl bit her lip, realising that she
must sooner or later acquiesce. With an
angry glance at Boh she turned on her
heel, marched back to her car and drove
it a few yards along the street to an
authorised parking-place. Then she re-

tmned to the spot where the young fire-

irian was standing.
"Now I hope you're satisfied," she

said bitterly.

"Perfectly," Bob told her, and
grinned as she lirushed past him in a pas-

sion.

The Madison Laboratory.

THE wilful young miss who had been
involved in the altercation with
Bob on the sidewalk took the lift

to the floor occupied by the Madison
(Jliemical Company.

"Is my father in?" she asked of

James Madison's secretary.

"Yes, Afiss ]\Iadison," was the reply.

"Mr. Alitchell is with him just now."
Not for a moment had Bob Darrow

dreamed that the girl lie hud met ouL-

»'n\e the building was Jime Madisou,
daughter of the man on whom he had
just called. Nor would it have made
the slightest diH'eience to him had he
been aware of the relationship. As it

was, Jlob had already half forgotten the

incident, his mind drifting back to the

disappointiufj result of his interview with
the well-known scientist.

June Madison had not forgotten the
incident, however, and as she entered
ht>r father's -office her pretty face slili

held traces of amioyance.
"Hallo, my dear," Madison exclaimed

as his daughter came into the loom,
and the greeting was echoed in suave
tones by Dan Mitchell. For apart from
moie material ambitions, Mitchell had
long nujsed the hope tiiat June would
come to rcgaid him in the light nf a

suitor. ^1

"Hallo, daddy; hallo, Dan," Jnn(> le-

turned. "I happened to be calling in

at the building to k<>ep an appointment
with Monsieur Henri, the beauty
specialist on the top floor, and 1 thonglit

I'd just step out of the lift aiul see you
for a moment."
"Speaking for myself,' drawled

Mitchell, "I can assure j'ou, June, that
it is a most unlooked-for pleasure."
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"Thanks, Dan," the girl answered,
and, still dwelling on her encounter with
Bob Darrow: "It's a pity eveiybody
couldn't be so charming as you."
"Who could be anything else but

charming to you, June?" Mitchell said.
June pursed her lips.

"Well, I've just been insulted by one
of your .sex," she declared. "He told
me to move my car clear of a fiie-

hydranj; outside the main entrance, and
threatened to call a policeman when I
shewed resentment."
Her father looked at her doubtfully.
"CTear of a fire-hydrant, eh?" he

mused. "Well, you know, June, that
wasn't quite the place to leave your car,
and I dare say the fellow was acting
with the best of intentions.".

"Right or wrong," put in ^Mitchell,
with a great show of loyalty, "ho must
have been pretty insolent about the
affair. I can quite understand you feel-

ing upset, June."
June could not really admit that the

young fireman'.s manner had been inso-
lent, so changed the subject.
"What I really came in for, daddy,"

she said, "was a little money. I've just
been doing a lot of shopping, and I've
spent every cent I had."

Her father laughed good-naturedly
and, taking a wad of notes from his
wallet, peeled oft" several of them and
handed thorn to her.
"Thanks, daddy," she said, ki.ssing

him, and then left the office to lesunie
her jouniey to the top floor.

She had not long been gone when the
telephone bell rang, and James .Madison
picked up the receiver ami hearri the
voice of his wife. It .sounded peculiarly
agitated, and he soon learned the reason
why.

"What's that you say?" Mitchell heard
him ejaculate. "Jackie A fire-

engine Jackie nearly run over!
Good heavens! Is he hurt?"
"No," came the reply, "thanks to a

fireman who climbed down to the front
of the engine, he's safe and sound. I

brought him home at once, and he
doesn't even seem to be shaken up. But
listen, Jim, I want you to get in touch
with Captain Wilson and find out the
name of the man who rescued Jackie.
We owe him a debt we can never re-

pay."

"Wo certainly do," Madison agreed
fervently. "But so far as it's possible
we will repay it, my dear. I'll make a

special point of getting in touch with
Wilson this evening."
lie hung up, and repeated to Mitchell

his wife's conversation over the 'phone,
Mitchell expressing concern as it Wiis

related to him.

"I'll see Wilson personally," Madison
added. "Yes, as soon as I'm througii
at the office here I'll .see him personally.
Dan, will you excuse me? There's rather
an important experiment being carried
out in the laboratory this afternoon, and
I asked them to hold it up so that I

could be present at it."

"I guess I'll have to be running along,
anyhow," Mitchell told him. "Got some
business to attend to down-town."
He took up his hat and cane and said

"goodbye," and almost immediately
after his dcpart,urc Madison's secretaiy
appeared again.
"The head chemist just rang thr.<)ugh

from the laboratory to say he is ready
to begin with the experiment, sir," she
informed her employer.

"I'll be right alon,g," Madison
answered, and, passing through the

offices of the clerical staff, ho walked the
length of an intervening corridor and
entered the laboratory, where the atmo-
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spher^ was heavy-laden with the smell of
chemicals.
The head chemist and one or two

assistants were gathered at a bench on
which some scientific apparatus had been
arranged. Madison entered into some
technical conversation with the analysts,
and then stood by while a bunsen-burner
was placed under a retort containing a
yellowish liquid.

The flame from the gas-jet had been
playing on the glass only for a few
seconds when, with an unexpectedness
that took the onlookers completely by
surprise, the contents of the retort ex-
ploded with a deafening report and a
blinding flash of flame.

The apparatus was shattered to a
thousand fragment.s, and Madison and
his employees spi'ang back, several of
them burned about the face and hands,
and one or two of them cut by the fly-

ing particles of glass. But those were
the least disastrous effects of the explo-
sion, for certain inflammable chemicals
close by immediately took tire, and
almost instantaneously the entire bench
was blazing furiously.
Madison and the chief chemist rushed

forward in a vain attempt to quench the
flames, but in the .space of a few seconds
they realised the futility of their efforts,

and the personal risk they ran in per-
sisting with thorn. For with alarming
rapidity the fii-e gained a hold on the
floor, and on the neighbouring benche.*.

Amongst the innumerable bottles on
the- shelves above the benches there were
many deadly ingredients that wore fuel

for the fire, and, in an eventuality like

thi.i, weapons of death and destruction.
Two of them burst not far from Madi-

son's head, and, with a hoar.se cry, the
chief chemist dragged liis employer in

till direction of the door, for which the
assistants were already making.
"We've got to got out of here, sir!"

he shouted. "In another ten .seconds

we'll be trapped, with the whole lab.

ablaze around iis."

He was right, for the flames were
working round in a dual column tow;ards

the only way of escape, threatening to

imprison Madison- and his chief chemist
within a raging, lurid wall extending
from floor to ceiling.

The two men blundered after the flee-

ir.g assistants, darting between the

benches that filled the long room. They
reached the door as evil tongues of

flame were coiling out to blister them
and singe their clothes, and their, last

impression was of a fierce inferno at
their heels. .

'

Once clear of immediate peril, how-
ever, Madison's thoughts were not con-

coinod with his own safety, but with tJio

safety of the clericiil staff, as yet un-

aware of the outbreak.

The clerks wore warned, and aban-
tlonod their desks to ihiong corridors

and stairs. By the time they- had .

evacuated the eighth floor the alarm
had spread, and occupants from the

other stories bcgairto march out of tlie

building. .
- T'

There was no panic, and, though .

there were white faces in plenty, thero

was not a single case of hysteria, even
among the girls.

;

The personnel of the various com-
panies occupying the block trooped into •

the street and mingled with the crowds
of passers-by, who had scon the flanips

raging first of all in the laboratory

windows, and now. watched tlicin spread-

ing to those on the other floors.

"This is goin' to be one o' the worst
fires .you ever saw," someone in the

crowd was heard to say. "The
chemicals in the Madison laboratory

have given it a roaring start, and the

I
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whole buildin' will" be a mass o' flame
before it's many minutes older."

"Sure, the brigade's gonna have a
tough time gettin' this blaze under.
Look at them ugly red an' yellow
tongues climbin' up the windows.
They'll OAt their way through floor after
floor."

"It's lucky everybody's out.''

The Snare of the Flames.

THE 'oeauty ijarlour of "Monsieur
Henri " was an isolated establish-
ment on the top floor, where many

of the suites had not been rented.
Consequently, during the precious
minutes in which the other stories were
being evacuated, Monsieur Henri and
his fair client remained ignorant of their
peril.

In that lofty room no suspicion of the
fire reached them for some time, nor did
the clamour of the crowds in the street
far below attract their attention, for it

w^as merged in the distant rumble of the
city's traffic.

Juno had called by appointment to

have her hair trimmed, and, his skilful
hands busy with the clippers, Monsieur
Henri kept up the usual trivial con-
versation that he employed while attend-
ing to his wealthy customers.

He was a dapper man who had been
born in Brooklyn, and his knowledge
of France was confined to the perfumes
imported from that country. But l.e

had thought it good business to assume
a foreign name and affect a slight
accent'. •

" I think my hair could do with a
wave, too." Jime said presently, break-
ing in on him as he was discussing the
v.eather.

"Certainly, madume," the beauty
specialist rejoined, and, heating a pair
of curling-tongs, he set to work.
He was putting the finishing touches

to her hair, wlien June raised her head
end sniffed at the air concernedly.

"There's a smell of burning," she
murmured. "You're not singeing my
hair, are you ?"
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"But ,no, madamo," Monsieur Henri
protested. "I am certainly not singeing
your hair,"
June continued to sniff at the air

doubtfully. She was not satisfied with
the beauty specialist's assurance. She
was quite positive, at any rate, that
something was burning.
"Are you sure you haven't overheated

those tongs?" she persisted.
Monsieur Henri exchanged a glance

with her in the mirror before which she
was sitting. His expression was mildly
indignant and somewhat rejiroachful.

"Madame," he said, "you do me an
injustice. You have surely forgotten
that I am an artist in my profession

—

one of the most highly patronised in all

San Francisco. The best people in

Society come to me."
"I'm sorry, M'sieur Henri!" June

apologised, slightly amused by his tone.
"Bur I really did think -that something
was burning."
Monsieur Henri accepted that apology

and was about to resume work with the
tongs when he, too, detected what
June's more sensitive nostrils had
already traced. He paused and looked
round dubiouslj".

"Madame," he declared, "there is a
smell of fire, but there is nothing here
that could be burning."
He laid aside the tongs and went to

the door. June saw him open it and step
out into the corridor.
Monsieur Henri walked towards the

lift-shaft and the staircase well. As he
approached it he was startled to see
formidable volumes of smoke rising, and
he moved on at .'i more hesitant pace.
Then, as he reached the top of the
stairs, he felt a blast of heat, and, to
his horror, he found himself looking
down into a writhing mass of flame.
He was dumbfounded for the instant,

but a sudden instinct of panic sent him
running back to his beauty salon.

"The whole building's ablate!" he
squealed. "Run for it! There's not a

second to lose !"

He wheeled again to dash along the

corridor, and with that June sprang to

her feet. Her lovely face had paled,

and her eyes were filled with terror. i

"Don't leave me !" she cried. "I "

But Monsieur Henri was thinking of

his own skin now.
j

"It's everyone for himself," he

shrilled, and, "pulling his coat over his

head, he sped to the staircase and
plunged through the inferno. '

June ran after him, gained the head

of the stairs, and stumbled down to-

wards the next floor. But as the cruel

tongues of fire wrapped about ' her

slender form she recoiled with a sob of

mingled pain and despair. Her flimsier

clothes could not protect her from the

flames even for an instant, arid she

know that she could never fight her

way clear.

A wave of smoke rolled over her. It

tortured her throat and lungs, and she

was racked with a fit of coughing. Slie

retreated step by step, till all at once
she found herself back on the threshold

of the beauty parlour. With a piteous

little mcKin she stumbled into the room
and slammed the door.

A wliiff of smoke lingered ab9ut ihe

salon. She seemed to hear the roar of

the blaze that Jiad been climbing relent-

lessly up the stairs to envelop the top

floor as it liad enveloped the others.

June tottered to the window and flung

up the sash. As she looked down sFie

saw the masses of people in the street,

and she screamed frantically for help.

Whether her cries reached them sho
could not tell, but suddenly someone
caught sight of her, and next monSeiit

hundreds of faces were u])lifted toward.'!

her.

"Look, up at the top floor window,"
ro,se the cry. "There's a girl there," j

It was a cry that caused James Madi-
son to raise his glance. Standing
among those who liad escaped from the

prerni.ses ho ,sa\v the head and shoulders
of the girl who had been trapped by

the flames, and a hoarse shout broke
from his lips,

"It's my daughter!" he jerked, and
with an impetuous rush he made for the

entrance to the building, whence the

smoke was pouring in dense, suffocating

volumes,
IV'foie h( could reidi the entrance

thiei oi four member-, of his own staflE

M 171 d him

Bob produced a rough formula of his Qre-flghting process and attempted to explain it.
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"You can't go in ..icvc, Mr. Madi-
son ! It's certain death !"

Madison struggled lilic a man bereft
of his senses. To his cars there cauic a
faint echo of June's voice, appealing
frcnziedly for help, and at the sound
he fought more -furiously to escape
those who held him. But he could not
break free.

[The Death Plunge.

FOLLOWING liis encounter with
June Madison Bob Darrow re-

turned without delay to the
station, and as he was passing Captain
Wilson's desk the battalion chief

hailed him.

"Ilallo, there. Darrow!" he .said.

"Did you see Madison?"
Bob nodded gloomily.

"Yes, sir," he answered; "but I'm
afraid he wasn't interested. I guess
I'm not much good at talking, and he
didn't seem impressed."

"That's too bad, Darrow," the cap-
tain murmured, with genuine sympathy.
"I'm mighty sorrj- to hear it."

"Oh. I haven't given up hope, sir,"

Bob declared. "It was a pretty big
flis<ippointment to me; but I've got
faith in my invention, sir, and there
are plenty of other firms besides the

Madison Chemical "

The 'phono bell on the chief's desk
rang before he could complete the
sentence, and Wilson picked up the re-

ceiver. Next moment his face regis-

tered an expression of consternation,
and, as he hung up, Bob looked at him
inquiringly.

"Fire call," the captain said. "It's

the Madison Chemical Company !"

In the space of a few seconds the
alarm-bell was tolling out through the
.station, and the firemen were sliding
down the polished pillars to the engine-
room. Bob dashed to his quarters for

his equipment, and within the regula-
tion three minutes he was at his post on
No. 1 wagon, his helmet on his head,
his respirator handy and his axe in

the leather bucket that he wore on his
hip.

The big engines and the escapes
storilicd out of the station and swung
to the right, crowds on the sidewalks
IMiusing to watch them as they surged
past clamorously.

On this, the second call of a fateful
day, no circumstance delayed the fire-

men in their rush to the scene of con-
flagration, and without event the fire-

wagons luirtled into Firth Street and
skidded to a standstill outside the
doomed Ituilding.

A strong force of police had been
drafted to the thoroughfare, and had
packe<l the crowd towards the far end
of it. But Madison still remained near
the entrance, strivirjg to break the hold
of those who had grasped him.

The fire-hoses were already being
trained on the lilock of offices when
Capiain Wilson reached the spot where
Madison was fighting to free himself,
and as he approached he heard the
.scientist's voice rai.eed in a fierce pro-
test.

"Let me go I I've got to get to her !

My little girl !"

Then he saw the captain, and :

"Wilson," he groaned, "make them
let inc go ! Look—up at that window
on the top floor ! It's .June who's
there ! She's calling for help ! I'm
going back for her !''

"You can't do that, Ma<lison," Wilson
answered. "You'd be overcome by that
eniolfe long befori\ you could reach her.
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It's the brigade's job to save human life'

— if it's possible."
"If it's possible!" Madison cried.

"I'll take that chance if they'll let me
go

"

He began to struggle again, and in

the midst of his struggles he saw June
make a Vast piteous gesture of appeal
and then sink from view in a dead
faint. Even as she disappeared a cloud
of smoke rolled through the window
where she had been standing, and a
grim coil of fire snaked out with it.

MadLson uttered a low moan, and,
suddenly becoming limp and submissive
in the hands of those who gripped him.
he sank to his knees.

Captain Wilson was on the point of

turning away to give instructions to the
men imdcr his command when, Bob
Darrow came running from the vicinity
of engine Xo. 1.

"There seems to be someone trapped
up on the top floor, captain," he
panted. "I just got a glimpse of her a
moment ago, and then she fainted."

"Yes, Darrow," Wilson answered
briefly, '' a young girl. Does there
seem to l>e any chance of reaching
her?"

"A slim one," was the rejoinder.
"The fire's got a strong hold, and it

appears to have broken through the
roof. Guess the very stonework won't
be intact much longer, but with your
permission I'm willing to risk it."

Wilson's lips tightened into a firm
line. Ho had the feeling that, by giv-

ing his permission, he was sentencing
Bob Darrow to death. But he could
not blind himself to the spectacle of his

distracted friend Madison, whom Bob.
in the excitement of the moment, had
not as yet recognised.

"Go to it. Darrow," said Captain
Wil.son briefly, "and good luck to
you."

Bob sprang to one of the fire-escapes.

Already the collai)sible ladder was
being run up the frontage of the
building towards the top floor. Its

uttermost reach was still a few feet

from the sill of the window at which
.lune Madison had la.st been seen, but
Bob snatched up a hook ladder—a kind
of rod with foot-rests and a strong
grappling-iron attached to it.

He began to climb the escape, swiftly

as ever seafaring man swarmed up the
rigging. Hundreds of pairs of eyes
watched him anxiously from a mass of
upturned faces, now losing him in a
swirl of smoke that surged through the
splintering vvindows, now picking him
out again as he rose clear of the
smothering fumes and fought his way
upward to the very peak of the ladder.

The escape had been rigged up in the
most advantageous position ; but the
climb was fraught with hiiKird, and
time and again Bob found himself
gasping for air as the clouds of smoke
rolled over him. But determination
and the thought of a helpless girl's

danger spurred him on, and at last he
gained the topmost rung.

He grasped the hook ladder that he
had brought with him and lifted his

glance to the roof. A low jiarapet sur-
rounded it. aiul he decided upon this as

the likeliest means of securing the
grappling-iron.

He raised the hand-ladder and
clamped the hook on the coping stone.

From hie position on the escape he
could not tell that immediately behind
the parapet, and close to the point where
ho luul jixed (he grappling-iron, the roof

was a red-hot ma.ss. Nor tlid he guess,

though he knew that hie situation wa«
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perilous, tliat the coping-stone had been
undermined by the fierceness of the blaze
and needed no great strain to sunder it

completely.

Ignorant of ':he real and imminent
danger, he set his foot on the lowest
crois-6tep, tested the security of the hook
ladder and then pulled hirnself up to

the window-ledge behintl which June
Aladison had last been sighted.

He reached the sill. A ma,*s of smoke
enclosed and blinded him for an inetant,

and a sheet of Same swept about him,
scorching hands and f.ice. He was able
to eee nothing inside the room imme-
diately, and tiiought he might have come
too late. But as the smoke and flame
temporarily cleared he caught a glimpse
of a crumpled figure on the floor, lying

iu a epot where tiie fire had not yet
gained a thorough gnp.

Bob swung himself litheiy through the
window, and dropped beside the girl.

She was insensible, and lay on her face.

Ho did not recognise her ae his acquaint-
ance of the afternoon, or he might have
marvelled at the coincidence of meeting
her again in such different circurastancee.

Stooping, hs gathered her in his

powerful arms and swung her over his

shoulder. She remained inert as he
carried her to the window and poised her
against the sill while he himself climbed
through and .set his feet firmly on the

cross-steps of the hook ladder.

He let her fall forward on to iiis

shoulder agam and held her tightly. So
far so good, he thought. l}e knew that
she was alive, and the state of her clothes

told him that she iind not even been
seriously burned, but had merely fainted
with the strain of her terrible ordeal.

The rungs of the main escape were
seven or eight feet beneath him. He
began to descend towards them, but had
taken no more than a single downward
step when he felt the hook ladder jerk

precariously.

He tightened his grasp involuntarily,

and saved himself from being thrown
there and then into the sti-eet far below.
Then, as the possible reason for the

ladder's spasmodic movement occured to

him, a chill seemed to strike through his

veins.

He looked up towards the roof, half-

knowing what to expect. The sight that
met his eyes confirmed his suspicion—a s^

sight calculated to send a thrill of horror zj

through the bravest man. i
A long rent had appeared in the sec- C

tion of parapet to which the grappling- V
iron had been clamped. Before his tor-

'•

tured gaze the coping-stone rocked pui-

ward.

He was paralysed for an instant. Then
the girl on his shoulder seemed to revivo

a little, the keener air of the out of

doors bringing her round to a semi-

conscious state. A little moan camo
from between her lips.

The sound roused Bob. He made a ^
desperate bid to descend the last cwss- ^
steps of the hook ladder and reach the

main escape, and safety.

But he wad fated not to succeed. The
strain of Bob's weight, combined wit

the girl's, wrenched the coping-stoni

entirely from its position.

It toppled forward. From those in th

street there aldose a shout of horror, J»

shout that carried to Bob's e^rs even as

he and June Madi.son were plunged
towards the far-distant sidewalk

(To be continued in another breatlf-

taking episode next week. By permis-

sion of Universal Pictures, Ltd.,
^

starring Tim McCoy and Marion^;
Shockley.)
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By a trick a jockey is lured away from a kindly owner, but at the price of his ownhonour he plays the game. Disgraced, he swore he would never ride aga\k. but astirring story of the race-course-

" Whoop-te-do!

"

FIVE to four, Yellow Hornet I Five
to four, Yellow Hornet !" There
came a sudden rush of bets on the

favourite. "Evens, Yellow Hornet!
ihree to one, Baby Girl!"
A bell clanged—the race had started.

A mile and a quarter, and eight of the
best two-year-olds going all out for the
Victoria Gold Vase.
At the bend Baby Girl was leading

by tnree clear lengths; next cjinie Rubv
and a bunch of others, with Yellow
Hornet t.vo lengths behind the last of
tl'.cni.

Several of the bookmakers got busy
with their glasses, and one voiced a
toinmoM opinion.

'Buddy ain't gonna ride no winner
to-day. Yellow Hornet's out of the race
Gosh, wish I'd taken more! It's Babv
Girls race for a cinch!"
There are always several of the bettin^

fraternity or late backers who get last"
minute informiation or like an outside
gamble.

'
t, 'i'^"-^'^"'^'''

'"'® ^° ^^y a price about
Kuby or Yellow Hornet?" asked one
such gambler.

"Rubj-'s creeping up—she started at
threes Nope, I couldn't offer vou more
than twos. ' The bookie winked at his
c erk. They knew that Ruby was a bad
stayer. 'Maybe I might make it five
ter two. How s Yellow Hornet doingv
lie peered through his glasses. "Misrht.have picked up half a length, but no
more. I 11 g.ve four to one, Yellow
«.Ofs>.et. I m a sport, I am."

At once the backer produced some
dollar bills.

"I like an outside chance. Put this
twenty-five bucks on Yellow Hornet at
fours."

The bookmaker called out the bet to
his clerk, and then passed over a card.
"Put me twenty dollars on Yellow

Hornet at fours," piped another voice.
The bookmaker found that a small

crowd had gathered round his stand,
and at once got cold feet.

"I'll take that bet—now the book's
closed, he shouted. He clapped his
glasses to his eyes. "Hades!"
Well might the bookmaker kick him-

self for trying to make easv monev.
icllow Hornet was not out of the race.
In the few moments that had passed
the horse had crept up to the bunch,'
and, even as the bookie watched, seemed
to glide through them. A blur of horses
coming towards the straight, and Baby
Girl still leading; gold with claret
sleeves showed Ruby to bo King close
behind, second; and what "was that
splash of primrose with blue cap? The
bookmaker gnashed his teeth, for now
lellow Hornet lay third.

On the back of Yellow Hornet wa= a
gnm-faced young jockey, who Ind hi^
mouth clo.?e to the ears of his tno-ycar-
old colt, and as the boy rode he chanted
a rhythmic refrain:

Whoop - te - do

!

Whoop te do <

Whoop-te-do I"

The sound of a drum and fife band
.stirs the heart of a soldier and makes
him dream of old battles or of new to

come. li.e refrain stirred the equinemmd to thoughts of victory and des-
perate endeavour. The horse knew
hat his rider had called him to do his
best, and the chant seemed to give his
limbs added strength.
Bud Doyle was one of the foremost

jockey.s of the day, and he never believed
in .setting a gruelling pace—rather to
nurse the horse until there came a suit-
able opening. Sometimes Bud woiild
maintain the lead from start to finish,
but there was generally some strong
reason. Horses are queer creatures, and
some prefer to set the pace, and be-
come fractious if kept back.
Bud had talked it over with his

trainer, Sleepy Jones, and thev had de-
cided just how this race could be won.
and there were no mistakes or hitches—
everything went according to plan
Yellow Hornet glided into third place
at tlie right moment, and, to the chant
of "Whoop-te-do!" overhauled and
passed Ruby a furlong from the win-
ning-oost. Baby Girl was three lengths
ahead.
That th-ee lengths was a trifle moro

tlinn Bud Doyle had expected, and he
P"^,a" extra charge into his chant of
Whoop-te-do !"

The crowd fairly yelled themselves
hoarse as they saw the favourite slowly
creeping up towards the leader Could
the most popular jockey of the hour
m-ing oft another spectacular victory' Abare length, and the w<nning-post bu't aliundred yards away. T.ne rider of Baby
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Cirl was using his whip, but all Doyle
did was to bend even lower in the
saddle and yell out the familiar :

" Whoo[j-te-do
!"

A gasp from the crowd. The two
horses we-C running nock and neck—the
winning-post a dozen lengths ahead.
Shouts of "Baby Girl!" "Yellow

Hornet!" rang out, but only those near
tho finish and the judge could tell the

actual winner, yet Yellow Hornet had
won by a clear head.
What tho bookmaker who had given

fcurs had to say c-an best be left to the
imagination.

As tho owner was not present, Sleepy
Jones led in the winner. The trainer

was a dour, suspicious little man, with

a short-cut, sandy moustache and bristly

hair. His eyes would dart this way and
that, the lids woidd droop almost to

closing, and the chin was agrcssive.

Sleepy Jones was the exact opposite of

his name ; in fact, lie was so alert for

trickoiy that his friends had given him
the nickname.
Yet his bioad grin at the jockey was

full of fun and allection. Sleepy had his

heart in the right place, though he was
always growling.

" You were niiglity slow starting

things," he said out of the corner of

his mouth. "'I reckoned ye'd gone to

sleep."

"I nearly got shut out." Bud Doyle
answered tlie grin with a broader one.

"I will suy Yellow Hornet's a buzzer
when he gets moving."
"Maybe we'll get a better price next

time out with the Hornet." mumbled
Sleepy, and became alert. "Hullo, here
comes Wally Weber and a swell dame !"

Bud Doyle was twenty-one that day,

and full ot the joy of life. The life of a
jockey was a hard one, but there was
seldom a smile far from his face. Most
ot his friends came from the racing
stables, and he knew hardly any
girls, but right from the start he
likell the girl walking by the side of

Wally Weber, racehorsc-ownor and pro-

prietor of the big road-house known as

VN'eber's Inn.
The girl was slight of build, young

and very pretty; dark curls framed an
oval face, the brightest of eyes, the

reddest of lips, and cheeks that had
alluring dimples.
"That was a good ride of youis,

Buddy," greeted Wally Weber. Ho
was a big man and rather flashily

dressed. Wally seemed to oozo attability

and gopd-naturo; he often looked bored
aijtl slightly fuddled, but there was
nothing the matter with his brain.
Wally often cloaked his thoughts behind
u grin or a yawn.
"Thank, you, Mr. Weber," responded

the jockey. "I'll say that Yellow
Hornet is a game youngster."
"This is Miss Ellis." In a casual way

Weber introdiicod them. "You gave
her the thrill of her young life. She
•jpeculated a whoh- dollar on you, and
shod never done such a ra-sh dootl be-

fore. Babe. I'd. like you to be friends

with Buddy Doyje—best rider South of

Kentucky."
"I think you rode a wonderfvil I'nce."

The girl's voice was rather shy, and the

blue eyes, with their long lashes, were
rxprcssivo of great admiration. "You
f<rta)nly made whoopee with Yellow
Horru^t.''

"Don't pialse me, prai>e my hoitse.''

Buddy Doyle slid down fiom the .saddls-

nnd held out his hand. " Yo\i aren't Ih.^

Babe Ellis that often eingB over the

wireless, are you ?"

"The midget, iiightingale. " Wally
Weber laughed. "Why don't you come
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ro\iJid one night and hear her sing

—

she's gracing my humble house for a
few weeks?"
"I do wish you would come." Her

voice was very sincere.
The convereation had lasted quite long

eriough for Sleepy Jones.
" Jockeys ain't got time for such

place.*, thanking you all the same. Early
to bed and early to rise—that's our
motto, miss. If you'll excuse us we'll be
getting along to the unsaddling rooms.
Come on, Buddj.

"

"Don't you let him come near my den
of vice," Wally Weber mocked the
trainer. "Babe, he's scared we'll make
his protege go gay. Never mind, Buddy,
we'll be glad to see you if you can escape
from your warden."
"You might come for a little while,'"

pleaded the girl.

"Come on. Lightning!" Sleepy Jones
nudged Buddy in the ribs. "We'll havt
all the officials after us if we hang
around here, talking. Good-day to you.
Mister Weber!"

"Good-bye, Miss Ellis; I'd like to

come, but you see how it is with this
martinet." Bud smiled at the girl.

"I'll have to content myself with listen-

ing in."

"You're a spoil-sport," grumbled
Buddy after the weighing-in. " Wha!
harm would there be in

"

"Now, now, now!" Sleepy became
quite aggressive. "Your orders are bed
at ten, so thern dives is outa your beat.
What's more, for all his smiles and
smirks, I wouldn't trust Mr. Wally
Weber as far as I coidd see him.
What's more. I don't want no arguments
from you—you're a jockey, not a
gigolo."

The Seeds of Discontent.

THAT evening there was a birthday
party at Ma Clancy's house, where
the trainer and his dozen jockeys

and apprentices resided. Buddy was
liked by all, and his voice was quite
hoai'He when he had got through his

speech of thanks. Ma Clancy, a motherly
old .«oul, had laid out a marvellou.5
.spread, and the boys did the good food
justice.

"Gosh, I'll have to get some of that
weight down in the morning!" Sleepy
was inclined at times to be morbid.
"You must have all put on several
{xjunds. Heck, but it's gone ten—off to

bed, the lot of yer!"
Laughing ;^nd talking they went, but

Buddy Doyle remained, staring down
at his pile of presents.

"Didn't yer hear me say 'bed'?"
growled the trainer.

"Y''eah, I heard you!" grinned Bud
Doyle ; but he frowned as he asked his

question. "Have you forgotten I'm
twenty-one?"

" So you're a man, and can stay up
a!l night!" Sleepy winked an eye and
shook his head. "Yon don't swing thai

stuff on me. When you're thirty-one

—

if you're still riding for Pop Bluke and
I'm still his trainer—you'll still be goin'

to bed at ten. And now no more argy-
ments, my lad I" •

"I call it a lot of punk!" grumbled
Buddy. "Why, it's still light!"

"If the sun was to say ' good-morn-
ing,' it woiddn't make no difference.

Arc you going, or am I going to get

annoyed?"
"Oh, all right, misery!" Bud gathered

hi.s presents. "I hope I don't sleep a
wink all night, just to spite you. Gosh,
vou oughta been a warder at Sing-

Sing!"
Bud Doyle felt in no mood for sleep,

and when he got to his room ho stood

for some time by the open window gazing

out over. I he distant race-course. Almost
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he could see the spot where b« had met
Babe Ellis.

A grunt, a wheeze, and a shrill scream—that was old Sleepy turning on the
wireless. From the open window the
news bulletin came floating up from the
room below, and the boy was atxjut to
turn away with a yawn when the last
announcement made him pause.
"We are now going over to Weber's

Inn, where Miss Babe Ellis will enter-
tain us with some of her latest New
York successes. Her first will be ' A
Sweet Kentucky Maiden.' "

What a sweet voice Babe had, and how
her voice seemed to thrill him. Gosh,
wouldn't he like to be at Weber's Inn
and listening to her. She had wanted
him to go ak>ng, and stupid old Sleepy
had queered everything. His eyes
studied the sloping roof below him—
pretty easy to get <k>wa into the garden.
Gosh, how he would like to go down to
Weber's Inn! Why shouldn't he? Wasn't
he twenty-one, and a man ?

• • • , .

A clean-shaven, well-dressed man
stared thoughtfully down the track; by
his side stood Sleepy Jones, and the
latter rubbed his chin and watched tlie

other from narrowed lids.

Pop Blake had just returned from a
sea voyage, and his shaip eyes had -soon
spotted trouble.

"I tear back for the big race and
expect to find Buddy hard at work on
Six-Shooter. Only thiee days before the -

big race, and I don't mind telling you.
Sleepy, I've laid out more than I can
afford on winning the Gold Cup. 1

come straight to the couree, and what's
going on—you chewing a straw and
Buddy talking to a girl. You also look
as if you'd eaten something that didn't
agree with you. Sleepy, so you'd best
teli me here and now what's wrong."
"That dame's the trouble—women aie

a pesky nuisance!" Sleepy kicked
viciously at a tuft of grass. "He met
tho girl the day he won on Yellow
Hornet, and since that day you could
see him change. That was three weeks
ago, and for ten nights he slid down the
rainpipe to go and hear her sing round
at Weber's dive—she dances and singe
there. I gave him a rousting, and he
just looked sulky, ihe only girl in tho
world stuff, and I had no heart. I
stopped him going to Weber's, but I

can't stop him meeting her during the
day. It ain't done his riding any harm,
though he ain't the fresh, care-free

Buddy we like, boss. He's just in-

fatuated with this dame, and he won't
listen to nowt."
"She's working for Weber—bad!"

Pop Blake lit a cigarette. " Suppose
you sent him off on a ti-y-out and he
stopped to talk to her."
"See the car by tliose rails," Sleepy-,

pointed. "Who's that sitting at tW
wheel ?—Mr. Pesky Wally Weber. If he-

thinks that mare "of his, Rosedawn, haa
a chance he must be crazy."

"How about giving Buddy a shake
up?" Pop Blake gave his trainer a know-
ing look. "Let Malonoy take over the

horse—!Maloney is exercising near us, or

my eyes are mistaken. Tell Buddy that

he seems a bit off colour, and I reckon
another lad ought to give the mare a
try-out in case of accidents."

"That sounds good to me!" Sleepy
rubbed his hands. "I'll detail Maloney
at once."
The trainer hurried off.

"Wally brought me down to watcb
you do your stuff!" Babe gave the'

youugster a dazzling smile. " I^et ma
see how fast yon can go." ,

"I'd rather talk to you!" Buddy
smiled down into the bright ey^,. then
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g'lanced up the course. "Guess, I'll have
to get moving, for here, comes old

Sleepy. He doesn't uiidei-stand girls.

Babe; all he thinks about are his

horses."
' Wally Weber, who had been loung-
ing back in his car with half-closed eyes,

•suddenly decided that the two young
people had had long enough alone to-

gether. There was something of im-

portance that he wanted to say, and
ho had better make it s^iappy as Sleepy
Vvas stalking down the rails.

"'Morning, Buddy!" he greeted the

jockey. "Uid you enjoy yourself last

night—did Sleepy catch you?"
"Not last night, but he was mighty

suspicious because I was so sleepy this

morning," Buddy answered. "Sleepy's
been a I'eal pest these last few weeks,
shadowing me all over the place and
giving me long lectures."

"Buddy, if you ever get fed up riding

for Blake let me know," Wally Weber
said with great seriousness. "I'm the

last one to lure a jockey away from a

good owner, but sometimes an employer
can overstep the mark. If you want a

job as leading jockey in the Webei
stables, with as much liberty as you
like, then let me know."
"Mighty nice of vou, Mr. Weber."
"Not at all!"' Weber chuckled.

"Guess one young lady would be tickled

if you joined up with us."

"I'd stay on for the rest of the

season," came the inviting answer from
the girl. "I might even buy a horse
myself and you could ride it for me. It

would be fun !"

"Shush, children!" cautioned Weber.
"Here comes Sleepy, and he looks like

murdering someone."
Sleepy Jones was in a bad temper.

He never showed siiiy signs of affection

for a iier.son. but Budily was his sjjecial

protege. He had taught the boy all

he knew for the last five years, and it

made him mad to see Budd3' going off

the rails for a girl.

"Maloncy." siuirled Sleepy to the
jockey by his side, "give SixShooter
a canter—twice round
the course, and I'll

time you over the last

mile."

Buddy gave over the

horse to IVJaloncy, and
stared at Sleepy in a

puzzled fashion. What
was the idea in

Maloney exercising Six-

. Shooter ?

"What's the idea.

Sleepy'?" Buddy dc
. manded as Maloney
cantered away. " I

was just going to
"

"Yeah, you was just

going to do some-
thing." sneered the
trainer. " You came
here to do a timed
mile, but you changed
yer mind. And why '!'

" Because Miss Elli>

hailed me," Buddy
cried angrily. "I liad

to stop anti sj)eak lo

her."

"Oh, yeah? 1 sup-
pose if .someone called

yer in the middle of a

race you'd stop and
say a few word.s."
Sleepy guffawed at his

own wit. "You ain't
hero to do a lot of talk-

ing, but to ride liorses.

Pop Blake ain't satis-

fied with your riding,
so lio's* giving Maloney
a try-out."
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"What, Maloney ride Six-Shooter in

the big race?" gasped Buddy. Wally
Weber smiled quietly at the girl, who
looked anxious «ind disturbed.

"Yeah, maybe. We gotta have a
jockey what keeps regular hours and
don't stay out jazzing around in road-
houses." Sleepy was so worked up he
went a shade too far with his bluff.

"Fooling around with stage dames and
drinking cheap liquor. Tliey don't care
two hoots about you, and you're so
dumb you can't see it."

"How dare you!" flared the girl.

"Yes, how dare you!" shouted
Buddy, clenching his fists.

"You put them pin-cushions away."
Sleepy showed his teeth. "One swipe
from me, and you'd go to sleep for a
week."

"You're crazy, acting this way,"
Buddy shouted. "Do you know that
Mr. Weber has offered me a contract
as his leading jockey, but I turned it

down."

"Take it, I .shan't cry." scoffed the
trainer. "If Mister Weber likes to

have a jockey what goes to bed at two
in tlie morning and don't do any train-

ing, then that's his funeral. Ah, here
conies Maloney." He took out a watch.
"And he ain't half making the crittur
move."
"If you like to join up you can come

and sign a contract right now." whis-
pered Wally Weber. "Buddy, it's your
chance to make big money."
"Don't miss the chance," Sleep}'

spoke over his shoulder. "Don't ex-
pect us to spill any tears over you.
VVhat you want is a darned good lick-

ing. Pah. you make me sick !"

. "I'll sign right now !" Buddy flamed
up. "Let's go across to your oflTice.

Mister Weber."
"Oh. Buddy, I'm so glad!" Babe

clutched at the youngster's arm. "I'm
sure you're being wise. Uncle Wally
will let us have a whoopee night to
celebrate."
Sleepv .Tones >,- i-,it, hed 1,1, Lead ,ind
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stared after the big car a^ it purred
away.
"Reckon I piled it on too strong.

Guess I've put the boss in a jam. Guss
all girls and toads like Weber, Mayl>e
Buddy will think better of it and not
sign,"'

But when a beautiful girl plays the
part of a magnet then may a man
make a mistake. Buddy Doyle signed
after naming one condition—that ho
should not ride till after the Gold Cup.
Wally Weber |>alted his new recruit

assuringly on the shoulder.
"That's okay. Haven't I got Speed

Martin riding? So I couldn't possibly
want you. Off you two young people
go and enjoy yourselves."
And when they had gone Wally

Weber picked up the 'phono and got
through to hi.s stables:
"Send .Speed Martin to me at once.

Tell him it's urgent."

Trickery.

Bl^DDY nOYJ.E was not happy,
even though Babe Ellis told him
that she loved him and no one else

in the world. Most of the jockeys in

Weber's stables were not bad sort of
chaps, and though they were friendly
enough Buddy fi-lt they despised him.
Wouldn't they have quit on a trainer
who called them nasty names? But
even that reasoning did not quite ap-
pease Buddy's con.science. Pop Blake
had been a good master, and just be-

cause of a girl Buddy had left. Ho
missed Sleepy and his wise-cracks. The
next day he ran into the trainer and
the hitter's sneering laugli made hi.s

blood boil, but Babe was with him, .so

he let the taunt pass.

Another thing that worried Buddy
was Six-Shooter. The jockey had a
real affection for the horse, and ho
knew that the hor.se would answer to
his jockeyship better than to that of
Maloney. Six-Shooter was just like a
bullet when Buddy chai\ted hi.s

" Whoop-te-do !" Could Maloney ride
the horse well enough to beat Weber's

I've just got a message—I'm to ride Rosedawn !
" Buddy thrust aside the men.

'•' I can't ride the horse, Mr Weber I
"

September &tb, 1931.
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Rosedawn ? Yes, he reckoned Muloncy
could just about do it, because Speed
Miartin was only tenth in the list of
winning jockeys for the season. Buddy
had expected that Six Shooter would
go out from cven:i to five to two wlicn
the racing woi hi heard he had quit rid-

ing for the Blake stables, but it was a
shock when the horse went out to fours,

and Rosedawn shortened c;own to two
to one. Someone must be putting
money on Rosedawn.

Buddy tried to forget by being con-

stantly in the [jrcsence of Babe Ellis.

One morning W^'ber persuade^l him to

give Rosi'dawn a gallop as he didn't

want to work Martin too hard. With
no susi)icion of ulterior motive Buddy
was only too pleased to oblige.

Then came the day of the great race,

and Buddy got a big surjn-iso when
Baggott, Weber's trainer, sent him a
message. Ho was wanted to ride Rose-
dawn as Speed Martin had been hurt
in a car accident and taken to hospital.

"1 can't race against Six-Shooter,"
Buddy tohl Babe. "It's out of the

iiucstion. I must go and sec Weber at

once."
"If you rode Rosedawn the horse

would \Ain. " Babe spoke hesitatingly.
" Webor would give you a thousand
bucks if you won the Gold Cup."
"I don't want his money!" Buddy

was almost rude in his perturbation.
" I won't ride ! I won't ride ! I'm
going to his office to tell him so right
now."
Wally Weber's olTice was seething

with excitement and bustle. Besides
being an owner Weber was a gambler.
He had backed his own horse hcavilyj

but he liad also given out that Rose-
dawn would win, and that he would not
mind taking any bets on other chal-

lengers. That was wliy his 'phones
were fairly buzzing, because Weber
was offering fives against Six-Shooter.

_

"Get in as much as you can before it

gets abroad that Martin hcis had an
accident.'' He smiled at his trainer.

"Good joke that. Won't the fools

laugh when they loarn Doyle is riding
instoad of Martin."
"WiU Doylo make any trouble?"

a.sked Baggott.
"Buddy can do nothing because

Ihero's a clause in the contract that he
can't break." He raised one eyebrow
as tho sound of an angry voice came
fo' them. "If I'm a good guesscr, that

will be Master Buddy. Leave this to

loe. Fellows "—Weber raised his voice

fo attract the attention of several niori

busy at 'phones—"better shut down.
Tell the operator to say engaged till

I'm through with Buddy. VVant your
collaboration with the young fool."

His voice became a whisper. "You
know your stuff. Take your cue—here
conies Buddy."
Buddy fairly hurled himself into the

office. All tin' men were grouped
lound Wally's desk.
"Darned tough about Speed Martin,"

Weber was saying. "Still, young
Buddy should pull off the race."
"I've just got a message I'm to ride

Rosedawn." Buddy thrust aside the

men. "I can't ride the horse, Mister
Weber."
"I'm sorryi Buddy; but how was I

(o know Martin would get crocked?"
Weber shrugged his shoulders. "It's

very tough luck on me, but I've backed
my hor.se, and I must get my next best

jockey to ride."

"But we arranged that I shouldn't
ride till after the Gold Cup," was the

argument. .

•

"I'm awfully sorry, but this is an
eventuality I di<in't Iwirgain for."

Wally Webec shook his head. "You'll
September 5tli, 1931.
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find ill the contract that in a case like

this I can call upon you to ride, You
see, Burddy, I've got to study my own
interests."

"Of course you have,- boss." A
lean man with a hat on the back of
his hoad^it was Baggott. "There's no
question about it. You'd bettor not
hang around here because time is

flying."

"Of course Buddy takes out Ro.se-
dawn," spoke another man.
"But I won't ride against my old

stable," shouted Buddy. "It isn't play-
ing the game."
"Do you want to be suspended?"

snapped Weber. "Now, don't talk like

a child. Buddy. It is bad luck, but what
can I do?"
Arguments availed nothing, and at

last Buddy went reluctantly to the
stables. He saw Wally Weber's argu-i
nieiit, but it was darned rough. He
tried to ease his conscience by calling
it "Fate."

But after " weighing-out " Buddy
overheard two stable lads talking.

" I guess I'm investing a buck on
Rosedawn. 'J'hat was a mighty bright
idea getting Speed into an accident and
making Buddy ride."

" Yeah—some accident. I bet Speed
ain't in any hospital."

Of course, it was a lot of lies, still it

sowed the seed of suspicion. Somebody
had been backing Rosedawn heavily

—

who ? Speed JMartin had a bad name
on racecourses—was this a frame-up? If

Rosedawn had Buddy on its back, would
the horse have a better chance ? The
jockey knew it would have a better
chance. And just when ho was trying
to solve all these problems, a familiar
growl made him start.

"You double-crossing little rat,"

sneered Sleepy Jones. "So you're going
to ride Rosedawn. After all the years
I've known you and yor go crooked for

a skunk like Weber."
"What do you mean by that?"
" You knows as well as I do fhat

^fartin ain't had any accident." The
bitter contempt made Buddy wince. " I

should wave yer hand to him when you
canter up to the starting-post."

"Martin's not here?"

"Oh, childlike innocence—I seed him
with my own eyes," Sleepy spat in dis-

gust. "He'll be arm-in-arm with' yer
two crook friends, Mr. Slimy Weber and
;\Iiss Baby-face."
"You're lying to me." Buddy's face

was tense.

"I ain't that sort, and you knows it."

Sleepy turned away. "I hope you're
satisfied, you dirty little trickster. I

suppose you know Pop Blake has a

packet on Six-Shooter and that it'll

smash him. You'll tell me in a minute
that you don't know that Weber has

been backing his nag like blazes and
laying all bets on Six-Shooter."

Buddy Doylo knew then that he had
been tricked. A girl's false smile and
the cunning of a plausible rogue had
easily been too mucli for him. They had
tricked him through his vanity and he'd

got to stand by then) or He stared

after Sleepy as an idea slowly formed.

Was his own name worth sacrificing

in order to outwit a bunch of crooks

and help Pop Blake, who had always
sFiown him every kindness? But before

he decided anything he would ride close

enough to scan the crowd in the grand-

stand— Wally Weber always had front

row seats. - -

Buddy cantered up the course, and one
glance was .sufTicieht. Babe Ellis, Wally
Weber, and thcS" leering face of Speed

Martin.

Every Tuesday

Buddy's Strange Ride.
.

BUDDY, could hear the yells of the
bookmakers, and above them all

came tho price of two horses:
" Rosedawn at five to four on, and Sjx-

Shooter at sixes."

His next interest was Six-Shooter, a^d
he noticed tliat the horse was lather<)d

with sweat and obviously in a bad con-

dition. Maloney was hanging on like

grim death and looking obviously scai-ed.

Tho man had no control over the
creature, and probably Six-Shooter had
gone from bad to worse since tho old

jockey had gone.

A iino-up for the start, and then up
went the tapes.

Buddy had orders to make the pace,

as Baggott was scared with twelve

runners that the horse might be shut in

—the distance was a mile and two
furlongs.

At the first bend Buddy, two lengths

in front, looked back—Six-Shooter Iwd
tailed off last.

Buddy set his teeth and slowly began
to pull Rosedawn.
Wally Weber's smiles of anticipation

changed to frowns, and then to rage.

The Wasp and Black Knight were level

with Rosedawn. The crowd gasped as

Rosedawn slithered back into fourth

place and seemed to disappear in a

bunch of horses. Round the bend and
a gasp wont up. The Wasp leading. by
two lengths, a. cluster of horses, and
three lengths behind were Sii-Shooter

and Rosedawn.
,

" ]My gar, he's framed me!" snarled

Weber "I'll ring his neck, the little

skunk!"
"' You deserve all you get." It wjs

tho Babe who spoke." "I'd have never

come in on this game if I'd known ho'w

low it was. I don't know what Buddy's
doing, but I reckon it's grand." J
Only Buddy and a horse knew what •

was happening.
Buddy dropped to the tail, and then

Maloney heard a rhythmic chant:
"Whoop-to do! Whoopte-do!" U
Maloney was dull-witted and did not g

understand, but Six-Shooter knew. It (»

was his beloved master spurring him on. ."

The flagging limbs tautened and Six-
'_;

Shooter became again a champion. %•

In a few strides Six-Shooter had
j

caught up and passed London Wall.
" Whoopte-do ! Whoop-te-do !" Like

a streak Six-Shooter went past two more
stragglers. ^

iSIercilessly Buddy whipped RosedawnB
into maintaining the tremendous pace. ^

" Whoopte-do ! Whoop-te-do !" Near-
ing the last bend and Six Shooter and.

Rosedawn were through, with only;

The Wa.'ip and f^incoln in front. The"
latter four lengths and The Wasp six<'

lenerths ahead. . •

The straight with a quarter of a mile*

to tho finishing-post, and now Six-

Shooter was level with Lincoln.

The judge craned his neck from J»«

box, the whole crowd craned theirs,

and now Wally Wi>ber knew the secret.

Buddy was breaking all rules to drive

Six-Shooter to victory.

" Whoop-te-do ! Whoop-te-do !" panted

Buddy, and lashed at Rosedawn, hecau

Six-Shooter was tearing over the grou

like a mad thing. Past Lincoln and
furlong to go-Tho Wasp was a lengti

and a half in the lead.

"Whoop-te-do! Whoop-te-do! Whoop-
te-do!" Buddy felt his kings burst, but

he must not fail. .<

The judge and the crowd saw. tw«

horses racing towards the finish witli, .4

third horse close behind. They could

heal- now tho refi;ain :
" Whoop-te-dol

Whoop-te-do!" •

Six -Shooter flashed by the almost run-

out Wasp and pas.sed the finishnigpoal

an easy winner by two lengths.



Every Tuesday

Yolli- ui.d shouts bioko out—paiide

niouium was let loose. Those who ht^d

backed Six-Shooter were almost hysteii-

cal at tlie niiravie, whilst those who had
backed Rosedawn and The Wasp were
wild with rage.
And Buddy when he stood before the

stewards was smiling. He had cased
his own conscience, saved I'op Blake
and Sleepy Jones, and smashed Wally
.Webcr.

" What explanation have you to offer

of your extraordinary riding, Doyle?"
demanded the judge. "You pulled Kofc-
dawn to last place and then acted like a

madman. Whv were you shouting
' W'hoop-te-do !'

"?"

Buddy Doyle made only one answer to

every question: "I have nothing to say

about my rid:ng."
" Youre suspended for a year. Doyle,"

the judge rapped o\it his verdict.

Di.sgraced but with head held high.

Buddy Doyle passed through a crowd
wlio wanted, in most cases, to lynch liim.

- A girl tried to get through, but the

press was too much. B>iddy Doyle left

Kentucky on the brake rods of a

southern express.

The Price of Dishonour.

THERE are many towns known by
the name of Wellington in the

States, but this* was a small cow

-

town in Southern California. Its chief

claim to any importance was the race-

course, where cowpunchers and others

came from miles around to enjoy the

sport.

Favourites had a strange habit of fail-

ing at the.se meetmgs. and it was not

always the fault of the horses. The
ridin'fr of nuuiy of the jockeys was very

questionable.
One morning in late summer, two

months after the sensational Cold Cup.

a thiit man in flash clothes and straw

liat louiiged against the rails. His

weather-tanned, lined face gave his age

at fiftv ; the eyes behind the bushy eye-

brows" were very much alive. Clarence

Hardwick was known on many race-

courses as the Dude, and he earned hi?

living by gi\ing tips. One could learn

tips "froni strange quarters out in the

West, and the Dude found he .could

make more money than on the bigge

courses.
Thoughtfiillv he cliiued

and wondered whetlui

the information he had
got for thiee dollar^

from " ckirkie stabli

hand was going to

prove good. Unless oiu _

could find at lea.st one ^,
winner it was better to

hit the trail befoi

some of the mob starti I

getting fresh.

Out of the corner ( t

his eyes lie saw a figuic

fme round a biiildin,'

Hcing would not strut

for another two lioui^

ond he wondered who
the stranger might In

Was it a rival snoop
ing round after lu

formation?
t The stranger wiis i

young man, but tin

features loioked pale
'and wan. whilst the
grey serge suit was
dusty and almost
threadbare iti parts, the
open white shirt was
not too clean, and there
Vras no hat to the mop
t>t curly hair.

Suddenly the Dude
stiffenod because liis

.tia«
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keen memory for hite^ told him who
the stranger nright . be—a jockey who
had once given him sound information.
''Morning," drawled the Dude, keep-

ing his hat over his eyes. "You look-

ing for a job ?"

"'Morning." was the reply. "I'm
riding Aircraft in the second race."

"Know my face?" The Dude took
off his hat. "Remember the tipster you
helped at Boston, Doyle?"
The tattered figure started and glared

at the Dude.
' Shush ! Not that name here !" he

cried. "My name is O'Burn."
"That's okay with me—O'Burn."

The Dude gripped the jockey's hand.
"So \ou'rc riding Aircraft—Hagan's
nag ! Hum I How have things been
going, lad ?"

'Reckon you can guess how l>ad.

Dude. " Buddy looked as if he needed
a square meal. "You get put up for a
trial, and the', want to hire you on the
spot, but when you sax jour name
that's tile end. My face seems to be
kinda familiar, and there's always some
skate ready fo recognise me even when
I use another name. Reckon no one
will know me down iiere."

" You're CI'Burn to me." The Dude
smiled, then frowned. "Charles Hagan
ain't a sportsman that I kinda want to

kiss. Watch! Pipe down, son, here
comes Hasan."
A big. burly fellow in a tweed sports

coat and wearing a black trilby hat
strolled towards tiiem. His thumbs
were in the armholes of his waistcoat,
and a big cigar was stuck aggressively
from the corner of his mouth, wliil'-t a

heavy gold chain across the waistcoat
did nothiiig to impress a person in

Hagan's favour.
He nodded to both men. stroked his

heavy, clean-shaven jaw, and half closed
one eyelitl.

"A word with you. O'Burn." He
took the jockey's arm and led him just

out of earshot. "Wanta talk about that
horse of mine. Aircraft. I was hoping
that tlie nag would start at sixes, but
some mutt has tipped my horse, and
the colt's at evens. Danged annoying
whr'U th<' stal)li' .-lin't got their moiie\
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on ! The secOTid favourite is Water
Wings, and if Aircraft don't win that'.s

a cert., and the price is fives. I'm back-
ing Water Wings."
"I don't quite get the idea." Buddy

looked .it the big man in perplexity.

"If Aircraft don't win to-day, it may
win somewhere else," was the reply,

accompanied by a heavy wink. "And it

will win at long odds. That suits me.
Now do you get the idea?"

' You don't want Aircraft to w in ?"

"That's the scheme." The mati
lowered liis voice. "See that my hor.so

don't win. and vou'ro on a hundred
bucks and the chance to ride Aircraft
next time out. Is it a bet?"
"You want .'lie to pull Aircraft?"

Buddy spoke througli gritted teeth.

The Dude tdgxl closer, as he was
good at smelling trouble.
"Yeah. But not so loud."
"I'm not doing any pulling for aiiy-

bod\." raged the jockey. "If I ride
Aircraft. I ride it to win."
"Oh, is that so?'" Hagan removed his

cigar. "I should have thought that yon
were prettv good at pulling horses

—

Doyle !"

So he had bee!i ix cognised again, and
the price of silence was dirty riding.
Rather would Buddy starve.

" You dirty trickster 1" The youngster
lost his temper. " You can't blackmail
me into pulling xour horse. Skunks liko
,\ou oughtn't 'o be allowed on a race-
course I"

"You impoitinent young rogue!"
roared the big man. "You dare to call

me names, and all the world knows how
voi! pulled Rosi'dawu in the Gold Cup.
got a thousand buiks for doing it, and

y."You're a liar!" screamed Budd
clenching his fist>.

The raised voice> had attracted atten-
tion, and curiou> folk slowly approached.
Stable lads, trainers, hangers-on. and.
by bad luck, one of the officials.

"I'll knock you stiff!" raged Hagan,
who was a notorious bully.

"Then take that as a start!" Buddy
hit the big man slap on the point of
the jaw.

Tli'^ Mnu .III 1 )r huit \ei\ much but

Hagan drew back his

right hand to strike

Buddy. The Dude push-
ed in between them.

SeDtember 5lli, 1931.
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it snaJc Hagaii llvitl vri(h fury. I;Ii!^

left haiul grippoii Biuldy's coat, whilst

liis right haiui was drawn back to strike

Biiildy a lioavy punch.
Tho L)udc pushed in between ihc two

men.
•' That will do, Hagan I" His lined

face was aggressive. "Choose someone
a bit bigger if you want to hit anyone.'

"Don't you ineddlo in my ull'airs!"

Hagan glared at the Dude. ' I'll settle

this young pup !"

"What's going on here?" cried a

harsh voice, and a thin man with a

green oyeshade over his forehead push(>d

his way through. "What's all the

trouble about?"
It was one of the eoinmittce.

"Ever heard of Buddy Doyle?" Hagan
shouted. "If you iiaven't, then you're

looking at him now."
"The Dovle who was suspended for

riding Roscdawn?" The official eyed

Buddy, who bowed his head. " Is your

name, Doyle?"
"Yes, I am Buddy Doyle.' Ihc

jockey faced his accuser. " Hagan
wanted me to pull his liorse, and when
I refused lis threatened to expose me."
"That's a darned lie!" Hagan tried

to strike out at Buddy, but again the

Dude got in tho way.

"I heard part of the conversation," he

^aid to the official. "Hagan certainly

wanted his horse not to win as the price

was too slion, and he used his know-

leilge to try and force Doyle to ride

crooked,"
,,

"Then you are Buddy Doyle?
demanded the official.

"Yes, I'm Buddy Doyle."

"I'm sorry, but you can't ride here.

You were suspended for a year. The
other matter sl.all be inquired into."

The official waved the gathering crowd

away before turning to Hagan. " You'H

oijlige nie by coming along to my office."

Slowly the crowd melted away, leaving

only the Dudo and a dispirited Doyle.

He \\as hungry, starving, and beaten—
not a cent in his pocket.

"Cheer up, Buddy!" The Dude
patted him heartily on the back. "Take
my tip and quit horses for a spell, and
get a land job. It'll be forgotten in

time. Well, kid, I must be getting

along! See you some time! Keep your
chin up !"

"You are a great pal. Dude!" Buddy
held out his hand. "Guess I'll take

your tip and try a diflfcrent line. Good-
bye, Dude."
The Dude held out liis hand.
"Best of luck, my lad!" he cried.

"Don't forget about keeping your chin

np I I saw you ride Roscdawn, and I

know you were framed on .some dirty

stuff hy Wally Weber. Goodbye again,

and huk go with you !"

Tho Dude was a hundred yards away
before Buddy Doyle realised that some-
thing had been thrust into his hand.

His eyes almost jumped out of his

head. Four five-dollar bills ! But he
couldn't take them ! iMaybe tfie Dude
knew how Biiddv would fi'cl. because
he had taken to his heels and run.

The End of a Long Trail.

AGUA CALIEXTK is one of the

most famotis race tracks of the
West. Situated in a lieautifid

valley, and surroiindod by forest land.

Someone decided that there was no (iner

turf and grass for miles around, and
brought horses to the valley; then a
small track was built, and later on a

town WIS built up round a super race-

course.
Naturally one must eat, and so

restaurants and liotels had sprung up
round tho com so, and in one of the

cheap eating-house salooiw -i waiter in a
.Siptcniber 5tli, JWI.
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white coat ran here and there, fetching

and carrying. There were other waiters,

but one was only interested in thi.s

special one. He was Buddy Doyle.
In a way the ex-jockey had made

good. He had got work, was well fed

and fairly content. Seldom' did Jie ever

talk of racing, and none there knew
that the waiter by the iiame of Doyle

had been famous .in racing circles. He
was popular and earning more money
than most because he could sing a comic

song. A natural gift to pick up all the

latest dance numbers and their choruses,

and often <ustomer.s would call on
Buddy for a song.

Nine months had gone by since the

never-to-be-forgotten day of the Gold
Cup. Often Buddy thought of Sleepy

Jones, Pop Blake and others, but ho

tried never to think of Babe Ellis. If

ever she sang over the .wireless he would
try to get as far away as possible.

Doyle hurried to the bar.

"Two Ifighballs, one lemon fizzcr, a

thunder and lightning, and " He
ceased as it was obvious the two soda
fountain experts were not listening.

"I tell you Nimrod won by two
lengths, and the objection was over-

ruled. Nimrod started at thirty-three

to one, because I remember a chap who
had five bucks on it."

" That boss's name was Nero."
"Hoy, how about my drinks?" They

.studied liim with displeasure as he gave
his order. " AikI let me tell you
bozzos something you don't know. The
horse was Pernod. Nero was down the

course, and the price was something
about eights. And I want a little less

of the lemon in that fizzer. You soda-
jerkers can't tell me anything."
"Dang me, but I believe he's right!"

gasped the big, jovial-looking barman.
"Now who would have thought a little

runt like that would know anything
about a man's sport. Know anything
good for to-day?"
Buddy had just handed over the

drinks, collected some money and found
another order when someone touched fiis

shoiUder.

"In a moment, sir." The touch be-

came more persistent and Buddy swung
round. "Gosh, it's Sleepy!"

All the old differences were forgotten.

In Slcepy's gleaming eyes was the joy
of reunion. The two clasped hands and
stood staring at each other as if tliey

could scarce believe their eyes.

"I guess I've trailed you a thousand
miles." Sleepy spoke first. "Gee, you
look queer in that garb!"

"Suits me, old boss," laughed Buddy,
and scowled as .someone called him.
"Have a drink, Sleepy; I'll be free in

half an hour."
Arm in arm they strolled through the

streets of the town some half-hour later,

and Buddy longed to ask questions.

"Guess you'd like to know what's
been going on." Sleepy gave tho young-
ster's arm a reassuring squeeze. " Pop
Blake has given up the game. That
business " Sleepy knew he was
touching on a delicate subject.

"Go on, Sleepy; I'd like to know
what's been happening."
"They wanted you badly." Sleepy

shook Jiis head. "Reckon you could
have got that suspension washed out if

you'd been at the inquiry. There was
the blazes of a row. Nothing very
definite could bo proved, and as Wally
Weber was completely bust, the matter
dropped. Pop got kinda fed-up with all

the paper talk, and as he had made a

packet of money he quit, but he was
mighty sorry for you. Buddy, we got
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sorta fed-up with you, and we thought
a jjretence of Maloney riding would
bring you t« your senses, but it •didn't

work. After the race I minded our talk,

and I knew you had thrown the race

and made Six-Shooter win."
"Whoop-te-do!" Buddy spoke almost

to himself.

"I reckon the stewards knew there

was something fishy about the whole
affair, but they could not condone what
you had done. It all leaked out in

time, and three months ago Uiey
annulled your suspension."
"Kind of them." Buddy did not

seem very interested. " And what have
you been doing all this while. Sleepy?"
"Mostly trailing around after you,"

was the answer. "Doing a bit of train-

ing heie and there, but I missed you,
boy, and we felt we couldn't rest

until
"

"Did you say 'we'? Who's 'we'?"
Sleepy shuffled his feet and ieemed to

find difficulty in answering.

"Babe Ellis," he said at last, but
dared not look at his friend's face.

"I don't want to hear anything of

her!" Bjddy's voice was hoarse.

"We got that gal all wrong, buddy,"
Sleepy cried. "Listen and hear all about
it. Babe was a singer, and wanted to

make good, and Weber offered her big

money and a contract if she could get

a good crowd at his dive. Then he told

her that few of the racing fraternity

came to his place, and if she could
persuade the most popular jockey of the

moment to grace his place, then other
racing folk would come along. There'd be
many anxious to see such a notability as

ycrself. She knew nothing about crook
stuff, and Weber had spoon-fed the girl

that Pop Blake and me were a couple
of crooks and that she was sorta saving
you by doing this. Gee, you should
have seen how she carried ou when you
couldn't be found."
Buddy Doyle's eyes were glistening.

He had mistrusted Babe, and she'd

been framed like himself.

"That gal came to me and we put
notices in the papei-s, but you had van-

ished off the earth. A nK)nth ago the

Dude came to see me, Jieard I was look-

ing for you, and he started me on the

trail. Money comes and money goes,

Buddy, and I guess you oughta know
that Babe lia.s been doing most of the

paying." .

"Gosh, how I would like to see her a

again!" Buddy was flushed with ex-
||

citement. ^
"Maybe she'll get a job down these ,'

parts.

"

i

It was on his way back to another
spell of waiting that Buddy gave
Sleepy a half-frightened, questioning"

glance.

"What you aim to do now you've
_

found me. Sleepy?" \

"Just hang around aiiil see what's
*^

doing." Sleepy rubbed his hands to-

gether. "I thought I might do a bit

of training, with you a.s chief jockey."-

"I'm through with the turf!" Buddy
spoke viciously. "I ain't got any in-

terest left in horses."

"Don't you believe, it," scoffed

Sleepy. "It's in yer blood. I'll givi*

this burg the once-over until you finitJ*

for the day."
"See you in about a couple of hours.'* .

Buddy gripped Sleepy's hands!. "Bui
lay off talking about racing."

"He'll s.-^oii forget all that nonsense,'*

decided Sleepy, as he stared after the

cx-jockoy. ""There'll be no holdiug him
once J. get him mounted."

(Continued on case 26.)

I
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To save his father from a life-sentence, a young cowpuncher penetrates into an outlaw
stronghold in search of the real criminal. Starring Tom Tyler.

Qmi^

The End of a Feud.

THE shcri!!' of the county, the
greater part of wliich was the
Circle B and Triangle Ranche?, was

just packing up lor dinner wlien the
door opened and Lafe Lana^don, the
t^ldnrly lanclioi- wlio owned Circle B,
walked in.

Vou asked nie to give you a look
up. sheriff," he said agreeably.
The sheriff nodded, dropped his last

papers into a drawer, and closed it

thoui^htfully before i<e spoke.

"I did, Lafe," (le agreed in his quiet,
genial way. " Fact is, Lafe, I'm reckon-
in' this feud business between you and
.lini Halliday has gone far enough—too
far for old-timers and old-time friends.
What do you .say?"

Lafe Langdon e;ave vent to a noise
that was very much like a grunt of dis-
gust^

" Say ?" he repeated thickly. " I say
you should have run tliat neighbour of
mine off the range long ago. I say "

"Well, suppose you say it to me!"
came in a snappy tone from the otlicr
fido of the room.

A door had opened, and fiom another
room Jim Halliday—a big, bluff, and
hearty fellow of about Langdon's own
age—came into the office.

But it was the sheriff' who stepped in
between them to make the peace.
"Quit it, you two!" ho said, with a

^Aint smile. " What exactly is the row
between you '"

" Jim Halliday has been stealing my
cattle for niomlis. with the aid of the.

T>araniie Kid!" affirmed Langdon hotly.
"That guy is a notorious gunman and
cattle tliief—and you know It, Jim Ilal-
liday !"

"1 know it now." corrected Hullitlay

quietly. "I found out that he
was a. no-good, Lafe, and I

filed him. My boys ran him
off the range. He doesn't
work for me now."
Lafe Langdon hesitated, and

the sheriff took the oi)por-

tunity to put in his spoke.

"There you are, Lafe ! The
Liaaniie Kid has been run off

the range, so you can't reckon
to liuvo anything against Jim
Halliday now," he said
quickly. " Why not shake
haiuls, and resume the friend-
ship you should both be
Ijroud of?"

Langdon griimcd a little feebly, and
thrust out his hand with a sudden
Efosfurc.

"Okay with me, Jim," he said shakily.
" I sure did lind it hard to believe it

of my old chum. But if you say the
Laramie Kid has been run off the range,
it's good enough for mo."
"That's real fine," put in the sheriff.

and patted them both on the shoulders
as they shook hands. "There's a drink
on me to celebiate this, boys, if you'll
come down to t''ic saloon."

'J'ho enmity that had been between
the two raneiiors had naturally enough
spread to the men who worked upon the
ranchi's. and there was consei]uently con-
siderable surprise >vhen the sheriff was
seen leading the rivals down the street,
'rliere was still greater surpri.so when
it was seen that Lafe Langdon and Jim
Halliday were laughing and joking witli

one another, evidently on the very best
of terms.

'I'ho celebration drink was consumed
in the saloo-i to the satisfaction of
everybody concerned, parti<-ularly the
sheriff, who felt that ho had done a good
day's work.

But it was destined that the peace
should not reign for long, for there hap-
pened that which was to end the feud
for ever.

Within two hours of the time when
Jim Halliday and Lafe Langdon liad
made up their quarrel the latter rode in
from his cattle range to the horse cor-
ral, to become immediately aware of the
fact that one of liis men was riding in
at a speed that spelt trouble about some
thing.

The cowpuneher'a horse was sweating,
and it was obvious from its heavy stride

that It had been iidden ..11 out for somo
di-tai (e
"What's the trouble?" demanded

Langdon as the 'puncher dragged his
horse to a halt.

"The Laramie Kid has «ot away with
another bunch of cattle, boss," panted
the 'puncher. "He's got 'em all mixed
in with some of Jim Halliday's, from
the 'Triangle."
Langdon drew in his breath sharply.
"The Laramie Kid again, liuh !" ho

muttered. "All right. Slim! I'll go
over and see Halliday, and get this
account .settled."

It might have been with a quite nn-
conscious movement that he loosejied tho
gun in his holster, but ;he coWpuncher
noticed it and set his lips into a doubt-
ful twist.

"Thought you'd made it up, boss?" ho
said quietly.

Langdon did not ansver. He clam-
bered again into his sjiddle and galloped
hard for the Triangle ranch.

Following the remaking of their
friendship, Langdon found it hard to
believe that Halli.iay had spoofed him
by telling him iliat the Larnmie Kid
had been fired. But it was veiy obvious
that the Kid was still in the neighbour-
hood, and that he, Langdon, had lost
some more cattle as a result.

Tliere was something wrong .somc-
wheio. It was just as well he and Hal-
liday had it out right hi re and now, and
d.'cidod what was to be done.
He galloped up to the ranch corral and

jumped from his horse witli an agility
surprising in one of his age. And before
he had covered the ground between tho
corral and the house lie was made awaro
of tile fact that Jim Halliday was not
alone.

In a few seconds more another fact
was apparent. .lim Halliday's visitor
was none other than the Laramie Kid.
Langdon recognised the voice instantly.
"Get oft" my range. Laramie Kid,

before I set the boys on you—and I
guess they would like a chance to rope
you !" came in Jim Halliday's heavy
tones.

"You'll haii'l over the contents of
that safe, or >ou won't live to give your
boys any such orders." was the Ivid's
calm reply.

Langdon set his teeth grimly. AH
thought, of eninil;y and all doubts and
ideas disappeared from his mind. All ho
thought about now was helping his old
friend.

He fairlv dashed across the remaining
space to the house, and had got his foot
on the bottom step when there sounded
one loud, short explosion.

September 5th. 1D31.
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111 a flasli Liiiisdori luid drawn liis

gun, uiid was up the &tcps to the hoiisrc

doov in tlirec anxious .stiidcs Tho
moment he put his hand to the liandlc

of tlie door there eaiue from within the

sound of a hea\y, thiiddin;^ crash that
could only mean one thing.

He had the door open in another split

sccOTid, and darted inside, ready to shoot

the instant he saw the Laramie Kid.
I5ut lie only saw a bi<i; riding-boot dis-

appearing through the open window.
Down on the floor lay Jim Halliday,

whilst in the corner of the room an open
safe told its own talc.

Langdon fairly leapt for tiie window,
peered out. spotted a running form, and
took steady aim.
The instant lie pressed the trigger of

Iiis gun he knew lie had missed. The
shadowy form was now between trees,

and only ga\e him a fraction of a

second's view, too little to give him any
chai ce of registering a hit.

His gtin was still in his hand as lie

turned, white-faced with horror, to see

what chance tfjero 'vas of saving Jim
Halhday. His hands were trembling as

they reached out for the fallen man's
heart. He was too late once more.

Jim H.ilHday had been shot with the

dreadful skill for which the Laramie Kid
was notorious.
"Jim—old Jim Halliday—we'll get

that guy now, sure as my name is Lafe
Langdon!'' he muttered thickly. "Poor
old Jim ! I

"

He broke off' as the door opencdand
three of Jim Hallidiv's men came in.

"What's the matter, boss? We heard

a sliot Lafe Langdon !"

The 'puncher broke off with a gasp

of surprise and wonder.
"It was the Laramie Kid. I came in

and fired a shot at him, but I missed,"

explained Langdon sorrowfully. "He's
done for, hoys."
"Sure, lie's done for!" growled the

'puncher, and, ^witli a flashing sweep of

liis liand. he Imd snatched away Lang-
don's gun. A moment sufficed to show
tliat one shot iiad been fired. "And I

reckon wc ain't got far to look for the

inaji who shot him. Lafe Langdon!"
" What I Me '/ Shoot Jim Halhday ?

Why, he and I are the oldest fviends

out" West!" gulped Langdon. "I tell

you, boys, I saw the Laramie Kid. I

heard liim demanding money ! I heard

a shot
"

"(luess we only heard one shot, and

that shot came from this gun!" cut in

the 'puncher grimly. "You'd better

save >our explanation for the sheriff,

Lafe Langdon !"

"Sheriff 'r" ' panted Langdon, and
stared about him in the manner of a

man dazed For seconds there could be

heard the gulping of his breath, and he

could only see the accusing, bitter eyes

of Jim Halliday's men. Then his voice

rose wildly in proteslation. "It's

diirned silly to say I shot him—I tell

you wc were old chums ! I
"

"Oh, cut it out," snapped the

'puncher. "Let's take him to the

sherifl'. boys. I've been expecting that

'his would happen !"

Lafe Langdon gave it up at that. It

was useless to ))h'ad or argue with tho

cowpunchers. It would bo better,

easier and quite difl'erent when he saw
the sheriff.

But it was not. The sheriff accepted
the custody of Lafe Langdon with a

grimness that clearly showed his view
of the matter. He listened quietly to

the .story of liovv the cowpunchers had
heard the one .shot, and of Lafe Lang-
don's story of the two shots land

Laramie Kid's escape.
"We'll have to leave it to tho jury,

r^afe Langdon." was his verdict in the
matter. " liOoks mightv like as if tho

Scpteniljer 5tli, 1911.
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hoys is right. Ail right, boy.s— I'll take
him in

''

Lafe Langdon did not protest further.

The evidence was overwhelming against
liim.

The veteran who had been so agile
but a few minutes before rode beside
the sheriff towards the county gaol
looking every one of his years and a
good many more—-aged, bent, white,
dazed by tho tragedy that had over-
taken Jim 'Halliday and himself.
And, miles across the prairie, a man

rode with the desperation of a mad-
man, putting more and more miles be-

tween himself and the rancher he had
left dead upon the floor.

It was the Laramie Kid, quite un-
aware of the fact that a man had been
arrested for the crime, and that there
would be little chance of a hue and cry
for him in the face of the terrifically

strong evidence against Lafe Langdon.

A Desperate Chance !

LKTTER day at the ranch over
which Tom Langdon ruled as fore-

man was always an exciting occa-

sion. In addition to the letters which
meant so much to the more or less

exiled cowpunchers, the mail brought
in the newsjiapers that kept them in

late but constant touch with the world
represented by cities and industrial

towns.
Banty was a cheery postman. He

gave letters to those for whom there

were any, and to those for whom there

was not a letter he had a cheery,

kindly word that, after all, there was
another mail to come in one day.
The disappointed 'punchers settled

down again to wait for that day, soften-

ing their disappointment by playing ap-

propriate music upon their instruments

and singing at the top of their lusty

voices.

But the singing stopped immediately
fllicn Banty held up his hand and
nodded towards the bed upon which sat

Tom La ngdon.
Tom held an open letter in his hand,

but his staring eyes were not looking at

it. They conveyed the impression that

they were looking right through tho

letter to th.e floor beneath.

"Not bad news. Tom?" asked Banty
sympathetically.

"'I''raid it is,'' said Tom, and forced

a smile to his lips. "Fact is, I'm hit-

ting the trail for home right here and
now."
"Bad as that?"

"Bad as it can possibly he," mut-
tered Tom, and read the letter again.
" My old father has been taken in for

shootin' a guy, but he says he can't

prove he did not. I'm gonna see what
it's all about."
"Sounds mighty bad. Tom," mur-

mured Banty, and added thoughtfully :

"Reckon we can't let you hit that trail

alone. I guess I'm going with you."
"Good for you, Banty !" chorused

the others. "Come on, boys! Let's get

'em i«icked. Sooner they're off. sooner
they're back !"

Tom laughed then— it was good to

feel that the boys were with him. In-

deed, so anxious were they to help
him he hardly know what was packed.
They threw everything they could find

into saddlebags, and kept up a run-
ning banter that was desij^iied to keep
Tom's drooiiing spirits into something
like normal shape.
Within an hour of tho mail's arrival

Banty led the way on to the trail—but
it was Tom who stopped to show that

the grimness of their journey was al-

ready upon him. He held up his hand
to .still the tongues of tho iolly

'punchers.
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"Boys. I sure don't know what may
be in this; but we may want some
help," said Tom. "If we do, stand
by to answer the call instanter."
"Make it soon, Tom—and good

luck !"

Tom nodded, waved his hand, and m
a moment more lie was hitting the trail

for home, with the eager, grim Banty
riding hard at his side.

It took them a couple of days to get.

to Circle B, and about as many minutes
to find their way to the sheriff's gaol.

Here Tom found his father, a forlorn
figure weighed down by the torriblo

crime with which he iiad been charged.
Their meeting was one which made
even the hardened gaoler turn his head
for a few moments.
"Boy. I didn't shoot Jim Halliday,"

said Lafe Langdon. very earnestly.

"We had been bad friend.s, but wo had
made it up. I don't know how they
can think 1 did it."

But his explanation as to tho manner
in which he was found gave Tom all

the good reasons why the suspicion
should have been fastened so closely

upon him. and to Tom it was now
really a matter of how they were to

get the old fellow free.

"Tell me—who is this Laramie Kid
you mentioned?" he asked suddenly.
"His name is not known,',' was the

reply. "He's a gunman of the worst-
type, Tom. If only lie could be caught
and made to confess I'm mighty sure
I shouldn't be here very long. But

He shook his head sadlj'.

"Well, what about that?" demanded
Tom warmly. "Does that waggle mean
that he cant be caught?"
"Sure. No one ever got where he is

and came back alive," said Lafe Lang-
don grimly. "West of Cheyenne, Tom,
lies a small town called Ghost City.

That's where the Laramie Kid hangs
out if rumour is right for once."
Tom's eyes glinted.

"So you reckon that if I get in Ghost
City I'll find the Laramie Kid?" he
said, between his teeth.

"I reckon so; but you'll never make
it. my boy." icplied Lafe Langdon.
"No man ever went in alive and came
out ali\e—except, of course, the gang
that runs the place."
Tom rose to his feet and pulled his

belt in just one more hole. •

..

"Well, here's one who is going to get

the Laramie Kid." ho said, with grim
dcicrmination. "If he's in Ghost City
I'll find him just the same."
"You'll never make it. Tom. He's

quick on the draw, and shoots straight.

He's never been known to want two
shot\ for anything ho wanted to hit !"

warned Lafe Langdon. "No, better

give it up. I'll take what's coming tO

me."
"Sure, so will I." said Tom coolly.

"So-long, father—and keep your head
up."
A moincni later, to avoid any further

pleading from his father. he had
slipped out of tho cell and was out-

side the sheriff's gaol, where Banty
awaited him.

"It's us for Ghost City, Banty." said

Tom. as he took his horse and mounted.
"That's west of Cheyenne, and by all

aciounts it's a place whore a feller

goes in as a man and stops as a ghost.

Well. I fancv mvself as ji ghost,

Banty."
"Not so much me," growled Banty.

"But what vou says goes. Tom. How's
the old feller takin' the bad stuff?"

"Plenty tough." grunted Tom. "Say,
how do vou reckon I'm going into
Ghost Ci'tV?"

"How are we going in?" sugge.'itod

B.-intv naivelv, and shook his head. "I'll i
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find it easier running cows in, Tom."
It certainly was a poser, and much of

the time spent in riding to the Ghost
City was spent in thoughtful silence.

The city, being west of Cheyenne, was
nearer Tom's old ranch than Circle B,
as they very soon uiscovcrcd—a fact

wliich was very encouraging, for it

meant tiiat such help as might be wanted
would bo theirs the quicker wlicn it was
C4illed for.

Another fact impressed upon them was
that they were taking a pretty desperate
chance. Xo man liad ever gone into
llho>t City and come out alive unless he
were a membc^r of tJic gang tliat ran
the place, old r.'i'.n Langdon had said.

All the same, that .statement gave
'J'oni an idea—an idea which was chewed
over and over when they were at last

within a mile or to of Ghost City, and
finally left them with their plans cut
and dried. It only remained for tlicm
to be carried out successfully—a dif-

ferent proposition to having the mcic
ijli-a.

Meeting the Gang.

SHOTS ringing out over tTie plains
brought two men who were on top
of llie rocky entrance to Ghosi City

full up to scratch. It al<o brought to

liglit a couple of riflos which they kept
handy at the side of the rock.

D'liwn on the plain a Tiorseman was
galloping madly for the city, and he was
firing back at another horseman who
was riding furiously along the same
trail.

The guards watched them anxiously.
"At th(!> distance it was impossible to see
which was friend or enemy— whether it

was one of their men who was chased
or cha.-'cr. They kept their rifles ready
f'6 iisc upon w hich ever \\ as necessary
W.hen the disclosure was made.
But the rider in front settled one

qiu^tion for them, for with a sudden
fusillade of shots ho dropped the pursuer
out of the saddle.

"He's got him," said one of the
guards drily, and shrugged liis

shoulders. "Who's the stranger?"
"Don't know, but I reckon we soon

shall, for he's riding pretty straight this

way. Get down, Pete," said the other.

They slid olT the lofty rock through
the bushes to the trail, and as the nar-

row entrance to the city forced Tom
Langdoti to draw his hor^e to a walk, he
suddenly found himself staring down
at two useful-looking rifles.

"Who arc ,\ou, and what do you
want?" demanded he who had been
addressed as Pete.
"Just a stranger. I guess, who beat

Old Man Law en the draw." sii

calmly, and laughed as he looki

along the trail.

"Well. I guess you'll

just wait here a bit,

mister, mitil one of the

boys comes along,"
said the guard. "Then
1 reckons you'll be see-

ing Kurt Raymer."
Tom nodded, although

tliat name conveyed ab-

solutely nothing to him.
He judged it to be tho

name of the gang
leader, seeing that it

wa.s a guard with a rifle

who mentioned it.

It was at that timfe

that three other inci-

dents of some consider-
able importance rvere
taking nlace. In tlie

first instance, the man
who had been dropped
from his saddle was
rolling towards the un-
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dergrowth in quite unorthodox fashion
for a dead man. Once under cover of

the bushes, he stared disgustedly down
at his gun.
"That was a plaguey good idea of

Tom's, but >uro as my name's Baiity
blank cartridges do dirt up a guy's gun,"
he growled, and he took a pices of rag
from his pocket and .set about making
that very useful gun something else than
a mass of sooli.d steel.

Secondly, in the city itself a not
unliandsonie man was listening to the
story blurted out by one of his men.

" Bess has slipped down the trail,

wearing men's clothes, boss," he heard.
"Right. We'll go and get her. She

was only asking me this morning to be
allowed to go," said Raymer, and
laughed curtly. "Fancy letting a
woman go outcn- here to spill the beans
to ail the sheriffs in the west ! I'd say
^o—and how! Let's bo going!"
And the remaining incident was the

one which brouglit Tom Langdon face
to face with the first woman he had
seen since he had left Circle B.

Waiting, with the watchful guards
still keeping a grip en their rifles, Tom
found it iKJssible to make a keen and
careful survey of the trail out of the
city and the immediate country sur-
rounding.

To his left was a dropping trail to
the valley of Cheyenne and to his right
was a level plain, thickly spiked with
bushes and trees. Ahead of him was
the trail aloni; which he had come, and
behind him was the narrow entrance to
Ghost City- the object of his visit.

But it was to the wooded and bushed
plain that his attention was drawn first,

for he sudflenly heard tlte deep voire of
a man ami the higher pitch of a girl's.

" Let go that rein, or I'll lay about
you with this strap !"

The girl's voice came out clearly, but
not more .so than the man's reply."

" You'll get a .sock in the jaw" if you
start any monkey tricks," he said
brutally. "You're going back to Ray-
mer !''

That was all Tom waited to hear. A
second later lie had spurred his horse
into a hard gallop, reached the scene

Tom Langdon suddenly

found himself staring down
at two useful looking rifles.
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of the hold-up m a matter of fen moio
seconds, and tlung himself off his saddk)
and at the man who held the girl's horse
>o quickly that the guards could do
nothing more than, look on.

'J'lic girl, the monr lit her horse was
freed, should have made good her efforts

to escape. But she was fascinated by
the ferocity of the figiit which ensued
between the two men, and tliat provtiJ

lier undoing.
Tom was a hefty fellow of something

like six foot one jn his socks, and what.
liis opponent lacked in height ho had in

girth and weight. The result was a
rough and tumble, no-rounds fight that
would have done justice to a couple of

bear cats.

Tom took tuo thwacks straight under
his jaw in the first second, and went
down to the dusty ground with a thud
that jarred eveiy bone in his body.
But ho was up and back for more s<j

quickly that his rival, panting under
Tom's first .surprising onslaught, found
his own jaw unprotected, and, crash

!

The meeting of fist and jaw made Bess
shudder.

In a flash Tom was hurling himself
<lowii at his man, and here a struggle
for mastery went on for fully a minute
before Tom, in order to escape .1

stranglehold, had to kick out with his
riglit leg to beat back liis man.

It was tlicn that the half-sickened girl

di'cided she would go—and found it too
late. One of the guards had run for-

ward and raugtii up her reins.

She tried to shriek, but the ferocity

of the ^t range) hokod every utterance.
He had his man on the knee now, two
hands round liis throat, and behind
them, looking on with gkamhig eyes,

wer Kurt Raymer and Nevada.

A Midden heave, and Tom's knees
sagged, and up came a right flush into
the pit of his stomach. He was down
then, and like a flash his opponent had
dr,-;wn a gun.
But Kurt Raymer put in liis spoke,

with a quick, snappy command.
" I'ut up that gun !" he rapped out.

Septt-mbtr Ctb, 1031,
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"I watita talk vith the stranger. Take
the girl back, boys."

Bess, tears in her eyes, suffered

herself to be led away without
more than a fleeting giaiue at the man
who had tried f-o hard to help her
escape. But the iitler helplessness, the
hopelefsne>s of thi^ business simply
smothered her.

"What are you doiu' around iiere,

mister?'" demanded Raymer, his glint-

ing eyes staring unblinkingly at Tom.
. Tom shrugged his shoulders.

"I just dont know, mister," he said,

and added tj-uculently : "I beat Old
Man Law to the draw down the trail,

and then I saw your whiskered guard.
Thought they'd got the drop ou me at

first, but they saw me shoot up Old
Man Law, and that seemed to satisfy

them. Said I should have to meet up
\vith Raymer."
"I'm Raymer," said the other

quietly, and looked keenly at the neat

stranger for a full half-minute before he
^vent on: "Guess you are a dandy
fighter, stranger—and I can always do
with lighters in my line of business.

You'd better come up and have a word
with me."

".Sure!" said Tom, and went slowly

ll)ack to whore his own gun had
dropped from its holster during the

fight and picked it up. ]''rom there lie

went to liis horse, mounted it, and
waited further orders with a non-
chalance and calmness that made
Raymer a lot less suspicious and a lot

more satisfied.

"Let's be going, then," said Raymer,
and lie led the way back to the rock
over which the guards were once more
pacing, through the archlikc entrance
to the city, iind along the narrow trail

to the wider streets of the town.
To attack that town woidd be mad-

ness was Tom's instant conclusion.

Raymer and his gang coidd hold up an
army for just .so long as food and water
held out. The narrow entrance, the

towering mountains, and the narrow
valley which all comers would have to

travel were more use to Raymer than
a barbed wire entanglement a hundred
yards deep would have been.

Raymer did not speak during the

ride, which occupied more time on ac-

count of the slowness of the walking
horses than by the distance that had
been covered.
Nevada met them when they dis-

moimtod and went into what Tom was
to discover was the gang's headquarters
—Raymer's own oPTue.

"Say. we're a pretty tough lot up
here, stranger." said Raymer, after a
brief pause. "We share and share
alike—everything. Loot, cattle and
anything else that any of us picks' up

—

and we share any trouble. Get me?"
"Sure, I get you !" said Tom lazily.

"I'm in on this racket if you'll have
me. Raymer."
"Right, we'll try you out." said

Raymer. "Get off and find a billet.

Make yourself acc|uaintcd with the
boys. Any man who walks free aroimd
this district. stranger, carries my
authority, and there won't, bo any
trouble right inside Ghost City unless
you start it. I might say I end all

troubles."
The careless throat made Tom smile

gently, but he made no comment. He
went out.

"Say, Raymer. we don't know much
about that guv,'' said Nevada doubt-
fully.

"No. but I .reckon to sum up a man
plenty.' gnnifed Raymer. "All the
same, keep an eye on him for a bit

until he's sort o' proved himself out,

Nevada."
September 5th, 1931.
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Nevada touched his gun and walked
out of the woo'-lcii house with all the
careless stride of a iiutn who has
nothing to do and no more to think
about.
But there was no sign of the

stranger.

Raiding the Bullion Wagon '.

THERE- was invariably an air of

cpprension in Ghost City. Ray-
mer ruled the place with his

guns, and when they were not handy
there were plenty to be found in

pos.session of his men.
The v.omcnfolk consisted of the men's

wi\cs and a few luckless people wiio

had strayed into the city and had
never been allowed to leave. Their
belongings became the property of

Raymer and his gang, and there was
nothing any of tliem could call their

own.
Bess lived with a gentle little woman

whom everybody knew as Rose. To
mark a perfect truth. Rose was the one
woman in the city whom Raymer
wished he could release, for she was the

one who treated him with tlie utmost
contempt.

Rose was returning wiili a pail of

water at the moment Tom Langdon
had spotted Bess through the window
of their house, and she alone saw him
clamber in through the window. But
she saw Nevada coming her way, and
waited expectantly for liis question-
ing.

"Seen anything of a strange guy
round here, Rose?" asked Nevada
truculently.
"Sure, over by the horse corral." said

Rose, in just the same blunt fashion.

Nevada nodded and strolled ofT, with
his hands idly around the butts of his

guns.

In the meantime, Tom had found that

Bess had changed into clothes designed
for her sex, and for the first time he
had the opportunity of seeing how
pretty she was. She had an oval face,

hair like ripening corn, and a set of

perfect pearly white teeth. Only her
eyes—sad. wistful, almost rcsentfid

—

siioiled what wotdd have been a won-
derful picture.

"I am glad to have the chance of

tliankiiig you. stranger," she said the
luomont Tom entered. "Btit—it wns
no good."
"Guess you're a prisoner." said Tom.

as a statement of fact rather than as

a question. "But I did not come here
to be thanked. I

''

"You must be very careful. Raymer
doesn't like the men even to speak to

me." put in the girl, watching the
window anxiously. " Sh'sh ! Here's
Rose."

" Rose ?

"

"She lives witli me—looks after tlie

house. She's wonderful—she is always
trying to help me to escape. But the
guards always sec me, and then Raymer
comes otit after me."
Tom was nodding when the door

opened and Rose entered. She looked
.sharply at him for half a minute be-

fore she spoke.

"You'd better look out. mister." she
said, in her blunt way. "Raymer's
men are watching you."
Tom nodded again with an indif-

ference that made both Bes.'r and Rose
look keenly at him.

"I am here for a purpose." lie said

calmly. "I'm not going until I have
done what I want to do. I want to find

a fellow called the I,ararnie Kid.
Know him ?"

Bess shook her head instant ly, and
Rose allowed the question to |iass with-

out answering. The tragedy that was
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so plainly vvritten on Bess' pretty face
drove away any other thought from
Tom at that moment, and he prepared
to go.

" When I got out of here wrth this
Laramie Kui guy 1 guess I'll take you
with me," he said. "This sure isn't;

the place for two good women. I'll see
you later."

"You won't see us again if you don't
take care, young man," was Rose's
blunt reminder. ''Kurt Raymer is a
tough guy, and there's plenty of room
around hero for burying strangers who
have business in which there is no profit
for Raymer !"

"Rose!' pleaded Bess.
"That's my way of warning him,"

growled Rose. "Clear off, young man,
whilst the going is good."
Tom, with a faint smile, opened the

window, looked carefully to right and
to left, and slipped out. In a moment
nioro he was lounging idly round the
front of the house into the street, his
hands deep in his pockets, a straw
being cliewed lazily at the corner of
his mouth.

It was Raymer himself who spoke to
him first, iind that was not until Tom
had obeyed a curt nod of the gang
leader's head signalling him to enter
the office.

Tliere were a number of men there,
all obviously awaiting Raymer's orders.
And they had not to wait long.
"The bullion wagon is going by id

the morning, boys," began Raymer, and
even then there w.as a veiled threat in
his tone that was unpleasant to listen
to. "We gonna pick up that btillion.

If the driver antl the guards put up
any resistance just remember we don't
«ant any prisoners. Get that,
stranger ';'

"Sure," said Tom. "Mighty
nuisance—prisoners."
"You'rt going along with us,

stranger, as a sort of trial," went on
Raymer. "If you come through this
raid okay, guess we'll count you in on
the share-out. I shall be watching
you !

"

"Okay with me," said Tom breezily.
"What time do we start?"
"You'll know when to start," growled

Raymer.
That was all that Raymer had to say

just then, but it was quite enough to
set Tom Langdon thinking. He would
have to take part in that raid on the
bullion wagon, or betray himself right
away a.- not being the fugitive from
the law that he proclaimed himself to
be.

The risk that he would run of get-
ting shot by the driver or the wagon
guards did not trouble him one iotia.

It was the possibility of the driver
and the guards being shot that worried
him.
Everything would apparently be all

right 'for them if they did not "offer tlif

gang any resistance. But that "no
prisoners " order w.as grimly impressed
upon Tom's mind. It meant only one
thing—death.

Tom waited until night fell, and
friendly darkness came to assist him in

moving w ithout being seen. He knew
that the rocky entrance to Ghost City
would l>o guarded just as well at night
as by day. and there was absolutely no
chance whatever of gettingthrough tlio

valley that way.
He spent a coui)le of hours looking

around. At the end of that lime he dis

covered the real truth of the matter-
that Kur'i Ra\nier was as safe in Ghost
City as ho would have been in a fortress

There was absolutely no po.ssibilify of

attack from any quarter other than by
the valley, and it would only need half

m
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a dozen guiimeii to keep tliiit rock.y

entrance clear of ajiy live enemy.
The truth was a grim reminder of the

difficulties of his task. Outside tliere

was Bauty, who could get the boys from
the ranch just when thoy were wanted.
But what could tlicy do? There was not
the remotest chancL- of their coming into

Uhost City—they would be blown otf the

face of the earth long before they could
reiich the rocky entrance.
Whatever had to be done would hare

to be done inside ttie (Jliost City, and
just what was possible there Tom Lang-
don had not the faintest notion. It all

seemed so utterly hopeless, and Tom
remembered that expression in Bess"

cyi s. It was justified.

But Toin would not give up hope.
Tiiere was Bi-.ss to think about, and his

promise to take her away when he went.
That promi.se was going to be kept, so
long as Tom Langdou had life to work.

He went to bed that night thinking
only of Bess and the fact that he was
just ;is nuK h a prisoner as was she. He
would never get away now, unless tlic

whole gang went with Jiim. And one
against Kaymer's bunch of desperadoes
v^ere i)r('tty tcuigh odds against succe.'^s.

The moriiing came at last, and within
a couple of hours of .-uniise Raymer
suuiuioned the gang and heiided the way
out to the plain.'

Xo one s}K)ke during the short ride to

tlie main trail, and it was only when
tlioy had pulled up that Raymer gave
out tfie plan of campaign.

He split the gang up into groups, and
sent them to vantage pdinfs along the
tlail, so that when the bullicri wagon
came to a given spot. Raynicr's men
would be able to ride on to the trail and
entirely surround both wagon and
escort.

" Keep well down under cover of the
Iriishes along the trail, boys," .said

Riiymer. "Fll be out first, right at the

drivers head, and see that the escort i^

knowing you're all

round, boys. Get out
—and watch for me !

Stranger, guess you
can take that bush
their to my light."

"Okay," said Tom.
and rode off to the
bush Raviner in-

dicated.
Here he dismounted

and tied up h i s

horsi.^. But he did not

slip down behind
the busli as Rayuiev
expected that he
w o II Id. H « ran
oautiously into the
thicker undergrowth,
w'aited a few seconds
to make sure he was
neither seen n o i-

heard, and then
]>lace<l his fingers to

his lips and gave
vent to a low whistle.

" Tm here, Tom !"

came in an almost
instantaneous whispe;-

from just ahead,
and the Inishes parted
to reveal Banty.

"Ban t y. they're
holding up a bullicn
wagon," said Tom
quickly. "When it

comes along, Raymer
is going to rido
out as a signal. Soon
iis you see him. take
a sj^iot at somebody's
ha't and ."icarc 'em !
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Theii shp back and warn the Ixiys. Tell
'em to come right handy to Uhost City,

and be ready tor a shoot up!"
"Right. \\"hat's the signal to be?"

asked Banty eagerly.
"Tell em not to take notice of firing

—there's going to be plenty of thai
.soon, I guess, and there may be no need
for the boys to come in at all," whis-
pered Tom, and started suddenly.
" Theres the wagon rumblin' along tlie

trail, Banty. Listen. Til send my tiorse

out on the valley. He'll pick up the

boys, and if they turn him hell come
right back to me. I must get off !"

He went without another word, back
to the bush where he had left his horse,

and drew his gun.
His heart beat fast as he saw the

wagon coming along the trail, with its

unsuspecting escort idly rising and fall-

ing in their sjiddles to the motion of

their horses. For the first time in his

life he knew what it was to take part
in a hold-up.

It would have been a thrilling sensa-

tion were it not for the fact that he
had fears for the lives of the wagon
driver and his escort. Raymer was
ruthless, relentless—there would be no
prisoners.

Everything depended upon what
happened when Banty took his pot-

shot.

The wagon passed Torn, and rolled on
ihto the verj' centre of the ambush so
innocently that Tom had to put up a
terrific figlit not to shout out a warning.
The driver was half dozing in his seat,

and the escort were singing a range
chorus with all tlie lightheartcdness that
was one of the glories of Western life.

Yet they were within inches of death !

Suddenly a horse's hoof clattered on
the trail—Raymer was out.

"Get "em up—you're surrounded I" he
rapped out.

Instantly, from all around, came
riders. guns in their hands which

n the sunlight. And only ;i
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fraction of a second behind Raymer'*
signal came the sound of a gun siiot,

and a bullet shrieked tluough his hat.
Tom grinned, and slipped a few yards

towards the gang leader.
The escort and the driver, wakened

into desperate life, took advantiage of
the immediate confusion caused by
Banty's shot, whipped iip the hors<-8,

and made a dash for their lives.

It was then that Tom spotted Nevada,
and he began a noiseles^ crawl tow aids
Raymer's chief gangster. Nevada had
not ridden out, and was not therefore
looking for signs of the ciicrny who
had started the shooting.

He was, in fact, the only gangster
who made the slightest attempt to stop
the runaway wagon. He got his guij
levelled on to the leading horse.

But his finger never pulled the trigger
that day. Tom twirled his own gun
and brought down the butt with a crash
on the side of Nevada's hc^ad. The
gangster went down into a pit of black-
ness without knowing what had liit him.
Tom had a moment then to look

around. Raymer and his men were rid-
ing pell-mell for cover of the bushes,
shooting right and left in the bare hopo
of getting at least a few of the lueu
they believed surrounded them.'
And the deep rumble of the wagon

wheels grew less and less as fho
whipped-up horses drew it at amazing
pace away from Ghost City.

Once the trail was empty there was
siill no sign of Raymer's enemy. He
lodc out at last, boldly determined to
draw the enemy's fire, but no shot came
his way.
"All right—come out, boys.!" bo

sliouted, and it was curious how ho
managed to get a snail into such a
loud pitch.

The men came out of their hidjof^-
placcs, guns still in their hands, their
eyes blitzing with anger and wonder.
Nevada fairly staggered out, rubbing ;^

huge bump on liis head as though ho
thought he could leuiove the pain of it

with his fingers.

"What haiipeiud, boys?" dciuanded
Raymer fiercely.

'
I don't know, bcss. but sonielxnly

shot my gun out of my hand just as I

had the draw on the driver," groulcd
a bearded gangster.
"What's tlie matter with you,

Nevada?' was Raymer's ue.\i fierce

question.

"I gotta whack on my head—with a
gun-butt, I guess 1" snarled Nevada.
"I'd sure like a t;ilk with the guy who
did it!"

"Where's the stranger?" fuiin d Ray-
mer. "If that guy "
He broke off. Tom Lanj-'den was
iggeriiig down the triiil from the bush

In order to avoid a stranglehold, Tom kicked out with his right leg to beat back his man.
Sf'ptciubtr jth, 19S1+;
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u 111, re he h;id been placed, his hat in his

hiirul, and his other hand engaged in

rubbing his head.
"What's the big idea, boss?" he

asked truculently. "I got a crash on
iiiv head witli a gun-butt, and I don't

like it ! Did that bullion driver have

some pals out there, or what?"
Raymcr did not answer. He just

stared hard at Tom for a moment, and

then gazed up tl^p trail along which

tlie bullion wagon hud disappeared.

"I'd like to have a chat with the guy

who bashed me !" said Nevada
viciou.sly, and shot a vengeful, sus-

picious glance at Tom that made that

worthy instantly aware of the fact that

here was an enemy who might prove

move troublesome than Raymer him-

self-

"Well, it's no good talking here,

snapped Raymer. '.'Get your horses,

boys, and let's be going."

And the party he led back to Ghost

City was surely the most silent and
nioro.se gang of bandits the West had
ever known. Only one of them could

lind it in him to raise a faint smile.

That was Tom Ijangdon. The first

blow against Raymer had been struck,

and Tom had won. It promised well

for the future, a future into which it

was just as well for Tom that he cpuld

not see.

The Court Sits.

MIXUTES before Kurt Raymer went
into his headquarters the whole
of Ghost City knew that the raid

had failed dismally. The surly attitude

nf the whole bunch fairly shrieked the

news.
Bess and Rose, watching from their

doorway, knew it instantly, and a

worried frown corrugat-ed Bes.?' brows.

"If there's been a failure, they might
blame the stranger," she said uneasily.

"They might. What of it?" de-

manded Rose.
Bess did not an.swer in words. She

just flushed a glorious red, and dropped
lier eyes.

For a moment Rose stared. Then she

understood, and for onre there was just

a trickle of a smile at the corners of

her lips.

"If it's like that, I'll have a word
with the stranger," she said in tones of

the most reluctant resignation. "They
won't get busy until they have had a

drink to drown their sorrows, and some
of them look as though they'll want
the whole saloon to do that."

Bess smiled. Rose was such a wonder-
ful good sort, in spite of her blunt

way of speaking.
They we-e still at the doorway when

Tom Langdon strolled by. to give them
a cool, smiling glance that spoke of the

world's confidence.

"Young man, Kurt Raymer is the

Laramie Kid, so look out !" said Rose,

in an undertone and scarcely moving her

lips.

Be.ss .started, but even she did not

miss the sudden tightening of Tom's
fist and the sudden glint in his eyes.

He passed on as lazily as he had
approached, and did not even turn his

head to see if it were possible to thank
Rase for her help.

••'But his mind was busy. It was flam-

ing with resolution. Plans had to be
altered now. Raymer was the liaramie
Kid, the man who alone could save

old Lafe Langdon from the grim
penalty the law would demand for the

murder of Jim Halliday.
A dozen plans were formed and cast

aside in (he next hour or two, and
Tom liegan to get really anxious.

' Hcplomber 51 li, 1931."
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Ghost City was so impregnable. Therf
appeared absolutely no way of getting
in the boys or of himself getting out
alone, without taking into consideratiou
how much less his chances were of per-
suading Raymer to leave with him at
the end of a gun.
His concentration was intormptcd by

Nevada, who came up to him with a
glint in his eye that spelt trouble.

"Raymer wants you at headquarters."
he growled. "Tell anybody else you
meet up with. And look lively,
stranger. Raymer doesn't like being
kept waiting."
Tom nodded calmly and moved off at

once. Ho saw half a dozen othcr.s

moving in the same direction and mora
were coming in from the other side
of the town.

Boss and Rose, coming to the door to

see the cause of the rattle of so many
boots, looked on with bated breath.

"Kurt Raymer is holding a court."
said Rose tonelessly. "That means
death for someone."
"You—you think it " breathed

Bess.

"That young man looks as though he
can take care of himself," muttered
Rose. "Slip down to the corral, Bess,
and have some horses ready. Likely as
not there will be a running fight."

Boss slipped off just as the last of

the gang went in the wooden head-
quarters and closed the door.
To say that there was a tense atmos-

phere in that room was to put it loo
mildly.
A long table had been set straight

across the room, and Raymer's men as

they came took their seats at the table

without so much as a single word
Raymer himself stood at the head of

the table, and Tom found himself
being edged to the seat at the foot.

The door was closed, and there was
utter and complete silence in the room
for a full minute while Raymer sur.-

vcyed them with his beady, cunning
eyes.

"I'll have to ask you for your gun,
stranger!" he said at last, and his

words were so sudden that they came
like pistol shots through the silence.

Tom drew his gun and pushed it on
to the table. In a moment half a dozen
hands had pushed it until it was right

up in front of Raymer.
"There's a spy in our camp," re-

sumed Raymer, and his tone was icy,

menacing, bitter. "I'm listening for a
name, boys."
No one answered. None turned a

head save Nevada, who gave Tom
Langdon one piercing glance. Tom re-

turned the glance coldly, and then used
his eyes for a much more useful pur-

pose. He was measuring the distance

his hand would have to cover to get at

the gun which was sticking out from
the holster of the gangster next to liim.

"Well, if there is no talking, I've

a way of making someone talk!" said

Raymer in the same tones. "Get that

prisoner in. Slim."
Tom nearly started then. The

prisoner could only mean Banty.

Not a word was spoken whilst Slitn

went out, but Tom's mind was in a
turmoil. If the prisoner was indeed
Banty, one glance of recognition as he
was brought in would spill all the beans.

He waited, outwardly calm, but
seething inwardly.
The door opened. Banty camo in,

with two guns sticking at his back.
But he. was cool and collected as if ho
were drawing his pay-roll way back on
the ranch.

^ (Continued on page 25.)
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Every Tuesday

A tale of outlaws of the sea
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-priceless pearls—a cannibal island—and of a
fought for her hero.
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A Crazy Gamble.

ALONG, brilliant Ixaeti of smooth
white s;iiul : a coral leof, ciicir-

chtig the whole coast; a fringe of

low iaixl hejoiid the beach, covered with
orange, banana, l)read-friiit, and coco-
nut trees; patches of cultivated ground
hero and tliere, where pineapples and
yams were grown ; little w inding pa,ths.

delightfully cool from the shade of the
tropical vegetatioii. loa<ling to houses
scattered atnoiig^. the trots. Such was
Icep;ia, a lovely island in the great
Pacific Ocean.

Pliillip Barker, nicknamed "Pink " by
his fricntls, guided his schooner, the
(Jeneral Grant, tinough the only open-
ing in the reef to the anchorage within
the lagoon. Pink was .a tall, handsome
\oung fellow, full of health and
\ igour. He had made a successful
voyage, and when he landed with
' Square Deal " McCarthy, his mate,
he was in a reckless mood.
"Como to the ;^aloon. Square." he

cried. "All the drinks are on mo to-

nighi."
"Go slow- on the drinks," warned tlio

mate, a thick-set, good-natured sailor,

with a rcputatioM for honi'-;fy which liad

earned tiiin his ;iicknnme. "Remember
the last time I"

"Cut it out, boy!" retorted Pink as
they entered the saloon. " I don't
wanna remembi:r the last time."
He ordered drinks all round, and was

.«con recounting the story of his voyage'
to the company. Presently his chief
rival, a shifty-looking tr.ider named
Schultz, not/)rioas for unscrupulous deal
ing, came up to the table and sat down.
"Have a drink, .Schultz," cried Pink

jovially. "It's on me!"
"Had a good voyage?" asked Schultz

lis lie drank.
"Sure! Best I've ever made," replied

Pink. "Look at that, boy!"

He fetthed out a handful of notes and
slapped them down on the table reck-
lessly.

"If you're as flush as all that," said
Schultz, his eyes narrowing, "what
d'you say to a game ? I can't cover that
lot, but I'll go as near as I can."
He, too, planked down a wad of notes,

and soon the two traders were engaged
at dice. Pink drank heavily, and grew
more and more excited, while his rival

kept dangtMOUsly cool. Square Deal
looked on helplessly, knowing that it

would be useless to interfere, though his

voung captain lost steadily from the
start.

"Hard luck 1" said Schultz presently
as he drew Pink's last notes across the
table.

"You young fool!" cried McCarthy
viciousl.v. " Come on out of tliis

!"

"I ain't finished yet," exclaimed Pink
wildly, taking a pearl necklace from
his pocket. "I'll stake this against the
lot. It's worth more, anyway. Here
goes I"

He tlirew a si.K and a five, and laughed
jubilantly as the dice fell. Schidtz eyed
him coolly, and shook up the dice with
greiit deliberation.
"Double six," he remarked calmly.

"That's lucky! I wanted to give some-
one a present. Girl you know, I

believe." he went on, taking the neck-
lace. " Daisy !"

"You'll give that necklace to Daisy?"
howled Pink, staggering to his feet and
glarijig angrily at his rival. "You won't
dare !"

"Sure I v.ill.'' _ grinned Schultz.
"What's it to you if I do? She'.s

through with yo'i since that drinking
bout of yours last time."
"Come out of it, I tell you!" cried

McCarthy, gripping his captain by the
arm.
"You leave me alone!" shouted Pink

.ingiil_\ "I ain't done with this skunk
\et. He'- got my cash, he's got my gul,
but he .iin't got iny boat. I'll ri.ce

my boat against yoius, Schultz—winner
to take both.''

For a moment Schultz hesitated, but
all the men in the saloon were looking
questioningly at him, and he finally

.ucepted the ehalleuge. the race. to take
p'ace that afternoou.
'-ome hours later the whole population

of the island crowded down to the beach
to watch the stait. The race w-as to be
over a course of twenty miles, and
Pink's luck seemed to have turned at
last. The General Grant got better
away, and sailed out beyond the reef
well ahead.
"My luck's in this time." exulted Puik

as he watched the President, his rival's

schooner. "We've just got a slant of

wind. an<l he's missed it."

The breeze was very light and fitfcd,

and for a while both boats made slow
progress, but the General Grant gradu-
ally increased iu'r lead. Wlicu half tho
course was covered she was a good Iwo
miles ahead.
"Canoe on tlii> «tiirlioard bow!" eiied

the helmsnian suddeidy.
"Never mind. Abe," said Pjnk.

"Keep her on ihc eour.sc."

"There's a man in it," exelaimi^
Square Deal presently. "He ain't dead.
I s;iw him move, but he's all out, 1

reckon. You going to pick hiin up?"
"No," said the \oing captain shortly.

"We'll lose if I d.o."

They went on for a few minutes more,
while Pink watched the canoe and bis

rival alternately through his glass.

"Might just do it," he muttered at
lenglli, afti-i- a last long look at tho
President.

.\nothf r niinurc wout by, and then the
captain's voice rang out:
"Keep her away for tliat canoe,

Abe!"
"Aye, aye, sir!" replied the helms-

man, altering course.

In twenty min\itc^ tho Gener.il Grant
came up with the canoe, and its occu-
pant, a htunan derelict, thin, haggard,
and starving, was hastily hauled aboanl.
This act of humaiiity cost Pitik the

race, for the President get home first by
a few minutes. .\s the General Grant
drew in to the haibour the rescued man,
now somewhat recovered, staggered op
to Pink, who had not yet spoken to hinfi.

"Say, boss, must 'hank vou for saving
Septeinber 6tb, 163i,
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inv life,"' he said feebly. "I\Ty name's
Nick. ' Peai-ly ' Nick they call me."

" You lo.st nie the race !" snarled Pink.
"Get out of :ny sight!"
"But, bofp, wait a minute!" cried

Nick. "I've got something for you."
The young captain turned on his heel,

^houted for MiCarthy, and went off.

"' You've done a good thing to-day,"
remarked Square Deal. "I wouldn't
worry !"

"Of course you wouldn't—you're too
fat!" snorted Pink. "I've lost my
money, my girl, and now my boat. All
my own darned fault, too. And you tell,

me not to worry ! I've sure got some-
thing to worry al)0\it, ain't I?"
"I reckon not." said McCarthy

slowly. "It'll all come out okay in the
end."

( Pearly Nick's Qratitude.

PlXIv and lii^ mate walked up to see
Schultz. and behind them, some
way otT, shambled the luikempt

(iguro of I'early Nick. Schultz was in

liis office when lii.'; rival came in.

"You'll have to !)ay my crew," Siiid

Pink. "I ain't got a dollar left."

"I'll do that." replied Schultz, "and
I'll put the boat up for auction to-

morrow morning."
Pink did not hear the last words. He

was staring across the ofTicc at a pretty,

dark girl who sat behind a desk in the
corner.

"Daisy's my cashier now. Didn't you
know ? And I'll say siie's the goods,
too." remarked Schultz.
"Smart girl you are, Daisy," cried

Pink scornfully. "You've picked a man
with real estate."
Daisy flushed and turned away, while

Pink went on talking to Schultz.
"Nice little thing, and I regret losing

her. Only thing you've woti from me
that I do regret. Well, I'll send my
crew up. See to that. McCarthy."
He went out of the ofTicc without look-

ing again at Daisy, and Pearly at once
waylaid him.
"Say, boss," iie began, "you just

listen
"

Pink angrily brushed him aside, and
set off quickly for his own house, but
he had hardly arrived there before rapid
footsteps sounded liehind him.
"I'm sorry you've been so \mlucky,"

said Daisy's voice as he turned.
"Y'ou don't need to be," was the care-

less reply. "It's my own fault."

"Don't S|ieak iti that horrid way !"

cried the girl. " \Ve needn't hate each
other after being such friends."

" Wc were getting bored—or you were
tired of my wicked ways," sneered Pink.
"So why try to drag it on?" ,

"I won't!" exclaimed Daisy fiercely.
" I hate you now I"

She ran off in great anger, and hardly
had slio gone when Pearly Nick limped
ni> and this time he could not be shaken
off.

"Boss, you look!" he cried. "See
this! I'm givin' it to you!"
He put a large pearl into Pink's hand.

The young sailor glanced at it, and then
took Nick into the house.
"Where'd you get this?" he asked

suspiciously".

"You think I stole it? You're
wrong, boss. T didn't. T can take
yon where you'll get more."
Nick took some more pearls from his

pocket and gave them to Pink just^as
McCarthy entered. Pink i)assed the
pearls to hi.s mate, who examined them.

"I'll say they're the goods," ex-
claimed McCarthy. "WTiere did he get
'em?"
"Boss, I've gotta plan," said Nick.

"You take t.he pearls and buy your
boat back. Then I'll take you to the
September 6th, 1931.
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Solomon Islands to find more. Talce

a big crew—natives are cannibals. They
—they killed my friends, an'—an'

"

Nick's voice grew weaker and weaker.
He swaj'ed, and suddenly collapsed in

a heap. Pink and McCarthy lifted him
on to a bed and gave him a drink.

He recovered somewhat after a while,

and began feebly to tell of the exact
position of tlie pearl island.

"I must look after him now," said
Pink. "He's very sick, sure. Find
someone to nurse him, Square, while I
sell these pearls."
"Okay, skipper," replied the mat*,

going out. He returned presently with
a native woman who had agreed to
take care of Nick, and then Pink went
off to the store.

"How much for these?" he asked the
Cliinese storekeeper.
The man took a glass and examined

the pearls carefully.

"One thousand dollars," he said at
length.

Pink knew that the pearls were worth
at least fifteen hundred dollars, but he
coidd no*^^ screw more than twelve
hundred out of the Chinaman, and
finally he went away with that amount
fairly satisfied.

In the morning the General Grant
was put up to auction, and to the sur-

prise of the whole company the boat
was knocked down to Phillip Barker,
who went off at once to prepare for the
trip to the Solomon Islands.

"Wliere did Barker get the cash?"
exclaimed the astonished Schultz to his

right-hand man, one Rudy. "He told
me he hadn't a dollar left."

"Can't sav, unless he stole it," said
Rudy.
"No, he ain't that sort," replied

Schultz thoughtfully.
"Say, he's got that fellow Nick at

his house," remarked Bill, another of
Schultz's men. "Pearly they call him."
"You've got it. Bill." cried Schultz

excitedly. "Nick gave him some pearls,

sure. Wiere's Barker now?"
"Down on the boat," answered Rudy.
"Well, I'm going to see this guy-

Nick," said Schultz. "I'll maybe get
something out of him."

Schultz went off at once to Pink's
house. Brushing aside the remon-
strances of the nurse, ho came to the

bed where Nick lay and looked down
at the wasted form of the rescued man.
Nick opened his eyes, saw someone
standing by the bedside and began to

babble delirously, thinking that Pink
had returned.

"Boss, I'll tell yau. Solomon
Islands."
"Where?" asked Schultz eagerly,

leaning over the bed.
"Go to Bougainville, then sou'west

—

small islands," muttered Nick, trying
to sit up.
"Bougainville. That's one of the

biggest of the Solomons. Well, go on,

Nick."
"Stop, Nick!" cried a voice, as Pink

came in. "What are you doing here,
Schultz? Get out of my house!"

"I'm taking him with me." said
Schultz coolly. "I've got an order
from the mayor to remove him. He
ain't being looked after propej-ly here."
"That's a lie!" cried Pink. "You

want to get him to tell you something,
that's all."

"Well, an' if I do ?" sneered Schultz.

"Who'll stop me?"
"Something even you can't fight has

stopped you." said Pink slowly, looking

at Nick, who had fallen back on the

bed and lay still. "Your spying's

finished. The poor fellow's dead!"

Every Tuesday

The Stowaway.

DAISY came back from Pink's house
to the oflBce feeling very angry
and yet unhappy, for in spite 61

her fierce words to him she still loved
the young sailor in her heart. Harcjly
had she sat down before Schultz came
in.

"Well, Daisy," he said, "where have
you been ?" '

"That's nothing to do with you," re-

plied the girl sliarply.

"Soon will be," retorted Schultz
angrily. "We're going to be married,
and don't you forget it."

"I don't want to be married," cried

the girl.

"Now see here, Dai.sj-, I ain't going
to be made a monkey of!" snarled
Schultz. "And I'll tell you I've de-

cided we're getting married next week."
"I won't marry you!" exclaimed

Daisy. "I'll run away first!" .'.

"Don't run away," laughed the
trader. "There ain't a place to run to,

and you know it."

He went out, and Daisy spent many
miserable hours imtil she happened to

overhear Rudy and Bill talking after
the auction.
"Pink's ready to sail, I hear," si^id

Rudy. "Wonder where he's going."
"Schultz knows, maybe. I don't." re-

plied Bill. "But Pink's off to-niglit,

sure."

Daisy suddenly saw a way out of -the

hateful prospect of mariage with
Schultz. That evening she slipped down
to the quay and managed to steal on
board the General Grant, unseen by
the crew. Only a loafer on the bank
saw her, and he took little notice. It

was not his business, he thought.

Presently Pink gave orders to cast
off, but even as his men got to the
ropes Schultz came on to the quay,
followed by several of his gang..
"I know all about that pearl expedi-

tion. Barker," he said, "and I've de-
clared myself in."

"That's mighty good of you," re-

torted Pink, stepping on to the quay
and confronting his enemy. .^..

.

"Sure!" sneered the trader. "We can
be friends or enemies—it's up to you."
"Then we'll be enemies!" said Pink

shortly. .....
Schultz did not reply in words. Ho

sent a sharp jab to Pink's chin, a jab
that nearly toppled him back into the
water. The young captain countered
with a right to the jaw, and in another
second a fierce battle was raging. «

Schultz put up a good fight for a few
minutes, but a stiff uppercut took most
of the courage out of him. He sprang
back, seizing a knife which hung at his

belt, while his men sprang forward to

assist liim.
" Stand back there, you skunks

!"

roared Square Deal promptly, raising

his g;m.
The men drew back, and Schiiltz

tried to finish the fight by an attempt
to slab his opponent in the chest with

ills knife. Pink caught liis arm just in

time, twisted his wrist so that he was
forced tr. drop the weapon, and then

with a mighty heave he hurled tlie

rascally trader over the edge of the

quay into the sea.
'

."Cast off there!" yelled Pink, jutnfl-

ing on board.
The ropes were cast off, and a couple

of minutes lat«r the General Grant wa«t
sailing away. She passed out of ,the

opening in the reef just as Schultz wa»
haliled back to land, furious with wrath
and disap|)ointnient.

"Why didn't you plug him, Rudy?"-
he shouted angrily.

i
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"McCarthy got his gun out first,"

remarked Rudy with great coolness.
"I know where Barker's gone," cried

Schultz, "and I'm following him. He
ain't getting away with it so easy. Ho
and get my boat ready, Rudy, and yon,
too, Bill, and look slippy 1"

"Say, Mr. Schultz," said a man,
coming np with a grin on his face,
"d'you know who's on that boat?"
H© ponited to the General Grant,

which was now spanking along at a
great pace before a favouring breeze,
eeveral miles out already.
"Lady you know is on board," the

man went on. "Miss Daisy. I saw lier

clip down to the deck."
•Til—I'll kill Barker!" howled

Schultz, mad with rage.

Daisy was on board the General
(Irant, sure enough, but it was some
time before her presence was dis-

covered. The boat was many miles
from Icepaa when Square Deal
happened to open the door of a cabin
lie thought to be empty.
"Great Jupiter!" he cried as he >aw

the girl within. "What are you doing
here? Tli, Pink, come down, quick!"
The captain came down and glared

angrily at Daisy.

"A stowaway, eh?" he said. "What's
the meain'n.? of this?"
"I had to get away fr mi Schultz

somehow," replied Daisy. "1 c<»!i pay
my fare, and I'll go ashore at the first

port."

"It ain't that sort of a boat," .said

Pink. " We don't take passengers, and
wc shan't make any port this journey."
"Oh," cried Daisy, in dismay, "I

I bought "

"You'll have to do your share of the
work, now you're here," interrupted
Pink, "and share cur risks—and our
profits, too, if we make any," he added.

Dai.-iy was forthwith installed as cook,
and except for a few days when the ship
was blown off her course by heavy
titorms, she worked very hard. Pink
hardly spoke to her, and until the pear
island was at length reached she was
very lonely. Only
Square Deal had
now and then a few
words to say, and
even he was too
bji.sy most of the
time to give her
much attention.

" T hat's' til e
island," sang out
Viiik OIK! morning
as land was sighted.
"We'll go on shor •

and piospeft a bit.

Nick said tin-

natives were Canni-
sbals, so we must
k e c

J) our eyes
sliiiined."

The General
Grant wa-< anchored
in a little bay.
Pink, McCarthy and
three or four men
got into a small
boat, and Daisy in-

sistctl on coming,
too, in .-pite ol

warnings of danger.
With their guns
Tea<ly. they landed
on the beach, to

find everything ^eeiningly pcac ef

quiet.

[
"Stand by a minute," said Pink.

"I'll throw a Ijoinb into that clump of
, Irccs.

"

He burled a l)omh, and then another
and another. They exploded among the
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trees with a roar, and a cloud of eartli
and .stones arose, mingled with smoke.
The noise died away, and silence fell
again.
"Okay!" said McCarthy. " Xo one

there."
"Look!" screamed Daisy. "There to

the right ! I saw one of them !"

The men looked in vain. Another
bomb was thrown in the direction the
girl had pointed out, but nothing mere
was seen.

"You must have imagined it, Daisv."
said Pink at length.

"I didn't. I saw a hideous face, ill

painted with stripes of colour—one of
the cannibals !" cried the girl trem-
blingly.

A search disclosed no signs of the
natives, and the men returned on beard
convinced that Dai.sy was wrong, and
that the pearling might start at once,
without any fear of interruption from
the savages.

A New God.

PINK sat in the stern of the General
Grant that afternoon almost ready
to begin the search fcr pearls. He

had put on his iliving dress, except for
the helmet, when Daisy came up and sat
beside him.
"I want to know. Pink, please,'' she

said timidly, "is it dangerous?"
"Diving.' You wouldn't care, any-

way!" retorted Pink harshly.
"I do care. I care if anybody's hurt."

cried Daisy.
"Do you care fcr me any more?"

asked the young sailor, in a changed
tone.

" Of course not !

'

"I love \ou, all the same, and alwavs
shall."

"Yes, in the moonlight !" laughed the
girl.

"No. all the time, day and night,
more than anyone else. You've been
working for me all this time till your
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hands are all rough and spoilt. I'm
sorry. Can't we befriends?"

"No,'' said Daisy, not very decidedly,
turning away.
Pink might have said more, but

McCarthy came up to put the helmet
on, and soon the diver clambered over
the side and went down. The water
was not very deep, fcr the ship was not
far from the shore, and Pink soon found
an oyster-bed. He began to detach the
shells and send them up in a basket.'
After a while a noise overhead canio
faintly to his ears, and the supjily of
air that was being pumped to him sud-
denly ceased, but after a second went
on again spasmodically.
"Something's wrong," muttered Pink,

as the air supply failed again. "I'll
have to wade out and see."
Something was wrong indeed. Tbo

diver had not been below more than
ten minutes when a great fit et of canoes
came round the point of the bay and
made swiftly for the ship. Instantly
everything was in confusion. 'The men
rushed hastily for their guns, and Abe,'
who was turning the wheel operating
the air supply, left his task and rushed
with them. Dai.sy took one hasty glane«'
at the canoes, then seized the ulieel and
resumed the pumping.
The savages came on quickly, ilcspito

a rapid fire from the deck of the ship.
In two minutes their canoes were along-
side, and a best of grotesquely attired
natives poured on board. The crew,
battled desperately, and many of Iho
cannibals went down, but one by ono
the white .men wore killed by the s))oais'

of the enemy.

All througli the noise and confusion of|
the fight Daisy kept on pumping 'aiir to
Pink, till .Square De«il, who had
defended her with desperate valour, fell

to the deck beneath the attack of half .i'

dozen natives. Two more seized the girl
and carried her screaming to a canr.e.

The General Giant was by this liui©

They gazed towards the end of the clearing at some strange object whicfc
had suddenly appeared.
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oa fire, and witli loud yells of triiiinph

the victorious bavagcs pulled away,
carrying McCartli\ aud Dais-y willi

tliein. The res>t of tiic crew they had
blain to a man.
As the canoes turned away from the

shi[). Pink's helnjet emerged from the
shallow water inshore. He cut the air-

hos-e only just in time, for in another
minute he would have been suffocated.
l''Ioundcring ou a few more steps, he
turned to see dinily, through the glass
of his helmet, that the General Grant
was a mass of flame. The native oanoes
were disappearing round the point, amid
I lie loud beating of war-drums, mingU'd
with yells of triumph.
There was nothing Pink could do. He

struggled to the shore, and tried in vain
to get the helmet oft. Then he walked
aimlessly on. stunililing wearily through
the woods hour >iifter hour, stunned by
the tliought that Daisy and all his men
were dead.
Yet, though he little knew it, everj

stop tll^at Pui-k took was bringing him
nearer and nearer to Daisy and Square
Deal. Their captors had led them to a
village built in a clearing in the midst
of the woods, and there they were tied

securely to adjoining trees, while a
crowd of exultant cannibals danced
wildly around them.
"Will they kill us''" whispered Daisy

presently.
"Well, we ain't doiid yet!" replied

Square Deal, with affected cheerfulness,
"and I reckon Pll try to wriggle loose

later on. Tliev're bound to have a feast

and get drunk, and then our chance w ill

come."
" But—but perhaps they'll feast on

—

on us !" shuddered the girl.

Before the mate could reply, the
savages around them stopped their wild
dance, and gazed towards the end of the
clearing at some strange object which
had suddenly apjieared.
"What's that?" exclaimed McCarthy,

looking in the same direction.

"It's I'ink !" screamed Daisy franti-

cally. "I can see the helmet. He got
out" safe, after all. Oh, Pink, Pink,
come and help us. quick ["

Pink had indeed stumbled upon the
native village, and he came on into the
midst of the salvages, who gazed in

silent awe. at the grotesque figure of the
diver. Suddenly, lis he reached the trees

where the two victims were bound, the
whole tribe of cannibals sank prostrate
lo the ground before him.
"They think you're a god !" shouted

Si|uare Deal. "Play up to 'em, boy !"

At the end of the open space Pink
saw an idol erected on a pedestal.
Going up to it, he seized the image and
hurled it aside. The god fell into a
great fire whi<h the savages had
kindled, and Pink solemnly took its

]>Iace on the pedestal.

The natives rai.sed their hoiids and
g.ized stupidly at him as their idol was
destroyed. 1'hen they bowed once more
before their new god, this queer figure
with a metal head and grotesque gar-
ments. The drums began to beat again,
and the howling re-eonunenced. until

jnee more there Oiinie an interruption.
A beam of light came flickeinng '
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ihrough the woods, and the cinnibal."!
fell flat on their faces in terror. SchuUz
liad arrived lliat night ofl' the island in

his .schooner, and he immediately turned
a .searchlight ujion the land. The light
played here and there high up among
the trees, and the savages began a low
ciiant lo their new god.
"O god of the soa, if you are a true

god, save us !"

The searchlight suddenly went out.
Schultz had .seen no signs of life, and he
was not quite sure that he had hit upon
the right island. *o he had determined
to wait until the morning before doing
anything more.
The natives sang songs of praise to

their new god as the mysterious light
disappeared, and some of them began
to bring lo him gifts from their temple.
Rubies and pearls were cast at the feet
of the "God of the Sea." and again the
whole tribe Ik>w ed before him. Still

Pink sat motionless on the pedestal,
waiting his chance, for he felt sure that
his chance would come.

The End of Schultz.

At'TING on the information ho had
obtained from Pearly Nick, Schultz
had followed Pink to the Solomon

Islands, bent on searching every island

to the south-west of Bougainville. As it

hai»pened, he had heard far off the

sound of the liombs thrown by Pink, and
he had steered in the direction indicated.

Schultz and his men came ashore in

tlie morning, and in a long straggling
line, their guns all loaded and ready,
they entered the woods and cautiously
advanced. No signs of life were to be
.seen until they readied the clearing.

The native village was empty, but the

"God of the Sea" still sat on his

pedestal.
" Otie of I'ink's men!" whispered

Rudy.
"I'ink himself, I reckon," said

Schultz. "Go forward slowly, and we'll

get the mutt easy."
They went on step l)y step, and the

god did not move. Schultz at length

reached forward to seize Pink's shoulder,

and as he did .so the figure fell foiward
and lay still.

"Diving dross is empty," said Schultz

disgustedly. "He's got awa.y, or the
niggers have got him."
"Is this anything, boss?" asked Bill,

showing Scluiitz a stone he had picked
up from the path.

"Sure!" cried the Irader delightedly.

"It's a rul)y. boys. I reckon we're in

luck. C'mon. and look around some
more !"

"Help! Help!" came a distant voice

from among the trees

"This way! " yelled Schultz, and the

men doubletl towards the sound. In a

few minutes Ihey came to a deep pit,

and, looking down into it, they saw a

white man.
"It's McCarthy," said Schultz. "Haul

him out, boys."
Square Deal was pulled out, and the

gang ringed him round.
"Now, McCarthy, I'll have the

truth." cried Schultz. "Where's Daisy,
and where's that skunk I'ink?"
"Dead!" s.nid Square Deal .solemnly.
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"Dead!" echoed Schultz and his men.
"How then?"
"The niggers captured the boat while'

Pink was down below," said McCarthy.
"They brought Daisy and me iij) hert-

and tied us up. Pink got ashore in ins ;

diving dress, and the natives took him
for a god."
"I guessed that," remarked Schultz

"Okay so far. Go on."
"They had a feast last night and

got drunk, most of 'em," McCarthy con-
tinued, "and Pink came up and cut ui
loose. We were making away, but they
chased us and they killed Daisy ami
Pink with spears. I fell down this pit,

and they missed me."
"1 don't believe all that," growle<l

Srluiltz. "Half his yarn is lies. I

re<kon. I saw the back of the divm.,'
dress had been cut, and I guess Dai.-^v

and McCarthy got Barker out. I bc-
lieve those two arc somewhere on the
island."

Square Deal was roped up and hurried
off to Schultz's boat, while the trader
and his men searched the island.

Schultz had guessed correctly, for
Pink and the girt had escaped the night
before, and after wandering a long way
across the island, they found refuge in

a cave just before dawn.
"Take these, Daisy." said Pink pre-

sently, giving a small bag to the girl.-

"I put all .he rubies they threw at my
feet into that bag. You look after
'em."
"W'hy give them to me?" asked

Daisy.

"I believe Schultz is here—you saiv
that searcniight. We've got away from
the niggers, but we shan't dodge hint
so easy. He won't hurt you, but as f6i-

me "

"If he—kills you, I'll die, too, Pink."
said Daisy in a low tone. "We'll go"
together, dear."
"Then you don't hate me any more?"

cried the young sailor joyfully.

"No," replied Daisy; "I never did".

I only tried to think I did." .

Pink took the girl in his arms a:rd

kissed her, very happy in si)ite of tlv^

dangers surrounding them. Presently,
he stepped out of the cave to survey
the country. It was an unwise move,
for Schultz happened to be ensconced
behind some trees not far off, looking
throufiii his telescope, and he caught
a glimpse of Pink. He called up his
gang, and a few minutes later Daisy
and Pink were surprised and captured.
"You ever see this before?" growled .

Schultz, producing tlic ruby. "Got any
more like it?"
Pink looked contemptuously at his

rival, but did not reply, and Schult'
turned to Daisy.
"I've got something special tn say to -,

Dai.sy," he snarled. "Her boy friend is '
i

going to be accidentally shot."
"Why can't you leave us to die?" .

cried Daisy pleadingly.
"I'll leave him to die, and fake you

along." snapped Schultz.
"You'll never lake me with youl". :'

exclaimed tlie girl.

(Continued on page 27.) IJj'e^ !-'
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"WEST OF CHEYENNE."
(Continued Irom page "0.)

He was just as calm when he saw-

Kurt Raynier take up his gun.
"Say, one of these men is your pal,"

said Raymei- quietly. "Give him a

name, stranger."
"I ain't got nothing to say," said

Banty. "And no guns is goin' to iiialco

ine say anything."
I'"e got a way of makin' honibies

like you speak up," said Kayiner.
" You'ro going to name your pal.

stranger. What's your an.-^wer?"

The answer oame from elsewhere.
There was a crash as Tom's chair

(lew back as with a single movement he
rose to his feet and snatched at the
gun in his neighbour's holster.

"Here's the answer!" flashed Tom.
"Reach for the skies! Up! Quick.
Canty 1"

The gangsters' hands went up; there
was a command in that voice only eqLial

to Raymer's. Banty needed no orders.

He snatched at Tom's own gun from
under Raymer, grabbed a second, and
in a moment h« was going round the

gang relieving them of their guns.
Raynicr was speechless, but liis eyes

epoke volumes. There was hatred, fear

and desperation.
"So you're named, stranger," he said

hftweon his teeth. "You just can't get
out of here." »

"You'll see!" said Tom. and laughed.
"You're coming with nic, Kurt Raynier.
'J'hey sort of want you down C'ircle 15

way. There they know you as the
)-aramie Kid !"

Raymer's face went ashen, and for a

moment his liands shook as if fie would
chance dropping them.

lint Banty poked a gun quickly into

his ribs, and he changed hi.s mind.
" .Ml you bunch get against the wall,

and keep facing it!" snapped Tom.
" Banty, blow holes in the hist man
that drops his hands!"
"Sure, and it would be a great

pleasure, Tom!" grinned Banty. "Move,
you yellow rats!"
The men moved. None of them was

asking for a bullet. an<l Raymer had
to fare for himself just then.

" You get out of this place, Raymer

—

and let me warn you that you're going
hack to Circle B dead or alive!" said
Tom briskly. "I've come for you, and
you're sure goin' back I Get moving!"

Surlily Raymer moved to the door and
juissetl out, Banty bringing up the rear
witli his arms full of guns. Tom, his
eyes on Raymer, waited until he hearJ
(he door closed and the lock turned.
"Beat it, Banty, but keep an eye all

around. Shoot anything you see!"
snapped Tom. " Move, Raymer—I'm in
a hinry "

"^^y, young man, tliey'vo got more
gun;: hidden in there!" came from Rose,
as she rushed up to them. "Bess is

down at the corral with your horses.
Move, stranger!"

"Huitle, Raymer—you'ro the firi^t

that's going to die if it looks a.s if I'll

lose you! Hustle!"
Raymer hustled down to the corral,

whc.c Bess was already mounted.
"G"et into that saddle, and you !;ave

got to rido like fury! I'm behind
1
you, with a longing to plug lead into
you! Get that under your hat!" rapped
But 'J'om. "Shoot for the traiL Bess.
You next, Banty—now, Raymer "

The thudding of the hoofs coincided,
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with the crashing in of the headquarters
door. A fusillade of bullets shrieked
their way an instant later, but the. run-
aways were already out of range.
But the main trail had scarcely been

struck before they heard the shouts of
the gang, and the thudding of many
hoofs. The chase had begun. an<l shoot-
itig would soon commence.
But Nevada stopped that.
"Surround 'em, boys; we'll outride

them, with the girl on a slow boss!"
he shouted. "Don't shoot yet, 'cos
you might hit the boss. Ride like fuiy!"

Hi.? men obeyed only too well for
Tom Langdon's hopes. He shouted to
Banty to ride up alongside the girl and
try a.id whack out a bit more speed
Irom her horse.
Anxiously Tom peered behind. The

gang was corning up; he saw them split-
ting into two groups. That meant
trouble.

"We'll have to pull up and fight!''
shouted Tom. "Get into that under-
growth! Move, Raymer!"
Raymer obeyed, and he was the first

to slip from liis horse when they had
got into undergrowth too thick for them
to ride through. In a moment Tom was
by his side, a piece of cojd in his
hands.

"Turn around—sharp!" he grunted.
'I don't want you to be shot, Raymer,
even by your own men; and I ain't
having you getting away whilst we look
after you—and ourselve;s."
Raymer obeyed surlily, his anxious

eyes watching for signs of his men.
The first notion he got of them was

just as Tom put the finishing touches to
binding his wrists behind him.

"It's another sort of rope you're
booked for, but this will do for now!"
said Tom between his teeth. "Bess, get
under cover; they're moving around.
Banty, sip ahead—and shoot straight!
Where are the boys?"
"Out in the valley; they can't be very

tar away!" called Banty, as he ran for-
ward.
A moment later he wa.s shooting at

two or three targets that presented
themselves, and a hail of bullets came
from the wooded range. Bess got well
dow-n under cover, her heart beating
so fast that she felt it would burst.

'

But 'I'om fired no shot until he had
chased Ins horse out on to the trail and
had seen it careering madly away from
Ghast City towards the valley
Then he joined Raymer again, and

kept the enemy well down by his light-
ning like shooting. For fifteen minutes
ttie battle went on, and in that fifteen
minutes enough lead was lost in the
shrubs to fill a decent-sized dustbin.
But Banty and Tom kept the enemy

at a distance that made shooting witii
certainty an im|X)s-
sibility. The mo-
ment anything like
a target appeared, a
bullet crashed be-
side it with a mes-
sage that meant any
better t.iiget was
death.

Bess looked on.
frightened hut
thrilled, and it was
she who saw Kurt
Raymer dash away
with loose cord
dangling from his
wrists. He h a d
struggled free of his

bonds whilst Tom
was bu.sy shooting.
For the moment
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Tom lietNitafed, as Raymer was running
towards his own men, who would cer-
tainly shoot past him at Tom if he gjive
chase. Something like a gioan left

Tom's lips at the sudden realisation that
he was running into certain death if he
moved, and that he was losing the
Laramie Kid if he did not move.
He started up, desperately determined

to do his best, and at that precise second
there came shots from down the trail.

Fifty horsemen thundered amidst the
dust, shooting as they came, and with
reckless daring they spread out in a
semicircle to surround the scene of the
battle.

Tom's boys had arrived!
"Stick 'em up—or we'll shoot you

where you lie!" shrieked Banty. "Gh,
good for you, boys! J.ook at Tom'"'
The shooting stopped as if a bugle

had sounded the "Cease fire!" The
gangsters knew when it was wi.se io
give in. They marched out of the
undergrowth, their haiuls in the air,'

fear on every face.

But Tom was not looking on. He
was making for the Laramie Kid with
the speed of a hare, and the joy of one
from whom all troubles have been su<l-
denly iifte<l.

In that frame of mind Tom Langdoii
was an unbeatable giant. Raymer found
that out, but Tom had to "hatter the
fact into him before lie would admit
defeat. Ho came back to the rest of
his men with a face that was sc^flcely
recognisabl , and in a moment Banty,
as cheerful a.s a schoolboy on holidav,
took command of the whole gang.
"Bunch 'em down Circle B!" he

chirruped. "Guess they will be glad
to see 'em down there! Where's Tom
now ?"

He looked round eagerly—and -then
suddenly pushed his hat back upon his
head.
"Say!" he murmured resentfully. "]f

I ain't a bad prophet, we'll be having
a new boss before long!"
For Tom Langdon and Bess were

already in their saddle, looking at ono
another- in a manner that gave IJanty
amiile reason for his prophecy. Whcii,
live min ite.s later, the cavalcade was
riding towards Circle B with the
prisoners, Banty looked back and found
that Tom's saddle had two people upon
it, and a very discreet little hoise that
had been ridden by Bess was walking
slowly behind a very much engaged
couple. It wanted no one so bright as
Banty to make such a forecast.
The trip to West of Cheyenne ha<l

been the most dangerous, but the most
glorious, (rip Tom Langdon ha<l ever
made.
(By permission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Tom Tyler

and Josephine Hill.)
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''SWEEPSTAKES."
(Continaed trom page 14.1

>

Six-Shooter and the Six Partners.

SLEEPY had been in Agiia Caliente

a week wlien he bought a horse, or,

rather, paid a deposit on same.

Now Bud<ly had introduced him to

Jake, the head barman and his three

assistants—they were crazy about horses.

"I wanna let you boys into a for-

tune," Sleepv said in a knowing fashion.

"How would you like to own a real,

live racehorse?"
They scoffed, but soon they were all

ears.

•'I've just told you all about the horse

and his condition. You would like to

know why the hor.5e is goin' so cheap.

The reason is because the horse am't

easy to ride. Find the jockey that can

ride him and you're on a fortune. After

winning the Gold Cup, Six-Shootcr
"

"The horse that " cried Jake.

"Shurrup. I'm talking!" growled

Sleepy. "After winning, Six-Shooter

wouldn't do a thing, and Pop Blake,

the owner, sold up everything. The

liorse wett from .stable to stable, but

he ain't had a victory. I've just bought

him off a horse-<lealer fur three hundred

and fiftv. That ain't quite correct. I've

paid a "deposit of fifty dollars, and I

know ot u liartner who will stand in

for a hundred, leaving me to raise two

lutndred." He gave them a speculative

glance. "Four into two hundred

makes "

"Guess it's time we went home,"

shouted one of the barmen. "I hear

my nurse calling."

"You'll miss the chance of your life,

hissed Sleepy in his most dramatic

fashion. "Who rode Six-Shooter?

Buddy Doyle! Buddy was suspended,

but that ended three months ago—thoy
cleared the lad's name. If I could pro-

duce Buddy as the jockey, what would

you say ?

"

"We'd stand in with you." Jake was

carried away. "Yes, we'd stand in:

but where is Buddy Uoyle?"
"Ever seen his picture," Sleepy

grinned. "You have, Jake? Then

take a look at a waiter what sings in

this dive. Ain't his name Doyle?"

"Gosh, I've nearly driven myself

crazv trying tct think where I'd seen his

face" befoio," gasped Jake. "So that

boy is Bu<idy Doyle!"
"Yeah, that boy sure is Buddy

Dovie," sniggered Sleepy. "And as 1

was his trainer for several years I can

tell vou he can ride. If Six-Sliooter,

with" Doyle up, were entered for the

Agua Caliente Handicap, would we
pull it oflf? You bet we would. Do
you boys want to stand in on this

deal?'
Sleepy Jones left the saloon the richer

by two hundred dollars.

The race was to take place in a

week's time, and it was necessary to

enter the horse at once. Sleepy got

busy on the long-distance 'phone and

raised the entrance money, and when

the entry form had been- duly signed.

Sleepy dancc-d with joy and anticipa-

tion.

Next d-iy lie wont first of all to the

railway-station, where he met a very

excited, nervous and attractive young
woman.
"We're gonna surprise Buddy twice,"

chuckled Sleepy, "llo gets oil about
Si-ptoml)er 5tli, 1931.
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two for a couple of hours, and I'll spring
the first surprise on him then."

Tlie saloon was empty save for

Buddy Doyle, who was reading a rac-

ing paper. Though he scarcely ever
mentioned a hc)r.~e, he could not forget

the old game. Now and again the old

hankering to ride would grip him, "and

then a • cold chill would go down his

back.

"The old firm!" chortled a voice, and
Sleepy walked across the saloon floor.

"How's me lucky lad?"
"Pretty good, Sleepy." was the

answer. "What have you been doing
these last few days? Nothing but
dodging about, whispering to Jake and
tho other lads. I'm all suspicious of

you when you keep on rubbing your
hands together."
"I've got a .surprise for you—several

of them, in fact." Sleepy smiled and
gave a quick glance towards tho saloon
door. If only Buddy knew who was
outside. "My first startler is that I've
bought a boss."
"You've bought a horse!" gasped

Buddy. "I hope you haven't been
razzed—thej're a slippery lot in these

parts."
" The name of the lioss is Six-

Shooter."
"Six-Shooter!" Buddy gripped the

edge ot a table. "Not mj' old pal?
Oh. Sleepy, how does lie look—is he fit?"

"Not as fit as he were when j'ou rode
him. Buddy." Sleepj- gave a short

laugh. "But still a mighty good horse.

I've entered him for the Agua Caliente
Handicap."
"Who's the jockey?" asked Buddy

through tight lips.

'Name of Doyle." Sleepy rubbed his

hands together.

"You haven't put me down to ride?"
Buddy was on his feet and his eye.=

gleamed with a strange frenzy. "I'm
through with riding. 1 won't over ride

again. You've got to get another
jockey. 1 hate anything to do ivith

racing." He passed his hands before

his face as if he saw a ghost. "I can

see their faces now—thousands of thom
—all leering at me; disgraced and sus-

pended."
"But that's all finished with. Buddy."

Sleepy was uneasy. "With you up this

handicap is a cinch."

"I can't and won't ride!" muttered
Bud<ly. "I'm finished."

From behind the bar four heads
slowly appeared—Jake and his three

assistants. Their glances of rage and
deirpair must have penetrated to Sleepy,

because he turned and saw them. At
once his finger went to his lips, and he

made a gestuie for them to hide. When
Sleepy pointed to the swing doors and
made strange gestui-es they wondered
what he could mean.
"I'm sorry, Sleepy." Buddy had sunk

into a seat and was staring into space.

"I've lost my courage. I'm a coward!
I couUln't face the mob again."
"Jake and the boys have backed

you," argued Sleepy. "I was so svire

you would ride that they caino in Are
you going to fail them, Buddy?"

"I should take a toss." came the dull

reply. "I'd be scared stift'. I'm sorry.

Sleepy, but I'm finisho<l— finished !"

Sleepy glanced down at (he bowed
shoulders and began to tiptoe towards

the swing doors. The four heads

appeared and their gaze was suspicious.

Sleepy cdge<l towards them.

"I've got his gal outside," he hissed,

and winked assurance, though he did

not fee! so certain.
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Buddy did not look up when a hand
wa.s laid gently on his shoulder, but ho
fairly leaped to his feet when a soft

voice called him.
"Buddy!"
"Babe!" He stared at her, unable to

say anything more.
Babe Ellis was changed. She was

prettie,-, but the gay, laughing girl had
changed into a woman; there wero
marks of suflfering about the cheeks, and
the whole body seemed slimmer. A tear

tricklctl slowly down her cheeks.
"After all this time I've found you.

Buddy," she whispered. "Please say
you forgive me."
"I was too harsh in my judgment,"

admitted Buddy in a humble voice. " I

ought to have known that Weber had
a tongue like a snake and would double-
cross his best friends. But iiow did

you ever find me?"
"Sleepy." The girl came clo.se to

him. "Oh, Buddy, aren't you going to

kiss me?"
Buddy hugged her close and for some

moments he was sublimely happy. His
Babe had come back to him, but all

the sparkle and joy of life left him when
she said quietly

:

"Buddy, you must ride Six-Shooter."
"I couldn't face the crowd!" His face

was twisted as if with pain. "I've gone
yeller. Babe. I should cut and run
for it!"

"Listen, Buddy." She waited till lu>

had finished a long tale of the haro
ships that ho had experienced in his

search for work. "We want to get you
back once more on the ladder. Sleepy
has got four good men to buy Six-
Shooter, and 1 helped as much as I

could. Are you going to fail us? It

was I who caused your downfall, and
for my sake I want you to fight back."
"I'm scared, Babe." Buddj' clenched

and unclonohod his fists. He could see
himself coining up the straight, and there
ahead lay the winning-poet, but on all

sides were thousands of leering faces.

"I haven't the pluck."
"Must I go away, knowing that

not only have I ruined you, but caused
Sleepy and his friends to lose a lot of
money?" She laid her hands on his

shoulders. 'They believe in you, and s»
do I. Won't you do this just for my
sake ?"

"If only I could muster up enough
courage."
"Why not try out Six-Shooter before

you start work '!" Babo felt she was
wiiming. " Once you feel a hoi-se under
you the old courage will return. Try,
Buddy, and if you still don't want to go
on after that we won't worry you
again."

"I'll do it." Buddy set his jaw.

"But you've got to help me to be bravo.
Babe.''
When they had gone, four heads rose

slowly above the bar counter, and each
man looked at the other.

"Bovs, I ain't gonna sleep mu h to-

night !'

The Agua Caliente Handicap.

HAD Biidd\ conquered his nerves?

He had certainly ridden Six-

Shooter many times round the

course, but only his friends had been

watching.
But il was a different thing on race

day. Everywhere seethed a mass of

jieoplo. They .'-oemed to be staring at

him. " Woighing-out " was an aguiu

because one of the officials was v,iy

inquisitive when he hoard the name >l

Doyle; even went so far as to find ••
when the suspension had boon renios -I

His grufT manner badly .shook the qii ik

iiig Buddy. The walk round in I he

jiaddock was an agony with the smartly-

i

t
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dressed men and women. Did he see
and hoar someone painting and talking-
ahout him as the jorkey who liad once
been under a cloud? At last tliat was
finished, and now came tlie snddling-up.
His tongue seemed swollen, and he

could hardly speak as he mounted Six-
«hootor. Would the cry deride him as
h,; paraded past the grandstand on the
way ^to tlie start?
"Keep yer chin up, son !" said a voice,

and Buddy siared down into the face
of the Dtide.

"I feel as if I were going to a
tuneral!" he gasped out.
"If you win you may go to a

uedding," chipped in Sleepy. "If we
lose there may be a fuueral—maybe I'll
be the corpse if Jake and his pals catch
me."
'Go in and win," the Dude wiiispered.

"And, remember, I've backed you for
hity bucks, and you're my star tip for
the day. You've gone from fifties to
tens, and before you're off the murk it
will be lives. Whoop-te-do, Buddy!"
That talk did Buddy good, and he

did not feel so afraid as he cantered up
the course.
A perfect start, but Si.x-Shooter was

a little late geiting away. The distance
was a mile and a half, and :iicre wa.s a
big field of sixteen runners. Soon the
field begun to tail out, and those that
iiad no chance in the race dropped back.

All the old tricks and cunning came
back to Buddy with a rush. Not y.-t
inust ho try to got past the four horses
111 front of him in order to challenge
Ihc .Admiral, The Saxon, and War.ship.

' Wlioop-tedo!" Buddy chanted the
magic words, and Six-Shixjter answereu
the call with a quickened stride.
•Whoop-te-do! Whoop-te-do! Whoop-

te-do—I'm coming through!" Buddy
yelled. " Whoop-te-do ! Whoop-te-do !"

:
Like a streak Si.\-Shooter flashed

through the stragglers.
Four furlongs to go and a difficult

Lend that made passing extremely
difhcult. Luck favoured Buddy, because
he .-aw that Warship was overhauling
llie baxon, and that The Admiral was
only just holding off the challenge of
J he Saxon. If tlie straight of two lur-
longs could be reached with the leader
only a few lengths in the lead, then it
niiglit he possible to sweep bv to
VK.Uji-y.

It turned out as Buddy had hoped.
I lie Admiral and The Saxon were run-
ning neck-and-neck, with Warship
c.ining np on the flank. Six-Shooter
wa.s flail a length to the rear.
"V\hoop-te-do!" chanted Buddy, and

tlie horse was level with Warship.
"Six-Shootcr! Six-Shooter!" came

the cry liom I he stands, aud then what
a thrill us he heard the crowd shouting
for hini. "Ride him, Doyle! Six"
Shooter ! Doyle !"
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Whoop-te-do! Whoon-
te-do! '

The Admiral and The Saxon were left
standing us Six-Shootcr flashed past
I hem. *^

Even (hen Buddy was not goiii" to
take any nsks. In the old days h-
might have eased, but to-day ho was all
out.

"Whoop-te-do! Whoop-te-do'" he'
shouted, and Six-Shooter flashed past
the winmng-post six lengths ahead of
Warship.
The Diule had done his work welland many had backed Six-Shooter atlong odds. They howh-d nnd yelled

their j.,y at Buddy's sncce.ss, and it was
music in the jockey's ears, but best of
all was tne joyous grin of Sleepy Jones
«nd the ghid lighi i„ the eyes of BabeWhs-th,. girl who hiul won back hismanhood.
(By permission of P.D.C., starring 1

Eddie Ouillan as Bud Doyle.)
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} "THE SEA GOD."
I (Continaed from page 24.)

"'-^--•—--—^-•"-•«—».-«-- -•-.^-»-j|t

^^
"You'll see," sneered the trader.

'Take her on board right now!"
Two of the men .seized Daisv and

carried her off in spite of her 'frantic
strug,gles, and Schultz turned to Pink,
who had been pinioned tightly by four
ol the gang.
"And now I'll deal with you," he

cried. "Hand over any rubies or pearls
you have, or I'll lill you with lead right
now.

"

Pink still did not replv, and Schultz
.slowly raise<i his gun. His finger was
just about to pres.s the trigger when,
with a tremendous howl and the beat-
ing of many drums, a horde of natives
burst out of the woods. Too late Schult^
remembered that in his eagerness to
dispose of his rival he had neglected to
watch for the cannibals. Several of hismen w-ere struck d,iwn before they e\en
realised that enemies were upon them,
and the rest began to retreat towards
the shore, fighting desperately against
overwhelming odds.

Pink's guards let their captive loose
and rushed into the «ght. The youn"
sailor ,ns!antly dived into the u„dei°
growtn and began to crawl away on
hands and knees. He was lucky enough
to get away safely, and presently he
reached the dealing. The emptv divin.-
dress was still there, and witli sonie diHi-
cu ty he got into it, though he was not
ahle to secure the helmet properly

,>f ,,
'^f'''"P''"! °"''« "'O'e as the Godof the Sei, Pmk started for the beach.He arrived there only just in time, fora raging mob of savages was manning

ltir"nf%^'! f""'''
*'"' ^'^^hooner Presi

dent. Of Schult/ and his men there waso sign. Iheir bodies lay still amongst

eveiy one of them.

ind'H, "t'^^'l-
°" ^^'^ ^'^""^^ -'a^^' Pink,and the howling ceased. The natives fell

hni 1; f"!,'"'',' I^'"''"'S f'is "god " whohad helped them, as they thought, to

f'liik

ranks

overcome their enemies, and
walked between the prostrate
straight into the sea.
There were only four men o:i (ho

President, together with Daisv and
McCarthy, the prisoners. When the
natives appeared on the shore, Square
Deal was unbound so that he miuli! help
to defend the boat. Soon he saw Pink
advancing aud the savages falling pros-
trate before him. On he came until
his helmet disappeared beneath the sur-
face, and Daisy screamed in fear.
"Stand by to hoist the mainsail'"

roared Square Deal. "He'll be coming
on board."
Pink came swimming up to the side

of the .ship as the sad wont up Ho
had managed to get off the diving suit
under water, and he was hurriedlv
hauled on board just as the anchor was
weighed and the ship began to move.
"Thank Heaven you're safe!" cried

Daisy fervently.

The schooner sailed away, v.hile ou
the beach a crowd of natives bcuaih^d
the disappearance of the "sea god

"

Presently Daisy and Pink, standing bv
the rail, looked hack, to .see the last of
the sinister island of pearls.
"I'm sorry for Schultz and his men "

whispered the girl. "He was a wicked
wretch, but I don't like to think of hi.-
awful fate.'"

"Forget all about it. girl," said Pink.
Have you still got those rubies?"
"Yes. I was going to throw them

into the sea when I thought vou were
dead, but Square Deal stopped me
Here they are."
"And ycu keep them, Daisy," replied

uu 1 ,

°'^'^ ^^^"^ *° y°"' an«l' yo!i
shall do what you like with them, evenwhen "

"Well go on," smiled the girl, for
'"^ ^'' =*'0PPed '" some confusion
Jiven when we are married—that is

11 you will marrv me, after all
"

"I don't know if I dare bo the wife
of a sea god,' " laughed Daisv. "butwhen we get home I think I'll ri^s if"
(By permission of the Paramount Film
Co., Ltd., starring Richard Arlen and

' <=•"' '•^ ' Fay Wray.)

s™."-" "?^^'-^ ^'"' SHOULD NOT MISS!
The gripping drama of
a hard-hving, two-fisted
sea captain, retormed by
a girl who proves to be

hereeUt a crook.

"THE MIDNIGHT
SUN."

In order to secure fier
lover's pardon, the
premier dancer in the
Russian ballet foolishly
goes to the Grand Duke^
apartments. The whole
situation is miscon-
strued by the lover, who
goes over to the revolu-
tionists. Starring laura
La Plante and Pat

O'MalJey.

"DAYBREAK."
A carefree officer flirts
with a beautiful girl
and has to fight tre-
meudous odds to win
her back to him. Star-
ring Ramon Novarro
and Helen Chandler.

The late Louis Wolhoim and Mary Astor

"SIN SHIP."

^ ^
Complete in this week's issue of our companion paperSCREEN STORIES."

On Sale Wednesday.
^^^^^ ^d.

September utii, 1931.
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(ContiDiied liom page 3.)

BiitUh Iiifcrnntional I'ictme: at

E)<-irte,

The licro of file affiiir was Lanco
Fail-fax, tlic Australian star wlio re-

cently arrived in tliis country, and tlio

cause of the excitcnient \va? a horse
%vhich went into a panic, broke loose

from the man in whofc cligrgc is was
placed, and dashed round the studio,

wrejsking everything tlwit lay in its

liatli.

Fairfax, Tvlio takes tlic part of
Eacaiiiillo, the toreijidor, in the film,

va> testing the lior>e on the set when
the full l.itttery of lights, suddenly put
en, frigiitened it.

He had niomentarily left the anlrnal
in charge of a studio Iwnd while he \vas'

making an adjustment to liis luakc-up,
and iu a flash, as the full t^lare of
the great arc lami)- flood<tl tlie i-tudio,

tlie horse was on its liind legs, kicking
wildly right and left.

Artistes rushed for cover a; tlic

iiniiual tore it* bridli- loon- from the
man who lieM it and staiLped around
the .?tudio. tkishiug into .'iound

apparatus and knocking 6\er .several

lamps in it^ wild career.

The situation liad beconi{- de.-ixrate
indeed when Lance Fairfax dashed up
to the horse, grabbed its bridle and
began to fondle and talk to it. In a
nionient or so it liad tjuietened doun
and was taken off the set, leaving n be-
wildered tint grateful iinir to (hank
Fairf«x—who Lad l>eeu .-lightly bruised
on the left kwf by the flying hoofs of
the liorse—for hi« timely intervention.

It was afterwards revealed that l''air-

fax had spent many year< in breaking
in hor.ses in New Zealand and Aus-
tralia. He .served in tiie cavalry dur-
ing the war. and gained an M.G. He
was twice mentioned in despatches by
Sir Douglas Haig.

Cameraman Locked Up in Bankruptcy
Court.

For the
_
purposes of reconstructing

in tlie .-.tudio a fjusiinile of ihe interior
of the Haiikrujitcy Ccmt in Londoi.', tin

art depaitjnenl of ISri'ijh Iiiteriiational

Pictures at KIsli-ee sent a still piioto-

graplicr to take pictures inside the
buildings.

Tlic man duly arrived and was <ibout
to take the riecessary photographs
when his camera jammed, and a seaith
en.sued for a dark i-oom iii vtiich the
adjustment could be^ made. A'arious
rooms in (he building were visitMl, but
none was found suitable. All had
windows.
The position was getiiug critical as

the pictures A\ere needed h,\ tlie even-
ing, and the cjuestion of light had to
be considered, when it wus suggested
that the safe seemed to be the only
dark room avaiiatile.

The next problem was : How were
they to know outside when the camern-
uia^i had fini.Uu-d in the sale? No
sound that be could make would be
heard througli the tiiick steel door.
Finally it was decided to allow liim

five minute.-) in which to complete the
job.

Tiie ndnutes ticked .'iway in the dark-
ness of the .--afe. The five n:inu(es
passed and tlie door was flung open.
But .the camera wu.sfctill jammed. Five
more minutes were allowed him in tlie

safe, and it was a perspiring but
trium]ihant cameraman vhc' eniergcd.

A Film Star's Mascot.
(iordon Harker^ who plays liic tyi»ieal

burglar-butler roles id the British Lion-
(Sain.sborough screen \ersion of the
Pldgar Wallace racing thriller, "The
Calendar," is possessed '>f an exception-
ally clever mascot in the person of Jim,
a blind terrier.

.Tim unfortunately lost his sight just

over a year ago, and sine* that time
hafi been a pathetic aiid sulxJued figure

unceasingly at Mr. Harker's side.

'J'hey are, in fact, in.separable and de-
voted friends. Jim got^-. to the .-Uidio

every day, where he follows his master
from dressing-room to set, and so highly
deveUiped is his sense of intelligcn<e
thai, despite his blindness, he can .sense

Every Tuesday

wjicn filming is in progress and when it

is ended. lie understands that when
the microphones arc open he must
remain perfectly quiet and stiil, which
he does, stretched out behind the powcr-
lul arc-lamps and cameras, nose in

paws. Once the shooting is over he
shakes him-ell and hurriedly joins his

master.
Jim's r'atien' stibmission to the

calamity of eternal darkness and his
super-intelligfnco have captured the
synifiathy and admiration of the studio
staff and aho of Miss Edna Best and
Mr. Herbert Marshall, who are playing
the leading roles in "The Calender."
Jim has won tlie highest studio recogni-
tion—lie is a "great feller,"

Answers to Questions.

Ye=, we have readers in all parts of
the world, K.K.B. (Beckenham). Thanks
for your appreciation of this paper. Bob
Steele's real name is Bradbury. He is

still a}i}iearing in films, some new one-.

Ix-ing ••The Sunrise Trail," "Headin'
North," "The Ridin' l-'ool " and "The
Oklahoma Cyclone." Yakima Caruitl
during the war served in the Uuitf«l
States Navy, and later took up filui

work. Among his pictures are "Th«
Humaii 'J'ornado." "Desert Gi"eed,"
'The Figiiting Stallion" and "Tlie
Man With tiio f'ar." ' He 4ocs noi

reveal his ago. Jack Perrin meant to
become a .s^nario writer, but changed
his irund when a film company gave him
the chance to aci. His pictures include
'(.Jrev De\ii," "Code of the Kange."
"The North West Moiuited Police

"

.series and "The Flaming West." He is

six foot in height, and has brown eyes.

Yes, the ever-popular Tom Mix will be
seen again in Westerns prodticed by
Universal.

Albert F. Smith is an P!iigli.->hnjuii uho
was born in Fiiversham, Kent, C.K.B.
(London. S.W.). He went out to

America several years ago, and with

Smart J. Blackton, another F.nglish-

mari. they fcninded the Vitagrapli film

company, which Winner Bros, took over
a few years ago. I i>reii«uine, how<!vei-,

your query relates to Albert J. Smith
uho. as far a.s 1 am aware, i^ no
relation, and was born in Chicago. He
made his film delmt in 1915, and siuc(^

;iien lla^ afppeared in a numlier of cow
Iku films. You can get a photo of

Johnny Mtick Brown for 9d. post free

from the "I'iciure Show," Phoio Dept.,

Bear Alley. l-«rringdon Street, E.('.4.
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" Cracked Nuts."

Wentlell Gialumi, Beit
Wheeler; Zunder U. Park-

NEXT WEEK'S THREE COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

hurst (Ziip), Robert Woolscy;
AiHit Minnie. van .\rden.

Edna May Oliver; Betty Har-
rington, Dorothy l^ee ; Car-
totla, Leni Stengel; Baron
Bogardus, Stanley Fields.

" Gun Smoke."
Brad Farley, Richard Arlen

;

Sue Vanccy, Mary Brian;
Stub Wallock, Eugene Pal-
lette; Kedge Darvis. Wiiliain
Boyd; Hainpsey Dell. Louise
Fazenda; Tack Gilhip, (^'harles

Winnihgcr; Posey Meed. (Uiy
Oliver; John K. Horton,
James Durkin; Spot Skee,
Brooks Bene<liet; Strike
Johnson, William V. Mong.

Doug's Love for Travel.

It would not be j^urprising

if Douglas Fairbanks gave us
on the screen in the near
future some of the results of
his sight-seeing abroad. As is

generally known, lie recently

returned to Hollywood after
several months in the East,
bnt though he had announced
his intention of making it a
hunting trip, he did not over-
look the valuable material to

be found. Doug very wisely
accumulated quite a lot of it

to be used for screen purposes.
Doug'.s " vv a n d e r 1 ii s t

''

evinced itself early in his

career. ]Ie had not long
begun his acting on the stage
when he felt a desire to .see something
of the world. Other Americans were
crossing the Atlantic to see what lay

beyond. Why shouldn't he? So with
two pals Doug started for Europe on a

cattle-boat. Each had ten pounds.

They worked their way safely across,

had a glorious time, and within three
months were back again in New York.
A few yeai-s later after having left the
stage for a time and then gone back to

it, Doug onco again felt he must travel.

This time it was tlie mysterious Orient
which captured his fancy. He wanted to

see what Japan, in particular, was like.

So once more he set out, but in London
stumbled across a friend from New
York and, changing his mind about
Japan, shortly afterwards returned to

tite States.

Doug has been abroad more than once
since then. The idea of rest does not
appeal lo him. He must be up and
hurrying off somewhere, and travel

enables him to satisfy the "wanderhist "

he has alwavs felt.

BUCK JONES
IN

" THE TEXAS RANGER."
A gang oi night riders pillage and burn the houses of the home-
steaders. A brave girl defies them, but she tights a losing battle

until Ranger Jim comes to her aid.

" TRAPPED."
A gentleman oi leisure saves a beautiful girl and becomes involved
in a mix-up with desperate racketeers. Starring Nick Stuart.

" CREEPING SHADOWS."
A young man inherits an old house and at once strange things
begin to happen—behind everything hovers the shadow of a limp-

ing man. Starring FrankUn Dyall.

ALSO
The third episode of our grand new serial of thrills amongst the

flre-flghterS, starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shoekley—
" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

" Beau Hunks."
The Hal Roach studios are again

busy with a picture which is sure lo raise

a laugh. About a hundred and fifty

members of the Hollywood American
September 12th, 1931.

Legion are acting as soldiers of the
Foreign Legion, and as desert Riflfs in

"Beau Hunks," m which will also

appear those two inimitable comedians.
Laurel and Hardy. There will not be
many serious moments with them in the

film. The desert scenes are being iilmcd

on Hermosa Beach.

An Interrupted Holiday-

Gary Cooper is now hard at work on
his new talkie, and feeling quite fit once
more after his illness. Following it he
had gone abroad to recuperate, and after

spending several weeks in Italy had come
over to London to finish liis holiday.

But he had been hero only a little more
than a day when a cable was sent to him
requesting his immediate return to

Hollywood to begin work again in

pictures.

Gary's interrupted visit to this country
must have been, I am sure, a keen dis-

appointment, for there is no doubt he
hoped to revive memories of his stay

hero wluMi a boy. His parents, both of

them English, had gone to America
before his birth. Cooper, senior, became
a superior-court judge in Helena,
^fontana, and was also the owner of a

cattle ranch sittyfive miles from the city

on the headwaters of the ^Missouri River.

Gary was born in Helena, and
soon learut to ride and swim.

Then when he was nine
years of age, his parents came
back to England for a time,
bringing Gary and his brother
Arthur with them. For three
and a half years the two boys
attended scnool in Dimstable,
and then returned to America
Gary is certain to come over
here again, and when he does
will probably arrange for a

longer stay amid old English
haunts.

Inspired by Lindbergh.

Jack Oakie is once more
really happy, which may seem
a strange thing' to say of a

comedian who has never
looked anything else. Sorrie

weeks ago, however. Jack
Oakie asked Paramount for an
increase in salaiy. But there
was no readiness to give it to

him, and mattere reached the
stage when it seemed likely

that Jack would be tem-
porarily out of pictures. . But
things ended happily, and now
he is. -,.

Many of you may not know,
perhaps, that it was Lisid-

beigh's feat of flying the

Atlantic which really inspired

Jack Oakie to take up film

work. 'There is, obviously, no
connection between these two
things. But until his fellow-

countryman had attempted
something really diflfieult and
achieved success, Jack Oakie

had fought shy of the screen as being
beyond his powers.

It was Lindbergh's daring which
changed his mind. Jack left the stage

as soon as he could, and began hauntmg
the studios. Tlien one day while trying

his luck at First National, he saw Wesley
Rugglcs, the director. He asked him far

a job, and was given a small and
unnamed part in "Finders Keepers."
About eight months later Jack Oakie
joined Paramoimt and was cast in "The
Fleet's In." It "made" him, and ho
found himself just as famous as

Lindbergh.

Answers to Question*.

Harry Richman and Clara Bow have
not acted togeth^ in a film, F.S. (Ply-

mouth). Harry Richman has, in fact,

appeared in only cno picture, "Puttin'
on the Ritz," after which he returned to

New York to resume his stage work.
Here is the cast of "True to the Navy";
Clara Bow (Ruby Nolan), Krcdrio
:\[aich (Gunner McCoy), Harry Green
(Solomon Bimberg). Rex Bell (Eddie),

Eddie Fotherston (Michael), Eddiri Dunn
(Albert), Ray Cooke (Pcewoc), Harrj
Sweet (Artie), Adclo Windsor (Maizie),

Sam Hardy (Grogan), Jed Probity

(manager of the dance hall).
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Wendell bought a revolution, Zup gambled for a crown, and so they both became King
of El Dorania—with comic complications. A joyous farce, starring Wheeler and

Woolsey, who are aided and abetted by Dorothy Lee and Edna May Oliver.

Aunt Minnie Speaks Her Mind.

OVER thi- diminutive but tcnipes-
tuoMs South American ivingdom
of Kl l)or;»ni:i King Oscar hap-

pened to be Ktill reigning as Wendell
Crahatii iipproached a big block of flat«

on Park Avenue. New York City, on
iho .second Poor of which the girl he
loved and her aunt—wlio despised and
detes-ted him—occupied lu.vurious apart-
ments.

Wendell, however, was not at the
moment interested either in King Oscar
or in his kinjjdoni, nor did it occur to
liim that he ever would be. His
thoLights wore occupied exclusively with
beautiful Betty Harrington and the dis-

tressing intimation he had received—by
telephone—that she was going awpy.

Wendell was young as well as ardent,
clean-shaven, and not bad-looking. His
brown hair was curly, and his eyes were
grey—nearly as dark a grey as the
sTiiartly-cut lounge suit he was wearing.
II (I considerably <larker than the grey
ofr felt hat upon his head. In his right
hand he carried a large and expensive

l« boiiC|uet of roses.

He stepped into the hallway of the
building and approached the lift-shaft.

A taller young man was already stand-
ing before tlie gate of ornamental iron-
work, jabbing impatiently at the bell-

push, and, according to the illuminated
indicator above the gate, the cage was
hoveritig somewhere between the
fifteetith and sixteenth floors.

Wendell waited, .sniffing appreciatively
at his roses, but the tall ,\oung man
smote the gate with his caiie as the
pointer proclaimed that tlie lift, instead
of descending for his benefit, was
ascending .stili higfier. For a while the
cage remained station.iry at the twen-
tieth floor, then began to move upwards

I again.

The tall young man lost his temper
utterly. He kicked savagely at the
gate; he caught hold of a portion of its

filigree work with both hands, and he
rattled the gate with all his might.

Wetidcll \va< l>egim>ing to feel im-
parii-nt, but he stared at the tall one
in Mirprise. And just then something
liappeiuxl. The gate, for all its orna-
mentatioti. was oidy of cast iron. The
piece of filign-e work snapped ofT in the
hands that tr(>ated it so ill. and the
voting man. .'laving stared at the frag-
ment in dismav, flung it down on the
marble floor, and fled up the adjacent
staircase.

The illuminated pointer began to
traca the downward career of the lift-

cage. Wendell was sniffing at his roses
when the door was flting open and the
lift-man emerged.
The liftman, a burly fellow, looked

down at the broken ironwork on the
floor, looked up at the damaged gate,
and looked fiercely at Wendell.

Wendell said nothing: the lift-man
said nothing; but abruptly a massive
fist crashed into Wendell's jaw. and he
went sprawling on hi- back, still hold-
ing the roses. As lie picked himself up
he perceived that his assailant was pick-
ing up the broken piece of iron, and his

HELP THE NEWSAGENT.
Have you ever thought how difDcult
it is for a newsagent to order just
the right number of copies of any
particular paper each week 7 You
can make his task much easier if you
place a regular order with him. You
will not only help him to order cor-
rectly and avoid waste, but will make
sure of getting your copy regularly

each week.

I>ack was turned. He made a dive for

the doorwav, and descended the front

steps to I'le street. Explanation, it

seemed to him, would be useless, and
might be painful.

On the pavement outside the building
he stopp<>d shert. A long ladder h.ul

been left leaning against the wall by ;•

man who had been attending to :•

broken window-pane on the secCMxJ

floor, and not far from the .sill again.'.t

which the ladder was resting was the
open window of the bath-room of tiui

flat in which Bett.\ resided with her
aunt, Minnie van Arden.

Depositing the roses on a step,

Wendell struggled manfully with th«!

swaying ladder till its (opmost rung
reposed against the open bath-room
window. Then, retrieving his roses, he
climbed gingerly upwards.

In the spacious drawing-room of tfie

flat of whicli the bath-room was an
essential detail. Aunt Minnie van Ardeti

and Betty were packing.
Betty, a dainty little slip of a thing

with a wistful expression and large blue-

grey eyes, was standing beside a half-

filled cabin trunk. Her aunt had just

emerged from her own bed-room, t.'»ll,

plain, sc-vere. carrying some of her own
frocks from a wardrolxv
Evidently in the intervals of .stowing

things in the trunk these two were
carrying on a couver.sation concerninB
the young man who was in the act of

climbing \tp the ladder.
"But W<'ndell spid he's going to buil4

up his fortiuie." saiil Ik-tty defensively. .

"Oh. he did. eh?" retorti-d her aunt,
grabbing up a frock she had dropped
on the carpet. "He's never made a.

cent! He inherited five himdred
thou.sand dollars, and promptly redi'ei>d

them to a hundred thousand. If he ever
loses that, he'll never earn a i)eMiiv.
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And if you tliink you can live on love,
try to pay the grocer with a kiss I"

Wendell by this time had reached the
sill of the b.irh-roorn window and was.
elanibering over it.

"He has a lot of sensible ideas,"
declared Betty. " He says that, with
priulence, two can live as cheaply as
one."
'"Why doesn't he marry Prudence?"

mqiiired Aura Minnie tartly.

"Oh, auntie, please be nice to him

—

just for to-d;iy."

Wendell, who was now standing
behind the half-open bath-room door,
heard that plea and smiled at the roses.

What a darii.'ig Betty was, he reflected
lovingly.

"As long a.s I have my strength,"
cried Aunt Minnie, "he'll never get in
here ! I'm sick and tired of sliooing
that insect oH' the premises !"

Having deposited the frock in the
trunk she rose with clenched fists.

"If he comes here again," she went
on vehemently, "he's likely to get his

throat caught between my fingers."
Wendell stepped back from the half-

open door on to the little marble plat-

form, behind curtains, where one ordi-

narily retreated to indulge in a shower-
bath. The chain which worked the con-
trivance was hanging beside liim. Ho
was concealed from view, but he could
.'(ill hear everything tliat was said.

"Oh, auntie,"' protested Betty, "why
are you so cold ?"

"I'm not cold!" snapped Aunt
Minnie. " I'm hot ! I'm burning up

!

You shouldn't mention his' name to me!
I'm going to take a shower!"
Betty was fully dressed in a dainty

frock of figured silk, but her aunt was
wearing a wrap over an astonishing suit

of pyjamas. She stalked from the draw-
ing-room into her bed-room and out of
her bed-room into the bath-room.
"Wendell Graham!" she snorted as

.vhe went. "A total loss!"

Soaked !

SHE closed the bath-room window and
fastened it. She took a syringe
from a glass shelf, opened her

mouth, and .'^prayed her throat with an
antiseptic lotion, as though washing
away from her tonsils and her larynx
the contamination of tlie name she had
just uttered.

"That little sap!" she hissed, and
sprayed again.
Betty looked in at her from the door-

way leading to the hall.

"If he gets in hero again," said her
aunt, inhaling and exhaling, "to—pro-
pose to you—refer him—to me."
"Oh, but it's me he wants to marry!"

laughed Betty, "Why do you dislike
him so ?"

" Why shouldn't I ? He's a wealthy
idler, who produces nothing, achieves
nothing, and means nothing. He has a
hundred thousand dollars—and isn't

worth a cent I"

She put down the syringe and snapped
liei' fingers.

"Oh, but Wendell is a deep thinker,"
persisted Betty. "He told me so. He's
going to leave footprints on tlie .sands of
time."

" He's a lot more likely to leave finger-
prints!" scoffed lier aunt, shedding her
A\ lap.

Betty pouted, and Betty looked per-
fcc^tly adorable when she pouted. Wen-
dell, imprisoned behind tile curtains of
(he shower-bath, could see her with one
eye, and aj)preciated (he fact. Her
aunt, who could sec her with both eyes,
relented slightly, stepped forward, and
took her into her arms.
"Oh, can't you get it through your

filly little IieatI that I love you, too?"
she exclaimed, r.nd kissed her.
September 12tli, 1931.
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"Where's my cap?" she wondered,
looking about (ho room.
The cap—a waterproof contrivance

devised to protect its wearer's haii-

against the water from the shower—was
hanging on a peg quite close to Wen-
dell's face. He took it down and
drop))ed it neatly through the tiny gap
between the curtains clean into Aunt
Minnie van Ardcn's hand.
She stared at it, but imagined that

Betty bad tossed it to her on her way
out from the bathrroom. She pulled
the cap over her head, plunged a hand
tlirough the curtains, and pulled vigor-
ously at the chain.
A stream of water descended upon

Wendell's head, soaking liim to the
skin. Ho held up the roses, but they
provided only a negligible protection.
"In my opinion," shouted Aunt

Minnie to Betty, who had gone back to
the cabin trunk, "he's all wet! Put
him out of your mind—forget him ! The
next time I see him I shall ignore him
completely. Oh, what's that?"
The .sound of a crash had reached

her cars, and she ran into the drawing-
room. Betty had dropped a bottle of
scent, which had spilled its contents all

over the carpet, and when her aunt
appeared she was mopping up a per-
fumed jjool «ith a towol.
"Oh, good heavens, the carpet! Here,

give me that!" And Aunt Minnie
snatched away the towel and went down
on her knees. " They'll probably make
us pay for this."

Wendell crept out from the shower,
and peeped round the drawing-room
doorway.
"Wendell!" cried Betty involuntarily,

and immediately Aunt Minnie scrambled
to her feet. She. was about to blaze at
the intruder when ehe became aware ot
his saturated condition.
"Is it raining?" she exclaimed.
"No," replied Wendell facetiously. "1

perspire so freely."

"Stop dripping on my caipet!"
On a little desk beside him there was

a blotting-pad. He deposited it on the
carpet and stood upon it.

"Get off!" ehouted Aunt Minnie
angrily.

Wendell stepped oflF the blotting-pad
and eank into a chair.

"Get up!"
Wendell got up, and Aunt Minnie,

restoring (he blotting-pad to the desk,
pointed imperiously to the front door.
"Get out!"
Wendell retreated into the hall, and

she followed him; but the sound of run-
ning water .sent her scurrying into the
bath-room. She dashed clean into the
shower in order to turn off the water,
and Wendell promptly darted back to

the drawing-room doorway.
"1 brought these for you," he said

to Betty, holding out the dripping bunch
of roses. "I've been crying on them
because you're going away."
"Oh, thanks, Wendell!" said Betty,

taking the flowers and smelling them
appreciatively. "I do hate to leave
you."
"Where are you going?" he inquired.
"Abroad."
"Yes, but what part of abroad?"
"The answer," boomed the voice of

."Vunt Minnie close behind him, "is non-
essential."

"Is that far?" asked Wendell, facing
lier almost boldly.

"Just far enough to escape pests like

you! Now wriggle, you worm!"
"Oh, but auntie," began Betty, "he's

"Yes, auntie," began Wendell, "I'm

"Don't speak when I'm interrupting!"
Aunt Alinnie snatched the bunch ot roses
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from her niece's hands and thrust the: :

into Wendell's. "How dare you brea''
into this apaitmcrlt?"
Wendell observed that Betty's aun

was very wet, if not quite so wet as h_
was.
"You're dripping ou your carpet!" he

informed her.

"Imbecile! Don't you realise that
Betty is too healthy to catch a germ liko

you ? Don't stand there acting like a
fool!"
"I'm not acting!" protested Wendell.

"I just came to .say good-bye!"
"You've said it^now get out! We'll

have nothing to do with one of your
ilk."-

"I'm not an elk! You think that 1

can't make good, don't you ? Well, I'll

ehow you! I've already advertised in

the papers for an opportunity to invest
my money. Mark these words, and
mark them well—I'll make my mark

—

I'li come through with a crash!"
He waved his arms dramatically as he

spoke, and one of them came into violent
contact with a vase on a slender table

near the door. The vase was emafihed
to atoms, and Aunt Minnie straightway
bundled him out into the hall, and
opened the front door.
"Get—get " she spluttered.

Wendell stepped meekly forth into the
corridor, and the door was slammed
behind him.

The Winning of a Crown.

NEXT morning Wendell, having
bathed and breakfasted, was sit-

ting at an ornate table in the
lounge of his own elaborate apartment
at the other end of Park Avenue when
hie manservant announced that two gen-
tlemen had called to see him in answer
to his advertisement.
Wendell, who was wearing a decora-

tive dressing-gown, fastened the cord
around his waist and told the man-
servant to show the callers into his preji-

ence.
They came—two obvious foreigners,

but of distinguished appearance, smartly
dressed in morning clothes with white
waistcoats. One of them was carrying
a large portfolio under his arm.
They bowed before him, and, at his

request, seated themselves. It transpii-ed

that the name of one was Boris Andrieff,

the name of the other Ricardo Valdez.
"We have read with great pleasiire

your advertisement in the papers," ex-

plained Boris, caressing hie tiny black
moustache.
"Yes," said Wendell. "Pretty good,

wasn't it? I wrote it myself."
Boris and Ricardo bowed politely.

Boris said, with a smile:

"We have for sale a revolution in the

beautiful country of El Dorania."
"Eh?" exclaimed Wendell in aston-

ishment. "El Dorania? A revolution ?"

They nodded, for all the world as

though both were actuated by a single

eprin;;. . Wendell rubbed his chin, re-

cently shaved, and stared at them.
"I want to produce something," he

said. " Achieve something! Mean some-
thing!" He rose to his feet to make
his words really impressive, and they
rose with him. "A revolution! El
Dorania ! Tell me, if I bought this revo-

lution, would it distinguish me?"
Boris looked at Ricardo, and Ricardo

looked at Boris. Boris, who spoke
English well enough, but with a decided
accent, gestured and replied

:

" That's just what it would do. You
will depose the present monarch. King

j

Oscar. Then you will automatically
become king!"
King! A wonderful word! An in-

1

credible proposition!
"You mean," gasped Wendell, "that]
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I'd liave a crown and a spectre—and

—

and everything?"
" Everything!"
Boris did not even trouble to point

out that it was a sceptre, and not a
spectre that a monarch—metaphorically
^« ielded.

Wendell became elated. Revolutions,

85 he knew quite well, were of fairly

frequent occurrence in El Dorania, and
money, he had always been given to

understand, could accomplish anything

—

except Aunt Mirmie's approval of his

buit. Surely even she would surrender
imconditionally to a king!

"It will take a man of your force,

your aggressiveness, your leadership,"
declaimed Boris, "to rattle the ancient
bones of El Dorania."
He saluted; Ricardo saluted; Wendell

saluted—and then Wendell sank down
into his chair entranced and clasped hi.i

hand?, Boris and Ricardo regarded one
another significantly— it is to bo feared
that one of them even winked—and a
discussion ensued—a discussion which
reached a conclusion entirely satisfactory

to all parties.

But neither Boris AndriePF nor
Ricardo Vaidez were aware of what was
happening at the moment in El Dorania.
The voyage between that diminutive but
tempestuous kingdom and New York
Harlxjur t(X)k six days—and in less than
si.x days El Dorania could make (and
also unmake) history.

In the evening of the day upon which
Wendell signed his name to a magnifi-
cent-looking document produced from the
^wrtfolio Ricardo carried beneath his

hiw a remarkable American witli the
remarkable name of Zander Ulysses
Parkbur-t was at tlie royal palace in

f'aldera. capital of El Dorania, as the
guest of King Oscar.
Zander Ulysses Parkhui-st—usually

known as " Zup " for short—parted his

rt^ hair in the middle, wore tortoije-

shell limmed spectacles, and smoked in-

numerable cigars. His nose was long.
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his face was longer, his self-assurance

wa? enormous.
He had mot the king at a cafe which

that monarch patronised incognito, and
the king—for his own purposes—had in-

vited Zup to dine with him at the palace.

Zup went, only too delighted to go,

because—as he himself informed Oscar

—

he was keen to .sec all the sights.

The dinner w<is an excellent one, and
Zup did full justice to all the courses
which were sot before him by a variety
of flunkeys.

Afterwards there was a ball in the
ball-room, which did not specially in-

terest the thin-faced American, and in

another spacious chamber the cream of
El Doranian nobility and .society playcl
roulette, dice, and a variety of otlic-r

gambling games.
King Oscar, seeing that Zup was

bored with the dancing, led him away
to this spacious apartment, and a
golden-haired beauty in a gorgeous
evening-frock, which vaguely suggested
mourning, followed them.

Zup and the king lost a few hundred
dollars at the roulette-table, then gravi-
tated towards another table at which
dice were being thrown. The courtiers
of both sexes made room for their
monarch and his friends, then crowded
round to wntch the play that followed
between Zup and Osoar.

It seemed that luck, instead of merolv
smiling upon the American, laughed
aloud that night. Every time he threw
he beat the monach's throw. He won.
and won and won till the heat of the
room, combined with the champagne he
had swallowed and the success lie

achieved, made him a trifle light-
headed.
"There you are, Oscar, old king!"

ho exclaimed triiimphanily as he picked
up an absolute bundle of El Doranian
banknotes. " You know. I'm kinda glad
I dropped into your little village. I
think I'm going to like it here."
"Most extraordinary," said King

O.scar. smiling, in spite of his losses.

"But I shall venture again."
"Yeah." nodded Zup. puffing at a

cigar and waving the notes. "Go alieiad

and venture. Anything you like, fioiu
your regal shoes to the royal baking-
powder !"

"Very well, then." decided O.scar. "[
shall wager the royal timepiece." And
from a pocket of his resplendent uni-
form he produced a watch.
"The royal timepiece, cli ?" .said Zup,

examining the watch. "Oscar, you'vo
got to lay off those bazaar boards. This
thing won't go—for you, or with nie !"

King Oscar looked mildly sur|)ri.sed
and retrieved the watch. He made his
way acro.ss the room »iiid came back
with a square box. which he opener).
Inside the box a golden crown, studded
with diamonds, reposed in a nest of
purple velvet.

" 'Tis a pretty
glancing at it.

that, Oscar —
tiling," decided Zup,
"What do you c'li

the El Doianiiiii
panama ;

"'Tis the Imperial Royal Crown of
El Dorania," said Oscar indignantly.
"Quit jour kiddin', Oscar, quit your

kiddin'." laughed Zup. "How many
cigarette coupons did you have to savo
for that?"
"Coupons?" breathed the king

aghast, while a murmur ran round tlio

assembly like the sound of wind in !i

corn-field. "Man. that came from two
of the greatest jewellers in the world I"

"Okay!" responded Zup checifully.
"Anything to help out a king fric'iid of
mine !"

He picked up th,> dice-box with one
hand and extracted his cigar from li.s

mouth with the other.
"Come, babies." he cooed, "show mo

those seven wonders of the world !"

He emptied the box on to the Iwiiro-
covered table. Three double-sixes !

King O.scar took the dice-box—and
threw a three, a four—^and a one !

"There you are, Oscar." chortled
Zup. helping liim.self to the crown.
"Another forward i)ass !"

Ho put the crown upon his head in
he o;isual manner in which a more

** It will take a man of your force, your aggressiveness, your leadership," declared Boris, " to rattle the ancient
bones of El Dorania."
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onlinaiy peison might have donned his
Ijowlcr Jiat, and beamed at the man lie

had defeated.
"Hail the king! Hail the king I"

fiied the crowd of elegant men and
yvonion ; and the golden-haired beauty
in the goigcoiis evening-frock looked
.sniilingly up at Zup.
"Oscar," said that young snan, "take

a bow."
"Ah, but they mean you!" was the

amazing reply.

"Me?" scoffed Zup. "Nix, Oscar!
You wouldn't give a pal the run-
around, would you?"

"It is the custom in El Dorania,"
replied the king calmly, "that whoso-
L'vcr wins the crown by fair means shall
automatically become king."
Zup's eyebrows went up and his eyes

ripened widely, but it seemed evident
I hat Oscar was in earnest—and Zu|) had
heard things about this quaint little

kingdom.
"In that case," he decided, "I shall

(lutomatically take a bow." And he
lowed in all directions.
"Hail the king! Hail the king!"

(horused the crowd, but it occurred to
Zup that the hailing was a trifle luke-
warm.
"Aw, come, come, come, boys!" he

r-ried. "You're not hailing—you're just
drizzling ! Come on now—let's have
some real hail ! Shoot !'"

He waved his arms as though con-
ducting them and sot the pace.
"Hail the king! Hail the king!

King ! King ! ! King ! !
!"

They shouted with gusto, and, having
KliGuted, applauded their own efforts.

"That's better—that's better!" ap-
l>roved Zup, shaking hands with those
nearest to him. "Zander is my naine

—

I'm to be your new king. Come around
lo the palace any old night and see mo,
will you, boys? How d'you do?"
"Congratulations!" cried a voice.
And Zup, grinning broadly, moved

about amongst his new subjects, shaking
hands with them till his own hand
uched.

Something Like a King!

OS('.'\R, leading aside the golden-
Iwured girl, said to her in a low
voice :

, "He thinks he's bealcn me with my
*:Own loaded dice—but 'tis I who have
won, by relinquishing 1 he crown and

{'escaping assassination, Carlotta."
"Oscar," replied Carlotta, "you're

iiiuch too smart to be a king !"

r_ Oscar nodded, and was making for a
x'doorway when a shabbily dressed and
wild-eyed man came running at him

-fioni the direction of the grand stair-

•'^ease, a revolver in hand. The fellow
Tired, and an ('lectric fitting against one
*of (he walls fell to the floor in frag-
' inenfs.

'

Oscar staggered, clapped a h.ind to
liis - side and collapsed. Confusion
reigned.
The woidd-be assassin was .seized; a

stfetcher was brought, and Oscar was
borne away upon it. Zup. deserted by
his new subjects, ])uffod though! fully at
his cigar. Evidently it was liot all joy
lo be King of El Dorania !

.'- But Oscar, even as Carlotta had said,
- was much too smart to be a king. The
would-be assassin was in his pay, the
inon who carried the stretcher wore his

:; friends. In an ante-room the stretcher
was lowered and Oscar bounded up from
it, consulting the watch which Zup had

.despised.
" I've got just twenty minutes to

fatch tlie boat for Vera Cruz," he said.
"Where ai^c the tickets?"
"Here I hey are, you lucky Majesty,"

laughed one of the strctohnr-hnarers,
8«j)tcml)>'r 121 h, ]0.31.
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and handed him a strip of tickets, while
another produced a cloak. "The lug-
gage is already on board.

"

"Thanks," said Oscar cheerfully.
"Good-bye, boys—don't miss the assas-
sination of the new king !"

He scurried out from the palace, and
the golden-haired Carlotta, having
watched him go, returned to the room
in which Zup vvas now mounted on a
chair in response to a general dci.-jand
for a .speech. Oscar's .supposed demise
troubled nobody.
"This is," began Zup, "this is—or

—

Zander Ulysses Parkhurst speaking.
The initials are Z-U-P, so just call me
Zup, folks. Z-U-P—Zup !"

He waved his cigar in the air and
looked down with a smile at Carlotta,

who had reached his side and was look-

ing archly up at him.
"My thoughts," he went on, "go back

to a little farmhouse in America—and
while my thoughts are away I would
like to make a few remarks. Fellow
subjects, you now stand on the threshold
of prosperity."
He stepped from the chair on to the

table at which ho had diced so success-

fully. "Gather in a little closer,

friends," he urged. "Get on the
threshold. That's fine ! As King of El
Dorania I shall stand behind every
home, inside every bank. Wo %yill en-

deavour to make this a land of milk and
honey."
He leant down to Carlotta's left ear

and repeated, "Honey!" then con-

tinued :

"My dear friends, what more can I

say? I want you to know that we are

all for one, and I'm for all, and you
for me, and me for you, and two for

toa and tea for two, and—and "

Ho foiuid that he was holding one of

Carlotta's hands without quite knowing
how it had happened.
"Thank you, folks, thank you!" he

said, and jumped down from tlie table.

The crowd, thus dismissed, streamed
towards the doors, but Cailotta lingered.
" "Your Royal Highness is cute," she

told him roguishly.

"Yeah!" drawled Zup. " Well,' you're
not so bad, either."

And he slipped his arm through hers

and was led away by her out of the

overheated room on to a noble terrace

overlooking the harbour and the sea.

"Well," she said softly, as they stood

beside the pillared parapet, "I hope
your Majesty will have a long reign."

"Don't worry, honey," returned Zup
brightly, "this isn't going to be a reign
— it's going to be a cloudburst!"
King Zup slept that night in (he

royal bed in the royal bedchamber
with a couple of armed guards outside

the two doo)S, and by the time he went
to bed he had consumed so much
champagne that lie was unpleasantly
reminded of the proverb "uneasy lies

a head that wears a crown," for he
had neglected to remove that structure

of gold and precious stones!

Next morning, after dealing with
sundry affairs of state which struck him
as being of singular unimportance, he
arrayed him.self in a stylish tmiform
as commander-in-chief of the El
Doranian army, and went for a stroll

in the palace grounds, followed by n

bodyguard of four soldiers with fixed
bayonets. . .

By seeming accident he encountered
Carlotta, dressed in black velvet, wear-
ing widow's weeds. The bodyguard
vvas dismissed and the two walked and
talked.

"Your Majesty," said Carlotta. after
a while, "will, of course, take linto

himself a queen?'.'
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"Well," said Zup cheerfully, "my
Majesty hasn't thought much about that.
I notice, however, that you have
annexed yourself to the royal right
arm."

"It's an old El Doranian oustoni," she
told him demurely.
They sat together on a marble bench.
"Tell me all about yourself, honey,

tell me all about yourself," said Zup
encouragingly.
"Well," said Carlotta, nestling closer,

"I have been the bride of every king
this country has had in the past year

—

all twelve of them!"
" All twelve of them ?" echoed Zup.

"You're not a wife—you're a calendar."
She laughed at that and held up her

left hand, from which she had removed
a glove. Her fingers were loaded with
wedding-rings.
"You see these?" she said. "These

are the wedding-rings of my late royal
luisbands."
"Your late royal husbands, eh? What

a great time you must have had shop-
ping for widow's weeds."
"I get So tired of the funerals;

they're very dull."

"Yes," he nodded, "and from now
on we ought to cut 'em out, honey

—

we ought to cut 'em out."
She projected her thumb in his direc-

tion.

"This space," she said, "is for you."
"Me? Thirteenth? I should say

not. I don't want to break your luck."
"Oh, but have you never thought

seriously of marriage?"
"Certainly. That's why I'm single."
"Haven't you ever been in love?"
"Twice; but I'm all right now."

And lie nudged her playfully.
The Lord Chamberlain had approached

unnoticed. He addressed Zup in El
Doranian, which was Greek to that
American.
"He's full of atmospherics," com-

plained Zup.
"What he says, your Majesty," ex-

plained Carlotta, "is tliat next week
you will get your face on all the coins
of the realm." »
"Never mind about getting my face

on 'em," said Zup. "What I want is

to get my hands on 'em!"
Carlotta laughed heartily. This

King was certainly different in every
way from his predecessors

!

A Shock for Aunt Minnie.

THAT day Aunt Minnie and Betty
set out from New York harbour
in a liner bound for various South

American ports including that of
Caldera, capital of El Dorania. Ths
Atlantic was comparatively calm, the
weather was excellent, but Aunt Minnie
did not emerge from her state-room.
She was seasick.

She continued to feel ill throughout
the voyage, and south of Florida the

heat added to )ier troubles. It seemed
to Betty that she was always groaning
—and nearly ajways sniffing at a bottle

of smelling-salts.

On the morning of the sixth day she
was huddled in a chair with a towel
soaked in ice-water round her fore-

head and the inevitable bottle of sniel)-

ing-saKs in her hand. Beside her was
a little table loaded with all manner
of supposed cures for sea-sickness.

"Auntie," cried Betty, "you really

must pull yourself together. W'e shall

be landing soon."
"Why pull myself together?" de-

manded Aunt Alinnio with a loud
groan. "I'll only fall apart again,

tlot any more aspirin?"
"The whole six boxes are empty."
"Well, give me the boxes. Do some-
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thing. Put another cold compress on

inv head. Ohh-h
!"

Befty removed the towel, soaked i!

in fresli ice-water, and restored it to tlw

sufferer's head.
"We haven't been outside this state-

room since we started the trip," she

complained. "It's a gorgeous day.

Its a sliame to stay inside."

She moved across to a window over-

looking the promenade deck, but her

aunt's only response was a groan. She
opened the window and leaned out of

it.

In a deck chair just below the window
Wendell was lounging, though not at

his ea.se, and beside him stood Boris and
Kicardo.
"And did your Majesty have break-

fast?' inquired Boris solicitously.

"Yes—for a while," Wendell gloomily
responded.

"Ah, but do not worry. your
Jlajesty. Soon we shall have arrived
ill El Dorania."
"You mustn't call mo 'Majesty' till

I'm king," protested Wendell. "I'm
just Wendell to you."

Boris bowed. Betty listened. She
had known all the time that her lover
was on board, but so far she had found
it impossible to converse with him.
"Thank you, your Majesty," said

Boris, "but you must at once begin
declaring yourself king for the sake
of the morale of the revolutionary
cause."
"All right, if you say so," growled

Wendell; "but a.^ soon as we land I'm
going straight to bed."

Boris looked at Ric;irdo and
frowned.

"t)h, but. yciir Majesty, your .subjects
will probably wish to crown you
immediately."

" Yes ? Well, the^v won't—sec ?"

"Every time I think of that
little shrimp," complained Aimt
Minnie, flinging aside the wet
towel, "my temperature goes up
to two hundred and sixty. The
sap I

' Mark my words and mark
them all—I'll come through with
a crash !'

"

Betty madeno response to this
outinirst. for Boris and Ricardo
were leaving Wendell to make
arrangements about the landing.

"Wendell!" whispered Bett\,
le.iiiing still further out of tlie

state-room window.
"Sweetheart!" exclaimed Wen

dell, looking up.
" S-s-sh !"

" What arc you doing here?" he
wliispered, moving close to hci
"I'm going to El Dorani i

—
your Majesty."
"What d'you mean?"
"Oil, I heard what ho siid
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theShe pulled a little curtain across

window and went hack to her aunt.

"Here I am in the last stages of some-

tliing-or-other," wailed the suffermg

ladv, "and vou hanging out of that

window! Wliat's the big attraction out

there?"

"Something marvellous," replied

Betty. "You'd go wild if you saw it.
"^

"You and your romantic surprises!'"

scoffed Aunt Minnie, holding her head.

"Let me see it!" And she rose uncer-

tainly to her feet.

"Oh, auntie," Betty cried in alarm,

"you don't have to see it!"

But Betty was pushed unceremoniously

aside, and Aunt Minnie tottered reso-

lutely across to the window, pulled aside

the curtain, and thrust forth her head.

Wendell, eagerly awaiting Betty's re-

turn, did not pause to look. His arnis

swept round Aunt Minnie's neck, and his

lips were crushed on hers.

"Oooh!" she howled; and Wendell
shrank back.

"I—I didn't mean it!" he stammered.
"Honest. I didn't mean it."

"Runt!" howled Aunt Minnie, almost

murdering him witii her eyes. "What
are vou doing on the same ocean with

me?"
"I'm a king," he told her proudly.

"You're a what?"
"Well, that is, I'm going to be .1

king. I told you I'd make good. I

bought a revolution—and they're going

to make me King of El Dorania."
Aunt Minnie disappeared from view,

v..

,

^

but the door' of the state-room opened,

and she came running out from it, her

physical condition entirely forgotten, her

sufferings overwhelmed with mental

panic.

"Say that again!" she cried, standmg
threateningly over him.
"I'm going to be King of El

Dorania."
"Oh!" she shrilled. "Oh, my planta-

tions ! My sugar ! My wheat ! My
corn !"

"Got a corn?" inquired Wendell sy:u-

patlieticallv.

While Betty peeped out at him rouw.l

the curtain she raved and stormed a!;

him.

"You miserable ninny!" she shouted.
" You idiot ! Y'ou interfering fool ! You
listen to me! I've given King Cscar

two hundred thousand dollars to save

my plantations! If you dare to set foot

on El Doranian soil, King Oscar will

have your head!"
She" bounced back into the state-room,

and while he stared blankly at the spot

where she had stood the door wa-s

slammed and the window beside him was
closed with a crash.

c
Rival Monarchs.

ALDERA possessed a natural har-

bour, formed by a narrow inlet

from the ocean which opened into

its bay. Liners called there seldom, and
their coming was an event. As the

vessel from New York steamed majes-

tically into the bay. King Zup proceeded
across the palace grounds to the water-

front to welcome it, and beside him
walked Carlotta. To suit the occasion

he was dressed as Admiral of the non-
existent El Doranian fleet, with a cocked
hat (such as Nelson might have worn)
[lerched upon his head.

You're king ! I just knew
you'd turn out to be something
like that !"

"Whether I'm king or not,

you're my queen—and I love jou
so much it hurts."
"Yes—it hurts auntie!"
"Honey, I've simply got to t ilk

to you !"

"Well. I can't come out, and
you can't come in. If Aunt
Minnie sees you there'll be a
riot !"

She held out her hand to him
and he kissed it. But Aunt
IvTimiic, from her chair, cried out
iri'iignantly :

" Stop hanging out over that
ocein, with me in here dying '

"Wait a minute," whispered
Betty to Wendell. " I'll be ngnt
back."

By seeming accident, he encountered Carlotta, dressed in black velvet, wearing
widow's weeds,
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The quay was crowded with lAen,

v.omeii and children, and several Court
luiictionarics were gathered together on
the edge of its granite wall.

Behind Ziijj and Carlotta niar.ched four
flunkeys, one carrying a large box of

I'igars, another carrying an automatic
lighter, the third a cigar-cutter, the

fourth an ash-tray. Not an old El
Doranian cu-toin thi.s, but one that Zup
himself had initiated.

"My Majesty would have a cigar,"

»aid Zup, turning to the box-carrier,

"and remember, none of those fireproof

stogies like you handed me yesterday."
The box was opened and presented, a

cigar was selected; the flunkey with the
cutter clipped off the end, the man with
the trick lighter created a Same in which
Zup ignited his smoke.

"I'll meet you in the billiards-room in

lialf an hour,"' he said with a wave of

dismissal. "Scram!"
The fiunkeys returned to the palace,

and Zup and Carlotta went out through
a gateway on to the quay and stood
beside a gun-carriage, looking out across

the bay at the liner which was being
anchored there.

"On the level, Carlotta," eaid Zup,
turning fo Jiis fair companion, "you're
a jewel."
"And you, your Majesty," breathed

Carlotta, "you are my pearl."

"Don't .string me, honey—don't string
nie," he said, waving his cigar.

"And your Carlotta—is she attraitive

U) you?"
"Attractive? Why, your eyes are

like the heavens—your hair is a golden
cascade—your cheeks are like luscious

peaches—your lips are like ripened
cherries "

"Oh, your Majesty!" exclaimed Car-
lotta, delighted.

"Yc6," said Zup. "If only you had
money you'd be beautiful!"
He stepped backwards, chuckling,

stumbled against the cannon and clutched
at a lever.

The cannon, which had been loaded
/or the tiring of a salvo, went of!' with
a deafening roar, causing the crowd on
the. .quay to jump violently and causing
Zup to look anxiously down at his nether
garments.
"Did you hear something rip?" he in-

quired.
"No," responded Carlotta, somewhat

coldly. "It was only your little joke
misfired !"

A boat had been lowered from the

liner and the third ma^e escorted Aunt
Minnie and Betty over the side and
down the iron ladderway into it. The
sailors were pulling sturdily towards the

quay when Boris and Ricardo emerged
with Wendell from his state-room, and
a second boat was lowered from its

davits.

"So this ifl my country?" said Wen-
dell, gazing across at the crowded quay.
"Yes, your Majesty," replied Boris,

"and we will now go ashore and arrange
your reception.

"Okay!" said Wendell. "You go
first." And he followed them down the

tteps.

An outburst of cheering from the

shore, intended for the boat which was
<lrawing near the landing-steps, caused
him to look round just as he was step-

ping into the waiting boat. lie slipped

and fell with a splash into the water,

and after floundering about for some
minutes was hauled on board by a sailor

who also saved his straw hat. Ho was
soaked to the skin, and looked anything
but a monarch as he sat drippingly in

the stem.
Zup, standing on the quay with his

ministers around him, thoughtfully con-
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templated Aunt Minnie and Betty as
they vore helped ashore. He turned fo
an enormous fellow in imiform. Baron
Bogardus, (leneial of the El Doranian
Army, and maker and unniaker of

monarchs.
"By flic way, baron," he eaid, "who

i.i this woman we're saluting?"
"Mrs. Minnie van Arden, the richest

property owner of our country," was the

leply.

"You don't say?" exclaimed Zup.
"Stand by, then, baron, while I unbend
to the lady."
He strode majestically forward, cigar

in hand; but it was to Betty that he
mistakenly addressed himself.

"How do you do? On behalf of the
Chamber of Commerce of El Dorania,
I wish to welcome you to our sun-kissed
siiores.

"

"Oh, thank you so much," said Betty.
" Who are you, then?"
Zup drew himself up to his full height

and waved the cigar.
" I am the king."

Aunt Minnie, who was gazing
her, turned and stared,
exclaimed :

"You the king? Impossible!"
"Why, Mrs. van Arden "

"I'm not Mrs. van Arden!
Betty Harrington."

""Then," reproved Zup, "you've made
a very grave error. Who is Mrs. van
Arden?"
"Why, my Aunt Minnie—over there."
"How do. Aunt Min?" said Zup,

striding across to that lady.

"And who might you be?" she in-

quired frigidly.

"Why, I am the king."
"I'm hysterical !" howled Aunt

Minnie. "Why isn't King Oscar here
to greet me? If you're a king, I'm an
ostrich !"

"Enough of this!" cried Zup dis-

gustedly, and he turned commandingly
to his congregated subjects. "Crowd
up, men ! It's time to hail 1"

"Hail the king! Hail tho king I

King ! King ! King I" From hundreds
of throats came tho acclamation, and
Zup grinned triumphantly at the flabber-

gasted property owner.
" You're an ostrich I" he informed

her.

Aunt Minnie seized her niece by the
arm and dragged her away.
"You come with me I" she snapped.
They entered a waiting carriage, and

were being driven off to Caldcra's prin-

cipal hotel when Wendell climbed out
of the second boat on to the quay, with
the assistance of Boris and Ricardo.
Baron Bogardus immediately strode

forward to greet the two immaculate
emissaries, and Wendell stood wringing
tho water out of his garments.
"Well, Boris," said the baron, "then

you have brought another one?"
"Yes, my general," Boris replied.

"What ihey call in America, 'A live

one.'
"

" How much did he pay for my
revolution i

"

"One hundred thousand dollars."

"One hun Why, tho last time
you sold the revolution it was for only
fifty thousand !"

.

Zup, puffing at his cigar, caught sight

of Wendell and moved over to him.

"Come up to the house and use cv.r

wringer," ho said facetiously, tapping
him on the shoulder.
Wendell swung round—and gaped.

Zup gaped.
"'Zup I" cried Wendell.
"Wendell !" cried Zup.
They clasped hands.
"Well, well, well I" exclaimed Zup.
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"How've you been?" inquired
Wendell.
"Well. And you ?'^

"Well, I
"

"I know—you haven't been vrel!

!

Ha, ha, ha !"

"This seems like old times," rejoiced
Wendell.
"Yes, sir," boomed Zup. "Good old

Brooklyn—good old Brooklyn I D'you
know I haven't seen you since you fell

into that half-million. What a fall I

What a fall 1 But let me warn you,
son—there are a lot of crooks around
here."
Wendell sneezed, then laughed.
"Don't worry about me," he said.

"I've made a groat investment. I've
come down hero to run this place. I'm
the King of El Dorania."
"You—you—you're the king? There

must be a slight mistake I I'm the
king 1"

"Zup, I cross my heart—I'm tho
king !"

"I reiterate for the sake of em-
phasis." exploded Zup. "Tm the
king!" ^
"We'll see about this I" cried Wen-

dell, losing his temper.
"Yes." said the voice of the enormous

baron, close beside them, "we shall cer-
tainly see about this I"

"Whose side are you on?" demanded
Wendell.
"Yours, your JLajesty. I am Baron

Bogardus, commanding the ' revolu-
tionary forces."
Ho turned to Zup. /

"This gentleman," he said fiercely^

"has bought the revolution, and auto-
matically becomes king. If his authority
is questioned, wo will settle the matter
on the battlefield 1"

"Don't bo a sap!" expostulated Zup.
"I'm the Royal Highness of this joint

—

and if there's any trouble I've got a
standing army that won't sit down." \
"Come with me," said the baron to

both of them. "I'll show youj Mister
Zup, just how perilous your position
is!"

A Battle Postponed.

THE baron led the way with gigantic
strides, and it was only by break-
ing into a sort of jog-trot thnt

Wendell and Zup managed to keep up
with him.
He plunged into a big building, situ-

ated in Caldera's principal street and
facing the palace, and he mounted .a

flight of stairs and threw open the door
of a room.

" I'm going to show .you," he said to

Zup, "that you haven't a chance to

cope with King Wendell."
Large m-^ps hunp upon the w-alls of the

room, but the baron went straight over
to a huge table, the top of which was
covered with a papier-mache model re-

presenting tho kingdom of El Dorania,
complete with rivers, roads and moun-
tains. Ranged on cither side of tho
mode! were a number of lead soldiers I

"Here is the battlefield," said the

baron with a sweep of his hand.
Zup blinked, and Wendell—in spile

of his wet clothes and a tendency to

sneeze his head off—felt inclined to

laugh. But the baron was obviously in

earnest. He made Zup stand on one
side of the table and Wendell on tho

ether.
"This is your army," he told Zup, in-

dicating the toy soldiers on his side.

"And this"—jerking a thumb at the

leaden warriors on the other side, "is

your army, your Majesty."
"What's tlris—a game?" inquired

Zup indignantly.
"Not at all," retorted the baron. "It

cost so much to keep real soldiers in
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ti'.aining that the royal army was bis-

b.mded twelve kings ago."
" But the revohitionaiy army "

began Wendell.
"The battles of the last eleven

kings," interrupted the baron, "have
been fought on this table. It saves need-
los.s bloodshed I"

Zap picked up a fallen soldier on his

side of the table.

"This man is drunk!" he exclaimed
humorously, and sniffed. "Son, you've
got to stop drinking that hair tonic !

(.lot in the guard-house and sleep it off."

"Here," said the baron, jabbing a
finger at a collection of miniature build-
ings on Zup's side of the table, "is the
town of Azazaz."
"Serves it right," retorted the irre-

pressible Zup,

"And here," pursued the baron, jab-
bing a 6nger of his other hand at a col-

lection of tiny buildings on Wendell's
.side. " is the town of Ecp. From Eep
to Azazaz is twentv miles as the crow
flies."

'"My, my!" murmured Zup. "Twenty
miles as the fly crows."
"No," mis-corrected Wendell, "twenty

miles ns the cry flows."
"I hope I can control my nasty

temper !" cried Zup indignantly.
"Listen, youth—ab.sorb this! It isn't
' cry flows,' it's twenty miles as the flow
cries."

•""Ball!" thundered the baron. "I've
had enough of this. I'll not be annoyed
by two men who oan't say a simple sen-
tence like ' Twenty miles as the—as the
cjy frose."
"Please yourself," responded Zup.
"Fight your own battle I" bellowed

the baron, nnd went out and banged
the door.
"Now we're getting together." said

Zup with an air of relief. "This, as
you will already have surmised, Wen-
dell, is a comic kingdom. Shall we
fight?"

" I'd .sooner change my clotlies.

We'll have the battle on—er—well, say
Mond.iy."
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"No," .said Zup, shaking his head
emphatically. "Monday is a holiday,
celebrating the death of King Louis."
"How about Tuesday?"
"Fine! We'll have the battle on

Tuesday."
"You might just as well go back to

New York."
"Not me! I'm the king!"
"No. I'm the king!"
The nrgiuTient might have ?ontiiuied

indefinitely, only Wendell began to

shiver yiolently and to feel that he
didn't much care whether he was king
or not so long aj, he had a hot bath and
a change of clothes. So the argument
was suspended, and Zup marched his

chum across to the palace, where a chill

was averted, and the two subsequently
sat down to a meal they thoroughly
enjoyed, the question of kingship having
been shelved.

That afternoon the royal minstrels

were playing in the palace grounds as

Wendell sat by himself in a marlile seat

beneath a .spreading palm, gloomily

occupied witli his thoughts.
Aunt Minnie, elaborately gowned,

descended the stone .steps from the

palace, with Betty beside her.

Aunt Minnie was seeking the Baron
Bogardus, to obtain from him a definite

statement as to the affairs of El

Dorania and the well-being of her plan-

tations. She had not found him in the

palace, and for this circumstance—as for

all other disagreeable circumstances—she
held Wendell largely rcs[X)nsible.

"Wendell Graham!" .she exploded on
the steps. "A fine specimen for a zoo!

I told him an hour ago that you
wanted nothing more to do with him."
"But, auntie." expostulated Betty,

"we're engaged!"
"No, you're not! I've made up your

mind for you on that point. And if 1

find you two together again. I'll pull

his ears and throw liini out ! You stay

here ! I'm going to find that baron,

wherever he's hiding !"

The bottom of the .steps had been
reached, and Aunt Minnie stalked off

" I Win I

along a curving path and was lost to

sight. Betty, with « sigh, seated her-
self on the bottom step.

Wendell crept over to her, seated
liimself beside her.

"I heard what she .said," he told her
miserably. "Honey, I guess we'll never
be married."
"Don't worry', Wendell." she urged.

"Everything'll turn out all right. You
know, they say ' all the world loves a
lover '

"

"All the world except Aunt Minnie!"
He held her hand, and if sadness v^as

in his soul, at least the sound of
romantic music was in his ears. She
snuggled against him.
"Hear that music'?" he said, after a

while. "Let's dance! Come on!"
"I don^t feel like dancing," she

declared, but he coaxed her to her feet,

and they began to dance a tango all

about the broad expanse of paving at

the bottom of the steps.

Both had forgotten their misery in

the joy of dancing together when Aunt
ilinnie, who had failed to find tho
baron, reapproaehed the steps. She
glared, rushed forward, and stamped
viciously on one of Wendell's feet.

He swung round and saw her, and
promptly stamped on one of hers. She
stainiied back, but it was the toe of

Betty's left shoe that was caught
beneath her heel.

Betty cried out with pain, stared at

her angry aunt, and stamped back, then
limped away up the steps, with tears in

her eyes.

Regrettable as it may sound, Wendell
straightway kicked out at Aunt Minnie's
ankles, and flew upwards after Betty,
and Aunt Minnie, groaning loudly, tried

to follow, but fell sideways and rolled

down again.
J

Wendell Wins a Gun.

THE court official who had assured
Aunt Minnie tluit Baron Bogardus
was not in the palace had lied to

her, but that was not the oflficial's fault.

The barou had given him instructions.

exulted Wendell. '* I win I Look !

Don't I win ? "
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Aunt MiiiDJo's affairs couM wait, but
this question of kingship was urgent.
It had been reported to tlie baron that

" Zup and Wendell had lunched together
in perfect amity, and a close inspection
of the remarkable table in the War
Oflfjce had revealed only too plainly the
fact that no battle had as yet been
fought.
To deal with the situation the baron

iiad repaired to the council chamber of
the palace, whither he had summoned
his two trusted agents, Boris and
Ricardo.
"Our duty is clear," he decided after

considerable discussion with thcni. " Wc
must assassinate King Zap! He has
provided the country with nothing but
ids own preposterous self, and he won
Ihe crown from King Oscar with a mere
fortuitous throw of dice."
"Let us draw straws," suggested

Boris, "to sec who shall have the honour
of eradicating Ir'ni."

The baron laughed api^rovingly.
"'Tis a good idea," he said, "but Ave

must not be .'clfifh. We must let King
Wendell have a chance at the drawing.
I'll go and get him."
He picked up his military hat, jabbed

it on his head, and went out.
Boris grinned at Ricardo, and Ricardo

rnovcd across the chamber to a desk,
hom a drawer of which he took four
•tvaws of equal length. Solemnly he
broke pieces off three of them, so that
their lengths varied.

A clock en a marble mantelpiece
ticked away several minutes, and then
the door opened, and tlie baron led

Wendell into the room and up to the
table, beside which Boris and Ricardo
were patiently standing.
"The grand drawing," boomed the

baron, "will now take place, and King
Wendell with participate."
Wendell was puzzled, but not dis-

pleased.

"You k)>o\v," he cried, "I've never
won anytliing in my whole life, though
once I almost won a turkey—in Brook-
lyn."
"This time you may win something,"

the baron declared. " The straws,
Boris !"

Boris presented the straws, only their
ends projecting from his closed hand.

"Tlie short straw will win," explained
the baron. " Draw !"

Wendell drew a straw, the baron drew
a straw, Ricardo drew a straw, and the
fourth was J«ft in Boris' hand. They
lield them out, comparing lengths.
"I win!" fxultcd Wendell. "I win!

I-ookl Don't I win?" Ho laughed
'oudly.

Undoubtedly his was by far the short-
est straw.
The others nodded solemnly.
"That's the first time I ever won!"

cried Wendell.
"Your Majesty is a very lucky

fellow," said the baron.
"I certainly am. But what do I win ?

Wliat do I
"

He broke off, to stare aghast at a
Urge and formidable six-shooter which
Rioaido was offering him by its barrel.

';B-but I—I cant carry this," he
o^dlaimcd. "I haven't got a licence."

'.'You don't need a licence," said the
baron cheerfully. "You're the king."
"Yes, but I—I haven't any use for a

gun." >

"You haven't? Then liow do you
expect to kill King Zup?"

"K-kill />up?" faltered Wendell.
" But I don't expect to kill him ! He's
a («! of mine."
Ho backed nervously towards the

door, leaving the weapon still in

Ricardo's hand, but Ricardo reversed
it and pulled the trigger just as Wen-
«l«'ll was opcnini; tlie door. A shot rang
ecptember 12lh. 1931.
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out alarmingly, and a large vase fell in
fragments from its pedestal just besido
him. Wendell shivered with fear.
"Were you t-tryiiig to attract my

at-t-tcntion ?" he stammered.
"I forgot to tell you," said the baron,

siKifcliing the gun from Ricardo and
striding with it towards the terrified

young man, "that if you refuse to kill

King Zup I'll be glad to do it, but I

shall have to kill you first ! It's an old
El Doraijian custom."
The gun pointed, a finger was on its

trigger.

" W-well, now you see, baron—er—

I

never did care mucli about traditions,"
shivered Wendell, "so we'll just let this

one go by, ch ? I'll be seeing you
ajjain."

"Stop!" roared the baron. "Where
is your heart?"
"Betty has it._ I—I "

"Come here !"

Wendell tottered towards the mighty
baron, shaking in every limb.

"It—it isn't really necessary to shoot

me, baron," he said hoarsely. "I

—

I'm leaving here on the first."
" The first of what ?"'

"The first chance I get."
"Will you stand still?" barked the

baron.

"You—you're getting serfous about it,

aren't you? I w-was only just kidding."
He essayed a fee'ole laugh. "J-just tell

me who you want me to shoot, and

—

and the why, and the when, and the
w-where."
The baron lowered the gun.
"The why," he said sternly, "is be-

cause he is an insurgent and he
threatens your throne. The where is

at dinner, and the when is to-day."

Ho thrust the weapon into Wendell's
quivering right hand and bundled him
out of the room.

Aunt Minnie and Betty by this time
had left the palace and returned to

their hotel. Wendell, in a state of
mind that baffles description, retired to

his own royal apartments. Fortun-
ately—or otherwise—there was not very
long to wait for dinner.

Zup had been out for a drive with
the golden-haired Carlotta during the
afternoon, trying' to believe that he was
still a nionarchj and trying not to dis-

like Wendell |pr butting in. But the
populace had shown no great enthu-
siasm in the streets, and even Carlotta
had seemed less demonstrative than
usual.

On returning to the palace he amuse.l
himself by making further investiga-

tions into the royal wardrobe. He dis-

covered a kilted uniform he had not as
yet worn. It had fitted the ex-King
Oscar when that fugitive monarch had
creiited the Scottish El Doranian
Guards and appointed himself their
commander-in-chief—and dressed all

four of them in somewhat similar garb,
and Zup found that it fitted him none
too badly. He decided to wear it for
dinner.

Behold him, therefore, seated at
table in the vast banqueting chamber
close beside Wendell, and wearing four
decorations on his tunic which meant
nothing to him except added ornament.
"A cordial welcome," said Wendell,

hiding the big six-shooter beneath his
serviette.

"And a welcome cordial," quoth
Zup, helping himself to a glass of
wine. "Waiter!"
One of four gorgeous flunkeys

approached his chair.

"How about my Majesty having the
table of contents?" asked Zup.
"There's no menu," Wendell informed
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him, "but you can have anything yoj
wish.".

"Thanks," said Zup, and ordered
some lobster, which was brought. Tho
meal progressed and was nearly over
when the gun fell from between
Wendell's knees to the gorgeous carpet.
He picked it up in haste and rammed
it into the breast-pocket of hia coat,
but Zup had seen, and Zup, consider-
ably surprised, inquired :

"What are you toting that revolver
around for?"
"Well, you see," said Wendell un-

happily, "I—I've got to shoot a fellow."
"Hiihl Is that all?" said Zup

airily.

"What's the best way to go about it?'
"Well, if you want to shoot a man

and have him really enjoy it, always
give him a good square meal first."

"That's just the system I'm following
right now."
"Eh?" cried Zup, sitting bolt upright

in his chair. "'What was that last
crack you made 1"

"I said that's just what I'm doing—
I'm giving you the best meal I can."
"Are you sitting there trying to tell

me that you're going to put me on the
spot ?" howled Zup incredulously.
"Gee, pal, but I hate to do it,"

lamented Wendell, drawing the gua
from his jjocket. " But if I don't shoot
yxiu, I'll be shot."

"So you think more of yourself than
you do of me, eh ? I always knew you
were conceited."
"Well, you'd be assassinated, any-

way," Weudel'l assured him. "Aid!
I've got to live for Betty." ,i

He rose to his feet with the gun i*i

his liand, and he pushed back his chair.
Zup looked down with distaste at his
plate and rose, too, absent-mindedly
thrusting a cigar between his lips.

"Boy," he said, patting Wendell
afifectionately on the shoulder, "you're
in a jam ! You know, I'm not so
hungry as I thought I was!"
"No," groaned Wendell. "And I

never thought I was iuingrv. Stand
still!"

He jabbed the barrel of the gun
against a golden star on Zup's breast,

over his heart, and he averted his face
and held up his left hand to screen it.

Zup put his fingers in his ears, declar-
ing tremulously that he never had
liked the sound of firearms.
A nerveless finger trembled against

the trigger but could not pull. Zup
removed his fingers from his ears,

pushed aside the gun, and caught
Wendell by the arm.
"Boy, you are in a jam!" he ex-

claimed. "Let's take the air, and may-
be we can figure a way out of this."

They went out from the banquetkig
chamber together, arm in arm, but their
state of mind was such that instead of
making their way into the grounds they
descended the wrong flight of stairs,

pushed open a door and found them-
selves above stone steps leading down
into the royal cellar.

They blundered down into semi-dark-
ness and stood blinking at one another.
Then

:

"Say, wliat is this?" exclaimed
Wendell. "A brewery?"
There were shelves on two of the

walls—shelves loaded with baskets and
bottles ; there were bottles in bins

;

Uiere were at least a dozen barrels on
wooden stands, some large, some small,
all fitted with taps. On the flagstoned
floor stood a rough table and several
stools.

"This is one of our six best cellars,

my boy," declared Zup, recognising the
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8i,bt.errauean re reat. "As good oldCasar sa.d, A 1 roads lead to rum.'
"

itxe projected assassiuatiou tempor-
arily foi;gott.en, they prowled aboutamong the bottles and barrels, andiiup presently pointed to a little barrelon which was chalked: "NapoleonBrandy, 100 years old."

>' PO'eon

We,^
.'"'"fj'-ed

^
years old !" breathedWendell a most in worship. "Howcould they let it live that lonc^?"
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The Baron Decides.

HAVING discovered the Napoleon
brandy it was perhaps only
natural that they shoL.ld decide

ably palatable and potent. Theysampled it again and again
They became a trifle incoherent inHie I r speech, but ro-cemented theirtriendship.

"Who i., this big four-flushor BaronBog.udus anyway?" scoffed Zup

nf 7h'"f
^ -'°" .'"•oi'Srl't the matter

"wt .r'\,V.P' ^"P-" ««'f' Wendell.
.
Hhat? Who? Which?"
i^up—Zup."

"Ail right. Now Where's this guvBo?ardus going to get off, trying toput me on the spot'" ^ S lo

Wendell waved the drinking-cupwhich n-as in his right hand. ' '^

".^ll h -J''''
"'y '^'ft," he said,sock him with my right, and you can

elter."'
°^ "'" ^°°'' "'^'' =' ''"'•''«' ^^^

Now Baron Bogardus had been in-formed by the royal servants that therival kings had departed from thebanqueting chamber. leaving iheirjneal unhnished. He had been nonned, also, that no shooting hadake.i place. He set out to fi.ul liepair, and having searched the groundshe returned to the palace.
^'""nas

Ihe open door above the cellara iracted his attention and the so ndof voices reached his ears from belowHe^^crept stealthily down the stone

•Avi, f ''' fli'afi'ig Napoleon brandvWhat you say's all very well, but I

T e h- T' ^^'^t''.^°r *° ^'"'""« l>i"'-

imle, "
c^ ^'i ^^'^y arrested tenm.les^^__away-for flying without a

Wendell laughed.

wl',en°r -!:"7' '"'?\ ^''•" ^°'"' t<^ do-wlicn 1 _»ee inm.'" he inquired thicklvI m goin- to say, 'Hallo! Fishface!
''

"P f'.'^^T.' Pffocf!" chuckled ZupPerfect! But lemme-let me call h mfi.hface, will you? I'd like to'-
«^-°', "^ goina call him fishface "
iNo I want a "

"I thought of it first—I'm
going to call him Fishface."

"All right, then. But when I
see that big hunk of cheese—why
1 m goin' to walk right up to hiiil
—like this—and I'm goin' to sav
to liim "

i^r^"'!'
,/^'''?, '"''''''"ff a"0S3 to

Wendell with a truculent air ao-
propnate to the Jiumiliation of a
detoMable baron. But he .stoiiped
short, and his eyes widened, and
his jaw dropped, for the baron
had now descended the la.=;t step
aiKl was towering over him

III see you later," gaspedZup and would have .scrambled
lip the stei)s in his panic, had
r'ot a massive paw shot out and
"'aiJSed him back.
"What were you going to call

ni!"
. roared the baron

"Fishface!" cried Wendell,
^ii'>se back was turned to both of

"No, no!-' cried Zup, and whistled
warningly. "The baron!"

\Vendell turned, went very white, and
spiUecl a quantity of precious brandv.
"Why haven't you been assassina^ed ?"

demanded the baron, giving Zup a push
that sent Jum staggering l>ackwards
against the talkie. And : "Whv didn'tvou shoot him?" he bellowed, swinging
round on Wendell.

u-l'^^Tr'f'^
^ wearing my shirt," lied

Wendell fearfully.
;;Yeah, I got his shirt on." said Zup.My spies are everywhere," the baron

reared. Escape is impossible. You
king Zup, shall die!"
"Oh, but listen, baron "

"You shall die! That's finaP"
leah," persisted Zup, "I—I „ot

hat point «ll right, but here's the-die
thing I don t like about it. I don't like
tins shooting business. Never did'
Purely there must bo some clever modern"ay of bumping me off?"
The baron scowled and thought.

'mtAi""""''
modern way. eh?" lie jeered

Well, you shall have it! What is the
newest thing in science?"
"Einstein's theorv about relatives"

suggested Zup.
"No." said the baron.
'No?"
"No—the aeroplane."
''The aeroplane?" echoed Wendell.

u'l'Y^''
J,o-™orrow we shall declare a

iiolida.y. There will be a cereinonv—andsome tune during that ceremonv a bomb
will be dropped on you from "an aero-
plane.

;;0n me"' ga.sped Zup. "A bomb?"A bomb.' shivered Wendell.

"T.^^^u,"'^'^ *'^® ''»''°" triumphantlv
i' will be new-it will be novel It

wii; be remembered for years."

11

"Yes," groaned Zup, "but not by
me. '

"Oh, you " And the baron turned
contemptuously on his heel and went ...,
out of the cellar.

,

.

Wendell and Zup looked at one another
la silence for a while.

dei?^ff"'ii*'"'u\-='"
settled," said Wen-

dell, finally "\ou won't have anything
to worry about now."

bevnn!i"l','''''^'''''""i
°"^ ^'"»" *•'<= shadowybevond the barrels to rub its head

against Zup s legs; but in the circum-

Ih.T^n- '' V,"°! P"'l>='red to believe
that this portended good luck for him.
Wine wa, dripping from a tap of abarrel into a pan beneath it, and the

cat, having made a fuss of Zup in vain

n^^t T" *rn
*^'^ P''" '""' ''"'PP^'d at il.;

contents. Ihe two unhappy nionarcLs
stood watching curiously

; thev had never
sceii a cat drink wine before

Presently the animal reeled, rolled
over on Its back, and pawed the air

Careful!' exclaimed Wendell, back-ing hastily away. "Don't let him kick

Assassination Day.
THAT night criers were sent out inio

the streets to announce tliat tl.o
next day would be a public holid^v

and the news was broadcast bv radioah over the kingdom. "Assassination
Ua>- became the topic of the hour
Siy morning posters containing full

details were to be seen evcrvwhere and
t.i- btate Railway ran excursions from
every corner of the little countrv to its
capital.

By ten o'clock the roval park wa.scrowded with people who had paid to
enter it; flags and banners waved in
t 10 streets, and a militarv band paraded
the city and marched proudiv into the
park, playing the El Doranian national
uiithom.

Trees were few in the park, and seals
tew-er. Iwo enterprising tradesmenmade a .small fortune by selling footstools
and cushions to those who wanted to
sit down. Refreshment stalls and bootlw
sprang up like mushrooms all round (he

the baron', orders—tho

" Rejoice, son, rejoice I
" boomed Zup.

i:

I am rejoicing," declared Wendell.
SeBtember 12tU, l9.}ij
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great ccutrol space of'gravcl patl)s and
velvet lawns was kept clear.
WJierc Iwo paths intersected, an

clabomtc throne Jiad been placed—for
Zup's benefit. On tiic palace side of the
park <i small grandstand had been
erected (in the small hours of the
morning) to provide members of the
i-oyai court and men and women of high
social .standing with a complete view
©1 the proceedings.

At ten-thirty Zup descended the stone
steps from the palace, arrayed in mili-
tiary uniform and a plumed helmet,
carrying a gold-mounted cane, smoking
(I cigar, and trying to look cheerful.
Behind him miarched four soldieirs and a
young officer, full of importance.
"Squad—right ! March!" cried this

ofllccr at the foot of the steps.

tVarlotta came running up to Zup, ap-
propriately drcs.sed all in black.
"Squad—halt !" howled the officer.
"Ah, there you are, you little dump-

ling," said Zup.

"Your Majesty," exclaimed Oarlotta,
wiping away a tear, "I am sad."
"I don't blame you, honey," res-

ponded Zup. " This is going to be pretty
tough on you."
"You'll bo missed!"
"I hope so," said Zup, but without

sonviction.

"Your Majesty," said the officer,
.saluting, "the royal bomb chair awaits
you."

"'rii«i.nk \ou, my man. thank you,"
Zup iflnswcred, returning the salute, end
then, whimsically to Carlotta :

" You know, I don't want to be late
for this," he declared. "They tell mo
the house is nearly sold out."
"Be torave, your Majesty," wept Car-

lotta, "he brave. Promise me you won't
go to pieces."

"That's up to the aviator," remarked
Zup gloomily. "Come, men!"
"Forward—march!'' barked the

officer.

C/arlotta moved away : Zup and his
guardians marched on—and a thousand
polTs of c-ycs were focused on them.
But as they approached the drive out

of which opened the path that led lo
the waiting throne, Wendell stepped
forward and beckoned.
He was neatly dressed in a light grey

suit and ^vas wearing a grey top-hat.
He seemed to bo bursting with cagcrncj^s,
:ind Zup turned towards him.
"Guard—halt !" cried the officer. And

I he four .':oldiers stopped short, wfiile
Zup went on to meet his chum.
"What's the matter?" he inquired.

WendcU made signs that he did not
want to be overheard by the guard,
and Zup promptly waved his arm and
cried out

:

" Hi ! Army—reverse !"

The soldiers turned about.
" Now what is it?"
"Boy," said Wendell excitedly, "have

I got good news for you?"
"I suppose," growled Zup. "you're

going to tell me that you've thought of
a more enjoyable way of bumping mo
off?"

^

" No—no ! Listen, Zup ! I've been up
most of the night taking out the caps
that make the bombs explode!"
"Wait a minute—wait a minute!" said

Zup incredulously. "You mean to tell

mo that tlie bombs won't explode?"
"They can't explode now!"
"On, well!" Zup drew a long and

riuivering sigh of relief. "Then I can
speak freely." He held out hie hand,
which Wendell grasped and shook.
' What a pal ! What a pal !"

On one of the lawnx, far acioss the
park, an aeroplane was resting, ready

t>c|it'emb«r 12th, 1931.
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for flight. Its pilot, a cross-eyed • man
in overalls, was tinkering with a number
of elongated bombs which he was attach-
ing to a contrivance over the under-
carriage. Baron Bogardus made his way
heavily across to the machine.
"Is evei-jthing ready?" he demanded

harshly.

"Sure!" rejilied the cro.s.s-eyed pilot.
" Everything !"-

"Look me in the eyes when you speak
to me!" rasped the baron.
The pilot stood up and faced him, but

his double equint prevented him from
obeying the command in full. He scram-
bled over the side of the machine into
the cockpit and leaned down.
"Lovely day for the assassination," he

observed.
"How. do you feel—pretty steady?" in-

quired the baron.
"No—rather shaky. I've been up half

the night, putting back the caps so the
bombs can explode!"
"Very good, my man—very good!"

boomed the baron, and pointed to the
distant throne. " 'There's your objective
—King Zup will sit on that. And don't
drop any of your bombs on the crowd!"
The baron strode away along the paths

to one of the walls of the palace beneath
which Boris and Ricardo were awaiting
him. Two mechanics stood by the aero-
plane, ready to swing the propeller.
The band, which had lapsed into

silence, struck up the national anthem
again as Zup and Wendell marched to-

gether in front of the four soldiers and
the officer in the direction of the throne.
The spectators waved and shouted; the
throne was reached.
Wendell helped Zup into it, but Zup

stood on its little dais and raised liLs

cane—and thereupon a man in front of
the little grand-stand put a megaphone
to his mouth and yelled :

"Now, boys, come on! Let's give a
big shout for the king!"
The baron was annoyed. This inter-

ruption was not on the official pro-
grammes. But there came a tremendous
roar from the grand-stand.
"Rah! Rah! Rah! Sise-Boom—

Bah ! Rickety Rex ! Rickety Rex !

Rickety Rup—King Zup ! King Zup !

King Zup! Hooray!"
As if by magic huge cards were raised

on high, spelling the word "Zup." And
Zuj) bowed from his throne, or bomb
chair.

Baron Bogardus was furious—and a
little scared. Evidently Zup had far

more friends than he had imagined. A
dangerous fellow! Given a few more
days, he might even have brought about
the baron's own downfall

!

He barked at Boris, and Boris waved
a signal for the aeroplane to ascend.
The engines roared, the propeller began
to revolve, the machine went rushing
across the grass on its wheels, then took
off, skimmed just over the top of some
bushes, circled and rose higher.

"Everyone out of the danger zone!"
shouted Boris at the top of his voice,
and the man with the megaphone heard,
and took up the cry.

Immediately there was a stampede for

safety, and the park was ringed with
spectatois, leaving the heart of it empty,
save for Zup on his throne, and Wendell,
lingering beside him.
"Zup," said Wendell gleefully, "you're

getting another break ! Guess who is

going to be the aviator that drops the
bombs!"
"Who?" asked Zup, pufBng at his

cigar.

"Yon remember cross-eyed Ben?"
"Old cross-eyed Ben?" exclaimed Zup.

"You mean that? Why, I knew him
in Brooklyn 1"

A'
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"Is he really cock-eyed, or does he
just look that way?"
"Is he cock-eyed?" repeated Zup.

"Why he's so cock-eyed that he spent
three years in the south-east trying to
join the North-West Mounted Police!"
Wendell chuckled, and clapped his

chum on the back.
"Look," he said, pointing, "the 'plane

has taken the air.'-

"Take the air yourself, pal," recom-
mended Zup. "This is the danger
zone

!"

They shook hands and parted, and
Wendell made his way slowly towards
the spot where the baron, Boris,
Ricardo, and the soldiers were standing,
pulling out a handkerchief as he went
and pretending to shed tears into it. •

The Final Bomb.
LL round the park workmen were

closing gaps in a ring of barbed
wire erected to keep impetuous

sightseers from venturing into danger.
Wendell, looking back at the lonely Zup,
blundered clean into a patch of it, and
was trying to extricate himself when
the first bomb fell.

It exploded in the middle of a path
about a hundred yards from Zup—ex-
ploded with a tremendous noise. A
black cloud rose up info the air, and
dust and stones were showered in all

directions.

Wendell, still more entangled with the
barbed wire by the force of the explo-
sion, looked wildly towards the throne
and shouted

:

"I think I. must have forgotten to
take the cap out of that one!"
Zup had removed his cigar from his

mouth in alarm as the bomb went oflf,

but it hadn't fallen near him, so he
restored the cigar and puffed vigorously.
"Boy," he called back, "this kills

me!"
Two more bombs feU In rapid sucoes-

sion, while Ben, the cross-eyed aviaWli',

circled above his intended victim. Zup
stepped in haste from his throne as the
first one exploded^perilqiisly near the
grand-stand—then, darted back to it as
the second whined and burst right ahead
of him.
"You must have forgotten to take the

cap out of that one, too!" he shouted.
Wendell's clothes had become a wreck,

and so h.id his hat, in his frenzied efforts

to free himself from the barbed wire.
Blood was trickling down his cheeks and
arms—and now Ben, in his machine, was
swooping lower.
Another bomb droned earthwards,

buried itself in the ground, and . ex-
ploded. A column of smoke and dirt

arose—and the dirt descended. But as
the air cleared it was seen that Zup
was running back to the throne he had
deserted and was unhurt. All round the
park the spectators began to boo.

Ben, swooping low, released another
bomb, and this one exploded so near
Wendell that he was flung clear of the-j
entanglement, but with barbed wire fes-

tooned all about him. He stared as he
raised himself tec his knees. Zup was
sitting calmly on his throne, but the
grand-stand had collapsed, and men and
women were crawling from the
wreckage.
The baion danced with rage; after all,

there was little else he could do without
risking his life—a thing he wouldn't

;

dream of doing on purpose

!

Yet another bomb fell, but this on
did not explode. Evidently Ben had n^
restored its cap.

It struck the i)ath immediately in front

of Zup's legs, bounced, rolled, and came
to rest almost beneath his feet, its fuse

sizzling.
(Continaed on page 27.)
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Eastern gunmen, in the guise of capitalists, come to a Western ranch. Within a fevi^

weeks the finding of gold starts a war between the gunmen and a band of fearles^
men of the plains.

Welcome to Bunsen !

AN express train roared its w.iy
across the plateau of Wyoming,
on its long journey to Seattle in

tiic far nortli-west of the United States.
Around a table in one carriage sat five

men, well-dressed «nd, to all appear-
ance, prosperous citizens of that great
nation which stretches across America
fioin Atlantic to Pacific. A tall, stern-
looking man. about thirty-five years of
nge, was obviously the most important
member of the party, and the others
paid marked attention to eveiything he
said.

"Seen this, boys?" lie remarked.
" Listen !"

From a newspaper in his hand ho
began to read.
""Clang War Rages! Kedge Darvis,

New King of the Underworld. His
chief riv^al shot dcMd. Where are our
l>olice ?'

"That's the m.o^t important news of
the day. And the edilor hands it out to
the police good and strong."

Tlie company laughed heartily, for
the man who had read the glaring
headlines from the newspaper was
Kedge Darvis himself, and the others
were the chief members of his gang.

"Just .is well we moved out for a
while." said "Spot " Skee. Kedgo's
right-hand man. "I reckon the excite-
ment will be all over in a week or two,
and, anyway, the cop.s won't put ycu
in the chair this time."
"Me? You mean yourself. T guess.

Spot," remarked Darvis. "You shot
him."
"Anything you say. Kedge." grinned

'. Spot. "I shot him. if you say so I"

"Can all that !" snapped Darvis.
taking up another new.spaper. "Now,
boys, see here—an advertisement from
the leuling citizens of (he rising city of

Bunsen. Idaho. lOver heard of IJunsen?"
"No!" cried the gangsters in chorus.
"Nor 1."' said Darvis. "It's one of

those little places in the West they try
to boost as great cities. I reckon."
"Well, what about it?"' aisked Spot.
"The advertisement says the citizens

of Bunsen will welcome visitors, and
will givo concessions to capitalists.
Now. that's us !"

"But wo ain't capitalists, Kedge!"
[)rotested a gangster.
"We are capitalists, if I say ?,> !"

snapped Darvis, glaring angrily at his

followers.
"Okay, Kedge," said Spot. "We're

capitalists, sure, and what next?"
"I'm sending a telegram from the

next station to the Mayor of Binisen,
saying that Darvis and friends, capi-
talists from the East, will arrive in hin
city this evening. We'll spend our \a(a-
tion there."
"Think they'll have heard vour

name?" asked a gangster doubtfully.

"Heard my name? Heard of any-
thing that's goitig on outside their own
comity, or tlie State of Idaho at the
most? Not they ! You don't know these
Western States—they're out of date.
Never heard the word gangster, very
likely. Yon boys will be quite the
' gentlemen from the East ' till I give
the word."
"We may find nothing worth doing in

a place like that," remarked Spot.
"Sure we may. Then we can go back

East when the excitement there is ever,
can't we? But even Bunsen will have
a bank nnd a few rich men. And 1

figure that Bunsen will want more
capital when we've gone tlian it did
before we came !"

The gangsters grinned at the idea of
opening the eyes of the poor mutts at
Bunsen, and Darvis duly sent his tele-

gram when the train stopped again.
I'he result of that message over t!ie

wires surprised even him, for when,
some hours later, the train drew up ;it

Bunsen. the town was ipparenily cti

fete. I'lags and streamers decorated the
station, and seemingly the whole popti-
lation of Bunsen had assembled there.

Darvis got out and looked uncon-
cernedly at the crowd. His followers
giinned openly, until a sharp look f.oni
their leader set their faces into a look
of rigid solemnity, just as John K.
Ilortoii. the Mayor of Bunsen, came
forward to greet the "capitalists"
fiom the East.

"Mr. Darvis?" he inquired. "Wel-
come to the city of Bunsen."
They shook hands, and a little girl

came up with a bunch of flowers.
"I—I " she stammered nervouslv.

"Well—here's some flowers for you!"
Darvis took the bouquet amidst the

irrepressible grins of his men, and the
mayor then formed a procession to
escort the distinguif^ied \isltors ;o the
hotel. The town band led the w.-.y,

playing with great strength and vigour.
'I'here was more drum than anything
else, certainly, for the burly citizen wlio
carried the drum seemed to think I. is

instrument the most important of ioll.

The cornet i)layer, too. was a bar be-
hind everyone else most of the time,
but the intention was good if Uie result
was poor.
Kedge Darvis marched solemnly alona;

with the mayor, and the four gang-
sters followed, trying their best to look
like "caiiitalisis " from the East. Soon
the company arrived at the hotel, aud
the mayor led Darvis and his men up
the stejis and began to introduce thetii
to the chief citizens of Bunsen.
"This is Mi.ss Vancey," .said he pre-

.st>ntly. bringing forward a verv pretty'
,Sp|>teml.c-r 12tii, 10.31.
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d^nk-haircJ girl. " Sl)c owns the big-
gest ranch in this county. Miss Vaneey,
meet Mr. Darvis.

"

"I'm honoured," .said Darvis with a
very creditable bow.
"I'm ^^uro very pleased to meet you,"

exclaimed Sue Vaneey, "and I hope
you and your friends will com© and
stay on my ranch for a few days while
you're looking round."

"Wo shall be delighted, Miss
Vaneey," replied Darvis vi-ith studied
politeness, "and it's sure very kind of
you to ask ns."
"Speech!" yelled the crowd which

liad gathered in front of the hotel.

Darvis started, and his followers looked
with secret delight at the worried cx-
pre.ssion that came over his face. For
Kcdge's line was not speech-making.
His remarks in public Iwid hitherto been
confined to some such terse effort of
eloquence as "Put 'em up !"

"I'm afraid you'll have to say some-
thing, Mr. Darvis," said the mayor,
and the gang-leader went forward
reluctantly.

"Ladies and gentlemen," ho began,
"I'm very pleased to visit Bunscn, and
I hope "

The crowd was denied the chance of
learning what Darvis hoped, for his re-

marks were suddenly interrupted by an
outburst of gun-firing. Round the
corner of the street came an exuberant
mob of mounted cowboys, galloping at

full speed and firing their six-.shoot€rs

in the air.
" f?iay, sheriff," cried the mayor

angrily, "you going to stand for this?"
"I reckon I'm not," replied Posey

Meed, the sheriff, as he went off to

intercept the riders. At their head ho
eaw a tall, handsome young fellovr,

with clear blue eyes and a frank, open
face.

"Bnad Farley," he shoutfd, as the
leader of the cowboys reined up out-

side the hotel, "I've told you before

—

this town's growcd up, and we ain't

st^mding for this shooting any more."

"You don't say, sheriff,'- smiled
Brad. " Well, we've had .some luck
to-diay. Caught a fine lot of mustangs,
and the boys arc a bit excited, that's

all."

"You've spoilt the reception,"
grumbled the sheriff. "We've got some
gentlemen from the East in Bunscn, and
they're going to invest some money
here."
"Ain't that sweet of them?" laughed

Brad.
"You laugh!" growled Meed. "We

want some n)cn with money in Bunsen,
I reckon."

"Ye.s. If wc pay 'cm enough they'll

put up buildings to hide the sky, and
the country will be black with smoke
ond the streets foul with petrol fumes. I

wann.T. keep this country clean and
fresh."
"Huh!" snorted the sheriff. "You're

too old-fashioned for these times. We
aim to make Bunscn a real live town,
and no more shooting tip in tiic streets,

Farley, or I'll sure gaol you \"

' He went back to the hotel, and Stub
Wallock, Brads foronian, a stout,

hearty, good-natured fellow, nudged his

boss significantly.

"Say, Brad," he remarked, "there's
Sue Vaneey, talking to some strange
guy—one of these millionaires Posey
was yarning about, I reckon."
"You round up the horses and take

'em to Horton's corral," said Brad.
"I'm going to speak to Sue."
As Stub rode off. Brad Farley

mounted the steps and approached Sue,
who 'ooked at him with disgust, for the
interruption of the reception had
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annoyed her very much. Still, she in-
troduced him to Kcdge Darvis.
"Mr. Darvis, meet Mr. Brad Farley,"

she .said, and the two men shook hands,
eyeing each other with instinctive dis-
like the while.

"Say, Brad," said Mayor Horton,
coming up, "I'll give you 1,400 dollars
for those mustangs."

" I'vp .sent 'em to your corral,

mayor," replied Brad, "and I'll take
1.300—all they're worth. I ain't rob-
bing yo^i any then."

"A.s you like,"' .said Horton, and he
turned to one of his men. " Give Mr.
Farley the 1,300 right now."

'J'he gniig.slers looked at each other in

surprise, and rhey were still more aston-
ished when the man went to an old-

fa.shioned safe just inside the door, took
out some notes, and gave them to Brad,
who pocketed them at once.
"Ho didn't even count 'cm," whis-

pered Spot Skec, to whose mind such
simple trustfulness was amazing.

"I'd like to show you some of the old-

fashioned things we have about here,"
said Brad politely to Kedge Darvis.
"I don't think Mr. Darvis would bo

interested," cut in Sue at once.
" I'm givi?ig you a horse that will

be just okay for you, Sue," said Brad,
in some dismay at the girl's tone.
" You could come along as well."
"I've got quite enough horses,"

snapped Siic. "And I'm very busy

—

just now I"

This time Sue's tone was so signifi-

cant that Brad turned and slowly
descended the steps, while Darvis
watched him with a derisive smile.

" I don't reckon to luiderstand
women," muttered Brad as he mounted
his horse, " but Sue beats me. Smiles
from her yesterday, snidis to-day ! She's
falling for that guy Darvis, I reckon,
and if he ain't a crook I never saw one
in my life !"

Brad Takes a Back Seat.

HAMPSEY DELL. Sue's cook, was
busy setting the breakfast next
morning on a table in the open

air just outside :!ie hou.'^e on the Vaneey
Ranch. It was a bright, sunny morn-
ing, and the servants were full of

excitement, for the "capitalists" from
the East were coming out to stay on
the ranch.
A feeble old man came stumbling up

to the table and spoke to Hampscy.
"Say, girl, \\ here's Miss Vaneey?" he

asked. "I've found gold—a real rich

vein this time, an' I want to tell her
about it."

" Go away !" cried Hampsey im-
patiently. "You're always finding rich

veins, ond they're always no good. Go
away, and don't bother me !"

"iStrike " .Jackson, the old prospector,
tottered away, looking disappointed,
and Hampsey Dell thought no more
about him. for she had noticed several

ears coming up the road. To her sur-

prise, they were accompanied by a

crowtl of men on horseback, amongst
whom she recognised Brad Farley and
Stub Wallock.
Brad had hoped to please Sue by get-

ting his cowboys to escort her guests
to the ranch that morning, but so far

his hopes had been in vain, for the girl

had not even looked at him. When the
cars drew up, she beckoned to Stub Wal-
lock, for she knew that the burly fore-

man was very fond of Hampsey Dell.

"I didn't expect to see you to-day.

Stub," she said, as he came to the side

of the car.

"Well. Brad just thought he'd come,"
replied Stub, glancing at his boss.

But Sue did not follow his glance, for

she was still annoyed with Brad Farley.

"You would like to come in and have
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breakfast—and see Hampsey, wouldn't
you?" she asked.

" Sure I would. Miss Vaneey," cried
Stub, beaming with delight.
Sue got out and went up to the

breakfast table, followed by the mayoi-,
the siieriff, Kedgc Darvis and his men,
and Stub Wallock. Stub did not get as
far as the table. He saw Hampsey Dell
on the veranda, and at once made in
that direction. As for Brad Farley, .Sue
had completely ignored his presence,
and -lie sat moodily on his horse, watch-
ing her, with bitter jealousy in his
heart.

"C'mon, boys!" ha cried after a
minute or two. "We ain't wanted.
We'll be going right now."
"What about Stub?" objected a cow-

boy.
"He'll catch up," said Brad, turning

his horse. "C'mon!"
"Wait a minute!" shouted Tack Gill-

up, Sue's foreman, running out and
coming up to Brad. "What's your
hurry? Ain't you coming in ?"

" When a door is slammed in my
face," replied Brad sourly, "I begin to
think it is about time I went."

" Oh, shucks '." cried Tack, whose
secret hope was that Sue would before
long be Mrs. Brad Farley. "Girls go
by contraries. Now, if Sue Vaneey
slams the door in your face, she really
wants you to go and open it, I

reckon."
"Don't tliink so," said Brad unbeliev-

ingly.

"Well, you wait a minute!" exclaimed
Tack Gillup. "I figure I've gotta plan,

so you wait."
He ran off, and Brad decided to wait

a few minutes, though he had no idea
what Sue's foreman meant to do. Btit
Tack did not reappear, and at length
Brad called to his men and rode .slowly

off. looking back now and then.
The cowboys had not gone far when a

terrific hubbub of shouts and cries

arose behind them. Tack' Gillup had
carried out his plan. He had let a herd
of lively young calves loose, and had
carefully shepherded them towards the
breakfast table in front of the ranch-
house.
The guests were still at their meal

when the calves came scampering along.
In vain the mayor, the sheriff, and the
gangsters tried to drive them off as they
stormed the partv. Over went the
chairs as the startled guests scrambled
to their feet, and, despite the best
efforts of Kedge Darvis and Spot Skee.
one calf, bolder than the rest, mounted
tlie table and ran along it, scattering
the crockery right and left.

Tack Gillup appeared .suddenly and
ran to the gate, shouting lor Brad.
"Hi, Brad, come hack and help!

Calves broken loose!'
Brad and his men turned and came

riding back. In a very few minxites the
experienced cowboys had the animals
back in their enclosure, and only Stub,
running out hurriedly on foot from his

talk with Hampsey Dell, had the worst
of an encounter with a very lively calf,

after a struggle in which both went to

the ground.

_

"Say. Miss -Sue," said Tack Gillup,
when the calves were safely corralled

and the servants were repairing the
ravages which the animals had made on
the breakfast table

—
"say, ain't you

going to ask tho.se boys to breakfast?
They sure did better work with the
calves than those millionaires you've
got."

fc\io was annoyed at lier forenia.n's

tone, but she went out to the waiting
cowboys with a smile.

" You boys come along and havoi

something to eat," she called.

"Sure, miss!" yelled a dozen voices,
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und tlic cowboys riislicd for the house
m a body—all but one, for Brad Farley
^till sat on his horse, looking eagerly at

Sue.
She turned her back on him and

walked away, but Tack Gillup made
frantic signs to the young man. who
hurriedly dismounted and caught Sue
up at the door.
"Can't wo take up v.here wc left off,

Sue?" he said pleadingly.
"Xo!" snapped the girl, going into

the house without another word, and
Brad turned disconsolately away to Tack
Gillup, who -nas Iiolding- his horse.

"You givinjT up like that "for a
word ?" said Tack as Brad came up to
him.

Still holdijig the reins with one liand,

the foreman put the other on the young
man's shoulder, and spoke very
seriously.

"Sue wants your help, boy, though
slic don't know it. I've seen those guys
from the East, and those fellows arc
rattlesnakes. Brad. They're dangerous.
Don't give up. Go in after lier, boy !'

Th«s encouraged by tlic friendly fore-
man. Brad went back to the door,
opened it, and found Sue Yancey inside
the house.
"What," she cned, "you again?

What do you want now?"
"I want to talk to you. Sue," said

Brad determinedly. "We iised to be
good friends, and not long ago, cither.
Why not now?"
"I know, but things arc difTcrent

now. Brad," replied Sue.
"Why dilTerent?" asked Brad, in

puzzled tones.
" Why don't you make something of

yourself?" Sue burst out suddenly.

"Make something of myself ? W}iy, I

reckon I've done middling well these
two years," said Brad. "Even this last
six months "

"Oh. yes," interrupted Sue im-
patiently, "well enough in your way.
But the West is all helrind, out of date
—and you're part of it. Do you call

looking after cattJo a man's job?"
" Never seen any

cripples make good
at it," said Brad
dryly.

" I wish you were
more like these men
from the East.
Tlicre's Mr. Darvis.

He's got
power, posi-
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"Perhaps Mr.—er—Farley will play
to us," sneered Darvis.
"I don't play," said Brad shortly.

"I thought you had a lot of cowboy
songs ready to hand," came the scorn-
ful reply. "Must be vei-y interesting!"
Sue laughed, and Brad turned on his

heel and went out in disgust. And as

he went he saw Kedge Darvis sit down
at the piano to play, with Sue's eyes
still fi.xcd admiringly on the up-to-date
man from the East.

Ordered Off !

STUB WALLOCK made much more
progress with Hampsey Dell than
his boss had done with Sue Yancey.

The jovial foreman found liis sweetheart
very busy on tlie veranda, and, creeping
up behind her, he seized her round the

waist, laughing heartily.

"Oh," .screamed Hampsey, "is that
you. Stub ? You're always coming at

the wrong time, when I'm busy, or
when I've got a cold or something."
"I como when I can, girl," protested

Stub.
" Why don't you come and see me

in the moonlight sometimes, instead of

when I'm peeling potatoes or cooking
the dinner?" wailed Hampsey. "And
now I'm going to be ever so busy in

the daytime, 'cos of these visitors

we've got."
"Okay, Hampsey! I'll come along in

the moonlight next time if I can," said
Stub. "But say, girl, what d'you think
of these millionaire guys, eh?"

" I've heard 'em sneering at the West
already," replied Hampsey, "and that
one they call Spot has been laughing at

you cowboy.s—said you were a lot of
out-of-date saps, or something like

that."

"Ho did. eh?" cried Stub angril.y.

"I'll show 'em! You watch me!"
The conversation was interrupted at

that moment by the arrival of the
calves, and after the cowboys had driven
the animals back into their corral, the
cook was too busy to talk to Stub for

a while. The foreman took his place at
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the breakfast-table when it was ready
again, and he, with some of the guests,
went on with the interrupted meal,
though Sue Yancey and Kedge Darvis
did not come back.
"Fine, the way you boys rounded up

those calves," remarked Spot Skee in

a sarcastic tone.
"Well, we're used to that kind of

thing," replied Stub complacently, fail-

ing to observe the sarcasm in the gang-
ster's voice.

"Way you fought that calf to the
ground was sure the good.?," observed
another gangster with a grin.

"If that's your work I reckon it's

like cliild's play," sneered Spot.
Stub saw the sneer this time, and

Hampsey Dell, who happened to over-
hear the last remark, glared angrily at
the gangster.
"You try it for a week," she snorted,

tossing her head.
"Say, d'you remember that yarn

about the man who made fun of my
hat?" asked Stub, turning to Uie
mayor.
"Sure, Stub," said Horton wearily.

"I've heaixl you tell it twenty times."
" !Maybe, mayor, but these guys ain't

heard it, so I reckon I'll just tell 'cm.
I was getting oft' the train one day, and
a fellow comes up and sees me, and he
begins laughing at my hat."
"You don't say—laughing at your

hat?" said Spot, winking at his com-
panions.
"Sure he was laughing," repeated

Stub. "Now that fellow was smoking
a cigar, a big, fat cigar; so I gets out
my gun, and "

Stub checked himself and looked
round for a mark. On the other side

of the table he noticed a dead tree, and
on it one branch which had broken off

short, leaving a little stump.
"Sec that stump?" he cried. "Well,

say that stump was the gtiy's cigar, and
the tip of it was just the glow, see?
Now, yon watch!"
He raise<l his gim and fired nt tho

stump. The tip of it vanished as tho

Sue wants your help, boy, though she don't know it'"

said the foreman seriously.

now.
money,
tion.

date."

"Sue," cried

very gravely,
know nothing
these men.

He's up-to

Brad
"you
about
except

what they have told

you, and
"

The door openc
behind them, aiul

Kedge Darvis came
in. Sue turned and
smiled on him, to

Brad's ill-concealed

disgust. She began
to talk eagerly to the
"capitalist," and
Brad retreated to

the window. Pre-
sently Darvis asked
the girl to play some-
thing on the piano.

"I don't play well
enough for you folk

from the great cities,"

said Sue. "Why
don't you play somo-
thing yourself, Mr.
Da/vis ?"
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build reaclied its maik, and Stub looked
round for tlie applause of tlie company.
But no applause came, and no one
seemed surprised.

"That's how I did it," remarked
Stub, "and I'll tell you the guy didn't

iaiiffh at my Jiat again."
"Let's look at your gun," said Spot

Skee. "I used to have a gun like that,"

he added, as Stub handed him the
weapon, "and I used to be able to shoot
some, too. Watch!"
Ho aimed at the remainder of the

stump, and shot off another inch of it.

One by one the gangsters showed Stub
Wallock that they could slioot quite as

well, if not better, than he could, and
the foreman's face fell more and more
as the firing proceeded.
"Don't get it into your head that the

^owboys of the Wild West are the only
guys who can shoot," sneered Spot Skee,

as he gave the gun back to Stub.
"I thought .so," replied Stub de-

jectedly, "but I'll allow 1 was wrong.
You city men can shoot some, sure!"
Sue Vancey, fascinated by the conver-

sation of the wily gang-leader, had re-

mained in the house talking to him.
She had put on her liat and coat in

readiness to take Kedge Darvis for a

walk round her gardens, when the sound
of .^hooting came to her ears.

"What's that?" she exclaimed.
"Come out, Mr. Darvis. They've got
their guns out. I hope there's nothing
wrong I"

She rushed out. followed by Darvis, to

find nothing wrong, except that the
gangsters were still tormenting Stub
Wallock with their sneei's at life in the

West. Brad Farley had been walking
disconsolately about by him.self, but he
had now come back to the front of the

house and was talking to Mayor Hor-ton.

Sue was in time to overhear what he
Baid.

"Well, mayor, I don't believe these

guys are capitalists at all. I reckon
they're just fakers."

"Hovr dare you say such a thing!"
flashed Sue angrily. " You ought to

apologise to Mr. DarvLs right now."
"Don't trouble. Miss Sue," said

Darvis. "It isn't worth taking notice

of such remarks as that."

"Are you going to apologise?" de-

manded Sue fiercely.

"I reckon not." replied Brad quietly

but firmly, looking the gang-leader
.straight in the face. "I'll say it again
—to him this time, if he likes!"

"You can't talk to my guests like

that!" stormed Sue indignantly.

"I'm sure sorry if you're annoyed.
Sue." said Brad calmly, "but I ain't

apologising to anyone for saying what
I think is the truth, oven if he is your
pruest. Guest under false pretences, I

reckon. Get that, Darvis?"
"Mr. Farley," remarked Sue in her

iciest tones, before Darvis could reply,

"vou can get oflf my ranch—and keep
off!"

"Okay, Sue!" said Brad quietly.

"Tf tliat's the way you feel about it.

I'm off. O'mon, Stub, we'll go!"
And in another minute Vancey Ranch

had seen the last of Brad Farley and
Stub Wallock. who rode off at a gallop
to resume their inustang-hunting in the
hills.

Darvis Shows His Hand.

FOR a whole week Kedge Darvis had
played the gentleman. His fol-

lowers were growing impatient, for

rarely had (hey passed so long a time
without some excitement, and in this

J-emotc country ranch there seemed little

riiance of any opportunity to show (heir
prowess with (he gun. No orders came
from Kedge. NoIkkIv was put " on the I
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spot," nor did it seem likely that any-
one would be "taken for a ride."
Sue Vancey had forgotten the warn-

ings of Brad, and she took no notice
of the occasional well-meant hints of
Tack Gillup, who distrusted the "capi-
talists " more and more as the days
went on. She rode out daily with
Kedge Darvis, taking him all round
the great ranch until he v;as heartily
tired of riding, for he was not at home
on a horse. His conver.«ation, with its

suggestion of great wealth, power and
position, still fascinated the girl,

though, so far, none of the "million-

aires " liad shown any disposition to in-

vest any money in Bunsen.
One day Sue and Darvis were riding

together in a little valley some miles

fiom the ranch-house. Down the middle
of the valley ran a small stream, and
in the distance they saw a man stoop-

ing over the water. Presently they came
up to him, and Sue saw that it was
" Strike '' Jackson, the old prospector.

Hampsey Dell had told he» mistress

that the old man had announced the

finding of gold. Sue did not believe

the tale, for Strike had obtained his

nickname by continually finding veins

of gold which invariably turned out to

be worthless.

"Say, Miss Vancey," cried the old

man as Sue rode up, "I've struck it

rich this time. See here. Nuggets.
Real gold !"

He came up to Sue's horse, and put
some nuggets into tho girl's hand.
She examined them carefully, and so

did Kedge Darvis. His eyes gleamed
at the sight, and he looked thoughtfully

at the old i)ro.spector, who was still

talking eagerly to Sue about liis dis-

covery.
"Well, Strike, I believe you really

have found a good vein this time," ex-

claimed Sue at length. "Come back
with me to the hou.se and I'll make
arrangements for working the vein.

You shall have half of whatever we
find."

"Thank you, Miss Vancey," said the

old man. "That will sure be okay."
Sue, with Kedge Darvis and the old

piospcctor, rode straight back to the

house, where they found Tack Gillup
talking to Spot Skee and tlie other
gangsters.

"Strike Jackson really is Strike this

time," cried Sue joyfully as she dis-

mounted. "Show them the nuggets
you found, Strike."

"I'll say they look good," remarked
Spot Skee, examining them.

"It's sure the real thing this time,"

added Tack Gillup. "He found 'em
on your land, I suppose, Miss Sue?"
You going to work the vein?"
"Of course," cried Sue excitedly.

"I'm going into Bunsen riglit now to

register the claim."
Kedge Darvis looked at his men.

That one glance was enough, and the
next instant each of the gangsters had
a gun in his hand.
"Put 'em up!" barked Darvis. as his

men covered Sue, Strike Jackson and
Hampsey Dell, who had just come out
of the house, while the gang-leader
himself thrust his gun ominously for-

ward as Tack Gillup turned iipon him.
The whole group seemed frozen stiff

with astonishment for a moment, and
then slowly the hands went up.
"You ain't going to town this morn-

ing," said Darvis to the bewildered Sue.
who could hardly believe her eyes as

she saw the "capitalist " change in a
moment from a polished gentleman to

a ruthless-looking gunman.
"No one's going to Bunsen," con-

tinued the gjang-Ieader. "And I'm
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working that gold myself. Get that!"
"Why—why, whatever is the nuitt«r

with you, Mr. Darvis?" gasped Suo.
"I'll put you poor mutts wise," said

Darvis. "I'm what the papers call a
gangster, and my business is murder."
"I ain't going to stand for thi.s,"

stammered Strike Jackson, turning to
walk away. "I'm going to fetch the
sheriff. There's law for rotten skunki
like you."
Darvis fired instantly at the old

man's back, and before the report of the
gun had died away Strike Jackson lay
face downward on the ground, dead.
Sue Vancey shrieked with horror and

fear as .she witnessed the cowardly
murder of the helpless old prospector,
while Tack Gillup took an involuntary
step towards the gang-leader, but the
pressure of Spot Skee's gun in the
small of his back was convincing proof
that resistance was useless.

Brisk footsteps came along the path,
and round the corner of the house ap-
peared Mayor Horton and Posey Meed,
the sheriff, who stopped short in amaze-
ment at the unexpected sight of the
hold-up and the dead body of Strike
Jackson.
"Stay there and put 'em up!" shouted

Darvis. "Now, Mr. Mayor, I'll tell

you I'm taking over the town of Bunsen
and this ranch. You'll stay here and
so will the sheriff. Don't move, or I

shoot
!"

"You take over the town of Bunsen?"
gasped the mayor. "Who are you, then,

to talk like that?"
"I'm a gang - leader," snar>ped

Darvis, "and I rim a town three hun-
dred times the size of Bunsen. And
what I say goes. Another word and
you'll follow that old fool there," lio

lidded, nodding towards Strike's body.
The sheriff was an utterly fearless

man. Disregarding the threatening
gun, and wholly undeterred by the

gangster's menaces, he advanced to do
his duty.
"I arrest yoH for the murder of

Strike Jackson," he said firmly. "I
call on you to submit to the authority

of the law. You "

That word was the last the sheriff

ever spoke. Kedge's gun barked again,
and Posey Meed fell by the side of the

old prospector, a bullet through his

heart.

"That'll show you I mean business!"
snarled Darvis, glaring angrily round.
"There ain't any law where I am.
The law is ME/"'
Nobody thought it safe to reply to

this statement, and Darvis continued
his remarks to au audience petrified

with horror.
"Now, Horton." he said, addressing

the mayor, "there's this girl Suo. You
wouldn't like anything to h.i(>pen to
her, would you ?"

Horton managed somehow to ga"!!*

out "No,"\vhile Sue, her face drained
of all colour, nearly fainted with
horror at the sight of the murdered
men and at the threat to her own life.

"Then you'll do as I say," continued
Darvis. "Into the house, all of you!"
As the captive.- were hustled into the

iu)usc, Kedcre Darvis turned to S|JOt.

Skee.
"Go down and wire for the boys," he

ordered. "We'll Iiave the whole crowd
up here right away."

Tacl< Qillup Escapes.

KEDGK DARVIS made sure of bin

ground at once. All .Sue's ser-

, vants were rounded up anJ
imprisoned in the house, except for

Hainp.'ey's Chinese assistant. Yuan
T,ee, who was allowed some measure of

li
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freedom in order to do the cookin_
Sue and Hampsey were shut into a

;

room together, and tlie door was locked
upon them, while Tack Gillup was
(hrust into the cellar. One gangster
ivas ordered to keep a special watch on
the Chinaman, particularly when he
took food to the prisoners.
"Now," said Kedge to his men when

these arrangements were completed,
"I reckon the good folk of Bunsen are
going to get a surprise to-morrow when
the boys come. Some of 'em will work
the vein. I'll see to that, and the
others will take over Bunsen. Spot,
you'll run the town."
"Okay, Kedge," grinned Spot Skee,

"that's sure an ca.sy job."
There's only one guy who might

butt in on us," said Kedge thought-
fully, "and that's Brad Farley. It's

Hire lucky Sue Vancey quarrelled with
him."
'" "He won't trouble us, Kedge,"
laughed Spot. "I'll see that no news
gets to him. Trust me!"
The next day the boys arrived, and

parvis had some seventy men at his

disposal. The people of Bunsen had
_as yet no idea of what had happened on
'the Vancey Ranch, though they were
beginning to wonder why the mayor
and the sherifT stayed there so long.
'The townsfolk were amazed to see the
mob of gangsters pour out of the
station, and there were many rumours
as to the reason for tiic arrival of so
Tiiany strangers. It was not long before
Bunsen found out the reason.

Kedge Darvis and Spot Skee met the
_gang, and while the former took half

;<)f them off to begin work at once on
.the vein of gold. Spot informed the
otl|crs that Bun.?en was to be "run."
An(}. without delay he began to run
'tl^f town.
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Gangsters were posted at strategic
spots, and all the roads leading into
the town were patrolled. The railway
station was picketed, and passengers
wishing to leave Bunsen by railway
were kept out, while the officials dared
not inform the guards or drivers of
passing trains about tlie situation, for

they were working under the eyes of
armed gangsters. The telegraph office

received Spot's special attention, and
a gunman sat there continually watch-
ing the operator, and handling his gun
significantly whenever a message was
sent off.

For the next few days Bunsen lived

under a reign of terror. One or two
of the bolder spirits made an attempt
at first to shoot Spot Skee and some
of his henchmen, but in vain. The
gangsters were far quicker on the draw,
and the dead bodies of several unfor-
tunate fellow-townsmen told the citizens

of Bunsen that resistance was useless.

Meanwhile at Vancey Ranch, Kedge
Darvis was monarch of all he surveyed.
His men were busy working the vein,
which proved to be very rich. The
prisoners were closely guarded, and no
news of what was happening was
allowed to reach them.
Tack Gillup, in the dismal cellar,

'nad no idea whether Sue Vancej' was
alive or dead, and at length he deter-
mined to try to get sonic information
from Yuan Lee.
"Say, Yuan," he remarked the next

time the Chinaman brought him a meal,
"these guys are sure doing the thing
in style. Bread and water, eh? Well.
I suppose I can live on that. What
have they done with Miss Sue?"
"Me no talkce," said Yuan Lee in

an unnaturally loud voice, looking
fixedly not at Tack Gillup, but at the
half loaf of bread he had brought to the
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prisoner. And Tack caught the faintest

suspicion of a wink.
,

"No, you no talkce," cried a gangster
from the cellar stairs. "You talkce, you'
die. You no talkee, you no die.

Savvy ?"

"Yis, sail, me savvy allee light," sa-d
Yuan, retiring hastily.

,

Tack Gillup waited until the China-
man and the watching gunman had
gone, and then he very carefully ex-
amined the bread. Cunningly con-
cealed within it he found a tiny scrap
of paper, which he smoothed out
eagerly.
"Me dig hole. One day you como

out," he read.
Tack destroyed the note at once, and

that night he lay awake for a long time
listening intently. He heard nothing
to indicate that Yuan Lee was at work,
either on that night or the nest, but ori

the third night faint sounds outsido
seemed to show that the Chinaman was
endeavouring to keep his promise.
"Sounds like digging," muttered

Tack as he listened. "I wonder how
he's managed to dodge that gunman.
Too cimnmg for him, I reckon."
Tack was right. The cunning of the

Oriental had proved more than a match
for the brute force of the gangsters.
The gunmen had treated Yuan I..ee like
a dog. Kicks and blows were showered
on him daily, until he was filled witli

a bitter hatred of Kedge Darvis and
his men. He showed no outward sig'i

nf his feelings, simulating a cowardly
fear so well by cringing and cowering
before his tormentors, that their
vigilance began to relax.
The gangster appointed to guard tho

Chinaman began to grow careless, tJiink-

ing that no danger could possibly como
from such a mean-spirited coward as
Yuan appeared to be. Little did he

I'm a gang leader," snapped Darvis, •' and I run a town three hundred times the size of Bunsen. And
what I say goes I ?!
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Aiispoct that Yiian's cowaidice was only
a cloak that concealed a courage aud
rei-ource far greater than that of the
ijatigsters themselves.
Yuan's door was locked at night, but

he picked the lock with a wire and
ij'ot out. Finding a spade, he began to

dig a hole towards the cellar as he had
promised to do. It was a slow job, for

ill' had to convey the earth from the
hole to the garden, where he had been
digging trenches Ojx'nly by daylight
under pretence of planting various
vegetables. He had also to cover the

hole with boards before the dawn and
to scatt.er earth on top to hide what
he had done.
Slowly the work went on, and still

(he gangsters were unsuspicious. On the

ninth night of his imprisonment. Tack
Liillup heard the sound of the spad-e

very close. Presently some bricks fell

m from the side of the cellar, and
Viuui's voice whispered faintly

:

"You help make hole bigger, then

you come out."

Taok helped with great vigour, and
long before the dawn of the next day
lie stood unobserved outside the house.

"Now you go find Mr. Farley," said

the C'hiiiaman. "He in hills some-
wiiere."

"What about you?" asked Tack.
"They'll kill you if they find you.

You come with me."
"No," said Yuan, shaking his head,

"I stay here—help Miss Sue. She and
Hampsey in i^rison in house. P'raps
tlity not find nie out. If they do, they

kill mo, yes, but Brad kill them. I

not 'fraid. You go find him."
"Well, boy, I'll be as quick as I

can," remarked Tack. '

"Horse I got for you over here,"

.said Yuan, leading the way silently

ilown the road. A few minutes later

Sue's foreman, mounted on a go.)il

horse which the Cliinaman had managed
to obtain from the stable, was making
rapidly for the hills. Yuan Lee went
back to his room aft^er obliterating a;

well as he could the signs of Tack's
escape, and in the morning the Chinese
cook appeared as timid and as harm-
less as ever to tiie suspicious eyes of

the gangster who had Jiini in charge.

Brad Farley to the Rescue.

DURING the ten days of the
gangsters' rule in Bunsen, Brad
Farley and his boys were busy

hunting mustangs in the liills, and no
iK'ws of the astonishing events in the
town reached their ears.

On the morning of Tack's escape,
Brad had rounded up the mustangs they
hud captured, and the cowboys pre-

pared to set off on the road to Bun.sef.

Before they started, however, Sue's
foreman came galloping up. He hnd
got clear away from the ranch, and
after a hurried search in the early
hours of the morning ho came ujjon

Brad and his boys just in time to warn
Ihem of the danger they would incur
by going into the town.

"Stoj), Brad!" gasped Tack CJillup.

"I've got news. Don't go down to

Bunsen. The town's in the hands cf

Darvis and his gang, and they've got
Mi.-^s Sue, too."
Brad Farley and Stub Wallock

looked in bewilderment at the foreman,
for though they had been suspicious
of the pretended capitalists, the news
Tack brought, seemed to them to be
(jiiite incredible.

"What are you talking about?"
asked Brad, surveying the dishevelled
figure of Tack Gillup as though ho sus-

pected the worthy foreman of being
nut of his right mind.
aeptfinliiM- 12tli, 1931.
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"I'm telling you the truth," replied
Tack with great energy. "They're kill-

ing. They- had me tied up, but I

escaped. Yuan Lee got me away."
Brad still did not understand, and

Tack had at last to tell the whole
story, so far as he knew it.

"Strike Jackson found a vein of gold,
and when Sue was going to ride off to
register the claim, Uarvis and his gang
got out their guns and held us up."
"YOu don't sav!" cried Brad. "Is

that all?"
"All? No, Strike said he'd go for

the sheriff, and Darvi.s shot the old man
in the back. Shot him dead in cold
blood; never gave him a chance. Then
the sheriff came up and started in to
arrest Darvis, and the skunk plugged
him, too."

"If they're gunmen, they've come to
where killing was invented," cried
Brad fiercely, his face, setting in hard
and stern lines as Tack's narrativo
proceeded.

"S<iro they have !" exclaimed Stub
Wallock, getting out his gun as though
he -were ready to do a little killing
there and then.

"And Sue?" asked Brad anxiouslv.
"What about her?"
"She and Hampsey are shut up in

the ranch-house," replied Tack.
"It's me for the ranch-house right

now !" yelled Stub angrily, turning to

get his horse.

"Wait a minute. Stub," said Brad
calmly. "We ain't going io make any
mistakes over this business. I reckon
Tack has got more to tell."

"You bet I have," said Tack. "Yuar,
lieljied me to get away. I expect the
skunks will plug him when they find

I've gone, .and he told me he's lieard
that the gangsters are running Bunsen.
The place is thick with 'em, and so is

the ranch."
"That so?" asked Brad. "Then it

ain't any manner of use riding straight
down into Bunsen. We've gotta go
about this job carefully—get r-ight into
the town before they know we're
coming."
"Can't be done. Brad," said Tack.

"Yuan thinks they're watching all the
roads."
"You leave this t-o me, Tack," re-

plied Brad quietly, "and I'll fix it.

Those guys are sure going to get a sur-

prise this morning. We'll take the
mustangs down to Horton's corral first,

and then I'll tell you my plan."

Later that morning a wagon piled up
with hay came into Bunsen, driven by
a decrepit-looking old man. The
gangster on guard at the entrance to
the town stepped out into the road
when he saw the wagon coming and
hailed the driver.

"Where you going?" he demanded.
"I be a-going to take this load of

hay to Grant's store," came the reply
in a cracked feeble voice, as the old
man pulled up. "He ordered it last

week, and he'll sure be wanting it by
now."
The gunman glanced casually at the

loaded wagon, but saw nothing to make
him suspicious.

"Okay," he said. "Get on with it !"

The wagon went on, nnd presently
drew up in front of Grant's store. The
driver got down, and with great difh-

culty pulled a number of planks from
the back of the seat. Bencting almost
double beneath their weight, he st.Tg-

gered with them into the store, and
deposited the timljor in a corner.

Grant, the storekeeper, came forward
Io ask the driver what ho wanted, .and

suddenly he saw an amazing change
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come over the feeljle-looking figure.
The man took off the old slouch hat
whicli had nearly covered his face, raised
liim.self to ids full height. «nd stood
revealed as Brad Farley himself.
"\yhy, if it ain't " began Grant in

astonishment.
As Brad put a finger to his lUiouth

warningly, Grant stopped, and turned
to the door. Rapid footsteps were com-
ing along the street, and a moment later
a man burst hurriedly into the store.

"Say, Grant," gasped the newcomer,
"you heard? They »;iy Darvis "

Another man, a gangster this time,
ru.'-hed in, a gun in his hand.
"Another word, and I drill you!"

ho yelled fiercely.

"Is that so?" remarked Brad coolly,
stepping out from behind the timber in

the corner. "Then I'll say the next
word right now !"

His gun barked as he spoke, and tlio

gangster slumped to the floor and U.y

still.

"That's one less, anyway," Brad said
calmly.
The report of Brad's gun seemed to

rouse the street into life. Two guiunen
who were strolling past the haycart ran
for the store at full speed, but Ihey wero
-still some yards awa>" when the young
cowboy appeared at the doorway.
"You guys are downright careless,"

he remarked. "You're running right
into it."

Twice Brad's gun spoke, and the two
hurrying gangsters fell.

"And that's three of 'em," said Brad,
as he dashed across the street for the
cart. As he reached it, the hay suddenly
lifted, and from beneath it apiwarod
the cowboys, each ready with his gun.
Bunsen was in an uproar a moment later,

foi' a number of gunmen came running
up. and a rapid exchange of shots began.

Most of the townsfolk lay low at first,

but as the firing continued windowe
opened here and there, and some of tho
citizens joined in tho fight, using guns
which they had concealed while tho
gangsters were in possession of the town.
Brad Farley crawled beneath the oart,

and lay between the wheels firing rapidly
on the gunmen. The street of tho littlo

town was soon veiled in a mist of gun-
smoke, and it became difficult to see how
the fight wai progressing. But tho
gangsters had been completely taken by
surprise, and they were fighting a losing

battle from tho start.

The people of Bunsen were taking
heart, and every moment more ond more
of them came out to help Brad and his

beys. Soon many of the gimmon wero
down, while only three of Brad's fol-

lowers had been hit, none seriously.

"I've got it, boss'." cried a cowboy
who had como down to lie at Brad's
side under (he wagon. He rolled over,

clutching his shoulder wlierc a red
stain began to appear.
"Where did that bullet come from?"

asked Brad.
"That window over there. I think,"

gasped the wounded man faintly.

"Sec to him, Dave," said Br.id to

another of his men. "and I'll get that

guy in the window."

Brad surveyed the hou.se from which
(he shot had come. Spot Skee was there,

for he had seen that the fight was going
against his men. and had dived into a

house. Establishing himself at an up-

stairs window, ho had opened fire on the

cart, hoping to plug Bivad Farley. The
last bullet from his six-shooter wounded
(he man next to Brad, and Spot dropped
(o the floor to reload his gun.

Brad sprang up, cro.ssod tho street at

a run, and began to climb a stack pipo
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leading to tho roof of the house. As
hfc climbed, a gunman who had hidden
himself in a doorway farther down the
street peered out, saw Brad half-way

• lip the pipe, and raised his gun to fire.

Stub Wallock observed him just in time.
"That's for you I" growled the fore-

man. His gun barked a second before
the gangster's, and the man fell, his

bullet going well wide of Brad Farley.
Spot Skee poked his head cautiously

a'..ove the sill, and looked out. He could
no longer see Brad, and the cowboys
appeared to be gazing at something
farther down the street.

"I'll plug that fat guy, anyway,"
muttered Spot, taking aim at Stub. His
finger was on the trigger, when a lithe,

active form swung in at the window, and
bore the gangster to the ground with
.a crash. Brad had contrived to scramble
down from the roof and swing himself
ill at the window just in time to save

. Stub.
•, With the capture of Spot Skce the re-

sistance of the gangsters ceased. Brad's
:boys combed the town, and rounded up
all the gunmen who were still al'.vc.

.Many of the gangsters had been killed

.outright, and most of the survivors were

.wounded.
Soon a jubilant crowd of townsfolk

.gathered in front of the store. Brad and
his boys were there, once more on horse-
back, with a bunch of prisoners in their
iiaidst.

"Any of you seen Darvis?" asked
.Brad.

There came a chorus of "Xo," and
Brad turned to Spot Skce.
."Where's your boss?" he demanded.

., ;."Out on the ranch, I reckon," said
>?pot .suUejily.

. ."..Yqu look after this bunch of rattle-

firiaik;es,'.' cried Brad to the crowd tf
citizens. "C'mon, boys! It's us for the
ranch, right now!"

Darvis Makes a Getaway.

KEDGE DARVIS sat in the ranch-
house that morning reckoning out

••• the amount of gold which the
gangsters had already obtained from the
vein. Several large nuggets figurcil
.amongst the .^poil, and the gang-leader
•han<dlc'd thom thoughtfully.

" Say ten thousand dollars' worth
here," he niuttere<l to himself. "I'll give
it ft few days more, and then "

•The door burst open, and two gang-
sters hurriedly thrust in the Chinese
£Ook, Yuan Lee.
"What's the meaning of this?" ex-

claimed Darvis angrily. "You wait till

1 -a.sk you to come in."
"Boss," cried a gangster quickly,
"that guy we put in the cellar—he's
gone ! An' this Chinese got him away.
wc reckon. He dug a hole, and "

.."Dug a hole, did he?" interrupted
Darvis, glari.ng fiercely at his crest-
fallen confederates. "And where were
you when he was digging a hole, may I

ask? Ain't you got eyes? 1 told yon
to watch this yellow-faced heathen,
didn't I?"
"Well, boss, it was this way," began

ono of tho men.
"Shut your mouth," .snarled Darvis,

and he turned to the Chinaman.
"So you let that guy out, did you?''

he said slowly, with menace in every
word, and getting out his gun as he
spoke."

"Mo do it, yis!" replied Yuan, facing
the angry gangster with complete un-
concern. "They beat Yuan, they kick
him like dog, but Yuan trick them."
, Darvis glared first at the Oriental, and
then at his men, who wilted beneath
his glance.
"You darned fools!" he breathed.
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"Go and get the horses saddled, warn
thi others, and then come back here.
And make it snappy !"

Tlie men turned to go, and Darvis
spoke again to Yuan Lee.
"When they come back, you die!"
"When Mr. Farley come, you die

—

and you—and you!" chuckled Yuan,
pointing f.rst at Darvis, and then at the
departing gangsters. "Jlr. Farley he
clean you all up, and you all die quick."
"Not before you," growled Darvis.
"I die now," said Yuan, without a

tremor in his voice, "you die presently;
to-morrow or next day, allee same. AH
got to die sometime ; no matter to Yuan
when he die."
Darvis surveyed tho impassive face

of the Chinaman with unwilling admira-
tion. The two gangsters came back a
moment later, and reported that the
horses were ready.
"You fools told me the other day

that this Chink was a coward," said
Darvis scornfully. "I'll say he's got
more pluck than the whole darned lot
of you. He'd have made a fine gang-
ster. Take him away and tie him up,
but don't drill him—yet."

All the gangsters who were on the
ranch had by this time gathered at the
house, and Darvis told them of the
escape of Tack Gillup.
"There's a time to slay, and there's a

time to move," he concluded, "and our
time to move it right now. We'll take
what gold there is, and make a get-
away."
"Where to, boss?" asked a gunman.
"How about the boys in Bunsen?"

questioned another.
"Spot must make his owu getaway,

if he can. 1 figure he's been surpriscci
this morning by the cowboys," replied
Darvis. "Listen!"
The gunmen stood listciiing eagerly,

and a faint crackling sound far off but
distinct came to their ears.

"You're right, boss, sure enough!"
cried the men. "That's guns, down in
Bunsen."
"We'll make for Pine Creek, over the

mountains, and get on the railroad
there." Darvis went on. "Bunsen ain't
healthy for ue any more, unless Spot
beats the cowboys off, and I ain't taking
the chance of that."
"Too fond of youi own skin,'" mut-

tered a gangster under his breath, foi

the gunmen could not fail to see that
Kedge Darvi.s was .showing a yellow
streak. A bold dash with the thirty or
so gangsters from the ranch, and tho
cowboys might even yet be foiled.
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"We don't know the way to Pine
Creek," protested another gunman.
"The women do," answered Darvis.

"We'll take 'em with us, and they'll

show us the way. We'll take 'em right
back to the city. If nothing happens to
them, nothing happens to us."
Sue Vancey and Hampsey Dell had

been kept as prisoners for the ten days
that had passed since the murder of the
sheriff^. Once or twice they had been
allowed to go out into the gardrr under
an armed guard of gunmen, and during
the last day or two their door had been
unlocked, and they had been permitted
to go about the house, but not to speak
to anyone.
Hoping against hope to find seme

chance of escape, the two girls vceie

about to go down to the kitchen that
morning v.heii the key was turned in

the lock outside.

"They've locked us in again. Some-
thing's wrong!'' gasped Hampsey,
clutching Sue by the shoulder.

They waited in great anxiety behin*!

the locked door for some time, listening

eagerly. Presently footsteps sounded
along the passage outside, the door was
opened, and Darvis came in.

"Get yourselves ready!" he said

harshly. " We're going to Pine Creek,
and you are both coming with us."
"We're not!" screamed both the girls

at once.
"I say you are!" barked Darvis.

"You'll do what I say. Get that!"
The girls saw that resistance was hopc-

lees, and before long tliey were riding

away from Vancey Ranch over the plains

" This country's too small for the two of us I
" he cried, " Get up

and fight it out, you dirty hound 1
"

September 12tli, lOJl^
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towards Uie moiiiilains, in the midst of

the aimed party of gangsters.
From time to time they looked back,

hoping to see Brad Farley and his boys
in pursuit, but in vain. The plain was
empty of horsemen, save for the gun-
men, and the girls almost gave way to
despair. Wlien the party approached
the mountains Kedge Darvis came up to

Sue.
"You'll lead the way to Pine Creek

now," he said sternly.

"And supp<jse I say I won't?" retorted
Sue defiantly.

"Then you'll stay here, with several
bullet holes tlirough you!" snarled Darvis
angrily. "You know me by now. I

ain't playing. You'll show us the way,
or I'll drill you—both of you," he added,
turning to Hampsey Dell, who shrieked
with fear.

Sue looked the gang-leader straight in

the face, and his eyes could not meet her
fearless glance.

"You cowardly hound," she said in

a low voice of concentrated ecorn, "to
threaten two helpless women!"
"Maybe!" muttered Darvis. "Are you

going to lead the way, or must 1

fchoot ?"

"I don't want to die just yet," said

Sue, "especially at the hands of a

cowardly murderer like you. I'll show
you the way to Pine Creek, and I hope
you'll like the journey!"
Sue and Hampsey were sent to the

front of the party, and they led the waj'

into a long, narrow mountain gorge
which wound up and up into the heart
of tile hills. Darvis looked round appre-
hensively as they went on, for the gorge
seemed the very jjlace for an ambush,
as Sue very well knew when she agreed
to go on. But there was as yet no sign

of an enemy, and Kedge Darvis began
to congratulate himself on having made
a smart getaway.

In Chase.

BRAD FARLEY and his boys were
just turning their horses to ride
ofT to Vancey Ranch when a man

on horseback came galloping furiously

up.
"Say, stop a minute!" he yelled. "One

of the gangsters gave me this note, and
told me to bring it along. You'd better

read it before 30U start."

Brad Farley took the note, opened it,

atid read aloud :

"'To any rube whom it may concern.

If we get to the city the ladies will come
hack safe. If not—you may say it with
flowers.'

"

"They've taken Sue and Hamp.sey
with 'em as hostages, and as a protec-

tion against bullets into the bargain, the

low skunks!" growled Brad wrathfully.

"I'd sure fill that jasper Dar\is with

lead!" cried Stub Wallock, his face

lengthening as he thought of Hampsey's
danger. "Sure I would—if I knew
where he was!"
"I figure they're making for Pine

(^reek across the mountains," said Brad
thoughtfully. "I supjjose they reckon
to get on a train there. They won't
come down into Bunsen. Still, you folk

','nard the station, just to make sure, and
we'll go off and try to catch 'cm in the

mountains."
A po.sse of townsfolk was at once

formed to guard the station, quite an
unnecessary move, as it jiroved, while

llrad and the cowboys set ofi" at a gallop

across the jilain. Before a mile had been
( overed the young leadei- threw up his

hand, and the men drew rein.

"Stub." he ciicd, "take half the men
down to Ilorton's corral, and bring up
fliat lot of mustangs we left there this

rnorning. You'll find me along the
Sfl)tpml)(>r 12tli. 10^1.
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gorge—you know the old track that
comes down into it half-way. We'll get
there before 'em if we hurry, and so will

you, too, I reckon. These guys will
make a slow journey—they can't ride—
they just sit on horseback."
"Okay, chief!" replied Stub, and he

went off at once with half the men o'l

his errand, while Brad rode on with thi
remainder, and in due course took the
old track over the mountains, hoping
to intercept the gangsters when tho
track led down into the gorge.
Meanwhile the gunmen were making

very heavy weather as they slowly ami
painfully pursued their way along tho
gorge. The road was rough, and tha
gangsters were unaccustomed to hor.sej.

They were soon reduced to a walking
pace, and even that was a labour and
.sorrow to most of them.
Suddenly a loud rumbling, followed by

a crash, made all the gunmen jump.
"What's that?" howled one.

"Just a rock!" growled Darvn.
"Don't get scared because a rock rolU
down the hill."

"What made it roll down?" gasped
a gangster, looking fearfully round.
"What d'you mean?" snarled Darvi.s.

"Ir just fell, I reckon. There's another
"

A second loud crash just behind the
last of the party sent the gunmen scurry-
ing forward in fear. They looked in

affright at the sides of the gorge, but
no one was to be seen there, and no
more rocks moved as Darvis and his men,
went on.
Yet, though Darvis did not suspect

it, Brad Farlcv and Stub Wallock wero
concealed behind some rocks on tlia

mountainside. They had got ahead of

the gangsters, and had sent off some
of tho men with instructions nbout the
mustangs which Stub had brought i^p-

Other cowboys were scattered here and
there among the rocks, watching tho
gunmen until Brad gave tho signal to
attack.

"That's scared 'cm,'" grinned Brad,
a.-i the rock he had pushed down foil at:

the rear of the gangsters' line. " We'll
wait until the boys bring up the mu.s-

tangs, and then we'll catch Darvis on
that steep slope, half a mile down."
"They'll shoot the women," said Stub

dolefully.

"Not they!" cried Brad, "This is

oui- country, and we'll sure give 'om
something to think about. And I've

told Tack Gillup what to do about the
girls,"

The gangsters went on cautiously, niid

presently Sue and Hampsey. still in t.ho

load, saw a steep slope in front. Down
it the gunmen wont, more slowly than
over, trying to niako the horses pick
Ihcir way amongst tho stones. The twn
girls, looking back, choked with silent

iaughtor as they saw the doleful faces

of the uncomfortable riders, mo.st of
whom sat their horses as though thoy
were afraid every moment of being
thrown offT

" Say. I reckon you'd bo more coni-

fortabio in a car." said Hampsey to

Darvis. who was riding just behind her.

"You shut your mouth!" gro\ylo(I

Dnrvis, looking enviously at the two
girls, who wore managing (heir horses
«ith perfect case. "If I can't ride 1

can shoot, so don't you try to rim oft
"

"Oh. no," grinned Hampsey, "11
sooner stay and watch you try to rido. \
ir.s .^o funny ft makes mo laugh." ^
Darvis. with a vicious oath, raised

his liand to strike the girl, but «
frantic yell from behind made him (urn.

"Wild horses! Lookout there!"
Comifig down the slope at a furioua

g:illop. tlic gangsters saw a herd of

mustangs, riderless and wild, snortinj^

(Continued on page 26.)
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FUN FOR INDOORS
AND OUTDOORS

-

FD F F T^ ^B Table - tennis, boxing

gloves, cricket bats, footballs, yachts, model engines.

All kinds of things you want for indoor and outdoor

sport are in the new Nestle's Free Gift Book. Dozens L^

of fine possessions offered to you free. Send for the P

whole illustrated list—to-day. With it, for a start,

comes a voucher for five

coupons. And there are

one or more coupons with

I
every pack of Nesde's

Chocolate, from the two-

penny wrapped bar up-

wards. What a pleasant

way to add to your fiin!

G.roy. Boxing Gloves. Set of 4,

best khaki drill. 185 coupons.

G.77. Sheath Knife. Sheffield blade

with leather case, no coupons.

G.97. Table-tennis. Twohats,balls,

net and table fittings. 45 coupons.

NESTLE'S
CHOCOLATE
To Nesile's {Gift Dept.), Silvenhornc Road, Battersea, London, S.W.8.

Please send Voucher for 5 FREE COUPONS and the NEW Nestl:'s Presentation List.

52,12.9 31.

NAME
IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Address

This offer applies only to Gt. Britain & N. Ireland. Id. stamp sufficient if envelope is unsealed

F I V E F R E E G O U P O N S

September 12tli, 1031.
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A fearless young fireniaii invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does
everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand new serial

of breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

READ THIS FIRST.
While en route trith liis comrades to

the srene of a fire. Bob Darrow, of the

'San Fraiiciuro Jirifiade, saves the life

of a hoy who falls in front of one of
the monster enr/ines.

Later, he calls on James Madison,
head of a chemical compani/, to whom
he pvts lip an idea for a patent fire-

r.ttinrjiiislier. Madison is not interested,

and Bob lea res disa,ppointed, after
viceting Dan Mitchell, a shady promoter
who is befriendinff Madison for his

own ends.
Out in the street. Bob remonstrates

with a beautiful girl who has
" p>nrked " her car beside a f re-

hydrant. The f/irl, thouf/h he does not
l-notc it, is ^^adison's daniihtcr June.
An hour afterward.^, an accident in

the Madison laboratories fires the
whole buildint) in which the company's
office-' are situated. The hrii/ade is

called out, and Bob learns that a cjirl

is trayipcd in a beauty parlour on the
top floor.

The (lirl is June Madison, hut, still

unaware of her identity, Boh climbs
fcarles.ily to her rescue. He fails to

reach her with the escape, but fixes the
(irappling-iron of a hook-ladder on the
parapet of the roof, and saves her from
the flames.
He is descending the hook-ladder with

her when the copinri-stone comes
asunder. Man and girl arc plunged
to

Now Read On.

The Ledge.

IN tliat awful moment of tlie down-
ward plunge towards tlio street,

lunidreds of foot liolow, Bob Darrow
instinol ivcly {loiiclied liis giiasp on the
cross-step cf the fulling hook-ladder.

It was tliat circnmstanco which saved
his life and the life of the girl he had

September 12tli, 1931.

EPISODE 2.

"FLAMING HATE."
-o-

carriod from the top-floor room of the
burning building. For suddenly their
hurtling rush through space was
arro.sted with a violent jerk.

Bob's arm was almost, wrenched from
its socket, and the weight of the girl

on his shoulder almost tore his fingers

from the cross-step. But he Inmg on
desperately.
The coping-stone that had come

asunder ;iwei>t past man and girl, miss-
ing their heads by inches. Bob watched
it like one in a trance, and saw it

twisting and turning in mid-air till it

finally struck the sidewalk with smashing
force, the sound of the impact coming
to his cars like the crack of a gun heard
tit some distance.

A volume of smoke sweeping around
himself and his inert burden recalled
Bob to his situation and the miraculous
oscajje that lio and the girl had had
from a terrible death. He looked up,

and realis?d that b\' the merest chance
the grappling-iron of tlie hook-ladder
had clamped down on the ledge of a

window immediately beneath the room
from which he had rescued her.

The main fire-escape, from whicli ho
had pulled himself by moans of tlie

hook-ladder a few minutes before, ^.as

now within easy reach. Keeping a
firm hold on the girl across his

shoulder, he swung himself on to that
escape with a litheness that came from
sirict training on the towers in the
fire-station yard.

IJc descended rung by rung, and as
ho drew nearer to the street he became
aware that his comrades and the crowd,

which had gathered near by, had
broken into a spontaneous storm of

cheering. It embarrassed him, for lio

was not the one to seek public acclaim,

and reckoned he had done no more than
his duty.
The " inoment he stepped to th»

ground ho handed June Madison to

three or four of the other firemen. Sho
had fainted again, and they were
making efforts to revive her when the

girl's father pushed liis way through
the group, an expression of indescrib-

able thankfulness on his countenance.
Bob did not notice him, nor did lio

see the face of the girl he had rescued.

For. with the ordeal over, the iron

nerve and will-power that had sustained
him almost gave way, and, reeling

back, he stumbled like a sick man.

He would have fallen but for tha

grasp of a hand on his arm. The hold
steadied him, and, turning his head,

he recognised Captain Wil.sqn.

"Darrow," the battalion chief said,

"you wci'e magnificent. I've seen sonio

pretty heroic jobs done in my twenty-j

five years' service with the brigade,i

but never one to beat that."
"I guess luck was on my side, sir,'

Bob told him. "I thought the girl and
I were finished when that coping-stone
gave way."
"I'm not thinking of your luck, my

boy," the captain rejoined. " I'lii

tliinking of your grit. But you're .ill

in, Darrow," ho added. "You'd
better rest for a spell. We can get

along without you."
"No. sir. I'd rather stick to the job,"

Bob protested, and. heedless of the bat-

talion's chicf'.s. advice, he joined thoso

of his comrades who were still ong.igod

in the task of fighting the fire.

Meanwhile, June Madi.son was I)'>iD(

carried to the auto, which she iia(
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"parked" farther along the street, be-
fore she had kept her appointment at
the hairdresser's on the top floor. Her
father climbed in beside her, and,
taking the wheel, drove towards his
home on the outskirts of the city.
Long after Madison's departure,

-.VVilson's men continued their battle
-with the flames, but it was not before
;i "General Call" had been sent, and
the sub-stations had dispatched assist-

,

ance, that the fire was eventually ex-
.

tinguishcd. A section of the roof had
.-

f''",^?'^
'" ^y then, and, the danger of

; falling masonry being imminent, the
• street was condemned for tialfic and
; pedestrians.

;
When Bob returned to his quarters

• (hat evening, he retired almost ini-
; mediately. Ho was played out, and

slept soundly, but tho following morn-
• iiig awoke little tho worse for his
experience.

nM^ ^^^* ^"''^ ^^ report to Captain
.
Wilson, and the battalion chief received

•. him at his desk.
"Darrow," he said at once, "I don't

• know whether you're aware of tho
; identity of the girl whose life you saved
j
yesterday ':

"

"No, sir," Rob confessed. "I didn't
got a straight look at her face."
/ "Even if you had, I don't supjjose

It would have told you anything, ex-
cept that she's mighty good to look

'
?*'" ^Y'ls'^n observed with a smile.

;
"'But it might interest you to learn
that she was .June Madi.son.

"

Bob appeared startled.
"Not James Madison's daughter V he

: exclaimed.

'
..

1"^^^° same," the captain answered.
;
"And Madison's just been on the 'phone

,
to me. He wants me to give you a
few hours' leave, so that you can go
down to his house. He'd like to thank
you personally."
Bob did not seem too happy over the

idea, for his natural modesty made him
averse to praise or gratitude.
Vet he felt it would be ill-man-
nered to refuse the invitation.
and consequently he changed
luto civilian clothes and took a
taxi to tho exclusivo residential
suburb where tlie Madisons
lived.

Three-quarters of an hour
after leaving the station he was
admitted to .James Madison's
palatial home and announced
by a footman. He found him-
self confronted by three people

• when he was shown into the
lounge—Madison, his wife, and
his small son .Jackie.

^ The moment the latter caught
sight of Bob he uttered a
dohghted cry.

"Why, it's the fireman who
saved me from bein' run over !"

he exclaimed.
Bob had recognised the boy,

and he stooped and patted his
head.
."Hallo, young man !" he said

cheerfully. "I'm glad to see
you again. Haven't been trying
to knock over any moro fire-
'jngines, have you?" Then he
looked up and cauglit James
Madison's eye.
_" Darrow," the scientist fold
him, "I wanted \oii to come
here, so that I could express my
gratitude for tlie way in which
you saved my daughter's life.
When I asked the captain to
send you, I didn't know that I
vyas indebted to you for my
little boy's as well. Nothing I
can do will ever wipe out that
debt, Darrow, but I would like
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to show my appreciation somehow or
other."
Bob fidgeted awkwardly.
"It's against my own principles and

tho principles of the service to accept
any kind of reward, Mr. Madison," he
said. "I did no more than ray duty."
"You risked your lifo on two

occasions," Aladi.son rejoined, "and,
whether you consider you were acting
according to your duty or not, it docs
not alter the fact that I am more grate-
ful than I can ever say "

He was interrupted at that moment
by the opening of the door, and as
Madi.son caught sight of his daughte;'
he called her over to introduce her.
"June," he began, "this is the young

man who rescued you yesterday."

The girl turned towards Bob, and
their recognition was mutual.
"You!" June ejaculated, and then,

after an embarrassed silence, she broke
into a charming smile and held out her
hand.
"When I met you yesterday, Mr.

Darrow," she said, "I didn't think I'd
have to thank you for my life. But T
do thank you whole-heartedly, and—
and you were quite right about tnat
hydrant. I had no business to park
my car alongside it."

June's father spoke again.
"Darrow," he murmured, "I wouldn't

insult a man of your calibre by pressing
you to accept some financial reward.
But nevertheless, I wish you'd let me
do something. If there's any way
whatsoever in which I can help you,
please tell me."

It was perhaps natural that Bob's
mind should revert to the interview he
had held with Madison in the hitter's

23

office the previous dav. when he ha.}
discussed his patent firc-fightiiig inven-
tion with «ueh disappointing results.
He did not want to trade on Madison's

sratitiide to furtlier his interests, but
lie at lea>t desired a chance to show tho
world whether or not the extinguisher
on which he had been working was a
success.

"Mr. Madison," he said, "you'll re-
member I called on you yesterday and
tried to interest you in an idea of mine
dealing with the quelling of outbreaks
of fire. I'm afraid I'm not a good talkei
and perhaps the invention didn't soun.i
very

^
favourable, particularly as I

haven't Iiad much opportunity for per-
teeiing it."

"That'.s so, Diurow," Madison inter-
rupted, and under the circum.sfances
1 m prepared to look into it a good deal
more thoroughly than I was "then."
Bob shook his head.
"I don't want you to think I'm

urging you to take it up mcrelv as a
per.sonal favour," he mentioned."' "Bjt
I sure would be obliged if I could havo
the use of a laboratory for a spell and
carry out one or two experiments. If
tho idea proved a success, all well and
good—I'd give y^ii the first option on
It, Mr. Madison. T3ut if it didn't satisfy
me, I d be the first one to admit failure.
and I woukln't let you fake it xv.i

simply as a means of repaying me for
any service you think I may have
done.
"Darrow," Madison answered, "it's

the very least I can do to provide you
with lab. space for conducting your
experiments. Of course, there will be
no facilities in Firth Street for soma
time to come. Yesterday's fire has dis-
organised everything there. But my

" There it is, Jackie," Bob declared. '"

for use.
The Darrow Fire-Bomb, all ready

Septcnibfr ]2th. 1031.
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own private labaratory aU.nched to this

house is at your disposal."

The Experiment in Sight.

IN Uie week or two that followed Bob
Darrow tools advantage of every
moment of his spare time by

frequenting the Madisons' house.

Not all of those moments were spent

in the laboratory, for liis acquaintance
with June ripened into a sentiment that

promised to be stronger even than
friendship—a circumstance that Dan
Mitchell wa.s quick to notice during
his occasional visits.

In spite of tlie pleasant distraction of

June's company, however. Bob put in

a great deal of work on his invention,

and he took Madison thoroughly into

his confidence.

Madi.son was helpful, and it soon be-

came obvious that tie was keenly

interested in Bob's project, little as it

had appealed to him at first.

"Dan," he said to Mitchell, when the

latter called one morning, "that young
fellow Darrow has brains as well as

courage."
Mitchell's lip curled slightly.

"You think so?" lie drawled. "Well,
he never struck me in that light.

Climbing ladders with a hatchet in

his fist seems about all he's good for

to me."
"Which is something very much to

his credit," Madison put in curtly,

feeling some annoyance at the tone

Mitcliell had used. "But he's clever,

too. He's no talker—that's why neither

you nor 1 were impressed with him that

djy we met him in my office. But his

knowledge of practical chemistry doesn't

fail short of mine, and I tell you
candidly that I have high hopes he is

on the right lines with his invention.

If it succeeds, as I think it will, i'

will revolutionise the accepted theories

on the extinguishing of fires."

Mitchell affected a mere casual

interest, but to anyone but the un-
suspecting James Madison the glint in

the man's eyes might liave betrayed
something of his innermost thoughts.

"What makes you think Darrow's
idea will turn out a success, Madison ?"

he asked.
"I've been watching him at work,"

the scientist an.swered, "and he's dis-

cussed the invention with me in detail

more than once since he's been coming
about the house. I'm convinced there's

something in it."

"Well, I hope you're not dis-

appointed," Mitchell observed, wittiout

sincerity, and a few minutes later he
took his departure.
Leaving Madison's house, he motored

to a .shady little office not far from
the docks. It was occupied by a cer-

tain Bat Thompson, who had figured

in many an unscrupulous enterjirise

during a chequered career, and who
was at present involved in the patent-

ing of a fire-extinguisher which he and
Mitchell hoped to market.
Thompson, a short, stoutly-built man

with a crafty eye, was in conversation
with ft rogue known as Spike Beldoa
when Dan Mitchell entered the office.

He cut short that conversation on see-

ing Mitchell, and greeted him breezily.

"Hello, Dan," he said. "Any
news ?"

"Bad news." Mitchell snapped.
"Ijisten, Bat, that guy Darrow is on
velvet. Madison'.* taken him under his

wing, and he's giving him all the help
he can with lii.s invention."
Thompson leaned back in his chair

comfortably.
"We should worry," he sneered.
Septemt»er ISth. liM.
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"Madison naturally feels under an
obligation to this fireman, but he
surely ain't crazy enough with grati-
tude to put money into something that's
bound to be a failure."
"I'm not. so sure that it's going to

be a failure," Mitchell retorted.
"Madison seems to think a lot more
of it than he did at the start. Iti

fact, he just told me he was confident
it was going to turn out to be ' the
goods.' If it does—well, you know what
that means. Thomp.son."
"Sure," was the rejoinder; "our own

little patent goes up in smoke, as you
might say."
Mitchell nodded.
"Too true," he ground out. "I wat

banking on Madison to put it across,
and though he didn't seem too in-

terested, I felt pretty certain I could
win him round. But this fellow Darrow
is in the way. If he gets in first with
his invention we're done."
"How are you gonna stop him, Dan?"

Thompson demanded.
Mitchell leaned forward confidentially.
"I don't know a lot about the

principle of Darrow's invention," he
said softly. "But I do know that it's

a form of explosive—not damaging to

life or property—but calculated to

quell fire instantaneously. Does that
suggest anything to you?"
"Can't say it does," answered

Thomp.son, after pondering a moment.
"Does it to you. Spike?" And he
glanced inquiringly at Beldon.

Spike shook his head. He was a

foxy-looking individual whose proper
element was the gutter, possessed of
a certain low cunning, but not much
intelligence.

"Well. I'll tell you what it suggests
to me," said Mitchell. "Supposing
somebody was to tamper with that
chemical compound Darrow has dis-

covered. Supposing somebody was to

substitute it for a dangerous explosive
just before the final experiment was
made. Get the idea ?"

Thompson and Beldon glanced at
each other.

"Who's gonna do the job?" the latter
demanded.
"You, Beldon," said Mitchell. "I'll

put you wise to just what I want of
you, and I'll hang around Madison
and watch points in the meantime.
When you get the okay from me, you'll
go ahead according to instructions."

An Impromptu Test.

ANOTHER week had passed, and
Bob, working in the laboratory
attadied to James Madison's

house, had comi^leted a series of minor
tests which led liim to feel fairly con-
fident that the final experiment, plariiied

for that afternoon, would prove a

success.

Young Jackie was in the laboratory
with him, an interested spectator of the
last stages of a process that resulted in

a gla.vs bulb being filled with a dull,

yellowish fluid.

'"There it i.s. Jackie," Bob declared.
"The Darrow l''irc-Bomb, all ready for
ll.sC.

"

"Fire-bomb," murmured Jackie.
"It'll go off with a bang, then?"
Bob nodded smilingly.

"Not a very big bang." he said.

"You see, Jackie, it isn't meant to blow
things to piece.* But it is meant to
blow out a fire. In fact, that's just

about what it does—blows it out at one
gu.st."

"Without hurting anybody at all?"
Jackie asked, in a tone of awe.
"I could <lroi) it right lieie between

ii.s," Bob told him, " atid we'd come off
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without a sorat/;h. But you waUt and
see."
The barking of a dog from a kennel

not far away reached Bob's ears just
then. He paid no heed to it—was
.scarcely aware of the sound, indeed—or
he might have detected a quality of
menace in it, the deep-throated menaco
with which a good watch-dog greets the
appearance of an intruder.
There was an intruder in the vicinity.

He was Spike Beldon, hireling of thoso
partners in a shady enterprise—Mitchell
and Thompson.
From Alitchell. only an liour or so

before. Spike Beldon had received the
"okay," and, ac.^ording to instructions,
he was "going ahead."
The discoloured end of a cigarette

stuck ill the corner of his mouth, ho
scaled the wall surrounding the Madi-
son grounds. It was the scraping of his
feet against the stonework that started
the watch-dog l)arking, and as the
animal saw Beidon's head rise above the
parapet his manner became as agitated
as it was ominous.
He was bound to his heavy kennel by

a strong chain, which sprang taut as
he bounded towards the wall. His paws
slithered in liis frenzied but vain
efforts to reach this and the ruffianly-

looking stranger on the parapet, a.nd
wisps of straw flew in all directions,
straw that had been piled inside the
kennel and around it, so that the dpg
could bask in the sun or retire to the
shade at will, v.ith the same maximum
of comfort.
Beldon was alarmed at first, but felt

reassured the instant he realised that
the dog was on a chain. He peered
over the wall and singled out th«»

laboratory, which he recognised from a
description that Mitchell had given hjn.i.

Then he shifted his glance toward.s the
right, and perceived a dense mass of
slirubbery growing close to the wall. • •

The shrubbery suited his purpose.
It was out of reach of the dog below
him, and it was an effective place of
concealment, through which he could
worm his way close to the laboratory.

'J"he dog was still barking, and, with
an imprecation. Beldon took the cigar-
ette butt from his mouth and flung it

at the animal. It struck tlie dog's coat
and then fell amongst the straw, to
smoulder there. But Beldon was un-
aware of this. He had already dropped
back to the road, and was running
alongside the wall, which he scaled at
the point where the shrubbery grew
thickest.

He dropped into the bushes and stole

through them in the direction of the
lab. As he was approaching the build-

ing he heard voices coming through an
open window, and, drawing .still nearer,
he glanced. cautiously over the sill.

He saw Bob and Jackie standing .at

the bench.
Meanwhile, the cigarette which had

been tossed so carelessly from the wall
was burning into the straw aroimd tho
dog's kennel, straw on which a fierco

Pacific sun had been beating down tha
entire morning. Soon a flicker of flame
started up from the pile, and in tho
space of a few seconds a formidablo
blaze was raging.
The dog's barking took on a panic-

stricken note, and if it had not attract<>d

the attention of Bob and Jackie before,

it certainly did so now. They moved
to the door of the laboratory and looked
out. and as they saw the flaming straw
they littered a simultaneous cry.

Bob whipped round and made a dive
for the firebomb that stood oti the
bench. He stiatched it np. and. with
Jafkieat his heels, dashed in the direc-

tion of the kennel.
The flames had already gained a
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iti'onti hold on the small wooden hut,
.ind the dog was dragging at his chain
'-.vi a frenzy of terror. Bob's first coii-

(orn was to icleasc the animal, and,
having done so, ho reti'eated with
Jackie to about twenty paces and then
liurlcd the fire-bomb at the kennel with
:. il his might.
The bulb struck the hut, and there

was a dull report. A cloud of gas arose
immediately after the explosion, and for

a few seconds obscured the scene. Wlien
I hat cloud cleared away there was not
u trace of flame coming either from the
htraw or from the kennel, and not a
^park glowed whore but an instant
before a miniature fire hoA been burn-
ing furiously. Nor did the kennel show
any sign of having been damaged by
the bomb.
"Gee, it's wonderful. Bob," Jackie

exclaimed in awe. "It put out the
flames quicker'n forty buckets of water
could've done."
"You're right, Jackie," Bob

declared. "'i"hc invention's had an im-
))romptu test, and it's turned up trumps.
1 only wish your father had been on the
^pot to see it. Never mind, though.
He'll see the real test for himself this

afternoon."
"But where are you going to get

another fire-bomb from?" Jackie asked.
Bob grinned.
"That wasn't the only one I'd made

ready," he explained. "That was the
last of half a dozen. The rest arc in
a rack in the lab. But come on, pal.

We'd better have some lunch. "Then,
when your dad comes homo from the
City, we'll get busy for the hig experi-
ment."
They walked on to the house, neither

of them being aware that a pair of eyes
Iiad been watching them from the
>hrubbery.
The momcr.t they had disappeared

J^cldon slipped out of his hiding-place,
climbed in through the window of the
laboratory, and scanned its interior.

Mitchell had told him exactly what to
look for and exactly what to do. Above
the bench ho perceived the rack in which
Bob had placed the fire-bombs as each
in turn had been filled with the precious
chemical he had created.
From his pocket Beldon took a bottle,

and he added a few drops of its con-
tents to the liquid in the bulbs. Then
he clambered through the Avindow
again, plunged back to the wall through
the shruVjberv, and scrambled over the
))arapet.

Sky-High !

A 'J" some di^tallce from the Madison
house there stood an old tool-shed
that ^Madison had for some time

thought of deinoli'=hing. Since Bob had
been at work in the laboratory, how-
•ver, he had abandoned this idea, for

the young iircnian had declared that
it would suit his puiposc admirably, and
it ]iad been spared for the experiment
with the lire-extinguishor.
Shortly after lunch, .James Ma<lisou

iivjived from the city in company with
Dan -Mitchell. The supercilious manner
which the latter reserved for Bob
seemed tempered with a curious air of
expectancy to-Jay, and in some vague
way Bob was aware of it, tho\igh
it was not till long afterwards that he
was to connect it with the events of
that afteiiiooii.

"Well, Darrow," said Madison, after
he had greeted Bob, "I'm here to eye-
witness that test, and I'm hoping the
lire-bomb doesn't let you down."
"I'm hoping it doesn't blow you all

up,' i)ut in Mitchell, with a sardonic
smile. "I wish you every success,
Darrow, but J rather anticipate failure."

Bob gave him a straight glance.
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"It remains to be scc»," he made honibs, and this he laid on a garden
answer, "but I haven't much fear of

the consequences. An incident cropped
up this morning that gave me an
opportunity to try it out unofficially.

The dog-kennel caught fire, and i

pitched one of my fire-bombs into it.

Jackie will tell you that it put out
the flames instantly."

"It did?" exclaimed Madison. "That
sounds hopeful, Darrow."

"Still," sneered Mitchell, "a dog-
kennel on fire is hardly to be compared
with a city sky-scraper, or even a she."!

like the one you're going to experi-
ment on, for that matter."
"But it's an indication," observed

Madison impatiently, "and if Darrow's
fire-bomb proves effective when that
shed is ablaze I'm taking it up. Any-
how, we'll very soon know the result.
Are you staying on, Dan ''."

Mitchell thought of the grim woik
on which his hireling Beldon had been
engaged, and decided that he had no
desire to be anywhere near at hand
when the shed was blown sky-high by
the "doctored" chemical.
"No, I don't think so," he told

Madison. "I have rather an urgent
engagement in town. But I'd like to
say 'hallo' to June if she's around."

"I saw her through the window just
now," said Bob. "She was walking in
the grounds."
The three men stepped out through

the French windows of the lounge, aiul
presently discovered June not far from
the shed.
"All set for the experiment?" June

asked Bob.
"Yes," he told her, "and if you

people will excuse me I'll slip off' to
the laboratory and bring the fire-

bombs."
He hurried away, ' and June, her

father and Mitchell were left in con-
versation. Presently Jackie appeared
on the scene, but he was romping with
the dog which had had such a narrow
escape that same morning from being
burned to death.
The grown-ups paid little heed to

Jackie while he was playing around
with his pet, and, the dog suddenly
eluding him, Jackie gave chase. It was
a chase that led him through the
shrubbery and then back to the shed
which was to be prepared for the
experiment.
The door of the shed was open, and

the dog da.shed inside. Jackie followed
him in full cry and crossed the thres-
hold. The dog turned and tried to dart
past him again, but Jackie pulled the
door to with a triumphant gesture and
then made a grab at his canine play-
mate.
The dog evaded him, and Jackie

stumbled, twisted his ankle and fell
with a little exclamation of pain. As
he went sprawling
he saw his pot leap
for a small window
in the side of the
shed, to vanish
through the aper-
ture with a frisk of
his tail.

Jackie sat on the
timber floor of tlie

hut and nursed his
foot.

Meanwhile Bob
Darrow had
returned to t h e
spot whore the
Madisons and Dan
Mitchell were
standing. He was
carrying the rack
co/itaining the fire-
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t^ble that had been placed near an old
dm tree some little distance from the
shed.

^Mitchell glanced at his wrist-watch.
"Well," he announced, "I guess I'd

better be on my way."
"Aren't you going to stay and see

the experiment?" June asked him. "It's

going to be tho latest thing in fire-

extinguishers, you know."
"Take care that it isn't the last thin-r

in fire-extinguishers for you and your
father," Mitchell warned. "Since it is

explosive in f)rinciple, I wouldn't
advise anybody to stand too close to

that shed, just in case something goes
wrong. I suppose you agree, Darrow?"
he added airily. "You don't propose to

risk other people's lives for a theory,

do you ?"

Bob controlled the feelings of resent-

ment that the man's manner invariably

aroused in him.
"I don't consider my patent to be

mei-ely a theory, Mitchell," he retorted.

"But at the same time I'm not fool-

hardy enough to let anyone take

chances, even though I have every faith

in the experiment's success. Standing
by this tree, Mr. Madison and June
would be safe even if a charge o?

dynamite were to go off under that

shed."
"Most reassuring," Dan Mitche'i)

murmured insolently. "Well, Darrow,
in that case I guess I'll stick around
after all and get a little amusement

—

from behind the tree, I may add. "Go
ahead."
Near the shed stood a considerable

pile of dry brushwood that had been
dumped there by James Madison's
gardener, and Bob turned his atten-

tion to this and began pitch-forking it

against the walls of the wooden out-

house.
He packed it In great quantities

around the shed, completely encircliii';

it. Then he set light to a brand and
moved from point to point, plungiiii^

it into the decayed twigs and foliage.

"I'm not concerned about the shed.'
Madison remarked to June, "but you'd
think Darrow was starting something
that no fire-extinguisher could pos.sibly

overcome. With all that brushwood
packed against the hut, it's going to be
a regular beacon."
"Bob certainly doesn't seem to be-

lieve in half measures," June agreed.
"He's giving his invention a terribly
severe test."

"There are a lot of shrubs near by,
loo," Madison added, "and we've had
practically no rain for a month. If
anything went wrong and tliey caught
fire we'd have a pretty fierce time boat-
ing out the flames. Still, I suppose
Darrow knows what he's doing."

(Continued on page 27.)
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''GUN SMOKE.''
(Conttaued from page 20.)

ficixely, cliargiiig full upon them. It

was irnpo.s.sible to stop tliat rush.' innd

Darvi.s shouted wildly to liis men.
"Off 30ur hoi'se.«—quick I"

The gunmen hurriedly dismounted,
some of them falling off in their haste,

and tried to squeeze themselves against
the sides of the gorge. Then with a
thundering roar the mustangs swept
down upon them, and stones flew in

showers as the wild horses rushed past,

taking all fiie gunmen's animals with
them as they galloped on furiously
down the hill.

Another moment, and the herd had
disappeared round a corner, leaving the
gangsters alone without their horses in

a wild mountain gorge, in a coimtry
they did not know at all.

Sue and Hampsey had dismounted at
the first alarm. They crouched to-

gether in a little crevice at the side of
the gorge and watched the mustangs go
by
"Brad sent them down the hill, I

reckon," whispered Sue.
"Maybe." replied liampsey. "I vish

I could see Stuh before I'm shot."
. "Shot !" cried Sue scornfully.
"You're not going to be shot. Darvis
has forgotten us by this time. I expect
lie's run away. Let's look."
The girls peered out of their hiding-

place, but Darvis was not in sigiit. For
Sue had spoken truly. The gang-
loader had forgotten the girls. He had
a sterner job on hand than the threaten-
ing of helpless women or the shooting of
unprepared men. The West he had de-
spised had him in its grip, and escape
would prove no easy matter, even for
the boasled "King of the Under-
world."

The End of the Ounmen.

AS the mustangs thundered past, one
of the gangsters .saw something
so strange that it appeared to him

to be miraculous. Hanging on the side

of one of the wild horses lie observed a

mail, and he yelled a warning at the
top of his voice.

"Look out, boys, there's a man on
that horse !"

No one heard him amidst the noise
and confusion, and Brad, for it was ho,
hung on to the mustang until he came
level with Kedge Darvis, who had
found a side gully in which he v as
sheltering till the herd had gone by.

Skilfully throwing himself off the
horse. Brad hurled himself on the as-

tounded gang-leader, and bore him to

tho ground. But the young cowboy came
down himself rather awkwardly, and the
two men were on their feet again almost
together.

In another moment a fierce fight was
in progress. Quito- alone in the gully.

Brad Farley fought out his quarrel with
the gangster, and he soon found that
Kcdgc Darvis, driven to bay, was no
conlemptiblc opponent. Twice the two
men came (o the ground together, and
each time I hoy rolled noarer to the end
of the gully. They got to tlieir feet

again, land closed. With a swift ui)ward
jab to the chm. Brad sent Darvis down
once more, and stood over him.
"This country's too small for tho two

Of us," lie cried. "Get up and fight it

out, you dirty hound !"

Darvis got up. and with a tigor-likO'

spring came at Iho young cowboy. He
dodged Brad's right as he oame, threw
Septemtier 12th, 19.31.
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his arms around his opponent, and down
they went for the third time.
Over and over they rolled, striking

Sercely at each other, and soon they
were at the very edge of the gully. Be-
neath them yawned a great chasm, hun-
dreds of feet deep, «t tlie bottom of
vvh'cli flowed a swift river.

Another roll, and Brad was under-
neath, his head overhanging the chasm.
The (gangster got one hand firmly on hi.s

opponent's chin, and thrust ficrcelv.

Back went tho cowboy's head, until it

soomed that the next moment his neck
must break. Darvis know that he was
throttling his enemy, and he let out a
3'ell of triumph.
With a last despairing effort, Brad

brought his knee up in a jab to the
gunman's stomach. Darvis lost his grip,

winded for the moment by the blow, and
before he could recover. Brad had scram-
bled to his knees. With a swift punch
to the jaw, the cowboy thrust his enemy
back, and then again the two men wore
O'.i their feet, gripping each other and
struggling with mad fury on the dizzy
edge of the precipice.

Brad's face was streaming with blood
from a cut on the cheek, but he paid no
heed to his injury. Youth and clean
living were on his side, and Darvis at

ler.gth began to weaken. Brad felt his

grip slackening, and with a great effort

he called up all his reserve of strength,

,aud raised the gangster in his arms.
With a mighty heave he hurled Darvis

over the edge of the precipice. The
gangster, screaming with fear, fell sheer
down hundreds of feet into the stream
below, and there disappeared beneath
the surface of the water, to be seen no
more.
Brad, gasping for breath, and trem-

bling from his exertions, watched his

er.emy,'s fearful death, and when Darvis
had vanished in the water, he turned
slowly away.

"Well, he plugged poor old Strike

Jackson and Sheriff Meed,'" muttered
Brad. "I ain't got any pity for a

skiuik like that; the world is well rid

of him. Now I'll find the boys."
The boys had done their part man-

fully. Some of them lay on the slopes,

well in cover, firing down on the gang-
store : others heaved away at the rocks,

sending them crashing down into the
gorge beneath.
The gunmen were beaten from the

start. Their leader had vanished, they
knew not where. Invisible enemies were
firing at them from all directions, and
rocks kept crashing down on their heads.

Thev fired back a-s well as they could,

taking what cover was available, but
.none of the cowboys was hit, and
minute by minute the gangsters were
losing men.
After a while Brad's boys heaved a

great rook out of its place, and a tre-

mendous land.slide began. Hundreds of

tons of rock fell into the gorge, and
buried a party of gunmen beneath the

debria.

Presently only one' of the gangsters
was left. He threw away his gun, and
fled down the hill as fast as he could
go. Stub Wallock got on his horse and
followed Picking his way througli the
masses of fallen rock, the foreman came
in sight of the fugitive and gave cha.se,

whirling his lariat round his head.

A skilful throw, and the last gang-
ster w.-vs down, the rope round his body.
Stub did not trouble to dismount. Ho
drew the lariat tight, turned his horse,

and rode back, dragging the unfor-

tunate gunman behind him.
Sue atid Hamii.sey had long been safe.

Tack Cillup had been given the ti^sk of

rescuing t/hem, and he had contrived to
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hang on to the side of a mustang until
he saw the girls in the crevioe at the
side of the gorge. Then he dropped off,

waited until the mustangs had passed,
and ru.ihed up to the women.
"Quick!" he shouted. "Come out of

that. We'll go down to the end, out of
the way of the fight."

"But Brad?" gasped Sue.
"And Stub?" cried Hampsey.
"Brad's orders," yelled Tack,

dragging the girls on. "You're to wait
at the end of the gorge until he comes."
Tack got Sue and Hampsey down to

the end safely, and there tliey waited
in terrible anxiety, listening to the firing
and the crashing of rocks as the fight
went on.

'Nobody's come this way yet," re-
marked Tack presently, as the firing
began to slacken, and at last died away
altogether. "I reckon the boys have
put those guys on the spot this time,
sure!"
Meanwhile Brad had found the boys

just as Stub Wallotk dragged up his

captive. A burst of cheering went up
as he appeared.
"Well, Stub, did you get 'em all?"

he a.sked.
" Yeah ! Cleaned up the whole bunch,

all but Darvis. I ain't seen him. None
of the others got away—here's the last

of 'em," replied Stub triumphantly, as
he indicated the bruised and groaning
prisoner.
"1 got Darvis," said Brad, and the

boys cheered more vehemently than
before. "I pitched him over the cliff.

He won't plug any more helpless old
men I"

"Say. what about the girls. Brad?"
asked Stub anxiously.
"Tack has got 'em out of the gorgfl

by this time, I reckon," replied Brad.
"We'll go and see. You boys ride back
slowly. We'll catch you up."
Brad and Stub rode away. They came

to the foot of the hill. &?id there, to
their groat joy, found Sue and Hampsey
sa fe.

"Oh, Brad, you're hurt!" cried Sue.
"You're not hurt. Sue. That's morn

important,'" said Brad. "This ain't

much. Just a cut or two."
"We wiped Up that bunch." pro-

claimed Stub joyfully. "Every one of

'em."
"Sue." said Brad rather sternly, "1

warned you Darvis was crooked, and yoti

wouldn't listen!"

"I was wrong." replied Sue hnmbl.v.
"I will listen to you—after thi.?."

"You wanted me to make something
of myself—to imitate Darvis, you meant,
I reckon. But I ain't going to be any
different, so if you don't want-

'"

"Brad," interrupted the girl fearfully,

"I don't want you to be any different.

I love you—as you are!"
"You mean that. Sue?"' demanded

Brad, taking her in his arms.
"Of course I do!" whispered the girl

happily, as he kissed her.

Stub Wallock looked on, and then
turned doubtfully to Hampsey Dell.

"You—you What d'you think of

that?" he asked dubiously.

"I think you're the worst foreman
I've ever seen." said Hampsey dole-

fully. "Your boss shows you what to

do, and you——- Say, d'you think Sue's
the only girl who wants to be kisse<l?"'

"Why, no," replied Stuh, as, taking

his courage in both hands, he approached
Hampsey and gathered her clumsily iu

hi.s embrace. "I reckon I'll kiss you,

too!"
And he did

!

(By permission of the Paramount Film

Service, Ltd., starring Richard Arlen
and Mary Brian.)
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"HEROES OF THE FLAMES."
{

T {Continued from page 25.) 1

June nodded.
"I'm sure he does," she declared

loyally, and her father looked at her

with a shrewd espresiion on his face.

"You seem to have taken a fancy to

Bob Darrow, June," he mused, while

Mitchell stood by frowning.
"How could anyone help taking a

fancy to him?" she ans\vere<l, with a
slight flush. "I'll never forget that

he saved my life, and besides—he's so

genuine."
"A fine fellow," Madison rejoined,

and glanced in the direction of the shed
again.
The brushwood piled against three of

the walls was now blazing fiercely, and
Bob had passed out of sight to kindle

lliat which had been pitchforked along-

side the farthermost wall, the one con-

taining the window.
The flames reared up there only a

moment after he had touched the brush-

wood with tho burning brand, and it

was as- the ugly tongues of fire lifte<l

to the level of the window that Jackie
suddenly became aware of his peril.

He was still sitting on the floor when
lie saw the flames, and as he caught
tight of them he sprang up with a

i-(iueal and ruslied to (he door.

The door was on that .«ide of the

Ehe<l where the brushwood had first

begun to flare, and the heat had
ahcady taken effect. The door was
jammed, and refused to budge under
Jackie's frantic efforts to open it. Out-
side, an inferno roared and crackled,

an inferno that wrapped the frail walls

and roof of the shed—blistering the

woodwork and eating its way into it.

A vohnne of smoke poured in through
the window, rolling about tho trapped
boy as he struggled in vain to escape.

Ho screamed out in mortal terror.

"Bob! Help, Bob! Oh, Bob, I

can't get out
!"

The young inventor heard the cries,

and liis face paled.
That was Jackie's voice, and it was

coming from the blazing hut!
Dan Jlitchell and the Madisons heard

the lad's cries, too, and a looJv of

horror passed between June and her
father.

"Jackie!" Madison faltered. "Good
heavens!' My boy is in that shed!"
Bob Darrow was seen to wheel round.

The burning brushwood seemed well-

nigh iniponotrable, but. striiiping ofl'

his coat, he flung it about his head
and shoulders and rushed into the flam-

ing mass of twigs and foliage.

"The impetus of his dash carried him
through the harrier of fire, and the

point of his shoulder hit the door with
a shock that hur.st it open. He lurched
across the threshold, flame and smoke
whirling in behind him.
Bob slammed tho door to gain a

moment's relief, for, though his jacket

had protected him to some extent, his

clothes were smouldering in places and
he had been burned about the hands.
Jackie was cxswering in tho middle of

the hut, and Bob snatched him up and
wrapped him in his coat. Then he
turned back for the door and dragged
it open.
He had managed to force his way into

tlio shed, but to escape from it war a
different proposition. For the brush-
wood through which he had hurled him-
self ha<l tumbled back into position,

and was blazing even more fiercely.
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A solid sheet of fire challenged him,
and the heat drove him back. Protected
though ho was by the coat, it was
doubtful whether even Jackie could

have survived an attempt to fight clear,

and Bob himself was fairly at the

mei'cy of the flames.

He closed the door again, and turned
to examine the window. A glance told

him that there was no possibility of

effecting a getaway there. It was too
small, and just beyond it the fire was
raging as furiously as at the door.

There was only one chance. If he
oould smash his way through one of

the walls bodily, the woodwork, in its

collapse, might serve as a shield against
the flames, driving them under as it

fell.

He threw himself at the planks. The
shed was the reverse of substantial, but
the wail against which he levelled his

attack did not give at the first impact.
There was a slight splintering sound,
however, and though he staggered back
bruised and shaken, it nerved him for

a second attempt.
Fifty paces from the blazing hut Dan

Mitthell and the MadisoiLS waited
breathlessly for Bob to reappear. Then
all at once June started forward.
"Jackie!" she sobbed, breaking into

a run.
Dan Mitchell dashed after her and

caught her by the wrist.

"Come back here!" he panted. "You
can't go into that hell of flame, June
—you'll be killed! This cursed experi-
ment should never have taken place!'"

He was pulling her towards the tree

again when he heard her father utter
a sharp exclamation, and out of the
corner of his eye he saw Madison dart
to the table and snatch one of Bob
Darrow's fire-extinguishing grenades
from tho rack.
Drawing back his arm, Madison

hmled the fire-bomb at the shed with
all his force.

Dan Mitchell blanched, and promptly
sprang for cover, for he knew what to
e.xpect when the glass bulb smashed to
pieces and the "doctored " chemicals re-

acted to the flames

!

(Don't miss next week's breath-taking
episode of this thrilling new serial. By
permission of Universal Pictures. Ltd.,
starring Tim McCoy and Marlon
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I
"CRACKED NUTS." J

I (Contiuned irom page 12.) a

Wendell saw what had happened, but
Zup was looking anxiously up at tho
circling 'plane.

"Will you get out of there before it's

too late?" he vociferated.

"Thanks!"' shouted Zup scornfully.

"I've had enough of your advice—I'm
going to stay right here until eomethiug
happens!"
"Come here! Come here!" howled

Wendell. "Before it's too late!"

Cried Zup, unwittingly putting a foot

ou the sizzling bomb:
" You lied to me—and I'll never be-

lieve you again as long as I live!"
" You won't have long to live if you

stop to argue!"' yelled Wendell frantic-

ally.

"Something's burning around here!"
remarked Zup to himself, as his nostrils

were smitten by an acrid odour.
He sniffed at his cigar, but decided

that it must be something else, and ho
was gazing inquiringly around when
Ben, almost directly overhead, pulled

the lever tliat released the last bomb
the machine carried.

It was the largest, the heaviest, the
most formidable of all the collection

—

arrd its cap had been replaced. ' Just as

it was whistling through the air, Wen-
dell, a human wreck, reached tho
throne, dragg(xl Zup out of it, and tried

to tug him to safety.

The bomb struck the deserted throne
fair and square, blowing it to
smithereens and exploding the other
capless bomb that lay in its path. We.n-
dell and Zup were flung on their faces,

and for a few minutes everything was
blotted out.

Inde.scribable noises followed, com-
bined with shouts, shrieks, groans. By
degrees the aii* cleared as a terrific

shower of debris settled. Zup and Wen-
dell found themselves sitting side by
side on a patch of blackened grass, star-

ing at what seemetl to be a black foun-
tain issuing from the earth where the
throivo had been and leaping towards
the skv.Shockley.)
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"What i3 that?" gasped Wendell.
"An inkwell?"
"No," Baid Zup, staggering excitedly

to his feet. "It's an oil well!"
"An—an oil well?"
"Yeah—we're rich, Wendell 1 We're

rich!"
He tugged his chum to his feet and,

gripping both his hands, almost danced
with joy.

"We're rich! We're richl We're
rich!"
He held his cane upright upon the

grass.

"Your fist on mine," he boomed,
"my fist on yours, your fist on mine!
That's right! We're pals and partners!
Wendell, my boy, I have more friends

in this little kingdom than I knew

—

and all will be well. There goes cock-
eyed Ben to earth, and the worst is

over. Rejoice, son, rejoice!"
"1 am rejoicing," declared Wendell.
Zup took his arm and marched him

across the wrecked ground and around
the spurting fountain of oil towards a
little group dominated by the baron.
Boris and Ricaixlo were there, their

black coats in ribbons, their top hats
smashed in, their trousers torn—and be-

hind them stood the four soldiers with
their fixed bayonets.

"It's great! It's marvellous!" the
baron was exclaiming over and over
again, • his eyes fixed on the rising

column of oil. "El Dorania is ricli!

We are richl"

Zup stalked right up to him and
knocked down his extended arm.

" Where do you get that ' we ' stuff

from?" he demanded angrily.

The baron glared at him.
"You should be dead," he said, "but

as you've struck oil we will not proceed
with the assassination."
"You shall be dead if you don't sliut

up!" retorted Zup.
"Yes," said Wendell. "You know,

Zup, I'vo been thinking this thing over.

El Dorania shouldn't be a kingdom—it

should be a republic."

He looked at the four soldiers, and
the four soldiers nodded.
"You're right!" decided Zup.
"It's a marvellous idea," cried the

baron. "And I will be
"

"You'll be surprised!" interrupted
Zup. " Remove him, men, remove him !

Your first president speaking!"
Obediently enough the soldiers seized

the baron.
"Them, too?" inquired the officer, in-

dicating Boris and Ricardo.
"Both of them," directed Zup. And

all three of the troublesome conspira-
tors were taken off to the palace dun-
geons.
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But Wendell, watching their depar-
ture, said petulantly to Zup:
"Who says vou're first president?"
"Why not?"
"We haven't decided."
"All right," responded Zup, "let's de-

cide right now."
He flung his cane into the air and

they both made a grab at it. Wendell
managed to get one fist round it, but
Zup gripped it with both fists.

"Congratulations," said Wendell re-

signedly. "You're our first president."

"Yes," nodded Zup, "and, for your
sake, we'll make Aunt Minnie Secre-

tary for War."

Aunt Minnie Looks Down.

NEITHER Aunt Minnie nor Betty
had been present at the attempted
assassination. Aunt Minnie dis-

approved of such El Doranian tricks,

and Betty was horror-stricken. So tliey

remained fearfully in the sitting-room

of their suite at the hotel, shuddering
every time an explosion occurred.

"I wish I had never bought any
plantations in this dreadful country,"
whimpered Aunt Minnie. " That wicked
baron is the cause of all the trouble.

I wish somebody would assassinate

him !"

"Wendell will have him beheaded if

I ask him," said Betty.
"That rat!" raved Aunt Minnie.

"Zup was a far better man than he.

I was almost beginning to like Zup—and
now they're murdering him!"

A messenger arrived from the palace

with the startling news that the king-

dom had become a republic, that Zup
was very much alive and had become
president, that Baron Bogardus w'as in-

carcerated in a dungeon in chains with
Boris and Ricardo for company, and that

an oil well had been discovered which
would make everybody rich.

"And you, madam," said the messen-
ger pompously—probably because he was
decorated with a lot of gold braid—
"have been appointed Secretary for

War."

"Me?" exclaimed Aunt Minnie un-

grammatically. "Secretary for War?
Me? Who did that?"

"President Zup," was the bland reply.

"And His Excellency the President de-

sires you and your niece to be present

at the palace at three this afternoon."
"I shan't gol"
"In that case, madam, I am in-

structed to inform you that your estates

will be confiscated!"

Aunt Minnie changed her tone com-
pletely.
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"At three o'clock, you said?" she in-

quired graciously. "Tell his Excellency
that I shall have much pleasure in

calling on him,"

At precisely three o'clock she and
Betty presented themselves at the
palace and were escorted to the council
chamber, where Zup sat importantly
behind a massive desk with an entirely
new sot of ministers around him.

In the streets of the city the flags

and banners still waved—there waa^
something for them to wave about now.
And out in the royal park a number ot

workmen were busy with the prelim-
inaries of dealing with an entirely un-
expected oil well.

"I'm afraid," said Zup, "that we
can't admit j'our niece to our council,

Aunt Min—she had better go for a
stroll in the grounds."

Aunt Minnie cencurred, and Betty
left the chamber. In the wide corridor
just outside the double doors she en-
countered au eager young man in a

ceremonial suit with a piece of sticking-

plaster on his face—a young man who
embraced her feverishly and raced her
away downstairs to the terrace.

President Zup was discussing affair»

of State in the council chamber wliich
failed to interest Aunt Minnie. She
wandered petulantly away to a window
overlooking the terrace, and since the
window was wide open, she stepped out
on to a little balcony.

Down below she saw, to her infinite

annoyance, Betty andWendell, standing
side by side before a man in black
clothes who held a book in his hand.
She leaned over the balustrade, and at
the top of her voice she shouted:

"Don't you remember my telling you
to keep away from that runt?"

"I do!" said Betty quietly. But sho
was looking at the man in black clothes,

not at her aunt.

"And—and do you remember the
warning I gave you?" howled Aunt
Minnie.

"I do!" said Wendell—but not to

Aunt Minnie.

The man in black clothes -was a minis-
ter; the whole thing had been neatly
contrived.

"I now pronounce you man and wife."
said the minister; and then he smiled
up at the balcony above his head, while
Betty and Wendell flung tlieir arms
about one another's necks—and kissed.

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd..

featuring Bert Wheeler and Robert

Woolsey, supported by Dorothy Lee and
Edna May Oliver.)
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"The Texas Ranger."

Jim Logan, Buck Jones; Helen Clay-
ton, Carnielit.a Goraghty ; j\Iatt Taylor,
Harry Woods; Xevudy, Ed ]?rady

;

Higlipockcts. Nelson ^McDowell ; Tubby,
Billy Bletehcr; Lynn Alder, Harry
Todd; Brcpd, Budd Fine; Mr. Clayton,
Bert Woodruff.

Jerry
Moore,

" Trapped."
Coleman, Nick Stuart; Sally
Nena Quartaro; Bcttina

Moore, Prisrilla Dean; Captain Baxter,
Tom Sanlschi ; Jim Moore. George
Regas; Joe Farley, Tom O'Brien; Fer-

guson, Jimmy Aubrey; Tiger Callahan,
Rood Howes; Lena, Patsy Daly.

" Creeping Shadows."

Uislicr. FrankliTi Dyall ; Sir Edwin
Patret, Arthur Hardy; Lady Paget,
Henrietta Watson; Gloria Paget, Mar-
got Gfaharne ; Brian Nash, Lester Mat-
thews ; Paul Tegle, Gerald Rawlinson;
Cable, Hal Gordon ; Sparrow, Ernest
Stilwell; Peter Hoyt, David Hawthorne;
Olga Hoyt, Jeanne Stuart; Inspector
Potter, Matthew Boultou; The Limping
Mau, Percy Parsons; Chicago Joe,

Charles Farrell; Sandel, Samuel
Pringle.

Splendid Qifts.

Portable gramophones, pocket knives,

pencil cases, wireless sots, wireless

valves, accumulators, fountain pens,

electric torches, watches, footballs, box-
ing gloves, etc. These are a few of the
splendid gifts included in the Nestle's

jVIilk Chocolate Presentation List, which
will be found in the revised and en-

larged edition of Nestle's Gift Book.
Here is a splendid opportunity for you
to obtain these attractive gifts by col-

lecting the Free Gift Coupons which
will be found in Nestle's popular choco-
late packings. You should .send for one
of those Gift Books, and with it will be
sent a vouchor for five free coupons to

start your collection. Address your
letter or postcard to Nestle's (Gift

Dept.), Silvorthornc Road, Battersea,

London, S.W.8, and be sure to men-
tion Boy's Cinem.^. This offer oidy
applies in Great Britain and Northern
Ireland. .

About Eddie Cantor.

Eddie Cantor, star of the £500.000

Ziogfeld-Goldwyn film "Whoopee,"
may be in Europe by the time this

appears. His tour includes the

principal cities, including London,
Paris, Vienna, Rome and several other

places of importance and interest. His
visit is in connection with his second

talking picture, "Palmy Days," recently

completed by Saniuol Goldwyn for

United Artists. Both the.se films are

based on Broadway stage successes.

Eddie Cantor'.s personal appearance
in London will .be his second since

1914, when he and his bride first came
here for their honeymoon. In that ye:ir

he appo.Trod in Andre Chariot's revue,

and introduced the song. "I Love the

Ladies." Eddie's struggle for success

has been a very real thing.
September I'Jtli, 1931.

NEXT WEEK'S COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

"SMART MONEY."
There was not a man who could beat him
at gambling. He became famous for his
lack at cards and at last the law went after

him. They framed a girl to betray hipd.

A crook drama that is one long thrill from
start to finish.

" THE LAST RIDE."
A racketeer is " taken Jor a ride " 'by a
rival and killed. When his brother found
the body he swore revenge. A brave girl

becomes his ally in his dangerous task.

A gripping story, starring Dorothy Revier,

Tom Santschi and Charles Morton.

ALSO
The fourth episode of our gripping new
serial of the Fire Brigade, starring Tim

McCoy and Marion Shockley :

" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

Left an orphan when he was on'y

two, the streets became his playground,
and he contributed not a little to the

bedlam and chaos that is New York's

East Side. When twelve years of age

he began selling newspapers, and also

picked up dance steps from those who
knew the art. Ho was keen to go on

the stage, and at Minor's Music Hall

in the Bowery scored his first success

during an exhibition of amateur talent.

Next he appeared as a singing

waiter at a Coney Island open-air cafe,

and in 1911 was given his first start as

a vaudeville artiste in New York.

Real pojjularity did not come to him,
however, vmtil some time after his re-

turn to the States from London. His
silent appearances on the screen in

"K^l Boots" and "Special Delivery"
did not give mucli scope for his talent.

Eventually he became more famous
on the stage, and in 1928 appeared as
the star in "Whoopee." The play
ended its successful run in March 1930,

after which Eddie went to Hollywood
for the film version and wider fame.

He Knew.
Matt Moore, who is Hollywood's most"

confirmed bachelor, was being directed
in a love scene.

"Look here," said the director, grow-
ing impatient after three or four re-

takes, "don't you know what love is?"
"Yeah," drawled Matt. "It's a term

that's used in tennis."

Fog in Summer.
A tog indoors on a sunny day is a

curious thing to have. But this queer
happening for the screen was necessary
when filming a November scene for

"A Night Like This" at the British
and Dominions Studio at Elstree. It

was a fine sunny afternoon with only
a few clouds flecking the sky, but
within the studio a thick fog enveloped
everybody and everything.
Along a London street there could

be seen moving slowly the ghostly
figure of policemen and a few other
pedestrians. A spraying apparatus had
created the fog, and as soon as tho
scene was over those who could were
glad to get out and realise it was still

summer.

Veteran Canine Artiste.

About nine years ago in the silent
version of "Penrod and Sam," there
appeared a dog named Cameo who
played the part of Duke. This same
fox-terrier, despite her age, is still full

of vigour, and will be seen barking her
way through the talking version of the
same picture, in which Leon Janney is

the star. Incidentally, it may be of
interest to know that Cameo is the only
dog owning a motor-car in her own
name. She has also her own room and
her own little bed in her master's home.

Answers to Questions.

I ajiall be pleased, W.A.S. (Bristol),

to send on letters to your favourites.
With regard to artistes appearing in

American films, remember when writing
to them to give your address in full,

including the name of your cour.lry.

All letters should be in closed enveljpes
bearing only the names of tii.jso for

whom they are intended, and the stamps
should be loose.

Here is the cast, Edward (Winnipeg),
of "The Indians Are Coming": Tim
McCoy (Jack Manning), Allene Ra,v
(Mary W'oods), Francis Ford (Tom
Woods and George Woods), Edmund
Cobb (Bill William.^), Don Francis

(Ranee Carter), Charles Royal (Unc!>>

Amos), Dynamite (Himself).
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Helen Clayton became an outlaw to get even with a crook—and Jim Logan, a resourceful

Texas Ranger, was sent to arrest her for a murder she had not committed. A splendid

drama of the West, starring Buck Jones and Carmelita Geraghty.

Burned Out!

IN Lorado Vnlley, Texas, one of the
most fertile areas of rolling plain

and wooded hollow in the cattle

country of the J,one Star .State, the

name of Matt Taylor was hated and
feared by all decent ranchers.

Avaricious and imscrupulons, he had
persuaded the wilder and coerced the

weaker of the settlers to join forces witti

him, so that he liad become the head t.f

a liiige cattle syndicate and an absolute
tyrant. Bnt this was not enough to

&at.c his greed : he wanted the w hole of

the Valley to himself, and he had de-

cided uiion drastic measures {o secure

it

Time and again he hud interviewed
and threatened the few who dared to

hohl out against his insolent demands.
Now, considering himself to be above the

kiw', he projiosed to obtain by force what
he could not obtain by 'tunning or

intimidation.

lie chuckled in a manner ugly to

liear as he looked down through the

dusty panes of a window of his office

over the Syndicate Saloon in the little

towji of Bellington. A dozen of his

hirelings were riding out into the

valley to attach to the front doors of

ranch-houses copies of an idtinnatuin

which he had drawn up in this form:

"Be out of Lorado Valley by 5 o'clock

or be smoked out.

"Last warning.
"Matt Taylor."

"By morning," lie said triumphantly,
movitig back to his desk and addressing
Ed Ixiiining, who was seated beside it

tugging nervously at his moustache, and
Siim Lanning, who was standing liy the
door as though he would like to escape,
"there won't be a rancher left in the
valley ! Every acre of grazing land will

belong to us !"

:Mii%-^.

lie dropped into his chair and glanced
across at Ed Lanning. Ed and his

brother Sam had been the last to fall

in line with Taylor's demands, and their

ranch—now absorbed by the syndicate-
was one of the largest.

' I know it's pretty strong medicine,
Lanning," he said, "but it's the only
way we oan get rid oT these mangy
homesteaders. There's only room for

one rancli in Lorado Valley—and that's

oar Syndicate outfit."

"Don't you think you're going a bit

too far, Matt?" ventured Ed Lanning.
"There is such a thing as the law, and.
though you may be sheriff around
here, and owner of most of the town,
there ore swch people as the Texas
Rangers, and

"

"What's the matter with you?" broke
in Taylor liarshly. "You getting
yellow-? I don't want any welshers
trailin' with ine. I'm after big stakes,

and I want men I oan depend on. It

ain't too late for you Ijanning brothers
to go over to the other side^if you
want to !"

Ed Lanning's hand slid from liis

moustache to his throat, which it

caressed almost tas though it were in
danger. He smiled feebly at the narrow-
eyed but - otherwise good-looking

HELP THE NEWSAGENT.
Have you ever thought how difficult

t IS for a newsagent to order just
the right number of copies of any
particular paper each week ? You
can make his task much easier if you
place a regular order with him. You
will not only help him to order cor-
rectly and avoid waste, but will make
sure of getting your copy regularly

each week.

seliemer, and he liked not
at all the malevolent twi.^t

of those thick lips be-
:mm^ neath the fiery red mous-

tache, the glint iti those dark eyes that

glared at him.

"Why, we're with you. Matt, what-
ever you think best," he managed to

say.

"Sure," added his brother hastily,

lest he, too, should be suspected of dis-

loyalty. "Haven't we always done what
you've asked ot us? "

"Then you can help tonight, dei;ir

friends." taunted Taylor, "Wo shall

need all the boys, I guess—and there

may be trouble with the Clayton crowd,"

He dismissed the two with a wave
of his hand, and they were glad lo go.

But that night they were doomed to take
part in a lawless raid that, sickened
them.

Taylor's men had attached the notices*

to ranch-house doors—mostly with ttio

aid of knives, to give added significance

to the threat—but not one of those who
were warned had abandoned their

property by nightfall, and at nightfall

'J'aylor and all his men rode out of

Bellington, carrying lanterns and
flaming torches.

Six ranchers tliere remained in Lorado
Valley who had defied Matt Taylor,

|

and all save the Claytons had small

holdings. One after another they were
smoked out—which is to say that their

barns and outbuildings and bunk-hous'es

were burnerl to the ground and their

ranch-houses set on fire.
|

Two of the six showed fight, but
\

;igainst overwhelming numbers bowe<l
to tlie inevitable. At the M-Bar-M, the

smallest ranch in the district, old

Martin Spearman and his wife wck;
deserted by their outfit as the horsemen
came rifling tluough the dark in a long
procession, illuminated by the torches

and lanterns they carried.

The outfit was hardly to be blamed,
for alreadv in three different directions

September 19tU, 1931.



ilanics were leaping to t'lie sky. Old
Martin Speiirinan, vvliitc of beard and
nearly seventy, hurriedly packed his

most treasured possessions, assisted by
his wife, then rushed to get out the buck-
board. By this time the buildings and
stacks were on fire.

"Don't cry, mother!' he urged, as he
helped her up into the scat of the

vehicle. "We'll get anotlier home, some
place. Them jaspers will pay for this

before we're througli. Look ! They've
turned away from here—ihey'rc headed
for the Clayton ranch novi" ! We'll have
lo varn 'cm before it's too late

!

Uiddiap !"

Mrs. Spearman uas weeping at the
loss of a liome and a livelihood, but she
came of a stock that had faced with
courage even worse dangers when the

West was young.
"Hold tight, Mart!" she suid. "And

gimme that whip. If we're goin' to

liead Taylor's gang off, we've got to

move lively !"

Mart drove with amazing recklessness

for his years in the direction of the Clay-
ton ranch-house, avoiding the beaten
trail, taking all manner of risks. But
Helen Clayton and her father had
already made preparations of a sort.

They had called the men into the
pleasant ranch-house, and in the living-

room Helen, slimly beautiful, but full

of spirit, had addressed thenr collec-

tively. Her father was the owner of

thcranch and he dealt with details, but
in most things she had been its

manageress since her mother died.
"Well, what are we going to do?"

ilie asked, her deep brown eyes Hashing,
her voice a trifle shrill. "Make our
stand, or run like a lot Of sheep?"

"We're in the right," responded Bob
Ncvady promptly, "and we've got the
law behind us."
"Behind us is correct," growled Biij

Oarnham, a long, lean fellow with a
remarkably ugly face and a tremendous
walrus moustache, who was invariably
known as "Ilighpockets." "So durned
fur behind us it don't lielp any !"

"You've said a mouthful,' agreed
Tubby Bolt, the burly foreman of the
outfit.

' What ehaiice have we got against

Matt Taylor and his gunmen?" de-

manded a more timorous cowman.
.James Clayton, sitting uneasily in an

easy chair, glanced up at his high-
.spirited daughter aiid shook his grey
head. He had fought against all manner
of odds in his younger days, but now he
was old enough to desire peace at almost
any price. So far he had resisted the
overtures of Matt Taylor, but against
(.'unfire an<l flame he felt unwilling to

cxpos(! his daughter.
" I'erhups, after all " ho began.
But just then there came an urgent

banging at the front door, and one of
the men opened it, admitting Martin
Spearman.
"The Taylor gang smoked me out,

Miss Helen," he cried, "an<l they're
headed this way."

Inuiiedintcly the men who had re-

sponded .so half-heartedly to Helen Clay-
ton's apiieal changed their attitude
completely.
"Oh, they are, aie Ihey?'' howled

Highpocketf, drawing his guns.
" I>('i 'em come!" chimed in Nevady

;

and there was a chorus of approval.

"Wait a miiuite!" commanded Helen
crisply. "Arc we going to fight—or
jnly talk about it ?"

"We're gonna light, and we're gonna
bi at 'em, too!" shouted Tubby Bolt.
Mart Spearman ran back to his wife,

who was .still on the buckboard.
"Ma," he urged, "you get away with
September lOtb, 1931.
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the things^I'm stayin' to see this thing
through."
"AH right. Mart, and Heaven bless

you!" replied his wife. "If I was
twenty years young "

" Look '." e.xclaiined Helen, and pointed
to a string of lights and flares moving
down under a belt of trees. "Come on,
boys, let's get ready for them. Hurry
awuy, Mrs. Spearman. Turn out the
lights, Tubby!"
Mrs. . Spearman lashed at the horses

and drove off, and her husband followed
the others into the living-room. He
was carrying- a rifle, and was grimly
determined to use it at the first

opportunity.
All the lights in the ranchhousc were

extinguished; the front door was
barricaded.

" The back <]oor—quick !" directed
Helen.
And tables and chairs were piled

against the back door, and beside and
beneath the windows of the ground floor
the men crouched ready to shoot.
Matt Taylor and his gang swept down

into the farmyard and rode round and
round the ranchhouse, Indian fashion,
firing as they rode.
Broken glass fell from the window-

frames in showers; six-shooters spat
vicious jets of flame and bullets, and old
Mart Spearman sent at least two of the
night-riders to the dust with his rifle.

But Matt Taylor was taking no more
chances than he could avoid. While he
and most of his men circled the build-
ing the remainder were told ofT to fire

the ricks, the bunkhouse, and the sheds,
and after a while flames lit up the
scene.
A wagon piled high with hay became

a flaming furnace and was drawn by
ropes to the porch of the ranchhouse,
while all the time besieged and besiegers
continued to fire. The porch was in
flames when Matt Taylor himself rode
close to a window and fired almost point-
blank at the grey head of James
Clayton.
The gun the old rancher was about to

use fell from his hand, and he collapsed
ui a heap at Helen's feet. Tubby sent
three bullets after Matt Taylor, but that
schemer escaped without a wound, and,
pulling up beyond revolver range, he
shouted to his men

:

"It's smoking now, boys. Let's go!"
They went, flinging their torches at

the building, leaving behind three
wounded incn. Helen, who had been
feeling feverishly at a heart which had
cciised to beat, rose up and thrust her
head out of a broken window.
"You'll pay for this, Matt Taylor!"

she cried at the top of her voice.
" Yoti'll pay for this till your dying
day!"

One Thousand Dollars Reward.

AT eight o'clock in the evening of a
dull day in March, eight months
after this outrage, Kanger Jim

Logan stepped smartly into headquarters
of the Texas Rangers (Division "A") in

Sterling City, entered the captain's

office, and saluted that stern-faced

oilicer.
" Ranger Logan reports, sir," he said.

Ca])tain Jackson looked up from a
mass of pajiers on his desk at the tall,

broad shouldered young man who stood

before him. Jim was not specially

handsome, but his clean-shaven face \yas

a strong one, his grey eyes were quick
and keen, and hmnour lurked arotmd
the cornci'B of his mouth. A dare-devil

by nature, a good friend, an implacable
foe, and one of the most resourceful men
in the .service. That was why the
captain had sent for him.
"Jim," he said, "you'll be relieved of

patrol duty, for the present. I've got
some special work for you to do."
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" Very good, sir."

"I suppose you've heard of that
Clayton woinan and her gang ?"

"Yeah," Jim nodded. "Most every-
body has. In the past few months she's
become mighty popular."
The captain stared.
"And mighty unpopular," he said,

"especially with those big ranchers in

Lorado Valley. She's got 'em oti the
am, raid after raid, and nobody's becu
able to do anything about it. I hfard
something about those ranchers, but thai
was last year, and nothing came of it.

Naturally, I know the story about this

Clayton woman, and I've held my hand
up to now out of .sympathy—I had no
absolute case against her. But now she's

committed murder! One of the
ranchers in that district was shot down
in cold blood. Ed Lanning. Do you
know him ?"

" Seems I've heard of him."
"Well, pinned on his body was a note:

' With Helen Clayton's compliments.'
Your orders are to bring in Miss Helen
Clayton."
Jim looked as though he found the

task little to his taste, and the captain
interpreted his frown correctly.

" Sometimes the law compels us to do
some mighty unpleasant things, Jim,''

he said, " but "

"I understand, sir."

" All right—handle it your own way,
and good luck.''

"Right, sir."

Jim saluted again, went out and
sought his quarters. An hour later he
rode out of .Sterling City on his white
hoise Silver, and any stranger who had
met him would have imagined him to

be a typical cowboy, for he had 'ex-

changed his unifonn for cowboy rig, and
was wearing a ten-gallon hat on his head
and was carrying a lariat on his saddle-
bow.
From Sterling City to the Lorado

Valley is a matter of thirty miles, but
in Texas thirty miles is considered quit?
an ordinary ride. Towards noon on the
following day he dismounted outside the
Syndicate Saloon in Bellington—and
stumbled as he reached the ground.
He fastened Silver to a hitching-rail

and went into the saloon, which was
crowded with ranchers and cow-hands.
A few men were at the bar drinking,
three dancing-girls were displaying their

agility to the noise of a cracked piano
and a banjo, but the majority of the
patrons were grouped round a notice
attached to one of the wooden walls.

Captain Edwards had taken action
before he sent for Jim. Two rangers
had visited the district the day before,

and the notice on the wall was precisely

similar to notices which decorated other
buildings in the town and a considerabia
number of tree-trunks in the neighbour-
hood. It ran:

$1,000 REWARD
for the capture of

HELEN CLAYTON.
Dead or Alive.

" Boy, that's a lot of money for one
woman," remarked a little fellow whose
cow-hat looked almost like a.T

extinguisher on his head.
" Yeah—an expensive female," agreed

another.
'-'I'd like to know what part of the

country she's in," declared a third
avaricioutily.

Jim heaid and watched witbout
appearing to watch. He luirhed over to

the bar, ordered some whisky, and
gulped it down. He appeared to be
alre-Tdy dnmk, and his face was un-
shavers an<l his hat was awry. With a
second drink in iiis hand he approached
tlie group, pushed his way forward, and
blinked at the notice.
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"I'd know that woman if 1 met up
with her," said a burly cowhoy. con-

spicuous, in his flaminp; red ^hirt, "but
I'll say she wants some finding."

Matt Taylor descended the staircase

from his office overhead iu time to

hear that observation.
"Boys. ' he pioclaimed, "two thou-

sand dollars to the man that brings her

to me personally."
Jim swung round and nearly collided

with the speaker.
"Two thousand," he said thickly.

" thash a lot o' dough. Boon's I get

caught up on my drinkin'—hie—I—I'll

have her—that is I—I'll bring her to

you pershon'ly.

"

Matt Taylor glare<l at Jim. and was
completely misled. He gave him an im-
jiatient push which seemed nearly to

upset his balance, but he returned with
drunken gravity to inquire:

" Do any o' you homhres know where
this fe-female bunch o' trouble is lo-

cated?"
"That's something we'd all like to

know," quoth the little man scornfully.

But a bulky though short-leggeil rancher
fiom an adjoining district declaretl em-
phatically :

"1 wouldn't turn her in if I could.
It would be blood-money ! That girl's

iu the right!"
Instantly Matt Taylor's gun was iin his

hand and its barrel was thrust into the
si>eaker's back.
"Is that it?" he snarled. "Well, now

that you've had your say, get out of
Lorado before morning—aiKl stay out.
(io on!"
The discomfited defender of Helen

Clayton moved reluctantly towards the
swing door.5.

"It don't pay to talk too freely in
this town," taiuited one of Taylor's fol-
lowers ius he went.

"I'll shay it don't," gufTawefl Jim,
and shuffled over to the bar again.

"With Helen Clayton's Compliments."

THAT n\orning Helen Clayton and
her own faithful followers had
ridden through a gulch in the foot

hills at the southern
end of the pan-handle,
folded the Lorado
River — tributary of
the Kio Clrande—and
raided Matt Taylor's
own ranch.
Word had reached

lier in her hide-away
that Tavlor was in

town with nearly all

his men. and the op-
portunity had seemed
to her too goo<l tn

miss. A score of

cattle had been driven
down-stream, just far

enough to lose their
tracks, then headed
for the gulch.

"There's some more
stock Mutt Taylor will

be missin' when ho
jgets back!" chuckled
Bob Nevady.
"Take them over to

our place," directed
Helen, "and tell Lynn
to go to Joel Winters
at once and get that
supply wagon out of
town by midnight."

Bill CJarnham, other-
wise "Highpockets,"
rode up with four of
Helen's outfit and a
prisoner in their midst—a n ill - favoured,
wide-faced rascal
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named Breed, who had been left in

charge of the cattle.

"Just caught one o' them wabble-
eyed, shoot-em-in-the-back fellows," he
reported. "Miss Helen, I'm wondering
how it would be to plant a slug in ttic

middle of such a nice, broad back!"
Helen, from her horse, looked down

at the squirming captive.

"I've got a better idea," she said.

"Tie him up and deliver him to Taylor
—with my compliments."

" You won't let us boys have any
fun,'' complained Highpockets. "All
right—hog-tie him, then."

Breed was trussed up with a rope and
replaced on his horse's back, whereafter
he was conveyed to a spinney and
dumped in the undergrowth till night-

fall, with one of the outfit to keep guard
over him.
After dark Highix>ckets returned,

and Breed was conveyed cautiously into

town. The main street was compara-
tively de.serted. the saloon was full ; but
Matt Taylor wa.s up in his office, talking
to Sam Lanning, a bigger man than his

dead brother had been, but a very ner-

vous man since that brother had been
mur<iered.
"Matt," he complained, "I can't stand

this liounding any longer. Every turn
I make I find a warning note from that

Clayton girl. They'i'e stuck in the door-
way—they come flying through the win-
dow on the point of a knife in the dead
of night. I haven't slept hardly since

Ed was done
'Well." growled Matt Taylor, "don't at which Sam Lanning was sitting

you think I've been getting any little

love-notes ? The last one I found was
wrapped round my cigar!"
"I lialf wish that bullet had got me,

instead of Kd."
"Aw, come off it, Sam,'' said Matt,

lighting a cigar which obviously was not
wrapped in any message. "That re-

ward will bring her in sooner or later.

And remember—you can't play for high
stakes unless you take some risks."

Fiom the street came the soun-d of

galloping iior.ias.

"What's that? ' criod Sam Lanning,
starting to liis feet.

Tlie sound ceased outside the saloon,

Highpocket.'^ and his companio.n had
brought Breed to the very foot of the^
steps leading to the veranda, and there
they pushed him from his horse so that

he fell heavily to the ground and rolled

over on his back, roped hand and foot.

Without dismounting. Highpocket*
turned about, and over the top of the
swing doors he threw a screwed-up slip

of paper, weighted with a stone.

The bald-headed bar-tender almo.st

dropped a bottlo in his haste to secure
the missile. The habitues of the place
crowded round him as he smoothed out
the piece of paper and stared at its mes-
sage.
"With Miss Helen Clayton's coni(ill

iiients," he gasped.
Jim, wlio had remained in the saloon

ever since his arrival, and who had
appeared to sleep away most of the
afternoon with his head on a tabU-.

lurched forward.

"With Miss Helen Clayton's conipli-

ments. huh?" he cried. "I guess that's

a good 'un."
In the noise and excitement of tho

moment, tho sound of retreating hoofa
went unnoticed. Matt Taylor had peered
out of a window upstairs, but had
assumed that some festive cow-hands h*(l

arrived, and had gone back to the table

But down in the saloon the receipt of

that note and a shout from Breed sent
nearly everyone running out into the
street. Breed was lying in the roadway,
shouting and cursing, and they gathered
i"oun(l him.
"Where's Taylor?" he howled.
Jim. stooping drunkenly beside tha

bar-tender, hi.s hands on his knees, his

hat on one side, and a foolish expression
on his face, immediately replied :

Breed wa? lying in the roadway, shouting and cursing, and they gathered round him.
September IDtli. 1931.
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"'Upstairs! S'pose you're not wantin'
to wear that rope all night, ch?"
He pitxluced a clasp-knife, but was

shoved aside by the bar-tender while
willing hands freed the sufl'erer from his

bonds and helped him to his feet.

"Well," announced Jim, "I guess 1

gotta sleep off some o' this rye, so's I

can go out and find that shertain party
and catch the reward. My room's all

ready, huh?"
The bar-tender nodded curtly, and Jim

entered the saloon and tottered up the

Btaiis. Ho was no more than half-way
when Breed passed him, seeking Matt
Taylor, and the bar-tender, watching
from below, exclaimed disgustedly:

"He's loco!" and went back to his

duties.

The men who had surged out into the

street re-entered the saloon—and Jim
at last reached the landing and the wide
passage on the floor above. But instead

of making for the room he had engaged
for the night he crept vvith the utmost
8obrioty and caution to a door which
was slightly ajar—the door of Matt
Taylor's office.

Breed was telling his story.

"And I found out where Helen Clay-

ton get/i her supplies," Jim heard him
Kay. "Joel Winters is one of her sym-
pathisers, and there's a wagon leaving

the back of his store at midnight, bound
for her hidc-ont."
"That's great news. Breed," rejoiced

Matt Taylor, and filled a glass with
raw spirit and pushed it over to him.
"She's over-reached herself this time,

Icltin' you hoar that and then sending
you back here. Now we can get down
to business! We'll stop Lynn Alder
outside of town, hide in his wagon, and
make him drive >is to her hang-out.

We'll take them by siu'pri.sc—and when
we've finished we won't bo bothered any
more vvith Helen Clayton and her gang."
Jim had heard enough to make him

grin triumphantly. Resuming his

imitiitiou of a drunken man, he waddled
along the passage to his room, entered
it, and closed the door behind him.
Then, once more, his alert and rosourcc-
fid self, ho went over to the window
whicli he had opened.

Silver was still at the liitcliing-rail

bcncftth. He clkamberod out on to the
roof of the veranda, slid down it to the
giitlenng. a-d after a low, warning
thistle, do.sccndcd neatly astride the
horse's broad back.

The Hold-up !

Ay niidniglit, as ^arranged, elderly
.loi'l Winters as.sistcd Lynn Alder
(o load the covered wagon which

was drawn up behind his store. Sacks
ol flour, numerous tins of corned beef

itnd of fruit, together with household
irtorcs, wore stowed away in the vehicle,

and neither Joel Winters nor Lymi
Alder hud any idea that their move-
iiienls were being watched with interest

by a stranger whose right eye was glued
to a knot-hole in the tarred fence of the
yard.
"Looks like that's all," said Lynn

finally.

"It is," responded Joel Winters.
"Good-night, Lynn—and give my re-

gards to Helen."
"I sure will." And Lynn Alder, a

wiry, middle-eged man with a chin-
bejird, swung hin)solf up into the
driving-seat and picked up the reins.

"Good luck I" Joel Winters called
offer him.
The covered wagon careered across

Ihc waste behind t'ro town, and Jim
crouche<l hchiixl the fence till the store-

keeper had re-entered his establishment
and bolted the door. Then he mounted
the waiting Silver and .si>ot off round
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the side of the building into the main
road.
He had no wish to catch up with the

vehicle; his aim was to head it off,
and, quite as importantly, to discover
on the way the spot where Matt Taylor
and his men were lying in wait.
The road twisted and tnrned, and

there was no moon. Jim very soon de-
serted the dusty way for the grassland
bordering it, upon which ho could ride
without much sound. Half-an-hour out
of town he heard voices beneath a clump
of trees, and the rumble of the wagon
behind him. He .sought the shelter of
a patch of mesquite, and crept closer
to the waiting horsemen.

"There he comes now, boye!" ex-
claimed Matt Taylor. "I>et's go down
after him."
Between the trees and the roadway

was a huddle of rocks, fallen at some
time from a ledge that guarded the
bank of the Lorado River just beyond.
Taylor and half a dozen men rode down
to wait behind these rocks and dis-

moimted, but Jim sat motionless in his

saddle.
The wagon approached, and Breed

rushed out, flourishing gims.
"Stick 'cm \ip !" he shouted at Lynn.

" And get off that wagon pronto
!"

Lynn, instead of obeying, lashed at
the horses, and several shots rang out.

Lynn clapped a hand to his right arm
and dropped the leins, but the horses
needed no urging now. With their
ears laid right back they bolted, fright-
ened by the b\dlets and the shouts.

"Follow that wagon S" yelled Taylor,
from the middle of the roadway. And
ho and his men, having rushed out from
the rocks in vain, went rushing back
to re-mount their steeds.

But Jim had calculated things to a
nicety. While the others were firing

at tlie wagon he had ridden down to
the horses and fired several shots over
thei.- heads, startling them into a
stampede.
"Hi, stop those horses!" cried Taylor

wildly. But the horses were not lightly

to be stopped by seven men on foot.

I'hcy had come tearing back towards
the town, and it was not till the town
was reached that they were re-captured.
Jim, meanwhile, had galloped off

round the bushes and rejoined the ''oad-

way two hundred yards further soutli.

"Catch 'em up. Silver!" he directed.
And the white horse sped like the wind
after the r\inaway wagon, which was
swaying precariously now over the
bank of the river where the road ran.
A crescent moon came out from be-

hind a bank of cloud in time to witness
tlie daring act which followed. Silver

drew level with the horses attached to

the wagon, and Jim, braced ready to

jump, his feet free of the stirrups, took
a flying leap—and landed clean on the

driving-seat beside the drooping figure

of Lyim Alder, who was groani?ig.

"Oh-li-h, boy!"
"Wliere'd they got you?" inquired

Jim sympathetically, as he snatched up
the reins.

"In the arm, I bclievo. Oh-h-h !"
.

A masterly use of the reins restored
coiifidenco in tlu? runaways. Their pre-
<'ipitate speed slackened gradually to a
mere jog-trot, and Silver slowed down
beside them.

"Let'.s have a look at that arm," said
Jim, and stopping the horses completely
he rolled back Lynn's .shirt-sleeve and
inspected a nasty flesh wound where a
bullet had ploughed its way.

"I'll wrap it u)) for you, partner,"
he anno\ince.l, and produced a large
handkerchief which he bound tightly

round the bare arm.
"Hurt much?" he inquired.
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"Pretty bad, but I'm sure grateful to
you, stranger."
"That's all right," said Jim. "Glad

to be of service to Helen Clayton. Say,
you'd better lot me drive this team the
rest of the way."
"Oh, I can handle 'em all right, I

guess."
"Doubt it—and besides, I want to join

up with Helen Clayton's gang."
Lynn stared at him suspiciously, but

Jim seemed to bo in earnest, and his
grin was frank and friendly.
"You on the level, stranger?" de-

manded Lynn.
"Didn't I stop your dad-busted

team?"
"Yes, that's right enough."
"How do you get there?"
"Well," replied Lynn, deciding to

trust his rescuer, "you take this trail

to Sentinel Rocks, then you take the
lower trail through Hidden V^alley, and
cross the Lorado River."
"How far is it?"
"Well, after you take that curve it's

about twelve miles, more or Hi,
what's the idea?"

The last forir words were uttered in

amazement; for Jim had abruptly drawn
a six-shooter and its barrel was staring
Lynn in the face.

"I'll toll you later," chuckled Jim.
"But you've got to get down here!"
Nearly three hours afterwards Jim

guided the horses across the Lorado
River aiul reached the southern bank.
He was alone on the driving-seat of the
covered wagon, and Silver was trotting
beside the leaders.

He saw the gulch ahead—and at the
same moment was seen by two men,
armed with rifles, who were perched on
the wall of rock on the right of the
gulch and were silhouetted against the
grey sky of dawn.
"That's the wagon all right, Jack,"

said one.
"But there's a stranger driving it,!'

growled the other, who was holding
field-glasses to his eyes.

" Stranger ?"

" Yeah—take a look I"

His companion took the glasses, ex-
amined the distant Jim through thcra,
and handed them back.
"Gee!" he exclaimed. "I hope

everything's all -.-ight. Let's go down
there.

'

They clambered down to the far end
of the gulch, where they took cover
behind u tree, and Jim prcsentl,v came
driving tlie team neatly through tliu

narrow opening.
"Pull up thorn there horses, stranger!"

shouted the man who had been addressed
as Jack, and he and his companion
stepped cut from their hiding-place with
their rifles to their shoulders.
Obediently enough .Jim obeyed, then

held up his hands. He was not sur-

prised ; he had quite expected Helen
Clayton's retreat to be well guarded.

"What are you doing with that there
wagon?" demanded .lack.

"Driving it," replied Jim calmly.
"Don't fool with me!"
"I'm not fooling with you. Put down

them guns, will you? They make me
nervous."
One of the men climbed up beside

him and poked the business end of his

rifle into a broad chest.

"Where did you get this outfit, any-
way?" ho asked.
"Back iibout fifteen miles. Say, do

you know old man Lynn Alder? They
waylaid him b.ack there, and me being

a friend of his I thought I'd bring the

wagon through for him."
"Yeah?" said the guard who was

still on the ground. "You-'d better tako
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liim over and let Miss Helen have a look
at hitn, Bill."

A Close Shave.

THE gulch opened into a great fertile

hollow, rinimed with hills, but its

pasture-land was not immediately
visible because a belt of trees intervened.
Beyond those trees stood a ranch-house
and outbuildings, and beyond the ranch-
house was a large corral full of cattle.

Helen Clayton, in riding-kit with a

gaily coloured .scarf around her neck,
rode over to the corral with Tubby Bolt,

who was still her foreman, and Tubby
contemplated with glee the latest addi-
tions to the stock.

"A couple more raids like that, Miss
Helen," he chuckled, "and Taylor won't
liave enough beef left to fry himself a.

steak!"
"Yes, Tubby." said Helen gloomily,

"but that doesn't bring my father back.'
And she turned her horse abruptly and
rode back to the ranch-house.

Slic had dismounted and was standing
in the doorway of the building when
Jim. a prisoner between ilighpockets
and Nevady, was marched in at the back
door and led into rather a b*rc room,
used as an olTicc.

"What did you hear al)0ut Miss Clay-
ton in Lorado?" inquired Ilighpockets.

Jim, instead of answering, looked
round at Nevady, who had taken up his

stand by the door of the room and was
whittling away at a piece of wood with
a particularly formidable knife.

,; "What's ho doing?" lie inquired.
"Building a house?"
"No—I'm making a trigger for a

trap." snapped Nevady.
"I don't like that cowpunchcr," Jim

informed Highpockets ; and at that
moment became aware of a slim and very
beautiful girl who was looking into the
room over Nevady's broad shoulder.
Her deep brown eyes enveloped him.
"What wa-. that you wanted to

know?'.' he said impishly. "What thev
told me about Miss Clayton? Well, one
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thmg they told me was that she had
big febt, and another was that she was
knock-kneed."
The trick succeeded. Helen pushed her

way past Nevady into the room and
walked straight up to the prisoner.

"So I have big feet, have I?" she
cried angrily.

.Jim looked down at her feet, which
were encased in riding-boots but were
obviously small. Her riding skirt was
short, but she raised it above her knees.

"And I'm knock-kneed, am I?"
.Tim rubbed his unshaven chin and con-

templated a pair of knees that seemed
to him absolutely perfect.

"Lady," he said apologetically,

".somebody misinformed me."
"Who are you? ' And how did you get

here?" she demanded icily.

Highpockets explained matters, and
during tlie explanation she glanced fre-

quently at the tall young man. so that

.Jim became acutely conscious of his un-

kcmi)t appearance. Without waiting for

her to decide what should be done with
him he asked pleasantly:
"Can I clean up?"
.She nodded and told Highpockets to

take care of him.
Ilighpockets. highly disgusted, said :

"\Voll—er—you go on over to my cabin

and make yourself at home."

"Thanks." said Jim gratefully to

Helen, and w^s escorted to the back door
of the ranch-house, where Highpockets
jerked a grimy thumb in the direction

of a cabin at the bottom of the yard.

The two guards who were waiting
within call followed him across to rhc

building, and Highpockets returned to

his young mistress.
" i seem to have seen that Jasper some

place before," Nevady said thoughtfully.

"Can't just place him now, but I've got

an idea it was along tiie border."

"Do you tliink he's a law man?"
asked Highpockets.
"Well, I don't know—maybe it'll come

back to me."
"I rather like the look of him." de-

cided Helen, and left them standing
there, staring rather blankly after her.

"I got an ideal" atmouncod High-
pockets. "Come on, Nevady!"
They went out togetlier and crossed to

the cabin. Jim was looking out of one
of its windows as they entered. He had
just washed his face and hands in a basin

and was holding a towel.

"Reckon you'll want a shave," said

Highpockets. "You'll find hot watei"

buck there on the stove."
"Thanks," said Jim. and took a (in

cup from a tuble and filled it from a

kettle on the stove, while Highpocket.s
took an old-fashioned razor from its

case on the dresser and proceeded to

sharpen it carefully on a hone.
Jim. having made a lather in the

soap-dish on the wash-stand, held out

his hand for the instrument.
"Guess that's sharp enough," he said.

"I can shave with that."
"Sit down." barked Highpockets,

kicking forward a chair but withholding
the razor. " I got a weakness for shaving
gents. Close or medium shave?"
"Oh. just once over,'' rej>lied Jim,

s(>ating himself ratlier reluctantly on the

chair.

Highpockets draped a towel around
his neck, pushed back his head, and
lathered liis face. Then re-opening the

razor, which he had closed for the nonce,
he began to shave his victim.

With the blade caressing a very ex-

posed throat he said suddenly :

"By the way, you run across any
Rangers down in town?"
"No—why?'' inquired Jim.
"We heard one blew in last week."
"They're liable to blow in anywhere.

Can't ever tell when them fellows aro

going to pop up."
"You're right, son.'' responded High-

pockets grimly, sliding the blade over

Jim's adam's apple. "Y'ou ever down
around the border country?"
"No. I'm from the north. Why?"
"Nothin'. Have some friends down

there. Thought maybe Wait a minute
—I'm not through !"

But Jim had jnished away the hand
that wielded the razor and got to his

feet.

"Oil, yes you are," he said, making
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once more for the wash-basin to remove
the remains of the soap. "You know
my skin's tender!"
Throughout the remainder of that day,

Jim was permitted to roam the hollow,
but was kept under surveillance. Late
in the afternoon ho came upon Ncvady
in the farmyard, fixing up his trap. The
trigger was touclied by accident, and
the jaws of the trap closed mercilessly
upon a podgy finger. Ncvady gave vent
to a howl of pain.
Jim raised his eyebrows, and Nevady

scowled at him.
"It worked," he said. "I want to

catch a skunk in it."

"You got one," laughed Jim. "Too
bad you didn't' have your neck'in it!"
He went into Highpockets' cabin, and

tliat lanky caricature of a man found
him there tidying up the jjlace—^and
st-ared. Ther<»can!e a thump at the door,
and ho opened it to find Minnie, a ijlump
and middle-aged Indian squaw, who was
Helen's faithful cook and housekeeper,
ixiering through the window at Jim.
"What do ijou want?" growled High-

pockets.

"Miss Helen, she say tell -the stranger
she expecting him to dinner to-night,"
was the unexpected reply, and Muiuio
stepped into the cabin to deliver the
message in person, her plaits swinging
defiantly.

"You tell Miss Helen I'll be de-
lighted," said Jim.
The squaw retreated, but lingered out-

side the door to listen for conniicnts.
Highpockets was speechless with indig-
na-tion, but Jim said confidentially :

"You know. Miss Helen is just the
kind of girl I'd like to marry. Just my
style !"

"Gar!" growled Highpockets, while
Minnie ran back to her mistress, laugh-
ing as though she had heard a great
joke.

"Miiniie," said Helen severely, "what
is it that's so funny?"
"The stranger," cackled Minnie, "he

say he like to marry a girl like you.
You just his style."

"Oh!" exclaimed Helen involuntarily.
Arid then :

" He looks rather nice now
he's shaved, doesn't he'/" she said
thoughtfully. "I've seen him several
times out of the window. A real man,
eh?"
"And his chest!" enthused Minnie.

"It is so broad! And his jaw, so
strong 1 And his eyes, so clear ! I cook
a nice dinner I"

\ Nevady Remembers.

THE dinner was a great success,

though it was spied upon through
the two windows of the living-

room by nearly all the members of the
outfit, wiio utterly disapproved of it.

Jim and Helen became friendly over
the meal, and Jim was enrolled as a
member of the gang long before it was
over. A measure of intimacy having
developed, Jim suggested a stroll in the
moonlight, to which Helen quite readily
agreed.

They walked and talked under the
trees—ond Jim appeared to be entirely
imconscious of the suspicious men who
followed ihcm about at a discreet

distance.
-As day followed day, Higlipockets

and Nevady became more and more con-
rorned about the increasing friendship
bctwocn their young mistress and tlie

stranger. But Jim proved a w-ondorful

cowboy and a real help in the running
of the ranch; and ho treated Higli-

pockets as ft firm chum because he
shared his cabin, and Highpockets
struggled valiantly not to like him. Bad
enough—from the lanky one's point of
September 19th, lOSl.
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view— that Miss Helen had fallen under
the stranger's spell.j

A week after Jim's dramatic arrival,
he and Helen indulged in a i^ace across
the hollow to a fallen tree- on its

southenmrost side, one afternoon, and
she beat him easily.

" Well, you won," laughed Jim, as he
arrived ten lengths at least behind
Helen.
"Yes, I won this time," responded

Helen, seating herself on the tree-trunk.
"But I wonder if I'll always win?"
Jim stood looking down at her. Her

cheeks weje flushed, her eyes were very
bright.

" You're awfully mysterious, Miss
Helen,' he told her. "I don't know
what you mean."
"I mean all this," she replied with

a sweeii of her hand. "Living like a
hunted beast—outside the law. I'm
wondering what the outcome will be."
"Well," said Jim gravely, "there's

only one end for an outlaw. You know
what that is."

"Yes, I know," she said quite frankly.
"I've thought of it many times. Oh,
I'm not thinking of mys»lf, but of
Tubby, Highpockets, Nevady and the
others. They're outlaws just because
of their loyalty to me."
At that very moment Tubby, High-

pockets and Nevady were watching the
pair from a distance, and their view of
the situation was summarised by High-
pockets thus

:

"She's invited him to supper five

times in succession. I'm wondorin' if

she's fallin' for him."
"You wonder?" growled Tubby. "I

know darned well she is ! Come on

—

it's not for us to butt in."
The three retreated. Jim, dropping

down beside Helen, said to her
earnestly :

" Why didn't you let the law take care
of all that happened, instead of taking
revenge into your own hands?"
"The law!" she echoed bitterly. "Do

you suppose I wanted to do what I'm
doing ? There's never been any law in

Lorado Valley—except the law Matt
Taylor made. If your father had been
shot down in cold blood and your ranch
destroyed with fire, what would you have
done?"
"About the same thing as you did, I

guess," admitted Jim.
That evening Highpockets, Tubby and

Nevady, riding towards the gulch to re-

ceive reports from those who guarded
it, stared blankly at a wiry, middle-aged
man with a chin beard who was gallop-
ing in their direction. It was Lynn
Alder.
"Why, what's the matter?" he cried

as he drew near. "You fellows look like

you'd seed a ghost !"

"That's what we thought you was. for

a minute," d(^c!arod Highpockets. "We
figgered you was dead."
"Yeah," )iut in Tubby. "The fellow

who brouglit in the supply-wagon said

you'd been busli-whacked."
"The heck he did!" laughed Lynn;

but offered no further explanation, for

Novady's ugly face had become twisted
with sudden recollection.

"It's just come to me!" he cried.
" Who that stranger is ! He's a
Ranger I"

Lynn pursed his lips; but High-
pockets howled :

"What?"
"We is that !" insisted Nevady. "Last

time I saw him he was handcuffed to a
prisoner down in Mexico Joe's place

—

on the border !"

Tubby gave vent to a shrill whistle;

Iliphporkets, tugging at. his enormous
moustache, said thoughtfully :

"A Ranger, eh? That puts us in a
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tough spot, boys ! We've got no direct
quarrel with the law."
"No," snorted Nevadj-, "but we got

to look after ourselves."
" And Miss Helen, too," nodded High-

pockets. "I've got a plan, boys. Look!
Here they come now. Quick—get out of
sight 1"

All four scattered, seeking cover be-
hind a bush, as Helen and Jim wan-
dered up together.

" I'm expecting you for diimcr, don't
forget," said Helen, and turned in the
direction of the ranch-house.
Jim leaned against a tree-trunk, and

was rolling a cigarette when the four
bobbed up from behind the bush, with
their guns in their hands.
"What's up?" inquired Jim—and

grinned at Lynn Alder.
They surrounded him, and High-

pockets assumed the role of spokesman.
He informed Jim that they all knew
now that he was a Ranger ; and he did
not deny the accusation.

"I gotta proposition to make," said
Highpockets. " We got no quarrel w-ith

the Rangers, and we'd like to avoid
having any. Give us your word of

honour you'll leave and forget every-
thing, and you'll ride out a free man."
"Thanks!" said Jim gruffly. "And I

wish I could ; but it's not on the cards,

boys. I've already given my word of

honour'—to the Rangers."
"Well, there's only one course left,"

declared Highpockets significantly.
" I understand," nodded Jim re-

signcdlj'. "Do what you're going to

do—hut don't let Miss Helen know who
I am."
"We've decided that ! We'll fix things

so that you just naturally disappearl"'

and we'll tell her you deserted."

"Thanks!" said Jim ironically.

"Come on, fellows," barked High-
pockets. " We gotta lot to do."
Jim was conveyed Isack to the cabin

and made a prisoner in it ; and at least

five men mounted guard over him to

see that he did not escape. But Minnie
came to announce that dinner was ready
—and this was «. contingency for

which Helen's devoted followers had
not provided.

"Well, I guess you better go through
with it," decided Highpockets gloomily.

"We'll wait till after you've ate. But
don't try anything funny, young fellow

—we'll be watching you from every
window."
"Yeah," drawled Nevady, "and you'd

better make the most o' this meal.
Ranger, 'cause it's j'our last one on this

earth !"

"Eat hearty, too," added Tubby.
"They tell me the devil don't overfeed
his guests!"

In the Hands of the Enemy.

IT was a remarkable meal that

followed. Jim was escorted to the
ranchhouse, and in the living-room

he sat beside Helen at table; but his

appetite was conspicuous by its absence.

He shifted uncomfortably in his chair,

and every other minute he glanced frorii

one window to another, wondering if

the watchers would decide to shoot him
while he offered so conspicuous a target,^

instead of waiting till the meal was over,

as promised.
"What's the matter?" asked Helen.

"You're the mysterious oiie to-night!

Is it too hot in "here? Shall I open a

window ?"

"No," said Jim hastily. "I—er—

I

just had a kink in my neck. A man
gets it once in a lifetime, you know."
Somehow he managed to swallow

some fooirl, though he felt that it would
choke him. And once when he looked

at a window, Nevady displayed his

clasp-knife as though he were slitting a
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tluoat, and oiico Highpockets pointed

his six-shooter to indicate a growing
impatience.
After the meal, Minnie brought in a

teapot and cups and saucers, and Jim,
only too eager to jx>stpoue his end,
drank several cups of tea.

'' Did you ever have your fortune told

in a teacup?" Helen asked him, and in-

sisted on telling his. But when she

picked up his empty cup and examined
the accumulation of leaves in it, she
exclaimed:
"This is terrible! It looks like you're

goinir away. I see a long, long road.

No, L don't think it's a road. It could
be a long rope."
Jim shivered slightly.
" I don't believe in those things," he

said, and took the cup from her and set

it down. "It's a wonderful night out
to-night—with a great big moon. How
v.onld you like to take a walk with
me?"
She sprang to her feet immediately,

delighled with the suggestion; and
together they went out into the scented
night.
Five heads bobbed back out of sight

as they emerged, five bodies were
pressed close against walls or bushes;
but after Jim and Helen had passed
beneath the first of the trees all the nine
men who formed tho outfit followed
st'.>althily in their wake.

"Isn't it quiet and peaceful?" ex-
claimed Heien. "It's a wonderful night
—and you were right about the moon."
She turned abruptly, for Tubby had

stumbled over a bucket, and she became
aware of several shadowy figures behind.
"The hoys seem playful to-night," she

remarked.
" Yes," said Jim. " What say we fool

'em?"
She nodded readily, aiul he led h<'r in

tho direction of the 6table.=i.

They entered one of them together,
and the watchers immediately became
iu.ipicioiis and stole closer, quite pre-
pared for Jim to come galloping out on
hi.s white horse in a desperate bid for
freedom.
But Jim had fooled tliem. He and

Helen strolled out from the stable and
over the fields towards the distant gulch;
and out in the open the watchem had to
fall back or attract their young mistress'
attention.

Five minutes elapsed. ,ind then Jim,
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still strolling beside Helen, whistled

shrilly ; and out from the stable flashed

the white form of Silver, hastening to

the master who had summoned him;
and while Highiwckets and the others

stared in consternation, Jim vaulted

into the saddle—and lifted Helen up on
to his knees.
"Oh, this is thrilling!" she cried

delightedly.
It was ! J im shot ofT towards the

gulch, and long before his discomfited

custodians could saddle and moimt theic

own hor.ses he was through the gap,
across the river, and careering through
Hidden Valley.
But if Jim had left danger behind,

danger lurked ahead. The trees were
dense on either side of the trail in the

heart of Hidden Valley, and as they
rode out of the moonlight into the

shadows they foimd thenuielves

surrounded by horsemen.
"Oh!" gasped Helen.
"Helen Clayton!" cried tho voice of

Matt Taylor exultingly. "This sure is a

great pleasure. Wo were looking for

your hideout, and here you are! Rex,
gi\^ tho young lady your hor.se. She'll

be more comfortable, because we've got

a good way to go."
He turned to Jim.
"Who are you?" he barked, and his

gun threatened.
Helen slid obediently to the ground

and was heljied mi to another horee.

There was no possibility of escape, for

at least ten men were gathered round
them, and Jim had to think quickly.

"Don't you remember?" ho said.

"I'm the follow that promised to bring
that girl to you—and you promised two
thousand dollars reward. I want it

!"

"The drunk!" exclaimed Matt "Taylor.

"So you caught up with your drinking,
oh? "Well, she's worth that much and
more to mo. Head for the home ranch,

boys."
The man addressed as Rex climbed up

behind Breed on the horse which that
ruffian was riding, and the whole party
set off in the direction of Syndicate
Ranch.
Highpockets and hi.s companions

streamed across tho valley some little

while later and drew rein on almost the
verv si>ot whore Taylor had captured
Helen.
"Well," exclaimed Novady dis-

gustedly, "that wabble-oyed son of a

gun has got clean away! It's all your
fault, Highpockets. We should have
strung him ui) the minute wc knowed
who he was."

" Well, we're not giving up—not until

we've scoured the entire panhandle!'
declared Highpockets. "Let's get going,

boys
!"

Taylor and his gang were, by this

time," well beyond Sentinel Rocks, and
consequently out of sight. Almost a

bee-line was made for the ranchhouso
below Bellington, and in the very early

hours of the moiiiing the long, low
wooden building was reached, and Helen
was marched into a well-furnished

living-room by Matt Taylor, Jim
following of his own accord.

"I've been looking forward to this

ploiisuro for a long time," said Taylor
mockingly.
"Perhai)s if won't be so pleasant for

you when my men find out whore I am,"
retorted Helen defiantly.

" It will bo a pleasure to receive them,
too," laughed Taylor. "I've been try-

ing for months to draw them out of

their hole st) my men could wipe them
out."
Breed appeared in the doorway,

grinning maliciously, and Taylor turned
to him.
"Show Miss Clayton to our guest

room," he directed.

"Come on. Miss Clayton!" com-
manded Breed.
But Helen, instead of obeying,

snatched his whip and slashed Jini

across the face with it.

"She sure loves you, buddy!" jeered
Matt^ Taylor.
"Yeah." drawled Jim, caressing a red

weal on his right cheek.
And then Helen dropped (he wliip and

moved past him, following Breed out
into a passage which led to other
ground-floor rooms and to the stairs.

She was escorted to a pleasant bed-
room, and the door was clo.sed upon her
and locked. She went over to the
window aiul looked down into the moon-
lit farmyard, torn hot ween love and
hatred for the man she misunderstood.
Downstairs. Sam I,aiming had entered

tho*living-rooin. and Taylor, motionioK
him to a chair, said to Jim:

** Here I am, Captain/' said Jim cheerfully, <* and I arrest Matt Taylor for the murder of Ed Lanning."
September I'.itli, 1331,
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"Well, you've done me a gicat favour,
pardner, and you'ie welcome to stay
with the Syndicate outfit if you care to.

Just wander around tor a while, will you
—we'll have a talk lator."

"Thanks," said Jim, with every
appearance of gratitude, and went out
on to the veranda with a swinging stride.

But once outside the building he crept
along to the window of the living-

room, which was open, and, crouching
beside it, listened intently.

Sam Lanning was evidently uneasy.
He and his dead brother had becn^

coerced into joining Matt Taylor's
precious syndicate, bnt neither had ever
had any liking for the fellow, or for

their association with him.
"What are you going to do with that

girl?" he demanded anxiously.

" The same as I'd do with any other
dangerous enemy," was the immediate
retort. " When she's served my purpose
she'll just disappear."

"Taj'lor," exposulated Lanning,
"we've had enough of killing. It wa.s

rotten to shoot down her father in cold
blood, but I w-on't stand for it being
tlone to a woman."
"That's quite enough from you!"

blazed Taylor. "I'm giving oi-ders here.
Will you listen to me?"
"No, I won't!"
" Then get out!"
A six-shooter gleamed in the light of

tlie hanging oil-lamp, and Sam Lanning
went out, passing Breed in the door-
way.
"Shut that door!" snapped Taylor.

"Listen, Breed: Lanning's getting dan-
gerous ;

give him the same medicine you
gave his brother. Understand?"

Breed nodded, and the listener out-
side the window crept away.
Lanning had crossed the veranda and

Avas making for his horse. He had
mounted it when Breed emerged from
the building with a six-shooter in his

hand ; and he was taking aim at the
man who was about to ride away when
Jim's voice, close behind him, said
urgently :

"Hi, half a minute I"

Breed turned his face—ftnd in that
instant a sledge-hammer blow caught
liim clean on the point of the jaw and
sent him sprawling osi his back, com-
pletely knocked out. Jim flew across the
yard to Lanning.

" Breed was ju.st going to shoot you
in the back—Taylor's orders," he said.

"Let's get him out of here, then I'll

explain to you."
Sam Lanning nodded and slid to the

ground. Together they crept back to

the unconscious form of Breed, and
between them they carried him into an
outbuilding, where Jim roped him
securely hand and foot, while Lanning
stood on guaid in the doorway with
his gun.
"You say Taylor ordered him to get

me?" inquired Lanning, as Jim re-

joined him at the door.
"Yeah—just like he got your brother."
"What?" gasped Lanning. "But it

was Helen Clayton "

"It was that trussed-up guy back
there," interrupted Jim with a jerk of

his thumb. "I got the low-down when
I heard Taylor instruct Breed to do the

same with you."
"So Taylor killed my brother?" sai<l

Lanning savagely. "I'll settle with him
now!"
"Wait a minute," urged Jim. " D'you

want to commit smcide ? Besides,

Taylor belongs to mc. Listen, I'm a

Ranger, and I was sent down to bring
in Helen Clayton for the murder of Ed
Lanning, but this clears her. You do
as I say, and I'll aPe the law gives you
September lOth, 1031.
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an even break. You can ride out of
here all right, but I can't. I want you
to go to Rangers Headquarters at Ster-
ling City, and tell Captain Edwards I
need him here immediately."

"I'll do it!"
"If you kill your horse, the Rangers

will give you a new one—and you can
sleep well in Sterling for as long as you
like."

The Way of a Ranger.

OV^ER the lower half of the door of
the outbuilding Jim watched Sam
Lanning move stealthily acioss the

farmyard to his horse and ride away.
Then he looked up at the ranch-house

—

and Helen's face vcas plainly visible' at
an up.5tairs window, in the light of the
moon.
Witliout a moment's hesitation he

made his way cautiously to a post of the
veranda, swarmed up it to the roof, and
within a very few minutes was clamber-
ing in at the open window of the guest-
room.
Helen started back in alann, thinking

at first that it was one of Taylor's
creatures thus intruding—or even
Taylor himself. With her back to the
locked door she cried w'ildly :

" Get
out!" But Jim said masterfully:
"Miss Helen, I want you to listen to

me. You've got to listen to me!"
"You get out of here!" she retorted,

recognising his voice, and she punched
him in the face with her little ineffec-

tuah fists. But he gripped her by both
arms and drew her across to the win-
dow, where he swung her round so that

they could see one another's faces.

"I'm not what you think I am," he
said in a low voice. "I'm a Ranger,
and I was detailed here to arrest you
for the murder of Ed Lanning."
"I didn't kill him!" she shrilled. "I

didn't l<ill him!"
"I know you didn't," he replied

earnestly. "I just found out who did.

Look!"
Still holding her tightly with one

hand, he plunged the other into a pocket
and displayed his badge. But at this

moment Taylor ran out into the yard
below, calling

:

" Where's Breed ? What's become of

Breed?"
Several of the crook's followers came

running to him—and then Breed called

out from the darkness of the outbuild-
ing in which he was lying on his back
in bonds.
Inmie<4iately there was a rush for the

doorway.
"Now we're in for it." groaned Jim.

"They've found Breed!"'
He told her hurriedly of the things

he had overheard, and of the mission
upon which he had dispatched Sam
Lanning.
"But suppose Laniiing should double-

cross you, and not bring the Rangers
back?" she exclaimed. "My men can't

be far away; let me go after them."

"You'd be shot down before you got
fifty yards. There's men all round this

house."
"Jim," she whispered feverishly,

"what can we do?"
"I got an idea," he answered reas-

suringly. "Get a piece of paper and
write a noto to Highpockets. Tell him
to follow Silver, and sign it yourself.

Guess it's about our only chance."
He himself found a piece of paper for

her in one of his pockets, and while she
scribbled a note with his pencil he pulled
the curtains across the open window and
stood behind Ihem with his gim, ready
to fire at any instant; for there was
quite a commotion in the outbuilding
whore Breed had been found.
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That shiffy-eyed creature had re-
covered consciousness while he was
being trussed up, and he had heard far
too much.

' That cowpuncher you brought in
with Miss Clayton," bm informed Matt
Taylor, while being freed of his bonds,
" is a Ranger—and he knows who killed
Lanning!"

Tas'lor's language was not fit to be
heard, but his quick wits convinced him
that iJreed was not mistaken; every-
thing fitted in only too well.

" Put a guard rotind the ranch, boys,"
he directed savagely. " If he gets away,
v.e're finished

!"

He darted out iiito the farmyard, and
the others followed. Breed stretching his
cramped limbs as he went. A score of
men were summoned, and the farmyard •

and outbuildings were searched, but in
vain. It did not occur to Taylor, or any
of his men, that Jim could be up in the
bed-room with Helen.

The search widened, the yard beneath
the bed-room window became deserted.
Jim, with the note in his pocket, said
to Helen:
"The coast's more or less clear now.

As soon as I get out, close these
curtains."

"Be careful, Jim!" whispered Helen,
as he clambered over the sill. "And
I'm sorrj- I distrusted you."
From the edge of the veranda roof,

where he crouched flat, Jim whistled,
and Silver came cantering up.
His master slid off the veranda roof on

to the broad white back and descended
thence to the ground. He thiust the
folded note under the bridle, and
whispered in the intelligent animal's ear,
and Silver immediately went galloping ,

off in the direction of Hidden Valley,
while Jim climbed back to the bed-room.
"I got Silver away all right," he told

Helen, "but we'll have to make a stand
till the gang comes. Here, take this

gim and stand over there. I'll knock
anybody who comes close."

Out in the roadway Silver was
speedily sighted by Taylor's men, and
by Taylor himself.
"He's sent that horse for help!"

howled Taylor. "We've got to stop
him !"

Guns spat and bullets whizzed after
Silver, but the horse was soon beyond
range of mere Colts. Horses w'ere

mounted, and more than half of Taylor's
men set off in pursuit, while the rest,

under their leader's direction, went back
to the ranchhouse.
But Jim had been quick to take

advantage of the diversion thus created,
and all the doors of the ranchhouse wei*
locked and all the ground-floor windows
were shut and fastened.
Taylor, almost mad with fuiy at being

defied in this fashion, shouted orders,
and there followed a siege in which a
girl and a Ranger held the building
against the peisistent attack of ten men.
A tree-trunk was being used as a

battering-ram against the heavy front

door when Highpockets, Tubby, Nevady,
and the rest of Helen's men came
galloping up. Silver had found them by
the river, and Highpockets had found
the note; but on the way to Syndicate
Ranch there had been a battle with
those who had pursued the white horse.

Taylor's men were routed, and two of
them were left wounded in Hidden
Valley, but the rest tore back to the
ranchiiouso. there to join forces with
the attackers, who abruptly found
themselves between two firee.

For hours the struggle continued.
Breed went down, shot through the
heart, and Nevady Vas badly wounded
before Taylor resorted to subterfuge.

He instructed half of his men to keep
(Continued on pace 37.)
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11A gentleman of leisure saves a beautiful girl and becomes involved in a mix-up withdesperate racketeers. Starring Nick Stuart and Nena Quartaro,

The Mountain Road.
TERRY COLEMAN awoke with a
J swollen head, literally a swollen

head, since it was not the re-
sult of having an excellent opinion of
himself, but of having supped too liber
ally on excellent wines the previous
night.

"Never aga'n," quoth Jerrv, holding
a cool water-carafe a^nainst hi., aching
temples, and tlicn he called weakly for
his manservant.
Ferguson by name, otherwise known

nL. J"°'^TT
*^*' manservant .M>ecdily ap-

peared. He was a dapper individual oftimid mien, and though he liad one
of the most tolerant and generous ofmasters m young Jorry lie had certain
grounds for saying that being employedby a wealthy man-about-town was notalways an ideal occupation, unless one'snerves were m perfect condition.

friond^?"'^"
^'"''^ '^'^"^' ""''0''c's my

mS''
'''''''' ^'"'^''^ "^ '''™ '" ^''^^^'Ider-

?«r^'°"'"
f ''end, sir?" he echoed, look-in» around wonderingly.

«n'^f/'"-n"°''uf'^-,
^''°^»^' "^"'"1 from

the edge of his bed, and he was still re-garding Fergio inquiringly when he^Pddenlv bethought liimsflf of he topsheet and flung it back to reveal abandy-legged, thick-set bulldog

'•j"-^l''h^'"'^''%'< exclaimed Jerry.
- isn t he cute Fergie''

* "Your friend, sir?" the valet re-peated dazedly "I3 that him sir?"Jerry nodded.
"Ihat's him," he announced. "Boughthim o(T another fellow at the party list

Fergie coughed a disapproving cou-h
.,

P"=S, pardon sir," he said, chan^fnr;

On%,:fa...^"' ^°"^ brcakfast"is

-"Breakfast!'' wailed Jerry, with a

grimace. "Fergie. where's your tact'Can t you see I don't feel like break-
.tast this morning? Listen, get me some

Ice-water. And
I'm leaving (or
on a yachting

-..Mill"

ice-water. You hear?
(lipn pack my things.
Monterey and going
cruise."

" ^^fy ffood, sir."

Fergio departed, and Jerry made hisway to the bath-room. He washed and
Miaved, and when he returned to hisbed-room discovered that there was noonger any sign of his bulldog. HeI.eard snuffling sounds next door, how-

rnT^-f "'"^'^ through to the dining-
room' to see his pugnacious pup worrviifg
ll>e remnants of a pair of white trouicrs
Fergio came into the room and gave a

tZ'loTi
"•^ ""^ "'•' spectacle \hich

,greeted his eyes.
"They're your .yachting trousor.?, sir "

niL^;-
/'^^.P^''"' .you ordered from thetailor s hasn't arrived yet."

"Great Scott!" said Jorrv. "Thatmoans I'll have to go yachting i„ alounge suit. Well, it can't he helped."
Iwenty minutes later, attired in blueserge and yachting cap. Jerry stepped

into a powerful roadster with Fergieand took the road that leads from sln

MonTe're? k'^y"."'''
'''' ^°"' ^^^^ '«

Had he but known it, it was a roaddestined to lead him into adventuresuch as he had often craved, but neverdreamed of encountering.
Monterey was not the underworld yet

It was into the sinister realms of theunderworld that that road wj; to £t

The ho.-ne of Uettina Moore, on the
outskirts of San Francisco, was the homeof a woman who had made a fortuneout of the mgfit club business and whocontinued to swell her banking account

feV

from the profits of one of the most ex-
clusivo midnight restaurants in town
Bet

t
ma Moore was a woman of .son 10

torty-odd years, still strikingly beau-
titul though in her face a slirew'd judge
ot character might have read traces ot
a past that had been marred by sadneia
and tragedy—a past that was like a
closed book to Bettina Moore, hiding
events that she .sought to forget.

It wa.? a past of whicli Sally, her
daughter, had no inkling—Sall.y," fresh
from the finishing-school, eager to sco
the world.
Bettina Moore leaned back in a de»n

armchair and watched Sallv dressing
before a minor in l;er boudoir. Sho
was fo lowing the girl's movemeriU
smiling y when a tap on the door
diverted her attention.

It was the chauffeur, a man new to
the Moore domicile, and none too
savoury m his appearance, though iii.s

references had seemed adequate.
"My daughter wants you to drive hef

along the Monterey Road," Mr.s. Mooro
told liini. 'Please bring round the car,
will you?"
The chaufTeur went off to do her bid-

ding, and presently Sally came over
trom the mirror.
"Mother," she said, "supposing you

talfe me to the Blue Moon Night Cluh
to-night I've never been, end I'm
simply longing to go."
Her mother shook her head.
No, Sally," she answered.' "I want

^°l\r!^ ,'^ '""""y f'"°"> niffl't clubs."

•u n,
'"',."'°^'''''''" ''^^'ly P'-otesled,

the Blue Moon is your own nigl.t

nlnrH u"'" "°* ,*'"y'"ff to tell mothat it isn t respectable enough for mo
to CO to/"
Botlina Moore smiled.

iT''",
?'"'^ '^'''O" '* o"e of f;he few

night clubs that are respectable," she
^^ J J .

"' J"*' ^^^ same, I'd ratheryou dida t go."
''luicr
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"Oh, all liglit, " Sally rnurmiirctl, "I
won't ask again, mother. You know
I wouldn't go to any place you didn't
want nic to. Good-bye," she added
cheerfully, pulling on a close-fitting hat.
"I'll be ill for lunch."
She made her way to the hall and

let herself out of the house. The chauf-
feur was waiting for her in the drive,
and cauglit sight of her as he was taking
a pull at a flask of bootleg liquor,
which he quickly returned to his pocket.

Sally climbed into the car, and the
chauffeur took his place at the wheel.
They picked up the ]\Ionterey road in
the hills, and had been driving for a
"little less than half an hour when Sally
felt something steal about her shoulders.

She looked round swiftly, and saw
• that it was the chauffeur's arm. She
could only stare at him in amazement
for a moment, then with an indignant
exclamation she pulled free.

"How dare you?" the cried. "Have
yon gone mad?"
He grinned at her insolentl.v.

"Aw, don't be sore, girlie," he coaxed.
"A little pettin' never harmed any-
body." And he slipjped his arm around
her again.

Sally became convinced that tlie man
bad been drinking.
"Stop the car!" she ordered fiercely,

but ho only drew her closer.

She began to struggle, thoroughly
alarmed now. But the chauffeur did
not release her, nor did he take his foot
from the accelerator, and tlio car
swayed from side to side of a road that
was flanked by a lofty embankment on
the one hand and by a cliff fifty feet in
depth on the other.

Meanwhile, about half a mile to the
rear, another lautomobile was travel-
ling in the same direction at a high
speed. It was Jerry Coleman's road-
ster, and with the speedometer regis-

tering seventy-five on a serpentine road
Jerry was fairly enjoying the terror of
his passenger.
"Mr. Jerry," Fcrgie howled, "Mr.

Jerry, I can't stand it ! My nerves, sir

—oh, my poor nerves !"

The ear flashed round a bend, its

wheels showering dust into the ravine
below. Fergie shut his eyes tightl.v as
ho glimpsed the fifty-foot drop, and
littered a prolonged wail.
But Jerry was no longer heedin';;

him. Ho was now in sight of the auto
in which Sally Moore was travelling.
and as he saw it zigzagging along the
road his gaze became riveted pn it.

He was soon close behind the other
oar, and it did not take him long to
realise what was wrong. At the first

opportunity ho pulled level with the
chaufTcur-driven auto, and then, setting
the throttle, called to Fcrgie to take tho
wheel.
"The wheel!" screeched the valet.

"B-but I don't know anything about
oars. Oh, Mister Jerry !" This in an
agonised yell as Jerry abandoned the
steering, clambered over the side and
le^ipt into Sally Moore's roadster.
Tho ruffianly chauffeur felt a grip on

his collar, and, snarling, turned to

strike out at Jerry. But the young
man-about-town blocked the punch, and,
dragging the fellow into the back of the
car, battered his mercilessly ere finally
tumbling him out on to the road.

Sally had had the presence of mind
fo take the wheel, and she brought the
automobile to a standstill. Jerr.y in-

stantly sprang from the car and sprinted
to where the chauffeur was struggling
1o his feet. As he ran ho realised that
his own car was no longer in view,
and imagined that Fcrgie had succeeded
tn drawing up.

But for an intervening turn in the
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road he might have seen the panic-
stricken Fergie clinging to the steering-
wheel like a limpet while tho auto took
a wild plunge over tlie fifty-foot slope
to the right of the road.
Jerry came within striking distance

of the chauffeur as the latter put himself
in a posture of defence. But the man's
guard failed to stop a stiff left to the
mouth, and ho was staggering back with
blood on his lips when a. smashing right-
hander rolled him in tho dust. He lay
vvitli one arm over his face in a cowardly
attitude of surrender, and, his lip curl-
ing in contempt, .Jerry made his way
back to where Sally had pulled up.
"Oh, I—I don't know how to thank

you," she said.

"That's all riglit," Jerry told her with
a grin, brushing his yachting cap on his
sleeve as he spoke. " You see, I

"

A scream from the girl arrested him,
and, as he saw her point along the road,
ha whipped round and caught sight rf
the chauffeur moving towards him with
a heavy piece of rock in his hand. His
fists bunched, Jerry started forward to
meet him, but the rogue took fright,

dropped the rock and showed his heels.

Jerry turned to tho girl again. She
was .smiling now.
"You certainly showed him where he

got off," she said, and then, growing
serious all at once. "But what about
your master?" she went on. "He looked
almost beside himself when you jumped
out of his car to save me. He—he'll pro-
bably fire you, won't he?"

It took Jerry only a moment to realise
that she had mistaken his yachting cap
for a chauffeur's, but with an impulsive-
ness characteristic of him ho decided not
to enlighten her.

"Oh, yes," he murmured, "my em-
ployer. 'Well, I didn't care for the job
much, anyway, and I daresay I'll be able
to get another one."
"You don't have to look any farther,"

Sally told him. "Mother and I will bo
needing another chauffeur now. You
can drive nno home, if you like, and I'll

recommend you right away."

The idea of keeping up the deception
appealed to Jerry hugely, particularly
as it would give him the opportunity
of furthering his acquaintance with some-
one so attractive. So that afternoon,
following san interview with Sally's

mother, .he returned home to don a
chauffeur's uniform which he purchased
at an outfitter's in the city.

He was studying his reflection in n

mirror when the door of his room opened
and a forlorn, battered figure appeared.
It was tho figure of Fergie. wearing a
burst auto-tyre round his neck and carry-
ing a broken steering-wheel in his hand.
"Your car, sir," ho said bitterly.

Jerry laughed, and slapped him en
the shoulder, a lusty gesture that brought
a yelp from the valet.

"Fergie," he declared, "I'm through
with driving my own car. I'm going to

chauffeur for tho prettiest girl in tlie

world. And you, Fcrgie—you can take
a holiday."
"I need one, sir," the valet groaned.

"In a sanatorium "

An Echo of the Past.

A BANK robbery was staged In

Visalia, two or three hundred
miles to tho south-east of San

Francisco. Three raiders figured in the
hold-up, but as they piled into a car
with their booty a town-marshal ond a

couple of deputies appeared on the scene,

and one of tho bandits was left in a heap
by the roadside, sliot dead.
Two hours later Bettina Moore's maid,

Lena, announced a caller by tho name of
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Farley, a name that seemed to draw
something of the colour from her mis-
tress's face.

"Show him in," she said, after a
moment's hesitation.

Joe Farley crossed the hall and
entered tlio lounge even as Jerry Cole-
man, spick and span in sky-Uuc uni-
form, descended a flight of stairs from
his room on the top floor, to which ho
had been conducted a little while pre-
viousK'.

Farley did not notice the young
gentleman-chauffeur. He was too eager
to consult Bettina Mciore to pay much
heed to the household's staff of servants.
Rising from a chesterfield, Bettina

Moore regarded Farley coldly. A thick-

set man with a nose that had been
broken at some stage in his chequered
career, he looked out of place in that
sumptuous room.'

"You've got your nerve, Farley,"
Bettina said, "coming here like this."

Farley chewed tho stump of a cigar.

"Aw. that's no way to talk," he told

her, in a tone of smug reproach. "I
can remember a time when you wasn't
so i>articular about what kind o' visitors

you had."
"Farley," Bettina Moore answered

bitterly, " that's a time I want to forget.

It wasn't b.v any choice of mine tliat I

mixed with a bunch of dirty crooks like

yourself. And it wasn't through my in-

fluence that the man I married turned
gangster. You were responsible for that,

Farley—you rat
!"

"Say, them's hard words, Bettina,"

Joe Farley protested, "an' I didn't come
here to start any unpleasantness. I came^
to ask you a favour, for the sake of the

old days before you bust into society as

proprietress of the Blue Moon Night
Club."
Bettina !Moore laughed mirthlessly.

"A favour?" she reiterated. "And
you think I'm likely to do you one?"

"You'll do this one," Farley rejoined.

"Listen, three friends of mine raided a
bank this forenoon in Visalia. I've just

had word that one of them got bumped
off, but the other two are headed this

way and they want me to hide 'em out.

That's where you come in, Bettina. No-
body knows your record, and you're a

personal friend of Baxter, captain of the

police. These guys I'm tcUin' you about

would be safe with you "

"So that's the idea," Bettina Moore
interrupted. "I'm to hide a couple c.f

your crook friends for you. Well, I

won't do it. Understand? You and
your talk of the old days. What do they

mean to me? Do you think I'd jeopar-

dise my daughter's happiness by letting

her know that her father was a—
criminal?"
Farley blew a cloud of cigar-smoke

towards the ceiling.

"I'm glad you mentioned that," ho

mused. "You see, Bettina, 1 was goin'

on to tell you that one of these fellows

who pulled off the Visalia bank robbery

is Jim !Moorc."
If he had struck her the effect could

not have been more staggering than that

which those words produced. For a

moment she seemed unable to speak,

and then

:

"You're lying," she said. "It's at

cruel lie! Jim died ten years ago, five"

years after I cut loose from him and told

him I never wanted to seo hini again."

Farley shook his hoad.
"You're wrong," ho answered. "Ho

was reported dead all right. But not

long ago I learned the truth. Ten years

ago Jim Moore was nailed in Oregon for

killin' a night-watchman, but he wa«
convicted under another name.'i
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"I—I oan't believe it," Bettina Moore
whisijered.

"I'm tellin' you the truth," Farley
declared. "Jim's alive, Bettina, and it's

him and his side-kick that you've gotta
shL'Uor. Listen, they've made a big haul,

and you and me can make 'em share
out for the protection they get—see?"
Bettina Moore's lip curled.

"Yes, I see," she said scornfully.
"You want to make some easy money.
Well, you can count mo out. I don't
want any of that dirty money. And as
for Jim Moore, I wouldn't raise a finger

to help him. What did he ever do for
me except bring me unhappincss—while
I was fool enough to stand by him?"
Farley's eyes liardcned, and his ugly

mouth tightened viciously.

"Supposin' your precious daughter
was to find out about her father,
though," he snarled. "Supposin' I was
to drop i'le hint in certain quarters that
one of the guys responsible for this

Visalia job was Jim Moore, lawful hus-
band of that prominent night club pro-
prietress of the same name. Supposin'
the newspapers was to blaze it out in
the headlines."
Bettina Moore leaned weakly against

a table. Her features no longer main-
tained that expression of fearlessness and
resolution with which she bad en-
deavoured to confront Farley. The
man's cowardly threat Seemed to have
overwhelmed her.
There was a spell of silence. When

ultimately she. spoke, her voice was
querulous.

"All right, Farley," she said. "I'll
do it. You can bring Jim and the other
man to the back door of the Blue Moon
Night Club at ten o'clock. I'll see them
in my office there and come to some
arrangements for hiding them out for a
few days. But get this and get it

straight—if my daughter Sally ever
hcar.5 what kind of man her father was,
I'll never rest till you and c\ei\ one
of your gang are behind Ihe bai^ "

"Bettina," Farley told her, "\ou
don't have to worry about that " And
with an air of supreme <- itisfaction hr
strolled out into the hall and kt him«e'f
out of the house.
The moment the

front door had closed
behind him, a fig\ire

stole out from
the folds of a velvet

curtain near the en-
trance of the lounge.
It was the figure of

Jerry Coleman, and,
approaching Sally's

mother, he spoke to

her virgently.

"Mr.s. Moore," ho
said. "I couldn't help
hearing part of your
conversation just
nov/. I thought that
fellow sounded thre;i'

ening, and so I hun
around."
Bettina Moore was

looking at him dully.

"How much — did
you liear?" she mur-
mured.

-"Mo.5t everything,"

fas the answer, "but
our secret's safe wilh

r>'.^._ I wouldn't ha\
;i"..*-hercd to mcntin
to you that I'd be(

listening, but i

thought I might be
able to help. If
there's anything I

can do, you can bank
on me."
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The woman studied him for a moment.
He had shown the stuff he was made of

that very morning, when he tackled
Sally's chauffeur, and it

_
suddenly

occurred to her that he m.ight be a
useful ally in a vague plan that had
been at the back of her mind during the
interview with Farley.

"Listen," she said, "I've got an idea,

and you can help me in putting it into
practice."

At the Blue Moon.

SHORTLY after a hurried consulta-
tion with Jerry, Bettina Moore
received a caller in the shape of

Captain Baxter, of the San Francisco
Police.

Captain Baxter was a fine, upstanding
figure of a man, and a frequent and
popular visitor at the Moore home.
"I happened to bo passing, and

thought I'd drop in, Bettina," he ex-

plained to Sally's mother.
"Y'^ou know you're always welcome,"

Mrs. Moore told him. "Did you want
to see me about anything important?"
Baxter took her liands in his own.
"Yes, Bettina," lie said. "I wanted

to ask the old, old question again.
When are you going to marry me?"
"Did I ever tell you that I would

marry you?" was the rejoinder.
Baxter gave her a rueful smile.

"No," ho admitted, "I've never
even been able to get you to promi.se
that much. But you'd make me the
happiest of men if you would."

Bettina Moore frowned. A little

while ago she liad been very near to

accepting Baxter's proposal, but the
news that Farley had brought her had
changed her outlook entirely. She was
no longer free, as she had imagined her-
self to be. She was tied—tied to a man
who had long since lost all right to her
alTection, a man whom she had believed
dead, but who was coming back into her
life, unkno^mglj peihap'), to tlmvo
bitter memonco
"rheic wa-. a time when jou told me

that JOU couldn't many so long as
Sallv needed a mother'a caie," B ixter
told her "But S ill\ is of age nou nid
I don't think Im wrong m thinking
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that I'd be quite acceptable to her as a
stepfather. Bettina, won't you give me
your answer here and now?"
She drew her hands from his grasp

and turned away so tliat he could not see
the expression on her face.
"John," she said, "I like you more

than any other man I know, but I can't
marry you. Please—please don't ask
nic why."
She had hardly spoken the words when

Sally appeared on the threshold, and,
running into the lounge, she kissed
Baxter affectionately.

"You're almost a stranger, captain,"
she told him reproachfully. "Why, we
haven't seen you for over a week, and
usually you manage to look us up at
least three times every seven days."
"The criminals in this town have

been keeping me occupied lately, Sally,"
Baxter replied. "But I dropped in just
now to ask your mother if she would con-
sider me as a husband."

Sally glanced from one to the other.
"I see," she murmured, "and, judging

by your face, mother turned you down
again."
"That's about the hang of it, Sally,"

Baxter confessed. " What do you think
about it?"

"Well, captain," the girl returned,
"any man worth his salt shouldn't take
' no ' for an answer."
Baxter looked at her mother and

smiled.
"All right," he declared, "I won't.

The next time I'm here, Sally, I'll still

l)j asking your mother to change her
name."

He said goodbye, and Sally saluted
him comically. When he had gone Bhc.

moved across to her mother and slipped
an arm around her shoulders.

"VN'hy won't you marry Captain
Baxter?" she protested. "I know
you're fond of him, and I'd just adore
him for a father."

The rufllanly chauffeur felt a grip on his collar, and, snarling, turned to strike out

at Jerry.
September lOtli, IMt.
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"Young girls shouldn't niiud their

Biotlicrs' business," Buttina Moore re-

lortcd l-dughingly. " Now listen, Sally,

i want you to find that young chauffeur
Coleman and toll him to have the car
loady in a quarter of an hour."

Sally departed thoughtfully, and
looutcd Jerry near the garage.
"Mother wants you to drive her some-

wlicre in the car," she told him. "Do
you know where she's going?"
"Yes," said Jerry, ''to the Blue

Moon, I think."
Sally gave him a penetrating glance.

"By tlie way," she said, "I saw you
and mother in close conversation not

long ago.. What were you talking

about ?"

The question embarrassed Jerry, for

he knew too well that the subject of his

conversation with Bcttiua Moore was
ono which must on no account be
divulged to Sally.

"You mustn't ask me that, miss," he
stammered, and, beating a hasty re-

treat, he entered the garage and started

up the car.

A few minutes later he was at the

front door, which was presently opened
by Sallys mother. She joined him in

the automobile, and he drove her into

the centre of the city, finally pulling up
in a side street that flanked the premises
of the Blue Moon Night Club. Telling

Jerry to follow her, Bettino. Moore let

herself into the building and took him
to an office with a door that opened
immediately on to the restaurant, which
was already half-filled with diners.

The office was occupied by a big man
with ail amiable but formidable
countenance.
"1 got your message, Mrs. Moore,"

the big man said, " and some of the
boys are on hand."
"This is Tiger Callahan, my

manager," Sally's mother told Jerry.
' You must understand that, although
this place is on the level, I liavc to have
protection against the racketeers. Tiger
has a gang of rough-necks at his beck
and call, and no racketeer or black-

mailer dares to dictate to me. Farley
is going to find that out to-night."

Tiger Callahan smiled grim apprecia-

tion of the statement, and then broached
the subject of their consultiation. It was
not long before full antingcments had
been made.
"I get the idea," said Callahan.

" Farley and these bank bandits arc to

show up in this office at ten. Sharp on
time, the boys start a fight in the
restaurant."

"Then you call the cops," put in

Jerry, "and Farley and the bandits will

bo grabbed in the round-up. It'll look

like just la plain accident, and they'll

never suspect Mrs. Moore h-as arranged
it. They'll go to gaol without squealing
about anything that happened in the

past."
They separated. Tiger and Mrs. Moore

going out into the restaurant, Jerry re-

turning to the car, where he waited for

the space of an hour.
At the end of an hour he saw throe

stealthy figures enter tlie side door of.

the Blue Moon Night Club.

The Back Room.

WITH a good deal of caution Farley
led his associates into that back
room which was Bcttina Moore's

office.

His companions looked around them
suspiciously. One w»s a tallj dark man
with a, hatchet face and a pair of brood-

ing eyes; the other was a coarse-

featured thug of scant intelligence.

"What's this, Joo—a double-cross?"
the tailor mai^ d<-niandod of Farley in
September 19th, 1931.
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a threatening tone. '"It don't look much
like a hide-out to me !"

"Ah, keep your shirt on!" snapped
Farley, his eyes fastening greedily
and covetously on a leather bag that the
other was carrying. " When you find out
who's runuin' this joint you'll feel as
safe as a baby in a cradle, Moore."
"Ukay, Joe," Jim Mooro returned,

"but I'll take no chances. Slug," he
added to -the third man, " go out and
watch that side door we came in by."
The hour of ten was striking, and at

that moment Tiger Callahan was
'phoning Baxter. He gave the captain
only a few bare details, but as a result

of that conversation a radio call was
sent forth from the broadcasting-rpom
at headquarters.

" Squad cars seven and nine," ran
the message. " Squad cars seven and
nine. Squad cars seven and nine. Hold
up the Blue Moon Cafe. Hold up the
Blue Moon Cafe. Hold "

But Farley and his associates had
never an inkling of the net that was
closing around them, though they stood
on the qui vive when the door leading
to the restaurant was opened.
Farley breathed again as he saw that

it was only Bettina Moore. Then he
heard a startled exclamation from the
man by his side.

"You!" said Jim Moore.
"Yes, your wife, Jim," Bettina Moore

answered.
"So you're with Farley's mob now,"

the man from the past said slowly.
Bettina's eyes flashed.

"Get this straight, Jim," she said
curtly. " I'm not with any mob. 1 was
forced into this hide-out act, and I'm
doing it to save Sally."
"The kid!" breathed Moore, starting

forward, and for a moment his face

seined to lose the villainy of its expres-
sion. "Betty, I'd like to see her. How
is she?"
"What's it to you?" his wife rapped

out. "She thinks you're dead. You are
to her. And get this—if you try to open
up to her and teli her who you are, I'll

kill you !"

She had scarcely spoken the words
when there was a sudden outcry in the
restaurant, and next instant pande-
nioniuni was raging in the cafe. With
an oath Farley wrenched open the door
and saw a mob of men fighting in the
middle of the dance-floor. They were
Tiger Callahan's rough-necks, and they
wore playing their part convincingly.
Farley whipped round in time to sec

Bcttina take to her heels in feigned
alarm. He looked at Jim Moore sourly.

"Somebody's started a fight," he
snarled. "Swell break for us, isn't it?

Next thing we'll know, the cops will be
here. Come on—lot's beat it !"

He slid out of the office with Moore
on his heels, and made for the side

entrance by which they had gained ad-

mittance to the premises. As the two
men approached the doorway they made
out the form of Slug, and realised that

ho soemc^d to bo having an altercation
with someone.
That .someone was .Terry Coleman

;

for, moaning to be in the thick of any
cxciteiiipnt, .Terry had left his car and
atfcmptcd to enter the building, only
to be stopped by Slug.
"You can't go in there," Slug was

now informing him, with grim emphasis.
"Nobody gits past me!"
"Try and stop mc !" .Terry challenged.

And, with the words, he knocked Slug
staggering with a right-hander to the

jaw.
Even as he struck the blow Farley

and Moore slipped from the shadows,
and something round and hard WaS
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jammed into the small of Jerry's biick.

"Be yourself, chauffeur!" Farley
ground out. "Quick, whore's your
car?"
Jerry had lifted his hands, knowing

that ho was covered by a man desperaii'
enough to shoot in cold blood. In
aiiswi?r to Farley's question, he now
jerked his thumb to where the dim out-
line of Bettina Moore's limousine could
be seen.

"Hop in and. drive us to 16, Franklin
Court!' Farley ordered.
Jerry did some fast thinking, and

suddenly lowered his hands.
"Put down that gun!" he said. " T'.ii

in the know. I'm driving for Mrs.
Moore."
Farley and Jim Moore exchanged a

glance. It was the latter who spoke.
"We'll take a chance on you,

chauffeur," he growled; "but watch
your step! Come on—get goin' !"

Jerry made for the car, Moore and
Farley following him, and Slug bring-
ing up the rear. A moment later the
auto was swinging out of the side street.

Sixty seconds after it had vanished.
Squad cars Nos. 7 and 9 skidded to .a

standstill outside the Blue Moon Night
Club. They were joined at the kerb by
another ear containing Captain Baxter
in person, and it was the captain him-
self who led the rush of uniformed
officers into the cafe.

A flying bottle hurled by an over-

enthusiastic rough-neck struck the cap-
tain a glancing blow on the temple, and
OS he reeled Tiger Callahan sprang to-

wards him anxiously.
"Are you hurt, captain?" ho

demanded.
"No," Baxter told him, recovering

himself with an effort. "But these bank
raiders who were supposed to be here !

Are we too late?"
"I hope not," Tiger rejoined crisply.

"They were in the back room."
Baxter hurried towards the office, but

entered it only to find that the birds had
flown.

"A clean get-away," he jerked. And
tl en : "Where's Bettina?" he asked of
Tiger.
"I don't know, captain," Callahan

answered. " She went out of here
during the fight."

Baxter turned to one of his sub-

ordinates in the force.

"Keep a couple of the boys here,"
h" ordered. "I'm going to find Mrs.
Moore and see if she is all right."

In a Corner.

STEERING the oar into the drive
of Bettina Moore's home, Jerry
brought the automobile to a stand-

still and then led the crooks into the

house.
Ho had no very clear plan in his

mind, but he was playing for time. The
scheme to have Farley, Moore and Slug
rounded up as if by accident had un-

fortunately failed, and force of circum-
stances had compelled .Terry to bring
them to the Night Club Queen's private

residence after all. Ho was hoping,

however, that a chance might occur to

straighten things out and rescue

Bettina Moore from her strange
dilemma. •

Jerry escorted the crooks to the

lounge, and there found Sally. She
started up at sight of him, and then*

looked at the men behind him in a
bewildered fashion, for she was im-

mediately struck by their scoundrelly

bearing.
"These gentlemen want to sec yotir

mother,'-" Jerry said, and at that ho saw-

Jim Mooro start forward, as if unable

to restrain the impulse to take the girl

in his arms and announce his identity.
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If that >vere his iutciition, he never
put it into practice, for at that saiue
ujonicnt Farley swaggered towards Sally
and laid his hand ou her shoulder
Uimiliarly.

" Well, well," he said with a leer,

"so you're Betty's little daughter. My
old friend Betty's little girl—aH grown
up and everything."

Sally recoiled involuntarily.
"Jerry," she said hurriedly, "you'd

better try and get in touch with mother
by 'phone."
Jerry went out of the room, and Sally

was attempting to follow him when
Farley caught her by the arm. There
was an expression on his evil face that
made the girl recoil, but the grasp of

his hand tightened as she tried to draw-
away.

' Why don't you be a nice little girl

an' entertain us until your mother
ccmes?" said Farley, baring his teeth in

an ugly grin.

Standing in the background, .Jim
Moore's eyes were blazing like live coals,

and suddenly his voice cut across the
room

:

"Farley!"
That was all ; but the fierceness with

which ho spoke expressed a threat as

ominous as the gun he carried on his

hip, and Farley's hold relaxed. The
moment she was free, Sally hurriedly
made her escape from the room, and as
she disappeared Jim Moore stepped
close to his associate.

"Still up to your old tricks, eh.

Farley?" he snarled. "Well, you lay off

this kid! You understand?"
Farley looked at him venomously, but

held himself in check, reflecting that

there would be plenty of opportimities,
during the next day or two, of seeing
Sally when Moore wasn't around.
"Ah, don't get het-up, Jim!" he

scoffed. "I didn't mean no harm. Was
just tryln' to be affable, see?"
The front door of the house opened

and slammed before he could say more,
and Sally's mother came into the room.
As she caught sight of the three crooks
she knew that her scheme to have them
rounded up at the Blue Moon Cafe
had failed completely, but, at the same
time, she realised that for Sally's sake
they must not be taken prisoner here.

"Quick !" she rapped out. "Upstairs 1

Tho police may be coming here !"

She had scarcely disposed of her un-

welcome guests when she rotcivcd

another visitor in tho person of Captain
Baxter, and as she saw the wound on

his temple her dilemma was for the

moment forgotten in her concern for the

police chief.

"Oh, my dear," she said anxiously,

"you're hurt !"

"It's just a scratch," Baxter assured
her, " and I wouldn't stoji to

have it attende<l to iintil 1

knew you were all rifrht. But
if you don't mind, I'll co up-

stairs and clean up a liil."'

She caught his arm swiftly.

"No," she gasped. "Let me
—take care of it for you."

"All right," Baxter agieed.

to her relief, and followed her
into tho lounge, where she

made him sit down \vhil<> sfie

fetched water to bathe his in-

jury.

• "Tell me how it happened,"
she said, when she had fiiiishe<l

dressing the wound. i

"Well. I dropped into your
J

club, and found you were gone," »

he explained. "There was a '^

little trouble, and I got hit with
a bottle."

Bettina Moore drew in her
breath.
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"Thank heaven it was no worse!" she

said fervently. " You might have been
killed."

"Not roe!" the captain retorted. "It
would take more tlian an empty bottle

to finish me. You know," he added
with a chuckle, "I'd take a sock on the
head every day in the week if I knew
you were to De my nurse. If I get
another one to-night I'll be back."

"You'r-j going now?" Bettina asked
him.
"Yes," he replied, "I'll have to turn

in a report to the district attorney.
Thanks, Betty—and—good-night !"

He left tho house and drove off •n

his car. As he was approaching the
gates his headlights picked out a young
couple sitting in a leafy bower, and he
smiled as he recognised Sally and the
new chauffeur.
He might not have smiled had l.c

been in a pQsitiou to overhear their
conversation.
"Jerry," Sally was saying, "'I'm

simply terrified. Something queer is

going on. Mother has been upset all

day, and then—those awful-looking men!
What are they doing here ? You
brought them, Jerry. You know more
than you'll admit. Won't you tell mo
what it's all about?"
"There's nothing I dare tell you,"

Jerry murmured, "or I would."
"Don't you trust me?" she appealed.
"Of course I do!" he answered em-

phatically. "But I don't know what to
do. This mix-up is too serious for a
girl like you, and what youvc got to do
is to trust me."
She lowered her eyes.

"I do trust you, Jerry," she told him,
"and I'll do anything you say."

"All right, then," he declared, with a
sudden change of manner, "then you'll
marry mc to-morrow, so that I can take
you away from all this trouble."

Farley was

still alive,

but it was

plain that

he was very

near the

end.

Five minutes later Sally led Jerry
into tho house and walked through to
the loimge, where she foimd her mother.

"Mother dear," she announced boldly,
"Jerry has .something to tell you."

Bettina Moore looked at her new
chauffeur inquiringly, and .Jerry cleared
his throat.

"Yes, Mrs. Mooi'e," he began, "you
see. Sully and I have decided to get
married. I—I want to take care of
her."

Sally's mother leaned back in her
chair and regarded the young couple
in amazement.

" What a brilliant idea that is," she
observed, as soon as she had found her
voice. " "It's too bad tliat it won't
work."

"Won't work?" Jerry echoed,
"That's what I said," Mrs. Mooro

rejoined. " You want to take care of
Sally on a chauffeur's salary, do you?
Why, you couldn't take care of yourself
if you didn't get room and board.

"

A twinkle appeared in Jerry"s eye.
He was thinking of his palatial home on
the other side of the city.

"It's true my salary as a chauffeur is

small," ho agreed, "but '-

Sally interrupted him.
"Mother," she insisted, "I'm in love

with Jerry, and I wouldn't care if he
j

didn't have a nickel. We could get '

along."

"Oh, that's nonsense!" Mrs. Moore
retorted, and, turning to Jerry : "Young
man," she continued, " my daughter lias

been raised in luxury, and, no matter
how nuich she thinks she cares for you,
I have other plans for her."
"But "

"Let'.s hear no more about this," Mrs.
Mooro said with finality. "To-morrow
you'll both realise how fooli.sh you aie.".

"4 v«v ^•'^^^^'^itit, -'^
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A House of Fear.

THE throe fugitives from the law

liad fairly installed tlieitisolves in

Letting Moore's residence by the

following morning, and, with the excep-

tion of Jim Moore, seemed completely at

their case.

Reclining in the lounge, they read the

morning papers, and they were en-

grossed in the headlines which dealt

with the affair at the Blue Moon Cufc

when Sally's mother hurriedly entered

the room.
" Quick 1" she said, in a tone of agita-

tion. "Upstairs and out of sight. The
police are here

!"

A car was drawing up in the drive at

that very moment, and from it stepped

BujLter and three or four subordinates.

"Ilarrigan," the captain said to one

of his men, "go round to the back of

the house and wat6h it on that side.

The rest of you boys spread out."

While the oflicers were scattering to

surround the building, Baxter walked up

the stops to the front door, which was

opened by Lena, the maid. He was

shown into the lounge, where he dis-

covered Bettina Moore alone.

"Hallo, my dear!" she greeted him.

"How's the head?" And then, as if

noticing his serious mien for the first

time: "Why, what's the matter?" she

inquired. "Why so grim?"
?' Bettina," he told her, "they aren t

satisfied, back at headquarters, with that

niix-up at your cafe last night. The
men who pulled that bank job at Visalia

•were seen leaving the night club in a

car registered to you, and are believed

to have come here. The district attorney

wants an investigation."

Bettina Moore's heart was pounding
against her ribs, but she managed to

control her emotions.
"Whv, you're not accusing me of a

tie-up 'with that kind of trash, are

you?" she exclaimed. "My car's in the

giarago, and you're certainly welcome to

search the house."
"Don't talk that way. dear," he

urged. "I know you don't know any-

thing about it, but the D. A. wants to

speak to that now chauffeur of yours.

Where is ho?"
Bettina Moore shrugged.
"He's not in just now." she ans^\c^pd.

"But this is so silly. Jerry is just a nice

young fellow who wouldn't do any harm
to anybody."
"I'm sorry, dear." Baxter rojomod.

"but my orders are to brin^ him in.

innd you'll have to tell mc where I can

locate him."
^'I fancy Vm the m.nn you're look-

ing for." said a voice beliind him. "I'm
Mrs. Moore's chauffeur."

Jerry stood in the doorway of the

lounge, prepared to make some show of

ffiving himself up in order to help

Sally's mother out of her predicament
ond prevent any intensive search that

might reveal the presence of the three

men hiding there.

Baxter faced him
"I gucs= you'll have fo come along,"

he declared. "If you're on the square,

you can soon prove it. So long, Bet-

tina !''

He escorted Jerry from the house,
and recalled his men from the grounds.
With their prisorier in their midst, the
officers drove off. but as the auto swung
on to the road Jerry made a sudden bid
for lilierty.

Takin;^ his naptors unawares, he
eluded tlicm and .sprang from the back
of the car. As he dropped fo the ground
he saw a familiar figure running to-

wards him.
It was the figure of his valet Ferguson,

and Fergie was leading his master's
bow-lcgg(Kl luill-dog by a leash.
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"Mr. Coleman," he wailed, "Mr.
Coleman, I've been looking everywhere
for you."
Jerry •dived past him, and sprinted

through the gateway to Bettina Moore's
house. He was halfway up the drive
when the police-car came to a stand-
still, and a couple of officers leapt from
it to give chase.
On a lawn not far from the french

windows, of the lounge Jerry caught
sight of Sally and raced across to where
she was standing.
"Listen," he panted, "before anything

else happens we're going to be married,
right away. Meet me in twenty minutes
at the little church parsonage. I'll be
waiting there for you 1"

His two pursuers appearing at that
moment, Jerry dashed on, plunging into
Q dense mass of shrubbery. Meanwhile
Sally slipped into the house and hur-
ried upstairs to her room, where she
began to make preparations for her ap-
pointment at the minister's.

She was pulling on a close-fitting hat
when, in the mirror before which she
stood, she saw the door slowly open,
and next instant a sharp exclamation
escaped her as she caught sight of a
man's reflection.

The man was Farley, and, coming into

the room, he grinned at her affably as
she whipped round.
"Get out of here!" she cried indig-

nantly.

He continued to advance, and sud-
denly caught her about the waist in his

powerful arms.
"Get out of here, 1 tell you!" she

cried, struggling in a frenzy of terror.

"Keep quiet, baby I" he cried. "I
ain't gonna hurt you. Keep quiet 1"

She beat at his face with her clenched
fists, but he only laughed, and he was
stooping to kiss her when a hand
gripped his shoulder and wrenched him
back. Staggering, he released S'ally,

and spim round to find himself face to

face with Jim INIoore.

Pale with fear, Sally slipped past the
two men. and a moment later her feet

were pattering on the staircase. But
Farley and Moore did not hear her,

nor did they hear the slam of the front
door a? she fled from the house. They
were eyeing each other like two animals
crouchin.sr for a spring, Moore's whole
attitude one of quivering rage, Farley's
reminiscer.t of a creature at bay.
"You ral'" Moore grated. "Oan't

take a warning, can you?"
"Ah, what's bitin' you?" sneered Far-

ley.

"I told vou to keep your hands off

my little girl," JNIoore rasped, and with
the words he whipped an automatic
from his pocket.
Farley jerked back, a glint of fear in

his eyes as he saw Moore level the gun
deliberately.

"Listoi, Farley," his partner in crin: e

went on, "I'm going to do one decent
thing in my life—and that's keep you
from having hands on that girl again !"

"You've got me wrong, Jim," Jarley
protested huskily. "I wasn't goi;.' to

touch your brat."
"Don't lie, you hound!" Moore

barked. "I know you, Farley. If it

hadn't been for you I'd be a respoccablo
man now, living with my wife and
child—instead of a dirty crook like your-
self."

Farley scowled.
"Fine talk," he ground out. "So I'm

a dirty crook, huh?"
"Yes, ' was the grim rejoinder. "And

thi^ is where you and I part company."
Moore's finger curled on the trigger,

but, at that instant the glint of fear in

Farley's eyes was succeeded by a flicker

of cunning.
"Put down that knife. Slug!" ho
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jerked, glancing past Moore's shoulder
to the doorway.
Moore turned with an exclamation of

alarm, only to discover too late that the
doorway was empty, and that Farley
had tricked him.
Before he could face round again,

Farlev had snatched a "gat " from his
hip-pocket and shot him through the
breast at point-blank range.
A stab of pain seemed to scar through

Moore's body. He reeled and fell, and.
crouching on the floor in agony, he saw
Farley through a blue swathe of gun-
smoke—a grinning fiend mocking him in

his death throes.
A froth of blood came to Moore's lips

and ran warm and crimson down his
chin. His eyes glazed, but still he saw
that .grinning, hateful face, and the
taunt in its expression stung him into
a fierce, dying effort. Up came his
hand with a spasmodic movement—

a

hand which still clutched the gun with
which he had intended to slay Farley.

A blast of flame leapt from the muzzle
of the weapon, and the walls of the
room echoed the smash of the shot.

Farley seemed to stiffen out and then
come up on his toes. The grin vanished
from his ugly features, and gave place
to a startled expression that swiftiv
turned to agony. Next instant ho
pitched to the floor beside Moore, even
as the latter slipped back and breathed
his last.

To that room came Bettina Moore,
panic stricken by the sound of shoot-
uig, and at sight of the two men she
paled Then, as she discerned a move-
ment on Farley's part, she dropped to
her knees beside him.
"You shot Jim?" she faltered.

"Killed him?"
Farley turned his head slowly, pain-

fully.

"Yeah," he groaned. "An' I ain't

—

sorry. Lislen, Betty—this is my finish,

too. I've been tipped off—you're in

love w-ith that cop—Baxter. Get him
—on the 'phone—^an' have him beat it

here. I've something to tell him before
I pass out. Quick—'phone him I"

Bettina Moore rose swiftly and
crossed to a table on which the tele-

phone stood. In a few seconds she was
in touch with the Police Department.
"Give me Captain Baxter," she called.

"It's urgent !"

!5ho was put through to Baxter'3
office, and in a few brief sentences told
him what had happened. Secrecy wa.^

no longer possible. The fatal gun-duel
in her house must end in a complete re-

velation of the circumstances.
"I'll be over right away," said Baxter.

when she had finished, and, hanging up
the receiver, she turned back to Farley.
"Betty," he said weakly, "I wanta

return a favour you once did me. Re-
member—that time you hid me from
the cops? It was a long while ago,
and—you didn't know I was a crook
then. Well, I'm gonna—tell Baxter
everything—tell him it was me as got
Jim Moore into his first jam and turne.-!

him crook. An' I'm gonna tell liim

that you—that you never was one of
our mob—that you was always o~. *'; '

square and never did hold with my
racket. It's the least I can do, Betty."

Fifteen minutes later tho police-car

swung into the drive of the Moore's
home, and as it drew up at the front
door Baxter saw a suspicious-looking
character slinking through the grounds
He was the ruffianly Slug, and the cap-
tnTin held him up at the point of a gun.
Baxter then entered the house, driving

Slug before him, and, on being ad-
mitted, made his way straight to tho
room in whii h Farley lay dying. Ou

.

(ConUa.koi ,<i\ page 28.)
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A young man inherits an old house and at once strange things begin to happen—behind
everything hovers the shadow of a limping man. Starring Franklin Dyall.

Tinker's Revel.

A WOMAN'S scream rang through
the old house.
One moment she had been

playing the piano with apparent un-
concern, and the next she was on her
feet staring at the panelling of the
room with horrified eyes; then $he
screamed and ran blindly from the
drawing-room.
And from the panelling came a

shuffling noise like someone dragging a

chain. The sound died slowly away;
silence, and then a babble of voices from
people hurrying towards the drawing-
room.
Quite a crowd poured into the room,

and they stared round, trying to denote
anything unusual. Eight people, and all

are worthy of description, because they
were to look askance at each other
within the next few hour.s.

The grey-haired man of fifty with the
well-cut blue suit, dark cravat, and
soldierly appearance was Sir Edwin
Paget. His ch-an-shaven face was lined,

but not from worry, as Sir Edwin
always looked on the bright side of life.

A kindly man, who had never ex-
periencecl undue worry, and had been
blessed with a splendid wife and a
beautiful daughter.
Lady Paget was a white-haired,

buxom woman, a year younger than her
hueband. She was still vei"y good-
looking, and her face was as free from
wrinkles as that of a girl. She wore a
travelling dress of blue serge, and did
not look unduly distressed by the fact
that the house seemed to be haunted.

The tall, I'air-haired girl with the slim
figure, soft skin, and smiling blue eyes
so resembled her mother that sometimes
people, for a joke, called them sisters.

She was wearing a sports outfit of cream
and buff, and her eyes were dancing
with excitement. A healthy, athletic
young woman, who could give any man
a good game at tennis and could ride
the fiercest of horses. Gloria was a
typical sjiortiiig English girl.

By her side was a dark-haired young
man with a well-knit body, a strong
chin, and alert brown eyes. Brian Nash,

* the new owner of Tinker's Revel, stood
there with clenched fists as if ready to
do battle with an enemy. Seeing

nothing, he turned for explanation to

the two people behind him.
Mrs. Hoyt was rather too well-dressed,

and, though she looked young, a close

study of her features would have re-

vealed that her beauty and youth were
mainly due to the aids of beauty par-

lours. The type of woman who does not
reveal her age, and who is always
inclined to be gushing.

" 1 was playing the piano." She spoke
on the high note of hysteria.
" Suddetily I stopped as I heard a noise,

then I heard a weird clanking noise, and
it sounded like someone walking, but
not properly."
The middle-aged man behind her

watched his wife from nanxjwed eyes.

A toucji of the Spaniard about Peter
Hoyt, and though the eyes were rather
close, he seemed a veiy decent fellow,

veiy much in love with his beautiful

wife.

"Olga," he said, "are you sure you
weren't dreaming?"
"Of coulee I wasn't dreaming!" she

flashed at him. " It was behind that
panelling."

" Tinker's Revel is very old," spoke a
solemn voice, and Sparrow, the butler,

gave a respectful bow. " They say that
this place was the haunt of smugglers,
and that secret passages are hidden all

over the house and grounds. I would
respectfully suggest that Mrs. Hoyt
heard a mouse, or perhaps some old
bricks "

"Do mice wear chains?" Mrs. Hoyt
retorted.

"Ha, ha! Mice wear chains—that's

good!" guffawed Sir Edwin. "Bet I

know one woman who would like to see

'em manacled." He grinned at his wife,

then turned to Brian. "Well, my boy,
you seem to have inherited a spooky old
place."
"Sparrow's right about smugglers,"

stated Brian, walking slowly along the
patielling and tapping with his knuckles.
"I haven't been here since I was a kid,

but I remember my uncle telling me
some tales that made my hair stand on
end. Smuggleis, desperate men,
soldiers in hiding. We're some miles
out of Canterbuiy, and to the east lies

marsh country and the sea—an ideal

spot for smugglers in the old days.

Uncle told me that our fauiily made all

their money by smuggling brandy and
silks, but he was a bit of a tale-teller.

1 never came here again, as my mother
quarrelled with him, and he swore ho
did not want to see his sister again."

" Yet he left you this fine old place ?"

The question was asked by the eigl;th

member of the party—a short, thickset,
sandy-haired young man with r.nther

fierce blue eyes. "Wonder he didn't
leave his money to a dog's home."
" Would have done if he hadn't died

unexpectedly—groggy heart." Brian
shrugged his shoulders. "Left no will,

and 1 was next-of-kin, except for a
younger " ~ He did not finish v.h.nt

he was going to say. "Paul, this

panelling sounds hollow.*'

Paul "Tcgle grinned at Gloria, then
joined Brian Nash. Both tapped the
panelling, whilst the Hoyts watched in

a ner\'ous, expectant manner.
" Seems hollow," admitted Paul.
"W'hen I've got settled I'll have the

panelling down," decided Brian. "At
any rate, I think it was only a rat or
some loose biicks, and I suggest we go
back to the fire in the lounge."
"Hear, hoar!" seconded Sir Edwin.

"I hate spooks; besides, I've got some-
thing I've been itching to get off my
chest—I loathe speeches."
Solemnly the party trooped back to

the lounge, where Sparrow begged to
be excused.
"Mabel and Agnes have gone out,

sir," he said to the new master. "It
was their evening, and they're in

Canterbury. I did not know you wejo
coming down so soon, sir, ancf servants
are very difficult. They would not give
up the ^evening, and, I'm afraid, sir,
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W(; shall not see llioin tlU (he morning.
But I've got eveiythiiig in hand, sir,

and I will bring the satidwiches and the
tea when you I'ing."

"Very good. Sparrow," Brian nodded,
and, when the buller had gone, laughed.
"I took over this place a fortnight ago
and hired Sparrow about a week since.
He's as soienui as an owl."
"And now for the announcement."

Sir Edwin tucked his thumbs into his
waistcoat and beamed at everybody.
"Brian has invited you all down here
for a preliminary house-warming, and I

Jiave decided that it is an auspicious
occasion to announce the engagement of
my dear daughter Gloria to Brian. 1
can't say how pleased I am that

"

The news of the engagement affected
Paul Tegle strangely. His face was
contorted for a moment as if with rage
or disappointment, and only with an
olYort did he manage to smile at Brian,
whom he had known ever since school-
days. Both loved Gloria, but Brian did
not know of his friend's infatuation—
perhaps Gloria had guessed. Paul had
• lot felt his financial position was good
enough to ofler marriage to the wealthy
Gloria Paget, and now it was too late.

After the usual round of congratula-
tions, Brian rang for Sparrow, who
seemed strangely perturbed v\'hen he
brought the sandwiches.
"I think I heard noises, sir," he stated

respectfully. "I think some more stones
nuist have fallen down in that panel."
"Never mind, Sjjarrow, I'll look into

it in the morning—the days of ghosts are
dead," Brian did not want his friends
to get scared. "1 think we'll have in
the port." Ho noticed that Peter Hoyt
was studying the huge painting of a
soldier on the lounge wall near the
fire.

Mrs. Hoyt, with a whisper to Lady
I'aget that she would take some aspirin
for a headache, went out with the butler.
The rest of the party studied the
painting.

"That is supposed to be a Rembrandt,"
announced Brian. "Worth oodles of
boodle if genuine—and about fourpenco
if a fake ! Supposed to be a great, great
ancestor—fine looking chap."
"What's that bell hanging near the

picture?" asked Peter Hoyt. "Funny
place for a bell."

"That's the bell of doom," chuckled
Brian. "I remember uncle telling tne
about it as a kid. It is a sort of body-
guard to the picture and rings when
tinything dire threatens this house."
"What a quaint idea!" cried Gloria.

"Have you ever heard it ring, Brian?"
"Never, and don't suppose I ever

shall," was his laughing answer. "It
must be ail rusty now, and "

But what ho might have odded will
not be recorded because suddenly and
unexpectedly the bell of doom moved and
rang three times.
A hu.sh of superstitious fear descended

on the lounge.

Shots in the Night.

IT was Brian who saved a panic b^
blaming a draught for making the
bell ring. It was all nonsense, be-

cause often it jingled on a windy day.
"Phew, I could do with a breath of

nir," Paul Tcgle wanted to be alone
with his thoughts. "Think I'll take a

sharp walk down the lano to the cross-
roads."
"And I'll come with you," decided

Peter Hoyt. "Fresh air might clear
away the spooks!"
Why did Peler Hoyt, as ho went to

put on his iiat, give Sparrow—hovering
in the iiall—a deliberate wink? Why
did Sparrow nod back as if he under-
Stood that signal ?
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Half an hour later they returned to
(he liouse to report that it was raining
and blowing a gale.
"VVent as far as Copp's Corner," ex-

plained Hoyt. "Anv more weird
d. ings?"
Brian smiled at Gloria s father.
"We've decided that we're all far too

jumpy and that Tinker's Revel is a very
oidinary old-fashioned place. Nothing
out of the ordinary ever happens here,
and "

'I'he lounge door openec; and Sparrow
appeared.
"Did you ring, sir?"
"We didn't ring." Brian was per-

plexed. "You heard the bell?"
"Yes, sir, I'm sure someone rang,'"

insisted the butler.

"I must have an architect to look this
place over." Brian frowned as he feared
all these petty irritations would spoil
the house party and he especially wanted
Sir Edwin and Lady Paget to enjoy
themselves. "By the way, Sparrow,"
Brian switched to a new topic.
"Where's Sandol?"
"I'ho chauffeur is out in the grounds,"

was the solemn reply. "He thought he
saw .someone moving down by the bushes.
Perhaps it might be a poacher, sir, as
I've been told that a raisin on a fish is

a certain trap for pheasants and down
by the Dell Copso I saw a nvimber of
birds."

"My word, Brian, this is a place,"
Lady Paget drew nearer the fire.

"What V ith noises, bells, falling bricks
and poachers ! Whatever next shall v.e

A shot rang out from the gardens.
"Good heavens!" Brian rushed to the

window. "Someone must have spotted
Sandel. Ah." He opened the french
windows. "Here he comes—now we
shall know."
Sandel was rather shame-faced ; he was

an earnest, very keen young man who
hoped one day to own a garage.
" I can't abide these 'ere poachers,

sir," he explained. "Mister Sparrow
told me how he'd seen something down
by the Dell, so I took that old rabbit
gun. Of course, I never expected to

see anyone and when it began to rain I

thought about turning in and started
for the house. Then something darted
from behind a bush to another bush and
I thought I was adreaming. I had half
a mind to fire at the bush when the figure
appeared again and I gave a yell.

'Here, what's the game?' I cried, and
when the man limped off I put a shot
close to his heels. They won't be no
poachers round here for a bit, sir, but
I'm sorry if I disturbed you."

"Not at all, not at all," approved
Sir Edwin. "Very commendable con-
duct, should have done the same myself;
hope you winged the fellow. Mary,"
this to his wife. "I think a little whisky
would do my cold a lot of good."
"Did you say the man limped?" asked

Brian of his chauffeur.
"Yes, sir, he wore a dark cloak and

•teemed to hug the ground." Sandel was
enjoying his talc. "Kind of ghostlike
he was—this limping man."
"Oh. send him away, Brian." came

the petulant cry of Mrs. Ployt. "I think
it's dreadful all this talk of limping men
and nasty ringing bells."

"Hang around for a bit with that

gun," Brian gave Sandel a knowing
glance. "Don't fire unless you can help
it, but if you see any more shadows or
figures come and find me."
"Very good, sir." Sandel went back

into the gardens, and Brian closed the
french windows. "Phew, I think I'll

join you, £ir Edwin, in a small drink.
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How about you, Paul, and you, Peter?"
"Great notion," decided Peter Hoyt.

"I suppose, Paul, you wouldn't car© for
a game of billiards afterwards? I sort
of feel I could enjoy a bit of fun. What
with bells and "

The ringing of the telephone in the
study made all of them jump and catch
their breath.
Brian laughed.
"Wonder who the blazes that can be?"
Sparrow appeared.
"A gentleman wishes to speak to you

on the 'phone, sir." He bowed to hia
master. "He says it's important."
Brian, with apologies to Lady Paget,

hurried off. Gloria picked up an illus-
trated paper.

" I would open the page at a picture of
Satan amongst a lot of nasty flames!"
She hold up the colourful plate for all to
see. "Hope that isn't a bad sign," she
smiled at her father. "Your hand looks
quite shaky, daddy."
"Nothing of the sort," cried Sir

Edwin. "I nerrly spilt some whisky.
Well, Brian, what's the latest?"

Brian was all smiles as he came into
the room.
"Great news. Lady Paget!" he told

them all. "That was an old pal of
mine who has just landed at Dover from
tho continent and wants to know it he
can sjicnd the night here as he need not
go to London for a day or so. I told
him I was delighted. You'll like him—
Dislier's a charming man."
"Disher," Peter Hoyt cried. "I seem

to have heard that name somewhere
before.

"

"He's i/ie Disher," chuckled Brian.
"The famous criminal investigator."
Mrs. Hoyt exchanged a quick and

startled glance with her husband, who '

fingered his chin in a nervous fashion.

"I'm glad your friend is coming here,
Brian," Gloria slithered an arm through
that of her lover's. "He'll fairly revel
in all this mystery." She screwed up
her delightful chin. "I wish it wa.sn't
raining, Brian. We might have had a
walk. I wonder if it is still raining
hard or just drizzling?"
Gloria walked to the french windows

and peered forth.

"Oh, Brian, the moon has come out;
it's quite nice!" she cried. "Let's take
a walk before O-ohl"

"Whatever's the matter?" demanded
Brian, a* he heard Gloria's agitated cry.

"There's a man in the garden!" came
her quick answer. "Oh, Brian, he's

coming in here!"
They gazed at the french windows

with horror as Gloria slowly backed
away with hands held against her
blanched cheeks.

The Murder at Copp's Corner.

BRIAN NASH flung open the win-
dows.
A smiling man in a much-stained

old macintosh and carrying a spanner
stepped over the ledge. He twirled a
sandy moustache and beamed at the com-
pany.
"Evening, ladies and gents!" He

nodded to Lady Paget. "Excuse me
disturbing you: I've had a break-down
at Copp's Corner. My little bus ha«
flopped out, but a wee drop of petrol

would soon put her on her legs again"
He waved a spanner towards tlio

grounds. "Got lost in a winding drive,

and, seeing this yere light, I took the

liberty of walking across the lawn. I'd

be mighty obliged for a spot of gas."

"I'll ring for Sparrow to send down'
to the garage." Brian felt like heaving
a few home truths at the man for scar-

ing his friends.
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"And might I be allowed to 'phone?'*'
hopefully hinted the motorist. "My
name's Hawkins, and Fm working for

a garage in Canterbury, and they might
think I've pinched the bus."

" Sparrow shall take you to the

'phone." Brian turned as the butler

appeared. " Take this gentleman to the

'phone in the study and get him a tin

of petrol up from the garage."
" Very good, sir."

"Thanks, mister," Mr. Hawkins
beamed affably. "Do the same for you
one of these days. Lead on, Macduff."
"What a queer motor man," cric<I

Lady Paget, when the door had shut.
"1 think he's been drinking, Brian."
Brian brightened visibly when three

hoots from a motor horn sounded.
"That's old Disher," he exclaimed.

"I'll go and let him in."

"A most disturbing evening." Sir

Edwin sipped his whisky. "I hope we
shan't have any more bother. Ah, now
we shall see a real sleuth!"
Maurice Disher was a tall, quiet-

spoken, refined type of man. Ho wore
very plain, good clothes, and seemed
like any ordinary individual ; he was
clean-shaven, dark-haired, lean and alx)ut

forty years of age. Sir Edwin and Lady
Paget liked him at once. The crime in-

vestigator showed no sign of any undue
interest when he shook hands with Peter
Hoyt and bowed to Olga Hoyt.

"Glad you're here." Sir Edwin cot-

toned on to Disher. "This house is

haunted. I reckon you're in for a bus-

man's holiday."
Whereupon Disher insisted upon Brian

telling him all that had happened. He
showed marked interest in the Rem-
brandt, and when Sparrow and Mr.
Hawkins appeared he almost
registered surprise. Even Brian
noted the way Sparrow sud-

denly drew back at sight of the

detective.

"The telephone is out of

order, sir," Sparrow quickly
regained his poise.

"We can get no
reply, and I legret to

say that all the pcti-ol

cans have been
emptied."

" What's that?"
pirgled Brian.
"Someone poured
away my petrol?"

" Yep, and ]

reckon someone's cut
your telephone wire,"
chuckled Mr.
Hawkins. "I wonder
if there are any bur-
glars around ?"

Lady Paget nearly
went into hysterics at
the idea, and would
have done so if tliere

had not come a thun-
dering on the front
door.

" Go and see who
it is." Brian almost
snarled the words at
Sparrow. "Tell who-
ever it is to go and
boil themselves!"
What a surprise

when Sparrow, very
frightenefl, rifnrned
with a police-inspector.

"My name is Potter
—Inspector Potter."
The man of the Foire
fixed them with
steely glnnfcs. " I

want to ask a few
questions, please." He
moistened ^is lips and
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produced a notebook. "Down in the
cojjse near Copp's Corner a man has
been shot in the back—murdered!"
Lady Paget went off in a dead faint.

The Dummy Bookcase.

PAUL DISHER ha<l at once set to
work to unravel the tangled skein.

He took charge of the pi-oceedings,

explained to In.^pector Potter who ho
was, and asked everybotly to remain in

the lounge till he came back. One
action of his completely surprised the
company.
"Mr. Hawkins," said the investigator,

"can I rely upon you to see that no one
leaves the house?"
"You may." Hawkins spoke in

changed, crisp accents. "I might have
known you would have seen through
thi.s get-up."

" Why have Scotland Yard sent you
down here?" asked Disher.

"Just to watch the inovements of a

certain man," was the answer. "Spar-
row, you'd better stay right where you
are."
When Disher had gone off with the

inspector, everybody wanted to know
tlie mystery about Sparrow, but the

Scotland Yard man would not say much.
" My name's Cable, and Sparrow here

knows me." he said grimly. "His refer-

eticcs must have been faked. Maybe 1

can tell you more when Disher gets

back. I don't quite get the angle on
this shooting."
"I'm not a killer." Sparrow quite

lost his suave manner. "I know nothing
about this muixler at Copp's Corner I"

Di.~lier was not gone more than lialf

an hour, during which time everybody
sat and looked at each other. Every-
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body watched Sparrow to see if he v.ere
going to make a break for liberty, but
the late butler seemed cowed and sullen.

The two detectives had a consultation,
and the I'esult was a curt order to Spar-
row to stand up.
"Cable is taking Sparrow into Can-

terbury presently," explahied Disher.
"I think we've cleared up one small
mjstery."
"His references seemed all right to

me, ' grumbled Brian. "What was his
great idea?"

" That picture "—Disher pointed to
the Rembrandt. "Cable rather thinks
he was in league with someone else."
For a moment his amused gaze rested
oir the Hoyts. "But that remains to be
proved. We shall know more in the
morning." His smile was reassuring.
"I'm not the host, Brian, but I would
like to suggest that the ladies retire. It

must have been a tiring evening."
"Yes, and I'm locking my door,"

Lady Paget shuddered. "Come to bed,
Edwin."
"In a few minutes, my dear." Sir

Edwin eyed the decanter. "I must
help lock up, now that Sparrow fellow
has gone. I knew that chap was a crook
—I always can tell 'em."
A white streak of forked lightning

and a heavy clap of thunder did nothing
to make Tinker's Revel more peaceful.
Disher and Sir Edwin went to look
roiuid the drawing-room anti kitchens,
whilst Brian tackled the study and
lounge. Peter Hoyt and Paul Tegle
acted as escort to the ladies, who were
scared to go upstairs alone.
Brian was in his study. He was very

angry that all these i-truiige happenings
should have upset his house-party. He
had tried to pump his friend about the
man murdertKl at Copp's ' Corner, but
Disher was very reticent. All the crime
investigator would say was that the mur-
dered man was an American and looked
like a gunman.
Deep in his own thoughts, Brian did

not h:;ar a. faint click or see the book-
case near tbo fireplace swing open and
reveai a black hollow in the wall.

A bowed figure crept out and \;ith

crooked fingers moved silently towiirds
Brian. But the most amazing thing of

all was that the mysterious newcomer
was the living imago of Brian.
A sudden spring forward and stccl-

like fingers wore round Brian's throat.

He tried to cry out, but tho throttling
pressure stifled all noise. The assailant

forced Brian backwards and, with a
tremendous effort, lugged his victim
through tho opening.

Slowly the dummy bookcase swung

I was lying helpless when a light was flashed in my face."
September 19th, 1931.
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back into plaeo. A dull crash soiiiuloil

from bcliiiid I lip bookcase. Brian and
his counterpart were engaged in a des-
perate struggle.
Minutes pas-icd. and then came tlie

voice of Disher, calling: "Brian!
Brian !"—afid the reply of Sir Edwin
that the lad must be in the study.
The bookcase swung open, and Brian

Nash, whose face Mas badly bruised,
crawled through tlio opening, jerked-to
the bookcase, staggered towards the
desk, and then appeared to collapse in

a heap.
Sir Edwin gave a yell of fright wliec

[lo saw the motionless figure on the
carper, and his urgent call brought

] Disher. Water soon brought life back
to the young man.
" C'jme over suddenly giddy." Brian's

.voice seemed husky. "Must have fallen

and hit my head against the desk. Not
been feeling too fit lately."

"T didn't know vou had been queer,"
said Sir Edwin. .

" Gloria never told
mother and I that you were seedy."

Brian took another gulp of water.
Disher rubbed his chin and frowned.

"Sir Edwin, you'd better help BrI.nn

to his room," Disher decided. "I'm
going to stay around here for a spell."

'Ill stay with you." said Brian.
"You'll go to bed." Disher w;dked

to a table and pointed to a chess-board.
"This will keep me amused. I'll work
out a few problems while vaiting for

something more exciting to happen."

"How folk can waste their time on
chess I can't imagine," gnmnbled Brian,
and clasped his head. " Guess I'll take
a drop of something before I go to

bed."
"And I'll join you, Brian," chuckled

Sir Edwin. "Then we'll get Gloria to
bathe that bruise."
"No, no, it's nothing." Brian poured

out a liberal dose. "Well, here's to n
quiet night 1"

I
Di>her stated ruminatingly after Sir

Edwin and Brian as they ascended the
stairs. Why did he follow them tip

and watch them along the corridor, then
come back to the sttidy and set out the
chess-men ? It was a long time before
he made any effort to move any of the
pieces.

After a few moves he got up and
[placed the ladder for the bookcase
against the wall, and climbed up to
look at the bell of doom. He found
something that pleased him, for he
gave a quiet chuckle. Back he toddled
once more to his chess.

What had the murder at Copp's
Corner to do with Tinker's Revel, if

anything? Paul Tegle and Peter Hoyt
,\\^;\ gone for a walk to Copp's Coiiier-

<lid they know anything? He decided
that the clue afforded by the Rem
Iirandt cleared Hoyt of any part in the
murder; but what of Paul Tegle. a

one-time admirer of Gloria's?

"A jealous, hotheaded young man,
but not the sort to shoot a person in

the back," decided Disher, communing
with his thoughts. "Potter found thi>

pistol that did the murder in these
grounds—yes. I'll only tell Cable about
that tinlil I know a bit more. That
seems to indicate that the murderer is

.somewhere mighty close. Is the mur
dcrer in tlii> household? And what the

blazes was Chicago Joe, who did five

years in the Tombs for robbery «iili

' violence, doing down here in Kent ?

Who would shoot him ? An enemy -

,someone he knew in the States ! There
rnust be a link to all this—but where ^"

Once during the iiighl the crinu
investigator went to the window to

watch the lightning. Distinctly he saw,
near a great oak. the shrouded figure

of a man.
Almost he decided to go after the
Soplomber IMh. 19SJ. .
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fellow; but as ne watched the figure
disaijpeared, and the next flash showed
the man at the far end of the lawn
He walked with a limp.
The next morning heralded a glorious

summer day. Disher was dozing over
his chess-men when Gloria woke him.
"Hallo, you're up early! Pleasant

night?" he greeted her. "I think I've
solved one or two small problems, but
nothing great. You look worried, my
child."

"I think that bruise has driven Brian
crazy." Gloria decided to speak frankly
to the man who was his friend. "Hi-
has actually decided to sell Tinker's
Revei after promising to live here with
me."
"What I" gasped Dislier, genuinely

startled.

"I met liim arm-in-arm with the
Hoyts." cried Gloria. "Had hardly a.

word to say to me, except that he'd
sold Tinker's Revel for ten thousaml
to Peter Hoyt, and that he woidd b(^

leaving after breakfast to settle the
deal. Not a word of apology or ex-
planation of his strange action. He
told ine only yesterday that never
would he sell Tinker's Revel, becaiis*
it had belonged to his family for generi
tions. 1'hat blow seems to have in om>
night changed him."

"Changed?" Disher started to his
feet. "By gad. I believe yoti're on tin-

scent! Where is Brian, Miss Paget?"
"In the study with the Hoyts," wa.i

her answer. " liut I don't see what you
mean." She stared at him in perplexity.
"You think that the blow has "

"Come with me, young lady!" Disher
took her arm. " And don't say any-
thing unless I give you a key."

Brian Nash frowned when Disher and
Ciloria appeared.

" I've got .some business with Mr. and
^!rs. Hoyt," he complained. "If you'll
give us a few minutes more we'll b-
through. I'm selling Tinker'.s Revel."
"A very sound idea." approved the

crime investigator. "You remember
that when you and I were in Canada
you saw a house at Queljcc you said wa.i

just like Tinker's Revel? You remem-
ber, don't you ?"

"Oh. sine I do." was the answer.
Brian seemed ill-at-ease. " If you would
excuse me. old boy. I'd like

"

"Remember how I wanted to go spin

ning for trout, and how you fished me
out when I fell in?" Disher look an
easy -chair. "Remendier how we went,

camping together and I tried to teach

you chess?"
" Never plaved chess in my life."

Brian sneered the words. "Now. if you
and Gloria would excuse me, I

"

" Why are you selling Tinker's

Revel?" the crime investigator shot out

the question.
"That's my business I" Brian snapped

back. "I'll thank you not to mcddl''

in this business. If I choose to sell

Tinker's Revel to my old friends the

Hoyts, I don't see what busine-.s
"

"'Oh, Brian, how coidd you ?" wailed

Gloria.' "You told me you would never
part with this lovely old manor."
"Well. I've changed my mind."

Brian seemed sidlcn. The Hoyts looked
anxiously at each other.

" You mean you've changed !"

Disher's voice became suddenly harsh.

"It was Brian who fell in and a lum
berman who got him out of the river.

I never went to Canada, and it was
you. Brian, who first taught me how to

play che.ss. Yet you don't play che.ss!"

In a flash a gun appeared and Gloria
gave a scream of fright.

"Stay where you are!" snarled Brian.

"Not a move, or I'll croak you,

(Continued on page 35.)
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does
everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand new serial

of breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

READ THIS FIRST.
While en route with his comrades to

the scene oj a fire, Bob Dnrrow, oj the
Sun Francisco Britjade, saves the life

of a hoij icho jails in front oj one oj

the monster cnr/ines.

Later he calls on James Madison,
head oj a chemical company, to whom
he puts up an idea jar a patent fire-

(xtintjitishcr. Madison is not interested,

and Bob leaves disajrpointed, ajter
meeting Dan Mitchell, a shady promoter
who is bejricndino Madison jor his

own ends.

That ajternoon Bob rescues June
Madison JTOM a fire in her jather's

office, then learns tliat the boy he had
saved jrom the wheels of the fire-engine
was Madison's son, Jackie.

In gratitude, Madison ]iclps Bob to

perfect his invention, the Darrow fire
Bomb. But Dan Mitchell is anxious to

sell Madison an extinguisher of his

own, and to discredit Bob lie sends a
hireling to " doctor " the fireman's
invention wUh a deadly explosive.

To test the Dnrrow Fire-Bomb, an
crd shed in the Madison grounds is set

ablaze. Only uhen the fire is at its

height does Bob discover that young
Jackie is trapped in the lint.

Hob dashes into the shed, and is him-
self imprisoned by the flames. He is

attempting to batter his way out when
Madison throws one oj the doctored
bombs !

Now Read On.

EPISODE 3.

"THE FIRE TRAP."

Trickery.

THE walls of the hut had never been
particularly solid, and the fire had
weakened them still more when

Bob gathered Jackie in his arms and
made his desperate bid to break out of

the ramshackle building.
iris shoulder smashed into the rotten

timbers in the very instant that Madison

<s>

threw the grenade. The woodwork
splintered under the impact of his

clKirge, and he plunged through the
mass of brush ilvat had been piled
against the shed and then fired by his

own hand.
He was scarcely clear of the blazing

structure when the fire-bomb struck it.

There was a blinding flash and a terrific

detonation, and the hut was blown sky-
high in a thousanfl fragments.
The concussion hurled Bob to the

ground ; but, dazed as he was by the
force of the explosion, the young fire-

man had the presence of mind to shield

Jackie witli his own body. For it was
with the boy's safety and not his own
that he was mainly concerned.
Debris rained down on Bob. lie

could hazaril no guess at the cause of

the explosion. He only know that some
accident had occurred to mar his experi-

ment, and that pieces of flaming wood
were falling all around him.
The last echoes of the report died

away, and the scene cleared.

Bob struggled slowly to his feet, lift-

ing Jackie with him, kand then, reeling

towards a tree and setting the boy in a
fork of it, he looked in the direction

where the hut had stood.

It had been blotted out of existence,

only a few charred remains marking the

site it had occupied. The fire had
certainly been overcome, but not in the

manner that Bob Darrow had intended,

for had he acted with less promptitude
neither he nor .Jackie would have been
alive to see the havoc which had been
created.

Meanwhile, some distance away, Jur;c

and her father were crouching on their

knees, panic-stricken and horrified by

what had taken place. It was only when
they rose that they discovered to their

intense relief that Jackie and Bob were
safe.

"Look!" Madison breathed, pointing

towards them. "Look, June!"

June ran forward, her father

stumbling after her. As she reached

the forked tree she flung her «rnis

around Jackie almost hysterically.

"Jackie," she sobbed, "thank Heaven
you're safe !"

"Aw, I'm all right!" the boy
answered stoutly. " Say, lemmc go,

sis, will you? I'm not a little girl. I

can take harder bumps than that. Quit

fussin' over me, will you?" -

Madison came up and gripped Bob by

the hand. The fireman was in his shirt-

sleeves, and had not escaped without

one or two burns, while his clothes

were blackened and scorched. He was
scarcely aware of his hurts, however,

counting them slight enough.

"Darrow," breathed Madison, "how-

can I ever thank you for getting my
boy out of that death-trap?"
"Never mind about that now, Mx.

Madison," Bob rejoined. "'What blew

up that shed, anyway ?"_

Madison answered him in a hoarse

tone.
" When I saw you turn back

to Jackie's rescue," he explained, " I

picked up one of your extinguishers anil

threw it at the hut, hoping to put out

the fire. The explosion followed imme-
diately."
Dan Mitchell had drawn somewhat

nearer, moving from behind a gnarled
oak-tree, to which he had jumped for

shelter when Madison had flung the
September 19th, 103i.
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fire-bomb. llis sa(ibf;iction at llic

tipparci'it failure of the- experiment was
;iot complete, since lie realised that the
whole affair liad served to increase the
debt of gratitude which the Madisons
ulrcady owed iJob Darrow.
Bob's voice readied the shifty pro-

moter's cars.

-But I don't understand, Mr. Madi-
r.on," the fireman was saying. "I'll

admit that a sliglit explosion shouJd
occur when one of the fire-grenades is

thrown. But it's an entirely harmless
explosion, and I doubt whether the force
of ii would knock over a matchbo.\.
There's nothing in my chemicals to cause
the complete destruction of that hut."
Madison pursed his lips.

"Well, I took the bomb from that tray
you brought from the laboratorv,'' lie

muttered.
Bob strode over to the table on which

the rack containjng the grenades had
been placed, lie lifted one of the glass
receptacles and uncorked it, snifhng its

contents su.spiciously. Then he held it

up to the light and scrutinised the liquid
which had been poured into it, and
finally lie turned up the neck of it and
moistened the end of his thumb with a

few drops from it.

"Say, daddy," young Jackie declared,
"something must liave hajiiiened to that
stufV sifter Bob made it in the labora-
tory."
Madison shook liis head. It was plain

that he had been bitterlv disappointed
|)y the test, and was uncler the impres-
sion tliat it had proved Bobs invention
to bo utterly worthless, as well as

dangerous.
"Nothing could have happened to it,

sonny," he mused.
"Then how was it that when the dog-

kennel caught fire this morning Bob put
it out in a jift'y'r" the boy argued.
Madison shrugged.
"Well, if anything did happen to

it." lie said, "Darrow will find it out.

That extinguisher seems to be about the

only thing he can think of just now,
and "

He was interrupted by a shout from
I'.ob, and turned to see the fireman
Uurrying towards him, clutching the
itncorkcd fire-bomb which he had been
examining.

"Wliat's wrong, Darrow?" Madison
demanded.
"Someone has tampered with this

mixture," Bob told him quickly.
"There's nitro in it! You know what
that means."
"Nitro!" Madison exclaimed. "Good

heavens ! No wonder we had an ex-

plosion !"

Bob looked at him earnestly.
"Mr. Madison," he said, "I want 3'ou

to understand that what happened just

now was no fault of mine. I want you
to understand that it was oaused by no
Haw in my invention. I've got com-
plete faith in the extinguisher, sir, and
4ill I ask is another chance to prove its

value to yon. I'll h<ave to scrap the
' doctored ' contents of the remaining
grenades, and make up a fresh supply of

the true ingredients. I'ortunalely, I

have a formula, aud I can be ready for

tt fresh test in a few days. And, l>elieve

mo, I'll take every precaution to see
that the grenades aren't tampered with
again."
"Very well, Darrow." Madison re

turned. "I guess the least I can do is

to stand by you. My laboratory is still

at your disposal."

The Nightingale Club.
" X/'OUR move," said Kireman Pal

I TIeelev to jv comrade who iiad

challengcil Iiim to a game of
ciies.s.
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The other "smoke-cater " pondered

long and deliberately, and then shifted
one of his jiieces tentatively. Fireman
I'at Hecley glanced up at Battalion
(.'hief Watson, who was looking on witli

amusement.
"He moved, sorr," said I'at, with

more than a trace of Irish brogue, and
then he proceeded to make a series of

manreuvres that swept the board clean.

Not far laway two other men were dis-

cussing a subject that had no relation
to a chess-board, excepting perhaps that
one of them was the pawn of a masterly
schemer who played his own deep game
from a checkered background of sliifty

enterprises.

lie had given the name of Thompson,
and had asked to see Bob Darrow, and,
with his first words to the young fire-

man, had broached the reason tor Jiis

call.

Facing him now in the entrance to

tlie station. Bob looked at the man
curiously.

"How did you know I was working On
a chemicial fire-extinguisher?" he asked.
Thompson smiled an oily smile. He

was a small, stout, suave individual with
a deceptive air of being a prosperous
business man.

"It's my business to know about things
that there's money in," he mentioned.
'And I believe that your extinguisher
will be a bhj money-maker."
"If it's successful," Bob murmured.
"Well, I happen to know that it

worked once," Thompson stated.

"That's enough for me. All I want is

an opportunity to talk this thing over
with you."
Bob was interested. Of course, he

reflected, Madison had first claim on
his process. But in the possible event
of his turning it down, this fellow-

Thompson might take it up. There was
no harm in following up this interview,

at any rate. At least, so Bob imagined.
"I'm off on Thursday night," he said

to Thompson. "But, by the way, I'd

like to be perfectly fair with you. Mr.
Madison is interested in this chemical
fire-extinguisher of mine, and I'm in-

debted to him for some assistance in

perfecting it. Naturally, I'd like him
to handle it if it promises any success."

"Don't worry about that, Darrow,"
Thompson rejoined. "I can probably
come to some mutual agreement with
Mr. Madison after I've talked it over
with you. So we'll make it Thursday
night, eh? And if you've no objection

we'll combine business with pleasure.

Nothing like talking business over a
good dinner in cheerful surroundings.
What do you say to meeting me at the
Nightingale Club?"
"I don't believe I know it," Bob told

him. "Where is it ?" .

Thompson wrote out the address for

him. Bob did not know that it was a

place with a somewhat ugly reputation,

and, having agreed to meet Thompson
there at nine o'clock on the evening of

the following Tiiursday, saw his visitor

off the premises.
Leaving the fire-station. Thompson

took a street-cvar to a block of offices

down-town, and half an hour later he
might have been seen opening a door
which I)ore the legend. " D. Mitchell.

Investments." that simple word "Invest-
ments " covering a muliiiude of shady
arlivities.

Mitchell was dictating a statement to

a girl secretary., but the moment he saw
Thompson he dismissed his employee
and sent her into an adjoining room.

" Well." he said, as soon as he was
alone with Thomp.son. "what's the

news?"
"Mitchell." was liie srnug answer, "he

fell for it like a ton of coals !"
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"Did you fix it for tlie Nightingale
Club?"
Thompson grinned.
"He'll be there Thursday night—with

bells on."
" Good !' &aid Mitchell. " I'll have the

Madisons there."
Thompson leaned over the counter of

Mitchell's desk.
"Say," he drawled, "do tlie Madi-

sons know tliat you own the Nightingale
Club?"
"No," Mitchell rejoined curtly; " and

they'd better not find out, either. They
don't know I'm connected in any way
with that kind of a joint. They sort of

figure that I'm of independent means.
Get me?"
"Oh, don't worry about me!" Thomp-

son told him. "I'm speechless. But 1

ain't so sure of that girl Trixie you've
been runnin" aroimd with. She's mighty
jealous. Dan, an' if she sees you ttiero

with another dame "

"I'll take care of Trixie," Mitchell
interrupted. "Now let's get down to

business. I want to have everything cut
and dried.'

Thursday Night.

HAUNT of notorious characters, the
Nightingale Club was packed on
the evening of Bob Darrow's

aiipointnient.

Entering it by an unjiretentious door-

way in a back street, one suddenly found
oneself in a bizarre restaurant. Dancing-
girls provided entertainment on a
polished strii^ of floor surrounded by
small tables, and through a glitter of

bright liglits stuffed elligies of song-birds
flashed overhead on concealed wires,

cunningly symbolical of the club's title.

The habitues of the place were an un-
savoury-looking crowd, but not all of

those present were regular patrons.

There was a sprinkling of sightseers who
had merely come to study the types ot

humanity to be found there, and to

tliank the fates tliat they themselves
were decent, law -respecting citizens.

It was in the guise of a curious siglit-

seer that Dan Mitchell liad prevailed
upon .June Madison and her father to

visit the place, and, seated with them at

u table in a corner of the restaurant,

he affected to deplore the surroundings.
"Yes, Dan,'" said Madison, "it's on

interesting enough place, but a regular
plague-.spot, for all that. I notice, for

one tiling, that they don't abide by the

prohibition laws. It's the kind of place,

Dan. that the police ought to get their

hands on."
"I agree with you heartily," . lied

Mitchell, and then turned his attention

to June.
.^t a table in a kind of alcove on the

other side of the room a man and two
girls were sitting. The nuin was Thomp-
son, and his (ompanions. a blonde and
a brunette, had been chosen for their

attractiveness, though they were some-
what too heavily made-up.
The brunette was Trixie Farrell, that,

same Trixie in whom Dan Mitchell had
been interested, though his infatuation

for her had begun to wane ever since he

had met June Madison.
Trixie was staring at the table

occupied by Mitchell and the Madi.sons,

and there was a tiny gliiter in her dark
eyes that betrayed resentment.

"Who's that baby-faced dame with

Dan?" she demanded of Thompson.
Thompson fidgeted a trifle anxiously.

"Oh. that's Madison's daughter June,'

he returned, trying to sound casual.

The.woman at his side bit her lip:

"So that's Mitchell's game I" sin'

snapped. "Playing tip to the old ni

m

to get the girl, huh ?"

"No, Trixie—no!" Thompson pro-

3
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tested impatiently. "Mitchell is after
the old man. He wants to pa.wii off that
phoney iire-extinguislier that he's been
haiidlin', and if he can fool Madison
with it he'll rake in a lotta money.
Mitchell don't want the girl."

^
" Well, he'd better not !" Trixie

Farroll said ominously. " Mitchell can't
give me the nm-arouiid."
"Aw, cut it out, Trixie, will you?"

put in the other girl. "You don't want
to start anything now. We're here to
help Mitchell, if we can. Aren't we,
Tommie r"
"Atta girl !" Thompson rejoined.

" We gotta all stick together."
Jt was at that precise moment that

Bob Darrow entered the Nightingale
(Jlub, and, having left his hat and coat
ill the cloak-room, he crossed the
threshold of the restaurant and stood
looking around him uncertainly.
A waiter approached.
"Have you a table reserved, sir? " he

asked Bob.
"Why, yes, I think so," Bob answered.

"I'm to join a Mr. Thompson."
"Oh, yes, sir. This way, if you

please."
The waiter led him to where

Thompson and his companions were sit-

ting, and as the stout man recognised
Bob he rose to his feet with an exclama-
tion.

"Oh, hallo, Darrow :" he said breezily.
"(;lad to see you. By the way, I'd
like to have you meet two lady friends
of mine. Mr. Darrow—Miss Georgia
Robinson and Miss Trixie Farrell."
Bob shook hands and then sat down in

a chair next to Trixie. The girl's
petulant expression had quite gone now,
•ind she leaned towards Bob smilingly.

"You know, Mr. Darrow," she told
him, "we're going to have a perfectly
wonderful time after you and Mr.
'J'hompson get through "with that big
business deal."
Bob grinned awkwardly. He had not

anticipated feminine company, ninl
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somefcw he felt ill at case, though he
could not have explained just why.

"It's rather embarrassing for me,"
he said, "because I—I feel as though I
am sort of insinuating business into a
very pleasant evening."
"Well, then, let's forget business for

the meantime," Trixie suggested. " Have
a drink, Mr. Darrow." And she poured
out a glass of wine.
Bob shook his head.
"No, thanks," he said. "I don't

drink."
Trixie endeavoured to persuade him,

and while she was still pressing him to
accept the glass, Dan Mitchell looked
across and saw that Bob had arrived.
Mitchell spoke to Madison.
"There sure are a lot of cpieer people

ccme to a place like this," lie observed.
"Yes," .said Madison grimly, "it's

quite a melting-pot."
Mitchell glanced around him with ap-

parent casualness, and then fixed his
eyes on the table at which Bob had
joined Thompson and the two girls.

" Why, isn't that young Darrow over
there?" he exclaimed
June and her father turned their

heads quickly. Trixie was still attempt-
ing to coax Bob to take the wine, and
there was something amorous about the
maimer in which she proffered the glass
now. Dan Mitchell saw Madison pur.se
his lips, and—what was even more to
his liking—he detected an expression on
Juno's lovely face that was akin to dis-
illusionment. He knew then that the
situation for which he had been secretly
responsible had undeiniined the Madi-
sons' regard for Bob, affecting the
father's confidence in him, and the
daughter's respect for him.
"I guess Darrow isn't so different from

other men. after all," Dan Mitchell
mused. "That is, where the ladies are
concerned."
June said nothing; but her father

spoke.
"I fancy you're right, Dan," he mut-

terc.l. "I'm rath.'r shorki d to find him
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here at all, and I certainly don't adoiirc
the compajiy he seems to be keeping."
Meanwhile Bob was making tentative

efforts to discuss business with Thomp-
son, but he met with no success, the
other man seeming to be bent on
hilarity, and at length the young fireman
annoimced that he must be returning to
the station.

A few minutes after his departure
June Madison suggested leaving, but
Mitchell prevailed upon her to dance
with him, and when he escorted her
back to the table he found her father
in conversation with a business acquaint-
ance, whom he introduced as Fowler.
"Mr. Fowler is sightseeing, too,''

said Madison, "and thinks about as
much of this place as I do."

"It's certainly my last appearance
here," declared Fowler. "Oil, by the
way, Madison, I hear you're jiromoting
a new motor engine that promises to
revolutionise the auto industry. That
right?"
Madison nodded.
"Correct," he said; "and you can

take it from mc it's a wonder. I've
had scientists working in cooperation
with skilled engineers for some time
past now, and this motor is going to
make a stir."

Mitchell turned to June.
" Your father seems in for a long dis-

cussion," he mentioned. " and this is

your first visit to a night club. How
would you like to see the inside of it

before you go? It's forbidden ground
to most people, but I happen to know
the owner."
"Oh, it would be a novel experience!"

June answered, and Mitchell repeated
his suggestion to her father.
"Show her around, by all means,"

Madison agreed. "I'll wait for you in
the ear. J\mic—after I've had a chat
with Mr. Fowler."
Mitchell gave Juno his arm and

escorted her along a corridor that led
froni the restaurant to a flight of steps
which descended to a basement. Near

Can't you get to that door ? " Dan Mitchell jerked.
Septenibet Iflth. 1931.
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the foot of I lie steps was tlie doorway
of a wino-ccllai-, srackctl witli Imrrols;

of illicit liquor, iincl Mitchell ^i>okc to

u man who was on guard there.
"

'J'he boss seiul 1 iniglit show Miss
Madison whore the treasure was kept,"
he explained, with a wink that escaped
June's notice.

The man at the doorway niovod off,

and Mitchell took June across the
threshold.
'Well, there's the ircia.sure," he said,

jndieating the casks, "and it's guarded
like the United States Mint."
"Guarded?" June echoed. "From

whom ''."

Mitchell smiled.
"From lots of people," he told her.

"who would like to get their hands on
those barrels. But they'd have a. hard
time getting in here. You see, the
cellar is buih like a bank vault. Take
a look iit that winilow over there. The
iron bar.s on the outside of it are set

in cement."
'Tlien the weird talcs you read in the

newspapers about hi-j ackers and boot-
leggers arc really true'/" June asked.
"They certainly are," Mitchell

answered.
June did not know that she was at

that very moment in the presence of one
of San Francisco's most active boot-
leggers. Nor did she dream that this

cellar, built like a vault, was to be
transformed by force of circum^jtancca
into a deadly trap.

The Outbreak.

TRIXIIO FAKUFLL stood face to

face with Spike Beldoii in a
private room b e h i n d t h e

restauran.. Her face was white with
temper, and it was with a fierce gesture
that she struck a match and lit a
cigarette.

"You heard me!" she said shrilly.

"Go and tell Mitchell that 1 want to see
him—and see liini quick 1"

One of Mitchell's most valued hire-

lings. Spike tried to reu-son with the
woman.

"Listen, you!" he ground out.
" Don't you get red-headed and spoil

the whole game, or
"

Trixie snatched something from a
tjible beside which she was standing.
Il was a whisky bottle and, like a fiend,

slic swung it up threateningly.
' You beat it and do a.s I tell you.

Spike !
" she screamed.

The gangster struck at her arm with
the side of his hand, and the blow took
hir smartly on the wrist and sent the
bo' tie flying out of her gra.sp. It burst
against the wail, its contents drenching
a curtain that decorated a window close
to thb spot where the bottle had been
smashed.

Trixie clawed at Spilie with her nails
like a woman in a frenzy, . but the
gangster managed to sei/.e lier hands
and hold her at bay.
"Listen, will yiihy " he appealed.

go for Mitchell, but you gotta
<lowii. If you lose your head an'
his plans there's liable to be trouble, 1

"'J'ell Mitchell I'm waiting for him
here." Trixie said through clenched
teeth.

Spike loft her, and two or three
minutes later he located Dan in the
diiorway of the wine cellar.

"Oh, Mr. Mitchell," he sai<l, pausing
on the steiis, "may I see you a moment,
ple*.se '!"

Dan Mitchell turned his head.
"Yes, surely." And, to June:

" I'ardon me."
lie moved up the

Spike was standing.
"Tnxie's on the
8i-i.lpml)er 19tli. 1031.

"I'll

pipe
spoil

stairs to where

ramiwgc," the
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gangster whispered, "and wa.nls to see
you right away. Thought I'd better tell

yuh. for she don't seem in her right
mind."

Mitchell's eyes narrowed dangerously.
Then he glanced over his shoulder to

where his fair companion was still iu-

sperting the wine cellar.

"Oh, June," he called, "I'll be right
back in a moment. Don't go away from
liere.

"

He hurried along the corridor to the
room where Trixie w.as awaiting him.
She was pulling viciously at a cigarette,
but flung it away as he entered.
Neither she nor Mitchell noticed that

the cigarette-butt, so carelessly tliro\Mi

aside, tell among the folds of the curtain
that iiad been soaked with whisky.

"Well, what's eating you'i" snapped
Mitchell.

"I'leniy! " the girl retorted. "Maybe
you thought I didn't see you danciti'
with that Madison dame."
"What of ifi" Mitchell said witii an

ugly scowl.
Irixie's eyes flashed.

"I'll show you what of it!" she cried.

"You can't -give me the air for her and
get away with it, Mitchell I"'

He caught her by the arm, grasping
her so fiercely that his fingers bruised
her flesh.

"I'm telling you that you'd better
watch your step," he grated harshly,
"or I'll have you thrown out of here!
Understand ?"

"You will, will you?" the woman
shrilled. "Let me go!" She began to

strike at him with her free hand.
"D'yoii hear me? Let me go, you pig !"

There was a violent scuffle, and
Mitchell was compelled to use rough
tactics to defend him.self. The woman's
tones rose still higher and still louder,
Mitchell's low-pitched but angry voice
breaking in on the abusive words that
poured from her lips.

"Be yourself, eonfotmd you! What's
the matter with you? Don'l be a
nut "

" Yoti pig! You dirty four-flusher!
You talked a lotta bunk to me, an' I

was fool enough to believe il •

"

Spike slid into the room.
•What's the trouble. Milch?" he

jerked, holding himself in readiness to
lend assistance.

"Come on. Spike!" Mitchell panted.
"Help me to get this wild-cat out of

here."

The gangster obeyed. Fighting and
screaming in the arms of the two men.
Trixie Farrell was draggi-d into the
corridor and thence to a back door,
through which she wa,s hurriedly
propelled.
Meanwhile, in the room when- the

".scene" between Milehell and 'I'rixie

had taken place, the glowing cigarette-
butt was burning into the spirit -soaked
material of the window curtains.

A few thin wraiths of smoke rose
from the silken folds al first, but it was
not long before the inflammable spirit

caught lire. In a luoinem the window
was enveloped in a. fierce blaze, a blaze
that rapidly spread from the curtains
to the oak-panelled wall, to the thick
rugs on the floor, to the costly furniture.

Alone in the basement. June Madison
ventured farther into the cobwebbed
recesses of the wine cellar, reading the
names on the various casks of bootleg
liquor, and picturing the dark deeds of
crime for which these barrels had been
responsible.

The guard, whom Dan had acco.sted
some time before, returned to his post
at the cellar doorway. He glanced
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inside, but failed to .see June, who liad
passed out of sight behind a tall stack of
kegs.

The guard presumed that Mitchell and
his girl-friend had both gone upstairs
again, and decided that he might as
well fasten the cellar door. The
restaurant would shortly be closing.

He pushed the door to and shot a
heavy bolt. At that same instant he
heard a panic-.stricken cry from the
corridor above.

" Fire ! The joint's on fire I Every-
body out! The plac» is on fire!"

The guard rushed up the stairs.

Fire-fighters to the Rescue.

BACK at the station, Bob Darrow
was accosted by the battalion chief,

in whom he had confided.
"Well, Darrow," Wilson said, "did

you clinch the deal with that fellow

Thompson ?"

Bob shook his head.
"Not yet," he answered. "Tliomp-

son had a couple of girls with him.
Ho seemed to be having too good a time
to talk business. They were thinking of

going on to another night-club when 1

left, and as a matter of fact it was alt

I could do to get away. I {juess I'll

turn in now, chief."

He made his waj' upstaire to the dor-
mitoi-y and slipped off his cloliies. Ho
was asleep shortly after his head
touched the pillow, but he seemed to
have been scarcelj' five minutes in bed
when the ringing of the alarm bell

aroused him.

Every man in the dormitory was stir-

ring himself. Bed-cx)vers were thrown
back as the firemen sprang to the floor

In the space of a couple of minutes uni-

forms had been donned and the stal-

warts of District Number Five were
sliding down the poles to the engine-
room wliere the fire-wagons stood—shin-

ing monsters of scarlet and brass.

Bob Darrow was one of the first to
clamber aboard the leading engine, Pat
Heeley sharing the distinction with him.
and in thirty seconds less than the

regulation three minutes the big trucks
were surging forth into the street.

Engines and escapes stormed through
the city, sirens wailing, bells clanging.
Folk gathered on the sidewalks to watch
their passing, and others leaned
anxiously from bed-room windows and
then gazed towaixls an ominous red
glow that seemed to hover in the sky
some distance away.

The Nightingale Club had flared up
with a iai>idity that was well-nigh in-

crcdi'ole. But timber figured pro-

niinently in its -scheme of intt .ior decora-
tion, and this factor was rei)>oi!sible for

the swiftness with which the lire had
spread.

Half an hour after the outbreak in

that room where Trixie Farrell had
quarrelled with Mitchell, the ground
floor and the first floor were both
ablaze.

Down in the wine-cellar June Madi-
son remained ignorant of her dinger
for some time, for the basement was
last to suffer. It was only when she
movc^d to the barred window and saw
people gathering outside that iJw
realised something must be wiong.
Then a whiff of smoke found its way
into the cellar through the crevice und«r
the door.

She guessed the reason for the com-
motion outside then, and with a stab of

alarm she ran to the door. Alarm waa
succeeded by terror as she discovert
that the door had been bolted on the
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outside, and, rushing back to the win-
dow, she clutched at the bars in a
frenzy of panic.

Only a few jjaces away stood her
father. He had been waiting for her
with the car when the fire had started,

and now he was mingling with the
crowds who came pouring out of the

(loomed night-club. With growing
anxiety he scanned the hurrying passers-

by in the hope of seeing his daughter
among them, and. suddenly discerning

Mitchel], lie sprang towards the man.

"Is June out here?" Mitchell panted.
"No," the older man jerked. "Where

is she ? Quick, man—where is she ?

Where did you leave her? You were
with her last!"

Mitchell stared at him stupidly.

"I left her in the store-room—down-
stairs," lie faltered. "I was called away
while I was showing her around. Then
the file started."

"Good heavens, Dan, didn't you go
bark and make sure that she was safe?"
Madison cried.

"I thought she'd be out here
"

Mitchell did not complete the sen-

tence, for at that moment a girl's voice

reached the ears of the two men. It

w;is June's voice, and as they whipped
round they caught sight of her pale face

framed in the basement window.

With one accord they ran to the wall

of the night-club and knelt down, so

close to tlie girl that they could have
touched lier by reaching forwaitl. She
was standing on tiptoe, her finger.s

clenched on the bars that held her a

prisoner.

"Daddy I" she sobbed. "Oh, daddy,
get me out of here!"

"Juno," Aladison cricil, "why didn't

you make your escape when you knew
the building was on fire ? The whole
place is blazing now!"
"Can't you get to that door?" Dan

Mitchell jerke<l, pointing across the

cellar.

"It's bolted!" Juno answered fran-

tically. "I'm trapped, Dan—tiappe<l!

'J'lie smoke's beginning to pour in under
the door. Get help—quickly!"

"My little gill!" groaned Madison, in

tho voice of a man distracted, and he
turned in the direction of the night-club
entrance.

^Mitchell guessed his intention and
tried to hold him back. The two men
were struggling when the fire-wagons
from Number Five Station swerved into

the street with a warning clamour of

bells.

Uelmetcd figures in blue ."sprang from
the trucks, and, running out tho hoses
and the escapes, made ready for the
perilous work ahead of them. The bat-

talion chief's special car drew up, and
Wilson stepped out to superintend
operations. He was giving a string of
orders when he caught .'^ight of Madi-
son endeavouring to break away from
Dan Mitchell and entered the burning
building.

"Madison," jerked Wilson, "what's
wrong? You can't go in there!"

"My daughter " Madison began
hoarsely, and, with that, a fireman who
wii.s running past pulled up short in his

tracks.

It was Bob Darrow.
"Mr. Madison," he gasped, " where's

June?"
"Locked in the vault down.stairs,"

cried Madison, fighting to free himself.
Rob's glance leapt to the cellar win-

dow, and he saw June. Behind her
there was a, background of flame, for the
tue had eaten its way under the door
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and was taking a hold on the stacked
casks of spirit that lined the walls.

"Bob!" she called, recognising him.
Few men could have resisted the

direct appeal in that voice, and Bob
Dari-ow never even hesitated. Wheel-
ing, he made a rush for the blazing
entrance of the night-club.

"Darrow!" the chief called. "Darrow,
you can't go in there! Don't be a
fool!"
But Bol) did not heed him. Plunging

into the flames, he fought his way to the
steps leading down to the basement.

Burned and half-blinded, he found the
basement was a roaring furnace. The
wooden staircase was enveloped in fire,

and the paintwork on the steel door of
the wine-cel'ar was blistered with the
intense heat.

Bob drew the bolt and pressed against
that door. It had jammed, and ho had
to use force to shift it. It stood firm
again.st two assaults, but at the third
attempt his shoulder hurled it open.

It flew wide and .struck a pile of
kegs. The barrels topple<i, and then
crashed to the floor. One or two of
them splintered, and their contents
spilled forth at Bob's feet, so that as
he stumbled across the threshold his
boots were spattered with the spirit an<I
the strong fumes of it assailed his
nostrils.

The accident had almost instan-
taneous consequences. The flames that
had already found their way into tho
cellar swept across the spreading pools
of bootleg liquor. There was a vivid
flash like tho flash of an explosion, and
next moment, as Bob reeled on to where
June was cowering, a fierce and steady
blaze reared up between him and the
doorway.
"Oh, Bob," June moaned, as he

reached her side, "take me out of here!"
She swayed uncertainly, and he was

just in time to catch her in his arms as
sho fell. Swinging her up, he spun
round towaitls the door, but as he saw
the inferno that tho spirit from the shat-
tered barrels had
created he know-
that the only way of

escape was blocked.
The belt of fire

that had risen by
the door was im-
penetrable. No man
could have entered
it and lived long
enough to pierce it,

for, swift-spreading,
it had already
covered a wide sec-

tion of the floor.

The heat drove
Bob back to the
window. He knew
that he was trapped,
and could only wait
for the end, wit.1

June in his arms.
That the end would
not be long in com-
ing he bad no doulit,

for the roof had
already been affected

by tho flames on the
floor above.
A blazing mass of

timber fell at his

feet.

(To be continued in

another thrilling

episode next week.
By permission of

Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Tim
McCoy and Marion

Shockley.)
I
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"Creeping Shadows."
|

I (Continued from page 20.) I

Dishcr 1" He had reached tho bookcase
and must have touched some .secret

knob, for the bookcase swung open.
"Curse you for a meddling fool!"
The bookcase shut with a metallic

clang.

"Brian has gone mad!" moaned
Gloria. "Oh, what shall we do?"
"Don't worry." Dishor laid a com-

forting hand on her shoulder. "Ah,
now wo can got moving!" The sound
of a car had taken him to the window.
"Cable and a company of .special men."
Cable did not waste time when ho

came into the study. A signal to his
men and thev lined up on either side
of tho Hoyts.

"In league with Sparrow," briefly

explained the Scotland Yard man.
"After that picture. Probably would
have given Nash a dud cheque for

house and grounds and then cleared oil

with the Rembii'andt. What's your news,
.sir?"

"Quite a lot," Dishor answered. "1

tumbled to the Hoyts. and I'm pretty
certain one of thorn left their finger-
prints on that boll of doom. With some
black thread they rang the boll, hoping
to create a scare and get Brian to sell.

Wo can deal with them later, so I sug-
gest the boys take them away, because
we've got a big job before us." Ho
pointed to the bookcase. "There's a
secret pas.'sago behind there, and only
a few moments ago Brian Nash held us
up with a gun and disappeared."

" L<>t him go," Gloria implored. "Far
lioltor to let him go—he must be out
of his mind."
Dishor made no answer. His thin

fingers wore feeling over the bookcase.
"Ah, here's tho secret knob," came his
eager cry. " Now we'll search tliis

secret passage. Bo ready for enier-

(Continued on page 27.)
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I
"THE TEXAS RANGER."

I
7 (Continued from page 10.) I

Helen's gang at bay while the other

concentrated their attack on the front ol:

the ranchhouse.
" You hold 'em here," he said, " and

I'll take care of that Ranger."
He had received a slight flesh wound

in his shoulder, but he was determined
at all costs to settle accounts with Jim.

He made for the back door of the

building, and, stealing close to it, shot

away the lock and the bolts.

Jim heard, divined what was happen-
ing, and thrust Helen behind an open
door between two lOoms, then rushed to

thd back door; and as Taylor kicked it

open he fired point-blank at the outlaw's

heart.

But his last cartridge had been used,

and the trigger pulled on an empty
chamber. He flung the useless weapon
at Taylor's head.
Taylor dodged, but he did not succeed

in dodging the terrific blow Jim aimed
at him with his fist, and he went down
with a crash on the concrete floor ot

the kitchen.
Dawn hud begun to break some little

time before, and now daylight was
uipidly increasing in strength. From
the farmyard came the mingled din of

shouts and shooting. Matt Taylor raised

himself painfully on uii elbow and glared

(li^fiantly up at Jim. Ho reached fur-

tively for the gun which had been
knocked from his hand, but Jim, with

a dexterous kick, sent it spinning across

the floor.

"Come on!" he shouted, jerking his

enemy to his feet. "If you've got any
fight left in you, fight!"

With the snarl of a wild animal,

Taylor hurled himself forward, clutching

at Jim's throat, but Jim tore away the

muiderous hands, and, with a sudden
clfdrt, lifted Taylor ujj bodily and sent

him somci'saultiiig over a table.

The table went down on its side with
him, but he crawled from beneath it,

and, battered, dishevelled, and nearly

epent, he made once more for liia

opixjnent.
But Jim's left fist came up with a

terrific swing, caught Taylor under the
chin, and sent him ck'an out thiough an
open doorway iiilo the passage, where
he fell in a crumpled heap.

Silence followed—a silence that sent

Jim running fearfully into the living-

room. Helen fiad sunk in o an easy-

chair, her face very white, her right

haml holding her lett forearm, where a

patch of crimson stained a grey sleeve.

"I'm—all right," .she faltered with a

wan smile. "It was the last shot—the

Rangers are here
!"

Jim flew to a window and looked out.

The sudden silence was explained ! A
score of Rangers had arrived, and such
of Taylor's men as had escaped crippling

wounds were riding. for dear life in all

dii'ections acioss the plains.

Bfim Lanning had not ridden all the

Wily to Sterhng City, or even half the
way. He had encountered Captain
Edwards and a party of his men only a

few miles beyond Bcllington on their

way to that unimportant little town
because no word had come from Ranger
Jim Logan, and no news could be
gleaned of him in the neighbourhood
by a man who had been detailed to find

out what had become of him.
Jim was bandaging Helen's arm when

Captain Edwards himself entered the
ranchhouse by the open hack door, in

company with Highpoekets and othoi-s.

He looked round the wrecked kitchen.
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"Where's Jim Logan?" he shouted.

Jim appeared from the passage, push-
ing before him by his coat-collar the

dazed and damaged Taylor.
"Here I am, captain," he said cheer-

fully. "And I arrest Matt Taylor for

the murder of Ed Lanning—not to

mention a few other things!"
"Why, but, Jim, I thought that—er
" began the captain in surprise.

" So that's the way of it ?" howled
Highpoekets delightedly. "Well, when
I got that message "

"I'll See you later, captain," inter-

rupted Jim, and, without any regard
whatever for official etiquette, he ran
back to the living-room.
Helen had just risen to her feet, but

she was lifted clean off them as he took
her in his arms.
"The captain," he fibbed, "has told

me to hold you as a material witness."

"He didn t tell you to hold me this

way, did he?" inquired Helen with a
radiant smile.

(By permission of United Artists Cor-
poration, Ltd., and Columbia Pictures,

starring Buck Jones, Carmelita
Geraghty, Harry Woods, and Nelson

McDowell.)

FOUR SPLENDID FILM NOVELS.

27

Fate forced her to embrace the man she hated.
Life's bitter lesson—the tinsel and the gold.
A tale of love and infatuation, starring Gloria

Swansoa and Ben Lyon.

"THE HOT HEIRESS."
An engineer drops a rivet through the window
of a wealthy young woman, and; becomes
involved in a romantic tangle. Starring Ben

Lyon and Ona Hunson.

" AS YOUNG AS YOU FEEL."
For twenty years Lemuel had been a crank and
faddist, but when he met Fleurette his rejuvena-
tion started. Starring Will Rogers and Fifi

Dorsay.

" FIFTY MILLION FRENCHMEN."
A young millionaire is accused of winning all

bis girl friends with his money and to disprove
this wagers a big sum he will woo and wed a
girl within two weeks and without a cent in
bis pocket. Starring William Gaxton and

Claudia Dell.

Complete in this week's issue of our companion
paper,

"SCREEN STORIES."
ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.

*^^-K^-

{ "Creeping Shadows." \
(Continued from page 25.)

}

gencies—^Briun is a desperate man. If

my theory is right we shall find
"

Even as ho spoke there came from
behind the panelling the sound of shoot-
ing; then the scream of a. man in

mortal agony.

The Limping Man,

DISHER waited just long enough for

Cable and three plain-clothes men
to join him before pressing the

secret spring. The bookcase swung
back and they piled down some stone
stairs into a cellar. The pale light from
an iron grating in the stone wall showed
a strange scene.

"Seize that man!" shouted tlie crime
investigator, pointing to a figure in the
shadows.
The police hurled themselves for-

ward, and Cable managed to grab away
a big gun. A brief struggle and they
had secured a prisoner.

'

'

"You've got me proper." The man's
voice was hoarse with a gloating
triumph. He spoke with a nasal twang.
" But I got that skunk, though I nearly
croaked the wrong 'un."

Disher spied a bound figure lying
helplessly on the floor. The links were
slowly forming aiul joining together.
Down the stone stairs came Sir Edwin

and Gloria. They ran to the bound
man and began to untio his bonds,
(iloria stared down at Brian ^-ith

anxious eyes, then gave a scream ' a,s

she saw a huddled figure against the
wall. She could see a white face—therp
were two Brians. -;

"That's the Squealer," muttered the
prisoner. "That cove on the floor is

the guy I nearly croaked."
"You're the limping man," accused

Disher.
"What of it?" was the scornful

answer. "Chicago .loo and I .sworo
vengeance. He got Joe—but I got him.
The Squealer won't do any n)ore
whining."

Sir Edwin and Disher helped the real

Brian to his feet.

"I was in the study when fingprs
gripped me by the throat and I was
dragged down here. We fought, but
lie stunned me with a stone." Brian
fingei-ed a bruise on his forehead. " He
must have taken m.v clothes ;'rid imper-
sonated me. This man and his pal,

Chicago Joe. know lijm as the Squealer
—1 know him as someone else. The.y
trailed iiim here, and your prisoner "—
lie pointed to the captive

—"must have
found the secret entranro in the old

oak. I was lying hero helpless when a
light was flashed in my face, and "

"And I'd a-croaked you. if yer double
hadn't showed up on those stairs." in-

terrupted the limping ni.iii. "Then I

knew which was which—knew you
wasn't the .'>qupalor. Guess he won't
try and more of his dirty tricks." He
laughed. "I got him through his black
heart."

Gloria had her arms round Brian
Nash.

"Darling. I'm so glad you're safe!"
Siie sluiddered as she glanced towards
the still figure, which I wo men were
gently raising. " Who is that man,
Brian? He's so like you."
".And who is the limping man?" de-

manded Disher. "Guess we'll get out
of this gloomy place back to the study,
and clear up these mysteries for good !"

(By permission of Wardour Films, Ltd.,

starring Franklin Dyall. Marcjot Gra-
hame, and Lester Matthews.)
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"TRAPPED."
T (Continued from page 16.)

the threshold of it he was met by Bet-
tina Moore.
"Farley and this otiier man," he

asked her quickly, "where are they?"
"In here," Sally's mother (answered,

and led him through the doorway,
where he saw the bodies of the two
crooks.

Farley was still alive, but it was plain

that he was very near the end. Bettina
left Baxter with him, but a few minutes
later was joined l^y the police captain

cn\t!-ide the room.
"Don't worry, dear," he said, taking

tier hands. "Farley cleaned up every-

thing before he died, and you can rely

on me to see that no scandal attaches

itself to you or Sally."

The Runaways.

JERRY arrived at the parsonage on
time, complete' with the marriage
lines, and he had not long to wait

ero Sally put in an appearance.
The minister wan only too willing to

perform the simple ceremony, and
examined the certificate that Jerrj'

handed him.
"Yes, this is all right—all in order,"

he declared, '" but where are your wit-

nessesT'
"Witnesses?" Jerry murmured. "Do

we have to bring our own witnesses ?

You see, we—we don't know much
about it. We've never been married
before."
The minister smiled.

"It is customary for marrying couples

to bring their own witnesses," he ex-

plained. "However, if you'll wait here

a moment I'll go out and see if I can
find someone."
He made his way to the front door,

leaving Jerry and Sally together.

"Gee, I didn't know we had to have
witnesses!" Jerry said.

"I didn't, either," Sally confessed.

"I hope the minister can find some-
body."
Her hope was at that moment on the

very point of being realised, for, stand-

ing in the porch, the divine caught
sight of two police officers prowling
near by. They appeared to be looking

for someone. Not for a moment did the

minister suspect that they were looking
for the young man he was about to

marry.
.."Oh. gentlemen," he called; "just a
minute, if you please!"

, The officers approached inquiringly,
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and the minister explained the situation.

"All right, we'll be your witnesses,"
one of the cops .Tgreed, and added to

his companion: "I reckon that guy we
were chasin' has given us the slip, any-
liow.

"

The parson led them into his sitting-

room, and as they appeared Jerry recog-
nised his pursuers. The recognition was
mutual, and the officers started forward
involuntarily.
" You thought you'd got away, didn't

you?"- one of them growled.
"No," Jerry stammered. "I'll come

with you right after the ceremony."
"We'll see to that," he was told.

Tiie minister stepped forward.
"Will you take your positions,

please?" he suggested, and, with the
police-officers behind them, Jerry and
Sally edged closer to one another.
"I hope you don't mind waiting a

minute," Jerry said, glancing over his

shoulder at the cops.

"No, take your time."
The parson proceeded with the cere-

mony, and finished by raising his hands
above the young couple's heads.
"I now pronounce you man and wife,"

he chanted, and scarcely were the words
uttered when one of the police-officers

advanced and snapped a pair of manacles
on Jerry's wrists.

"Come on!" he oitfered, and, with
Sall.v hurrying after him, Jerry was
escorted from the parsonage.
A cab was hailed outside, and the

cops gave Bettina Moore's address, then
pushed tkeir captive into the taxi's dim
interior.

Sally followed, and sat opposite
Jerry. Presently she began to look tear-

ful, and dabbed at her eyes with a hand-
kerchief.

"Don't worry, dear," Jerry told her.
while the cops maintained a stolid

silence. "Everything is going to be all

right."
Ten minutes later the taxi swerved

into the drive of 16, Franklin Court.
Jerry was dragged from it, and, still

with Sally at his heels, was marched
up to the front door.
The maid answered the police-officers'

summons.
"Is Captain Baxter here?" she was

asked.
" He's in the lounge with Mrs.

Moore," the girl answered, gazing in

consternation at Jerry and Sally.

The two policemen pushed past her
unceremoniously, and hurried their
prisoner across the hall and into the
lounge, where Baxter and Bettina Moore
were sitting on a chesterfield.

The captain and Mrs. Moore started
to their feet as the officers appeared
with Jerrv and Sally.
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"Say, what's the idea?" Baxter de-

manded.
"We got our man, captain," was the

answer. " Do you want us to go on
to headquarters with him?"
Baxter exchanged a smile with Mrs.

Moore, and then

:

"No," he said; "take off those brace-
lets. This case is closed. By the way,
if you go upstairs you'll find two men
lying in a room there. Have them
carried away—to the morgue."
A key was produced, and the manacles

were removed from Jerry. As the two
policemen departed he began to rub his

numbed wrists.

"Sally," said Mrs. Moore, coming
across to where her daughter stood,

"this is one of the happiest days of my
life. Captain Baxter and I have just

decided to be married."
"Oh, mother," Sally cried, "I'm

so happy, too. Jerry, and I are

married !"

"What?"
Mrs. .Moore's face registered amaze-

ment. Watching her anxiously, both
Jerry and Sally expected indignation

to follow, and waited for the storm to

break. But quite unexpectedly Bettina

turned to Jerry and held out her hands.
" Congratulations, Mr. Jerry Cole-

man," she said. "Mr. Jerry Coleman,
of Park Avenue, I believe."

Jerry stared at her. In the back-

ground Captain Baxter was grinning a

broad grin.

"Why didn't you tell us who you
were in the first place?" Mrs. Moore-
went on.
Jerry found his voice.

"I "might have lost my job as your
driver," he answered laughingly. "You
see, that day I fiist met Sally, I sort

of scented adventure, and—^well,

romance. So when she mistook me for

a chauffeur, I let her go on thinking

I was. Just that, and no more."
"Well, you certainly found adven-

ture," Mrs. Moore commented, "and
you seem to have found romance, too."

"But how did you discover who I

really was?" Jerry asked.

Sally's mother beckoned him to the

threshold of an adjoining room.
"Look," she said, and, following the

direction of her hand, Jerry caught
sight of two old acquaintances.

One was the valet Ferguson, sitting in

a deep armchair and mopping his brow
with a handkerchief as if he were bur-

dened by all the cares in the world.

Tlie other was a thick-set, bow-legged
bulldog, squatting contentedly at

Fergie's feet.

(By permission of the Fllmophone
Renters, Ltd., starring Nick Stuart and

Nena Quartaro.)
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" Smart Money."
Nick Ve.iizclos, Edward G. Robinson

;

Irene, Evalyn Kiiapp; Jack, James
Cagney; Marie, Noel Francis; District

Attorney, Morf,'an Waltaee; Mr. Amen-
oppopiilos, Paul Poicasi ; Schultz, Clark
Burroughs; Slcopy Sam. Ralf llarolde

;

f^port Williajiis, Boris Karloff; Doalci
Barnes. VVulfrr J'crcival ; Snake Eyes,
John Laikiii; Lola Polly Walters.

." The Last Ride."

Lita Alvaro, Dorothy Eevier; Big
Boy, Tom Santschi; Brady, Francis
Ford; Roy Smith, Charles iMovton

;

l-)oris White, Virginia Biown Faire;

Piccardi, Frank Mayo.

Where Did You Get That Hat ?

That"s probably what you would ask
your favourite movie star if you hap-
pened to meet him—or her—away from
the studio.

Greta Garbo always wears a round
tarn, pulled down until nary a wisp of

Jiair is showing. Joliu Gilbert wears an
old grey felt, with tho top crushed in

by hard usage and stuflTmg into his over-
coat pocket. Marion Davies comes to
work witli a sailor cap on, and Buster
Keaton may be seen samrteririg from «
hjird day at the Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr
plant with a white cap tliat accentuates
his swarthy complexion.
.Ramon Novarro invariably wears a
green felt, several sizes too small.
Atk)]phe Menjou. ever immaculate,
favours a smart black felt with turned-
down brim. Norma Shearer, usually
wears close-fitting green turbans, and
Wallace Beary is seldom without his

t*ecd cap witli crumpled peak. Mario
Dressier's hats made her famous on the
stage many years ago. but in private
she goes in for ))lain toques with simple
ornaments. Cliff Edwards always wears
hi« hats backwards, and Hcdda Hopper,
may be sure (o have a skull-bonnet
pushed fai back on her head.
Anita Page usually wears only a scarf

fihout her blonde tresses, and Robert
Montgomery goes ha ties?.

Not Enough Rain !

Norman Lee. thy direclor of "Four
Winds," now being produced at Wel-
wyn Studios, must surely be the on!y
person in England to complain that in-

suflicieut rain has fallen this summer.

OfTicially, the English summer should
have arrived ju.st as "Four Winds" was
due for production, _ and accordingly
lain storms descended unceasingly.
Lee. however, required a constant tor-

rential dowu|)our for scenes in the film,

and Iiad hoped to harness Nature for

his purpose, but in his opinion the fall-

ing rain was too mild, and there was
not enough of it 1

To provide Lee's idea of real rain, a
system was introduced by « liich water
was conveyed into the S-tudio itself ond
released through a huge sifter. The
unfortunalo mondjers of the cast were
September 26tli, lt»31.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

HENRY KENDALL

" T^E FLYING FOOL."
A young Enghsh detective swears to get a
murderer within a week, and a battle of

wits liollows with a desperate gang ol

crooks. A mysterious and beautiiul young
girl becomes involved in this grim story

ot Clime.

" THE LONESOME TRAIL."

A girl and a brave cowpuncher have to

fight with brawn and brain to escape from
the attack of a band oS Western bad men.

Starring Charles Delaney.

"SUBWAY EXPRESS."

Who killed Edward Tracy? A baffling

murder mystery that will keep you guess-

ing till the end. Starring Jack Holt and
Eileen Piingle.

ALSO
The fifth episode of our thrilling serial of

the fire brigade, starring Tim McCoy and
Marion Shockley.

" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

grouped under the sifter, and there tg-

ceivcd the full benefit of Leo's rain-

storms. Every precaution was taken,

however, to prevent chills and colds.

Hot 1-urths and welcome drinks were pro-

vided, and though this damp climale

was maintained for three days, no one
even sneezed.
Tho cameramen and sound engineers

were in such close jiroximity to the

actors thai they were also drenched to

the skin throughout the tluoe days, but

L(^e had somehow managed to keep
dry. At last, even he was forced to

come within the rain's radius, but
owinp to a misundersfanding the most
violoni flood of all was precipitated at

that moment, and he was soaked to the

skin. Anxious inquiries immediately
followed :

"Have you got enough rain now,
Mr. Lee?"

A Cruising Holiday-

When Richard Arlen and Walter
Huston were working together in "The
Virginian," they bought a yacht and
frequently went sailing in it during
week-ends. On completion of the above
picture, however, the two men found
little opportunity for meeting as before,

and Dick is said to have bought up
Huston's interests in the yaclit, and
hopes shortly to take a cruise in it. His
latest picture is called " The Secret
Call."

Nearly Knocked Out.

Charles Biekford relates an incident

which made him feel really sore—so much
so, in fact, that he is now more careful

of the microphone than ever beforeij

It happened when he was playing" in

his new picture, "East of Borneo." The
scene reqiured that Charles should re-

cline in a chair, say a few words, and
then jump hiu'iiedly to his feet. The
filming began and the actor did exactly

as directed. With a dull thud, however,
his head came in forceful contact with
the heavy microphone susiTended directly

above him.
Charles let out a yell and then said a

few words about microphones and things

in general. But you won't hear them in

the film. The director thought it best

to cut out this part of the dialogue so

that our ears might be spared!

Why They Changed Tl»eir Names.
Do you know w hy film artistes changed

their names? The leasons are many
and varied, but the follovriAg few will

suffice.

Stan Laurel's real name is Aithur
Stanley Jefferson, and his reason for

adopting his present one was simply due
to ari old variety trick. When he left

Fred Karno's Mumming Birds, Stan
arranged to strike out on his o'wn. But
Arthur Stanley Jefl'ersoii was too long
for bill displa.vs. programmes, etc., and
so he chi\uged to another and shorter

name.
Claude Allister's real name is Palmer,

but his father, a general, forbade his

sou to use the family name in a con-

juring act he was g(>ing to perform in

London. So young Palmer borrowed a

name he had seen somewhere and be-

came Claude Allister. John Loder's

father, also a military officer, forbade

his son to take up a stage career. But
John L')we. as ho was, would not give

up his ambition and became John Loder.

James Hall was at one time known
as James Brown. He ran away from
home to go on the stage, changed his

name to Hamilton, and then when he

went jnto pictures was persuaded by
Jesse Lasky, the producer, to make yet

another change and call himself Hall.

(Continued on page 27.)
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There was not a man who could beat him at gambling. He became famous for his luck

at cards and at last the law went after him. They framed a girl to betray him. A croob

drama that is one long thrill from start to finish. Starring Edward G. Robinson and
Evalyn Knapp.

NICK VENTZEIX)S, of Irontown,
lounged behind the counter of his

hair-dressing saloon. His assistants

were busy with razor and scissor?, shear-

ing hail' and whiskers and conversing

with the oiistomors as they did so.

Nick toyed with a dice-box. and for

his own amusement rolled forth the
little cubes colloquially known as "the
bones." He was of Greek parentage,
Nick, but hundred per cent American
for all that, and a personality in the

Binall Middle-Western township.
A newly-shaven customer rose from

the chair wherein he hud sat while

Jack, Nick's chief assistant, had re-

moved the stubble from his chin. He
came over to the counter and handed
Nick a check and a coin.

Nick lifted the coin and grinned at

his dieivt.
*

"Aha," he said, "double or nothing,
Joe?"
"Not me," the cu.-tomer rejoined.

"Oimmo my change. I've paid you
double too many times, Nick."

Nick's grin broadened, and into his

eyes came the glint of the gambling
lure. It bad ever been so with Nick
Venizelas. Dimes, nickels and dollars-
dice, i)onies and card-decks—the very
sight of them roused in him the urge
to take a chance, and the fact that his

small bu3ine>3 was one of the most
flourishing of its kind in Irontown was
a testimonial to his good fortune.

"
' P'aiiit heart never won fair lady or

fat turkey,' Joe," he <'Oaxed. "Como
on, what do you .'•ay—iieads or tails?"

And he spun the coin deftly and clapped
it on the back of his hand.
"Oh, well—tail*!'' the customer .Tiut-

tered, and then, as Nick uncovered the
coin, gave a rueful laugh.

"Heads." Nick observed, "Better
luck next time, Joe."
"I never seen such a lucky stiff,"

his customer grumbled on his way to

the door.

Nick slipped the coin in the till and
came round the counter to where his

assistants were operating on the last two
customers.

"Well,'* he declared, "I guess we've
got enough money to close up!"
He paused, and looked hard at the

neckwear of Jack. "Say, that's one o'

my ties, ain't it?" he challenged.

Jack shared a room with Nick, and
had a Iiabit of borrowing certain items
of attire which happened to apiieal to

him.
"Why—pr—when I got up this morn-

jn'."-Tie stammered. "1 .sort of—ev
"

"Yeah, I know." Nick put in sarcas-

tically. " Wliy didn't you put oti my
new check suit while you were about
it?"
"It didn't fit," answered Jack, where-

upon both of them burst out laughiny;.

They were more like brothers than
employer and assistant, and Nick ha<l

entirely recovered his good-nature and
wii.s claiij)ing Jack on the shoulder when
one of the last two customers spoke to

him.
'Hey, Nick." he asked, "what do you

fancy in the final race at Louisville?"
"Why, I got my dough on Abio

Kabibbie." Nick rejoined complacently.
"Think he'll win?"
Nick smiled.
"Sure he'll win," he said. "If

nothing else, he'll win by a nose."

When Nick si)oke of shutting up shop
he meant that business wa.s over for the

day. but nevertheless the premises con-

tinued to witness the passuig of money,

and the innte walls to hear the clink ol

coin and the crisp rustle of notes.

Nick collected dimes and dollai'S dur-

ing the day behind the counter. Of
nights, he collo-ted them in a discreet

back room, raking thetn across a long

gaming table as he matched his luck

successfully against the luck of a num-
ber of cronies.

To that back room Nick now made
his way, and presently men began to

drop in on him and stand around the

table—men of a sixirtive persuasion,

nilliiig to risk a dollar or two on the

goddess Chance. By dusk, some eight

or nine men . were gathcrcHl for tho

"play," and the number was brought
up to a dozen by the appearance of

Jack and the other a.ssistant, a swarthy
Greek known as Mitros Bikelas.

"I'm looking for action to-night,

Nick." someone said, speaking through
the buzz of conversation and the haze

of tobacco smoke which by this time
filled the room.
"Don't worry, boy," Nick retorted

with a grin, "you'll get it."

The dice rattled in the little box, and
play began. A dozen i)airs of ej'es

watched the white cubes with the black

dots roll forth npon the table as throw
after throw was made. Small bets were
placed, and coin and small bills were
soon changing hands—their destination

generally tendinjr towards that part of

tho table where Nick Venizelos stood.

Dark and dapper, smiling the smile

that rarely seemed to leave his queer,

twisted ir.ouch. Nick gathered in the

little piles of money with monotonous
regularity, and he had just taken a ten-

dollar bet when a darkie entered the

room, his ebony face shining like a

new shoo,

"Hallo, ,^nakc Eve>!" Nick greeted
September 2GtU, 1931.



him, recognisin;^ the coloured haiKlyman
,

who tlicl odd jobs about the sliop. " Wliat
do you want?"
"Mistah Nick," the daikie announced,

"dcie's a lady outside what wants to
see you."
"How do you know she's a lady,

Snake Eyes?"
The daikie grinned, anij mirth lurked

in the whites of his rolling optics.

"Well, boss, she done got a skirt on,"
he murmured.
"All right," said Nick, Ir.ughing, "I'll

see her."
Mitros Bikelas laid a hand on his

arm.
"Don't forget to remember, boss," he

observed prophetically. " ' Lucky weeth
the cards, onlucky weeth lov'.'

"

"Ah, tliat's a lotta bunkcroo," Nick
rejoined. "Don't forget to femeinber
—I'm lucky with the women, too."
"But mebbe sometime you gonna pick

de wrong filly," Bikelas muttered,
whereupon Nick chuckled placidly.

"Not a chance," he drawled, inspect-
ing himself appraisingly in a mirror.
"Nothing but favourites in my stable.

Well, lady, here I come."
And he made his way out into the

street, where he found a flaxen-haired,
innocent-eyed girl of his acquamtance
awaiting him.
"Oh, Nick," she said in a <listracted

tone, "I've got to have some money
right away."
She proceeded to tell him a hard-up

story that touched the little barber's
heart, and before she was fairly through
with it he interrupted her gently.

"How much do you need?" he asked.

"I've got to have a hundred dollars,"

lihe told him in a pathetic little whisper.

"Well, you know Nick," he said, pat-
ting her on the shoulder, and forthwith
produced a wad of bills.

He took one from the top of the sheaf.

It was a note that had received rough
handling in its time. Its corners were
frayed, and at one time it had been
torn in halves, the two fragments hav-
ing been gummed together again with
strips of sf-amp paper. Nick casually
noticed its condition as he handed it

over.
"Gee, you're a swell fellow," the girl

told him with a wealth of gratitude in

her voice.

"Glad to do it," Nick assured her.

"Glad to do it, baby."

They parted. Nick did not see the
girl make straig'ht for a shop iloorway
and hand the hundred-dollar bill to a
tall man in a slouch hat who liad been
waiting in the shadows there. For by
the time the note had been passed over
to the loiterer Nick was already back
with' his cronies.

Snake Eyes was sti^ there, and, with
the true negro's weakness for a dice-

game, proclaimed his intention of mak-
ing a bet on the "bones."

"Who'll give mc lialf-a-dol!ah fo' mah
hand?" he called, as he made his hrst
throw,
"I wouldn't give a nickel for your

whole body," Nick grinned. "No vivi-

section hospital would take it as a
gift."

The nigger was hardly listening. His
eyes wore fastened on the dice, which
liad now come to rest.

"Eight's t!ie iM)int," lie said. "Ah'll
bet a dollah, Mistah Nick."

Nick, as banker, took the bet, and
collected the money when Snake Eyes
threw a fatal seven.
"Up pops <le Devil," the darkie mur-

mured .sadly. "Mislah Nick, you sho'
is one lucky white man."
Nick looked at him shrewdly.
September 2€th, 1931,
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"You got carfare home, Snake Eyes?"
he asked.
"No, suh, I ain't, boss," was the

answer. "I ain't got a red cent."
"Then take this," said Nick, pushing

some money into his dusky paw.
"And stay out of this game from now
on."
He turned back to the table, and at

the same moment became aware that a

tall man in a slouch hat had appeared
in the room, and was elbowing his way
to tJio fore. The geniality faded from
Nick's countenance as he recognise<l in

the iiewcf>mer a certain "Sport" Wil-
liams, whom he had no reason to

admire.
Even gamblers have their scale of

honour and respectabifity, and Nick knew
Williams for a sponger and a rogue.

"Say," he mentioned, barring the way
with his arm, "we're not takin' any
two-bit bets to-night, Sport."
Williams scowled.
" I'm not makin' any two-bit bets to-

night," he said. "Does that look like

two bits to you?"
He threw down a hundred-dollar bill,

and Nick picked it up. At once his

glance became riveted on it, for he saw
that the corners of the note were frayed,

and tJiat at one time it had been torn
in two, then pasted together again with
stamp paper.
Nick's face hai-dened. So the pitiful

story of the flaxen-haired girl had been
just a trick, engineered by Williams to

secure ready cash, break in on, the dice-

game and play his luck against the

little barber's.

And the proverbial Venizelos' luck
had already been in the balance against
him when Nick had chanced to give

that: girl a note that lent itself so

readily to recognition.

"I'll shoot ten of that hundred," Wil-
liams said.

Nick !ookc<l up. His eyes seemed to

bore into the sponger.
"You'll shoot all of it or nothing,"

he rapped out.

"Eh?" Williams blurted. "Say, what
are you talkin' about?"
"You heard me—you'll shoot the

hundred or nothing!"
Williams hesitated, and then nodded

reluctantly. "All right," ho growled.
"Shoot the piece."
The rest of the gi'oup gathered round

to watch the play, for hundred-dollar
bets were rai'e occurrences in the back
room of the Irontown barber's shop.
The dice began to roll, and looking

on excitedK-, the bystanders quoted the
numbers that turned up.

"Three and two. The point is five."

Again they rolled, and: "A six, and the
Sport wants a five."

The rattle of the " bones " as they
were picked up and returned to the box
seemed fo eclio those words: "The
S]K)rt wants a five."

Once more tho little white cubes
danced over the table. They came to

rest, and a murmur arose at the sight
of that number which is the dice-playei's
despair.

"Seven makes Williams a loser!"
"Huh!" grunted Nick Venizelos,

pocketing his patched hundrcKi-dollar
bill. "And the prisoner ate a hearty
breakfast. Go on, Williams—breeze

—

scram—pull your freight. And as you
go out that door take tho ' Welcome

'

sign oil it."

Williams departed savagely^ and Nick
turned to resume tho game. But he
found the boys unwilling to take any
further chances, for it was plain that
tho little barber's luck was running
e.«pecialiy strong to-night.

"Say, Nick," observed one of them
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conversationally, "you're wasting your
time in a small tank like this. You
should be in that big game in the city.

Why, Hickory Short would be a cincb
for you."
The speaker was a travelling sales-

man who had occasion to visit New
York pretty frecjuently, and the Hickory
Short he had mentioned was perhaps
one of the greatest gamblei's of a city

that almost boasted of its personalities
in that sphere—though now and then
they were singled out for attention by
the police.

"You ain't kidding me, are you?"
asked Nick. "You see," he added re-

flectively, "I've been kind of thinking,
myself, that this town's getting too soft

for me. How much do you figure it

would take to bust in on that game
in the big city, anyhow?"
The salesman shrugged.
"Well, a fellow sliouldn't try to bust

in on it unless he has at least ~ ten
thousand dollars."

Ten thousand dollars was an amount
that the big city gamblers lost in an
evening without turning a hair, but to

the small-time plungers of Irontown it

was a fortune, and the salesman's esti-

mate was received with awe.
"Ten thousand bucks," Nick mused,

while the rest of the fellows were com-
menting on thfe magiiificenco of the sum.
"I'll have that one day!" His dark, live

eyes were agleam. " And when I do,

I'll show those city birds something!"
It was Jack who conceived the inspira-

tion that was to equip Nick for the big
city game earlier than he anticipated^' '

'•'

"Say, listen," the young assistant Ex-

claimed, " why don't we make up a
pool amongst us, and stake Nick to that

Hickory Short racket ? I'll put in all

I've got for a start."

"You can bank on mc for a coupla
hundred," declared the salesman who
had been to New York.
Nick looked round.
"That's a great idea!" he jerked.

" Wliy, I could raise five thousand on
the barber shop."

"I geev' you da thousand dollar what
I was gonna send back for my wife to

bring her here," cried Mitros Bikelas

excitedly, and from all around came
offers of various other amounts.

Nick wandered thoughtfully to the far

side of tlie room. A bii-d-cage hung
from the ceiling, and a coverlet droojied

over it. The little barber took off tlie

coverlet to reveal a twittering canary
bird, a tiny creature on which he
lavished a tremendous amount of affec-

tion.

"Well, Blondie," he asked, "what do
you say about us two going to the big

city, huh?" Then, turning all at once'

with an odd, pent-up laugh, "Boys,"
he proclaimed, "you're on!"
"Attaboy, Nicky!" Jack said. "And

you'll knock tliose big city gamblers
for a loop."

Thus it came about that, two or three

days later, Nick Venizelos prepared to

step aboard the New York train with

something just over ten' thousand dollars

in his wallet.

He was attirc<l in the classiest suit

tliat the best tailor in Ii-ontown could

provide, carried a brand-new valise in

one hand and Blondie's cage in tho

other. Around him, as he stood on the

steps of a Pullman car, a crowd of his

associates gathered—the men financially

intereste<l in his trip, and a party of

former girl friends—every one of them
as fair as he was dark.

Snake Eyes was among those present,

and, edging his way to tho front, ho
handed Nick a rabbit's foot.

"Jes' keep that in yo' pocket, Mistah
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Nick,'' he said, "and ycKi'll win fo'

sho'."

"Thanks, Snake Eyes," Nick
answered. "You know, I've practically

cleaned up that big game now. Come
here, nigger, and gimme luck." And
to the amusement of the onlooker.^ ho
rubbed the palm of his hand on Snake
Eyes' crop of woolly liair.

"Say, Nick," someone called, "you
know ^\here to send my share of the

dough you make."
" Sure, I know," Nick an.swered laugh-

ingly. "Of course, you boys all under-
stand. I pay you back your original

investments, and we split the wiiwiingi

in proportion."
"How much you t'eenk you gonna

win, boss?" asked Bikelas the Greek.
"Why, J ween so much," Nick re-

joined, imitating the Greek's accent,

"you can send back to de old country
for your wife—and your sweetheart,
too." *

Jack came forward.
"Nick," he said, a little unsteadily,

"I'll miss you."
"Boy. a.s soon as I make my killing

I'll send for you," Nick assured him,
"and that won't be long."
"All aboard,"' came the voice of an

official, and a moment later the gambling
coterie of Irontown was waving farewell

to their "best bet" as the train pulled
out.

Nick dumped his luggage and made his
way to the ob.scrvation car. Standing
on the snriall platform there, lio watolied
familiar scenes till Irontown was out of

sight, and then he turned briskly to an
oraciul who happenefl to be near by.
"Say, conductor." he aaked, "what

time do we get into New York?"
"We're due in there at six-forty-two,"

the official answered, "and we've never
been lato yet."
"Bet you ten to five we don't make it

on time," Nick offircd quickly.

The Big City.

NICK emerged from the room he had
booked at a certain New York
super-hotel, and took the elevator

to the ground floor. A rapid descent
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through sixteen stories brought him to
the palatial foyer and lounge.
"Nice ride—thanks," lio drawled to

the lift attendant, and with the air of

a man entirely at his case he strolled

over to the register clerk's desk.
"Good-morning, Mr. V^enizelos," the

clerk greeted politely. "I hope you
are finding evei-ything satisfactory."

"Oh, yeah!" Nick rejoined. "Fine
hotel you got here. Er—by the way,
you haven't seen Hickory Short around
to-day, have you?"
A queer look passed across the clerk's

face.

"Oh, you mean—Hickory Short the
gambler?" he said. "He doesn't live

here."
"No? I heard he' did." Nick eyed

the clerk keenly. He was convinced
that the fellow was evading the truth,
and could hardly blame him. With the
authorities always on the look-out for
any breach of the gaming laws, the
Utmost caution had to be exercised.
"Oh, say," he went on, leaning closer
and speaking to the clerk in an under-
tone, "you don't happen to know in

which room the—er—the big roving
poker game is going on to-night?"
"No, sir, I don't," the clerk

answered. " Wo don't permit anything
like that around this hotel, sir."

"Oh, I see! Thanks."
Nick moved away, looking around him

casually till his glance encountered two
things which, in imison, wort' as irre-

sistible to him as the gambling lure—

a

blonde Jiead and a pretty face.

Tliey belonged to a girl behind a
candy and tobacco counter, and Nick
walked over and asked for a good
cigar.

"Those are very nice," the girl said,

producing a box of cheroots. "A
dollar each. I can recommend them."
"Do you smoke them yourself?"

Nick inquired whimsically, and then, as
she shook her head with a pretty laugh:
"I'll talte five of them."
He had handed her a bill, and w;us

telling her to keep the cliaiige when he
observed a" familiar-looking object on

fclie counter—a small, cylindrical wooden
box containing two ivory cubes.
"What are these things for?" he

asked innocently.
"Poker dice," the girl explairied.

"It's a dollar if you lose, and if you
win you get two dollars' worth of mer-
chandise."
"Anything behind the counter?"
"Anything in merchandise." the girl

informed him, wibli a twinkle in her
eye.

Nick grinned.
"Well, you're a cuto litHo package."

he declared. "Mind you, I'm a little

green at this sort of thing, but hero
goes. Poker dice, one flop." And he
picked up the box and rattled the
" bones."
Three times he played his luck against

the girl's, and three times he won.
"Look here." he said then, "we'd

better quit this. I'd hate to see a nice

little girl like you lose her job."
"All right, we quit," the girl

answered. "That's three games on the
house.. My, but you're lucky! Do you
gamble mucli—I mean for big money?"
"Well, do I look like a tinhorn?"

Nick retorted. "Sure. I take a little

flutter once in a while. But how much
do I owe you ?"

"Three dollars for the games," the
girl told him, "and you get six dollars'

worth of merchandise. What will you
have?"
Nick pointed.
"I've got my eye on that big box of

candy marked six bucks," he • .said.

"No, no, donjt wrap it up. You keeii

it, baby."
"Oh, I co\ddn't do tliatl" she pro-

tested sweetly.

"That's all right." N'ick rejoined.
"I don't eat candy. It gets in my
teeth. Look here, I'm a stranger in

town, you ktiow, and I'm kinda ione-
.some. How'd you like to conio out and
have dinner with me -to-night?"
She shook her blonde head.
"Oh. I couldn't—my mother doesn't

let me stay out at night."
"Too bad," Nick nninnuied. "Are

Nick seemed to sag in his chair. Said Hickory Short, sitting on his left

against you to-night, barber."

" The luck's certainly running
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vou sure you won't chango jour mind?"
"Oh, 1 couldn't," slio said. "I really

couldn't !''

'J'liat evening Nick was dining with

her in a Broadway restaurant am! call-

ing her by her first name
'This is one of the best places I'se

been in, Marie," he declared, while en-

joying a cigar after the last course.

1 thought you'd like it, ' Marie
told hiin sweetly.

Nick iiicliiiea his head.

Not a bad cigar you .sold nie this

morning, either,' he mentioned. "Of
course, at home I smoke my own brand

" This with an airy gesture. "A
fellow in Havana makes cm up for

me."'
"Is that so?"
"It is," Nick declared, and tlieli,

leaning forward eonhdentiully : "Say,

Marie, he went on, "I suppose you
know most of the regulars that hang
around the hotel, don't you?"
"Well—yes," she answered. "'Why?"
"Ever see Hickory Short around?

"

Nick asked her. "You know, the big

gambler."
Marie nodded.
"He's an awfully' nice fellow," she

said. "He's around most of the time."
Nick's voice took on an eager note.

"You don't, happen to know in which
room they're holding the game to-night,

do you?" he questioned.
"1 just happen to know," was the re-

joinder, "but you won't say I told you,
will you ? Mr. Short ordered some
cigars to be .sent up to his room this

afternoon—and it's three-forty-six."

"Boy," said Nick, rubbing his hands,
"Am I itching to get in that game?"

"Oh, ^Ir. Vcnizelos," Marie went on,
concernedly, "I hope you don't think
I'm butting in, but—but I'd suggest
you put some money in the hotel safe
for car fare home—just in case

"

Nick laughed genially.

There won't be any ' in case', baby,"
he announced, with confidence. "I3ut
I'll tell you what I'll do. Hert^—take
this hundred dollars and keep it for
me. After the game I'll make you a
present of it

"

"Oh, I couldn't "

"Keep it, baby," Nick insisted.
"And if I should lose—gee, that sound-
funny—but if I should lose Well.
I'll need that hundred for cigar money."
"But you don't know me," Marie

protested. " I might run away with
the money. You can easily put it in

the hotel safe."

"You're s.afc enough for mc," Nick
declared. "Listen, baby, I'm a gam-
bler. It's my business to read human
nature—to know people—and I can tell

that you're on the level."

The girl slipped the hundred dollar
bill into her handbag.
"Oh, well, if you insist," she mur-

mured.

The Qame.

NICK tapped at the door of Room
346, situated on the floor above
his own. He was answered by

a tali, lean man with a sharp caste of
countenance and a pair of heavy-lidded
eyes.

"I'd like to see Hickory Short," said
Nick prom|)tly.

"Well," was the slow, drawling re-

joinder, " I'm Hickory Short."
"Yeah?" Nick held out his hand.

"I'm Nick Vcnizelos of Irontown.
Nick the Barber, they call me."
Short drow back.
"Oh, come in, Mr. '^^enizclos," he

said. "I've often ht^iird of you. Of
course"—as he closed the door—"you
have some way of identifying your-
self."
September 26th, IftSI.
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Nick produced papers and photo-

graphs, and, after glancing through
them. Hickory Short drew him towards
a table at whicli four other men were
sitting—a table littered with cards and
clups.

Boys," said Hickory Short, "I want
you to meet Mr. Vcnizelos. Nick, this
IS Mr. Tomijkuis "

"Honest John Tompkins!" Nick ex-
claimed.

" And this is Mr. River," Hickory
Short continued.
"Old Deep River himself, huh?"
"And on the other side of the table,"

Short proceeded, " Back-to-Back
Schultz and Mr. Barnes. Say, Nick,
how about a drink?"
Nick accepted the offer, and Hickory

Short poured him out n glass of cham-
pagne.
"Fizz water, huh?" said Nick, testing

it. "Good stuff, too. Whcro'd you get
it, Hickory? I'd like a case of it my-
self."

"Well, I'll send you down a case to-

morrow," Hickory Short told him witii

a smile.

"Maybe I'll be better able to pay for
it to-morrow," Nick retorted with a
broader smile. "Well, what are we
waitin' for? How about a little game
of skill and ciiance?"
"I've heard of such things," Short

drawled. "We're playin' Hve card
stud, Nick, and the roof's the limit.

Now we're all friends here, Nick, and,
though we ain't playin' marbles, we
don't want no arguments. Anything
ain't right, you just say so."
"Right," Nick answered, and then

called a waiter who was in attendance.
"Bring a dozen new decks of cards," he
said.

"What's the matter, Nick?" asked
Hickory Short. "Ain't the cards we've
been usin' good enough for you?"
"Oh, sure, it's just an old barber-

shop custom," Nick answered wisely.
" A fresh towel with every shave—that's
my motto. Here, gimmo five thousand
dollars' worth of chips."
He handed over the money and re-

ceived in exchange a number of poker
discs, the lowest of which stood for a
hundred dollars, and the highest for a
thousand.

"If you run out of those," observed
Barnes, "there's more where they came
from."
"Brother," Nick retorted, "you'll be

buyin' 'em ofl me before the night's
over."

'

Hickory Short laughed.
" Well, you're an optimist anyway,"

ho commented, and the game began.
In the small hours of the morning

Nick Venizelos was still occupying the
chair which had been drawn up for

him at tho commencement of play, but
the gonial confidence had gone from
him and he was no longer the dapper
figure that ho had cut on his arrival.

He was sitting in his shirt-sleeves, his

tic was disarranged and his hair was
rumpled, while his face seemed to have
become almost haggard. And the pile
of chips that had rested at his elbow-
had been considerably reduced.
Nor were (hose remaining chips the

survivors of the first batch he had
bought. They were the relics of a
second five thousand dollars' worth, pur-
chased in the desperate hope that the
initial losses wouhl bo retrieved.

It looked as if tho goddess of fortune
had at last abandoned Nick the Barber

Hand after hand was dealt, and
Nick's store of chips dwindled. 'The
high c.-.rils were ^ot coming his way,
but, though the memory of his friends
in Irontown was like a spectre haunt- (
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ing his mind, he was not the man to
whine. He had struck a bad patch-
that was all—and it could not last in-
definitely.

Nor could his money
A hand was dealt to him that looked

good for a wager. He had had many
such during the course of the evening,
and had backed them only to find him-
self beaten by a ' spot.' But now or
never was his chance, and he resolved
to plunge.

"I'll call," came the voice of Hickory
Short.
"Raise you," said Schultz.
Barnes, Tompkins and River dropped

out of the bidding, but Nick sat tight
and played his hand up to the last

chip.

"A pair of aces," observed Hickory
Short, laying down his cards, " with
the queen."
Nick drew in his breath.
"I think I got you. Hickory," he said

in a voice that quavered. "Aces too,

but with tho king."
He leaned forward with the intention

of raking in the hoard of chips in the
middle of the table, but Schultz antici-

pated him with a smile.

"Thanks, gentlemen," he stated.
" Mine are two jacks and three sixes.

I guess that beats the band."
Nick seemed to sag in his chair. Said

Hickory Short, sitting on his left:

" Tho luck's certainly running against
you to-night, barber."
Nick stood up with an effort and

forced a game grin. He was cleaned
out, but he knew how to take a.irim-
ming. '

"Oh, it's just a matter of tho breaks,"
he declared. "Now, don't worry about
me, boys. My brother works in the
mint."
The gamblers laughed at the jest,

and their laughter w'as in Nick's ears
as ho pulled on his coat and left Room
346 for his own apartment.
He was awakened next morning by a

splitting headache and a knock on the
door. A bell-boy appeared, carrying in

one hand a telegram, and in the other
a heavy crate.

Nick rose and ripped open the tele-

gram.

"Hope you knocked 'em dead," it

ran. "Tlie Gang from Irontown."

A kind of g'roan escaped Nick.
" ' Knocked 'em dead,' " he muttered,

and then, turning, he saw that the bell-

boy was waiting for a tip.

Nick looked at the crate which the
hotel messenger had also brought. When ,,

lie opened it, he found that it contained |;
the champagne that Hickory Short had
promised him; but, far from expressing
a friendly sentiment, tho gift seemed to

Nick a mockery. For ho remembered
his own boast of the previous night that
he would be sending a case to Short.
In lieu of a tip, Nick gave the bell-

boy one of the bottles, and the mes-
senger departed jubilantly. Half an hour
later Nick took the elevator to tho
ground floor and walked over to tho
candy and cigar counter, dismally re-

flecting that he would want that
hundred dollars from Marie after all

But the girl he found in attend,

there was a dark-eyed brunette.
"Where's Marie?" he inquired.
"Marie?" the brunette echoed. "Oh,

you mean the girl that worked here.

I don't know, sir. She left suddenly,
I think. I got a call to report here
this morning."
Nick went away with a dull suspicion

in his mind, and, scarcely realising

where his steps took him, wandered into

a cafeteria .ind dropped into a chaif^.

I
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An elderly man sat opposite him,
reading a paper. The front page was
i i-ned towards Nick, and suddenly a
headline caught his eye—a headline that
seemed to transmit a violent shock to

him, so that all at once he sprang to
his feet and snatched the paper from
the stranger's grasp.

"Say, what's the idea?" gasped the
man. "Give me back my paper!
You've got a nerve!"

But Nick was not listening. He was
glaring tike a madman at^that head-
line:

"HICKORY SHORT TO BE RE-
LEASED FROM GAOL AT END OF

THE MONTH."
There in cold print Nick Venizelos

read of the genuine Hickory Short's
arrest fcix weeks previously for a breach
of the gaming laws. There, before his
eyes he saw a revelation that told him
ho had been fooled into entering the
wrong game, and he knew then that he
had been amongst a school of card-
sharping swindlers.
That was the news he would have to

take back to Irontown unless

The Return of the Trimmed.

A KNOCK on the door of Room 346
brought the bogus Hickory Short,
otherwise known in crook

gambling circles as Sleepy Sam, to his
feet.

"Well, well," he said, as he recog-
nised his caller, "if it isn't Nick."
"It ain't his sister," the little Iron-

tbwn barber replied with an affability
that masked the volcanic rage in his
soul. "By the way. Hickory, it was
nice of you to send me down that fizz
water."

"Not at all," drawled Sleepy Sam.
"The pleasure was all mine. But is
tliis a social visit, or did you locate
some fresh money, Nick?"
Nick pulled out a thick wad, held by

an elastic baud. The top note was
genuine currency, and, before
a close examination could
detect that those beneath were
mere blank slips of paper cut
to the same shape, he returned
the package to his wallet.

" I told you my brother works
in the

_
mint," said Nick, atid,

fairly into the room now, ho
greeted Schultz, Tompkins,
Barnes and River, who were
sitting At the card table.

"Sit in, Nick," called
Barnes.

"Sure," Nick answered,
taking a chair. "Gimme some
chins. I'll take three thousand
dollars' worth."

A stack of discs was pushed
across the tflble, and Nick con-
trived to take them without
immediat-ely offering cash in
return. There was nothing un-
usual in this so long as t>he

other gamblers contmued to
believe he carried a bank-roll.

Cards were dc<»lt. If the pro-
cedure of the previous evening
was followed, Nick knew thar
he would be allowed to win a
fairly comfortable amount on
the first few hsnds, .merely to
encourage him.
He was not disappointed.

Hundred-dollar chips and
thousand-dollar chips were
pushed into the pool as the
players backed their card.<;, and,
with the stack in the middle of
the table representing five
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thousand " bucks," the betting was
brought to a close.

"Pair of kings," said Schultz, show-
ing his hand. "That beats you and
Barnes, Tompkins "—as these two laid

out their cards.

"Beats me, too," put in River.
"But not me," said Sleepy Sam.

"Mine are aces, and a queen."
Nick leaned forward and revealed his

hand.
"I think I top you. Hickory," he

observed. "Aces, and a king."
"You win, Nick," Sleepy Sam agreed.

"Looks like your lucky day." But as
he said the words he exchanged a sar-

donic smile with his confederates.
Nick raked in the chips, kept two

thousand to himself and then pushed the
rest across the table.

"Here's my three thousand back," he
explained. "I'll play with the two-
grand I won."
"Ah, you keep those three thousand

as well, Nick," Sleepy Sam told him.
"Keep 'em—pay for 'em. You may
need 'em later."

"That's all right," Nick persisted.
"If I need more than the two thousand
I've won, I'll buv some. But why buy
now?"

• '

A glitter began to assert itself in the
heavy-lidded eyes of Sleepy Sam.
"Well, that ain't the idea. Nick," he

argued. "I mean, a guy can come in
here and sit in cold, without any dough.
Oh, I know you've got dough, but it

just ain't done—that's all. We like to
see the colour of the money. You buy
your chips and then cash "in on your
winnings when you're through playin'."
"Oh, what's the difference. Hickory?"

put in Schultz. "We're holdin' up the
game."
"This is my room and my game,"

Sleepy Sam rapped out, his voice rising
a key. "An' the game is gonna be
played according to rules."

Nick stood up, feigning indignation.
"All right," he jerked. "Pay nie otF.

I blew another game to come up hero
to-night, and I reckon I'll go back t.')

it."

'We ain't runnin' any credit system,"
Sleepy Sam barked. "You am't in

Irontown now. Let's see jour dough."
"You saw my dough yesterday—ten

grand of it!" snapped Nick. " Pav mo
offl"

"
'Y'esterday was another day," Barne-

cut in. "What's the idea, Venizelos'
Tryin' to pull a fast one on us? Say.
who do you think you're playin' viith—
a lotta chumps? Come on, show us your
dough 1"

Nick bared his teeth.

"I don't show nothin'," ho blaze.l.

"You cheap bunch of chisclers. I knox^
who you are! Hickory Short. hu!i '

Didn't take you long to get out of tli it

gaol in Florida, did it—Sleepy Sam?"
" Supposin' I ain't Hickory Short."

sneered the leader of the gang. "Sup-
posin' I am Sleepy Sam."
"Yeah, an' supposin' these guys ain't

Schultz, Tompkins, River an' Barnes
cither," Nick flung at him. "Ah, you
guys ain't gamblers—you're burglars.

How'd you like somebody to show your
racket to the police, huh?" he added
fiercely. " Come on—do I get my
dough or not ?"

"You get nothin'." snarled Sleepv
Sam. "You small-time squealer—yon
tinhorn from the sticks. You get

nothin' from us."
"Well. I'll show you!" Nick shouted,

and. reckless of the odds against him.
ho threw himself at the leader of tho

card-sharp ring.

The following morning, a large plaster

over one eye and a mournful • conn
tenance betrayed the fact that the odds
had been too heavy for Nick Venizelos.
and that ho had roooivod rather nior

than nothing—in short, a good deal of

punishment, but not a cent in cash.

The little gambler laid her on a couch.

Jack watching him the while.
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He vvus not the iiiuii to cany out hi.'.

thioat of informing the police, who
would have shown scant sympathy for

him anyway, and -would probably have
found that Room 346 was no longer
tenanted by Sleepy Sam. His chief con-
cern was to locate, without delay, the
girl Marie, and from tho hotel manage
mcnt he was able to learn her address.
He called there before noon, and rung

the door-bell of her flat. She answered
the summons in person, and looked at

him coldly as lie addressed her.
" You must have the wrong apart

ment," she said.

"Why, you know uie," ho stammered.
" You rcmeinber, I gave you that hun-
dred bucks to keep for me?"
"I never Saw you before," she lied

with emphasis ; and at that moment
Nick saw a man standing in the hallway
behind her—a man whose grinning face
he recognised as Sleepy Sam's.
"Say, what's this?" the little barber

ground out.

"It's the big city, Hiram," Marie
sneered. "Scram!"
She slammed the door in h.is face.

For a moment he did not move, but
stood there like a man paralysed. Then
suddenly he gave vent to his fury in a

shower of harmless blows.
"Open this door!" he screamed. "I

thought so! You were hand-in-glove
witli those burglars! Stole the money
that belonged to my friends ! Sent up
packs of tnarked cards from that hotel
service-counter! I've figured out the
whole dirty game, and now I know I've
figured right. Open the door, vou dirtv

little cheat!"
A mocking laugh reached his car.s—

a

girl's laugh and a man's laugh inter-

mingling beyond the door. He drew
back, quivering with fury.

"All right," he shouted; "all right.

If that's the way you play the gamp in

this town, I'll plav it the same way.
Only I'll play it in spades, and that
means you'll pay double. You little

thief. I'll have you on your knees
beggin' for a cup o' coffee before I'm
through. And as for that guy you're
workin' foe, I'll run him right into the

mud !"

Backing !

TiiME had pa.ssed. and Nick had re-

turned to his profession as a
barber. He had not returned to

Irontown, however, but had secured a

post as assistant in one of New York's
super hairdressing saloons, where ho
speedily became known for that charac-
teristic luck which had made him
famous among former cronies and
customers.
His experience with Slefcpy Sam and

his gang had left him a sadder and a
wiser man, but a man with a purpose,
too. He knew that it had not been his

luck which had impoverished him. but
the swindling tactics of the card-sharp-
ing ring, and he intended one day to

square accounts.
Among the many patrons who made

a point of having Nick attend to them
on their visits to the hairdressing saloon
was a certain Mr. .•\menoppopulos. Like
Nick, ho was of Greek origin, seemed to

be fairly well-to-do, and had a decided
leaning towards a little flutter on tho
cards or the horsivs.

One day, while Nick was shaving
Amonoppopulos, he. chanced to look
through the doorway of the saloon and
scc a familiar figure signalling to hitu

from the sidewalk. It was the figure of

his frif'nd and former employee, .Tack,

who had left Irontown for New York
shortly after receiving the news that
Nick had been "cleaned out."

"O.h, excuse me just a minute, Mr.
Amenoppopulos," Nick apologised, and, '

September ZCth, 1681.
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leaving the elderly and portly Greek, he
hurried outside.
"Well, have you got a job yet, boy?"

he demanded.
Jack shook his fair head, and his

clean-cut face took on a rueful ex
prcssion.

"Nope," he answered. "I just missed
one this morning. That makes the
cigiith in s\iccession. Aw, I know you
didn't want me to come here on the
off-chance like I did. But I couldn't
stand Irontown after you left, Nick."
Nick laid a hand on his shoulder.
"You'll find a job yet," he said.

"Have you had any lunch?"
"Not to-day," Jack coufessed.
"Then here's two dollars," said Nick.

"Put it on Flying Feet in the third
race at Churchill Downs. And here's
two V)its for your niHch. Now go and
put on the feed-bag."
"Thanks, Nick," Jack murmured,

and his benefactor returned to Mr.
Amenoppopulos.
"Sorry I had to leave you. sir," he

said, " but I had to speak to an old

friend."
"That's all right. Nick," Amenop-

populos told him. " By the way, w hat
do you like in that fifth race at

Louisville ?"

Nick smiled.
"I've got a little bet on No Regrets,"

he informed the older man.
"Huh, how have vou been doing

lately, Nick ?"

"()h, swell," was the answer. "You
see, the boys in the saloon here have
been .staking mo in a little card-party
I attend, and I've won quite a lot of

dough for them—and a little bit fo-.-

myself."
" I see," said Amenoppopulos through

a lather of soap. "They've been making
a pool for you, huh?"
"Yeah, that's it," Nick rejoined,

"but it's small-time money. Oh. if I

had .some really important dough," he
added, with a gleam in his eye, "I
could get into a big game where the

sugar is sweet."
The elderly Greek's interest was

aroused.
"Oh," he said. "And how much

would it take to get into that big
game ?"

"A lotta money. Mr. .Amenop-
popidos. " Nick replied. "B\it with what
I know now about the racket, I could

trim 'em plenty."
Ten days later Mr. Amenoppopulos

introduced Nick to a Greek merchant
with whom he was acquainted, and then

broached tho s\diject of backing the

little barber.
"I tell you he is the luckiest man in

the world," Amenoppopidos declared.

"I've been staking him in a small way
myself, and he's won for mc every time.

Now. if we could put him in this bi.ff

game, I'm sure he could make a lot r.f

money."
"Well. I tell .vou. Alex," the mer-

chant observed, "what's good enough
for you is good enough for me to take

a chance on. I am not gambling man.
but you can count on me for free
thousand."
Thus, through the influence of

.Amenoppopulos, Nick again equipped
himself from various sources fo the tuiu-

of fifty thousand dollars, and. ready for

the fray, he made preparations for

another meeting with Sleepy Sam.
Tho.se preparations culminated in a

visit to a hotel to which Sleepy Sam
and his confederates had shifted sooti

after Nick's previous encounter with
them. Here Nick bought np the entire

stock of card-packs available at the

service-desk in the foyer, only to hand
In .a dozen of them the same evening.

"I'd like to return these," he said to
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the salesman behind the counter. "I
took more than I needed. I'll have cash
for them, but keep a dollar to buy your-
self a cigar."
"Thank you, sir," the salesman

answered, and Nick strolled across the
foyer.

On his way to the elevator he passed
.lack and another man, notorious for
some skill with a gun. Ho exchanged
a glance with them and then passed
into the lift which carried him swiftly
to the tenth floor.

By judicious inquiry he had found out
Sleepy Sam's exact addres.s, and,
locating the gambler's room, he knocke<l
on the door. It was opened an inch or
two, and the voice of Sleepy Sam asked
to know who was there.

"It's only me, Sam. Nick tho
Barber."
The door was pulled wide, and Nick

stepped across the threshold to find him-
self in the pre.sencc of that same bunch
of rogues who had swindled him out of

his first stake.

"Why, hallo. Nick," Sleepy Sam
greeted him, with a peculiar twist of

the lip. "How arc you? I haven't seen
you in six months."

"It's taken me that long to catch up
with you," Nick retorted crisply. "Now
listen, you lotta mugs. It's no use
chicken-seratchin' around. You know
what happened to me once, and I've got
something to say to you. Especially to

you, Sam."
" No hard feelin's, I hope," drawled

Sam.
" No, just lookin' for evens," was th<»

answer. "You haven't any objectiwis,

Sam. have you ? You can see me doiigh
this time !" And he displayed the Rftv

thousand dollars he was carrying on his

person.
"Oh. you're okay with mc. Nick,"

said Sleepy Sam. his eyes fastening
greedily on the roll. "I'll play."
"Yeah," Nick rejoined, "and well

play freeze-out for fifty thousand—pay
after each hand."
"Phew!" breathed Schultz. "That's

a lot of dough."
The little barber looked at him.
" Not for Nick Venizelos," he said.

" That brotlier of mine owns the mint
now. Hey, Sun-Tan." he added to .a

coloured waiter. " go downstairs and get
half a dozen new decks of cards. Here's
some money, and keep the change."
"You're still superstitious, huh?"

mused Sleepy Sam.
"No," Nick answered. "Just careful.

Come on. let's get set. Just you and
me. Sam. and we'll deal our own. Tlio

rest of you fellows stand aside."

"Don't mind if I take a piece of

Sam's play, do you?" asked Barnes, and

-

Nick shook his head.
"I don't care what you do." he ro-

ioined. "If you want to cut in on his

losses you can. but only him and me are

sittin' down at the table. And by th.i

way, Sam. let's see your dough."
"I think I can match you all right."

Sleepy Sam observed, and laid a thick

sheaf of bills on tho baize.

The darkic waiter returned with tho

eard.s—purchased, of course, from tho

service-desk in tho foyer. A pack was
split and tho game opened.
An hour later Nick was sitting with a

pile of notes before him, and Sleepy

Sam with a thin wad of five; ami the

twister was marvelling, in no very
pleasant mood, at the run of luck that

had favoured his antagonist.

Meanwhile the rest of the pang stood

in a group and watched a pool that wa.^

assuming a formidable aspect as the two
plavers laid bet after bet on a couple of

hands that had just been dealt.

"How much money have you got

left?" Nick asked all at once..
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"I've got five 'hundreds,'" Sleepy
Sam replied.

"Well, you'd better put 'em in the
centre," Nick told jjim, "because that's
just what I'm going to raise you."
Sleepy Sam shrugged.
"I've got to call you," he muttered,

and, as the notes fluttered into the pool,

he di.splayed the cards ho held.

Nick did the same, an unholy grin on
his face, and Sleepy Sam leaned back in

his chair.

"You win," he said slowly, "and Tni
cleaned."
Nick gathered the notes, one hundred

thousand dollars' worth of them, and
began to stuflf them into his hip-pocket.
"Sorry, Sleepy." ho declared. "Tough

luck. Can't say that you got the breaks.
Gee, I wish those tailors -would make
these pockets a little bigger. Er—Sun-
Tan, my hat. my cane and my gloves.

I heard that in a play once. And here.

Sun-Tan, take this (en-dollar bill and
go with it as far as it'll take you."
"Thank you. bawss," said the nigger.
Nick moved towards the door, but.

•with his fingers on the handle of it.

paused and looked over his shoulder.
"So the Barber gave you a trimming,

huh?" he laughed. "Well, I'll bo seein'

yuh "

" .Tust a minute !"

"Wait a minute. Nick!"
Tlio voices of Barnes and Schult/

spoke as one. Schultz reached for his

liip. Barnes for the inside of his waist-

coat. But before they could draw their

guns Nick whipped open the door, and
across the threshold stepped .Tack and
-tine hired gunman, " each levelling an
automatic in his right hand.
Nick chuckled light-heartedly.
"How do you like it, boys?" he said

to the gamblers. "What you singin' the
blues about, anj'way ? I told you I was
gonna get even, and! once told Sleepy
Sam I was goin" to play your way."
The sharpers stood by. raging

"inwardly but impotently. The disaster

to the finances of Sleepy Sam. who was
banker for them all. had broken up
their ring more effectually than a police

raid could have done.
"Of course," Nick went on, "you

.smart gamblers have heard of marked
cards—shaved cards, a- we call them in

ihe profession. W'ell. Nick the Ikirber

can shave 'em a little dosf-r than you
can. Just take a good look at

those decks I sent out for and
you'll see wliat I mean."
. The eyes of Sleepy Sam and
his confederates darted to the
table. As they snatched at the
cards lying there tliey again
heard the voice of

Nick.

"Well, good-bye.
boys. And — thanks
for the buggy ride."

TJie door closed

behind liim and his

bodyguards, blocking
out t h e taunting
laughter that was on
his lips.

Stepping High.

NICK the Barber
reclined in the
sitting-room o f

tho sumptuous hotel

suite that he had
'Beside iiim was a blonde and
attractive manicurist, Jiiid as

the girl was paring his nails

Nicik tooik a cigar from the
corner of his mouth and spoke
to her.

"Is the smoke bothering
you ?" he asked solicitously.

"Oh, no," the manicurist
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assured him. "I like the smell of a

good cigar."
"That so?" Nick murmured. "You

know, a fellow in Havana makes these
up for me."
"You don't say," the girl rejoined,

and thcri, after a pause: "I suppose
you're very happy this morning, Mr.
V^enizelos? I've just been reading in

the papers about you winning a lot of
money_ from that gambler—er—Sleepy
Sam, I think liis name was."
"Those guys in the Press get hold of

everything," Nick observed. "But that
was notliing. I'm just starting. Be-
fore long you'll be reading ;i whole lot

about me."
"My, it must be wonderful to win a

lot of money like that !" the girl
sighed.
Nick shrugged.
"Oh, money don't m^-an anything to

me," he told her, and then, loaning for-

ward: "Say," he went on, "you're a
pretty smart girl. Maybe you can give
me a little advice. Now, if you were a
man. and a certain girl had made a
sap out of you—huh—once upon a time
—how would you ^et even with her? I

don't mean hurt her, or anything like
that—but just make her change her
mind sibout me being a sap."
"Oh, you're otdy kidding, Mr. Veni-

zclos. How could anyone make a sap
out of you?"
"I'm not kidding." Nick said em-

phatically. "And I'd just like to get
a little satisfaction out of that lady.
Now how would you go about it?"
The blonde manicurist pondered a

moment.
"Well, if I were a man," she told

liim at length, "I'd send her some
flowers. Th?n I'd follow up with a
bracelet—you know, one with diamonds
in it."

"Diamonds!" Nick echoed. "You're
noMhis girl's manager, are you?"
The girl shook her head laugliingly,

and, dcsi)ite the bewilderment which
her suggestion first aroused in him,
Nick begnn to see the subtlety of it.

It was a suggestion that he put into

practice, and three months later Mario
had been coaxed from Sleepy Sam by
costly gifts, and w.as irietrievably at
the service of Nick the Barber.

And, once on the list of his grovi-ing
army of hirelings, she ceased to receive
expensive presents, and received only
curt orders.

One day. six months after he had
trimmed Sleepy Sam, Nick stepped
aboard the New York to Louisville
train and passed along the corridor to
a private saloon, Jack, Marie and a
nigger porter on his heels.

Nick himself was carrying the cage
containing his precious canary bird.
without which he never travelled any
long distance. But as he entered the
saloon he turned to Marie.

"Here, take care of Blondie." ho
said, in a tone that was like a knife-
cut.

The girl obeyed him with a flush of
humiliation, and Nick turned to the
porter. He took out a ten-dollar bill,

tore it in halves and handed one frag-

ment to the darkie.

"You'll get the other half at ihe end
of the line," he explained, "if you'ro
good."
The darkie grinned.

"Yes, sir," he said. "Ah won't bo
good. Ah'll be perfect."

"Come here." Nick beckoned hiui

nearer, and rubbed his palm over tho
nigger's woolly crop of hair. "Ginuuo
luck. And say, what room is Hickory
Short in?"
"Mistah Sho't, suh? Oh, he's in

3 A. sidi."

Nick's eyes glistened. At last, he re-

flected, he was going to meet the
prince of gamblers face to face.

"Marie,'' he snapped, rousing him-
self all at once, "open the suitcase and
hang up my check suit.'' Tlien, turn-
ing to Jack: "Well, bnv. I wish tlio

rented

Jack clutched him by the shoulder. " Lay off, Nick," he said earnestly.
" She's framing evidence on you."
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crowd back in the old barber shop
could SCO us now," he coiitimiej.
" Louisvillc-boiaid with a b«rik toll big
enough to choke a cow." Ho huighed
coniphicoritly. " I guess after to-night
I'll l)c able to send the boys back home
;i few tliou."

"You've already paid 'cm double,"
.Jack protested.
Nick shrugged.
"What of it?" lie argued. "I got

plenty. Besides, ain't they still my
[Kils? Listen, Jack, I'm goin' in there

to trim the great Hickory and make
him look like a, hick. If I lose I'll be

back in the old barber shop matching
l>ennics with Snake Eyes. But how
can I lose?" And again he laughed.

It was not till some time later that

the whole story leaked out concerning
Nick the Barber's clcan-up on the

Louisville Express, and the in-

stantaneous dcjiarture of the famous
Hickory Short from the realms of big-

time gambling.

By the time that story was on every-

body's lips Nick was adding countless

others to it—stories that intrigued and
mystified—stories that placed him in

the limelight even more effectively

than his connection with a certain

magnificent gaming saloon which was
secretly opened off Fifth Avenue.

One night about a month after

Hickory Stiort's fade-out Nick stepped
out of a fifteen-thousand dollar limou-
sine and crossed the sidewalk to the
portals of his now venture, which to

all appearances was merely a private
house of palatial design.

A couple of uniformed doormen
saluted him, and Nick handed each of

them a cigar.

"Try these," he said. "A fellow in

Havana makes 'em up for mo."

Nick passed on, handed his hat, coat
and scarf to a cloak-room attendant,
and, looking more dapper than ever in

an innnaculatc evening suit, walked
into a big room crowded with fashion-

able women and well-dressed men.

Nick had to be careful, and an intro-

duction to* the salon could only be
effected by recommendation. It was
astonishing liow quickly smart society

flocked to the tables of Nick Vcni-
zclos, however, bringing rolls of green-

hacks that found their way via the

roidetto croupiers to the little Irontown
barber's coffers.

The room into which Nick now
strolled was (lacked, but amid the

throng he suddenly perceived Marie,
whom he found uscfid as a "hostess."

Her job was to see that any new
' guests " were made to feel at home,
and in the course of her duties she was
permitted to take a little flutteron the

wheel herself if she chose to risk the

scanty salary that Nick piiid her.

Nick caught sight of her as she was
drawing back from one of the tables,

and next moment she was hurrying
towards him excitedly, a bundle of

notes clutched in her Jiand.

"Oh, Nick, Nick," she gasped
Joyously, "look at what I've won!
My luck's changed, and I just can't

seem to lose ! I've made a hundred
and ten dollars."

"Here, let mo see." Nick took the

money out of her hand and began to

count it. "Twenty, forty, sixty, eighty,

ninety—a hundred. Great! .Just what
you owe me." And he handed her
back the odd ten dollar;?.

Marie stared at him blankly.

"What I owo you?"
"You never did have a ^ood memory,

sister,". Nick told her with a twisted

smile, and then he moved away from her
.September 26tli,. 1931.
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and approached another fair-haired girl
on whom he had lately been showering
attentions.

"How you doin' now, Lola?" he
asked.
"Great," the girl ajiswercd, leaning

forward over one of the gaming tables.

I'm playing the red."
"Well, here's a hinidrcd," said Nick,

giving her Marie's winnings. "Put
that on the red, too."

He glanced at Marie over his shoulder
as he spoke, and saw that she was
watching the money change hands. Her
face was scarlet.

The Stool Pigeon.

NICK the Barber had become a figure
as prominent in the public eye as
the president, though a figure far

less meritorious. His gaming-palaces,
now legion, were the objects of .scathing

attacks by reformers who demanded
that the city be purged of such dens of
ill fame.
The district attorney stirred himself.

He issued orders that were carried out
to the letter by the police. The house
off Fiftli Avenue was raided. Others
were discovered, and shared a similar
fate. But Nick the Barber maintained
his liberty, his joviality and the even
tenor of ids way to fabulous wealth.
The district attorney consulted his

chief deputy.

"Well, what arc we going to do
about it?" he demanded.
"Every time we raid Nick," the

deputy explained, "ho proves he doesn't
own the place. None of 'em are leased
in his name. He's got a phoney front
for every one of his joints, and you
can't pin anything on him."
The district attorney pursed his lips.

"That isn't a suggestion," he said.
" That's an alibi."

"We close him one night," the deputy
went on gloomily, " and he opens up
the next—in another spot."

"Another alibi," observed the D. A.
in a curt tone. "Now. look liere, I

demand a show-down. With the election
coming up and the reformers howling
for blood, I'm not going to let this tin-

horn gambler's activities throw me out
of office."

There was a knock on tlie door, and
a detective put in an appearance.
"Wo found Sleepy Sam, chief," he

told the district attorney. "He got in

from 'Fri.sco last week."
"Good," said the D. A. "I'd like to

SCO him alone."
Sleepy Sam was brought in from the

outer office. He looked sullen, and gave
the impression that he intended to be
reticent whatever the purpose for which
rK> had been brought to headquarters.
"What's up. Black?" ho demanded.
District Attorney Black smiled

affably.

".Just want to get some gambling in-

formation from you, Sam.," he ex-

plained.

"Yeah? Well, three of a kind still

beat two pairs," was the sneering re-

joinder. "Ah. lay off nic, D. A. I've

got no dope for you. I've been outa
the gambling racket for months. I got

tired of it."

"Yes, after Nick the Barber pu.shed
you over and rubbed it in," the district

attorney retorted. "I understand he
took your girl, too."
Sam scowled.
"If you know so much, why did you

send for mc?" he asked.

"Now, listen, Sam." the district

attorney appealed. "We're both hold-

ing the same bag. This little grease-

ball, Nick Venizelos. is giving us both
the i;un-arouiul. Why doi)'t, you come
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clean and tell me how to bring him
down? Ho must have some weakness."
"If I knew how to bring him down,"

Sam rapped out viciously, " I'd do it

myself. Nick the Barber, eh? A small-
time hick at heart, but just dumb
enough to bo smart." He slid his eyes
to the D. A.'s face all at once, and:
"You know his weakness, don't you?"
he finished.

''What?"
Sam laughed and turned towards the

door.

"He's nuts for blondes," he drawled.
"Yeah. Send your wife around. He'll
fall for any old hag "

The district attorney leapt to his feet.
"Why, you rotten " But Sam

had slipped hastily from the office.

Meanwhile, not exactly oblivious of
the stir he was causing at police head-
quarters, Nick Venizelos was holding
audience with a group of reporters.

He did not receive them in his latest
gaming-palace, the ownership of which
he so flatly and humorously denied. He
received them in a hairdressing saloon
that he had opened as a mild blind
to his other activities, and here, while
Mitros Bikelas shaved him, he an-
swered the questions of the Press.

"We'd like to know what you've got
to say to this latest blast from the dis-
trict attorney," one of the reporters
announced.
Looking round at the newspaper men

from his barber's chair, Nick affected
an expression of innocence.
"Oh," ho murmured. "Has he been

talking about mc?"
Another reporter showed him an eaaly

edition which quoted a blistering spdec^
that had been directed against Nick by
the irate and harassed D. A.
Nick read it and then spread out his

hands in a gesture of injured protest.

"Why, he's got mc all wrong, boys,"
he declared. "I'm not a gambler, I'm
a barber. This is my shop. This is

the only busine.ss I got. Nick the Bar-
ber—ain't that what everybody calls
me?"
The reporters smirked facetiously, and

Nick grinned, too, but continued in the
same style, saying nothing that would
incriminate him.

" Now what's he want to go ahead and
make a lotta trouble for?" ho asked.
"I'm just a nice little fella tryin' to get
along. Now what's he want to go ahead
and blow a lot of steam off for?"
"Then you're going to keep open, as

usual?" one of the newspapermen in-

quired, slyly referring to the latest
hou.se where Nick had instituted his

casino.

" There's no law against running a
barber shop, is there?" Nick retorted
craftily. " Say, have some cigars, you
boys. A fella in Havana makes 'em up
for me."
The reporters helped themselves, and

then left in high spirits.

" So long, Nick," one of them called
over his shoulder. " See you in the gaol-
house."

"Sure," Nick answered, waving.
"I'll come and visit you in the can any
time, brother."
Bikelas leaned over the chair.
"Boss," he said, when the Presuncn

had gone, "you sure one smart fella.

You sure tell 'cm big mouthfid. But
eef that deestrict attorney get too fresh,

Nick the Barber geev him closo shave,
huh?" .\nd he made a pass with the
razor in his hand.
Five minutes later Nick left tlie shop

and made his way to his new gaming-
palace. Passing through the salon, he
went up to a second-floor room which
he had converted into an office, and he
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was looking over some accounts here
when Jack entered, spick and span in a

tuxedo suit.

By signs Jack indicated that a lady
of arresting beauty desired an interview

witli Nick, who immediately ga^o in-

structions that she was to be shown in.

Slie proved to be all that Jack had
indicated, ond—she was a blonde.
"Oh, how do you do?" ehe said,

coming forward with nn almost regal

carriage of her lissom ligure. '" Arc you
Mr. Vcnizelos?" And then, as Nick in-

clined his head "Oh, I—I wonder, Mr.
Venizclos, if I—if you could

"

She stammered prettily, and the little-

barber indicated a chair.

'Sit-down," he invited, "and call an-

Nick."
The blonde took the ciiair smilingly,

and then leaned forward, her face be-

coming troubled.
"I'm in an awful plight," she ex-

plained. "1 lost all my mone\ at the
roulette table, and I wondered if you
could lend me some to get homo with."
Nick fingered his chin.
"Well, I don't believe in lending," he

stated, "but I'll give you ten."

"Ten?" the woman repeated. "Oli,

I—I need five hundred.
'

"Where do you live, lady?" Nick in

quired politely. "China?"
She laughed, then took a diamond

bracelet from her wrist.

"I could leave thi> for security," she
offered. "If you know jewellery, you'll

believe mo wlien I tell you that's worth
a thousand."
'1 know jewellery," Nick said, "and

I ^know women, too. You see. it's my
business to make a studj' of human
nature, and I can see you're on the
level. How about a little drink?"
She accepted the invitation, and Nick

filled two glasses.

"Here's to the most charming man
I've ever met," the blonde toasted.
"You're certainly a friend in need."
"Big-hearted Nick, they call me,"
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was the rejoinder. "Never said 'no'
to a woman in my life. Say, I'll take
you to the cashier's and get that

money." And he slipped an arm around
her waist familiarly.

The blonde did not seem to object,

and he escorted her to the door and
opened it.

"Tell me," he said, "when am I

going to see you again?"
"When would you like to?"
"To-morrow?" Nick suggested.

"For lunch? At the Savoy? You
could give me your address and I'd send
my car for you."
"Oh. no. that's all right," she as-

.sured him. "I'll meet you there, at

one o'clock. Good-bye—Nick."

"Good-bye," he said in his most
charming tone "And tell the
district attorney I'll sec him on Tues-
day." lie added with sudden violence.

As he .«poko he pushed the woman
through the door and then proi)elled

her forward with a lusty thrust of iiis

boot. Down she went on her hatids and
knees with a startled squeal, and almost
before she had fallen Nick had spun
around and reached for a 'phone.

" Hallo, hallo," he shouted into the
mouth-piece, snatching up the receiver.

"Say. operator—get mo the district

attorney at his home right away
Hallo!' Is that you. Black? Well, this

is Nick the Barber. I just kicked your
stool-pigeon riglit out of ofTice, and
wliat's more—if you don't quit messing
around in my affairs I'm goin' to kick
you right out of town!"
Ho iiung up savagely, and turned

to find that Jack had come into the
room.
"Stool-pigeon?" Jack echoed. "How

did you know it, Nick?"
"Boy, I can tell 'em." was the com-

placent answer. " She had district

attorney written right across her
kisser."

"Congratulations," said Jack.

11

"You've got wise to yourself at last,

so far as blondes are concerned."

Nick had by now cooled down con-
siderably.
"Say," he declared, thinking of

Marie, "no woman will ever make -a

sap out of me again. Nick is plenty
smart thc-se days. Yes, sir," Then ho
began to laugh. "Oh, boy, I'll never
forget the expression on that dame's
face when I gave her the boot, though."

The Girl from the River.

DRIVING home to the gorning-
palace after a little recreation in

the way of a late party one night,

Nick and Jack were held up on Brook-
lyn Bridge by two or three men who
waved to the little Greek's diauffcur
excitedly.

" Wha't's the matter?" Nick de-

manded, as the car drew to a standstill.

"We just dragged a girl out of IIk'

river," one of the men on the bridf.t

answered. "Will you take her to town'
She's alive, but unconscioub."
Nick laid hold of a rug.
"Wrap this around her and bring her

here," he cominanded. "Bill,"—to hi.s

chauffeur
—"give them a hand. We'll

take her to the hospital."
.Tack clutched Nick's arm.
"Wait a minute." he hissed. "Wlnt

do you know about this dame? How do
you know she ain't another plant from
the district attorney's oflice?"

"Yeah?" Nick scoffed. "I suppose
they brought her here and threw her
into the water, ludi ?"

'Don't forget, you o;in still pour
water," Jack retorted, but, heedless of

his friend's arguments, Nick helped to

lift the girl into the car and then
ordered his chauffeur to drive on.

A hundred yards from the bridge the

girl stirred and opened her eyes wearily.
In the light of a lamp that the car
was passing, Nick saw that she was
lovlier than any girl he had ever known,
and he found himself marvelling at the
transparency of her complexion, and tho
ilken texture of her pale-gold

*' You dirty double-crosser, you (
!' Nick raged.
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. "Where ara I?" she whisiDered.
"You're all right," Nick assured her.

"We're taking you to hospital."
She started up tut that.
"Oil, don't take me there, don't take

mo there!" she panted. "Let me out
here. I'll go home. I can get a bus."

! "You're wet—you'll get pneumonia

;
"Let her go if she wants to," Jack

, broke in. " Wo might get in a jam,
Nick. You don't know what her racket
might be."
Nick agreed reluctantly, and, as the

car was drawn up, he let the girl climb
out. But she had only gone a few paces
when she reeled dizzily, so that Nick
was just in time to leap from the
limousine and oatch her as she fell.

"Ah, the act's on .iigain," Jack
sneered contemptuously. ,

"It looks to me as if the kid was
stiarved," Nick jerked. " I suppose you
think that's actin' too. Come on, he!p
inc put her in the ear, and we'll take
her home "

So the girl from the river was carried
to Nick's magnificent casino-residence.
The little gambler laid her on a couch,
Jack wa,tching him the while. Then
the two men left a maid in charge of

het.

In an adjoining room Jack appealed
to the little barber's judgment for the
last time.

".Just what do you aim to do about
this dame?" ho demanded. "Are you
runnin' a sanatorium, or something?"

" Say, arc you still harping on that
girl ?" Nick rejoined impatiently.
"Why don't you snap out of it? Your
face looks so long I'd charge you two
prices for a shave

"

Before he could proceed further a
door opened, and the girl with the
golden hair oamo through from the
other room, where she had been placed
in the caro of the maid.
"What!" exclaimed Nick. "You

up ?"

"I'm leaving," the girl answered. "I
just wanted to thank you for being so
kind."
"But you can't walk out like this,"

Nick protested. "I had a doctor in

to see you a few minutes ago, and he
said you might get pneumonia."
Jack put in a word.
"I have a few questions to ask you,

young lady," he began grimly, but
before he could leam any more than
her name, which was Irene Graham,
Nick interrupted him.
"Say, what do you think you are

—

a policeman?" he demanded. "You get
ijut and leave mo to talk to her."

Jack departed sourly, and as the door
< iosed behind him the girl Irene stole

a glance at Nick.
"Your friend doesn't seem to like

me," she murmured.
"Aw, don't mind liim," Nick told her.

" He's a swell guy, realFy. Say, listen,

were you—were you working?"
She bit her lip.

"I lost my job, and then I got sick,"

(the answered. "I ha<l a few dollars, but
everything .seemed to go wrong—and
then, last night Oh, I was a

coward!"
"liots of people would be cowards if

they went through what you've had to
go through," Nick .'aid gently.

"But I'm straightened out now," she
dec]arc<l, brightening a little. "I feel

like a new person, and—and I must go.
I (an't stay here."
"You'll need some money, anyway,"

Nick said, and would not hear of Jier

refusing the wad of notes that he
od'ered.

"But I'll probably never be able to
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pay it back," she told him, whereupon
he laughed.
"That's all right," he announced. "I

own the mint. My brother gave it to
me. Well, good-bye, sister, if you're"
bent on going. Keep off the bridges."
He stopped, for all at once she swayed

and diew her hand across her forehead
dazedly. He started forward at once,
concern in his manner.
"Look here," he insisted, "you're

stayin''here until you're better and can
get some colour in those cheeks. You're
set on keepin' that date with the under-
takers, aren't you ? But there's nothing
doing. You take mxlors from me, and
I take 'em from the doctor. See?"
So the girl Irene remained under Nick

the Barber's roof, recuperating from the
effects of her ordeal, and so far as Nick
was concerned, a new sentiment began
to play a part in his life. He knew
wliat it was to be in love, genuinely and
wholeheartedly.
Then, one day, meeting him as he

came into the lounge with some flowere
for lier, she asked him to sit down while
she spoke to him of something that was
on her mind.

"You've been so nice to me," she
said, "you've done so much. And

—

there doesn't seem to be anything I can
do for you."
"Why, you've done plenty," he told

her. "Just being around is enough.
You don't owe me anything." Then, as
he saw that her eyes were swimming
with tcai-s: "Here, here," he cried,

"what's all this about? Now, don't
cry, baby—don't! What's bothering
you, honey, anyway?"
"I—I haven't been on the level with

you, Nick," she sobbed.
" You're not from the District Attor-

ney's office?" he jerked.
" No, but I haven't told you the whole

truth about myself."
Nick laughed.
"Oh, Uiat's all right!" he answered.

"I haven't told you the whole truth
about myself, either. Say^ apart from
bein' Nick Venizelos, the gambler, 1

used to play a saxophone in the Iron-
town band."

"I'm serious, Nick," she said dis-

tractedly. "I'm wanted by the police—
for blackmail ! Oh, it wasn't really

blackmail—I didn't mean to blackmail
the man in the case at all. But I think
you should know that I might get you
into some trouble with the police, for

I seem to be a jinx wherever I go."

"Well, you haven't been a jinx to
me," Nick giinned. "And as for the
cops, they've got nothing on me. I'm
just a barber-shop proprietor so far as
they're concerned."
She looked at him meekly.
"And you don't want me to get out

of here now?" she asked.
"What for?" he rejoined. "I

woiddii't; care what you'd done. I'm
not exactly a Sunday School teacher my-
self."

The Snare.

TJIE district attorney drummed his

fingers on the edge of his desk.
"I hate to do this," he said,

"but it's the only way we can nail him."
"Of course," the deputy pointed out,

"it's really compounding a felony."
The D.A. shrugged.
" W'ell, what of it?" he reported.

"The end justifies the moans, and
we've got to drive Nick Venizelos out
of town. The disgrace is wo have to
resort to such round-about methods to

get him. But if we can put him in

gaol for only a few months, we can
break up liis gambling ring. Then the
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public and the Press will lay off me."
There was a knock on the door, and

a woman operator appeared.
"The girl's here," she announced.

"I picked her up at the Savoy."
"Send her in," ordered the D.A.,

and, turning, the woman operator spoke
to someone behind her.

"Miss Graham," she said. "Come
in."

Pale and tremulous, Irene crossed the
threshold hesitantly. The district
attorney, politeness personified, drew up
a chair for her and t^ien indicated to
the woman operator and his chief deputy
that he desired to be alone with the
girl.

"Miss Graham," he said, as the door
closed behind his departing subor-
dinates, "I have a warrant charging
you with blackmail, together Svith

enough evidence to convict you."
"I—I didn't mean to blackmail him !"

Irene cried, with a pitiful break in her
voice.

"That's your story," observed the
district attorney, "but what you did
was extortion in the eyes of the law,
and you can be sent to the peniten-
tiary. Now there's a way you can avoid
going there. Miss Graham. A very
simple way."
She looked at him fearfully.
" What do you want me to do ? " she

asked him in a querulous tone.

"Just a little favour," he said.

"While we were checking up on Nick
the Bar'oer, we found that you were
staying at his place. The sentence for

blackmail. Miss Graliam, is from;' two
to ten years in the penitentiary, but
you can avoid it if you will just do
what I ask you."
"Well, what is it?" she faltered.

"Not much," the D.A. rejoined. "I
want you to get some of those gold keys
that Nick's customers use as an ' open,
Sesame ' to his gambling house "

"I won't!" she cried out. "I woii't

do it! You can send me up for trial!"

"Now, don't be foolish," ihe district

attorney said.- "It's a case of you or
him, and he'll never know you did it."

,

"I-^won't!" she answered again and
again, yet somehow with more despera-
tion than finality. "I won't! I won't!"

"Don't get excited," the D.A.
soothed. "All we want to do is to give
Nick a good scare. He'll be out in a
month. That wouldn't hurt him at all,

while if you went to tiio penitentiaiy
for a long sentence

"

She began to cry, and the sound of

her sobbing made the D.A. set his

teeth. He could not say that he had
at any moment looked forward to this

task with pleasurable anticipation, and
it was proving as unenviable as he had
imagined it would be.
" He's the only person that's ever been

kind to me," the girl moaned.
"He's a public menace," the district

attorney rapped out. "He's trying to

corrupt public officials. He's put his

filthy hands on policemen. State's

attorneys—even made overtures to our
judges with the intention of bribing
them."
"I don't care," Irene sobbed. "I

can't help it. Let me alone. Please
don't make me do it!" The tears

streamed down her cheeks. "Oh. pleas©

—please don't make me do it!"

That night, in the lounge of his apart-

ment above the gaming salon, Nick
Venizelos sat on tlio edge of a thair

and fondled Irene's golden liair.

"You look swell, baby," he declared,

looking at the fashionable evening gown
and fur-trimmed coatco she was wear-

(CoDtinued on page 26.)
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A. racketeer is "taken for a ride" by a rival and killed. When his brother found the body
he swore revenge, A brave girl becomes his ally in his dangerous task.

Starring

DOROTHY BEVIER,

TOM .SANTSCHI
and

CHARLES MORTON,

The Ambush—and Afterwards.

THE Bowery, New York City, where
live some of the most desperate
criminals in the world—men who

I .tiover hesitate to use tlie gun when in

tight corners or up against some rival
gang. Racketeers and bootleggers for
the most part, making big money
"running " illicit liquor in and around
the city.

A dangerous spot and generally seeth-
ing with sinister activity, but at this

time, with the hands of the clocks
approaching one in the morning, all

seemed quiet and still. Yet at one end
.of A narrow nnd squalid street there
hirkcd three shadowy forms, hat brims
pulled down over foreheads, coat-collars
turned up about necks, hands thrust
deep into overcoat pockets.

Still as statues the\ were, till sud-
denly the roar of a high-powered
engine shattered the silence, and almost
instantly a tarpaulin-covered lorry came
sweeping out of a garage some hundred
yards down the road. Straight towards
the three waiting men the heavy
vehicle came, rapidly gaining speed.
"Now '" came the hoarse wliisper

from a thick-set fellow who was ob-
viously leader of the trio.

On the instant, guns flashed from
overcoat pockets and almost instantane-
ously three shots craslied out. the bullets
narrowly missing ttie diiver and the
man who sat next to him on the on-
coming lorry. Cursing violently tliej-

quickly snatched out their own re-
volvers, but before either could fire

their assailants ngain loosed their guns
at them.
There came a sobbing gasp from the

man beside the lorry driver as a bullet
took him clean Ln the chest and. slump-
ing sideways, ho pitched from the
vehicle to the road. Clutching fran-
tically at the steering-wheel witli one
hand, the driver fired back at those

three shadowy figures now but a few
yards dist<»nt. Whether he hit tliem or
not he did not caro over much—but he
did fervently hope to get the lorry past
the ambush.
But there was no escape for him.

Again there came three shattering re-
ports, and with never so much as a
sound the driver crumpled in his seat,

three slugs imbedded in his limp body.
Out of control now, the lorry rocketed

on, swaying dangerously, threatening to
crash on to the pavement at any
moment. But with a terse commaiul
from their leader tihe killers sprang for-

ward, and. heedless of the risk they
ran, the.v leaped on to the vehicle and
quickl.v got it under control again.
Behind came hoarse shouts, the run-

ning of many feet, and then the loud
reports of revolver shots. But the men
who rushed from the garage, from
whence had come the ambushed lorry,
wore much too late, for in a matter of
seconds the heav.v vehicle had dis-

appeared round the end of the road at

a wild, reckless speed.

A private apartment, luxuriously fur-
nished as a drawing-room, in the Blue
Dragon restaurant. Seated in deep
armchairs, their bodies tense, four well-
dressed men, but with the unprepossess-
ing countenances of crooks, and a rather
pretty, fair-haired girl—all looking in-

quiringly at tlie imposing figure of the
man who had just slammed the tele-

phone receiver savagely back upon its

hooks.
"What the heck's the matter, boss?"

ventured one of the seated men.
'"Matter?" Piccardi. owner of the

restaurant and one of the most powerful
racketeers in New York, clenched his
hands as he fixed his hirelings with his

smouldering grey eyes. . "Big Boy's the
matter, curse him ! Just ''ad word

from the garage that he ambushed the
lorry running out to Gondoza's, shot
Jake and Mike, and made off with tha
cargo. The swme ! But we'll get him
for it—hell we will !"

His satellites were on their feet in an
instant, revengefid expressions upon
their coarse features, hands clasped
tightly around the butts of guns that
la;.- concealed in their pockets. Each of
them was ready to set out at that moment
to settle with Big Boy, the rival gang-
ster who for .so long had been a thorn
in Piccardi's side. He it was who had
.stolen a goodly portion of their trado
in the last few weeks, audaciously en-
croaching on their territory. And now
the successfid raid on their cargo of
contraband liquor—that was the very
last straw I

"We'll get the dirty skunk in hi.i

apartments, boss," growled Tony
Havers, Piccardi's chief lieutenant, hia
pig-like c.ves flashing ominously.
But Piccardi waved the suggestion

aside with an angry motion of his hand.
"No good—his house is full of burglar

alarms. If we broke in he'd be warned.
The only way is to tak? him unawares."
He bit his nails savagely, fingered the
small, neatly clipped moustache that
adorned his upper lip, meditating the
while. Then suddenly an ugly smilo,
crept into his face, and his e.yes settled
themselves on the fair-haired girl who
still reclined in her chair as if un-
interested in what had occurred. "Liba,
Illy pretty, this is where you can provo
how very real your affection is for me.
Big Bo.v's going to pay, and pay dearly
for having the darned nerve to cross
my path, and you can help materially
in getting him."
"Me?" Lita Alvaro, a cabaret star

who had recently fallen on evil times
and drifted into the Bowery, where sha
had .soon become acquainted with mo.st
of the gang leaders there, got languidly
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lo her feet and came over to Piccardi.
"Hut, Picoardi, Big Boy's a friend of
iiiinc. I couldn't "

"That's just it. Lita." The gangster
tauglit at the girl's arms and squeezed
I hem affectionately, smiling down into

her pretty face. "Big Boy's a friend of

yoius. That makes your task easier."

"Bi.it, Piccardi "

" Now, now, Lita, you know where
jour bread's buttered. Big Boy's never i

given you the clothes and the handsoine

Ijroscnts I've given you, has he?" Pic-

cardi's smile vanished suddenly, aad
again his' face took on a vicious ex-

pression. "Just you forget him, Lita,

;'nd do what you're told. There's a lot

in it for you, if you do, but if you defy

:ne
"

Ho did not finish, but shrugged his

shoulders expressively, causing the girl

to shudder. But quickly mastering the

tear that had invaded her soul, she

smiled up at him and nodded.
'Very well, Piccardi," she said in a

steady voice. "What is it you want me
to do?'' .

.

While plans were being made in that

room at the Blue Dragon to put Big
Boy "on the spot," in another such
well-appointed apartment, in a house on
Fourteenth Street, there sat a man, fast

asleep, his head resting on liis arms,

which were, sprawled upon the table

before him. A thick-set man, with

huge shoulders, heavy features, and
l-.air that was fast thinning and turning

grey.
Undisturbed he slept till, in the

region of seven in the morning, foot-

steps descended the stairs from the floor

above, and there came into the draw-
ing-room a well-built and not bad-

looking youngster, with dark curly hair

and clear brown eyes. At sight of the

sleeping man, he whistled in amaze-
nient, then went across to him. took him
by the shoulders and shook him.

"What tho Hades!" The sleeper

started np in alarm, his hand going in-

eiinctivoly to his jacket pocket. But
next second it dropped to his side as

he becamo aware of his surroundings,

recognised the boy gazing down at him
so curiously. "Oh, it's you, Roy!
Jove, but you gave mc quite a start."

He got to his feet, stretched his

cramped limbs, then went and sat down
in an armchair beside the empty grate.

For a moment or two there was
silence, then Roy Smith seated liimself

ill tlio chair on tho opposite side of the

fireplace and gazed across at the thick-

srt man with a wistful expression in his

eyes.
" Was it necessary to sleep down here

all night, Howard?" he said reproach-
fully.

"Well, no." The big man smiled and
shvuggetl his shoulders. "But you see,

kid, I was exceptionally late home, and
I didn't want to disturb you when 1

caiiie in. Extra work. A darned nuis-

UTicc, but it couldn't be helped."
"But it's knocking you up, old man."

A worried frown settled on Roy's brow.
"And it's all my fault. Howard, you're
too darned good to mc. My brother,

but father and mother to mc as well.

No, no, you can't deny it. Ever since

tiio old folk died, you've looked after

mo and kept me, working yourself

almost to breaking point. Oh, but if

only I could end all that—give you a

chanco to ease down. But I don't seem
t-> lijavc the least opportunity to

"

"That's all right, Roy," his brother
broke in soothingly. "You do your
best I know. No fault of yours that the
paper doesn't pny you more than ten

dollars A week. A measly wage, but I

'suppose, with its poor circulation, it

can't go to more."
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"That's because of tho dud reporters
we've got. They never bring iu any-
tliing worth while—they haven't the
guts to go out for the big stories. Why,
when Miller had' tho chanco to

"

Roy suddenly sprang to his feet, a de-
termined light flashing into his eyes.
" But hang Miller ! Howard, I tell you
I'm Jioc going to stick in a groove—re-

main a proof reader and junior sub.
all my life. I'm going to do something
big, forgo them to give me a better
wage. And I'll set! Mr. Jackson as soon
as 1 get to tho ollice this morning, and
ask him to let mc go out after news.
Gang stuff. There's Picoardi and the
fellow thev call Big Boy to be exposed,
and I'll—^"
Howard Smith started violently and

half rose from Jiis chair. Tlien sank
back in it again as he saw the curious
look his younger brother gave liim.

With an effort he summoned up a

smile.
"Gee, kid, you go easy," ho said in

a somewhat strained voice. "I admire
your pluck, your determination to do
something worth while, but I'd rather
work till I dropped than have you run
yourself into danger for the sake of a
few more bucks. And let me tell you
there is real danger for anyone who
noses into the affairs of such crooks as

Piccardi and this fellow Big Boy."
"But, Howard," protested Roy

glumly, "I—I "

"Forget it, kid." There was a note
of appeal in Howard's voice now. "You
stick to inside work. Sooner or later

your chance will come."
He rose wearily to his feet, came over

and patted his brother affectionately

oa the shoulder, then went from, the
room, quite sure that Roy would take
his advice as ho fiad been wont to do
iu the past. But in this belief, Howard
Smith was wrong, for Roy was grimly
resolved that nothing should stop him
from making headway on the " Daily
Bulletin," and his own experience on the
paper told him that the quickest way
to do this was to become a news-hound,
as reporters were popularly called.

Revenge

!

OBSESSED with the resolve, Roy
was all eager to ask Mr. Jackson,
the managmg editor of tho "Daily

Bulletin," to allow him to transfer to the
outside staff. But Mr. Jackson did not
put in an appearance at the office that
morning and so Roy sat at his desk
fuming with impatience—and he fumed
all the more when the news came of the
previous night's raid on a lorry of

illicit liquor that belonged to Piccardi,
the racketeer. Big Boy they said had
held it up and run off with it and Roy
simply itched to go out and try his hand
at fathoming the mystery of Big Boy's
identity.

Who was this sinister racketeer and
gunman ? If only he could get his

life''S history for tho "Bulletin," Roy
knew that he would be made.
Afternoon came and still no Mr. Jack-

.son. Five o'clock, and Roy was due
to leave. And then, just as he was
thinking it was useless to hang on la

moment longer, the editor caiiie. in and
with a casual nod to the staff went over
to his desk and sat- down. Roy allowed
a few minutes to elapse and then sum-
nioning his courage, he approached the

big man's desk.
' Mr. Jackson," ho said a trifle

hesitantly, "can you spare me a

minute?"
"Well?" The editor was busy with

'omo copy for tho next day's issue and
he did not raise his head.

"I—I want to ask you if you'd be

good enough to transfer me to the out-
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side staff, sir?" Roy fidgeted with the
lapel of his jacket, for Mr. Jackson was
somewhat of a tyrant and the youngster
was fearful least he should turn round
on iiim and rail him. But the editor
inade no move, no answer, and regain-
ing courage Roy went on: "You see,

sir, I want to adviance my position on
the paper, to make more money and

"And you think you can do it by
becoming a newsgetter, huh?" Mr.
Jackson shot at him aliuost fiercely.

" Yes, that's right, Mr. Jackson,"
Roy replied stoutly enough. "I'm am-
bitious—I feel that if I had the chance
I could get the dope on peojile like

Piccardi and his gang, solve the
identity of Big Boy "

"What?" The editor spun roimd in

his chair and looked up at Roy with
a sneer on his hard lean face. But as
he saw the eager light in the boy's eyes
his expression softened and he caught
at Roy's arm. "By heck, but I'll say
Nou've got guts and that's something
this paper is sadly lucking. Want to be
a news-hound, do you ? Right, then
you shall. Get busy, young man, get
busy, and if you bring in the goods, I

promise you you'll get a darned good
rise."

In the seventh heaven of delight, Roy
flew from tho office to the street. Al-
ready his keen young brain had formed
a plan. He was quite friendly with
detective Brady, who was attached to
the local police station and Brady, as
he knew, was at present engaged in

trying to bring in Piccardi and Big
Boy, and other such powerful gaajg
leaders. He was bound to know their
hide-outs, their haunts and that was just
what Roy himself wanted to know; with
such information in his possession ho
might find some way of learning quite
a lot about them.

It was as Roy was half-walking, half-

running in the direction of the police
station that Lita Al\-aro, dressed in a
smart black evening gown with a rope
of exquisite pearls around her neck,
came into that private room at the
Blue Dragon.
Piccardi and his "boys" wore already

there, lounging in chairs, but as she
swept into the apartment they rose to

their feet, the gang leader hurrying
to meet her with a sinister smile play-
ing about the corners of his hard cruel
mouth.
"Okay, Lita?" he inquired eagerly.
" Dead easy. Thought he'd still bo

as keen as mustard on mc. Coming
along here for a friendly little pow-
wow." She glanced at the expensive
gold watch on her wrist, then shrugged
her shapely shoulders. "Should be here
any moment now—and he's not the
faintest suspicion that you've anything
to do with this place. Trust mc to tap
him gently and find that out."
"Good girl." Piccardi beamed with

pleasure and .squeezed her arm. "When
that big stiff's out of the way you're

going to be well rewarded, my dear.

You'll find Piccardi can be very grate-

ful for services rendered."
Lita shivered a little, for though im-

mensely fond of this brute she could

not bear the thought of being in tho

tiniest degree responsible for sendins;

a, man to his death. But there was n?
turning back now—she had given her

promise and any hesitancy on hor part

to carry out the part she was to play

could have but one ending. Men and
women alike—Picoardi treated any who
hesitated to do his bidding or who
double-crossed him in but one way.

Death from his fell gun

!

A knock on tho door that made the

girl start violently, then she felt the
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pressure of Piccardi's fingers on her

arms again—saw his hirelings instinc-

tively stiffen as their hands flashed to

coat pockets where their fingers fas-

tened around the butts of their guns.

"You know wliat you've to do,

Lita," Piccardi hissed through gritted

teeth. "Act naturally and__ ho won't

suspect—then we'll get him."

She nodded slowly ; watched the

racketeer and his men tip-toe swiftly

to a door that gave access to a smaller

room, then, as they disappeared, she

dropped into the chesterfield and picked

up a magazine that was lying there.

"Come in." She glanced up with

every appearance of casualness as the

door from the restaurant opened, then

smiled bewitchingly as her visitor

strode into the room. "Oh, it's you,

Big Boy. Sharp on time, too. Splen-

did, for I've only engaged this room for

lialf an hour. Time enough for a nice

little chat, though, isn't it?"

Howard Smith alias Big Boy nodded
and coming across to her, he dropped
on to the couch and took Iier hands in

his.

"Look here, kid," he said somewhat
gruffly, " when I met up with you last

month I thought we were going to be

mighty good friends. Then what hap-

pened? I went off for a spell and on

my return found that you'd been mix-
ing with another crowd. Too bad,

Lita.. Of course, Pecunni's all right,

but "

"Piccardi did you say?" she inter-

rupted him teasingly.

"Hell!" The word ripped from be-

tween Big Boy's curling lips and hi--

eyes blazed with an ugly gleam. "Why,
Lita, if I thought you'd been mixing
with that skunk I'd kill you both—

I

swear J. -.vould I"

But Lita only smiled. It pacified her

to know that he had not the slightest

suspicion of her relationship with his

rival and it also gave her the necessarv

bit of confidence to go right through
with the diabolical part she had to

play.
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"Then I'm glad I don't know this

Piccardi, Big Boy, if that's what you'd

feel about such a friendship," she said

with a disiarming smile.
' Yeah." He squeezed her hands,

gazing wistfully into her pale blue eyes.

•'But forget Piccardi, Lita, and let's

talk of more pleasant things. Now I'm

back in the city and have hit on you

once more, why not join up with me
again? You're a pretty kid and I'm
mighty fond of you. What do you
say?"
Lita was silent. Not because she was

at a loss for words, but because her

gaze was riveted on the door across the

room that led into the adjoining apart-

ment. Slowly and stealthily it was
being pushed open by avenging hands !

"Stick 'em up, you rat!"

The words were spat out with savage
intensity, but if Big Boy felt any
qualms ho did not show them even by

the merest flicker of an eyelid. Slowly,

he turned his head, and Lita, watching

him closely, could not help but admire
the coolness of the man.

".Ah, Piccardi. Lot me congratulate

you on this very clever prearranged
niecting." He looked with an air of

bravado at his deadly rival, and then

at the five men with him, who were
clasping revolvers which were directed

at him through their jacket pockets.

"But why got a woman to frame me for

you, Piccardi? That shows that you arc

"Silence, you skunk, or by heavens
I'll drill you just where you are!"
Piccardi's face was a mask of cold fury,

and his finger trembled on the tiigger

of the gim that he gripped in his hand.

A moment of silence wliilc the two eyed
each other levelly, then: "You get up.

Big Boy, and keep your blamed hand
away from that pocket. You hear me?"
Big Boy rose languidly to his feet,

dropping Lita's hands, then smile<)

quizzically as Pircardi'.s hirelings ranged
themselves around him, still covering him
with their guns.

"Well, and what's the big idea?" Big
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Boy inquired, though he knew the

answer.
"You know well enough!" snapped

Piccardi, glowering savagely at him.

"Encroach on my territory, steal rny

trade; run off with my booze, kill my
men! You'd do that, would you, you
swine ! Well, you'll not do it again, by
heavens you won't! I've got you—got

you at last. Big Boy, and, by heck,

you're going for your last ride ! You
hear me, you scum?"
Big Boy drew himself i\p, eyes

agleam, hands clenching tightly at his

sides. For a moment it seemed that he
would fling himself at his rival, but a

sudden threatening movement of those

hands held ready in the pockets of Pic-

cardi's henchmen told Big Boy that

violence woidd avail him nothing.

"Through that door there!" Piccardi

stabbed a finger viciously towards a door
opposite the one that led into the small

communicating room. This was a way
out to the back of the premises. "And
keep moving. Big Boy. Understand?"
Big Boy inclined his head, gazed deep

into Piccardi's burning eyes for a

moment or two, then bracing his

shoulders he turned on his heel and
strode towards the indicated door.

Not a sound in the room, then, save
the shuffling of feet as Big Boy strode

onwards to his doom followed by Pic-

cardi's men with their guns trained on
his back. They disappeared, then Pic-

cardi, lighting a cigarette, turned to

Lita who was standing white-faced by
the ciiestorfield striving to master the

emotions that stormed her breast.

"I'll be seeing you, Lita," he said in

a cool gloating voice, and quickly turn-

ing from her he sped after that grim
little procession.

Big Boy's Homecoming.

AT the precise moment that Big
Boy was forced from that room
at the pistol's point a man arid

a boy came into the almost deserted

restaurant. Roy Smith and Detective

Brady, a wizen-faced little man with
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steely gi'oy eyes and dressed in a shabby
brown suit and grease-stained veloiir hat

that gave him the appearance of any-
thing but a sharp and very successful

detective.

Roy's request for information concern-

ing Piccardi and Big Boy had met with

immediate lesiwnse. Brady would be

pleased to tell him all he knew about

those two powerful gangsters, and what
was more show him where Piccardi had
his hide-out—perhaps even give him the

chance to come face to face with that

terror of the underworld.

So it was that Roy came to the Blue
Dragon, and as he cast his eyes about
the trim and neat little restaurant he
marvelled that such a place should

harbour so desperate a character as Pic-

cardi.

Then Roy's gaze came to rest on the

prettiest girl he had ever seen. Dark-
haired, with big blue eyes and neatly,

though quietly, dressed in a pale-blue

frock with lace trimmings. She was sit-

ting by Jierself at one of the tables in

a far corner of the room, and as she

became aware that the boy was looking

at her she gave him the faintest of smiles

that caused the youngster's heart to beat

a trifle fa.-^ter.

Little did Roy dream that Doris White,
looking for all the world like some
demure schoolgirl, was in reality a very
clo5e friend of Piccardi's, one of the two
gangsters lie hoped to expose through
the medium of the "Daily Bulletin"!

"Come along, kid." Brady touched
Roy's arm, and as the youngster turned
back to him the detective jerked his head
towards a door on the left-hand side of

the restaurant. "If Piccardi's anywhere
around he'll be in there. A private

room, and as the door's bound to be
locked we'll have to knock."

He drove Roy over to the door and
rapped upon its panels. A wait of a

moment or two during which time the

door was unlocked so quietly, that even
the alert detective failed to hear any
sound, then

:

"Come in," came the call in a

feminine voice.

- Brady grasped the handle, turned it

«nd opened the door. Then, with an-

other motion of his head to Roy, he
marched into the room with the

youngster close at hie heels.

"Hallo, Lita," Brady nodded in a

casual way as the girl looked up from
the chesterfield where she had swiftly

seated herself after unlocking the door.

"Piccardi not at home?"
"The boss?" Lita arched her eye-

brows as she dropped the magazine she

had caught up. "No, I don't think he
is."

"Too bad. Just my luck when I'd

brought a young friend specially round to

meet him.'' He indicated Roy with a jerk

of his thumb the while his keen eyes were
sweeping the room. Obvious to him
that Piccardi had been there quite re-

cently, and others with him. The thick

pile of carpet was ruffled as by many
jiaii-B of feet while the smell of scented

tobacco smoke hung thickly on the air

—

the scent of the perfumed cigarettes that

Brady knew Piccardi smoked. A long,

lingering look at that door across the

loxjui that opened into the smaller apart-

ment, then the detective's gaze came
back to the girl who, after a cursory nod
to Rov, had been watching Brady
rlosoly." "Well, Lita. tell Piccardi I

called and that I'll be seeing him some
time. You won't forget, will you?"

She nodded, wondering, with fear

clutching at her heart, if Brady had at

last got something on Piccardi. But
that it was impossible to tell—the detec-
Septembcr 261 li, 1031.
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five's inscrutable face gave nothing
away.
And then Brady was gone, with never

another word, and Roy with him.
b • . .

Roy was partaking of a somewhat be-

lated tea on that pleasant summer's even-
ing. Though a trifle disappointed at not
having come face to face with the dread
Piccardi, he nevertheless felt more than
a little elated that he was acquainted
with the scoundi-el's hide-out, knew the
description of the man. With this in-

formation in his possession he could form
his own plans—work all he knew to ex-

pose him in the sheet for which he was
now a news-hound.

It was as the boy was thus ruminating
that a high-powered car came racing
along the street down below. Some
dozen or so yards from the building in

which Roy was munching his tea, its

speed slackened considerably, and the
nearside door swung wide. Level with
Roy's home, and then something shot
out of the vehicle and came to rest in

the gutter in a grotesque heap. Barely
had it touched groimd than the car was
siiecding away again, its doers leclosed.

A bullet riddled body, and a woman
who happened to be passing along the

side-walk at that moment let out a

frantic scream as her horrified eyes en-

countered the corpse.

Instantly there came the sound of run-
ning feet, growing clearer as the purr
of the high-powered car died in the dis-

tance. Next second, half a dozen men
and women, with a uniformed policeman
in their midst, crowded around the hys-

terically shouting woman and the form
that lay so lifeless by the kerb.

"By gai—murder!" exclaimed Police

Officer Simms after a brief glance at the

corpse, and promptly whipped out his

whistle and blew three thrill blasts on
it.

Attracted by the sudden commotion
Roy rose from the tea-table, went over
to the window and peered down into the

street. Clearly he could see the lifeless

figure of the man, the little knot of

people clustered curiously around with
the policeman striving to keep them
back, and his journalistic instincts were
at once aroused. Perhaps here was the

makings of an excellent story for the

"Bulletin "—perhaps even a scoop!
No sooner did the thought occur to

him than he was darting from the room.
Down the two flights of stairs to the

street. He came to the little cluster of

people gathered on the pavement, and
pushed eagerly through them. But then
his progress was impeded by the grim-
faced policeman who thrust out a

gnarled fist and held him back.

"Now then, yoimker, you clear oflf!"

he growled officiously.

"But I'm Press—see this!" Roy
quickly jerked his official jiass from his

breast-pocket and thrust it under the

officer's nose. "I'm hoping there's a

story here for my paper, officer."

Police-officer Simms nodded, satisfied

with the youngster's credentials.

"Right! Fire ahead, sir!" he said

tersely. "It's murder!"
Roy replaced his pass, and as the

policeman again set to work to keep
back the curious crowd which was fast

increasing its numbers, he dropped to

his knees beside the dead man. But the

face was turned downwards, so it was
necessary for Roy to lift the head if he
was to obtain a description of the man's
features.

Gently he did this and then a fiorri-

fied expression leaped into his face, and
he gave an agonised cry.

"Heavens, it—it's Howard—Howard !"

he gasped pathetically
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With the tears rushing to hia eyes
he swept the lifeless body into his arms,
hugging it close, while those on tlo
pavement cast curious eyes at him.
Then Police-officer Simms turned hii
head, quickly moved forward and
clutched Roy's arm imperatively.
"Say, you can't do that!" he said

commandingly. "The body mustn't bo
moved till

"

"But, officer"—Roy turned his tear-
dimmed eyes on the man—"he—he's my
brother."
A gasp ran around the watchers and

the officer looked at the boy incredu-
lously.

"Your brother?" he echoed. "Why,
kid, he's

"

The officer broke off as there came the
unmistakable whine of a police tender,
and next second the van came swinging
round a near-by corner into Fourtcentii
Street. It pulled up almost in its own
length beside Roy, who still clung to

his brother's lifeless form, and at once
three uniformed figures leaped out from
the back, to be followed more slowly
by a shabbily-dressed, wizened-faced
little man with steely grey eyes.

A hurried conclave with Police-officer

Simms, and then the plain-clothes man
strode up to Roy and touched him on
the shoulder, while two of the uniformed
men from police headquarters went back
to the tender and dragged out the

stretcher that I'eposed there.

"Come along, kid; take it easy." But
as Roy looked dully up at him, the
plain-clothes man caught in his breath.

"Gee, it's you, Roy Smith!"
"Ye-yes, Mr. Brady." Roy's voice

was little more than a hoarse whisper
as he dragged himself wretchedly to his

feet, his face . whit« and strained, the

tears still glistening in his eyes, striving

to find an outlet. "He—he was my
brother."
"Your brother!" Detective Brady

looked as astounded as Police-officer

Simms had done. '"Big Boy—yout
brother?"
"Big Boy?" echoed Roy dazedly.

"What do vou mean? I—^I don't under-
stand."
The detective glanced towards the

uniformed men who had placed the

dead gangster on the stretcher and were
now bearing it towards the back of the

police tender, followed by many pairs

of curious eyes.

"Just that that man's Big Boy, the

notorious gang-leader, kid," Brady said

quietly. "And I'll wager all I've got

that he's been bumijed off by his greatest

enemy, Piccardi!"
Big Boy—his brother! The revelation

almost stunned Roy, and it was with

the utmost effort that he took a grip

on his reeling senses. A terrible dis-

covery. To think his brother was a

gangster—a muixlerer!

Bu.t his brotherly affection for the

dead man did not allow Roy to turn

against him in revulsion. Howard had
always been so good and kind to him
—had kept him for years: had been

both father and mother to him since

the death of their parents many years

ago. Only Howard's good side did he

know; and, knowing it, a hot rage

stormed up in his breast.

"Piccardi killed my brother!" lie

hissed through clenched teeth. " By
heavens. I'll not rest till I've avenged
Howard's death! I swear I won't!"

The police tender had sped away and
Police-officer Simms had succeeded in

dispersing the curious onlookers, though

one or two still remained at a distance,

(heir eyes focused on the raging boy

and Detective Brady standing so quietly

bsside hira.

i
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"Don't take it so hard, Roy." Brady
was an undei-standing man, and he was
aware how deeply the youngster was
grieved. Poor kid, he had never known
just what type of man his brother
really was ; obviously he had believed

. him an honest and good fellow. "Let's
forget about Big Boy and think only of

the man who was your brother, shall

we ? Sec what I mean ? Big Boy is

gone; he's suffered to the full. But
Piccardi—lie can't get away with it. I'll

have him and you can help me a vi'hole

heap to put him away. Your revenge,
' see ? Now, just you come along home
with me, and I'll tell you what we'll do."
Roy nodded, unable to speak on

account of the emotions that raged
within hini. But he followed Brady
down the side-walk when that shrewd
detective touched his arm and set off

towaitls his apartments on Twenty-fifth
Street.

Into the Lion's Den.
" V/ OU run along, and don't be so

I infernally jealous, Lita."
A smile on his cruel lips, Pic-

cardi stabbed his cigarette-end into an
. ash-tray, rose latiguidly to his feet, and,
reaching out his hand, patted Lita
Alvaro patronisingly on the shoulder.

But the fair-haired girl made no move

—

just stood looking at him with angrily
blazing eyes.

"But I tell you I won't stand it, Pic-

cardi!" Lita suddenly shot at him. "I
won't be second to anyone. That girl,

Doris—you're absolutely crazy on her.

You buy her presents, take her out in

your car, while I have to kick my heels

aiKl run this rotten restaurant for you.
It's got to stop. I love you, and, by
heavens, I'm not letting anyone "

"That's enough, you darned fool!"

PIccaixli caught at her arm with brutal

force, digging his finger.s into the soft

flesh till she cried out with the pain.
.
" Now, you got an earful of this, my
pretty ! I'll do what I like—go out
with any girl I choose without any
darned interference ivom you. See?"

BOY'S CINEMA

"Very well." The words hissed from
between the girl's white lips with tlie

venom of a seipent. " Then you'll only
have yourself to blame if I tell the cops
what I know about "

She broke off witli a choking gasp as

his hand clapped violently over her
mouth. But there was no terror in her
eyes as he thrust his face threateningly
into hers; only a cold defiance.

"So that's it, huh?" Piccardi pushed
her away from him and gave a brutal

laugh as she staggered into a chair.

"Well, Lita, you know I'm a dangerous
man to double-cross. A word to the

bulls, and, by hades, it'll be your last!"

But his threat did not scare her in

the least, for Lita knew well enough
that the overwhelming love she bore
this brute would not permit her to go
back on him. She must regain his

affection for her somehow, and, woman-
like, she did not doubt her ability to do
this, even though Doris White was good-
looking and fiad captured Piccardi's in-

terest.
" Better be going, Lita, for the boys'll

be here any minute for a pow-wow."
PiccaixJi jerked his head commandingly
towards the door that led to the back
of the premi.ses. "And remember, my
dear, to keep your mouth shut!"

She made no answer, just gave a
sneering laugh as she flounced to the
door that caused the crook to bite his

lip with rage.
The dcK)r opened and closed on her,

and, quickly mastering his wrath, Pic-
cardi lit a cigarette and dropped into a

chair. There were other and far more
important things to think of than this

refractory girl. But he was not left

to his mu.sing for long, for bare seconds
later tlie door through which Lita had
passed opene<l again, and in trooped
half a dozen members of his gang with
Tony Havers, his chief lieutenant, among
fchem.

"Decided, boss?" asked one of the
gangster.s, a tall, vicious-looking man in

a grey lounge suit and grey felt hat.
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"Sure thing, Mike. Pcdelty's going
to got his liquor to-night even if we
have to blaze a way through a regiment
of cops." Piccardi rose to his feet and
nodded towards the door of the adjoin-

ing room. "But we'll discuss plans in-

side. Come on."

But as Tony Havers stepped to the

door of the communicating room to

open it there came a knock on the door
leading from the back of the premises

that caused him to instantly pull up in

his stride. In a flash his hand was
around the butt of a gun nestling in his

jacket pocket, and his colleagues were
not a fraction of a second behind him in

leaching for their own automatics.

"W'ell, boss?" inquired Tony, shoot-

ing a glance at Piccardi.

"Sec who the heck it is," The gang-
ster shrugged his shoulders expressively.

"And be ready to shoot."
Tony nodded, an ugly grin spreading

over his coarse features, then he

slouched to the door and jerked it open.
Outside stood a well-built and quietly-

dressed young man with dark hair and
brown eyes.

"Well?" Tony scrutinised the caller

carefully, his hand all the while clutch-

ing the butt of his concealed gun.

"What the blazes you want, huh?"
"Mr. Piccardi—he about?" Though

his heart was beating faster than usual,

Roy Smith's voice did not betray the

sudden an.viety he felt now that he was
fully embarked on his great venture.

"He is? Good! Then tell him I'd

like to see him. Danny Holtz from
Chicago."
Out of the tail of his eye Tony saw

his chief nod his head, for Piccardi and
his hirelings had heard every word that

Roy had uttered.

"Come in, kid." Tony closed the

door as Roy stepped past him, then
quickly turned to the youngster again
and jerked a thumb in Piccardi's direc-

tion. "That's the boss, there, waiting

to hear your piece, so ju.st you spit it

out and make it snappy."
Roy advanced into

the room and con-
fronted Piccardi while
the gangster's satellites

" You rotten hound !
"

he bellowed wildly. "KiU
Big Boy, my brother,

would you! Why,
I'll

"
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kept their guns trained on the boy in

case of emergency.
"Well, what is it you want?" Piccardi

ahUetl smoothly.
"A joh. I was with Don Rawson in

Chicago, but had to beat it sudden like.

Not healthy for me there any longer.''

Roy winked an eye, marvelling at the
easy, manner in A\hich he was falling

into his part. Then he took from his

pocket a letter which Mr. Jackson, of

the ''Daily Bulletin," had written and
concocted for Piccardi's .special benefit,

and handed it to the gangster, "A letter

of introduction from Rawson. You'll
find it okay."

Piccardi took the missive and read it

through. He had heard of Doti Rawson
—one of the most powerful gangsters in

Chicago. And Rawson asked him in the
letter to take in Danny Holtz. the bearer
of the missive, who was a two-gun man.
"An acquisition to any racketeer,"' so

ended the epistle.

"Sounds good enough. I'll take you
on." Piccardi handed the letter of in-

troduction back to Roy, then turned to

liis hirelings, motioning them to let up
on their guns. " Boys, meet Danny
tfoltz from Chicago. He's going to be
one of you."
Words of greeting were exchanged,

(luring which tiiere again came a knock
on the door. But the knock liad a

peculiar sound to it. and. without wait-
ing for any signal from Piccardi, Ton>
Havers went across and opened tfie door.

Into the room came Doris White, and
at sight of her a pained expression in-

stantly came into Roy's brown eyes. So
she was friendly with these men—a girl

lie liad believed to be clean and good—
a girl he had lost his heart to at sight

as she had sat out in the restaurant the
previous day.

A swift glance she gave him. and then
she came up to Piccardi and held out
her hand, smiling bewitchingly up at

him.
"Hallo, my dear!" Ho took her out-

stretched hand, drew her close to him,
and, before them all, kissed her on the
h'ps, "So sorry that I'll have to dis-

appoint you. but I've some important
Just going to have a con-
the bovs. Shall we say

work to do.

ference witl

to-morrow ?"

"Sure.';
Piccardi smiled and squeezed the hand

he held, then a thought suddenly
occurred to him. This Danny Holt/.

His credentials were all right as far as

one could judge. Iiut it would be best to

make certain of him before trusting him
with any inside secrets. He was in the

way at the moment, with such im-

portant plans to be discussed, but Doris"

presence offered a good way otit.

" IjOok here. Doris. I promised you a

nice little drive in the country to-night,

and I hate to disappoint you." Piccardi
indicated Roy with a jeik of the head.

"So Danny Holtz here shall take you.

You'll find mv tourer in the garage at

the back. Suppose \ou can drive.

Holtz?"
"Sure I can." Though disappointed

that he coid<l not start right away to

probe into the secrets of this arch-crook.
Roy was nevertheless elated at the
chance to become really acquainted with
the girl. Somehow he felt that she was
out of her natural environment—her"^

with these crooks. Perhaps he could
persuade her from the crooked path
and Then it came to him in a flash

that she might know much about I'ic-

cardi—sunicient. at least, to put the

crook behind prison bars, and with the
thought he was all eagerness to bo off

with her. "And when shall I report

back—you'll want me again to-nighl.

huh, boss?"
September 26th, 1931.
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" To-morrow will do. But get this.

You take good care of Miss White.
See'^'" Roy nodded, and Piccardi turned
back to the girl and kissed her again.
" And I" 11 see you to-morrow, Doris,
huh ? Perhaps we may do a show—

a

cabaret or a theatre?"

She nodded with ajiparent eagerness,
then, with a gay wave of the hand to

Piccardi. she went from the room, fol

lowed -by Roy. Out to the garage at

the back of the premises, where she in-

dicated to the yoimgster a comparatively
new open tourer.

"I'll drive," she told him. and took
the wheel while lie clambered in beside
her.

For some half-hour or so the girl

drove in silence, with Roy gazing at her
pretty averted face in adoration. Then
the hum of the city's traffic was left

behind, and they entered a winding
country lane with green fields on either
side, and the sun, a golden ball, slowly
dipping to the West before the
ajiproaching night,

"I say," Roy ventured suddenly, "it

gave mo a bit of a shock when you
marched into Piccardi's place to-night.''

"Did it?" Not for a moment did .she

take her eyes off the road ahead. "But
w hv. may I ask ?"

"VVell. .you .see, you—you '" Ro.v
hesitated, at a loss to know exactly what
to say. "Well, because when I saw you
in the restaurant last night it struck
me tliat you were a darned nice girl-
too good to

"

Again he broke down, but his words
had sent a rosy flush Into Doris White"

s

cheeks, had caused her heart to beat a

trifle faster.

"You think I"m too nice to mix with
crooks like Piccardi. eh?" Sho looked
at him out of the corner of her eyes
and smiled as he nodded. "Well, how
about yourself? I should think you're
too decent to be a crook."
Roy did not know what to say to that,

so he remained silent. But her next
words staggered him. though when thev
sank in he realised that they were only
to be expected.

" .\nd you"re not a crook. I know-
that." She saw him start, and looked
at him for a long moment with what
seemed to him accusing eyes. "You
came into Piccardi"s place last nieht

with Brady, the cop. You deny it?"

"Xo." Now that she suspected him
he felt that he could put on a bold

front, and his brown eyes met hers un-
flinchingly. "But look here. Miss White.
Something fells mc vou'rc decent

—

that-
— ''

" You're going to give me a lecture-
try to get me to run straight, eh?" she

interrupted him. " Why ?"'

"Becau.se—because I—well, because I

rather like you." Roy blustered.

She blushed deeper than ever, and in

that moment she realised that she re-

turned his affection—that here was the

one boy in the world for her.

"But supposing I"m straight enough—
that it is for a very special reason thai

I'm friendly with Piccardi." she sai<l.

with a whimsical smile. "What then?"

"Why. it'd make me happier than I've

ever been in my life before," Roy
replied with much fervour.

Silence again fell between them. Roy
watching the girl with longing gaze as

she drove on down the country lane.

Then suddenly she swung the ear into

a side turning, brought it to a standstill

outside the gates of a little church,
jumped out. and beckoned to him to

follow her. IMystified. he did so, and
she led him into the churchyard, stop-

liing presently hefore a large grave with
a massive marble stone rearing at its

head.
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"There lies all I had in the viorld."
There was a catch in her voice and her
eyes wore moist with tcara as she pointeil

to tho stone. " My mother, my father,
and my brother."
He bowed his head reverently, moro

mystified than ever. That hero was
some great calamity in her young lifo

was evident, and lie felt deeply sorry
for her,

"But I don't understand," he said in

little more than a whisper.

"I'll tell you. My brother, a good
enough boy but very easily led, fell 'u

with that brute Piccardi. After a whilo
he got sick of the whole dirty businos.s

and wanted to get out—and ho went out
riddled by the bullets from the guns of

Piccardi and his men. They were afraid
lie'd squeal. I suppose." Her voice very
nearly broke, but with an effort she re
gained control of herself and brushed
the tears from her eyes. "It was a ter-

rible blow to mother and father, for

they almost worshipped Dick. Poor
souls, they pined, and eventually died of

broken hearts. Now you can see, of

course, why I'm friendly with Piccardi.

Revenge—and I'll not rest till—
—

"

"And I'm after revenge, too. Doris."
Roy told her grimly as .she hesitated.

"That brute Piccardi killed my brother.
the best and only pal I had in the wide,
wide world. Howard was a gangster.
though I didn't suspect it-—a rival "of

Piccardi's. But that cur shall pay—I"ve

sworn it, and you and I'll now work
together to bring him to justice."

She nodded her head, for she could
not trust herself to speak, such was tte
torture of her soul as she stood there
looking at the gravestone with tear-

dimmed eyes.

Presently Ro.v touched her arm. gently
and tenderly, and moments later the two
were back in the car. driving towards
the city, the bond of suffering bringing
them oven clo.«er together.

Denounced.

AXOTHEFi meeting of Piccardi's

gang and still the master-crook did

not see fit to bring Roy into the

conference. A letter had been written

to Rawson in Chicago, and till such time

as an answer was forthcoming guaran
teeing Danny HoItz"s credentials bej-ond

question. Piceardi wa.s resolved not t'>

let him into any secrets connected with

the workings of the gang.

So Rov had to kick his heels in th>

large apartment at (he Blue Dragon
while Piccardi and his "boys" repaired

to the smaller room to di.=cu.ss their

plans. But they had scarce been in

there a moment before Roy rose fronn

the chesterfield on which he had been
sitting and crept stealthily across to Che

door, where he applied his ear to the

keyhole.
An opportunity to learn what coup

thev were planning next. If only l>i<

could got a line on them and pass the

information on to the police they might

be caught in the act—ambushed bv tlii

police and either killed or captured aiul

sent up river to the dread Sing-Sing-

there to spend many a long day behiiu!

prison bars. And for one at least tlie

(,],;,;,._piccardi, if he were taken alive!

The boy could hoar the drone of

voices bovond the door, but the word*

were undistinguishablc. Greatly daring,

he caught tlie handle, turned it quietly

as he could, and pushed tho door open

an inch or two. An eager gleam com-

ing into his eyes, ho leaned his head

sideways the better to lioar what w;is

being said within the small room.

Then- it was that the door giving

access to the back of the Blue Drugou
was softly opened, and Lita Alvaro

crept iuto the large apartment.
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Jealousy had brought her liere, for she

expected to find Doris White in Pic-

cardi's arms, and wvas ready to make a

scene—to again threaten to expose the

gangster to the police if he did not at

once send Doris away. Love PLccardi

she did, but this seemed the only way
to win him back, and, what was more,
she was resolved now to keep her

threat if he persisted in slighting her.

Sight of Roy stantiing at the door,

evidently listening to what was being
said by Piccardi and his men in the

conference room, sent a thrill down
Lita's spine. A spy '. And then she
caught a glimpse of his profile—recog-
nised him as the youngster Detective
Brady had brought in with him two
nights ago, and knew beyond all doubt
that he was indeed a spy.

Triumph sung in the girl's breast.

Here was a way to win Piccardi over
to her for all timi-. But it was no good
raising the alarm now—the listeiui

might get away before Picgardi and
the others could dash out and .secure

him.
.Crafty Lita ! She decided that her

best course was to go out and round to

the front entrance of the restaurant,

and there send a message into Piccardi
by one of his men.

She baekej to the door witliout the

listening youngster being aware of the

nienacc that threatened him. opened ii

without the least sound and slid out
into tlio passage beyond. But in clos-

ing the door tfio catch clicked slightly.

and Roy, hearing it, turned his head
with a startled jerk.

No one, but his hwtrt was i)Ounding
so madly with tlu! sudden shock he
had received that he pulled the door
to. the council chamljcr fjuietly to and
returned to the chesterfield.

Five minutes passed during which
time he recovered his nerve, and then
the door to the smaller apartment
opened and Piccardi and his men re-

turned.
" Don't forget—twelve o'clock it's to

. be, boys," announced Piccardi as he lit

a cigarette he had Just taken from a
handsome gold case.

"Sure, boss," nodded Tony Havers,
and, glancing at Roy, who had risen
fo his feet as the gangsters had filed

back into the room, he beckoned to

the youngster with a motion of his

head.
"Come on, Danny—off you go ! You'll

not be wanted on this little jaunt of
ours."
"No?" Roy arched his eyebrows,

jerking the brim of his hat down over
his eyes in what he thought was the
best gangster style. Then he turned
to Piccardi. "Sec here, boss, I hate
this life of idleness. You'll lot mo do
something soon, won't you ? And the
bigger the better, for I'm a glutton for
big work."
"All in good time, Danny." Pic-

cardi smiled behind the cloud of
tobacco smoke ho blew ceilingwards.
^But you just trot along now and take
it easy till I can fix you. See?"

It was the signal for dismissal, and
Roy turned to follow Tony and the
others as they slouched across the
room. But he ha<l taken no more than
two or three strides when there came
a knock on the door leading from the
restaurant. On the instant Piccardi's
men pulled up in their tracks, Roy
with them, and in answer to the gang
leader's "come in," a short, thick-set
man with an unprepcssesslng face
entered and came straight over to Pic-
cardi. In the man's hand was a folded
piece of paper which he handed to the
crook with never a word.
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Wondcringly Piccardi took it,

opened it out and read the pencilled
words thereon. And as ho did so his

eyes gleamed, and liis face took on an
expression that was ugly to behold.
For the missive was from Lita Alvaro
denouncing Roy as a spy !

"Here, you !" Piccardi swung round
on Roy in a flash. "Come iiere—

I

want you !"

Thinking that the crook intended to

assign him to a job, Roy quickly ap-
proached and confronted him.
"So you're a spy, huh?" Piccarili

clenched his fists, his eyes blazing at
the youngster with jnurderous inliiisity

as Roy started back under the sudden-
ness of the accusation. "A stool
pigeon ! Here to find out enough ilope
to put us safely away. Well, you little

swine, you've run into a hornet's nest,
and, by heck, you'll find you won't get
out of it !"

The fury within the man rose with
his words, and of a sudden he brought
up his fist and crashed it with all his
savage strength to the point of Roy's
cliin. Back went the youngster as if

propelled by some giant catapult to
bring up against the chesterfield with a
painful gasp.
Tense silence for several seconds

while Roy slumped there striving to
regain his shattered senses. Then, the
daze clearing from his brain, he
.straightened quickly, and, with a
furious cry bursting from him, hurled
himself at Piccardi like some mad-
dened bull.

"You rotten hound!" he bellowed
wildly. "Kill Big Boy, my brother,
would you ? Why, I'll

"

"That's enough of that, you little

runt !" broke in Tony Havers' harsh
voice. "Another move, and I'll tirill

you ! You hear me ?"

Out of the tail of his eye Roy saw
I'iccardl's men threatening him wltli

their guns, and the sight had the in-
stant effect of steadying him. But he
faced Piccardi bravely enough, a de-
fiant look in his brown eyes.
"Aw, so that's the lay of it! Big

Boy's kid brother out for revenge,
huh?" Piccardi thrust his face into
Roy's, and tiierc was a .sardonic sneer
on his cruel lips. "Well, now, if that
isn't darnecl funny. A dianoe for rno
to pay a little more back. Yes, you
poor simp, you're going on your last
ride! Know what that means?"
The colour drained instantly from

Roy's fury-distorted face, and a terri-
fied cxprc'ssion came into his eyes, for
he knew well enough what those grim
words meant. And he was [lowerless to
do anything to save himself with those
guns threatening him on either hand.
A nod from Piccardi and his under-

lings quickly closed in on the boy.
But as they did so there came a knock
on the door leading to the back of tin;

premises, and they pulled up with a
jerk.

"See wlio it is, Tony," said Picciardi,
calmly enough. " But keep your gun
ready. See?"

Face to Face with Death.

BUT it was only Doris White at the
door, and as Tony stood aside for
her to pass into the room she al-

most cried out in terror as .she saw
Roy standing there with Piccardi's men
threatening him with their revolvers.
A moment only did she waver, how-

ever, for in a flash she realised that
any hesitancy on .her part, any show
of friendly sympathy for the boy.
might arou.sc Piccardi's suspicions. If
she was to save Roy, as save him she
must novv that it was obvious they
knew him for what he was. she mu^
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resort to all the craft of wliich she wa3
capable. And what better way than to

wheedle to this brute of ti man?
"Hallo, Piccaidi !" She came over

to the gangster, smiled bewltchingly up
at him and hold out her hands.
"Sorry I've butted in at such an in-

opportune moment ; but you promised
iiic a ride, you know !"

Piccardi laughed boisterously as he
thought of the ride that his victim was
destined to take, then he caught at

Doris' arms, pulled her close to him
and kissed her affectionately.

"It's all right, my dear," he told her
lightly. "That ride stands, for I'm
througli with business for to-night."

'•'But Danny Holtz?" She waved
her hand carelessly towards Roy, who
was watching her closely, knowing fidl

well that she would make some effort

to .save him from his terrible plight.

"What's he done—why the guns?"

"What's he done, huh?" Piccardi's

face again took on a vicious expression.

"Well, my dear Doris, I"ve discovered
that he"s a spy. And. by heck, he's

going to suffer dearly I'

"But he's only a kid." Doris gently

pushed Piccardi into on armchair, sat

down on an arm and ruffled his Jiair

with soft fingers. "Isn't it rather de-

gr.ading to harm a mere boy?"

"In a vvay, perhaps you're right,"

conceded the gangster, but there was
no relenting of his hard soul. "But
this is different, Doris. The brother of

an old enemy—a dangerous stripling.

If I was to allow him to go free he'd
have all the cops in New York blazing
around our heads in next to no time."

She bit her lip, knowing that no
words of hers would Iwive any effect

on him. His mind, cruel and relent-

less, was made up and nothing would
shake it from its purpose.

With tears in her eyes, writhing at
hor helplessness to do anything to save
the boy she loved she saw Piccardi

grimly nod his liead—saw his ruthless

tiirelings ciowd in on Roy, and at the

pistol's point march him frorri the
room.
Another helpless victim going for his

last ridel
The door closed with hardly a sound

on the grim cortege, and Doris shud-

dered with repulsion at the sinister

laugh that broke from Piccardi's twisted

lips.

"Well, my dear, that's wliat happens
to all who are darned saps enough to

cross my path. But why be morbid.

He's gone—finished!" The brutal ex-

pression on his face relaxed, and ho
smiled almost pleasantly as he looked

into the girl's white, strained face.

"Doris, our little ride. We'll go right

away. A blow in the country; then, after-

wards, a cabaret show. What say?"

She wanted to shriek, sich was the

agony that tore at her soul—to fly from
that grim apartment in a last desperate

endeavour to save Roy froin the aveng-
ing guns of those brutal fiends of Pic-

cardi's. But Piccardi held her tight, an
arm around her waist, though even if

she had been free she doubted if she

would have had sufficient strength to

move a muscle just then.

"Well, you don't seem particularly

keen for a night out, baby," said Pic-

.rardi. with an impatient note in his

voice. "Don't tell me that that little

affair's given you the willies?"

She felt she could not answer him,
though she realised she must say some-
thing, for otherwise he might smell a

rat. That boy—he had meant a great

deal to her, but she was powerless to

do anything to save him. All she could

do now was to carry on with the part
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she had been playing. Her time would
come. There would be an additional
death to avenge. Piccardi should pay

—

pay in full when her hour struck

!

"Of course I'm keen." She laughed,
though it was somewhat shakily. " Let's
go at once, dear. It's so very stuft'y in

this room that I feel I shall faint if I

don't soon get some fresh air."

She rose to her feet and he quickly
followed her example, reaching for his

soft felt hat that lay upon the table.

" Anything you say goes for me,
Doris." He thrust the hat on his head,
caugJit her in his arms and kissed her.

"There, that shows you just how I feel

about you "

But the rest of the sentence remained
unsaid, for at that moment there came
the sudden slamming of a door, and witti

a startled gasp Piccardi released his hold

on Doris and spun I'ound on his heel,

reaching for his gun as he did so.

"A very pretty little speech." Lita

Alvaro looked at the pair with mocking
eyes as she advanced into the room.
Straight to Piccardi she came, ignoring
Doris completely. " So this is all the

thanks I get for tipping you off about
that spy. You still spiim my love for

this other woman. Well "

"That's enough, curse you!" Pic
caixli's face reddened with the fury that

suddenly flamed within him, and, thrust-

ing out his hand, he caught Lita

savagely by the arm. squeezing it with
brutal strength till she whimpered with
pain. "You know what I told you last

time, don't you? That I'm a dangerous
man to cross. Now, you get out, you
poor fool, while it's healthy, and bear
that well in mind."

A sudden twist of his arm and he sent

Lita hurtling across the room, to crash

into a small table which rocked pre-

cariously on its legs. But the girl caught
at it instinctively, thereby steadying the

table and herself.

Eyes in which blazed a sudden deep
hatred fixed themselves on Piccardi,

while Doiis White crouched against the

chesterfield, fearful what the gangster
might do, sorry for the girl who be-

lieved that she had stolen her man.
" You think I'm scared, Piccardi,

don't yon?" Lita gave a wild, reckless

laugh. "Well, you're darned well mis-

taken. I warned you before that I

wouldn't let any other girl come
between us, and I meant it. You
thouglit I'd given in without a murmur,
but I aimed to win you back without

stirring up trouble. But I'm through
with you now—through! Hear me?"

Piccardi laughed uproariously. Such
wild threats, coming as they did from
the hot-headed Lita, amused him vastly.

Men he could take seriously, but a

woman—never.

"I-augh, would you?" Lita Alvaro
almost danced with the inane fury that

blazed in her outraged heart. Then she

swiftly ran to the telephone that reposed

on a window-sill and snatched the re-

ceiver from its 'hooks. "Well, this'li

make you laugh on the other side of

your ugly face!"

Then it was that Piccardi realised

that the girl was in dead earnest.

Obvious that .she intended to ring the

police, as she had threatened to do on
that other occasion, and to turn informer
against him.

A vicious oath ripping from between
his bared teeth, the gangster reached for

his jacket pocket, dragge<l out his gun
and levelled it straight at the girl whose
blazing eyes never left his face for a
single moment.
A shriek of fear from Doris White as
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she clutched frantically at the chester-
field, her legs growing suddenly weak
beneath her as she realised the man's
deadly purpose, then came Piccardi's
harsh voice.

"Drop that -receiver, you little cat, or,

by heavens, I'll drill you! You hear
me?"
But Lita only laughed wildly, and as

the operator's voice sounded in her ear

she imperatively demanded to be put
through to police headquarters.

"You would, would you, you dirty

little rat!" Piccardi's face was work-
ing with the terrible fury that had hiru

in its grip, and his evil eyes glinted likn

those of a madman. "Well, Lita, it's

coming to you now, by heck it is!"

Doris White let out a t-errified scream
as she saw the brute's finger curling
round the trigger of the gun, while Lita,

with sudden and amazing coolness, now
that she realised that her end was near,

returned the telephone receiver to its

hooks, a wan smile playing around the

corners of her white lips as she did so.

A shot came, crashing out with the

sound of some vast explosion in the con-
fines of that room. Followed instantly

a shriek of terror—but in a masculine
voice, as Piccardi went tumbling head
firet to the floor. Then in at the door
from the restaurant came a wizen-faced
little man with steely grey eyes, dressed

in a shabby brown suit and grease-

stained velour hat.

Detective Brady, and in his hand-was
a still smoking revolver which ho
promptly stowed away after one swift

glance at the fallen gangster.

"Just in time, I think," he said to

no one in particular.

A groan came from the stricken crook,

and it had the instant effect of rousing

Lita Alvaro from the stupor that had
her in its grip. It came to her swiftly,

then, that there on the floor lay the one
man that she had ever loved, and
though he had turned against her, her

loyalty to him came back with a rush

now that he was sorely injured.

"Oh, Piccardi, Piccardi, my dear!"
She ran to him, went down on her knees
and gathered his head in her arms. Then
as she saw his hand go weakly to hi.s

side, where a trickle of blood showed,
saw the ghastly pallor of hie cheeks, the

glassiness in his eyes, she burst into

heart-rending sobs. "Piccardi, don't die

—for heaven's sake don't die! Oh. don't

leave me, for I love you, dear !_
I—

T

didn't mean to ring the cops—it—it's

just that I was "

She could say no more, for her die-

treesed state of mind completely over-

whelmed her then. A pitiful object she

looked as she knelt there, clutching

frantically at the stricken man, the tears

streaming down her haggard face.

Doris White looked at her with deeply

sympathetic eyes, knowing just how it

felt to lose a loved one, and even the

stony-hearted Brady was touched by the

pathetic sight.

"It—it's all right—Lita, for-forget it."

Just for a moment a wan smile showed
on Piccardi's pain-twisted face, then his

body gave a convulsive shudder and ho

went limp in Lita's clutching arms,

causing her to scream hysterically in her

terrible grief.

And then the door from the restaurant

opened and someone came into the room.
Roy Smith, his face white and drawn,
his dark curly hair tousled.

"Roy! Roy! Is—is it really you?"
Doris -White gazed at him incredulously

as she stood there and was joined at

that moment by a tall, thick-set mao—
(CoDtinaed on page 27.)

i
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy doe J

everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand new serial!

of breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

READ THIS FIRST.
Whih iH ronti with /lis comnidex to

the seme of a fire. Boh Dnrroic. of the
.San Fraiicifco lirirjadf, naicx the life

of a hoy u\ho fulls in front of one of
the monstfr engines.

Litter he culls un Jiimes M'lilisjn.

hiud of a chi mi(Yil compani/, to uhoin
he puts up (in idea, for tt jiatint firi-

extinyiiishtr. Madison is not interested,
and Dob leaves disappointed, after
meetinej Dan Mitchell, a shady promoter
vho is befriending Madifon for his own
ends.

I'hifit afternoon Hob rescues June
Madison from a fire in her father's
office, then learns that the boy he had
suicd from the wheels of the fire-engine
uiis Madison's son, Jacki".

In gratitude, Madison helps Hob to

'perfect his inienticn, the Darrow Fire-
bomb. But Van Mitchell is anxious to
sell .Madison an extinguisher of his
oirn. and to discredit Bob he sends a
hireling to " doctor " the fireman s in-

vention with a deadly explosive.
The expi riment fails, but Madison's

faith in the invention is unshaken,
whereupon .Mitchell has Boh tricked into
attending a low night-club. He then
points him out to the Madisons. and
afterwards takes the disillusioned June
tH'er the premises.
June is accidentally locked in a vault

filled with bootleg liquor. ,4 fire breaks
out, and the hrii/ade answers the call.
Ooing to her rescue, Bob enters the
fault, but is trapped by the flfimcs!

Now Read On.

Help From Outside.

WITH blazing fragnionts of the ceil-

ing falling around liim, &nd the
farther end of the wine cellar a

raging mass of flame, it se(>nied to Bob
Djirrow that he and June Madison were
doomed.

EPISODE 4.

"DEATH'S CHARIOT."

But as he stood there with the girl

in his amis he suddenly heard a fami-
liar voice calling to him through the
bars of the basement window, and,
turning, he siiw the sturdy figure of
Fireman Pat Heeley.
The Battalion Chief was with him,

while June's father and Dan Mitchell
were crouching near by.
"Back away, Darrow," said the chief.

"We're coniing througli."
A glance at something in Pat Heeleys

hand told Bob how the last-minute effort
at rescue was to be made. The Irish-
man was carrying • an oxy-acetylene
burner, and, levelling the muzzle at one
of the bars, he directed the fierce jet

of flame against the metal.

At the point where the iron met tlie

cement the bar began to weaken. The
hissing blast of concentrated fire, gradu-
ally cut through it, and Pat then shifted
the burner so that the jet played on the
topmost end of the rod. But the task
of severing it was one that took up
precious moments, and in the meanwliile
the fire in the cellar was rolling nearer
to the man and the girl imprisoned
there.

Battalion Chief Wilson turned and
shouted for a hose, and a few seconds
later a powerful stream of water was
fliallcnging the flames in the basement.
It could not quench the blaze, but it held
it in check as Pat Heeley worked on the
bars.

The first bar came asunder, but there
were three more to be disposed of, and
tlie inflammable bootleg liquor in the
cellar continu(-d to feed the inferno in

spite of the hose. Masses of suffocating

smoke rolled about Bob, too, and ..

cough racked his lungs. He felt that he

could not last mucli longer, and all at

once he stumbled with his burden.

"He can't hold out!" cried Madison
distractedly, and like a man in a frenzy

he tore at the remaining bars with his

bare hands.
Captain Wilson dragged him back by

main force.

"Steady, Madison, steady," he jerked,

struggling with him on the sidewalk.

"If it's numanly possible, Heeley and
Darrow will save your daughter. Hang
on. Bob!" he called in a louder voice.

"We'll soon be through!"
Bob pulled himself together with a

tremendous effort, and stood waiting.

Another bar was severed, and then an-

other. The fire in the cellar was now
closing in. A fall of blazing timber
mis.sed Bob's shoulder by inches and
showered sparks over him.
The last bar was cut near its base, and

without waiting for Pat Heeley to com-
plete its destruction, Wilson and one or

two others seized the iron rod and bent

it upward. Ne.xt moment willing hands
were reaching through the aperture for

Juno Madison.
Bob lifted her towards the rescuers,

and she was pulled through the window
and carried across the sidewalk to ISIadi-

son's waiting car. Then Bob himself

was dragged out of the death-trap, and
as he scrambled clear the remains of the

cellar roof fell in with a crash that

rai.sed a mass of angry, lurid flames.

Bob straightened up, reeled uncer-
tainly for an instant, and then felt tlic

steadying grip of Pat Hcteley's arm
about his waist.
"Are yez all right, mo bhoy?" the

Irishman gasped.
"Sure, Pat—sure," Bob told him

huskilv. "But, .lune—is she
"

"Ocii, she'll be as roight as rain to-
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morrow," Pat assured him. "Look,
fclie's bcginniii' to come round now."
He pointed to Madison's car. June

had been lifted into it, and she was
lying ^vith her head against her father's

shoulder, sobbing hjsterically in her
.semi-con.scious state. Dan Mitchell had
climbed into tlie auto as well, and, now
that June was safe, he inwardly cursed
the turn that events had taken—events
that had added to tho esteem in which
tlie Madisons already held Bob.
Captain Wilson was standing by the

car, and Madison spoke to him.
"Chief," he said, "take good care of

Darrow. I ov.'O him more than I can
ever repay."
Bob did not hear those words of grati-

tude, for at that moment Pat Heeley
was addressing him, voicing a question

that had been on his mind for some
tinae.

"Say, Bob," he asked, " phwat wuz
that explosion that went off just as ye
got into the basement?"
"Oh, that," Bob answered casually.

"That was a barrel of bootleg whisky
going up."

Pat's eyes seemed to dilate.

"A barrel of whisky?" he echoed.

"Down there in that cellar? Begorra,
and it moight bo prime Oirish!"
No sooner had he uttered the words

(han he made a bee-line for the base-

ment window, but before he could reach

it Bob hailed Captain Wilson laugh-

ingly.

"Oh, chief," ho shouted, "you'd bet-

ter call that thirsty Irisher. I just told

him there was whisky in the cellar

there."
Wilson glanced in Pat's direction,

and :

"Hey, Pat!" he roared. "Back out

—back out!"
The sturdy Irishman stopped, hesi-

tated, and then sadly retraced his steps.

Chuckling, Bob watched his mournful
return.

New Tactics.

IN Jiis down-town office, where he car-

ried on business as a promoter, Dan
Mitchell sat at his desk and pored

over tho headlines on the front page of

a morning newspaper. They read as

follows

:

"JAMES MADISON, WELL-KNOWN
CHEMIST AND FINANCIER, WILL
ENTER MYSTERY CAR IN THE
ROAD RACE NEXT SATURDAY.

"'Brown Special,' With Recently-
Invented Motor, is Rumoured to be in

Class by Itself."

Mitchell handed the paper to a man
.standing at his shoulder. The man was
Spike Beldon, Dan Mitchell's hench-
man.
"This is just the chance I've been

waiting for—to trip Madison," the un-

.scrupulous promoter said, "(ins Pollard
is going to win that race in the Hayden
Special."
"Yeah?" Spike muttered. "An' how

is that gonna do you any good?"
"Because I'a'o got money invested in

the Hayden outfit," Mitchell answered.
"I happen to know, too, that Madison
has a lot of cash tied up in the exploita-

tion of this new Brown motor-ciigiiu\
and if it lets him do\\n he's going to be
pretty near a financial failure."

"Well?"
Mitchell smiled crookedly.
"Let me put it to you this way.

Spike," ho said. "Supposing Bladison

wa5 in a jani, and ."supposing I showed
up with an olFer to lend him big money
—in exchange for on interest in his com-
pany. I reckon I'd be in a position

I lieri to market some of those phoney
inventions we've got hold of—particu-
larly that fire-extinguisher I m in-
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(crested in. I could make a million
dollars on the initial rake-in."
"I think I get you," Spike murmured.

"The name ' Madison ' would be enough
to sell our stuff, huh ?"

"Yes," JNIitchell rejoined, "to start

with, anyway. And before tho orders

fall away and tho crash comes I'd have
feathered my nest and sold out my
interest in the company."
"Yeah, sounds all right," Spike

granted. "But about this road race.

JNIadison is bound to win. He wouldn't
bo in tho race unless he knew the

Brown Special was the fastest car.

Besides, Tim Shayne is drivin' for him,
and Shayne is the best man on the

track."
Mitchell looked at his hireling nar-

rowly.
"It isn't always the fastest car that

wins," he said, "and as for Shayne—

I

know how to handle him."
Shortly after his conference with

Spike. Mitchell left his office and drove
to Madison's home. Parked in the drive

ho saw another car, which he recognised

as a run-about that Bob Darrow some-
times used, and an unpleasant frown
appeared on his sallow face as he
observed it.

A maid admitted him to the house,

and as he entered the hall he found
Madison in conversation with a slightly-

built, keen-looking young man whos-^

features were familiar. He was none
other than Tim Shayne, racing-driver,

and it was in connection with tho Brown
Special that Shayne had called.

"I took her out over the course at

daylight this morning. Mr. IMadison,"

Tim Shayne was saying. " and I can teli

you she has everything. Her speed is

iimitod only by the nerve of the man
at the wheel."
"Well. I reckon you've got all the

nerve that's needed. Shayne." Madison
declared, "and I'm. glad to hear of your
confidence in the Brown Special. Good
luck, boy." he added, holding out his

hand. "I'll see you on the day of tho

race. And remember, I'm depending on

you."
Shayne said "good-bye." and. walk-

ing towards the front door, caught sight

of Dan Mitchell. The race-driver

checked and looked at the promoter
with sharp distrust, for he knew Mitchell

and the man's unsavoury reputation.

Mitchell returned his glance mock-
ingly, then strolled on to greet Madison
as Tim Shayne left the house.

"How are you, Dan?" Madison asked

him affably.

"Fine." Mitchell answered. "but
mighty sorry to learn that you've fallen

for that trick motor. You'll lose nioncv

and prestige on this Brown SpecinI

venture, INIr. INTndison."

TMadi.son laughed.
"You heard what Tim Shayne just

said?" he inq\iired. "He said that, in

his opinion, the Brown Special wouKl
leave everything .standing, and I'm will-

ing to back his judgment."
"Pollard will beat you by a mile in

his Hayden turn-out." Mitchell stated.

"And vvhcn I say that. I'm willing lo

back my judgment against Shavnc's.

By the way. where's June? And how
is she feeling after her ordeal ?"

"She's fine." Madison told him. "I
think she's out in the garden with Bob
Darrow just now."
Ho was right, and at that particular

moment Bob was relating to .Tune the

combination of circumstances that had
brought him to the notorious Nightin-

gale Club the previous evening.
"And that," he observed, in conelu-

jion
—"that explains my first visit to the

cafe."
.luno smiled bcwitehingly.
"

I was terribly disappointed at seeing
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you there on your first visit," she con-
fessed. " But you'll never know how
glad I was to see you on your w:o;.J
visit—in fireman's uniform. Bob."
" Tliank Heaven I got to you in

time 1" he murmured earnestly. " You
see, June, I—I "

He faltered, and lapsed into an awk-
ward silence. Her eyes bent on the
ground and a slight flush in her cheeks,
Juno spoke in a low tone.

" Was there — anything else — you
wanted to say ?" she coaxed.
Bob's arm moved towards her waist,

but he checked himself. Ho wanted to

tell her how much he cared for her, but
felt that ho had no right to do so. She
was the daughter of a wealthy man, a

girl reared in luxury. He was only a
smoke-eater—with ambitions, perhaps

—

but ambitions that had yet to bo
realised. Until he had sometliing to
offer her he must continue to be no
more than a friend.

"Well," ho stammered, "I—I want
you to know that I've a great regard
for—for you and your father. But say."
he added, glancing at his watch, "I'd
better be getting back to the station."
Had he but known it, Juno found it

difficult to conceal her disappointment,
for .she had sensed that ho had been on
the point of proposing, and had eagerly
awaited the moment when he would
ask her to marry him. She managed to
affect a matter-of-fact air, however, and
after seeing him to his car, made her
way indoors.

She was about to hurry upstairs when
she saw her father and Dan Mitchell in

the hall.

Mitchell was speaking, and she could
not help overhearing his words.

"I'll tell you what I'll do, Mr.
Madison," ho said. "I need just ten
thousand dollars to buy an engagement
ring for .June, and I'm prepared to bet
that amount that Pollard's Hayden win^
on Saturday."
^Madison pursed his lips, and seemed

about to turn down the suggestion when
June called to him from the staircase.

"Take his bet, dad!" she urged.
Tho two men whipped round and

caught sight of her. She was smiling,
and turned her eyes on Mitchell chal-

Icngingly as he came towards tho
banisters.

"You mean. June." he asked, "that
if I won you'd accept my engagement
ring and marry me?''
"Yes." she declared, with that reck-

less smile lingering about her pretty
mouth.

Mitchell looked at her keenly.
"I hope you're in earnest. .Tune." ho

said, "for I am. Is it a promise?"
June gave vent to a ligiit-he.Trled

laugh.
"Yes, dofinitel.v it's a promise," sho

r'^joincd. "because vou haven't a chance,
Dan. I watched Tim Shayne drive Iho
Brown Special this morning, and it's the
fastest thing ever,"

Mitchell wheeled towards Madi.son
again, and at the samo time Juno
caught her father's eye and winked at

him encouragingly.
iVTadison sf(iiarod his shoulders.
"Mitchell." he annonnced. without

another moment's hesitation. "I'll take
that bet. We'll both write out our
cheques, and June will be tho stake-

holder."
.Tune came down the stairs. Not for

an instant did she suspect the conse-

quences that were to arise out of that

impetuous wager.

Foul Play.

A Bid touring car pulled info a

thicklv-woodcd side road leading

off the main Oakland to San Fran-

cisco highway. It contained three men
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—Mitchell, Spike Bekloii, and a vil-

lainous-looking confederate.

Spike remained at the wheel as Dan
Milchell and the other man alighted.

To tho latter Mitchell spoko in ati

undertone.
"Tim Shayne will be covering thi'^

Etietch in his sports single-seater at any
minute," ho explained, "heading for

the starting-point where ho intends to

take over tho Brown Special from Madi-
son's mechanic. All joii have to do is

to go up to tho brow of that hill and
tip me otf when you sec Shayne
coming. I'll bo posted at the_ edge of

the trees here, and I'll give Spike the

word as soon as I get your signal."

The look-out nodded and ran to the

brow of tho hill Mitchell had indicated.

The promoter himself stood at the junc-

tion of tho side road and the highway,

and was waiting there when Spike called

to him from the tourer.

"Say, boss," Boldon mentioned, " sup-

posin' Shayne dodges the crack-up.

What are you gonna do then?"
"He'll crack up if you're smart

enough to do this job the way I want

it done," Mitchell retorted. "If your.'

not, I've still got a trick left in my hand.

I've been in touch with Spud Rossiter,

the mechanic working on tho Brown
Special, and I oiled his palm to the tune

of a hundred dollars last night."

Ho turned his attention to the brow
of the hill, and had not long to wait

before he saw tho look-out turn and

wave his arm, then dart out of sight.

On the instant Mitchell backed into th-

fide-road and gave Spike Bcldon the

signal for action.

A high-pitched engine whine suddenly

became audible on tho highway—the
whine of a light car travelling at top

speed. Next second Tim Shayno hurtled

into view in a bullet-shaped auto.

He was touching seventy in a dash

to the San Francisco Speedway, from

which the competifors were to .set forth

on a two-hundred-milo road race, follow-

ing a course that would brm^ them back

to the stAdium and tho finishing-pomt.

Crouched behind tho stecrmg column

and the segment of wind-shield that pro-

tected his face, he

looked like some dare-

devil demon symbolical

of tho cult for Speed.

With foot crammed
on the accelerator and
exhaust throbbing out

the vibrant scream of

the engine, Shayne
flashed down tho long

hill, from the crest of

which he had first been
sighted. He was almost
level with the sidc-

load at the foot of the

descent, when Spike
Beldon drove out into

the middle of the high-

way.

Tim Shayne slung

round tho steering-

wheel madly -and
swerved to avoid tho
crash. Spike swerved,
too, and, wheel to

wheel, crowded Shayne
off the road. The raco-

driver's- bullet - shap
auto seemed to leap

from the highway,
then plunged down an
embankment, turning
over and over in its

wild career, and finish-

ing up with its wheels
to the sky.
Luckily Shayne had

been flung clear, or he
must have been pinned
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down and crushed by the weight of his

machine. He was found by two passers-

by not long afterwards, lying at some
distance from the car, with both legs

broken and his right arm fractured.

But he was conscious, and a pitiful

moan escaped him as the two men who
tiad found him tried to lift him from
the ground.
"Ill get to the nearest 'phone and

call an ambulance," said one of the

men.
To tho other, who remained with him,

Tim Shayne spoke faltcringly, giving

out a brief message before ho sank back
in a dead faint.

"Shoot a wire to James Madison at

the speedway," he groaned, and the man
bcsido him took out pencil and paper.

An hour later, standing by the sleek,

grey racing car known as the Brown
Special, James Madison received that

fateful missive, and as he read it his

face blanched.

"Why, what's wrong, daddy?" asked
June, who was be.side him.

Without a word ^ladison handed the

telegram to his daughter.

"Hurt in accident," she read,

able to drive.—Tim Sh.wne."
'Un-

A familiar figure approached at (hat

moment, and, looking up with dismay
written on her lovely face, June saw
Dan Mit<hell. She hold out the wire to

him in that same stricken silence with
which her father had passed it over an
instant before.

"That's tough luck," observed
Mitchell, when he had scanned it. "And
no time to find another driver, huh?"
Ho glanced towards the starting-line,

to which tho entrants were already
beginning to drive their cars, and Juno
and her father looked at each other
hopelessly^Juno because the horror of

that thoughtless promise she had made
was weighing on her mind almost in-

tolerably.

She had given her word that she would
marry Dan Mitchell if Pollard's Hayden
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Special won tho race, and, with tho

Brown Special out of tho running,

Pollard was a certainty for first place

!

It was while June was facing this un-

foreseen and overwhelming dilemma
that Bob Darrow reached the speedway.
From the grand-stand he caught sight

of the ^Madisons and Dan ^Mitchell near

tho starting-point, and he was making
his way down tlie terraces when he was
hailed by Pat Heeley, who, like himself,

was off duty and in civvies.

Bob exclianged a few . cheery words
with the Irishman, and then continued
liis descent to the track. As lio

approached the spot where the Browi»
Siiecial was standing he could not help

noticing tho Madisons' gloom.

"Hallo!" he said, coming up to Juno.

"Is anything wrong?"
She answered him with an efTort.

"Oh, Bob,'' she told him, "Tim
Shayne has been hurt—and there's no
one to drive the Brown Special."

Bob did not realise the magnitude of

tho catastrophe.

"Why, that's too bad," ho murmured.
" But still, there will be other races,

and "

June interrupted him. Her father was
close by, but Mitchell's attention had
been diverted and was out of earshot.

"You don't understand. Bob," Juno
said desperately. " Dad had a ten thou-

sand dollar bet with Mitchell, and—and
I agreed to accept an engagement ring

from Mitchell if Pollard won in the

Hayden car. Oh, I must have been
mad, but I felt so confident about tho

Brown Special, and I never dreamed
this would happen."

Bob was staring at her incredulously,

as if he could scarcely grasp tho

situation.

"It's a promise I can't break," Juno
wont on tremulously. " I gave Dan my
word in all seriousness, and if tho

Spud Rossiter tried to stop him, but Pat tweaked
reached for a suit of

him violently by the nose and then
overalls.
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Havden car wins I've got to go tlirOugli

^viiit it."

Bob clonclicd his liands involuntarily,

tlicn all at once he turned from tier and
confronted her fatlier.

"Mr. Madison," lie said quickly, "I
had some experience of racing before I

joined the brigade. The excitement of

it appealed to me until I got the idea

for my fire-extinguisher, and I've driven
in both track races and road races. If

you'll take a chance on me, I'll pilot

the Brown Special
!"

IMadison loo1<ed at hini doubtfully for

a moment, and was still deliberating

when Dan ^litcliell arrived back on the

scene and discovered what was afoot.

"Let Bob drive, daddy." .lune urged.

"I believe in him. and after all—he's

our only hope of winning to-day's race."

Madison compres.scd his lips. Tim
Sliayne had told him that the speed of

the Brown Special would be limited only

by the nerve of the man at tlie wheel.

Well, if Bob Darrow showed as much
nerve in a racing car as he did in an
outbreak of fire, ho would be worth a

chance.
"Go ahead. Bob," he said.

Loitering in the background. Dan
Mitchell touched the arm of a man in

overalls who was examining the engine
of the Brown Special. The man wa"^

Spud Rossiter. and he lifted his head
and slid a sidelong glance of inquirv at

^Mitchell.

"Refuse to ride with him." iMitclieil

said out of the corner of his month.

Rossiter nodded, and then, dropping
the hood of the car with a clang as

Bob reached for a suit of white overalls

that Tim Shayne was to have worn, he
called out to Madison in a harsh and
rasping voice.

"Just a minute!" he grated. "I ain't

ridin' in this car with any amatoor at

the wheel. Count nic out."

IMadison excliangcd a glance with
Bob.
^ "I guess we're helpless. Darrow." he
s.aid gloomily : but the fireman was not

of the same mind. Running towards the
grand-stand, he located Pat Heeley and
broiight him hack to where the Madi-
sons stood.

"Pat," he explained to the Irishman,
"I'm driving the Brown Special, and I

need a mechanic. Theie isn't much
about an engine that you don't know.
D'you want the job?"

"Do I want it?" Pat cried. "I've got
it," And with the words he began to

clamber into the racing-car.

Spud Rossiter tried to stop him. but
Pat tweaked him violently by the nose
and then reached for a suit of overalls.

Meanwhile Bob was talking lo the IVIadi-

sons, and assuring them that he would
do his level best to win.

"I know you will. Darrow." said

ISIadison, as Bob was peeling oft his

jacket. "But I may as weH tell you
(hat I've got a fortune at stake, and it's

on the nose of that car."

"There's more than a fortune at stake.

Bob," put in Jiftie, and on a sudden
impulse she stood on tiptoe and kissed

him.
Before he could recover from his sur

prise she had turned and was running
in the direction of the grand-stand. Bob
gazed after fier for a few moments, and
theti jubilantly I>egan to don overalls,

Pat Heeley was similarly occupied
when Dan I\liichell drew near Spud
Ro.ssiter and again addressed him in an
undertone.
"(Jet l)U.«y," he snapped, indicating

the car. "Fix it."

Rossiter gave him a look of under-
standing, and. spanner in hand, stoop<'d
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beside the offside front wheel. He had
slackened off one or two vital nuts whcij
Pat chanced to turn his head,

"Hey, j'ouse," the Irishman- rapped
out, " what do ye think ye're doin' ?

I'm the mechanic on this car."
" I was only tightenin' up some

screws." growled Spud Rossiter.
Rossiter slunk away. In passing

Mitchell, he inclined his head meaningly.

Mitchell strolled off to join June, but
.Tames- Madison lingered to address a

few final words to Bob as the latter
climbed into the Brown Special racing-
car. ^

"Good luck, Darrow," he said. "We
have seats booked in the stand, aii'l

we'll be watching you as you leave

—

and waiting for you to come in—first.''

The Race.

THE starter was flagging the com-
petitors individually and sending
them on their way. Looking down

from the grand-stand, the crowd on the
terraces saw a big red i-acer slide for-

ward to the line, a figure "5" painted
on each side of its bonnet.

"That's Pollard," said Dan Mitchell,
sitting next to Jiuie and her father.

"No. 3—Havden Special. He's got the

race in the bag, June—and my ring op
your finger—right now."

"I think you're wrong." declared
June, with perhaps more confidence than
she felt, and then followed the Haydcii
machine with her eyes as it stormed for

ward over the straight.

The next to move up into position

was Number 7, the Brown Special, with
Bob and I'at in the cockpit, and, as he
paused by the starter and let the engino
tick over with deep-toned throb, the

young fireman at the wheel lifted his

goggles and waved to June.

The signal was given, and Number 7

rolled forward. With engine-note rising

to a full, thunderous roar as Bob nursed
the gear-lever from "low" to "top,"
the Brown Special hurtled on her way.

Once round the track and then out on
to the open road. This was the pro-

gramme, and with bated breath au<l an
unuttered prayer on her lips, June Madi
son watched car Number 7 till it was
out of sight.

With the highway stretching away in

front of fiim. and a string of rival cars

ahead, Bob Darrow coaxed the
accelerator and watched the speed indi-

cator climb from sixty to seventy,

seventy to eighty, eighty to ninety—up
to the hundred mark and |)ast it.

Masses of spectators were gathered at

various vantage-points on the route. The
long procession of flashing racers

.screained past a knot of tlieni on the
rim of a hill and tore down a long
declivity. A car numbered fourteen was
leading, and Niunber Three was ruiming
fifth, but before another mile was
covered Gus Pollard had forged into

third place.

Ten miles from the starting-point the
racers hit an ugly bend, but no mishap
occurred there. Running sixth as lie

approachi'd it. Bob Darrow negotiated it

in !i ncck-or-nolhitig skid, slashed past

a rival car almost broadsidc-on, and then
straightened up to give the Brown
Special the "gas." Over a lliree-mile

stretch he kept. her at the hundrcd-and-
thirty mark and fought his way into

fourth position.

Wind and engine-roar shrilled in his

ears de-ifeningly. He felt as if he were
battling his way through a terrific gale,

a hurricane of hot air that burned his

face with the concentrated force of its

impact.
Ahead lav the wor.st curve in (he
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route. Raking into the bend to chal
lenge a car immediately in front of him.
Bob was enveloped in a mad smother of
dust thai; ob.scured the scene. Through
that dust the torpedo-body of a gleam-
ing racer was seen suddenly to leave the
road and plunge to its ruin down a
forty-feet embankment, liurliiig two
mangled, human bodies from its cockpit.

Back at the speedway, loud .speakers
were can-ying intelligence of the race
to the crowds which packed the stands.
An announcer imparted news of tti?

tragedy.
" Wreck at Hell's Corner." hi= terse

vo'co came. "Will give particulars as
soon as received."

Moments of breathless silence—and.
for the jMadisons. tlie agony of suspense.
Dan Mitchell's anxiety was plain as well,
though it sprang from very different
sentiments.

" The wreck at Hell's Corner was Car
Number "

.Tune's hand travelled to her heart.

"Car Number Ten "

Meanwhile the race was being fought
out at lightning pace. Gus Pollard's
Hayden stormed into second place and
then challenged Number Fourteen ior
the lead. At Redwood Cliff, where the
road wound along the coast, th'i

Hayden's streani-lined bonnet bored 'n

front.

But the Brown Special was not Jo&ing
ground, and Bob forced her past another
rival. He was on a bend at the time,
and two wheels were thumping on the
rim of the precipice as he slammed the
gear-lever from "top" to "third" and
made thp curve.

He was hardly past when the car hd
had beaten out of third place took a
wild swerve to the left and dived over
the cliff into the sea, with engine shriek-

ing at top pitch.

"Car Number Three now leads the
field.'.' came the voice of the announcer
at the speedway. "But Number Seven
is coming up like a rocket—only fifty

yards behind Number Fourteen now."
" Daddy, daddy," .Tune breathed,

"Bob's going to do it! He's -"

The announcer's laconic tones inter-

rupted her.

"Third wreck of the race. Car Num-
ber Six jumped road and piled up in

hay-rick. Driver and mechanic for-

tunately uninjured "

Seven, Fourteen, and Three were now
in a bunch. But wild driving by tho
man at the wheel of Number Fourteen
held Bob Darrow in cheek, and Pollard
in his Hayden began to increase his lead

steadily, putting a mile between himself
and his nearest challenger.

Bob awaited his chance, and, when it

came, flipped through to take second
position in masterly style. Next
moment the Brown Special was begin-

ning to lop yard after yard from the
Haydcii racer's advantage.

The news came through that Bob
Darrow was gaining, and. ,up in the
grand-stand. Dan Mitchell scowled
darkly. He had imagined that by now
Spud Rossiter's last-minute handiwork
would liave taken effect. Had the fool

bungled in his attempt to cripple the

car ?

Rossiter had not bungled the job, but
Pat Heeley had interrupted him ero ho
had slackened off those nuts to tho

extent that he had intended, and oidy
now was the strain beginning to tell on
them.

It was not Rossiter's handiwork that

threatened to spoil Bob Darrow'*
chances of victory, however. For, spee<l-

ing along the home cour.se at something:
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over a hunclred-and-thirty, he and Pat
sudden iy became aware of a fierce heat
playing on them.
"Bcgorra!" yelled the Irishman, in a

voice that was almost drowned by the
cngine-i'oar. "She's on foire 1"

Ho was right. A trail- of flame limned
the sleek form of Car Number Seven.
The wind drove it along the gleaming
body and swept the cruel, lurid tongues
into the cockpit to • blister driver and
mechanic. A whirling stream of smoke
wrapped the red-hot exhaust pipes and
enveloped tho racer's two occupants in

strangling clouds.

"Car on fire!" shrilled tho voice of

tho announcer at the speedway. "Car
Number—Car Number Seven!"
Bob drove on grimly. He could see

Pollard's Hayden just ahead of him, and
soon tho Brown Special was clinging io

its tail. Another mile and the speed-
way would be reached, tho track circled

for the last spurt to the finishing-line !

Number Seven crept up on its rival.

Wreathed in flame and scurrying fumes,
it moved abreast, held its position
quivoringly for thirty desperate seconds,
and then stole ahead.

" Cars Number Seven and Three
approaching the track "

The masses in the stands rose as one.
Tension and excitement were at fever-

pitch, but the sentiment of .Tune .Madi-

son and her father was anxiety. The
Brown Special was on fire, and the two
men in :ts cockpit were in peril of their

lives

!

" Number Seven is blazing, but her
driver is staying the course. Nimiber
Seven takes the lead !"

Tho cars thundered on to the track.
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and a simultaneous cry arose from n

hundred thousand throats as Number
Seven stormed into view, with fire a:id

smoke beating back into the faces of

driver and mechanic.
The Brown Special slackened momon

tarily as Bob's foot eased up on tho
accelerator. Flames were rising througn
tho floor-boards, searing his legs. He
was in agony, and out of the corner o!

his eye he saw that Pat Hecley was
sinking lower in his seat, half-stupefied

by the pain of his burns and the wild
smother of smoke.

Gua Pollard's Hayden pushed level,

and, skidding on the banking of a bend,
regained the lead. But next instant Bob
had crammed his foot on tlie accelerator
again, and, hitting tho straight, he
fought abreast once more.
The stands were in an uproar, but

Bob did not hear the din of shouting,
and scarcely heard tho dual scream of

the engines. His brain was reeling. He
was driving automatically now, his tor-

tured body obeying the fierce resolution

of his iron will.

Then suddenly his mind grasped the
fact that something else was amiss. A
vicious drag on tho ofTside front wheel
told him that another danger had been
added to the peril of the flames.

Spud Rossiter's handiwork was begin-
ning to reveal itself, had Bob but known
it. But he only knew that the racer
was threatening to leave the straight,

and his hands clenched on the steering
wheel like grim death.

Fifty yards in, front of him Bob saw
the checked flag fluttering in the hands
of the official at the finishing-lino, and
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ho forced the last ounce of power out
of tho Brown Special. Number Seven
moved ahead, rocking crazily, but
making certain of the lead.

Ten yards in advance of Pollard's
Hayden, it crossed the line in a stream
of smoke and fire, and the checked flag

signalled Bob's triumph with a tlourisli

as a vast throng rose in one mass and
cheered him frantically.

Up in the grand-stand, James IMadi-

son wheeled towards the discomfited
Mitchell.

"Well, Dan," he said, "I'm afraid

we've won, and your "

Ho never finished the sentence. The
cheering ceased, and was succeeded
almost instantly by a shout of horror,

a shout that almost drowned the shriek

which sprang to the lips of June.

For, immediately beyond the line, the
offside front wheel of Number Seven
came adrift, and next moment tho

Brown Special swept round in a mad
spin and crashed near the fencing of tho

track.

The car could be seen lying on ite

side amidst a welter of dust and black
smoke, with lurid tongues of flame
belching from it.

Mitchell looked at Madison and saw
that his face was ashen hue.

"Yes, Madison," he said hoarsely,

"your Brown Special won—and killed

Darrow."

(Don't miss next week's enthralling
episode of this thrilling serial. By per-

mission of the Universal Pictures. Ltd ,

starring Tim McCoy and Marion
Shockley.)
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"SMART MONEY."!
(Continued irom page 12.) I

ing. "You've got class. T!iat'.s what
I like about you. You know, I think
you're about the prettiest little 'thing

I've ever seen—and the sweetest!"

A shudder seemed to pass through her.

She could not bear to liear him talk-

ing liko that, when her conscience was
telling lier that she was a coward and
a traitor—a traitor to the man who had
done so much for her.

"Nick," she told Jiim dully, "I'm not
what you think 1 am."
"What, not sweet?" he cried. "Now,

don't tell me; I know. Nick used to
be a sugar-taster." He laughed, and:
"Say, look at this! Something I got
for you." And he pulled out a jewelled
bracelet and snappe<l it on her wrist.

"I can't take it, Nick," she faltered.

"Oh, yes, you can!" he told her.

"And what's more, before long I'm
goin' to give you a ring for that third
finger of yours. But what's the
matter?" he added with sudden concern.
"Honey, you're shaking like a leaf."

"I—I'm all upset to-night, Nick," she
said, and even as she spoke there was
a sudden uproar in the salon below.

Nick seemed to stiffen, and then,
wheeling, he darted to a small, concealed
trap-door and lifted it. Beneath him
he saw men and women running in a
panic as the district attorney and his
minions burst into the room. He saw-

tables overturned, gambling parapher-
nalia wantonlj' smashed by the repre-
sentatives of the law. He saw Jack in

the grip of a plain-clothes man, fighting
like mad to free himself.
Nick whipped round.
"It's a raid," he said to Irene. "You

stay right here."
And with the words he dashed through

to his office with the intention of destroy-
ing all incriminating papers in his desk.

Irene rose to her feet slowly. Tears
were glistening in her eyes, and her
under-lip was quivering. She opened
her handbag and took out a folded sheet
of paper. Then she moved towards a

clothes-stand on which Nick's overcoat
was hanging.
With a hand that trembled she slipped

the folded sheet of paper into an inside

pocket.

Evidence.

IT was only after he had lo.?t liis jacket
and bruised both knuckles with a
considerable amount of hard punch-

ing that Jack managed to escape the
attentions of the plain-clothes man who
had seized him.
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At the top of his speed Jack raced to

the head of fhe staircase, turned sharp
to the left along the landing and then
luirled himself at the door of Nick's
private sitting-room.
As he flung it open and lurched across

the threshold he saw Irene at the clothes-

stand—saw her in the very act of thrust-

ing that folded sheet of paper into the

inside ix)oket of Nick's overcoat.

She had turned her head quickly as

Jack had plunged into the room, and
now, as Jier eyes met his own, Jack
detected the guilt written on her face.

Pausing in. the doorway, dishevelled,

breathless, he remained motionless for a
spell, and. while pandemonium continued
to rage in tlie salon below, he looked
at her in mute accusation. Then all at

once he clo.sed the door behind him and
moved across to her.

"I thought so," ho .said, his lip curl-

ing scornfully. "It was you who let

those coppers in. You dirty little stool-

pigeon!" And he took his hand across

iier cheek witli a sting that left a
red weal.

"Oh!" she criod sharplj-, stumbling
back, and in that same instant a pan-
therish figure leapt from the adjoining
office.

It was the figure of Nick, and he
was w^iite with rage. He liad turned
in time to see the blow struck, without
realising the rea.soii for it, and in a

bound ho was between Jack and Irene.

"What's all this about?" he rasped,
gripping hol3 of Jack and drawing
back a clenched fist.

Jack clutched him by "the shoulder.

"Lay off. Nick," he said earnestly.

"She's framing evidence on you!"
"Ah. you and your suspicions

"

"She's framin' you, I tell you!" Jack
blurted. "She put somethiu' in the
inside pocket of your coat. Look for

yourself."

Nick glared at him and dipped into

the garment. He glanced at the folded
sheet of paper and then thrust it back.

"Huh, nothing but a rfrcing-form. you
smack-off!" he blazed. "And you struck

her, eh?"
A fit of ungovernable rage .seized Nick.

He lashed out at Jack, his bunched
knuckles battering into the yoimger
man's face. Jack cannoned against the

wall and Nick pounced on him, hitting

at him with both fists.

"Lay off, Nick, I toll you!" Jack
panted. "Quit it, will you? I'm trying

to steer you straight—tryin' to steer you
straight——

"

A savage blow to the mouth cut short

his protests, and his temper flared up.

"Hang you, Nick!" Jack ground out.

"I'm goiii' to lot you have it!" And
he rushed blindly.

He had the reach, but in Nick's stocky

form there was a reserve of strength

which more than
counter - balan cod
that advantage.
Nick broke the at-

tack and took the

offensive again,
hammering fiercely,

connecting at last

with a terrific jolt

that swept Jack off

his feet and biuled
him to the floor.

His head struck

(lie "surround " of

parquet with a sick-

ening smack, and he
lay >fin. with arms
wide-spread. A n d

in the very instant

of his fall the door
Vas flung open and
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District Attorney Black stepped into tho
room with three or four plain-clothes
men,

'Conic on, Nick," Black said quietly,
" lefs go down-town."

" What for ?" snapped Nick, glowering
at him. " You got nothin' on mc. I'm
just a guest hero, liko a hundred others.

You can"t hang anything on me. 1

don't own this place— look tip the deed
in the County Recorder's oflTico. All I

own here is what I've got on."

One of the detectives went to the
clothes-stand and took Nick's overcoat.
I>'rom a chair into which she had sunk
miserably, Irono watched tho man re-

move it from the hook, and there sccmod
to be an agonised expression on her
face.

"It's hot and stuffy in here. Nick."
said the district attorney. "Let's take
a walk."
Tho detective ,camc over from the

dotlics-stand with Nick's coat and held
it open for him.
"H'm." Nick mused. "You got good

manners for cops, you guys. All right."

he added, with a laugh. "I'll oblign
you. for all tho good it's gonna do you."
The district attorney leaned forward

before the coat could bo donned, and ho
took something that was protruding
from the inside pocket.

"So all you own here is what you've
got on. oh?'' drawled tho D.A. "Then,
in that case, you've got plenty.

"

"That's nothin' but a racing form."
Nick retorted.
The district attorney smiled.
"You probably don't know that ihere's

an old Blue Law that classifies a racing
form as gambling paraphornaha.'' he
observed. " That same law makes pos-

session of one punishable by a sit

months' gaol sentence. I didn't know
it myself till just a few days ago. but

I know it now—and so do you. It's a

law that most of us have forgotten.''

Nick's eyes blazed. Ho realised all at

once how he had been tricked and
"framed," so that he could be put awav
for six months while his gambling-ring
was systematically broken up.

Round he wheeled, and .started for the

bowed figure of the girl in the chair.

But before ho could roach her the dis-

trict attorney and one of his men had
seized him.
"You dirty double-crosisor, you!" Nick

raged. " You "

"Say. wliat's tho matter with this

follow?" came tho voice of a dotoctiv?

who had como upon tho still form of

Jack.
Nick turned his head.

"I .socked him." he said between his

tooth. "And I'm darned sorry! He
didn't have it coming to him."
"He's tincon.scious." observed the 'toe.

"Let's be going. Nick," Said t'lo dis-

trict attorney. " I
"

"Wait a minute!" It was the voira

of the detective stooping -beside Jiok.

"This fellow ain't unconscious. He's

dead !"

Nick blanched.
"What's that?" Ho suddenly tore

free and rushed to where his friend lav.

"Jack—Jack!" ho cried. "Jack. I'm
talkin" to you ! Jack 1"

He lifted tho dead man's head, anil

then ho tindorstood. There was a pointed

doorstop .screwed into the floor, an.

I

Jack, in his fall, had struck it just be-

tween the neck and tho skull.

Someone drew the little barber to liis

foot. I,.ike one in a trance he heard th.)

voice of the district attorney, a voioa

which betra\ed lilack's fooling of awe.
'
It

' looks liko manslaughter now.

Nick
"

Nick turned slowly and looked at tho

girl who had betrayed him.
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" So you gave me the works, huh ?

he muttered vaguely. t|

"Yes, Nick," she moaned, "I di

But I—I didn't think it would be
for anything like this. I've always bcl

a little coward. Oh, Nick, could yo'

forgive me?" And all at once she was
racked with a fit of sobbing.
Nick drew back and made a gesture

with his hand.
"That's all right, Irene," he said in a

toneless voice. " I've always been a

sap with women. Come on, Black, Icfs

The trial was over, and Nick was
about to take a train journey—up the
river at the Stale's expe;>se.

A little party of friends and reporters
were gathered to sec him off, and as ho
was moving towards the steps of one oi

the railroad cars Nick perceived a black,
shiny face amidst the group.
The faithful Snake Eyes came for-

ward, carrying the cage that contain<?,l

Nick's favourite canary bird, Blondic.

Nick glanced at the detective to whom
he was liandonfTod.

" Are you sure I can't take her along
with :nc '!" he asked.
"Not a chance," was the answer.

" No blondes where you're going,
Nick."

" Well, I got a rabbit's foot hca.h,

boss," suggested Snake Eyes; but Nick
shook his head.
"Nothing doing." he stated. "\'o')

pave mo one of those once before.
Hero's the way to bring me luck. Snake
Eyes." And he rubbed his palm over
the negro's woolly pate.

He was moving on when he saw the
figure of a girl near by, and once again
he paupcd.
"Hallo. Marie I" he called.

The girl drew near him.
"I suppose I should be glad you're

going up. Nick," she said with a catch
in her voice, "after the way you treated
mo But I'm not. I came down hero
to laugh in your face, and—I can't!"
A sob broke from her. ""Vou're a swell
guy—and I dosorvad what I got!"

"Oh. that's all right, Marie," Nick
told her. "I'm sorry the way every-
tiling tiu'ned out between us. Here "—
pushing some money into her hand

—

"buy yourself a box of candy. Vou
know, I can't cat it—it gets in my
teeth."
Ho laugliod whimsically, and was

laughing still when the cry of "All
;i hoard!" went up.
"Any final statement. Nick?" a re

porter shouted, as the gambler and his

escort climbed into the car.

"Sure." was the answer. "You tell

my public I've put close clippers on n

lot of other fellows, and now I'm goiir

to find out what it's like myself. Say.

I wonder how I'll look with that monkey
hair-cut they give you up there."

There was a general laugh, and then
a photographer pushed his way to the

fore.

"Hey, Nick," he suggested, "Ymw
about a picture ?"

"All right. .Just a minute. I'll t<l!

you when." The littlo barber straight-

ened his tie. "Go ahead."
The camera clicked, and the detect i v.'

who was to escort Nick to the peni-

tentiary tugged his prisoner's sleeve.

"So long, Nick," called a Press mat;.

"See you in seven years."

Nick turned half-round as he was
(limbing tho steps of the Pullman.
"Seven years?" ho grinned. "I'll bet

you two-to-ono I'm out in five!"

(By permission of Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Ltd., starring Edward G. Robin
son and Evelyn Knapp.)
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LAST RIDE."
(Continued fromlpase 20.)

one of Brady's colleagues from the
station. A nod from the boy, and
quickly brushing away the tears that

dimmed her eyes, the girl flew to him
and almost flung herself into the haven
of his arme. "Oh, Roy, dear, to think

you escaped those brutes. But how—hbw

"A darhed near thing, missy." Brady
shrugged his shoulders expressively. "If
I hadn't thought to have this place

watched to-night Matter Roy would have
got his as sure as eggs are eggs. But I

had a feeling he'd be wanting me this

evening—wo were working together in

this little stunt of his, as I believe you
know—so I came along with a car load
of the lads. And we struck lucky. Out
came the kid with those killers, and we
soon nabbed the lot. Got the dope on
them proper then, and on Piccardi, too.

Safe to shoot the brute when he was
threatening the woman."
But Roy and Doris were paying him

no heed, for they were clasped in each
other's arms, gazing rapturously into

each other's eyes. Brady grunted dis-

gustedly as he became aware of their

inattention, and his colleague chuckled.
Then the wizen-faced little detective
touched the boy's arm.

With a start Roy swung round and
blushed as he saw Brady grinning at

him. Then the detective jerked a thumb
imperatively towards the door.

"Best be getting along, Roy," he
mentioned. "This is no place for that
girl—revenge has been exacted, and
there's that story to do for your paper.
The smashing of Piccardi and his gang,
like you told me you hoped to do. Gee,
kid, it'll make fine reading, huh?"
Roy nodded, and with his arm about

Doris' waist he led the girl from the
room, followed by tlie heartrending sobs
of Lita Alvaro as she mourned over the
dead body of Piccardi, whose reign of
brutality and terror had at last been
crushed.

(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Dorothy Revler. Charles
Morton and Tom Santschi.)

(Continueii from page 2.)

Noah Beery as Host.

When Noah Beery is not at work at

the studio he is usually to be found play-

ing the genial host at his Paradise
Mountain Trout Resort. There he dons
old corduroy trousers, a flannel shirt

and a Stetson hat, and is then ready
to welcome his friends. He is always
glad to have them call, and extends

them the glad hand, a cheery smile.

In his latest picture, "The Millionaire,"

to be released later on, you will once
again see him playing the "bad man."

Tom Tyler's First Film Lessons.

Among cowboy heroes Tom Tyler still

has after a number of years a good
following among picturegoers, and
there are many of you who will by now
have seen him in his recent release,

"West of Cheyenne."
It may not be generally known th.it

this popular actor once tried to learn

film acting through the post. Tom
Tyler was in his teens when this

curious idea possessed him. He had
seen advertised in some magazine that

for quite a modest payment each week
he would receive a correspondence
course. All he had to do then was to

study the lessons at home in front of

his own mirror, after which he w^ould

be sent a certificate of proficiency, and
then film fame would be his for the

asking.
Well, it seemed easy and tempting

enough, and for weeks Tom saved up
and bouglit the lessons. But neither
what he learnt nor the certificate which
duly arrived helped him a bit. Cast-
ing directors placed no value on tho
instruction ho had gained in this way,
anJ for three years he tried studio
after studio without getting even a bit

in a crowd.
Then one day Tom Tyler's persever-

ance secured him a beginning. He was
asked to make up as a Red Indian
chief. So in paint and feathers he
appeared before the camera, and years
later attained his ambition of being
famous in fiims.

But ho smiles now when he thinks

of what he expected to gain through
tliose correspondence lessons in acting.

FILM NOVELS YOU SHOULD HOT MISS!
"SALLY IN OOR ALLEV."

The enthralhng drama of a girl who was the
liie and soul o( an East End coffee-shop, and of

a lover who wished her to think he was dead,
because he had been badly iniured in the War.
A tale of mean streets, but very human beings.

" THE FLOOD."
Not caring whether she lived or died, a girl is

rescued irom a threatened flood by a young
engineer. Happiness results until the first man
comes back to haunt her lite. Then the waters
burst through the banks, and—— A gripping
drama, starring Monte Blue and Eleanor

Boardman.

" THE SPELL OF THE CIRCUS
EPISODE 1.

Intiigae, mt'tery and romance beneath the t

tops. A yivif and gripping drama of the sa,

ring, starriPg Francis X. Bushman,
Alberta Vaughn

Don't
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^^ > sjlafre, and now he loves pictures. He'j
"ollywood to stay."

(CoDtinued iiom page 27.)

The Strangest Village in the World.

'At the back of the huge buildings
which enclose the sound stages of the
B.I.P. Studios at Elstiee stands a col-

lection of structures which would give
a casual observer much food for

thought, were it not evident that they
are part of the neighbouring buildings
where films are made.
The houses built therein consist, for

the greater part, of one wall only, that
is the froiit wall, which in the majority
of cases is merely a thin coating of
plaster on three-ply wood. These walls
are shored up at the back by timber,
which is cunningly placed so that no
evidence of them is visible when walk-
ing along the "streets."

The first thoroughfare that one enters
on is a reproduction of a street in Port
Said, complete with a tramway which
would be the joy, if not the pride, of
any municipal council. This particular
"street," v\hich contains about twenty
different -ihops, stores, steamship offices,

etc., is a reproduction of an actual
street existing in Port Said, which will

appear in Alfred Hitchcock's next pic-

ture, "Rich and Strange." Actual
scenes were photographed in Port Said
for this film, but it was necessary that
certain important "close-ups " should
be filmed at Elstree, and therefore this

particular spot was reproduced in all

its detail at the back of the Elstree
Studios.
Five yards farther on and we enter a

partly enclosed stretch of sand, whose
walls obviously indicate the corner of a
bull ring. The transition from Egypt
to Spain, passing an English rustic

bridge eu route, is amazingly sudden,
but one gets used to these things in the
film industry. The bull ring "set" was
seen in the Stanley Lupino comedy,
"Love Lies," interspersed with some re-

markable real life exterior shots of bull-

fight scenes actiuilly photographed in

Spain.
From the bull ring wo turn half-right

and find our.selves confronted with five

or six houses that might be seen in any
typical London street. Macadam road
and grey pavement tre wonderfully
realistic, even to the most critical eye,
and vet both have been made out of the

studio carpenter's best friend, three-ply
wood. The houses themselves are four
stories high, complete with ghiss win-
dows, genuine front doors, with the
usual knockers, bells and letter-boxes.
One instinctively looks for Signs of life

behind the curtained windows, or milk
bottles standing on the doorsteps as
evidence of human residents of such
realistic-looking buildings.
One of these houses has obviously suf-

fered from serious fire, for the windows
are missing, and the front of the house
has that incurably desolate and stained
appearance resulting from the blacken-
ing smoke and the water from the fire

brigade's hoses. Such is the London
street constructed at Elstree for the
scenes in "The House Opposite."
An acute observer could see in the

vicinity the remains of Flanders
trenches, and farther over in the same
field stand the smouldering remains of
an English water-mill ; relics of former
Briti.sh International Productions.
This is fl rough description of what

could be rightly termed—the strangest
village in the world.

Qetting Dad Into Pictures.

You have seen Cliester Morris in pic-

tures, and in "The Gang Buster," Jack
Oakie's new comedy, you will see,

Chester's dad, William Morris, playing a

big part. ;

"It took more than a year of constant
persuading on my part," said Chester,
"to get dad out to Hollywood and into

pictures. You see, dad has been more
than forty years on the stage, and
\eterans of the stage are not always keen
to' leave the footlights. They think that
acting before a camera cheapens their

art. However, after I got a foothold in

pictures, 1 i^ersuaded dad in coming to

pay me a visit. He came and just

mooched around, said the climate of

Hollywood was grand, but that he
couldn't stand doing nothing.

"Tho.se long waits in the studio, which
every artiste has to experience, nearly
drove him crazy. Then he was offered

a part in Beit Lytell's picture "Blood
Brothers," and because he was bored he
accepted it. Well, he got much more
salarv for that than he ever had on the

Hollywood's Circus Specialist.

"Everything from a trained flea to a
five ring circus." This is the slogan
of A. W. Copeland, who is recognised
as Hollywood's official circus provider
for the films. Copeland was at one time
an acrobat, but found that there was
more money to be made, by establishin,:^

himself in a line of business which was
not overcrowded.
Not only does he supply, the animals

required, but he furnishes all the props,
and can obtain as many as a thousand
people to fill the big circus tent. All
this saves producers a deal of worr.v.

But as circus pictures are not alway.?
being made, Copeland does not wait
for Hollywood to engage his services.

He sends out circuses to tour the
States while keeping an organisation iu

readiness in Hollywood.

Answers to Questions.

For reasons of space, Clififoid

(Aberdare), I am obliged to give only
two of the casts you mention, but don't
hesitate to write again. "Racing
Hearts "

: Agnes Ayres (Virginia Kent).
Richard Dix (Roddy Smitli), Theodorj
Robert (John Kent), Robert Cain
(Fred Claxton), Warren Rogers (Jimmv
Britt), J. F. MacDonald (Martin),
James A. Murphy (Racing Driver).
Edwin Brady (Pete Delaney), Fred
J. Butler "(Burton Smith), Robert
Blower (Horatio Whipple), Kail i

Pasha (Mechanic). "Lure of the
Wild": Jane Novak (Agnes Belmont),
Alan Roscoe (James Belmont), Little
Billie Jean ("Cuddles"), Richard
Tucker (Gordon Daniels), Pat Harmon
(Poleon Dufresne), "Lightning

"

(Laddie Boy).

Ramon Novarro and John Boles are
both very popular without a doubt,
Thomas (Widnes), but when you ask
me to express my opinion of their
singing in order of merit, you must
think, my boy, of the brickbats th.it

would be hurled at me by picturegoers
who disagreed. But to tell you some-
thing of Ramon keeps me on safe
ground. Born in Durango, Mexico, o::

February 6th, 1899, he displayed hi^

vocal ability from an early age, and
sang not only in his bath but every-
where else. His talent led him to the
stage, and later he made his first big
screen hit in "The Prisoner of Zenda."
His latest picture is "Son of Indin."
Sure you can write again. One more
letter won't do an.v harm.

OROSE^Sf LUDCATE CIRCUS, LONDON,

FOOTBALL JERSEYS
All Colours and Designs.
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SOAKBOROITGH. ENGLAND.BE TALLER!
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Your Eeigbl Increased tn 14 days, or monej back I

Amazing Course, 5/-. Send STAMP NOW for Free
Bool< -STEBBING SYSTEM. 28, Deau Boad,
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Fireiiglh Stamina, and Dashing Energy in
30 da.vs or money back I "My amazing 4-iii-l
Course adds 10 ins. to your muscuUr
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Will, Perfect Self-Control, Virile Manhood, Personal Maeneti.sm. .Surprise
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INSTITUTE (A). 28. Dean Road. LONDON, N.W.a.
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monials tree —P. A. CLIVE, Harrockouse, Colwyn Bay. K. Wales.

BE STRONG

HEIGHT INCREASED.
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lALLER!
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or money back I Complete TreatmeDt, 6/-.
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BTEBBIHO. K. Dean Road. LONMN. N.W.Z.
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"The Flying Fool."

Vincfut Floyrl, Hciiry Koiuhill

:

Million Lee, Boiiita Hume; Morclla
Arloii, Ursula Jean?-, ^Michael ^Xlailow,

Wallace Geoffrey; Jim Lancer, Martin
Walker: Matlame C'harroii, Barbara
Gott: liirks t'harlef- Farrell.

" Subway Express."

Police-inspector Killiaii, .Tack Holt;
Kearney. Fred Kesley ; Dale Tracy.
Kilcen. Pringle : Kdward Tracy. Alan
Koscoe: I'aiil liordeii, .lames Robartls

;

Herman Stevens. Sidney Bracey ; Mason.
Selmer .Tackson; Mrs. Cotton, Ethel
Walo^; Mr. Cotton, William Humphrey.

" The Lonesome Trail."

.Imid Has-conib, Ciiarles Dclancy;
.Sweetheart, Ben Corbett : Tenderfoot.
,]imniie Aiil)roy : Gila Red. Monte Man-
tagne : Martha. Virginia Brown Faire

;

Rankin, Willia'n McCall : Knoch Crabb.
George Berliner; Oswald. George
Hackathorne: .Man In The White Som-
brero. \\illiam Von Brincken ; SheritY,

Lafe McKee: Slim. Art Mix.

Our Qrand Annual.

No ii'atler »i.ti art'ord to miss the first

liandsome copy of Boy's Cinkma
ANxrAr,. \\lii(h is on sale at all news-
agents and bookstalls, and can be had
for the very small sum of six shillings.

In this wonder book you will (iiid jxiges

and pages of gripping (ihn stories,

innnerous pictorial articles which tell > ou
all about such interesting things as Film
Making. Life Stories of Famous Film
Stars, Filming Wild .4nimals, Sports

and l'astimi>s. and all the big pieture-

of the year. 'I'heie ar<> also three beau-
tiful coloured plates and sixteen fidl-

page plates of Famous Stars.

In a nutshell, the Boy's Cinema
Anki'AL is the vei',v book for the ardent

film fan.

- Teaching Dogs to Act.

There are few men better qualified

to speak on "How to bring up a dog
to be an actor " than Rennic Renfro.

For it is he who trains most of the

canines used in Holly-wood's "talkin,;;:

dog " productions.
Renfro has a dog farm near

Hollywood. There he keeps a collection

of hounds of all varieties, among them
being his two famous stars. Bustler

and Oscar. There is one kind of do^'.

however, which does not appeal to hini

for his work. That i.s the thorouglibred.

Not one is to he found among the

hundred canines in his collection. He
believes the "mutt" dog, as he calls

the other type, to be much easier to

work with in a company of different

dogs without becoming excited.

"The first step necessary in trainincf

dogs for pictures," say.s Kenfro, "is to

pick tl;e smart dogs from each litter.

By a ' smart dog,' I mean one who
shows more general int-elligence an.i

nervous organisation than tne others.

It is possible to judge this by looking
October 3ri1, I'JSl.

NEXT WEEK'S COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

"^.

ROBERT WOOLSEY
in

"EVERYTHING'S ROSIE."
" Doc " Droop has stood in many market-
places — without a licence — selling

quack medicines, when a little waif named
Rosie followed him out of town and
insisted upon being adopted. Years after-

wards, when a lover for Rosie bad appeared
on the scene. Doc was charged with theft

and thrust into jail, while Rosie was
bundled into a home. But Doc was
resourceful, and in the end everything

became rosy—for Rosie.

"UP FOR MURDER."
A cub reporter accidentally kills his boss
during a fierce quarrel, and the sentence
of the court is—death ! Read of a girl's

sacrifice to save him. Starring Lew Ayres
and Genevieve Tobin.

ALSO
The sixth episode of our thrilling serial,

starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley :

" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

a pup in the eyes. There is a certain

alert fire and gleam denoting po.ssibili-

ties that can be brought out in training,"

Mr. Renfro begins his teaching after

the pup is two months old. First conu^s

simple tricks, such as sitting up, crawl-

ing, rolling over, and so on, all of

which serves as a foundation for more
difficult stunts at later stages. Inten-

sive training follows when the dog is

about six months old. He is taught to

walk on his hind legs, open doors, pick

up dift'erent objects and other tricks

The mo-st important of these is the

movement of the jaws in response to

a hand signal.

For example, when making "Trader

Airedale," a skit on "Trader Horn," orre

dog used for the part of an African
savage did not know any mouth move-
ments. So" Mr. Renfro had to teach
him for several days before filming
began. This is what he does. First,

he massages the animal's jaws so as to

make them supple, then gently opens
and shuts them. In time the dog gets
to know that when the command
"speak" is given by a hand signal to

move his jaws as though talking.
The dogs not able to learn this trick

are given a bit of toffee to chew while
the filming is being done. Then they
move their jaws sometimes more than
is required. Patience and kindness
arc essential in teaching a dog tricks.

Frightening the animal by cruelty will

do no good at all.

Thanks to His Nose. ^^
There is at least one actor in Holly-I^PJp

wood who has re.ison to be thankfid for

a broken nose. This is Stanley Fields.

He was at one time a professional boxer
and had made quite a name for himself
with his nose in perfectly goo<l condition.
Then he met Benny Leonard, retired
lightweight champion, in the ring, and-
as a rese.lt of that boxing match Stanley
Fields found his nose quite out of joint.

Fields, however, decided to make the
best of a bad thing, and trading on his

battered nose he entered vaudeville in

partnership with Frank Fay. For eight
years the two played before the foot-

lights until the coming of the talkies

dealt a severe blow to variety and threw
luunbers of artistes out of work. Frank
Fay went to Hollywood and soon ob-

tained parts in pictin-es. Inspired by his

partner's success, Stanley Fields followed
him.
There again his broken nose helped

him. Norma Talmadge wae so im-

pressed by his ferocious appearance that
she signed him to play tne part of tho
gunman in her first .sound picture. "New
York Nights." P'ields made such a hit

in this pictuie that Al Jolson next en-

gaged him to play as "Pig Eyes," a
tramp, in "Mamii\y." Paramount has
since used him as the menace in "Street
of Chance" and "Ladies Love Brutes."
Stanley Fields has now a featured
player's contract, and hie other films in-

clude "Dangerous Paradise," "The
Border Legion," and "Manslaughter."

Quick Rise to Fame.
Fate has a strange way of dealing with

those who seek film tame. There are

hundreds of artistes in Hollywood who
began years ago to climb the ladder to

success and arc still nowhere near the

top. Lew Ayres, however, is among tho

specially blessed.

About a year ago he was a novice and
tinknown. Now, at the age of twenty-

three, he is among the stars of tlie

cinema firmament and with a brand new
five-year contract. He began work re-

cently on "Heaven on Earth," will ap-

(Continned oa page 28.)
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A young English detective swears to get a murderer within a week and a battle of wits
follow^s with a desperate gang of crooks. A mysterious and beautiful young girl becomes

involved in this grim story of crime. Starring Henry Kendall and Benita Hume.

The Challenge.

MORNINC;, Jamo:<. A pint cf
your best and brightest Burton,
and step on it as I've a thirst

I wouldn't sell for tlioubunds!"
The speaker was a lanky, sprawling

young follow in check plus-fours.
Strong clean-shaven features, a that^'h

of thick brown hair, powerful shoulders.
a fine physique, and yet he lookod only
half-awake.

Vincent Floyd was sometliing of an
enigma to those who thought they
knew him. His age was twenty-eight,
lie had plenty of money, was very fond
of sport, always seemed to enjoy life,

and he did everything in a hurry. He
woidd tear down to VValton for a game
of golf in his sports racing oar, then
would charge- back to Hendon and go
flying for an hour, land and tear away
somewhere else for a game of squash,
and finally finish with a night club.
And yet lie always seemed rather
bored with life.

"Too much money, that's his trouble,"
was what his friends and enemies
thought, and would have been surprised
to loarn that his wealth consisted of
four hundred a year. But Vincent was
well oft', and the reason was "work,"
and hardly a soul know this or wjiat
was his particular form of obtaining
money.

V'incent was lounging in an armchair
of the Terrace Club on the London
Kmbankment, and hi.? chief thought at
the moment was beer.

A young man in a blue suit came into
the .room.
"Fancy .seeing yon here at the hour

of eleven ack emma !" cried Jitn
I-ancer, a friend in whom Floyd ^con-
fided more than anybody else. "Not
piayi-ng golf?"

"I've knocked the cover ofl the ball

down in the Surrey Hills." came the
happy answer. " Started soon after
breakfast. Jim, I've developed an
appalling hook."
"Swinging the club round the body

or too much right hand," decided liis

friend. "Having hacked up the course,
you're drowning your sorrows in

drink ?"

"Nothing of the sort." Vincent did
not move from his lolling position.
"I'm searching for a " He stopped
suddenly, and Jim saw his friend give
him a warning glance. The butler had
appeared with the beer. "Tlianks,"
drawled Vincent, and then when the
servant was out of hearing shot out a
remark that shook Lancer. "I'm
searching for a murderer."
"\V-w-what's that?" gurgled his

friend since schooldays. "13id you say
murderer '!"

'Yep, you know my hobby." Vincent
sat up and took a deep draught of ale.

"Ah, that's the stuff! Marlow knows
his goods. I've let you into one of
several of my small doings and you've
been very useful at times. Just as well
to keep in with a big noise at the
Croydon airport, and it may be that
}ou can help nie this time. At the
moment I'm \.orking on shreds, but
they're patching up."
"I haven't heard about any murder,",

came the puzzled question. "Are the
Yard keeping

"

"Not so loud with your yards,"
warned Vincent Floyd, and dived his
hand into his pockets. "Take a squint
at these."
Many a time Jim Lancer had been

startled by the deeds of his dare-devil
friend. He was one of the very few
who knew Vincent was one of Scotland
Yard's ablest investigators. But the

glinting necklace fairly startled him.
"Why, those are •"

"Lady Angela's sparklers," came the
cool reply. "Got those last night."

"You were Jiere last night and
slightly hinged, old top." Jim reminded
him. "I was surprised to see you so

bottled."

"Maybe I wasn't quite so binged a»
you thought," Vincent said quietly
"One can appear to drink and yet not
drink. Many a full glass I've parked
under my chair or out of a window.
At any rate, I got 'em last night, and
they're my first big clue to the
murder."
"What murder?"
."Ever hear of James Hirst?"
"Hirst—Hirst?" Jim frowned. "Yes,

I did somewhere. I remember—he was
a detective who came over from
America, and then something
happened."

"Yep, disappeared; he was ono of
Pinkerton's best men." Vincent
finished his beer. "Marvellous stuff

to get the brain busy. He was found
drowned a week ago. Yes, Jim.
drowned in the Seine, on the mud flatit

near those underground sewers. There
was no evidence of violence, but wo
know he was murdered. What's more,
old boy, how did it happen that Hirst
should disappear in England and Jiis

body turn up in the Seine? That is

the problem in a niit~sholl. Tho.so
sparklers I associate with the bunch
who caused Hirst's death. Sounds easy,

don't it? Join me in another beer?"

"No, thanks. Vincent." The Croydon
-official got to Jiis feet. "I -just popped
into the club to see if -there were any
letters. By the way, didn't you promise
to meet Morella this morning?"
Vincent Flovd clapped hi.s hand to
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his mouth in a typical schoolboy
gesture.

I "So I did. The balloon will certainly
go up now." He banged a bell. "Gee,
I must have another beer to get my
strength up ! Now to think of some
tale. My uncle in Norfolk is ill. No.
One of my dogs has the mange. No.
Important business aflairs. Poor excuse.
I went to the wrong meeting place. A
poor lie. I

"

Jim's vigorous shake on his arm
brought him to a stop. Someone had
entered the lounge.

Morella Arlen was tall, sweeping
and very haughty. Her hair was brown,
but clever work at beauty parlours had
made it almost blonde ; her figure and
carriage were perfect, her clothes the
latest word, and her ago not more than
twentj--five. Society knew and approved
of Morella because of her beauty and
her brains. She knew everyone and
every place, but should she go to some
low night club she went not so much for

the fun as to tell her world of her ex-

periences. She never did anything that
Society would disapprove.
The glance from her blue eyes and

the slight lift of pencilled eyebrows
mado Jim Lancer give his chum a
quick glance. Morella was in a bad
mood.
"Morning, my dear, I hope this fine

morning is to your liking?" Vincent
beamed good humour. "You're look-
ing remarkably well, Morella."

"More than I can say of you," was
the sharp answer. "Are you aware that
you arranged to meet me at Barings
this morning?"
"Oh, bless my soul!" Vincent

frowned. " I have some recollection of
a fur coat, but surely I never
promised

"

"You said you would bo there at
eleven, and it is now half-past."
Morella studied a small diamond wrist-

watch. "I rather imagined that you
might be here." Her sensitive nostrils

quivered as she gazed at the beer
tankard. "Thirsty so early in the
morning? I should have thought that
after last night 3'ou

"

"Well, I'll be getting along." hastily
interposed Jim Lancer, not liking the
signs. "Ring me up some time,
Vincent."

"It may be pretty soon," Vincent
grinned. "I want to pop over to Paris
soon. So-long, old boy."
"Well, have you nothing to say?"

Morella tapped her heel impatiently.
"Why did you not keep the appoint-
ment, and what is your explanation of
last night's disgraceful conduct?
Don't deny it, Vincent, because I heard
all about your excesses."

"Oh, Morella, I wish you wouldn't
be so hard." Vincent looked dismal.
"I did not forget this morning, and 1

rang up the stores to say I had urgent
business."

"Urgent business!" Morella gave a

scornful laugh. "You who have never
done a stroke of work in your life to

talk of business ! I got your message
and I guessed the rest. You came here
to drink."

"The beer is mighty good." Vincent
started to grin, then saw her frown
and subsided. "There were some shares,
stocks and stuff, had to meet my
broker, and talking is thirsty work.
But this afternoon, darling, I could
manage "

"I am going to Hurlingham this
afternoon," was her answer. "Michael
Marlow is taking me. You had better
ring me tliis evening some time. A
little more of this treatment, Vincent,
October 3rd, 1931.
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and our engagement will be definitely
at an end."
"Oh, but Morella darling, I

"

Vincent tailed oflF as the lady left
him. He stared after her. "I wonder
if I should be dreadfully upset if she
did break oflf our engagement ? Let's
read the racing news, more interesting.
So she's keen on Marlow. Ah, ha, the
plot thickens!"
Some five minutes later Vincent

looked up as someone pa.ised by his
side. A well-groomed man in a morn-
ing coat. Dark, suave, with bold,
sparkling eyes. Spanish or Soutl;
American origin and a great favourite
with the ladies.

"Good-morning, I trust your head is

bettor this morning?"
"Hallo, Marlow. I was going to sciid

for you." Vincent got to his feet ;nid
iiis face was one largo smile. "YouVe
ju.st missed Morella. I want to toll you
how good the beer is, and also to have
a httle talk. Busy?"
"I am. Is it of importance?" Mar-

low asked, and his tone implied that
nothing Floyd said could ever be of
any groat matter.
"Yes." Slowly the big fellow with-

drew his hand from his pocket. "Ever
seen these pretty little things?"
In a moment Marlow had changed

from the suave proprietor of the i;!t(<-t

typo of modern club into a thin-facod.
slant-eyed maji, whose eyes gleamed
balefully and whose fingers were crooki-d
as if he would claw the ot!iet's faro
His whole body was rocking with the
effort to control a terrible fpasni of
rage.
The light in the eyes died down and

Michael Marlow became once more the
polite official and kindly proprietor.

"Pretty, whore did you pick them
up? Off my floor?" he asked, but his
eyes were watching.
"I reckon you've got time for a quiet

talk, Marlow." Vincent Floyd was no
longer smiling, and his voice was dan-
gerously quiet. "Those jewels camo out
of your safe, and I want to talk to
you about them." He took Marlow's
arm. "Lead me to your don of ini-
quity."
"The pleasure is mine." Marlow

showed no sign of perturbation.

The Challenge.

THOSE who saw Marlow and Floyd
strolling through the lounge of the
Terrace Club thought how

friendly the two men seemed. ^ Some
even went so far as to whisper:

"Floyd is a good customer! No
wonder Marlow is friendly ! You
should have seen Floyd last night—oiled

up and no mistake. A fellow like Floyd
ought to be made to work !"

Whilst there were other criticisms,
mainly from keen sportsmen*.
"Fine three-quarter—plays a clean

game! I've never seen a man hit such
a long ball ! Do you remember when
he was at the 'Varsity—how he won
everything, including the heavy-weight
boxing? If Floyd had to work he
would make a name for himself

!"

Little did they guess that Vincent
Floyd was one of the most valued nu-ii

at Scotland Yard, and that most of his

indolent attitude was a pose that had
deceived many a criminal.

In the privacy of ISIichael Marlow's
private sanctum the two faced each
other, Floyd amused and Marlow smil-
ing apparently good-naturedly. The
proprietor bowed his guest to a chair,
and thou walked across to the safe in
the wall.
Vincent lit a cigarette and watched him,

and his eyes wore mocking until Mar-
low straightened his back—wlien tliey

bocamo very much alert.
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"You are an enigma that interests
me," coolly stated Marlow. "Might I
ask how you obtained possession of that
necklace? Of course I deny ever having
seen it before, and have invited you
herebecausc I feared tliat last night's

"Binge," prompted Floyd. "You
would like to .say that the fumes of
many quarts of priceless alcohol have
changed a rather pleasant young man
into a muddled owl. I suggest that w*
put our cards on the table, and "—he
patted his pocket—"let us talk like
friends, and "

"May I offer you a cocktail?" Mar-
low picked up a shaker. "I can assure
you it is not poisonod or drugged."
"An admirable idea." The big athlete

sprawled in his chair. "Only a mild
one, please. Now. Mr. Marlow, I pre-
sume you woidd like to know something
about me. Why I have taken this sud-
den interest in your affairs?"
"You interest me." Marlow poured

out two drinks with a steady hand. "For
some while I have not been altogether
satisfied with your attitude. For in- 1

stance, you are much too clear-eyed this <

niorning after your potations of last
night." He raised his glass. "Here's

;

fun." :

"May we have plenty of it before -,

we're through," was the retort. "Many )

think I do nothing, Marlow, but I will
lay my first card on the table, and tell

you that I am attached to Scotland
Yard." A.
"One of those terrible amatewBP

sleuths?" mocked Marlow.
"You've said it." Vincent sipped his

drink. "Good stuff this, almost as
good as your beer. Another card is

the robbery at the home of Lady Angela.
The Yard suspect that a bright little

gang, recently arrived from America,
which they had made too hot for them,
have had a liand in this robbery. The
methods were similar to those of New
York, and the finding of the necklace
in your safe is fairlj' conclusive evidence.
As a thief of international fame I pre-
sume, Marlow, you have few equals?"
"With equal frankness, may I say

that you honour me." Marlow watched
Floyd with twinkling eyes. "Perhaps
I have not always run exactly according
to law. Now that you've foimd those
jewels, what do you propose to do?
Vou will find no fijigor prints on them,
and I can produce witnesses to

"

".Swear you arc as innocent as a
child." Floyd chuckled to himself. "I
could run you to Vine Street, but you
might get away with it, and such a

course would hinder my main object.

Lady Angela's necklace was not my
chief reason in wasting so much money
on liquor—by the way, I poured most of

it away. A scandalous waste, but needs
must on some occasions."
"You relieve my anxiety." Marlow

drained his glass. "Might I ask what
other robbery you have fastened on to

me?"
"I hinted that vou had found the

StatOS too warm for

that it was necessary to quit! America
was most annoyed about it. but deter-

mined to have a shot to got you back.
Does the name of .James Hirst mean any-
thing?"
Again Michael Marlow changed to a

narrow-eyed scoundrel, whose hand was
near his pocket, but the pat that Floyd
gave his pocket restored the man to the
calm demeanour of a moment before.

"You have heard his name?" Vin-
cent Floyd l)lew out a cloud of smoke.
"Hirst was a Pinkerton's man, and he
got on the tiviii of his quarry; yet soon
after his a: rival in England, not so

many weeks ago, he disappeared."
"They never found him. Very sad—^.
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and vory curious. You suspect foul

play?"
"Oh, yos, there was foul play right

enough." Floyd's eyes seemed accusing.

"Hirst di.siappeared in England, and the

Yard \veri> perturbed, because they knew
he was on your—pardon—the gang's
trail. He had only given the Yard the
briefe>t statement over the 'phone of

what he knew. Then he disappeared."
Marlow ;Lsked sharply:
"Well, has he turned up again?"
"Oh, yeah, as you say!" Vincent's

smile hid his thoughts. "His body was
found in the Seine on a mudbank—three
days ago."

Thi.s tmie Marlow .showed no vestige
of surprise—just cynical amusement.

"You ore not seriously suggesting,
Floyd, that I murdered this' man, are
you?"
"I have no proof yet, but I think I'm

on a very good trail." The athlete
lifted himself to his feet. "What's
more, I'm willing to wager that I'll have
tlwit iiuirderer under lock and key
within a week."
"You are clever, my friend, and very

frank." JMarlow shrugged his shoulders.
"I should think the waters of the .Seine

must be very unpleasant. You know I

niiglit be inclined to take your wager.
I am a bOrn gambler, and I usually
win."
"A gamble against a hangman's

rope," Vincent Floyd stubbed out his
cigarette. "If you lo^t, Marlow, you
might not be able to pay the wager out.

I
Thiidi t/irrt out."

"I will," Marlow opened the door.
"I have a habit of removing things
from my path—especially when they
annoy me."

" Do 1 annoy you ?"

"I trust you won't be conceited wlien
I admit the fact," Marlow smiled. "It
is not often thai I am bluffed; it makes
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me terribly angry. I want to square

accounts."
"You'll pay your account right

enough," gi-owled Vincent Floyd.

"Guess I'll go and consume sorne more
of your excellent beer. Be seeing you
soon—behind bars!" v»
"Majbe you won't laugh when you

do," thought Marlow as he stared after

Floyd, who was calmly whistling and not
3ven glancing back. "If you do!"

The Fainting Girl.

AFTER consuming half a pint of

beer Vincent ambled over to a

call-box, and was soon talking to

Jim Lancer.
"W'hat's that? Just arrived at Croy-

don? You must have been going some!
I say, Jim, can \ ou let me know all

about your jolly old machines because

"Are you wanting to go to Paris

again ?"

"Yep. I am and all," Vincent laughed
gailv. " VVhv the suspicious growl, O
Fat'One?"
"You've been over to Paris too much

lately, and that's one reason why
Morella is so angry. It may be your
husinees, but you can bet she thinks
there's some other reason."
"She would, but, all the same, I'd

like to go." He jotted down various

times and, wlien he had checked them,
concluded: "I may want to book a berth

soine time to-day, but shoidd Morella
talk about Paris to you, remember to

act your normal self—just dumb. 'Bye!"

As Vincent ^Olmged out into the main
hall he became aware of a small group
of people clustered round a bench. One
servant in blue livery held a glass of

water.
"Stand back! Stand back! Give the

lady air!"

"Hallo, a damsel in distress," deeidetl

Vincent, and craned his neck.

He saw a slim girl, very white of face,

dressed in neat, dark coat and skirt,

small felt hat, apparently on the point
of collapse. Vincent watched as she
tried to sip the glass of water.

From his pocket Vincent produced a

small bottle—a very strong restorative

that a medical practitioner had made up
for him—the mixture was a lightning
cure for morning after the night before!
One sniff made the girl jerk back her

head ; eyes that almost seemed to ex
press indignation stared up into

Then the girl—she could si arce

twenty, gave a faint smile.

"I feel better now." Her voice

soft and rather sweet. Obviously
was well educated. Vincent was
opinion that she was distinctly gootl-

looking. He liked the small nose, dark
hair and perfect feature.s—a faint colour
.-tole into her cheeks and she lowered
her eyes.

"Sudden change in the weather," Vin-
cent suggested. "How do you feel?

his.

be

she
of

for bit and then 1'

better," the girl

'I've been on my
and I've been so

You stay quiet

get a taxi."

"Oh, I'm much
answered quickly,

feet since daybreak,
busy I haven't bothered about food. I

.sort of forgot about eating." The girl

stood up and revealed herself as tall,

slim and graceful. "Oh, I feel quite

recovered now. So stupid of me to

faint—a thing I've never done before."

"You'll take a taxi straight home."
Vincent was quite decided.

"I've got to call somewhere first."

was her reply. "It's in this street. I'll

go home afterwards."
"Have you far to go?"
"Number tliirty-six."

"Thirty-six," Vincent stared at the
girl in astonishment. "But thirty-si.K is

next door, and the place is emptv."
"Thirty-six was the nuijTber." She

smiled timidly at the staring onlookers.

"Thank you all .so much. I'm so sorry

I fainted on your doorstep."

•' They wanted to put the case on the roof of this cab and take it away. You've got to stop 'em—

I

want to itnow what's inside it," said Vincent.
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Quietly a figure stole up to watch the
little scene. It was ; Michael Marlow,
and his small moustache hid tho ghost
of a smile.

"I'll see you to the street," amiounccd
Vincent in a determined inanner. The
other members turned away—the inci-

dent was apparently at an end. "Are
you sure you haven't made a mistake?"
"The number is thirty-six." She

smiled shyly. "Don't bother about me,
please. I'm quite all right."

At the door of the club she held out a

gloved hand.
"Good-bye!" The girl spoke firmly.

She did not require his assistance any
further.

"Good-bye!" blurted out Vincent.
He watched the girl go down the

steps, scratched his chin, then resolutely

turned his back. Why should he feel

such an interest in this young girl? Why
had he not insisted upon getting a taxi

and seeing her home ?

" A chance to become friends and I

neglect it," he murmured as he scowled

at the club notice-board. "What the

blazes does she want to go to number
thirty-six for ? I'll see if she has made
anyone hear."

Cautiously Vincent walked tho few
steps to tho front door and stepped out

on to the stone steps leading to the main
entrance of the Terrace Club.

The girl was standing before the door

of number thirty-six, and was actually

letting herself in with a latch key. Even
as he gasped over this baffling incident

she opened the door and stepped inside.

Vincent ran down the club steps and
gave the empty house, with its broken
and ehutterod windows, a keen look-over.

The front door was half open, and he
glimpsed for a moment a bare, dusty

hall and stairs; before the door closed

noisclesslyhe had seen two figures coming
down the stairs. Men with cape over
their eyes and dressed in dark suits.

Boldly Vincent walked up to tho door
of number thirty-six and tried to peer

through the keyhole. He would have
liked to have knocked, but could think

of no good excuse. He decided he had
bettor go back to the club before a

lot of inquisitive pedestrians formed
themselvee into a crowd.
Reluctantly he walked down the stone

steps and stood rubbing his chin and
staring.

Obviously the place was empty,
although there was no "To Let" sign

pasted on the windows. The place had
caused several of the members to com-
plain, as it was an eyesore in a stylish

neighbourhood. There was a rumour
that the owner wanted too big a rental.

Yet this queer girl had a kej' ! Perhaps
she had an order to view ?

Then he almost leaped in the air. He
had heard a sharp scream of fear.

Vincent ran up the steps and thundered
his fists on tlie closed door.

Michael Marlow had hastened back to

his room.
"Curiosity killed the cat," he chuckled

softly. "1 wonder if it will get young
Floyd?"

Swiftly* he put on a dark overcoat and
picked up a felt hat, then he rang a bell

and a sleek man-servant appeared.
"Deliver this letter at once to Mis?

Morella Arlen," were hie orders. "At
once—you will find her in the main
restaurant having coffee with some
friends."

When the servant had gone, Marlow
walked over to what looked like solid

wall. He pressed a hidden spring and
a panel slid back on oiled wheels.
Beyond was the dirty, dusty hall of

number thirty-six.
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The Mysterious Packing Case.

VINCENT hammered on the door.
A click and it swung open. A
pasty-faced, dirty-looking ruffian

in an old brown suit and a filthy felt

hat stared at Vincent from narrowed
eyes.

"Hi! Hi, mind our door!" he
grumbled. " We ain't deaf."
"What's going on here?" demanded

Vincent. "A young lady came in a few
moments ago. I heard a cry for help."
"Ho, did yer!" The fellow sneered.

" Honest to-good iicss folk live here, and
thoy can't make a sound without noscy-
parkers abutting in ! The .stairs ain't

loo good, and nuiybe you hoard some-
one slip on a loose board—or maybe it

was just your imagination. Guess you're
making a mistake."

"I'll come in and look round."
"You'll do nix of the sort," was the

answer, and then a big, burly fellow
appeared by the speaker's side. A
typical water-front tough, witli cauli-

flower ears and a great rod face. " Bill,

this guy thinks he hoard a scream," said
the first fellow.

"He'd better take the air. Had a
drop too niucli, mate '!" growled the big
man. " Come on, Sid ! We gotta move
that box."
"You run along and tell your mother

all about it." jeered tho man called

Sid, and slammed the door in Vincent's
face.

He retreated down the steps. Impos-
sible to break into the house—and quite
probably there were otlier customers like

these two. If ever he had seen two
ruffians, lie had seen them in this old

house. Why wore they there ? He had
not overlooked the presence of Marlow
when the girl had fainted, and he won-
dered if that arch-scoundrel knew any-
thing about this house.
"Something fishy going on." He

paced slowly up the road. "I wouldn't
mind staking a level quid that tho.^e

bright lads are some of Marlow's gang
—the chaps wlio helped him in that
Lady Angela business. Have I got
enough evidence to persuade the Yard
to give mo a search warrant, and, if

I go away, will the birds have flown
by the time I get back ? I might "plione

from the club, and "

His murmurings died away. A taxi

had drawn up before No. 36.

Th« front loor opened, and the two
men that Vincent had seen came down
the stone .steps. Tlicy spoke to the
driver, who got out. They appeared to

be di.scussing the roof of the taxi, at

which thoy kept gazing from time to

time.
"What tho blazes is up now?" rumi-

nated Vincent.
Ho was not long kept in doubt,

because the two men went back into

No. 36. and a few moments later re-

appeared, carrying a huge ;>ackiiig-case.

Sid and Bill tarried the front portion,
whilst two other pleasant-looking
ruffians supported the end of the case,

which was over seven foot long, about
three foot broad, by two in depth. It

was evidently very heavy.
The men had just got the case to the

pavement when Vincent strolUnJ up.
"Hullo!" Sid nudged the big fellow.

"Here's little Willie again! What yer
want now. Nosey?"
"What's inside that case?"
"Grape fruit." Sid's remark made

tlie other men gufTaw.
"Well. I'm not swallowing them."

Vincent boldly walked iip to tho box, by
which two of (he men were .standing.

He did not -see Bill and Sid wink at
each other.
Tho amateur detective passed his liand

down the wood and rapped with his

knuckles.
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"Come in!" Bill chuckled. "I dunno
what's coming to this country. Why is

he at large ? He's a danger to Ai<3

public."
" Reckon he's escaped from soma

place," Sid cried. "Come on, boys, geS
the case on the roof. We ain't got too
much time. Now then. Nosey, stand
back—unless you want a punch on the
jaw !"

"Are you going to give me one?"
Vincent strode up to Sid, over whom
he towered. " One flip from my fist,

and you wouldn't liave so much to say.-

What's in that case ?"

A policeman came leisurely along tho
street, and quickened his pace when he
saw that trouble was evidently brewing.
"What's going on here?" demanded

the man in blue.
"Officer, you see that case?" cried

Vincent. "They wanted to put it on
the roof of this cab and take it away.
You've got to stop 'em. I want to know
what's inside that case!"
"He's talking out of his hat!" Sid^

explained, in an aggressive manner.
"That there box ain't got nothing what
would interest him inside of it. We got
orders to come here and take that case
away, and all the while this guy keeps
badgering us. If you likes to take a
look, constable, you'll see it's marked
fragile. I dunno, but I reckons it's one
of them valuable foreign mummies, or
maybe glass. We ain't got to drop it

on no account. We'd be obliged if you'd
ask this gentleman to pass on. W^'re
in a hurry." ^^h."

'Fraid I can't do anytliing, Mister^^
Floyd." The policeman had often bcjen
in.side tho Terrace Club, and knew
Vincent as a somewhat eccentric sports-
man

Tlie four men proceeded to lift tho
case to the roof of tho taxi, whilst Vin-
cent tried to argue with the rather stupid
police-constable.

" Oflicer, why can't you demand to
know what's inside that case?" he <5aid.

"I'm pretty certain some dirt.y work is

going on here. They came out of a
deserted house carrying tliat case. Why
can't they be burglars ?"

"That house ain't deserted, though it

looks it." The constable stared at No.
36. " It was sold a month ago. and that
gentleman "—he pointed to Sid. who
smirked—" is tho nev*' owner. Took over
about a fortnight ago, didn't you, sir?"
"Quite right- quite right I" Sid waved

his men into the taxi. "We'll be getting
along, somiy boy !"

"Ask 'em where they're taking that
case !" raged Vincent.
"Croydon .lir-port for France, Nosey!"

shouted Sid from the window. "Any-
thing else you want to know? I'm
thirty-two, got a wife and two children,
and " His sally caused much niirfh.

"Would you like to come and call some
time, sonny boy ?"

Even the policeman had to smile. He
waved them off. and the taxi-driver
.shoved in his gears.

P'loyd stood thcw? with clenched fists,

watching the taxi drive away, with Sid
and Bill waving th(Mr hands to him.
"I'm sorry, .Mi«ter Floyd, but I fl

couldn't say anything to them." Tho K\
policeman shook his head. " If they
chooses to eart cases like that about, it

ain't none of my business."
"You'd be a .<-ergant if you made it

your business," snapped Vincent. "But
I'm not l)caton yet."

Up the steps into the Terrace Club he
ran. and at once got liimself put through
to the Croydon air-port.

"I want to speak to .Jim Lancer."
An interval that seemed like hours

before liis frieiul answered, with a:

"Hullo! Who's that speaking?"
"Vincent Flovd. .lim, is there a

(
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machine goiiijj to Piiiis in about an

hour? Not down on any schedule?'.'

A pause. '"There js a specially chartered

ni.ichine? Is there a vacancy for a

passenger? What's that? One only?

Hold it for me—I'm coming right along.

'Bye!"
Seconds later his car was speeding

south to Croydon.

Scarce had Jim Lancer finished talk-

ing to Vincent Floyd when ]Morella

Arlen came through on the 'phone.

"I've heard dreadful news about Vin-

cent," came her angry voice. "You
know he's been going to Paris quite

a lot recently—and do you know why ?

He's a druR fiend! I've thought for

some while it might be something like

that. Yes, I've pot proof." Morella did

not say it was Michael Marlow who had
supplied the information. " And has Vin-

cent rung you up to-day ? He is going

to Paris? Y'ou inu.-.t try to stop him.

Jim. We mii.i' keep him away from
these drugs—they will kill him. You
promise you'll do your best? All right.

I'll come down to the air-port at once."

The Prisoner.

VINCENT FLOYD made good time

down to Croydon—half an hour
before the machine for France

was due to start. The sight of an

ancient taxi made him smile. He
would deal with those gentlemen some
other time. First he must get his

^ticket.
" Now Floyd was often at Croydon,
and he knew all the little tricks of the

game. Many of the officials and staflf

knew him, tliough the clerk in the office

was apparently a new man. Vincent

had just got his ticket when a buzzer

went and the clerk went to speak on
the 'phone.
The pa>sage booked in the name of

Vincent Floyd was cancelled.

"Excuse tne, sir." The clerk was
worried. "Didn't you say your name
wa.s Floyd? May I see your passport

for a moment? There's been a slight

mistake."
"My name'.-, not Floyd—it's

Lloyd." blandly answered the
detective. "And I should just

hate to have a name like Vin-
cent. I think it's going to br

a nice crossing. 'Bye !"

Vincent left the office bcfon'

the clerk could quite make up
Jiis mind what to do. Floyd dc-

clari'd that, afler looating the

'plane, he would lurk around
in dark places till just before
starting time. Who the dickens
wanted to stop him going to

France ?

It was therefore a distinct

Rurprise when he notice^l Jim
Lancer nosilig round the aero-

drome as if he were lookiiifj

for someone. Vincent decidcil

not to show himself; he dii

not like the watchdog look on
his friend's face.

'I'lien xT few moments before
tiui" of departure a car -drove
out and Morella appeared. Ho
managed to get close enough to

heir what she said to Jim.
" Wliere is he ?"

"Can't find him. My clerk,

a new man, reports a tall num
in plus fours something like

Vincent, but the name gi\<'n

was Lloyd. There is a Lloyd
crossing this affernoon, hut
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"Tlie 'plane's being watched by two

of my lads." Jim took her arm. "I've

left the seat in his name because I

can't monkey about without due reason ;

don't want the company on my trail.

But those two lads will see that Vincent
doesn't get on the 'plane leaving at

one-thirty, or on any other machine."
"Is that so?" Vincent slunk back

into hiding behind some crates. "I'd
like to know why dear darling Morella
wants to stop me. Some crazy idea, I

expect. Ah !"

'The exclamation came from him as

he saw the big packing-case being

loaded on to a passenger cross-Chauml
machine. The four thugs carried the

case as if it were very precious.

V^incent had a pretty good idea that

two hefty mechanics lounging near the

machine were Jim's men.
At last the packing-case was on board

and various officials and passengeis
appeared. Vincent decided to dive

back into cover.

Not until he heard shouts and orders

did he show his nose, but on the word
"Contact " he hared towards the

machine. The two mechanics heard
him and turned, but he did a rugger
swerve antl gave an easy miss. The
'plane was on the move and the cabin
door was on the point of closing when
Vincent clutched a rail to run along-

side. He dragged open the door and
stumbled inside into the arms of a

steward.
"Name of Floyd!" panted Vincent.

"Only just made it!"

"^ir. Vincent Floyd?" The steward
touched his peaked cap. "That was a

close shave, sir. \''our seat is along
this way, sir."

Vincent sank into an armchair and
mopped hi.s brow. He gazed out ol

the glass windows and saw the ground
sliding away below. He wondered
what Jim was saying to his two hire-

lings. Idly the young detective turned

to scan his fellow-passengers.

The machine was one of the latest

models, divided into fore and afl

cabins. Vincent shared the aft cabin

with an unenviable assortment. There
was Bill and Sid, the other two ra.scals,.

and three men whom Vincent decided

were also of the gang and
The girl who had "fainted and had

gone into No. 36 was also in the cahin_

She was gazing at him with eyes large

with fear. Her face was ashen while

and she seemed about to cry out.

"Well, this is a pleasure," began
Vincent, and paused becaii.se somethin;,'

hard was tickling his ribs.

"There's a gun agin yer side,"

snarled Sid's voice. "One shout from
}'ou and it goes off."

"Has it got a silencer?" Vincent

smiled as if he did not care in the least.

"I'm sure it has." He waved his hand
towards the packing-ease that w:is

standing on the floor of the passenger
cabin. "I hope you haven't got bombs
inside that ?

"

"Can it. Buddy!" came a threat.

"We ain't in a mood for laughing, and
you ain't in a position that's too

healthy."
"What a nasty rough man," gurgled

Vincent, and suddenly caught the man's
gun hand, whilst his left banged a

nasty jab to the chin.

Like a flash the whole cabin leaped
on Vincent and he hadn't a chance. He
opened his mouth to 3'ell for hel()

when a life-preserver crashed down on
his skull and he sagged back a limp
heap.
"Back to yer scats!" his>ed Bill, and

raised Vincent so it seemed as if ho
were sleeping. "That steward may be
back any second. If he gets wise wo
gotta get him."
The steward looked in and asked if

anyone required anything to drink, hut

the passengers all looked
SI) irlum he hastily retired.

"^llut the door," Sid

niotionc d lo Bill. " Give
u^ tin wire if th.it

I

"C'.in Vincent have gues.^ed

we're trying to stop him?"
cried Morella. "Oh, Jim, what
can wo do '(

"

" I swore I'd get the mur-
derer of James Hirst,"

Vincent cried. " Down in

that cell I found a mes-
sage from Hirst and a
Pinkerton badge—enough
evidence to make you
swing, my dear Michael

!"
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" Thank heavens, you're

safe ! " she gasped.
" There's no time to

waste as the water

will soon be over this

grating I
"

steward comes back. Now, boys, open
the case."

Seals' were cut, two padlocks un-
fastened and rope drafrged off, then
Sid undid a lock and lifted the lid.

Inside lay the form of a man in a
smart overcoat.
Michael Marlow was speedily helped

out of his prison.

"Our little trick worked like magic."
Marlow went across to the limp figure.

"Help me search Floyd. I want his

passport."
All this while the girl had crouched

in her seat, staring with agonised eyes
at what was proceeding. Her mouth
was half-open as if she were going
to scream, though in her fear she knew
that such an action would mean sudden,
swift death.

It was a simple matter for Marlow
to remove the photograph of Vincent
Floyd from the passport and substitute
a picture of himself.
"Shall we pitch him out, boss?"

asked Bill.

"Don't talk like a fool!" Marlow
gave a nasty laugh. "I haven't finished
with our friend yet. Put him in the
case and fasten it up quick. When
you've done that we'll ring for the
steward. Myself and Miss Lee would
like .some tea, wouldn't you, Marion ?"

"Thank you," the girl managed to
say.

Marlow smiled.
"A dash of brandy won't do you any

harm. Bill, you sit in Vincent's chair,
because you're not unlike his build.
1 don't suppo.<e that fool steward will

notice any difference. If he does, then
he'll get a ride without a parachute.
Get .slippy with fastening down that
case."

The Writing on the Wall.

ON the floor of a stone cell lay the
prostrate figure of Vincent Floyd.
There was a bruise on his fore-

iuad, and a thin stream of clotted blood
had dried on one side of his face. He
was so still that the girl, who had been
admitted by a big. heavy-faced French-
woman, wordercd if he were alive.

"You can have ten minutes, chcrie,"
rackled the woman. "And remember,
We go halves in all you get."
. "I won't forget."
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When the door had closed the girl

knelt beside Vincent Floyd.
"Hallo!" drawled the apparently life-

less body. "What's the game—going
through my pockets?" Vincent had
opened his eyes and was grinning at
her.

"Thank heavens, you're not badly
hurt." The girl turned to glance to-

wards the closed door. "We must speak
low—she may hear us. I thought you
were dead when I first looked at you."

"I was pretending to be." Vincent
scrambled to his feet with the aid of
the girl. "Didn't know what to expect,
and thought it better to look dead. Now,
young woman, are you friend or fee?
You shoidd be a foe. as you got me into
this mess, but somehow I can't quite get
used to the idea of you being a wrong
'un."
"My name is Clarion Lee, and I was

mad on dancing. A misguided friend
introduced me to Marlow, and ho took
me into his show. He has places in

London, New York, Paris and all over
the world. London was all right, but
Paris was different. This cellar is

below the Chat Noir."
"On the hill of Montmartre—a pretty

spot," murnuirod Vincent. "The ladies

ore a swift lot of hussies."

"I wouldn't mix with thcni, so Mar-
low made me his secretary." The girl

sighed. "I entertained his friends, and
after a while found what sort of a man
he was. But I was in his clutches.

lie swore to frame me if I breathed a
word. Always they watched me, and I

had no one who could help. I was
taken to London to deal with the corre-

spondcMico of the Terrace Club, and I

worked in a room upstairs. Marlow
made me do tliat fainting business in

tile hall, but if I had known the real

reason then I would never "

"You found out, when you wont into

luimbcr thirty-six?" asked Vincent. The
girl nodded. "And you feared to give
the iJarm on the cross-Channel 'pla-nc?"
"That would have meant certain death

for both of us. Alive I might be of
service to you. I laughed and danced
when you got here, and that bluffed
tliom; finally 1 persuaded Madame Cliar-

ron to let me sec you, on the condition
that if I could get you to pay out any
money, she should have a half share."
Dim light streamed through rusty

bars, and Vincent drew the girl nearer
so that he could see her face. For
long time he stared into the dark eyes,
but they faced him bravely.
"Yes, you're telling the truth," was'

his verdict. "Well, I'm a Scotland
Yard man, and I'm after Marlow.
"Guessed that," admitted Marion.

"But what has Marlow done that he
should want to murder you?"

" Murdered another poor 'toe. Hallo !"

His gaze roaming round the stagnant,
crumbling walls of the cell had seen
something. " Wliat's that writing?"
"I've never seen it before."
Thoughtfully Vincent Floyd studied

the letters, and then a glad cry escaped
his lips.

"It's a code." He pointed. "See
that word^Knnj—well, add the next
letter after each one. After K comes L,
after N an O. then another O, and
finally after J comes K—that spells

L-o-o-k—look." Quietly he did the other
three words, and his eyes gleamed. " The
two top words spell James Hirst, whilst
the word next to ' look ' is Zanud, or,

translated reads as ' above.' JaniL-s Hirst
wrote his last message on that wall, and
he wants us to look above."
"Was Hirst the murdered detective?"
"Found in the Seine near here a few

days ago," Vincent was staring at the
cohwcbbed roof. "'Where they'd like to
put me if I give 'em the chance. Ah,
I see the clue. May I lift you up

—

there's something stuck in the plaster."

Easily he lifted the girl, and then
the two were staring thoughtfully at a
badge— Pnikerton's.
"Madame will be back any minute,"

spoke the girl. "What can I do to help
you?"
"Take this Iwidgo and get in touch'

with Scotland Yard. Tell them I'll

bring tht nuirdcro.- of James Hirst in

before the week's out. Tell them about
this ba<Igc and don't lose it. I don't

want any help at the moment, but the
Yard is to be ready for quick action and
to watch all ports, especially airports.

Tell them about the Chat Noir and
Marlow, but they are not to act unless

they hear nothing from mc after tvi'caity-

four hours. The man you want is

Colonel Gardner. Have you got all

that. Miss Lee?"
"Yes, but your life is in danger." Sh.--

clung to his arm.

A
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"I've been in worse scrapes tlian tlivs."

From the heel of his shoe, which slid

back, lio produced some notes. "Here,
is some money—you'll need it. You'll
have to give niadame her share. I -"

"Madame is knocking for mo." whis-
pered tho girl. "She i-s coming in

here."
"Okay, watch nie go dejid." Vincent

suited ttie words by flopping on to the
stone floor.

Madamo made a stare at the still

figure.

"He looks mighty queer." she
mumbled. "Did you find any money,
cherie?"
"Here you are." 'I lie girl p<assed over

some notes into clutching fingeis. "He's
doped, so you needn't worry about him."
Arm in arm with the cackling and

villainous old Frenchwoman she leff

the cell, and not till the door had
clanged did Vincent Floyd show any
sign.s of life. The.ii he moved to the
bars of the cell and shivered a little as
lie .spied the muddy waters of the Seine.

Marlow's Vengeance.

IN a filthy underground cellar of the
Chat N'oir Michael Marlow prepared
to deal with Vincent Floyd. All

round were wine and beer casks, and
the atmosphere was stale and musty. A
table and two comfortable chairs had
been brought down from the restaurant,

and on a tray were bottles and glasses.

A rap on the table brought madame.
"Bring in our worthy friend."
"Very good, m'sieur."
The old hag disajipeared, and Vincent

Floyd, a little rLifl3ed and dirty, marched
firmly into the presence of his captor,
who seemed surprised at his alert ap-
pearance.
"I understood, my dear Vincent, that

you were rather ill?" he siiid. "I'm
glad to sec you so much recovered."

"We 'tecs are hard nuts to crack,''

Vincent beamed. "What's the latest?

How about a spot of torture?"
"Rather mediaeval," was the answer,

"'i'he other day you put your cards on
the fable, and I always like to return
a compliment."
"Ah, this sounds interesting," Vincent

said quietly, taking in all details of the

cellar. " l3o I ask questions, or do you
prefer to tell the tale in your own way '

"

"In my own way." Marlow flicked a

speck of dust oft his immaculate drc^s

trousers. "Let mo tell you what lia.-

happened since your trip from England.
I guessed your fatal curiosity might lead

you into my trap. I was inside that

case, and you were placed inside, after

wo had secured you. I took your pass-

port, and it was all quite simple. m\
photo in.serted in place of yours. Y" i

wore brought to the Chat Noir in Mont-
niartre and given a comfortable bed in

one of my rooms."
"Cut out the heavy sarcasm and

conie to the point. I hate the smell of

the Seine."
"You were drugged and remaineii

unconscious for a day and night," Mar-
low proceeded, with evident enjoyment.
"Now I had informed a certain lady.
Miss Morella Arlen, that the reason of
your repeated visits to Paris was drug>.
and she thinks you are a drug addict.
On arrival hero I put through a long-
distance call, and told Morella that I

could prove my statement about drug-.
She flow over, and about six hours ago
had th<? pleasure of viewing your in-

animate form—I laid you on that bench
there. There is a .small puncture in

your arm, and .she saw that. I rather
like Morella, and she likes me—we
understand each other. She was dis-

gusted, and washed her hands of you
for good. She is staying in a near-by
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hotel, and will shortly return to London
after " Marlow paused.
"After you have disposed of my

body," blandly hinted Vincent. "So
you've stolen my beautiful Morella,"
he went on. "Frankly I think you've
done me a favour, old boy. Morella
is a very domineering woman, atid you
may be the biggest villain in the world
—but you won't boss her! I am not

sorry the engagement is at an end,
though I should have preferred some
other method of disentanglement."
"It doesn't really matter, because

I've got to get rid of you. " Marlow
smiled at this cold-blooded statement.
" You know what happened to Hirst.

Well. I have a more refined method,
and ir is as follows: You will be

dolled with gas, then drugs inserted

into your body, and lastly you will bo
lowered through that trapdoor." He
Iiointed to a huge ring in the floor.

"And your body will be placed on the

mud—at low tide. Some time later

you will be foimd. Vincent Floyd,
drug-fiend, found drowned in the
Seine. So simple, is it not?"
"Jolly little scheme! Phew!" Vin-

cent indicated the glasses. " I'd love a
spot before the programme commences,
as I'm not feeling like knocking a
hou.se down."

"Certainly, let me help you !" Mar-
low had one hand in his pocket, and
from this he produced a gun. "Sorry
to have to take this, but you are apt
to be violent." He placed the gun on
the table. "Would you mind standing
back a little way? Tliank you."
"I've learnt that Hirst shared the

same cell as niyselt." Vincent saw
Marlow .start. "I found evidence he
had left behind, so I know who was his
murderer."
"Pity you will have no chance of

using your knowledge," sneered Mar-
low. passing a glass. "Well, here's
fun

"
Vincent took the glass and drank

half of the whisky. He sipped a little

more, swayed uncertainly and clutched
at his heart.
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"t feel terrible," hoarsely cried Vin-
cent. • I believe you've drugged me
again, you swine !"

"I've done nothing of the sort!"
cried Marlow, and was just in time to
catch Floyd as the latter sagged for-

ward, a dead weight in his arms. The
crook laughed. "The poor fool is

scared .stiff, and thinks I doped him.
I'll get the boys to bring him round,
and——'

Suddenly the limp figure stiffened,

and steely arms gripped Marlow. The
surprised scoimdrel was suddenly flung
away from the table, and when he re-

covered his balance he turned to find

Floyd on his feet. In his hand was
the gun.
"I swore I'd get the murderer of

James Hirst before a week, " Vincent
cried, "and I'm going to do it ! Down
in that cell I found a message from
Hirst and a Pinkerton badge—enough
evidence to mtike you swing, my deir
Michael."
Marlow's face had for a few

moments depicted rage and chagrin,
but now he assumed his old role.

"Very clever, my dear Vincent." he
drawled. "For the moment you have
the upper hand, but I always win in

the end. Besides, you've found out a
little too much, and one of us has got
to visit another world."
Marlow had set one of his men on

the stairs leading down to the cellai.

and ho knew that the gang would be
warned at once of what had happened.
Behind Floyd a door opened, and ;«

man gently slid into the collar. lie
crept towards the unsuspecting detec-
tive, and two other men—Sid and Bill

—came after the first crook.
"I don't feel like trying the ne\t

world yet," Vincent retorted.
"No more do I." Marlow agreed

with him. "And I still think thai I

hold the frump cards."
In an instant Floyd became sus-

picious—hjs enemy was too confident.
Some instinct of self-preservation made
him turn, and as he did so a sack camo
down over his head.

The Bentleyshot over

the cliff like a streak

of light—

"TT^
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The gun was snalclied oul of his
hand as Bill and Sid flung themselves
on tho detective. He managed to

flrattcn out one ruffian with a hefty
punch before they got him pinned
down across the table. Several more
of the gang had appeared, so that five

were holding him down.

"Take away that sacking," ordered
Marlow. His face was gloating with
triumph. "Not quite so clever as you
thought, my dear Vincent! And now
for the final act." He beckoned, and
a man came forward with a mask, a
cylinder and various tubes. "We are
going to give you a mixture of chloro-

form and ether first, then another gas
that will keep you under for several

hours. Then you will be placed on
the mire of our beautifid sewers to

await tho tide. Good-bye—sorry I

can't shako hands with you, old boy."

"You murderer I" yelled Vincent,
struggling dRperately. "If I could
get free I'd wring your neck."
"I'd rather not." Marlow niotioned

to a white, flabby-faced evil little man
of Slavonic origin. " Doctor, your
patient !"

Struggle as he might, Vincent could
do nothing. Soon the nozzle was over
hi-i mouth, and then everything went
black.

The gang stood away, and Marlow
4urveyod his victim.
"The syringe," he ordered. "I'll

fill him so full of cocaine that it will

leave no doubt. In half an hour take
him down into tho sewers."
The drug had been injected, and the

final dose of gas administered when
Mc.rlow donned hat and coat.

"I'm flying to England witliin the

iiour. You stay here, and don't bungle
this business," were his crisp orders.
" Ir a short while place Floyd on the
mud. Remain here until further
orders." He bowed in mockery to the
gassed detective.

The Paris Sewers.

TWO hours had passed.
Long since Marlow had sped

away with Morella Arlen for

England.
The cellar was deserted. The gang

} ad done their work, and had gone up-
stairs to celebrate tlieir foul work.
Into the cellar .stole Marion Lee. This
was her first chance of getting away
iniscen from the too attentive madamc

.— from w-hom she had learned the fate

of Vincent Floyd.
Desperately the girl tugged at the

iron ring, but it would not move. She
was not strong enough to open the
trapdoor, but, Marion would not give
up. She know where the sewer entered
the Seine, and perhaps the tide might
carry Floyd towards tho entrance.

And as Marion ru.shed out of the
Chat Noir to find a V)Oat Vincent Floyd
was battling for life.

His fitness and strength had saved
him so far. Tho niajority would have
been overcome by the gas, drugs and
sewer water, but Vincent possessed
stubborn vitality.

For two hours he had lain on the
mud, and at last tho water had lapped
round his feet. Another hour passed,
and the water was rippling over and
around him. Sometimes a current
banged his legs and head against the
slimy, smelly walls of the sewer, but
the detective showed no signs of life.

But wiien foul water poured into liis

jpen mouth }io spluttered and stirred.
Everything was vague and distorted,
lut the desire to live made him struggle
.o get back his strength. Somehow he
pulled himself on to a higher mud-
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bank and lay there prone whilst the
water splashed over his feet.

His whole body was limp, his head
ached, and he longed to give up the
figiit. The tide came in with a rush
and weakly he tried to keep afloat.

His head began to cleajc of the gas
fumes and his strokes became stronger.

A dim light pervaded the sewer, and
he wondered from whence it came.
Soon his strength would go and he
would drown.
"Vincent! Vincent!" A voice was

calling, and at once his mind com-
pletely cleared. Strength came back
with a rush—Marion's voice, and it

brought a message of hope.

Strongly he struck out towards the
light, and coming round a bend saw a
narrow pinprick ahead.
"Vincent! Vincent!" cried Marion.
"I'm here!" he shouted back. "Keep

on calling."
Her voice helped to guide him and

give him encouragement to fight against
the foul odours of the sewer.
The patch of light grew larger and

larger, and at last Vincent managed
to reach rusty iron bars. Outside was
a boat and an anxious Marion.

"Thank heaven you're safe!" she
gasped. "There's no time to waste, as

the water will soon be over this

grating."
"Push that oar between the bars,"

cried Vincent, but the iron was mucli
too strong.

"Can I go for help?" wailed a
white-faced Marion. "The water rises

so swiftly."

"Back away, my girl." Vincent still

managed to smile though death was so

close. "I'm going to dive down
through the mud and try to get through
imdcrneath this grill; but listen first.

If I don't get througli, get in touch
witli the Yard and tcH them what
happened. How they drugged mc and
put me on the mud of the sewer like

Hirst."
"I've already been in touch with the

Yard," was her reply in anguished
tones. "Oh, don't waste time, but try

to get through the mud, and you must
get through—for my sake !"

"That gives mo double strengtli," waj
his fearless reply. "Here goes!"
Gurglings and many bubbles and

what seemed hours passed.
The girl was almost on the point of

screaming hysterically when out' of the
river bobbed a iiuiddy head.
"Help me in!" spluttered Vincent.

"That stench nearly finished me!'

Sid and two of the gang stared down
through the open trapdoor. One of

the gang held a powerful torch in his

hand.
"Floyd's not there!" shouted Sid.

"Listen, do you hear that voice; it's

that danged girl. I always thought she
was a spy. Floyd's escaped, and we'll

all swing if we don't stop him
!"

"What can we do?" moaned the
flabby-faeed rascal known as the

"Doctor. " "Can we get a boat and "

"Too late; he'll be free!" Sid
clenched his fists. "Floyd wilt charter
a machine and fly back to England.
Marlow was fo sure of killing Floyd
that ho talked a lot, talked enough to
put us all in queer street. We've got
to pick up the trail of Floyd and the
girl at once. Sliould they fly to

England we can follow in the 'plane
that the bo.ss keeps in that hangar near
Lo Bourget ; there's a machine-gun on
board and we'll bring them down.
Come on, let's get going,"
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The Fight in the Air.

VINCENT FLOYD was an ex-
perienced pilot and had no diffi-

culty in borrowing a machine
from the aerodrome at Le Bourget.
Marion had got him some clean

clothes and found a place where lie

could remove some of the evil-smelling
traces of the sewer, then a fast car had
taken them to the aerodrome. Vincent
soon obtained suitable flying-kit for
himself and Marion.

"We're going to see a lot of each
other when this is through," Vincent
said to her before she climbed into

the passenger cockpit, and the light in

her eyes gladdened his heart.

Vincent had decided that no time
could be wasted on telling the French
police all that had happened, but
planned to speak to Croydon from his

machine, which was fitted with wireless.

It was late afternoon when tho
machine gracefully took off and they
soared away over France towards the
Channel and England.

All went well vmtil halfway over the
Channel, when Vincent cursed under
his breath and spoke by telephone to

his passenger.
"Fog-bank!" came liis clipped words.

"I shall soon have to ask Croydon for

bearings. Comfortable ?"

"Fine!" A pause. "Vincent, there's

a machine about a mile behind us. I've

noticed them for some while. They're
gaining. Could they be following us?"
"I shouldn't think so," came his

answer. "I'll pusli the bus a bit faster,

in case of accidents."

The following machine drew closer

and closer and anxiously Marion
watched. A powerful monoplane, and
she could read the markings. Were
they genuine? Why should she feel

so uneasy ?

The machine was directly behind
them and about two hundred yards'
range when there sounded a sinister

plop, plop, plop, and bullets whined
dangerously close to their heads.

" 'Vincent, they're some of Marlow's
gang!" came her warning.
"The fog will save us if I can reach

those banks," Vincent answered.
"Hold tight, dear, I'm going to try

and shake these fellows off. Hold tight,

Marion !"

Morella and Marlow weve still at

the Croydon Aerodrome. Marlow was
cursing and fuming, but ho had already
learnt that Morella was a very deter-

mined woman. She had decided that

she would like to be shown over tlie

aerodrome, and a word to Jim Lancer
had gained the permission. She had
grandly swept aside all Marlow's
objections.

They c.ime at last to a dome-shaped
ofiice of glass with a gallery outside.

A tired official was explaining various

gadgets to Morella whilst Marlow
stifled a yawn.
A loud speaker blared forth, and the ,

official explained.
" There is a fog over the Cliannel.

That is one of our pilots telling us his

altitude. I sliall get one of my
operators to instruct our man to go
up five hundred feet, because there is

a Belgian 'plane returning to Europe
flying on his present altitude. In this

way a collision is avoided. We keep
in touch with all our pilots by wire-
less." He broke off to hurry over to
Marlow. "You mustn't touch those
instruments, sir. They regulate our
ground signals."

KContinaed on page 26.)
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Who killed Edward Tracy ? A baffling murder itiystery that will keep you guessing till

the end. Starring Jack Holt and Eileen Pringle.

The Slaying.

THE New York subivay train crashed
into the iindergrouiid station and
came to a grinding standstill as the

motorman at the front of the first car
applied the brakes. The guard turned
the switch that operated the doors, and
they slid oi)en to admit a mob of pas-
sengers, among them a party of three
men and a grirl.

The foursome called for some atten-
tion, by reason of the various sentirnento
that their faces betrayed. The girl v>a~

attractive, but there vva.s something about
Jier that suggested life had not dealt too
kindly with her. Between two of the
men there seemed to exist a subdued air
of hostility, and the third was plainly
in a state of agitation.

There was a row of vacant seats near
the right-hand cetitral doors, looking
front. A svoman and a husband with an
ear-trumpet that betrayed defective hear-
ing occupied the two neare.%t the motor-
man's compartment. The next scat was
taken by the agitated member of that
party of four already described. Three
more remained vacant, and the nervous
in:>n's companions dix)pped into these.

The girl of the party chose the one
between the two men who seemed at
loggerheads, but the younger of these—a good-looking fellow with a small,
d.irk mou.*tache—indicated an open win-
dow.
"You'd better change places with me,

D.ile," he said to the girl, offering her
the seat next to the central door.s. "She's
ill a draught there, Tracy," he added to
the man next him. using a tone that
seemed to rei)roach the other for a lack
of attentiveness.

"That's so, Borden," Tracy agreed
curtly. "You'd better change with him,
my dear," he continued, speaking to the
girl without any real affection in his
voice.

The girl accepted Borden's invitation,
and Borden planted hhnself between hor
and his hostile associate as the train
moved out of the station.

The car had become fairly crowded,
jiiKJ two men were standing near by. One
wore the uniform of a police-offirer. Tlie
otiier was iti i)hiin clothes, but from his
conversation appeared to be a detective.
Both were bound for headquarters to
take up their duties, and they addressed
each other as Mulvaney and Kearney re-

spectively.

At 14th Street Station the motorman
entered the car from the control cabin
and asked Tracy to rise.

Tracy looked up at him almost trucu-
lently. He was a sour-tempered man,
Tracy, of about forty-five.

"I've got to fix the ' juice,' " ex-
plained the motorman.
Tracy stood up. The motorman lifted

the seat, tampered with a switch-box for

a spell and then returned to the control
cabin. Tracy sat down again as the
train resumed its journey.
At Times Square a couple of Italians

stumbled into the car. They were both
the worse for liquor, and one of them
sprawled into the lap of the girl sitting
next to Borden.

"Hallo, kid." he said with a stupid
grin, whereupon Bordon launched for-

ward aggressively with an angry ex-
clamation.
The Italian lurched to his feet.

"I do nothing, Boss," he mumbled in

a scared tone. "I do nothing, I say
nothing."
He blundered on with his companion.

A moment later a stout little woman of
fifty moved in front of Borden, who
politely gave up his seat. He stood
strap-hanging beside a tall, lean man who
was bracing liimself against the swaying
of the car.

Thirty seconds out of Times Square
Station the motorman had occasion to
apply the brakes while the train was
hurtling over its underground track, and
at the same instant the lights temporarily
failed. In the darkness the standing pas-
sengers were almost thrown ofl their
feet by the sudden jolt, and the two un-
steady Italians were fairly taken off their

balance. The one who had previously
annoyed Borden again finished up in the
lap of the girl Dale, and as the lights

came on onco more he grinned a foolish
grin of recognition.

"I com-a back," he announced, pawing
at her.

Borden wheeled on him.
"Get up out of there." he ground out,

seizing the Italian by the collar.

The Italian swung at him. but the

train was still moving forward, though
its speed had been considerably slack-

ened, and the blow went wide.

Borden retaliated, battering the Italian

against the central doors.

"Oh. don't, Paul." the girl cried, but
Borden was not m the mood to hear
her.

Tlie other Italian came to the rescue
of his compatriot and friend, and a fierce

scuffle endued. Then all at once tho
stout little woman sitting next to Tracy
screamed and shut her eyes. P^or some-
how a gun had found its way into the
struggle, and Borden and the Italian

who had been the cause of the disturb-

ance were fighting for possession of it.

A shot crashed out, and almost simul-
taneously the second Italian landed a
lucky punch that took Borden in the
jaw.
Borden fell, and the Italians stumbled

away. Meanwhile, the car was in an
uproar which was only quelled when tho
raucous voice of Detective Kearney made
itM-lf audible.

"Hey, guard," he bellowed, "keep the
doors closed. Don't let anybody out."
Then, to the girl known as Dale: "It's

all right, miss," he said. "Don't get
excited. Your friend ain't shot. Just
took a bump in the jaw. Mulvaney. put
the bracelets on them two Italians an'

get 'em seated."

"He's hurt." panted the girl D.ile.

falling on her knees beside Borden.
"Serves him right for startin' a fight,

'

was Kearney's unsympathetic comment.

"But ho didn't start it," the girl pro-

tested. "Edward," she added, turning
to Tracy, "you cafl tell the officer what
happened. Edward! Edward "

Then she stopped, a look of mingled
horror and incredulity on her fiue

Tracy was sitting with his hands on hu
knees, his eyes wide in an expressionlcni
stare, his face a ghastly complexion ami
his body rigid.

October 3rd, 193L.
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Kearney ripped out an exclamation and
bent over him.

"Yeali, he got it all right," he said.

"Mulvaney, pull the communication
cord."
Mulvaney obeyed, and as the train

s(iiiealed to a standstill the motorman
came through from his cabin.
"Man shot," Kearney told him

cursorily. "He's dead. Can we 'phone
from anywhere?"

"Outside on the tracks," was the re-

joinder. "There's an emergency 'phone
every two hundred feet. But say, we're
tying up the whole subway system stayin'

here."
Kearney was of the type whose brain

acted according to the regulations of the
Force, when it acted at all—a block-

headed ex-patrolman who had bj some
strange piece of good fortune been pro-

moted to the investigation bureau.

"You'll start the train when I tell yuh
to," he roared. "Mulvaney, get head-
quarter on the 'phone and tell 'em a

murdier's been committed. And watch
the live rail."

Tlie central doors were opened for

Mulvaney. Several people tried to rush
them and escape from the car, which
had so unexpectedly become a setting

for death, drama and—though the cir-

cumstances at first belied it—mystery
Kearney held them in check, but had

some difficulty in driving back a big

fellow in a .sweater.

"I'm One-Round Dolan," he of the

sweater appealed, " and I've gotta get

oflF. I'm fightin' Bull Yancy in half-an-

liour."
Kearney shoved him into his seat,

and ;\lulvaney dropped to the truck.

In a few minutes ho returned.
"They're sending Inspector Killian to

meet us at 72nd Street," he announced.
" We've gotta hold everybody in the car

until he gets there."
"Inspector Killian," Kearney echoed

smugly. "He'll be glad to see mc on
the job. I'm his right-hand man. Hey,
you, motorman—start this train up-town,
and don't .stop till you hit Seventy-
Second. And guard, when we pull in,

don't open them doors till I give you the
word."

Killian.

THE train ran into 72nd Street

station, and Inspector Killian Jind

a couple of subway officials

stepped across the platform to the

oentra! doors of Number One car. At
Kearney's signal the doors were opened,
and Killian entered.

'Get the passengers out of the other
cars," Inspector Killian said to the

two subway officials over his shoulder.

"I won't need thcni. But everybody in

this car will have to remain."
Kearney confronted him.
"Listen, chief," ho began to explain,

"tliat Italian over there shot this guy
here." And he pointed to the dead,
rigid body of Tracy.
"No, no," cried the accused Italian.

" I no' have gun."
"Did you sec the Italian do it. Kear-

ney?" asked Killian, ignoring the sus-

pect's outburst.
"No," Kearney confes.sod. "But I

almost did. He's your man, anyway.
You see, a fight starts with that guy
there "—indicating Borden, who had
come round some time before

—"and
somebody pulls a gat. It goes ofl acci-

dental-like, and that other guy gets the
works." And once more he motioned to
Tracy.

Killian's strong face registered an ex-
pression of mild .scorn.
" AccidcMital?'' he repeated. "Then

why did you send for me. Kearney ? All
you had to do was to take these men
Otlooer 3ril, 1031.
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down to the station house on a charge of
manslaughter."

"Sure, that was my idea," said the
unabashed Kearney. " Shall I call up
for a wagon ?"

"No." was the rejoinder, "I've got a
medical examiner meeting the train at
145th Street. Tell the motorman to
drive there, and no stops on the way."
The motorman obeyed the instructions

sourly, and, the train on the move, Kil-
lian .spoke to Kearney again.
"What's the dead man's name?" he

demanded.
"Well, I hadn't got round to askin'

that yet," Kearney muttered. "But
the dame called himty his first name."
He motioned to the girl known as

Dale, and Killian repeated his question
to her.

" His name is Edward Tracy," the girl

answered. "Mine is Dale Tracy. Ho
was—my husband !"

"Huh?" interrupted Kearney in a
startled tone. "Then who's this guy
that got the sock in the jaw?"
"My husband's partner—and his best

friend—Paul Borden," the girl told
him.

" Triangle," Kearney breathed darkly.
"Listen." put in Killian. "What

did Borden do when he found out his

partner had been shot?'
Kciarney took it upon himself to

answer.
"He .said he didn't do it, chief. He

only knew about it when he came round
from a sock on the jaw that he got in

the fight."

"W^as the blow .struck before or after

the shot was fired?" Killian asked.
"Well, I don't know, inspector," Kear-

ney replied. "It all happened .so fast.

But, anyway, that Italian's your man.
I've got it all figured out, chief."

"How many times have I told yovi not
to jump to conclusions. Kearney?" Kd-
lian snapped. "Listen, we'll get the
names of everybody in. the car to start

with. I'll start with these two Italians."

"I no' .shoot." wailed the one on
whom Kearney had fixed the crime.
" I no' havit da gun. inspect' ! Aw, mees-
ter, you no put dees in da paper. My
wife .she raisa da devil—she 'tink I'm
in Brooklyn with sicka da friend."

"I want your name," said Killian.

"and the name of this countryman of

yours, too."

Both names were well-nigh unpro-
nouncablc to an Anglo-Saxon. Killian

bade them write them down, the sus-

pect's beginning with Antonio, and his

companion's with Giuseppe—Tony and
Zippy for .short.

Meanwhile Kearney and Mulvaney
were securing the identities of the
other passengers. The woman with the
deaf hu.sband answered to the name of

Cotton, and the stout little person to

whom Paul Borden had given up his

seat pronounced herself, "Mrs. Mary
Mull ins—housewife."
"Kearney," said Inspector Killian

presently, "give mo the gun that was
fired." And the weapon being handetl
to him: "Which of you fellows owns
this?" he contijiued, addressing Borden
and the two Italian.s.

Nojic of them admitted ownership,
and Killian'.s face hardened.

_
"All

right," he jerked, "but I'm going to

find out whose gun this is if we stay
here all night. Everybody take up the
positions they were in when Tracy was
killed."

He was obeyed, the dead man staring
impassively before him the while. Then
Killian beckoned to the Cotton.s.

"Move over, you two," ho said. "You
were sitting on the d<^ad man's right,

weren't you ?"

"Oh, 110," Mrs. Cottou put i,n, glanc-
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ing ai the empty scat next to Tracy.
" The other man was next to Tracy, the
nervous little man that was with Tracy's
party. I—1 don't sec him now."

"That's right," Mrs. Mary Mullina
interposed. "There was another man.
He was wearing a brown suit, so help
me." And she raised her hand aloft as'

she had seen witnesses do in a police-
court.
"Would you know him again?" Kil-

lian demanded.
" Yes, yer hcwiour," was the reply.

"That's the man over there. I remem-
ber the brown suit."

Mrs. Mullins had made a mistake.
The man she pointed to was the tall

individual who had been standing next
to Borden after the latter had offered
her his scat.

"She's wrong, in.spector," said the
man in the brown suit. "I never savj
Tracy in my life before. I'm only an
employee here in the subway—(.Jeorge
Mason, Switch Inspector. Here's my
card."

Mi-6. Mullins was not ready to admit
her blunder, but Killian was satisfied.

"Kearney," he ordered, "take the
bracelets off those two Italians."
"Right, chief," said Keainey, and did

as he had been told.

Killian then compelled the principals
to re-enact the struggle, which they did
half-heartedly. Then Mrs. Mullins spoke
again.

"That's just how it was, inspector,"
she declared. "Only more violent. And
suddenly the Italian—Tony or whatever
you call him—pulled the gun out of
Borden's pocket."

"That's right,"' another passenger cor-
roborated. "1 saw that much.''
"So the gun did belong to you,

Borden," Killian said, turning round.
Dale Tracy interrupted.
"No," she explained quickly. "It be-

longed to my husband. He asked Paid
to take it home and clean it for him, as
he himself knew very little about fire-

arms."
Killian considered for a moment.
"Mrs. Tracy," he said at length,

" from what 1 can understand it was
Borden, and not your husband, who re-

sented this Italian's conduct. Were you
happily married? If so, you don't seem
to show any extraordinary signs of grief

at your husband's death!"
"This has gono far enough," Borden

began heatedly, but the inspector cut in

on him.
"Keep quiet, Borden," he s;ud.

"Maybe I'm through questioning Mrs.
Tracy, maybe I'm not. But I'll ask
you one question. What business were
you in before you tied up with Tracy ?"

"Electrical engineering," Borden
answered, "but I found it was too
crowded. So I went into the brokerage
business with Tracy."
"I suppose you carry business insur-

ance," Killian observed.
"For two hundred thousand dollars,"

was the rejoinder. "Tracy and I covered
each other for a hundred thousand
apiece."

Killian looked thoughtfully at the ceil-

ing of the swaying car. "Meaning that,

in the event of your death Tracy would
stand to get a hundred thousand dol-

lars," he mused. "And now he's dead,

you collect the hundred thousand."
"So you think I shot him to collect

the insurance," Borden ground out.

"I don't think anything." Killian re-

torted. "Now, Mre. Mullins—and you,

Mrs. Cotton— I want you to sit over there

and see if you can identify that man
who .was sitting on Tracy's riglit.

Kearney, have all the males in Uie cat

file past me and give ll>€Jr naiiaes."
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"Right, chief," said Kearney, and he
and Rlulvaiipy proceeded to hustle the
men forward.
The impatient prize-fighter was

amongst the firet batch. "One-Round
Dolan," he announced, introducing him-
self. "The Kansas City Terror. One
hundred and ninety-five pounds." And
he waved his clasped hands aloft as he
might have done to an appreciative ring-

side audience.
"Come on, get goin'," snarled

Kearney, giving him a shove.
Several other men filed past, and then

a email, agitated individual was thrust

forward.
He called himself "Herman Stevens,"

and had hardly given his name when
Mrs. Mullins and Mrs. Cotton pro-

nounced him the man who had been sit-

ting on Tracy's right. He was immedi-
ately seized by Kearney.

"No, no," Stevens babbled, "I was
at the other end of the car. You can't

do this to me. I didn't kill him. I had
110 gun! I couldn't kill anyone."
"But you came into the car with

Tracy, his wife and Borden, and you
took the .seat next to Tracy, didn't

you?" Killian rapped out. "Come on,

an.3wer nie!"
Kearney twisted the fellow's arm, and

he sobbed out aa answer in the affirma-

tive.

"I—I'm a clerk in Tracy's office," he
said, in rcKpon.se to further questioning.

"I—I hid myself just now because

—

because I didn't want to get mixed up
iu any murder!"
Too late he realised what he had

said, for Killian fairly pounced on those

last words.
"So it was a murder, was it?" he

jerked out. "Now we're getting some-

where. Why did Borden and Mre. Tracy
keep so quiet when there was some men-
tion of you by these other passengers

ju.9t now? Why didn't they confirm the

impression thai you had been with

them?"
Stevens was in a sweat of terror.

"They—they may have been
frightened I'd say something about the

quarrel Borden had
with Tracy at the office

this evening." he
blurted. "T r « c y—
accused Borden of being
in love with his wife.

Borden said he'd like

to kill Tracy for the

way he treated her

Borden started for-

ward impetuously, but
Killian held him in

check.

"Hold it. Borden,"
he rapped out. " I

reckon I've found out

sill I wanted to know

.

and I'll have to arre>r

you—for the murder of

Edward Tracy "

" Hundred^and-fortv
fifth Street," called

the motorman, open-
ing the door of the con-
trol cabin as the train
ran into its terminus.
The passengers

looked hopeful, but
Killian was not pre-

pared to release them
yet. He ordered thein
to remain in their .seat.';

while the medical
examiner and a couple
of attendants came
aboard.

"Hallo, doc." Kil-
lian greeted the ok-
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aminer. "A little shooting affair here.
Man drilled thtough the heart. There
he is."

The doctor stooped to make his ex-
amination.

"Didn't bleed much," he observed, as
he opened Tracy's waistcoat and glanced
at the spot where the bullet had entered
the body.
"Yeah, that's funny, isn't it?" Killian

murmured.
The doctor straightened up.
"Inspector," he said startlingly,

"that man was not killed by a gunshot.
He was already dead when the bullet
entered his body !"

Killian gaped at him.
"You mean—heart failure?"
"No," said the doctor, "it wasn't heart

failure. This man was electrocuted."

The Mystery Deepens.

THERE was a blank silence. Then
the medical examiner spoke again.
"You will notice the rigidity

of the body," he pointed out, "which
is always characteristic with electro-
cution. Furthermoi'e, in a case of
electrocution there is always a burn
left on the body at the point of contact.

Look at that right wrist," he added,
pointing to a round blister above the
dead man's hand. "The contact was
made by a piece of metal the size and
shape of that burn."
Killian pushed his hat back on his

head.
"What a help you turned out to be,"

he declared. "Here we have a murder
mystery already solved, then you come
in and ruin everj-thing."

"I'm sorry, Killian," said the doctor
with a smile. "Well, if you've finished
with the body I'll have it taken along
and will perform an autop.sy to-night.'
The rigid form of Tracy was removed

from the car, and Kilhan oidered the
guard to close the doors again.
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"Now listen, folks," he told tho
passengers, "there's been a murder com-
mitted, and the culprit is still in tins
car. I'm going to find out who it is

if I stay here all week. Has anybody
got anything to say?"
Someone remembered that the motor-

man had tampered with the switch-box
under Tracy's seat, but the driver ex-
plained that he had merely tightened
a loose connection. Killian then called
across the man who had given his name
as George Mason and his profession as
switch inspector on the subway.
"I'd like your help, Mason," he said.

"Is there enough voltage in that switch-
box to electrocute a man?"
"Not unless there was a contact from

the third rail.'" was the reply.
"Then enough voltage to electrocuto

a man sitting there would have to com*;
from direct contact witfi that outsifle
rail?" said Killian. "Yet the only
connection is outside, the shoe under-
neath the car making the only contact
All right, but would it be possible lo

run a wire from that shoe up the out-
side of the car and in through tho
window ?"

Mason's thin face wore a thoughtful
expression. He admitted the feasibility

of Killian's theory, and Kearney was
sent down to the track to investigate,
only to retiirn with the information
that there was no such wire in evidence.

It was at this moment that one i f

the attendants who had borne Tracy'.i

body from the car returned to the plat-

form^ and, on being admitted to thu
train, handed Killian a wallet.

"It belonged to the dead man," ho
explained. "The doctor said to turn
it over to you."
Killian opened the wallet. It con-

tained a wat^r-h which the doctor must
have stuffed inside it, and. after study-
ing the timepiece for a moment, Killian
turned tn D ile Tiacv

No, no," Stevens babbled. •' I didn't kUl him I had no gun. I couldn't kill anyone! "
OctoIxT .3id, 1931.
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"What business was your husband in

when he went into the brokerage ?" he
aNked, a queer note in his voice.

" He was employed by the subway,"

Dale answered, "as a dispatcher."

"I see." Kiilian faced George Mason
again. "Listen," he went on, "would
it be possible to drop a wire from that

op'en window there and touch the third

vail?"
Mason shrugged.
"That's only one chance in a million,"

ho replied. "You see, the _ third rail

r- covered most of the way."
"Nevertheless, Tracy was electrocuted,

and the man who committed the crime

used a wire," declared Kiilian. "Hey,
iiiotqrman, take us back to Fourteenth

Street, and no stops on the way."

The train was started, and Kiilian

made his way to where the tremulous

Herman Stevens was standing.

"Just what did Borden say during

tiuit quarrel at tlie office?" he demanded.

"Well, I can't remember exactly,"

Stevens whimpered. "But after he'd

accused Tracy of ill-treating Mrs.

Tracy he said something about his

former wife. And then he—he
threatened Tracy with violence."

Kiilian looked keenly interested.

"Oh, so Tracy had a former wife,

did he?" he murnuired.
"Yes," put in Borden. "I only

learned to-day that she was destitute,

i.iid in hospital. Tracy was a cad, and

he'd have served Dale the same way.

He forced his first wife to break with

him on account of his treatment^ and

Dale would have had to^ break with

him, too, sooner or later."

Kiilian pursed his lips.

"Stevens," he said, turning to the

clerk again, "I want you to tell me
exactly how tlie electrocution happened.

Come through with it. You know how
it was arranged. That's why you ran

and hid."

"No, no," Stevens whined. "Honestly,

I didn't know anything. I thought he

was just shot. I felt his body stiffen

up after the gun went off."

"You're lying. The body stiffened

before the shot!"

A look of panic crossed Stevens' face

as he realised he had blundered.

"How long before?" rasped Kiilian,

gripping him. "Answer, will you?
Was it before Borden got up and ^ave
his scat to Mrs. Mullins ?"

"Yes," Stevens faltered, "I think so-
just before that."

"Did you see Borden fooling with

any wires after he came into the car?"

Kiilian demanded. "Did you see

anybody with any wire? Did you have
any ?"

"No!" Stevens panted.
"Search him, Kearney," Kiilian

ordered.
"Now, inspector?" asked Kearney.

"Right, chief."

But no wire was forthcoming. Only
a leather case containing a certificate

of stock that the clerk had purcha.sed.

Kiilian regarded this certificate.

"I want to know your salary,

Stevens," he said, "and if you've any
family."

'I get forty dollars a week," the

clerk muttered, "and I've got a wife

and four kids."

"Which makes it pretty tough to

save. I gue^s." drawled Kiilian. "Yet
you were able to buy three hundred
dollars' worth of stock. Where did you
get the money?"
"1— I borrowed it from Tracy,"

Stevens answered evasively.
"You mean you stole it," jerked

Kiilian. fancying ho had found a new
Oitobcr 3ril. 1U3).
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motive for the slaying. "And Tracy
found out about it. Didn't he?"

" Yes, but it was only three hundred
dollars. Tracy was playing with the
same stock. He went down on it the
same as me, but what he lost was fifty

thousand dollars of the firm's money."
Borden started forward.
"He did, did he?" he said. "He

was playing the market, was he, with
my money as well as his own ? Thanks
for the information, Stevens

"

He .was interrupted by a commotion
at the other end of the car, whence
two boys came running with a pair of
gloves. Curious gloves they were, for
on examining them, Kiilian discovered
that they were lined with rubber, and
that a copper disc was fastened to each
palm

—

the shape and size of the burn
on Tiacy^s wrists!

Killian's astute brain grappled with
a theory. These gloves, lined as they
were with rubber, would make it

possible to seize a live wire without re-

ceiving a shock.
He showed the gloves to Borden.
"You were once an electrical

eiTgineer," he said. "If I made a con-
nection between these two copper discs

with a wire and then grabbed a live

wire with one gloved hand and some-
body's wrist with the other. Do you
follow me?"

" The man jou touched would be
killed under the proper conditions,"
declared Borden. "I mean, if the
current were strong enough and if the
man were ' grounded.'

"

"The current from the third rail

would be strong enough," Kiilian
stated. "And if the victim were seated
with his feet in a pool of water—would
that constitute a gi-ound?"
Borden admitted tliat the circuit

would thereby be completed, and
Kiilian pointed to a pool of water in

front of the seat where Tracy had died.
"It's been raining all day," he said.

"And there's the pool of water from a
dripping umbrella. Would you mind
trying these gloves on, Borden ?"

Borden obeyed, and looked relieved
when they proved several sizes too small
for him. But Kiilian seemed dis-

satisfied.

"Where did you get the current,
Borden ?

' he asked sharply.

"I didn't do it!' Borden protested
hotly. "You see for yourself the
gloves don't fit me. And even if I

had done it I wouldn't have been fool

enough to shoot the man on the too
of it."

"I'll admit the .«hot was accidental,"
Kiilian granted. "But the fight may
have been a clever trick to diaw atten-
tion from an accomplice, we'll say
Stevens."
He wheeled on the trembling clerk,

and ordering Kearney to hold him.
obtained a piece of string in lieu of
wire. This he slipped under Stevens'
coat, and then he forced him to thrust
his haiuls into tlie rubber gloves and
grasp the ends of the cord.

"Pretty smart, weren't you?" Kiilian
jerked. "To pick out a rainy night
and let your iimbrella drip a pool of
water around Tracy's feet to make the
'ground' you needed."
"Here's an umbrella here," called

the voice of Mrs. Cotton. "Lying
under the scat that man Stevens
occupied."
"I didn't do it!" screamed Stevens.

"I tell you, I didn't
"

"You killed Tracy!" Kiilian rapped
out. "Wherc'd you get the current?
Come clean, Stevens. Was it Borden
who hired you to do it? Talk, will
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you? I've got enough evidence to send
you to the chair!"'
"I didn't do it," Stevens moaned.
"Then tell me who did," Kiilian

threatened, "or it's the cJiair for you."
A sob escaped Stevens.
"Wait," he whimpered. "Wait. I'll

-I'll tell
"

Kiilian leaned forward attentively.
Tugging at his collar Stevens tried to
speak. But ere he could utter a' single
word a hand touched the switch that
operated the lights in the car.

For the second time that day the
train was plunged in darkness, and in
the gloom there arose a sudden scuffle,

punctuated by the crash of a shot.

The Killer.

IT was the guard who turned up the
lights again and revealed a scene
that was to be imprinted on the

memories of all in the car.

Stevens was dead, witlj a bullet in

his back. The gun that had killed him
was Kearney's, the unseen slayer having
lifted it from the detective's pocket
and then flung it to tlie floor. Nor
was that all, for Kiilian discovered a
length of wire that had been planted
on his own person.
There was no doubt in Killian's

mind that it was the wire whidi had
been used in the electrocution of
Tracy.

"Listen, folks," he said grimly,
' there's been two murders in this car,
and Stevens was shot because he knew
who did the first one. Now I'm going
to find out the killer. Kearney, tell

the motorman to take ue straight to
Times Square without a stop, and
while we're headed there have the
passengers seated as tliey were before
Tracy was electrocuted."
Kearney obeyed, but looked uncom-

fortable when he was told to take (he
seat Stevens had occupied.
"Now," said Kiilian, "we'll assume

for tlie moment that Stevens was the
man who had the gloves on."
"Pardon me, inspector," Mrs. Cotton

interposed, "but that Mr. Stevens didn't
wear gloves. I remember distinctly,

because he had such tliin nervous
hands."

"But I recollect seeing a man who
did wear gloves," exclaimed Mrs.
Mullins. "He was standing right in

front of Tracy—not for long, though
he was there when ihc lights failed

just outside Times Square station.

Then he sort of stumbled, and after

that he went away. I don't know that
I'd recognise him again, for I didn't
specially look at him."

Killian's eyes narrowed thoughtfully.
"Thank you, Mrs. MulUns." he said,

and then he began to don the rubber
gloves with the discs, after which Jio

made a contact with the wire that had
been mysteriously planted on him.
"Mason," he said, turning and facin;?

the switcJi inspector, "would you mind
taking Tracy's place?"
"Surely," Mason agreed, and sat

down, the spreading pool of water at
his feet.

"I know it's not very pleasant,
swapping places with a dead man," said
Kiilian. "But it will only be for a
few -moments."

" Approachiii' Times Square, Slier-

lock Holmes," came the voire of the
disgruntled motorman from the control"
cabin.

"All right," answered Kiilian. "Go
ahead—very slowly. Now, Mrs.
Mullins, the man witJi the gloves, was
standing right here. Then tlie train

(Continned on page 27.) '
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A girl and a brave cowpuncher have to fight with brawn and brain to escape from
the attack of a band of Western bad-men. Starring Charles Delaney and Virginia

Brown Faire.
El Jacinto.

ENOCH CRABB had rn^n many
ciuioiis things since he had iiiBt

started in p'artnership with James
Rankin at Rancho Jacinto. But never
i'. his life had he seen anjthing so
curious as that which attracted hie atten-

tion on his return from the corral they
were busily getting ready for a new
herd.

Cowboys are wont to use any kind of
parb that is different fit)m that of their
lellow-workers. But no cowboy ever
went so far as to display brilliantly-

marked riding chaps, gorgeously-bnt
toneti revolver-belt, thin city ehoes, and
gauntlets so long that they reached
nearly to the elbow.
James Rankin laughed heartily ae he

aiiswcTed his partner's question.
"That is my nephew, Oswald.''

"The name suits the dress!" grunted
Ciabb, and sneered. "You've got a fine
big holster, son. How about your gurj ?"

"Oh, I've got a gmi all right!" said
Oswald, and dived his fingers deep into
the holster to pick out a tiny revolver,
file sight of which made Crabb roar
afresh.

It was a neat little weapon, with a
wonderful pearl butt that vvoidd have
pleased the most fastidious woman in

the world. Martha, Rankin's daughter,
coming in at that moment, looked at it

and joined in the laughter.
"What's that, Oswald?" she asked.
".Just for my protection," said Oswald

loftily. "I understand a man wants a
gun in these parts."

"A gun is sure handy," said Rankin.
"But—well—I should call that a pea-
shooter. However, drop it in your hol-
ster, Oewald. Martha is going to take
you for a run round whilst I talk busi-
ness with my partner."

Still smiling, the hardy girl of the
plains led her cousin out of the ranch
towards the horse coiTal, and it was
.some mimifos after they had gone before
Crabb got the sneer off his face and
announced himself as Jpeing ready for
liiisiness.

"Martha would just about eat him up
in a scrap, Rankin," he observed, as he
sat down.

" Sure she would. He's just a harm-
less city feller—guess he reckons cowboy
outfit is the proper thing to wear out
here, and bought his from a theatre
property store!" laughed Rankin
"Well, how's the corial ?"

"All ready," replied Crabb. "Say,
when does that herd come into Corral
City from Bar W. Rankin? Is it to-
morrow, or the next day?"

" To-morrow. The last I heard of
I hem was that they were within a few
miles of the town, and they had not
lost a single animal. Pretty smart
punchers, f guess." Rankin shook his
head slowly from side to .side, and
frowned. "Crabb, I'm real anxious
about the journey from Corral City to
El Jacinto."
"Anxious! Why?"
"Well, it's a pretty trail with an ugly

name, as you know. Three outfits have
lost their stuff coming through—and one
man who went on the lonesome trail,

taking in his own money, never camo
hack. I know that as wc have lost

nothing tliat—that—well, they are say-
ing that we have a hand in the game."
"Punk!" snapped Crabb. "However,

I tell you what we will do. We will
have the Bar W herd checked in at
Corral City, and I'll come back and
report. Tlien I'll take all the boy.s over

every man-jack on the ranch, and bring
'em in myself. How's that?"
"That sounds O.K. to me, Crabb!"

assented Rankin. "You'd better leave
to-night."

It was just 36 well that Rankin did
not see the contemptuous, curious sneer
that curled at the corners of Crabb's
lips when once he had jiasscd out of the
ranch-house and closed the door behind
him. It might have made Rankin a

little more anxious than he was.
Crabb started out within a very few-

minutes of his suggestion being agreed
to by his partner, and in due course
arrived in Corral City.
He strolled into the saloon, and was

surprised when news was instantly forth-
coming that the punchers from Bar W
had arrived, and were even then check-
ing in one of the great corrals of which
the town boasted.
"Gee! But they're sure slick

punchers!" said Crabb, in amazement.
"Guess so! I saw them handle their

herd, and. believe me, pard, that herd
was just like a troupe of well-trained
beasts. They walked in just as those
cowpunchcrs wanted them—and here
they come."

Ciabb turned curiously to the door,
just as four men entered.
They were a pretty motley crowd.

One of them, rather a grim-faced, short
man of the stature that spelK, immense
strength, was in front of three others.
The four of them were covered in dirt
and dust from head to foot, and their
unwashed, unshaven faces told clearly
of the long journey they Jiad accom-
plished.

"Say, wliicli of you is foreman?"
asked Crabb. "You look four pretty
mangy cowboys, but I suppose one of
you was in charge of the herd?"
"You said it, jnister—and I'm the

one." said the leader quietly. "My
name is .ludd Rascomli, and I'm fore-
man of Bar W. My pals—Tenderfoot,
Gila Red, and Sweetheart. Quick with
their tongues, but quicker with their
guns. I reckon yoiu' herd is safe in the
corral —and we ain't lost a single animal
on the three-hundrcd-mile trail!"

"That's sure smart work. Rascomb.
Have a drink, and then I'll talk to you."
"Who are you?" asked Judd pertin-

ently.

"I'm Rankin's partner from El
Jacinto. Say. I'm yoing b.vk to report
that you have checked in. Suppose you
follow me on when you have had a
rest?"
"Suits me plenty!" said Judd.
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So that was settled—6o far as JudrJ

Rasrornb knew.
Wliat lie did not know was that Crabb,

when he left C'oiral City for Kl Jacinto,

chose the difTjcult Canyon Jacinto' as his

trail home.
It was not withont reason. The

canyon trail was the ))late where Crabb
knew where to find the Man with the

Wliite Sombrero. Bnt, as a matter of

strict fact, it was the mysterious man
who found Crabb.
Rankin's partner was riding up towards

th>: gorge when a \oice hailed him—

a

6ilk\-toned voice that, somehow or other,

always made Crabb loosen liis gun in ite

holster.

"Hallo. Crabb! In a hurry?"
Crabb pulled up with a jerk, to find

himself face to face with a small,

pleasant-faced man upon whose head was

a white sombrero.

"I hoped to see you—the herd is in.

liisten—I've got to hit the trail plenty

hard to get in and back again. And—
we're in luck's way. I'm going back

now, and it won't be difficult for me to

peisuade Rankin to let me take in the

bank roll to the express oflRce, where I

should pay in to release the cattle. You
llook out for me. I'll ride the Canyon
Jacinto trail—I guess you can hold me
jiip for the bank roll. Later, you can

IrusHe the cattle, so we get it both ways.

O.K.?" ,. , „
" A very pretty little plot, my fnend,

said the stranger, with a faint smile.

i"Aiid who is going to look after you?"
"Don't be a gump!" snapped Crabb.

."We're partners, ain't we?"
* " Sure—we're partners, my friend. We
share troubles just the same as pleasures

—ell ? It's a good job I'm as good a

shot as you, my friend, for I should not

like to be in the shadow!"

Crabb looked at the stranger grimly.

He knew exactly what was meant by

that remark.
' He swung his hor.se to the trail and

irode off savagely, leaving the stranger

to fctare after him, still with that

pleasant smile at the corners of his lips.

Judd's Way !

DOWN in the Cowpmicher's Rest in

Corral City, Judd Rascomb
looked thoughtfully at his men.

"Say, boys. I've a sort o" hunch to

ride in to El Jacinto ahead of you."

he said. ''You fellows arc nearly all

ill, and I reckon your bosses ain't quite

80 good as mine."

"You mean you didn't sort o' take to

the Crabb feller," said Gila Red coolly.

"Well, he got me, too, Judd. What
you says goes."
Judd nodded his thanks.
" I'm gonna ride ahead, boys, and you

follow me on." he said. "There's a

stor\ or two I've been picking up from

the lioys around here. Crabb and
Rankin" are suspected of not being too

clean on the line—there's some rustling

going on. and they don't seem to dro])

lin for any. like their neighbours. And,
seeing that we have come throe hnndrcd
miles without losing a be;ist, we may as

well see that nobody loses our pay-roll.

,Gel: me?"
1 lie otiicrs nodded.
"If you don't get througli, we

might?" murmured Gila Red.

It was Judd's turn to nod. But he
smiled quite cheerily, whereas his men
were distinctly on the grim side.

"Well. I'm off, boys—sec you later!"

Jie said breezily.
' Judd's horse was certainly a fine

creature. It had the stocky oppe^ar-

ance of most range tiorses, but its legs

|Were thinner and more nuiscled than
•tlie majoritv. Its hoad, too, was finer
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drawn, aiid suggeste.l an intelligence
well above the ordinary.
Judd set liim going at a gentle trot,

remembering that there were thirty
miles to be covered, and, once ho had
cleared his mind of the stories he had
heard from "the boys " around Corral
City, he had plenty of time in which to

study the ground he was travelling.

Miles of the trail were through a
lonely desert, in wliicli there was little

or no undergrowth, and no signs of the
woods which were so plentiful down
Bar W way. Ahead of the desert was
Canyon Jacinto, and it was not until he
had come to the fork roads, which ad-
mitted riders either to the canyon or to

the lower pass, that Judd showed any
signs of hesitation.

He did not know the trail. An exam-
ination ot the ground revealed that a

fairly equal number of travellers had
gone cither wa>—there was apparently
very little to choose between the trails,

so far as distance went.
"I guess we'll take the lower trail,

boy !" he said aloud. "We ain't in no
particular hurry, I guess, and we shall

know whether or not this is the way
back for us when we bring in that

bank-roll."

He turned his horse into the pass, the
•Jacinto Canyon rising magnificently at

his side. Here the bushes were numer-
ous, and some of them were tall enough
to hide a mounted man and his horse.

Tliev made Judd remember again the
stories of the mysterious happenings
that occurred in the pass, and his keen
eyes once again assumed an alertness
peculiar to lonely riders of the plains.

He had got just about into the middle
of the pass, when something white,
moving amidst the bushes, caught his

eye.

In an instant he had pulled up his

horse and his hand dropped to his gun.
He watched, every nerve tense.

For the first minute nothing hap-
pened, and then ho caught sight of a
white sombrero, moving rapidly behind
a cluster of bushes.
"We're bein' watched, boy," muttered

Judd. " Seems as though some of those
stories were right. If that feller was
an open .sort of guy he would ride out
and pass the time of the day. Seein'
as he don't, we can take it that he
ain't no open guy. Reckon he won't be
alone, either. Well, we'll give them
something to do."
Spur and knee got to work on his

mount's side, and in a flash he had left

tlu' trail and was charging up the side

of the gorge. He brought his ^ oice into

play, to encourage his horse to the ter-

rific efTort necessary to mount the side,

for it was more like a steep cliff than
anything el.se.

He did not once look behind to see

whether or not he was being followed,
and no shot came shrieking througli Hk-
air in his direction. He gave all Ins

attention to keep those four hoofs dig-

ging at the gorge side, turning the
horse from its course only when it was
absolutely necessary.

The plucky beast was panting for

breath when at last it staggered on to
the top of the gorge, but .Tudd, thinking
more grimly now of the fact that a
bank-roll would be coming through in

the cours.! of the next few hours, .set

ofi at a hard gallop o\er the crest of

th,> hill, and joined the trail that led (o

Kl Jacinto.
Ill the meantime. Crabb had arrived

back at the ranch Rankin was in the
house, and he looked up in some con-
siderable surpri.se when Crabb entered
his room without the preliminary knock.
"Gee—you've sure been slick, part-
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ner," said Rankin in surprise. "Any-
thing happened ?"

"The herd has been checked in at
Corral City," explained Crabb, and
even to Rankin his voice sounded par-
ticularly hard. "I had a word with
Judd Ra.scomb. the foreman of Bar W,
who brought in the herd. He's a purty
good cowboy, that. Never lost a beast
on the whole of the three-hundred-mihj
trail. But he's anxious about his

money."
"Anxious? What do you mean?

We're good enough to pay for what we
order, ain't we?" demanded Rankin
angrily.

" Sure enough, partner. He's evi-

dently heard stories of what .sometimes
happens to outfits travelling between
here and the city, and he thinks my
suggestion that I take in the money
alone is quite a good one."
"Well, that ain't a bad notion,

cither!" said Rankin. "One might got
through, even if there are bandits
about Hallo. Martha !"

Martha came in at that moment, and,
although her father greeted her cheerily

enough, it was easy for her to see that
her company was not very welcome at
that time. But she had news to give,

and she gave it.

"I met the sheriff a few minutes
back, father." she said. "He asked mo
to tell you that Boston the Bandit has
esoaped. and you'd better warn the
boys to keep their eyes open if they are
moving cattle."

Rankin looked up, startled, towards
Crabb—and that worthy drew in his

lips in a manner that suggested moro
contempt than fear.

"Boston the Bandit won't como
around these parts," ho said shortly.

"There are too many who know him."
Rankin looked troubled. Boston tlio

Bandit was a gentleman of the plains,

in spite of the fact that he had an un-

enviable record. He used cunning to

trap his victims, instead of blowing
holes in them and getting what^-vcr thoy

had. True, one rider who had pa.ssed

through the territory he worked had
never come back, but there was no de-

finite proof that Boston tho Bandit liad

held him up.
Rankin did not open his lips until

Martha had passed out of the room.
"Say. Crabb," he said slowly. "Don't

you think a crowd of the boys had
better take in that bank-roll ?"

"A crowd would attract any bandits

there were about," growled Crabb, as if

he pitied his partner's lack of intelli-

gence. "One man would stand a much
better chance of getting through. I'll

go myself."
"All right—you'd better pack the

dollar-bills into separate pouches, ond
stick them inside your shirt. The dust

can go in the saddle-bags." said

Rankin. "I'll be mighty glad when
that payment is made into the express

oHiec at Corral City, Crabb. and I don't

care who knows it !"

Crab!) could not quit> keep from his

e.\os the keen delight he felt at the

easy manner in which Rankin had
fallen in with his suggestion, but much
of that delight went when there cvimo

a tap at the door, and it opened to

admit Judd Rascomb.
"Can I come in. folks?" he asked

coollv. "I'm Judd Rascomb, forem.m
of Bar W."
"Com(> in. by all means." said Ran- .

kin. and shook hands heartily with the
newcomer. "You're sure welcome tp

niv house. Rascomb." .

"

"Thanks."
"We were just .arranging for Crabb

to take the money into C'orivil City
express ofTice," went on Rankin. . "He

I
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thinks, and 1 agree, that one rider
would stand a good chance of getting
through O.K., but that a bunch might
attract attention of any bandits who
i.jight be around the trail.''
"Sure, that's right—only there'll be

tv.o on the trail," .said Rascomb coolly.
'In-, gonna take tliat money in niy-
solf !"

"You're not!" almost hissed Crabb,
and his eyes glared furiously at the
calm, if decidedly bedraggled, cow-
boy.

"That's funny—I reckon I am !" said
Juod, in that same quiet strain. "You
see, you ain't got what we call a
plenty clean name. I brought in that
herd Without losing a beast, and I ju^t
ain t gonna have that bank roll lifted
Lomrdete the job—that's my way,
gents! •"

To add to Crabb's discomfiture,
Kankin showed a warm inclination to
tall m with that plan in preference to
tiie one to wliich ho had already agreed

,
—and Rankin had a share in the busi-
ness.

:

"VVjiy, if the.-fe arc any bandits
around ihey 11 go lor a stranger amighty sigiit quicker than they wouldine—and I an. well known all down
the trail from here to Corral City i"
exclaimed Crabo angrily. "You are
sure a.sking for trouble. R<asconib '"

Hascomb laughed easily.

.
"I've got three good '

fellers coming
in the mornin," he explained coolly
li.ey re gonna stop here untill get

a message in that I am safe in withthat bank rol If they don't get that
nossagc they 11 sure find the excuse
they want to show how they can slioot.ihey re real slick gnys, them fellers,although they don t look it !"

Crabb was biting his lips with baffled
rage, and his eyes were gleaming athe cocl Ra.scomb as though he would
like to dravv a gun and shoot him there
an( • then. But, with Rankin there he

.u'r.^"
"7"' showing any decidedly

alon
P''*^^*"''^"'^'' f<^»' taking the trail

."All ri^'ht," he agreed. '"We'll ride
together in the morning. I'll get themoney packed, and the du.st m the
SKvddle-biigs.

'

And lie •••'mt out without ano;!,...
Fiance at -Jitdd Rascomb.
,

'You'll spend the
night here at my
hou.sc?" asked Rankin.
"No,, sir—not me.

rru spending the night
beside my horse," re-
plied Rascomb quickly.
" I'm gonna give him a
nnghty good rub down
—and get a tub for
myself. Thanks all the
same-suffering snakes
—what's this?"

It was Oswald, com-
ifig in with Martha,
that made him break
off with that gasp of
.amazement.

"Oh, I didn't know
you had a stranger
w 1 t h you, father,'*
laughed Martha. *'

I
saw Mr. Crabb go,

"I was just asking
Mr. Ra.scomb—thi.s is
my daughter, Mr. Ras-
<omb—and my nephew
f).swald up from the
c'ty," said Rankin,
iriaking the introduc-
tions. "I was asking
Mr. Rascomb to spend
t h e nigiit here—
Btrangcrs are always '
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welcome to shelter under my roof. But
he prefers to spend the night with his
horse."

"But you must have come a long
way, Mr., Rascomb—^a bed would rest
.you more than a. bundle of straw !" put
in Martha.
Judd Rascomb laughed. There was

something decidedly more attractive
about the offer of hospitalitv now that
It came from Martha Rankin. She
was pretty. Moreover, it w^ould be
impossible to associate her with any of
the stories that were blackening the
name of her father and Crabb.
"Thanks—I'll change my mind and

stop," he .said suddenly. "But, say,
Oswald, what's that pea-shooter you've
got there T"

"It isn't a pea-shooter—it fiies
bullets !" replied Oswald indignantly.
"And it's mighty pretty, too!"
"Much too pretty for a regular cow-

boy !" said Rascomb, with a disarming
smite. " Say, you'd better have one of
my guns, and I'll take that pip as a
souvenir of my visit here.

"

He held out one of his own big guns
as he spoke and Oswald hesitated only
a, fraction of a .second. A regular cow-
boy should have a regular, big gun,
an^ this was his chance to get one^
With a seriousness that nearly had
Rankin and Martha in fits of laughter
the exchange was made.
The rest of the evening .Judd spent

with Martha Rankin, and, judging by
her expression, she found Judd Ras-
comb just as interesting a person as ho
very obviously found her. Oswald was
out of the way, swaggering amongst
the ranch hands, displaying the butt of
his gun in its huge holster.

Rankin retired early, and there was
a serene quietness about the place that
suggested anything but that, in one
particular room, there s<it a man who
was. planning a robbery which must in-
evitably mean the shooting of .Judd
Rascomb.

17

Treachery !

DAWN the next morning saw Gila
Red, Tenderfoot and Sweetheart
riding into El Jacinto, where

Judd Rascomb received them with far
more pleasure than did Crabb.
"All fixed up O.K., boys," said Ras-'

comb,_ in the presence o"f both Rankin'
and Crabb. "I'm riding in witli Crabb
here, taking half the dougli with me,
whilst he carries the other half.
When I get in Corral City I'll send you
a message—^and that message will be
that the two of us have got in. If
only one of us gets in I reckon you'll
start hunting up the lost rider.''
"Shootin' up, you means,' said

Sweetheart, and gave his guns a slap
that sent a shiver down Crabb's spine.

" Well, come on— let's get going,
Rascomb !" Crabb .said curtly, alter a
while. "I've got the bills packed in
two envelopes—one for vou and one for
mo. I'll take the saddle-bags "

"I'm taking the saddle-bags!" put
in Judd calmly. "Well, see you later,
boys !"

"There'll be heck to play if you
don't !" grunted Sweetheart.
"Miss Rankin—I guess I'm coming

back this way." Judd turned to the
girl and spoke quietly. "I sort o' en-
joyed last evening so much thaf I'm
hungry for lots more of them !"

She just nodded, but there was some-
thing more than a hostess' dutiful wish
for his pleasant journey and a safe re-
turn when she bade him good-bye.
She was still looking down the trail

when the riders had become but black
blobs ir. the distance. She was feeling,
only too keenly, the tense air that was
over

^
the ranch—and the sight of

./udd's three cowboys did nof lessen
that fooling. They were so grim, so
bedraggled and unkempt iiftor their
long journey, and they moved about in
the manner of men who expect to be
attacked every second.
Down through the desert Jndd Ra.s-

conib was thinking of her. It was a

•• I'm taking the saddle-bags ! " put in Judd calmly.
Octobtr 3rcl, 1031,
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pily that iiU mind was so occupied, for

It iiKidc C'rabb's task i-o nmcii easier.

"Well, here we coiiie to the fork,.

Ra.sconib," &aid Crabb easily. "I'll

take the lower pass, and you got

through the Jacinto Canyon. I reckon
we'll meet at the fork on the other
>ide. I'leiasant journey !

'

"Thanks." said Judd indifferently,

but .suddenly started and pulled himself
into an alertness that -was just too late.

He was staring down the muzzle of

Crubb's gun.
"Get your hands away from your

gun, Rascomb !" snarled Crabb. "I'm
taking in this money myself

!"

Rascomb bit his lip in' helpless rage.

Crabb was fixing him with a glare that

iineant grim business.

"Thought you'd get down the Canyon
With your half, did you?" grinned
Crabb. "I'll have your gun; keep
your hands up or I'll blow holes in you
,as big as silver dollars. And I'll take

ithe saddle-bags, Mr. Foreman Rascomb.
'Now get moving towards the Canyon
jfrail, and keep moving!"

Rascomb, apparently resigning him-
"pelf to liis fate, dropped his hands.
(But his right hand, farthest away from
Crabb, dropped stiaight into the

'apparently empty holster. In a flash

I

the tiny revolver lie had taken from
Oswald in exchange for one of his own
'guns glittered for a split second in

the sun, and from it came a tiny re-

port that would have made liim laugh
at a time less serious than this.

But if the report was tiny, the bullet

was effective. It went straight through
the fleshy part of Crabb's revolver hand,
and his gun dropped from his nerveless

fingers,

"Never thought of that pea-shooter,

did you?" grated Judd, and he snatched
at the gun which Crabb had taken
from him but a few seconds before.

"I'll have your envelope now, Crabb.
And I'll take the saddle-bags again I'

"You ain't getting away with this,

Ra.scomb!" panted Crabb.
"You get down the lower pass, and

when you meet up with my boys, tell

'em I'll be getting that message through
all O.K., and mighty soon now!"
He was laughing derisively as with

a wave of his hand he spurred his horse
into <i gallop and darted down the
Canyon trail.

Crabb started along the other trail,

ducking at his wounded wrist as he
rode. But he did not get far before
there was a movement in the bushes
at (he fork trails, and a white sombrcrj
showed for a second and disappeared.

It was just luck that made Judd
Rascomb turn his head at that precise

second. He saw nothing of Crabb, who
was hidden by the bushes, but he saw
the white sombrero.
"Suffering snakes, that guy was sure

handy to see the parting!" muttered
jLidd. and jerked his liorse hard upon
its liaunches. "Boy, I dunno that this

is a healthy trail for you and me.
We're goinrr up the gorge again. Get
going, boy!"
His ride up the rocky wall of the

canyon was something he would never
forget. His horse did everything except
the one fatal thing—slip up and break
his neck. "iAo staggered, swayed, dug
frantically at times for a footliold, but
somehow or other always managed to

put another few yards between them
and the man in the white sombrero.
Judd knew now that there was reason

enough for the stories of the mysterious
happenings in the passes between Corral

City and El Jacinto, but what he did

not know was what was happening down
bejow him whilst he made a daring,
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frantic ride for the top of the Canyon
Jacinto.

Crabb got to know quickly enough,
for he had not ridden half a mile
before he was aware that he was being
chased by a rider who was certainly
not Judd Rascomb.

It was the man with the white
sombrero, and his hail brought the
wounded Crabb to a quick halt, for he
could .not have hoped to have ridden
a hard raoe to escape.
The mystery man dismounted at

Crabb's side and jerked both his guns
into a handy position for action. The
expression on his face was grim, even
though his eyes were showing a certain
amount of amusement.

" I saw the cowpuncher get the money
back, my friend," said the stranger
very quietly, "I thought my partner
was a pretty slick guy, but it appears
he i.s nothing more than a muddler.
Bah ! He handled you as if you were
a child!"
"He got the drop on me. I tell you,

if you hurry you'll get him in the pass !"

snarled Crabb.
"You'll not get him in the pass; he's

ridden up the rocky wall of the
canyon, and up there he will take
some getting out. I suppose, my friend,
that you were not thinking of double-
crossing me?"

"Double-crossing you? Don't be a

fool!" growled Crabb, but he avoided
the steady stare of the other's eyes in

spite of the vehemence of his answer.
"You told me you were riding the

Canyon Jacinto trail with the bank-roll.
Instead, you hold up our young friend
and send him with nothing through the
Canyon Jacinto, whilst you were taking
the other pass. It is suspicious, my
friend—very suspicious !"

"Oh, shucks! You're talking through
your neck!" growled Crabb.
"I have scattered my men, Crabb,

and they are surrounding the end of
the canyon where this pass meets
They will shoot anybody who comes
out of it. You had better return
through the desert," said the stranger,
ignoring Crabb's bitter remarks.
"And you pick up the bank-roll?"

sneered Crabb.
"And I pick up the bank-roll," agreed

the stranger calmly. "That is better
than picking up you, my friend."
"But listen hyer. If I go back alone

and no message gets through from Judd
Rascomb, his mangy pals are goin'
gunning!" ejaculated Crabb in sudden
alarm. "I

"

" You're a clever man, Crabb, a very
clever man, except when it comes to
meeting up with a real lie-man like

Rascomb," cut in the other, and with
a sudden jerk of his gun he blew a hole
in the ccnitre of Crabb's water can.
"The nearest place for a fiU-up, my
friend, i-i El Jacinto. Get moving. 1

am displeased with the trouble to which
you have put me. Get moving, before
I start saving those mangy cowboys
a cJiance of going gunning!"

Crabb obeyed, there was nothing for

it, but iiis thoughts were in a turmoil
of unpleasantness as he set his liorse at

a gallop for the desert.

He was riding on to the first stretch

of the desert before he became aware
that hoofs were thundering upon the
sunbaked ground not far away from
him, and fresh alarm leapt into his

heart as ho saw that the riders were
the sheriff and two of his men.
But as quickly as there came alarm

there came relief. His eyes glinted as

he spurred his horse towards the sheriff.

"Hi! Sheriff!" he shouted. "I've
been held up and robbed I"
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The sheriff jerked his horse up and
waited for the now eager Crabb to
come up. But there was very little

sympathy in the sheriff's eyes. He did
not like Crabb, and in consequence paid
a little more heed to the rumours in-

volving his and Rankin's names than
might otherwise have been the case.

"Well, what happened?'' he de-
manded shortly.

"I was taking in a bank-roll with
Judd Rascomb, foreman of Bar W,
from which we've taken over a l)ig

herd," explained Ciabb breathlessly.
"He shot me through the wrist. Look
at it!"

"Looks more like a bee sting!"
grunted the sheriff.

"It's a bullet right enough. I've got
it, suppose I ought to know!" growled
Crabb, stung into a retort. "He was
joined by a man with a white sombrero.
They've gone up into the mountain, and
I reckon if you send your man round
the pass and cut them oft" they'll fight."

"That means trouble; we shan't
escape altogether," murmured the
sheriff, with a thoughtful stare towards
the towering mountains.
"Then shoot 'em out. They've got

revolvers, but you can get rifles," said
Crabb. "I'll tell you, they've got a
bank-roll belonging to Rankin and me
You've got to .shoot 'em out!"
The sherifl" did not reply. He drew

his gun instead and sent three shots
up into the air as a signal to his
posse, which was scattered over the
fringe of the desert.

"I see Judd iRasconib also shot a hola
in your water can," he observed,
whilst lie awaited the coming of hia
men.
"Sure he did," agreed Crabb.
The sheriff merely nodded, and looked

round keenly to sec that his men were
riding in to him from all directions.
But it was from the front that the most
startling rider came—a rider the sight
of whom nearly .sent Crabb into a fit.

It was a rider with a great white
sombrero I

Crabb fairly panted for breath, and
his hands went down in a panic for his
guns. But his holsters were empty.
"That's the man with the white som-

brero—shoot him down before he eet.s

the drop on the whole bunch of us—

I

ain't got a gun !" he gasped.
"I ain't shooting no man until I his

to." said the sheriff. "Looks to nic, bv
the way he's swaying in his saddle, that

he's been hurt. Keep your guns handy,
boys, but don't shoot unless he starts

monkey -"

"It's Slim!" exclaimed one of th»
men. "Hi. Slim! Where did you get
that bonnet?"
"I'm all tied up, you gump ! Come

and cut these darned ropes!" hooted
Slim, who was one of the sheriff's po.>se.

There was considerable laughter
whilst the rider was freed from thft

ropes, but they had to wait for Slini's

explanation until lie had finished telling:

the world exactly what he thought of a
certain person.

"I ain't seen him before, but I'm ju.st

longing to SCO him again!'" he grunted.

"I am goin' to sock that guv in tho

jaw ! Roped me, he did, as I rode in

at your signal, sheriff, and put his soiri-

brero on niy head—just to give soino

of you some gun play, as he put it I"

"It was Judd Rascomb's pall" said

Crabb with emphasis.
" I don't know about that—Ra.scomb

wasn't with him," said Slim. "I saw
that guy last night at the ranch house,

and. 1 .saw him this morning talking; to

his cowpunchers. No—Judd Ra.scoiiib

weren't there. It was tho inyslety

galoot of tho passes 1"
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**Any\va3'," said Crabb, growing a

little more desperate in his desire to get
flic bandit \vell into the sheriff's net.

"The man witli the white sombrero was
with Rascomb, because they both held

>np up !"

Tlio sheriff again did not reply. He
was looking up towards the mountains
with a thoughtful stare upon his face.

"They'll have to stick up there—and
the sun ain't too kind to them as has

to cross the mountain. Slim—get some
of the boys around the other side, and
they'll stop any escape that way. Ill

shoot 'cm out if necessary, but I reckon

it would be better to let 'cm stay up
there until thirst drives 'em down with

their hands reachin' fer^the skies. Get
going !"

"O.K., sheriflf."

"You come on back to the ranch with

me. Crabb. I want to talk with

Rankin."

On the Mountain Top !

J
FDD RASCOMB rode up the moun-
tain side with anxiety beginning to

tear at his heart. He had twenty
thousand dollar.^ in his shirt and saddle

bags—and those dollars had got to be
taken over the top of the mountain,
down the other side, and to the express

office in Corral City if it was the lasr

thing he ever did.

But he knew that he was face to face

with the most difficult task he had ever
been set. If, as he now suspected more
than ever, Crabb was in league with
the ^^an in the White Sombrero, it was
certain that the wholo range -would bo
guarded by their men.
- His greatest hope was that if he
could get into a position from which he
could shoot on either side of him witli-

out being got at from the rear, Gila
Rod, Tenderfoot and Sweetheart would
come out hunting for him. They were
reliable fellows, great gunmen, and
even if they came against the bandits,

thoy would get buck for the sheriff and
his posse, return to the fight, and thus
gvi at him.

It was the white sombrero that played
the greatest part in that mountain
drama.
Onee he had got to the mountain top.

and had hidden his horse behind some
sheltering boulders. .ludd slipped from
the. saddle and had a good look rouiul.

Below him, olustered into a little

black, dot-like cluster, was a gang of
men, amongst whom none was really
prominent except a man with a white
eonibriTO.
Judd watciied them, his guns in his

bands, a grim smile at the corners of
his lips.

• He moved a few inches, and poked
his hat over the top of the boulder
which was acting as his rear shield. A
fraction of a second later a bulkt
w.hist4e<l through the air, and up from
the valley came the sound of the gun
report.

The grim smile became more grim
t'lian ever. Already the sun was begin-
ning to .scorch his shoulders. His throat
was getting dry, his lips becoming hard
and like sandpaper to his tongue, and
his eyes blurred by the fieiceaess of the
glare.

He watched the party on the plain
below, and saw them scatter around the
mountain, whilst a number of them
spread themselves out at the foot of the
inountain. Two of them mounted their
horses and rode at ;i hand gallop across
the desert, and disappeared in a cloud
Of dust in the distance. That was a
move .7udd could not understand.
• "Might be going for rifles,'' ho mut-
tered. " I can hold 'cm off so long as
they keep to their guns, but rifles—
'udd, ijiv son, if they start up with
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rifles beforts Gila Red and the others
get anxious and come out around here,
you're for a bit of lead !"'

It was in his mind in a flash that even
if the rifles did not get him out of his
little fortress, the sun was going to
make things equally unpleasant. Ho
reflected, grimly, that one thing ho
would have to do was drive his horso
down, for he was not going^to have the
gallant beast suffering the agonies of
thirst if ho could help it.

For hours he laid up there amidst the
sheltering boulders, now and again
sending a warning shot whistling down
into the valley to show that he was very
much on the look-out. Once or twice a
bullet spattered against the boulders in
a manner that confirmed his suspicions
that he was not the only one who was
on the watch !

His throat was more than parched an
hour before sundown. It was positively
cracking, so dry was it. His head was
aching, his hands were feeling swollen
and burning with the exposure to tho
glaring rays of tho sun—but the fingers
around his triggers were steady enough.

It was nature that beat him in tho
long run. His spirit kept him going
until he became so sleepy that the heavy
lids dropped over his eyes and ho
fell into a doze.
For five minutes he lay as still as>

though ho were part of" the massivo
inountain top, his head below cover of
a great boulder and between his out-
stretched arms.

'J'hen there came an interruption ho
did not sec. It was from .i man who
crawled cautiously forward until he
could reach out and silently draw a.wav
ihc saddle-bags. ' Tlicy were pushed
hack behind the newcomer, who then
started the moie difficult task of getting
his hand into Judd's shirt to remove tho
envelopes containing the dollars.

It was only the sliglites; toucb that
his fingers made upon Judd's chest—but
It brought Judd back to life with start-
ling suddenness—an.: his two guns bear-
ing upon the si ranger.
"Leave those saddle-bags!" ha

snapped out, but his eyes were dizzy
from the glare of the sun.
"Yru may have them, my friend,"

said tho stranger. "I have just peeped
into ihem. "Vou have more money in
your shirt."
"And it is stopping there if I have to

blow holes in you as big as dollars!"
growled Judd.
"That would do you no good, my

friend. I am in just the 6ame pofcition
as you. I'erhaps, if we get through
here, you may be inclined to pass over
a share of that money. Look !"

He held his hand cautiously over the
boulder, and a second later brought it
back quickly as a bullet crashed against
the boulder within an inch of it.

"You see," he explained, with a smile.
"I also am wanted."
Judd nodded, and lowered hie guns

again.

"Those bandits have sure got us tied
up here, stranger!" he said, and wonr
derod what made him think th«
stranger's smile was sarcastic. " Say,
now that there are two of us, whafc
about one keeping a watch and the
other taking a bit of sleep?"

"Suits me plenty!" agreed the other.
The stranger had reason to be posi-

tively grateful for that suggestion. He
knew that the men who fired up at tliem
at the slightest sign of a hand, foot or
head were the sheriff's men— it would
be quite useful to him to have Judd's
watchful eyes on their possible ajipioach
wl-.ilst he himself had a sleep.

So, turn and tiiin about, they watched
ceaselessly through the short night,
grateful for the fact that there was no

October ?rd. 1031.
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limiiiiig sun to add to their difficulties,

but longing for the dawn to relieve them
of the necessity of constantly straining

tlieir eyes.

It was just after dawn that Judd's
horse gave a sudden, warning whinny

—

and in a flash Judd was peering cau-

tiously over the boulders down towards

the valley.

Two men were coming up the trail-

one with a rifle, and the other with a

big white sombrero on his head. Two
flas-hing shots fiom Judd's guns .sent tho

men scattering back—without the rifle

or the hat. They reposed upon the

trail, with a bullet-hole in the hat and
the blue barrel of the rifle broken and
useless.

"They have no need to come for us,

my friend." said the stranger, vvitli a

grim smile. "The sun will crack us as

surely as any belt of bullets. Pleasant

thought, is it not?"
"I liave some friend.> on the other

side of that gang." said Judd hopefully.

"They'll sure be out after me before the

day has gone through. And then,

mister, believe me, there'll bo some scat-

terin' by those bandits below!"
And "once again, to save drying up

their throats and tongues more than they

already were dry, they relapsed into a

watchful silence.

Down in the valley the sheriff and

C'rabb, with Rankin, watched from the

moment dawn showed up the mountain

top. Crabb had a rifle, and only the

luesence of the sheriff stopped him

taking aim on the two little blobs that

occasionally oflfeied him a mark.

"There'i^ to be no shooting if we can

help it—the sun will get 'em down before

midday!" the sheriff had said.

Prabb was furious. He wanted

nothing better than that dead men should

be brought down the trail. Both the

man who had sent Slim in, roped and

with his own white sombrero, and Judd

Rascomb would spill a few beans if they

came down alive.

On the other hand, the sherift was

distinctly curious.
, , ,, ,

"I just can't make out. Crabb, he

said, without taking his eyes from the

mountain top, "how you came to have

,1 hole in your wrist from a bullet as

big as a pea, and a hole in your water-

can which was made by a forty-five."

That question was not to be answered

then. Two shots broke upon the still-

ness of tlie air, and the sheriff jumped.

H" jumped again as an ans\yering two

shots came from the mountain top.

Rut those that flew downwards did

not damage. Those that had swept up-

wards had found a billet.

It was not Judd who suffered. It

waft-the stranger, who had crawled to the

rear boulders to see how they were

covered on the pass, who stopped those

bullets.

He crawled back to Judd. gaspuig:

"They've got me, my friend!" he mut-

tered.

Judd just looked at him. He could do

nothing then—there was not a drop of

water between them. But he winced at

the thought of what would be the situa-

tion a few hour^ later, when the sun,

already warm and rising, was at its

height'.

Brought Down.

THRI'",K horecTiu-n thundered up to the

bheiiff an hour after dawn. They
were C!ila Red. Tenderfoot and

Sweetheart, and they looked up the

mountain trail in a vain effort to catch

sight of their foreman. They had

scorned the idea of Judd having held up
f'ral>b, but it certainly seemed funny

that Judd was still up ihcre—and shoot-

ing!
October 3rd, r9Si.
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"Say, I reckons that if I walks up that
trail, sheriff, Judd will recognise me and
not shoot!" said Gila Red. "Better
still—if Sweetheart and Tenderfoot come
with me, he'll recognise all three of us.

Judd Rascomb ain't no bandit—he won't
shoot his own pals!"
The sheriff licsitated, and Crabb hung

on to the law man's answer with far

more eagerness than he hoped he was
showing.
"I think that's a likely plan, boys,"

said the sheriff quietly. "If you are
ready to take the risk

"

"Risk?" Gila Red sneered. "There
ain't no risk, sheriff. Judd won't shoot
me up, for one !"

"None of us!" added Tenderfoot and
Sw(-etheart together, and as if an order
had been given, they dropped from their

saddles and started the walk up the
trail.

The sheriff moved up with them, keep-
ing to the sheltering boulders as much
a-- possible—and it was when they had
mounted two hundred feet of the trail

that they were joined bj- Martha.
Her pretty face expressed her anxiety.

It might have been because her father
wa^ amidst the men below, but it might
also have been because Judd Rascomb
was up there on the niountain-top.

Suddenly a gun flashed out from Dne-

of rhe posse, who was watching fiom a
hiding-place on their right—and a shriek
went up from Martha that echoed far

across the valley.

"Oh, don't shoot him—don't shoot
him !" she cried.

The effect was amazing. Judd Ras-
comb's form appeared at its full height
upon the top of the mountain, his hands
held high above his head.
He had recognised Martha's voice, and

the fact that this party v,as Rankin's or

the sheriff's, and not the bandits was
instantly impressed upon him.
Crabb, from the rear, knew that the

game was up. Without an instant's

hesitation he raised his rifle, took a
quick aim, and pulled the trigger.

Martha shrieked again, and Gila Red
turiu'd round savagely.
"You blamed doit!" he snarled. "He

had his hands reachin' fer the skies!"
" I thought he was dropping them for

his guns!" muttered Crabb. "I ain't

taking no risks with that bandit—

I

have had one bullet!"

"If you've done him in. there's

another follerin' him to the happy hunt-

ing grounds mighty quick!" grated Ten-
derfoot. "That's you, mister—so get

your prayers back to mind!"
They fairly flashed up the trail, the

Bar V\' meii well in the lead, with

Martha ahead of the others.

The sight that met their eyes was not

a pleasant one. Judd was lying on the

ground, a tiny trickle of red flowing

down the side of hi.s face. Another man
was lying on his side, groaning.

INIartha rushed to Judd, with Gila and
Tenderfoot at her side. The sheriff

moved to the stranger, with Crabb stand-

ing just behind him. hoping against hope
that no word would come from those

lips. Judd could not do him nearly so

much damage— there was a good chance

of his being able to explain away any
accusations from Rascomb.
But the dreaded words came.
"Who are you, stranger?" asked the

sheriff, as he gently turned the man over
on to his back, and got his arms under
the shoulders to raise him.
"Me? Me?" said the other dully.

"Oh—you're the sheriff! Gee! I don't

think you're going to have much on me.
sheriff. I'm Boston the Bandit!"
"Boston I"

The man nodded.
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"Wheu I have passed in, sheriff, have
a look round and pick up my partner,
Crabb !" he went on. his voice growing
very soft and dim. "He double-cro.^sed
me. You will find that the saddle-bags
contain only strips of paper and sand;
there is no gold-dust or notes. He's goi
them. Judd Rascomb is all O.K., slicritf.

You've just got to pick up Crabb, even
though it is I, Boston the Bandit, who
asks you. He is a ycllow-spincd rat!"

Crabb was frantic. He took one fleet-

ing glimpse at Judd's pals, who were
already getting their foreman l)ack to
life. He took another glance at the
sheriff, who siiot him one grim glance
before again turning to Boston the
Bandit.
In a flash Crabb stumbled over to

Gila Red and .snatched at the. gun in

his belt. A split second later he had
grabbed at Martha and dragged her to
him.
"Stay where you are. you bunch!" ho

said, between his teeth. "Shoot—and
you shoot the girl ! Stay where you
are !"

"Put down that gun, Crabb!" snapped
the sheriff.

"I'll put it down when I've got a
horse and can make for the border!"
sneered Crabb.
And he started to move backwards

down the trail, using Martha as a
shield, and Gila Red's gun poking
straiglit at the rest of them.

Judd Ra.scomb rose as Crabb moved,
and followed him down the trail. But
he had very faint hopes of being able
to do anything, for Crabb had the drop
on them. He would shoot if one of them
moved a. hand towards a gun.
But help came from a totally un-

exi>ected quarter.
Oswald, arriving after having been

thrown from hir horse—which necessi-

tated a long and careful dusting of hi.<

gorgeous raiment—saw what was liappen
ing. and took cut the big revolver Judd
had gi\en him in exchange for the "pea-
shooter."
He grasped the butt with two hands,

not at all sure what was going to

happen, levelled it at C'ralib. shut his

eyes hard, and pulled the trigger.

The shock of the explosion sent hii4

backwards. It made a thoroughl;'
startled Crabb turn in amazement and
despair. And it gave Judd Rascomb
just sufficient time to take a short run
and a flying leap at Crabb's gun arm,
bend it down, ;ind twist it behind his

back,

"That's where O.-wald plays a man'.s
part." chuck'od .Judd. "You may as
well |>ack in, Crabb! You're for the
sheriff!"

Crabb tried to fight ; it was u.seless

and hopeless. Big as he was, he was as
putty in Judd's grip. In a matter of
only seconds he wa^ standing, a prisoner,

panting and gasping with fear.

"Boston lied," he almost moaned.
"Sure, that's why you tried to get

away !" snapped the .sheriff. "Take him
down. bo.\ >

'. Coming, Rankin?"
"Sure. But I\l like to know if this

forenu'in is looking for a partnershij),

"

said Rankin. " I shall want another now
that Crabb is going!"
"A partnership'" Judd laughed, ar: 5

turned his gleaming eyes to Martin'-,..

"Sure. I'm looking for a partnership,
mister!"
And they wonderwl why Martha .suj,-

denly turned and ran down the trail.

But they cea.sed to wonder when Judd
Rascomb ran after her. caugiit up with .

her, and pushed his arm gently around
her. ?houlders.

(By permission of the Britisli Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., ^tarring Charles
Oelaney and Virginia Brown Faire.)
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does

everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand serial of

breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

l//

READ THIS FIRST.
While en route with his comradis to

the scene of a fire, Bob Darrow, of the

San t'rancisto Brigade, saves the life

vf a boy who falls in front of one of
the monster engines.

iMter he calls on James Madison,
head of a chemical company, to whom
he puts up an id'a for a patent fire-

cxtiitfjuisher. Madison is not interested,

and hob leavis disajypointi d, after
mreting Dan Mitchell, a shady promoter
'who is befriending Madison for his own
ends.

'That afternoon Bob rescues June
Madison from a fire in her father's

office, then learns that the boy he had
saved from the wheels of the fire-engine
iirts Madisort's son, Jackie.

In gratitude, Madison helps Bob to

/III feet his invention, the Darrow Fire-
H'li/ib. Hut Dan Mitchell is anxious to

s( II Madison an extinguisher of his

i.irn, and to discredit Bob he sends a
liiieling to "doctor" the fireman's iri-

ri iition with a deadly explosive.

The ruse fails to shake Madison's
fitilh, particularly as Bob agrees to

drive a ear that Madison is sponsoring
in a big road race. Bob wins the event,
vith I'at Herlry, a fellow-fireman, as
nicchaiiir. But the machine has been
tfiinpered with by one of MitchtU's
hirelings, and crashes just beyond the
finishing-line.

Now Read On.

The Casualties.

THE smouldcriiii? wreckage of the
iJrowii Special laeing-car lay on

I its side near the fencing of tho
(track, and as the dust raised by the
crash cleared away the figures of Bob
.Darrow and Pat Heeley were disclosed.
They had been flung from the

machine and were stretched out a few

EPISODE 5.

"THE AVALANCHE."

yards from it, neither of them showing
the least sign of life as the masses of
spectators in the stands gazed down at
them in awe and horror.
In all that vast crowd, however, none

was more moved by the catastrophe
than June or her father. Kor was any-
one more secretly elated than Dan
Mitcliell, whose conviction that Bob
Darrow wa.s dead detracted from his

chagrin at tlie Brown Special's triumph
in the race.

"Yes," he repeated to James Madison,
"your car was first across the line.

You won all right, but you killed

Darrow to do it."

Madison was standing with bowed
head, but suddenly he roused himself
and strode for the gangway that led

to the track. Pale and trembling,
June followed him, and Dan Mitchell
brought up the rear.

Already a party of poIicc-ofBcors,

track-attendants and Pressmen were
running towards the scene of the
disaster, but the first to reach the spot
was the official medical officer of the
Speedway. Sinking to liis knees beside
Bob's prone form he made a cursory
examination.

"Is he hurt badly?" a policeman
asked.
The doctor shook his head.
"No," he answered, to the relief of

those who heard him. "He's all right.

Just stunned, that's all. He's lucky,
though."
Some of those who had dashed on to

the track had made for; Pat, and now
they called to tho medical officer

urgently.

"Hey, doctor, come over here. It

looks like this fella is hurt plenty."

The doctor hurried across to Pat, and
was running his hands over him when a
stretcher arrived, and it was as the

medical officer was giving instructions

for tJie injured Irishman to be lifted

on to the stretcher that Mitchell and
tlie Madi.sons gained the track.

James Madison pu.ihed his way to-

wards Bob, and June stumbled after

him. They sank down beside the fire-

mau and raised his head.
"Bob!" June cried distractedly.

"Oh, Bob! Are you hurt?"
His eyes were closed. His blackened

face looked deathly pale under iJie

grime and oil that streaked it. Witii

an agony of terror in her expression,

June turned to a police-officer close by.

"Is he dead?" she whispered.
The doctor returned at that moment,

having rendered first-aid to Pat Heeley,
and as ho heard June's words he glanced
down at her with a reassuring smile.

"No, he isn't dead, MifW Madison,"
he put in. "He isn't even hurt. Just

stunned, that's all. Got the wind
knocked out of him. Hallo, he seems to

be coming round !"

He was right, for with a half-stifled

groan Bob raised himself a little

higher. Next second he found himself

gazing up at familiar faces.

"Mr. Madison," ho breatJiod, and
then: "June—June!"
"You won, Bob!" June told him

with an hysterical catch in her voice.

"You won !"

Bob propped himself on his elbow
with an effort. A look of anxiety had
appeared in his eyes all at once.

"Pat!" he exclaimed. "Where's
Pat? Is he— is he hurt?"
"Get him into the ambulance,' boys,"

he heard someone say just (hen, Mnd
October 3rd, l'J31.
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struggling round, he saw the Irishman
being carried across the track.

The doctor laid a hand on Bob's arm.

"Don't worry," he told liini. "Your
friend will be all right."

"Is ho badly hurt, doctor?"' asked

June's father.

"A dislocated shoulder-blade, 1

think," the medical man replied, "hut
he'll soon mend. His kind take a lot

of killing," he added with a twinkle

in his eye.

Bob was now trying to rise, and
willing hands helped him to his feet.

He swayed a little, so that Juno and
her father clutched him anxiously.

"You ought to lie down for a spell,"

June pleaded. "You've had a bad
shake-up. Bob."
"No, I'll be okay," Bob answered

gamely, and managed to steady himself.

Juno's father gripped him by the

arm.
"Darrow," he said gratefully, "you

were magnificent. The Brown Special's

victory will make motoring history, and,

incidentally, a fortune for me. As for

that, ten thou-sand dollar bet I made,
with Dan Mitchell, it's yours. You've
earned every cent of it."

Bob scarcely seemed to he listening.

"I've got to get to the hospital and
find out just how seriously Pat ha =

been injured." he faltered. "If he's

badly hurt, the race hasn't been worth
wirniing."

"That's a fine thought, Darrow,"
Madison declared. "We'll all go and
see that he's taken care of. I'll get

my car out of the parking ground."
He hurried off. leaving Bob with

June. Dan Mitchell remained, too, a

silent figure standing with lips com-
pressed into a thin, vicious line.

The Face at the Window.

A CAR drew up out-side the imposing
iron gates that opened on to the
drive of the Madison home. A

figure stepped out of the aut.omobile
and slipped stealthily through the gate-

way to plunge into the dense masses of

shrubbery that covered the grounds.
It was the burly figure of tlio ruffianly

Ppike Behlon, Dan ]\iitcheir,« henchman.
Night had fallen an hour previously, a

night without stars or moon, and the
gloom favoured Si)ike as ho advanced
towards the house. Creeping through
the bushes, ho made his objective a light

which gleamed in tho sitting-room win-
dow, and. after a cautious approach,
111' reached the sill.

The .sound of music came from beyond
tho window, and as Spike raised his

head warily and peered into tho room
ho saw June Madison's profile.

She was sitting at a piano, and her
finerers were running delicately and skil-

fully over the keys. Beside her stood
Bob Darrow. and he was listening to her
playing with keen appreciation.
June brought the melody to its conclu-

.sion and turned to Bob smilingly,
f 'rouching by the window. Spike Behlon
ducked down at once, hut. lifting his
)ie«-id again a moment later, he observed
that tlie girl seemed too engrossed in

her companion to notice any eaves-
dropper.
"You played that exquisitely. June."

Boh was sa\ing "Thank you."
"I always strive to please," Juno fold

him, with a whimsical curtsey. "Have
you any other favourites?"
"Plenty," he rejoined, "but it would

take you the whole evening to play
• them all, and you must be tired, any-
way. Let's talk."
She nodded.
"Yes, lot's talk," she said. "Let's

talk about the race vou won. Oh. Bob,"
she added fervently, "you've no idea
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how I felt when I saw you open your
eyes after you'd been hurt."

"I guess it was my lucky day," he

murmured. " By all theories, Pat and
I should have been killed."

"It was my lucky day. too," June
mused. "If you hadn't come in first

with the Brown Special I'd have been
on my' way to the altar now—^and all

bocau.se of a mad. reckless promise."
There was a moment's silence, and

then June spoke again.
"If Dun Mitchell had won that ton

thousand dollars," she said, "he was
going to buy an engagement ring."

"Yes," Bob answered. "And maybe
that's why I was so determined he
wouldn't win the bet."

June lowered her glance.
"Well, he didn't win it," she said

.softly. "Dad won tho wager, and
made over the ten thousand to you.

What are i/o>i going to buy with it?"

Bob started. Could she moan that,

if he chose to make her a present of an
engagement ring, she would accept him?
He could see no other significance in her
words, and was overjoyed to put that

conception on them. But at the same
time he felt tremendously embarrassed,
for, like a good many men of proven
courage, he fairly flinched fropn a pro-

posiul of marriage.
"Well." ho stammered, "I thought—

I

thought that—that if your father
"

"My father likes you. Bob." June
coaxed.
"Yes, ho seems to, doesn't he?" Bob

agreed. "Of course, I didn't want to

take that ton thousand, but. since ho
insisted, I split it with Pat, and "

"Yes. Bob?"
"Well, you know your father has

been having a now laboratory fitted out

in his warehouse," Bob continued. "It's

complete now, and I've got enough
money to carry on with my experi-

ments."
.June's faco fell.

"Oh. experiments !" she reiterated.

"Why, yes—experiments on my fire-

extinguisher," he explained. "You see,

the (hemicals I bouglit were ruined that

day I di.scovered tticy'd been tampered
with. You remember—the day we were

to have tried out the fire-bombs on that

old shed in your father's grounds."
"I remember. Bob." .Tune told him.

"Those chemicals are pretty costl.v,"

Bob went on, "but with the cash your
father gave me I can get hold of some
more. Now Thursday's my day off

at tho Fire Department, and I'm going
to take the formula for my extinguisher

to the warehouse laboratory then."

June looked away.
"And experiment, of course," she

said.

"Yes," he replied, "and if everything
turns out the way I hope it will, there's

something—I'm going to toll you. At
least—Something I'm going to ask you."
Their eyes mot.
"Can't you ask mo now?" she urged,

and then, with a slight flush, glanced
away again.

^\'ith the movement her gaze travelled

to the •window, and suddenly a scrcvim

l)roko from her lips. Bob jerked round,

but was too late to see the figure of tho

man who darted from tho sill and took

to his heels through the shrubbery.
"June—what is it?" Bob demanded.
"A faco!" she gasped. "A man's face

at the window!"
Boh waited to hear no more, but,

cros^-iiifr the

swung himse
to tho grounds. Somewhere ahead of

liim he heard the threshing of foliage as

the interloper charged through the

slirubbery, and he set off in full pursuit,

running at the top of his speed.

Not once did he sight the fugitive in

the room in n few swift strides,

g liimself over the sill and dropped
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the gloom, but he knew he was heading
for the gateway at the end of tho

drive, and he dashed in the same direc-

tion—only to roach it as S'pike Beldon,
scrambled into tho waiting car and
drove off'.

Bob came to a bafHod standstill, un-

able even to obtain a glimpse of the
auto's number plate, and ho returned
to tho hou.se empty-handed. When he.

showed up in the sitting-room again it

was to find that .lune had been joined
by her father, who had heard her cry.

"I saw a man's face at the window,"
Juno was saying. "Bob chased him."
"Did you know the man?" her father

asked, and Juno shook her head.
"No," she answered. "It wasn't any-

one I'd over .seen before. It was a
mean, crafty face."
"The fellow got clear away," said

Bob, entering at that juncture. "He
had SI car parked in the middle of the
road. I didn't oven get a good look,
at him." '

.

Madison pursed his lips.

"Darrow," he announced emphatic-
allv, "someone is after your formula."
"Yes," Bob ropoined, "someone who-

probably thinks I'm still carrying Oa
my experiments here. But I complete
my work on Thursday, !Mr. ^Madison,
and tlioii "

Spike Receives His Orders.'

IN the office where he alTocted to carry
on business as a genuine promoter,
Dan Mitchell outlined a fresh plan

of action to his hireling Beldon.
"Never mind alxjut June JMadison,

.Spike." he siiid, as Beldon introduced
the girl's name into the conver.sation.
"I'll take care of her. All you've got
to do is to get Darrow."
Spike .settled him.self on tho edge of

Mitchell's desk.
"I can get him," he drawled. "Thurs-

day night—^at the new laboratory in
the Madi.son warehouse."

Mitchell nodded.
"And he'll have the formula with

him. you .«ay ? Good—that's what I

want. Listen, Spike, I'm trying new
tactics. Once I can lay my hands on
Darrow s extinguisher and got Darrosv
himself out of the way. I can put our
own patent over on Maiiison. And as
for June—well, I know how to bring
her round. " And he smiled compla-
cently.

Spike Beldon slid from the corner of

the desk and gave vent to a scodinsr
laugh.

" Vou think you do." he retorted.
"But I'm telling you that June Madi-
son is nuts about this guy Darrow, and
you ain't got a chance."
Ho turned awa.v mockingly, and w.i.n

lighting the stub of a cigarette (hat

hung from the corner of his mouth
when Mitchell jerked to his feet and
gripped him by the arm.

' Listen. Spike." he snapped, swinging
him round, "If June Madison "

Whatever he had intended to say was
left un.said. for suddenly he clieci>e<l

himself and glanced at the door of Ins

office. Against the glass panel of it ho
saw a woman's sh.idow. and, signing to

Spike to remain silent, lie moved to the

door on tip-toe and iinoxpectedl.y

wrenched it open.

A flashily-dr<'ssed girl stumbled across

tho threshold, and tviilchell caught her

viciously by the wrists as she reeovred
her balance.
"Trixie Farrell. huh?" ho snarled

"Spying on mo. huh?"
The woman's dark eyes bla/.ed oinin-i

ousIt. a few monlhs before, she had,

beeii a favourite of Mit^-holl's. But .sho

had reason to believe that he wiis iiul.-

ting her to one side, and tho snatch of

ii
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conversation that had just reached her
ears seemed to confirm her suspicious.

"No," she told him, "I wasn't spy-

ing ! I came hero to see you. But I

heard what you .said about June Madi
son!" she added fiercely. "And if you
think you can give me the gate ,for

another dame "

"Shut up and come in here!" Mitchell
interrupted, and, pidling her into the
office, he slammed the door.

He glared at her for a moment and
then turned to Spike Beldon.

"All rigfit," he jerked, "get after

that formula. Take Butch and Merlin
with you, and don't make any
blunders."

" Okay, Mitch'," SpJke answered, and
took his leave.

As he departed. Mitchell lacod Trixic
again. His resentment towards her had
cooled somewhat, and he decided that it

would be wise to appease her. She was
a woman of temperament, and consc-

ijuently dangerous, and he was shrewd
enough to realise that it would not be
policy to antagonise someone who knew
so much concerning his affairs.

"Now, listen. Honey," he appealed,
" I'm not interested in June Madi.^on,

not in tiie way you think, anyhow.
She's only a means to get at her father's

money, and if we lay hands on Darrow's
formula to-night—I'll never sec her
again."
"But you fold Spike

"

IMitchcll interrupted lier. "Bahv," ho
explained, "I don't tell Spike Beldon
everything. Now you run along and
I'll see you to-night." And lie took her

in his arms and kissed her.

"All right, Dan," Trixie Farrcll mur-
mured. "To-night, then."
He led her to the door, said ' pood-

bye ' to her and retraced his steps to his

desk. As ho reached it he at once took

up the , telephone and spoke into the

mouth-piece.
"Give inc Bayside 7710." he called.

He did not guess that Trixic had not
altogether been deceived by his lies,

and that on an afterthought she had
paMse<l outside the door.
"Hallo." he went on. "Bayside 7710'

Oh, is that you, June?"
A pause, and then:

"I'm coming over to see yon. June.

Mitchell continued. "I've sotiiothing

very important to tell you. I know
you'll be interested."

Standing outside the office door, listen

ing to the charm in his voice, Trixii

Farrell clenched her hands furiously.

For an instant her impulse was to <on

front Mitchell again and create i

'scene ', but it was an impulse tliat >^'i<

qviclled, and with a brooding expro'.

sion on her face she made her wa\ 'o

the lift.

Whi'ii Dan Mitchell left the premi-.e,

there was no sign of her, and his mind
was completely .it ease as ho haih tl i

taxi and gave the Madisons' addi< ~s

He arrived at the palatial home on tlie

outskirts of the city twenty mmute>-
later, and a maid showed him into a

room where Juno was sitting ai ,i

biireau.

"Oh. hallo. Dan." she greeted him, as

he pulled up a chair beside her.

"Good evening, Juno," Mitchell

returned. "Geo! You're looking love-

lier than ever."
"You always were good at flattery.

Dan." Juno reproached. "But whai
w'jis it you wanted to see me about?"
Ho leaned forward and took her

hands, but with a whimsical lit tie smile
ihc drew them free.

"June," he said. "I want to tell you
how much I think of you—because I bc-

plieve that you once eared for me."
',0h, dad and I have always ro-
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garded you as a very good friend, Dan,"
June told him.

" But you might have looked on me
as something more than a friend if

this fortune-hunting fireman hadn't
come between us," Mitchell retorted
bitterly.

June resented the words, but kept her
feelings under control.

"Now, Dan," she said, "that isn't

nice -"

She was interrupted by the ringing of

a 'phono bell, and, cutting short the
conversation, reached for the instru-

ment.
" Pardon me, Dan." she murmured.

Then, lifting the receiver: "Hallo ''

Yes, this is .Mr. Madison's home—No.
Mr. Darrow is not here. Who wants to

speak to him ?"

It was a woman's voice at the other
end of the wire, and the woman was
Trixie Farrell.

"Never mind who I am, sister," shi>

told Jvmc, her lip curling viciously as

she spoke into the mouthpiece. "Just
tell that sap fireman there's a gang
after his formula—and they're going to

lay for him to-night. Do you get me?"
.Juno's face had paled. "Wait!" she

exclaimed. " Don't ring off——
" But

even as she uttered the words she herird

the click of the receiver as the other
w'oman replaced it on its hook.
"She's gone!" breathed June, turning

to Dan Mitchell.

"She?" he echoed. "What do you
mean, .June? What's the matter? You
look as if you'd heard the voice of a

ghost or something."
June faltered out an explanation. "It

was some woman, calling from a pub'io
'phone-booth," she panted. "She s.aid

a gang was going to attack Bob. I've

got to warn him!" And she picked up
the receiver again.

" Hallo, liallo—Operator "

Mitc'tiell's face had hardened. A
woman—giving away his plans. Tiixie
Farrell !

But this was no moment to rage in

w.ardlv against betrayal. In a few
seconds .Tune would be in touch with
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Bob Darrow, and Mitchell had to do
some fast thinking, or his scheme must
fail.

The 'phone-wire ran past his foot,

and, with June crouching over the
mouthpiece with her back to him. he
entangled the coird around his shoe and
snapped the connection with a single

wrench.
" Hallo, operator Operator "

June crammed down the receiver and
scrambled to her feet.

"The 'phone's dead I" she gasped.
"Listen, Dan, Bob is at the warehouse
with dad. I've got to get to them !"

She wheeled and ran from the room.
Mitchell, snatching iiis hat, hurried
after iier, but he did not make up on
her until she was out on the drive,

where her roadster was standing.

"June!" he shouted, as he saw her
climbing into the car. "Wait, June.
There's nothing you can do down there."

But June did not heed him.
"Hurry, if you're coining!" she cried,

pressing the self-starter and stepping on
the clutch-pedal.
Mitchell bundled himself into the car

as it swept forward along the drive.

The Attack. I

TRAVELLING from his City office

to the warehouse where the new
laboratory had been fitted up,

James Madison found Bob Darrpw"
already installed there.

"Hallo, Darrow!" said Madison, as

ho entered the lab.

"Evening, Mr. Madison," Bob re-

joined, holding up a vial into whicJi

he had just poured some liquid. "I've
just finished mixing up a small quantity
of my extingiiisher, following the direc-

tions of the formula there." And he
indicated a document lying on a bench
near by.

"Fine!" said Madison. "Then we're
all .set for the test ?"

"Yes," Bob answered, "and I'm going
to prove to you, right here in this

room, that this small amount of the

His eyes were closed. His blackened face looked deathly pale under
the grime and oil that streaked it.
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mixture I've invented will put out a
,

pretty fair-sized fire."

Laying: down the vial he walked to

the far end of the laboratory and re-

turned with a largo sheet of tin which
he plaeed in the middle of the floor.

On this metal base lio then proceeded
to build a formidable beacon out of

quantities of wastepaper and in-

flammable rubbish.

"You're sure it's safe to start a fire

as big as that in this old warehouse,

Bob?" Madison asked doubtfully.

"Safe?" Bob echoed. "Of course it's

safe. If I didn't think it was safe 1

wouldn't do it. I hate fires."

And he grinned amusedly.
Alone in the old warehouse, Bob and

Madison completed the preparations for

the experiment. At least, they imagined
they were alone, but from behind the

door of a cupboard in a dim corner of

the laboratory three pairs of eyes were
watching every movement, and three

ruffianly intruders awaiting tlieir oppor-

tunity to launch a surprise rush.

"There. Mr. Madison," said Bob at

length. "I'll set light to this heap of

rubbish now and show you why I think

the experiment is perfectly safe. For
I guarantee my extinguisher will

quench it at once."

Stooping, he struck a match and held

it to the pile. Flames began to rise

from it. coiling rapidly towards the

lofty ceiling.

"That ought to make a pretty good
blaze," Bob commented, as he drew
back to give the fire time to reach its

height.

Sixty seconds passed. Tlie pile of

rubbish in the middle of the floor was
fairly in the grip of the flames now,
flames that writhed up in a fierce, lurid

column.
Compelled to retreat from the blast of

heat that smote him Madison glanced

at Bob anxiously.

"If your extinguisher quells that fire,"

he declared, "there won't be any doubt

.as to ils effectiveness."

Bob reached for the vial on the

bench.
"And this is all I'm going to use,"

he reminded Madison. "Something less

than ji pint of the mixture. Now for

it!"

He lifted the vial, but as he was in

the very act of raising it above his

head a shout from Madison arrested

him. He spun round and saw that the

older man was staring toward.^ the far

end of the laboratory, and, following

the direction of his startled gaze, ho
discerned Spike Beldon and liis associ-

ates slinking from the cupboard whex-c

they had been concealed.

The thugs rushed forward the instant

they knew that their victims had taken

the alarm, and before he could put

himself on the defensive a smashing
blow to the face drove Bob into the

wall.

The vial dropped from his hand with

a crash, and its precious contents

spilled over the floor ten paces from
the inferno on which Bob had intended

to throw them.
But the vial and fire-extinguishing

chemicals had ceased t« be of prime
importance to Bob. Recovering, he
flung himself at the roguo wlio had
struck him, and with a terrific upper-

cut knocked him flying into the midst
of the blazing rubbi.sh.

Flaming scraps of paper were
littered over the floor. The crook,
squealing in a panic, picked himself up
and stumbled clear of the beacon with
liair singed and clotlies scorched.

; Meanwhile Spike Beldon liad pounced
on Bob and was grappling with him

' October .'ird, IMl.
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savagely, while the third man tackled
Madison.
Madison struck out gamely, but he

was past the days when he might have
been a formidable proposition in a
scufllo. He managed to land a punch
that rattled his assailant, but the man
came back at him and launched a
vicious attack that battered Madison
to the floor.

Madison attempted to rise, but the
thug 4ifted his boot and drove it with
stunning force against the older man's
temple, and with a groan Madison
sank again.
The man who had felled him whipped

round to lend his comrades a hand, and
he speedily realised that his help was
needed. For at that moment Bob
swung Beldon up in his strong arms and
hurled him down with a shock that
knocked the breath out of liis burly
form.
The rogue who had been thrown -into

the fire now received the brunt of
Bob's counter-attack, and was staggered
by the fury of it. .

"Butch!" he panted. "Get into him.
Butch !"

"Okay, Merlin!" Madison's attacker
rapped out, and with the words he
leapt at Bob pantherishly and tackled
him from the rear.

A whirling mix-up ensued, and,
locked with his adversaries. Bob reeled
back and forth across the laboratory.
Sometimes they trampled through the
flaming rubbish that had been piled i;i

the middle of the floor, and burning
litter was scattered in all directions.
Sometimes they crashed heavily into
the benches, bringing down costly
apparatus in their melee and shatter-
ing it to fragments.
Butch worked for a trip that would

throw the fireman on his back, but was
himself swept off his balance and
dashed to the floor. Blundering over
the prostrate ruflian's body. Bob now
broke Merlin's hold, thrust him at
arm's-length, and then slammed his fist

to the scoundrel's mouth.

INIerlin shot backward and hit a tall
cupboard set against the wall. The
cupboard rocked and swayed as he re-
bounded from it, then tipped forward
on to the beacon in the middle of the
floor.

Its doors swung open as it fell, and
from its shelves bottles rained down by
the score. The smash of wood and the
splintering of glass was drowned in the
roar of an explosion as a heavy jar
shattered itself to pieces and poured a
gallon of deadly chemicals into the
blaze.
The flash of tlio report blinded Bob

for the instant, but as tlie .scene
Iiartially cleared he caught a sudden
glimp.so of Spike Beldon clutching at a
paper on one of the benches. The
fornnda for the Darrow fire-bomb. Bob
realised, and with a shout ho jumped
at the crook and wrested the documonr
from his gra.sp.

"So that's what you're after," he
flung at the throe thugs, thrusting the
paper into an tn.side jOTcket as ho backed
on the defensive again. " Well, come
and get it!"

Butch and Merlin had struggled to

their feet, and as Spike was joined by
them he led a concerted ru.sh. a r\{s\\

that was half-chocked as a gust of flame
intervened. The chemicals that had
been spilled from the cupboard wore
responsible for it. and it was now clejir

that in a very few minutes the whole
laboratory would be ablaze.

The crooks continued their rush, but
not with the inlention 'of (ackling Rob.
Kscapo was their chief anxiety now, and

Every Tuesday

they flung tliemselvcs at Bob only be-
cau:>o he happened to .stand in their way.
Bob stopped Beldon with a right to

the mouth, but Merlin clo.scd with him,
and. while they were at grips. Butcli
dodged to the rear and drave his fist

with all his force at the back of the
young fireman's neck.

Bob's legs seemed to give, and ho
sagged to the floor in a sonscloss heap,
and as the cowardly blow felled him
the crooks darted from the laboratory.

Debris ! °n

DRIVING at reckless speed toward.'*

the docks, where her father's

warehouse was situated. June sud-

denly heard the clang of fire-bells be-

hind her.

Both she arid Mitchell tu'rned their

heads and saw the giant scarlet engines
hurtling into view. Traffic pulled into

the gutter at the imperious clamour of

their approach, and, swinging aside into

a cross-street, JiHie reali.sed that they
were the wagons from District Station

Xuinber Five, to which Bob was
attached.
She steered back into the m-iin

thoroughfare when they had pas.sed. and
resumed her journey to the Madison
warehouse at top speed. It was only

when she was in siglit of it that she

realised the warehouse was the very

building to which the Brigade liad boon
called.

The building was in flames. Coils of

fire were breaking through its roof and
rolling from the windows of its upper
floors. A stab of terror seemed to

pierce June as she remembered that the

laboratory was on the top storey, where
the blaze was fiercest.

June pulled up her car on the fringe

of a crowd that had gathered to watch
the firemen train the ho.sos on the burn-

ing warehouse. Descending from the

auto, she began to elbow her way
through the mob. and Mitchell was on

the point of following her when he saw

a man standing on a street-corner.

The man w.ts Spike Beldon. and Spike

was beckoning to him frantically.

Changing his course, Mitchell hastened

towards him.
"They're in there—both of them!'

Snike panted, as the promoter joined

liim.

!\Iitcliell scowled. "Who?" he rani)od

out. " What are you babbling about,

man ?"
" Madison and Darrow," Spike blurted.

" We got into a fight with 'em. an'

they're both knocked out. A firo

started in the l-aboratorv; an' they're

;

Ivin' up there—the two of them."
'

Mitchell looked at the blazing ware-

house, and his face became a shado

paler.

"Come on." he said, gripping Beldoti

by the arm. "let's pet out of here."

Tlioy turned and slipped away. Alean-

whilo. under the directions of Battalion

Chief Wilson, the firemen of District

Station Number Five w-ero pouring hun-

dreds of gallons of water on to the blaze,

the powcrfid jots from the ho.ses hiss-

ing uoward and fallinff like a delugo

into the heart of the inferno.

At that very moment. Bob Darrow
was recovering consciou.'ifie.'is to find liinv

self .surrounded bv flames, the heat from

which was beating intolerably againsi

his face and hand.s. Yet his first thoughl

.IS ho siruggled to his feet was not of

himself, but of June's father, and he

called the older man bv name.
"Madison!" he shouted hoarsely.

'• Madison—where are you?"
There was no response, but all at

once he made out a figure lying near

a bench that had not yet been seized

by the fire. It was the .sen.sole.ss form

(ContiBued on page 27.)
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whole illustrated list—to-day. With it, for a starts

comes a voucher for five

coupons. And tliere are
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penny wrapped bar up-
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"THE FLYING FOOL." I

(Continued irom page 10.)

"What are ground signals?" asked
Morel la.

Tlie fog was very thick as the official

led them on to the gallery. On the,

ground below gleamed lights that
torined the letter "T."
"Those signals are placed according

to the wind. A 'plane must land
against the wind. The pilot will see
that letter and know that the top of
the ' T ' indicates the direction of the
wind. He can land down the ' T ' with
safety. If he tried with the wind there
would be a seiious accident."
Bored Marlow strolled back into the

observatory and he heard something
(hat made his face go livid.

" Vincent Floyd. Vincesit Floyd. Two
thousand feet and needing bearings.
Think somewhere over aerodrome, but
fog-banks obscure visibility

"

There was more, but Marlow scarcely
lieeded. Floyd had escaped by some
nuracle, and was about to land. They
had wasted two precious hours in this
cursed aerodrome, and now his enemy
was on his heels. He glanced at the
regulator.s for the ground signals, and
a fiendish scheme flashed to his nimble
brain.

•Morella was still out on the gallery,
and as the woman turned to come back
to the observatory, Marlow acted.
Swiftly he changed the landing signals.

''Morella, I can't stay another
minute." His tone was forceful.
"Thanks so much for showing us round.
Morella, we must go."
He almost dragged the girl down

the spiral stairs into the aerodrome.
"I won't be rushed like this!" cried

Ihe outraged Morella. "I want to speak
to Jim Lancer."
"Well, I must be off," was Marlow's

answer. "I'll ring you up later. Sorry,
but I must go."
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Outside was his high-powered racing
Bentley. The drone of an aeroplane
sounded above as he drove fiercely on to
the main road.

Floyd did every trick he had ever
leanit to avoid the murderous attack of
the pursuing 'plane. A sudden dive
and then a climb upwards, a daring
loop, a breath-catching spin, and always
zigzagging to avoid the ominous
machine-gun.
Their nearest e-scape was when bullets

smashed some of his instruments, and
would have got the pilot if he hadn't
ducked. At last the clouds hid them
from sight, and Sid decided to land.
"Floyd's got awaj—darn him!" he

told his two passengers—Bill and the
Doctor. " We've got to warn the boss
or our number's up. I'm going low, as
I'm pretty certain we're nearing
Croydon."
And the fir.^t pilot to see the grounii-

lights was Sid.
There was an appalling crash when

the macliine was carried against the
walls of the aerodrome. An explosion,
and then lurid tongues of flame. There
was never a chance of saving those three
men.
The changing of the landing signals

had been discovered some mimites after
Marlow had sjied away, but too late to
prevent the catastrophe.
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32 Free Billiard Tables.
Send {or details and

price list.

A Riley Billiard
Table provides an
attraction that
makes it simple.
There's hours of
pleasure for the
boys and all the

family with a Riley " Home " Billiard
Talile. The 6 ft. size is delivered on first

deposit of 13/3d., balance by monthly
instalments. Cash Price £11 15s. 7 days'
Free Trial allowed to test the table, and
Riley's pay carriage and take transit ri3k.=,

Riley's " Combine " Billiard and Dining
Tables are also offered on easy terms.
Send for Free Art List containing sir-es

and prices of all tables. Rileys are the
largest makers of full-size Billiard Tables
in Great Britain.

E. J. RILEY, LTD.,
Howard Works, Accrington, and Depl. 35,

147, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.i.
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Retribution.

INC'ENT FLOYD and Marion
made a safe landing.

" Someone's had a crash." were
Vincent's first words, pointing towards
the flames.

" The ground signals were altered.
Mister Floyd," explained a mechanic,
"A ^Mister Marlow was being shown
round the aerodrome, and they think he
changed them hy accident."
"Accident my foot!" rasped Vincent.

"He got my message that I wanted to
land, and played his last card. Is

Marlow here now?"
"Drove off in a powerful Bentley,"

was the reply. "I believe Mister Lancer
is in touch with the police."

"Marion "—Vin-
c e n t clambered
back into h i s

machine — ''find
Jim and tell him
what yon know.
He'll make for the
coast — I wonder
which way?"
'"Deal and

Dover." opined the
mechanic. ''The
fog has lifted from
most of Kent as
the wind is due
west."

" Ring the Yard
at once and have
e very port
w.atched," cried
Vincent. "Thiat's

in case I don't .sjiot

our man. Is he
driving a big two-
seater Bentley ?"

The mechanic
" I know
Swing the
must be

nodded,
the car.

jirop—

I

off."
• Oh, do take

care. V i n-c c n t

—

dear !" yelled
Marion as the
engine woke to life.

His answer was
n vkMvo of the hand,
and soon hei van-
i.^hed into the foggy
murk.
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Soon Vincent was through the fog and
able to look down at the countryside.
The light was fading, but objects still

stood out clearly. If Marlow were
making for Dover he would work round
the outskirts of London and then on to

the wide main road, or he could work
south to Tunbridge Wells and thence to
Ashford and F'olkestone. Floyd decided
to make straight for-Dover and to scour
all the main roads for his quarry.
And on the road from Folkestone to

Dover Floyd espied a speeding car.

Quickly he gained and peered earth-
wards. It was a Bentley, and travelling

at an incredible speed.
Vincent came down to two hundred

feet and roared along behind the
Bentley. Michael Marlow turned, and
realised what the 'plane meant.
For once in his life Marlow lost his

head. He felt the hangman's rope
round his neck, and his one desire was
to escape from a relentless enemy—an
enemy who seemed to possess a dozen
lives.

On two wheels he slithered the great
car round difficult corners, but never
could he shake off the pursuing 'plane.

Mad with fear, Marlow tried to take
a corner at reckless speed, and lost con-
trol. The Bentley shot over the bank-
ing and tore over the grass with Marlow
trying to regain control.
At this pait of the road the cliff is

but a hundred yards from the road.
Vincent saw Marlow make an effort to

get out of the car, but too late.

The Bentley shot over the cliff like

a streak of light, and as the car turned
over atid over, Vincent Floyd shut his

eyes. A dull crash and then a puff of

smoke—on the ro<ks below the chalk
cliffs was a blazing wreck.

Vincent made a perfeet landing on
the cliff. He went forward to peer down
at the blazing car. Not a chance of

Marlow escapmg alive. A violent and
a swift death.
The persistent sounds of a motor-horn

made Vincent get to his feet. A car
was bumping over the grass. Jim
Lancer was driving, and by his side was
Marion Lee.

" Chasing after you for miles," cried
Jim. "Folkestone put us wise. What'*
happened, Vincent ''."

" Finis."

The detective told them of Marlow's
end. The three stared down, at this

burning car.
" I'll run along to Dover and handle

this smash." Lancer had noticed the
interest that his pal was taking in tlie

girl. " Would you care for me to 'phone
Sior

"

"No, thanks." quickly spoke Vincent.
"Marion can fly back to London with
me. Are you game, dear?" He put an
arm rouncl her. "I'd like to have you
with me .always."
"That suits me." Marion smiled up

at him. "But first I must make a
confession. I'm not quite all that I seem
to be. You .see, I joined up with
IVLirlow for a special reason." From a
pocket she produced a badge. " This
belongetl to Hirst." Then, to his sur-

prise, she produced another Pinkerton
budge. "This is mine—I was sent to

find Hirst."
" You little wonder woman !" Vincent

hugged her close, then frowned as Jim
Lancer laughed. " Let's beat it, lass.

Give me a swing, Jim. and then go and
handle those Dover folk."

Somehow Marion managed to

.squeeze in beside 'Vincent. A wave of

their liands and the m.achine soared
gracefully towards the heavens.

(By permission of British International

Pictures, starring Henry Kendall, Benita

Hume, and Wallace Geoffrey.)
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"SUBWAY EXPRESS."

(Continued from page 14.)

gave a lurch and lie fell forward, like

this." And he imitated a stumble.

"No, no," said Mrs. MuUins, "one of

his hands kind of slipped through the

open window, like he had clutched at

the framework and missed. The other

arm was hanging down. Yes, that'.i

right. Now—now he fell forward."

"Oh, like this," exclaimed Killian,

and pitched towards Mason as if to

clutch his wrist.

"Don't!"
Mason screamed the word. His voice,

so assured a moment before, rang shrill

with terror.

"D<jn't touch me! Look out!"
"Kearney, stop the car," Killian

snapped. "Pull the emergency!"
The train .squealed to a standstill.

"Now we've got somewhere," drawled
Killian. "There's an outside connection

that you're afraid of, ilason

—

(hat's why
you cried out the way you did. Kearney,
take a look along the track."

"I don't know what you're talking

about," Mason panted, his face deathly-

white.
Killian made no answer, and stood

waiting while the central doors were
opened for Kearney. They closed be-

hind the detective, and then re-opened

again to admit him a minute or two
later. As Kearney climbed into the car

with an air of excitement One-Round
Dolanj Kansas City Terror, made a

stampede for the exit, only to be forced

back.
"Whore d'yuh think you're goin'?"

Kearney roared.
"1 gotta fight," Dolan pleaded.

Kearney's fist took him neatly in the

.
jaw and threw him back into his seat

insensible.

"It's on the posts, inspector," an-

nounced Kearney. "The posts in tho

tuimcl between the upline an' the down.
A wire runnin' from the third rail, up
one of the pillars to the height o' that

window and then along three others.

Four in all—I counted 'em."
Killian fixed Mason with a steely e.\e.

"A live wire canying the current along
four posts on a level with the window,
eh?" he said. "You weren't taking

ai)jf. chances. Mason, were you ? 1 sup-

pose, by the way, that only a subway
employee would have access to those

posts?"
" You think that pins the crime on

to ine?" sneered Mason.
"Not that alone," answered Killian.

"You made a slight mistake when you
said you didn't know Edward Tracy.
On this watch of his there's an inscrip-

tion that shows it was presented by
former associates of the subway. There
are six names engiaved, and yours hap-
pens to be one of thcni. Put these

gloves on him and sci' if they fit."

"Don't bother," said Mason thickly.

"They fit all right."

He was handcuffed. Then, at Killian's

command, Kearney ordered the motor-
man to head for 72nd Street.

Meanwhile, Killian was demanding de-

tails from Mason.
"Did IJordcn hire you to kill Tracy?"

ho demanded.
Mason shook his head.
"No, Traey did the hiiing," ho re-

jpined startlingly. "Yes, Traey. He
came to me a month ago with the plan
all worked out, and offered me
110.000."

"But "
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"HEROES OF THE FLAMES." t

(Continued from page 24.)
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"Wait a minute," said Mason. "Just
as we reached the posts where I was to

do the job the lights went out, and I

got Tracy by mistake. I'd meant' to get

off at 72nd Street and go back to get

the wire down, before anything was dis-

covered. But the fight started and the

shot ruined everything "

The train lan alongside the platform
of Seventy-Second, and Killian allowed
the passengers to alight.

"You can go, too, Borden," lie said,

"and take Mrs. Tracy with you. Good
luck to you both," he added .sincerely.

When the crowd had departed Killian

turned to his prisoner, who still sat in the

seat Tracy had occupied.
"Mason," he asked, "how did a fellow

of your intelligence get the wrong man
in the dark?"
"That's one of the things I'll keep

to myself," Mason answered through
clenched teeth.

"Mason," Killian persisted, "between
you and me. did you ever know the
former Mrs. Tracy—the one that got the

rough deal '! Were you ever—perhaps

—

in love with her?"
Mason smiled.

"Between you and me," he said,

"that's none of your busine--s."

Killian smiled, too. He knew that
his surmise was correct, and all was clear

to him now.
Tracy, defaulting to the tunc of fifty

thousand dollars, and seeing a chance
of making a hundred thousand in in-

surance, had gone to Mason with his

dastardly inoposal to kill Borden, and
liad blackmailed Stevens into playing a

minor part with the dripping umbrella.
Mason must have pretended to agree,

all along seeing his chance of squaring
accounts with Tracy. And so these three
men — Tracy, Ma.son, Stevens — had
awaited the first wet night.
The wire had been rigged. All v.as

in readiness. To-night. Stevens' um-
brella had dripped rain-water—rain-water
that had spread in a wide pool about
the feet of Tracy and Borden—a jjool

liainiless enough in itself, but a deadly
"ground " to the one who was to receive
(he contact of the copper disc.

Mason had seen (o it that that one
was Tracy, not Borden.

,
"liCt's go. Mason," said Killian. "The

ivagon will be waiting."
(By permission of United Artists Film
Corporation and Columbia Pictures,

Ltd., starring Jack Holt.)

GRAND FILM NOVELS YOU SHOULD NOT MiSS I

" DISHONOURED." .

A beautiful spy in the
employ of the Austrian
Secret Service is ordered
to betray a bandsome
young Russian officer.

Which shall she obey—
duty or love ?

"THE LOVE DUET."
An intense drama of

passion and heroism in

the musical life of

Vienna. Starring Gustav
Frolicb.

of Madison, and, lifting lum with an
effort, Bob manageU to revive liiru a
httle.

The blaze seemed to have swept to-

wards the door and thence to other parts
of the building, and now, with one arm
supporting Madison, Bob had to fight

his way through a dense swathe of

flame. He never knew how he and his

companion gained the head of tl\c

stairs that led to the floor below, but
ho did know tiiat a huge fragment ot

burning roof fell at their heels and pep-
pered them with hot sparks.

They reeled down flight after flight of

stairs. On the lower floors thcro was
less danger from fire, but suffocating

voluuies of smoke filled the entire build-

ing and tortured tlioir lungs as they in-

haled it. Nor were they by any means
beyond tho risk of sudden and awful
death, for once a mass of flaring timlx-r

hurtled past them and crashed into tho
depths of the staircase well.

They reached the ground floor at last,

and, staggering to a door, let themselves
out into the street. Madison was at the
end of his tether, and with a moan
collapsed, but Bob caught him as 1:9

fell and, hoisting him over his shoulder,

tottered on to the sidewalk.

A cry went up the moment the two
men were seen, and it was a cry to wlii;'h

.June lent her voice. Next second she

was running towards them.
"Daddv!" she called thankfully.

"Bob!" .

Bob swayed uncertainly, and in that

same moment Juno chanced to lift luir

glance. Next second a scream broke
from her lips as she saw a huge section

of the warehouse wall bulge outward
through the masses of smoke and flamo
that capped tho building.

With tho thunder of a landslide a
hundred tons of debris broke from the

doomed structure, an avalanche of

blackened masonry and blazing timber
that hurtled into the street inunediately
whore Bob and June wore standing.

(To be continued in another breath-

taking episode next week. By permis-
sion of Universal Pictures Ltd., starring
Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.)

ALSO
The s.econd episode of

the gripping drama of

the sawdust ring, star-

ring Francis X. Bush-
man Jnr. and Alberta

Vaughn

—

" THE SPELL OF THE
CIRCUS." Victor McLaglen and Marlene Dietrich in ' Dtsbonoured."

Don't miss these splendid yams in this week's issue of our companion p.aper,

44 ^^«ir-r iw. STORIES.'^SCREEN
ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.

Octobtr 3rii, 1U31.
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(Continued from page 3.)

pear next in "Baby Face Killer," and
will follow that with "Man Hunt," a
storv bv Bret Harte.

An Expensive Snore.

Ever hoard of a snore costing four
hundred pounds? There is one film ooni-

pany in Hollywood which had its day's
expenses increased by this figure.

Making a talkir is always an expensive
thing, for, in addition to the high salaries

of the artistes, the director, hie assistants

and a small army of experts in every de-
partment, there are a hundred and one
other items which find their way on to
the expense sheet each day before the
studio can finally say "goodbye " to a
production.
Among these extra items are always

delays of one kind or another which
mount up the cost of a picture that is

scheduled to be finished by a certain
date. Unwanted sounds, for example,
wliich reach the microphone, despite all

precautions, and so get recorded, have
to be traced and stopped so that another
re-take of the spoilt scene can be made.

The snore which cost four hundred
pounds was one of these unwanted
sounds. Curiously enough it had not
been noticed until the film had been
"run over" in the company's private
theatre. Then it became necessary to
take the particular scene again. In-
qm'ries had also to be made as to who
liad made the offending snore.
Then after hours of inquiries, it was

discovered that a carpenter had fallen

asleep amid some rafters. His snoring
had cost the company a tidy sum.

Dix Too Tired to Think.

l'"or once ii] his film acting career
Ri<hard Dix had to admit himself beaten.
This happened during the making of
"Cimarron." Its dialogue on one occa-
sion proved too much for him. He and
the company had been working on a
scene from early morning, and delay
after delay had interrupted the filming.

There had been camera difficulties, un-
wanted noises which had to be traced
and constant re-takes. This went on
till late in the afternoon, with Dix
already physically tired and brain fagged
by a week of hard work. At last, when
everything seemed straight, he came for-

ward before the microphone to make his
big speech in the trial.

Then he foimd he could not remember
all his lines. Three times he tried, but
it was no use. Finally, he tore off his
wig, smeared his make-up and said:
"Well, boys, I guess I am beaten to-

day. We must try again to-morrow."

Sounds for the Talkies.

Nowadays it is hard to believe all you
hear in the talkies. For in all the sound
departments of Hollywood's studios there
are strange looking gadgets for imitating
various sounds. '

Canaries, for example, may sometimes
sing before the microphone, but there is,

of course, the bother of getting them to
do so when required. So the sound expert
prefers to get the same notes from a
wooden box with a key protruding from
the side. He merely has to turn the key
and the imitation of canaries singing is

perfect.

Does the director want to record the
poimding of horses' hoofs? Well, this

can be done by rubber plungers working
on a wooden board. A can with a resin
string produces a dog's bark. The sound
of footsteps can be imitated by hinged
sticks being slapped together. Other
sticks imitate a slap in the face. The
roar of a speeding train can be created
by turning the crank of a large box.

If the recording is to be that of the
smashing of glass in a window, the twist

of a crank in a different box will give
the exact sound. There are heaps of
other ways, however, in which sounds
can be produced.

There are, for example, instruments to

imitate cathedral chimes, mooing of
cows, crying of babies, the snarl of wild
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beasts and many other sounds. At tUf^.

same time it must not be thought that
only imitations are used. Whenever pos-
sible real sound effects are recorded and
tiled under dift'erent headings in the
sound library.

When Hollywood had a recent thunder-
storm, tecfniicians succeeded in record-
ing a genuine peal of thunder. On other
occasions weeks have been spent in New
Yark harbour recording ships' sirens and
different dock sounds.

Wallace Beery as Naval Aviator

Wallace Beery, v.ho is an aviator in

real life, will ajjpcar as an aviator in the
navy in his new picture, "Hell's
Divers." Beery fiolds a full transport
licence, which is proof of his skill as an
airman.
One of the most delicate tasks in con

nection with the making of this picture
was the sending of a huge naval aero
plane carrier through the locks on the
Panama Canal, The vessel had to pass
through with barely six inches to spare.
With the co-operation of the American
Navy Department, the aeroplane carrier
was converted into a gigantic sound
studio specially for the occasion, so that
the big " pimch " scenes could be filmed
with realism.

Lucky Ftdo.

Lew Ayrcs sincerely believes in the old
saying "A man's best friend is his dog,"
Some months ago the popular Universal
star found a full-blooded mcngrel wan-
dering disconsolately near his hon'ie,

and looking as though life did not seeui
worth living. Lew took the mongrel in.

gave it the first good meal it had had
for days, and nursed it through a bad^
case of distemper. The dog was chris-'

toned Fido.
Recently Lew left for location on the

Sociamenlo River, which is being used
as a "double " for the Mississippi in

his now picture "Heaven on Earth." In
a letter lie received while he was there
Lew was told that Fido was pining for

his master. Lew himself felt a bit

lonely about the time the letter arrive*!,

and so he telegraphed to Universal to

pick up the dog and send him to Sacra-
mento post-haste.

The studio complied, and Fido arrived
at the Hotel Sacramento in all his puppy
splendour. The canine was added to the
cast of "Heaven on Earth," and will bo
seen trotting proudly along the river

front beside his idolised master.
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" Everything's Rosie."

Dr. .J. Dockweilor Dioop. Robert
Wool soy ; Rosio, Anita Louise; Billy
Lowe, Jolin Davrow ; Mrs. Lowo, Flor-
ence Rol>ert(i : Mr. IvOho, Frank B'eal

;

Adolf ObejLtlorf. Alfred James; Miss
Van Dorn. [jita Clievret ; SlicriiT, Hop-
kins, Cliti'ord Deniiisoy.

" Up For Murder."

Robert Marsiiall, Low Ayres : ]\[yra

Ueanc, Genevieve Tobin; IVIis. Marshall,
Dorotliy I'eterson ; William Winter,
Purnell I'ratt ; Charlie (."ollin.s, Frank
MeHugh ; Reginald llcrk, Richard
Tneker ; Frank Sniithson, Frederick
Burt.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

Films for Scottish Schools.

Here is something that may be of

special interest to Scottish readers. The
Ldinburg'h Education Committee luis.

following fho example of the Middle&e.v
Kdiicalion aiitliorilies, been considering
the introduction in schools of suitable

talking jjictures.

Among the subjects submitted for the

committee's consideration are the

"Secrets of Nature" studies, including
zoological and botanical talkies such as

"The Daily Dozen at the Zoo," "Tlic
Frog," "The Flight Machine," intro-

ducing slow-motion pictures of birds in

flight as comiKired with aeroplanes, and
"Poas and Cues," whieli is the life story

of a green poa plant. Geography is also

represented by "Cyprus," a study of the

island, and "The Benguela Railway,"
showing activity in Africa.

Valet for Pete.

If Pete ilie Pup, canine member of

Hal Roach's Our Gang, seems more
immaculately groomed nowadays, his

vanity and tlie efforts of a l''rencli

beauty specialist arc responsible. He
now has a "dog valet " who gives him
his morning bath, bathes his eyes in a

boric solution, keeps his eyebrows in

trim, brushes his coa4^, and manicures
his miils. Fortunately Pete does not

shave !

Yes—We Have No Vegetables.

Blister Keaton's new picture, "East
Side," was being made at the Metro-
(loldwyn-Mayer studies, and a hundred
children were taking part in one of the

crowd scenes. They were supposed to be
"toughs" front New York's Bowery.
The youngsters were energetically en-

f^aged in a street battle for which the

projectiles were two tons of vegetables.

I*, was the intention of the studio
officials to salvage as many of the

vegetables as was possible and send them
to a chnrity homo.
But wlien tliat battle was finished there

weren't any vegetables loft. The whole
of- iheni liad been Used with such force

and frequency that only bits remained,
and tho wonder is that none of the

youthful combatants bore any marks of

injury.
OctoljiT 10th, 1031.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

" ADIOS."
A fighting romance of the dangerous days
following Mexico's ceding of California

to the United States, when desperadoes
infested the country.

" DEFENDERS OF THE LAW."
A young police officer undertakes to rid

the town of gangsters. A gripping tale

of action and thrills, starring Edmund
Breese and Catherine Dale Owen.

"THE MALTESE FALCON."
Filled with precious jewels, this ancient
statuette of a bird brought evil on all con-
nected with it. A strange and gruesome
thriller, starring Bebe Daniels and Ricardo

Cortez.

ALSO
The seventh episode of our thrilling serial

" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

Old Schooner in British Film.

One of the most interesting features

of "McCilusky— the Sea Rover," a new
British International picture, is the use

of on old throc-mastcd bartiuentine, the

only one now sailing under the British

flag. The search for a schooner of this

type occu|)ied several weeks, and
eventually ono was located in Cornwall.
The old barquentine had only just

arrived in port, battered by seas, and

with most of her sails tdrn almost to
ribbons as the result of a strenuous fight

with raging gales in the North Sea. Her
safe passage home is a tribute to- the
wonderfid skill of the old shipbuilders
whose " wooden walls " proved such an
excellent bulwark against the attacks of
England's enemies in the past.

Net the least interesting "ornament"
on board tho old ship is Capt. Deacon,' a
real ear-ringed old sea-dog who has
sailed the seas for fifty-one years. Capt.
Deacon himself will not be soon in the
film, but it will bear his influence to
.some extent, for lie has been retained
in an advisory capacity. He was tor-

pedoed three times during the War, and
on the old windjammer are still to be
seen the holes through which the guns
were trained at submarines, for she was
used as a "Q" ship. During the pro-
duction of the film sho will go into action
once more.

I
Hoot Oibson'a Rodeo. /

I mentioned some time ago on thi'

page that Hoot Gibson was holding a
rodeo on his ranch. The affair proved
a big success, and was attended by
thirty thousand people, among whom
were many famous stars, including
Reginald Denny. Nick Stuart, Rus.seU
Gleason, Lew Cody, and that old screen
favourite, William S. Hart.
As may be guessed, many of tho

events were too good to be inis.sed for

the screen, and some of the most excit-

ing of them, such as bronco-busting and
steer bulldogging. have been iiu-or-

porated in Hoot Gibson's new picture,
"Wild Horses." Hoot, you will find,

proves himself just as finished and
thrilling a horseman as ever. "Skeeter
Bill." who also took part in tho rodeo,
is certain to draw again numerous
laughs with his comedy antics.

People With " Nerve."
The average picturegoer is eontentj,

with worrying his or her favourite withS
nothing worse than a written request
for an autograph or a photograph. This,
after all. is what all artistes expect, ami
tho requests are, whenever po.shiblo,

granted. But there is in Hollywood a-

small percentage of individuals who arc,

to say the least, somewhat brazen in

their attitude towards film eolebriticn.

"These people," remarked ono star

recently, "apparently imagine that the
few pence or shillings they spend at the
cinema gives them sort of right oiv tho
personal attentions of each and every
star. They don't worry about a star's

natural <!esire for privacy."

There arc several stories told in the

film city to illustrate this. Tlioro is.

one. for example, relating to Douglas
Fairbanks and Marv Pickford.

"Wo didn't mind."' said Doiiflr-.

"when people peeped through the front

gates of Pickfair. or oven came in and
took pictures of the house. But when
wo woke up one Punday moiiiing and

(Continued on paj* 28.)
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"Doc" Droop had stood in many market places—without a licence—selling quack
medicines, when a little waif named Rosie insisted upon being adopted. Years afterwards,
when a lover for Rosie had appeared on the scene. Doc was charged with theft and thrust

into jail, while Rosie was bundled into a home. But Doc was resourceful, and in the end
everything became rosy—for Rosie.

Sfnrritifi

BOBEItT nOOLSKY
andAXlTA LOCISE.

Warned Off !

THE year was 1916, tlio month \va5

May, and it was carnival week in

the little town of Burlington. On
a piece of waste ground less than a mile
from the lioart of Main Street, a fair

had sprung up, riuishrooin fashion, in a

single night, complete with roundabouts,
swings, coconut shies, and all manner of

bide shows. Anfl the air was filled with
the .sound of many voices, (lie whirring
of machinery, the blare of a mas-
sive steam organ.
On the tail of a gaudily painted van

Dr. Aloysius Smith was holding up a

bottle and holdmg forth concerning the
virtues of its contents to*a little group
of townspeople and farmhands.

"Believe me my friends, after one
bottle of this tonic all kinds of aches
and pains disappear. It builds the
nuiscles. tones the svstem. stimidates the
appetite."
He glared down at two yokels who

ivere devouring sandwiches out of a
paper bag with a smacking of lips

which irritated, and he went on, with
heavy scorn :

R<>member that. my friends—it

stimulate; lllie appotitc."
Dr. Aloy.sius Smith had stood in

tnarket-phices and on fair grounds for
.several year.s. laviding his tonic and en-
deavouring to sell it. but his manner
was hullymg rather than persuiasive

;

he looked anything but a doctor, and his
patter was dull.

"Let's go over and listen to the other
fellow." suggested one of the yokels in

a loud voice. "He's a lot funnier than
this one."

'Sure. Tom—come on '" was the ready
I response from a full mouth, and the

two sauntered off to the portable stand
of Dr, J. Dockwciler Droop, just be-

yond a tiny platform on which an
alleged Hawaiian girl was dancing an
alleged nati\e dance.

Dr. Aloysius Smith watched them de-

part, saw most of his other listeners

tollow them, aiul scowled across at his

tall,, red-headed rival, who was dressed

conspicuouily in a frock-coat suit, with
check trousers and a grey top hat, and
who beamed at his growing audience
thro'.igii a pair of tortoise-shell-rimined
spectacles.

Another man approached the van of

Dr. Aloysius Smith—a short and heavily-

built individual, sombrely dressed in

black.

"Here you are, brother," said the
doctor, competing with the ste.im organ
to make himself heard, and offering the
bottle he held in his hand. "Ju.st a
dollar for a bottle of eternal health !"

The man in black looked up from be-

neath bushy brows and with a single
movement of his right hand fli))ped back
the lapel of his coat, displiying beneath
ir a little shield in German silver.

"Let me see your licence !" he barked.
Dr Aloysius Smith put the bottle

down in a case amongst other bottles

and groped in his pockets.
" Wh.\ . certainly, sheriff," ho said,

producing a sheet of blue paper and
reaching down with it over the side of

t.hc van. "I'm a strict observer of

the law."
The shetiff examined the licence,

nodded, and handed it back.
"Okay," he said gruffly, and wa?

turning away when the doctor called

him back.
" I want to tell von something.

sheriff,'' sai<l he confidentially. "Here
am I trying to make an honest living,

and you let a guy like that one over
there, that ain't even comiected with
the carnival, peddle a lot o' phoney
bologny that he calls medicine."
"What do you mean'/" demanded

the sheriff'.

"I mean that ant-eater." cried Dr.
Aloysius Smith indignantly, and he
pointed in the direction of Dr. J.

Dockweiler Droop, who by this time
was almost completely surrounded by
an amused crowd.

"He never buys a licence—he just

follows us aromid, grabbing all the
gravy, selling something he calls a
health builder that should be used for

rat poison !"

"Is that so?" said the sheriff, tug-

ging at a particularly scrubby mous
tache. "Well, I'll just amble over
and have a look at him. Maybe we
can do something about it,"

Dr. .1. Dockweiler Droop carried his

wares in a suitcase, and the suitcase

was opened out on a little folding
trestle one could carry under the arm
without inconvenience. The sheriff

drew near without ostentation,

"It's Dreko, folks—Dreko," an-

nounced the doctor, waving a cigar.

"Don't forget the name, folks, don'l

forget the name!" He took a puff
at the cigar and beckoned, "Gather
in a little closer, folks," 'ho urged,
"You mustn't block the sidei\-alk,

"

"Haw, haw !" laughed a man deri-

sively

"What a train announcer you'd
make. sir," observed the doctor
pleasantly. "Folks. Dreko, the won-
der tonic, has saved many people

Octotjer 10th, IMl,



fioin a iccblc old age, and an early

inarriago. Why, I've bceu taking )l

for J ears, and I'm growing younger
every day ! As a matter of fact, if

1 lake it much longer, I wouldn't be

surprised to sec my nauio in the birth

notices."
There was ? general laugh. Dr. J.

Dockweiler Droop certainly had a

sense of humour, and he knew how to

put over liis little jokes.

"Haw, haw!"' jeered the nuisance

again. But the "Doc," as he called

himself, was equal to the occasion.

Addressing a fair and fat woman in

the friendliest possible manner.- he
said :

"Lady, you can stay, but the jackass

has got to go."
The "jackass '' went, considerably

crushed.
"Now, friends," .said the Doc confi-

dentially, "I want to advise you. This

is the g'-eatost remedy in the world

for sore throats and for hoarseness."

His voice became husky and
__
faded

almost to a painful whisper. "Folks,

it has no equal for hoarseness. Folks.

if you ever
'' His voice seemed to

desert him completely. " Folks
"

he croaked with an effort, then drew
the cork of the bottle he was display-

ing and gulped down some of its crim-

son contents.

His eyes widened delightedly, and
he lifted' ifp his voice once more, clear,

musical, triumphant.
"It euros hoarseness, folks," he de-

clared, "just like that! It cures it!

It also restores personality and cures

nerves. Why, friends, my own wife

was so nervous that she would scream
if I kissed her. Yes, and two years

ago, folks, it was an effort for me to

stagger two feet. Now, thanks to

Dreko. you'd bo surprised how I can
walk !"

The crowd laughed, but the laugh
died away as the sheriff stepped for-

ward and displayed his shield to the

red-headed vendor of niedirine.

"Let's see von take a walk—a long
one!"
Doc stared at the shield, made a

u ry face, re-corked the bottle and laid

it amongst the other bottles in the suit-

case.

"Do I understand, sir," he said
sadly, "that you are addressing me?
Addressing one of the Dockweiler
Droops of Virginia—to say nothing of

Europe and all points East?"
"I'll give you," said the sheriff

grimly, "ten minutes to get out of this

town."
The Doc took a puff at his cigar.

( losed the suitcase, gave his top hat a

pat, and said in pained surprise :

"You'll give mo ten minutes to get
out of town? Why. sir, I've sold my
medicine in some of the finest burgs
in this world, and never has a sheriff

given me less than twenty minutes to

get out of town !"

There were chuckles from the crowd,
but (he sheriff said significantly:

" So there have hcon other sheriffs
in vour life, eh? I smell a rat!"

" Don't get personal, slieriff. don't
get ))(M-sonal," urged Doc; an<l. fold-
ing the little trestle and tucking it

under his left arm. ho picked up the
suitcase and walked briskly from the
fair ground.

A Persistent Waif.

ON his way out of the town. Doc
passed through .several rather
mean streets. On the corner of

one there stood a drinking saloon of
a low type, and as Jic approached it

be heard a child crying and a woman
scolding. Ho quickened his pace,
turned the corner, and came upOn a
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slatternly creature, railing at a little

blue-eyed girl.

"You little brat, you!" cried the
hag. "Shut upt Will you shut up.

You've never done anything else but
squall ! I'd like to knock the head
oif you !"

Doc stared at the woman, then
looked down at the ragged little mite.

Her face and hands were dirty, her
clothes were ragged, but she was pretty

in spite of her dirt, and she was hug-
ging- a dilapidated doll.

"lli, hi, hi!" reproved Doc. "Lay
off that Simon Legree stuff !"

"Who are you?" .snapped the

woman.
"Ah!" said Doc mysteriously.

"You'd bo surprised if you knew I

You ought to be ashamed of yourself,

abusing your little daughter like

that."
"She ain't my kid," retorted the

woman. "I didn't ask nobody to leave

her in my front yard !"

"You don't mean to tell me you've
got a front yard?"
He went down on his knees before

the child, who ceased her crying to

regard him with round eyes.
" What's your name, my good

woman?" he inquired gently.

"My name's Rosie," was the if ply.
" Rosie ? Gosh, w]iat a pretty name !

Rosie
!"

"I call her Rosie," put in the

woman, "because I found her under a

rose bush."
"You ought to be tickled to death

you were.i't found under a eucalyp-
tus." said Doc to the girl, with a grin,

and addressed the woman again. "Who
does she belong to?"
"I don't know." replied the slattern

ungraciously. " I found her one morn-
ing about a year ago—naked and
squallin', and she's been squallin' ever
since. I've tried to give hor to some-
body about a dozen times, but m such
luck. S'pose you take her?''

"Me?" exclaimed Doc, rising to his

feet and dusting his knees. "Oh. no.

thanks! No, not me—not me!''
He dived a hand into a. pocket arid

brought out a note.

"Here's ten dollars," he said. "Sup-
pose you feed her up—clean her up

—

dress her up—but don't beat her up !

Listen, if I hear of your abusing- her
again, I'll have the law on you."

But the woman did not hear. She
had snatched at the note and was
looking at it with disgust.

"Why, this is only a dollar!" .*he

complained.
Doc patted the child's golden-brown

head and picked up his suitcase.

"You're quite right," ho nodded.
"but surely my credit's good for nine

dollars."
Ho tipped his hat and walked slowly

on : but the woman iminediatc ly dived

into the saloon, and the little girl fol-

lowed him, hugging the doll.

Presently a grimy little hand plucked
at one of the tails of his grov frock-

coat, and he stopped short and looked
down at the solemn-faced mite.

"Don't follow me," he said in some
alarm. "I'm not your mamma."
He moved on again, but Rosie fol-

lowed, still clinging to his coat-tail.

All the way down the street sho fol-

lowed him and round another corner,

and there lie stopped again, sat down
on the kerb, and motioned to her to

sit beside him.
"Now, look here, my good woman,"

he said whimsically, "you can't gel

away with & thing like this on me. I

know your type—you ^old digger !"

And ho patted her affectionately on the
shoulder.
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Immediately she flung her little arms .

round his neck and kissed him.
"Uh-huhl" growled Doc. "So that's

your little game, is it? Think you'll

sue me for breach of promise ar.i»

make me pay, eh? But you've got n,'j

letters, and I defy you ! Here, take
this!" He kissed her. "And this!"
He kissed her again. "And remember,
you've got nothing on me whatsoevoi.
and if yo.i continue to follow me, I'll

box your little ears
!"

Sho sat there clutching the doll, her
elbow on her knee, her chin in her
hand. Not more than three years old,

Doc decided, but the sadness in her
eyes recorded months of unhappiness.
Doc, biting on his cigar, rested his own
chin in his hand and considered the
problem of what to do with the v.aif.

"I'm going away," he said finally.

"Right away—and right now I You're
not to follow me, young woman. Un-
derstand ?"

Rosie nodded gravely, and kissed
him again. He rose, took up his suit-

case, and stepped slowly across the
roadway. But Rosie caught up with
him before he reached the opposite
pavement, and once more she held on
to a tail of his coat.

"You heard what I said—I shall

spank yon," he said warningly, but
without looking down.

"I don't mind if i/ou do spank me,"
said Rosie.
Doc was not out of Burlington within

ten minutes of leaving the fair-ground,
but in less than half an hour Jie had
left the little town behind and was
walking the dusty high road that 'led

to the larger town of Charaplain. And
Rosie walked beside him, holding on
to his coat-tail.

But after darkness had fallen he car-
ried her, as well as the suitcase.

After Fifteen Years.

FIFTEEN years later, in the present
year cf grace and general unrest.

Doc and Rosie were strolling

about a fair ground in the Pennsy!-
vanian town of Arcadia. They had
arrived overnight in a horse-drawn
covered van which was their home.

It was early in the morning and the

fair was not yet ready for the general

'public. Booths were being erected

;

side-shows of all sorts were being
arranged for opening time, and a
steam-organ was wheezily grinding out
the appropriate tune of "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady."
Pegs were being hammered into the

ground to support the tents; a vendor
of balloons was inflating his wares with

the aid of a ""cycle pump, and Rosie, i
now a beautiful girl of eighteen or

Jj
thereabouts, was holding on to a tail

J
of Doc's smartly-cut grey morning coat.

In the intervening years business had
flourished with Dr. J. Dockweiler
Droop. He had added to his enter-

prises, and recently he had aban-
doned the selling of tonics and other
nostrums to embrace the more profit-

able occupation of telling fortunes, dis-

guised as an Indim seer. Through .

all the years Rosi? had been his con-
\.

stant companion, his mascot—and the

only living creature in the world upon
whom to lavish his affection.

He hail fed her, washed her, clothed.,

her, educated her, till she had grown»j
old enough to atteid to her own per-*
sonal affairs. He had devoted every
spare cent to her upbiinging, and sha

had grown into a young woman of

whom secretly he was very proud.

"Now, look here, Rosie, old woman,"
he said in that whimsical wav of his.

as they strolled together. " You can'C

i
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get away with anytliing on me. Tell

me, did .vou clean your iceta tins morn-
ing"

a\ie showed him two rows of perfect

tcot'h, dazzlingly white.

"Back ones, toor"
She opened her mouth still wider.

'Good!" said he, havmg inspected

the molars.
"i)id you clean yours?" demanded

Rosic, who had reached the a^e when
btic considered it her duty to look after

lier benefactor.
'•

V\ hy. the very ideal" ho growled.
"Certainly I cleaned my teeth!"
" Let mo see !

"

, He blinked at her through his horn-
rimmed glasses and groped in lus

pocket for a cigar.

"You mind your own business, will

you?" he said sharply.' "And let me
look at thoce ears."
She presenlcd her little ears for his

inspection.

"Okay?" she inquired archly.
"They ought to be. Tve been work-

ing on them for about fifteen years!"
"Tell mj, Doc." said Rosie seriously,

"is your headache all gone?"
"Yep—all gone. Youre a great

little nurse, Rosie. By the way, what
was that medicine you gave me last
night, any\.ay?"
They had reached their van. which

was really a glorified caravan. It

was standing beside a newly-erected
tenr, while Evelyn, the somewhat
scraggy brown mare which had drawn
it all the way from Clymer to its

present resting-place, was nibbling the
turf on the other side of the tent.

"I don't know," confessed Rosie. "1
lioiind it in the bottom of that old
trunk you've been carrying round.
According to the label it's callcti

Dioko."
"Dreko?" exclaimed Doc. wincing

and making a wry face. "You gave
me Dreko? What arc vou trying to
,(,|o
—-poison me?"
Rosie climbed up to the tiiil of tlie

van, which was hanging horizontally
on its chains, and thru>ting a hand
fhioiigh the narrow dooway, pro-
flucod an ancient and battered
doll.

"I found this at the bottom of

that old trunk, too." she saii
" Where did it come
from '!"

Doc forgot all about
the Dreko he had been
induced to swallow.

" Don't you remem-
lier?" he said, sitting on
the tail of the van and
looking up at her grace-
ful figure. "Gosh,
that's funny ! You
mean to sav you don't
remember?"

"N'o.';

He took the doll from
her and regarded it

critically.

"Rosie," he said
soleniulv , "you were
holding this cloee to
your heart the day I

found you."

"And you've been
holding me close to
yours ever since—
haven't you, doc?" she
whispered.

He smiled slowly and
handed her bacli the
doll.

"You put that right
back where you found
it," ho directed. "Put
it right back where you
found it! And it's
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time for you to practice. Get that violin

out!"
"I don't want to practise," she

pouted.
"Get that violin out and start to

work!"
She vanished into the van, and he

threw away the stub of his cigar and
produced a new one, which he was light-

ing when she reappeared, carrying a

violin and a bow.
"Fiddle while aroma liurns," he

jested, and puffed luxuriously while she

played oxeci-ably on the instrument.

He listened and puffed for several

minutes, suffering anguish.
"Ro.sie," he said, waving her to

silence, "if you keep that up I'll have
\ou on the concert platform—in about
a hundred-and-eight years!"
She laughed merrily, played a few

more notes, then stoppctl to inquire:
" Why did you make me learn to play

the violin ?"

"I didn't," he replied. "I haven't!
You don't ' But I couldn't afford a

piano!"
She looked after him as be slid from

the tail of the van and made his way
over to the brown mare, to which ho
raised his hat gravel}- and said:

" Morning, Evelyn—morning ! Did
you sleep okay ?"

Evelyn left off munching grass to rub
her nose against a long, leati f.ice.

"That's tine!" declared Doc. "You
know, I've 'jot to look out for vou, old
lass. Lately you've only been doing
twelve miles on a gallon of oats !"

Within sight of the van—and of

Evelyn—Dr. .Moysius Smith was hold-
ing up a bottle and practicing his

patter with only a coconut-shy man, who
had known him for years, as his
aiidietice.

"Remember that, my friends. It

stimulates the appetite !"

"What's the matter?" inquired the
coconut-shy m-m. " You seem dead off
form to me."
"Guess I've lost my punch." admitted

Aloysius gloomily. "
I can't e\ en liold

'em for five niinutos .inv more!'

"Wait till Doc Droop gets .«et up down
there ! He'll ?liow "cm how it's done !"

"He's come oft my line o' business
long ago. and I got no grouch on hin«

now," declared Aloysius contidentially,
" but that guy is a mystery to me. He
never pays for a licence, always gets the
money, and never has a cent."
"Spends it alt on that kid!"
Aloysius Smith nodded.
"You know, that's the one decent

thing about that drifter," he remarked,
almost reverentl,y. "He's been father,

mother, and everything eke to that
girl."

"I'll say he ain't a bad guy," testified

the coconut-shy man, and he glancixl
with warm sympathy at Doc, who hati

shed his coat, and was preparing liis

show for opening time, talking the while
to Rosie, who had arrayed herself in a
gipsy costume of gay colours, and was
swinging her shapely legs from the tail

of the van.
"Tell me more about your folks. Doc."

she said eagerly. "It's so interesting."
"Well." responded Doc, hanging on

the side of the \an a huge card showing
the signs of tlio Zodiac, "as you know,
lu.v uncle—he's the King of Spain."
"Yesterday," protested Rosie. "you

told me he was the King of Siam!'
"That's another undo," explained Doc

glibly. "The big. tall, dark one.

"

"Doc." said Rosie gravely, "why
don't you go to Europe and be a prince
or something ?"

Doc, busy with the ropes of the tent
}ie li;id erected, made a face as tliough
the idea did not appeal.
"Well. I don't know," he observetl.

"As I said to my brother Benedictine-

—

he's a prince, honey, he's a prince—

I

said: " I,ook here, Ben, there's no sens<-

both of us hanging around the palace.
One of us h;'« got to go out and get a
job.' So we went and talked it over
with my cousin. He's a count."
"Count what?" inquired Rosio

curiously.

"Well, I don't know that he can count
anything, but he suggested that we flip

a coin. I won, but I went,"

V^Uhout the slightest ceremony.

Doc plunged bis hand into a

pocket of the white waistcoat

and fished out a cheap watch.
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"Doc, if you were to go back and be i

a king what would that make nic?"
He dropped a rope to go straight over

to lier, and he took one of her little

liands in his.

"Listen, honey," he said, with nn-
wontcd seriousness, "regardless of what
1 am, you're a queen—my little queen.
Hero, there, or anyw liero !"

He bccanio suddenly businesslike.

"Haven't sold any medicine at any
fairs for quite a while," he said. "How
does this town look to you for a little

tonic?"
Rosie glanced up at a ^ign on the van

beside the narrow door

:

"Criminologists and the Police

Continually Want Me."

"The clerk ot the hotel," she said.
" told me that the'-e were three medicine
liien in gaol ;,lrcady."

"Wliat abo\it this?" suggested Doc.
piodueing from a box a sign:

" Dr. Droops, Oculist."

"Have to have a licence—and that

costs five dollars."

"That's out!" He tossed the sign

back in the box. "Hair straightcncr '/"

he inquired.
" Not enough coloured people in

town."
He held up another card, inscribed :

"Mind Reading. Fortunes Told.
Your Problems Solved."

"Okay," nodded Rosie. "Tell their

fortunes. That's all right."

"Fortunes it shall be, child. There's
millions in it—millions!"
Always an optimist, Dr. J. Dockweiler

Droop ! The card was hung in a promi-
nent position, and Dcm; became busy pre-

paring for the public, while Rosie
vanished into the van.

A Good Beginning.

THAT morning I he sheriff of Arcadia,
a slightly bald and very bulky man,
called at a house on the outskirts of

(he town, almost large enough to be
described as u mansion.
His object was to discuss various mat-

ters pertaining to law and order with

Mr. James William Lowe, a councillor

and a man of considerable standing in

the community. But iMrs. Lowe, a

woman of self-importance, diverted the

fonversation the moment she entered the

drawing-room.
"Sheriff Hopkins." she said impres-

.sively, "I iiromised the members of our

Social Improvement League that tliis

carfiival would operate only undei- our
supervision. I insist that you keep the

carnival in order. There must be no
gambling or fakers permitted on the

grounds."
"Very good, Mrs. Lowe,' bowed the

slieriff.

"They must be driven fiom (he town,
these fakers and quacks."
"Oh, come now, niotlKU," protested

JMr. Lowe mildly, "wo uiustn't be too

hard on (hem."
"I'll handle this in my own way,

father." insisted his wife. 'We must
protect our \oiuig folks."

Mr. I>owe looked at the sheriff, and
the sheriff' looked at .Mr. Lowe. The
bheritV shrugged his broad shoulders.

On a chesterlield near (he grand piauo

a black-haired girl who was obviously

aware that i he was good-looking \\as

powdering her little nose, iind beside

iior loimged the son of the house, a tall

young man with an unalfected manner,
intelligent brown eyes and a h'ght-

hearted nature.
The girl was Ma<l(5line van Dorn, and

it -was her ambidon (o marry Billy

Lowe. She lookeil .acro<!S at liis jjiothcr,

and she said impishly: ''•'.'
•

''•.''
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"Especially if the term ' young folks
'

happens to include Billy Lowe, the ris-

ing young lawyer."
"Thank you," responded Billy, with

a mock bow, " but I assure you that I

am quite capable of taking care of
myself."
"That will do, Billy," said his mother

austerely, and turned to the sheriff

again. "Wc rely on you," she told him,
"to lid the carnival of its undesirable
elements."
The sheriff nodded and picked up his

hat. Mr. Lowe and his wife accom-
panied the ofhcial to the front doer,
while Billy, leaning down over Made-
line, said laughingly :

"Let's run down and see this carnival,
shall we, before mother takes all the fun
out of it?"

"Carnivals," scoffed Madeline, "are
for children. I'm not in the least inter-

ested."
"Okay. Then I'll drop you off at

your house on my way there."
"Thanks, but I'll stay here. I want

to talk to your mother."
"I'm off, then." he informed her.

"'Bye !" And he disappeared to get out
his (wo-seater, in which he niade for the
fair-ground.
By this time Doe, from the end of

his van, was addressing a crowd that
increased in size every minute, while
Rosie, in her gipsy costume, stood
beside him.

" Now, folks," boomed Doc, " we're
just starting—just commencing. Come
up a little closer, we mustn't block the
sidewalk."
The crowd squeezed forward.
"That's fine," approved Doc. "And

now-, ladies and gentlemen, behold (he
eighth and ninth wonders of the world 1

The professor sees the past and the

future, identifies articles, calls your full

name, solves your troubles, also repairs
mctor-cycles. Ha, ha ! Pardon me,
that was last week !

"And now-, folks, for a demonstration
you will never forget. The young lady
will blindfold herself, and I will (hen
select from among you articles at ran-

dom, and with the aid of mental tele-

pathy and thought-waves I will trans-

fer the inferma(ion to the blindfolded
mademoiselle. Are you ready?"
He handed Rosie a black handkerchief

which she tied round her head, -covering
her, eyes, while he stepped down
amongst the interested onlookers.
Rosie annoimced that she was ready,

and he reached out a hand and touched
a gold pin projecting from a hideous (ie

worn hy a .sniggering man badly in

need of a shave.
"I have my hand on an article here,

mademoiselle," he announced. "What
is it? Don't let it stick .you."

"It's a pin." said Rosie. .

"A pin," said Doc. "But I 'haven't

collared it."

"It's a tie-pin," said Rosie.
"Right!" cried Doc. "The young

lady is right. She's always right !"

Doc was, as usual, smoking a cigar.

Ho sniffed the air, in which he detected

an offensive aroma. An ugly little man.
with a white wai:-tcoa( and a remark-
ably scraggy neck, was smoking a per-

fectly dreadful cigar in his immediate
vicinit,v. Without the slightest cere-

mony Doe plunged his hand into a

pocket of the white waistcoat and fished

out a cheap watch.
"Another article, niadeinoiselle," he

said loudlv, "and I ask you to name
it."

Rosie hesitated, raised her hands.
" Watch out, and .you can't go

wrong
!"'

.;; , •_
"It's a watob," decided. llosie.
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"Right! The young lady is rigiit !

She's always right !"

Puffing at his cigar, he restored tho
watch and moved away to an enormous
man from whoso waistcoat pocket he
removed a pencif. Rosie, with his artful
aid, decided that it was a fountain-
pen, whereat Doc winced.

"Come, come," he exclaimed im-
patiently, "get this right. Do you have
to be led ?"

"It's a pencil."
There came a burst of applause, and

Doc proceeded from one onlooker to
another, selecting in turn some candy
from a small girl and an umbrella from
a fat woman.
"And now, folks," he said, after satis-

factory answers had been given to his
leading questions by his blindfolded
accomplice, "that's just a slight idea of
what you can expect on the inside. I
shall now step into the big tent and
prepare myself for the strenuous ordeal
that lies before me."
He disappeared into (he newly-erected

tent to invest himself in the garments
of an Indian seer, complete with turban
and a pair of spectacles set in square
frames, while Rosie removed the hand-
kerchief from her eyes and endeavoured
to coax people to have their fortunes
told.

It was not long before she escorted
into the tent a credulous-looking person
who had farmer written all over his

clothes, and who carried in his hand a
low-crowned bowler-hat.

"Professor," said Rosie softly,

"here's a gentleman who wants to have '

his hand read." ; i'-'

Doc looked at the man—and looked
into the hat. On its band had been
written in ink: "Sam Hall, Rockford."
"Come right in and take a seat," wel-

comed Doe. " How are things in Rock-
ford?"
Sam Hall gaped, and seemed half-

inclined to run away, but Rosie pro-
pelled him to a chair facing a small
portable table, and Doc, in his robes,

sat down en the other side of it. An
upturned metal urn was on the table,

and on the urn was a cr.ystal. Rosie
disappeared to roimd up other clients.

"That's right, sit down, Mr. Hall."
said Doc pleasantly. "Or may I call

you Sam ?"

"Well I'll be duriied !" gasped Sam
Hall. "I was never in this town up to
about an hour ago, and here you know
my name and where I come froni."

"A mere bagatelle," declared Doc,
airily waving his cigar. "And what
is it that's troubling you, Sam?"

It appeared that (ho farmer was in
love wi(h two women, one not very
good-looking, but the richest woman in

Rockford, (he other very poor but very
beautiful, and the question was, which
should he marry.
"Why, you marry the good-lockin?

girl that is very poor, of course," Doc
told him promptly, and jiushed across

to him a pencil and a notepad.
" What do you want me to write ?**

inquired Sam Hall.

"The name and address of the other
girl. That will be two dollars, please."

The Sheriff Intrudes.

TMK client, patient, or customer who
followed Sam Hall was a particu-

larly harassed-looking man, who,
blinked at the charts on (he canvas

walls of (he tent, blinked at Doc, and
nervously announced (hat his name was.,

Oberdorf—Adolf Oberdorf. ':

Ta the noise of a hurdy-gurdy which;
an Italian had begun to grind outside^

the tent. Doc said sympathetically:
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"You're having trOLibles, Mr. Obcr-
dorf ?"

He gazed intentlj' into the crjitaL
"Don't tell ine, Mr. Obcrdorf—don't

tell me," he said. "I seem to see a
lot of—a lot of

"

"Jewellery?" inquired the victim
hopefully.
"Thafs it ! You're in the jewellery

busines!, and business is bad. But it

won't be for long. It's bound to pick
lip. You know, there may be a man
in to see you before the day is over.
He—he'll have a proposition for you,
perhaps, and you mustn't turn it down.
You must not turn it down."
He stared into the crystal. The light

in the tent was feeble; the robes and
the turban and the square-rimmed
glasses almost completely disguised
Doc, who was a quick thinker. Tlie
conversation that followed fascinated
middle-aged Adolf Oberdorf, and com-
pletely convinced him of Doc's uncanny
power of foretelling the future. Inci-
dentally, it provided the artful .seer with
quite a lot of useful information—for
which he charged.
Outside the tent, Rosie was still en-

deavouring to attract custom, but the
crowd had drifted away. There had
been rain overnight, and there were
puddles in the rough roadwav beside
which the van and tlip tent were pitched.
A two-seater car came careering into
the fair-ground, swerved to avoid the
hurdy-gurdy man, and splashed into a
puddle.
Up from the wheels splashed a quan-

tit\(.of muddy water, and Rosie. who
had just picked up her violin to attract
customers with a tune, received most of
it over her person. Her prettv face was
spattered with mud, the short sleeves
of the white blouse beneath her zouave
were smothered, and her bare arms
received most of the residue.

'.'Oh!" she cried in dismay.
The two-seater stopped ab'ruptiv with
grinding cf brakes, and a tallvoung

man sprang down from it and '

stood
before her in concern.
"I'm awfully sorry." he apologised,

producing a largo white handkerchief.
Is that ail you've got to do?" in-

quired Rosie angrily. ".Tust go around
splaslnti^' muddy water all over everv-
bodv 1"
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"Oh, I dou't go around splashing mud
on everybody," he said penitently. "I
just splashed on you."
'Oh! So jou saved all your mud for

me, did you ?"

"Yes—no. Oh, I didn't mean tliat

!

Won't you please let me help you ? I'm
dreadfully sorry."

He proceeded to wipe the mud from
her face while she stood looking up at
him. Billy Lowe, as already recorded,
was a tall young man, with intelligent
brown eyes. He was rather handsome
into the bargain, and Rosie decided that
she liked his humorous face and his
friendly smile.
"I never realised," lie said, with

frank admiration a- he jilied 'ihe liand-
kerchief. " that mud could be so becom-
ing to a girl."

"\^'hat?" exclaimed Rosie.
"That is. I— I realise how prettv you

would bo without the mud. That i>. I
mean—well, you—you're pretty. That's
what I mean."
Xo girl is deaf to a compliment

honestly bestowed. Rosie smiled and
seated herself on the tail <,f ihe \an.
and Billy persisted with the cleansing
operations till her face was free from
nuid and his handkerchief was fit only
for the washtub.
"There you are!" said he at last.

"Do you know I could sue you for
a new dress ?" inquired Rosie, but with-
out resentment.
"Great !" cried Billy. "I'll be your

attorney ! I'm studying to be a lawyer,
you know. What a case! Mi>s—er—
Droop versus Mud."
"What?'] said Rosie, to -v horn thi,

legal terminology was almost double-
dutch.
"There's an awful lot of mud in our

town, isn't there?"
"\\'ell." she murmured, considering

the point, "yes, there is. But we've
been in muddier towns before—and their
mud wasn't nearly as nice as the mud
here.'"

"And you do forgive me?" he asked
hopefully.

"I don't know," slie told him doubt-
fully. "I'll have to ask the professor.
He sees aiul knows all."

Billy seemed surprised.

"And where is this marvel of a man '"

he inquired. "In there?" And lia

pointed to the tent.

She nodded.
"He's bus,v it present." she suid. ".so

v,e mustn't trouble him."
They did fiot trouble Doc. Instead,

they sat together on the tail-board of
the van, and, much to the neglect of
business, they talked—as young people
always will talk.

But business was progressing ciuile
satisfactorily inside the tent despite
Rosie's inattention thereto. Adolf
Oberdorf departed, but a singularly fat
woman in a patterned muslin frock made
her way into Ihe tent immediately that
perturbed jeweller emerged from it.

The^ bills outside had lured her into tha
seer's dim presence.

"Is this the place whore you have
your fortune told?" she inquired bash-
fully.

poc assured her that it was, and, gig-
gling nervously, she sat down in the
chair he offered her.

"Oh. professor," she simpered, " I—
I'm all hot and bothered!"

"You may le hot," said I'o calmly,
"but you'll never be bothered. What's
.\our name, my good woman? What's
vour name?"

''Olive," she told him.
'Olive, eh? Give mo your palm,

Olive! Give me your palm."
He took her hand in his, and appealed

to examine it ihoughtfully.

"'Tis a beautiful hand." he purred.
"Beautiful: And what do you call that
thing there?"

'It's a wart."
"Oh ! So that's a wart, eh ?"

"Yes, professor. And is it true that
'

you can get rid of a wart bv biirving a
cat?''

.
- s

"Certainly— if the wart's on tlie oat.
How old are you, my good woman ?"

"I have just passed mv twentieth
birthday;"
Doc bit hard on his cigar and rollod

it fiom one end of his mouth to the
other. The woman was obviouslv forty,
at least.

"You must have passed it conuug

Oi.Lober lOtli, I'Jit.
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back," he remarked calmly. '"I see here
that you want to get married. "-

"Professor, you're uncanny! Am I

going to be married and live in a big
liousc ?"

"You'll need one! I fehall have to

gaze in the crystal for that. Pardon
me !"

He .stared into the crystal, still holding
her plump hand in his.

"Ah!" he said dreamily. "Yes. Ah!
'Tis evening time. Your husband comes
home from a hard day's work. It's a
big liouse, but he's a little husband. Pie

leaches the gate. He whistles for the
dog—and you come running out! All,

tlio crystal clouds! I can tell you no
more without knowing your exact age
within thirty or forty years."

"Well, professor," said the fat woman,
with a self-conscious snigger, "I'm just

seventeen."
"In that case," obscrvod Doc, "I'm

gohig to be born ne.xt Friday \"

He looked at the crystal again.
"I sec a littb church," he declared.

"The altar! I hear the wedding bflls.

I see
"

"And shall I IsS happy?"
"To answer that question," said Doc,

with a grimace, "I shall have to go into

a double trance, and I only do that oiico

a week on account of the strain on my
nerves. The strain will amount to

exactly two dollars and eighty-five
cents."

"Oh, but that's very reasonable," cried
the woman delightedly. "I shoidd so

love to .see you in a double trance !"

"I'm a bear in a double trance,"
declared Doc, and he closed his eyes and
swayed from side to side ; nd backwards
a,nd forwards in his chair, utteriiig

strange sounds.
The sounds became stranger and

stranger, the swayings became almost
violent, and the fat woman shrank back
in alarm.
"Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh!" groaned Doc—

and was totally unaware of the fact that
the flap of the tent had been raised, and
Sheriff Hopkins had stepped from the
sunshine into the gloom. " I see it all

—

I see it all ! The stars above—the stars

above tell me that you're going to take
a long trip."

The woman had risen to heir feet. The
sheriff waved her away with an arm,
and she tottered from the tent. Doc, his

eyes still closed, continued.

"Yes," he chanted, "a long trip. The
siars tell me so."
"What does Ifiis star tell you?"

rasped the sherifF, and Doc opened liis

<'yos, to find himself staring at a little

star of germaii silver beneath the lapel

of the sheriff's coat. He gulped and
lose.

"That star," said he dolefully, "tells

me that I'm going to take a long trip.

I am now packing, sheriff—now pack-
ing."
"Have you got a licence?" demanded

the .sheriff, tugging at his ginger mous-
tache.

" Licence ?" echoed Doc. " What kind
of a licence ?"

" You must have a licence to tell for-

( unes in this town."
"How am I supposed to know that?"

foniplaincd Doc. "I'm no mind reader."
The sheriff smiled grimly.
"Come on," ho said. "I'll give yon

twenty minutes to get out of this town."
Doc shed his robe, took off his turban

and his .square-rimmed spectacles, and
depositing the crystal on the ground,
dosed the folding table. The sheriff

jerked his tlumib in the direction of the
tcnt-f!ap, and together they stepped out
into the sunshine.
Dec blinked. Rosie was sitting on the

tail-flap of the van beside an attractive
October lOtli, 1031.
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and clean-shaven young man, and both
were swinging their legs.

"Don't forget," said Billy, "I'll see
j'ou to-night. Remember—tliat's an
appointment !"

"And remember you promised to have
your fortune told," Rosie reminded him.
"Okay, " said Billy joyouslj', and went

and clambered into his two-seater.
The sheriff, who had failed to note

these things, turned officiously to Doe,
wluD had stopped short.
"Understand," he said brusquely, "I

give you ton minutes to leave this

town. If you're here at the end of that
time, it's the gaol-house for you !"

Evelyn, the brown mare, lifted up her
head and xicighed complainingly, while
the sheriff .stalked off to seek for other
frauds and fakers. Rosie came running
over to Doc, just as he was about to
coax Evelyn between the shafts of the
van.
"What evcr's the matter now?" she

cried.
" There arc two people I hate in this

world," responded Doc, " and both of

them are sheriffs !"

"Are we leaving town?" she asked
quickly.

"In ten minutes," he nodded. "I
don't know what I'm going to do with
that other eight."
Much to his astonishment she reached

her hands up to his shoulders and,
clinging to them, exclaimed :

"I wish we could have stayed a little

longer. I get so tired of moving around
from pillar to post, and never knowing
where we're going to be next."

It was the very first time she had
ever complained against their fate, and
he, being an observant person, im-
mediately linked her protest with the
astonishing spectacle he had witnessed
on leaving the tent which he must now
strike with the utmost dispatch.

" But, honey," he reproved, " that's our
life—always on the go. New faces, new
places—excitement—adventure. 'Why.
it's in our blood ! Why, honey, the
world is our home."
She looked out of the fair-ground into

the street it adjoined, and he followed
her gaze with his eyes. She was look-

ing at the shops and houses with a wist-

ful air.

"Home!" she whispered. "Geo,
what I'd give for a home.!"
She sighed, let go of him, and looked

up into his face.

"It's selfish of me, I suppose," she
sighed.
"Selfish?" he echoed. "You selfish?

Say, how do you get that way, honey ?"

And his arnis embraced her, held her
close.

"Gee, Doc," she remarked, mainly to

the spotted bow against which her head
was nestling, "you've pot a great gift

of the gab—you can sell anything ! Why
don't you settle down in some little

town ?"

"What little town?" he inquired.

"This little town."

A New Line of Action.

THE tent was dismantled in less than
five minutes, the canvas was
stowed in the van, the poles were

tied to the roof. With the parapher-
nalia of his calling packed away in

trunks. Doc and Rosie sat on the trunks,

side by side. The sheriff had disap-

peared.
Doc, gazing thoughtfully at the shops

beyond the fair-ground, said abruptly:
"Everything's rosy—we'll stay."

Evelyn was harnessed between the

shafts of the van, the trunks and cases

were bundled on board, and the pair

left the fair-ground with their posses-
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sions. But instead of driving oul of
Arcadia, as the sheriff had ordered, ihey
proceeded to the Union Hotel, where an
ostler attended to the van and % porter
attended to the luggage.
Ten rninutcs later Doc and Rosie

walked side by side along Main Street,
and paused before the premises of
Adolf Oberdorf, jeweller.

"We are now in the jewellery busi-
ness," proclaimed Doc. "You know, it's

funny, Rosie, but I told this old man's
fortune a while ago. He's having
trouble with his affairs. I told him he
might expect me, but I was thinking
I'd have to pawn this ring again."

He indicated a signet-ring on the
little finger of his left hand, a ring
which had often proved a friend in need
during their wanderings. "But now,"
he went on, "I've got a different idea."
"You don't know a thing about the

jewellery business," said Rosie.
"Don't I? Honey, there's millions in

it—millions ! Wait for me, I'll be back
in a minute."
He plunged into the shop. There were

no customers in it, but Oberdorf hini-

self was standing behind the counter,
and his face- brightened considerably.
Here, possibly, was the visitor the
fortune-teller had predicted !

Doc talked, and Oberdorf listened not
merely readily, but almost greedily.
The jeweller was persuaded that what
his store needed was young blood, a
live wire, someone to stimulate business
—in other words, Doc ! And in the end
Doc's proffered services were accepted..
He examined the books ; he examintti
the show'-ca.ses and their contents.-'' ?=''

"We'll have a sale," he decided.
"That's it—we'll have an auction sale."

" Do you know anything about auc-
tions?" inquired Oberdorf dubiously.
"Do I know anything about auc-

tions!" exclaimed Doc. "Why, my
dear man, do you know that my uncle,
the King of Spain, would never think df

buying a crown unless I passed it !

Jewellery, auctions—oh, just wait and
see what I can do for you !"

It was arranged that the auction
should take place the next day. and
Doc svi'ept Rosie back to the hotel and
went off to fix up details such as the
printing of bills and the posting thereof.

Incidentally he acquired the services

of four men, through a labour bureau,
who were told to meet him at Ober-
dorf's establishment at seven o'clock

that evening.
Rosie, elated at the prospect of stay-

ing indefinitely in Arcadia, kept her
appointment with Billy Lowe, while her
guardian interviewed the men. Ho iKid

acquired an auctioneer's hammer in tho
town, and with this instrument he
waved the four men into seats.

They were not a prepossessing quartet,

but he decided that thoy would do for

his purpose. He took down their names
—Quinn, Young. Shill, and Willis.

"Now, boys," he said, "I, think we
ought to have a little rehearsal of what
we're going to do to-morrow. At the

present moment bills are being stuck all

over the town; to-morrow afternoon
there is going to be an auction sale on
these premises. Hence the bills, and
hence your presence."
"What's an auction?" inquired

Young, eyeing a, large safe which bore

the jeweller's name.
Doc laughed.
"I can see right now that I'm goinK

to have a lot of trouble with you," be

remarked. "An auction is a sale at

which the most important thing is io

keep raising the price by bidding.

Raising the price will be your job.
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What about your pay? How much do
you expect?"
"Two dollars," said Young promptly.
" Three dollars," said Shill.

Down came the hammer with a baug
on the counter.

"Sold for three dollars I" boomed
Doc. "And now you have the \vhole

principle of an auction sale. But there's

one tiling you've got to remember. " He
waved his inevitable cigar. "When I

hold this in my right hand, that means
bid, but ^vhen I hold it in my left hand
that means stop bidding."
"Which is your right hand?" asked

Quinn.
Doc gazed at him disgustedly, and

explained.
"Take a good look at each other."

he pursued, "so you'll know one another
to-morrow, because if anjone comes in

who's a stranger to you, and starts to

bid—why, you keep your mouths shut,

because that will be somebody with
cash."
There was further discussion, after

which the four rose to go. But on his

way to the shop door Quinn furtively
tried the dial of the big safe, and out
on the pavement he said in a low voice
to Willis :

"It's a cinch. I could open it with a

tin-opener 1"

'"Better wait till they get the dough
in from the auction," suggested Willis.

Shill and Young were already beyond
earshot. In spite of their appearance
they were comparatively honest men.
"Don't want thcni around, either,''

said Quinn, with a jerk of his thumb
;jn the direction of the two receding
figures. "Guess the auction won't be
over till after the banks are shut, so
we'll do the job late at night."

Madelina Pays a Visit.

ROSIE was installed behind a

counter in the back room of the
.lij.i jewellery store next morning as
cashier, while Doc and Oberdorf made
final arrangements for the auction. By
three o'clock in the afternoon a crowd
of .satisfactory dimensions had gathered
in the shop, and Doc took his stand on
a little platform which had been sup-

• plied by a local cari>onter, and waved
his hammer.
"Here we are. folks ! Here we are !"

he said cheerfully, pufling at a long
cigar. "All ready to go!"
Oberdorf handed up to him an oval

leather case.

"Now the first article." he boomed,
opening the case and taking out a pair
of hair-brushes, "is—or arc—a beautiful
sot of military hair-brushes. Folks,
tlicse military hair-brushes have gone
through throe wars without a scratch '.

'

He leaned down over a man who was
wearing a cap.
"Could I interest you in these

brushes?" he asked.
The man pulhd off his cap, revealing

a totally bald head, and there was a
burst of laughter.
"My mistake—my mistake." said Doc

hurriodlj-. "Anybody else?"
Young started the bidding at a dollar,

and a real customer offered two dollars.

Shill rriade it three dollars, and the
rustomer made it four. Doc removed
his cigar from his mouth with his left

hand, and the military hair-brushes
were sold.

"Xow just step into the back room."
said Doc, "The yoimg lady there will

"»ke your money and wrap up yotir
irticlcs."
' Rosie had been provided with impcr.

^ string, and other essentials in the back

I

room, and there was la way out from it

lifeto a side street. The purchaser passed
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into her presence, but having paid for

the brushes and had theiri made into «
neat little parcel, returned to the sale.

Doc was endeavouring to sell v.hat he
described as "a beautiful solid gold-

plated guaranteed timekeeper."

"Folks," he said, in that amusing
way of his, "I bad considerable trouble
getting this watch in Switzerland.
They gave me the case one month and
the works the next mouth. Look at

it, men—look at it ! It would rtm eight
days without winding—goodness knows
how long it would run if you wound
it!"

The watch was sold for four dollars
fifty cents, but in his exuberance Doc
brought the hammer down on the pur-
chaser's head instead cf on the table
beside him.
The sale continued, with the help of

the four paid bidders and Doc's tauter.
Adolf Olierdorf beamed.

Billy Lowe, who had seen announce-
ments of the auction all over the town,
and who had heard about it from
Rosie's lips, paid a visit to the establish-

ment, bur entered at the side door
because he wanted to talk to tlie golden-
brown haired girl.

"I'm glad to see you," she told him.
'" but if you haven't come to bu\' any-
thing, you really mustn't stay."

Billy leaned over the coimtcr, picked
up a pen she had been using, and wrote
on a piece of packing-paper which lay
there. "I love you."
Rosie saw and was tlirilled, but

affected not to see.

"Listen," she said, "during business
hours only business conversation."
"Well." responded Billy, gazing

ardently inio her blue c\es ' thi-) i->

business. I w mt \ou to pionii>( to

9

come and meet mother and did on
Friday night."
"If Doc s-tys it's okay " began

Rosie.
" I'll ask him now."
"No. he's too busy—you'll have to

wait."

"But you »(!(.<? conic," insisted Billy.
" Friday night is going to be my big
night. It's my birthday, and, besides.

I'm going to
"

"You're going to get right out of

here and let me do mv work. Gooct-
bye!"

Billy ambled away into the shop and
mingled with the crowd. Doc had ju.st

annciuiced that every afternoon of that
week an auction sale would be held, and
.~ome genuine art object would be dis-

posed of at a very low price to adver-
tise the establishment. On this particular
afternoon an oil-painting had been
selected, and he stepped down from th'j

platform to stand before a sliroudecf

picture on the wall.

"An old masterpiece," he declared. "I
think it's by Michael Angelo. but I

couldn't get liim on the '|)hone to verify
it. The title is ' Grandina at her
work.' "

He pidled a cord, causing two littln

curtains to glide back from the paint
ing, which was of an eld daino at a
spinning-u heel.

The picture was sold for throe dollars
—one dollar more than it was worth.
And then an engagement-ring was
offered for sale, and Billy acquired it.

Other rings followed : clocks, neck-
laces, bracelets, bauglis. Doc, with lii.s

persuasive manner and his four accom-
|)lices. did wonders with the stock, but
ilitougli ilie half-open door leading into
till back room Quinn watelied Rosie out

Doc, gazing thoughtfully at the shops beyond the fair-ground, said
abruptly, •' Everything's rosy—we'll stay I "|

- -' ' October 10th, 1081.
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of tlie tail of his cj'c every time she
went to the safe.

Madeline van Dorn, elegantly dressed,

with a costly fur collar round her slim
neck, stepped into the back room from
the side street and sailed up to the

countei', where she studied Rosie
critically.

"The sale seems to be a big success,"

she said pleasantly. " You're Rosie, of

course ?"

"Yes," said Rosie. "Did .you want to

buy something?"
"Oh, no, I just came down to find

Billy."

"I think he's in the shop," said

Rosie, not without a pang of jealousy.

"Shall I find him for you?"
"No, I'll find him. He's expecting me.

Oh, by the way, he says you're coming
to our party on Friday night."

"He did invito us," admitted Rosie.

"It's his birthday, isn't it?"

Madeline nodded, and became aware
of the words in Billy's handwriting on

the packing-paper: "I love you."

"But that's not the real reason for

his party," she said. "I rather

imagines he intends to announce our

Rosie started as tlie beautiful visitor

broke off abruptly.

"Do you mean " she began

faintly.

"Oh, everyone knows that Billy and

I are
"

A bottle of ink was standing beside

the pa<^king-paper and a pen was in it.

Rosie, in her agitation, upset the bottle,

and the ink was spilled all over the

words Billy had written. Madeline
laughed and walked away, but^ after

she had gone it was with tears in her

eyes that Rosie mopped tip the ink and

dealt with a bandy-legged man who had

just acquired an alarm clock.

She saw no more of Billy that day.

He was swept off by Madeline before

the sale was over, and though he tele-

phoned to the hotel in the evening, ask-

ing Rosie to meet him, she declined to

do so, pleading that ancient excuse—

a

headache;
It was on a Tuesday that this series

of auction sales began, and from day to

day thcv continued, greatly to the profit

of Adolf Oberdorf, and not without

profit to the man who had suggested and

conducted them. Quinn and Willis de-

cided to postpone their projected attack

upon the safe till the Friday night.

On the Wednesday Billy saw Rosie,

but only in the presence of Doc, w;ho

readily agreed to accept the invitation

to the party. On the Thursday Biilv

haunted the back room, despite Rosic's

protests, and did his best to make love

to her, while she took money, gave
change, and packed parcels.

She did not mention Madeline to him;
she was far too proud to di» that ; but

whenever he jjicked up her pen she

swept every bit of paper out of his

reach—a circumstance which puzzled
liiin and led Jiim to the erroneous con-

ilusion that she did not welcome his

iittcntions.

By this time Doc had become quite a

figure in the town. The sheriff had no
idea that ho was the man ho had
ordered to depart, and Mrs. Lowe had
Ik ard so much about him that she made
quite a point of his promised presence at

tlic party.
To a Mrs. Craig she said over the

li'lcplionc:

"Yes, we're entertaining Mr. Droop.
Of course you've heai'd that he is of the
nobility ?"

"I'll be delighted to come," re-

sponjiled Mrs. Craig. "I understand
that his uncle is the King of Czecho-
slovakia !"
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Mrs. North, similiarly informed, re-
plied gushingly

:

"That's very kind of you, Mrs. Lowe.
Mr. Oberdorf tells me that Mr. Droop's
uncle is the King of Lithuania 1"

Oh, Doc I

At the Party.

FRIDAY came; and the. series of
auction sales wound up in a blaze
of profit. In his bed-room at the

Union Hotel Doc arrayed himself in his

ceremonial (and rather ancient) dress
clothes, to say nothing of a white waist-
coat. He then proceeded to play with
three sections of walni^t-shell and a pea,
talking aloud as he manipulated them.
"One, two, three, folks. It's a game

called the three musketeers. 'Three
little shells and one little pea. Now we
place the shell over the little pea, so !

We make a few forward passes, so

!

Hocus, pocLis, ice-cream soda—where is

the little pea? Under here? No!
Under this one ? No ! Now where is

that little Ah, here we are !"

It was a trick he had practised at

many fairs, to the complete befogment
of yokels and others who had staked
money on the particular shell beneath
which they believed the pea to have
found a resting-place. Always out to

make money. Doc believed that this

little trick would amuse the guests at

the Lowes' party—and add considerably
to the cash in his own pockets.
Having assured himself that he was

as adept at the trick as of yore, he put
away the shells and the pea and crossed
a corridor to knock an Rosie's door.
She was looking particularly sweet in

a frock of printed silk when he entered
the room.
"Ah, there you are, kitten—there you

are!" he said fondly. "How does the
old master look, eh? How does he
look ?"

"You look swell," she declared, after
inspecting him.

And you look sweller," he informed
her, "Do you know that's the best
seven dollar dress in the whole town ?

Honey, we're going to knock 'em dead
at that party to-night !"

"I don't think I'm going," she said
to his surprise. "I've changed my
mind."
"You've changed What did 3'ou

go and do a thing like that for? Let me
look at you ! Uh-huh—just as I

thought ! You're tired—that's what's
the matter with you. This party is just
what you need. We'll have a lot of
fun."
He fished out the shells and the pea

and began to toy with them on her bed.
" I'm taking the three musketeers

along," he informed her.

"Oh, Doc," she exclaimed in dismay,
"but you can't do that! I won't let

you."
" You won't let me, eh ? Shucks

!

Y^ou'vo got to stop picking on me, d'you
hear? I'm going to have my bit of

fun."
Rosie had made up her mind not to

go, but the sight of the "three muske-
teers " and Doc's determination to ex-

ploit thom at a social function caused
her to change her mind again. At all

costs she must try to prevent him from
cheating Billy's people and their friends.

So Doc and Rosie arrived at the
house that was almost a mansion soon
after eight o'clock, and Doc hammered
on the door as became (more or less) one
whoso relatives were supposed to wear
crowns.
Mr. Lowe himself opened the door be-

cause he happened to be in (he hall and
near it.

"Jeeves," said Doc, assuming a grand
manner, "kindly tell Mr. Lowe that
wo'ro here, will you?''
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"I am Mr. Lowe," said that gentle-
man, closing the door.
"Oh!" murmured Doc, all unabashed.

"Well, this is Rosie, Mr. Lowe."
Mr. Lowe responded that he was

charmed to meet Rosie, and then Billy
came bounding towards them, greeting
Rosie delightedl}'.
"You two young people run away and

amuse yourselves while I show Mr.
Droop around," suggested Mr. Lowe.
And Doc, pinching his ward's cheek,
chimed in :

"Yes, honey, you just run along and
have a good time, while he shows mc up
—I mean shows me round."

Rosie departed, somewhat reluctantlv.
with Billy. Mr. Lowe led Doc into the
drawing-room and introduced him to
Mrs. Lowe, who was there with a num-
ber of guests.
"So you're Billy's mother," said Doc.
"Yes, thank you," said Mrs. Lowe

graciously.
"Don't thank me, don't thank mc,"

he laughed, waving his cigar.
He was introduced to Mr. and Mr^.

Smith, to Miss West, to Judge Wall,
and to others. He had a little quip for
each of them that caused laughter. The
grand piano was reached, and from it

he took up an exquisite vase.
"Here's a prettv thing," he remarked.

"Pretty!"
"Oh, that," enthused Mr. Lowe, "is

my pride and joy. . That vase is a
genuine Survantes—it's worth a thou-
sand dollars."

" Its value lies in the fact that there
are only two of them in the world,"
supplemented Mrs, Lowe,
"Only two of 'em, eh?" said Doc,i!and

pretended to drop the vase, but neatly
caught it before it could reach the floor
—though not before Mr. and Mrs. Lowe
had cried out in alarm.
"I never muff 'em—I never muff 'em,"

declared Doc. "I knew it must be
valuable because you called it a ' va\yse.'
Anything less than a thousand dollars in
value would be called a ' varse ' !"

He was introduced to others—and to
cocktails. With a little group around
him he gave a toast.

"You know," said a Mrs. Raymond,
"we feel flattered, having a real noble-
man in our midst."
"Nobleman?" echoed Doc in surprise.

"Oh. ves, but keep that dark, won't
you?""
"To think that we are talking to a i

real knight !" breathed Mrs. North.
"Y^eah," drawled Doc. "but don't let

the nights worry you—it's the morning,
after. And, oh, how I suffer!"

"Did they make you ^ Knight of the
Bath?" inquired Mrs. Raymond.
"They wanted to," said Doc gravely,

"but I wanted mv Saturdav night to •

myself."
They all laughed at that sally. and^J

Doc proceeded to crack more jokes—an<l^l

to drink more cocktails. ^
Billy and Rosie had wandered awa.y-

to the stairs and were sitting on them
and talking when, Madeline bore jeal-

ously down on them and swept Rosie
off to show her around, as she expressed
it.

"You won|t see her again till din-
ner," she said to Billy. "Come on,

dear, I want you. to meet these people."
Billy, beitig left high and dry. souglit

his mother, who had just left her guests
to have a word with the butler,

"Well," he asked anxiously, "what
do you think of them, eh ?"

"He's & little eccentric, I think,"
decided Mrs. Lowe, "but she secm«
rather sweet. I've been studying her.''

"Gee, but it's nice of you to say thflt,

mother!" he cried. "It nuans a lot to

me "
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She sliook Lcr head at him, bul
smiled.
"You mustn't bo too ttasty, Billy,"

she said. "Look—you sec this ring?
There's a Jcgoud in our family tiiat

the youngest bride always wears this,
und v.hen you decide to marry I will
signify my approval of your choice by
taking it off my finger and giving it to
your sweetheart. But be very sure, Billy."

"Gee. mother, you're a peach!" ne
exulted. And just then the curtains over
the dining-room doorway were thrown
back, and the butler announced loudly;
"Dinner is served !"

"The Three Musketeers."

AT the long dining-table Doc sat
between Judge \\'all and white-
haired Mrs. Raymond, and he

kept the table in a roar. Rosie was
marched to a chair by Madeline, who
&at beside her till Billy in>isted on
Madeline moving up so "that he could
sit between the two girls.

Exactly what had transpired between
these two Billy coidd only conjecture,
but Rosie seemed quiet, almost sad.

Something was said which Judge Wall
discredited.

"It all sounds like a myth to me," he
declared.
"Myth?" echoed Doc.
'Surely you know wliat a myth is?"

rebuked the judge.
"Oh, yes, I know," responded Doc

brightly, "it's a female moth I"
Judge U'all looked annoyed, but

everybody else laughed—even a deaf
nian named Doanes, after the joke had
boon repeated lo him three times.
•'"What's the matter?" whispered Billv
anxiouslj- to Rosie. "You don't seein
to be a bit happy."
"I'm having la wonderful time," she

assured him. "Everybody is so nice to
me, and "

Madeline, listening alertlv, winced.
sBiHy interrupted.

"It's :ny birthday, you know," he
said; and squeezed her hand.
After the sweets had been served the

^
butler marched into the room bearing

.
with gre^it solemnity a massive iced
cake, decorated with twenty-one candles.
He placed it on the table in front cf
Billy, and Mrs. Lowe rose to her feet.

'"It's Billy's birthday," she said.
"He's twenty-one. Who do you want
to cut the cake, Billy?"
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Billy looked acro-ss the table and

grinned at Doc.
•^' Will i/ou do the honours?" he asked.
"Okay, son—okay!" Doc immediately

responded, and, pushing back his chair,
«int round to the cake, receiving a big
knife from the butler on his way.
"Here's to the birthday, boy!'' he

cried, sharpening the knife on a steel.
"And here's to little Rosie, the only
girl with iwo birthdays in a year ;"'

Mrs, Lowe looked up, startled.
"Two birthdays?" slic exclaimed.
"Yes," proclaimed Doc, waving the

knife. "One on the day she was born,
the other on the day I picked her up."

Mr.?. Lowe and Judge Wall frowned
at one another; Mr, Lowe bit his lip,
and Madeline's red lips curled con-
temptuously. It is to be feared that the
rest of the company stared.
"Picked her up?" repeated Mrs. Lowe

faintly.

"Rememlier that. Rosie?" inquired
Doc, flushed with cocktails and wine and
rather reckless. "You were miglity
dirty, but you wore cute. You followed
me—I didn't follow vou. Don't forgot
that

!" "

'Fifteen years ago, wasn't it, Doc?"
said Rosie quietly. "But you always
.say I'm a real, grown-up lady now."
"And what a lady !" cried Doc. "The

sweetest lady in the world I"
"You'll always say that, Doc?"
"You ber your young life I'll always

.sa.\ it ! Well, here's where we attack
the cake !"

The cake was cut, the pieces were
served, and some of the guests nibbled
while others devoured. They were not
to know that while they were "celebrating
Billy's birthday, two ugly crooks named
Quinn and Willis were cracking a safe
in a certain jewellerv establishment, the
property of Adolf Oberdorf.
From the- dining-room the guests

streamed away to the drawing-room, and
there Doc produced his walnut-shells and
his pea. displaying them on a small
table.

"Hero wc are. folks," he said in his
best fair-ground manner—'"here we are!
All ready to go—all ready to go! This
is a, great little game, so step a little

u
closer, folks—step ;i little closer, anj
don't block the sidewalk."
Men and women gatlieiod curiou.sly

around him, while Rosie looked on
askance.
"I kiieu- you all wanted a little ex-

citement" declared Doc. "so I brought
the three musketeers along,"
"Well," said Madeline, somewhat

superciliously, as she squeezed in bo
tween Mrs, Lowe and the exponent of
the trick, "how docs it work?"
"Oh, very simple—very simple!"
lie proceeded to show Iticm nd
" Here wc have three little shells and

one little pea," he said. "We put Iho
little pea under this little shell—so! Wo
make a few forward passes "—suiting
the action to the words and moving tho
.shells about. " Now you guess where Iha
little pea is !"

Madeline guessed, and guessed wrongly.
Judge W'aW moved up beside Doc,

"Is it a gambling ganie?" inquired a
girl nervously.
"Gambling?" echoed Doc, as though

in pain. "Tut. tut, tut ! No, no, no-
well, of course. I mean—just to add a
little zest to the party, perhaps But
only for small stakes—only for very
small stakes."
There was a fumbling in pockets, a

searching in handbags.
"Well," said Madeline loudly, "I'll

bet two dollars."
Mrs. Raymond cautiously decided to

bet fifty cents on Madeline. Others b(;t
more.

JMadeline, watching closely as Doc
manipulated the shells, selected tlia
middle one—but the pea was not be-
neath it. In some mysterious fashion it

had secreted itself beneath tho shell on
the right.

"She loses," said Doc regretfully,
"It was under there all the time, !^
I take the money—see?"
Rosie looked sadly away as Doc

scooped in tlie notes and coins; but
Billy, pressing fonvard, cried :

"Sounds exciting, I think I'll try."
He tried—and lost. Madeline tried

ogam and again, while Judge Wall
stood with his hand behind his back,
grimly looking on.

>'SoI(l for three doUars I " boomed Doc. " Aod now you have the whole principle or an auction sale '.

••
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"I've lost ten dollars," announccti
Miadelino. "I think that's enough."
"I don't like to see women ganibling,"

reproved Mrp. Lowe.
"I'll bet five dolLars!" cried Billy,

mid tossed a note of that amount on
the table.

"Five dollars," said Doc. "The gentle-

man bets five dollars. Anyone else care
to back his judgment?"
Several sums \vcrc forthcoming.
"All right," said Doc, "the money is

down. We place the shell over the pea
—so ! We make a few short forward
passes—so! Now then, you guess where
tlie little pea is."

" This one," said Billy—and his guess

proved correct.

He collected eleven dollars, all told,

and promptly staked ten on another try.

His former success prompted even Mrs.
Raymond to risk a dollar, while nearly
all the others, save the judge, Irad a

11 litter.

But this time. Billy selected the wrong
shell, and Doc acquirfd the stakes.

"Mr. Droop s<-enis to he doing all

right, doesn't he ?
' remarked Mr. Lowe

to Judge Wall.
"J'ni positive the man is cheating,'"

.--aid the judge in a low voice.

"Oh, judge, I wouldn't say that,"
pi otested Mr. Lowe. " I don't much
like this thing in my house, but "

"Well," growled "the judge, "I may
be mistaken, but I don't think .^o.

"

Turned Out !

THE peanut game continued, and
Bill, making efforts to recoup
his losses, plunged rather

heavily, and continued to lose. Rosic,

all the more distressed because the boy
was wasting his moi;ey, wandered away
from the players.

Madeline saw her standing all alone

near the doorway and went over to

her.

"I A'as surprised to~hear that he is not

really your father," she said silkily,

but with intended venom.
"He's tlie only man in the world

who really loves me," Rosic retorted.

"After all, that's something," sneered
Madeline.

" It's everything !"

Madeline retired hurt, and in the

Ii.tH Billy encountered her.

"Well, I guess it's not my lucky
riiglit," he said somewhat gloomily.

"I've lost a hundred and twenty-five

dollars."
"Billy, how could you?"
Rasic heard, and moved nearer to

ihe cuitain screening the doorway, in

ordrr to hear more.
"He says it's because I can't con-

centrate."
"No wonder!" said Madeline, and

Uion : "Weren't you surprised to hear
that she's not his daughter?"
"Not a bit," declared Billy. "Slie

lold me that days ago. Wiiat ditfcr-

< lue does it make?"
"She's a little nobody!"
" I'iease," said Billy earnestly. "She

means everything in the world to nic

—

and before "the night's out I'm going to

ask her to marry me. That is, if she'll

have me. She's the sweetest girl I've

ever known. No mother, no father, no
Ijackground—wlliy, she deserves all the

credit in the world. And so dofts he !"

Madeline was horrified, beaten, and
ciestfalien.

"Well, you've always been a little

bit crazy," she said spitefully. "Good
luck!"

Listeners do not always hear ill of

themselves. Rosie, with a flushed

face and shining eyes, ran back to the
gioup of players.

"Anyone else, folks—anyone else?"
iinked Doc, as she tugged excitedly at

Ins coat-sleeve.
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"Wait a minute, Doc," she cried ex-

cit/cdly. "Wait a minute!"
She raised her hand and her voice.
"Billy—Miss Van Dorn—everyone!"

she called.'

"Anything wrong, kitten—anything
wrong?" inquired Doc, as everyone
gathered wonderingly round.
"Wrong, of course not!" said she.

"Everything's rosy! What do you
say—we'll give them all a chance to
get oven again."
"Eh?"
"Sure we will! What do yoa say.

Doc? We'll make the last bet—double
or cjuits !"

"What a girl! What a girl!" ex-
claimed Doc, witlh evident relief.

"Double or quits it is, folks. Step
right up and call."

Rosic addressed each of the losers in

turn, asking what they had lost, and
as they named the various sums, Doc
pushed notes and coins before them.
"And how much did vou lose?" she

said to Madeline.
"I lost ten dollars, and that's all I

care to lose, thank you," was the icy

retort.
" Make it twenty or notlhing—your

credit is good with Doc."
"Credit is extended," said Doc, and

tossed twenty dollars in notes across
the table.

"Billy, how much did yoa lose?"
"I lost a hundred and twenty-five."
"Make it two hundred and fifty, or

nothing," urged Rosie. But Mrs.
Lowe said rather sternly

:

"He'll do nothing of ihe kind."
"You'll trust him to pay, won't you.

Doc." insisted Rosie.
"Well, I don't know about that,"

said Doc reluctantly. "My motto is

" Your motto is that you trust every-
one," Rosie interrupted.
"Okay! Everything's rosy with me,

too." He pushed the specified sum in

front of Billy, and began to move the
shells, finally resting one—as it seemed
—over the pea.
"Now we're all set," he announced.

"Who is going to guess where the little

pea is ?

"

"I am," declared Rosie firmly.

Doc blinked at her, but surrendered
graciously.

" Rosie is going to guess where the
little pea is." he said. "Good—^good !

Go ahead, Rosie."
"It's under there," said Rosic, point-

ing to the middle shell. "They win,
don't they. Doe?"
The urgency in her voice warned him

that she wished them to win, but he
was unwilling to lose twice as much as
he had won, whatever her reason.
"Well, I don't know," he said

slovvlj'. "We'll have to see, Rosie,"
and his hand reached out to the shell.

But down came her little right hand
over his, and with her left hand she
picked up the shell on the right.

"It isn't under here," she said, and
swiftly lifted the shell on the

_
left.

"And it isn't under here. ^o it's got
to be under the middle one, hasn't it.

Doc?"
He tried to remove his hand, but she

held it down, and for an appreciable

space of time they looked at one an-

other, while the judge frowned behind
them.
"Yeah, sure," said Doc at last.

"That's riglit—sure. If you say so.

Yes, sure."
Rosie removed her hand, but the Doc

contiiuied to keep his over the shell.

1'he players picked up their double
stakes with alacrity, but Judge Wall
suddenly reached down, tore away
Doc's hand, and picked up the middle
shell.

There was nothing beneath it but the

tablecloth, and everyone stared.
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"What's the big idea—what's the big
idea?" exclaimed Doc indignantly,
"That's what we'd all like to know I"

said the judge sternly.

"What does it mean?" faltered Mrs.
Lowe, while Rosie shrank back in
alarm.
"It means," exploded the judge,

"that this man is a cheat—a thief!
He came into your house to rob you—
that's what it means 1"

^

"But no one's been robbed—everyone
is even," cried Rosie.
"I think I begin to understand," said

Mrs. Lowe slowly.
"They're two of a kind," stormed

the juclge. "He came to rob your
guests of their money—she came to
rob you of your son."
"Now wait a minute—wait a

minute," Doe began defensively. But
Rosie, disregarding Billy's attempt to
take her hand in his, clung to Doc,
crying tearfully :

"Take me home, Papa Doc—take me
homo !"

"Yes, take her home—if you have
one," said Mrs. Lowe scornfully. "But
leave this house !"

"Now wait a minute," protested
Doc. "I think I can explain "

"You don't need to explain,"
snapped his hostess. "This town will

not tolerate you or your kind. Go!"
"Yes, come' on. Doc," whispered

Rosie. But Doc went back to the
table to pick up his "three musketeers''
and the half-consumed cigar he had
placed on an ash-tray. Then with an
arm about the girl and his head eiect,

ho went out from the room, and, pre-
sently, out from the house.

It was not till they had passed from
the garden into the road that Doc
spoke again. Then he said complain-
mgly :

"Rosie, I still don't understand."
"Of course you don't, you old tlar-

ling, '' said Rosie. "But it's all right.''
" Well, if you say it's all right with

you, honey," he told her, with a fihfe'

effort at cheerfulness, " it's double all

right with me."

The Parting of the Ways.

OUTSIDE the door of her room at

the Union Hotel, Doc made yet
another effort to fatho.m Rosic's

reason for bringing about his downfall,

but she shook her head sadly. She had
borne herself bravely enough on the
way back, but now j^hc was an abject
little figure of misery.
"I'm afraid you'll never understand.

Doc," she said, "but it wasn't your,
fault. I think I want to leave this

town. When can wo start?"
"Pack your things," he said tenderly.

"We're leaving right away, kitten. I ,

never did like this burg, anyway. We'll

' Yen won't !" cried a gruff' voice

behind them, and they swung round,,
startled, to see bulky Sheritt' Hopkins
standing them, while his deputy was
mounting the stairs.

^

"Now what?" demanded Doc.
"You're wanted for robbery," said

the slieriff, and -the long, lean deputy-

sheriff reached the landing and stood

waiting.
"Bobbery !" gasped Rosie.
"What do you mean?" asked Doo

blankly.
"You know what I mean—the Obcr-

dorf store."

"The Oberdorf store been robbed?"
"Yes, it's been robbed," drawled the

sheriff menacingly. "Money, jewellery

—evervthiiig ! And yon did it!"

"Wliy, sheriff," cried Rosie. "we've
been at the Lowes' house all the even-

ing."

(Continued on page 26.)
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A cub reporter accidentally kills his boss during a fierce quarrel and the sentence of th.;

court is—death ! Read of a girl's great sacrifice to save him.
Starring Lew Ayres _™„^^^^_ and Genevieve Tobin.

I

Ambitions.

BROADWAY, New York City, on a
summer's morning. Seething witii

people who jostled shoulder to
shoulder, some on shopping expeditions,
fttlierj, workers in the miglity city, hast-
ening along the broad sidewalks to do
some allotted task as quickly as they
could. -

On all sides a veritable bedlam of
sound. Tho hum of voices, the din of
traffic—taxi-cabs, private cars, lorries
and trolley-cars all mingling to make
the air hideous with a nerve-shattering
noise.

And not only in tlie street was it pan-
demonium, biK in the shops and palatial
offices that fringed the (Jreat White
Way as well.

One building in particular was in a
perfect hubbul). a thirty-storey sky-
scraper that caught the eye at once with
it, newness and very modern architcc-
tiiie. Ilerc it was the same day and
night—noise, nothing but noise all the
time.

The publishing office and printing
works of "The World." Xe'v York's
foremost and leading newspaper, that
had recently removed its home from the
Bronx to these wonderful now premises
A "quick-fire " paper, fearless of what

it publislK'd. with a very efficient .staff

working upon it—a staff that was proud
of the paper and ever seeking to ad-
vance into better positions upon it.

'One such wlio was impatiently eager
for a lift on "The World " was Bob
Marshall, a well-built an<l handsome
youngster with clear blue-grey eyes and
a mass of dark curly hair. Bob was
little more than the printers' devil, the
boy who did all the donkey work, such
as running hither and thither on odci
jobs, collecting nev.g items for the giant
presses, distributing the first copies as
they ran from the machines to the
various departments for their edifica-
tion. /

Bob's ambiuoii v.^, Ir.g—he v. autc..! to

"break " from the printing side, to be-
come a member of the editorial staff.

News writing was in his blood and tho
pinnacle for which he aimed was that
of reporter.
With the midday edition of the paper

"gone to bed." Bob. in shirt sleeves and
dirty overalls, took up a position near
an elevator window in a small room on
the ground floor of the newspaper build-
ing. From the basement came the roar
of machinery as the presses churned out
the news-sheets at record speed, but the
youngster was lost to all save his rosy
dreams of tho future.
He had got to get on—to atiain his

ambition somehow !

It was as he was thus ruminating that
the small, wooden .service lift came
shooting up from below bringing him
back to his present job with a jerk. The
lift stoppetl. and quickly raising the
window, he drew out .some two .score

copies of the new edition of "The
World." and started on his rounds.
Up the stairs he plodded, going into

many of the rooms on the various floors
di>tributing the specimen copies. The
eighth storey eventually reached, the
youngster turned in at a door that was
marked on its frosted glass panel :

"Chief Editorial Offices."
Here it was all activity and noise.

Reporters .scattered about the large
apartment, pounding typewriters for all

they were worth, scribljling with pencils
so fast .that the ))oints seemed in danger
of becoming red-hot.
In the centre of the room stood a mas-

sive flat-tojiped desk literally strewn with
type-written pages, cuttings, and other
paraphernalia of the newspajier office.

Here sat two men of vastly difference
appearances. A hall, thin-faced fellow
with piercing grey eyes, sparse Ijrown
hair tliat was inclined to U^ curly, and a
determined jaw. A small but straggly
moustache adorned his upper lip. a pipe

« aj in ills mouth, and he was ia his

shirt-sleeves. This man was the editor
of "The World," a clever maa in hi;i

job and greatly respected by his sub-

ordinates. Xext to him w a» Mr. Win
tor. proprietor of the paper, a cynical-

looking man. neatly dressed, with hair
that was turning grey, brown eyes, and a

neatl_\ -trimmed moustache.
The two were evidently in consultation

as Bob driftcil in and placed a copy of

"The World " on the editor's desk, for

tho latter was pointing something out to

the proprietor that had appeared in an
earlier edition.

Bob paused, listening, not through
any desire to i>lay the eavesdropper, but
simply because anything and everytihing
connected with "The World " interested
him now thai he was set on advancing
his position on the paper. News
gleaned might stand him in good stead
later on.

"By tha way. Smithson." Mr. Winter
was saying at tlie moment "did that
storj of Senator Stanford's death come
through'/''

The political man in question had been
shot at the night before while returning
to his home from the theatre. What it

was all about was not known, but a re-

porter had been assigned to the job of
discovering the exact details for the.

paper.
"Al Stanton did his part, boss, and

did it darned well." Frank Smithson
took a pull at his pipe before continu-
ing. "Yes. we got his story all set up
in type, but Stanford's still hanging
on. Suppose the old codger's going to

die for the evening papers."
William Winter laughed, then caught

sight of Bob standing there, and frovvne<l

heavily. Instantlv the youngster took
to ills heels and hastened from the
room.
Tho telephone operator was next to

receive a copy of "The World," and
she gave Bob .somo candv and passed a

Ocl'ot)Pr lOth. 10:U.
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few pleasantries with liim. Then again
tlic boy went on his way.

llait an hour later Bob returned to

the lower regions of the newspaper
buildings. As he came down the

wooden stairs into a small room in tlie

basement that adjoined the machine-
room, the compositors were streaming
oat for the dinner hour.

"Hallo, Bob!" called one genial

fellow who had a groat liking for the

boy. "You coming along?"
"No, Dick!" Bob gave him a

cheery smile and moved across to a

row of clothes pegs where his hat and
coat were hanging. "I'm on the dog-
watch !"

"Then I hope it keeps fine for you,
boy."
A wave of the hand ana the composi-

tor was gone, mingling with a crowd of

his fellow-workers as they swarmed up
the stairs towards the street.

From the pocket of his coat Bob took
out a small brown-paper package, then
crossed to a rough wooden bench, upon
which he sprawled at full length, cup-
ping his head in one hand. When he
wa.S on duty during the dinner-hour,
minding the maohiiics, it was his wont
to perch there, munching the sand-
widhes that liis mother had packed for

him, dreaming of the success for which
ho longed.
But Bob was not left alone with his

thoughts for long. Presently the door
at the top of the wooden stairs crashed
open, and a thick-set young man in the

early thirties came staggering down
into the room. Charlie Colhns, at-

tached to the reporters' staff, clever in

his work but possessing a weakness for

bootleg whisky and a propensity for

borrowing money which he seldom re-

turned.
"How are yuh, kid !" Collins grinned

at the boy in a silly kind of way, took
from his h'P pocket a flask which lie

imcorked and raised to his lips. A
long drink, a grunt of contentment,
and then the flask was replaced. "But
say, boy, what the dickens you doing
down in this damji hole?"
"I work here," Bob told him, and

took a bite at the sandwich he held.
"Well, if that isn't too bad." Collins

cast a bleary eye around the small room
ajid grunted disgustedly. "Gee, but
.\ou'll sure catch your death of cold in

this damp place. Still. I suppose you
know your own darned business best."

"Don't think I'm here because I like

it." Bob shook his head so vigorously
that he nearly choked himself with
the piece of sandwich that was in his

mouth. "I'd give anytliing to be shot
of this hole—to become a reporter.
Cce, if only I had the chance I'd

"

"No, no, no." Collins calmly picked
up a -banana that was included with
Bob's lunch, peeled it, and took a good
liite, then vvag^'led what was left uiuler

the boy's nose. "Dent do that, sou

—

it's n tlog's life !"

"I'd like to be a reporter, anyway,"
Pol) smiled.

Collins looked at him curiously,

noticed the earnest expression on Bob's
face, grinned inanely, then took an-
o'ther bite at the banana.
"Wli-wh-what ever made you wanna

write, boy?" he said thickly.

For a moment Bob was silent, gazing
vacantly at the wall opposite as he
chewed at his meal.
"Oh, when I was a kid a—a little girl

(lied, but just before she died she—she
|)oinfed out of tlie window—and she
had a beautiful look on her face."
Tears were very close to Bob's eyes, fov
that little girl of whom ho spoke had
been his playmate at school, aud he had
been very fond of her. "I guess to
most people it was just a gestui'C of
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death—but I thought s)ie pointed to

something. I suppo.se it sounds kind
of silly, but ever since then I've wanted
to write about it."

Collins was looking very sheepish, for
the sadness of the story had penetrated
his maudlin brain, touched his heart.
But he quickly recovered from the sud-
den depression that had gripped him,
stuffed the last piece of banana in his
mouth, then patted Bob's knee.

"No, it ain't silly, kid, it ain't silly.

It's poetry—that's what it is—poetry. I
wanted to write a play once, but the
pencil broke." He grinned inanely, for
the fumes of the bootleg whisky had
taken a strong grip on his brain. " I

never had a chance after that. But I'll

Sue that yon get a chance, kid, you'll
get a chance "

He broke off at the sound of a
feminine voice, and, glancing round,
perceived through a small glass window,
sot high in the wall, a pretty telephone
operator busy at her switchboard.
Again he grinned, then turned back to
Bob.

"Say, kid," he said eagerly, "you
couldn't let inc have two dollars till pay
day, could you ? You see, there's a girl

I want to take out, and I'm stony."
Bob smiled good-naturedly and

nodded. The two dollars were pro-
duced, which was about all the money
Bob had at the moment, and they
quickly changed hands.
"Thanks." Collins readjusted his hat,

which had slipped to the back of his

head. "I'll sec that you get a chance,
kid. A reporter you want to be ?

Yeah, you'll get your chance all right

—

you'll get your chance."
And, with another of his inane grins,

ho went lurching up tho wooden stairs

and disappeared.

Bob Writes a Story. ^

CHARLIE COLLINS was as good as
his word. .As star reported on
"The World," he was in a posi-

tion to ask for things and have his re-

quests granted. Mr. Smithson knew it

was the only way to retain his services,

for many a rival paper would have
given almost anything to number
X!,'ollins among their staff.

So Bob ^Marshall transferred from the
printing side to the editorial oflices, and
started as cub reporter at twenty dollars

a week. But he was by no means satis-

fied, for all his assignments were small

—

he wanted to do big stories—to earn the

big salaries that his colleagues earned.
He had been on the editorial side

about two weeks, when one particular
evening a beautiful girl tapped on
the door of Mr. Winter's office, 'and,

in answer to his "Come in," entered
that sumptuous apartment, where the
proprietor, garbed in evening-dress, was
reclining at ease in a deep armchair.
"How were the flowers, Myra?"

William Winter was on his feet in a
moment, and coming across to the girl

he took her hands eagerly in his. "Did
I guess rLglit ?"

Myra Deane—blonde, pretty as a pic-

ture in a gorgeous evening-gown of

palest blue—smiled bewitchingly up at

liim, and the smile liad a pleasing effect

oii the man. For tho newspaper pro-
prietor was madly in love witli this girl

who held the important post of Societv
Editor on "Tiio World."
"You don't guess. Bill." There was

a mischievous twinkle in Myra's blue
eyes. " You know very well roses are
my favourite flower."
lie laugiied and kissed lier. Almost

it seemed that she recoiled from the

salutation, but in a moment she was
laughing up at him again. Ho was
twenty years her senior, douljlc her own'
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age, and. girl-like, she felt that this was
sufEcient barrier between friendship and
something far greater. But he was very
kind to her—she who was an orphan, and
who had only been out of the orphanage
little more than a year. He had given
her a job and a home, and bestowed
presents upon her, had taken her to
cinemas, dances and theatres. She felt

she owed him so much, and must
humour him in consequence.
"Look here, Myra," he said, releas-

ing her hands to light a cigarette. "1

wish you'd write nie a good yarn about
the International Ball to-night. One of

those bright stories you used to turn
out."
"Slave driver !" Again the mischiev-

ous twinkle was in her eyes. "But don't
worry, old thing, I'm covering it."

"Good!" ho enthused, his eyes
spai-kling.

She nodded and smiled, then with a
cheery wave of the hand she swept from
the room. Straight across the passage
she went and into the editorial offices,

where typewriters pounded at high
pressure and pencils sped across paper.
"Say, Frank"—she came up to the

editor's desk and touched the big man's
arm—" have you found an escort for

me yet ? For the International Ball,

you know."
"But I haven't anybody," Smithson

jerked his pipe from his mouth and
glanced impatiently up at her. Then he
replaced the pipe and let his eyes drift

back to the typewritten copy he had
been reading. " I thought I told you
ten minutes ago that every reporter on
the sheet is busy."

"I believe you did, but that doesn't
cut any ice. I must have someone.
You can't expect me to go alone. Be-
sides, I shall want to dance, and simply
must have a partner." The editor

grunted and paid her little heed—just

went on reading tho "copy " for tlie

next edition of "The World."
With a frown, Myra cast her eyes

about her, glancing at first one and'
then another of the reporters busy at

their desks. Eventually her gaze came
to rest on Bob Marshall, and ihougli
his head was bent over his work, and
she could not see his face, she knew that

ho was young and new to the office.

"Well, Frank, what about that young
man over there?"
The editor looked up with a snort and

followed the direction of her pointing
finger.

"Him?" Smith.son grinned up at-'

Myra. The cub reporter. Of course 'j
|

she could have him if she wanted, but-.

the editor was sure she would get bored,
with such a kid.. Still, it was none of^

his business, and as she nodded her.

head, he took liis pipe from his mouth',
and bellowed; "Hey, you 1"

f^ I

Heads w-ere lifted on all sides of the

room, but Smithson beckoned to Bob
and the other reporters rosuincd their

work. Wondering what was wanted of

him Bob rose to his feet, came over*,
j

to the editor's desk and stood there re-,

spectfullj', glancing with ill-concealed

admiration at Myra, who smiled reJ

'

assuringly back at him.
" You got a dress suit. Marshall J%

|

Smithson snapped at the boy. '

"No, sir," replied Bob, somcwhai.
puzzled,
"Then get an order from the cashier

and go and rent one. And be back here
dressed as quickly as you 'can."

Bob hesitated, scarcely knowing what
to do—puzzling over this strange com-

mand. The editor waved an impatient

iiand.

"Don't gape like that—drat you—get
moving !"_ ho barkedj

"Y'es, sir,"

m
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Bob caught tlic smiling eyes of the

beautiful girl standing beside the desk,
and Myra nodded her head as if to sub-
stantiate the editor's instructions. A
njoment only did the boy pause after
that and then went quickly from the
room, his_ brain still pondering upon
the editor's strange request.
Bob lost no time in getting the neces-

sary money from the cashier to pay for
the hiring of the suit of dress clothes,
nor did he waste much time in obtain-
ing the suit itself. Some half an hour
later he came back to the office, look-
nig as immaculate as any titled man,
complete with top-hat and white
gardenia in his buttonhole.
Straight to the editor's desk he went,

beling somewhat embarrassed in the
unaccustomed clothes, conscious that
many of the reporters stopped in their
hibour to cast curious glances at him.
But P'rank Smithson, busily writing,

was not aware tiiat the boy stood be-
side his desk till Bob coughed to draw
liis attention.
"Well, what the heck you standing

there for?" The editor looked up and
S(-0wled, then waved an impatient hand
towards the door. "Go and see the
Society editor. Miss Deane, and for
heaven's take leave me in peace !"

Smithson's eyes went back to his
work innnediately, and, more mystified
than ever. Bob walked from the room,
crossed the corridor outside and tapped
at a door upon whicli was inscribed the
words "Society Editor." A feminine
voice bade him enter, and he opened the
door and went in, taking off his top-
hat as Myra Deaiie rose from a chester-
field, where she had been reading a
book.
"My, you look splendid!" ,?hc sur-

veyed him critically, and became aware
of his good looks, the frank expression
on his face as he gazed at her in un-
disguised admiration. ^I'hen she found
herself blushing, aiul impatiently
flirugged her shoulders. "But we'd
better be Iiurrying. We're going to the
International Ball, and you're to be my
escort."

Bob's face lit up with pleasurable
pride. Hero was something ho had

never dreamed of—to accompany such a
wonderful girl to the biggest social
event in the city. The International
Ball at the Municipal Auditorium.

It was a grand affair. Everybody
who was anybody in New York was
there—well-groomed and handsome men
—beautifully gowned women; but, to
Bob, not one of the ladies present could
compare with the girl ,he escorted,
cither in looks, charm or in dress. Not
that ho noticed many of them, because
his admiring eyes seldom left Myra's
pretty face. It was the same when he
was dancing with her—and Bob could
dance well—when he was sitting beside
her during the brief intervals and when
they \\ere partaking of refreshment.
His gaze was on her the wlioie while,
drinking in her beauty, watching tlie
gay light that scorned always to dance
Lu her eyes.

Bob had lost his heart to Myra
Deane and lost it badly, and he could
not have denied it.

The ball over at last, he escorted her
back to the o/fice, and was sorry when
the time for parting came.
"Well, I must get on with niv storv,"

>he told him, holding out her hand" as
they reached the door of her room. "It
was a splendid evening. Thanks .so much
for your trouble. Gocd-night !"

lie took off his hat as he grasped her
hand, gazing with adoration into her
pretty face, his heart pumping like a
sledgehammer within him. For the
second time that evening she blushed
and shrugged her shoulders impatiently.
"No need to thank me," said Bob

happily. "It was a pleasure, believe
me."
And then she was gone, breaking from

Ins grasp and quickly darting into her
room. For several seconds Bob stood
there, gazing wistfully at the closed
door, then turned slowly and went into
the main editorial offices, where, as
usual, all was activity and bustle.

His desk reached, he sat down in his
chair, cupped his head in his hands, his
thoughts dwelling on his wonderful
good fortune of that evening. The one
girl in the world—charming—exquisite.
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He sighed, then suddenly reaching for
a sheet of paper, he placed it in his
typewriter and began to tap the keys
slowly and laboriously. Hi? story of the
International Ball.

"I have just come from the Interna-
tional Ball. I escorted the society
editor. She was the most beautiful oi
all among the vast assembly "

He paused, gazing around the oHico
dreamily as if seeking inspiration, then
suddenly continued, praising the girl
wiio had captured his heart, lauding hcv
to the skies.

Half an hour he stuck at the machine
and then Frank Smithson yelled for
him. Iwo or three more words pounded
out at record speed, and his story \\as
completed, then he hurried over to the
editor, w ho sent him off to Mr. Winter's
apartments with some "copy " for tho
proprietor's "O.K."
"No need to come back again

to^iight, kid," Smithson informed him.
Ihat copy'll do first thing in th©

morning. And, by the way, see that
tliose glad rags are returned—get me?"
Bob nodded and went out. And no

sooner had he disappeared than the
reporter who occupied the next desk to
his was at the boy'.^ typewriter gazing
down at the sheet of paper Bob had left
there He was curious to see wliat the
lioy had been writing, and as he read
It through lie whistled and grinned.
Next nionieiu the sheet of papci- was

out of the machine and the reporter was
st»;;tling across to Mr. Smithson's desk

Found this on my desk, boss," he
lied, placing the typewritten sheet
before the editor.

As the reporter went on his wav, Mr
Smithson took up the sheet, read it
through, and chuckled.
'Heck, this is good," lie told himself

with a trace of excitement in his face
1 II put it in the paper alongside

Myra s story. It'll make darned good
reading, or I'm a Dutchman."
And quickly adding at the top in blue

pencil, Cub Reporter Attends Inter-
national Ball, by Robert Marshal! "
Smithson passed Bob's "story" on to

Octul)Cr Jutli, rJ31.
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tltc piiiitiiig department to be included
iti tlie next issue of '"The World."

The Way of a Boy.

NEEDLESS to feu.v, Bob Marshall
was kistoiindcd wlien, on coming
down to breakfast next niorninj;,

he picked up the cojiy of "The World "

which had just been delivered to his

home, 4ind saw, staring at liini in cold

print from the centre column of the

tront page that which he had written
about Myra Deanc at tlie ofTicc the

previous night.

His mother, who had seen the paper
first, looked at him rather curiously as

he read it, but rnade no comment. But
she was nevertheless more than a little

perturbed that her boy should have
been so carried away by a girl to write

in tliat way about her. And her per-

turbation was added to by the know-
ledge, gleaned in a talk with a neigh-
bour whose husband worked on "The
World." that this girl, M^ ra Deane, was
practically engaged to Mr. Winter, the

proprietor of the paper.
\\'lKit would WnUer say if he know

that Bob had lost his heart to the girl

as apparently seemed to bo the case?
I'robably would dismiss him from his

work in a fit of jealousy. And having
no husband, only Bob to support her,

Mrs. Marshall felt sad at such a dis-

tressing thouglit.

But the good lady would have felt

more ill at ease if she had known that

that morning lier son sent Myra some
Howers, saw her later in the day in her
oHice, and received her ccngratidations

on his write-up of her.

"It was good, but very flattering,"

the girl told him somewhat shyly.

Bob smiled and felt encouraged.
"I didn't expect it would get in the

paper. I left it lying about, and I

suppose someone spotted it." He gazed
at her with longing eyes las .she sat at

her typewriter, looking round at him.
" I suppose it w as ratheP ibsurd of. me
writing all that. l)ut so much happened
to me last night. I just couldn't let

it fade away, so I just wrote it."
' Um-um, but it was nice what you

wrote about me." In that moment Myra
had forgotten William Winter, his love

for her^ rtud how much she owed him
for her present substantial position.

This boy had come into her life, and
she felt that there was no harm in cul-

tivating his acquaintance.
Bob came closer to her, and greatly

<laring, took hold of her hand.
"Miss Deane—Myra, 1 meant all I

said in that—er—story," he said

earnestly.

Again Myra blushed. Flattery slic

was used to. but there was something in

this simple and earnest praise of her
that went straight to her heart—made
her forget Winter more and more.
'You did?" Her eyes twinkled mis-

chievously. "Well, let me tell you
sniiiething. I wasn't the most beautiful

?,Mrl at the ball."

Bob was about to assure her

fuil)hatically that she was. when a knock
at the door interrupted him. But it

was only a man from the chief editorial

ofTices, and when he had dumped some
papers on Myra's desk he took his

departure, though as he went from the

room ho shot Bob a curious glance.

"Look here." said Bob, as the door
closed behind the fellow. "I was won-
dering *

_
-

_

Another interruption. This limp in

the shape of the telephone-bell, which
tinkled noisily.

"You wondered—what?" prompted
Myra as her hand went out to the
receiver of the 'phone.
OclobiT lOth, 1931.
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"Well, how about Sunday?"
"Well, how about it?" she said

ar.hly.

"Well, I didn't have anything
planned.'' Again Bob felt somewhat
nervOLis, and he fidgeted with the lapel
of his jacket. Then as he .saw she was
smiling amusedly at him, he squared
his shoulders and forced a laugh. "I
tiiought wo could walk through the park
and "

"Oh. you're inviting me to step out,

eh?" She feigned surprise, though his

iiivifation thrilled her inwardly. But
when he nodded she affected not to see
the motion of his head. Her attention
went to the. telephone whose bell was
still ringing with marked persistence,
and, lifting the receiver from its hooks,
she clapped it to her ear. "Hallo?
Are you there?" she said into the
mouthpiece.
A voice, easily recognisable, came

over the wire, and what the caller had
to say caused the girl to smile faintly.

"You'll be out of town for the week-
end?" Cleverly she forced into her voice
a tone of disappointment. "Well, what
am I supposed to do? Sit at home and
twiddle my thumbs? Oh, all right—I'll

manage somehow."
Disillu-sioned, Bob was half-way to

the door when Myra hung up the
receiver and turned round. So she had
a boy friend already? Well, it was no
use, then, his trying to foster an ac-

quaintance with her. It was not likely

she would turn aside this other fellow
for a new and struggling reporter.
"Oh, wait a minute!" Myra smiled

bewitchingly as Bob stopped and
glanced back at her dubiously. "When
was it vou wanted me to—er—step
out?"
"Simday," he told her, with sudden

renewed eagerness.
"Very well, it's a date. Bob," slie

cried. "I'll meet you at three at the
corner of Twenty-third."
Bob nodded and went away highly

elated. How he got through his work
between then and the Saturday he
hardly knew, for he found himself think-
ing of the jiretty girl every moment of

the time. But Sunday came at last,

and he met her, looking radiantly beau-
tiful in a pale pink frock and big
picture hat.
They went into the park, listened to

the band, then roamed around the
large zoo adjoining, laughing heartily

at the queer antics of some of the
animals, thoroughly enjoying every
moment of the time. Myra found her-

self really beginning to take an interest

in her companion. She discovered that
Bob was so different to all the other
men she knew, and especially did this

a))ply to William Winter, who always
affected a patronising air whenever
he took her out anywhere.
Clear that she was falling for this

l)0y. and she was forced to admit it to
herself when he whirled her away to a

delightfid spot beneath a cluster of

trees, and there, on the fresh green
grass, laid out the contents of the picnic-

basket heliad brought with him.
A delightful titne, during whi<h (hey

chatted lightheartedly. and only marred
when rain came down and sent them
scuttling for home.
She took Bob to lier apartments to

dry his clothes, and he was amazed at

tlie luxinious furnishing of the place.

He was in the drawing-room, she in the
kitchenette drying his hat and coat over
the gas-stove, when, wandering around
the room. Bob saw several packages
with labels attached to them. "Happy
Birthday, Myra—From Dodo," and
v:irious other names.
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Boylikc, he felt that ho must give her
a present, too, and directly he got Uopn*
he went to a jar that stood on the
dresser in the kitchen and took from it

a wad of dollar bills. His and h(:i

mother's savings I

Not a qualm did he have that he wa.*
taking money that rightly belonged to
Mrs. Marshall—all that obsessed him
was the thought that he must give the
girl, wlio had completely captured his
heart, a present that would bo worthy
of her.

Bob Hit3 Out.

GEE, it's the nicest present I've
ever had !"

Myra's eyes shone with real
pleasure as she gazed at the magnificent
gold bracelet, studded with diamonds
that scintillated in the light streaming
through the oflico window.
"I'm glad you like it." Bob felt

delighted tliat she should be so pleased
with his birthdaj- gift. "Here, let me
put it on for you."
He took the bracelet from her, en-

circled it rotmd her right wrist, and fas-

tened it there. At that moment, and
unbeknown to them, the office door
opened and a face peered in. Charlie
Collins, in a maudlin state as usual, and
looking for someone from whom to
borrow a few dollar bills. Perlxaps
M> ra would oblige him, but at sight of
the girl with Bob fastening that bracelet
around her wrist, he caught iu liis

breath in amazement, and retreated,

dra-^ving the door quietly to behind him.

'Oh, Bob, it realh' is a beauty!"
Myra stcjiped back and admired the
bracelet again. "Oh, you are a dear
boy ! I hardly know how to thank you
enough !"

"Don't try." Bob stepped up to her,

took her hands in his. gazing deep into

her shining eyes. "Look here, Myra.
I have so much I want to say to you.
Can't I see you later—after work?"
Myra hesitated, for she knew how

jealous William Winter would bo if he
found out about their friendship. But
she i)aused only a moment, then nodded
her head as she realised that Winter
did not return, as a rule, from a week-
end till the Tuesday morning. Safe
enough to take a chance.
"Yes, Bob," she said. "Call for mc

to-night."

He went away in the seventh heaven
of delight, but once outside the rooni

someone lurched up to him and caught
him by the arm. Bob started, theu
seeing who it was. he smiled.

"Hard up, old man!" The boy
shrugged his shoulders expressively.

"It's a fact. I haven't a dollar
"

"It's not that, kid." The reporter

blinked around as if to make sure he
wouldn't be overheard. "A little bit of

sound advice. Go easy, or you'll got

yourself in the devil of a jam. Oh, but
perhaps you don't know ! Well, I'll

tell you. That girl—she's Winter's, and

Bob shook off Collins' grasp and seized

him fiercely by the lapel of his jacket,

his face crimsoning with sudden rage.

He had heard tales about Winter—how
the proprietor of "The World " gadded
about witli numerous girls, spent his

money freely on them, encouraged them
to smoke and drink. But Myra—In-

knew that such a sweet girl could never

indulge in such vices.

"You dirty hound !" Bob's voice w.n
raised in the fury that possessed him.
"You dare say anything "

"But it's a fact, kid," the reporter

gasped, alarmed at the fierceness of

Bob's tone, the light blazing in liis eyes.

"I know "

->
I
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iiig, and held a trace of moiiace
" Understand ?"

She nodded, utterly cowed, knowing
that she must obey him or lose the very
remunerative post she held on "The
World." So, as he went from the room,
a smile of infinite satisfaction playing
about the corners of his mouth, she

dropped disconsolately into her chair
and wrote a note to Bob, which she sent

to him by express messenger.

It arrived at Bob's home just as the
boy was having dinner, and his mother
brought it in to him. Wondering who
it could be from, he tore open the
envelope, took out the folded sheet of

paper inside, and opened it out. Then,
as he read the brief message written
thereon, his jaw dropped, and an ex-

pression of vexation came into his good-
looking face.

"Dear Bob," ran the message—"I'm
sorry, but I can't see you to-night, but
will explain evoryrliing in the morning.

"Mye.*."

Why couldn't she see him ? No
sooner did the thought occur tlian he
remembered those words cf Collins' that
had aroused hiin to fury. "That girl

—she's Winter's !"—remembered, too.

that as he had left the office that even-
ing he had passed, the proprietor of
"The World " coming into the building,
back earlier than expected from his

week-end. Was there any truth in what
the reporter had told him, after all '!

If there was, and Myra was indeed
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Winter's rl, thru that might account
for her putting him off this evening !

The bare thought infuriated him. He
loved the girl deeply. So much, in

fact, that he would have done anything
for her just to please her and win her
affections. But he knew there could be
no rival. He must know just how things
stood, whether it was true she was
indeed friendly with the boss.

As he rose to his feet, pushing aside
his unfinished dinner, he became aware
that his mother was standing by the
dresser eyeing him curiously, while in

her hand she lield the jar in which they
kept their savings. He guessed what
was on her mind, and it added to the
anger that already possessed him.

" Well, you needn't look at me as

growled It
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. lljs words broke oflT in a gasp as Bob
suddenly swung up his fist and crashed
it clean into his ches* just above the
heart. For a moment Collins swayed
precariously on his feet, then, with an
infuriated snort, he launched himself at
the boy and grasped him round the
neck.
"You'd do that, you darned little

fool !" he raved. " Well, by heck, you've
only yourself to blame for what's com-
ing to you !"

Bob struggled furiously to release
himself from the other's tierce grip, and
together they lurched across the pas-
sage, panting heavily with their exer-
tions. Tlien suddenly the door cf the
chief editorial offices opened, and Frank
Smithsou strode out, puffing furiously at

his pipe, a heavy frown upon his brows.

"Hey, you two ! What the blazes you
think you're doing ? You h<'ar me ?

ttop this scuffling at once." He flung
himself forward as they paid him no
heed, grasped them one in each hand,
and dragged them apart. Slieepishly
they looked at him as he thrust out his

jaw pugnaciously. "A nice pair of

beauties, I must say ! Go on there,

now—get back to your work, or, by
heavens, I'll sack you !"

Without a word they went, but as they
passed into the editorial oflJce Bob shot
Collins a furious .glance, a glance that
was a warning that he should be careful
what he said about Myra in llie future.

Bob Again Loses His Head.

IT was just after six o'clock, and the
day's work was finished. Myra wa<
tidying her desk when suddenly the

door of her room oiiened and, glancing
round, she beheld William Winter, a
smug expression on his rather handsome
face, standing on the threshold.

A surprise return from liis week-end,
and sight of the man caused her heart
to sink, the colour to drain from her
face. Of course, he would expect her
to go out with him that night, and she
hail promised to sec Bob.
"Surprised to see me, eh?" Winter

tame over to her and took hold of her
arms. She nodded slowly, and he
smiled, then kissed her on the check.
"Couldut be away from vou a moment
longer, darling. .lust had to come back.
Bored with fishing, and sinipl

long for a danre with you
go to the Blue Tavern
and "

" Oh, 1 can't see you
Bill !" Her heart revolted
expected her to fall in i

wishes like this. It was a

same. Never did he ask
she would like to do or w
she would like to

visit. It was like being
tied to a chain. Well,
she would alter all that

now. She had promisid
to see Bob, and though
she did not take his

affertioii for her too
seriously, she liked hi?

companionship and th

change it meant. "You
see. I'm going to a eon
cert, and the seats are
booked.^'

But. shrewd that lie

was, Winter could tell

that she was lying; and,
what was more, he sus-

pected that she had an
iiMtit with some other
And the very thought made
blood run riot in his veins, cia.i

hiin to clench his hands fiercely. r. t. ^^ »•!•
"I'll see you to-night at eight, ^°° caught Winter's wrist as, With ir.uiuer m his eyes, the newspaper proprietor

Myra." His voice was command- Swung back his arm to launch the heavy missile at the youngster's head.
October lOtli, 1P31..

though I'd stolon it,

—it was my money."
"Of course it was yours. " She smiled

ruefully, replacing the jar on the shelf.

"You earned it right enough. But, you
see, you used to say it was ours, and
naturally

"

"I had to have it," he interrupted
impatiently. "I needed it for sometiiing
important."
He snatched up his hat from where it

had been lying on a chair, rammed it

on his head. The mother frowned. It

was not like Bob to speak to her in this

brusque manner, and she guessed that
something had disturbed him.
"Why, is anything wrong. Bob?" she

asked gently.

"No !" ho stormed, his face crim.son-
ing. "I took the money—that's all

there is to it !"

"Xow, now, don't get angry, son."
Mrs. Marshall came over to him, placed
a hand soothingly on his arm. "It's all

right, of course. The money's nothing.
We'll mairage somehow."
"Oh, I don't care what happens!"
Tlioughts tliat Myra might indeed be

Winter's drove him nearly crazy with
jealousy, ^''iercely he flung off his

mother's hand.
"Oh, Bob, don't act like that!"

Tears were very near Mrs. Marshall's
eyes. Intuition told her what was i^p-

sotting him. That girl he had lauded
to the .skies in -the paper. Perhaps he
had found out her friendship with
Winter. "Y'ou've worked hard, so > oil

deserve some fun. But this fascination

for that girl's changed you—she's taking
you away from me and "

"That's enough of that !" Bob
stormed at her. "J>eave her out of
this, can't you !"

"But, Bob," protested his mother.
"She's not the girl for you. I I'oard
that she's

"

Again he shouted to her that it wfs
none of hfcr business, then iirade a
sudden rush to the door and went out,

IL-
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Alamniliig the door violently behind hirn.

He would see Myra immediately, dis-

cover once and for nil if it was indeed
true that bhc was Winter's girl.

A Fight that Ended Disastrously.

MYRA herself opened the door in

answer to Bob's knocking, and
sight of the boy standing on the

steps caused her to catch her breath
sharply. Nearly eight o'clock, and
Winter was due at any moment now to

call for lier. If he found Bob iicrc

tliere would be a sccn^, for she knew
the jealous disposition of the man. At
the least he would sack Bob from liis

employ—might possibly resort to more
\ iolent measures.

'What is it you want. Bob?" she
asked agitatedly. "Didn't you get my
note?"

''Yes, but I had to see you." As he
gazed into her prctt\' face all the fury
ebbed from him, and he felt that
iiothing could shatter the affection he
bore her. But in another moment he
remembered what had brought him
hero—realised that for his own jieacc of

mind he must discovci* the truth.

"iMyra, there's .something I want to

talk to you about. May I come in?"
"Well, I haven't much time," she

told him liesitatingly. "So you must
make it short and snappy."

Wondering what he could want she
closed the cloor as he stepped into the
hall, then led him to her drawing-room.
'J'hen it was that Bob noticed the won-
derful dress she was wearing, the costly

jewels that adorned her neck and hands.
Obviously she expected a caller—was
going out. Savagely he clenched his

tists, for he felt that there was some-
thing in what he had heard, after all

—

that Myra was indeed on friendly terms
wirh their employer.
'"You'rj waiting for someone, aren't

you?" he accused her.

She shrugged her .shoulders as she
dropped into a chair. It was imperative
that she got rid of Bob as quickly as

was possible, and the only way to do
this that she could think of was to

doliberatcly set out to hurt his feelings.

"My dear boy." Her tone was
mocking. "You're not seriously cross-

examining me, are you?"
"It's Winter, isn't it?" Bob shot

at lier fiercely.

, "Um—am!" Another shrug of the

shoulders. Then suddenly she frowned.
"Bur what right have you to put such
a question to me ?"'

Bob faced her squarely, gazing deep
into her pools of eyes.

"Because I love you, Myra !" he
stated boldly, and would have caught
at her hands had she not leaped to her
feet at that precise moment.
"You silly boy. You don't know

what you're talking flbout. It's just

\outhful infatuation. Why, if you never
saw me again you'd " She broke
o(l' as the clock on the manteliiiecc
chimed the hour, and a look of deep
concern leaped into her face. She knew
now lluit she loved Bob fis mucii as

iio did her; knew, too. that it could
never be. The last tinkling note of the

" clock and she caught at tiic boy's a?m.
"Bob, you must really go now. I

"

A knock at the front door that caused
her face to blanch, followed instantly

by footsteps in the passage. Her maid
answering tlio summons. Myra seemed
powerless to move—and then the
drawing-room door opened and William
Winter came in smoking a large cigar.

"Oh, I'm sorr.v." There was a sneer
ill his tone and lie frowned darki.v.

"Didn't know \oii had visitors, Mjt-t."
"It's quite "

all riglit, Bill." She
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pulled herself together, summoned up
a smile. "He—he just came in from
the office with Some copy. You know
each other, don't you? Mr. Winter-
Mr. Mar.shall."
Winter bowed his head mockingly to

Bob, who glared at him ferociously.
Then the youngster turned to the girl.

"Why, don't you tell him the truth?"
he said somewhat fiercely.

"What on earth do you mean, boy?"
Winter came up to Bob and thrust out
his jaw menacinglv. "The truth? What
is it?" .

Bob paid no heed to Myra's wiirning
glance, the distressed expression that

had come into her pretty face.
" Well, I didn't come here from the

ofTice," Bob said quietly. "I came be-

cause I love Myra, and "

"Is that so?" Winter laughed sar-

donically. "Well, then, you'd better be
going. It's me Myra loves—you don't
stand an earthly."
The air of assurance of the man

nettled Bob, aroused the streak of ob-
stinacy in his nature. Somehow, he felt

that the girl could not possibly like so

cynical and cold-hearted a man as

Winter appeared to be. No doubt ho
was trading on the fact that he was her
boss—that she feared he might dismiss
her from her post if she did not humour
him.

"jNIyra." Bob turned determinedly
to the distracted girl. "Out of the
oflTiee I'm not taking orders from Mr.
Winter. Until you ask me to go I'm
no; leaving here."
"Then, Bob," Myra quickly began,

intending to ask him to leave at once,

and so avoid possible trouble, "do,
please

"

"You impertinent little rat!" The
infuriated words burst from Winter as,

livid of face, he suddenly leaped for-

ward, caught at Bob's arm, and swung
him round. "What the blazes do you
mean ? You'll not leave till IMyra asks

you. Well, let me tell you this is ray

place and "

'You lie!" Bob flung at him fiercely,

clenching his hands.
"All tlie .same it is my apartment '"

sneered the newspaper proprietor.

"Miss Deane is not well off, certainly

not in a position to run such a place

as this. But she's clever, a good Society
editor, and as such it is necessary for

her to have good rooms. But. Mar-
shall, perhaps next month she will

allow you to pay the rent. A bold
cavalier. But a whipper-snapper who
coiddn't

"

He said no more, for, with a cry of

rage. Bob whipped up his fist and
crashed it clean into the leering face,

.senditig Winter staggering. Right into

an inlaid mahogany table the news-
paper proprietor crashed, and. as he
^hot out his hand to save himself from
falling, his fingers came into contact
with a l)ronze statue standing on the
[lolished surface of the table.

A terrified scream burst from M.\ra
as she shrank back against the chester-

field, white of face, trembling in every
limb. Next second Bob, sensing
Winter's intention, flung himself bodily

at the man. In the nick of time he
caught the other's wrist as, with nunder
in Ills eyo"^, the newsi>aper proi)rietor

swung back his arm to laimch the hea\.v

mi.>-sile at the youngster's head. And
then they were struggling furiously.

The bronze statue went to the floor

with a crash, and grasping fiercely at

each other they lurclied all over the
room. Ciach striving to throw the other,

while Mvra watched with terrified eyes,

calling frantically to them to stop.

I'or two or three minutes the battle
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raged, ilion BoTj's foot caught in the
thick pile of a rug Desperately lie

strove to save Inm-self from falling, but
Winter, quick to seize the advantage,
wrenched liimself free from the boy's
clinging embrace, uttering a savage cry
of triumph. Next second, and an iron-
hard fist thudded to the side of Bob'a
head, sending liim hurtling across tlio

room to crash to the floor beside the
window.

"Oh, don't !" .screamed Myra implor-
ingly, as Winter rushed down on the
fallen boy. "Please don't!"
But Bob was quickly on his feet again,

and though dazed from the heavy blow,
he was ready as Winter reached him. A
clever feint and he dodged the vicious

right that was aimed at him, then
caught the newspaper proprietor a hefty
blow clean between the eyes.

Back went Winter to cannon into the
chesterfield and Myra, with a frightened
gasp, dodged quickly out of the way.
Furiously Bob charged after his man.
But Winter parried the blow that was
aimed at his head and the tivo locked
again. But late nights and too much
wine had taken toll of the newspaper
proprietor's stamina and suddenly, Bob,
wriggling free from Winter's weakening
grasp, whipped up his right and again
landed heavily between the other's eyes.

A sobbing gasp escaping him, Winter
went toppling backwards over the
chesterfiekl—then cam.e a thud as he
crashed to the floor and the back of his

head struck the curb of the fireplace.

"Ooooh!" Horror in her e.ves, fearful

that he might be badly hurt, Myra ran
to the fallen man and dropped to her
knees besides him. His ejes were closed,

his face white and bleeding. Wildly she
caught at his wrist, feeling for the pulse.

Just a faint sign of beating—that vvas

all. vSupposing he was to die ? The
dread thought sent an icy chill down her
spine and" she glanced quickly at Bob,
who stood beside the chesterfield, clothes
rumpled, hair tousled, breathing heavily
from the i-esult of his exertions of the
past few minutes. "He's—^lie's uncon-
scious ! I'll take care of him. Go now.
Please—please go, for my sake. There
mustn't be any scandal. See what I

mean? Hurry—oh, hurry I"

Bob pulled himself together instantly.

Well he knew what would haiJpen if he
stayed there a moment longer and some-
one happened on the scene. A terrible

scandal—with the three of them in-

volved. Besides, he might even be
arrested for assault.

A nod to Myra and then he was gone.
But scarce had the door closed behind
him than the horrified girl saw the inert

figure of Winter give a sudden convul-
sive tremor and then become strangely
still.

The man wa-f dead !

A while she knelt there stunned.
What should she do? What could she
do ? A scandal simply had to be avoided
and above all that boy—Bob Marsluill,

whom she realised in that terribltt

moment meant more than life itself to

her—Bob must be saved from the cou-

sequences of that terrible scene.

At last a thought occurred to her and,
jumping to her feet, she rushed to the

telephone, called up Frederick (lerk.
Winter's secretary, and after telling fiini

that the newspaper proprietor was dead,
implored him to come straight to her
apartments without breathing a word t'»

anyone of what had taken place.

Herk agreed to hrt' frantic requc--

somewhat reluctantly, and with a sigh ol

relief the distracted girl sank limply into

a chair to wait for him.

(Continned oo page 80.)
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" UP FOR MURDER."
I (Continued from page 18.) T

A Way Out.

FREDERICK HERK looked douii at

the deud body of the man who had
been his chief, then picked up the

bronze statue ffom where it had fallen

to the lloor. For several moments he

weighed it in his hand, gazing at it

intently, his brows furrowed as if in deep
thought.
"Well, it's a good story, Myra." He

set the statue down upon the mahogany
table, then turned to Myrn, who sat

watching him from narrowed lids, and
.slowly shook his head. " But let me
tell you this. I said I'm willing to try

and hush up this terrible thing, but that

yarn of yours isn't good enough for a

''You mean you don't believe it?"

Myra said with sinking heart.
"1 don't say that—I said I didn't

think a jury would." The shrewd
secretary smiled grimly. "Think liow

it would sound. Mr. Winter crosses the

room, trips over a rug, stumbles and
falls, striking his head against tlie table.

Um—urn—not good enough. We've got

to find something better than that. Now
come, INIyra—did you do it?"

"Yes," she lied, realising he did not

believe her tale about how Winter had
met his death and feeling it would be

safer to blame herself than to tell the

real truth. Hevk might not be so willing

10 hush up matters if he knew that Bob
was the culprit.

"I thought so." But the secretary

did not think anything of the kind. It

was just his way of getting eventually

at the true facts. "Why—and how did

vou kill him?"
"Why, I—I struck him with that

statue!" she told him desperately.

But her tone was not convincing, as

Herk was quick to notice.

"Come on, Myra," he coaxed. "Who
else was here ?"

"I tell you—no one." The girl felt

her heart pumping furiously against her

ribs. It was obvious that he didn't be-

lieve she had done it after all. Did he

know of Bob atid that they had been

friendly ? She looked at him as fear-

lessly as she could. "I did it. Don't

you believe me?"
"Myra, listen to me and listen care-

fully." He came right up to her, grim
determination on his set face. "You
answer my question truthfully or this

tiling goes further than you or I or

—

that boy I"

"How do you know about " Myra
bit her lip as she realised she had made
a false step. Desperately she tried to

cover it. "What boy?"
"Oh, that's all right—we'll forget him

for the moment." Herk smiled, well-

tatislied. That Sunday in the park—ho
had seen Myra and Bob together. Then
there was thai absurd "story" the boy
liad written about the girl. Obvious to

!ri;n that the two were very friendly.

And the signs of a •scuffle in this room.
More than likely Bob Marshall had been
here «lien Winter had called and a

scene liad followed. So Herk had
re.isoned and lie knew now it was the

truth. "Now, Myra, understand tliis—

we can't afford a .scandal. You can't,

poor Winter's people can't and above all

llie paper can't. Now I've got an idea.

We've got to got \\'inter out of here

—

and back to the office. That's where he

died. (!et that straighi. my girl. He
was killed in his offico—by an unknown
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assailant. I was in an adjacent room,
my own office, and But there's no
time to waste. I'll tell you all about it

later."

Out in the streets of New York, news-
boys were rushing hither and thither
yelling of tlie murder of William Winter,
proprietor of "The World." If ever
there was a sensation this was it. and
the papers sold like hot cakes. People
of all 'classes and descriptions were
acquainted with the dead man and all

were eager to know just how the im-
fortunate victim had met his end.
And the police were anxious to know-

that, too. At that very moment, Detec-
tive-inspector ]\Iitchell of the City police
was interrogating Trederick Herk up in

the dead mans otfice, where the secTCtary
in the early hours had contrived in his

car to bring the body unseen from
Myra's apartments.
"And who was the last to see Mr.

Winter alive?" the detective asked Herk.
"I believe I was," the secretary

calmly replied. "Yon see. Mr. Winter
is not usually in his office so late at

night. He came down especially to read
over his editorial on Farm Relief. Poor
Mr. Winter. He was a public bene-
factor. Mr. Mitchell, and "

"Quite so." The detective did not
want to hear the dead man's good points,

for they did not concern him in the

least. He was here to discover all he
could about the crime—to gather in-

formation and clues that might lead to

the arrest of the assailant. But there

was not much to gain in the newspaper
offices, for Herk said he knew very little

beyond the fact that as he had sat in his

own office adjoining Winter's he had
he^'d the mutter of voices seemingly to

come from Winter's room—voices that
appeared to be raised in anger. Mitchell
knew tliat he nuist now continue his in-

vestigations elsewhere and so he rose to

his feet, jerking his hat well down over
Ills forehead. "Well, Mr. Herk, you can
rest assiu'ed that the District Attorney's
Office will leave no stone luiturned to run
down this foul assassin. We're up
against a brick wall at the moment, but
we'll find him never fear.'"

But as the detective tramped from the

room, Herk smiled to himself. He
thought it very unlikely that the i)olice

would make an arrest with nothing what-
ever to go on. And as for Bob Marshall
—he woidd be sure to keep well out of

the way—would probably flee the

coiuitry. It was almost certain a .scandal

would be avoided.

<• I Killed Him !
"

IT
came as a great shock to Reginald
Herk when the telephone bell rang
.that e\ening and the chief of police,

from the other end of the line, told him
that a young fellow had given himself

up as the nuuderer of the dead news-
|)aper jiroprietor. Robert Marshall, em-
|)lo>cd by "The World," he said he was.

Would Mr. Herk come along and
identify hiiu?

"He says he murdered Mr. Winter?"
Herk groaned to himself as lie realised

that this meant the crushing of liis hopes
— that a .scandal was now imminent lui-

less • He .scarcely dare ask the chief

tiio question: "What—what else does he
suy ?"

"Nothing heyoi\d that lie killed the

man 1"

"I'll be right o\er, chief!" cried Herk,
his face brightening swiftly, and he hung
up the receiver.

There was just a chance that all would
be well after all. So long a.s Bob Mar-
shall did not speak. But it was impera-
tive that he should see the boy at once.
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before the police had time to force tba
truth from him by their dread third

degree methods, and warn him to keep
silent.

Quickly he called Myra on the tele-

phone, ask id her to look into iiis oHico
at once. Bare seconds later the girl

came in, looking at him inquiringly.
"Marshall's confessed." Herk liad

risen to his feet, and as the girl reelect

under the enormity of his words he
caught at her arm to steady her. "Now,
now, Myra, pull yourself together. So
far, we're in luck—lie hasn't talked.
But 1 ve got to get right down to police
headquarters to him as quickly as I

can."
"All right." With an effort Myra

mastered the fear that gripped lier.

"I'll go wit'h you."
She turned with the intention of get-

ting her hat and coat, but the secretary
quickly drew her back.
"You'll do nothing unless I tell you."

There was no mistaking the coiuiitand
in Herk's tone. "You'll stay right,

here at work and keep your mouth
shut. We've gone too far with this

—

we can't back out now."
"But it's all my fault!" The girl

clasped her hands distractedly, tears
very near lier eyes. "What about Bob
—what about him?"
"Oh, don't worry about the boy. I'll

save him. I've got to save him." He
reached for his hat that lay on a chair,
rammed it on his head. "But I can't
do it with lawyers, Myra, and I can't
do it by telling the truth."
"Well, how then?" the girl asked

him anxiouslv.
"Well, I—I'll have to let the D.A.'s

office convict him." Herk smiled
wryly as the girl clapped her hands to
her face in horror, aharply caught in

her breath. "Believe me, Myra, it^s

our only chance. Afterwards I'll fix it

to get him off."

"Are you sure you can do it?" she
cried hoarsely.
"Yes—providing you help me and the

paper doesn't become involved in a
scandal I know we can swing it." IIg>

patted her shoulder reassuringly, and
felt relieved as a wan smile broke over
her ju'etty face. "Now, come on,
Myra, get back to your work and leave
it all to me."
She went then, satisfied. and Frederick

Herk once more lifted the receiver
of the telephone. This time ho
called up Charlie Collins, at work in

the chief editorial offices, and requested
his presence. To the maudlin report^'r

he confided all that had happened, and
swore him to silence, then asked him
to go along to Bob's home and im-
press upon the mother that whatever
she did she must remain dumb about
the whole terrible affair.

"Reinember. Collins," Herk said im-
peratively when tne leporter had
agreed to underiako the mission. "Mrs.
>Iarshall knows nothing—she doesn't
even know where the kid went wihen lie

left the house that night. And get this

—she doesn't even know Myra Dcanc."
"I understand."' The re]>ortct

winked knowingly.
"Explain to her.'" went on the secre-

tary, "that the kid'll have to stand
trial—probably be convicted—but that
I'll get him off. It's his only chance."
Collins nodded and sped away, and

some ten minutes later while he was
extracting from Mrs. Marshall s
promise that she would no! utter a word
that might help the police in their in

vcstigations, Frederick Herk came into

the room at police headquarters where
sat Bob, white-faced, tight-lipped, sur-

rounded by half a dozeu plain-clothoa

men, who were putting him tlu\->ugli the

(Continued on page 85.)
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does
everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand serial of

breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

READ THIS FIRST.
W/ii/c en roulc with his comrades to

the sctnc of a fire. Boh Darroif, of the
San Francisco Drirjadi, saves the life

of a hoy who falls in front of one of
the monster engines.
Later he calls on Janus Madison,

hind of a chemical company, to irhom
he futs up an idea for a patent fire-

extinguisher. .Madison is not interested,
anil Boh leaves disappointed, after
meeting Dan Mitchell, a shady pro-
moter who is befriending Madiion for
his own ends.
That afternoon Bob rescues June

Madison fr«m a fire in her father's

office, then learns that the boy he had
saved from the wheels of the fire-engine
was Meulison's son, Jackie.
In gratitude, Madison helps Boh to

perfect his invention, the Darrow Fire-
Bo mb.
But Dan Mitchell is anxious to

sett Madison an extinr/uishcr of his

own, and to discredit Bob he sends a
hireling to "doctor" the fireman's in-

vention with a deadly explosive.
Madison's faith in the invention re-

mains unshaken. He lends Bob his

warehouse laboratory and joins him
there for an experiment, which is in-

terrupted by Mitchell's hirelings.

A scuffle for possession of Bob's for-

mula results in a fire. Meanwhile, June
receives a mysterious warning from
Trixie Farrell, a scorned sweetheart of
Mitchell's, and reaches the scene with
Mitchell in her car as the Brigade
arrives.

Bob appears with Madison in his

arms.
June rushes forward with a glad cry

of thankfulness to help Bob.
But as Boh lays Madison on the side-

walk an avalanche of bricks and flaming
debris hurtles down to overwhelm both
meal

Now Read On.

EPISODE 6.

"THE JAWS OF DEATH."

Under the Debris.

JUNE MADISON involuntarily
sprang back, and to that she
probably owed lior life. But she

giiined a vivid and horrible impression
of the mass of flaming timber and
masonry luirtling down on Bob Darrow.

Bob flung himself forwarii in a heroic
effort to shield the prone form of .June's

father with his own body, and a
moment later the thundering cataract
of stone had completely overwhelmed
him,

• June screamed, and her sluiek of
despair was echoed by a horrified sliout

from firemen, police officers and civi-

lians. There was an immediate rush to

the spot, Battalion Chief Wilson and
the stalwarts of Number Five Station
being the first on the scene.

A hose truck stood by the kerb, and
tliis had borne tlio brunt of the fall of
masonry, the debris being piled against
the vehicle. June was scrambling over
the mass of wreckage when Wilson and
his subordinates came up, and was tear-

iiijr frenziedly at the fragments of stone
with her bare hands, regardless of the
smouldering pieces of timber that blis-

tered her.

Wilson caught her a-ljout the waist
and dragged her away.

"Oh, chief," she sobbed distractedly,

"dad and Bob Darrow are buried under
there ! You've got to get tlicni clear !"

Wilson shouted orders to his men.
"Get picks and shovels!" he called.

"Dig 'em out before the rest of the

building caves in. Quick, boys—there's

no time to lose."

The firemen sprang to obey his com-
mands. In tlic space of a few seconds
they were working like Trojans to throw
aside the debris, and as it was dragged
away a reassuring cry went up, olfer-

ing .June a ray of hope.
"They're under the hose truck !

They've missed the bulk of it, any-

way !"

A limp figure was pulled from under
the battered vehicle. It was the figure

of Madison, and he was borne swiftly

to the other side of the street. Before
the men carrying him could reach the

oj.posite sidewalk, Bob Darrow had
been rescued in the same fashion.

The two victims of tho collapse were
laid down on tho pavement, and pre-

sently Bob opened his eves dazedly. He
was bruised and burned, but otherwise
seemed to have taken no serious hurt.

"Mr. Madison!" he faltered, as he
struggliitl itito a sitting posture. "Is
he all right t"

It was Battalion Chief Wilson who
answered him.
"Yes, Darrow," he assured the young

fireman. " He's safe, but lie hasn't

come round yet. Lucky for the two of

you that yoii were under that fire truck,

or you'd both have been crushed to

death."

"I saw the crash coming," Bob ex-

plained, "and managed to drag him
beneath the wagon. Then everything
went dark. Something hit us, I

suppose t"
"The back-axle snapped and took tho

pair of you across the head," one of

his comrades on the Brigade put in.

"That's what laid you out. But, say,

Madison's comin' round !"

Bob turned his head, and saw that
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June was holding Iior father in her
onus.
"Dad," slic said with a liystorioal

catch in lier voice, "oh, dad, I thought
.\oii and Bob were killed! Are joii
Liudly hurt?"
Madison raised himself with a groan.
"I—I'll soon be all right, dour." he

panted. ''Thanks to Bob—we got out
ill time. He carried nie from the top
floor. But my hend feels as if it's

s{. lilting."

"The wall caved in." Wilson inter-
posed. "Darrow managed to haul you
wr, "k^r a fire truck, but you took a crack
etver the skull. You'll feel better after
a minute or two."

"June." Bob advised, "you'd better
take yoiu- father home. An experience
of this kind isn't exactly a nerve tonic,

yoii know."
.lune pressed his hand.
"You'd better come along with tis,

too." she declared. "I imagine a little

rest would do your own nerves some
good."
"Well. Juno." Bob retorted vi-itli a

shaky laugh, "a fireman isn't supposed
t,5 have any nerves. And, besides, I'm
needed here."

In spite of the fact that Wilson him-
self urged him to accept June's offer of
ti lift liome, Bob insisted on giving his

comrades a hand. So, with tlie help of
a police officer. June supported her
father and led him to the automobile in

which she and Dan Mitchell had driven
to the warehouse.

Mitchell was nowhere to be seen, and
Jime did not wait to look for him. as

her father seemed to be suffering
severely from shock. Helping him into
the car. she took the wheel and started
tlie engine, and a moment afterwards
she had turned the auto and was driv-
ing towards home.

From a side-street, into which he had
darted after encountering his liireling,

8|iike Beldon, Mitchell saw the car flash
b.v.

"That was June and her father." he
jerked. "Well, Madison's safe—which
is a good thing. I don't want anything
to liappen to him while I oan make use
of him."
"But it woulcfn't worry you none if

Darrow luasn't got clear, huh?" Spike
mentioned with a leer.

Mitchell nodded grimly.
"It would be /(/s- hard luck," he re-

joined, "and I guess I wouldn't go info
mourning for him. But come on—while
we're making ourselves scarce, tell trie

just what happened."

New Plans.

NO later than the following morning.
Dan Mitchell had proof tliat Bob
Darrow was very nuich alive, for.

entering the drive of the Madisons'
house, on the outskirts of the city, he
caught sight of June and th^ yoimg
fiieman in a leafy bower not far from
the terrace.

It had been Mitchell's intention to
call on Madison and express concern
ffir the latter's ordeal of the previous
night. But he changed his minrl and
slipped into the shrubbery of the
grotinds, working his way roimd to-

\.aids the bower where he had seen
Bob nnd June.
Gaining n vantage-point just behind

the young couple, he jiarted the foliage
cvf the bushes and peered ;it them. June
was sitting with her back to him on a

SM ing-seat with a striped awning. Bob
was |>acing to and fro before her.

"A penny for your thoughts," June
murmured.
Bob paused in front of her. He was

facing the shrubberv now, but Mitchell
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had quickly ducked behind the thickets
atul remained unseen.

" My thoughts have already cost your
father entirely too much," Bob said
earnestly.

"Well," June retorted with a smile,
"if you'd sit down and pay some atten-
tion to me, instead of walking back and
forward like a caged bear, you might
change your mind about that."
Bob laughed, and settled liimself be-

side he-r.

"That's better," she observed. "Now
listen. Wlien I told dad of the myster-
ious 'phone warning I'd received from
that imknown woinan, he felt convinced
beyond all doubt that someone was try-

ing to get the formula for your fire-

extinguisher."
Bob nodded emphatically. "And that

someone is the person who put nitro in

the ch?micals to ruin that first demon-
stration I made in the grounds here," he
declared.

"Dad is of the same opinion," June
told him. "And that's why he wants
you to go to his mountain cabin in the
Sierras without anyone knowing it. He
thinks you'll be safe there from the
mysterious agents who are working
against you."
"Yes, he suggested the same thing to

me." Bob replied. "It was his idea to

have Pat Heeley go along with me. but
I doubt if Pat will be able to get leave
of absence from the J'ire Department."
June smiled again. "Don't you worry

about that." she said. "Dad usually
gets what he goes after, and Oh,
here's dad now!" she exclaimed, as she
saw her father approaching from the ter-

race. "And he looks as though he had
good news."
From his place of concealment in the

bushes, Dan Mitchell saw Madison walk-
ing across the grounds, and he listened

attentively as June's father reached the
bower and began to speak.

"Well, it's all set." INIadison an-
nounced heartily. "You're to start

immediately. Bob. and Pat is to go with
you. Actually, he's ready to leave hos-
pital, and he's none the worse for that
crash in the motor-race. But the Fire
Department is extending his sick-leave

—

as a special favour."
"Cleel I'm glad Pat is coming along,"

Bob said.

"Now didn't I tell you dad usually got
what he went after?" June put in laugh-
ingly.

"You certainly did," Bob agreed,
"and you s\ire were right."

Madison spoke again. "Well," he
declared, "the sooner you make a start

the better, Bob. so if you'll come into

the house I'll show you how to get to

the cabin at Hillsridge."

He led the way towards the terrace,

and Mitchell watched them out of sight.

Then, completely abandoning his inten-

tion of calling at the house, he hurried
from the grounds.
In the meantime. Madison had shown

Bob into his study. There he opened up
a map and laid it on the table, indicating
the environs of San Francisco and the
route it would be necessary for Bob to

take.

"You're to pick Pat up at the hos-

pital," Madison began, as Bob leaned
over his shoulder, "then you'll continue
on out to the cabin. There's a work-
bench there, of course, and all the ap-

paratus you'll need. I do some experi-
menting there myself occasionally, when
I feel like some good, clean mountain
air, but can't break away entirely from
business interests."

"It's mighty good of you to lend me
the place, Mr. Madison," Bob said grate-

fully.

"Not at all," June's father rejoined.
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"Now' as to chemical materials, you
needn't worry about them. I've already
sent a load of stuff up there, 6o you'll
find everything you require."
He fixed his attention on the map, and

pointed to a thread of highway running
north-east from the city.

"Yery well, tiien," he proceeded.
"Here's the road you're to take. You
follow it out as far as here, then Inirn

off through the old tunnel. It's a quick
cut."
"I know it," Bob said.

"Once through the tunnel," Madison
continued, "you swing sharp to your left

and carry on for about a mile. After
you've travelled a mile, you'll see a
cabin—also on the left—with a lone tree
in front of it. You can't miss it. Is
that all clear to you?"

"Perfectly," Bob answered. "But I
don't know how I can ever thank you
enough for the trouble and expense
you're putting yourself to on my
account, Mr. Madison."

June's father laid a hand on his
shoulder. "Young man," he retorted,
"doesn't it ever occur to you that three
members of the Madison family are so
much in your debt that no trouble or
expense could ever repay you ? Jackie
—June—myself—we all owe you our
lives. So let's hear no more about you
never being able to thank me. Here,
you'd better take this map. It might be
useful."

Five minutes later. Bob was climbing
into the small two-seater that he ran
when he was off-duty and in civvies.
Saying " good-bye " to June and her
father, who promised to follow him to

the cabin within an hour or two, he
drove off on the first stage of his

journey to the mountains.

June and her father were true to their

word, for iminediately after Bob'*
departure they made preparations for

the trip to the Sierras, and when lunch
was over the chauffeur brought the
sports car round to the front door.
"I won't need j-ou, Sam," Madison

told his employee. "June will drive."
Then, as the chauffeur went off, he
turned to Mrs. Madison, who had
followed them out of the house.

"Now don't fret if you hear nothing
from us," he said to his wife, "for I

don't want anyone to know where \Ve're

going."
"I understand," Mrs. Madison re-

joined. "I'll lead people to believe that
I'm going to join you at Santa Barbara
with Jackie."
"And mother," put in June, "I had

an engagement with a girl friend

—

Eleanor Standish. Will you 'phone her
and tell her I can't meet her Thursday?"
"I will, my dear." Mrs. Madison

assured her. "Oood-bye, and take care
of yourselves, the two of you."
June settled herself behind the wheel,

and, her father beside her, drove through
the gates on to the road.

Dan Mitchell's Move.

SHORTLY after Bob Darrow had
been directed to the cabin by Madi-
son. Dan ISIitchcll held a conference

with two of his hirelings—Spike Beldon ,

and another back-street thug known as

Silk Connolly.
Mitchell was also poring oyer a map

of San Francisco and its environs, and,
with Spike and Coimolly standing at his

side, he traced with a pencil that same
route which Madison had outlined to

Bob.
"Now you can't go wrong. Spike." he

stated. "You follow the mountain roatj ;

till yo'u pass through the tunnel. Madi- .

son's iilace is just a short distance be- '

yond."

•I
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Spike frowned. "Yeah," he muttered,
" I ain't worryin' any about findin' the
(ilace. But if this bird Pat Heeley is

half as tough as Darrow, we ain't gonna
have no picnic gettin' that formula.

"

Mitchell straightened up and glanced
ai him with contempt.

."Aw, getting cold feet, are you?" he
sneered. "Afraid of a guy that's just

come out of the hospital. For that's

where Heeley's been this last two
\v<'eks."

"Say. listen, boss," put in Connolly,
"Spike's all right. But Darrow is

plenty hard. You ain't never been up
against a guy like him."

"AH right," snapped Mitchell. "Then
take the gang with you if you're afraid

to go alone. But I want that fornuila !

l/nderstand ?"

Spike stood up. "Sure, Mitch', an'

we'll get it for yuh," he answered
resolutely. "We'll get Butch and Mer-
lin, an' the four of us'U wipe out those

two firemen afore we're through."

Spike and Connolly left the office and
entered a roadster parked in the

street outside. At a low den near the

docks they piclced up Butch and Merlin,
who had figured in the scuffle at the

warehouse when the first and luisuccess-

ful attempt had been made to secure
Bob's formula.

Butch and Merlin piled in. and Con-
nolly drove through town and nuulc for

the moimtain road. Three or four hours
later they were in the heart of the
Sierras, and, following a trail cut into

the side of one of the great, wooded
hill?, they entered the old tuinicl which
both Madison and Mitchell had men-
tioned.

A gang of labourers were working on
the tunnel, but, after some slight delay
entailed by the operations, Spike and
his associates drove on, and a' mile be-

yond they sighted the Madison cabin
lying to the left of the road.

They pulled up in the shelter of some
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thickets, and climbed from the car. From
where they stood they were able to see

a two-seater outside the cabin, which
nestled in a kind of hollow, and it at

once became apparent that Bob and Pat
Ileeley had only arrived a few minutes
before, for the two firemen were busy
unloading some luggage from the back
of the auto.

"You fellers stay right here," said

Spike to his companions. "I'll go down
into the hollow and get the low-down on
that outfit."

He worked his way through the brush,
and, still under cover, paused within a

stone's throw of the cabin. In the
silence he heard the voices of Bob and
Pat quite distinctly.

"Sure and 'tis a foine place ye have
here for yer job," Pat was saying in his

rich Irish brogue. "It's so quiet ye can
hear yersilf think."

Bob laughed. "Well, that's just the
way we want it, Pat," he declared.

"VVe'll be able to work much better, and
there won't be anyone coming around

—

disturbing us. It sure is a great spot."
And he looked round appreciatively at

the dense forests and thickets of brush-
wood that closed in about the cabin on
three sides.

The two firemen passed into the dwell-

ing, and Spike Beldon stole nearer and
took up his position at a window from
which he commanded a view of the

cabin's back room.

Bob and Pat had entered that room.
It was fitted up as a laboratory, and,
keen to begin work, Bob prepared the
necessary apparatus and proceeded to

mix the chemicals of his fire-extinguish-

ing invention.

"I'll have a vial ready in no time,"
Spike hoard Bob say, "and then I'll

give you a demonstration, Pat."
"Gee, I'm bustin' to .see it," the

Irishman assured his colleague.
"You'll .see it just as soon as I got

these ingredients mixed in their correct
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proportions," Bob continued, poring over
a scrap of paper on which Spike Bel-
don's eyes fastened eagerly.

Pat picked up the document curiously.
"An' this is the formula for your chemi-
cal foire-extinguisher, is it?" he in-

quired. "A little scrap of paper that's

worth a million dollars, begorra ! But
who the blazes can read it?''he added,
staring at the script, which was utterly
meaningless to him.
"I can, Pat," Bob answered, juggling

with a retort.

Spike Beldon had heard and seen
enough. Drawing back from the window,
he slipped into the brush and forced his

way back to the spot where he had left

his companions.
The gangsters looked at him question-

ingly us he appeared.

"What's the word. Spike?" asked
Connolly-.

"Darrow's at work in the cabin,"
Spike said. "Heeley's with him. Darrow
aims to make up a vial and give a
demonstration with the extinguisher on
the spot, to satisfy himself it's the

goods. An' he has the formula with
him."
"Are tliere only the two of them ?"

put in Merlin.

Spike nodded. "Just the two—Heeley
and Darrow," he rejoined. "Now listen,

I've got a plan to fool 'cm an' get what
we're after. I want you an' Butch to

go ahead, Connolly. Darrow an' Heeley
will think you're alone. Merlin an' I

will wait long enough for you to tackle

'em, and while you're keepin' 'em bu>-y

we'll slip 111 an' finish the job."

"You want Butch an' me to go down
there an' lay into 'em," said Connolly.
"Is that it?''

"Sure," Spike told him. "They won't
suspect nothin' at first, .so walk right up
to the cabin friendly-like. That oughta
fool 'em plenty, an' when you start

rough-housin' 'em they'll be taken by
surprise."

The limp flgures of Madison and Bob Darrow were pulled from under the battered vehicle.
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"I get yoii; but don't wait too long
before you show up with llerHn," Con-
nolly nuiitered anxiously. "Those two
guys might be a handful for us."

"We won't be too long," Spike
an.swered testily. "Go on—get busy."

Connolly started for the cabin, jerk-

ing his head to Butch to indicate that

he should follow. They did not advance
by the same route that Spike had taken
wiien lie had reconnoitred the hollow,

but marched boldly towards their objec-

tive, and they were about seventy-five

yards from it when Butch suddenly
checked.

"Say, Silk," he exclaimed, "it ain't

occurred to Spike- that 1 was mixed up
in that shindy at the warehouse. Darrow
uiiglit recognise me if he sees me a-

comin', I guess. Let's hit the brush and
work round under cover, the way Spike
did just now."

"Vou're right, Butch," Connolly
agreed, and they plunged into the

thickets.

Meanwhile, standing at the bench in

the cabin laboratory. Bob finished work
oti the sample he was making and
poured the liquid into a small vial.

"Sure, an' it looks pretty enough to

dhriiik," Pat commented, as he admired
the colour of the liquid.

"Yes, but this is not intended for a

thirst." Bob replied. "Now we'll go
outside and start a good, snappy fire

and put it out instantly with just this

amount of extinguislier. You know, back
at the station the chief laughed at the

idea of putting out a blaze with a

chemical of this kind," he added, pocket-

ing his formula.

Pat grinned. "I'd laugh at the chief,"

he oh^icrved. "but I wouldn't" let him
hear me."
They walked out of the cabin, and

were unmediately seen h-om the brush by
C'-ounolly and Butch, who hesitated a

moment and then advanced with ex-

treme caution.

Ignorant of the danger that was
closing in on them. Bob and Pat picked
upon a dead tree that had been blasted

by lightning, and, gathering masses of

brushwood, they piled it against the
trunk. When he was satisfied with the
dimensions of the beacon, Bob set a

nutch to the fuel.

The dry brushwood blazed up almost
at once, and Bob drew back. With Pat
at his side, he watched the fire fiom a

distance of twenty paces, and in as many
seconds lurid tongues of flame were coil-

ing up the dead tree-trunk to a height
of fifteen feet.

"Pat," Bob announced, 'I'm ccr-

taijdy enthusiastic about this experi-
ment. 1 know it's going to work.''

Pat had become the picture of
anxiety, for it seemed to him that the
bonfire was assuming a perilous degree
of intensity.

"You'd better throw the tiling." he
urged. "You're goin' to burn tnc
whole place up. Supposin' the woods
tatch fcire !"

"Now don't get scared. Pat," Bob
laughed. "I'm going to i)Ut out that

blaze quicker than a cataract of water.

Here goes !"

VVitli the words he lunlcd the tiny

vial at tlie base of ttie trie-trunk. There
was an explosion that caused Pat to h-ap
away in alarm, and a denize cloud of

g;is enveloped the bonfire. When the

fumes cleari'd an instant later there was
not even a glowing ember to be seen
airiid the pile of brushwood, and. what
was equally remarkable, the explosion

had not displaced a single twig.
Pat ran forward in amazement, and
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when Bob-joined him at the .tree^Lrunk
the Irishman was reaching out gingerl.v

to touch the dry vegetation that had
been burning so furiously a moment
previously.

"It's cold!" he exclaimed. "Bob,
your fortiuie's made!"
"It sure is, Pat," Bob rejoined. "Just

imagine what tliat extinguisher will do
to a big fire. Just imagine wliat

"

He never completed the sentence, for

at that instant Butch and Connolly
leapt from the brush and poimced on
the two firemen.

Connolly assailed Bob, and speedily
liad cause to regret his choice, for,

though taken by surprise, the fireman-
inventor soon recovered himself, and
with bunched knuckles he proceeded to

batter the crook relentlessly.

Butch had met with more success in

the initial stages of attack. He was a

thick-set, powerful ruffian, and he had
hurled himself at Pat Heeley's back
and felled him with a terrific blow to

the neck.

Pat was flung to the ground, and
Butch dropped a-top of him and struck
at him savagely as he lay there. But
though he had come straight out of hos-

pital, and though he had been half-

stiuined by that first cowardly punch,
the Irishman managed to pull himself
together.
Twisting round, he throw Butch oK

and then scrambled to his feet. The
crook was up with him. and they hit

out at each other fiercely. Pat bellow-
ing imprecations in his Irish brogue as

he did so.

It gradually dawned on the sturdy
Butch that he had met his match in

Pat, and was taking a lot of punish-
ment. That some impression had long
since been made on Connolly by Bob
Darrow, and both gangsters began to

wish heartily that Spike and Merliri
woidd show up.

Ths Blast.

THE foreman in charge of one of the
shifts working on the mountain-
road tunnel made his way to the

superintendent.
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"We've struck sclid rock, bois," ho
said, "and we'll have to blast it out.
I've got the men drilling now."
"That means the tunnel will l>c closed

for a while, huh?" the superintenderft
observed. "All right, I'll tell you what
to do. Send a man round to the far
end of the tunnel to turn all cars on to
the other road."

His instructions were obeyed, and a
flagman was despatched to the north-
eastern end of the timnel, the end
farthest from San Francisco. Shortly
afterwards Jiuie Madison and lu-r

fjither appeared in their sports ca.r, but
as they were coming from the direction
of the city, and as it was too late to
turn them on to the loop road, t.ho

superintendent let them through. Tho
drilling had not been completed, any-
how, so there was as yet no danger.

" We're widening the tunnel at tho
other end," he explained to the Madisons
after waving them down. "The men
are working inside, so kindly drive
with care."
Jimc switched on her headlamps and

took no risks. The tunnel extended for
a distance of ever a hundred yards, and
only when she was clear of it did she
turn out the lights and accelerate to a
speed of more than ten miles an hour.
The Madisons weie hardly through tho

tunnel when drilling ceased and thy
workmen trooped back to the end wheru
the superintendent was standing. A
detonating plunger was then made rtvidy

to explode the blast that had been laid,

but the fir.«t attempt failed to produce
any effect.

"Something wrong." muttered (ho

man operating the plunger, and, after

examining it, ho tried it again with tho
same result.

"Say. get some fuse!" ordered the
superintendent impatiently. "We can't

wait for that plunger with the dynamite
all set. And make sure that fl ig-

man's at the other end to stop all

traffic."

Speeding along the left fork of I ho
mountain road, the Madisons knew
nothing of the details connected with the

work on the timnel. They certainly

never imagined that the activities which
were in progress there were yet to

"

become boimd up in their own interests.

When they were still less than a mile
beyond the tunnel they caught a glimpse
of the cabin through a break in the

thi< kets, and at the spectacle which met
her eyes June pulled up sharply.

"Dad," she ga>ped. "look down there

in the bellow ! Bob and Pat fighting

with two men ;"

She swung off the road and drove
straight for the cabin. Api)roaching it

on foot from another ai.'glc, S[)ike

Beldori and Merlin saw the sfjorts car

coming, and they involuntarily clucked

down.
Jiuie drew the auto to a standstill

close to the scene of the scuffle, which
was now almost at an end. l'"or since

Spike and Merlin had not come to their

assistance. Connolly and Butch had been
thoroughly ovei w helmed.
Bob and Pat had turned them into a

couple of punching-lKigs. but a^ June
and her father a|)peiired they seized the

battered ruflians and shook them as

terriers might have shaken u pair of

rats.

"What's the trouble. Ro':>?" asked
Madison, descending from liie sport*

ca r.

"Why. these fellows took us bv .sur-

prise." Bob explained. "I gueso we'll

run them down to the sheriff's odice and
nialce them tell who is back of it all."

(Continued on page S6.)
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t "UP FOR MURDER."
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(Continued from page 20.)

third degree in an effon to discover

why ho had committed the crime.

iSut Bob would not speak. He had

fjiveii himself up wlien he had learned

that William Winter was dead, and was

aepared to pay the penalty, but no-

ihing, not even the cruel questioning of

,.;e police, would induce him to drag

-Viyra; the girl he worshipped, into the

.rotciied atiair.

Morning, Maloney." Herk greeted

:Le chief detective with a nod of the

i.cad, then sal down in the chair

Maloney indicated, and jerked a thumb
towards the drooping figure of Bob.

•'What does he say, eh?"
Maloney grunted in disgust.

•'Xix. We can't get nothin' out of

him except that he killed Winter."

Herk experienced a thrill of satisfac-

tion. If the youngster persisted in that

attitude all would be well.
• May I trv him, Ma-loney ? He may

spill the bea'ns for me." As the do-

loctive nodded Hork turned to the boy,

who looked at the secretary with de-

fiant eyes. "Marshall, come now, tell

me why you killed poor Mr. Winter?"
•'I killed him," Bob answered dc-

libcratelv, "and that's all there is to

it !"
. , .

,

Herk could almost have cried with

delight at this proof of Bob's Jeter-

mination not to divulge the true facts of

the ease. Obvious to the secretary it

was Myra the boy was thinking of, and
that being so he would almost certainly

not deny that Winter met his death in

the office where his bo<iy was found by

the police. Best to mako sure, though.

"Won't speak, eh?" he said. "Only
that you killed him in his office. That
It?"

•Yes.''

l$ob looked at Herk curiously, saw
I lie suspicion of a wink, and was glad

he had not hesitated in his answer. They
were trying to hush up the matter—to

save the good names of the newspaper
and ilyra from being dragged in the

dust. Somehow Winter's body must
have been smuggled to the office

—

and at the thought Bob's heart sang
'in his breast. Xow he didn't care a jot

wliut happened to him.
"And is tiiat all you're going to say.

kid?"' As Bob vigorously nodded his

head Detective Maloney turned to Herk
with a grim smile playing about the
corners of iiis hard mouth. "There's
more behind this affair than meets the
<\ve. Herk. Still, we've got enough
on the boy to convict him. At the
trial your evidence alone will be sulli-

cii'ut to send him to the chair."
'I'he secretary smiled inwardly as lie

ro-e 10 take his departure. Everything
was turning out as he had hoped it

would. Myra—the newspaper—both
were saved from an everlasting <lis-

giace. It now remained for him to
work ail he knew to save young Mar-
shall from the inevitalile sontonce.

At the Eleventh Hour.

THE trial had been short and brief.

From the first it was obvious to

all that Robert Marshall had de-
liberately and brutally murdered Wil-
liam Winter, the eminent newspaper
proprietor. Herk's evidence was enough
to condemn any man, and then, when
counsel for the defence cross-examined
the prisoner, all ho would say was that
he had killed the dead man. The jury
was unanimous. They found Bob guilty
without even retiring to debate among
theiuselves. Sentence was therefore
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pronounced, and the boy was taken
trom the court under armed escort and
placed in the condemned cell.

A week passed, but try as he would
Herk had beeij unable to find a way to
get the sentence repealed. And Bob's
tune was drawing near !

A districted mother tried all she
knew- to coax her son to speak—to say
such words that would at least obtain
him a lighter sentence, but he was aila-

mant. He had killed William Winter
—that was all he would say. Bravely
he awaited his fate, though he looked
haggard and a wreck of his former
athletic self. Myra, the girl ho loved,
shouldn't suffer because he feared to
die.

But there was another who was well
nigh on the verge of collapse as the
time drew nigh for the boy to pay the
supreme penalty. Myra Deane, who
tossed restlessly in her bed at nights, un-
able to sleep for thinking of his terrible
plight, who, during tlie daytime, tvent
about listlessly-, doing no work whatso-
ever. Bob for ever in her mind. She
knew now that she loved ilie youngster
as she could love no other, and writhed
that H<;rk could not find a way to save
him.
She could save Bob. of course, but

only at the price of bcsmirohing her
name !

It was as she was bitterly reflecting
thus as she sat in her apartment, smok-
ing and drinking to excess in an effort
to soothe her jangled nerves, that Mrs.
Marshall was announced. Almost she
could have screamed when her maid
spoke the mother's name. Obviously
Mrs. Marshall suspected something of
what had occurred, and had come to
threaten her. She would not see the
woman. But Mrs. Marshall refused to
go, and at last Myra was compelled to
allow her to come in.

"Miss Deane." The mother, her face
lined with deep sorrow, looked appeal-
ingly at the nervous girl as she reached
hurriedly for a cigarette and applied a
match to it with a hand that trembled.
"My poor_ boy. You know all about
him. He's there in that terrible place,
his hours numbered, and "

"Oh, don't—please don't!" Mvra
dropped her cigarette into an ashtrav.
the fears rushing to her eves. "Oh.
they told me he'd get off.

" Thev pro-
mised me he'd get off. His voiith "

"I thought that, too." Mrs. Marshall
interrupted in a trembling voire. "But
he's so stubborn. I can't do a thing with
him. Why. he won't say a word to help
us get it changed into a life term. But
you- -I'm sure that you "

"Yrs. yes!" The tears were trickling
freely down Myra's ashv white face
now. Impulsively she flung an arm
about the distraught mother's shoulders
—gently squeezed her arm. In that
poignant moment a gy^at determination
surged into Myra's heart. Bob must
not die—she loved him. the mother
loved him. and no :

matter what thev
said about her she
would tell the truth.

"Mrs. JIarshall,

please go—go ! Bob
will not die ! I—

I

swear to you he will

not die !"

Something in the
girl's voice, in those
eyes swimming witfi

tears, reassured
Mrs. Marshall,
brought a great
happiness surging
into lier aching
heart. A warm pres-

sure of the girl's

hand, and she went
slowly from the
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room, knowing that her visit had not
been in vain.

Ne.xt morning the most sensational
story ever printed by a new >paper
appeared in "The World." It was writ-

ten by Myra Deane, who stated simply
and plainly the true facts concerning
William Winter's death, and every word
of it she afterwards repeated to the Chief
of Police.

Ob\-ious now that the newspaper pro-
prietor had met his death during a
quarrel, and, in consequence, Bob's sen-

tence was instantly quashed. Some
wanted to hold him on a charge of man-
slaughter, but it was put down in the
records of the case that William Winter
was "killed in self-defence."

Bob was vindicated—free !

Strangely enough, it was Bob's birth-

day that day he was released from prison,

and Mrs. Marshall spared nothing to

celebrate her boy's homecoming. A
wonderful spread and a birthday cake,

but as the two .sat down to the meal a
knock came at the door.
The caller was Charlie Collins, and

as Bob opened the door to him lie stag-

gered drunkenly ii.to tlie little parlour,

almost dropping a small brown-paper
package tliat he carried in )iis hand.
"Ah, ah, your birthday I see, kid."

He grinned inanely as he held out the
parcel to Boh. " Here, take it, old son !

My birthday present to you !"

Mystified, Bob took the package, and,
with his mother w'atching curiously, lie

pulled off the string, tore aside the
brown-paper covering, revealing a small
oblong jewel-case. He recognised the
case at once, and, with a pang at his

heart, he opened it, with fingers that
trembled. Inside was the bracelet ho
had given Myra. together with a slip of

paper, on which a message had been
scrawled.

"If this is no longer mrne, remem-
ber me by it," ran the words. "If
I'm still worthy of it, give it to me
again.

"Myr.\."

Bob let out a great cry of joy. Eyes
positively dancing, he quickly stuffed tlio

bracelet in Lis pocket and snatched at

his hat.

"She's waiting for you." grinned Col-

lins, wise to the whole affair.

With another glad cry. Bob slapped

the reporter heartily on the back, then
turned to Mrs. Marshall, who had read

the missive ever her .son's shoulder.

"Excuse me, mother!" ho cried

ecstatically. "But I've got a date—with

the most wonderful girl in all the world.

Be back in a little while."

And before his mother could utter a
single word. Bob had dashed from the

room as if pursvied by a thousand
demons.
(By perrni&sion of Universal Pictures

Ltd., starring Lew Ayres and Genevieve
Tobin.)

RILEY

32 Free Billiard Tables. Send
for details and price list.

E. J. RILEY, LTD.,
Howard Works, ACCRINGTON
and Department 35, 147, Aldcn-

gate Street, LONDON, E.C.i,

All the family will

find i-ndlcss ple.asnro

iliiriiiK leisure fiotirs

with a Riley
" Home " Billiard
Tat>|p. The li ft.

size is doliveroil to
>i)ii inimodiatoly on
first payiiipiit of
13 '3d. JBalance
monthly. Cash
I rice £11 l.'>s. 0(1.

Rilcys pay carriage
and take transit risk*. 7 days'
Fne Trial allowed. Send to-day
lor Free Art List giving full

details of Riley " Home " Billiard
Tallies and " Combine " Billiard
and Dining Tables, in all sizes, for
cash or easy terms.

Rileys are the largest makers ot
full-size Billiard Tables in tirrat

Britain.
October lOtb, 1931.
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f.. HEROES OF THE FLAMES
(Continued from page 24.)

1

Spike Boldon movotl forward at that

tiioiiicnt, and, hurrying ahead of iVIerlin,

pidli'd an automatic from his hip-jjockct

und scrambk'd down the slope of a loiif;

iidgc. Pausing when he vvas seventy or
cigiity paces from the group near the

oabin, he leveHed the pihtol and sent a
bullet among them.

The smash of the shot split the silence

Startlingly. It vvas followed by another

and another, and leaden '•lugs began to

ffy amongst the party in the hollow.-

They crouched down, but were still in

peril—particularly Bob and Pat, as

their captives started to struggle vio-

lently in their grasp. Then Madison
called out.

"Into the sports oar—quickly!" he
jerked. "Let's get away from iiere."

It w as the wisest course, for they were
completely at the mercy of the armed
man on the lidge. So the two fiiijmen

abandoned their prisoners, though not

before they had laid them out with a

couple of well-timed jolts, and scram-

bled into the spare compartment at the

back of the automobile, while Madi-son

took his place beside June again.

The car swung round and headed fc-

the road, whereupon Spike turned and
raced back to the auto by which he and
bis associates had arrived. Merlin fol-

lowed his example, and it was he who
took the Avheel.

"Pick up those two down at the

cabin !" Spike jerked.

Merlin drove the toiu-er down into

the hollow, where Butch and Connolly
were roused. They clambered on to the

lunning-board as the car swept forward
ill pursuit of the Madisons' two-seater,

and by the time the road was reached
they had dragged themselves into the

back of the auto.

The Madisons' sports car was a hun-
dred-and-fifty yards in front, and was
speeding back in the direction of the

tunnel. M'itli her foot crammed on the

acceleratoj, June watched the needle

pass the fifty-five mark.

Spike opened fire again, and the fugi-

tives crouched down as the bullets

whined past their heads. Then Madison
pulled something from lis pocket and
pushed it towards the back seat, which
Bob and Pat occupied. It was a re-

volver that he had brought with him
as a precaution.

"Here," he panted, "take this! Hit
their tyres if you can !"

Pat seized the weapon, and. twisting

round, tried to take aim. He pidled

the trigger, and the gun kicked spite-

fully, the shot missing the tyres com-
[iletely but ricocheting off one of the
wings and grazing Spike Beldon's cheek.

The surface of the road was none too

smooth, and straiglit irhooting was im-
possible. But the fact that the fugitives

possessed a gmi had a pronoimced effect

on Beldon and his companions. Tliey

had been gaining appreciably on the
INIadisons' car, but now they kept their

distance.

Some way ahead, in the gloom of the
tunnel, a labourer was setting a match
to a fuse that, had been comiected with
the charge of dynamite. "J'he quartette
in the sports car knew nothing of this,

however, and June continued to drive
ot high speed.
Spike Beldon was still blazing at tho

fugitives with the automatic, and Pat
October lOtli, 1981.
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Iloeley was still firing at the touring-
car's tyres. Tho report? punctuated the
drone of the engines, the crashes of the
revolver vibrating in the ears of the
Irishman and his friends, the stabbing
retort of Beldon's "gat" sounding like

a vicious echo.

Tlie sports car swung round a sharp
bend and came in full view of the tunnel-
mouth. The flagman .stationed there
innnediatcly ran forward, waving the
danger-signal imperatively.
"Stop that car!" he shouted.
June kept her foot on the accelerator.

She could not have pulled up even had
she wanted to, and with a band of des-

perate men in full pursuit she had no
intention of braking.
The flagman suddenl\ became frantic

as he realised that the ^irl was coming
on in spite of his command to lialt.

"Hold that car!" he yelled. "Hold
that car. will yuh ?"

He sprang a.ide as the sports car bore
down on him. It missed him by in<lies.

and, blanching, he screamed a warning
at its occupants.

"Don't go in that tuini.-l ! They'je
goin' to blast !"

But .Tune did not hear. Ceitainly she
eased up a little, on account of -the black
darkness before her. But, switcliing on
the lights, she drove into the cavernous
mouth—drove into the jaws of death,
had slie but known it.

The tourer containing Mitchell's hire-

lings skidded round the bend that June
had taken a moment previously. The
flagman stationed near the tunnel mouth
caught sight of it, and, determined to

spare its occupants the fate that must
overwlulin rhe quartette in the sports

car. he jumped into the automoJiile's
path.

"Stop!" he bellowed. "They're
gonna blast>! Take the loop road !"

Merlin paid as much heed to him as

.Tune had done, and again the flagman
was compelled to leap for safetv , but
this time he was a .second too late.

The running-board of the tourer
caught his leg and bowled him over. Ho
was flung down by the roadside and lay

still. But he had at least achieved his

purpose, for the tourer swerved wildly

and rocked across the load towards a

tall embankment.
Merlin crammed on the brakes, but

it was with a certain amount of violence
that the tourer thudded into tlie steep
slope. The crooks were badly rattled

by the shock, though the car itself sus-

tained no damage beyond a burst tyre.

Meanwhile, the Madisons' auto was
forging through the ploopr of the tunnel.

The wedge of brilliant light from the
powerful headlamps danced spasmodic-
ally as the auto bumped ever the broken
groiind, and suddenly the beam picked
out a moving .spark of fire.

It was the Fatal spark that was eat-

ing its way along the fuse to the charge
of dynamite

!

The .<^park reached (he explosive.

Tliere was a blinding flash of flame and
a deafening roar. A shock of air met
the car and stopped it. and from June's
lips there catne a scream that mingled
shrillv with (he reverberating echoes of

the blast.

Then, with a sound like a thunder-
clap, a section rf tVie tunnel caved in.

Shattered timbers and ma.'.ses of rock
iaine<1 down as walls and roof collapsed,

and the car and its occupants were
buried under a cataract of d6bris

!

(Don't miss next week's enthralling

episode. By permission of the Universal

Pictures Ltd., starring Tim McCoy and

Marian S^ockley.)
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' EVERYTHING'S ROSIE."
I

,

,

(Continued from page 12.) I

"It's all right, honey,'" soothed Doc

—

"it's all right. It's just a joke."
"You think so?" thundered the

sheriff. "Well, you tell it to the judge
and see if he laughs. Take liim along.
Sam !"

The deputy grabbed Doe by the arm
and tried to drag him to the stairs, but
Rosie clung.
"Don't worry, honey.' urged Doc.

'I'll be right back in ten minutes. You
wait here."
"She will not!" cried the sheriff.

"Get your things, young lady—you're
coming with me."
"Where are you taking her?" shouted

Doc indignantly. "Surely you don't
think she had anything to do with it ?

Why. she's only a child."
"That's just it," was the immediate

retort. " She's under age,«she's not your
daughter, and you're not fit to take
care of her. I'm going to put her in

the orphanage where she belongs. Take
him away."
"Onta orrywa." said Doc cheerfully

to Rosie. "I'll be ackba."
"What are you saying to her?"

dcnuuided the sheriff.

"Just savin' good-bye in Chinese."
Doc replied. And while the sheriff iield

Rosie, the deputy marched him off down
the stairs and away to the little town
gaol, where he was shut in a barred ci-ll

with a singularly stupid-looking ni.i'i

in uniform outside it for gacler.
Doc. who was still in his dress clotlies

and top hat. sat down on a hard bunk
and thought.
Half an hour passed, and the guard

looked in through the doer of iron bars
to find that the prisoner was playing on
the bunk with three lialves of waliuit
shell' and a pea, and talking to himscif
in this wise :

"Now, you see. Doc. it isn't under
there, and it isn't under there. So it's

got to be under there. Isn't that right.

Dec? Yeah, sure that's right— if you
say so. But I still don't understand."
"Ho, what are you doing there?" ex-

claimed the guard, in astonishment.
"Oh, hullo, hullo!" greeted Doc

cheerfully. "You know. I was just hop-
ing you'd come around."
"Who were you talking to?"
"Just having a little chat with the

three musketters.

"

"Three musketeers! Who are they?"
"Come on in, and I'll introduce you."
But the guard shook his head.
"Nope." he growled. "Us guards

ain't allowed to fraternise with the

prisoners."
"Well, there's no harm in just com-

ing in here and locking theni over,"
suggested Doc.

I'he guard was tempted and the guard
fell. He ui\!ocked the door of the cell

and approached the bunk. Doc msnipu .

lated the shells and explained the game.
" I bet a guy could lose his shirt on

a stunt like that." .said the guard.
"I hope so." cooed Doc. "I mean—

that's impossible ! You see, the eye is

nuich quicker than the hand. Let's

try it ! Now the pea goes under the

little shell, so—so—so
"

In less than five minutes the guard
was doing his best to win money. In

less than an hour a uniformed m.-in,

whcse clothes fitted him none too well,

presented him.self «t the orphanagr-,

demanded to see the matron, and, on
being ushered into that daiue's pr'j-
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sence, explained that a mistake Lad
been .made, and that the sheriff desired
a certain Miss Rosie Droop to be taken
inunediately to his office.
Kosie was produced, and, apart from

a ^^llght start, did not betray her rescuer
•'Please tell the sheriff," said the

matron, "tliat \vc are always glad to
co-operate with him in every possible
way. Good-night, child !"

Together Doc, in liis borrowed plumes
.ind Rosie in her printed silk frock I

descended the broad steps of the build-
ing to the sireer. Roimd a convenient '

corner ttood the van, with scraggv
JM-eiyn between the shafts. Doc had
thought of everything.
He helped Rosie up into the front

seat, and mounting hastily beside her.
picked up the reins and a whip.
"Gee, Doc,' exclaimed Rosie in won-

derment, "hew did you manage it ?

'

ihe three musketeers, honey—the
three musketeers," chuckled Doc, flour-
ishing the whip. "Come on, Evclvn—
do your stuff !"

The van swept noisily along the nar-
row- street. The law-abiding inhabi-
lants of Arcadia were in bed, it seemed,
and tlie thoroughfares de.<erted.
In a country lane just outside thetown Kve yn was given a rest, whilepoc dived into the van and divested

himself of the guard's uniform, which
lie tossed into the roadway.
Once more in the evening clothes

over which he had worn the denudedguards apparel, he whipped Evelyn
into fresh activity and lit a cigar

Can^t you go faster. Doc—faster ''"

asked Rosie nervously.
''We're doing the best we can,

kitten said Doc, tugging at the reins
Gosh, if only Evelyn had a free'

,,
wheel we could coast down this hill !"

The lane stretched steeply downwards
a \yooded bank on one side, a deen
ravine on the other. But since Evelvn
was 7,o( fitted with a free wheel. Doc
natl to apply the brakes.
Two hours afterwards, in the faint

light of dawn, a tunnel loomed up
alicad-a tunnel, carrying the roadway
beneath an aqueduct. At the sam«moment the shrill honk-honk of a motor-
liorn sounded behind tliem.
Rosie looked back round the side of

tlie van.
"Doc," she cried in terror, "there's a

car coining. Ifc ,m,,st be the sheriff'"
Don t worry, honey—don't worr\ '"

soothed Doc. "When we get through
luit tunnel we'll be across the county

line, and we 11 do that iii five minutes

'ril
'" ''""^^'^ t l^lo^^' out a tyre'"

Ihe tiuinel was reached just before
tlic; pursuing car, and the van plunged
"

"i ^'J*i'
clai'kness. Doc, wily f..llou.

guided Evelyn to the left till the hubs
of the wheels grazed the wall on thai
side, and then stopped. Tho car shot
Iiast the stationary vehicle towards the
J.onu, of light that marked the other
end ot the tunnel, and after it had dis-
appeared Doc drove slowly out into the
daylight and a pleasant land.seape.
"VVe'vo fooled 'em, honev—we've

tooled cm !" he cried triumphantly.
^.
A .spot was reoc'hed where the

'

road
tiivided. Doc waved his whip in the
direction of an ill-made lane that
branched left.

"That's a .=hoit cut to Weston." ho
said "We'll take it, because a carwould leave it."
Evelyn was directed into the lane, but

Uie van had proceeded no more than amile along it when again tho honk-
fionk of a motor-horn was heard thistime close behind them. Rosie lookedback and saw that the driver of thecar was waving frantically.
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^ "J,'^^*^!?,
-^^"y '" she cried excitedly.

Billy?" echoed Doe. "Then Me'll
stop.

He brought Evelyn to a standstill,
and the car came on and stopped beside
the van But tliough Billy was at the
wheel of the car. Sheriff Hopkins was
beside him.

.

"Rosie!" cried Billy rapturously,
jumping up beside her and taking her Tn
his arms.
But Doc, with a grimace, held out

Ins wrists.

'<w^-n^-''
^ii?"ff." he .=;aid ruefullyWe 11 go quietly."

But the sheriff, laughing quite
pleasantly, said :

"We don't want you. Droop: it's all
a mistake."
"Yes," chimed in Billy, "it hg.: ;,iibeen a mistake. It was those two men

'I„,°
""°';^,^ .'^'' y,°" 'Vho robbed the

tney ve confessed."

Willi"" ^f?^' "''"."^'d Qiiinn and
>> ilns, said the sheriff.
Doc relit his cigar and puffed thought-

riilly s shoulder.

".V^^'^'-'i/""'" '"'^ ^°c gratefully,

to ,1 ?1^ V' "L?
?f >"°'' t° have goneto all this trouble for us "

loyl^°V.'
;5''^'. Billy solemnly, "I'm inlOAc With Ro«ie.

"

"Ah " mused Doc. "at last I think Iunderstand! She loves you, too, eh'yes she does! I do understand. Well

ether
"'^^''"'

' '^" '"'^ P^'^P'^ '°^-<^ e-'^h

Billv'e'geHv.
-'"" '''"-"' ^°^*°-" '''^'^

nor^'hi
"''" "^'^''•\.°f course," decided

JJoe, his eyes regarding all (hat he couldsee of a very flushed face. -AVe needa good awver m the family, cnvway "

f,-^,vr7-
'"'

^"',''' B'"''- P'-odiicing a"rin<r

this W o be married right awav«on t we? •'"'1.^.

Doo reached over and took the ring

M.nt'Tloft' "' '"^^'°^-'^^' "f
'*' -'^

"Folks," ho cned in his best fair-ground manner "what am I offered fortins beautiful little ring''"
Ros.c sat up and smiled h.-ppilv at
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nni. Billy grinned, and the sheriff
look-cd over his shoulder at the trio.

hold
!

boomed Doc, and, taking
Kosie s lett hand in his, slipped the ring
on her engagement finger. "Sold to
Jittlo Rosie tor one good-bye kiss !"

"n^°°^^^'°'" ^he exclaimed blankly.
11-' o°?'

^^^'^'* J°" coming to mywedding?" '

think Id better do it. I might betempted to get the three musketeers out,
and then flooey would go the whole
w-orks! Besides," he went on with
attected gaiety, "you know I'm buyino-
a big three-ring circus next week. I'm
going to be awfully busy-awfully busy,
i^ut 111 awiys be around, somewhere
close, you know, in case you need me."
.

1 love you. Doc !'' cried Rosie flino--
ing her arms round his neck.

"^

;"\Vell," .said Doc. with emotion he
tried to conceal, "I don't exactly hate
you.
"Doc," faltered Rosie, "vou-you're

crying!" ' '

"Who's crying?" He removed her
arms from his neck, and, pushing up
his spectacles, rubbed h.is eyes. "Can't
a man get a cinder in his eves if lie
w-ants to ?" he growled. " Get" right out
ot here

! Go on—get right out of here !"

.

He gave her a little push, and Billy
immediately .prang to tho ground and
lilted her down beside him.
"Be good to her. son."
Billy nodded emphatically, and Doe

reached into the van and brought out
the dilapidated doll, which he perchedon tho seat beside him.
"Everything's still rosy with ine," he

said picking up the reins. "Come on
Jl.vf-lyn. let s move! Come on, Evelyn '"

i5ut^ Evelyn refused to biidge. " She
looked round at Rosie, who was inBiys arms again, but was gazing wist-
tullv at the man who had been a father
to her for so many years. The sheriff
with Ins hands on his hips, took a step
forward. '

with ho whip, "tho fheriff'. coming"'
i'-velyn immediately bolted

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd
featurino Robert Woolsey. John Darrow'

and Anita Louise.)
'

ORAHD FILM HOVELS YOU SHOULD HOT MISS!WHY CHANGE
YOUR HUSBAND ? '.

The riotous comedy of
a eir! who has made
such a habit of gettine
married and divorced
that complications set
in of a fast and furious
nature -and almost too
funny for words. Star-
ring the inimitableWmme Liehtner. sup-
ported by Olsen and
Johnson as two of her
forsaken husbands.

" LOVER COME
BACK."

An innocent baby face
lured him awav from a
eirl of strong character.
But when he married
" the baby " she
turned out to be worse
than any vamp. Star-
ring Jack Mulhall.
Constance Cummings.
Jameson Thomas, and

Betty Bronson.

ALSO
The third episode of
the splendid story of
the sawdust ring. Star-
ring Francis X. Bush-
man, jnr., and Alberta

Vaughn.

—

" THE SPELL OF
THE CIRCUS,'^

Don't miss these grand film novels in this week',
issue of our companion paper,

** SCREEN STORIES "
On Sale Wednesday.

p^-l^ ^^^
October lOth, lysi.
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(Continued from page 3.)

licard a 'liot dog ' vendor selling his

wares on our property—well, that was
the limit."

Robert Montgomery was having lunch
one day in a Hollywood restaurant with
his fiiend, Reginald Denny. A big,

husky man in tweeds came up and,
though a perfect stranger, said: "Say,
Bob " (these people with " nerve "

always address the stars by their first

names), "what the dickens are you eat-

ing? My folks can't see from where
they're sitting."

James Cruzo, the director, who has a

sense of humour, gave a young couple
a free meal one' night because their

colossal nerve tickled his funny-bone.
Thoy arrived, unasked, at his home,
and coolly said they had come for

dinner, as they had bet their friends

that Cruze would feed them. But now
thoy are sadder and wiser. For after

dinner. Cruze took them into his library

and made them sit for an hour while he
sternly read out pages of stuff from a

book on etiquette.

Wallace Beery, as everyone knows, is

an enthusiastic aviator. Onco when he
was in San Francisco, the papers gave
out the exact time he was to depart for

Los Angeles. Fourteen people were
clustered about his six-passenger 'plane

when he arrived, and all fourteen were
certain that he would give them a free

ride. But Wallace, though always good-
•natured. had already made other
arrangements, and there was " nothing
doing." -

Chariot Race in " Ben-Hur."
Now that "Ben-Hur" with sound is

still showing at several cinemas interest

has again been aroused in the filming

of the chariot race.

Some 20,000 extras, besides a large

army of Greeco-Romans, were engaged
for this particular scene, which was the

most difTicuk. task the director, Fred

Niblo, had to face during the whole
production. It is easy to imagine the
risks that were present with forty -eight
horses galloping round the course" in the
mad seven laps of the great chariot
race, and with a hundred and fifty

other horses also being used.
The director worked most of the time

from a tower, 100 ft. high, his orders
being delivered through loud-speakers
to every part of the arena and audi-
torium. Forty-two cameramen were at
work, and an aeroplane flew pverhead
so that " shots " could be taken from
above of the enormous crowd.
No sooner had the buglers sounded

the final signal than the huge tapestries
were flung back and out dashed twelve
chariot teams with drivers in gay
colours. The sixth lap was the most
exciting. Micky Millerick, a famous
hor.seman, driving the Byzantine team
of roans, caught the inner rail at the
south turn and just behind the Roman
team. In the awful crash that followed
real shrieks came irom the watching
crowd, for it seemed certain to those
present that someone must be injured,
perhaps fatally. But by a miracle no
one was killed.

'Cinema Attendant's Invention.

Though seventeen-year-old Francis
Bowling works as an attendant in a

cinema in Gettysburg. Pennsylvania, his

mind has been occupied with something
else beside. pictures. : Fuji- two years ho
was busy with a helicopter aeroplane of

a new type, which he has just patented.
The wings are attached to the motor in

the new ship, and may be driven up
and down like the side wheels of an old
steamboat. He took up work in a
cinema theatre for the purpose of

obtaining enough money to carry on
with his invention.

DON'T FORGET YOUR
" BOY'S CINEMA " ANNUAL.

Every Tuesday

Answers to Questions.
Wally Wales has appeared in the fol-

lowing films, John (Aberdeen) ;
" Thi<

iNfeddling Stranger," "White Pebbles,"
" The Soda Water Cowboy," " llio
Desert of the Lost," "Desperate
Courage," ".Saddle Mates," and a now
one, "Red Fork Range." Geno Corrado
was born in Florence, Italy. His Ameri
can films include: "Women's Wares."
"The Devil's Skipper,'' "Prowlers of

the Sea," and "The House of Scandals."

Here is the cast of "Four Feathers,"
L. R. (London, E.) : Richard Arlen
(Harry Feversham). Fay Wray (Ethnu
Eustace), Clive Brook (Capt. Dur
ranco), William Powell (Lieut. Trench i.

Theodore von Eltz (Lieut. Castletor>).

Noah Beery (Slave Trader). Noblo
Johnson (Ahmed), Harold Hightower
(All), Phillipe de Lacy (Harry, «ge<4-

10), George Fawcett (General Fever- .

sham). Norma Shearer was born in

Montreal, Canada, on August lOth.

190H; and Richard Barthelmes^ was bom
in New York Cit^- on May 9th. 1895.

Yes, it wa3 Dorotliy .Jordan who
played opposite Ramon Novarro in

"Devil May Care," James (Dalmelling-
ton). She was at one time in tha
chorus, and later rose to principal role^

in musical comedies^ She was born in

Clarkesville, Tennessee, and is 5 ft. 2 in.

in height, with brown hair and h\v
eyes. You can v.ritii to her care of

the Metro-Goldwyn-Maver Studios.

Culver City, California, " U.S.A. Re-
member when -writing to American
arti.stcs to add the name of your co«i»-

try to jour address.

You can get photos pf_ Joan Crawford
and John Mack Brown at, 9d. eaeJr"

from the "Picture Show,'' iPhotos: Dept.

.

Bear Alley.. Farringdon
.
Street; ^G. 4.

C. R. B. (T^ondon, S.W.). Joan Cr^iw-

ford was born on May 23rd, 1904. iu

San Antonio, Texas, and has ouburit

hair and hazel eyes. John Mack
Brown was born on September l.st.

1904, .in Dotham. Alabama, and ha<
black hair and brown eyes. Kay JoJip-

son was born in Mount Yernon. ^New
York. She is 5 ft. 7 i«. in height", and
has blonde hair and blue eves.
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" Adios."

Don Fiaiicisco Dolfino '(El ruuia),
Richard Baitholnicss ; David Howaid,
James Rcniiie; Rosita Garcia, Mary
Astor ; Dolores ))cl(iiio, Marion Xixoii

;

IV'ter llarkncss, Fred Koliler ; Lupo,
•|3arbara Bedford ; Don Mariano Delfino,

l^bbcvt Edoson ; Juan, Arthur Stone;
Unneha, Mathildo Coniont ; Judge
Travers, Erville Aldcr:ion.

" Defenders of the Uaw."
Police C"onniii<>ioner Long, Edmund

Brecse ; Alice l^aiig:. Catherine Dale
Owen: Chief of Police, Jo-^epli Cirard;
Captain Houston, John Holland; Joo
Valet. Robeit (JleckleV; Nuinbcr Seven-
teen. JIae Busch : Detective Muldoon,'
I'hilo MeCidloufrh; Terone, Paid
Panzer.

" The IVIaltese Falcon."

Huih Wouderly, Bcbe Daniels; Sam
3«ad'e, Ricardo Cortcz; (jutman, Dudley
Diggles; Kfhe, Una Merkel ; Lieutenant
Dundy. Robei t Elliott; Ooctor Cairo,
(Vtto Matiesicn ;

District .Attorney, Oscar
Apfel ; ^Milcs .\rcher. Walter Long;
Wilmer Cook, Dwight Frye ; Ton\
I'olhans. J. Farreli MacDonald ; Captain
Jacobi, Agoitino Borgato.

"On With the Motley."

When Robert Woolsey, the famous
Radio Pictures comedian, takes his cigar

from his mouth and utters a .side-

splitting u iseci'ack in his next picture,

he \v>ll be doing it whilst his heart is

breaking—more or less.

The fact is that " Ru.sty " is lost.

Rusty is a little black and tan dog
of uncertain breed, but very dear to the

hearts of the noted screen comedian and
his wife.

Whil.st Robert Woolsey and his wife

were visiting lOngland recently. Rusty
Was taken charge of by their nraid.

When the comedian returned, he heard
the sad news that Rusty had disap-

peared, and at once oflFered a reward,
which up to the moment has been lui-

successful.

When ho starts work on his next pic-

ture. "Girl Crazy,"' it will be "I
IVgliacci " bvotigh't up to date—tmless

Riistv is returned in the meantime.

Ken Mayiidrd at a Fiesta.

Mexican ranchers in the hills back of

Puente, Colifornia, held an impromptu,
fiesta, celebrating the informal visit of

Ken Maynard, TifTany Western stAr,

and hero of the action loving Latins.

Ken ' dropped in " on the ranchers in

an inii^xpected maimer. Flying back
from San Diego in his new Stearman
'plane, the player became fogbomid.
His gasoline supply ran out while he
was still searching for a landing-field—
Ken landed the plane on a hillside. He
walke<l back to the nearest habitation to

look for help in extricating the ship.

;ind when the ranchers had finally

tleavod a wav, preparatory for a take-off
Oitoher 17th, 19.?1.

NEXT WEEK'S COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

BOB STEELE

" THE RIDING FOOL."
Action, thrills, romance, and humour in

a film showing how a couple oJ cow-
punchers brought a crowd o£ bandits to

justice.

" RODNEY STEPS IN."

A gallant young man sees a beantiful girl

being attacked and goes to her rescue,
which involves him in many amazing
adventures. Starring Richard Cooper and

Elizabeth Allan.

" RED FORK RANGE."
Men, horses, and action in a thrilling

Western story ot white men against red.

Starring Wally Wales and Ruth Mix.

ALSO
The eighth episode ot our thrilling serial :

" HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

in the morning, they put on the informal
fiesta.

Ranchers for miles around attended.
Dancing, feasting—and the rest of the
things that go with a real fiesta-i-weve

very much in evidence, and the party
continued until the early hours of the

morning.

Ken flew back to Los .\ngelcs the
followilig day.

"They're great people." said tire star,

discussing the ranchers from below the

border. "I've never been treated moVe
hospitably in my life, nor felt that any
welcome was more sincere than the one
those simple-living Mexicans gnvc me."

A Microphohe Masterpiece.

One of the most successfid d(Miionstra-

tions of icalivtie sound vecording was
recently performed at the Fir>t Xfltional

studios at Rurballk. California, during
the making of "Too Young to Marry,"
stjirring Lorettn Young.

The sound in question, which brought
a strained expression * > t'' fncs of

First National's experts was that of the
crunching of celery. Any sound engineer
who has had any experience in the
recording of this particular noise will

admit that its leproduction is one of the
most difficult feats known.

.According to Nathan Levinson, of Ihe
Producer's Recording Department, it is

a sound that cannot be duplicated. The
difficulty is to record it in such a way
as to ensure that the super-sensitive
microphone will not register it as thougli
it were a volcanic eruption or a land-
slide.

The finely adjusted mici-ophone was
placed over the dinner-table o:l the set

where Loretta Young, Grant Wither^,
O. P. Heggic and Emma Dunne were
61nicd. Only after many tests was Iho
final recording carried out, when the
director lookid and listened to the rcSult
in the private projection-room.

There was no mistaking it. The sound
of crunching celery, the stripping of the
sfi-ings from it and the breaking-off of
tbe leafy top which had so eluded the
experts— all was heard perfectly.

Thus celery experts will at once recog-
nise it for the genuine sound, and be
intrigued by the comic effect when they
hear it in the picture.

Why Raymond Hatton Ones Left the
Movies.

Raymond Hatton, whose make-up
ability ranks only slightly lower than
thi'.t of the late Lon Chancy, once gave
up working for motion inctures because
of make-up.

He was wearing a beard during the
filming of a picture, some fifteen years
ago, mid the artificial whiskers caught
fire. Hatton's face was horribly burned,
and he had to give up work for more
than a year. He underwent a painful
skin-grafting operation, and during the
long recuponative pcriod^-actually about,

a year—he was. of cour.sc, unable to tako
any active part in the doings of the
theatre or the screen.

He ret'urned to the films after an un-
sncccssful attempt to make a living on
the stage. Because of the unfortunate
accident, he had harboured a' prejudice
against the cinema, and had resolved
that he would never again fare the
camera. But he w^^s not a Sensational
success in the tnivelling stock company
which was the only acting job he ha<l

been able to obtain, although it wa<
some time before, at the persuasion of
his wife, he swallow-ed his anii-niovio
prejudice and became one of the famous
Keystone Komedy Kops.

His first dramatic part came in "The
Whispering Chorus," which Cecil R.
De Mille directed, and this was followe<l

by several highly successful comedy
iTiles. 'J'hese he alternated later with
serious parts, and he now stands as one
of the few character actors at home in

both kinds of role.

He. has another imporfant part in

'The f;hnlleiige." the .framat-ic Lila Lee-
Sidney Blackmer story which is one 61

First National'* early releases.
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A fighting romance of the dangerous days following Mexico's ceding of California to the

United States, when desperadoes infested the country. ~ ~" "

and Mary Astor.
Starring Richard Barthelmesff

Don Francisco Comes Home.

IN the year 1846, the people of Cali-

fornia were in a disturbed and
anxious situation. War had broken

out between Mexiro and the United
States, and California had been annexed
liv the Americans. Bitter was the

rhagrin of the proud Mexicans who had
for so long ruled in California, and the

louijh Anierioans who poured into the

State to tal;e over the goveriuiient were
fioarlily despised by the haughty dons.

Mexico had been beaten in battle, but

it was long befoie the Californiaris were
reconciled to thoir new rulers.

Don Mariano DeKino, owner of the

great estate known as the Rancho de los

Coyotes, had realised at length that there

was no more ho))e of driving out the

"gringos." as the Americans were
called. The est»ite had been granted to

the don'.s ancestors long years before by
the King of Spain, and he did not wisti

to run the risk of losing his lands by
defying the invaders. So he submitted

to the authority of the United States,

though with anger and sorrow in his

henrt.

All was excitement one summer day
on the Rancho de los Coyotes, for the

old don's son was coming liome, after

four years' absence in the city of

Mexico, whither he had gone to complete
his education.

A man came riding wildly into the

courtyard, shouting and waving his arms
excitedly.

"Ddii Francisco is coming!" he cried.

"CiO round and call the servants,"
exclaimed Don Mariano, coming out
h.istily. "Fetch all of them out liere."

The man went off on his errand,
aiul the old don turned to find his

daughter Dolores, a beautiful dark-
liiiicd young girl, standing beside him.
"Francisco is coming," he said joy-

fully, "and he'll be anxious to see his

little sister."

"Yes, father." replied Dolores with a

smile; "and even more anxious to .see

yor.—and someone else."

"Rosita? Yes, so he will. But lie

won't like the changes here," said Don
Mariano, thinking bitterly of the com-
ing of the Americans. "Still, wo won't

think of the giingos now. We must
give Francisco a royal welcome."
A mile away Francisco Delfino was

riding towards the ranch-house, accom-
panied by Juan, an old servant of his

father's, who had gone to Mexico to

escort the young man home.

"I'm glad to be back," said Fran-
ci.sco to Juan. "Mexico is a great

country, but California is home."
Juan glanced at the tall young man

with the keen face and piercing eyes

who rode so joyfully at his side, and
remembered that Francisco could have
no idea of the completely changed con-

ditions in California since the annexa-
tion by the United States.

"We don't feel that way since the

gringos came," he remarl#ed slowly,

"and so you'll find, Don Francisco."

"I'm not thinking of the gringos now,"
replied F"rancisco. as they came in sight

of the house. He roused his horse to

a gallop, and soon drew rein in the

courtyard, and dismounted to greet his

father and sister.

"Welcome home. Francisco!" ex-

claimed Don Mariano.
"Welcome, father! . Welcome,

Dolores!" cried Francisco, embracing the

old man affectionately, and then turning

to kiss his sister. "How glad I am
to be home again at last!"

The servants pressed forward to greet

the young master, and the old don
ordered the field hands to bo called in,

for lie had arranged a great "fiesta"

that

turn
"I

said

(1

evening to <i-lel)rate tlie .sale re-

of his son
am glad you have come back."
Don Mariano, when the servant,

gone. "1 have been trying to

manage the estate alone, but the task

is getting too much for me now, espe

cially since the gringos came."
"i will manage, father," replied the

young man. "You can sit and rest

now. But you must tell me about thes«

gringos and their ways. Have they been
worrying you much?"
"You'll hear quite enough of them

soon." said his father: "but not to-day.

To-day we are rejoicing over your re-

turn, and I <lon't want to talk about
unpleasant things on such a day as

this."

"Vei-y well, father." replied Fran
cisco. "You shall tell me about tlic

gringos to-morrow. Wo won't think

about them to-day."

Francisco was mistaken. Even on the

joyful day of his return it proved to bo
impossible to avoid the Americans, for

Juan, the old servant, did .something

that morning which brought the gringoi

down upon them before the day wa.s

out.

Juan had gone to the kilihen. there

to talk to Concha, the cook, a lady of

very ample proportions.

"Where's my wife. Concha?" asked

Juan. "I Jiaven't seen lier about."
Concha turned ni> her eyes, pursed

her lips, shook her head, and then

looked pityingly at Juan, but she did

not speak.
"What d'you mean?" demanded Juan

angrily. "Where is she?"
"You'd better ask the American sol

diers—the gringos in the camp over to

wards l/os Angeles. She's been very

friendly with them since you went
away," said Concha meaningly.
Juan went out in a rage, and by ask-

Oetober 17th, Ifrai.



ing one or two of the otlici' servants,

he found that Concha had spoken the
truth. That afternoon he discovered his

wife leaving the American camp. He
(hagged her to his cottage,and there and
then showed her the error of her ways

—

with a big stick.

"I'll teach you to flirt with the.se

gringos!" shouted Juan, as the stick

rose and fell with resounding thwacks.
The woman broke away at last, and ran
out, sobbing.

"I'll see you punished for this," she

cried furiously. "I'm going to the
judge^there's law in this country now."
Juan went back to the ranch-house

to tell his master of the affair, but Don
Mariano was too busily engaged in pre-
parations for the fiesta to take much
notice of his servant's story.

The evening came, and a joyous com-
pany gathered at the don's house. The
house servants and the range-hands were
there in their best attire, and many
friends had ridden in from neighbour-
ing haciendas to greet the young don.
With dancing, music and singing the

hours passed, and Francisco went from
one group to another, to be accorded
everywhere a hearty welcome.

Presently Dolores led up to him a tall

slim girl with raven-black hair and lo-ng-

lashed eyes; a girl whose dazzling beauty
outshone every other woman at the

hesta. Even Dolores, pretty though she

was, could not but admit to herself that
her friend, Rosita Garcia, was the most
beautiful girl in southern California. But
Dolores had no jealousy in her nature,

and the .secret wish of her heart was that

htr brother should one day make the

lovely Rosita his wife.

"Here is Rosita," said Dolores to her
brother. " She has been at school in

Monterey.

"

"Not always," replied Francisco, with

a graceful bow. " I remember you,

senorita, when you were a little girl,

and the most beautiful in all California,

even then."
At that moment there entered the

gate a man whose appearance con-

trasted strangely with that of the gay
Mexicans who were enjoying the fiesta.

Tall, thin, dressed in black, with an
ancient top-liat on his head. Judge
Travers was a typical " Cncle Sam" of

the old days. Ho glanced disapprov-
ingly at the revels, but said nothing
until a servant asked him what he
wanted.

"Tell your master that 1 must see

him," said the American in a command-
ing voice, and a moment later Don
Mariano was annoyed by the appear-

ance of a servant with the message.
"Show him in to my study," said

• ho don reluctantly as lio went indoors.

"Good-evening, senor," said Don
Mariano, with grave an<l stately polite-

ness as his visitor entei'ed the room. "1

am glad to have the honour of your
•visit to our fiesta. We are rejoicing

because my son has rcturncKl safely from
liis visit to Mexico."
"Say, don," replied the judge

sharply, "I didn't come for your fiesta.

I have had a serious complaint made
to me, and I want to hear tho truth of

Iho matter from you."
Don Mariano knew Travers only too

well. The ju<lgc was notorious through-

out the district for his deliberate annoy-
ance of the Mexican inhabitants. He
trie<l to magnify every little peccadillo

in which a Mexican was concerned into

a serious crime, and the old don always
felt himself to bo no match for the wily

trringo. He must have the help of his

son.

"Tell Don Francisco to come here at

once," cried the old man.
October iTtli, 1931.
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Judge Travers.

FRANCISCO had been getting a little

tired of the fiesta, and the continual
compliments showered upon him,

though his old-fashioned courtliness of

manner never failed. Then Dolores
brought Rosita to him, and the evening
forthwith became charged with glamour
and romance. His sister soon discreetly

slipped away, and Francisco proceeded
to improve his opportunity.
"I'm beginning to beJieve, Rosita,

that I've wasted four years of my life,"

he murmured, as he swung the girl

round in a dance.
"Oh, no," smiled Rosita, "you dance

so well now that I think you must have
had plenty of practice with the ladies

in Mexico."
" There are no ladies in Mexico to

compare with you, Rosita," cried Fran-
cisco, as the dance ended. "You are
the most beautiful, the most "

A servant came up, and stood bowing
before him. Francisco, much annoyed,
had to cut short his compliments to ask
the man what he wanted.
"Don Mariano requests you to come

to him immediately, senor."
"Will you wait for me here?" said

Francisco to Rosita. " I hope I shall

not be long."
"Of course I will wait—for you," re-

plied the girl, with a smile.

FrancLsco followed the servant to his

father's room, and there he found the
stern American judge, the first gringo
he had seen since his return home.
"I want you to meet Judge Travers,"

said his father. "Judge, this is my
son, the Don Francisco Delfino.

"

"I'm sure glad to meet you," replied

the judge. " And now let's get to busi-

ness. A woman from your ranch came
to me this afternoon at Los Angeles
and said that .she had been severely
beaten by her husband, one of your
men."
Francisco looked at his father in

astonishment. Don Mariano had thought
no more of Juan's story, and his son
knew nothing about the affair. The old

man turned to the judge.
" Am I to understand that you think

you are competent to arrange our treat-

ment of women?" he asked coldly.

"Yes, I do," replied Travers. "You're
in the United States now, Don Mariano,
and don't you forget it."

"W^e are in no danger of forgetting
it," said the don. "J have heard Juan's
stoi-y. His wife has been spending most
of her time in the camp of the grin

—

of the American soldiers, and the man
has punished her. She is a totally un-
moral woman, and she deserved all she
got."
"She certainly did!" burst out Fran-

ci.sro fiercely, glaring at the American.
"This is not your affair, judge."
"You'll find it is. There's a law to

protect women from cowardly attacks,

and I'll see that tho law is kept."
"As you would if an American

thrashed his wife for consorting with
Mexicans, I suppose," sneered Fran-
cisco.

The shot told, for all three knew per-

fectly well that in such a case the judge
would have done nothing, except to

applaud his own countryman. Travers
reddened beneath tho jndignaiit glare of

the young don.
"You've just come from Mexico, I

believe," he snarled, "and I reckon you
ain't sort of realised that you live in

the States now. You call to see nie in

Los Angeles to-morrow, or^
"

Neither tho old don nor his son could

be bluffed by the implied threat, for

even Travers could liardly hold them
responsible for what Juan had done.
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Still, Don Mariano guessed that his son
would not be able to hold back for long
a furious outburst'of anger against the
judge, and he at once devised a plan.
"My son can hardly do that," he said

calmly. "Ho is going north tomorrow
to deliver cattle to the Commissioner at

Spanish Gulch."
Francisco looked surprisedly at his

father, but something appealing in tho
old man's gaze made him nod his hea^
in assent.

The delivery of the cattle to the Com-
missioner was a verj- important matter,
as the judge knew well enough. He
took up his hat in readiness to leave.

"In that case, Don Mariano, I will

say no more to you or your son about
the affair, but I must deal with the
actual culprit according to law."

"It's lucky for you that you're a
guest in this fiouse," began Francisco
angrily, but a warning look from his

father sent him out. He returned to

the fiesta with bitter rage against the
gringos in his heart.

"I'm sorry I've been so long," said
Francisco, when at length he reached
Rosita's side.

"What is the matter, Francisco?"
asked tho girl, as she looked at the
young man's perturbed face. "Has
something gone wrong?"
"I'm going north to-morrow," he re-

plied. " My father is sending me to

Spanish Gulch, and I think it's to get
me out of the way of .that gringo,
Judge Travers."
"Oh!" gasped Rosita. "That dread-

fid American ! Yes, you must keep out
of his way. But—you will return?"
"I must return, if only because of

the anxiety in your voice," murmured
Francisco tenderly.

At that moment the joyous sounds of
tho fiesta were hushed as a beautiful
tenor voice arose in an old ^Mexican love
.song. The crowd listened spellbound,
and when the song ceased and tho
applause had died away, Francisco
whispered to Rosita tlie last words of
the song.

" ' Good-bye, love !' That's a warn-
ing to waste no time, I think. I'm in
love—and you, Rosita?"

" I thought you were going to tell mc
all about your travels in Mexico," said

Rosita, blushing and turning away.
Francisco took the hint, and began to

describe the beautiful city of Mexico
and its famous lake.

" I remember some delightful summer
nights on the lake," he concluded.
"Floating idly along in a canoe to the
music of a guitar, with the moon
shining overhead."
"Is it always like that?" asked

Rosita softly.

"It would be—with you 1" replioil

Francisco, taking her hand in his. Tho
girl did not attempt to draw it away,
for she had lovod I'^rancisoo since they
were both childion. though she did not

intend to toll him so yet.
" Perhaps some day we .shall see

!Moxico—together. Rosita !" breathed
the young man eagerly.

" Perhaps wo shall," whispeied
Rosita.

At Spanish Qulch.

Vl'CRY early on tho next morning
Francisco and Dolores went out
togetiier, for the young don

wished to look round the ranch before

he started with the cattle for the north.

As liis sister talked of the win, and

the conduct of tho Americans since (lie

annexation, Francisco grew more and

more bitter against the gringos, and

begaii to regret that ho had given way

to his father's desire to get liim out of

the way of Judge Travers.

1
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"Look there," cried Dolores pres-

ently. "What is that under the trie?"
" A man—he's hurt, I think,' said

Francisco. "We'll go and see to him."
, "Why, it's Rayinonc'o, one of father's

men," exclaimed Dolores, as they

reached the tree. " Are you hurt, Ray-
mondo ? What has happened '!"

" The gringos, senorita," groaned the

man.
"What did they do to you?" cried

Franci-'co fiercely.

"I ^^as bringing home some cattle

last night," gasped Raymondo, "and 1

met some of the judge's men. They
started firing guns to frighten the

cattle, and I asked tlicm to stop."

"Well?" queried Francisco eagerly,

as the man btopped for breath.
" They laughed, and laid about me

with their whips. Then they threw mo
under this tree. My leg's broken, 1

think—I can't move."
The man groaned again, and Francisco

and his sister knelt down to attend to

his injuries.

"Yes. I believe his leg is broken,"
said the young man, standing up. "I
will go for help,, and then I am riding

to Los Angeles to settle our account

with that judge."

"No, no," cried Dolores. "Dpn't
make trouble with him just now, for

father's sake. Go with the cattle, as

you promised."
"Are wo to sit still under an outrage

like this ?" stormed Francisco.

"I don't say that." said Dolores.
" But you don't know cnougli about
things in this country vot to do any
good. All tlie chief gringos here are

bad men. One day there will conio

betlcr Americans, and then we can get

justice. I'll see to Raymondo while

you st.irt with the cattle. For my sake,

Francisco!" she added pleadingly.

"For \o\\T sake, little sister," said

Francisco, taking her in his arms and
kissing her lovingly. " For your sake.

I will go as I promised, but—when I

come back, let these accursed gringos

beware
!"

Francisco went away to the north,

and some days later he drew rein a mile

or two out of the town of Spanish

fJulcli. He had brought a great herd

of cattle .so far in safety, cattle to be

delivered to Peter Harknes,s,

the American Land Commis-
sioner of North California.

"I want you to hold

the cattle here," lio

called to Pedro, one of

his men. " I w'ill ride

into the town with
tTuan. and find where
we are to deliver

them."

The young don rode
into the town, noticing

as he wont along the

street that most of the

houses were wooden
erections, ver.v roughly
built. Presently he
came to the saloon, and
there he stopped, for

a notice on the wall
attracted his atten-

tion.

"It has 1 een agreed
hy all Americans here

that all foreigners
speaking Spanish better

get out c.f tliis town
within three days.
" (Signed) Petkr

HAEKNE88."
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ho read the notice. Ho dismounted,
hitched his horse to a rail, and walked
into the saloon, followed by Juan.

" Can you tell me where Scnor Hark-
ness is?" ho asked the first man he saw.
"It's a hoHday," came the reply. "1

reckon he's down town somewhere
making a speech. He'll be along soon."
"Well, I'll wait here," said Francisco,

going up to the bar to order a drink.

Everyone in the saloon stared at the

handsome stranger, and presently a girl

came up to him.
" W^on't you sit here with me, senor?"

slie asked with a persuasive smile, indi

eating a table. "My name is Lupe. I

want you to meet my friend Carlos."
Carlos, a man with dark hair, ob-

viouslv a Mexican half-breed, was sit-

ting at the table, and Francisco summed
up the couple at a glance. The girl was
probably going to try to get him to

drink heavily, and then to induce him
to play cards with Carlos, who was
plaiidy enough a crook. But the young
don was nhvavs polite to women of

whatever degree, so ho bowed, sat

down, and ordered drinks.

A loud burst of cheering and
laughter in the street brought the whole
company to the door to sec a ridiculous

sight. Up to the .saloon rode a burly,

florid faced man. mounted on an exceed-
ingly small donke.v. A tumultuous mob
accompanied him on either side, scream-
ing with laughter.

The dignified young don. afler one
disdainful glance, went back again to

the table in disgust, accompanied by
Lupe and Carlos.

" Wlio is that—the one on top, 1

mean ?" he asked scornfully.
Carlos grinned, but made no reply.

Lupe, with a slight shudder which Fran-
cisco did not fail to notice, informed
the don that the donkey-rider was the
man he had come to meet.

"He's the big man of the town," she
said. "'J'hat'.s Peter Harkncss, the
Land Commissioner."
Harkness got off the donkey at tlie

door of the saloon, and came in. As

soon as he entered the door he .saw

Lui)c standing by Franci.sco's side, and
an angry scowl came over his heavy
face at once.
"What are you doing. Lupe?" h^^

shouted harshl.\ , beginning to push
through the crowd towards the gill.

Don Francisco glared across at the
advancing Commissioner, while Lupe
and Carlos, anticipating a row. looketl

up at the young don anxiously.

"The senorita has done me the honour
of asking me to drink with her." b<j

said suavely. '

"You greaser—you dirty, low-down
greaser," shouted Harkness atiu;rily.

"You leave my girl alone, you Mexican
.scum! 1 thought I'd run all the grea-sers

oul of thit town. Take that!"
Raising the whip he canied. he slashed

Francisco viciously across the face, rais-

ing a Jong weal down the young man's
cheek. Don Francisco instantly knoc-ked
Harkness down with a powerful right

to the jaw. The American got up again
in a flash, and charged like a wild beast,

his face furious with wrath. As he camo
he drew his gun. but the "greaser"
was too quick for him.
Francisco wrenched the gun away,

hurled it through the window, and
forthwith knocked Harkness down again.
Tliis time the Commissioner ro.-e more
slowly, and called to the crowd of Ameri-
cans in the saloon to seize the "greaser."

A number of men rushed forward at

the call. Francisco, ably seconded by
Juan, fought furiously, and several of

the "gringos " of Spanish Gukh bore
marks of that fight for da.vs afterward.s.

But the odds were too gi'eat, and in

five minutes both the Mexicans had
been securely roped to posts. Then
Harkness canio up to them, an evil

grin on his face.

"Now, Mr. tJreaser," he cried, "take
that!"
He hit the hi'l|)leiss Francisco in the

face with all his force, and his own
followers murmured uneasily at the
cowardly blow.
"Say vonr pravers voii Mexican

iktinksi' howled Hiikness "I'll give
\ou fue minute- ,itul then we'll decor
ate the ne,He>t tic( with both of you."
A Rtir at the dooi indifated a new

uiual The ciowd mule v^ ly as a cry

Francisco's face
flushed with anger as Don Francisco glared across at the advancing commissioner.
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of "The sheriff!" arose, and David
Howard, sheriff of the county, came up.

Howard was a grave quiet man,
dressed in neat black, but every man, in

the saloon knew that the sherifl' was
quicker on the draw than any man in

Spanish Gulch. The men respected liim,

too, for his upright character and the
fearless way in which he upheld the law.
"What you blowing in here for,

Howard?" snarled Harkness. "It's my
affair."

"It's my affair, too," replied Howard
with ominous calm, "so long as I'm
sheriff of this county."

"Sure, it is, sheriff!" cried at least

half the crowd, for Harknees was not
popular at any time, and his cowardly
attack on Francisco had alienated the

sympathy of many who iiad no love for

"greasers," but cared a great deal for

fair play. The commissioner caught
Howard's eye, fell back a pace sullenly,

and said no more.
"Now, boys, what's all this?" asked

the sheriff.

"Well, iiieriff," began one of the men,
"this stranger was talking to Lupe, and
Harkness wouldn't stand for it, and
they fought."
"Guns?" questioned Howard, glancing

at Francisco's face.

"That was done with a whip," said

the man, following the slijeriff's glance;
" but Harkness drew a gun first. Tlie

greaser grabbed it, and pitched it into

the etreet."

"That's enough," said Howard
quietly. "Cut these men loose!"
The order was promptly obeyed, and

in another moment Francisco and Juan
were free.

"I am sorry you have had such rough
treatment here, senor," said Howard.
"I owe jou a great debt," replied

Francisco. "I hope to repay you some
day."
He turned to Harkness, who was

standing sullenly close at hand.
"I camo liere to deliver cattle—three

thousand head—to Senor Harkness," he
said.

"Why didn't you say so?" demanded
Harknees. "Why don't you deliver

them?"
Francisco walked towards the door.

Reaching it, he turned once more to

the Land Commissioner.
"I will—deliver them." he said deli-

berately as he went out.

Francisco Delivers the Cattle.

FRANCISCO rode out of the town
silently, followed as silently by
Juan. From time to time the faith-

ful retainer glanced at his master's
scarred face, and wondered what • was
passing in the don's mind. He had not

long to wait, for when they reached
the herd of cattle, Francisco rode round
to each of his men, and in a few fiery

words explained liis scheme of revenge.
At nine o'clock that evening the young

don gave a signal. The three thousand
cattle had already been gathered into

a compact herd, and when Francisco
raised his hand the men began to urge
the mass of animals forward.

Slowly at first they moved on towards
Spanish Gulch. But behind them and
on their flanks rode the horsemen, sear
ing the backs of the cattle with their

whips, exciting them to madness with
their shouts and yells. Soon the pace
increased, and with a thunder of

thousands of hoofs the herd broke into

a trot.

Spanish Gulch 'came into sight, and
the huge mass of animals began to gallop

down upon it. Maddened by the wliips

and the yells, urged on by the furious

vaqueroe, the cattle plunged down the
October 17th, ISSU
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slope, bellowing with fear. There was
no stopping them now, and Francisco
and his men drew aside and watched
them go headlong into the street of the
little town.
"Well, boys," said Francisco quietly,

"Harkness wanted me to deliver the
cattle, and I reckon I have delivered
them."
In Spanish Gulch all was confusion.

A few men caught sight of the great
herd bearing down upon them, and they
ran wildly through the street, shouting
the alarm. It was too late. No human
power could have stopped that rush, and
before the people of Spanish Gulch had
even realised their danger, the three
thousand cattle were indeed being "de-
livered," as Francisco had promised.

The leaders of the herd passed along
the street, running wildly and bellowing
furiously, though doing little damage,
but the pressure of the hundreds behind
soon had its effect. There was no room
in the street for that vast herd, in the
madness of the stampede. Soon cattle
were leaping upon wooden platforms
outside the houses, charging furiously
against every obstacle in their path,
snapping stout beams and posts like

threads of cotton, and bringing destruc-
tion to -everything they met.
On and on they came in hundreds,

and in a few minutes the wooden
houses in the main street of Spanish
Gulch had collapsed in ruins. Pre-
sently a tongue of fire rose up from one
of the wrecked houses, and, little by
little, the flames spread. It seemed as

though the town was doomed to com-
plete destruction, for the fire would
complete the ruin the great herd had
begun.
Francisco saw a great cloud of dust

rise slowly over Spanish Gulch, and
heard the sounds of falling houses as

the herd went through. A grim smile

came over his face as he turned to Juan.
"You are a witness," he said, "that

the cattle were delivered. Now, men,
come here. I've got something to

say."
The men dismounted and gathered

round eagerly, and Francisco raised his

right hand solemnly.
"From henceforward," he cried

loudly, "war on every gringo!"

The men cheered wildly. They had
all submitted to the Americans, but

they chafed in secret against their con-

querors, and the treatment of their

young master had brought matters to a

head. Each of Francisco's men burned
for revenge.
"I am going down now to collect the

dollars from Harkness," said Francisco.

"That will be dangerous, senor," pro-

tested Juan anxiously. "'Take me with

you."
"No, Juan," replied Francisco.

"There's no danger. They will not ex-

pect n'.e, and I'll soon bo back. Stay
here, all of you."
He rode off into the darkness, and

soon came cautiously into Spanish

Gulch. The fire had been put out by
some of the townsfolk, headed by the

sheriff, and Francisco, lurking behind a

pile of ruins, presently saw David
Howard and a few men picking their

way among the debris.

"Where's Harkness?" asked Howard,
looking i-ound.

"Don't know, sheriff," came the reply

in contemptuous tones. " He's been
busy saving his skin, I reckon, though
his house wasn't in danger, anyway. J

expect you'll find fjini there."
"I'll go along and see," said Howard.

"I've sure got a few words to say to

him."
The men grinned as they dispersed,
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and the sheriff went off alone to t^O
Land Commissioners house. Francisco
followed, and waited outside the house
until Howard came out. Tlie sheriff did
not stay long, and when he iiad gone^
the young don crept up to a window
and looked in.

Harkness was angry, for the sheriff

had spoken very bluntly to him, and to
bo told that the ruin of Spanish Gulch
was due to his treatment of Francisco
had annoyed the bullying Commi^sionor
very much, particularly as the sheriff's

words were true.

"Darn that greaser!" he cried aloud.
"I wish I had him here!"
"Here is the greaser!" said Fran-

cisco, leaping in at the window. " Stick
'em up!"
Harkness had no option but to stick

them up, and very angrily he did so.

while the young Mexican relieved fiim

of his gun.

"Now I'll have a receipt for those
cattle, and I'll have the dollars, too,"
said Francisco calmly.
"You know I've had no cattle," mut-

tered Harkness sullenly.

"Pardon me, senor," replied Fran-
cisco, with the utmost politeness, "but
three thousand tiead were delivered in

Spanish Gulch this evening, and I have
plenty of witnesses to prove it. The
cattle may have passed on beyond the
town, but then, you see, you did not
tell me exactly where to deliver them.
You will give me the receipt and the
dollar's, if you please, at once."
Harkness sat sullenly silent for a

moment, but the gun Francisco hehl
menacingly before him soon sapped his
resolution to hold out.

"I'll give you what you want," he
growled.
"I think you had better, senor," said

Francisco. "If you don't, Spanisfi
Gulch will need a new Land Commis-
sioner to-morrow. You called me a
' greaser.' I am a gentleman of Mexico,
and we pay our debts."
Harkness signed a receipt for the

cattle, and reluctantly handed over the
dollars, growling:

"You'll pay for this," as he did so.

"I liave paid, Senor Harkness," said

Francisco, touching the livid scar c«i

his face. And a moment later he had
vanished into the darkness of the night

" Now i Shall Be Hunted !
"

AT the Ranclio de los Coyotes every-
thing went on quietly enough
during the absence of Francisco

in the north. Judge Travers sought
out Juan, only to find that he had gone
with the young don, and tlie American
did not carry the matter any further.

He had much more important business

on hand, and his designs against Don
Mariano could well wait until the

arrival of the Liind Commissioners who
were touring California.

Travers had for long cast a covetous

eye on tho great Rancho de los Coyotes,

and with tlw <aid of the Commissioners
tho unscrupulous judge had determined
to eject the old don on some plausible

pretext or other, and to seize the land

for his own.
Rosita Garcia was still staying at the

ranch-house, and one evening she went
along to the little chapel to pray, for

an uneasy feeling that danger threat-

ened Francisco had come over licr. She
knelt long before the statue of the

Virgin in the quiet chapel, until sud-

denly she was roused by the sound of

footsteps.

Save for the light of a few candles,

tho chapel was in darkness, and for the

moment Roeita could not see who had
come in. Then, to her great joy, slie
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recognised the tall figure of Francisco,

and she came forward eagerly to greet

him.
"Oh, Francisco, how glad I am to

see you again!" she whispered.

"It may be for the last time, Rosita,"

replied the young man sadly, and the

astonished girl suddenly noticed a long

scar on Francisco's face, while his

manner was imusually grave and stern.

"Why, what is wrong?" she asked in

alarm. "Have you been wounded?"

"That is the sign of the estimation

in which the Americans hold the best

blood of Mexico," replied Francisco, in

a low, stern voice.

"One of Ihem struck you?" queried

Rosita in horror.

"Yes, with a whip, as though I were

a. dog," said the young man quietly.

"But I paid the debt. I've done enough
to be an outlaw."
"Oh. Francisco," gasped the girl

faintly, "surely you don't mean it!"

"It's true. I have suffered, and not

only I. The Americans are cheating our

()eople in the north, taking their lands

and goods. I've heard enough. I hoped
tilings would be different, but now 1

shall be hunted."
Rosita looked at him in speechless

horror, for all her delightful dreams of

a happy future were shattered by his

words.
"I'm not afraid, Rosita mia," cried

Francisco, seeing the terror in her face,

"and whatever happens—I love you."
"But—but—I'll see you again.

Promise me I shall see you again,"

stammered the girl. "Oh, Franci.=co, I

can't bear it, for I love you, too."
" If you want to see an outlaw, send

for me and I will come," said the young
man sadly, putting liis arms round the

trembling girl. "And now—good-bye!''

With a last hurried embrace, ho was
gone, and Rosita heard the hoof-beat>

of his Jiorse die away in the distance.

She tottered out of the chapel to hear

B feeble voice calling her.

"Rosita! What are you doing here.
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child?" said Don Mariano, coming up.

"I thought I heard something," whis-

pered Rosita, scarcely knowing what she

said.

"Francisco has been here," cried the

old man wildly. "I didn't see him, but

he left the money for the cattle on the

table, and a note. Read it!"

Rosita took the piece of paper and
read aloud

:

"I cannot stand the changed condi-

tions. I am going a*ay."

'I don't understand what it m'^ans."

said Don Mariano in puzzled tone.*.

"Did vou see him anvwhere about,
Ro.-ita ?"

The girl was by this time beyond the
power of speech, but she nodded, and
the old man questioned her eagerly.

"Where was he going? What did he

.say? I must know. Tell nic.''

Dolores came running out to see what
was wrong, for the old don had raised

his voice almost to a shout in his eager
ncss, but Rosita burst into a storm oi

fears, and for some minutes did not

reply.
• He told me that—oh, don't ask it

'."

.she gasped at length, and then she

fainted in the arms of Dolores.

Though Rosita would not say what
dreadful message Francisco had given

her. it was not Jong before Don
Mariano and Dolores found out the

truth. Xot one of the men who had
accompanied Francisco to Spanisii

Gulch came back to the ranch, and soon

several of tire remaining range hands
vanished mysteriously. From neigh-

bouring ranches, too, some of the best

men began to disappear, and strange

rumours arose in tlie^ district.

"Father." said Dolores one morning,
" have you heard that the express ridci

came into Los Angeles yesterday witli-

out the mails? He was held up and
robbed."
"Yes," remarked Concha, the cook,

who happened to overhear, "and the\

sav there's a bandit about who has

sworn to avenge us on the gringos. He
took a herd of cattle off that ranch
Judge Travers stole from Don Juan,
and he held up the stage-coach and
made the gringos in it hand over theit

money. Good luck to him, I say. And
down with all gringos!"

Don Mariano and Dolores looked at

each other in horror, and when the cook
had gone out they turned to Rosita,

whose face had gone suddenly white.

Her appearance was sufficient for the

old don.
"My son." he muttered thickly.

"My son! A bandit!''

And from that day forward Don
Mariano Delfino wa? a broken man.

El Puma.

JUDGE TRAVERS walked througli

the street of the tiny settlement of

Pueblo de los Angeles imtil he

reached the Bella Union Hotel. At the

door stood a knot of men, who saluted

the judge as lie came up.

"Is Mr. Howard here yet?" asked

Travers.
"He's waiting for you inside, judge."

.said one of the men. "He's been look-

ing round town this morning."
"I'll tell him tliat before long we

shall have a reg'lar town here,'' re-

marked Travers. going in. He found

David Howard in the hotel, and greeted

him w.nrmly.

"What have you been doing up

north. Howard?" asked the judge

presently.
" I was acting as sheriff up at Spanish

Gulch until I got orders to come hero

to help you," replied Howard.
"I'm sure glad you and I will be

partners." said Travers. "I'm investi-

gating title-deeds and rights of the

Mexicans in these parts, and you're the

man to lielp me. Howard."
Travers got out a big map. and the

two men studied it for some time, tin-

judge pointing out to Howard the prin

cipal ranches in the neighbourhood.

"You might go out to the largest

ranch this afternoon,'' said Travers.

'Here it is—Rancho de los Coyotes.

The owner is Don Delfino. Says he gol

a deed of grant from the King of Spain,

but ho ain't shown it to me. for he

don't care much for me. He might

show you. and we've got to know. It's

a rich ranch, the best in those parts."

'Travers glanced at Howard's grave

This is an

outrage ,"

cried Harkness an-

grily, as he stepped

^ down into the road.

:'%^f.ie/ " You'll pay for this I"
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face, and decided to say notliing about
his designs on the ranch. He felt sure
that liis new colleague would not stand
for anything not strictly just aiid

honourable, and he was perfectly

correct.

"You say the don is old," remarked
Howard. "Has ho any children?"

" Two—a son and a daughter. The
?on came back from Mexico a while
ago. He wont north to Spanish Gulch,
and I hear his cattle wrecked the town,
but maybe you saw something of that.

He ain't been heard of since."

"Yes, I saw something of that aPPair,'

reijliod Howard slowly. '.'Well, judge.
I'll go out to flie ranch this afternooTi."

" Then you can give your report to

the Land Commis-sioners to-night.

They're due here this afternoon. Hark-
ness is one of 'em. You know Hark-
ness, of course.

"

"I know him," said Howard, turning

to go. As he tvirned, a large placard

on the wall caught liis eye.

"5,000 DOLLARS REWARD.
"The above reward is offered for

the capture, dead or alive, of the

bandit known as

"EL PUMA."

"What's all this?" asked Howard.
"Ain't you heard "of El Puma?"

queried the judge. "Some Mexican,
I reckon, but no one knows who he is.

He's been holding up our people about
here for the lust month, and got away
with it each time. I hope lie ain't

heard the Land Commissioners are

coming to-day."
The judge's hopes were vain. Hark-

ncss and the other conimissioiiers wore
travelling south from Spanish Gulch in

the Californian stage-coach, when on a

loiu'ly stretch of road a few miles out

of Los Angeles a swarm of horsemen
suddenly swooped down upon thoni.

"El Puma I" shrieked the driver,

dropping the reins and elevating his

hands with lightning speed.

Harkness looked out of the coach
window to find himself covered by half

a dozen guns.

"Get out. all of you 1" ordered a tall,

dark young man on horseback, who was
obviously the leader of the bandits.

"This is an outrage!" cried Harkness
angrily, as he stepped down into the

road. "You'll pay for this!"

"So you said before, senor," replied

El Puma with ironical politeness.

"Give this gentleman .special attention,"

lie added, tiu-ning to the grinning
Juan.
Harkness glared at the bandit chief,

but somehow in the excitement of the

moment failed to recognise him. though
the face of El Puma seemed to be
vaguely familiar. The incidents of that

day at Spanish Gulch were not verv
clear in the Land Commissioner's mind,
for on that unpleasant occasion he had
had more wliisky than wit about him.

.Juan took a large sack and made the

round of the furious gringos, eolleet-

ing their money and valuables. Hark-
ness was more thoroughly searched than
anyone, and all liis property, even
articles of tlie slightest vahie, went into

the sack.

"The spoils. El Puma!" cried Juan
at last, holding up the well-hllcd sack.

"Take the horses and the coach,"
came the sharp order.

A dozen men sprang forward at the

words, and the coach was soon on its

way to tho bandits' hide-out in the

mountains.
"What about us?" cried ILirkness

angrily.
" You will walk," replied El Puma

with a smile. "It's only ten miles to

Los .Angeles, and the weather is fine.
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A walk will do you good. Adios,
senores

!"

El Puma and his men galloped of?

down the road towards Los Angeles, and
less than an hour afterwards they
entered the little town in a body, shout-
ing "Make way for El Puma!" as they
swept along the street.

The few Americans in ' sight fled

before the galloping horsemen, who took
Los Angeles entirely by surprise. No
one had expected that El Puma would
be daring enough to raid the town in
broad daylight, and the bandits drew
rein before the Bella Union Hotel with-
out meeting any check.

The crowd of gringos in the saloon
gave back as a mob of Mexicans, all

crying " Way for El Puma !" rushed
in. Before the astonished Americans
hud realised what had happened they
were covered by the guns of the bandits,
and their hands went up. One man only
drew his gun, and took aim at El Puma,
but Juan was too quick for him. The
bandit's pistol harked first, and the
gringo slumped to the tloor and lay still.

"I had to do it," said Juan to his

chief. " He'd have had you else."

E! Puma nodded, walked to the bar,
and called for drinks. The waiters
hastily served him, and he gave a toast
to his followers

:

"Down with the gringos!"
Yells and cheers greeted his words,

and then Juan got to work with a sack.
There was no more resistitnce, and
before long the Americans in the saloon
had been despoiled of all their valuables.

"Finished, Juan?" asked El Puma ut
length. "Then we'll go.

"

He turned courteously to the hotel-
keeper, who had been spared by .Juan.

"I thank you for your hospitality,
senor," he remarked. " I gave orders
that your goods were not to be touched

—

excoi>t for your excellent wines, which
of course we had to try. I think that
by now some of my inen have fired
the town. Ah, yes ! I see the smoke. I

trust that Los Angeles will not soon
forget the visit of El Puma. Adios,
senores !"

He took off his sombrero in a sweeping
bow, and a moment later the bandits
were riding off at a gallop, leaving Los
Angeles on fire behind them.

David Howard's New Job.

DAVID HOWARD rode out to the
Ranclio de los Coyotes that after-

noon, and so escaped the raid on
Los Angeles. Don Mariano received the
.American with his usual courtesy, and
a few minutes' conversation showed him
that here at last was a gringo of a very
different character from the grasping
adventurers who had annoyed and
cheated the Mexicans since the annexa-
tion.

"You have a deed of grant from tho
King of Spain, I am told," said Ho\Tard
presently.
"Yes, senor," replied the Don, "and

I will show it to you with pleasure.'"

"This gives you an undoubted title to

the estate," said Howard, when he had
inspected the document. " I shall tell

the Clomniissionors .so, and they will not
trouble you. Let me advise you to take
great ciire of this deed."

Dolores came in, looking pale and
troubled, but still very beautiful to the

eyes of David Howard, w ho had never
before seen a girl of her type, a Mexican
of an ancient and noble family, with
that unmistakable air of good-breeding
so impossible to imitate.

At her father's request Dolores showed
Howard round the house and the out-

buildings, and presently he asked her
the question she had all along feared.

"And your brother, sonorita—am I to

have the honour of meeting him?"
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"He is not here," said Dolores as
calmly as she could. " He didn't like it

here, so he went back to Mexico."- .

"I think it must have been your
brother that I saw at Spanish Gulch,"
said Howard thoughtfully. " I was
ashamed of my countrymen tliat day,
for

"

"Senor Howard," interrupted Dolores
hurriedly, "I hope you will be good
enough to take me indoors now. My
father is becoming very feeble, and I
cannot leave him long alone."

"Certainly, senorita," said Howard.
"It is time I went back to Los Angeles,
too. But may I come again?"

Dolores saw that the yovmg American's
eyes were fixed admiringly on her, and
she knew that she had made a con-
quest. He was a gringo, of course, but
he .seemed to be a gentleman, and some
advantage for her brother might come
sooner of later from his friendship. So
she smiled bewitchingly upon him.

" Of course, senor," she said ;
" we

shall always be pleased to see you."

David Howard rode back to Los
Angeles in abstracted mood, thinking of
the charming Dolores. Halfway to the
town ho met the judge, who had been
visiting a neighbouring ranch, and they
went on togctlier.

Los Angeles was in an uproar. The
fire had been put out after several
houses had been burned down, and a,

noisy crowd had then gathered in front;

of the hotel. Travers and Howard were
greeted with cheers as they came up. ,

"What's going on?" asked the judge.
"El Puma has held up tho town !"-

yelled a score of voices.

"He held us up, too," cried Harkness,
pushing through the crowd to the judge's
side. "Took our money, the coach, and
the horses, and left us to walk here.
Nice reception for the Commissioners, 1

must say !"

"Very sorry for all this," said Travers.
"It's a pity the troops have gone."
"This business haj^ got to stop!"

barked Harkness. "Why don't you
form a company of vigilantes and hunt
down those bandits?"
"We'll do it !" cried the judge. "And

for captain—here's the man ! Mr.
Howard, will you do it ?"

" I'll do it," said Howard, after &
pause. "I'll make it my business to
hunt down this El Puma, and Ivang
him !"

The crowd cheered, and Howard was
at once appointed captain of the
vigilantes—or Rangers, as some pre-
ferred to call them. He selected his

men, and began to scour the district for

traces of El Puma. It was a difficult

task, for every Mexican in the neigh-
bourhood was on the side of the bandits,
and Howard could obtain no informa-
tion as to El Puma's hide-out. Yet the
outlaw was still at work, for the raids
and hold-ups continued, in spite of all

the Rangers could do.

Several times Howard visited Don
Mariano's ranch, but apparently no one
there had so much as heard of El
Puma. Dolores carefully avoided any
mention of the famous bandit, and
exerted all her powers of fascination so

skilfully that the captain of tho Rangers
\vjis soon deeply in love with her.

Then to David Howard came a
dreadful shock. One day Harkness buist

into tho room at the hotel as the judge
was talking to Howard.
"I know who El Puma is!"' shouted

Harkness. "I thought I'd seen that
greaser who held us up somewhere, and
I've been puzzling over it for days.

Now I've got it
!"

"W.ell, who is he?" asked the judge
eagerly.

"He's the man who brought thoso

cattle to Spanish Gulch, and wrecked
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foi-got El Puma instantlv. Seizing a
glass of wine, he stood up.

"I drink to love—and to voii!" lie
cned, his grave face transfigured with
eager excitement.
Dolores rose to her feet, looking

startled. For many davs she had been
playmg with fire, and now she realised
suddenly that the game had become
earnest.

"Surely you must know—I love you
"

said Howard softly. "And vou, Dolores,
could you be my wife?"
"I can't tell you—1 can't!" cried the

gnl wildly, as the young man came for
ward. "Don't touch me, don't! Oh
you must go away! Go now!"

"Is it because of vour brother
Dolores?" asked Howard gravely.
"There is a rumour that he is El Puma.
The judge thinks so."
Dolores, without a vestige of colour

in her cheeks, faced the captain of the
Rangers undauntedly, though she wa<
almost fainting with fear.

"Tell the judge he is in Mexico." she
whispered. "Tell him—if vou love me—
tell him that!"
A footstep sounded behind them, and

Rosita Garcia came up, to look in
astonishment from one to the other.
"Oh, Rosita, take me in!" cried

Dolores wildly, throwing herself into her
friend's arms.
"\\'hat have you been doing to

fi-ighten her so. Senor Howard?" asked
Rosita reproachfully. "Come with n.e
Dolores. \A hat have we to do with anv
gringo? Go away. Senor Capitan, and
leave her to me!"
Howard rode back to Los Angeles in

a very unenviable slate of mind. He

9

was sure now that the rumour was true.
He wa.s almost sure, too, that Dolores
loved him, as he loved her. And he
had made it his business to hang her
brother!

"Rosita, they suspect the truth."
gasped Dolores, when the girls weie
alone. "Senor Howard said there is a
runiour that Francisco is El Puma."
"We must warn him." replied Rosita

calmly. "Pedro came down this morn-mg to see the fathers at the mission,
and he is still somewhere about. I'll
give him a message, and I don't fear
that the Rangers will catch him. He's
got Francisco's best horse."
Pedro -was given a message, and rodu

ott. bome of the Rangers saw him mak-
ing for the mountains and gave chase,
but he easily outdistanced them, ami
late in the afternoon he arrived safely
at the bandit's camp.
"\yhat news, Pedro?" asked El Pimui

as his follower came up.

"I saw the fathers and gave them
the money you sent." replied Pedro. "J
told them a friend had sent it. Then 1
saw the Senorita Garcia, and she gave
me a message for you." Pedro dropped
his voice to a whisper before he wen',
on "She wants to see vou to-night "

l-ranci.sco well knew that he was tak-
ing his life in his hands to venture near
the ranch, but he had promised to go
if Rosita sent for him. so when dark
ness fell he took Juan and some of hi.i
best men and set off.

Ro.sita spent the whole evening in tho
cliapel. praying for her lover's safety
Ihe hour grew late, and at last she ro.sehom her knees, for she had iieaid the
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the town," cried Harkness. "And that
was '"

^^
"Francisco Delfino!" howled Travers.

"I might have guessed it!"
"But the senorita told me her brother

had gone back to Mexico," said Howaifl
incredulously. "You must be wron-i-.
Harkness."
"The girl was lying to shield hei

brother," cried the judge. "Go up to
the ranch at once, Howard. Maybe
you'-ll find out something there."
Howard went out slow! v. hoping

against hope that Harkness" was mis-
taken. Hardly had ho gone when
Travers turned jubilantly to the Com-
missioner.

"
'That's good news, if it's true," said

the judge.

^
"I'm nearly sure." replied Harkness,

'though I was a bit— well, excited that
•lay at Spanish Gulch."
"Well, we'll get the old don's ranch

now," cried Travers. "The only trouble
is that Howard has seen the deed of
grant, and he guarantees it as genuine."
"What will he take to come in with

us?" asked Harkness.
"You can't bribe Howard." replied

the judge. "I haven't dared to whisper
a word of all this to him."

,^
"You're right, judge," said Harkness.

"We must do the job ourselves. I'll

get that deed. I'll get it tonight, and
we'll burn it."

"And Howard will hang • Francisco
sooner or later," remarked the judge.
"The Commissioners will declare the
estate to be forfeited, and we'll buy it

in for a mere song, eh?"
"Sure!" cried Harkness.

Harkness Uses His Qun.
DAVID HOWARD rode up once

more to the Rancho de los
<.'oyotes, where he saw Dolores in

the courtyard. The girl still looked pale
aiid worn, but her face lighted up when
she saw the young American
approaching.
Soon the two were seated

at a little table on the
veranda, for Dolores had in-

vited Howard to stay for
lunch. The girl noticed that
the cajuaiii of the Ranger-
seemed to be preoccupied,
as indeed he was, for h# did
not know how to introduce
the topic of El Puma.
"Why do you call us

'gringos'?" a.sked Howard
presently, not that he cared
in the least why the word
was used, but because he felt

that he must say somethiiiijr
in response to the girl's gav
chatter.

"I don't quite know," re-
plied Dolores. "Some sav
it's because of a song your
s'oldiers sang. .something
about a flag."

"A green flag thev
earned ? Yes. I expect that
IS the reason." said Howard.
"I know the .song." He
began to sing the words in
a low voice.

"The green goes over
the hill, my boys,

TJie green goes over
the hill."'

"That's it," cried Dolores
—laughing. '• ' The green
goes '—gringos! But I won't
say the word again if you
don t like it." -v^'-^^ma«»»—
She smiled charmingly on "My father Is dead—murdered ' he said hitt*ri« ^^T^hIk^u- ^ •

the young captain, and he me tO give you this ^ ^'"^ "*"*"* •** **'^«'^

October 17th, i93l.
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sound of a galloping horse. A moment
later Francisco came in.

"Wliy did you send for me, Eosita?"
he asked, as they embraced.
"To warn you. They suspect who

you are, for Captain Howaixl of the
Rangers told Dolores to-day. You can't
go on like this, Francisco. Think of

i^our father and your sister. He seems
quite an old man now, and Dolores is

like a white ghost."
"And you, Rosita?" asked Francisco

gently,

"Yes, think of me, too. I can't go
on in fear all the time. If I were only
with you—take me away with you, now,
to-night I"

"I wisli I could, Rosita," said Fran-
cisco, "but there's a price on my head."
'.' "Rosita, Rosita!" called Dolores from
the house.

. "I suppose I must go now," said the
girl. "If you want me, send for nie."
. One passionate embrace, one last

word, and El Puma vanished into

tlK! night, while Rosita went into tiio

house. Two minutes, later a man rode
Jup very quietly, and crept furtively
towards the door. It was Harkness,
bent on stealing the deed of grant. He
was still at the foot of the steps when
the door opened and Don Mariano
appeared.

, "Is that you, Francisco?" cried the
joUl man" eagerly.

. "I'm Harkness, the Land Com-
missioner," eanie the reply "and in the
name of the Government I demand that

deed of grant."
"What!" cried th<» don. "Senor

Howard told me "

"Darn Howard!" growled Harkness.
"Give me that deed, or "

Harkness raised his gun threaten-
ingly, but Don Mariano, old and feeble

though he was, showed no sign of fear.

"Gomez! Diego!" lie cried. "Help!
A thief !"

Harkness lost his head, and did what
he had not the least intention of doing
when he set out. He pressed the trigger

of his gun, and the old don fell just as

two or three servants came running up.

The Land Commissioner ran for his

horse, and galloped like a madman
down the road that Francisco had taken
a few minutes before.
El Puma had just met .Juan, whom

he had left on guard, when there came
the sound of a shot. The bandits drew
rein and listened. A minute later

Harkness rode furiously past, spurring
desperately, and not even noticing El
Puma and Juan.
"That was Harkness," said Francisco.

"I'm going back to see who fired that

shot."
The two men returned to the ranch-

licuse, and found everything there in

wihl confusion. The old don had been
carried in, and lay on a bed, dying,
while Dolores, Rosita and the servants
wept around liim.

"Is that you, Franci.sco?" said Don
Mariano feebly as his son entered.
Francisco stooped over the bed and

kissed the old man's forehead. Then he
stood upright, his brow dark and his

eyes burning with an expression that

made the onlookers shudder.
"Who did this?" he asked in a low,

stern voice.
" I heard someone. I thought it was

you!" gasped th(> dying man. "It was
Ilarkncss and ho came to steal the

deed. See if it is still safe in the

chest."
Francisco went to an old chest in the

corner, and after a moment's search ho
found the deed and brought it to his

father.
"Ah, it's safe," muttered the don.

"Now Francisco, sec that this deed is
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given into the hands of the Senor Capi-
tan Howard. Dolores will need protec-
tion, and you cannot give it. I trust
the Senor Howard, and he loves your
sister."

"Oh, father!" sobbed Dolores, "Don't
talk .so much. You must lie still and
rest."

"I am dying, child," .said the old
man, " and I must speak. Francisco,
you think you're helping your people,
but you're not. You're only creating
more distrust. The new order of things
is here. It will do—no good—to fight."
The last words cauio in a faint

whisper, and a moment later Don
Mariano was dead. Francisco stood
looking down on his father's body for
a second, and then turned to go out.

"Where are you going?" cried
Dolores and Rosita togctlier.

"I'm going to give the grant to
Howard," replied Francisco. "Do you
love this American, Dolores ?"

"I love hhu better than anyone in

the world, except you and father !"

cried Dolores, her body shaking with
bitter sobs.

"Well, I'm going to see two men,"
Sciid Francisco quietly. " El Senor
Capitan Howard—and one other !"

El Puma's Revenge.

WITH frantic haste Harkness rode
into Los Angeles, and found the
judge in liis room at the Bella

Union Hotel.
"Well, did you get it?" asked

Travers eagerly.
"Nol" gasped Harkness. "I—I shot

him—the don, I mean. He came out
and called for his men, and I pressed
the trigger instinctively. I didn't mean
to shoot the old man."
"Is he dead?" queried Travers.
" I think so, and I'm ofif to Spanish

Gulch in the morning to avoid sus-

picion. And remember we've been play-
ing cards here all tlie evening."
"Of cour.se we have," replied the

judge. "No one saw you, I suppose?"
"Only the old don," s;iid Harkness

confidently, for he had not the least idea
that El Puma was even then on his

track.

Francisco had gone out from the
house to find Juan on guard.
" My father has been shot—murdered

by Harkness," he said. "Now listen.

I've no time for mourning. I'm going
to avenge him."
"I'm with you, Don Francisco!"

cried Juan savagely.
"No," said Francisco. "While I go

•to Los Angeles, you will arrange a
change of horses for me on the road to

the border. Have good horses at Santa
Anna and Santa Catalina and San
Diego. I'm going back to Mexico."

" Pedro and Felipe aro waiting for

us up the road," said Juan. "I'll send
them on to see to the horses."

"That will do," said Fmncisco.
" Then go to the camp and tell the men.
Let each man go quietly to his home.
To-night is th© end of El Puma."
Juan rode off, and Francisco went

down alone into Los Angeles. He found
the town in darkness, save for the hotel,

whore a fe\^ convivial spirits were still

drinking in the bar, antl lights still

showed at the upper windows.
El Puma's spies liad done him good

service, and he knew which rooms were
occupied by Howard and Harkness.
Leaving his horse tethered outside, he
shinned up a pillar, scrambled on to a
balcony, and came to Howard's window.
The captain of the Rangers >yas there,

studying a map. David Howard was
still torn between love and duty, and.
though he seemed to be making notes
from the map of all the places in which
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it was possible that EI Puma might
have a hide-out, he was thinking all the
time of Dolores Delfino.
A slight noise at the window made

Howard look up to see a tall Mexican
step into the room.

"El Senor Capitan Howard?" said
the newcomer. " I am sorry to intrude,
senor, but you did me a service at
Spanish Gulch, and I have come to re-
pay it. I am Francisco Delfino."
Howard stared at the young don with-

out replying, and after a pause Fran-
ci.sco spoke again.
"My father is dead—murdered, and

I know who shot him," he said bitterly.
"With his dying breath he asked me to
give you thi.s—the deed of grant to the
Rancho do los Coyotes. Will you fcake
charge of it, senor? My sister
Dolores "

"I've heard that Dolores' brother and
EL Puma are the same man," inter-
rupted Howard, taking the parchment.
"And I've heard that Dolores Delfino

loves the Senor Howard," replied Fran-
cisco quietly. "That is one of the reasons
why El Puma is disbanding his men
and leaving for Mexico to-night."
"I have promised the citizens of Los

Angeles to hang El Puma," replied
Howard; "but I wiU give Dolores'
brother ten minutes to leave the town
if he really is going to Mexico."
"Very well, senor," said Francisco.

"I agree to that, if you will toll Ac
Senorita Garcia—you know her, I
think."

"Yes; I have seen her at the ranch,"
answered Howard.

"If yon will tell her to meet me in

Mexico City in a week's time, at the
house where I stayed when I was there.
My servant Juan will show her where
it is."

"I will do that,"' said Howard;, "but
I warn you that after the ten minutes
I .shall gather a posse, and do my best to
catch you."
"I thank you for the ten minutes,"

replied Francisco. "Adios, senor!"
He swung out of the window and dis-

appeared. Howard carefully locked up
the deed of grant, took out his watch,
and waited for the ten minutes to pass.

Francisco crept cautiously along the
balcony to the room which Harkness
occupied, and peered in. The room was
empty. He .slipped down into the street,

saw that his horse was ready, and walked
boldly into the saloon. There at the bar,

with his back to the door, stood Hark-
ness, with the judge and a few other
men.
Harkness in a glass opposite saw the

reflection of Francisco as he entered,
and the Laud Commissioner turned in-

stantly. Several other men did the same
as a cry of "El Puma!" was raised.

"Yes, senoi-s, El Puma!" cried Fran-
cisco, and two guns barked at almost the
same moment, as the young don and
Harkness both fired. But the Mexicas,
was a shade quicker, and Harkness
slumped again.st the bar counter, and
then slid to the floor, dead, while hia

bullet passed harmlessly over Francisco's
shoulder.
In two strides El Puma was through

the door, with bullets splintering the
woodwork behind him. Another mo-
ment, and he was on his horse, gallop-

ing down the street.

David Howard came down, and the

men gathered around him.
"He's gone south, captain!" yelled

a dozen voices.

In a few minutes Howard was leadii^f

a po6se of riders southwards. Out of the

town they galloped, and away on the

trail towards the far-off Mexican border.

CContinned on page 25.)
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A young police-officer undertakes to rid the town of a desperate gang of gunmen and
racketeers. A gripping story of action and thrills, starring John Holland, Robert

[Gleckler, Edmund Breese and Catherine Dale Owen.

" Thi3 Crim9 Wave Must Cease !
"

'' A NOTHER sliootiiig affray—man
^'-\ riddled by iiiacliinc-gun bidlots

—and have yoii arrested any-
one': No!"
The speaker shot out the last word

ill a rapping growl. A grey-haired iiiaii

witli a much-lined face. lie wore a

smart morning-coat, butterfly collar «nd
grey tie. and well-cut pin-stripe trousers.

The bright, alert eyes were very angry,
luid the other two men looked distinctly
uncomfortable. No wonder, because the
commissioner was in a very bad temper.

f)n the big desk were a rmmber of
newspapers, and the commissioner
jabbed iiis finger dramatically on one
headline when he received no answer.

"Look whal the Press are saying!" he
cried. "'What are the police doing?
Will this crime wave go on without any-
thing being done? Why doesn't the
chief arrest the gang?' And a lot more
liimk.

'

i'he lieavily built ofTicer in the blue
imiform. with four stripes on his cufl'

and three stars on his peaked cap and
lapels, fingered his thick grey moustache
whilst furtively eyeing his superior.

"I wish the Press could be put on the
spot," the Chief of Police answered.
''They do more harm than good."
The third man was a big, handsome

fellow in a suit of blue cloth. Dark
liair and moustache, broad of shoulder,
and the brown eyes were full of sym-
pathy for his superior. The comniis-
sioner had got tliem both on the mat,
but it was the chief who had to take the
responsibility. Ted Muldoon was only
the head of the detective force, and.
obeying orders.

'It's not easy when fighting a bunch
of rattlesnakes," commented the detec-
tive. "They've got money, and there's
«uch a thing as graft. Besides, com-

missioner, the station is very much
under .full complement."
Commissioner Liang frowned at the

detective.

"I know all that, and I don't want
to hear it again." He banged his desk.
"Something's got to be done—and
sharp ! I've spoken about this before,
and .vet things are going from Ivad to
worse. We were understaffed then, and
you know las well as I do that wore
likelv to remain so for months. New
York and Chicago have had a crime
wave, and they've taken a lot of our
best men, but we are expected to carry
on just the same. I leave it to your
imagination to guess Avhat sort of
criticism I liave received from head-
quarters. I've got to take sterner
methods."

The police commissioner had a very
great admiration for the chief. Detective
Muldoon, and the rest of the police
force, but this morning he was almost
frantic. For weeks headquarters had
been rowing him over the increasing
crime wave in Lincoln, and his nerves
were frayed to tiieir limit. This morn-
ing especially, because the mail had
brought another censure and informa-
tion that was far from, encouiiaging.

"We're doing our best, sir." The
chief shook his head. "Hardly a man
has had a decent night's sleep for weeks.
The main trouble is that the town's
scared. The people know that by seein;^
nothing and saying still little," they'll
keep out of trouble. They've no desire
to be put on the ' spot,' and one can't
blame- 'em. Several valuable witnesses
have ei*her been plugged or intimidated
or bribed. It is also common knowledge
that we're considerably under strength."

"Your arguments are sound enougli.
chief, but they don't help." The com-
missioner

.
gol to his feet and paced

restle>sl.\ up and down his room. "I'vo
got to do something "—he paused to give

both men a quick, moaning glance—
"even to a change of those in command.
That may not do a scrap of good, but
that'll be the only thing that will pacify
headquarters, except the suppression of

some of the crooks. Something's KOt to

be done within the next feu weeks, or

else we'll have changes.''

"I s'je what you mean, sir." The chief

had a wife and three children—the pros-

pect of a redaction to captain meant a
sad lo.ss of prestige and salary. "A
bright look-out. \\\t\i Joe Valet tliinkiiig

of making Lincoln his headquarters.
Guess New York ought to do something
now that gunman is coming here."

"New York has made it so hot for

Valet that he s decided to have a chang-'
of climate." The lined face of the com
missioner twisted in a sarcastic grin.

"And New York don't want Valet or
his thugs back again, and they knew
that if they get rid of the extra police

that's what be will do—the same applies
to Chicago. I'm not wanting to be
hard, chief, but I'm at my wits' end.
I keep on gi\ing you time to do some
thing, and nothing is done. You are
up against it. but that doesn't help luc

out. so unless Terone and Valet arc

arrested or driven from Lincoln, I've

got to make changes."

"Vaiet is darned sight cuter thnn
Terone! ' growled Mtddoon. "Tcrone's
a half-caste Mexican, and handier with
a knife than a gun Valet's not only
slick w ith a gun. but he's got brains and
a gang that stick at nothing."

" Well, sir, I must try to carry out
your instructions." The chief shrugged
his shoulders in a helpless gesture. 'Can
\ou give nie a week or .so of grace
before making these changes?"
"I can." The commissioner .softened,
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"You'ie too hoiiesi, chief, that's youi
trouble. You won't arrest anyone unless

you think it's your man. So take my tip

iuid arrest on the least suspicion." Hih
voice became alert again. " And now,
chief, have you any plans for dealing
with this niun Valet? He arrives by air

to-morrow. Just like a gunman's nerve
to make no secret of the fact he is

Loniing to Lincoln.''
' Valet's wanted for a killing down in

Ohio." The chief's eyes were alight
with a desperate chance of making good.

' Valet may not know that an old com-
panion, whom he side-lined, has
s<]uealed. I happened to get this in-

formation this morning, and it's enouG;h
for a warrant to arrest. I also want to

put Captain Houston on this job."
"Bill Houston." The connnissioiicr

gave the chief an inquiring glance.
"Any particular reason or scheme?"
Connnissioner Lang had a charming

daughter—his only child. Alice wa,s

twenty and a very great friend of Cap-
tain William Houston, and there
were rumours that soon they were to be
engaged. Houston was a comparative
newcomer to Lincoln, having been sent
to many stations in the last few years.

His fine service had gained him promo-
tion, and the capture of some notorious
outlaws on the borders of Southern
California had produced a captaincy.
Whilst on a much-needed vacation in

Los Angeles lie had met Alice, who was
t>ti a visit to relations, and the two ha<l

become fast friends. Maybe Alice had
had something to do with Houston being
posted to Lincoln when there came a
vacancy through illness.

Three months Houston had been in

Lincoln, and during that time the chief
had come to find in this young man a
tower of strength. The few arrests that

had been made were due to Houston.
The chief openly praised the young

man.
"I'm not Siiying this to please you.

sir, but Houston is a very capable ofliccr.

If it weren't for Bill and Muldoon I

don't know where we should be. Most
of tlie patrolmen are raw men, and my
officers good fellows but not overburdened
with brains. Houston fears no one, and
lie can't be bought.. I'd like Bill to

have full power to act as he pleases,

because I believe bulldog, rough-sliod
methods will win thi.s fight!"
"Want Bill to Hght them all?"

"That lad has strength and a cpiick

wit," was the ans'wer. "With Mul-
doon's help he can t<ickle these scum.
1 shall assist in every way, but there

is .so nuicti work in the office in regard
to smaller cases that I cannot spare all

my time to Terone and Valet. I'm
Rure that Captain Houston is just the

lad to handle this sort of job."

"I think you're right, chief," ad-

mitted the commissioner. "I've a strong
idea that my daughter i.s with Houston.
She's gone slumming, and I matle Bill

act as a bodyguard. Directly he comes
in I'd like to .see the lad, and "

The commissioner held out his hand to

the stur<ly, erect chief of police. " I

trust we have no ill-feeling, but <luty

is duty, and I am only obeying orders.''

"Can't blame you, sir," answered the
chief. "Though I wish headquarters
would give us a full complement and
not expect miracles. I'll send Houston
to you as soon as he arrives."

Muldoon and Houston Make Their Plans.

A CI>EAN SHAVEN, broad-shoul-
dered young giant stood bare-

heade<l by the side of a smart
Iwo-scater car. Brown eyes smiled down
into blue. The driver and owner of the

lar was a charming, fair-haired young
girl; obvious that Alice Lang was very
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much attached to the handsome young
police officer.

"I'm sorry pop's put you on this new
job." A frown creased her smooth
forehead. " You must be very carefid,

Bill."
" Terone and Valet will have to be

careful as well," came his laughing re-

assurance. "These guys are pretty
yellow if you show a hrm hand. Now
I must be moving, honey, as I've a con-

ference with !Nfuldoon. If I can't look
in after supper I will ring."
With proud eyes Bill Houston

watched the girl of his dreams drive
away. What a lucky chtip he was to

be loved by the prettiest and sweetest
girl in Lincoln.

Bri-skly he turned and strode into the
station. Duty must come first, and
everything nnist be given up in this

battle against the gunmen. Houston
loathed gunmen and racketeers.

Detective Muldoon was waiting in

Houston's own office, and the two men
put their heads together.
"We know all about Terone." Mul-

doon pushe<l his soft felt hat to the back
of his head. "A nasty little rat, who
has several vei-y good burrows and is

mighty careful not to take too many
risks. All the bootlegging round hero
is due to Terone, and that guy put on
the spot was a would-be rival. The
local Press made an awful song about
the shooting in order to sell their trashy
papers."

"I've seen Terone a score of times,"
admitted Houston. '' But there's not
enough to run him for a long stretch.

We want that guy for keeps and wo
nuist get the evidence. In a way I'm
glad this gunman is coming to the town.
They may try some big coup, and then
we'll got the whole bunch."
"Joe Valet will certainly start some-

thing," Muldoon laughed. "1 had a
slight brush with Joe when I was
stationed in Chicago. He's one of those
cool and casual sort of men whom you
would not think capable of hurting a
fly, but, by go.sh, he's dangerous!
He'll have a man bumped off and never
turil a hair. If you serve in Valet's

gang you stick if you value your life;

start a squeal, and before you've opened
your mouth he's got you. I trailed him
for a month, and one day he nicked
this chip out of my ear, and I got a

message next mail to lay off. I was
just mad to go after him, but the powers
sent me off on a job in another town.
I'll be glad to meet Joe again."
"What's Terone doing about Valet?"
" I've made a few inquiries round

Conway, aud it's common property that

they're starting a partnership."

"I'd like to clean up Conway," de-

cided Houston. "That area down by
the river is alive with thugs and rats

that want exterminating. So Valet and
Terone are becoming partners. How
do you think they'll hit it oft", Ted?"
"Valet will want to be the bo6S, Bill."

Muldoon was decided. " He'll discuss

plans with Terone, but Valet will do
the bossing, and if Terone don't like it

I'm mighty sure he'll get put in his

place—pronto as they .say in the West."
"This dope about Valet coming by

air— is it genuine?"
"Genuine and reliable, but I don't

think Valet will have broadcast the

glad tidings. The message to Terone
was intercepted, and that's how we
know."
"How about a little party of welcome,

Ted ?"

"That's my idea." Muldoon straight-

ene<l his shoulders. "If we arres!

Valet on arri\;.' wt ear hold him for

that kn. . iL Onic Hi.' Highnest caii
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be sent back to Chitjago to await trial

and "

" The commissioner won't pester the
poor old chief quite so much," chueblcd
Houston. "You arrest Valet and any
of his gang that are with him, but be
sure to go well armed. Better go a
dozen strong, because Terone may be
at the aerodrome. Bring Valet to my
office. Should there look like trouble
down at the aerodrome ring me, but
otfierwise leave me out. Let plain-

clothes men try this out—the sight ol

flatfoots might start a fight."

Memories of the Trenches.

NEXT day a triumphant Ted Mul-
doou burst into Houston's office.

"Got Joe and the Kid—that's

his right-hand man." He threw out his

broad chest. "Got 'em both outside.

Gee, wasn't Joe surprised to see ine. 1

had hardly any trouble."
"Good for you, Ted," Houston

laughed, then asked a question. "How
about friend Terone?"
''Was there with all his little bunch.

They were all dolled up for the occa-
sion. Reckon Tei'one had prepared an
address of welcome. We lay low when
the 'plane landed and watched the meet-
ing. Joe's face set like a mask when
he Sirw that bunch, and I heard hiin

talk. Say, what's the great idea.

Reckon with all you guys around must
be a sure tip to the cops.'

"

"What did Terone say?"
"Looked kinda green," chuckled Mul-

doon. "Then got boastful and said

there was no need to get scared. Joe
got riled at that and said he wasn't
scared of any cop, but he didn't believe

in advertising his whereabouts. Then
I gave my lads the tip."

"And you quietly stole up behind."
Houston gave a knowing nod. "Hov»
did they act?"
"1 didn't give Valet much of a

chance," Muldoon smiled. "I jabbed
a giui in his ribs and the boys covered
the Kid and Terone's binich. ' You're
Joe Valet,' 1 said, ' ami I've got a
warrant for your arrest.' Both men
parked guns, but they made no sign
of resistance. Terone's gang, seeing 1

was a dozen strong, were too scared to
try any tricks. Valet only spoke once
more to Terone. ' Thanks for your '.vtl-

come to this city. Maybe you'll be a
wise guy somo time.' Then Valet
fastened those solemn 'eyes on me and,
without a smile, said: 'You're a per-
sistent sort of fool, Ted ! How's your
ear?' "

"A humorist!"
"Yes, but his humour ain't funny."''

Muldoon shivered. " There was a cohl,

steely light in Valet's eyes when he
said that, and I frankly confess I shall

be glad to see him imder lock and key.

Thorc"s a cast in one eye that makes
him look malignant. Still, Valet came
quietly enough, and we brought him
and the Kid straight along to the
station. Almost a bit too easy for my
liking."

" You seem to have a high respect for

this man Valot." Bill Houston gave a
sly chuckle. "Gue.ss I'll brace myself
for the oi-deal. 1 think you might bring
Valet in and let lue meet this sinister

gunman."
Handculfod by the wrists, two men

were pushed by husky police ofTiceis

into the room.
Houston had his head bent over his

desk as if the arrest of a master-gunman
was a minoi affair.

Joe- Valot lingered Jiis small mous-
laclii; with his free hand, but otherwise

showed no sign of perturbation. U
looked as though he were in a mighty
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" Get Watson to hospital," Houston

ordered, "iValet and the Kid have

escaped—they plugged Watson I
"

tiglit corner, but there was no reason

to let the cops see that. If he did gi-i

free there would be a settlement with

that fool Tcrone for making all that

show—he bluincd the dago more than
anyone.

idly Valet glanced at the police

ofliccr, and then a flicker appeared and
was gone. That curly head was familiar.

and then Houston looked up.

The two nun stared at each other,

and slowly in the eyes of each appeared
the light of dawning recollection.

"Phil Terry!" Bill Houston jumped
to his feet. "What in the name of

goodness brings you here? I've often

wondered what became of you."

"Howdy, Bill':" drawled the gunman.
"When I met my old sparring partner

I never expected to find a cop."

"Lofs shake to old tinies." Houston,
now tliat the first suri)riso had passed,

wondered why Terry made no effort to

bold out his hand. He pushed his own
hand forward in an effort to grip his old

£i-iend's hand, and then his eyebrows
went np in a question. Houston had
.seen the handcuffs on the right hand,

and now his fingers moved aside a coat-

sleeve and saw that the two men were
linked together.

"That gets you guessing." The gun-

man gave a mirthless laugh. " We meet
again, but under somewhat unusual cir-

cumstances."
Houston shot INluldoon an inquiring

glance and read the answer.

"Arc you Joe Valet?" ho demanded
of the man he called Terry.

"That's my monicker."
"So Phil Terry has become Joe

Valet, gunman I" Houston was bewil-

dered. "I'll wake lip .soon and find

I'm dreaming.'
"What's .so strange about it. Bill?"

Valet seemed indifferent and a little

-..nuiscd. "I was always a wanderer and
adventurer. You knew nothing of mv
pre-war record, and I didn't shout ii

round the trenches. The War cairu^

when things were getting a bit warni

for me, and it was a way out. I did

my r'-T"* a"d ^y l'-"-'^ S°^ through-
thanks to you."
"Did the wound affect yovir brain?"

"Badly wounded, you got me to

safety." Valet siK)ke evenly, and the

cast in his eye seemed more pro-

nounced. " For months I was in ho--

pital. and not fit for much when I wa-

discharged. I went back to the old

game and have no regrets."

"I'm .sorry, Phil." Houston sighed.

"You were always a bloodthirst\

soldier. Vou know you're wanted for a

killing in Ohio?"

"So that's come tbrougli. ' Valet

pursed his lips and gave the Kid a know-
ing glance. "That was a bungled shov,-

down. The guy who died Bill, won't

ever wear wings. I got no coinpunc

tion about killing squealer.s—I'm not

admitting any liand in tliis affair, but

just slating I'd kill squealers and laugh.

Squealers and fools. Bill. I can't abide.

I tiiink you're a bit of a fool to have

become a flatfoot."

'Opinions differ." Now Houston was

smiling. "I'm on the right side of the

law."
"You always were that way." Valet

gave a scornful laugh. "Remember how
I wanted to raid tbe quartermaster's

stores one nigbt and you got so sore ?

Remember those sardines and other juiik

that I swore came from home?"
"Yeah. I rememV)er."
"Well. you're a fence." A'alet

showed bis white teeth in a grm.

"They all came fiom the quarter

master's store.''

"Lucky I didn't ask too many que--

tions.'' Hou.ston became once more the

officer. " Well. Phil or Joe. I've got to

put you behind bar.s. You'll go to

Chicago as soon as an escort arrive^.

Sorrv, but not my fault."

Houston gripped the gunman's left

band and there came an answering

response.

"Not the first time." said Valet.
• iVfaybe I'll see you afore T go."

"Sure." Houston nodded to the

oflicers to show the interview was at an

end. then stayed the police as he re-

membered something. " Phil, do you

still cut out silhouettes?"

"Thinking of the one I did of the

German prisoner?"
" Yeah, and how darned angry I got

when vou punched him for not keeping
still."

"

"That's my bad blood." Valet shook

his head. "I'm a bad case, Bill. Come
and see me if you get a spare minute.

"

"Maybe you can do another of those

silhouettes?" Houston nodded to the

officers. " Count on me to come along

within an liour."

Joe \'alet atul the Kid were led away.
(Ii(^ officers went, leaving only Detectivii

Muldoon with the young captain.

"That's a queer meeting." ruminated
Houston. "I ran away from school ro

join up—I was fifteen at the time, so

you can work out my present age. With
the gunners in action I ran across Phil

Terry. He was a queer youngster, but

quire fearless and wild. His reckless

nature must have appealed to me and
we became queer friends. Ho was

always before the colonel for some
scrape, and many a time I got him oul-

of a jam. He always swore he would
lead a reckless life and die as he had
lived. Still. I\fuldoon, I liked him. and

I'm danged .sorry.''

"It's a queer world." was all the

detective could think to say.

The Telegram.

THI". Jvid was a topical underworl.l

t.\pc with his broken nose, ugl.v

mouth and small piggy eyes. Ho
was in shirt-sleeves and perspiring

freely.

"This is a nasty jam, boss."

"Sure it's a nasty jam." Valet

leaned against the stout bars of I he cell.

"I never thought that fool Torono

would act lik(> an advertising agent, nor

did I think the cops would have had the

nerve to run us. I'd heard Lincoln was

quaking in their sliocs. but they've got

two men wlio ain't seared in Muldoon
and Houston. "Muldoon ain't much, but

Houston's different."

"Ain't getting soft, arc yer, boss?"

"Your brains aren't your strongest

point. Kid," sneered Valet. "I never
Octol)er 17tli, 193t.
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allow feelings )o slaiid in my wa.v.

Houston has what jou hnven't got."

Ho touehoil liis forehead. " And 1

haven't forgotten wliat he was like in

Franco. I don't fear much, Kid, btit

I'm a coward where Houston's con-

cerned. What'.s more, if he starts out
on a thing he's a sticker. If you told

Hill to gi't through two lines of Hun^
111' would do it someway."
"What wc gonna do'^"
" Duiuio. That Ohio killing is another

thing I didn't aim would conic through
to the cops yet awhile." Valet peered
through the bars. "If I could get away
from this place I'd show those cop-;

something."'
" Expect Tcronc ain't sorry." The

Kid was somewhat of a pessimist.

"He'll bo king of the castle again."

"A cheap sap," sneered "Valet. "One
of those nasty slimy knife-throwers I

would enjoy taking for a ride. Shush!"
'Valet waved a hand to his imderling.

"Pipe down. Kid; here comes
Houston."
William Houston held a slip of paper

in his hand, and Valet knew that it

was a telegram.
"A code nics.sago that's just been in-

tercepted," drawled the police captain.

Tt purports to come from your mother
.-aid was sent care of Terone."

"I still have a mother and she's

alive." Valet never flickered an eye-

lid. " I happen to be rather fond of the

old lady. She lives in Chicago and.

strange as it may seem, is mighty fond

of her black sheep of 'a son. Act\ially.

Bill, she knows very little of my busi-

ness. To lier I am Phil Terry, ship-

ping clerk. You may have seen me
occasionally writing letters in the

trenches—they were to my mother.

You say she's written to me in code?"

Valet was a clever actor as he looked

bewildered.
"That beats me. Like to give me an

idea of what she's said?"
"Oh, it .sounds reasonable enough,"

admitted Houston. "But I still think

it might be in code."
"Did you ever find me a liar, Bill?"

Valet smiled.

"I admit that I never found you out,"

lauglicd Houston. "I'll read it to you."

The Kid and Joe Valet were tense

with expectancy.
"-' Sorry you have gone away. Am

sending two parcels on to you
Houston paused to eye Valet

inquiringly.

"One's ka new suit of clothes, and I

guess the other parcel must be cigars."

Valet rubbed his chin. "Can't think of

anything else. She's a dear old soul."

" ' Am sending two parcels on to you
at once,' ' Houston went on reading.

"'Everything all right at liomo. Wire
me your pcriuancnt address. Your wor-

ried mother.' "

' Sing-Sing may be my permanent
address." Valet gave a quiet chuckle.

"Still, it's no good crying over .spilt

milk. I'm sorry for the old lady." One
eyo flickered a glance at the Kid. "I
hope I'll be here when those two parcels

aiiivc."
"You'll be here until your escort

turns up," announced Houston, and
passed the message through the bars.

"I'm taking your word this is from
your mother."
"Thanks, Bill." Valet gave the

piece of paper a glance, then carelessly

stuffed it in his pocket. "What a fine

eliancc this coidd lie. liill. In the war
you and I were buddies, lighting on the

fiame side, but now we're on opposite
sides, yet " II>> coughed slightly.

"And yet wiiat a clean-up it would be
if we still worked together."
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Houston grinned

went hand-in-hand,"
"Like Jack and Jill

I on the outside aj)d

No one woidd ever

" Meaning V"
slightly.

"If you and I

spoke Joe Valet,
going up the hill,

you on the inside
get wise and "

"That'll be quite enough," interiK>.scd
Houston. "This place is a police-
station, but for the sake of argument
we will imagine that your cell is the
German lines, and where I stand is the
fiont line of the Allies. Do you get my
meaning ?"

"Clearly, Bill—we're enemies!"
" Whilst you stay in your trenches

—

yes !" Houston studied his watch.
"I've got work to do. See you again,
Valet, before you leave."
The gunman stared thoughtfully after

the young ofliccr, then gave a con-
tcniptuotis snort as he turned to the
smiling Kid.
"My name oughta be George Wash-

ington," he wliisperod. "Though I
must say I didn't over enjoy that bluff.

Houston's kinda different. Can't help
admiring a man. Kid, for sticking to
his principles, even though they arc
sheer punk." Ho took from his pocket
the telegram. "Lucky Terone had the
sense to tell my lads about this jam

—

maybe I'll forgive Terone." His smile
vias benign but sinister. "If we get
out of this. If Houston knew what this
meant he would have a fit. Hope the
boys pick out two good )>arcels.

"

"They'll .send Leopold and Pop."
The Kid rubbed his hands together.
"By gar, I'll be glad to get out of this
place."

"Not so loud, fool!" rasped Valet.
" The walls in here have ears. Come
close, we gotta rehearse our plans when
those two parcels arrive. Reckon the
time to act will be on the way to the
railway-station, and we mustn't fail."

"You mean, boss?" The Kid's face
was wliite and drawn.

" You know as well as I do that the
shooting in Ohio is enough to send us
to the chiiir." Valet drew his con-
federate close. "Nothing has got to
stop us making our getaway."

The Escape.

CAPTAIN HOUSTON was seated in

his office when Detective Muldoon
announced that the...escort had

arrived. ,.

"Here sooner than I expected." com-
mented Houston. "They should go by
the four o'clock. I expect you've got
through to tlic railway, Ted ?"

"I have, and the escort are now with
the prisoners. " Ted iluldoon lit a
cigiirctte. "We'll soon have those two
oti' our hands. The police car is outside
and everything's set."

"The papers of the escort in order?"
"Sure they were." Muldoon seemed

surprised. "What made you ask that
question?"
"We've arrested Valet and disposed

of him in too cas.v a style." Houston
scowled at his writing-pad. "Joe was
a queer card in the war. but he had
an uncanny way of achieving whatever
ho .set out to do. This looks like finish

for Joe, and yet he doesn't seem a bit

perturbed. I've seen him twice in the
cells, and he's all smiles and bright
chat, as ;f he were going on a picnic."

He gave his friend a hard glance and
his voice was serious. "Joe knows that

there's a chair at the end of this ride."
"He's a cool hand. No good show-

ing the white feather."
"White feather be darned!" growled

Houston. "I know Valet is brave
enough, but he's so cool that I'm sus-

*ioious."
"What of, Bill?"
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"Dunuo." Houstoii ran a pencil
through his hair in a worried gesture.
"Has the chief had a talk to the escort,
explained their responsibility and told
them to take no chances?"
"The chief's done all that." Muldoon

had never seen his friend and colleague
so jijmpy "It's all over bar the
shouting."

"Glad you think so. Who's driving
the car?"
'Wat.som. Prisoner and escort in the

back. I thought of going with them.','

"Ted, I'll go along." Houston pushed
his chair liack. "I'm going to see tour

friends oft myself. Will you stay around
my office till I get back?"
The prisoners and escort wcro

waiting.

"Good-bye, Bill." Valet gave a
twisted grin " Hope Lincoln has a
nice time when we're gone. Give my
love to Terone."

" I would rather give him a sock on
the jaw !" cried the frank-spoken
Houston. "Best get moving, boys."

Casually he took stock of the two
plain-clothes men. One was a big.
heavily-built man with rather too much
fat in the wrong parts. Dull butr

amiable, decided Houston, and passed
on to the second man. Sallow, slightly

foreign type, silent and reserved

—

probably the more intelligent of the
two. Houston wondered why the police
used these lialf-caste fellows for such
important work. Perhaps appearances
were deceptive.
Houston did not see the look that

passed between Valet and the dark
escort.

"Gocd-i)ye. Bill !" cried Valet.
"Oh. I'm coming along to the

station," grunted Bill, and wondered
why Valet lookeil distinctly annoyed.
"Want to sec you on the way, Phil."

"Guess I'd have preferred the parting
here." The crook seemed perturbed.
"Better know me as Joe Valet—that
other part of my life is a closed book."
"Have it your own way." Houston

motioned the prisoners and escort to
get into the car and for Watson to start

up the engine. "Don't forget to stand
by at the ofFicc, Middoon."
A wave to his detective friend and

then the police car glided away, blar-

ing its warning to pedestrians. Houston
safe in his scat next to the driver and
stared along the road. A quiet section

of Lincoln lay ahead. Something made
the police oflficer glance up at the

mirror fixed above the windscreen for
observing following traffic.

Houston Stiffened. Why were the
heads of the escort and prisoners so

close together? A faint murmur^ also

told him that the four men were whis-

pering to each other. This could only
mean one thing—treachery—a frame-up
for an escape.
The angle of his head must have been

noticed, also his interest in the minor,
because next moment a hand reached
forward between the two officers and
moved the mirror to an anj^le that pre-

vented any observance of the actions of

those behind.
Willian Houston had to think and act

quickly. The escort were- crooks, but
how they had mana.ged tire business was
a mystery, and they were probably
armed.
Watson was aware that something was

wi-ong, and glanced sideways at his

superior for instructions. Houston ma<le

a turning motion with his hand— it

meant switch oft" the engine and slow
down.
And,, as the driver obeyed, Houston

whipped out his gun, but Valet had been

expecting some such action. Bauds
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giipped the police captain's thi-oat, his

peaked cap rolled off, and then there was
a fearful crash on the base of the skull.

The butt end of a revolver had done the

deed. Vaguely, Houston heard the

sound of a shot, and then knew^ no
iiioie.

When he opened his eyes Houston
j;r«janed, because liis head ached abomin-
ably. He rubbed a spot on which was
congealed blood and tried to recover his

wits. Where was he ? The police officer

«at up and stared round. The car was
under some trees on a quiet stretch of

the road, and his companion was huddled
over the wheel.
One glance round confirmed his fears.

Valet, the Kid, and the escort were
«one.
"Watson!" Houston shook the driver,

but there came no response.

A closer glance, and then the young-
ster started back with a horriiied look

«n his face. They had shot Watson and
the officer was dead.
Out of the car he scrambled and

gl.-inced up and down the road. In the

distance a few pedestrians and a car were
approaching. The crooks liad got clean

av^ay.
» Quickly he drew Watson from his seat

into the j)lace where he had sat. Better
not stop the approaching car as it would
he as well to keep the shooting quiet.

It would cause a sensation when it

leaketl out. Houston jumpe<l into the
driver's seat and wjus soon tearing back
to headquarters, where a crowd at once
collected.

"Get Watson to hospital," Houston
ordered. " Valet and the Kid liave

escaped—they plugged Watson."
In Houston's office was Muldoon and

two battered plain-clothes men—the
real escort. They had been met on
arrival by two suppose<I officers, and re-

membered little more till they woke up
in a disused barn on the outskirts of

Lincoln.

Valet and Terone.

THERE was a part of Lincoln
known as the "Steps." It

was close to a sluggish,

•winding river and wae a locality

best avoided after dark. Every
big city has its shmi neighbour-

hood and its doubtful district,

•ud the Steps certainly answered
^af description. The police

fiatrolled in couples after dark
""•and were always on
the alert.

I Near the water-front

r Terone and his gang
h&d several hide-outs,

but the ix)lice did not
know which one. There
were secret passages be-

tween many of these

old houses and crooks

I

could live there like so

I

many moles. Tlie police

1 were tiyiiig to get these

I
houses destroyed and

I
condemned, but so far

jhad been unsuccessful.

In one of these houses

I'Joe Valet and Terone
Imet. Valet had been
Ireinforced by five men
I(who had come into the
Itown by car. One of

Pthe bogus escort had
ijbeen one of Terone's
li?ang, and this man
i;uided the gunman to

he hide-out.

"Mighty glad to see
o u among us."

tiTerone was a dark-
jlkinned, oily Mexican
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half-caste, and tie grinned, showing
gleaming teeth. "Gmi:=s that get-away
was well staged, eh?"
Joe Valet took no notice of the out-

stretched liaiid. He just scowled round
the bare, dirty house and sniffed dis-

dainfully.

"Gee, this is a hole," he sneered.

"Have you guys got to live in this sort

of a sink?"
"It's safer, Joe." Terone looked ill

at ease at Valet's refusal to shake. The
cast in his new partner's eye and the

silent, sneering dcmea.iour did not put
hinr at his ea.se. "The cops know I'm
down in the Steps, but they don't know
which house. All these four houses are

linked up with secret passages."
"Shouldn't broadcast the glad news,"

sneered Valet, and held out his hand
at last. "Wouldn't stand for this sort

of dive in Chicago or New York, but
you should know f-incoln."

"I fiear you bumped off a cop,"
whined Terone. "That was mighty bad
business. They will be round this place

like hornets."
"Showed fight and he got it.'" vras

the cold, icy reply. "Had to act

quickly as there were some cars on the

road. The gun had a silencer. The
croaking of a cop don't make mo waste
any sleep—not the first I've fiad to

shoot. What's more, Terone, it will

show the town we mean business—be a

warning to any folk round tfiese parts

who might aim to do some squealing to

claim a reward."
"Guess you're riglit, though I wish

you " Terone saw the steely light

in his partner's eyes and changed the

subject. "Come right in, Joe, and
make your.self at home."
Soon the air of the lounge was full

of smoke. Terone's gang and Valet's'

made abt)ut fourteen strong. They lent

back in their chairs, and between .spasms
of talk watched Valet an<l Terone. The
two leaders had had a short conference
and decided that for a day or two it

would be advisable to lie low.

15

"How are funds?" Valet had asked.
"Good for a jnonth."
"Then we'll get bu.sy before the

week's out," affirmed Valet, and picked
up a pair of scissors. "Keep still,

Terone. and I'll sliow you .something."
He chuckled softly to himself. "I can't

sit still and scheme, must be doing
something, so 1 amuse myself with this

iiobby. Sit still, Terone, like you were
in tJK- chair."
"Cut out those funny cracks." Terone

jumped nervously, then uncomfortably
avoided the other's amused glance.

"Better get on with your hobby."
Joe Valet iDroceeded to cut away at

a piece of paper, giving occasional
glances at his model, whilst the rest of

the gang watched. It was really a mar-
vellous likeness, and Terone's gang were
all anxiojs to have a silhouette. Valet,
in good humour after liis narrow escape,
was in an obliging mood, but at last

he tired.

"Business, business." He waved them
a-way and lit a cigarette. "Let's have
a look at some of the newspapers. Ex-
pect the stop press of the midday papers
will be pictty lurid, and I want to read
the Society notes and scandal."

"Society notes." Terone screwed up
his ugl}' mouth in a puzzled manner.
"What's the big idea?"
Valet bestowed on the dago a sarcastic

and contemptuous glance.

"Maybe I'll find something of in-

terest." fie explained. "You read there
notes about people that are often very
usual. Senator Wiggs and family have
gone away; the Browns have had a
fortune left them, and Miss Angela, the
famous heiress, reported engaged to a
chauffeur. What do 1 gatlier from
three such bits of news. Terone?"
"Ask me another."
"If the Wiggs family are away the

house is probably empty, ami thercfoio
presents possibilities: if the Browns have
had a fortune left them I am interested,

because I like fortunes and having come
into unexpected wealth (hey may not

Tiiey uicked rne here, they threaten to kill me, but I'm not lii^hicned

and get them, Bill, Vm at the Steps, near the river

Come
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know liow to look after it, and if Miss
Angela falls for a chaufleiii 1 know s.hf

mijjht be easy and the cliauli'eui is prob-

ably out for money, easy to bribe, and
a lot more. Little things, but 1 file

them away and they come in iniglity

useful."

"Won't find much in our papers,"

athrmed Terono.
"You never know." Valet began to

read. He scanned four new.'^papers

before his "Ah" aroused instant atten-

tion.

"What yer found?" cried Teronc.
"It is reported that the engagement

of Captain William Houston to Alice,

only daughter of Commissioner Lang, is

shortly to be announced, and-— " He
broke off, grinned, and proceeded to cut

out the iiaragraph. "You could have
told me that, but you might have liad

iio idea the information was of any
value. This bit of Society gossip may
be of use and it may not. "•

" In what -way
''"

"If we get in a jam," was the

answer.

The Raid on the Qreen Dragon.

WILLIAM HOUSTON fiowncd at

Muldoon, who looked gloomy.
"Combed the place, and we

can't find them," the detective cried.

"They'll have to come out soon. A
week's gone by, and Valet doesn't

usually love idleness. The papers and
headquarters keep on clamouring for

some retaliation, and because we're stuck

aren't making things too easy."

"No, they're not." Houston sliook his

lioad. "We've got double the force

round the Steps, and I'm certain sure

both our .men are skulking down in that

cess-pit. Any news from No. 17?"
"Nope, but she's met Terone several

times." Muldoon fingered his small

moustache. "She reckons there isn't

much love lost between the two men.
and Terone sorta hinted to her that

there were big things in the wind."

"Let's hope they start something
.soon !" Houston cried. "I'll be on
night dutv." The telephone-bell rang.

"Hullo, hullo! Who? Oh, yes !" He
motioned to Muldoon to take up the

other receiver. "Want to come in?"
"No thanks. Bill." It was Valot

speaking. "I thought I'd ring up and
tell you I Svas well."

"'Sfou bumped off a pal of mine!"
Houston's voice was harsh. "I'll get

you for that if it fakes me a lifetime \"

"Guessed you might be a bit het-up."

Valet answered. "But your pal showed
fight, and yon spotted our game too

soon. We had to lact quick. Sorry you
boys haven't found me yet."

" We w ill. Joe."
"Maybe I'll be seeing you soon. Give

my love to your sweetie."

A harsh laugh, and Valet had rung
off.

"Get that exchange and number,"
i.jappcd Houston, "quick!"

'I'hore was a disappointed grin on
Middoon's face when the detective came
back.
"That call came through from a sub-

station," he snapped. "I guess Valet

liut through that call by moans of those
tapping-in machines. Link up with a

main wire at any old place, and no
nie.ms of trailing. Darned nerve «boat
\our sweet iieart !"

"He's laughing now% but not for

long !" Houston clenclied a big fist. "I
liked that guy once, though ho was
always cruel, but now I'm flat-out to

get him. I'm relying a lot on No. 17."

It was soon after Vnlet had disron-

iipcted the 'phone to the wires that ran
October 17th. 1931.
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past the house in the Steps when the
Ivid came hurrj ing into the room.
"Boss, it's getting mighty warm out-

side!" he growled. "Take a look-see
from the attic."

Terone and Valet saw enough to make
one scared und the other angr\. Ever.\

corner seemed to have a cojj or a plain-

clothes man.
"Guess that's a signal to get busy,"

decided Valot on their return. "Besides,
1 iiate living here like a caged rat.

What's the swell lestaurant in this

burgl"
"The Chandos is pretty swell," Terone

gave the other un inquiring scrutin\

.

"Have you an idea we

—

—

"

"Yeah, you've said it." ^'alel paced
the room. "To-uiglit is the time as a

Saturday should have a full house.

Listen, and I'll tell you how r\e pulled
otF these shows before."
For a wfiile the two men talked, with

the Kid occasionally making sugges-
tions, then the rest o£ the gang an ere

sent for and consulted.

"Everyoiie to be in their places by
seven, and the time a quarter past,"

Valet gave his orders. "You will muster
here about si.\, and I'll give you the
once-over."
"What for?" demanded one of

Terone's gang.
"Because you for one ain't going!"

rasped out the gunman. "You'd look

like a broken-down waiter in a dress

suit. You others should pass inspection,

and don't do any broadcasting. I have
my ways of shutting mouths ! Get
going !"

Diners at the Chandos were somewhat
annoyed that they had extras at their

tables, men who sat themselves down
and glared aggressively round, and
looked as if they were little used to

dress shirts. The men looked truculent,

and most of the diners decided it was
wisest to ignore their unwelcome guests.

At isolated tables sat men and women.
In a far corner . sat a man and a

woman. Terone was quite presentable
in his clothes, whilst the woman was
fashionably gowned. By the way she
smiled at the crook, it seemed as if she

were much attached to him. Several
times she squeezed his hand.
"You look grand to-night !

" The crook
had consumed considerable wine.

"You're a beautiful woman, Meg."
"Attracted to a handsome man," she

countered. "I'm terribly thrilled to

think that Valet is coming here to-night.

Will you introduce me?"
"Shush! Shush!" Terone touched

liis lips in a warning gestme. "Ain't
wise, girl, to mention that name too

loud." He looked at his watch. "Five
minutes to seven. He'll be here soon."
The woman called Meg poured some

more champagne into his glass.

"I hear he's one of these silent, awe-
insjiiring men." she whispered. "One
look and you shrivel up, though that

doesn't get past you."
"You bet it doesn't !" Terone boasted.

"I'm not seared of any gunman. He
couldn't have put this show over to-night

if it hadn't been for me. You're coming
away with me, Meg, when we've cleaned
up this place. We'll have to lie low for

a spell."

"If you make a big haul I'll be with
you." She gave him an »nch glance.

"Will I see his Highness before the fun
.starts?"

"Not till the half-hour," hissed

Terone, gulping down the liquor. "He'll
be here any moment, tliough he may
stay around outside to see the coast's

clear. A waiter will let Joe in by a side

entrance." He pointed towards the main
jiart of the restaurant. "Sec those two
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dames at that table?" He gave a heavy
wink. 'They're in with us. Gosh, we'll
cle>ar a pile ! liOok at the genus on that
woman's neck !"

"Isn't that man over there being a
little troublesome?" Meg pointed to a
table at which three men and a girl wero
seated. "Can't you tip that fool to cut
out the drink '!"

"You're right, kid,'" growled Terone.
"That's that drunken fool, Andy. I'll

go and warn the big bcob to keep a still

tongue. He can bump 'cm off later."

Terone staggered away, and directly

he was gone Meg darted from her .seat

towards a big palm near the stairs.

Behind was a writing-table and a crino-
line doll. It was quiet in this corner.
Not far away was a thick velvet hang
ing tliat concealed a doorway.
Meg removed the doll, and under-

neath was a 'phone.
"Police headquarters—at once!" sli:'

rapped out. A i>ause. "Is that head
quarters? Put through to Captain
Houston." Another pause. "This is

No. 17 speaking. Bill. Valet and Terono
have got it set for to-night at seven-
thirty at the Chandos. Just got the dopo
from Terone; he's been drinking. You'll

act at once—good !"

Meg was back in her chair when
Terone staggered back to the tabic.

"Settled that boob. If he talks again]
he'll go for a ride in the morning !" he]
hiccoughed drunkenly. "Let's have .somej

more wine. Let's " He broke o(S\

to stare over her shoulder. " Shush ! j

Shush ! He's here !"

Meg spun round as the velvet hangingJ
was drawn aside.

There was no smile on Joe Valet's face]

as he stepped forward.
Terone ran forward to meet hisj

partner.
"Joe. I wanta introduce you to my

best girl," he cried. "She's one of us.

Not a word to a .soul." ,

"How do you do—No. 17?" Valet'a

voice was cold and hard. "I was behind
that curtain. L^nfortunately I didn't

have the pleasure cf hearing all you said

till you gave your number. If I could
have shot you in time, I would have
done \"

The girl backed away with hand to

ashen cheeks. There was murder in the

gunman's blazing eyes.

"But. Joe, she's on the level,"

whined Terone.
"Shut up, you .stinking dago!" spati

out Terone. "A woman has only gait

to smile at you and you blab forth all

our plans, you dirty, little squealing

rat
!"

"But. Joe. vou don't mean that

Meg "
"

"Your iMeg is a police spy." snarled

Valet. "You've spilt the game to' B

nark. You've betrayed me. my men.
and your own bunch of fools iiifo

Houston's hands."
Terone could not take his eyes from

I

the steely glare. The fumes of the
|

alcohol were fading and he was begin-

ning, to understand. His hand slithered
|

down towards his }iip.

"Keep \our liand where it is," b.irkrdl

Valet, and drew out a whistle. "Tliore''J

just a chance I'll win through yot."[

Three times he blew a shrill blast.

It was the signal to start the raid all

once.
But Valet had not known all. N'lim I

ber Seventeen had warned Houston th«M

Valet and Terone were planning a raid

and two police cars were standing 'bvl

A matter of seconds after getting jfb''

warning the cars, crowded with policei

men, were racing through the half]

deserted streets.

What a surprise when the diners a

|

(Contiauel on page 25.)
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_ " ""grange and gruesome thriller.

The Mystery Woman
HERE'S a gir.
outside to SCO
you, Sam,"

ia»d Effie, tlie vcrv
«onfidentiaI sccrotary
•«f Sdinucl Spade,
private dcttctivu!
•'Name of Ruth

. Woiidevly, and youMl
see her. She's a
h nock-out."
Sam Spade sniiJod

t )i e suiile of a
tlianncr, a handsome
titarmcr of the oppo-
site sex who .-simply
tould not resist a pretty face

Send her ,,, " he drawled.
M.ss Ruth VVonderly was shown intohis sanctum She was small, but „ I 1

1

t .ere was of her-was good. Fron. the.tenderness of her ankles to the la, guor-

ppoal, an appeal that was accentuated

*stresr ^^ '" '"' °^ ""vousness and

' .".Mr. Spade," she said in a low

^^ould .vou-I-mean, I thought that if

• Terhaps you had belter start at the..-tcgnm.ng," Sam Spade .nur.nured

"That was in Xew York " Ruth VVnnd-lv -old him. "She met him thS.^-W'V s,s er, I mean. And I must get herback home before mother and fatl er

mo;;[h.»''°'"
^"'•°P'= °" t'>« fi^-^t of t^^e

--'of Mis^E^:'^^^'' '^ '''^ '^pp--

KxcusG me. :Mr. Spade," the <:eere-t-^ry apologised, in the formal tonf .heenM,loy«l when, clients were a ound

W,s ,; *
°''*^'", '"?" ""= '"''«"«• an

Sam Spade frowned impatiently.

ik. n .V^''^' ''° muttered, "switchthe call through to my room."

i«fS' an7'fi'"'^
'"'*''^"''

*° 'J'« 0"t«»"ife and found a man with a trnvtW
""!?„']--'K standing there.

""'''"

l-'^;S%^ce^'5;^';;^^K2

staffing

KEHE
DAMICLS

fitul

niCARDO
VOUTEX.

wife

was sajing.

lf"t„er in the detectio^ S crimrtt

nersonJ tl
' l'*'"^"?-^'

^^'nething more
hic^, ci, ?" ''r ^r""'"-y run of cases

w- V nf h""^
""'^'''' '"-^ attention in the" aj or business

^dded, producing some docu.nents "And

angt|h^i-^ii,t-.^--

ipt^if^rjr^i^ tJnX_phone^on^the .secretary's t.^^^^

^^Archer heard the voire of his

"I love you. Sam," sh
i)ut you sound so cold—

Listen," came the voice of Sam
tilg'ralh^"' r I'o sensible, and do-'n":

as I'm bM If"" K'''^ ""''e just now.as 1 m busy with a client."

Oh. beg pardon," !,e said curtlvas he ..«w his colleague's visitor '•fthought you were alone. Sam "

"Alf°'"w°".'"; ^^'b'" Sam "drawled.

Af;/ \,^>°'"''""'X- ''^'^ '^ n>v partnerM les Archer. Aliles, Miss Wondeidv';

FW) tT ^l""^ r'^ ^ "^r namedFIo>d Thursby. It seems to be a clear

located T.''''''r"P"- -^''^^ Wonderl'"ocated Thursby here in San Franciscobn he wont tell her where her sister iX
jand she wants us to follow Thursbv till«e find out ,ust where he's hidin- heg.rl. Miss Wonderly tells me "she's

going to meet liim fo-
iiiglit at her hotel at
eight o'clock."

-Miss iRuth VVonderlv
looked at" the two
anxiously.

"Thursby is dangerous"
she .said. "He would stop at
nothing to save himself, aiul
1—1 am afraid—on mv sister's
account. .Air. Spade, could
iMtlier you or .Mr. Archer
liandle

.
this matter—per.son-

y? I'd be willing to pav
"lOst anything if you would." And she

,

aid a couple of hundred-dollar bills ontne desK.

I Archer's eyes sparkled. His wife'sphone conversation a few minutesbefore was almost foigotte.i
' r 11 look after this mvsclf

t'crly, ' he declared, and
rlianked him prettily.
Ruth Wonderly took her departure,but the memory of her strangely com-pollmg eyes lingered. Tlie,-e was asilence during which Arch.-r tinkered

rbe two hundred-dollar bills-till Sam
and n. r" ?"'' °^ ^^''"' f"-"'" his bandand pocketed it.

Archer glanced at him.
By the way, Sam." he saf

there any phone-calls for me

called. She wanted to know when vouwere coming home, and said she\missed you an awful lot."
ieah?" mused Archer, with the sug-gestion of a sneer.

*"

Miss Won-
"iled as she

vvcri

A
The Passing of Archer.

BODY lay on the sidewalk in San
1' ranci.sco s Chinese quarter. Thebody was Miles Arclier, and•nound It stood a number of police

officers, one of them a detective in 'gain

Polhaus.""'"'''''''^
*° "'° """'<-' °^ Tom

An ambulance had been sent for, but'

at the kerb. The taxi had conveve ISatn Spade to the scene of the enme
the c'il

'^^P'''^-"f« «'<'"fb stepped out ofthe cab Polliaus greeted him solemnly

st-,ted^°"Ti'°".'' '"^'f,?'''
'^'°"''" «am

starefj. Uead, is he ?
'

Yeah " was the answer. "I thour-ht

we'rooL^-\'
"'"'

'V'" '''*' "^"^'V hefmewe rook It away. He was plugged rightthrough the back, the bullet fired oc\o.o that the powder bt.rnt his ovo. 'o.atArcher didn t have time to draw
'

Hi-g.m was nicked away in his hip-pocket'

Sain inclined his head.

turnlrawa?:"''
'"'" ^' "'"*''^'-^''' ""^
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A few paces from tlio spot wlioro
ArolicT lav. a Cliinuinaii !>to|)pccl out of

a dooiH a> and accosted Sam. whose
Hctiviiies liad provided him wit)i manj'
Btrange acquaintances in vario.i'- walks
of life. The Oriental spoke rapidl.\ in

his native dialect, and Sam Spade made
some rejoinder in the same tongue ere
passing on.

Some time later, Sam received
visitors at liis ai)artment on Stoci\ton

yueet. One was Tom Polhaus and tlie

other was the latter's immediate superior
in the force. Lieutenant Uundv, who
did not share Tom's regard tor the

private detective.

"Was Archer working on any job to-

iii.iiht, Spade?" Dundy demanded.
"Supposed to be trailing a guy named

'J'hursby." Sam answered laconically.

"And if you want to know why, he wa.s

trailing Thursby because a client was
paying ns good old-fashioned American
l-oin to ha\e him trailed."

Dundy eyed him narrowly.
"Do yoa happen to have a gun around

the place, Spade?" he inquired.

"No," Sain told him, with a con-

temptuous curl of the lip. "Have a

i(»ok round, and if you find one I'll make
J'ou a present of it. Is there anything
el.se you'd like to know?"
"Yeah," snapped Dundy, "and you'll

t(?ll me just what I do want to know, or
maybe you'll be tellin' it in court. This
is murder, Spade, and don't you forget

it. Listen—at one o'clock this morning
Archer was shot dead. Another man
named Floyd Thursby was bumped off

in front of his hotel—thirty-five minutes
after you left Archer in the alley."

Sam stood up.
"After 1 left Archer in tlie alley?"

lie lapped out. "What have I got to

d'j with all this ?"

"I'm follow in' up a line of investiga-

tion. Spade," Dundy said. "You were
in such a hurr.v to-night that you
scarcely stopped to look at your dead
partner when you joined Tom Polhaus
in Chinatown. And you didn't break
the news to Mrs. Archer."
"I called on my secretary and asked

lier to do it," Sam retorted. "I reck-

oned she'd handle the job better. As
for Archer, what good coidd I have
done stopping to look at hiin ? Would
tTiat have brought him back to life?

Say, Dimdy, now that .vour fool brain
has figured everything out, maybe you'll

tell me how I killed Thinsby."
"Thursby died before he could narnf

liis killer," said Dundy. "I ma.v as

well tell you that—if you don't know
it already."
Sam made an impatient gesture.

"I never saw Thuisb.v—dead or

alive," he announced. "Now clear out
of here and let me get some sleep.''

Followed by Polhaus, Dundy took iiis

leave with the threatening promise that

the District Attorney should hear of the
affair the first thing in the morning.
Hut Sam did not sleep after the
lieutenant's departure, and, earl.v astir,

he called at the address of Miss Ruth
Womlerly immediatel.v after breakfast.

He found her looking as radiantly

beautiful as ever, and as appealing as

she had seemed the day before.

"Too bad we couldn't find that little

sister of yours," he observed, as she in-

vited him to sit down.
Her face clouded.
"Mr. Spade," she murmured, "I

have a terrible confession to make. That
ftlory I told you yesterda.v wasn't true."

"We didn't believe you," he smiled,
"but we believed the two hundred
dollars. ]$ab.y, for that amount of mone.v
I'd let you tell mo a lie every day."
"You'll go on with the caSe just the
October 17th, 1931.
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same, won't you?" Ruth Wonderly
plea<led. " You must help me, Mr.
Spade. .1 haven't anyone else. 1 can't
explain things now, but 1 will later.

You see, 1—1 trusted Thursby, and he
betrayed that trust. But I'm dei)ending
on jou to save me. I know I haven't
any right to ask you to lielp me blindly,

but 1 do ask it of you."
Few men could have resisted the

urgent note in her voice, but, impressed
as he was by her, Sam Spade was too
level headed by far to enter into any
situation on a mere impulse of emotion.

"Tell me about Thursby," he com-
manded. "Tell me the truth."
"1 met Thursby in the Orient," she

said. ".We came here together from.

Hong Kong about a week ago. By the

time we lauded I was afraid 1 couldn't
trust him. That's why 1 wanted to have
him shadowed. He killed Archer—with
the gun he always carried in his over-

coat pocket."
"You picked a nice playmate," ob-

served Sam.
"The only kind that could help me,"

Ruth Wonderly answered. "Mr. Spade,
I'm in danger of my life. Unless yo'j

help me, there can only be one ultimate

end for me—death!"
Sam pursed his lips.

"How can I help you?" he retorted,

looking at her keenly. "You won't
tell me all the facts. Who killed

Thursby—his enemies or j-ours?"

"I—don't—know," she said.

"Oh, you're impossible!" he snapped.
"Listen," she appealed, "there's so

much that I daren't and can't explain,

but you must believe in me. You won't
go to the police? You'll keep my name
out of it. won't you?"

SaiTi grinned.

"Baby," he drawled, "I don't have
to go to the police. They're all swarm-
ing around me like a bunch of bees.

But I'll call you when I get some news
for you."
He rose and moved to the door. In

passing a small table he saw a book
lying in its coloured wrapper. The
title, whicli caught his eye, was one
destined to recur to hiin at no very re-

mote date in the future.

"The Story of the Little Black

Bird," it read.

Doctor Cairo.

AT his office that night Sam Spade
received a caller just as his

secretary, Efiie, was in the act of

leaving. He gave the obvious pseudonym
of Doctor Cairo, and proved to be a

small man of slightly Asiatic appear-

ance.
It was not until Doctor Cairo had

taken a chair that Sam realised the

man was covering him with an auto-

matic pistol.

"I am .going to search your office. Mr.
Spade," he said, "and if you attempt
to prevent me I shall certainly shoot

you. Will you stand up, please, since

1 must assure myself that you are un-

armed ?"

Sam obeyed him, but as the man drew
nearer he sudden.ly struck aside the gun
and at the same instant whipped his

bunched knuckles to the point of the

doctor's jaw. When Cairo came ix>und

some sixt.y seconds later, it was to find

Sam smiling down on him.
"I took the libert.v of searching you,"

Sam observed, "and 1 see .vou have the
address of my apartment. I presume
you've been up there already. Come,
Friend Doctor, supposing you e.xplain?"

Cairo struggled to his feet.

"I will," he said, nursing liis jaw.
"In the first place, was there any con-
iiectioti between your partner's death
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and the death of the man Thursby—aa
the newspapers seem to hint?"
"Why should there be?" Sam iu-

quired.

"Mr. Spade," said the doctor, "I am
not merely curious, but it occurred to
me that the two killings might have
something to do with a certain ornament
1 am trying to recover for the rightful
owner. On behalf of that owner, 1 am
prepared to pay five thousand dollars for

its recovery."
"What kind of an ornament is it?"

Sam demanded.
"A statuette," was the answer. "A

figure in black enamel about twelve
inches high. The black figure, Mr.
Spade, of a bird."
Sam started. In an instant he re-

called the title of that book in Rutli
Wouderly's apartment.
"Who is its rightful owner, doctor?"

he asked.
,

"I can't tell you that," was the reply.

"But I'll put a question to you. Is it

in this olfice?"
San. shook his head.
"No," he said, "but for five thousand

dollars I'd do my best to get it here.
But remomber—you wouldirt be hiring
me out to kill or steal. I'd try to trace
and procure the black bird for you in a
lav. ful and honest wa.v."

"At least, with discretion," Cairo
murmured. "It is a deal, then. Mr.
Spade, and here is my address if yoii

wish to communicate with me. And, by
the wa.v. mav I have my gun ?"

Sam obliged by passing the weapon
over., whereupon Doctor Cairo, imme-
diately covered him with it.

"I am going to .search your oITice,

iNfr. Spade." he said. "You see, if the

bk.ck bird were here. I should like to

save the rightful owner that five thou-

sand dollars."

Sam laughed.
" Oo ahead," he agreed, and watchi

Cairo amusedly while the latter made"
an examination of the premises.

When Cairo had gone, empty-handed,
Sam Spade made his wa.v home to his

apartment in Stockton Street thoughi-

fully. He knew himself to be in the-

thick of a mystery that would take?
some unravelling, but he did not intend

(o join hands with the police in tho

solving of the problem and see Dundy
take tTie credit. He would play the lone

hand, and take what risks were coming
to him ill the venture. That there would
be risks in plenty he had no doubt.

Archer slain. The man Thursby slatp.

And, like a spectre overshadowing their

doom, the figure of the black enamel
bird Or was it. rather, the strange

spell of Ruth Wonderly's eyes that had

dominated their abysmal fate?

Back at his rooms. Sam Spade
'phoned Ruth Wonderly's apartment,

and in less than half an hour she was

seated with him in his comfortable

lounge.
_ ^

" 1 saw your friend Cairo to-night,

he told her. and. watching her closely

the while, .saw that she polled at thf

words. He had not gnes,sed wrong,

then. The man was known to her, and

feared by her.

"He offered me five thousand dollar*

for the black bird," lie continued.

She clutched at his arm.
"Surely .vou're no( considering it?

she cried. " You promised to help inc,

and I trusted you."
" Don't let's figure out how much

you've ( rested me." he retorted scorn-

fully. "1 promised to help you. but

you didn't say anything about black

birds. And five thousand dollars is »

lot of money "

-The door-bell rang before he coulij

say more, and, answering it, he founJ

)

I
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Duinly and Tom Pclhaiis in the passage.

"Say, what's on your mind besides

your hat, Dnndy ?" Sam asked irritably.

'"Just this," was the curt reply.

"There's a lot of talk going round
about you and Arclier"s wife. It's even
said that was why Archer was put on
the spot."

" Lieutenant," drawled Sam, " drop
around when I'm not so busy "

He never finished the sentence, for

from the- lounge there came a sudden
scream in Ruth Wonderly's voice. Sam
whipped round and dived across the

threshold, Dundy and Polhaus stum-
bling after him—and in the room he
had left the private detective saw Ruth
and Doctor Cairo face to face.

"What's all this?" growled Dundy.
Sam had no intention of allowing the

police officers to share the scanty know-
ledge he had already gained, and he
took it upon himself to speak.

"^liss Wonderly," he said. "I'd like

you to meet Lieutenant Dundy and
Detective-sergeant Polhaus. Miss Won
derly is an operator in my employ. And
this gentleman is Doctor Cairo, an old

college chnni of mine from back East.

Miss Wonderly never .saw Doctor Cairo
before, and when he came into my
apartment by the back way, she was
naturally frightened, I guess."
"Oh, I wa;-," Ruth Wonderly said

quickly. "I'm so glad you aren't a
burglar. Doctor Cairo. You will for-

give me for striking you, won't you?"
"Most certainly, mademoiselle."

Cairo muttered, glad to fall in with the
Ftory Sam had told, but flashing an ugly
^'lance at Ruth as he nursed a brui.se

on his head, inflicted by a paper-weight
the girl had snatched up.
Dundy looked the reverse of satis

6ed.
"Why should your old college chum
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come througii the back way. Spade?"
he wanted to know.

' Why, I have a large sum of money
on me, " put in Cairo, "and I was afraid

of b(.-ing trailed. I'm not generally
timid, but in a strange city one never
knows. If I may go with you when
you leave, lieutenant, I—I'd feel much
safer.

"

"Rather a brief visit your friend is

making. Spade," Dundy remarked to

Sam. And Miss Wonderly—is she also

afraid to go home in the dark alone ?"
" Miss Wonderly is taking some notes

that I haven't finished yet," Sam
answered.
Dundy smiled.

"I see," he mused. "In that casc
we'll leave you to your—conference.
Good-night."
The police officers departed, Cairo in

their company, and Sam turned to
Ruth Wondcrfy.
"You'd better stay here," he sug-

gested. "I can make a shake-down for

myself."
He sank on to a couch, and as she

sat beside him he slipped his arm
around her.

"Come on, Baby,'' he urged, "'tell

me all about that black bird."
"Oh, I'm so tired, Sam," she whis-

pered. "Tired of everything—of myself
—of lying—thinking up lies till I don't
know a lie from the truth."

.She nestled closer. Her compelling
loveliness seemed to go to his head like

wine, and he drew her nearer and yet

nearer, till all at once his mouth closed
down on her lips in a long and pas-
sionate kfcs.

Yet iirfiituation did not rob him
entirely of his wits. If she intended to
use him for some deep game of her
own, she would not find him a mere
blind pawn; and early the following

10

morning, before she was awake, he put
in half an hour at the apartment she
had been occupying during her stay in

San Francisco.
During that half-hour he ransacked

her suite, searching in vain for some
clue tliat would explain all, searching
in vain for—the black bird.

Gutman.

MR. GUptAN, I presume," sai.l

Sam Spade, eyeing the elderly,

Horid man on whom he had
called. "I'm here in answer to the note
you sent referring to—the black bird."
"And as—Miss Wonderly's agent?"

Gutman inquired with a sly oilincss of
manner.
Sam shook liis head.
"Xo," was his reply. "I'm here

looking out for myself. But let's talk

about the black bird. It must be

—

pretty valuable ?"

"You don't know what it is, eh?"
Gutman murmured. "Well then, what
do you know, sir, of tlie Ancient Order
of St. John of Jerusalem, afterwards
called the Knights of Rhodes?"
"They were Crusaders, weren't

they ?"

"Right," said Gutman suavely. "And
when the Emperor Charles gave tfao

island of Malta to those knights, be
made the condition that each year tliey

were to pfiy him tiie tribute of

—

one
falcon—in acknowledgment that .Malta
was still under Spain, as it was then.
Now. sir. the wealth of the knights was
inmieasurable. I'"or years they had
taken the riches of the East as spoils of
victory."
"Yes?" Sam urged.
"Well." Gutman continueil, "1.h«

knights wanted to express their grati-
tude to the emperor. So the bird tbe.y

sent for the first vear's tribute was no

It was Sara who disarmed him and pocketed the gun.
Octotipf 17th. 1931,
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iiisigiiificaiU 'ivc bird, Ijiif a glorious

falcon of gold, eiicnistod with tlif finest

jewels ill their coffers—rho finest, largest

jewels of Asia. But it ncrcr ^cached
the emperor! Pirates took the boat on
which it was being shipped to Spain.
These are historical facts, sir."

Sam nodded.
"Well?"
"I've traced the history of that bird

all over Europe, sir," Gutman declared.

"In 1840 it turned up in Paris, its real

identity liidden under a coat of enamel.
In that disguise it kicked around the

gutters of Paris for seventy years, then
a Greek found it and discovered its real

value."
Outman leaned forward in his chair.

"His home was raided," he said

softly, "and he was murdered by
brigands who did not know what the

bird was. So it was lost again—for

twenty years. It took me that time to

trace it to the home of a Russian, Kemi-
dov, in Constantinople. He refused to

sell, .so I sent some—^some agents to get

it for me. They got it, and—/ haven't

riot it!'' And he added the last words
in impassioned accents.

"So it really belongs to Kemidov,"
oliserved Sam.
"You might as well say it belongs to

the King of Spain." cried Ciutman. "It
doesn't belong to anyone except by right

of possession."
Sam smiled. *

"Then it belongs to Miss Wonderly
now?"
"No. sir," Gutman snapped, "except

as my agent. You are sure she has it ''."

"I'm not sure of anything." Sam
drawled, "but I might be able to get

it at the right price—say, in a couple of

days."
Gutman rubbed his hands.
"Listen, I'll give you the choice of

two propositions," he said. "Either you
take fifty thousand down for it, or. when
I sell it, a fourth share in the proceeds

—

a share that will amount to nothing less

than half a million dollars. Yes, my
dear sir, for the Maltese Falcon is worth
every cent of two million !"

"It'.s a deal," Sam told him. "But
how about a thousand on account, just to

clinch matters?"
Gutman had parted with the deposit,

when a shifty-looking young fellow en-

tered the lounge. Gutman introduced
him as Wilnier Cook, and then, learn-

ing that there was a caller in the next
room, wont through to find liimself con-

fronted by—Doctor Cairo.

"Get rid of that fellow Spade," said

Cairo. "He hasn't got the Falcon.
You remember Jacobi—Captain Jacobi,

of the Paloma ? I mentioned, in my
report from Hong Kong, that I'd seen

the \\'onderly girl with l.ini there. Well,

I'm now certain of one thing—Ruth
Wonderly gave the Falcon to Jacobi in

Hong Kong, and asked him to bring
it to America while she and Thursby
took another boat. The Paloma docks
to-night. Gutman, at midnight."
"But I've given Spade a thousand

dollars on account
"

"Wihner can take care of him." put

in Cairo.
Gutman shook his head.
"No." he said. "No. I have a better

way. My technique is not .so abrupt
as Wilmcr's."
He returned to the lounge, alone.

"Ah, Mr. Spado." he said, "you will

pardon the interruption. Now let me
see, wo had finished our discussion,

hadn't we? Well. I think the occasion

calls for a drink."

Half an hour later, Sam Spade re-

covered from the elTocls of drugged wine
to find himself in the gutter of a hack
st'»6l, minus Gutman's thou.sand dollars.

Ooloher 17th, Ifl.'il.
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Jacobi.

SAM SPADE entered his office to find

his secretary, Eflie, still there.

"Say," he exclaimed, "it's after

midnight. What are you doing in the
office?"

"Well, you asked me to stick around
till you came back," Effie began, and
then stopped blankly.
For the outer door had opened, and a

seafaring man with the pallor of death
on his face had stumbled across the

threshold. He was carrying a suit-case,

but as he lurched forward his fingers re-

laxed on the bag's leather handle, and
w ith a queer, strangled groan he fell to

the floor.

Sam dropped on his knees beside him.
"Shot in the back,", he muttered, after

a brief .scrutiny. "Listen, Eflie, lock

tliat door. No use 'jdioning for a doctor.

He's dead. Quick, hand that bag of his

across."

She lifted the case, and he examined
it. He saw the initials "R. W.." and
knew that in some way the fatal spell

of Ruth Wonderly had brought this sea-

man to the same end as Archer and
Thursby.
He forced the case open, and a dark

object was revealed lying in a bed of

straw—the twelve-incli figure of the

black-enamelled bird.

"It's the thing they're all after."

Sam Spade breathed.

"Oh. Sam," gasped Effie. "whoever
.shot that sea-captain will do the same
to you. I'm afraid. Get rid of that

statuette."
"Now don't worry," Sam told her.

"I'm going to take this case and the

black bird down to the station and
plant it in the left-luggage office, and
I'll slip the baggage-check in an en-

velope and shove it in the general de-

livery box at the post office
"

Loss than an hour afterwards, with
the suit-case deposited and the police

informed of the death of one John
.lacobi. captain of the Paloma, Sam
Spade made his way to his apartment,
and on the landing outside the door of

his suite came face to face with Ruth
Wonderly.
"I'm afraid," she said. "I think

there's l>een someone following me."
He opened the door and motioned her

to enter, and as he followed her and
switched on the light he found him-
self in the presence of three men—Gut-
man. Cairo and \^'ilmer Cook.
"Well, sir,'' observed Gutman with

a dangerous smile, "now we're all here
shall we discuss the matter of the Fal-

con ? Of course, you have it, and I

am now prepared to offer you ton

thousand for it, //) jiill settlement. For
permit me to remind you that although
you have the Falcon, we have you."
And ho indicated a gun in Wilmer
Cook's hand.
Ruth Wonderly was standing behind

Sam, pale as death. Sam looked at the

three men. and then spoke to Gutman.

"There's an angle to this deal you've
all overlooked," ho stated. "We've
got to have a fall gu\—a victim to feed

the police—somebody they can stick for

the murders of Archer, Tluir.sby and
Jacobi."
Gutman laughed grimly.
"You can't expect us to believe

you're afraid of the police and not able

to handle them,"' he scoffed. "My
dear sir, a fall guy—as you call it-
would only lead them to the Falcon.
No, we'll leave well alone."
"Now got this through your brains,

Gutman," Sam rapped out. "I'm up
to the neck in this mess, and the police

know it, I'm in business here—remem-
ber thai—and I'm not staying here to

stand the racket while you skip abroad.
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We've got to have a fall guy, or we'ro
sunk."
He beckoned him nearer, and ad-

dressing him in an undertone, nodded
towards Wilmer Cook. who.?e face sud-
denly took on a hunted look as ho
realised he was the subject of discu.s-

sion.

"My dear sir." protested Gutman,
"it's too ridiculous. I feel toward Wil-
mer exactly as if he were my own son.
Besides, what would prevent Wilmer
from telling the police about the Falcon
and all of us?"
"Oh, wo could have him shot for re-

sisting arrest," explained Sam, watchitig
the effect of his words on Cook. "I'd
fix that all right. Remember, Gutman,
you can easily pick another ' son,' but
there's only one black bird."

Gutman coughed.
"My fondness for Wilmer," he mur-

mured slyly, "makes it impossible."
"Well, what about Cairo?" Sam sug-

gested.

"What about Gutman or Miss Won-
derly ?" Cairo cried hotly.

Sam shrugged.
"I do«i't care who," he said. "All I

insist on is a fall guy, and I'm in i

position to insist. You may have tlio

drop on me, but putting a bullet in my
hide won't get you the Falcon."
"I am giving you ten thousand

dollars, though," said Gutman, handing
over that amount in notes.

Sam fingered the bills, then asked
Ruth Wonderly to take care of them.

"1 want double that," he declared,
" and besides, I can't get the Falcon till

daylight."
"Daylight," mused Gutman. "Then

I think we had all better stay here and
keep one another in sight."

"Okay," Sam agreed. "Ruth, in that

case you might go through to the kit-

chen and fix up some coffee and sand-
wiches."
The girl moved to obey him, but Gut-

man stopped her.

"Better leave those dollar-bills," ho
observed. "We don't want any grease
spots on them, do we?"
She surrendered them a«^ went out

of the room. Gutman proceeded to

count them, and then looked up.
"1 gave you ten thousand-dollar notea.

Spade," he said. "There are only nine
here."

Sam snatched the money, whipped
round and strode into the kitchen. He
reappeared a few minutes later.

"She hasn't got the missing bill." he
snapped. "I've convinced myself of

that. You palmed it. Gutman" And
with a sudden gesture he dipped into the

crook's waistcoat pocket and conjured
from it a folded thousand-dollar note,

the edge of which had been protruding.

Gutmati shrugged.
"I admit it," he said, discomfited. "I

was curious to know what j-ou would
do."
"You liar," Sam ground out. "You

were going to let Miss Wonderly be the

fall guy, by making out that she had
double-crossed mo over the money.
Well, I'm deciding right now. The fall

guy is going to be Wilmer."
VV'ilmer Cook's face was vvorkini

Cat-like, he watched Gutman and Cai
move aside and hold a whispered
sultation. ,

"I'll lay you (wo to one they're selUj

you out, kid," Sam said to the gunmf
witii a grin.

Cook sprang to his feet.

"Hang you, Spade,'' he shouted

fiercely, and jerked his arm forward \o

shoot. BiA before he could fire, Gut-

man. Cairo and Sam leapt on him.

It was Sam who disarmed him and

pocketed the grun.

(Continaed on page 38.)
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does

everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand serial of

breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

l//

READ THIS FIRST.
While f.n- route icilk his comrades to

the scene of a fire. Hob Darrow, of the
San Francisco lirif/nile, saves the life

of a boy who falls in front of one of
the monster engines.
Later he calls on James Madison,

head of a chemical company, to whom
he puts up an idea for a patent fire-

extinguisher. Madison is not interested,
and Hob leaves disappointed, after
meeting Dan Mitchell, a shady pro-
moter who is bi friending Madison for
his own ends.
That afternoon Bob rescues June

Madison from a fire in her father's

office, then learns that the boy he had
saved from the wheels of the fire-engine
ivas Mailison's son, Jackie.

^ In gratitude Madison helps Bob to

'perfect his invention, the narrow Vire-
Bomb. Hut Dun Mitchell is anxious to

sell Mailisoa an extinguisher of /lis

own, and to discredit Bob he sends a

\

hireling to "doctor" the fireman's in-

vention with a elf.adly explosive.
Madison's faith in the invention re-

\mains unshaken. He sends Bob and
ianother fireman, Pat Hecley, to a
imovntain lodge, ifhere experiments can
ike resumed. But Mitchell dispatches
^MreVmgs to secure Bob's formula.

The- Madisons arrive on the scene, and
|Bo6 and Pat escape with them by car,

"e gangsters following. The fugitives
l»r a tunnel where blasting is in pro-

rcss, and as an explosion occurs they
2T€ overwhelmed by falling rock I

Now Read On.

Prisoner !

WORKMAN on the loop road liad

seen all that liad passed, and
straiglitway hiiriird towards tho

ar end of the tiiiinol to .acquaint the
luperintcndcnt of the calamity.
1 MeQiiwhile, Spike Bcld.on and his

EPISODE 7,

"FORESTS OF FIRE."

companions descended from their
auto.

' Lucky for us we bumped into that
omlKinkment," said Spike laconically.

"Wo inigiit liavc hccn in that tunnel,
too."
"Yeah. I reckon so!" gasped Merlin.

"'But what do we do now, Spike?"
" You stay and change that bur.st

tyre," was tho curt rejoinder. "You
an' Silk come witii me, Butch. We're
goin' in after Darrow."
Followed by Connolly and Butch, he

ran towards tho tunnel and entered
the gloom of it. Thirty paces from the
entrance they came upon the Madisons'
car, almost completely buried under the
fall of rock and timber.

They began to tear at the deV)ris with
their bare hands, and all at once Con-
nolly gave an exclamation
"Here's Darrow!" he said.

Spike and Butch scrambled towards
tho spot where their associate was
working.
"Never mind the rest of 'em,"

Beldon rapped out. "Darrow's the one
we want \"

Dirt and timbers were cleared away,
and Bob was dragged from the back
seat of the sports car. He was senseless,

and showed no signs of recovering con-
sciousness as Connolly hoisted him over
liis shoulder.
"That's it," said Spike Beldon.

"Now got him out of here. Quick, be-

fore anybody shows up. Take him back
to tho auto,"
The young, fireman was carried from

the tunnel and bundled into the crooks'

toiiri'r. Merlin had jacked up the car

and changed the wheel that luul been
'damaged in the collision with the em-
bankment, and as he completed the task

the gangsters piled info the vehicle.

Merlin took the driving-position.

"Where to, Spike?" he demanded.
"Back to Madison's cabin," Beldon

answered craftily. "That'll be the last

place they'll look for him, after what
happened."
Merlin hacked away from the cni-

b.-rikment. turned the car in the width

of the road and then stepped on tlio

accelerator. The tourer stormed away
wifli gathering speed, and swept past

the spot whore it had knocked down the

flagman who had lattempted to wave it

to a stop.

The flagman had escaped with a

shaking, and he struggled to his feet

as the auto drove by. Ho watched it

out of sight, and it had hardly dis-

appeared round the bend in tho moun-
tain road when the superintendent an<l

a crowd of workmen came into view,

runnirig round from the far end of tho

tunnel.
Tho flagman limped towards them,

and as he joined then: the sup<uintend-

ent fired a question at him.

"I'm told a car passed you just be-

fore the blast," he jerked. "Why didn't

you stop it ?"

"I tried to, boss," tho flagman pro-

tested. "But there was a girl at tho
wheel, an' she ignored the signal.

Another car turned the bend a niinuto

afterwards, an' knocked me down. It

just drove oft.
"

The superintendent hmried into the

tunnel and his men tiooped after him.
Rf-achinof the sports car that ha<l been
OverwIieJmed by the blast, they pro-
ceeded to dig out the three remaining
occupajiLs. • .

October 17tli, IDai.
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Pat Hceley had come round and was
struggling to escape from llic debris.

"Help him, Iioys," the superintend-
ent ordered "But watch overhead."
And he pointed to the roof, from which
muck was still falling in small showers,
as if threatening another collapse.

Pat was extricated, and, in spite of

liis bruises, immediately assisted the
workmen to locate June and her fatlier.

Miadison was pulled out in a semi-
conscious condition, and then June was
dragged clear.

"Aisy, boys—take iier ai.sy !" Pat
urged with anxiety, but. rhougli she was
dazed, and aching in every limb, Jime
managed to speak reassuringly.
"Oh—I'm all right.'' she faltered.

"But—but Where's Bob?"
The superintendent had turned to

Madison.
"What was the idea of going past

that flag?" he was saying gruffly.

"Were you trying to kill yourselves? "

"Never mind that," June's father re-

torted, rousing him.self with an effort.

"There's another man in that car!"
The workmen turnei their attentio)i

on the debris once more, only to dis-

cover that the fourth occupant of the
i^ar had vanished. Pat Heelcy and the
Madisous received the news of ]iis dis-

appearance with consternation, and
were gazing at one another blankly
when the flagman approached.
"Say," l)e observed, "the fellow

you're lookin' for must be the same
guy that was carried off by those men
that were chasing you I saw 'em pile

.somebody into their car and drive
away."
June looked at her father.
"Daddy!" she panted. "Those men

have got Bob ! Oh, isn't there any-
thing we can do?"
Madison bit his lip. and then turned

all at once to the superintendent of the
road gang.
"Perhaps you can iielp us." he .s,aid.

"Have you a telephone here, or a car
I can nse ?"

"I haven't a teloplione." was the an-
swer, "but I'll lend you my car. Come
on roinid to the other end of the
tunnel."
They followed him. June being helped

by two of the workmen, for her hip had
been bruised and she was lame. They
reached the far end of the tunnel and
climbed into the auto the super-
intendent had been generous enough to

offer them.
"We'll drive up to the Mountain

Inn," said Madison. "I'll have your
Mr .sent down from there, my friend,"

m.' added to the superintendent.

At the Cabin.

ARRIVED at their destination in

the heart of the mountain
forests. Beldon and his com-

panions lifted their prisoner out of the
oar and bore him into the Madison
lodge. "

"We'll see if he's got what we're

aftei'." said Spike, as the unconscious

captive was placed in a chair. "Butch
—Merlin—get busy, will yuh?"
Deft bands proceeded to search Bob.

and, while he remained insensible, a

thorough examination was carried out.

But it failed to jjioduce the precious

document that the crooks were so

anxious to secure.

Spike pursed hi.s lips as Butch and
Merlin drew back and looked at him
hopele.ssly.

"The boss'll have a fit if we don't

find that formula," he muttered. "He
had it with him in this cabin not twenty
minutes ago. I saw it with me own
eyes through that window."
With a sudden air of resolution he
Octoher I7tli, IMl.
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leaned forward and struck Bob smartly
across the cheek, repeating the proce-

dure till the prisoner began to show
signs of recovering his wits.

"Come on, snap out of it!" Spike
Beldon snarled. " Do you wanna sleep

for ever?"
The harsh voice impressed itself on

Bob's dawning consciousness. He
opened his eyes, stared blankly at his

captors for a moment and then, as the
memory of all that had happened re-

curred to h'lm in a flash, sat up with a

start.

"June!" he panted, Lis first and fore-

most thought being of her. "Where's
Jime? Is she— is she hurt?"
"Never mind about the girl!" Spike

ground out. "I want that formula ot

yours, and I want it right now!"
Bob was still in too weak a state to

show fight, and his bruised limbs felt

like leaden weights. But no physical
injuries could have impaired his iron
will, and at Beldon's words his mouth
seemed to tighten into a firm line of

determination.
"I haven't got it with me," he said

doggedly, "and you'll never find out
where it is from me."
Spike turned to his associates.

"Keep a hold on him, boj'S," he
ordered. "Don't let him get away!
Tliis cabin is wired for a telephone, an'
I'm gonna find it and put through a

call."

He located the instrument in another
room, and, after closing the door to

make certain that Bob should not over-
hear his conversation, he picked up the
receiver.

"Hallo, operator.'' he growled.
"Gimme the Mountain Inn, will yuh?
No, I don't know the number, but you
get it for me an' make it snappy."

There was a pause, and a few seconds
later a telephone-fiell rang in the annexe
of the Mountain Inn, a hotel much fre-

quented bj' visitors during the holiday
season.

The desk-clerk answered it, and heard
Spike Beldon's gruff voico.

"Yes. this is the Mountain Inn," the
clerk said. "A Mr. Mitchell, sir? Yes,
he arrived here an hour ago. Do you
wislt to speak with him?"
He laid down the receiver and

emerged from the 'phone box just as

Dan Mitchell came downstairs from his

room and entered the hotel annexe.

"Oh, Mr. Mitchell," the clerk hailed
him. "You're wanted on the 'phone,
sir.''

Mitchell thanked him, slipped a coin
in his hand and entered the boorti. As
he lifted the receiver and spoke into

the mouthpiece Spike's well-known
tones reached his ear.

"Hallo—that you, Mitchell? Say, we
didn't make out at all. Darrow hasn't

the formula with him, an' Heeley an'

the Madisons got sinashed up in a;i

accident."
"Accident?" Mitchell exclaimed.

"What accident? Was June hurt?"
"I guess not," Spike answered. "But

we didn't have much time to look,

boss
"

Mitchell cut him short. Through a

hotel window near by he had seen a car
draw up. and liad recognise*! Heeley.
June and her father.

"They've just arrived, Spike." he
said, "and they're all right. Now
listen, we've got to get that fornnda,

and I've got a plan that ought to work

He made certain that the door of the

'phone-box was closed, and (hen pro-

ceeded to outline a ctmning scheme,

which wa5 received enthusiastically by

Beldon. A little later Mitchell left the
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'phone-booth and strolled out to the
porch to see June limping up the steps

with the support of her father and Pat
Heeley.
"A good hot bath and a rub down

and you'll feel fine," Madison was say-

ing.

"Oh, I'm all right, dad," June
assured him. "It's just my hip."

Mitchell hastened forward with feigned
surprise and astonishment.
"Why, what's happened?" he ex-

claimed. "Is there anything I can do,

June?"
"No, thank }-ou, Dan," the girl

answered him, wincing a little with
pain. "I'm all right—really."

"Tou'd better go on in, dear," hei

father advised. "But say, Mitchell,

wliat are j-oii doing here ? We never
expected to run across 3-ou in these

parts."
" Why, I—well, I have business inter-

ests here," Mitchell replied. "Connected
with the timber."
"H'm!" Madison murmured. "You

never told me you had business intereiits

up here among the mountain forests."

Mitchell eyed him blandly.

"No," he rejoined, "I don't believe

I did, now you come to mention it. But
what happened ? What kind of trouble

have you been running into?'"

"We had an accident," Madison ex-

plained, "and Darrow has disappeared.
1 stopped on the way to the inn anfl

sent for some rangers to start a search.

But come into the hotel and I'll tell you
all about it."

Meanwhile, at the cabin from which
ho had 'phoned Mitchell, Spike Beldon
had joined his confederates in the room
where Bob was a prisoner.

"Come on, fellers," Spike said

briskly. "We'll fix this biixl so he's

ready to talk. Tie him up to that

pillar," he added, pointing to a strong

_

ix)st built as a support to the ceiling.

"1 reckon he won't tear that down."

Bob was lifted bodily and pinioned tO'

the timber column that Spike had in-

dicated. Then the gangsters drew off,

and. lowering his voice so that Bob
coidd not hear a single word. Beldon
proceeded to explain the plan that

Mitchell had detailed over the tele-

phone.
It was greeted with approval, Connolly

being loudest in his praise of it.

"Say, that's a great idea!" he de-

clared.

"It sure is," Spike stated. "Now
j'ou get goin', Silk."

Connolly departed after some further

whispering and as the door closed behind

him Spike walked over to Bob.
"So you don't want to tell us where

that formula is, huh?" he sneered.

"No," rk>b answered firmly, "and
what's moie—1 don't intend to tell

you."
Spike's eyes narrowed.
"Maybe wo got a way to make yuh

tell." • he drawled.
Bob met his glance unflinchingly, his I

lip curling with contempt as he looked I

at the man.
"Maybe," he retorted in a snrcastisJ

tone. ^\

The Searchers.

ALONE horseman drew rein on-'ij

motuitaiu track a few miles fromj

the cabin to which Mitchell's hire

lings had carried their prisoner. Hi!

was wearing the khaki uniform of «J

trooper of the California Ranger Serj

vice.

Another mounted figure had appearcfl

on the crest of a ridge. He was dreasecj

ii'j the s.inie outfit, and, recognising hiu»|
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the first horseman lifted his hands to

his mouth and hailed him.
"Hey, Tom!" he called. "Down

here I"

The man on the ridge answered tlie

two words of command by putting his

horse at the stiff slope. He joined the
first trooper amid a smother of dust and
riibblo dislodged by his pony's hoofs.
"What's wrong?" ho asked.
" Chief wants us to go up to the

Mountain Inn and report to a Mr.
Madison there," w^as the laconic reply.
" I under.stand we're to look out for a

lost man."
They set off together, and reached the

Mountain Inn about fifteen minutes
later. They found ^Madison awaiting
them on horseback, and in riding kit.

" We have orders to report to you.
Mr. Madison," one of the Rangers said,

"yes, I sent for you gentlemen,"
Madison answered, and proceeded to
relate exactly what had occurred.
"You intend to come with us, sir?"

the other trooper inquired, and Madi-
son nodded,
"Yes," he said. "Now I think we'd

better pick up the trail at the old
tunnel "

Jinie hurried up at that moment, in

company with Dan Mitchell. She, too.
had changed into riding kit. and
seemed intent on accompanying her
father and the Rangers, but ^Madison
would not hear of the proposal.
"Xo, dear." he told her, "you stay

close to the telephone. I'll call you up
if there's any good news."
He galloped off with the troopers, and

June and Mitchell were left bv the
horse-corral which was attached to the
hotel.

"Now don't feel so b.adly, June."
Mitchell urged as he saw the harassrrl
expression on her pretty face. "They'll
find Darrow."
"I wish I could believe that," she

Baid tremulously.
- Mitchell pur.sed his lips.

"Well, would you feci any better if

I were to ride out in another direction
and search?" he offered, a queer light
•playing in the depths of his eyes.

"Oh, thanks, Dan,"-
ihe rejoined. "And
I'll go with you I"

Mitchell had hoped
that she would .make
that announcement,
but he pretended to
argue against her
accompanying him,
knowing that she was
wilful enough to dis-

regard all protests.

"Yes," he mur-
mured, " but your
father said you were to
Btay close to the 'phone."
."But he's not here now, "

yune retorted. "And I

can take care of myself.
Which horse do I ride?"

added to a hotel groom
was standing near by.

• TJie groom helped her
\to the sa<idle of a pony,

Dan Mitchell swing-
himself astride another

me, the two of them
Ijuitered away in a direc-
" in opposite to the one
rhich Madison and the
lUngers had taken.

f
3^ey entered dense
^t-land, following tor-
|oii8 tracks that led be-
reen tall pines and
ickets of brushwood,
rithput the girl realising

Mitchell insinuated his

yj to the front and
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chose the route, and about half an hour
had elapsed since their departure from
the Mountain Inn when, apparently by
chance, he turned into a pathway that
led direct to tho Madison i^bin.
They had proceeded only hfiy yai'.U

along it when Silk Connolly Imned a
corner and stepped into lull view.

.Tune drew rein abruptly.
"Look," she gasped, "there's one of

tho men that was in the gang ! I recog-
nise him!"
Even as she spoke Silk whipped

round and ran back the way he had
come, vanishing beyond a bend in the
track.

" Perhaps those crooks have Darrow a
prisoner near here." Mitchell suggested
crisply. "Let's follow him!"
They spurred forward, and, once past

the bend, caught sight of thiir quarry
again. But as he dodged around another
twist in the truck he immediately dis-

appeared from view once more.
"This trail loads directly to our

cabin," June panted. "Do you suppose
this gan^ would dare hide Bob there?"
"Judging from what I hear of them,''

^fitchell answered, "they'd dare any-
thing."
June glanced at him determinedly.
" Well. I'm going to look, anyhow !"

she declared.
"Wait, June," Mitchell said, re

straining her. "Have you a gun?"
She shook her head, and he took one

from his own pocket and handled it

with a great show of resolution.
"We niay need this," he stated; aiid

then, dismounting, he proceeded to lead
his horse along tho track.
June followed liis example, and a few

seconds later they reached the poiut
where they had last seen Silk Connolly.
It was as they were turning the corner
that two men .sprang out on them—one
of them the gangster they had been
siiadowing. the otfier the burly ruflfian
known as Butch.
They seized Dan Mitchell, and,

though June attempted to go to his
assistance, her companion was over-
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powered and disarmed after a convinc-
ing struggle. i\fan and girl were then
forced towards the cabin, which stood
close by, and as they were pushed
across the threshold they caught sight
of the helpless figiuc of Bob Darroi'?,
defiantly confronting Spike Beldon and
Merlin.
"Bob," June cried, running across to

the young fireman, "were you hurt?"
It was Beldon who answered her

question.
" Xo, he wasn't hurt." he mentioned

grufl3y. --But he will be unless ho
comes through with what we want.
Darrow," he added, "I'm gonna givo
you just five minutes to think things
over, and then it's the works for yon.",
He made a sign to liis confederates,

and then walked through to an adjoining
room with them—though not before ho
had exchanged a sly, siu-reptitious
glance with Mitchell. The latter turned,
to Bob the moment he and .June were
alone with tho fireman-iitventor.

|

"Listen, Darrow." he urged. "It
seems pretty clear to nio that we're in
tho hands of desperate men—men
who'll stop at nothing to gain their own
ends. They want your formula, and the
tliree of us are at their mercy. Surely
that formula is not as valuable as our
lives ?"

"Dan's right. Bob," June intcTposoiI.
" I'm not afraid on my own account,
but I'm scared of what they might do
to you if you don't talk. I saw you
slip the formula to daddy when we were
all in the car. Why doii't you tell them
so?"
"June, I don't want to drag vour

father in any danger." Bob protested;
but before he could say more the <loor
opened again and Beldon and his asso-'
ciates re-entered the room.
June faced the gangsters and spoke

to them curtly.

"I know where the formula is," sho
told them, "and I'll get it for you ' if

you'll promise to let Bob go free when
it's handed over to you."

'• Darrow," be said, *• I'm gonna give you just

and then it's the worlij

five minutes to think things over,
lor you V\
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Spike Bfldon piirspd Ijis lips.

"AH riglit," he said, after a iiionient'.-^

coiisidoiutioii. "But I'll liave to send

a mail along with you. And don't try

any tricks, or you'll never see Darrow
again. Silky, you'd better go along

with her
"

"Juno," Bob exclaimed, "you ca')'t

do this
"

"1 have to, Boh," the girl answered

querulously. "It's the only way."

Bob tried to reason with her, but was
cut short by Beldon.
"Come on, miss," the ruffian said to

June, "you're losin' time. And Merlin,

you take this guy into the other room."
lie indicated "Mitchell, who allo\vod

himself to be escorted into an adjoining

apartment. Then, in company with

Butch, Spike saw Silk and June to the

front door and Avatched them climb into

the saddles of the two horses that had
carried the girl and Dan Mitchell from
the Mountain Hotel.
Spike then retraced his steps to the

back room of the caliiii. Butch followed

on his lieels. Mitchell was there with

Merlin, and, all pretence at an end, the

scoundrelly promoter and his liirelings

slipped out through the rear door of the

sluack.

The two-seater in ^vhich Bob and Pat
lioeley had originally travelled to the

cabin was still outside the dwelling, and,

assured that Bob could neither see nor

hear him, Mitchell made his way to

the auto.
"It looks as if everything is panning

out the way I want it to," he said.
" Now listen. Spike. I'll take Davrow's
car, and drive back at my leisure to the

Moiuitain Hotel. You boys take your

own tourer and trail me there. I may
need you if there's any hitch in our

plans.

"

"Yeah, but what about Darrow?"
Spike demanded.

Mitchell laughed shortly.

"The way you've got him tied to that

pillar, he'll stay put till you get back,"

lie declared, and, with the words, ho

climbed into the two-seater and started

up the engine.
Moanwhile, at some distance from the

cabin, June and Silk Connolly were
following the tortuous track that led

to the Mountain Hotel, and they had
travelled something like a mile when
they oame to a fork.

Both routes led to their destination,

and June glanced at Silk inquiringly.

Pausing to light a cigarette, the crook

indicated the right-hand branch.

"We'll take t/iis trail," he said, as

he threw aside the match that he had
struck. "It's shorter—and safer."

They cantered on. Behind them the

match that Silk had to.ssed to the

ground had dropped amidst a clump of

dry undergrowth. It continued to burn,

its flame finding fuel in the twigs and
foliage.

The undergrowth crackled sinistcrTy,

and the blaze rose higher. Spreading
from the clump into which the carelessly

Hung match had fallen, it enveloped
brushwood and tree-stem, and soon a

column of smoke was climbing through
(lie topmost boughs of the forest.

_^ Forest Fire.

RIDING through the dense wood-
land of the mountains, Madison
and the two Bangers must have

covered a distance of two or three miles

when tliey were startled by a loud voice

hailing tiiem in a rich, Irish brogue.

It was the voice of Pat Hecley, and
as they turned in the saddle they saw
the burly form of Bob Darrow's col-

league galloping towards them.
"Why, Iiallo. Pat!" Madison

grei'led, as the Irishman came abreast

cand drew rein. " What are you doing
hero?" .
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"Faith, an' I couldn't wait any
longer, Misther Madison," the hreman
rejoined. " I had to git me a horse and
help foind Bob. Ye see

"

He was interrupted by one of the
Rangers, who suddenly laid a hand on
his arm.
"Just a minute!" the trooper ex-

claimed. "Let's get this!" And ho
pointed to a heliograph that was flash-

ing out a message from a distant hill-

top.
'

' Fire sighted,' " ho spelled out.

"'Dark Canyon. Working—towards

—

Mountain Hotel.'
"

The other Ran^jer turned to Madison.
"I'm sorry, sir," he stated. "We've

got to go. The search for Darrow will

have to be postponed."
The troopers wheeled and began to

ride in the direction whence they had
come.
"Hoy!" Pat Heeley called after

them. "Wait a minute, will yez?"
But the Riingers did not heed him.

and he lookel at Madison in dismay.
"Can ye beat that for luck, sorr?" he

declared. "Well, Oi know what Oi'll

do, lanyway. Oi'll foind Bob meself."
" No^ Pat," said Madison, restrain-

ing him. "It's no use. We know
practically nothing of this country, and
we'd better get back to the hotel. Juno
may need us there."
He did not know that at that very

moment June was almost within oall,

still riding alongside Silk Connolly ; and
it was while Madison and Pat were pr:^-

paring to retrace their steps to the

hotel that June chanced to turn her
head and see the dark swirls of smoke
rising above the trcc-tops-

"Look!" she gasped, drawing rein

abruptly. "The forest's afire!"

"By gum. you're right!" jerked
Connolly. "We'd belter get outa here."

"It's burning towards the cabin,"

June cried, a shrill note of panic in her
voice, "and Bob's a prisoner there!"
She attempted to turn her horse,

whereupon Silk clutched at her wrist.

But with a quid< movement she evaded
him, and in the same instant she

snatched something from his coat-

pocket. It was the gun he had wrested
from Dan Mitchell in the fake struggle

by the cabin, and Connolly recoiled as

ho found himself covered.
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"You get along down the ti-ail !"

June commanded. "I'm. going back for
Bob!"

" Keep that gat away from mo I"

Connolly panted. " You gottia como
with me !"

"Move on I" June ordered insistently.

"Move on, and keep moving—or I'll

shoot
!"

Connolly's nerve failed him, for the
girl seemed in deadly earnest, and with
a muttered curse he wheeled and
cantered in the direction she had indi-

cated. .June immediately clapped her
heels to her pony's flanks and galloped
back along the route that led to the
cabin.
As she rode on at top speed the gloom

of the forest glades became tinged with
a lurid and sinister glow, and fifteen

minutes after parting with Connolly
slie felt the bitter tang of smoke in her
nostrils—smoke that drifted through the
thickets in stray wisps, like wraiths of
morning mist.

The smoke thickened. Soon it was -

sweeping about her in wild, dense folds,

and soon the fierce heat of .flames was
beating against her face and hands. A
thunder filled her ears, the thunder of a
storm of fire tnat was roaring across
the wooded heights and valleys, and her
heart sickened as she thought of Bob
Darrow, a helpless captive at the merc.y
of the inferno
Tongues of flame coiled from tho

thickets on cither side and wrapped
themselves about her as she galloped.
She heard great trees come crasliing
down in the depths of the forest as the
blaze ate through their trunks. Her
pony was in a sweat of terror, but, at
the same time, answered gallantly to
every touch on the lein.

She came insight of a rustic bridge
that spanned a deep chasm. She had
crossed it some time before with
Connolly, but as she saw it now she
realised that it was on the very point of
collaiJse, for the entire structure was a
mass of flame.
Yet slic did not hesitate, and, leaning

forward in the iaddlo, she put her horse
at tho bridge. The timbers rumbled
and groaned under the animal's stride,

and fiery splinters sprang hither and
thither behind its iron-shod hoofs.
Horse and rider were scarcely on

firm ground again when' the bridge
snapped, and, throwing a dread glance
over lier shoulder, June saw it hurtle
into the dark cleft.

She raced on, with fire and smoke
beating against her. She was burned
badly about the wrists, but did not heed
the pain. Her one thought was of the
man who had been left a prisoner in the

,

doomed cabin.

At the Mercy of the Flames.

NOT long after Dan Mitchell had)
left the vicinity of the c^abin Mhjl

Bob's car. Spike Beldon and hill

two remaining associates prepared to

take the .same trail.

Tlioy piled into the tourer and drove]
off, travelling at a slow pace, and thfljl

had proceeded only a milo or so whenj
Merlin let out a startled cry.

'

Merlin was occupying the back seatj

alone, and. turning. Spike and Butcfal

saw that he was pointing towards thtl

country tliev had left behind them. f

"Forest fire!" Butch breathed iiiawel

"It's between us and the cabin,'j

Spike jerked. "We've gotta pull OUtl|

here. Step on it. Butch !''
,.

Meanwhile, Bob was standing in thll

cabin with his hands bound to the pillarl

At tliat particular moment he had ntl

suspicion of his danger, but there waj

a window on his left, and presently, el

lie stared through it gloomily, he sail

smoke rising above the trees ond caugM
the glint of fire in the uudcrbus!.

m
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For an instant he failed to grasp Ihc

truth. Then the grim nature of his

plight dawned on him. The woods were
ablaze, and the terror was closing in on
liiin relentlessly.

He began to struggle with the cords

around his wrists, but they had been
lied by a man who had intended to give

the captive no opportunity of efi'ectiiig

his escape. In vain Bob fought to free

'himself, and while he maintained his

futile efforts he watched the menace of

the forest fire draw nearer.
The flames came surging through the

tliickcts and towered amid the trees.

Grass and underbush were swiftly

burned to cinders, and the lofty pines

around the cabin became so many fiery

uolunms. Masses of smoke obscured tlie

flare and found their way through
every crevice of the dwelling in vvhicii

Bob was imprisoned, and his whole body
was racked witii an agonising cough.

He was still striving to break or

loosen the cords that bound him, but he

met with no success. They were too

ttrong to sever, too cunningly tied to

slacken, and, his strength expended, he
loaned weakly against the pillar and
gave liimsclf up for lost.

The smoke that had found its way info

llic cabin was overpowering, and the

flames raging outside were already be-

ginning to wrap themselves about the

dwelling, the fierce heat of them even
penetrating the thick log walls.

Bob made a lust despairing attempt
10 gain his freedom, but it was imavail-

ing, and its only effect was to exhaust
liim. And then, his aching eyes fixed on
the window, he caught sight of a figure

approaching through the flames.

It was the figure of a girl in riding-

kit, and on horseback. For a moment
ho thought his imagination was playing
some cruel trick on him, but as she

gallopAl nearer he knew that the girl

uas no illusion.

"June '." he cried involuntarily, though
h; knew that she could not possibly hear
hiu).

He guessed what had happened

—

guesse<l that she had given her escort

the slip and dashed back to his rescue

when she had realised that the cabin
was doomed—and her courage filled him
with admiration. He had sjived her

life more than once, but this time she

was to save his, having risked her own
in the process.

He watched her as she came riding
through the flaming trees and the whirl-

ing clouds of smoke. Then all at once
a shout of dismay escaped liini. for he
saw her pony plant one forefoot in a

Kibbit's scrape, and in another instant

the creature had stumbled and fallen.

He came down heavily, and .June was
thrawn clear over his hejid, to land
in a crumpled heap some yards in front
of I he anunal.
The horse scrambled to his feet, but

iJiuic did not stir. She lay pi-one in

that world of flame, while Bob watched
Lher in an agony of suspense, wondering
lU she had been badly hurt, wondering
u{ she would recover in time to escape
Ithc forest fire. His own plight was
Ifprgotten in the anxiety that he felt

"'or licr.

He thought he saw her move, but in

I'.he same moment his attention was
^erted to a. gigantic pine-tree that
pd not far away.
IS tall trunk was wrapped in fire,

was a red-hot mass near the base.
kt wa.s tottering, and a cry of horror
prang to Bob's lips as it snapped and
ill, crashing towards the very spot

I
here June lay.

(To be continued in another breath-
king episode next week. By permis

tfn of Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring
liTim McCoy and Marion Shockley.)

r^
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i "ADIOS."
I

I (Continued irom page 10.) I

Through the short summer night they
rode, and when t!ie dawn came they were
still on the right track. They had
gained considerably, for Francisco's horse
had travelled many miles on the previous
day.

So as Howard and his men neared
the village of Santa Anna, they saw the

fugitive not more than a quarter of a

mile in front, and they raised a shout
of triumph. Francisco heard the shout-

ing, .ind urged his tired hor.se to a

final effort. Into the village he swept,
and there stood Pedro, holding a great
white horse.
Francisco slowed his horse a little as

he came level, swung himself to the

fresh steed's back, and was off again
without a second's delay. The posse

galloped past and kept up the chase for

a few miles more, continually losing

ground. At last all trace of El Puma
was lost, and Howard returned to Los
Angeles, glad at heart that Dolores'

brother had eecaped.

El Puma had gone, and his men re-

turned to their homes. Judge Travers
found it advisable to return to the

north, and under the firm but just rule

of David Howard the district round Los
Angeles settled down in peace.

A few weeks after Francisco had
escaped, Howard called at the Kancho
de los Coyotes, and Dolores, dressed in

black, and very pale, but Tnorc beauti-

ful than ever in the eyes of the young
.American, came out to meet him.
"I've had a letter from your brother,

Dolores," said Howard. "He says he's

sorry he led me a wild-goose chase.

He had arranged for a change of horses

at several villages on the way to the

border."
"I'm glad you didn't catch him,"

smiled the girl.

"So am I," laughed Howard. "Listen
to this."

He read aloud fiom the letter.

"'Tlieie is nothing between you and
Dolores now that I have gone out of

your lives. Rosita and I are spending
our honeymoon in Mexico City. We are

very happy here in Mexico, and I hope
that you and my sister will be just as

happy in California. Adiosi'
"What do you say, Dolores? We can

be just as happy, if you are willing to

marry—a gringo!"
Dolores looked reproachfully at David

Howard, and the next moment she was
in his arms, her face buried against his

coat.

"David," she whi.spered softly, "my
father is dead, and
my brother is far

away. I have no
one left in the
world but you.
What does it matter
that you are an
American, if we
love each other?"
And, judging by

the way he kissed

her, David Howard
did not seem to

think that it mat-
tered at all.

(By permission of

First National
Pathe, Ltd., star-

ring Richard Bar-
thelmess and Mary

Astor.)
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"DEFENDERS OF THE LAW."

(Continued from page 16.)

the Chandos found themselves covered
by wicked-looking guns! Greedy hands
snatched at necklaces and jewels, whilst

fierce voices demanded that the men
hand over their money or pay the con-
sequences of refusal.

A pounding of heavy feet and into

the restaurant charged the police.

Guns barked, women .screamed, and
tablo were tlung over with a crash.

Joe Valet had not moved since he had
given the signjil, but had kept Terono
and the woman covered. If ho made
tiio raid before the arrival of the police

he intended to take Terone and the

woman as his prisoners. With one he

could dictate to the police, and the

other to checkmate the activities of

Tcronc's men. Or perhaps he aimed to

clean-up the swag for himself and shake

the dust of Lincoln from his feet.

But all that was changed by the

advent of the police. Everything was
ruined, half his men and Terone's wotild

be captured or killed, and his owii life

was endangered. A blind rage gripped

him. It was this crawling snake who
had betrayed him, and
His gun spoke once, and -with a

scream of mortal agony Terone sank to

the ground.
With a cry of fear Meg flung herself

towards the curtain. Tlie gun spoke

again. The woman clawed at the heavy

velvet, hung suspended, and then

slithered to the grotmd.
One glance at the chaos in the

Chandos and then Valet jumped over

the woman's prostrate body and disap-

peared the way he had come.

It was Houston who first found them.

One glance at Terone showed tliat the

crook was dead, but the woman
groaned.

"He shot his partner," she whispered

gaspitigly. "Got wise to mc and shot

me. He escaped througli there
"

"Muldoon!" shouted Houston. "Take
two men and comb that passage—reckon

vou'll be too late."
^^

"Terone got drunk and talked,'

whispered the- wounded spy. " Valot

overheard mo give the warning, b\it lie

didn't shoot till the hoys appeared and

lie knew the hold-up had failed."

"You've done fine work, JNIcg.''

Houston h.id traced the stream of

blood. " Thank heaven, he only got

you through tlie shoulder!"
Two of Terone's gang were dead and

three were prisoners— all of Valet's men
had escaped because their chief had told

them about the back way. When
escaping tliry had .Tininst walked on the

rileyshomC
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bodies of Tcrono and Number Seven-
teen.

"Valet can't get out of Lincoln,'
Ffoiistoii told Rhildoon as they took thi>

wouiidod spy off to hospital. "It won't
be long before I get Valet. If it get<
out that he shot Terone he'll liave a
fine bunch of dagoes thirsting for Ir*

blood."

Valet Secures a Hostage.

J
OK VALKT had got back to the

hiding-place in the Steps. It was
the morning of the next day.

Tlie Kid .--tarod anxiously at his chief.

"I don't like it, Joe." His voice was
hoarse. " Four of the Terone gang
Crime back with us, but they've goiic.

Why?"^
"Don't ask nio riddles I" raved Valei.

"They were a worthle{.s bunch of fools.

Why the blazes did I ever eoinc to this

frowsy town?"
"A pity you plugged Terone." the

Kid .sighed. " ^I'hat guy was a poor
fish, but those srum are a vengeful
lot."

"Voii reckon they've got wise''"

asked Valet, then slu'uggod his shoul
I ders. "If they try anything I'll settle

the whole bunch."
The telephone hell shrilhxl. and tin-

two tnen stared at it suspiciously. Only
Terone's men and their own knew tin"

number.
The Kid. at a nod from his chief,

stepped forward and took oflf the

receiver.

"Yeah, who's that?" He listened for

a moment, then placed his hand over

the mouthpiece. " Wamia speak to you.

.loe. Rounds nnghty like Terone's young
brother."

.Toe Valet took the instrument;
"Hallo! What's doing?"
"This is .lack Terone .speaking." A

voice spoke very clearly. " You shot

down my In-other at the Chandos. and
I thought I would warn you that the
partnership is finished. What's more,
you're finished. I've got a knife her^
with your name on it. and there's lead

j)oisoninff for some of your dumb gang.
Try and get out. then see what's
coming to you."

•Toe Valet replaced the 'phone.

"We're in a nasty iani. Kid." He lit

a cigarette and sat down at the table.

"Funds are getting low." He took out^

a pocket-book. " Forty bucks won't go
far."

"How about quitting this place?"
cried the Kid. "I feel as if I wer.'"

trapped."
" Hou.ston will have the outskiils w<>li

watched." Valet was looking througli
his papers. "He'll probablv have an
extra hundre<] cops luider his connnan<l
after last niffht's show-down. We're in

a jam. but I've been in others:, and "

His voice trailed away, and the Kid saw
the intent way Valet was leading a

cutting.

"Whiit's that. .Toe?"
"The wav out," Valet rrrinncd.

"Read if."

A paper cutting Announcing the prob-
thje enfragemeut of Alice Lang to Cap-
tain William Houston.

Alice had driven Bill to headquarter.',
and after he had kissed her looked at

him reproachfull.v.

"I've srareelv seen you these last few
• days. I shall be glad when that tor

rlbl(> jfunman is captured."
" Won't be long now. sweetheart."

He snided down at the sweet face.
" Now yon go straight home. The
light's fading and I don't like to think
of you out at niglit.''

"Oh. I'm safe enough." scoflfed Alice.

"Trv and Come roind some time thi>;

pvening."
Octol)cr I7t!i loni
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i\. salute, and for a moment William
Houston watched the powerful two-
seater speed away. Ho did not see the
shabby touring four-seater car that canio
round a corner and took the same route.

Four men sat in that car, and their

faces were .set in grim lines.
,

Alice was almost home when the car

came abreast of lier, and when she
edged towards the kerb so did th'e other

car.

"What are you men doing?" cri<>d

tlie girl, and tried to accelerate to gi r

clear.

The only answer was the roar of a

powerful engine. The girl gave a

startled scream as a door opened and a

man stood poi.sed on the rumiing-board.

She screamed again when the man
leapt.

Valet Dictates Terms.

THE police commissioner's otiico. At
the huge maliogany desk sat a

bowed, frightened man, whil.st the

chief, Detective Muldoon and Houston
stared at each other in perplexity.

" What's happened to Alice ? What's
happened to Alice?" w'ailed Commis-
sioner Lang for the hundredth time.

"Where's my darling gone?"
"Perhaps the car went wrong!"

weakly suggested the chief.

"Would the car be found half through
a hedge," raved the father. "And
there's nothing the matter with the car.

In .spite of smashed and bent wings, it

was driven back here. There are a

number of parcels in the back, Alice's

gloves and yet no sign of my daughter.
She's been kidnapped! But by whom?"
His face was contorted as he stare<l at

his otiicers. "Why can't you fools do
something? Why can't you find her?"
The outburst was excusable. The

commissioner was driven frantic with
worry over his only child.

Houston was worried, but he tried to

disguise his fears. Could one man have
kidnapped Alice? Was the reason

ransom ? Lang Was a iwpular commis-
sioner, and the perpetrator of such a

deed must know that the whole of Lin-

coln would be roused. The commissioner
wa.s not a poor man, yet not sufficiently

wealthy to warrant a ransom. Was
there some other motive behind this

abduction ?

"What do you make of this,

Houston?" The jjolice chief turned to

his subordinate. "The commissioner
has no enemies. Might not Miss Lang
have hurt herself and received attention

from a doctor?"
"The car was found two hours ag)

and the radiator was still warm."
Houston staled before him with gloomy
eves. "Only one man might have do'ie

this."

"You mean Valet?" asked th" detec-

tive.

"I hope to heaven I'm wrong."
Houston could not face the agony on the

commi.ssioner's face. " Who else
"

The telephone bell made them all

jump. bO great was the iiervou> strain.

Commissioner Lang answered the call

—perhaps one of the patrols had gaine<l

some imixMtant clue or even found
Alice.

"Is that Commissioner Lang's oIKco?"
drawled a voice.

"Yes—speaking."
"Feeling a bit het-up. aren't \ou';"

came the soft, mocking voice. "Won-
dering where your dear daughter Alice
can have got to."

"Alice! Alice! What do you know-
about my daughter?"
William Houston grabbed up another

instrument, for he knew in a flash who
was s|)caking to the coinmi.«sioner.

"You've found a deserted car and you
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don't know' .\hat's happened to her.
You needn't bother to look any further,
because she's in safe hands. Tiiis is Joo
Valet talking."
"Valet!" The commissioner turned a

haggard face to Houston. "He's got
Alice.''

"Find out his game, sir,'' whispered
Houston. "Then let me talk to him."
"You say Alice is with you?" The

commissioner spoke in a shaky voice.

"Are you crazy to have done such a
thing? What litt'o chance you had of
a light sentence is gone."
"Oh, yeah, I know all that," Valet

laughed. "I was due for the )iot s<)uat
in any case an<l the abduction of a
beaiilitiil young girl don't make matters
any worse. Yeah, I'll say she's pretty
—I'm looking at her now. Like to know
why I've invited her to my abode? 1
won't waste time, but just tell yon. Her
life or mine—make your choice!"
"My G You can't mean "

The commissioner was palsied with
fright.

"Let me speak, sir," cried Houston,
and took the 'phone from the trembling
fingers. "Valet, this is Houston speak-
ing'."

"Dear old Bill."

"Cut out the smooth stuff,' raged
his one-time friend. "If you liarin.

Alice I'll kill you with my own hands."-
" You might try," was the answer;

" but at the moment that's impossible.
Unless the cop.s are withdrawn from
the Steps iiiid 1 in allowetl to leave this

town something may happen to Alice.

It is now six o'clock—I give you an hour
to decide. In one hour I'll ring up
again, and then it's up to you and th«
commissioner. Perhaps you'd like to
decide now—I'll hold on."
The commissioner had taken up the

other 'phone. Duty was foryotten in

his love for his daughter.
"We've got to let him go," came hii

agoni.sed cry. "I'll order the with-

drawal of the cordon at once. Tell him
I'll be responsible that no harm come*
to him." He glared at his future son-

in-law. "Why waste t'me— tell Valet
he is free!"
"Wait." Houston spoke into the

'phone, and then put his big hand back.L
over the mouthpiece before answerinj
the commi.ssioner. "We must not hti

too hasty, sir, to give way to Valet. II

we give in without a iight head-
quarters "

" What the heck do I care about head-
quarters?'' the commis.sioner almost

screamed. "It's my daughter I'm think

ing alx)ut. You're supposed to be ir

love with Alice and yet you waste time

arguing when every moment
pre(-ious.

"

"I'm as antious as you, 8;r.

J-Iouston's voice was hoarse. "Bu
there's the chief to be considered am
our own reputations. I want to try aii<

get Alice back, because if we give Vale
hi; freedom the Press and the genoni

public will jeer as us for being tricked

We'll play for time, sir—1 think I ca

trust Valet to keep his word."
"But Alice. Alice " The con

missioncr glanced from Houston to tfi

other two men, and read their e.xpre

sions. They were defenders of the lav

and, though Alice was his daiighte

hated the idea of giving wa.v to a crw:

guinnan without a fight. "You're riglij

gentlemen." The commissioner ho»v«
[

his head. "I mustn't be a coward. W|
must light Valet."

"Valet," Houston spoke into W|
'phone, "you still hanging on?"
"Yeah—you been trying to trace tfl

call?" came the' sneering voice. "Youl
be unlucky because "-

. .LlIs:' ..:^'^^
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"You're so smart," interrupted

Houston. "It's now a quarter-past and

I want an hour from now. You see,

Valet, you're in a jam, and we reckon

your terms ratlicr too excessive."

"Maybe you don't tliink I've got j-our

dame a prisoner,' Valet cried. "Just
listen to this." "A pause, and tlien a

faint whisper. "Tell 'em you're scared

stiff and that when I say you've got an

hour to live I mean it."

"Bill, Bill:" Now he could hear

Alice. "They tricked me here; they

threaten to kill me. but I'm not fright-

ened of them. Come and get t^iem,

Bill. I'm at the Steps, near the river

Her voice trailed away in a scream
of pain, and Houston, hands clenched

impotently, heard Valet speak again

:

"The little fool nearly got a broken
wrist for that. I'll give you an hour.

I'm down in the Steps, but you can't

find me in that time. In one hour I

ring again, and if " Valet rang
o(T.

William Houston turned eagerly to

the commissioner and the chief of police.

"I've got one hour," he cried. "If

you've heard nothing from me when
Valpt rings up iigain, then kt him have
his liberty."

The Fight to a Finish.

WILLIAM HOUSTON had no
definite plan when he left the
commissioner's office. He was

terribly anxious for Alice's safety, but

mad at the idea of having to give in

to a crook, even though that crook had
once shared a dug-out with him.
Luck for the first time favoured them

for a plainclothes detective hurried up
to them directly Muldoon and liimself

arrived in the ai»mal district known as

the Steps. •

"No trace of Valet." was the report.

"'J'hough I picked tliis up near the

liver." It was a silhouette. "I remem-
liorcd what you told me about Valet and
wondered if

"

Done by Vulet himself—a silhouette

of the Kid, his chief gangster," cried

Houston, "iluldoon, will you get back
to headquarters and muster the flying

squad, also the two aiinoured cars.

Return here at once. You'll find

Williams." That was the plainclothes

man. "And he'll report any piogress

or instructions."

Muldoon \vcnt away in the police car.
" Now lead me to where you found

ihis silhouette," ordered the captain.

Williams led his superior along teveral

( vil-smelling alleys into a narrow
-ircet. l''roiu the shadows of a wall he
liidicalcd three isolated tenement houses
and a stretch of waste ground.

' Found the silhouette among rubbish
sliot on that waste," whispered the

detective. "Those three tenements are

jiiiiied together and honeycombed with
passages, but I doubt if there are pas-

.sagos vmder the road, though there

iiiiRht bo one down to that small build-

in<j over there on the river bank."
" Smart work, Williams, it shan't be

overlooked," approved Houston. "Get
hold of two men to watch that shed, and
get any others to lung around here and
keep tlicir eyes skiiuied. You get back
and fetch MuUloou. I'm going to get

into these buildings."
Houston drew his slouch hat over his

eyes, turned uj) his collar and when an
old car snorted past, gained the other

sid(! of the road.
Wooden stairs formed a fire-escape to

the building on the extreme right, which
appeared to be deserted as the windows
I'were either fihhv or broken. There
flvere no lights though the building at

|!,i^c left end had several lighted win-

ows and an air of occupation.
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Houston suddenly ran up three steps

and then flung himself backwards to the

ground.
Crack ! A bullet splintered the wood-

work of the stairs.

How- could he get up those stairs ?

The problem was solved for him.
A gun spoke twice from the opposite

side of the street atid there came a yell

of pain from above. For a moment
Houston .was puzzled, then gave a glee-

ful grunt. Terone's old gang must be

on the war-path against Valet for the

killing of their chief.

Taking a chance Bill went up the

wooden stairs and came to the exit on
the first floor. At once a fusillade of

shots rang out from both sides of the

street, but none came near the police

officer. Terone's gang was out for re-

venge.
Houston tried the door but it was

locked. From his pocket came an affair

of wile, which opened that door in a

trice and without hesitation he entered,

hut in his hand was his gun.
A murmur of voices and Houston

crept forward.
"Stop moaning, you liitle fool." It

was Valet's harsh voice "I'm going to

put a call through to the police head-
quarters and if they don't draw oft' the

cops something's gonna happen to you."
Houston flattened himself against the

wall as he heard someone running to-

wards him. A torch Hashed but the
beam did not show up the captain. A
door opened, a streak of light, and then
closed.

"Chief, it ain't the cops— it's Terone's
gang," shouted the Kid. "They're on
the other side of the road. All this

shooting will bring the cops—we're in

a j)roper jam now, chief."

"Oh, cut out the moaning," snarled

Valet. "C>ct back to the roof and turn

a machine-gun on an\ of Teroiu-'s iian^

yon see. but lay off shooting cops if you
can help it. I'll get through to that

old fool of a commissioner and tell him
that if he wants to see his daughter
alive he'd better get busy."
The Kid reappeared and darted along

the passage. Houston edged near the
closed door. Quietly he turned the
handle and then flimg the door open.

"Slick 'em up. Valet," he shouted,
and wisely kept well baok in the
shadows.
Like a flash Valet, who had been

holding a telephone receiver. h;ul

whipped out a gim and fired. The
bullet missed Houston and then the
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yell
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police officei's guu spoke. A
rage and the gun was smasht
Valet's hand.

Alice, with hands to ashen cheeks, had
backed against a wall.

But Valet was not captured yet. Be-
hind him was an open doorway and
like a hare ho jumped backwards, and
the door was flung shut.

" Stay there, Alice," barked her sweet-

heart' and flung himself against the
door. Next moment he was in a

lighted room atid there at his feet was
an open trapdoor. Down a steel ladder

Valet was swiftly descending and with-

out hesitation, Houston went after hini

by sliding down the sides of the ladder,

lie could have shot Valet, but that was
not his way of fighting an unarmed
enemy.

Alice, disobeying orders, had crept to

the opening and saw the two men fight-

ing on the ladder. Locked together tiiey

cra.shed to ihc ground, which was a good

fifteen feet drop. The girl cried out and
closed her eyes in horror. •

Outside a battle had been raging, but
with the arrival of heavy bodies of

police the fight went out of the two
gangs. Already Terone's old gang had
iost two men killed by the nuichine-gun,

whilst the Kid and two of Valet's men
were badly wounded. Muldoon led thi;

police into the tenement houses whilst

Williams dealt with the Terone gang.

It was Muldoon who found Alice.

The girl pointed to the trapdoor.
" Thev went down there," she cried.

William Houston, bedraggled, with

blood on hands and streaming from a

cut on the face, drew himself wearily

into the room. Next minute Alice was
clasped tight in his arms.
"How about Valet, Bill?" asked itul-

doon.
"We fell and lucky for mo Valet was

luiderncath.'" Bill freed a hand and
pointed to the trap. "You'll find him—
yeah, he's finished—broke his neck—
I'm glad."

And whilst Alice clung to her lover

and sobbed tears of relief Muldoon and
the cops stared' down at the still figure

of Joe Valet.
"A proper clean-up," muttered the

chief-detective. "Guess we'll have some
peace round those parts for a spell,"

he chuckled. "The only e.xcitenient will

be a weddirig."

(By permission of W. and F. Film

Service, Ltd., starring John Holland

and Robert Gteckler.)

GRAND FILM NOVELS YOU SHOULD NOT MISS!
" TOO MANY COOKS."
Albert decided to build a
bouse lor bimselt and
Alice Cook, the girl he
was going to marry, but
the members of her
family, her friend, his

uncle, and his chum did

their utmost to upset
everything—with the best

of intentions.

" HONOUR AMONG
LOVERS."

A strong and dramatic
tale of a young financier

who loved a girl but lost

her. Soon the girl found
that the man she bad
married was a weakling.
Starring Fredric March
and Claudette Colbert.
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ALSO
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The fourth episode of the Bert Wheeler and Dorothy Lee in "Too Many Cooks."

splendidseriatdramaof the Don't miss these splendid yarns in this week's issue of oup
sawdust ring, starring

co moan ion oaoer
Francis X. Bushman, jun.,

companion paper,

and Alberta Vaughn, *'

" THE SPELL OF THE
CIRCUS." ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.

Ortoliii- irth, VXM.
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; "THE MALTESE FALCON."

T (Continued Srom page 20.> 1

"Well," he said. "Wilmer's our fall

guy." And, us Gutmati offered a pro-

test: "There's no argument. You say
' yes ' right now, or I'll turn the black

bird and the whole ganf' of you over."
Gutman fingered his chin.
" Well er—you can have him," he

muttered, while Cook leaned limply
;i gainst the wall.

Sam picked up the telephone, called

up Effie, his secretary, apologised for

rousing her und asked her to collect the

suit case with the black bird.

"Now, Gutman," he said, turning,
"let's get tfie details. Why did Wil-
iner kill Thursby, and how did he kill

Jacob!
?"

"Thursby was a notorious gunman,"
Gutman answered, "and Miss Won-
derly's protector. We tried to persuade
him to join us. When he refused, Wil-
incr got him outside his hotel. As for

Jacobi, ho knew nothing of the Falcon,
except as a precious statuette that Miss
Wonderly entrusted to him in Hong
Kong. You see, he came under the in-

Hucnce of Miss Wonderly's charm, and
agreed to bring the Falcon to America
while .she came on a fast boat. The Fal-

con wont from Thursby to Jacobi, and
f'.om Jacobi. at her instructions, to you.
Miss Wonderly's admirers have been
many, sir, and she has used them all to

her advantage."
"And I was next in lisie, huh?" mused

Sam, and it was a subject on which he
had ample time to ponder ere Effie

showed up with the case.

The moment the secretary had gone,

the case was hurriedly opened by Gut-
man. who then iiroccodod to scrape the

enamel of the black bird with a knife.

He had made several incisions in its sur-

face when an expression of the keenest
chagrin appoareil on his florid face.

"A fake!" he snarled. "This isn't the
real Falron !" '

"It's the only one I know about," said

Sam Spade, and then, rounding on
Kiith Wonderly :

" Maybe you can tel!

theni where the real one is," ho jerked.

"No," silo cried, and seemed sincere

enough. "I swear this is the one I got

from Kemidov in Constantinople. It's

Gutman's fault. He was idiot enough to

let Kemidov know the Falcon's value,

and the Russian made a duplicate.

Kemidov's made fools of us. Oh, what
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fools, chasing each other around the
world for a lump of lead!"
"Too bad," Gutman murmured. "Oh,

by the way, Si^ade, I'll trouble you for
my ten thousand dollars.''

"Don't be silly, Gutman," said Sam.
"It's your hard luck, not mine."
As he spoke he realised that Gutman

was covering him with a wicked-looking
pistol. It was Cairo who relieved Sam
of the money.
When the crooks had departed, Sam

crossed to the 'phone and called up
police headquarters. A moment later he
was in conversation with Tom Polhaus.
That conversation over, he faced Ruth

Wonderly. Never had she looked more
appealing, never in his brief acquaint-
ance with her had he had to fight so
hard against that spell which had
biought those other men to their ruin.

"You and Thursby double-crossed Gut-
man," he said quietly. "Then you
double-crossed Thursby in favour of the
more innocent Jacobi. Listen. Baby,
don't lie to me. Thursby didn't kill

Archer. Archer was not dumb enough
to let Thursby catch him in a blind alley
with his gim stuck away in his hip and
his overcoat buttoned. But Archer went
up that alloy with you, and you—you
shot him in the back! Why

—

—V
"Oh, Sam, don't talk that way," she

pleaded. '

"Out it out," he jerked. "I'll toll

you why you killed him^bccause you
figured Thursby would be nailed for the
miu'der. and then you would have the
black bird all for yourself. But when
you found out Thursby had been shot
by Gutman's crowd, you got scared

—

thought you needed a protector—and
came back to me."
She fluirg her arms around him.
".Sam," she cried, with a break in her

voice, "I'd have come back to you any-
way. The first time I saw you I knew,
.somehow, that sooner or later I would
come back to you. I want you to
believe that "

The doorbell rang. When Sam
answered the summons Polhaus and
Lioiifenant Dundy crossed the threshold.
"Hero you are," said Sam, producing

an automatic. "The gun Cook used to

kill Thursby and .Jacobi."

"He's used another one since." Tom
Polhaus rejoined grimly. " We acted on
your information and went round to

Gutman's hotel. We grabbed Cook, but
Gutman and Cairo are dead. Cook

—

shot 'em."
"That ain't all." put in Dundy.

"There's another murder to clear up

—

Archer's."
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Sam laughed.
"And you've got it all figured out how

I did it, huh?" he said. "Well, 1

reckon you know Miss Wonderly. Sho
killed Archer " Perhaps he faltered
a little as he made the accusation, but
ho was not entirely the blind fool that
those other men had been. "Sho wa.i

an accomplice of Cairo, Gutman. and
Cook—until she double-crossed "cm."

• t * • »

"She's in cell number ten, sir." tho
matron of the women's prison told Sam
Spade, several days after the trial and
conviction of Ruth Wonderly.
.Sam walked down the long stone cor-

ridor till he came to the barred door of

the room whence Ruth Wonderly would
walk to the gallows. She was sitting

on a hard couch with her head between
her hands, but looked up as she heard
his step.

"You just couldn't keep away from
me, could you?" she said, with a

defiant trace of mockery in her voice.

Ho smiled a twisted smile, but deer*

down within him ho felt a pang. In
spite of everything he had eared for

her, and since her imprisonment he had
spent nights as sleepless as hers.

"They've just made mo chief investi-

gator for the District Attorney's office,""

he told her. "I thought you'd like to

know, since it was through you I got
the job."
"I a.ssure you," she said, "it was .i

.

kibour of. love. Yes, just tliat, Sam."
And suddenly* she broke down, sobbing
distractedly.

Could it be possible that some comer
of her crooked heart had really

belonged to him. that in the end sli«'

had come to look on him as something
other than a pawh to.be used as her
wiles and cumiing should direct, or a.^

the • force of circumstances should
decree ?

When Sam Spade made his way b.ick

to the end of the prison corridor he
spoke to -the matron earnestly.

"I want you to be very nice to thai

girl in number ten." he said. "Givo
her anything she wants."
"Very, well, Sam. But who will I

charge the extras to?"
"Send the bill to the District

Attorney's office," he answered. "I'H
' okav 'it."
"But ^\\\\ that be all right?"
Sam laughed quietly: .

"Yes, sir," he declared.

(By permission of Warner Bros. Pictures,

-

Ltd., starring Bebe Daniels and Ricardo
' Cortez.)
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"The Riding Fool."

Kendall, Bob Steele i

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

Steve Kendall, Bob Steele; Sally
Warren, Frances Morris; Jiianita,

Joscphiiie Vclcz ; Ma Warren, Florence
TLirnor; Bud Warren, Eddie Feather-
f fon ; Boston Harry, Ted Adame

;

Nikkos, Al Bridges; Miss Scully, Fern
Emniett; Sheriff Anderson, Gordon do
Main ; Col. Butterficid, Jack Henderson.

" Red Fork Range."
Wally Hamilton. Wally Wales: Ruth

Faroil, Eutli Mix; Black Bard, Al Fer-
guson; "Whip" Roden, Bud Osborne;
Charles Faroil, Lafe McKee ; Sergeant
0"Flahcrty, Will Armstrong ;

" Apaclie "

Joe, Jim Corey; Chief Barking Fox,
Chief Big Tree.

" Rodney Steps In."

Rodney Perch, Richard Cooper; The
^Masked Lady, Elizabet.'i Allan ; Stephen
Dalston, Walter Piers; Tapper, Leo
Sheffield; Inspector Grimshaw, John R.
TurnbuU ; Detective Billings, Alexander
Field.

The Brave Days of Old.

It is not very often that an extra in

pictures is able to cut the figure that

Manuel Vegas Canero did during the
fihning of "Adios," the new drama of

California's fighting days.
Canero, an eighty-six-ycar-old native

of Southern California, was of great
value to the First National director,

Frank Lloyd. Many of the picturesque
scenes in "Adios " were made in accord-
ance with the descriptions furnished by
this extra, who was one of the two
hundred working in tlic picture.

" Life among the early Californians
was very agreeable," declai-ed Canero.
" I remember well the bandits, the
gringo miners and the stage-coaches
ihat followed rapidly the discovery of

gold at Sutter's Mill. I was but a child

m those days, but things didn't happen
so fast as they do to-day. As I grew up
I, too, felt tlie resentment against the
eifer-cncroaching gringo. But that has
all passed now. I would rather look
back on the old days as I used to know
and live them. Our pleasures, too, wore
organised on a business-like basis. Be-
fore the holidays there were committees
of eight fiostejeros, or,feasters, whose
duty it was to plan the course of a series

of celebrations from rancho to rancho.

"Each fcastcr had liis vaqucro—and
let me remind you, please, that a

vaquoro is a man of distinction. The
first ofhccrs of the State of California,

all the men of proud families, were
vaquoros. The terni literally means ' all-

round horsemen.' Actually, a vaquero
was one who was sent riding on a
mission, and accomplished his purpose
despite all hardships.
"Let us say wc would start the

festivities at the old Santa Monica
Rancho. Beforehand, tlio first feaster's
viaquoro hail ridden up to warn the
family of our coming, so that they might
make ready the fea.-it and prepare the
October 24th, 1931.
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" THE LIGHTNING FLYER."
Owing to his wild life, a rich young man
is driven irom home. Almost he has
made good when tragedy intervenes. A

gripping railroad drama.

"THE HUNCHBACK OFNOTRE DAKE.

"

Paris n the grim days when revolution
threatened to break in all its terror and
ghastUness. A powerful story centring
around the life of Quasimodo, the de-
formed bellringer of the famous cathedral
of Notre Dame. Starring the late Lon
Cbaney, Patsy Ruth Miller and Norman

Kerry.

" MAID TO ORDER."
A gripping detective story of a man's
daring plot to unmask a gang of thieves.

Starring Julian Eltinge.

ALSO
The ninth episode of our thrilling serial

drama,
"HEROES OF THE FLAMES."

horses for our next journey. In a day
or two wc would arrive all on horse-

back, with the women riding on men's
saddles with one knee over the saddle-

horn. Generally wc would arrange to

arrive about four o'clock in the after-

noon. After exchanging general greet-

ings, the fiesta would start, and in it

would bo mixed serenading, dancing,
feasting and merry-making, which often
la.sted until dawn.
"In 1881," Oanero continued, "the

Californians organised the Vaquero Club
in order to perpetuate the old dances
and traditions, which were rapidly pass-

ing with the picturesque customs. This
club still meets regularly—but," he
added, with a sad note in his voice, "the
old days arc gone for ever. Automobiles
have ruined the vaqueros."
Many of the interesting and colourful

episodes of the pioneer days described
by Canero have been incorporated in
the picture. In "Adios" Richard
Barthelmess plays a role based upon the
actual history of Marietta, the notorious
Spanish bandit who was the Robin Hood
of California.

1 The " Clapper Boy."
If the "clapper boy " were a seeker

after film fame he would have good
reason to feel sorely disappointed. For
he is the one person in a studio who
is filmed hundreds of times for a picture
and yet is never seen on the screen.
His face, in fact, is always left on the

cuttirig-roora floor. It is there that his
film career ends. Yet no picture can be
l)roduced without him. Imagine him, if

you can, a youth in shirt-sleeves who,
unlike the artistes, needs no make-up
ere he steps in front of the camera. His
emblem of office consists of two long
and narrow pieces of wood. These, thw
"clappers " as they are called, are W
necessary to him as the megaphone used
to be for different purposes to the direc-
tor in the old days of silent films.

But now two separate films must be
made at the same time, one for sound
and one for the picture. Immediately
before the artistes are to begin their
parts, the "clapper" boy springs for-

ward and quickly opens and snaps to-

gether his pieces of wood. Then just as
quickly and modestly he retires to allow
the artistes to start. His action and
sound have, meanwhile, been recorded,
and the instant the artistes have finished
the "clapper " boy repeats his little per-
formance.
The reason for all this is to enable the

film cutters to know afterwards the exact
point at which each scene began and
finished before the whole is joined to-

gether. The completed film then goes
to the cinemas minus the face of the
"clapper" boy and his .sound.

From Aviation to Films.

One of the new artistes who have been
signed on a long term contract by
Columbia Pictures is Robert Alden, who
created such an impression in "Para-
mount on Parade" and "Only the
Brave."
When Alden left- college he became a

civil engineer, but soon tired of the life

and secured an engagement with a small
theatrical company. Then he became in-

terested in aviation and soon earned his

pilot's certificate. About seven months
ago, however, he had a marvellous
escape from death when a broken wing
caused him to crash from a height of

3,200 feet.

For several months he lost the power
of speech and it seemed as though he
would never again be able to taRc up
acting. But skilful medical attention and
his own will-power combined to pull him
through, with his speech as good as it

W.16 before. He is now determined to

climb the ladder of success to film

stardom.
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Action, thrills, romance and humour in a story showing how a dare-devil cowpuncher and
a reckless gambler brought a desperate bandit to justice.

Starring

BOB STEELE, TED ADAMS
and FRANCES MORRIS.

I

The Neck-Tie Party.

TWO men stood near the ond of the
long bar in the saloon at Gulf
Centre, Nevada. One was a

blond young fellow whoso manner
seemed peculiarly agitated. The other
.was a big. swarthy Mexican known as
Nikkos, a figure of some notoriety in and
around the little Western township.

"Hero's to Boston Harry," said
Nikkos. raising his glass of mezcal
whisky. " Ecf he could draw a gun so
quick as ho draw the ace from his
sleeve, then they would not be hanging
heem now."
The other clawed at his ann

feverishly. He seemed distraught to the
point of terror.

"Cut it put, Nick," he pleaded.
"Don't talk that way. Cut it out, will
yuh?"
Nikkos smiled, and then, lowering his

voice, leaned nearer to him.
"Loos'n, Bud Warren," he said, "do

you think I would tell anyone I saw you
keel Jim Beckworth ? Boston Harry
Preston, he is no friend of mine, but do
you thecnk I would let them string hecin
up in your place eef I wasn't vour
partner?"
Bud Warren looked at him piteously.

Iq spite of the Mexican's declaration of
loyalty, there was a queer, sinister
expression on his dark-skinned features.
"You always claimed vou was my

friend, Nick." Bud Warren faltered.

"Sure I am your friend," the
Mexican rejoined. "So much your
friend that I am going to stick weeth
.vou when you take that stage to Poker
City." And he looked at Warren slvlv.
Bud started.

"Who (old you I was goin' there?"
he jerked, and with that the IMexican's
manner seemed to undergo a change.
The ambiguous smile vanished from his

counteuauci-, and the scowl that took its

place was one of dark menace.
"Don't try to fool me," he warned.

"We have been friends too long for you
to be playing the lone hand."

"I'll bo back," Bud Warren pro-
tested. "I just want to go an' see mv
folks."

"You will be back?" Nikkos echoed.
"I am going wectli you, amigo."
At that particular moment a young

man who had figured in their conversa-
tion was being led forth on horseback to
a tract of convenient woodland some
distance from Gulf Centre.
He was Boston Harry Preston,

gambler by profession, gentleman of
fortune by inclination, and, by an
unlucky turn in tho wheel of Fate, a
victim of circumstantial evidence.

Ho was dressed with the care and
expense which men of his calling
generally lavished on their personal
appearance. A Stetson with a well-
turned brim cast a shadow over liis thin,
good-looking face. The ends of a cravat
drooped over his fancy vest. The breeze
that sighed across the hill-tops and
fanned the mesquite grass of the rolling
range stirred the skirts of his immaculate
frock coat.

Thus, in sartorial splendour, with his
hands bound behind him and a troop of
stern-minded citizens riding alongside
him as an escort, Boston Harry was con-
ducted to a gallows tree that liad
already seen yeoman service in its time.
The fatal tree stood near the foot of a

ridge, and. arrived beneath its spread-
ing branches, the escort called ,a halt.
A hand then withdrew Boston Harry's
Stetson from his head, while another
tossed a lariat over one of the stoutest
boughs and adjusted the dangling noose
around the captive's throat.
Boston Harry looked about him, his

glance scanning the faces of the lynch-
mg-party as he made a final appeal.
"I didn't kill .Jim Beckworth," he

said steadily. "I believe in every man
sticking to his own game—and mine is

cards."
"You might as well save your breath,"

one of the escort observed, and, seeing
no mercy in the grim looks of those
aroimd him, Boston Harry prepared tc

reconcile himself to his end.
"Oh. Bill,'' he nuumurcd, addressing

a horseman at his side, "take my watch.
It's yours. Be sure you wind it

regidar."
"Thanks!" was the rejoinder, and the

time-piece was removed from Boston
Harry's waistcoat.
"You've got my gun. Dusty," the con-

demned gambler said to another of tho
band. "You can keep it."

"I was goin' to. " came the answer.
"And. Bill." Boston Harry continued,

"take my bank-roll, will you? And
when you get through burying me—kintl
of decent—see that Juaiiita gets th(!

monej'. This is just about going to

break her heart," he added with a sigh.

"Break her heart?" someone echoed
mockingly. "Ain't you figurin' on St(>ve
Kendall to repair that busted heart?"
Boston Harry turned his head.
"Why, .Tuanita's in love with mr." he

retorted hotly, forgetting his plight for

the moment as he answered the doubts
cast on his sweetheart's sincerity. " Slio

told mo so."

"Ah, quit the speech-makin' !"

another member of the escort growled.
"You're takin' the high-jumi), Boston.
A killin' is a killin'. an' we're takin'
tho law into our own hands because
State justice has a habit o' wastin' a
lotta time. An' that's jest what this

speech-makin' is doin' right now—
wastin' time."

October 24th, 1931.



Tlio escort drew aside, and the man
with tlio lariat made certain that the

rawhido was fixed firmly to his saddle-
peg. Then without a word he looped his

reins and struck Boston's pony smartly
across the flank.

The gambler's horse leapt forward.
The rope sjjrang taut And m the

same instant a shot crashed out from the

ridge.

The rawhide snapped as a bullet sliced

it as cleanly as a knife-cut. Galloping
on in full career, Boston's pony dashed
across the prairie, the gambler erect in

the saddle and a length of lariat trailing

from his neck. From the lynching-
jiarty there came a sudden outcry, and
every man in the troop reached for his

holster. But before a single six-gun
could be drawn a voice arrested them.

"Stick 'em in the air and keep 'em
there !"

The men of the lynching-party glanced
towards the ridge and saw a lone horse-
man riding down the slope, a forty-five

in each hand. His leather chaps flapped
against the thorny clumps of chaparral
through which his cow-pony was picking
its way. His sombrero, pushed to the
back of his head, offered a full view of a
bronzed, genial face crowned by a mass
of dark, curly hair.

"Steve Kendall!" one of the escort
blurted.
Steve Kendall drew nearer. The men

of the lynching-party remained motion-
less. They were ten-to-one, but the new-
comer had the drop on them, and they
had already had an instance of his

straight shooting.
"Throw your guns on the ground one

at a time!" Steve ordered as he reined
up before them.
The escort obeyed him, and as the

last "iron" thudded into the mesquite
grass one of their number spoke.
"Have you gone plumb loco. Steve?"

ho demanded. "You know Boston had
it comin' to him."
"Maybe," Steve Kendall retorted.

"But he never had a fair trial, an' I

reckon the sheriff would be all riled up
if he came back to town and found you'd
been stringing him."
"Takin' a healthy interest in the

law all of a sudden, lain't you?"
another of the band sneered. "After
the way you an' Boston have been
fightin' over that Spanish dame
Juanita you oughta thank us for
stringin' him up."

Steve's lip curled.
"I don't need any assistance in my

lovo affairs," he observed, and then

:

"Dusty," he added, "you and Bill
ride over here. I'll take Boston's
gun, an' likewise the wallet and watch
he passed up."
These articles having been obtained,

Bill and Dusty were ordered to rejoin
their companions, and, after assuring
himself that Boston Harry was far on
the road to freedom. Stove com-
manded the lynching-party to face in

the opposite direction.

"Turn lii round," ho .sjiiid, with a
flourish of his forty-fives, "and take a
nice long look at the scenery."
They wheeled reluctantly, and Steve

backed his horse to some distance.
Then with a touch of his spurs he rode
off at top speed.
The men of ihe escort dived from

their broncs and grabbed their six-

guns from the ground. But before a
shot could be fired Steve Kendall had
vanished over the crest of the ridge.

Juanita.

TAKING the short cut that leads to
Yuma across the Gila River
Steve Kendall did not draw rein

till he sighted an adobe Mexican jacal
October 24tli, 1931.
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standing near a thicket of prickly
pear.
He entered the dwelling to find a

dark-eyed Spanish girl reclining on a
couch, and as she saw him she sprang
up with a joyous exclamation.
"Glad to sec your little aniigo ?" he

asked her, with a grin, as he caught
her in his arms and lifted her off her
feet.

" Steve, I 'ave been so lonesome,^'
she told him. "I thought you were
not coming back to .Juanita. Ah, but
1 am so full of lov' for you."

' I _ always knew you were crazy
about me," Steve declared. "That's
what I told Boston, only the cuss
wouldn't believe me. Oh, by the way,
look what I got," he added, reaching
inside his shirt with the intention of
producing the gambler's wallet and
watch.

Before he could bring them forth,

however, there was a clopping of

hoofs outside the jacal, and a moment
later a heavy body blundered against
the door. It jerked open to reveal the
figure of Boston Harry, his hands still

bound, and the sinister rawhide neck-
tie still circling his throat.
"Mi madre !" screamed Juanita.

"He is a ghost !"

Steve grinned.
"You're not afraid of a poor little

ghost, are you, .Juanita?" he scoffed.

"You're a brave guy when my
hands are tied, ain't you ?" shouted
Boston, glaring at Steve and fairly in-

furiated at discovering him in
.Juanita's ]iome.
"Untie his hands, babj-," Steve im-

mediately ordered, turning to .Juanita,

and, as the girl obeyed hesitantly,

Boston peeled off his frock coat.

The two men faced each other in the
middle of the room where .Juanita
cowered in a corner. There was a
moment of suspense while they circled

watclifully, and then Boston sprang.
Steve parried a savage swing and

snapped his right to the gambler's
jaw. The shock of the punch seemed
to sweep Boston's feet from under
him, and he plunged backward over
a table.

He picked himself up and charged
like a maddoned steer, breaking
through Steve's guard by the sheer
impetus of his rush and battering the
cowboy against a wall. But Steve
fought back at him, and, though he
took more than one telling blow, he
speedily proved himself the better
man.
Boston was the taller, but lacked

Steve's physique, a physique hardened
by life in the cow-camps. The
gambler went down from a terrific jolt

to the solar, and rose, only to be
floored again. Still he attempted to

prolong the battle, but the frequency
with which he assumed a horizontal
position began to grow monotonous.

Within five minutes he could
scarcely stand, but he was tottering

forward gamely when he saw Steve
withdraw something from inside his

shirt. It was a timepiece, the glass of

which had been shattered in the
course of the conflict, and at sight of

it Boston ripped out an exclamation,
"Say, that's my watch!" he cried.

"Where'd you get it?"
"The same place I got the wallet

you willed to .Juanita," Stove
answered. "And here's yoiir gun, too

—in case you want to practise shooting
a rope or anything !"

Boston's jaw dropped, and at tlie

same time a sheepish expression of

gratitude appeared on his face.

"So you're the guy that saved my
neck !" ho stammered. "Aw, why
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didn't you say so sooner, Steve? I
wouldn't have given you this lickin'."
"What?" Steve raged. "Say,

listen, I only saved you from that I'ope
to let you see I was getting along
witli Juanita !"

The Mexican girl darted between
them. Her eyes wci-e fixed greedily on
Boston's wallet.

"Do not believe his lies!" she told
the gambler quickly. "He is a
coyote—ho let me go on thinking you
had been hanged. Ah, it is you I caro
for ! I am full of lov' for you !"

Sieve could scarcely believe his cars,
and stood gaping at .Juanita.

"Sec, what did I tell you?" Boston
observed to the cowboy with a smirk.
"Thev all fall for me." And he
kissed Juanita wholeheartedly on the
lips,

Juanita returned the kiss and then
wheeled on Steve.
"Give him back his money," she

ordered fiercely. "Give him back his

wallet, or
"

She never finished the sentence, for
at that moment a figure stepped
through the open doorwav. It was the
figure of the rascally Nikkos, and in
kis fist he grasped a six-gun.

"Up with your hands," he drawled
mockingly, and as Steve and Boston
whipped round: "I hate to see trouble
with money, so I will take it from
you," he continued.
He held ont his palm with an im-

perious gesture, but Steve ignored it

and pushed the wallet into Bpston
Harry's grasp. ' "

"I'm giving you back your dotij^h;"

he said to the gambler. "I reckbrt

you know me well enough to believe
me when I tell you I didn't moan to

keep it, anyway."
Nikkos switched his six-gun on

Boston, who was thereupon compelled
to relinquish the wallet. Nikkos
swiftly transferred it to his pocket,
and then jerked liis gun towards Steve
as the latter attempted to reach for

his hip.

"Careful, amigo," the Mexican
warned.

Steve's eyes bored into him.
"I knew you wore a dirty thief,"

he ground out, "but I thought you
were smart enough to play safe."

"Play safe, eh?" Nikkos chuckled.
"That COS good joki." Then his

manner changed, and: "Get in that
other room, the two of you—pronto !

Juanita, open the door for them !"

The girl obeyed, and at the point
of the gun Steve and Boston backed
into a small, dingy apartment to

which the light
_
penetrated only

through a narrow slit of a window.
The door was fastened on them, and

Nikkos thrust his gim back into its

holster and turned to Juanita.
"And now, sweet'eart," he «iid,

"who is the best man in the world,
eh?"
Mindful of the wallet now in her

compatriot's pos.session, the fickle

Juanita sidled towards Nikkos affec-

tionately.
"

"You are the best man, amigo," sho
told him. "And I am all full of lov'

for you."
Nikkos grinned a wolfish grin.

"I kjiew it," he observed, "but to'

show I am not a thief, I leave you hero
with your two admirers." And with a,

taunting laugh that stung her info a
furv he turned on his heel.

"Dirty peeg!" the girl flung ot him,
as she realised that he was proof against
her wile. "I hope they catch you inj
keel you 1"

Nikkos paid no heed to her. Pausing
at the door of the room in which Stevo
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''Good-bye, boys," lie said. "Look
on' the l',f.''^"""'"^'

^"^ ^"P ''- f-on tne ground.
Stove and Boston beard him leavetbe jacal. mount his horse and rido

vo'v'Vet'
'^ *'^" ^^'?^''^'- '^^'^ '--«'• to

tne v.^llet, tlie cou-boy's mmd was occu-pied by another feature of th,. who eaffmr. He w.as thinking of Juanita
' r am so full of lov' for you,"' Stevequot^ed presently, i„ « bitter' tone of

Boston grunted.

Ktcv^'nJA T^r ^,^ observed, andk,teve nodded gloomily.
"-^lo, too," he confessed.
Boston glanced at him.

he . nn^"''°/'' -^°" *^'"'^' I meant?"
Jie lapped out.

rn!.3°"''°j"°' ^''?''"S '"e a sap!" Steve

to'n-fti::^"'^'^'
^"^^^"' ^- --''t B^^^

It was the signal for hostilities to beresumed between them, and in the funof their mix-up they hurtled across heroom and crashed into the frail door Itgave way «,th a splintering sound andthey were precipitated int? the kAor
JriU's-^fee^/''^'-'^ "' " ^ ^-'P^^t

inP;?r^LSfe'^ '' *^"^'" ^-°-'^ -d
«f u^^',.?"t!" ^^"^ screamed. "Get n„tof here V But it was neither her tongi^nor the point of her shoe that put an

w3!Sc-''fi
*'*'•'' ^,^^''^ of men riding to-wards the lacal, and as thev recognised

hey knew"fh';r'^\ ^^°"' ""'^ ^"""'
- fir T ! < ,

*''° posse was headedfor Juanita's home in the belie th^rthey would be found there
^^^

.•0^,1''''' j"'' ^°^'"" dashed from thejacal and sprang astride their horses
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'
fe th>.s time!" the cowboy retortedclapping spurs to his bronco's flanksand heading for the pear thfcket

^^ Poker City.
HTHE stage-coach ran into Poker City
1 the main township in a section a

north )^fV°u'';^"^'"<^^ ""'^^ *o thenoith of Gulf Centre, and as the
.

athered tea.1 of horses came to a stand
still two passengers alighted
Une was a blonde and alluring girlof nineteen. I'he other was a youngman of elegant manners and appearanef-none other than Boston Han^ thoughhe had forsaken tliat name for thepseudonym of Jones
A man with a sheriff's bad-e stood

lo'des'; S"l"^ ^°''°" helped"theS
ZaAT"^ the representative of Lawand^Order inPoke. City touched hi!

,..'?''•, u^^^°' }^''- Anderson," the girlloeted him. "Where's mother '" ^
iour ma's up in the store busv.seryin " the sheriff told her. "Reckon

Mrss"l°Iir'^'^^"^^'«'^'°-^3'0ubt°"

a mn^^ '"'''"^' 'P"'*^" *he words whena little woman came bustling from thoore he had indicated. She proved toe the mother of Miss Sally, ^nd, ahc°

"'^K B'^str'^-
^^° °-^' *--d to

-^^.o^^ftt:%:-^^-^"^"^"ot
j^Boston doffed his hat and bowed ga

the' oId"ladv'"^"r'^' 'l!?'!""^" he said to

were l.nn^" n^ ''"f'^
^'^''<' )^"0"n VO„were licr mother, because no one bu

"Oh, Mr. .Tone.? is a terrible fl-.t

nlu: '^u'r'\t''''' --'t'o-d laugt
"l -'i- '

'^''*"-^' amusing if vou don't|ake him too seriously. By the w°,VI
Y?,,?°.t a surprise for' you "

'^^ '"'^'

He was that same Bud 'Warren who

"Careful, amigo," the Mexican warned.

«?"",„
''lallv."

*"""''• ' «'""«

"hat have you been doing'"

ba^k were going to keep him here"

said fervently
'' '° "'' ""^ "^ "'^" ^o

l>e .shaved his wris? " "' ""'^ '''""''

n^ :i:r^ ' ^'^ husin;^rt^-.°:,^

;; stopping long?" he a.ked Bo.ston

Boston coughed

he"5iielf'Ji^tvfh.::r'^^ ""•"-."
e.-throat trouble °

And fT.'''?"*r
'cal careful " "^ ^ ''""= *" ^o

clolhef '

"'^^ ''"''^'"^ Boston's fancy

;; Gambler?" ho questioned all at onceI'h, occasiona y," Bo^tnr, ^.nnirod, awkwardly ' """'

Ocl.jPjer 2Uli, 1931.
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.as he cntci'eJ tlic building and saw Biul
he stopped dead. But before he could
boat a retreat Sally had turned and
caught sight of him, and she immedi-
ately called him over.

"Oh, Mr. Jones," slie said. "Mr.
Jones, this is my brotlier.

"

Bud Warren's glance shifted to

Boston's face, and as ho recognised the

gambler ho blanched to the lips. His
expression was one that Boston mis-
apprehended, since ho never dreamed
that here was the real culprit of that
killing for which be had so nearly been
lynched.

" Why, I know your brother," the
gambler said in the friendliest of toties,

though his eyes seemed to hold a
throat as they met Bud's. "He never
told me he had a sister, though."
"Land sakes," Mrs. Warren ex-

claimed, "the world's a small place.

Fancy you two bein' acciuainted.'
"Yes," Bo.ston agreed cryptically,

"the world's getting so small that you
liave to keep on the move to avoid
bumping into one another."
Then, as the attention of the two

womenfolk was diverted by the appear-
ance of a neighbour, ho drew Bud
Warren aside.

"What's the matter, kid?" he de-

manded in an undertone. "You looked
like a ghost when you first spotted me.
I guess you left Gulf Centre before the

boys discovered that slight mistake."
"Mistake?" Bud repeated huskily.

"You don't think I did that killing.

do you ?" Bo.ston asked him softly, and
Bud shook his head with nervous con-

viction.

"No, Boston," he faltered, "not a

chance."
Boston reached inside his coat and

tapped a gun that he wore on a
shouldcr-slirg which the garment con-

cealed.
"There wouldn't be a chance," he

warned, "for the fellow that talked too

much. But we'll forget all about that,

Bud. Let's go and take a drink."
Bud accepted the invitation querul-

ously, but at the first opportunity he
parted from Boston and took horse,

riding westward from Poker City and
pushing into the hilis till he reached a
gully where the smoke of a camp-fae
was rising from the brush.

Sixty seconds later ho was face to

face with Nikkos.
"I'm glad to see you're all right,"

he blurtc^i. "I heard Mormon Joe
had winged you."

" Eet was a near thing." answered
the Mexican, "but eet would not have
been so near cef j'ou had been with
me."
Bud Warren bit his lip.

"I had to be at tlie stoic," he jjro-

tested. "It might liave looked sus-

picious if I hadn't been there when my
sister came in off the stage."
"All right," Nikkos muttered. "Only

—don't liavc too many sisters. Lces'en,
did you find out when that express
money is due?"
"Not yet," Bud rejoined, "but

there's somethin' else I've gotta tell

jou. Boston Harry is in town."
The Mexican's eyes narrowed.
"Is that so?" be mused with a

rrookod smile. "Well, you don't have
to worry about lieenj so long as you
arc friends with inc. And if you want
to keep friendly with me," he added
darkly, "you won't find any more ex-

cuses to let nu- play lone hand again.
Yoii understand?"

Anderson Investigates.

AHORSEjNIAN rode through the
brush and approached tho out-
buildings of the Bar Circle

Ranch, owned by Colonel Buttcrfield.
-, October 24th, 1031.
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He was recognised by one or two of the
hands as Siierift' Anderson.

Tlio rcprcsenfativo of the law dis-

mounted, tethered his bronc and asked
to SCO Buttcrfield, who emerged pre-

sently from tho ranch-house, a small,
spare man of about fifty-five.

"Have you put on any new men
lately, colonel?" the sheriff asked.

""5^os," was tho answer, "a man
named Smith started last week, bust-

ing broncs. Why do you ask?"
"Never found out anything without

askin'," tlie sheriff rejoined. "Matter
o' fact, I'm driftin' around tryin' to

pick up the trail of a inan who held
up the stage Mormon Joe was drivin'.

Joe says he clipped him in the arm."
The colonel fingered his chin.

"Well, I'm sorry we're going to

have trouble with road agents again, "-

ho stated, "but if you're looking for

tho culpri.t among my men you're bark-
ing up tho wrong tree, sheriff."

"Where does this new hand of yours
come from?" demanded Anderson.

Butterfield shrugged.
"I don't ask any man liis pedigree

so long as he knows his business." he
observed, "and this boy is the ridin'cst

fool you ever saw. You can take a
good look at him now, sheriff, for here
ho comes with some of the boys."
A bronzed youngster, who sat a horse

as if he had been born to the saddle,

came galloping from the bru.sh with
three or four more of Butterfield's em-
ployees. His sombrero, pushed to the
back of hi-i head, offered a full view
of the genial face of—Steve Kendall.

He swung liimself to the ground close

to where Butterfield and Anderson were
standing, and the colonel beckoned him
over.

" Steve, meet the sheriff," he said.

Steve held out his hand, whereupon
Anderson immediately observed that
his wrist was bandaged. An odd glint

appeared in the sheriff's eye.

"Hurt yourself. Smith?" he sug-
gested.

"One of those wild ponies I was
riding the other day tried to scrape me
olf on tho fence," Steve explained.
The sheriti looked at liim keenly.
"Where you from. Smith?" he asked.
"Plunuis County was my last

stampin' ground," Steve aiLSWorod.
Anderson put no further ciuestions for

thj time being, but, turning to Butter-
field, announced that he would have to

be making tracks for Poker City.

"I'll come right along with you,"
the colonel told him. "I ain't been to

town in some while."

The hands Avatched Butterfield mount
and ride off in the sheriff's company,
aiul when the colonel was out of earshot
one of them spoke with a grin.

"Too bad I ho colonel h«s that case
of heart trouble." lie mentioned.
"Heart trouble?" Steve repeated,

looking lound. "I'm sorry to hear
that. Must be sort of dangerous for a
man of his age."

"S\u-e is," another of the boys de-

clared humorously, "'specially when it's

heart trouble over a woman. The
colonel's been tryin' to ask the Widow
Warren to marry him for the last two
years. But he ain't got nerve enough
to ask her when he's sober, and when
he's liquored up she won't let him."
"He'll be liquored up afore the day's

out." someone else put in.

Tho words were prophetic, for,

shortly after dusk. Colonel Butterfield
might liavc been seen tottering from
tho Poker City saloon, supported by
the firm hand of Sheriff Anderson.
"You'vo liad enough, colonel," the

sheriff told him sternly, "and you're
going right home."
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"Now, sheriff, lishen," Colonel But-
terfield protested stupidly, "there's a
woman in this town—the shweetest li'l

woman in tho world, an' I gotta shoe
her. I gotta shoe 'er an'

"

"Say, colonel, I've been lookin' for

you."

It was the voice of Steve Kendall,
alias Smith, and, on recognising him,
Buttcrfield transferred himself from
the sheriff's support.
"Steve," he said, "you're just in

time. I'm gonna shoe Ma Warren.
We'll botfi go an' shoe her together.

I told her I wouldn't d-drink another
drop, an' I gotta ap-ap-apologise for

breakin' my promish. You tell her

—

you tell her it was your fault."

And in spite of Steve's protests tho
colonel conducted him along to the
Warrens' Store, and blundered across

the threshold with him into Ma Warren's
presence.
There he introduced Steve, but had

hardly presented the new hand when
Mrs. Warren accused him of being under
tho influence of alcohol.

The colonel blinked at Steve.
"Tell her," he said, and Steve loyally

figured out an e.xcuee.

"You see, Mrs. .Warren, it was like

this," he explained. "The colonel

caught a little cold, and the boys thought
a little drink would do him good -"

.

"I've heard that same story every
Saturday night," Mrs. Warren inter-

rupted, "but this time he's worse than
ever he was. You take him back home
and put him to bed, where he belongs."

Sally came round from the back of the
counter, and, seeing her for the <fir4t

time, Steve removed his hat. '^'^^

"Oh, mother," said Sally, highly
amused by Butterfield's latest escapade,
'*don't you think the colonel had better

stay with us to-night?"
"Certainly not!" her mother began:

but, after a moment's consideration:
"Oh, well, all right!" she granfelS.
" Come along, then, John Butterfield,

I'll take you to the house and put you
in the spare room. Sally, you close the

store."

"Yes, mother," the girl answered.
"Mr. Jones will see me home."
"Er—Smith is the name." said Steve,

as Mi«. Warren and the colonel were de-

parting, "and I'll be delighted, miss."
Sally looked at him coldly.

"Good-night—Mr. Smith," she replied.

"I'm waiting for Mr. Jones."
"Oh " Steve hesitated, and then:

"In that case we'll both wait for him,"
he observed.
"Y'ou needn't trouble," she said.

Steve grinned.
"Why, it's no trouble," he assured

her. "I haven't anything to do."
She flashed an angry glance at him,

and, turning on her heel, went behind
the counter. But as she was passing

along the back of it her elbow caught
a pile of canned peaches and scattered

them over the floor, and on the instant

Steve hurried round to help her pick .

them up.

It was while he was stooping out of

sight behind the counter that Boston
Harry cnme into the shop. He saw only

Sally, and doffed his Stetson with fine

courtesy.

"Well," he announced, "I'm here on
time."
"You couldn't have come any too foon

to please me, Mr. Jones," Sally

answered, still resentful at Steve's per-

sistence in remaining.
Never suspecting the true meaning of

her words, Boston looked at her ardently.

"If I had known it meant that much
to yon I wouldn't have waited this long,"

he told her in poetic accents, "counting
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each socoud until I sliould see you
again."
Behind the counter, Steve recognised

that unmistakable voice, and with a can
oE peaches in each hand he rose 6tart-

lingly into view.
" \Vell now isn't that just too sweet

for words?" he declared. "My name is

Smith. Haven't I seen you somewhere
before ? The last time we met, I be-

lieve you were going away in a hurry.
It was a farewell party

"

Boston's face portrayed amazement,
chagrin and then fury in rapid succes-

sion. But Steve maintained his geniality

of manner, and, setting down the cane
of peaches, placed his hands on the
coimter with a salesman-like air.

"What can we do for you?" he con-
tinued. "How about a nice corn-

plaster ? We have a store-full of corn-

plasters. I know "—on an afterthought—"a necktie. Here's one that would
look very nice on you," he added, pick-

ing up a rope.

"Will you please stop this nonsense
so we can close up the store?" snapped
bally irritably.

Steve laid down the rope.

"Are we ready to go?" he asked.
" All right. You can come along, too,

Mr. Jones."
"I wish I had your nerve," Boston

said through his clenched teeth.

Nikkos.

ONCE again Boston Harry and Steve
Kendall were rivals in romance,
but this time the girl in the case

yiaa more worthy by far than the faith-

less Juanita, and both men had .soon

dedicated themselves whole-heartedly to

her service.

Nor did Sally seem to look upon either

of them with disfavour, for, in spite of

a poor beginning, Steve's irrepressible

good-humour speedily earned her regard,

just as Boston's unfailing politeness and
gallantry likewise won her esteem.

Boston had perhaps more oppor-

tunity of seeing her than Steve, ami
one day, while on the trail of a

yearling that had wandered from
the herd, the cowboy reined up on
the edge of a gully and saw Sally

and the gambler immediately below
him.
Both were on horseback, and they

had halted their ponies at the foot

of the steep embankment. To the

ears of Steve tho voice of Boston
came distinctly, waxing sonorous in

a soulful oration.

"Ever since the first moment I

met you on the stage-coach," he-

was saying, " I knew you were
one in a million

"

Steve leaned from the saddle
and reached down to pick up a

piece of rock. When he looked
into the gully again he observed
that Boston had carried one hand
to his heart and was gazing at

Sally devotedly.
"No one," he cried

—
"no one

has ever seen a man fall head-over-
Jicols in love with a girl as I have
for you

"

Steve throw the stone with unerr-
ing aim, and it struck Boston's
bronc smartly on the hindquarters.
The rowel of a spur could not have
had a more instantaneous effect, for

with a bound the animal launched
forward, and, taken unawares, its

rider described a backward dive
through mid-air to land with a thud
that raised a cloud of dust. " But NLkkOS is the

,,^" ^,?lu
''.''''"''' 7 ""^ /'"^

^"i''^?' you want !

" Steve jerked,and with an exclamation Sally •'„ . „ „..jj • •

whipped up her pony to give chase »"^ «" * sudden impulse

and overtake the runaway. Steve at 0^ r^ge flung himseU at

once wheeled sharply and rode along the Mexican.
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the rim of the gully, but descended the
slope half a mile farther on, and caught
Boston's mount as it was dashing past.
He brought the runaway to a standstill

and then waited for Sally to come up.

"Thanks, Steve!" she gasped, as he
handed the animal's reins to her.
"Boston took a fall."

Steve looked at her earnestly.
"That's all right, Sally," he told her.

"I'd like to have the chance to do this

for j'ou every time I see you riding
with Boston. I hope that fall wasn't his

last."

"Oh, don't be silly, Steve." Sally

answered. "He was kind enough to

offer to ride over with me to Mrs.
Harris's place. I promised to take some
medicine over to her."

"Here he is now," said Steve, indicat-

ing a figure that was limping along the
gully. Then, as Boston drfew nearer:
"Did you enjoy your walk, ' Mr.
Jones'?" he inquired innocently. "It
seems to me you were on a horse once
before when you almost had your neck
broken."
"I wonder what made the animal bolt

that way," Sally murmured.

"I don't Know," growled Boston,
"but I'm tiiinking. What are you doing
here, anyway, Steve '!"

"Lookin' lor a stray calf that hasn't
the sense to take care cf itself," Steve
rejoined, with a grin. 'But I'd better
come along and take care of you,'' he
added to Sally.

"Mrs. Harris' place is only a mile
down the trail." she protested, and, after

thanking Boston for .seeing her so far

on her way, she cantered on.

Boston mounted his horse, and,
glaring at Steve, rode from the gully.

Steve continued his search for the stray
calf, but, al.^o leaving the gully a few
minutes later, caught sight of Boston
crossing a strip of open ;;rourid that

dipped towards an arroyo, and suddenly
realised that he was walking his horse
with an air of great caution.
Looking in the direction for which tho

gambler was headed. Steve realised why.
Two men were in the arroyo, and
seemed to be in close conversation. One
of them was Bud Warren and the other
—was Nikkos.
Steve changed his course, aijproaching

the arroyo from another angle, but
bcforo_ either he or Boston were in ear-
shot Nikkos and Bud Warren had com-
pleted a certain transaction that was
occupying their attention.
"Here is your share, amigo," Nikkos

said, handing the younger man a bimdlo
of notes. "I am keeping these.''
And he stuffed a wad of dollar bills

inside his shirt, together with some
articles of jewellery that included a
neckiace with a locket.

"That is fair, eh, my compaucro?" he
added.
"Yeah. I guess that's fine." Bud

Wan-pn answered nervously. "I'll seo
you later."

He flicked his Iiorse with the rein and
galloped off towards Poker City, leav-
ing Nikkos to withdraw his portion of
the spoil again and examine it greedily.
He was scrutinising the money and

the valuables when he heard a rattle of
stones, dislodged by horses' hoofs.
Turning sharply, he saw Steve Kendall
approaching from one side and Boston
Harry from the other.

He made a snatch for his six-gun,
but Steve had covered him already.

"Stick 'em up, Nikkos!" the cowboy
rapped out.

"I hope you didn't think you'd have
this little party all to yourself." ho
drawled.
Boston spurr-^d clo>e.

"Do you feel as safe as you did tho
last time I -aw you, Nick?" le .said.

"What do you want?" snarled
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Nikkos, sticking his loot back into his

shiit.

"I've been waiting for a settlement
with you evei- since you took that roll

jwiiy fieni me," Boston answered
giinily. "Come through! I want all

you've got."

And as the Mexican made no at-

tempt to oblitje him, he dived for the
money and trinkets that he had seen in

the rogue's hand a moment before.

Boston counted the bills and examined
the jewellery, which consisted of two
or tiirce rings, a watch, and the neck-
la';e with the Jocket.

"This don't cover half of what you
took from me," he said, somewhat dis-

appointed. "But it'll do on account.
I'll have the rest off you the next time
I sec you."
He drew back, and Steve spoke again.
"Bud Warren was with you just now.

Nikkos," he mentioned. "In the
future, stay away from him. I don't
think his sister would approve of you.
Now, get goin' ! Go on—beat it!"
"Remember, I get even with both of

you for thees some day," Nikkos said
darkly.

"Beat it," Steve repeated, with a

significant flouri.sh of his six-gun, and,
wheeling, the Mexican rode away.

Steve turned, to see Boston stowing
aw»y the money and valuables he had
talten from Nikkos in lieu of the bank-
loJt that the Mexican had stolen at

Jiifmta's.
"Don't I get anything out of this,

Boftton '!" he demanded.
"Yeah," eaid Boston, "a bottle ol

ner-.-Q tonic."

Held for Murder.

STEVE lode into town that evening,
to find a crowd gathered on the
veranda of the Warrens' Genera!

Store. The sheriff was present and an
air of excitement seemed to prevail.

Steve inquired if anytliing were
amiss.

"Bandits held up the stage the othei
side of tlie pass," he was infoimed.
"Ole California, the driver, was
killed."

Steve shook his head at the news, and
then walked on into the store. Sally was
at the counter, and he walked over to
her.

"Hello, Sally," he greeted, and then,
dropping his glance to her throat

:

"That's a pretty locket you're wear-
ing," he complimented.

"Boston gave it to me," Sally told

him. "I didn't want to take it, but 1

didn't like to hurt his feelings."

Steve bit his lip.

"Take anything you can get froTn

him," he said gloomily. "Why not?"
"You're jealous, aren't you, Steve?"

the murmured.
He shook his head, but she reached

across the counter and touched his hand,
looking at him with her appealing eyes
as she did so. He grinned a sheepish
grin, then.
"1 guess you called my bluff, Sally,"

he confessed. "I'm plumb loco-ed with
jealousy."
Meanwhile, the group on the veranda

had been joined by u small spinster who
had been on Calilornia's coach when it

luid been held up.

"I am !Miss Scully," she said to

Sherifl Anderson, "the passenger who
lost the valuable necklace on the stage.

Have you captured the bandits yet?"
"No, ma'am," the sheriff replied.

"We've scoured the whole country, but
ain't found a trace of them hold-up
men."
"Hold-up men?" a voice inquired.

It was the voice of Boston Harry,
October 2Jlli, lOai.
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who had strolled up at that moment, and
Miss Scully turned to him.
"They robbed me of the most precious

thing I had," ehe explained. "It was a
trinket my mother gave me to wear
when I was wedded, but, you see "

—

regretfully
—"I was never wedded."

"I'm terribly sorry," Boston observed
politely.

Miss Scully was looking for sympathy,
and as yet had found little, since he?
loss seemed trivial compared to the fate

of California.

"I knew you'd be sorry," she said to

Boston. "I knew you were a gentle-
man • the minute I set eyes on you.
Pity there weren't more gentlemen in

this uncivilised place!"
"Er—pardon me," Boston rejoined

hurriedly, "I am going into the store."
"I have a purchase or two to make

as well," Miss Scully declared, and
walked along the veranda with him.
On his way to the door Boston saw

Nikkos lounging nearby, and shot an
ominous glance at the Mexican. It was
a glaiice that Nikkos returned with an
expression of mockery that Boston did
not understand juet then.
With the little spinster at his side, the

gambler entered th^ store, and Sally's

conversation with Steve was interrupted
as Miss Scully hun'ied across to the
counter.

"I suppose you've heard about my
being robbed?" the spinster announced.
"I want to write home about it at once,
and need some stamps. I

"

Then she stopped, and next instant,

with a swift snatch and a shrill cry,

she seized the necklace that Boston had
unsuspectingly presented to Sally.

"My locket!" Miss Scidly squealed.
"Where did you get it? Young
woman, where did you get it? Sheriff!"
she added in louded accents. "Sheriff!"
Anderson hunied across the threshold

in answer to the commotion. He was
followed by an inquisitive crowd, and
soon the store was packed, the mob in-

cluding Nikkos and Bud Warren.
"This young woman had my neck-

lace!" Miss Scully accused. "The neck-
lace thiat was stolen from me on the
stage!"

Sally was standing with a look of be-

wildei-ment on her pretty face.

"There's some mistake, sheriff," she
."^aid. "The necklace she's talking about
was a gift from Mr. Jones here!"
Anderson wheeled and looked directly

at Boston, whose face had changed
colour. As the sheriff's keen glance
fastened on him, the gambler took a

step towards Nikkos.
"You tell 'em where I got it!" he

rapped out. "Tell 'em I got it off you
this afternoon."
Nikkos looked him up and down. His

glance was like a taunt.

"I knew you would com' gunning for

me, Boston, after I took that girl away
from you in Gulf Centre," he observed
craftily. "That's why I stick with my
frien' Bud alia time. I do not know-
where you go this afternoon, but I keep
out of your waj'."

He looked to Bud Warren for cor-

roboration, and the weak-willed young
ster nodded quickly.

"That's right," he faltered. "Nikkos
was with me when I was deliverin' the
mail."
"But Mr. Jones and Mr. Smith were

with me up till three o'clock, sheriff,"

put in Sally.
" And the coach was robbed betw'een

four and five," Anderson retorted

grimly.
Boston made a gesture of appeal.

"Smith and I aren't murderers,
sheriff," he protested, only to be inter-

rupted by Nikkos.
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"TNO," the Mexican sneered. "Thac
is what you told them when they try

to hang you in Plumas County, eh ?

Leesen, sheriff. This man's name is

not Jones ; it is Boston Harry Preston.
An' dees one is Kendall, not Smith.
They are partners—Kendall saved
Boston's neck at Gulf Centre. Bud
Warren, ho tell you the same."
"That's right," Bud said huskily.

" Boston threatened me not to squeal."
Anderson faced the two suspects.
" Kinda tits in, I reckon," he stated.

" A lone bandit tried to hold up the
stage last week. Then his friend comes
along, and California's outfit is held up
by two men."
"But Nikkos is the guy you want!"

Steve jerked, and on a sudden impulse
of rage he flung himself at the Mexican.
Ho was dragged back by Anderson

and several others, and at the same time
Boston was made prisoner. The pair of

them were being marched from the
store when Sally ran after them.
"I believe in you," she cried dis-

tractedly. "I believe in you both!"
"I'd like to believe 'em, too. Miss

.Sally," the sheriff mentioned. "But the
evidence is too strong."
Ho strode on, leading the way to the

gaol, where -Boston and Steve were
placed in a cell and left in the care of

a warden. There, more or less alone,
with their solitary guard occupying, a
chair in the sheriff's office, the two
rivals in romance but partners in mis-
fortune looked at each other hopelessly.

"I'd like to get a shot at Nikkos,"
said Steve, in a bitter undertone. " And
as for Bud Warren—Well, it's just too
bad Sally has such a skunk f^r'-^ a
brother." ^"'*

Boston nodded.
"We know now that Nikkos held up

that stage," ho muttered, "and Bud
Warren sure is hand-in-glove with him.
Gee ! I guess it would breaU that old

lady's heart if she knew the truth about
her son." ' '

;

" And that's why you and I are rfever

going to tell, Bosdon," Steve rejoined.

There was a spell of silence, which
Boston was the first to break.

" Pretty square of Sally to stick to me
the way she did," he mused with satis-

faction. "She must think a lot of me."
" Almost as much as you think your-

self," snapped Steve, and it looked as

if they were to come to blows there and
then, when' the subject of their rivalry

entered the office attached to the cells.

The warden rose to greet her.

"Evening, Jliss Sally," he said.

"I've come to see your prisoners,"

Sally told him. "Mr. Anderson gave
me permission."
The warden shrugged.
"It's unusual," he declared, "but if

the sheriff' said i;o I guess it's all right.

They're in the cell on the left."

Sally made her way to the door behind
which Steve and Boston were standing.

" I just locked up the store," she told

them through the bars, "and thought
I'd look in on you before I went home."

"It's mighty nice of you to come and
see mo,'' Boston said enthusiastically.

"I waSi just tellin' Steve that no- matter
what the rest might say, you'd never

doubt my word."
A troubled expression appeared on'tho

girl's pretly face.

'I know you're both innocent," she

murmured, "but if that man Nikkos is

the culprit, how could he have been with

Bnd all this afternoon 7"

Steve pursed his lips.

"Don't worry, Sally," ho said, taking

it upon himself to answer her question

—or, at least, to evade it. " We've got

out of worse jams than this before." .

Assuring herself with a furtive glance

that the warden's back Avas turned,

*'
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Sally held a iioto tlirough the bars.

Boston reached for it, but it was to

Steve that she handed it.

'Wait till after I've gone," it read.

Stovo scanned it, passed it on to

Boston, and then glanced at Sally in-

quiringly. By way of explanation she
drew aside a shawl she was wearing and
revealed a pair of loaded forty-fives.

Steve took them through the bars
cautiouslj- and gave one to Boston,
keeping up some trivial conversation as

ho effected the exchange in order that

the warden's suspicious should not be
aroused b\' a spell of silence.

A little later Sally said "good-bye,"'
and. waiting till five mimites had
elapsed since her departure, Steve
moved close up to the bars again and
called to the guard.
"Hey, Bill," he said, " have you got

a smoke?"
"Sure." the warden answered, turning

his head. Then, rising, ho produced a

packet of cigarettes and strolled toward-
the cell door.
As he reached it ho found himself

covered by a couple of six-guns, one in

Steve's hand and one in Boston's.
"I'd hate to see you come to any

harm. Bill," Steve mentioned, "but wo
sure mean business. Open up—an' open
up pronto."
The warden reached for a bunch of

keys attached to his belt. His hand was
not quite steady.

The Two-Gun Qarrison.

FROM the windows of their parlour,

Sally and her mother watched a

,, crowd that had gathered in the

1 strwt. Nikkos was addressing the mob,
but the two womenfolk could not hoar
his voice, and they wore wondering
what was afoot when Colonel Butter-

field camo into tho house.

"What's wrong out there?" Sally

asked him quickly.
."For some reason tliat Mexican seem*

to bo urging them on to a lynching."

-the colonel stated. "But I fancy it's

just a lot of talk."

Ho was wrong, howc\er, for the
'

sinister eloquence of Nikkos
had inflamed tho minds of Ins

]i.steners. and tho situation was
assuming an ugly aspect when
Sheriff Anderson oppearod on
the scene.

"Hold on. there,"

Anderson said curtly.

"I reckon ,vou hombres
ought not to start any-
thing around here. I'll

seo justice done in this

town so long as I hold
office."

"The law is too slow
for us." a man in tho
crowd growled, and,
that sentiment being
echoed by others,
Nikkos spoke up again.

"If the law is too
slow." lie declared,
"you woel get quick
justice if .vou string up

^^^

Kendall and Boston
Harry pronto."
' The sheriff wheeled on
Iiim.

"Listen, Nikkos." ho
ground out. "You're a
Stranger in Poker City,
and I'm warnin' you
that if there's anv more
of this talk I'll put you
under lock land key.
'And that goes for the
rest of "

He never completed
the sontonce, for at that
instant there was a loud
outcrv. Every head " Let me
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was immediately turned, and the figures
of Steve and Boston were seen to

emerge from the gaol and make a dash
for an alley-wav.

Tho sheriff plucked out his six-gun,
and a dozen other men did the same. A
broken volley crashed out. and flame
stabbed the gloom, but tlie fugitives
dived into cover with lead zipping vici-

ously at their heels.

"AH right, boys!" yelled the sheriff.

''Some of you head round to the back of
the general store an' cut 'em off!"

It was an astute, tactical move, and
effectively blocked the gaol-breakers'
one route to freedom. Yet the two were
in no mood to surrender, and, caught
between two fires, they soon made it

clear that they intended to defend them-
selves to the last cartridge.

Halfway along the alley, Steve darted
to a side-window of the Warrens' store.
"Get in here, Boston!" he jerked,

flinging up the sash, and tho gambler
clambered through the aperture, Steve
following him swiftly.

They tumbled to the floor and ducked
behind the counter. From tfie street
came a regular storm of bullets that
raked the interior of the shop, but the
solid barrier behind which they were
crouching shielded them effectively, and
they answered the firing with half a
dozen well-directed shots.

By tacit understanding they aimed
"wide," meaning to refrai'i from draw-
ing blood unless they were utterly crm-
pelled to do so in self-defence. There
was only one man against whom tiiey
nursed any hard feelings—and that ma i

was Nikkos.

Those few shots brought about the
effect they desired, and checked the
crowd's first impulse to rush the store.
The men in the street scattered, and
those «ho had worked round to the back
of the store worn likewise beaten off as
Steve and Boston opened up on them
through windows in that quarter.

The odds against the two gaol-breakers
were o\etwhflming Yet tliev wire in

9

a strong position, and, though it seemed
that they must inevitably suffer death
or capture in th? end, it was equally
plain that the affair would not close
without several of the attackers biting
the dust.

The sheriff held a consultation, in

which he expressed his aversion to
launching a direct onslaught. He had
tho entire man-power of the little

westrrn township at his back, but hesi-

tated before a course that would mean
loss of life.

"I reckon our best plan is to lay siege
and wear 'em down without makin'
targets of ourselves," he declared.
"Somebody call those men round from
tho back of the store. We'll plant a
barricade in the street and blaze off all

our artillery at Boston and Kendall. It

may make 'em see reason."

His sclieme was put into operation,
and ^yilling hands dragged furniture and
bedding from tlio houses to erect a
formidable breastwork opposite the store.
Behind this the attacking-party took up
position, and a tieavy fire was concen-
trated on the building in which Steve
and Boston had taken refuge.

The six-guns of the two defenders
barked in response, and were soon
emptied. But. from a shelf close by,
Steve and Boston obtained fresh aiii-

munition and, presently exchanging
their forty-fives for a couple of Win-
chesrer rifles that they discovered on the
premises, they settled down for a pro-
longed duel.

"If they aim to smoke us out," Stevo
said between his teeth, "we'll Jot 'em
see we can stand a lotta heat."

"Give me the chance to plug Nikkos.
and I'll die huighin' !" Boston answered
grimly.

The smashing racket of gunplav con-
tinued to echo tlirough Poker City, and
within the store the acrid drifts of
smoke swathed tho long counter from
behind which (he defenders maintained
the uneven battle. Lead splintered tha
windows, and they lieard the slugs tfiud-

talk to them, sheriff," he appealed. It may save a lot ol lives."
October 24th, IMl.
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ding into the woodwork or ricochctting

'

off the canned goods with which the
premises were stocked, yet neither Steve
nor Boston sustained any hurt.

No casualties occurred amongst the
bosiogers, but one or two men had their

hats whipped off their heads, and Nikkos
speedily found that he would be speci-

ally wise to keep his body under cover.

Twenty minutes after the firing of the
first shot, Boston csiught Steve by the

arm and jerked his thumb towards the
rear of tiie store.

"The sheriff's concentrated his men in

the street, and we could beat it through
the back door," he suggested. But Steve
shook liis head.

"Not a chance," he said. "If there
were a couple of horses there we could
do it, but there ain't. Before we'd gone
fifty yards that bunch out there would
be after us on broncs."

At th-at moment, which was marked by
a lull in the shooting, the sheriff was
holding another ccnlerence with those
immediately around him.

"This may last for hours," he said,
" and we appear to be wastin' a parcel
of load."
"VVc could starve 'em out, sheriff,"

someone observed.
Anderson frowned.

"That would take longer," he argued.
"They've got enough grub in there to

last 'em a month."
"Then why not go iu after them?"
"Yeah," the sheriff muttered. "Only

—we might be a little short-handed when
we were comin' out again. If we leave

this barricade they've got the drop on
us—fair an' square. Be careful, there

'"

he added sharply to a man at his side,

who had raised himself and been greeted
by a warning blast of rifle-fire. "No
use takin' unnecessary chances."

Even as he spoke, and while he was
still deliberating u^Jon the situation,

there was a commotion farther along the

street, and as he turned his head he saw
a girl running frantically towards the

barricade.
"Hold fire!" he shouted, as he recog-

nised her. "Here's Sally Warren !"

With old Colonel Butterficld pounding
along on her heels in a vain endeavour
to overtake and stop her, Sally siied into

the danger zone. The shooting on both
sides ceased at once, and Sally reached
the sheriff unharmed.

"Sally," Andcrron gasped, "you might
have got hurt 1 You can't take risks

like that !"

"Oh, sheriff," the girl gasped, "can't
you do something to stop the fight?"

Ihere was an expression of wild
appeal in lier eyes, and Anderson looked
at her sternly.

"There's no other way," he told her.

"We could never get them to come out

of their own accord. The whole thing is

your fault, Sally. The warden tells me
that you called at the gaol, and must
have slipped those guns to them, and
I'm telling you the law would have been
mighty severe with you if they'd got

away."

"But I know they're innocent," Sally

cried frantically. "I just kn*v it!"

The sheriff pursed his lips.

"I guess you must care a lot for one
of them," he said shrewdly, an<l, with

the tears streaming down her cheeks,

Sally answered him in a fervent tone.

"I love himi" she confessed.

Colonel Butterficld came up. He
was breathless from his exertions, but

managed to find his voice as he
dropped on one kacc beside the sheriff

and Sally.
"1 don't knov« Vfhat it is," he

ialtored, " but something tells me this

October 24t!i, 19«.
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is all wrong—something inside of mc.
I

"

"Ho, there, sheriff! When are you
going to go inside? How long we
skulk here and let them hold us off,

huh?"
It was the voice of Nikkos that had

interrupted Colonel Butterficld, and the
sheriff looked round to see the Mexican
crouching at the far end of the barri-
cade with Bud Warren. Before
Ander.son could make any rejoinder,
however, old Butterficld spoke again.

"Let me talk to them, sheriff," he
appealed. " It may save a lot of
lives."'

"All right," Anderson muttered. "Co
ahead. "-

The colonel lifted his head to the
top of the barricade and called out
loudly.

"Can you hear me, Steve?" he de-

manded, and then, as a faint answer
reached his ears: "Oive yourselves up,
you and Boston," he advised. "They're
comin' in after you."

"And we're comin' in a-shootin'," the
sheriff added warningly.

"When you come," was the steady
reply, "put Nikkos out in front!"

Nikkos caught the words, and with
a snarl he raised himself to fire a
challenging shot through the barricade.
But even as he was in the act of draw-
ing trigger he saw Bud Warren start

to move from his side, and ho swung
around.

"Where are you going. Bud?" he
hissed.

Bud threw an answer over his

shoulder, an ansvier thajt was
querulous and evasive, for the pangs
of conscience were harrying his weak
temperament and urging him to make
a clean breast of everything ere two
innocent men suffered for his own
follies and the villainy of Nikkos.

" I'm goin' to my sister," he
blurted.

A look of mistrust crossed the
Mexican's face, and with all eyes
fastened on the store he levelled His
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gun at Bud Warren's back. In the
same instant that Steve and Boston
fired at the crown of the greaser's
sombrero, which had become visible
to them, Nikkos shot his unwilling
accomplice between the shoulder-blades.

Bud fell with an agonised sob, and
there was an immediate outcry.
"Kendall and Boston have got Bud

Warren!" someone shrilled.

Point-Blank Range.

SALLY and Colonel Butterficld were
the first to reach the stricken
youngster, and in a moment the

girl was pillowing her brother's head
in her lap.

"Bud!" she cried. "Bud!" But he
lay motionless, betraying no sign of
life, and a moan escaped her.

"They've killed him," she said dis-

tractedly. "Killed him!"
Sheriff Anderson tightened his grip

on the butt of his gun. He had been
contemplating action for some minutes
past, and the shedding of blood re-

solved him.

"That settles it!" he called to the
men about him. "We're going in!"
His voice carried to the two inside

the. store, and they rose from behind
the counter determinedly. ^

"We've been able to hold them off

so far without pluggin' anyone, Boston,"
Steve said, "but this looks like a show-
down."

Boston did not answer, but he
followed Steve's example as the latter
laid aside his Winchester and repl«ued
it by his six-gun. ra f
"Hold on," Steve exclaimed al*!a|

once. "We've got a, slim chance yet'.

If we plant ourselves one on each side
of the front door we might slip out
nhcn they break in, and if we can
grab our horses we might win clear."

"We'll try it," Boston agreed, aiid
then, with a slight break in his voice:
"If 1 don't make it, Steve—good
luck!"
He held out his hand to the cowboy

—for the first time in a gesture of
friendship.

"We're making it together, Boston,"
Steve told him, and a moment later
they had taken up their positions.

The sheriff and his party had risen

to their feet, and, pushing aside the
barricade, they advanced boldly on
the store, covering the last few paces
in a rush that brought tliem to tlie

veranda.

Nikkos did not include himself in

that rush, knowing that if he did so

Steve and Boston were liable to make
certain of him before tliey were seized.

He skulked behind the barricade and
watched tlie attackers hurl themselves
against the door, and not till that door
had been burst from lock and hinges
did he move out into the open.

With the door falling before tlieir

onslaught, the sheriff and his foHowers
swarmed into the premises in a body.
Six-guns in their fists, they stampeded
tlirough the store, peering into the

darkness as they blundered in the

direction of tlie counter.
"Come on out," Anderson was shout-

ing. "Wherever you're hiding we've
got you now."

At that very instant Steve and
Boston slid out through the doorway
unobserved—unobserved, at least, by
those who were seeking them at the

shop.
Just beyond the threshold they came

face to face with Nikkos—Nikkoe
(Continued on page 25.)
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Men, horses and action in a thrilling Western story of White men against Red. Starrintj

Wally Wales and Ruth Mix.

of dust
plying
Placer-

Black Bard.

OVER the trail in a sinotlior

daslicd tho FaroU stage,
'twixt Hangtown and

ville in the gold-bearing frontier ter-

ritory of Upper California.
Wally Hamilton, driver, wa.s laying

on the whip. His motive was not to

break the record for the trip, but to

save the shipment of precious yellow
dust that the coach was carrying. For
a hundred yards behind liim a band
of armed men were riding at full

galloj), and the drumming of their
liorses' hoofs was punctuated with the
sma.shing uproar of their six-guns.
The dust th^it rolled in dense clouds

from under the carriage wheels formed
«i protective .screen for Wally Haniil-
tou. Bullets zipped through that haze,
but they were fired at random, and
though one ripped a hole in the sleeve
of his buckskin tunic, he was still un-
harmed when another troop of horse-
men appeared on the rim of a blufl to
the right of the trail.

They were dressed in the dark-blue
uniform of tho U.S. cavalry, that body
of well-drilled men who helped the town
marshals of the frontier States to
maintain order in the roughneck settle-

ments, and at the same time kept a
Wkiry eye on th>> turbulent Redskin
tribes. For in that year of '48 the
West was a melting-pot of human pas-
sions and racial antagonism—lust of
riches branding men's souls with evil,

and the hatred of Indian for Paleface
burning high.
Wally recognised (he soldiery on the

bluflF as a detachment of dragoon.s
from llangtown, his destination, and i

ho had no difficulty in placing the non-
commissioned ofTicer in command of
them as a sturdy Irish sergeant known
as O'Flahorty.
A slow-thinking man was O'Flaherty,

with a mind liedgcd in by the rules
and regulations of the Sfcrvice. But
there were occasions wheti he proved
himself a man of action, and the pre-
sent situation was one of them. At a

glance he took in the scene on the
prairie below him. and with a sten-
torian shout ho led his troopers down
the steep slope of the bluff and charged
Wally Hamilton'.^ pursuers.

The gunmen wavered before the im-
pending onslaught of the bluecoats,
then swerved with the intention of
showing them their heels. But the
suddenness of the troopers' appearance
had left them with but a slender chance
of making tfieir escape, and before
their ponies were fairly in their stride
O'Flaherty and his comrades had come
u;> with them.
Two of the rogues had gained a start

on account of having been hindmost
in tho pursuit of the coach. These two
alone effected their get-away, the other
throe being quickly surrounded by the
soldiery.

"Halt, ye spalpeens!" O'Flaherty
rapped out threateningly, flourishing a
revolver as he uttered the command.
"Halt there, or we'll riddle vez wid
bullets." "

'

The rufTians obeyed him, and were
dragged from the saddle by
O'Flaherty 's troopers. Meanwhile,
Wally Hamijton had drawn Jiis team
to a standstill, and was returning on
foot to the spot where the crooks had
boon overtaken.
He singled out one of the scoundrels,

a big, scowling individual with a
week's growth of stubble on his jowl.
"Black Bard, huh?" he jerked,

gripping tho bandit by the la|)els of his
jacket. "Well, I reckon the marshal
will be powerful glad to make your
acquaintance. I understand he's been
aimin' to offer you his hospitality for
a long time—behind tho bars."
O'Flaherty spoke:.

"Did I hear yez say this was Black
Bard. Wally?" ho demanded. "Tho
scoundril that's been murtherin' av
innocent folk and stealin' av their
money for tho lasi twelvemonth?"
"Tho same, .sergeant !" Wally an-

s\^ ered. " .Vnd I advise you to keep n
close watch on liini. He's about as bad
a hombre as you could find between
here an' Las Vegas, which is sayin' it

whole lot. An' he has a habit of
breakin' loose from cajifivity."

"Begorra, he'll not break loose tlii.i

toime," tho Irishman declared.
" IMcDermid "—to one of. the trooper.s

—

'take him up wid yez on yer saddle.
And two more of yez attend to thini
other rascals."

Three or four .soldiers who had
spurred after the other two membor.'j
of the gang rejoined O'Flaherty 's party
a few minutes later, and tendered tho
information that the fugitives had
given them the slii) among the hills.

O'Flaherty was well satisfied with tho
capture that had been made, however,
and he and his troojjers followed up the
stage-coach with their prisoners oi

Wally Hamilton drove on.

The cavalcade reached llangtown
within an hour, and before Black
Bard and his accomplices liad been
handed over to tho town marshal tho
news of their seizure had spread
through tho settlement.
By the timo they had been lodged in

gaol. Hangtown was preparing to livo

up to its name, a body of the moro
prominent citizens marching upon the
marshal's quarters with the intention of

demanding summary justice.

They found n coudIo of soldiers
guarding the door leading to tho mar-
shal's oOice and the colls, and one of

their number, who took it upon him-
self to act as spokesman, demanded an
audience with the representative of tlm
law. The latter appeared on tho

threshold a moment afterwards, in

company with Wally Hamilton.
The mob's spokesman addressed tlia

marshal.
"Black Bard has terrorised tho

country from liere to Placervillo," ha
declared, "an' there's some of us hero
that hev' lost friends and kin at tlm
hands o' him and his cutthroat gang.
So naturally we don't nim to loavd
nothing to chance with the covole. and
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we've brung a rope. T reckon you take

iny nieanin', marshal;"
The ofTicer of the hiw stroked his

chin.

"Listen," he said, "Black Bard is

all you claim, and I'm not tlie man to

wish him well. But it's for the law
and not for us to judge him, and it's

for the law to decide on his punish-
ment. At the same time I reckon I

can promise you that punishment will

be—the death penalty."
"The jaw is mighty long-winded,

though," argued tlio crowd's spokesman.
The marslial shrugged.
"That may be so," he admitted.

" But the law is gonna be the bul-

wark o' this State, and for the sake

of every honest man in California it's

gotta bo upheld. Can't you sec that,

folks? Supposin' you take justice into

your own hands and ignore the proper

course o' . true justice—what hold is

justice gonna have in the West? If

vvell-meanin' citizens defy its principles,

how are the scum to be kept under ?"

It was plain that the marshal's

shrewdly chosen vi'ords impressed the

mob, and even the hot-headed spokes-

man saw the wisdom of them. Ho
turned to the crowd and addressed it

in a changed tone.

"I guess there's somethin' in what
the marshal says," he observed. "An'
I'm inclined to think, after all, that

it's up to us to let tho law take its

course in the normal way. C'mon,
folks, let's get back to our homes an'

mind our own business."

Ho might have been loss willing to

leave Black Bard and his accomplices

to the marshal's care had it been pos-

sible for him to overhear a conversation

that was in progress in a wooden
building across the street—the pre-

mises of the Frontier Express Com-
pany.

The Getaway.

Wi^IP RODEN had received

callers—secret callers who had
stolen in by the back door

under cover of the night. They were
the two ruffians who had been con-

corned with Black Bard and his fellow

prisoners in the attempted hold-up of

tho Farell stage, and who had been
lucky enough to make their escape
Tom the troopers.

Whip Roden was proprietor of the
Frontier Express Company, running a
coach in opposition to the Golden
West outfit, owned by Charles Farell,

Wally Hamilton's employer. He was
a powerfully-built individual of

medium height, with a pair of shifty

eyes and a streak of villainy equal
to that of Black Bard himsqlf, whom
he found useful.

"We rame here. Roden," said one
of tlio fugitive gangsters, a bearded
scoundrel known as Fresno, "because
we figured it 'ud be in yore interests

to git Bard outa that gaol."
"
'^ou figured right," was Roden's

answer, "and I've thought up a lumch
already. One of my men has got
O'Flahcrty out of the way by invitin'

him into tho saloon for a drrnk, and
the only men left at tho gaol are tho
two soldiers and the marshal. Now.
listen—you wait here till Black and
tho others show up—see? I'll join

vou all after the town's cooled off.

An' don't forget to tell Bard to lie

low here an' keep away from the
doors, for there's gonna be a rukus
when the settlement finds out he's bust
free."

"Ef he does bust free," Fresno .snid

doubtfully.
"Aw, it's a cinch," Roden declared,

and. opening his coat a little, showed
October 24tti, 1931.
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Fresno the liandles of three six-

shooters.

Roden left his quarters a few
minutes afterwards and crossed tlie

street to the town marshal's office.

Tho two sentries at tho door chal-
lenged him, but tho marshal hap-
pened to bo standing on tho threshold
with old Charles Farell, and greeted
Roden genially.

"Howdy, marshal," Whip Roden re-

turned, and then, to the owner of the
Golden West outfit: "Well, Farell,"
ho said, "I suppose you're lookin'
after them relay horses o' yours, an'
gettin' them all set for the Hangtown-
PIa<!erville run."

He referred to an approaching
event that had been organised by the
U.S. Government, who were opening
up a regular mail service through the
frontier territories, and had offered
the Hangtown-Placervillo contract to

the outfit which could cover the dis-

tance botv/ccn the two townships in

tlic shortest space of- time. That con-
tract was of considerable value to any
private enterprise such as the pair that
wore involved, and in this case success
for tho one must mean ruin for the
other. Hence there was a spirit of
keen rivalry between Roden and
Farell.

" I certainly am keeping those
ponies in trim, Roden," observed
Farell, " for a whole lot depends on
th-i race."
Roden's smile was almost a sneer.
"Yeah, a whole lot," he agreed.

"In fact, when that race has been run
one of us will be outa business—an' I

(lout intend that it should be me."
Farell shrugged, and then, nodding

to the marshal, made his way along
the street to a building that con-
stituted his home as well as the
premises of the Golden West concern.
When he had gone Roden turned to
the officer of the law.
"Say. marshal," he drawled, "is

that right you've got Black Biird and
two of his men in the cell back of j'our

office?"

"It is," was the rejoinder. "Ser-
geant O'Fiaherty was out with a troop
of the Dragoons late this afternoon
and caught 'em red-handed tryin' to
hold up Farell's coach."
"Then I reckon the community's in-

debted to O'Fiaherty," said R,oden.
"Wonder if I could take a peek at
those coyotes, marshal ? Black Bard is

a hombre I've heard a lot about but
never seen."

"Well, this office ain't exactly a
peep-show," the marshal told him,
"but seein' you're a personal friend o'

mine. Whip, I guess it'll be all right
for .you to step inside."

Roden followed him into the office

and across to tho iron gate of the cell

in which Black Bard and his

gangsters had been lodged. The faces

of the three rogues lit up as they
saw Roden, but by the time he
reached the bars their expression be-

trayed nothing of their thoughts.

"There they are. Whip," the town
marslial said. "Make a iiretty

picture, don't tlie.y?"

"They'll look better swingin' from
a gallows," Roden announced, and
then, after studying tho prisoners for

a moment in feigned contempt: "Oh,
marslial," ho said, "what I actually

dropped in to see you about was that
race the government has organised be-

tween my outfit and Farell's. I ain't

altogether clear on the terms, an' I'd

like to have another look ftt that paper
thev sent you."

'
'

The marshal nodded.
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"Sure," he answered. "I've got it

in the desk somewhere."
Ho moved over to a roll-top at the

far side of the room, and, with his
back to the cell, began to search for
the document in question.
With the marshal's attention thus

diverted, Wh'p Roden stepped close to
the bars and pulled aside the lapel
of his coat to reveal tho hidden
"artillery " he was carrying. On the
instant three grimy hands reached
forth and relieved him of the six-guns.
"Wait till I'm outa. the way," Roden

whispered, and, drawing back, joined
the marshal at the desk.
"Here we are," said the officer all

at once, producing a paper from a
drawer.
The terms of the race were already

clear in Roden's mind, but he affected
to read them again.
"Thanks, marshal," he drawled at

length, handing back the document.
"I reckon that's pretty straightfor-

ward. Well, I'll be driftin'. So-
long." And he strolled out of tiio

office and walked across the street to

his own quartere.

Ten minutes later Black Banl
pushed the muzzle of a forty-fix v

through the bars of the cell door. Thi
marshal had dropped into the chair
before his desk, and was occupied in

the writing of a report on the capture
O'Fiaherty and his troopers had made.
He had never an inkling of his danger
until the weapon in Black Bard's hand
blazed flame and lead with a smashing
report.

The marshal jerked to his feet- with
a sharp cry of agony, spun atourid,
reached for his hip, but pitched trt the
floor ere his fingers could close on the
butt of his Colt. In the same instant

the lock of the cell door was shot to

pieces by one of Black Bard's com-
panions, a notorious ruffian with
Indian blood in his veins answering
to the name of Apache Joe. ' '

The crooks stumbled out of th§ir
prison and heard an outcry in the •

street. Next moment the two sentries
appeared on the threshold of tho
marshal's office, their rifles in their
hands. But Black Bard and his

satellites had the drop on them, and
their guns crashed at point-blank
range.
The troopers dropped to the ground,'

and, running from the office. Black
Bard and his men jumped their prone "

forms. Fifty yards to the right they
saw a mob of citizens pouring out of

the saloon, with Sergeant O'Fiaherty
at their head. The crooks' forty-fives

stubbed the gloom w-ith blasts of flame,
and there was a. yell of mingled rage
and alarm as two of tho crowd bit

the dust.

Half-a-dozen revolvers answered the
bandits' fusillade, but Black Bard and
his men had dived into the shadows,
and, the darkness swallowing them,
they made a rapid detour and won their
way to the back door of Whip Roden's
premises.
In tho meantime, while Hangtown's

streets and environs were being scoured,

three or four men dashed into the mar-
shal's office. Wally Hamilton and old

Charles Farell were among these latter,

and they waited anxiously while a
doctor made a cursory examination of

the escaped gangster's victims.

The two soldiers were dead, but the

medical man announced that the mar-
shal had a strong chance of living. This

last piece of intolligenco camo as a re-

lief to Wally and Farell, but neverthe-

less it was in a gloomy silence that they

eventually made- their way into the

street again.

Mi
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Farell was the firsc to break that sil-

ence.
"Wally," he said, "with Black Bard

on the rampage again I'm glad my
daughter is travelling West with the
wa_gon-train that's due in to-morrow. I

wouldn't feel any too easy if she was
com in' by coach."
Wally came to a halt.

"I've been thinkin' of Ruth, too. Mr.
Farell." he stated. "I reckon you know
what she means to me. and I sure would
like to ride out a-ways and meet them
prairie schooners. It's three months
since she left to visit those relations in

the East, and three months is a long
time for a fellow to be without someone
he's fond of. If I hit the trail to-night
I could meet the wagontra in about sun-
up, ii\ the Injun country.''
"Go to it, boy," said Farell. "But

watch out you don't run into Black
Bard," he added solemnly.

The Indian Country.

BEHIND shuttered windows and
bolted doors Whip Roden held con-
sultation with Black Bard and the

lalter's gangsters.
"Bard," he was saying, "Farell has

gotta withdraw from that race for the
Government contract and leave the field

clear for me. And you can help me to

make him withdraw."
"How?" the bandit leader deman.lc.l.
"Through Barking Fox, head-chief of

the Arapahoes," was the answer.
" Listen, I?ard, you're pretty thick with
that crafty old Redskin, find with a little

persuasion an' some bribery I reckon
.lihc'd be willin' to let loose his bottled-

J,MP .hatred o' white men and attack the
^iWa^on-train that's due here to-morrow."

The wagon-train?'' BLaek Bard
echoed in bewilderment. " Whaddya
want Barkin' Fox an' his braves to cut
up a lotta immigrants for?"
Whip Roden smiled a sinister smile.

. . "Ruth Farell is travellin' with that
train." he said softly. "I want her—
nlive. I want her brought here. Bard,
so I can hold her as a hostage—until
such a time as her father agrees to back
out of the race."
The renegade outlaws left Roden's

premises shortly afterwards, and, climb-
ing the saddles of a bunch of broncs
tethered in a near-by copse, filed quietly
into the black darkness of the night.
They followed the Death Valley trail

for .a sj)cll, but ere they came to that
tragic graveyard of wagon-trains they
struck off at the Tonopah Fork and
pushed into the Arapaho hunting
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grounds of the Indian country. Three
hours after leaving Hangtown they were
in sight of the fires of the Redskin vil-

lage that was their destination.
Apache Joe acted as interpreter, his

knowledge of Indian dialects and cus-

toms standing him in good stead, and
over a calumet filled with k'nick-k'neck
tobacco the renegades put Roden's pro-
posal to the Arapaho chief.

The Red Man's greed was patent from
the glitter which appeared in his sloe-

dark eyes as generous terms were offered
him for the part he and his warriors
should play, and he was not long in

coming to a decision. The instant that
decision was made, the Indian village
took on a new and grim aspect, braves
and squaws joining in a dance of death
and rending the air with shrill, piercing
yells, while the war drums throbbed an
ominous, deep-toned accompaniment.
The uproar overwhelmed a sound thai

might otherwise have been detected by
the savages. It was the sound of hoof-
beats as a horseman, speeding through
the night, approached the scene—

a

horseman who drew rein on the slope
of a wooded upland and gaped upon the
forms of the demon warriors capering
through the lurid firelight.

The horseman was Wally Hamilton,
and, dismounting, he scanned the vil-

lage with steely grey eyes that suddenly
picked out the figures of Black Bard
and his outlaws.
Leaving his horse, he stole down the

hillside, arid as the clamour of the
braves waned a little he heard the voices
of Apache Joe and Barking Fox sealing
the bargain that liad been made. Then.
a moment later, ho saw the chieftain
rise and beckon Black BardNto accom-
pany him to his lodge.
They disappeared within the tepee,

and, knowing that he was hazarding his
life in the enterprise, Wally glided
through a tract of underbrush and
.scrambled over the trunk of a felled
tree lying at the back of the bufTalo-
skin tent. He was now within arm's

As the youngster's

head rose into

view he swung up

the bludgeon.
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length of the lodge, and. stooping, ha
distinguished the voices of Barking Fox
and Black Bard.

In the council that had been held a
minute or two previously the Redskin
chief had spoken only in his own ton-
gue, so that his people might under-
stand what was afoot. But ho knew a
fair amount of English, and he was em-
ploying it now in his conversation with
Black Bard.
"And what do Black Bard and his

followers want with the white girl
Farell?" he asked the Outlaw leader.
Wally started violently at the mention

of Ruth Farell's name and leaned closer
to make certain of catching the answer.
"That is our business, Barking

Fox." said Black Bard. "The business
of Barking Fox is to attack the wagon-
train, slayin' and plunderin' at will.
But you're on your oath to let us get
clear with the white girl, or—no trade."
Wally was unaware of a figure creep-

ing upon him from behind the big tree-
trunk. It was the figure of a solitary
Red Man who had discovered him eaves-
dropping at the chief's tepee, and with
silent tread and upraised tomahawk the
warrior moved nearer and nearer. It
was only when the Indian was climbing
over the log that the faint scuffling
sound of a moccasin sole on the roiigli
bark warned the young stage-driver of
his peril.

Wally %yhipped round in time to seo
the Redskin springing at him. 'The glit-
tering edge of the tomahawk swept
down, but the white man caught the
falling wrist and with his other hand
seized the Indian by the throat, strang-
ling the cry that sprang to the bravc'3
lips.

Red Man and Paleface wrestled
fiercely, but the nuiscidar young stage-
coach driver was more than a match for
the savage. He forced the Indian back
and back. The tree-log took the painted
warrior behind the calves and tripped
him. Both men pitched sprawling over
the trunk, but Wally was uppermost
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and with a desperate effort he wrenched
the tomahawk from the brave's grasp
and struck hard and true.

The Redskin lay still, and Wally rose

to his feet and dived into the under-
brush again, working his way through
the thickets till he gained the strip of

woodland where he had left his pony.
He swung himself into the saddle and
with a pressure of the knees sent the
animal forward at the gallop.

The first grey streaks of daybreak
that marked the eastern fringe of a vast

sea of prairie found him still riding at

the top of his horse's speed—riding to

warn tno wagon-train of tJie red hordes

that were even now filing tluough the

hills on the war-path.

The Attack.

A VETERAN Scout, in buckskin,

crossed the rim of an upland with

two or three immigrants at his

back, and, drawing rein, turned his gaze

upon a lierd of buffalo that had gathered

towards the south-west on the fringe of a

vast salt meadow that had the appear-

ance of a field of snow.
The Scout took a feather and held it

before him. By this means he divined

that the wind was blowing from the

right quarter, and would not carry their

"scent" to the animals until they were
within forty or fifty rods.

"There's our meat, boys," he said—
"enough to stock up tho wagon-train
tlirough the rest of the Injun country."

And he was on the point of feiving the

word to advance when one of the other

men pointed to the crest of a lofty hill

a mile or :o in their front.
" Look at that horseman," he ex-

claimed, "ridin' Icather-ter-split."

A figure had topped the crown of the

hill, and was coming down the slope at

full gallop. It was the figure of Wally
Hamilton, and before Wally had reached
tho group from the wagon-train another
form had appeared on the skyline

behind him, the form of a feathered
Indian brave.

"Indians!" Wally gasped, reining in

before the veteran Scout and his com-
panions. "Arapahoes on the war-path!
They're headed this way, and moan to

launch a dawn attack on your wagons."
Even as he fpoko the figure on the

ridge was joined by others. They lined

the crest, painted, half-nude demons,
brandishing war-club, tomahawk, bow,
and musket, Pnd the wind carried a faint

echo of their hideous yells to the ears

of the Paleface watchers.
Tho veteran Scout pidled his liorse

round with a tug on the rein.

"Back to the wagon-train!" he
jerked, and in a moment the hunting
party was streaming over the upland to

give the alarm.
They sighted the wagons half a mile

away, and Wally was one of the first to

reach them. As he threw himself out
of the saddle he saw the tall, slender

figure of a girl with dark brown hair

and hazel eyes, and recognised her
instantly.

" Ruth !" he cried, gathering her in

his arms.
"Oh, Wally." the girl breathed, "it's

good to sec you ! Somehow I thought
you might come out and meet the

wagon-train. I
"

Then she stopped, for all around her
•X dreaded shout was ringing.

"The Indians! The Indians arc com-
ing ! Bring up those ^wagons ! Buncli
those cattle ! The Indians !"

There were frenzied preparations for

the onslaught, the cumbersome prairie-

fchooners being drawn up and formed
into a corral. Rre tho last wagon had
been pulled ii to place the upland to the

west had become alive with swift-riding
October 24th, 1931.
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fiends, who filled the air v.ith their
terrifj-ing death-howls.

The, veteran in buckskin who had
scouted the 'vagon-train across the vast-

nesscs of the prairies watched the Red-
skin charge from the centre of the
corral, and when the Indian masses were
still several hundred yards distant he
caught Wally by the wrist.

"We're outnumbered," ho said grimly,
"livery man, woman, and child is

doomed unless help can get through to
us! Son, will you ride for help?"
Wally's lips tightened into a firm line.

He knew that iio .would stand one chance
in a huixlred. but it was not on account
of the risk that lie hesitated. He was
thinking of Ruth.

"All right, old-timer," he made
answer. " I'll ride if yovi'll guarantee
to guard Ruth with jour life!"

"While there's a cartridge in my six-

gun and a blow in my fist," was the
.stern rejoinder, and with a word of fare-

well to Ruth the joimg stage-driver
sprang into the saddle of his horse and
dashed through the wagon-line into the
open prairie.

He swerved out of the Ijnc of the Red-
skin attack. A couple of braves detached
themselves and made after him at full

whip, firing as they rode. Wally slipped

one foot clear of its stirrup and slid to

the flank of his bronc, leg crooked over
the animal's back. It was a trick he had
learned from the Comanehes, finest of

Indian horsemen, and it served him well.

Drawing liis six-gun from its holster,

he craned round and fii-ed over his

shoulder. The foremost red man flung
up his arms and pitched from his mus-
tang. From the other brave's rifle came
a vengeful blast of flame, and a bullet
snatched off the young white man's
sombrero.
Wally fired again and missed. But his

third shot thudded into the bronze chest
of the Indian and brought him crashing
to the ground.
Wally p\dled himself back into the

saddle and raced on towards the hills.

Yet still Wally was not beyond the
gauntlet of red man and renegade wrath,
for, fairly in the hills, he almost ran
headlong into a small troop of Arapa-
hoes, hurrying eastward to join the main
body of their tribe in the assault on tho
wagons.
He avoided them and struck oft" into

a deep canyon. Throe of the band
doubled back to pursue him, and bullet

and arrow whizzed close to him. He
blazed at them in return, and ono of

the warriors tumbled from his mustang,
but tho other two pushed after him
determinedly.

The Kidnapping of Ruth Farell*

WITH shrill yell and drumming of

hoofs, tho Indians flashed past
the wagons in an ever-closing

circle, even as the snake coils itself

around its victim.

Bullets and feathered shafts raked
the prairie-schooners, and from behind
the wagon-wheels volley after volley

answered the Redskin fusillade with
sina.shing uproar.

Inside the wagon-corral, the veteran

Scout directed operations, and strove

to encourage the immigrants to main-
tain the unequal battle, knowing- that

no quarter was to be hoped for. Nor
were the defenders lacking in courage.

From behind the big prairic-»chooners

the men fired stoically at the whooping
savages, and here and there a woman
was to be seen standing shoulder to

shoulder with the menfolk, finger curled

around a trigger.

Such an one was Ruth Farell, who
evaded the vigilance of rho Scout in

whose care Wally had loft her and picked
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up a wounded man's revolver to empty
it into the Redskin masses.
Every now and then a defender stag-

gered back from the bairicades and col-
lapsed, to stain the prairie grass with
his blood, and those who .still lived
offered up a silent prayer that W.ally
Hamilton had gained Hangtown, and
that the soldiers quartered there would
reach the scene of battle in time.
The Redskins drew off, but not with

the intention of abandoning the conflict
—only to muster their forces and launch
a second attack, more determined than
tho first, an onslaught in which a power-
ful body of them flung themselves from
their mustangs and charged the wagon-
line on foot.

Next moment a bitter hand-to-hand
struggle wae in progress at that part of
the wagon-line which had borne the
bnuit of the rush. Revolvers blazed at
point-blank range, and clubbed rifles feli

with smashing force on feathered heads.
But as a warrior fell another took his

place, and ever and anon a tomahawk
dripped blood.

It was the opportunity that Black Bard
and his villainous associates had waited,
and, unmoved by the fate of so many of

their own colour, the renegades galloped
towards the wagons, dismounted on the
heels of the Redskins who had broken
into the corral and ducked between the
prairie-schooners.

They saw Ruth Farell, the girl whom
they were seeking. She was standing
with an empty six-gun in her hand, and
the veteran who had scouted the wagon-
train was near by, ready to keep hie

promise to W^ally Hamilton and pitDtect

Ruth to the last cartridge and the last

blow.
Apache Joe stepped towards the Scout

and diverted his attention for an instant

while another of the gang approached
the veteran from the rear. Next second
a giui-butt crashed down on the Scout's
head, and with a low moan he sank to

the groimd.
Meanwhile, Black Bard had seized

Ruth and forced her through the wagon-
line. She struggled frantically, but,

swinging her off her feet, he planted he;

in the saddle of his bronc and climbed
uu behind her. He was joined a moment
later by his gangsters, and, without hin-

drance from their Redskin allies, the

renegades dashed from the scene.

The Dash to the Rescue.

WALLY'S pony was already wearied
by its long ride through the

night, yet for some time it ke|)t

its lead, and only when Hangtown wat
in sight did its steps begin to flag.

With the township in view the two

Redskins who had pursued Wally did

not turn back, but pressed on boldly,

gaining on the young stage-driver till

they were within seventy or eighty vard;.

when one of them brought his nmsk-it to

his shoulder, took steady aim, and puiicd

tho trigger.

There wae a flash of flame and a

report, and almost simultaneously

Wally carried his hand to his head with

a sudden gesture and reeled in the

saddle. His brain in a whirl, he was
nevertheless conscious of an outcry in .

front of him, as a number of men on

the outskirts of Hangtown raised a yell

and opened fire on the yoimgster's

pursuers.

The Indians wheeled and made off,

but they were destined to pay dearly

for their boldness in approaching • so

close to the town. A shower of lead

zipped around them, and two of the

bullets thudded home. The Redskins

plunged to the dust, one with a slug in

(Continued on page 27.)
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A gallant young man sees a beautiful girl being attacked and goes to the rescue, thus
becoming involved in many amazing adventures.

The Mysterious Masked Lady.
" QHE'S really a remarkable young
^ woman!" murmured Rodney

Perch. "Holding up fellows at

the point of a pistol in the heart of

lx)ndon and ransacking safes, leaving

the casli intact and slipping away. Soft,

cultured voice, probably good-looking

" As she wears a mask, why do you
assume that she's good-looking?" inter-

rupted Stephen Dalston in tones that

betrayed exasperation and impatience.

"I'll bet she's good-looking!" retorted
Rodney Perch smilingly. "And some-
thing tells me that she's no ordinary
crook. She "

"You've got a touch of romance in

your make-up, Perch!" broke in Dalston
eneeringly. "You've been soaking up
some of the nonsense in the papers.
Not a .''oul has seen the features of the
mysterious masked lad}-, as the fool

writei-R call her. She's just a common
crook, and she'll soon be laid by the
heels. By gad, I wish she'd ti-y to hold
mc up !"

A savage gleam came into the eyes
of Dalston. He was a large-framed,
rather fleshy individual with a heavy
jowl. Seated in one corner of the
Electric Club, he faced Rodney Perch,
debonair, youthful, gay and faultlessly

dressed. The two men were physical
opposite?, their one bond of communion
being the fact that Dalfiton, prominent
financier, hold in trust the securities

which yielded the younger man his more
than comfortable income.
"Now what would you do supposing

she held you up, Dalston?"- inquired
Rodney, masking a grin.

"I'd he ready for her," boasted
Dalston. "I'm not exactly a fool with
a revolver, and "

"My dear fellow," intei-rupted Rodney,
"by all accounts we've read the
mysterious masked lady is a fast worker,
^'ou would be looking down the muzzle
of a nasty thing that could swiftly ter-

minate your flourishing career. A sharp
command to elevate your hands and

"Rot!" breathed Dalston heavily.

"Do you think that female crook would
risk the rope ? Not she. She has
bluffed these cowards. Quite possibly

her weapon isn't even loaded. One
would only liave to grapple with her
and her bluff would be called."

"Possibly, Dalston!" murmured
Rodney. "You may be right, but, can-

didly, I shouldn't ciire to take the risk

myself."
"You—an old Rugby International!"

cried Dalston scornfully. "Do you mean
to tell me that you—you "

"Up would go my paws," said Rodney.
"It's perfectly true, Dalston, that I was
fairly useful at football, but this dame
isn't playing football. I don't think I'm
a coward, but life is pleasant, although
a trifle monotonous at times. I wouldn't
risk losing the chance of watching the

Yorkshire versus Kent match. That
match may decide the Championship."

"I'm not interested in football!"

rapped out Dalston.

"It happens to be cricket," corrected

Rodney gently.

"Fool games, both of 'em!" snapped
Dalston. He rose from his chair.

"Afraid you'll have to excuse me.
Perch." he continued. "I've got rather

a lot to do "

"And I must pop off and dress,"

babbled Rodney. "I'm dining some-
where or other. Well, so long, Dalston.

See that the masked lady doesn't pinch
my boodle. Working for a living at my

Wf^ ^V' time of life would

5^ ^^ be very trying—par-
ticularly to the poor
devil who employed

me. The fair bandit "

"She'll be behind the bars soon,"
snorted Dalston. "'And if I've got any-
thing to do with it she'll be serving a
stiff term.".
"Can't say I agree with you,

Dalston." drawled Rodney as he saun-

tered to the door. "The mysterious
masked lady is giving us all a thrill.

And we're badly in want of thrills nowa-
days. I wish one would come my way.
But nothing ever happens to me "

When the door had closed on Rodney,
Stephen Dalston, a scowl on his heavy
features, s;ink back into his chair again.

He picked up an evening paper which
lay on the table, gazed at the screaming
headlines, then, suddenly, tossed it im-
patiently aside.

P'or a while he remained plunged in

thought. They were not pleasant
thoughts. Stephen Dalston, the rich and
iTifluential financier, the man whoso
monied interests covered so many enter-

prises, was facing a crisis. Things had
gone wrong recently. The anticipated

"boom" had developed into a slump.
Some clever juggling would be necessary
to preserve his precious credit.

Dalston felt quite equal to this. He
had the utmost confidence in liis abili-

ties. It was a comparative trifle that

was worrying him. The mysterious
masked lady had made her raids on the
offices of the various enterprises in which
he held a controlling interest. Such a
thing could not be pure coincidence.

At first he had leaned to this hope, but
now he could no longer deceive himself.

This woman knew—what was hidden
from all but a select few. She knew his

financial secrets. How ? It was this

cotistantly-repeatod query which fur-

rowed Dalstou's brow. The daring raids

had followed in swift succession. The
safes had been rifled and the contents
left intact. It seemed as though some
queer practical joker was at work.
The police were mystified.

Stephen Dalston had poured the vials

of his contempt upon them, and upon
the cowardly fools who had been scared
into doing the woman's bidding. All

useless. The woman was still at large,

the police as mystified as ever.

Stephen DaLston sat in his cha]r,
October 24tli, 1031.
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thinking hard. Occasionally some club-

man entered the room, but Dalston paid

no heed to conversational gambits. His
frown turned the gossips away. A plan

was hatching in his agile mind. He
rose and hurriedly left the club. He
had formed his resolution. He would
dine outside, free from the talk of gar-

rulous bores, and— test the "hunch "

that had come to him.
Darkness was falling \vhen Dalston

entered the ground floor of some unpre-

tentious offices in one of the by streets

ok the Strand. Here was harboured
another of his many enterprises, and
one of the most secret.

Here he could make the test. A quiet

street even in the day-time it was, at

night, completely deserted. Rarely in-

deed did a pa.ssing wayfarer venture

along the ill-lighted and uninviting

thoroughfare. There was no caretaker

on the premises. The somewhat gloomy
building was divided into small offices.

Dalston's enterprise was housed on the

ground floor, the best offices the ancient

house could boast of.

In the back office Dalston switched on

the light, unlocked the roll-topped desk

and let his gaze rest on the safe that

stood in the far corner. He smiled sar-

donically. Then he whipped a bunch
of keys from his pocket. With one of

these he opened a bottom drawer in the

desk, extracting therefrom a wicked-

looking automatic pistol. He slipped the

^^capou into his pocket.
"Self-defence," he muttered. "That

can't be argued away. If I liavc the

chance
"

The words halted on his lips. Stcplicn

Dalston at that moment, wore an ex-

pression which would have startled

.some of his club fellows. He was not

regarded as a genial man, but had
they seen him just now—

—

Impatiently he gripped the 'phone.

A swift turn" of the dial. A few seconds

later Dalston was speaking incisively.

"Is that Scotland Y.ard? Then
listen carofullv, jileaso. This call comes
from No. li. Well Street, Charing
Cross. Ground floor of a block of

ofTices. The my.sterious masked bandit

may pay this place a visit. Of course

she" may not. I'm acting upon some-
tliing more than surmise. You can

check the genuineness of this by ring-

ing me back—Gcrrard 4035. Yes. I am
olouc. but I'm taking no chances. My
name is Dalston—it's a well-known
name in the City. Right."
He replaced the receiver, an un-

pleasant grin on his full lips. In less

than a miniite the 'phone fringed and
Dalston listened.

. "Thanks," he said finally. "Maybe
I'm troubling you for nothing. Yes,

we'll talk later."

He replaced the receiver, the evil

grin still on liis lips. Then a soft

sound caught his car. He swung
around in his swivel-chair, a gasp from
h>s throat.

"Hand me the weapon in your
)i0fkct, Dalston. And hand it quickly.

Believe me that nothing would give

me greater satisfaction than to put a

j)ullet in your brain. If you value

your life act quickly."
He confronted a slim, girlish figure.

Through the aperture in her mask
came the words of command in tones

cultured, feminine, but vibrant with
icy determination. Her slender fingers

grasped a small, silver-plated auto-

matic, smd the barrel was unsliakingly

directed at Dalston's head.
For a moment the financier gaped at

this apparition as though doubting the

evidence of his eyesight. k?lowly liis

hand travelled to his pocket.

"You will hand mo that revolver
Octolipr L'lth. 1W».
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with the muzzle pointed your way,"
said the .nasked intruder.
Impotent fury surged through Dal-

ston's being. This girl was holding liim

up as she liad held up the others. Ho
writhed in bitter humiliation at the
thought. Yet the savage satisfaction
came to him that his "hunch" was
right : the police were on their way.
If only he could delay her a little.

She took the revolver from his un-
willing hand and tossed it expertly
into a far corner of the room.
"Now, ijlease open that safe," she

whispered tensely.

"I'll- be hanged if I will!" burst
forth Dalston, half-starting from his

chair, his eyes blazing,
"You'll be shot if you don't!" re-

torted the masked intruder. "Let's
imderstand one another, Dalston. You
have 'phoned for the police. I am,
therefore, in a hurry. You have pulled
out a revolver on me. It lies in this

room as evidence. If I shoot you, I

think I stand a chance of getting off.

Perhaps you understand 'if Open the
safe. Stephen Dalston, and open it

quickly."
The tones of her voice sent a chill

down his spine. He was no coward,
but suddenly it was borne upon him
that discretion was the better part of
courage.
He fimibled for the bunch of keys,

drops of perspiration standing on his

brow.
"Quickly." she urged, menace in her

tones. "I've warned you, Dalston."
A moment later ho was hastening to

obey her command. A purple flush

dyed his cheeks. Sudden, savage joy
sang in his heart. This female crook,
this mysterious masked intruder, was
a blessing in disguise. Let her rob the
safe. Let her get away with its paltry
contents.
For an idea had been suddenly born

in Dalston's biiain, an idea that meant
to him a new lease of life and for-

tune.

Rodney Steps Into It.

WHEN Rodney Perch left the club,

he made his way to the luxuri-

ous flat he occupied in the
region of Knightsbridge, and, a
moment later, was conferring with
Tapper, his most efficient man servant.
"Any messages, Tapper?'' queried

Rodney.
"Captain Eckersley 'phoned to ask if

you would plaj- bridge to-night," re-

plied Tapper. "He said
"

"You can 'phone him when I've

gone and say that I'm engaged," in-

terrupted Rodney. " I'm not in the
humour for bridge. Tapper. I want
something more exciting. I suppose you
can't make a suggestion. Tapper?"
"Not at the moment, sir," answered

tlr' faithful servitor deferentially. "I'll

think it over, sir. Perhaps something
may occur to me."

" I'll prow! about and look for a

spot of excitement," declared Rodney,
half gloomily. "Things must be hap-
])cning somewhere. Take the case of

this mysterious masked lady, holding
u]) cashiers in the heart of London."
"I've been reading about her. sir,"

murmured Tapper. "I should .'ay

that she's dotty. Robs safes aiid

leaves the loot behind. No sense in

that. sir. The police will soon nnb
her."
"So friend Dalston says," muttered

Rodney. "We were talking about iier

this afternoon. He declares that she
would never hold him up. And lie was
disgusted with mo when I told liim

that I shoiddn't argue with a lady
holding a pistol to my head."
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'And you're right, sir," affirmed
Tapper. "You never know what a
woman will do with a pistol. She
might even aim straight. Better bo
on the safe side—no pun intended, sir.

Bv the way, may I ask where you
intend to i)roinenade for this spot of
excitement ?"

There was a note of anxiety in
Tapper's tones. It was not dictated
by the fact that he had a very comfort-
able job and good wages. Tapper liked
his young uu'ister.

"I'm not quite sure, Tapper,"
smiled Rodney. "I shall take a walk
near the Thames and cruise round sonio
of the dark, narrow streets.

"Would you think it a liberty if I

came along with you?" murmured
Tapper. "I'd hang behind, sir, only
there if wanted, so to speak."
"I appreciate the suggestion,

Tapper," replied his employer, friend-
liness and gratitude shining from hi.s

attractive grey eyes. "But I'm going
alone—with my trusty stick. I fear,

Tapper, that I shall spend a very dull
evening. Nothing over happens to
me.

"

Rodney walked to his bed-room. Ho
stripped and contemplated liis excel-
lent muscles ii\ the long mirror.

" Xo use for muscles nowadays." ho
sighed. " I suppose I could make a
fairly useful boxer, but I'd be too lazy

to train properly. Pity I wasn't mado
to work for a living."

There was truth in this, more truth
than Rodney suspected. The more than
comfortable fortune inherited from a

wealthy father, plus a streak of indo-

lence, had deprived the world of a likely

champion. For Rodney was more than
useful at boxing; he had the makings
of a great exponent of the noble art.

He dressed in leisurely fashion.

Evening clothes were a ritual with hini,

and it was something to do. He re-

flected that, if the excitement failed to

materialise, as was most likely, he could
drop into the Cosmos Club for a danco
or two.

It was a warm, pleasant evening. A
taxi took him to the Embankment, and
he strolled along the side of the Thames.
He had lunched rather woW that day,
and felt that he could wait till late in

the evening for another meal. The
walk, anyway, would give liim an
appetite.

/The shades of night began to gather.

Rodney jwused to light a cigarette. A
somewhat tough-looking fellow, in com-
pany with another, flung a jeering

remark at the "toff."
With a glow at liis heart Rodney

tossed aside the cig.irette. Here, at last,

was a spot of excitement. In another
moment he was confronting the jeering

tough.
"I shall have to teach you manners."

he said briskly. "There'll be no charge,
and vour pal can join in if he feels likp

it."

The tough look a look at Rodney.
Quito possibly he was a judge of what
might be concealed under faultlessly cut

evening clothes. At all . events, ho
grabbed his unhandsome pal by the arm
and .growled

:

"flarn. guv'nor. Can't vou take a

joke?"
A second afterwards Rodney was

alone once more. He took his gold caso ^
from his pocket, extracted another >j

cigarette, and sighed:
"Now that did look promising. Btit

no luck again. Nothing ever happens

to me."
Rodney took a seat, smoked his

cigarette, and contemplnled the grest

river that serves the world's mightiest

city. "That grey river held the key lo.

J?!
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a thousand luysteiios. Many a figlit to

tlie' death had been battled on its nuirky

bosom; many a tragedy enacted. But
now it looked as peaceful as a parisli

pump in the fast gathering darkness.

Rodney sighed again. He was sud-

denly conscious of a twitch of returning

appetite. He would seek some res-

taurant off the beaten track.

He rose and walked on aimlessly. He
left the Embankment and, ultimately,

found himself in a netway of narrow
streets leading nortliwards from the

river. It was unfamiliar territory to

Rodney. Ho looked around for someone
to direct him, but the street in which
ho stoor! contained apparently no living

soul but himself.

Then suddenly a gasping, half-exulting

cry came from his astonished lips. The
feeble glimmer of a gas-lamp revealed
a man clutching fiercely at the arm of a

girl. The two figures stood at the

bottom of some stone steps that led to

the front door of one of the old

buildings.

"A bag-snatchcr !" cried Rodney. He
gripped his stick and rushed forward.

A moment later that very effective

weapon had come into violent contact

with the bag snatcher's cranium.

A Wild Ride.

THAXK you : You have saved me."
Tho words came ga.spingl\

from tlie girl's lips. Rodney
Perch, startled, a little breathless, gazed

at her, noted that she was a most
attractive girl, then looked at the pros-

trate figure at his feet.
" I say, I hope I haven't hurt this

fellow too much," ho babbled, suddenly
and ruefully conscious of the strength

of his arm—and the quality of his

weapon.
"Come away—come away, quickly,"

was the girl's response. Her voice was
sweet but imperious. She gripped hei-

rescuer by the arm, and a moment later

Rodney Perch, dazed, was flying with

her up the dark street.

"I say." he gasped. "What "

"There's a taxi," she flung at him
tensely. Her slender finger pointed to

the vehicle slowly emerging from a side-

turning. "Toll the man to drive to

Gordon Mansions. Queen's Gate. Hurry.
You—wo are in danger."

Rodney needed no further bidding.

His heart was filled with mingled joy

and apprehension. He rushed to obey
her command. .\m\ the young Cockney
taxi-driver, peacefully smoking a cigar-

ette, let it fall from his lips as he con-

fronted the immaculate figure of

Rodney, and saw, a second later, *he

slender figure of his woman companion.

"Gordon iNfansions, Queen's Gate,"
commanded Rodney. "Step on it."

Bill Mulliiis. whose dream was to race

at Brooklanils. needed to h(^ar no more
He "siepped nn it " with the p:iv feel

ing that, at last, something interesting

had eonio his way—something worth
while, with a touch of romance.
Fortune favoured Bill as it is alleged

to favour the brave. There 'vas lif'le

traffic about. He swept into the .Strand

like a whirlwind, cut across a bus, miss-

ing it by a fra'ction of an inch, and wa-^

blissfully unronscioiis of the driver's

pointeil remarks, although they could
have been heard by a stone-deaf inin
on tlic opposite side of the great London
artery.

Tnsidc the taxi Rodney again essayed
conversation. But the girl, with a

smile that dazzled him, answered:
"Wait till we get to the flat. I—

1

don't feel like talking just now."
"Of cou:-se you don't." renlied

Rodney eontrit<>ly. " You've been
upset. That bag snatcher must have
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scared you. Fancy the fellow working
his game in such a neighbourhood ! The
rascal. But I hope I haven't hurt him
toe much."
"What—what did you hit him with?"

whispered the girl, a suspicion of a
shudder in her tones.

"With this stick," confessed Rodney,
holding it forth for her inspection. " Et's

loaded at one end and "

"You are very strong," interrupted
the girl. She gazed at him with a look
which both fascinated and baffled

Rodney.
"Ye-e-s, I am," admitted Rodney.

"And I felt so angry when I saw that
brute "

' I can't say how much I owe to you,"
she broke in. "But, please, don't let us

discuss that now. We're getting near.
Will you give this to the man? He
deserves it."

Rodney found himself gripping a
pound note. He started to object, but
the girl silenced him, imperiously yet
charmingly.
When Bill MuUins, having cut all

taxi records to ribbons, drew up at

Gordon Mansions, he clasped two one-
pound notes in his delighted hand.

"You drove wonderfully!" cried
Rodney.

Bill could only gasp. He saw the two
figures rapidly disappear from his view.
He examined the notes closely and was
satisfied.

"A couple of real toPfs !" he mur-
mured. "I don't care wot they've done

—

they're tofl's ! If I could only pick up a

few more like 'em !"

Unconscious of the tribute they had re-

ceived, Rodney and the girl made their

way to the second floor of the well-

equipped mansions. The girl opened the
door, closed it carefully, and led the
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wondering Rodney into a luxuriously
furnished room.
"First of all, I'll get you a drink,"

she smiled at him.
"That would he awfully nice of you,

'

murmured Rodney. "If— if it's no
trouble."
"Not the slightest," she retorted.

"Everything is at hand. Will you please
sit down? Oh, by the way, are you in

a hurry '!"

"Not the least little bit," afiirmed
Rodney enthusiastically. "I can slay
as long as you like to put up with me."
"I'm so glad," she murmured, her

eyes full upon him. "I owe you an ex-
planation."

"That's easily explained," returned
Rodney gaily. " And don't worry about
thanking me again. What I did was a
mere nothing."
"Are you u.sed to—to knocking men

out?" she asked, a strange look in her
dark blue eyes.

"Well. i—I've done it before,"
answered Rodney, a glow at his heart,
the words somehow forced from his lips

because—because of that look in her
eyes.

"I knew it," she said triumphantly.
Her smile dazzled him. "Please sit

down. I want a long talk with you. I
won't be a minute."
She glided into an adjoining room.

Rodney sat down. Alone, he murmured
to hini.self :

"Well, I certainly have struck it at
last ! By .Jove, w hat a story for Tapper 1

Wonder if he'll believe it?" Then sud-
denly a chill feeling douched his exulta-
tion. He saw again the prostrate figure
of the "bag-snatchcr," lying prone and
—lifeless.

A bead of sweat gathered on Rodney's,
brow. He wiped it away with a silk

handkerchief extracted from his sleeve.

The feeble glimmer of a gas-jet revealed a man clutching fiercely

at the arm of a girl.

October 24th, 1931-
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"I—I wish I liadn't hit that fellow

—

so hard." he muttered. *'I could have
knocked him cold with a dig on the
mark. Wish I'd thought of it. I

wonder "

He ceased his self-coinmunings. The
girl was back in the room. He rose
to his feet and took from her dainty
hands the silver tray with its lo^ad of

thirst-quenching implements.
"My maid is asleep." she said, smiling

at him. "I told her not to stay up for

me. Please help yourself."

" You Are a Crook !
"

RODNEY PERCH, his thirst satisfied

—or, at least, appeased—a cigarette
between his lips, reclining in a

luxuriously comfortable chair, in the
presence of one whose fa.scination en-

wrapped him more and more, forgot
those qualms.
Rodney was an easy going person, and

the young woman he had been lucky
enough to serve was a girl of undeniable
charm. A lady, obviously, well born,
well educated. So far she had not told

him her name, nor asked his own. Their
encounter had been so dramatic, Rodney
thrilled at the thought. Her voice, soft

and musical, an integral part of her
charm, flowed to him.

"Do you think we got .Tway safely?"
"Why, yes." replied Rodney, puzzled.

"That taxi fellow drove like—like Kaye
Don. But why ?"

"Tlic time has come to explain
matters," interrupted the girl, that touch
of sweet imperiousness in her tones.

"There's no reason why we shouldn't
put all the cards on the table. I know
you "

" You—you know me !

" gasped
Rodney.

"I don't know your name," smiled the
girl. "Perhaps you have more than one.

But I know what you are. It doesn't
need much discernment. And I'm so
glad."
"You—you are so glad," echoed

Rodney, wondering if he would suddenly
wake up and find he had been dreaming
it all.

"I'm glad, because—because, like you,
[ am a crook,' she murmured softly.

The room seemed to spin around.
Rodney clutched at the arms of the
chair. His lips opened, but no sound
came from them.
"I am the mysterious masked lady,"

she continued. "Thanks to you. I was
saved from capture to-night. Crook helps
crook. Our meeting Avas providential."
"You—you lare the safe robber I"

gasped Rodney.

"The safe inspector," she corrected.

"I'm no ordinary robber. I'm after
.something—but I can't tell oven you
that. Not yet."
. "That—that fellow I knocked out,"
whispered Rodney huskily, icy fingers

clutching at his heart, "he—he
"

"He was Detective-ofTicer Billings,"
said the girl. "Y'^ou see, I was running
things very close. A bit too close—but
for you."
Rodney rose unsteadily to his feet.

"Do yoa mind if I take another
ihink ?" he babbled.
"Of course." she smiled. "And

as many as you like. To-night has made
us partners. We'll stick together, won't
we?"
Rodney poured himself out a stiff

bracer. He gulped it down and turned
to meet the entreaty in her eyes.

"We'll stick together," he repeated.
I hose eyes vanquishing abruptly the ob-
jections that rose to his lips.

"We must stick together," she said
softly yet imperiously. "You came RO
gallantly to my rescue. You knocked
out that man "

Octotior 24tli, 1931.
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"A detective!" gasped Rodney. "Ana
I thought he was a bag-snatcher."
"You meant just to knock him out,"

continued the girl. "You didn't mean
to kill him."
A sound oamc from Rodney's lips-—^a

curious gurgling sound. Instinctively his

hand rose and clutched at his neck, as

though the tightness of his collar
oppressed him.
"You may be a crook, but you arc

a bpave man." whispered the girl.

"Brave and wonderfully strong.
I—I've never met a man like you."

"And I—I've never met a girl like

you," gasped Rodney, and never Jiad

he spoken with greater sincerity.

With an impidsive gesture she
placed her hand in his. Her eyes
dazzled him.
"You—you know how to open a

safe?" she whispered.
"Rather,'" breathed Rodney. He

had never opened a safe in his life

;

but, under the spell of those eyes, he
would have avowed his ability to

open the Bank of England.

"I knew it." she murmured. "I
want your help. So far I have failed,

but failure has taught me where I can
gain success. We'll open the next safe
together."
Rodney dragged himself from the

fascination of those sparkling eyes. He
came to earth. He released her hand,
which he had been holding in a
fervent clasp, and stepped back.

"I—I'm afraid that's impossible,"
he said huskily. "You see, T—I hap-
pen to have a special job "

,

"You must put that off," she com-
manded. "I shall make it worth your
while. Whether wo fail or succeed I

shall pay you "

"I wouldn't dream of taking money
from you," cried Rodney indignantly.
"I'm not hard up."

"Do you mean that you have done
so well that you don't need money?"
she demanded..

"That's it," affirmed Rodney de-
lightedly. "I—I've had a lot of—er

—

good luck lately. In tact. I was think-
ing of taking a holiday."
"But you have another job in

view," she said quickly. "You said
.«o just now."

"Ye-e-s." murmured Rodney con-
fusedly, "but really that—that was
more to help a pal. You see. he—he's
rather broke, and "

"Then my money can go to him!"
she cried, triumph flooding her tones.

"And von can help me. I want .vour

help. Can't vou look upon me as a
pal?"
"As more than a pal." replied

Rodney, lifted from earth again.

"Then you will help me," she whis-
pered, a faint colour in her cheeks. "I
knew you would."

"Rel.v upon me," said the en-
raptured Rodney. "If I'm any
good "

"You—you're wonderful." she inter-

rupted him. "With you as a partner
I can't fail. Sit down, please. Let's
go over the whole thing together,
'There's no time to be lost. And this

is no ordinary safe. It's one of the
latest. Y'ou know the kind?"
"I know the kind." afTirmed Rod-

ney, as he sat close by her side.

"But it will be casv for you," she
murmured, "Just cliiid's play. How
wonderful that I should meet you I"

"Wonderful!" echoed Rodney, tak-
ing her hand again.

"liisten to me, please." she whis-
pered, gently withdrawing her white,
slender fingers from his clasp. "I
want to give you all the details. I
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Know you'll tinderstand how important
it is to hang these together,"
"Don't say 'hang.'" interrupted

Rodney shudderingly, his hand shoot-
ing again to his neck,
"To have the detiails right," she

corrected herself. "I'm not very
familiar with crook language. You
must teach me. You see, I'm only an
amateur, after all,"

"Heaven help the poor cashiers if

ever you became a professional,"
murmured Rodney.
Her laughter was music.
"You are witty as well as wonder

ful." she cried, admiration in her eyes,
"Promise not to make me laugh when
we arc on the job to-morrow night,"
"To-morrow night!" gasped Rod-

ney. "And to-morrow is Friday,
I've never opened a safe on Friday,"
"Then you're going to put up a new

record,'" she said merrily. "And lot

me tell you that Friday is my lucky
day."

A Lesson in Safe Opening.
" I 'HEN you were disappointed,

1 sir? "You found no spot of ex-
citement ?"

Tapper gazed on the just awakened
figure of his young master, A neigh-
bouring clock had struck the hour of
ten.

"No, nothing to speak of, Tapper,"
replied Rodney, rubbing his eyes. He
felt an urge to tell Tapper the amaz-
ing story of the previous night, but ha
restrained the impulse. Even the
faithful Tapper might find his loyalty
unequal to the task of preserving the
dark secret.

"Bad luck, sir," babbled Tapper as
he let the morning light into the bed-
room. "\''ou must have been pretty
near the scene of the crime, too,"
"The—the crime !" gasped Rodney.

He sat bolt upright.

"This bumping off a detective,"
chattered Tapper. "The papers are
full of it. But you'll read tho account
for yourself, sir, I won't spoil it."

"No, don't spoil it. Tapper," shud-
dered Rodney. "What—what sort of

a morning is it ?"

"Cold and drizzly," responded
Tapper. "Nasty change in th&
weather, sir."

"Nasty change," shivered Rodney.
"Well, a good breakfast will inako

you forget the weather." retorted tlio

voluble manservant. "Nothing like

a good breakfast. They say. sir, that
even condemned prisoners feel better

for it. They always give 'em just

what they fancy. 'The condemned
man ate a hearty breakfast,' Hovr
often you read that, sir. Well, now
I'll be getting your breakfast,"
Tapper eclipsed himself, and Rod-

ney got up slowly and almost pain-
fully. He gazed at himself in the-

mirror, then turned his eyes away,

"Excitement," ho muttered, "I
asked for it and I've got it. And more
to come. Lots more. And yesterday
I was nioaning aliout being bored."
His dark thoughts switched suddenly

to his new partner, his partner in

crime. A glow radiated through him.

How wonderful she was ! The embodi-
ment of rharm, courage, resource.

And a crook I

"Well, I'm a crook myself." nuit-

tered Rodney. "In fact, I'm worse.j

I'm a
"

"The bath's all ready, sir." sang
the voice of Tapper from behind Hio

door.
Rodney jerked himself into activity*

Tapper, with nil his deference, was a
bit of a tyrant in (he matter of

|)rompt arrival at the breakfast-table.-

m
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Tapper knew what a breakfast should

be. 'And Rodney, usually, showed full

appreciation. But this morning

A quarter of an hour afterwards

Tapper found his master looking

fixedly into vacancy.

"Why, you've hardly eaten any-

thing, sir," cried the servitor, a

pained look on his plump countenance.

"I—I've got no appetite this morn-

ing, Tapper," replied Rodney. " I—
I'm not feeling well."

"Sort of strung up, sir," muttered

Tapper sympathetically.

Strung up!" gasped Rodney,

clutching at his collar. 'Don t say

that, Tapper."
. ^^

"A bit nervy, I mean, sir, ex-

plained the manservant apologetically.

1 bet you've been reading about the

crime. Now you ought to have left that

till after breakfast, sir. I make a

point of never rcadin' the paper

till
"

,
. „

I haven't read about the crime,

interrupted Rodney, half hysterically.

"I'm not feeling in the mood.^ Can't

you see the bally paper isn't
_

even

opened. Use your eyes. Tapper."

"Quite so, sir," murmured Die ser-

vitor, shooting a puzzled glance at liis

master. "Excuse my lack of observa-

tion, sir. I wish I could_ tempt you to,

eat sometliing, sir. I
"

I don't want to eat anything,

groaned Rodney. "It's a good thing to

fast now and then, Tapper. The
medical men all recommend it. By
the way, Tapper, do you happen to

know anything about opening safes?"

"Opening aafesT' gurgled 'lapper.

"I said opening safes," retorted

Rodney. "Supposing you had to ope::

a safe, Tapper. You're a very handy
fellow. I—1 bet you'd do it somehow."
Tapper glowed at the compliment,

not undeserved.
"Opening a safe, sir," he replied, "is

a matter of delicate manipulation. You
twiddle the dial

"

"Twiddle the dial?" echoed Rodney.
'Twiddle the dial,"' repeated Tapper,

his hands illustrating tho movement.
"You keep on twiddling until—by the

way, sir, I am talking of the modern
coijibination lock safe."

, ''The combination lock safe?"'

breathed Rodney. "I wonder if—but

go on, Tapper. I suppose you weren't

by any chance a safe-breaker before
"

"Certainly not, sir," replied Tapper.

"A pity," murmured Rodney. ' You
seem to know such a lot

"

"Mere general knowledge, sir," re-

plied Tapper. "But to resume. You
twiddle the dial carefully, delicately.

You listen carefully until you hear
"

The bell tringed. Rodney leaped to

his feet.
. „

"Someone at tlie door, sir, said

Tapper solemnly. "Are you in or

out?"
"Out," cried Rodney.
A few moments later Tapper returned,

gravity imprinted on his plump features.

"It's Inspector Grimshaw from Scot-

land Yard, sir," he whispered. 'Matter

of great urgency, he says. I thought it

best to say you were in, sir."

"You're right. Tapper," groaned

Rodney. "I'm in right enough. The
police are fast workers. Tapper. Don't

believe anyone who tells you they're

not."

"He's waiting in the library, sir,

replied the puzzled Tapper. "Says he
won't keep you long."

"I'm afraid he's right. Tapper,"
moaned Rodney. "Good-bye, Tapper.

I shall see that you don't suffer."

Before the startled Tapper could gasp
an answer to this amazing remark
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Rodney slithcicd trom the room. He
oiitereil the small libiarj', his hands out-
stretched, and confronted a stern-faced,
heavily built visitor.

"Here I am, inspector." murmured
Rodney. "Slip 'em en. Til go quietly."

Insjiector Grimsliavv laughed, although
his laugh was more like a bark.

"'You're good at joking, Mr. Perch,"
he said, "but I'm afraid you won't feel

like joking again when you've heard my
news."
"Joke! News'" gasped Rodney.
"I'll come straight to the point, Mr.

Porch," said the inspector brusquely.
" Last night the mysterious masked
womtin held np Stephen Dalston at the

point of a pistol. She forced him to

open the safe. She got away with the

contents. We were unlucky, Mr. Perch.

My colleague, Billings, grabbed her,

but she had a confederate near. Billings

was knocked out
"

"Murdered!" gasped Rodney. "Bi'.t,

Inspector Grimshaw, I never "

"Murdered be hanged!" interrupted
(he inspector. "That's the silly yarn
that's got in the morning papers.

Billings had a nasty crack, but his head
is thick. He's all right except "

The astounded Critnshaw found him-
self suddenly violently embraced.

"Billings is all right!" shouted
Rodney. "Dear old Billings! I can't

tell you, inspector, how delighted I am.
I'm just crazy

"

"I guess you arc crazy. Mr. Perch."
yelped the indignant official, violently

tearing himself from Rodney's loving

clasp. "Do you realise that I've got

bad news for you ? Listen to me. That
girl robbed the safe. And your securi-

ties were in that safe, Mr. Perch. The
securities Mr. Dalston held in trust for

you. Dalston is so prostrate that he has

asked me to convey the news to you."

Inspector Grimshaw stepped back,

gasping. Rodney Perch was smiling.

"The fellow's an idiot," murmured
the inspector to himself. "Or perhaps
he doesn't understand."
"I'm afraid this is a very serious busi-

ness, Mr. Perch," he resumed. "You
see, all these securities are very easily

negotiated. I mean the robber can soon

turn them into cash."

"Don't worry about that, inspector."

replied Rodney blithely. "I'll get "em
back."

"You'll get. them back!" gasped
Grimshaw. "I say. INFr. Perch "

"I mean tliat you'll get tliom_ back."
corrected Rodney hastily. "You and
dear old Billings."

"Thanks for the compliment, JNIr.

Perch," answered the in.spector dryly,

"but I wouldn't be too hopeful if I

were you. We shall do our best. That's
the principal re<ason for my call on you.

Dalston suggested tiiat you might
"

Grimshaw broke off. amazement and
alarm in his eyes. For Rodney Perch
had been suddenly seized by a violent

spasm of merriment.
"I—I can't help it. old cliap," splut-

tered Rodney. "It—it's so fiu)ny."

"Funny!" jelled the inspector, back-

ing towards the door.

"Dalston," gasped Rodney. "Dalston
being held up. I wish I could have
Aeen it. Old Dalston. who bragged thai

no masked lady would ever "

The spectacle of (he subjugated
Dawson, forced to (he bidding of the

fair "bandit," came so clearly to

Rodney's inner vision that he plumped
into a chair and rocked in uncontrollable
laughter.
Inspector Grimshaw. whose sense of

humour at the best of times was barely

noticeable, gazed upon Rodney's shak-

ing form frowningly. Then, abruptlj'.

he left the room.
' October 24tli. t9SI.
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AT headquarters Grimshaw was in

consultation with Billings. The
" murdered " detective had made

an amazing recovery. He was pale, and
imdcr his hat a bandage enwrapped his

head. The hospital doctor affirmed that
Billings had the thickest skull tabulated
in the hospital records.
Grimshaw was annoyed. The news-

papers had flung out early editions con-
tradicting the "murder," and, baulked
of this .sensation, they were poking fun
at the Y'ard.

" Mysterious Ma.sked Lady Baffles

the Sleuths Again."

Headlines of this description were
splashing the pages. One sarcastic

leader writer asked if sufficient use was
being made of the women police. And
so on.

"So there's no news from that end?"
commented Grimshaw.
"Not yet," admitted Billings. "We're

still on the job, and "

"They ought to have found the taxi

driver by now," snapped Grimshaw.
" Dalston and Baines saw that cab rush-
ing up the .street

"

"But they can't be certain the birds
were inside it," objected Billings.

"I'll bet thej- were," affirmed Grim-
shaw. "The taxi was speeding like a

streak of lightning. Not exactly a

normal thing in that quiet neighbour-
hood, Billings. And Baines is a reliable

fellow. We've got to find the driver.

Most likely one of the young 'uns. The
oldsters would shj' at a speed like that.

Maybe he's holding back for some
reason. Well, we know how to deal
with that kind."
"We're not forgetting that," growled

Billings. "We've got the dragnet out.

and every man on night duty is being
put through it. But isn't it likely tiiat

the taxi dropped those two birds any old

place and "

"All things are likely," snapped Grim-
shaw. "Don't waste time. Billings,

reciting the obvious. You're having
this fellow Perch covered ?"

"Parker and Gale are on that."
answered Billings. " But what's the

idea ? The girl pinched Perch's securi-

ties. He "

"He may be just a natural idiot, or

he may not." interrupted Grimshaw.
"If he's an idiot, then he's about the
liiggest I've seen yet. When I splashed

the news that he'd lost his pile he jus!

laughed."
"Laughed?" gasped Billings.

"Said he'd soon get 'em back." con-

tinued Grimshaw. "And a minute or

so afterwards he was laughing his head
off at what ho called the funny picture

of Dalston being hold up. Just tickled

to death."
"Well, he's a cuckoo." growled

Billings. "Them young swells with pots

of money and not enough brains to come
out of the wet "

"I've met a few young swells in my
time. Billings." interrupted Grimshaw.
"and some of 'em with no brains vou'd
notice. But I've never met one till this

morning who laughed at being robbed
of -his pile. I don't think they're made
as cuckoo as all that, although I'm will-

ing to live and learn. That's why I

got the hunch to have this laughing
jackass shadowed."
"And I guess you're right, chief,"

murmured Billings. There was respect
in his tones. Ho realised that such an
idea would never have occurred (o him.
Grimshaw had the brains, and the fact

had been demonstrated more than once.
He. Billings, was a bulldog on (he
trail, but when it came to the think
tank
"I mav bo right or wrong." was
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Grims'haw's rejoinder. "We've got to
cover all the points, likely and unlikel.y.
This woman is putting us in the comic
section. Holding up one of the chief
men in the city. And after he tippetl
us the office

"

"And that's mighty funny, chief,"
broke in Billings. " Why should Dalston
get the notion that the woman was after
him?"
"Because Dalston has got a head-

piece," retorted Grimshaw pointedly.
"The girl had been holding up cashiers
in offices of his various enterprises.
Dalston has a finger in a lot of financial
pies. The girl drew blank. DaLston
.surmised that she might try the office in

Well Street. And she did—and got
away with the loot she'd been after."
"•And I had her," groaned Billings.

"But for that guy who cracked me "

"That was bad luck. Billings," .said

Grimshaw sympathetically. "No fault
of yours. Anyway, you'll know (ho
dame again."
"You bet I'll know her," retorted

Billings. "A high-stepper she was and
a real good-looker. You'd never
think »

"That's tho trouble with women,
Billings," murmured his superior. "They
look like angels sometimes, and they'r"
wor.se than a Chicago thug. Remember
Silkie Sylvester ? Why that woman
almost vamped the judge."
"Not sure that she didn't." muttered

Billings gruSlv. "Anvwav, sho got olT

with "

The tring of the telephone staved the
detective's utterance. Hastily he
gripped the receiver, listened, then
barked

:

"Hold on."
There was excitement in the cold bluo

eyes of Billings as he passed tho
receiver to his superior.
"Parker on the wire, chief," ho

whispered. "He's got news about
Perch. Chief, I reckon that huiK'h of
yours "

With an imperious gesture Grimshaw
silenced his subordinate. A moment
later he was talking swiftly and earncstiv
to (he "shadow " at the other end of
the wire.

The Amateur Cracksman.

RODNEY PERCH, garbed in a
lounge suit, a mask in his pocket
reposing alongside a small auto-

matic pistol, sat in the (rain that, an
hour lii(er. was to put him down at

Crowborough.
Near that delightfully situated coun-

tryside station Rodney was to meet his

fair partner in crime. She would bo
waiting in a car and soon afterward'?,

under cover of darkness
Rodney shivered, but the agitation of

his athletic frame was not due to

physical fear. He was afraid he might
liungle the job. despite (he fact that ho

had again most carefully rehearsed tho

instructions given by the gifted Tapper.

"Last night I knocked out a detec-

tive," whispered Rodney to himself, in

the solitude of (ho first-class compart-
ment. "To-night I'm going burgling.

And early last evening I was yearning
for a spot of excitement."
Rodney exlialed a deep breath. This

was only part of all that had happened
to him in those crowded hours. Ho
had mot (he mysterious masked lady —
and fallen in love with her.

All too soon (he train drew up at

Crowborough and Rodney desrended—
with other jwssengers. Ho h;!d his in-

structions, and he had carefully, com-
mi((ed them to memory. Turn (o tho

right on leaving the station. A walk of

about four himdred yard.", would lirinr

him to a narrow load. He wns to stroll

(CoBtioa«d on paga 26 )
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does

everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand serial of

breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.
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READ THIS FIRST.

^^'hilc en route with his comrades to

the scene of a fire, Hob Vitrrow, oj the
San Francisco Brigade, saics the life

of a boy who falls in front of one of
the monster enginei.

Later, he calls on James Madison,
head of a chemical company, to whom
he puts -up an idea for a ixittnt fire-

tTtiufjuisher. Madison is not interest' d,

and Boh leaves disappointed, after
vieitinrj Dan Mitchell, a shady pro-
moter who is befriending Madison for
his own ends.

That afternoon Bob rescues June
Madison from a fire in her father's
office, and learns that the boy he hud
saved from the wheels of the firc-tngine
was Madison's son, Jackie.

In gratitude .Madison helps Bob to

perfect his invention, the Darrou) Fire-
liomb. But Van Mitchell is anxious to

sell Madison an ixtinguisher of his
own, and to discredit Hob he sends a
hireling to " doctor " the fireman's in-

vention with a deadly explosive.
Madison's faith in the invention re-

vuiins unshaken. He sends Bob and
another fireman, Pat Heeley, to a
niountain lodge, where experiments cm
be resumed'. But Mitchell dispatches
four of his scoundrelly hirelings to

s(curc Bob's formula.

Bob is nmdc prisoner, and, according
to plan, June is also snared. To save
Bob site agrees to bring the formula,
which is in her father's possession. Hut
a forest fire breaks out, and, eluding
her escort, June rides back to the cabin,
where Bob has been left alone, securely
tied to lO post and unable to get free.

Near the cabin June's frightened
horse tlirows her, and in t/ie same
instant a blazing tree-trunk falls

'towards her.

Now n«ad On.

EPISODE 8.

"BLANK CARTRIDGES."

Through the Blaze-

EVEN as the tree was falling, June
lolled aside, and it crashed to the
ground only a few feet from her.

She struggled up a moment later—to

the unutterable relief of Boh, who was
staring through the cabin window.
She was bruised and shaken, but

limped doggedly towards the log dwel-
ling and pushed her way inside.

"Bob!" sh,. faltered. "Oh, Bob, I

tliouglit I might be too latel"

"Get that knife, June!" Bob said,

nodding towards a sheathed blade that
decorated the wall, and then, as she
snatched it and began to sever his

bonds; "When I saw your horso fall,"

he went on, " I thought you were gone.
You shouldn't liavc turned back, dear."

"I liad to," she told him, as she cut
the last strand. "I couldn't leave you
here. But the fire has us hemmed in.

Bob. We'll have to travel fast if we're
to get out alive !"

They stumbled from the cabin and
at once felt the full heat of the deadly
blaze in tlieir faces. Flames roared in

the forest and crackled through the
thickets—fire ran leaping amid the top-
most boughs and wrapped themselves
around the roof of the dwelling from
which mail and girl liad just emerged.
The world seemed an inferno and the
heavens a dark, shifting pall. It was
true that they were hemmed in, and by
a conflagration such as the mountains
had never before witnessed.

The pony that had carried June back
to the cabin was no longer in sight, for,

panitstrickeii, the aniinal had
scrambled to its feet and galloped
blindly through the woods. Trusting,

therefore, to the speed at which then-

legs could cairry them. Bob and his

fair rescuer set" off along a narrow
track, ugly tongues of flame licking at

tliem as they ran, and burning masses

of foliage tumbling all around them.

Meanwhile^ in another part of the

forest, James JJadison and Pat Heeley
were pushing on through dense clouds

of smoke that were rolling in the direc-

tion of the Mountain Hotel, and it was
only because tlic former had a fair idea

of his bearings that they ever gained
the open.
Arrived at the Mountain Hotel, they

dismounted just as Dan Mitchell ap-
peared on the terrace, and, as the latter

approached, Madison spoke to him
earnestly.
"Oh, Mitchell," he said, "liave you

seen June around?"
Mitchell frowned.
"I'm looking for her myself," he con-

fessed. "I thought she came back to

the hotel, but she doesn't appeal to be
here."
"Came back to the hotel?" Madison

echoed in a bewildered tone. "Came
back from where, Dan'/ Wliat do you
mean'/"
"She insisted on joining in the scai'ch

for Darrow, and I wont with her,"
Mitchell explained. "We were attacked
by a couple of ruliians and they took us

to your cabin, where they're holding
Darrow ''

Pat Heeley started forward at the
-mention of Bob's name.

"Darrow?" he exclaimed. "Say

"Wait a minute. Pat." It was Madi-
son who interrupted him, artd, laying

a hand on the Irishman's arm, he faced
October 24 th, 1981.
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RJitcliell again. "TeS us just wliat
happunod, Dan."
MiJchcU proceeded to relate what had

occurred.
"Shortly after Juno left with this

gangster," he finished, "I made my
escape nnd hurried back here—only to

learn that she liadn't returned."
Madison's face was a ghastly hue.
" She may bo trapped in that forest

fire!" he jerked. "Conio on, Pat,
we've no time to lose !"

They turned towards their horses,
and, remounting, galloped in the direc-

tion of the sinister pall of smoke that
marked the progress of the blaze. Mit-
chell watched them out of sight, and
was still standing there when a horse-
man rode up and flung himself to the
ground bes'de the promoter. The horse-
man was Silk Connolly
"Well," said Mitchell crisply, "what

did you da with the girl? Did Spike
pick her up or something?"
"No," Silk answered. "When that

fire broke loose she flashed a gun on me
and beat it back to the cabin for

Darrow."
Mitchell's lip curled.

"You're a fine one," he sneered, "to
let a girl slip it over on you."
He had hardly spoken when the soiuid

of a car's engine was heard, and a
moment later Spike Beldon drove into

view with Butch and Merlin.

"Mitchell!" Spike gasped as he
brought the car to a standstill in front

of the promoter. "We've got to get
outa here. At the rate this fire's

travellin', it'll beat us to safety."
Mitchell nodded.
"You fellows make for the city," ho

ordered. "I'll follow in my own car.

You go with the boys. Silk."
The gangsters drove on without

delay, and a minute or two later Dan
Mitchell also took the road. About
that same time, James Madison and
Pat Heeley were riding: steadily into

the forest blaze and braving the terrors

of smoke and flame in a hazardous
attempt to locate June and Bob.

Fairly in the heart of the conflagra-

tion, they cupped their hands about
their lips «nd shouted the names of the
man and the girl whom they were
seeking.
"Juno! Bob! Bob Darrow!"
Their cries mingled with the thunder

of the forest fire, and for some time
their only answer was the echo of their

own voices. Then all at once there

came a responsive hail in Bob's well-

known tones.

Two or three hundred yards away,
Btaggoring through the blinding smoke
and the scorching flames, with one arm
aiound June's slender form. Bob Dar-
row had heard those friendly shouts

with a sense of tremendous thankful-
ness.

"June," he said to the girl beside
him, "there's help near at hand. Keep
up your courage, dear."
He could .see that she was near the

tnd of her tether, however, and with
a sudden movement he swung lior off

her feet and canied lier in the direc-

tion whence the voices of Pat and Madi-
son had .seemed to come. A few
minutes afterwards he made cut their

dun figures as they came riding tlu-ougli

the smoke, and again he experienced a
powerful sensation of relief as he saw
that they were on horseback.

Afoot, he and Juno had stood only the

remotest chance of escape, but there

was every prospect of eluding the flames

once they were in the saddle.

"Thank heavens ye' re safe. Bob,"
Pat Heeley said huskily, as he drew
rein. "Come on, me bhoy, I'll take
Miss June if ye'll lift her up."
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"You and Mr. Madison are just about
in time, Pat, and no more," Bob panted,
as ho passed the girl up to his comrade.
"Wo were trying to head for the river,
but we could never have made it."

With June in P<at's charge. Bob
turned to climb astride the horse that
Madison was riding, and a moment
later both mounts had been spurred
into a gallop.

The Armed Quard.

THE forest fire was but a memory,
and, quite recovered from her
ordeal, June watched Bob Darrow

as he, stood before a table in a ground-
floor room of the Madison home outside
San Francisco.
The room had been turned into a.

temporary laboratory and placed at his
disposal, so that he could go ahead
with his experiments during the term
of special leave that had been granted
him by the Fire Department.
June attempted to engage his atten-

tion, but he was too engrossed in the
technicalities of his work on the scienti-

fic fire-extinguisher to notice her efforts
to divert him. and at last she felt com-
pelled to make some comment on his
neglect of her.
"Do you think it's polite to be so

busy n-hcn a lady comes to see you?"
she inquired.
Bob started and looked round.
"Oh, I'm sorry, June," he apologised

sheepishly. "But, you know, it wouldn't
be fair to your father if I didn't devote
every minute to perfecting the Darrow
Fire-Bomb. I'm only trying to repay
him for his kindness in allowing me to
stay here.

"

"And also for supplying you with a
guard to protect you," June added,
laughingly. "As if a man like you
needed protection. Judging from what
I know of you, you're not only capable
of taking care of yourself, but of other
people as well."
"All the same, June, that guard has

kept our unknown enemies away," Bob
declared. "There hasn't been a sign of
them since he's boon on the job. . Or
perhaps it's because they've heard your
father insists on me carrying this artil-

lery, ' he added smilingly, producing a

loaded revolver.
June took the gun and examined it,

and she was clutching tho formidable
weapon in her hands when a man's
voice became audible.
Bob and his fair companion turned

their heads, and just beyond the open
French windows of the room they saw
the man whom INIadison had engaged as
a guard.
"Have a heart, lady," the fellow pro-

tested. "You're pointing that gun right
at me, and it might go off."

Juno laughed and handed the revol-

ver back to Bob, who laid it on the
table and turned his attention to tho
apparatus in which ho had been mixing
the chemical ingredients of the Darrow
fire-extinguisher. Juno immediately slid

from a stool on which she had been
poised and walked out of the room irrit-

ably.
"Well," she said over her shoulder,

"sidce you insist on being so busy, I

won't disturb you any longer."
Bob abandoned his work and hurried

after her.

"June." he exclaimed, "please don't

go. You're not disturbing me

—

honestly
"

Ho followed her through the doorway,
and tho room was loft unoccupied. But
the armed guard employed by James
Madison was still standing by tho French
windows, and the moment that Bob dis-

appeared after June the man slipped

across the threshold and made for the
table on which the loaded revolver had
been laid.

Kvery Tuesday

The guard's subsequent activities
might have intrigued Bob Darrow had
he been in a position to observe them.
As it was no one saw the fellow pick up
the revolver, break it open and empty
it of its cartridges, for which he sub-
stituted half-a-dozen "blanks."
He replaced the gun on the table,

stuffed into his pocket tho live bullets
that ho had removed from it, and theii

stole out on to the terrace again
through the open French windows.
Two or throe minutes later he was

putting through a call to a certain office

in the city.

1'he office was Dan Mitchell's, and,
with Spike and his cronies grouped
around him, Mitchell answered the tele-

phone in person as the bell rang.
"Hallo, is Mitchell there?" came tho

voice of the guard at the Madison homo.
"Mitchell speaking." the promoter re-

joined. "Is that you, Buck? Any
news?"

"I'll .say so, boss," tho guard ans-
wered. "Hot news. I just got the chance
to lay hold of Darrow's gun while lio

was outa the room. I ducked in and
changed the cartridges."

"What do j-ou mean—changed tho
cartridges?"
"Why, took out the live ones an'

planted blanks in the chambers," the
guard explained.
Mitchell smiled a twisted smile.
"You've fixed Darrow's gun, huh?"

he mused. "All right, Buck. Good
work. Now keep your eyes open and
bo on the look-out to-night. I'll bo
sending the boys around."
He replaced the receiver and turned

to Spike and the other gangsters.

"That's fine," ho drawled, rubbing
his hands. "You heard what was just
said, didn't you—about the cartridges
in Darrow's gun?"
"What of it?" Spike inquired dully.
" With Darrow's gun fixed." Dan

Mitchojl observed, "it certainly
shouldn't be very difficult to get that
formula we want so badly, should it?"

"Yeah, but what I want to know is

this," Spike grumbled. "Why didn't
Buck snitch that gat when he had the
chance?"

"Yeah," sneered Silk Connolly, "an'
let Darrow know that somethin' was
goin' to happen, eh ? Ah, blow some
o' the dust outa them brains o' yours,
Spike."
Dan JNIitchell spoke again:
"Silk is right," he stated. "I'm not

taking any chances this time. Listen,

Spike, I got wise just about tho time
Aladison was thinking of planting a
guard at his house, and—I got one of

my own men on tho job."

There was a murmur of appreciation,
and Mitchell perched himself on the

corner of his desk with an air of self-

assurance.
"All right, boys," he went on. "Now,

here's the scheme. Two of yon are to
'

.search Darrow's room while the others
lay low

"

The Prowlers.

BOB HARROW and the Madisons had
,

spent the evening playing cribbago
and bridge, and, though Boh was

very indifferinl at the latter game, he~
had found an excellent partner in Mr3.S
Madison. ^
"Dad," exclaimed June, when her--

father had made a tally of the scoring,

"have iliey really beaten us three out

of five rubbers?" ),'

"They certainly have." declarecl>c

Madison, "I guess they were too strong .

a combination for us, June."
"Whv, it's eleven o'clock," observed

Bob, glancing at his wrist-watch,

didn't realise it was so late, and as
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Iiaye to be at work early in rhe morning
I think Id better say ' good-night.' "

"You know the old saying," ' June
murmured smilingly. " ' Early to bed
and early to rise ' "

"And a very applicable saying under
tho circumstances," put in her father.
-Bob IS right. He ought to work fast

on ins experiments while he can. Yon
know, Bob, we haven't hoard or seen
anything of those crooks since we've
been buck, and I'm inclined to think

.tJiat this guard I've hired has done the
trick.'

"Either that or this cannon I've been
packing," Bob rejoined, producing the
revolver that iMadison had urged liim
to carry. "Well, good-night, Mrs.
Madison—I promise never to trump
your ace again. Good-night, Mr
JMadison !''

June accompanied him to the stairs,
and lingered for a moment near the
banisters.

"Tell nio, Bob," she said, "why is it
lircmen play such excellent cribbago and
such awful bridge?"
Bob grinned.

..•ir^'^',
^'^'"'^'^ ^'"^Ple!" he answered.

You have to ihhi/c when vou plav
bridge. Good-night!" ho added laugh-
ingly, and made his way up to his
room.
The Madisons did not immediately

retire, but sat up for another three-
quarters of an hour, Bob being the
subject of their conversation. At the
end of that time they decided to turn
in, but they were still talking animatedly
of^^their guest when they went upstairs.

"'..U^® ,"^^* young man's persist-
ence, Madison stated. "If the experi-
ment hes going to make on Thursday
turns out successfully he will be worth
a fortune."
"Great!" exclaimed June. "I hope

it does turn out successfully."
"I'm sure it will," "

her father
rejoined in a confident tone. "He's
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certainly worked very, very hard on
nis invention."
They parted at the top of the stairs,

Tu i'^ > ^^'-'- ^^'"'ison turning along
the landing towards their room, June
making for her own, and as their doors
closed a clock in the hall solemnly struck
the hour of twelve.
At that instant a car was drawing up

outside the gates of the Madison home,
and four men climbed out of it Thev
were Spike Boldon, Silk Connolly,
iiutch and Merlin, and, entering the
drive on foot, they took to the shrubbery
and worked round to the back of the
house where they were met by the
guard in whom Madison placed so much

I

trust.

"All set. Buck?" Bcldon whispered
hoarsely.

..r^i^'l -^^h
Spike," was the answer,

ine kitchen door's open. Come ori '"
Spike turned to his followers.
"Silk, you an' Butch know what to

do, he said. "Go ahead !"

.. A'r^^*i-^''
"^'* '^ minute!" growled Silk.

Maybe you know what to do as well as
me.

.
"Aw, there's no danger!" Beldon

interrupted impatiently. "Didn't Mitch
say Darrow's gun had been fixed ' Now
get in there, an' don't make anv
mistake.

Silk and Butch moved towards the
kitchen door.

.
"Darrow's room is the second on the

right at the top of the hall stairs " theman Buck told them. "He'll have the
tormu a there. He never lets it outa his
sight."

• )^" u ^i'** °" ^'S 'I'^'^'s Silk passed
into the house and stole through the
gloom towards the hall. There was a
faro burning, and it showed him and
nis companion the staircase.

They began to climb it. A board
creaked under Butch's tread, and Silk
shot a malevolent glance at him in the
darkness.
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Quiet, will yuh?" ho hissed.
.

I couldn't help It," was the husky
rejoinder "It was a loose plank under
the carpet."
They had paused, but nothing

transpired to show that the creaking of
the board had been heard, and, their
confidence restored, the two rogues pro-
ceeded to the landing.
They paused at the door of the first

room. Not a sound came from it and
It seemed safe to assume that its
occupant—June—was asleep.

"It's the next room," breathed Silkand led the way to the door of the
apartment that had been placed at Bob's
disposal.

Bob had pot gone to bed imniediatoly
on retiring, but had enjoyed a cigarette
by the window and lost himself for a
while in thoughts of the future. Now
liowever, he prepared to undress, and
drowsily peeled off his coat and vest.
He took a \yallet from an inside pocketand was holding it thoughtfully i„ hishand when ho fancied he heard a foot-

tall on the drive outside. He went to
the window, which opened on to abalcony but saw nothing, and, inclined
o laugh at himself for being "jumpv,"
10 closed the window and turned
towards the dressing-tablo again.
In turning his glance came to rest onhe handle of the door, and all at once

10 stmoned. His imagination mighthave played a trick on him a moment
before, but there was no doubting what
his eyes beheld now That handle was
slowly and surreptitiously revolving.
For an instant Bob stood rooted to thespot Ihen suddenly he stuffed his

wallet into his lup-pockot and pulled out
the six-chanibered gun that Madison hadgiven him.

He tip-toed towards the door and
posted himself alongside it, so that inopening it would conceal him from the
'utrudors. Not for a moment did he

"Hold him there while i search for the formula/' ConnollyTissed
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guess that tliG weapon in his hand v\-as

loaded only with blank cartridges.
Tlio door moved inward inch by inch

and swung slowly towards him. It

shielded him from Silk's view as the
latter stepped across the threshold and
peered into the room. Next second Bob
gained an impression of the crook's
profile, and, believing the man to be
alone, ho rapped out a command.
"Put up your hands!" he barked.
Silk .started and shot his arms towards

tiie ceiling with a prompt and in-

voluntary gesture. But Butch was at

Connolly's heels, and he flung his burly
form at the door and jammed Bob
against the wall.

"All right. Silk!" he jerked.

"Hold him there while I search for
the formula," Connolly hissed, and,
dropping his hands, he ran towards the
dressing-table.

But Bob was not so easily hold, and
with a powerful effort he forced the door
outward from the wall and slid free to

engage Butch in a desperate hand-to-
hand struggle.

They fought for possession of the gun,
for although Butch know that it was
only loaded with blanks, he was equally
well aware that it would have a mighty
unpleasant effect if discharged in his

face.

Wrestling savagely, the two of them
staggered across the room and tumbled
sprawling over the bed. Butch was
undermost, but brought up both feet and
sent Bob hurtling backward with a

terrific lunge, and in the same instant
Silk turned from the dressing-table and
grabbed the fireman's wrist.

He snatched the revolver from Bob's
hand and flung it over his shoulder. The
weapon crashed through the window,
and there was a tinkling of glass.

Silk and Bob closed with each other,
and in the fury of their scuffle they
reeled back and forth across the room.
But Bob was the stronger, and sud-
denly he swung the crook off his feet

and dashed him with tremendous force
against the window through which the
gun had been thrown.

The ruftian's flying body hit the pane
with a shattering impact, and there was
I loud smash as he vanished amidst a
wreckage of glass and wood.

Swift footfalls warned Bob that the
formidable Butch was coming at him
again, and he wheeled in time to meet
the rogue's attack with a pile-driving

left. It stopped Butch in his tracks,

and a crushing right-Tiandor to the point
of the jaw hurled him against the wail.

But the mat! could tako puiiishnient.

and he rushed Bob furiously, breaking
down the fireman's guard by the sheer
impetus of his charge.

Butch grappled, and the two men
stumbled towards the broken window.
Still battling fiercely, they tripped and
pitched headlong through the aperturi',

disappearing as Silk had done befoi e

thero.

On the Balcony.

JUXlv sat up in bed, and as she
listened attentively a seared expre>
sion appeared on her face. Then

with a hurried gesture .she flung off the
blankets and slipped to the floor.

A moment later she had donned a

wrap and was hastening from her room
to make her way downstairs.

The commotion in (he house had also

awakened Mr. and Mrs. Madison, and
only a few seconds after June was aslir

her mother and father were likewise
preparing to investigate the disturbance.

'What can it be?" Mrs. Madison
gasped. "I'm certain it isn't burglars

—
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they would never make such a noise.
It sounds more like a scuffle

"

"I don't know what it is," her hus-
band told her grimly, as he pulled on a
bath-robe. "But I'll soon find out!"
They stepped out on to the landing,

and immediately heard tho voice of
young .Jackie.

"Mother! Mother!" he was calling.

"What's the matter?"
"You'd better go to him," Madison

said to his wife. "The little fellow's
probably badly frightened." And Mrs.
Madison made off in tho direction of

Jackie's room.

IMeanwhile, the sound of the fight had
reached the cars of Spike, Merlin and
Buck, who had remained in the grounds.
"What's that noise, Spike?" s.ud

Merlin huskily, as they stood near the
kif'chcn door.

"I don't know," Bcldon answered.
"But it sounds like a battle. Let's go.''

Thoy sprinted round to tho front of

the house, and as they dashed into view
of the balcony they made out the figure?

of Bob Darrow, Silk Connolly, and
Butch. Coming to a standstill, they
watched breathlessly the gruelling com-
bat that was in progress thirty feet

above their heads.

Silk was lying where he had fallen

after plunging through tho window.
Bob and Butch were grovelling on the
floor of the balcony, battering at each
other savagely. They rolled over and
over as they fought, and then presently
they struggled to their feet and lurched
apart.

Butch was the first to resume the
conflict, and he charged at Bob like a

maddened bull. But tho young fireman
was ready for him, and lifted him clean

off his feet with a devastating upper-
cut.

Butch tumbled over a cane chair and
hit his head a resounding thump on the
floor of the balcony.

Silk had risen surreptitiously an
instant before Butch's fall, and he tried

to tako Bob unawares froai the rear.

Bob heard the slither of the man's feet,

however, and, wheeling smartly, he

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS.
I

A NEW DICTIONARY IN 6d.

j

WEEKLY PARTS.
! The notion of a dictionary being an
interesting book would probably

I

make you smile. And yet what a
strange charm there is in the study
of words ! For words, like peoples,
have histories. Down the long vista
of time they come to us through
many vicissitudes and changes, the
raw material of all our poets and
prose-writers, from which our
national literature has been built up.

: There is, indeed, an abundance of
fascinating knowledge in any good

' dictionary ; one, for instance, like
the UNIVERSAL ENGLISH DIC-
TIONARY, which has been com-

^

piled entirely in the past few years,
and is, therefore, up-to-date in every
detail-
Here, in a single-volume, large-

I
page work, nearly one hundred
thousand words are clearly defined
and there are many thousands of

j

quotations illustrating phrases,
modern usages and idioms. Such a
book you might expect to be expen-
sive. But, on the contrary, it is being
published in sixpenny weekly parts
and, since there is a wonderful
" Self-binding Case," which you
may buy at a very reduced price,
you may have the completed, bound
volume without making a very big
hole in your pocket-money.
In any case, get a copy of Part 1,
which is on sale to-day, and see how
interesting a Dictionary can be.
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rammed his fist in Connolly's face atid
bowled him over like a ninepin.
There was still plenty of fight left in

Butch, and, scrambling up, ho attackel
Bob before the latter could put himself
on tho defensive. A wild, sledge-
hammer blow to the temple brought
Bob to his knees, and in another in.stant

Butch had laid him flat and was kneel-
ing on his chest.

Out of the corner of his eye Bob saw
the gun that Silk had wrested from liitu

earlier in the struggle, and, still belicv
ing it contained live cartridges, he flung
out his hand towards it.

It was within arm's length, and lii.s

fingers closed on the butt. Seizing tho
weapon, he attempted to level it at his

as.'sailant.

Butch clutched his wrist, and threw
all his weight into the effort of turning
the barrel aside, for it was uncomfort-
ably near his face. But his muscles were
flabby in comparison with Bob's, and
cracked under the strain.

The gun went off with three succe.i-

sive blasts. No lead left the muzzle,
but the jets of flame blistered Butch'.*

jowl so that he cursed with the pain
and abandoned his hold of Bob to

spring to his feet.

With an oath he lunged at Bob's fist

with his boot, and the fingers that

gripped the gun-butt took tho full

impact of that heavy kick.

Tho revolver spun from the fireman's

gra-sp, slipped through the balcony rails,

and dropped to the gravel drive thirty

feet below.
Bob stood lip and put himself in

readiness for action before Butch could

overwhelm him with one of his rushes.

There was a fierce exchange of blows,

and then the two men closed again,

each striving for a throw.

Silk Connolly pulled himself to his

feet, stood swaying stupidly for a spell,

and then marked Butch and Bob. Tho
latter had his back to him, and once

more Silk endeavoured to take him un-

awares.
Ho darted towards the two men, but

tripped over a mat, and the sound of

the slight stumble warned Bob. As
Silk recovered himself and came on. tho

fireman suddenly swung himself off his

feet and lashed out backward with both

legs.

He was grappling with Butch at tho

same time, and continued to cling to

the burlv rulTian. Advancing to the

attack, Silk took Bob's lunge fairly and

squarely in the chest.

As if lie had been kicked by a mule.

Connollv staggered to the far end of

the Iwlcony and collapsed. He had re-

ceived a good many hard knocks in tho

course of the affray, and. lying where

he had fallen, bruised, breathless, and

sorelv punished, he decided that he

would leave everything in Butch's

hands.

At the moment Butch seemed capable;,

of maintaining tho struggle alone, lor

with a herculean effort he bore Bob to

the balcony rails and forced him back

until ho was hanging over them.

Spike, Merlin and Buck were watch-

ing from below, and Spike called out-

excitedly as he saw Butch gaining tho

advantage. *

"Heave him over. Butch!" he ]erked.|.

"Give him a tumble, and throw hrntu

down here. We'll finish him off if he %
got any kick left in liim

!"

"You're right. Spike," Merlin w;n

saying, when all at once Buck caught

him by the arm.
"Look!" he .said, and pointed towards

the porch.

The front door was being wrenched
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open, and silhouetted in the light that

streamed from the hall the gangsters

distinguished tho figure of June
Madison.
"Beat it!"

It was the voice of Spike again, and
he made a dash for the corner of the

house. Buck and Merlin followed his

example and joined him beyond the

angle of the building, '.\here he had
pulled up, and from this vantage-point

the crooks prepared lo observe all that

ensued.

Juno came running from the house
and paused near the spot where Spike
and his associates had been standing
a few seconds before. Looking up
through the gloom, she saw tlic figures

on the balcony—saw Bob lianging over
the rails as the man Butch tried to

bundle him into mid-air.

"Bob!" she cried out in alarm.

"Bob!"
Bob was scarcely aware of her voice,

for at that instant he cummcd up all

his strength in a desperate attempt to

gain the upper hand, and it was an
attempt that succeeded.

Hurling Butch aside, he sprang after

tho man, and battered liim with both
fists. The crook tottered dazedly under
a rain of punches, and was knocked fly-

ing with a flashing hook to the jaw.

He camioned against tho wall, and
stood with his back to it v hile Bob
pounded him mercilessly. It was in vain
that the gangster tried to defend him-
self against the shower cf blows that the
young fireman launched, for they pene-
treated his guard and bruised both face

and body.

Silk Connolly was crouching near by,
and, in spite of his former resolution to
keep out of trouble, some latent spark
of covu-ago inspired him to go to hi>

comrade's assistance. Dragging himself
to his feet, lie stumbled towards Bob
aggressively.

Bob saw him approaching, landed a

final punch that thickened Butch's lips,

and snapped a couple of his teeth, then
spun to meet tho fresh attack.

"I'll flay you^ IDarrow 1" Silk raved
hoarsely, and with the words he lashed
out at Bob with his right.

Bob swung up his arm, and the blow
glanced off. Simviltaneo.i^ly lie ripped
his own right to Silk's stomach, and
with an agonised grunt the gangster
wilted.

Bob hit him again, with an upper-
cut this time, and Silk dived backward.
He bumped against the balcony rails

with a shock that splintered th(-m, and
then sagged to the floor once more.

A sullen growl warned Bob that Butch
was not through with fighting, and he
'turned in time to brace himself against
the bear's-hug in which the big crook
seixed him.

From the grounds June saw them
bhmder across the balcony. They col-

lided with the rails at the very point
where Silk had tumbled against them
a moment previously, and, >plintered as
they were, those rails were in no con-
dition to withstand tho impact of two
powerfully-built men.
There was a resounding crash as the

wooden balustrade gave way and fell into
the drive. Bob and his assailant

|-plunged after it, both of them still

locked in each other's grip.

A scream broke from June's lips as
she saw them dive headlong from the

I'
fenlcony.

(To be continued In another thrilling
•pisode next week. By permission of
.Universal Pictures Ltd., starring Tim

McCoy and Marion Shockley.)
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"THE RIDING FOOL."
|

(Continued from page 10.) I

striding towards the veranda with the
intention of gloating safely over their

recapture.

The Mexican's face changed colour
as he caught sight of them, and a

look of terror darted into his eyes.

With a panic-stricken cry he brought
up his revolver, but before ho could
pull tho trigger Steve and Boston fired

at point-blank range.

Their forty-fives blazed flame and
death simultaneously, and a scream
burst from the throat of Nikkos as he
fell writhing in the last throes.

Steve and Boston dashed past him.
Their ponies were tethered to ^ hitch-

rack ten paces distant, and, slipping
tho reins, they vaulted into the saddle
.ind clattered along the street at full

gallop.

Anderson and his party came run-
ning from the store. A blast of gun-
fire rang in the ears of Steve and
Boston, but they were crouching over
their horses' necks and were un-
scathed.

The night had swallowed them when
Bud Warren opened his eyes to find

himself in the arms of his sister. He
had not been slain instantaneously, as

Sally had at first imagined ; but it was
clear that he had not much longer to
live, and it was only with an efTort

that he managed to speak.
" I—wanna, talk," he whispered.

"N'ikkos—Nikkos "

A camp-fire burned in a hollow of
the hills, and its glow played upon
the brooding faces of the two fugitives
from the law.

They shivered, for the Wiarnith
afforded by the fire was not sufficient

to dispel tho chill of the night-breeze
that fanned the flames.

Steve Kendall and Boston Harry sat
there in silence, oach thinking his
thoughts. They were thoughts that
centred around Sally Warren, and
while the light of Western stars
twinkled overhead, the two who had
been rivals for her hand dwelt on her
loveliness and charm.

Boston Harry was the first to break
the silence.

"Bud Warren was shot during the
siege," he murmured reminiscently,
"and by the shout that went up they
reckoned it was one of us that plugged
him. I wonder—if Sally still believes in

us?" .
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"Boys," she said, and in a moment
they had .scrambled to their feet and
laid aside their guns.

Boston took a step towards her, but
it was to Steve that she involuntarily

turned, and as he detected the expres-

eion in her eyes he knew he w'ould never
be more to her than a valued friend

—

knew that it was Steve for whom she

cared.

The gambler drew back, and saw Steve
take her hands. But there was no bit-

terness or envy in Boston's voice when
ho spoke.

"Well," he said awkwardly, "I guess

I'll bo going."

Steve and Sally turned towards him,
and, disengaging her hands, the girl

moved nearer to Boston.

"They won't want you in Plumas
County any more, Boston," she told him.

The gambler looked at Steve, and then
returned his glance to Sally again.

"Yeah!" he said with a rueful smile.

"That's why I'm not goin' there—be-

cause they don't want me. They nearly-

made a mistake once, and I wouldn't
like to risk my health around Gulf
Centre again.'-'

"But you don't imderstand, Boston,"
Sally rejoined. " By now they'll have
heard at (!ulf Centre that you were^i't

the man responsible for that killing

there—just as they know at Poker City

that you and Steve weren't responsible

for poor Cahfornia's."

Both Steve and Boston glanced at her
quickly.

"You mean—we've been cleared?"
Boston stammered.

When Sally answered him there were
tears in her eyes.

"That's ju.st what I do mean," she
said. "The man they wanted was my
brother And Nikkos, too

"

Steve slipped an arm around her
shoulders.

"We didn't want you to know—about
Bud," he told her huskily. "Boston and
I—we'd kind of planned to keep it from
you."

"Nikkos shot Bud," Sally went on.

"But before Bud died he explained
everything—about the hold-up—and
about the killing in Plumas County.
I'm glad—that he lived long enough—to

redeem himself and tell the truth."

Boston did not speak, but, in a silence

more eloquent than words could have
been, he pressed Sally's hands and laid a
grasp of comradeship on Steve's
shoulder. Then he mounted his horse
and rode slowly into the gloom.

(By permission of the Gaumont Film

Co., Ltd., starring Bob Steele, Frances

Morris and Ted Adams.)

"I wish I knew
that, too," Steve
answered, and even
as he spoke he heaixt

a rustling of foliage

behind him.
The sound might

have been caused by
some small wild
creature, but Steve
and Boston were
keyed up, and both
of them reached for

their six-shooters

and whipped round
instantly.

A figure steppe<l

into the firelight. It

was the figure of a

girl—Sally 1
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" RODNEY STEPS IN."
T (Continued £rom page 20.) I

along this road ^^itll Iho caic-f;x't air of

a man returning Jo liis l;oinestoad after

a iiard day's work. A small KiJey car

would bo corning towards iiini in llic

course of a innuite or two. The car

would slow down—and Rodney would
swiftlj' open tho door and take his place
Ijcside the fair driver.

All hor planning. A wonderful little

woman. Rodney felt the tingle of ad-
venture in his veins. He had reached
tlie narrow road, but it looked as
deserted as a strip of the desert. Not
a car in sight. Had something hap-
pened? That morning she had told
him
He breathed a great sigh of relief. He

had breasted the small rise and he could
.see in the di.stanre the lights of an
approaching car coming cautiously

round the bend. Swiftly he strode on.

Nearer and nearer came the car, the
headlights dimmed. Then, for a frac-

tion of a second, the lamps flashed full

and were almost instantly dimmed
again. The car tlowed down. There
w;is the faintest sound of the horn.
Rodney walked faster. The car was

now but a few yards away and was
erawling at a snail's pace. Then it

halted altogether.

Another second and Rodney was
seated by ilie side of the fair driver.

"Splendidly done," she murmured.
"Not too bad, was it?" he purred.
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"The coast all clear?" she queried
soft%'. "No one following you?"
"Not a soul," replied Rodney, un-

easily aware of the fact that he had
never troubled to look. "I say, what
about a spot of dinner before

"

'Don't be silly!" she reproved him.
"We're on business, and we can't take

the risk of being seen together. There
are no restaurants around here."
"Of course not," murmured Rodney.

"I'd forgotten."
"We've got no time to lose," con-

tinued his partner. "I suspect that
Grimshaw has been trailing us, but we've
thrown him off the scent. You're sure
no one shadowed you?"
"Sure!" murmured Rodney, striving

to put sincerity in his tones.

Trapped !

THE liouse that stood in its own
grounds about six miles from Crow-
borough, an ideal countryside resi-

dence from the view of position and sur-

roundings, was plunged in darkness.
Darkness save for two jjin-points of

light that came from the Hashlamps of

two nocturnal .visi tore who had invaded
the comfortable, roomy apartment that
formed the southern wing of the Firs.

A soft whisper in feminine tones, and
Rodney Perch, the foremost of the two
invaders, crept to the corner of the
room. A moment later he was kneeling
down, his heart beating fast, his fingers

trembling a little.

The safe was before his eyes, or, at
least, that portion of it which was illu-

mined b}' his flashlamp.
Resolutely lie collected all his nerve,

He nuist not fail. He gripped the dial,
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and slowly, very slowly, he began that
twiddling movement which Tapper had
so eloquently described and illustrated.

He twiddled—and, holding his breath,
he listened.

Never was there a more emphatic
response to "twiddling." Suddenly the

dark, silent liouse was flooded with gay
jazz music, music loud and lively enough
U) awaken the parish.

"What have you done?" half-screamed
the feminine figure.

"I—I've turned ou the wireless!"
bawled poor Rodney. Frantically ho
tugged at the "dial." Ear-splitting

sounds smote on his anguished ears

—

then swift and sudden silence.

Then the room was brightly illumin-

ated. A voice harsh and commanding
cried

:

"Don't move—either of you—till

you're told I"

Blinkingly Rodney looked up. A gasp
came from his lips. Facing him w\n
Inspector (Irimshaw, and behind Grim-
shaw stood the triumphant figure of

Stephen Dalston.
"Well, this is a surprise, Perch!"

grinned the financier. "1 never thought
you were the masked bandit's accom-
plice. A pretty dud burglar you are

—

mistaking the wireless for the safe."

Dalston laughed heartily. Then ha
turned his gaze to Rodney's fair partner,

who was in the grip of Billings.

"Well, that settles your account, young
woman!" he chuckled. "Better put tho

cuffs on both of 'em, in.spector.'

"That's just what we propose to do."
retorted Grimshaw. He advanced
towards Rodne.\ grimly.
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"One moment. Inspector Grimshaw!"
It was the gill's voice, imperious and

commanding. She continued

:

"I suggest you ask Mr. Dalston to

open the safe in the other corner of the

room. lu that safe I feel sure you will

fuid the securities he alleges were stolen

from him."
"Take the woman away!" exploded

Dalston. "A common thief
"

"I am Lady Muriel Goring," inter-

rupted the girl. "This man Dalston

ruined my brother by a series of de-

liberate frauds. My poor brother shot

himself in despair. I swore to get even

with this scoundrel. Inspector Grim-
shaw, I ask you to look in that safe.

Jf I am not mistaken you will find there

Dalston's private record of these frauds

as well as the missing securities."

Inspector Grimshaw let loose a startled

exclamation. It was a rare thing for

him to do.

Lady Muriel Goring. Yes, it was
she. The Society .debutante, the daring

woman motorist, the young woman who
flew her own aeropl&ne. He had seen

her portrait in the papers.

Rodney Perch released a gasping

sound.
"Why, I've always wanted to meet

you " he babbled. "I—I "

"I'm disappointed in you, Rodney
Perch," she murmured, her smile en-

trancing him. "You made my acquaint-

ance under false pretences."

"They came to rob my safe. Do your

duty, inspector!"
The words were barked from Dalston's

livid lips.

"You are Mr. Perch's trustee
!"

rapped out Grimshaw. "You held his

securities."
" They were stolen !" gasped the other.

" Stolen from my safe in Well Street—by
that woman!"
Grimshaw shot a searching look at the

convulsed features of the speaker. Then,

slowly and deliberately, he walked up

to the livid financier.

"Let me look at that safe, Dalston!"

be said quietly and determinedly.

For a tense moment there was silence.

Then Dalston sagged into a chair like

a man crumpling from a blow. Billings

let't the girl and looked towards him.

"The game's up," whispered the

financier. "Tough luck. I w.is making
a get-away to-night. She—fihe's right.

The securities are in the safe—and the

other things. Here's the key, inspector.

I'm making a clean breast of it. Don't

forjret that."

His voice had changed to a whine.

Dalston, the braggart, was cowed and
broken. He whimpered as Billings

deftly fixed the haudcufls on his wrists.

Inspector Grimshaw turned his eyes

from the limp figure of the captured

swindler. He directed them to Rodney.
"You're a lucky young fellow, Mr.

Perch!" he said.

'I am," responded Rodney. He had
moved to the girl's side and was clasp-

ing her hand. Inspector Grimshaw
.smiled one of his very rare smiles.

"I wouldn't advise you to go into the

Bafe-breaking game, Mr. Perch," mur-
nnued Grimshaw.

'Never again, inspector," answered
Rodney fervently. "I'm going to marry
jind settle down."
"I hope you'll make a better husband

than yon do a crook," whispered Lady
Muriel Goriiig, moving a little closer to

jher "partner in crime."
- And it may be said that Rodney
^erch, so far, has given comp'ete satis-

action.

I

(By permission of the Fox Film Co.,

ILtd., starring Richard Cooper and
Pli»abeth Allan.)
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t"REO FORK RANGE."
T (Continued from page 14.)

the back of his neck, the other drilled

between the shoulder-blades.
Fifteen seconds later Wally Hamilton

was falling into the arms of friends. He
was half-carried to the veranda of a
store-building and propped against it,

bnt as someone was shouting for a doctor
he revived with an ett'ort and drew his

hand across his temple, where blood was
beginning to flow.

"It's nothing!" he panted. "Just
creased me—that's all. Don't worry
about me. Get the soldiers."

"Here's Sergeant O'Flaherty!" a man
in the crowd announced, and as the
sturdy Irish soldier approached Wally
struggled to his feet.

"Get back to your commanding ofEcer,

sergeant," Wally jerke<l
—

"fast as you
can! Tell him—the Indians are out!"

O'Flaherty sprinted back in ihe direc-

tion whence he had come, and in a

space of time that was a credit to the

U.S. Cavalry, a bugle was blowing and
two squadrons of horse were mustering.
They filed through Hangtown's main

street, and as their commanding officer

came abreast of the spot where Wally
was standing the youngster called for a

fresh mount to lead the soldiers to the
scene of the Indian attack. A horse was
brought him, and, taking his place in

the van of the column, he urged ".he

animal into a gallop.

Hangtoun was soon left far behind,
and the hills swallowed the relief force.

They pushed through dark canyons,
skirted the Arapaho village from which
Barking Fox and his braves had set
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forth some hours previously, and finally

sighted the gently-sloping upland that
masked the spot where the immigrant
wagons had been corraled to break the
Redskin rush.
At an ever-quickening pace, Wally

and the troopers stormed up the hill-

side, and from the rim of it gazed down
upon the closing stages of a desperate
hand-to-hand conflict.

The Indians had swarmed through the
wagon-lines in overwhelming numbers,
and were at grips with the immigrants,
and Wally did not care to think of the
scene that his gaze might have encoun-
tered had he and the troopers been
fifteen minutes later. As it was, the
Redskins were thrown into a panic at
the very sight of the cavalrymen, and.
abandoning the fight, they fled in all

directions.

But the troopers were already thun-
dering down the hillside at the gallop,
and they gained the wagon-corral ere
the majority of the Aiapahoes could
make their escape.
Sabre and carbine took heavy toll, the

heavy cavalry blades biting deep into
flesh and bone, the bullets bringing down
those who had managed to put distance
between themselves and the relief force.
One of the last to fall was Barking

Fox
Wally had been in the van of the

charge, and he had done his share in
helping to rout the savages when ho
saw a familiar figure rise up from the
ground. It was the figure of the old
Scout, and,' throwing himself from his
horse's back, Wally seized the veteran
by the arm.
"Where's Ruth?" he demanded.
The Scout drew a hand across his

brow.
"She was—with me—when the Inj'ina

broke through!" he faltered. "Then
someone struck me over the head—laid

me out "

"If it's Ruth Farell you want, I saw
her, mister " It was the voice of a

boy who had been sheltering under the
awnijig of a prairie schooner at the
moment of the Arapaho rush. "Some
white men came through the barricade.
They took Miss Ruth away with 'em."
Wally clenched his fists. He had no

doubt that the white men in question
were Black Bard and his renegades.

"Which way did they go?" he rapped
out, and, as the lad pointed towards the
south-west, he wheeled with the inten-
tion of securing his horse.

•'Wait, Wally!" the old Scout ap-
pealed. "The soldiers'!! help you to

search for her. It's suicidal to ride out;

there alone, with the country lull o'

scattered bands of Injuns "

But Wally shook free. He was in no
mood to listen to reason, and once in
the saddle he spurred in the direction
which Black Bard and his men had
taken. Nor was he seen again until

after nightfall, when he rode discon-

solately into Hangtown and was met by
Sergeant O'Flaherty and a troop of
soldiers.

"Not a trace of her!" Wally said, in

answer to the Irishman's query. "I
managed to follow tracks for a, spell, but
lost them in the hills."

The sergeant laid a hand on his

shouldo"-.

"Never mind, me bhoy," he de-

clared. "To-morrow we'll scour thim
hills for her, an' if she's anywhere
within a fifty moile radius w-e'U find

her."
Wally was not to be consoled, how-

ever, and as the troopers oantered off

towards their quarters he led his horse
morosely to the stables and walked
round in the direction of old Cliarles
Farell's o-Tice.

October 24th, if)31.
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It \\ as as he was passing the window
that he heard voices, and, looking into

the room, he saw ¥arell and—Apache
Joe.
The presence of Black Bard's hench-

man, brought him to an abrupt stand-

still, and the first words that he heard
gave him a clue to the motive behind
the renegade's visit.-

"I'm Jiere with news o' your
daughter, Farell," the crook was say-

ing. "Take a look at this, vvill yuh?"
He handed Farell a note. Its con-

tents, which Wally gathered from the
subseoiiont conversation, read as
follows

:

"Your daughter is in our hands. If

you withdraw unconditionally from the
iiace for the government contract, she
will be returned to you unharmed. If

jou refuse, you will never see her
again."
A sharp cry escaped Charles Farell,

and with an impulsive movement he
dragged open a drawer in his desk and
clutched a six-gun that was lying there.

But as the revolver barrel was levelled

at his breast Apache Joe scarcely
flinched.

"That won't do no good, Farell," he
observed. "That's the surest way of

saying good-bye to your daughter for

nil time."
The forty-five in the old man's grasp

wavered. Then, with a groan, he laid

the weapon down and looked at Black
Bard's emissary hopelessly.
"If I withdraw from that race," he

«aid, "I'm out of business. A ruined
man !"

"Ef you run in that race," Apache
Joe reminded him, "your daughter
will never be seen again—alive. Make
up your mind, Farell, for I gottia take
back an answer one way or the other."

Farell's hands twitched •convulsively.
"There's only one answer," he said

heavily. "1 give you my word that I

won't enter my coach in the race."

"Then your, daughter will be re-

turned to you after the race is run to-

morrow mornin'," Apache Joe told
him, and made his way to the door.
As tlie crook emerged from the office

Wally ducked back into the shadows.
He saw the ruffian stroll along the
street, and, resolved not to lose sight
of him. began to follow him.
Apache Joe's destination was only

fifty yards awa}-—the back door of
Whip Roden's premises. From a
vantage point twenty or thirty paces
distant Wally heard him give three
knocks and saw him pass across the
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threshold. Then he stole close to the
building, and, a£tw making; a tour
around its walls, climbed noiselessly to
the roof and took up his position by a
.skylight, which ho opened two or three
inches.

Immediately below him. seated at a

table, he discerned Whip Roden.
Black Bard and his ruffians were with
him, and all eyes were on Apache -Joe.

"It didn't take long for Farell ter

see sense," Apache Joe was saying.
"The Golden West outfit won't be run-
nin' Dctween Hangtown an' Placerville
to-morrow."
"Good!" put in Black Bard.

"R'eckon that satisfies yuh, Whip,
don't it?"
Roden fingered his chin.

"Kind of," he murmured. "But,
all the same, I want you to post men
along the road, Bard."
"What's the idea. Whip?" Black

Bard interrupted. "Farell was your
only rival, an' with him txickin' outa
tlic runnin' where's the sense in plant-
in' the boys along the trail ? A down-
right waste o' time, I call it, and "

"I'm takin' no chances," Whip
Roden told him. "Farell's given his

word he'll withdraw, but for all ihat I

want thf, road watched. Under-
stand?"
"What about the Farell girl?" asked

Black Bard. "We ain't gonna leave
her here alone, are we ?"

"Buzz Brvant can staj- an' keep an
eye on her, ' Roden answered, indicat-

ing a burly rogue on his right.

"When the contract for the Govern-
ment mollis is in my hands she can be
turned over to her father."
He stood up and reached for his hat.

His scoundrelly associates rose with
him. and all but Bryant filed out of the
room. From the roof Wally heard
them mounting their horses, and
listened to the clopping of the animals'
hoofs as they cantered away into the
night. Then he quietly pulled back
the skylight.

Bryant was taken completely by sur-

prise when Wally dropped into the
room, and in a- few minutes the stage
driver had accounted for him. Yet
he might have made more certain of

the man. for' by the time Wally had
descended through a trap-door and dis-

covered Ruth in a dingy cellar, Bryant
iiad recovered his wits.

Seizing a lieavy piece of wood that
lav near the fireplace, he waited for

Wally to ascend. As the youngster's
liead rose into view he swung up the
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bludgeon ; but, swift as thought, Wally
seized his wrist, and after a desperate
scuffle managed to disarm him and
make him secure.
Five minutes later Wally was pre-

senting Ruth to her father, v.ho sprang
to his feet with an exclamation of joy
as he caught sight of the girl.

"Now, listen, Mr. Farell," said
Wally, when father and daughter had
embraced. "With Ruth safe homo
again you can run that race, so

"

The old man laid a hand on his arm.
"No, Wally," he interposed, "that's

where you make a mistake. You see,

I gave my word that I'd withdraw
from the race."
Nor would his high sense of honour

permit him to break his promise, and
it was only Wally Hamilton's astute-
ness that saved the Golden West outfit.

"jMr. Farell." he said, "supposing you
sold out to me—for one dollar," He
grinned. " Yes, one dollar—just to

make the deal legal and satisfy that
conscience' of yours. Then I could enter
for the race without interfering with
the promise you njade."

The following day, at Placerville,

Whip Roden received (he shock of his

life when the Golden West team showed
vip at the finishing-point ahead of hi.s

own outfit, and be was fairly rooted to

the spot when the town marshal
approached him and laid a hand on
his shoulder.
"Roden," le said, "you're under

arrest. Thanks to Wally Hamilton.
Black Bard and his gang have been
rounded up, and we've got all the evi-

dence we need to show that you were
working hand-in-glove >vith them. Come
on !"

Meanwhile, Wally was receiving the
congratulations of Charles Farell and
Ruth.
"Son," the old man declared, "from

now on you're half-owner of the Golden
West Express Company."
"Half-owner?" Wally reiteratod-

laughingly. "Sav, don't forget I bought
the whole outfit for a dollar. But, on
the level, Mr. Farell, you can have the
outfit back on one condition—that you
give your consent to Ruth and I marry-
ing."
"I give you my consent right now."

Farell answered. "And that half-owner-
ship in the company can be my wedding
present."

(By permission of the Filfnophone
Renters, Ltd.. starring Wally Wales and

Ruth Mix.)
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2 BOY'S CINEMA Every Tuesday

Owing to his wild life, a rich young man is driven from home. Almost he has made good
when tragedy intervenes. A gripping railroad drama, starring James Hall and

Dorothy Sebastian.

" Get Out and Stay Out !
"

IT was four o'clork in the moniing.
From the speakeasy there appeared
a party of roystcrers. There were

several girls and a number of young
men. One wore a paper cap and a

false nose and kept on shouting—obvious
that he was far from sober.

' With much shouting and blowing of

tin trumpets, ' the overhiden car drove
away, and tlio eonnnissiouairc rubbed
his tired eyes and murmured :

"Thank heaven that bunch have gone
home at last ! Suppose they'll be hero
again to-morrow—cuss them!"
But the young gentleman with the

false nose dd not patronise the speak-
easy the following night an.d tlio rea.son

was a very good one. He awoke aboui
nine with a fat head and the fact ttiat

the telephone was ringing. His father

W'Ould like to see him, the secretary
warned him.
"Ought to have been there at eight-

thirty." Jimmy Nelson ruffled his hair
and yawned prodigiously. "Gosh, the
old man w ill be stuffy ! Better have a
r-old bath and pull mvself together a

bit."

I
At half-past ten Jimmy reached the

big building which was the offices of the

CG. «S: F. Railroad—his father was the
president.

' "Your father wants to see you." The
secretary's smile was not a pleasant
one. It implied that behind the door
marked "President " lay a lot of

trouble.
"I'll go right in." Jim squared his

shoulders and beamed at the secrcUiry.
"Suppose I'll have to tell him a bed-
time story."
Jimmy Xolson was a square-built,

clean-shaven youngster of twenty-two.
A pleasant, dark-haired young man,
whoso face looked rather white, and
around the eyes were too many dark
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lines. The shoulders seemed a trifle

l)Owed. but this was not from hard work.
.ianies Nelson, president of the rail-

road, was like his sou, but with addi-
lioual qualities. Tlie same features, but
every hno was one of determination ;

the jaw was square, whilst the cheek.?

had the flush of health and the blue
eyes had a steely quality lacking in

that of the boy. His age was fifty, his

hair was white, but he was far fitter

than his son.

When his son entered the office the
president did not look up.

" 'Morning, dad !"

"'Morning, son!" The president was
writing a cheque. He blotted the wet
ink, then raised his eyes. "Suppose
you've got the usual headache'.' You
look half baked."

"I did go out with a few friends last

night," Jimmy laughed in a somewhat
shamefaced manner. "But I wasn't too
late. Reckon that game of golf I played
took it out of mc."

'Oh, a game of golf is terribly

strenuous !" The father looked his son
up and down. "So tired that you get
here two hours after time."

"I'm sorry, dad, but I didn't reckon
there would be much doing this morn-
ing, and I'm not much good till about
eleven. I'm a poor hand at figures

"

"And a darned poor hand for work."
There was a rasp to the president's

vbice. "Take a seat, son, I'm going
to talk to you. It may be for the last

time."
'The last time, dad?"
"You heard !' The rasp was now a

fierce growl. "Sit down and just listen.

Try and get what I'm going to say into

that thick head of yours. It ain't going
to be a pleasant listen. For a year I've
given you chance after chance, and
you've gone from bad to worse,"
"Dad, I can't stand a lecture." Jimmy

got to his feet. "I'll come l>ack and tee
you later."

'Sit (loivnf' raged his parent—^all

the muscles on his neck standing out like

whipcords. "I want you to learn what
I'm going to do."

A hint of impending trouble made the
youngster shoot his father a suspicious
glance. The old man was very sore this

morning.

"You've had education, money,
pleasure—everything," The president
spoke in a suddenly compo,sed voice.

"And I was fool enough to imagine that
after doing all this for you I might hopo
that you would settle down in the office.

Time and again I made excuses for

your lateness, afternoons off, long vaca-
tions, ro.vdy parties, and so forth.

During the last six months I've paid
over a thousand dollars in road fines

and a lot more to various speakeasies
where you hit the high spots. The ex-
uberance of youth—I thought you would
get over it. You don't ; but go from bad
to worse. On my desk here are bills

for six thousitnd dollars, a bill of

damages for two thousand from a speak-
easy where you pushed a waiter do^vn
some stairs, and a small item of two
bucks from the traffic cops. I told you
last tune it would be the last, and you
swore to make a change."
"But, dad "

"Shurrup!" The words came in a
snarl. "I've tiied to make a man out
of you, and I've failed—so far- You've
got a strong body, because I know how
many trophies you've won for athletics,

but now you're tired after a game of

golf. You're a dissipated, spineless
wreck, and I'm .ishamed of you ! I'vo

finished with giving you chances. Hero
is a cheque foi a thousand dollars, and
it's the last you'll get. I'm through 1

Does vour fuddled head grasp what I

moan Idv that?"
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]'Well-er "

"Tlicii let ine muko it cleur." The
president gave a harsli, bellowing huigli.
"You're fired from this business. You're
fired from my home. You're fired as
my son. I don't want to see you again.
You're a knock-kneed, gutie.ss sop !'

Jimmy Nelson was a shade whiter ;'s

lie got to his feet. He tried to fate
his father as the old man stepped from
behind the desk.

""Take your cheque." The president
grasped ilie lapels of his son's coat with
bolh hands and almost shook him. "I'm
through witii you, finished—done! (jet
out <ind stay out—and the sooner vou go
the_ better!"
No sign of relenting in the harsh eyes.

Jimmy knew that at last he had gone
too far and it was too Jato. His fathi>r
released him, and aiitomatifallv he took
the cheque, .scarcely able to beiieve that
a moment ago he had l)een the son
of a millionaire, and now was an outcast.
He looked at the cheque, and the four

figures seemed to stand out in letters t f

lire. The price of his folly ! He had
been a fool, but he was not the sort to
admit that fact, A vision flashed before
him when his college shouted and roared
his name. If he pJaycd football or base-
ball now he would be whacked in about
five minutes. His fathei' had called him
a spineless wreck. It was true.
His father speaking o\er the

made him raise his head.
'J want the traffic returns on the

Ea.stcrn Sector." The old man ignored
his .son as if he were not in the room,
"And when you've put that through I
w-ant you to take down a few letters.
Yes, half an hour's time."
"Guess I'll be going." Something of

his lost manhood was coming l>ack to
Jim Nelson. "You can keep this." He
tossed tlie cheque on the desk
table, but the president paid no
lu'Cd.

The youngster hesitated,
looked at hi.- father uncertaiidy,
and then walked slowly out of
the room, closing the door
behind him.

Not till his son had KOn<' did
the president glance at the
cheque, then he balanced it in
his hand, and there was a faint
^mile—almost of hope—on the
rugged features. There were a
number of electric buttons on
h;> desk, and he pressed one.

The door opened and a short,
thick-set man loimged into the
onicc. He was the company
detective,

"Saunders, have that bov of
mine trailed. He's just left here
feeling a bit sore. I handed
him a few home truths, and told
him I was through, I want to
see if he's got the nous to fight
Out his own salvation, and I
want you to bring me a report
of everything that happens to
him, I shan't interfere unless
he gets absolutely desperate,
C!et the idea ?"

"Leave it to me, chief," was
the answer.

When Courtesy Pays.

ALONO line of men were
waiting for chance of
temporary or permanent

ornployment. South Orkney was
a goods station aiul important
junction. Many men were em-
jiloyed as the company also had
a big repair works and engine
houses,

A nondescript colhxtion of
men. Some were big burly
fellows, who had been firemen.
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I whilst some were weedv youths who
I

wanted jobs as clerks in the offices,
whilst others were just hangers-on. A
month ago Jim Nelson might have
looked conspicuous in liis sniart clothes,
but they were smart no longer. TJiev
were fairly clean but threadbare, whils't
his hat showed the ravages of the
weather.

In a month Jim reckoned ho had wan-
dered half over the Northern States,
and nov.- he was back to within a hun-
dred iniles of his liome town of Boston.
In his pocket was enough for one more
meal. -He had learnt the art of stealing
free rides on freight trains, anil had
roughed it. One or two odd jobs had
come his way, but somehow the idea of
working on a railway had appealed
most. He had worked for a fortnight
as a fireman on a mineral train running
backwards and forwards from a mine
until an aggressive foreman liad made
Jim seek work elsewhere.

Curiously enough. Jim was not un-
happy. He grumbled and grizzled to
himself, yet he knew this outdoor, liard
life had brought back his strength. If
they wanted him to play football now,
he wouldn't have been a failure. He
laughed to himself at another thought.
What would his fine friends say if thev
could .see him now? One bitter pill had
been swallowed a week after leaving
home. He had run across a man to
whom he had often lent money an(l
taken to many gay evenings.' The
man was with a girl wlio had often had
her arms round Jim's neck. He know
her now as a gold-digger. They had
ignored him—passed liim by.

The chugging of a .small car awoke his
interest. A two-seater of soinowliat
ancient appearance had stopped before

the wooden hut where the out-of-works
waited to interview the yard master.
A pretty, rosy-oheeked young girl

climbed out. Tliough her clothes vero
plain and serviceable they fitted the
youthful figure to perfection. Home
made, but well-made ! A sporting check
serge with a small black hat. the outfit
si.uted the dark-haired young woman.
The pleasant expression inade Jim smile.
This girl would make a fellow a jolly
good pal.

The girl gathered up in her arm.s
about a dozen small parcels of all shapes
and sizes. One slipped and nearly fell.
The girl tried to make the pile" more
secure and made matters worse, becdusc
two small parcels rolled to the muddy
ground.

The girl retrieved them quickly ami
flicked oft' the mud. Again she gathered
them all together in her arms, wiiere-
upon one began to slide at the top of
the pile. She made a vain effort to
balance the parcel but it would not stay
and rolled out of her arms to the ground.

It was more than Jim could bear. He
left his place in the long line and hurried
forward. He did not notice the line in-
stantly close up after him.
The heap of parcels were wobbling

precariously when Jim got to the girl's
side. He retrieved the small parcel.

"If you'll stand still I'll arrange them
for you." He raised his hat.
"Oh. thanks so much." The girl

flashed him a look of thanks, and in her
glance .she summed up this young man
very quickly.
"Let me just alter tha*. bulky little

chap." Jim moved one packet and sub-
stituted another. "This one on top, and
now I think you're all right. Can I
open a door or do anything else?"

'I'm through with you, finished—done !
" The President almost shook him.

*' Get out—and stay out I ".
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. "Yes, that one nf.h ' YaiJ Master'
on it," was her answer. "Thanks so
much for helping me. One of those
parcels is dad's lunch."
Jim smiled in response and opened

the door. With :> friendly glance fioni

Jier blue eyes the girl disappeared. .lini

closed the door and hurried back to the
line of waiting men. His place was
nuod.

! Jim tried to get back, but the man wno
had closed uv; was a surly, big-chcstcd
ruffian.

: "End of the line!" he growled.
"But I was in front of you," protested

Jim.
"Yeah and you quitted the line." was

the answer. "That means you go back
to the end."
Several of the men waiting laughed

discordantly, and Jim glared round.
"I only left the line to help that

lady,' he complained. "You've no
right to take my place."
"Is that so?" grinned the ruffian.

"You just try and get back and see
wliat happens to yon."
"I'm not scared of you, you big stiff !"

cried the boy. "Are you standing away
o)- am I going to paste you?"
The fellow weighed about fourteen

stone or more, whilst. Jim could not
have been more than eleven, but it was
destined that there should be no fight.

"Come on, you dolled-up worm," the

lieavy-weight began, and then becaine
silent.

The door marked "Yard Master" had
opened and a clean-shaven, grey-haired
niaii had stopped out. Instantly the
whole line stiffened and endeavoured to

look very earnest. He wore a battered
felt hat, a cardigan jjulled over liis

waist, and grey seige trousers, but for

all his clothes there was an air of com-
mand in the sharp eyes and alert expres-
sion,

"I'll see the men wanting work," he
called in a pleasant voice. "I don't

want any shoving or hustling. One at a

time—in order."

I
Jim felt he would only jeopardise his

chance and every one else's if he
started to brawl. With a vicious look
at the triumphant bully ho w;as forced

to go right to the end of the line. Not
much chance of getting a job at South
fjikney.
From behind the yard master ap-

yx'ared the girl Jim had helped. She
scanned the line almost eagerly ; then
came down the few steps and pointed to

the end.
"Hi—yo.i !" The yard master was

calling to Jim.
The youngster removed his hat and

hurried forward, whilst the waiting line

scowled.
"He's going to click." murmured th(?

man in front of the bully. " An<l all

through helping that dame. Gosh, some
guys have all the luck !"

"Yes, sir?" Jim stood as if on parade.
The yard master looked the athletic

figure over and nodded.
"He helped me just now ' whispered

the girl. "I think he wants a job, dad."
"What can yon do. lad?"
"Anything, sir. Don't mind what it

is.' statcifl Jim. "Last job was as tire-

man and cleaner on an engine carrying
ore fron- a mine."
"Fit?" The yard master wont on

when the youngster nodded. " Any re-

ferences?"
"None, sir. I've only recently started

working. The last, was my first job."
The yard master decided that here was

a gentleman's son down on his luck. He
had helped his daughter, and that was
good enough to give the lad a trial.

"Take yon on for a week," the yard
master decided. "Up to you if you
want to stay longer."
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"Yoj bet I do, sir," cried Jim, and
his eyes stared frankly and admiringly
at the girl, who blushed a little as she
smiled at him.

A Fight and Promotion.

IT is seldom that a person goes
through life without making some

. enemies. No matter how pleasant a
person may be, there will be someone
who will dislike him; envy or jealousy
may bo the cause. Jim Nelson had
been very popular at college, and, in

spite of the fact that he was a cut
above the cinployeeo at South Orkney,
he soon became fast friends with
drivers, cleaners, engineers, and
general staff. Of these friends, two
were of great importance. Naturally
the lady sliould be mentioned first.

Jimmy had thanked Rose for getting
him a chance to make good, and it was
curious how often they seemed to be
nmniiig into each other. His work was
that of a cleaner, but he did his task
so well that the Yard-Master frankly
told Rose that the new hand was a

grand fellow ! At the end of the second
week Rose gave Jimmy some of her
home-made ginger-bread. She had
been taking some to her father, met
Jimmy, and, of course, they had to talk.

The third Sunday, Jimmy snd his male
friend were asked to tea.

Tom Summers was a goods foreman,
and had been able to give Jimmy plenty
of sound advice They had sat next to
each other in the mess-room, and had
got talking. Tom was also a great
friend of Rose's, so it is not surprising
to find the two lads being invited up to
the Rogers' neat bungalow, almost on
the edge of the station, to a high tea.

As Tom told another pal, it was a

"case" between Rose and Jimmy.
But there was 'one person who did

not like Jimmy. Durkiii was chief fore-

man, and was disliked by most people.
A tall, fierce-looking man, with scowling
eyebrows and a iiullying, blustering
nature. He revelled in ordering people
about and making them uncomfortable.
His age was about thirty-six, and his

features were of a tjpe that some call

handsome, though Tom always reckoned
the foreman's eyes were too -mall. Tom
did not like his superior, and warned
Jim against him.
"Steer clear of Durkin," he had

warned his new friend. " A sour, sus-

picions chap, with a streak of the brute
in his make-up. He's a hard worker,
and therefore old man Rogers reckons
Durkin is okay. If he tries to rozz vou.
keep your tongue in your mouth and
your temper under control."
Sound advice, because three days

later the foieman came into the engine-
sheds during breakfast rest, calmly took
the wooden box that Jim had arranged
against a counter, and pushed the young-
ster's mess-can carelos.sly away. It fell

to the ground, and Jimmy, coming back
from a vain effort to remove some of

the dirt from his hands and face with
a greasy rag, saw, and would have
argued the point if Tom had not laid

a warning hand on his shoulder.
Durkin had scowled at the two.
"What's the matter with yon two?"

he had growled at them. "You with
the check-cap !" This wr.s Jimmy.
"Get outside, an,d sec if there is any
news of that down goods."
"Go!" whispered Tom, and reluct-

antly Jimmy obeyed.
Jim would have liked to have

punched the foreman's head, but he
realised when he had cooled down what
that would have meant. The loss of a

iob, and no further chance of seeing
Rose. No wonder he came to like Tom
almost as a brother.
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A month passed, and one night the
two chums and Rose went to the pic-
tures Jim chuckled to himself as he sat
in the inedium-priccd seats, and thought
of the times when he had flung money
about like water. Once his hand
touched Rose's hand, and even in the
darkness lie became aware of her smile.
Next week they went to the pictures
alone, and held hands like two school-
children. Tom had refused to come,
pretending that the picture wasn't the
sort he liked.

The growing friend.ship between Rose
and Jimmy irritated Durkin. It was
his boast that lie had only to smile at
a dame and she would almost vat out of
liis hand. A wizened, comic little driver
brought the matter to a head.

" You say you're slick with the
dames," he sneered. "You ain't done
much of the Romeo act with Rogers'
daughter. She's a high-stepper, and 1

don't reckon she'd even look at you."
" What ycr mean ?"

"She's goofy on that new hand. The
guy what got raised to fireman a week
ago. The guy what spends five even-
ings a week a-sweatin' over books and
papers so he can get promotion. Fine
chap he looks, and Rose ain't half taken
up with him."

"Spineless cove!" contemptuously
snorted the foreman. " Wears la-de-da
clothes, and is always washing his hands.
Probably been one of these society
crooks—confidence stuff—and is now
lying low."
"That ain't Jim Benson," stoutly

averred the driver, who loved to get a
dig at the foreman. "He's class, but
that don't say he's crooked."

"I'll bet you throe things!" The
foreman puffed out his chest. "One,
that his name ain't Benson; second, that
he's yeller : and third, that I could cut
him out with that Rogers kid as easy
as flying."

"I'm skinned this month," grinned the
driver, "but I can take that bet to a
dollar !"

That very afternoon Durkin tried to

win the money.
The man was full of conceit about

himself. Rose was on her way to her
father's office, and she was hoping that
she might see some sign of Jim, who
knew that about this time she brought
hor father some tea.

Rose had never liked the foreman very
much. He was too sure of himself

;

nothing he didn't know, and always yell-

ing his orders in a domineering, hector-

ing fashion that she thought bordered
on the side of tyranny-. As her father

thought quite a lot of Durkin, she had
never said anything against the man.
Therefore sh? summoned a smile when

she came along past some carriages to

meet the foreman face to face.

"Good afternoon. !Miss Rogers." The
foreman grinned, doffed his slouch-hat,

and opened the attack. "Suppose you
know vou're trespassing?"
"Trespassing. Mr. Durkin?" The girl

was puzzled. "I don't understand."
"This is tiic sector that I'm in charge

of." The big man laughed. "I reckon
I shall have to exact a forfeit."

"A forfeit?"'
" I can't condone the offence," cried

the schemer. " Yon liavcn't got mv
permission, so I must exact toll. It

won't be a very heavy penalty."
"Oh, I'm glad of that," Rose laughed

nervously. The foreman was behaving
strangely, and she did not like the mock-
ing glint in his eyes. "What kind of

toll?"

"Just a little kiss," laughed Durkin.
" You dare to try, and I'll Viox your

ears!'' flared up the girl. "Arc you
mad, or have you been drinking ?'-
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The contempt and disdain in the giiTs
flavhing eyes roused tlic man's anger.
He'd kiss this girl and conquer her by
sheer will-power. Some of these proud.
haughty young women didn't know how
to appreciate a fine man like himself.
I'lcvious to the encounter he had been
sampling some smuggled hooch, and his

bullying nature was roused.

With open arms, the foreman advanced
on the girl, and she shrank back against

a carriage. There was horror as well as

anger now in the pretty eyes.

" Leave me alone, you drvmken
brute!" she stormed. "I'll call my
father! He'll fire you!"

" Come here, you little spitfire !" cried

the foreman, and swept her into a bear-
like hug.

.Tim had been working so hard and
patiently that the yard master had
given instructions for the lad to be
tested and tried out as a driver of an
engine.

He first became aware of a group of

cleaners and other men grouped to-

gether, and it was obvious from their

laughter and gesticulations that they
were watching something. Naturally,
Jim looked in the same direction.

Some coaches stood in his way, and it

was beiiind these coaches that a lot

of dust seemed to be kicked up.

The youngster guided his engine
further along the track and then he
could look round the end of the box.
Am anticipatory smile twitclied his
lips, because he expected to see some-
thing amusing, such as a fight or a

coach on fire. But when he saw Rose
struggling in the arms of the foreman
he gave a snort of rage and leaped
down from the cab.

Steel-like fingers gripped the fore-
man by the throat and the brute at

once relaxed his grip of the girl, who
staggered back with a sob of relief.

Durkin was livid with rage when he
Baw his opponent was Jim. Now he
would smasli this kid to pulp for his
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Int-erference ; but he did not get the
chance.
As Durkin drew back his arm to

whip a punch to Jim's face the younger
man flashed in with a hard left that
knocked the bully's head back, and
before he could recover a painful right
landed like lightning on his unshaven
jaw. It was more surprise than
damage that toppled the big man back-
wards, that and a trip over a railway
line.

In a flash he was on his feet, and
again that left and right landed before
his own wild lunges were anywhere
near the boy.
Again Durkin fell back, tripped over

a loose sleeper and crashed on top of
a- rail.

Rose ran to Jim, who put his arm
protectingly round her shoulders.
"Get up!" ordered Jim. ''And say

you're sorry."

For a moment Durkin hesitated.
"You go to blazes!" he cried.

Rose clutched at Jim.
"Let him go!" she begged. "He's

been drinking."
"Don't you try making any mischief,"

Durkin blustered, "or I'll make it hoi
for everybody roimd these parts ! 1

was only teasing the little fool."

"You'd better get bark to your job!"
Jim snapped out. "Try tricks like
that again and I'll snwi>h you!"
Without a word Durkin slunk awaj-,

but he looked up like a tiger at bay
when a yell of laughter rang out. His
hands became crooked and his teeth
showed in a vicious snarl. Wildly he
ran towards the grinning railwaymeii;
they did not wait.

"Durkin could cause trouble," Rose
told Jim. "Father's verj- busy, and if

he had to fire Durkin now it would be
awkward. Let's say nothing about it.

A man of liis type doesn't know what
he's doing when he gets some of that
smuggled spirit into him."
"Have it your own way." Jim was

not pleased. "I hate telling tales out

of school, but 1 don't like a skunk like
that remaining around. Durkin's a
dangerous man. A bully and a
mystery; you ought to hear what Tom
thinks of him. Well, Rose, we'll say
nothing; but next time I see anything
I go straight to your old man."

The Census Collector.

JA:MES NELSON. SEN., sat in hij

office, and before him was a pile
of accounts and a cheque-book.

Standing by the side of the desk was
the railroad detective.
"When he got that job- I wrote oH

one heavy account," the president was
chuckling. "When he got promotion
to fireman I wrote oil several more;
but wasn't I cheered when I beard
about promotion to engineman. Reckon
I'll pay off the lot and give tlie bojr

a clean sheet."

"Well, chief, I guess you ought to
know something." The detective rubbed
his chin. "Maybe it won't be such
good news. There's a gal."
""Jim carrying on with some girl?"

Instantly the president turned into a
war-horse. "\Vhat kind of a girl?"
"Daughter of the yard master." waa

the answer. "Of course, she isn't his
sort, chief, and I thought

"

"Never mind what vou thought.
What is she like?"
"She's a good-looker and seems a

nice sort of girl." The detective pur.sed
his lips. "But it did occur to me that
she might have recognised your son
and be thinking of the future." '

"You're right. What's her name?"
"Rose Rogers, chief."
" Rogers—Rogers

!

Not Rocky
Rogers?" the president demanded.
'Thin, clean-shaven, hard-jawed, deter-
mined sort of a man, piercing eyes
and slightly bowed shoidclers?"
"Sounds like him, chief."
"Rocky and I were buddies together,"

the president mused. "Ho went to

Canada and for years we kept in touch,
but when I got on the board I offered

Jim had Durkin by the throat.
OctoI.er 3lst, IMI,
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hiiii a job. The proud old fool said he
could make his way without aiii'

favours. I'll lay every cent I've got

it's Hocky, and the old dog has joined

up with my railroad and made good.

Kinda surprise him when I go to South

Orkney. I'll go right away." He
pressed on several buttons. "I'll have
;i special and go north and I'll take

an eyeful of this girl."

JJose was busy cooking when there

,aiiie a knock at the front door. i\one

too pleased to be interrupted, the giri

answered the summons and found her-

bi'lf smiling at a tall, white-haired,

kindly-looking old man.
"Might I come in for a moment?''

llie president requested. "I'm a census-

taker for the railway, and maybe you
i:;iu help me."
"You're a census-taker?" The girl

invited him to enter. "Why, thoy only

i)id that a fe\y months ago."

"Yeah, I thought they did it b.idiy,

i.o I"—he laughed hurriedly—"to- I've

l^ot the job of doing it again. Comfort-

able place you've got here. Yom- name
is Rogers, isn't it?"

"Yes; Eose Rogers."
The president observed a picture of

a young man.
"Your brother, I suppose?"
"Something more than a brother."

The girl spoke in a whisper, her eyes

turned towards the pictuie. How sur-

prised she would have been if she had
seen the census-taker raise his eyebrows

and finger his lips—her expression had
Ijeon noted.

"A handsome-looking young maii:"

npined Mr. Nelson. "Don't you think

ilie eyes are a little too close, and "

Ho saw the battle-light. "No, perhaps
you're right. Still, the jaw might be

a little firmer."

"You should have seen him lay out

someone who got fresh with me the

other day," snapped Rose. "If he were
here now you wouldn't say his jaw \\<\^

weak. Any questions I can answer?"
"I like a girl who stands up for her

man."' James NeLson nodded his

approval. "I apologise fo)- even
s^uggesting the chin was weak. Now J

look at the picture again I see my
mistake, and "—he sniffed

—
"surely

that s!nell—gingerbread ?"

"Oh, ol^ and it's burning!" Ro.^e

(led to the kitchen.
James Nelson followed her ami

watched deft fingers removing a cake
from the oven. He licked his lips.

"Haven't tasted gingerbread foi

years," he commented. "Mother always
used three egg.s."

"This has two. Three's too rich,"

answered the girl. "Like to try a
bit?",
James Nelson tried two bits, and

when he left took a third portion in

his handkerchief.

"Rocky's daugliter is just the gir! for

Jim," were his thoughtt^. "If I weren't
to fat I could do a war-dance."
Not till the nice old man had gone

did Rose give a gasp. Wliy, he hadn't
asked a single question about the
lensus. Another thing that perplexed
her was that his face seemed vaguely
familiar. Perhaps fatlier would be
able to explain the mystery.

Murder !

TOM SUMMERS seemed moody and
distracted as he lounged against
a stack of heavy packing-cases.

Jimmy, seated on another and mvmch-
ing eoine bread and cheese, studied his

friend.
"Wlial's Avonyiiig you, Tom?"
October ."ilst, ]93I.
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"Letter from the yard master. Can't
blame liini for it."

"Old Rogers not complaining, is he?''
" Complaining ! Gee, you oughta

read his letter 1" Tom gave his friend a
glance. "And if I knew who tlie skunk
was, I'd wring his neck !"'

"Wiing wliose neck?" Jim was
puzzled, "I don't get the hang of the
trouble. Not anything to with that
thieving, is it?"
"You've hit it on the head, Jim,"

sighed the goods foreman. " I've told
you that goods have been vamoosing
into thm air. Well, I ain't said a lot

about- it, as I hate moaning, and I've
tried to trace the thefts myself. Not a

bit of luck. The guy wiiat does the trick
must be well informed. Last week from
my yard two bales of cotton, two huge
cases of tiimed goods, and a case con-
taining six very expensive shot-guns
vanished. To-day's Wednesday, and, so
far, the loss amounts to four bales of
mixed goods, a packing-case full of ex-
pensive china, a portable outboard
motor, and .sovei'ial other items !"

"Cosh, Tom, why didn't you tell me
before?"
"Wanted to get the skunk myself,

and I hate making a lot of fuss." Tom
scowled. "Three nights last week and
two this I haven't gone to bed, but not
a sign. The chief is naturally riding
the high horse, and says that if this

pilfering doesn't stop, something's going
to happen. Can't blame the old man for

getting riled, because it sure looks at
if I ain't taking proper precautions. If

I don't get this guy mighty soon I look
like going out on my ear ;"

" Tom, I'm going to help you in this

business," cried Jim. " I'll keep my eyes
open, and to-night I'll do a prowl round
the yard."
"That's mighty good of you, pal."

Tom looked up as a whistle shrilled.

"Hallo, time to get back to work !

You're shunting this morning"/"
"Yes, and I'm hoping to be out on the

open road before long," Jim grinned.
"Now, you're not to worry, old chap;
we'll get this crook and his gang. Sec
you mid-day."
Tom went about his business and

chance took him,- some two hours later,

to a quiet sector of the yard. A good.'

train was parked on a side line, and
Tom knew it was due out that after-

noon. A perplexed frown creased his

forehead, because he could see through
the bogeys the wheels of a motor-lorry.
Evidently someone was loading or—
u/i/ondinij !

Quietly Tom ran over several sets oi

lines until he had reached the frciglit

car on the other side of which was the
lorry. The hum of voices lamc to the
listener, and then his teeth showed in a

triinnphant gleam as he heard some-
thing heavy being moved. A pause, and
then, by peering beneath the oar, Tom
saw the lorry jolt and creak—something
heavy had been dumped on to it.

Tom readied up and ever so slowly
worked open the sliding doors of the
freight car and peered in. On the motor-
lorry, which he could see, owing to the
other doors being wide open, were
various bales and packing-eases, whilst
the freight car was half empty. Two
men were arranging the goods on the
open lorry, another was at the driver's
seat, and supervising the loading was
Durkin.
So that skunk Durkin—the bully and

blusterer—was the thief

!

Tom was so mad that he could hardly
think. The yard-foreman, whom the old
man trusted, was nothing more nor less

than a dirty sneak-thief ! Tom's fingers

itched to get a throttle-hold on the

scoundrel.
He was so enraged that he started to

crawl under the car ; but he had sense
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enough to know that Durkin and his

bunch would hear him, knock him stiff

and make a get-away. To run round the
freight train meant a journey past two
more cars. Best to do that and
watch the gang, whilst endeavouring to

attract someone's attention to fetcii

assistance.

But Tom, as he closed the sliding
doors, made sufhcient noise to attract
the sharp ears of Durkin.
"What w~as that?' hissed the crook

foreman, and at once leaped into the
freight car. Cautiously he pidled back
the doors and saw the figure of Tom.
"Hades, a sneaking spy ! Boys, Tom
Summers has got wise to our game '"

The foreman leaped out of the van.
"I've got to try and get Summers,''

he shouted.

Jim Nelson had just finished shunting
a number of trucks and had just banked
up the fires to await further instructions,
lie was leaning out of the cab, dream-
ing and smiling to himself, thinking ot

Rose, and the fact that she had confessed
her love for him.
The di'camy look left his eyes as they

registered someone waving a red hami-
kerchiof. He peered under shaded,
hand. He saw an engincless freight
train and, running along the lines, some-
one waving a red handkerchief or rag.

It was Tom Summers. He waved ins

cap and Tom stopped running to point
excitedly at the goods train.

"By gar, Tom's rumbled something!"
Jim guessed the truth and jumped to

the starting-lever.

The big engnie quiveicd and then
moved forward with gathering speed.
Durkin cam; to a panting stop when

he got a clear view of the yard. His
bloodshot eyes saw the engme moving
down the next set of lines and Tom
Sunnners waving and gesticulating.
Desperately Durkin glanced round foi

his best way of escape, and his eyes
gleamed wit'i a fii^ndish light as he saw
a hand-lever that controlled some catch-

points. If he pushed the lever back it

would change the jjoints, thus djverting
the oncoming engine on to the same
track as the freight train.

His idea was to cause confusion and
stop Tom Summers from getting at them
betore a get-away could be carried out
with success.

To think was to act, and Durkin
dragged over the lever. Little did lie

guess the terrible result of this deed !

Jim had disappeared into the cab
as Durkin changed the lever, and there-

fore did not notice the altered jjoints al

fir.st glance. He saw Tom scurry across
the lines, wiU> the evident intention
of attacking Durkin. His hand was pre-

pared to set the brakes, when his eyes
nearly bulj;ed out of his fiead.

Before him were the points, and he

saw that his engine would be switched
on to the same line as the freighter. Ho
had not bothered about these points be-

fore, because they were not supposed
to be touched.
Tom had one foot over the side lino

that joined the two sets when tho
whistle from Jim's engine" made him
look round. He misunderstood tho
signal as being one of encouragement
to attack Durkin. Tom knew the points

and expected Jim's engine to remain on
the other set of rails.

A screeching of brakes made Tom
turn and realise his danger. He would
have got clear if he had not caught his

foot and fallen.

Next moment the giant engine seemed
to i)c upon him. A scream of mortal
anguish, and then silence.

Jim had seen the whole tragedy, and
when he had brought his engine to a

stop, stood on the footplate, with arms
over !iis eyes, slowly rocking to and fro.

ffl
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That scieam had paralysed him into a
sort of coma.
Suddenly blind, murderous rage dis-

persed the coma, and Jim jerked hia
arms from his eyes. Just before the
engine had run Tom down he had seen
the lever and how close it was to
Durkin. The foreman stood as if

rooted to the spot, staring with horrified
gaze at the still figure beneath the
wheels. Jim leaped from the cab.
The yell of agony and the scream of

the brakes had been heard. Men came
running from sheds, and saw an engine
almost on top of a freight train ; some
with keener sight saw the figure under
the wheels and scented a tragedy. From
all parts they ran towards the scene.
Jim liad got Durkin by the throat, and

so fierce was his rage that the other
looters had not the courage to interfere.

iVainly the foreman struggled to break
away, but, in the nick of time, railway-
men pulled Jim otf.

' He's murdered Tom ! Murdered
Tom !'' babbled Jim. " Let mo kill him !

Let me kill him '"

( They dragged him away—Jim was
almost foaming at the mouth. Then
someone saw the lorry and the three
thieves, who had been staring as if

hypnotised. An angry mob seized them
and made them prisoners.

Two Fathers and a Heart-broken Girl.

JAiMES NELSON, prosideul of th.>

C'.G. & F. Railroad, paced th*- com-
fortable sitting-room of the Rogers'

shack. The yard-mastor looked gloomy
and worried. It was two days after the
death of Tom Summers.
- To meet again after all this time—and
at onco tragedy had set in ! James
Nelson had gone to the yard-master's
office, and the two old friends
were talking over old times
when the accident had hap-
pened. Then Rogers had
If-irnt the true name of the
lad who loved his daughter.

"It's a terrible business."

Rocky Rogers spoke at last.
'

It'.s enough to unnerve the
strongest of men. I thought
for a little while that Jim
had gone off his head. It

took about six men to hold
liini down. All the rest of

that day he babbled and
raved, yelling the name of

Durkin and trying to light

an imaginary pcr.son. Doe.
got him off with a sleeping
draught at last, and you
know what the boy was like

when he recovered his wits."

"Veah. I know," muttered
James Nelson. "He cunt
get over the fact that Tom
Summers is dead. He feels

he's killed his best friend
and " He turned for

consolation to his old budds

.

'"Do you think his nerve luis

gone for good, Rocky?"
"He surely took on in a

dreadful fashion." confessed
Rocky. "Wouldn't see Rose,
because he said he was
tainted with blood. and
acted so qucerly that I ad-
vised my girl not to go to
him. The only chance
seemed to get him right
away."
"So you detailed him for

Three Beeches?" T h c
president nodded his head
with approval. "Guess you
did the right thing. Rocky.
I wondered if I did right in

keeping to th(> background?"
"After what happened
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with Rose—yes," answered Rocky.
"He would have edged away and said
there was blood between him and you.
Three Beeches is a quiet spot up in the
hills. We have a Cabin there, because a
sector of several miles has two sets of
tracks, where goods and ' slows ' can be
switched off the main track to let

through expresses. He swore he could
never handle an engine again; but time
is a marvellous healer, James, and the
strong air up there will put him on
better terms with himself."
"He won't do anything crazy up

there?" the president asked.
"Oh, he's sensible enough now, but

can't get out of his mind the terrible

end of Tom Summers." Rocky put his

arm round the president. "I've got a

suggestion. I like that boy of yours
and so does Rose. I haven't seen her
upset many times, but she's almost off

her head. I'll fetch her in. James."
Rose was white-faced, and her pretty

eyes showed signs of tears. Her father
drew her into his arms.
"There, there, my dear," he com-

forted the girl.

"Can't we do something, daddy?"
"Yeah, I've got a suggestion." Rocky

gave a smile as he saw the eager light

in the presidents eyes. " You've got
your own train down here. That sector's
pretty clear after eleven to-night. I've
got a heavy goods going through, and
after that the main line will be free for

nigh on four hours. Soon after the
freight pulls out. vou might pull out as
well."

"You mean go and .see Jim?" cried
the president. "That's a swell idea!"
"And maybe Rose might like to go

with you," hinted the vard-mastcr.

"You two might work a genuine euro.''
"Will you come with me. Rose?"

asked the president, and her answer was
to leave her father and hold out both
hands to him.

• t « t •

What was the prisoner in his solitary

cell doing ? He was slashing at the wail
with a long-bladed knife, and already
had chipped away a mass of old and
rotten mortar to expose portions of a
stone slab.

That morning Diakin had been sen-
tenced to four years, and in the morn-
ing ho would be removed to the Stato
Penitentiary.
The rascally foreman knew what tho

inside of a prison was like. He blamed
what had befallen him on the shoulders
of Jim Nelson. What the blazes did the
fool want to kill Tom Summers for, and
why should he have to suffer ? Crazy
reasoning, but Durkin was half mad,
and he thirsted for vengeance.
To-morrow they would take him away,

so if he wanted to escape, now was his

only chance. The dagger hidden in hia

clothes had not been found, and a few
probes with the point showed him a way
to use it. If ho could dig away the
mortar ho woidd get to stone slabs, and
if the cement between the slabs could
be chipped away he could push out a

hole and crawl to freedom.
At last the inortar had been removed

and a stone slab loosened. A hard thrust
and the slab toppled backwards. Durkin
was aware that his cell backed on to a
refuse heap and woidd be unwatched.
Not many moments later he stood up
outside tlie gaol and stretched his arm.s.

Free! Free! His (eeth came together
in a vicious grimace as lie thought of

Jim snatched away the telephone just as Durkin tried to bfeak. the Hex.
OctobLT 3l3t, 1031.
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Jiin Ni;lsoii. He would get that young
fool and then aim north for tho border,

Diirkiii crept into a raiiwaynicn's
shelter and stole a soft felt hat. VVi'h

the hat pulled down over his eyes, he
made liis way to the railway. From a

cleaner wh(5m he recognised as a new
hand, Durkin learnt of Jim's post up in

tho hills.

With clenched fists and bloodlust in

his heart, the cx-foreman set out to

tramp the six miles up to Three
Beeches.

The Runaway Trucks.

ILM NELSON sat in his lonely cabin.

I
There was a strainect, tense look

•^ about the youngster. Every now
and again he would get up and pace the

cabin or walk out on to the veranda
round the signal-box. The stars

twinkled in the sky, and a moon was
edging above tlie pines. How peacofid,

and yet Jiin was far from feeling at

rest. No wonder where ho looked he
seemed to see the blood-stained body ol

liis friend.
" I shall go mad—mad !" He pressed

his knuckles to his forehead.

It was with relief that he heard the

telephone summon him.

Old Pudge doing duty at a box two
miles down the grade was reporting a

heavy freight train on the way. Jim set

his signals and fell again to pacing up
and down. Now and again he seemed
lo shiver and a queer light appeared in

his eyes. Was he going mad '! Perhaps
this was all some hideous nightmare
A wheezing, grunting chug warned

iiiiii that the "goods" was approaching,

and he went out on to the veranda. He
felt better at seeing signs of liuinan life,

the fireman and driver standing in the

glow of an opoii fire-box, and tho rum-
bling thud of the heavy freighter as it

cranked and groaned past the box.

The men waved to Jim and he waved
back, but when tho train had disap-

peared round a bond all the misery and
anguish returned. In the darkness he

.seemed to see grinning, mocking faces.

An engine madly rushing towards a

man, who waved his arms in despair,

and screamed in terror as the engine

mowed liim down.
Jim cleared the train to the box two-

and-a-half miles farther on, at the top

of the grade. Then he tried a smoke,
but that had no effect. A magazine
drove him crazy, liccause the first picture

lie looked at was an engine running
.some pcrsoa down. He flung the paper
from him.
A call came from South Orkney that

a special had left the junction.

He was sitting with bowed head when
tho teiephonebell brought anotlicr nies-

.sage. The freight train was pas.sing the

summit. Nothing more for hours to

relieve the monotony.
Along tho line a figure was stalking.

In the darkness the man's eyes scfiiied

to blaze.

The signal-box at last. Cautiously he
climbed the wooden steps and grinned as

he saw Jim Nelson sitting by a ttble

with his head on his hands.
Durkin had come for his revenge.

Anderson, in charge of the summit
signal-box. was smoking his pipe and
reading yesterday's paper when a rum-
bling roar made him jump to his feet.

AVhat in tho name of heck was that

row ?

Out on to the veranda he charged.

A red light was moving rapidly

towards him. What could it mean ? lie

understood when three freight trucks

lumbled past his cabin. The goods train

had broken in halves—and the three

heavv bogies wore gliding back towards
October 31st, 1931.
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Three Beeches. At once Anderson re

memhered the special train ho had l-.een

signalled about.
He darted to the 'phone to warn Three

Beeches about the trucks. There was
no answer to his frantic calls.

Fighting with a Madman.

JBI NELSON had covered his eyes
witli his hands, but that did not
help. Even though he closed his

eyes his brain weaved terrible pictures,
with Tom Summers grimacing through
tl'.em.

Tlie shutting of a door disturbed Jim,
and he took a hand from his eyes. What
was that ? The spirit of Torn Summers
come to mock him ?

A sneering laugh, and Jim spun
round, with ashen checks. But it was
not the ghost of Tom Summers that
stood there, but the evil, snarling Dur-
kin. The maft's hands were crooked,
and his lips were drawn back, showing
the broken teeth clenched in fierce hate.

Jim was spell-bound, unable to move
as he watched the man, with bated
breath, coming towards him.
"I'm gonna smash you to a pulp!"

leered Durkin. " Kill you ! And I'm
gonna leave your body on the line, so

tliat no one will know who did the kill-

ing!"
Durkin for the time was out of hi.^

mind, and had only one idea—to kill.

Slowly Jim stood up, but ho was un-
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conscious of the act. Tliough he recog-
nised Durkin, his mind was a nightmare.
This was all part of a dreadful dream !

In a moment Tom Siimmers would
appear, and would see Durkin murder
him.
As Jim shrank back, Durkin mistook

the action for fear, and laughed crazily.

He strode forward and drove his fist

into Jim Nelson's face, and the young-
ster crashed t© the floor. Durkin jtUed
with laughter. He would smash Nelson,
and then throw the body on the lines

!

Why bother to use a knife?
But that blow acted as a tonic to Jim.

The blow had hurt him, and so had the
falljto the ground. This was no night-
mare! He had been knocked down!
He opened his eyes and glared into Dur-
kin's evilly grinning face.

"I escaped!" shouted the maniac.
" You thought I was safe behind prison
bars, but I got free because I had sworn
to kill you !"

Jim leapt to his feet. Before Durkin
could reach him, the youngster's fist

had landed to the jaw.
"Take that, j/ou murdering skunk !"

Durkin saw that Nelson was going to

make a fight for it. Perhaps he had
better use the knife, after all ! Directly
the knife appeared, Jim shot out a
straight kick with his right foot, and,
with a yell of pain, Durkin's fingers
opened and the knife flew through the
air, to bury itself in the wall. Like two
tigers, tho men faced each other and
then sprang.
Backwards and forwards they rocked,

a table crashed over, and they rolled to
the floor. First Durkin was on top, try-

ing to batter Jim's head against the
boards; then Jim would wriggle his man
over, and they would try to crush the
breath from each other's bodies.

They got to their feet and swapped
punches. By now their clothes were half

torn from their backs. Their chests rose

and fell under the intensity of the
struggle. Durkin raised a chair above
his head and rushed at Jim, but the
youngster ducked and banged his fist

into the others' ribs. The chair smashed
against the door of the signal-box. Jim
sprang at Durkin. They clinched, and
once more crashed to the floor.

Then tho telephone-bell began to ring
—and ring—and ring !

Desperately Jim struggled with Dur-
kin. who seemed possessed of the
strength of a demon. Every foul trick

possible did he try. With his fingers he
clawed at Jim's eyes and tried to seize

the youngster by the hair, when only
by hard jabs to the ribs could Jim break
free.

Jim snatched away and saved the tele-

phone just as Durkin tried to break tho

flex, but he could not attempt to get

the message, as Durkin was on hini

again in a flash.

All the while the bell kspt ringing,

and Jim knew tiiat a call at this time
meant something terribly urgent.

Durkin had both eyes badly pum-
melled and his body was sore, but Jim
had not escaped unscathed. A vicious

kick liad seemed to smash his right

ankle, and he could hardly stand, whilst

Durkin's claws had caused his left cheek
to bleed. No word was spoken between
the two fighters , they panted ar.d

grunted under tho exertion of this

titanic battle.

Jim knew he must get his man by
boxing, for Durkin knew too many dirty

tricks. He landed a heavy punch to tho

jaw and right above the heart, but Dur-

kin just siiook his head and fought on.

All the while the telephone-bell kept

up its insistent ringing.

Jim was flung back by a lucky right-

(Continued on page 27.)
'^
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Paris in the grim days when revolution threatened to break in all its terror and
ghastliness. A powerful story centring round the life of Quasimodo, the deformed
bellringer of the famous Cathedral of Notre Dame. Starring the late L.on Chaney, Paisy

Ruth Miller and Norman Kerry.

The Festival of the Fools.

THE fifteenth ceiiUiiy with Paris in

the throes of internal strife.

Troublesome times indeed, for tiie

throne of King Loni) XI was tlireatenetl

v\ith extinction, while members of the
nobilitv of the city moved about in dan-
ger of their lives.

"Down with the aristocrats!"
The cry had gone forth among the

people, and it needed but. tlie setnblatu(>

of a flame to set firo to the grim torciies

of revolution.

Tlie trouble liad started with the short-

age of money brought aboiit by pitiless

taxation. Soon the I'arisians found
tlicmselvos in rags and tatters, slowly
starving on account of their inability to

afford food that was at high prices.

And for this parlous state of affairs the
king and the cursed aristocrats were to

blame. Self alone counted with them

—

so long as they had money and fine

clotihes, wine with their dainty dishes,

and generally led a gay life it did not
matter a hang what happened to those
outside their avaricious world.

Discontent therefore rapidly merged
into bitter hatred against the oppressors,
though on the day of the Festival of
the Fools, an annual event of groat im-
portance ill Paris, no one would ha\e
thought that revolution was so near to
knocking at the door.

The market square, with the famous
Cathedral of Notre Dame as its back-
ground, W.1S seething with a riotous and
jolly throng. Som^ w itli masks cover-

j
.
jng their faces, others in fancy dress
made for the most part with paper—all

singing at the top note of their voices
and dancing with great abandon.
A stir among the masses when the

king came driving through t.lie square
>—stODoed his carriage to frown on them

with displeasure wQI
and to pass a ^^
word of disapprova
to liis chamberlain.
The singing stopped

as did the dancing,
and angry mutterinirs ran around
the dense crowd. But the king did not

bat an eyelid, and no hostile ino\e was
made. For all his arrogince. his ex-

travagance and dissipation King Louis
XI was a brave and courageous man.
and he appearerl frequently in the
streets despite the disturbing rumours
of pending revolution that reached him
from time to time.

For two or three minutes he eyed his

dissatisfied subjects Icvelly. a sneer on
his lips, then motioned to the royal
driver with a superior wave of the hand.
His carriage, rumbling away over the
cobblestones of the .stiuare, was the
signal of a renewal of the festivities of
the day. and in another moment the air

was hideous with ribald laughter and
lusty song as the people again flung
themselves into the gay spirit of car-
nival.

Aiiii so it wept on while afternoon
merged into evening, then with the ap-
pioach of dusk there soiuided above the
wild revelry the ringing of the giant
bell of Xotre Dame. Almost time now
for the ceremony that woidd mark thi

end of the festivities for yet anotlu i

year—none other than crowning the
ugliest man in Paris "King of tlie

Fools."

An otitstandlng event, yet there were
two of the midtitude that thronged the
.square at that moment who were not
interested in that function in the least.

One was a tall, evil-looking ridlian
dressed almast in rags with a straggly
beard and side-whisker.s and cruel, sinis-

ter grey eyes. C'lopin. robber, vagrant,^

murderer, recognised king of the under-
world and rhe rhrone'.s most dangerou.i
enemy. C'lopin it was who was for

e\er urging the populace to unleash the
hoimds of revolution.

He wa* on tlie steps of the cathedral,
lounging against one of tho stately pil-

lars, a sneer on his thin, cruel lips,

scorn flashing from his eyes as he gazed
down upon the revellers, when suddeidjr
he felt a loucli on his arm. A startled
oath escaping him he swung round, his

grimy hand going to tilie haft of tho
knife that was concealed beneath tho
folds of the ragged cloak he wore.

"You. .Johan !" C'lopin let his hand
fall to his side as he recognised the
otihcr, but not for a moment did tho
fierce expression leave his face. "You
gave me quite a fright, curse you. What
in hades do you want?"

"Xothing, my friend." came tho
smooth answer. "But how fares the
revolutionary cause? When do you
strike ?"

"Sooner than you may expect!"
C'lopin shot him a shrewd glance. Well
he knew the evil nature of .Tehan, un-
worthy brother of Dom C'lavide. the
urch-deacon of Notre Dame. But h(

coidd not fathom whether the man was
for or against the revolutionists. It

was quite possible he was a spy, for he
was always keen to glean information
concerning the movement, yet knowing
iiim for what he was, a heavy drinker
and gambler and a clever thief into the
bargain, C'lopin felt sure he could not be
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d royalist. "Yes, Jclian, the time is

almost at liantl, then heaven help all

those who are against iis !"

A glance at the arch-deacon's brother
that held as rntich nieaniiig as did the
tone of his voice, then Clopin drew his

cloak closer about hitn and strode away.
For several seconds Jehan watched the
tall figtiro shotildering a way through the
roystering crowd, then as the ringing
of the boll high tip in the tower of the
cathedral stiddeiily ceased, he swting on
his heels atid made off, a crafty light in

his evil eyes that showed ho was plan-
ning soiiio fell scheme.
Deafening cheers arose on the air

now, and with one accord the revellers

turned eager eyes upwards to where a
small figure could be seen on the top-
most balcony of the cathedral. Quasi-
modo, the bell-ringer of Notre Dame, a
pathetic little figure though reptilsive to

the eye.

Poor Qtiasimodo ! The fates had not
been kind to him, for he was a hunch-
back, was blind in one eye, and almost
deaf. In addition to which he had a
deformed nose, was knock-kneed, had
but a few stumps of teeth in his head,
and possessed the brain of a child. But
for all his terrible deformity lie had a

heart of gold, though ho would do any-
thing he was told to do not knowing if

it were right or wrong.
The ugliest man in Paris, and he had

been crowned as such at the Festival of

the Fools for years now !

To the accompaniment of wild cheer-
ing, Quasimodo leaned ov(>r the stone
balustrade at the top of Notre Dame,
dancing about like some delighted child

and pulling hideous faces at the royster-

ing crowd in the square below.
"Come on down. Quasimodo! We

want to crown you !"

As the cry was taken up with much
fervour, the hunchback swung himself
over the balustrade, and with amazing
agility and without any apparent regard
for his own safety he came shinning
down the face of the cathedral, seeking
handholds and footholds where he could
among tlie massive stonework.
The ground reached in safety, he was

immediately pounced on by some dozen
men, and there on the steps of the
cathedral a gilded cardboard crown was
rammed upon liis head, and then he was
marched around the square on the
shotdders of two powerful fellows while
the mob laughed and cheered with great
gnsto.
But at last he was let down, grinning

happily in an absurd kind of way, and
he joined in the singing and shouting,
pushing his way hither and thither
among the seething crowd.

. He came presently to one end of the
square where a cluster of people was
gathered From beyond fhe ring they
formed came the sound of a tambourine
and the liquid notes of a girl's voice
raised in song. Though he could hear
nothing of what was going on, Quasi-
modo's curiosity was aroused and he
ptished his way through the crowd and
came to the iimer edge of the circle.

On the instant his ugly face lit up as
he gazed with his one sound eye at the
vision of loveliness who was entertain-
ing the crowd with a .song and dance,
the tambotirine in her hand her oiily ac-
companim Jilt. A slip of a girl little

more than eighteen, barefooted, with
dancing china-blue eyes and golden-
brown hair that hung in ma.-S(>s about
her shapely shoulders. Esmeralda, ward
of the rascally Clopin, who had kid-
napped her in the streets when she was
barely out of the cradle and wlio forceil
her to wQrk in this way to bring money
to his greedy pockets.
As she came to the end of her song

and dance the audience applauded her
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vociferously, and none more so than
Quasimodo. In his enthusiasm the little

hunchback hopped about excitedly, clap
ping his gnarled hands and uttering
gurgling sounds at the back of his

throat.

A wonderful girl—this Esmeralda
whom he had only seen once before.

He felt he wonted to make her ac-

quaintjnco, and witli this object in view
he shufHod towards her. It was et that

moment th^Lt Ec-meralda, bowing to the

plalidits, caught sight of him end the

grotesque figure he cut caused her to

irccoil involuntarily and to utter a cry

of fear.
" Very, very good, my dear." The

hunchback grinned as he confronted

her. In a vague kind of way ho won-
dered wh;y she shrank from him, and he
placed his hand on her arm to rcassuire

her as an inkling of the truth pene-

trated his dull brain. "But you are

scared of me. Now, now, I won't hurt

yon—not I."

But the twisted grin on his face, the

laughter of the watcliing crowd, com-

pletely unneirved Esmeralda and, with

a frightened cry, she flung off Quasi-

modo's hand and ran into a nearby tent

which she used as a place of rest in the

intervals between her entertaining.

Next second those who had watched

her act had shuffled away to rejoin the

waning festivities of that memorable

day, and they swept Quasimodo alonj;

with them.

A Sinister Plot.

THE next night while Clopin was
addressing a full muster of his

revolutionary followers, pourimr

vindictive words against the king into

their ears and telling them that it wat

absolutely necessary to the success of

their cause that they should strike with-

out further delay, Jehan, the brotlier

of the arch-deacon of Notre Dame, coii-

fronted Quasimodo as the hunchbac'ri

came out of the cathedral on his way
to buy himself some food.

"Quasimodo. I want you to help me."

Jehan glanced about him to make sure

that he would not bo overheard. Then
he took hold of the hunchback's arm
and bent very close to his ear.

"There's a girl—Esmeralda, the ward
of that rascal Clopin—that I want to

take away from this terrible city before

the trouble starts. You know what I

mean—the talk of revolution. I should

hate to see anything happen to her, so

I've decided to take on the task of

protecting her. I'm better fitted to do

that than anyone, and I'm sure my
brother, the arch-deacon, would wish it

thus."
Artful Jehan. He had long since

coveted the beautiful Esmeralda, but

knew that he stood not a chance of

winning her affections by fair court,

so he had determined to kidnap her,

to take her right away from Paris,

and then t<i force her to marry him
But he must have help. Quasimodo
was just the man to assist him—a simple,

guileless fellew, but Jehan was wise

to tell the hunchback that his schem.'

would tneet with the arch-deacon's-

approval. A crafty way to obtain
Quasimodo's co-oporation, for the rascal

was aware of the wonderful faith th."

hunchback had in Dom Claude's judg-
ment.
"A kindly thought and very wise."

The hunchback grinned up at Jehan
as he nodded his head with approval.
"You want me to help kidnap her?
You don't (hink she would go of her
own free-will ?"

"I most certainly don't," Jehan re-

plied. "You see, she's very grateful
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to Clopin for all he's done for her, and
wouldn't dream of deserting him evcii
at the price of her own life. A wonder-
ful girl, Quasimodo, and very loyal
even to that brute."
"Very well, I'll help you,'' said

Quasimodo, a trace of excitement in
his voice.

"Good, then let us hasten.
Esmeralda will be along soon to buy
Clopin's supper. She gets it every
night for him from Alichel's place."
At the moment that Jehan and

Quasimodo moved stealthily across the
darkened square, Clopin, surrounded by
his revolutionary followers in the
underground cellar of a tumbledown
warehouse that backed on to the River
Seine, paused in his traitorous oratory
to cast suspicious eyes on a short, dark-
haired man who sat not a dozen yards
from him. Where had he seen that face
before ? A moment's thought, and
then it came to him. A man lie had
once seen riding with tiie king. A
spy !

With a bound Clopin was upon the

fellow and he caught his arm in a

grip of steel while his followers gazed
at him in open-mouthed amazement,
wondering what could be wrong.
"Ah, ha, a spy!" Clopin's teetli

bared in an ugly smile and viciously

he shook his captive. "You know what
we do to spies, fellow ?"

The victim bravely squared his

shoulders. Useless to deny the accusa-
tion, for he remembered now how
Clopin had looked at him searchiiigly

that day he had ridden with the king
and the carriage had passed close to

the revolutionary leader. No doubt
at all that Clopin had recognised him.
"I don't, my dear Clopin." Grin-

goire, poet and singer to King
Louis XI, smiled defiantly at his

captor. "But this I do know. Yoti
dare not harm me, for j-ou'd have tlie

king's guard about your ears before you
knew where you were

!"

"Oh, oh, so you think I'm scared of

the soldiery, do you? Well, I'll show
you I'm not, you dirty knave!" Hia
face blazing with fierce rage, Clopin
flung up his free arm to enjoin silence,

then ran his eyes around the motley
throng gathered about him. "Citizens,

hark you! This man is a spy! I

recognise him as one in the king's pay.
A spy and a dirty aristocrat who must
be punished forthwith. Now, , citizens,

what form shall that punisliment take?"
Wild shouts and ugly threats ripped

the air while fiercely blazing eyes were
directed at the prisoner. Almost it

seemed that a concerted rush would bo
made and Gringoire torn limb from
limb.
"Best string him up!" came in a

vicious shout from one grey-bearded
man. "Hang the dirty rat!"
"Ay, hang him! Hang him!"
The cry was taken up, and it echoed

eerily in the confined space of the

cellar, causing Gringoire to shudder
violently, brave man though he un-

doubtedly was. A sign from CTopin
and three husky rufBans caught held of

the victim and dragged him to where
stood an improvised gibbet which
Clopin had recently had erected in

readiness for prisoners when the grim
business of revolution started in earnest.

Already a rope had been produced
by Clopin's right-hand man and slung
over the cross-piece of wood at the top

of the rough structure. A noose was
made at one end of the rope and
dropped over Gringoire's head, the

while the revolutionaries hurled viciou*

oaths and threats at the white faced

prisoner.
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"Right, string the rat up!" com
manded Clopin, stepping forward with
a diabolical grin on his sinister face
when all was ready. "And may his

cursed bones rot!"
Loud laughter as Clopin's lieutenant

began to pull on the rope—and the::

came an unexpected interruption.
"You brutes! Let him alone! Let

him alone !" Esmeralda, white of face,

came thrusting her way wildly through
the mob. Bravely she confronted
Clopin, her tiny hands clenching and
unclenching at her sides. "Order
those men to release that poor fellow
at once. You hear me, Clopin ?"

Clopin grinned nastily and thrust
her loughly aside. But the girl was not
to be denied. Quickly she seized his

arm and raised her voice so that it

could be healed above the angry mutter-
ings and the jeers of his fanatical
followers.

"Clopin, you let him go at once, or
by the saints I swear you'll pay for
it!" Esmeralda's face was grimly set,

determination blazed in tiie depths ut
her wondrous eyes. "Yes. I mean it.

My guardian though you may be, I'll

e.tpo.se your revolutionary, schemes to
the King immediately if you carry on
with this vile business. You under-
stand ?"

C'lopiii's glinting eyes bore into the
girl's, but she met the fierce look un-
flinchmgly. Well she knew that the
scoundrel worshipped her and would
hesitate to harm her even though sh-
threatened him thus. And it was upon
thrs knowledge she was banking to
foiw his hand now.
"Very vvell, Esmeralda, have it youi

own way." He smiled somewhat "rue-
fully and shrugged his niassivj
f.liouIders. Then he swung round o:i
Jiis chief lieutenant, who had paused in
hi.j gruesome task. "Resist, Jean, and
release the knave. Then .see him to
the street; but whatever vou do kick
him hard before you let him go."
"But the man's a spy—he must

hang! protested a cross-evcd fellou
fctanding at Clopin's elbow! "Don't
let the girl overrule you!"
His words were taken

present in the collar,
but Clopin turned on
thciii fiercely, hi, l,:,nd
clasped around the haft
of the knife that was
concealed beneath his
cloak.

"Dogs, you v.ould
defy me, ehr" lie

shouted vehcincnth
"Well. I say tlie follow
is to bo released, and
my word goes. ISow
what do vou sav to
that;-"

Silence. All who
aware of Clopin's lie
niondoiis power and all
feared him. Not a dis
sentiont voice now. and
their leader smiled with
satisfaction.

Moments later and
Griiigoiro was released,
and as he was hustled
from the dank cellar he
cast a grateful glance
at Esmeralda. As he
disappeared in the giip
of .Jean and two other
'evil ruflTians. Cloptn
turned to his followei,
again. A further half
Jiour's speech to them
then he dismissed tliem
to their homes.
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"My supper, Esmeralda." He tossed

the girl a coin as they passed out of

the warehouse together. "The usual,

and see you're not long in getting it."

She nodded and hurried away,
making in the direction of the market-
place. Down t-ortuoiis alleyways and
mean streets, and then suddenly there
slid from the shadows of a dilapidated
house two men who seized her roughly
b)- the arms.
"Let me go. canaille! Let me go!"
She struggled to frte herself, but in

vain. Slowly she was dragged along
the street by the powerful hands that

gripped her. Her heart racing madly,
frightened nigh out of her wits, she re-

newed her struggles and almost
succeeded in breaking free. And then
she caught sight of one of her
abductors—saw he was the deformed
and grotesque little man who had
grinned at her so strangely the previous
night when she had been daticing iti

the square, and yelled again in the
panic that instantly seized her.

"Let me go, you beast! Help, heli)

!

Oh. help!"
The sudden clatter of horses' hoofs on

cobblestones, a clatter that swiftly

grew louder. Quickly Jehan released
his grip on the half-fainting girl, his

face growing white as he realised tho

dread punishment that would be meted
out if he were caught trying to abduct
this girl. I""or kidnapping was a serious
offence in France in those grim and
terrible days.
"Quick, Quasimodo, we must away!"

he hissed iti the hunchback's ear.

"Riders coming—perhaps the soldiery.

Make haste or it'll go hard with us!"
But deaf as he was, Quasimodo did

not hear the warning, and as Jehan
slid quickly into the shadows he con-
tinued to struggle with the girl. Bare
seconds later two figures in gleaming
armour swept on to the scene, and one
of them instantly leaped from his superb
white horse and gripped the hunchback
in (ingers of steel.

"Bind that knave' and hold hitn for

the King's justice, Francois!" Phoebus
do Chateaupers, captain of the King's
(luard, lu'ged his horse close to the

u
dazed Esmeralda, leaned over sidewayt
in the saddle, caught her about the
waist and swung her up in front of
him. "All's well, mam'selle, you're
safe now. But methinks it was for-

tunate for you that we happened alon^
this way. Trying to kidnap you, eh?
She nodded her head, gazing into the

handsome face of her rescuer with un-

concealed admiration. And for his part
Phoebus looked at her covetously, his

heart pounding madly against his ribs.

A dream of a girl, he told liimself, one
he would be proud t-o win for his owa.
"I will see you safely to your home."

A pause while he watched Quasimodo
pinioned and led away trailing behind
Francois' horse at the end of a rope,

then he bent his mouth close to

Esmeralda's ear. " Wliere to, fair

maiden ?"

Esmeralda's courage had now re-

turned, and she smiled at him.
"Oh, see me to the market-place."

she told him. "I can soon get to my
home from there."

He nodded and rode away, with
Esmeralda seated in front of hiin, but
the market-place reached, he would not
let her go till she had taken wine with
him iti a small tavern. While in the
place he learned much about her, and
though he discovered that she wa-S the
ward of Clopin, recognised in Court
circles as the King's most dangerou.*
enemy, the knowledge in no way
damped the ardent love for her that
had so swiflh' surged up in his breast.

Thus romance was born, and Phoebus
de Chateaupers. bold soldier of tfie

King, was dotertninod to win the fair

Esmeralda for his bride.

A Terrible Punishment.

ABICi crowd was gathered in the
market-place to witness tha
punishment of Quasimodo, who

had been sentenced to be whipped in

public for two turns of the hour-gla.M
on a charge of attempted abduction.
The court findings were read as tho

hunchback was fettered to the whippitig-

stone and the clothes ripped from his

back. At last all was ready, and the

first cruel blow was struck with all the

I

He gazed with hiS one sound eye at the vision of loveliness who was entertaining

the crowd with song and dance.
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power of the giant who wielded the
many-thonged whip.
A whimper of pain from the victim

as he writhed under the lash, while the
watching crowd laughed and jeered at

him.
Again the thongs whipped across the

bare back, then again and again and
with each savage cut Quasimodo uttered
a painful gasp, hi.s one sound eye roll-

ing wildly in its socket.

The punishment went on, cruel and
relentless, while the sand in the hour-
glass slowly drained from the top recep-
tacle into the bottom one. Then the
glass was turned and the whippino- con-
tinued, the victim being jeered and
ridiculed by the watching crowd each
time he yelped and wilted under the
inhuman punishment.
But at last it ended, and Quasimodo

was left a limp and almost unconscious
figure, back bleeding profusely, his

tongue lolling in his parched mouth,
his one eye goggling hideously.
"Water! Water!" he croaked

pathetically. "For the love of the
saints please give me water!"

It happened that at that moment
Esmeralda was passing through the
square. A pitcher was in her hand,
for she was on her way to buy Clopin
I measure of wine from the nearby
avern. At sound of the hunchback's
pleading voice she glanced his way,
and sight of him sagging there touclied

her tender little heart.
One of tlie men who had tried to

kidnap her and as she now knew the
bell-ringer of Notre Dame. He had
been punished enough—more than
'-nough, to her way of thinking. And
it was cruel to leave him like that, a
pitiable, almost broken, object, his

throat obviously burning for the want
of water.
In a second the girl was at the

fountain that stood on one side of the
square, and quickly filling the pitcher
with the clear cool water she hastened
to the whipping-stone.

"Here." She held the vessel to
Quasimodo's foam-flecked lips, and the
tears started to her ej'cs as she saw the
broken and bleeding flesh of his back,
the ugly red weal.s that showed there.
'"Tis water, j'ou poor man. Drink it

and you'll soon feel better."

Ho quaffed it greedily, the while he
looked at her with deep gratitude in

his eye. Then when he had drained the
pitcher to the last drop she untied his
bonds.
"The saints preserve you, girl."

Quasimodo lifted his face heavenwards
and uttered a silent prayer, but in his
heart was fierce hatred for Jehan, whom
he considered wholly responsible for
his terrible plight.

Why had not the man come forward
and owned to the truth, told the court
the reason why they had tried to kid-
nap the girl? Surely if it was to save
her from the terrible outcome of re-

volution the judge would have taken a
lenient view of the affair. Dull-witted
though he was, the hunchback had a
vague idea that Jehan's plans had not
been honourable after all, and the
thought had the effect of working up
within him the red fires of bitter hate.
But when he lowered his gaze and
looked at the girl again, the expression
of his face was soft, while a wan smile
flickered around the corners of his
twisted mouth.
"You will never regret your kindness

to a poor broken man, niam'selle." He
shook his head to lend emphasis to his
words. "I am your slave for ever. If
ever you need help I will give it you

—
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will lay down my worthless life if the
need arises."

She smiled at him through her tears
and gently rumpled his mop of matted
hair.

"Thank you," she said simply, and
then was gone.

An Ugly Scene.

N the week that followed Esmeralda
saw much of Phcebus de Chateau-
pers, and in consequence their love

for each other grew more and more.
But when the gallant young officer

suggested marriage the girl put him
off, for she was fearful that if she were
to marry the man it would invoke her
guardian's wrath.
So the two young people had to be

content, for the time being, at least, to
remain just lovers, though the position
greatly nettled Phoebus.
Then one night he persuaded the girl

to attend a party at his house, and he
bought her a wonderful new-patterned
silk dress for her to wear at the
function.

Little did the two dream, as they
danced together in the spacious and
marvellously-furnished ball-room, that
Clopin was wise to their courtship-
knew from a report received from one
of his spies that this night Esmeralda
was at Phcebus' house, that the rascal
wa.s even then planning to raid the
place for the purpose of dragging the
gill away from the society of the cursed
aristocrats.

A thunderous knocking on the massive
front door, then a hoarse voice raised
in fury was the first warning of trouble
to those in the ball-room. The dance
that was in progress instantly stopped,
and Phoebus swept Esmeralda protect-
ingly into his arms as he saw that the
girl was trembling, that her pretty face
had gone deathly white.
"Mon dieu, it's my guardian

—

Clopin !" she gasped tremulously.
"He's found out about us. He^he'll
kill you, Phcebus. Oh, I know ho will,

for he hates all aristocrats like poison."

There came the voice of Phoebus'
retainer, who was doing his utmost to
persuade Clopin and his followers to

go peaceably away. But his words were
drowned in an ugly menacing roar,
and next second there was a crash in

the hall outside that told of the front
door being thrust violently back on its

hinges.
A stamping of heavy feet and loud

angi-y voices, further crashings indica-
tive of chairs and suits of armour being
bowled over, then in at tlie ball-room
door came Clopin followed by a horde
of his dirty and fierce-faced followers.
"What is the meaning of this un-

seemly intrusion ?" Bravely Phcebus
stepped forward, his hand on the
jewelled hilfc of his sword, and barred
Clopiu's path.

Clopin glared at him ferociously and
snatched out the knife from beneath
the folds of his cloak.
"It means, you dirty aristocrat," the

rascal hissed from between bared tcctb,
" that we've come to take Esmersiida
away from all this pomp and show

—

back to where she belongs. Mix with
scum like you V Why, I'll see her dead
first!"

"Then let mo tell you you'll do no
such thing, Clopin." Phcebus smiled
grimly as ho took a firmer grip on his
sword. "If Esmeralda wishes to re-
main here it is no concern of yours.
After all, she's only your ward."
"You'd defy mc. would you?" rasped

Clopin, and took a step nearer the
gallant captain.

* "Not only that, but I'll call out the
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guard and have you flung into gaol
for daring to defile my house," Phoebus
answered coolly.

"Cut out his arrogant heart,
Clopin !'" came the hoarse voice of ono
of Clopin's most ardent supporters.

"That's right !" shouted another
fiercely. "It'll show the cursed aristo-
ci-ats what they may expect from the
people who are sucked dry by them.
Ta.v us right and left—laugh that we
starve. The dags—death to them !"

Angry uiuttcrings and threats arose,
and the members of Phcebus' household
together with their guests started back
in alarm. But Phoebus bravely stood
his ground, and he whipped out his
sword as Clopin, his lips curling in an
ugly snarl, came even nearer him.

" Oh, stop !' Stop !" Fearful of
bloodshed that at that fearsome
moment seemed so imminent,
Esmeralda ran forward and thrust her-
self between the two angry men.
Pleading eyes looked up into Clopin's
blazing ones. "I mcLant no harm in
coming here, really I didn't, Clopin

—

and I'm sure these people mean no ill

towards you. But I'll come away with
you at once, Clopin, if only you'll
promise not to do them any ham;."
A triumphant and sinister grin spread

across the revolutionary leader's ugly
face, and he snatched at Esmeralda's
wrist. Next second and he turned back
to Phoebus, whose face was working
with fury on account of the humiliation
he had suffered, and openly sneered at
him.

" 'Tis lucky the girl pleads for you,
aristocrat," he spat out, "or by now
you'd be worth little more than dead
meat But take warning. Don't you
dare entice my girl into your company
again, or by the powers I'll split your
hide!"
He turned about heedless of the wild

urgings of his followers to "kill the
cursed aristocrats," yelled to them to
follow him, then dragged Esmeralda
towards the door. Almost sullenly the
motley crowd obeyed, muttering dis-

contentedly among themselves as they
filed from the house.

Straight to the underground meeting
place they followed Clopin, and once
there their leader derided them for

their stupidity in trying to cause trouble
when their numbers were so few. He
harangued with them—did they consider
the time now ripe to strike their blow
for freedom and justice? In his
opinion the hour was at hand. They
should at once arouse the whole popu-
lace, and, armed, set forth to destroy
their oppressors.
But there were some who were fear-

ful of the consequences of such a drastic
action—whose anger had not yet been
fully aroused b.Y Clopin's fiery tongue,
and the dissentient voices caused their
leader to realise that it was wisdom to
wait a few more days before igniting
the dread fires of grim revolution. The
doubtful ones must bo entirely won over
to the cause. I

Sentenced to Death.

IN secret Esmeralda and Phoebus car-

ried on their courtship, but they
were never seen together in the

streets. It was their wont to meet some
distojico down the river, and after ";

spending a joyous hour together they
jxirted from each other there.

But if Clopin did not know of the
secret trysting place, Jehan did, and
the knowledge that the two young
people were greatly attached to each
other caused his evil heart to flamo
with bitter jealousy. How to shatter
the romance—to win the girl he coveted
for himself? The thought possessed him

M
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day and night, but lie could find no way
to attain his fell cimbition.

He felt lie could kill thorn both.
But one day his chance came. One of

C'lopin's followers liad seen E.sraeralda
going off in the direction of the river,

and the girl's guardian had pronnptly

taxed her on the matter, for he had
wondered where she had gone the last

few nights. She had told him that she
had been dancing and singing outside a
tavern there, but though ho had ap-
peared to be satisfied when she had
handed him sonic money she liad

tried to save, telling }iira that that was
what she liad earned at her new pitch,
s\ir .somehow felt he did not believe
her.
The meeting place must be changed

forthwith. Chancing to meet Cringoirc,
whom .she had learned was attached to
Phoebus' regiment, Esmeralda .sent an
urgent message to her lover by him.
Would Phoebus meet her in the church-
yard of Notre Dame instead of by the
ri\er that night?
He came in his bright, smart uniform

at the usual time, just as the sun was
sinking in the west, and there on a
wooden seat in the churchyard she told
him rhc reason why ,slic had changed
tlifir trystiiig place.
"Oh, well, it's best to be cautious,

dear." He squeezed the small hands
affectionately. '"We don't want to
liave that rascal Clopin down on us if

we can possibly avoid it. Pie's on the
took -out as it is for the least chance to
stir up strife in the city. A terrible
man."
But danger did thiealen tliem never-

the less. Jehan had seen them sitting
there, and the jealousy in his mean sold
flamed to a terrible rage. A knife was
beneath the folds of his cloiik, and as
his hand sought the hilt, a nuirderous
gleam came into his crafty brown eyes.

He despaired of ever winning the fair
Esiiieralchi. It was too evident from
the way they suit with their heads close
together, chatting so very confidonti-
ully. that the girl would never dream of
giving up Phoebus in favour of him.
Revenge was all Jie could hope for now.
Slowly he wormed his way towards

them, came stealthily up behind the un-
suspecting young couple. The rays of
the setting sun glinted on the knife as
he whipped it suddenly from under his
cloak land brought it down in a vicious
thrust.

A gasp of pain frotn Phoebus as the
blade plunged into his side and was
cuiickly withdrawn. Down he slid from
the seat to the ground, and a.s

Esmeralda sprang up witli a cry of
alarm, Jehan dropped his knife and
scuttled away as fast as his legs would
ca;'r\ him.

"Phoebus! I'hoebus ! What is it?
What is the matter, dear?" Esmeralda
(hopped to her knees beside the fallen
man. Then she saw the trickle of blood
coming from his side, and, her face
iliaining of all colour, .^he chipped her
hand to her mouth in horror. "Help'
Help : Oh, quick ! Help !'

In a moment or two a croud liail

gathered, and among them was an
oHicer of Phoebus' own reginienl. A
glance at the unconscious man. the
wound in his side, then Maurice Le
Grande saw the knife that lay bv the
seat. One grim look he sliot txt tlie
girl, whom he had seen at his brother
pflicor'.) prvrty that eventfid night, then
he gave quick orders to a private
i.oldier wlio came dashing nj) at that
very moment.
"Fetch a stretcher!" he roared. "Bo

quick, man I"

As the private ran off the officer
dropped to his knees and rendered first
aid to the wounded man, staunching
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the flow of blood as best he could with
a largo pocket handkerchief.
Moments later and the stretcher

arrived, borne by four sturdy soldier.s,

and Phoebus was carried away to his
home, there to bo tended to by a

doctor who had been hastily summoned.
A bad flesh wound, but the gallant
voung officer would quickly recover

—

sucli was the niodico's verdict.

Meanwhile Esmeralda. despite
\igorous and tearful denials, had been
Vjlaced under arrest for attempting the
life of an officer of the King's Guard.
The blood-stained knife. l\ing by the
.'-eat. seemed conclusive evidence to
Maurice Le Grande of the girl's guilt.
He romenrDored the scene lat Phoebus'
house when Clopin and his fanatics had
forced themselves in and taken the girl

away witii them. Perhaps that
scoundrelly rc\ olutionisf had persuad<d
the girl to commit this crime. It

seemed very likel>. and poor Esmeralda
could offer no defence other than to
swear she was not guilty. Jehan had
escaped as quickly and as stealthily as
he had appeared, and neither the girl

nor Phoebus h:id seen him.

She was brougiit to trial, and again
vigorously protested her innocence. But
the court would have none of it. She
was the ward of a traitor to the king,
and. oven as Maurice suspected, so did
the relentless justices believe fliat tliat
was sufficient to warrant her commit-
ting this foul and unpardonable deed.

But she must be made to confess to
the crime !

Poor Esmeralda ! She was flung into
the inquisition chamber and ruthlessly
tortured, and to escape tlie terrible
pain she endured she at last admitted
to stabbing Phoebus.

Bac'< before the court ^lie lieard her

13

fate, and as the judge pronounced that
she bo "put to death " she fell in a
swoon. When she awakened to con-
sciousness she found herself in a grim
and forbidding ceU into which filtered
very little light.

Several days she remained there, a
complete mental wreck, whito-fuced,
hollow-eyed, unable to sleep or eat the
bread and water that was set before her
from time to time. And always she
thought of Phoebus—the love she" knew
he h.id borne her alone keeping her
from entirely slipping into the throes of
madness. Was he alive or dead? Not
a word reached her that he was well on
the road to recovery and liad been
asking for her.

Then, the day before that fi.\ed for
her o.veciition. she received a visitor.
.A. tail man in ecclesiastical dress.
Jehan. wearing his brother's c'othes so
that he might gain access to the girl on
the pretexr of giving her the comfort
of the Church in these her last hours.

"Esmeralda. 1 was horrified to learn
of this terrible misfortune that has be-
fallen you.'' He came across to the girl
and tried to take her in his arms as
the cell door closed on him. But she
shrank from him. as she had done so
man\- times in the past when he had
tried to make love to her. "'Now, now,
my dear, don't be so very silly ! I am
here as your friend—your one and only
friend. I want to iielp you—to have
you set free. But in return you must be
nice to me."
"Meaning?" she incjuired listlessly.

"That if you will promi.se to marry
me I will get my brother, the arch-
deacon, to plead for you. Ho alone
can exert any influence over the king
in such a matter as this. Now wha*
do vou sav?"

"Oh, oh, you'd fetch her, would you? " Quasimodo shook his fist under
Clopin's jaw. " I kill you if you so much as try * > get the girl !

"
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"That
though I

not love,

" Very
baffled f

with you

Anothc
the iloor

hiru, sou
cars of t

I'd rather die first—innocent
am—tlian marry a man I do
she told him bravely.

«ell "—Jehan's lips curled in

i(ry
—"then die, and to Hades

,
you little fool

!"

V moment and he was gone, and
ol the cell, slamming behind

ndcd like a death-knell in the
he distracted girl.

The Hunchback to the Rescue.

THOUSANDS of people were g-a-therod

in the markct-pliace to witness the
execution of Esmeralda. Some had

come out of morbid curiosity, treating
the grim attair as something of a spec-

tacle, but the majority present were
there to make a violent demonstration
against what they considered was a foul

and tyrannical miscarriage of justice on
the part of the king and his aristocratic
judges.

The bell of Notre Dame tolled mourn-
fully, though for what poor wretch's

doom he sounded, Quasimodo, the
hunchback, did not know.

The minutes slipped by, then
suddenly there came the sound of cart-

wheels rumbling over the rough cobble-
stones ot the road, and there hove into

view Fismeralda shackled to the lumber-
ing vehicle in which she rode, and
guarded by some two hundred mounted
soldiers ot the king.

Angry murmurings arose as the girl

was dragged from the cart, forced to

the steps of the magnificent cathedral,
there to pay penitence for the crime
for which she was to be punished. But
no move was made, for the prisoner's
guard was far too strong for the crowd
to show any hostility.

His duty of ringing the bell for the

execution finished, Quasimodo made his

way to the balcony at the top of the
cathedral and from there peered curi-

ously down into the square. A girl I

Then his sound eye rolled wildly in its

socket and he caught in his breath
sharply as he rccogni.sed her. Esmeralda
—the girl Jehan had persuaded him to

help kidnap that night—the g^rl he had
sworn to befriend when she had taken
compassion on him and had given him
water after the cruel flogging he had
been subjected to.

She to be punished for some crime

!

But surely the girl, obviously of a
gentle and kind disposition, could never
be guilty of even harming a fiy ! The
thing was impossible. A grave injustice

was being done.

The bare thought made Quasimodo's
blood boil, and in an instant a daring
plan had formed itself in his usually

dull brain. Next moment he had swung
himself over the stone balustrade of the

balcony and was shinning down the face

of the cathedral witti far more speed
and agility than he had displayed that

night he had been crowned king of the

fools.

The ground reached in safety, he swept
dowii on Esmeralda like some grotesque
bird of prey and swiftly gathered her in

hie arms.

"Be not afraid, my pretty one," he

shot at her as she gave a frightened

gasp. "It is I, your friend, Quasimoilo.

I'm here to save you from these

carrion."

He was on the point of swinging round
when, with angry shouts, two or three of

the soldiers who had been standing on
the cathedral steps guarding the girl

leaped at him. As the first roaclicd

him, Quasimodo gave an inane grin,

iiuickly shot up his foot, and, catcliing

the man in the pit of the stomach, sent

him flying backwards with a painful

gasp. The second ho treated likewise,
October 31st, 1931.
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and as the fellow went staggering he
crashed into the third member of the
King's Guard, and together the two
collapsed in a heap, the breath knocked
clean from their bodies.

And then the hunchback, with
Esmeralda in his arms, was racing for
the massive door of the ciithedral, in

the threshold of which stood Dom
('laude, the archdeacon.

"Sire, we must save {his girl!"
Quasimodo shot the archdeacon a plead-
ing glance as he dodged past Jiim, now
hotly pursued by some score of the
King's Guard. "She's innocent—I know
she is-!"

Dom Claude's lips set grimly, for he
was well acquainted with the girl and
knew tliat she was the last person who
would do anything punishable by death.
As the soldiers dashed up he held up
his arm, barring their way.

"Back, back !" he commanded sternly.
"The Church gives the girl sanctvuiry

—

you cannot defile this holy place, king's
soldiers though you may be."

They fell back uncertainly, till an
officer of their regiment came on the
.scene and ordered them av/ay. He knew
that what Dom Claude said was right

—

that if the archdeacon took Esmeralda
into the holy preciricts of Notre Dame
they were powerless to lay hands on her
till such time as she ventured forth
again.
For the moment, iat least, poor, dis-

tracted Esmeralda was saved from a
terrible fate and a grave miscarriage cf
justice.

A Grim Fight for Esmeralda.

IN
the days that followed Esmeralda
lived at the very top of Notre Dame
in a small niche that Quasimodo was

wont to use as his own quarters. The
hunchback gave up his all to her, sleep-

ing on the cold stone of the balcony
outside, and he provided her with clothes,

and food, tending her as if she were some
new-born baby.

But trouble threatened. Clopin.
though thankful that Eshieralda had
been saved from the scaffold, was de-

sirous of having the girl back with lim,
and one night he went to the cathedral,
determined to bring her away. Pie

found Dom Claude at the door, and the
archdeacon barred his path as he tried

to step into the place.

"Well, Clopin, what is it you want?"
Dom Claude inquired in his soft, gentle
voice.

"You know well enough 1" Clopin
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growled, an ugly gleam in his sinister
eyes. "I want Esmeralda, my ward

—

and, by the powers, I'll have her or "

" And I say you won't have her,
Clopin!" Quasimodo, in the act of
lighting the candles in the cathedral,
one of his daily tasks, had heard the
rascal's voice and had quickly hurri-;d
to the door. His one eye rolling
hideously, he faced the other defiantly.
" If she leaves here, without a pardon
she'll be taken by the soldiers again.
Besides, you're not a fit person to look
after her. She's

"

"Why, you ugly canaille!" Clopin
made a threatening step towards the
himchback, but again Dom Claude
barred his way. Sinister eyes glared
at the archdeacon. " The gill—arc you
going to give her up, Dom Claude, or
must I go in and fetch her?"
"Oh, oh, you'd fetch her, would you?"

Quasimodo lumbered forward and shook
his fist under Clopin's jaw. "I kill

you if you so much as try to get iho
girl!"
"Now, now, Quasimodo!". The peace-

loving aitehdcacon placed a restraining
hand on the hunchback's arm. "No
good can come of losing your temper.
Clopin knows well enough that evil over-
takes all those who dare defile the
church."

Dom Claude glanced at Clopin's fury-
distorted face, and in his fine grey eyes
was a light that made the rascal slirink
back in alarm. Superstitious as he was,
Clopin took to heart the archdeacon's
words and in another moment he swung
on his heel and strode rapidly away.

But the evil Jehan, lurking in the
shadows near by, had heard every word
tliat had passed between the three, and
a fell scheme for lining his pockets had
leaped into his sinister mmd. Why
not urge Clopin to make a mass attack
on Notre Dame to secure Esmeralda ?

During the turmoil that ensued he could
loot the treasure vaults, get away with
all the silver and gold ornaments ihcy
contained, and sell them at a good price.

At once ho went after the rascally
revolutionist, and the sinister words he
poured into Clopin's ears resulted in

that arch villain returning to Notre
Dame in the region of midnight at the
head of some three hundred armed fol-

lowers, many of whom bore flaming
torches. Getting no answer to his

thunderous knocking on the closed door,
Clopin ordered that the door be broken
down. Instantly cudgels smashed
against the richly carved panels, but
they made no impression upon the stout

wood, and the crowd began to stamp
and curse in baffled fury.

'Get axes—get something that'll act

as a battering-ram !" raged Clopin, not
to be thwarted in his determination to

storm the cathedral and get Esmeralda
away.
Wild cheers from the crowd as some

fifty of them rushed away to secure

these formidable weapons, then the

cudgels again attacked the door.

Meanwhile, in the cathedral. Dom
Claude, Quasimodo, and Esmeralda had
heard the sounds of Clopin's onslaught,

and, while the girl crouched fearfully

upon her bed. feeling that the fracas

must concern her, the archdeacon tnd
tho hunchback peered forth from win-

dows to discover that the revolutionist

and his followers were making a mass
attack on the cathedral door. Tho
reason for this sacrilege was obvious to

both. They were after the girl they

protected.

And then Quasimodo saw a. lone

figure, in the glare of the revolutionists'

torches, standing at some distance from

(Continued on pate £6.)
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A gripping detective story of a mari's daring plot to unmask a gang of international
jewel smugglers.

M^td^

Just After Midnight.

A SMALL motor-boat iiosod its way
slowly arui cautiously towards a
fligtit of waterside stairs not a

mile away from tluit southernmost ex-

treme ol New York—Battery Poiut.

Its engine liad been stopped some dis-

tance out, and it drifted in silently.

There was a reason for this. As a rule

a •op was on duty at the small wharf to

which the stairs led, and it was im-

portant that his suspicions should not be
roused.
As the boat bumped gently against tiie

coconut fibre ropes hanging over the side

of the wharf, two shadows crept out

from the darkness of a near-by ware-
house. They wont to the head of the

stairs and looked down at the craft

below.
"That you, Joe?" said a voice.
" Yes," came the reply from the boat.

"I've got three tins for you this time.

Wait a minute and I'll come up and give

them to you."
The tw-o shadows on the wharf looked

about them furtively, and satisfied them-
selves that tliey w-ere not observed.
Meanwhile, down in the boat, a man in

oilskins and sou'-wester opened a small
locker and produced throe round tins,

on the sides of which was the wording .

"Tiger Brand "

High-Gradc CofTeo.

He tucked them under his arm. and
slowly mounted the stone stops by the
side of the craft. Halfway up he
paused and muttered to the men wait-
ing above

:

"Is it all clear?"
"Yes. Come on up."
The man in oilskins continued his

journey and presently stood on the
wharf by the side of the two others.

One of these latter glanced at his

watch.
" You're in good time," he said. "Two

minutes after twelve."
Tlie man in oilskins grunted.
"There's a devil of a wind blowing

across the mouth of Hud.son River," ho
said. "I wonder I made it. Anyway,
here are the tins. Cash out, and I'll be
[gettrng along."

The tins changed hands, and the soft

[rustle of Treasury notes being counted
|was the only sound in the silence that

followed.
Finally the man in oilskins tucked a

Iwad of money into his pocket and turned
Iiway. He went down the stairs agam,
;limbed into the boat, and quietly gave

Ijrtiei:^ for the engine to be started.

I he two men on the wharf did i ot

wait to watch tiie boat put off. 'J'hoy

turned also, and slipped softly along
the wharf to whore a car wa.s standing.
They climbed into it; there was a

met^iUic hum as the self-starter was
pressed, and the vehicle shot forward
out of the dock area, swung left round
a sharp corner and headed north
through the dingy streets of Lower
Manhattan.
The car had proceeded for about half

a mile when the man sifting by the
side of the driver turned and looked
through the back window. As he did so,

hi> grow rigid.

"Step on it!'' he said in a tense
whisper " We've got a police tender
behind !"

"Curse it I" growled the driver.
"They could catch us. whatever we diil.

I ought to have brought the fast car."
He paused to negotiate another turn.

"Is it still trailing us?"
" Yes."
The driver pressed the accelerator to

the floorboards, and began to twist and
turn through the narrow streets des-

perately, lioping to shake the pursuers
off. He was unsuccessful. The two
headlights of the car following reap-
peared in his driving-mirror with
irritat'Og persistency.
"Shorty," said the driver.
"Yes?"
"Those cops don't know who we are.

If they did they'd run us down. What
they reckon to do is to follow us to the
chib, and then make a raid. They
know something—more than they should.
See?"
"Well?"
'Wo daren't let them get a line on

us. We've got to fight it out. How
many rods did you bring with you?"
"Two."
"And how many cops are there?"
"Four. It's only an open tourer."
"All right. Let them have it when I

stop !"

The car sped on. Suddenly it swung

round hard into a narrow
street, with the pursuing car
twenty yards behind, and slid

to a stop in the middle of tho
roadway. Its two occupants
clambered out quickly, and
took cover behind the
radiator.

With a squeal of tyres, the
police car rounded the corner
also, and its driver jammed on
his brakes as he saw the othei

vehicle ahead.
As he came to a halt, two vivid stabs

of flame pierced the darkness. The
windscreen of the police car shattered,
and a cry of pain mingled with the
noi.sc of the explosions.

In a second the street was deafenod
by the soimd of battle. The two crooks
blazed away steadily, carefully checking
on each other so that their weapons
would not be empty simultaneously.

The firing from the police car stopped
suddenly, but almost at the saint;

moment the air was rent by the shriol;

of whistles.

"Back into the car. Shorty!" yell.'il

the crook driver, "We've got to make
a tin.'ak for it,"

The crooks dived into the front seat,

and tho car shot forward once more.
Tho driver leaned forward and switched
off his lights as he plunged into the

purlieus of that maze of streets which
led north to the Bowery. In ton seconds
the crooks were lost—no pursuer could
hope to ciitch them.

Meanwhile, at the scene of the street

battle, police arrived in large numbers,
and a belated cordon was thrown around
the district. A quarter of an hour after-

wards. Detective Scranton, of Head-
quarters, arrived and started to ask
questions of the senior officer present.
"What damage was done?"
"Four Revenue ofTicers killed, .SlilT

with lead, all of them,"
" Tommj- guns ?"

"No; ordinary pistols, I heard iho
shooting, but couldn't get here in time,"
Detective Scranton nodded briefly and

started wandering towards the derelict

police car, looking about him shrewdly.
Suddenly he stopped and bent down,

"That's funny!" he said, "A tin of
coffee pierced by a bullet

!''

Ground coffee was lying in tho road-
way, and he ran his fingers through it.

thoughtfully. As he did so he felt some-
thing hard slip between his thumb and
the side of his palm—something that
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slioiic like wliilo fire in the lifjlit of a

street lump.
"Great lieavens!" lie cried. "A

diamond !"

Ho tipped more of tlie codec OLit of

tlic tin, iiiid with it came several more
stones—blue, like ice. and harder than
steel, and already the cause of four

deaths.
He straightened himself up thought-

fiillv, dropping the diamonds into his

pocket as he did so, and stood in the

middle of the roadway for several

seconds, deep in thought. Then he

turned u> a uniformed officer approached
liim hesitatingly.

" Well, what is it ?"

"One of those four men, Scranton—
well, you'd better come and look for

yourself."
Scranton looked sharply at the other,

then walked to the bullet-riddled car.

He gazed at the faces of the dead men
slowly.

"Ciosh!" he muttered. "Tim!"
He turned away brokenly, shivering

as tliOLigh the night air -was cold, and

starled back with dragging footsteps to

his office at Police Headquarters.

Find the " Lady."

DETECTIVE SCRANTON was
attached to that somewhat grim

and merciless body of men known
a- tile "Plomicide Squad." His job

was that of investigating murder, and

a grimmer, more thorough man could

i:ot be found for it.

He paced his severely-furnished office

b»ck at Headquarters for a full hour

after his return, his furrowed fore-

head and his firm lips combining in

a stern expression that boded the

nuuderers no good. From the crooks'

j)oiut of view, they could not have

picked upon a worse police squad for

their massacre, for one of the dead
officers was Scranton's own brother.

As he paced, Scranton's fists wera

clenched, and beads of perspiration

stood out upon his brow. Suddenly, as

though his mind was made up, ho
swung round on his heel and made his

wav to the office of his chief, Captain
Randall.
He did not trouble to knock. He just

slammed open the door and walked in-,

kicking the door shut behind him.
"Four of our men murdered two

hours back," he said without any pre-

liminaries.
"1 know, Scranton," replied Chief

Randall. "One was young Tim, too.

I'm darned sorry about that. Anything
I can do?"
Scranton dropped into a chair

opposite his chief atid surveyed the

iiiund, spectacled face thoughtfully.

I lis eyes were narrowed, and there was
a glint in them that made Captain
Randall glad he was a friend and not

an Aiemy.
I've got a line on the job." said

Scranton, speaking slowly and choosing
every word with care. "I found a

coffee tin down where the job was done,

and it had diamonds hidden inside it.

Does that suggest anything to you?"
"Diamonds, eh?" Randall puckered

his brow for a minute. "You mean
McOuire?"
"I do," said Scranton. "Jim

McGuire has been edging diamonds 0:1

to the market for a long time now,
and nobody know.s where he gets them
from. About three days ago the
Customs department sent, us a report
that smuggling was going on through
one of the coastal docks in Lower
Manhattan, and the murdered officers

were sent along to see what it was
about. The Customs didn't know for

certain what was happening, but it's
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evident that they had good suspicions.
Anyway, four of our men were killed
in a street battle, and a tin of cofTee

concealing diamonds was found after-

wards. Put two and two together, and
it doesn't make anything else except
four."

"I sec," muttered the chief.

"We don't know for certain that

McGuire did it—not enough to bring
him before a jury, anyway," Scranton
went on. "That's what we've got to

find out."
The chief nodded.
"Good!" he said, "Go right ahead.

Pick the best men you can find, and
have McGuire's club combed out. I'll

give you a free hand."
Scranton made no movement to show

that he had heard. He was still

thinking. Essentially a man of action,

he realised that here was a case in

which, if he rushed in, he would spoil

everything.
"It's no use," he said after a while.

"Every one of McGuire's men know
me. As soon as I put in an appearance
they'd guess what was on, and I'd never
get to the bottom of the job. And I'm
going to, chief, by heaven, I'm going
to!" His jaw set in grim determina-
tion. "We've got to get eomeone ne-.v

down here, someone who has never been
in New York before."
There was a knock, and a man

entered, carrying a telegram. He laid

it before the chief and departed again.

The chief picked the envelope up
and tore it open. Then he uttered a

startled exclamation.
"It's from Scotland Yard," he said.

"Read it."

Scranton took the grey cable form
and read

:

"Chief of Police, New York. Loti
Lorraine, Int. No. G 6283, arrested
charge smuggling diamonds. Do you
know anything about her?

"Commissioner, London."

"Loti Lorraine,'' said Scranton
thoughtfully. "Just a minute."
He pressed a bell and a messenger

appeared. He was sent away for the

docket concerning this Loti Lorraine,
and returned with it in a few minutes.
Scranton opened it and glanced

through the contents.

"No, we've got nothing against her,"

he said quietly. "But here's some of

the information I want. She paid a

visit to New York a couple of years
ago, and she was seen constantly in

the company of Dan Kernan. We've
got Dan and his gang in the big house
now, but it was McGuire who took over
his club. Let mo see now, wasn't
McGuire and his crowd up the river

round about that time?"
"He was," replied the chief.

"Then he doesn't know Loti
Lorraine." Scranton jumped up from
his chair and began pacing the office.

Suddenly he stopped opposite to the
chief, his face alight" with eagerness.
"Chief, will you send a wire !o

London asking them to keep the fact

of Loti's arrest out of the papers?"
"Sure," replied the chief. "But I

don't .sec
"

"That's all right." Scranton went on
quickly. "If everything works out as

I want it, I'm going to fix McGuire
good and proper. He's going to meet
Loti Lorraine for the first time in his

life."

The chief at once protested.
"Look here, Scranton, I know your

brother's been bumped off, but you've
got to draw the line somewhere. I
won't have a woman mixed up in this.

It's loo dangerous."
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"No woman is going to be mixed up
in it," said Scranton. "I'm going to

get au old pal of mine, Julian Eltinge,
to get right inside McGuire's haunt as

Loti Lorraine. He's a female im-
personator on the halls, and when ho
gets into skirts his own mother gets
muddled."

" It's impossible," objected the chief.

"No man can kid people along like

that."

"Can't he? You just watch," said
Scranton, and there w'as an eager
expression on his face. "Oh, boy, you
just watch I"

At McQuire's.

IT was just a week later, and Jim
McGuire was sitting in his luxurious
apartment above the Arab niglit-

club, a tooth-pick in one hand and a

lighted cigarette in the other, awaititi:^

the arrival of the renowned Loti
Lorraine. A soft felt hat was perched
on the back of his head, and his harsU
j-ellow face bore an expression ef

pleasant anticipation.
Two of his "boys" were with him

—

Shorty and Harry. Shorty had "class,"

which meant that he wore spats and the

nattiest of gents suitings, well-creaseJ
down the trouser, and well spread at.

the lapel. A slight, hair-line moustache
adorned his upper lip, and when he
smiled he exposed a row of perfectly

even white teeth.

Harry was not so natty. He was
broad-shouldered and thick-set, with 9
round and very smooth face and a
bulge just under his left arm where
he carried his shoulder holster. His
particular ambition in life was for

neater and slicker bumping-off.
McGuire put in some deft work with

his tooth-pick, his eyes roving shrewdly
over his "boys." Finally he shifted a

little in his chair and spoke.

"I want you guj-s to behave properly

when Miss Lorraine arrives," he said.

"None of the usual hot-mamma stuff."

"Sure," replied Shortly amiably.

"But seeing she's French, shouldn't wa
call her mam'selle?"
"Shut up, and listen to me!" growled

IVIcGuire. He never had liked Shorty's

superior manners, they gave him, to

use his own expression, a pain in the

nock. "Seeing she's one of us, she's

going to live 'nere. I've arranged to

put her in the apartment on the left-

wing, and you two will keep away from
there. See?"
"Sure," said Shorty again. "I see."

ISTcGuirc shifted in his chair once

more, and plied the tooth-pick again.

It helped him to think.

"By the way." he said to Shorty,

"what about the police car we shot

up a week back? Any news?"
"Naw." Shorty replied. "One of the

cops tipped me oflf. We got youns
Scranton, brother of the homicide dick.

and I reckoned there might bo trouble

from that quarter. But no such t-hing-

Scranton himself is keeping to Head-

quarters, and he's still working on that

other killing that the Times SquJ^
outfit pulled. Seems to think the si

outfit did our job."
"Else they know something and

scared of you, Mctiuire." said Hariy
IVIcGuirc's chest swelled out an e3CW

couple of inches, and the evil gleaaTtll

blood-lust appeared in his c.'.--.

"I guess that's it," he -.aiu u 'int

his best to sound modest alx.it it

"They realise by now that I'll stan-

for no interference. Any cop that trie

to get me goes for a ride—I don't car

who he i.s."

Harry and Shorty nodded in adnii

ing agreement, knowing that it wt

)U»««
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always best to humour him, McGuire
had a fierce temper, and when it iva«
roused by opposition he was apt to cut
loose with a gun.
McGuire v.-as still brooding over whathe was going to do to all cops who

tried to get one, when one of tlic
waiters from the club downstairs
knocked on the door.
"Come in," called McGuire
The waiter thrust his head into the

room.
"Lady to see you below," lie

announced. "Says she's Mis^
jLorraine.

"Fine!" McGuire shot a triumphant
glance at Shorty. "'Miss' Lorraine,
!->horty. She s;iid so herself." He turned
back to the waiter. "Show her straightup here. °

.^'"A*'.
^"^^•" replied the waiter,

and withdrew.

The three gangsters waited eagerly
Meanwhile, sitting in the vestibule

dow-nstairs was Julian Eltinge, tiyin-
liard not to perspire under a blonde wi-and a pair of tightly-laced corsets thaT
hid his manly figure. He wore a
ti,ylitly-fitting black toque edged with
white on his head and a brocade coat
with a vvhite ermine collar that had
set him back several thousand dollarsm l-aris the previous year. His ankles
were encased in perfectly-fitting silk
s-ockings. and his feet were pinched
into an elegantly-pointed Court slioe
several sizes too small for him.
The waiter who had taken Julian's

ncwiy-assumed name returned and toldhim that McGuire would see him at

followed
P'°'"^"y ™^« ''"'^

As he went he felt a sudden appre-
hension. McGuire was a noted killer-wnat would he do if he discovered thai
Julian was a man and not Loti
Lorraine ?

The apprehension did not last, how-
ever. Julian recollected that he had
deceived even Detective Scranton. In
his teminine garb he had gone boldly to
1 dice Headquarters and had presented
himself to Scranton's clerk, saying that
he had some important news about acrime that had recently been committed,
bcranton fell for it, and did not know
It was Julian until Julian spoke in his
natural voic«.

If Scranton, knowing him by si-lit
could not penetrate

'

the disguise, ;Mc-
Ouiro, not knowing
him, must be com-
pletely deceived.
The waiter halted

before a door and
knocked. The sum-
mons to come in was
heard from behind

I it, and he threw it
open.
"Miss Loti Lor-

raine." ho an-
nounced.
Julian walked into

the room.

McGuire rose to
i nis feet and turned
round. Frank ad-
niiration appeared
in his eyes. Ho
gazed appraisingly
at the crimson lips,
the perfect com-
p.exion that Julian
had obtained from a

I
box, and the obvi-
l°/'sly expensive
(Clothes, and grinned
a welcome.
" Come right

•long. Miss Lor-
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;;aine, and. meet the boys." he saidMy name is McGuiro, and these areShorty and Harry."
Julian conjured up one of his most

devastating smiles.

"How do you do?" he said in his best
niczzo-soprano voice. Hurriedly, as
though so much male beauty dazed him
he pulled out his compact and caie-
tully powdered his nose. As he did
so he glanced over the three men
swittly, and promptly hit upon Shorty
as the one most likely to tell him allhe wanted to find out. "I've heard so
nuich about you all," he went on with
a dazzling smile. "Especially you, Mr
bliorty.

Shorty turned away, blushing.
JIcGuire made an impatient gesture
K-eep the social stuff until later "

he said shortly. "You'd better come
with me. Miss Lorraine. I'll show vou
to your apartment first, and then 'wecan talk business. By the way, where
IS your luggage?"
"Down below. Mr. McGuire," replied

T'u ^^'^°, ^'""^^' ^ travelling
wardrobe, and a hatbox."
McGtiire nodded.
"Shorty, have Miss Lorraine's boxes

sent right up to her room at onceCome along. Miss Lorraine: I'll -.e'you settled down." ° "

Julian meekly followed him. but ashe was on the point of leaving theroom he paused by the doorway and
turned his head towards Shortv Hesmiled invitingly, and his left eye gave
the slightest of twitches.
Shorty blushed again and started todraw patterns on the carpet with the

point of his bespattcd shoe.
Julian continued on his way, and on

.i:s face «-as the faintest suggestion
of a grin. The rounding-up of theMcGuire gang had started in earnest.
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'•' Loti " Gets Busy.

TEN days passed, and during that
time Julian kept his eyes open
but learnt very little.

'

For one thing, he had' to play his
part caretully, and he knew that one
ot the first things a woman does when
arriving in New York is to make a
round of the shops. This he did with
every appearance of enjoyment, the re-
sult being that he was out most of the
day and did not have the opportunity
of keeping McGuire and the boys under
close observation. The only time hecame in contact with the gang was in

J ^.r, "0""=tairs in the evenings,
and McGuire was not such a fool as to
have anything, on view in a public
place. ^

During all this time Shorty was
showing signs of falling completely into
Julians net. Believing him to be awoman. Shorty's natty little soul wa.«
stirrea to its depths, particularly as
McGuire did not appear to be particu-
larly interested for once.
At the end of the ten days, while

Julian was in his room attiring himself
in one of his most ravishing eveninir
gowns, he heard a knock on the doo.^He hastily finished fastening his gown,
and called :

= o
.

"Come in !"

The door opened and McGuire
entered. Julian gave him a bright
glance, and was about to turn back to
his dressing-table when he caught siHit
ot .someone coming in behind the
gangster.

.J\ "f J* u^''",'-
?''^ "''"^ ''•'•ssed in

white, had had golden hair and deep
blue eyes. Julian caught hi.s breath
sharply, convinced that ho had never

'^T •l"y°"'3
<li"'»c so lovely.

As he stared he became aware thai
the girl was looking at him curiously,
and hurriedly turned away

Sent his right smashing to the side of McGulre's jaw.
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McGuire spoke.
"1 want t-o iiitiodiioe Joyce Cailylc

to you, Miss Loiiaiiic," he said.

"Joyce, this is Miss Loti Lorraine."
Joyce smiled and held out her hand,

advancing into the room.
' JIow do you do. Miss Lorraine,"

she said, and her eyes seemed to be
alternately dancing with fun and cloud-

'ins with anxiety.

"Joyce is one of us," McGuirc ex-
plained before Julian could return her
greeting. "I hope you two get on well

together."
He went out, closing the door behind

him.
Julian stood by his dressing-table un-

certainly, wondering what to say or do
next. A sudden comjilication had arisen
which altered the whole atmosphere of
his job.

At the very first meeting—from the
very first moment lie had set eyes on
Joyce Carlyle—he was in love !

Joyce, meanwhile, looked at him un-
certainly. Julian began to feel un-
comfortable. Did she know the real
Loti Lorraine? If so, she would realise
that he

—

Julian—was not Loti. Then
what would happen?
Julian tensed himself for what, might

happen next, watching Tier as a cat
wAtches a rhouse.
Joyce advanced towards him slowly

and stared into his eyes. Finally she
said :

"Don't you think you ought to e.x-

pK-'.in?"

"Explain? Explain what?" Julian
recovered his poise and managed to get
into his feminine voice a hint of sur-
prise. "'I don't think I understand."
Joyce opened her lips to .speak again,

but clianged her mind. Suddenly, as
though she had been living under a
strain that had become too much for
her, she buried her face in her hands.
"Oh, why did I come back here—to

this horrible place, and these horrible
|>eople V" she cried.
Julian was staggered. Her quick

breakdown had taken him completely
unawares. He was shaken out- of his
pose.
Quickly he went to her side, and put

an arm round her shoulders.
"Please don't cry!" he begged. "I

cIoi>."t know what it is that's wrong, bur
I dare say I can put it right for you if

only you'll tell me all about it."

Joyce started back from iiini in alarm,
forgetting her lear-staincd face.

You're la man " she began.

Julian ckpped his hand over her
mouth, silently cui-sing that he had for-

gotten to speak in his feminine voice.
"Ssh!" he warned. "If McUuir(;

licars you, he'll come looking for me
with a gun."
Joyce hastily dabbed at her face willi

a tiny wisp of a haiidkerchief, still

\>a(c!nng Julian.

"I—I don't laiderstand," she faltered.
"Tlien I'll explain in a minute," said

Julian. "But first tell me—why did
you cry just now?"
A tiny frown appeared on her brow.

at)d the corners of her mouth drooped
again.

" I'm afraid," she whiepcred.
"Who of?"
"McGuire. He knows something

about my father—something that would
get mv father into awful trouble—and
I am to bo the price of his silence. He
wants me to join Iiirn here—help liim
ru'i tlie club—and afterwards he wants
to marry me." Joyce clenched her hands
ill a paroxysm of desperation. "But I

won't ! J swear I won't ! I'll kill mvself
first!';

Julian nodded with satisfaction. This
was good news to him.
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"Would It help you at all if ho was
put away in gaol for a few years—or
even sent to the electric chair?" he
ventured.
She looked at him with eyes that we"e

immediately grateful.
" You can do that ?" she asked eagerly.

"Oh. I do hope you can! I do hope
you can!

"

Julian laughed, as though a groat
load iiad been lifted from his mind.
Whoever this mysterious Joyce Oarlyle
was, he was quite satisfied that she was
to be trusted.
"Leave everything to me and I'll do

my best," he said reassuringly. "And
now go doAvn to the cafe as though
nothing had happened. I'll follow in a

little while."
She nodded obediently, and removed

the final traces of tears from her face.

Slowly she walked to the door, but be-

fore she reached it she turned.
"Who are you?" she asked. "What

is your name?"
"Julian Eltinge," he replied.

"I've heard of you somewhere," si e

said musingly. "Won't you show iiiO

what you look like?"
Julian hesitated. Then he realised

that there was no object in holding any
of his secrets from her. He reached vd
and took off the blonde wig that con-
cealed his smooth, dark hair.

"There you lare," he said. "That's
me at my worst."
She looked at him critically, her head

on one side, and finally smiled at him.
" I knew you were a man right from

the first," she said. "Do you know
how '!

"

"No. Tell me."
"Well, when you first saw me, there

was a look in your eyes " She broke
off in confusion. "You see." she ^^ent

on, "a woman doesn't generally fall in

love with one of her own sex, does she?
And—oh, what am I saying?"
The door suddenly slammed behind

her. Julian stood looking at it for a

whole minute, his mind dazed. Then
lie woke up.
"By gosh!" he muttered joyfully.

"By gosh! I've got something to ."ay

to "that girl when I'm through with
McGuirc. x\nd it won't be long now !"

McQuire Has a Visitor.

THE following night INIcGuire was
sitting in his office, going through
his accounts. There was a look of

self-satisfaction on his face, for his

figures showed that he was doing well.

Tiie Arab night club was paying hand-

some profits, and the last consignment
of diamonds had sold fairly well. There-

fore lie could afford to look with
equanimity on the fact that he had lost

a few of the stones during the recent

battle with the police car.

There was a knock on the door, and a

waiter entered. McGuirc looked up
from his writing.
"Well—what do you want?"
"Ivady outside to see you, JNIr.

McGuire," said the waiter. "Slir

wouldn't give her name, but she's all

burnt up about something."
"Who is she?" McGuire, with lis

usual caution when anything unusual
occurred, asked the question quickly.

"
I don't know. She's been sitting in

the cafe since dinner, watching Miss
Lorraine."
McGuire thought for n minute. An

unknown woman wanted to see him, eh?
Some old flame of his, he supposed

—

aiul jealous of Loti Lorraine, too!
His eyes narrowed. He was not in

the habit of being chased around by
anyone, and whoever this woman was,
she liad Ijetter be told .so quickly.

".All right," he said. "Send her in."

The waiter departed, and during the

time that he v.as gone McCiuire took the
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opportunity of opening a drawer in hia
desk and slipping a heavy automatic
into his pocket.
The door opened once more, and the

unknown woman entered. Her dark
eyes wero blazing angrily. She waa
dressed in evening kit, and McGuire,
watching her closely, saw that she waa
trembling with suppressed emotion.
"Are you Jim McGuire?" she de-

manded, stopping a bare two pacea
away, her arms folded.
McGuirc felt a twinge of inward sur-

prise. She spoke with a foreign accent,
and had all the outward semblances of
a typical Frenchwoman.
"That is my name," he replied.
" Then what do you mean by letting

a woman masquerade here as me?" she
flamed.
McGuire looked at her in sheer

astonishment.
"I don't quite understand you," l.e

said. "Who are you, anyway?"
"You don't knov.' me?" The woman

stamped her foot impatiently. "Fool!
Dolt ! I am Loti Lorraine !''

McGuire started as though a rival
gangster had shot him, and stared at
her siieechlcssly. Loti Lorraine ! The
woman must be completely mad. Loti
Lorraine was outside in the cafe. .

"You'd better try something else," I.o

said ironically. "Miss Lorraine is au
old friend of mine."

The excitable Frenchwoman almost
danced round the room in sheer
exasperation.
"She is, eh?" she almost screamed.

"Oh, you're mad! Listen and I will

explain myself. I was arrested about
two weeks ago in England for smuggling
diamonds and was finally released be-
cause the police there could not get
enough evidence against me. During
that time I knew that a big consign-
ment of stones was on its way here, .o

I came across on the first boat I could
catch.

"

"Diamonds!" exclaimed McGuire, a
suspicion dawning upon l.im that some-
thing was wrong somewhere. "Cau
you prove this?"

"Can I prove it?" She uttered un
expression of contemptuous scorn. " Do
I not tell you I am Loti Lorraine?
Here " She pulled a paper out of

tier handbag and unfolded it. "Rc-id
that ! It is la consignment note for tlio

largest haul of precious stones I liavi;

ever sent you, and it is on its way hero
now. To-night, at eleven o'clock, an
aeroplane will pick it up from a small

boat standing out to sea, and will

bring it straight here. The gems will be

dropped on the roof of this building in

response to a signal light that I arranged
before I left Europe. Now will you be-

lieve what I say ?
"

McGuire stood there stunned, rot

knowing wliat to do. He was C9nvincec_

all right. This was the genuine Loti

Lorraine. She must be, to knov.

much about the ramifications of the

international diamond smuggling plansi.^

But if this was Loti, who was tl

other woman ?

He remembered what Loti Lorraine-
thc woman before him now—had jus^

said about being in the hands of th«|

English police. He knew enough aboul
police methods to realise that upon Loti'r

arrest they would at once get in loiicj

with New York to see if the poli«

there knew anything about her.

"By gosh!" lie exclaimed suddenly.

"Scrantoni That other woman i- tt

police .spy I"

He turned lo Loti Lorraine.
"Wait here!" lie said. "I will scl- to

everything !"

He crossed to the door and flung nj
open.

" Harrv !" he called.

i
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"Here, boss," came the voice of Harry
from outside.

"Come in here. I want you."
Hurry eame in, and closed the door

behind hini. He saw from the expression

on McGuire's face that something .vu5

wrong, and a gleam came into his eye.

When McGuire got brisk, it generally

meant another bumping off.
' Get hold of that Lorraine woman,"

Siiid McGuire quickly, "and take licr

to her room. 1 want her deader than

cold nuitton inside ten minutes. Get
mo ?

"

Harry -taggercd back a, pace. This

was all too sudden for his slow brain to

grasp all at once.
"Aw. now look here, boss, we all like

little Loti," he protested. " Wiuit's she

done, anyway ?"

"Don't ask questions. Do as I say,'"

snapped McGuire. '" She's a police spy !"

Harry wasted no more words. He
hitched his shoulder holster forward a

little so that it could be more easily

reached, and charged through the door.

McGuire turned back to Loti Lorraine.

"Fijid your way up to the roof, and
get that light fixed," he said. "I'll send

my own electrician up to you—he'll do
anything you say. Hurry !"

Loti, infected by the briskness

of McGuire's actions, hurried off.

McGuire followed her to the door, und
went down the passage outside until he

came to tlie cafe. Ho looked round
until he had located Joyce C-arlyle, who
was sitting at a table some distance away
with Shorty and the fake Loti, with
Harry standing close by talking to

them.
McGuire beckoned to Joyce, and she

rose and went to him.
"I want to talk to you <v miimte,"

McGuire said. "Come with me to my
office."

Mystified, Joyce obeyed. When they

re^hed the oflice McGuire cautiously

closed the door.

"We've got to skip to-night," lie said.

"And you're coming with us, so get

your things packed and have them in

the car inside ten minutes."
Joyce went white. She sensed danger.
" I—I don't understand," she faltered.

"Why are we going, and where to?"

"The police are on our trail," said

McGuire. "That darned woman we
know as Loti Lorraine was nothing more
than a police spy. Harry's going to fix

her good and proper, and -" He broke
off, se<-ing the expression on her face.

"Hallo, what's wrong?"

Joyce said nothing. She turned sud-

denly and irnade a rush for the door,

intent upon getting to Julian and
warning him.
But McGuire gave her no chance. In

two quick strides he overtook licr, and
hauled her back.
"What's the big idea?" he demanded.

"Where are you going?"
"Let me go.'"' she cried. "Let me

go!"
"Do I look like a fool?" said

McGuire. "There's something about
this I don't quite like, and I'm going
to keep you safe until 1 find out what it

is."

He dragged her across the odice to a
door on the other side, and thrust her
through it.

"You'll .slay in there unlil I come for

u," he said, and made to close the

"McGuire! McGuire!" she cried

|; desperately. "Don't let Harry loose

Iwith his gun ! Til go away with you

—

|anytliing—but don't let
"

The door slamiiicd hard, and McGuiio
lUrned the key. Then he swung round,
and started across the office on his way
|to the roof. As he went, his hand rested
lor a moment on the bulge which con-
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ccalod his gun, and an evil grin covered
his face. He was thinking of a scheme
wfiereby he could get the new consign-
ment of gems entirely tor himself! J'^or

once, seeing that he had to fly, it was
not worth his while to split the proceeds
amongst the boys.

Out in the passage leading to the cafe,

ho paused <uid stopped a passing waiter.
"Tell Shorty to get the car out and

have it at the back entrance," he said
briefly. "I'll be with him in half en
liour."

Right, boss," replied the waiter.

Then McGuire, satisfied that all Lis

plans were laid, entered the lift tliat

would take him to v, here the real Loti
Lorraine was i^reparing to signal the
aeroplane.

A Bumping-Off Party.

MKAXWHILE, .Julian was sitting in

the cafe, idly sii)ping a cocktail
and listening to the orchestra.

Twice already Shorty had tried to grab
his hand, and he was having a dillicult

task to prevent himself from bursting
out laughing.
Joyce s departure troubled him a liltli',

but he did not have a great deal of time
to think about it. Events had taken a
new turn—Harry the notorious bumper-
olF, was taking an unusual interest in

him, still believing him to be Loti
Lorraine.
Harry threw out a few hints that if

they were alone they would have quite a
lot to talk about, and Julian realised
that the chance he iiad waited for so

long had come. If only he could make
Harry tell him all he wanted to
know
He looked up at Harry, and replied

with a come-hither look. ,)ulian de-
liberately produced his compact, pow-
dered his nose and touched up his lips.

I'hen he rose to his feet.

"Well. I think I'll go to bed," he
said. "I feel terribly tired."
Harry immediateiy became suspici-

ously attentive.

"I'd like to see you to your door," he
siiid artlessly. "May I?"

Julian bestowed on him his most
fascinating smile.

"Of course," he replied. "Id like

you to."

They went together to the lilt, and it

shot upwards to the floor on which
Julian had his room. With the utmost
politeness. Harry stood aside to let

.lulian leave the lift first, and then fol-

lowed him clo>ely.

.Julian came to a bait outside his door,
and half turned.
"Coming in. Harry?" lie murmured.

"We've never hud a chance to become
acquainted yet, have we?"

"Sure. I'll come in! I was hoping
you'd ask me." he replied truthfully.

.Julian opened the door and walked
into the room. Harry close to his heels.

Then he realised that something was
seriously wrong. He heard the click

of the lock behind him.

He did not turn. Instinct told iiim

that Harry the killer had been attentive
that evening for a set purpose, and
duiing that moment when he heard the
key turned he ktiow why. McGuire
had found out something.

In effect, this was to be a bumping-off
party.
Julian kept his nerve. Still keeping

up his role as a woman, lie said
nervously :

"You shouldn't have locked the door,
you know. It might be misunderstood."

" It won't bo misunderstood by any-
body," came Harry's grim reply
Julian emitted a little cry of fright,

and turned. What he i-aw made him
(Continued on page 25).
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does
everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he worships. A grand serial of
breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.

READ THIS FIRST.
W]iile en route with his comrades io

Ihr scene of a fire. Boh Darroiv, oj the

Sftn Francisco lirir/ade, sares the life

of a boil "'/"* fath in front of one of
the monster engines.

fAitcr he calls on James Madison,
head of a chetnical comjiany. to whom
he puts up an idea for a jmtent firc-

cxtinr/uisher. Madison is not interested,

and Bob leaves dis'ii^pointed. after
meetifif) Dan Mitchell, a shad;/ pro-

Tiioler who is befriending Madison for
his own ends.

'J'hat afternoon Boh rescues Jinie

Madison from a fire in her father's

office, then, learns that the hoy he had
s'ived from the wheels of the fire-engine
was Madison's son, Jackie.

In gratitude Madison hilps Boh to

perfect his invention, the Darroir t'ire-

Bomb. But Van Mitchell is un.rious to

sell Madison an extingtiisher of his

otrn, and to discredit Boh he sends n
hireling to "doctor'" the fireman's in-

vention with a deadly explosive.
Madison's faith in the invention re-

mains unshaken. He alloivs Boh to con-
tinue his experiments at his liome, and.
at the instigation of Mitchell, gangsters
close in on the house to secure tin- for-

mula of the extinguisher.
Boh is armed, hut the cartridges in

his revolver have been cunningly sub-
stituted hy hlnnls. Two of the evooks
tackle him.. One is accounted for. hut.

struggling fiercely. Boh ttnd the other
plunge from a high balcony to the
grounds/

Now Read On.

Flight.

BOB was unlucky cnougli to bo uiiiior-

most as lie and Hio lascally Biitcli

fell from tho balcony, and Hic

sliofk with wlitcli he struck the ground
rendered the voiing fireman senseless.
October 31st, IMI.

EPISODE 9.

•' The House of Terror."

June inirtiediately ran to where he
lay, but before she could sink to her
knees beside him Spike Beldon and his
companions darted into view.
They saw their chance of seizing Bob,

and wasted no time in putting that pro-
ject into action. With a sudden rush
they swept June aside, and, while Spike
helped the groaning Butch to his feet.

Buck and Merlin lifted Bob between
them.
"Come on," Spike ordered curtly,

"get Uarrow to tlic car."
June attempted to intervene, but she

was pusiied away with ix. violence that
scut lier staggering. At tliat same
moment Bilk Connolly lowered himself
from the balcony, and, dropping into
the grounds, joined the other gangsters
a- they were making tracks for the auto
beyond the gates.

From the house oanic James Madison,
appearing on the scene just as June
discovered, near by, the revolver that
had fallen from Bob Darrow's grasp
a few minutes previously.

*' Daddy, they've taken Bob away!'"
the girl panted as her father reached
the spot where she was .standing.

"Give me that gun, dear," Madison
jerked, and, snatching the revolver
from her hand, he levelled if at the
hindmost of the fleeing crooks.
He could sec them quite distinctly,

aiul the range was only thirty or forty
paces. He tired off two shots, and the
dual smash of the reports echoed
through the night. But the fugitives
sped on unharmed.
"Missed v\itli both shots." Madison

ground out laconically, and his tone
betrayed astonishment, for he had
always prided himself on being a useful

marksman.
Then he broke open the gun, and slid

a cartridge into his palm to examino
it, and his, first glance at the bullet

confirmed a vague suspicion that had
occurred to him.
"This weapon has been tampered

with," lie declared. "I loaded it my-
self, but the cartridges I just fired off

were blanks. Who could have substi-

tuted them for the live bullets?"

It was a question that Spike Beldon.
and his companions could have m-
swered, but at that instant they wero
piling into the waiting car with their*

captive. Merlin took the wheel, anAv
before the auto's door liad beeiSf
slammed and shut he was driving alon^f

the road that led to the city centre.

The crooks headed west, and soon thi

lights of town were shining into thu

car's interior as it travelled at liigN
speed through the streets.

"Has Darrow come round yet?
Spike Beldon asked all at once.

"No," came the answer in Silk Coo.
nolly'.s- voice. "How about scare hirf

him for that formula?"
"Wait till we got to the dive," Spike

rejoined.

Now when he had informed .'^pike

that Bob Darrow was unconscious Cob*
nolly had been mistaken, for, thoii_

he was still suffering from the shock of

his fall from the balcony, tlic kidn;'pped

fireman had recovered his v ito si'irtljr

after he hail been dumped in the oar.

And by the time the auto came to _«

standstill in a mean back street. B: >

had effectively disposed of that .').!•

ment which his captors were so an\ioiu

to .secure.

It was two o'clock in the morninj

i
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«hcn Uie ruffians gained tlicir destuia-
.oi>, and alter a prclimi„ary glance

ih ""'^Jr'' l^''
•'^''^'t. Spike gavehe vvord that the coast was clear. Boba. earned swiftly across the sidewalkmto a dingy house, and, while SpikeButch and Connolly climbed to a roomon the second floor, AJerlin and Buckdragged the prisoner down a flight o1WTOden stairs to a cellar

They flung him roughly to the floor,and proceeded to make a search of him!
tiob cautiously opened his eyes and
looked at them sidelong as they ex-amined some papers that they had dis
covered in his wallet, and then heowered his lids again as they turned
their attention on him once more

'Here It is " said Merlin all at once,
as he pulled something from Bob's
pocket "It's the formula—written out
in code!
"What a brain you've got," Buck re-

torted with sarcasm. " That's a Cliinese
laundry slip, you poor sap !"

Meanwhile, Spike and the others
were awaiting the results of the scarcli
in the room upstairs, and when Buck
and Merhu appeared with tlie news that
the formula was certainly not on Bob's
person their faces fell.

"That's queer," Spike muttered. "J
thought he always carried it around.
Well, I'll report to Mitchell. You boys
stay here."
Butch spoke, in a voice that seemed

pent-up with agitation.
"Listen, Spike," he said. "Couldn't

wc tako Darrow some place else? I
don't like this house. A guv named
Grogan was shot up lierc by the cops
one night, ond they sajr his ghost has
haunted the dump ever since."

.,

,;Ah, cut that dope!" scoffed Beldon.
'IVo heard that tale, and it's nothing
but a lotta boloney."
Leaving the house. Spike made his

way to Dan Mitchell's office, and, though
it was early morning, he found his
employer there, eager to learn the out-
come of the raid on the Madisons' homo.
"Nothing doin', boss,"' Bel-

don told him. "Wherever
that foHnuIa is, Darrow
get it oil him."
Mitchell cursed undc

breath, and then, aft
minute's thought

"All right," he said.
"I'll go and see what I

can find at the Madi-
son's, and you Sav"
—this with a sudden air
of hopefulness — "sav,
it's iust possible that
the formula is in Dar-
r<Mv's locker at the fire-

station !"

"Huh, a fat clnneo
I've got of searchin'
that locker," Spike re-
torted, "with all them
smoke-eaters there !"

" But maybe they
wouldn't be there,"
Mitchell retorted.
"There's such a thing
as a false alarm. Spike.
Now you get busy."
Spike departed; and

some time later, after
an early breakfast,
Mitchell <lrove to the
Madisons' home. As he
entered the gates he
saw June preparing to
climb into her own
sports automobile, and
ho affected surprise and
concern when she in-
formed him of all that
had occurred the previ-
ous night.
"Have the police
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ne had left his companion*. '

authorities.
"No ' Juno answered; "but I'm

meV^°lo°l.'y^ "'^'•^'f- ^ '"'°^^- "h-t those

Bobs chum in the Fire Department^ni going to ask him to help'me."
She staitod up her car and said good-

Madfson
'"''" '"^ P-"^-^"'*"' '""-«^'f to

rl..P''l
is terrible about Darrow," heleclared. "I suppose the ruflians gotaway with his formula?" ^

_

I'm afraid so," was the rejoinder

the IJ"'«^r" ^'"°"^h the thhigs in

ti.^'DarMsr^.it:,^';^-^'

^cf^h^|[orsr^"'"''^^^°"---'-"'^^

On the Trail.

A^\^^P °"
,

Aiitchell's instructions,
bpike Beldon smashed the glass

n- . • ? xf" i^^'"'?}-
'" the territory of

?,'^vJ / Tk'T ^"-e'^station, and then , uioko an involi

speed.
'' '"'"" '^'"''^"^^^ '^t top stifled too late!

Only a minute or two after the eiant naie'^lV'*' """""l
'"'? ''''ich Beldon had

that of June Madison, who was bound
tor the same destination with the inten-
tion of seeking out Pat Heeley
June saw Bohlon from the other side

ot the street, and, recognising him
instantly steered her car into a side-
street. Unseen herself, .she watched him*rom the corner and .<!aw him enter
tlie hre-staiion surreptitiously, to re-appear cmpty-handx.'d. •

Spike climbed into his car again andmade off, never suspecting that he wasnow being trailed. For June did not

^\Iu^h'T'^ ''?'^, °"C'^l'^'en a tenement,

lLT°J\ '' ''''''• '°"S since been aban-doiied to vermin and decav until Snikoand his associates had found u use or
it. Into this questionable building Junestealthily made her wav after Beldonhad crossed the threshold, and heann

,

io 'cCtLm it^^'^^^^'
^^^- P'--^^^

tiom their game as he appeared

-loomTlv'"?- {nilr^''; ^^^''^^ t°'d them
fX ^-^ i^\m"'

the chiefll be here to-night, and he'll settle with Darrow. I«there any news?"
"No," Was the answer "n-i.-,-^,,.-

still locked in the cellar
"^ °" '

Juno had by this time reached theanding on wh ch the crooks' lair wa^

dooT of Th"
'''^ ""' approaching tll^cloor of the room when sonit^hiiiff

scut led past her feet. It was a fatloat^isome rat, and from ilme's fe;
t HeH r. 'T;?1""^'-"->-

"-y' - ery that she

She heard a door open, and thegangsters emerged. Then the awe-
'tryi'k voice of Butch became audible

Its Orogan s ghost, fellers!"
iivon as he spoke, there was a furioushamniering in the depths of the tenc-

...ont; but If the souncl convinced Butd.that his phantom was on the prowl.Spike and the others held a very
dilterent view. '

tl,r^''T/^P"'''°r t''>''n' to bust outathe cellar," snarled Spike. "Let's -odown an' quieten lim " "

:!^Uo,'"'l^.r'^!}y -,^he distin-

L
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that there was not a second to be Fosf

if she were to rescue him, she flung
caution to the winds and made a dash
for the basement steps.

There was an immediate hue and cry,

but June gained the celhir before the
crooks could descend (o the ground floor.

Unlocking the solid door of Bob's place
of captivity, she throw it open and
stumbled into the fireman's arms as he
was on the point of swinging up a

broken chair-leg.

"June!" he cried, dropping the im-
provised bludgeon as he recognised hor.

"They're coming down the stairs,

Bob!" she panted. "Quick—we've got
to get out of here !"

Almost before she finished the sentence
slie knev;' that the one way of escape
was barred to them, for, stampeding
down the steps that led to the base-

ment, the crooks swarmed into the cellar

in a body.
There were no windows to the cellar,

and no light penetrated from outside.

But, some time previously, Bob had
turned on the electric switch, and a

powerful bulb now illuminated the

place.

In the very first moment of attack
that lighl was extinguished, with dis-

astrous consequences that were not at

first apparent.
The first to hurl himself at Bob was

Merlin, and, seizing the rogue in his

powerful arms, the fireman swept him
oflt his feet and flung him headlong >: t

his companions. Merlin clutched blindly

as he dived backward through space,

and his hand gripped the lamp that
hung from the low ceiling, tearing down
both bulb and wire and plunging the

cellar into darkness.

The accident fused the electric light

system and. behind the wainscoting, un-

seen threads of metal carried the spectre

of fire through the tenement. But, ob-

livious of the peril, the crooks closed

in on the dim-seen figure of their victim.

Bob fought back at them savagely,

and speedily discovered that the odds
against him were not .so desperately

overwhelming as they at first seemed.
For the ruffians impeded one another,

and the darkness, while it lasted, was
actually an advantage in Bob's favour.

It was not long, however, before
vicious tongues of flame were beginning
to rise near the cellar steps, and in the

.space of a few minutes the basement

.seemed a death-trap.

Bob lashed out at his assailants the

more fiercely, and with a sudden irresist-

ible rush he scattered them to right and
left and gained the doorway. June was
cowering near by, and, grasping her
hand, he hiu-iied her out of the cellar.

Flames beat in their faces as they

climbed the basemeiu steps, and a thick

pall of smoke closed over them. ]'"rom

the cellar rose an angry outcry as the

crooks started in pursuit.

Bob and June reached the floor above,
only to discover that the blaze was n

hundred times more devastating than it

had I)een in the basement. They blun-
dered on. but were not quite certain

\\hich way they should turn for the
street door, and while they hesitated

Spike and his men intervened between
them and the direct way df escape.

Still grasping June's hand. Bob
dashed for the stairs that led to the next
storey. The gangsters followed—all \\ith

the exception of But' h. who fled the
tenement convinced that some super-

natural force had started the flrc.

Flames seemed to be raging on every
floor, but the crooks continued the pur-

suit determinedly, atid they were on the

fugitives' very heels when Bob turned
at bay. He hit Merlin,, the first man.
fidl in the jaw, and ISIerlin plunged back

October 3lst, 193l,
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into a belt of fire, throwing his com-
panions into confusion as he did so.

The pursuit was checked for a moment,
and Bob and Juno .'ped on up the stairs.

But the crooks quickly resumed the
chase, and three flights had been
climbed before the .danger of their situa-

tion drove them down again in a helter-

skelter rush for the street.

Bob did not choose to descend after
them. He was in his shirtsleeves, and
had no coat to throw over June, whose
steps were already beginning to falter.

The fire seemed worse, raoveover, on
the flodrs that they had left below them.
"We've got to get to the roof," Bob

coughed out. "It's our only chance!"

They made for the top landing. Even
there the blaze raged menacingly, though
it was less intense than on the other
storeys, and flames were coiling around
Bob as ho lifted June through a scuttle

in the ceiling and then clambered after
her.

He had hoped that they might make
their getaway across the roofs, but as
he looked aboit him he saw that the
deserted tenement stood isolated. There
seemed no way of escape, and he was
trying to light down a feeling of despair
when the familiar clang of fire-bells

reached his ears.

He strode to the parapet, and, peer-
ing down into the street through the
flames and smoke that were pouring
from the tenement windows, he saw a

big .scarlet engine swinging into view.
It was followed by another truck, and
another, and in a few seconds the hoses
were being turned on to the burning
building. But the escapes were not yet
in sight, and it was plain to Bob tJiat

the roof of the tenement was due to
cave in at any minute.
Then suddenly his glance came to rest

on a number of telephone cables run-
ning from the tenement to a building
across the street, and in a moment an
idea was suggested to him.
"There's our way out. .Jime !'" he cried,

pointing. "Give me your hands!"'
She j-ecoilcd from the daring project,

but he drew her arms about his neck and
bound her wrists around him with a

handkerchief. Next instant he had
gripped the cables and was swinging
himself out across the street.

Far below, the p.ivcments were lined
with crowds of anxious spectators, who
watched Bob and the girl in an agony
of suspense, and all at once the tension
fairly became nerve-racking as it was
seen that the cross-avm to which the
telephone cable? were attached was
breaking off under the strain.

A jerk warned Bob of this now terror.

He turned his head and saw that the
cross-arm was coming asunder from the
post on the tenement roof, and he swung
farther out along the cables, in the hope
of reaching the building opposite before
the support was completely torn away
by the strain laid upon it.

But he and June wei'O still swaying
above the heads of the crowd in the
street when the cross-arm was dragged
from its fastenings, and a hoarse cry
rose from hundreds of throats as man
and girl hurried down through space.

Morgan's Point.

IT was to Bob's comrades of the fire

department that June and her com-
jianion owed their lives. For a few

seconds before the cross-arm snapped,
Pat Heeley and several of the other men
da.shed into the middle of the street with
a safety-net.

Plunging through mid-air, Bob and
June were caught in the net and hurried
to the sidewalk, wliere they were set on
their feet. Juno's hands were then un-

Every luesaay
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tied, and as she seemed to be suffering
from shock she was packed into a taxi
and driven home, Bob electing to re-

main on the spot- and help extinguish
one of the worst fires the city had seen.

June felt considerably more composed
when she reached home, and, locating
her father in his study witli Dan
Mitchell, she soon related all that had
happened.
Her father listened to her with awe,

Mitchell with secret chagrin, though he
managed to conceal the sentiment pretty
effectively.

"And what about the formula?"
Mitchell asked when the girl had
finished her story.

"I don't know," .Tune answered, with'

a frown. "Things happened so quickly
that I didn't got a chance to ask Bob."
Eager to learn the answer to the ques-

tion that was foremost in his mind,
Mitchell made some excuse and left the
house, driving straight to his office, to

find that Spike and the rest of the gang
were awaiting him there. He was not
long in discovering that the coveted for-

mida was still beyond his grasp.

"A fine bunch of tripe you are!" he
accused his hirelings. " One girl walks
in on you. and upsets all my plans!"
"Now hold on, Mitch," Spike argued.

"It wasn't the girl that beat us: it

was the fire. And Danow didn't have
the formula, anyhow."
"Use your bead!" snapped Mitclioll.

"He had the formula when you started,

but he didn't have it when you arrived;
You thought he was unconscious in that
car, but he was smart enough to fool

a lot of half-wits like jou ! Where is

the car?"
"It's at Morgan's Point now,'.'

growled Spike.
Mitchell eyed him keenly.
"All right." he said. "You and the

boys drive out there. Butch, you go up
to Madison's place, watch points there,

and report at once if you hear or sec

anything that might help ns. ''

At that precise moment, just lately

returned from the tenement fire. Bob
Darrow was taking Pat Heeley and
Battalion Chief Wilson into his con-

fidence regarding the whereabouts of

his formula, and his conversation was
one that would have convinced !Mitchell

his suspicions were correct.

"When these fellows had me in (hat

car," Bob said as he stood before his

chief's desk at the station, "they
(bought I was imconstious. But before
they had a chance to search me I slipped

the fonnula behind one of the seat

cushions. Now, it seems to me I re-

member hearing one of the gang men-
tioning that the car would have to be

taken to soms garage under a water-'

tower at iMorgan's Point, after they'd

finished with it, and hidden there sgi

that they wouldn't be traced by it;

That's where I moan to go right now."!?

"Can't Oi be afther going wid hiiiij;

chief?" Pat Heeley interposed. "Oi'i^

off duty now, and Oi've got me oiil(1

motor-bike. Oi can droive it now waf-

out hittin' annything,"
Wilson smiled.
"All right, Pat." he agreed. " 1". ib

may need you. But I think /if'd bcilri-

do the driving. By the way. Boh, Fll

ring Madison for you and tell him yont
plans." I

I
James Madison enfeVed his study ttt

find June sitting at his desk.
|

"I'm going down to police, he i.P

quarters, my dear," lie sard, "and I'lti

going to take your sports car. Tiit

(Continned on page 24.)
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CUPBOARD LOVE A NOVEMBER
IDYLL
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HEROES OF THE FLAMES."!
(Continued from page 22.) I

hand-brake on my i-nadstor seems to be
out of order."

He went out of the house, and June
heard him start up^ier auto and drive

off. He could not have been gone for

more than a few minutes when the

'phone bell rang, and as she picked up
I tlic receiver she heard the voice of

Battalion Chief Wilson.

"Oh, hallo, chief!" she called. "Xo,
dad isn't in. Oh, yes, about Bob.
Morgan's Point, you say? Bob's going

there."

She chanced to raise her glance, and
with the movement saw a man's rt flec-

tion in a minor on the wall. He was
standing on the threshold of a pair of

french windows, listening attentively to

all she said, and as she recognised him
as the rascally Butch she slammed down
the receiver, wreiMied open a drawer
in the desk and snatched a revolver

that was lying there.

"What are yon doing here?" she

rapped out, wheeling round.

Butch took one look at the gun and
then fled. Ruiniing to the french

windows, June .saw him sprint along
the drive and clamber into a car out-

side the gates. On the spur of the

moment she . darted to her father's

roadster, which stood near the fron*

door of the house, and in anothei

second or two she was speeding in pur-

suit of the gangster.

The chase that ensued was one that

covered a distance of two or three

miles, and June quickly realised thai

her quarry was travelling in the direc-

tion of Morgan's Point. It seemed
imperative to her then that he must
be prevented from warning any of his

associates of Bob's intention, and with
this object in view, June did her
utmost to overtake him.

Her father's roadster was consider-
ably faster than the auto Butch was
driving, and, drawing ahead of him on
a lonely stretch of road, she swerved
precariously into his track. To avoid
a crash the gangster wrenched his car
aside, and in an instant it had driven
its bonnet into a steep embankment
that flanked the trail.

June carri6d on, and by the time
Butch had crawled from his auto she
was out of sight. The gangster's
machine was crippled, and he had re-

signed himself to . a long walk when
another car came into view.

It was travelling from the city, and
it contained Spike and tlie rest of the
gang. Butch waved them down, and
as they came abreast he hurriedly ex-

fjlained what had happened.

"That Madison jane ran me off the
road," ho snarled. "Wrecked my car
an' nearly wrecked me. I heard her
answer a 'phone call at her house, an'
it seems Darrow is headed for Morgan's
Point."
"Get in here. Butch," jerked Spike

Beldon. "We'll have to hurry."

Meanwhile, a mile down the road,
June was approaching a fork. She wa.s

uncertain of tho route to Morgan's
Point, and chose the left-hand branch,
and she had proceeded some distance
along it before she realised that she
was on the wrong trail.

Bringing the car to a standstill she
turned and drove back towards the fork.
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praying that she might yet be able to
warn Bob that he was in danger.

Into the Depths.

REACHINCr the garage under the
water-tower at Morgan's Point,
the crooks drove round to the

back of the structure and scrambled
out of their car.

"Well, I don't see any tracks," said
Spike, after scrutinising the immediate
vicinity. "Darrow ain't here yet.

Come on, let's get in that garage and
search the auto we used last night."
They filed into the building and pro-

ceeded to ransack the car that stood
inside, and it was as he was dragging
out the uphoUtery in the back of the
automobile that Silk Connolly gave
vent to a triumphant exclamation.
"Hey, fellers," he announced, "I've

got it ! Here it is
!"

And he produced a paper that was
covered with chemical symbols.

"It's Greek to me," said Spike, taking
it from him and examining it.

"Yeah, but it's the formula all

right," declared Merlin, who could
boast ol some education. " I took
chemistry at the school I went to when
I was a kid, an' even though I couldn't
tell you what they mean now, I recog
nise some of them ciphers. Spike, you
can get in touch with Mitchell an'

"

He did not finish the sentence, for

at that moment the nimiistakable
sound of a motor-bike's engine was
heard. The machine was brought to a
halt outside the garage, and, with a

significant look at his companions.
Spike suddenly threw open the door.

The gangsters saw Bob Darrow and
Pat Heeley climbing from the bike,
and made a concerted rush at the two
firemen. It was an attack that took
the newcomers completely by surprise,

but though they were driven across the
road at tho outset they speedily asserted
their fighting qualities.

Silk Connolly and Buck had launched
themselves on Pat, but they learned to

their cost that he was more than a
match for them, and though they
landed one or two early blows, the
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Irishman levelled Buck with a terrifi"

swing and then gave Silk his ut-
divided attention in hurricane style.

In the meantime. Bob was tackling
Spike, Merlin and Butch with devastat-
ing effect. Spike he laid low with a

smashing right-cross that swept the
gang-leader off his balance and hurled
him to the ground where he seemed
content to remain. Merlin •wa.t

hammered into a dazed condition by a
slashing attack that finally bundled
him into a ditch by the roadside.

Butch proved a tougher handful,'
and, in the instant of Merlin's fall

scored with a dastardly blow that,

caught Bob behind the ear and knoclied
him staggering. But Bob recovered iu

time to swing around and meet the
formidable rush with which his adver-
sary followed up his success.

He checked that rush with a stiff

left, and the two men fought toe to
toe, with Bob gradually taking the
offensive. A sledgehammer drive to
the ribs winded the big gangster, and
a smart clip across the point of the jaw
rattled him badly. He was floundering
backward in an ignominious retreat
when Spike Beldon struggled to hia
feet, reluctantly summing np enough
courage to tackle Bob again.

Bob diverted his attention , from
Butch and slammed his right to the
point of Spike's chin, and Dan
Mitchell's henchman tumbled to the
dust once more.

But the brief interlude had given
Butch a chance to redeem himself, and
he launched a fresh onslaught on Bob.
This time the young fireman side-
stepped, and as his man bhmdered past
he ripped a punch to his heavy jowl.

It was at this juncture that June
^Madison appeared on the scene, and,
drawing uj) close to where Bob was
standing, she pullctl on the hand-brake.
The rachct that should have held it fast
was ineffective, but in her agitated
frame of mind she did not notice tho
circumstance, and her father's reason for
using her car completely slipped her
memory.

She climbed out of tho roadster as
Butch spun around and made anotlier
rush at Bob. Bob hit tlie gangster with
a force that battered him against tho
door of the car. and under the impact
of tho man's bulk it swung violently on
its hinges and struck June on the'

lomple.

She sank (o the ground with a little

moan, and in a moment Bob was beside
lor.

".June!" ho panted, lifting her
mxiously in his arms. "June, you
ould never have come here!"

.She made no answer, and he realised

I hat tlic collision with the door had
>tuiniod her. Then he saw Butch
npi^roaching him onco more, an(^t
liuiulliug the girl into the roadster,

dosed the door and wheeled to face

;i>sailanl.

Butch grappled with him, and, lock!

ui a fierce struggle, tho two meal

staggered towards tho back of tho otr^j

where, with a sudden lierculean cfl<

l?ob swung his man clear of liis feet ancj

Hung lum away.

The biuly ruffian struck the roadstet^

and. standing as it did on a .sli^

inoline, with tho rachet of its hand-braki

failing to hold fast, it needed only th*

single shock to set the automobile ,ii

motion.

It rolled forward, and, before Bo'

realised that it was on the move, it f»'

running to tho brow of a steep nil
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where the road dipped to the rim of a
high bluff overlooking a reach of the

deep, broad river.

Butch lumbered towards Bob, but,

with a hoarse cry, the fireman lashed

cut with his right and bowled him over.

Then he jumped the gangster's prone
form and ran forward a few paces, in

the direction that the runaway cur was
taking.

He stopped. The automobile had gone
o%cr the brow of the hill and was gatiicr-

iiig speed. He could never hope to

overtake it on foot, and a hundred yards

ahead the road came to a blind end on
the very edge of the bluff!

There was only one chance of coming
up with it—astride Pat Heeley's motor-

bike—and, his face ghastly pale. Bob
sprang to the machine, dragged it from

its stand and kicked the starter. Next
second he was in the saddle and driving

at full throttle in pursuit of the

roadster.

The roar of the bike's engine drew
Pat Heeley's attention from iiis battle

with Silk, and, leaving the battered

crook (o sag against the wail ot tiie

garage, the Irishman turned to tee Bob
disappearing over the brow of the hill.

Connolly took the opportunity to pull

himself together and aitempt an attack

from the rear, but Pat was warned by

tlie shuffle of his feet, and spun round

to deliver an uppcr-cui tliat floored the

rullian.

The fight no longer interested the

Irislnnan, and he ran to the crest of the

iiill. The gangsters did not follow hini.

but, clinibhig to their feet, stood in a

sorry group by the roadside.

Put gaine<l the brow of the hill and
stopped in his tracks. He saw the run-

away car heading for the end of the

roud.and the edge of the bluff, and l;o

saw iiis friend racing after it in a neck-

or-nothing bid to overhaid it.

"Glory be!" he gasped. And then,

at the top of his voice: •'Bob'." he

yelled. "Stop, Bob' "i'c'll go over I"

Bob did not hear him, for the .scream-,

iig engine of the motor-bike shut o>it

very other sound. Nor would Bob
lavc heeded Pat liad the IriLhn.an's dis-

racted shout reached his cais.

He was making up on the car, but
lie edge of the bluff was very near by
lOw, and he could see the sheen of

cep water far down beyond it. Thcro
:emed to be not the remotest possibility

f drawing abreast of the roadster and
iving June from the fatal plunge to

oora, yet he kept the throttle wide
pen.

The automobile was just ahead of him
3W, and all at once he discerned a

ovemont in the front of the car. June
as stirring, and slowly she struggled

to a sitting posture and drew her hand
ross her forehead dazedly. Then she

w the brink of the cliff immediately
fore her, and the river away below.

A look of horror rros.sed her face, and
th a shriek she clutched at tlie door.

Cn as her fingers closed on the handle
13- roadster hurtled over the edge of

• bill IF and dived through nud-air witli

impetus that snatched the girl's

th away and turned her sick.

V moment later the motor-bike had
Qwcd it, carrying Bob down, down,

ds the chill bosom of the waters.

c was a double splash as roadster
,jjtHIR)iko struck the surface and vanished

ir' a welter of foam 1

be concluded next week. By per-

iion of the Universal Pictures, Ltd.,

iJng Tim McCoy and Marlon

Shockley.)
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"MAID TO ORDER."

T (Continued from page 19.)
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bring into use every ounce of self-control.

In flurry's hand was a gun. and it was
pointed straight at .Julian's head !

Julian thought quickly, and realised

that iMiless he did something at once his

chances of doing anything at all were
gone. Harry wus no longer the awk-
ward, smiling simp that he had been in

the cafe, but an ice-cold maniac, hllod
with the desire to kill.

Julian shrank back as though scared
out of his wits.

"Oh, put it away!" he cried. "It
frightens me !"

Harry advanced, his whole demeanour
one of gloating. It mattered nothing
that he wu« gomg to kill someone whom
he believed to be a woman. On the con-
trary, the fact thai he had apparently
inspired so much fear flattered bis
vanity.
He jammed the gun hard against

Julian's stomach, and grinned.

"Say your prayers, sister," he said.

"I'll give you twenty seconds."
That la.st speech of his was his un-

doing. Julian, letting out a fake sobi
sank to his knees, thus bringing the gun
within ea.sy reach.

He clenched his fist, and lashed out
at Harry's hand. His knuckles caught
the ginnnan's wrist squarely, and Harry
let out a howl ol ])uiti as his weapon
exploded harmlessly and sailed across
the room.
Julian got to his feet^ and looked

about hurriedly for a weapon. He saw
oidy one—a weapon that has l)een used
by women from time immemorial.

It was uii innbrella !

Jidian grabbed it, and swung it

upwards as Harry rushed in. Crash!
It landed neatly on the top of his hciul.

sending him staggering backwards with
tears in his eyes.

.Jidiaii took another swipe. The handle
of the umbrella caught Harry behind the
i!ar this time, and the gangster went
backwards across the bed with a roar
of pain.

"And now what's it all about?" asked
Julian politely. "Why the gun?" He
advanced menacingly, the umbrella iield

high, when Harry did not speak. " W.int
.some more?"
"No, no!" .said Harry quickly. "I'll

tell you. AIcGuire said you were a police.'

spy, and was to be binnped off."

"Ho did, did he?" snorted Julian.

"That means I've got to fix the whole
lot of you single-handed." He looked at

Harry .sternly. " (^'ome here, Harry.''
Harry slowly rose from the bed.
"Say," he said sidlcnly, "you're pretty

fierce for a woman,
aren't you ?"

"I am that," said
.lulian. "But it

needn't worry you
any more."
He planted a

straight left clean
on Harry's jaw, and
followed it up with
a right that hud all

his weight behind it

.

Harry gulped, stag-

gered backwards,
and dropped to the
floor.

"That'll keep you
asleep for a b:t,"

muttered J u 1 i a n
gleefully. "Now
for the rest of the
bunch !"

THE
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In the Caf«.

HE clock on Times Building struck
hour of eleven as the distant

drone of an aeroplane was heard
in the sky. Loti Lorraine, waiting on
the roof of the Arab night club, a

powerful reflector-lamp by fier side,

strained her eyes to sec if she could
locate it.

The drone got louder until it was
practically overhead. Quickly she ini-

covered her lamp, flashing the aviator

above an agreed signal -three long
beams and two short.

The aeroplane dived low towards the

roof, almost skimming the tops of the

chimneys. As it zoomed overhead there
was a metallic thud from close by the
door that led to the biulding below.

Loti Lorraine was about to leave the
lamp, when the door suddenly opened
and AicGuire appeared. He looked
down, and saw lying at his feet a

bundle. It had burst open, clearly dis-

playing its contents—gems and costly

jewellery of every description.

He bent down and grabbed hold of it.

His act was so furtive, and so com-
pletely a departure from the agreed
plan, that Loti realised she was being
double-crossed.

"Put that down, McGuire!" she

shrieked.
McGuiro laughed, and straightened

himself. The next moment there was a
crash as the door from the roof was
slammed and bolted from tiic inside.

Loti Lorraine was a prisoner!
MeGuiro charged down the first fliglil

of stairs to the lift, got into it, and
Hashed still further downwards to the
cafe floor. He swung the gates back,
and so reached the cafe itself.

The place was deserted. Julian had
seen to that—he flid not want any of the
gang to slip through his fingers in the
crowds.

McGuire paused uncertaiidy in the
middle of the floor, still clutching the
bimdle of gems. Suddenly a voice
behind hiin said :

"Looking for me, AIcGuire?"
AJctiuiro spun round, to find himself

face to face with the fake Loti Lorraine.
(July this time the fake Loti did not
speak in that soft mezzo-soprano,
but in the tone of a very healthy and
robust male—namely, Julian.

With a snarl of rage, JNIcGuire swung
up the heavy bundle of gems and aimed
it full at Julian's face.

Julian was not taken unawares. He
dodged and rushed in, sending McGuire
sprawling backwards over a chair.

AIcGuire recovered quickly, and
picked the chair up. He raised it above
his head, and stood there threateningly.
Julian did not falter. He charged in

again, this time snatching another chaii-

from the floor as he ran. He braced his
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arms for tlie shock, and met JMcGuiie's
weapon squarely witli his own.
For a few moments the two figliters

stood there glaring at each other.

Jiihan's wig had roine off, and ISIcUuiie

was no longer nnder any false impres-
sions as to the kind of antagonist he was
up against.

At last Julian spoke.

"I'm going to smash you to pieces.

McGuire," he said distinctly. "'And I'll

tell you why. You had the infernal

nerve to lock .Miss Carlylc up. Well, I

found her, and now .she's on lior way for

the cops. INloreover, she knows enough
to have you put away for murder. Ho
get busv—you've got precious little time
left."

He fiung his chair away, and got a

grip on INlcGuiro's. With a quick jerk

he broke iNlcUuire's grip, and sent the
second chair spimiing after the first.

"Now, McGuire," he said, and leapt

back.
McGuire hurled himself on liis oppo-

nent in a tempest of fury. Julian dodged
swiftly, feeling the rush of air as

McGuire's fists lashed past his head.
He jerked himself lialf-round, and as

he did so, sent his right'smashing to the

side of McGuire's jaw. McGuire's
features contracted in a spasm^of pain,

and he staggered backwards, stunned.
Julian gave him no chance to recover.

He leapt in again, and .sent home
another stinging blow to the gangster's

jaw. JNIoGuire let up a shout, tottered

for a few seconds, and then dropped to

the floor with a crash.

Julian .sprang on him. and felt in hi>

pockets. As lie did so, he heard a .slight

.sound behind him.
"Hi, what's the big idea'?" came the

voice of Shorty. "What have you been
doing to Miss Lorraine. .McGuire 'r'

Julian straightened himself, McGuire's
gun in his hand.
"Find out for yo\irself. Shorty," lie

said, and Shorty's eyes almost started

from his head as he saw his beloved, a

man's cropped head in the place of the

blonde waves, levelling a gun unwaver
ingly at his waistcoat.

"Gor!'' he said elegantly, raising his

hands above his head. "-\nd you was
the one I reckonod would be my
sweetie I'

Five minutes later McGuire began to

show signs of life. Julian kicked him
into wakefulness, and made him get to

his feet.

At that moment the doors burst open
and Detective Scranton came in, fol-

lowed by a dozen police officers. The
cops took charge of the two crooks, and.

went away to collect Harry and Loii
Lorraine.
Scranton furned to Julian when he

had finished giving his instructions.

"Good work. Julian!" he said adinir-

inglv. "Onlv yon coiiiti have done it.

I—"
He broke off. Julian was half-way

across the cafe floor, talking to Joyce
in a low but earnest voice. Ho had just

asked her a question, and she hesitated

over her answer.
"Go on—say ' yes.' " implored Julian.

"I won't take anything else, and if you
dare tell me that nil I can be is a sister

to you
"

Detective Sci;aiiton delicately (urned

away as Joyoe suddenly laughed, and
Julian swept her into his arms.

(By permission of the Sterling Film Co..

Ltd., starring Julian Eltinge as Julian

Eltinge: Jane Reid as Joyce Carlyle:

Georgie Stone as Shorty: Betty Boyd as

Loti Lorraine: Jack Richardson as Jim
McGuire: Al Hill as Harry; Kernan
Cripps as Detective Scranton: Charles

GIblin as Captain Randall.)
Octolier 31st, 19:J1.
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He Bit.

Yieit Wheeler tried this wisecrack on
liis partner, Robert Woolsey.
"Had an awful time with Amo? last

night," Bert remarked.
"You meat! Amos ' n ' Andy?" asked

Woolsey interested.

"No, a mosquito.''

An Undersea Drama.
The most interesting of Elstree's nine

stages the other week was undoubtedly
that on which Capt. Walter Summers
and his assistanto were filming the
B.I. P. picture "Submarine."
A huge square had been cut of the

middle of this particular "set " to per-

mit the construction of a tank. In it lay
a portion of a submarine filled witli

levers and dials that had been specially

lent for the film by the Admiralty. The
interest of the ecene was capped by the
thrilling spectacle of the submarine crew
making frantic and real efforts to escape
when inore than fourteen tons of water
began flooding the vessel.

Everyone got soaking wet, including
Ihe director and cameramen. Chief
Petty Officer Willis, hero of the
Poseidon, was also there giving direc-

tions. The exterior scenes were taken
at Portsmouth, where a real submarine
was used.

GRAND FILMNOVELS

Elissa Landi
in

" ALWAYS GOODBYE."
The adventures oi a girl who seized her one
chance to enjoy life to the full—and found

herself in the power of a daring urook.

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR-ROOM."
The story of two men, and liquor, that set their
souls aSame—and a little girl who came
between them. Starring William Farnum

and Tom Santschi,

ALSO
The sixth episode of the splendid serial drama
of the sawdust ring, starring Francis X.

Bushman, jun., and Alberta Vaughn.

"THE SPELL OF THE CIRCUS."
Don't miss this splendid issue of our companion

paper
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t" The Hunchback of Notre Dame.

(Continued from page 14.)
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the raving mob. Griiigoirc—and in an
in.^taht the hunchback scrambled out of

(he window, and went climbing down
the cathedral, edging his way to the
left of the mighty structure, so as to

avoid the insurgents clamouring around
the door below.

*' Gringoire I" Quasimodo was panting
heavily as he came up to the man, and
there was an acute pain in his chest.

Strong as he was, the hunchback's heart
was none too sound, and the least exer-

tion had the effect of weakening it still

more. "See those devils—Clopin and
his scum. They're after Esmeralda, and
they'll get her if we can't get help. Will
you "

"I understand—you want nie to get
out the soldiers?" Gringoire quickly in-

terrupted. "I'll do it, never fear. But
'tis strange that I should happen along
to-night, i^s a matter of fact, Phopl>us

De Chateaupors is at last fit and wll
:;gain, and only this evening did ho
hoar that the fair Esmeralda had beru
.sentenced to death for the attempt mado
on his life. Ho had imagined .she .'lad

gone away and left him. My. but wasn't
he mad when he iieard the truth! She
never stabbed him—Phoebus swears to

that. Said .someone must have cri^pt up
boliind them—someone who bore him |i

grudge. iVnyhow, he's rccured for tlie

girl the king's pardon—that was why I

came along—to tell Dom Claude. Bi^il
enough of this. If I don't hasten thostfj

.-curvy knaves will break a way into the
f

cathedral and get the girl. ' Farewell,
Quasimodo ; rely upon mo to get ouf the

|

King's Guard." _
As he sped away the hunchback wentjl

brick to the cathedral, gaining admit--

1,11100 in the same way as ho had left it.

Up ho climbed to the very top of thejl

niagnihcent building, where EsmeraldaH
still crouched, terror-stricken, on het||

bed.
" Bo not afraid. Esmeralda," he com«(i

fortod hor, "It's Clopin and his dog
Thoy'ro trying to force their way ir

Notre Dame to get al you. But they|
not succeed. Oh, dear no. I've sent

the King's Guard—and Phoebus
Chateaupors will be here in

"

"Phoebus:" The girl caught in hel

breath, an eager light slriniiig in lie
|

eyes. "Is he well again then?"

"Not only that," grinned the hunch I

back, "but he's secured your pardorl
Told the King tliat it wasn't you -.vh

[

attempted his life, and he's mad to thin I

they suspected you. Unfortunately he'

only just heard about it. and

Ho broke off as a iriighty thud drifte]

up from below, and shuffled out to tli

stone balcony, .Vs he peered over th
|

balustrade—saw the huge trunk of

tree which some score of Clopin's rcvij

lutionists wore tising as a batteriiig-r»i

J

against the cathedral door, somethirl
.oemed to snap in his brain, leaving iii

j

a raging niaiiiac.

Back he stamped to warn Esincral(|

that (he threatened danger was now '

real, and as he came into her it

vised bedchamber ho stopped in

alarm, Jchan was there, struggling trftj

the girl—Jolian. who had raided ill

treasure vaults and. having stowed SWI
priceless gold and silver oandlostic|

and other tokens in a sack, had come '

here witii the intention of again tryH
to per.suado Esmeralda to marry hi

l

(Continued on page 38.)
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"THE LIGHTNING FLYER.'

(Continued from page 8.)

handed swing, and, landing against the

signal-box doer, burst it open and fell

on to the top of the wooden steps. Dur-
kin leapt in to finish the fight, but Jim
brought up his left leg, caught Durkin
in the waist, and, exerting all his

strength and utilising the forward rush
of the madman, managed to lift him
over his head. Durkin crashed against
the wooden rails, sm-jshed them, and fell

headlong to the ground fifteen feet

below.
A groan, and no sound but the rasp-

ing telephone-bell.

The fight was finished. Jim was so

exhausted that he just w-anted to lie

there and sleep, but the bell kept his

scn.ses from failing. With an effort, ho
turned on his side and then to his knees.
His head was buzzing, and he felt on
the verge of collapse, yet he knew he
must answer the call.

An effort to stand up brought a moan
of agony. His right ankle hurt terribly,

and every bone in his body was soie.

Clutching at the sides of the cabin, Jim
rrawled to the 'phone and raised the
receiver off the hook.
"Hullo I" His voice was no more than

a croak.
" Good G WhiTo have you

been?" a voice answered hoarsely.

"The freight has brok(>ii in half—three
trucks are hurtling down the line—the
special coming up will smash into them

—

and unless you derail them a fearful
accident must occur ! There's not a
moment to lose!'

Doom Threatens the Special.

JIM was so dazed and exhausted that
his brain seemed incapable of func-
tioning. Derail the freight truck !

But how could ho do that ? There was
ii special appaiatus to be put on the
lines. But where was it ? If ho found
it. could he lift it?
The fighting spirit that had caused his

fatiier to rise from the shops to the
presi<lency of a huge railroad came to
his aid. He clenched his teeth and told
himself that he must find the derailing
gear and set it in place.

Under some sacking he found a metal
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instrument, two- foot in length by
almost a foot in height, and it was ter-

ribly heavy. It was a block of metal
With a huge groove in the centre and a

slot underneath. The underneath por-

tion fitted over the rail, causing the top
groove to rest plumb with the rail. The
wheel that entered the groove must be
diverted, impossible to jimip over the
obstacle because the angle and depth of

this groove was specially constructed— it

had been tried and tested hundreds of

times.

Somehow Jim dragged the cumber-
some article to the top of the steps,

nearly toppled over when he reached for

the smashed rail, then, with a last effort,

pushed it down the steps.

What was that noise ? He stared

down the incline and saw a rod glow
in the distance. The special ? Jim,
muttering fervent prayers for strength,

staggorecl down the wooden steps. The
noise was the tumble of the runawav
trucks, tho rod glow the lamp on th(-

last truck, now tlie first—since the

trucks were rimning backwards.
Exerting what remained of his

strength he swayed down the incline.

On the right was a sheer drop of matiy
thousands of feet, and to derail the
trucks by the signal-box might only

cause a wreck into which the express

would charge.
The derailing apparatus was across the

rail, and then fear gripped Jim afresh.

The express would know nothing of the

danger and might get fo close that the

derailing would come too late. The
express must be made to slow—but how ?

Like a drunken, lame man Jim re-

turned to the signal-box. Thank
heaven, a sound lamp was still hooked
to the wall. With shaking fingers ho lit

the wick and closed the shutter.

The clatter of the approaching trucks

.sounded like thinider—they could not be
more than six hundred yards away. Past

the derailing metal limped Jim, draw-
ing his red lamp above his head, whilst

u.seless, croaking words came from his

parched lips.

'J'he express seemed, to his distorted

vision, to be almost on liim and rushing
up the incline at a terrific speed.

Then the ankle gave out and Jim
slumped to (he ground. He lay where
he had fallen.

Tiie driver of the special was leaning

over the side of his engine cab. He saw
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the red light and yelled to the fireman.
"Danger ahead !"

But even though tho red light sud-
denly wavered and vanished, the driver
was a man of caution and was taking no
chances. The brakes were violently
jammed on, and Rose, talking earnestly
to the president, was flung into his arms.
"Something wrong," shouted James

Xclson. He pushed the girl away and
hurried to the window^
The moon came over the pines and he

gasped as round the bend ahead of them
he distinguished tho oncoming trucks.

Tho express had almost come to a stand-
still.

"W^e"vo got to jump for it!"' yelled
the president, and grubbed at Rose, wlic
had come to his side.

But as he spoke a strange thing hap-
pened. The leading truck seemed to

shoot straight up in the air and turi!.

A crashing, rumbling roar of destruc-
tion, and then the three trucks leapt
from tho track and like black shadows
disappeared down the precipice.

James Nelson and Rose stood there
with palpitating hearts. A terrible
smashing, grinding noise told them of

the trucks sliding and banging together
in chaos down the steep sides of tho
mountains, smashing trees, loosening
rocks and bat coring themselves to puli-

before reaching tho bottom of the
ravine.

But these two were not concerned
with the wreckage. What had been
happening in the signal-box, and how
had Jim fared ?

When .Jim opened his eyes a lamp was
shining on him. and he blinked up into
the anxious eyes of his father and Rose.
A faint smile twisted his lips.

"Durkin—back there—freight train

coupling broke—nearly too late—I'm
feeling fine " He lapsed off into
oblivion.

"He'll do," the president grunted.
"For the love of [Nlike, stand back, girl,

or you'll get that dress all gory!"-
" Who cares';" cried Rose, and cradled

Jim's head on her lap. " He's my
nvan !" Whereat tho unconscious Jim
smiled in his dreams.

(By permission of the W. & F. Film
Service, Ltd . starrinn James Hall as

Jim Nelson: Dorothy Sebastian as Rose
Rogers: Walter Merrill as Tom Sum-
mers; Robert Homans as Mr. Nelson;
Albert J. Smith as Durkin: Ethan Allen

as Rocky Rogers.)

FIREWORBi DAY,
HOW AND WHERE THE BIG BANGS ARE MADE.

WHERE do fireworks come from,
boys? I never thought about it

at all until I visited a certain big
factory at Huddcrsfield and sa.v "Stan-

I
dard " fireworks actually being made.
From Land's End to John o' Groats,

November 5th spells fun and fireworks to

I
every boy in the British Isles. It is the
[day above all others when squibs ami
ITOckets are let off without hindrance,
Jand the "man in blue " is obligingly
Wind and deaf to the doings of youthful
|disturbers of the peace.

To provide one night's entert.iinment,
[the entire staff of several large firms in

Jiffcront part-s of England arc kept busy
liroughout the year. Tho Standard
(reworks firm in Yorkshire—the county
which Guy Fawkes wa.s born—employs

Irvcr four hundred people all the year
l-oiind, and it has depots in London,
Manchester, Newcastle, Cardiff, and
liovithampton which bear a strong like-

less to munitio.n works.

a

No one seems to know who was the
actual inventor of fireworks—some say
they began with the Romans, and others
think that the Chinese had a good deal
to do with their origin. BonfiTcs liave

been used as a signal of rejoicing from
the earliest days, but a bonfire is a tame
affair compared with the .startling effects

obtained from tho fireworks of to-day.

A knowledge of saltnotro, gunpowder,
and other inflammable substances was
brought to England by the Crusaders
from the East, mid the chemists of that
time evidently made some successful ex-

periments with these materials in the
years that followed, for a firework dis-

play was given at the wedding of King
Henry VII, and one of the features of

the celebration was a red firework
dragon which spouted flames.

Dragons seem to have been popular in

England in those times. A firework dis-

play given on the occasion of another
Royal wedding—that of the daughter of

King Jame-s—illustrated the story of St.

George and the Dragon. It was per-
formed by Armj' gunners, and was dan-
gerous business even for these men, as
their knowledge of the explosives they
were handling must have been very in-

complete.
Provided that the fireworks come from

a reputable maker, such as StandaBl
Fireworks, Limited, and that the instruc-

tions accompanying them are carefully
followed, a modern firework display is

exciting enough for anyone without
being in tho least dangerous. Remem-
ber, though, that you can hardly blame
tho make if trouble results from hold-

ing a firework labelled "Not to be held
in the hand." Tho head of the Standard
Firework firm made that very plain.

He also told me he calculates that
about half a million of money is spent
every year on Guy Fawkes Day on the

purchase of fireworks, and you can
imagine what a groat deal this moans,
especially as tho great majority of fire-

works sold are the cheap varieties, rang-
ing in price from one halfpenny to six-

pence.
If you want the best fireworks, boys,

insist on the "Standard " brand!
October ilst, ]&?!.
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! "The Hunchback Of Notre Dame."
I

T (Continaed from page 26.)
|

But the girl would have none of the

luscal and w;is now striving dcsperatclj

to keep him a( a distance as 1iq tried to

tal:o her in his arms and kiss lier.

"Leave me alone, you canaille!" she

screamed in terror. " Leave me alone 1

Oh, help! Help!"

With a bellow of rage, Quasimodo sud-

denly flung himself forward, clutched

fiercely at Jehan's throat and bore him
backwards over Esmeralda's bed. No
heed of Jehan's wild cries and pleadings

did he take—a red mist was before the

hunchback's rolling eye—in his brain the

wild urge to revenge himself for the

thrashing he had had for helping this

man in his fell attempt to kidnap Esmer-
alda that fatal night.

His fingers pressed savagely on the

whimpering man's windpipe, while

Esmeralda crouched back in terror,

covering her eyes with her hands to shut

out the grim sight.

Eyes bloodshot and goggling hideously

in their sockets, Jchan made one last

vain cfl'ort for his life. 13ut the hunch
hack's grip was relentless, and a moment
later tllo rascal gave a choking sob and
went strangely limp.

The sound of splintering wood came
up from below, and with a sudden cry

of rage, Quasimodo released his grip on
his victim's throat and hobbled out to

the balcony. Esmeralda, fear clutching

at her heart, face white as chalk, fol-

lowed him, and she shuddered as she

saw him dancing in his mad fury, first

on one leg and then on the other, as he

peered over the stone balustrade.

The cathedral door was giving now
under the sustained blows of the bat-

tering-ram and the axes of the mob
below.

Where were the soldiers? Quasimodo
cursed that they should bo so long

delayed.

•Jut Clopin and his dogs should not

get into the cathedral without paying a

heavy price. A wild chuckle burst from
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the hunchback's lips as he cast his

staring eye on the largo blocks of

masonry a little further along the bal

cony and on the two large melting-pots
beyond thein. Almost he blessed the

fact that the cathedral was under repan-s

—these huge blocks of stone, which were
to replace slabs that were crumbling
with age, and the lead in the melting-

pots would make formidable weapons to

turn against the invaders.

In another moment Quasimodo haa
seized one of the huge blocks, and,

though it called for tremendous strength,

he somehow got it to the balustrade and
thrust it over. Down it went, crushing

some half-dozen or so of the clamourmg
men around the cathedral door, causing
others to cry out in alarm at this sudden
and unexpected blow that had been dealt,

them.

Block after block hurtled down upon
the insurgents, and always they took

their toll; then, cackling hideously.

Quasiraodo lit the brushwood that was
set beneath the two melting-pots, while
Esmeralda watched him with horrified

amazement, quite unable to move or
utter a word of protest.

Again the hunchback resorted to fling

ing blocks 'bf stone down on Clopin and
his followers, and the missiles greatl>-

hampered the attack on the door. But,'

urged on by their leader, the revolu-
tionists swarmed forward after each fall

of masonry and smashed their weapons
on the splintering wood.

Then, just as the stout oak door
crashed inwards, Quasimodo tilted the
melting-pots above and a stream of

molten lead swished over the balcony,
poured througfi embrasures in the balus
trade and descended on the howling
crowd below.

Wild shrieks and moans as the molten
lead engulfed the revolutionists—and the
terrible weapon claimed as one of its

victims none other than Clopin himself.

Up on the balcony Quasimodo danced
with fiendish glee as he peered down
and saw the havoc he had wrought

—

then the sound of thundering hoof.< sit

him cheering wildly. The King's Guard
at last!

"You're saved, my pretty! You're
saved!" The hunchback turned to

Esmeralda as Phoebus, at the head of
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his regiment, galloped into the market
square to engage instantly the dis-

organised revolutionists in a grim but
one-sided battle. "Yonder comes
Phoebus Do Chateaupers with his fine

soldiers. They'll soon settle with the

rest of those dirty knaves!"

A sudden shooting pain in his chest

caused Quasimodo to wince. Th&
strenuous exertions of the past twenty
minutes had greatly sapped his strength^

had strained that already weakened
heart. But the hunchback paid it very

little heed. He shufHed away, a twisted

grin on his ugly face, and a few minutes
later he came to the rope that tolled

the giant bell of Notre Dame. As he
grasped it, another and more excru-

ciating pain shot through him, causing

him to stagger.

But only for a moment did he hesitate

—he must sound the bell as a signal of

the defeat of the revolutionists. A
vigorous pull and the toll of the beli

drowned all sounds of the battle waging
down below.

For a minute or two Quasimodo
dragged on the rope, his efforts ever

growing weaker, then again a sharp pain

stabbed his heart and ho staggered

drunkenly. Flat on his back be crashed,

his face contorted with pain, his breath

hissing in between his teeth in shoEt

gasps. A second later his body gave a

convulsive shudder and then was still.

And there on the cold stone, Dom
Claude and the reunited lovers, Phoebus

and Esmeralda, found him when they

came along to see the reason for the

tolling of the bell.

Quasimodo's heart had given out—not

only had the hunchback of Notre Damo
tolled the bell in defeat of the revolu-

tionists, but ho had sourided his own
dirge as well.

(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd.. starring the late Lon Chaney as

Ouasltnodo: Patsy Ruth Miller as Esmer-

alda; Norman Kerry as Phoebus De

Chateaupers; Nigel De Brulier as Dom
Claude; Brandon Hurst as Jehan;

Ernest Torrence as Clopin; Tully

Marshall as Kinn Louis XI; Raymond

Hatton as Gringoire.)
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" The Sky Raiders."

Bob Rogers, Ltoycl Hughes; Grace
Devinc, M<arceli!)c Dav ; Willanl,
Wheeler Oakniaii ; Kelley. WaUor
Miller; Jiniinv Deviue, Eiiitrson

Trcacy; BradfoVd, Ed le Saint; Pete
Johnson, Kit Guard; Lefty, Ashley
Buck; Hansen, Jeroino K. Jerome;
Louie. William H. O'Brien ; Blondy,
•Jay Eaton ; Sergeant, Dick Rush.

" Lasca of the Rio Qrande."

Jose Santa Ci-uz, Leo Carillo;

Ranger Miles Kincaid, John Mack
Brown; Lnsca. Dorothy Burge.-s

;

Crabapple Thompson, Slim Sunmicr-
villo; Johoshaphat Smith, Frank
Campcau.

" Heroes of the Flames."

Bob Darrow, Tim McCoy; .June

Madison, Marion Shockley ; Mrs.
Madison, Grace Cunard ; .Jackie

Ma'diJon, Bobby Nelson; Dan Mitchell.

Gayno Whitman; I'at Heeley, Monte
Montague.

Pastimes Between Scenes.

Stranger than the proverbial uses of

adversity are the pastimes and pursuits

by which screen players, between scenes

«ir waits on a sound stage, seek recrea-

tion.

For inetance, Lupe Velez may be seen

cracking a large bull whip between
scenes at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
studios. She handles it like a veteran.

It is both exercise and recreation for her,

she says. She learned the trick from
Douglas Fairbanks when she appeared in

"The Gaucho " with him.
Lawrence Tibbett, opeia and film star,

likes to get a piece of rojie from the

stage hands and practice twirling it in

cowboy fashion. He learned this as a

bey, when he used to ride on his uncle's

ranch. Tibbett was an expert cow-
puncher long before anyone dreamed he
was deetined to Decoine a famous bari-

tone.

Buster Keaton, between scenes, likes

to ijick up any bit of machinery lying

around the t-tago and put it together or

take it apart. lie has a natural aptitude
for mechanics, and in fact holds a

government licence as a marine engineer.

.\s a youth, he used to serve as engineer
on a Great Lakes steamer between
variety engagements.
Clark Gable likes to work cross-word

puzxies, or mechanical puzzles of any
kind, and has infinite patience in solving

them. John Gilbert reads between
scones, and so does Coin-ad Nagel.
Wallace Beery loves to wander about

the set and play practical jokes—particu-
larly on Cliff Edwards if the latter is

available as a victim.

Joa'i Crawford always has a gramo-
phone on the set where she is^working,
and during any wait plays records. She
if intensely fond of music.
William Haines has a violinist and

pianist— tlio regular old time "set

orchestra " on his stages. Of courso,

they can't play "inspirational " music
JJovcaibcr 7th, 1031.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE
COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

CHARLES DELANEY
IN

"HELL BENT FOR 'FRISCO."

A young reporter plays a lone band to

solve the shooting oi a youn; bank director

on a track. Gangsters try to take him
for a ride, but he foils them, securing
a big scoop for his newspaper and the girl

of his dreams

" TRANSATLANTIC."
On a liner bound for England a tense
drama is enacted. How a crook, for the
sake of a girl, played a straight game.
Starring Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran.

" TRAPPED."
A gripping drama of how (he Police
cunningly tricked two rascally crooks.
Another true story from the notebook of

William 3. Burns of the U.S. Secret Service.

as was done in the days of silent pic-

tures, but they play for him between
scenes. He says it not only rests his

nerves but actually helps him to concen-
trate and leinember his lines.

Behind the Scenes.

More than once when watching the
production of films at Elstrce, Welwyn
Garden City, and elsewhere, I have won-
dered what some of those who think film

acting is all "honey " would say if they
could but peep behind the .scenes.

They would certainly look in vain for

that glamour which grips so many people
when the finished picture is being viewed
in the comfort of a cinema. Within the
studio you find yourself instead in an
atmosphere which is both miinviting and
iiincal. Lofty bare walls surround you;
entanglements of cables lying on the
floors aro apt to trip you if yoti do not
mind your step; studio paraphernalia of

all kinds arc anywhere and everywhere.
There can be no attempt at tidinest

where almost everything as well as every-

one must be on the move. Carpenters
are busy on half-finished "sets"; elec-

tricians are being told wheie and how
to arrange their lights; the director is

advising the artistes what to do. All
this hub-bub must cease, of course,

directly the whistle blows announcing
that filming is to begin.
But even then the acting is by no

means as simple and as straightforward
as appears on the screen. The artistes

may have already rehearsed their parts

on the "sot " a dozen times. Yet again
atid again a re-tako is demanded. It is

not only the director who may have
faults to find, but the sound engineer,
too. The artistes may feel weary and ^t

bored to death, but neither the ciimera 3
nor the microphone jnust be allowed to '

record their real feelings. They have to

keep on with the same thing until every-
thing is O.K.
Meanwhile, there are other artistes

who are not doing anything at the
moment. They may have to stand about
for hours in their make-up waiting for

minor parts that may take no more than
a few minutes to act. And this sort of

thing goes on day after day from early
morning till, often, 9 or 10 at nigh'
But in the finished picture you sec on'

the glory and the glamour that appeai
to surround film life.

Acting and Influenza.

Acting, if yoj will believe Leslie
lioward, is like influenza—you can
never tell when it will seize you and
lay you low I

Howard was a peaceful and prosaic
bank clerk in London until ho was
picked up in the maelstrom of the
World War and throw-n into the

trenches, where ho remained until de-
mobilisation sent him back to

"Blighty."
'

I didn't know what to do or where
to go." he related. "I was bewildered.
All about were men looking for jobs
they had forgotten how to hold. In
the midst of this mad turmoil I was
stricken with acting and dashed into an
agent's office. There I sat for weeks
and weeks, finally landing a small part
in a provincial " Peg o' My Heart "•

touring company.
"Why I chose acting I do not know.

But. like a bad attack of the 'flu, I

coiddn't shake it off. I knew I should be
back in London at a b;uik office, but
the acting germ had me, and I stayed
through tho most miserable of ex-

periences. That I happened to succeed
was more chance."
Howard, known for his performance

in "Outward Boinid," "Berkeley
Square." and other dramatic stage hits,

is regarded as one of the outstanding
men on tho English or Ainerican
stages. Ho was persuaded to join films I

by Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer while play-

ing a thcAtro engagement in I.'OS i

Angeles, and played in " Never _^the|

Twain " '" - — ......-,

Soul."
Twain Shall ^ect " and "A Pi^

His latest role i.s with Marion Qavies
|

in "Daughter of Luxury."
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Secret drinking loses a young pilot his job and he becomes an outcast. A gang of crooks
try to make use of him for daring robberies, but he fights them to regain his manhood

and the girl he loves. Starring Lloyd Hughes and Marceline Day.

The Crash.

OXE evening in early autumn an
jieioplaiie was flying higli over tlie

mountains of Soutiiern California
on its way to Mexico. Starting from a

great airport near Lc. Angeles some
liours before in bright sunshine, it had
now run into mists hanging over the
nioimtains, and every moment the fog
seemed to grow thicker.

In the "plane were two men. Bob
Rogers, a tall, dark young fellow, re-

puted to be the best pilot employed
at the airport, was at the controls. His
friend, Jimmy Devine, sat beside him,
listening to wireless messages whicli
came through from headqivarters from
time to time. Jimmy was somewhat the
younger of the two, of slighter build,
and not so experienced as Bob, yet quite
capable of taking charge cf the aero-
plane in any ordinary circumstances.

"i'og increasing over the Ridge
Route," said Jimmy presently. "That's
the last message."

"I've flown in worse fogs than this,"
growled Bob. '"Tell 'cm we're okay."
Something in Bob's tone made Jimmy

glance at him thoughtfully, but he sent
the message as liis friend gave it.

"Devinc speaking. We're going
okay !"'

Jimmy looked again at Bob. For
some time he had been suspicious that
something was wrong with his friend,
end now, seeing the settled look of gloom
on Bob's face, he made up his mind to
speak.

" Wliat's wrong. Bob?" he asked.
Bob Rogers did not reply. His whole

attention seemed to be concentrated on
• the controls, but a frown spread over his
face at .Jimmy's question.
"Didn't I see you talking to Grace

before we started?" a-ked Jimmy.
'-'Have you two had a quarrel?"

Cwace was Jimmy's sister, and Bob

Rogers was in love with her, as Jimmy
well knew. From the expression of the
pilot's face as his friend asked the ques-
tion, it was quite obvious that .Jinmiy
had guessed the reason for Bob's ill-

humour.
"We have, if you must know!"

snarled Bob fiercely. "And now suppose
you mind your own business."
"I reckon this is my business," re-

torted .Jimmy angrily. "You quarrelled
over the same thing, as usual, of course.
Why don't you leave the stuff alone.
Bob? You'll ruin your career if you
keep on drinking at the rate you Ivavc
been doing."

"Shut your trap I" howled Bob, all

the more angry because he knew that
Jimmy had spoken the exact truth.
"I've had enough of it from your sister,

and I'm not taking any soinions from
you."
Jimmy did not reply, for at that

moment came another wireless message
from the airport.
"Thicker fog ahead," he announced

ruefully, after listening to the report.
"Here, take over." growled Bob, as

though he had not heard a word of the
message. "I'm going to have a drink."
''Not now. Bob!" exclaimed Jimmy in

astonished tones. "You can't mean it.

You know I ain't had any experience of
flying in a fog."
"Take the controls, I tell you !"

snarled Bob. "I'm in command on this
trip, and you'll do as I tell you !''

Seeing no help for it. Jimmy gave
way and slipped into the pilot's seat,
while Bob went into the small cabin
just behind, foimd a bottle and glass,
and began to drink.
Headquarters callc<l again, and Jimmy

answered :

"We're still on our course. Fog? Yes.
getting worse, but we're going right
on."

Jimmy Devine had replied confidently

enough, but as time went on lie found
more and more difficulty in keeping on
the course. The fog bothered him n
great deal, and as it became thicker
and thicker he became confused, and
began to fumble uneasily with the
controls.

Suddenlv ihe aeroplane tilted into a
steep dive. Jimmy wrenched desperately
at the levers, but his nerve had gone,
and he failed to force the machine oui

of the dive. Down they went, ever more
and more steeply, and Jimm.v screamed
in frenzied accents for his friend.

" Bob. we're out of control ! Bob !

Bob!
"

Bob Rogers crawled out of the cabin,
roused at last by the sensation of tho
falling 'plane. He was far too late. Be
fore he could grasp the controls tho
inevitable crash had come. With a tre

mendous impact the unfortunate craft

came down at the edge of a wood on thi'

mountain side, and from the criunpled
wreckage there rose almost at once ii

flicker of flame.
It seemed impossible that tlie

occupants of the machine could have
survived such a crash, and yet a moment
after the 'plane came to the ground a
figure crawled from beneath it. Bob
Rogers staggered to his feet, moved
away a few paces uncertainly, and gazed
stupidly at the wreckage. The shock had
sobered him, but he was dazed, and a
miinile or two passed before he realised

that there was no sign of Jimmy Devine.

The flames rose higher, and Bob sud-
denly rushed back to the wrecked 'pUuie
to search for his friend. A still form
lay in the midst of the heap of splintered
metal, and Bob, with a great cfTort,

succeeded in pulling Jimmy out.
Meanwhile, repeated calls from head-

quarters had obtained no reply from the
aeroplane, and at last tho operator
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1 limed to Mr. Willaril, tlic manager of

I he airport, who had just conie in.

"I'm afraid there's something wrong,
sir," he remarked. "Last thing I heard
was a sort of scream, ' We're out of

control 1' I can't got them now. I'm
afraid they've crashed."
"I can liardly fliink that," said

Willard. 'Rogers is one of tho best

pilots we have. Stiil, if you can't get an
answer, we'll send out anotlicr 'plane to

look for them."
A few minutes later a fast machine

took off, and flew out over the Ridge
Route. A strong wind had by this time
cleared the fog from the mountain
slopes, and in less than two hours the

'plane reached the scene of the crash.

Circling above tho wreckage, the pilot

was about to make a landing when his

observer touched him on tho shoulder.
"Look over there !" he cried, pointing

to some low ground at the base of tho
mountain.
The pilot looked, and saw, some throe

miles away, a man stumbling slowly
along, carrying an inert form across his

shoulders. Soon the rescuers had landed
close alongside Bob Rogers, who had
carried Jimmy a long distance, seeking
in vain for some place where he could
obtain help.

Swiftly tho 'plane returned to the aii-

port, carrying both the injured men.
Bob Rogers was not badly hurt. Save
for a fev>- cuts and bruises, he was little

tho worse for the crash; but he knew
I hat .Jinany Devinc had not come off

so easily.

Jimmy Dcviiie had not recovered con-

sciousness, and when the doctor saw him
it was evident tlwt the young pilot's

condition was very serious indeed.

"You had better send for his relatives

at once," said the doctor gravely, when
he had concluded his examination of

Jimmy's injuries.

The manager rang up Grace' Devine,
telling her little beyond that her brother
had met with a slight accident, and
s-oon the girl came along in some alarm.
Outside the door of the hospital ward
she saw Bob Rogers, who was standing
there uneasily, waiting for news.
"Thank Heaven you're safe. Bob!"

she exclaimed. "Where's Jimmy? Is

he much hurt?"
" He's in there," muttered Bob, and

when Grace saw the haunting look of

fear in his face she guessed at once that

her brother must be seriously injured.

She rushed at once into the ward, and
after a moment Bob followed her slowly.

An anxious group surrounded Jimmy
Devine's bed as Bob crept in to stand

i>,t tho foot. The doctor was bending
over tho injured pilot, while Grace had
B'iiatcd herself on the bed, with Willard,
the miiiiager, standing behind her.

Bradford, the assistant manager, had
also come in.

"How is he, doctor?" asked Grace in

a whisper. "I want to know the truth."

"There's not much hope, I'm afraid,"

replied the doctor very gravely. "I ain

not even sure that ho will regain
consciousness."

.\ minute or two later, however,
Jimmy opened his eyes.

"Guess I'm through, doc," he mut-
!<red feebly ; and then, closing his eyes
again, ho lay still.

Bob Rogers cast one agonised glance
at his friend; but tho doctor signed to

all of them to go out, and outside the

door Willard tackled the unfortunate
[jilot at once.

"What's happened, Rogers? Who
wa.", at the •ontiols when you crashed?"
"I hat! charge of tho ship, hadn't

I
'"' prowled Bob.
•H'ln! Aiid is that all you have to

say?"
"Yes," replied Boh shortly.

"I can guess what happened," com-
Noveiiiber Ttli, lOJl.
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mente<i the manager. "Drunk again,

eh ? Well, Rogers, you've been warned
before. This time you're through. We
shall not need your services again, and
your licence will be cancelled."

The manager turned to walk away,
while Bob Rogers stumbled out, dis-

graced and without a job, his mind in

a whirl. But, uppermost in his thoughts
was the terrible idea that his friend

Jimmy Devine lay at death's door, and
that Jimmy was dying through his fault.

Bob walked dazedly across the flying

field towards the 'planes, and a.s he went
another pilot, Pete Johnson by name,
came up to him.

" Say, I don't believe you crashed into

that mountain, Bob," said Pete. "Was
Jimmy steering?"
Bob made no reply. He walked up to

an old aeroplane, examined it, and got
in.

"Where are you going. Bob?" asked
Pete in astonishment.
"Don't know where I'm going," said

Bob shortly, and a few minutes later he
was high in the air, flying away toward.s

tho south.

A Leap for Life.

IT was a week or so later that Bob
Rogers walked slowly along the
street of a small town in the north

of Mexico. His eyes were bent upon
the ground, his face was haggard, and
he had the appearance of a man brooding
continually over dark thoughts. How
he had reached Mexico he hardly knew.
Without any prospect of a job, and with
hardly any money left, he had come to

tho end, he thought.
"I'll go in here and have a drink!"

he muttered to himself as he passed a
saloon. "Then I'll go and end it, some-
how."
He turned into the saloon, grim

thoughts of suicide in his mind. Sud-
denly, to Bob's great surprise, a voice

hailed him in English. He glanced
towards the bar, where he saw ecveral

Americans, one of whom he recognised

as a man named Kelley, once a pilot

at the airport.

"Hallo, Rogers! What are you doing
dow-n here?" cried Kelley.
"Nothing particular, Kelley," replied

Bob. "I didn't know you had fetched

up in Mexico, either."

" I heard some talk of yoii getting

into a jam," remarked Kelley. "Come
and have a drink. I've got a job for

you, I reckon. I happen to want a good
pilot just now."
"Want me to pilot a 'plane, do you?"

asked Bob, accepting the drink.
" Sure ! I want you to pilot a 'plane

up north," replied Kelley. "You can
earn real money at this job. Are you
interested ?"

Bob Rogers hesitated, for Kelley had
not the best of reputations, and ho had
left the airport some months before in

suspicious circumstances. ^Moreover, the

four men who were with him were
shifty-looking individuals to whom the

young pilot took an instant dislike.

Still, Bob knew nothing certain to

Kelley's discredit, and a job of soine sort

he must get.

"Okay, I'm on!" said Bob at length.

"When do you want to start?"
"Early to-morrow morning," replied

Kelley. "Come over now and I'll show
j-ou my 'plane."

The next morning found Bob Rogers
seated once more at the controls of an
aoioplane, flying steadily towards the,

north. Kelley had told him nothing of

the object of the journey, beyond that

he wished to make for Los Angeles, but
as Bob glance<l from timo to time at his

employer and the men with him, he

Every Tuesday

felt very doubtful as to whether their
business was of a legitimate kiiid<

Presently he overheard some words
which made him still more doubtful.
''Think we shall be in time?" said

one of the men to Kelley.
"I guess so," replied Kelley. "Tho

express leaves this afternoon at one
o'clock. We shall do it easily enough."
"The pilot will have a gun, I sup-

pose," remarket! another man.
"Ain't we got guns?" growled

Kelley.
"Time to tell that fellow, ain't it?"

.said a third man, a thin, wiry-looking
individual known as "Louie."
"Not yet," muttered Kelley angrily

in a low tone.
• "What have you got to tell me?"-
asked Bob, turning round to the men.
"Nothing special — yet," replied

Kelley, somewhat confused.

"He'll have to know, Kelley," snarled
Louie, " and you might as well tell him
now, or I will. We're after the dollars

in the express 'plane that leaves the
airport to-day, an' we're goin' to get
'em, too. You join in with us, an' get
your share, Rogers."
"Going to join us, Rogers?" asked

Kelley, as Bob made no reply. "There's
money in this job, as I told you, and
you ain't going to earn much money
any other way, since that jam you got
into. What d'you say?"

Still Bob Rogers did not speak, and
the crooks felt the 'plane swinging round
again towards the south. Instantly
Kelley and his gang rose to their feet,

their faces glaring angrily, while eacix

man felt for his gun.
"No, you don't!" howled Kelley,

springing upon Bob and plucking him
from the pilot's scat. '"Take care of

him, boys."
Kelley seized the controls and turned

the 'plane once more towards the air-

lX)rt, while Bob Rogei-s, helpless in the
grip of the four angry crooks, was
thrown roughly into a corner of the

cabin. Louie, gun in hand, kept a wary
eye upon him, and Bob lay quiet, think-

ing hard.
"Keep still!" growled Louie. "I'll

fill you with lead if you don't."

"A better way would be to drop him
overboard," remarked "Blondy,"'
another of the crooks. "I reckon it

would be a fine sight to see a fellow,

drop si.x thousand feet."

"We're over the town!" cried Kelley
presently, and the gangsters turned
their attention for a moment from their

captive. Beneath them lay the airport,

and their eager gaze was at once focused

on the flying field, where stood a large

aeroplane round which a number of men
were gathered.
Bob Rogere saw his opportunity in a

flash. As he lay still in the corner of

the cabin, he had observed a parachute
o;i the other side, and near it a small

door. The moment Louie turned his

head. Bob sprang to his feet, and ia

one stride he had seized the parachute.

Tho next second he ha<l hurled himself

'

through tho door, and before the aston-

ished creeks had realised what ho was
doing. Bob Rogers was hurtling down
to earth.

He had taken a chance with the para-

chute, and oven as he pulled the ring

he wondered whether the folds above
him would open, or whether BlonJy
would have his wish, and see a felloi»

drop like a stone for six thousand feet.

The par.ichute opened, and Bob's furious

downward flight changed to a gentle

glide earthwards. -.;

"He's jumped for it!" howled Louie i

angrily. "Swing her down, Kelley, and

I'll take a shot at him."

I
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"Ta|k sen?e!" sneered Kellev. "-Jfyou do that, you'll give the gameaway.

c li?.^'^',^''"*
"^ ^'''^y 'f ^'^ gets to the

held! shouted Louie wildlv, fidgetino-
impatiently with his gun.

'He'll be too late, I reckon," said
anothei- of the crooks, Hansen bv name
peering out. "The e^^press is ready to

i^^ !f'"°.u° o""'"^ ^^'P*'* *'!« parachute
towards the flymg field, and Bob Rogers
c;ame gently to earth a few hundred
J arcs from the express, just as the
mechanics drew back for it to start
Disentangling himself from the cling-lug folds of the parachute. Bob ro^to h,s feet and ran at full epeed for theheld, shouting as he went. The grouo

and staled m astonishment at the huriT-
Jiig rigure. '

"P'OP! Stop '".veiled Bob. "Danger'-
t , fhV'"V\'"?'r"^'" ^^'d ^^•- Bradfoi'dt) the pilot of the e-xpress. "I must .eewhat that fellow means "

.'It's Bob Rogers!" cried a dozen
^°A7,«

afi_ the ex-pilot ran up.
^

VVhats the matter. Rogers?' askedBradford as Bob reached his side

BOVS CINEMA
as much as the boss will. I sure don't
e"P' yoi] "hen you meet him'"

of'^r,V,-r ?;
f""'sm.gr his nnluckv ideaot enlisting the services of Bob Rogerswas too much cast down even to answer

to 'L^'^.^'v"'*^ 'P'»"e I'P there!" gasped

rS?.^H ^"r^ ' S^"e °f crooks^in U
st;Vlhe^^iJl"ar^'''"^"

^'"^ "^^'^ -^

lB;aS^;^ts^i;!L!;^-«-'^" demanded

ilinh ".? '"t''e. 'plane with 'em." said|Bob, 'but I didn't know what thevverc after until ten minutes ago. Then

l?uS.-'
""'^ ''^ "'" P-'^-^^h^"'^. and

L'Dhne \*;r'> '""'^^f^, i^^P f'om that

l!n„ f!^' R • ,/e?'"ked a mechanic, turn-pDg to Bradford eagerly.
^''They're going off!'" cried anothernechanic, looking .,p at the strange

It wa« true enough. Through theirasses the crooks had watched Ro"^ers

benTha^%h' "P-"^^' ^'«' "'^-V ^nlwaen ttia^ the game was up. Keller-
fci-nod the aeroplane, and hiaded awaVfor the south, while the other gangster,

^nhT'Sr''"^'-'-^ '''^ ^'-^ --»^--'
"We've sure said a lot, Kellev" renarked Lome finally, "but we a'vi sa,^

The New Mechanic.
'

\X/^^^^', ""r"^^!
'^ ^"sn't our fault."VV said Kelley plaintivelv. "Wc

^^In * •' ^
"'"^-'^ '''^ guy AVUSgcing to jump.

"I'd liave plugged him before hereached giound only Kelley stoppedme. grumbled Lome.
les. that's It. You're all too fast

iMth your guns and not fast enough with
J-our brains," growled the tall, good-looking man to whom these remarks«ere addressed as he glared angriivfrom one to the other.

faflf'te,.''?'^
not taken the 'plane ve,-vtar attei his failure to intercept the

^^P^-f^- He had left it in the gang's
secret hiding-place, not many miles fron'

1^ "t'h

''^'''
J"1 T''-

*''<- "ext morn-
ii.g, the crooks had assembled in theirapartment on the outskirts of the townihe boss had come to meet them, vervangry ;,t thea failure on the previou's
day, and. as Ix>me had guessed Kellevheard .some caustic comments on his badmanagement of the affair.
'What could we have done but makea get-away?" wailed Kellev.

hZ^^^yy "°* *''^ point.- thundered the

an^.. ^ ^''^ '°" ;" '^'^ "ifonnation!and you ve no more brains than to comeright over the town. You knew Xn
It tT'l' '''' '"'""- •'"•J J-O" knewthe way t was going. Whv didn't vouwait tor ,t along the route

'"' ^

^
D.dn t think of it," muttered KellevAs I said. No brains." came tliesneering reply, -^And anvone but afool would have found out if Ro-ers

'

would stand in with ns before bHtrgmg

pilot tne plane, anyway'"

.eS' K^lfc**^''
''^'"' *^«" ^"^ of -."

"No doubt." said the boss, "but vouwere a fool to bring him. al the sameNow get this. Noxt time I'll do Z
t. iTvoIf"

""'' ^*'"'" '^^ "•'•^"-^ "''at ]

" Wish I'd plugged that ff'IT.

inourned Louie fiom a corner, and theU^^^mslanlly ,.„neci on hin, in hc'e

"Th^et'''"''!
^^

"">
'^'"'"='"

''^ ^'i'-''-Iheie ., too much at stake lo lakesuch risks!

1 "i^'"V';
''°^^'" innttcred Louie sul-

let^tliat^^guy Rogers get away with it

No." replied the bo.,s. "I'„i puttiurv

S°nt"him^"^' 'm,"''"
^'^ ''" -''-' ^want nun. Vou 11 see

;; Where is he now?" asked Kellev.

.Pinvf ' n'l
b"«'"ess," came the 'sliaip

leloit. and the boss of the gan- went

whe,-:^l'°"/
'='-^"'"S anything fs to l^.b'

heieabouts. an omission which aftcr-

trou'i^e.'""
'^"^ "'"''^^ considerable

Bob Rogers was still at the aiipoit.He told his stoiy m full to Mr. Brad-ford, who w;ent oft- to report to themanager, asking Bob to wait

1 ,'n-^^,"
°"t of a job, Rogers'-'

asked Bradford when he came baHc. '

'Guess I an," ..ppijed Bob ruefullv

befoi^t'l
'' ^1' ^"' °"^ "'"' Kellevbetoie 1 knew he was a crook, but "

How would you like to work hereas a mochatiic?" interrupted Bradford,

agrees.""
^^''' '^^"'"''•'''

'^"'' ''«

slowTv'""" riV";.
^^/'- .^''-'dfo'.-d." said Bobsiouu. I II think it over.

tl.f"*« ^''^^'"'c
P'«<'"t'.v walked acrossthe flying fields, wondering whetherJuumy Devine was still alive He h-,dno dared to ask Air. Bradford, for i e

tl t"hk°l-'"''r
^'"^ '}'" ''^P'^- """I'' »>«

,
hat his riend was dead. And. if sohow could Bob accept a job as mechamc

I nel "rv"'^'l;
^^''*'''^ '^"^ "»"''' '^•"'aini;nieel tn-ace Devine again'

Presently someone hailed him
Why. if ir ain't Bob Rogers! Obdto see you. Bob. How are you?"

"Hallo, Pete" said Bob.' recogni.-ii,..
fhe pilot who liad seen liim fly off mdespair on the day of the crash

asked^Pete""
''°'"^ '''''^'' ^^ "^'^ •'''™"'-^ "

st-i'iW
*«<^J'"^my?", ga.oped B<,b.staling at the speaker iu mingled

astpnishmenl and hope. "Then "heisn t—he isn t
"

**How is he, doctor ? " a«kAH rr,/.« .

'^^iiemSmmBm^U
>

"vioi
. asKed Grace, in a whisper. "

i want to know the truth.
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"Of course not!" cried Pote cheerfully.
" He's almost well now. Didn't you
Know ?"

"No, I liadn't heard," said Bob, "but
I'm sure glad to hear he's better."

"He's in that office over there," re-

marked Pote, pointing to the other side

•>i the field. "You go right over and
see him."

Bob Rogers walked joyfully across to

the oflBee, his natural cheery self once
more. His gloom had vanished as

though it had never existed, and he
walked eagerly in to find his friend.

Sure enough, Jimmy Devine was there,

looking a little shaky and pale, but
otherwise none the worse for the

accident.
" Thank Heaven you're better,

Jimmy!" cried Bob as he came in. "I'd
never have forgiven myself if you hadn't
pulled round."

"Nonsense, Bob!" said Jimmy. "I'm
okay now, and, anyway, I let the ship

crash, not you. I was sorry you went
away. What are you doing now ?"

" Bradford says I can come back as a
mechanic if I like," replied Bob.

" It would be a bad break after being
the crack pilot, but I reckon you'd
better do it," said Jimmy thoughtfully,
putting his hand on Bob's shoulder.

"You sec, you've got to make good,
and then j-ou'li get back your pilot's

licence after a time."
"I told him I'd think it over,"

remarked Bob.
'You accept. Bob," urged Jimmy

earnestly. " I want you here, and—well,

Grace will be here soon. She'll tell yuu
what she wants herself."

A car drew up outside as he spoke.
"There she is. Go and bring her in,"

said Jinnny, hiding a smile as Bob got
up, looking verj' dubious.

He went out slowly, wondering what
sort of a greeting he was likely to get,

but he soon discovered that there was
no need for ^vorry.

"Hallo, Bob!" cried Grace brightly.

"I heard you had come back. You're
looking well. Tell me where you've
been and why you went awaj'."

"Listen, Grace," said Bob earnestly.

'I took a chance with Jimmy, and I

thought you wouldn't want to see mo
again, so I went ofT to Mexico out of

tlic way."
"I'm glad you've had the pluck to

come back again," . replied Grace, and
^•hc smiled to herself as Bob's face

flushed red. "Now you've come back
you're going to stay, of course."

" Yes," said Bob hastily, making up
his mind to accept the job as mechanic.
"I'm going on as a mechanic, and I'm
going to work to get my licence back.
And I'll make you a promise, Grace.
I'm through with the drink from now
on."
"Oh, Bob," cried- Grace joyfully,

"that's the best news I've heard since

they told me Jimmy would get better!"
They moved towards the door, and as

they reached it the manager came out.

Bob had not seen him since the day of
the crash, and the haiish manner in

which AVillard had dismissed him still

rankled in his mind.

The manager glanced at Grace and
Bob, and a flicker of amioyanoe passed
over his face. His voice .sounded cordial
enough, however, as he s[)okc.

" Hallo, Rogers, you're quite a
stranger!"

" Always will be—with some people,"
replied Bob coolly, passing on with the
girl to rejoin Jimmy in the oflice.

" Have j-ou taken any 'planes out yet,

.

Jimmy?" asked Bob after a while.
"I've had one or two short flights,"

replied his friend. "I think they'll he
tending me on a longer trip next week
if the doctor will na.ss me for it."
November 7tli, 1031.
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Presently Bob went off to the flying
field to find Mr. Bradford.
"Is that mechanic's job still open?"

he asked when he met the assistant-
manager.

" Sure, Rogers," came the reply.
"You can take it right now."

'Thank you very much, Mr.
Bradford," cried Bob. ''I will."

And Bob Rogei-s, the now mechanic,
ran oflf to the aeroplane sheds to get on
with the job.

Captured.

A FEW evenings later, as Bob Rogers
wae leaving the flying field after

a hard day's work, he happened
to pass near a 'plane at rest upon the

ground not far from the shed in which
he was employed. Two men stood just

behind the machine, talking, and Bob
glanced casually at them as he went by.

It was getting dark, but there was light

enough for the new mechanic to recog-
nise the men.
"That's Kelley," muttered Bob. in-

stantly drawing back behind the 'plane.

"What's he hanging around here for, I

wonder?"
The men had, apparently, not noticed

Bob, and they went on talking quietly.

"The express goes in the morning, you
say?" asked Kelley eagerly.

"Sure, at ten o'clock," replied the
other man, who was one of the mechanics
employed at the frying field.

"We'd better get on to the boss, then,

and see what he thinks about trying
again. Maybe we'll have better luck
this time. Come on, let's beat it!"

The two men made off, and Bob
Rogers, after a..moment's pause, followed
them, convinced that the crooks were
once again planning to rob the express.

He wondered what to do, for Willard
and Bradford had both gone home, he
thought, and yet somehow he must get
in touch with one or the other, or with
the police, and that without delay. As
he reached, the road, a car drew up, and
he saw Grace Devine at the wheel.
Jimmy was at her side, and he sprang
out to hail Bob cheerfully.

"Hallo, Bob! I'm just going to look
over the express. I'm taking her off in

the morning. Stay and talk to Grace.
I'll see you presently."
"Just a minute, Jimmy," cried Bob.

"I've got something important to tell

you."
"Presently," replied Jimmy, running

off, and Bob had perforce to turn to

(Jrace. For a moment he was tempted
to tell her what he had heard Kelley
say, but he reflected that the news would
rouse her fears for the safety of her
brother, and he decided to say nothing
until he had seen the manager or the
police.

"Have you got your new pilot's license

yet. Bob?" asked Grace eagerly.
"No, not yet," replied Bob. "I don't

expect to get it for some while."
"I hope you soon will," said Grace

earnestly. "How do you like working
as a mechanic?"

"It's a good job—a man's job. and I

like it well enough," answered Bob.
"I'd sooner be Hying, though, any day."
Bob Rogers, talking to the girl ho

loved, had no eyes for anyone but her.
He failed to observe that Kelley and his
companions had stopped a little way
down the road. Nor did he notice that
a tall man had come up, and that all

three were regarding him curiously.
Presently the newcomer whispered to
Kelley. and the crook started up a ear,

and slid away down the road.
"You'll soon be flying again. Bob."

said Grace, "hut after that crash I don't
know—I think I'd almoet rather vou
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stayed on the ground, even though you
I
were only a mechanic."

[

"Do you care so much for me?" whis-
pered Bob. "Listen, Grace, I want to
lell you something. I

"

"Good evening. Miss Devine," said a
voice, and the two young people started
as Wiliard suddenly appeared at the side
of the car. The manager smiled at
Grace, but completely ignored her com-
panion, and the girl replied very coldly.

"Good evening, Mr. Willard. You
quite startled us, co.Tiing up quietly like

that."
"I called at your house," said the

manager, "and I was told you had come
along here. I wanted to remind you of
that dance this evening. You said you
might perhaps do me the honour of
allowing me to take you. May I hope
you will come?"
"I am sorry, Mr. "Willard," replied

Grace in her iciest tones, for she was
mtich annoyed at the interruption of
what promised to be a most interesting
conversation with Bob. "I am very
busy to-night. I'll come some other
night, perhaps."

"Good-night, Grace," said Bob Rogers
suddenly, walking off.

"Oh, Boh, please!"
,
called the girl,

"Come back, I want you to wait for
Jimmy,"
Bob Roger.? did not return, for at the

sight of Willard an unreasoning jealousy
had flared up in him. He had never
liked the manager, and Willard's obvious
admiratiot'. of Grace Devine annoyed him
beyond measure.
"I won't tell that fellow about

Kelley," he muttered. "I'll find Brad-
ford and tell him."

Getting into a small car which one of
the pilots had lent him, Bob drove off

down the road towards the town. A
quarter of a mile away he passed another
car which was moving slowly along, but
he took no notice of it. He was already
ashamed of the abrupt way in which he
had left Grace, and he slackened speed,
almost inclined to return and apologise
for his behaviour.
"Hey, Rogers, stop!" came a

menacing voice just behind him. Bob
looked round in surjirise, and saw the

car which he had just passed. In it was
Kelley, gun in hand, and Bob instantly

stepped on the gas. A bullet sang past

his head as his car rushed on, with the
gangsters in full chase. Try as he would.
Bob could not shake off the crooks, and
their car kept close behind him.

"That's done it, sure!" groaned Bob
a moment later, for a bullet crashed into

his back tyre, which collapsed with a
hissing of escaping air. The car slowed
down and the gangsters drew alongside
in triumph.
Bob saw that escape was out of the

question, for he was on a lonely stretcli

of road, and there was no one in sight.

He pulled up, and the crooks we« soon
at the side of his car.

"So yoti've been spying around on us,

have you. Rogers?" cried Kelley angrily.

"Lucky. I happened to spot you talking
to that girl. Think you can stop us '

again, do you ?"

"It doesn't take much to stop a guy
like you." replied Bob contemptuously.

"You'll find you can't stop us this

time," growled Kelley. "Out with him,
bo.vs, and we'll take him to our pl.nce

right now, and tie him up."
"You'd better let me put a bullet

through him," came the plaintive voice

of Ix)uie, who stood behind Bob. gu.' r.

hand, evidently itching to pull the trig-

ger.
"None of that, Louie," growled

Kelley. "The boss -said no shooting,

and what he says goes."
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"Boss? What boss?'; cried Bob in sur-

Erise, for he had imagined Kelley to

e the leader of the gang.
"You shut your mouth!" 'snarled

Kelley. "Get him out, boys."
' Louie jammed his gun into Bob's back,

iaiid though the young airman had heard
Kelley forbid his follower to shoot, he
did not feel any too certain that the

gangster would. obey. He attempted no
resistance, and the crooks forced him
into their car. Kelley drove rapidly

down the road, and soon reached the

gang's apartment on the outskirts of

the town.
"We've got him. boys!" cried Kelley

jubilantly as he pushed his captive into

a room on the first floor of the house.
The other members of the gang were
already there, and they smiled signifi-

cantlj- as they looked at Bob.
"What d'you mean to do with the

guy, no'.v you've got him ?" asked
Blondy, toying carelessly with an auto-

matic.
"He can stay here tintil we come back

from that little trip of ours to-morrow,
I reckon," said Kelley, "but I'll ask
the boss first."

"We are going to-morrow, then?"
asked another of the gang, an im-
pleasant-looking individual known as

"Lefty."
"Sure we are, if the boss says so, and

I think he will," replied Kelley.

"So you're going to try again, are

jou?" remarked Bob quietly.

"Very slick bit of thinking, that,"
sneered Kelley. "If we go to-morrow
we shall not have the pleasure of your
company. We're leaving here in ten
minutes, and there's only five of us
going."
"Five!" said Bob, looking round at

the scowling gangsters. "You're reckon-
ing to leave me liere alone, eh?"
"Why not?" asked Kelley. "You

don't think you can bust out of here,

do j'ou ? Hansen use<i to be a sailor, and
he'll tie you up to rights."
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"Sure, Kelley." remarked Hansen.
"You leave that to ine."

At that moment the telephone bcll

rang.
"Watch Rogers, boys," ordered Kel-

ley. "That's the boss' calling. I'll just

tell him the news."
"Say, Kelley," cried Louie eagerly,

"just ask the boss if I can shoot this

guv Rogers? I reckon we'll be safer if

I do."
~

The Police Take a Hand.

KELLEY walked across the room to

answer the telephone call, and Bob
wondered whether he might now

get some clue to the identity of the

mysterious "boss." But, as he almost

expected, Kelley was too cunning to

mention any name.
"That you, boss?" said the crook.

"Yes, we've got him safe enough.
What shall we do with him ? Louie
wants Okay, boss, okay, I'll see he
doesn't. Tie him up? Hansen will see

to that, and we'll be along in a few
minutes."
Kelley hung up the receiver, and

turned to Louie with a grin.

"The boss guessed what you wanted
to do, Louio." lie remarked, "and he
said some things about you that I won't
repeat. You're not to use your gun tn
Rogers—or anyone else, if it comes to

that. Not without orders from the boss,

anyway. Got that?"

"I've got it," said Lo«iic sulkily.

"Don't quite know why I carry a gun

—

it ain't ever used."
Bob Rogers had stood quietly all this

time, but as Kelley and Louie were talk-

ing he .sprang suddenly into sw ift action.

Leiaping straight at Blondy, who hap-
pened to be nearest, ho sent the crook
down with a flush hit to the jaw. As
the gangster fell. Bob grabbed his gun
and, with a swift jerk of the wrist, he
sent it hurtling through the window into
the street below.
Louie's automatic instantly covered

Bob, but Kelley sprang forward and

pushed down his follower's arm before

he could press the trigger.

"No shooting, you young fool I" he
shouted.
"I'm going to plug him, Kelley!"

yelled Louie. "Lemme go!"
"The cops will be here in a minute."

cried Kelley furiously. "Did you see

that gun go through the window? Ou
him, boys!"

Kelley" hurled himself at Bob, but
staggered back as the young airman's
fist connected w itli his chin. Hanson and
Lefty sprang at Bob from the other
side, the former grabbing liim round
the waist, while Lefty ran into Bob's
right, which took him on the nose.

Lefty sat 'down and took no interest in

the jiroceedings for some moments,
but Blondy rose to his feet and joined
in the fray, eager to revenge that crack
on the jaw.
Louie had reluctantly put away his

gun. and he hovered on the outskirts

of the fight, seeking for some chance
to help. The centre of the floor was a

whirling mass of struggling men for

the next two minutes, but at length Bob
broke loose, hurling Kelley and Hansea
right and left. The young airman ran
for the door, but he had not taken three
strides before he fell over Louie's foot,

opportunely placed in his way liy the
wily gangster.
Bob Rogers- went down, and Louie

fell on top of him. Before Bob could
extricate himself from the crook's

grasp, the rest of the gang swooped
upon him, and in another moment he
was securely held, while Hansen got to

work with a rope.
When he had seen that Bob was firmly

tied up, Kelley stepped over to the
window and looked out.

"Quick, boys!" he cried. "I can see
two cops prowling along the street."

In another moment Bob Rogers, so
tightly roped that he could move
neither hand nor foot, had been securely
gagged and thrust roughly into a cup-
board at the back of the room. Having
thus disposed of the young airman, the

No shooting, you young tool I " he shouted.
I^ovember 7tb, 1931,
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gaiigstci-s grouped themselves round the
piano, all but Lefty, who liad retired

to the bath-room to administer first aid
to his injured nose, lie came back after
a few minutes, somewhat recovered, to

be greeted with amused grins by his

I'oniijanions.

Blondy, who fancied himself as a
musician, seated himself at the piano
and began to play, and soon the
gangsters, led by Hansen, were roaring
the chorus of a sea-shanty as tunefully
as they could. They were interrupted
by a thunderous knock at the door.
Louie went to open it, and saw, as he
expected, two policemen.
The cops came in and looked around.

The gangsters gazed silently at
them, trying to assume as innocent and
peaceful an appearance as they could.

JJlondy began to play soft music, but the
policemen were not to be taken in.

".Just a, little musical evening, I sec,"

remarked one of them, a sergeant, in a
genial tone. "Very nice, I must say,

only you sang that shanty a bit too
loud, I reckon."
"Maybe we did," said Louie, "but

"That your gun?" barked the ser-

geant, producing the weapon which Bob
had thrown out of the window.

" No, sir, I never saw it before,"
replied Louie in well-acted surprise.
"Any of you nightingales own that

gun?" asked the sergeant, with a
piercing glance at the crooks.
"No, sir," cried the gang.sters in

chorus, shaking their heads indignantly
at the notion that any gun eouid pos-
sibly belong to them.
"That gun was thrown out of this

upartinent," remarked the sergeant in a
significant tone. "I found it in the
street right now, so quit your kidding.
It belongs to one of you guys, and I'm
asking you what the game is."

"Thrown out of our apartment?" ex-
clainud Keliey, rather over-acting in-

dignant astonishment. "You must sure
have made a mistake, sergeant. We
ain't had guns on this building this long
while."
"Says you!" sneered the cop, swiftly

l)roducing his automatic. " Put 'em up,
an' keep 'em up ! Mike," he added to
the man with him, "you take a look
round."

" Here's a window smashed," said
Mike, after a look round the room.
"That's where the gun went through,
sergeant."
"Of course," remarked the sergeant.

"I'm taking this bunch down to the
station, and they can explain this busi-
ness to the captain. Get their guns off

'em, Mike, and make it slippy. I'm in

a hurry 1"

All five crooks still had their hands
above their heads as Mike came forwanl
to search for their guns. He did not
get them, for as soon as the policemen
had entered, Han.sen had posted him-
self conveniently near the electric light

switch. Now he stumbled backwards
and with a swift movement put the room
in darkness.

Withcrut a second's hesitation the five

crooks dived headlong for the door,
stooping low as they went. The cops
fired at random into the darkness, «in(l

Keliey, who was last, felt a bullet sear
his wrist as he rushed out. The others
were not touched, and they tore down
the stairs with the police at their heels.

Into their car they tumbled, and Blondy
.started her up just as the sergeant
reached the pavement. In another
second they were beyond the reach of
the policemen, who fired a shot or two
after thein, but without effect.

"Well, Mike," said the sergeant,
" they're beaten us this time, but I'll

have 'em yet."
"Sure, sergeant," remarked Mike
;<ovfmber 7th, 1031.
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loyally, though he was by no means sure
in his own miiKl. "What do we do
now? Shall I go and search that apart-
ment?"
For a moment Bob's fate trembled in

the balance. For a moment the care-
fully laid plot of the crooks to rob the
express seemed likely to be foiled. The
sergeant hesitated, half-turued to go
back to the house, and then appeared
to make up his mind not to return.

" You go and tell the landlady to lock
up the apartment^" ho said. "I'm going
down to the station to tell the captain,
and we'll got on the track of those
guys. You come down after mo."
"Okay, chief," replied Mike, going

back to the door. He gave the message
to the landlady, saw iier lock up tlie

apartment, warned her not to allow any-
one to enter until the police returned,
and then followed the sergeant to the
station.

Meanwhile, Bob Rogers lay helpless in

the cupboard, unable to move and com-
pletely exhausted after liis fierce

struggle with the crooks. He heard the
voices of the gangsters raised in song,
then a sudden silence, and finally the
sound ol guns. He began to hope that
the police were taking a hand in the
game, thinking that perhaps tho auto-
matic ho had thrown out of the window-
had been found by a cop.
Desperately he strove to make some

noise which might attract attention to
his plight, but in vain. Hansen had
done his work too well, and Bob coidd
not utter a sound, could not even drum
with his heels on the floor, so thoroughly
had tho ex-sailor trussed him up.

The soutid of the guns died away, and
silence succeeded. Bob strained his cars
to listen, hoping against hope that the
police would search tho rooms. No
sound came, and gradually Bob's hopes
faded, and he began to give way to
despair.
Through tho long hours of the night

tho young airman lay where the crooks
had thrown him. Once or twice at first

he tried to wriggle himself loose from
the ropes, but he presently gave up the
attempt as hopeless. His thoughts were
very bitter as the night wore on. The
express was due to leave in a few hours,
the gangsters had planned to rob it, and
he was powerless to help. Bob had
foiled Kollcy's first attempt, but it did
not seem likely that he could stop the
crook this time.
And Jimmy Devine, his friend, was to

be the pilot of the express!

Too Late !

AN hour before the express was due
to leave the airport on the follow-

ing day, a solitary 'plane glided
down and made a landing on a field

some five miles out of the town. As the
machine came to rest in the middle of

tho field, a car drew up on a road near
by, and a tall dark man got out of it.

Walking across to the 'plane, he saw
Keliey leaning out.

"I've just been talking to Louie on
tho 'phone," he said to Keliey. "He
says Rogers is still in the apartment,
safe enough. The police didn't go back
last night."
"That's okay, boss." replied Keliey,

with a sigh of satisfaction. "I wa-s

afraid they might go in and search
around when we left."

"The fools wasted their time trying
to get on your track instead," said the
boss contemptuously. "You can wait
hei'c for half an iiour. I'll go back to
tho town and get another report from
Louie. If I don't return you'll know-
it's okay, and you can take off. Yon
will wait for the express at the edge of
tho desert, and force it down. No shoot-
ing of the pilot, rememborl Get the
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dollars, and then mako for the ren-
dezvous. I'll meet you there."

" I get you, boss," said Keliey. " We'll
do as you say this time."
On the fJying-field a few miles away

another 'plane was waiting, almost ready
to start. Jimmy Devino stood by tho
side of the great express, talking to his
sister Gxace, while a crowd of mechaDics
and officials waited near at hand. Just
before ten o'clock Mr. Bradford came
up, and Jimmy climbed into the cockpit.

"Good-bye, Jimmy," said Bradford,
"and watch your step. I don't mind
tolling you there is a very valuable cargo
on board this time."
"Good-bye, Mr. Bradford," cried

Jinuny Devine cheerfully. 'I'll sure be
careful. Good-bye, Grace ! Okay, boys,
got her going."
A mechanic began to swing the pro-

peller, and soon the express was gliding
over the level stretch of ground towards
tho end of the field. She roso into the
air and was soon a mere dot in the sky
far away to the east.

"Well, he's away right enough," re-

marked Bradford. "No sign ot pirates
this time, so far as I can see. That
reminds me! Where's Rogers this morn-
ing ? Has anyone seen him ?"

No one could give any news of Bob,
and presently Bradford walked back to
his otlice^ puzzled and .somewhat annoyed
at the non-appearance of his new
mechanic.
Bob Rogers still lay in the cupboard

at the gang's apartment, while Louio
prowled about in tiie street outside tho
house, keeping watch on the door.
A policeman came strolling along the

pavement, and Louie shrank back into

tho doorway. Tho officer passed by
apparently without noticing the crook,
and Louie breathed again as he saw tho
cop go down a side turning. The gang-
ster came out into the street again, and
walked up and down for a minute or
two. He looked at his watch, saw that
it was time for the express to start, and
thought with relief that his job as guard
would soon be over.

"Put 'em up!" said a voice behind
him. Louie jumped, and his hands went
instinctively above his head as he turned
to find himself gazing at the cop's auto-
matic. The policeman had crept noise-

lessly up behind him, and Louie found
himself fairly caught.
"You're one of the gang that ran out

on us last night, ain't you?" asked tho

policeman.
Louio preserved a dignified silent'.-;,,

and the cop proceeded to relieve him of

his gun, and then to handcuff him.
" You come along down to tho

station," continued tho policeman
genially. " I want you to meet our ser-

geant again. You had a few words with

him last night, and I reckon he'll bo
very pleased to see you this morning.
And he's a nice fellow—you'll like hini

when you really get to know him."

Louie did not share the policeman's
enthusiasm at the idea of meeting the

sergeant, but -with a gun jabbing in his'

side he was helpless, and reluctantly ho

began to walk down the street, just as

two men approached the hou.^c from
opposite directions. One of the new-
comers was the sergeant himself, tho

other a Chinaman carrying a vacuum
cleaner.

"Why, here is tho sergeant," said

Louie's captor joyfully. "Say, sergeant,

I've got one of 'em."
"You sure have, Mike," replied the

sergeant, surveying the shrinking Louia*
|

attentively. "This is the guy wh* •

opened the door to me last night."

"He said he hadn't got a gun then,'

chuckled Mike. "He's found one since,

and here it is."
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ho neld up the six-shooter he had
taken from Louie, and the sergeant tookn witii a clmcK.e ot amusement, wljicn
filed away as lie sa^v the Chinaman vvalK"P/o the door of tiie house.

,

' Vyhat do jou want m there?" heasked the Orienta! sliarply.
" Ale go to clean carpets, sir

"
answered the man blandly.
"Knock at the door tnon," said the

'tlT]Tu
/^"^'' t-'-'-aman obeyed, andthe landlady appeared. She ccntinned

'"rsriXr"""''"''''"^"'"-^-'"'^''

"t'iYTI' ^u '" '*'''"'," ""''^ "'*= sergeant.
Ill take this guy down to the station

1 he captain will want to ask him some
questions, I recKon. You wait outMde.
iUike, and 111 be back in a tewuimutcs. '• *

U"^ Chinaman went into the house,and a few moments later lie was busvcleaning the carpet in the gangs apart-

o i;,rr>
''°"'-' ^'^ ^toPP'^d. a-'d a look

0£ surprise, not unnimgjed with fear

TnlllrT ^'^ f"^*-'- "^ ^'^d heard adull knocking somewhere in the room.nc lett the vacuum cleaner, hn'f-turnod to run away, but seemed toregain his courage and began to • nvestigate. The knocking coif.mued? amisoon he discovered that it came from acupboard at the back of the ro"mCautiously he pulled at the door, M,op<'ned outwards, and forthwith lobRogers rolled on tJic floor at hi., footA httle while before Bob liad man-aged, after painful efforts, to wrr-iglehimself into such a posit on that'h s

had at l^f^" ''^ ''•'^"''^ *''^' som^oLnad at last come into the room hr.

^'fh"./° i"°?^ "'^ d^o-- *-'« after tin^v'th the back of his head, and to ^^

aTha'nr '' ^°°" '""'"^ '^^' ^elp" wa's

{J\°
^'"'"?"«" gazed open-mouthedfor a second at the l,elple's Bob nd

outside the doolTatd'-'tL! i'e;n?\riri:Lou.
_

was still in .i.ht dowV"
'"''

"You come, you come'"
frasped the Chinaman to Mike.Me found man in cupboard-man tied lip. You
come quick."
"Hey. sergeant!"

yelled Mike at the top
of his voice.

The sergeant heard
••I'ld turned round.
A few minutes later
the two policemen
stood with Louie in
the apartment, Jook-
t'lg in astonishment at
Bob Rogers. Kneel-
ing down by the help-
less man, the sergeant
unfastened the gag.
'lit the ropes, and
I'llped Bob to his
feet.

"That's one of the
S'lng," muttered Bob
liiiskily as he saw
l.ouie, who stood
J '-ar, with Mike grip-
I'l.'ig his arm.

"Did he help to put
you in there?" asked
the sergeant.
"Sure he did," said

Bob. "But what's
the time, sergeant ' I
haven't the least
idea.

"It's a few minutes
past ten." replied the
policeman, somewhat
surprised by t h a
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"''S^^"* fiote in- Bob's voice. "Whvd you ask 1
-

"Wuick, lemme get at that 'phone!"
eried Bob, hobbling painfully across dieroom. He called up the flying-field, andbegan to ask rapid questions

r .^T * u "''Pf*''' ''"P SO"c ? What V

1 said Has the express .ship gone?'
>,°", do"t\,'"'°«-' You'll do-whaf
'ioull ask Mr. WiUard ? You'll "
Bob Rogers threw down the receiver

»
.
disgust, muttering by no means com-plimentary remarks about the girl whohad answered his call.
"Can you get me a car. sergeant^"

I'e cried. "I must get down to the a r-port at once. There's a plot to .ob U coxpn.-ss, and I must warn them "

Come down to the station, MrRogers, 'replied the sergeant, who hadrecognised Bob "I'll ^t our fastestcar and go with vou."
A few minutes' later Bob Rogers and

fae d at the utmost speed of the "swift
police-car. In a quarter of an hour thevdrew up at the airport

"

'The express!" cried Bob. scramblingo.^ and .H-izing a mechanic bv the arm"as It gone yet ?"

„.",'^?",';' ,>Y^y-'.vcs, it left at teno clock, replied the man.
">Vho piloted it?" asked Robanxiously. "Was it Jimmv Devine ''''

Ot course," came the replv. "If vouwant_ Jimmy, you're sure' enough too

I

Jiately afterwards «nd spoke to Grace» ho was gazing up into the -air stil
^J^tching the ship her brother' ^S

brother has got safely «wiv 1" nmhow about that little trip ou pronis ^ito take in my 'plane? It's a nerforVmorning for flying Shall we go 'now rThank you, Mr. Willard," repliedGrace coolly. "I don't care erv muchabout going up to-day."
' '

vv 'if^°*,
J"«^fo»' a few minutes?" askedHiUard, trying to keep within boundshis intense eagerness that the -iri

loni ,r'"'
"-^ """''^""t koop you^uplong-say a quarter of an hour Comeand look at my ship, anywav."

Grace walked over to look at themanagers private 'plane. It was f
beautiful machine, the fastest ship a
lie airport, and the girl's resolve'^not

^o ^g^o up began to weaken as she gazed

';\yell, Mr. Willard "-she hesitated
',;

JO" promise not to go very far

BThe Robbery of the Express.
OB ROGERS was much too late tostop the express ship from jeav-
Hig the airport, but he missed thedeparture of a smaller 'plane bv onlv

who^we!".''!';'"'-
"''^ ^'^ but knownwtio were the occupants of the secondmachine, he would have been just as«.gor to prevent that from starting!

w)y'n^'''• ^^l
"^^"ager of the airport,«as not on the ground to see the c-x

l>ress take off, but he came up mme-

vr'i?'""?
"'^ """"t go ^e"- far." said

"Gef'ln M-^"''A"^-
Ws-satisfactt^m

t,k, J f
"'

i^'"''"^'
''"d I'll justtake ^ou for a short trip around."

,

Grace climbed into the manager's
plane, and Willard followed. Jus" asthe police car carrying Bob Rogers

l,'.„
*''.'', "machine rose into the air andflew .Mviftly away in the direction of

tr-!'}fT'^-u ^"'^ *"°'' "° "°f'^e of it.
toi all his thoughts were centred on thedanger to the express ship. He wen?across to the ofiicc, walking stifflv, forhe had not yet recovered froin the
Lttects of the long night spent in thegangs apartment.

''Those crooks are after the express
ship. Mr. Bradford!" he cried, as hemet the assistant manager at the door.

\Vhc;Te have you been. Rogers?"
asked. Bradford staring at him «„-
belioMngly. "-iou ought to have beenhere

_

this morning to help with the

"Kelley got me last night and tied
nie up." replied Bob. "The policefound mo not twenty minutes ago "

I don t know whether vou expect me
to believe that," said Bradford. look-

Sergeant unfastened the gag and cut the ropes that bound Bob.
November 7th, IMl.
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ing oddly at Bob's wild appearance and
torn altire. "I reckon you're dream-
ing. There are no gangsters in this

town that I know of—yon told me that

lot of Kelley's came from Mexico."
"I tell you Kelley's after the ex-

press!" shouted Bob. "You're wasting

time arguing with me !"

"He's right enough, Mr. Bradford,"

said the poTice-.sergoant wtio had accom-
panied Bob into the ofTice. "I found

him roped up and gagged in an apart-

ment just outside this town. We
raided the place last Tiiglit, but the

gang ran out on us, and I didn't go

back to look over the roonis until this

morning. I sure made a mistake there.

We got one of the guys this morning
and we'll malie him talk, but I guess

you'd better do .something about that

express."
"Sorry I doubted you, Bob," lyiid

Bradford in tones of regret. "What
liad we bettor do?"

"Is that 'plane ready to .start?"

asked Bob, pointmg out a small

machine that stood not far away.

Bradford nodded, and Bob at once

went out and climbed into the cockpit.

"I'm reckoning to go along to help

Jinmiy if I can," cried Bob loaning out

to speak to Bradford, who had followed

liim. "I should 'phone army head-

quarters, Mr. Bradford, I think, and
got a government 'plane sent along
after the express. Kelley has got a

machine-gun, and Jimmy won't bo able

to cope with that."
Bob was away in another minute, and

the assistant manager wont back to his

office. Ho informed the nearest army
airport of the danger which threatened
the express, and soon ho had the satis-

faction of hearing that a great fighting

'plane was ready to start on the track

of the raiders. Hardly had this news
come through than a messenger ran in.

" Message from the express ship,

sir," he said, handing a slip of paper
to Bradford.
"H'm! Rogers was right, I .see,"

muttered Bradford as he road the

message, in which Jinmiy Dovine stated

that a strange machine was following

and forcing him down. " When did

this come through?"
"Just now. sir," replied the mes-

senger. "The oporicitor sent me
straight to you with it."

"You sliould have taken it to Mr.
Willard first, if he's back," remarked
Bradford slowly. "He ought to know
about this."

"Mr. Willard isn't back yet, sir,"

said the man.
" Well, let him know when he

comes," said Bradford, "and tell the

operator to send along any further

messages from Devine straight away."

No other message came from Jimmy
Dovine, for the express ship was indeed
in trouble. As soon as Jimmy reached
the edge of the great desert of

Arizona the air raiders swooped down
upon him. Flying high overhead at

first, Kelley gradually swung his 'plane

lower and lower above the express,

until Jinnuy at last became aware that
the strange machine was delibei-ately

endeavouring to force him down. He
got of! a wireless message to the air-

port, but it soon beciime evident to him
that his position was very grave.

Try as he would, he could neither
distance the Ixandit 'piano nor rise

above it. Ivelley's machine was much
faster than the express, an<l the sky
raiders were before long successful in

their attempt to force Jimmy to the
earth.
Down to the ground at length came

the express, and Jimmy climbed out,

only to find that the gangsters had been
quicker. As he looked round he found
November 7th, 19S1,
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himself covered by Kelley and three
other crooks, and reluctantly he raised
his hands above his head.

"You keep reaching for the sky
and you'll be okay, Devine," growled
Kelley. "We ain't aiming to do you
any damage so long as we get t!ie

dollars. Get busy, boys. I'll take care
of this guy."
Hansen, Blondy and Lefty got very

bu.sy at once, and they began to
transfer the packages of notes from the
express to their own 'plane, while
Jimmy looked helplessly on, glancing
now and then at the sky iu tlie faint
hope that his ha.sty message would
bring help in time.
"You needn't look up there," sneered

Kelley. "I'll tell you there ain't a
chance of anyone interfering with us
even if you did get off a call for help.

'

A few minutes later the robbery of

the express was completed. Blondy
broke a gas-line on the great machine
so that Jimmy could not possibly take
off again until ho had repaired the
damage, and soon the l>andit 'plane
soared up into the air on its way to the
rendezvous across the desert whore the
boss had promised to meet the gang.
The pilot of the robbed express

watched the raiders until their ship
was almost out of sight in the eastern
sky. Then he turned to look back to
the west, for he knew that sooner or
later help would come. Far above, al-

most overhead, he noticed a small
'plane travelling very swiftly. He
focused his glasses upon it, hoping to

see it swoop down to his relief.

"Looks like Willard's ship," he mut-
tered. "Why doesn't he come down?"
The small 'plane passed on towards

the cast, and Jimmy watched it for a
few minutes, extremely puzzled. Then
he turned witli a start, for behind him
ho heard a familiar sound. Coming
swiftly towards him was another
machine, which glided down until it

was flying but a few feet above the
ground. As it ncarcd him Jimmy saw
that Bob Rogers was loaning out,
eager for news.'
"They've got the dollars. Bob,"

yelled Jimmy at the top of his voice,

"and they've gone that way."
He pointed out the direction the

bandits had taken, and Bob nodded his

head in comprehension. His engine
roared out again, and at full speed the
young airman followed hard on the
track of the sky raiders.

The Boss of the Qang.

BOB ROGERS flew on over the
desert, but as mile after inile of
tho monotonous, arid land passed

beneath him without a sound of human
life, he began to fear ho would not
discover tho bandits' hide-out so easily

as he had hoped to do. _•

At last, far in the distance on tho
farther edge of the desert, he obsorvcd
a small hcnise. As he came nearer ha
saw tw'o aeroplanes at rest on the
ground just in front of the building,
and he felt sure that he had at length
traced the gangsters^ to, their rendcz" i

vous.
*

i,

Shutting off his engine lest the crooki^
j

should become aware of his approach,
he made a long glide down and landed
skilfully a few hundred yards from th»
house, just behind a ridge of rock which-
I oncealod his machine fi-om view. Herai
he got out and moved cautiously up to

the two 'planes, noticing with satis-'

faction that as yet the gangsters had not
apnarently observed his coming.
One 'plane ho instantly recognised al

the machine used by tho gang on theif

first attempt to rob the express, but al

the sight of the other he stopped short

in astonishment, for ho knew that shipi

(Continne4 on page 26.)
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The Fiesta.

THE cantina at Tres Vacas was so

full that many of the iiierry-

inakcrs had overflowed into tlie

wide main street of the little border
town. Every kind of vehicle along thc

banks of the Rio (Jrande del Norte, that

lialf civilised, half baked cattle-rflising

country, had lumbered into Tres Vac^is

foi' the coming fiesta ; a procession of
navigable backboards, democrat wagons,
"one-hoss " shays: almost anything that
went, continued to pour in its human
load of scnors, senoritas, and sun-
burned cowboys from the plains, the
mountains, and the riverside villages.

It was the beginning of summer, the
longest days -and the shortest nights^a
brief respite from toil before life became
too lively for one to even think of
fiestas !

The first fine shades of evening wore
falling, giving excuse for the cantina
to light up its many brightly coloured
lamps. Dancing and dicing and drink-
ing, the three D's dear to the hearts of
these happy-go-lucky folk, were in full

sw ing.

The landlord was busy serving cus-
tomers, laughing and jesting with them
whilst the little gaily-uniformed orchestra
thrummed and piped brisk tunes for the
twinkling feet of a lithe, dark-eyed,
red-liiiped slip of a girl who danced with
sibandon "^n the polished floor in the
smoke-clouded lounge of the cantina.
She danced alone, her mop of deep

black curls flying out from lier shapely
head much in the .«ame way as her
silken skirts flew out as she spun atid
twisted and twirled herself around, keep-
ing time \yith the haunting melody. Slie
danced w ith every part of her ; eyes,
liands. feel—humming the tunc as she
moved ir jierfect rhythm.
At the conclusion of her performance

loud "bravasl" and tremendous clap-
ping of hands followed. Shouts for aw
encore made the lamps hung in the high
roof quiver; but she shook fier head im-
pudently and decisively as, after curtsey-
ing many times, she ran lightly off the
floor and up the stairway leading to the
rooms above.

An unshaven, loose-jointed, imtidy old
fellow of doubtful age still kept uj) his

raucous shoutings.
"Lasca! I want Lasca !" he hooted,

banging his great top-booted feet on the
floor and clapping none too clean hands.
She stopped half-way up the stairs to

blow a kiss to him. whereupon the old
lad's face broke into a beatific grin. He
turned to his neighbour <it the table.

"If it wasn't for .Jose, I reckon I'd
have a chance with that gal," lie stated.
" She sure knows a good thing when she
sees it."

" Jeho Smith's been lookin' around for
you. Crab." grunted the other. "He
seem.s kinder peeved about you."
"Jeho? H'ni !" The old fellow's grin

faded. "They let him out of gaol carlv,
huh?"

" He's done six months," camo the slow
voice. "It was what you told the sheriff
that got him gaoled, so he says. I dunno
nothing about it."

' Reckon I'll be inovin' along," decided
Crabapple Thompson. "I got my liT
donkev outside waitin' fer me. 'Night!"
As he lounged out of tlie saloon into

the open, his watery eyes Ijecame aware
of a black-shirted, black-breeched,
strapping young fellow talking with a
roimd-shoulderod old man whose features
were hidden under his flojiping broad-
brimmed ruin of a hat. Crabapple
nodded to himself.

"I'll suttingly git along home," he
muttered. " Jehoshaphat's talking busi-
ness to Ranger Kincaid, which ain't so
good fir me!" Still muttering, he
slianibled round to the stable-s, pushing
his way through the throng of excited,
chattering patrons of the Fiestua until he
came to an ancient, half-aslecp donkey
tethered against a rail.

"VVhy,_ Rosie—did you think I was
forgettin' yer?" asked Crabapple, pro-
ducing a flat glass bottle from a
capacious hip-pocket. "Ketch hojd !"

He drew out the cork and pushed the

b
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bottle-neck into the donkey's mouth.
Rosie woke up promptly and took in a

gulp that lialf-enii)tied the flask.

"Say, what yer doin'?" Crab jerked

the bottle away. "Father's got to havi-

some, ain't he?" He wiped the bottle-

neck and helped himself to a swig whiili

disposed of the rest of the spirituous

contents.
He untied Rosie and led her awa\

with unsteady, hasty steps into the night
of Tres Vacas.

Meantime, the round - shouldered
Jehoshaphat Smith was unburdening
himself to Ranger Miles Kineaid.
"If he'd a-kept his big mouth shut.

I'd 'a' got oft !
" he declared for about

the fifth time. "But that's the worst
of Crab—he ain't got no discretion.

There's a time to talk an' a place to

talk ; but when you're up at the
sheriff's office you oughter fancy you was
in church, an' listen to the preacher
without saying nothing but ' Amen.' "

"Sure!" agreed Kincaid, liis pleasant,
clean-shaven face smiling in acquiescence.
"I've come over from El Paso to-night lo

see things don't get out of hand. I'll

have to be looking round, Jeho. Good-
bye for now. '

"I've promised myself to cut his car
when we meet " But Jehoshaphat
Smith found himself speaking to the air.

Ranger Kincaid, with long, easy strides,

was pacing through the crowd, nodding
here and smiling there as he recognised
varioiis senors and senoritas of his
acquaintance.

Sud<lenly a fusillade of gun-shots puiic
tured the happy laughter and shrill

cries of the motley crowd—which .scat-

tered in all directions os a. band ol

horsemen came galloping down the
street.

They were a magnificently apparelled
little company, all rigged out in their
best velvet short coats embroidered witl
gold; their flat-brimmed felt hats alsc
braided with gold lace and loosely tiei.

Kovcmber 7tli, '1931.
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under thoir chins with corded silk ropes,
tlicir bell-bottomed long; velvet trousers
tight fitting over their liips—holsters

with six-shoofcrs carried iiiidor their
brilliantly scarlet sashes; snowy shirts

with soft white collars caught together
neatly by still more scarlet tics.

Their bronzed faces, cleanly shaved
save for the tiniest line of moustache,
were alight with eager life; their lips,

wreathed in grins, half-savage, half-
mocking, were widely parted, revealing
their flashing white teeth.

Kincaid stood aside to watch them
wheel and curvet on their small horses
as they came tearing down on the
cantina. Their leader, a thick-set, hand-
some fellow, snatched off his velvet hat
and waved it high.

"Viva, senores! Muy bueno!" he
shouted as he leapt from his mount.
His fellows, a round dozen, sprang

from their saddles with similar shouts
of gi-eeting and goodwill. They rushed
headlong into the saloon.

The Token.

LASCA had changed her dress and
was about to give another perform-
ance. She was attired now as a

young Mexican, trousered and trim,
and looking even more charming. Her
wild tiesses were bound around with a
gaily -coloured scarf; her Zouave coatee
was lavish with gold lacings and frog-
gings. She paused as the newcomers
came tearing into the lounge, clattering
their high-heeled boots on the polisheti

floor.

"Buenos dias, Lasca!" cried the
leader of the gang, flitiging away his

hat and seizing her around the waist.
" Diablo, how good it is to see you
again !"

"Ah, Jose, my small eagle!" She
gave herself to his wild embrace. "So
you return to me, yes ? Almost I think
you are dead !"

"I am much alive. I have plenty
dollars " crowed the young fellow.

"I make plenty money with my cattle

—

you shall see how I spend it ! Senor
laiidlord, this way!" he shouted to the
smiling host. "I invite all to join in

a cup with Jose Santa Cruz, the wealthy,
the fortunate! Cigarillos all round with
me, if you please!"

Loud cheerings greeted this invitation

as ho threw a gold-cmbroidcred purse
on the table neaiest him. The delighted
landlord took it up, shook it—made a
wide gesture with both iiands after he
had dropped it down with a clink on the
table.

"Caramba, it is heavy!" he chuckled.
"Don Jose, I Ry to perform your
esteemed order. Muchas gracias!"

Jose joined in the drinks and cigars
that followed. Most of them accepted
the long, thin black cigars, even some
of the women. The girls clapped their

hands and blew fcis.scs to him when they
lifted their glasses of iced fruit drinks
to their lips; the cowboys, the senors,

the townsfolk toasted him over and over
again. Jose, liighly pleased with him-
self, bowed right and left. Th(! orchestra
struck up a languorous air, and soon the
floor was crowdcni with waltzing couples.

"It Ls many days you leave me, Jose,"
whispered Lasca as thoir feet moved
over the floor.

"I have the business," ho answ.ered.

"I buy many cattle. A new rancho,
chiquit<t! You aro very beautiful, very
smiling—I do not believe that you miss
me, no?"
"AhvayB I miss you, Jose," she mur-

mured.
He danced her away to a quiet corner

and seated himself in a big rush-bottomed
chair while r-ho perched herself on the

arm of it. He put his arm about her
November 7tli, 1931.
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waist and drew her face down to his.

They kissed, unseen and unnoticed by
anyone, save old Crabapple Thompson
who had come back' to the cantina,

attracted by the noise of the new arrivals.

The old fellow shook his head. Lasca
would blow him no more kisses until

Santa Cruz departed.

"Now, listen, amigo," said Jose.
" Allow me to withhold my arm for a

moment. Be careful you do not fall

into my lap " Lasca, with an arch
glance, steadied herself. "What is it

that you have there?" He touched with
light fingers the hilt of a small dagger
projecting from her sash. "It is for my
heart, yes?"
"Never would I hurt thee, Jose," she

murmured fondly. "If anyone should

hurt thee, my heart would beat no
more.

'

'

"Gracias!" he laughed. "That is

very good to hear. Now I will show
to you the ring which I have had
fashioned for the finger of the girl who
is true and faithful to her vows-——" He
felt in the inside pocket of his mag-
nificent velvet and gold coat and
brought out a small box. Hastily shak-

ing it open, he took out a ring set

with flashing stones.

"Oh, Jose!" breathed the girl, en-

raptured. "It is for me, yes?"

"For the true friend of Jose Santa
Cruz," he stated significantly. " There
are nine diamonds, count them. Honour
and faith sparkling from each facet!

There is a legend concerning these

stones; I get them from an Indiano, a

great thief " His laughter rang out.

"Also a liar, beyond all doubt. But we
shall believe the story, you and me,
querida. While you keep this ring, nine

times you love and die."

"Die?" she broke in, her pretty face

clouding. "I do not wish it. I am
young—not for me the ending of hap-
piness and life."

He shrugged his shoulders.

"Who can read the future?" he asked.

"Not me!" Again he laughed loudly.

"Take it, amigo mia—it is for you to

prove the story false or true, as you
will." He pushed the ring gently down
over the third finger of her left-hand.

"Now you belong to me, Lasca," he
concluded, standing up.. "Let us finish

our dance."
While they were on the floor, gyrating

t.i the tinkling music of guitars, drums,
and piano, a loutish fellow sitting at a

side table watched them with squinting

eyes. Ho had been drinking heavily

before Jose had come in, now the

e.xtra free drinks had completely

nuiddlcd him. He grinned at Lasca
when her face was turned his way, but

she only curled her lips in scorn.

"Now we rest a little," stated Santa
Cruz. "I have ridden a long way from
my rancho, and I wish to pli>j' the cards

with some of the senors."
"But, Jose

"

" One must make himself agreeable
to the senors, if one is a trader," inter-

rupted her lover. "One must not be
always with the scnoritas."

"I will dance with another if you
leave me," threatened the girl. "There
aro many who will be glad " Her
lips parted and her eyes darkened.
" Perhaps, when you have done with
your senors, you shall find me gone."
"You aro pledged to me, querida!"

he chudkled carelessly.

With a bow lie left her and piishe<l

his way to where a party were busy at

a game of jjokcr. Lasca stood staring

after him, her frowns deepening.
The squinting fellow took his chance,

and, getting up, came lurching across to

her.
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"Sen-rita—dansh " he muttered
thickly, putting an arm about her. At
once she leapt free, her quick temper
flaring.

"How dare you!" she shrilled at him.
"Don't I tell you always never to touqh
me, you peeg gringo!"
"Lasca, I'm friend!" he argued.

"Respectable man. Marry you. Make
good husband."
She snapped her fingers under his nose

and thrust at him with both hands so
violently that he fell backwards on to

the floor. As she flounced out of the
cantina, laughter and applause followed
her, but she was too angry to care.

Jose glanced up from his scat at the
card table.

" It is Lasca amusing herself," said one
of the players. " She has knocked him
down !"

Santa Cruz shrug:gcd his padded
shoulders and smiled ill a knowing w.iy.

' She needs a master—yes," he com-
mented. " Presently she find one," he
added with a sly little chuckle.

Lasca, with a blow of her fist, banged
open the swing shutter doors of the side
entrance to the saloon with such violence
that one of them swung into the tall

young fellow just entering. He st^irtod

back; then, as he noted the flushed
face, the stormy eyes of the girl, he
checked an angry word and raised his

ton-ounce sombrero.
"Senorito.," he drawled, "excuse me

if I annoy you !"

"You?" she retorted. "I think
nothing of Americanos ! For me they do
not exist !"

"So?"
"So!" She stamped her foot; then,

as he still stood in her path, she put out
a hand to push him away.
"1 was going to ask you for a dance,"

the young fellow invited, hat in hand.
She regarded him haughtily, taking in

the black shirt, the smart black
breeches, the painted Texas riding-boo's.

She raised her eyes to his serious, clean
cut face, with its .steady grey eye.s
square chin, faintly smiling mouth. He
wasn't precisely handsome, but there
was a likeable air about him.

Yes, he would serve very well. She
would dajice with this, stranger and
show Jose that he was not the only man
in the world.

" I am sorry if I hurt you with the

door," she apologised. "For the moment
I was enraged."
"Not with me, I guess?" he told her.

"You know who I- am?. Riinger Miles
Kinciiid, of the Texas Constabulary.
I'm here to keep the peace."

"I will dance with the senor"—she

suddenly beamed at him as she laid her

hand on tns arm—"but the senor must
not tread upon my feet with the great
boots."
Kincaid had scarcely noticed her

uttire, so interested was ho in those

large, dark eyes half-hidden under their

sweeping long lashes. She danced like

an inspiration, and he was no duft'er at

ualtzing. despite his clumsy boots with
their wheeled spurs. They swayed
dreamily, together as the little orchestra

droned out the melody ; La.'sea's hand
rested against the strong shoulder of the

Ranger, and a strange peace came into

her wild little heart.

But Jose was soon on his feet. His
swecttieart was dancing with one of the

hated Rangers! One of those whom ho

had reason to dread .secretly. They
wore so inquisitive, so interfering. Ho
kept within the law, almost, on his

rancho and elsewhere; but almost isn't

quite, as lie knew I

He was within his rights, however, in

objecting to Lasca resting her licad on
the fellow's <houlder ! He .suddenly drew
the liligrced pistol from his hip and

f
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fired high into the palm-thatched room,
disturbing the dust and the many
spiders.

riie music stopped dead. All eyes
were turned towards Jose—some inquir-
ingly, some terrified. The landlord i-au

,to lum.
"What IS it, Jose?" he asked. "Please

to calm your-self ! At the Fiesta all is

meant to be happy."
" I ^vish to give an order," said Santa

Cruz. "You are so dull I cannot make
you hear." He strode towards Kincaid,
who was still holding the girl. " Scnor,
you will drink with me!" he cried. "It
is the first time we meet. Meanwhile "

•—with a rough hand on Lasca's
shoulder, he pulled her away from her
partner. "The senorita forgets she is

promised to me."
Kincaid eyed him coolly.
" The senorita can change her mind,

I suppose?" he inquired.
Jose recovered his usual half-sneering

smile. He became very polite and suave,
but insistent.

"The senor will honour the house by
emptying a glass with me," lie repeated
his invitation.
The Ranger turned to Lasca.
"What do you wish, senorita?" lie

asked her.
"Mc; I care nothing "—she shrugged—"the dance is ended." She made

Kincaid a mocking little bow. " Buenos
dias !" She turned sharply away and
stalked off the dance-floor.

Jose took not the slightest notice of
her behaviour, but laid a persuasive
hand on Kincaid's arm.
"You will drink with mc?" he said.

"This IS three times I ask you."
The Ranger nodded, dropping his arm

so that Jose's touch fell from him. They
moved to the bar, where the Mexican
fciiapped out an order for a " white
rum," a fiery, sweet drink. He glanced
towards Kincaid.

"That'll suit me," he drawled.
"The senor is not aware of the rule

when one is betrothed?" came Jose's
smooth question. "The senorita, in

•uch a case, asks usually for permission
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to dance with anyone other than her
affianced. It is not so for the
Americanos, possibly?"
"American girls are free," Kincaid

stated. He took up the small glass and
nodded curtly towards Santa Cruz.
"Here's to freedom!"
A scowl clouded Jose's face, but he

shook it away.
"To freedom, senor!" he agreed,

raising his glass. "You come to enjoy
yourself at the fiesta?"
"I hope so," answered Kincaid.

The Accident.

LASCA was in a thoroughly bad
humour. Generally she had it all

her own way at the Cantina—she

was the st^ir turn, everyone applauded
and paid court to her.
Now, no one seemed to care ! Jose

was the star—with his drinks all round
and his cigars. As for the ring he had
given her, likely as not it was as flashy

and cheap as himself !

She had taken a sudden violent fancy
to the Ranger, and she knew that he
had taken more than a fancy to her.

He was strong, and he had power over
these wild people, and he was somebody
new. She hurried down the street, not
caring where she was going and taking
little heed of those she passed or over-
took.
The grinning stares of the men were

an insult. They stared because she was
dressed as a boy, the fools ! She, Lasca.
of the Rio Grande, dressed as she chose.
A lumping great fellow stood in her

path. It was the Americano who had
molested her in the cantina; he was
stretching out his long arms so that she
should not pass by. He leered foolishly
at her glance of scorn.
"Now I got you!" he chuckled. "I'm

gonna dance with you—see?"
" Stand away from me !" she flamed

at him.
But he made a sudden grab at her and

his long arms enfolded her instantly
struggling figure. Despite all lier

.scratches, kicks and blows, he began to
move with her in a clumsy dance over
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the rough roadway. Maddened by the
humiliation of it, Lasca got at her
dagger and struck blindly at liiin.

"You peeg ! Let me go!"
He tried to snatch at the weapon and,

losing his balance, fell sideways. Hei
dagger buried itself in his breast ; a
loud groaning sound came from him as
Lasca, horrified, fought free of him.

A crowd gathered on the instant,

thrusting each other aside ond shouting
excitedly. One of the town vigilantes
pushed his way through and lifted the
victim's head to his knee. His piercing
yell for a stretcher was taken up by
the crowd, who commenced to Tun hither
and thither like a bunch of frightened
mavericks.
Kincaid came running out of the

cantina.
"There's a fellow killed," a youth told

him importantly. "I seen them fighting
together. A little chap, no more'n a
boy, done it. Got his knife out and
struck the big 'un right in the heart

!"

The grave faces of the vigilantes as

they carried the still body to the rough
cart that served Tres Vacas as an ambu-
lance confirmed the story.

"There he goes!" shouted one of the
crowd, pointing up the street. "The
little feller with no hat ! Gee, he's

jumped on Jose's hoss! Getting astride

of him, see'^ Who's goiii' to ketch him
now ?"

Kincaid rati like the wind, while the
horse, taken so violently, bucked
viciously before settling down to a
gallop. Just as the mettlesome beast
began to race, Kincaid's .45, snatched
from his belt, s|x)ke crisply. The bullet

reached its billet, and the escaping cul-

prit reeled in the saddle, to full side-

ways into the road.

At once the crowd poured that way,
clustering round the horse and rider.

When it was seen that it was Lasca.
clutching at her shoulder and muttering
to herself, a veritable hubbub broke out.

" Let me pass
!"

Kincaid's voice and badge carried

weight. They made a lane for him to

pu.ss through. He came to the girl and
lifted her in his arms like a feather.

"Lasca!" he gasped. "You?"

" The senor is

not aware of the
rule when one is

betrothed ? " came
Jose's smooth question.

Kovember 7th, 1031.
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Her face was dead wliite, and her eyes
were closed. She moaned as he carried
her to the caiitina. There he rati with
her HI) the stairs to her room, calling
sharply

:

"Get a doctor, one of you! Quickly
as you can !"

lie had laid her on the bed just as
Jose Santa Cruz came bureting in.

The two men regarded each other.

"You shoot hor—yes?"
The Mexican's li|)s curled.
" 1 did." Kincaid's words seemed

forced out of his di-y mouth. "I didn't

know it was a girl. 1 guess she's not
hurt po very inuch."

" You fight with women '!" Jose's face
was livid. "It is veiy brave of you!
But maybe presently you fight with a
man."
Kincaid nodded.
"1 shan't run away," he stated.

"First of all we'll have the doctor to

her."
A quietish old fellow came in cari-ying

the little bag without which no doctor
seems complete. He went straight to

the bed and bared the girl's shoulder.
She winced at his touch, and her eye-
lids lifted their dark fringes.

"Don't be alarmed," spoke the doctor.
" You are not much hurt. A flesh

woiuid otily—a mere scratch. It was the
sudden fall which knocked you out."
"The horse—is he dead?" came her

question.
~

"He's hitched up at the rail," spoke
Kincaid, who had moved to the window.
The doctor dressed the wound with

deft fingers and put her bloo<l-flecked

blouse comfortably about her.

" Rest until the shock passes," he
ordered; then came across to the
Kanger.

" The fellow who insulted her is in a
bad way," he whispered. "I don't
think he cau live. What are you going
to do?"
"Take her to El Paso as soon as she

gets off the bed," answered Kincaid.
"It's my duty."

Jo.se iiad crept near and had over-
heard.

" You take her to prison, yes ?" he
Kiicered. "Let ine remind you, senor, it

is a long way to El Paso !"

"She's got to stand her trial," said

Kincaid curtly, at which Jose's hand
slid towards his hip and came to rest

on the butt of his gun.
" No more shooting," wanted the

doctor. " The girl has a good defence."
He looked Jose full in the eyes. "If
you're her friend, you'd best let her go.

There's more danger here for her than
at El Paso. The Americano has many
friends at Tres Vacas."
"I go with the senor policeman,"

came Lasca's voice from the bed. "I
am a wicked girl; it is right I should
be locked up."
She met Jose's savage frowns with a

little flick of one eyelicf.
" As you will, senorita," said Jose,

emooth as silk.

He came to Kincaid and regarded him
fixedly, as though choosing fitting

words.
But suddenly he snapped his fingers

and went away in silence.

Kincaid shrugged his broad shoulders,
unconcerne<l. flo moved to Lasca.

"I'll expect you to leave here in ton
minutes' time," he said. "I'll get the
horse.s and outfit together. We'll be
travelling over the mesa best part of
the^ night."

" I go with you, senor," she
nuirmured. "It is right. I am a wicked
girl. But that one make me enraged."
"You get enraged too easily, my girl,"

said the Kanger dryly. "That's the big
trouble with you."
Kovcmber 7th, 1931.
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" Promise Never To See That Fellow

Again !
"

KINCAID pitched camp when about
ten miles from Tres Vacas, near-
by a clump of trees and a little

waterfall under cover of the hills. He
rigged a rough tent and lit a fire, Lasca
sitting on a flattened stone, watching
him covertly.

The moou was high in the heavens,
and the dry, scrubby mesa looked
beautiful under the silver light. Faint
scuriyings and whinings of small
animals and night birds reached her
ever-listening ears from time to time.

She! hoped that Jose would ride out
and rescue her. Then she didn't wish
it. She wanted to go with the big
Ranger and be put into prison, yes!
She had stabbed the Americano, and it

was right she should be punished.

All the same, it would be fine to be
rescued. Jose and the big Ranger would
fight for her, which would be very ex-
citing. Peihaps Jose would be hurt.

She twisted the ring on her finger with
its nine white stones, honour and truth
in eveiy facet ! Nine times she would
love and die while she wore it

!

That was absurd ! How could one die
nine times, unless one were a cat ?

"Want any food?"
Kincaid's drawl broke into her

thoughts.
"Me? No. I will not eat."
" Suit yourself," he answered.
He had taken a pan from his " out-

fit," and was mixing up a doughlike
mass, stirring it deftly. This cake he
began to fi^y over the fire he had
lighted.

It smelled savouiy enough, and Lasca
got up from her seat.

" Mo, I help you," she offered in a
subdued voice. " You have tied the
horses safe, yes 1"

"To yon tree," he replied, pointing
tlirough the gleaming night. "Think-
ing of running off while I'm asleep ?"

" Only if you let me go, Miles," she
told him, her dark eyes tiying to read
his.

" That's not very likely," he smiled.

"You've got my name all right," he
added.
"You tell it me," she said. "Also it

is painted on the tent."

Ho gave her a tin plateful of the fried

cake, then seated himself next to her,

eating out of the pan with his fingers.

Lasca forked over the cake and ate a

little, then suddenly flung down the tin

plate in a fit of temper.
"It is burnt!" she complained.
"A little," agreed Kincaid placidly.

"But there's nothing else."

"I go to sleep in the tent," she
amiounced. "I am tired of you."

"That's all right, Lasca," came his

drawl. "I'll sleep out here and see the
wild dogs and. coyotes don't get either

of us."

She made an angry little noise at him
as she went towards the small, so-called

tent. Miles went on eating, using his

fingers as before.
"All Gringos are pecgs!" she cried.

"Yes!"
He took no heed of her, and she came

back to him, putting a little hand on his
shoulder.

" I am Sony, Miles. Forgive me."
" That's all right," he answered.
She stayed a moment, her hand on

his shoulder. Then, swiftly, she stooped
and brushed his hair with her lips.

Then, like a shadow, she slid from him
into the tent while Kincaid sat there
silent and thoughtful.

Later, he peeped in at her lying
snuggled up in the tent on the blankets
he had spread.
"Sleeps like a little kid." he muttered.

"I s'poso I got to take her to gaol?"
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He filled his pipe and lit up, walking
backwards and fonvards like a senti-y
under the pale stars and white moon.

He went to sleep just before daybreak,
lying on the hard ground. He dieamcd
about her, queer rushing distorted
dreams that had no beginning nor end,
no kind of meaning, e.xcept that her
dark eyes were always on him, re-
pioaehfuUy pleading. In the morning
he awoke to find her busy trjing to get
him a kind of breakfast over the re-

kindled fire.

He sat up and watched her awhile.
"Tell me just how it happened, kid,"

he said presently.
"Ah, Miles, you wake up?" she

beamed at him. "How you sleep!
Easily I could have run away " She
brought him a pannikin of coffee and a
hunk of bread. "How it happen, you
ask? Truly I do not know. He alwayj
follow me, that one. Many times I
say to him—if you please, do not touc.'i

me ! I do not like to be touched "

She drew herself up proudly. "Me, I
am a senorita of the Rio Grande, but
now so poor that I must dance for a
living at the cantina."
"A rough life, Lasca," he put in, sip-

ing his coffee.

She sighed.
"I make money there to keep my-

self," she said. "And they respect me,
yes, because they know I am a senorita.
But that fellow—he is always peeg with
me. In the streets, before every one,
h<^ snatch at me and make me to dance.
Ah, I could scream with rage to be
made a laughter for the crowd!" Her
dark eyes flashed. "So, without think-
ing, I draw my little knife " She
shuddered. "And, in the struggle, wo
fall, and the dagger sticks itself into
him. That is all."

Kincaid rose to his feet.

"See here, kid— if I let you go, I'U.

get into big trouble at El Paso. You'il
get into big trouble, if I take you there.
They won't listen to your stoiy."

"It is true. Miles—all true!"
He nodded.
"I'll make a bargain with you and

I'll take what's coming to me," he de-
clared. "I'll let you go, if you'll

pixjmise never to see that dago again."
"Santa Cruz?" she asked, ia a queer

little voice.

"Jose Santa Cruz. He's no good to

anybody. I've got things about Jose
that one day we'll have to fix on him,"
said Kincaid. "You promise?"
"I promise. Miles."
"Get on your horse and—hop it," he

told her. "I'm a fool, maybe. Majbo
I'm not."
Lasca stared at him as if unable to

credit her ears. Then, with a laugh, she
ran to the tethered horses. The Ranger
followed her with slow steps, his face

deadly serious. He was taking a tre-

mendous risk, but he wanted to believe

in Lasca, who had bewitched him with
those dark eyes of hers.

A few minutes later she turned in her
saddle to wave her hand. He watched
her out of sight as she cantered back
along the dusty trail to Tres Vacas.
Then he packed up and went on his way
to El Paso, to make a report that would
probably mean the end of his career.

• • « • • •

The chief sat at his desk, drumming
with his fingers on the hard wood.
Standing ojjposite him, erect and stiff,

was Kincaid.
"You deliberately let her go?" askcdiill

the stern-faced man at the desk. fij
"Yes." ?"
"It's a bad business, Miles," said tho

other, rising. "I'll have to report to
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Denton Headquarters. Meantime, you're
under arrest." He came round to Kin-
caid and unpinned the badge from under
the lapel of the black shirt. " I hate
doing this," he stated. "You're one of

my best men, and I've never had reason
before to doubt your mtegrity and
loyalty to the force. But it must be
done—go straight to the detentioa-room
and remain there."

"It's just, chief," spoke Kincaid.
"I've nothing more to say."

" I shall do my utmost for you.
Miles," went on the stern voice. "But
it'll mean disrating, I fear. And I

shall not have a decision from Denton
for a month at least."

Kincaid saluted; then marched out of
the superintendent's office at El Paso
without another word.

Crab and Jeho Have a Word to Say.

THE fiesta had lasted for three daj-s.

Tres Vacas did not seem able to

get back into working mood. The
weather was fine and hot, too hot for

one to think of labour and everyday
aflairs. Joee was still spending his

money, and there were plenty of amus-
ing things going on.

The Americano who had asked for

trouble was making some kind of re-

covery, and Lasca had been forgiven by
the easy-going folk of the border, most
of whom had interests, relatives, and
friends both in the States and out of it.

Kincaid heard little or nothing. He
lived in the detention-room practically

all of his time, gloomy and morose. The
guards were decent fellows; sorry for

him, but regarding him as a fool for

having so thrown away liis chances.

On the afternoon of the fourth day
of tha festivities, two of the liveliest

rioters left the little village on their

mules and came trooping into El Paso
•at dusk. One of them was an over-
hatted old wreck of a man, half-bearded
and none too clean, the other was a

sad-looking person with his right ear
tied up in a cotton-wool bandage.
Later on, they presented themselves

at the superintends. 'v's office.

"We wanna see Rangei Kincaid,"
stated tlic earless man. "Important,
business. You give him our name?,
see ?"

The guard looked them over.

"If it isn't old Crab!" he cried.

"What you been doing with your face,

huh?"
"Ask him," replied Crabapple Thomp-

son, jerking his thumb in the direction

of his companion.
"I hed to cut his ear," explained

Jehoshaphat Smith apologetically.

"I thought you were such cronies?"
questioned the guard.

"It's a private matter," said Crab.
"Seems that Jeho made a sorter promise
to the saints to oit my car ofT bckasc
I had to give evidence agin liim—see?
Well, you can't go agin a vow of thet
kind if you're religious, same as mo and
Jeho. What about seeing Kincaid,
Poter?"

."I'll take you to him." the guard
agreed. "But you mustn't stay more
than ten minutes. He's under arrest."

The two old scarecrows were ushered
into Kincaid's room with its barred win-
do-vs and heavily bolted door. He
started up with a very pleased smile as
they came .cluiffling in.

" Thought all my friends had descrte<l

me," he said, gripping their rough old
hands in turn.

Jeho shook his head at him.
"We ain't thet sort, Miles," he

answered. "No, sir. We come to tell

you something you oughtcr know.
Never mind looking at Crab—he got
what _vva§ CQIping to him, and, maybe.
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he'll grow a nc-w ear one of these days
" He glanced round the bare room

with the open door outside which Peter
the guard was on duty. "Say, can't we
have a word with you. quiet?" he whis-
pered.

Kincaid pushcd-to the door, where-
upon Jeho Smith motioned him to come
closer.

"Thet gal fooled you, Miles," he
rumbled in a low voice. "She played
it on .vou, boy. She's back at the Can-
tina, thick as mud with thet there Santa
Cruz."
Kincaid's face set hard.
"She broke her solemn word to me?"

he ground out.

"She done thet," put in Crabapple.
"Some foUcs ain't got no religion I

D'you think I wanted Jeho to cut my
ear ? No, sir. But when he tole me
how things was fixed between him and
me, well—I just stood up to it! But
thet gal—mind you, I like her. Miles.

I can't help it. All the same, I got to

tell you Jeho's speaking gospel."

Kincaid had scarcely listened. His
eyes had gone a cold grey, his lips were
thin lines. He had sacrificed him.self in

vain; Lasca was false and utterly heart-

less.
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"I'd like to—fo strangle her!" he
nuittei'ed.

"Listen here, boy," whispered Jeho
cautiously. "Me and Crab reckon it's

all Jose's fault. He's got a holt over
Lasca. Give her a magical ring or some
such tomfoolery. What we figure is to

get you outer here, so's you can take

her away from where she won't never do
any good."

"Escape?" questioned Kincaid, his

face changing. " I suppose that woukl
finish me " His forehead puckered
itself, his lean fingers clenched hard.

"You're done for here," coaxed old

Crab. "You'll have to resign and
start again somcvvhercs. I got a bit of

a farm whore you can lie low till the
racket's died down."
"But horn escape?" Kincaid askod

irritablv. "It's good of you fellows,

but
"

"The chief here will be elad if you
hoD it." broke in Crab. "You know he
will. He likes vou and he'll hate hav-
ing to take away your badge." Kin-
caid winced. "I'm right, ain't I?
Well, now, I'll call Peter in hero and
push him sudden like over Jeho, who'll

bo crouching jest behind him. Thou
we pounce on poor old Peter, not to

In the evening came
another visitor to

Kincaid 's prison —
Lasca herself.
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hurt Jiiin. but Jest to gng liis mouth
and tie him inside of this hoic s;ick

what I've brought witli nic. Then we'll

all three hustle out of the office

quickor'n lightning. We've hired a
boss for you, so's you can make good
I unning."
Kincaid gripped his hand hard.
"Right! I'll do it!"
Jeho sidled townrds the barred

window and prc^tendcd to be gazing
outward. Crab opened the lieavily

made door.
"Peter, old pard," he called, "I want

ycr a niinnit."

The guard came in carrying his car-

bine at the slope.
'
T was going to tell you time's

up. anyways," he said. "What's the
big news. Crab?"
"You come here, Peter." Crab put

a persuasive hand on his arm and got
him to turn away from Joho, who
promptly dropped on all fours just be-

hind the unsuspecting guard. "I hate
doing it, Peter," went on Crab as he
gave a sudden vicious push at Peter's
breast. "I surely do!"
The guard, taken by complete sur-

])rise, gave a gasp and staggered back,
trij)pcd backwaids over Jeho, and
found fiimself pinned down by the two
hardy old lad^ in loss than a second.

Ere he could call out they had him
gagged and tied up in the sack. They
plumped him, kicking and plunging,
on Kincaid's bed
"Come on!' whispered Crab

hoarsely. The three slid out of the
room and were out of the office almost
ais he spoke. The very audacity of the
rescue brought about its success.

They hurried to where they had
tethered their mules, together with the
stocky liorse which thej- had hired.

"You hop it, Miles," said Jeho.
"Me and Crab will just fade away,
see? Here's a gun for yer." He
thrust a .45 into Kincaid's Jiand.

Kincaid rode hard and fast. He
was dimly aware of pursuit, but this

died away as he raced towards Tres
Vacas. Crab and Jeho evidently had
drawn tbc chase to themselves.
He had no exact plans beyond re-

capturing Lasc.i. Whether he should
take her thon to El Paso a prisoner,

and surrender both her and himself to

the Rangers, he could not decide. One
thing at a time.
He reached the little Ijorder town at

midnight, to find it still en fete. The
cantiiui was brilliantly lit up, and the
clatter and nuisic issuing forth gave
him an idea. He would steal in from
the back, watch for Lasca and seize

her suddenly under cover of his gun.
Then run out with her info the dark-
ness and got away on a horse. There
were several hitched to the rails, droo))-
ing their . heads as they patiently
naited for their owners merry-making
i:i the gay cantina.

" It is My Honour to Kill Him !
"

KINCAID had little dinTuulty in

taking up a jiost just behind the
half-drawn curtains whicli cut off

ilu' lounge from the kitchens. In the
sliiulows he waited, peering in on the
motley throng of dancers and drinkers
.it tiu> tables. Ho saw lyasca, dresseil

in a wliiti' flounced dress. (.laiK'ing in

iho arms of Jose, laughing and whis-
pering as tlu'V moved riotously to tlio

iiir of a quick foxtrot. Her coal black
liair flow out as she wiiirled with her
grimiing ])artner, her bare arms were
about bis neck, her face brushing his.

The orchestra were singing as they
(Irumtned and fiddled out the lively
melody.

"I'll ne'er forget the night w-c met !"

tho\ sang. "Your lips met mine

—
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moment divine 1 Down by the Rio
Grande !"

Kincaid's lips moved in a, mocking
smile.

"When shadows fall—mcm'ries re-

call th.it hour on the Rio Grande '."

Ho drew his .45 and hold it down by
his side. The music ended, and Jose
led Lasca to a seat. His boasting voice
rang out above the applause.
"That liour on the Rio Grande!" he

shouted. "When ,vou fooled the clover
Ranger, Lasca ! Tell them again how
you twisted him round your little

finger; how you make him the break-
fast 'and—make him the promise you
never mean to keep !"

"Ah, but no!" she said, when many
voices called to her. "It is not kind.
Ho is gone ; he is in prison, poor
fellow ! One does not laugh then at

him."
"Tell them. Lasca," spoke Jose

masterfully. "I like to hear the story
again and again !"

She climbed up on to the little plat-

form, whereupon the orchestra moved
away a little to give her room. Kincaid
suddenly jimiped in upon her from be-

hind, his gun covering Santa Crnz.

"Tell how he came back and carried
you away, Lasca !" cried Kincaid. His
free arm went round her waist.

"Hands up, all of you; I kill the first

man who doesn't !"

"Let mo go!" But Lasca. strangely,
did not struggle. I^istead she rather
helped him to pull her step by step
backwards to the half-drawn curtains.

Santa Cruz was staring as if he couki
not believe his eyes; In the crowd
some put up their hands, while the
others gasped stupidly.

Only when Kincaid and the girl had
vanished from their sight did those in

the cantina seem to wake up.
Santa Cruz^ yelled, "Per Dios !"' and

made a riish for the platform,
stumbling in his haste. He got up, his

face hideous with baffled rage as ho
charged out into the night. One or
two followed him, but the rest went on
with their dancing, the orchestra
having instantly struck into a tango.
It was Jose's affair—no one else's.

Kincaid was already in the saddle
with Lasca across his lap. She made
no effort to escape. She clung to him
in a queer, frightened wa.v, her eyes
half closed, her breath coming and
going quickly. Jose fired blindly at

tliem, but his aim was uncertain—ho
feared to hit the girl. With a derisive
yell Kincaid spurred liis horse and
dashed into the faintly luminous night.

The Mexican gazed after them,
muttering to himsorf. Then he ran
back into the cantina, calling, "Pedro!
Gonsalez ! Tomas.so—all of you. come
hero !

" His men clustered round him.
"We fetch her back!" ordered Santa
Cruz with a snarling mouth. "Yes!
Follow mo, they go down to the river.

Hurry to your horses !"

"We kill him, yes?" asked a flashy
young half-caste, but Jose smiled in a
hat of id way.

" It is my honour to kill him.
Pedro !" he answered fiercely.

Tho fugitives made good progress
once clear of the town. They reached the
banks of tho Rio Grande del Norte ami
l)oimdod northward along the track.
No words had come from Lasca : she
simply held on to Kincaid loosely,
nuiking no struggle.
Under the dim high stars they

journeyed at a steady pace until the
lights of Tres Vecas were lost in the
rising valley mists. Then Kincaid
steered his mount up the banks towards
higher ground and rtrcw rein by a

clump of trees which masked a rocky
fissure in the hills. He steadied Iho
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horse and listened intently. Only tho
calls of night birds and animals of tho
wild broke the silence.

"We'll camp here." he stated.
"Sorry I've no tent. Y'ou must sleep
under the sky." He put her off the
horse and leapt down.
"Do not stay, Miles," she whisiierod.

"Let us go on. You take me to El
Paso, yes?"
"To prison." be answered grimly.

"Y'ou don't fool me this time!"

She came close to him, shivering a
little. "Do not stay," she urged again.
"They catch us—then there is bad
work. Jose never forgive me. Also, he
kee! you."
"Maybe I'll shoot first," said Kin-

caid. He tethered the panting horse
and began to search about for some
crevice or cranny in the rocks where
the girl would be sheltered from the
night dews. He took off the silk hand-
kerchief about his neck and put it about
her shoulders.
"You do not hate me. Miles?" she

asked. "No?"
"Don't talk," he told her gruffly.

"Jose will not come alone." she whis-
pered. "Please to go on, Miles. I am
not tired."

"You want to get to gaol, I guess?"
he growled at her. "It isn't so amus-
ing, being locked up on bread and
water." He took her cold hand in his

and drew her nearer to the rocks.

"We're safe here
"

Even as he spoke there came the beat-

ing of hoots on the track.

They listenwl in dead silence. Faintly
the .sound of voices carried to them.
"They'll never find us." murmured

Kincaid. "Unless you call out
"

Lasca made no answer.
Their pursuers had halted. Lights

flashed dimly down by the riverside;

they were searching for horse tracks. For
a long time nothing happened and Kin-
caid began to think that all danger had
passed. Then, startlingly, out of the

near darkness, came Jose's smooth
voice

:

"Do not move. Ranger, if you please.

You are covered from all sides."

He stepped out of the night, a gun
held steadily in his hand.

"You forget the white dress. Ranger."
he said very politely. "It sliows so

plain—it is a pity, \es?"
Kincaid jumped at him and bore him

to the ground, the gun going off harm-
lessly. "For a few instants they fought

madly together; then Jose's men closed

in on them and tore Kincaid away.

Despite all his struggles, they over-

ixjwered him and tied his hands behind

his back.
"Now we go to my rancho." said Jose,

who had been dusting down his fine

clothes. "I think we enjoy ourselves

there, perhaps ? Come, Lasca—do not
.;,

be afraid any more. With me jou are »"

safe."

Kincaid awoke next morning .Jose's

prisoner- in a kind of harness-room at- '.

tachod to the low rambling building '

which served the Mexican for head-

quarters. All night the lowing of cows
and the bellowing of steers had broken

in on his fitful slumbers.
The small open cross-barred wincio /

gave him a view of the wild pasuitii

lands surrounding the iidobe ranch;

cattle in what seemed countle.ss hundreds
were moving about the huge fields, rrop-

ping the sunbaked grass and complaining
continuously of the lack of water.

In the sky, grent clouds had blown
along from the west during the night,

threatening rain at last.

(Continued on page S5.)
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A mysterious death—a nephew accused of the crime—a girl reporter's fight to provrf

his innocence. A true story taken from the notebook of William J. Burns of the
U.S. Secret Service.

Mssk'

I

The Rifled Safe.

^^'"P'HERE are times," said the erni-

l nent Ainciicaii d('t(>etive, a aian
wliosc uncanny exploits in criniu

detection may well be classed with tliose

of Sherlock Holmes, " when one sym
pathises, and sympathises most deeply,
with those who have to administer
justice. There arc times when I thank
my lucky stars ttiat my place in life is

tlic detection of crime, rather than the
punishment of the ofTonder.

"

He meant every word of it, and for
very good reason. These stories, ct

which "The Black Widow " is the first,

are real, Irue-to-hfe narratives from his

casebook. They may seem, as we term
it, far-fetched. They may appear to be
too uncatmy to be true. But true they
are, every word of them. And in their
very trutli lies their undoubted
fas<ination.

The majority of these stories prove
up to the hilt how tragically easy -.t is

for justice to err; how possible it is for
a precious human life to be sacrificed on
the altar of "evidence."

It seemed so clear, on the face of it.

Murder—then robbery. No confusion,
nothing to indicate that anything in the
nature of a struggle had taken place.
Just the tiny, open door—a porthole in

miniature—of tliat circular wall-safe in

the study. Ami at the feet of the detec
tives, the body of William Ramsey,
stabbed to the heart. Cold-blooded, to
say the least. Ramsey must have been
taken entirely unawares. Not a rumple
on the carpet. On the face of the dead
man no agonised expression that might
have told of a last bold bid for his very
hfc!
A tap at the door of his bed-room had

arou.sed no response. A harder rap, and
then, thoroughly alarmed—for Ram-K^y
invariably awakened with the regularity
of a clock—the housekeeper turned the;

liandle of the door and entered. The
bed had not been slept in !

With unnamcablo fear at her heart.

the distraught woman had gon-; to each
room in turn, fearing she knew not
wliat. And then, the morning sun
streaming through the study windows,
the electric lamps still burning palely,

there lay her master, face downwards
on the study floor.

An eccentric bachelor, long retired
from business, William Ramsey was
reputed by his neighbours in the select

New Vork suburb to be worth a couple
of million dollars. A tall, thin, spare
man of studious disposition, he had
made a fortune during a Wall Street
boom, and having made his pile, was
fortunate enough to be in a position to
keep it, a feat which few who succumb
to the lure of "easy money" are able
to accomplish.

Having achieved his object, Ramsey
settled down to the evening of his days,
his interests centred upon his books and
his garden, his aversion to visitors

notorious. His days were mapped out
with old-maidish precision, hia meals
served to the second, his trim establish-

ment a tribute to the efficiency of his

housekeeper and the taste of its owner.
And even with his tragic death,
apparently by violence, not a rumple on
that lovely l'er:-ian carpet

!

A woman of resource, the summon-
ing of doctor and police was a matter
of moments.
Came the f5op-flop of carpet slippers,

and shyly hesitant, the sturdy, middle-
aged woman glanced again at all that
remained of her master, brushed her
hand wearily across her forehead, and
faced her questioners.

" Who lives in the house besides your-
self?" inquired the detective.

" Mr. Ramsey's nephew. Jack."
"Any idea where ho is now?"
" Not the least, sir."

"When did you last see young Mr.
Ramsey?"

" It would be, I imagine, about eleven
o'clock last night."

" How is it you are so certain about
the time?"

" Well, sir, I brought in Mr. Ramsey's
coffee, as I always do. They were both
in the room at the time, and I remem-
ber that they seemed to bo having a
fierce argument. Young JMr. Jack
Ramsey seemed to be ' laying down the"

law.' He had a knife in his hand, and
seemed so excited that I was only able

to catch a word or so here and there.

As soon as I came into the room with
tho coffee, they ceased their arguing."

" Any special remark that you
recall?"

" Yes, I do remember that Master
Jack, very excited, pleaded to his uncle:
' Uncle, give mo the money now. I

must have it !'
"

"Youro perfectly certain that you
arc not imagining this?"
"Of course, sir. Fifteen minutes or

so later, I siiw Master Jack hurrying
out of the house, and that was tho last

I saw of him."
"And you think that Jack Ramsey

killed his uncle?"
"I think nothing, sir!" replied tho

housekeeper, with grim finality. "And
if you've no objection, sir, I'll get on
with my work."
"Very well. But we'll probal>ly be

wanting you again."
"I'm hero if you want me," she

replied. And the carpet slippers re-

sumed their flop-flopping, and the liOi\sc-
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keeper busied herself with her kitehen
.duties, shcckliiig & tear or so for her
dead master, for Ramsey was a
geiierou'!, if irascible oiiiploycr.

,

"Clear as iiuicl," observed the detec-

tive to liis colleague. "Simple as eat-

ing pie. Here's young Ranisej' in difli-

cultios, begging the uncle for a loan,

emphasising his necessity with the knife

in his hand. Here's the uncle deter-

mined that the nepliew shan't have a

penii_\. The quarrel, the knife-thrust,

tlie open safe, and Jack Ramsey run-
ning from the house as if Old Nick were
after him. And disappearing com-
pletely ! Perfectly plain, ' my dear
Watson,' plain as the cigar you've half-

chewed in your excitement." His col

league lit up the half-mangled smoke !

" Seems to ine," remarked his col-

league, scrutinising the handle of the

safe with a inagnif\ ing glass, " that
these young people, with all their sense.

are not .so smart as they imagine. How
any fellow in his senses can imagine
that lie'll get away with a crime like

this, knowing the efficiency of the
American police system, is beyond
understanding. Well, he's for it!"
The police photographer was called

in, and in the blinding glare of the
nagncsiuin flash, a j>hotograph of the
undisturbed remains of the unfortunate
•man was secured. With machine-like
precision, the detective telephoned the
bank concerning Ramsey's recent with-
drawals, learned tliat a somewhat large
sum had been withdrawn fairly recently,

and jotted down the numbers of notes
of the larger denominations.
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"Well, little nephew," mused the
detective's assistant, "these bank-note
numbers are as good as a bloodhound."

The American newspapers joined in

the hue and cry. The wireless was
enlisted, the ports were searched for

the fugitive from justice, and detailed
descriptions adorned the notice-boards
of every police station throughout
America and Canada. Then, as so often
happens to be the case, the interest ol

the public became fastened upon matters
of more immediate interest, and the un-
solved murder of Mr. Ramsey was rele-

gated to the limbo of murders that
seem to baffle solution.

The Nephew Who Disappeared.

AM()NTH had passed, with Jack
Ramsey far from the haunts of

men, feeling very like a moiiarcn
in these deserted Canadian pinewood.-,
whither he had speeded those few weeks
ago. Here, in these silent fastnesses, far

from the distracting turmoil of the
American cities, a man might call iiis

sold his own, retain his manhood, dis-

cover happiness in the fight for his

daily bread. If only his uncle hadn't
sliown such obstinacy, there might have
been more sweetness, more satisfaction,

in this thing that he had done. And
then, one fine, bright morning, wh"n
young Ramsey began to realise that life

was surely worth the living, a plain-

clothes officer tapped him on the
shoulder

!

"For what?" he repeated, hoping that
he had not heard aright.

At the feet of the detectives lay the body of William Ramsey, stabbed
the heart.

November 7tli, 1931.
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"For the murder of your uncle, just

four weeks ago. And robbery."
"Surely you've seen the papers?" per-

sisted th? officer. "They're full of it.

There's your portrait, too, in most of
them. Seems to me the folk here^ibout
are pretty blind not to have discovered
the resemblance weeks ago."
"As a matter of fact," replied Ramsey,

" I haven'r seen a paper, or a neigh-
bour, for weeks. "CVe'rc right out of
touch here. And in any case, as my
stay was only temporary, there's been
no reason for mo to make friends."
"That's as may be," was the reply.

"Anyhow, you're going back with me.
And at once ! Don't bother to pack.
You'll fiardly be needing luggage where
you're bound for," he added signifi-

cantly.

"But you're mad, man! I've a per-
fect answer to everything. It's ridicu-
lous 1 Why on earth should I murder
my uncle, who's proved "

"Listen, Ramsey," said the officer

kindly, " it'd be better for you to .say

nothing, just for the present. Better to
get along «nd face the music. If you're
innocent—why. there's such a thing as
justice. But if you're guilty—well," he
drawled, "there's justice also."

» • • • »

There was a rustle in court, a buzz of
suppressed excitement when, an officer

on cither side of him, Jack Ramsey
faced his accusers.

I'hrec newspaper reporters were busily
jotting do\vn their impressions as

Ramsey cast a rapid glance around the
tiny court, as if attempting to sense its

reactions towards him. His
glance rested upon the three re-

porters with something akin to
anger, but the glint in his eyes
vanished when those same eyes
met the sympathetic glance of a
girl reporter. Slim, neat, grey-

eyed, alert, she met his glance
with a smile, a smile that hea^'t-

ened him, reminded him of that

bright morning not so very long
ago. when life had seemed par-

ticularly worth the living. And
now—life seemed a very tenuous
thing indeed.
A crisp, cold voice recalled the

prisoner to realities.

''Now, Ramsey, this is your
chance to tell your story. W'hy
don't you do the right thing, and
confess? It's clear as anything.
You murder your uncle, you rob
!iim, yon disappear to the back-

woods of Canada without a word
to anyone, and—here you are,

thanks to the law!"

"Confess?" he replied. ta

tone? in which no attemjit was
made to conceal his opinion of

its absurdity. "I've nothing to
confess."
"Then perhaps you can ex-

plain your sudden disappearance
and your calculated silence all

this time?"

"My uncle," said Ramsey,
"gave me the money that you
suggest I have stolen, to pur-

oliaic some timber land in

Canada for him, and 1 rushed
away at the very last moment i:i

order not to miss my train con-

nections."
"Sounds pretty plausible," was

the comment. "But, if, as you
say, you are innocent, why have
you been in hiding all this time?"
"Hiding? Why, I've already

told you! I was up in the timber

country, out of touch with the

world, until your man came with
''' his ridiculous story and Ijrought

me liere. God aloiie knows why.
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Ranisc}'
Surely

"You'll
I sup-

District

Mj uncle and I were tlie very best of
friends. He'd always been good to nie
ever since I was so high. Why, then
should I kill the best friend I ever
had?"

• That will do. We'll keep you here
"^for a bit.

'

'. -
• "Keep me here?" Young
seemed stunned at the news,
this thing was a nigiitmarc !

let me have legal assistance,
pose?"

"Surely," answered the
Attorney

r^".*^'
"'*' '''^ same time, I'm going

to fand my uncle's murderer. He didn't
liavo un enemy in the VN'orld."

"One thing at a time!'' replied the
Attorney coldly. "You can arrange to
have legal assistance. As to discovering
your uncle's murderer, you can safely
le<ivc that to the American police, i'ou
sXirely appreciate the position?" he
added .significantly.

Ramsey v,as being led away, when a
remark of the girl reporter reached his
astonished and grateful ears.
"Somehow," she was saying to her

colleague, "I believe Jack Ramsey's
story.

'

"Oh you do, do you?" came (he
cynical reply of a colleague. "And you
believe in Santa Claus, too. I suppoee!"
"Maybe I do. But 1 know enough

about circumstantial evidence to realise
that there's a mighty big chance of the
law making an error here."
"What is it that's caught you fancy,

Gertrude?" was the unkind comment.
'Is it the young gentleman's nice blue
eyes, or can it be "

",Shiit up, Jim, you're impo.ssible !"

'Or jealous!"' Jim retorted.
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The Verdict of the Court.

THE days dragged on. Jack Ramsey,
chafing at inaction, suffered the
tortures of the damned. Then

came the bonib.^hell.

"I have discovered," stated thecoroncr,
"that the knife-wound did not kill Mr.
Ramsey !

"Ridiculous!" said the authorities.
" Ridiculous or not, there it is.

My autopsy discloses that
Ramsey died from a mysterious
unknown poinon. I have en-
deavoured to discover just what
that poison is, but so far with-
out success. It seems to mc to
bear some resemblance to the
poison with which some of the
pygmy Africans tip their
arrows, the .source of which
varies considerably. In
'some ca.scs it is ex-
tracted from a rare
iplant and causes death
within a few seconds of
being used. In other
instances the poison is

said to be of animal
Origin and is jwt as
swift in its action."

'

'
The judge made no

attempt to conceal his
impatience.
"The court is obliged

to you." he observed,
"for your interesting
observations u pen
exotic poisons, but I
personally feel that
those observations arc
beside the point."

_ " I bow to your de-
cision." replied the
coroner, who thereupon
lef t the witness-stand,
his composure ruffled
and his dignity
oflTendod.

Knife ot poison, the

scales seemed weighted against Jack
Ramsey. The evidence in his own favour
was of the slenderest, and of all the
thousands of fellow-humans who fol-
lowed the ca.se with breathless interest,
tliere was but one who retained untar-
nished faith in Jack Ramsey's innocence.
Tjie hours passed slowly along, and it
seemed to the- girl reporter, as she sat
there noting down the evidence against
him, that every tick of the clock was
bringing the unfortunate lad nearer
eternity. A little prayer escaped her—
she who had hitherto .scoffed at prayer—
that Ramsey might be found innocent
of the monstrous crime of which he
stood accused, a crime of which this fine,
keen-eyed fellow was surely not capable
—not if she knew a real man when she
saw one !

"Guilty?" echoed the girl, when the
jury had brought in its verdict. "How
atiybody in their senses could give such
a verdict is beyond me! It's unjust—
terribly unjust!"
"Silence in court!" thundered the

usher.

"What's the matter?" inquired the
gill s gum-chewing colleague. " If
murder trials upset you, tell the news
editor you want to be quit of 'em in
future. Better have a rest," he suggested.
"No, thanks." came the steady

answer. "I'm all right."
The reporter sniggered, but looked

starUed when the girl gripped his arm.
But I'll tell you this, my friend,"

she said, uttering her words with slow
deliberation, "if it's the last act of my
life I'll prove him to be innocent."
"Don't be foolish, Gertrude. It will

take all the king's horses and all the
king's men to rever.se the decision that
has demanded the life of Jack Ram.sey
Vou're on the wrong track. I'll bet he'll
pay the full penalty-as why shouldn't
he?
"We"ll see," was her final reply, as,

thni.stiiig notebook into satchel, the girl
strode away, her head full of plans to

free this stranger from the awful fate
that encompassed him.

The Qirl Reporter Shows Her Hand.

MR. RAxMSEY."
The wan-faced prisoner came

to the door of his cell to meet
the calm, grey eyes of the girl re{X)iter.
"Well," he asked, "is there anything

new '!"

The girl shook her head.
"Not yet. But listen, I've got a

leal, hoiiest-to-goodness brain-wave.
Guess what it is?"
"I haven't an idea. But I do know

this: You've been wonderfully kind to
me, a stranger almost without a friend
in the world. You've been a real angel,
but I don't think anything in the world
can help me now. I'm afraid it's too
late."

"You haven't heard me yet," .she
pleaded. "I'm going to get a famous
detective to help us, someone who seems
to have worked miracles in the past.
He's succeedetl where others have come
up against a blank wall. I'm sure that
if anyone's going to find a way out of
this terrible business it is he.
"If there were time, I'd tell you some

of the things he has done, the mysteries
he's unravelled, the innocent fo'lk he's
released, snatched from the very jaws
of death. He's uncanny. He has a sort
of sixth sense that he places to wonderful
uses. And he's going to set you free, if
It costs evei-y cent I've got in the
world.
"Mr. Ramsey," she went on, with a

catch in her voice. "You're not guilty
of this terrible crime, are you?"
"I swear to you I am innocent! But

what matter? It's too late. There's
nothing in the world can s<ive me now.
But hsteti. I'm not short of funds, and
I II only consent to this new man tiiking
up the bare chance of my case if I am
responsible for the cost."
She touched his hand reassuringly

through the iron bare, and he returned
to his rough couch, a new, strange hope

" Is there anything new ? " asked the wan-faced prisoner.
November 7th, WJl,
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in his heart, hope boin of the assurance
of this keen grey-eyed girl, who seemed
so certain of his ultimate freedom.

The Coffee Mill.

WILLIAM HAYDON, for such was
the name of the famous detec-

tive, had searched the Ramsey
home from top to bottoiri. He was a

thin, wizened man with the appearance
of an u!ider-n6urislied clerk, and yet he
possessed tlie brain of a super-man.
JMothing missed his eagle eye as he
assembled such data as might heli) him
in this case.

"I've missed something," ho ke|)t on
saying to himself. "I've noted every-
thing in this jjlace, and yet I'm sure I've

overlooked some very important factor."

He sent for the housekeeper and
questioned her again, but learned
nothing of value.

The girl-reporter who had persuaded
him to take up the case was with liim,

and after the detective had shuffled off

on another hunt for clues she turned
impulsively to the woman.

" Tell me you think young Mr.
Eamsay is innocent. Do you believe in

your heart he could have committed this

wicked crime 1"

"Suppose I do think him innocent,"

the wonuin answered stubbornly. "Even
;
so, there's nothing in the world I can
do to help him. The facts are too plain.

' Master Jack has had every chance to

dispute those facts. I saw him and his

uncle quarrelling. I know the money
disappeared. I saw Mr. Jack rushing
away from the house that night. Aren't
they facts that have to be faced—and
answered ?"

Before the girl was able to protest, a

voice came to her from the pantry.
"Miss Clark! Miss Clark! Come in

at once. There's something here that
wants looking into

!"

The voice of the detective seemed a
blend of hope and excitement.
The two women hurried towards the

soimd of his voice—it came from the
kitchen.

"Tell me," said the detective to the
housekeeper, pointing to a coffee-grinder
fastened to the wall, "who in this house
drinks coffee?"
"No one, sir, but the late Mr.

Ramsey. He had liis coffee freshly

ground here each day."

"Ah!" he said, turning triumphantly
to the girl. "I think I have made a
startling discovery."
"Oh, tell me, please!" begged Miss

Clark. "Quickiy, quickly!"

"Well, have you ever heard of that
deadly .spider that is known as the
black widow ';"

" Never."
"Well, I believe I have the solution of

the mvsterious unknown poison that
killed kamsey."
Very excitedly the girl rephed :

" How ? What ?"

Then f-he followed the detective's
pointing finger.

" Do you see that spider-web up
there, ijimost immediately over the
coffee-grinder?"

" Yes. I see it."

"Well, I noticed a moment ago a
black si>ider, such as I told you of,
darting into that web to kill one of the
liouse spiders."

"Look," he said, "there's another,
almost on the edge of the coffee-grinder.
Why, there must be a regular nest of
them !"

"Yes," said file girl; "but how can
you connect this Kpider, or nest of Mark
spiders, with the death of Mr. Ramsey?"
"I wouldn't swear to it, but it seems

to me that one of these black widow-
spiders must have dropped into the
coffee machine."
Kovcmbcr 7tti, 19S1.
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"How can we prove it?"
"In the only possible way. Tell you

what we'll do. We'll capture one of the
spiders, take it to the analyst, together
with some of the coffee, and compare
it with the poison which is said to have
caused Ramsey death."
"But how on earth could the spiders

have got into the hou.5e?" The girl

was puzzled.

"Well, miss, maybe I could explain
that," cried the housekeeper. "The
master was very fond of curios and
stuff that I thought rubbish. You've
seen all those old knives, bows and
arrows, head-dresses and images in the
library—they're from some long-dead
Indian race. One time he had some
snakes that came from their country and
other pests, and I told the master I
wouldn't stay in the same house with the
creatures. And I remember now that he
did say something about a collection of
spiders what were dreadfully poisonous,
but when he sent the pests to some
museum I forgot all about the matter.
Could some of them have escaped, Mr.
Haydon ?"

"More than likely." The detective
stared at the web. " Our next task is

to catch one of them. We must take
every precaution."
As the housekeeper was much too

scared it resolved on the defective and
the girl. With the aid of a pencil and
a matchbox the man endeavoured to
secure a spider, whilst the girl assisted

with a duster.

The spiders had bodies half an inch in

length, whilst the hairy legs made them
nearly two inches overall. Before they
had seemed rather ordinary, but now
that they were being attacked they
moved witli great speed, and often
turned as if to fight.

There they hung, things of ill-omen,

repulsive in appearance, insects such as

one dreams of, but never hopes to see.

Hideous things they were. Even the

hard-bitten detective, inured to many a

strange experience in many a corner of

the world, could scarce repress a shudder
as these dark forms darted about in their

flimsy eyrie.

"Ugh!" he muttered, and the house-
keeper hid her ruddy face behind a
voluminous apron

!

Suddenly the detective heard a little,

stifled scream.
"What's the matter?" he demanded

as the gill's face was twisted with pain.

"I think one of the .spiders bit me,"
she managed to smile. "But it's nothing
very much."
The detective would have assisted her.

but with a determined smile the girl

discouraged his help.

"It's all right." she said. "Maybe I

imagined it. But we haven't much
time. Do. please, let's hurry!"
With all po.ssible speed, a specimen of

the black widow safely enclosed in a
box, the pair made their way to the
oflice of the coroner's analyst.

Impatiently the detective awaited the
expert's verdict, the while the girl

drowsed on a seat near at hand.
".Sleepy?" he asked the girl-reporter.

"Very—I feel almost ill. The very
sight of those horrible things seems to
have upset me. They're unnatural

!"

"You'll be better when you're in the
a!i- again. We shan't be long now."
"It's done!" said the chemist, at

length, after interminable business with
hi-; bubbling retorts.

"These jioisons are identical. There
is no question in my mind now, but that
this js what caused Ramsey's death."
"You mean." said the girl weakly,

"that the black widow and not Jack
Ramsey was responsible?"
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"I do, young lady. And I'll stake mv

professional reputation upon it."
The girl's face was illuminated with

a smile of real happiness. Then, piac-
tical as ever, she came down to earth
again.

"Tell me quickly, what time is it?"
"It's just two a.m."
"Then," whipped out the girl-reporter,

emerging suddenly from her drowsineso,
"we haven't a second to spare. The
execution of poor Ramsey is at six. We
must reach the governor at any cost.
One precious liuinan life is at stake."

Without a moment's loss, detective,
Miss Clark, analyst, and Ramsey's law-
yer made for the prison, covering the
nnles with a fine disregard for speed
limits, routed the governor from his bed,
placed before him the new and startling
facts which the analyst had disclosed, aiid
begged him, in the name of justice, to
rescind the order for Ramsey's execu-
tion.

"From what you have heard." said
the lawyer, "you should be able to
realise just what happened. The coffea
was poisoned, unintentionally, of course.
When Mr. Ramsey drank that coffee and
absorbed the poison, he toppled over un-
conscious on to the knife. But the
poison was the real cause of Ramsey's
death."
The governor listened, but to their in-

tense dismay, was apparently uncon-
vinced. Routed out as he had been from
a oomfortable bed, he seemed unable to
grasp fully the significance of the dis-
covery.
"I'm sorry,'" he said, in a voice as

cold as death itself. • but I'll have to
allow the law to take its course."

"But, governor." pleaded the lawyer,
hardly crediting the evidence of his eai*,
"can't you see that

"

His words were interrupted by the
strange appearance of Miss Clark.
Rising with difficulty, she attempted to
stagger across the floor, then collapsed
all in a heap.
"What's wrong?" flew to the lips of

them all, as they surveyed the prostrate,
unconscious girl.

"Did this young lady come into con-
tact with the poison?" rapped out the
analyst.

"Not that I know of," said the de-
tective, then gave a gasp of dismay.
"She thought one of the spiders bit her
when we were capturing a specimen.
But she made so little of it that I
imagined she was mistaken. Do you
think the spider injected poison into
her?"_
"Well," came the reply, "she shows

the same sj-mptoms of poisoning as the
late Mr. Ramsey."
"Then for Heaven's sake let us do

something for her!" The detective faced
the governor. "Guess it's up to you,
sir, to do something now. Do you
want further evidence? We've got to

.get this girl to hospital, and you would
be advised to stay the execution of
young Ramsey."
The governor realised that here w.is

evidence of a startling c'larac'.er. 'l!.s

girl was undoubtedly very ill. a:.d she
was di.^playing, as he knew, all the
symptoms of the dead man.
In a few seconds he was speaking to

the warden.
" Stay the execution of Jack Ramsey.

Evidence has just been put before mo
that is so convincing that it must lie

inquired into before the law takes its

course. Frankly I think there has
been a terrible mistake. See that
Rainsev is treated with every considera-
tion. Yes. you can tell him that he cao
hope for the best."

(Continued on page S8.)
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A fearless young fireman invents a fire-fighting machine, but a fiendish enemy does

everything to steal the plans and rob the hero of the girl he wrorships. A grand serial of

breathless suspense and thrilling drama. Starring Tim McCoy and Marion Shockley.
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A Fight for Life.

A YELL of lioiror cscupecl I'at

Hcclcy as he watched car aiif!

motor-bike phingo over the bluff

into the drptlis of tl^c river. Thr'ii,

from liis vantage point, he saw a head
rise tlirough tlic whirl of water that

marked the spot where the two
machines had disappeared.

The head was Bob's, and with bated
breath I'at watched him dive again and
again below the surface, obvioiislv

searching for June .Madison. Nor was
the search in vain, for at last, when
hope of discovering her alive was almost
abandoned. Bob came to the top with
the girl's limp figure in his arms.

She was unconscious, perhaps fk;;:(l,

and slic remained inert as Bob kicked
out for the shore. Swimming on his

back, and sirpporting her by the
shoulders with a light but secure grasp,
he gained the river's edge after a grim
battle with the strong current and stag-

gered on to firm ground with her.

Meanwhile Pat was not idle, for thi.'

instant he perceived Bob wading ashore
he turned to scan the vicinity for some
habitation, and as he caught .sight )f a

bungalow two or three hundred yards
away he made for it at the double.
As far as Pat was concerned. Spike

Beldon and his rough-necks were for-

gotten. Indeed, they wore no longer in

siglil, for, with the coveted formula in

their possession, they liyd quickly mule
themselves scarce when the fight with
Bob and his Irish chum had been so
tragically interrupted.

Pat raced on to the bungalow. An
el(l(-rly woman was sitting in the porch,
and as he came up the Irishman quickly
cxphiincd the situation and asked if he
could make a "phone-call, and just thirty
seeoiuls later he was in touch with the
stiition-house of Number Five District.

San Francisco.
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"A Flaming Death."

"Hallo!" he panted. "Oh, is that you,
.Jerry? Pat Heeley talkin'. Send out a

rescue car, will yez? Morgan's Point.
Drowning case. Hurry up wid yez "

The call made, Pat made for the
shore and helped Bob to carry June to

the bungalow, the elderly woman show-
ing them into a spacious and airy room.
"They're sendin' a rescue car from

the foire station. Bob," Pat said as
.June was being laid on the floor. "Do
ye think she's gonna pull through?"
"She's in a bad way," Bob answered,

his voice trembling with emotion. "Her
heart doesn't seem to be beating "

He dropped on his knees and began
to work her arms to and ho, hoping
against hope that she would revive. In
the meantime Pat made for the 'phone
again—this time to call up .June's father.
A maid answered the 'phone, and,

asking Pat to hang on, passed througii
to a library whore James iladison was
engaged in conversation with Dan
Mitchell.

"A Afr. Heeley?" iNladison repeated
as the maid gave him the message. And
then to Mitchell: "Maybe Pat has .som<?

news about the formula," he added.
"You'll excuse me, won't you?"
He hurried to the telephone, and as

he spoke into the; mouthpiece Pat's voice
came to him througii the receiver.

"Misther Madison," the Irishman
stammered, "Oi— ()i think yc'd better
jump into yer car an' droive out to

Morgan's Point. Y'^e see, June's a little

bit hurt——

"

"What! What's that, Pat? June
hurt "

()li, jii>t a little bit, Mr. Madison,"
Put said hastily; but Madison sensed

that ho was trying to hide the gravity

of the situation, and he was in an agonv
of suspens(> when he informed Mitchell

of what had happened.
"My car's outside," Mitchell declared,

eager to learn the full fac;s and to dis-

cover the fiite of the formula, "ill get

you there in no time."

At thac same monienl tJie re.-(s,ij van
from the ti'e station «a5 natsing the

gates of the Madison homo en routi; to

Morgan's Point, and, fast as iMitchell

travelled, the ambulance reached ;ho

riverside bungalow some time before

the automobile.
Pat Heeley met the occupants of (he

rescue car at the door and hurried them
into the room where June lay, still

apparently lifeless in spite of Bob's des-

perate atlempU to revive her.
" Is she breathing at all '!" one of the

newcomers asked.

"I cant tell, Riley," Bob answered
hoarsely. "I'm not sure."

"We'd better give her the respirator,"

Riley announced; and, to the fireman

who had aceorapanied him: "Turn lier

right over, Mac," iTe said.

Bob stood by while the life-saving

apparatus was made ready, and, as he
awaited the result of the rescue men's
efforts, the anxiety he experienced was
almost unendurable.

"It's all right. Bob." Pat Heeley kept

telling him. "She'll come out of it.

She'll pull through."
that's confidence was justified, for,

after what seemed an eternity, Riley

gave an exclamation of satisfaction.

"She's coming round," he stated, and
with that Bob stumbled forward and
again dropped on his knees beside

J line.
" Bob ':" sho whisp^ered as she turned

her eyes full upon him.
November 7tli, 10»l.
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"Oil, Juno, tliank Heaven jou'rc

safe," Bob breathed. "I thought I'd

lost you, dear. It anything over hap-
poiied to you

"

He did not finisli the sentence, for

lliley tapped him on ttic .«houldor.

"Say, Bob," he advised, "put her on
that couch and get a. lot of blankets

around iier. Keep her warm. And I'at,

you ciin give nie a report on how ttiis

happened."
"Never mind the report now, Riley,"

Pat rejoined. "I'll give it to ye at the

station."

Ho walked out to the rescue car with

the two firemen, Riley and Mac, and as

he was talking to them the car contain-

ing INIitchell and Madison drew up
alongside.

"Whore's June?" Madison panted as

ho caught sight of the Irishman.
"In the house, Mr. Madison," I'at

answered cheerfully. "An' she's come
out of it fine."

Followed by Dan Mitchell, Madison
entered the bungalow and crossed the

threshold of the room where June had
been the cause of so many anxious
moments.
"Hero she is, Mr. Madison," BoV)

greeted him. "She's all right now, I

guess."
"June!" the scientist cried, visibly

relieved, but still showing signs of

agitation. "Juno, how did this happen?"
It was Bob who explained, and when

he had related all that had occurred

there was a spell of silence, which
Mitchell was the first to break.
"And this gang that attacked you,"

ho said, trying to subdue any intona-

tion of the voice that might betray his

hunger for information. "I hope they

didn't get what they were after."

"Thoy did," Bob answered curtly.

"I'm afraid they got clear away with

my formula. I mean to make sure, of

course, but I haven't the slightest doub;
that it's in their possession."

James Madison pursed his lips.

"If it is, Bob," he declared, "we'll

get it back. I toll you we'll hound dovn
this gang—and the man who is respon-

sible for their cowardly attacks. For
I'm convinced that there's some iiig

brain working behind the scenes in this

affair."

Standing in the background, Mitchell

looked from one to the other narrowly,
but when he spoke it was to mask his

guilt with an offer of assistance.

"If I can he of any help, Darrow,"
he observed, "you can count on mo as

well."

"Much obliged, I'm sure," Bob re-

turned. "But in the meantime I'ni

chiefly concerned about June, and 1

think we ought to got her home as

.soon as possible. You see, her safety

means more to mo than all the formulas
in the world."

The Double-Cross.

SPIKE BELDON and his fellow

gangsters wore gathered in a loftv

apartment on the top floor of n

dockland tenement, within sight and
sound of the shipping in 'Frisco's liar-

bour waters.

"We've done all the dirty work."
Spike was saying, "an' we're entitled to

a bigger cut-out than Mitchell agreed to

give us when ho hired us. So if he
wants that formula, he's gotta come
across with some real money."
There was a murmur of approval fron\

the others.

"It's okay with us, Spike," put in

Silk Connolly, "if you reckon you can
get nway with it."

"We'll get away with it all right,"
Spike amiounced with confidence. " I

got in touch with Mitchell an' told him
November 7th, lOSt.
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whore he could find us. and- he oughta
be iiero pretty soon. An' believe me,
he'll come across."

The gang was not quite complete uiitil

the burly Butch came through, from a

back room, where he had been sponging
a pair of trousers with petrol fi-oni a

two-gallon can. He cut a tomewhat
comical figure, standing in his under-
wear, but list(>nod earnestly as the situa-

tion was explained to him, and ! e was
voicing his appreciation of Spike's sug-

gestion when Connolly interrupted l.'iin.

"Here comes jNIitchell now," he
blurted, peering from the window.
"What'll we do, Spike?"
"Now don't get panicky," Beldon

snapped, as he saw that the gangsters

betrayed immediate signs of uneasiness

in spite of the resolution they had shown
a moment before. "All we gotta do is

keep cool and sit tight, and we'll get

exactly what we want for this formula."
The rogues nodded, and assumed an

air of leisurely indifference.

"I'll finish cleanin' my pants in the

kitchen," said Butch, retiring to the

other room, and he had hardly disap-

peared beyond the threshold when
Mitchell showed up.

Spike and his associates greeted him
casually, and Mitchell eyed them with

an eagerness that ho could not conceal.

"Well." he said, "where is it?"

Silk Connolly was the first to irako

any rejoinder.

"Whore's what?" he inquired inno-

contly. "What are you talkin' about?"
"Darrow's formula," Mitchell retorted

impatiently.
"Darrow's formula?" It was Spike

who addressed him now. "We didn't

say wo had any formula, did we?"

"Now listen, Spike," Mitchell rapped

out. "Don't try and pull any funny stuff

on mo. I know you've got it, for I've

seen Darrow and the Madisons. With
that formula in my hands, I can put the

fire-bomb on the market in place of that

phoney extinguisher I once tried to palm
off on Madison, and I can clean up a

fortune. Darrow hasn't. had a chanceto
take out a patent on it yet. and

"

"Wait a minute, Mitchell." Spike in-

terrupted. "What do we get out of all

this?"
Mitchell's glance seemed to bore into

him. If he had not suspected it an

instant before, ho knew now that his

hirelings were trying to hold out on

him.
"You know what you're getting out

of it," ho grated. "That was fixed when
vou agreed to tie up with me. I warn
you. Spike—and the rest of you. too—
don't try any tricks on mo ! I want that

formula—and I'm going to get it!"

"You can't scare us, JMitchell."

sneered Spike. "We got the formula

all right, but wo had to fight for it

while you wore takin' it easy. So me
an' the boys have decided that, if you
want it, you've gotta pay—an' pay
plenty."

Mitchell's face was livid with passion.

"Aw, so that's your gag, huh?" ho

blaze<l , and then, rounding on the other

gangsters in the room: "You fellers get

out of here!" he ordered harshly.

"Spike and I will settle this alone."

The rogues hesitated, but, at a mute
signal from Spike, they obeyed Mitchell

and filed out on to the landing, closing

the door behind them.
Mitchell controlled his anger.
"Well," ho said softly, "before \ye

decide how much I'm going to pay, I'd

like to bo sure that you've got that

formula. Spike."
Spike laughed.
"I've got the formula all right," he

stated, producing a folded sheet of

paper.
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Mitchell snatched at it, but, with a
rapidity that baffled tlie promoter, Spike
thrust it back into his pocket, and
alincst at the same instant he had
Mitchell covered by a wicked-looking
automatic. .

•'

"Not so fast!" he snarled. "I said

if you wanted that formula you'd hire
to pay !" '

Mitche'J had raised his hands. In^
wardly he was seething with rage and
chagrin, but the gun was an argument
against any immediate violence, and he
saw that he would have to use strategy.

"All right. Spike," he said, with a

shrug that seemed to imply defeat.

He reached for the inside pocket where
he kept his wallet, and, grinning a'

crooked grin of satisfaction. Spike
momentarily allowed himself to be taken
off his guard.

Mitchell was quick to seize his chance.
With a sudden rush he crowded Beldon
across the room and clutched the gun,
and next moment the two men were in-

volved in a savage struggle for posses-

sion of the weapon.
In fhe kitchen, where he had retired

to sponge his trousers. Butch had
abandoned his ta-sk a few seconds before

to hear what passed between Spike and
the promoter. The can of petrol was in

his grasp, minus the ecrew-stopper. and
the instant he became aware of the
scuffle in the next room he whipped
round with the intention of setting down
the two-gallon tin and going to Spike's
rescue.

He was in the very act of wheeling
when the gun in Beldon's hand went ofT

with a crash, and a slug of lead burst

through the kitchen door and missed
Butch by a hair's breadth. He sprang
away with a shout, even as a second and
a third random bullet ripped their way
through the panelling.

The last shot clipped the petrol-can.

and Butch uttered a yelp as he let it fall

from his grasp. The tin spilled its con-

tents over the floor, and formed a spread-

ing pool around a lighted oil-stove stand-

ing in a corner, and suddenly there was
a blinding flash of blue flame as the

fumes exploded.
Panic-stricken and bewildered, Butch

stumbled aside. Only when a rug caught
fire did he recognise the peril of the

situation, and he made a tentative at-

tempt to stamp the flames underfoot,

but the linoleum was ablaze as well and,

still clad in his underwear. Butch was
in no condition to fight a conflagration.

He lost his nerve and made his escane

via a side-exit that opened on to the
landing, and as he ran out of the apart-

ment he saw the rest of the gang
gathered near the head of the stair-

case.

"What's goin' on in there?" Connolly
demanded. "Does Spike need

"

"Beat it!" Butch interrupted hoarsely.

"The dump is burnin', an' in another
five minutes there'll be an army o' fire-

men round here—an' cops, tool"
There was an immediate stamnede for

the stairs. Meanwhile Spike Beldon and'

Mitchell were battling furiously, and not

even the sinister approach of fire coulil

check tliem in their life-and-death

struggle. The flames roared in the

kitchen, enveloped everything in their

greedy coils and writhed through into

the front room, destroying the com-
municating door and seizing carpet and
furniture m their lurid grip. Still the

two men fought on, ns the blaze waxed-
fiercer around them.
Rocking back and forth through smoke'

and flames, stumbling, cursing, wroat-:

ling, they seemed scarcely aware of their-

danger. The gun remained in Spike's

grasp, but Mitchell managed to keep its

I

muzzle turned aside, and at intervals ft-
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bullet pierced the inferno that was raging
about the figures of the two men. Only
when the last cartridge had been fired

harmlessly into the floor was the weapon
abandoned, Spike letting it fall from his

fingers.

The crooks were evenly matched, and
there was every proepect of the struggle
being prolonged until the room actually

became untenable. Even now the flames
had ri.sen to the ceiling and were eating
away plaster and timbers.
With a sudden supreme effort Mitchell

•threw Spike backward, then sprang after

the gangster as he was tottering oflF his

balance. Spike dived ov€r a table and
phmged senseless into a whirling chaos
of smoke and fire, and with an exultant
shout Mitchell started towards his prone
form to relieve the thug of the precious
document he was carrying.

Before he could reach Spike, a section

of the roof collapsed, and a smoulder-
ing beam struck Mitchell a glancing blow
on the head. He sank with a groan.

The Call.

BOB and Pat Heeley were lounging
in the entrance of the Fire-House
when a car drew up near by, and

as they glanced towards the auto they
saw June and her father emerge froni

it.

"Hallo, Bob," June greeted, "I
thought I'd surprise you. I knew you'd
be worried about me—wondering if that
cold plunge had had any bad effects

—

80 here I am to prove to you that I'm
perfectly all right.''

"I was worried, dear," Bob confessed.
"But, say, now that you and your father
are here how would you like to look over
the station?"
"Oh, I'd love it," June declared, but

before Bob could make good the invita-

tion the alarm-bell pealed loudly and in-

sistently through the entire building.
Bob and Pat seemed to stiffen, and the

former spoko to June
and her father laconi-

cally.

"That's a mm for us,"

he jerked. " See
you later !" And
next moment he
and Pat were
sprinting for their

fiwvjackots and
helmets.

Well within tho
regulation time
the chiefs car
swept out of the

. fire-house into tlie
' street, and it was
followed by the
big engines and
escapes of the
Klanio - Fighting
Squad.

As tho last one
stormed past the
spot where June
was standing the
girl turned to her
father excitedly.

"Dad," slio ex-
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nose was turned on the burning building.
It was the tenement in which Beldon

and ^Mitchell had come to grips, and all

at once the head and shoulders of
Mitchell were observed in the window
of the top-floor room where he had been
fighting. The man seemed at the last

gasp, and could only drag himself to the
aperture and utter a single shout for

help ere sinking back in a stupor again.

Bob, Pat Heeley, and several other
men were already preparing to enter the
building, and, while his comrades
searched tlie other floors for casualties.

Bob raced up to the top stoiy. He had
•to fight his way through a sea of flame,
but at last he located the apartment m
which Mitchell had beeji s<?en, and,
forcing aii entry, he discovered him
amidst the debris and lifted him to his

feet.

At that instant Pat Heeley and the
other firemen were hurrying from the
building to report that the second floor

was threatening collapse, and Battalion
Chief Wilson had received this grim
intelligence wheii the figure of Bob
Darrow appeared in the top-stoi7
window where Mitchell had previously
been discerned.
"Below there!" he hailed. "Get

ready with the life-net."

Bob was supporting the form of
Mitchell in his arms, atid as ho saw a
mmiber of his comrades rush across tho
street with a safety-net he helped the
promoter to the siii.

Mitchell was conscious now, but he
was dazed and badly frightened, and
Bob had to take grip of him as he
crouched on the window-ledge.
"Remember, Mitchell," ho said,

"when jou jump throw your feet ahead
of you and land on your back!"

Mitchell was sufficiently in posses.?ion
of his wits tq turn sick with dread at
the prospert of the plunge through
space. But he knew it v/as his one
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chance of escaping death, and, clenching
his teeth, he sprang from the sill.

The hurtling flight through mid-aii'
tfwk his breath away, and terror seized
him like a cold chill. Then he struck
the net and lay gasping in it.

Strong hands set him on his feet, and
ho stumbled to the other side of the
street, where he was for the time being
forgotten. For Bob Darrow was now-
the object of everyone's concern, and,
while the hoses were streaming on the
burning tenement, Pat Heeley raised his
voice.

"Hoy, Bob," he yelled, "you gotta
come down ixjight away ! Chief's
orders."

"There's another man in here!" Bob
shouted back, and disappeared from the
window.
Bob had seen tho body of Spike

Beldon lying on the floor of the blazing-

room, and had already recognised him
for an old and unwelcome acquaintance.
But, though he had evei-y excuse for
abandoning the ruflian to his well-
deserved fate, he had no intention of
doing so, and he stumbled through the
flumes to where the gangster was
iiuddled.

The man's eyes were open, and he
was pioi)pod on one elbow. But as Bob
stoojx'd over him he slipped back in a
faint, and he was a dead weight when
the young fireman pulled him oci to his

back.
It was too hazardous to drop the sense-

less rogue to the life-net, and there was
nothing for it but to carry him down
the stairs. Taking a firm grip on his
burden. Bob started for the door.

It had swung to, but he dragged it

open. A mass of scorching flame swept
in from tho landiMg and enveloped Bob,
bu)ning his hands and face, and the
smoke that he swallowed tortured his
lungs. But lie struggled on through tho
inferno and reached the head of the
staircase.

claimed "let's
follow tho fire-

f:ucks and see
whero
ie 1

''
tho blaze

IS !

_
They scrambled

into the auto and
drove after tho
red gi ants that
were clanging
through tho city
streets. and they
were on the scene
of the fire just
after the first The unconscious thug was slung over Bob's shoulder
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He ck-.sceiiclc-d the fifst flight
hiborioii&ly, and had huidly reached the
lower liinding when there was a collapse
from above. Flaming timber fell in

showers, and the corner of a heavy
l)oain struck him on the shoulder, almost
felling him.
Tottering momentarily, lie managed

to regain his balance, Jiowever, and
blundered down towards tlie groujid
level.

That descent was as hazardous as any
he had ever cxjierienced, but he gained
the side-walk without serious mishap,
and a shout of relief went up as he was
sighted by tho.se in the street.

He staggered towards some crates that

had been removed from a store and
carried to a place of safety, and here he
laid Spike Beldon.
He had hardly lowered the gangster

to the pavement when he was joiticd by
the Madisoiis and Battalion Chief
Wilson.
"Are you all right, Bob?" James

Madison and the chief asked in one
breath.
" Sure, I'm all right," Bob coughed.

"I'll feel a lot better wheti I get some
of this smoke out of my windpipe,
though."
"Oh, Bob," June sobbed, "when 1

saw you up at that window I thought
I'd faint, and when jou turned back
into the room I couldn't believe you'd
ever get clear."

Wilson laughed.
"You're not g:oing to lose him. so

easily as that. Miss June," he observed.
' Bob's got to eat a lot of smoke yet
before he's through."
A surgeon and a couple of police

officers had approached, and, while Bob
wae assuring June that he was in per-

fect trim, the medical officer made a
quick examination of Spike Beldon.
The mati had suffered injuries to the

head during a collapse of the ceiling,

and he showed no signs of recovering
consciousness during the time that the
surgeon took to bandage him.

" This fellow's in a bad way," the

doctor said, looking up all at once.

"Some debris must have fallen on him,
and he'is swallowed a lot of smoke
besides. He doesn't seem to be taking
much interest in anything at the
moment. I guess."

I Bob turned at tlie medical man's
words. Dan Mitchell's presence in the
tenement with Spike Beldon was a cir-

cumstance that had set him thitiking,

and he now saw an opportunity of un-
ravelling the problem that had baffled

him for so long.
"Chief," he said to Wilson, "I want

to keep my hands c^n this man, for I

think he can lead me to the real head
of the gang that's been working against
m.e."

• " By all means. Bob," Wilson rejoined.

"Do exactly as you think fit. I'll put-you
on sick leave."

"Thanks," Bob murmured, and (hen
he turned to the medical officer who had
examined Beldon.

'•'Say, doc," he urged, 'will you do
me a favour and let this fellow think
he's badly luut when he recovers? I

want him to imagine he's due to attend
]iis own funeral. I want to throw a
scare into him."
The surgeon demurred.
"I'm afraid that's one favour I can't

do," he began. "You see. it's a pretty
big .scare to give a man "

"Ah, don't waste any soft feelings on
that guy. doc!" It was the voice of one
of the ixjlice officers who interrupted
him. "He's a tiotorious hard case that
liangs out in this ncighbouvhood. One
o' the worst thugs that hasn't yet been
joped in."

"And T have a special reason for
putting my request," put in Bob. "It
November' 7tli, 19.11.
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would take too long to tell you the
whole story, doc, but this man has been
concerned m one or two ugly attacks on
me. At the same time, I'm convinced
he's been hired by someone else, and I
want to find out the name of the man
he's working for. If he thinks he's
passing out, he's likely to talk—at
least, I'm hoping 60."
"Say, that's a good idea." declared

the otiier police officer appreciatively,
"and I'd like to sec this bird io gaol,
anyhow."

Satisfied that he need waste no senti-
ment on Spike Beldon, the doctor
agreed to Bob's suggestion.
"All right," he said, "when he comes

round I'll make him think he's ready
for the coroner.

"

It was arranged that Beldon should
bo taken to tlic Madisons' home, and,
while June and her father hurried on
to their car. Wilson and the police
olhccr lifted the crook from the ground.
The unconscious thug was slung over

Bob's sfioulder, and the fireman started
along the sidewalk with liis inert burden.
From a .^treet corner hard by a man

watched liis progress. The man was
Dan Mitchell, and jSIitchell was staring
after Bob intently when he felt a touch
on his arm, and whipped round to dis-
cover Silk Connolly at his elbow.
"Say," Connolly jerked, "what are

they gonna do with Spike'.' D'vou think
he'll squeal, Mitch' ?"

"Shut tip!" Dan Mitchell rejoined
harshly. "And hsten—keep your oves
and ears open. Follow 'em. and lot me
know at the office if Spike is made to
talk."

"Say," Connolly began truculently, "I
don't .see why I should do "

"It's for your own .safety as well as
mine," Mitchell interrupted in a heated
tone. " Get busy, will rou ? Get
busy!"

The Conlesaion.

WHEN Spike' Beldon recovered con-
sciousness it was to find himself
lying in a chair with a group of

people about him. The group included
Bob Darrow, the Madisons. a couple of

police officers, and the surgeon.
The latter spoke as the crook opened

his eyes, and Spike did not see the sig-

nificant look that passed between the
medical man and the rest of the com-
pany. He only heard the doctor's
ominous words.
"I'm afraid he's a Iiopeless case. A

man can't po.ssibly survive those
injuries."

Spike blanched. Could it be possible
that he was the subject of conversation ?

Ho raised his bandaged head and mot
the doctor's solemn glance.

"Take it ea.sy. my friend." the
medical man advised. "You can help ns
by answering a question or two. There
don't seem to bo any jxipors of identity

on you, and we'd like to know who we
should notify if—well, if you don't pull

through."
Spike was white to tlio lips.

"Doc," he moaned, "am I—am I

really as bad as that ?"

It was Bob who answered him.
"I guess so." he told the crook. "Why

don't you come clean before it's too
late? Wiio's been behind all these
attempts to get my formula ? Who's
your bo.ss ?"

Spike moistened his lips.

"I'll tell yuh. Darrow," ho faltered.
"I ain't got nothin' against yuh. The
guv that liiied me an' tlie bovs was—was
Dan Mitchell."
"I thought so." Bob ground cut.

"When I foiini] the pair of you in that
tenement room to-da:V I guo'sed as
much, but I wanted to be sure. Aod
«liore's Iho roi;n(ds?'
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" iMitchell look it off me just before

\ou showed up," Spike ' answered.
"Then he sorta slumped down alongside
me, an' that's the hist thing I know—
for I fainted off "

.

The words were scarcely uttered whjn
there was a commotion in the hail, anrr
a moment afterwards Pat Hcelej bu5,n
into the room.
"Bob," he gasped, "I've just seen one

o' thim gangsters boatin' it througli
the grounds. Oi got icavo from the
chief to com«? here after tlic foire, ai.'

Oi was walkin' along the droive when
Oi got a squint at the spalpeen skul'^in'

by the Frinch windows.''
"He must have been listening," Boh

rapped out, "and he'll warn Mitchell.
What we've got to do is to make
straight for Mitchell's office. Doc. you
and Mr. Madison hold Spike. You two
ofiiecrs come with I'at and me. x\ii(l

Spike," he added, a twinkle in liis c\c,
"cheer up, will you? Y'ou'rc going ta

live to do a long stretch in the peni-
tentiary."
He wheeled and made for the door,

and as he entered the ha'.l he found ih.tt

June, as well as Pat and the two p-ilico

officers, was following him.
" I'm going, too, I>ob," the girl de-

clared resolutely.

Bob was about to protest when i.o

realised that Spike Beldon was on tho
point of giving utterance to his feelings,

the truth having dawned on him.
"Yes, maybe you'd better come with

us, June," the young fireman said with
a grin. "I believe Spike's getting ready
to use some bad language."
The party left the house and climbed

into a touring-car in which the polico
officers had driven to the house. At
that .same inst<int Silk Connolly waa
starting the engine of an automobile
t)eyond the gates of the drive.

Connolly drove cityward at tlie top
.speed of his car, and, losing the other
vehicle amid the traffic of San Fran-
cisoo's crowded streets, he swung into

a side-turning and pulled up outside a
'phone-box.
A few seconds later a bell rang iu

Dan jMitehell's down-town office. !i:'d

Mitchell was about to cross to the tele-

phono when his secretary came through
from another room.

"I'll answer that call if you like, Mr.
Mitchell," she offered.

The promoter scowled at her.

"Who asked you to stay here?" he
demanded irritabl\ . "Get your hat and •

coat and go hojiie. You. undoi-stajid '!.

Got out of here."
The girl departed, and Mitchell picked

up the i-eceivor of the 'phone.
"Hallo," he called. "No—iMitcholl's

not here Oh. is that you. SilkT
Well, why in the name of Creation
didn't you say so? I'm. busy here—get-

ting ready to burn my private papers.

I may have to make a quick getaway if

things go wrong."
"You'll have to make your getawi-^j

oil right," came the voice of Silk.

"Spike ha? spilled the works, Mitch'.
Darrow's wise, and he's on his way now
—with the cops."
Mitchell crammed the receiver on to

its hook and turned towards the waste
paper basket, which was packed with
documents.

" Spike spilled the works, huh ?" be
ground out. "The dirty double-crosset

He struck a match and held it to IhciJ

pagers in the basket. They blazed u|
almost at once. and. pausing only to^
light - a cigarette from the beacoUft
iMitchell reached for his hat and slipf
out of the office.

He took the lift to the ground floor,

and. emerging on lo the sidewalk,

^ "

(Continned on page S5..)
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(Continued from page 16.)

A blauketed Indian brouglU a iough
breakfast. Kirjcaid told him :

"I must speak with your master."
The feJlow shook his hair-braided head

and departed. Heavy bolts were shot
into their staples—hour after hour went
by ; the prisoner standing by the tiny
look-out window, watching and waiting.
At last came a sign from his gaoler.

A smooth, oily-looking dago unbarred
the door and peered in.

"The Senor Santa Cruz presents com-
pliments to the Senor Ranger,' he
grinned. "There is to be a wedding
this evening." He grimied still more
evilly at Kincaid. "To-morrow the
Senor Santa Cruz will entertain the
Senor Ranger," he ended, making a
gesture as if putting a rope about Iiis

iiecfc.

For a mad moment Kincaid liad
thoughts of springing out on this smirk-
ing fellow and overpowering him, then
fighting his way out. But he controlled
his rage; Laeca had to be brought to
Ei Paso and delivered into custody.
Then would come Jose's turn.
He Jistened to the dago without

moving a muscle of his set face.
In tlie early evening came another

visitor—Laeca herself. She was admitted
by the burly bearded co« puncher out-
side with whom she seemed to be on
friendly footing.

. "Miles, my poor friend," she mur-
• mured. "Jose has sent for a padre.
We are to be married this evening."
She drew her long cloak round about
her, as if she were cold, as she tip-

toed to where he stood stonily regard-
ing her. "You shall escape trom here
while Jose and the rest are busy witli

the wedding. I have given money to

Cfonsalez, who i.s on guard outside the
door, and wlven there is a good chance
he will unlock the door very quiet and
go away. Then you go."

"Is it a trap?" he asked brutally.
"A good chance for me to be shot in the
back as I run ?"

"But hov/ can you think so of me?"
she reproached him, her eyes full of
tears. "Me, I hate them all—even Jose.
One time I think liim very fine, very
wonderful. Then you come, Miles, and
I see no one else."

He shrugged his shoulders.
"It is true, Miles," she said passion-

ately. "See, I throw away the ring
Jo^e give me." She plucked the
shining ring from her finger and tlirew
it out of the little cro.ss-barred window.
"Forgive me. Miles—forget me!" she
cried wildly, as she ran from the prison
chamber.
Outside, below the window, Jose stood

listening. He had followed her unseen
and unsuspected. He picked up the nine-
stoned ring, smiling softly to himself as
iie put it into his pocket. Like a cat
he crept away.
He called Pedro to him when again

in liis own room.
"Listen, my little Pedro," he ordered.

"The Senor Ranger is a runaway trom
the oHice of the Chief Ranger" at El
Paso. We capture him last night because
we are always on the side of the law,
yeS?"
"Yes," agreed Pedro, watching for a

hint.

"It would be correct for you to shoot
Inm down, if he try to get away from
here," went on Jose.

(Oontinaed on page 27.)
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crossed to a roadster standing at ihc
kerb. The scoundrelly promoter ontcvcd
it, took his place behind the steeriug-

wln'cl and pressed the sclf-itarter, jnd
as rhe auto was moving forward he saw
in his side-mirror the reflection of

another car swinging into the street.

It was the tourer that contained ]3oh
Darrow and his party, and with an oath
Mitchell jammed his foot on the
accelerator.

The chase that followed was main-
tained at break-neck pace, .Mitchell

driving recklessly through the busy
streets, and the pursuing to\uer storm-
ing in his trail. Half a dozen times one
or the other of the two autos was
within an aco of being piled rip on che

kerb, but without serious misadvonture
they raced on through tlic city till the
less populous environs were reached.

.Mitchell was lieading for the coast
road, and once ho gained it lie fairly

gave his roadster "the gas." But if

they had been un.nble to make up on
him amid the traffic of tiie city, the
police officers soon showed that their

touring car was capable of overtaking
the fugitive on the open highway.

Its speed exceeded the other auto's by
a clear ten miles an hour, and the dis-

tance between the two cars was steadily

reduced. In the space of a few niiiiules

they were racing abreast.

Bob was occupying tlie back of the
police car with June, and now, though
the girl tried to restrain him, he swuti';

open tin- door and stepped out on to the

ruiiningboard. For a moment le
tiraced himself, and in that moment
heard June's voice, sin-ill with alarm.

•Bob, you'll be killed! Don't, Bob!"
But he disregarded the warning, and

with a sudden plunge he threw himself
from tlie police car to Mitcliell's

roadster. Ho tumbled over tlie side of

tlic crook's niachine, and in another
instant was .struggling to reacli the

controls.

Mitchell tried to strike at him with
one fist, but Bob's fingers closed on the

hand-brake and he wrenched on it with
all his might, counteracting the accelera-

tion. The roadster slackened pace con-

siderably, and tiie police car iiinnediately

forged ahead and swerved into its path,

forcing Mitchell to bring his machine to

a standstill.

The crook dived from tlie auto and
attempted to run for it, but Bob sprang
after liim and seized him. There was a

sharp scuffle, which ended in Mitchell
finding himself a prisoner in Bobs
powerful grasp, and then Pat and the

1

police officers came
along at the double.
"Keep hold of

him, boys,'' Bob
said, handing his

captive over to the

representatives o f

the law.
Mitchell began to

struggle, and h e

proved a handful
for the police ofii-

cers till Pat Heeley
lent his assistance.

" Aisy, there,
or it's a punch in

the snoot Oi'll be
givin' yez!"

Mitchell was
dragged into the
police car, from

which June had by this time descended,
and, while the niscally promoter was'
held powerless in the grip of Pat and
the officers, Bob searched him rapidly.

i

From an inside pocket in the crook's
jacket he produced a waJlet, and it was
as lie opened this that lie found what ho
wanted—a sheet of jiaper on which a
number of chemical symbols had been
written out.

j

"This is my formula," Bob announced,'
"and I'd like you officers to testify that
I found it on this man's person." j

"'We'll do that all right, Fireman,''
one of the officers answered.
"Okay," said Bob. "You'd betifcr

take him along, then. I'll be down at
headquarters to prefer charges against
him later."

A pair of manacles were slipped over
Mitchell's wrists, and, resigned to iris'

fate, he sunk sullenly into a corner of
the car. One of the police oHicers settled

himself beside liini, and the other took
the wheel.
"Say, Darrow," the man behind the

steering-c-olumn drawled, " why wait till

later to prefer those charges? There's
room in this car for us all—at a
s<iuceze."

"N'o," Bob replied. ''I think Miss
^ladison and I will travel back in

-Mitchell's outfit. You can drive for us,

Pat."
Bob and June turned towards tho

other car, and Pat winked at the police

oHicers.
" He'd rather have a squeeze in the;

roadster," the Irishman said with a grin.

"An' can ye blame him when ye look

at. the colleen he's with ?"

The oflicers laughed, and drove off

with their scowling prisoner. Pat then
made his way to the roadster, and by
the time he had taken his place at the
wheel Bob and June had already in-

stalled themselves in the back of the
vehicle.

"' Don't be in too much of a hun-y,
Pat," Bob staled. "Remember, I'm
still odicially on sick-leave."

'It's sick ye are," declared Pat. "(he
both av ye. Love-sick, Oi'd call i'."

And, laughing, he started up the car.

Pat was discreet, and he kept his face

towards the road ahead, but ho could

not help seeing, in the side-mirror, u

reilection of Bob and Junp drawing
nearer to each other, and presently ho
saw Bob stoop to her lips and kiss her
tenderly.

Pat gave vent to a dreamy sigh.

"It must be wonderful to be in love,"'

he murmured; and then he twisted the

side-mirror to another angle, .so that it

reflected only the empty highway behind
the lovers.

THE END.

(By permission of Universal Pictures.

Ltd., starring Tim McCoy and Marion
Shockley.)
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"THE SKY RAIDERS."!

^ (Continued from page 10.) i

too. It was the inanagei'.s private
'plane, and uneasy suspicions as to the
real identity of the mysterious boss of

tlie gang crossed Bob's inind as he
crawled noiselesslj- up to the house.
A few moments later those suspicious

were fully confirmed. Bob crept up lo a

side window, stooping low. for he had
licard voices within the building.
"Well, boss, you can't say we've not

done the job good and proper this time,"
remarked a voice that Bob instantly
recognised as Kclley's.

"Sure I can't, Kelley," came the re-

ply, "l take back all I said before.
You've managed the affair veiy well
this time."
"I thought so when I ,-aw the '])Iane,"

iiuittered Bob to himself, for the voice
\vas that of Willard, the manager of the
airport.

Vaguely suspicious though lie had
been of Willard, it came as a shock to

Bob Rogers to hud that the manager
was actually in league with tlie crooks,
but the young airman was about to re-

ceive a much greater shock, a surprise
that almost caused him to betray his

presence to the gang.
Moving quietly from the window.

Bob crept round to the door, for ho had
noticed that it was not quite closer:.

Though he had been able to hear the
crooks talking from his first po.sitioi>,

he could not see them, and he hoped to

have better luck at the doorway. Peer-
ing cautiously round, he saw the gang
at a table in the middle of the room, a
table strewn with cuirency notes. The
gangsters appeared to be busy in

(ountiiig out the spoils.

"By the way," said Kelley presently,

"where are you and the giil plamiing
out to make your future home?"
"Some place in Euixape," leplied

AVillard, "and if you take my advice
you'll get to Europe as soon as you
can, all of you."
Bob Rogers could not repress a start

of astonishment and dismay as the
manager spoke, for though the name of

the girl had not been mentioned, the

young pilot felt certain that Willaid and
Kelley had referred to lirace Dcvine.
Instinctively, Bob seemed to realise

in that moment that the girl he loved

was somewhere in the house, in the

jiower of the gang.
"What's that?" cried Willard, who

had heard a sound outside the door as

Bob gave his involuntary start of

surprise.

The crooks turned to gaze at the door,
listening intently. Bob had instantly

tlrawn back, and they did not see him,
but Kelley rose to his feet to investigate.

Drawing his gun, he rushed to the door
and looked out.

"Okay, boss!" he said. "No one there
—only a dog scratching about."
Bob Rogers was onlj' a few yards

away, round a corner of the house, but
as luck would have it a mongrel dog
happened to come pinwling along just

at that moment, and Kelley naturally
a.ssiuned that the animal had made the
slight noise the crooks had heard.
Kelley turned back into the hon.se,

and as soon as he had disappeared from
view. Bob ran quickly acroes to the
bandit 'plane and climbed into it. A
few minutes later Kelley again came
rut. and walked over towards the ship,

for Willard had ordered him to see that
the machines were ready to resume the
joiMiiey.

As the ganaster climbed into the
Novfmber 7tli. 10.11.
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'(/lane he got the surprise of his lite. A
terrific uppercut from a powerful fist

rattled every tooth in his head, and he
ncMit backwards to the ground and lay

still. Bob Rogers instantly jumped out,

biinging with him a length of rope. In
two minntes Kelley was bound and
gagged, and Bob threw him, none too
gently, into a neighbouring ditch.

Five mimites afterwards Willard came
out of the house, dragging Grace Devine
with him and foiloweci by his men, who
were carrying the packages of n6tes.

Bob Rogeis had, meanwhile, donned
Kelley 's flying kit, and was apparently
vei.y bu.sy with the 'planes. He saw the
manager pulling Grace along, and
bunied to fly. at his throat, but he had
formed his plan, and he restrained him-
self from any attack on Willard at the

moment.
Kelley," cried Willard, failing to re-

cognise Bob in hiB disguise, "you will

come with me and the girl. The others
will take the small 'plane and follow.

You had better pilot it, Blondy."
It was not surprising that Willard had

taken Bob Rogers to be Kelley, for the
young airman was much about the same
height and build as the crook. He had
drawn the goggles over his eyes, and
he kept his face turned away from the
manager as much as he could. Without
a word he climbed into the cockpit of

the bandit 'plane, and Willard was just

forcing Grace to follow when a sharp
exclamation fioni Blondy attracted his

attention.

"We've got a broken gas-line, Mr.
Willard !" cried the crook in dismay.
Bob Rogers smiled to himself, for he

had managed to break a gas-line on the
manager's 'plane a minute before the
gang came out of the house.
"What!" roared Willard angrily.

"How long will it take to repair?"
" An liour, maybe, perhaps more,"

icplied Blondy ruefully.

A humming sound, faint at first, but
growing louder every moment, caused
the crooks to look up. High in the air

a few miles away a great Army fighting
'plane was sweeping rapidly down upon
them.
Quick!" screamed Willard. "In with

ycu !"

He pushed Grace Devine into the
'plane, climbed in himself, and howled
fnriously to tlie man he thought to be
Kelley.
"Get her going, quick!" he cried, for-

getting all about the rest of the gang
in his anxiety to escape with Grace
before the Government ship came up.
Bob Rogers hesitated for a second

^^hether or not to reveal himself there
and then. If he did, there would prob-
ably be a fight in the presence of Grace,
for the other crooks were standing near,
each man holding a gun. Bob knew
that he could get Willard, but the others
would most likely get him, so he de-
cided to take ofiE and fly back to the air-

port.

The Army 'plane was almost overhead
as Bob Rogers left the ground, and in a

few minutes the young pilot felt that
he had made a grave mistake. For the
Government machine, ignoring the dis-

abled aeroplane and the crooks stand-
ing by it, swung round instantly after

him. Bob realised with dismay that the
bandit 'plane was known, ancl that he
was being chased.
And at asiy moment the machine-guns

of the Ainiy ship (might open fire!

The Rescue ol Qrace Devine.

THE officer in command of the Army
airport had lost no time in sending
out one of his best machines in

charge of a young lieutenant reputed to
be the most daring and skilful pilot on
the Government flyina field. Exulting
at the prospect of a fight with the skv
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raiders, the lieutenant took ofl, and flew

at his utmost speed for the desert of
Arizona.
Jimmy Devine, still waiting by the

disabled express half an hour after Bob
Rogers had passed, saw the Army 'plane
approaching, and presently it glided
dov\Ti and landed almost alongside the
express.

Are you Devine ?" asked the
lieutenant, leaning out to speak to
Jimmy. "Have thej- got away with it?"
"Yes, they got the dollars more than

half an hour ago," replied Jimmy rue-

fully. "You're too late, lieutenant."

"You jump in," came the .reply. "I'll

show you whether I'm too late ! I'm
going to get those guys somehow. Tell

me which way they went and what
their machine is like."

Jimmy Devine climbed into the Army
ship, and he described the bandit 'plane

to the oflicer as they went along. The
lieutenant took his machine thousands
of feet in the air, and, relinquishing the
controls to a sergeant, he began to

survey the countiy carefully through
powerful glasses as they neared the

confines of the desert.

"See that?" he cried presently, hand-
ing the glasses to Jimmy, who put down
his own and picked up the officer's more
powerful pair. Looking in the direction

the lieutenant had pointed out, Jimmv
saw, far away to the right, a small

house with two tiny objects on tho

ground in front of it.

The lieutenant took charge of the ship

again, and soon he was swinging Iter

rapidly down upon the house which he

had noticed, while Jimmy still kept his

glasses focused upon it.

"Yes, that's the 'plane, I'm sure, the

larger one," cried Jimmy as they ap-

proached. "There are some men bv it

now. Quick! They're going up
"

"My orders are to take those fellows

dead or alive, and I'm going to do it."

said the lieutenant grimly. "If they go

up, we must follow and shoot the 'plane

down. Are those machine-guns ready for

action there ?"

"All ready, sir!" cried the men
eagerly as the ship swept on.

Jimmy Devine looked down excitedly

as they swooped lower and lower. He
noticed an aeroplane which he thought

to be one of these from the airport,

partly hidden behind a ridge of rock,

and he guessed that Bob Rogers had left

it there. His friend he could not see,

and little did he imagine that Bob, in

the guiee of Kelley, was piloting the

bandit 'plane. Still less did he think

that his sister Grace, too, was thei-e, foe

he had, of course, not the slightest ides

that Willard had kidnapped lier that

morning.
"They've got off," said Jimmy, "or

some of 'em have. The larger 'plane is

up."
"You sure that's the machine,

Devine?" asked the officer.

"Yes, sir," replied Jimmy formally.

"The other machine appears to be dis-

abled—one of 'em is working on it

now."
"WeMI come back for that, then." re-

marked the lieutenant, as he swung
round in chase of the 'plane which Bob
Rogers was piloting.

And Bob was in a terrible quandary.

Too late he realised that he ought t3

have revealed himself, at all risks, or to

have delayed Willard somehow until the

Army 'plane had arrived. He was

already a thousand feet up before he

saw that it was impossible for him to

fly back to the airport as he had hope<l

to do. The machine he was pilot uir

was not good enough, and the Army
'plane was catching up.

(Continned on MS* 89-)
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Pedio nodded

:

"I undeistaiid you, Jose. I know well

what is to be done."

The Stampede.

THE oncoming storm had darkened
the co\intry of the Rio Grande, and
Kincaid could see that lights were

already reflecting from the rooms of the

rancho. He tried tlie door softly once

or twice, but ever found it barred

af,'ainst him. Presently, a voice was
heai'd calling: "Gonsalez, come this way
a moment! You are wanted."
A minute later Kincaid tried the door

a third time. It had been unbolted; it

opened—he was free !

Warily, and suspecting a plot, he

stepped outside. The rancho seemed
busy enough within, but there was no
one on guard, no one about the gardens.

Ahead of him was a low stone wall, pro-

tecting the flower beds from the brows-

ing cattle; beyond it stretched the arid

pastures and the clouded hills. Kincaid
crouched low as ho ran for the wall.

He reached it and vaulted over— into

the ambush prepared for him by Pedro.

Hhote rang out on either .side; Kincaid
dropped as if hit, and three fellows

rushed upon him. He rose on the in-

stant to meet them ; a smashing upper-

cut from his clenche.'l fist knocking Pedro
flat on his back. Then, right and left,

he dealt with the others—one clean cut

between the eyes, but the second

managed to grapple and close with him.

They rolled over and over until Kincaid,

well used to mob lighting, got the fel-

low's head between his hands, when he

soon bumped the cowpuncher into

silence.

Then he ran again, this time towards
an outbuilt stable, only just pausing to

pick up the writhing Pedro's carbine.

Kincaid had almost made the shelter

when a single shot rang out, and with

a stifled cry he stumbled and fell a^ if

dead.
For a few tense moments he lay there.

A girl came to an upper window of the

rancho, glanced out, then climbed on
to the sill. With a flying rush she leapt

into the gardens, coming to ground on
all fours with a little scream of fear.

As she scrambled to her feet and began
to run towiirds Kincaid, a blanketed
Indian stole from the outbuilding, toma-
hawk upraised.

He was preparing to sma.sh down his

weapon on that seemingly helpless figure

when a sudden mighty upward kick from
Kincaid hurled liim sideways. Then
Kincaid was upon him, wrenching the

tomahawk from those frantically clutch-

ing fingers. The girl heard the terrible

weapon thud upon the Indian's head and
a scream came from her.

Kincaid had given her scarcely a
glance. He ran to the .stable and flung
himself on a horse. When the girl

reached the stable he was already gal-

loping for the hills, but she wasted no
breath in calling after him. With a spring

she leapt on to the bare back of another
horse; then, with little heels pres.sed

against the aTiimal's smooth flanks,

started hotly in pursuit.

Heavy drops of rain descended from
the lowering clouds, a thin wind began
to whine down the hills. As the two
.raced away fnnn the now thoroughly

,
alarmed rancho a vivid flash of light-

ning forked the skyline. Loud rumbling
thunder followed, echoing and re-

echoing through the valleys of the Rio
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Grande. The browsing lowing herds of

cattle raised frfghlcned heads and began
to stir, pressing against each other as

they crowded unsteadily down from the

hills.

Out from the rancho came Jose with

some of his fellows. When he saw the
flying figure of Latca heading wildly after

Kincaid, a cry broke from his lips, high
above the cannonading of the storm.
Lightning flashed and zig-zagged as if

the elements mocked him ; rain swept in

torrents with the wind, now blowing a

hunicane.
"To horse! To horse!" shrieked

Santa Cruz. His fellows hurried to obey
him, but Kincaid and the girl were well

down the valley ere the pursuit could
become dangerous to them. They raced

in desperation, Lasca seeking to catch

up with him, while he spurred his mount
along the straight stretch for the river

bed.
Above them the cattle were massing

on the hills, crowding each other and
bellowing with fear. The storm, with
all its pent-up electric energies so sud-

denly loosened, filled the beasts with

terror. They herded together; jostling

and charging each other—then one of

them in the forefront, an old bull, began
to run.
At once all the herd was moving,

gathering terrific momentum as they
swept down from the heights, under the
blinding rain, in their serried scores.

An earth-shaking roll of thunder was
lost in the crashing of their hoofs as

they charged across the plains, utterly

bevond all control.

FILM NOVELS YOU SHOULD NOT MISS.

Lily Damita

in

" MADAME JULIE."
The poiRoant drama oi an all urine French
modiste who, after marrying a millionaire
widower, met and fell in love with his son,
who had run away from Oxford under an

assumed name.

" TO-DAY."
Used to riches and every luxury, a beautiful
young woman suddenly learnt of her husband's
ruin. The husband thought she would be
willing to start afresh, but—— Starring
Conrad Nagel and Catherine Dale Owen.

ALSO
The seventh episode of the exciting serial
drama of the sawdust ring, starring Francis X.

Bushman, jun., and Alberta Vaugbn

—

"THE SPELL OF THE CIRCUS."

In this week's splendid issue of our companion
paper,

"SCKEEIiI STORIES."
ON SALE WEDNESDAY. PRICE 2d.
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Lasca caught up with Kincaid, who
had, at last, become aware of her.

"Miles," she panted as her horse raced
beside his "You are hurt, yes?"
His face was deathly white, and, as he

reined in his mount with his left hand
and arm, his '-ight hand seemed to hang
uselessly from his shoulder.
"That fellow got me," he called to

her. "Tne Indian. Don't worry about
me, I'll manage." He gave her a side-

long look. "You coming with me,
Lasca ? I shall have to take you to El
Paso."
"I come with you. Miles," she shouted

back to him through the sheeting rain.

"I love you. Miles." Her voice changed
suddenly, piteously. "Miles, Miles—see

them ! The steers are mad ! They are

coming down at us "

He saw, too late, that they were right

in the path of the frantic, maddened
cattle. Herd upon herd, hundreds
crowded together, were rushing down in

blind panic from the hills. Lost to every-

thing but fear, they charged onwards,
over-running and smashing everything in

their path.
Kincaid yelled to her to race before

the oncoming black mass, in the hope
of outpacing them. For a few minutes
their horses led the cattle, then Kin-
caid's mount caught its foot in a hole,

stumbled, and flung its rider like a stone

from a catapult. The Ranger crashed

to earth beside the rolling horse.

Lasca never hesitated. She reined in

her mount, sprang from its bare back,

and, as the maddened steers smashed
down upon them, flung herself upon
Kincaid, covering him with herself as

best she could.

Jose, following them, saw the cattle

sweep over them and rush onward His
face went white as chalk, a terrible cry

came from his lips. His men reined in

behind the stampede, glancing at each
other.

Already the tearing wind had driven
the storm onwards. The clouds were
breaking, the rain had cea.sed. Ahead,
a dark moving mass, the steers moved
heavily towards the river, their lowings
sounding more faintly as their terrors

ended. Already some of them were fall-

ing away from the rest and cropping tha

saturated grass with greedy relish.

Santa Cruz led the way to where Lascf.

and Kincaid were lying; the horse had
borne "the worst of the charge and lay

there broken and dead. The Me.xican
dismounted and lifted Lasca tenderly

from the body of Kincaid. He laid her
upon the horse rug which one of his

men had silently placed upon the steam-
ing ground.
He stood up and took off his gay

broad-brimmed hat witli its gold iace.

His eyes were diy and burning his lips

moved without speech. One by one, hie

men took off their hats, staring awk-
wardly at each other. Then one of them
fetched another rug from his horse and
with it covered the piteous figure of the

girl from sight.

Kincaid stirred a little, groaningiy.
Santa Cruz made a sign to his men.

"Lift him up," he ordered. "Care-
fully—carefully ! She gave her life for

him." His voice broke. "Take him
to El Paso." He forced himself to say:
"Tell the Senor Chief of the Rangers
that I send him, me, Jose Santa Cruz, of

the Rio Grande, with my compliments
sincere." He waved them away; then
knelt with bowed head beside that hid-
den, pitiful form:
"Lasca!" he called vainly. "Oh, my

beloved—do not leave me so all alone!"
(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Leo Carillo. John Mack
Brown, and Dorothy Burgess.)

November 7th, 1931.
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THE SKY RAIDERS."
(Continued from page S6.)

*--

Bob Rogers decided to land as soon as

he saw a suitable spot, but the lieutenant
of tlie government macliine gave him no
time. Convinced by Jimmy's assurance
that the bandit 'plane was trying to

escape, the officer ordered his men to

open fire at once.
A burst of machine-gun fire came, and

bullets tore through the cabin where
Bob, Grace and Willard sat, without, as
it happened, hitting any of them.
"Lie down, Grace!" shouted Bob

Rogers, tearing ofl the goggles, and re-

vealing herself to the astonished gaze
of his companions.
. Grace Devine, amazed as she was to

realise that Bob was actually in the
. 'plane with her, obeyed withoiit a word.
Phe lay flat on the floor of the cabin,
*|Fiilo Willard drew his gun, his fear of

the machine-gun' bullets overcome for

the moment by the unexpected sight of

the young airman.
"So it's you, is it?" he growled

angrily, covering Bob. "Take "

Another hail of bullets swept through
the 'plane, tearing holes in the wings,
damaging the propeller, and splintering
the cabin. Willard slumped to the floor

even as his finger pressed the trigger,

and there he lay still, riddled through
and through by the deadly burst of fire,

while his bullet went wide of Bob's head.
Circling round the supposed tky

raiders, the government machine kept
up the attack, and Bob saw that there
was only one chance left. Both he and
Grace had miraculously escaped .'O far,

but the next burst of fire would prob-
ably get one of them, and, moreover,
the 'plane was already badly damaged.

"Crawl along to that parachute,
Grace," he cried. "I can't control the
'plane any longer—she's a wreck, and
we'll have to try the parachute."

"There's just about room for the two
of us on the bar," gasped Bob, as the
girl began hurriedly to get out the para-
chute. "Let's hurry. She's going!"

Just as the battered machine dipped
into a nose-dive. Bob and Grace threw
themselves out. They fell like stones for

fifty feet, but Bob pulled the ring of the
parachute at the right moment, and the
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silken folds above spread out safely.
Down they floated gently earthwards,
while the men in the Army 'plane, still

circling above, watcJied in astonishment.
"What's that?" cried the lieutenant.

"Good Heavens, one of them is a
woman! Say, Devine, you've sure made
n mistake about that ship."
He pointed to the bandit 'plane, now-

spinning downwards to earth, where it

crashed a moment later into a splintered
heap of wreckage.

Jimmy Devine's face drained of all

colour as he looked at the parachute
through his glasses.

"It's my sister—and Bob Rogers!" he
gasped. "Thank Heaven they're going
down safely. I can't understand it, sir.

That was certainly the 'plane the crooks
had wlien they robbed the express."

"We'll go down and see," remarked
the lieutenant. "Then I must go back
and clean up that house. We left some
of the guys there."
Meanwhile. Grace %vas telling Bob the

story of Willard's treachery.

"Ho said he would take me up for

just a quarter of an hour," she con-
cluded, "but he brought me out here,
and threatened to make me go with him
to Europe."
"Don't think about it any more, Grace

dear," said Bob gently. "Look out now.
We're nearly down."
They braced themselves for the

coining shock, and .soon they touched
earth, the white folds of the parachute
falling over them as they rolled on the
ground.
"Are you hurt, Grace?" asked Bob

anxiously, sitting up and beginning to

disentangle himself and the girl fi-orn

the parachute.
Bob. Are you?" cried

arm went round her
bit,

his

"Not
CI race, as
shoulders.

"Of course not," said Bob. "I'm
okay, and now "

"Now where do we go next?" inter-

rupted Grace.
"Where do you want to go?" asked

the young pilot.

"Anywhere—with you!" earn© the
pirl's soft reply, as Bob's lips met hers
m a long kiss.

Two hundred feet above., the lieutenant
barked an order to the sergeant who had
taken over the controls.

"Up again and back to that house,"
he cried.

"I'm going to leave those two alone

Every Tuesday

for a while," he added, turning to
Jimmy with a grin. "I guess they
don't want any guys butting in just
now."
"Sure they don't," chuckled Jimmy.

"I'll say they've got all the company
they want for the next hour or two.
Well, I came with you to find those
Sky Raiders, and I reckon I've found
something else, too."
"Yeah!" smiled the lieutenant. "A

brother-in-law! Invite me to the wed-
ding, Devine!"
''We sure will," came Jimmy's laugh-

ing reply.

(By permission of the Ideal Films, Ltd.,
starring Lloyd Hughes and Marceline

Day.)
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THE BLACK WIDOW."

I (Continaed from page 30.) I

The receiver was banged down, and
then another exchange called.

"Is that the Central Hoepital—Dr.
Rowland, please. It is the governor
speaking, and I must talk to him at
once."

• ••»•«
It was hours I'ater when the girl

opened her eyes.

"Only just in time," murmured Dr.
Rowlands. "Not a second too soon.
You're a plucky girl and a lucky one
also!"
"And Ranisey?" she whispered in a

voice in which anxiety was plain to hear.
"Is safe," she was told, "and free!"
The eyes closed, the lips smiled, and

the jjlucky girl passed into a profound
sleep that was surely peopled by the
most enchanting of dre.f(ms.

Some dreams are destined to remain
dreams. Others happily and incredibly
come true—such as the wedding of
Gertrude Clark and Jack Ramsey.. Ger-
trude's newspaper rose nobly to the occa-
sion, with headlines that caused the
happy pair to blush in embarrassment,
And -after all it was literally trite. For
did she not in very truth save his life?

And, having saved it, what fitter than
that this life should remain in her
keeping ?

(Story by courtesy of Ideal Films, Ltd.,

who are releasing the Burns Detective
Mystery Dramas.)
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" Hell Bent for 'Frisco."

Jiiiiiiiy tuiiy, Charles Delaiicy

;

]'"lloii Giuucoil, Voia Royiioldir;

Frauk Kenton. Ednuincl Burns;
•Ro'l,'" Rood Howes; Doctor Clay-

toi!. Charles Ciaig; .Nick Corrigan,

Richard Cramer; Graham. William
Desmond; Liine Garwood, Carol
Xye; J'lie Newsboy, Wesley Barry;
Tonv, George Pegas; Fogerty, Tom
OBiicn.

NEXT WEEK'S THREE COMPLETE FILM STORIES

" Transatlantic."

JMonty Greer, Edmund Lowe:
.Judy Kramer, Lois Moran ; Henry
D. (iraham, .John Halliday ; Sigrid

C^rline, Greta Xissen ; Rudolph
Kramer. .Jenn HerslioK ; Kay Gra-
liiim. Alyrna Loy ; "Handsome"
Aloran, Karic Foxe; Hodgkins, Billy

BevHii; Captain, Claude King; First

Oflieer, Crauford Kent.

An Under-Water Thrill

Wang Wong is a Chinese extra

who MOW realises (hat it is not pos-

sible to talk under water. In an
exciting moment, however, Wang
Wong tried to do so and was saved from
a watery grave only just in time. This

is how it happened ; The exterior scenes

of "Submarine," the new B.I. P. picture,

were being filmed at Portsmouth, and
six actors, including Wang Wong, after

being fitted with the Davis life-saving

apparatus, had to descend into the

depths of the sea by means of a rope,

and then be filmed as they rose to the

surface.

But when below water Wang Wong
found his feet had been wound round
by the rope and ho could not get them
free. In his excitement he removed the

inoulhpiccc of the apparatus and tried

to call to another actor who was above
him. The water at once rushed into

Wang Wong's apparatus and increased

his <lifli<'ulty. Luckily the other actor.

Sidney Seaward, saw what was happen-
ing and hauled tho Chinese boy to the

surface, where lie was found to be in a

distressed condition.

But the thrill of the occasion was not

all over. As the rest of the actors came
to tho surface, a swift current began
sweeping them out to sea. All of thcni

could swim, but their ordinary clothing

with the addition of the apparatus tiam-

pered their movements. By the time Ihe

iast man was rescued he was litorally at

hie last gasp. It was only through Ihe

prompt action of the sailors on the

whaler, the Alecto, that a disaster was
prevented.

A Radio Favourite " Qoes Talkie."

One of Britain's most popular radio
entertainers makes his debut in a full

length talkii^ in the screen version of

Edgar Middleton's sensational pliay.

"Potiphar's Wife," which First
National Patlie have released.

He is Ronald Frankau, who has de-
lighted millions of listeners by his

CHARLES (CHIC) SALE
__ IN .

" THE STAR WITNESS."
Eye-witnesses to a terrible crime.
Threatened—beaten—kidnapped. Their
dnty is to tell all -bat their lives are
worthless i! they speak ! A heart-stirring
story of a family who found themselves

menaced by ruthless gangsters.

"SUNDOWN TRAIL."
A haughty young beauty came with a
cowardly attorney to take over her
father's ranch, but the daredevil menagei
and a gang of rustlers upset her plans.

Starring Tom Eeene and Marion Shilling.

" THE WARDEN'S PEN."
A gripping story of a risky plot by a prison
official to capture a callous, fearless

gunman. Another true story fram the
notebook of William 3. Burns, of the U.S.

Secret Service.

have won for liim a reputation that
has meant regular appournnces in the
broadcasting studios.

Ronald Frankau, however, has paid
the peiuilty of fame. Fame means
work, and more f*me means more
work. With stage plays, cabarets,
broadcasting, and now the screen, ho
has very few worlds to conquer nowa-
days. Many people may not be aware
of the fact, but lie is one of the few
entertainers who writes his own
niateriial, and he is his sternest critia

It is not to be supposed, though, that
"Potiphar's Wife" represents his first

appearance before the movie camera,
for inan.y filmgoers will recall his

several apijoarances in the topical
screen magazine, " Patlietone Weekly,"
iri which he has built up a considerable
advance reputation.

It was a happy inspiration
Maurice Elvey, tho director
'Potiphar's Wife," to select him"silly ass" type of fooling in various

radio revue. His disarming pleasautries ' one of the featured portrayals in
November mh, 1931.

of

or
for

the

picture, although the offer of tho
role was easier than the accept-
ing. The part was offered at short
notice, when Frankau was even
busier than usual. He was appear-
ing in "The Skin Game," and his

night's work included a wireless

act and a couple of cabaret turns.

Elvey informed him that it was
essential to be word perfect by the
next morning, as the production
would otherwise be held up, a
costly business,

Frankau set to work on his lines,

learning them between his various
other activities, and the next morn-
ing turned up, full of smiles, at
Ektreo ready to ijroceed with the
production I

Keeping Slim on a Skyscraper."
Ask the majority of film stars

what is their pet aversion, and nine
out of ten of them will agree that
it is the necessity of keeping fit

and keeping to the correct propor-
tions stipulated in their motion
picture contracts.

Keeping fit and slim, they will agree,
presents more difficulties tlwin any
work involved by tho actual acting in
pictures. But during the making of
'The Hot Heiress," the First National
and Vitaphone comedy, Ben Lyon and
Ona Munson, the principals playing in

this scintillating comedy, had no choice
in the matter. Their work required
plenty of strenuous exorcise to get back
and forth from tho set.

"The Hot Heiress" narrates tho
adventures of a riveter, working on a
sky.scraper, and his sweetheart, a
wealthy debutiante, who watches him
from the window of a neighbouring
window.
An exact replica of tho steel structure

of a lull skyscniipcr was erected by
First National in Hollywood, and in
order to produce tho correct effect the
debutante's apartment was constructed
on a platform some forty feet from tho
ground in order that the cameras,
shooting through the apartment
windows, recorded exactly the scene
that would take place as if it were in a
great American town.
The apartment set was reached by

means of « series of ladders, which tho
f)rincipals were forced to climb at
cast throe times per day. In tho
morning, at noon, and when the day's
work was completed. On most days,
however, they made cvon more than
the minimum number of daily trips
because the picture was made in tho
sunmier. Thus tVie temperature,
coupled with tho powerful, hcat-
genei-ating incandescent lights, mndo
the .sot almost unbearably warm. After
each scene Ben Lyon and Ona Munson
had to scramble down for cool air.

" If you don't think climbing forty

feet so many times a day isn't enough
exercise," says Ona Munson, "just try

it. I lost thrco pounds the first week
and a pound or so every week there-

after."

(Continaed on page S8.)
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A young reporter plays a lone hand to solve the shooting of his chum on a race track.
Gangsters try to take him ^for a ride, but he foils them, securing a big scoop for his
newspaper and the girl of his dreams. Starring Charles Delaney and Vera Reynolds.

Hell
Beni
foe

The News-Getter.

ADMITTANCE to the Garwood
(laiclcn Party and Charity
Bazaar was by invitation only,

but tlic two young men who drove up
to tlie pretentious colonial home
IJCissessed no card.
For one of them was Lane Garwood,

whose sister was on the committee of
the liOS Angeles charity movement, and
had lent the extensive grounds of the
manor for the affair.

Lane Garwood was just out of his
teens, a youth with money to burn and
time to waste, a modern sample of rich
young manhood looking for pace and
excitement. His companion, however,
seemed of a different stamp, being a
year or two his senior and rather more
f.xperienced in the ways of the world.
Jimmy Gray by name, Lane's friend

vas a Press-man, and, in the role of
crime reporter on one of California's
most promincjit news-sheets, ho found
excitement without having to search for
it. He had also found in Lane Garwood
a youngster after his own heart,
although at the moment he—Jimmy

—

seemed considerably disgruntled.
"Well, here we are, Good-natured!"

said Lano, with sly reference to Jimmy's
air of gloom.
"So I see," the newspaper man re-

torted. "Say, Lane, what's the idea of
dragging me out here to this Society
tea-fight, anj^vay ?"

"Jimmy." Lane answered, "I
promised my sister I'd bring you along.
She's crazy to rtieet you, and wants to
see whether or not you'i'e the proper
companion for her baby brother."

"Is that so?" growled Jimmy.
"Well, I don't like sistere."

Lane regarded him whimsically.
-"I suppose you'd rather be "draped

over a card-table with a lot of Press-
men," he observed. "But you're coming
with me instead."
And, taking Jimmy's arm, he walked

him across a green sward of lawn that
was thronged with fashionable guests.
There was a variety of side-shows, and

presently Lane and Jimmy paused
before a booth that represented a
shooting galleiy.

"Say, this joint isn't such a bad spot,
after all," declared Jimmy, brightening
visibly. "I guess I'll try my luck here."
He iianded a coin to a pretty brunette

behind the counter and received a pistol

ill exchange. At the end of the booth
there were half a dozen rows of clay
pipes, targets on which to practise
marksmanship, and Jimmy levelled the
gun and drew trigger.

"Too bad," said the pretty brunette
behind the coiuiter, as his first shot
mi.ssed by a hair's breadth. "Better
luck next time."
Jimmy grinned, and, pulling up his

sleeve, revealed on his wrist a metal
disc, a memento of his war service in

the American Expeditionary Force. He
rubbed his hand over it, and, standing
at his shoulder, Lane Garwood laughed
good-humouredlj'.
" You'll wear that luckv charm out

one of these days, Jiiimiy," he
coniniented.

"It hasn't lot me down yet." was the
rejoinder. " Watch me this time."
Jimmy raised his arm again and fired

off the remaining five shots in quick
succession. With eveiy blast a pipe-stem
snapped, and Jimmy handed the gun
back to the brunette while one or two
bystanders were manelling at his skill.

"You haven't forgotten your Army
training, after all," Lane told him.
"Say, Jimmy, how'd you like to amuse

yourself around the sideshows while 1
find my sister Ellen ?"

"That's a good idea," Jimmy
answered. "And don't hurry back."
Lane walked off, and his steps led him

to a s\yimniing pool which was one of
the main centres of attraction. He did
not find his sister here, but met some
one he knew in the form of Frank Ken-
ton, a tall, immaculately-dressed in-

dividual with a keen, shrewd face and a

trim moustache.
Koiiton was an institutioti at the Gar-

wood home, and, ever since the death of
Lane's father, had looked after the vast

business interests connected with the
bank of which old Garwood had been
inesident.

"Hallo, Frank!" Lane greeted him
getiially.

"Why, hallo, Lane, how are you?"
Kenton rejoined. " Seen anything of
Ellen ?"

Lane shook his head.
"No, I'm looking for her myself," he

mentioned. "Say, it's great here
to-day I I guess my social career is

ending in a blaze of glory."

Kenton eyed him curiously, and the
swift, penetrating glance seemed to

belie the smile that was playing around
his mouth.
"Well, it's true that business does

interfere with social events at times."
he murmured. "You're quite serious,

then, about starting work next
Monday."

"Absolutely," Lano told him. "I
hope you've got my desk down at the

bank all dusted and ready for me."
Kenton nodded.
"Yes, everything's prepared for you."

he said, "and I'm glad you've decided
to settle down."
"Well, it's about time I did." Lane
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mused. "I should have goue to work
when poor old dad passed away instead
of phiying aiound and letting you do all

the hard graft."

Kentoti shrugged.
"I'm very happy to do it, Lane," he

answered. "You know, your father was
very good to me. He really gave me my
first chance, and I'm trying to repay
him for it by looking after your
interests and Ellen's."

"You've been a mighty good friend to

us," Lane said, "and I'm afraid I've

been such a sap about moiiey. I guess
Ellen and I would have been in the
jjoor-house if you hadn't taken hold of
our affairs."

"It's very nice of you to say so,

Lane," Kenton murmured. "But let's

go and find Ellen."

At that moment Jimmy Gray was con-
firmiiig his impression that the Garwood
Fete was not such a dull affair after
all, and, having moved on from the
shooting gallery, he was now lingering
in front of a booth that for some reason
had engaged his attention.
The reason was not hard to locate,

beiaig an attractive, fair-haired girl who
was in control of the side-show.
"Remember," she was saying, "it's

for sweet charity, and the holder of the
winning number gets a kiss. And there
are only two numbers left—seven and
ten."

"I'll take both of them," Jimmy an-

nounced impulsively, and handed her
some money.
The girl smilingly tendered two tickets

with the numbers seven and ten, and
then she turned towards an array of
dolls, picked up a dart, and, closing her
eyes, threw it straight and true.

The dait struck a doll bearing the
luimber .seven, and the girl behind the
counter faced the onlookers again.
"Who holds number seven?" she

asked.
"Right here in peison," Jimmy

answered with a grin.

There was an envious murmur from
the other men who had bought tickets

as the girl behind the counter offered
her lips to the winner. ' But Jimmy
hesitated.
"Er—don't you think we could do this

much better in private?" he suggested.

The girl jiodded and sliiiped round
the counter laughingly, guiding Jimmy
to an old elm-tree that stood in a more
secluded part of the groimds.
"Well, here we are," she said. "And

1 always pay my debts."
Jimmy stooped to kiss her, and their

lips had hardly met when a familiar
voice interrupted them. Turning
quickly, Jimmy a«d his fair companion
saw Lane Garwood and Frank Kenton
approaching.
"Are you in the habit of going at'ound

kissing strange fellows?" Lane inquired
of the girl. Then to Jimmy: "And
you kidded me you didn't like sisters,"

he added with a griti.

"Oh, don't tnind him!" the girl said
to Jimmy. "He's only my brother, and
this other gentleman—Air. Kenton— is

merely my fiance. You know, Frank,"
she went on, addressing Kenton, "this
isti't as bad as it looks. The kiss was
for sweet charity. I promised it to the
gentleman holding the Iticky ntunber."
"Well, I think someone ought to in-

(roduco me to the lucky gentleman,"
Kenton suggested, genialjy enough.

1-auo moved forward.
"I'll do the honours," he said. "On

my left, old ' Stick in the Mud ' Jimmy
Gray, the greatest nows-hound in the
newspaper game. And on my right,
Frank Kenton, the boy wonder of the
banking business."
.Jimmv and Konton shook hands, and
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then the latter turned to Lane's sister

Ellen.

"I wonder if you could tear yourself
from your sweet charity for a while,
dear," he murmured, and, as Ellen
agreed. Lane and Jimmy were left

alone.

The two friends strolled off towards
the hwinnning-pool, and as they walked
Lane began to talk animatedly on a sub-
ject that was of particular interest to
him at the moment.
"Wait until you see her, Jimmy," he

was saying, as they passed along the
edge of' the pool. "She's a beauty 1"

"I have seen her," JinitBy mused ab-
stractedly, "and she is a beauty."
"What do you mean?" Lan*} de-

manded. " Say, I'm talking about my
rax^ing-car—the one I'm driving in the
race at the speedway to-morrow."
Jimmy put Ellen out of his thoughts.

It was not much use dwelling on her
charms, anyway, when she was already
engaged to be married to another
fellow.

"Oh, yes," he said, "your car. So
you're driving in the race to-morrow,
are you ?"

"Yep, for the last time," Lane told
him. "Then it's good-bye to the high-
speed life. I step right from the driver's
scat to a seat behind a desk at the
bank."
Ho had said it was to be his last race.

Had he but known it, those words pos-
sessed a grim significance.

The Race.

ALOXE with Ellen Garwood in a
remote part of the grounds, Frank
Kenton broached the subject of

his romance with her.

"Ellen," he said, "I'm getting
awfully tired of being engaged."
"Why, Frank," she exclaimed, "do

j-ou mean you want our engagement to

be broken off?"
Kentoti took her hands.
"You know what I mean, dear," ho

retorted. " When are we going to be
married?"

Ellen glanced away for a moment,
and then looked at him whimsically.
"You've been wonderfully patient.

Frank," she told him, -"and I suppose I

should make up my mind. You know,
r\e always wanted to be a June bride."
"June," he said, with a frown. "But

that's a long way off. Well, all right,'"

he added with a shrug, "June it will

be."
He left the Garwood ostato shortly

afterwards, and if he could have been
traced to his destination, both Ellen and
Lane anight have gained a very dif-

ferent impression of the man who had
for two or three years been their close
friend and adviser.
Kenton's destination was a garage on

the other side of the city, and as he
drove into the building he was greeted
by a man who was to all appearances
a mechanic. Yet that garage was not
what it seemed, for the moment Kenton
stepped out of his car the mechanic
lifted a trap-door to reveal a flight of
stairs which descended into a unsus-
pected cellar.

Kenton lowered himself through the
trap-door and it was closed over liis

head. A moment later the bank mana-
ger passed along a short, subterranean
corridor and found himself in a secret
room, dimly lit by a shaded lamp
The lamp stood on a table, and it

shone in the faces of two men. One
was seated, a big, bluff indiviilual

familiar to jiolice records, since ho had
figured on more than one chargo-.shcot
as Nick Corrigan. The other was a
swarthy alien known as Tony, and both
men seemed strange company for one
of Kouton's standing.
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"Hallo, chief," Nick greeted the bank
manager. "Say, what's the matter?
You look kinda sick."
Kenton's manner had indeed under-

gone a change, and it was difficult to re-
concile him with the well-bred and
popular guest who had figured at the
Garwood Fete. His smiling geniality
was no longer in evidence, but had
given place in this underground den to
an air of nwngled craftiness and agita-
tion.

"I'll be all right," he said to Cor-
rigan. "You and the boys can go
ahead to-morrow. You know what I

mean."
"Sure," Nick answered, with an

heartiness that was somehow unwhole-
some and sinister. "Leave it to us.

But listen, if you're going to have the
' jimmies ' like this you'd better keep
out of sight."

"I'll be all right," Kenton repeated,
and then, witTi sudden heat: "Why
couldn't the kid have kept out of the
bank's affairs 7 Everything was great
until he got the idea ho ought to go to
work."

" Work's killed better men than him,"
Xick observed, whereat Tony gav« an
ugly laugh. "You know, chief, I'll

admit that you've got the brains in this
outfit, but you have to have something
more than brains in our racket. You
have to' have nerve."
"Bumping off your girl's brother isn't

exactly a pleasant job," Kenton ground
out.

Thus did Frank Kenton show himself
in a very different light to that in which
Society saw him. but the following dayt
when he drove Ellen to the Los Angeles
Speedway in his roadster, he was again
the perfect friend and attentive suitor.
Moreover, he managed to assume a com-
posure that was a mask to his true
feelings.

Over at the pits where the racers were
being conditioned for the gruelling test,

Jimmy Gray was wishing Lane Gar-
wood every success as the latter donned
helmet and goggles and climbed into
his single-seatei' track model.
"Go to it, boy," the young reporter

was saying, " and burn up that speed-
way."

"I'll do my darndest," Lane assured
him. "This is my last race, and it's

going to be a good one."
Jimmy strolled off, and, wandering

around tho fencing of the track, sud-
denly perceived Kenton's car parked
near one of the bends. As he iccog-
nised its occupants he hurried over to
greet them, and was soon in conversa-
tion with them.
They were discussing Lane's prospects

when Kenton noticed a closed-in auto-
mobile draw up to the fence some dis-

tance away, and, excusing himself on
the plea that he needed some cigarettes,

he left Jimmy and Ellen.
Three men had stepped from the

closed-in car—Xick Corrigan, Tony,
and another thug. In passing them
Konton contrived to attract their atten-
tion, and exchanged a meaning glance
with thetn.

Jn tho meantime, Jimmy and Ellen
wore still talking of Lane, and pre-
sently Jimmy referred to his friendship
witli the youngster.
"You tnow," he said, "I think he's

a swell kid."
"And that's what Lane says about

yoii," Ellen told him. "And / think
he's right."
Kenton returned at that moment, and

Ellen spoke to him smilingly.
"You're just back in time, Frank,"

she said. Look, the cars are coming
up to the line."

Kenton took his place beside her

again, and an instant later the race was
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on, the cars storming forward in a

buncli. Kenton watched them as they
gathered speed to hurtle along the fur-

thermost stretch of track, and his pulses

seemed to beat time to the fierce throb
of the engines, whilst his eyes became
fixed on a gleaming torpedo-shape that

V a? sweeping from the rear to challenge
the leaders.
For a spell he watched it weaving its

way through the other competitors. In
the neck-or-nothing race that followed
there was half a dozen hair-raising in-

cidents on the bends as one or another
of tlic cars failed to hold the surface
and skidded fcarsomely. But Kenton
scarcely noticed these circumstances, for
liis attention was riveted on the torpedo-
like shape of Lane Garwood's machine.'
He watched it coming round the last

corner into the straight beside which he
had parked his roadster, and as the
scream of the high-tuned engines drew
nearer he heard Ellen's voice raised in

u tone of excitement.
"Lane's gaining!'' she cried. "Look,

he's taking the lead from the rest of
them ! He's ahead !"

Kenton turned his head and glanced
along the fencing at the closed-in car
wliich had brought his associates to the
speedway. He could not see the gang-
sters now, but ho knew full well that
they were awaiting the fatal moment
lliat would be Lane Garwood's last.

' Corrigan, Tony, and the other man
were .standing on the othor side of the
closed-in car, and as the racers came
forging over the track Corrigan stooped
and drew a gun from under his jacket.
It was in a leather ca.sp, and proved to
be the favourite long-range firearm of
the gangster, a miniature high-powered
rifle with thin barrel and squat butt.
Dropping on one knee. Nick took up

his position beside a wing of the car,
and Tony and the other man moved
close to shield hi.ii completely from
view.
Lane's racer flashed by, and Nick

•wung the rifle on its occupant. Fore-
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finger on the trigger, left hand steadying
the sinister muzzle, he glanced along the

sights and followed his victim's course
v.ith the gun-barrel. Then he fired.

The competitors on the track were
hurtling past in a stream. The muffled
report of the rifle was drowned in the

roar of auto-engines. But the din from
the exhausts could not overwhelm the

shriek that arose as Lane Garwood's
racer suddenly swerved from the track

to plunge over the banking and over-

turn.

In Kenton's roadster, Ellen gave vent
to a sharp cry of horror and involuntarily

buried her face against Jimmy Gray's
breast. Then, pale to the lips, she looked
at her two companions piteously.

"It's Lane!" she faltered. "Lane's
crashed !"

Jimmy slid out of the car and raced
towards the wreckage. He was kneeling
beside Lane with an ambulance man
when Ellen and Kenton came up.

"I think he's dead," the ambulance
man was saying.
A moment later Lane had been lifted

on to a stretcher, to be carried off in a
hospital ambulance.

Foul Play.

JIMMY GRAY paced back and forth
outside the door of the operating
theatre. As a news-man and a

privileged friend of the house-surgeon,

Uoctor Claytou, he had been admitted
to the very threshold of iiie rQOm to
which Lane had been carried for ex-

amination.
The door opened, and the surgeon

emerged. Jimmy looked at him hag-
gardly, and from his grim countenance
read the worst possible news.
"His last race, huh?" he murmured,

with a break in his voice, and was turn-
ing away when Clayton took him by
the arm.
"Wait a minute, Jimmy," he said.

"There's something strange about this."

i5

He held a small fragment of lead be-

tween his fingers, and Jimmy looked at

it in a puzzled fashion.

"What is it?" he demanded.
"A steel slug from a high poweretl

rifle," Clayton answered. "Garwood was
probably dead before his car hit the
fence. He was shot down while driving."

The doctor's words staggered Jimmy.
For a moment he could only stare at the
medical man.
"Shot—while driving!" he reiterated

at last. "But—I don't understand. How
could anything like that happen ? Wha
could have it in for a kid like Lane?"

"That's for the police to find out,"
Oayton rejoined. "All I know is tha!;

this bullet killed him. At any rate, they
were slick workers, whoever they were.
They figured they could make the kill-

ing look like an accident—and they
nearly got away with it."

Jimmy was silent for a little while.

Then all at once he spoke to Clayton
earnestly.

"Doc," he said, "do me a favour, will

you? Put this down on your report :>.-

an accident."
"I'm afraid I can't do that, Jimmy

"Now wait a minute," Jimmy inter-

rupted. "It would just be for a couple

of days—to let those fellows think they

had got away with it. And it would
give us a chance to take them off their

guard."
Clayton agreed reluctantly after some

Dersuasion.

"Aii vigiu," he said, "but only for a

couple of days. I wouldn't take tli$

chance for anybody else, but—I haven't
forgotten a certain favour you did me.
Jimmy.'"
Jimmy thanked him fervently, and

then walked out into a waiting-room
where Ellen and Kenton were sitting,

Ellen almost beside herself wifi)

suspense.

She looked at Jimmy anxiously an Ite

entered, but he could not meet her eyt»

"Bumping off your girl's brother isn't exactly a pleasant job," Kenton ground out.
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;]ik) lowered his glance miserably. She
hecan to sob distractedly then, and was
^till weeping when the two men drove
lier home.
When Ellen had gone to her room

Jimmy took the opportunity of talking

to her fiance alone.

"Kenton," he said, "I guess your co.'j-

i/ection with Lane and Ellen entitles you
to my confidence, and 1 know I can rely

on your help. Doctor Clayton, at the

licspital, gave me some information that

I mean to pass on to you. It wasn't
Ihe crash that killed Lane. He was shot

dead at the wheel."
Kenton managed to conceal the real

scp.timents that the statement aroused in

iiini, and assumed horror.

"Shot dead at the wheel?" he stam-
mered.
"Yes, but Clayton has agreed to keep

it quiet for a couple of days," Jimmy
went on. "We three are the only living

mortals that know the truth—excluding
the hounds that killed Lane—and I

don't think we ought to tell Ellen right

away. She's got enough to stand as it

is."

"You're right. Gray," Kenton mut-
tered, and as he spoke he was trying to
tliink fast.

"But ill the next two days," said

Jimmy determinedly, "I'm going to do
everything I can to trace Lane's slayer

or slayers, and "

"Hold on, Jimmy." Kenton gripped
him by the arm. "I wouldn't do that

if I were you. Listen, I cau give von
gome inside information on this aftaiv

myself. Lane came to me a day or two
.'igo and said he was in a ' jam.' He
confessed that he'd got mixed up in a

booze racket, but meant to cut loose

fiom it. Well, you know what those
racketeers do to a fellow when he tries

to pass them up. They just wouldn't
let Jimmy cut loose as he wanted to, and
—they bumped him off, I guess."

' Jinnny's eyes narrowed.
' "Knowing this makes things a whole
lot easier," he stated. "For it shouldn't

be so hard to get on the track of that

booze gang."

"Jimmy, you don't understand," said

Kenton, lying glibly. "Think what it

Mould mean if the whole ugly story be-

came known. Think how Ellen would
feel if the papers were blazoning the full

facts—her kid brother a rum-runner,
associate of thugs. Why, the disgrace
would kill her!"

Jiimiiy pureed his lips, and Kenton saw-

that his convincing arguments were
bringing about the effect he desired.

"ii you've any respect for Lane's good
name, and if you've any respect for

Ellen's feelings," he appealed, "you'll
keep this to yourself, Jimmy."

I The young newspaper man nodded
slowly.

"I guess you're right, Frank," he
murmured. "We'll sing dumb, you and
L"
Kenton shook hands with him, and

they parted—Kenton to drive straight-

way to the secret rendezvous under the
garage, where he found Nick and one
or two of the gang.
"Nick," said Kenton, "the slug that

hit Lane Garwood has been found. The
luck was against us, and Clayton, the
liouse-surgeon, discovered it. That re-

porter Jimmy Gray told me so. I've
iixed him so that he'll keep his mouth
^!lllt, but Clayton will be handing in his

repoit in a cotiple of days "

Nick Corrigan turned to Tony.
"I thisik," he said, "you'd better get

the typewriter."
1 "Fine." 1'ony rejoined with an ugly
grin. "I have to write som' letters,

Neeck."
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"Yeah," drawled Corrigan, "well,
you're gonna write one to that doctor
over at the hospital. Get the little fel-

low out of the safe."
Tony moved over to the wall. From

a safe there he withdrew "the type-
writer "—gangland'e term for a machine-
gun.
Frank Kenton bit his lip.

"Is that necessary?" he muttered.
" We never waste bullets unless it is

necessary," Nick retorted. "And listen,

maybe it wouldn't be a bad idea to pump
a few into that snoopy reporter."
"Oh, he's all right," Kenton pro-

tested. ' "He gave me his' word. You
see, I gave him a good line about the
honour of his dead pal."
Nick frowned.
"We oughta make sure he don't talk,"

he growled.
"I tell you he'll keep his mouth

shut," Kenton answered impatiently.
"And if he should get dangerous—well,

then I'll let you do your stufT."

On the Track.

JIM:\IY gray was lounging in the
press room at police headquarters
when a detective of his acquaintance

showed up, and from the plain-clothes
man's expression Jimmy saw that some-
thing was wrong.

"Hallo, Fogerty," he greeted the de-
tective, "what's up?"
"Your old pal, Doc Clayton," Fogerty

answered tersely. "They just ruobed
him out

!"

"They just rubbed him out? You
mean——

"

" Bumped him off as he was walkin'
home," Fogerty explained. " Got the
news over the 'phone this minute.
Come on, I'll drive you to the spot."
Ten minutes later Jimmy and Fogerty

were alighting at a street-corner where
the body of Doctor Clayton lay, await-

ing removal to the mortuary.
" So they got him," Jimmy murmured,

as he stood looking down at the still

form of the surgeon.
An officer was on his knees beside

Clayton, and he raised his glance as

Jimmy spoke.

"He never knew what bit him," the
officer observed. "Friend of yours?"
"Yes," said .limmy quietly, and drew

back.
It was at this moment that he became

aware of a newsboy standing near by.

The newsboy was one of Jimmy's wide
circle of acquaintances, and the reporter
walked over to him as he interpreted a
sign from the lad.

"Say, Jinmiy," the newsboy whis-
pered excitedly, " I think I can spill you
a little dope."
"Go ahead and spill it," said Jimmy.
" Well, it was tliis way," the boy

answered. "I was standin' on the
corner when I saw the doc comin' down
the road. Then an armoured car drove
by—you know, the kind they use to

take money to a bank. And the guys
inside shot hini down without ever
stoppin'."

"An armoured car?" breathed
Jimmy.
The newsboy nodded.
" Yeali, a grey car,'.' he told the re-

porter. " Had the word ' Monitor

'

printed on it."

Jimmy took his informant by the arm.
"Remember," ho said, "this is ex-

clusive."

"Sure," was the rejoinder, "ain't we
workin' for tlio same sheet ? You write
for it an' I sell it

"

Jimmy acted upon the information ho
had received, and for tbe next day or
two was a familiar figure in the toiigli

quarter.s of the city. Then he dcoidod
that it was time he called on Ellen
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Garwood, and the idea had no sooner
occurred to him than he was on his way
to her home.
He found her reclining in a hammock

on the terrace, fingering a toy doll
v.hich Jimmy recognised as the one to
which his lucky number had been
attached on the day of the fete.

" Well, how did she get here ." be
said, with a smile.

"She's yours by rights," Ellen told
him, " but you deserted her, so I

decided I'd better adopt her. She's
been asking about you," she added in

a tone of mild reproach, " and wonder-
ing why you haven't been to see your
friends."

Jimmy's face grew serious.
" I've been pretty busy," he muttered.

"I've been trying to get on the track of
p, gang of dirty killers But I guess
that's not the sort of thing a nice littlo

doll wants to hear about."
" It sounds like a dangerous job for a

nice reporter," Ellen rejoined,

"It is," Jimmy answered grimly; "but
when two of your best friends have been
bumped off it's no time to play safe."

" Was this doctor I've been reading
about a friend of yours ?" Ellen ex-
claimed. "Oh, I'm so sorry, Jimmy.
But you said there were two. Who w-as

the other?"
Jimmy was momentarily ofl his guard.
" Why, La " This much he had

said when he stopped himself, and
added abruptly :

" Oh, nobody that you
know "

But Ellen was leaning forward, her
eyes fixed on him intently.

" You started to say ' Lane,' " she
challenged. "Oil, don't lie to me,
Jimmy! Is there anything about Lane's
death that I don't know?"
Jimmy tried to stammer out some

denial, but she was liot prepared to

accept it.

"Jimmy, you've got to explain," she
insisted tremulously. " You mean—that
Lane's death—wasn't an accident. Tell

me, Jimmy."
"I can't tell you anything until I'm

certain," Jimmy said awkwardly. "But
I've got a hunch that there is sojne con-
nection between Lane's death and
Clayton's, and within the next twenty-
four hours I hope to have the straight

of it, Ellen."
" Do you think you know who killed

the doctor?" Ellen asked breathlessly.

Before Jimmy could make any re-

joinder there was a footfall close by,
and, turning their heads, they saw
Frank Kenton approaching, and his first

words told them that at least part of

their conversation had been overheard
by him.

" Do all reporters go in for sleuthing
as well as newspaper work ?" he in-

quired, with a smile that masked the

glint in his eyes.

Jimmy shrugged his shoulders.
" Well, we sort of come by it natur-

ally," he confessed. "How are you,
Frank?"
"Pretty good," Kenton told liim.

"Hallo, dear," he added to Ellen, lay-

ing an affectionate band on lior

shoulder.
Jimmy stood up.

"I guess I'll be drifting along," he
stated, whereupon Kenton spoke to
Ellon again.

"You'll pardon mo a moment, dear,

will you?" ho said. "I'll see Jimmy to

the porch. I'd like to speak to liim for -

a second." •

,

Ho accompanied Jimmy through the '

house to the front door, where the two I

men paused. ]

"Jimmy," Kenton began, "I over-

hoard the conversation you had with
Ellen—about Lane. You know, I under-
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A moment later Lane had been lifted on to

a stretcher.

Btood that was a closed issue between
us."

"It was," Jimmy answered, "until
Doctor Clayton was shot down."

" What had that to do with Lane's
death V Kenton retorted.
"Plenty," Jimmy told him. "Don't

you see, Frank—someone must have
figured that Clayton knew too much.
I've got to get to the bottom of this

business now," he added determinedly.
Kenton's brows contracted in a

frown.
-' Don't you think you're taking a

pretty big chance?" ho suggested.
"Maybe," was the reply, "but that's

my look-out."
Kenton followed the reporter with his

eyes as Jimmy walked down the steps

to the drive. Then, with an ugly ex-

pression on his sallow face, ho made liis

way back to the terrace, whore Ellen
had been reclining in the hammock. As
ho approached the girl, however, he
betrayed no sign of the chagrin and
agitation that had been aroused in him
by Jimmy's resolution.

"Frank," Ellen said quickly, as lie

camo over to her, "Jimmy told me that
Lane "

Kento'i interrupted her. Ho was a
mail act. omed to fast thinking, for,

to one piactising a double game like

himself, initiative was an essential

characteristic.

"Yes, dear," ho announced, "he told

nie, too. But it's just a roporlor's brain
storm. You know, they get a lot of

wild theories about things. Anything
for a story."

" But Jimmy seemed to think "

"Ellen, dear, it's all a lot of non-
sense," Kenton assured her. " Now
listen," he added, changing the subject.

"I want you to drive to San P'rancisco
with me to-morrow. I'm settling up
Lane's estate and having everything
-turned over to you, and there are sonie
very important papers that you will

have to sign,"

"All right," Ellen agreed unsuspect-
ingly. "What time do we start?"

" VVell, wo could drive vip to-night,"

Kenton mused. "It would bo a won-
derful trip, I'm sure."
"I'd love it," Ellen declared.

The Armoured Car.

THE telephone in the press-room of

police headquarters rang insis-

tently, and Jimmy Gray answered
it in person.
"Hallo?" he called inquiringly, and

immediately hoard a familiar voice.
" That you, Jimmy ? This is Red "

Jimmy's interest quickened. " Rod "

was a certain taxi-driver who had sworn
eternal friendship for Jimmy ever since

the young reporter had sot him on his

feet when his luck was out, and it was
to Red that Jimmy had gone shortly

after the slaying of Clayton.
"Hallo, Red," ho said. "Any luck

yet?"
"Sure, lots," was the answer. "I

spotted that armoured car for you, and
I've got it located. I'm at the cab-rank
now, and if you'll come down I'll take
you along to the dump."

"I'll be with you in ten minutes,"
said Jimmy. "Wait for me."

lie hung up the receiver, reached for

his hat and then stepped over to a desk.

From a drawer he produced a loaded
Service revolver, and when he had
examined it ho hurried from the press-

room.
Ten minutes later he joined Red at

his cab-rank, and the taxi-driver carried

him to a street on the far side of the

city, where he pulled up within view
of the garage that was Nick Corrigan's
secret lair.

Jimmy climbed out of the taxi.

"So that's the place, is it. Red?" he
muttered.
Red remained behind the wheel, a

thick-set, burly fellow with a broad,
honest face.

"Yeah," he an.swered. "And Jim,
there's an awful tough bunch of babies
hang around that joint, so watch your
step. It's no health resort."

"But I've got to get in there," Jimmy
retorted firmly. "Red, you know what
to do."
"You can depend on me, Jimmy,"

the taxi-driver assured him, and with
the words he cast his eye in tlio direc-

tion of a cross-road near by.
"Tliere's your chance now," said

Jimmy, indicating a lorry that was
approaching the junction of the streets.

It was Jimmy's object to gain admit-
tance to the garage unobserved, and ho
knew this was to be difficult, lor ha
could see two men standing in front

of it, obviously there to prevent in-

trusion. But the events that follo\yed,

instigated by Jimmy and carried out
by Red, were to give the young re-

porter the opportunity he needed.
Driving to the cross-roads. Red pur-

posely swung his taxi into the track of

an approaching lorry and grazed liij

wing against the bigger vehicle.

There was an immediate conflict of

words, the truck-driver descending from
his lorry to threaten Red with physical
violence.

" Why doncha look where you're
goin'?" ho snarled. "Y'ou taxi-drivers

think you own the town! Saj^ I'd like

to bat you on the nose for this
"

The altercation which ensued drew a
large crowd, and the two men in front

of the garage strolled towards the scene

of the trouble with the curiosity of the

average human being. Next moment
Jimmy Gray was heading for the build-

ing, and while the tnen on guard were
giving their attention to Red's argument
with the truck-driver, he slipped unseen
across the threshold.

Inside the garage, standing well back
from the entrance, was an armoured car

bearing the name Monitor.
Jimmy moved towards it, and he had
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cpcncd tlie door of it to examine its

interior when he heard footsteps. He
quickly entered the armoured car and
ducked out of sight behind the steering-

«S)eel, and an instant later two men
walked into the garage.
One was Nick Corrigan, and the other

was' the rascally Tony. Peering cau-

tiously from the armoured car, Jimmy
faw them coine to a halt a few paces
from the bonnet of the vehicle, and
watched Tony lift the trap-door in the

floor.

Nick descended, and Tony closed the

trap-door over his head and then strode

back to the entrance of the garage,

where he encountered the other two
gangsters as they were returning from
th-j scene of Ked's argument with the
lorry-driver.

"Where liave you fellas been?"
Jimmy heard Tor.y say. "I thought you
were supposed to be keeping an eye on
de joint."

"We was down the street," came the

reply. "But we was watchin' tlie joint

just the same."
"You sure nobody sleep in while you

are gone?" Tony demanded, and the

other two shook their heads.
But at that instant Jimmy was lower-

ing himself noiselessly from the

armoured car and stealing towards the

trap-door, and while the backs of the

gangsters were still turned to him, he

lifted the panel and began to descend
the flight of steps which was revealed.

Voices reached his ears from the secret

room, and one of them struck him as

familiar, though he could not quite place

the harsh impatience of its tone.

"Where the devil have you been, any-

way, Nick? You got my 'phone mes-
sage, didn't you ?"

"J sure did," was the answer.
"Well, we don't want any slipping--

up on this."

"There won't be no slip-ups," drawled
Nick. "I've been over arranging de-

tails for the funeral of that ambitious
young reporter, and I'm gonna see that

he breaks into the front page—but not
the way he wants to."

Jimmy held his breath. Could it be

IJossible that he himself was the reporter

to whom the grim reference had been
made ? Undoubtedly he was, for the

men who had known that Dr. Clayton
was dangerous to them must know that

he was a menace, too.

Jimmy was now at the foot of the

stairs, and, his hand travelling to his

ptxjket, he drew the revolver that he
had brought with him. A moment
later he was on the very threshold of

the lamp-lit, imderground room, and as

ho glanced into it warily, he saw the

two men on whom he was eavesdrop-
ping.

It was with a shock of amazement
that Jimmy recognised Frank Kenton,
and the feeling was quickly followed
by one of rage as he thought of the
man's as.sunied friendship for Lane Gar-
wood, his attachment to the young-
.'ter's sister. At the same time he was
mystified by the motive for the scoun-
di-el's treaciiery.

"I wish I'd had firay. bumped off

right at the start," Kenton was say-
ing "But I thought he would keep
quiet."
"How do yon know he hasn't blown

cveiything already?" Nick argued.
"Yes, that's it," Kenton rejoined.

"I don't know, and the police may be
on the track right now. That's why
I'm not taking any chances. We're
leaving here."
"Oh, are we?" Nick drawled.

"Where are we goin'
?"

Kenton leaned towards him.
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"We're going to San Francisco to-

night," he made answer. "You and a
certain young lady and myself."
"What's the idea of draggin' a dame

along?" Nick .snapped.
" Well, she happens to be my fiancee,"

Kenton replied. "And I need her sig-

nature for certain securities that we can
realise a lot of money on."
Nick grinned.
"I get you, chief," he murmured.
"And from 'Frisco we leave at eight

o'clock in the morning," Kenton con-

tinued. "On the John Bolton steam-
ship."

"But' what about the rest of the

gang?" Nick wanted to know.

"Let them take care of themselves,"

Kenton sneered. "We've got to look

after our own skins, Nick, and "

He was permitted to say no more, for

at that precise moment Jimmy Gray
crossed the fhreshold with levelled gun
and stepped into the light of the lamp.

"Get 'em up!" he rapped out.

If ever a man's face betrayed aston-

ishment and alarm it was Frank Ken-
ton's in that instant when he realised

that his villainy had been discovered.

For a spell he could only stare at

Jimmy, and two or three seconds

elapsed before he raised his hands.

"Did you want to see me, Frank?"
Jimmy inquired ominously.
Kenton seemed to have lost his voice,

but Nick spoke. He was made of

sterner stuff' than his accomplice.

"We did, friend," he drawled. "An'
it was real nice of you to drop in on

us."
With the words he tried to reach for

his hip-pocket, but Jimmy jerked the

revolver in his direction.

"Don't move," he warned, "and keep

those hands high!"
Nick obeyed reluctantly, and cursed

softly under his breath.

The Battle.

UP at the entrance of the garage,

Tony and his companions were idly

keeping watch on the street when
the former indicate<I the armoured car.

"We- better geev' da truck da once-

over," he suggested. "Mebbe we need

it soon, huh?"
The crooks moved in the direction of

the armoured car, and about the same

time Red drove back from the cross-

roads, where he had recently concluded

Ills argument with the lorry-driver. As
he saw that the threshold of the garage

was for the time being unguarded, he

resolved to take the opportunity of join-

ing Jimmy Gray and giving him a hand
if necessary.

He entered the garage, saw the gang-

sters walking towards the armoured car,

and ducked behind an automobile close

by. Next second he heard the man
Tony utter a sharp exclamation.

"Look!" the gangster said, pointing at

the floor. "Da trap-door—open!"
The other two men looked at him in

awe.
" Somebody niusta slipped in," one of

them blurted.

".Jake, you com' with mo," Tony
babbled. "You stay and keep an eye
on da street. Blink."

Jake and Tony blundered down the
steps, tmt by the time they had reached
ttie underground room Jimmy was ready
for (hem, and as they stumbled into it

he switched the revolver on them.
"Stick 'em up !" ho ordered. "Stick

'em up! And get over there beside
Kenton and the other guy !"

Tony and Jake sullenly obeye<1. and a
few si^conds later fresh footfalls were
heard on the stairs. But the newcomer
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proved to be Red, and, entering the
room, ho grinned at the reporter.
"Good work, Jimmy," he said. "Get-

tin' to be quite a nice little gathcriu'
here, ain't there?"
Jinnny was watching the captives, but

he did not see Frank Kenton shift hie
foot. Nor did he observe a button on
the floor, which, when depressed under
Kenton's toe, shone a danger-light in

the garage up above.
Nick Corrigan spoke.
" Well, where do we go from here,

Gray ?" he asked Jimmy.
"Fbr a ride maj-be," the reporter

answered. "Red, run your hands over
these fellows and search 'em for guns !"

The taxi-driver obeyed. Kenton was
unartncd, but the other three v.ero
carrying an automatic apiece, and Red
collected the firearms and stepped
back.

"There's another guy upstairs," said
Jimmy. "We'll get him as we go out.
Come on ! Let's go, fellers I"

The words were scarcely uttered when
Blink darted unexpectedly into the
room. He had seen Kenton's signal, and,
descending with more caution than Jake
and Tony had shown, had arrived in
time to surprise Jimmy.
Jimmy was not aware of his presence

till ho was actually across the threshold.
Ho attempted to wheel and cover the
man with the revolver, but before he
could bring the muzzle in line with his
body the thug seized the reporter's
wrist.

Next instant Kenton and the otliers

charged forward in a bimeh, Tony and
Kenton to gi"o Blink a hand against
Jimmy, Nick and .Jake to tackle Red as
the latter was in the very act of laying
the commandcored guns on the table.

Pandemonium immediately broke
loose, a pandemonium of shouts and
blows and stamping feet, with curses
punctuating the din. Then someone
swept the lamp from the table, and the
underground room yvas plunged into a
darkiu^ss that temporarily blinded the
combatants.

Their eyes rapidly grew accustomed to
the gloom, however, and, far from being
checked, the fight raged more furiously,

bunched knuckles thudding heavily into
flesh and bone.
Jimmy was striving to retain posses-

sion of his revolver, but it was wrested
from his grasp and turned against him
by the man Blink only a few seconds
after the lamp had been smashed.
"Back up. Small-time, an' reach for

the air," Blink threatened, "or I'll plug
yuh!"
Jimmy's answer was to hit out with

both hands, and he proved himself to bo
us useful with his fists as he had been
with a gun. His left struck the revolver-

barrel a violent, slicing blow, and simul-

taneously his clenched right drove into

Blink's face and hurled him to a far

corner.
The gun in the gangster's hand went

oflF, but its muzzle was pointing at the

floor, and the bullet embedded itself

harmlessly in the boards. Then, as

Blink foil in a sprawling heap, the

weapon jumped from his grasp and spun
away into the darkness.

Kenton and Tony had closed in on
Jimmy, and as they tried to pull him
down the struggle developed into a

liorce scramble. But Jimmy managed to

tug free with a sudden effort, and again

ho hit out with his bunched knuckles.

Tony was his target this time, and a

slashing punch caught him fairly and
squarely on the point. The blow
snapped home to his jawbone, and the

alien's face was swallowed in the gloom
as ho dropped with a grunt at Jimniy'B

feet.
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Kenton lashed out nt Jimmy while the

reporter was tottering over Tony's
prone form, and his fist caught Jimmy
oflE his guard. The young newsman was
staggered, and, as Kenton followed up
his advantage with an ugly swing, was
knocked across the room.
The wall brought him up with a jolt,

and, flinging off the effects of Kenton's
blows, he retaliated with a straight left

that stopped Kenton as the crook was
rushing forward. A savage exchange of

punches en.sued, and Kcuton scored with

a vicious hook that staggered Jimmy.
But the reporter came back at him, bat-

tered him against the table, and then

gripped him by the throat.

Kenton managed to hurl liim away by
doubling up his logs and lunging at

Jimmy's body with them. Then he

reached his feet and laid hold of a chair,

but as he swung it up to hurl it at

Jimmy's head the reporter leapt to close

quarters and hit him with a pile-driving

right.

iNIeanwhile, Red was battling against

his two assailants manfully, and, though
Nick proved a tough proposition and
landed more than one telling blow, the

taxi-driver fought like a titan, hammer,
ing the crooks with his big, coarse-

grained hands.
Jake lurched aside, severely punished,

his enthusiasm for the conflict waning,

and Red gave Nick his full attention

with devastating effect.

It was at this juncture, when the situa-

tion seemed so favourable for Jimmy and

his friend, tha: Blink and Tony
struggled to their feet and discovered

their guns, which Red had laid aside

just before the start of the fight.

So long as the gangsters had been un-

armed, Jimmy had felt inclined to main-

tain the battle. But, with firearms

figuring in the melee, he knew
that ho and Red stood no chance

of winning through. Their one

object must now be to escape, ere

the underground room became a

death-trap for them.

Jimmy dropped Kenton
with a shattering upper-

cut and then wheeled to

search the gloom for Red.

He saw a group of dim
figures between him and
the staircase, and, with a

flying rush, helped the

taxi-driver to hurl his

antagonists aside.

"Come on. Red!" he
shouted, grasping his

friend by the arm.
"We've got to make our
get-away ! Quick, man

—

up to th^ trap-door!"
"They're try in' to beat

it !" It was the hoarse
voice of Nick Corrigan.
"Don't let 'em reach
those stairs!"
There was a stampede

by the crooks, and a pair

of hands clutched Jimmy,
but the young reporter
whipped round and
tripped the man who had
tried to stop him, then
Lped on with Red.

It was Jake who had
been thrown to the floor,

and his sprawled form
threw the rest of the

gang into confusion. They
were still blundering
around the threshold of
the room when the fugi-

tives gained the stair-

case, and when they sta^:,'-

gered through to the corri-

dor it was to see Jimmy
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and Red vanishing through the trap-
door.
Blink and Tony fired, but missed, the

blast of their guns echoing through the
underground room and the shots ripping
their way harmlessly into the roof of the
garage.

" Quick 1 After them, you fools!" bel-

lowed the voice of Nick, and, followed
by Jake, Blink and Tony raced up tha
stairs.

Meanwhile, Red and Jimmy were
standing by the edge of the trap-door.
"You go on to your taxi," Jimmy

said, "and let her rip! Don't worry
about me. I'll be right behind you

—

in the armoured car !"

Red tore on, dashing out of the garage
and sprinting across the street to where
liis cab stood. He climbed in behind
the wheel, started up the engine, and
slipped the gear-lever into the " first-

speed " slot.

Meanwhile, Jimmy had turned in the
direction of the armoured car, and, open-
ing the near-side door of it, he
scrambled into the driving position even
as Tony, Jake, and Blink rose into view.
They paid no heed to the armoured

truck, but ran forward to the garage
entrance just as Red's taxi was moving
away.
"There they go!" Jake ground out.

" In that cab ! We'll chase 'em up in
the tourer."
He was wheeling towards a five-seater

automobile when Tony checked him.
"Better still," he suggested, "let's get

da aimour'-car, huh?"
"That's a good idea," declared Blink,

and the words were hardly uttered when
an unexpected sound caused the three
rogues to spin round in alarm.
The engine of the bullet-proof truck

had burst into a sudden roar, and the I

vehicle was storming straight for them.
They had to jump to avoid the impact
of its blunt radiator, and as they flung
themselves aside with shouts of alarm
they cau"ht a flash of Jimmy Gray at
the wheel.

Frank Kenton and Nick Corrigan had
remained downstairs in the underground
room. The secret rendezvous was still

in darkness, but presently Nick found
his way to a suiteli and turned on a
wall light, and in the flood of illumina-
tion the two accomplices regarded each
other gloomily.

Their appearance was dishevelled,
their faces bore the marks of punish-
ment, and Kenton, for one, was clearly
in a state of panic. Nick was the first

to speak, however, and his voice rang
harshly through the room.

"This is a fine mess, ain't it?" he
snarled. "If you'd let me rub that re-

porter out at the start, like I wanted
to, this wouldn't have happened !"

"I wish I had," Kenton wliined, "but
how was I to know he was on our trail ?

I didn't know he was going to locate us
in our hide-out "

"No, you don't know anything," Nick
retorted savagely. '"A fine guy you've
turned out to be for a racketeer. Why,
you ain't even got the brains—let alone
the nerve

!"

Tony came hurrying down the stairs
and lurched into the room, chagrin
written on his evil face.

"Well, spill it!" Nick barked at him.
"They got clear away, I suppose."
"Yeah," was the answer, "clear

away. An' dey pinched da armour'-car,
too."

Nick's eyes widened.
"What's that?" he raved. "Pinched

the armoured-car? Stole our bullet-

He looked in the direction of the window, but
Tony had climbed through and was advancing

on him.
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proof wagoi) ? Why, the dirty

racketeers
"

"What are we going to do, Nick?"
Kenton babbled, his voice quei'ulous

with fear. "We've got to get away
from this place. We can't stay here."

"All, shut your trap!" Nick retorted

contemptuously.
"But listen, Nick," Kenton appealed.

"That reporter is going to bring the

cops. They may be here at any minute.

We've got to pull our freight right

now."
"Yeah, an' you pull yourself together,

Kent-on," Nick groutid out. " Listen,

you've run this racket long enough.
From now on I'm gonna take charge,

an' so long as you do what I say you're

on Easy Street. Do you get me,
Kenton '!"

" You can count on me, Nick," Kenton
blurted. "I'm ready to do whatever
you think is best."

"All right," said Nick, and then, to

Tony: "Go upstairs an' wait for me
with the boys," he drawled.
Tony departed, and when they were

alone Nick turned to Kenton again.

"Now listen," he said, "an' I'll tell

you what I'm gonna do. We're goin'

over to that Garwood dump. We're
goin' to get the jane, and we're goin'

to 'Frisco."

The Ride.

OVERTAKING Reds taxi iu the

armoured-car, Jimmy drove out to

the Garwood home, and, leaving

his companion in the carriage-way, was
;,dinitted by a maid.
Ellen was in the lounge, and started

to her feet us he entered, for it vvas

plain that he had been in some kind of

trouble.

"Why, Jimmy," she exclaimed,
"what's the matter?

_
You look as if

yuu'd been in a fight."
"1 have," he told her. "Listen,

Ellen, I want to ask you something."
" What is it, Jimmy ?"

He drew nearer to her and looked
into her eyes earnestly.

"Do you really caie for Frank
Kenton, Ellen?" he demanded.
She started violently, and wondered

how Jinnny could have guessed that she

had somehow felt uncertain of her affec-

tion for Frank during the last week or

two.
" Why do you ask ?" she faltered.

"Because, if you care for Kenton,
what I'm going to tell you will hurt,"

Jimmy said.

"Hurt?" Ellen repeated the word,
iuid then paused. "Is it something I

should know ':" she added after a

moment.
Jimmy nodded.
"Yes, Ellen," he answered. "Your

father appointed Kenton guardian of
your estate, didn't he ? And Kenton
had access to all money and securities

belonging to you and Lane."
"That's right," Eilen agreed.
"Well, he was evidently afraid that

I-ane would find out what he was doing
with tho money," Jimmy tried to ex-
plain. "That is, if Lane came to the
bank to work. I mean, if Lane had
gone there he'd have discovered, sooner
or later

"

"Jimmv, what are you driving at?"
the pleacTed.

He bit his lip.

"It's not ea.sy to break this to you,"
he said, "but, Ellen, Frank Kenton
killed your brother!"
The girl stared at him with a dumb-

tonndeo expression on her lovely face.
"Frank — killed — Lane!" she

stammered. "Oh—oh, but how could he
have done that ? Frank was with us
when it happened "

"He had his gang pull the job,"
Jimmy interrupte<J. "And when I told
November Htli, 1931.
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him what Doctor Clayton had said at

.

the hospital—about Lane having been
shot

"

Ellen gripped his arm.
"They killed him, too!" she gasped.

"Jinnny, does Frank know that you
suspect him ?"

" He knows more than that," was the
grim rejoinder. "And it looks like I'm
the next prospect."
"Jimmy! Oh, Jimmy "

The anxiety in her voice sent a thrill

through him, and in a moment he had
enfolded her in his arms. But before he
could stoop to kiss her he heard the

sound of a car's engine in the drive,

and, releasing her, he crossed to the
window and looked out.
A tourer had drawn up beside the

armoured car, and Kenton and his gang
were emerging from it. Red was no-

where in sight, and it gave Jimmy some
satisfaction to know that his friend had
escaped.

" Jimmy, what is it ?" came the voice

of Elleti.
" Frank Kenton and his men," the

reporter said without turning his head.
"The 'phone!" gasped Ellen. "Get

in touch with the police
!"

Jimmy nodded and stepped to the

insti-ument, but the line was dead, and
there was no response when he picked
up the receiver. It was easy for him
to guess that the crooks had cut the wii'e

outside the gates of the drive.

"The 'phone's out of order," Jimmy
muttered, aud then he heard a footstep,

and spun around to see Nick, Kenton,
and Jake entering the room.
He looked in the direction of the

window, but Tony had chmbed through
it and was advancing on him, followed

by Blink.
It was clear to Jimmy that he was iu

a corner, and the muzzle of a gun com-
pelled him to accept the situation.

"Well," drawled Nick, "quite a family
gathering, huh ?"

The gangsters closed in on Jimmy,
and, when they were grouped around
their victim, Nick spoke again.

"I ought to smash you in the nose!"

he snarled, raising his fist savagely.

Jimmy lunged forward, but Tony
thrust his gun into his ribs and forced

him back, and Nick was drawing back
his arm when Ellen pushed past him
and appealed to Kenton.

"Isn't there any decency in you?" she

flashed. "You killed Lane-
"

"Kg.ep your mouth shut!" Kenton in-

teriiipted harshly. "You'll find it might
pay you not to make any fuss."

"Kenton's right," put in Nick. "I
understand, miss, that you were leav-

ing for San Francisco to-night. Well,

you're leaving with us right now. Take
her away, Kenton, and get her into

her car."
Kenton gripped Ellen's arm, and, in

spite of her struggles, dragged her from
the room. Jimmy made a frenzied at-

tempt to follow, but was held by his

captors, and once more found himself

confronted by Nick.
"We've made other plans for you,"

Nick said. "The boys are taking you
for a ride—your last one. So it's good-

bye, New.s-houud."

Red to the Rescue.

JniMY had imagined that his friend

Red had made his escape, but his

sunnise was wrong. Red had
merely concealed himself in the

shrubbery at the approach of Kenton
and the gangsters, and when the crooks
had gone into the house he stole from
ins hiding-place.

An idea had occurred to Red, and,
making straight for the tourer in which
the rogiies had arrived, he lifted the
boimet and tampered with the magneto-
leads. He had barely achieved his
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object and lowered the bonnet when the
front door of the house opened, and Red
at once dived into the armoured car,
crouching behind the steering-wheel.
Jimmy appeared in the charge of

Tony, Jake, and Blink. The crooks
marched him to the tourer, and, while
Tony and Blink hustled him into the
back of the auto, Jake settled himself in

the driving seat.

Jake pressed (he starter-button.
There was a whirring sound, but the
engine did not respond, and, in spite of
the gangster's persistence, not a epark
was to be raised.

" What's the matter with this thing ?"

he growled.
"Didn't you fill her up with gasoline?"

Blink demanded from the back of thi?

auto.
" Of course I did," Jake answcrea

irritably. "Something's gone wrong."
Tojiy spoke.
"We'll use da armour' car!" he

snapped. "We got no time to waste.
Come on !"

They ordered Jimmy from the car
and pushed him towards the bullet-proof

truck, Jake pulling open the near-side

door of it.

" Get in !" came the order.

Jimmy climbed into the vehicle.

Next instant the engine roared
stridently, and with an unexpectedness
that left the crooks paralysed the
armoured car stormed down the drive

and through the gateway to the road
under the skilful control of Red's hands.

It w-as thirty paces away before Tony
and his companions recovered from their

amazement. Then, with one accord,

they snatched out their guns and blazed

at the truck, only to hear their bullets

clang harmlessly against its armoiu'-

plating.
" We gotta start that tourer !" howled

Jake, and, running to the crippled auto,

he flung up the bonnet, and at once
realised why the engine had failed to

respond to his efforts.

"Why, It's disconnected!" ho raged.
"Fix it, then!" roared Blink, and ip

the space of a few seconds Jake put the

car in order again.

The thugs scrambled into it, and, his

foot jammed on the accelerator, Jake
drove out of the grounds and on to the

road. He swerved in the direction that

the armoured car had taken, and on
the open highway the tourer showed a
turn of speed that the bullet-proof truck

could not equal.

They followed a trail that penetrated

the hills, and presently both vehicles

were travelling alongside the brink of a

cliff one hundred feet in depth.

Scarcely fifty yards separated the tourer

from the truck, and the tlistance was
steadily decreasing as Jake kept his

shoe hard down on the accelerator pedal.

Blink and Tony looked to their guns.

They were a bare thirty yards behind

the armoured car now—twenty—ten.

"They were abreast.

The two crooks in the back of the

tourer tried to take a shot at the

fugitives, but the bullet-proof truck had
been built on lines calculated to safe-

guard its occupajits against a regular

fusillade. There was hardly a chink

where a slug might penetrate.

Jake swerved closer.

"I'll run 'em off the road!" he shrilled

to his accomplices, and attempted to

drive Red into an embankment on the

far side of the trail.

The tourer grazed the side of the

armoured car, and then recoiled. Again
Jake tried to wreck the other vehicle,

but he had tackled more than he could

achieve. The bullet-proof truck poa-

sesscd the advantage in bulk, and ita

driver a nerve eaual to the gangster's.

Red retaliated by swinging the
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aimoiued car against the tourer, and the

effect was disastrous—for Jake and his

companions.
There was a violent bump, and the

crooks' car swung aside, weaving across

the trail to the very brink of the cliff.

Jake made a fratitic effort to steer it

back to safety, but the armoured truck
balked him and crowded him to the
verge of the precipice again.
"Look out!" screamed Blink and Tony

in one breath.
They were the last words that thoj-

uttered, for as the dual shriek broke
from their lips the tourer plunged over
the edge.

It hurtled through space amidst a

shower of dust and stones. Fifty feet

down it struck the clitf-face with a shock
that buckled it, then crashed to the foot

of the precipice. As it hit the ground
there was a sound like a thunder-clap,
and as the dust cleared away three
mangled, lifelese bodies might have been
seen half-buried in the wreckage.
On the trail above, Eed made grim

comment on the crash he had
engineered.

"It had to be done," he stated, "and
I guess they won't bother us any more.
But wheze did you want me to head for

when you told me to take this road,
Jimmy ?"

"The flying field," was the answer.
"I'm bound for 'Frisco, Red, and I'm
going there in a hurry. For imlcss I'm
mistaken, Kenton, Nick, and Ellen are
on the road right now."
He was right. For the three he had

named were motoring at high speed
over the San Francisco trail—Nick at

the wheel, Kenton and Ellen in the back
behind drawn blinds.

They had travelled a distance of
several miles when the engine-roar of

another machine reached Nick's ears,

and shortly afterwards a speed-cop drew
abreast on a powerful motor-bike. With
a disgruntled air the crook lifted his

foot from the accelerator and eased on
the brakes to bring the car to a stand-
still.

" Just what is your hurry, friend ?"

the cop demanded. "Have you got a
driving licence?"
Before Nick could answer, Kenton

stepped quickly out of the limousuie
shutting the door behind him so that

the speed-cop should
not see the bound and
gagged figure of the
girl in the interior of

the automobile.
" Here y o u are,

officer," he said, pro-
ducing his card. "I'm
on my way to an im- /

portant meeting in
San Francisco."
The speed-cop read

the impressive busi-

ness-card that Kenton
had tendered, and his
manner became re-

spectful.

"I see," ho re-

joined. "That's all

right, Mr. Kenton."
"Have a cigar,"

Kenton offered,
scarcely able to dis-

guise his relief.

"Thanks !" said
the speed-cop. " I
don't mind if I do.
Good-day, sir I"

About that same
time Red and Jimmy
were driving on to
the flying field, and a few minutes later
the j'oung reporter had engaged a pilot
to carry him to his destination.

"Well, so-long. Red!" he said to his
cabman friend as he was pulling on a
fiying-helmet and preparing to enter the
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waiting machine. "And thanks a lot

for everj'thing you've done."
"Aw, 'forget it," Red told him cheer-

fully. "You know, I ain't forgot what
you did for the missus an' me when I

was down-an'-out. An' I'd have named
my first kid after you if she'd been a

boy."
Jimmy laughed, and then climbed into

the passenger cockpit of the 'plane.

"Anyway, I reckon I'm still in your
debt. Red." he declared. "And here
I go—hell-bent for 'Frisco."

"Contact!" came the voice of the
pilot, and next moment the engine
roared deafeninglj-.

"So long!" yelled Red.
The 'plane moved forward, gathering

speed for the "take-off " as it bumped
lightly over the "field." Then it ro.<ie

like a bird into the deep-blue vault of

the sky.

News from Jimmy.

IT was early morning when a figure

slipped into a 'phone-box near the
San Francisco docks. The figure

was that of Jimmy Gray.
"Hallo, operator!" he called, lifting

the receiver. "Give me Long Distance
—Los Angeles, ' Morning World.' Re-
verse the charges and step on it, will

you, sister Eh, what do j'ou say ?

Well, maybe you don't like strange guys
calling you ' sister,' but you can reverse

the charges and step on it, all the
same."
There was a pause that seemed in-

terminable to Jimmy, and then a 'phone-
bell rang in the editorial office of the
"Morning World."
A big man wearing an eye-shade

answered it. He was Graham, editor-in-

chief, and as ho picked up the receiver

he heard his star reporter's distant

voice.

"Hallo, chief, this is Jimmy Gray
talking

"

Graham's brow darkened.
"Say," he snarled, "where the devil

have you been?"

11
"Why, I'm in San Francisco," came

the answer.
"What!" blazed Graham. "You're

where ?"

"Now wait a minute, chief," Jimiay
appealed. "Don't get excited. Keep
your shirt on, will you, and get thi.?

What's that No, I haven't beea
drinking—— "'

"Well, don't you know you're work-
ing for this paper?" Graham roared into

the 'phone. "You've no business to ba
trailin' around 'Frisco

"

"Now wait a minute!" Jimmy inter-

rupted. "Listen, now, will you, for tha
love o' Pete ? All right, but get this—
just get this " He cleared hii

throat, and: "'Murderers of Lane Gar-
wood and Doctor Albert Clayton Cap-
tured!' That's your headline, chief."

" What the blazes are you talking

about?"
Jimmy began to explain, and he wai

only half-wa.v through with his narra-
tion when Graham broke in excitedly.

"Great!" he shouted, his face alip;lit

with interest. " Great ! Hold the wire,

Jimmy! I'll get the re-write man!"
He turned from the transmitter and

called to a fellow at a desk near-by.

"Here, get this!" he ordered. "Story
from Jinmij- Gray!"
The re-write man settled himself at

a typewriter and fixed a pair of head-
'phones over his ears to listen-in to
Jimmy's call.

"Ready?" came the voice of the
' Morning World's ' star news-hound.
"Then take this: 'Frank Kenton was
arrested while attempting to board the
s.s. John Benton at eight a.m. to-day.'

"

The re-write man hammered the key.'*

of his typewriter, and tJrahajn leaned
over his siiouldcr to read the words.
"Hey, wait a miiuito!" the editor

jerked all at once, and, calling through
the 'phone to Jimmy again: " >Say, what
do you mean 'eight o'clock to-day'?"
he demanded. ''It's only one o'clock

in the mornin* now."
"I know," was the reply; "but geli

" 1 reckon he had it comUi' to him," said one of the officers.
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Ihia straight. You don't want to miss
a front-page spread, do you ? Well, put
this on the presses or you'll bo
scooped."
Graham abandoned the 'phone again.

He knew Jimmy. He knew that he
must be on a big story—the sensation

of the year. Double slaying of Lano
Garwood and Dr. Albert Clayton—and
Frank Kenton, prominent banker, in-

volved.

""Boy!" he roared to a messenger.
"Tell Jake to hold the front page.
Mickey"—this to another lad

—"get up-
*tair6 to the library and find a picture

of Kenton—Frank Kenton! Jump to

it!"

Ho wheeled to the 'phone once more.
"Now, listen, Jimmy," he went on,

"if this thing don't go through you'd
better not show your handsome pan
around this office again—not even to

collect any back pay. Do you under-
stand?"

"Absolutely!" Jimmy answ^ered
heartily.

"We're holding the front page blank,"
Graham continued. "The moment the

cops make the pinch, 'phone me. I'll

be right here, waitin'!''

"Don't worry, chief," said Jimmy.
"What I've told you is advance infor-

mation, but the pinch is coming oft'.

I'll call you and give details at eight.

a.m. sharp."

Graham hung up and turned to issue

a fre.sh batch of orders to a number of

subordinates who had gathered round.

"Boys, this is going to bo the big-

gest scoop we've ever had," he de-

clared. "Listen, and I'll tell you what
I want you to do. Bill, you beat it

over to Kenton's house as fast as you
L-ai. and get some flashlight pictures of

the dump. Andy, you take a run over
to the Garwood place, find out what you
can from any of the .servant-stafif there

—and 'phone me. Now snap into it
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At scven-forty-five a limousine moved
into the parking-place.

His instructions having been given,
Graham and tlie remainder of his staff

settled themselves for the long and
anxious wait, and never had hours
«fragged as they seemed to drag that
uight. Nor were the hands of the clock
above the editorial desk ever watched
with so much suspense.
Down in the printing works the giant

presses were stamping out the facts

already known, and flaring headlines
proclaimed a capture not yet effected.

If Kenton eluded the snare into which
he was running, then the "Morning
World " was sunk. A million folios of
paper wasted. Its editorial stafif the
Jaughing-stock of Los Angeles.
And the name of Jimmy Gray—mud!
Graham broke into a cold sweat as

he summed up the consequences that
would residt fiom the risk he had taken
if the scoop failed. At five-thirty he
was pacing the room like a caged lion.

At ei.x-thirty he was staring haggardly
at the hands of the clock. At seven-
thirty he was a raving madman, leap-
ing at every buzz of the telephone-bell,
groaning audibly as each successive call

jiroved to be in connection with some
triviality.

Meanwhile, at the docks in San Fran-
cisco, a body of police-officers in plain-
ilothes and in uniform were taking up
position at various vantage-points near
the John Benton.
Two or three were waiting at the

car-park station. Another lurked in the
doorway of a warehouse. Three more,
in company with Jimmy Gray, were
actually on board the eteamahip on
which Kenton had booked three
passages.
JJovember Hth, 1931.

Qun Play.

NICK CORRIGAN climbed out of
the automobile, and had hardly
set foot to the ground when

Kenton emerged, pulling Ellen after
him.
The girl was no longer bound and

gagged, and was struggling to free
herself.

"Let me go, Frank!" she panted.
"Let me go, will you?"
But, liB did not heed her, and, exert-

ing all his strength, dragged her
towards the John Benton's berth.

Nick was in the act of following him
when three figures sprang from hiding.
They were the officers who had been
detailed to watch the car-park, and,
though Kenton raced on with Ellen to

elude them, one of their number over-
took Corrigan and jammed a gun-
muzzle in his back.

"Well, Nick," he drawled, as "the

gangster pulled up with a jerk, "this
looks like the finish for you."
Nick turned round. His captor, a

plain-clothes man, was smiling grimly.

"Yeah," said Nick, with a deceptive
note of surrender in his voice, "it sure
looks like it."

And with the words he ripped his

fist to the point of the detective's jaw!

The plain-clothes man went over a.s if

he had been pole-axed, his gun spitting
flame and lead as ho fell. But the
bullet missed Nick by a yard, and the
gang.ster whipped round and ran for it.

The detective reached his feet as his
two companions came up, and all three
opened fire on Nick's flying figure.

The bullets zipped around the crook,
but he raced on, for the time being un-
scathed. Yet he knew full well that
he must be brought dowji .sooner or later
if he remained in the open, and like a
hare he dashed across the car park and
vaulted the fencing of a freight yard.

He crouched down behind the paling
and pulled out a revolver. His pur-
suers were sprinting towards him when
he let them have it, and the smashing
blast of his gun sent them helter-skelter
for coyer. They ducked down behind
the wing of a car, and blazed at him
across the bonnet.

Leaden slugs splintered the fencing
in front of Nick, or whined through it

to flatten themselves on the wheels of a
railway truck at his back. He re-

turned the fusillade savagely and shot
after shot ricocheted off the bonnet of
the car behind which the officers

crouched.
"Keep down, boys," one of them

warned. " I know this bird, and he's a
dead-moral-certainty with that gat of
his if he can get a fair squint at us."

Nick emptied his revolver and re-

loaded. He was holding the Law at
bay, but he knew that presently, when
his ammunition was exhausted, he would
be at the mercy of his antagonists.
Moreover, ho was not blind to the

possibility that there might bo others
in the neighbourhood, and that a cordon
uxight eventually be thrown around him.

Ho resolved to take to his iiccls again,
in the hope of giving the officers the
slip among the frciglit wagons of the
railroad depot, then doubhng on his
tracks and reaching the maze of strcetfe

behind the dock-s.

He scrambled to his feet and wheeled
round, and with the movonient he saw
a couple of detectives stop into view
round the tail of a goods truck thirty

}

yards away. I
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snarl, but ere he could pull the trigger
one of the officers had beaten him to the
"throw."
There was a stabbing bark, and a .44

cartridge thudded into Nick's breast.
He seemed to come up on his toes and
he gave a kind of stagger—then braced
himself and tried to fire a belated shot
at the officer who had hit him. But
the agony in his chest caught him in a
sudden violent spasm, and with death
rattling in his throat he tumbled back-
ward and lay still.

When the representatives of the Law
gathered around his prone body ho had
breathed his last. His gun was still

grasped in his fist, but he had used it
for the last time, and Society would
never more dread the throat of it. A
crimson trickle of blood ran from the
corner of his mouth across his cheek.
"I reckon he had it comin' to him."

said one of the officers, kneeling beside
him. "But what about Kenton and the
Garwood girl ?"

"The last I saw of Kenton he was
dragging her off to the Joltn Benton,"
a uniformed cop told him. "Bm» if
everything goes rig'nt that crime re-
porter and the rest of the boys will
make the pinch."

Eight O'clock.

CLUTCHING Ellen's wrist and
forcing her along with him, Frank
Kenton fled along the docks at

the top of his speed and reached the
s.s. John Benton.
He stumbled to the gangway and was

setting foot on it when Ellen pulled him
back with a desperate effort.

"I'm not going!" she gasped, beat-
ing at him with her free hand. "I'm
not going, I tell j'ou ! Let me go, you

Nick brought up his revolver with a

—you beast ! You killer !"

"Keep quiet !" Kenton barked at her.
"Keep your mouth shut, or it'll be so
much wor.so for you !"

He flung an arm about her waist and,
pushing her in front of him, began to
ascend the gangway
He imagined he was safe. There was

no one in view, and it seemed as if the
officers who had b'en waiting at the
docks had confined their attention to
Nick Corrigan, knowing him for a dan-
gerous slayer.

Kenton did not see the group of men
crouching on the bridge of the John
Benton, a group that mclucled Jimmy
Gray.

"Here he comes," .limmy whispered
to his companions, as Kenton stumbled
up the gangway with his captive.

Kenton gained the deck of the steam-
ship, and in tho same instant Jimmy
led a flying rush down tho bridge-lad-
der. Tho stampede seemed to bewilder
Kenton for a second, and ho was still

standing by the rail when Ellen uttered
a thankful cry.

"Jimmy !"

Kenton suddenly became galvanised,
whipped round to make his escape, and
abandoned his hold of Ellen as he did
so. Hurling himself pa.st the girl,

.limmy overtook the fugitive and seized
him by the arm. and with a desperate
wrench Kenton tugged free and bolted
down the gangway.
"After him!" yelled a police officer

who was close on Jimmy's heels.

Jimmy needed no incentive. In one
bound ho reached tho gangway, and,
covering the length of it ni a few rapid
strides, he swung after his man as the
latter sprinted along the docks.

Jimmy could cover the hundred yards
in less than average time, but Kenton
ran with tho speed of a man panic-
stricken, and he was keeping his di»

(Continned on page 24.)
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On a liner bound for England a tense drama is enacted. How a crook, for the sake of a
girl, played a straight game.

I

The Qangway Watch.

IT was a quarter to four in the after-

noon. Tlie Transatlantic, that giant
ocean liner which had recent ly

lowered the United States to England
record by half a day, was due to cast

off at four. Already the pilot was
aboard, and five tugs were fussing
around the dock, busily getting their

hawsers made fast in readiness to tow
tho magnificent vessel from the quay-
side.

At tho top of tho gangway, up which
a steady stream of passengers moved,
stood the fourth officer and a quiet, un-
assuming man in plain clothes. They
occupied their time by peering into the
faces of the passengers that passed
them.
Tho fourth officer nudged his com-

panion, and indicated a small, tubby
man puffiing his way towards the pro-
menade deck.

" That him ?" he asked in an under-
tone.

The other looked, and shook his head.
" No. He doesn't tally with head-

quarters' description, anyway. Greer is

tall, upright bearing, dark hair, slight

moustache "

"Obviously not him," cut in the
fourth officer, and devoted his attention
to the stream of passengers once more.
Tho deep, throaty note of the siren

reverberated to their ears. The fourth
officer glanced at his watch.
"Well, I'm afraid he's not sailing by

this ship," he said. "Most of tho pas-
sengers are aboard, and that siren was
I lie signal for their friends to go ashore.
Tho gangway will be hauled off in five

minutes."

LOISMORAN.

"Ok.iN," was the reply. "Til hang
around tho quay for a while—until

you're on your way, at any rate.

"Meanwhile, should you see hhn, send
one of your stewards after me. Detec-
tive Glennon is tho name. So long!"
"So long!" returned the fourth officer.

The detective ambled ashore, still

peering at the few remaining passengers
who fought their way up the gangway
against the tide of downcoming pas-

sengers' friends. He peered in vain. Xo
one who looked like Monty Greer,
notorious gambler, tall, erect, dark,
with slight moustache, passed him.
He was new to the game of dockside

detection, and he made no allowances
for the obvious defects of official descrip-

tions. Such descriptions lacked imagina-
tion, otherwise they would have added
that Monty Greer, in addition to the
more obvious points of his appearance,
was a good loser, and that tliere was a

humorous twinkle in his eyes.

And if Detective Gleiuion had looked
for such a twinkle, he would fiavo soon
it in tho eyes of a smart and extremely
good-looking porter who had walked
boldly up the gangway only five minutes
before, with a small suitcase in his left

hand and a larger one on his right
shoulder.
As it was. Glennon wont ashore

empty-handed, and continued gazing at

the fashionable Xew York crowd that
hung about in groups, waving to their
friends on the promenade dock of tho
Transatlantic, and occasionally shouting
some last-minute message up to them.

^teanwhile. the smart young porter
had ceased to be. He had divested him-
self of his brass-buttoned tunic and shiny

peaked-cap, and had donned a long rain-

coat and a soft-brimmed hat, the front
of which had been pulled down well'

over his eyes.

He stood now some distance along the
promenade dock, well avay from the
gangway, and the twink'e in his eyes
became more pronounced as he caught
sight of Detective Glennon in tho
crowds below.
The fact was. Monty Groor saw no

reason whatsoever why he should stay

in New York. For one thing, the place
was getting too hot for him; and for

another, he had not had a holiday for

years, and he felt that a trip to Europe
would do him good.

The Department of .Justice at New
York felt otherwise. A very important
court case was pending at about that

time, and it involved serious graft alle-

gations against several prominent
people.

JNfonty had been required as a witness,

liecavise he was the friend of prominent
people wherever he went, and because
he was such a good sportsman that they
never minded losing to him over a crap
game or any other form of gambling
that happened to be fasliionable at the
moment, the police knew that what
Monty could say if he chose would 3en<i
quite a few big shots up the river.

JNIonty, not being a squealer, had
decided not to be a witness, and refused
to attend the court. The Department
of Justice replied by having served on
him a subpoena, ordering him to attend,
otherwise lie would be guilty of con-
tempt. It was exactly that move whicli
had finally decided ISfonty to fade into
tho far distance for a while.

Hence the presence of Detective
Cicnnon on the gangway. The onTicera

oi tho Dopartnient of .Justice, finding
that Monty had ignored the subpoena,
applied for and were granted a bench
warrant for Monty's arrest.

And now Monty, a gentle smile on his

lips, was gazing on the top of Detective
Glcnnon's hat from the promenade deck
of the Transatlantic. I3eing a decent
chap, he felt no particular triumph over
the fact. Such tilings were all in hii

game—part of his day's work.
Even as he stood there, his arms rest-

ing on the rail, tlie ship's boll struck six
times. Four o'clock !

Neatly and efficiently the cables fixed
November 14th, 1931,
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to the gangway tautened, aiicl the gang-

way itself swung clear. At the same
moment tho liawscrs mooring tlie iiner

to tlic side of tho dock were cast otF,

and the tugs surrounding her screeched

tlieir signal to start towing.

Like some gigantic and self-contained

city, tho Transatlantic glided away.

Five days of adventure lay before her

—

five days of battling -with mighty seas,

ploughing her way through the carefully

charted northern Atlantic Ocean, the

one thousand tlirce hundred odd souls

aboard her depending upon her and

those responsible for her navigation for

a safe and joyous crossing.

Getting Acquainted.

ALMOST as soon as tho vessel began
to move, Monty turned from the

rail and slowly retraced his foot-

steps towards his cabin on C deck.

It was a roomy one and occupied one

of the best positions on the ship, testi-

{ynig to the fact that he was a good

gambler. Decorated in the latest style.

It had the quiet comfort and luxury to

which Monty had long been accustomed.

Monty kept out of sight until well into

the evening, deeming it advisable to

make himself as little prominent as pos-

sible. He passed the time in rcadmg,

unpacking, and so on iintil the bugle on

the top deck announced that he liad a

bare half an hour before dinner.

Then, and not till then, did he ring

the bell for his steward.

After a minute or two, a discreet

knock on the door announced the

steward's arrival.

"Come in'." Monty called out.

The door opened, and a short, fat

man in a white coat appeared. He had

a round, chubby face which always

shone under the ligiits, and always

smiled.
. , ,, ,

"You're my steward?" asked Monty.

"Yes, sir," was the reply. "Me
number's seven, and me name's

'Odgkins, sir—at your service."

Monty nodded.
" And this is not your first voyage, I

take it ?" he said.
^^

"No, sir—it's me two 'undrcdth.

"Good heavens!" Monty rolled his

eyes upwards. " What a monotonous

life!"

"Not a bit of it, sir." Hodgkins took

;„ deep breath. "Don't you believe it.

sir. No two crossings arc the same.

He struck an attitude, like a little boy

at a party about to recite that cele-

brated passage from Shakespeare's "As
You Like It" which commences, "AJI

tho world's a stage." "A ship is like a

little world, sir, with all sorts of people

bundled together—coming from 'eaven

knows where, and shakin' 'ands, an'

makin' friends, and lovin' each other,

an' 'ating each other. They're five or

six days away from everybody and

overything, sir, and things might 'appcn

to them, sir, which changes their 'olc

lives for ever."
.

" Hallelujah, Hodgkins, hallelujah,

chanted Monty with mock seriousness.

"Yes, .sir. Certainly,, sir," replied

Hodgkins.
. Monty nodded pleasantly, and moved
towards the door.

"And now, after that profound philo-

sophy of yours, I think I'll take a turn

on deck while you lay out my dinner

tlothes. I'll l)e back in ten minutes."
" Yes, sir. Certainly, sir."

Monty wont out, and started climbing

the companion-way slowly. When he

reached the open, he saw the lights of

New York a long way astern, and gazed

at them musingly.
" Things happen to some of them that

change their whole lives for ever," he
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muttered thoughtfully. "I wonder,
Hodgkins, H you are anything of a

prophet."

Hidden Challenge.

IT was not until after dinner that he
decided to look his fellow-passengers
over, an idea in his mind that he

might be able to make his trip pro-
fitable. Therefore, he strolled along to
the ship's notice-board and glanced over
the published list of passengers.
As the names came before his eyes,

his expression changed. At first it

became puzzled, then it became anxious;
finally it became the hardened mask of

the bona 'gambler who has a great stake
on the table.

For the names he saw were those of
Henry D. Graham, banker, and presi-

dent of the Graham Investment Corpora-
tion, Mrs. Graham, Sigrid Carline, a
notorious dancer, and "Handsome"
Moran, one of the toughest gang leaders
in America.
Quickly his mind ran over what he

knew of each. Graham's banks were
believed to be on the verge of a crash,

and also his name had been cotmected
with Sigrid Carline's. Mrs. Graham,
Graham's wife—well, Monty had known
her long before she had married, and
still remembered how beautiful she was.
As for Handsome, he was always around
whenever big money was in the air.

Monty strolled away from the notice-

board thoughtfully, the sight of the
beautiful Kay Graham's face before his

eyes. For the best part of an hour he
wandered up and down the promenade-
deck, wondering about the significance

of Sigrid and Handsome in the scheme
of things.

Suddenly he stopped his pacing and
turned on his heel. He had an old

grudge against Handsome, and it might
be a good thing to do something about
settling it right now.
A minute later he was on B deck,

knocking at a door. A voice from
inside called out:

" Come in I"

He entered, and gave a quick, com-
prehensive glance around the cabin.

"I'm sorry to intrude like this," he
said with a disarming smile, "but, you
see, I've misplaced one of my bags."

The man he had addressed was Heni-y
D. Graham himself. Monty found him-
self looking with curiosity at him, and
wondering why the happy, carefree girl

he had once loved could have had the

courage to become Mrs. Graham. The
banker's face was sallow, his forehead
was lined, and his eyes seemed always
to be looking away.

" What reason have you to suppose
your bag is in my cabin?" he asked
curtly.

"Well, you see, I occupy the corre-

sponding cabin on C deck," Monty ex-

jjlained. "And—well, my name, like

yours, begins with G."
Graham made a gesture of dismissal,

and turned back to the desk at which he
was sitting.

" There are no strange bags here," he
said in a tone that indicated the inter-

view to be at an end.
Monty bowed and made to withdraw.

But before he could go, Graham said

:

"My wife has a mountain of luggage.
You can look in there if you like." He
motioned towards a closed door that
connected his own cabin with that of his

wife's. "But you'll have to go tlirough

the corn'

locked."
the corridor outside," he added. "That'scf

AEoiity's eyebrows were raised at this

information, but he made no comment.
He only reflected that iipparently

Graham and Kay were not on speaking
terms—a bad sign.

He went along the corridor and found
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Kay's cabin. He knocked, and was
bidden to enter.
He opened the door and found Kay

seated at her dressing-table. His ex-
perienced glance told him that she had
been crying—red rims were about her
lovely grey eyes.
"I'm so sorry to trouble you," he said

apologetically, " but I've lost one of
my bags. Do you mind if I look ?"

He glanced around and shook his
head.

" No. No luck," he continued.
"Many thanks for your kindness. If I
CEui be of any service to you on the
voyage, wilj you let mo know ?"

She looked at him in some surBrisc,
and he caught his breath sharply. She
had lost none of the beauty he had once
loved her for.

"I can imagine no sei"vice you could
possibly do for me," she said politely.

" Think it over," said Monty etiig-

matically, aware that she had apparently
not recognised him.
Then he quietly left the cabin.
He retraced his steps slowly towards

his own deck, painfully aware that he
still cared enough about Kay Graham
to want to see her happy. But so far

as he could see, there was nothing to

be done.
As he was approaching his own door,

he caught sight of a slim figure in a
dinner-jacket leaning against the bulk-
head. He paused and frowned. Then
he continued on his way.
The slim figure turned, and Monty

immediateJy recognised him.
"Oh, hallo. Handsome!" he said by

way of greeting.
Handsome, sleek but dangerous, did

not return the greeting. His hard eyes
flickered over Monty, and behind them
was a cruel glint.

" What are you doing aboard,
Monty ''." he asked.
"Oh, just taking a holiday!" replied

Monty. "I was w'anted as a witness in

that graft investigation, but I don't
care to testify against a pal."

"Any other important reason?"
Monty knew that there was a chal-

lenge behind the words, but he gave no
sign of his knowledge.
"No," he replied. "Only that."

"Yeah?"
" Yeah."
"Nothing to interest you in the

Graham cabin, for instance," said

Handsome sarcastically.

"You mean Mrs. Graham?" Monty
made a gesture of impatience. "Good
heavens, how absurd !"

"You know quite well I don't mean
Mrs. Graham," said Handsome. "Come
on, Monty, let's get down to casee."

"Cases?"
""S'ou heard me." Handsome took a

pace nearer and lowered his voice.

"You haven't been paying just a
friendly visit to the Grahams. There's
more in it than that."

"Is there?" said Monty calmly. "Well,
have another think, Handsonie. Mr.
Graham and I are such old friends that
we're like father and son."
Handsome's lip curled with frank dis-

belief.

"Is that so?" he said. "Well, son,

your father's carrying a pretty heavy
bank-roll. Now look here, Alonty, I
don't allow any butting in on my game.
I'll go in with you, but whatcver's in

your mind about Graham has got to be
shared. Get me ?"_

Monty said nothing for a few seconds,

but held Handsome's eyes in challenge.

He walked to his door and opened it in

readiness to go inside.
" Sorrv. Handsome," he said slowly

and deliberately. "But I don't liko

crowds."
He went into his cabin and closed tho

door. Inside he paused for a moment
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before his suitcase, thinking. Then he
opened J t, and felt under the clothes that
lay inside.

When his hand reappeared, it was
giippiog a heavy black automatic. He
examined it to see that it was loaded,
then quietly dropped it into his breast-
pocket.
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Monty Butts In.

THE moniing of the following day
passed comparatively uneventfully.
Monty spent most of the time in

wandering about the open decks, keep-
ing a fatherly eye upon Graham and
Handsome, and wondering rather un-
easily what the presence of such diverse
types on board meant.
So far he had not been able to guess

exactly where Sigrid Carline came into
the picture. Sigrid was blonde, very
alluring in a cheaply fashionable way,
and at heart an inveterate gold-digger.
Moreover, she was not one of those
women who travel by the expensive
luxury of the Transatlantic without some
vei-y good reason—and the reason was
undoubtedly Graham.
Monty found himself wondering why

he was so interested in the Grahams.
nas It because he still loved Kay
Gi-ahani? No, it wasn't that. It was
nist that he felt intensely grateful to
her because, in those months at Havana,
when he had known her and met her
ev^ery- day, she had tried to reform him.
She had not succeeded, it was true, but
a man like Monty could not help feeling
very friendly towards the woman who
had attempted to make him into some-
thing worthy.
Yes, she had failed; therefore she

had married Graham. And now Monty
wanted to see that she was happy with
him. She deserved happiness, he told
himself.

Monty jiondcred over these things for
a while, and finally decided that he
ought to drop in on Sigrid and see
what was doing. He and Sigrid were
old friends, the rea.son for their friend-
ship being that they were both grafters.

It was getting on towards luncli-time
when Monty, armed with the number
of Sigrid's cabin, went below. He found
her door and. without troubling to
knock, opened it.

Sigrid was standing in front of a long
mirror, putting the last
touches to her appearance in
readiness for iiiiicln-on. She
stood buck and gazed at her-
self—pretty, spoilt, vain.

"Oh, Sigrid," she said to
her reflection, " why
are you so beauti-
ful?"
Monty chuckled.

"I know the
answer to that one."
he said with a grin,
and indicated with
a brief motion of his
hand the array of
c o s m e.t i c s " and
powders on her
dressing-table. "In-
cidentally, I heard
that you were on
board, and rushed
right over. Nice of
nic, wasn't it?"

Sigrid had swung
and was glaring
angrily.

" You might have
decency to knock,"
curtly.

"Why should I?"
the amiable Monty. ' ^ ..^.^^
used to in the old days, and
you never seemed to mind."

"But these are not the old davs " she
retorted. "Times have changed."
"But you haven't," he said, his eyes

busily roving round the cabin. "You
couldn t." He caught sight of a huge
basket of roses standing in the middle
ot the floor, and his expression became
thoughtful. "Oh, you got my roses. I
see!

"You sent them?" She spoke with
astonishment.

"I ordered roses," he lied, and strolled
across to the basket. Quietly he de-
tached a card from the flowers, and
hold It up to the light. '"To my be-
loved, from—Bunny.' Sorry, ilv niis-

t ,

^^' ''^ "°* "^''^<^' a^'er all."" He
chuckled again. "No, my dear, times
haven t changed, and nor have you
VV hen you see what you want, you take
It, without any regard for others."

Sigrid's eyes narrowed. She knew
what he was insinuating.

"I only take from those who can
^°?™ ,to lose." she replied shortly.

_
Well, there's one woman on board

A ^'^.f*^'
^^''^° ^^"'' afford to lose," he

said. "A woman who's mad about her
husband—whose heart is breaking."

Sigrid smiled maliciously.

"I see," she said ironically. "So
you re interested in Mrs. Graham, areyou?"
He sighed.
"No. Not now." He considered the

point \Aell, perhaps I am, Sigrid—
as a brother. And brothers can be very
dangerous sometimes, you know " He
f."i;"efi away, and walked to the door.
Ihink It over, my dear," he said

slowly. "Think it over."
Quietly the door closed behind him

and as it hid him from Sigrid's sigh;
hi.s expression became hard. "Bunny"
—the name written on the note accom-
panying the roses—was Graham's nick-
name !

]£

On the Promenade Deck.

MO^'TY returned to the promenade
deck iu a distinctly pensive mood,
wondering quite where the

strange situation that had arisen was
going to end. Hodgkins, with Jii« "a
ship 16 like a little world " speech was
certainly right. Strange things do
happen on a voyage over the big pond.
He made his way to the rail, and

leaned on it to gaze out over tlie sea
Not a thing was in sight—no land, no
other ships, only limitless water. He
smiled grimly as he reflected that he
and his fellow-passengers were isolated
trom the world for four whole tiays—
unable to escape each other, and having
to bear with each other's company.
His musings were brought to an end

by a girl's clear voice.
" Oh, daddy, it's wonderful ! But isn't

It all rather extravagant? Ought we
really to be doing it?"
aionty turned his head so that he

could see the speaker, and as she came
into his line of vision, his hardness

I

vanished.

I
He found himself looking into a "irl'j

face that was perfect. The set ot° the
chin, the slightly upturned nose, and
the deep-brown eyes combined into a
picture that moved him to his verv
depths. •'

She was with a man who was only
slightly taller than herself. His fa4
was bearded, and he wore the gold-
rimmed spectacles of the professor type
Grey hair, brushed back from his high
and intelligent forehead, siiowed him to
be about sixty or so. The girl, Monty
juoged, could not be more than twentv-
two. •'

The bearded man spoke.

T u'^"'^''V"
^^ ^''''^ quietly, "all mv life

-I have been grinding lenses—lense's for
other men to see by. I have given
them spectacles so that they can read
and telescopes so that they can study
the stars. For over thirty years I have
taken pieces of glass and held ther/i
to the rouge wheel so that others could

replied
'1 never

Graham was slumped
across his desk and a
revolver lay on the floor^
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see the world. Well, now it is we who
shall see the world."
The gill nestled close to him and

hugged his arm.
"You're a darling," she said. "You

pretend you're doing all this for your-
self, whereas I know it is for nie."

The old man laughed and moved
away. He strolled across the deck to

where a model globe was standing. It

was this globe that told the passengers

day by day their exact position in terms
of latitude and longitude.
He leaned over the globe interestedly,

and began to study it. Monty watched
him for a minute or two, and then
crossed slowly to his side.

"Good-morning!" he said, with the

easy familiarity life on board ship makes
possible.

The old man looked up and smiled.
Monty took an instant liking to him.
The old man pointed to the globe.

"Do you understand this?" he asked,

and in his voice was a faint but un-
mistakable German accent. "It is sup-

posed to show where the ship is—forty

degrees and ten minutes north of lati-

tude, and seven degrees eighteen minutes
west longitude."
Monty looked at the globe gravely,

and decided that he ought to show his

learning.

"It's quite simple," lie said, with a
smile. "You see, you stand with your
right hand pointing north and your left

hand pointing south. In front of you
you have longitude and behind you
you have latitude. There you are!"
The old man laughed, but made no

other comment. Instead he called his

daughter from the rail and she joined
them.
"You must tell my daughter about

it," he said, and his air of innocence
completely deceived Monty.
"Certainly!" Monty turned to her

and cleared his throat. "I was just

explaining to your father how this globe
works. You see, if you stand with your
right hand pointing south—no, north

—

and your left hand pointing south,

before you you have latitude—er, long-
itude—and behind you you have lati-

tude. Isn't that right?"
The girl looked at him seriously.

"Well, no, not exactly," she replied,

and at close quarters Monty thought her
more lovelj' than before. "You see,

latitude is the distance north and soutti

of the equator, and longitude is the
distance east and west of the prime
meridian."
Monty coughed. This was really most

embarrassing. These two had been
pulling his leg.

"Maybe you're right," he said re-

signedly, and then laughed. "But let

me introduce myself," he said to the
old man. "My name is Greer—Monty
Greer."
"And mine is Rudolph Kramer," re-

plied the old man. "This is my
daughter, Judy."
Monty bo,red, and thereafter conver-

sation became general for a few minutes.
Old Kramer told Monty about his life.

and how he was now retired. They
were seeing the world for the first time.
"I have met so many interesting

people on board, too, Mr. Greer," lie

said. "I was speaking to one last night
—a Mr. Graham, president of the
Graham Investment Corporation. I

found him very entertaining. Y'ou see,

I am one of his depositore—all my
savings are in his banks."
Monty gulped, but said nothing. Ho

did not dare tell the old man that
Graham's banks were tottering on the
brink of ruin, and that Graham himself
was going to Europe to avoid the con-
.sequenoes of the smash.
November 14tli, 1031.
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But he mentally resolved that some-

thing had to be done, if only for the
sake of Judy, the most marvellous girl
he had ever met in his life.

Scandal.

MOXTY did not need to do much
thinking to realise that before the
voyage was over there was going

to be a large quantity of trouble for
somobodv, and that somebody was him-
self.

He could feel himself being gradually
entangled in about three different direc-
tions. There was the Graham problem,
in which Sigrid was so intimately con-
cerned ; there was Handsome, who was
sure to start something before long;
and there were now the Kramers. It

was impossible for him to let little Judy
Kramer suffer for Graham's sin?.

He decided to do something about it.

Acting on the assumption that Graham
was not sailing empty-handed—indeed.
Handsome had been most definite upon
the point—he felt that there would bo
no harm in a little mild burglary in

Graham's cabin. It would only be jus-

tice to lift from the banker sufficient of
his private hoard to make up the Kra-
mers' loss when the newt of the crash
came.

With this idea in mind, he quietly
opened Graham's cabin door that even-
ing after dinner, and locked it from the
inside with his skeleton key. Graham,
of course, was in the loimge. smoking,
and was not likely to disturb him.
He started his search quietly and

efficiently, showing that he was by no
means new to the particular role he was
now playing—that of gentleman crook.
With brief thoroughness, he went
through Graham's wardrobe, two of his

trunks, and a suitcase, in each instance
drawing blank.
Suddenly there was the sound of a

key in the lock. Graham was return-
ing!
Monty looked round swiftly, and

caught sight of a small door which led,

apparently, to a private bathroom. He
opened it, and went inside.

Graham entered the cabin. He
crossed to the far side of it, and listened
at his wife's door to assure himself that
she was not within hearing. Then he
went to the telephone, and called the
number of Sigrid's cabin in a low voice.

"Hallo! Is that you, Sigrid? Look
here, I'm just going to the lounge to
have a cocktail, and then I'll be right
along. Be with you in five minutes.
Verv nice of vou to ask me. Good-
bye !"

He hung up the receiver, and hummed
to himself as he straightened his tie and
hurriedly brushed his hair. Then he
left the cabin again.
Monty poked his head out of the bath-

room, and there was a knowing look on
his face. So Sigrid had invited Graham
along to her cabin, had she? Well,
well ! And Graham had fallen for it

!

He would be having a quiet cup of
coffee with her when she would sud-
denly s)>ring up and fling her arms
round his neck. At that moment the
door would open, and in would walk a

m-an who professed to be her husband,
or something. The result would be
that Graham would have to pay out. or
be involved in a scandal. It was old
stuff.

With a gleam in his eye. Monty care-
fully let himself out of the cabin.
Silently, but without any loss of time,
he inado his way through the maze of
corridors to Sigrid's door.
He paused before it, wondering

whether to knock, antl decided against
it. He thrust the door open quickly,
stepped inside, and closed it again after
him.
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Sigrid had been standing in tha

middle of the room as he entered. She
had taken an eager step forward at the
first sound of someone coming in ; but
she stopped as she saw who it was.
"Monty Greer !" she cried.
Monty looked at lier in mock astonish-

ment.
"How did you know?" he asked.
She ignored the fatuous question, end

went quickly to his side.

"I want you to go away at once," she
said, betraying her alarm by her voice.
"Please!"
He did not hurry himself. He was

playing for time. Calmly he took his
ivatch from his pocket, and consulted
'*'..

"Ten o'clock,'' he mused. "Surel/y
you can't be expecting anj-onc at this
hour of night?"
"Yes, I am."
"Oh!" There was the faintest sug-

gestion of pained astonishment in

Monty's tone. "Anyone I know?"
She clenched and unclenched her fin-

gers, striving hard to keep hei self-con-

trol.

"Oh. Monty, you must go—now

—

please," she begged. "Don't }:ou see

There came the sound of footsteps in

the corridor outside, and she stopped
speaking, panic gripping her. She
could see her well-laid plans failing
hopelessly.

But Monty was inexorable Step-
ping forward deftly, he put his arms
round her.

"Oh. Sigrid," he said loudly enough
to be heard by anyone standing in the
doorway, "why are you so beautiful?"

Sigrid struggled in his grasp, white
with rage, but as she struggled Monty's
grip became more secure.

Suddenly, as though aware for the
first time that someone had entered,
Monty turned his tiead. and saw
Graham standing not four paces away.
Abruptly he let Sigrid go, and bowed
ironically.

"How do you do?" he said politely.

Graham was angry, but as his eyes
shifted from Monty to Sigiid, his anger
gave way to cold scorn.

Sigrid saw the change, and made a
desperate effort to win a battle that was
already lost. She went towards
Graham, her arms outstretched.
"Oh, Bunny " she cried.

Graham still regarded her coldly.

"I must apologise." he said quietly.

"I seem to be a trifle—early."
"Bunny, you must listen to me," said

Sigrid. "I can explain everything.".
"Somehow I seem to have heard those

words before," said Graham unmoved.
Then he turned abruptly, and left the
cabin.
Monty watched him go sadly. He

did his best to look contrite.

"Sigrid—oh. Sigrid!" lie murmured
in a broken voice. "Did I do wrong?"
She swung on him, all her fury un-

leashed.

"You boast, why did you do this to

me?" she flamed. "Get out. I never
want to see you again. Got out, or I'll

scream."
Monty got out. GrinninK quietly to

himself, ho drifted do«n the corridor
towards the ball-room, knowing that he
would find Kay Graham there.

He saw her standing against a pillar>

watching the dancers idly. Deep sorroW
shadowed her beautiful eyes. •

He went up to her. and touched hoi"

on the arm.
"Kay. my dear, will you run alonff

.

and put a candle in your window t^
night?" he said gontlv. "I think yoU> I

daddy's coming homo."
The sorrow vanished from her fn

like magic. As she turned her hei
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so that she could see him. her expres-
sion became radiant.

" You mean "

"Just that," said Montv. "Good-
night—and good hick!"
Monty hurried ofF, and sought the

quietness of his cabin. As he shut the
door on himself, and prepared for bed,
he gave a smile of satisfaction.

'That's one of my troubles over," he
said to himself. "I wonder when the
iiext will arrive?"

Found Shot.

DURING that night a storm arose.
It came swiftly, bearing down on
the gigantic iiner with hurricane

speed, enormous waves dashing them-
selves against the bows and spreading
themselves in spray over the docks. The
boom and thunder of the running seas
was enormous—like a succession of guns
distantly firing.

Up on the bridge, the all-night
watchers decided that the speed of the
vessel should bo reduced to half. Only
a short distance away, in a small cabin
htted with wireless apparatus, the nio-ht
operator was taking off the broadcast
news of the day in readiness for the
morning paper that was published from
t-faeships printing presses.
> None could hope to escape the inex-
orability of that news service. The
thirteen hundred people on tho Trans-
atlantic were under its influence as it
reached out like an invisible arm across
the world, including evervone within its
grasp. Even Graham could not hope
to escape.

Thus, when Monty woke up the follow-
in;,' morning to the din of the crashing
breakers against the iron hull of the
Bhip. the first thing he saw was his copy
of the "Transatlantic Daily." He
opened it idly as he sipped his morning
tea.

And there, spread over three columns
across the front page were the head-
lines ;

FAILURE OF GRAHAM INVEST-
MENT CORPORATION.

GIGANTIC FINANCIAL COMBINE
SMASHES FOR §20,000,000.

THOUSANDS OF SMALL IN-
VESTORS RUINED.

Monty took the news calmly. Frankly
knowing Graham, he had expected some-
thmg of the sort, although he had not
expected the failure to be quite .so large.He read the half column of print that
folowed the headlines, and emitted
a long drawn-out whistle. Not only hadOraham crashed, but he had also ac-

''"[uA ,^*ijS.
"^"'^ agencies, deca^pe<l

with .$5,000,000 worth of secunties which
were immediately negotiable into cash!
Five niillion dollars ! A million

pounds! So that's why Handsome was
so interested!
Monty was very thoughtful as he

dressed and had breakfast, and the result
ol his thoughtfulness was that he felt he
ought to pay Handsome a visit, just to
see how the land lay now that this newsnad broken.

It was shortly after ten o'clock when
he dropped into Handsomc's cabin
ttandsome was there, sitting at a table
playing poker, and with him were some
of hM boys —Socker, Chalky, and acouple of gorillas.
The boys stiffened as Monty entered,

put Handsome quelled them with a ges-ture, and rose in greeting
'•W^ll, Monty, if this isn't a pleasure,"

be said drily. "Come right in. Make
fourseJf at home.'^
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Monty smiled' disarmingly. No one

knew better than he did the uneasiness
his presence was causing.

^
"I'm not stopping." he said amiably.
1 just thought I would let you know

that you can lay off Graham now. He's
failed."

Handsome's eyes narrowed, but he still
kept his forced smile.

"Grahain'.s bank? failed—but not
Graham," said Handsome. "He's pack-
ing a lot of personal .securities he doesn't
want the law to grab."
"That's BO," said Monty, and decided

that it was now Handsome's turn to take
the lead. "Well, what do you want me
to do about it? Break down and cry?"
Handsome moved a pace neaier, and

leaned forward confidentially.

"I asked you to join in with us," he
said softly.

"That's right," Monty replied. "So
you did. I forgot!"

I also asked you to give me a de^'r
field."

"Well, haven't I?"

,r'"^°"
started by making passes at

Mrs. Graham," said Handsome, his
temper beginning to rise in the face of
Monty's complete serenity. "Last nio^ht
you were in tlie Graham cabin agifin.
On business, I sujTpose?"
Monty looked at him aggrieved.

_^
"Handsome," he said reproachfully,
you haven't been spying on a pal, have

you ?"

"I know every move you make," said
Handsome menacingly.
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Monty's attitude changed. He ceased
to be calm, and for the first time Hand-
some eaw something of tho steel that
lay beneath the genial exterior.
"Anything more. Handsome?"
"You've heard my last word, Monty."
Monty s eyes swept over the gangsters

with contempt, finally coming to rest
upon Handsome once more.

"I've been hearing your last word
tor a long time," he said quietly. "One
ot these days you're actually going to
say It, and maybe I'll be there to hoar
you.

_
He turned towards the door,

arid instantly his seriousness left him.
He was Monty Greer once again—gav
and debonair.
"Happy days!" he called over hia

shoulder, and shut the door softly be-
hind him.
He wandered along to the shelter

deck, intending to take his morning
walk. The ship was lurching under the
impact of the waves now, and the noise
was terrific.

He did not take his walk, but stood
at an open porthole and looked at the
raging seas, the storm suiting his mood.
How long he remained there he could
not tell, for he w.is musing upon the
tact that It was part of his game to re-
main quiet and inconspicuous while on
ths Transatlantic-after all. the police
in New \ork were still looking for him
—and here he was poking his nose into
everything that came before it.

He shrugged his shoulders. A derenb
man at heart, lie hated the idea of

A slight noise be-

hind him made him

start.
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leaving a wrong unrediessed, and on no
Bccoiiut could he ignore a call for aid.

Eventually lie turned along the deck,

seeking liis belated exercise. But Jie had
hardly gone a few paces before he dis-

cerned the neat, slim figure of Judy
Kramer coming towards him. She was
wringing her hands in obvious distress,

and looking from right to left as though
seeking someone.
He hurried towards her, and she saw

him.
"Oh, Mr. Greer, I'm so glad to see

you." she cried, and her voice sounded
em-iouslv choked.
"Why? What's the matter?"
"My father."

"What's happened?"
"Ever since we heard of the failure

of the Graham bank this morning, he
has been moody, and uttering threats

about what he would do to Graham if

they came face to face." She gripped
Monty's arm inploringly. "You will

talk to him, won't you—try to persuade
him to take the smash calmly?"
"Of course," said Monty readily.

"Whore is he now?"
"He went off in the direction of Mr.

Graham's state-room," she replied.

Monty took her by the arm, and
hurried her below. They reached
Graham's door, only to find eveiything
quiet. There was no sign of Mr.
Kramer.
By way of making sure that all was

in order, Monty opened Graham's door
gently and looked inside. What he sa^^

there made him utter an exclamation of

horror. Graham was slumped across his

desk, and a revolver lay on the floor

near him, while standing on the other
side of the room, staring straight in

front of him as though his mind was
stunned, stood Mr. Kramer himself

!

Judy, looking over Monty's shoulder,

saw him, and with a scream rushed
across the room and took lier father in

her arms.
Monty followed her, and shut the door

after him. He bent down and examined
Graham. Then he straightened himself,

and his face was grave.
"I'm not quite sure, but I think he's

dead," he said quietly. "He's been shot
through the chest

!"

The Qetaway.

FOR several minutes there was no
other sound in the cabin but Judy's
sobbing. Old Kramer, his hair dis-

hevelled and his eyes wide and staring,

was like a man in a dream.

Monty considered the situation swiftly.

He accepted without question that what-
ever liad happened to Graham was well

deserved, and he saw no reason why old
Kramer should suffer.

He turned, and crossed to Judy. She
was obviously terribly upset, and was
not likely to be of much use unless she
could gel her feelings under control, so
he caught her by the shoulder and shook
her gently.

"Get your father back to his own
cabin right away," he said sharply.
"Don't leave him alone for a minute.
I'll see to things here. Quickly, now!"
"Oh, Mr. Greer, you think

—

'—"

"I think nothing. Get going, and
huri"j'."

He led her and the old man to the
door, and almost pushed them out into
the corridor. Then he returned to the

cabin and locked himself in.

Swiftly he crept across to Kay's ad-
joining room and listened. All was
quiet. Furthermore, owing to the
screaming of the w ind and the buffeting
of the waves on the side of the ship, no
one had hoard the sliot—that was
obvious.
November 14th, 193L
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He took a towel from a rack over the

wash basin, and used it to wipe the re-

volver clean of finger-prints. Then he
took the weapon over to where Graham
was lying, and closed the man's hand
about it.

He looked about him quickly. There
were signs that the cabin had been ran-
sacked, but he had no time to tidy

things up now. Someone might come
in at any minute.
He went towards tlio door, intending

to leave, but stopped as ho saw the fan-

light above it. Ho stood considering
its po.'-sibilities for a few moments, then
snapped his fingers as an idea came to
him.
A piece of string was in his pocket.

He unravelled it and tied one end with
a slip-knot around one of Graliam's fin-

gers. The other end he dropped through
the fanlight so that it hung down in

the passage outside.

Quickly ho stepped out of the cabin,
taking the key with him. He locked
the door on the outside, and mounted a
sofa. Deftly threading the key over the
string, he allowed tho former to slide

down until it came to rest upon the
desk close to Graham's hand ; then, with
a quick jerk, the slip-knot was released,
and Monty pulled the string through the
skylight and thru.st it into his pocket.
A slight noise behind him made him

start. Ho looked round slowly, knowing
that ho had been detected by someone
coming along the corridor, and hoping
that it would bo a complete stranger,
who would never know him again.

It was no stranger. It was Sigrid
C'arline, and oven as he recognised her
he know that when the alarm was raised
she would speak about what she had
seen.

Invastigation.

EVEXTS began to move with great
rapidity. Kay Graham, going
below to find out why her husband

had not joined her on deck, di.scoverod
him lying whore Monty had left him,
and her cries attracted the notice of a
steward. Ho. having seen what had
happened, called another steward, and
sent liim away to the officer in charge
of the bridge. Inside ten minutes the
captain of the vessel arrived, accom-
I>aniod by his first oflBcer and the
purser.

An investigation was held on the spot.
Mrs. Graham was questioned, and she
told of the discovery she had made, say-
ing also that the whole of Graham's
money had coniplotoly vanished. Tho
doctor, stinimonod immediately, said
that Graham had been shot from close
quarters, a fact that was indisputable
in view of tho marks of burning on
Graham's clothing, but that he was still

living.

Thoy ruslied tfce shot man to hos-
pital. Meanwhile, the captain returned
to his office, and had a notice issued to
the whole of the ship's crow asking for
information.

It camo. The steward on B deck said
tliat ho iiad soon Mr. Kramer go into
Graliam's cabin about a quarter of an
hour before tho di.scovery was made, and
now he camo to think of it the old man
seemed strange.
Tho captain's secretary took a stato-

mont of this in writing, and made the
steward sign it. While this was being
done, tho first officer bent down and
spoke into the captain's oar in a low
voice.

"There's a woman wutsido who wants
to see you." he said. "She says it is

very important.""
"Very well. Bring her in."
The fir.st officer wont away, and re-

turned with Sigrid. It was exactly as

eycbrov

"So yon
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Monty tiad guessed. Still smarting
under tlie humiliation of her defeat over
Graham by Monty, she had come to tell

what .she knew.
She told it briefly, and witliout offer-

ing any explanation for her apparent
eagerness to have Monty put under
suspicion. '

Tho captain heard her out, and then
asked what was known of Monty Gi;eer.
The fourth officer immediately related
the watch that nad boon kept upon the
gangway at New York by himself and
Detective Glennoa.
"Very well," said tho captain briefly.

"Send Mr. Greer and IMr. Kramer to
me at once!'"
A steward hurried away, and found

Monty in Kramer's cabin, trying to calni
the old man. Monty heard tlic cap-
tain's summons unmoved, but knew that

"

it had to bo obeyed. He nodded to
Judy to help him, and between them
they managed to got Kramer to his feet.
The old man was as weak and hclplesa
as a child.

They reached tho captain's office and
wont inside, to find that a complete case
had already boon made out against them.
As soon as they appeared, the captain
briefly stated the facts.

"Mr. Kramer," he said, "I find upon
investigation that you had a personal
grudge against Mr. Graham owing to
the loss of your savings, and that at tho
time when Mr. Graham was shot you
were in his cabin. 1 am not here to
try you, but I feel bound to keep you
in custody until you can be handed
over to the police when wo reach port.
You will be confined to the bris: for
tho remainder of the voyage."
Kramer, if he heard, remained un-

moved, still staring ahead, but Judy
ran forward, with a little cry. 'J.

"But, captain, my father isn't guilty, t'

He couldn't do it," she said in anguish.
" He couldn't I"

"I'm very sorry," replied the captain.
"My decision remains unaltered."
Monty decided that it was about time

he said a few words. He knew that he
was in a tight fix, but he had often
found in the past that facing a situation
squarely often pulled him through.

"I understand that it's a case ot
suicide, captain," he said.

The captain raised his
slightly.

"Indeed?" he said quietly,

know all about it already?"
Monty saw that he had been a little

too hasty and tried to recover himself.

"The affair is the talk of the whole
ship," he said.

The cantain glanced at his papers.
"Mr. Greer," he said, "you were seen

in the vicinity of Mr. Graham's babin.
You wore also seen sliding a key down
a piece of string through the transoift.

I very much regret, therefore, that^
will also be necessary to confine yoil'

to the brig with Mr. Kramer until tl»
end of the vovage." f'

"But "

The door opened, and the ship'i

doctor entered. He went quietly to the
captain's desk, and said in a low voice:

"I have operated, and the bullet if

out. He is in a had way, but he may
recover if properly nursed. It was A
close thing."
The captain nodded, and signed to the

first officer that the investigation wB»
at an end. Monty and Mr. Kramer
were led away.

In the Brig.

UNDER a guard directed by the first

officer, Monty found himself bejog
conducted down on to the lower

decks, far into the bowels of the vesael, m't
where was situated a small but Q'^l '

I
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comfortable cell constructed of steel.

This was the brig—a term which sur-
• vived from the days when prisoners were
confined in a special square-rigged, two-

masted ship on their transportation to

the penal settlements
The door was locked on them, and one

glance sufficed to show Monty that

escape was out of the question.
Monty placed a kindly hand on Mr.

Kramer's shoulder, realising that flie old
man was not used to this sort of treat-

ment.
" Don't worry about all this, Mr.

Kramer," he said. "I know you didn't
do it. In fact, I have been doing a
little thinking, and while I don't pre-
tend to account for your being in

Graham's cabin while the shooting was
on, I think I know enough to have us
.both out of here in a short time."

"But when I went to Mr. Graham's
cabin I intended to kill him," said Mr.
Kramer. "He robbed me! I can't re-

member "

He passed his hand across his brow in

a bewildered fashion, and it was clear to
Monty that the old man's brain was still

suffering from the shock he had had.
He let the matter drop.
Within half an hour it was lunch-time,

and the key grated in the lock. An
'oflRcer entered, followed by the worthy
Hodgkins carrying a large tray.
"Good nTorning, gentlemen," said

Hodgkins cheerfully " Is everything
all right?"
"Oh, yes!" said Monty. "Every-

thing's quite cosy. In fact, I'm wonder-
ing why I ever went to the expense
of travelling cabin."
"Well, here's a meal for you, gentle-

men, which will warm the cockles of
your 'earts," said Hodgkins, upon whom
Monty's heavy humour was quite lost.

"I'hcre's kidney stoo, a bit of salad,
soup, and cheese, strawberry jam, and
some buttered .icones.

"

"Thank you, from the bottom of my
heart, for the scones, Hodgkins," said
Monty flijipantly.

"Yes, sir. Certainly, sir," replied
Hodgkins, unabashed. "But you
mustn't let the trouble you're both in

get you down, gentlemen. What I

always .says is a ship is like a little

world. It can't always he easy sailing.

There's rough weather and calm

;

there's quiet seas and heavy squalls, and
the man what takes the
bitter with the sweet is

bound to have a happy
crossing in the end."
Monty laughed.
"You're a happy soul.

Hodgkins," he said. "The
sailors must adore you."
Hodgkin.9 squinted down

his nose modestly.

"Yes, sir. And if (here's
anything el.sc you want, sir,

don't be afraid to ask me,
sir. You've always been
very nice to me, sir, and I'd
like to do anything I can."

"Is that .so, Hodgkins?"
said Monty humorously
"Well, go and find me the
key to all my difficulties,

and I'll make you a rich
man."
"Yes, sir. Certainly, sir.

I'll see what can be done,
and will come back with
your supper to-night, sir,"

The door clanged to, and
once more Monty and
Kramer were alone,

J.

Dinner-timo came, and
'the door opened again,
admitting Hodgkins accom-

|i -panied by an officer.

"^h, there you are I"-
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said Monty wetcomingly. "I'd almost
given you up."

"I'd 'ave been 'ere before, sir," said

Hodgkins, "but I had to get hold of a
nice raspbeiry-pie for yoii gentlemen,
knowing that you like them, sir."

Monty looked puzzled.
"But I don't like " he began.
"What I always says is," went on

Hodgkins hurriedly, "we often find the

key to all our troubles in a good rasp-

berry-pie, so you must cultivate a taste

for them, sir."

Monty eaid nothing more. He just

exchanged a look with Hodgkins that
satisfied the latter's speculations concern-
ing his future financial anticipations.

Once more the door of the brig closed
on Monty and Kramer, and Monty
settled down to wait.

The Duel.

IT was several hours later when Monty
made use of the key Hodgkins had
secreted in the raspberry-pie, but

once free he made his way quickly to
Handsome's cabin.
He pushed open the door silently, to

find the place empty but for Chalky.
Chalky was sitting with his back to the
door, his villainous face hidden, play-
ing- solitaire.

Monty closed the door softly, and put
his right hand in his jacket pocket. His
gun had been taken from him when he
had been placed in the brig, but a

finger thrust against the cloth of his
pocket looked just as formidable.

"Stick 'em up, Chalky!" he said
softly.

C'halky's white face could not go
wliiter, but he recognised the voice of
Monty Greer, and knew that it was not
to be disobeyed.
"Get over there—against the wall,"

Monty continued. "That's better. Now
where is it? Come on—speak up!"
"In my pocket—hanging on the

chair."
Monty went to the chair upon which

" Stick

W
Chalky had recently been sitting, and
retrieved a large automatic pistol from
his coat.

"All right. Pill them down. Tursi
round." Monty uttered his commaDds
sharply.

As Chalky obeyed, ]Monty heard the
sounds of footsteps outside. He
stepped back behind the door as it

opened, and another of the gang
entered.

"It's all set. Clialky," said the new-
comer. "We've got Pocker in the
engine-room with overalls up to his
ears. He's got the stufT, and when we
dock in the morning "

Something in Chalky's face made him
stop. He turned, to find himself
menaced by Monty's gun.

"Keep right on talking," said Monfy,
and jammed the gun into his ribs, at the
same time taking the crook's own gun
from his side-pocket. "I knew you boys
shot Graham and took his money and
securities. And you'd let an innoce;]t
man sufl'er for it, "too, would you? So
Socker's down in the engine-room with
overalls up to his ears, huh? And he's
got all Graham's loot with him, eh ?

And when the .ship docks in the morn-
ing, he goes on shore with the engineers
and crew, and carries the stuff with
him? Did I get that right?"
Chalky and rhe other nodded sullenly.
"To blazes he does!" snapped Monty,

and slammed out of the cabin.
He raced up to the top deck, and

i
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found the door which led to the engine-
room elevator. Swiftly he got iiieide,

and pressed the switch for one of the
lower levels.

He found himself amidst a maze of

machinery. The din was deafening. A
gigantic reciprocating pump was work-
ing close to him, while beneath his feet

he could feel the throb of the turbines.

He made his way along some steel

galleries, looking about him carefully.

Suddenly he saw a man bending over a

large piece of moving mechanism that

was connected with the steering rudders,

and that man looked like Sockcr, in

spite of the oil-can and cotton-waste in

his hand.
He hurried along the adjacent gallery

so as to get close to Socker, and in that
moment Sockcr turned and saw him.
He whipped out a gun from his pocket
and fired.

Monty asked no questions, and showed
no mercy. He knew that the shooting
would never be heard amidst that roar-

ing, clanking machinery, and he let

Socker have it. Once—twice—he pressed
the trigger, and at the second shot he
saw the crook open his mouth to let

out an unheard yell. At the eame
time his gun flew wide.

Monty was on him before he cou'.d

recover. He gripped him by the throat,

and thrust his face close.

"Where have you got it, Socker?" he
roared above the din. "Come on, or
you're finished!"

Socker winced, and fear showed in his

eyes.

"In the store-room upstairs," he re-

plied.

Monty flung him on one side, and
made for the elevator again. The game
was in his hands.

Hit.

BEFORE reaching the elevator,

Monty had to return along the
galleries by which he had come,

and as he swung round the cylinder
head of a huge bilge exhauster. Hand-
some appeared on the next level above.

The two saw each other about the
same time, and Handsome reached
quickly for his shoulder holster. A
gleaming gun appeared in his hand, and
Monty saw the flash and heard the
whine of a bullet past his ear.

He ducked behind the exhauster, and
waited. Once 'he looked out cautiously,

only to see Handsome's gun flash once
more. Then Handsome began to re-

treat to higher levels still.

Monty knew that he had to get him,
otherwise the crook would go straight
to where the Graham loot was hidden,
and remove it.

He left his cover, and came out into
the open, sending a shot flying after

Handsome's retreating back. Handsome
turned at bay, firing as he swung
round.

Monty let out a yell as he felt a sharp
searing pain in his right arm. The gun
dropped from his nerveless fingers. He
leaned back against a bulkhead weakly,
suddenly faint from the shock of being
hit; then, as he saw Handsome's gun
flash yet again, he ducked low, and
picked up his weapon with his left

hand.

Everything depended upon him now,
and he had very little time left. Some
distance away lie could see one of the
engineer staff racing towards them, in-

tent upon finding out what all the
trouble was about.
Deliberately he mustered his strength,

and took aim at Handsome. His gun
kicked, and at the same moment a spasm
^ovember Htli, 1931.
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con\ailsed the crook. The shot had
taken efifect.

Monty threw off his feeling ol weak-
ness, and dived up a near-by companion-
way to the higher level. He grabbed
Handsome by the waistcoat and dragged
him to his feet. He could see that the
crook was all in.

"Come on, Handsome," he said
harshly. "I have a date for you." .

He dragged Handsome to the elevator,
and slammed -the door of it in the face
of the oncoming engineer. The next;

moment, as he pressed the switch, they
were travelling upwards.

Handsome was lying on the floor of
the elevator, his eyes closed. Monty
bent down, and lifted his head.
Slowly Handsome opened his eyes.
"You win, Monty," he said feebly,

"Let me alone."

"Huh!" said Monty unsj-mpathetic-
ally. "So vou can still talk, can you!'-
"Yeah I I can talk!"
"Then you're going to—plenty," said

Monty. " You are in a bad -way, but
if you spill what you know, I'll see that
something's done for you. You'll tell

that you shot Graham, and you'll tell

that you robbed his cabin. See ?"

"I'll tell everything," gasped Hand-
some weakly.

" You're right. You'll tell everything.
You won't leave out a single blessed
thing."

The elevator stopped at the top deck,
and ISIonty flung open the door.

"Hi, you!" he yelled to a deck hand.
"Help me with this trash to tho cap-
tain's ofiice."

" Dull Voyage." ^

IT was several hours later, and tho
Transatlantic was already in sight of

land. In the ship's hospital lay

Handsome, and in the brig were—not
iMonty and Kramer, but Chalky, Socker,
and the others.

Graham was in the hospital, too—in a
different part. His wife was by his side,

nursing him. He only spoke once before
being taken ashore to a nursing home,
but what he did say made Kay realise

that all her troubles were over.

"Kay," he whispered, "I can't talk

much—my breath won't let me. I've

been an awful fool—forgive me "

"Don't worry yourself, dear," replied

Ivay. "Get better—for my sake."

"You'll give me another chance to
make good'?"
"Of course."
" Then I'll make amends. All thai

money—those securities—I'll give thoi

all back "

He could say no more. Unconscioui
ness claimed him, but it was the uncoi
sciousness that mcflnt complete recover'^

Kay felt that she could not stay with
him any longer. She wanted to cry.

Hastily she left his bedside and went
out into the open. There she met Ju
and Mr. Kramer, waiting for news.

"Mrs. Graham," said Judy quicl
" how is he ?"

"He's going to recover completely,
replied Kay. "Meanwhile, 1 want yol

to come to my cabin as soon as wo docf
Vour savings arc quite safe, and I will

give you a letter of credit on my privato
account which will sec you through until

you can draw your own money."
"Oh, thank you!" cried Judy.
Meanwhile, in the captain's ofTicd,'

Monty awaited the arrival of the ship id

port, when he would have to go aslior^

to testify concerning the shooting o
Handsome. He knew what that meaa^

(Continaed on page 84.)
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A gripping drama of how the Police cunningly tricked a gang of rascally crooks. Another
true story from the notebook of William J. Burns of the U.S. Secret Service.

ilP^peti'

The Squealer.

THE hall of an apartment-houso in

the Bowery of New York.
At one time the carpet liad been

good, the stairway well kept, and the

furniture polished and clean, but now
it was drab and dirty. ExcH'pt for tlie

occasional vi.sit of a charwoman only
men inhabited that house. Racketeers
did not wcltomc outside influence nosing
into their alFairs.

A round-faced man in a faded raincoat

and slouch-hat drawn well over his eyes

slunk into the hall, glanced quickly
round, and sidled across to a telcplione

on a small three-legged table.

Stealthily ho removed the receiver,

and a tense expression appeared on his

squat, flabby features.

Leading off that hall were a number
of rooms. The library was the best fur-

nished and kept of them all. It was
much the same as when the gang had
taken over, though tfiere were addi-

tional features that not even the police

suspected.
i\fr. Laiigman sat at a carved wooden

chair of ancient make, and there was a

queer expression on his clean-cut

features. A glint in liis sharp eyes
as ho replaced the receiver of the

telephone, and with one hand drunmicd
softly on the targe, flat-topped table

that was littered with pajiers and books.

Mr. Langman was a business man to

the outside world, hence the books and
papers, and shelves lined with books on
legal subjects.

Evidently something had arisen that

caused him considerable anger, because
the lined face twisted and contorted so

that it became repulsive and bestial

—

fury revealed the real nature of the

man. Usually the chief was a grey-

haiied, placid-featured man of smooth
manners an<l a benevolent attitude. The
men who worked for him knew that he
was as hard as iron. ^
He coa.sed drumming on the desk, got

to his feet and paced softly up and
down the room. Evidently he was plan-

ning how best to deal with some
problem.
Then ho undid a drawer and took out

jlfa revolver, and, after seeing it was
lioaded, carefully replaced it. From

another drawer he took

out a small book; on
each page was the
photograph of men am
women, and an account of

each. The chief believed iri

having full knowledge of the

life-story of eacli person who
worked for him. It was the

history of Spike Mull ins that

interested him, and after a

while lie nodded his head, replaced the

book, and resumed liis pacing of the

room.
A pause, and slowly he pointed at a

bookcase near a big fireplace, smiled,

and placed a chair by the side of his

table—this chair was between the book-
case and his own chair. Satisfied, he
pressed a button twice.

The door from the hall opened, and
a young man in a blue suit entered. In

age the newcomer was about twenty-
eight, dark hair and brown eyes, and
held himself erect. A quiet, strong typo
—a useful man to Mr. Langman.
"Close the door, Wilson."
"You rang for me, chief?" The

young man had shut the door and now
came to the desk. The eyes that

watched the chief, who was busy writ-

ing, were very alert.

"Yes, and the matter is urgent." The
chief looked up at his assistant. " I am
just making a few notes of importance
—we're quitting this place."

"Quitting, chief?"
"Yeah, and some folks will quit for

good." There was an ugly sneer on the

chief's face. " Somebody is a squealer.

Have you any idea who it could be?"
For a second Wil.son's eyes flickered,

and their gaze moved towards the chief's

waistline. The chiefs hands were on
the legs of his trousers, and not in his

pockets. Wilson did not like a hand in

a pocket, because it was difficult to tell

what might be in the hand.
The chief gave a mirthless laugh.

"You have no idea, Wilson?"
" None, chief. I would have sworn

that thero were no traitors among us."

Carelessly he slipped a hand into his

own coat-pocket. " Do you know this

man's name?"
"Yeah, and it will surprise you when

you hear it."

Again the brow- flitkered curiously.

The tense exprc.-sion left Wilson's face
as if the chief's words were a great
relief.

"What do you intend to do, chief?"
"A little joy-ride in the country!"

The tliiii iip> .smiled cruelly. "In fact,

he'll go with us when we make our
getaway from this dive. He's spilled

the racket to the cops."
"When, chief?"
"Not many minutes ago." The chief

waved a thin hand towards the tele-

phone. "That device by which I can.
listen-in to any conversations proved
useful. A little paient of my own. If

anyone takes off the receiver that whit*"

dial goes red. If I had not removed the

receiver and lisrened-in we should all

be due for a spell in gaol. The cops will

raid this place within the next few
hours—at five o'clock, to be exact, and
it is now two. So we have just, three

hours, Wilson, to clear out and to settle

the squealer."

"You recognised the voice?" Wilson
asked the que.-tion quietU'.

" Yeah. I'd know it in a thousand. A
guy I reckoned was on the level.

Wilson, how much dope have we got

in the cellars?"
" A new supply came in yesterday.

About a hundred packets and twenty
cases of liquor."

"To blazes with the liquor—that's of

no account," snapped tlw chief. "If the

cops get us with drugs we're up for a

long stretch. Give orders for the dope
to be packed up—it must be all ready

to move within an hour—no, an hour
and a half. Can you fix that, Wilson?"

"Yes, chief."

"Xow, I'm going to put that sqvicaler

on the fire." The chief laughed

liarshly. "You'll hide behind the secret

November 14tli, 1931.
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Keep yer mitts off me and away from that drawer," sneered Spike.

bookcase, and %vhcii I ring you cover
the guy from behind. First, get tlie

men down in the cellars busy packing
up tliat dope, because I want to put a
guard on the front door. Can you guess
who the squealer is, Wilson?"
"I can Jiiake a mighty good guess,

chief." Wilson pursed his lips and
showed his teeth. "No mercy, chief!"

"Leave that to me. Get busy,
Wilson."
Wilson vanished, and another bell

summoned a young man whose face was
dissipated and lined. Drink had been
his downfall. The small eyes blinked
su.spiciously at the chief.

"I want Hank on the door and Red
at the back exit," ordered the chief.

"You're to stay outside this room, and
only enter if you have any news of the
cops. Yeah, we're expecting a raid.

Tell the rest of the gang to get ready
for a flit, but to have their gats ready.
No need for a scare as I've taken tljc

matter in time. I've located the
squealer."

"Squealer, chief? Who?"
" You'll learn later. Wilson will give

my instructions re the get-away. He's
busy now."
The chief waved his hand in dis-

missal.

As the crook left the room Wilson
enlercd.

I'Everjthing set, chief," ho stated.
"Goocfl" The chief raised his vSlce.

"Greason, come back." The young
crook hurried back into the room.
"Send Spike Mullins in to see me."
The door closed, and the chief half-

closed his eyes.

"Spike's the squealer. Better get
into hiding." '

Wilson nodded and hurried to the
bookcase He touched a book, and the
whole case swung back. Swiftly he dis-
appeared into tlie darkness.

The chief .slightly opened the drawer
containing the gmi. his face twisted into
an evil leer, and the eyes became hard
atid steely His fingers twitched as if

they were coiling round a trigger.
Kovember 14lli, 1031.

The Two Crooks.

THE door opened, and the man in
the faded raincoat slouched into
the room; his hat was on his

head, and he was chewing gum as if he
hadn't a care in the world.

The chief gave him a welcoming smile.

"How are things, Spike?"
" Danged slow !"

" Slow ?"

"Too much caution about this joint."

Spike transferred the gum to another
tooth. " Can't run a load because the
cops ain't in a good humour or the
weather ain't nice or some other fool

reason."
"You don't mince your words. Spike."

"Why should I?" Spike shrugged
massive shoulders. "You're a bi^ shot,

but I ain't a pellet from an air-gun.

Plain speaking and straight shooting's
my motto. I ain't a dumb-bell."

"No, one can't teach you much." The
chief opened a drawer and took out his

book. "You'll pardon my asking a
question, but why did you ask for a
transfer from 'Frisco to headquarters?
You've been here a fortnight, and I've
often wondeied. Were you wanted for
anything. Spike?"

" Yeah, I should say I was." Calmlj'
Spike took the vacant chair. "The
Spicer gang wanted to come in with us,

and, against my advice, we made a
hook-up. We got two blocks of ice sent
us a week later, and in those blocks wore
a couple of our men, and I got a hint
that there was ice to spare. I asked old
man Spicer what he weighed, and he
told me a hundred and sixty, but he
looked a bit green when I asked him
what lead bullets weighed. They got
two blocks of ice a few days later, and
ho was in one of 'em. I reckoned I w.ts

going to be hustled plenty, and that a
change of air might be advisable."

'You're a tough baby, Spike." The
chief laughed and produced a cigar-box.
"Have a smoke. We certainly got the
right man when j-ou joined head
quarters."
"You've said it." Spike lit his cigar.

"But I'm finding New York pretty

slow; reckoti I'll soon be asking for a
move to Chicago."
"Maybe I'll get you a move." The

chief laughed. "If you reckon this
game is too slow, give me an idea on
how you'd act if you were in my place."

"I'd fire half a dozen of the boobs that
call themselves hard eggs. They turn
yellow as soon as they see a cop.
They're scared to put anyone on tho
spot, and quake with fright that thejfll
may go that way themselves. AinV^
worth wasting good lead on those sapjW
You want guys that ain't scared to shoot
first and ask questions afterwards. The
cops are getting the upper hand in this
burg, and unless we get moving they're
going to push us out of business. You
have thousands of bucks' worth of dope,
and you ain't planting any, and we're so
skinned we have to jjlay crap for cents."

" Would it surprise you to know that
the police are wise to this hide-out?"
The chief's eyes narrowed to mere slits.

"We're sitting on Vesuvius, and likely

to erupt any second."
"Is that so? Fancy the cons being

wise. Shouldn't have thougnt those
flat-feet had the brains. How did they
horn in on our game, chief ?"

•

"You haven't any idea—yourself?"
Spike favoured the chief with a

puzzled glance.
" How should I know ? They coulH

have trailed one of our boobs; someone
mighta squawked " He broke off to

rub a bristly chin. "Say, is that' the

way the cops have got wise?" .'

"It sure is!" '^

"Oh, oh, ain't that queer?" Spike
was silent for a moment or so, whilst the

chief watched his intended victim with
mocking gaze. He spoke at last. "Efave
you a trail on the squawker?"

" Maybe I haTe, and maybo I

haven't." , .

" You mean you know, but you pio't

talking." Spike's face seemed to change
to a brutal coarseness. "It ain't always
wise to talk too much, chief."

Mr. Langman bristled at the man's
arrogance.
"1 don't get the hang of your ideas.

Spike." .'
'

'
'

Mi
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"Nor I yours," came the swift answer.
|

"What's the bright idea in all these

questions and wise-cracks? Why have
you picked out me to spill the beans
about a squawker? Do you want him
bumped-off, because if that's the office

I'll start right in."
" The squawker will be bumped-off

soon enough." The chief was laughing.

"I'm taking him for a lovely ride out

in the country, and he can admire the

beautiful sccnei^ for the last time.

Must be a nasty feeling to know you
haven't got long to live. What do you
think, Spike?"
"I think some folks are going goofy 1"

Spike snoi-ted. '" Say, chief, I've got a

date. Just what do you want me to

do ?"

"I thought yon might like to come
and see the fun." The chief puffed at

his cigar and slid one hand towards his

desk. "Glorious day for a ride, Spike."
The chief's hand was within an inch of

a button hidden on the leg of his desk-

table ; a movement from Spike, and the

buttoti would be pressed. Spike eeemed
quite indifferent.

"I ain't kinda keen on riding," he
said. "I might have a bit of business

myself in that line. You sec, I knew
afore I came in to see you, chief, that

the cops were wise to this dive." Spike
grinned at the startled expression of his

chief. "That surprises you."
" It sure docs." The chief pressed the

button. "What made you tell me this?

Someone has squawked, and what you've
just said makes it sound

"

"As if I've been and squealed."
Spike's hands were near his pocket.

"No, that ain't my sort of racket. I

just mentioned the matter because I'm
wise to your game."
Mr. Langman scented danger. Was

Spike aiming to draw his gun? What
a fool not to have housed a weapon in

his own pocket. He had taken this

squealer too lightly—most of thom were
yellow. There was a menace in Spike's

voice and in the boatly dark eyes.

"Wise to my game?" The chief was
playing for time. Thank Heaven the

door of the bookcase was slowly swing-
ing open. " What game do you reckon

I'm playing?" He gripped Spike's

right arm. "Pull yourself together,

maji. you're talking like a madman!"
"A good game of bluff, but I'm wise,"

Spike sneered. " And keep yer mitts off
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me and away from that drawer! I told

you a while ago of a guy what weighed
one hundred and sixty pounds. What
do you weigh, chief?"

" You're crazy !" raged the chief.

"You're crazy with fear." Spoke
grinned and chewed contentedly.
" You're just wondering how long j'ou

got to live, you dirty squealer!"
Wilson had slitheiVd through the open

bookcase, and in his hand was a gun.
A grim smile twitched the strong-
mouth.

'" What have I done that you want to

talk that way ? The chief spoke jerkily.

A few seconds more, and Wilson would
be close behind Spike.

" I'd like to strangle you with my own
hands!" A mask of liate appeared on
tlie crook's face. "The Spiccr gang
thought I was easy, and tried to frame
me, but I got 'em! You tried to frame
me, and now I'm gonna get you ! Did
yer think that all that junk about a
ride cut any ice with me ?"

"I'm not trying to frame .you." The
chief was white and scared. This atti-

tude of Spike's was baffling. "You
squealed to the cops! I heard you."
"You lying skunk!" yelled Spike, and

whipped out a gun. "I ain't ever
squawked. Say yer prayers, you big
boob, and take yer medicine !"

"Stand quite still, Spike," drawled a
voice. "There's a gun about six inches
from your ribs. Chuck that gat on the
table—and step quickly !"

The fury and murderous rage died
from Spike's face, an<l he became a fur-

tive, cornered rat. He was trapped.
This would mean a ride in the country.
"Curse you!" Spike snarled at the

chief. " You've got nio, but you won't
always get away with this yoller game!
One day you're gonna be riddled with
lead ! I don't play a lone hand in this

bui-g. Take me for a ride, and see what
happens to you !"

The chief sighed, and ran <a finger
round his colhir. Gosh, that had been
a mighty close squeak with death.
What did he care now for the idle and
futile thrfats of a man almost dead?

Spike and Langman Oet a Surprise.

WILSON watched the two men
under furrowed brows—Lang-
man, who was slowly recovering

his courage, and Spike, preparing to

face an unpleasant ride.
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"Keep Spike oovered," drawled tho
chief. '" As he hasn't got much time
on this earth, we'll let him have a
show-down."
"Cut out the funny stuff!" Spike

snarled. "Let's get going!"
"Not before I explain how foolish it

was to pit your wits against mine,"
sneered the chief. "It was unwise of

you to ring up x'olice headquarters and
arrange for them to pay me a call. I

heard the instructions that you gave,
and have acted accordingly."

" You heard me squawking ?" gasped
Spike. "Why, I

"

"Hold your tongue, fool!" snapped
the chief. " You can talk when I'm
through. I've arranged for this place
to be abandoned, so that the cops will

only find a dead man when they get here
—the squawker who tried to put th«|

cops wise." He pointed to the 'phone.
"I listened in, you yellow dog!"
"Now I sea yer dirty game!" raved

Spike. "You ring up the cops, tip 'em
off, collect blood money for selling the
game, and try to make me the cat's-

paw ! You and Wilson have framed this

between you ! But the boys ain't such
fools as that ! Sell them, and see if they
don't pay it back ! You dirty, yeller

"Cut out the monickers!" The chief
banged on hi? desk. " Why keep up this

lying racket? Why pretend, Spike?
I'm wise—I heard your voice !"

"You—you heard?" spluttered Spike.
" But I swear on all that's sacred I never
spilled the beans ! Chief, you're on tho
wrong trail ! I listened in on the 'phono
in tho hall, and I heard a voice. It

did sound like my voice, but "

"But what?" demanded the chief,

scrutinising tho other closely. Even a
crook sometimes knows when the truth
was being spoken.
"But I thought you were imitating

my voice!'' shouted Spike. "I came in

here meaning to square the account."
"Then whose voice did I hear?" The

chief spoke softly. "If it wasn't you,
who could it have been ? You're try-

ing to razz me!" Spike met his gaze
boldly. " No. T believe you're on the

level. Then who has put the cops
wise?"
"How >hould I know?"' muttered

Spike. " Mavbo Wilson has a line."

(Continued on page 27.)

li'JHl.-

rjjM',!' <*A smart piece of work, Wilson." The chief of the gang glared at the detective. " Tm not likely to forget it I
"

Kovember Wth, 1981.
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••TRANSATLANTIC"!
(Coatinued fiom page 20.) I

He would have to return to New York
under an extradition war.-ant.

But his spirits were not damped, in

spite of liis arm being in a sling. He
stood at ttie window gazing at the

people that hurried past.

As he stood there, two men stopped
within earsliot. One of them lit a
cigarette.

"Horribly dull voyage, don't you
think?" one of them said.

"Stupid," was the reply. "Nothing
interesting ever happens. I'll be glad
to land."
They passed on.

Monty laughed, and turned away. A?
he did so, ho saw that Judy and her
father were in the office with him. He
inmicdiately advanced to meet tlicm.

"Well, well, welll" he said cheerily.

"This is awfully good of you."
Kramer cleared his throat noisily.

"JNIr. Qreer," he said awkwardly,
blinking through his spectacles, "I have
come to thank you."

JNIonty smiled and patted his arm.
"Please don't. I've got all the thanks

I want in seeing that you are both all

right." As he spoke, his eyes wandered
to Judy's face, and he found that she
was looking at him with an expression
In her eyes that made his pulses throb
wildly. Hurriedly he looked away
again. "Be sure you both have a good
time."
Kramer held out his hand.
"Well, good-bye," ho said. "Judy

wants to say good-bye, too."

BOY'S CINEMA

They shook hands, and Kramer left

the oflice. Judy and Monty were alone.

'Well, Judy," said Monty, trying to

be off-hand, " the voyage is over, and
you are going on your way. Good luck

to you, wherever you go."
"Yes," said Judy wistfully, looking

al him. "The voyage is over."
"And now it's London, Paris, Vienna.

Berlin—all the places you've dreamed
about and wanted to see," contin\ied

Monty, trying to hide his emotion.
"What a wonderful adventure you have
ahead of you !"

Tears came into Judy"s eyes, and she
went, a little nearer to him— timidly, as

though afraid.

"I wish you were coming, too," she
said, and from the way the words rushed
from her lips, Monty could tell that they
had been spoken sincerely—longingly.

"So do I," said Monty, with a touch
of sadness. " I'd give all I had to be
able to see the world through your
eyes. But I'm afraid it's too late.

Those responsible for law and order have
too much interest in me for mo to be
able to choose my own comings and
goings. Perhaps—one day "

"Yes?"' She breathed the word
eagerly.

"Perhaps one day we shall meet
again, Judy. I hope SO, because you
will then find me a far different man."
"I hope so. Oh, I hope so."

Monty held out his hand.
"Well, good-bye, Judy," he said

finally. "And all the luck in the
world.

"

"Good-bye."
She took his hand and pressed it, then

turned away. She had barely gone a
pace, however, when she turned back
again, and went very close to him.
"You're the most wonderful man I

have ever known," she whispered.

" HELL BENT FOR 'FRISCO."

(Continued from page 12.)

tance when he tripped over the track-

way of a travelling crane, to come down
in a sprawling heap.

He regained his feet in a moment,
but already Jimmy was upon him. and.
grappling with him, the young rei)ortcr

swung him around.
"Take it ea.sy, Kenton," he ground

out. "You can't make any getaway."

"No?" snarled Kenton, and as he
spoke he pulled free again, and struck
Jimmy a blow that rocked him to the

heels.

But the Press man was on him again
in a twinkling, and his fist caught Ken-
ton on the temple and hurled him to

the ground. Jimmy flung himself a-lop
of tlie scoundrel, and they wrestled
fiercely, (he police drawing nearer to
the scene in the meantime.

Kenton managed to throw Jimmy
aside, and as he .scrambled up ho kicked
at the reporter savagely. Jimmy dived
clear of the crook's driving boot, missed
it by the fraction of an inch, and re-

gained his feet.

• Kenton crowded him, la.shing out with
right and left in an effort to floor him
and continue his flight. But Jinnny
mot him toe to toe, and fought back
against the onslaught, and in the space
ot a few seconds il, was Kenton who
was on the defensive.

Jinnny broke through his guard and
swung his hunched knuckles to the ribs.

Kenton wilted visibly under Uie impact
of the punch, and as lie dropped iiis
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She flung her arms around his neck,

and pressed her warm lips to his. The
next moment she had gone.
Monty started after her, regrets for

his past life tilling his mind. How long

ho stood there he did not know, but
presently he felt a touch on his arm.

He turned with a start, to find the

worthy Hodgkins in the oflice.

"Is there anytliing I can get you,
sir?" Hodgkins asked, not forgetting

the handsome tip he had received only

a short time before.

Monty smiled, but ignored his

question.
"Isn't it wonderful, Hodgkins?" he

.said dreamily.
"What's that, sir?"
" To find a woman who sees us as We

might have been—not as we really arc."

Hodgkins heaved a deep sigh.

"Women are like that, sir," he said

philosophically. " Bless 'em ! As I

often say to JNIrs. 'Odgkins. sir
"

Hastily Monty interrupted him.
"I know, Hodgkins, I know," he

said. "A .ship is like a little world.

You have the rough weather and the

calm—the quiet seas and the sudden
squalls—and the man who takes tliu

bitter with the sweet is boimd to have
a happy cros'ring in the end."

"That's right, sir." said the pleased

Hodgkins, beaming brightly.

"Well, good-bye, Hodgkins.''
"Good-bye. sir."

They shook hands, and once more
Monty found himself alone. Outside the

gangway was lowered, and the pas-

sengers slowly trouped ashore.

The voyage was ended.

(By permission of the Fox Film Co..

Ltd.. starring Edmund Lowe and Lois

Moran.)

liands Jinmiy ripped home another
blow—to the mouth this time.
Kenton tottered backward. The edge

of the dock was behind, and. forty feet
below, the choppy waters of the sea,
smeared with the oil of ocean-going
shijis.

Jimmy measured him and slammed
his right to the jaw. One hundred and
eighty pounds of bone and muscl ^ were
behind the blow, and it lifted Kenton
clean off his feet and pitched him over
the quay.
Kenton dropped to (he sea, his arms

flairing and his legs trundling frantic-
ally. He hit the surface with a re-

sounding splasli and was swallowed in a
smother of foam, and when his head
broke water a second or two later he was'
spluttering breathlessly.

Jiminv peeled off his jacket, and he
was throwing it to the ground when the
police officers came up with him. They
were followed by Ellen, and as she
reached the scene the girl tried to re-

strain Jimmy from his purpose.

"Don't, Jimmy!" she pleaded.
"You'll be drowned!''
But he was scarcely listening. Kick-

ing aside his shoes, he poised himself
on the brink of the quay and dived.

His body cleaved into the water close
to the spot where Kenton had come to
the surface. A moment after^\ards he
rea))peared beside the crook and reacheil
out to clutch him.
The cold .shock had revived Kenton

and counteracted the effects of the punch
that had hurled him into the sea. There
was still fight left in him, and he struck
at Jimmy viciously as the young re-

porter api)roaclied liim.

Jimmy fwrried the blow, and then
filled hi.** hmgs to plunge below the
surface again. Taking Kenton by the

I
legs, he wound his arm? around them
firmly and dragged him under.
Kenton writhed like a madman. In

thirty seconds Jimmy rose to the surface
once more, and grinned up at Ellen and
the police officers on the quayside. But
he did not permit Kenton to lift his

head above water, for, changing Lis grip

to the scoundrel's sleek, dank hair, he
held his squirming body beneath iho

waves.
Kenton's struggles grew feeble, and ho

had ceased to show any signs of resist-,

ance when Jimmy brought him to theft
surface.

*'

Jimmy then look him by the arinpits.

and, swimming on his back, kicked out
for a stretch of pebbled siiorc some dis-

tance from the quay. Meanwhile, Ellen

and the police-officers made for the same
objective, realising Jimmy's intention

They met the young reporter and hi

prisoner at the water's edge and helpei

him on to dry land.

"Jimmy," Ellen cried, "arc you
right?"
"Sure. I'm all right." he told hci

"But Kenton looks pretty sick for hii

self. Better take him. boys," ho addi

to the officers, pushing the en
towards them.
Sagging limply. Kenton was delivei

into the hands of the law. He tried

speak to Ellen, but she turned awi

from him scornfully and helped Jim
to don his coal.

"Say, what's the time?" Jimmy
manded all at once. " I've got to

in touch with the chief."

One of the policc-olficcn (ins\vei<iB ,

him. drawing a watch from his pockets
"The exact time is -seven fifty-eight,"

he informed Jimmy.
^^

"Gosh, I've just got two minutes.'

Jimmy ripped ouU "Where's Iho

i«
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nearest 'phone ? The ' Morning World '

can't come off the presses till I give the
noid to Graham."
"There's a 'phone over there," he was

told.

Jimmy raced for tlie call-box, and
Ellen hurried after him. She joined him
in the 'phone-booth just as he was lift-

ing the receiver.

. "Give mo Long Distance—Los
Angeles, ' !Morning 'World,' " ho jerked.
'' Reverse the charges and step on it,

sis Er—I mean, step on it, iniss,

will you, please V
At seven fifty-nine, when Graham

was tearing his hair, the 'phone-boll

rang in the editorial office of the " ilorn-

ing World." Half a dozen hands
reached for the instrument, but Graham
scattered his subordinates in one blun-
dering rush that was reminiscent of a

buffalo stampede.
"Here, gimme that 'phone," he

snarled.

He picked up the receiver, anxiety
written in every line of his face. Then
his brow cleared, and gradually a beam
spread across his countenance.
"Hallo?" he panted. "Jimmy?

Jimmy Gray? Aw, thank heavens^——

"

" Jloro dope for you, chief," came the

voice of Jimmy. "I just arrested

Kenton with my own hands. Knocked
him off the quay, then dived after him
and brought him to the shore. Say,
chief, if you think this has been a
picnic But get a load of this, will

you "

He talked on, Graham listening atten-

tively.

"Good work, boy." the editor said, as

Jimmy finally ended his report. "Good
work ! Hold on a minute, Jimmy, will

you ?

"

He turned to the re-writo man.
"Add this to Jimmy's story," he

ordered: "'Kenton's accomplice, Nick
Corrigan, was bumped off in a gun-duel
with the police-officers who tried to

arro«t him. Kenton was taken after a

<lcsperate hand-to-hand struggle with
the " Morning World's " special crime
representative.'

"All right, Jimmy," ho added, speak-
ing into the telephone once again. " It's

a wonderful story, pal, and thanks a

lot. Hurry back."
"I'll catch the next train," Jimmy

assured him. "So-long, chief!"
Graham hung up the leceiver and

then faced the members of his staff.

"Gee, what a scoop!" ho announced
enthusiastically. "Say, if I had to go
through another two or three hours like

that I'd go crazy. Yes, sir—plumb
crazy. Oh, boy, when we get that
edition on the streets can you imagine
what the guys on the other papers in

this town arc gonna do?"
Ho fixed his cje on an office-boy ;.nd

rapped out a command.
"Go down to the works and tell Jake

to let her rip! Quick, son, snap into
it."

" "\'es, sir," the boy answered, fairly

leaping to obey.
I'ar from the clamour and \\i6 hiislle

of n(nvspaper offices, .Tinuny (jlray was
drawing Ellen Garwood deeper into the
telephone-box, hnd, enfolding her in his

arms, he stooped to kiss her tenderly.
Fully a minute afterwards an elderly

man hurried up, and ho had actually
grasped the handle of the booth before
he realised that it was occupied. Ho did
not «eo Ellen, and was only able to dis-

tinguish the broad back of Jinuiiy,
|,Whom he imagined to bo 'phoning.

With an impatient shrug he passed
pn.

(By permission of the Gaumont Film
^0., Ltd., starring Charles Delaney and

Vera Reynolds.)
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HOLLYWOOD, though too young in

years to possess any history, has
many monuments of its own in

the shape of "sets " still standing of

famous pictuie classics of the past. In
the days before the talkies many pic-

tures were made by the largest of the

producing companies which entailed the
erection and equipment of sets of gigan-
tic dimensions. After the picture was
completed it was often found that to

dismantle the set would take so much
time and labour that it woidd be a more
economical proposition to let it remain
standing, particularly if it happened to

stand on ground that was not urgently
needed for immediate use for another
production.
Many strangers in Hollywood, ignorant

of tlie pfctures in which these sets were
used, would pass these landmarks in film

history without as much as a second's

thought, for, to the uninitiated, they are

no£hing but the remains of old scenes

apparently used in days gone by for

some picture or another, dead and for-

gotten.
To the veterans of film-land, however,

these old settings bring back pleasant

memories. Whilst in the busiest studios

the sets erected for present-day pictures

are being changed practically every day,
these old relics, often on the outskirts

of Hollywood, remain as monuments to

the greatness of the particular picture

for which they were originally built.

Sometimes a corner of a wall in one
of these old sets is even now used for a
close-up in a present-day picture; often

a part of an old set is remodelled so that

it is given an entirely different appear-
ance for a new film.

It was only a short time ago when the
famous Rex Ingram production, "The
Four Horsemen of tJie Apocalypse,"
was recalled by the destruction of the

huge set of the ruined chateau, which
played such an important part in that

film. Many people made wealthy and
famous by this picture used to look
upon this set with a feeling almast of

I'everonce, for it had been one of the
few permanent reminders of one of the
greatest films the silent screen ever
linew, bringing in its trail of conquest
the fortunes of Rudolph Valentino, Alice
Terry and Rex Ingram, to name only a
few of those who were "made " by its

success.

About a quarter of a mile away from
the Culver City studio is the old Pathe
.studio, where, still standing, close to the
boundary fence, is a towering castle,

partly liidden in these hectic days by
smaller sets which have been built in

front of it. Despite this, however, its

battlements .stand above everything else

in the neighbour-
hood to remind one
of the first pichire

Cecil B. de Mille
made as an inde-

pendent produce!',

"The Road to Yes-
terday."
Big sets for

motion pictures are
never mentioned in

the best-informed
circles without some
reference to what
has been claimed by
many to be the

mightiest of them
all, the marvellous
Notre Dame
Cathedral setting ac
Universal City.
There Carl Laemmle
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Monuments.
poured in hundreds of thousands of

dollars to perfect every detail in making
as near as human ingenuity and en-
deavour could devise an exact replica

of the original cathedral it was built to

represent. There, for many mont'ns,
crowds of thousands played in huge
scenes in making one of the biggest and
most spectacular films of all time, "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," which set

the seal on the fame of the late I^on
Chaney. Now the set, still standing, is

looked >ipon as a mute reminder of this

great character actor.

No visitor to Hollywood can say that
he has had a proper look over alt the
sights miless he has seen this set on the
Universal lot, for to come away without
doing so would be as bad as "seeing
the sights of London " and leaving with-
out a visit to the Tower!
When a couple of the largest of the

new stages on the Metro lot were built

to make space for the making of an
even bigger number of talkies, a long,

majestic flight of steps was destroyed.
They had stood for years since being
first built for the making of the old
Goldwyn film, "Three Weeks ''; in fact,

a large amount of the action of the
film took place on them.
Just off Motor Boulevard, in Culver

City, the high walls of a gigantic prison
can be seen towering over the walls that
siuround the studio. Curious visitors,

peering quickly through the gate which
admits to the guarded enclosure, woidd
see what appeared to be a part of a
great house of detention, a cold, grey
expanse of confining walls. To folks who
know their film lore that setting will

always be "The Big House," for it was
for the film of that name that it was
originally built. .

Not far away from it is a six-story

orphanage, built to provide the many-
thrills in that pictorial glorification of

the fireman, "The Fire Brigade," re-

leased in this country under the title

of "Fire!"
At the corner of Vine Street and

Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood there

stretches an enormous vacant lot, cover-

ing several acres in the very heart of

the film colony. It was here that the

old Lasky and the present Paramount
studio was foimded. Several years ago
the whole studio was transferred to a

new location, and all the old buildings

were either razed to the ground or

moved. In an odd corner, however, can
still be found the crumbling remains of

a plaster pedestal. On this stood the
"GoWen Calf," \ised in the first of the

great Biblical pictures, "The Ten Com-
mandments."

(Continued on page 28.)
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"TRAPPED."
T cContinaed from page 23.) I

("If you'll put j-our hands liigh, Spike,

I'll! tell you," softly spoke Wilson.

"Uud that applies to you, chief."

j"A'i-e you mad, Wilson? You know
hbw I deal with "

I
"Put your mitts high, Mr. Langman,

and don't try any funny stuff,"

drawled Wilson, and now hi.s gun
cAvered the chief. "'And just stand right

away from that drawer. You want to

know who did the talking—well, you
ain't got far to look."
The chief anj Spike stared at each

other as they raised their hands. What
this meant was slowly dawning on them.
Wilson was in the pay of the police

!

Trapped.

SOMEWHERE a shot rang out and
then a cry of pain.

'This place is surrounded,"
calmly announced the man with the gun.
"It's taken me weeks to get you, Lang-
man, but I've got you now. I've done
so*rie of your dirty jobs so that you
never suspected me."
"So you're a cop !"

"Police detective," smiled Wilson.
"After you shot my comrade. Gilson, I

asked to bo put on the job. They trans-

ferred nie from Boston. That's why you
did not know my face. A week ago a

patrolman was shot who stoppetl a lorrj',

and from that moment the net's been
• elosi.ng round you."

"r'You imitated my voice!" Spike
•>irust his jaw forward. "Arc you lying,
or is this more bluff?"
"I ain't the kind that lies." Wilson

spoke in a husky undertone not imlike
the other's voice. " Yours is not the
only voice I can imitate. I'm thinking
of takiijg .someone for a nice ride in the
country." ilr. Langman showed his
teeth at the perfect imitation of himself.
" ?Sow nothing remains but to wait here
until my colleagues appear. If there
are any questions I can an.swcr, don't
hesitate. You won't have much time
to talk where you two cheap skates are
going."

'When I cet through I'll come back
for you, Wilson !" The chief's eyes
were blazing with hate and baffled fury.

" Maybe you won't rnnie back or
hayc the chance." sneered Wilson. "I've
got the gun that shot that patrolman,
and it was your gmi, Langman !"

'The chief and Spike watched the detec-
tive with eyes alert for anv chance.
They knew that if taken to gaol it meant
the end. Spike cursed himself for boast-
ing; Wilson would have heard all about

, the clean-up of the Spicer gang. Better
ta die than go to the chair! He edged
a pace nearer the detective.

"Don't move again, Spike! I have
no compunction about shooting rats like

you! Keep those hands l)igh, Lang-
man !"

Sounds of sudden shooting and much
commotion, harsh voices, cursing, and
thte moaning of someone badly hurt.
Pojiiiding footsteps running towards the
library.

"Keep ciuit« still, gentleftien
!"

cautioned Wilson.
JThe curtains over the doorway were

flutng aside, and the dis-sipated youth,
Wfth blood streamioi.; down his foce from
a 'bullet graze glaied at the three men
with fear-distorted visage.

•The cops, cln>f! The cops " His
voice trailed away as he saw the gun in

Wilson's hand.
In A second he knew Wilson was a
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policeman, but as he swung up the gun
in his hand Wilson's weapoir spoke.
The gun dropped from the nerveless

fingers as, clutching at his shoulder, the
crook sank to the ground in a moaning
heap.
In that same instant Spike and Lang-

man flung themselves forward, but Wil-
son was prepared. A jump backwards,
a straight upper-cut with his left fist, and
Spike was flung back into the chief?
arms.
Angrily the chief pushed his comrade

aside and leaped forward. The gun
spoke again, and a spasm of pain

creased the chief's face. His arm
flapped useless against his side, and he
could feel a trickle of blood running
down the back of his ha:nd.

"Try that again and I shoot to kill!"

blazed Wilson. " Get up, Spike, and
quick !"

Slowly and reluctantly Spike got to his

feet, his ferrety eyes seeking every-
where for some chance of a break, but
in the steely eyes of the detective ho
knew there was no hope.
"Stop nur.sing yer jaw!" Wilson

snapped, and pushed forward a chair.

"Sit there, Langman, and don't forget I

can handle a gun !"

Wilson backed across the room till he
stood over the groaning, dissipated

young crook.
"Stop snivelling!" The detective was

not inclined to be merciful. "You've
only got a flesh woiuid. Pass me up
that gun of vours—the butt first

!"

Ho snapped open the breach, saw the

sun was loaded, and smiled grimly. He
reloaded his own gun, but his intent

eyes never relaxed their

watch over the chief and
Spike.
Outride the house came

the whirr of a machine-
gun and then a cra.shing

.sound. That meant that the

cops were breaking in.

The round-up should soon

be .•nmpletc.

The shooting in tlic

library must have warned
the besieged crooks that

there v>-as trouble in their

midst, and that their chief

might be in danger. What
had become of Spike,
Wilson, and the Kid?
Only the chief and those

wholly in his confidence

knew of the secret passage
behind the bookcase, but
the ganjr did know that

there was some method of
escape. The chief must re-

veal his secret, and let

them get away from the

deadly fire of the cops,

already two of the gang
had been badly wounded.
The front door gave way

as three of the ^ang raced
towards the library. Wilson
had heard them coming,
and was watching from be-

hind a curtain that screened
the library door. Wanton
killing was not in his line,

and he contented himself
with dropping the first

gangster with a bullet

through the leg. The other
two dart^ed towards the
stairs, and wasted their

ammunition by blazing
away at the library door.

One, bolder than the

other, edged down the steps

with the intention of fling-

ing the ciutains aside and
jumping in at the hidden
marksman.
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Just as he was about to hurl him-
self through the curtains three policemen
rushed into the lounge hali. The man
on the stairs fired through the banis-
ters, missed, and next moment came roll-

ing down the stairs with a bullet through
the lungs. The other two cops flung
tkemselves on the other crook before ho
could turn his gun on them.
Handcuffs stopped all further argu-

ments.
"This w'ay, boys!" shouted Wilson.

"I've got Langman and two others!
It's okay because I've got 'em where I

want 'em."
A few moments later Langman had

the humiliation of having handcuffs
slipped over his wrists. Spike took it as
a matter of course; he was an old lag.

Men in uniform lined up on either
side of the tw'o gangsters, whilst two
others attended to the snivelling, moan-
ing Kid.
"A smart piece of work, Wilson!"

The chief glared at the detective. "I'm
not likely to forget it."

"Don't worry yourselves about re-

membering," laughed W'ilson, and
helped himself to one of the chief's

cigars. "We're not having any further
trouble. We've too much on you to
permit even the crookedest of lawyers to
get you out of this jam. Take 'em
away, boys !"

W'hen the gangsters had been taken
away and thewoimded Kid removed on
a stretcher, Wilson organised a com-
plete search of the house, and found
enough evidence to ensure there being
no escape for the Chief.

(By permission of Ideal Films, Ltd.)

GRAND FILM NOVELS.

He lived b; trickery and blackmail, but love entered his
life and he tried to reform—but once a criminal always a

criminal.

" THE LAWLESS WOMAN."
A young reporter is ordered to investigate the death of a
powerful crook and together with a show girl is plunged
into a whirl of intrigue and strange adventure. Starring

Carroll Nye and Vera Reynolds.

Complete in this week's issue of our splendid companion
paper.

" SCREEN
ON SALE WEDNESDAY.

STORIES."
PRICE sa.

Nove-J^ber 14tti, 1931.
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HOLLYWOOD'S MONUMENTS.
(CoDtioued Irom page 25.) .

A littlo wliilo ago a buyer of scrap

liiiiiber found in his wagon a long sign

which read "Newberry Prison." This

was (he last remnant of the appearance
of Lilian Gish in a picturizatiou of the

classic song, "Annie Laurie."
On the opposite side of the city of

Los Angeles, far from Hollywood, there

is an abandoned studio which stopped

work many years ago. Still standing

there, however, is a section of an

African village which had its initial use

in one of the episodes of those very early

film thrillers, "The Adventures of

Kathleen," featuring Katlilyn Williams,

one of the first stars in films.

When the wreckers went to work on
the old Mack Sennett studio at Eden-
dale after the comedy producer had
moved to another location, it recalled to

many present the days when the late

Mabel Normand played there in her

great success, "Mickey."

One of the most pathetic sights of all

is the crumbling ruin of a church set

which stands on the coast highway run-

]iing north from Santa Monica to San
Fi;ancigco. About six miles from the

former town, it stands by itself, although
• real estate offices and new beach resi-

dences are beginning to crowd in on
it from all sides. Most people who pass

it have not the slightest idea that, it

ever had any connection with the film

industry, yet it is all that is left of one
' of the busiest of the early studios, the

old "Inceville," whore Thomas H. Ince
raised, among many others, William S.

Hart and Charles Ray to stardom.
The quickly-growing population in-

creased the demand for beach property,
and after Ince moved to another quarter
the studio structures were taken away
and the land divide<l up for sale in

separate sections. All that remains of

the old Studios is the disintegrating
chapel, once built for a picture so long

ago that no one can remember its name.

To persons with imagination and sen-

timent these mute reminders of the past
glories of the film industry arc the most
stirring sights in that part of America.
Unfortunately, we have none such in

England," perhaps because the average
British film has never reached that
spectacular stage whioli has entailed the
erection of sets of tile mammoth order.
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(Continued Srom page 3.)

Two Lovely Black Eyes.

Jack Hobbi, who in the past few
weeks has fought with thirty people,
dashed round corners in a racing o<ir

at breakneck speed, crashed through
the side of a barn in a taxi, and done
many other things inviting injury to

himself, has been the victim of a

simple accident which rendered him un-

conscious and left him with two perfect

black eyes.

Hobbs is playing in the film, "The
Love Race," which is being directed
for B.I. P. by Lupino Lane at Elstree,

and the accident in which ho was in-

volved took place inside la taxi which,
for the purpose of the film, was hurry-
ing with him to the start of a big
motor speed race in which he was to

take jjart.

He 'wa5 standing up urging the
driver to g-ain speed when the taxi

.swerved at a corner in one of the lanes
near Elstree where the action was tak-

ing place, and he struck his hoad with
terrific force against the roof. It was
at once scon that he was badly hurt,

and 41 doctor was summoned. Hobbs
was still unconscious when the doctor
arrived, and it Avas learnt with relief,

after he. had been examined, that his

injtiry was not as serious <as at first

feared. At Lupino Lane'^ instructions

the injured actor was sent home bj- car,

and later (with the exception of his

black eyes) was none the worse for the
accident.

Every Tuesday

scenes were Anne Grey, Lester Mit-
tliews, D. Clark-Smith and Goiald
Rawlinson, all of whom had to receive
ii:edical attention after the scenes were
shot.

So dense and choking was the srnoko
in this realistic sequence that tha
artistes and the studio staff wore foixe<l

to use gas masks during the several
rehearsals.

The mansion, which was built up in

the grounds of the studio, was »
spacious affair over 50 feet in lieigh*.

and when the flames were at their

deadliest Manning Haynes. who is the
producer of the film and a stickler for

realism in his productions, discovered
that some valuable old furniture and
tapestries which were being used on
the set were in danger, and, rushing
into the flames, he was responsible for

the rescue of a famous old tapestry
worth several hundred pounds wbic'.i

had been lent for the production.

This exciting fire sequence is only
one of the many thrilling scenes which
will go towards the makrng of what it

is hoped will constitute the first talkio
with 100 per cent action.

Film Stars in Oas Masks.

The exciting spectacle of four film

stars trapped and surrounded by
flames in a burning mansion was w;it-

nessed by crowds «f people from
Beaconsfield and the surrounding
district who hurried to the British Lion
studios at Beaconsfield dtiring the early
hours of one morning, thinking that

the studio was on fire.

Actually scenes were being filmed for

the talkie version of tlie Edgar
Wallace thriller, "The Old Man," and
the sequence depicting the fire at Lord
Arranway's mansion was being filmed.

The central figures in these tense

The "Oorilla" and the Charwoman.
Dubois, the well-known anima! imper-

sonator, had an ' amusing experionco
recently at Welwyn Garden City. Ho
had to take the part of a full-grow ti

gorilla in the picture, "The I'our

Winds.", ... .,-;..
While trying to find his way thrcugh

the studio to tiro "set " where the film

was being made, he lost his way, and
found himself in a darkened passo"'-

There he saw a charwoman, and. f^!^'

getful of his frightful appearance, wcr!»«v

up to her to ask the right way. But Si

before he had time to speak, the old

lady turned round and, seeing a bigf-

ape standing near her, gave a piercing,

.shriek and went along that passage
faster than she had ever moved for

years.

Norman Lee, the director of the film,

and his company heard her yell, and
hurried to the scene to see what was
the matter. They recognised that it was
only Dubois in his make-up. but it was
not till he had removed his mask and
then confronted the frightened cliar-

woman that she could bo convinced lie

was not "the missing link."
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" The Star Witness.'

Grandpa Summerill, Charles
(Chic) Sale; District Attorney
Whitlock, Walter Huston;
Ma Leeds, Frances Starr;

Sue Leeds, Sally Blane; Pa
Leeds, Grant Mitchell;
Jackie Leeds, Ed. J. Nugent

;

Ned Leeds, Dicky Moore;
Donuy Leeds, George Ernst;
Thorpe, Kussell H o p t o n

;

Maxey Campo, Ralph Ince;

Williams, Kobert Elliot; Big
Jack, Nat Pendleton.

NEXT WE€K'S GRANtD NUMBER.

" Sundown "frail."

Buck Sawyer, Tom Keeno

;

Dorothy Beal.5, Marion
Shilling; Flash Prescott,

Nick Stuart; George Mars-
do. i, Hooper Atchley; Joe
Currier, Stanley Blystone

;

Jenny, Louise Beavers; Ma
Stoddard, Alma Chester; Pa
Stoddard, William Welsh.

of

" Horror" Films.

do not know how many
you like the "horror "

films of the "Dracula" type,

though pewonally I caimot
see what "entertainment"
there is in pictures that are
designed for the sole object
of making one's flesh creep.
But apparently there is some
demand for the judging by
the fact; that other such pic-

tures are being produced.
"Frankenstein " is the title

of one, and no pains or
money is being spared by
Universal to make it even
more horribfe and creepy than
"Dracula." Colin Clivc will

be seen in the title role and
Boris Karloff will appear as
a monster. At the Paramount
studios a now version is being
made of " Dr. Jokvll and Mr.
Hyde."
As some of you may

remember, .John Barrymoro made one
of the greatest hit.s of his screen career
when he appeared some years ago in the
dual roles of the silent film. There were
6cencs in it tiiat were creepy enough
then, but with the addition of sucli

sounds as shrieks and moaning the
horror of the story is certain to be in-

creased. Both these films are being
made in an atmosphere of secrecy.

Colin Olive's Hustle.

Colin Clive's recent departure to

America to play the lead in "Franken-
stein " makes it. his third visit to that
country. Ho first went there when
James Wiialo, also an Englishman, was
put in charge of the direction of the
screen version of "Journey's End."
Mr. Wiale tested a number of other
actors for the part of Capt. Stanhope,
and, failing to he sati-^fiod, cabled to

Colin Clive to come over and play the

role.

His second h-ip acro" fh'^ Atl.intic
November 21st, 1931

effect on Mickey's face. It

not only tanned it a rich

brown, but drew quite a num-
ber of those freckles together,

till now Mickey can't tell one
from the other. He feels the

value of his trade-mark is dis-

appearing.

Adventure ! Nerve-tingling, daredevil, hair-raising exploits
on a dangerous expedition in search of a fortune in radium to
an uncharted volcanic island off the coast of Africa ! Start
this magnificent new serial next week ! Starring Kenneth

Harlan, Lucille Browne and Walter Miller.

"THE GUEST HOUSE."
Owing to rustlers, an old rancher and his charming daughter
are forced to take in paying guests. Ruin stares them in the
face until a stranger rides in from the prairies. Starring Rex

Lease.

" THE LADY FROM NOWHERE."
A stirring tale of the Secret Service. Trapped and double-
crossed by a woman, faced with disgrace, a man fights back to

save his name. Starring Alice Day and John Holland.

"THE TRIANGLE MURDER."
Another gripping story from the notebook of William J. Burns
of the U.S. Secret Service of blackmail and a mysterious menace.

His Own Double.

The other day Stan Laurel
found himself in the strange
position of being regarded as

only an imitation of himself.

It happened while the sad-

faced comedian was fishing

from one of several barges
that were anchored off the

Californian coast. It was his

day ofi, so that ho had no sort

of mflke-up on. Standing next

to him in silence was a pudgy
stranger who was also bent on
trying to get a "bite."' After

a while the stranger walked
over to the barge-keeper for

some more bait. He came
back chuckling heartily.

"Say," he remarked to the

comedian, "can you beat thi??

That guy over there "—jerk-
ing a thumb in the direction

of the barge-keeper — " has
been trying to kid me that you
are Stan Laurel of Laurel and
Hardy. Just keep up the joke
and you and I will be able to

raise a lot of laughs 1"

was in answer to a summons to play in
" Overture " at the Longacre Theatre
in New York City. But his third trip

proved a real hustle. As soon as he
arrived in New York lie was rushed off

to Universal City by aeroplane so that
no time might be lost before he began
his role in "Frankenstein." This time
his stay in America will be very much
longer than his two previous visits, for
Carl Laamnile, jun., has taken the pro-

caution of getting Colin Clive to sign
a five-year contract.

Mickey Daniels' Freckles.

Mickey Daniels, the big freckled-
faced lad, who used to play in his

younger days in "Our Gang" comedies,
has been much worried lately over his

freckles. They have always been his

pride and trade-mark, and il, was even
whisperod (you can roach for the salt

if you like) that he know exactly how
many freckles ho had.

I?'.:t the Californian sun has had its

Why Be an Extra?

If you want to be an extra

in films the chances are a

thousand to one against you.

You'll certainly starve most of

the time, go without work
almost continually, and if you
are lucky enough to get past

the studio gates yon will prob-

ably find that the role you
have been assigned is so small

that your friends and rela-

tions will not be able to spot

you in the crowd.
Yet there are people who seem to be

content to be nothing else but extras.

There are 15,000 registered ones in

Hollywend and 150.000 prospective

others who stand by, hoping upon hope
to be given a chance some day. Why,
therefore, be an extra ? Here is the

answer of one of them.
He is Sherman Dowd, fifty-eight,

white-hearded and slightly deaf. His
opinion was sought when he was play-

ing the part of a sword-dealer, hawking
a colourful collection of sinister-look-

ing weapons in the new' Samuel
Goldwyn production, "The Unholy
Garden."
"Why be an extra?" Dowd repented.

"Because ever since I have been a boy
I've wanted to see the world and do
adventuious things. Being an extra

enables me to gratify this desire with-

in Hollyw.ood itself where many parta
of the world can be reconstructed. 'To-

day I am an Arab peddler, to-moiTOW

(Oontinned on page 37.)
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Eye-witnesses to a terrible crime—threatened—beaten—kidnapped. Their duty is to
tell all—but their lives are worthless if they speak ! A heart-stirring story of a family

who found themselves menaced by ruthless gangsters.

Starring CHARLES (CHIC) SALE and WALTER HUSTON.

The Unexpected Guest.

FARAMEXTf). city of ctciiial gang
warfare—where guns spit death at
all odil inoincnts of the day, send-

ing law abiding citizens scuttling poU-
nicll for shelter, while the ruthless
racketeers fight out their quarrels till

one gang or the other is cxterininjated,
or the police interrupt and quell the
oull)reak by a grim and vigorous attack
on both sides.

A week-end of many such desperate
gun battl':'s, resulting in much blood-
shed, was followed by a quiet and poace-
<i!>le Monday morning and afternoon.
Never ths sound of a single shot—not
the least sign of a gangster to be seen
prowling the streets. The calm before
the storm. Soon a terrible fight would
be waging somewhere in the city. So
thought Charles Whitlock, the eminent
and powerful district attorney, as he
sat in his oflice at the Criminal Courts
'Building, ruminating upon the unusual
inactivity of the dread law-breakers he
had fjworn to crush.

And there were thousands of others,
citizens as well as police, who liad
tidoptcd the same line of thought as
the district attorney, as late afternoon
came and the peace of the day re-
mained unbroken by the wicked splutter
of revolver and machine-gun bullets.
This tranquillity could not last. Soon
there would break yet another grim and
awesome gun duel among the crook
fraternity, who had tl>* whole city in
a grip of terror and dread.
But there was one family in Fara-

niento, at least, who that day had not
given a single thought to the terrible
menace of the gangster—and certainly
this callous brute never entered their

Iieads as they sat down to table to par-
take of the evening meal.
There was Pa Leeds at the head of

th.; laden table, a short, stockily built
man of some forty-eight years, with
sandy hair that was tinged with grey,
and brown eyes that looked tired after
th'.' toil of the day. Opposite him was
his wife, a shade younger tljan himself,
but whose face, once obviously pretty,
now showed lines of care and worry.
On her right was her eldest son, Jackie,
weak of character though not bad-
looking—and at the moment out of a
job. Beside him was an empty chair,
yet to be filled, while facing him sat
a pair of incorrigible youngsters, his
brothers, Donny and Ned, ten and five
years respectively.

The clatter of knives and forks and
th'.' soimd of much chattering as the
meal began, then suddenly the dining-
room door swung open, and a pretty,
neatly-dressed girl, with large hazel
eyes and light brown hair burst in upon
the diners.
"Oh, so there you are, Sue!" Pa

Leeds pa'jsod in the act of conveying
a succtd'jnt piece of boiled pork to his
somewhat large mouth, to frown at liis

daughter as she sank wearily into the
empty chair beside her elder brother.
"I thought you'd got lost. Unusual for
you to be so late for dinner."

"Forgive me, dad." Sue gave him a
bewitching smile that chased away his
frown. "We cani'.^ home by Victory
Diivc and got stuck in several traffic
jams."
"More meat, please," came a plain-

tive voice.

Little Ned glanced at his mother
hungrily, then passed her his empty

plate as she finished serving Sue.
Satisfied with his girl's explanation of
her lateness in arriving home. Pa Leed.s
renewed his attack on the pork and
beans. But Jackie was openly sneering
at his sister, forgetful for the moment
that his dinner was getting cold.

"I say. Sue." he remarked nastily,

"I should think Jim Martin would be
ashamed to drive that old tin can of his

among all those swell buses up on the
drive."

Sue pouted, but made no answer, for
it was not the first time her brother had
got at her over her bo.v friend's second-
hand car. But their father, somewhat
irritable on account of the immense
amount of work he had been called
upon to do that day, cast glinting eyes
upon Jackie.

"Well, my lad," he said with bitiiit^

sarcasm, "that old tin can. as you call
it. is a duru sight more car than you'll
over drive, if you don't quit wasting
your time around pool-rooms."
"That's right, ram all that down my

throat again." Jackie looked at his
father sullenly. It always did touch
him on the raw whenever his parent
accused him of haunting the local bil-

liards hall, mixing with the set of idlcjs
that frequented the place. "Tell me,
is it my fault I can't find work?"

Mr.s. Leeds gave her husband a warn-
ing glance. Always she did her best to
avert quarrels among her family. But
Pa Leeds paid her no heed.

"Whoso fault is it, then?" he-
snapped, glowering fiercely at the boy.
"Not yours, of course. Well, let iiie

tell you .something, Jackie. I can't say
I've seen you bust any legs trying to
find a berth."
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" But, pa," protested Mrs. Leeds,
hastening to protect her oldest son.

"Jackie tries every day to IJnd a job

—

I'm sure of it."

"You think so, eh?" The father
turned his eyes on Jackie again as his

wife made to satisfy young Donny. wh-j
was chamouring for more potatoes.

"You ought to have stayed at High-
school a while longer, my boy. You'd
have then been fitted for a decent
clerical job. Why, at this very moment,
W. P. Randolph & Co. are in want of

a bookkeeper. I could no doubt have
got you the post, but you know nothing
—simply nothing. As a matter of fact,

in my opinion you don't wish to know
anything."
"So that's what you think, is it?

Well, I know a darned sight more than
you imagine. And now let me tell you
something, father. I wouldn't dream of

working for such a rotten firm as yours.

Why, they're nothing more than "

Jackie broke off his furious outburst,

not because his father had half-risen

from his scat and was glaring at him
angrily, but because there had drifted

to his ears the sounds of a fife being
played somewhat out of tune. The boy
groaned dismally. "Oh, heck I Now
we're in for a pleasant evening—I don't

think I"

A jileased expression had come into

Mrs. Leeds' face at the first notes of

the music:il instrument, while they had
caused young Donny and Ned to leap

to their feet and to scatter from the
rooin.

The front door reached, the elder of

the two boys quickly flung it open to

reveal, standing on the doorstep, an
aged man with iron-grey hair and
beard, and grey eyes tnat held a
peculiar hard glitter. A quaint figure

lio cut as lie stood there in his army
pensioner's blue uniform, spectacles

perched half-way down his nose, the

fife to his lips, his legs bent at the
knees with the rheumatism from which
ho suffered.

''Gramps ! Gramps !" cried Donny
ecstatically. "Well, it's sure nice to see

you again."
The old fellow ceased to torture the

fife, patted the heads of the two small
boys affectionately, then stamped in and
entered the dining-room. After him
went Donny and Ned, and they made a

dive for their seats as their grandfather
suddenly halted and, grinning amiably,
drew liis hand to tiie salute.

"Silence in the ranks!" came the
throaty tones of the old soldier. "Pri-
vate Summerill salutes the family of
Leeds !"

In another moment Mrs. Leeds was
beside him, clutching him by the arm.
"Glad to see you, father I" She

kissed the thin and wrinkled face. "Rut
come along. You're just in time for
dinner. I'll get you a chair."
But Sue had already procured one

from the kitchen, and had placed it in

between Donny and Ned. Greetings
were eventually over, and the old war-
rior sank with a grunt into the chair
and attacked the pork and beans his

daughfor .set before him.
"Staying long, grandpa?" inquired

Pa Leeds as ho sot aside his empty
plate.

"Forty-eight hour furlough." The old

fellow thrust some of the pork atid boans
into his capacious mouth and smacked
his lips appreciatively. "That means I'll

bo with you till Wednesday."
Jackie grunted disgustedly, for this

meant he woidd have to share his bod
with his grandpa. But the others fussed

round the old boy in an endeavour to

inako him feel at home.
"I'm mighty glad you came, gramps."'

Young Donny cast a furtive glance in
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his mother's direction, saw that she was
not lookmg his way, and slyly appro-
priated a .spoonful of mashed potato.
" Yes, I am that, for you'll bo able to

see the baseball game with Downey In-

termediate."
"Sure—that's just what I came for,

Donny." The old warrior shot his young
grandson an affectionate glance. A base-
ball enthusiast himself, ho was glad
there was at least one member of |jis

daughter's family who had taken to
America's great national game. " And
see here, you young scallywag, I'll be
sitting, right there behind that wire-
netting a-watching that out-shoot of

yours just, a-comin' a-tearin' across the
plate. My, but how I'll cheer you."
There was an audible sniff from Jackie,

who despised all outdoor games and
exercises. To his mind there was far

more honour to bo gained in compiling
a hundred or two break on the billiards

table than there was in making the
winning shot for one's side in a big ball

game.
Two pairs of eyes instantly glared at

him. Both Donny and his giandpa knew
the reason for that sniff, and it riled

them to have the game they loved
scoffed at in this way. But they could
say no word in protest, for at that
moment Ma Leeds spoke.

"If you intend to go to the ball game,
father, you'd better quit drinking right

now." She wagged a reproving finger

at the old fellow as, a pained look creep-

ing into his eyes, he opened his mouth
to voice a protest. " No, no, I don't

want to hear any excuses, father. I tell

you I'm not going to have this family

disgraced again—like the last time you
were here and you blacked poor l\tr.

Ashton's eye."
"Oh, so you'd hang that over me,

huh?" Grandpa gave a chuckle as iie

remembered the incident alluded to. It

had often tickled him to think that he,

an old fellow of eighty, had stood up to

a man a full thirty years his junior. But
there was no doubt he had had a drink

or two too many that day, and, remem-
bering, his face took on a repentant ex-

pression. "I'm sorry about that little

spot of bother, my dear, of course. But
still I'd every excuse. It was provoca-

tion, that's what it was. Yoii see, that

particular day my leg'd been bothering
me and I just had to take something to

relieve the pain—a little overdose kiiida

limbers it up. But, as I said, I'd every
excuse about the Ashton affair. An
argument over the baseball match. I

was right, but he couldn't see it. And,
besides, he called me a billy-goat."

"And then the fireworks started." Pa
Leeds cast a reproachful glance at his

wife's father. At the time of that brawl
between the old fellow and Claude Ash-
ton, w'ho lived near by, he had been
very much upset. Supposing the fracas

got to the ears of his boss? Well, Pa
had realised the harm it could do him
in regard to his business position, for old

W. P. was a martinet, and any scandal

in -which a member of his staff was in-

volved was likely to meet with nuich dis-

favour. But, fortunately, W. P. never
got to hear of that disturbing episode.

"That certainly was a disgraceful busi-

ness, father. You came home with one
eye closed and a policeman hanging on
each arm

—

that's what vou did.'

"Oh, a policeman? Well, let me tell

you I just walked homo with those boys.

Yeah. I'd been a-wrestling with 'em
friendly-like." The old stager's eyes
gleamed fiercely. Not for nothing had
he won half a dozen medals during the

period he had served his country. In his

veins was fighting blood, and as the

episode of that day came clearly back to

him, that fighting blood was roused.
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" Heck, but I'd have put them two bulls
on their backs that day if it hadn't been
for my darned leg."

"And you said it was friendly wrest-
ling?" Pa Leeds sadly shook his head.
" Why you ought to be ashamed, at your
age, causing such a disturbance as vou
did."
"Age!" Grandpa Summerill hopped

up from his chair, banged his fist vio-

lently on the table, then sat down again,
eyeing liis son-in-law fiercely. " Why,
doggone it, I'm just as strong as a bull
and just as quick and active as a kitten.
Dang you, George, if you don't get my
monkey up. I've half a mind to put you
on your back just to show you to bo
careful what you saj'."

"Now, now, father, please!" Again
his daughter looked at him reprovingly.
"Get on with your dinner, and not so
much of the fighting spirit. Have some
more spinach ?"

"No." A good portion of pork and
beans dissappeared into his mouth.
"Don't like spinach, my dear."
"But it's good for you. Its got iron

in it. Makes you strong."
"Heck! Didn't I tell you just now

I'm strong enough ? Now be quiet, iho
lot of you, while I finish my food."

ITor several minutes the meal pro-
gressed with the silence broken only by
the two small boys, who possessed amaz-
ing appetites and clamoured for more of
tho pork and beans in no uncertain
manner.
Presently grandpa pushed aside his

empty plate, drew a smaller plato
towards him, then reached for a piece
of bread-and-butter.
"No blackberry jam?" he grunted, as

his eyes swept the table.

"Sure, grandpa." Pretty Sue was on
her feet in an instant. "There's some
stowed in tho collar. I'll get it for

you."
As she ran from the room, the peaco

of the evening was shattered by sQveral
loud reports and the roar of a motor-
car's engine somewhere in the street.

"What's that?" gasped Ma Leeds,
startled.

"Some car back-firing," said Jackie
laconically.

But Donny and Ned had jumped up
from the table and had scampered to the
bay windows overlooking Western
Street.

" Hully gee !" Donny's eyes went wide
with horror as he peered through tho
panes of the right-ha'id window of the
baj'. "'Tain'tno back-firing. It's two
cars—sh-shooting at each other!''

Gang Warfare.

IN a moment Jackie, together with his

mother and father and his grandpa,
were crowding round the window,

gazing with horror-filled eyes along the
street that stretched below. Darkness
had fallen, but in the light from tho
powerful street lamps they could see two
speeding cars, one a little distance
behind the other; see, too, the wicked
stabs of flamo as the occupants of tho
vehicles fired at each other.

"Sounds like the Battle of Chicka-
maugy," grandpa grimly remarked.
Quite a fusillade of shots echoed along

tho street, then suddenly there came tho
raucous note of police whistles, and an
unmistakable whining noise that in-

creased quickly to a roar. And all tho
while those two cars, tearing madly up
the street, drew nearer tho house of (ho
watching Leeds' family.

"The dirty skunks!" Grandivi's fists

were tightly clenched, the fighting light

back in his eyes. "But the cops aro
after them—hear the roar of their cars

and motor-bikes ? This is one gang feud
that won't have a very long fife."-
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" Look, look ! Tlie leading car's zig-

zagging across the road. I can just see
the driver; lie—he's sprawling over tlie

wheel. K-killed, I sup-suppose.
The " Mrs. Leeds suddenly clapped
liov hand t>3 her mouth, her heart thud-
ding painfully against her ribs, her face

draining of all colour. "Oh, heavens!
The car—it's out of control! It

"

There was a loud crash, followed bj-

the sound of smashing glass as the lead-

ing car, driverless and completely out
of control, suddenly swung on to the
pavement below and drove straight into

a lamp-jiost. Ne.xt second the horri-

fied Leeds family saw two men leap
from the wrecked vehicle and dash away
down the street.

On the instant there came three
wicked flashes of flame from the pur-
.suing automobile as revolvers were
Jiastily fired, but the repoits were
<lrowned in the roar of the police cars
hurtling at top speed after the gun-
men.
The watchers at that window in

M'estern 8treet saw one of the fleeing
men stagger a little as if he had been
hit, then go on again after his com-
panion at a pace that told that a bullet

h.id got him in the leg.

"That other car—it's stopping!"
Jackie pointed a.? the second auto drew
into the kerb with a .shrieking of
l)rakes, and three men jumped quickly
from it. "Heavens, that man in the
yellow raincoat—he's got a gun! He's
going to

"

They heard the reports of the revol-

ver that time—saw the men who had
fled from the wrecked car pitch iiead-

loiig to the ground—and their
went suddenly sick within
vious from the way both la

.'.idewalk that they were
(lead—shot in the back by
the avenging gunmen

!

Bare .seconds the Leeds
family stood awestruck.
then a cry from little Ned
made them all jump in
alarm. -

"Those men — they're

coming inio our hou.'.e !"

The l)oy was ngiit in

what ho said. Their
dastardly work done, the
three gangsters were all

for flight now. And time
was precious, for the roar
of (ho police machines was
unpleasantly loud in their

cars as they shot down
, Western Street like some
avenging angels. Scarce
time to got back into their
own car. start it up agam
and make a clean get-

away. This house by
\\hieh they stood offered a
good moans of olucling the
police.

"Oh, stop them! Stop
the brutes!" Ma Leeds
cried distractedly as she
saw the throe men run up
the steps that led to their
front door.

"The door's locked, my
dear." her husband hastily
assured her. '"It's quite
all right. They'll never

"It isn't locked — nor
even shut !" From where
he stood Jackie had a
clear view of the front
door, and he saw that it

was unlatched—saw, too,
the gangsters as they
slammed it open and burst
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in. then crashed it shut with a violence
that shook the windows. Back he
jumped in alarm. "Oh, heavens, they're
in I That fool Donny must have left

the door open when he let grandpa in."
Heavy footsteps sounded in the hall

outside the dining-room and Ma Leeds
encircled her two small boys with pro-
tecting arms, while her iliusband stepped
quickly in front of her. Next second
the gangsters appeared on the threshold
of the ojjen door, their eyes gleaming
viciously beneath the brims of their soft

fell hats.

"The back way out!" The tall, burly
ruffian in the yellow raincoat jerked up
his arm, levelled the ugly-looking re-

s-olver he carried straight at Pa Leeds'
heart. "You—toll me quick, or, by
heck, I'll drill

"

"Your dirty scum!" Ej-es blazing
fiercely, the fighting blood coursing in

his old veins, grandpa shook his fist at
the gangster. "Y'ou think you'll get
away with it, huh ? Well, you won't.
No, siree. I saw you shoot them
two-—

"

With a vicious oath the man in the
yellow raincoat had flung himself at the
old fellow, and the butt of his gun,
slamming to the side of grandpa's head,
sent him thudding to the floor, uncon-
scious.

"Hey. you beast!'' Little Ned's eyes
flashed fire as the gangster jerked up his

gun again, covering his father. "That's
my grandpa. Y'ou've hurt him "

"Shut ui), you little rat!" The brute
made to strike the small boy, 'but with
a terrified cry his mother thrust him
quickly out of reach. Again mur-

derously gleaming eyes met the scared
gaze of Pa Leeds and his family.
"Listen, you simps. Y'^ou ain't seen
nothin', see ? You ain't heard nothin',
see ? One move out of you and I'll

shoot down the lot of you like as if

you were mad dogs ! Now, how do you
get out by the back way?"
The sound of screeching brakes down

in the street told of the arrival of the
police. In another moment they would
be clamouring at the door—asking the
occupants if they Jiad seen which way
the killers had gone in their mad flight.

Every moment was precious now, as
the crooks realised only too well—and
the gun in the hand of the man in
the raincoat dug viciously into Pa Leeds'
ribs.

"Quick—the back way," the gangster
snarled threateningly, "or, by hades,
I'll drill you where you stand!

'

But Pa Leeds never flinched. Good
citizen that he was, his soul revolted
against the gangster and his terrorism,
and to help such brutal law-breakers as
these to escape the police was the last

thing he intended to do. But there was
fear in his wife's eyes for the safety of
her husband, and as she gave an
anguished cry Jackie stepped forward.
"That way!" He pointed a shaking

finger at a door on the opposite side

of the spacious dining-room. "Through
th-; kitchen—^j'ou'll see the back door
there!" i

Even as he spoke the hum of voices
drifted 1143 from the street below, to be
followed instantly by the clatter of
booted feet a.scending the steps that led

to the front door.

*' One move out of you and I'll shoot down the lot of you like as if

you were mad dogs I '!
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As the three gangsters ran hastily

across the dining-room to make good
their escape, the door leading from the

kitchen swung open and Sue appeared,
jam-pot in her hand. But sight of those

grim-faced men coming towards her

with guns in their hands caused her
to pull up instantly and to give a ter-

rified cry.

"What—what " she stammered,
trying to collect lier wits.

Brutal hands thrust her roughly aside

and the gangsters darted quickly into

the kitclicn, slamming the door violently

behind them. Then, ere the sound of

their fleeing feet had died in the dis-

tance, a thunderous rat-a-tat-tat came
upon the knocker of the front door.

The police! But at that moment not
one of the Leeds household seemed to

have sufficient power to move a single

muscle. The grim happenings of the

past few minutes, the deadly menace
that had threatened themselves had left

them completely numb.
The knocking was repeated, loud and

insistent; then came lieavy thuds upon
the front door as powerful shoulders
were flung against it. Under the ter-

rific impact thrust upon them the panels
splintered quickly and a hand came
through the gap and unfastened the

latch.

Nd.xt moment "two plain-clothes men
and two uniformed officers burst into

the dining-room and confronted Pa
Leeds and his terrified family.

•"Where'd they go?" The uniformed
officer who fired the question glanced
quickly round the room, then fastened
his stern gaze on Pa Leeds. " We
know they came into this house—saw
them as wo came after the brutes. But
quick now! Which way did they go?"
"They went through the back way."

His face ashen, .Jackie pointed a quiver-
ing finger to the door through which
the gangsters had vanished. "Gut
through the kitchen there."

In a flash the police officers wore
gone, leaving the Leeds family to col-

.^cct their shattered wits and to revive
Grandpa Summerill to consciousness.
But never a trace of the killers did the
officers find, though they searched every
house and every piece of ground in the
immediate vicinity.

Identified !

A ROOM in the Criminal Courts
Building. At a large mahogany
desk sat a tall, well-built man of

some forty-eight years, with clear blue
eyes, dark hair and a chin that told of
great determination. Standing close to
the desk, notebook and pencil in hand.
a not bad-looking and alert young man,
while ranged on scats in front of the
desk sat the entire Leeds family, to-

gether with that old' warrior, Grandpa
Summerill.

" We may assume, then, that these
are the actual facts of the case,
Thorpe." The man at the desk glanced
quickly at hi.s assistant. "A man
known as Greener [Caufnian was on his
way to this office m the company of one
of my trusted officers—Jim Preston, a
man who never swerved a hair's-brwidth
fiom the full performance of his duty,
a man we all loved "

Thorpe nodded grimly, while tlio

Leeds family wondered vaguely in what
way this could bo connected with the
shooting affair that had taken place
outside their house, that atrocious crime
about which tlicy had been brought here
lo bo questioned.
"Kaufman, then, was on his way

here," resumed District Attorney Wliil-
lock in grim, icy tones. "We were
waiting to hear his story. If ho told
November 21st, 1931. •
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all he knew, we could break the power
of the gangs in this city for ever. Wo
could send to prison, if not to the
electric chair, that whole cabinet of
thieves and nmrderers who have
actually tried to seize the reins of
government out of the hands of decent
citizens." His fine eyes suddenly
switched to Pa Leeds and held the
lattor's gaze. "Do you know, Mr.
Leeds, that not one gangster has ever
been sent to the electric chair from this
county ?"

"Is that so?" Pa Leeds looked
utterly astounded at this amazing in-

formation. Crimes almost every day
and not one of the culprits meeting
with his just deserts. It really was in-

credible. "Well, Mr. Whitiock, lots

of 'em should have been, from what
I've read in the papers."
The district attorney nodded, his eyes

searching the intent faces in front of
him and finally coming to rest on
Grandpa Summerill who, in an en-
deavour to hoar clearly all that was
being said, was leaning forward in his

chair, his loft hand behind his oar,
pressing it forward.
"Now folk." Whitiock rose to his

feet, walked round to the front of his
desk and lounged back against it.

"We've an idea we know the man who
did the shooting in front of your house,
and wo think wo can .send him to the
chair. That man we believe is a follow
named Ma.xoy Campo—leader of one of
the smaller gangs, it is true, but a
rapidly growing power in the under-
world. If we can send one man of
Campo's importance to the chair, we as
ffood as toll every gangster in this city
that there is law, and that every one of
them is an.swerable to the law. You see
the idea?"
"Yes," Pa Leeds nodded. "And

we're with you, Mr. Whitiock."
"I thougfit you would be." The dis-

trict attorney experienced a thrill of
satisfaction. His vow to smash the
gangster element in Faraniento was a
difficult one to fulfil, but with the back-
ing of honest and true citizens he knew
that that difficulty could bo overcome.

"Well," he wont on, "I want you
all to get every detail of this case clear,
so will you please listen carefullv. My
man Preston had been trailing Greener
Kaufman, a rival gangster known to
have a grievance against Maxoy
Campo. Suddenly mv telephone boll

rang—that was yesterday, of course. It

was .Jim Preston. Ho said that Greener
had decided to come through and toll

all ho know. But he also said that one
of Campo's nion had soon him and
Tvaufman together. I know in a flash,

then, that it was a matter of life and
death."
Ho paused p. moment to allow his

words to sink in. Then :

"Well, I told Jim Preston to grab a
car and to bring Kaufman right in.

Then I ordered police ears out from
every direction to try and pick Jim up
before Campo's men could catch him.
Well, what happened? Campo was as
much taken by surprise as wc were.
No time to send )iis hired gunmen— it

was a matter of minutes—seconds.
Greener Kaufman must never roach
this office to spill the beans. Campo
ran for a car liimself, followed l>.y liis

personal bodyguard—Al Allen and Jake
Short.

" We know that much, because we
have witnesses who saw Campo get into
the car. These witnesses even described
the brute's clothing—dark suit, grey
hat. That.jnuich wo have okay. But
beyond that we can prove nothing. You
sec, the crash occurred so suddenly that
eve-witnesses could give us no clear
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idea of what followed. A man in a
yellow raincoat seemed to be the leader.
Now Campo could have slipped that
coat on while he was in the car.
Whetlicr he did or not, of course, wo do
not know."

"Well, we saw the man in the yellow
raincoat." Pa Leeds glanced at his
\yife, who sat on the end chair, nursing
little Ned, who was nearly asleep,
"Didn't we, ma!"
Mrs. Leeds nodded, and again a

satisfied smile came into the district
attorney's face. These witnesses were
invaluable—fiandled carefully and in
the right way they would be the means
of .striking a vital blow at the very
heart of the gangster fraternity of tho
city.

"Why, doggone it. the skunk stood
right on tho sidewalk and knocked olf
them two poor fellows a-runnin' down
tho street, like the.v was jack-rabbits a-
jumpin' for cover." The battle light in
his eyes, Grandpa Summerill jigged up
ai)d down, in his chair in the excitement
that gripped him. "Oh, I seed him all

right. I've got a good eye I have."
"Then he came into the house."

Whitiock glanced towards his assistant
to make sure ho was putting down
what was now being said. The young
fellow was leaning negligently against
the far wail busdy scribbling in his
notebook. Satisfied, the district

attorney returned his gaze to his in-

valuable witnesses. "This man in tho
raincoat—he came close enough for you
to recognise him if you saw him again,
didn't he?"
"Close enough?" shrilled grandpa,

giving th'j otliers no time to answer.
"Why, doggone it. I was just ready to
grab him when ho whacked me over
the head with something—his gun I

think—but I got a good look at him
before he outed me. Feci that bump?"
The old campaigner shufHed over to

tho district attorney and pointed to a
spot on his iron-grey head. But Whit-
iock was not in the least interested,
though ho patiently touched tho in-

dicated place, feeling the large swelling
there.

".\nd you'd know the man again if

you .saw him, huh '!"

" Now, now, ain't I telling you so I"

snapped grandpa on his way back to

his chair,

Whitiock smiled tolerantly, and
turned inquiring eyes upon each of the
others in turn. Without exception they
nodded, and, swinging round on his
heel, tho district attorney picked up a
pliotograjth that lay upon his desk.
Turning back to the Leeds family, ho
held up the portrait for all to see. It
was the picture of a man of the lowest
type—the features bloated and obviously
coarse, eyes that showed a marked
fierceness, and a thin-lipped mouth that
twisted at one corner, giving the owner
a sini.stor appearance.

"Well?" the district attorney in-

quired.
There was no room for doubt—no hesi-

tation on the part of these people sitting

before him.
"It's him, Mr. Whitiock." Pa Leeds

nodded his head emphatically. "That's
the man who fired tho shots, then
escaped through our house."
"Yeah, that's him!" shrilled grandpa,

and vigorously shook his fist at tho
portrait, while JNJa Leeds and the others

told the district attorney (hat they, too,

wore positive that tho subject of tho
photograph was the murderer of the two
men in Western Street.

"Good." Whitiock replaced the por-

trait on his desk, then turned his gaze

on Pa Leeds. On tho district attorney's

face was a triumphant smile, and in Ins
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"Now, my boy, if this is Campo's crowd, stall 'em— understand? It might mean your brother's lifel"

licart a gn'm dotormination to rest not
a moment now till Preston's death was
avenged—till the Chair claimed this

Maxey Campo whom he liud now estab-
lished, firm as a rock, was the perpe-
trator of the crime. "All right, INIr.

Leeds, that's all for now. But hold your-
selves in readiness. I'll be wanting you
all later."

He shook them warmly by the hand,
then, because every moment was now
precious, he hustled them from the
room. Directly the door liad closed
behind them, he pressed a bell-push that
was let in the top of liis desk. Almost
as if by magic, the door opened again
and in trooped half a dozen plain-clothes
nicn, their faces grim set, their eyes
meeting VVhitlock's inquiringly.

"Listen, all of you. I'm going to try

and hang this latest OLitragc on Maxey
Campo. You know what that means,
don't you ? It means his pals will try

to get me—they'll try to got every one
of you." He shrugged his powerful
shoulders in a careless gesture. "But
we're going to fight till Campo is where
he should bo—nicely seated in the Chair.
I've got tlie witnesses I want to land
that brute high and dry, so just you get
busy and pick him up. If ho convs
peaceably, so well and good, but if he
doesn't, drag him in! Drag him in!"
A wave of the hand was all that was

needed, and in another moment the
plain-clothes men were darting from the
room, grimly resolved to fulfil their mis-
sion—to bring in Maxey Campo at all

costs.

Trapped !
^^

MAXEY CAMPO had his spies
everywhere, and one brought in to
him the disturbing news that Dis-

trict Attorney Whitlock had had the
Leeds family down to the Criminal
Courts Building, and by clever handling
had induced them to speak.

" You say they saw my photo, swore
I was the same man as did the killing
and then invaded their house?" the
gangster snapped, glaring fiercely at his
henchman.
"Sure, boss." averred the other. "I

got it from Tony Larkins. It was sure
a swell idea to tribe that fool commis-

sionaire. He's come in mighty handy,
huh?"
"Yeah." Campo's face was hard as

steel, murder glimmered in his sinister

brown eyes. "But just you get out :ind

send Big Jack to me."
The man departed hurriedly, and

Campo occupied the time in waiting for

Big Jack to put in an appearance by
fingering a wicked-lookitig revolver that
lay beside him on the desk.
Meanwhile, after the interview with

District Attorney Whitlock. Pa Leeds
had hastened to the palatial ollices of

W. P. Randolph & Co., in Main Street,

where he worked as chief cost account-
ant, while Sue had returned to the big
shipping firm near the river where she
held the important post of secretary to

the managing director.

A short afternoon for both, but at six

o'clock, the time for leaving for home,
each had got through a fair amount of

work, and knew it would not take thorn
long next morning to completely make
up for the time lost that day.

"Excuse me." A well-dressed youtfg
man, not bad looking in a grim kind of

way, confronted Pa Leeds as he cauK'
down the steps of the Randolph building
and made to turn his steps for home.
" But could you tell mc where I could
find Mr. Leeds ?"

"Why, I'm Mr. Leeds," replied the
sandy-haired man, vaguely wondering
what this fellow could want.

"Now isn't that lucky? And I got
here only just in time." The stranger
waved a hand towards a car that stood
at the kerb with a dark figure at the
wheel, then smiled disarniingly at the

puzzled INIr. Leeds. "Well, ISIr. Leeds,
I'm from the di.strict attorney'.'* oliice.

He's got a complaint ready to sign."
"A complaint?" Pa Leeds was more

mystified than over. "I'm not com-
plaining about anything."

"But you're ready to testify agaitist

Campo, aren't you?" the other persisted,
his eyes narrowing to mere slits,

"Ah, new I understand." I'a Leeds
smiled grimly. "Of course I'm ready
to testify. There isn't the slightest

doubt it was Maxey Campo that did the
shooting last night."

"Yeah. Well, Mr. Leeds, you've got

to sign an alfidavit to that effect—a com-
plaint." Ho took Pa Leeds by the arm,
and jerked his head towards the auto-

mobile. "Xow, come along. Step right

in the car, Mr. Leeds, and I'll have you
down town and back home again in no
time at all."

All unsuspecting, Pa Leeds allowed
himself to bo led to the vehicle and
helped inside, and scarcely was he seated

with the other man beside him. than
the ear shot away from the kerb an,l

rapidly gathered speed.
Mile upon mile the vehicle travelled,

quickly leaving the better quarter of the

city and sliding in and out of a perfect

network of mean alley-ways and sordid

streets. But Pa Leeds was completely
lost to his surroundings, for the man
beside him engaged him in a conversa-
tion that thoroughly interested him so

that his eyes never left the fellow's face.

Then at last the car stopped and his

companion opened the door, took a grip

on his arm.
" Como on," he said somewhat tersely.

Brown eyes blinked in astonishment
as Pa Leeds peered through the open
window of the car, saw a dilapidated

building in front of him. Quickly he
gazed round—a mean and squalid street

with tumbledown dwellings and ware
houses on either hand.

" Why," he ga.sped, turning back to

the man who had been his companion on
the drive, " this isn't the Criminal Courts
Building "

"Why, no; didn't I tell you?" The
other scrambled out of the car and almost
dragged the bewildered I'a Leeds after

him. "Mr. Whitlock is down here on
another case. He's got the necessary
papers for you to sign with him. Come
on, Mr. Leeds."

He led the way into the dingy build-

ing, up a flight of narrow wooden stairs,

and at the top, flung open a door and
thrust Pa Leeds into the room beyond.
An almost bare apartment with dust

thick upon the floor and cobwebs hang-
ing from the ceiling. Very little light,

for the one window was shuttered, the
only illumination being the guttering
flame of a candle t>iiat stood in the neck
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' of a bottlo that rested on a worn niiil

rickety table.

But Pa Leeds paid no heed to his for-

bidding surroundings. His terrified eyes
rested on tl)o brutal faces of the four
men who sat at the tabic fixing him with
murderous gaze.

"Get over there!" His companion of

the car pushed him roughly forward,
then turned to the biggest of the four
men, a huge fellow whose battered fea-

tures told plainly enough that he was
an ex-pugilist. "Well, Jack, here'.s the

bird as ordered—and mighty easy game,
believe me. Fell for it like a. fool."

"Give In'm a chair." A chair wa.s

pushed forward, and Pa Leeds sank
timidly into it, his mind a chaos of con-
flicting thoughte. He felt that some-
thing was wrong, that he had been
tricked into taking that ride—then as he
heard the big man's coarse voice again
it came to him in a rush that he was
in the hands of the Campo gang.
"Your name Leeds?"
"Er—yes!" stammered the frightened

man. "But I don't understand."
"You'll understand in a very few

minutes, and if you're wise, Leeds,

you'll consider carefully all I say!" Big
Jack grinned evilly and held out a ciga^^

he extracted from a waistcoat pocket.

"A smoke? No? Well, please your-
self, of course. Now let me tell you
something. We brought you down here
for a little talk. Just a friendly talk.

Get me? Now you claim it was Maxey
Campo that shot these men outside your
house ?"

"It—it was Campo, all right," asserted

Mr. Leeds a, trifle hesitantly

"But are you sure? It's a serious

business, scndin' a man to the Chair.

It was gettin' dark, you mighta been
mistaken. As a matter of fact, you were
mistaken !"

Big Jack, deputed to corrupt Pa
Leeds, to fix him so that he would not

testify against Campo after all, allowed

his words to sink in. This man, ob-

viously a weakling, should be easy game.
Campo did not want him killed—it

would only mean another murder to be
laid at his door. Bribery, or if that
failed, a rough-handling that would
terrify him, intimidate him so that he
and his family would be too scared to

stand witness against Maxey.
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"Now I'll tell you why you were
mistaken, Mr Leeds," Big Jack went
Oil. "Campo was over at his summer
place at Terrace Hill. You know,
Campo ain't really a bad fellow at all.

There's a gang of politicians in this city

tryin' to hang something on him. That's
all, and we know you ain't t!-.e man to

let 'em get away with it. Now, are you
sure it was Campo you saw?"

"It was Campo all right." Pa Leeds
forgot his first fears. "I might have
been mistaken in the street, but when
he came right into the house and stood

as close to me as you are now, I

couldn't help seeing him Then when
they showed me his picture in the office,

it was the same man all right."
" You could forget it if you wanted

to." Big Jack was not so certain now
that the prisoner was going to be easy,

after all. He produced a bulging pocket-

wallet, drew out a wad of a thousand
dollar bills. "Look here, we'll make it

worth your while to forget it. A
wonderful holiday in California for the

entire family, Mr. Leeds, and five thou-

sand dollars to spend. It's yours if you'll

keep your trap shut and guarantee to

handle the rest of your family."

Pa Leeds was trembling now. His

fears had crowded back on him as he

realised the terrible plight he wafi in—
in the hands of a set of ruthless gang-

sters who thought nothing of using the

gun. But honest to goodness man that

ho was, he would never accept a bribe

even at the risk of his own skin.
" I—I couldn't do it. Oh, please don't

ask me!" He looked pleadingly at the

big man, shuddered as he saw him rise

ponderously to his feet, an ugly snarl

curling the large, cruel mouth. "Oh,
please, please, I really couldn't take

that liind of money. Now do let me go

home, I implore you."

"Sure we'll let you go home. After

you've learnt your lesson." Bribery

being out of the question. Big Jack
made a sign to his evil companions, and
they quickly gathered round. "And
now, Leeds, we've got a little piece we
want you to speak, and the sooner you
say it the better for you. It goes like

this :
' I ain't seen nothin'—I don't know

nothin' !'
"

"Oh, oh, for Heaven's sake don't look
like that at me!" Pa Leeds recoiled as

Maxey Campo

scowled at the

old man.

ivovcuibor Jlst,- lUJl,
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th<i gangster thrust his face forward
aggressively. "Oh, leave me alone

—

<

leave "

His words snapped od as a huge fist

crashed under his jaw. Back he hurtled
under the force of the impact to bring
up against the wall of the room whim-
pering like a child, his body trembling
witli the terror that gripped him.
"You miserable little scum, we'll

learn you!" Big Jack's voice was grim
and harsh. Again he signed to his com-
panions. "All right, boys, beat him up.

And don't spare him till he's whining
for mercy—till he swears he'll keep as
quiet as a mouse!"
They nodded, then, grinning hideously,

moved forward to obey the brutal com-
mand, while the terrified Mr. Leeds
cringed back against the wall, eyes wild

with fear, words of iraploration tumbling
from his quivering lips.

Seared !

WHEN Pa Leeds failed to arrive
home at his customary hour that
evening his wife became very un-

easy. She remembered those grim
v/ords of Maxey Campo's when he and
his ruffianly bodyguard had broken into

their home the previous night: "You
ain't seen nothin', see ? You ain't heard
nothin', see ? One move out of you and
I'ii shoot down the lot of you as if you
were mad dogs!"
Supposing Campo had got to know

that they were going to testify against

him in Court? Utterly callous as he was,-

he would carry out his gi-im threat with-

out the slightest compunction

!

Ma Leeds turned almost sick as the

thought beat into her burning brain.

With a cry of anguish she ran blindly

to the telephone, rang up the district

attorney's office and spoke to Whitlock
in a sobbing voice. Her husband was
not home. Could Maxey Campo pos-

sibly have discovered they were goiiig

to stand witness against him and had
waylaid her husband and carried out

his brutal threat ?

Whitlock was alarmed. He thought
it all quite likely, though he refrained

from admitting that much to the dis-

tracted woman. He would do his best

to locate her husband—he was sure Mr.
Leeds was quite all right, perhaps de-

layed on business.

The moment he hung up the receiver

he called liis men around him, sent them
out in search of the missing man.

Within the hour Mr. Leeds was found

—found semi-conscious in a gutter in the

slum quarter of the city. They carried

him to his home in a car babbling that

he had been the victim of Maxey
Campo's rtithlossness, and he was put

to bed, badly broken in mind and body.

Scared nigh out of their wits, his

family clustered around him, heard from
liis bruised and bleeding lips all that

had happened since he had stepped from

his office that night.

"And the brutes said this was only

a sample!" the injured man groaned.
" A kind of warning to us all to knov/

what to expect if any of us dare go into

the witness-box and swear that Campo
did the killing last night. Oh, mother,

Sue, Jackie, we can't take a chance—

"Bah! You're scared, scared of a few
measly little rats! Heck, but I'll learn

'em—I'll show 'em a thing or two. I'm

a law-abiding citizen, I am, and I'm
willing to make any siicrifice to see this

city clean." Fists clenched, Grandp.i

Summerill danced about the bed-rooni,

a warlike gleans in his eyes. "And I'm

a soldier, too—been in battle after

battle, and by hades, I'll fight a wholo

darned batt^ilion of Maxey Campos
*
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T, l^ "^?ru °"t .^''^ P°P' sneered
Jackie "Why, I bet you'd be the first
to stic.c up your hands if he came in
here at this moment."
Grandpa wiis on the point of makin^^

6ome caustic rejoinder, when there came
a knock at the front door.

All right, I'll go." The old warrior
smiled disdainfully as he saw the terri-
hed expressions that had leaped into the
laces of his daughter and her family
It s not Maxey Campo or any of his

scum if that's what you think. Whit-
lock for a pension—just you mark my

It was the district attorney, and hecame into the bed-room with grandpa
at his heels.

"Hallo, folk! Feeling comfortable,
.Mr. L,ccds?" the district attorney in-
quired. '

"No, I'm not—and it's all thanks to
you, grumbl«I the invalid in little
more than a whisper. "If you hadn't
got round us to "

T '^^^.f',,,,"""- ^°"'^ ^e sore, Mr.
l^eeds Whitlock glanced at the others,
saw the grim e.xpressions on the faces
pt Mrs Leeds, «ne and Jackie, and
knew that this latest outrage of theCampo gang had intimidated all threeNow it would be difficult to attain the
greatest ambition of }iis life—to indict
the killer of Jim Preston and the gang-
ster Kaufman. He could see that clear
enough. His witnesses were turning
yellow. "Look here, folk, I can see
whats biting you. and I can quite un-
derstand your feelings. It's tough that
Mr. Leeds should have fallen into the
hands of these ruthless curs, but nothing
like It will happen again. I've put a
guard on this house, and he's goin"-
to remain on guard till after the trial!
ihats the day after to-morrow, for, by
a stroke of good fortune, my men have
just brought Campo in. Behind pri.^on
bars lie is now, and with you to swear
he did tliat killing he'll never be free

rain."

"Bnt his men will wreak
vengeance, Mr. Whitlock.^'
Weak-kneed as he was, Jackie
was more scared than any of
them. "If we put a foot "out-
side the door they'll

"

"But none of you are leaving
this house till you're wanted for
the trial." The di.^trict
attorney smiled grimly. It was
the only way to make certain
that the remainder of the Leeds
family did not lay themselves
open to an attack by th.-
gangsters. Slirewd that lie was,
he was taking no further risks
with them. "No, no; dont
protest, Mrs. Leeds. I've been
along to Miss Sue's office, and
her boss is quite willing to
allow her the time off. And
there s no need for the boys to
so to school. I've seen their
headmaster, and "

"You have, huh?" Don.iN
scowled at Whitlock. "Well '

jim't stopping in, .so there. 'I

baseball game's to-morrow,
i,

the boys'll be wanting me

"Now, now. Donny!" Hi.<
grandpa wagged a reproviiM'
hiiger at the Imy. "You'll do
what Mr. Whitlock says.
There's a far greater game for
you to play down at the courts
the

^
day after to-morrow.

You re a law-abiding citizen
and a man, you are, and "
"Oh, for heaven's sake,

father, please don't talk like
that !" There were tears in
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Mrs. Leeds' eyes and her heart was like
a leaden weight within her. Well she
^nevv the uselessness of standing firm
lor law and order. Her husband had
siifiered brutally at the hands of theCampo gang, and if any of them
testihed against their leader there wasno doubt in her mind that the conse-
quences would be very dire indeed.
Irobably they would bo shot down
when next they appeared in the street.
Donny is my boy. and lie'll do what

I say, father; and I tell you he's not
going to say a word that will endanger
his life.

"But, Mrs. Leeds," protested the
district attorney, "as respectable citi-
zens you must "

"Must nothing!" snapped Jackie, his
eyes flashing fire. "If we don't want
to testify you can't make us. You had
our promise, yes. But poor father's
suffered for it, and that's quite enough.
Iherest of us r.re not taking chances "

-Scared, that's what you all are!
Darned fine relations. I must sav''
Lrraiidpa Summerill glared at them with
a disdainful look on his wizened features,
ihcn he turned to the district attorney
.\7°*'^,J;Y?^/^o'e a troubled expression'.
-\lr. Uhitlock. why worry about these

white-liveretl fools. You have me-
1 mate Summerill, the man who never
cared a single foe. I'll testify against
that brute Camjio and the rest can go
hang! °

" Thank.^. old-timer.

"

Whitlock

P.'V' .,, ,
° shoulder appreciatively.

\oull be wanted, of course, and so
will the others. You see, the more wit-
nesses we have, the better chance
there 11 be of proving Campo guilty

"

His stern blue eyes wandered to the
faces of Mrs. Lee<Ls, Sue and Jackie.
.^orry, folk, but you can't get out of

It now. loure going into the witness-

9

box^and you're going to say your piece,

A curt nod that was meant for them
all. then, turning sharply on his heel, he
strode from the room, ramming his hat
oil his head as he went.

A Terrible Blow.

IN the afternoon of the following dav
District Attorney Whitlock, to-
gether with a plain-clothes officer

paid yet another visit to the Leeds'
home. He knocked upon the front door
and almost immediately it was opened
by Ihorpe. his young assistant, whom
?'ii"'r^'.^

'^^^^ precaution, ho had in-
stalled there late the previous night.

logether they went into the sittiii"--
room, where Thorpe looked at his chili
inquiringly.

"Anything new, Thorpe?" Whitlock
asked, as he flung his soft felt hat intt.'
a chau-.

.

"Nothing here, chief," was the
instant reply. "Everything quiet—not
the east sign of the Campo gang. How
are things shaping?"
"Fine! I'll indict to-morrow for first

degree murder." There was a harsh
note in the district attorney's voice and
his eye.s glinted like twin points of
steel. • And if the Campo gang make
one move to stop me, I'll ask the
governor to call out the militia. I'll
tlirow a guard around the Criminal
Court.s Building, empanel a special jurv
and 1 11 watch Maxey Campo die in tlie
chair ninety days from next Tuesday
^ow, just you bring in the witnesses.
1 want to check their testimony "

Thorpe was out of the room in a
Hash. Jackie, Sue, and their grand-
father he found in the dining-room
partaking of an afternoon cup of tea
and ho sent them in to the district at-
torney. Sue told him her mother and
the tvvo small boys were upstairs with
their injured father, and with a word
of thanks the young fellow ran up the
stairs and knocked on Pa Leeds' bed-
room dooi Mks L(od,' ^olco b.tde
him enter and opening the dooi. lie

poked his head into the looni
"K\cuse me Mi. L<(.ds, but the

Ah, ha I that's the fellow that did the
shootin' I " Eyes gleaming fiercely, he

raised his hand and pointed his finger straight at the gangster.
Jfovember 2lst, 1»3»
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district attorney wants you downstairs
with little Ned and " Thorpe cut off

his words abruptly and looked around
the room with a jjuzzlcd frown. "But
JJonny—they said he was up here with
you."
Mrs. Leeds' face went suddenly white,

and a sob of anguish escaped her.

"Donny! He hasn't been up here at

all—at least, not since dinner 1" Her
hands clasping convulsively, she sprang

to her feet. "Oh, please, please don't

say he's not in the house ! Oh, don't

say it—don't say it!"

"Heavens, those brutes—they've got

him! He—he must have slipped out for

th^ baseball match, mother." Pa Leeds

struggled to sit up in his bed, but the

effort was too much for him, and, with

a gasp of pain, he sank back on the

pillows. "Oh, this is terrible—terrible

!

Oh, what on earth have we done to

deserve this? What "

But Mrs. Leeds scarcely heard him.

With a protective arm around little

Ned she staggered from the room, and

Thorpe, his face grimly set, followed

her.
Distractedly the mother burst mto the

sitting-room, and the terror in her face,

the tears swimming in her eyes, was

sufficient to tell those gathered there

that something terrible was wrong.

"Donny! Donny!" Her voice was

shrill and pathetic. "He's not in the

liouse—he's gone—gone, and those

brutes have got him! I know they

have! I know they have!"

"Is this right, Thorpe?" Whitlock

grabbed his assistant fiercely by the

arm.
"It looks like it, chief," came the

grim answer.
The district attorney at once issued

brisk ordeis, and Thorpe and Williams,

the plain-clothes man who had accom-

panied Whitlock to the house, rushed

away to search for the mi.ssing boy.

Not a sign of him anywhere in the

liouse, and no trace of him in the im-

mediate vicinity when they continued

their search outside.

Back they came to report failure, and

the district attorney, learning from his

sobbing mother that the boy had most

probably disregarded instructions and

had slipped out for the baseball match,

at once got through on the telephone

to his school. Nothing had been seen

of him there, and he was not on the

ball-ground.

It was at that moment that the de-

tective who had been guaixling the

house from outside entered the sitting-

room and gravely handed to his superior

a cap and a baseball glove.

"I found these down the end of the

alley," he announced. "They were

trampled in the mud. It looked to me
as if there had been a struggle."

"Oh. my Donny! My Donny!
Mrs. Leeds burst into a flood of tears,

her shoulders lieaving convulsively.

"They've got him ! The brutes—they ve

Rot him. Oh, what can I do!

What "

The ringing of ihe telephone-beil

broke into her Litter outburst, but as

Jackie lifted the receiver of the instru-

ment, Whitlock flung forward and

quickly clapped his hand over the

mouthpiece.
"Quick, Williams, run out and trace

this call from the nearest 'phone box.

Quite likely it's the Campo gang going

to tell us they've got young Donny.
See what I mean?" As Williams
darted from the room the district

attorney returned his gaze to Jackie.

"Now. my boy, if this is Campo's crowd
itall 'em, understand? It might mean
your brother's lite!"
NovenibcT 21st, 1031
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Jackie nodded sulkily, took the re-

ceiver from its hooks, and placed it to

his ear with a hand that trembled.
"Hallo," he said into the mouthpiece

in a shaky voice. "Yes, yes, this is

the Leeds' house. No, it isn't Mr.
Leeds speaking; it's his son."

"Then you listen here." The voice of

Big Jack sounded menacingly in

Jackie's ear. Shrewd that he was, the

gangster suspected that tlie delay in

answering his call was to allow some-
one at the other end sufficient time to

trace from where it was being made.
"You just cut out the stalling and get

this straight. Your kid brother's here,

see? And if any member of his family

identifies Campo at the hearing to-

morrow that's the last you'll ever see

of him."
With that grim threat the line went

dead, and replacing the receiver Jackie

turned from the instrument, his face

haggard, stark fear showing plainly in

his goggling eyes.

"They've got him, eh?" Whitlock

said in a quiet, grave tone.

The boy nodded wretchedly, and on

the instant Mrs. Leeds let out a

hysterical scream. Quickly her

daughter ran to her, flung her arms
compassionately around her neck, while

Grandpa Summerill, his eyes blazing

fiercely, stamped up and down the

room, shaking his clenched fists and

uttering dark threats against Campo
and his ruffianly gang.

Then Williams returned breathlessly.

"Too late, chief," he gasped. "It

was somewhere on the Adams exchange.

They hung up before we could get the

number."
"Where's the Adams Exchange?

Whitlock fired at him.
"Around Eighth and Stanton Streets.

"Yeah. Well, that's where.they had

the father, near the Ideal Paper Box
Plant. And that's Campo's territory

all right." The district attorney's face

was set with a grim determination.

"Heavens, but I'll throw every police-

man in ti.e city into that territory,

and go through it, house by house. I'll

find that kid if I have to move Heaven
and earth. Come on, Williams, let's be

going !"

But before he had time to grab up

his hat, to reassure the distracted Mrs.

Leeds, Grandpa Summerill, his eyes

agleam, grim resolution blazing in his

heart, had slipped quietly from the

house. Campo's gang of killers had got

little Donny, his favourite grandchild,

somewhere in the salubrious district

surrounding Eighth and Stanttin

Streets. The callous brutes! If only

he could trace their hide-out they

should be made to suffer dearly for

this heinous offence.

Grandpa to the Rescue.

THE day of the trial, and the Leeds
household was in a state of panic.

No news of Donny, in spite of the

widespread efforts of the police to

locate his whereabout-i, and there was

no news or sign either of Grandpa
Summerill, who had been missing from

the house in Western Street since the

previous afternoon.

District Attorney Whitlock was almost

demented. He simply had to get the

Leeds family to testify against Campo,
but with Donny and now his grandpa
obviously in the hands of the Campo
gang, he knew it was more than likely

that the others would be too terrified

to say the words that would send the

ruthless gang chief to the smoky cell.

But he had them taken to the court,

for all his fears, and Pa Leeds went,

too, travelling on a sti-etcher in an
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ambulance van that was heavily-
guarded by an escort of plain-clothes
men who, from the powerful automo-
biles in which they rode, kept an alert
eye on tlie sidewalks in case any
attempt should be made to "get at"
these precious witnesses.

Meantime in a room above the
premises ostensibly occupied by the
Ideal Paper Bo.x Plant, Ltd. in East
Street, which was not a quarter of a
mile from Station Street, little Donny
Leeds sat upon a Chesterfield, virtually
a prisoner, but listening with rapt
attention to the thin-faced man who
was seated beside him explaining in

detail the rudiments of baseball
pitchings.

A strange thing that this brutal
gangster should be consorting thus with
the boy. But a few moments before
Donny had absently pulled from his
pocket the baseball that his grandfather
had recently given him with his initials

upon it, and the man, an old player
himself, had been keenly interested as
the youngster made pretence to hurl it

at an imaginary batsman.
"You've a lot to learn, son," the

gangster had said. "Here, give me
that ball and I'll show you how to make
some of the best pitches ever."

So Donny had given the crook the
ball and liad soon become engrossed in

what the man had to tell him. The
fact that he was a prisoner in the hands
of some of the most ruthless gangsters
in the city—that even at that moment
four of them were crouching at a

window, guns ready in their hands,
prepared to put up a stout resistance

should the police, who were even then
scouring East Street for the boy,

suddenly break in upon them—all this

was lost to the little fellow in hia

eagerness to improve his knowledge of

the great ball game.
"Now you bring the ball over the

end of your finger—like this, kinda
whip it when you let it go and it's an
indrop." The gangster illustrated the

pitch perfectly. "Kid, tliat's sure a

nasty one, believe me. One guaranteed
to help any side to victory."

"Gee, mister "—-Donny's eyes shone
with enthusiasm—"it certainly does

look a good 'un to me. As soon as I

get the chance I'll try it."

"Here!" The man thrust the ball

into Donny's hand. "Let's see you go
through the movements of the pitch

right now. Then I can see you get it

absolutely okay."
Donny got to his feet eagerly, the

ball clasped in his fingers, his arm
stretclied out behind him.
"That's right." The gangster nodded

his approval. "Now your arm comes
over—yes, that's it. And now "

He broke off as Donny let his aim
drop suddenly to his side and gazed in-

quiringly at the boy whose eyes had
taken on an eager gleam as he cauglir,

the notes of a fife being played down
in the street. That tune. Donny could

not mistake it. It was one that his

grandpa played time and time again.

His gra!idpa in the street below! Here
was a chance of escape. Scarce had tho

thought flashed into his mind tlian

Donny drew back his arm again and
hurled tho baseball with unerring aim
straight at the window where Big Jack

and tho others were crouching.

The tinkle of broken glass as the ball

smashed clean through the window-pano
within an inch of Big Jack's head,

mingled with a string of violent curses

as Campo's men leaped back in alarm.

For tho moment they feared that a

machino-g.in attack was being made
(Continued on page 23.)
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A haughty young beauty car»»c with a cowardly attofney to take over her father's

ranch, but the daredevil manager and a gang of rustlers upset her plans. Starring
Tom Keene and Marion Shilling.

I

The Tally-ho.

THE strains of iiuisic agitated the
atmosphere in Las Criiecs, near the
Rio Grande, ten niiios from tlie

point where that mighty river leaves

New Mexico and enters Old.
The music came from the throats of

a bunch of parched cow-hands who were
escorting into town the strangest
equipage that Las Cruces had ever wit-

nessed. It was an open wagon with a

kind of four-poster awning, to keep tiie

sun off two or three easy-cliairs that had
been placed in the carriage, and it was
tlrawii by a couple of high-stepping
ponies.

A big. bronzed fellow, wearing an
outsize in .sombreros, was plying the

reins, and his voice gave a strident ren-

dering of the melody whicii he and his

companions seemed to favour. Thus the
iittenlion of everyone in the street was
attracted to the new arrivals, and as the
cavalcade came to a standstill it was at

once surrounded by a crowd of inquisi-

tive onlookers.

'"What's Buck Sawyer up to now?"
someone demanded, and the question
was repeated to the big, bronzed cow-
hoy who occupied the driving-seat of the
wagon.
"What in Sam Hill do you call that,

Buck?" he was I'sked.

The hefty cowboy made an accom-
modating gesture.
"Say," ho stated, "this is the first

open-air, sight-seein' tally-ho in the State
of New Mexico."
"Tally-ho?" a man in the crowd re-

peated doubtfully. " What's that. Buck
—a travollin' piazz^T, or tlie result o'

bard litpior?"

"Brother," Buck Sawyer answered
.with mild reproach, "this is the result

of a lot of hard tl'.inkin', and has been
built by lovin' hands to carry Miss
Dorothy Beals, heiress of the Lazy B, to

her regal domain."
There was a saloon hard by, and from

the veranda of it a. burly, dark-com-
plexioned individual had noted Buck's
approach. Pie was a man known around
Las Cruces as .loe Currier, and his

reputation was none too savoury, though
no actual misdeed had ever yet been
pinned on him.
Currier regarded the Lazy B ranch-

hands and their comic equipage for a

.^pell, and then strolled thiough into the

saloon and singled out a slim, curly-

headed youth who was drinking at the
bar.

4 " Flash." lie drawled, with the sus-

picion of a sneer, "your old runnin'
mate, Buck Sawyer, has gone plumb
loco, ain't he?"

The youngster whom he had addressed
was otie Jim Prescott, commonly known
as "Flash," a likeable fellow, whose only

failing was his recklessness. He looked
at Currier inquiringly, and only
gatliered the latter's meaning when the

man led him to the swing-doors and
indicated the .scene in the street.

Flasli grinned at the spectacle, then
suddenly became serious.

"Siiy, listen, Joe," he muttered, "if

Buck should come in here, don't let on
that I know you, will you?"
Currier frowned, and fixed him with

his narrow, penetrating eyes.

"I don't Siavvy why you're so scared

o' tliat dude," he growled ; but before

he could say more young Flash inter-

rupted him.
"Buck's one of the best," he declared

stoutly, "an" somehow I wouldn't like

him to know anytliing about the kind

of racket we're mixed up in. And
another thing—don't you ever tangle
with that ' dude,' as you call him. He'll

shoot the spurs plumb off your boots

and never spoil vour shine. I'm telliii'

yuh."

Meanwhile, tlu crowd in the street

was drifting away, as their brief interest

in the fancy tally-ho began to fade.

But when Buck descended to the ground
a man came out of a Wells Fargo Ex-
press office opposite and drew him
aside. He was the agent in charge ol

the Las Cruces branch.

"Buck," he said, "I'm kinda worrie<l.

Currier an' his gang are in town, an'

there's a heavy shipment of gold comiii'

in on the train. It's to be carried on tc

Victoria by stage-coach,"
Buck was listening attentively, anc

the mention of Currier's name had pro
ducod a thoughtful expression on hi^

face.

"You know," he murmured, "it's a

funny thing They've never nailed any
thing on Currier, but he's gonerallv

around when things happen."
"Listen. Buck," the agent went on.

"Su))posin' I put the gold in a sack and
slip it in your tally-ho. The Victoria

agent could pick it up at your raneho
to-night."

"All right," Buck agreed; "you tic

that while I'm makin' Miss Dorothy wel-

come. In the meantime, I guess mo an^

the boys will trail over to the .saloon an'

wait there till the train's due."

The Lazy B hands trooped across the

street in a bo<ly, and Buck, the first

to cross the threshold of the saloon,

was pounced upon by a crouching figure

the instant ho pushed open the swing
doors.
Though taken bv surprise, he proved
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himself oiiual to tlic emergency, and in

the twinkling of an eye ho )iad swimg
his assailant olf his tcet and dumped
him on the floor. He then sat on his

chest, but without animosity, for ho had
already recognised tlio practical joker
as l''lash Prescott.

"Say, you old burro," ho drawled,
"whit arc you doin' in these parts

—

lookiii' for your old job witli the Lazy
By"
"Not mc," Flash gasped, his merri-

ment and Buck's weight combining to

rob him of his breath. "Hey, get up
off nic, will yuh ? You're sittin' on an
official of the R. and S. Boef Company."
Buck stood up and pulled Flash to his

feet.

"I sure am glad to sec you, anyway,"
lie stated. "Listen, old-timer, I've got
some things to talk over witli you
No, don't stampede for the bar. What
I've got to say to you is private."
He led Flash away from the counter,

where the rest of the Lazy B boys were
already forming up for liquid refresh-
ment.
"Come on, now," he resumed, when

there was less likelihood of their con-
versation being public property, "what's
this job you're braggin' about'/"
"No foolin'. Buck," Flash answered,

"Fm western appraiser for one of the
largest beef concerns in the country."
Buck eyed him keenly.
" 1 hope you'ro telliii' me the truth,"

he said. "You've been showiii' up here
too often with that Currier hombre."
Flash looked uncomfortable for a

moment, then met Buck's steady gaze
with a carefree laugh.
"Don't you start gettin' riled about

me, Buck," he told the big cowboy.
"I'm behavin' right churchily, I am."
"I'm glad to hear it," was Buck's

rejoinder. "For you never were the
kind of guy that settled down easily,

and I've been thinkin' I might have to
lick you into shape one o' these days.
And listci', Flash—when you decide to

go back to work for a livin' instead of
trailin' along with this Currier outfit,

let me know. I'm still manager of the
Lazy B "

He came to a pause, realising that
they were no longer alone. A man had
strolled tow^irds them, and, turning his

head, Buck recognised the burly form
of Curlier.

Currier's first words made it plain
that ho liad chosen to disregard Flash
Prescotfs appeal, and was also inclined
to flout his warning.
"Sawyer," he said to Buck, "this kid's

weaned. Why don't you let him pick
his own company?"
"He has," Buck retorted pointedly.

"That's what's worryin' me."
A dangerous glint appeared in

Currier's eyes. .

"No one has a thing on nie," he
blurted, with heat. "Not a thihg."

" No, not yet," Buck granted, and at

that Currier's face grew livid. For an
instant he was tempted to reach for his
gun, but he saw that the big cowboy's
hand was near his holster, and he con-
tented himself by glaring truculently at
the ranch foreman.

It was at this juncture that a shrill

and distant blast penetrated to the
saloon. It was the whistle of a train's
siren, and as Buck heard the sound he
forgot Currier's presence and turned to
the boys at the bar.
"Como on, fellers!" he roared.

"Here comes the rattler, with Miss
Dotty Beals aboard !"

Over the Prairie.

ACONDUCTOK entered the private
compartment that had been
booked in the name of " Mi.<s

Dorothy Beals."
R was occiipiod by three people, one
Novemljer 2Ist, 1931.
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of whom was Dorothy herself, a girl of

twenty, fashionably and expensively
dressed in the latest New York style,

and radiantly beautiful, though the ex-

pression on- her pretty face at the
moment was somewhat petulant.
Opposite her was seated a thin, clever-

looking Easterner in a smart lounge
suit—Ucorge Marsden, her attorney and
legal adviser. The third occupant was
a sixteen-stoue coloured woman known
as Jenny, Dorothy's handmaid.

" Were pulling into Las Cruccs, Miss
Beals," the train conductor announced.
Dorothy thanked him, and then gazed

through the window at the picturesque
sweep of country over which they were
passing—na country of rolling pi-airie

and mountain pinnacles.
The train had slackened down, but

was still travelling at a fair speed. A
few seconds before, it had pulled level

with a cowboy who was riding in the
same direction, and in a sportive mood
the ranch-hand was now racing abreast
of the long line of cars, exhibiting his

own magnificent horsemanship, as well
as the pace of the mustang on which he
was mounted.
Dorothy was watching him without

enthusiasm when Marsden spoke.
'I hope our stay in these parts will

be short," the lawyer observed.
Dorothy nodded, and then with a con-

temptuous gesture indicated the cow-
boy who was galloping abreast of their

coach.
"They're all show-offs," she said

scornfully. "You know, I've still a
faint recollection of the West—very
faint, thank heavens. I think I was
seven when mother took me to

civilisation."

Marsden leaned forward.
" I agree with you that its attractions

are overrated," he declared, "but I'd

advise you not to show your prejudice

—

at least, not until after we learn the
conditions of your father's will. Dotty."

" Don't use that horrid nickname w hen
you're talking to me!" Dorothy snapped.
"You know how I loathe it."

Marsden hastily apologised, but
Dorotiiy was in an irritable mood, and
had been prone to fits of temper ever
since she had known that she must travel
West if she were to inherit her father's
estate. She was still frowning when she
descended from the train at Las Cruces.
Buck and the boys were waiting for

her with the tally-ho, and, as she was the
only feminine passenger to alight. Buck
stepped forward, hat in hand.
"Howdy, Miss Dotty?" he greeted.

"Welcome back home to the Lazy B!"
Dorothy's eyes snapped as she heard

the detested nickname. She looked Buck
up and down with a glance that should
have chilled him.

" I'm Buck Sawyer, the manager cf

your ranch," the cowboy went on to

explain.
"Pardon me, Mr. Sawyer," Dorothy

said with scathing sweetness, "but I

think you mean my e.x-manager. My
attorney. Mi. Marsden, will have full

charge of my affairs from now on."
Buck was tor the moment taken aback,

but he speedily recovered his compo-
sure, and when ho spoke it was with
a slight curl of the liji.

"Howdy, Mr. Marsden?" he drawled.
"You've sure taken a load of! my
shoulders."
Mar.sden frowned.
"I suppose you've arranged for us to

drive out to the ranch right away?" he
suggested.

" Havo I?" Buck declar€>d, turning
with pride towards the tally-ho. "Say,
the boys and I have rigged up, especi-
ally for Miss Beals' comfort, the first

open-air, sight-soein' carriage ever
known in these parts."
Dorothy looked at the colourful
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equipage with unconcealed amazenieut
and disgust.

"I refuse to make myself ridiculous!"
she cried hotly. "I'd rather walk than
rido on such a conveyance!"
Buck and the boys exchanged glances.

Then the ranch foreman spoke quietly.
"The Victoria stage-coach goes right

by the Lazy B outht," he said. " It's

a heap faster—but not nearly so private
an' artistic," ho added.
Dorothy turned on her heel and, fol-

lowed by Marsden, marched towards the
stage coach. Her handmaid Jenny did
not accompany her, however, but looked
longingly at the fantastic tally-ho, feel-
ing that nothing: would have pleased her
more than to ride out to the ranch in
such splendour and state.

" Mistah Sawyah," she said, "can Ah
ride with you-all ?"

"Can yoi! ?" Buck echoed. "Say,
mammy, I'll show you the most all-fired
private sight-seein' tour you could ever
wish for. Hey, Tom," he called to one
of the boys, glancing dubiously at
Jenny's buxom form, " get me a derrick,
will you? "

Jenny was lifted aboard amidst
laughter, and she had settled herself
regally in one of the easy-chairs when
the Wells Fargo agent appeared on the
scene. He was carrying the sack to
which he had transferred the shipment
of gold.
"Here's the stuff, Buck," he said in

an undertone, and when the sack had
been deposited in the tally-ho he drew
back and wished the ranch foreman a
safe journey.
Buck climbed to the driving-scat and

ordered one of the boys to strike up a
melody on a banjo, and as the cavalcade
moved forward in the tracks of the
Victoria stage, a dozen voices were
raised in song.
Before the fast-travelling coach could

roll on out of hearing the opening
words of the first verse reached the ears
of Dorothy Beals and brought an angiy
flush to her pretty face.

"I built my gal a tally-ho, flowers an'
fixings tine,

I thought I'd be a riot, but I'm
thinner than a dime."

The boys sang on hilariously, and long
after she was beyond sight or sound cf
them Dorothy felt her blood boiling with
resentment. But the circumstances that
had upset her might rightly, have been
regarded by her as trivialities had she
been aware of what was going on at the
bank of a stream a mile ahead.
Four or five men were gathered there,

and if any casual wayfarer had seen
them he might havo been struck by the
strangeness of their behaviour. For
every one of them was down on his
knees, busily plastering his face with
thick, black mud from the stream-bed.

Their features were unrecognisable
when at length they stood up. No man
could have said with any certainty that
those mud-smothered faces were the
faces of Currier and his associates. \'ct
the voice that reeled oflF a series of in-

structions before the stage-coach drove
into view was that of the man whose
reputation Buck Sawyer had questioned
in tlie saloon at Las Cruccs.
"Flash," said Currier, "don't get too

prominent."
"All right," came the reply from the

Jfrime-smcared youth who Iiad assured
Buck that he was in honest occupation.

"Bill an' Sam," Currier continued,
turning to two more of the gangster^',

"your job will bo to cut the bosses

loose. And Burghley, you get the gold-
chest. Come on now, let's get goin' !"

They left their j>oiiies in a thicket aiul

advanced to the edge of the roiid. They
had not long to wait ere the stage was
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sight'cd on a bend a couple of hiindied
yards distant.

The crooks watched it grimly and
cahnly. Tlie least composed of them
was Flash ; but, the more to his dis-

credit, his conscience, was not the
reason for his anxiety. This was his

first stick-up, and the excitement of it

had set his pulses hammering. In his
folly, he imagined that the sensation was
u pleasui'ah'e one.
The coach drew near the point where

the gangsters had concealed themselves
in the brush, and suddenly Currier
jumped out into the middle of the trail.

The others followed suit, flourish^ig
their six-guns.

"Elevate," Currier rapped out, "an'
don't try i,o heroics!"
The driver drew rein and promptly

shot his arms above his head. Scared
faces appeared in the window of the
coach—the faces of Dorothy, Marsden
and another passenger. The occupants
were ordered in a gruff voice to step
down, and did so with their hands in the
air.

Burghley climbed to the roof and
dragged an iron-bound chest from its

resting-place there. In the meantime
Bill aiui Sam were cutting the traces
and stampeding the coach-horses as a
precautionary measure, and while they
were about tliis work Currier and Fla--ii

were covering the trio of passengers.
"Toss your valuables in a pile and

it'll soon be over," Currier ordered, and
with gingerly fingeis Marsden and the
other male passenger obeyed.
"Now, lady," Currier went on, as

Dorothy made no move, "do you donate
or do I have to search you ?"

"Don't you dare lay hands on this
lady!" Marsden cried vehemently, but
in a moment Currier's six-gun was
against his ribs.

"Back up there, hombre," the gang-
leader warned, with a sternness that
sent Marsden stumbling away in full
retreat. "You ain't .seen enough of this
glorious West to die yet. Come on
there, lady, make it snappy."
Thoroughly frightened now. Dorothv

hastily plucked one or two rings from
her fingers and a necklace from her
throat. She threw them to the ground,
together with some monev from her

The occupants were
ordered in a gruff

voice to step down,
and did so with their

hands in the air.
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handbag, and the loot being gathered.
Currier and his companions vanished
into the brush again.
The driver of the stage stumbled off

in the hope of securing his horses,
Marsden, Dorothy and the other
passengere remaining where they were.
"I reckon you can take your arms

down now, brother," the third passenger
said to Marsden, as he saw that the
attorney was still standing with his
arms raised. "Them road-agents won't
be back."
Marsden turned to Dorothy.
"Now I understand your mother's

loathing for the West," he told her
querulously, mopping his brow as he
spoke. " I never experienced

"

He did not complete the .sentence, for
just then a familiar sound broke on
his ears. It was the refrain of a
ballad which a number of lusty voice<
were rendering, and presently Buck
Sawyer and the Lazy B cowboj-s moved
into view with their tally-ho.

"I woke up one morning on the old
Cliishold tiail.

Rope in my hand and a cow bv the
tail.

Coma yi-yi yipi, yipi ya
"

Marsden and the other passenger ran
towards the bend around which the
cavalcade had appeared, and thirty
seconds later they were relating to Buck-
all that had occurred.
"Road-agents, huh?" Buck ground

out. "Did they get Miss Dotty?"
"No," Marsden cut in, "but they

took all lier jewellery and threatenell
her. They can't be far off. Sawyer.'
"Tom," Buck said to one of the boys,

"give me your horse."
"Wait a minute. Buck," the puncher

interrupted. "Miss Dotty might need
your attention. Better let me an' the
rest of the boys trail 'em."
Buck nodded.
"All right," he agreed, "bring 'em

in."

And as the ranch-hands galloped off
he glanced down at Marsden and the
attorney's fellow-passenger.
"Bettor come aboard. JNTar-sden,"

he offered. "And I can give you
a lift, too. stranger."
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"No, thanks," was the reply. "I'll

wait till the stage-driver finds his
horses."

With Marsden installed in a chair
next to the one Jenny was occupying
Buck drove on to join Dorothy. He
pulled up alongside her and spoke to
her attorney.

"Mr. Marsden," he said, "would you
ask Miss Beals if she'll be ridiculous
now and ride in my tally-ho? Or is

she bent on walkin'?"
"Mr. Marsden," Dorothy rejoined

curtly, "tell Mr. Sawyer I'll walk."
With the words she proceeded to step

out along the dusty trail in her high-
heeled shoes. She was stumbling in

the wagon-ruts before she Jiad goiifj

three paces, but .seemed determined to
continue the march.

B.ick raised his voice again.
"Mr. Mai-sden," he said loudly, "tell

Miss Beals we've got twentj" miles of

real rough goin' ahead of us. Well-
stocked with mountain lions and rattle-

snakes."
He saw Dorothy come to an abrupt

standstill.

"Yeah," he went on, "and I don't
want to brag about it. but we've got a

pretty fair crop o' gila monsters, too."
Dorothy faced round and moved bac!c

to the tally-ho reluctantly. Droppiii;:
to the ground Buck swung her up in

his powerful arms without comment and
dumjied her aboard the carriage. Then
he climbed to the driving-seat and
cracked his whip above the heads of

the two horses in front of him.

A Brush with Currier.

M.-\KIN"C; for the spot where thev
Jiad tethered their horses, Ihe
road-agents swung themselves

into the saddle and galloped through
the thicket. They followed the coursj
of the stream, and did not halt till

they were a couple of miles from tin-

scene of the hold-up.
They deposited their loot on fhs

ground. The v,-iluablci taken from th>j
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three passengers did not concern them
;i gieat deal, for when money and
trinkets had been divided each man
would only be a few dollars the richer.

But the contents of the chest should

provide a fortune, they imagined, and
it was with eagerness and impatience

that the gangsters watched Currier

force the lock.

T)ie lid burst open to reveal a

n\imber of .sacks, and snatching one of

the canvas bags Currier drew out a

knife and slaslied the fabric. The mud
on liis face concealed his expression as

he saw the result, but the fuiy with

which he ripped open the other sacks

betrayed his feelings.

From every one of the canvas bags

a worthless stream of grit had poured.

"Sand!" blazed Currier. " Wliy, tlie

dirty, double-crossin' coyotes!"

"That's the first time we ever slipped

up on a job," Burghley growled.

"Wonder what could 've gone wrong,
boss? Who was it that planted that

stuff there?"

Currier was glaring at the sacks, and
all at once he stood up.

"Kid," Jie said to FlasJi Prescott,

"you go on an' wait for us in Victoria."

Flash made as if to utter a protest,

but Currier broke in on him.
"Get goin' !" he rapped out, and

Flash mounted his horse obediently and
cantered away.
When the youngster was out of ear-

shot the rest of the gangsters looked at

Currier inquiringly, and he at once
voiced his thoughts.

" We're goin' to take a look at

Sawyer's funny wagon," he grated. "I
saw that Wells Fargo agent snoopin'

around it just before the stage left

Las Cruccs. Sawyer's Flash Prescolt's

friend, so I figured I'd get tlie kid
outa the way."
The crooks remounted and made for

the road again. A hillock now lay
between them and the ribbon of trail,

and as they reached the peak of the
promontory they caught a glimpse of

the tally-ho winding its way across the

flats below.

"There he is now!" jerked Currier.

In that same moment Buck sighted
the rogues as they formed a group of

dark silhouettes against the vivid sky-

line, and the instant they began to

sweep down the hillside he whipped his

liorses into a gallop.

"Hdld fast, folks!" he called to his

passengers. "That looks like the stick-

up party, and we're gonna ramble
!"

His voice mingled with the strident
tones of Currier, which reached the
occupants of the tally-ho as the vehicle
was lurching forward.
"After him, boys! He thinks he can

beat us to the ranch!"
The crooks urged their broncs down

the declivity, and in a whirl of dust the
animals slithered to the trail scarcely
fifty paces beliiiid the fugitives.

By then the tally-ho was careering
along the road at break-neck pace, but
tlie crooks gave chase determinedly,
and the drumming of their horses' hoot's

was punctuated with the blasts of gun-
play.

Hot lead ripped around the fancy
carriage and an an,xiou,s expression
appeared on Buck's face. He was not
concerned for himself, liowcver, but for
Dorothy and Jenny, as there seemed
every likelihood of a random bullet
hitting one of them.
A deep gully lay to the left of the

trail, and swerving to the brink of it.

Buck pulled the horses to a standstill
and cut them loose. Then he turned lo
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Marsden and pointed out a copse near

'

by.
" Get ^liss Beals behind those trees

and keep out of sight," he ordered.
" And Jenny, you lead these horses to

cover !"

The passengers descended, and the in-

stant they had set foot to ground Buck
put his shoulder vinder the carriage
and with a tcnific heave overturned it.

It tumbled into the gully and finished

wrong side up, and, diving after it.

Buck took cover behind its wreckage
and drew his six-gxm.

Meanwhile Alarsden had hustled
Dorothy to the copse, which stood near
the foo't of the slope, and they had con-
cealed themselves when Curlier and his

men reached the scene.

"Sawyer." Currier shoutetl, approach-
ing the edge of the trail cautiously,
" turn over that Fargo box and you can
keep the girl. But if we have to light

for it, we'll take her, too."

Buck's answer was a bullet that sent
Currier to cover, and next second that
shot was greeted with a fusillade from
thy gangsters. The crash of the guns
shattered the silence of the New Mexi-
can noon, and leaden slugs sang around
the ranch foreman's head, but, though
he knew he had stirred up a hornet's
nest by his decision to fight, he dis-

played magnificent coolness as he tired

back at his adversaries.
Perhajis (hat was why a man of

Marsden's unheroic calibre was inclined
to regard the duel with some sus-

picion.
" Evidently this man Sawj'er isn't

afraid of the whole gang," said Dorothy
in a tremulous voice, as she watched
the gun-battle from the shelter of the
copse.

Marsden sneered.
"I'm beginning to think the whole

thing has been staged to impress you,"
he told her.

"But why?" Dorothy demanded, in

a bewildered tone.

"Either to frighten you or arouse
your admiration," Marsden rejoined.

"I'm not quite sure."
At that instant Buck jerked back with

a half-stifled exclamation and grabbed at

his shoulder, where a bullet had clipped
him and drawn blood. But though the
pain for the moment was excruciating,
ho blazed away at the crooks, and he
had actually avenged himself and
plugged one of the ruffians through the
arm when a commotion on the trail

caused the gang to scatter.

The Lazy B ranch-hands were in

sight, and as they came on at full gal-

lop Currier and his men leapt into the
saddle and took to the bush. Buck
then moved from behind the overturned
tally-ho, and, dragging out the sack of

gold that liad been hidden in it, he
iejoinc(l Dorothy and Marstlen and
climbed with them to the trail, where
they were met by Jenny and the horses.

"Mr. Marsden," said Buck, "you
and Miss Beals take the ponies and go
on ahead. Jenny and I Avill walk."

Dorothy spoke. She was looking at

Buck superciliously.

"But surely," she observed, "one
capable of staging highway robberies
and comic opera hold-ups should be able
to furnish better mounts!"
Buck eyed her steadily. His wound

was hurting him cruelly, but when he
answered her slighting comment he be-

trayed no sign of suffering.

"Gosh, I should have thought of
that," he said, with mild sarcasm.
"But we're plumb out of luxuries, so
— it's bareback or walk."
He lifted her astride one of the ponies,
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and, while Marsden was mounting the
other, lie turned back to Jenny. But
Dorothy, laying a hand for a moment
on his shoulder just as he had swung
her up, had drawn her fingers away to

find them smeared with the blood that
had soaked through his shirt.

It was with a shock of something
approaching remorse that she realised

how she had misjudged her foreman,
and involuntarily she called to him.
"Oh, Mr. Sawyer," she said, "I

—

I'm afraid I must ask you to hold me
on."
Buck shrugged, and then climbed up

b^ind her. She added, in an under-
tone :

"I want you to know how sorry 1

am—about that unkind remark. The
one about the comic opera hold-up."
"Miss Beals," Buck answered de-

liberately, "unkind remarks are like

bullets. Once fired, being soiry doesn't

stop their damage."
She bit her lip, but made no re-

joinder, and Buck spoke to Jenny.
"Stay here and make yourself com-

fortable," he said to the negress. "I'll

send somebody back for you."
"Yassuh, Mistah Sawyah," Jenny re-

plied, picking up a heavy piece of wood
that would serve her as a bludgeon.
" Ah'll be heah, if dom outlaws don't

come. An' even if dcy do come," she

added stoutly, "Ah'll still be heah."

The Will.

WHEN Buck and his companions
appearetl at the Lazy B they

were welcomed by the domestic

staff of the ranch-house, including Pa
and Ma Stoddart, who had been firm

friends of Dorothy's father, rather than
employees.
"Say, Buck," old Pa Stoddart de-

manded, as the foreman dismounted
and helped Dorothy to the ground,
" Where's the boys? And what's hap-

penetl to the tally-ho?"

"There was a stick-up," Buck cx-

plaine<l briefly, "and the boys are out

lookin' for the bandits. Nobody was
hurt—I got a scratch, that's all. Oh.
folks," he added, "I want you to meet
Miss Beals. Miss Beals, this is Pa
Stoddart, your father's oldest friend.

And this is Ma Stoddart."
"Welcome to the Lazy B, Dotty,"

said Ma.
Dorothy's eyes flickered dangerously.

"How do you do?" slie answered,
with an airiness that did not escape the

older woman.
"And this is Mr. Marsden," Buck

was saying, "Miss Beals' attorney and
manager."
"Manager?" Ma Stoddart repeated

testily.

"Now listen," Buck continued, ignor-

ing Ma's comment, "there's a coloured

servant down at tlie pass. Will some-

body take the buckboard and bring her

in?'"'

"And in the meantime," put in

Dorothy liaughtily, "someone might be
good enough to show me to my room."
Ma Stoddart; took it upon herself to

answer.
"There's plenty of rooms in tliere."

she snapped, jeiking her thumb to-

wards the ranch-house, "and they're ;.il

yourn. Help yourself!"

Buck tried to frown her into sileiiro

but not succeeding, he escorted Dorothy
and Marsden to the ranch-house aii<l

conducted them into the lounge, wliiic

II legal-looking gentleman was waitin;-.

Buck introduced Jiim to Dorothy ..s

her father's executor, and, in the addi-

tional presence of Pa Stoddart and olo

or two of the ranch staff', the lawyer
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proceeded to read out the last will aiid

testament of the late James Beals.
After quoting several minor bequests,

he came to the clause with which
Dorothy was concerned.

" ' And to my daughter Dorothy Mae
Beals,'" the executor read, "'all the
property and estates of which I die

possessed. But the said Dorothy Mae
Bcals is compelled by the terms of this

will to live on the property known as

the Lazy B ranch for a period of five

years. . . .'
"

Dorothy's face as slie heard tli^e
words was a study in emotion.
"Why, it's—it's preposterous," she

cried involuntarily. "Surely you can't

mean "

"
' In the event of my daughter fail-

ing to comply,' " the lawyer continued,
" my executor shall consider this will

broken. And in such a contingency,
Robert (Buck) Sawyer -shall receive all

properties and money left by me.
' Also, under any and all conditions,

Robert (Buck) Sawyer is to remain as

manager of the Lazy B rancho,
and '

"

Dorothy was on her feet.

"I've heard enough!" she flashed.

"If there is more of this imbecility,

you can concludo the reading of the

will with my attorney—Mr. ilarsdon!"
"Now, Dorothy," Marsden appealed,

" I must insist that you make no state-

ment at this time."
Dorothy turned from him impatiently

and looked at Pa Stoddart.
" You were my father's closest

friend," he said. "Why has he com-
pelled me to live here?"
"Your dad spent all his life without

you," Pa Stoddart atiswered quietly.
" Why, the only practice he ever had
at bein' a father was rearin' Buck
Sawyer. But he always hoped that

you'd come back and live hero with

him. You wouldn't, but—I guess you
will now."

With these words lie

departed, and the lawyer
immediately afterwards,
Buck, Dorothy and
Marsden found them-
selves alone.

"Of course. Sawyer,"
said Marsden superci-

liously, "you didn't

know the conditions of

this will."
" Certainly not," Bu( k

retorted. "Mr. Bcal^
promised mo nothing

-

not even a job. But,
since I'm still managci
hero," he added, turnnig
fo Dorothy, "arc there
any orders you'd like

carried out?"
"Yes," D o r o t h v

answered curtly. "You'll
find C]uart<'rs outside tlii-

liouse, and in future you
will transact all busine->s
with iiy personal man-
ager—Mr. .Marsden"."
Buck smiled a slow

smile.

"Oh, Mr. Marsden," ho
siiid, "you might thank
Miss Bcals for those
favours and say ' good-
night ' to her for me.
And I sure hope the
coyotes don't keep her
from bcddin' down right
comfortable."
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He strolled from tfie room, and wh''n
ho had gone Dorothy looked .it

Marsden.
"That's the first person who's evor

made me delight in sarcasm," she de-
clared bitterly. "I can't understand
the violent dislike I've taken to him."

"I can," Marsden rejoined, with wiiat
he imagined to be a shrewd expression.
"I didn't understand his motive at first,

but now it's all too obvious. Ho thinks
that by making things unpleasant he'll

drive you away and inherit this property
—worth about a million dollars. Re-
member—if you leave this outfit he falls

heir to it absolutely."
Dorothy frowned, believing that !Mars-

dcn's suppositions were conect.
"He doesn't know me," she an-

nounced determinedly. " He'll never
get me off this ranch, if that's his

idea."
She cro.ssed thoughtfully to the win-

dow, which was open. From somewhere
near by came the strains of a guitar,
and a plaintive chorus of cowboy voices,

singing a mournful ballad.

Oh, bury me down on the lono
prairie,

Where the wild coyote will howl
o'er me."

Something seemed to rise in Dorothy's
throat as she heard those words. Her
father—ho was buried "'down on the
lone prairie "—loni^ly old man who had
never known his daughter's affection.

She felt a pang of remorse, and some-
thing of the subtle spell of the West,
too—and all at once an emotion botfi

strong and deep brought the tears to
her eyes.

"Why,_ Dorothy," said Marsden, ap-
proaching her side, "you're crying."
"I'm not," she answered, but tliero

was a catch in her voice that b.-lied iier

denial.

Tornado.

IT
was early morning, but Buck and
the boys were already astir, the
ranch matiager having emerged

from his new quarters shortly after smi-
rise.
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He was now saddling a restive-looking
bronc that stood in the little corral nt

the back of, the bunk-house, and as l;o

tightened the cinrh-buckle one or iwo
of the punchers came to the fencing.
"You know, fellers," Buck said Id

them, "if I didn't give this pony a
work-out every morning he'd feel neg-
lected. He sure is an ornery bronc

—

kicks out every moriiin' just as regul^u
as the sun comes up."

' Yeah,'' one of the boys observed,
"an", for four or five jumps it takes
pretty much of a man to hold him.
Then after that he's gentle as a
kitten."

The bronc was already beginning to

show signs of rebellion, and Buck had
some ditficidty in iiolding him.
"Whoa, there," he said. "All set for

your frolic alreadv, are you '. (!)kay.

Tornado, let's go." And as ho spoko
ho sprang lithely to the saddle.

The bronc cut loose, and for the spaci-

of sixty frantic seconds tlie demon
streak in him held sway. Bounding
around the corral ho tried his hardest
to throw his rider, but failed signally,

and, as was his wont, he became docile

as soon as his early morning mood had
run its course.
"Whoa!" Buck commanded with a

grin. " You're just a great big blulV,

that's all."

He brought the pony to a standstill,

and it was as he was dismounting thnf,

he noticed Dorothy and Marsden had
appeared at the fencing.
"Good-morning. Sawyer,'' Marsiten

greeted him in a patronising tone.

''.^[iss Beals v\0uld like to have a horse
saddled."
"Can I ride that beauty?" put in

Dorothy, indicating Tornado.
Buck knew that the bronc's "cussed-

ncss " was now quite spent, but, never-

theless, he was only to be mounted
conditionally.

"Sure, you can ride him," he stated,

"if you keep him in the corral. Don't
let him in the open, because he'll he.id

for the hills and won't stop till he
reaches cm."

Currier gave him no chance to say more, for with a sudden

lunge he ripped his flst to the youngster's jaw and felled him.
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" Why is that ?" Dorothy dcniandod
iuterobtcdly.

"Well, he's got wilJ blood in him,"

Duck oxphiincd, "and fightin' range
stallions is his idea of a picnic."

"Do you think ifs safe for AJiss Beals

to ride him ''." Marsdcn interposed v itii

iouie anxiety.

Buck nodded.
"That pony's as gentle as a kitten

now, so long as lie's kept in the corral.

Tom," ho added to one of the boys,

"you'd better shorten them stirrups."

Dorothy was helped into the saddle a

moment later, and the animal under her

boomed .so meek that she fell to wonder-
ing if Buck's words had been intended

to impress and alarm her. The thought
had scarce occurred to her when she

resolved to disregard his warning, and
she at once spurred out of the corral

before the gate could be closed.

Buck uttered a yell and flung himself

astride another horse. His example was
followed by one of the boys, and tin-

two men were in full pursuit before
Tornado had covered a hundred yards.

But the iialf-tamed bronc was racing
across the prairie at a pace which
Dorothy was powerless to check, and,
as Buck had prophesied, he was heading
for the hills.

Dorothy blanched, realising now that

Buck's warning had not been so many
idle words. She threw all her weight
on to the reins, but her efforts to .stop

Tornado were ineffectual, and a chili

seized her as .she foresaw what might
happen when the runaway pony en-

countered the wild herd and gave battle

to one of the range stallions.

Straight for a canyon amid the hills

Tornado galloped, and as she was swept
into the gorge Dorothy saw a troop of

v.ild horses ahead of her.

But Buck Sawyer was close behind
4ier, and, when Tornado was only fifty

yards from the herd, the ranch foreman
came abreast and circled Dorothy's
waist with one stro'jg arm. Next instant

he had plucked her from the saddle.

He lowered her to the ground and
rode on after Tornado, who was now
almost upon a big black stallion which
had advanced from the muster of wild
horses. Before a clash could take place.

Buck whirled liis lariat and circled Tor-
nado's neck with the rawhide noose.

Then he blazed off his gun and fright-

ened the herd of outlaw broncs into a
stampede.
He held Tornado in check till the

other ranch liand came up.

"All right. Jim," he said then, "you
take him. An' don't ever let Miss Beals
ride him again."
He cantered over to whore the girl

was standing, and dismounted beside
hor.

"I— I didn't realise the danger," sh.c

stannnered. "I thought—you were try

jng to scare me."
" What woidd I want to .scare you

for?" he demanded, and Dorothy could
find no words with which to answer him.
Hor next encounter with ]5uck was of

a more pleasant nature, and took place
ii circumstances that showed she was
not so averse to the West as she had at

first tlcclared.

For when the big ranch foreman canii:

acrcss hor she was indulging in ii little

revolver practice on a target that she
had rigged up with Jenny's assistance.

Buck watched her amusedly for a

."PclK and then, seeing that she was not
meeting with much success, ho strode
across to her.

"Say, lower your sigiit." ho told her.
" You're olovatin'. Come on, let nie
show vou."
Takmg up a position behind her, he
Kovcmbcr 21st, lOSl.
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held her wrist and levelled the six-gun
at the target.

"Now." he went on, "top your sight

—

take a dead bead—and set her on the
bullseye. Okay—let hor go I"

There was a report, and tho slug hit

the centrc-.spot of the target.

"That's what I call real shootin',"

Buck declared. "Let's try it again."
She looked up at liim and noilded

smilingly, and as their eyes met Buck
was seized with an impetuous desire to

kiss hor. It struck him, too, that she
might not re.sent such a liberty as much
as she would have done on tho day of

her arrival, but he overcame tho impulse
and turned his attention on the target
again.

" We'd bettor get to shootin'," he
drawled.
A man was watching them with an

expression that betrayed a good deal of

disiilcasure. The man was JMarsden.

The Return of Flash.

A WEEK or two had passed since

Dorothy had first taken up resi-

dence at the Lazy B Ranch, and,
as ho confronted her in tho living-room
ono day, Marsden's manner conveyed
impatience.
"Since you're compelled to remain

out here in the 'West." he said, speak-
ing no longer as an attorney, but as a
suitor, " why not set our wedding-day ?"

Dorothy studied him for a moment,
and then glanced sidelong through the
window.
"No. George," she murmured. " A~

a husband you might have worn well
enough in New York. But you're no
bargain in the West."
"1 notice that your attitude has

changed towards me since you started
seeing .a good deal of this man
Sawyer!" Marsden said hotly. "Now,
if you think I'm going to let him come
between us

"

He was interrupted by a tap on the
door, and as ho looked round he saw a
figure that immediately struck him as
familiar. It was the figure of young
Flash Prcscott, and suddenly JNIarsden
found him.solf associatmg him with the
gang which had robbed the stage.
Tho youngster's face, of course, was

unknown to him. But tho somewhat
gay and picturesque attire which had
earned the irresponsible youth his nick-
name cf "Flash " was iho link which
connected him. in Marsden's mind, with
tho plundering of the conch.
"Ono of tho men who held us up."

ho said to Dorothy in a husky whisper.
Flash did not hear those words, and

approached nonchalantly.
"Sorry to butt in," he stated, "but I

reckon Buck half-oxpocts mo. My
name's Proscott—Flash Proscott."
Marsdon coughed nervouslv.
"I—I'll fetch Mr. Sawyer for you."

he faltered, but Flash restrained him.
"No," he protested. "Oh. no, don't

bother to do that. You see, I'm aimin"
to buy stock, and I guess I can talk
business with you,"
Marsden's ill-concealed agitation gave

place to interest, and a deal had boon
clinched when Buck appeared on the
scone.

"Hallo. Flash!" ho greeted. "Saw
that pinto of yours outside, and knew
vou were around. What brings vou to

the Lazy B?"
"I've just sold that lierd for ten

tliousand dollars. Sawyer," put in

Marsdon. "That's a fair price, isn't

it?"

Buck gl.tncod from Marsden to Flash.
"Sure, it's a good price," lie said.

.'\nd then to young Prcscott: "C'mon
outside," he added, "I want to talk to
vou."
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He escorted Flash from the ranch-
house and looked him full in the eyes.
I'Pardner," he observed, "a man ia

judged accordin' to the herd he trails

\vith, and I've got a sneakin' idea I'd
like to separate you from Currier and
his influence. Now. listen, I know of
a good job waitin' for you on a ranch
up in Montana, and I think you need
a change of air."
Flash laughed easily.

"Don't you worry about ray health.
Buck." ho said. "And. getting bacic

t-) business, I'll bo ready foi- delivcrv
of that herd at Allen's loading corral Kv
sundown. Adios, amigo.

"

Ho swung himself into the saddle c!
his hor.so and cantered away, leavinar

Buck to give instructions for driving
the purchased cattle to railhead.
Meanwhile, Dorothy and Marsden

were discisoing the situation from an
angle that the big ranch-foreman did
not suspect.

"Do you think Buck Sawyer knows
this Proscott is a hold-up man?"
Dorothy was saying.

"I'll bet ihoy're working together!"
Marsdon retorted spitefully.

Dorothy favoured him with a glance
that held just a trace of contempt.
"You wouldn't dare say that to

Buck !" she challenged.
"No?" IVfarsdcn sneered. "Well, if

you think he's on the level, you may
change your mind when I got him in

hci'c and ask him a few questions."

He walked to the door of the ranch-
house, and. as ho opened it and saw
Buck, he hailed the stalwart Westerner
and asked him to step in for a moment.
Buck entered the house, and. in the

presence of Dorothy, Marsden began his

interrogation.
"Sawyer," he asked, "how Avell do

you know this Proscott?"
"Why, I've known him ever since

we were kids." Buck replied. "We
were pals. Ho used to ride for the

Lazy B."

Marsdon looked sidelong at Dorothy
and then addressed the foreman again,

an ugly sneer playing around his mouth
as ho spoke.
"Then you know that he held up the

sta<re-coach !
" he accused.

Buck acted involuntarily, his bunched
fist driving to the point of 'Marsden's

chin find landing with a shock that

flung tho attorney to the floor. He lay

witli his back against an armchair, a

vacant, stupefied expression on his

sallow face.

Buck stood over him and was still

gl.Tring at the man -when ho felt a touch
,

on his sleeve. He turned his head to
'

find Dorothy at his side.
j

'You obviously consider Proscott is

thoroughly honest." she told him. "But
Nou'ro wrong. He was one of the

bandits who held lis up on the day of

our arrival."

It was liard for Buck to credit her

statement, for. though concerned ovot

the companv Flash was keeping. Iio

hated to think that tho youngster w::s

already involved in a life of crimo.

"Did vou see him that day?" he

demanded of Dorothy.

"No." she admitted, "I didn't

his face. Tho men wore nil maskc
with clay. But his build, and tho styl

of his dres.s—thov convinced mo tlia

M.irsdcn's suspicions were correct."

"Marsdon could be wrong." Buck de

dared. "I think Flash is hone.st.

I'm going on believing it. He's jusf"

fresh kid, under bad influence. But
he's not crooked."

He strode to tlu' door nnd walked out
of the ranch-house, but «s ho was
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approaching rljc men's quarters one of

the hands accostod him.
"Buck." the fellow said, "I've just

come in from town, and I've f2;ot red-
hot news for yuh. You've gotta find

Flash Prescott and tell him to pull his

freight."

"Why?" Buck wanted to know.
"Tho sheriff's looking for him on

account of that hold-up job." the cow-
hand answered. " He's got a strong
hunch Flash was mixed up in it."

Buck bit his lip. He was not sorry
that he had laid out Marsden, for li(^

had not been partial to that worthy
from tho first moment of clapping eyes
on him. But ho was now forced to
believe that tho attorney's words had
not been ill-founded, and Flash must
be saved from the consequences of his

own rashness.
"All right," said Buck. "I think I

know where to find him. You help tho
boys to got tho'hcrd on tho way. I'll

seo that Fla.sh hits the trail and quits
these parts."
Ho sprinted towards his bronc and.

va.ulting into the saddle, galloped off

iii a uorth-westerly direction, headed
for Allen's loading corral. He hoped
cither to make up on Flash, or else

locate him at the railroad siding.

Currier's Plan.

FLASH PRESCOTT came in sight of
the railroad and cantered over the
prairie to th'^ lonely siding where

the loading corrals stood.

A group of men stood near a rough
shelter that was a boon in tho rainy
season. The men wore Joe Currier and
his associates, and, riding up to them.
Flash dismounted.
"Well," said Currier, "how did you

get on?"
"Okay !

' Flash rejoinsd casually. "I
talked business with that hombro .Mars-

den and bought the beef for ton
thousand."
"Did you say delivery had to bo

made to-night?" Currier asked.
Flash nodded.
"Sure," ho answered. "I saw Buck

afterwards, an' told him we'd expect
the cattle here by sundown."
"Great!" said Currier with a smirk.

"That'll take all their men, an' we can
get tho dough back without any
trouble."

"It's a cinch, boss." another of the
gang declared. "Tho sweetest job
we've pulled in a long time."
There were similar eommonts from

tho roniaiiidor of the crooks, comments
which Flash Prescott heard with a
bewildered air.

"Say," he demanded, "what are you
fellers talkin' about?"
Joe Currier leered at film.

"That ton thousand dollars yon just

paid over at tho Lazy B,'' ho rejoined.
Fl.ush Prescott's eyes blazed as the

truth dawned on him. and all at once
ho had thrust his impassioned face
close to Currier's.

" So that's why you had me buy that
herd !" h,\ cried. "You stock up with
cattle, and while the ranch is deserted
you bust in and grab tho money. You
get tho herd and your money back as
woll. huh?"
"What a brain you've got!" sneered

Currier. "Well, 6upposin' you're right,

Prescott?"
"Listen!" Flash ground out. "You

made a sap outa mo and fooled me into
tyin' up with you over that stage rob-
bery. Well, maybe I had myself to

blumo for that. Maybe I should've
known that only a mug is crooked. But
when you sent me to the Lazy B with
that ten thousand dollars I thought it

.Was a straight cattle-deal."
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"And now you know different, Pres-
cott," Currier said dangerously, "jusl
what do you aim to do?"
"I'm through:" Flash shouted vio-

lently. "When you start stealin' from
my friend you can count me out.'

Currier squared his shoulders.
"You'll do as I tell you, kid," he ad-

vised.

"You can't make me put one over on
the outfit my pal works for!" Flash
raved. "I'll queer your game——

"

Currier gave him no chance to say
more, for with a sudden lunge he ripped
his fist to the youngster's jaw and felled

him.
Flash went sprawling in the dust, and

lay dazed for a moment. Then he shook
himself, and as his brain cleared an in-

articulate cry escaped him. Next in-

stant he had scramljled to his feet and
was springing at Currier.

Currier was a burly ruffian who could
have given Flash a couple of stones in

weigjit, and it might have fared badly
with the .slim youngster had the gang-
leader torn into him. But before Flash
could come within striking distance
again half a dozen pairs of hands had
seized him.
He stiiiggled furiously, but Currier's

accomplices held him fast, and at their

leader's bidding they bound his hands
with cord.

Hardly had he been made secure when
the drumming of hoofs was heard, and
Currier instantly rapped out a command.
"Get Prescott inside that shelter and

keep him quiet," he jerked. "Bill, you
an' Blancy see who it is

!"

With a grimy hand clapped over his

mouth to prevent him from calling out.
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Flash was dragged into the shanty, and
in the meantime two of the gans
hurried round an angle of the corral to
confront the newcomer.
The approaching hoi-seman was Buck

Sawyer, and as he caught sight of the
two gangsters he urged his pony towards
them and drew rein.

"Say. jou seen Flash Prescott around
here?" he inquired.
"Nope,"' said the man Blanev. "Aiu't

seen him since mornin'."
Buck appeared to accept the statement

as the truth.

"That's funny!" he murmured. "He
told me to meet him hero. If he shows
up, tell him Buck Sawyer's lookiu' for

him. will you ?'

"Yeah, we sure will!" Blaney pro-
mised, and Buck wheeled his horse and
gallopetl off.

The gangsters retraced their steps

round the corral and joined Ciu-rier and
ihi others.

"Well," said Currier, "who was it?"
"Sawyer," Blaney replied, whereupon

Flash Prescott's eyes gleamed. "Said
he was to meet tho kid here."
"Yeah?" growled Currier. "Say,

listen, somebody's gotta keep au eye on
Prescott. He'd squeal to his friends if

he had the chance."
He turned to two of his men.
"Jim, you an' Silver better stay

here," he continued. "You can take
delivery of the herd when it shows up,

and in the meantime watch the kid."
"All right, boss."
"Well,'' Currier said to the others.

" let's hit the breeze for the Lazy B
ranch-liouse and collect our dough."
The gangsters mounted and galloped

Buck hit him again,

this time with a full

swing.

November 21st, lASl.
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away, leaving Flash in tlie care of the
lu'o men, .Silver and Jim—and Uieir
going was witnessed by a watcher on
the crest of a liill overlooking the rail-

load.

For if the crooks imagined that Buck
Sawyer had been fooled by the denial
of Flash's presence they were mistaken.
In the men he had met at the corral
Buck had recognised two of Currier's
gang, and had hardly asked after Flash
before he realised that he was not likely

to obtain much information from them
Thus, after conveying the impression

that ho was abandoning liis quest lor

Flash, he liad made a detour behind the
cover of the hill and had gained a van-
tage point from which he could command
a view of the shelter.

lie caught sight of Flash, and, when
Currier and the main body of the crooks
had departed, he began to work his way
to the corral again. He was careful to

avoid being seen by Jim and Silver, and,
as Flash gained a glimpse of him, he
held up his hand in a mute gesture that
enjoined caution.
Only by an involuntary start had Flash

shown any sign of excitement that miglit
have warned his captors. But it passed
unnoticed, and a moment later the
joungster had hit upon a ruse calculated
to help Buck in his attempt at rescue.

He began to struggle violently, and
theieby concentrated the attention of the
gangsters. Buck at once darted to the
corner of the corral and crouched there,
within a few- paces of the two men
guarding Flash, but the rogue known
as Silver must have had keen ears, for

ail at once he looked round.
Buck was stooping beyond the angle

of the fencing, and Silver did not see
him. The crook stood in an attitude of
suspicion, however, his head on one side.

"What was that, Jim?" he demanded.
"Huh?" muttered the other. "I

didn't hear nothin', pardner."
"I'll swear I didl" Silver declared

emphatically.
Flash renewed his struggles with even

greater enthusiasm, and once more suc-

ceeded in diverting the gangsters.
"It's no use you tryin' to get loose.

Flash!" growled Jim. "You can't bust
them cords nohow. Keep still, will

yuh?"
The crooks again had their backs to

the Lazy B foreman, and Buck pulled
his six-gun from its holster and stepped
to the front of the shelter.

"Stick 'em up!" ho ordered curtly.

Silver and Jim whipped round in

alarm. Silver thrust his hands into the
air promptly, but Jim carried his hand
involuntarily to his hip. He changed his

mind as Buck jabbed his "forty-five"
towards his ribs.

"You heard me!" he ground out.

"Up with those mitts, or I'll drill 3-ou !"

Jim obeyed sulleidy, and Buck relieved
the two rufhans of their "irons."'

"Now cut the kid free," he ordered
Silver, indicating Flash.
The man did as he was told, and, once

he had been liberated. Flash proceeded
to bind Currier's hirelings hand and
fooi'. They were then pushed into a
corner, and Buck thrust his gun back
into il6 holster.

"Take n seat," Buck said to the
crooks with a grin. "You won't have
to wait long. I'll send the sherilF lo

collect you just as .soon as I can. And
Flash." he added, "you head for Mon-
tana—pronto. The law's on your trail."

"Thanks, Buck!" Flash answered fer-

vently, "you're a pal."
"Go on, kid!" Buck told him. "Beat

it—and good luck to you."
Flash turned towards his hor.sc, which

was tethered near by, but on an after-

thought he paused. I,
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"Hold- on, Buck!" he said. "Cur-
rier's gone to the Lazy B ranch-house
to get that ten thousand dollai-s I paid
you for the stock. Silver and Jim were
to take delivery of the cattle while the
rest of the gang raided your outfit and
took the dough. That's why I fell out
with 'em. Come on, I'll trail along wita
you."
"Wait a minute," Buck jerked, lay-

ini;' a hand on his arm. "I've got a
better idea. I'll take the short-cut by
Kod Canyon. You ride the long way
round and meet the boys w-ith the' cattle

Tij) 'cm ofr to Currier's little scheme,
will you?"
"Right, Buck!" Flash agreed, and,

springing into the saddle of his horse,
Iil' clapped spurs to the animal's flanks.

In the meantime Buck sprinted to

where he had left his bronc, and less than
.1 minute after he had parted with Flash
he was galloping at to|) speed in tlia

direction of Bed Canyon.

The Raid on the Ranch-House.

RIDING by the same route that Buck
was to choose, Currier and his

men sighted the Lazy B outfit

shortly after sun(k)wn.
The shadows were falling swiftly, and

ere they had tethered their ponies in a
chaparral thicket fifty or sixty yards
from the ranch, the stars were out.

The gang advanced on foot, and.
the veranda of the house, Curiier cal

a halt.

"Blaney, you and Carson guard ilio

outside in case of accidents," he .^iiid,

picking out two of his hirelings. "You
other guvo follow me."
The Lazy B ranch-house was a sump-

tuous, two-story bi ilding. There were
lights in tiie upper floor, but the lower
windows were in darkness, and, the

front door being unlocked after the free-

and-easy style of the West, Currier and
his companions had no dilPiculty in

entering.

Each with a gun in his hand, they
fded into the lounge-hall with iioiscles.s

tread, but they had scarcely made their

way across the threshold when they
heard the sound of a door opening and
closing sonicwhere above their heads.
A man began to descend the stairs,

and Currier and his gangsters crouched
down beside the banisters. The man
proved to be Marsden, and as Iho
attorney reached the founge he switched'
on a light and walked over to a safe at
the far side of the room.
Currier restrau.'cd his men aiid,j

watched with interest. He permitted-
Marsden to open the safe and take from
it a legal document, which was actually
a copy of the will that had been maile
by Dorothy's father. Then, before the
attorney could close the safe, the gang-
leader moved from hiding.

"Elevate, pardner," ho drawled.
" Elevate."

Marsden spun around and saw threa
armed mei. He uttered an exclamation
and stuck up his hands with a scared
look, the will falling from his gra.sp.

"Friend." said Currier, "we're hero,
to make a collection. The cattle wo
bought from you will be on the railroad
by now, with a coupla of my men travel-'

lin' along to take .snot cash on delivery..'

We dropped in to get back the ten
thousand we paid for 'em. Stand aside
from that safe, brother "

One of his men pulled at his siccvc
inlerrupting him.

" Listen, l)o.ss." lie hissed. " Soina?^
bodv el.se comin' down the stairs."

Currier and his men crowded Marsden
into a corner, and held him there as tho
newcomer descended. It proved to be
Dorothy, and, without seeing Iha

(Continued on page 25.)
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A gripping story of a risky plot by a prison official to capture a callous, fearless gunman.
Another true story from the notebook of William J. Burns, of the U.S. Secret Service.

The 'Plane to the Rescue !

THE vvaidcn of the State prison
paced up and dowa his study, a
frown upon liis usually placid

features. The telephone had shrilled,
and the message that had reached his
ears a few short moments earlier was
evidently unpleasant in character.
Prison executives must of necessity
plumb the depths of the emotions, and
VVarden Thompson was evidently to bo
no exception to the rule.
But here was a message of an un-

usually serious nature. "Serious," in
fact, would be a somewhat mild de-
scription. "Alarming'' would de-
scribe it with even greater accuracy,
for the message hinted at a carefully
laid plan to set prison discipline at
iiauglit and flout the authority of the
law. It was nothing less ominous than
the fact, convoyed to the authorities
by prudent connections in the New
York underworld, that stops would most
certainly ho taken to keep "Killer"
O'Rourke from the electric chair!

Steps would be taken ! Not might
be taken ! There was the rub ! It was
no m(Me idle threat—of that the warden
was perfectly convinced. For the
associates of the Killci were men of
their word—silent, ruthless, banded
unitedly against decent society. Applied
o the ordinary, everyday business of
life, the talents of this particular gang
might have assured for all of them a

,
comfortable position. But the excite-
ment of law-breaking, the joy of "best-
Ling" the authorities, far outweighed
ithn attractions of legitimate occupation.

The warden well know the class of
I individual he had to reckon with—men
I

of the underworld who would stop at
Inothing; men who had limitle.<9
lillogally secured resources at their cpm-
Imarid ; men who were able to enlist
those resources in defying the law and
IBghting it to the very limit.

|L Killer O'Rourke had boon their
p.^ight particular star "

; had on-

fed amazinj; immunity from arrest

in a long and hectic career of crime;
had hitherto slipped through the
meshes of the law, simply by reason of
the fact that he had borne a charmed
life. But Killer had gone too far, had
over-estimated his powers.
Here he was, then, with a double

guard outside his cell, his days do-
finitely inunbered. For Killer O'Rourke
had slain one of his fellows under cir-
cumstances that made a pardon im-
po.ssiblo. His friends had moved
heaven and earth to secure a revision
of the death .sentence, but without
avail. ;\[ikc O'RoutTce, his daredevil
brother, long a thorn in the side of the
police of New York and an accomplice
in ICiller's latest crime, had escaped the
extreme penalty by the very breadth
of a hair, and now was faced with the
prospect of ending his life as an un-
willing guest of the Federal Govern-
ment.
Mike had accepted his sentence with

a resignation that certainly deceived
the authorities. His behaviour whilst
in prison -.vas regarded as exemplary,
and already he had qualified for little

concessions such as fall to the share of
prisoners who bow to the inevitable and
make as tittle trouble as possible.
He was permitted to receive visitors

at carefully regulated periods, such
visitors being searched and watched and
their conversation overheard. Ho was
permitted also to receive a certain num-
ber of letters per month, letters which
referred to, or seemed to refer to,
matters of a purely domestic character.
Not a single word about the gang or its

activities, for every line of tlioso letters
was carefully scrutinised by the warden,
every sheet of paper subjooted to a
test to avoid any possibility of an
illegal message coming through.
Yes, Mike O'Rourke had bowed to

the inevitable. No convict .sang more
fervently in the prison choir, none
.seemed so anxious as he to remain in
the good books of the kindly prison
warden.

The warden pressed a button, and
within a few seconds, as if impelled
thither by some well-oiled mechanism,
there came into the room a plump,
clean-shaven individual bearing a closer
resemblance to a commercial traveller
o:i vacation, than to one of the smartest
detectives in the Force. "Jlorning,
chief," greeted Detective Conneil.
"What can I do, sir?"

"It's about Killer O'Rourke," said
the wartlen. "There is, of course, no
chance of anything going wrong with
our plans He's going to the electric
cliair. Tliat's definite !"

"And no man more Justly deserved
it," came the deop-toned response. "A
menace to the coninumity, if ever there
was one; no man ever had a more just.

trial or a more honest verdict."
"Quite," returned the warden. "But

the point is that the time and place of
O'Rourke's end will have to be kept as
quiet as possible. The less publicity we
get the better. So, please, keep your
eye on the Press; pass them the word,
and tell them that there's more in our
request for as little publicity as i)os-

siblo than meets the eye. I leave you
to handle the Press." This witli .1

twinkle in his eye. for Conneil had
graduated to the Force, from the re-

portors'-room, a firjn believer in his
own private axiom that the truncheon's
mightier than the pen !

"Do you think," asked the warden,
that ominous telephone message still

at the back of his mind, "tliat we
ought to keep a special watcli on his
brother Alike? I've often thought,
you know, that Mike was the brains of
most of the enterprises that have led
Killer to the chair. That, of course,
is my private opinion. I do not speak
officiall\-.''

"No. warden." replied the detective
thoughtfully "I believe that Mike is

perfectly satisfied that he's got off with
a life sentence, instead of sharing the
death penalty with his brother. Ho
seems SLU'ly and morose at times. Still,;
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the prospect of a 'lifer' is onougli to

nuikc a chap surly, though he hasn't

been in long enough to realise what a
' lifer ' really means."
"That's as may be. Anyhow, just to

prove to vou that appearances are de-

ceptive, we've just liad warning that

Mike is going to attempt to escajx;

!

We have been warned also that if he
does manage to get away—and I'd like

to sec him try it!—he proposes to have
my life !

"Not the first man, by any means,
to threaten the warden of the State
prison, and, I imagine, not by any
means the last. What earthly chance
does a man stand these days, not only

of breaking prison, but of keeping out
of reach ot the wireless descriptions of

hmi? Still, Council, we'll keep our
eye upon his associates and the nieni-

bers of thi? O'Rourko family. Tlicrc'.s

never smoke without fire, and our in-

formant is usually correct—uncannily
so."
The convicts were assigned to their

various duties in the drab, high-walled
yard of the State prison. Wardci's
armed with loaded rifles patrolled the
place from various points of vantage;
not a single move of the prisoners
passed unnoticed And yet, in spite

of the eagle eyes that watched them,
two members of the working-gang man-
aged somehow to snatch a hurried and
breathless conversation.

"Say. Kinky," said Mike O'Rourke,
out of the corner of his mouth, "what
time is it?"
The man addressed as Kinkj- curled

his cruel lips in disgu.st.

"Time?" he repeated. "What's
botherin' you, O'Rourke? Yoii should
be worrying about the time, when for

the rest of your life you'll be raking
this yard !"

"Don't believe it !" muttered
O'Rourke. ''/'// not he raking this
yard all my life! Tell me. Kinky,"
he begged, "what d'you reckon the
time to be?"
Kinky muttered a curse.
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"Look out, INIike, they're watching
us ! It struck eleven about a quarter
of an liour ago."
"Fine!" was all the convict said.

And all the time that quiet prison
yard was a seething volcano, a place
of carefully restrained passions, of
feelings that ached to be unleashed.
Hopelessly the men looked up from
their tasks, glimpsing the sky that
roofed those prison walls—freedom so

near at hand, freedom impossible to
attain.

The guards were patrolling the prison
vail, every man on the alert, every rifle

ready for instant service, every prisoner
a marked man. Hopeless to even
dream of escaping from this living
tomb. Foolish to ever plan to run the
gauntlet of those sharp eyes, those fatal

bullets; to scale that murderously loft.y

wall—cruel, uncliinbable as the side of

a precipice. And so O'Rourko went on
sullenly with his job, apparently re-

signed to his fate, but with a glint in

his eye that .seemed to betoken mischief.
Suddenly from the distance came a
niusica! humming, as of a giant bee
questing for some mighty flower.

Nearer and nearer came that insistent

dioning, and then, a mere speck in the
sky that might iiave been a bird

gradually revealed itself as a sturdy,
swift-moving aeroplane. Nearer still it

came, ever nearer, and its antics were
both surp-ising and alarming. It nose-
dived, then righted itself, spiralled, en-
veloped itself in a smoke cloud, per-

formed evolutions that brought forth

the loud-voiced admiration of those
well-armed warders.
A welcome diversion in the pri.son

routine. They speculated whither the
'plane could be bound, the reason for
its evolutions, commented upon the
nerve of 'he pilot, playfully suggested
what an ideal method it might prove
to be to make a clear getaway from
gaol !

Uninfluenced by the commotion, a
couple of labourers, in the uniform of
raihvaymen, were patrolling the railway

In spite of the eagle eyes that
watched them, two members
of the working gang managed
to snatch a hurried and breath-

less conversation.
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track. The aeroplane and its stunts had
lio seeming interest for them, for they
walked with, hurried step along the iron
road that lay beyond the prison walls,
evidently bent upon their routine
duties. Here were the warders, sky-
gazing still, watching with unwonted in-

terest the spirallings of that hardy air-

man. Ana while the warders watched,
ill the flick of an eyelid the "railway-
men " had thrown a rope over the high
prison wall—^a long rope, a strong rope,
of which they held the ends,' and held
them firmly !

His guardians still 'plane-gazing,
Mick O'Rourke seized that heaven-sent
rope, clambered with the agility of a
monkey up the terribly high wall, ran
along the top of it with all the speed at
his command, and, just as his escape
was discovered, diopped on to the roof
of a ))assing train.

Shot after shot rang out, all very
wide of the mark. The convicts in the
prison yarJ -raised a feeble cheer as the

redoubtable O'Rourke disappeared from
view. Stern orders from above curbed
their enthusiasm, but many a convict's

heart beat franticall.v at the sheer
audacity of that exploit. The alarm
was sounded, the train fped on, carry-

ing on its roof, in a position of gravest
peril, a man who, above all men, the

prison had desired to keep in closest

custody.
O'Rourko clung to the sloping roof,

swayed to and fro by the violent

motions of the train, grabbing a pre-

cious hand-hold upon the centre-ridge,

the aperture through which the carriage

lamps were lighted Now it seemed as

if ho must be dashed to the permanent
way as the train swerved round a

wicked curve. Now, almost suffocated

by the poisonous fumes that filled a

terribly lengthy tunnel. Sparks and
dust flew in his face, and there were
moments when Mike O'Rourke. now a

fugitive from ju.^tice, longed once more
for the safety of the prison yard. But
ho had made his choice—would see it

through to the bitter end, come what
might

!

"That telephone mes-
sage had evidently

been inspired. The
train—an express, as

it so happened—flew

on, and it might have]
been observed thatj
the mysterious aero-l

plane, q u e e r 1 y I

enough, was keepings
pace with i t't
Stranger still, thel
pilot could now beT
seen paying out a|
long rope-ladder care-

fully, ,',ing3rly, whilst

hovering above the

speeding train. A
breathless s.jcoud. an
awful momci t of in-

decision, then, with a

bound, O'Rourke liad

caught the yielding

rung of the ladder,

dangled perilously in

mid-air, till stronsj

and willing hands
hauled him into tlio

rescuing 'plane.

Higher still it soared

into the clouds, until

it became a mere
speck, its destination

a matter of infinite

speculation.

The impossible had
happened

!

Mike
O'Rourke had made
his getaway, aided by
means tlfat only

iM
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nioney could have made possible. So,
it seemed, he was in a position to wreak
his threatened vengeance upon the man
who had determined to send his brother
to the chair. But would O'Rourke
dare ?

The Wireless Warning.

THE voice of the wireless announcer
broadcasted the startling news

:

"The public are advised rluit

Mike O'Rourke. brother of Killer
O'Rourke, has just escaped from (he
State Prison, and was la.st seen on the
top of a train headed for the city."

Then, after a brief interval, came an
announcement that added thrill to
thrill, as if the news of this amazing
exploit were not sufficiently startling :

"An aeroplane played a part in his
escape, and it is believed by the authori-
ties that it had been specially char-
tered for his rescue, as the pilot could
not bo identified. Watch is being kept
upon all aerodi-omes and police and
public are requested to report anything
of a suspicious character which may bo
considered to bear upon 0"Rourke"s
escape."

" ?o that's that \" exclaimed Warden
Thompson, after having made every
possible arrangement for the apprehen-
sion of the elusive Mike, if and when
discovered.
"This," he remarked to Conncll, who

ha<l since returned from his satisfactory

interview with the Press, "this is where
/ come in."
"This," corrected Coimell, "is where

wo all come in !"

" No, you doa"t quite grasp it, for

it all boils down to quite a. personal

matter. O'Rourke is the charming
gentleman who remarked to the judge,

to the v/arders, and to his prison chums,
tha.t if ever he escaped, his fust and
most ' pleasant ' duty would bo to settle

mo, once and for all.
*

"Well, warden," grunted Conncll,

"now that wc know, ifs up to us to

BOY'S cinema:

You^ll do this for me, won't you ? And
here's your auto on time, just like a
railway train, and with a fine, smart
rig-out that makes me respectable again.
What a bunch of pals to have, you
boys!"
Within half an hour the former con-

vict was speeding to the homo of one of
his associates.

"Well, Mike," they said, after
mutual congratulatior.s, "you're a smart
lad to mal<o so clean a getaway."
"Smart?'' replied O'Rourke. as the

refreshments circulated and the con-
gratulations had began to grow irk-
some. "It was the only chance, the
only way to cheat the chair of my
brother."
"But," they replied in hushed voices,

'Killer did it, didn't he? You'd have
to be the governor to save him."'
"I know," came the surly answer, "I

know that Killer did it. .Just, the same,
I'ni going to save him. What d'you
think I broke prison for? / got out,
didn't I ? Got away from the closest-
guarded prison in the States ! And
whether Killer's got a double guard o

v

not, he'll he here in this very house
before another day's pas.scd.'' 'They
listened to this grufF-voicod colleague
as if to a worker of miracles.
"Now, see here." .And they drew

closer as the desperate man outlined his
plans. "I'm going to Warden Thomp-
son's place to-night. And, what's more,
if ho doesn't go*- busy and tell the
governor that Killer was innocent, then
Mister Thompson's number's up !"

"Well. Mike," observed his bosom
friend, "a brother's a brother, and
blood's thicker than water, as someone
said, but there's no sense in putting
your head into a noose, too."

" Shut up !" was his reply, and fur-
ther comment became frozen.

show Ma.stcr Mike
going to get off."

The Warden's Ruse.

this." said the warden,
ressing his men: "I sh.T.11

soe to it that all the evening
papers carry a front-page paragraph to~

" ' "to the city

ffiy ^ Y plan is

IVl address!
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this evening. Then T want you to pass
the word to Gippy Wilson, our man in
the underworld, that the trip to the city
is a ' blind.' I want it to be given out
to him—and he knows how to pass on
the news—that I am working on a case
at 325, Edgewood Road."

'' Edgewood Road ?" repeated Conncll.
"What sort of place is that?"

"It's Sam Lovering's house. His
family is out of town, and I can borrow
the place for a day or two if necessary."
"A nice little trap," was Connell's

comment. " and I hope it keeps fine for
Mike and his cronies. But it's risky,
chief."

"We are always taking risks," came
the reply, "and this time I'm the cheese
iu the mousetrap !"

The telcphono-boll rang at O'Roiirke's
hideout, and Red Wolff, 'uosom friend
of the redoubtable Mike, answered the
cajl.

"Funny," was all Red could say.
"It's Gippy WiLson on the 'phone, aiid
ho says that Thompson's visit to the
city is a blind. He's working on a case
at 325, Eugewood Road, and he's going
to lie low there until you're back in
gaol."
"Oh, he is. is he?" commented

O'Rourke. "Well, Red. you can tell
Gippy just whore I'm hiding, just to
show how • frightened ' I am of Thomp-
son and his men."
"But, Mike, it's sheer madness."
"You heard wh.it I said. Red?"
"Have it your own wav, then." \

Mike's friends eyed each other as If

doubting the sanity of the man. Reck-
less, that was the only word for it

!

Asking for trouble, and he'd get it for
sure !

j

Xot very long afterwards, a tele-
phone bell rang in the apartment at
Edgewood Road, where Warden
Thompson had elected to "hide." for
reasons of his own. His caller was
Gippy Wilson.
"Hallo 1'' said Thompson. "What's

— *y,

Meantime, in a secret, unsus-

pected landing-place, far away
on the outskii-ts of the city, the

aeroplane came to rest, and
almost as soon as its wheels had
touched the earth a mud
tere<l saloon car, that

seemed as if it had
passed through
several campaigns,
raced to meet tho
machine. In a trice

the convict was out
of the 'plane, bundl(<l

into the closed car.

where he stripped
every stitch of his

prison garb a n <f

changed into the
smartly cut garments
of a man about town.

" Gee, Ben,"
O'Rourke said to the
mau at the steering-
ing-wheel, "everj--
thuig worked like a
clock. The simple

. message in your let-

ter—even the warden
read it, and didn't
Suspect anything —

. kept me fully pre-
pared. Tho 'plane
eame on the tick. I

;
haven't had a chance

J

to thank the pilot yet,

just whore /(c'» 1 the cfTcct that I am called

There came from the pen a puff of white smoke
deafening explosion.

Kovembet 21st, 1931.
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the address—829, Livingstone Street?

Yoti'ro sure ?"

"That was Gippy Wilson speaking,"
explained Thotiipson to the trio of

plaiii-olotlios men within call. "He lias

found out whore O'Rourke is hiding.

Get the other boys together and go after

hin). You, Connell, better hang around
here witli a couple of the men. One
never knows. And if O'Rourke makes
an entiy here, don't stop him ! There's

none too mucli time. Smart's the

word."
A posse of police raided the hiding-

place of O'Rourke, amid a joyous

smashing of glass and a splintering of

woodwork. The house was surrounded,
every exit barred. Ah ! Here was a

room with the lights all on, and seated

in an armchair a figure imroncerncdiy
reading an evening paper. The fugitive

at last ! Tt seemed too easy—too good to

be true !

"Put 'em up !"' came the stern order.

The man looked up with obvious annoy-

ance. It was none other tlian Red
Wolff! The policemen did their best to

hide their chagrin.
"Say, gentlemen," drawled Red,

"what" do you mean by damaging the

place like this? Why didn't you knock
on the door like decent fellows?"

In the meantime, taking advantage

of the commotion that was bound to

arise—and as has been seen, did arise

—at his own hideout, Mike O'Rourke
had trailed the warden to the house

at Edgcwood Road. Litilo by little,

foot by foot, taking advantage of the

deep siiadows, lie had drawn nearer and.

nearer to the man whose life would be

forfeit, unless the warden yielded to a

peremptory demand. Sharp eyes were
watching O'Rourke as he tampered with

:i window-fastening.
Unaware of the danger near at hand,

the warden had selected a volume from
the bookcase, had settled down comfort-

ably to an hour of undisturbed reading

The hell tinkled.

"No news of O'Rourke," came across

the wire. "We surrounded the place,

but onlv succeeded in nabbing Red
Wolff. We think he knows more than
he'll tell. So we'll hang on to him for-

a bit."

"Good work !" was the warden's
reply. "Carry on, then come straight

along to Edgewood Road and bring the

boys along with you."
And all the time death was creeping

ever nearer to the tranquil warden.
Book in Iiand, and by now deeply

immersed in its pages, there came a

gruff voice from liis immediate rear, a

voice that was full of menace—a merci-

less, unforgiving voice, if ever there

was one.
"Well. Thompson," was the message

carried by that cold, hard voice. "I've

got you this time! Your men are out-

.sido. I believe?"
"Just a couple ot the boys," replied

the warden easily, without a falter.

"Then you'll take up that 'phone,"

commanded Mike, "and tell your men
to beat it—quick! And then we'll talk

business—you and me. And there's

quite a lot to talk about." he added,
fingering his gun significantly.

The warden, hesitating for the frac-

tion of a second, took up the telephone

communicating with the ante-room.
"Tliere's no need for you fellows to

stay on any longer. Get along home
until you hear from ine further."

"That's the ticket," commented the

convict. " Now you'll switch off that

'phone and listen to me. Just attempt
to call Headquarters, or anybody else,

and you're a.s good as dead. You can
walk out of here alive—and I don't sup-
Jioveoiber 21st, 1931.
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pose you want to peg out before your
time—on just one condition."
"And that condition is?" inquired the

warden.
"At five-thirty to-morrow morning my

brother is supposed to go to the elec-

tric chair. It was you who helped to

put him in that chair, and it's you who
are going to get him out of it."

"Listen O'Rourke, what you ask is

quite impossible, and you know it!"

"Nothing's impossible when your life

is at stake," snarled O'Rourke. "It's

the very simplest thing in the world.
And this IS how you're going to do it:

you'll telephone the governor riglit

away, and tell him that you've got some
new evidence which proves that my
brother did not kill Kelly."
"Such a lie that would not be suffi-

cient to free your brother," said the
waixien, jjlaying for time.

"I kiio.v that. But it will do just

what I am planning to do, which is this:

it will delay the execution, delay it just

long enough tor my brother to make liis

getaway as easily as 1 did, in spite of

all your precautions." The convict

chuckled at the recollection.

"I don't Jionestly believe the

governor can do a thing at this late

hour. The case liad a fair trial, there
was an appeal, and it will take more
than a 'phone-call to interfere with the
course of events. No, O'Rourke, it's a
waste of time—and you know. Shoot,
if you want to! Y'ou'U hang, in any
case—my men will get you if it takes

a life-time."

"Stop your nonsense, Thompson," the
convict commanded. "You're onh-
playing for time. I'm going to count
ten, and if you've not called the
governor by then, you might as well

say your prayers—if you know any."
"AH right, O'Rourke," returned the

warden with a sigh, "I'll call him up,

though you might as well know that

he's in town here to-night, attending a

banquet at the home of Frank Spear."
"I don't care where he is

—'phone

him."
The warden took up the telephone book.
"Let's see. Spear's place is on Main

Street—here it is—Central 9854." Then
closed the book.
"What a nui-sancef" he exclaimed.

"What was that number?"
"How should I know?" was

O'Rouvke's angry reply.
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Once more the warden reached for

the book, drew a scribbling pad to-

wards him, reached for his pen, only
to be roughly warned: "Put down that
hand, Thompson ! How do I know
there's not a gun?"

'

'

" Wrong again, Rourke. I'm just
reaching for my pen."
But the escaped convict was taking

no chances

"Pen or no pen, I'll handle it."

With a jerk, he freed the pen from
the warden's pocket, covering him mean-
time with the wicked-looking revolver.

"Listen, Mister Warden, just you get
me right. I'm running this show! Now
jot down that number, so that you don't
forget it this time, and make it quick.

Time's getting along, and that brother
of mine is going to be free! Get me?"
"What's the hurry?" inquired the

warden, with an assumed indifference

that goaded his captor to anger.

And then, with an innocent and quite

disarming glance, W'aiden Thompson
pointed the pen at Mike O'Rourke; and
as he pointed there came from the pen
a puff of white smoke and a deafening
explosion, and a generous charge of

tear-gas went full into the eyes of the

astonished criminal. O'Rourke reeled,

gasped, spluttered, yet in spite of tiis

agony kept a grip on himself. Grab-
bing his pistol, he fired* wildly in the

warden's direction, and with the noise

of the firing the detectives hurled them-
selves into the room, grabbed the

blinded convict, handcuffed him before

lie liad time to collect his senses.

"Boss," said Connell, wringing hi»

chief warmly by the hand, "remember
you ordered us never to leave until wo
received the instructions a second time.

That was the only thing that saved the

situation."

"I know," replied the warden, wip-

ing his eyes, for by now the tear-gas

had penetrated the room. " But never

forget that I told you boys that the

little tear-gas pen of mine might come
in handy some day. It has."

Killer O'Rourke paid the penalty.

Mike still dawdles over his duties in the

prison yard; still watches the skies for

possible rescues from the clouds. But
the State Prison, prepared for most
eventualities, is prepare<l even for that!

(By permission of the Ideal FilD

Co., Ltd.)

GRAND COMPLETE FILM NOVELS!
" HIGH STAKE S "

Joe Lennon did not approve of the
baby-faced girl his elder brothef
Richard had married after being for
ten years a widov/er. He felt that
something was radically wrong
somewhere, and set out to prove it

in his own nonchalant manner

—

with highly dramatic circumstances.

"THE WRITTEN LAW."
An eminent physician lose.s his sight
and a so-called friend tries to steal

the affection of his wife. The un-
masking of an outsider. Starring
Percy Marmont and Madeleine

Carroll.

" FASCINATION."
For two years the young married
couple lived happily, then an actress
came into their lives. The wife was
prepared to make any sacrifice for

her husband, but Starring
Madeleine Carroll and Carl Harbord.

Don't miss these three grand film
stories, complete in this week's
issue of our companion paper

—

"SCREEN STORIES."
On Sale Wednesday. Price Sd.

MAE MURRAY «ii^ LOWELL SHERMAN
in

< HIGH STAKES."
it:
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I "THE STAR WITNESS."
I

t (UODtinuea iiom page lu.; i

lipon them from the upper part of the

shop opposite, but almost at once the

man who had been tutoring Doiiny m
the art of baseball pitching allayed

their fears.

'It's all right. Jack." Ho grinned at

his leader's obvious discomfiture. "Just
a slight accident. The kid was practis-

ing 3, pitch and sent the ball

througii
"

An accident, boloney!" A hatchet-

faced gangster. Lug Lorgons by name,
turned quickly from the window. Below
On the side-walk he had seen an aged
man witii iron-grey hair and beard and
dressed in the blue uniform of an army
pensioner, pick up the baseball that had
landed at his feet. "The kid's grand-
father is down in the street—I recog-

nise the old fool. It was him who ^''as

E
faying that flute. Searching for I he

rat, I guess, and the kid knew it was

I

him by the music."
His ugly face black with rage, Big
ck swung on his heel, and his mur-

brously gleaming eyes glared down to

6e si<le-walk. Ho was just in time to

'see Grandpa Summerill inspect the base-

ball closer and to give a start as he dis-

covered from the initials upon it that

it was the one he had recently given his

gi andson.

; Next moment and the watching gang-
' stor saw the old warrior hobble away,
and knew on the instant that he had
gone in search of the police.

"You dirty little brat!" Big Jack
fairly leaped at Donny, caught liiin

savagely by the coat collar and slung
him into the settee. " l'"or that I've a

darned good mind to drill you !"

His gun was out in a flash, menacing
the cowering little figure, but evidently
he thought better than to shoot a more
child, for ho suddenly swung away and
confronted his confederates.
"That old swine's gone for the bulls

-that's certain, boys 1" he spat at them
fiercely. " Best make a break for it

before we have a hornet's nest about
our cars."

But grandpa had run into half a

dozen stalwart patrolmen not fifty yards
along Iho road. They came swinging
out of a side-turning, one of several

I parties of oflicers who wore scarcliing

that quarter of the city for the kid-

I

napped boy.
" Quick 1 Quick!" The old stager cx-

Icitcdly grasped the arm of the foremost
lofliccr. " Along hero, quick—the Ideal
|Papcr Box Plant, Ltd."

Now, see here, grandpa," growled
[the patrolman, a good-natured man of

fEnglish descent, "you can't play tricks

ike this on "

"Grandpa's right. That's just what
am. I'm his grandpa." In his excite-

iicnt old man Summerill did not realise

ho need for making him.<;elf clear to

he group of officers. Again he tugged
' t Police-Officer Sainty's arm, succeeded

I dragging him almost to tlie door c)f

le premises labelled the Ideal Paper
;Qx Plant, Ltd., and pointed a trem-
bling finger towards the smashed win-
6w above. "See up there, that
ushed window? Denny's up there

—

my, my grand "

'That's enough, you old ditherer."
fes'Of Policc-Officer Sainty's (Colleagues
1$ped grandpa firmly by the arm.
7e can't have you raving like this in

lie streets. Batty, that's what you are.

|!d you're going inside to be certified."

"'Why, doggone it!" grandpa fumed.
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"So I'm batty, huh? Why, you big

mug, I'll
"

"iS'ow, now, what's all the row?" a

stern voice suddenly inquired.

A police lieutenant, followed by a ser-

geant, had stepped from across the rc^nd

to discover what the scene was about.

But before any of liis subordinates could
answer him, the sergeant accompany-
ing him gavo_ a shrill whistle, then
turned quickly to his superior officer.

"This man's Summerill, sir," he ex-

plained. "The missing witness in the
>'ampo case."
- "Missing witness, your granny!" The
old warrior pulled a face at the sergeant,
then turned eagerly to the lieutenant.

"Now, now, you listen here, young
man. Take a sly look above these here
premises, the broken window there.

You see it? Well, my grandson's up
there. How do I know ? Well, he
threw this here baseball through the
window as I came along a-playing my
fife. I was liunting for him, and lie

recognised the tune I was a-pyiing. See
his initials on the ball? You do? Well,
if you've brains you can guess the rest.

Campo's gang kidnapped Donny Leeds
and they've got him right up there."

The lieutenant nodded grimly as he
again took a surreptitious glance at the
broken window above, saw tlic pair of

sinister eyes that peeied down at them.
The eyes of Big Jack, who stepped
hastily back from the window to report
to his companions that there was no
easy getaway for tlieni now—that it had
come to a show-down with the cops and
that they must light their way to

freedom.

"Now, boys "—his face set grimly,
the police lieutenant reached for his

gun—" we're going in after that kid
right now, and if those thugs show
light don't hesitate to shoot 'em down.
Ready?"
They nodded, and ho led the way to

a door upon whose frosted glass panels
were the words, "Ideal Paper Box
Plant, Ltd." Instantly Grandpa Sum-
merill, his eyes shining wfth the light of

battle, shuffled to the police lieutenant's
side. But the officer, becoming aware
of the old fellow's presence, stopped and
gravely shook his head.

"No, you cant come, grandpa," ho
told him sternly. "Its too darned risky.

Those brutes will almost certainly shoot
when we break in and "

" Let 'em shoot !" With an effort

grandpa drew himself erect. "I'm a
soldier I am—and I'll say the army can
tako care of itself. Yes, sirec, they
darn well can, believe me."
The lieutenant knew there was no

time for argument, so with a shrug v)f

his shoulders, he went forward again,
led his men into what seemed to be half-

shop, half -office. Not a soul to be seen

—

if there had been anyone in tlie place in

the last few minutes he had evidently
become aware ot the presence of the
police and had made himself scarce.

Without hesitation, the lieutenant
opened a door at the far end of the
spacious premises, and, gun in hand, he
led the way into the wide passage
beyond. In front laj a staircase that
ran up to the floor above, and the
police swarmed towards it.

All seemed strangely quiet and still,

but not for long. Suddenly there came
a loud report from the direction of the
upstairs landing, and, with a gasp, one
of the leading police officers pitched to

the floor, a bullet imbedded in his

thigh.

Next instant the place echoed to a
regular fusillade of shots.

'Paking advantage of what little

shelter they could find, the police

olficers fired every time a face showed
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on the landing at the top of the stairs.

But Big Jack and his confederates,
trapped though they were, offered a

stout resistance, and the battle waged
grim and relentless for some few
minutes before a concerted rush by the
police at last overpowered them.

"Ah, ha, we've beaten the dirty
skunks!" To the amazement of the
police lieutenant. Grandpa Summerill
waved a revolver excitedly above hia
head. The old stager grinned as he saw
the frown on the stern but good-looking
face. " Yes, siree, a gun, and I sure
enjoyed meself with it. Shot one of the
white-livered curs, I think. But don't
look at me like that. I've got a licence
for the dunicd thing. You pay atten-
tion to your business. Find my grand-
son—you hear me?"
The officer laughed good-naturedly,

then gave quick instructions to two of
h:s men. A few minutes' search, then
back they came with little Donny,
who, at sight of his grandfather, gavo
a loud whoop and ran into his out-
stretched arms.

" That's the Fellow Who Did the
Shooting !

"

THE court was crowded, for the trial
of the notorious Maxey Campo,
racketeer and killer, had aroused

tremendous interest in tlio city of Fara-
mcnto, especially as this was the first

time in many mouths that a gangster
had been put in the dock.
Would he be found guilty of the

charge upon which he was indicted?
All present hoped that ho would be,
though the majority feared that
bribery and corruption, or intimidation,
would carry the day in his favour.
Every precaution had been taken by

the authorities to guard against tho
possibility of an attempt being made
by Campo's gunmen to kidnap tho
pii.soncr from the court-room. A
strong force of armed police officers

had been flung around tiie building,
while some score others stood at van-
tage points within the court itself. And
e\ery care had been taken not to let in
any known member of the gangster
fraternity of the city or any othei"

suspicious characters.
The case for the State had been out-

lined. Campo was charged with killing

Jim Preston, a trusted officer of Fara-
mento, and Greener Kaufman, the
gangster who had .sought to double-
cross his old enemy by giving evidence
against him to the police.

The first witness, Jackie Leeds, was
placed in the box, and District

Attorney Whitlock, his face hard and
grim, immediately confronted him.

" Now, Mr. Leeds, you have heard
the charge, one of first degree murder,
made against Maxey Campo, the
prisoner." He half-turned and glanced
at Campo, who was leaning arrogantly
against the dock, hands in pockets, a
cynical smile upon his thin, cruel lips,

coolly masticating chewing-gum. " You
saw the shooting down in Western
Street from the window of your house,

Mr. Leeds. Now is this the man who
fired at Jim Preston and Kaufman?"
Jackie looked nervously at the sinister

figure of tho racketeer, saw the fero-

cious gleam in the man's eyes and ex-

perienced a feeling of nausea.
"Nun-no," he said in a weak and

trembling voice.

A wido grin spread across Campo's
coarse face, while Whitlock eyed Jackie
with white-hot fury in his gaze.
"But your .statement," ho rapped

out. "In it you said you identified

tho killer from tho photograph I

showed .you—and that photograph was
Maxey Campo's."

November 2lst, 1931.
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"Yc-yos." Jackie fidgeted restlessly

ivitli his watchchain. "But I—I see
now I made a mistake. This is not
the same man as the one who did the
shooting."
Whitlock gritted his teeth. In that

moment it was on the tip of his tongue
to tell the youngster that he was yellow
—scared to do liis duty as an honour-
nble and law-abiding citizen because
he feared the i^owcr of Campo's gang.

But he suppressed the feeling, and, in-

dicating that the witness should be
allowed to .stand down, he called upon
Jackie's sister, Sue.

"JNIiss Leeds." Whitlock's voice was
pleading as the girl took her stand in

the witness-box. "You did not see the
shooting, I know, but you can estab-

lish one fact. The killer and his

diabolical companions entered your
liouse tliat night as they made their

getawaj-. You saw them as you re-

turned from the cellar, where you had
gone for a pot of jam. Was the
prisoner the man in the raincoat?"

Sue shuddered as she stole a glance
ill Maxey Campo, saw the evil glitter

in his eye.
" Well, I—er—well he looks somc-

tliing like him," she said lamely. "But,
really, I wouldn't swear to it."

As the district attorney shrugged his

shoulders helplessly, Maxey Campo let

out a loud guffaw and winked at his

counsel, «a crook lawyer who was in his

pay.
"Silence in court!" came the deep-

throated voice of the usher.
"Your honour." Campo's coun.sel

was now on his feet. "I demand that
tlic case against my client bo dismissed
on the ground of insufficient evidence."

Campo shot the discomfited Whit-
lock a triumphant glance, then turned
hts sinister eyes on the judge's dis-

ajjpointed face.

"Mr. Wliitlock, I need not tell you
the law." The judge experienced a
twinge of pain that he should be com-
pelled to .speak thus to the district
eittorney. Like all law-abiding citizens
lie had hoped that Whitlock would
have a clear case—tliat at the end of
the trial he would be able to pro-
nounce the death .sentence on the pri-

soner. But his hopes were now dashed
ti the ground. " You have produced
no evidence to warrant me holding the
defendant, therefore

"

He paused as he noticed that Whit-
lock's assistant, Thorpe, had come hur-
riedly into the courtroom and was
v.hispcring in his chief's ear. Next
nioinent «nd the district attorney, tin

eager gleam in those fine blue eyes of
III*, was facing him again.

"Your honour," Whitlock cried in a
voice \ ibraiit with excitement, "may
I ask tlie indulgence of this court for
just a few moments oti a matter of groat
imf'ortance in this case?"
"Granted." The judge hesitated not

a moment in giving his reply.

But as Whitlock swung about with
the intention of hastening into an ad-
joining room, where he had been told
by Tliorjie he was wanted on the tele-
phone l)y the i-'tanton Street Police
Station, Maxey Campo's counsel leaped
hastily to his feet Shrewd that he was,
lie shared tne judge's susjncion that this
interruption in the proceedings meant
fresh evidence against his client

—

perhaps vital evidence that would con-
demn him.
"Your honour, I object \" he cried

\Tarmly.
"Objection overruled," announced the

iiidf;e promptly.

(
Tfie district attorney, with a triumph-
November 2Ist, 1931.
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ant smile, bowed to the judge, then
hurried quickly from the court. A few
minutes' absence, and then he was back
again. But even as he took up his
stand once more, a police officer ap-
proached and spoke "to him in . a
whisper.

"Yes, yes, officer. Bring tliem right
in." His face beaming, Whitlock went
over to Mrs. Leeds and her family,
who sat in the .seats reserved for wit-
ne.'-ses. llis shining eyes took in them
all, including the father who rested com-
fortably on his stretcher on the floor,
but. it was to Mrs. Leeds that he
addressed himself. "Mrs. Leeds, I've
real good news for you. Your boy is

safe. I just had word to that effect
from the Stanton Police Station."

"Oh, thank Heaven for that!" The
mother clasped her hands thankfully
and gave the district attorney a grate-
ful glance. "Donny safe! Oh, how
wonderfid !"

"They're bringing him here now,"
Whitlock went on. "And his grand-
father's with him. It appears that JNIr.

Summerill was searching for the boy
and "

But his words were drowned in a
bedlam of sound that suddenly welled
up in the Court. All faces turned in-

stantly towards the door at the far end
of the crowded room where, surrounded
by half a dozen police-officers, there had
appeared the aged form of Grandpa
Summerill and the small figure of little

Donny.

"One moment, your Honour!" Whit-
lock faced the judge with the air of a
man who has already tasted the fruits

of victory. "Some additional witnesses
arrived to testify."

The judge nodded, experiencing a
thrill of elation at the district attorney's
words.

Instantly Whitlock swooped clown on
Grandpa Summerill as he and Donny
joined their family, and the small boy
was embraced passionatelv by the
greatly relieved Mrs. Leeds.

"Do you want to take the stand now,
Mr. Summerill?" the district attorney
eagerly inquired.

But as the old stager swung i-ound on
him, and as he saw that he was breath-
ing heavily, that his eyes looked heavy
as if from lack of sleep, Whitlock re-

membered what the police chief at the
Stanton Street Station had told him
over the telephone. Grandpa Summerill
had been tramping the streets since he
had disappeared the previous da}% in

the hope that he would be able to trace
his kidnapped grandson. It was clear

that he must be very tirwl—almost at

the end of his tether. And humane that
ho was, Whitlock felt he could not pos-

sibl.v tax the old man further yet
awhile.

"No, Mr. Summerill." he said, squeez-
ing grandjia's arm. "You'd better wait
a little while. You must be tired. I'll

got an adjournment while you snatch
a little rest."

"Adjournment nothing!" The fight-

ing light was back in grandpa's eyes.

Rest when he had his duty to the State
to do ? Not he ! Hadn't he once been
in battle for the better part of a week
with little more than two hours' sleep
the whole while? Shoulders squared as
if he were on parade, he looked at Whit-
lock determinedly. "Of course I'm
going to take my stand now, and, by
lieck, they're going to hear a darned
jiretty tune!"
Iinportantly, he shuffled forward,

making straight for the judge's bench.
Arrived there he blinked uj) into tlie

stern face, bowed somewhat awkwardly, [
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then, with surprising suddenness, turned
quickly about.
"Ah, ha, that's the fellow that did

the shootin'!" Eyes gleaming fiercely,

he raised a hand, pointed his finger
straight at Maxey Campo, wlio scowled
at him. But the ferocious look in no
way perturbed the old warrior. Quickly
he turned to the judge again, while
ever5'one in the court-room strained
their eare to catch his words. "Yes,
he's the fellow, judge. Now let ma
tell you and the whole darned Court
something. These skunks ain't so tougli
as they think they are. The trouble
with us is that we're too weak-kneed
with 'em. I ask you, what would the
founders of our country have done witli
scum like them? What would Abraham
Lincoln have done ? Why, he'd liave
risen up and flung them slap into the
ocean. And it's time we was a-doin' tha
same thing. Yes, siree!"'

The judge could only blink at him.
so taken aback was he with this irre-

verent outburst. But his Honour was
not the only one in the court who waj
utterly astoimded by Grandpa Sum-
merill's passion-inflamed words. Every
single person present was flabbergasted
—as for Maxey Campo, he felt suddenly
weak and helpless, without a spark ot -

fight left in him. »;

Watched by hundreds of pairs of fas-

cinated eyes. Grandpa suddenly shuffled

forward and confronted the prisoner aj
he leaned limply against the dock.

"You low-down dirty rat, shoot men
in the back, would you, huh? Kidnap
little Donnj', beat up his father, huh ?

Well, I'm going to give you a dose of
clean medicine, not the rotten stuff that
you like to dish up."

Eyes flashing fire, he brought up his '

fist and smashed it with all his force to

the point of Campo's jaw. With a
grunt the gang.ster tottered sideways,

but grandpa only grinned ferociously,

then with another quick movement he
kicked Campo's feet from under hiiuj

and brought him crashing to the floor,
j

" And that's one I owe you for lam-

j

ming me on the head with that gun.^
How do you like it, huh? Tell me, how
do jou like it ?"

Whitlock came darting forward, tha
first in all the Court to recover from
the effects of the startling scene that

had been enacted before their eyes.

Quickly lie gripped giandpa's arm, but
the old fellow pushed him aside, theaj
scanned the court with his "fiercely gleam-
ing eyes.

"Now where's that infernal witne;

stand?" he shrilled. "I'll .show 'em
I'll testify that it was this dirty thu_
who did the shooting on Western Street
Fond of taking folk for a ride, is hcf'^:

Well, it's his turn to take such a ti'ip-*]

a trip to the Chair, and. by heck, it'P*

going to be warm for him!"

Words that sounded the death-knell

for Maxey Campo. for, inspired by the

pluck and grit of Grandpa Summerill,
star witness in the trial, the wliole of

the Leeds family went into the witm-ss-

stand and swore that it was he who li.id

shot Jim Preston and Greener Kaufniau
in Western Street that fatal night.

And so Maxey Campo went to the

Chair, and his demise did much to lesseo

the gang atrocities in the city, for the

czars of the underworld were compelled

to realise that the Law was a jiower,

after all, and was not to be 1

defied.

llr„i

light^

(By permission of Warner Bros. Pie*

tures, Ltd., starring Charles (Clue) Salf

. and Walter Huston.)
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attorney or his captors, she stooped as

tho reached the hall and picked up the
document that had fallen from AJars-
den's hand a few seconds previously.
She was gazing at the document when

Currier moved into view, and as she
heard his footfalls she looked np
quickly. Next instant she drew back''

with an exclamation.
"Just a minute, sister," said Currier.

"This is unexpected good luck."
Dorothy whipped round and darted

towards the stairs again, but one of

Currier's men slipped between her and
her objective and pushed her away
loughly.
"Take it easy, ma'am," ho advised.

"Kinda looks as if the boss 'ud like to
have your company."

" Yeah, tho boss would," observed
Currier. "You see, we'll have to take
you along with us, lady—as you might
put the sheriff on our track too soon.
We don't want any description of u.?

circulated until we're a long way from
liere."

One of Currier's men caught Dorothy
•by the wrist. The other was standing
guard over the cringing figure ot
iMarsden.

" Well," the gang-loader continued,
"we'd better get to business, I reckon.
I'll lift that money from the safe, boys.
and then we'll hit tho saddle. Bring
the gal^ along—an' that guy iMarsden.
too. We'll show 'cm tho moonlight on
the river—from (ho other side."
He was thinking of the JMoxican

reaches of the Rio Grande, which he
hoped to make before midnight. Once
over the border he and his men would
Ix' safe from U.S. law, and could safely
allow Dorothy and JMarsdcn to return.
Currier did not know that I5uck

Sawyer was approacT'ing the ranch-
house at that very moment to tether his
horse in a range of brush and steal for-

ward noiselessly.

It was as well for Buck that he em-
ployed caution, for when ho had almost
IKnetrated tho thicket he discovered the
two men, Blaney and Carson, standing
on the edge of the brush.
Buck crouched down. The gangsters

wore somewhat to the left of him, but
ho could hear their voices distinctly and
made out every word that they uttered.
"I reckon wo oughta tour around the

house," Blaney was saying. "We're
only watchin' the front of it from here."

" Okay, Blaney," agreed Carson.
"That's a good idea. I'll walk this way
and you walk the other."
They separated, and Carson's steps

took him towards tho point whore Buck
was hiding. By the time he was passing
the ranch-foreman, Blaney had vanished
beyond a corner of the house.
Buck sprang to his feet and lunged

forward. Carson caught sight of him
in the instant of his attack, and reached
for his six-gun with a cry, but tlie ex-
clamation was stifled as Buck clapped a
hand over Ins mouth. Nor was the
rogue successful in his attempt to draw
his revolver, for Buck forestalled bim
and snatched the weapon out of its

bolster before tho crook's fingers could
close on the butt.

Buck had thrown his arm around
j'Carson's neck and face, and as the fellow
began to struggle tho big foreman

Iclubbed tho six-gun and struck him a
htumiing blow on the temple.
|i Carson sagged to the ground in a

llicap and lay still. Buck, throwing the
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man's revolver far into the brush,
moved on to the ranch-house.
He gained the wall of it. and peered in

through a window of the lounge. He
immediately saw Dorothy, Marsden and
their captors, and realised that it would
bo suicidal to enter by tho front door,
as the crooks happened to be facing it.

Buck drew back and took stock of the
outside wall of the building. A moment
later ho was climbing to a balcony on
the upper floor, and, having scrambled
over the rail of this, he made his way
quietly through a bed-room and stepped
out on to a landing overlooking the hall-

lounge.
The occupants of tho lounge were in

more or less the same position as when
ho had last seen them, and Currier and
his men now had their backs to him.
"Up with your hands'!" Buck com-

manded imperatively.
There was a scufHing of feet as the

crooks wheeled. Looking towards the
gallery, they discerned Buck standing
near the head of the stairs with a forty-

five in his grasp, and the muzzle of the
weapon was threatening them indis-

criminately. They rai.scd their arms
with only a momentary hesitation.

Buck spoke to Marsden, who seemed
incapable of thinking for himself.

"Come on there," ho said. "Get their
guns—and make it snappy."
Marsden advanced to disarm the

gangsters, and Dorothy willingly gave
him a hand. Currier uttered an oath
and for a second seemed inclined to
resist, but Buck called a warning.

" Back up there. Currier," he rapped
out. "The hammer of this gun is itchin'

to fall!"

Currier accented the situation and was
relieved of his six-shooters. His two
hirelings were e'so obliged to remain
passive while their "artillery" was
taken from them.
"All right," Buck called to Marsdo!)

again. " I,ay the forty-(^ve on that
table and then fetch some rope."
Alarsden did as he was told, and pro-

ceeded to bind the gangsters' wri.'its.

Bare Fists.

M.VRCHING around the house,
Blaney wondered why he did not
meet with Carson, and ho only

discovered the
reason when he
came upon his

comrade's body at

the edge of the
brush.

Blaney stooped
quickly, and as

he peered at

Carson he made
out a dark bruise
on tho fellow's
temple. He at-

tempted to arouse
him, but his

eflforts wore in

vain. Carson, lay
like a log, utterly
oblivious of his
surroundings.

"Gosh !" Blaney
muttered. "Some-
body musta
socked him just

after we left each
other."
He straightened

up and made for
the ranch - house
veranda, but as
ho was approach-
ing it he caught a
glimpse of the
hall through ono
of the windows.

Blaney took in
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the scene at once—Marsden in the
act of .securing Currier and the
other two gangsters, Buck Sawyer
covering them from the gallery.

It was as easy for Blaney to climb
to tho upper floor as it had been for
Buck, and sixty seconds later the rufTiaa
was moving on to tho landing to sur-
prise the foreman from the rear.
"Diop that iron, Sawyer!" he

grated, janmiing the barrel of his
forty-five into the small of tho cattle-
man's back
Tho young foreman lowered his gun

and then let it fall to the floor. The
thud of it synchi'onised with Currier's
voice.

"Good work, Blaney," the gang
leader called. "Hey, Bill, get me
loose, will yuh ?"

Currier and ono of his companions
had been bound, but the third man was
still free, and, pushing Marsden aside,

ho set about untying tho cords with
which the other two had been secured.
Meanwhile, Buck stood helpless on

the landing, but an opportunity for
action was yet to oomn. and it presented
itself when a bod-room door suddenly
opened.

It was opened by no more formid-
able a personage than Jenny. Dorothy's
coloured servant, who h.ad been
attracted by tho sound of strange
voices. But Blaney whipped round in

some alarm, and turned his gun from
Buck, wlioreuiion the foreman turned
swiftly and struck the weapon from his

hand.
Blaney uttered an angry bellow and

lashed out at Buck, but tho young
cattleman parried the blow and banged
his fist to the bridge of Blaney's nose.

The crook's strident roar became a
howl of pain, and he bumped violently

against the wall.

"Hold him. Blanoy !" yelled Currier
from tho hall. "We'll be with vuh in

a couple of shakes ! Ouirk, Bill—get
those cords slackened ofT !''

Marsden made ,t belated attempt to

hinder the man Bill, but the latter

turned on him and flung him info a
corner with a swoop of his arm. Mean-
while, up on the landing. Blaney was
doing his best to tackle Buck.
He grappled with tho big foreman
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tind tried to wrestle liiin, only to meet
iwith another reverse. There was a
fierce scuffle, during which Blaney ap-

peared to hold his own for a second or
two. Then Buck «wung him clean off

his feet and lifted him in his powerful
grasp.
Bianey squealed as he was borne

alofc. Poised above the banister rail,

he struggled frantically as ho saw the

hall twenty feet below him, but his

struggles were of no avail, and a

moment later iio was dropping through
spiace.

He crashed into a' bureau and rolled

to the floor, groaning and breathless.

By that time, however, Currier and the
other two were ready for Buck, and
Currier was running to the table to

snatch up one of the guns Marsdcn had
laid there.
Buck climbed to the gallery rail and

threw himself at a heavy chandelier
which hung from the ceiling. He
gripped It as he dived through mid-air,

and the momentum oi his leap swung
him forward «bovc the heads of his

enemies.
He let go of the chandelier and

plunged downwards, and iic struck
Currier feet-foremost. The gang leader
was bowled over like a ninepin, and
Buck sprawled atop of him.
The other two rogues rushed to where

the foreman lay, but before they could
roach him the hall was in darkness.
For Dorotiiy, standing near the door,
had turned off the switch.

Buck .scrambled to his feet and drove
his bunched knuckles at a face which
loomed close to him. The blow con-
nected with an impact that was heard
all over the lofty room, and the face
disai^peared.
The remaining gangster pounced on

Buck and caught him with a savage
punch that rocked the big foreman, so

that ho tottered across the hall for

.several paces. But he camo back at the
crook and dashed him to the floor

Mith a terrific hook.
Blaney had roused himself, however,

and so had Joe Currier and the man
Bill; nv.d the three of them made a

concerted attack on Buck that threat-

ened to overwhelm him.

A faint spark of unsuspected courage
urged Marsdcn to go to the foreman's
Jissistance. and he stumbled through
the gloom and engaged Blaney, drag-
ging him out of the melee and giving
him a tap on the chin.

Blaney retaliated with a full swing
that spun Marsdcn across the iiall. The
attorney brought up against a chair,

and was steadied by the collision. But
«s he was endeavouring to brace him-
self for a fresh onslaught, a buxom
figure stepped towards him from the
rear.

It was the figiu-e of Jenny, who had
descended the stairs a mom(>nt before.
She was carrying the cudgel with which
she had armed herself the day the stage
Jiad been robbed, and she deliberately
lifted th..' bludgeon above George
Marsden's head.

She did not recognise the attorney in

the gloom, and took him for one of
Currier's rufhans. Down came the
cudgel with a sniarl thwack, and, as
Marsden eollap.sed. Jenny drew back
into the deepest shadows.

Buck, in the meantime, was battling
desperatelv against his assailants. Bill
wa^ felled by an upper-cut that might
have .staggered a gorilla. Currier was
luirlod across a .settee by a devastating
light to the head. Blaney, after scor-
ing with one or two blows, was driven
iicross the hall before a rain of punches.

('iirripr and Bill regained their feet
Isoveinlier 21st, 1D31.
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and closed on Buck once more. The
fouith man, who had been laid low in

the initial stages of the fight, now
struggled up as well, but as ho was
stumbling towards the scene of conflict

Marsden rose to confront him.
Marsdcn was still dizzy from the rap

across the skull which Jenny had con-
ferred on him. But he struck out
hazih' at (he gangster.
The crook hit back at him just as

hazily, and soon tho two were exchang-
ing a regular series of blows, most of
which went wide. But as Marsden was
wai'niing to his work, Jenny stepped out
of hiding and, still under the impres-
sion that I he attorney was one of Cur-
rier's gang, she smote him once again
over the back of the head.
Marsden v/avercd at the knees and

then sank into a sitting posture. Jenny
withdrew once more, never dreaming
that she had been instrumental in rais-

ing the odds against Buck fi-oni three
to four.

Buck was knocked sprawling by an
unlucky punch, but, as the crooks
dashed towards him. he rolled aside
iind sprang to his feet, in time to sec

Currier and his men blundering into
the big. open fireplace.

The gangsters wheeled and renewed
their atlaek in a body. Yet, despite

tho odds against him. Buck did not
choose to wait on the defensive. Spring-
ing to meet them halfway, he tore into

the ruffians with both hands, smashed
two of them to tlie floor and. sweeping
aside the burly form of Currier, ham-
mered the wits out of another gangster.
He had crushed the rogue under a

storm of i)unches. when a girl's voice
screamed a warning It was the voice

of Dorothy, and. turning on his heel.

Buck saw what she had seen—the figure

of Currier brandishing a chair in his

hands and rushing across the hall like

a maniac.
Tiie yo\ing foreman .scarce had time

to duck. He took the shock on his

broad back, and the chair broke in two.
Next second he had dosed with Currier.

Over bv the stairs George Marsdcn
rose for the third time, but as he was
tottering forward shakily Jenny again
assailed him, and .she struck him with
the bludgeon even more lustily than
before.
Marsden drooned with a sigh and

stretched himself out on the floor,

whereupon .Tenny gave vont to an ex-

clamation of satisfaction.

"Ah alwa3'S gits . mah man!" she
declared.

Tho Clean-Up.

WHEN Flash Prescott had left

Buck, he had pushed everv inch
of sjiced out of his bronc. and

three miles of mesquite had slipped past
under the ponv's drumming hoofs when
he sighted .a moving herd of cattle.

It was the stock that had been pur-
chased from the liazy B outfit, and,
drawing rein as the head of the cohmin
approached him. Flash hailed the men
who were riding at flank and rear.
"Hey.'' he called. "Buck Sawyer's

in trouble. He needs ns at the ranch-
house. Joe Ciu'rier's gang !''

The boys were quick to comprehend
his meaning, and <lid not waste time
by asking for details. The herd was
left in the charge of one or two men,
and the rest followed Flash in a break-
neck gallop across the prairie.

They had seven or eight miles to
cover, and they made the distance in

record time. As they iieared their des-
tination they saw the mounts of the
gangsters telhcred by the chaparral,
and knew, at least, that the.v were not
too late to round-up the rogues.
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Close to the ranch-house they dis-

covered Carson. The man had recovered
consciousness, but was still in a dazed
condition, and before he could make
his escape Flash and the boys overtook
him.
"Where's Buck Sawyer?" Flash de-

manded.
"I ain't seen him," Carson whined.

" Somebody giabbed hold o' me au'
gave me a biunp over the head. That's
all I know."
"One of you fellers stay out here and

take care of this- hoiiibre," Flash said,

indicating Caison. "The rest of .voii

follow me. I guess Buck must be in

the house.'"

They dismouiitc<l and advanced to
tho building, lea\ ing Carson in the
charge of a stalwart ranch-hand. A
few seconds later the.v were tramping
acix>ss the veranda to the front door.
Flash was the first to enter, and the

boys crowded across the thresliold after
him. The hall was still in darkness,
but sounds of strife came to their e,u*
through the gloom—the stamping of ,

feet and the thud of blows, and every
now and then a gnmt that told of a
solid puncii finding its mark.

One of the boys located the electric

switch and turned up the light, and the
scene that met the newcomers' gaze
was one that held them awestruck.

Dorothy was cowering on the stairs.

In the fireplace lay the huddled form
of a gang.ster. A second man wa.s ^;

sprawled under one of the wiudows, and ;'

a third was stretched out near the foot-^
of the staircase. All tliree were in- |v

sensible, and tliev testified to the havoc j
created by Buck Siiv.yer's fists. <.]

Nearci, another still form was to be >

seen. It was the form of George Mars-
den, and Jenn.v was looking down on
him in consternation, iier e.ves rolling

comically as she recognised her victim.

And at the far side of the hall Buck
Sawyer and Joe Currier were fighting

tooth and nail.

Flash and the boys did not inter-

fere, for, savagely as Currier struck out
at the .young foreman, it was plain that
Buck needed no assistance. He had
accounted for three men single-handed,
and he was cajiable of accounting fori,

the fourth. Jj
Currier did land one lucky punch™

that drove the cattleman backward.
But as he tried to follow np the advan-
tage Buck jerked his head aside and
then ripped his right to the jaw in a'

flashing cross-counter.

Currier's onslaught was diecked. and
he gave a kind of lurch. Buck hit

him again, this time with a full swing
that threw the gang-leader headlong
into the hall-table.

The table capsized, and Currier
plunged over it and rolled across the
floor. He picked himself np and stood
on the defensive as Buck advanced.
But the young foreman drew down lii»

guard with a feint to the ribs and
banged his fist to the jaw again.
The smack of the blow must have

been audible outside the ranch-house.
Currier was knocked off iliis feet bv it,

and with arms wide-spread he fell ott

his back and lay quite motionless.

Flash and the boys came fairly into

the room, and Flash looked round at

the prone bodies with a grin.
" Soniebod.v must have made Buck

mad," he opined humorousl.v.
At that moment Buck was looking

down at Dorothy, who had run forward
and laid a hand on his arm.
"Oh. Buck.'' she was saying. "I'm

so grateful! I don't know what we'd

have done without you."

Bi
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"That'^ all right, Miss Dorothy,"
Buck told her, and was turning away
uhen Flash confronted him.

" Regular old-fashioned rumpus. Buck,
huh?" he declaretl. "Gee, I'd like to

have been here sooner."
Buck smiled and took hold of him by

the shoulders.

"Pardner," he said, "I reckon I've

got news for you. We're both going to

head for Montana."
"Both?" Flash echoed.
"Yep," was the rejoinder. "I made

up my mind as I was comin' along by

Red Canyon. But of course, I had to

stop Currier's game firet." *

Flash clapped him on the back.

"You're trailin' along with me!" he

shouted.- "Gee, that's great! Come
on, we'll get goin' and leave the boys

to collect this garbage "—with a ges-

ture that encompassed Currier and his

gang.
Buck started for the door, but

before ho could reach it someone
tugged at his sleeve, and as he paused

\\<^ realised it was Dorothy.
"Buck," she appealed, "Buck, why

are you going away?"
"Well," he said, "I figiu'cd I'd let

you see as how I didn't want to hang
on here, like I was hopiri' you wouldn't

be able to last the five years, in accoixl-

ance with your dad's will. I hope you
.settle down here. Miss Dorothy, and
get to like the Lazy B, so's you'll never

aim to leave it at all."

"But Buck " She looked up at

him, and (hen coloured swiftly. "Buck,"
she added in a voice that he alone

could hear, " I—I can't stay here

—

vvithout you. If you go—I'll have to

lo.se the inheritance."

Buck gaze<l at her incredulously for

a moment, and then, taking lier in his

arms, iic spoke to Flash.

"I sure am sorry, pardner," he told

the youngster, "but you'll have to make
that trip to Montana alone."
Flash grinned.

"f?ure. Buck," he stated, "I under-
stand. I'm sorry I can't be your best

man, but I've gotta be hittin' the trail.

Adios, companoro. ' And with the words
he stepped into the night.

From the doorway. Buck and
Dorothy watched him moimt his pinto

and ride away till the night swallowed
him. He had learned his lesson and
was heading for a new life, wherein
men like Currier would play no part.

(By permission of the Producsrs' Dis-

tributing Co.. Ltd., starring Tom
Keene and Marion Shilling.)
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I am a sea-captain, and the day after a

gangster. Then, maybe, I don't earn
enough to eat for a couple of days, and
the following day I am made a chef on
a motion picture liner where every con-
ceivable delicacy comes under my super-
vision. Yes, the hard life of an extra
has its compensations."

Stories for Tom Mix.

Preparations were recently completed
for two of the six super Western pro-
ductions which Tom Mis is to make on
his return to the screen under Universal.
The first two stories are "Destry

Rides Again " and "Christmas Eve at

Pilot Butte," both by well-known
American authors, though it is certain
that the titles will be changed.

Tom Mix, who not long ago finishod
his engagement with Sells-Floto Circus,
is in Universal City with his horses «nd
equipment, and has already started pro-
duction on the first of the two stories

chosen for hi:n.

An Eskimo Picture.

Ewing Scott, a film director, and Roy
Klaffki, n. cameraman, will bo able to
give civilisation a picture of what life is

like in the far north.
For nine months these two endured

terrible, liardsliips while living* among
lliG Eskimos and filming their ways.
After being' given up as lost by those
who had sent out the expedition they
wore eventually found marooned on Icy
Cape, where they had been for more
ttian thirty days. Their rescue was due
to the chance arrival of a whaling ship.

Stars' Lucky Escapes.

While acting the other wee!; for a
new Western picture. Buck .Tones wa.s

unabie to dodge quickly enough out of

(ho way when a chair was thrown at

him. Result—two broken ribs and a
badly injured back. This is what the
stars have to pay for our entertainment,
and it is marvellous how they manage
to escape worse consequences.

Bill Boyd was nearly killed not very
long ago. He was on location in

Arizona wiien an explosion sent a big
rock hurtling in his direction. It missed
him by only a few feet.

Though Paul Page was not acting at;

the time he had his lucky escape, ho
was on his way to the studio to do his

part in "Palmy Days." His car over,
turned, and it was thought certain ak

first that he had been killed. As it was
he was badly injured, his noso and leg

being broken and his head and face ter-

ribly cut. Thanks to skilful surgery,
however, Paul Pago will be able to

return to the screen later on.

It was while filming the submarine
scene in " The Seas Beneath " that
disaster very nearly overtook several
members of the company. The U.S.
naval submarine V-4, the largest in the
world, was being used in the role of a
German U-boat. Henry Victor's part
as the commander was being doubled by
Lieutenant-Commander Quigley, of the
U.S. Xavy, and his vessel had to keep
a secret appointment in enemy waters
with a lighter carrying oil fuel.

On board the lighter itself was John
Ford, the director of the film, John
Loder, Marion Lessing, and cameraman.
The V-4 disappeared and canieranicn on
the lighter got ready to film it as (ho
submarine came to the top. Then camo
the terrifying discovery that the lighter,

failing to answer its rudder, had drifted
on to the .«pot where the submarine was
expected to rise.

Slowly the 207 ft. deck of the V-4
could now be seen rising from below.
Those on the lighter immediately above
it wore in a helpless position. Then, as-

the periscope and next the conning
tower broke the surface of the water, a
shout of horror went up from the King-
fisher, an auxiliary ship standing by. A
second or two later. Commander Quigley
was able to sec that the V-4 was only
two feet away from the keel of the
lighter. Instant orders were given, and
the rise of the submarine checked and
its course altered. But for the director

and the others, it was touch and go.
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" Danger Island."

Captain Haiiy Dial<o, Kennctli
Hailaii ; Boiitiio Adams, Lucille Browne;
Doctor Adams, Torn Rickotts: Ben
Arnold, Walter Miller; Bull Black.
W. L. Thorne; Arlene Chandos, Beulah
Hutton ; Brincy, Andy Devinc ; Lascaru
Ucorgs Regan; Ccbu, Everett Brown.

"cTha Oueet House."
.lini Weston, Rex Lease; fjelen

Sutter, Doiotliy (julliver; Frank Suttei-.

.lay Hunt ; Harry Winslovv, Han'_\
Woods; Ben, Harry Todd.

" The Lady from Nowhere."
John Conroy. John Holland; iSIanon

Dale, Alice Day ; Bartstow, I'liillip,

SmalJey; Rigo, AJisclia Auer ; ?*liilie,

15arliara ]3edford ; Jones, James Burtis;
Colonel >Sno\vden, Lafo McKoc ; ^J'ln'

(
'liicl', Ray Lu)'gay.

A Little Child Taught Him.
It seems iniproliable that one could

capitalise on what might be learned
from a two-year-old baby. But it's iwi-
siblo.

Stan Laurel, the undersized partner of

Oliver Hardy, admits he has learned
much from babies. And he makes
money with the knowledge.
Famous, among other things, for his

"cry-baby face," Stan frankly admits
having learned it from a crying babe.
"Making funny faces is an art in

itself, when they are used in the spas-

modic business of making a motion pic-

ture," said the comedian. ''It's easy
enough to make a funny face once or

twice for the anuiseniont of friends, but
when it comes to making the same face
over a dozen tmics before a camera, you
have to start studying the actual busi-

ness of making the face to nuiko it

iippcxir natural.

"It took mo several months to get

even a semblance of a ' cry-baby ' face.

I used to stand before a mirror, close

my eyes a little, pucker up my mouth
and try to look like a stiualling bal)y.

Believe me, it was anything but fiuuiy

trying to get it down pat.

"The first three or four weeks I

worked on it the muscles in my jaws
were so sore I had to use liniment on
them when I ate my meals. I tried

holding a baby before the mirror with
me, but I guess my efforts to cry made
the baby laugh, for I got very little hel|)

from the youngster when he feaw me
working.
"I used to watch a haby cry and thi-n

try to get the same expression on my
own face. It might entertain mo\ ic

audiences now, bul when I pull a ' cry

baby ' face around home my daughter
embarrasses me. She makes a belicr

ono than I do with all the rehearsing
I've done, and she's only three jcars

old !"

King of Stunt Artists to Star for
Radio Pictures.

Aft<'r having ' tloiibled " for the star

of a him drama a hundred tinu'S, one
of Hollywood's unphotographcd heroes
November 28t1i, 1981.

NEXT WEEK'S
COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

WALLACE BEERY— IN

" THE SECRET SIX."

Tony Scorpio started as a stockyards
slaughterer, then won his way, by a sii^ister

trail of gun-play, till be bad a town at bis
mercy. Then came the Secret Six, grimly

resolved to crush bim.

" WILD HORSE."
Two kinds of outlaw—a wild stallion and a
ruthless bad man—both ridden to a finish

—conquered by a daredevil and reckless
cowpuDcher. Starring Hoot Gibson and

Alberta Vaughn.
also

The second episode of our gripping new
serial-drama of treasure guarded by a

itribe of fierce cannibals :

" DANGER ISLAND."
Tell all your friends about this amazing

new story.

is at last to i-eceivo due recognition.

Dick Grace, a frail little man with a

quiet, nervous manner, the last survivor

of the famois Squadron of Death Club,
formed in Hollywood l)y stunt Hyeis, is

now to star in his own story, " The Lost
Squadron," based upon his hair-breadth
escapes.

'j'his will bo made by Radio Pictiires.

with Paul Sloanc directing, aiul Kric

von Stroh( im playing in support of Dick
G race.

When he makes this picture it will be
the first o<<asion on which his face has
been seen by the audience. .Although
ho has crashed thirty-four aeroplanes
before the camera, and broken sixty-

eight bones in so doing, it has always
been with his back to the lens, and the
star got the credit.

It was Grace who provided the thrills

in "Wings." "Young Eagles," and
"The Air Circus," whilst his dare-devil

stunts in tho Colleen Moore picture.

"Love Never Dies," was tho talk of

Hollywood.

Believing that Fate can be tempted'
too many times, when he has finished
"The Lost Squadron," Grace intends to
retire. But before he does this he lias'

to make tho most daring crash he lias

ever attempted.
'

When every other scene in " The Lost
Squadron " has been finished to every-
one's satisfaction, he will crash an aero-
plane into the sea at 100 miles per hour.

Realising that this is courting violent
death, Grace had a special clause added
to his contract with Radio I'ictures,
This calls for a mobile operating theatre
with surgeons ready on the spot to take
care ot any emergency operation neces-
sary, and for .special police to keep the
ajea of tho crash free from spectators.
"The Lost Squadron " being the swan

.song of ono of Hollywood's greatest
dare-devils, and dealing with the game
he knows so well, will undoubtedly
prove one of the most thrilling air spec-
tacles ever ottered by the screen. In
addition to this, it will bring before tho
public one who has for many years
"taken all the kicks and collected aught
but little of the ha'pence."

Director of Horticulture.
During the making of Richard Dix's

latest Radio picture, "Secret Service,"
a new Hollywood ijrofession was dis-
covered.
A Japanese horticulturist supplied the

studio, at a few hours' notice, with a
complete garden stocked with flowers
popular in tho Southern States of
America seventy years ago, at the time
of the American Civil War.
Jimmy Evergreen, as he is called

—

his own name being unpronouncable

—

through his own knowledge and the
work of his own research department,
has managed to cultivate over 10,000
flowers and plants not indigenous to tho
country, and consequently does an ex-
ceptional amount of business with
Hollywood producer.s, supplying land-
.scapcs for pictures staged outside
America.
"Secret Service" is a .story of the

American Civil War, and Jimmy Ever-
green helped considerably to bring to

the screen tho atmo.sphere of the period.

Movie Stars in Training.
More than a dozen former pugilists

and athletes are now making goodly
incomes training the male stars of

Hollywood.
One of the most suocessful of these is

Xate Slott, who was a champion boxer
in Chicago arenas ten years ago. Ha
trained Richard Bartheli'icss for his

fight in "The Patent Leatlier Kid," and
made a real boxer out of the star within
two months. Now he is once more
employed in keeping this famous star

fit.

Barthelmess, however, is not tho only

riiiema star he has under his wing.
There are others, feminine as well as

masculine. Dorothy Mackaill has trained

with Slott; James Cagney has taken

box.ing lessons with him; Warner

(Continued on page 28.)
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Follow a two-fisted sea-captedn and the beautiful daughter of a brave explorer—as they

sail on a perilous trip to a forgotten cannibal island—where they defy storm, fire and
water, man and beast—on a search for a fortune in radium ! Starring Kenneth Harlan

and Lucille Brow^ne.
-^^"^"^

The White Men.

THE sweltering tropic heat scoincd to

penetrate even to the deepest
recesses of the jungle. For the

three men |)lunging through the swaniiw
and tangled thickets there would liave

lieen no escape from it even iiad they
heen in the mind to seek refuge from its

oppression.
The dusky shadows under flic huge

cotton-trees were a mockery, seeming to

promise coolness, yet in reality offering

none. For on all that considerable ishind

thero was no single place where the very
air did not seem like the breath of a
furnace.
Sleek creatures stalked the bush. A

tawny lion, padding his way along a

forest truck with the scent of mankmd
in his nostrils, aroused a thousand echoes
with the thunder of his hungry roar. A
hyena challenged the sound with his

hideous, half-human laughter, and in his

lair a dappled leopard snarled trucu-
lently, frigntening some chimpanzees,
who sprang chattering through a tracery
of leaves and creeper-tendrils up above.
These sounds were too familiar to

impress the three men who were forging
their way through the jungle. Thoir
waking hours had been punctuated by
them, their spells of slumber interrupted
by them for weeks on end. If they had
not known it before, they had soon
learned that the beasts of the wilds were
cowards at heart, easily frightened off if

a man were armed and kept his nerve.
The menace which these three men

feared was one a hundred times more
dire than the menace of skulking, feline
brutes, a menace symbolised by an
ominous throb that now reached their
ears.

Ii. was the throb of drums, sounding a
grim tattoo tliat seemed to become louder

and more rapid in its beat as the three
men listened. War drums thudding out
in mad diapa.son the frenzied measure of
the death-dance.
The throe men pushed on, forced to

follow a track that was bringing them
e\er nearer to foes who stood between
them- and the safety of the coast-
primitive, treacherous and fiendish
enemies ripe for slaughter—black demons
of the jungle.
Of the three men two were white, one

a thin, aged intellectual fellow known
to the civilised world as Professor
Adams, scientist and explorer, the other
a yoiuiger individual answering to the
description of .folm Rainage, soldier of
fortune. The third man was a gigantic
negro, and these were all that remained
of a brave company which Professor
Adams had mustered lor an expedition
that must have benefited the whole of
mankind had it succeeded.
Privation, fever and wild beasts had

taken their toll ere Adams had reached
his goal, and now, with his mission so
near aecomplishment. he was threatened
with utter defeat and destruction.
Yet he was pressing forward deter-

minedly in the hope of reaching the
coast, wlien all at once a vista of track
opened up before him in a kind of
avenue several hundred yards long. The
dense walls of jungle on each hand and

EPISODE 1.

"The Coast of

PerU."

the canopy of boughs and foliage over-

head gave the path a tunncl-liko appear
ance. and at the end of it a.clearing was
revealed.
"Down!" Piofi^ssor Adams jerked,

and suited the action to the word by
dropping suddenly into a crouching
attitude.

His companions followed his example,
find the professor lifted a pair of field-

glasses that were hung aioiuid his neck.

Gazing through the powerful lenses, he
perceived in magnified form the scene
that he had distinguished a moment
before with the naked eye.

The clearing was occupied by a native
\ illage of th;itehed huts, and in the midst
of these a mob of black savages were
capering wildly, brandishing epear, bow
and war-club as they danced, and every
now and then raising their voices in a

fierce shout. But the central figure, o:^:-

which engaged the professor's closest

attention, was that of a villainous negro
whose half-nude body was hideously
tattooed and daubed with paint.

He was far inferior to the capering
warriors in physique, but his head-dress
of a wild beast's skull marked him as one
supreme in the coimsels of the tribe. He
it was who goaded the blacks as they
danced, chanting to them in the bar-

barous island dialect, and flourishing aii

ugly bludgeon as he harangued them.
"What do you see, professor?"

Ramage asked liuskily, as he knelt

behind the scientist.

"Savages!" Adams answered in a
terse voice. "Their witch doctor is up
to something. I can't just tell what ",

He turned to the huge negro who
accompa'nied Ramage and himself, and
spoke to him in clipped English.

"Cebu," ho said, "look through!
Kovemt)er 28tlj, 1931



fflassos. Tell us what witch doctor is

doing.''

The black giant; took the field-glasses

and held them to his ejxs as he had often
seen the professor do. He focused them
on the tattooed medicine man, and
watched him .solemnly for a full minute
ere turning to the white men again.
"Owando, witch doctor, ho tell his

people their god angry," he said slowly.

"He tell them go out and kill white
men."
"Give me those glasses again," Pro-

fessor Adams rapped out, and, peering
through them once more, he again
riveted his attention on the witch doctor
Owando.
As ho followed the medicine man's

antics a, new sound was heard. Louder
than the drums, louder than the roar of
any lion, it broke over the entire island,

and must have been audible far out to

sea—a deep rumbling that seemed to

belong to those primeval days when the
earth was in the making.

Profe.s.sor Adams and his companions
knew well enough what it was. It was
the voice of a volcanic mountain to the
north, whence they had come, and
during the last day or two they had
heard it at frequent intervals.

But if it did not impress the white
men and Cebu, its etfect on Owando and
his warriors was marked. For they
ceased their capering for an instant and
gazed with superstitious awe towards the
distant, smouldering pinnacle of the
mountain.
"Fire-god talks, baas," Cebu muttered

uneasily. "Owando, he say black man's
Fire-god tell bush people to kill whites."
Professor Adams was scarcely listen-

ing. Through the glasses he now saw
Owando snatch up a black object twice
the size of a man's fist, a tarry substance
with a peculiar lu.stre, and as the witch
doctor held this aloft the warriors danced
towards him and struck their weapons of
war against it in accordance with some
ancient rite.

"The old devil!" Adams ejaculated.
"He's got a piece of pitchblende in his
hands. No doubt it contains enough
radium to save hundreds of human lives
with its healing properties. And here's
I his black i-uffian using it to incite his
men to kill !"

Even as he spoke the bushmen began
to rush to and fro, abandoning the clear-
ing to plunge into the jungle veiling
fiendishly as they ran, and shaking
assegai, club and bow with unmistakable
significance.

"They're scattering in all directions!"
gasped the professor. "There's a body
of them coming this way. We've got to
make our way to the coast and find some
means of leaving the island. Cebu

—

Cebu—you've brought us this far, can
you guide us out of this accursed
jungle?"
Cebu pointed to a track that branched

from the one they had been following.
The giant negro's face was an impassive
mask that concealed the terror he must
have felt.

"Try this way," he said. "Gomel"

Flight Through the Jungle.

THE bush seemed alive with sound
and movement, voices chanting a

chorus of doom, black forms flit-

ting hither and thither like hell-fiends.

Professor Adams, Ramage and Cebu
stumbled forward doggedly, the horror
of pursuit at their very heels. Alone,
Cebu might have made good progress,
but the two white men were handi-
rajjped by the weight of thick-.solcd

boots. Meanwhile, Owando's warriors
were drawing ever nearer, travelling
hot-foot with the rapidity of a people
bred to the jungle.
"They're close behind," Ramago kept
November 28th, 1931.
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saying over and over again. "They'll
sight us any moment."
And those words were on his lips when

a party of half a dozen savages burst
into a patch of open ground across which
the fugitives were running.
A yell went up, and Adams and his

companions half-turned. The blacks had
checked, and one had fitted an arrow to

his bow. Even as Cebu and the white
men were in the act of wheeling to con-
tinue their flight into the bush the shaft
sped on its mission of death, and the
heavy blade of the arrow tore into the
professor's breast.
A sharp ciy of agony broke from the

scientist's lips, and he pitched to the
groutrd. Ramage and Cebu immediately
stopped and bent over him, the former
haggard with anxiety.
"They've got me," the professor

moaned. " They've got me "

With a strong, firm pull, Ramage
wrenched the arrow from the old man's
body. Then, with Cebu's assistance, he
raised him.
At the other side of the little clear-

ing another of the savages had fitted an
arrow and was preparing to send it on
its way. But Ramage caught sight of
him, and, throwing aside the missile
that had struck the professor, he plucked
a revolver from a holster at his belt.

He fired, and the blast of the gun
challenged the exulting howls of the
bushmen. The bullet thudded into the
dusky chest of the savage who was in

the act of drawing bow, and with a
giamt the warrior staggered back. The
arrow leapt from his fingers as he fell

heavily, but it flashed harmlessly
towards the shimmering blue vault of
the sky, and when it had spent itself

dropped somewhere into the heart of the
jungle.

A shriek of execration burst from the
other blacks, but in face of the " thun-
derstick " in Ramage's fist they hesi-

tated. While they stood there wavering,
Ramage and Cebu seized the oppor-
tunity of dragging the professor into the
bush.
The tangled vegetation swallowed

them, and at the same moment the
party of blacks at the other side of the
clearing were joined by another and
larger body of tribesmen. Howling
murderously for blood, the savages
swept forward.
Carrying Professor Adams between

them, Ramage and Cebu reeled on. But
they realised the folly of keeping to the
beaten tracks, as they knew that they
must speedily be overtaken with their

burden, and so they swerved aside and
crashed through a mass of jungle fronds
and creepers.
Tree-apes chattered at them from lofty

boughs, but the fugitives had no ears
for those animal voices. They were on
the alert for sounds of piu-suit, and it

was with indescribable relief that they
heard their enemies surging in full cry
along the path which they had aban-
doned.
Ramage and Cebu toiled through the

thickets with a dead weight hangmg on
their arms. It was an appalling trek,

this blazing of a new trail through the
dusky jungle—for two encumbered men,
a titanic endeavour that sapped the
strength even from the giant negro's
magnificent physique.
Fibrous creepers tripped them, and

thorny tendrils whipped and tore their

flesh. Time and again they had to lay

the professor down and tear a pathway
with their bare hands. Sometimes they
were confronted with impenetrable
barriers of giant flora that might have
resisted an axe, and were forced to
change their course.
They paused at last, from very exhaus-

tion, and lowered Professor Adams to

the ground. Ho was conecious, and his
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eyes were open, but a mass of blood
had congealed on his shirt and he waa
veiy weak.
The jungle was still, and the sound of

savage cries came but faintly tp their
°ars, cries in which a baffled tone was
distinguishable. For the time being, at
least, the pursuers had been thrown off
the scent.

"They've lost track of us," Ramage
breathed hoarsely. "We'd better keep
going as long as we can."
"Wait," Adams pleaded, as they made

to lift him again—" wait "

He reached inside his shirt, and,
stifling a groan, drew out a faded paper,
which proved to be a chart when ho
opened it with trembling fingere. It

was a map of the island on which so
many of his companions had met their
doom, and wrapped in it was a frag-
ment of that same lustrous black sub-
stance that the witch doctor, Owando,
had used to incite the bushmen.

" Ramage," the professor said, speak-
ing with difficulty, "this chart—already
stained with the blood of my ancestors

—

must go back to civilisation—whatever
happens to me. It must be—pre-
served

"

"I understand, professor," Ramage
answered, urging him with a gesture to
thrust both map and pitchblende back
inside his shirt. "But we must get out
of here."

" This chart," the old man persisted—
"this chart and this piece of pitchblende
—must go to my daughter Bonnie

—

Bonnie
"

"Yes, yes, professor; I'll attend to

it." Ramage turned to Cebu, and:
"Come on," he added, "give me a hand
with him. We've got to get him out
of here

!"

They raised the old man, and once
again pushed on through the eternal
gloom of the bush.

Bound for Danger Island.

AT the other side of the world, a
group of people whose lives were
linked up with Professor Adams'

enterprise were gathered in the drawing-
room of the scientist's New Jersey home.
They included Bonnie, the professor's

blonde and lovely daughter, and Dr.
Adams, his brother. There were two
others in the room, a man and a girl,

both in the late twenties. The man, tall,

dark, and in some respects handsome,
was Ben Arnold, who had formed a
friendship with the Adams family some
time prior to the professor's departure
on his. ill-fated expedition to Africa.

The girl, Arlene Chandos, was a pale,

slender brunette, who had for the last

year or so acted as a companion to

Bonnie. .

They were standing around a globe

that represented the world, and Ben
Arnold was turning it on its pivot.

" You see, Bonnie," he was saying,

"the island we think your father is on
is not charted on this map. But it lies

about here." He laid his finger on a
point just off the coast of Angola, where
the barbarous Congo River empties its

sluggisli waters into the sea. " And it

is known as Danger Island."

Bonnie, nodded, and bent her blonde
head over the globe.

"Captain Drake, my new skipper,"

Ben Arnold continued, " knows eveiy

inch of that coast. With him in com-
mand we're sure to find your father—if

he's alive."

Bonnie looked up swiftly, and just for
,

an instant an expression of dismay was
written on her lovely face.

"Oh, he must bo alive, Ben!" she

said, with more hope than convictioii in

her voice. "Don't you think so. Uncle
Anthony?" she added, tuitiing to Dr.

Adams.
"Oh, I'm convinced my brother is
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alive," the doctor murmured. "But I'm
iii^t so sure that an expedition of this
kind would be safe for a young girl.
There are wild beasts—savages to
crjcounter "

Arlene Chandos interrupted him. It
was as if she wished to sidetrack tlie

doctor from his protests, for some
reasoji best known to herself—and per-
ha[>8 to Ben Arnold.
"Doctor," she said, "Bonnie tells me

that she hasn't heard from her father
for a long lime."
Dr. Adams pursed his lips and looked

anxious for a moment.
" Ves." he muttered; "quite .sojrfe

tune. It may be that some disaster has
overtaken him."

Your brother's expedition was not
properly equipped," put in Ben Arnold.
"My ship, tiie Lottie Carson, has every-
thing. i>he is eiiginedrivon, but "is

rigged for sails in case of an emergency
^a breakdown, for instance. .She carries
niotor-boats, and in addition to these—
an aeroplane. In fact, there is no hazard
or contingency which may possiblv
ai'ihe that I have not provided for."
"Very thorough preparation, I should

say," Dr. Adams declared emphuticallv.
"And I'm sure both Bonnie and I are
oisisiderahly indebted to you. It's mag-
nificent of you to fit out this expedi-
tion

"

"Not at all," said Arnold, with com-
placency, hi.s dark eyes shifting for an
instaiit towai-ds Arlene Chandos. "I
regarded the professor as one of my

' dearest friends, and am willing to do
everything in my power to help him. I
am afraid, in view of the lack of news,
thif he may need help."
The door opened at that juncture and

a butler appeared on the threshold.
"Captain Drake," he announced

f.jrmallo'. and at mention of the name
Arnold glance<l round.
"Oh, show him in," he said, and a

moment later a young man of commanil-
lag appearance entered the room.
He v.-as something over six feet in

height, clean of limb and superbly built
His free stride and blue, far-seeing ey(>s
were characteristic of the man whose
trade is the sea. His bronzed face
t.houjjh almost youthful in its lines and
pleasing in its expression, possessed a
certain manly ruggedne^s that told of
hglidng qiuilitios.

"Hallo. Captain Drake!"
Arnold greeted him. "I'm glad
you're here, for I can introduce
you to the folks while we're all
together. This is Dr. Anthonv
Adams. This lady is Miss
Chandos. And this is Miss
Adams."
Captain Harry Drake found

himself taking the slim, delicate
hand tliat Bonnie proffered to
him.
"Glad to meet you, Miss

Afl.tms." he said, and though
tile bridge of a ship was home
to liim, the intonation of hi =

fine, strong voice told of English
birth.

"How do you do. Captain
Drake?" said Bonnie. "Mr.
Arnold has been telling us all
aiiout you. I understand vou
know where Danger Island is

"

"Well. I think so. Miss
Ad.ims," Harry Drake told her
with a smile. "It's somewhat
out of the track of ships, but
I've sailed those waters manv
a time."
"We have a map here."

Bonnie mentioned, indicating
the globe. "Won't you show
mc where the island is, and just
how we get there?"
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"I'll be glad to," Harry answered,
and. approaching the atlas with her, he
began to turn it with his hands, at
the same time tracing their intended
course across the North and South At-
lantic.

"You see. Miss Adams," he ex-
plained, "we -sail from here direct to the
Azores, about eight hundred miles from
the west coast of Portugal. We take on
fuel and provisions there, then alter our
course and run direct for the south.
In two weeks from now we should be
Hearing this point right here."
Dr. Anthony Adams had joined Drake

and Bonnie at the atla.s, and was look-
ing over the captain's shoulder inter-
estedly. Ben Arnold and Arlene Chan-
dos did not attach themselves to the
group, however. They took the oppor-
tunity of drawing aside and convers-
ing with each other in a low tone that
Bonnie and her companions could nor
hear.

"Drake knows the exact location of
the island." Ben Arnold said, with keen
satisfaction.

Arlene Chandos favoured him vrith a
penetrating glance.
^^"Yes," she retorted significantly,
"he knows too much. Take my advice
and get rid of him."
"Don't worry," Arnold told her with

a sardonic smile. "I've had my mate.
Bull Black, (rail him ever since he
signed on. Once Drake shows me the
island. Bull wili take command of the
ship !"

At Sea.

THE Lottie Carson ploughed her way
through the waters of the Soiitii

K Atlantic, spray dancing from her
bows, a trim, three-masted schooner
bound for a remote and savage coast.

On the after-deck Harry Drake ana
Bonnie Adams were talking of tho
voyage.
"It hardly seems possible that we'vb

been at sea two whole weeks.'' the girl
declared. "How many days will it be
before we reach the "island?"
"You won't have much longer to wait.

Miss Adams," Harry informed her. "A
couple of days at the outside."
Bonnie laid a hand on his arm and

looked at him earnestlj'.

"Captain Drake," she said, "you do
believe we'll find my father, ' don't
you?"
"I think he'll be on the beach wait-

ing for you," the Englishman aiiswerc-d
reassuringly, and he added, with a
smile: "Any man would. Miss Adams."
There was a good deal of bustle going

on aboard the craft at this particular
hour, anti further conversation between
Harry and his fair companion was in-
tcrrupteil by the strident and unmelo
dious voice of a hefty young sailor who
was hxing a rope.

Harry and Bonnie could not see him,
for the squat bulk of bridge and wheel-
house concealed him from their view,
but his cracked tones reached their ears
as he gave hideous rendering of a sea-
faring ballad

:

'Oh, my nanie is Briiiey,
on the briney deep;

And you'll always find
when the other swabs

I was born

me workin'
are asleep!"

Harry and Bonnie laughed, but there
was a man, sour of temper, whose mood
did not coincide with that of the cheer-
ful Briney. That man was Bull lilack,
mate of the Lottie Car.son. and Harry
Drake's immediate subordinate.

With a stiong, hrni puli, Ramage wrenched the anou Horn the old
man's body.

Koveniber 2Stti, 1931.
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Bull Black approached Briney with a

cowl as dark as his name. A heavily-

built man with a deep chest and the

face of a tyrant, he was a fair seaman,
eminently capable of handling a ship

—

and capable, too, of handling a crew,

80 long as he was given free use of his

fists. Harry Drake was not too partial

to him, and more than once he had been

compelled to check him for his brutality

to the men.
But Harry Drake was not in view,

and, brushing aside a sailor who stood

in his path, Bull Black stepped up to

Briney, swung him around by the

shoulder and snarled a command at

him.
"Stow that cursed noise!" he said.

Briney looked at him cheerfully.

"I think it's pretty," he declared,

without offence.

"Oil, you do, do ye?" growled Black

in a tone that was dangerously quiet.

There was an inhuman leer on his

ugly face, and his naiTow eyes seemed
to fasten on the point of Briney's jaw.

"Well, then," lie went on, "what do
yuh think o' this?" And with the words
he swung a fist like a hammer and
knocked Briney sprawling.

Black made a gesture as of dusting

his hands, and then swaggered aft. A
moment later he caught sight of Drake
and Bonnie near the stern of the vessel,

and after pausing to watch them for a

few seconds, he changed his course and
strode in the direction of Ben Arnold's

ttate-room.
Arnold had received a visit from

Arlene Chandos, and, like Bonnie and
Harry Drake, the two were discussing

the prospects of the voyage—though
from a very different angle.

"Listen, Ben," Arlene was saying,

"supposing we find Professor Adams
alive and kicking, with a few million

dollars' worth of radium in his posses-

sion ?"

"We won't find the professor," Arnold
retorted. "We'd have heard of him
before this if something hadn't hap-

pened to him."
Arlene was silent for a spell. Then

she laid a hand on Arnold's sleeve and
looked at him appealingly.

"Ben," she said, "there's something
else I want to ask you. Bonnie Adams
doesn't mean anything to you, does

she? If I
"

"Now get this, Arlene," Arnold in-

terrupted. "It's the radium I'm after

—nothing else. But I brought her along
because she might remember something
of that chart her old man carried.

When she's served her pui-pose
"

lie shrugged, and:
" Well, this island we're bound for is

dangerous," he continued, "and acci-

dents—are likely to happen."
There was a tap on the door and Bull

Black entered the cabin.

"Mr. Arnold," he said gruffly, "you'd
better look out for your captain. Him
an' the Adams girl are up on the after-

deck cooin' together like a pair o' turtle

doves."

Arnold bit his lip. It did not siiit

him to stand by and watch Harry Drake
wii ig Bonnie's confidence, but for the

time being he did not care to interfere.

"I can't afford to quarrel with Drake
until wo sight Danger Island," he mut-
tered.

Before more could be said on the sub-

ject a voice was heard all over the ship.

It was the voice of the look-out in the

iross-trees. and Bull Black pulled open
the door lo catch his words.
"Row-boat three points off the star-

board bow!"
Black and Arnold stepped out on deck

and e:!counli'rpd Harry and Bonnie as
NovciiibiT '2Slli, 1931.
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they approached the bulwark. The
Englishman had a pair of field-glasses

in his hand, and he focused them on
a dark object some distance away.
"What is it, captain?" Bonnie asked.
" Some sort of a canoe," Harry

answered. "But I can't make out
what's aboard her."
"Let me tee," put in Arnold, and,

taking the glasses, he studied the small
boat for a moment. His attention was
still fixed on it when he saw the flutter

of a strip of white cloth waved in a

signal of distress.

"Hold your course, captain," said

Ben Arnold curtly.

"But" there's an SOS coming from
that boat," Bonnie interposed. "We
must go to her."

"Miss Adams is right," Harry ob-

served, and raising his voice: "Port
your helm I" he called to the man in

the wheel-house.

"Port your helm, sir," the man at

the wheel repeated, and immediately
afterwards the Lottie Carson was
heeling over on the starboard side as

the steersman altered her course.

The distance between schooner and
rowing-boat rapidly dwindled, and soon
those on the deck of the Lottie Carson
were able to make out the half-naked
figure of a huge negro. There was
another figure in the boat, that of a

white man, but he was quite motionless.

The nigger alone moved, rowing like

one in the last stages of exhaustion.

When they were alongside, one or two
of the hands threw a rope-ladder over
the bulwark and then proceeded to help
the big negro aboard. The white man
was carried up the rungs a moment
later, and as he was brought on deck

—

a thin, wasted figure that seemed more
dead than alive—Drake and his com-
panions crowded round him.
Next instant a scream broke from

Bonnie's lips.

"Daddy!" came her startling crv.

"Oh, it's daddy!"
"^

Arnold, Bull Black and Arlene
Chandos exchanged glances but said'

nothing. Then Bonnie spoke again itr

a voice that trembled with anxiety.

"Take him to my cabin," she said

to the sailors who were carrying her
father. "And someone fetch my uncle.

Oh, quickly, please!"

"Come on, boys," Harry put ig-

crisply. "Hustle up there." "i

Professor Adams was borne to

Bonnie's state-room and laid on a bunk
there, Arlene Chandos, Ben Arnold
and Harry Drake remaining with him,
together with Bonnie and her Uncle
Anthony.
The professor was unconscious, but

a stiff drink was poured out for him,
and as it passed his lips he seemed to

revive a little. He was a pitiable

spectacle, however, alirunk to a skele-

ton, and wearing clothes that were
tattered and begrimed, while a dark
stain over his breast showed where that

bushman arrow had struck him.

One glance at him and his brother
Anthony knew he could not survive

much longer, and as the. professor

opened his eyes the unnatural bright-

ness of them told how near he was to

his end. His strength sapped away by
privation and loss of blood, he had no
stamina left to help him recover from
his terrible experiences.

"Kamago," he whispered, as he
stared past the group in the cabin, see-

ing only those past events with which
his waking memory tortured him.
"Ramage—poor Ramage. Speared as
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we ran for the boat. But his was a
quick, easy death. He didn't linger
on as I'm lingering."
"Daddy!" Bonnie cried, flinging her-

self down beside him. "Daddy, don't
you know me ?"

The professor's brain cleared as that
well-known voice called him to his
present surroundings, and a look of
recognition dawned on his haggard face.

"Bonnie," he faltered huskily.
"Bormie! Is it really you?"
"Oh, daddy," she told him in a tone

that trembled with emotion, "I'm thank-
ful—thankful that we arrived in time."
The professor gave a wan smile.

"I'm afraid you didn't quite arrivs
in time, Bonnie dear," he murmured.
"Listen, I can't last much longer, and
there is a great deal I must tell yoii

before I go."

From the inside of liis shirt he pulled
out the chart of Danger Island and the
fragment of gleaming black rock that
was wrapped in it.

"Pitchblende, Bonnie," he whispered.
"The treasure I was after. Rich in

radium of untold value. See. See the
radium in it. And there are vast
deposits ot that pitchblende located on
the chart. Take it, dear. I charge you
to find that radium field and save it

from impostors and adventurers. Pre-
serve it for the good—good of
humanity."

"Daddy," Bonnie urged, "you
mustn't worry yourself about the
treasure. You must rest a while."
Again that wan smile flitted across

the professor's face.

"Presently I will rest," he said. "I
have only a few minutes left." His
voice was growing weaker and his mind
began to wander again. "For days
and days we drifted. Danger Island

—

coast of peril—dark jungle. Wild
beasts—savages, they killed all my
companions."

Harry Drake laid a hand on
Anthony Adams' sleeves.

"Can anything be done for him,
doctor?" he said in an undertone; but
the older man shook liis head sadly,
his lean, aristocratic features wearing'
an expression of utter hopelessness.
"No, notliing," he made answer.

"My brother is dying."
' "Bonnie," the professor was saj'ing,

"Bonnie, swear to me that you will

carry on."
She promised brokenly, and he lay

back with a look of contentment.

"Radium," he murmured. "Rarest
and most ti'Casured substance of tho
civilised world. Vast deposits of it,

Bonnie. Mankind must benefit.

Radium ! Radium !

'

His eyes closed, and a tremor passed
through his shrunken frame, the tremor
of his last breath.

"Daddy!" tlie girl cried. "Daddy!
Oh, he's gone—he's gone !"

A sob escaped her, and she was racked
by a fit of weeping. The others in the

state-room tried to comfort her, Ben
Arnold and Arlene Chandos making a
great show of sympathy. But it was
some time before Bonnie could speak.

She pushed the chart and the frag-

ment of pitchblende into Arnold'*
hands.
"You'd better keep this for me,

Ben," she said trustfully.

Arnold's grasp closed on map and
pitchblende with an eagerness tliat ho
could scarcely conceal. Nor could he

refrain from exchanging a glance of

keen satisfaction with Arlene Chandos.
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Trouble Brewing.

TWO of the ciew stood near the

ship's side. One of them was the

irrepressible Briney of the lusty

voice, and the other was an able-bodied

seaman named Burke.
Leaning over the bulwark they gazed

at the heaving waters of the ocean

and occasionally caught a glimpse of

the pale-green belly of a shark. The
sea was infested with the brutts, and
the two sailors looked at them vvit^ the

disgust of men who had learned to

hate and fear the snap of their deadly
jaws.

"It alius gives me a turn to watch
them critters," Briney said with a

shudder. "I never seen so many of

'em around a ship."

Burke looked over his shoulder
cautiously.
"Ah," he told Briney with a murky

air, "an' speakin' o' sharks, I never
seen so many of 'em in a ship."

"In a ship?" Briney echoed dully.

"You're crazy, Burke."
"Oh, no, I ain't," Burke retorted.

"Bull Black, for one—^he's what I call
' a shark.'

"

"Aw, you mean human bein's ? -Say,
I know a lotta sharks that walk around
in pants."
Burke laid a hand on the big fellow's

eleeve.

"You know, Briney," he said,
"there's something about this craft I

don't like. It gives me the shivers

—

like a ship with a curse on it, an' if

you ask me, we're all headed for
trouble."

"Stow it," Briney scoffed. "You
alius was superstitious."
"Well, I can't riglitly explain the

way I feel," Burke rejoined. "But
I've got a hunch there's a storm blowin'
up for us all, if you know what I mean.
An' it ain't superstition that makes me
say so."

"It don't look like dirty weather to
me," Briney declared innocently,
studying the vivid
blue sky.
Burke leaned

nearer to him.
"I ain't talkin'

' about weather,"
he said. "But I

am talkin' of
squalls, and its my
opinion that one's
liable to break
right here on this
ship. I never did
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know a craft that didn't have trouble
when mate and skipper wrangled like

Bull Black and Captain Drake do. I'm
tellin' yuh they don't see eye to eye
nohow, an' Black ain't the man to take
orders lyin' down when he's in a position

to defy 'em."
"What could Bull Black do?" Briney

argued. "Drake's in command, an'

everybody has to do what he tells 'em.
otherwise it's plain mutiny on the high
seas."

"Ah, an' tliat's the hang of it,

matey," Burke declared. "'Mutiny on
the High Seas '

! That's the squall this

craft is headed for. Have ye seen the

way them fo'c'slo swabs Dempster,
Gavigan, Markham an' Ba.xter get into

a corner an' start a-whisperin' an'

a-mutterin' among 'emselves? Bull
Black's crawlers, they are. They're the
tame dirty breed as him. an' they're up
to no good."
Briney spat thoughtfully into the eea.

"Bull Black was never any good, anj-
way," he stated. "An' one day my
mauler is gonna kiss his jaw for that
sock he gave me."
"Yeah?" .said Burke. "Well, maybe

you won't have to wait long, or maybe
he'll be handin' you another wallop.

Mark my words. Bull Black aims to

connnaiid this craft, an' if he does you'll

sec the bad 'nns will be top-dogs over
the good 'uns. I've hoard funny kinda
talk passin' amongst Dempster an' Co.
An' what's more, I ain't got much use
for that owner of ours—Arnold. Now
Bull Black's thick wi' him, slippin' in

an' outa his cabin all dav long."
"What's at the back "of it, Burke?"

a.<ked Briney.
The other sailor shook his head

solemnly.
"Ah, I dunno!" he muttered. "I

wish I did know. But I'll tell ye this

much. I wouldn't give fifty cents for

the bunch aboard this ship—e.xceptin'

you an' me an' them two feller*. Collins
an* Connor. An' Captain Drake, of

He said no more, for at that moment
a formidable figure loomed into view.
It was the figure of Bull Black and
a5 he caught sight of the two sailojs

at the bulwark he advanced toward*
them ominously.
"Get outa here, you blame' lubbers!"

he thundered in his deep, bass voice.

"Come on, get out an' step lively. If

: ou ain't got work to do, it wouldn't
hurt to swab the deck. D'ye hear me?"
Burke and Briney moved off, and

Black was glaring after them when the

door of a state-room opened close by.

[I was the door of the cabin in which
Professor Adams had died a momeiil.

before, and in the man who now
emerged Black recognised Ben Arnold.
Arnold moved across to where Black

was standing, and from an inside pocket
ho drew out the map that Bonnie had
given him.

"Listen, Bull." he said. "I've got

the chart locatin' Danger Island and the

radium deposits."
A glint appeared in Bull Black'.- crafty

eyes.

"Then we don't need Captain Drake
anj- more, huh?" he mentioned, pro-
nouncing the young skipper's tiame with

a vicious sneer.

"No," Ben Arnold answered, " w«
don't need him Look out," he added
tersely, as the door of the state-room
opened again, "here he comes!"
Harry stepped out of Bonnie's cabin,

and. closing the door behind him, ap-
proached Arnold and Black.
"This is a bad business, Mr. Arnold,"

he observed, "and I'm afraid it will

change our plans."

Arnold glanced at him narrowly.
"What do you mean?" he demanded.

"You heard what the professor said.

We're to carry on."
"Sure," Harry retorted, "and I'm

game enough. But we'll head for the
nearest port and put Miss Bonnie and
Mit>s Arlene ashore. If the island is as

dangerous as the professor implied
"

"Wait a minute!" -Arnold rapped out.

H /

Ben, what are they doing ? " gasped Bonnie. " What happened—what are they fighting for ? "

Koveml>«r 2Stl>, 1931,
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"It strikes me you're taking a lot of

responsibility over Miss Bonnie, but I'm
the owner of this ship, and you'll do
as I tell you!"
Harry Drake's jaw took on a stubborn

thrust.

"Yes!" he said. "Well, owner or

not, we'll head for the port of Twam-
balla. When wo get there you can hand
me my discharge if you like. But until

then I'm in coinniand, and you'll leave

me to give the orders Head for the

port of Tvvaniballa, Mr. Black."
Bull Black hesitated, but, uncertain

for the moment of his ground, he touched
the peak of his cap sailor-fashion.

'Ay, ay, sir!" he answered, none too

civilly. -
'

Harry passed on, and he had gone a

few paces when Arnold tapped Bull on
the arm.

"Bu]l," he said through his teeth,

"you've wanted command of this ship.

Now's your chance. Let's see you take

it!" '

Bull squared his shouldei-s.

"You mean "

"Yeah, that's just what I do mean,"
Arnold told him curtly, interpreting the
sentence that Bull had left unfinished.

The rascally mate nodded, and strode

after Harry. At that moment Harry
was running his keen eye over a group
oi seamen, and he noticed that one of

the hands was loafing. He was Demp-
i;ter. Black's crony of the fo'c'sle, and
Harry spoke to him sharply. He had
marked among some of the crew, Black
included, an air of subdued insolence,

almost amounting to insubordination,
and he did not intend to tolerate it.

"What are you doing there, sailor?"

he demanded. " Come on, clean this

halyard !"

The curt reprimand brought DemiKter
to his feet, though it was with some
sullenness that he proceeded to obey, and
Harry was watching him sternly when
Black came up.
Captain and mate looked at each

other, and Bomething about Black's easy
self-assurance warned Harry of what .was

afoot.

"I've orders to take command of this

ship," Bull announced. "From now on
you'll con-sider yourself a passenger,
Mr Drake."
Harry's brow darkened.
"Is that so?" he giound out, in a

voice that must have carried to Arnold's
cars. "Well, let me tell you this.

You'll take orders from me, Mr.
Black!"
The men near by stopped their work.

Briney and Burke were among them,
and i5urke shot a glance at his ship-

mate which seemed to express the sen-

timent, "I told you so."
There were three other members of

the crew in the neighboiuhood—Demp-
ster, Gavigan and Ba.xter—and thoy also

seemed to regard the situation with sig-

nificance.

With every eye upon him, Bull Black
took a step forward, his knuckles
bunched ominously.

"I'll take nothin' from you!" he
barked, and with fho words swung his

list for Harry Drake's jaw.

Mutiny.

HAD it connected, that blow mnst
have hurled Harry to the deck,

but ho acted with a rapidity that
baflled Bull Black.

Up came his arm, and as his elbow
parried the swing Bull's fist glanced
aside. Next pccond Harry had ripped
his riglit to the mate's chin, and the

burly ruffian went over like a ninepin.

Heels flying, ho struck the boards with
a resounding thump and rolled to the

scupper.
November 28th, 1931.
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He lay prone for a moment, while
Harry stood over him, still in the atti-

tude of delivering the blow. Then the

mutinous rogue shook his great shaggy
head as if to throw off the effects of

the punch and with a full, round oath
ho scrambled to his feet and lunged at

the younger man.
Harry was ready for him. His left

tore into Bull's ribs with an impact that

drew a sharp grunt from the mate. His
right lashed him in the jaw again and
dropped him to the deck for a second
time.
Standing at some distance, Bon Arnold

could .scarcely refrain from shouting a

word of impatient encouragement to his

fallen henchman. There were others,

however, who were prepared to go to

Bull's assistance, for as the mate was
laid low both Dempster and Gavigan
started forward.
"No, you don't," roared Briney,

flinging his hefty bulk in front of them
and holdmg them off with widespread
arms. "Keep back, ye scum, an' give

the skipper a chance."
Bull reached his feet again, and made

still another savage onslaught. This
time he was more successful. He broke
through Harry's guard and rocked the

young captain with a buffet that drew
blood from the mouth, and, though
Harry was quick to recover, his assailant

fell into a clinch with him and tried to

throw, him.
They staggered across the deck, grap-

pling fiercely. Meanwhile, Briney was
keeping Bull's underlings in check, and
at the same time u-atching every phase

of the struggle—and a delighted yell

escaped him as Harry switched his foot

behind Black's legs and brought him
down with a trip-throw.

There was a patter of feet on the deck,

and Markham came running on to the

scene.

"Say, what's the matter with you
fellei-s?" he squealed, as he saw the

mate sprawled near the bulwark. "Come
on. let's give Bull a hand!"
He dashed forward, but Briney caught

him and wrenched him back.

"Just a minute, you!" he stormed.

"Fair play! The first guy that makes
a move, I'll break him in two!"

"Yeah?" came the voice of Dempster,

and next second he had wrapped his

arms around Briney's neck, assailing him
from the rear.

Briney was instantly engaged in a

fierce .scuffle, and Baxter, Gavigan and
Markham leapt towards Harry. Burke
took Markham on the run and brought

liim down in a heap, and Connor, ap-

pearing at that moment, tackled Baxter
manfully. Gavigan was left to go to

Bidl Black's aid, for Collins, the only

other reliable member of the crew, was

in the wheel-house, and did not dare

to leave his post. But Briney threw

Dempster to the deck and pounced on
Gavigan like a lion.

ye hit Gavigan with a force that sent

him staggering, and the man blundered

against Harry. The young captain

almost lost his balance, and only saved

himself from falling by clutching at the

bulwark. By the time he was fairly on

his feet, however. Bull Black was up
again, and rushing at him like a mad-
man.

Bull's fist drove into Harry's face

before he could lift his guard and block

the punch. The shock swung him back-

ward, and in a twinkling he was almost

over the side—within an ace of plung-

ing into a shark-infested sea.

He lurched back at • the mate and
caught the rogue with a right-hand jolt

at the same time. Bull reeled away,

and, following him up swiftly, the
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Englishman rained blows at liis impas-
sioned face. For the next sixty seconds
the mate was the victim of a relentless
hammering that drove him along the
deck towards the stern.

Ill the meantime Briney and his com-
panions were battling whole-heartedly
against Bull's underlings of the fo'c'sle,

and above the noise of the strife Briney's
strident voice w\'is bellowing powerfully.
"Give 'em beans, boys!" he roared.

"A scarlet runner every time ye hit
'em on the nose!"
Briney was handling both Gavigan and

Dempster now, his big, tousled head
rearing above them and jerking this
way and (hat as he battered them with
his calloiL-ed fists. Burke was piling
into Markham, and changing the con-
tour of that rascally seaman's features
with a series of well-timed blows.
Connor was up against a tough proposi-
tion in Baxter, a man of Bull Black's
build, but was managing to hold his
own.
Ben Arnold was watching the fight

eagerly, particularly the grim conflict
between Harry Drake and Bull Black,
and it was with feelings of chagrin and
dismay that he saw the burly mate
stumbling back in full retreat before the
Englishman's attack. But an exclama-
tion of satisfaction broke from Arnold
as Bull rallied with an effort and rammed
home a heavy body-blow.

Harry was pulled up by it, and .sud-

denly Bull launched a terrific onslaught
that was well-nigh irresistible. He used
all his weight, and his bulk was a big
advantage to liim, for he must have
turned the scales at fifteen stone, fully

twenty pounds more than the younger
man.
But HaiT3''s clean-cut frame had re-

sources of strength and stamina that
were jet to bewilder Bull Black, and
with his compact build the Englishman
was singularly well-equipped for a
"rough-house."

The mate landed a full swing that
floored Harry. It should have smashed
the wits out of him, too, but the young
captain had scarcely fallen before he was
starting to pull himself to his feet

again.

Bull flung himself forward and dis-

covered to his cost that Harry had
plenty of fight left in him. For he
planted his boot in the mate's stomach,
hurled him back with a powerful thrust

and then dragged himself up by the

bulwark.

The Plunge.

DR. ANTHONY ADAMS had re-

mained with his niece in her state-

room, where he did his utmost

to console her over the passing of her

father.

"You must be brave, Bonnie!" he

told her. "All the weeping in the world

wouldn't bring him back. And re-

member—he has left us with a mission

to perform, a mission that is going to

save thousands of lives. We've got to

keep a stiff upper lip, my dear
"

It was at this juncture that the doctor

first became aware of the commotion on

the deck, and as the sounds of the

melee reached his ears he took his arm
from around Bonnie's shoulders.

"Why, what's going on?" he stam-

mered. "It sounds like a battle royal."

He stepped to the door and pulled it

open, and the noiso of strife immediately

became a hundred times more distmct.

With an exclamation the doctor hurried

out of the cabin, and, forcing back her

sobs, Bonnie moved after him.

Ben Arnold was standing a few paccj

away, and Bonnie and her uncle joined

(Continued on vaee 27.)
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Owing to rustlers, an old rancher and his charming daughter are forced to take in

paying guests. Ruin stares him in the face until a stranger rides in from the prairie.
Starring Rex Lease and Dorothy Gulliver.

The Angry Owner.

PAH, they make me
sick!"
The old man in the

wheeled chair spat out the
words with vicious hatred.
His hair may have been
white, his checks sunken, and
liis limbs crippled, but the
eyes blazed with life and
determination, and tlio small
jaw and lips were thrust
forward. A fighter, rebelling at Fate,
and itching to be back in the fray.
His chair was on a wooden balcony

of a large ranch-house; before him lay
a lawn, well-kept flower-beds, trees, and
beyond—a glimpse of the rolling prairie.
On the lawn sat four women in arm-
chairs, and their tongues were doing
overtime. Middle-aged, over-dressed
women, and their Eastern clothes seemed
very much out of place on this Western
ranch.
Frank Sutter owned the Bar L, and it

made him mad to think that lie bad
been compelled by bad business to con-
vert his property into a home tor
lunatics and soft-hided greenhorns.
For years Sutter had been one of the

big cattlemen on the Mexican border;
but since the war times had not been so
good. Recently rustling had cuuscd
him such h-«ivy loiisos that ruin stared
him in the face. He had converted the
ranch into a "Guest House"—a place
where people from the East could live

and imagine that they were "Doing
the West." Most of the women had
more money than brains, whilst their
children were typical of themselves.
A big. burly man, with a heavy

moustache, strode on to the veranda.
"Hallo, Burke! Any news?"
"No trace, Mr. Sutter," replied the

foreman. "We tried to follow the trail,

but the rustlers must'vo drove the horses
into the liver and landed them lower
down. Twenty head we lost, boss."

"Yeah, and that makes two hundred
hr>ad of our best stock," cried Sutter.
" J£ these rustlers don't tpiit soon, Burke,
I'm ruined. Has the sheriff any idea?"

"Sheriff ain't wise, boss." Burke
shrugged his shoulders. "Ain't much
good raising posses and riding blind.
Then rustlers has a migiity clever
leader."
"I'd like to have him here now!''

raged the ranch-owner. "I could shoot
him and those cackling women quick as
lightning—and I should laugh fit to
bust ! Where's Winslow—does he
know ?

"

"Out for a ride in Miss Helen's car,
boss."

"Oh, well, I wanna see him soon as he
gets back," cried Mr. Sutter. "We've
got to do something to round up these
rustlers !"

The Accident and the Quarrel.

ACLEAX-SHAVEX >oung man
bent over a wood fire and care-
fully twisted and turned some

bacon over the flames. Dark curly hair
set off a laughing face, which was
healthy and tanned by the sun. The
.squareness of the shoulders and the well-

knit frame showed him to be an athlete.
His eyes were brown and mostly laugh-
ing—he went through life with a smile.
Fumbling with a tent was a wizened-

faced man of middle age. The top lip

of the large mouth seemed to protrude
over a small chin, thus giving him a
comical expression, w h i c h w a s

heightened by small, beady eyes.
"Say, Ben, how ve getting on with

that tent?"

"You've got the soft job," came the
growl from the old campaigner. "This
yeie tent is all rope, and dang me if I

knows which end's which!"
"You wouldn't !" laughed the

youngster. "I suppose I shall have to
show you."
"Any chump can sizzle bacon," was

the grumble.
" For two mornings it has been burnt,

and who did it?" The young fellow
turned his head. "If you made a living
cooking you wouldn't earn a cent, nor
would you make a whale of a lot putting
up tents. I can see from here you're
using the wrong- end of the pole."

"Why didn't you say so,

Jim Weston ?"

"Because I haven't got
eyes in the back of .my
head." was the guy reply.

"Come here, old pard. and
eat this bacon. We'll settle

one thing at a time."
"Suits me." Ben dropped

eveyythiug and eagerly
grabbed up a piece of

bacon from the frying-pan. "Wow.
it's hot !" He scowled as the younger
man laughed. Ben decided to cliango

the conversation. "What time do wo
strike this vere ranch?"
"Could have made it to-night, old-

timer, hut what's the hurry?" Jim re-

plied. "I wanna take a look-see in the
daylight, and it ain't always healthy to

arrive night-time. Think vou could
make some coffee without spilling it?"

"Boy, -there ain't a guy
"

"I know there ain't; but I'm thirstv."

interrupted Jim. "I aim to have a look
at this country before turning in. and
we're wasting time. Get busy with that
cotfee, Ben, and don't make it like pitch,

or else you do that tent on your own."
"A laugh would choke me." Ben

shook his head. " Fancy having to live

with a jackass !"

Ben and Jim aRvays pulled each
otter's legs, but actually tiicy wric fasi

friends. Say one word to Ben against
Jim, and about six guns would be in

your waist line.

The coffee was good, and when the
two men had drunk tlioir fill the problem
of the tent was tackled. So far tli_\v

had camped luider the stars, as they
had been moving in a hurry, but both
men knew it would rain that night and
decided to sleep in comfort, llonco the
unpacking of the small tent, which had
been oarried in the prairie schooner.
The two men were camped near a

stream. Ju?t above them lay a stony
and rough road, whilst a part-worn trail

led from the load p;.st their camp-site
to an old quarry. A good place for a
camp, as there was little chance of get-

ting the caravan bogged if it rained,
and made a good shelter for themselves
and their horses from the storm.

A powerful two-seater roared alonsr
the dusty, gritty road.

Kovember 25th. 1981.
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A biiiiicttc of iindoiibtotl cliarni sat at
tho wheel, and smiled with joy as the
car answered to her touch. A small
felt hat crowned a head of dark curls,

laughing eyes peered from beneath
long lashes, whilst a dimple came and
went in tho soft checks, and tho shapely
mouth opened with expectant delight as

tho car took a corner on two wheels.

Seated beside hor was a big-faced man
of about thirty-eight to forty years. His
small moustache was neatly clipped,
but the eyes .seemed a trifle too small
for so large a face. Tho mouth was very
big, whilst tho shaggy eyebrows gave the

man a handsome but rather ominous
attractiveness. At the moment his eyes
wore flickering this way and that, and
his breath coming in jerks.

"I say, Helen—steady down!"
"Not on your life, Hiarry Winslow !"

came the dare-devil answer. "I'm just

revelling in this. You beiit me riding
and told mc I didn't know what speed
was like. I'll show you !"

With a sciecch of tyros, the car took
another corner on two wheels, flinging

stones in all directions and kicking up
clouds of dust.

Helen Sutter had just returned from a
college in the East and she had brought
the car with her. The college lads and
lassies loved Helen, but those in charge
sighed their relief. If there were a rag
on foot, then the girl would be one of

the ringleaders. Returning to her
father's ranch, she had expected to be
bored by the life, and it had been
plcas.ant to find a cultured man like

Winslow acting as manager.
Winslow was a cattle man with modern

ideas, and he expounded a proposition to

Frank Sutter that he should utilise 'lis

ranch and land-, not only for cattle, but

as a holiday resort for tnod rasteinPi->

And, as business was bad, the Bar L
had become a gue-^t house
The manager had been pleased to look

after this highspuit(,d girl Old man
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Sutter's laud was valuable property, and
it might be well worth his while to con-
sider Helen as a wife. At the moment
Winslow almost detested the girl ; he
would curb her heels when she became
his wife i

"Tako it easy, Helen I" cautioned
Winslow. " There's a nasty bend by the
quarry, and the surface is very loose."

"I've never known this bus not to

answer," yelled back the tom-boy.
"You've hoard of Lightning Hudson,
the big race-driver—well, I've been lap-

ping at a hundred and twenty with him.
Once he let me drive, and the needle
just touched the hundred. Gosh, it was
a thrill !' Hudson taught me how to skid
round corners. Shall I show you,
Harry 1"

"Thanks, but I'd rather not I"

"It's dead easy. You aren't scared?"
Tho girl looked at him for a second,
and the car slithered towards a bank.
"Here, hi, mind_ out!" yelled

Winslow, and sighed his relief as Helen
swung the oar back to the safety of the
road. " Gosh, kid, but that was a near
shave I"

" Watch me take the quarry bend,"
was her answer. " I'll do it at just

under fifty."

Winslow had no chance to protest as

the engine made such a noise as Helen
stepped on the gas. Like a streak they
shot forward.

The quari-y corner. Bump ! The wheel
found a pot-hole and Helen knew then

she was going too fast. Desperately she

jammed on the brakes, but the car

seemed out of control. Helen caught' a
glimpse of a stretch of grass and decided

that if they had to go over the bank
heie was the place

The stiong bidkes weie acting and

" What hit me ?
Norembcr 28tli, 19SL

spluttered Jim, flinging aside the wreck of the tent.
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slowing the car as she bumped off the
road on to the old trail to the quarry.
Ahead was something that flapped gro-
tesquely and next moment the car had
charged head on.

Both Jim and Ben were inside the
tent. There were two poles, and the
youngster had fixed one and was
attempting to tackle the second pole.

" Wants someone outside to drive in

some pegs," he cried. "I can just reach
your pole with my hand, so if I hold
Loth poles steady do you reckon you
could drive in some pegs and fix a few
ropes. Don't strain too much on the
ropes when you're doing it or the tent
will collapse."

" Leave it to me, Jim, it's easy.
Why "

Ben never finished His sentence
because the tent, poles and the owners
were moved on with considerable force
for five or six yards. The poles and
canvas saved them from serious harm,
though the two were hurled to the
ground with much violence.

"What the blue blazes," spluttered
Jim, flinging aside the wreck of the
tent. "What hit me?"

' Reckon it's a wild bull," gurgled
Ben, who was also in difficulties. "If I

could get clear of this stufif I'd plug the
crittur."

Jim crawled out of the canvas and
stared round. Almost on top of him
was a car, and standing up were two
people. The pretty girl had a hand to

ashen cheeks, whilst the man looked
scared.

" Are you hurt V Helen's voice was
vei'y pleasant, but to Jim it sounded
Uke tearing cloth.

"Oh, no, I'm just fine," he growled.
"Say, what do you reckon you were
doing with that sardine tin of yours ?"

"Sardine tin!" At once the girl for-

got her fear. "This is a Hupmobile
and she cost

"

"I don't cai'e what she cost." Jim
Bung aside the tent. "Seems to me a
pram would have been more your mark.
What made you come charging down
here—did you lose control?"
"Certainly not!"
"Wouldn't the brakes act?"
"Of course they acted." How her

eyes flashed.

"The bad surface caused this lady to

be forced oflf the road." Winslow had
recovered his nerve and
was glaring at tlie

youngster in the worn cow-
boy outfit. "If there's

any damage to your pro-

perty I shall be pleased to

compensate you."
"Thanks," drawled Jim.

"Ai-e you hurt, Ben?"
"Nope." Ben felt him-

self all over. " But I guess

I'm mighty lucky not to

be all busted up."

"You were driving reck-

lessly." Jim faced the

girl with flashing eyes.
" You must have come
round that corner much
too fast. You might have
wrecked the car i.nd

led us. You don't de-

serve such luck. What
girls like you want is a
nurse."

"Is that 60?" Helen
was used to admiration
and adoration, and this

sort of treatment was un-

known. "Are you going

to stand there, Harry, and
hear this man insult me?"
Ponderously Winslow
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climbed out of the car, and as he came
touaida Jim he squared his big
shoulders and stuck out his chest in

aggressive manner, whilst his thick lips

opened to show clenched teeth. His
knuckles were bunched, and he looked
like a heavy-weight boxer about to ad-
minister a thrashing. Many a time this

attitude had frightened those who stood
in his way.

It did not impress Jim in the least.

The boy's hands clenched, and with eyes
alert for a sudden blow, he waited.
"Guess you'd better be careful how

you talk." Winslow'g voice ^as
ominous. "Unless you apologise "this
instant there's going to be trouolc."
"And you're the trouble. Ha, ha!

You make me laugh," Jim sneered, and
for a split second his eyes gazed
straight at the girl. "Why should I

apologise ? You wore driving too fast

and carelessly, you've smashed up our
tent and dam nigh finished me and my
pard, and you're surprised because I ain't

pleased. Reckon, lady, the best thin"
you cati do is to go home to Nanna and
take this big lapdog with you."
"Oh—how dare you I" cried the girl.

"I'm going to smash you for this!"
cried Wiiifilow, and swung back his arm.

But, strange as it may seem, the blow
hit nothing, because Jim had ducked his

head, but Winslow got a jolt when a
hard-as-iron fist battered his ribs just
below the heart.
Winslow had an ungovernable temper

and the blow made him see rod. Wildly
he rushed at the slim figure, hit nothing,
and got a straight left on the point of

the jaw that hurt. He tried to hug his

opiX)nent, but Jim was not there, and a

left-right made his cars burn bj- the
force of the blows. Then ho saw Jim's
face and swung a vicious hook, but the

blow hit the boy on the shoulder, and
next second a fist was in Winslow's right

eye. This time a grunt of pain escaped
his lips.

"Sock him, Jim,"
shouted Ben. " Give
the big palooka a
tousing. Knock him
cold. Let mc know if

you want any help."

Helen decided that
this fight had gono
quite far enough. Her
father would be furious
if ho hoard, and she
would probably get the
blame. For some
strange reason she did
not want this fearless

youngster to get hurt.

Besides, it was all her
fault. Helen knew
when she was in the
wrong, though she
would not have ad-
mitted the fact pub-
licly. Just as the two
men wero about to
chargo in again, the
girl leaped out of her
car and rushed be-
tween them.
"Stop fighting at

once !" she ordered.
"I won't have it!"
Her eyes stared into
those of the boy, who
suddenly grinned. "I
think you've got very
bad manners."
"Maybe, but you've

gpt mighty fine eyes."
Jim's temper vanished.
"Geo, how I like that
dimple. I suppose we
rouldn't fix up a date,
bocau.sc I might care
to stay around this
district for a spell."
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'Impertinence! You ought to go

back to school!" Helen tossed her head.
"Harry, let's get going. I won't have a
fight, but I won't stav here and listen to
the babblings of a cfiild."

"You're a pretty kid," Jim called

after her. " Wouldn't like to leave your
name and address, I suppose ?"

Helen made no answer, though she
had to lay a restraining hand on Wins-
low's arm.
"Let me pulverise him," he whispered.
Helen shook her head decidedly and

started the engine. The car backed out
of the tent, turned and then shot away
over the grass.

Ben was doubled up with mirth.
"We sure handled them two fine," he

chortled. "That big galoot looked fit to

bust. The lass could do with a good
sijanking."
"Yeah; you'i'e right, Ben." Jim

stared thoughtfully after the fast-

disappearing car. "I hope I see that
girl again."

" You leave the women alone," growled
Ben. "The}''re more dangerous than a
six-shooter. Let's got on with this
dunged tent and forgot about 'em.
Keckon we'll have to cut new poles."

Jim was quite quiet as he set about
helping Ben erect the tent.

N'
Enemies.

EXT morning Jim and Ben broke
camp, piled their tent and belong-
ings on the schooner, rounded up

the half-dozen young ponies and took
the trail.

"Mighty good idea bringing these
mustangs along." Ben chewecf at his

pipe. " Reckon you'll get a good price,

buddy?"
"Better than carrying money. Ban-

dits can take money, but they wouldn't
find it easy taking the horses." Jim had
lit a cigarette. "Besides, old Sutter
asked me to bring along any colts that
wore going cheap. He has had a darned
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thin time. Bad luck he should hav«
been laid up with those rustlere about.'

"We're just a couple of wandering
punchers?" asked Bon. "Do we stand
to get a pay-roll?"

" Sure, if wo got the rustlers," Jim
laughed. "Old Frank's offered me a

thousand bucks to stop this rustling.

I'd do it for nothing because he was a
real pal to my father in the early days."
"Yoah. so you told me," Bon nodded.

"I'm sure eager to get at them rustlers,

for I ain't loosed off a gun for months."
"Don't forgot to act a bit simple.'"

.Tim was grinning from oar to ear.

"You oughta be able to do that fine."

"Sure I—here, you'ro pulling my
leg I" growled Bon. "Dang me, but
you're a pal I Mighty good thing you
ain't a rustler, or

"

"Not so loud," cautioned .lim. "The
forests have ears, and wo ain't far from
the Bar L."
Both Jim and Bon decided that the

hacienda of Frank Sutter was a com-
fortable building, but tlioy wero stag-
gered to see women in muslin dre.s.ses

holding gay sunshades over largo hats,

ohildron who screamed and yelled, and
a number of young men.

"Go-^ili. old man Suttor's turned Ua
dive into a guest house!" gasped Jim.
"Things must be bad for him to go to

that length."
They parked the .schooner under the

trees, hitched the lod horses, and then
made towards the ranch-house. But
sharp eyes had observed ihoir approach,
and Harry Winslow stepped through an
open fronch window.
"What do you men want here? We

don't want any hoboes."
"So you are " Jim recoveri d from

his surprise. "Geo, ain't this a welcome!
We want to see Mr. Sutter."
"I represent Mr. Sutter. I am the

manager."
"We heard back at Cross Trails that

punchors wore wanted." Jim nudged

I'm running this show I " snarled Winslow. He glanced down at Jim's hand
and caught lus breath as he saw the ring.
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Ben to keep quiet. "We were told that
if we spoke to Mr. Sutter he'd take us
on the payroll."
"The boss does not want any hands,"

was the answer. Winslow spoke in a
quiet though hoarse voice. "Bctti-r beat
it before I get the boys to move you."
"Scared to try it yourself?" taunted

Jim. "Well, we ain't going till we've
seen Mr. Sutter."

" It's getting mighty unhealthy for

you every second !" snarled Winslow.
"For the last time, are you going
quietly, or

"

"Here, what is all this noise?" cried

a voice. "What's wrong now?"
A wheeled chair appi'arcd, and in it

Mr. Frank Sutter. Jim guessed that

Winslow had spoken quietly because he
did not wisli his words to be overheard.
Sutter looked up, opened his mouth to

say something, and then shut it as Jim
slowly rubbed his lips with his fingers.

" You two men want work—is that

it?" Frank Sutter peered at Jim and
his partner. "I've got sharp ears,

Winslow, and I can use them. If these
two can work, which is more than some
of the hands you've hired, then they can
stay. You're here on a month's trial."

Winslow's eyes were narrowed and
furtive. "Just as you please, boss." He
shrugged his shoulders. " If you take on
hands you know nothing about, don't

blame me if you get stung." With that
he turned his back and left them.
"Jim, Jim, it's glad I am to see you !"

The invalid held out both his hands.
"What was the idea of the warning?
That was Winslow, my manager."
"I've come here to trace those

rustlers." Jim was very serious. "I
want nobody to know who I am—every-

body except yourself and Ben must be
a suspect until I know they're innocent."
The sound of cluttering hoofs made Jim
turn. His eyes opened wide—the girl of

the car. "Mr. Sutter, who is that girl?"
"One of your suspects," chuckled the

old man. " That's my daughter Helen
;

she's just back from college."
Helen jumped lightly from the saddle,

ran across the strip of grass, and
stopped dead when she saw the two men.

" Helen, I've just taken on two new
hands—Jim here and his pal Ben."
Sutter smiled proudly at the pretty girl.

"Had a nice ride, dear?"
"Sure I have." Helen could not take

her eyes off Jim, who was grinning
defiantly. "Have you hired these two
men, dad?"
"Yes, my dear. But why do you

ask?"
"One meets some funny kinda hoboes

these days !" Helen snapped out the
words. "One can't be too careful."
"We're only on trial. Miss Helen,"

mocked JLni. "You ride a horse mighty
well, though maybe you find a motor-car
moro to your liking."

" Dad, I'm glad these men mentioned
cars, because mine wants a clean." Now
it was Helen's turn to smile. "Perhaps
they might give the car a wash and
polish."
"That's one to her ladyship." whis-

pered Jim to Ben as they watched her
.stride into the house through the
windows.
"High-spirited, Jim," her father

smiled proudly. "A little quiet for her
here. I'll get you to take her riding in
the mornings."
"Thanks, boss! I'd like that if your

daughter feels like a morning canter."
Jim changed the subject. "It seems
sorta queer to me to see you in that
chair. Pop used to say that you were
the fittest man in Arizona, and yet
you're crocked with rheumatics."
"Rheumatics be dangcd !" raged the

old man, shaking his fists. "1 don't
want Helen to know I've been shot.
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Those rustlers got me six months ago in
the hip, and I'll bo mighty lucky if I

ever walk again. Moreover, I've got to

act this way, or else these guests would
get scared and beat it."

"So they plugged you," Jim whistled.
"Any suspicions?"
" None. Burke, the foreman, has

raised several posses, but he can never
pick up the trail. By tens and twenties
I'm losing my horses, and unless it stops

soon, Jim, I look like being sold up."
Meanwhile, on the other side of the

corral away from the ranch-house .two

men listened eagerly to Harry Winslow.
Slinking, dirty and unpleasant fellows
were these two men.

" Pete "—Winslow addressed the taller

of the two—"I'm going to watch this

stranger, and that goes with you two
men. You are out mostly with the
horses, and I want you to watch out for

any sight of the youngster and his comic
partner. You, Red "—this was to the
burly, unshaven man—"you watch round
the hacienda. You're detailed to help
the guests, so you've got plenty of

chance. The least suspicious thing you
report to me."

" Can't we settle 'em and take no
chances?" growled Red.

"I think we might have them re-

moved," Winslow grinned evilly. "But
I must think of a plan that won't fail.

I will talk the matter over in the morn-
ing. We might get rid of thcni before
the next run."
"Okay, chief!" Pete caught hold of

the fat one's arm. "We'll get acquainted
with these two guys right away. Same
place, chief?"
"Sure! Now beat it!" hissed

Winslow. " Hero comes Miss Helen.
She mustn't see us together."
The two men slunk away into one of

the barns.

The Rodeo.

NOTHING of any importance hap-
pened during the next few days.
Jim and Ben were detailed to look

after the guests, taking them riding, see

they didn't fall off, and generally act

like guides. The antics of some of the

Easterners caused Ben much mirth.
"Fat Mrs. Gillow riding a boss is a

scream !" laughed Ben.
"Listen here, you !ong herring!"

growled Jim. "If she sees you laughing
it'll be reported to Winslow, and that

means being fired. So you gotta cut

out the mirth and get down to business.

So far I haven't located any rustling,

but I sure don't like some of the lads

that work on this yere ranch "

"You've said it, son," Ben nodded.
"Biggest bunch of cut-throats ever,

though some of the bunch are good
enough. What's this rodeo going to be
like to-morrow?"
"Something to amuse the guests,"

scoffed Jim. "Stunt riding,' two races,

a broncho-busting competition and some
comic stuff."

Once or twice Jim had seen Helen, but
she passed him by as if he did not exist.

Jim grinned, but he was annoyed
because' Helen was a fine-looking girl,

and she was a grand rider. Jim's
nostrils twitched when ho saw Winslow.
The skunk seemed to be always with the
girl.

Winslow had not included either of the
new hands for the rodeo, and so our two
friends enjoyed the role of spectators.

They sat on the wooden fence that
encircled tho corral, chewing straws and
watching the fun.
"Pretty punk show," commented Ben.

"Tho best boss in that first race was
that piebalil, and it didn't win."

" Did you note Winslow was running a
book, and laid that horse at fours. You
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wanted to back it, but I wouldn't let

you."
"Why did you do that?" Ben

scratched his head. "I was kinda riled
at the time, because I could have sworn
that piebald "

"Yeah, mutton-head, I know it was
tho best hoss," snorted Jim, "but when
I saw Winslow laying those odds I got
wise. In my opinion the race was a
ramp, and it kinda makes me think.''

"So Winslow framed that race." Ben
said this slowly, then his old face lit up.
"Do you think, Jim, that

"

" Shurrup ! Your voice carries!"
cautioned Jim. "I don't know any-
thing, but I don't like Mister Harry
Winslow. He's too slick for my liking.

Look at him now, making bets against
anyone sticking on the back of the
Killer for two minutes, and know-ing
darned well none of his bunch intend to
stay on."
"Why don't you upset his game?"
"Don't want to get Winslow too riled

or he may get wise." Jim removed the
straw and pushed his sombrero on to the
side of his head. "I did think about it,

Bcu, but that hoss may be one of those
trick horses. Any rate, it's best loft

alone, and the prize for sticking on for
two minutes is only ten bucks. You try,

Ben."
"Not me!" Ben was decided. "I

had a look at that Killer, and it's a
good name."
They watched man after man climb

into the wooden box that housed the
Killer get on to the creature's back,
and ttion give the signal for the trap-

door in front to be' opened. Most of
them shot out like rabbits, and within
twenty seconds had bitten the dust. A
couple of " Sun-fish " bucks, and the
cowboy sailed into space. The guests
roared with delight, whilst Winslow
grinned and took their money.

" Suppose he gives 'em a share of the
profits, " mumbled Ben. '' They earn it.

Hallo ! Look who's here !"

Jim, who had been watching the
antics of the cowboys, turned to liis part-

ner. Ben's head gave him the clue to

the direction of the latest interest^
Helen Sutter, in iioat ridiug costume,
flicking a crop against buckskin
breeches, was sauntering towards them.
"All set for trouble." Ben spoke out

of the corner of his mouth. "I bet she's

got some work for us, and it's going to

be unpleasant."
Helen paused opposite the two men,

looked up, and saw them sitting on top
of the corral fence.

"Not riding?" Helen's eyes were
speculative.

"Nope!" Ben answered.
"Neither of you ?"

"No, lady," Jim smiled. "We're just

watching the fun."
"I'm surprised you're not trying to

ride the Killer," said the girl. "Don't
prizes mean everything?"
"Meaning?" Jim did not like her

tone.
" Father was telling me that you had

quite a reput.ation in Montana—or so

you'd told him!" Helen saw the last

hit had gone home. " I should have
thought riding a bronc like tJie Killer

would have been too easy."
"Are you suggesting that I haven't

got the courage to ride this Killer?"

Jim's voice was sharp. " Is that what
you mean, Miss Helen?"
"I'm really not in the least in-

terested," was the lofty answer, and
Helen made to move off.

"Miss Helen"—Jim climbed down
from the fence and stayed the girl by a

firm grip oi. her arm—" I'm going to

make this my intei-est oven if you aren't

inforested. t'l! wager I'll stay on longer

than some of these other hombres."
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"Xo man has ever ridden the Killfer."

Helen itared at Jim with mocking gaze.

"What can you expect to do?"
"I'll ride the horse '

if it's the last

thing I do '." Jim swung round on his

pal. "Ben, try and get ten bucks wager-
ing ^vith Mr. Winslow against my
riding."

It ieemed as if no one else wanted
to have a try at riding the Killer. Win-
slow was shouting about odds of ten to

one against. A surprise when Ben
appeared and wanted to back Jim for

ten dollars.

"Weston hasn't entered," cried the

wily Winslow. "But I'll take the/fcet

all the same."
Jim had a foresight that it was going

to be a difficult ride, and that made the

blood tingle. He would show this girl

he vvas not a coward. Up the side of

the fence box that corralled tiie Killer

climbed Jim, and in a second he was
in the saddle. Someone fired a gun, and
as the front of the bos opened the horse

shot forward.
But if the guests expected to see

another puncher bite the dust, they were
mistaken. They saw a horse that seemed
to twist into all shapes, go up in the

air and land on all four hoofs, rear high
in an attempt to fall on the rider, and
fly round the corral trying to smash
the leg of the rider against the wooden
stakes of the fence. Never had they

seen such an arched or venomous crea-

ture as this horse. The women shud-

dered as the foam-flecked animal came
near them, and they saw the gleaming
teeth and fiery eyes.

Evo"yone expected Jim to be flung

from the Killer's back, but the boy
seemed to anticipate every move of the

fierce creature. He appeared to be

modelled to the horse, and never once
did he ever look like being thrown. It

was a marvellous and almost effortless

ride, and only once did Jim ever resort

to brirte force. That was when the

Killer tried to fall back on him, and a

cut over the head was necessary. Soon
it was apparent that the black stallion

had had enough and was tiring.

Two mounted cowboys, who were act-

ing as judges, rode forward and lined

\ip on each side.
" You win, buddy," cried one. " That

was grand riding."
"Thanks," laughed the boy, and

leaped lightly to the ground.
On the same spot of the fence sat

Ben, who was grinning from car to car

and holdint; up a wad of notes.

Jim climbed up beside him, but the
grin became immense when once more
Helen Sutter approached the two
friends.

Helen did not know her own mine
She was glad that Jim Weston had
ridden the Killer, and yet

angry that he should have done
the trick so easily. She felt

humiliated, and therefoi-o in-

clined to be angry.
"The Killer must have been

tired, but you rode him well,"

was her grudging concession
"Thanks, Miss Helen." Jim

winked at Ben. "But
I'll guarantee that
though that hoss is

tired there isn't a soul

here that could stay
on his back as long as
I did. Don't think I'm ^^^^W- r-»^

talking big, but I learnt
riding in a hard school,

where it meant life to
keep in the saddle."
"So you think no one

coidd ride the Killer?"
"I'll wager anyone

five bucks."
"Tlis.t bet's takea."
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coolly answered the girl. "l know
someone who can stay as long as you
did."
"She must mean Winslow," muttered

Ben, chewing at his straw and staring
after the girl's trim figure. "I'll go
shares in that bet, buddy."
"Shurrup!" Jim was clutching the

rails. "I wish I hadn't bragged about
my riding."
His fears were realised a minute later

when he saw the Killer shoot once more
into the corral, with Helen Sutter on
the creature's back.

Helen w.ts a marvellous rider, but
however good a rider may be, it requires
iron wrists to manage a wild broncho,
especially when that bronc sees a chance
of getting its own back for a recent
humiliation.

Jirn was off that rail like a flash, and
running towards the hitching-rail and
his own horse.
Failing to throw the girl, the Killer

tried to crush her legs against the rails,

and one of the judges hurriedly whis-
pered to the other. They swung open
the corral gates. If the" Killer headed
for the open country, there might be
less chance of the girl being hurt.
The horse flashed away like a streak,

and in a cloud of dust vanished down a
canyon amongst the trees, and as Win-
slow yelled to his men, Jim went after
the girl as if his life depended on it.

Helen's wrists began to give out. She
could not check the riiad creature.
Already her head had just missed a low
bough, and all the strength seemed to be
going from her body.
The thud, thud of hoofs behind her,

and she turned in the saddle.
"Jim! Jim!"
No answer from the boy save an urg-

ing of his hor.se to greater speed. The
animal responded gallantly, and Jim
surged alongside as Helen swayed in the
saddle. His strong arms caught her niul
swept her on to the pommel of his own
saddle.
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Panting and sobbing she clung to him,
and Jim held her very dose.
"You're a mighty brave kid," whis-

pered the boj'. "Gee, you can ride a

horse !"

Slowlj- she raised her face and looked
into the serious blue eyes.
"Thank you, Jim. for saving me.

I've been a little fool."

"A brave and darned nice fool."
boldly answered Jim.
The sweet mouth was close to his own.

He kissed her.

"Oh, you brute I"' was her answer,
but Jim knew it was not meant.

Fired.

A FEW days later Winslow got hi.»

chance to "remove" Weston
When Jim brought oflF his spec

tacular rescue of Helen, and Winslo«
saw the admiration in the girl's eyes,
he determined that it was time to act.

Moreover, he was suspicious of Jin:

because the latter was camping out al

nights. Old man Sutter had explained
that Jim had volunteered to act as a
night guard. The manager had a few
words with the cook.

The result was that Jim one night
took out doped coffee, drank it, and fell

into a sleep of stupor. Pete then rode
up, and from his pocket produced a

bottle of whisky, which he poured into
Jim's mug, and also smeared the face of

his victim.

Next day. Jim was taken before Suttei
on a charge of sleeping whilst on duty
and being drunk.
Triumph gleamed in the cunning eyes

of Harry Winslow as he watched Frank
Sutter demand an explanation. Helen
was also present, and so was Ben. The
horrified expression in the girl's face
almost made the villain chuckle. So weli
had Winslow talked to Sutter that the
boss was convinced that Jim had fallen

for strong drink.
"It was a frame-up," cried Jim. whose

head was still buzzing painfully from
the dope. "I hate the stuff."

"You were found soaked in liquor,
shouted Sutter. "Your kir has been
searched and we've found four more
bottles. It's a clear case. Y''ou're
fired!"

Jim decided that little use would be
gained by arguing, though he was de-
termined to prove his innocence.

Jim was forced back over the table.

i
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"Okay with me." Jim paused hy
Helen. "When I said it was a irame-

up I meant it, and I'm coming back to

prove it. Good-bye."
Jim had a few minutes alone with

Ben.
"Look after my spare saddle, hide it,

and keep yer eyes skinned," he whis-

pered. "If you want to get in touch
with me, drop a note in the hollow of

that old tree—the one struck by light-

ning. When you get a chance, search

it for one from me. I waiit you to

run me down a lot and give it as your
apinion I've hit the trail south—they

iiustn't suspect you. Now I must be

ofT. and keep a watch over Helen."
"Leave it to me, pard." Ben gripped

lis partner's hand in a horny fist. "By
gar, I'd like to neck-tie Winslow and
liis skunks!"
"That may come later. 'Bye for the

present." A nod and Jim had gone.

From a window Helen watched him
ride away, and then was angry with

henself for ci-jing.

Except for the stigma on his name,
Jim did not mind about being fired, be-

I'ause now he could devote all his time

to watching out for the rustlers. The
orevious night, whilst he lay doped,
twenty valuable horses had vanished,

xnd he swore to search every valley

ind canyon till he found them. Already
he knew the country, but where those

horses had gone was a mystery.

It was in the early hours of the

morning that Fate first helped Jim.

He had camped for the night near a

slieer granite cliff, which at some time

had been used for quarrying stone. It

was honeycombed with tunnels, and he
decided that they might be worth ex-

ploring to find out where they led. The
sound of voices disturbed him, and he
cautiously peered round the rock behind
which he had been sleeping.

Winslow, Pete and Red

!

"Now that meddler's gone we can
get bUiSy," Winslow was saying. "To-
night we're holding a masquerade ball.

I've got costumes for ourselves. Nearly
all the boys will be there, as the women
will want to dance. I'll talk to you
tliere about our plans. You boys see

to your side of the scheme."
"Okay, cliief!" Pete rubbed his

hands. "Reckon we oughta make a

final clean-up and beat it before the

old fool gets wise to our game."
"I aim to do that. That Weston fel-

low was a spy," answered Winslow.
"You've seen no sign of him?"

" Followed his trail out into the

prairie and there lost it," cried Red.
"He's cleared out—a yeller cur."

"I wish I thought that," answered
Winslow.
Jim cursed his bad luck—his foot

loosened a small stone and instantly the

three men swung round and saw him.
Before they could diaw their guns
Jim had dived back to cover behind the
rock. Behind another rock was his

horse, and he did not waste any time
in getting to saddle. Guns got bu^y
as Jim broke cover, but the fire of the
srookfi was poor and the light bad.

Jim soon realised that his horse was
a speedier creature than the mounts of

the pursuit, and ho .slowed as a daring
plan was forming in his head. Could
ho put over a daring bluff ?

Winslow yelled encouragement to

Pete and Red. They were gaining on
their man. Nearer and nearer they
drew. Jim made for higher ground
and hia horse seemed to be lame.
Several times he turned and fired wildly.

"We've got him," cxulte<l Winslow,
»nd urged his horse forward.
Jim was riding along the rim of a
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gulch when the three men got within
range and opened fire. Jim swayed in

the saddle, and when they fired again
the reins slipped from his hands and
ha crashed to the ground. For a

moment or so the figure twisted on the
very edge and then rolled over in a

cloud of dust and loosened stones. The
fall was broken by a bush and lay

lodged, witli hands sprawling into space.

The three men dismounted and
stared down at the still figure.

"That's settled him," growled Win-
slow. " Best leave him for a day or
two, maybe the vultures will help us
out. Ckime on, let's beat it."

But when the villains had rode away
Jim came back to life, stood up and
shook the dust from his clothing.
"I'm not settled yet. Mister Win-

slow," he cried. "That bluff worked.
Soon I'm going to settle our account."

The Masquerade.

IT was the evening of the masquerade.
In an empty stable crouched Jim
Weston.

" Pete and Red, here are your cos-

tumes," Winslow was giving instruc-

tions. " You two are supposed to be
riding range, but disguised, the Sutters
will think you're guests from neighbour-
ing ranches. My plans are not quite
definite yer, but I shall be certain dur-
ing the evening, so watch out for my
sign. If the worst comes to the worst,

we might make a clean-up of the
guests."
"I'm with you, chief," cried Pete.

"We must see how things plan out,"
Winslow answered. "Here are the cos-

tumes. Don't let anyone see you
changing. Red, you had better change
i!i my room ; Pete, you had better stay

here for a spell, then dress and join

us later. I want someone to watch for

any trouble."
"Trouble?"
"Always wise to have a watch-dog,"

laughed the crook. "Better come with
me. Red."
How Jim chuckled when Pete chose

the empty stable as a changing room.
A sack descended over the unfortunate
rascal's head, steel-like fingers gripped
his throat, and when he recovered his

senses he was bound hand and foot.

Little did he guess that a man wearing
hi.s monk's costume was at that moment
joining in the revels.

Jim was received by Helen. How
ho longed to reveal his identity! The
girl looked [lale, and Jim wondered if

she had been crying. Lest she should
recognise his voice he spoke no word,
just bowed, keeping the cowl of the
monk's hood well over his face. .An-
other thing in his fayour was the wear-
ing of masks.
Jim soon recognised Winslow, who

was wearing the costume of a Spanish
matador, and when the crook talked to

a Chinese mandarin, he guessed the
latter to be Red. He was also sus-

picious of a pierrot, who badly needed
a shave. Was this another one of the
gang ?

An hour went by and Jim was alert for

any sign from Winslow. Once he
danced with Helen, who was strangely

silent. Was she grieving for him ?

How would she act if Winslow told her
that he was dead ?

But Jim was alert when Winslow
made a beckoning movement with his

head, and directly the dance stopped
he strolled towards the matador. His
sharp eyes saw the mandarin and the
pierrot hovering close by. Winslow
nodded to the three men, and, opening
a door, went into a small lounge, which
was deserted.
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Winslow did not waste time.
" To-night we're having the final

show-down," he announced. "AVe've
got the best of Sutter's horses, and we'll
take the whole lot across the border in

the night. We shall, naturally, take
that bunch of colts Sutter has coialled
down in Timber Creek. I've taken a
good look at the folk here, and I don't
think they're worth troubling about.
The time is now ten, so let's nake the
hour eleven."
"We'd better get the word down to

the boys," cried the mandarin.
"They've got White Cloud on the job."
"White Cloud?" What did Red mean

by that? Jim was puzzled.
"Will you be coming with us, chief?"

asked the pierrot.

"Later; I've got a job here." The
matador grinned eviUy. "I'm aiming
to take someone with us over the
border."
"You mean Miss Helen?" asked Red.
Jim forgot his caution. These skunks

should not get Helen.
"What's the idea?" His voice was

hoarse. "A girl will bring every sheriff

in the States on our trail." In his agi--

tation he laid his hand on Winslow's
sleeve.

The crook-manager scowled.
"I'm running this show," he snarled.

"You take my orders or pay the con-
sequences. I " He glanced down at

Jim's hand and caught his breath. Pete
had calloused hands and did not own a
ring. What did this mean ?

"All right, have it your own way."
Jim withdrew his hand. "You know
the game best. What's the next
move?"
"Back to the dance for ten minutes

and then to your posts." Winslow's
eyes had narrowed. "Best get going,
Pete. It won't do to all swarm back
in a bunch."
Jim was glad of the excuse to get

away, but directly the door had closed
Winslow tamed to the other two.
"You perishing fools!" His face

was livid with rage. "That wasn't
Pete—that was Weston. I noted a
small ring on his hand and, what's
more, the hand he laid on my sleeve
wasn't anything like that of our Pete.
He's roped Pete and bluffed us."
"But we left Weston for dead!"

gasped Red.
"Well, he's come back to life again,"

raged Winslow. " And we've got to
act quick."
"Why didn't you shoot him, chief?"
"And have all the bunch down on

us," was the jeering answer. "And
how do I know he doesn't park a gun
under that costume ? One movement to

draw and I get it. We'd best get out-

side, find Pete and see what Weston is

planning."
The clatter of hoofs showed them that

Weston had ridden into the night.
" The moon is showing over the trees,

soon it will bo almost as light as day,"
cried Winslow. " You guys have got to

trail Weston, and you must get him. If

you can't overtake him warn the boys
to stand by for a change of plans; wo
may have to fight our way out of this

mess." Ho clapped his hands together.
" We've got the sheriff at the Mas-
querade—by gar, that's an idea."
"Are you cr;izy, chief?"
"I'll get him to raise a posse among

the guests." Winslow spoke almost to

himself. "I'll make out that Weston is

the rustler, and if we can catch him dis-

guised as a monk it will look bad
against him. He can swear it's a lie.

but who can support him bar that old

fool Ben? Guess we'd better settle

'Continaed on page 25.)
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The Mysterious Shot.]

CRACK!
John Conioy's rather stern

brows drew together abruptly, and

he involuntarily turned his head listen-

ing.

There was no mistaking that sharp

noise, like a large piece of brittle wood
being snapped sudilonly. It was a

revolver shot !

Cautiously Conroy left the mirror,

where he had been standing tyinp his tie,

and crossed to the door of his room.
There was a puzzled look on his face.

This hotel in which he lived was one of

the quietest in the city, and the last

thing he would have expected was the

sound of firearms.

He had two rooms on the third floor,

one leading into the other. The inner

room—the one he now occupied—was the

bed-room, and to get from there to the

landing he had to pass through his

living-room.
He opened the door slowly, and almost

simultaneously a girl rushed from the

landing into the living-room. She
paused abruptly at the sight of him.
"Oh!" she exclaimed in alarm.
Conroy studied her closely, and noted

that she looked palo and distraught, as

though in fear of her life. He became
tense, realising that he had stumbled
upon some mystery.
"Where did you come from?'' he

asked quickly.
She ran across the room and gripped

his arm in panic.
"Don't let them get me!" she cried.

"I don't understand. What's the
(•rouble ?"

"I was on the landing outside deliver-

ing a package for my employer, Mr.
Barstow," she explained. "Suddenly I

heard footsteps behind me, and turned to

find a horrible-looking man coming
towards me with a life-preserver in his

hand. I was scared. I pulled a revolver
from my handbag and fired."

She covered her face with her hands
and started to tremble.

"It all happened so quickly," she went

on breathlessly. "I di<ln'i realise wlial

I was doing. Please—please help me !"

Conroy looked at her thoughtfully for

a moment, then went across to the door
leading to the hall and locked it. He
returned to lier side, and on his face was
an expression of frank puzzlement.
"I still don't understand," ho said.

"Why were you carrying a gun?"
"I have to. Mr. Barstow insists

upon it. He is a stockbroker, and most
of the packages I carry are worth
thousands of pounds."
Conroy opened his mouth to a.sk

another question, when noises from the
landing made him stop. A crowd of

people had gathered from adjoining
rooms, disturbed by the shot, and
Conroy coidd hear the voice of the hotel
detective ordering them to stand back.
"Did you hit the man you fired at?"

Conroy asked quickly.
"I don't know. I didn't see."
Someone knocked. Conroy caught the

girl by the shoulders and thrust her
towards the bed-room.
"In there quickly," he said. "I'll see

to the folks outside, and you can finish

your explanations afterwards."
"Oh, thank you !"

"Don't stop to thank anybody.
Hide!"
She vanished info the other room as

the knock was repeated, and Conroy
crossed (o the outer door. He unlocked
it and threw it open.
The hotel detective was standing out-

side, but there was no sign now of the
aggressive manner in which he had been
heard speaking to the others.

"Sorry to trouble you, Mr. Conroy,"
he said in a respectful manner, "but a
girl took a shot at someone and dis-

appeared down this end of the landing.
Did she come in here?"

Conroy smiled disarmingly.
"She couldn't have done," he replied.

"I've only just got up, and the door
was locked from the inside until I opened
it a moment ago. Anybody hurt?"
"No, sir. Whoever it was she fired at

must have run like blazes, because there's
no sign of him." He scratched his head,
puzzled. " It's a funny business."
"Well, I'm afraid 1 can't help you,"

said Conroy.
"All right, sir. Good-morning!"
" Good-morning !"

Conroy closed the door again and
silently locked it. Then ho turned
eagerly towards the bed-room, wonder-
ing what strange chance had thrown the
lovely but mysterious intruder across his
path.

"It's all right now," he said, enter-
ing the bed-room, and stopped abruptly.

It was empty !

A hurried glance round showed him
what had happened. The bottom of the
window was wide open, and the curtains
were flapping in the morning breeze.
She had taken advantage of his con-
versation with the hotel detective to
make good her escape.
"Fool!" he said angrily to himself,

and started for the window. But ho
never reached it. As he pas.sed his dress-
ing-table ho caught sight of a sheet of
paper that had not been there before,
and on it was scrawled the words :

"If you will call at 225, Elmore Drive,
I will explain.

—

Marion Dale."
" Phew i" ho muttered as he read thft

enigmatic message a second time. "{
wonder what the game is?"
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fiarstow.

MEANWHILE, a taxi was racing
away from Conroy's hotel towards
aiiotlicr part of tlic city, and in it

was tlio girl who liad signed herself

"Marion Dale."
She was looking worried, hating her-

self for what had just happened. Some-
how the memory of Conroy and his w ill-

ingness to help her alTccted her more
deeply than she cared to admit even to

herself.

As the taxi swept on she closed her

grey eyes and surrendered hc*self to her

thoughts about him. She liked his hand-
some but stern face, with its suggestion

of grim humour when faced with a diffi-

cult problem, and she liked, too, his fear-

less eyes that had never once wavered
from her face while she was telling him
about the shooting. In spite of their

directness, they had betrayed admira-
tion, and the admiration had been for

her.

A thrill of pleasure ran through her

^•eins at the thought.
She was roused from her reverie by

the hiss of brakes, and saw that she had
arrived at her destination. She alighted
quickly, paid the driver, and mounted
the steps of the large, stone-fronted

house which had been her home for the

last four months.
In answer to her summons the door

was opened by a tall, stooping man
whose black hair lay in a tangled mass
over his broad forehead, and whoso
dark, crafty eyes were turned into pin-

points by the thick-lensed spectacles

that rested crookedly upon the bridge of

his nose.
Involuntarily, at the sight of him, she

shrank back ; then, as if by an effort,

she pulled herself together again, and
forced herself to speak normally.
"Thank you, Rigo," she said. "Is

Mr. Barstow in yet?"
"Ho is in the study," Rigo replied,

and the slight guttural slur in his voice
proclaimed him to be a German.
Marion hurried past him as though

glad to be beyond his reach. She
crossed a wide hall, and entered a room
on the far side where, seated at his desk,
was the man she had mentioned as her
employer.
He looked up from his papers as she

came in, and nodded a curt greeting.
"Well?" he demanded.
"Everything happened as you

planned," she replied. "I fired the shot
outside his door, told him that I had
been followed, and left him a note when
I got away." She spoke wearily, as
though she hated what she had done.
"Good!" said Barstow briefly. "And

you think he will call?"
She shrugged her shoulders.
"Perhaps—^and perhaps not," she said.

"He did not look a fool."
She stood before him, regarding him

speculatively, tapping with her foot on
the floor. She noted for the hundredth
time his hard, cruel expression, and his

grossness, barely concealed by aii out-
ward suavity.
Suddenly she turned and flung herself

into u chair, every nerve tingling.
"I'm tired of this mystery," she cried

unsteadily, as though she had reached
the limit of her endurance. "I'm tired,

too. of being here, working for you. If

you want a man like Mr. Conroy to
come here, why don't you write to
him, or go and ask him yourself? Why
do you have to resort to trickery, and
dr-ag me into it?"
Barstow rose to his feet, swift anger

on his face. Ho brought down his fist

on tlie top of his desk with a crash.
"How dare you question me!" he

shouted. Then, just las quitklv as his
anger had arisen, so it died again.
"Forgive mo," he went on suavely, "I
November 2Stli, 1931.
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/brgot my.self ! You see, I do not like
being lasked for explanations. They are
not necessary. All you have to do is to
obey me without discussion, and wo shall
always remain the best of friends."
She stood up also, so that she could

face him.
"I do not want us to remain friends,"

she cried passionately. " I want you to
let me go !"

He smiled.
"Apparently you forget," he said

softly. "You don't seem to realise that
I helped your father to get away when
the police were after him, and that oven
now I could tell them his hiding-place."
She dropped back into her chair help-

lessly, every drop of colour draining
from her face.

He looked down at her, and from the
change that came over his features, it

was obvious that a new idea had come
into his mind.
"I suppose," he said quietly, "you

don't happen to be falling in love with
this man Conroy, do you?"
She started. His question had taken

her unawares.
"I—why—I—of course not!" she

finished indignantly.
"Well, don't," he said, his voice hard

and metallic. "You will only let your-
self in for a grave disappointment other-
wise. You see, he is rather in my way
at the moment, and—well, perhaps there
is no need for me to explain too fully."

She stared at him in horror. A dull

red—like blood—seemed to shine from
his eyes.

Quickly she rose and hurried from the
room.

At Headquarters.

B\CK in his hotel, Conroy finished

his dressing thoughtfully. His mind
was occupied by the mysterious

Marion Dale. Who was she ? Why had
she ajipealed to him for help, only to

disappear?
He knotted his tie, and straightened

it to his satisfaction, turning over these
questions in his mind. If he found any
answers, no sign showed on his face as

he donned his waistcoat and jacket and
buttoned them.
Finally he went to the telephone, and

called a number. Within a few seconds
he heard a voice sav :

"Yes? Who is it?"
" Conroy."
"Come right over," the voice con-

tinued. "It's urgent. How long will

you be?"
"Ten minutes."
Conroy hung up, and returned to his

dressing-table. He opened one of the

drawers and took from it a .38 auto-
matic. VA'ith a deft jerk of his fingers,

he flung back the breech to assure him-
self that it was loaded, then dropped it

into his breast-pocket.
Nonchalantly he left his rooms and

walked slowly down the stairway to the
street. Casual passers-by noticed nothing
extraordinary about him, yet behind his

calm eyes, which seemed to be darting
everywhere, was an alertness ^vhich
showed him to be in readiness for any
contingency which might arise.

His appearance on the steps of the
hotel was the signal for a taxi to move
off from a near-by rank and slide to
the kerb. He descended to it slowly, and
opened the door.
"Drop me one street away from head-

quarters," he said in nn luidcrtone

;

and then, in his ordinary voice :
" The

Astor Hotel."
"Yes. sir," said the short, broad-

shouldered driver.
Conroy got into the vehicle and sat

down. The driver let in the goars. and
the taxi moved off. As it joined the
tra (Tic-stream. Conroy mcfX'od his head
so that it was close to a small micro-
phone let into (he side of the cab.
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"Anybody around, Jones?" he asked.
"Yes," replied the driver, speaking

without turning his head, and with
hardly any lip movements. "That old
guy who calls himself Colonel Snowden
was in the hall of your place early this
morning, and when he came out he spoke
to Millie, who was standing in front of
the jewellery shop three doors down.
Also, a girl went from the third floor
to the street down the back fire-ladder.
Foster told me about that."

" H'm ! Did he recognise her?"
"No. Never seen her before."
"Right! Thanks!"
The cab drew up just beyond a corner,

and Conroy alighted. He gave the
driver some money, and received some
change. Then, as the cab drove away,
he sauntered across the pavement and
into a newspaper shop.
Nobody stopped him. Nobody, not

even the proprietor of this shop, seemed
even aware of his existence. He merely
walked through to the back of the pre-
mises, out into the yard, through two
small doors, and into a grey stone build-
ing by its side entrance.
A minute later John Conroy, secret

service agent, stood before the desk of
his chief.

A Conference.

DR. LANSEN, local commissioner of
the International Secret Service,
an organisation maintained by

every civilised countrj' in the world for
the stamping-out of international crime,
was speaking at the telephone as Conroy
entered. He motioned Conroy to a
chair.

"I know that, sir," he said into the
transmitter, and his tone sounded
harassed. "We'll do all we can to i)ut a
stop to it. I'm putting my best man on
the iob. Yes, I'll report fn a week.
Good-bye !''

He hung up the receiver, and sank
back in his chair. His grey eyes, which
had the appearance of being sunken he-

cause of his protruding forehead, were
troubled.
"Conroy," he said earnestly, "I've got

to hand over one of the biggest jobs that
this department has handled for years.

You know that counterfeit money i.^

being circulated, don't you?"
"It always is," replied Conroy.

"But the police keep it in check fairly

well."
"Do they?" The chief leaned forward

and picked up a sheet of paper from his

desk. "I was just speaking over the tele-

phone to the Treasury Minister, and he
tells me that unauthorised notes to the

value of two hundred thousand pounds
are in circulation. Banks are sending
them in for clearance from all over the

world—Europe, America, and even from
far-off Japan. What's more, every kind
of note is being forged—Bank of Eng-
land, United States Treasury, Bank of

France, and others." He slid the sheet

of paper across the desk. "Here's tlio

classified list. You can see for your-

self."

Conroy picked it up, and uttered a
low whistle. It w-as indeed as the chief

had said. From the evidence beforo

him, n vast organisation was in exist-

ence which was defrauding the whola
world.
"We've got a certain amount of in-

foriuation to start with," the chief con-

tinued, and froni the way he ran his

fingers through his iron-grey hair

Conroy could tell that he was perturbed.
"The" brains of this organisation aro
here, in this city !"

Conroy leaned forward cagierly.

"How do you know?" he asked.
"I have been making inquiries

amongst nranufaeturers of chemicals,
and I find that quantities of aniline

dyes, picked white rags, Dhotographio

f
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equipment and so on, have been de-

livered by various routes to the house of

a certain stockbroker."
"A stockbroker?" exclaimed Conroy

suddenly.
"Yes. Why?" The chief looked .it

hifli curiously.

"Oh, nothing.
'•Barstow. He

Di'fye."

Ctonroy relaxed in his chair
away look in his eyes and
pensively. Into his mind flashed the

vision of IVIarion Dale.
So she wanted him to go to 225,

Elmore Drive for an explanation, -old

she? A trap. Well, well!
The thought began to trouble him.

Somehow he could not associate the
girl he had seen with anything crooked,
and he was a fairly shrewd judge of
human nature. Yet there were the
facts. She had started that scare in

his hotel only that morning, and had
left a note which was obviously in-

tended to lead him into the clutches of
a criminal gang.

It was some moments before he spoke.
When he did he rose to his feet.

"All the documents concerning the
matter are in the office outside, I

suppose?" he said.

"Yes."
"All right. I'll look them over and

get to work."
He made for the door, but before he

reached it the voice of his chief halted
him.

"I know you won't mind my giving
you a personal hint." The chief spoke
kindly. "In your la.st case you very
nearly came to grief because of your
disinclination to think badly of a
pretty woman. This time

"

Oonroy grinned.
"I know," he said. "Be a Secret

Service man fii-st, and a human being
afterwards. That's why you're married,
with three children. So-long!"
He got out of the office

before the chief could say any-
thing in reply to that. It was
better so.

On The Track.

HE regained the street

again by the same de
vious route, a faint

smile upon his lips, and stood
upon the kerb with the idta
of checking up his surround-
ings. For a week or more pa-^l;

now he had been wondering
why ho was being watchetl by
the two unskilful individuals
known as Col. Snowden and
Millie, and at last he
knew. They had both
been mixed up with
counterfeiting before,

and apparcntiv they
were a-ssociatc-d with
this latest organi.sa-

tion.

As he stoorl there
a woman dressed in a
long fur coat and a
hat that partly con-
cealed her face drew
up close to him. as
though waiting for an
opportunity to cross
tlii" road. She stepped
off the kerb, and as
she did so she dropped
a small leather money
wallet.

"Pardon me,'' said

Conroy, and stooped to pick it up
As he straightened himself he looked

up, and to his sensitive ears came the
sound of a muffled click. His quid:
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eyes detected a fold of the woman's fur

coat hastily coiicealing something which
glinted in the sunlight, and he imme-
diately recognised it as a small lens.

He held out the money-wallet and
smiled courteously.
"You dropped this," he said quietly.

The woman uttered an exclamation
of surprise and took it.

"Oh, thank you," she said gratefully.

"I don't know what I should have done
if I had lost it. It's all I have in the

world." •

Conroy nodded . pleasantly as she
moved off, but the moment her back
was turned he dived his hand into his

pocket and produced a cigarette-case.

He extracted a cigarette and tapped it

a number of times on the polished side

of the case, and at the same moment
a stocky taxi-driver across the way let

in his clutch, his quarry being the
woman in the fur coat.

Conroy turned away, his eyes stilt

active, and detected a bowed, white-

haired man leave a cigarette shop
opposite and wander aimlessly up the

street. It was Col. Snowden.
Conroy did some quick thinking. He

realised that every move he made was
being watched by unseen eyes; but he
also realised that in a crowded
thoroughfare he was as safe as though
he were behind a foot of armour-
plating.

Casually he wandered across the road
and into the tobacco shop, certain that

it was used for the purpose of watching
headquarters. He produced a note for

a large sum.
"Twenty Camels, please," he said to

the man on the other side of the
counter
The man served him and looked with

disfavour upon the large note th.st

Conioy had dropped.
"Haven't you got anything smaller?"

he asked gruffly.

"No," replied Conroy.
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The man opened his till and raised

the spring holding down a pile of

smaller notes. He carefully lifted off

the top ones and began to pull out
some from underneath.
Conroy's hand shot across the counter

and gripped the tobacconist's wrist.

"Why not the ones on the top?" he
asked casually. "Is it because you
know me ?"

With his free hand he picked up all

the notes the tobacconist had and
examined them, at the same time keep-
ing the tobacconist under observation.

Finally he put them down.

"Don't bother to read) for your gun,"
he said quietly. "I can get to mine
before you can open that drawer you'vo
got under the counter."
Before the astounded tobacconist

could reply, Conroy picked up his own
money and walked out of the shop.

That night in the security of his

guarded hotel he sent an enigmatic
message to his chief. It ran

:

"It won't be long now!"
After which he se.ttled down to wait

for his unseen enemies to make the next
move.

An Arrest.

IN
spite of his customary cheerfuliioss

Conroy woke the next morning feel-

ing slightly troubled. Before going
to sleep he had spent many hours turn-

ing over the problem of the counter-
feiters in his mind, and he had beea
painfully conscious that he had only
the slenderest of facts upon which In

work.
For instance, although the man

Barstow was under suspicion, nothiniit

had occurred to connect him definitely

with the international frauds, hence
Conroy's ruse to let the other side act
first. It was the only way to get to

grips with whoever was at the head
of the gang.
Again, his thoughts about Marion

Conroy's hand shot across Ihe counter and gripped the

tobacconist's wrist.
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weie strangely mixed. Since he had
first wet her tlie feeling that she was
not really crooked had recurred time
and time again in his mind. Wiio was
she, and why liad she acted in such a

strange way the previou.s day?
His reverie wa= interrupted by a

knock on his door. He iiad then just

finished dressing.

"Come in," he tailed, and as one of

the iiuiids entered to tidy up he added :

"Oh, it's you!"
He was about to turn away when

S'vmething familiar about her face

•ittracted him. His eyes narrowed
momentarily, then he grinned to him-
self.

"I don't think I've seen you before,"
he remarked.
"No, sir," replied the maid.

"Bessie, who generally does this floor,

is away to-day, so I'm doing this one
and the one above."
"I see," said Conroy.
He went over to his jacket which

was hanging on the back of a chair and
took one or two official documents from
the inside pocket. He glanced at them
for a moment, then replaced them and
went into the living-room, apparently
to make a telephone call.

He shut the door behind him and
listened with his ear close to the panels.

What he heard broadened the grin on
his face, for it was the sound of the

bottom of the window being gently
raised.

He did not hurry. Not until the
window was lowered again did he re-

enter the bed-room.
He went straight across to the chair

and felt in his pocket. The papers
were gone !

Calmly he went to the connecting
doorway and stood barring any possible

exit.

"Well, Millie," he said, "it looks as

though I've got you at last."

The girl started, and her face turned
a shade paler.

' Wliat do you mean ? I don't under-
stand," she gasped. "Stand away from
that door !"

"Not on your life," said Conroy. "It
was you who bumped into me yester-

day, and took my photograph while I

was picking up your wallet. And now
you've stolen some papers that belong
to mo."
She rounded on him fiercely.

"Prove it!" sho challenged.
There was a knock on the door.

Conroy opened it, to admit the short,

btocky (axi-driver named Jones.
"Ah, so you got her!" said Jones.

"I was keeping tabs on your window,
knowing that she had entered the hotel

early. She dropped these to a newsboy.
I had him arrested." He held out the
papers that Conroy had lost.

Conroy took them, and turned to

Millie.

"Well?"
"Oh, all right," she said resignedly.

"You win. But somebody's going to

got you for this, Conroy." She took a

htop nearer to him, her face livid with
hate. " When you arrest nic you sign

your own death warrant."
Conroy smiled.
"Surely not." ho said quietly. "Bar-

flow might bo a crook, but he'd hardly
go a> far as murder."

" Bar.stov ! Then you know " She
stopped suddenly and bit her lip.

Conroy cxchang<>d glances with Jonos,
hut gave no sign to INlillie that he had
heard.

" Wouldn't you like to tell me all

about it. Millie?" ho said persuasively.
"Thiigs will he so nuich easier for you
if you do. l'"or instance, I'm not the
Koveraber 28th, 1931.
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first man whoso photograph has boon
taken with that pocket camera of yours.

Who did you give the negative to, and
how many copies were made for dis-

tribution io the gang?"
"I don't know what you're talking

about," .said Millie obstinately.

"No?" (/'onroy thought for a minute,
then tried a new' line. "Then toll inc

«hat JNIarion Dale is doing with your
mob ? She's no crook, if I'm any
judge."

Alillie looked at him sharply. She had
detected the faintest signs cf eagerness
in his voice.

"So little Marion interests you, oh?"
she said spitefully. " Well, if you think
she's bettor than the rest of tis, follow

her at twelve o'clock to-day, and you'll

see for yourself."
Conroy made a sign, and Jones

grabbed her by the arms and handed
hor over Io a couple of policemen wait-

ing outside. When lie returned, he
found Conrov standing by the window,
looking out over the roof-tops with
troubled eyes.

"Well," he said cheerfully, "that
gives you a line on the job anyway,
boss. Millie's dropped Barstow right in

the soup."
Conroy did not reply at once. He

still stood at the window. Suddenly,
without looking round, he spoke.

" Jonos, have a spare watcher put on
\umber 225, Elmore Drive," ho said.
" And pick me up here at ten minutes
to twelve."
Jones nodded and went out. Mean-

while Conroj went on thinking, and his

thoughts were not pleasant. They wore
of Marion Dale.
Apparently he had forgotten his

chief's warning about not believing the

worst of pretty women

!

At Dexter Avenue.

Ar exactly five minutes to twelve,
Jones' taxi drew unobtrusively
into the kerb a short distance

away from Barstow' s house. Jonos him-
self was at the wheel, while Conroy sat

in the back.
As the vehicle came to a halt, Conroy

spoke into the microphone.
"Who did you detail for the job?"

he asked.
"The flower-woman," replied Jones.

"She has just given the signal that

nothing has happened yet."

Conroy glanced up the street and saw
an old woman standing against a wall,

a largo flower basket slung from her

shoulders by a strap. Even as he looked
ho saw a car pull up outside Barstow's
house, and at the same moment Marion
came out and walked down the path
towards it.

The flower woman, as though scent-

ing a customer, hurried forward, and
reached the side of the oar at the same
time that Marion did. Apparently
Marion did not want flowers, for Coiu-oy

saw hor shake her head and turn away
to give the address she wanted to the

driver.

The car moved off, and the flower-

woman shambled down the street. She
approached the taxi, holding out a

bunch of carnations.

"Carnations for your buttonhole,

sir?" she said loudly; and then, under
her breath: "15, Dexter Avenue."
Jones loaned over the side of his

driving sett.

"Get to blazes out of here!" he said

for all the street to hear. "I'm not

going to have people like you worrying
my customers. Got going!"
He slammed in his gears and started

down tlic street so suddenly that he
almost threw the woman to the ground.
I"; was all part of his plan.
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Ho did not hurry, but took an
indiiect route to the address the flower-
woman had given, taking care that he
was not being followed.
He drew up before a stucco building

in a cheaper neighbourhood eventually.
It looked liko an ordinary lodging-house
or a large family residence that had
been converted into flats.

Conroy alighted and went up the front
steps, leaving Jones to wait. He tried

the i^ront door and found that it was
open. Quickly he passed inside.

He found himself in a small hallway.
Several doors opened out of it, and at

the far end was the beginning of some
stairs. Over the whole place hung the
musty smell of stale cooking.

Coiu'oy decided that no one who was
carrying on the dangerous activities of
a crook would bo likely to have a room
on the ground floor, so he felt that he
could safely ignore the lower doors.
Whoever it was tliat Marion had come
to see was living a floor or two up at

the back of the house, where the fire

escape could be reached easily.

Conroy mounted the stairs slowly,
stopping every now and then to listen

for the sound of voices. On the first

landing ho drew blank. Only one room
was occupied, apparently by two old
people who wore in the first stages of a
domestic quarrel.

He mounted the second flight, and as

ho reached the top stair a door ahead of
him opened and closed suddenly.
Marion Dale stood facing him.
"Oh!" she exclaimed. "You!"
She looked confused, and glanced back

at the door in embarrassment. Conroy
advanced to her side grimly.
"Been visiting?" he asked.
" No—or—yes " she stammered.
Conroy reached past her and grasped

the handle of the door. He was about
to turn it when she gripped his wrist
desperately.

" Please—please don't go in there!"
she bogged.

" Why not ?" He watched her nar-
rowly, convinced now that she was one
of the gang,
"Because—oh, I can't explain." She

spoke almost in a whisper, just loud

enough for Conroy to hear. "If I tell

you anything they might "

She stopped suddenly. Out of the

corner of her eye she caught sight of

two men standing behind Conroy at the

head of the stairs. One of them was
Rigo !

Her mind moving like lightning, she
released Conroy's wrist.

"All right, then. Go in," she said,

Conroy, not seeing the others, thrust

the door open, and found himself in a

dingy room, furnished mainly with old

chairs and a table. Sitting in an arm-
ciiair by the window was a man.
Conroy's eyes narrowed. He looked

from the man to Marion, and his ex-

pression was stern.

"I see," he said quietly, "Just a
friendly visit, eh?"
Marion knew what ho meant—that

she was in love with this unsliavcn,

unkempt individual in the armchair, A
denial rose to her lips, but she checked
it, hoping to gain tune, Rigo was out-

side, and she know that if the Gorman
and Conroy came face to face, Conroy
might be in danger. She roniombored

Barstow's words: "Ho is rather in my
way at the moment." Already she was
beginning to suspect Barstow's true busi-

ness, yet sho could say nothing, for tho

sake of hor father.

"YcK, just a friendly visit." sho

replied at last, loudly enough for Rigo
outside to hear. "Also, I had to bring

him somolhing from my employer."
Conroy's eyes flickered over her face
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searchingly.
"What?" he asked.
"A packet of bonds."
"H'm!" On Conroy's face was a

frank expression of disbelief. "Show
them to me."
At this point the man in the chair

started to his feet and went towards
Conroy angrily.
"Look here, you," he said, "what's;

the idea of bursting into my room like

tliis? Who are you, anyway?" He
stopped, waiting for Conroy to reply,

but Conroy said nothing. "If you want
information I'll give it to you. She
came here to see me, and that storyt)f
hers about a packet of bonds ij all

hoodlum, see? So if you're jealous and
think I'm trying to pinch your girl, go
away and think that over!"
Conroy still said nothing. His face

was as inscrutable as a mask, but in his
eyes as he looked at Marion was nothmg
but contempt.
Suddenly he turned, and before

Marion could stop him he had left the
room. He crossed the now empty land-
ing and hurried down the stairs and out
of the building.
Meanwhile, Rigo and his confederate

wore watching from a place of hiding.
The latter drew an ugly automatic
pistol and took aim at Conroy's reced-
ing back.
Rigo knocked his arm aside quickly.
"P'ool!" ho hissed. "Do you want

the whole of the city police about our
ears?" A crafty look came over his
face. " We will return to Mr. Barstow.
I have an idea—a great idea^that
should rid of us of this Conroy for ever.
Come !"

The Trap.

CONROY returned to his hotel at
once. He wanted time to think.
Whichever way he looked at it,

Marion seemed to be one of the crooks,
her thinly-veiled attempt to cover her-
self having failed. Conroy, not
knowing the true facts of the
case—that she was forced to
silence by the hold Barstow had
over her father, and that she
had tried to save Conroy from
danger—could only think that
she was in league with Barstow.

Ho wondered what he ought
to do nc.\t. He realised what
his dirty was. When he finally

landed the gang of Internationa
counterfeiters into his net she
.should be amongst them

;
yet

somehow he could not bring
himself to do it. He loved her.

That admission, oven in tln'

secrecy of his soul, seemed
absurd, he kn(Hv ; but he ha(
lived long enough to realise that
fi'lling in love is one of those
things that are not governed by
reason. Ho had mot her but
twice, and on both occasions he
had suspected her of complicity
—yet following those two brief
occasions he found himself think
ing of her more than he had ever
thought of any woman before.

For hours he paced the floor

of his rooms grappling with his
problem and getting no nearer
to a solution. He did not notice
the passing of time, with the
result that when, at five o'clock,
someone knocked, he uttered an
exclamation of surprise upon
glancing at the clock.

"Come in!" he called.

A page entered carrying a ca
on a salver.

"Gentleman to see you, sir.'

•aid the page.
Conroy picked up the card, and
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saw noatlv engraved upon it
—"Col.

C. T. SnoVden."
"Show him up,'" he said calmly.
The page departed, and Conroy

smiled quietly to himself as he whipped
out his pistol and examined it to see

that the safety catch was off. So his

idea of making the gang seek him was
working, eh ? He smiled grimly to him-
self.

The door opened again as Conroy
thrust his weapon out of sight, and a
white-haired old man with a benevolent
expression and stooping shoulders
entered. He greeted Conroy rather
shaniefacedl}', and sat thankfully on the
prolfored chair.

"Mr. Conroy, I fear the reason for

my visit is a little strange," he began
at once. "Of course, you do not know
me?"
"I'm afraid I don't," replied Conroy

politely, realising that the old man was
not aware of what the secret service
really did know.
"Then I would like to ask you one

question first, Mr. Conroy," the old man
went on, " When one has been engaged
ill criminal activities, is it not a fact
that one's sentence is much lighter if one
offers assistance to the police?"
"I believe it is," replied Conroy.

"But I don't see what this has to clo

with me. I am nothing to do with the
police "

The old man raised his hand.
"We need not hide our identities

from each other," he said, "because
some time ago I fell upon bad ways, I

was compelled to sell my services to a
gang of criminals who have been
engaged upon the nefarious business of
counterfeiting, and it is known that you
are operating against that gang. That
is known to every one of us, as you can
see."
He produced a slip of pasteboard,

which he laid on the table before him.
Conroy picked it up and saw that it was

his photograph—the one
Millie had taken. Con-
roy felt that he had to
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admire the organisation which could
pay attention to such details.

"Well?" he said non-comniittally.
The old man cleared his throat awk-

wardly, and appeared to hesitate. Then
he blurted out :

" Will you arrange for me to go free
if I tell you how to bring that gang to
book ?"

Conroy did not reply at once. He
frankly regarded the whole business as
a trap, and yet it was so well done that
he could easily believe it was genuine.
"That is a question I can't decide,"

he said at length. "My chief is the
only one who can help you there. But
I can say this—if I succeed in rounding
up the gang upon your information,
anything I recommend is almost sure to
be done."

The old man appeared quite satisfied.

"Then I will be quite open with you,"
he said. "It is common knowledge that
you visited No. 15, Dexter Avenue, this
morning. Well, to-night at eleven the
gang is meeting there. If you will

accompany me I can show you a liidiug-

place from which you will hear every-
thing, who is behind the gang, where
the notes are made, and the addresses
of all our distributing centres. Will yon
come'r'
Conroy looked at the old man

shrewdly and considered the point.
Suddenly he turned and reached for the
'phone.
"Taxi, please!" he called.

The old man leaned b:iik in his chair
contentedly, a smirk of .sati.sfaction upon
his face. But the smirk suddenly
vanished when the round face and short,
wiry body of Jones appeared in the
doorway.

"Jones,' said Conroy, "take this
gentleman to headquarters and lock
him up in the largest cell you can find.

Others will be joining liiiu later."

The old man rose protestingly.

"My dear sii " he began.
"And also tell the chief to send a few

men to No. 15, Dexter Avenue, at

eleven to-night, in case I want them."

Conroy, not seeing Rigo

and Iiis companion, thrust

the door open.

Movensber 28th, 1981.
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Jones nodded briefly and clamped
two largo hands upon the old man's
shoulders. He made a few deft passes,
and a large revolver clattered to the
floor.

"Naughty, naughty 1" said Jones
playfully. "A little boy like you
shouldn't carry sueh dangerous things.

Kim on \"

Conroy laughed ond reached for his

hat as Jones escorted his prisoner out
of the room.

Rigo.

AT ten o'clock tliut night, Conroy
was sitting against a chimney-
stack on the roof of No. 15,

Dexter Avenue, a pair of headphones
over his ears. At his feet was a leather

case carrj'ing an amplifier and a

battery.

He smiled quietly to himself as he
thought of the .sham colonel's ruse to

trap him, and speculated upon what
was due to happen. He could only

guess that the gang intended to kill

him in some way.
Fortunately, upon his arrival in the

building earlier in the evening, he had
found the back room on the second
floor empty, its occupant having, appa-
rently, gone to a theatre or something.
Only a few brief minutes had sufTiccd to

-nable him to hide a tiny microphone
behind a jiicture. and run his wires up
the stairway to the roof.

Ten-fifteen struck—ten-thirty ! Sud-
denly he stiffened. In the headphones
he could hear the unmistakable footfalls

of someone in the room below. They
seemed to wander round the place for

a few minutes, then a guttural voice

uttered an exclanuition of satisfaction

and a chair creaked.

For another fifteen minutes there was
silence again.
Suddenly more footsteps were heard

—

lighter ones this time. The noise of a

door opening and shutting came over

the wire clearly—then voices.

"Rigo ! What are you going to do?"
It was Marion I

Rigo laughed harshly.

"I am waiting for the clever Mr.
Conroy," he replied. "I am watching
for hiin to come through that door, and
when he does this weapon will finish

him. No noise and no fuss. It is fitted

with a Maxim silencer, and no one will

be disturbed." Ho chuckled. "That
is good, eh ?"

"But you can't do a thing like that,"

said Marion, and there was no mis-

taking the anxiety in her voice. "In
fact," she lied, "Mr. Barstow told mc
to come here and send you back."

A silence followed that was so long

that Conroy felt a strange tingling up
and down his spine. What was happen-
ing? He strained himself to catch the

slightest sound for a few minutes, and
was just about to loavo the roof and
go below to see, when Rigo spoke jrgain.

"I do not believe you," he said de-

liberately. "We have suspected you
for a long time. Wo believe you to be

in love with this man Conroy. Is that

not so?"
There was another pause.
"Ah. I can see that it is," Rigo went

on. "So you would bo a traitor to our
cause, oh? Very well, then

"

He broke off suddenly, and Marion
gasped. For a moment Conroy feared
something had happened to her; but

the next moment he knew the reason

for the sudden silence. Someone was
coming up the stairs towards the second
landing. Conroy could hear his foot-

falls distinctly, and none of tlioin was
to know that tiiey were the footfalls of

one of the other lodgers.
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"Now!" muttered Rigo in a lovr
voice.

A scream almost shattered Conroij's
ear-drums. Marion seemed to take two
quick steps across the room, and a
scuffle followed. '• *

"Mr. Conroy !" she cried. "Go away
quickly, while you're safe ! They're
going to kill you !"

Conroy did not stop to hoar more.
Ho threw down the headphones and
ran to the side of the roof. His fac»
set and his fists clenched, he ran dowa
the fire-escape and burst through the
window.
He fouiid Marion and Rigo locked

in a death-grip in the middle of the
room. Rigo, his eyes blazing, was
trying to turn the hand that held the
pistol so that he could bring the muzzle
against Marion's body, and Marion,
terror-stricken, hung on to his wrist
with both hands to prevent him.

Conroy hurled himself across the
room, and sent his fist crashing to the
side of the German's head. Rigo let

up a cry and staggered backwards. The
nio\ement forced Marion to let go of
him, and he raised his hand and took
quick aim at Conroy

Conroy ducked low as the weapon
crashed out and charged. He caught
the German round the waist, lifted him
high and flung him across the room.
He leapt to follow, and landed

squarely upon Rigo's back. Rigo
stumbled forward and fell face down-
waids, Conroy on top.

The pistol had gone wide. Conroy
gripped Rigo's wrist and brought his

arm behind his back.
"Get that gun, Miss Dale," he said

curtly.

"Let me go!" shouted Risto madlw.
"I'll kill you!"
Conroy put pressure on the German's

wrist, forcing it up towards his

shoulders.
"Who sent you here to finish me?"

he demanded.
"I won't tell ,vou. Let mc go!"
Conroy forced the German's arm a

little higher.
"Come on now. Who was it?"

Beads of sweat began to appear on
Rigo's brow, and his face was white
with pain. He gritted his teeth as

Conroy increased the pressure still

more.
Suddenly he broke down. He had

reached the limit of human endurance.
"I'll tell you—I'll tell you!" he

shrieked. "It was Barstow."
Conroy eased his grip sliglitly.

"Go on." he said. "Is Barstow the

forger ?"
" I don't know what you mean

Ah !" Rigo winced as Conroy reminded
him to speak the truth. "Barstow
financed us I made the notes, and the

rest of the gang helped to get rid of

thom. He "

"All right." Conro\ broke in. "I've
heard enough." He looked up and
found Marion watching anxiously. His
features relaxed into a smile. "Well.
what's your confession ?" he asked
gently.

She stared back at him with
frightened eyes.

"I knew nothing about this forgery

business." she said earnestly, and it was
obvious to Conroy that she was speak-

ing the truth. " Afr. Barstow made me
go messages for him, and he told me
that the parcels I took were |.ackages

of bonds. He tricked me into helping

him. He's got a hold over my father."

Conroy dug his knee hard into the

small of Rigo's back.

"I.s that true?" he asked.

(Continued on page 26.)
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II^^M^ A gripping story of blackmail and a mysterious
menace.

Mr. Freming Gets a Shock.

THE career of George Christopher
Fleniiiig was as variegated, as
colourful and as interesting as

that of most American men who liave
risen to great heights from the lowest
rung of tlie ladder. He had enemies—as
which successful man has not ?—he had
found himself up against stupendous
interests that seemed determined to
crush him. And he had emerged power-
ful, assured, firm in his conviction that
his financial strength was impregnable.
The storj' of his origin was as

romantic as could well be imagined. In
ono of his expansive moments he assured
a gathering of friends, assembled in his
lovely seaside residence not far from
Atlantic City, that he had entered the
ranks of wage-earners at ten years of
age, had drifted somehow from city to
city, often getting more kicks than
ha pence, but gradually completing his
education in the exacting university of
Life.

"I was kicked about from pillar to
post," he said, and as he talked the
niusic of a negro band, plaving noisily
in his conservatory, sounded "oddly as he
sketched his early history. "Yes, from
pdlar to post," ho repeated .somewhat
dreamily. "I have plumbed the depths,
and I have tasted the pleasures of
riches, and having tasted them I'll
squeeze the uttermost joy out of life.

"The secret of success?" Ho repeated
the iiKiuiry of a zealous auditor. "Just
two words—fear nothing." And then it
dawned upon Fleming that possibly he
had said too much. For he realised
that there were chapters in his oarlv life
that might with advantage remain
closed for all time. So with a deftness
that did him credit, he turned the con-
versation into other channels, but his
"fear nothing " motio was not lost upon
those of his friends who had listened
to their host with uncommon interest
Such men as Fleming are the target

ot the blackmailer; they batten upon
shady incidents in the lives of their
victims, count upon the unwillingness of
succe.ssful men to have their weaknesses
displayed to the world. Fleming was no
exception. But thcv threatened him in
vain. He treated their demands with
contempt, met their a,ssu ranees of
imminent exposure with the calm
itijunction to "get ahead," and knew in
his heart that they had discovered him

1.,
a tough proposition.

Now and again his morning mail con-
tained a missive that administered just
a momentary shock, a veiled or lurid
threat to disclose to the world at leastone of the methods that had enablednim to attain to, and to maintain his
present eminence. Invariably he would

ajiply a match to such letters, watch
their gradual crumbling into ash witli
the grimmest of smiles. Then he would
return to his routine and thrust the
destroyed letter from his mind.
New York has its legions who live bv

their wits alone; who exist by preying
upon the fears and the secrets of their
fellow men. Mr. Fleming was deter-
mined that such easy living should not
be made possible at his -expense; and not
oven his confidential secretary, from
whom few of his activities were" hidden,
was made aware of the extraordinary
letters that came in his employer's mail.
Mr. Fleming was destined to discover,

however, that his imperturbability was
not quite shock-proof. In its contents,
in the strange manner of its arrival,
the "Triangle " letter undermined the
invariable self-assurance of this financial
colossus.

Going to his study desk one early
evening, he was amazed to find pinned
to the blotting-pad by means of a dagger
a brief note to the following effect

:

"You have not 'deposited the 15,000
dollars as demanded in our two former
notes. Look out ! Death to you at H
to-night !"

The note was "signed" with a
triangle !

This was "Black Hand" blaakmail
with a vengeance ! The kind of thing
one reads of in the lurid novel, or
smiled at on the movies. To encounter
It in real life, to sec the glistening blade
of the dagger thrust into the clean pink-
ness of his blotting-pad—surely he must
bo dreaming

! But there it was, a grim
solid reality, the last of a series of
similar notes that had reached him
thi\)ugh the post—notes which he had
destroyed without giving them a second
tliought.

And now that it had been brought so
very close to him, as gingerly he with-
drew the glistening blade from the pad
this Triangle business was, ho mused,'

something more than a mere practical
joke. Come to think of it, the Triangle
had created something of a sensation in
the city. They had carried out their
threats in the past, bringing death or
ruin whenever they had indicated their
intention of doing so. His thoughts
dwelled gloomily upon their sinister
record, wondered vaguely what could bo
the nature of an organisation so highly
efficient as to be able to deliver its
message with such cool effrontery.
Up and down, up and down lie paced

his study, angered at having been
trapped so neatly, wondering who could
pos.sibly be at the bottom of it all.

Which of his many secrets did the
Triangle have possession of? Fleming
cudgelled his brains. That there were
many who owed him a grudge he was
very well aware. That there wore
scores who would gladly do him harm
was evident.

If his Atlantic City guests could have
seen him tl*en. treading the soft carpet
of his study like a caged and angry
panther, they might have taken his
"fear nothing" motto with a consider-
able grain of salt.

With a frown Fleming thrnst the note
from him as if the missive were red-hot.
then sunimoned the butler.

"Perkins, do you know of anybody
having entered this room recently?"
"Only the maid, sir, to do the dust-

ing," replied the butler.
"Have you admitted anybody at all

during the last hour or so?" "snapped
out Fleming.
"Not a soul, sir. There have been no

callers whatever."
"Then perhaps you can tell me "

Fleming evidently decided that the
less the butler knew the better, and,
dismissing the man. telephoned the
police. The time had come to take
definite action. Hero, in his very home,
almost under his nose, the blackmailers
had struck! Things wei-e coming to a
fine pass when a man's private sanctum
could be invaded effectively and unseen.
Yes, that was it, unseen I

III at ea.se, still restlessly pacing to
and fro, Fleming impatiently awaited
the arrival of the police for whom he
had telephoned a little while before.
Ho greeted the three plain-clothos men
cordially, bade them be .seated, and
handed their chief, Detective Thompson,
the ominous message.
Thompson regarded the letter with

undisguised interest, dusted it carefully
with a fine black powder in the hope of
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discovering a useful fingerprint But
the bearer of the message, with the
shrewdness of his tribe, iiaci worn a
glove.

'"Let's liave a look at the knife," he
said. Here, too, no sign of fingcrjirint,
nothing individual either about the
dagger itself; it seemed just one of those
nondescript weajjons that can be picked
up for a few pence in any riverside junk
shop.
Fleming explained how and when the

message was discovered, and the seem-
ing impossibility of the note being
placed on his desk by anyone outside his
household.
"To accuse my own people of having

engineered this theatrical threat is

ridiculous. My servants have been with
me for years, and as for it being, as I
was at first inclined to believe, a prac-
tical joke—well, gentlemen, it seems
rather too grim in its contents," he said.
"I was undecided at first whether I

.should call you," he added, "but on
second thoughts this note contains so
definite a threat that I felt it better
to get on to you straight away. How
does it strike you, gentlemen?"
Their spokesman studied the printed

lettering of the message, then re-
marked :

"I wonder if you realise, Mr. Flem-
ing, that the hand that penned this mes-
sage is the same hand that was respon-
sible for the blackmailing demands in
the Kellogg case?"

"Is that so?" replied Fleming, and
his eyes became anxious, for the Kellogg
case was still fresh in the crime records
of the city. Kellogg, a banker, orna-
ment of his community, and held in par-
ticular esteem in the town, had been
driven to suicide through the outrageous
demands of the Triangle gang. What
secrets they had discovered in Kellogg's
life was never to bo known. But it

was proved that the self-destruction of
this eminent and well-liked personality
was traceable to the demands of the
powerful Triangle. A half-burned mes-
sage provided the clue, a clue that it was
found impossible to follow.
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"There was the Jagger case, also,"
continued Detective Thompson. "Here,
too, the methods indicated the Triangle
gang. They pressed Jagger for money,
pressed him to such an e.vtent that he
was induced to forge his wife's name to

a power of attorney authorising him to
take over her securities. The discovery
of the forgery and the resultant dis-

closures that were bound to follow drove
Jagger to suicide. We were unable to lay
the gang by the heels. But Fm in hopes
that, with this definite warning, we're
going- to have better luck this time.

"Now, let's get down to facts," sug-
gested the chief. "We know that these
blackmailers arc really desperate charac-
->rs. We know they are killers of the
very worst type. And if, as in this case,
they announce their intention of carry-
ing out their threat at eleven o'clock to-
night, it is up to us to put a monkey-
wrench in their plans.

"We aren't going to take any chances.
These human leeches have asked for it

—

and we'll see that they're going to get
v.hat's coming to them. There's a big—very big—score to be settled.

"Of course," added Detective Thomp-
son, "the fact that this is a detached
house, and standing in its own grounds,
makes it a bit of a job to patrol it

effectively. Why, you'll be needing half
the police force of the district!" he
added with a grim smile. "Still, we'll
take every precaution that is humanly
possible.

"First of all," he ordered, "every
telephone instrument had better be dis-
connected, with the exception of this one
in the study. No chance of wires being
cut, no chance of monkey tricks when
the 'phone's immediately under our
eyes."

The Fatal Hour.
" IV /IICK." said the chief, beckoning
IVl to a sturdy plain-clothes police-

man, "you are to cover the
front door. See that no one enters or
leaves the house. Pat, you had better
watch the windows of this room from

"Help me 1
" he moaned. "I
—I "
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(he outside, and keep your weather eye
open for anything that seems fishy.

They'll come at eleven, will they? Weil,
they'll get more than'they bargain for!"
Fleming, with a smile that seemed to

indicate that his fears had been allaj'cd,

sat down in his armchair, lit a' cigar,
and slowly awaited the passing of the
hours, with the detective chief for com-
pany and a couple of sturdy policemen
within ready call. Suddenly Fleming's
face became concerned. ' The sounds of
a fierce struggle reached the waiting
pair, and the angry voice of Pat was
fieard exclaiming :

"What on earth are you doing, ferret-
ing round here?"
"Let me alone—let me alone!" cam©

the angry reply. "Take your hands off

me, I say !"

A struggling, dishevelled and angry
man was hustled into the room.
"I found this bird lurking outside the

house, and nabbed him before he did
any mischief," said Pat, indicating his

prisoner.

"Who are you?" inquired the chief.

"Oh. I'm sorry," interposed Fleming.
" I should have told you before. He's
just an irresponsible brother of mine.
He's quite harmless, and keeps us busy
watching him. Let him go, please."

"Irresponsible, am I?" said the angry
man. "I'll show jou !" and was led
protesting from the room.
The noise had attracted the attention

of the staff, and butler, cook, and tho
other domestics had arrived on the scene,
very frightened.

"I want JOU all here," commanded
the chief to the scared and trembling
staff. "There's a chauffeur, too, isn't

there?"
"Yes, sir." ventured the butler. "This

is his night off. I believe he has gone to
town. Otherwise they're all here, sir."

He surveyed the members of his staff

with all the assurance of a captain cast-

ing an eye over his regiment. There
was Ellen, the cook, plump, ruddy of
face, wondering what all the business
was about, worrying what her favourite
policeman would say at her non-appear-

ance that evening. And
the little tweenie maid,
just hack from her nine-

pennyworth of romance
at the local movies,
cheeks flaming at the

prospect of a real drama
being enacted in the

master's study.

A martinet of

martinets was Prodson,
the butler, and as he
counted them by way of

assuring himself that,

other than the chauffeur,
there was no absentee, it

was plain to see that

there were none among
his subordinates who
had a spark of affection

for him.
So the waiting staff

joined their master and
the detective, whiL«t the

ticking clock brought the

hour of eleven ever

closer.

The occasional whirr
of the telephone bell,

which Detective Thomp-
son answered, shattered

the eerie silence. Now
and then a swift auto
speeded past the closely-

guarded house, its occii-

pante unaware of the tense vigil so soon

to reach its dramatic conclusion. A
cinder dropping into the firegrate

seemed .to reverberate with a noise akia

to thunder.

4^
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It wanted a few miniitos to eleven.

Now tiiovoughly aroused, Fleming
studied the clock face, as if he would see

there the passing of his fears.

A strange, iinaccountable noise, a soft

rii>itling that might be the tapping of the

bnmciies against the window-pane. It

might be that, or

The little assembly was alert. The
dctettivc, hand on his revolver, suddenly
stiffci^cd. Time was nearly up. Before
many minutes passed the Triangle would
be declaring itself, and then He
lingered his revolver lovingly. Still the

iiistling continued. It was becoming
unbearable. -•'

Then a cupbo.ird door opened
autiously, just a fraction of an inch.

Still larger grew the opening. The
detective cocked his revolver, and amid
a silence that could be felt there
•merged a tiny kitten, playfully gambol-
ling with a paper bag ! The servants
tittered in relief, the detective gave vent
<o a mighty yell of laughter at the amus-
ing manner in which the tension had
hvon broken.
And, all unsuspecting, the threat of

the Triangle was nearing its fulhlment.

Tick-tock, tick-tock ! Every revolution

of the wheels of the clock soimded to

Fleming like a hidden menace—a menace
become less fearsome since both within
and without this liouse he enjoyed the
fcturdy protection of the law. Once more
he lit his dead cigar, once more revolved
in his mind a list of possible enemies

. who might have conceived this vile

method of torturing him. Police near
at hand, servants within sight—what
more protection could a man po.ssibly

ask for ?

Slowly, musically, the ornamented
clock on the mantelpiece chimed the
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hour, and then a voice that came from
nowhere uttered the solemn warning:

'• ELEVEN O'CLOCK-
US!"

-YOU FAILED

"Where on earth did that come
from?" muttered the detective, looking,

puzzled, around the apartment.

Fleming now attempted to rise from
his chair, seemingly petrified with
fright, his face as pale as death itself,

a face suddenly grown very old.

"Help me," he moaned. "I—I "

Then, staggering to his feet towards
the detective, he fell half-way, collapsing

on the floor in a heap.
"Father! Father!" cried his daughter

Marjorie, who had just returned from
a visit to her friends. "Speak to me!"
But Fleming was beyond speech, and

a kindly maid led her away, sobbing.
" Unconscious through fright," com-

mented Detective Thompson as he
loosened Fleming's garments, chafed his

hands, applied every means at his com-
mand to bring about his return to con-
scio\isness.

"Prcdson," he conmianded, "get a

move on ! Bring some water, then ring
at once for !Mr. Fleming's doctor."

But after a few moments the detective

realised that no power on earth could
help Fleming now.
The seemnigly impossible had hap-

pened, after all ! The Triangle had car-

ried out its threat under the very nose
of the police, ostensibly sent to protect
Fleming, but powerless to lift a finger

to save him from death in its most
amazing form.
The detective flew to the window.
" Pat ! Mick ! Hurry in here at

once !"
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Then, taking up the 'phone, he called
police headquarters.

" Detective Tiiompson speaking. Send
some men at once over to Fleming's and
notify the coroner. Seems to me as if

the Triangle blackmailers have found
another victim. Yes, but hurry."

The Voice in the Air Once Again!
" \ T OW then, boys." began Detective

l\| Thompson, addressing his two
subordinates.

But before he could continue that cool
and deliberate voice from nowhere broke
in upon his message

:

"THOMPSON, YOU'RE NEXT-AT
ELEVEN THIRTY-FIVE!"

An astonished detective looked around
the department, with a shade of some-
thing more than anxiety in his eyes.

"I'm not superstitious," he rapped
out, "but there's something like the
supernatural at work here.

"Boys," he added, in a voice that was
unusually agitated, "when that voice
epoke out before, Fleming must have
dropped dead. We've simply got to

locate the speaker. And pretty quick,
too!"
LTniformed police and the coroner

arrived upon the scene.

"Well, Tom," said the coroner to the
detective, "toll us what has happened."

"It's uncanny—more than uncanny.
The Triangle gang threatened Mr. Flem-
ing with death at eleven o'clock tonight.
Here's their message. As the hour
,>truck, we heard a hidden voice telling

him that his time was up, and to the
very tick of the clock Mr. Fleming
pitched forward, dead, right before our
eyes."
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"Seems to me to be perfectly simple,"
was the coroner's matter-of-fact com-
ment. "I'leminpf was really frightened
to death. I've heard of ever so many
ciises similar in character."
"1 don't think so in this instance,"

was the detective's answer, "although I

imagined that to be the ca.se at first.

You'll find it's somctliing very much
more .minister than mere fright."

" IVll nie," asked the sergeant of

police, "how many people were in the

zoom at the time Mr. Fleming died?"
"Everybody you .see hero now," re-

plied the detwtive, "with the exception
dI Pat and Mick, wlio were guarding
tlie outside ot the house."

"And no one noticed anything unusual
before Mr. Fleming dropped dead?"

" Xot a thing."
" How long w ere you actually in the

roorn before it happened?"
"About an hour and a half."

"And you've never left the room?"
"Xot for a moment."
The police-sergeant scratched his head

in embarrassment.
" The iinpossible seems to have hap-

pened," was all he could say.

Just as nonplussed was flie coroner.
" You know, Thompson, that the

poison that killed Fleming must have
taken effect instantly. \\'hat puzzles me
is how that jpoison could have been
administered right under your eyes."

" It would help us a bit, Detective
Tlionipson," suggested the sergeant, "if

yoii could show us just where he was
when it happened."

With an "I'll show you," the detec-

tive commanded everybody in the room
to take up the positions they occupied
when the tragedy took place.

The detective seated himself in Mr.
I'leming's chair.

"He sat in the chair I am occupying,
while we all watched intently. There
« as absolute silence as the clock struck
eleven. I am sure—as sure as I ever
Lave been of anything—that not a per-
son in this room moved at the time.
And "

The detective's remarks were inter-

rupted by the same ominous voice from
the air, which reminded him again in

solemn tones

:

"ELEVEN THIRTY-FIVE!""

With a leap, the detective staggered
from tiio chair, grabbed his neck as if

ill pain, and yelled.
"Boys, it's in tlio chair! Something

sharp pierced my neck !"

\\'ithout an instant's delay the coroner
examined the tiny punct\ue in the neck
of the detective, looked coi:ccrned, then
explained

:

"Tom, you're a fortunate fellow. Evi-
dently, whatever pricked you has been
rendered ineffective, otherwise you'd be
a dead man by now. Come along, we'll

take no risks and cauterise it right
away."
By now a pos.se of police in charge of

a sergeant had arrived upon the scene,
and it needed but a few words to place
them in possession of the facts of this

strangest of crimes.

"Nothing very supernatural about
this," said the stolid sergear.t. pointing
to the detective's bandaged neok.
" Something devilishly

,
ingenious seems

indicated."
With one move of his powerful hand

he had overturned the chair of death,
and in a trice had revealed the power
for evil so snugly hidden in its tapestried
cover.
"Here you are,"' he said excitedly,

turning to the detective. "Sec these
wires running through the leg of the
chair, right down through the floor?"
November 28lli, 1931.
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The detective, amazement in every
feature, beckoned to the butler.

"Come here for a moment. You're
familiar with the house. Show us the
way to the cellar and help us locate the
wires."
The butler hesitated for the merest

fraction of a second, but his fiesitancy

was lost in the momentarj' excitement of
another encounter.
"Say!" yelled the sergeant. "Where

are you going to?" This to the gar-
dener, who was attempting to leave.

" Up to my room," was the surly
response.
"No you don't! Y'ou stay right

here!"
With a grunt the man consented, re-

garding the policeman with eyes that
glinted with anger. Mumbling some-
thing about " taking orders from a
common bobby," he was hustled into the
cellar, there to be made use of in the
clearing-up of the mystery.
Candle in hand, the butler led the

way to the whitewashed basement. His
hand trembled so that before long his

spot less coat was spattered with grease.

"Nervous?" asked the detective.
" Upset, sir," came the laconic reply.

Which was to be understood, for Prod-
son's service had extended over a mim-
bcr of years, and with dramatic sudden-
ness ho fiad lost a kindly and indulgent
master. His face was pale. In his eyes
was a look very akin to real terror as
the detective surveyed the ingenious
manner in v.hich the wires had been
run up from the cellar to the chair of

death. It was a little ma.sterpiece in its

way ; the work of a man who knew
what iie was after, who left nothing to

chance.
"Let's see," pondered the detective.

" this one must lead to the chair, and
the other maybe, had something to do
\vith the microphone. Let's pull one of

the wires and see where it leads to.

Devilish clever idea. Look at this
!"

Hardly :vere the words out of his

mouth wlicn he heard a determined
"Ah! Would you?" behind him.
An astonished detective turned round,

to discover Mick grabbing the hand of

the butler, a hand which held menac-
ingly a long, wicked-looking poisoned
needle

!

"It's a good thing I came down to

the cellar to look around before you
fellows," Miok explained, "for this gen-
tleman intended to stick this poisoned
needle in your back."
A turn of the wrist that made the

butler squirm in agony, then the needle
dropped from his nerveless grasp.

Realising th.Tt the ,game was up, that

complete disclosure was but a matter of

minutes, th^ butler attempted to escape,

and being interc<'pted. showed fight. A
well-directed punch from Mick sent him
spinning.
"There's anorlier fellow in the cellar

here," warned Mick, making quite cer-

tain that there was no more fight in the
butler.

"Careful now !"

The words were hardly out of his

mouth before a figure rose from behind
a rampart of boxes and fired de-

liberately, first at the light, shattering
the bulb, then at random, in the hope
of wounding at least one of the police-

men. Pat, realising where the shot had
come from, fired the contents of his

revolver in that direction, heard a

groan, then the sound of a body falling.

The cellar was in darkness: the candle
had either rolled to the floor or had
been deliberately extinguished. And
here, menacing these representatives of
the law, was a bloodthirsty butler, and
somewhere a needle whose touch meant
dxMth! Which was friend? Which foe?

Every Tuesday

Silence most profound, except for the
heavy breathing of men who seemed to
bo biding their time. Where was thfe

butler and his death-dealing point? Stilt

insensible ?

Then on the stairs came the welcome
tread of heavy feet, and, best of all, 'a

glimpse of no less welcome light. Tho
shots had been heard, and by the light
of half a dozen candles it was pos.sibIc

to di.scover the outcome of the .scufUe.

"Now then," said Detective Thomp-
son, pulling the butler to fiis feet.

"You'd better tell the whole story.
Who's this fellow who tried to shoot
us ?"

The butler hesitated.
"Maybe," suggested Pat, handling the

poisoned needle gingerly, " we'd better
try some of his own ' medicine ' on him,
then he'll speak, sure enough."
The butler made no sign.
" Tlien give it to him '." The fat.al

needle was brought nearer to the un-
happy man.
"Oh, don't'" pleaded the butler. "I'll

tell you everything. We did it," lie

added.
"Who's we?" persisted the detective.
"The fellow you shot, who was Wilson

the chauffeur, Snyder the gardener "

"You're a liar!" thundered Snyder.
A policeman knocked him down.
"And myself," the butler contimied:
"The three of us were the Triangle.

We had madt a study of perfect crime.s,

and determined that this was the ideal

method of making money. We have
had a long—and 1 may say, successful

—

innings. We banded together to commit
what we thought to be perfect, clueles.^

crimes, in order to secure money.
" Wc have had a long run," he added,

and over his face there spread .»

malicious smile; "a very Jong run
indeed, and sometimes I have wondered
at the luck that has attended us. As for
the police

"

" Y'es, and what about the police?"

Detective Thomp.son snorted.
"With all respect, they really haven't

seen any farther than their noses."
"Indeed," was all that the deleclive

could say.
" Yes, sir. For ten years the Triangle

has had things very much its own way,
simply because the crimes were thought
out to the very last detail. And detail.^

count in crime as in other businesses."
The butler seemed to relish his ex-
planation.

" You were responsible for the death
of Kellogg?" asked the detective sternly.

"That's what it amounts to, sir."

"And Jagger?"
"Jagger also."
" So you deteimincd to make money

out of your employer also?"
"That is so. Mr. Fleming refused

every one of our previous demands, so

we determined, in the sight of every-
body, to show that the Triangle could
not be trifled with."
"What was the idea?"
"Simply that when the others .saw

how effective ihe Triangle was, they
would be more ready to pay up without
any question."

" You put a needle in the back of tiiat

chair?" queried Detective Thompson.
" Yes. a poisoned needle. We reversed

the needle, sharpened the reversed end,
and placed poison—a little-known

Pastern poison—in the needle's eye.
" You see." he added, with something

of the pride of a craftsman in his job,

"we were pretty perfect on tho
mechanical side also, and most of our
apparatus was specially made for our
purpose. You've no idea of the time
and patience the chauflfeur dovotc^l to

such jobs, the pleasure he derived from

(Continaed on page 27.)
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Ben in case he causes trouble. I'll get
the sheriff to take his posse to Timber
Creek." He Jeered evilly. "It would
be lucky if he found Weston and 'V'hitc

Cloud. We've got to get going, so lot's

get moving. First, we've got to find

Pete and lock up old Ben."
The three men hurried towards the

corral and the stables. *•

The Rustler.

THE moonlight showed up the corral

and the colts. No sign of any
rustlers at Timber Creek. Then

from a near-by -copse appeared a white
shape that came gliding forward to

break into a canter—a white stallion.

"Great snakes!" Jim drew in his

breath. "White Cloud is a horse. I've

seen you before—in Ringling's Circus.

Now, how do you figure in tliis game?
"

Jim nearly fell out of the saddle with
amazement. With deft teeth White
Cloud undid the ropes that secured the

gates of the corral, swung them open,
and " neighed " a command to the colts.

They bounded towards the stallion as if

obeying a master.
The youngster dug his heels into the

flanks of his own horse and wont at a

uKid gallop towards the corral. The colts

were all out of the corral when Jim got
there, but the boy did not bother about
thorn. Straight at the white stallion ho
rode, and twice his pistol spoke a threat.

White Cloud was a coward and, desert-

ing the colts, bolted for the woods.
Jim swung round and soon was herding
the frightened colts back to the corral.

The job was just complete when the
pounding of many hoofs made him look
round.
Winslow, the sheriff, and a posse.
' We've got you covered, Weston,"

snapped the sheriff. " Better not try to

make a break."
"Why should I?" retorted Jim.

"You're just in time to loarn some
news. There was an attempt to rustic

these colts, but I got here in time.
They were free, but I drove them back."

''Ha, ha, that sounds a good tale,"

jeered Winslow. "He was about to
rustle these colts, sheriff, if we hadn't
ridden up—that's the man you want,
sheriff."

"That's a lie!" shouted Jim.
"Sheriff, the real rustler is a white
stallion named White Cloud—a circus
horse which has got into the hands of

crooks. This stallion lures the colts and
mares away and can undo gates and
rope knots. This stallion is being used
by Winslow."

" What a tale !" shouted the crook.
"Sheriff, you can see for yourself he's
a rustler. Look at his disguise and
realise how we found him; don't forgot
that only a few days ago he got bhnd
drunk on night work."

"I'll have to arrest you, Weston,"
cried the sheriff. " The evidence is al!

against you. You can tell all that non-
sense to the judge."
"Oh, no, he don't!" drawled a, voice.

" Those what calls my buddy names is

likely to got shot. Stick 'em high,
follcrs, and slick."

Grinning like an ape was old Bon.
Winslow slid a hand to his belt, and a
biillot whined so close that he shot his
hands skywards.

" Some guy nobbled me, but ho
couldn't tie a rope," Ben cackled.
"Maybe he was a friend of yours,
.Winslow. Keep 'em up, sheriff 1"
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"Good work, Bon!" Jim removed
Winslow s guns and then got to horse.
" Before the sun rises I'm going to

prove I'm innocent, sheriff. I don't
advise anyone to move till we're out of

range.

"

With a clatter of hoofs Jim and Bon
rode awaj", leaving a cursing Winslow
and a bewildered sheriff.

"You'd better trail them," shouted
Winslow. "I must get back to the
ranch."

The Secret Canyon.

SCARCE a mile had the partners
ridden when both saw a white
shadow ahead.

"White Cloud," cried Jim. "Follow!"
Through forest and gulch went the

white horse until Jim turned to his

comrade.
" We're been circling. .See, we are

quite close to that range with ilio old

quarry mines. Gosh, Ben, that horse is

a wily old fellow—he's almost human.
He seems to be heading for one of those
caves."

To their surprise the horse cantered
into one of the largest of the tunnels
and vanished. Without hesitation Jim
and Ben followed, bonding low over the
>addle to save knocking their heads.

Just when It became so dark they could
scarce find the way a small speck
appeared ahead. Larger and larger it

grow.
"Another valley," whispered Jim. "I

believe we're on the trail of the rustlers'

hide-out."

Out of the cave and before them a

canyon right in the heart of the moun-
tains, cvcrvwhere they .saw horses
grazing on the long grass, but they did
not have long to wonder, because an
angrv shout made them whip round in

the saddle. Four tough-looking men
wore running towards them.
But the rustlers pulled up short as

Ben and Jim whipped out guns. One
made a motion as if to draw, and in-

stantly a bullet smashed his wrist.

"Keep still, you scum!" growled Bon.
" Yeah, and stick your hands high

!"

drawled Jim.
Whilst Jim kept the rustlers covered

old Bon removed the weapons of each
man. They wore a craven bunch,
because all of thoni looked scared out
of their lives.

The sheriff followed the trail to the
rave. What a surprise for the posvo and
himself to see the two they wore follow-
ing holding up four strangers! The
sheriff stared around at the horses and
at the canyon.
"The secret canyon—and I always

thought it was a fable," he mumbled

;

then turned to the grinning .Jim: "Say,
kid, what's the tale this time?"
"This is the hide-out of the rustlers,

and there's .Sutter's horses," was the
answer. "And
yonder is the
white horse that I

told you about

—

the agent of the
rustlers. Do you
still think I'm
lying? If you do,
just listen to what
that fellow with
the smashed arm
has to say."
The sheriff

learnt of the
treachei'y and cun-
ning of Winslow,
and held out his

hand to Jim.

"Guess I made
a mistake," h e
growled. "Wish I

could get Winslow.'!
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"That's my job." Jim clenched his'

teeth. " But if you got back to the
ranch some time within the hour you'll
find I've got him. So long, sheriff I

Come on, Ben !"

Old man Suttor was still awake.
Winslow was telling Helen and Sutter
all about the treachery of Jim Weston.

" Weston was the real rustler," cried

Winslow. "And it won't be long
before wo get him."

" Weston's son—and I trusted him."
The old man shook his head.
The door opened softly, but Helen

heard and swung round.
"Jim," she gasped. "Winslow says

you're a rustler and "

" Winslow has never told the truth
in his life." Jim turned to the invalid.

"All your horses have been found. A
white horse did the rustling and Winslow
did the rest. The sheriff has got the
wholo of the bunch in Secret Canyon,
whilst Bon is looking after the gentry
working this end. I've come to settle

with Winslow. You framed me with
that dope, you left me for dead in that
quarry, and finally you tried to fix mo
as the rustler. The game's dead."
"Curse you!" Alad with rage,

Winslow le.iped forward and swung a
vicious punch to Jim's face.

Foar and rage lent the scoundrel
strength and cunning. He managed to
get his arms round Jim, and then his

hands crept up to the boy's throat. Jim
was forced back over a table, trying
with one hand to free the grip from his

throat. A violent wriggle and Jii:i came
off the table to crash to the floor. Tho
overturning of the table slightly

loosened Winslow's grip, and Jim was
able to tear the man's hands away from
his throat.

Xow they were on their feet. Jim
leaped forward and smashed his fist to

the big face; a quick twist of the body
and he had followed the blow with a
right-loft to tho ribs.

Winslow made several futile rushes,
but never again did Jim lot the man
have a chance to get those arms round
him. Tables and cfairs wont flying. A
well-aimed punch sent Winslow flying
backwards, to crash full length through
the French windows. Jim was standing
over him, daring him to rise, when the
sheriff arrived.
When Winslow and his bunch had

gone and frightened guests told thoy
could go back to bod, Jim talked to old
man Sutter and Helen.

" I want a now manager. How about
it, son ?"

"Oh, Jim, please stay!" begged
Helen, and, of coiir.se, there was no
further argument.

(By permission of the Gaumont Film
Company, starring Rex Lease and

Dorothy Gulliver.)
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"THE LADY FROM NOWHERE."

(Continued from page 20.)

,
"Yes—quite true," gasped the Ger-

man. "She didn't know anything."
Conroy looked up at Marion again.
"Will you do something for me?"
"Willingly." she cried eagerly.

("What is it?"

"Go downstairs to the street, and see
if you can find a short, ape-liko taxi-

driver by the name of Jones. Tell him
to come right up. As usual, the police

are late, a7ul I want him to mind this

bird while I go after the great Barstow
himself."

She sped from the room, and Conroy
took a fresh grip on Rigo.

The Room Upstairs.

BECAUSE Jones was watching Rigo,
and Conroy was compelled to take
an ordinary taxi, it was a full

half an hour before he eventually
reached Barstow's house. He found it

in darkness, except for a light in the
library window.
He entered the grounds cautiously,

wondering what had happened to

Marion. He had not seen her since he
had sent her to get Jonc-i.

Keeping to the shrubbery, he ap-
proached the house, and eventually
climbed on to the balcony under the
library window. The sound of voices

came from inside, and he listened. One
of the voices was Marion's

!

"You can't go, and make me face

BOY'S CINEMA'

the music alone," she was saying.
"You can't, I tell you. You've got to
do something about it."

-' Conroy raised himself so that he could
look into the room, and saw that Bar-
stow was hastily stuffing the contents
of his desk into a bag. Marion was
standing close to him, her face des-
perate.

" Then wliy not come with me,
!Marion?" said Barstow. "I shall have
plenty of money. We could go to
Europe, where we could be mar-
ried

"

Conroy listened thunderstruck, bereft
of the power to move. So she had be-
trayed him, after all! She had come
back to Barstow to warn him to get
away

!

"Perhaps I woidd, if " She
paused.

"If what?" asked Barstow, pausing
in his packing.

"If you would promise to leave my
father alone."

Barstow laughed.
"Forget that," he said easily.

"There's no harm in telling you now,
but your father never was to blame.
Were he arrested, the police would
never get a conviction. He worked for

me the same as you did." He suddenly
broke off, remembering the need for

haste. " But we can talk abotit that
later. There is no time to lose."

Marion looked about her desperately,
and Conroy was puzzled by the expres-
sion on her face. Suddenly he saw the
whole thing. She was trying to delay
Barstow ! She was playing for time

!

Also, she had cleared her father!

Every Tuesday

Sudden movement inside the room
made him pay attention to what was
going on. Marion, seeing a revolver
lying on the desk close to her hand,
had snatched it np, and was pointing
it at Barstow's head.
"You're going to stay here, Mr. Bar-

stow," she said, and her voice rang
out clearly.

Barstow looked up startled. Suddenly
he swept up a' walking stick that was
against the chair beside him and lashed
out at Marion's wrist. Marion let out
a crj' of agony, and he weapon dropped
from her nerveless fingers.

Barstow made to leap at her,, and at
that moment Conroy sprang through
the window.

"Lay a hand on her," he shouted,
"and I'll kill you."
Barstow heard the voice, and checked

himself for the merest fraction of a
second. Then he rushed across the
room, and out into the hall.

Conroy raced after him. and was just

in time to see him vanish into a room
upstairs. He took the stairs two at a
time, and flimg himself at the closed

door through w Inch Bai-stow had
passed.

The crack of an automatic greeted
him as he charged into a bed-room,
dragging out his own gun as he ran.

He felt something ping past his head.
Almost in the same moment thoro was a
second report, and something whioh felt

like a hammer smashed into the bony
framework of his left shoulder.

The impact sent him spinning round,
and he realised in the split second that
followed that if Barstow got in a third

shot it would be the end.

(Continned on pase 2S.>
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1 "THE TRIANGLE MURDER." {

T {Continued from page 34.) T

the making of uniisu;il g'adgcts to scivc

ciir ends."

"Seems to me," commented tlie de-

tective grufHy, " that you fellows have
missed your rightful job. With your
ideaiS and enterprise you might, had you
directed them into proper channel
have done pretty well for yourselves."

'Well, sir," was the reply, in which
humility and reproof were evidently
mingled, '"'we haven't done so badly to

date."

"That's as ma.\bp," Detective Thomp-
son returned. "But, after all. what
good has it brought you, now'? You've

BOY'S CINEMA

got much to answer for, not only as

regards this case, but the others."
The butler snivelled.

"And these things worked the

devilish apparatus?" suggested the de-

tective, pointing to tho tangle of wives

overhead.
The butler nodded.

"Well, you almost got me," he
growled.

"Yes, sir," mused the butler sadly.

"That was our undoing. Tho chauffeur
went too far, although there wasn't
enough poison then left in the needle
to do you injury."

The detective rubbed his bandaged
neck.
"Is that so?" was all he could say.

Then, almost as an aftei thought, De-
tective Thompson inquired; "And what
about the voice that came from the
air ?"

"That, sir, was a loud-speaker con-

27

cealed in the wall behind a thin layer of
plaster.

"

•Justice was meted out to the members
of the Triangle, and the exemplary sen-
tences passed on them brought a sigh
of relief to a city that had suffered so

long from their devilish ingenuity. Each
member of the gang was discovered to

have amassed a fortune as a result of

tliis levying of vuiholy tribute, fortunes
which not one of them was destined to

enjoy, for documents and other means
enabled tho money to be returned to the
sources whence it originally came.

riic Triangle and its reign of terror

has been forgotten now. But Detective
Thompson—now enjoying well-earned
retirement—will never forget it. P'or

he has a scar on his neck that will remain
as long as he lives. "A treasured
souvenir," he calls it.

(By permission of the Ideal Film Co.,

Ltd.)

{ "DANGER ISLAND." 1

(Continued from page 8.)—^—

*

him, to stare in awed amazement at the
mass of struggling men.

"Ben, what are they doing?" gasped
Bonnie. "What happened—what are

they fighting for? Has everybody on
this ship gone mad?"
Arnold answered her briefly. He told

her the partial truth, but so twisted the
explanation to suit himself that it be-

came a deliberate lie.

"Diake refused to obey my orders,"

ho .said. "He wanted to sail for the
mainland when he heard the island was
dangerous."

Bonnie looked at Arnold ineredulouslj',

and then tiu-ned lier glance towards the

stern of the vessel, where Bull and
Harry were now battling toe-to-toe.

"Oh, no!" she cried. "I can't—

1

won't believe it! Anyway, we've got to

stop this fight!"

She .started forward, but AiiioUl seized

her and dragged her liack. He h.id no
desire to see the hostile parties separ-

ate<l. for, though there seemed email
likelihood of it at the inoment, there
was always a slim chance that Bull and
his hirelings might turn out to be the
victors.

"Bonnie, come here!" jerked Arnold.
"You can't do anything!"

"Ben'.s right, dear," her uncle inter-

posed. "Stay where yoii are. You
might get hurt if you try to interfere."

Bonnie uniained with the two men,
but contiiuied to gaze aft, watching
Harry and Bull Black as they hammered
each other fiuiously.

The mate was taking heavy punish-
ment, and Harry drove him to the very
prow of tho snip, where he whipped
home a .-battering punch that fhuig Bull

to the deck. The mutinous scoundrel

rose again, and hit out at the younger
man savagely. But two out of every
three of his blows w-ent astray, for the

Englishman was quick and lithe, and
the speed of his footwork, together with
the dexterity of his fists, more than
counterbalanced the advantage of Bull's

gross bulk.

He gradually broke tho mate's attack

and carried the fight to him, raining

punches from every angle. Bull began
to show a decidedly lop-sided list under

the effects of the batteiing, and he
was in a ^orry pligiit when Hariy danced
into him with the inlenlion of putting
him down for the count.

It was then that an accident occurred
whic"h changed the course of events.

For, in stepping close to Bull, Harry
tripped in a coil of rope and fell his

length.

By the time he had disentangled him-
self and climbed to his feet Bull Black
had recovere<l to some extent, and before
Harry could jnit himself on
the defensive the mate scored
with a right to the chin.

Harry staggered, and his

assailant followed up his

success with another blow.
The Englishman swayed on
his heeU, and as he was tot-

tering Bidl summoned all his

remaining strength and sent

his fist crashing into his un-
protected jaw.

"Sharks!" she ecreamed. "The sea's

full of them!"

The hungry killers of the deep closed

swiftly in, silent, ghostly shapes gliding

ifnder the surface to .
challenge one

another for their human prey.

(Don't miss the second episode of this

grand new serial next week. By permis-

sion of the Universal Films, Ltd., star-

ring Kenneth Harlan and Lucille

Browne.)

Harry pitched backward
with arius wide-.spread,

tumbled over the side of the

ship and plunged headlong
into the sea. He struck the

\iater with a splash and dis-

appeared below the siuface.

Bonnie gave vent to a

sharp cry and ran to the

stern, followed by her uncle

and Ben Arnold. At the
same time the sailors stopped
hghting and crowded to the
side.

Harry Drake's head rose

into viev.-. Tho mate's last

blow had dazed him, and he
could do little more than
make a feeble attempt to

tread water. It was clear

that he would not he able to

keep himself afloat for long.

"He's drowning!" Bonnie
gasped. "Can't any of you
do 'something? Can't any-
one give a "

And then she stopped.
Some distance astern a dark
object had. broken tho sur-

face. It was a sinister fin.

and a stab of horror turned
Bonnie sick and faint. Then
she sa\i' another and another
cleave the water, and caught
a glimpse of an evil head
and a slit of a mouth with
teeth like a saw.

DON'T MISS THESE GRAND FILM NOVELS.

Evelyn Brent, Frank Albertson and Constance Cummings

" TRAVELLING HUSBANDS."
A young salesman meets a pretty girl and through pcerty
determines to forget he.'—but the sound ok a struggle and a

girl's terrified cry leads to him changing his decision.

" BORN TO LOVE."
The tragic story of a courageous woman's sacrifice in order
to give her child a name. Starring Constance Bennett, Paul

Cavanagh and Joel McCrea.

" THREE GIRLS LOST."
A pretty gold-digger becomes involved with a gangster and
drags an innocent young man into the meshes oJ the law.
A brave girl fights for his life. Starring Loretta Young,

John Wayne and Joan Marsh.

Complete in this week's issue of our splendid
companion paper,

« SCREEN STORIES 99

ON SALE WEDNESDAY Price 2d.

Place n reyuUir order teiih your \cwsa<ic>it and
uvoid disuppohtinient

.
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1 "THE LADY FROM NOWHERE." t

T (Continiied Srom page 26.) T

Steeling himself against the awful

weakness which gripped his senses, he

raised his weapon and pulled the

trigger. The kick of the shot sent him
tottering backwards.

He fired again, hardly seeing what he
was aiming at, and heard a painful

coughing from somewhere in front.

Then the world seemed to slip awaj',

and he felt himself falling—falling

Consciousness returned to him within

a very few minutes, and he became
aware that som-jthing warm was upon
his lips. He opened his eyes, to find

himself looking into the face of Marion.

"Barstow " he muttered weakly.

"He's dead," she replied. "But you
—are you badly hurt?"

"Oh, I'm all right!" he replied con-

tentedly, and closed his eyes in the

peaceful knowledge that Marion's arais

were round him, and that his head was
against her shoulder. "I'll say I am!"

He was taken to hospital, and it was
a month before he was able to visit

headquarters again. When he did, his

chief welcomed him warmly.
"We cleanetl up the whole gang,"

the chief said. "Your capture of Bar-
stow brought to light the names and
addresses of all the distributing centres,

and every crook concerned with it is

now behind iron bars. Good man!"
Gonroy replied with his celebrated

grin.
_ _

" Then you won't mind if I have a
month's leave, will you, chief?" he
said.

"Leave? What for?';

."You o'-ice told me it was a failing

of mine that I hated believing any-
thing bad of a pretty woman," he ex-

plained. "Well, that failing has got
the better of me this time. I'm going
(o be married."

"Great Scott!" the chief muttered.
"Poor devil! Take your month!"
And Conroy took it

!

(By permission of Butcher's Film Ser-
vice, Ltd., starring John Holland and

Alice Day.)
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(Continued horn page 2.)

Baxter, William Powell, Douglas Fair-

banks, jun., and Winnie Lightner have
all been smartened up physically by this

former light-weight.

He also trained Joe E. Brown, but

not very much, because the widc-

niouthed comedian is not very fond of

exercise in any shape, declaring that he

gets quite enough of it while working
in pictures!

"A lot of my work has been in pic-

tures with athlete sequences, such as

fights, football, wrestling, and polo pic-

tures," Slott said recently, "but most of

it has been done privately.
" I am devoting three days a week to

Mr. I5arthe!mess now," he continued.
" During the summer when the stars get

out on the beach and take a good sun-

tan they look marvellous, but they may
just as easily be as soft as in the winter

months.

"That is where I come in. I start by
running them a few hundred yards,

after which they are usually anxious to

quit. We gradually increase the

exercise.

" The most difficult training grind I

have paced was with Barthelmess. We
used to walk and run five miles, mostly
up-hill, from Barthelmess' home in

Beverley Hills to John Gilbert's place.

This is a grind for anyone. We haven't

got to that point yet. It takes time, of

course, but "—and here he smiled

grimly with a glance at Barthelmess,

who stood near-by
—"we're going to!"

Handcuffed Stars.

Gene Gerrard and Je.ssic Matthews,
the leading stars in the B.I.P. picture,

"Out of the Blue," are not likely again

to experiment with handcuffs. The story

requires that Gene Gerrard be arrested

and handcuffed at Biarritz.

After work for the day was over he

was explaining the mechanism of the

liandcuffs to Jessie Matthews. To
demon.strate their use, he put one of the

cuffs on her wrist, when the key sud-

denly snapped off in the lock, leaving

them handcuffed together. At first the
two artistes treated the matter as a joke.

But when it was found that tlie last ot

the workmen had gone from the studio

and no suitable tools could be found,
then the situation began to look serious.

Eventually the services of the village

policeman had to be obtained, and he
was able, after some delay, to free the
handcuffed artistes.

Answers to Questions.

Yes, Buck Jones is still acting for the

screen, Alice (London. E.). Among his

films are "The Lone Rider," "Men
Without Law," "The Fighting Sap,]'

"The Avenger," "Desert Vengeance,"
and "The Texas Ranger." You can
write to him care of Columbia Studios,

1438, Gower Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A. Give him your address

in full, including the name of your
country, to ensure a rei^ly.

I have been unable to trace the Hoot
Gibson picture you mention, Vincent
(Melbourne) . and am wondering if you
mean "Prairie Trails,'" starring Tom
Mix. If so, the cast is as follows: Tom
Mix (Tom Benton), Charles K. French
(Stephen McWhirter), Kathleen O'Con-
nor (Janet McWhirter-), Robert Walker
(Winthrop Adame Endicott), Gloria

Hope (Alice Endicott), Sid Jordan (Jack
Pnrdy), Harry Dunkison (Ike Stork).

Here are the casts vou want, D. J. M.
(Graig) : "The Sky Hawk": Helen
Cliandler (Joan Allan), John Garrick
(Jack Bardell), Gilbert Emery (Major
Nelson), Lennox Pawle (Lord Bardell),

Lumsden Hare (Judge Allan). Joyce
Compton (Peggv Phillips). Billy Bevan
(Tom Berry), Daphne Pollard (Minnie).

Percy Challenger (Butler). "Bigger
Thau Barnums": Viola Dana (Juanita
Calles), Ralph Lewis (Blandin-Old
Peter), George O'Hara (Robert Blan-
din), Ralph Ince (Jack Ravelle).

BILLIARDS AT HOME
Remember you are dealing
direct—we finance our own

system.

per week
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" The Secret Six."

Tony Scorpio, Wallace Beery; Stan»
ley Newton, Lewis Stone; Hank Tarry,
John Mack Brown ; Anne Barford,
Jean Harlow ; Peaches, Maijorie Ram-
beau; Nick Mizoski, Paul Hurst; Carl
Pasher, Clark Gable ; Johnny Franks,
Ralph Bellamy ; Colimo, John Miijan

;

" Dummy " Mctz. Murray Kinnell

;

IJelano, Fletcher Norton.

NEXT WEEK'S GRAND NUMBER.

" Wild Horse."

Jim Wright, Hoot Gibson; Alice Hall,

Alberta Vaiisrhn; Stepin, Stepin
Fetchit; Hank Howard, Neal Hart; Gil

Davia, Edmund Cobb; Skeeter Burke.
Skeeter Bill Robbins; Colonel Ben
Hall, Ge<jrge Binmy; Sheriff, Edwaitl
Peil; Deputy, Joe Rickson; "The
Devil,"' ilutt, Hoot Gibson's trained

palomino.

A Call for Dogs.

Numerous small boys in Hollywood
recently imagined that their dogs mig-ht

he able to earn them a few dollars. The
reason was that Paramount, when
making "Huckleberry Finn," required
some canines for the pictui-e. Scouts
were sent out from the studio to search
for the required type of dogs, but they
did not have to look long.

The news soon spread, and dogs by
the hundreds weie being hurried to the
casting office by their owners. Men
and women, too, took along their pets.

There were mongrels and pure-breds of
all kinds and sizes that yelped and
barked as though overjoyed at the
(hought of their sudden importance.
But, alas! many of them never got in

front of the camera.

What's a " Qrip ? "

Your aiiswcr to the above question will

doubtless be at once—a suitcase. But
a "grip " in studio parlance docs Dot
mean that at all. For in filmland a
"grip '"

is a particular technician whoso
work behind the scenes is unknown to
the average picture-goer.

Someone asked a "grip' at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios what his
work was, and received (ho facetious
reply : "A ' grip ' i.s the fellow wlio does
the work which nobody else wants to
do." From which it may be gathered
that tho "grip " is the studio handy-
man; a jack-of-all-trades. Ho is not a
carpenter, nor a plumber, nor an elec-
trician, no a camera-man—but lio lends
to all these a hand when called Upon to

do so. Yo.! may be sure, therefore, that
he has a busy time !

Yet "grips," because they are emer-
gency men, help to save the film com-
panies thousands of dollars when " last

luinuto " things have to be done. And
their jobs are often as thrilling as they
are varied. To-day, a "grijj " ma^-
lie with his head two inches from a
whirling propcllor so that VVnllaco
Beery, in the cockpit above, may have
light reflected into his face for a scene in

tho M.G.M. picture, "Hell Divers."
December 5th, 1931.

" THE MAN AT 6."

In a lonely country house a strange
drama is enacted. A Scotland Yard
detective is sent to probe the mysteij.
What happened to the jewelled chess-
men and who was the Man at 6 H A
gripping mystery thriller, starring

Gerald Rawlinson and Anne Grey.

" LARCENY LANE."
The story of a bell-boy who nratched
his wits against Society to make easy
money—but redeemed himself in the
end !or the sake o( the girl he loved.
Starring James Caeney and Joan

Blondell.

"THE BADGE."
An innocent girl accused of murder,
and bow the electric chair was cheated
of a victim. A gripping detective drama.

Also

The third episode of our thrilling new
seiial-drama of treasure guarded by a

tribe of fierce cannibals :'

" DANGER ISLAND."

Tell all your friends about this amazing
new story, starring Kenneth Harlan and

Lucille Browne.

Reflection of natiiial sunlight by means
of tin-foil, gold-foil, or tin and mirror
" reflectors " is one of the most im-
portant duties of a "grip."
To-morrow, the "grip " may be called

upon to hold Bert Lahr by the heels-
hidden by the window sill—as the come-
dian loans out of a four-storey window
for a scene in "Flying High." Again,

-

the "grip " may have to lie along the
rimning-board of a motor-car and hold
on the legs of the camera to steady it

while the car is speeding along at over
forty miles an hour. But the "grip"
has also simple jobs to do. He may
have to nail strips on the floor to serve
as guides for the artistes when close-ups
are required; repair upholstery, mend
a leakage in a pipe, and do anything
else in rhc day's work as required.

One for Joe.

Joe E. Brown is an enthusiastic ba.se-

ball plaj-er and a good one, too. Re-
cently he made up one of a team com-
posed of theatrical folk.

Tliey wore playing in a small town,
and during the progress of a close game,
one of the spectators yelled something
unpleasant, to Joe when his playing did
not quite please the individual. He
also called Joe a "homely mug."
Joe stopped right in the game, walked

over to the crowd and asked: "Who
said that?" The critic was pointed out
by others standing near.
"Say, you there," called Joe, "which

of tlie Dolly Sisters arc you? You don't
look so good yourself!" The crowd
laughed with delight at this sally and
the critic was silenced.

Jackie Coogan's Joke.

Jackie Coogan is not only a good
actor, but a wit. He is the only one
who has so far caught Irwin S. Cobb,
the humorist, napping with a joke.

"Betcha," said Jackie, "I can make
you guess a riddle wrong."
"Yeah? Proceed, young man," re-

plied Cobb dryly.

"How do you get the water out of a
barrel when it is sealed up tight?"
asked Jackie.
Tho humorist wrin'kled his forehead

and thought for several minutes.
"I give it up," he said at last.

"Why, shoot it full of holes," yelled

The Kid gleefully.

Answers to Questions.

Y'ou were right in telling your friend

that it was the late Fred Thomson who
starred in "Kit Carson," E. C. (Stoke-

on-'Trent). The film was released in

July, 1929. Fred Thomson died after

an operation for gall-stones on Decem-
ber 25th, 1928. He was 6 ft. in height

with brown hair and blue-grey eyes and
left two boys, one of them being an
adopted son.

Leslie Heneon began his film career in

1919, "Curious " (Birchington). Among
his pictures are "A Warm Corner ' and
"Sport of Kings." Lupine Lane made
his film debut in 1915, in a British

comedy entitled "Nipper's Bank Holi-

day."

(Continued on page 37.)
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Tony Scorpio started as a stockyard slaughterer, then won his way, by a sinister trail

of gun-play, till he had a tow^n at his mercy. Then came the Secret Six, grimly resolved
to crush him. Starring Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone and Marjorie Rambeau.

Money Talks.

THE dockside of the town of Contro,
not so many miles distant from tlio

city of C'liicago, was, day in, day
ouh a regular hive of industry. Ahvays
some big cargo vessel was putting in

at the quay to l>o speedily disgorged of

the live stock it carried—sheep, oxen,
pigs, all were driven to the near-by
fitockyards there to be humanely killed

for tlie consumption of the American
public.
A messy and (iring business the con-

tinual killing of ,so much cattle, and
only the very strongest men were cm-
ployed in the slaughterhouses that
backed on to the quay.
A great relief to them all when the

.siren sounde 1 for tlic toil of the day
to cease Hands were hastily rinsed be-
neath watertaps that were set. here and
there in tlie stOJt wooden walls of the
•slaughterhouses, dried with equal haste
upon towels that wore dirty anJ old,
tlien, discarding smocks and aprons, the
rneu donned their hats and coats and
made for home.

All save one, a giant of a fellow with
massive shoulders that told of enormous
Btrength. Tony Scorpio was an Italian
— it. was easy to tell that from one
glimpse at his dark, swarthy face, and
tlie unruly black hair that showed be-
neath the soft felt hat that he wore on
till' back of his head.

.racket undone, his big hands thrust
<lecp in his trousers pockets, he slouched
from the stockyards, crassed the road be-
vond the gates and turned into an eat-
ing house, from which exuded the strong
smell of grilling cliops and steaks.

Very few customers were in the place
as he entered, but ho ignored many of
the vacant fables that were divided from
each other by stout wood™ partitions
«nd passed down the length of the shop.

"Jlallo, pardner, fancy seeing you
here."
Scorpio pulled up at the sound of that

familiar voice and turned his head.
Seated at the table by which he had
halted, a grilled steak befor.- him, was a
young fellow, neatly enough dressed, but
with a thin, cruel mouth, ilark, flashing
eyes which, together with a long .scar

upon his clun, marred an otherwise not
bad-looking face
"Howdy, Franks?" Scorpi,") waved

his hand by way of greeting. "Thought
I'd try this place for a spot of grub.
You see, I ain't got no wife, nor no
family, to have to tend for myself. You
recommend it here?"
"Yeah. But why not sit down here

with us. My pal won't mind in the
least." Johnny Franks winkeil know-
ingly at the smugfa<ed man who was
seated on his left. "Okav witli \o\\.

Nick?"
"Oh, sure," came the answer.

^"Weil, that's settled." Johnny
Franks half rose in his chair, reached
across the table, caught at Scorpio'.s arm
and dragged him down into the vacant
chair on his right hand. "Well, Tony,
meet my pard, Nick l\f Izoski—he's in
the same game as me. Nick, meet Tony
Scorpio, killer in the slaughterhouses
across the wa.v, A real tougli guy, and
he sure does like his liquor,

'

Scorpio grinned at the young
racketeer, who did a fair amount of
business among the workers in the .stock-

yards, then shook hands with Nick
Mizoski, who was vaguely wondering
why on earth Franks had invited this
giant to sit at their table. But Franks
had a particular reason of his own
though, just then, he had no opportu-
nity of pursuing it as a young woman
with fair, curly hair glided up to the
table and confronted Tony Scorpio.

"W^ell, big boy," slie said in a voice

that was somewhat coarse, "and wlial

can I get you ':"

"Spaghetti and a bottle of butter-
milk," Scorpio responded, gazing ad-
miringly into hit rather pretty face and
experiencing a sudden fluttering of the
heart.
Franks seized the opportunity to whis-

per in Nick Mizoski's err.

"I'lay up to me. I want to gel thi^

guy in on our racket. A man ot his

strength will be darned usefid to us."
"Spaghetti and buttermilk?" reiter-

ated the fair-haired girl, rising her eye-
brows in sheer amazement. "Say.
that's a kid's diet !"

"Just the same, that's what I'm
having, sister," grirmed Scorpio. "So
ju.st you trot along and get it, see?"

Pearl Pea<'h. pojndar with all tlu>

habitues of tlic eatmg-house. .shrugged
her shapely slioulders. then drifted a wa.\

.

but not before she had shot an atVec-

tionate glance at .Johnny Franks.
"A peach of a girl—tliat," remarked

Scorpio, looking wistfull\- after her re-

treating form.
"You've sure said it, boy." Des))iie

the enthusiastic tone ot hi 5 voice.

Johnny Franks scowled at tli^ big
slaughterhouse worker, "Her moniker
happens to be Peaches—at least, that'.'?

what we call her in this here place.

Her real name is Pearl Peach and she
is my girl!"

Scorpio .swung round on him. im-
pressed by the stress that he laid on his

last words.
"^I.v. you're a darned lucky fellow to

have such a girl." Scorpio's smile vas
friendly, yet like Franks there was
jealousy in his eyes. "I must congratu-
late you, pardner. A real peach of. a
girl."
Franks grunted and vicio.isly attacked

his steak It was clear to him that
Peaches had won a place in the heart
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of tlic giant, and the thouglit was af.

Horniwood to Jiis moan, wicked soul. But
thorc was no time for healed words or
ruffled tempers as Franks realised when
he suddenly caught Nick Mizoski's
warning glance.

" Say. Scorpio, they don't pay you
overwoll in the stockyards, do they?"
Kranks said again as he again laid down
his knife and fork.

"You've certainly said it." The
giant slirugged his shoulders deprecat-
ingly. ''A measly twenty bucks a

week."
"The skinflints!" The racketeer

looked incredulous, though in reality he
had known all along the paltry wage
that Scorpio was earning in tlio

slaughterhouses. He liad made it his

business to find this out only the day
before. "Why, it's a wonder you can
live. Twenty dollars ! Oh, heck !"

"But it's at least a job," Scorpio
pointed out with a rueful grin.

"Yeah." Johnny Franks nodded his

agreement, then turned his gaze to his

confederate. "A deserving case, oh,

Nick? Shall I offer him a billet?"

"Why not." Mizoski grinned at the
way J<''ranks was casting his bait—mak-
ing absolutely sure that it was safe to

lay his cards before this man. "He
might jump at the chance of handling
easy money for very little graft."

''What's that?" Scorpio turned
eagerly to Franks. "Easy money?
Why, you just lead me to it. boy."
A satisfied smile at once broke on

Johnny Franks' face, but at that

moment Peaches reappeared with a
plate of spaghetti and a bottle of butter-

milk which she poceedcd to place before
Scorpio.
" Say, l)ig boy, they tell me you work

in the stockyards." Hands on hips, the
girl stood back and surveyed Scorpio
with a .scornful smile. "You a killer

—

a man who's supposed to be as tough as

they make 'em—drinking buttermilk.

Ha, ha! That's certainly rich!"

Johnny Franks and Mizoski grinned
at the sheepish look that appeared on
Scorpio's face. Evidently he was strug-
gling to find words with which to
counter the jeering thrust. But it was
in vain. All he could do was to push
his hat further back on his head and
to continue to look foolishly at the girl.

"Now, now. Peaches, you can thj wise
cracks." Johnny Franks jerked his

head in the direction of the back of the
shop—a hint to he; to depart. "You're
interrupting a business discu.ssion."

The girl drifted away, once more fol-

lowed by Scorpio's admiring gaze, but
no sooner had she disappeared than he
again swung round on johnny Franks.
"About that jon of work," he re-

marked, the eagerness back in his tone.

"What is it?"
"A matter of a hundred bucks a week

—perhaps more." The young racketeer
pushed aside his empty plate and leaned
ills arms on the table. "You know my
racket, of cour.'C. Booze, and lielieve

me, though there's risks attached to it,

it's a game that carries big money."
"Then I'm your man." There was

an avaricious gleam in Scorpio's eyes
now. Well he knew what lay behind
Franks' words, but the knowledge that
he had the chance of making as much
as a hundred dollars a week swept him
completely off his feet. "My fairy

godmother, that's what you arc, .lohmiy
Franks. You want mo to come in with
you—to help distribute your booze. A
job after my own heart. When you
want mc to start ?"

" Right now." Franks experienced a
feeling of elation that ho had succeeded
in recruiting the services of this man.
Scorpio was just the -type required by
the gang of which ho was a member.
December 6th, 1031.
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A great acquisition, for he was obviously
a fellow of enormous strength and fear-
less into the bargain. "You see, Scor-
pio, we're out to extend our activities,

and that means moie men wanted in tlic

business. We've got quite a Jiice little

territory around this quarter, but wc
aim to .spread out—to increase the
boundary. It means a few scraps, of
course, for we'll be muscling in on the
preserves of others. But we're going
to do it—nioie money to the mill, you
know. Gee, but we're going to bo
mighty rich before long. "You, I, Nick
and the boss."
"The 'boss?" reiterated Scorpio in

surprise.

"Sure." Johnny Franks got to his

feet as ho saw that Scorpio had finished
his spaghetti, had drained the bottle
that had contained the buttermilk.
"But just you conie along of Nick and
me. We'll introduce you to the chief,

then you can start right in on our
racket to-night."
He todk Scor|)Io's arm as the giant

got ponderously to his feet and, followed
by Mizoski, led him to a door at the
back of the shop that opened on to a
flight of stairs that ran up to a, room
above the eating-house, a room from
yvhich the racketeers directed their
illegal business operations.
The door opened and the door closed,

and together the three men climbed the
stairs to that room of vice.

The Raid.

THAT same night Scorpio accom-
panied .loinmy Franks to a ware-
house some half-mile from the

eating-house, in the .spacious cellar of
which was the bootleggers' own di.s-

tillory. The place was like a miniature
brewery, and Scorpio marvelled as he
saw the illicit liciuor being distilled—
saw the barrels of alcohol that stood
in one corner ready for transportation
to various restaurants and speakeasies
that would pay exorbitant prices for the
stuff.

"And they say the States have gone
dry," Scorpio grinned as his eyes swept
the place. "Gee, but it sure makes a
man thirsty to see all this drink."

"Shut your infernal trap and remem-
ber this—there's no time for wisccrac*ks
in this racket 1"

Franks shot Scorpio a baleful glance.
Though he had been anxious to enlist

the giant's aid in his nefarious business,
bad feeling towards Scorpio rankled in

his heart. He could not forget the way
the giant had looked at Peaches in the
eating-house, how he had winked at the
girl when the two had left for the
distillery.

No offence meant."
But there was no apologetic note in

Scorpio's voice, and the grin was still

on his face. He had weighed Franks up
in the short time he had been in his
company, knew that he was a ruthless
and callous brute, and above all a
dangerous enemy, but the iknowlodge
disturbed him not a bit. Scorpio knew
his own physical power—know, too, that
he was quite capable of taking care of
iiiniself in the event of any trouble
with this man who so obviously resented
him even looking at his girl.

Why shouldn't he look at Peaches if

ho wished 7 As the question formed
itself in Scorpio's shallow mind an evil

glitter canio into his cunning brown
eyes. To -blazes with Frank.s. If ho
caused any trouble and it oamo to a
showdown he'd give him the "works"
—porhajj.'i with I''raniks out of the way
ho coidd step into his shoes, become
enorniously rich and powerful. No
doubt the booze racket was very
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profitable to a man who could hold up
In's end.
"Say, Lewis "—Franks had con-

fronted one of the workers in the under-
ground distillery, an evil-looking man
who wore a blue shirt that was open at
the neck, and a cap that was set at an
.ingle on his head. In the racketeer's
eyes blazed fierce, anger, whilst his jaw
was thrust forward menacingly—
"what's the meaning of this?" "Ho
waved a hand towards the barrels in
the corner. "Your output is under
schedule. Your orders Avere to turn out
forty barrels to-day, and you're eleven
short. How'd you explain it, huh?"

"Forty'.s rather heavy going, Franks,"
came the answer. "We've been at it

hard all day. But there's still time to

"Confound you with your darned
excuses !" Franiks shook his fist under
the man's jaw. "Slacking, that's what
you've been doing. Why, I've a darned
good mind to smash you to pulp !"

With a sudden sweep of his arm he
sent the man staggering from his path,
then strode across the cellar, forgetful
of Scorpio who followed him.

"Well, Metz, you got Jeff Larkins'
order through?" Franks inquired of a
man with a mop of untidy hair, and
who wore thick-pebbled spect.acles.

The fellow nodded, and, lifting a
hand, extended four fingers.

"What the hedk's wrong with him?"
Scorpio inquired over Franks' shoulder.
"Why the secret signs?"
"He's a dummy—one of our most use-

ful men," Franks explained ungraci-
ously. "He sees nothing, knows
nothing, says nothing. See?"
Scorpio nodded, and Franks ' swung

round and faced him.

"You can get busy on your first

assignment to-night, Scorpio. Jeff
Larkins, boss of the Blue Moon speak-
easy on Maine Street, wants four. barrels
of hooch. Lewis over there will drive
you in the lorry. And I warn you to
kcei) your eyes open and your gun in
your hand in case of an ambush. Some
folks are getting mighty sore because
we've been encroaching on their terri-
tory. Colimo, for instance—a nasty little

skunk who'd By gar, there's the
alarm !"

Franiks glanced furtively towards ihe
door by which ho and Scorpio had
entered the cellar as the clangorous
note of a bell set high in the wall broke
sharply in on his words. Heavy foot-
stejjs could be hoard hastily descending
the stairs from the warehouse above,
and, his hand flashing to his jacket
pocket where his gun was concealed,
Franks turned fiercely blazing eyes on
Scorpio, Metz, and Lewis, and the two
other brutal-faced ruffians who gathered
swiftly round him.

" It's the cops or Colimo's gang, at
the least," he hissed. "Better beat it

by the back way—quick. We're not
strong enough to offer resistance."
But even as he raced towards a door

on rhe far side of the underground
apartments, the others close at his heels,
there burst into the cellar some dozen
grim-faced police officers, revolvers
clasped tightly in their liands.

A booming voice called on the
gangsters to stop and surrender, but
they paid no heed. Thoy were at that
other door now, and as they crowded
through it Johnny Franks half tuiiied

round, swung up his gun, and pulled
the trigger.

A shattering report that was instjinlly

followed by a checking gasp, and one of
the police officers pitched headlong to
the ground. Then came a rcgidar
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fusillade of shots as his colleagues
loosed their weapons at the fugitives.

But the gangsters were now well out

of range, tearing up a flight of stone
f-tairs. and the bullets thudded harm-
lessly into the walls by the door.
"After the swinos—some of you !"

roared the burly officer who was at the
Lead cf the raiding-party. "The rest

of you smash up this infernal nest of
vice."

The terse command was obeyed with
alacrity. Up the stairs after the flee-

ing gangsters ran seven of the officers,

faces grim-set, guns held in readiness in

tlieir hands, while the others at .ducc
liegan to wreck everything in the cellar.

The bootleggers' still was smashed to
sitoms with an axe that one of the
officers found in a corner, barrels of
alcohol were treated similarly, and the
taps of two large tanks were turned on
and the whisky tliey contained allowed
to flow out upon the cellar floor.

But though the officers of the law
exacted a heavy tell upon the property
of Johnny Franks and his gang, the
racketeer and his followers escjiped their
pursuers, .scuttling from the place by
the back way and disappearing into the
shadows of the night.

" Put on the Spot."

THE room above the eating-house
that faced the stodkyards where
Scorpio had toiled day in, day

out before he had embarked on a life of

crime. Seated at the long oak table
four men—Johnny Franks, Mizoski,
Scorpio himself, and an elderly grey-
haired nsan with a dissipated face, com-
pelling brown eyes and a determined
cliin, Stanley N'ewton, a crook lawyer,
and the brains behind the gang that
Franks led.

Business was under discussion, and at

the moment ''Dummy" Melz, who
stood beside Newton, was checking
figures from the notebook he held in his
hands, while Mi;«oski, in his shirtsleeves,

was counting out a big pile of dollar
bills.

"A Inuidred and
sixty bucks from
liawson." ]Mizoski

placed the notes on
the table. "And four-

twentv from Peakes.
That's the lot."

"Should have been
more." Johimy Franks
.savagely flicked the

K>h from his <'igarette.

"We lost a whole
heap over that raid

0!i our still. Heavens.
but Colimo'll suff'er

for that! Tip off the
police 'cause we've
broken into liis terri-

tory. Heck, but he's

sure got somethincr
coming, to him for

that!"
"But why in blazes

all this waiting?''
Scorpio, who had also

discarded his jacket
and had tuifastened

his waistcoat as well,

pushed his bowler hat
farther back on his

head. "That was a

week ago. and sti

we've done nothing.
He'll be thinking
^^e're scared of liiin."

"Then lie'll soon be
di.siluisioned." Franki
shot Scorpio a sneer-
ing glance. "You
were all for going
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after him there and then, weren't you ?

Hadn't the brains to realise that he
was probably- e.xpectiug lis, and had a
nice little ambueh set."'

"Well, to my mind that shows you're
darned well scared of liim, Franks!"
Scorpio shot at him.
"You think that, hub?" His eyes

blazing venomously, Franks flashed his

hand to his jacket pocket. "Why, you
ugly gorilla, I'll

"

"Now, now, quit that, yon two. I

won't have any wrangling. You hear
me?" Newton frowned at them; and the

peculiar gleam in his eyes caused them
to wilt. A second he gazed at them,
then his eyes wandered to Nick iMizoski

who had gathered up the pile of dollar

bills. "Nick, share the stuflf out, then
we'll talk about that skunk Colimo. I

think to-night is the night to deal with
him."
Mizoski nodded, while the scow] on

Scorpio's miprepossessing face vanished
as if by magic, and his eyes took on a
look of greed.
Slowly Mizoski counted out the dollar

bills, settling them into four different

piles, one for each of the four of them.
Newton received two dollai's to every
one allotted the others but presently

Mizoski slipped an extra note on his and
on Johnny Frank's piles.

"Say, what the heck's the game?"
Scorpio's eyes had missed nothing.
Angrily, he brought his big fist crasli-

ing down on the table. "Trying to

cheat me, huh? Well, let me tell you
I'm not the guy to stand for that kind
of dope. Mizoski. another one on my
pile. You hear me?"
Again Johnny Franks' liand sought

his jacket pocket. For some days now
he had repented having persuaded this

giant to join up with them. He was
too overbearing, too nuich given to voic-

ing his own views when he should have
quietly accepted the views of the others.

"This, coupled with the fact that Scorpio
would persist in trying to thrust his

affections on Peaches, had incurred the

young racketeer's wrath, so that Franks
itched for the chance to sweep him froin
h's path.
But again Newton interfered, and

quickly poured oil on the troubled
waters. Shrewd that he was the crook
lawyer was well aware of Frank's feel-

ings towards Scorpio, yet while he
despised the arrogance of the giant, his
blustering ways and harsh grating voice,

Newton realised that here was a type
admirably suited to the bootlegging
game, a man it would be wise to keep
in their midst. He had strength, pluc!\,

and was obviously a born figliter.

"Now. now. Mizoski, that's not our
code at all." Newton's brown eyes
gazed reprovingly at Nick. "Scorpio i.-s

one of us, and as such he is entitled to
an equal share in the profits. Now,
just you put things square with him
and no more nonsense."

Mizoski grunted and obeyed, wUV^
Franks gritted his teeth and decided to
await a more favourable opportunity foi'

the settling of his score with Scorpio.

"Now, about this dirty rat, Colimo."
Newton stowed his pile of dollar bili*

into a wallet which he returned to hi-i

breast-pocket. "We're going after him
to-night, as I said. A little surprise visit

to his place in Nelson Street. He'll not
expect you to imitate the spider and
the fly business and coolly enter his i)ar-

lour. It'll be dead ea.sy, and there'll Le
very little risk. If he's got more than
two or three of his l)oy.s with him I'll

be surprised. Now I suggest that you
three with Spike Mullins and Lew
Valance will be sufficient to fix him
You agree?"
"Sure!" Scorpio grinned evilly, .s'i.l

his hand into his hip-pocket and clutdied
the gun he parke<l there. "But why five

to take care of that dirty pup? 1 could
do it on my own !"

"The brave man speaks!" said Johruiy
Franks, with a curl of his lip.

"Yeah!" Scorpio thrust his jaw for-

ward pugnaciously. "I ain't forgettiri^
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that it's you who's heen all fov putting
off giving Coliino the works."
"That's enough of that, Scorpio!''

Newton snapper! at him. "1 won't have
thi.s bickering among you hoy.s. I'm the

bo.ss here, and you'll do as I tell you.

The five of you are going—and the

sooner you get along the better, see?"
He got to his feet, fixed the soft feit

hat he Avorc more firmly on his head,

Ihen, picking up the walking-stick that

rested against the chair he had occupied,

he moved towards the door.

"I'll be back in an hour to hear what
success you've had," he said over his

shoulder, then strode from the room.

Blazing Quns.

FIVE men strolled casually into the

Dojoun Cafe in Nelson Street, and
it was noticeable that each of them

had a hand hidden irj a pocket of his

clothes.

At sight of them a chill ran down the

spine of Louis Falco, who managed the

establishment, though outwardly he
showed no fear whatever as he sidled

over to them.
"Ah, it is Mister Franks!" Falco

rubbed his hands together as he bowed.
"You want to eat? This way, sir."

As he led them to a table, drew out

chaire for them, he was aware that

Johnny Franks cast a sly glance towards
a curtained doorway near which stood a

player-piano that provided music for the

customers of the restaurant.

"Ah, Mister Franks, you'd like some
music, ell?" he purred. "I'll set the

piano going for you while you decide
what you would like to eat."

He slid away, and Johnny Franks' eyes
gleamed sinisterly between narrowed lids.

Quickly he cast a glance round the cafe,

saw that the place was deserted save for

one solitary diner who was seated at

a distant table, then switched his gaze
quickly upon his companions.
"He's gone to tip ofT C'olimo for a

cert," he hissed between clenched teeth.

"Best keep your eyes skinned."

Johnny Franks' surmise was correct.

Already Louis Falco was in the adjoin-

ing room, clutching nervously at
Colimo's sleeve as that notorious gang-
leader sat talking with three of his

ruffianly henchmen.
"What the blazes you want, Louis?"

Colimo, dark and undoubtedly handsome,
lipoke without removing the cigarette

from between his thin Tips, and his

sinister grey eyes blazed fiercely into the

face of the interloper. "Haven't I told

you times out of number not to inter-

rupt when I'm in conference? Why,
I've a darned good mind to

"

"But, boss, it's urgent!" Falco blurted
o\it. "Johnny Franks and "

"What's that?" Colimo was on his

feet in a flash, gripping Falco fiercely

by the lapels of his jacket. "Quick, sjiit

it out, you darned fool!"
"I tell you Johmiy Franks is out in

tlie restaurant with four other of his

dirty rats," Falco whimpered. "They're
after you—they've got their hands ready
on the guns in their pockets."

"Is that so!" Colimo whipped out his

autonuitic and scowled ferociously.

"Thcu this is where they get the works.
A lot of smarties, huh? Well, they'll

find they've run up against it this time,
by heck they will

!"

"But, bass," protested Delano,
Colimo's chief lieutenant, "don't forget
there arc five of them."
"Yeah!" Colimo shot him a scornful

glance. "Well, I don't care a hang if

Ihey'ie twenty-five strong. Those small
fry have no biains. We're going to beat
them by strategy, see?".
But Delano did not see, and neither

'
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did the other two gangsters who were
with them.
"Louis, listen here!" Colimo again

gripped the cafe manager's coat. "You'll
go out and start up that old piano of
your.s. That'll be the signal for us to
make a rush ; and see to it that you
switch out the lights directly you hear
me cough. Got that? Right, then get
busy."

As Falco went slowly and nervously
towards the door a good-looking bo3',

who was scaiccly out of liis teens, rose
from a chair on the far side of the
room, di-opping the book he had been
reading upon a near-by table. Quickly
ho ran across to Colimo, and, his eyes
gleaming with great excitment, he con-
fronted the grim-faced gangster.

"Joe, let me in on this!" he pleaded
eagerly. "So far since I've come in

with you on the booze racket you've not
let me do anything big. Now you can
do with "

"No, no, Jimmy!" Colimo patted the
boy's shoulder affectionately. Ruthless
and brutal as he undoubtedly was, there
was a warm and tender spot in the gang-
ster's heart for his kid brother. Many
times since Jimmy had left school
Colimo had wished that he had not
allowed him to drift into the bootleg
game ; but on one thing he was resolved
—he would never allow the boy to take
risks. " This little affair's too darned
risky, kid. There are men out there
who'll shoot till they drop. No, we'll

take care of them, Jimmy. You be a

good boy and wait here till after the
fireworks."

It was at that moment that tlie player-

piano in the restaurant began to play
a well-known and lively tune.

"Ready, boys?" His lips drawn in a

grim, straight line, Colimo glanced at liis

henchmen, saw that their guns were
ready in their hands and nodded his satis-

faction. "Now listen carefully. Locate
the table at wliich those stiffs are sit-

ting as quickly as you can before the

lights go out. Then duck down and
shoot to kill

!"

With that he moved cautiously to-

wards the curtained doorway, the others
hard at his heels, all unaware that
Jimmy had whipped out a blue-black
iiutomatic and was moving after them
on tiptoe.

The curtain reached a moment later,

Colimo stealthily drew it back, reveal-

ing Johnny Frasiks and his colleagues
seated at the table outside. But in the
same instant that Colimo coughed,
Franks saw him and whipped out his

giui.

The crash of a shot, the dull thud of

a bullet striking the woodwork of the
doorway, and then the lestaurant was
plunged into utter darkness.

"Right, boys! Let the dirty sciun

have it!" Colimo hissed between
clenched teeth, and dived for tlie shelter

of a nearby table.

Hoarse shouts and vicious oaths syn-
chronised with the terrified squeal of
the restaurant's solitaiy diner as he
leaped frantically to his feet and
stumbled towards the street door. Then
came a succession of tierve-shattering
reports, followed by wicked stabs of
flame as the gun duel burst in all its

viciousness.

From somewhere near at hand Colimo
heard a sudden choking sob, the thud
of a body as it struck the floor. One of
his imen had been hit. Grinding liis

teeth savagely he fired at a moving
.^.hadow oti the opposite side of the
restaurant. But all his bullet did was to

smash a water jug that stood upon a
table.

"I believe we got him!" Jolumy
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Flanks hissed the words in Scorpio's ear
iis the two crouched behind a thick
inaliogany pedestal. "Best make a
break for it before they do us any
damage."
"Heck, but why not out the darn lot

of 'em while we're about it."

There was a brutal note in Scoi-jjio's
lowered voice, and iti the darkness his
eyes gleamed with an unholy light.

"You'll do as I say." Almost Franks
was tempted to tuni his gun on this
man who had .so incurred his wrath.
But he mastered the impulse as a bullet
whistled within an inch of his head and
quickly loosed off his gun at a shadowy
figure just discernible across the room.
"Give the tip to the othere. You hear
me ?"

The others were close at hand, taking
shelter behind two tables set side by
side. Quickly Scorpio approached them
on hands and knees, and whispered in
their ears.

Ne.xt second they were following him,
crawling towards the door that Ted to
the street, their guns held ready in case
of emergency.

"Hey, switch on the lights, someone!"
Colimo suspected that the sudden lull

in the battle meant that his rivals were
making a break for it, but he was wary
enough not to leave his shelter till ho
was sure. But, though he lifted his
voice, no shot came, and so he took a
chance and ro.se to his feet.

Then it was he heard a sound comitig
from the direction of the street door,
discerned that the door stood wide open,
and in the very same instant he saw a
dim shape vanish quickly through the
aperture.

"Falco, those lights!" he bellowed.
'Quick! They're making a dash for it!

Those lights! You hear me!"
The lights came on, and on the in-

stant three heads rose up from behind
tables near the curtained doorway.
Colimo's killers, and they quickly joined
their leader.

"What's the next move, chief?"
Delano rasped, his finger on the trigger
of his gun. "Do we go after the rats?"

"No use. They'll be well away by
now, skulking in the shadows. Better
shut and lock the door in case those
shots were heard. We don't want the
cops to Merciful heavens, Jiiuniy !

Jimmy_, those swines got him!" His
eyes wide with horror, Colimo stood
gazing dazedly at the outstretched figuie
that lay between two tables—at the
white upturned face with a trickle of
blood coming from the temple. Then
a heart-rending sob bursting suddetily
from his quivering lips, the gang leader
stumbled forward, dropped to his knees,
and gathered the limp body close. Clear
that the boy was dead, and, as the grim
truth beat into the gangster's burning
brain, his face reddened with a terrible

fury. "Franks, or one of his tykes, got
him!" he raved, his voice trembling with
the emotion that gripped him. "By
hades, but whoever it was, he's going
to pay! I'll have him—I'll drill him so

full of holes he'll look like a colander.
I swear I will

!"

Several moments he remained whrro
he was—a pathetic-looking figure as ho
mourned the loss of his kid brother, th:!

only hunian being who had erer brought
out a streak of goodness in his other-

wise cruel and relentless frame. Then
he staggered to his feet, lifted the ineit

body, and carried it into the adjoining
room, where he placed it on a settee.

"And now," he rasped in a voice that

was vibrant with passion as he
straightened and confro«ited his griin-

facod henchman, "we're going cut to

exact revenge! Come on!"

i
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Treachery.

SOME half an hour hitcr Johnny
Franks was smoking a quiet
ciguiette in the gang's council

chamber above the eating-house facing
the docks when the door slammed open
and a grim voice cried

:

"Stick 'em up, you rat, or, by hades,
I'll drill j-ou clean between your eyes!"
With a staitled exclamation, Franks

swung round in his seat, raising his

hands as he did so.

"Well, now, if it isn't Colyno!"
Franks forced himself to smile, fTiough
his heart went sick within him as Colimo
and his bodyguard advanced threaten-
ingly into the room, closing the door
behind them. '' This is—is a pleasure
iiideed. -Anything I can do?"
"Yeah, plenty." Like some avenging

angel, Colimo strode up to Franks and
jabbed the muzzle of liis gun into his
ribs. " You answer me this. Did you
kill my brother Jimmy, Franks?"
"Good heavens, no!" Franks' face

drained of every vestige of colour.
Alone in that room with these deadly
rivals, he knew that his life was not
worth a moment's purchase, especially
as they were evidently out to avenge
the death of one of their number.
Desperately he sought a subterfuge.
'"No. indeed I didn't, Colimo. Why
should I ? I haven't got a thing on the
kid. As a matter of fact, me and
Jimmy were pals!"

"Really, you surprise me, Franks!"
sneered Colimo with a curl of his lip.

".Suppose j-ou've just discovered he was
your friend now he's been killed—killed
by either you or one of your dirty rifl-

jaflf during your little visit to us at the
Dojoun. Well, let me tell you this.

That kinda bunk cuts no ice. I'm here
after the killer, and, if it wasn't you,
you turn him over, or I'll plug you here
and now."

^
A cunning gleam crept into Frank's

dark eyes. Well he knew that it was a

bullet from his own gun that had killed
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this brother of Colimo's. Hadn't he
aimed at that dim-seen figure that had
instantly dropped to the floor when he
fired? And now Colimo wanted re-

tribution, and Franks saw a way to
appease the man—saw a way that would
sweep from his own path a man whom
he considered a thorn in his side.

"Very well, Colimo, I'll tip him off

to you," he said with the utmost non-
chalance. "It was Scorpio. You know
him, of course. Well, if you're quick,
you'll find him down on Pier Fourteen.
He's running some booze to a ship
there."
"Is that the truth?" Colimo snapped

at him.
" Why, sure."
"Right. But if I find it isn't, then,

by hades, I'll be waiting for you some
place with a machine-gun ! See ?" As
Franks nodded, Colimo turned quickly
to his henchmen. "Come along, boys.
No time to waste now."
They were out of the room in a flash,

and, with a grim smile playing about
the corners of his cruel mouth, Franks
settled him.self comfortably in his chair
again. The fact that he had put a man
"on the spot." .sent him to inevitable
doom, worried him not at all—such a
ruthless proc'edure was merely a very
small thing in his dastardly life of crime.

It was some twenty minutes later,

while Newton, who had returned to the
council chamber a few minutes earlier,

was listening to Franks' account of" the
raid on Colimo at the Dojoun, that the
door to the room was sudcienly and
violently flung back on its hinges,
causing the two men to jump up with
a start.

From (he doorway a pair of brown
eyes fixed them.selves on Johnny Franks
with a fierce hatred blazing from their
depths. The eyes of Scorpio, whose face
showed white as df ith beiu ath tli( blirk
of the bow lei he woie .it an angk on
lii^ lu ad

"Wliy, Scorpio, is there anything
wrong?" Franks recovered quickly froin

the shock Scorpio's appearance had
given him. He had believed the fellow
to be already dead, swept from his path
for ever. Somehow his ruthless plan
had mi.scarried. And then he saw the
blood that dyed the left sleeve of

Scorpio's grey overcoat, knew, with a
nameless dread tugging at his heart,
that the avenging gunmen had somehow
missed with their fell shots. "But,
heavens, man, you're wounded! Who
did it—how in blazes did it happen?"
"You ask me that, huh? You know-

nothing about it, hull ?" Scorpio ad-

vanced menacingly into the room,
shutting the door with a backward
kick of his foot. "I suppose you'll tell

me that Colimo didn't come in here a

while ago ?"

Franks experienced a tight feeling in

his throat, as if vice-like hands were
throttling him. So Scorpio was aware
of Colimo's visit and evidently suspected
that he had been the victim of treach-

ery. How could he explain it all away?
It was as be was puzzling his brain for

some plausible answer that Newton
stepped sud<lenly forward.
"What the blazes is all this.

Scorpio?" The crook lawyer's voice
was harsh and his eyes narrowed to

mere slits. "What do you mean by
Colimo coming here?"
"I mean what I say. and it don't

need much brain to put two and two
togetl.er." Scorjiio shot Franks a mur-
derous look. " \Ve shot someone when
we raided the Dojoun—thought it was
Colimo himself but evidently it wasn't.
So along come.s Colimo after revenge
—I saw him turn into this place with
seme of his men as I was crossing the
stockyards. That's the best of liaving
good eyesight—you can see a devil of

a long w ay ofT. Then what happened ?

Colimo asked Franks to name the killer

of
"

" A hundred and sixty bucks from Law-
son." Mizoski placed the notes on the

table. " And four twenty from Peakes. That's the lot.
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"He didn't, you darned liar!" Franks
shot at him vehemently. "If you want
to know Colimo eame along to suggest
(hat we cut out this gang warfare and
join up "

"Oh, oh, <a pretty tale!" Scorpio's

hand slid surreptitiously into his over-

coat pocket and tlie fingers curled

around the butt of his gun. "He came
to know who it was who fired the shot

that killed that rat of his, and you said

it was me?"
"I tell you I didn't!" Franks roared.

"You've got it wrong. Colimo came
here as I said to

"

"That's enough, Franks." Newton's
ej'es blazed fiercely at the two. " How
many more times have I to tell you
that I won't have you wrangling. I'm
the boss of this outfit, bear that in

mind, and if I have any more trouble
I'll

"

"Yeah; well, you're going to have a

whole heap of trouble right now.
See?" Scorpio was not to be pacified

by the other's stern words, by the tierce

gleam in his eyes. He had been the
victim of treachery—of that he felt cer-

tain—and revenge blazed in his out-

raged heart and would not be eradi-

cated. His fingers gripping the butt of

his gim even tighter he turned on
Johnny Franks again. "You low-down,
dirty skunk, put me on the spot, would
you ? Well, it's the last time you'll live

to do "

His words snapped off as he saw
Franks reach suddenly for his jacket
pocket. But Scorpio was too quick for

him. Like lightning he jerked out his

own gun and, with a demoniac grin

curling his tiiick cruel lips, he pressed
the trigger.

The shot crashed out, reverberating
in the confines of the room like a clap
of thunder—drowning the choking sob
that escaped Franks' lips as he pitched
to the floor, a bullet embedded iu his

foul heart.

"You blamed fool! What the heck
did you want to do that for?" Newton
turned on Scorpio like a raging tiger.

"That shot will most likely have been
heard. Then we'll have the cops up
here! At the least, it'll mean we'll

have to quit this place. Darned
nuisance when it's so handy."

Selfish that he was Newton gave no
thought to the shot man. "To him
Franks and the others were mere pawns
in the bootlegging game, to be used to
gain his own ends, to line liis pockets
with the money made in the trading of

their illicit liquor. A death or two
among his hirelings was all in tlie day's
work.
"But it'll be easy to find another

place, boss," Scorpio assured him with
the utmost coolness. "I'm darned sorry
for all this, of course, but Franks "

"Shut up; here come the police or
I'm a Dutchman." Heavy footsteps
were heard ascending the staira that
fed from below. Will: a quTck move-
ment Newton made a grab for the gun
Scorpio still held in liis hand, but the
giant pulled it out of his reach. Newton
glared at him fiercely. "Give mo that
gun, you darned fool ! Quick now, or
you'll find they'll convict you for shoot-
ing Johnny Franks. Condemning evi-
dence, see what I mean?"
Scorpio did, and he promptly parted

with the gun, wondering what Newton
intended to do. Qui<-kly the crook
lawyer went to a picture on the wall,
moved it to one side, revealing a small
safe that Was let into the wall. A bare
socoixl it took him to swing open the
steel door, to thrust the gun inside and
to reclose the door. Then, setting the
picture into position again, he came
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back to Scorpio just as the handle of

the door was turned.
"Keep your mouth shut and leave all

to me!" he hissed warningly. "If they
take you I'll get you free, never you
fear."

And then the door crashed open and
into the room strode the captain of

police with two uniformed officers, while
behind them swarmed a crowd that coin-

prised two newspaper reporters and
several customers from the eating-

house.
"Ah, so you're the fellow who was

concerned in the shooting outside." Tlie

police captain casually glanced at the
still figure on tlie floor, then again con-
fronted Scorpio, who, growing suddenly
weak from the loss of blood, liad

slumped into a chair. " I was called

out on that affair and got your descrip-

tion from an eye-witness, but didn't

think I'd come up with you so easily.

A lucky break, and it looks as if I can
hold you for murder. Where's your
gun?"
But Scorpio made no reply, and the

captain quickly ran expert hands over
him. Puzzled, he stepped back, then
his eyes searched the floor, but there

was no sign of the weapon he sought.
" What you done with it ? Answer

me, you rat?" But Scorpio's niouth
remained closed, and the captain swung
furiously round on Newton. " You
know anything about this, Newton?"
"Sorry, chief, I don't." Newton

shook his head, and glanced slyly at

Fred Fuller, who managed the eating-
house, and was standing in the doorway.
"You see, I was downstairs talking to

my client, Mr. Fuller, w'hen I heard
a shot and came up here to see what
it was all about. This fellow"—he in-

dicated Scorpio—"was staggering about
the room, his arm limp at his side, while
the other was just as you see him now,
lying on the floor."

"Hum!" The police captain
scratched the back of his head, eyeing
Newton doubtfully, for though he had
no definite proof he had long nursed the
suspicion that the crook lawyer was be-

hind the racketeers of which Franks
had appeared the figurehead. "And
you saw no gun in either man's hand?"
"No."
Again Newton shook his head and

twirled his walking-stick. But the
police captain was not satisfied. Quickly
he turned to Fred Fuller.

"Is what Mr. Newton said correct?"
he demanded sharply. "I mean was
he talking to you in the office when tlie

shot was fired?"
"Sure!" came the quick answer.
" Then why didn't you come up with

him?" the captain shot at him.
But the little dark-haired man was

equal to the occasion.

"Because I stopped to put my cash
away in the safe," he replietl. "Surely
you don't think I was going to leave
it lying about for any sneak thief to

come in and whip it up, do you?"
A clever reply that stumped the

police officer and caused Newton's eyes
to gleam with satisfaction.

"it looks to me as if you've run into

a cul-de-sac, old man." Newton grinned
ac the baflled officer. " Perhaps 1 can
reason this affair out for you. The
open window with that roof beyond on
a level with it. Quite possible that
enemies of these men got up there and
shot them, oh ?"

"Yes," the captain was forced to

admit, though he was far from satisfied.

Somehow his suspicions of Newton
rankled—he had a vague feeling that

the crook lawyer was trying to shield

the wounded man in the chair. But
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where was the fellow's gun ? He coultl

prove nothing in court without sub-
stantial evidence.

It was at that moment that there
came an hiterruption that startled them
all.

" Let me in ! Oh, for heaven's sake,
let me in!" cried a distracted feminine
voice.

J
It was Peaches who had just arrived

1 at the eating-house for duty only to

learn of the shooting and the death of

her lover. Wildly she pushed her way
through the crowd that swarmed around
the door, her face white as death, her
eyes swimming with tears.

As she saw the inert figure of Johnny
Franks a pitiful shriek escaped her, and
she stumbled blindly forward.

"Steady, my girl!" The police cap-
tain pulled her back, looked at her
sternly. Perhaps this girl, who was evi-

dently attached to the dead man, could
give him some useful infomiatiou—in-

formation such as might clear up this

mystery. '' Now see here, sister, d'you
know anything "

" Scorpio, you wretch \" The girl's
eyes flaslied venomously as they sud-
denly perceived the limp figure in the
chair. Well she knew that he and
Franks had been at loggerheads—a state
of affairs brought into being because
both had been inordinately jealous of
each other in regard to her affections.
What was more likely than that Scorpio
had killed Franks in some such fit of
jealousy ? " You did this, Scorpio, I
know you did! Killed Johnny because
you were insanely jealous that he was
my man!"
Scorpio blinked at licr dazedly, but

no word escaped his lips. She con-
tinued to rave at him. denouncing him
in shrill tones as the killer of Franks,
while Newton fumed inwardly that sho
should give vent to such condemning
words. What should he do? Best re-
main silent. If Scorpio was taken in
charge ho W'ould bo sure to find some
way to obtain his freedom.

"That's quite enough of that, sister!"
The police captain nodded his head to
the two uniformed officers as ho came
t> a quick decision. "Take him along,
boys. I'm going to bring him up on
this woman's evidence."
Strong hands gripped Scorpio, but

not before the alert newspaper men had
taken a flashlight photograph of him
huddled in the chair. Then he was
dragged to his feet and marched to tlie

door. Peaches, in the grip of hystcriji.

continuing to rav-e at him in shrill

tones.

"You brute! You murderer!" She
shook her fists wildly above her head.
"But III get you for this. Slaughter-
house. I s\\ear to heaven I will !"

Then the tears started afresh and sho
sank limply into a chair, covering lior

face with her hands. Another moment
and the room was clour, save for her-

self, one of the uniformed officor.s, who
had boon left behind on guard—and
that still figure stretched on the floor.

Prowling News Hounds.

SIX months had passed—six months
of terror and bloodshed in tho
town of Centro. Diirin^j that time

not a day had gone by without .some

street or other echoing to the staccato
reports of machine-gun fire, to the cries

and the moans o'f men who had been hit

by the leaden messengers of death.

For the whole of those six months.
gang warfare had waged in ifll its

brutality and ruthlossncss. It was to ho

a fight to the death—so had vowed each

j
of the two gangs who waged tlio

' strugglQ in an endeavour to obtain coiu-

a.

i
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plete monopoly of the liquor trade in

the town.
Colimo and Scorpio, the loaders in

this bitter feud. But it was a different
Scorpio to the unkempt and shabby
giant who, six. months ago, had for-

saken the stockyards for a h'fe of crime
and murder. From tlie moment he had
been accjuittcd of the charge of killing

Johnny Franks l)y a jury "framed " by
Stanley Newton, he had stepped into

the dead man's shoes. Strong and
callous, fearless to a degree, he had
gone into the booze business with ed\ his

heart and soul. Extra men were im-
ported, ruthless killers fi'om Chicago
and New York, and .slowly but surely
encroaching on Colimo's preserves they
had increased their nefarious trade a
hundred fold.

Success breeds success. Scorpio had
heard of the maxim at some timo or
other, and so he aimed big. He per-
suaded Newton to open a swell res-

taurant down town, exjjlaining that it

would serve them two purposes. A new
source of income, and, in addition, a
place from which they could direct the
operations of the gang in some degree
of comfort.
So Scorpio appeared thereafter im-

nsaculately dressed, hair that had once
been for ever rumpled, now nicely

parted and brushed. Ho was more
arrogant than ever, too, completely
vrapjied up in his own importance.

But he had his full share of worries

—

worries other than those in evading the
police and the bullets of the Colimo
gang. Two newspaper men had taken
to frequenting the restaurant—Hank
Tarry, of the "Tribune," and Carl
I'asher, of the "Kxaminer." Their
papers, out to .smash the gang clement
in Centro, had assigned them to the

task of getling the low-down on Scorpio
and his hirelings.

Very disturbing knowledge, for

Scorpio was aware of the power of the
Pre.ss—knew that it was
to be feared more than
the whole police fon e in

the town. Once let the

newspapers get condemning
evidence, then it would he
in cold print for all to

see. And the police would
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act on such evidence—accept it as
infallible.

The sithkition called for the utmost
caution. The restaurant was a public
()lace, and it was therefore impossible
to bar admittance to the two news-
hounds. Other measures must be
adopted, and for days Scorpio cud-
gelled his brain on the matter—and at
last .sav.' the only way out.
"Say, Newton!" Scorpio caught at

the crook lawyer's arm us he came in

by way of the private entrance to the
restaurant. Quite oblivious that Newton
frowned «t him with disfavour, resent-
ing the familiar use of his name, the
giant pointed across the restaurant to
a counter where a well-dre.ssed, dark-
haired young man was in friendly con-
versation with Anne Barford, the
pretty flaxen-haired cashier. "That
guy und his pal are beginning to get
on my nerves. Do you realise they can
do us no end of damage if we're
not "

"And you stopped me to tell me
that." Newton's lips curled in a sneer.
"Have them 'bumped oflf

'—it's the
safest way. You can rely upon me to
get you o(T if they happen to run you
in for it."

"Yeah, but would you be able to fix

e\ory new.spaper in the town?"' Scorpio
followed Newton as he made his way
up a flight of stairs that led to the room
that served as the gangs council cham-
ber. Together they passed into the
apartment. "No, that's too darned
dangerous when there arc other means.
Surely those boys could be bought?"
"The mighty killer .scared, huh?"

There was scorn in the crook lawyer's
eyes, in every inflection of his voice.
"Want to buv them off. Well, try it,

then come anci admit that killing's the
only way."
"Very helpful, aren't you?" growled

Scorpio, an ugly gleam in his eyes.
"But I'm trying it, nevertheless."
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He strode from the room, Newton's
c>nical laugh dinning in his cars, wenr
down the stairs and wended his way
across the restaurant.

"Hallo, Anne! Hallo, Carl!" His
tone was friendly, the smile on his face
disarming as he took hold of the young
reporter's arm. "Carl, I'd liko a' word
with you. Do you mind stepping thi.s

way ?"

"Sure."
Vaguely wondering what Scorpio

conid want. Carl I'ashor gave (he pretty
cashier a cheery nod and allowed hini-
solf to be led into a private room. Just
a Iwire chance that he might glean valu-
able information if he played liis cards
woll._

"Say, Carl, you strike me as being a
decent yoimg kid." Scorpio grinned
and squeezed Carl's arms. "Just the
boy for Anne. No. no, don't deny it.

Ever since .you've been coming here I've
seen the way the wind's blowing. A
fine match you two'll make. But. of
course, you've not sufficient money to
allow you to fix the date. Well, that's
nothing to worr.v about when a friend's
going to give you a little wedding
present in advance."

He whipped from his breast-pocket a
platinum case. A touch of a .spring and
it, flew open to reveal a wad of
thousand dollar bills.

"Well, what do you say?" coaxeti
Scorpio, watching him from between
nai rowed lid.s.

Carl's eyes gleamed—but the li^ht in
them was not the light of' greed. This
bribe—it told him one thing—that thi.s

gang of racketeers that was becoming
more of a menace to the town every
day was scared of the Press. And the
thought brought to him a feeling of
great elation—added to his determina-
tion to do nil he could to crush them.
His pr(>serice here was upsetting their

plans, hindering their business deals,
making them tread warily for feaj; he

Scorpio waited till Metz had placed the gun in his breast pocket, then he jerked his thumb Imperatively towards
the door. " That's better. Now get, and make no mistakes, or there'll be the devil to pay !

"
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should learn something that would con-
ileiun them for all time.
"Thanks all tho same, Mr, Scorpio,

httt I couldn't take it." Witii a smile
on his good-looking features, Carl shook
hi? head. " As a nuittor of fact, you've
got it all wrong. At least, I believe
you-Jiavo, for I suspect that it is Hank
Tarry that Anne's got a crush on."

Scorpio bit his lip with chagrin as

ho realised that his idea of bribery was
not going to prove sp easy as ho had
thought. That was the worst of having
to deal with two inquisitive news-getters
at the same time. But he had to fix

them both somehow, so, with a smile
on his sinister features, he held out the
platirumi case invitingly to Carl.

"WoU, just the same, take it," he
urged. "A little present from a well-

wisher, sec what I moan?"
Carl did—and he felt like laughing

at tho impudence of it. But he sup-
pressed the feeling and slowly shook his

head.
"No, thanks. I'd rather not, if you

don't mind," he said, and, turning
sharply on his heel, ho strode from the
room.
"Curse the little runt!" Scorpio's

eyes gleamed savagely beneath lowered
brows, his hand instinctively reaching
for tho gun at his hip. "It looks as
if Newton's darned well right. Shoot-
ing seems the oiiU' way to get rid of

em."
Returning the ])latinum case to his

i)rcast-pocket ho passed from the room.
.V glance round tho restaurant showed
him that Carl was nowhere to be seen.

Was tho boy prowling around some-
where, striving to obtain information
of an incriminating nature ? Probably
he was questioning some member of

the staff. At the thought Scorpio be-

came very unea.sy. Pearl Peach, much
against his wish, had been given the

position of ho.sto.ss in the place. Newton
had insisted, tolling Scorpio that the

only way to make certain she didn't
turn completely against the gang was
to treat her with friendly respect and
consideration. But Scorpio could not
feel sure of her ; he remembered that

wild threat she had flung at him the
night he had killed Johnny Franks all

too vividly.

"George." Scorpio caught the arm
of a passing waiter and spoke in a

whisper. "Know where Carl Pasher's

gone?" The waiter jerked a thumb to-

wards the door that led to the street.

"And the other—Hank Tarry?" Scorpio
asked him.
"In the Blue Room with Anne,"

fieorge informed him with a grin.

"Making love. I think."
Scorpio nodded and swung away.

Straight to the Blue Room he went,
flung open the door and strode inside.

Just in time to see Hank and Anne break
guiltily from each other's arms.

"All right—don't be scared, kids,"
Scorpio beamed at them. "A little ro-

mance, huh? Well, that's splendid. And
I'm the first to know about it, huh ? No,
IK), don't inteiTupt, Hank." He took from
his pocket the same platinum-case with
which ho had tried to bribe Carl, and
held it out to Hank. A touch of the
spiing and the lid flew back, revealing
the notes inside. "A little wedding pre-
sent in advance, Hank. It might come
in mighty handy to help you set up the
home."
Hank and Anne were both talsen aback

.it this extraordinaiy show of generosity,
and for the moment they were at a lose

for words. Then it suddenly dawned
upon the young newsgettor what was the
leal reason behind the proffered gift, and
his eye<5 gleamed angrily. But before he
could find his voice Anne spoke.
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"Sorry, Mr. Scorpio, but we couldn't
take it," she said with a bewitching
smile. "You see. Hank loves me and
so does Carl, and I just can't make up
my mind which I shall have."
"Yes, that's just how it stands."

Hmk was glad of the chance to let it

go at that, for he realised now that the
words he would have uttered might have
had disastrous consequences, and trouble
then was the last thing he wanted to
happen. He must remain discreet if he
hoped to obtain the information he
sought.
"But thanks all the same, Mr.

Scorpio,"' he went on. "The thought
was very nice of you."
Ho caught at Anne's arm and led her

from the room, and the door closed be-
hind them.
"Blamed little rat!" Scorpio clenched

his fists so tightly that the knuckles
showed white beneath the skin, and in
his eyes was the look of the killer.

"Hell, but Newton's right. It's the only
way to be sure of them!"

The Town in Their Grip.

CENTRO was in a very bad way, and
every decent citizen deplored the
terrible calamity that had befallen

the town on this cold December day.
The thing seemed almost incredible—yet
it was true enough, though many sus-

pected that it was the result of trickery.

Gang law had the town completely in

its grip now, for that day there had
been an election for a new mayor, and
one of the candidates had been Nick
Mizoski, known to be a member of the
dread Scorpio gang of racketeers and
killers. And he had been elected

!

Newton had seen to that, though it

had cost him many dollars in the way of
bribes.

In the gang's coimcil chamber at the
restaurant that night there was great re-

joicing, for this victory in the election

meant that Scoipio and his hirelings

would have unlimited licence to pursue
their nefarious "trade." The cops would
be well nigh helpless to charge them
with anything, for always there would
be Newton and Nick Mizoski to intercede
on their behalf.

"A great scheme, this election."

Scoi-pio rubbed his big hands together
in almost childish delight. "We've now
got this town just where we want it,

and we're going to make all the money
we can. Shove the booze out to every
restaurant, every speakeasy and road-
house for miles around. My, but it's

He broke off as the door swung open
and the captain of police came in, his

jaw set with grim determination, con-
tempt shewing in his eyes.

"Ah, ha, if it isn't our friend, tho

police chief, come to congratulate us."
Scorpio leered in the officer's face.

"Say, you small fry, you're not wanted
in this burg now. Y^ou're sacked, hear
me?"
"Couldn't help but hoar with such a

loud and uncouth voice bellowing in my
oar." The captain glared at every one
of them in disgust, Newton, Mizoski,
Metz, Lewis and Larkins. "But let me
tell you this, Scorpio, your friend, the
mayor, can't fire me, for I resigned an
hour ago—and here's my badge." He
flung the silver star almost contemptu-
ously on a table. "And now I'm telling

you all something. Though I'm in the
force no longer, you haven't seen the
last of me. Now just you sleep on
that

!"

With a great shov/ of dignity he strode
from the room, and on his way down
the stairs he passed two men coming
lip from the restaurant. Cplimo, and
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his henchman, Delano, but they took no
notice of him. Thoy proceeded up the
stairs, and Delano knocked on the door
of tho council chamber.
"Corns in!" Scorpio's eyes went wide

with amazement as Colimo and Delano
entered the room. "What the blazes
d'you two want? Don't say- you've come
to congratulate us?"

"Sure wo have." With the utmost
coolness, Colimo went over to Nick
Mizoski, delivered a few congratulatory
words that somehow did not ring true,
then shook him by the hand. Ignoring
the others, he came back to Scorpio and
grasped liis fist. "Congratulations to
you, too, Scorpio. It'll sure be a pleasure
to pit our wits against such notable
men."
"Yeah?" Scorpio glared at Wm men-

acingly from beneath lowered brows.
"Then you've sure got something
coming to you, Cohmo."
Colimo grinned suavely, and, releasing

Scorpio's hand, he went slowly from tl)e

room. As Delano made to follow him,
the giant barred his path.

" Say, our gang is going to rule this
town from now on. Just you get that
under your cady." He winked his eye,
and there was a wealth of meaning be-
hind the gesture. "We pay our men
well, so when you find your Ijoss is not
much use any more just you blow over
here. Maybe we'll find you a job."

Delano looked at him levelly, puzzling
over the words, then he went out after
his chief.

"Scorpio, what in blazes were you .set-

ting at?" Newton demanded somewhat
angrily. "I don't like the way you act

—

anyone would think it was you who were
the head of this organisation, not me."

"Sorry!'' Scorpio's grin was twisted.
"No offence, really. I was only putting
tlio wind up oar dear old friends Colimo
and Delano."

But Scorpio was not play acting. He
was in deadly earnest, and when the
ethers departed some while later he
arrested Metz's progress as that unpr"'-
possessing' scoundrel was on the point of
following the others from the room.
"A little assignment for you. Metz."

He closed the door softly, waited till the
footsteps of the others had died away
down the staii«, then drfew out his gun,
and thrust it into Metz's hand. "Get
that skunk, Colimo, and don't dare to
come back until you have."
Metz hesitated, then made a motion

towards tho closed door. Scorpio spat
an oath, guessing the meaning of the
dummy's gesture.

"Hang Newton! \''ou do what 1
say or, by hades, you'll get what's
coming to Colimo." Eyes gleaming
ferociously, Scorpio waited till Metz had
placed thn gun in his breast-pocket with
fingers that trembled, then he jerked
his thumb imperatively towards the door.
"That's better. Now get and make n.'>

mistake or there'll be the devil to pay."
A diabolical grin hovei'ing around his

cruel mouth, Scorpio watched Metz ae
he went sl6wl.v from the room, then
when the door had closed behind lv:ai iio

coolly lit himself a fat cigar.

Death Stalks Hank Tarry.

WITH the death of Colimo so went
all rivalr,v to the gang of boot-
leggers led by the notorious

Scorpio. The entire liquor ti'ade in
Centro was now theirs, and in con-
sequence their profits rose exceedingly.
Not for a moment did Delano, Colimo'e
right-hand man. or any of the dead
gangster's hirelings, think to contest the
territory they had hitherto called their

own—in fact, they offered their services
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to Scorpio, who accepted them with sur-

prising readiness.

In the days that followed, Stanley

Newton chafed at the way in which
Hcorpio assumed command in everything
connected with their organisation.

Never was he consulted. Scorpio did as

he pleasod. But though the crook lawyer
resented this slight upon him, he realised

Scorpio's worth, and mastered the rage
that blazed deep m his heart.

But danger loomed upon the horizon

for these ruthless law breakers—d^gcr
that threatened from two different

sources.

The late captain of the police of

Centre, together with six wealthy city

business men, had banded themselves
together, determined to exterminate
Scorpio and his gang—to entirely sup-
press the trade of illicit liquor that not
only lined the pockets of these lawless

ruffians, but threatened to wreck many
a poor man's home. Stout men the.se six

—men who wore masks whenever the\

held a meeting as a means of safeguard-
ing their identity. Once let their identity

and their object become known and their

lives would be forfeit. Scorpio would see

to that.

But at the moment the real danger to
Tony Scorpio and his hired ruffians was
Hank Tarry, and on the evening five

(lays after the killing of Colinio, when
Scorpio threw a party at the restaurant,

he contrived to slip into the place
entirely unseen.

Into the suite of private rooms that
were Scorpio's he stole and began a

diligent search of cupboards, drawers,
and every article of furniture that
might conceal a gun. If only he could
trace the weapon that had fired the shot
that Tiad killed Colimo ! What a
triumph it would be for both himself
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and his paper if he could prove his sus-

picions—if he could only lay that

crime at Scorpio's door !

He came into the gang-leader's bed-

room, opened a small bedside lociker. A
few bottles of medicine, a packet of

chewing-gum, a box of cigarettes, but

no sign of a gun. He moved towards
the dressing-table, and then had the

misfortune to kick into a chair. Quickly

he shot out his hand to save it from
falling, but though he succeeded in

doing this, the chair thumped the floor

as he righted it.

Fearful least the sound might have
been heard by tlio>e making merry in

the dining-room adjoining, he moved
swiftly to the door that led into the

luxurious sitting-room. Not a moment
too soon, for barely had he passed out
of sight and closed the sitting-room

door softly behind him than Scorpio
and Newton entered the bed-room look-

ing about them with suspicious eyes.

"I swear I heard a sound in this

room." His hand on the butt of the
gun concealed in his hip-pocket. Scorpio
made a thorough search of the apart-
ment, then nioved to the door of the
sitting-i-oom, motioning to Newton to

fellow him. "Better take a good loo'k

round. Those infernal newspaper guys
arc too nosey for my liking. It's just

like them to slip in to see what thcv can
find.;'

"You should hive taken my advice
and got them out of tlie way, you fool."

As Scorpio snorted and strode into the
sitting-room, Newton followed him. The
place was empty, but the crook lawyer,
hearing the faint sound of footfalls,

made a sudden grab at Scorpio's arm.
"Quick, man! There's someone crec))-

ing down the stairs !"

They fairly leaped for the door that
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opened out on to a landing where a
flight of stairs ran down to the
restaurant. As they dashed out and
came to the top of the stairs, they saw
Hank almost at the foot of them, and
their eyes flashed murderously.

"Say, j'ou !" As Hank pulled up at

the bottom of the stairs, Iknowing it wa.s

useless to make a bolt for it now
that he had been discovered, Scorpio
raced down to him. followed more
slowly by Newton. " What in heck you
doing here, you prying young rat? Tell

me, or by the love of Mike I'll
"

A sudden knock upon the priviate

door of the restaurant caused Scorpio
to bite off his words and to rcacli

quickly for his gun.

"Carefid now, you darned fool!"
Newton, who had now joined them,
clamped a hand on Scorpio's wrist, and
there was a look of warning in his eyes.

"Take my advice and see who it i.s

before you do anything rash."
Scorpio muttered something unccmiili-

mentary under bis breath, went to the

door and oi^ened it, watched by Hanik,

who had an idea who tlie visitor might,

be, and was thankful that the diversion
had come in the nick of time. Carl
Pasher stood outside, and his shrewd
eyes took in the situation at a glance.

"Ah, Hank !" He pushed past
Scorpio, who swore at him, hurried
over to Hank, and took his arm, "I've
been looking for you everywhere, old
son. You're wanted at your office—the
boss rang me up to know if I iknow .your

whereabouts, and I promised to locate

you. Come on. Make it snappy."
He led Hank to the door where

Scorpio still stood, completely dazed by
the audacious coolness of Carl, and
together the two newspaper reporters
passed outside.

pointed out of the window.

"The cops—they're after me!" Fearfully Scorpio

" Peaches, for the love of heaven, help me—save me !
"
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"My hock, can ycu beat it!" Scorpio
closed the door with a crash, and, his

face a mask of cold fury, ho confronted
Newton. "That was a put-up job. You
think that fellow Tarry got a line on
I'S?"

"Quite likely." Newton's brows fur-

rowed for a moment or two in thought

;

then: "Heavens, did you leave that gun
about with which Colimo was shot?"

"It was up in the sitting-room

—

behind the books in the bookcase."
Somo idea of tho trend of Newton's
thoughts came to Scorpio then. "You
don't nie.an to say he was looking for

t)io gun to
"

" Yes, that's what I do mean—that ho
knows tho calibre of the bullet that shot
Colimo, and he's been rummaging around
here hoping to find a gun that fires

that type of shot. Heavens, if he's
found that Hero, where you going,
Scorpio?"
"To see if that gun's still where I left

it !" Scorpio flung back as ho flew up
the stairs.

Within a couple of minutes he was
back again, Metz following close at his
heels.

"It's gone. That scrimp of a news-
hoand's got it !" Face contorted with
l)assion, eyes gleaming fiendishly,

Scorpio jerked his bead towards Metz.
"But Metz is going out after him, to

stop tho rat from producing that gun
as evidence in the killing of Colimo.
See?"
"Sure." Newton nodded his head. It

was the very first time he had been in

complete agreement with the ruthless
giant. "It's the only way."
A terse command that came harshly

from Scorpio's lips, and Metz slid from
the restaurant to fulfil his murderous
mission. As he came out on to the side-

walk he saw Hartk and Carl some two
hundred yards along the road, and went
quickly after them. But not until they
turned into a deserted alleyway, where
they parted company some little distance
along it, did his evil hand clasp tho butt
of the gun that he carried at his hip.

For perhaps five minutes longer he
stole stealthily after his victim, then,
considering that his opportunity had
come, he whipped out the automatic
and, levelling it quickly, pulled the
trigger twice. Down went Hank with
scarcely a sound, shot clean through the
back, and bare seconds afterwards Metz
w as by his side, dragging the condemning
gun from his coat pocket.
Not tho least sound disturbed tlic

peace of the alleyway. A silencer had
been fitted to the gun that Metz had
used, and a moment later he calmly
made his way from the scene of the das-
tardly crime as if nothing untoward had
happened.

Framed !

THE murder of Hank Tarry not only
aroused the fury of every news-
paper in Centro, but it also

aroused the indignation of every decent
citizen in the town. What were the
jjolice doing to allow such cold-blooded
crimes to go unpunished? Wore they
corrupted that they never brought to

trial those brutal assassins? Words
such as these were whispered every-
where—m homes, restaurants, and night
clubs.

Then, two days following the murder
of Hank Tarry, tho news broke in every
news-sheet that found publication in

Centro. Tho police had arrested
Scorpio, the notorious racketeer, en in-

formation given them by Carl Pasher,
of tho "Examiner," and he was to be
brought to trial for Hank's murder that
same day.
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Every scat ; in tho court-room was
taken long before tho time fixed for tho
case to be hoard. Outside the building
the street was seething with people who
clamoured wildly, but in vain, to obtain
admittance to what was considered the

biggest trial in th© annals of the town.
But the police, in great numbers in

case an attempt should be made by the
prisoner's gunmen to get Scorpio away
from his trial, dealt with them firmly

and kept them at a. distance from the
doors.
Prompt to time tho trial opened. Tho

prosecuting counsel outlined the case

for the State—Scorpio was charged
with having brutally ,

murdered Hank
Tarry and also his late rival, Colimo.

Counsel called only one witness—Carl
Pasher, who stated that on the night
of Hank's death the young reporter of

the "Tribune," suspecting that it was
Scorpio who had killed Colimo, had sot

out to prove those suspicions of his. He
iknow the calibre of the bullet that had
killed tho gang leader, and in a search

of Scorpio's rooms he had found a gun
hidden in a bookcase that fired the very

same type of shot.

"You knew that Tarry went to the

prisoner's rooms believing that he might
find the gun that fired the fatal shot?"
prosecuting counsel inquired of Carl.

"Sure." Carl was aware of the fierce

look that Scorpio shot him, but it in no
way peiturbed him. "As a matter of

fact, I had an arrangement with Tarry
that I should call at Scorpio's place if

he didn't show up in half an hour-
just in case of accidents."

"And you did that?"
"Yes," Carl answered, without the

least hesitation. "And I was just in

time to get him safely away. He had
been discovered as he was leaving after

his search of the place."

The eyes of the prosecuting counsel

gleamed in admiration of the plucky

witness. This boy had no fear of the

man he was testifying against—did not

fear in the least that the prisoner's gang
might take revenge on him for making
such condemning statements against

their leader.

"Now, Pasher, answer me this,"

counsel said. "Did Tarry find the gun

he sought ?"

On the instant necks were craned,

ears strained to catch the answer to this

most vital question. Eyes smouldering

with the fires of vicious hatred, Scorpio

looked intently at Carl, knowing what

the answer to that question would be.

"Yes." Carl's vofce rang through the

court-room, clear and strong.

"Then what happened?" inquired

counsel for the prosecution.

"Wo went off towards our ofBces,"

answered Carl. "At the corner of

West and East Streets I left Tarry to

go on to his place where ho intended

to acquaint his editor of the discovery

ho had made at tlie prisoner's apart-

ments."

Prosecuting counsel smiled grimly as

he stepped back, signifying that he had
finished his cross-examination of the

witness. Counsel for tlie defence was
then asked if he would like to cross-

examine Carl.
"No, your honour." Stanley Newton

shook his head as he got upon his feet.

Well ho knew that the evidence 6i this

witness was all-condemning, that no
word of his could disapprove its

authenticity. But clever rogue that ho
was lie had already planned a way out
for the prisoner, a way that was cunning
and brutal in the extreme.

"If I might have the court's indul-

gence, your honour," he said, as Carl
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left the witness-stand, "I would like to
call a rtan who is present in court, a
man who'll prove that my client is

innocent of the murders of which he i3

charged."
There was a stir in court as the judge

sanctioned the request, and Newton, in
a loud voice, called the name of Metz.

Wondering vaguely how the crook
lawyer was going to obtain Scorpio's
acquittal through him, Metz left his
seat among the general public and
went into the witness-stand.
"Your name is Metz?" were Newton's

first words to him.
Metz nodded, and the gesture catised

the judge to frown.
"Kindly answer in the proper

manner, Metz," came his reproving
voice.

"'Nov,'," went on Newton, his eyes
fixed inscrutably on Metz's face, "I
have obtained information from a cer-

tain quarter that it was you who
killed

—

-"

"1 object, your honour!" Prosecut-
ing counsel was on his feet in a
moment, gazing appealingly at tho
judge. "The learned counsel's words
are irrelevant to this case."
"Objection overruled," intoned tha

judge.
"The information I obtained," re-

sumed Newton, his eyes gleaming
triumphantly, "was that you committed
these two crimes on which my client
stands accused. Do you deny it?"

Metz, his face the picture of bewilder-
ment, vigorously nodded his head. Ho
was quite at a loss to understand
exactlj' what Newton was driving at.

"The witness will answer in tho
proper manner," the judge thupdered,
gazing sternly at Metz.

It was then that Newton went across
to the judge and spoke in a voice that
only he could hear.
"I have been told this man pretends

to be dumb. Shall I pursue my poinV,

your honour?"
The judge nodded, and Newton re-

turned to face Metz again.
" You murdered these two men," he

said with savage intensity. "It is use-

less to deny it, for witnesses are wait-
ing to swear j-ou did."

'The tone of Newton's voice, tho
sinister gleam in his eyes, awakened in

Metz a sudden feeling of alarm. In
that moment it came to him that the
crook lawyer was trying to "frame"
him, was endeavouring to swing the

whole blame on him so that he could
obtain Scorpio's acquittal. Discretion
was thrown to the winds then. Under
the urge of self-preservation Metz
suddenly found his voice.

"But I was forced to kill them," he
babbled wildly. "If I hadn't "

"Your honour." Newton turned to

the judge, giving Metz no time to say
words that would prove Scorpio's

duplicity. "The man, in the stand is

self-condemned. Ho pretended to be
dumb, a pose to evade answering my
questions. I ask that my client bo
discharged."

Though he suspected that Scorpio was
behind the killings, that ho it was who
had given the orders that had resulted

in the brutal murders of Hank "Tarry

and the gangster Colimo, the judge
acquiesced, ordering Metz to b«
arrested, to stand trial for those two
ruthless crimes on a day to be fixed by
the public prosecutor. No doubt, but
what the true facts of the case would
be revealed then. Metz would swear

that he had acted on Scorpio's instruc-

tions and then they would have a clear

. (Continued on page 26.)
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Two kinds of outlaws—a wild stallion and a ruthless bad man—both ridden to a finish-

conquered by a daredevil and reckless co^vpuncher.

(One Thousand Dollars Reward.

MOKNING smiled on the giaiideiir

of tlie Kentucky mountain
country, where the hills piled

themselves one against the other. In

a grassy valley nestled a large ranch,

which at the moment resounded to the

sound of many shrill-voiced whoops and

the smashing detonations of si.\-gun.s.

The ranch, only a few days before,

had been a peaceful spot, but Colonel

Bon Hall, a promoter of rodeos, had
hired the ranch buiklings and corral.-*

to try out cowpunchers and bucking
broncs for the rodeo lie was liolding in

tnmsight, the cow-town some few miles

away.

Leaning on the rails of the largest

corral and watching an aspirant to

lodeo honours taking a toss from a

wildly pitching little cow-pony, two cow-
boys grinned at his downfall.

"That's the third Jiombre that wall-

eyed pinto has thrown, Skeeter,"

grinned Jim Wright, the big, genial-

looking 'puncher. He was about five

feet ten inches in height and turned the

scales at something over fourteen stone.

"Betclia yuh do better'n that," said

Skeeter Burke, with conviction. Totally

different in appearance from Jim
Wright, he was about seventy-nine inches

in height, thin as a lath, with a long,

lean face, bronzed by sun, wind and
dust. His eyes were perpetually squint-

ing, and deep wrinkles, that concen-
trated (ft their corners, splaying ont-

uard.s. told of a deep sense of humour
in his make-up.

'"You got through okay," said Jim.
"Guess it's up to mc, if we're to stick

together."
A hail came from the man in charge

of the chute

:

"Hey. Wright! Your turn to take
a toss!"

"Goo<l luck, Jim," said Skeeter, as

Jim turned towards the end of the
corral.

A few minutes later he was seated
firmly in the saddle of a bronc that was
like a buncli of steel wire and full of
fiery spirit. Ho could feel the muscles
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quivering under the satiny skin, and

the horse rolled its eyes wickedly.

"All right," cried Jim. settling down
in the saddle. "Let go."

The men in charge of the chute

swung back the gate ami. with a bound,

the bronc was out and bucking furi-

ously, trying to dislodge the lunnan
limpet on its back.

"Ride him. cowboy!" yelled Skeeter,

i'.\ a stentorian voice.

Three minutes later the battle was
ended. The wild-eyed bronc stood in

the centre of the corral, its head droop-

ing and its breath coming in great

gasps. Jim Wright slipped to the

ground, and his Jumiorous face was

wreathed in smiles as he patted the

animal's head.

"Hard luck, little boss." he said.

"You sure put up a good .show, but

you had to lo.'^c, you know," he added,

with a laugh.

He turned and walked over to

Skeeter and climbed over the corral

fence.

"Well ridden, boys!" It was Colonel

Hall who had ridden up. He was a

little fat man of some sixty-odd years.

"Thanks, colonel," replied Jim. "Do
we get the job ?"

"Sure!" said the colonel heartily.

"My daughter Alice will sign you on.

She looks after the business side of this

outfit," he added, leading Jim and
Skeeter over to a girl sitting on the
corral fence near the chutes.

"Alice," he said, "take Jim Wright
and Skeeter Burke over to the house
and sign 'em up for the rodeo."
"Okay, dad," she replied, slipping to

the ground before Skeeter had the
cTiance to offer his assistance, for he
rather fancied himself as a charmer of

the fair sex as well as a tamer of wild

horses.

As she led the way to the trim little

ranchhouse, Jim stole a glance at her,

and noted that she was more than
pretty. Her eyes were a deep brown
and her hair was a beautiful bluey-
black. She' was dresse<l in a flowered
frock and a large picture hat that was
more common in the big cities than in

the cow-cabins, and Jim noted that it

set her oval face and alabaster skin off

to perfection.

"When is the rodeo to take place,

:Miss Alice?'' asked Skeeter.

"Oh, not for another five weeks yet."
she replied. "You see, dad always like.i

to have plenty of time in which to get
everything fixed up properly, so that

there can be no hitch on the actual

day."
Arriving at the ranchhouse, she told

them to wait on the veranda while she

got the agreement papers they were to

sig7i, and was about to enter the hou.so

when a hail reached her.

"Hey, Alice!" They looked round
and saw Colonel Hall hurrying over to

them from the stables and barns.

"Why, dad, whatever's the matter?"
cried Alice anxiously.

"It's that 'Devil' again!" The
colonel mopped his brow with a largo

silk handkerchief. "A bunch of boys
have just ridden in from the hills bring-
ing one of their pals badly smashed up.

'Phone for the doctor straight away."

Alice turnetl on the instant and hur-

ried into the house.
"WJio is this Devil you spoke about,

colonel?" asked Jim. his curiosity

aroused.
"It's a great white palomino stallion

up in the hills," said the colonel. "Men
who have got clo.se to it say it has got
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a siilit hoof, and its hatred for hninans
is known all over the range."
"The doctor is coming out) right

away," called Alice, as she came out of

the ranchhoiise.

"Good!" The four made their way
to the barn wliere the injured man had
been carried, and found the doorway
crowded with cowboys, who were mut-
tering dark threats against the Ucvil

licrse.

"Ef I get tliat devil hoss under the

sights of my rifle," said one, "he sure

won't injure any other hornbre."
"You sai<l it," spoke aTiothcr. "1

guess we'd better go an' plug him."
"Dad," said Alice, laying a hand on

her father's arm, "don't let them shoot

that beautiful horse."
"H'm!" said the colonel thought-

fully. "It would be a good draw for

the rodeo if we could get the Devil into

the arena."
"Wait a minute, boys," he cried,

holding up his hand. " Don't shoot the

horse. I'll pay anybody who has the

nerve to go up into the hills, capture
the Devil and bring him back here in

good shape a thousand dollars—cash!"
A murmur broke out from the cow-

boys, for shooting and trying to capture
the horse were two vastly different

propositions, although a thousand dol-

lars was a lot of money. Jim glanced

at Skecter, who nodded his head.
"We'll go, colonel," said Jim.
"Oh, yoah!" sneered a voice.

The speaker leant against the door-

post of the barn. He was dressed in

a gaudy silk shirt and jacket with a

Haming red scarf wound round his

throat. Some people would have called

him handsome, but as Jim glanced at

him through narrowed eyes, he noted
that the cliin was on the weak side and
the eyes were set a trifle too close to-

gether. He was Gil Davis, the world's

champion bucking-horse rider and star

man in Colonel Hall's outfit.

He returned Jim's gaze and laughed.
"A thousand dollars will buy me a

spree in town before th' rodeo," he
said.

" But you haven't got the thousand

—

yet," replied Jim quietly, but with a
hint of steel in his voice, for he had
taken a sudden and unaccountable dis-

lik? to the champion rider.

"It's as good as in my pocket right

now." Davis loft his leaning post and
stood in front of Jim. "While you two
sapheads are roamin' around, lost in

the hills, Gil Davis, world's champion
bronc rider'"—he slapped himself arro-

gantly on the chest
—

"will be in town
spendin' that thousand bucks!"-
Jim felt like sma.shing his fist into

the sneering face in front of him, but,

calming himself, said to Skeeter:
"Come on, Skeeter, let's go and see

about getting that hoss."

" The Devil."

THE next morning the partners set

out for the valleys and crags
which w'as the home of the Devil.

Jim was leading a loaded pack-hor.se,

while Skeeter trailed a magnificent
black stallion, "borrowed" from the
colonel's corrals. Jim had had an idea,

so Skeeter had quietly roped the
stallion.

They rede for the best part of the
morning, and were deep in the hills

when Jim turned to Skeeter.

"Guess we must be gettin' pretty
close to that old cabin we was told
about," he observed.
"Yeah," replied Skeeter, "but who's

this guy comin'?"
He had glanced si<ieways and had

seen a rider coming down the hill on
December 5th, 1031.
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their left. They halted as they saw
that the course taken by the stranger
would bring him to them.
"Howdy?" said the stranger, as he

pulled his horse to a stop. "Where'd
you get that cayuse?" he added, point-
ing to the stallion.

"Colonel Hall lent him to us," replied
Jim. "But what's it to do with you?"
"I'm Sheriff Hopkins." The repre-

sentative of law and order in that part
of the country drew his waistcoat aside
and showed them the silver star pinned
to his shirt. "I suppose you ain't seen
a dark-lookin' guy ridin' around, liave
yuh?"
"Can't say we have," said Skeeter,

rubbing the stubble on his chin and
looking thoughtful.

" What's he rustled, a horse ?" queried
Jim, a twinkle in his eye.
"No," snapped the sheriff. "He's a

dangerous criminal named Hank
Howard, an' he busted into the Gun-
sight bank an' got away with a pile

of dollars."

"That's too bad," observed Skeeter.
"Well, ef you see him, bi'iiig him into

town," said the sheriff. "S'long!"
They parted, and Jim and Skeeter

rode off to locate the cabin one of the
cowboys at the ranch had said was near
where the Devil roamed with a band of
wild mares.
Meanwhile, in the shack, a man was

moving stealthily about looking for a

hiding-place. It was Hank Howard, the
bank bandit, and as his glance en-
countered the fireplace, piled with logi:,

ho stooped and took from his shirt a
wallet stuffed with dollar bills. Shifting
the front logs, he placed the wallet at

the back of the pile and replaced the
front ones.
"That'll be safe there fer the time

bein'," he muttered, " until thet sheriff

gets off tiie trail."

He glanced round the cabin to see
that he had left no mark of his visit

and then slipped out of the door, and,
mounting his horse, lode into the brush
at the back of the cabin.
Soon after parting with the sheriff,

Jim and Skeeter sighted the cabin half-

hidden in the trees.

"There she is, Skeeter!" cried Jim.
They dismounted and hitched their

horses to the veranda rail. Jim pushed
open the door, and they glanced round
the interior. Eveiywhere was thick with
dust, and looked as though nobody had
entered the place for months.
"We'd better dump the pack an' go

straight after the Devil," said Jim.

"Okay," replied Skeeter. "You take
the pack-horee to that corral I noticed
among the trees."

They untied the pack, and, while
Skeeter carried it into the cabin and
dumiied it into a corner, Jim took the
unwanted pack-horse and turned it loose
in the ramshackle corral built amongst
the trees.

Mounting their broncs and leading the
stallion, Jim and Skeeter rode towards
a rocky crag where the wild horse had
last been seen.

As they nearcd the crag they saw
the hoi^s-e appear at the top and stand
with head thrown back, surveying the
couuti'y. Jim reined in his brono and
gazed with admiration at the
inagnilicent spectacle. Ho had seen
many fine horses during the course of
his wanderings over the range counti-y.
but never before had he seen such a
wonderful creature.
The palomino wasn't big, but its coat

was dead white, and under the satin
skin Jim could gee the powerful muscles
of its sloping shoulders ripple and
bunch, showing it must have a turn of
speed that would be almost impossible
In match.
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"What a beauty!"
The exclamation slipped from Jim's

lips, and Skeeter was no less enthusiastic.
"He certainly is," said Skeeter. "Just

look at the way he holds his head, look
at the strength in those legs

"

But Jim wasn't listening.
" I'm gonna ride you, you beauty;" he

muttered, "if it's the last time I ever
throw a leg over a bronc !"

He turned to Skeeter suddenly.
" Come on, cowboy !" he cried.

"We've got a man's job catching that
bronc."
The Devil horse wheeled from the top

of the crag and disappeared into a
valley that was thick with trees and
shrubs. Jim and Skeeter rode quietly
forward and reached the entrance to the
vallej'.

Screened behind a clump of mesquile
bush, they watched the Devil and the
fifty or sixty mares that wei'e grazing
peacefully off the lush grass.

Unknown to them, another cowboy
was also watching the Devil. It was
none other than Gil Davis, who had
quietly trailed Jim and Skeeter from
the ranch. He was closer to the wild
horses, but as he caught sight of his

two rivals he made no attempt to go
after the Devil.
"Now, Skeeter," said Jim. "We're

gonna let that stallion loose, and, while
ihat Devil hoss is fightin' with him, I'll

ride up an' rope him. If I miss I'll

drive him this way, an' you can drop
your rope over his neck."

"If you miss him!" growled Skeeter.
"What chance hcv I got of ropin' that
bronc with you let loose with your
lariat ?"

Jim smiled at the compliment.
"Stop your kiddin', Skeeter, an' let

that stallion go," he said.

Skeeter slipped the halter of the
stallion, and. with a slap on its rump,
drove it forward towards the Devil
horse.
The stallion trotted towards the group

of horses with a shrill neigh. The wild
horse leader of the band raised its

magnificent white head and whistled a
challenging clarion call. Almost as if

by some prearranged code, the mares
trotted off up the valley to a safe dis-

tance, while the Devil stood and waited
for the strange horee to come up.
With teeth bared and eyes gleaming

hatred, the stallion advanced on the
wild horse. As the stallion made a snap
at the white throat, the wild horse rose
on its hind legs and tried to smash the
stallion to the ground with its forelegs.

But the stallion twisted and dodged,
and ere the wild horse had quite re-

covered plunged to the attack. There
was a welter of dust and loud squeals,
and through the dust Jim and Skeeter
could see that the wild horse was
gradually overcoming the stallion.

"Now!" hissed Skecter. "Now's your
chance !"

Jim uncoiled his forty-foot raw-hide
lariat, shook out the kinks, and care-
fully recoiled it.

" Better let mo have that sphre rope
of yours, Skeeter," he said as an after-
thought. "I might want it."

Skeeter passed over the lariat, and
with a pressure of his knees, Jim sent
his bronc forward at a gallo]). The wild
horse had by this lime almost van-
quished the stallion, who. was backing
awav in terror from those gleaming
teeth and flashing hoofs. The creature
suddenly caught sight of Jim bearing
down on him with his lariat whirling,
and, neighing defiance, galloped oft up
the valle}' as hard as he could ; he had
had many experiences of those whirling
ropes, and knew that the only method
to keep away fi-om their coils was
flight.
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The wild horse was fast, but he was
tired, and Jim had a game-heaited little

cownony under him that had quite a

good turn of speed, atid was steadily

gaining on his quarry, when from out
of the bushes on his left, Gil Davies
suddenly swung into view, cut in in

front of Jim, and raced as hard as his

pony would go after the Devil.
With a cry of rage, Jim swung his

lariat and sent it snaking out after

Davis. His aim was true, and the noose
settled down over Davis' shoulders.
With a jerk Jim tautened the rope,>ind
it seemed as though a giant hand had
plucked Davis out of his saddle. He hit

the ground with a crash and rolled into

a Ihorn bush.
Jim let go of his rope, and, snatching

the spare rope he had taken from
Skeeter, raced after his quarry, twirl-

ing the rope above his head. With a

faint hiss the rope snaked out from his

hand and settled roimd the graceful neck
of the wild horse.
Plunging wildly, the Devil tried to rid

himself of the rope, but Jim kept it

taut; a few minutes later Skeeter rode
up, and, throwing his rope round the
horse's neck, put the issue beyond
doubt. The wild horse, that all men
called the Devil, was captured!
"What now?" cried Skeeter. "Can

you hold the ho.ss while I go after that
snake Davis ?" He pointed down the
trail. "Look, the skunk's tryiii' to get
to his feet. If he tries to draw, I'll beat
him to it."

" Let him go, Skeeter," replied Jim.
" We've got the horse, and that's all that
matters. Come on, we'd better get the
Devil into that corral at the hut."
With two ropas on him, the Devil

was forced along to the corral at the
back of the hut, and as Skeeter placed
the bars that formed the gate into
position, Jim gave a chuckle of satis-

faction.

"Do you know, Skeeter," he said, "in
spite of that thousand bucks the colonel
offered for the Devil, I'd like to keep
that horse. It's the finest piece of horse-
flesh I've ever seen, an' I've seen a few
horses in my time."

" Same here," agreed Skeeter. " But
a thousand bucks is a thousand bucks,
Jim. ail' we're not exactly flourishin'."

"AH right, old jiardner!" Jim slapped
Skeeter fondiv on the back. " We'll
turn the Devil over to the colonel an'
collect the cash. Now for some grub.
Come on !"

Murder.

THE first shades of the evening were
falling a.s the buddies entered the
cabin. They looked round, and on

a shelf in the corner found an oil-
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lamp still with a plentiful supply of oil

in it.

Jim trimmed the wick and lit the
lamp, and, with it glowing on the table,

the cabin looked almost cheerful.

"Come on, Skeeter," cried Jim.
"Get the coffee-pot ready, an* I'll mix
up the flapjacks."
Meanwhile, Gil Davis had e.xtricatcd

himself from the thorn bush into which
he had rolled when Jim had pulled him
off his bronc, and, cursing the partners,

he caught his horse and mounted.
He rode slowly towards the cabin,

muttering threats and planning how
best to get even with Jim and Skeeter.
As he neared the cabin and saw the
white wild liorse- in the corral, au ivlca

took hold of him and a cruel smile
creased his thin lips.

"Til liavc that thousand yet," he
muttered savagely
Dismounting some distance from the

cal)in. he hid his bronc in the bushes,
and stealthily crept towards the window
of the cabin. Peering in, he saw Jim
and Skeeter getting their evening meal
ready, and shook his fist silently at

them.
Slipping away to where the riding

horses of the two had been staked out.

ho cut their halters anJ, giving each a

good slap with his hanl, sent the high-
spirited cow-ponies off at a gallop.
"What's that?" yelled Skeeter, as

he heard the sound of galloping hoofs.

Jim strode to ttio window and looked
out.

"Our ridin' stock is loose!" he
snapped. "Come on."
Ho dashed out of the cabin, closely

followed by Skeeter, but their broncs
were well av.ay, and galloping hard.
Jim stopped.
"That's sure enougli put u> in a

mess," he said ruefully. "You go back
and get on with tho grub. I'll go and
rouncl up them darm^tl broncs."
"Okay!" replied Sk'K-tor. He picked

up tnc lari It that was on his saddle peg
where he had put it. "Better take a
rope with yuh," he added.
Jim took the rope and coiled it over

his shoulder and stepped out after the
vanished horses. Skeeter half turned
back into the hut. then paused.
"Darn fiirmy thing fer them broncs to

bust loose," he muttered. "I'll go an'
look at them hobbles."

lie strode over to where the broncs
had been tied up for the night and
picked up the ropes.
"Cut!" he snarled. "If I'd got my

hands on the dirty skunk that did this

I'd—Id "

He broke off as through 'he tree= ho
caught a glimpse of a (Igiiie taking
down the bars of the coiril SiImtK
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he slipped across to the corra', drawing
his forty-five as he went.

"Stick 'em up, hombre !" he ground
out, digging the gun into the middle of
Gil Davis' back. "An' dont try any
funny tricks !"

Davis raised his hands and muttered a
curse.

"Get; goin' to the cabin," said
Skeeter, prodding the prisoner with his
gun. "I've got a few words to say to
yuh !"_ .

Davis was compelled to obey, for with
a gun pressing into tlic small of one's
back it is no time to argue.
"All right, Davis." said Skecjtcr, as

they entered the cabin. "That's far
enough. Now turn round."
Davis swung round on his heel and took

a chance. With his left hand he grabbed
Skeeter's wrist and whipped his right
full into the jaw of the cowboy. Skeeter
staggered back, and with a lightning
movement, Davis jerked the gun from
his hand.
Skeeter recovered his balance and

plunged forward, and before Davis
could bring the weapon round, grabbed
the barrel. There and then began a
struggle for the forty-five.

Backwards and forwards across the
cabin floor they reeled, each striving to
gain possession of the gun. In the
struggle the gun fell to the floor and
was kicked into tho corner.
They broke apart, and Skeeter drew

back. Davis cliar;?ed forward, exult-
ing, and aimed one mighty punch at
Skeeter's unprotected jaw. Tiien things
began to happen. Somehow the blow
went awry, for Skeeter was no longer ou
the spot where he had been when it had
been launched; and next instant a fi^t,

that felt, like a lump of rock took Davis
on the jaw an<l propelled him ungrace-
fully, all flailing arms and sprawling
legs, into the corner.
He rose to his feet and innnediately

lumbered straight into a hurricane of
ininchcs. His head was jerked back
three times in quick succession. His
ribs sustained a .series of shocks that
made him grunt. His jaw coming in
for punishment again, he took the floor

a second time.
This time ho fell on to tho gun that

had been kicked into a corner at the
tommencement of the figlit, and as ho
touched it his eyes lit up with exulta-
tion. He snatched the gun up and
levelled it at Skeeter.
"Xow," he snarled, as he slowly rose

to his feet and advanced on the puncher,
" I've got you just where I want you !"

With the barrel almost touching
Skeeter's chest, ho pressed the trigger.
Tlieie was a deafening explosion and,
«ith a strangled sob in his throat,

The rope snaked out and settled round the graceful neck of the wild horse,

1
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Skoetcr crashed on to liis back and lay
btill.

For a few brief moments Davis ga/.cd

down at the lifeless puncher and fear
seized him. But with an effort he
shook it off, and loading the forty-five,

stuck it back in Skeeler's holster.

Ho rose to his feet and sl'pped out of

the cabin.

Arrest and Escape.

THE sun rose in a magnificent ball of

fire, and as the beams penetrated
the valley where the cabin was

situated it also showed Jim Wright, jog-

ging along, riding his bronc bareback
and leading Skeoter's.

Arriving at the cabin Jim slipped to

the ground and tied the horses to the
veranda rail, then let out a shout.

"Hey, Skeeter!" he yelled. "I"m
back !"

There was no answer to his hail, and
a puzzled frown appeared on his brow.
He pushed open the door.
"Hey, lazy," he cried, "why haven't

}0U got
"

His voice trailed away to silence as

he caught sight of the still figure of his

partner, laying stretched out in death.

"Skeeter," he whispered, dropping on
his knees beside the body. " Skeeter,

old pal. speak to me."
But there was no reply from those

white lips. Jim straightened up, his

eyes misty and his fists clenched. He
staggered slightly as he walked across

the cabin to the chair and sank down
into it. He gazed dumbly out of the

window unable to .=])(Mk with the shock
and horror of finding his pal. His
brain seemed unable to work and for

long moments he sat there without a

movement.
Then he rose and his eyes were like

two steel pin points of fire.

He walked round the cabin, his eyes
darting here and there trying to find a
clue to the identity of the murderer, but
in vain.
Suddenly to his ears came the faint

clip-clop of horse's hoofs on the sun-
baked ground. He became rigid, his

fi^ts clenched, waiting for whoever it

might be, but hoping ic was the mur-
derer returned to the scene of his crime,
so that ho could exact justice—a justice

that would be terrible in its intenseness.
"Hallo, there?" came in the sheriff's

ringing voice. "Anybody at home?"
Jim's body relaxed and he walked

slowly to the door.
"'Lo, " he said as he opened it

irornin' !"

"Yeah," replied the sheriff.

I'm hungry. Coin' to ask ano
breakfast?"

"Sure, .sheriff," said Jim quietly,
wanted to speak to you.'"
The .sheriff swung himself off

horse, and hitched it to the rail.

"I hope you have news of that Hank
Howard I was tellin' you about."
"No," said Jim. "Somethin' more

important. "Come in an' I'll show
you."
He led the way into the cabin and

pointed to the lifeless figure of Skeeter
stretched on the floor. As the sheriff
ilropped on his knees to examine the
bodv, .Jim sank dojcctodly into the
chair.
"H'm!" muttered the sheriff, giving

Jim a side-long glance out of the corner
of his eye. "Shot at close quarters by a
forty-five slug." He rose to his feet
"Let ine have a look at your gun," ho
rapped out.

"It's in the pack," said Jim, with-
out moving.

Sheriff Ilopkins untied the indicated
pack and drew out a Colt .45. Ho
glanced at it and then spun the cylinder.

"There's one cartridge been fired," he
December 5lli, I'JSl.
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said slowlv. "Can vou account for
that?''

"It's a natural precaution of any-
body," said Jim. "Most everyone has
an empty cartridge under the hammer
of his gun."
"Maybe." The sheriff placed his

hand on the cowboy's shoulder. "May-
be," he repeated. "'But I'll have to
arrest you for the shootin' of your pal."
Jim came to his feet and swung round

to face the slieriff, his eyes blazing.
"But that's absurd, sheriff," he said.

"What kind of a skunk d'you take mc
for, to shoot the only real pal I have
ever had. Why, Skeeter was more to

me than a brother. An' besides, thai
gun is only circumstantial evidence."

"All the same, I'm gonna arrest you."
The representative of law and order was
determined. "Coming quietly, or do
I have to use the handcuffs?"
"All right," prowled Jim. "Let's

BO."
"I'll send some of the boys out for

that"—indicating the body—"when we
get back."
Jim nodded and moved slowly to the

door and swung himself on to his bronc's
back. The sheriff followed, and a minute
or so later they were on their way back
to Gunsight.
They jogged along slowly, the sheriff

trying to make conversation, but Jim
only replied in monosyllables, until the
sheriff grew tired of his one-sided con-
versation and relapsed into silence.

The trail twisted as it wound its way
round the base of many small hillocks,

and as they came round one such hillock

the sheriff saw a figure crouching over a

small fire, boiling coffee.

"Hank Howard!" The exclamation
slipped from his lips before he could
stifle it.

The crook heard and was on his feet

in a flash, and like a streak of lightning
his gun appeared in his hand. The
sheriff made a desperate grab at his own
shooting iron, but he was too late.

The iron in Hank Howard's hand
belched flame and smoke, and with a
groan the sheriff' slipped off his bronc to
ihe trail. And before Jim could grab
the gun that had fallen from the sheriff's

hand. Hank Howard was on his bronc
and was spurring the animal as hard
as he could and riding leather-to-split

for safety.

Jim dropped to the ground beside the
stricken sheriff and lifted his head on to
his knee.
"Water." muttered the man, as his

eyes flickered open.
"All right, old timer, take it easy,"

said Jim. "I'll get you some."
"You'll stay where you are," groaned

the sheriff. "I've got you for murder
an' I'll take you in." He struggled
with Jim's gun that he had stuck in his

belt, and managed to drag it out and
cover Jim. "Keep still, or I'll—^I'll

His voice trailed off and he slumped
back in a faint.

Jim gazed down at the unconscious
figure, and the thought flashed through
his mind that now was his time to

escape, but he knew he could never leave
a woundod man without making some
effort to help him.
"Come on, bronc," he said, and swung

himself on the animal's back. He can-
tered back a little way until he came
to a small stream he had noticed, and,
filling his hat with the clear cool water,
rode back to the sheriff.

"Here you are," he said, iiillowing
the sheriff's head on his lap and pouring
some of the water down the parched
throat. "You'll soon be o.k."
The sheriff revived a little, and his eyes

flickered open, and Jie looked up at Jim
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gratefully, then he lost consciousnes?
again.
Jim bathed the wound and with his

handkerchief plugged the hole. Then,
putting the sheriff's inert figure across
his horse, he mounted his own and set
off along the trail they had been follow-
ing. Jim rode slowly for an hour, then,
a.i the trail emerged from the hills, he
caught sight of a ranch. With a sigli

of thankfulness, he turned his bronc to-

wards the buildings.

He arrived at the gate of the hacienda
without attracting notice and, placing the
sheriff on the ground, let out a hail.

"Hi, there!"' he yelled. "Come an'
help tlie sheriff, boys!"
Two or three cowpunchers came out of

a barn at his shout, and Jim pointed to
tho gi'ound, then swung himself aetride
his bronc and galloped off as fast as his
horse would go.

For the Sake of a Qirl.

THE noon time sun was high in the
sky when Jim rode into the yard
of the ranch taken over by Colonel

Hall, and saw the colonel looking
through the pailiiigs of a high corral.

"Howdy, colonel," Jim cried, as he
slipped out of the saddle and clapped the

genial man on the back.
"Hallo, Wright," said the colonel. He

indicated the corral. "You lost that

thousand bucks I offered for the Devil."
"Why we " Jim broke off and

peered through the bars at the magnifi-

cent white horse. "Who brought him
in, colonel?" he asked, his eyes narrow-
ing to mere slits.

"Gil Davis, my boy," replied the

colonel with a smile. "A grand horse-

man, that Gil Davis."

"Yeah, he must be to bring in the

Devil," said Jim. "But I don't see him
around anywhere."
"No, he's gone to town for a ' big

town blow-out,' as he calls it, before
the rodeo."
Jim became thoughtful and a gleam

appeared in his eyes. Davis had tried

to cut in in front of him when he was
about to rope the Devil, so Davis must
have trailed them to the cabin and taken
the wild horse from the corral. Skeeter
must have seen him and Davis had shot
him! Jim drew in his breath with a

hiss as the thought struck him.
"It's a grand creature." The cplonel's

voice broke in on Jim's thoughts. "And
when the crowd see Gil Davis on its back
at the rodeo they'll go stark, raving mad
with excitement, j-ou mark my words."

, "Yeah, lie's all you say he is, colonel,''

said Jim.
Round the other side of the corral, the

colonel's daughter, Alice, drew her
pinto pony to a halt, and, dropping to

tho ground, opened the corral gate and
led the animal in, without noticing the
v.ild horse already there.

She turned and shut the gate after

her, and was just taking the saddle off

the pinto, when, with a squeal of rage,

the wild house charged across the corral.

Alice turned at the sound, and a
scream came from her as she saw the
great white horse bearing down on her,

with eyes flashing fire. She raised her
whip and made a slash at the horee, try-

ing to keep it off. but it I'ose on its

hind-legs and crashed them down at
her.

But with a spring she avoided those
flashing hoofs and slashed at him again
and again with her whip,
"Look, colonel,"' yelled Jim, With a

leap he was on the top bar of the corral

and jumped into the corral itself. He
ran across the ground, shouting at tho

top of his voice to attract the wild

horse's attention. With a scream, the
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Devil ewung round to combat this fresh

enemy, and as he turned Jim ran away
fiom Alice, with the wild horse after

him.
Stepin, the colonel's black servant, had

been attracted by the shouts from the
cook-house, and as he arrived at the
Qorral and climbed up to where the
colonel was perched on the top rail, he
saw the gi'eat white hoi-eo's hoofs crash
down on the back of Jim Wright's un-
protected head.
Jim collapsed in a heap, but be^re

the horse could trample his prosR'ate
form, the colonel and Stepin jumped to

the ground and raced across the corral
shouting.
"Drive him into the inner corral,

Stepin," yelled the colonel.

"Ah'll do mah best, bawss, " panted
Stepin, his eyes showing white in his
fear of the wild horse.
The Devil seemed to be satisfied with

the damage it had done, for, with a toss

of its head, it cantered into the inner
corral, and Stepin breathing a prayer of
thankfulness slammed the gate shut.

The colonel dropped to liis knees and
cradled Jim's head in his arms, just as
Alice, white of face, came running up.
"Oh, daddy," she cried. "He saved

my life
!"

"Yes," replied the colonel sorrowfully.
"And lost his own, I'm afraid."
"Don't say that, daddy," Alice tried

to wipe the blood off Jim's forehead.
"Get him into the house, daddy, and
I'll 'phone for the doctor."

"Get to it, then," said the colonel.
"Give me a hand, Stepin," he added, as
the black came up.
With infinite care they raised Jim up

and carried him to the ranch house,
while Alice flew in advance to 'phone
the doctor and get a bed ready for the
man who had so unhesitatingly come to
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her rescue, even though it might have
meant his own life.

Alice and Colonel Hall Repay a Debt.

JIM awoke two days later and, as he
painfully turned his head and looked
around the room, he noticed the

door was open, and sitting in the next
room was Alice.

He looked at his left arm and saw-

that it was heavily bandaged. There was
a bandage round his head, too, and he
ached in eveiy limb from the terrible

hoofs of the wild horse.

Alice glanced in at him through the
open door, and, seeing that he had
gained consciousness, she hurried swiftly

into the bed-room.
"How do you feel now, Jim?" She

laid her hand gently on his bandaged
head. "Bettor?"
"Yeah," replied Jim slowly. "Guess

I can get up now, eh ?"

"Don't be a silly," she retorted.

"You'll have to stay where you are for

a day or two."
"Gosh!" groaned Jim, for the thought

of laying in bed, even for a day or two
and smashed up as he was, made him
squirm. "If I stay hero I'll get so

darned lazy I won't want to get up!"

"You just lay quiet and go to sleep,"

Alice ordered sternly. "The doctor said
you were to be kept quiet and not talk
too much."
"But I feel hungry," he complained.

"I coiild eat a steer, hide an' all,

right now."
"All right, I'll get you some broth."

.\ud Alice left the room, laughing at

the e.tpression that came over the in-

valid's face at the mention of broth.

She returned some five minutes later,

followed by Stepin carrying a tray
with a large bowl of broth on it.

"You must eat it all up, Jim," said

17

Alice as the black put, tlie tray down
on the bed.
"Take it away!" howled Jim. "I

want something solid !"

Alice motioned Stepin away with
her hand, then gently but firmly made
Jim drink some of the broth.
The bowl was almost empty when

Stepin shuffled, into the room again and
touched Alice on the arm.

"Dere am de depity sheriff awaitiii'

outside in do parlour to see yuh," he
announced. "Somethin' about Massa
Jim."
Alice looked ;nquiringly at Jim, and

he nodded. She left the bed-room and
made her way to the ranch parlour,
and as she entered the room the deputy
sheriff of Gunsight took off his
sonilirero.

"Good-morning, Miss Alice," he said
pleasantly.
"Good-morning," replied Alice. "Is

there anything I can do for you?"

"Yes." The deputy put his hand in

his pocket and pulled out an official-

looking document. "I have here a
warrant for the arrest of Jim Wright
for the murder of Skeeter Burke."

"Oh!" Alice's face blanched and
her hand flew to her lips to stop the
quiver.

"Yes," went on the deputy. "I was
told he was here."

"Xo," said Alice, regaining her
composure. "He was, but he left us
yesterday."
"What's the trouble?" It was Colonel

Hall who had entered the room un-
observed who asked the question.

"He's come to arrest Jim Wright,"
Alice told him, "but he left us yester-
day, didn't he, daddy ?"

"The colonel looked at his daughte-
Iceenly, and she nodded her head

Jim Wright," said the sheriff, "you rode darned weU, but I've gotta arrest you again."
December 5tli, 1S41.
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slightly. "Yes, that's right," he said

to the deputy.
"Well, in that case I won't take up

any more of your tirne," said the

official. "But if you see him around
Bend word to the sheriff, will yob?"
"Why, certainly I will."

The colonel opened the fract door
and showed the deputy out.

'Now, my girl, what's the meaning
of this?" he demanded, as he shut the

door.

"I think Jim can explain things

better than I can," she replied. "Come
on, we'll ask him."
Together they entered the bed-room

and confronted Jim.
"Well, my boy," said the colonel.

"Glad to .see you lookin' better. But
what's this about you murderin' your

partner?"
Jim explained to them what had

happened as far as he knew.

"I think I know who did the

shootiu'," he concluded. "Gil Davis

brought in the Devil, and I feel sure

it was him that did the kill in'. But as

Boon as 1 get up I'm goin' to make it

my business to find out for sure."

""It certainly looks as if Gil is the

culprit." The colonel took a turn or

two up the room. "And if you can

prove beyond a doubt that it was him,

you can count on me to help you all I

can."
"Thanks, colonel," said Jim. "I'll

prove him guilty, never fear. Skeeter

was the best pal a man ever had, and

if it's the last thing I do, I'll make
Davis pay for killin' him."

Colonel Hall nodded his head, and
a moment later left the room.

As soon as he had gone Alice turned

to Jim with a look of concern on her

pretty face.

"Jim," she said, "I hope you find the

killer of your friend; but if it is

Gil Davis, ' promise me you won't do

anything until after the rodeo. You
know father has billed Davis to ride

the Devil, and if he doesn't there will

be a fiasco and daddy will lose a lot

of money."
"All right, Miss Alice," said Jim.

"I promise."
"Thanks."
She squeezed his arm and hurriedly

left the bed-room.

The Rodeo.

THE days slipped by pleasantly for

Jim, who was still in hiding at

the colonel's ranch. Word came
from Gunsight that the sheriff was re-

covering from the wounds inflicted by
Hank Howard, and that he would be
up and about by the day the rodeo
was fixed to take place.

The day of the rodeo came at last.

The sun was shining high in the vault

of a perfectly blue sky. The crowds
began to arrive at the stadium at an
early hour. Men on horseback, men
aiul women in buggys and buckboards
and almost everything that went con-

tituied to pour in its human load until

the proceedings started.

There weie relay races, calf roping,
steer riding and a dozen other Western
sports which soon had the huge crowd
in a good humour.
Jim Wright was there, with his big

black Stetson pulled down well over
his eyes. Gil Davis, boastful and
arrogant, was strolling round the horse
corrals, telling everybody in a loud
voice just how he was going to ride the
Devil.
Suddenly a shrill scream rent the air

and everybody glanced at the corral.^.

It was seen at once that there was
something wrong with the Devil, for
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the white stallion was prancing about
on its hind legs and neighing shrilly.

Jim made a rush for the corral and,
followed closely by a bunch of horse-
wranglers who were in charge of the

anmials at the rodeo, he saw a crunipled
figure on the ground, with the Devil
prancing over it.

"Great snakes!" gasped one of the

wranglers. "That Devil's been and
killed one of the boys!"

With loud shouts they clambered
over the rails and drove the maddened
horse into the box. Jim lifted the dead
man gently from the ground and, helped
by one or two of the others, carried
liim away.
As he lifted his head Gil Davis, who,

in spite of all his boasting and arro-

gance, was a coward at heart, had been
watching the scene with fear, caught a

glimpse of Jim's face. Instantly some
nameless dread clutched at his craven
heart, and as Jim's eyes encountered his,

a half-stifled sob of terror rose in his

throat. For he could read the message
in Jim's eyes, a message that meant the

end of the trail for him.

He glanced round furtively, but
everybody's gaze was on the sad little

procession coming from the corral. He
turned on his heel and slipped away.
Meanwhile the announcer in his box

cleared his throat and spoke into the
microphone.
"Ladies and gentlemen," his voice

boomed out from the giant loud
speakers dotted about the ground.
"Colonel Hall has now great pleasure
in presenting to jou Gil Davis, the

world's champion bronco rider, riding
the wild stallion the Devil. As you
know, folks, this horse was captured
only a few weeks ago and has never
yet been ridden, so may the best man
win. Ladies and gentlemen, Gil Davis
on the Devil."

Every eye was on the chute that
housed the Wild horse. It was saddled,
and stood there with every muscle
quivering with rage, its eyes bloodshot,

and its teeth gleaming savagely in the

sun.
Colonel Hall glanced round the little

knot of men standing by the chute.

"Anybody seen Gil?" he asked.
"Th' last time I saw him, colonel,"

said one, a little wizened cowpuncher,
"he was over bj' th' stands."

" Here, Stepin," cried the colonel,

catching sight of his black servant.

"Scout around quick and see if you
can find Gil Davis."
"Ah'm on my way, bawss, ali'm on

my way," replied Stepin, shuffling off.

He made his way round the corrals,

but in vain.

The crowd began to clamour for the

expected treat, and as the time went
on and still Davis coiddn't be found the
clamour became an uproar.

"Boys," appealed the colonel,

"Davis seems to have disappeared.
Will any of you ride the Devil?"

"Not me!" said one. "I wouldn't
ride thet boss for a thousand bucks."
The colonel looked at each in turn,

but they all shook their heads, and the

colonel turned away in despair, for he
knew what might happen should the

crowd be disappointed. They would
get out of hand and probably smash the

whole show up.

"I'll ride him for you, colonel."

It was Jim Wright, who, after seeing
that the victim of the Devil's hoofs J^iad

beeji taken away, had come up in time
to hear the colonel's question.

"You will, Jim?" A glad light

appeared in the colonel's eye?,

"Thanks, my boy."

ii
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"That's all right." Then turning to

the wranglers: "Come on, boys, get
that Devil ready," he said.

Jim climbed the rails of the chute
and gently lowered himself into the
saddle. The Devif tried to buck, but
the confined space of the chute stopped
him.' Jim settled himself firmly,
gathered the reins in his left hand,
waved his right, and announced that
he was ready.
The starting-gim roared and the gate

was flung open, and like a streak of
lightning charged with dynamite the
Devil flashed from the chute. Amidsf^a
swirl of dust the horse bucked and
Twisted, his back arched and his muscles
like coiled springs. Round and round
the arena the Devil bucked, but Jim
kept to the saddle afi though he was
glued there.
The crowd rose to its feet and cheered

t3 the echo, for never before had they
^oen such riding, and they were men
who were riding horses themselves every
day in their lives.

"That's not Gil Davis." The deputy
touched the sheriff on the arm as they
sat in the front row of the stands. "It's
Jim Wright, the man we want for that
nnirder."
"I know," replied the sheriff quietly;

"but let him finish the ride out—it's

too darned good to stop."
At last the Jjghfc for supremacy was

over. The wild hor.so gradually began
to tire, and, as its bucks became less

and less, .Jim whacked into him with his

stotson. 1 iding the animal to a stand-
still. .\t last he stopped the horse, and
it stood with drooping head, its breath
coming in great gasps—beaten.
Two of the officials rode up, and, as

.Tim slipped out of the saddle, took
charge of the horse. Jim walked across
the arena to the corrals, waving his

hands to the plaudits of the crowd.
"Well done, Jim!" cried Alice joy-

fully, and hugged his arm. "You were
splendid."
Colonel Ilall was also loud in his

praises, and as they stood there con-

gratulating the cowboy, the sheriff and
his deputy quietly left th" ct.qn/^U and
made their way to the spot whore
Jim was standing.
".lim Wright," said the >.hciiff,

"you rode darned wcl), but 1 m
afraid I've gotta airc«t Mih
again."
"Oh, but, shorifl

" began Alic<».

her hold on Jim's
arm tightening.

"That's all

light," said Jim,
laying his hand on
hers. "The shcriflf's

gotta do his duty.
Come on, sheriff,

let's go."
The sheriff and

his deputy escorted
.7im to the town
gaol and locked him
up in a cell.

Trapped.

THE rodeo was
over, and
night had

fallen. The saloons
of Ginisight were
crowded with the
high-spirited cow-
boys, gambling an
drinking was the

order, and many a

man was drinking
more than he could
stand.
The sheriflf and his

deputy were busy
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rounding up those who were incapable
of looking after themselves and taking
them to the gaol to sober up. The
biggest cell in the gaol soon become
crowded, and when the deputy brought
ill a man holplessly under the influence
of his jollifications, he was forced to

put the man in the cell occupied by
Jim.
"You stay in there till morning," he

grinned. "An' cool off a little."

"\Vash he shay 1" burbled the drunk
to Jim. "Here, old-timer, have lil'

driiiksh wi' mc.

"

He produced a flask from his pocket
and proceeded to swallow the contents.
.Jim watched him with a grin, and as
the man staggered and collapsed on to
the wooden betl a daring plan entered
his head, a plan to escape from the gaol
and take the trail of Davis.

The drunken cowpuncher lay back on
the bed and snored in a stentorian
voice, and .Jim sat quietly on the edge
of the bed waiting patiently for the
dawn.
Dawn came at last, and with it the

deputy-sheriff to let out the now
sobered roystei-ers. He came to the cell

that housed Jim and tho man he had
put in the night l>efore. He saw a
figure ^trotched out on the bod with
a large black stetson on—Jim Wright.
The other was waiting to Ix; released,
with his white stetson pulled well down
over his eyes.

"Como on. you," growled the deputy.
"get out and cleat that head of yours."

Tho man shuffled out of tho cell,

across tho passage and into the sheriff's

office.

"Wait a minute," said the sheriff,

who was sitting at the tabic examining
his forty-five and putting fresh car-
tridges into the chambers. The man
paused at the outer door. "Just take
things easy the next time you come into
Gunsight, and leave the whisky alone.
Understand ?"

10

"Sure, sheriff," the gruff vcico
answered him.
"Well, that's all. Get goiu."
The door swung open and sluit. The

man had gone.

"Sheriff, sheriff!" yelled the deputy,
rushing into the office. "That was Jim
Wright that went out then. He fooled
me "

"I know," answered the sheriff

coolly. "But I've been thinkin' things
over. Bill, and I'm not so sure that he's
guilty. We'll let him go for the time
bcin'. and see what happens. But,
meanwhile, get the boys together; we're
goin' after Hank Howard."

iMeanwhilc, Jim, for it had been .Jim
that had gone out of the sheriff's office,

found a horse hitched to the rail, and,
mounting the animal, set off for the
colonel's ranch.
He rode into the deserted yard and

made his way to one of the barns. But
his arrival had been seen, and Alice
came running from the ranch-house.

"Jim," she called from tho entrance
of the barn. "Has the sheriff let you
out ';"

"No," replied Jim as ho came out
of the barn on his own bronc. " I

escaped and I'm after Davis."
He set spurs to his horse, and it

broke into a gallop.

"Good luck !'' yelled Alice after his

fast-disaprjcaring figure.

The deserted cabin in tho hills. There
was not a sound as .a furtive figure
stole round the end of the cabin and
pu.shed open the door. It was tho
figure of Hank Howard, the bank
robber.
He gave an evil chuckle as he entered

the cabin and made sti-aight for tho
fireplace. Moving tho logs he drew
out the wallet stuffed with the pro-
ceeds of his robbery.

(Contiaaed on page 26.)

"He's the murderer,

sheriff !
" ground out

Jim.

December 5tli, 1931.
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Follow a two-fisted sea-captain and the beautiful daughter of a brave explorer—as they
sail on a perilous trip to a forgotten cannibal island—where they defy storm, fire and
water, man and beast^on a search for a fortune in radium ! Starring Kenneth Harlan

and Lucille Browne.

READ THIS FIRST.
In search of 2y?7f/(&/c«t7c dex'osif.t

contniniiiff immense quantities of

j/rccioiis railium. Professor Adams and
I /lis compiiniuns are beset by savages on

l
a voUdnic island off tlic African coast,

and Adams cseajies irith one siirririn(/
' follower, Ccbii, /lis (jiitnt nc'jro guide.

In America /lis daughter lionnie and
her uncle. Dr. Anthony Adams, hare
become alarmed at his failure to com-
municate teilh thriu. IScii Arnold, an
adreuturer j^rofissing frieiidshii>, offers

to fit out a relief expedition.
' His s/t/?), the Lottie Carson, sets .lail

vnder the command of Harry Drake, a

young h'nf//ishman, and for com ixinion

Bonnie engages Arlene C/iandos, irho is

in league leith Arnold.
Professor Adams and Cchu are jiic/ced

..•jp by the Lottie Carson off the coast of

Africa. The professor is dying, but be-

fore jrtssing a way /le gives lionnie a
chart and charges her to secure t/ie

radium foi the benefit of humanity.
lionnie innocently gires the chart to

Arnold, irlio now sees his vay clear to

locate the radium and make a fortune.
But. fearing Harry Drake's hunexty of
purpose, he plans to relieve him of the
command, and order.i Hull lllack, his

rascally mate, to take over the vessel.

A fight ensues, the crew taking sides,

and during the battle Harry falls from
the proic into a shark-infested sea .'

Now Read On.

Overboard.

ADOZICN i)iiirs of eyes watchod
Harry Drake as hu floundered
astern, wiili tlioso evil sliarks

gliding towards liiin. Tlien Bonnie
turnod to Bull Black distraetodly.

"Stop this ship!" she panted. "Stop
this ship I"

December 5th, 1981.

The rascally mate gave no indication
that ho had heard, but at that moment
the hulking figure of Briney stepped
between Black and the girl.

"I'll go over an' get him. miss,'' he
rapped out, and next second he was
climbing to one of the lifeboats.

He poised himself for an inst^mt and
then dived mto the sea, shooting below
the surface and reappearing quite close

to the semi-conscious Englishman.
With the exception of Arnold and Bull

Black, those aboard the Lottie Carson
crowded to the stern to watch Harry
and Briney with bated breath, and
Arnold at once spoke to the mate in a

hoarse undertone
"Bull," he jerked, "you'd better pick

him up. When wo do get rid of Drake
there must be no hint of foul play."

"All right," said Bull, and had soon

scattered the men with a few strident

conunalid.s.

The Lottie Carson had loft ILTrry and
Briney struggling in her wake, but Bull

uttered an urgent command that soon

had the effect of bringing the ves.sel

close to the two men in the water again.

"Let lier come up in the wind!" he
roared to the helmsman, who answered
his instructions smartly.
Once alongside, the mate ordered a

line to be thrown, and as a rope fell

witii a light siilash clo.se to his hand.
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'Death Rides

the Storm."
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Briney seized it thankfully. Supporting
Harry with his other arm, the sailor was
then drawn close to the vessel by his

shipmates.
"Drop the ladder to 'cm I" Bull

shouted.

He was obeyed, and Harry and his

rescuer began to drag themselves up the
rungs. Nor were they an instant too

soon, for ijis they climbed the ropc-

Ladcler they heard the snap of steely

jaws at their very heels, and Briney
cursed whole-heartedly at a shark that

missed his ankle by a hair's breadth.

Up on the dock of the Lottie Car.son

Ben Arnold had been joined by Arlene
Chandos.
"I warned you that Drake woidd get

us into trouble,'' she said to him in an
aside. '"Something told me ho was the

kind of man who wouldn't let anvbody
override him. 1 wish you'd respected
my woman's intuition, Ben."

"I'll have Drake put in irons down
ill the brig as soon as ho steps aboard."
.Arnold retorted, and even as he spoke

Harry and Briney were helped over th.o

side.

Harry was fully in possession of his

senses now. hut was in a state of ex-

haustion, and bad difFiculty in breathing
on account of the water he had swal-

lowed. But he gave a game and re-

assuring smile as Bonnie confronted
him.

_
.

"Thank Hcvavcn you'rc-safc !" she said

fervently. "Oh, Briney, take him to

his cabin and let him get some dry,

clothes on."

"I'm all right. Miss Adams," Bnrry
declared, bi-acing himself with an effort.
' Please don't worry yourself on my
account. I

"

But he did not finish the sentence, for

J
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juit then he became awaic of the curt
tones of Ben Arnold.

•; Mr. Black, put Captain Drake in th"ling, will vou?"
And Bull Bhck's an5^ver, given with

tJio accompaniment of an unholy leer-
.

Ay, ay, s:r
! Come on, there, take

Led by Dempster., Bull's cronies ad-

l^lnlZ l"-'"'"^' ^'l'
'}"" Englishman"as not to be so easily disposed of.

•'Connor, Burke," snapped the voice
ot lirmey, nammg two members of^iecrew who had proved themselves loyalo the young .skipper, "we're not going
to b.and tor this, are we''"
The response of Burke and Connor

A, *
,

,^*°"^ ''"'^ emphatic, and Bull

/(,o',!:^r.*
"""ions hung back, for. tliough

H nlTT'?'^ "^^ advantage of numbers,
they had already spmpled the fighting
.juahfes of the men who were loyal l5Harry Drake.
Even JiuH Black himself was unable

m,n fh
•^'•'"^y.^"^ i^is companions

tioni their determined front
• What s this talk I hear from you,

.Nou swab?" the ruffianly mate groundout thrusting his face close to Brinov's

looked him straight in the eye.

I\r3/'/' I

"^'^ ''
,
'°""'^ '''^'^> Mister

i, V , ' "",
'ejoined. " An invitation to

m huh? Well, try it on! You ain'tmate any longer, but plain mutineer-an 1 in cravin' to bust that ugly mugo yours. '' - ^

Bull's eyes blazed, and a fresh out-

I

break seemed inevitable. But in thenieantimc Bonnie was attempting toreason with Ben Arnold, at the ^amc '

eonducT^""''"^
''*'" *""''^'='"<'"t «t liis

"Ben, have you gone mad?" she cx-

r."nr''-T. 7°",,"^"'* ^° *''is thing to
Laptaiii Drake !

' ^

"Let me handle this, Bonnie, please "
Arnold said to her, whereupon therewas an immediate hail from Brincy.

,JI'''1"^.»T^'''"' ^""'''o '*• miss," heMl ed. "We're ready for him."
Arnold bit his lip. Thinking thin
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over, be began to regret his h-astiness.

instrurt.vf '""i"^^.
\^^^ ^^ ^""^ ^'^^" Bull

instiuctions to take over the ship before
tlie time was ripe. In the first place, he
iiad net realised thai Drake had friendsamong the crew.

"t"*V^7- '^"'r^f"'" Bonnie continued,
1 1 tliink I deserve some considera-

t on, and it's my wish, too, that v.echange our course and make for the port
ot Iwamballa. I want my father to—tonave—a decent burial."

It was .agaJnst Arnold's interests fo
tall out with Bonnie just now, and, first
of all favouring Bull Black with a glance
tliat was both apologetic and significant,he turned to Harrv Drake
'AH right," he "said to the English-man, .you re in command. But yon gotyour discharge when we arnvo\t

iwamballa ;

'

Harry shrugged.

Twamballa," he observed, "I can't doanything else but accept dismissal. Butout here on the high seas there's noargument as to who's handling this shipMr Arnold--and I'd like vou to bear
that in niind. As for you. Mr. Black "

10 added, turning to the mate, " vou'll
kindly confine yourself to vour quartersAnd, Briiiey, you can take his place as
first officer.

Briney stepped forward smartly
Ay, ay, sir !" he said. "Any orders,

captain? '

"Ye.s, bring the ship about," Harry
answered. "Twamballa's our next calland we ought to reach it by morning."'
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/'Listen, yoiJ scum," he baj-ked.you re takin' orders from mc ! Underl

There was a surly chorus of assent,and Brincy walked to the bridge Hemounted the ladder and entered the
wheelhouse, where he found Collins atthe helm.

"The course is south by east, niatev,"'
Briney .said.

"

'

"South by east, sir," Collins repeated,
turning the wheel in his hands. Then
lie looked at a barometer near by and •

Looks like dirty weather, Mr. Mate "

nc observed. '

Briney fixed his eyes on the sla«s fora moment, and then glanced thrSugh thewindows of tlic wheelhouse. The light
ot the sun had become pale, sickly and
indecisive, and the sea was leaden-grey
witli a swell running higher and swifter
every moment. The Lottie Carson

deepdipped heavily m the smooth.

I
Barometer Falling.

BRIXEY seemed delighted Ly hi.
promotion, and his first concei.i

.

"as to see Bull Black conducted
to his cabin. He detailed Connor for
this duty, and, with the lattcr's firm
grasp on his arm. Bull strode off in
sullen mood.
Briney then turned to the men whocomprised Black's fo'c'sle underlings.

troughs between the waves.
Yeah," Briney commented, "tiiere's

some dirty weather knockin' around
b a tunny thing—I was only thinkin'.
Halt an hour ago, that we'd had amighty fine pas.sage all tiie way frcn
our home port."

Harry Drake at that moment, was
scarcely aware of weather conditions,
lor, believing that ho was alone witii
Honnie on the after-deck, he was en-
deavouring to express his gratitude for
what she had done.

.
"I yant to thank vou," he told her
But for your intervention, the situation

inight have been a good deal u-'lier
than It was."
"I couldn't stand by and sec yc'ir

authority disputed in—in such a
fashion," Bonnie answered simply. "Yoi
see. Captain Drake, I—I've come to
look on you as one of my most trusted
friends."
"I'm glad of that. Miss Bonnie,"

Harry murmured, and he seemed on the
poiiit of saying more when the slight
lurching of the ship advised him of the
impending hurricane.
Ho glanced at sky and sea, and for

the first time became aware of the thick.

" Wh«.s .h,s ,.m 1 h.„ „om you, ,„u sw.., .. .hrru^ZTmate ;o„„. ou..
Dtcember 5tli, 1931.
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clammy boat that had descended over
the oeciaii.

"It looks as though we're headed for

<i storm," he announced. "And a bad
one at that."

"Even the elements are against us,"

Bonnie said a little drearily. "But
listen, captiiin. I'm worried about tliis

trouble between you and Ben Arnold.
li, seems unfortunate that there should
be dissent at this stage."

"Yes," Harry agreed. "You know, I

can't figure out Arnold's attitude. AH
seemed plain sailing until just lately,

when I began to notice that he was
mighty partial to that fellow Black.
IVliss Bonnie, there's something about the
whole business I don't like, and I want
you to giuird the chart that your father
gave you."
"Why?" she asked him wonderingly.
"Because I've got a sneaking suspi-

cion that there's treachery aboard this

craft," was the answer.
Bonnie started.

"Treachery?" she echoed. "Why,
what do you mean? Ben has father's

chart. Surely you don't suspect him of

treachery ?"

"Miss Bonnie, I Jo suspect him,"
Harry rejoined. "I know he has pro-

fessed friendshii-) for you and your
father, b\it I'm inclined to think tliat

he's fitted out this expedition for his

own ends. You've got to take this into

account—that those vast deposits of

radium, discovered by your father on
Danger Island, offer a tremendous
temptation to an ambitious and im-

scrujjulous man. I mean that he might
regard them more in the light of a
gigantic commercial undertaking, than
ns a benefit to the medical profession and
iiumanity."
"And you think tha^ Ben "

Harry interrupted her.

"I think personal gain is at the back
of his mind." ho told her, "and I'm
convinced that he'd trample down any-

one who stood ill his way—you included

—if he found it necessary. And before

he's in a position to play his hand as

he wants to play it, I'd like you to do
something that will prove my sus-

picions."

Bonnie hesitated. She was loath to

question Ben Arnold's honesty of pur-

l)0se, but at the same time Harry's
earnestness impressed her.

"It's hard for me to believe that Ben
could be playing a double game," she
murmured.
"And I'm not ccrtiain that ho is,"

Harry put in. "But, in view of what
I've said, it would be reassuring to both
of us if we could convince ourselves
he's on the level."

"What do you want nie to do?"
Bonnie asked.

"Just this," Harry answered. "I want
you to go to Arnold and demand that
chart, for it's yours, and you should
have it. I think jou made a mistake in

handing it over to him—and I want to
see his face when you ask him for it."

Bonnie laid a hand on his arm.
"Listen, captain," she said, "sup-

posing we go to Uncle Anthony and
talk it over with him. If he thinks
there might bo anything in your sus-

picions, then I'll do as you suggest."
"All right," Harry acquiesced, and

together they made their way in the
direction of Dr. Adams' state-room, the
young lOnglishman supporting JJonnic
against the pitching motion of the ship.
From la passage-way tinder the bridge,

close to which Harry and Bonnie had
been standing, a figure moved stealthily.

It was the figure of Arlene C'handos, and
without delay .'he hurried towarHs Ben
Arnold's cabin to impart all tlwit she had
just overheard.
December 5lh, 19S1.
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The Chart.

CONTRARY to Harry Drake's com-
mand. Bull Black had vacated his

quarters at the first opportunity

and joined Ben Arnold in the latter's

state-room, where the two now stood

poring over the old chart that Professor

Adams had delivered into Bonnie's
hands just before he had died.

"Say, this thing looks pretty old,"

Bull commented, as he indicated the

faded parchment. "Where did Adams
get it?"

"W^ell. it has a history," Arnold told

him. "It was handed down through the

family from some old buccaneer
ancestor."
"A pirate, ch?" Bull retorted, with a

coarse laugh. "But what did any old

buccaneer know about pitchblende an'

radium?"
"Not a thing," Ben Arnold replied.

"He only knew that the savages on
Danger Island held this spot sacred."

He indicated the chart, and, glancing
over his shoulder, Bull Black saw that

his finger was resting on a cross that

had been marked on the map, close to

the location of that volcanic peak known
as the Fire God's Mountain.

"That's where the deposits o' pitch-

blonde are?'' asked Bull.

"Yes," was the answer. "But this old

buccaneer ancestor of Adams got it into

his head that the niggers were guarding
buried treasure—like diamonds, or gold.

He never fgund out his mistake, but the

professor did. And then the professor

got bitten by this ' humanity ' bug. The
fool ! There's a fortune in the stuff

—

never mind the benefit to humanity—and
we can play the market at our own
price

"

He stopped speaking as the handle of

the door was turned. A moment later

Arlene crossed the threshold.

"Well," she announced bitterly, "your
friend Drake has upset the apple-cart.

Oh, you make mo tired ! Why didn't

you leave that bird in the ocean when
you had him there half an hour ago?"
"What do you mean?" Arnold de-

manded. "What's the matter?"
"I just heard Drake telling Bonnie this

cruise is crooked," Arlene informed him.
"Ah, she'll never believe him I"

Arnold .scoffed.

"No?" the girl retorted. "Well, get

a load of this 1 He told her she coidd

prove it by demanding that chart back
from you !"

There was a blank silence, during
which Arnold's fingers clutched the old

parchment map involuntarily. Too in-

volved to memorise, that chart was not

a thing he cared to relinquish. Nor did
it suit him to share it with Bonnie or

anyono else bent on using its secret in

the interests of medicine.
Bonnie's father had instructed that (he

untapped deposits of iiadium on the

island should bo used for the welfare of

mankind—delivered as a gift to scientific

research. But Arnold intended to see

that it was paid for at the fabulous pri'-c

which a. substance so rare and precious
could command—a price that would
make him a millionaire many times
over.
Bull Black was the first to break the

silence.
" Well, give the map back to her," he

advised.
"Give it back to her?" Arnold cried,

wheeling on him angrily. "Are you
crazy? How do I know fhat Drake
won't turn her right against this exjie-

ilition of mine? How do I know that lie

won't got her to leave the Lottie Carson
at Twamballa "

Bull cut in on him :

"Give it to her," ho repeated craftily,

"after we've doctored it."
'" What do v'ou mean— ' doctored it

'?"
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"Listen'" said Bull. "We'll make a
copy first—exact, with all the markings
and locations just as they arc in the
original. We'll keep that copy for our-

.selves. Then we'll give her the original
when we've changed the marki-jgs, put-
ting the cross that loc-:te;! the pitch-
blonde deposits—^at the other end of the
island."
And with the words he ran a thick

forefinger from one side of the chart to
the other.
"Oh, I see," Ben Arnold murmured,

his eyes narrowing. "That's a good
idea. Bull, providing you can fix the
map so that the alteration ^\on*t be
detected."
"Leave it to me," Bull told him con-

fidently. "I once got some stuff from ^
Chinaman that will take out ink with-
out leavin' a sign of it. I'll go an'
fetch it. In the meantime, get mc some
tracing-paper."
He slipped out of the cabin, and

Arlono looked at Ben Arnold.
" Say, not so dumb for Bull, ch ?" she

remarked.
" I should say not," Arnold declared

with an air of satisfaction. "Oh, Arlene,
you go out on deck and if Bonnie or
her uncle come this \ray, stop 'em."
Arlene departed and stationed her.solf

at the top of a companion-way which
led both to Arnold's cabin and Bull
Black's quarters ; and she had not long
been there when Dr. Adams approached.
He was obviously bound for Ben

Arnold's state-room, but Arlene barred
his path and engaged him in some con-
versation relating to the storm, which
was now threatening to break at any
moment. It was not long before the
doctor had forgotten his intention of
dropping in on Arnold, and a few
minutes later he passed on along the
tilting deck.
Meanwhile, Bull had returned to his

associate's cabin, and he was soon seated
at a bureau with i>archment chart and
tracing-paper in front of him.
"Say, this Danger Island's a big

place," he observed, as he laborioiisly

proceeded to draw a facsimile of the
map. "Sure covers a lotta territory."
"Come on. Bull—come on!" Arnold

urged imijatientlj-. "Snap into it, will
you ? We've got no time to lose."
"This is a ticklish job," Bull pro-

tested. "It's gotta be done right, an'

I'm workin' as fast I can."
The tracing was completed at last, and

Bull then set to work on the original,
erasing the cross that marked the true
location of the pitchblende deposits, and
placing a false one «t a point many
miles distant from it.

"There you are," he said when he had
finished. "Pretty good job, hey,
Arnold?"
"That's fine. Bull!" Arnold declared.

"No one would ever suspect that tho
chart had been tampered with."
Arlene entered at that moment.
"You'd better hurry," she told ^hem.

"I've been talking to Dr. Adams, ^id
after he loft mc I saw liim meet Drake
and Bonnie."

"Fine,"' said Arnold. "I'll give
Bonnie her father's chart before she h»s
a chance to ask for it

!"

The Storm Breaks.

HAVING located Dr. Adams Bonnie
ami Harry entered his state-room
with him. intending to explain

the situation at once.

"Uncle Anthony," Bonnie inniiodiatcly

began, "Captain Drake and I havcjbccn
'

discussing Bon. and the oaptain 1 feels

that I should have the chart ir| my
possession."

'

The doctor looked ot Harry anj
blinked stiipidlv.

"Whv?" he asked.
"Well, to tell you the truth,

I

4l
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Adams,' Ilany explained, "I'm inclined

to distrust Mr. Arnold. You see
"

But before the Englishman could pro-

ceed further there was a knock en the

door, and next nioment the subject of

their conversation stepped across the

threshold, followed by Arlene.
"Well, folks," Arnold said breezily,

"it looks as if we're in for a little blow.

(Jli, Bonnie, I'm glad to find you here,

for I want yon to relieve rne of a great
responsibility."
"What is it, Bon''" Bonnie murmured.
From an inside pocket Arnold took

the map that Bonnie had so unwisely
given into his keeping.

" I want you to take charge of UBs
chart your father left," he declared.
" It's your property, and ought to be in

your possession."
There was a silence, during which

Bonnie and her uncle tried to catch

Harry Drake's eye. But Harry was
watching Ben Arnold. To all appear-
ances the man's action gave the lie to

the young captain's suspicions, and yet

Harry somehow felt that all was not

well. He had absolutely no evidence to

support the conviction, but he was cer-

tain that Arnold was a double-dealing
rogue. Too often in his travels had
Harry encountered the type not to re-

cognise it now.
Bonnie spoke, naturally believing that

Ben Arnold's offer to return the chart
proved Harry had been mistaken in his

estimate of the Lottie Carson's owner.
' Why, you keep it, Bon." she faltered.

"You're the—the head of this expedi-
tion, and you should have it."

' No, Bonnie," Arnold told her, thrust-

ing the parchment into her hands, "I
insist that you take it."

Bonnie was fumbling with the chart
when onco again there came a knock on
the door. This time the caller was
Brincy.

'
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"Beg your pardon, sir," the newly-
appointed mate. said to Harry, "but the
glass is still fallin', and it looks like

we're runnin' into a real twister."

Hairy dismissed the chart from his

thoughts and prepared to occupy his

mind .solely with tiie welfare of his ship.
" Take four men and batten down your

hatches," he ordered, and then, hurrying
out of the state-room after Briney, he
made his way to the bridge.
The Lottie Carson was now rolling

heavily in a high cross swell. The pallict

sun had gone down, and a dense bank of
cloud was moving from the north to cut
short the drab twilight and obliterate

the early stars. But for the flashes of

white foam that flecked its heaving
surface, the sea was rapidly becoming <is

dark as the sky.
A puff of wind put an end to the calm

that had existed for the last few hours.

It was the forerunner of the gale which
presently struck the ship, like a force

that had for its mission the special pur-
pose of waging war on all ocean-going
traffic.

A wild clamour beset the struggling
vessel, a clamour comprising the crash
of mountainous sea.s, the rush of the
hurricane and the deep vibration of the
air.

Harry Drake left the bridge and
yelled commands that sent tHc men of

his crew reeling about the docks. "They

toiled with rope and canvas covering;
they fastened the shutters of the wheel-
houso for fear the glass panels might
blow in, and they covered all ventilators.

The Lottie Carson had been rolling,

her decks full of water, for some time,
but heavy seas were breaking over her
now. She staggered under their impact,
and took successive plunges that ended
every now and then in a terrific shock,
us if she had planted her bows on
something solid. It was the shock of
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giant waves, and she quivered like a
frightened thing.
Lamps wriggled in the gimbals, and

every movable object was sliding with
the motion of the vessel. The wind
howled incessantly, as if an army of
clamorous demons were hurtling past in

the darkness. A clap of thunder ripped
the heavens, and lightning blazed
momentari'y on an immense waste of
ocean and a lowering mass of clouds.
Foam swept the decks in swift, ugiy
rushes, carrying men's foot from under
them, and the gale whipped high flights

of spray through the gloom.

The turmoil was maddening, and
seemed to increase with every moment,
oven as the waves seemed to becomo
more stupendous. Towering black walls
of water collapsed on the ship in awful
deluges, and the decks were swamped
under raging torrents. A man was
carried over the side, his despairing
cry unheard, the going of him almost
unseen. Only a few minutes afterwards
another of the crew vanished.
Harry himself. in an unguarded

moment, was plucked away and actually
borne overboard, to flounder on the crest
of a wave. But by some chance he was
carried back to the deck like so much
flotsam and tossed breathlessly into tho
scupper, whence he dragged liimself

with an effort.

Down in the privacy of his cabin
Ben Arnold stood propped against a
table, his eyes fixed on a barometer
that was swinging like a pendulum
against the wall. He was staring at it

in a scai-ed fashion when Arlene
stumbled into his presence.

They had both left for fhoir ow!i
quarters shortly after the "doctored"
chart had been handed back to Bonnie.
But Arlene had found it impossible to

remain alone. She felt faint and ill

—
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sicli as nuicli from fear as wiih (lie

[)ilcliing of tlic boiit.

"Ben I" she faltorecl. "Thij ^torrn is

toiiil>le !"

'Yeah, and tliere's worse to come,"
AriioUl told iier giimly. "It's a twister

all right.'"

"That's what Bull said," Ailene
Iiarited. "1 just saw him at the foot

ol the companion-way. He was headed
for the deck."
At that moment BdU was moving

towards the bridge, his liead lowered
and his massive .shoulders hunched as

lie battled forward against the hurri-

cane. A burst of lightning showed him
another figure close by—a figure even
more gigantic tlian his own. It was
that of C'chu, the giant Negro who had
been Professor Adams' guide on
Danger Island.

Cebu had come up from below, his

primitive mind appalled by the extrava-

tfaiit rocking of the shii). For one brief

instant Bull gained an impression of the

blade fellow's blundering form, and then
both he and Cebu were overwhelmetl
by an avalance of water that broke over
the ves-sel's bow.
Bull managed to seize a hand-rail

aiid hang on like grim deatli, though
it seemed to liim that the entire Boutli

Atlantic Ocean was striving to tear him
away. Then the pressure ceased, and
he was left bruised, breathless and
(henchwi.
Cebu had gone, his black body van-

io-hing into the storm-racked niglit and
the frenzied sea. In the same in-

stant one of the lifeboats had been
wrenched from the ship's side, and its

empty davits ofTered mute testimony of

the tremendous strain and pres«\n'e

against whieh Bull had maintained his

grasp.

Another vivid stab of lightning

showed him the figure of Harry
I)rake. and he stumbled along to hftn

ana faced )iim in the jiartial shelter of

a burst weather-cloth.
Bull had to raise his voice to a yell

to make himself audible, arid at the

s;imo time a lurch of the ship nearly

threw him off his feet, so that lie had
• to clutch at Harry to steady ]iim.-elt.

" Wliy don't you heave-to before you
lose all yofir hands and the sliip as

well?" he shouted stridently.

Harry's answer came through the

clamour of the storm.
"I'm running this ship!" lie roared.

" Vou get back to your quarters, where
you belong—or I'll throw you in the

brig down below and have you put in

irons! Go on—get back to your
caliin !"

Bull snarled something that was lost

in the howl of the wind, and then
reeled back towards his quarters. He
paused on the way to tliem, liowever,

and turned a.side into Ben Arnold's
cabin.

"Hallo," said Arnokl liuskily. "How-
are things up there, Bull?"
"Plenty bad," was tlie grull' answer.

"Drake won't turn the ship."
"What does that mean. Bull?'"

Avlene interposed, in an anxious tone.
The ras(ally mate scowled.
"If ye ask me." he ground out, "it

iTieans that we're sunk unless some-
thing Jiappens to Drake. Our bc-st

chance is that he's carried overboard!"

Overboard !

WITH the cliait in her possession
Bonnie liad gone to her state-

room, which was situated next
to Ben Arnold's, and the storm was at
its height when she was joined by her
Uncle Anthony.
"I should think we're weathering one
Dvopniticr 5tli, 1931.
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of tlie worst storms it would be pos-
sible to encounter," said the doctor.
"I decide I'd better come along and
keep you company, in case you were
frightened, my dear."
"Oh, I am. Uncle Anthonj-," Bonnie

told him tremulously. "I'm terribly

afraid. What's going to happen to

us?'"

"We'll have to brave it out, Bonnie
hope for the best. There's one thing
we can be tliankful for. We have a
capable officer in control."
The words were hardly spoken before

ho realised that his opinion of Harry
Drake's seamanship was unwittingly
being called in question. For, having
left the door of Bonnie's state-room
wide open, he now heard the voice of
Bull Black.
"I'm tellin' you Drake's stubborn-

ness will have us all at the bottom o'

the sea," the ex-mate was saying to
Arleno and Ben Arnold. " There's
three men gone over already!"
"What do you mean?" the voice of

Arnold demanded.
"What I say," came the reply.

"Three men washed over the side an'

gone to Davy Jones' locker—one o'

them Cebu the nigger. Drake will be
next if he stays where he is!"

The grim prophecy did not escape
Bonnie's ears, and she uttered a sharp
cry.

" Uncle ' Anthony, you heard that!"
she gasped. "I'm going to reason with
Captain Drake. He mustn't throw away
his life!"

"Bonnie!" the doctor jerked, trying
to restrain her as she made for the open
doorway. But she evaded his hand and
sped towards the deck.

Bonnie reached the deck with lier

uncle stumbling along in pursuit. The
wind caught her a solid buffet that
almost hurled her to the slippery boards,

but she pushed on determinedly, now
forced to an uncertain standstill as the
prow became tilted high above her.

now nmning forward sharply as it dipped
suddenly into a trough of the angi-y

sea.

Dr. Adams emerged to find himself
enveloped in the storm-rent darkness.

"Bonnie!" he called shrilly.

"Bonnie! Come back!"
The hurricane sti'angled liis voice, and

though only ten paces from him, the

girl caught not a single syllable. But
by pure chance she turned her head,

and in the same moment a flash of light-

ning threw a quivering, unholy glare

over sky, sea and ship.

Bonnie saw a towering wall of water
swooping on the vessel, like a grim
cliff suddenly undermined so that its

rim was toppling towards its base. It

struck the Lottie Carson a blow that

sent a shudder through the vessel

from stem to stern.

The ship reeled under the impact. An
avalanche of water poured furiously

across her deck* and it seemed as it

the sea must engulf her. Dr. Adams
was flung down, then lifted on high and
carried off by the .surge—swept ruth-

lessly into the deep to disappear amid
a welter of foam.

Clinging to a rope, Bonnie uttered

a horrified scream. The wind snatched
her voice and carried it to a figure in

oilskins standing near the bridge. It

was the figure of Harry Drake, and as

he heard tlic girl's cry the Englishman
wheeled with a startled exclamation.

In the swift-fading glow of the light-

ning flash he caught sight of her, and
regardless of the risk he was runtiiug

in abandoning his hold on the rail of

(Continned on page SB.)
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"WILD HORSE."
I

I (Conticucd i'rom page 19.) I

All unknown to him a face pocicd
in at the window—ths face of Gil
Davis. His eyes were gleaming greedily
a.s he saw the bandit draw out the
wallet and looked at the dollar bills

inside. He stolo round to the door
and stood, pressing baek to the side ait

the cabin witli his six-shooter in his

hand.

"Stick 'om up!" he snarled as
Hank Howard stepped across the
threshold. The bandit's hand shot above
his head as ho felt the muzzle of the
gun in the small of his back.
"Hand me that wallet," came the

next order.

"What's the idea?" growled
Howard.
"Never you mind," snarled Davis,

jabbing harder with the gun. "Do as
I say. Come on, hand it over !"

Howard was forced to obey, and as
Davis took the wallet, he reversed liis

gun and brougiit the butt smashing
down on tho bandit's head. With a
groan Howard pitched forward, rolled
off tho veranda and lay still. Davis
looked down at his victim with a sneer.

"Thiuiks," ho .said. " You"re a line

bank robber, you arc I"

He went round tho side of the cabin,
and appeared a moment later mounted
on his bronc. He took a trail that
would lead him through u deep canyon
and so clear of the hills.

Jim sat his horse on tho brow of a
hill, an interested spectator of the
drama that had been enacted at the
cabin, and as ho saw the direction that
Davis took, he cluicklod.

"Come on, bronc," he said, shaking
the reins. "We'll take the short cut
and get him as he comes outta the
canyon."
Uo turned liis horso and rode

Icuther-to-sjilit for tho other end of the
canyon. He came to it over the brow
of a hill and slithered his bronc down
the almost sheer side, risking his neck
every inch of the way, but his bronc,
with a surc-footedness that, cqiiiilled u
goat's, brought him safely to the
bottom.
Swinging himself out of the saddle,

li.' took his lariat and concealed his

bronc in a clum)) of mesquite. Then,
climbing a tree, ho stretched out on a
bough that overhung tho trail, and
waited for his quarry.

Five minutes later tho clip-clop of

hoofs told him that Davis was approach-
ing, and he quietly shook out the coils

of his lariat. The hoof-beats grew
louder, and a moment later Davis rode
into view round a corner, all uncon-
scious of the waiting cowboy. He
passed directly under the bough and the
noose of the lariat dropped and .settled

neatly over his shoulders, pinioning his

arms to his side. Next second he was
jilucked clean out of the saddle, and as

.Jim made a turn or two round the
bough with the rope, he was left

dangling .some six feet from the ground.

"Well. Davis," drawled Jim, "I've
got you!"
"Let me down, let' me down," cried

Davis, glanein^f up at Jim's grinning
face. "I didn't kill your partner. 1

bwearl didn't!"
"I know different, you lyin' skunk!"

Jim's eyes were blazing. "And you'll

stop there until you say so."
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"But I didn't kill him, I didn't."

Davis was almost whimpering.

"You'll stay there until you confess,

Davis." Jim calmly rolled himself a

cigarette and lit it. "You can please

yourself. I don't mind if we stay here
for a week—but you're goin' to

confess
!"

The posse, led by the sherift' and his

deputy, were scouring the hills in

search of Hank Howard, and their

course took them to the cabin. As they
nearcd it a figure was seen to rise to
his feet and stagger about in a dazed
condition.

"It's Hank Howard, boys!"' cried the

sheriff. "Come on, we've got him at

last!"

They rode up, and before the dazed
bank robber could put up any resist-

ance, the manacles were on his wrists.

"Come on," said the sheriff.

"Where's the cash?"

"I haven't got it," snarled the cap-
tured man. "A guy laid me out and
took it from me."
The sheriff was sceptical, but the

dazed condition of Howaixl and the
bump on the back of his head was
almost convincing evidence.

"Well, let's get back to town," he
said. And with one of the posse bring-
ing up Howard's horse, the party moved
off down tho trail taken by Davis not
half an hour before.

Jim heard the approach of ibe posse
before they came into view, an<l he
drew his six-gun in readiness.

The sheriff came round the bend in
tho trail, and as ho caught sight of
Davis hanging from the bough of the
tree ho drew his bronc to a halt.

"What's the idea?" he gasped, then
drew nearer, with his posse close behind
him.
"That's far enough!" came a grim

voice from the foliage of the tree.

"What's goin' on here?" growled the
.sheriff, pulling his horse to a halt.
"What's the idea of using Davis to
decorate the landscape like this?"
"Just a new idea of gettin' a rotten

skunk to confess a crime!" came that
gijin voice from the foliage above their
heads.

" What crime's that ? The only crime
he's committed that I know of is' bolting
from the arena the day of the rodeo "

"Cut me down, sheriff!" groaned
Davis, breaking in on the sheriff.

"Don't touch him," Jim swung off
the bough and dropped to the ground.
"Tliat's the man that killed my part-
ner, Skeeter Burke!"
"He's lying!" cried Davis. "He

killed him himself and is tryiu' to put
the blame on me."
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"That's right." Everybo<ly turne'd

to \\heio J lank Howard was sitting

quietly on his horse. "I saw that
skunk shcot the man in the cabin."

"You saw it?" gasped Jim.

"Yeah!" replied Howaitl. "1 was
lookin' in at the window and saw him
plug your partner after a fight!"

"That's pretty convincing, ain't it,

sheriff'?"" asked Jim.

"Y'^es, I reckon it is," replied tho
sheriff. "Put the irons on Davis,
fellers, and we'll get goin'. I shall

want you down at the office to testify

to-morrow, Jim."

"Okay," was all Jim said, and he
watched the sheriff leading Davis oft"

to the gaol, his vengeance complete.

It was several weeks later. Gil Davis
had been convicted of first degree mur-
der, and was shortly to pay tho full

penalty for his crime. Jim Wright sat

in tho middle of the largest corral at
Colonel Hall's ranch, with an apple
balanced on his head and a beautiful

white stallion gently nuzzling the fruit.

"Go on, old devil boss," said Jim.
"Take the darned thing!"

The Devil was a devil no longer, for

Jim, with infinite patience, had trained
the wild hor^e to forget its liatred of
mankind. At least, of one, and that
was himself, for should anybody try to

sit on its back, then the Devil lived up
to its name, and became once more as

fierce as it was the day that Jim cap-

turned it up in the hills.

The horse took tho applo and
munched it contentedly. There was a
sudden burst of girlish laughter, and
Jim turned his Jiead to see Alice
perched on the rail, watching him.

With a grin, Jim hurried over to her
and sat by her side on the rail.

"What do you think of the Devil
now, Alice?" he asked.
"He's fine!" cried Alice. "He's

almost nice enough to kiss."

"Well," growled Jim, "he's not
goin' to get a kiss fj;om you, but I'll

take his place "

The Devil broke in on .Tim, for with
his head he pushed Jim and Alice off

tho rail to the ground. Jim sat up
and, his arm round Alice's waist, gazed
up at the hor.se.

"All right, you Devil," he said with
a grin. "I don't want any hcfp from
you!"

And he kissed Alice, while the Devil
lifted up its head and neighed shrilly.

(By permission of the Universal Pic-

tures, Ltd., starring Hoot Gibson and

Alberta Vaughn.)

"Put up that gun,
Wrii^ht," said the
sheriff, "and we'll
thrash this matter
out peaceable."

.Jim put his gun
away and the sheriff
ordered one of his

men to let Davis
down. Tho man
rode forward and
Davis sat on his

bronc's back.

"He's the mur-
derer, .sheriff, right
enough," ground
out .Jim, pointing to

Davis, who was
almost on the point
of collapse.
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t "THE SECRET SIX."
t (Continued from page 13.)

case against this public menace.
;Scorpio'3 re-arrest would promptly
' follow, and nothing, not even the
i pleading of his counsel, would save
him.
Amid a perfect hubbub of sound the

court was cleared, and Metz, shouting
wildly, hurling threats at the heads of
those who had "framed" him, was
Jiauled to the cells in the grip of four
><iniformed officers.

"Darned clever the way you fixed it,

Newton," Scorpio wliLsj^ered in the

crook lawyer's ear.

' "You think so?" Newton scowled at

him, once again resenting the familiar
\i3e of his name. Almost he wished he
liad made no attempt on Scorpio's be-

half in this trial, that he had left him
to be found guilty. But the parting of

the ways was near at hand. The crook
lawyer was resolved to wait till the
gang had made a really big pile from
trie sale of their illicit liquor and then
to walk out on Scorpio and the others,

taking every cent with him. "But
you're not out of the wood yet, let me
tell you. Metz will swear it was yon
who was responsible for those murders
and then you'll be re-arrested."

" Yeah." Scorpio grinned easily.

"Well, you'll have a darned fine chance
to use your wits again to get me off.

!huh?"
Newton shrugged his slioulders non-

committally as he turned to leave the
now almost deserted court.

BOY'S CINEMA
" Into the Net."

THAT night the ex-captain of police
called a meeting of the Secret
Six. Once again Scorpio had

escaped justice; the time was now ripe
for them to take the law into their
own hands. The ruthless gangster who
terrorised the town from end to lud
mu.'^fc be -exterminated forthwith. It

was. the only way to get rid of such a
deadly menace.

"Gentlemen, I suggest that we raid
this brute's place to-night. Are you all

in agreement?" Each of the six nodded
his head, and the ex-police captain
smiled grimly. "Very well. I have
enlisted twenty of my late subordinates,
fearless officers who'll follow me into
that don of vice, who'll not hesitate to
shoot down Scorpio and any other
member of his vile gang that we happen
to find there. I have enlisted the aid,
too, of this young fellow." He pointed
to Carl Pasher, who sat in a chair
listening intently to the ex-captain's
words. "He is Carl Pasher of the
' Jixaminer,' as I believe all of you are
aware, and in addition to the fact that
he is an.xious to liave a hand in this
affair, becau.se he was the friend of
poor Tarry, lie will be most usefid to
us as he Iniows every inch of Scorpio's
place."

"Splendid," one of the masked men
approved. " And we wish you every
success in your mission, captain."

For some minutes longer they con-
versed togetlier, then the meeting broke
up. the cx-police captain going off with
Carl to pick up his men and to make
final and complete arrangements for the
proposed raid.

It camo in the region of one o'clock
in the morning when .Scorpio, Newton
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and Nick Mizosk! were in the former's
sitting-room above the restaurant, drink-
ing their own bootlegger whisky and
discussing orders that were to be de-
livered the next night.

The report of a shot, followed by the
tinkling of broken glass brought all

three leaping to their feet in sudden
panic.

"What the lieck was that?" A3
Scorpio whipped out his automatic there
came the unmistakable crackle of gun-
fire down in the street, again followed
by the shattering of glass. His face con-
torted with a wild fury, eyes gleaming
with the light of a maniac, Scorpio
rushed to the window and peered out,
only to jump back the very next second
as the Avindow was smashed by a bullet
which, narrowly missing his head,
thudded into the wall opposite. ''Blazes,
it'.s- a police raid, and that measly i-at

of a captain that we fired is leading
them ! My heavens, but I'll make the
little swine pay for this—and pay
dearly

!"

"Don't be a darned fool!"' Newton
laughed contemptuously as he hastily

snatched up his hat, rammed it on his

head, then picked up his walking-stick.
" Suppose you're going to fight the whole
blamed crowd of them single-handed,
eh?"
He moved quickly towards the door,

through which Nick Mizoskn had scuttled

a moment before, intent only upon
escape.

"Better beat it, Scorpio." Newton
looked back from the doonvay with
strangely gleaming eyes. The parting
of the ways had been reached, and the

crook lawyer thrilled at the knowledge
that in his pockets were the entire

takings of the gang for the past week

—

the money that was tins night to have
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been shared out between Scorpio,

Mizoslci and hiinself. "Let me tell jou
something. This is an organised raid.

You know what that fool cop said that

night. He told us that we hadn't seen

the last of him. If I'm not mistaken
they intend to shoot you on eight. Heat-

that ?'•'—as there came a loud shattering

o£ glass from below. "They're smash-

ing a way into the place. Best beat it

while there's time—and don't stop till

you're right out of town or it might be

unhealthy for you. Make for Chicago
—I'll meet you there at Paul Lucas'

place, then we'll
"

^
He broke off as there drifted up frcjhi

below the sound of heavy feet crossing

the reetaurant. Next second he had
darted from the room, making for the

back of the premises. Like lightning

Scorpio went after him, but not till

Newton had descended two flights of

narrow stairs and entered an under-

ground cellar where the gang had their

"still" did he catch up with the crook

lawyer.

"Say, Newton!" Scorpio grabbed him
roughly by the arm and swung him
round. "That money—our takings. I

want my share."

"Confound you, there's no time to

stop for that now." Eyes gleaming
fiercely, Newton shook ofl Scorpio's

hand. "The cops'll be after us in a

moment. Can't you hear them stamp-

ing up above ? You know what I said

—

meet me "

"I'll have that money now!" Scorpio

interrupted violently, his hand tighten-

ing on the gun he held. "You see,

Newton, I'm not going to risk you
double-crossing me."

But Newton made no answer. Tliore

came the .sound of many feet descending
the staiK that led to the cellar, and
turning suddenly lie ran towards a door

some few yards away. Next second,

murder gleaming from the depths of his

eyes, Scorpio swung up his revolver,

levelling it dead at Newton's back.

The cra-sh of the shot was followcfl

instantly by a choking gasp as tlic crook

lawyer pitched forward on his face, then

came a hideous laugh from the killer

that died suddenly in his throat as he
heard voices shouting from the stairs

behind him.

Taking to his heels, he ran to the door

o;i tlie far side of the cellar, but even as

he tiung it open his pursuers burst into

the place. There came the crash of a

shot—the thud of a bullet hitting the

wall very near to him, and his gun
slipped from his hand. All at once the

bravado in Scorpio went from him, leav-

ing him white and scared. Quickly he
leapt from the cellar, slamming the door
behind him. Up a flight of stairs he
went, through a door that opened out

on to an iron stairway that was intendefi

lor use in case of fire. Up this he raced

two steps at a time, with the sound of

pursuing feet dinning in his ears.

Presently he came to a window, and,

feverishly raising the sash, he hastily

flung a leg over the sill.

"What the blazes d'you want, Scor-

pio?" Pearl Peach looked at him from
beneath narrowed eyelids. She was
arrayed in a dressing-gown, ready for

bed.

"The cops—they're after me!" Fear-
fully Scorpio pointed out of the window.
"Peaches, for the love of Heaven, help
me^.save me!"
A 4t''ange gleam showed instantly in

the gill's eyes.

"Sure I will, Slaughterhouse! Quick,
into this cupboard and leave all to me."
She quickly flung open a cupboard door
in a corner of her bed-room, and, as
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Scorpio, his face white as death, sprang
inside, she closed the door and locked

it. Then into her face came a look of

triumph. "Ah, ha, I've got you at

last. Slaughterhouse—got you just as

I said I'd get you for killing Johnny
Franks!" she shrilled hysterically.

In the cupboard Scorpio heard those

grim words, and he trembled violently.

They sounded his death-knell, and he
knew it. Bare seconds later and the

police were in the room and he was
dragged from the cupboard at the point

of the gun.

"Hold 'em up!" came the harsh voice

of one of the officere. "That's right.

Ah, so we've got you at last, Tony
Scorpio, just where we want you. But
this time there'll be no getting out of it.

You killed Newton—we were just in

time to witness your very last crime."

An unmistakable click, and manacles
fettered cruel, murderous hands. Then
Scorpio was marched avray with
Peaches' hysterical laugh of triumph
dinning in his ears—was marched away
this time to stand trial for the murder
of Newton, which resulted in him being
found guilty and sentenced to death.

So the Chair claimed Scorpio, the
killer, and with his demise gjangster rule

was completely obliterated in the town
of Centro—a fact that was almost en-

tirely duo to the pluck and determina-
tion of the now reinstated captain of

police and those lion-hearted business

men, the Secret Six.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures, Ltd., starring Wallaces Beery,
Lewis Stone and Marjorle Rambeau.)
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GRAND COMPLETE FILM NOVELS.

Robert Montgomery and Irene Furcell

in

" THE MAN IN POSSESSION."
Sent to prison {or a minor oSence, a young man
is spurned by his family and goes forth to earn
bis living. He becomes a baihR and is put in

charge of the home of a hard-up, beautiful ,and
daring young woman.

" POLITICS."

Two women dabble in politics and clean up a
town. Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, the

screen's funniest pair, in a riot oE mirth

" YOUNG SINNERS."
A young girl of seventeen is enjoying life to the
full when she meets the spoiled and dissatisfied

son of a millionaire. At last the father of
the boy takes spartan action and to the snow-
clad Adirondack Mountains the youngster
fights for bis manhood. Starring Thomas
Meighan, Dorothy Jordan, and Hardie Albright.

Don't miss this splendid issue of out companion
paper

ff
'' SCREEN STORIES.
On Sale Wednesday, Price 2i

(Continued from page 2.)

A Clever Fake.

Now that many of you have seen
"Hell's Angels " there can be no harm
in disclosing that a real Zeppelin was
not used in the spectacular scene of the
bombing raid over London.
Howard Hughes, the director, who

had already spent several thousands of

pounds on the purchase of aeroplanes
alone could have had a real Zeppeliu
had he wanted one. He is a nuilti-

millionaire, and the cost would not have
bothered him. But there would have
been insuperable difficulties in the way
of filming the scene as shown in the pic-

ture. The only effective method, there-

fore, lay in using a model of the great

air ship. So one was made to scale

and he then rented the hangar at

Arcadia, near Los Angeles, and turned
it into a studio.

Stretching almost diagonally across

half the length of the building, he next
had rigged up on high a sturdy steel

cable from which the Zeppelin could be
moved up or down or from side to side

as recpiired. All round and close to the

roof, balconies were erected for tha
cameramen to film the action from dif-

ferent angles.

The clouds through which the Zeppelin
is seen emerging on the screen were
chemically produced, and the model was
slowly drawn through the thick vapour.
All this was comparatively easy with
what followed, when the Zeppelin was
attacked by an aeroplane and fell a mass
of flames. This, the most difficult scene
of all, had to be done by double exposure
when two objects arc photographed
separately and later shown in the same
scene.

A miniature aeroplane, twenty-four
inches ill size, wa« built and sSvung from
a wire against a black background. Its

movements w-ere filmed by a high-speed
camera, and the undeveloped negative
was then rewound into the camera maga-
zine and the picture of the Zeppelin
slowly recorded on the same film. Then
lilming was stopped and begun again
when the model was sprayed with kero-

sine oil and set alight. The interior

views of tlie "Zepp " were just studio

sets.

Slim Summerville's Prank.

It is not generally known that Slim
Summcrville. who enlivens many a pic-

ture with his comed}% was at one time
called "The Keystone cutup." Tl>at was
in the days when he acted under Mack
Seiuiett with the late Mabel Normand
and Polly Moran.
Slim was always a fellow for playing

pranks on others in the studio until his

last trick eiuled in disaster and caused
him to ttnii over a new leaf. Polly
Moran, too, was not averse from a prac-
tical joke, though one day it seemed to

Slim that she had played lather a mean
one on him. So he decided to get even
and took Mabel into his confidence. She
agreed to help him. It was arranged
that Slim should climb to the top of the
studio gate with a pail of water. Mabel
consented to signal to him when Poll.v

was passing underneath. The pail of

water would complete the act.

But even a joke has a way of going
wrong at times, and this one certainly

did. Mabel signalled as agreed. Mack
Setmett was also entering at the moment
and being in a hurry happened to get
in front of Polly. The pail of water
was overturned and completelv r\iitied

December 5th, 1931.
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his new liat as well as dioiu-liiiig lilm
to the skin. It was a very frightened-
looking Slim who came down from his
perch above the gate, and it was a
long time before he played any more
pranks.

Answers to Questions.

C'livc Brook was born in London on
June 1st, 1891, Frank (London, N.), and
was educated at Dulwidi Collogo. For
some timo afterwards lie worked as a
journalist, and then enlisted when the
war broke out. On his return) to civilian
life he doeidixl to try the stage, and the
success lie achieved resulted in liis being
offered filiri work in British productions,
the first of which was "Trent's Last
Case." His talking film career was
begun in America, where he has ap-
peared in "Slightly Scarlet," "Any-
body's Woman," "East Lynue," "Scan-
dal Sheet," his latest release, and
others.

I
"DANGER ISLAND."

I
I (ContiDued Erom page 24.) I

the bridge-ladder, ho staggered in her
direction.

Wading knee-deep in the wash that
swirled over the decks, he reached hor
side and took hold of her oven as

another wave broke over the ship. It

was not so heavy as the one that had
hui'led Dr. Adams to his doom, and he
managed to brace himself against it, at

the same time supporting Bonnie.

"Uncle Antliony!" she kept sobbing.
"Oh, Uncle Anthony!"

'"Bonnie," Harry panted, "what are
ypu doing liere ? You've no right to

BOY'S CINEMA

be out on deck I I'm going to take you
to your cabin."
She did not seem to hear him.
"L'ncle Anthony," she crie<l dis-

tractedly. "Uncle Anthony! He's gone,
captain!"

"Gone!" Harry ejaculated tersely.

"Good heavens, you don't mean that
Dr. Adams has "

"Gone!"' came the voice of Bonnie in

a high-pitched moan. "Gone over-
board !"

The tragedy of it dumbfounded Harry
for the moment. Bonnie's father draw-
ing his last breath aboaixl ship less than
twenty-four hours since, and now her
uncle a victim of the storm—lost in the
immensity of the raging South Atlan-
tic, beyond all possible aid

!

Meanwhile, up in the wheel-house, the
helmsman was steering doggedly, guid-
ing the vessel through the fury of the
hurricane.
He was shut in alone with the flicker-

ing light of the binnacle; shut in, too,

with the grim fear that the wheel-house
might at any instant be wrencJied away
under the battering of those terrific

seas which were hurling tliemselvcs over
the ship.

The helmsman was. Collins, and his

face was damp with the sweat of sus-

pense. He could hear the rhasses of

water pouring on top of the structure
in which he .=;tood, and every cra.'h tliat

shook the bridge set his ragged nerves
on edge. He was almost at the break-
ing point, and ready to drop with
fatigue and anxiety.

His duty was plain, and he stuqk to

his post like a man. But he wondered
dismally if his existence had been for-

gotten, or if any of his shipmates still

survived to remember him.
Harry Drake was thinking of Colling,

Every Tuesday

and realised that ho had been at the
wheel for a considerable time before
the breaking of the storm.
The fellow had had a long spell, and

must be near the end of his tether. He
ought to be relieved immediately and
sent below for some well-earned rest,

but before the change could be effected
it was necessary to hurry Bonnie Adam^
to a place of comparative safety.
''This way!" gasped Harry, urging

her across tlie deck. "I'm going to
take you to your state-room, Mis.-i

Bonnie, and you've got to stay there!"

The tumult of the storm reached a
crescendo as they slithere<l aft, the
wind howling its loudest and the thun-
der pealing like a cannonad*. Once
more there was a bur.st qf lightuiUfC.
and once more it revealed a moun-
tainous sea bearing down on the Lottiu
Cai"son.

The barrier of water dashed into tJv-<

ship. It was as if the Lottie Carson
had thrown herself at the foot of a
cataract, and the crushing weight of it

descended on man and girl.

They were thrown off their feet and
then snatched up by the torrent, even
as Dr. Adams had been. Bonnie was
half-torn from Harry's grasp, but he
clutched her again and secure<l his hold
on her. Next second the two of them
were being swept headlong from the
port side to the stai-board.

A feeling of stark helplessness and
despair gripped Harry. . His own fata
and the fate of the girl in his arms were
beyond all human intervention, and
they were at the mercy of the sea.

(Don't miss the next thrilling «pisoda
of this grand serial next week. By per-
mission of Universal Pictures, Ltd.,
starring Kenneth Harlan and Luc<ll<

Brown.)
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"The Man at 6."

Frank Pine, Gerald Rawlin-
soi) ; Sybil Vane, Anne Grey;
George VVoliner, Charles Far-

icll ; Chief-inspector Dawford.
John Turnbull ; Sergeant
Hogan, Arthur Stratton ; Sir

Joseph Pine, Herbert Ross;

Campbell Eflwards, Lester

Matthews; Joiluia Atkinson,

Kennetir Kove ; Mrs. Cnnuner-
patch, Minnie Rayner.

NEXT WEEK^S GRAND XMAS NUMBER.

" Larceny Lane."

]5crt Harris, James Cagney

;

Anne Roberts, Joan Blondeli;

Dapper Dan Barker, Louis

Calhern; Helen, Nool Francis;

Joe Reynolds, Raymond Mii

land; Colonel Bellofk, William
Bnrress; Mrs. Snyder, Maude
Eburno.

Level-Crossing Thrill.

The iniiabitants of Beau-
mont Hall, a picturesque vil-

lage near Redbourne on the

Heniel Hempstead road, can
no longer say that "nothing
ever happens " in their little

part of the world. For they
were given a thrill such as

they will long remember.
It happened through Lupine

Lane, the director of the new
B.LP. film, "The Love Race,"
choosing the site as a location

for a thrilling episode. And
this ie what the villagers saw.

A taxi containing two men
rushing down a hill at breakneck speed

towards the level-crossing the gates of

which had just been closed. At the

same time an L.M.S. train came speed-

ing towards the spot. At one of the

gates .stood a policeman frantically wav-

ing his arms in the endeavour to stop

the car. The villagers stood still and
ga.sped. It seemed as if nothing could

stop a frightful collision before their

eyes. Then came a crash as the taxi

tore through the nearest gate, fla.sLed

across the rails and then went through
the second gate only just in time as

the train now roared past.

The thrill had been carefully planned
down to the smallest detail so that a
real accident should be avoided. The
speed of the train had been worked out
as well as that of the taxi, and the

weight of the latter had also to be taken
into consideration owing to the vehicle

having to break through the gates.

Stanley Lupino and Jack Hobbs were
the two occupants of the taxi, and the

experience was a thrill for them as well

as for the villagers.

"CAUGHT PLASTERED."
Tommy and Egbert, two down-and-out comedians, undeitake to

run a derelict drug store tor a little old lady and bring about
the downiall of a bootleeger. A delighifal comedy, with

complications and laughs galore.

" A HANDFUL OP CLOUDS."
He wanted to be boss of ganglani!, eventually attained his
ambition, then decided to quit—but there was no turning hack.
Athrill-loadedc ookdiama,starring Lew Ayres and Robert Elliott.

ALSO
The fourth episode of our amazing new serial :

" DANGER ISLAND."
Tell all your friends not to miss this bumper Christmas Number.

cutthroats that had ever col-

lected. They comprised flat-

nosod, ebony-skinned negroes
stripped to the waist, Chinese,
half-castes and white men of
several nationalities, somo
with broken noses and others
with scarred faces. These
men had been recruited from
the lowest dens of dockland to

appear as the mutinous crow
of a steamer, which, in the
storj- of the film, is carrying a
number of European pas-
sengers when it is captured by
Cliincse pirates.

The leader of this motley
gang is George Cristian, a
well-known colourc_d bo.xer,

w lio, after a strenuous fight

with Frank Pcrfitt, the cap-
tain of the ship, confessed
that he felt quite as bruised
and shaken as ho did after
fighting Jack Dempscy in 191.7.

More recently Cristian had
acted as sparring partner to
Schmeling, Carpentier and
other well-known figures in
the bo.xing world.

Filmed Three Times.
"The White M.m," which i.s Warner

Baxter's latest, was originally called

"The Squaw Man," and it may be in-

teresting to know that this is the third

time it has filmed. As "The Squaw
Man," it waa first .screened in 1913 with
December 12tli, 1»31.

the late Dustin Farnum as the star. He
was paid £1,250 for his role. The story

was again brought to the screen in 1918,

and this time the leading role was filled

by Elliott Dexter,

In Search of a Storm.
Going to sea to look for a storm.

This is what the Rogina Films unit did

for the purpose of filming a storm scene

for "The Verdict of the Sea." Manu-
facturing a storm on land would not
have been quite so realistic, and so the

c-ompany set sail from Falmouth on the

S.S. Capri, a 3,000 tons cargo boat. For
days they voyaged in the Channel, off

Cornwall, and then on to the Scilly and
Balearic Islands. There were some
beautiful backgrounds to bo seen, but
of storms there was none.
In despair the Capri was turned

towards the Atlantic, and there off

Ushant a real "snorter " was encoun-
tered. Huge waves dashed across the

deck and gave the company all the

"atmosphere " they wanted, plus a good
drenching. The film voyage lasted five

weeks, for only two or three hours a

day could be used for filming owing to

the varying light and weather.

Cut-Throat Crew of a Film.

Had you been at Elstree during the

making of "Tin Gods," j-ou would have
seen the most murdeious looking set of

First British Talkie Serial.

One good result of the in-

vasion of American film, pro-
ducing companies is shown in

the making of "Llovd of the

C.I.D.." the first British serial

talkie by Mutual Pictures for

Universal. It is packed full of

excitement, much of which is

provided by Sam Lee and
Adrian Gilbert, the two stunt actors.

In one scene Lee had to be knocked
through some banieters, turn a complete
somer.sault and fall heavily on the floor

some thirty f«et below. He did all this

as arranged, and when the camera had
stopped furring, he calmly picked him-
self up and walked quietly away.

Adrign Gilbert bad to drive a small

saloon car at thirty miles an hour into

a steam wagon lumbering along at the

rate of fifteen miles an hour. He was
supposed to be kidnapping Janice Adair,
but her place in this par-ticular stunt was
mercifully taken by a dunnny. Gilbert
chove into the steam wagon in great
style, completely wrecking the car, and
though very much shaken bv the impact
was able to exh-icate himself unscathed.

Answers to Questions.

While I verv much appreciate your in-

terest in the 6oy"s Cinema. L. K. (Conis-

ton, Ontario), I am sorry it is not pos-

sible to reprint any back numbers of the

papei". Only three months' issue.* are
kept in stock, so if at any time you re-

quire any issues within that period, it

will ba best to write early to the Boy's
ClNBMA, Back Number Dept.. Bear
Alley, Farringdon Street. London,
E.C.'4. Tho price of a single copy is

3d,, including postage.
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In a lonely country house a strange drama is enacted. A Scotland Yard detective is

called in to probe the mystery. What happened to the jewelled chessmen and who was
the man at 6 ? Starring Gerald Rawlinson and Anne Grey.

Visitors at " The Gables."

REMOTE and quiet in the midst of
its Linkcmpt and ncgloctod grounds
stood a'.\ ancient nianor-liousc

known as tlic Gables, once tlie dwelling-
place of a fajnily of distinguished
lineage, a family that had fallen upon
evil days. The eld iiousc had at last

been sold, and it came into the posses-
sion of a certain ;\lis. Rowson, who
lived a-' a recluse v.ithin its walls.

Few of the inhabitants of the neigh-
bourhood had any knowledge of the new
owner of the Gables, beyond the bare
fact tliat she was an elderly widow with-
out children. She was never seen outside
the house, not even in the grounds, and,
except for one constant visitor, no one
over called upon her. Two servants she
liad, a grim old man called Jenkins, the
butler, and a charwoman who went to the
bouse three times a week, but rarely saw
her employer.

Yet one evening the almost deserted
house became the scone of a most un-
usual activity, and stranger after
.stranger came up tho grass-grown
avenue to its door. The first arrival
was a tall young woman clad in a heavy
dark cloa'k, wearing a fur round her
neck, and licr way of approach did not
suggest that she had been invited to
call.

The night was dark and cold, for the
month was December. Yet the girl
prowled surreptitiously round the house
before she approached the front door,
nnd for some minutes she concealed her-
self behind a clump of trees, watching
the dark and silent building intently. At
last she stepped out of her hiding-place
and walked quietly up to tho front
entrance.

Cautiously she pushed at the door,
which was not quite closed. It opened
noiselessly, but .the girl did not enter at

once. She totik an electric torch from
her bag. and by its light she saw that
several .steps led down into a large hall.

Descending the steps, she glanced round
quickly, and then walking a few paces
forward she stood still to listen for any
indication that her entrance had been
observed by anyone in the house.

No sound came save the ticking of a
large clock in one corner, and soon the
light of the torch was flickering here
and there as tho girl made a rapid
survey of the hall. Presently she stooped
to pick up an envelope which lay on the
floor near a small table. Looking at tho
outside, she saw tliat it was addressed
to "George W'olmer, Esq.," and that it

was unsealed.

Again she stood still and listened care-
fully. Then, apparently satisfied, she
drew a sheet of paper from the enve-
lope and read the words written upon
it.

The unsealed letier was certainly a
very puzzling document, and a frown
of perplexity spread over the girl's face
as she studied it.

"Dear Friend,—By the time you get
this I shall liave gone. Do what you
like to Jenkins. He hates you too much
to tell you anything. Farewell.

"Elizabeth Rowson."

Tho girl read tlirough this strange
document, stood in thought for a
moment, and then deliberately walked
across the hall and switched on tlie

electric light. She turned to the table,
on which she had noticed some writing
materials, and searched there for a clean
envelope. Just as her hand fell upon
one she heard a fr.int soimd outside, as
though someone were walking very gin-
gerly up to the front door.
With tho speed of light, she tore

across the envelope addressed to

George Wolmer. Ihrust the fragments
under a sheet of blotting-paper, and slid

the letter into the clean envelope. Quick
though she was, she had no time to seal

down the envelope, for even as she
raised it to her lips the door liegan to

open slowly.

In an instant the letter was out of
sight, held in her left hand behind her.

while she wetted the first finger of her
right hand hoping to get an o))portinii'y

even yet to finish the job. Meanwhile
her gaze was fixed on the doorway, and
in another moment she saw a tall youns
man enter and stand nervously on the
top of the steps.

The second stranger to enter the old

house that evening had a handsome
boyish face, and he was neatly dressed
in well-fitting clothes of an expensive
cut. But his manner was so hesitafinij

and nervous tliat a child woidd liave

been suspicious of his intentions, an:l

when he saw the girl calmly facing him
he started and half-turned, as though
to go out.

"What arc you doing hcie?"' asked
the girl sharplj-.

"I—I beg your pardon," stammered
the young man. "I saw the light go u;>,

and I thought that Jenkins was here."
"I am Miss Yane—Sybil Yanc. I am

secretary to Mrs. Rowson, the old lady
who owns the house."

The girl's right hand went behind her
back as she spoke, and she managed to

seal down the envelope unobserved by
the nervous stranger.
"I didn't know that Mrs. Rowson had

a secretary. Miss Yanc," remarked th«!

young man, looking puzzled. "But
perliaps you will tell her that Frank
Pine has called, and "

"I thirtk this letter is for you." Sybil
Yane cut into the remark as she held
out the envelope. " Mrs. Rowson told
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mc to give it to the man who would
arrive at six o'clocit."

Frank Pino took the letter rather
dubiously, glancing at the clock as ho
did so. It was witliin a few seconds of

six, and as he opened the envelope the

clock struck the hour.

"But I don't understand this at all.'"

Frank read the letter through, and
seemed even more puzzled than before.

"She couldn't possibly have iknown I

was coming here this evening. I didn't
know myself until a little while ago.
And she wouldn't address me as ' Dear
Friend.' Why, she hasn't even seen
me !"

He looked at the envelope again and
then handed the letter back to Sybil.
"There's no name on the envelope,'

he remarked, glancing suspiciously at

the girl. "This letter is most certainly
not meant for mc."

" And yet you came in almost on ihe
stroke of six !"

The girl's words came slowly and
deliberately, full of a meaning that
J'"rank did not in the least comprehend
at. the moment. Before he could frame
any reply, however, a third visitor
entered the Gables, and began at once
(o interest himself very mucli in the
affair.

"Who came at si.\ ? I came here at
s^ix !

" cried a harsh voice.
Sybil and Frank turned to see a

roarse-featured jnan in a rough over-
coat, wearing a cloth cap. I'lie new-
comer glared fiercely at Frank, and then
fixed his eyes on the letter ivhich Sybil
still held in her hand.

"What's that you've got?" he
snarled, advancing towards the girl.

"(Jimme that letter! It's for me."
"Are you the man who was to come

at six? Is your name George Wolmer?"
asked Sybil, retreating a pace or two.
"What's that to you?" The stranger

snatched the letter suddenly from Sybil's
hand and thrust it into his pocket, just
as Frank Pine tried to interpose.
"What do you w-ant here?" began

Frank, only to be rudely interrupted.
The man in the cloth cap instantly
whipped out a revolver and covered
young Pine, who jumped back in alarm.

"Stand away!" growled the stranger
fiercely. " I ain't letting lany young cub
interfere with jnc !" He turned to
Sybil with a sneer, but still kept his
revolver pointed at Frank. "As for
you, miss, I don't kaow how you came
here, but you'd better get out right
now. I'm Wolmer, if you want to
know, and what I say I mean. Get
out, and take this young fellow with
you."

Chief-Inspector Dawford. ^

E\
EN as Wchuci- spoke a grinding
of brakes sounded outside, and the
beams of a pair of powerful head-

lights swept the front of the house.
Wolmer ii)stantly ran across the iiall
atid disappeared from view througli a
door on the opposite side.

Heavy footsteps plodded up to the
front door, and into the hall came a
tall, burly man of stern appearance,
clothed in dark attire, with a bowler
hat upon his head. It was obvious at a
glance that he whs a police officer of
sonu> kind, ))robably an inspector.
Behind him canio another nuin of the
same type, and outside the door Frank
caught a glimpse of uniforms. The
police had evidently been informed that
ihero was something niysterious going
on at 'J'hc Gables.

_
"I am Chief-inspector Dawford, from

Scotland Yard," said the burly man,
.viirvoying Sybil and Frank with a
j)i(>rcing glance. " This is my assistant,
DccomlKT U'tli, 1931.
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Mr. Jackson. Wc have come down here
on information received."
"Good-evening, inspector!" rei)lied

Sybil coolly. Frank was too much upset
by the events of the last few minutes
to say anything. Ho felt and looked
exceedingly uncomfortable, and Dawford
did not fail to notice the young man's
shrinking maimer. The inspector de-
cided to question the girl first, how-
ever, and began at once.

" You are perhaps Miss Rowson, the
daughter of the old lady who is said
to have disappeared?"' asked Dawford.
"Disappeared?" cried Frank, startled

out of his nervousness by the word.
"Yes, disappeared. Someone gave the

Yard a 'phone message to that effect."

The inspector looked suspiciously at
Frank, but inunediately turned again
to Sybil. "Are you Miss Rowson?"
"No," replied the girl. "My name is

Sybil "Vane, and I have been doing some
secretarial work for Mrs. Rowson."
"Well, Miss "Vane, you can no doubt

give me some information," remarked
Dawford. "When did you last see Airs.

Rowson ?"

Sybil paused for a second before she
answered, and the inspector's eyes nar-
rowed as he watched her keenly.
"Yesterday," she said at length.
"What time?"
"About six o'clock." The girls

answer came more quickly this time, and
iier eyes met Dawford's serenely and
confidently.
"And how long have you been her

secretary ?"

"Not very long," replied Sybil.

"No? Well, we had no information
that Mrs. Rowson had a secretary ut

all." Incredulity was in Dawford's voice
and manner as he spoke to the girl.
" We w ere vmder the impression that she
lived here alone, except for a butler.

You're not the butler, of course?" he
added, swinging round on Frank.
"Who are you?"
"I'm.—I'm just a reporter—from the

local paper, the ' Argus '—I mean the
' Tribune,' " stammered Frank. "My
name is John Sm—I mean John
Wilson."
"H'm! You're a queer reporter!''

Dawford surveyed Frank even more sus-

piciously than before, and, indeed, the
young man's confused manner would
have made anyone suspicious. "You
don't seem to know what paper you work
for, or even your own name. And why
did you come here this evening?"
"I -came to—oh, just to look round,"

muttered Frank, carefully avoiding the
inspector's eye.

"I don't believe a word you say!"
thundered Inspector Dawford. Turning
to Jackson, who stood just beside him,
the man from Scotland Yard nodded,
and without a word his assistant went
to the door and beckoned to someone
outside.
A moment later a tall policc-scrgeant

of splendid physique came in, and stood
awaiting orders.
"Have you placed your men, ser-

geant?" asked Dawford.
•'Five minutes ago, sir. All round the

house." Sergeant Ilogan indicated the
location of his men by a wide sweep of
liis arm, and then again stood to atten-
tion solemnly.
"Very well. You see these two?"

Dawford pointed out Sybil and Frank.
"They are not to leave the building.
Instruct your men that no one whatever
is to be allowed to pass out. Then re-

turn and help Mr. Jackson to search
the house."
The sergeant saluted and went out,

while the inspector turned again to
Sybil, whose coolness under his question-
ing had rendered him even more sus-

picious of her than he was of Frank
Pine.
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"Now, Miss Vane, you haven't helped
mc much so far. Where is Mrs.
Rowson ?"

He barked out the question with great
vehemence, but the girl only smiled in
reply.

"I don't know," she said quietly.
"Has she disappeared, then, as we

were informed ':" queried Dawford.
"I think so." I'o the amazement of

Frank Pine, the girl smiled again as
she replied, and the inspector's manner
became dangerously calm.

"You think so, ch ? Well, I'm not
satished with your replies," he said. "I
find you and this young fellow in a
house which I was told had only two
inhabitants, and you are both conceal-
ing something. 1 dont believe you are
Mrs. Rowson's secretary any more than
I believe the yarn your friend here spun
nie. Have you been here all day?"
"No," replied Sybil. " I arrived this

evening, about half-past five."

"And our young friend the—re-
porter ''.' Dawford's emphasis on the
word was extremely significant. "Did
you meet him hero?"
"I came after Miss Vane," Frank

broke in nervously.
" Ho came at-—six o'clock," remarked

Sybil, looking sideways at Frank.
"Hardly a deserted house, The Gables,

eh ? Has anyone else been here this
evening?" The inspector's eyes bored
inlo Sybil as he asked the question, but
the girl replied without a moment's
hesitation.

" No 1" she said.

Frank could not forbear a start .'.s

Sybil spoke. Who was this girl, ho
thought, a!id wiiy should she conceal the
fact that the majj Wolmer had broken
in upon them to take away the mysteri-
ous letter? He had little time to con-
sider the matter for Dawford had
instantly observed his movement, and
turned upon him like lightning.

"And you, Mr. Wilson—you said your
name was Wilson, didn't you, or was
it Smith ? Have you seen anyone hero
this evening besides this young lady?"
"N-no," stammered Frank, uneasily

conscious that the inspector did not be-
lieve him.

Dawford looked sternly from Sybil to
Frank, but to the young man's reliol,

Mr. Jackson and Sergeant Hogan re-

turned from their search of the house
at that moment, and the inspector
wheeled round upon them.
"Anyone in the house?" he asked.
"No, sir," replied Jackson. "The

sergeant and I have searched every
room, but there's no one here."

Then where was Wolmer? thought
Frank. The man might, of course, have
got clear away without being observed
by the police, but that seemed im-
probable if Sergeant Hogan had posted
his men all round the house as speedily
as he had said. And where was Jenkins,
the butler, and the niysterious Mrs.
Rowson? Did Sybil Vane know any-
thing about them? Frank Pine grew
more and more puzzled and nervous
as ho glanced at the impassive face of
the girl, and a second later he gave
a convulsive start.

Outside the door could bo heard a
querulous voice that Frank well know.
Someone was arguing with the police-

man on guard—for yet another visitor

had just arrived at The Gables.

New Arrivals.

CHIEF - INSPECTOR DAWFORD
looked towards the door where iho
altercation was going on, and then

turned to Sergeant Hogan, who stood
near him.
"Go and see who is there, sergeant,"

he ordered. "If it's anyone asking for

t
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Mrs. Rowson, bring him in. He may
have some information about her."
Ilogan went to the door, and presentlj'

Ushered in an old man, well-dressed and
with the outward appearance of a
gentleman. The newcomer was, how-
ever, in a very agitated state, his face
working and his whole body shaking
with excitement and nervousness.
'What's all this?" he cried, going

straight up to Inspector Dawford. '' Why
is this house sutrounded by police?
Wliy can't 1 be allowed to call on Mrs.
Rowson without being questioned bj' a
constable at the door?" .?•

"I am Inspector Dawford," replied

the Scotland Yard man icily. "I should
reconmicnd you to calm yourself, sir, for

I may liave some questions to ask you.

I am conducting an investigation here.

We have been informed that Mrs.
Rowson has disaiipcared under suspicious

circumstances."

"IMrs. Rowson—disappeared?" The
old man stared uncomprehendingly at

Dawford for a moment, anc! then as he
took in the sense of the words his agita-

tion increased tenfold, and his voice rose

to a wild scream.
" She can't have disappeared ! You're

lying—you're trying to trap me. Why,
she asked me to call to-night. What
shall I do? For Heaven's sake, tell me
where sho is !"

"Be careful Avhat you're saying," came
the stern warning. "' Mrs. Rowson is not
here, and you may be the last person
who saw her alive. Pull yourself to-

gether and answer the questions I must
ask you."

"Is—is Mrs. Rowson—dead then?"
The old man seemed on the verge of

coUaps^e as he stammered out the ques-
tion, but Frank Pine suddenly ran across
to him to hold him up as he swayed un-
certainly on his feet.

"Steady, sir," he said soothingly. "We
know nothing certain about Mrs.
Rowson. except that she is not here. Do
try to be calm, and perhaps you can
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help the inspector to get at the truth."
"You here, Frank?" came the answer

in trembling tones. " Well, I suppose
you're right. What do you want to ask
me, inspector?"
Dawford had at first seemed rather

puzzled at the obvious intimacy between
Frank Pine and the old man v\ ho had
just come in. He looked at the pair
keenly, and a grim smile presently came
over his face.

"This young man, whom you call

Frank, told me his name was John
Wilson, or Smith," remarked the in-

spector. "He didn't seem quite sure
which. In reality, i suppose he is

"

"This gentleman is my father. Sir

Joseph Pine," interrupted Frank.

"Yes, I am Sir Joseph Pine." The
old man suddenly pulled himself to-

gether and spoke more calmly, facing
the inspector coolly enough. " Have you
any complaint against my son?"

"He did not give me his real name,
as I told you." replied Dawford.
" Beyond that—well, I cannot say for the
present. I am sorry I did not recognise
you, Sir Joseph. You are the curator of

the Antiquarian Museum in this neigh-
bourhood, I believe."

" Yes, that is right, inspector." said

Frank's father. "As to Mrs. Rowson,
I saw her in this house last night, and
I arranged to come here this evening at

six o'clock. I am a little late, of course,

but I cannot uisderstand why she should
not be here."

"You came here frequently. Sir

Joseph?" Dawford's voice was quiet,

but ho was keenly attentive to the old

man's voice and manner, for he believed

that the mystery of Mrs. Rowson's
alleged disappearance would probably be
solved by the questions he was about to

ask.
" Yes. I was, I believe, her only

visitor," replied Sir Joseph. "She is

interested in chess, and so am I. For
some time I have been in the habit of

coming here in the evenings to play

chess with her. She never spoke of
going away. In fact, so far as I know,

.

she never left iho house."
Sybil Vane had moved nearer, eagerly

listening to the old man's narrative, and
Dawford observed that Sir Joseph's
glance rested on the girl for a second,
apparently without recognition.

"One moment, sir," said the in-

spector. " You recognise this young lady
as Mrs. Rowson's secretary, of course ?"

"Mrs. Rowson's secretary?" Sir
Joseph looked at Sybil, and the old man
was obviously puzzled. " No, she hadn't
a secretary. I have never seen this lady
before."
"I thought as much," cried Dawford

in accents of triumph. " You'd better
tell me the truth, madam, as to why you
came here."
"I shall fell you nothing," replied

Sybil firmly.

"We shall see." The inspector turned
to Sir Joseph again and resumed hi?

queries. "Another point. Sir Joseph.
Do you know the man who acted as
Mrs. Row.son"s butler?"

"Certainly, certainly," said the old

man. "I saw him last night."
"He is not in the house now," de-

clared Dawford. "We have searched
every room, and he is not to be found."
"Jenkins gone, too? He can't have

gone!" Sir Joseph Pine was becoming
extremely agitated again. " He was too
infirm to get far. You can't have
searched properly. He must be some-
where about."

Inspector Dawford was annoyed at the
old man's tone, but Sir Joseph was
right. One part of the house had not
been thoroughly searched, and Jenkin!>

the butler was indeed "somewhere
about." Not yet, however, was his

presence to be revealed, for as Sir

Joseph spoke there came again the
murmur of voices at the door.
Once more Sergeant Hogan went to

investigate, and this time he brought in

two more visitors to The Gables. One

•' Stand away I " growled the stranger. He turned to Sybil, but still kept the revolver pointed at Frank. " As
for you, miss, I don't know how you came here, but you'd better get out right now I

"
December 12th, 1931.
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was a very tall and wcll-groomcd indi-

vidual, with a clear-cut, handsome face,

wtio smiled cjnically as he saw t!ic

inspector. Tlie otiier was a scared-look-

ing little man, excessively neat ^and
dapper in appearance, who held in his

hand a case of documents; obviously a

professional man and suffering at the

moment from shock, for ho was plainly

extremely worried at the sight of the

police.

Inspector Dawford looked eagerly at

.'ne two newcomers as they approached,

and his face fell, for he instantly recog-

nised the taller of the pair.

"That's Campbell Edwards," he mut-
tered to himself. "' What can he be

doing here ?"

A Cry in the Dark.

WHY, Mr. Dawford, you here?

What an unexpected pleasure!"

The tali man greeted In-

spector Dawford with every appearance

of cordiality as he came up. Campbell
Edwards was a well-known private de-

tective, and the man from Scotland Yard
foresaw immediate complications from his

unexpected appearance. The inspector

replied politely enough, but his manner
was the reverse of enthusiastic.

" Good-evening, Mr. Edwards. I was
not aware that you had hoard of this

business."
"Business? What business?" replied

Edwards, glancing round. " I see that

the place is surrounded by your men,
and that this hall seems to bo crowded
with people, but I don't know what you
mean, ali the same."
"You don't know anything about this

reported disappearance of Mrs. Rowsoii,

the owner of The Gables, then?" Daw-
ford's face brightened as he asked the

question. Perhaps, after all, he was mis-

taken in his idea that the private detec-

tive had come on professional business.
" Not a thing. I'm down in this part

of the country on a holiday, and my
friend hero "—Edwards indicated the

nervous Httle man—"my friend has been

kind enough to bring mo to look over

The Gables. I understand the house is

for sale, and I have thought of buying

a place somewhere in this district."

Inspector Dawford transferred his gaze

to the little ma>i, who stood looking help-

lessly round, clutching the case tightly

in his hand. As Dawford turned upon
l»im, he spoke in a feeble, twittering

voice.

"Did—did somebody say that Mrs.

Rowson is not here?" he remarked.
"Who are you?" countered Dawford,

ignoring the question.

"I am Joshua Atkinson, of tho firm

Atkinson, Atkinson & Atkinson, estate

agents. Mrs. Rowson lias instructed us

to sell The Gables, and now you say she

lias gone. You did say .so, didn't you?"
The timidity with which the little man

brought out his last query made even

tho grim Scotland Yard man smile, and
Sergeant Hogan hurriedly coughed to

hide a. chuckle, while Frank Pine and
Sybil Vane laughed outright.

" .She's not here, at any rate," said

Dawford. " Did you see her when she

gave you instructions about tlie house?"
"No, no, inspector." Joshua Atkin-

son looked in a scircd fashion at Daw-
ford, who was regarding liim with
mingled scorn and contempt. " She sent

lier instructions to us by post."

"Got tho letter with you?" asked the

inspector.

"Tho letter is at the office of Atkinson,
Atkinson & Atkinson," came the precise

reply. "I can repeat the wording to

you, inspector, if you wish me to do .so."

Dawford nodded, and the little man
went on "She wrote: 'Please .sell my
hoii.se, 'J'he Gables, for tho best price

you can obtain, as soon as possible.'

Pecember 12th, 1031.
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That was ali. Wo received tlie letter

only this moi'iiing.

"

"Her usual signature?" queried
Dawford.
"Oh, yes, yes, inspector, that was

quite in order. May I go now, please ?

I can't possibly show Mr. Edwards over
tho house this evening, now that there
is all this trouble."
"No one is going out of this house

yet." The inspector glared round on
the group fiercely as ho spoke. "I'm
going to get to the bottom of this busi-

ness before anyone leaves."

"But—but—my wife, inspector,"
stammered Atkinson in extreme agita-
tion. "It's not that I mind being de-
tained here. I know nothing at ali

about Mrs. Rowson, but my wife won't
like it if 1 come home late. You don't
know my wife, or you wouldn't keep
mo here." His voice rose to a plaintive
wail as he finished, and everyone in tho
hall, except the inspector, chuckled at

the expression of dismay on the littlo

man's face. Dawford looked at him
stonily and replied in his iciest tone.

"Well, Mr. Atkinson, if you're afraid
of your wife's tongue, that's your affair.

You've come into this house, and you
stay here until I'm satisfied."

"But surely you don't suspect me of

any connection with Mrs, Rowson's
disappearance?" twittered Atkinson,
almost in tears and twisting convulsively
ii his alarm. "I assure you, inspector,

I am quite innocent. Everyone knows
me. Here's Sir Joseph Pine. Please
tell the inspector that you know ine. Sir

Joseph."

"This IS certainly Mr. Atkinson,"
said Sir Joseph.. "You surely haven't
any reason to suspect him, inspector."

"I suspect everyone present." Daw-
ford's tone was stern as he looked round
angrily at tho group, and on several

faces ho saw unmistakable signs of

alarm. "This house had the rcputajion

of being practically deserted, and yet

five people have called here this tven-

ing. Mrs. Rowson has apparently dis-

appeared, and some of you know more
than you have admitted about her. I

am sure of it."

Campbell Edwards smiled sardonic-

ally at the inspector, who cauglit the

look and resented it, for the private de-

tective had more than once solved
))roblenis that had baffled the Scotland
Yard man. Before Dawford had time
to speak again, however, there came a
startling interruption.

From the darkness outside came a
wild scream of pain and fear—a scream
in the voice of a terror-stricken \,oman.
"Quick ! Go and sec what's wrong i"

cried Dawford. turning sharply on
Jackson and Ilogan. "Lot the men
search the grounds again."
The group of people in the hall

waited expectantly for a few minutes,
until a couple of stalwart policemen
entered, carrying with great difiiculty

tho inanimato form of a stout, elderly

woman, poorly dressed in cheap clothes.

Jackson followed, evidently in some
exoitement.

"I've found Mrs. Row.son," he cried
triumphantly, "out there in the shrub-

bery 1 Someone attacked her as sho
was coming towards the house, I think.

She's fainted, but she's not much hurt.

The men are .searcliing tho grounds."
" Sec what you can do for her, ser-

geant," said Inspector Dawford. "Does
anyone recognise this woman as ^Irs.

Rowson ?"

"This is not Mrs. Row.'.on—lliis

person is tlic charwoman, Mrs. Cummer-
pa(.cli."

Sir Joseph Pino came forward as he
spoke.
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"I don't see I)ow anyone could mis-
take hor for .Mrs. Rowson."
"You forget. Sir Joseph," said Daw-

ford. "I believe you are tho only
poison present who has even seen that
lady."
"Yes, yes, I suppose so," staminered

tho old man. "Well, Mr.s. Rowson is

miicli older, fairly tall, though now sho
stoops somewhat, and she is always well
dressed. Sometimes she wears a shawl
over her head in the cold weather. Mrs.
Cunimerpatch is nothing like her."

" So this is the charwoman, is it?"
The inspector was obviously di.s-

appointed, and Jack.son, his assistant,
retired into the background in dismay
over his blunder, wiiile once again a.

sarcastic .sn;ile curled the iips of Camp-
bell Edwards, the private detective.
"You'd better try to got some in-

formation from hor when slie recovers,"'
lemarkcd Edwards in a tone which ex-
pressed his complete disbelief in tho
powers of the inspector. Dawford was
about to answer fiercely, when a plain-
tive voice behind him distracted his
attention.

"Please, inspector, will you permit
me to use the telephone?" wailed
Atkinson. "My wifo will be getting so
very anxious, and 1 must let her know
I am detained."
At that moment Mrs. Cummerpatch

sat up, and the inspector called Ser-
geant Hogan. who had been adminis-
tering first aid to the charwoman.
"Take this very anxious gcntleninii

to the telephone, sergeant,'' he rc-
mai-kod. "Ho wants to let his ^^ifo
know he's out. D'you know if there's ii

telephone on this building?"
"Yes, sir, in that room on the left,"

replied the sergeant.

Soon Joshua Atkinson was desperately
trying to explain to an incredulous wifo
that ho was unavoidably detained at
the office, for he did not dare to men-
tion Tho Gables or the police. Sergeant
Hogan stood by, trying in vain to keep
a straight face.

"You see, sergeant," said the littlo

man plaintively, when he had at last

succeedod in pacifying the good lady to
some extent, "you sec, my wife is

always so vcrj' nervous when I am out
late. Sho imagines all sorts of queer
things. You'd hardly believe .some of
tho odd suspicions that come into her
mind."
"Oh, yes, I should, sir," replied the

sergeant. "I quite understand what
you mean. You sec, I'm married
myself."

Jenkins is Found.

CHIEF - INSPECTOR DAWFORD
admitted to himself that he was
puzzled. Six persons had entered

the house which had been described as
"deserted"—the total wa.s, in fact,

seven, but the inspector knew nothing,

as yet, of George Wolincr. One or more
of these persons must know something
about Mrs. Rowson's supposed dis-

appearance, and yet the information ho
had obtained so far had given him no
clue.

Some mystery there was, lie thought.

The entrance of so many people on the
same evening could not bo more co-

incidence, and ho. turned to Mrs. Cum-
merpatch in the hope that she might
bo able to throw some light upon tho
affair.

"Arc you feeling better. Mrs. Cum-
merpatclr.'" ho asked. "Can you toll

me what ha))pened outside there ju.st

now?"
"Oh, yes, sir," replied the char-

woman eagerly, only too ready to re-

late her experiences. "T was just

I a-comin' in to sec ^Irs. Rowson, 'cos
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Put up your hands, or I fire I
" she said in a low voice.

Jenkins told mc she wanted mc to-

night at six o'clock, and I was hurrying
tlirougli the garden 'cos I was a bit late,

an' a man. sudden-like, sprang out on
mc, an' I screamed."
"Yes, we heard you," remarked the

inspector as Mrs. Cummcrpatch i)aused
to take breath. "Did you know the
man ?"

"Not in the dark I didn't," con-
tinued the voluble charwoman, "but
he'd got a big cap drawn over his eyes,

I think. An' he said. ' Tiiat's for you,
Mis. Rowson,' as he knocked mo
down, .'o he must have taken me for

i>er. I s'pose. But wliv anyone should
want to knock the old lady down is

jnoie than I can tell you, an' if you
can catch him "

Mrs. CuMimerpateh would no doubt
have gone on for .some tinu- longer, for

she was gifted with a great capability
for talking. At that moment, however,
slie was interrupted, for a policeman
came in to report that no traeo of her
assailant could be found. Dawford ob-
served a smile on the face of Campbell
Edwards as the man made hi.s rcpoi.t,

and the inspector's annoyance overcame
him altogether.
"May I ask you what you think of

till this. Mr. Edwards?" he inquired
sneeringly.
"I caimot cxpre.ss any opinion," re-

plied the private detective <|uietly. "I
know too little about the business. 1

do not even know if you arc quite cer-
tain that this Mrs. Rowson has really
disappeared. But if you wish mo to
n.'sist you in any way, you have only
to ask, cind I will do what I can."

"Have you any suggestions, then?"
asked Dawford.
Campbell Edwards looked coolly

round, surveying Frank and Sybil, Sir
Joseph and Josnua Atkinson and Mrs.
Cummerpatch with his keen glance.
The three men fidgeted uncomfortably

as his gaze fell upon them, but the
women remained quite unmoved.
Edwards turned again to the inspector.

"You have searched the house and
the grounds, of course. Found any-
thing suspicious?"
"Nothing at all as yet," confessed

Dawford.
"Have you searched this hall?"
Edwards glanced round the large

apartment in which they stood, and the
inspector's face grew crimson with
annoyance.
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed. "I for-

got the hall."

"I don't at all suppo.se that you made
a mistake in overlooking the hall," re-

marked the detective calmly. "There's
not much chance of finding a solution
to the mystery, if there is a mystery,
in this hall. Still, I'll have a look
round, just to make sure."

Edivards began to stroll slowly
around, and presently came to the small
table where Sybil Vane had found the
writing material when she first came
in. The girl watched him turning over
the papers which lay upon the table,
wondering whether he would lift up the
sheet of blotting-paper uuder which she
had hidden the fragments of the
envelope.
"What have we here?"
Edwards had found the torn envelope,

sure enough, and he held it out for the
inspector to see.

"Envelope torn in half, eh?" said
Dawford, taking it and piecing the
fragments together. "May have been
there for days, of course. Addressed
to (leorge Wolmer, Esq. Any of you
know anytliing about this?"

"That blotting-paper was not on the
table last night," replied Sir Joshua
Pine. "I was here then, and the table
was clear."

"H'm! Was there any blotting-paper

arrived thi.«on this table when you
evening ?"

Dawford turned to Sybil and Frar:k

expectantly, only to be disappointed.
" I am not giving you any more

information," said Sybil firmly, while
Frank merely shook his head.
"Who is this George W^olmer?" de-

manded the inspector; but once again
he drew blank, for no information was
forthcoming from those who knew
something of the jierson mentioned.
Meanwhile Campbell Edwards had

resumed his stroll about the hall, and
|)resently a sharp exclamation from his

lips drew the attention of everyone
to him.
"Look there!" he cried, pointing to-

wards a large settee which stood at one
side of the hall.

Just visible, protruding from beneath
the settee, were the fingers of a hand.
Inspector Dawford rushed across the

hall, calling to Jackson and Sergeant
Hogan to help, and a moment later the

settee had been turned over to reveal
lying beneath the motionless body of a

man.
"Good heavens! It's Jenkins!"

screamed Sir Joshua.
"He's dead, I'm afraid," remarked

Campbell Edwards.
The inspector was speechless with

chagrin. There all the time, a few
yards from him, the body of the missing
butler had been lying, and j'et it had
been left for a mere private detective
to make the discovery. Dawford knelt
down beside the body to examine it.

There was no sign of violence so far

as he could see, but it was plain enough
that the unfortunate Jenkins was dead.
"Send for Doctor Grayson at once,"

said the inspector, rising, and the
sergeant went off to 'phone for the
police surgeon.

Sir Joseph Pine had been staring
fixedly at the body of Jenkins for some
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moments in silence, but now suddenly
the old man's nerve gave way com-
pletely, and he began to rave in frantic

fashion.

"Yes, that's Jenkins!" he screamed
wildly. "He's dead—he's dead. And
Where's Mrs. Rowson ? Won't anyone
tell me where she's gone? Then I'm
going to find her."

Sir Joseph began to stagger across

the hall towards the stairs. He had just

readied the foot of the staircase when
Frank rushed to his side, just in time

to prevent his father from falling.

"Calm yourself, father," he implored.

"We'll find her, never fear."

"Those men—they're missing!"

shrieked the old man. "I must find

them, and she can tell me where they

are."
"Missing men? What do you mean.

Sir Joseph?"
Dawford looked curiously at Frank's

father, and his glance showed that

suspicion was still alive in him.

"I must find them or I'm ruined!"

cried Sir Joseph, taking not the least

notice of the inspector's question.

Sybil Vane looked at the frantic old

man, but there was no pity in her eyes,

and a contemptuous smile curled her

lip. Dawford did not see that smile,

but Campbell Edwards observed it.

"Do you know what Sir Joseph
means ?" he asked her.

"I? How should I know?" retorted

Sybil sharply. "He's raving. The
sight of Jenkins' body has turned his

brain, no doubt."
But in spite cf her words, Sybil Vane

had a very good idea of the meaning of

Sir Joseph's outburst, all the same.

George Wolmer Again.

INSPECTOR DAWFORD determined
to clear tlie hall before the arrival

of the police surgeon, in order that

the medical man might make his

investigation into the cause of Jenkins'

death without interruption. He turned

first to Sybil and Frank.
"Go into that room and stay there,

both of you." He indicated a door on

the right of the hall. "I shall take

you down to the police-station presently.

I am not satisfied that either of you
has told the truth about your reason

for visiting this house to-night."

Sybil walked at once towards the

door, looking defiantly at the inspector

as she went. Frank hesitated a moment,
glancing at his father, who had now
collapsed heavily into a chair, quite

exhausted by his emotions. Then he
followed Sybil slowly across the hall,

and the door closed behind him.
" Sergeant," pursued the inspector,

"you will take Sir Joseph Pine, Mr.
Atkinson and Mrs. Cummerpatch into

that room on the left. Stay with them,
and attend to Sir Joseph if he needs
assistance."

"Very good, sir," replied the ser-

geant, shepherding his charges out of

the hall, which was thus left clear save
for the inspector, his assistant and
Campbell Edwards. Dawford spoke at

once to the private detective.

"Will you help me by trying to get
some information from Miss Vane and
young Pine?" ho asked. "I am con-
vinced that they both know something."
"Certainly," replied Edwards, smil-

ing. " I quite agree with you. The
young lady knows quite a lot about
this business, in my opinion. I will do
what I can."
A moment later Campbell Edwards

entered the room to which Sybil and
Frank had gone. He found the girl

sitting on a chair, quite calm and self-

possessed, while Frank Pine stood dis-
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consolately by her side, still extremely
worried and nervous.
"Your father seems better, Mr.

Pine,' said Edwards easily. "The ser-

geant is looking after him. Strange
state of affairs this. I came here to

look over the house with a view to

purchase, and I seem to have stumbled
upon a mystery of sort-s, or even
possibly a serious crime. I imagine the
inspector hasn't quite made up his mind
as to what is wrong."
"Are you trying to solve the pro-

blem?" asked Sybil sharply.
"I shouldn't think of interfering witli

the inspector," came the smooth reply.

Edwards took out his cigarette-case and
smiled at the girl. "Will you have a
cigarette ? No ? You, Mr. Pine ? You
don't smoke ? You will permit me.
Miss Vane? Thank you."
The detective lighted his cigarette,

and paced gently up and down the
room for a moment or two, while the
young man and the girl watched him
in silence.

" There is something queer about this
Mrs. Rowson," he said at length. " If

you know anything about her. Miss
Vane, I hope ycu will reconsider your
attitude and inform the inspector.
There was the matter of that torn-up
envelope, too. If we knew what that
envelope had contained, we might be
nearer a solution."

Frank Pine started visibly, and the
detective glanced at him.
"Yes, Mr. Pine," he remarked quietly.

"You know something about it. Why
not tell me, or tell tin- inspector ? You
will be helping your father if you do,
for at present I fancy that Dawford sus-

pects him of making away with the old
lady."

E'rank was in two minds. He wanted
to disclose the facts about the letter

and the mysterious appearance of the
man W^olmer, and yet a queer feeling of

loyalty to Sybil Vane restrained him.
He looked at the girl, and saw that she
shook her head slightly, so he did not
speak.

The conversation remained one-sided.
Do what he would, Campbell Edwards
failed to induce either Sybil or Frank
to give him any information, and at last

he retired, baffled, to consult Inspector
Dawford again. The girl drew a breath
of relief when he had gone.
"I'm glad he's gone," she said to

Frank. "I told the inspector nothing
of importance, and I'm certainly not go-
ing to tell Mr. Edwards anything. The
inspector sent him in to draw us, of
course.''

"What's become of Wolmer?" said
Frank in a whisper.
"I imagine that it was he who at-

tacked Mrs. Cummerpatch. He is prob-
ably lurking somewhere about. This is

a very old house." Sybil glanced round
the room as she spoke. "The sort of
house which makes me think of secret

passages and hidden doors."
Frank looked uneasily at the girl, and

then his gaze wandered round the room.
On the further side was a door leading
into a small adjoining chamber, and even
as the young man's glance rested upon it

there came a slight noise. The door
opened slowly, and a man appeared, peer-
ing cautiously into tlie larger I'oom before
he advanced.
He evidently expected to find the room

empty, and he started with surpri.se when
ho perceived Sybil and Frank. The girl

rose to her feet and confronted the in-

truder steadily, and Frank stepped to her
side.

"You again, George Wolmer?" said
Sybil. "What do you want now?"
"Where's Mrs. Rowson?" growled
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Wolmer hoarsely. '' Lcmmo jiass. She's
in the hall, I reckon, and I'm going to
get her."

Sybil and Frank stood firm, and
Wolmer, after a moment's hesitation,
came forward stealthily, and then with a
sudden spring leaped at the young man.
Frank grappled with him, and as he did
so Sybil Vane swiftly produced a re-
volver.

"Put up your hands, or I fire," she
said in a low voice.

Frank Pine was no match for Wolmer,
who by now had him in a vice-like grip
round the neck. He dragged the half-

throttled young man to the side of the
room, keeping Frank's body between him
and the threatening pistol. Sybil did not
dare to fire, lest she should hit Frank,
and a second later the room was in dark-
ness. Wolmer had switched off the light,

and the girl heard the sound of his re-

treating footsteps as she groped her way
forward to assist Frank.

The light went up again, for the young
man found the switch before Sybil
reached him. Frank was more shaken
than hurt, and he stared in silence at
the girl as she stepped to his side.

"Are you hurt, Mr. Pine?" she asked
gently.

"Not very much, I'm glad to say,"
replied Frank. "I felt half-stifled for

the moment, but it's nothing. What are
we going to do now?"

Sybil did not reply, and to Frank's
amazement the girl began to sway im-
certainly on her feet. She staggered
back a pace or two, and the young man
at once rushed to her assistance, and
made her sit douTi in a comfortable
chair.

"Don't you feel well, Miss Vane?" he
asked anxiously.

"I am a little faint—it's shock, I

think," murmured Sybil. "Will yon try

to get me a glass of water, please?"
Frank went out into the hall, told

Dawford that Sybil was not well, and in

a few minutes returned with a glass of

water. The girl was not to be seen when
Frank re-entered the room, and he
thought for a moment that she must have
gone into the smaller apartment be-

yond.

He set down the glass and looked into

the small room. It was empty, and to

Frank's amazement there appeared to be
no exit from it. Yet Wolmer had gone
that way, and he was not to be seen
either. Frank was completely puzzled.

He ran back to the hall, and seized In-

spector Dawford by the arm.
"Come at once, inspector," he cried

breathlessly. "Miss Vane has disap-

peared!"

" I'll Tell the Truth."

SOME minutes before Frank Pine
came out to get the glass of water
the police-surgeon had arrived at

The Gables in response to the xu'gent

telephone message from Sergeant Hogan.
"Man found dead here. Dr. Grayson,"

said Inspector Dawford as the surgeon
came hurriedly in. "Will you see if

you can state the cause of death?"

The doctor knelt done by the body of

the butler and examined the corpse

closely for a few minutes. Then he stood

up and turned to Dawford.

"No sign of a wound, or of violence,"

he stated. "The man has been dead for

not more than three or four hours. I

should say. He's an old man, and I

think he died of heart-failure, probably

from some sudden shock. Look at his

face—there's fear stamped upon it."

"Yes, I noticed that look of horror on
his face," replied Dawford thoughtfully.

"You are able to say definitely that he
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was not actually murdered, then,

doctor?"
"He was not," came the instant reply.

"But there must be an inquest, of

course. I cannot sign a death certificate

under these circumstances."
"Of course you cannot, doctor. There

is more in this than meets the eye."
The inspector looked grave as he glanced
down at the body of the unfortunate
butler. "I will have the body removed
at once."
Dawford called in some of his men,

and when Frank Puie came out to-JPtch

the water the corpse of the dead butler

had already been taken away. The in-

spector had just brought Sir Joseph,
Mr. Atkinson and Mrs. Cumnierpatch
back into the hall in readiness to resume
his questioning when Frank buret in with
the news that Sybil Vane had disap-

peared.
"There's no way out, inspector," cried

Frank, "and yet she's gone."
"Take charge here, Jackson." ordered

the inspector hastily. "I must look into

thiti matter at once. "

Dawford accompanied Frank and made
an examination of the rooms, only to

find that the young man's story was cor-

rect. There was no sign of the girl,

and there seemed to be no e.xit from the
small room.
"The window, perhaps, inspector,"

suggested Frank. "She may have got
out that way."
"I think not." Dawford looked at the

•window and shook his head. "This win-
dow has not been opened for many a
long day. She certainly hasn't got out
there. Probably there's a secret passage
somewhere."

Dawford began to tap the wall here
and there, but before he had discovered
anything Sergeant Hogan came rushing
in.

"Will you came at once, sir?" he
cried. "Mrs. Rowson is outside!"

Hastily the inspector and Frank went
back to the hall, and there at a window
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they saw the figure of an old lady, with
a shawl over her head, peering in.

"You see her, inspector?" gasped Sir
Joseph Pine, trembling with excitement.
"That is Mrs. Rowson at last. I must
speak to her. Please bring her in at
once."
In another minute the woman whom

Sir Joseph had identified as Mrs. Row-
son stood in the entrance of tlie hall,

and the old man ran eagerly up to her.

"Where have you been, Mrs. Row-
son?" he began eagerly. "I was afraid
you had gone away."
There was no reply. The onlookers

could not see -what the old lady was like,

for she stooped badly, and the shawl
parth' covered her face, which was still

further concealed by a heavj- veil. Sir
Joseph, however, seemed sure of her
identity, and he went on speaking in a

shaking voice.

"Where are those men, Mrs. Row-
son?" he asked. "I shall be ruined if I

don't get them soon. Where are they?"
Still tliere came no reply from the

motionless figure of the old lady. Camp-
bell Kdwards took a step forward and
gazed intently at her, while Inspector
Dawford looked at Sir Joseph Pine in

bewilderment, unable to undei-stand what
he was talking about.

"If you won't tell me what you have
done with the men, give me the drug,"
pleaded Sir Joseph. "If you do tliat,

I'll let you keep the men, though that
will bo my ruin. Give me the drug,
Mrs. Rowson, please!"

"The men? The drug? What is the
meaning of all this. Sir Joseph?" asked
Inspector Dawford impatiently.
The old man seemed not to hear .1

word the inspector said. He continued
to stammer incoherently about "the
men " and "the drug," though the old
lady had not as yet said one word in

reply to his wild pleadings.
Frank came up. and was just about to

interfere when there came a startling

interruption. A revolver barked from

9

outside the front door, and Sir Joseph
with a groan of anguish collapsed in a
heap on the steps of the hall.

Instantly all was confusion. Inspectoi
Dawford, forgetting "Mrs. Rowson "

altogether for the moment, shouted to

his men, and Sergeant Hogan hurried
out to take charge of the search for the
man who had fired the shot. Sir Joseph
was lifted on to a couch, and the sur-

geon began to examine his wound.
Only one person seemed to keep his

head. Campbell Edwards ignored Sir
Joseph, and ran swiftly over to the old
woman just as she was about to go out
through the open door. He seized her
by the arm, pulled off her shawl, lifted

the veil from her face, and revealed the
features of Sybil Vane.
"I thought as much, Miss Vane," said

Edwards coolly. "What is the idea?
Why are you masquerading as Mrs.
Rowson, pray?"
"I refuse to give you any explana-

tion." retorted Sybil defiantly. Shaking
ofl' the detective's grip, the girl ran pa.st;

him across the hall, and into the room
from which she had so mysteriously dis-

appeared a short time before. Edwards
liesitated, and then followed, but he was
too late. By the time he had reached
the .smaller room Sybil had once more
vanished.

Meanwhile a little group had gathered
round the couch on which Sir Joseph
lay. Frank stood at the end of the
couch, anxiously watching the doctor,
who was examining the old man's arm.
Mi-s. Cummcrjiatoh had come up with
a bowl of water, and Inspector Dawford,
by her side, looked alternately from
Frank to Sir Joseph, quite unable to

form any theory as to the conduct of
either.

"He is not much luirt, inspector.''

said the doctor at length. "The bullet
just grazed his arm, no more. Severe
shock, of course, but he'll recover from
that before long."
Frank breathed a sigh of relief, and

" Stand back, you young fool !
" ground out the masked man fiercely.
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soon his father opened his eyes and
looked up in a bewildered way. Pres-
ently he was able to sit up, and as his

strength returned ho seemed to come to

a sudden decision.

"I've had a great shock, Frank," he
said slowly, "but it's all for the best,

perhaps. It has made me realise that

I am in serious danger. I'll tell you
and the inspector the truth."

Sir Joseph's Contession.

SIR JOSEPH PINE began his narra-
tive in a feeble voice, but as the

effects of the shock wore off he
proceeded more firmly, and the fact that
ha was at last confessing his troubles

seemed somehow to relieve his mind.
"1 had a letter from Mrs. Rowson

soon after she came here," he said.

"She professed to be interested in the
museum of which I am curator, and as

she was too unwell to visit it, she asked
me to call. She wanted to discuss cer-

tain antiquarian matters with me, she
said. I called in answer to her letter,

and after that I came here very often."
"Did you ever see anyone else here,

Sir Joseph?" Inspector Dawford asked
the question eagerly, for he had come
to the conclusion that the old man could
tell him all he wanted to know.
"The butler and Mrs. Cummerpatch,

no one else. She had no visitors except
for me."
Campbell Edwards came out of the

room into which he had followed Sybil,

and stood unobserved at the side of

the hall. A smile curved his lips as he
noticed the group round the couch. He
felt sure that in the excitement of Sir

Joseph's wound none of them had seen
him unmask Sybil Vane, and he was
right. Apparently even Sir Joseph and
the inspector had for the moment quite
forgotten the appearance of the supposed
Mrs. Rowson at the door.

"Surprising that Dawford didn't keep
an eye on that girl," thought Edwards.
"I'll remind him of that little mistake
in due course."
Meanwhile Sir Joseph continued his

story, and Edwards gradually moved near
enough to hear what the old man said.

" After a time Mrs. Rowson and I

began to play chess," remarked Frank's
father. " There was in the museum a

set of jewelled chessmen, centuries old,

worth thou.^ands of pounds. They were
in my charge, and they should never
have loft the museum."
Frank's face lengthened, for he guessed

what was coming, and the inspector
looked grave. He began to imderstand
what was meant by "the missing men,"
and he became more and more intent on
the old man's words.
"You've guessed what I did, no

doubt," continued Sir Joseph slowly.

"I was fool enough to bring those chess-
men here, because Mrs. Rowson said
she would like to see them. We played
with them at times, and then three
nights ago "

Sir Joseph broke off, and sank back
on the couch in great distress. Frank
gave him a drink, and he rallied enough
to continue in low tones.
" That night I was mad enough to allow

her to keep them here, and I haven't
seen them since, though I called every
evening. She said she loved to look at
them, and kept begging for one more
day. I told her I should be ruined if

T didn't take them back to the museum,
an<l she promised to return them to-

night. Where is she? Surely I saw her
at the door just now?"
"I am afraid you did not see her

just now. Sir Jo.seph." The cool voice
of Campbell Edwajds broke in as he
came up to the coucTi. "That person at

the door was not Mrs. Rowson at all.
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It was the girl Sybil Vane, cleverly dis-
guised."
"Good heavens!" cried Dawford. "I'd

forgotten all about that girl. Where is

she now, Edwards?"
"Rather a mistake to forget her,

wasn't it?" said the detective pleas-
antly. "She ran into the room over
there, and she's disappeared again.
Why did she come here this evening ? I
think perhaps this young man knows."
He turned to Frank Pine with a smile,

and Dawford realised that he was still

far from a solution of the mystery. Sir
Joseph's statement had not cleared up
the matter, after all, for he had not
accounted for the presence of Sybil
Vane.
"I don't know anything about her,"

said Frank firmly, determining still to
conceal the fact of the intrusion of the
man Wolmer. " As for me, I came here
simply to find out why my father visited
Mrs. Rowson so often. I was puzzled
and won-ied about it, and I thought I'd
investigate a little."

"I have an idea," remarked Edwards
thoughtfiiHy. "Possibly the yoimg lady
has been masquerading all along as
Mrs. Row.son. That good lady seems
to me to be a very mysterious person,
and Sir Joseph certainly thought he
recognised the girl a little while ago."
"Impossible, impossible, Mr. Edwards,"

cried Sir Joseph shakily. " That woman
at the door looked like Mrs. Rowson,
but I couldn't see her face."

" Have you ever seen her face—Mrs.
Rowson's face?" Edwards barked out
the question suddenly, and the old man
was visibly taken aback.
"Why—why—never vei-y well!" he

stammered slowly. "She was always
muffled up in a shawl, and—and "

He stopped, looking helplessly from the
detective to Inspector Dawford, utterly
puzzled. Suddenly he struggled to his

feet.

"She's gone, and she's taken the
chessmen with her!" he screamed. "I'm
utterly ruined. I shall lose mj' position

unless we can get them back at once."'

Frank managed to calm his father
down, while the inspector turned to

Edwards.
"I have made a grave mistake, as you

suggested," he said bitterly. "Now
will you do what you can to find that
girl, Edwards? Go out and see if the
sergeant has traced the man who fired

at Sir Joseph, and ask him to give you
one or two men to look for Miss Vane.
She can't have gone far. Search that
room. I believe there's a secret passage
liomewhere."
"I will do my best," replied Edwards.

"But why not go yourself?"
"I will come in a few minutes, but 1

must ask Sir Joseph one or two more
questions first," said Dawford.
"Now, Sir Joseph," The inspector

turned again to the old man as Camp-
bell Edwards strolled off towards the
door. " You have not explained every-
thing yet. What do yon know of the
death of the man Jenkins?"

"Nothing, nothing whatever." stam-
mered Sir Joseph hastily. "He was
well enough when I saw him here last

night."
"H"m! Well, I don't suspect you

of any connection with his death," said
Dawford. "Another point. Have you
anv idea «s to the identity of the person
who fired that shot?"
"Not in the least, but I fancy the

bullet was not meant for me. but for
the woman I s\ipposcd to be Mrs. Row-
son. I was almost touching her when
the shot came."
"If anyone suspects her of being in

po.sscssion of thos« chessmen, you nvay
be right there," replied the inspector
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thoughtfully. "There is certainly
someone hanging about outside—the
man who attacked Mrs. Cummcrpatcii,
perhaps."
"George \Volmer," thought Frank,

but he kept his countenance under con-
trol, and he did not speak.
"One last question before I go to see

if my men have traced him," said
Dawford. " You mentioned a drug,
Sir Joseph. Has that any bearing on
this matter?"

"Hardly, inspector." Sir Joseph
Pine whispered the words, and a look
of shame came over his face. "Mrs.
Rowson used to supply me with a drug
for my nerves, and lately I seem to be
unable to do without it, that's all."
At that moment Sergeant Hogan

oamo into the hall, looking extremely
crestfallen.

"You haven't found him, I sec," said
the inspector.

"No, sir," replied Hogan. "We
caught a glimpse of him at the lower
end of the garden as he was scaling
the wall, but he's given us the slip.

Some of the men are still searching
the common outside, but the ground's
very rough, and I'm afraid it's a hope-
less job in the dark."

"I'll come out myself," said the in-

spector. "You stay here and look after
these people. Have you seen anything
of Miss Vane?"
'No, sir, nothing at all." Sergeant

Hogan seemed thoroughly ashamed of
himself as he replied. "Mr. Edwards
is looking for her now, and I sent one
of the men with him. but I don't sup-
pose he'll find her."
"If he doesn't, I will!" retorted In-

spector Dawford, as he went out.

The Two Bags.

FOR the second time that evening
Sybil Vane crept slowly along a
narrow passage into which the

secret door opened. She had found the
door without much difficulty while
Frank was fetching the water, and now
again she had passed through it after
Campbell Edwards had exposed her
masquerade.
The girl stopped once or twice to

listen, but there was no sound of pur-
suit. Presently sh(! came to the end
of the passage, and. pushing gently at
a door, she stepped down into a largo
garage. Two motor-cars stood there,
and Sybil went over to them and ex-
amined both carefully, especially the
smaller of the two. She did not seem
to find Whatever she may have been
seeking, and she began to prowl round
the garage quietly, looking in every
corner carefully without seeing anything
unusual.
After a while she came back to the

corner near the door bj- which she had
entered. She had left the door open,
but now she shut it softly, and as slio

did so she noticed a niche in the wall
close by. In the niche were two largo
brown l>ags, exactly alike. Sybil took
them down cautiously, and went over
to a bench. She was just about to
try to open "one of the bags when she
paused and looked round.
Tho door she had just closed was

being pushed outward slowly, and for

the second time that evening Sybil saw
Frank Pine come hesitatingly into a
place strange to him. On this occa-
sion, however, his face lighted up when
he saw the girl.

"I hoped I should find you here.
Miss Vane," he began.
"Speak quietly," whisiiorcd Sybil.

"How did you manage to got away?"
" Easily enough. The inspector went

out to look for the man who fired that

(Continaed on page 20.)
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and Joan Blondell. s"«=J'

The Belt-Boy.

BERT HARRIS
walked smartly
across the annexe

of the Washing-ton
Hotel, Pittsburgh, as
the desk-clerk beckoned
3iim with a thin fore-
finger.

"Show that young
lady to the house-
keeper's room, will
you?" the clerk said.
"She's called w i t h
reference to the linen
job that was advertised, though as a
matter of fact I believe the po f ion has
already been filled."

Bert turned his liead and glanced at a

f "ho was sitting on a plush-covered
bench. The glance told him that she waspeasmg to the eye, being a dainty and
attractive blonde, and Bert at once made
lip his mind that he would iu,c his in-
fluence to see that the linen job was still
vacant.
Bert was but a bell-boy, decked out in

B uniform with brass buttons, and yet in
spite of his lowly position, his influence
was as considerable as his activities were
varied. At least, he usually found waysand means (o realise his ambitions, and
his immediate ambition was to see the
blonde girl on the staflF of the Hotel
V\ashington.

He approached lier and addressed her
cn^sply.

"Step this way, i)Iease." he said,
and, escorting her to the basement, ledner along a wide corridor.

"I came to get the linen job," the
blonde girl mentioned, as thev walked
towards the housekeeper's room "I

hTil^ ^ I^Vi^
"'^^ "'°,"' "'^e" he saidhe ^thought the position had been taken."

"Did you ever see a hotel clerk thatwas right?" Bert answered scornfully
and a moment later he was usliering her
into the presence of the matronly womanwho was m charge of the Washington's
donicstic personnel.

.
''-^''«-.S"yder," Bert announced, "thiss the girl you hired for the linen job.Oh, I know you told her to report to-morrow morning, but she wanted to getacquainted with her new situation ri|h

fnn'-'^
.^^''-

^"J'^'' '' t!''' lady youta kcd to oyer the 'plione this morningMiss Jones," he added.

quite obviously stupefied by what he had
eaid. Then Mrs. Snyder spoke to lier

"Ever done hotel work before, IMiss
Jones? ' she asked.

"Oh, sure she has." Bert interposed,
'y,'"? sMAy. "Eight months at the
Blackstone in Chicago, a year at the
htartler m Buffalo. I can vouch for her
Mrs. Snyder You see, her-her bov
triend s a pal o' mine, and he told me
all about her."

"I see," murmured Mm. Snvder, and,
having given his imaginary rccommpiida-
lon, Bert left the blonde girl with the
housekeeper and sought out another bell-
hoy.^

"Say, Jim. he began urgently, "your
girl friend. Mame Jones, got that linen
job, didn't she?"
Jim nodded smugly.
"That's right," he "replied. "'Phoned

up Ma Snyder this mornin' and got
orders to start to-morrow, like I told
you. She was a cinch for the job. aiiy-
"ay. You know the experience she's had
-eight months at the Blackstone in

n U-T°' '"",','' "" -''-'»' •'' the Startler in
Buffalo—

—

"Listen, Jim." Bert interrupted "I
hear Maine can't come to work. You
see, they needed somebody with a lot
more experience, so another girl got the
Imen job instead."

The face of the other bell-boy waxed
wrathful.

.

"Say, I'm goin' to see old lady Snvder
right now! he declared violently, "'she
can t get away with that stuff-^—

"

"Now wait a minute," Bert said in
a tone that was intended to soothe his
irate colleague. "Here, just tell Mamcv
that one of the old hands came back-^
you can do it." And with the words he
hrust two or three dollar bills into Jini'«
liand.

"All right, Bert," the other bcll-bov
muttered trying to look as if he were
akiiig the bribe with reluctance, and

I lien he moved oflf.

He had hardly disappeared wheii Bert
vi« tlic blonde girl ascending from the
b.itement and he hurried towards her
e.igei l\

.

"Well you got the situation withoutany trouble, didn't you?" he said.
"I did," was the ansuer. "but I'm

not so sure that I'll keep it. I don'twant any job that 1 have to take awav
Ironi somebody else."

"u't'^"'' ^I'^*^
^'^'^ sense," Bert argued.n tiy, whenever you take any job youkeep somebody else from havin'

"

it
1 here s more people than jobs in this
world, ain't there?"
The blonde girl shrugged.
"Well, it was all above my head." she

murmured, "this story about ' iMisi
Jones and her boy friend.' "

"What is your name?" Bert asked.
"Anne" was the reply, "Anne

Koberts.

Such was the beginning of a partner-
ship tliat w;is to remain fast amid the
chequered eventualities of Bert Harris'
career. But during her first dav or two
at the Hotel Washington, Anne Robertsknew nothing of the various side-lines
that Bert practised, and she continued
to think of him as an obliging but com-
mon-or-garden bell-boy till one of the
other chamber-maids put her wise.

.
"Keep away from the bell-bovs," the

Rirl u-arned her, "and especially that
feher Bert Harris. He's dynamite, and
as tu of smart ideas as a tramp's sock
is fuL of holes. At least, ho thinks
'hey re smart, and thev make him u
otta money, but he'll slip up one o' the»e
times "

"Whal kiiul of smart ideas?" Anne
murmured.

"Well for one thing." the other <ri,-l
answered in an undertone, "he ped3les
hquor and .sells it at a hundred per cent
profit^ amongst the gue.ts. And then
there 6 the dice game he runs among the
hotel staff. Keep outa that, sister.
Most everybody owes him dough for I
g-ues.s he's got them ' bones ' mcmer-
ised.

December l2th, 1931.
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But it was not until she liad been at

the Washini^'ton for a week or two that

Anne heard tlie full facts from Bert's

own lips.

A slack spell in the day's work had
given him the opportunity of a few
minutes alone with h(>r, and from his

locker in the staff-room he produced a

scrap-book that wafi filled with newspaper
cuttings. As he handed the volume to

her she scanned its contents quietly and
then began to quote one or two of the

more striking headlines.

"'Fraud Charge Against Smart Con-
fidence Tricksters,' " ehe read out.
"' Get-rich-quick Scheme Works Again

—

Prince of Swindlers Makes Gigantic
Haul—Impostor and Bonanza that did
not Exist ' Say, what is this? Are
you taking a correspondence course in

larceny?"
"Larceny's a hard word," Bert re-

joined witli a grin. "No, Amie, I'm no
burglar, but I've got a respect for the

guy that can pull oft' an elegant job and
Fhow he's smarter than the next man.
I began this scrap-book so that I could
catch on to the line these fellows take,

and I'm wise to all the ropes."
"Is it your ambition to imitate these

men?" Anne asked him.
"Yes," Bert told hor, "and that's why

I've been jugglin' with them dice and
sellin' strong liquor arouiul this dump.
I needed capital, and now I've got it

I'm read.y for the road."

"It's a road that always ends in the

penitentiary," Anne warned, but Bert
shook his head.

"It w'on't this time," he declared,

"not the way I'm gonna work things.

Listen, Anne, everybody's lookin' for

something for nothing these days, and
honest men are scarcer in the big cities

of the U.S. than feathers on a frog.

Now the world owes me a living, and
I'm gonna collect it. I ain't built for

work—work is for horses—and I'm ready
to make a play against some o' the giiys

that think they're smart."
Aime eyed him searchingly.
"And why are you talking this way

to me?" she inquired.
" Do I have to give you three guesses,

honey?" he retorted. "Say, a feller

with my ideas needs a partner, and the
first time I saw you I knew you were
the business associate I was lookin' for.

You've got beauty, Anne, and with my
savvy and your looks we could trim the
world."
She hesitated. Like him, she yearned

for the things that were beyond her
grasp, the things that only money could
buy. But unlike him, she was afraid
of the possible consequences. She lacked
his tremendous confidence, which might
have 'oeen commendable if his energy
and ability had not been diverted into
such unworthy pursuits.

"I've never been mixed up in any
racket before," she faltered, "and if

there's one thing I haven't any use for
its gaol."
"Baby," he assured hei-, "your worry-

ing days are over if you tie-up with
me."

Dapper Dan Barker.

A.MOXTII liad elapsed, an event-
ful month tliat had seen Bert
Harris and Anne Roberts fairly

einharked on the tortuous paths of
waywardness.
Already their partnership was pro-

gressing, and the Hotel Washington
was but a memory. A clean-up tliat

had brought them five thousand dollars
liad given them a start, and insisting
that Anne should fake a half share,
Bert had drawn on his original capita!
and made trucks with her for Chicago.
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The Michigan Hotel was his new-

address, and the Embassy was Anne's.
But tliey had not taken situations in

these palatial edifices, for they had
abandoned their respective roles as bell-

boy and chambermaid, and tricked out

in the smartest of clothes, might have
been seen dining at the Michigan one
evening about a week after their

arrival in Chicago.
The Michigan was a place much fre-

quented by gamblers, confidence men
and the like, a swell-dressed parade of

parasites who were as troublesome to

the authorities as all the gangsters and
hoodlums "of the underworld.
"Anybody who doesn't like this life

should have his head examined," Bert
observed, as he toyed with some
caviare and looked around at the

glittering display of opulence in the

midst of which he and Anne were
seated.

"I'd like it better if there were some
money coming in," Anne mused. "Five
thousand dollars can't last for ever,

and to my knowledge you've spent two
thousand of your share."
Bert laughed easily.

"That was my original stake," he
told her. "I've still got that two thou-

sand five hundred. Don't you start

vvorryin', Anne. We'll bo on Easy
Street yet. It's makin' the right con-

nections that takes time. For instance,

take a look at that guy over there."

He indicated a tall, sallow man who
was sitting at a table not far away,
in company with a fair-haired girl.

"I've been watching him," Bert con-

tinued. "He hangs around here a lot.

Name's Barker, and I know he's mixed
up in the racket—Dapper Dan Barker,
they call him. The girl with him is

named Helen
"

Bert stopped short, for at that
moment the man whom he was discuss-

ing became involved in a "scene
"

with an individual who appeared to be
the worse of liquor. Having bumped
violently against the girl Helen, the

fellow made some leering comment, and
Barker immediately sprang to his feet

and gave him a push that sent him fly-

ing across the room.
The man succeeded in recovering his

balance close to the table where Bert
and Anne were sitting, and with an ugly
snarl he seized a chair and lifted it

threateningly above his head. Bert at

once stood up and wrested the piece of

furniture from his grasp, whereupon the

man wheeled angrily.

"Say," he began, but before he could
utter another word Bert clipped^him
smartly on the jaw.
He fell like a log, and was still un-

conscious when a couple of staUvart
attendants carried him from the restau-

rant and pitched liira into the street.

In the meantime Bert had been joined
by Dan Barker.
"I owe you a word of thanks,"

Barker stated, and was about to express
his gratitude in more fervent terms
when Bert interrupted him.
"That's all right," he said. "I don't

like fellers who swing chairs. By the
way, I've seen you around the hotel a

good deal, haven't I ?"

Barker informed him that he was
staying at the Michigan, and then he
presented his fair companion, who was
residing at a hotel known as the
Wellington, close by.
"Oh, I'm round the corner at the

Embassy," Anne put in. "We're almost
neighbours."
Barker invited Bert and Anne to

join him at his table, and afterwards,
when the girls had been driven to Uieir

respective hotels, he saw Bert to his
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room. By that time they had both come
to an understanding and definitely

knew each other as members of the
same slick-witted profession.

"The minute I saw you I knew you
were in the old racket," Barker de-

clared, as he dropped inix) a chair that
Bert drew up for him. "Mind you, I

don't like tr talk business with
strangers, but you look all right to me."
Bert had produced his scrap-book

with the intention of showing it to

Barker, and he smiled knowingly as

he flipped over the pages of it.

"You can depend on nu-." he said,

"if that's what you mean."
Dan Baiker leaned forward.
"Things are pretty slack just now,"

he observed, "so just to pass the time
away I'm working up a new deal. It's

a little out of my usual line, but
money is money. Anyway, the reason
I'm talkin' to you is that you've got
an honest face and a clean pair of

hands. You've never been jugged^
arrested ?"

"No, I never took a fall," Bert
answered.
"Well," said Barker, "how much

money can you raise '!"

Bert mentioned the two thousand five

hundred dollars at his disposal, where-
upon Barker grimaced.
"That's coffee money," he said dis-

gustedly. "If you can't promote more
than that forget I ever mentioned any
scheme, friend.'

"Wait a minute," Bert put in,

gripping him eagerly by the arm.
"Maybe I could get as much again
from Anne, my partner."
Barker shrugged.
"Well, all right," he agreed. "You

meet me to-morrow in the lobby—say
about one o'clock, and we'll get the
details fixed."

Bert kept his appointment, and he
was in Barker's company till the
evening, when they picked up Anne and
Helen and took them to a show.
Afterwards Bert saw Anne home, and
alone with her in the suite .she had
rented, he began to talk of the new
friendship he had formed.
"I don't like that fellow," Anne

interposed, at the mention of Dan
Barker's name. "I can't tell you why
it is, but I've no use for him."
"Well, you'll have to get to like

him," Bert announced. "We're work-
ing together, him an' me, and his

racket is a cinch. Did you sec the way
he pulled out a twenty-dollar bill

every time he paid for anything
to-night?"
"VVhat of it?" Anne demanded, and

Bert grinned at her.

"Counterfeit." he explained. "And
listen, tliey're so much like real money
that I changed ten of those twenty-
dollar bills for four fifty-dollar ones at

a bank to-day. Even fooled a ca.shier."

Anne's pretty face became clouded
with an expression of anxiety.

"You're beginning to take awful
chances, Bert," she protested.

"We aim to minimise the risk by
unloading these notes as quick as we
can," Bert said. "By the time the
banks are wise to 'em we'll be outa
town. We can buy 'cm off a guy named
Kansas City Dutch at the rate of two
for one—two 'phoney bills for one
gemiine note. Only my twenty-five

hundred ain't enough. Dan goes in for

things on a laige scale, and T have to

have at least five thousand before he'll

take me in with him."
"You can count me out," Anne told

him shortly.

"Aw, listen, Baby."' Bert appo;iIed.

"we're partners, ain't we? I made
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money for you before, an' I can do it

again. Come on, what do you say?"
Anne shrugged.
"Well, I don't like it." she oljscrved

ir; a resigned tone. " but if I don't give
you the money you'll probably steal it

—

so go on and take it."

Clean-Up—For One !

TflE following night Dapper Dan
Barker called on Bert un-
expectedly.

"I hate to break in on you like this,"
he said, "but did you raise jfchat
money ?"

Bert nodded.
"Got the five thousand right here," ho

answered cheerfully.

"Well, this is what's happened,"
Barker continued. "Kansas City Dutch
is loavin' town within an hour, for he's
got the tip that the cops are on his
tnil for a job lie did twelve montli.s ago.
Now here's my ten thousand. Put it

with your five, and we'll go right roiuid
and do a deal with Kansas. And don't
forgot—Dutch is pretty iiard to trade
\vith. belt we're goin' to stick out for a
thrce-to-one bargain. Forty-five thou-
sand of counterfeit for our fifteen thou-
sand straight."

They pooled their resource.? and made
their way to the Loop District, wliere
Kansas City Dutch was located in a
mean back-room on the top floor of a
lodging-house. It was Bert who effected
the negotiation, Dan Barker having ex-
plained to him that ho himself had
formerly accepted the counterfeiter's
notes in the ratio of two to one, ond
(hat it was thereforo unlikely that
Dutch would give better terms to him,
whereas a newcomer like Bert might
obtain tho higher proportion.

Bert felt that ho had good reason to
pride himself on being n good bar-
gainer, for. after some discu.ssion, Dutch
agreed to hand over fortv-five thousand
for the fifteen that the former boll-boy
tendered.

"ThcrL! you are." he said, counting
them out. "If the cops wa.sn't so hot
ou me you'd get thirty or nothing."

Tlie transaction comi)letod, Bert and
Dan Barker returned to the Michigan
Hotel, kind in the privacy of the
former's room. Dutch's money was pro-
duced and examined again.

"It sure looks good," Bort declared.
"I can't tell it from the real McKay."
"And nobody else could, cither,"

Barker said. "Well, you'd better keep
it all till to-morrow, and put it in some
safe place till we share out. There's
no use cariying that amount of money
around the streets."

There was a knock on the door at
that moment. «nd Barker seized Bert
liy the arm and hurried him across the
room to a chest of drawers.

"Shove that money in there," he told
him urgently, and then, wlien Bert had
obeyed: "Who's there?" he called.

"It's mo—Helen," a girl's voice an-
swered, and with a .show of relief
Barker ojicnod the door to her.

"All right my dear," he said, "I
guess I've kept you waitin' over our
appointment to-night, but I'm ready
now. Say, Bert." he added, "we'll
.share out to-morrow and have one grand
f'-lf br '.tion. In the meantime, lock the
(loci- of your suite and sleep with one
cyo open."

With these words of counsel. Dajipcr
Dan Barker [lassed out into the corridor
with Helen and walked to the lift-shaft,
whore he encountered none other than
Kansas City Dutch.
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Dutch was "carrying a black leather
hag in one hand, and he tapped it

meaningly.

"I've got the dough," he stated.

"Good !'' Barker rejoined. "You
know, Dutch, I never laiew anyone so
stupid as this Pittsburgh sap. All
smartened up from that fool scrapbook.
The poor chump thought that real
money you sold him was counterfeit
coin. Said it looked perfect—said ho
couldn't tell it from the real stuff."

"What a mug!" observed the girl
Helen scornfully.

Meanwhile, sublimely ignorant of this
conversation. Bert Harris was strolling
to and fro across the floor of his bcd-
rooin, his leisurely gaze fixed u])on tlie
coiling in an expression of mild self-
.s<itisfuction, his hands thrust deep into
his pockets, his thoughts dwelling upon
the manner in which—as ho inuigined

—

ho was going to treble his assets.

Of course, he reflected, that money in
the chest of drawers was a tremendous
responsibility, especially as thirtv tliou-
sand of it belonged to Dan Barker. He
began to wish Barker had taken his
cash with him. and finally decided that
some safer hiding-place might be found
for tlio notes.

Ho walked to the chest of drawers
and opened the receptacle in ^vhich the
"counterfeit " bills had been j.laced.
Jfis hand moved searchingly. and then
all at once became agitated in its move-
ments. Face blanching he dropi)ed to
his knees, scrabbled amidst the corners
of the drawer, and suddenly uttered
an ejaculation as he discovered that a
section had been cut away from (he
back of (he chest.

He dragj^ed the piece of furniture
from the wall, and saw a gaping holo
where half a dozen bricks had been re-

For a moment Bert crouched
glaring at that mocking epistle,

and then the emotion that was
surging up in him burst the

bonds of self-restraint.
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moved. Scarce sixty seconds after Bert
had placed the money in the chest, at
Dan Barker's in.stigation, an luiseen
hand had "lifted" it from the adjoin-
ing room—the hand of Kansas Cit.v

Dutch, had Bert but known it.

Bert was not in the frame of mind to
figure things out just then. In the
twinkling of an eye. ho had become like
a man possessed, and impulsively he
flung himself against the door of the
neighbouring apartment. At the third
onslaught his shoulder burst the lock,
and, staggering across the threshold, he
brought up short against a table.
The room was empty, but a note lay

on the floor by a gaping hole in the
wall, and his eyes became riveted on it.

"Dear Bert," it ran,
—"Paste this

adventia-e in ypur scrapbook. Love and
ki.sses,

"Helen."

For a moment Bert crouched glaring
at that mocking epistle, and then' the
emotion that was surging up in him
burst the bonds of self-restraint.

On a .sudden he was a raging nuid-
man with but one instinct—the instinct
to destroy ! In his blind fiu-y he
wiecked that room, smashing the hotel
furniture to fragments. Then he tried
to drown his clKigrin in drink, and
finished by sinking into a heavy but
troubled sleep, from which he awakened
next morning with mixed feelings of
disgu.st, rage and depression—all alter-
nating in his tortured brain.

He ma;le his way despondently to the
lounge, and was sitting there when,
with an absent gesture, ho picked up a
morning paper. A headline caught his
eye, announcing the engagement of a
certain Lydia Potter, daughter of a
millionaire, and on the same page Bert
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observed an adveitisoment for a Lake
Stiorc Drive jewellery establishment.
The two circumstances connected

tLcinselves in his mind and suddenly
gave him an inspiration. Ho was
taking one more step forward on the
road TO Larceny Lane, but Barker and
liis hirelings had cleaned him out, and
lie could not go to Anne and confess
that he had allowed himself to be
cheated of her money as well as his

own.

The moment lie was clear as to the
details of his cuiming piece of strategy,
he took a taxi to the fashionable Lake
Shore Drive jewellery establishment, and
paid his fare with one of the few odd
dollars remaining to him.
As he entered the jeweller's ho was

greeted by a manager, to whom he
addressed himself.

"I'm Mr. Alexander Porter's sec-

retary," he said, "and I want to select

a diamond bracelet. Mr. Porter just

announced his daughter's engagement,
you know."
"Oh, yes, I read about it," the man-

ager rejoined. "Er—will you step this

way, please?"
lie led Bert to a counter and p.-o-

sented him to a .vcune salesman, who
began to show him some expensive
items.
"How much is this one?" Bert af.kci,

singling out a bracelet.

"Fifteen thousand dollars, sir,"' the
salesman murmured.
"Well, this is very nice," Bert olj-

served. " I'll take it—pending Air.

Porter's approval, of course. Would
you mind sending it to his residence?"
The salesman nodded.
"I'll have it sent within the hour,

sir," he declared. "And the address?"
Bert 'lad made a point of obtain ng

Porter's address from a telephone
directory.

"Eight-seventy-five, Michigan Boule-
vard," he said. "And, by the way,
may I have your card?"

The salesman obliged, and Bert read
the name Roland on it. With the card
in his possession he left the e-tabii»h-

mont and, about an hour later, he
entered a 'phone box, where he put
through a call to Alexander Porters
house.
He was answered by the butler, and

Bert spoke to the manservant in busi-

nesslike tones.

"This is the German Jewellery Com-
pany: calling," ho said. "Through an
unfortunate error a package intended
for another of our patrons was de-

livered at your hou.sc.

"

"Tho package is here, sir," came the

reply.

"Very ;cood," Bert said. "Our Mr.
Rolarid will call for it immodiately.
Would you give it to him when he
arrives? The name is Koland

—

U-o-l-a-n-d."
Bert hung up the receiver, and. stop-

ping out of the 'phone box, hailed a
taxi. Within ten minutes ho had called

at tho Porter residence, collected the

<liamond bracelet and was on his way
to a " fence," to whom he traded the
piece of jewellery for five thousand.

His finances thus restored, Bert felt

in a position to call on Anne, and he
visited her suite at tho Embassy.
"Hallo, honey!' he said as she ad-

mittell him. "How's tricks?"
"That's what I ought to ask you,"

she retorted. "Have you made that
clean-up you were talking about?"
Bert dropped into a chair and shook

his head.
"Listen, Anue," ho told her. "Dan

Barker wasn't on tho level. He was
Dccembfi- 12tli, 1931.
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playing me for a sap, but it didn't
come off—.see ? Well, we're heading for
New York—because I remember
Barker once saying that the Big Burg
was his main address, and I mean to
look him up."
Anno regarded him .shrewdly.
"Bert," she inquired. "ju.st how

much did Dan sting you for?"
"Didn't I tell you?"
"Oh, I know what you told me,"

Anno interrupted, "and I know when
j'ou'rc telling me a lie. But that's all

right—I'll pretend to believe you."

The Big Burg.

TWO .or three weeks had elapsed
since his arrival in New York,

;« when, strolling into the grill-

room of the Hotel Clarendon one even-
ing, Dapper Dan Barker observed a
familiar face.

It was the attractive face of Anne
Roberts, and as he recognised her he
approached her table, where she was
sitting alone.

"Why, hallo!" ho greeted. "Fancy
running into you this way ! May I sit

down ?"

Anno inclined her fair head, and
Barker sank into a chair.

"You're sure Idoking great," he went
on in a complimentary vein. "By the
way, what happened to that young
chump y^u were running aroiuid with?
Did he ever tell you about that fake
counterfeiting gag that cost him five

thousand? Oh, boy, he fell for it hook,
line and sinker, and the cream of it all

was the note Helen left him :
' Paste

this in your scrapbook '
"

"Oh, where is Helen?" Anne asked
him, concealing the flicker of resent-

ment that Barker's words had aroused
in her.

Barker shrugged.
"She and I were just a temporary

team." he mentioned. "We split part-
nership after we left Chicago."

They talked on. and Anne made her-

self particularly charming, at the same
time pretending to lavigh heartily when-
ever Barker recalled the manner in

which he had fooled Bert Harris.
Thus an hour or two pa.ssed, and when
they eventually separated Anne had
discovered Barker's address and had
arranged to see him again.

She had an appointment that night
with Bert, and. shortly after her return
to the apartment she had rented on
Broadway, the former bell-boy called

on her. He entered breezily enough,
and, after some conversation, casually
picked up a book of poems.

Next second he had discovered an
in.scription on the fly-leaf, and he
grinned as he read it out.

"'To Anne.' " he murmured. " ' fliis

book so suitable, Joe.' And who nuiv
' Joe ' bo?"
"A young man I met on l!ie ti'ain

coming from Chicago to New York."
Anne retorted. "I suppose yon hardly
noticed him, but ho was most atten-
tive when I got that cinder in my 03-0.

I've been seeing quite a lot of him in

New York. Reynolds is his name, and
he's something in the brokerage
business.

"

"You don't tell mc !" Bert mocked.
"Yes, and I'll tell you something

else," Anne observed. "To-night I

saw somebody who's more in your line

—Dapper Dan Barker. He's living at
tho Saint Anthony. We dined together
and talked of nothing but yon. And.
by the way, I have a message for you
—Helen sends her love and kisses."

Bert's face had nndorgone an in-

stantaneous change at tho mention of
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Barker's name, and for the time being
he _ seemed bereft of his sen.ses.
"The dirty, double-crossing bur-

glar I" ho raved. "And you—laughin'
at mc along with him ! A fine partner
you arc! Why don't you throw in
your hand with uie anj tie up with
that smart-aleck ?"

"Bert, you talk like a child,"
Anne .snapped. "Listen, Barker men-
tioned that he'd cleaned you out, and,
before wo go any further, you've got
to tell me how you found enough money
for this trip to New York."
Bert bit his lip.

"I never liad any intention of loll-

ing you," he answered sidleuly, "but
I stole a necklace from a jeweller and
sold it to a fence. Anne, I was des-
perate, and I had to do something to
get back your two-thousand-live-
hundred."
An expression of dismay had ap-

peared in Anne's lovely eyes.

"Oh, Bert." she cried, "out-and-out
thievery isn't your style. Oh, I'm sorry
I ever got into this racket. At first it

seemed clever and shrewd, and we only
matched our wits against fellows that
you'd call wise guys. All we did was
cheat a lot of cheaters. But since you
fell in with Barker it's conic to plain

larceny, and I suppose next week
you'll rob a bank or something."
"This .sounds like Joe Reynolds'

influence," Bert .-aid sourly, eyeing her

askance. "Well, if you want to quit "

"I'm not going to quit yet," Anne
interrupted. "I'm going to stick with

you and even up the score with Dan
Barker. He took our money, and he's

going to pay. He made you resort to

common thievery, and %vo'll make him
resort to worse than that before w©
finish. Already. Bert. I've got the
glimmerings of an idea."

Bert's face cleared, and he caught
hold of her hands.
"Atta baby!" he said. "You had me

worried for the minute I thought you
were going to run out on me. Come on,

Anne, what arc the plans?"

The Trimming of Barker.

ANNE hiid spread the net cunningly,
and Barker had stepped into it

unsuspectingly. A week after ho
had formed what ho believed to bo a
partnership with the girl, ho mot her at

hor hotel for the killing.

"I'm all set, Anne," Barker
announced. " And. say, I've got to giv0
you credit for a great idea."
"Believe me."' Anne rejoined, "this

rich old gent Bollock is crazy over mo.
IIo'll be along pretty soon, and we'll

head for the racecourse. But I'll keep
you waiting just long enough to let tho
programme get started before we can get

to the track and you can make the clean-

up from the first three races. By the

way. you've given Mike the chauffeur
his instructions, haven't you?"
"He knows exactly what to do,"

Barker answered, "and exactly how fast

to travel."

Tho door-bell rang at that niomept,
and tho visitor proved to be Colonel
Bollock, the supposedly rich old gentle-
man whom Barker imagined he was
Qoing to trim. While Anno passed
through into hor bou<loir to change her
frock. Barker made himself particularly

pleasant to tho other man. and discussed

tho race meeting they were to attend.

Anno reappeared some time later and
pronounced herself ready to start, an»l

within three-quarters of an hour she and
her companions might have been seen 00
the open road, travelling in a touring
car, which the chauffeur ^likc was
driving.
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Another automobile passed them when
they were still several miles from their

destination, and, after exehanging a

glance with Anno, Barker looked
steadily at its rear niimber-plato.

The driver of that automobile was a

party to the scheme that Anne had pro-

posed to Barker, and Barker knew that

the man was equipped with a scries of

numbers which he could place over the

genuine identiBcation plate.

The number which met Barker's eye

was "002," and he casually turned his

attention to the racing page of a news-
paper that he was carrying. The Jjjgc
gave the card for the meeting to\\^rds

which ho and his companions were
journeying, and every horse was pre-

ceded by numbers registering its form in

three previous races—a nought denoting
that it had been unplaced, a four, three,

two or one denoting that it ha<l run
fourth, third, second or first, as the case

might be.

Barker examined the list of horses

.echetluled to appear in the first race, and
saw that no less than three of them wore
preceded by the number "002." But the

driver of the automobile in front had
furnislied another clue by attaching two
letters—"C" and " B "—so that tlie

identification plate read "CB002."
Barker, working from the clue, picked

out the following entry :

"002 Captain's Boy "

"You know," came the voice, of

Bcllock, "the time is one-fifty. That
means we've missed the one-thirty race."
Barker nodded.
"That's your fault for keeping us

waiting, Anne," he reproached. "And
I was hoping to back a surefire winner
in that race. What did you fancy,

colonel?"

"To tell you the truth, I haven't had
a chance to look at the entries," Bellock
answered.
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There was a spell of silence, and then
Anne spoke.

"Why don't you two bet between your-

selves?" she suggested. "Dan can back
his fancy, and you, colonel, can act as

bookmaker."
Bellock appeared to fall in with the

suggestion readily, and Barker became
exultant. He know the winner already.

Hadn't the accomplice in the other auto-

mobile given it to him via that fake
number-plate, after having received the

result of the first race over the telephone
five minutes ago ?

"Captain's Boy is my choice," said

Barker, " and the odds are given as two-
to-one. Supposing I lay five hundred
dollars on that filly, colonel?"

"Make it a thousand," declared
Bellock. "We'll let Anne act; as stake-

holder."

The other auto had accelerated, and
was soon lost to view. But its driver
halted at a garage some distance farther
on, and, after "phoning to the track for

the result of the second race, he again
faked his rear number-plate. Thus when
the touring car overtook him. Barker
read as follows :

"1IB213."
"How about a little flutter on the two

o'clock?" the swindler said to Bellock.
"My choice this time is High Ball, and
rU back it for fifteen hundred. Here's
my money, Aune.

"

Bellock acfjuicsced, and shortly after-

wards the other automobile passed them
ou the road for the second time. The
result of the third race had conic
through, and once more the identification

plate had been altered accordingly.

"Well, have you any fancy for the
third race?" Bellock asked Dan Barker.

"I was just thinking," the swindler
murmured. "I guess I'll take a chance
on Quccnie. And, say, how would you
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like to make it really interesting? Can
you cover five thousand ?"

"Sure I can," Bellock declared. "'Jlie

sky's the limit !"

The transaction was made, and before
any further wagering could be indulged
in the track was reached. Anne and the
two men at once made their way to the
indicator on which the results were
officially marked, but Barker did not
even bother to raise his glance to them
at first. He knew, or thought he knew,
that the first three would bo Captain's
Boy, High Ball and Queenie.

"You didn't pick a winner in the
whole lot,'' came the voice of Bcllock.
"Paintbox, Sandro and Skysign were
the lucky fillies."

"Wliat!" Barker glared up at the
indicator, and all at once he was trans-
figured. "Double-crossed!" ho shouted.
"That dirty skunk in the other auto-
mobile tricked me! Where is he?"
He plunged through the dense crowd

of race-goers who thronged the vicinity
of the indicator, but he had not gone
far when his suspicions veered to Anne.
Whoa he blunderingly retraced his steps,
however, there was no sign of her and'
Bollock.

It was a penniless swindler who set
out to walk back to New York that
afternoon, and ho was still tramping the
long, dusty road when the share-out of
his money took place in a certain
expensive apartment where Bert Harris
was staying.

"Colonel Bollock,' belter known as
"Baldy " Tomkins, was one of those to
profit from the trimming of Barker, and,
when he had been paid off, Anne turned
to Bert.
"Are you satisfied with our re-

venge?" she laskod. "Hasn't it been
more gratifying than just punching
Barker on the nose?"

' With all this dough in my hand.

How much is this

one? " Bert asked,
singling out a brace-

let.

December I2th, 1931.
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how can I say you're wrong?" Bert

tmswored jubilantly. "But listen,

Anno," he went on, in a more serious

tone, "money doesn't mcjin so much
to me as it once did. It's a means to

iin end, of course. For instance, I want
to go to Europe, mix with swell people,

Bce swell places. But there's some-

thing I want a whole lot more—and
that's you, Anne. I'm no poet, but

I'm crazy about you, Honej and
Let's get iruirried !"

Anne looked at him for a moment,
and he thought he saw tears welling

in her eyes.

"Oh, Bert, why didn't you say that

long ago?" she told him, with a catch

in her voice. "I think I cared for

you, too—once upon a time. But I'm

in love with somebody else now. You
never seemed to have any use for me
except as a partner for your racket

"Is it—this guy Joe Reynolds,

Anne?" Bert asked her huskily.

"Yes." she said, "it's Joe. I—I've

learned something going round with

liim. Bert. I've met people—people a

whole lot diffei-ent from our friends,

oil, I don't know, it seems a decent

way to live—that's all. So I'm going

to "quit the racket and marry him.

I'd have quit before, only—I wanted to

help you get even with Barker. And
I'd have (luit even before that if—if

I hadn't been in love with you—like I

was in the beginning, Bert."

He squared his shoulders with an
effort. "But you're right to quit now,
Honey," he assured her. "You're
right" about living decent, and you'd

never be liapjiy with me. The racket

is in my blood, and I coiddn't go
.straight if I tried. Fancy mc as a bell-

boy again
!"

tie chuckled, but his laughter did

not ring true. For ho knew in his hoiirt

that, if she wanted him to, he would
have taken any job, however Jowly.

It was too late now.

The Embezzler.

BERT HARRIS sat in the lounge of

a modest apartment that he had
rented in New York. He was

back from a year's sojourn in Europe,
and it had been a year of boredom, for,

though he might have enjoyed the ex-

perience under other circumstances, he

had been conscious all the time that

there was something wanting.
He was brooding over the past when

the door-bell rang, and as he answered
the summons he found a slender, girlish

figure in the corridor outside his rooms.

For an instant he could scarcely be-

lieve his eyes, and then his expression

changed from stupefaction to delight.

"Anne!" he exclaimed. "How did

you ever find out where I lived?"
"Oh, I managed," she told him, with

a wan smile.

He took her arm and led her into the

lounge.
"Sit down," he urged, "and tell ine

how vou arc? How d'you like married
life?''

"All right, I guess," she murmured;
but something in her tone belied the

words.

Bert leaned forward and looked at

her keenly.
"You don't look very happy," he

mentioned.
"(Jh. Bert, I'm not!" she cried

brokenly. " I've something to tell you.

Something dreadful has happened.
It's Joe, iJcrt. He used .some of the

firm's money for a, private doal, think-

ing lie could make a fortune."

Bert pursed his lips. There was a

curious glitter in his eyes.

DfCPmbiT 12th, 1931.
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"That's been tried before," he ob
served. " I suppose the deal didn't

work, and now it's up to you to get

him out of the moss. Aw, Anne, is

this the guy you held up to me as so

respectable, so straight and cloan?"
He laughed shortly, and: "An em-
bezzler, huh?" he added.

"Bert," Anne pleaded, "I've come
for your lielp, because you're the only

person I know whom I can ask. I

want you to lend mo the money, so

that Joe can make good his losses to

the firm before the books are audited

—

on the thirtieth. It's an awful lot of

money, b\it .Joe w ill pay you back romu-
how. Could you manage—oh, Bert,

could you lend us—thirty thousand
dollars?"
"Thirty thousand?" Bert reiterated.

"Why, Anne, I haven't got it. I

haven't turned a trick since you left.

I'm just living on my capital, and
that don't amount to much now."

Anne looked at him with mingled
bewilderment and despair.
"Why, I—I didn't know, Bert," she

managed to say. "I thought you were
still in the racket."
"No," he told her, shaking his head,

"I quit when you did. I figured
you were right, Anne—^about livin'

straight."
There was a moment's silence, and

he W'atched her closely, pityingly. He
could see that she was beside herself

with grief, and his one desire just

now was to help her—at any cost.

"Anne," he said, "how did Joe
Reynolds get this money?"
"He took negotiable bonds from the

vault," she answered. "He has his

own key, and knows the combination
of the safe. He's trusted at Werder
and Ijawrence's—his firm. He's been
with them for years."

"I see," Bert mused. "Well, listen,

Anne, tell Joe he can expect a visit

from me in the morning, and have
him take me to his own private office

when I get there."
"What do you mean to do?" Anne

asked him feverishly; but Bert evaded
the ciucstion.

"Never mind," he said, "but every-
thing's going to be all right. Just tell

him to expect me."
He was true to his promise, and at

ten o'clock on the following morning
was shown into Joe Reynolds' office. It

was his first encounter with Anne's
choice of a husband, and, summing
him up, Bert put him down as a tall,

handsome young fellow of good family
but poor principles. He iiad the charm
of breeding, but his mouth betrayed
weakness of chaivicter and lack of

nerve, and there was something shifty

about his eyes.

Bert broached the subject of the
missing bonds immediately they were
alone, and, in faltering tones, Reynolds
told him the whole story.

"So you see," he finished. "I didn't

intend to steal the money. I meant to

return it. It's the—the sort of thing

that could happen—to anybody."

"Sure," Bert agreed, with a mirth-
less smile; "it's happened to a lotta

guys. They're up in Sing Sing now."
Reynolds moistened his lips.

"Anne said you could help mc," ho
muttered. "I—I'll pay you back.

You won't lose anything."

"I can't Jose anything, because 1

haven't got anything," Bert retorted.
" Listen, is there any more dough in

that safe?"
"Yes," Reynolds answered, fidgeting

in his chair. "At least, there are

bonds. Why ?"
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"Just get a load of this," Bert said

slowly. "If this place should happen
to be robbed—to-night, for instance

—

and the rest of the securities stolen,

they would never know that your
thirty thousand hadn't been taken with
the rest."

The eyes of Revnolds gleamed hope-
fully.

"Why, no, they wouldn't," he agreed.
"But—that's robbery."

Bert wanted to laugh, and the saeer
that came to his lips betrayed his con.
tempt for Reynolds. The latter ap-

peared embarrassed for a moment, and
then :

" There's probably forty thousand dol-

lars' worth of bonds in the safe now,"
ho said.

"Any negotiable?" Bert asked; and,
as Reynol'ds made a negative move-
ment with his head: "No, of course
there aren't. If there had been, you'd
have grabbed those, too."

"Look here," cried Reynolds, with
an attempt at indignation, "you can't
talk that wny to

"

"Shut up and listen to me," Bert
rapped out. "Give nie the key to

this place and the combination of the
safe. Take Anne out to-night, and be
sure you're seen by a lot of people you
know, in case you need an alibi. To-
morrow morning they'll find the place
robbed and the safe hanging open.
They'll pick up forty thousand dollars'

worth of unncgotiable bonds lying in

the alley, and they'll figure that the
thieves strewed them there, keeping only
the stuff they could di.spose of."

Reynolds reached across to grip him
by the har;ds.

"That's great." he babbled; "that's
great ! Gee, 1 don't know how to thank
you "

"Say. I'm not doing it for you," Bert
flung at hini. "I'm doing it for Anne,
you sap. Give me tho keys!"

Reynolds obeyed meekly, and then
passed over a pencil and a scrap of

paper.
"You can write down the combination

of the safe," he said. "Left—nine-seven;
right—two-three "

^The End of the Road.

IT was in the dead of night that Bert
Harris made his way to the oflices

of Werder & Lawrence, and. with
the aid of tJie key that Reynolds had
given him, he had no difficulty in gain-

ing admittance to the premises.

A flash-light in his hand, he made his

way tlirough the rooms to Reynolds'
sanctum, and tho beam of the torch wan-
dered over the office till it came to rest

on the door of tho safe. Bert advanced
stealthily and gripped the dial of the
combination-lock between his fingers.

"Left—nine-seven," .he murmured,
spinning the disc as he uttered the words
of the formula. "Right—two-three."
The door of the safe swung open, and,

searching the interior, Bert gathered up
the bonds. He stuffed them into his

pocket and closed the safe again, and ho
was in the act of turning to retrace his

steps through the premises when he
heard a footfall.

He darted to the door of Reynolds'
sanctum and instinctively swung the

beam of the electric torch across tho

outer office. It settled on tlio figures of

two police officers, and with an exclama-

tion Bert dropped the flash-lamp and
ran.

"Hold him!" yelled a voice.

In the darkness a hand clutched Bert's

arm. Ho struggled, and hit out blindly,

.nnd he felt his fist drive homo against S

(Continued on page 28.)
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An innocent girl accused of murder and how the electric chair was cheated of a victim.
A gripping detective story.

Keiress No Longer !

CHARLES BACON, a
retired stockbroker ot

considerable in e a n s,

like many who are blessed

with vast possessions,

imagined that his wealth
gave hirn the right to infer-

fere with the lives and the

happiness of those who
harboured "expectations."
Self-willed, irascible, there

was nevertheless a warm corner in his

withered old heart for his niece, Olive

Thayer.
With neither father nor mother, the

girl had blossomed from childhood to

womanhood in her uncle's home, re-

garded by all and sundry as his heiress.

She ministered to his comforts, pandered
to his whims, smoothed the evening of

his days with those evidences of real

affection that money cannot always buy.

On his part, old Bacon, almost a

stranger to the meaning of love, had
watched the growth of little Olive; had
permitted himself to weave ronuinces

around her future and. unknown to the

girl, had cast around for some fine,

upstanding young fellow who might be

a fitting life partner for one whom he
loved with a fatherly affection.

"Well, uncle," she had playfully

remarked on more than one occasion,

"has Prince Charming been discovered
yet? I'm getting older, you know.
Time's passing, and .it/>l he hasn't come."
"Don't worry. Olive," he would reijly

gently, "it's only a matter of time, and
I ((remise that the young fellow who's
liifky enough to win you will not only
wed the nicest girl in the State of New
York, but, when I'm gone, there's a
fortune for Ijoth of you."

" Who's talking of dying, uncle ? Why,
there's years and years of life in front
of you. Besides " And hero the girl

hesitated, a blush suffusing her lovely
face.

"Besides what?" inquired her uncle
sharply, detecting a note of sentiment in
her voice.

"Why, nothing," was Olive's reply.
But Charles Bacon, suspicious of every-

body, persisted.

"Now, Olive, there must be no secrets
between us. What's behind this eloquent
•but ' ?"

"Nothing, really," she said, and tried
to change the conversation.
Her uncle, with a stubborness that had

earned for him the sobriquet ot "Stone-
wall " Bacon, woidd not be put off with
evasions.

"Well, uncle, if you must know, I'm
rather fond of David Landen !"

"You mean you're in love with that

fellow ? You've decided to throw away
your young life on a man whom yo<i

know I detest? How ronld you do it?"
His voice was now shrill and embittered
as he remonstrated with his niece
because of her defection. " Anyone but
Landen I would not have objected to. I

dislike the fellow utterly !"

"But, uncle, there's nothing wrong
with David. Il's just that you've taken
a strange dislike to him. He admires
you tremendously."
"Admires nie ! He's probably a

greater admiration for my bankbook
than he has for you or for mo !" snorted
the old man.
"Oh, uncle, how can you say such

terribly unju.st things?" The colour
numtled her checks as she championed
the man she loved.

"They're true. I tc-ll you! But.
like many another girl who imagines
herself to be in love, you choose to be
blinded by this young fellow's good
looks. He's not in love with you, he's in

love with my money, and you know it
'"

he growled fiercely.

Olive was weeping softly, aghast at

the change in a man who had always
been the soul of gentleness, one from
whom she had never hitherto hoard a
harsh, an unjust word. It seemed that
her little world was tumbling to pieces.

No, there was always her David, whose
love and loyalty she never for an instant
doubted.
The girl roso and faced her uncle

proudly.
"I am not asking for your consent,

uncle, for, after all, I am of age. But I

wish with all my heart that you could
have been kinder."
"Kinder? Here have I been devoting

my life to you, treating you. caring for
you as one of my own, regarding you as
my heiress. And now in a matter which
affects your whole life you do this thing
without consulting me. Listen !" Her
imcle held up a detaining hand. "I have
no alternative but to make a further
will. Instead of leaving practically all

I pos.sess to you, as I intended, you will

have just one-third of my estate, and thai;

on one condition : that you break
entirely with David Landen."

Olive Thayer left her uncle's presence,
her head in a whirl, determined, in
spite of his bitter opposition, in spite of
his threat, to remain true to her troth.

This bitter passage of arms between
uncle and niece had been observed by
two individuals. The evidence of one
was destined later to bear considerable
weight when eventually the case came
up for trial. The other, miscen. noted
with evident satisfaction old Bacon's
displeasure. From his point of vantage
liehind the tall bushes he had seen and
hoard everything, and although it had
been his intention to call ui)on the
agitated old gentleman, he deemed it

advisable to postpone his visit to a more
propitious occasion.

"
'Tis an ill wind," he mused as

stealthily he made his way again to the

main road and pondered upon the s<Mious

nature of the break between this hitherto
inseparable pair.

A day later Charles Bacon called for

his lawyer. John Brigham, and in (he
presence of his niece instructed Brigluim
to draw up a fresh will dispossessing her
entirely.

" You jjcrsist in keeping company with
young I.,anden, and / persist in my
determination that neither of you siiall

have a cent of my money !" he said.

In a half-hearted manner, seemingly
diffident at influencing his client against
his wishes, the lawyer suggested that the
new will erred on the side of und\ic
severity. The suggestion merely goaded
Bacon to a fresh outburst of anger.
"Whose money am I disposing of?' he

queried tartly. "Rather than see my
niece throw herself away on a worih-
less scamp "

"You ktiow in your own heart 'liat

David's no worthless scamp," the girl

interposed.
"Rather than that," continued the

girl's imcle. ignoring the interruption,
"you'll find you've made the worst;

bargain in your life."
December 12th, 1031.
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With eyes discreetly bent, his pen
scratching hastily across the paper, John
Brighani noted his client's further direc-

tions for disposing of his riches.

"The draft will bo ready in a day or
so," ho promised.
"The sooner the better !" was Bacon's

reply.
When the lawyer had left, uncle and

niece were still arguing, the girl attempt-
ing to bring him to a reasonable frame
of mind, the uncle adamant in his
decision to punish this determined
attempt to run counter to his wishes.
Bacon, trembling with anger and ex-

citement, was seen by the butler to make
his way from the house into the gardens
of his estate. A moment later the report
of <i i)istol \\as heard, and Bacon lay
prone on the lawn, evidently at the
point of death. The staff rushed to the
spot, and his last words to agitated
inquiries were:
"A shot was fired at me from that

bush, and "

But the sentence was destined never to
be completed.
In spite of her tears and protestations,

Olive Thayer was aiDprehended on the
capital charge, to the amazement of her
fiance and the incredulity of the
neighbours.

The Trial.

OPIMOX was equally divided. There
were some who persisted that,
having everything to gain by the

immediate death of her uncle, hers was
a deed (hat had a definite object. There
were others who, regarding the lovely,
slim figure of Olive Thayer, as she
faced the district attorney's terrific

verbal bombardment, considered her
incapable of the deed that American
justice attempted to lay at her door.
Tearfully she protested her innocence,

omphatioally assured her tormentors
that she had loved her uncle far too
dearly even to dream of taking his life;

iind that, so far as his wealth was
concerned, money, in lier view, did not
always represent happiness.

Tlio district attorney declined to bo
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impressed by Olive Thayer's impassioned
denials, and the members of the jury,
swayed by the pitiless logic of the
lawyer, seemed rapidly to be veering
round to the opinion that, although her
explanations were plausible, the weight
of evidence was agaiust the girl. Her
glove, for instance—how did it happen
to bo covering the gun that had pre-
maturely ended Mr. Bacon's career ?

Olive Thayer, explained the prosecuting
counsel, was not on the spot at the
time, but a hundred yards away from
where the police discovered the pistol, a
weapon tliat belongcii to Mr. Bacon,
and one which was readily accessible to

the accused.

"What is particularly noteworthy,"
persisted the attorney, leaving the
accused girl to come over to address the
jury, "is that the pistol was found to

have been soaked in oil. But not a
single finger-print was discovered !

Why ? Because the hand that fired the
weapon wore a glove. That glove bore
marks of oil. A woman's glove I We
will prove that that glove belonged to

Olive Thayer, who now stands her trial

for the murder of her uncle."

There was an evident rustle in the
court as the relentless voice of the
attorney made these accu.sations.

Now John Brigham, Bacons attorney,
and, by a coincidence, defending counsel
for Olive Thayer, questioned the girl.

He seemed trembling with excitement,
like a man who has just emerged from
an ordeal. His question is notable be-

cause of its surprising brevity :

"Do you know. Miss Thayer, who
fired the shot that killed your uncle''"

"No." came the firm answer.
Landen regarded the defending

counsel with amazement. Did he really

imagine that this trivial question was
going to help his client? Surely, in the

time at his disposal, ho could have
introduced a string of relevant ques-

tions that would have proved Olive's

innocence beyond the shadow of n
doubt

!

But no ! Here was Brigham, wiping
the perspiration from his bro^y, sinking
\\ith relief into his chair, as if lie had
emerged from a gruelling examination.

" We will prove that that glove belonged
to Olive Thayer, who now stands her trial

for the murder of her uncle I"
Deci-mber 12tli, 1931.
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He was deathly pale; his liand trembled
as he sipped a glass of water.
The brevity of Brigham's examina-

tion was not lost upon the public, who
nudged each other, as if to suggest that
the defending counsel knew more than
he dared di.sclose. As events were soon
to prove, this was so!
Meantime, Olive Thayer braced herself

for further questioning, as the prose-
cuting attorney now interposed :

" Did you and your uncle have an
argument on the morning that he was
killed?"

;• We did."
" Is it not a fact that your uncle was

angered because you absolutely defied
him—disregarded his wishes in regard
to David Landen?"
"That is so. I considered that I was

old enough to exercise my own discretion
in a matter affecting my future happi-
ness."

"Did you ever see this pistol before?"
"I don't know. I've seen one like

it."

"Did von ever use the one you saw
like it?"
"No. Mr. Landen used it two or

three different times, shooting at a
target."
"Wasn't he instructing you how to

use it?"

"No."
"Isn't it true that you had in mind

the idea of shooting vour uncle?
"

"No."
"Did yoii know of three different

wills your uncle made?"
" Yes ; my uncle told me about each

one of them, but he never signed the
last will—in fact, it was never drawn
up."
"W^hat do you know about the con-

tents of the different wills?"
"In the first one he left mc every-

thing. In the second one he left me one-
third of his estate, fifty thousand dollars
to his lawyer, Mr. Brigham, ten
thousand to his butler, and the rest

to some religious cult that he had be-
come deeply interested in."

" How about the last one—the one
that was never drawn up?"
"He intended Iciaving everything to

the religious cult."
" This is your property ?" he

snapped, holding up a white glove.
"Yes—it's mine," she replied in

hesitant tones.

"There!" eaid the
prosecuting attorney
in triumph. "Could
anything be more
circumstantial ?"

Circumst a n t i a 1 ?

Yes. But, averred
the prosecution, never
had there been a case
in that court wherein
the motive was so

fleaily defined. Never
a case in which the
weight of evidence,
moved so strongly in

the defendant's dis-

favour.
" Rubbish!" m u r-

mured a pale-faced
young fellow in the
body of the courtt
whei-eat the iisheft

with a theatenin,

m o V e m e n t, a
proached him— thei

evidently decided lo

let the interruption
pass. It was easy to

iindei'stand (he young
man's agitation; easy

to appreciate the mental tourmoil

through which he must be pass-

ng. Here was the sweetheart o£

the weary-faced girl in the di

m
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convinced entirely of her innocence,
foiced to listen to that pitiless brow-
beating of the girl for whom he would
willingly yield up his life; compelled to

witness the slow building vip of a case
that seemed to become blacker with
eveiy moment.
David Landcn, shrewd fcHow that he

was, needed but half an eye to realise
that the dead man had but little affec-

tion for him. Nor was it possible to
mistake the veiled hostility with which
liis visits to the girl had been received
by her uncle. %>

But that the g'rl had deliberately
destroyed her cno benefactor in the
world was unthinkable.

"Tell me," David said to her at the
conclusion ot the fir>t day of the trial.
" The quarrel between you and your
uncle was just because ho objected to

me '!"

"It was. Uncle told me once again
that he objected to our keeping com-
pany. I replied tiiat I had the right to

happiness, the right to choose my
friends. He answered that he agreed
tliat I had that right, but his objection
was to you. I asked him why. He
simi>ly answered that he didn't like you,
and that if I persisted in our friendshii),

he'd alter his will."
" Nothing more ?" asked the boy.
" Not a thing," the girl answered.

"He just stalked out into the garden in

high dudgeon, and—and the rest yon
know."

"He never liked me, Olive," the lad

explained. "It was not so much that he
objected to me periwnally. as because h<>

associated me with another member of

my family who got the bettor of liim in

a business deal Jong ago. That much 1

learned when first we met. And he never
forgave me—for the name reawakened
memories of the one occasion when lie

really met his Waterloo. Ho ^^as a bitter

liater. Sometimes I think that, for your
sake, it is a pity we ever met. Some-
times "

"We can't fight against destiny," the
girl replied quietly and sincerely.

" ifaybc wo ctm't fight against
destiny," the lad answered. "But we
can fight against what they call circum-
stantial evidence, as you'll realise very
soon. As soon as 1 heard of your arrest

on this monstrous charge I got in touch
with the only man wholl really ferret

out the truth. I've put Detective
Thompson on the job. He's a retired

Secret Service man, and though there's

been precious little time for him to <lo

anything of practical value, I've hopes

—

big hopes. Maybe to-morrow, my dear,
we shall be hearing good news."

"Maybe," replied the girl cryptically.

"Whatever happens, you're a dear."
The second day of the trial, by reason

of the interest aroused by the report of
the first day's proceedings, attracted a

packed court. The jury, alert, im-
portant, and appreciating the dramatic
nature of the case, were anticipating
further interesting disclosures. They
were destined not to be disappointed.

The prosecuting attorney went straight
to the point.

"Do you still insist that you've never
handled a gun in your life ?" he asked
Olive Thayer. "Now think well before
you reply."

"Maybe I have," the girl answered
slowly. " A few years ago, when there
was a fair in the town, I remember
having used one at a shooting-gallery,
just out of fun."
"And never since?"
"Never. There ^ as no reason."
" Do you keep a revolver in your bed-

room?" '

BOY'S CINEMA
The court was tense with expectancy

as the lawyer introduced Fliis unlooked-
for query.
"That is so."

"And for what reason, assuming, as

you say, that you have never handled
real firearms?"
"Just for appearance sake. There

have been robberies in the neighbour-
hood in the past. I should be afraid to

hold it if it were loaded."
"So you say," replied the attorney

mysteriously.

At this stage of the proceedings a

messenger came up to the district

attorney, whose cros.s-examination was
thereby interrupted. Would he sec

Detective Thompson, who had been on-
gaged by Mr. Landcn to investigate the
mystery ?

With a whispered consultation to the
judge, who signified an apparently un-
willing approval, counsel made his way
to the ante-room.

"^Morning, Thompson," said the dis-

trict attorney cheerfully. " What can I

do for you ?"

The detective explained in a few words
the object of his visit.

"I've a string of important witnesses
here— only rounded them up at the Ia.st

minute—and if you can possibly get an
adjournment of the case for about an
hour, it should be worth your while."

The presiding judge, protesting at this

flouting of routine, at length agreed, the
court adjourned, and Detective Thomp-
son did some rapid work, not the least

important of which was his ability to

convince the district attorney that Olive
Thayer was incapable of the crime, and
that she should be at once discharged.

19

The court reassembling, the district

attorney at once arose, and question and
answer filled the court with increasing
amazement.
"Your honour," explained the district

attorney to the judge, " I ask for the
acquittal of the defendant, as I am con-
vinced that she is innocent."

" Well, I aril not convinced ! Enough
evidence has been introduced here for

the jury to decide that," returned the
judge crisply.

" Your honour, when I asked for an
adjournment it was for this reason—to
interrogate certain witnesses that a
special investigator has produced."

" I thought you were the prosecuting
attorney," remarked his Honour sar-

castically, '• but you seem now to be the
counsel for the defendant. Anyhow,
continue."

"The guilty party called at Bacon's
residence," went on the attorney quietly,

"and while Charles Bacon was absent
from the room for a short time, that
party took the pistol and glove—the
glove was put around the pistol to cover
up possible finger-prints."

" Are these witnesses in court that you
examined?" queried the judge, gazing
round the court-room.

"Ye.s, do you wish to examine
them?"
"No—continue."
"The guilty person was hard pressed

for money—he had passed several worth-
less cheques—this person's only salvation
seemed to be to procure the money willed
to him by Charles Bacon. One witness
saw tliis individual fleeing from tha
Bacon estate at the time tiie crime was
committed "

This is your property ? " lie snapped, holding up a white glove.

December 12th, 1931.
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"What I don't understand," inter-

rupted the judge, "is wliy the de-

fendant's lawyer didn't procure these
witnesses instead of you."
"Your honour—there is a very good

reason indeed why he failed to do so

—

the guilty party stands there before
you !" thundered the district attorney,
pointing a stern linger at the defending
counsel.

"John Brigham!" gasped the judge.
"Yes, your honour," Olive Thayer's

mtorney, 'and Charles Bacon's attorney
and executor."
"Do I understand that he lias con-

fessed ?"

"We confronted him with an array of

witnesses connecting every link," said

the,D.A. quietly. "He stoutly denied
everything until Detective Thompson
flashed a lodge badge before him, and
then he asked him to explain how that

happened to be in the bush from where
the shot was fired. He then broke down
and confessed."

"How did this investigator know that

it was his lodge badge?"
" JJrigham's name \\as on the back

of it."

Like a man in a dream, John Brigham
arose to face his accusei-s, his face pale,

his body shaking like an aspen.

"You honour-^ " ho said.

But the judge motioned the trembling
man to be seated.
"Y'ou will have an opportunity, very

shortly, of denying this charge, if it

can be denied. Meantime "

"This is a trick!" yelled Brigham.
" A frame-up unworthy of American
justice! If it takes every cent of my
foitunc I will get justice done. I have
not confessed ! If it takes ten years

"Silence!" thundered the judge.

"\''ou of all men should have some
respect for the dignity of the law."

Thereupon the judge motioned to two
burly warders, who led the lawyer, pro-

testing, to the cells below. Came a
muflSed shout, the sounds of a struggle,

a hysterical shriek as of one who has
been foiled of his purpose.

Hardly had the door of the cell been
closed upon him than the unhappy man
was seen to place his hand furtively in

his hip-pocket. The door was unlocked
with lightning rapidity, and a strong
hand wrested a small but serviceable re-

volver with which John Brigham had
intended to cheat the law.

A happy trio met outside the court at

the conclusion of the ca.se—Olive, Landen
and Detective Thompson.
"Wliat puzzles me, Thompson," said

the girl'ti fiance, "is this: How did you
manage to find (hat lodge pin? Was it

discovered near the bush from where the

•shot was fired?"

"Not at all," was Thompson's reply.

"That lodge pin wasn't in any bush.
You .see," he whispered. "I found it in

Brigharu'fi apartment last night in a

bureau diav.er, and I happened to know
that Brigham usually carried the badge
--he was a |)()rupous man, who liked to

boast about his work in the lodge. I

was certain that it would make him con-

fess. And it did !"

The tiio moved happily away, their

progress impeded by handshakes innu-
merable. From the shadow of death
into the sunlight of happiness. Free as

the air—and supremely happy—David
and his loved one plighted their troth

nnew.

(By permission of the Ideal Film Co.,

Ltd.)
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shot, and also to find you. He may
come here, but I don't "think he'll get
Wolmer."

" How do you know it was Wolmer
who fired?" asked Sybil.
"I don't know." Frank looked in

a puzzlcti way at the girl. "I thought
it might have been, that's all. Have
you seen him again? I didn't mention
him to Dawford, of course."
"I haven't seen him," replied Sybil.

"Tell me how you got here."
"Mr. Atkinson begian to implore the

sergeant to let him go home to his
wife. Hogan seemed to think that ex-
tremely suspicious, and then the little

man made a sudden bolt for it. He
got as far as the door, and he may
have got away. I didn't stop to see.

I took my chance, found the secret door
without much trouble, and here I am."
"Come and look at these bags, Mr.

Pine," &aid Sybil. She endeavoured
to open one, but found that it was
locked. Producing a bunch of keys,
she tried one after the other, and at
length found one that fitted. A second
later the bag was open, and Frank
gasped as he saw the contents.
In the bag were the missing chess-

men.
"How did they come here?" cried

the young man. "Thank Heaven
you've found them ! My father's
saved I"

"These bags were left here by the
thief, who wms to have come at six

o'clock this evetting to take them
away," replied Sybil calmly.
"How did you know that?" Frank

stared in bewilderment at the girl'a

words. "And who is the thief?
George Wolmer?"
"I am not quite sure." said the girl,

" but I think we shall soon see the
thief—here."
Frank glanced round the garage

anxiously, and then spoke in haste.

"Let's go back to the hall at once
and hand over the chessmen to the in-

spector."

"\'cs, " replied Sybil. "I wonder
what's in the other bag." she added,
as they moved towards the door of the
passage.

"We'll see presently. Why, surely
I left that door open!" Frank gazed
in surprise at the door, which was shut.

lie tried to open it, but in vain, and
he turned to Sybil in dismay.
"Someone has been here," he wiiis-

pered in alarm. "Try the other door."
But the outside door was locked,

too.

There was a faint sound behind them
a- they stared in dismay at the locked
door, and they turned sharply to look.

Fven as they did so the outer door
of the garage opened, and someone
came in. Sybil and Frank swung
round again to face a man wearing a
mask over his eyes, and they gave back
several paces. To their surprise, how-
ever, the newcomer's glance went be-

yond them, and they followed his gaze,

to see another man just rising to his

feet from behind the large motor-car.

Silence for a moment. Then the man
by the car spoke, briefly but to the
point.

_ _

"Drop those bags, kid! Up with;
\our hands, all of you !"

The command was obeyed, for the

man who spoke had produced a re-

' (Continued on page 3d.)
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Follow a two-fisted sea-captain) and the beautiful daughter of a brave explorer as they
sail on a perilous trip to a forgotten cannibal island, where they defy storm, fire and
water, man and beast on a search for a fortune in radium ! Starring Kenneth Harlan

and L.ucille Browne.

READ THIS FIRST.
Ill search of pitchblende deposits

containing imrnense quantities of
precious radium, Professor Adams and
his companions are beset by savages on
a volcanic island off the African coast,

and Adams escapes with one surviving
follower, Cehu, his giant negro guide.
In America his daughter Bonnie and

her uncle. Dr. Anthony Adams, have
become alaruied at his failure to com-
municate v:ith them. Bin Arnold, an
adventurer professing friend.ihip, offers
to fit out a relief expedition.
His ship, the Lottie Carson, sets sail

under the command of Harry Drake, a
young Englishman, and for companion
Bonnie engages Arlene Chandos, who is

in league with Arnold.
Professor Adams and Cehu are picked

up by the Lottie Carson off the coast of
Africa. The professor is dying, but be-
fore passing away he gives Bonnie a
chart and charges her to secure the
radium for the benefit of humanity.
Arnold scetjres the chart, and before

it is returned to Bonnie it is cunningly
"doctored" by Bull Black, the rascally
mate, after an exact tracing of the
original has been made.
A hurricane breaks, and Cehu and

Doctor Anthony are washed overboard.
Then Harry sees Bonnie on the storm-
lashed deck, and reaches her even as a
cataract of sea-water hurls them off
their feet.

Now Read On.

At Twamballa.

AS the cataract of water swept them
across the deck, Harry believed
that nothing could save him and

the girl in his arms from being carried
overboard to a watery grave.

But all at once he was aware of a
terrific impact that left Jiim bruised
and sliaken, and as he lay in the foam-
ing wash he realised that he had been
flung against the bulwark and was safe.

He had kept a firm hold of Bonnie,
and hi.s first concern as he struggled to
his feet was for her. She showed no
signs of life, but it was he who had
borne the brunt of the shock, and he
speedily discovered that she had only
fainted.

He raised her from the deck and was
wading towards the after-part of the
ship with her when the figure of Briney
showed \ip in the tumultuous gloom.
The hulking young sailor raised his
voice and yelled an anxious question.
"What happened, sir?" he demanded.
"Almost washed overboard," Harry

answered laconically. "Have the ship
pulled up in (he wind while I take
Miss Adams aft, Briney."
"Aye, aye, sir," Briney rejoined, and

promptly roared a command at a
huddled group of seamen near by.

"Put over your sea anchor," Harry
heard him shout, and then slithered
on with Bonnie and bore her to her
state-room.
He was laying her on a cot when

she came round and opened her eyes.
For a moment the stared at him

EPISODE 3.

"DEMONS OF

THE POOL"

vacantly, and then sJic rcmonibered
the tragic incident that had occurred
just before she had fainted.

"Oh, Harry," she moaned, "it's

terrible. Poor Uncle Anthony ! I saw
him with my own eyes—carried into the
sea !"

Harry did his best to console her, but
by the time that she had managed to
overcome her grief the hurricane was
on the wane.

"Thank heaven that you're safe, at

least,' the Englishman told her. "And
the worst of the gale is over. Take it

easy and rest here a while. Miss
Bonnie."
Meanwhile, in an adjoining cabin,

Ben Arnold, Bull Black and Arlene
Chandos were watching a barometer
fixedly, Arlene with an expression of

dull agitation on her pallid face.

"What dots the glass say now?" she
breathed.

"It's on the rise," said Bull.
"These tropical storms go as quickly
as they come. It looks as though Drake
has weathered it."

Arlene looked at him bitterly.

"Half an hour ago you were trying
to tell us he didn't know how to run
this tub,' she said. "But if it hadn't
been for Captain Drake's good seaman-
ship we'd all have been at the bottom
of the South Atlantic."

"Aw, why don't you get seasick,"

Ben Arnold put in angrily. "I'm tired

of hearing j-ou grouse."

Arlene had neither cause for grumb-
ling nor sea-sickness during the re-

mainder of the voyage to Twamballa,
but when she -stepped on to the quay
with Bonnie Adams and Ben Ariiold
she felt heartily thankful for the

December 12tli. 1931.
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opportunity of setting toot on firm

j;r<uu)fl.

Tho tropical African port was n

squalid city with a population culled

from llio gutter? of civilisation and the

tav»K(i heart of tlie Dark Continent.
Hero one saw the robed AraJ), the

swaggering white man, the insolent

; half breed, the primitive negro, and
liere one heard a thousand tongues that

were reminiscent of Babel's ancient

Tower.

"Well, girls," Arnold said to his two
companions, "it will take a day or so

to i'lx up the damage done to the

Lottie Carson by the storm. As a
matter of fact. Captain Black is ashore

' now se(iing about repairs and getting a

new crew."
"Captain Black!" exclaimed Bonnie

in surprise. "Whv, where is Captain
Drake?"
Ben Arnold frowned.
"It was understood that he was to

be discharged,' he began, but Bonnie
cut in on him.
"Ben, I think you're making a big

mistake," she protested. "You said
yourself before we left America that
Captain Drake was an excellent sea-

man."
"He refused to obey my orders,"

Arnold retorted. "And very nearly
wrecked my ship in the hurricane."

"That's not true, Ben," Bonnie
argued. "It wasn't Captain Drake's
fault that we ran into the storm, and
any man in the crew will tell you that
if it hadn't been for the way he handled
the Lottie Carson we'd never have
weathered it."

Arlene spoke, hoping to change tlie

subject. At tho same time she glanced
rather disdainfully at a group of
native pedlars who were crying their
wares close by.

"We'd better go and find a hotel,'

she suggested, "if there is such a thing
in this place."

Briney was fighting

like a titan in the

hope of rescuing his

s It i p p e r from a

ghastly fate deep

down in that well

of death.

BOY'S CINEMA

"Oh, I'm sure we can find accommo-
dation of some kind," Arnold declared;
"and both you girls will feel all the
better for a rest."

They walked on, and were soon lost

to view amidst the crowd that thronged
the waterfront. Shortly after they had
disappeared four seamen came down
the gangTvay of the Lottie Carson, and
might have been recognised as Briney
and those members of the crew who had
remained loyal to Harry Drake when
Bull Black liad attempted nuitin}-.

Briney sang the eternal song that had
earned him his nickname, and liis

croaking voice was echoing through
Twamballa's narrow streets when one
of his companions drew his attention
to a caravan of Arab camels that had
entered tlie town.

"Look, Briney," the sailor ejaculated,
as he pointed to the animals. "Our
brother-ships of the desert."

"They ain't no brothers of mine,"
Briney guffawed. "They go eight days
without a drink, an' my limit is eight
hours. Come on, fellers, let's look for
some place to liquor up."

They strode on, and so came to a den
that looked passably inviting, a place
of haunting native music and half-caste
dancing girls.

It was the only hotel and cafe of
any size in Twamballa, and for in-

famous notoriety was probably un-
rivalled by any other dive known to

humanitj'. But because they had no
choice of destination, Briney and his

shipmates passed through its portals.

It was partly for this same reason
that Arnold had singled it out, on Bull
Black's sinister recommendation, as a
resting place for Bonnie Adams. But
he had had yet another motive in mind
when he had decided to make his

quarters there, a motive that was as
dastardly as any a man had ever
conceived.

Every Tuesday

The Bribe.

THE riff-raff of the Seven Seas con-
gregated in Lascara's dive, and
found fit company in the scum

who were permanently domiciled in

Twamballa.
La.scara himself leaned against one

end of the long zinc bar where drinks
were served, a sleek, swarthy Portu-
guese, with lank black hair and a face
on which vice and cruelty were stamped
indelibly.

His activities were many, and in-

variably they were concerned with
criminal enterprise. A power in Twam-
balla's underworld, he had but to
utter a single word of command and a

dozen ruffians in his pay would have
detached themselves from the mob that
frequented his saloon. Grim were the
stories told of men who had come under
the shadow of his displeasure, to vanish
for all time and pass utterly from the
ken of the world.

It was with this villainous individual
that Bull Black associated himself
shortly after the arrival of Arnold and
the girls, and tho two were deep in con-
versation when Briney and his com-
panions entered.
Black glared at the seamen, and

watched Briney truculently as the
latter fell in with a dancing girl and
walked licr over to the bar to stand
her some refreshment.
"Here's .some o' this feller Drake's

pals," Bull told Lascara in an undertone,
"but I reckon that needn't worry you
any, eh?"
"No," Lascaia answered in broken

English, favoiuing Bull with a crafty
smile; "my men handle them too eef
they start any tro'ble. But thees
man Drake—what does he look like?"
He had hardly put the question when

the subject of their conversation entered
the saloon, and an ugly glitter appeared
in Bull Black's eyes.
"There he is now," he said as Harry

sat down at a table. "Look! The guy
that just came in."

Dcconiijcr I2tl), 1331.
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Lascara nvctcd liis gaze on the young Englishman, and
his face was a study iu uialcvolcncc.
"Well," Bull muttered, "can it be done?"
Lascara gave a locr.

"In Twaniballa," he said softly, "anything can be clone

—

ci-f there is enough niouoy."

"There'll be plenty o' money," Bull assured him. "I'll
go an' have a talk with the man I'm workin' for, an' we'll
sea yuh later."
He left Lascara and made his way to a flight of stairs

that led to the floor above. Ascending, he knocked at the
door of one of tlic upper rooms, and was at once given
permission to enter.
Bonnie, Arlone, and Ben Arnold were in the room, and

Bull exchanged a meaning glance v>kh the owner of the
Lottie Carson.

"Id like to speak with you a moment, Mr. Arnold," he
said.

"All right, Bull," Arnold replied; and then, turning to
Bonnie: "I'd advise you to turn in, my dear," he observed.
"We've all had a pretty rough time, and a rest will do
you good."
"I think you're right, Ben," Bonnie agreed, and, leaving

her with Arlene, Arnold accompanied Bull out into the
conidor.
"Well," he said when thoy were alone, "did you fix it?"
"I sure did," Bull answered. "I just had a talk with

that feller Lascara downstairs."
"Yes'?" Arnold rejoined eagerly. "What did he say?"
"He said lie could fix anything," Bull told him, "if there

"as enougli money in it."

Arnold pursed his lips.

"I'll attend to that," he declared. "Listen, Bull!
Drake's got to be put out of the way at any cost ! I won't
be easy in my njiud while he's hanging around. He's gained
Boiuiie's confidence, and we know that he's kind of wise to
U.-j

"

He paused, for the door of the bed-room opened at that
niomcnf. Arlene emerged and looked at them keenly.

"How would it be if you let me in on this secret?"
she suggested, in a low voice. "I'd like to know just how
«e all stand. Are you sending Captain Drake home?"

"I'll take care of him," Arnold returned. "All you've
got to worry about is this—<lon't on any account let Bonnie
go ilownstairs. Toll her it's dangerous. You understand?"
"I take you. Ben," Arlene murmured, and with that

.Arnold and Bull Black made their way to the saloon.

Thi.'y joined Lascara at the end of the zinc liar, where Bull
introduced Arnold and then, speaking in guarded tones,
brought up the subject of Harry Drake again.
Lascara laid a lean, swarthy hand on hi& arm.
"One moment!" he said avariciously. "I do dices job

for you—verec good.. But who pays?"
"I do," put in Ben Arnold. "Here's part of the cash in

advance."
And from a wallet he drew out a sheaf of notes, which

he handed to the Portuguese.
Lascara moistened his lips as he saw the money, and,

taking the bills, he swiftly pocketed them.

"All right," he told Arnold. "Y'ou no' worry about
Drake any more."

-Arnold leaned towards him a trifle anxiously.
"Say, you're >uro you can handle this affair, Lascara?" he

inuiierod. "We can't afford to bungle."
"Don't worry," Bull interrupted. "I know Lascara. an'

he won't make mistakes. .Anyway. \ ou an' mo arc clear
of trouble, no matter what happens."
Lascara drew away and began to walk arross the saloon,

(lireading his way between the tables. He chanced to
approach the one at which Harry Drake was sitting, and
noticed that he had been joined by Brinoy's shipmates,
Collins, Burke, and Connor.
Lascara paused for a moment within earshot.
"Yon know, captain," he heard Collins say, "Bull fired

us for stickin' witli you in that fight he an' his swabs started.
Of course. I was at the helm, and didn't join in the shindy,
but he knew I'd have been on your side if I could've left
the whoelhoiise, so him and Arnold paid me off as well."

"So wi-'re anchored here until another ship docks," Btirke
put in. "An' we thought we'd look up this joint to pass
some o' tlie time away."
"I'm here for the same reason," Harry stated. "And

don't you boys get down-hearted. I haven't forgotten the
way you stood by me, and I'll do my best to sec vou get
a passagf! home. But listen ! Keep your eyes open in the
meantime, and steer clear of any rumpu.s. We're in the
toughest port on the coast, and this is about the toughest
joint in creation,''

Lascara heard so much and then passed on. He stopped
at a table where two murderous-looking ruffians were seated
and whispered something to them, at the same time indicat-
ing Harry Drake with a sly movement of his head.
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The men nodded, and Lascara strolled

to another table, occupied by four
more of his minions. In all he must
have spoken to over a dozen rascally

hirelings, after which he stepped to the
middle of the spacious room, where a

dark-eyed half-caste dancing-girl wa?
swaying to the barbaric strains of a
native melody.
He gripped her by the wrist, and, with

a cringeing movement, the f^irl ceased

dancing. Obeying Lascara's sign to fol-

low him, she slipped after the scoundrel

as he led the way to an alcove at the

far side of the saloon.
"Pelula," he said, when he was cer-

tain no one was within hearing, "there
ees something 1 want you to do. You
see white man over there—ship's cap-

tain, huh? Well, you go and sit with
him."
The girl Pelula gave him a hunted

look. "And—what do I do then?" she

faltered.

"That's all," was the curt rejoinder.

"I do the rest, my little Pelida."

"You make tro'blo for heem!" the girl

said, with a swift intake of breath.

"Always you say Pelula be nice when
you want to make tro'ble for some man.
Lascara, I no' like

"

His hand clenched on her arm before

slie could finish the impassioned protest,

.-.rid the fierceness of his grasp bruiser!

her flesh so that she uttered a little moan
of pain.
"You do as I tell yon!" he ground

out. "You savvee—yes?"

"I—^I do what you tell me," she

answered piteously, almost sinking to her

knees.
He dragged her up with a savage

gesture.
"Well," he snarled, "you make no

meestake, cr—you know what happen
to you " An evil smile played
around his thin-lipped mouth, and:
"There are hungry ones in the pool be-

hind the saloon," he added mysteri-

ously.

The words had an instantaneous effect

on the girl, for she cowered in abject

terror,

"You no' take me to pool, Lascara!"
eho sobbed. "You no' take me there

"Quiet!" he interrupted viciously.

"Madre de dios! you go to white man
this fasnion, and I will kill you. Laugh
—you understand .' You are happy, so

you laugh and be gay—you under-

stand?"
"I—understand, Lascara," the girl

managed to say.

A Shock for Briney.

BRINEY was standing at the bar
when he saw Harry Drake, and as
he caught the Englishman's eye he

saluted him cheerfully, then turned again
to the girl whose acquaintance he had
made.
The drinks served at Lascara's were

none too palatable in Briney's estima-
tion, for they were cheap, burning
liqueurs that were handed across the
counter in tiny glasses, and presently the
big sailor rebelled against such poison.
"Say," he declared to his companion,

whose name he had discovered was Rita,
"I'm gettin' tired o' drinkin' this tack
outa thimbles. How about you and me
goin' for a walk ?"

The girl etarted violently.

"Oh, no," she gasped. "I cannot
leave thces place. Lascara, he no' let

me go out!"
"Lascara?" Briney growled. "Who's

he?"
"He own thces place," Rita explained.

"Ho veree bad man to cross. When a
girl works for heem, she has to etay
iiero all-a time."
December I2th, 1931.
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"Now listen ter me," Briney argued.
"You don't have to bother about Las-
cara. I won't let him do anything."
"No, no," the girl told him em-

phatically. "If I don't do like Lascara
say, he throw me to the crocs."
""To the what?" Briney demanded in

bewilderment.
"To the crocs," the girl repeated.

"You come an' I show you."
She tugged at his sleeve, and he fol-

lowed her along the bar and round to a
wide doonvay at the back of the saloon.
It opened on to a bare room with stone
flags and granite walb and as Briney
strode across the threshold after Rita he
noticed a circular pit in the middle of
the floor. It w-as about ten feet in

diameter, and surrounded by a low para-
pet scarce six inches high, and, as far as

Briney could judge, it appeared to be a
well sunk into the gloomy chamber for
some reason or other.
Rita moved to the edge of the pit. A

big side of beef lay on the parapet, and
she lifted it in her hands, Briney watch-
ing her amusedly the while, not under-
standing the grim significance of what
she had told him a few eeconds before.

"Say, what are you goin' to do,
Baby?" he asked with a grin. "Make
a meal o' that?"

"If anybody don't do like Lascara
say," the girl told him solemnly, "he

—

he feed them to the crocs. See—come
here!"
Briney advanced, and, standing at her

shoulder, peered down into the well. At
the sight which met his eyes his face

lost its amused expression, and he felt

an icy shiver run down his spine.

The pit was twelve or fifteen feet

deep, with sheer stone walls. At the bot-

tom of it was n stagnant and muddy
pool, and in the slime he saw half a
dozen monster reptiles wallowing—loath-

some crocodiles with jaws agape and
eyes gleaming hungrily, their hideous
heads upraised as they scented the meat
that the girl Rita was holding high
above them.
The muddy waters swirled as they

raged in the depths of their prison,

thrusting eaoh other aside and craning
voraciously towards the food that was
poised so far beyond the reach of their

fearsome snouts.

"Lascara he feed them like thees,"

Rita was saying. "Only it is not always
anim.il meat. Sometimes it is people

—

people who are in his way."
With the words she tossed the beef

into the well, and the horrified Briney
saw those reptile jaws snap at it

savagely. The meat fell amongst the

scaly denizens of the pool, and in an
instant their tails had lashed the mud
and water into a heaving, glutinous mass
as the creatures fastened on the food.

For a moment man and g;irl watched
them fighting for possession of it,

watched them tearing away great strips

of it with their vast, greedy jaws. Then
Rita drew back with an exclamation of

repugnance, and, covering her eyes with
her hands, shuddered violently.

The effect of that spectacle on Briney
was even more pronounced, for it was
something he had never before witnessed

or imagined. Temporarily paralysed by
a feeling of mute horror, his first in-

stinct, when ho recovered the use of his

trembling limbs, was to turn and run
from the vicinity of that ghastly well.

"Sufferin' dogfish!" he blurted.

"I'm gettin' outa here!"
The girl Rita called to him as he made

for the threshold of the saloon.

"Wait I" she cried. "Wait for me!"
And then, overtaking him and seizing

him by the arm: "You see why I no
go for walk with you, Sailor-man," she

i^i
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urged, "so now mebbe you dance with
ine, eh ?"

'"Not now," Briney answered hoarsely.

"I gotta tell my boss about that croco-
dile pit."

He shook free, and, with the girl still

at his heels, entered the saloon and
^tunlbled across to the table where he
liad last seen Harry Drake.
Harry was alone again, Collins, Burke

and Connor having moved off to the bar,
and as Briney steered his bulk towards
I he Englishman the girl Rita shrugged
her shoulders resignedly and walked off

in search of some other escort. >
Briney reached Harry's side, and

dropped into a chair beside him.
"I've como aft to join yuh, skipper,

with a signal o' distress," Briney
panted, lapsing into a whimsical dialect
of the sea that he sometimes affected.
" There's dirty weather in the oiling,

an' we've gotta alter our course an'
steer clear o' squalls."

"What the deuce are you raving
.ibout, Briney?" Harry demanded.
"Talk plain English, will you? What's
the trouble?"
"We've gotta get outa this dump,"

Briney gasped. "You know what this

feller Lascara docs with anybody he
don't like? He takes 'em through to

a room at the back there, (in' thiow.f

cm to the crocodiles J"

Harry greeted this piece of intolli-

geiicc as light-heartedly as Briney had
<lone when he had first heard it from
liita's lips.

"No!" he said, with an amused
grin.

Briney was on the point of emphasis-
ing his statement and attempting to

convince Harry of its truth when a

slender figure moved between him and
the young Englishman. It was the

BOY'S CINEMA

figure of the girl Pelula, and, know-
ing the watchful eyes of Lascara were
upon her, she forced an alluring smile,

and circled Harry's neck with her dusky
arm.
"I like you, sailor,'' she said softly,

with the melodious intonation that she
had inherited from native forebears.
Harry pushed her gently but firmly

aside.

"Cast off, sister," he told her.

"You've dropped anchor in the wrong
port."
Standing in the backgi'ound, Lascara

glanced quickly round the saloon, and
from various points his ruffianly

minions approached, forming an omin-
ous circle around the table at

which Harry and Briney sat. At the
same time, near the end of the long
zinc bar, Bull Black and Ben Arnold
looked at each other meaningly.

One of Lascara's hirelings stepped
close to Harry, and. while Pchila slunk
off, laid hold of the Englishman's
shoulder. The fellow was a San Fran-
cisco wharf-rat who had drifted far

from home and enlisted in the -service

of the ugliest villain on the African
coast.

"Say," the man rapped out, "keep
your hands off my girl!"
"Take your girl away!" Harry re-

torted. "She's not wanted at this

table."
The rest of Lascara's hirelings closed

in. and Briney was the first to become
aware of the converging ring of toughs.
In a moment the big sailor was on his

feet.

"Look out, captain!" he roared.

"It's a frame-up !"

Harry sprang up. and on the instant

the 'Frisco wharf-rat pounced on him.
The Englishman caught him up in his
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powerful arms, and, swinging him off

his balance, hurled him over the table
bodily. Next second he was over-

whelmod by a rush of nine or ten men,
a mixed mob of white scum and half-

castes.

Briney was tackled by three others,

and hit the foremost with a fist «s
hard as an anchor-cable. The rogue
went down, but the others came on and
grappled with the sailor; and suddenly
Briney caught the glint of a knife.

The Pool.

BI3NNIE was undressing when the

sudden uproar in the saloon

reached her ears, and, thoroughly
alarmed by the noise, she threw on her
clothes again, and hurried to the door.

As she wrenched it open she came
face to face with Arlene, and looked
at her anxiously.
"Wliat is it?" she panted. "What's

happening down there?"
"Oh, nothing." said Arlene care-

lessly. "Just a har-rooni row, Bonnie."
Even as she spoke, the tremendous

voice of Brinej' was heard.
"Collins, Burke, Connor! Lend a

hand, shipmates ! They're after the

skipper's blood!"
Bonnie shot a scared glance at Arlene.

"It's Harry!" she gasped. ''Harry's
clown there!" And, with the words,

she slipped past Arlene before the other
girl could restrain her.^

"Bonnie," Arlene oallcd urgently.

"Bonnie, come back here! It's danger-
ous for you to go "

But Bonnie did not heed her, and,

running down the stairs, she en-

countered -Arnold and Bull Black near
the foot of thoin. The two men started

as she appeared beside them, and Ben
(Continued on pa?e 27.) !
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''THE MAN AT 6.»i

(Continued from page 20.)

-^-.^^
\olver, and now he came forward
blowly.
"Stmt that door!" lie growled, and

tlie masked man did so. "The other
door is locked. I saw to that. Now
liaiid those bags to me."
The speaker had not taken his eyes

off the masked stranger, though he
spoke to Frank, who lifted the bags
and approached the gunman gingerly.
"Open them," said the man with

the gun. "I want one of 'em, not
both."
The young man bent over the bags

as though to obey, and then, to the
surjjrisc of Sybil, and the still greater
surprise of the gunman, he suddenly
straightened up, and in a flash knocked
up tiie revolver. In a second he had
closed with the man who held the gun,
emd a figure flashed by Sybil as the
masked stranger rushed in to help
Frank.
Two minutes later the gunman was

on the floor, disarmed and helpless.

Without spe^iking a word, Frank found
a rope, and tied the fellow up securely.
"That's settled him, anyway I" he

cried, turning to Sybil, who was star-

ing hard at the man in the mask.
"Are you the Man at Six?" she asked.

Who Was ' The IVIan at 6 ? "

THE masked man liad taken part in

the successful struggle against the
gunman, but so far he had not

spoken a word. He replied to Sybil's

question, however, in a quiet tone.

"I don't quite know how j'ou got
tVic information, madam," he said, "but
if you mean to ask whether I had
arranged to come iiere at six o'clock, I

must repl.y in the affirmative. To that
extent, therefore, I am the ' man at
six,' as you put it."

"Several men came to The Gable?
about that time," remarked Sybil. "I
know what some of them wanted. What
do you want?"
"I came to take away those bags."

The masked man picked up the two bags
and set them on a bench. "Have you
examined them ? In this one certain
\aluablc jewelled chessmen; in the other
—let me see ! Ah, yes, a bomb—a time-
bomb. How curious !"

He fiddled with the bags a moment,
then closed them, leaving them on the
". nch, the one containing the chessmen
being nearer the edge.
"A word of explanation before I take

these bags to the inspector," he re-

marked. "I meant to call before, but I
haven't had the chance until now."
"No; because lie was after them too,

I suppose."
Sybil indicated the man on the floor,

but the masked man was eyeing her
.s(<>adily, and he did not follow her
glance.

"You are right, madam," be said.
"This extremely unpleasant person hai-

lieen following me around for some
days, only he wasn't quite sure that I
had got the chessmen. Now he knows.
I must thank you, Mr. Pine, for your
courage just now. But for you, "this
fellow might have got away with the
spoils."

"You've double-crossed me, you low
liound I" yelled the gunman angrily.
" You promised me half. Get hold of
him, kid! He's the thief!"
"Be quiet, or I'll send a bullet

tlirough you I" came the stern reply as
the masked man turned sharply, a gun
in his hand. The man on the floor sub-
Dcccmbcr 12th. 1931.
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sided, and the speaker swung round
again, seized the bag at the edge of the
bcncli, and faced Sybil and Frank.
"Who are you?" cried Frank fiercely.

"Give me that bag, you scoundrel!"
"Stand back, you young fool!"

ground out the masked maji, thrusting
forward his revolver.
Frank drew back to Sybil's side, glar-

ing angrily at the man who was
threatening hirn. Step by step the man
in the mask retired towards the outer
door, which lie opened. Still covering
the young couple, ho got into the small
car.

"You will be interested to know what
will happen in a few minutes," he re-

marked coolly. "I set the time-bomb,
and it will go off in four minutes; no,
four and a half." He consulted a wrist-
watch and smiled grimly.
"I have just time to make a few re-

marks before I leave," he continued.
" In the first place, our friend on the
floor is right. I am the thief, as he
put it."

Sybil Vane watched him in silence,
quite calm and collected, while Frank
fidgeted, looking uneasily at the other
bag.
"That fool of an inspector is now

looking for you. and for someone who is

supposed to have fired at Mrs. Rowson,
or at Sir Joseph," resumed the man in
the mask, beginning to hack the car
out of the garage. "Mrs. Rowson!
Odd, because "

"There never was a Mrs. Rowson, of
course," interrupted Sybil.
"Of course not. I was Mrs. Row-

son. I came down here after these
chessmen, and I fooled Sir Joseph into
letting me have them. He never sus-
pected Mrs. Rawson to be a man in
disguise."
The masked man chuckled, and Frank

growled in impotent wrath.
"That explains a lot," said Sybil.

"The death of Jenkins, for example."
"Yes, I regret that," came the reply.

"Jenkins was useful in his way, and he
didn't suspect me cither. This after-
noon I discarded the attire of Mrs.
Rowson in his presence, and the shock
was too much for the old man. Ho saw
what he thought to be a feeble old
woman change into a strong man before
his eyes, and he fainted. When I picked
him up he was dead."
" You wrote that letter signed ' Eliza-

beth Rowson,' I suppose," said Sybil.
" A mere blind, my dear lady. Of no

importance except that it indicated the
departure of ' Mrs. Rowson.' I con-
gratulate you on your acumen, madam.
Why did you masquerade in the way
you did?"
"I hoped to surprise a confession out

of someone by suddenly appearing as
Mrs. Rowson, 'that's all," replied Sybil,
clanged shut.

The masked man had stopped the car
in the doorway, but
now he began to
move slowly out.
"Good-bye," he

remarked pleasantly.
"You have one
minute left. I must
go"
The car disap-

peared, and in some
way which Frank
and Sj'bil could not
fathom the door
clanged to as it

went out.

"He doesn't know
everything," said
Sybil, smiling at
Frank. "He doesn't
know that I am a
private detective. I
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was employed to watch—your father.
He was already suspected, you know.
The chessmen had been missed."

" But^but " stammered Frank, his
face paling as he edged away from tha
bench where the brown bag lay. "That
bomb I"

"Don't worry about that." Sybil
smiled at the young man's irritation.

"I changed the bags when he turned
round to the gentleman on the floor."

She took up the bag and opened it.

There, sure enough, were the chess-
men.
"He's got the bomb," said Sybil.

"Listen !"

A tremendous crash outside, and the
ground rocked beneath their feet, while
through a window over the door they
saw a flash of flame.

"That's the end of the Man at Six,"
remarked Sybil quietly.

Half a dozen policemen rushed to the
scene of the explosion, but it was im-
possible for them to approach the blaz-

ing car. They could only watch help-

lessly from a distance. Sybil and Frank
were soon released from the garage by
the inspector and Sergeant Hogan, and
the former gazed in astonishment at th(j

pair.
" How did you get here ? " he asked.

"And who was in that car?"
"The Man at Six," replied Sybil.
" V/hat do you mean by that?"
Inspector Dawford looked puzzled, as

well he might. The evening's events
had been a little too much for him.

" I am a private detective, Mr. Daw-
ford," replied Sybil. "I happened to
find out that Mrs. Rowson had disap-

peared, and I sent a telephone message
to Scotland Yard about it. I also dis-

covered that a certain man would como
here at six o'clock for the chessmen. I

didn't know who the man would be, but
1 think I know now. And I have the
chessmen here. He thought he'd got
tliem, but he took the bag with the
bomb instead."

Chief-inspector Dawford seemed more
puzzled than ever as he looked at the
chessmen.
"Come back to the liall, both of you,"

he said at length. "I must hear the
whole stoi-y. Bring that fellow on the
floor along, sergeant, and I'll question
him. Was the rtian who has just been
killed in that car the thief, then ? And
Avhere's Mrs. Rowson?" he added, turn-
ing to Sybil aga:n._

"He was the thief and he was Mrs.
Rowson, too," replied the girl. "You
have only to gather together all those
who came here this evening. One will

be missing, and he is—or, rather, ha
was—the Man at Six."

(A British International Picture, by
permission of the Wardour Film Co.,
Ltd., starring Gerald Rawlinson and

Anne Grey.)
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Bull in-

" I don't

J "DANGER ISLAND." J

1 (Continued from page 25.) T

Arnold bit his lips as he recognised
her.

"Bonnie!" he rapped out. "What
are you doing here?"
"Ben, Ben," the girl cried, "what's

wrong'.' What are they doing to Cap-
tain Drake? Oh, Ben, we've got to do
something to stop those men."

"It's not our fight, Miss Bonni<J)»'
Bull Black put in. "Drake took a
fancy to tliat half-caste dancixi'-girl over
there, and another feller jumped him
with a croud o' his pals."
Bonnie glanced towards

Pelula, and then faced
dignantly.

"It's a lie!" she flashed,
believe it

!"

With that, she wheeled, and, in de-
fiance of Ben Arnold's sharp command,
she darted towards the scene of the
fracas.

"Bonnie!" Arnold shouted fiercely.

"Stop, will you? Keep out of it!"
" Come back here, you little fool !

"

Bull Black added through his teeth,
but Bonnie ignored both men.
Briney was still struggling with two

of Lascara's underlings, and ho had
some difficulty in handing-off one of
them—the man with the stiletto. The
fellow was a Dago, and he was dancing
in wind out of the big sailor's reacli,

seeking an opportunity to bury the
blade of his dagger in Briney's ribs.

But the seaman finally hurled his other
assailant to the Hoor, and, pouncing on
the man with the knife, struck aside
the weapon with a slicing blow of his

hand.
The knife fell from the Dago's grasp,

iind Briney caught the murderous little

ruffian with a butfet that knocked hini
half a. dozen yards, and then dropped
him in a heap at the foot of Lascara's
zinc bar. Next second, however,
Briney's first adversary scrambled to
his feet and engaged him ssavagcly.

Meanwhile, Burke, Collins, and Con-
nor had gone to Harry Drake's rescue,
and had peeled three of the Engli>h-
man's assailants away from him. But
there were still seven against Harry,
and only a man of the young cai)tain's
physique and determination could have
resisted them as effectively as he, for
a spell, managed to do.

He contrived to break away from
them and keep them at bay with his

fists. In this way he was at first suc-
cessful, for one man was crushed under
a terrific right to the jaw, and two
more were soon grovelling on the floor
alongside him, their tumbled bodies
throwing the remainder of the gang into
confusion.

It was at this moment that Bonnie
appeared on the scene, and she flung
herself recklessly at one of Harry's
enemies, attacking the scoundrel from
behind and seizing him by the hair.
The fellow roared with pain, then

squirmed round and tore himself from
her grasp. But she scratched hi? face
like «1 wild cat, and, in a fury, he
caught hold of her and threw her
acro.ss the bar-room, so that she stag-
gered for several paces, and then fell.

She struck her head asainst the floor
and lay half-stunned while the figlit

raged ai'ound her, but presently she
managed to struggle to her feet, and
a.s she stood up she saw Harry's attackers
mustering for a concerted rush.

The men whom he had knocked down
had risen to their feet, and in an irre-
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sistible charge all seven of the ruffians
crowded Harry towards the back of the
saloon. The Englishman lashed out at
them desperately, and his bunched
knuckles drove into the face of one man
with an impact that broke his jaw, Ijut
the others closed with him, and by force
of numbers bustled him towards that
grim chamber of horror where the
hungry crocodiles wallowed in the pool

!

From the far end of Lascara's bar
Bull Black and Ben Arnold watched the
battle closely, and the eyes of the mate
gleamed significantly as he saw that
struggling mass of humanity blunder
across the threshold of the sinister back-
room.
"An' that's the finish o' Captain

Drake!" he growled. "I guess you've
seen the last o' him, Arnold!"
"What do you mean. Bull?" Arnold

demanded. "They'll finish him in there
—with knives?"

Bull's mouth twisted into a crooked
smile.

"No, not with knives," he said.
"With something that don't leave any
trace—something that's the particular
pastime o' Lascara. An' I give 3'uh my
colonial oath, it would make your hair
stand on end to see it, Arnold !"

"I don't rare how he's finished,"'

Arnold ground out, "so long as they
make a sure job of it

"

Bull Black was not the only one who
had seen Han-y's assailants force him
across the threshold and known their
purpose in doing so. For Briney had
witnessed the circumstance, and as Harry
disappeared into the room of stone the
big sailor seemed to become a raving
madman.
"Don't go in there!" he shrieked.

"Don't let 'em take you in there, cap-
tain !"

He was still struggling with one of

Lascara's underlings, but suddenly dashed
the man to the floor and started for

the back room. At the same time
Bonnie ran to him.
"They're throwin' Drake to the croco-

diles!" Briney told her huskily, and with
ashen face he lurched on towards the
doorway through which Harry had
vanished.
Bonnie followed him. and as she

crossed the threshold she saw Harrj'
Drake striving to tear himself from the
swarm of men around liTm. But he was
fairly at their mercy now, and with an
exultant clamour they hustled him
towards the middle of the room and
that well of death.
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Harry was only a couple of paces from
the aperture in the floor when he tripped
and fell. He came down with a heavy
thud, his shoulders striking the low
parapet of the well, and Lascara's hire-
lings sprawled atop of him. One man
had his arm wrapped around the
Englishman's neck, another was gripping
him by the throat, and while these
pushed him farther into the pit two or
three others hoisted him up by the legs.

They were trying to toss him headlong
into the well, and as he lay across the
parapet Harry saw the monster reptiles
below him. A thrill of horror ran
through him as their ugly bodies slid
through the water, their necks craning
upwards at the sight of him, their jaws
clashing greedily, and a hoarse exclama-
tion escaped hun as the brutes leaped
at the wall, only to fall back from its

sheer surface.

"The crocodiles!" roared the voice of
Briney, and nest instant the big sailor
had flung himself into the midst of the
Englishman's foes.

Bonnie darted after him, and she felt

sick with terror, for she had realised
the meaning of Briney's words. Sob-
bing distractedly, slie clutclied at one of

Lascara's minions and tried to tear him
away from Harry, but at the same time
a feeling of faintness overcame her as
she discerned the creatures of the pool.
Briney was fighting like a titan in

the hope of rescuing his skipper from
a ghastly fate deep dow-n in that well
of death. He had seized one ruffian by
the collar and was dragging back another
man whose head he had imprisoned in

the crook of his arm. But he was one
against many, and the fate of Harry
Drake seemed sealed.

Briney pulled aside the two men on
whom he ha<l laid his groat hands. But
the others had Hariy in their power, and
with a heave they tipped him into the
sinister pit.

A shriek escaped Bonnie Adams as tho
young Englishman's body plunged down,
and the echoes of her cry mingled with
the horrified shout that Briney uttered.
From the depths of the well there

came an awful tumult—a snapping of
great jaws, the splash and swirl of

muddy waters lashed into a fury by the
demons there.

(To be continued In another gripping

episode next week. By ,permlssion of

the Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring

Kenneth Harlan and Lucille Browne.)
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•• LARCENY LANE." \

(Continoed from page 16.) I

man's jaw. His captor's grip slackened,
and there was the thud of a falling body.
Next instant the fugitive had dashed
into the ground-floor lobby of the sky-
scraper building in which the premises
of Werner & Lawrence were situated.
He swerved towards a flight of stairs

as he saw a stalwart form blocking the
only other line of escape. There was an
immediate hue and cry, and the blast of
a gunshot punctuated the tumult.

" This way, boys I After him "

Bert, raced on up the stairs, but as he
reached the fourth floor lie turned and
.sprinted along a corridor. At the end of
it there was a window that ppened on
to a fire-escape, and ho clambered
througli and sped down the rungs, to

' find himself in an alley.

He had hardly set foot to the ground
when something jabbed him in the small
of the back.
"Stick 'em up there, and swing

around 1"

Bert raised his hands and turned
slowly. Ho found hin)selt face to face
with a plain-clothes man who was cover-
ing him with a revolver, and he kn^ew
that he was caught—caught red-handed
for another man's crime.

Bert languished in a cell awaiting his
trial, and the despair of those first hours
behind the bars was only relieved when
Anne called on him.
"Gee, it's swell to see you, Honey,"

Bert said to her as .soon as they were
alone. And then, as he saw the tears
in her eyes: "Oh, don't take it so
hard," he urged. "Things could be a
lot worse."
"Nothing could be worse," she an-
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swerod bitterly. "I—I just found out
that Joe double-crossed you. Oh, don't
you understand? Ho put the police on
you. That's why you're here!"
Bert .stared at her incredi'.lously.
" You mean to say that he pulled a

trick like that, after all we tried to do
for him?" he stammered. "Aw, it's

impossible. Nobody could be so low."
'"It's true!'.' she cried. "He got in

touch with tho police and gave you
away. Only he made believe that a
gang was burgling the office, so that
when they caught you they'd think an
accomplice had got away with the thirty
thousand dollars' worth of negotiable
bonds that ho himself appropriated."

Bert's face suddenly became livid, and
in a moment ho was at the door of his
cell, tearing futilely at the bars.

"The dirty, double-crossing rat!" he
raged. "I want to get my hands on
him, 1 want to tear him to pieces. Aw,
if only I could get out of hero!" And
ho sank back helplessly on his cot.
Anne gripped his shoulder.
"I'm not going to let you take the

blame!" .she said. "I'm going to tho
district attorney, and I'm going to tell

him tho whole story. I'll
"

But Bert was on his feet again, and
all at once his hand was on her lips.

"No, no, you mustn't do that!" he
protested. " You'd only put yeurself in

a jam. Staj' out of this, or they'll find

cut all there is to know about us. Tkey'll
djg up tho whole story of our racket.
You've got to keep quiet. Anne!"

" Oh, Bert," she sobbed, " I don't care
what happens to me. I got you into this
fix and I'm going to get you out of it.

I can't let you go to gaol I"

He smiled down at her gamely.
"I'm in, Anne," ho tx)ld her, "and

there's nothing yo'u can do to help me.
It'll just be my word against Joe's.
Besides, you don't owo me anything.
If I hadn't talked you into being my
partner in tho old racket, you'd still be
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holding down somo linen job—without
a care in tho world."

'• Bert "

She drew nearer to him, and there
was a tender expression in her lovely
eyes.

'Bert," sho said, 'I went into tho
racket because I was falling in love with
you. 1 love you still, r.nd it's taken Joe
Re>-7iolds and his beastliness to make mo
realise it. I'm never goiifg b;ick to him,
Bert. I'm going to niako him give me
my freedom, and—if he knows how much
my silence is worth—he will."

"Anne," Bert breathed, taking her
hands, " do you mean that ?"

"Of course I mean it," sho told him.
"More than I ever meant anything in

my life. I won't interfere in your trial,

Bert, for you're right—it woidd mean
everything being raked up. and you'd bo
in the pen for years. But. whatever
happen.s

"

'i'he . war<lcr showed up at tliat

moment, and, unlocking the door, inter-

rupted her.

"Time's up, .lady," he said. "Come
along !"

" Whatever happens—no matter what
it is, " Anno went on, clinging to Bert
as she .spoke

—
"I'll be w-aiting.

"

The warder touched her on the arm,
and, drawing away, Anne moved out 6f

the coll. The door was closed and
locked again, and Bert stepped close to

the bars. He was grinning as if he had
no longer a single care in the world.

"I seem to remember somebody
giving you a book of poetry, Anno," he
said. ' Did you happen to notice «
verse in it that went this way?"
He struck a pose, and solemnly quoted

a couple of lines

:

" If I had the wings of a bird, my love.

Over these prison walls I'd fly. . .
."

(By permission of Warner Bros. Pic-

tures. Ltd., starring James Cagney and
Joan Blondell.)
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2 BOY'S CINEMA Every Tuesday
Tommy and Egbert, two down-and-out comedians, undertake to run a derelict drug-store
for a little old lady—and bring about the downfall of a bootlegger. A delightful comedy,

with complications and laughs galore.

Tommy po^..-

ced, and his

hand was also

thrust into the

jar.

full stop after a certain amount of banging and bumping of buflfera.

Sheriff Ebenezer Flint, a tall and self-important person of austere aspect,
immediately began to search for tramps and otlier undesirables who, despite
liis vigilance, too often entered the town by rail without having paid any fare.

Halfway down the row of box-cars a sliding door was pushed back by two
pairs of liands, and two young men jumped down on to tho track. They did
not look like tramps, but Flint immediately hastene<l in their direction.

As a matter of f<act, the two young men were vaudeville comedians—what
is known as a " double turn '"—but it was a good while since they had appeared
on any stage, and then they had been hooted off it. Consequently their pockets
wore almost as empty as the box-car in vhich they had travelled unlawfully
across two .States, and their stomachs were <uicommonly like their pockets.

Yet the (aller of tho two—Egbert G. Higginbotham by name—wa.s smoking

__^^^_^^ a cigar ; tho last of three which he Iiad purchased with his last dollar. That
circumstance momentarily gave Flint pause ; he was not to know that although
Egbert could go without a meal indefinitely ho simply could not exist without

a cigar. In several otlier ways Egbert was remarkable. He was wearing horn-rimmcd
spectacles ; ho was dressed rather loudly in a shabby check suit, with a doublc-hrea-ited

waistcoat that did not match, and a pale grey bowler hat covered most of his Haming red hair.

His clean-shaven faro was long and his nose was ono of its most outstanding features.

Tommy Tanner, his partner, was shorter, slightly bulkier, and several \"ears younger. His face—also
clean-shaven-—wn.s of a fuller pattern ; his dress was distinctly assorted. A straw hat was perched on his brown
hair ; liis trousers were a nrat check, his jacket wa-s black, ar.d his waisti'ont was a fancy ono that few would fancy,

.All unaware of Flint's approach, ]*>gbort kissed his hand to the box-car.
" Well, ta-ta, old empty," he said.
" Were you Mjicaking to mo '/ '.' inquired Tommy.

December lOth, 1081.
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"Certainly not—I was just saying
good-bye to our pri\atc train."

''Ha, ha!" Tommy laughed. "Good
old gondola. Five luindrcd miles she's
brouglit us !"

"Yes."
The tall figure of Flint stepped

jjetwc'on theiu. His thumbs were in the
arinlioles of liis waistcoat and the shield
upon his waistcoat was di.sturbingly
visihle.

"That'll cost you ten dollars apiece
to the company," he barked, "or thirtv
days to the State."
They jumped, stared, recovered from

the shock, and raised their hats with the
utmost politeness.

'"Yes?" said Egbert cheerfully. "How
are you? And tlien, on the other hand
—iiow are vou ?"

Tommy grinned broadly.
"Lovely city you have," he remarked.

"Haven't weT"
Hint glared: Kgbcrt replaced his

bowler and turned ; and immediately the
two \vere running with all their might
iicro5.< the rails in the direction of the
ilistaiit roadway, dodging round inter-
vening tracks.
"Hi, hil" cried Flint, tearing after

them. "Come back! Hi, you! Hi!
,You, there!"
The sheriff's legs were long, but he

was not in form for sprinting. By the
time he reached the gates that opened
into tho roadway his quarry had com-
pletely vanished. This way and that he
looked in vain; then, realising tliat some
more obvious tramps might be taking
advantage of liis absence, ho went back
to the goods train.

Egbert and Tommy had dived round
a corner into what seemed to be quite a
busy thoroughfare, lined with shops.
They came to rest outside a baker's
pi'cmisc? and there recovered their
breath.

' U'liew !'' exclaimed Egbert, removing
•' hi^ hat and farming his face with it.

' Well, son, we're running just thirty
days ahead of time."

Yeah," said Tommy, sinking on to
an empty box beside tho baker's door-
way, "and three davs behind a meal!"
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Egbert, restoring lii> hat to his head,

sat down by his partner in distress.

'Don't worry," he s;iid optimistically,

"our act will make us famous yet."
"'1 don't want fame.' gi-owled Tommy.

'I want food."
"We'll have that, too," Egbert de-

clared, relighting the stub of his cigar,

which had gone out. " We'll have
everything! Our act's the best there is

in vaudeville—only in the last town it

went over tiieir heads like a hair-net."
"Yeah," nodded Tommy gloomily.

"The manager came back stage and
said he didn't allow pi'ofanity in his

theatHe.'-

"We didn't use profanity."
"I know—bat the audience did!"
It was tj-pical of these two that they

could not resist cross-talk and wise-cracks
even in private life; indeed, they were
often fiumier together in private life

than they were before the footlights—
they were always a "double turn."
"Isn't it too bad we're broke,

Egbert'?" ruminated Tommy. "You
know, in Oakville the audience ap-
plauded lis all the time, yet the manage-
ment kicked us out."
"They weren't applauding." scoffed

Egbert, "they were killing mosquitoes!"
And he clapped his hands to show how-
similar the extermination of mosquitoes
could bo to the sound of applause.

" And u? without a nickel !" lamented
Tommy, rising to his feet because the
baker was striding across his shop.
"Have you ever wondered what you'd
do if you had Rockefeller's money?"
"Xo," said Egbert, with a grimace,

'but I've -stopped and wondered what
he'd do if he had mine!"
Tommy laughed, and slapped Egbert

on the shoulder approvingly.
"Was that good?" he exclaimed, and

produced from his pocket a circular
metal badge on which was inscribed the
word "IiLspector" and the number 42.

"Xo, kid." he said, attaching the badge
to I'^gbert's vest, "you win the solid lead
medal for that one I There you are!"
" Where'd you get the thing?" asked

Egbert, blinking down at tho decoration
through his horn-rimmed spectacles.

"I found it in tho box-car—and I kept
it because it felt like a dollar in my
pocket."
The baker stood in the doorway,

scowling at them, and they wandered
on into what obviously was the main
street. Tram-lines ran down the middle
of it. and tho traflie was considerable.

'Don't worr\'." said Egbert cheer-

fully. "This looks like a town of go-
getters to me. Something tells me the
people here are alive—they're on their

toes.''

'They may bo on their toes," retorted
Tommy, "but we're Hat on our heels."

Egbert, at that moment, glanced down
at the pavement—and caught sight of a

slip of paper lying near his feet. Tommy
also looked—and swooped.

" Here, give me that ! Let me have
it!" cried Egbert. "I saw it first!"

And ho snatched at the slip of paper,
and secured it.

A policeman was frowning at them,
so they proceeded quietly along the
street to an alleyway littered with pack-
ing-cases, entered the alleyway and sat

down on an empty orange-box.

"What is it?" demanded Tommy
anxiously. "Money?"

"X'o." said Egbert, examining tho
find with disgusted eyes. "It's only a

street-car transfer. You know, for a

minute I thought it was a good old two-
dollar bili."

" You're always thinking something is

something else," complained Tommy,
and grabbed. "Why," ho exclaimed,
"it's not only a transfer, it's two davs
old !"

Egbert recovered the slip of piiper

and studied it thoughtfully.
"Well, come on,'" he said, "let's tak-

a street-car ride."
"Hold on!" cried Tommv. "What

for?"
"To look over our new town, of

course. Who can tell—we may bump
into a theatre that needs some good
talent—come on !"

But Tommy hung back.
"Wait a minute." he pleaded. "Both

of us can't ride on one transfer. Besides,
it's two davi old."

More of that and I— I'll give you a piece of my mind."
December IJtU, 1931.



" Well, the worst flicy can do is to

put us off," retorted liis incorrigible

partner. " Come on— I'll handle the

situation in my usual , masterly manner.
Come on !"

"All right," said Tommy; for whore
Kgbert led ho invariably followed.

They stoppo<l out from the alleyway
and strolled along tlio street to a car-

stop. An electiic tramcar was standing

there and passengers were streaming olf

it, while a little group of people were
waiting to invade it. Egbert and
Tonimj', vvaiting their opportunity,
jumped on to the roar platform just as

the vehicle was re-starting.

"This car goes to Glen Park, Allison

Avenue, and points east," sang out the

conductor, a tliick-.set man with a pimple
on his nose.

"We don't care which way it points,"

Egbert informed him, flicking ash from
his cigar. " We're going to the end of

the line."

Opportunity in a Tramcap.

FOR a while the two remained on the

platform while the conductor went
inside o collect fares. But b.'fore

the car had reached the end of the busy
street the conductor came back to them
and held out his hand.

" Fares, please
!"

" Hci e you arc, conductor," said

Egbert, handing over the out-of-date

transfer ticket. "Nice weather we're
having. And, by the way, it certainly

looks as though the old League of

Nations is going to get tho Major
League after all—and then again, there's

the Liekersham Report."

Tommy, responding to a nudge in the

libs, began to pass inside the car, and
Egbert would have followed, but the

ccnductor stopped him.
•'Just a minute! Just a minute!" he

said truculently. "This transfers two
davs old!"
"Really?" said Egbert, with a

pleasant smile. "It just goes to show
how long we've been waiting for this

ear ! Thomas, one moment
;
you must

hear this!"
Tommy turned about, wondering

what would happen next.

"Conductor," boomed Egbert, "I want
to shake your hand. Your hand ! You
know, there isn't one man in fifty would
have noticed that that transfer was two
days old. You're a very remarkable
employee. Just make a note of that to

the company, will you, Carlyle?"
Tommy fished out a little notebook

and pencil, and tho conductor stared in

bewilderment, as well he might.
" Yes, sir," said Tommy.
" M-might I—might I ask who you

are 1" sta.nmerod the conductor, gazing
blankly at Egbert.

" Why, certainly," replied that re-

sourceful young man loftily, and he
opened his coat to display the inspector's

badge upon his vaisteoat.

I—I hope, you'll find everything all

right, sir," mumbled the conductor,
completely aba.shed.

"I'm sure we shall," responded
Egbert. "Now, my good man, what's
jour name?"

"Sylvester Adolphus Bairnsfender,
sir."

Tommy jotted down the name.
"Just take h.is number, Carlyle,"

directed Egbert.
Toinniy liandled the dangling disc on

which the conductor's number was re-

corded, and let it fall back against the
tunic to which it «as .ittached. He then
wrote down the figures, 5063.

"Now then, Sylvester," said Egbert,
in quite a friendly way, "what .schedule

iloes this car run on?"
'A quarter past—half-past—quarter
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of—and at," was the immediate
response.
"Goodl" approved Egbert. "Come,

Carlyle, we will now inspect the
inside."

The conductor took off his peaked
cap and brushed back his hair, relieved
that the ordeal was over, and Egbert
and Tommy stepped into the car's

interior, passing up tho aisle between
tho seats of the swaying vehicle from
strap to straj).

" 'You certainly did get by that con-
ductor slick," whispered Tommy admir-
ingly-

"You leave everything to your
Uncle Egbert," chuckled the wily one,

and reached a vacant seat.

"Where are wo going from here?"

inquired Tommy anxiously.
" I don't know. When we go out like

this something always happens, doesn't
it?"
"Yes," growled Tommy, "and mostly

to me !"

The car swung round out of Main
Street into a less congested thorough-
fare. The rows of shops on either sid;
became interspersed with houses. A
sound of sobbing suddenly assailed the
partners' ears, and they became aware
of a little grey-haired woman in a

shabby bladk coat and faded black straw
hat in one of the opposite scats who was
crying into her handkerchief.

" Look 1" whispered Tommy. " The

I
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old lady's crying ! I wonder what's the
trouble?"
"Maybe she has to ride this car every

day," suggested Egbert.

The sobbing continued, and so did the
progress of the car. Vacant plots

occurred between the houses and the
shops ; at intervals the car came to a
rest and passengers departed and others
eiitered. But the little old lady remained
crouched in her seat, and once, when
she took the handkerchief from her face,

Tommy caught a glimpse of a wrinkled
but very sweet face, and thought of his
dead mother.
"Egbert," he said uneasily, "let's

find out what the trouble is. Maybe we
can help her."

"Riglit you arc," nodded Egbert,
quite readily. "You know our motto

—

one good deed every day."
They crossed and seated themselves

on either side of tho drooping figure,

and tender-hearted Tommy spoke to
her.

"I beg your pardon, ma'am," he said
awkwardly, " but c-can we do anything
to help you ?"

The old lady wiped her eyes and
looiked gratefully up at him, but shook
her head.
"Why—why, no, thank you," she

whimpered. "I'm afraid not."

"But you've been crying," protested
Tommy.
"Ah-ah, and don't deny it," said

Egbert, with comical solemnity. "You
know it doesn't do any good to pull a
Niagara."
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"A Niagara?" she echoed • wonder-
ingly.

"He means tears," explained Tommy
gently. "\ou know, Niagara Falls

—

tears fall. We just thought that—er

—

maybe ws coul 1—er—er "

"Do something for you," put in
Egbert.
Tho little old lady wiped her eyes

again and tried to srnile.

" It's very nice of you gentlemen to
^ake such an interest in me," she said
gratefully. "Yours are the f-first kind
words I've heard in

"

She broke off to sob again, and
Tommy patted her arm.
"Oh, but you mustn't do that!" he

protested. "Why, we've had more
tough luck than you, I Iknow."

" Sure I" nodded Egbert emphatically.
"Why, you'd think we were both born
under a ladder, and broke a mirror
every morning ! Come on, now, mother,
give us an earful of the bad news."
The old lady, thus adjured, looked

up at them in turn.

"Well," she whimpered, "they're
taking my drug-store away from me."
The conductor's head w^as thrust into

the ear. He had just collected fares
and retrea,ted, but it was an astonishing
thing to him to see two supposed officials

of the company talking to an insignifi-

cant old lady. Ho began to wonder
how it would be to suggest to them that
his pay was inadequate to his needs.

" Why are they taking your drug-
store away from you?" asked Tommy
gently.

"Debt," was the frank reply. "You
see, since my husband died I— I did the
best I could, but oh, if I'd only had
someone who understood about drug-
stores !"

Egbert glanced meaningly at Tommy,
and said briskly :

"Now isn't that a coincidence?
Mother, this is certainly your lucky
day I I suppose it's just a trick of
fate, us being on this car."

"It's simply amazing, Egbert—amaz-
ing !" declared Tommy.
The little old lady screwed her hand-

kerchief into a ball, studying their
faces with hope writ large in her faded
grey eyes.

" Oh, do you understand the drug
business?" she exclaimed.

" Oho 1" chuckled the shameless
Egbert. "She asks us if we under-
stand the drug business ! Why, mother,
we understand the drug business all tho
way from Apollo to ApoUonaris ! Who
was it conducted the biggest kiddie-cry-
ing contest the Castoria people ever
held?"

" I don't know," confessed the little

old lady.
"Us!" declared Egbert proudly.

"Who was it estimated that if all the
compound pills in the country were
piled into one heap in tho Grand
Canyon it would be—or—a good idea ?

Us I Who was it discovered that quinine
and whisky was not good for a cold
unless somebody else took the quinine?"
"Me!" proclaimed Tommy trium-

phantly.
"Us!" corrected Egbert. "Us, son

—

us ! Now, mother, you just continue to

sit here, but disccntinue to_ weep, and
give us the details of this thing."

"Well," began the little old lady
obediently, " three years ago my hus-
band was taken ill. He was a qualified

chemist—I don't know anything about
drugs myself."
"Go on !" said Egbert.
The little old lady went on, pouring

her pitiful tale into the eager ears of
the two adventurers, and tho story was
not really cojnplete when the tramoar
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stopped and tiio conductor called out :

"Allison Avenue."
"This is where I get off," said the

liUlo old ladv. starting abruptlv to her
feet.

"Then it must be whore we get off."
decided Egbert.
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A Shock for Watters.

ALLISON AVENUE was quite an
imposing thoroughfare, second
only to Main Street in the size

Olid number of its shops. The little old
lady kd the way across the rQ>id to a
drug-store that bore ratlier a neglected
appearance. She took a key from her
liandbag and unlocked its dcor.
"Ah, so this is it, eh?" said Egbert.
"Yes." she nodded. "I had to lodk it

up while I went down to sec the loan
company."

_
"But, mother," protested Tommy,

'don't you lose a lot of trade locking
It up like that?"

'"I don't iiavc very much trade, even
when It's open, any more." slie said
sadly. ""iet you can see it's situated
on the right side of the street."

"Yeah," nodded Egbert, frowninn- at
the uninteresting collection of brushes
and combs and perfumes and soaps in
the window, "but on the wrong side of
the ledger."
Tommy laughed at that, and Egbert

felt called upon to offer a sort of
apology for hi... facetiousness.

You see," ho said, "I'm a kind of a
waggish person—you know, some people
call me a wit."
"And they're half right," commented

1 ornmy.
"Well I hope you won't be di.san-

poin<c<i.' said tlic little old ladv. "You
see i he business is run down "

C»h. wlW, we'll wind it up!" lauo-hed
Egbert. ' o "

They passed info the shop] and the twowere quite surprised at its dimensions,
I'Ut the stock looked none too enticing-and was none too well displayed As
usual in American drug-stores, there was
a public telephonebox at the far nuand a bar set with high chairs behinwhich reposed a soda-fountain
variety of bottles and jars.
"Very interesting—very in-

teresting!" commented K'o-bert
and advancing upon a ja" con-
taining jellii-d beans, phm-red
in a hand and filled his mouth,
lommy. who was ravenous, fol-
lowed Jus example.
"What the store

needs," said its pro-
prietress, " is more
medicine."
"Mother." said

Egbert. glancing
about him critically,
"I'm afraid medicine
won't do it any good.
What I mean is—er

—

we'll make a diag-
no.«i.^. M a y b e i^t

doesn't need 'medicine
—maybe wliat it needs

exercise."

ex-

"we
new
We

drug-

" We can't do anything around here."
he said in a low voice. "Let's get out
and End ourselves a job."
"Boy, I think you're right," agreed

Egbert, and wont back to the little old
lady whose name—according to the
fascia—was Mrs. Tallev. widow of one
Timothy Talley. He helped himself to
a cigar, which proved to be quite a good
one, and because she was looking so
an.Kious and such a lonely little figure,
he said the very reverse of what he had
intended to say.
"Mother," he began, "my associate

has just informed me that he is greatly
impressed with the potentialities."
Tommy sat down beside the soda-

fountain and made signs, but Egbert
would not look at him.

"Now, with the application of our
exclusive business methods," ho pro-
ceeded, "we intend taking this store
over for you and placing it where it
belongs."
The shop door had been left ojien. and

Mrs. Talley became aware of a tall rnd
powerfully-built young man who «as
hovering on the threshold, evidently
listening.

"Excuse me a minute." she said
hurriedly, and went to meet the visitor,
who stepped inside and removed his hat.
His clean-shaven face was handsome in
a way, but his brown eyes were crafty.
His name was Harry Watters—a name
Egbert and Tommy were going to detest
in time.
"'Afternoon. IMrs. Talley!" said he

brusquely. "EfTiciencv conference?"
Egbert and Tommv" were at the bar

devouring jellied beans. Thev con-
templated the newcomer without en-
thusiasm.
"Well, yes," said Mrs. Talley, smiling

wanl}'. "These gentlemen were just
advising mo a little."

I suppose you know wha' I'm here
for?
"Well, I—I hope so." she faltered.
"We've extended vour credit to (he

amount of twelve hundred dollars. You
couldn't pay, so we took xour note and

as-signmcnt. I wanted to help you out."
"You've always been very kind, iVIr.

Walters. It breaks me up to think of
losing the store, but I'm afraid

''

Tears trickled down her cheeks, and
Tommy nudged Egbert.
"Mrs. Talley," said Watters. "1 have

a board of directors to satisfv. and your
note IS due in thirty days; but I'll take
It upon myself, just as a friend, to take
the whole thing off your shoulders and
hand you a cheque for three hundred
dollars, if you will sign "

Egbert and 'Tommv rose almost
simultaneously, but Egbert was the first
to^ reach the professed benefactor.
"Just a moment," ho said, puffuig at

his cigar. "Did I understand vou to
say that this note was duo in" thirty
days?" •'

"If vou did," snapped Watters, "vou
were listening to something that was
none of your affair."

"Well, listen, brother!" said Egbert
calmly. " Supjiose you come back in
thirty days? Cet me? Thirty days!"
"Wo should give you sixty," saitl

Tommy with double meaning.
"Now, boys." intervened Mrs. Tallev

"I want you to know Mr. Watters. and
to hko him. Hs been awfully kind to
me."
"I'm here merely to help Mrs. Tallev

out," said Watters angrily.
"Yeah!" drawled Egbert,

the street
!"

"Yes—and help himself in
Tommy, striking an attitude.

" You—you " spluttered

' Out into

" added

-I'l

Wat lets.

give you"More of that and I
piece of my mind !"

"Belter give him something vou won't,
need!" taunted Egbert'; and then Mrs
1 alley tried tc establish peace.
"Now, boys, please!" she pleaded
I m sorry, Mr. Watters. but thev mean

well, ^ou see, they understand the dens
business.

"Understand the business?" s<offed
Vvatter.s and turned suddenly on Eglicrt.
"VV hat's the difference beUven '

,,ion-
oxido and dioxide?" he demanded.

"You see,"
plained Tommy,
analyse. It's a
gag in busines.s.

iriake people
store conscious."

.
"That's it! That's

U!" supported Egbert.
"Now, mother, we'll
get right down to
business."
But Tommy wand-

ered away "to peer
and pry, and presently
he called Egbert over
to him.

She opened the door and looked round it, whereupon Egbert made a gHmac^rTrommwlooked innocently away. - It was the wrong number," she LfS wUh a smile ^
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Egbert hadn't the ghost of a notion,

but with his ready wit he covered up his

ignorance.
"Well," lie said brightly, "they had a

(litrcrenco, but they've made it up
now."
"Bahl" snorted Wattcrs, while

Toininy laughed aloud. " Mrs. Tallcy,

you understand, of course, that wo can
supply you with no further drugs i.ntil

all bills are paid. I'll see you in thirty

days!"
"Have a bean?" inquired Egbert.
"Bah!"' roared Walters, and strode

to the door. But the little iron doorstop
was in his path, and ho stumbled over it

and nearly went sprawling on to the

pavement, so that his exit was extremely
undignified.
Tommy walked over to the mat,

picked up the doorstop and kissed it.

The Sheriff Reappears.

NOW Lockville, in addition to its

shorifT, boasted a chief of police

and quite a considerable force of

constabulary. The sheriff was a

survivor of an ancient regime, whereas
bulky Chief Morton considered himself

thoroughly up to date. But Morton was
worried, for in spite of all his efforts,

speakeasies existed in the town, and
bootlegging was rife.

The newspapers had made a dead-set

at him and his organisation, and that

afternoon he held a sort of conference in

his private office at police headquarters
in New Street. All his plainclothes men
were present, and all the uniformed men
above the rank of patrolman. Ho waved
in their faces a copy of the day's paper
which had driven him nearly frantic.

He stabbed its glaring headline with a
fierce forefinger.

Chief of Police Morton Unable to Cope
With Bootleg Situation !

"A fine state of affairs!" he howled.
"Now let me tell you men something.
There's an election coming on in this

town in a couple of months, and unless

we show them action, there's going to

bo a lot of new faces in this depart-

ment, including my own. That's all !

Now got out and show mo some results !"

The men trooped off, glad to escape.

Chief Morton flung the paper from him
with something uncoinmonly like an
oath, and worried his chin with his hana.
He was muttering to himself w'.ien the

door opened and a brown-haired and
very dainty little slip of a girl peeped
round it. She was Peggy Morton, the

chief's daughter, sweet and twenty, and
lier extra large blue-grey eyes regarded
her red-faced ijaront quizzically.

"Oh, daddy," she said, entering the
room and closing the door, "did I hear
you laughing ?"

He swung roiiml with a frown, but
Peggy was his pet, and he made a
valiant effort to speak calmly.
"Oh, it's you!" he said. "You'd

better run along, Peggy—Pm kinda out
of sorts this afternoon."
"Those nasty bootleggers been bother-

ing you again?" she inquired.
^"Veah!"
"What a shame! You know there

ought to bo a law against those fellows."
" Yeah—what ?"

A telophonc-bell shrilled, and he
reached for the instruin<'nt on his desk,
while Peggy perched beside him and
swung her shapely legs.

"VValters, eh?" he barked into the
transmitter. "All right, send him in!"
He put down the receiver and grinned

at his daughter.
"It'.'? Harry Wattcrs," ho said.

"That's it— go ahead and blush."
"I wa-sn't blushing!'' she declared

indignantly.
J)encnil)er Ifttti, 1031.
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"No? Then ilioy must have found
another name for it."

Watters was ushered into the room by
a sergeant, and his face lit up at sight of
Peggy. He greeted Chief Morton, but
took two slender hands in his own and
seemed to have forgotten the reason for
his call.

"Perhaps I'd better clear out?" sug-
gested the chief slyly. "Sit down,
Harry, and tell me if I'm in the way."
Watters sat, relinquishing the hands

with obvious reluctance.
" Chief," he said, " as a member of the

Better City Movement, I've got a little

tip for yoir. May not amount to any-
thing, of course, but as I always say

—

' better safe than sorry.'
"

"What've you got?" asked Chief
Morton briskly.
"Two suspicious-looking characters

from the East—all the earmarks of
racketeers."
"Yeah?" Morton leaned eagerly

forward. "Got anything on 'em?"
"No," admitted Watters. "I'm

afraid that's up to you. But these two
fellows have taken over a dilapidated
drug-store—one that hasn't made a
penny in two years. No sane business
person would have taken it as a gift,

and just between you and me, it looks
like a liquor racket."
"Yeah? Who owns the store?"
"An old lady named Mrs. Talley.

"

Peggy gave a little exclamation.
" VVhy, I know her quite well," she

said. "Surely you don't think that dear
little old lady would "

"No," Watters broke in hastily.
" No, indeed. My idea is that these
fellows are taking advantage of the
situation. Personally I have been trying
to help the poor old soul out. She owes
us a considerable sum. I've been trying
to help her along. Just can't help mix-
ing sentiment with business in a case
like hers."
Peggy put her hand approvingly on

his shoulder.
"I think that's just lovely of you,

Harry," she said.

"Thanks for the tip, Harry," chimed
in the chief gratefully. "I'll keep an eye
on them. These bootleggers are getting
my goat."
Peggy reached down to kiss her father,

declaring that she must go, and Wattcrs
rose hopefully to his feet, but she waved
him back into his chair and told him
she would see him later.

"Movies, to-night?" he suggested.
"Uh-huh," she nodded, and left them

together, and out in the busy street,

lioardod a tramcar bound for Allison
Avenue.
By this time Egbert and Tommy wore

quite busy in the drug-store, which stood
prominently in that thoroughfare—not
busy serving customers, but busy dusting
and cleaning and re-arranging the
wares. Egbert had appropriated an-
other oigar : Tommy had discarded his
coat and cleaned out several show-cases.
"You know. Egbert," he said

earnestly, "we've got to do something
now. D'you realise we kept mother
from getting that three hundred doUai-s
from Watters?"
"Sure." nodded Egbert, "but do you

realise that that mug isn't passing over
throe hundred berries for nothing?
He's no bargain."
"Then why did ho offer her tlie

money ? You know, we may be wrong
—he may be a regular guy, after all."

"I don't Irko that fellow" declared
Egbert, looking up at an inoffensive
trout in a glass case above .some shelves,
" and I'll find a reason j'ct T' He clam-
bored on to the counter with a duster in

his hand and addressed the trout. "Hold
still, Minnie," ho said, "while I clean
your little homo for you."
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"Service!" barked a voice in the
doorway
Down sprang Egbert from the counter,

and he ducked low behind it—an ex-
ample promptly followed by Tommy.
For the voice belonged to none other
than the austere Sheriff Flint.

"It's old Thirty-Days himself,"
groaned Egbert. " Wonder what ho
wants."
"What he needs is chloroform!"

whispered Toimiiy. "You go and wait
on him."
"No, 2/O'i go and wait on him."
"No, J/oii go and wait on him."
Egbert was stooping before a shelf on

Avhich reposed a number of masks and
false faces, some of them decorated with
moustaches, some with beards.

"Wait a minute," he whispered, and
tore a ginger moustache from a papier-
mache mask, while Flint pounded im-
patiently on the counter. Some tubes of
rubber solution were handy, and Egbert
rose up disguised.
"Coming right up, sir," he said.

"Coming right up. Nice day—nice
day. '-

'The sheriff stared at him, and just then
Tommy uprose, wearing not only an
imitation moustache, but a false nose to
boot. Ho began to polish some cheap
watches with a piece of chamois leather.
"Giinmo a stamp !" barked Flint.
Now in all self-respecting American

drug-stores postage stamps are sold as
freely as in a post-office; but Egbert
hadn't any idea where they were located.
He found some, however, in a drawer.

"Ah I" he said triumphantly "Hero
we have some nice greon ones—and on
the other hand we have some pink ones.
Lovely stamps, too—you can't lies 'em—
I mean beat 'em."
"I want a two-cent stamp!" bellowed

the sheriff.

His want was supplied, but he seemed
in no hurry to go. He glared at
Tommy, he glanced about the shop.

" We're expecting a new shipment of
stamps next week," Egbert informed
him. "You might tell your friends,
will you ?"

"I haven't any friends," retorted
Flint, "and I don't want any. Give mo
change for a dollar."
Egbert rang up two cents on an

ancient cash register, but in the drawer
there was no money, only a few pins and
buttons.

" Now, isn't that funny !" he re-

marked. "Nothing but twenty-dollar
notes ! I've simply r/ot to go to the
bank to-day !"

"Dirty stamps, no change!" snorted
Flint. "Bah!"

"Oh, Mr. Tanner,"' called Egbert to
Tommy, "have you placed on display
all that merchandise we're going to sell

at fifty per cent, below wholesale?"
"Yes, Mr. Higginbotham," replied

Tommy instantly. "But wo won't have
'em long at those prices."

Sheriff Flint's beady eyes glistened.

"You're selling out below cost?" Ho
demanded.
"Yes, sir," said Egbert "It's our

Annual Prosperity Sale—everything to

be sold at fifty per cent below Npyv
hore we have some nice bath-salts-^if

you go in for curiosities. We're letting

these bottles go at the astoundingly low
price of one dollar."

"I'll irivo you scvcntj'five cents,"
offered Flint.

"Sold!" boomed Egbert.
Tommy came forward with a box full

of bottles of patent medicine.
"Mr. Higginbotham," ho said, "did

vou wish to sacrifice these?"
"Absolutelv, Mr. Tanner," responded

Egbert. "Everything in the store is

to be sacrificed." Ho took out a bottle,

road its label. "Ah !" h<- exclaimed.
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"Colds coughs, bronchitis, asthma

—

everything for the family chest ! An
invaluable article with Wiiiter coining
on. Six dollars for the whole boxful."

"I'll give you four," offered Flint,

who suffered from a weak ohcst.

Four dollars were accepted ; other
articles were offered and sold. Flint
went off with his purchases, and Egbert
and Tommy gleefully removed their dis-

guises and poked one another in the
ribs. Peggy Morton descended from a

tramcar outside and peered thr^gh the
dusty panes at them ; Mrs.'' Talley
emerged from the shop-parlour and
Egbert flourished seven dollars in her
face.

" Mother," he said, "business is

great 1 If only it keeps up. we'll be
able to pay Walters off before the day is

over."
"But I do wish you boys hadn't quar-

relled with him," she lamented.
"Don't 30U worry about that guy,"

urged Tommy ; and Egbert added :

"If you were to ask me, I'd say he's
as crooked as a hatful of bent nails!"
Mrs. Talley apparently did not hear

that remark. She had caught sight of
Peggy entering the shop, and she ran
to meet her, exclaiming, in quite a
flutter

:

"Why, bless my soul ! IIoiv are you,
honey ?"

Peggy Changes Her Mind.

PEGGY looked a perfect picture in her
little printed mu.slin frock with a
close-fitting felt hat upon her brown

hair, and Tommy almost devoured her
with his eyes, deciding mentally that she
was the most attractive girl he had ever
seen in his life. But Peggy ignored the

two young mon and whispered in Mrs.
Talley's right oar :

"I'm fine, but I've come to warn you
about something."

Tommy daringly advanced, signifying

that he would like to be introduced, and
Mrs., Talley smilingly beckoned to

Egbert.
"This is Mr.—cr " she began; and

realised with a gasp that she was un-

acquainted with her helpers' names.
"Mr. Higginbotham, mother—Egbert

G. Iligginbothain," said Egbert with a
flourish.

"Mr. Higginbotham," introduced
Mrs. Talley, ,','this is littlo

Peggv Morton."
"Well, well," said Egbert

graciously, "she'd be great i.T

the optical depart-

ment. You know,
easy on the eyes. Oh,
yes—er—this is my
associate, Mr. Thomas
Tanner."

" How do you do?"
said Peggy, eyeing
Tommy as though he
were some dangerous
insect. " You're a
stranger, aren't you?"
"I hope not," said

Tommy eagerly.
" Peggy's father is

chief of police," ex-

plained Mrs. Talley.

"Oh," said Egbert,
with mock dismay,
and retreated several

steps, "that'.? a great
pity."
"Egbert's only fool-

ing," laughed Tommy.
" He's not fooling

me," retorted Peggy
tartly "Could I use
your 'phone, please,

Mrs. Talley?"
Mrs. Talley smiled

and nodded, and
Peggy made for the listening Intently.
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teleiDhone-box, closed the door, inserted

coins, and asked for police headquarters.
Now the telephone-box had a glass

panel, and Tommy had begun to clean
the glass with whiting; but, having
smeared the whole surface with that ex-

cellent medium, he had turned his atten-

tion to show oases. The glass panel,

coii-sequentlv, was obscured, and Peggy
was invisible.

But Tommy, who had fallen in love at

first sight, promptly made for the door,
and with his finger rubbed a little round
liole in the whiting, and applied his eye
to the hole. Egbert hurried over to

him, disapproving of such conduct, anf
ho arrived just in time to hear Peggy
say

:

"Is that the police-station?"
Egbert shrank back, but Tommy made

another hole for his other eye, then drew
in turn a nose, a mouth, two i^ars, and
the outline of a head.

Peggy, inside the box. began to laugh.

Harry Wattcrs had convinced her that

these two young men were wrongdoers,
and Egbert, with his iiumour, had added
to her conviction. But she h.^d liked

the look of Tommy from the first, and
wrongdoers surely didn't draw funny
faces on ^lass panels.

The voice of a police sergeant rang in

her oar just as she was laughing at

Tommy's own flattened face, pr&ssed

against the face he had drawn.
Sergeant Hoskiss ! What should she

do?
"Oh—er—I'm wrong—I mean, wrong

number!" she stammered, and she hung
up the receiver and pushed open the

door and looked round it. Egbert
made a grimace. Tommy looked
innocently away.
"It was the wrong number," she said

with a smile.

"I'll get the right one for you,"
volunteered Tommy.
"No, thanks, I've changed my mind."
"But you'll be coming round again,

won't you?" suggested Tommy
anxiously. "To u.^e the 'phone."

She laughed merrily and held out
her hand to Mrs. Talley, who said

quite proudly :

"These gentlemen are going to run
the drug-store for me."

"That's wonderful," cooed Peggy.
"You boj's must be terribly smart.
Well, good-bye, Mr.—er—Higgin-
botham. Good-bye, Mrs. Talley."
She turned to Tommy. "You
vv'ere " she began, and broke off in

confusion. "I—er—good-bye !"

"Good-bye," said Tommy, and took
her hand, and still holding it, accom-
panied her across the shop. "Good-
bye."
"Now say it this time and mean it,"

Egbert called after him.
They reached the front door.

"So-long," breathed Tommy.
"So-long, Mr. Tanner," noddech

Peggj', and freed her hand and went
out.

"Oh, boy!" Tommy cried gleefully,

as he returned to his partner. "She
remembered my name."
"Yes," said Egbert, without any

noticeable enthusiasm, and ha plunged
his hand intf' the jar of jellied bean*.
Tommy pounced, and his hand aUn

was thrust into the jar. But thougli

one hand could pass a wrist, two hands
could not be extricated simultaneously,
and Mrs. Talley was approaching. By
mute consent they held the jar behind
them.
"Goodness me!" cried Mrs. Talley,

who was not so unobservant as they
imagined. "Whatever can be the
matter with me ? You boys must be
terribly hungry."
"Oh, no, mother!" protested Tommy.
"Oh, yes, yes, mother," said Egbert

frankly. "Honestly speaking, I'm so

hungry I could eat a leopard and enjoy
every spot."

"Then come along with me," she
directed, and led the way to the shop-
parlour. "I have a spare room for

you."

They crouched in a row before the door.

It sounded to Egbert as though someone was sweeping up broken glass.
December 19th, 1931,
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"Don't you think we'd better stay
out here in the store ?" suggested
Tommy, following close beside Egbert
with the jar concealed between them.
"No need at all," she answered.

•'There's a customer's bell—we'll hear
it ring."

Sho pushed open the shop parlour
door and disappeared, but almost
immediately she ran out again, startled

by a crash. They had smashed the

glass jar on the edge of the counter
to free their hands.
"What happened, boys?" she asked

anxiously.
'Only just a little matter we had to

get off our hands," replied Egbert
glibly. "Come on. Tommy."
They passed from the shop into a

pleasant room, plainly but comfortably
furnished.
"Well, this is our little home," she

said. "And over here"—opening a

door on the right
—

" is what used to be
the spare room; now it's going to be

youi'S."

They peeped in at a double-bedded
room, bright, clean and singularly

attractive to two who had spent days
and nights in a box-car of a goods
train.

"I'll run along and prepare a meal,"
she said. "I hope you've got good
appetites. I have a nice leg of lamb."
Tommy looked at Egbert. Egbert

looked at Tommy, and they both
sighed.
The shop doorbell rang and Tommy

made to answer its summons, but Mrs.
Talley waved him back.
"No, no, you get ready for dinner,"

she safd. "I'll go this time."
It was a tall, angular and middle-

aged woman who had entered the store,

wearing tailor-mades and looking every
inch a spinster.

" Good-afternoon, IMiss Loring," said
Mrs. Talley.
"How d'you do, Mrs. Talley," said

the spinster primly. " You've written
that you would like to enter the
Middleton Home for the Aged."
"Well, yes," hesitated Mrs. Talley.

"But I'm not quite sure now."
"H'm I We require a short notice,

yon know. You understand, Mrs.
Talley, that the Middleton Homo is not
a charitable institution, don't you ?

There are certain light tasks to per-
form which make the guests self-

supporting, and then there's a small
entrance fee. Two hundred dollars."
"Y-yes; I've saved that amount."
"Good!" said Miss Loring with

obvious satisfaction and took a folded
paper from the handbag she carried.
"Hero is an application form. Fill
that in and send it to the home. We'd
like five days' notice. Good-day, Mrs.
Talley."
The visitor departed, leaving her

victim with the application form and
her thoughts. The sound of sobbing
reached Tommy's alert ears and he ran
out to her, struggling into his jacket
as ho went.
"What's the matter, mother?" he

asked, and went down on his knees
beside the chair into whicli she had
dropped. "Oh, honey, I'm sure every-
thing's going to be all right. Come on
now, you nuistn't cry like that."
"I vyon't," she sa^d, looking tearfully

at him, and leaning against his
shoulder. "I ought to bo ashamed,
wh(Mi you've been sq kind to me."
"Things are never as bad as they

Beem," he declared, hugging her. "You
know what they say about those clouds
with tho silver linings? Well, it's tine.

I've seen it happen."
Tommy had washed first. Egbert,
December lOtli, 1931.
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who had remained behind to follow his
example, now came sauntering into the
shop, putting on his coat and booming
cheerfully: "Well, well, well."

"Ss-s-hl" hissed Tommy. "She's
been crying again."
Egbert drew nearer, a forefinger

raised reprovingly.
"Now, mother," he said, "what did

I tell you ? Didn't I say that from
now on we were going to do all the
worrying around here?"

"I'll be all right in a minute," whis-
pered Mrs. Talley.

"Listen," whispered Egbert to
Tommy, "we ought to do something to

cheer her up."
"Yes," said Tommy, and rose to his

feet with alacrity. "Let's do the act

for her we did at Oakville."
"Good idea!" nodded Egbert.

"Now come on, mother, just park the
body over here."
He helped the little old lady up and

marched her to the parlour at the back
of the shop where he deposited her in

another chair.

" Now, you're the audience, mother,
see ? And this is the stage. There
are the footlights. Now the curtain
is just going up. Look ! Look !"

Mrs. Talley looked with tears trick-

ling down her cheeks and a woebegone
expression in her eyes. Egbert went
to one wall. Tommy to the other. Then
they turned about and met right
opposite the chair in which she was
seated, and for her exclusive benefit
they did their double turn.

They told funny stories, they sang a
comic song, they indulged in typical
back-chat, and they performed an
eccentric dance of the simultaneous
variety, and gradually their audience
of one forgot her sorrows and began to
smile. The smile broadened. She
laughed outright, and before the enter-
tainment was over tears were stream-
ing down her cheeks again because
she had laughed till she cried.

'Well, mother," said Egbert, after
they had bowed, made a pretence of
going off a stage, and returned to her
as ordinary mdividuals, "are we a
success or not ?"

"I think you're two very dear boys,"
she told them.
"And we're going to make a success

of the drug-store, too," asserted Tom.
"Yes; but Mr. Watters said he

couldn't give me any more credit," she
reminded them. "What are we going
to do for drugs?"
"Drugs?" echoed Egbert. "What on

earth does a drug-store want with drugs?
What a modern drug-store needs is cold
soda, hot lunch, cameras, books

"

"Picture-postcards, magazines, brushes
and combs, mirrors, and stationery,"
put in Tommy.
"But wouldn't that take quite a lot

of money?"
"Yeah," said Egbert, momentarily

daunted. "I never thought of that."
"I—er—I've got two hundred

dollars."

"VVhy, that'll do it!" he cried. "A
jobbing house would take that as evi-

dence of good faith, and we can get
ninety days on the balance."
"Egbert," protested Tommy, "we

cati't do that. We can't take her two
hundred dollars— it's too big a gamble."
"Shush, son!" boomed Egbert.

"Mother, there'll be no drugs in this

joint. This is going to be a drug-store.
We'll change the name—we'll call it

the Sun.shine Drug Store. We'll adver-
tifio—we'll put in a microphone."
Tommy became infected with his

exuberance.
"That's the idea!" he cried. "We'll

Every Tuesday

give 'em an horn- of our own enter-
tainment!"
"Mother," said Egbert, kneeling

before the little old lady, "it's a cinch !"-

The Sunshine Drug Store.

WITHIN a very few days the drug-
store began to present quite a
different appearance to passers-

by. On the plate-glass window, and on
the fascia above, the new name, "Sun-
shine Drug Store," appeared in large
gilt letters, and the dusty and decayed-
looking display in the shop-window was
swept away to make room for more
attractive goods arranged with skill.

Egbert and Tommy were quick
workers as well as quick thinkers.

Decorators entered the premises to erect
new show-cases, extend the bar, and
paint and varnish. Arrangements were
made with various wholesale firms to
supply all manner of wares, and the
local broadcasting station was induced
to sell a certain amount of " the air —
twice daily on a credit basis.

A fortnight after the arrival of the
tvvo comedians in the town—on Monday,
December 15th, to be precise—Harry
Watters was sitting at a desk in the
piivate office of the Lockville Trust &
Loan Company, scowling at a loud-
speaker. Beside him sat a lean-faced
nian, caressing a clipped brown mous-
tache and listening with occasional
chuckles to the broadcast cross-talk of
Egbert and Tommy. When the enter-
tainment was over, the voice of Egbert
thus addressed his unseen audience:
"And this, ladies and gentlemen, con-

cludes the noonday broadcast from the
Sunshine Drug Store. We will again
present the Sunshine Hour at four
o'clock this afternoon—and don't forget,

folks, we serve a better meal than any
other drug-store in the city. This is

Dr. Egbert G. Higginbotham signing
off with the voice that it kind to your
ears."
The lean-faced man—his name was

Clarke^uncrossed his long legs and
grinned irritatingly at Watters.
"Looks like those two fellows are

going to put it over," he remarked.
"Maybe," growled Watters, and rose

to shut off the radio set. "Now,
listen, Clarke—I can't furnish you with
any more alcohol this month."
"That's up to you," said Clarke, with

obvious disappointment, " but if you
want to make dough in this bootleg
business you got to remember ' alky

'

is king."
"Not so loud," warned Watters. "I

can't take the chance. We've practically

used up tho wholesale allotment, and if

I can't supply the drug-stores the
Government's going to get on to me."
"All right, but it's a shame to lose

all the jack we might pick up—and I'm
telling you, this town's got an awful
thirst."

" Well, we've sold a thousand gallons

this month, hayen't we?" countered
Watters. "Now, listen, Clarke—about
this Sunshine Drug Store. It's a good
location, and I want it."

"Shoot the details."

"This is the inside of the story. The
Texia Oil Company is going to put up
a ten-story building across the street.

Never mind where I got the tip, but
naturally my company want that lot

—

and 1 personally hold the assignment of

the lease."

"Pretty soft," commented Clarke.

"What fi'you want me to do?"
"Suppose we take a little walk, and

I'll tell you all about it?"

"Okay!" grmncd Clarke. "Anything
tii turn an honest dollar—you know me.'

They put on their hats and coats and
went out together^
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Meanwhile, in the Sunshine Drug-
Store, Egbert and Tommy, arrayed m
white overalls, were dealing with quite

a flock of customers. The high chairs

beside the bar were nearly all occupied
by early lunchers, and Mrs. Talley was
working at high pressure in the kitchen.

Egbert, having disposed of a purchasc-r,

helped himself to some jellied beans
from a glass jar on the bar before deal-

ing with a handsome but ponderous lady
who had wandered towards the book
counter.
Egbert became aware of a pois^ old

gentleman with enormous white whiskers
who had entered the shofj and was star-

ing about him.
" 'Twas the night , before Christmas,

and the childi-en were all " declaimed
Egbert, struck by the resemblance of

the old gentleman to the traditional

figure of Santa Claus. "Will jou pardon
me a moment, madam?"
"Yes," said the ponderous lady, "I'll

just browse among your books."
Egbert went over to the old gentle-

man, who took off his iiat, exposing a

semicircular baldness of head with a few
little sprouts of white hair sticking up
on top, and inquired almost jovially

:

"Are you going to wait on me?"
"Sir," said Egbert, toying with the

right-hand portion of the luxurious whit-j

wliifikers, "I'm not going to beat about
the bush with you—1 am certainly going
to wait on you."
"I want a toothbrush."
"A toothbrush—yes. sir—a toothbrush.

How many in your family?"
The old gentleman smiled and held up

four fingers.

"Four," nodded Egbert sagely. "Then
yoM want the large size." Ho opened
a drawer and pulled out a tray full of

assorted toothbrushes. "Look," he said,

holding one up. "Non-skid bristles

from Brussels."
"How much are they?"
"Fifty cents—and one dollar. But the

fifty cent ones are all sold." .

The old gentleman decided to liave the

toothbrush, and departed with it in a

neat little cellulaine bag.
Egbert scurried over to the bar,

where hungry customers were clamour-
ing for attention, and Tommy advanced
upon a man who was toying with a per-

fume spray, wasting its contents. He
took the spray away and set it down
on its show-case, whereupon the man
presented a slit) of paper.
"I want this filled," said he.

"What is it?" inquired Tommy
blankly.

"It's a prescription."

A prescription! Tommy knitted his

brows , this was extremely awkward

!

"I'll notify the prescription depart-

ment immediatelj'," he said.

He sought Egbert in a fine state of

alarm.
"Something terrible has happened,"

he gasped. "This is a prescription!

No, you can't read it—it's written in

pig Latin. Question is, what are you
going to do about it?"
"What am I going to do about it?"

said Egbert calmly. "I'm going to take

it to a drug-store, of course."
Exchanging places with Tommy, he

went over to the customer.
"I'm sorry, sir," he apologised, "but

this is going to take a little time. You
see, the compound spirits of salamander
must first be absorbed by the tincture
of Will you wait?"
The customer decided that he would

wait._
"You're wise, my dear sir," Egbert

informed him. "Our prescription de-
partment is unique—there's nothing like

it in the world."
He rctiied to the shop-parlour, where
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he removed his overall and put on his

hat. then made his way out at the back
door, crossed a yard, reached an alley,

emerged from the alley into Allison
Avenue, and sought a drug-store at the
far end of it, where he had the pre-

scription made up.

The Plot Succeeds.

TWO minutes after Egbert had disap-

peared, Peggy walked serenely into

the Sunshine Drug Store, walked
to the bar, and perched herself on one
of the high chairs. She had been a fre-

quent visitor ever since that first day
when she had changed her mind about
telephoning the police; and the more
she had seen of Tommy the less she had
seen of Harry Watters.
The luncheon bar was not so crowded

now, and Tommy delightedly turned his

full attention to her.

"Gosh, I'm glad to see you, Peggy!"
he e.\claimed. "Look!" And he pointed
to a neat little hanging glass sign

:

"Peggy Special."
"It's a new drink," he explained

proudly. "I invented it myself, and
named it after you. Try one!"
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He picked up a long tumbler and pro-
ceeded to mix a beverage in it.

"It's awfully nice of you to name a

drink after me," said Peggy, watching
him with admiring eyes,

"Why shouldn't I?" said he fondly,
and, having completed the blending,
handed her the glass and feasted his eyes
on her beautiful face,

"Some time I'll name something after

you," she told him.
"Gee!" he e.xclaimed, putting his

elbows on the bar and his chin in his

hands. "I hope you will."

She found the concoction palatable
and asked him of what it was composed.
"Everything that's sweet!" he assured

her. "First I took the sweetest syrup

—

that's your disposition. Then I added
those two cherries—those are your Upi<.

Mint leaf-grecn—that's the way I turn
when I see you look at somebody else.

And "—pointing to the two straws in

the glass—" there are your two pretty
little

"

"Oh, Tommy, they're not that thin,

are they?" she laughed.
"Malted egg flip!" barked an im-

patient man beside her.

"Yes, sir," said Tommy obediently,
and, still talking to Peggy, proceeded
to mix what he imagined to be the de-
sired drink. In his absent-mindedness,
however, he poured peppermint into the
mixer with the egg he had broken into
it, and. reaching to a shelf, added castor
oil instead of liquid malt.
The man watched with growing horror.
"You know, when I look at you,"

said Tommy to Peggy, "I don't know
what I'm doing."
"No!" rasped the man, and pulled

his hat down over his eyes, slid from
lis chair, and went off in haste.

"He's gone!" exclaimed Tommy. "He
loesn't know what he's missed!"

The glass stood neglected on the
( oiintor wlulc the two conversed. Egbert
returned with the proscription made up.
after he had removed the rival chemist's
name from the bottle in the kitchen and
substituted one of the "Sunshine"
variety. Rather breathlessly he handed
it to the waiting customer, charged two
dollars, and took out a handkerchief to
wipe his brow.
"The customer departed, evidently quite

satisfied. I']gbert went to the bar.

"Whew'" he exclaimed. "Boy, that
was a close shave! How are you,
Peggy?"
Mrs. Talley, immediately Peggy had

arrived, had issued from the kitchen to

help serve. She smiled across at the
three,

"Here's a drink for you," said

Tommy, pointing to the neglected
glassful of alleged malted egg flip. "It'll

buck you up."
"Believe me, I need it," proclaimed

Egbert, and he drained the glass. "Gosh.
that's good!" he exclaimed, fanning him-
self with hie handkerchief. "Don't
neglect the business. Tommy."
Harry Watters and his thin-faced com-

panion, Clarke, had reached Allison

Avenue and had paused in a doorway
only a few yards from the drug-store.

"Now you know what to do, don't
you?" said Watters.
"Sure," nodded Clarke. "I go into

the store, see you, look surprised, and
say, ' Hallo, Mr. Watters, I haven't seen
you for an age '

!"

"That's right. And then I a>k what
you've been doing lately, and you tell

me about the lemon extract. You've
got it straight?"

"Straight?" chuckled Clarke. "Why,
it's fifty per cent, alcohol."
"Never mind the wise cracks,"

grunted Watters. "I'm going on in

—
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and don't forget to give me a little time
to do some talking before you appear on
the scene."
"Okay," responded Clarke, and

sauntered off with his hands in his

pockets while Watters made his way into

the store, and hailed Peggy.
"Nice to see you here," he said. "I

just dropped in to speak to Mrs. Talley."

"I'm sure siic'Il bo glad to sec you,"
Peggy decided, and she went with him
to the very top of the bar where Mrs.
Talley was now busy with plates and a
Dutch-oven.
"There goes the one man depression!"

growled Egbert to Tommy but Mrs.
Talley greeted the visitor quite cheer-

fully.

"My word," said Watters, glancing
around the store, "I really must con-

gratulate yon upon this marvellous trans-

formation. Those two young gentlemen,
Mr. Tanner and Mr. Higginbotham, are

obviously men of real genius."
He had spoken loudly enough for the

"two young gentlemen" to hear his

words, and they looked at one another
and smiled.

"Yes, and we're going to be able to

meet the note on the first, Mr. Watters,"
declared Mrs. Talley d.>lightedly. "That
is, of course, if business keeps up."
Watters professed to be glad, for her

sake ; and then Clarke strolled in at

-the door, perched on a chair at the bar,

and seemed suddenly to become aware of

Wattei'^' presence.
"Why, hallo, Mr. Watters!" he cried.

"I haven't seen you for an age."
"Well, well," greeted the conspirator,

"I'm glad to see you—you're looking
Hne."
"Your order, sir?" inquired Tommy.
Clarke asked for a chocolate sundae,

and while he was consuming it Watters
joined him.
"By the way,"Jie said, "how are you

doing now ?"

"Don't tell me you don't know?"
laughed Clarke. "Remember that lemon
syrup 1 was working on ? Well, she's

perfected—and I can tell you she's selling

like wildfire. Why, I can't supply the
demand. Every drug-store in town's
crying for it. It's the newest, biggest

flavour sensation in twenty years."

Watters satisfied himself with a side-

glance that Egbert and Tommy were
listening, and inquired

:

"Well, would you listen to a proposi-

tion from my firm?"
"Not a chance!" said Clarke. "I

offered it you once, remember."
"Well, wo all make mistakes, you

know—I'm going to come and see you
about it. I'm not taking no for an
answer."
He professed to have an urgent ap-

pointment, and went. Clarke ordered
some sausage and mashed and plied his

knife and fork. Egbert and Tommy
whispered together for a while, and then
Egbert sailed over to the eater.

"Nice weather we're having," said

he.

"Not bad," admitted Clarke with hie

mouth full.

"Now, listen; what's the use of us
trying to kid each other ? I overheard
what you told Watters about that new
lomon syrup. We'd like to try some of

it here."
Tommy, who had followed his partner,

nodded emphatically, but Clarke waved
the suggestion aside.

"What you don't realise," said he, "is
Ihat I'm twenty stores behind in de-
livery of that Pepo Lemon Syrup now."

" Slip in ahead on one delivery,"
urged Egbert. "Nobody 'II be any the
wiser. We'll push the stuff—give it some
ewcll advertising on the radio."
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Clarke chuckled.
"Say, you're^ a go-getter," he ap-

proved. "I'll give you credit for that!
Well, I'm not a guy to interfere with a

fellow that rolls up his sleeves and goes
after what he wants. I'll let you have
ton gallons."
"Slip it there, brother—slip it there!"

cried Egbert, extending his hand. "I'll

never forgot you for this."

The two shook hands ; Clarke finished
lii.s meal and offered payment, but
Toniniy would iiot accept any money.
"That's on the house," he said.

Clarke thanked him gravely and
went off.-

" Well, son," said Egbert, striking an
attitude, " did you sco me hypnotise
him '.' Am I a salesman ? Son, I could
sell a dead horse to a mounted police-

man !"

Business having slackened temporarily.
Tommy discussed the matter of the
Pcpo Lomon Syrup with Peggy.

"Isn't Egbert marvellous?" he ex-
claimed.

" You are, too. Tommy," she assured
him, loaning over the bar so that their
noses almost touched.
"You really think so?" he breathed.

"Gee, I like you an awful lot, Peggy."
"I like you an awful lot, too,

Tommy," she informed him.
"'Do you really?" Ho imprisoned her

littlo hands and bent his head to kiss

them; and he was in the act of kissing
them when Chief of Pohce Morton, who
had just crossed the threshold, saw what
was happening and strode angrily for-

ward.
"Daddy!" exclaimed Peggy, and tried

to release her ha."ds.
" That's the first time you've ever

called me that !" laughed Tommy—and
looked up. His face fell, his mouth
opened, his eyes stared.

" Now SCO how fast you can get
home !" barked Morton at his daughter.
"But, daddy "

"Don't 'daddy' me! Get out of

here !" rasped her father.

Egbert heard, blinked, and deserted a
customer.
"Well, well, chief," said he, patting

the bulky official on the arm, " this is a
kick ! Always glad to meet the forces
of law and order. What'U you order,
chief? What' 11 you order?"
"Nothing!" roared Morton.
"Have you met my partner, Mr.

Thomas Tanner ? A very efficient

young man, chief."
Tommy looked modestly at his boots

because he didn't like the glare in
Morton's choleric blue eyes.

"If you want to continue with your
efficiency, young man," said Morton
fiercely, "you'd better keep away from
my daughter!"
Peggy had obediently disappeared.

Tommy, nervously clasping and unclasp-
ing his hands, murmured, " Yes, sir."

"Bah!" snorted Morton, and went out
from the store like a human tornado.

The Effect of Lemon Syrup.

A FEW days later the promised ten
gallons of Pcpo Lomon Syrup
arrived in a cask and was paid for

spot cash. Egbert did not immediatelj'
put it on sale. In the first in.stance he
had bills printed, show-cards hand-
painted, and advertised the drink during
the noonday and afternoon broadcast.
Tho drink was to bo supplied to cus-
tomers on and after Monday, Decem-
ber 22nd.
Monday morning was memorable ever

after in the annals of the Sunshine Drug
Store—and in tho lives of Tommy and
Egbert. Despite Clarke's declaration
that all the drug stores in Ijockville. wore
selling the concoction, tho demand was
not at first very great. But by noon the
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shop was thronged, and there was quite
a struggle on tho part of men who Lad
already sampled the Pepo Lemon Syrup
to get near the bar.
Tommy, unable to cope with the

rising tide of trade, had to call on
Egbert to neglect ordinary customers to
assist him. The interior of the drug
store became as noisy as a bear-garden.
"A lemon soda!" "Another lemon

soda, please!" "Give me another, too!"
"How about that lemon soda?"
" Another lomon soda—and plenty of
syrup !" The shouts and cries and orders
mingled and merged into a roar, and
Tonimy and Egbert were far too busy
coping with custom to note particularly
the effect of tho new drmk upon the
customers who imbibed more than one.
At thr^e o'clock in the afternoon,

Egbert said worriedly to Tommy

:

" If that fellow we sent out to find
Clarke doesn't get back soon with fresh
supplies we'll be all out of that lemon
syrup."
"Yeah," said Tommj'. "It must bo

great stuff—we'll have to try it one
day."

"Shay," clamoured a vacant-eyed
man, sprawling over the bar, "gimme
an—anozzer 1-1-1-lemon soda, will ya?"

"It's a repeater," confided Egbert to
Tommy. "That fellow's had four
already 1"

Tommy and Egbert know no peace,
and the drawer of the cash register was
never still. Pepo Lomon Syrup was evi-

dently " it."
" These fellows must have been get-

ting some bootleg spirit from some-
v.hcre," remarked Tommy innocently,
viewing with a certain amount of dismay
the more riotous of the clamoiirers for

lemon soda.

He was at the cash register when
Peggy entered the premises, and he im-
mediately abandoned tho thirsty crowd
to talk to her.

"Hallo, Peggy," he i.aid, holding her
hand. " Gee, 1 thought the chief had
locked you up."
"Would you have cared?" she asked

in a low voice.
" Aw, you know better than to ask

that."
Peggy became conscious of the crowd

—and the noise. She gazed at the

throng round the bar for a moment.
"It's great tho way you boys have

built up this drug store," she s;iid.

" Everybody's talking about it. Pa says

you must bo awful smart, even if ho
doesn't like you."

(Continued on page 24.)

I DO YOU LIKE ADVENTURE ?j|
^ Thrilling Stories in Christmas Books. S

Boys who delight in thrillinp tales of Jf
adventure and school life are well pro- K
vided for this year. You should make M
sure of RPttiDji a copv of cither the Jt
CH.\iyrPION (6'-), the BRITISH BOY.S' K
ANNUAL (.5/-), or the POPULAR »
BOOK OF BOYS' STORIES (2/6). £

Tliere is a thrill in practically every
page of the first-named book. It is a
great big budget of breath-catching
stories of adventure, mystery and sport
in everj- clime. Plenty of pictures, too,

;

and eolourcd plates as well in this bumper ;

book of excitement.
The BRITISH BOYS' .\NNU4L is;

devoted mainly to stories oi school.

sport, mystery and adventure. It is a
wonder budget of exciting tales written

i

l)y well-known authors, and there are
:

numerous illustrations, including several !

beautiful eoIo\ire<l plates.

The POPULAR BOOK of BOYS' ^
STORIES is a big book at a bargain 3?

price, and is remarkably fine v?lue for B
2/6. It is well illustrated and. packed a
with the sort of stories boys like best. E
No better gift ronlil be imagined than pg

one of these splendid books. jl
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He wanted to be boss of gangland, eventually attained his ambition, then decided to

quit—but there was no turning backo A thrill-loaded crook drama, starring Lew Ayres
and Robert Elliott,

a

Paying the Penalty.

BAETY'S BILLIARDS HALL was
situated above some half-dozen

shops in Harper Street, which
was perhaps the most notorious street

in Charlesworth. Here resided many
of the racketeers who infested the

city, men who terrorised tlie populace

with their frequent use of the gun.

A heated word or two or some trivial

grievance and guns would bark
viciously, exacting a grim toll. And
often among the casualties of these

gang feuds would be an innocent citizen

or two, unfortunates who happened to

be in the line of the leaden messengers
of death.
On this particular day in December

the underworld of the city seemed
strangely quiet. Not a single shot had
been heard in the streets and it was
now nearly nine o'clock.

The calm before the storm. So said

half the populace, which included the

•entire police force, who knew ttic

gangsters only too well.

But the minutes ticked by and still

peace reigned. Ten o'clock came, and
it was as a distant church clock was
striking the hour that a closed-in car
drew up ai; the entrance to the

billiards hall and a man sprang out
of the back to the sidewalk. Of
medium height, he was young and
with a cruel, thin face from which
grey-green eyes gleamed with a
murderous expression.
"You know what to do?" He

turned and thrust his head in at the
open window at the front of the car
where a shadowy figure sat behind the
steering-wheel. There came a murmur
of assent, and the young man smiled
grimly. "Right, then see you make no
mistake." He jerked a thumb towards
the back of the vehicle. "Red ia well

acquainted with his part of

this little affair, see?"

The other r^odded, then the thin-faced

one crossed the pavement and sped up
the stairs that led to the billiards

hall. In at the door of the spacious

room he went, his sinister eyes search-

ing the faces of the men who were play-

ing at the tables and the faces of those

who were clustering around watching
those who wielded the cues.

Eventually he located the man he
sought, an ugly-faced ruffian who had
just made a shot on a distant table

and failed to sink the object ball.

Another second and he was confronting
the fellow, whispering in his ear:
"Oh, yeah!" The unprepossessing

rascal set aside his cue and his face

took on a brutal expression. "Where
is Red, then?"
"Outside in the car. Monk, and

Spike's with him," came the sibilant

answer. "Now get moving. I'll take
your knock—save spoiling the game."
"Okay with me." Monk turned to

the three men with -whom he had been
playing a four-hand of snooker. "Say,
boys, Mileaway'U take my place.
Mind?"
They shook their heads and, as Steve

Mileaway took up the discarded cue.
Monk strode quickly from the hall.
Down the stairs he went two at a time,
darted across the pavement, and dived
into the waiting car, the door of which
was swung open for him.
Next second tfie door was slammed

and the vehicle slid away from the
kerb, gathering speed rapidly. A short
run, then it slid to a standstill before
a small house in a quiet and deserted
street.

"You all set, Red?" Monk watched
the man who was with him in the back
of the car draw out from under the

seat an ugly-looking machine-gun, then,

smiling grimly, he opened the door of

the limousine and jumped out. One
long stride and he was beside the

driver, as sinister-looking a rascal as

himself, whose hat-brim was pulled
low over cruel grey eyes. "Spike,
don't you forget to beat it like hell

the moment I shout, see ?"

The other nodded, then after a

quick glance round to make sure there
was no one about Monk ran to the

door of the small house and knocked
loudly. A woman answered his

summons, and nodded in recognition.

"You want Whitey?" she inquired.

"Sure I do." The rascal gave her a

disarming smile. "You might tell him
that I want him urgent like."

She said she would do so, and closed
the door. A sneer curling his cruel

thin lips. Monk returned to the car,

climbed inside, and noted with satis-

faction that Red had the machine-gun
in position, trained on the door he hud
just left.

A moment or two of waiting, then
the door of the small house was again
opened and a man came into view.

"Now, Red, let the skunk have it!"

came RIonk's rasping voice. "Double-
cross us, huh? Well, this is where he
gets his in plenty !"

Scarce were the vicious words out of

his mouth than the quiet was shattered
by the staccato reports of the machine-
gun belching out its leaden hail of
death. A terrified shriek as the victim
at the first dread note of the gun,
tried frantically to leap back into
the safety of the hallway behind him.
But ail in vain. Next second half a
dozen bullets slammed into his tremb-
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(ing body and he sagged to tlie ground
in a pitiable heap.
Their fell work accomplished, tlie

gunmen sank back in the soft cushions
of the car as it suddenly shot away
from the kerb, a woman's wild shrieks

coming faintly to their ears. The dis-

tracted wifd of the dead man who,
guessing the meaning of the gunfire,

had come scampering frantically down
the stairs of her little home.

Her shoulders heaving convulsively,

tears streaming down her ashen
cheeks, she drooped pathetically over
her man, calling down threats upon
the killers. And there the police found
her when, seconds later, they rushed to

the spot to nivestigate the sounds of the
gunfire.

" Who Killed Whitey Eckhart ? "

A ROOM on the first floor of police

headquarters. Seated at a large

oak desk was a tall, well-built man
of middle age with piercing grey eyes,

brown hair that was inclined to be
curly and a chin that denoted strength
and a great determination.
Captain Pat O'Grady, the one man

in all CharJesworth that every gangst-er

feared. A brave and amazingly clever

detective who, once he had marked
down a crook to be brought to justice,

never rested till the task was accom-
plislied.

"Yes, boys, though his wife won't
speak for fear of the consequences, I

feel sure Whitey Eckhart was killed by
his own gang of rats." O'Grady spoke
very slowly as if carefully choosing his

words. But those who knew him were
aware that that deep, almost drawling
voice was characteristic of tlie man.
The four plain-clothes men who were
with him hung on his every word as
he continued. "You see, I've informa-
tion that Whitey tipped off Rocco to a
loriy of booze that Louie Ricarno was
running out to the West Hill Road-
house the other night. Tha.t lorry was
aiiibuehed and the two men aboard
badly damaged. What's more likely

than that Ricarno got wise to what
happened and gave Whitey the works?
That's how I figure it, and I'm hoping
this time that I'll be able to

"

The telephone bell broke into his
words, and he snatched up the receiver,

clapped it to his ear.

"Hallo! O'Grady speaking. What's
that? Yeah. Send him right in."

The captain's eyes gleamed from be-

neath narrowed lids as he replaced the

receiver of the 'phone. Quickly he
returned his gaze to his men. "You
boys get out. You see, I've a visitor

coming up and I want to be alone with
him. It's Ricarno. Hawkes and Cox
picked him up for me. Smart lads,

those, for I only gave them instruc-

tions half an hour ago."

The four filed from the room, and
almost immediately the door was re-

opened to admit an upstanding young
man, neatly dressed in a grey lounge
suit and a grey felt hat. Good-looking
he was, too, and neatly brushed dark
hair was revealed when he swept off

his hat and calmly placed it on a
corner of O'Grady's desk, his smiling
blue eyes meeting those of the captain
unflinchingly.
Strange that such a refined and well-

bred youngster should be one of the
most clever and daring racketeers that
ever menaced the city of Charlesworth.
But such was Louie Ricarno, and this

boy—he was little more than that

—

was now marked down by Captain
O'Ctrady to be brought to justice.

"Glad to see you, Louie." O'Grady
December lOtb, 1931.
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motioned to a chair. "Sit down.
Make yourself comfortable."
"My, aren't we polite." Louie gave

a gay laugh. Well he knew why he
had been brought here, but the know-
ledge perturbed him not a bit. In a

battle of wits the boy prided himself
with being capable of holding his own.
Coolly he produced a gold cigarette-
case, opened it and held it out to the
captain. "Have a gasper, Pat?"
"No, thanks. I don't smoke that

brand." O'Grady waited while Louie
lit himself one of the cigarettes, then
he rose from his chair, his eyes fixed
challer.gjngly on those of the boy.
"Tell me, Louie. What do you know
about that surprise party on the South
Side?"

Surprise party ?" Louie's eyebrows
lifted in affected amazement. "I'm
afraid I don't get you. What exactly
do you mean, Pat?"
"Playing the little innocent, huh?"

Pat grimted. "Don't know Whitey
Eckhart was bumped off last night,
huh ?"

"You don't ."sav so!" Calmly the
young racketeer flicked the ash from his
cigarette. "That why you asked mo up
here?" '

But O'Grady made no direct answer
to the question.

"What d'you know about that deal?"
he shot out with surprising fierceness.

"Not much, sweetheart." There was
a merry t^. inkle in Louie's blue eyes.
It appealed to his particular sense of
humour to play with O'Grady in this
way. "I only know that Whitey
Eckhart was a real bad lad. You agree,
don't you, Pat?"
But this question O'Grady also

ignored. How to get this self-satisfiod
young crook to make a slip that would
warrant him clapping him behind prison
bars? A difficult task, Pat knew. But
he wasn't finished yet. He would try a
different line of conversation in the
hopo of achieving success.

"•Louie, it's just too bad to see a swell
kid like you in the booze racket. Why
on earth don't you get out of it when
the breaks are in your favour?" He
noticed with satisfaction that Couie's lip
curled. Perhaps he would blaze out at
him in a moment and in his torrent of
abuse say something that would condemn
him. " You ought to know that the best
you'll get if you stick to it is the worst
of it. Why be a sap?"

"A darned pretty piece!" Louie was
not to be ensnared. The rage ho had
felt at Pat's words had been efl'ectually

mastered. "See here. Pat." He
grinned provokingly. " I'm real sorry
for you. It's your job to clear up the
law breakers. The dickens of a task,
for if you'll pardon me saying so, you
ain't smart enough."
"Yeah?" O'Grady shot him a fero-

cious look, smarting under the taunt.
But he was not to be outdone by a mere
boy. " How in blazes you think I can
be that smart when you've got all the
brains, huh?"
"Now, now, don't get rUed." Louie

waggled liis cigarette reprovingly at the
captain, then a peculiar gleam came into
his eyes. " Look here, Pat. If you
would set to and clear out Rocco's gang
and not bo •'o drrned tough on your
friends I could give you enough of these
things to paper your kids' nursery.
Look fine for Christmas decorations,

take it from me."
Louio thrust the wad of dollar bills

that he had taken from his breast-

pocket under O'Grady's noso. Quickly
tho captain made a grab at them, but
Louie, with a grin, jerked them out of

reach.
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"Getting smart at last, huh?" he
taunted.
"No," growled Pat. "I just wanted

to see the serial numbers."
" You do, huh ?" There was fierce

anger in Louie's eyes now. Almost
savagely he rammed the dollar bills back
into his pocket. "Listen to me, you
copper-headed mug. I'm no thief. My
racket is beer, and you know it. I'm in
a legitimate business, I am."
"Sure you are," Pat mocked him.

"You're just selling that nice creamy
beer to the poor working man with a
few murders thrown in for his enter-
tainment, aren't you?"
He came round his desk and con-

fronted Louie, his whole attitude one of

menace. Quickly the boy snatched up
his hat and stepped back.

" What you trying to do ?" With an
effort Louie again controlled his anger.
"Endeavouring to get mc sore so I'll

spill something, huh? Well, there's nix
doing, Pat, so there. But you'll get a
chance to read all you want to know
when I write tho story of my life at
three-fifty bucks a copy."

" What, you going to do that ? Well,
well, you surprise me." There was con-
tempt in Pat's voice. "But take my tip,

Louie. Don't write the last chapter till

the night you go to the chair. It'll be
more realistic.'

"So you think that's where I'll land?"
Louie laughed carelessly as Pat solemnly
nodded his head. " Rot ! I'm too fly to

land on the wrong side of the law, and
you know it."

Pat shrugged. There was no doubt
in his mind that he would have his wor4c

cut out to bring in this boy. Ho was
immune to questioning—that was
obvious. He must be caught red-handed,
or onei of his gang be made to " put him
awav."
"Who killed Whitey Eckhart?" As

Louie turned towards tho door Pat
clamped a heavy hand on his shoulder
and twirled him round. "You tell me
that, you little runt ?"

But the element of surprise did not
have the least effect on the cool-headed
youngster. Instead, he broke into a
grin.
" Ha, ha, wouldn't you like to know,

sweetheart!" he chuckled—then flung

himself free of the detective's grasp and
marched from the room.

A Strange Meeting.

THOUGH ho was courageous and
possessed more than his fair share
of brains, Louio Ricarno fcli

strangely uneasy after his visit to Pat
O'Grady's office. Pat was after him,
and, sticker that he was, Louie felt that

the time would surely come when a slip

would be made and he would find him-
self in tho inexorable hands of the
detective.

That was the last thing the youngr
racketeer wanted to happen. Not that

he feared for his own safety, but there

was his kid brother, Jackie, away at tho
Alilitary Academy at Fairfield. The two
had not a single relative in the world,

and Louio knew that if anything should
happen to him the kid would bo deso-

late—with no one to pay his fees at tho
college, or to ptovide him with food and
clothes.

It was as he was thus ruminating the

day following his visit to O'Grady that

he had a brainwave. A way to ensure
keeping on the right side of the law.

Instantly the shadows vanished from hia

good-looking face, and, without loss of

time, he sot about putting his idea into

practice. Tho result was that that same
evening some hundred men, all with the

stamp of tho criminal upon their unpre-

possessing faces, assembled in tho largo

i
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room ovtT a warehouse in Sanders
Street that was used by Louie as a

council chamber.
A strange meeting, indeed, for the

men represented every known gang in

the city. There was the Rocco gang,
tlie one led by an undersized rascal

called the Midget, and some score other
organisations. Without exception, all

wondered why they had been called here
by Louie Ricarno. It was for a friendly
little chat, so they had been informed
by the young man's henchmen, but, in

case of accidents, they parked their
guns. >
When Louie entered the place, sur-

rounded by his personal bodyguard that
included his chief lieutenant, Steve
Mileaway, there was an immediate stir

among the waiting gangsters. Hands
flashed instinctively to jacket pockets in

case of treachery.
"Order, please!" Mileaway raised his

hand as Louie sat down at u table that
was set at one end of the room. Silence
descended at once. "Now, boys," re-

sumed Mileaway. "I ask you to give
Louie Ricarno a fair hearing, as he has
something real important to say to jou
—something which I think you will

agree is for the benefit of you all."

Louie got to his feet as his lieutenant
stepped back, and his keen blue eyes
scanned the evil faces in front of him.
All of them bitter enemies of his, but
just then the knowledge worried him
not at all. Enemies were to become
friends now—under his scheme peace
was to reign in the underworld. Gun
battles to be a thing of the past—every-
one to work irr complete harmony and
accord.

" Well, there arc a lot of you mugs
that I've neve- seen before," Louie
began in a voice that would have done
credit to a senator in congress, "so I

thought it was about time we got
acquainted. But that's only half the
reason for this meeting. Now, most of
you fellows knew me when I was a kid
in short pants. A runner for a tough
mob of South Side racketeers who've
now migrated. A punk who knew how-
to keep his mouth shut."
"Yeah," came the sneering voice of

Rocco, a dark, swarthy man with
narrow beady eyes, Louie's most dan-
gerous rival. " But when wo want his-

tory we read books, Ricarno, see?"

" My ' dear Rocco,"

Louie said in mocking
tones. '* I wouldn't

dream of putting you
to so much trouble."
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There was a burst of coarse laugliter

which Louie allowed to die down before
resuming.
"Of course, I forgot you're something

of a student, Rocco, so I'll get down to

brass tacks." The youngster returned
the fierce look Rocco gave him, then
allowed his gaze again to take in the
whole assembly. "Now, boys, we're all

in one racket or another, and just lately

there's been a darned sight too much
double-crossing going on. One mob
crashing nto another mob's territory.

No, no. don't interrupt, Rocco, please.

We're in big business. The only thing
wrong with it is that it needs organising
and it needs a boss I'm taking over
both jobs. I'm going to

"

"You're whatter?" Rocco was on his

feet in an instant, eyes gleaming fero-

ciously, his hand firmly gripping the
butt of Lis concealed gun, while angry
voices sounded around him declaiming
Louie's coo! nerve.
"As I was saying, I'm taking over

both jobs." Louie, culm as ever, a

cynical smile hovering around the
corners of his mouth, raised his voice to

make himself heard above the din.
" I'm going to lay this town out in

zones. I'll give each mob what I think

is coming to it, and not one inch

more. Get that? Each gang'll back me
up and I'll take care of everything."

It sounded quite a good proposition

to some, but not to others. Rocco, con-
sidered by himself the big noise in

gangland, again jumped to his feet.

"Piffle!" he roared and half dragged
his gun from his pcckct.
"You thinik so, huh?" Louie froze

him with a look. "Well, just you think
it over and you'll see

"

" Hey, wait a minute !" The Midget
waved his hand frantically to draw
Louie's attention. "How much we gotta
pay you for bossing the show?"

" H'm I" Louio rubbed his smooth
chin, then shook his head. "Well. I

hadn't thought that out. Still, I'll

decide on that later."
" And supposing we agree and pay

you for organisation," the Midget per-
sisted, "what are we going to do if

some mug crashes another guy's terri-

tory and hi-jaclts his stuff, the same as
was done to mo last week?"
"My dear Midget, what do we always

do with rats?" Louie said meaningly."
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"I get you." The Midget bared his
teeth in a grin. "So you're taking care
of that, too?"
"Sure," Louio nodded vigorously.

"I'm putting the beer racket on a big
business basis, and that covers every-
thing. If you fellows have any sense
you'll see that my proposition is for
your own good. Everything hereafter
running smoothly, no more trouble that
might land you in the jug, and big
money coming your way as easy as if

you were backing winners. Well, what
do you say ?

"

"Splendid!" The Midget for one was
impressed. Quickly he got to his feet
and faced the others. "Let's get
together, boys, just like Louie says.
What do you say, huh?"
The majority were agreeable. Among

those who were not was Rocco, who was
still smarting under a recent raid made
on one of his booze lorries by Louie's
own gang.

"I say it's piffle!" Rocco snarled.
"And if you fellows agree to it you're a
lot of simps. \yhy, it's just a dodge cf
Ricarno's to swipe up easy money."
Louie's eyes blazed at him danger-

ously.

"Just say that again. Rocco I" he
rasped. "You see, I didn't quite get
the last crack."
"Like mo to put it into writing?"

Rocco spat out.

In the fury that possessed him he
strode to the table and confronted Louie
threateningly. But the young racketeer
only smiled, for. with a quick mcvo-
mont, one of his personal bodyguard
had slid up behind Rocco and a deadly
automatic, cimningly concealed from the
eyes of the assembly by a soft felt hat,
was levelled at Rocco's back.
"My dear Rocco," Louie said in

mocking tones, "I wouldn't dream of
putting you to so much trouble."
"No? Well, get this!" Rocco

« hipped out his own gun. "I'll run my
own business. You hear me ? I don't
need no punk Hike you telling me
nothing. For why? Because I'm just
as big as you are, and bigger. When
one man's going to run this town, I'll

bo him, see? Now, you tell the mob
here I'm right. Go on, tell 'em—tell

'em !"

"Pretty hot in here, isn't it?" Louie
shot a sly glance at Mileaway, who was
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seated near a wiftdow whose green

blind was drawn.
"Yeah, and it's going to bo hotter!"

raged Rocco, his finger curling round

the trigger of his gun. "You going to

tell
"

His words snapped off short as he felt

a sudden prod in the small of his back.

The gun, shielded by the felt hat,

threatened him, causing him almost to

drop in sheer panic.
^

" Yes, you're right, Rocco, it s cer-

tainly getting a darn sight hotter now."
Again Louie glanced at Mileaway out

of the corners of his eyes. "Open that

window, will you, Steve, and give us a

chance to cool down."
In a Hash Mileaway seized the cord of

the green blind, jerked on it, and let

the blind run up on its roller. Next
s-ccond there came a startled gasp from

the assembled crooks as they saw tlij

deadly muzzle of a machine-gun that

was set on the fire-escape stairs beyond

the window. Behind the weapon was

a grim-faced man whose finger was on

the trigger, while beside him was
aiiotlier member of Louie's gang with a

rifle lield ready in his hands.

"How do you like it—sucker?" Louie

grinned mockingly into Rocco's startled

face. "I ought to give you a little of

that heat for luck. But you just put

away that toy of yours. It's too darned
small." Louie waited while a trem-

bling hand replaced the gun, then he

turned to the meeting in general. "You
fellows heard what 1 said at the open-

ing of this meeting, and what I said

then goes just as it is. Any mug that

don't thinik so will bo treated to the

swellest funeral that ever stopped

traffic. You have two minutes to decide

your fate. My administration or
"

He shrugged his shoulders meaningly.
" We agree, Louie !" came in a con-

certed shout from the entire assembly.

Trouble on the Horizon^

FOR the whole of six months peace
reigned in the city, thanks to Louie
Ricarno's wonderful organisation

of the bootlegging industry. The
various gangs pursued their trading of

illicit liquor, and never once were their

recognised territories trespassed upon
by rival factions—never once was the

sound of gunfire heard in streets that

liad hitherto been the scene of much
bloodshed and slaughter.

Captain Pat O'Grady, together with

the entire police force, was astounded,

but not one of them expected this amaz-
ing metamorphosis to last indefinitely.

The break would come as surely as

would the crack of doom.
Another month passed with the peace

still unsullied. By this time Louie
Ricarno was a very wealthy young man,
but for all that ho was dissatisfied

—

sick of tlic hum-drum life he was lead-

ing. Like Napoleon, whom he made his

fetish, he craved for fresh worlds to

conquer. There was his life story that

he had promised himself he would
write one day. With the thought came
inspiration. He liad long since been in

love with Doris Chester, whom Mile-

away liad introduced to him at a dance.

Why not marry, settle down and write
that book?
To think with Louie was to act. He

consulted Doris, and because she and
Mileaway liad their avaricious eyes on
tho young man's wealth, the girl

accepted him. All that money would
bo theirs if Louie met his end in some
gang feud, os they felt he surely would
before he was much older.

So the wedding was solcinni.sed in

great secrecy, after which Louie called

a meeting of every gang in his organisa-
tion.
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"Boys, I've got some news for you
and only a little time to say it in."
Louie smiled as he saw the puzzled ex-
pressions that came into the unprepos-
sessing faces before him. " Since our
last meeting everything's been going
smooth and rosy. You'll admit that,

huh ? I've put the beer racket on a
'business basis Hike I promised you, and
now I'm quitting tho game. No, no,
don't protest any of you. To-day I

married, and from now on it's the quiet
life for me. In future my old pal Mile-
away will be the big boss."

Dissentient voices arose at once, but
Louie paid no heed. With a wave of
farewell he sped to the door of the
council chamber and was gone.
Five minutes later, with Doris beside

him, he was driving his luxurious Lin-
coln at a steady pace for distant
Florida, where he had booked by cable a
six-room furnished house for his bride
and himself.
On the way they stopped at the

Military Academy at Fairfield, which
was eight miles out of Charlesworth,
and visited Louie's twelve-year-old
brother, Jackie, an upstanding little

chap with fair curly hair and bright
blue eyes.

A happy hour together, with .Jackie
fairly lionising Louie, thanking him
times out of number for the magnificent
sword he had sent him on his last birth-
day. The boy simply bubbled with high
spirits, and did not forget to show his
appreciation of the fact that he now
had a sister when Louie confessed to
him that Doris was his wife.

Tea followed in the large dining-hall
with Jackie and his fellow-cadets, then
Louie and Doris continued on their
journey to Florida,
Thereafter the weeks slipped by with

Louie happy and contented, busily writ-
ing his book, "The Life Story of a
Young Racketeer." But as ho wrote
on, conjuring up his daring exploits
and the terrible ris'ks he had run in
tho bootlegging game, he decided that
tho title he had chosen was much too
tame, and changed it for the far
stronger one, "The Doorway to Hell."

So the story progressed, and never
once did Louie recall those grim words
spoken by Captain Pat O'Grady that
day in his office at police headquarters

:

"Don't write the last chapter till the
night you go to the chair !"

If ho had recollected them, Louie
would no doubt have laughed them to
scorn, assuring himself that never again
would ho be exposed to tho grave risks
of the past.

But alas for Louie, the storm clouds
were gathering fast. Back in the city
he had left, gang warfare had again
broken out, more terrible than before.
The streets echoed once more to the
vicious spubter of machine-gun fire, to
tho cries and moans not only of brutal
gang.9ter.s but of innocent citizens who
were unfortunate enough to be caught
in the lino of fire.

With Louie's departure from Charles-
wortih there had sounded the death knell
to the wonderful organisation ho had
achieved Harmony was forgotten,
gangs encroached on one another's terri-

tories, ambushed each other's boozo
trucks, and nothing Mileaway could say
or do could stem the vicious outburst of

warfare that followed.
"Say, Mileaway, you gotta get Louie

to come back !"

Mileaway faced an angry crowd of
racketeers and thugs in the council cham-
ber in the city underworld—men who
had been strong partisans of Louie's
organisation and who. with this sudden
renewal of gang hostility, sorely missed
his wonderful leadership.
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"That's what I say," the Midget's
voice was quite emphitio. "I was hi-
jacked for twenty barrels of

"

"Aw, stop your squawking!" Milc-
away's face was pale and haggard. He
had thought himself on velvet when ho
had taken over complete control of tlie

organisation Louie had founded. But
now he knew differently. Fellows like
Rocco and Slim Sullivan wouldn't accept
him as their leader, and he had neither
the personality nor the strength of
character to keep them in subjection
that Louie had. "Ain't I doing all I
can, Midget, to

"

"Yeah. B«t twenty barrels is twenty
barrels." The Midge„ thrust out his
jaw pugnaciously. "You tell me w-ho's
going to make them good. Now, if

Louie were hero what would ho do?
Why, he'd "

"Listen !" Mileaway was at his wits'
end to know how to appease the in-

furiated gangsters. Supposing they
were to turn on him ? He trembled at
the \»ry thought. "If you feel so tough
about it. Midget, why don't you go out
and take a slug at somebody?"
"That ain't the idea," Jack Hyams,

nicknamed Hymie, spat in disgust.
" Louie put up a proposition, and wo
agreed to it. We paid him for protec-
tion and what has he done? Given us
the breeze I"

"Yeah, he's turned rat!" Tho Mid-
get laughed scornfully. "Got scared
of the whole blamed thing. It was too
big for him, and he scuttled for a funk
hole. That's what it was."
"You think so?" Mileaway fingtjred

his tie nervously, for he knew that many
hidden hands among the gangsters were
clutched about the butts of guns. "Well,
let me tell you you've got Louie all

rtrong, Midget. He was never scared
of anything."

" Then why can't j'ou get him to come
back?" cried an ugly-looking ruffian
who was known by the name of Gympy,
and was a follower of the Rocco gang.

"Because he's through with the
racket," Mileaway explained. "I've
sent him telegrams and letters. But it's

no use. There's not a chance of getting
him back."
"Then if he's not scared, why did he

quit the racket?" snarled Hymie. "You
tell me that."
"For two reasons, if you want to

know," Mileaway volunteered. "He's
goofy on Doris and doesn't want her
rftixcd up in anything fishy. And that
goes for that kid brother of his in that
military school down in Fairfield."

"Brother!" The Midget whistled in
surprise. The knowledge that Louie
had a brother was new to him. "You
moan to say tliat Louie has a kid
brother, Mileaway?"
"Sure I do!" came the answer.
A cunning gleam flashed into the Mid-

get's close-set browTi eyes as an idea
occurred to him.
"Well," he said, addressing Mile-

away, "Louie belongs back here, and
I'm going to find a way to

"

" If j^ou don't watch your stop, you
darned fool," Miloaway interrupted with
surprising vehemence, "you're going to
find a wav to treat yourself to a hand-
ful of clouds 1"

"Yeah!" The Midget got to his feet

and advanced threateningly towards
Miloaway. who quickly clapped a hand
CO his gun, while every gangster present
waited for the storm to break. "Tell
me, Mileaway," the Midget inquired in

a voice as cold as steel, "just exactly

what do you mean 'oy a handful of

clouds?"
" I mean the kind that come out of the

business end of a gun." Mileaway's
fir.gcr was curled round the trigger of

the automatic in his jacket pocket, ready
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to shoot. With a forced show of bravado
he leered into the Midget's face. "Do
you get me. Midget?" he said mean-
ingly.

"Why, sure."
There was a gasp of astonishment from

the entire assembly as the little crook,
instead of showing fierce resentment of

Mileaway's threat, turned suddenly on
his heel and came back to his confeder-
ates who were grouped in a corner of
the room. A nod of his head brought
them instantly to their feet, then they
followed their leader as he went towards
tlie door. %,
The Midget's resolve was tak(!n—he

was determined that Louie Ricamo
should return to Charlesworth to renew
his former activities in the underworld.

Tragedy.

THAT night a terrible gun-battle was
waged in the city between the
gangs led by Slim Sullivan and the

Midget. It started with Sallivan's men
ambushing one of the Midget's trucks
that happened to have a strong guard
upon it, a dozen men who fought back
grimly, wrecking havoc among the
attackers. Ten minutes the fight waged
before the police arrived to quell the
disturbance, but by that time five men
lay stretched in the road, grim testimony
to the terrible nature of the conflict.

There was no stopping the gang feuds
now unless Louie Ricarno could be pre-
vailed upon to return and take the
matter in hand. Milcaway was con-
vinced on that score, ana so next morn-
ing he got on the long-distance telephone
to Florida.
He could never hope to make big

money as boss of the underworld now.
But there was still Louie's wealth that
lie and Doris coveted. Once get the
youngster back among all the turmoil
and bloodshed there was every chance
that that money would soon bo theirs.

First he spoke to Doris, who then
handed the receiver to Louie. But
Louie only laughed when Milcaway im-
plored him to return to quell the trouble
that had broken out amongst the gangs
of the city since his departure.
"Nothing doing, Mileaway." There

was no mistaking the finality in the
youngster's voice. "If the mobs have
busted up the good work I did for them
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it's not my fault. They can go to
blazes!"

"But, Louie," Mileaway protested,
"you don't know how tough it's gcttin'

around here. Wliy, some of the mobs
are talking about coining down to
Florida to bring you back."
"Oh, are they!" There was a note

of menace in Louie's voice now. "Then
you tell the mob of double-crossers tliat

if they think they can take me to come
down here and try it. Then tell 'em
that the first one that sliows his ugly
face around this burg will get a load
of Florida sunshine. You get me?"
But Louie did not wait to hear what

Mileaway had to say to that. With a

violent oath he slammed the telephone
receiver back on its hook, then snatehed
up the lighted cigarette ho had rested
in an ashtray that stood on the table
beside the 'plione.

"Louie, dear." Dori.s sidled up to him,
placed an arm around his shoulders. Be-
cause of the affection she bore Mileaway
and their designs on Louie's money she
was anxious for Louie to return to

Gharlesworth. "You shouldn't have
lost your temper that way. Mileaway
is right. You belong back there, and
anjway, I'm sick of this infernal place."
"Oh, jou are, huh?" Angrily Louie

flung free of her encircling arm and
faced her with fiercely blazing eyes.
"What have you got to be sick of? Arc
you one of 'em, too? Have you got so
much crime in you it won't come out?
Well, I'm through with the game. I

told you that when we got married, and
nothing will make me change my mind."
She opened her mouth to make some

kind of protest to his venomous outburst,
but before she could utter a single word
he stamped from the room and slammed
the door violently behind him.
Meanwhile the IMidget was acting on

the idea ho had conceived as a means
of forcing Louie to return to control the
organisation he had founded. At about
the same time that the yoiing.ster was
speaking to Mileaway over the tele-

phone, a car wjis drawn up in the road
outside the gates of the Military
Academy in Fairfield. The Midget was
at the wheel, while standing; beside him
and leaning negligently again.st the side
of the car was Rocco's undorling.
Gympy.
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Both were interestedly watching a
squad of cadets who were going through
a course of drill just inside the college
gates.

"Do you think it's safe to do it?"
Gympy suddenly inquired as ho ground
the butt-end of a cigarette under his
heel.

"Why, sure!" the Midget said im-
patiently. "We ain't going to hurt the
kid, are we?"
"We'd better not." Gangster though

ho was, Gympy had very little pluck.
" I hate to think what Louie'd do ii any-
thing should happen to his brother.
Mileaway told me the kid's liis all—that
Louie's more fond of him than life

itself."

"Can it, you blamed misery!" The
Midget's eyes blazed angrily at Gympy.
"Ain't it the only way we got of bring-
ing Louie back to town? \Vo take the
boy along of us, then when Louie hears
he's disappeared he'll come back fast
enough. I tell you it's going to be
Here ! Quick ! The kids have been dis-

missed. Call one of 'em and see if you
can locate the kid brother. Don't forget
ho goes by the name of Jackio Laniarr
—that's what Milcaway told me."
Gympy lounged to the academy gates

and interrogated a small boy who stood
just inside readjusting a puttee that had
come unfastened. Of course, he knew
Jackio Lamarr. He would toll him he
was wanted. The youth scuttled away
and Gympy returned to the car, winked
at the Midget, then opened the door to
the back of the vehicle.

Presently Jackio appeared at the
school gates, and with a puzzled frown
on his good-looking little face he
approached the car as Gympy beckoned.
"Hallo, captain!" cried Gympy,

placing an arm around the youngster's
shoulders, while the Midget raised his
hand in salute.

"Hallo '" .Jackie responded.
"You Jackie Lamarr?" inquired the

Midget, with a smile that was meant to
be disarming, though in point of faci;

it was twisted and repulsive.

The boy nodded doubtfully, for there
was something about these two men that
did not invito confidence.
"Well, Jackie," the Midget went on,

"your brother Louie sent U8
along to fetch you."

" You killed Gympy and you had to get the Midget or he'd

have got you I
'•
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"Louie?" Jackie exclaimed, and at

mention of liis brother's name all his

doubts vanished.
"Surel He's just got back from

riorida. He ain't feeling any too good,

and he wants to see you." The Midget
leaned over the side of tho car and
caught at Jackie's arm. "Come on, get

in tho car, boy I"

Back came Jackie's suspicions with a

rush. This man seemed far too anxious

to get him in the car for his liking.

"Oh," Jackie said in as calm a tone

as he could manage, "I'd rather wait
until I hear from my brother person-

ally."
" Now, now, Jackie, it's ciuite on the

level !" Tho Midget bit his lip as ho
sensed the boy's suspicions. "Come on,

jump in. We'll take you to your
brother, see?"
But Jackie did not move, and at a

wink from the Midget Gympy caught at

tho youngster's arms.
"Here, let me go!" Jackie cried in

alarm.
Desperately he writhed in Gympy's

grasp, managed to break fi-oe, and
darted wildly down the road just as a

lorry swung out of a side turning. There
came a hoarse voice j'elling a frantic

warning, a screeching of hastily applied
brakes. But too late. The heavy lorry

was upon the fleeing youngster oven as

its driver strove desperately to slacken
speed. Down went Jackie with a

terrified shriek as the bonnet of the
vehicle struck him with violent impact.
Came the horrified cries of those who

had witnessed the accident, then a white-
faced crowd surrounded the broken little

figure that lay so still in the dusty road
with tho front wheels of tho now
stationary lorry almost touching it.

There sounded sobbing, too, for several

of Jackie's follow cadets had seen all

that had happened from the academy
gates, and the sight had appalled them.
Then, above all other sound, came the

roar of a motor-car as the Midget and
Gympy, thoroughly alarmed that they
should have been the indirect cause of
tho accident, sped away from the scene.

Well the two rascals knew that their

lives would be forfeit should Louie
Ricarno get to know that it was really

through them that his kid brother had
rushed to his death.

The Telegram.

WHEN he heard what had led to

Jackie's death tho Major of the
Military Academy promptly tele-

phoned to police headquarters in

Charlesworth, tho nearest big town.
Mention of the victim's name, together
with tho information that the little

fellow had been running away from two
men who wore evidently trying to kidnap
him in a car, was all that was needed
to arouso Captain Pat O'Grady's
interest.

Half an hour later Pat was at the
academy questioning tho boys who had
witnessed the accident, showing them a
batch of photographs that included
every crook in and around Charlesworth.
And two of the pictures were pointed to

by tho boys as being tho portraits of the
men who had spoken to Jackie outside
tho college gates. ,
Pat .«miled grimly as, some little while

later, ho loft tho academy in his car.

The Midget and Gympy ! What had
been the reason bphind their attempted
kidnapping of little Jackie? A
diabolical way if it had boon their inten-
tion to pay otf a grievance against Louie
Ricarno tlirough his kid brother.

Well, he had got something on the
Midget and Gympy now, and the
evidence iie could bring against them
was sufficient to put them away for a
long spell. Two thugs less to terrorise
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Charlesworth. Pat certainly had good
reason to feel satisfied just then.

At about the same time that the Major
of tho Military Academy got upon the
tclophouo to acquaint police head-
quarters with the mysterious circum-
stances that had led to little Jackie's
death, Louie Ricarno was hastily dash-
ing off the last few sheets of his life's

history.

Presently the door opened and Dons
entered the room. Ho glanced round,
and not noticing tho telegram she held
in her hand, gave her a pleasant smile,
completely forgetful of the fact that
only a short time before he had lost his
temper with her.
"Say, kid," he said, "what's the

Latin word they put at the end of
books?"

"Fiiiis." Doris approached the desk
at which he sat, and arched her eye-
brows in surprise. " But you don't mean
to say that you're actually through with
your book, Louie?"
"Sure I do." He got upon his feet,

swelling out his chest with pardonable
pride. "You see, it had to oe finished
to-day, for there's a guy coming to read
it in an hour or so—a publisher, you
know." •

She handed him the telegram then,
and he took it with little interest.

"So this concludes the life of a
gangster and begins the life of a man."
There was the semblance of a sneer in

the girl's voice. "Finis! Gee, that's
swell ! I'd have " She broke off,

startled, as a violent imprecation burst
from Louie's lips. Bewildered eyes gazed
at the youngster's suddenly white face,
travelled to the trembling hand that
held the buff-coloured telegraph form.
"Louie, what in heaven's name is the
matter? What "

The shrill note of the telephone-bell
broke into her words, and she sped to
the table on which the instrument
reposed. For a moment or two she
listened to a voice at the other end of
the wire, then, still clasping the receiver
to her ear, she turned to Louie, who still

stood beside his writing-desk as if rooted
to the spot.

"Louie," she called, "it's the man
from tho Atlas Publishing Company.
He wants to know if he can come over
right now to read your book?"
A moment's silence, during which the

telegraph form fluttered from Louie's
numbed fingers, then
"Tell him it's not finished yet I" he

said in a voice charged with deadly
menace.
Quickly Doris conveyed the message to

the man at the other end of the line,

then with a puzzled frown she returned
to the desk and picked up the fallen
telegraph form. On it she read:

"Brother killed in accident. Caused
through two men attempting to kidnap
him. Come at once.—^lajor, INIilitary

Academy, Fairfield."

"My heavens!" was all the girl could
say.

Qympy Pays the Price.

FIVE days later Louie Ricarno,
dressed in black save for his soft
grey felt hat, came wearily into the

sitting-room of the expensive, furnished
flat he had rented in the residential
quarter of Derwcnt, and sank heavily
into a chair.
"Any luck?" inquired Mileaway, who

had been awaiting Louie's return from
nearby Charlesworth.
"Yeah," came the listless answer.

"Plenty. I got it all from O'Grady's
friend in the tobacco store. You see
that guy's in Pat's confidence."
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"Who did it, Louie?" Mileaway
eagerly jisked.

But Louie made no reply. Instead, he
took up the receiver of the telephone
that stood on the table at his elbow and
gave a number to . the operator at the
exchange. A moment later and his

connection was made.
"Hallo, is Rocco there?" Louie in-

quired, a fierce gleam flashing into his
eyes.

"Rocco?" reiterated Mileaway. "Did
he "

"No, he didn't do it." Louie slowly
shook his head, then sat bolt upright
as a familiar voice came to his ear.

"That you, Rocco? It is? . Well, this

is Louie Ricarno. You seen anything
of Gympy or the Midget lately ? You
have ? Wefl, that's grand. Now you
listen here. I want you to have Gympy
in front of your place to-night at nine
o'clock. What? Never you mind what's
the idea. You have him in front of your
place to-night at nine o'clock, or by
hades it'll go hard for you, eee?"
"Okay," came Rocco's voice, and with

that Louie rang off, a grim smile play-
ing around the corners of his set mouth.
"So Gympy was one of 'em. And the

other the Midget, just as I thought."
Mileaway flicked the ash from his

cigarette, then glanced at his wrist-

watch. "It's after eight now, Louie.
Want me to come along?"
"No, I'm taking care of that dirty

hound myself." Louie ground his teeth
savagely. " You stay here and keep
Doris company."
That suited the fickle Mileaway down

to the ground, and as Louie strode from
the room he settled himself in the com-
fortable settee to wait for the girl who
was in the bod-room changing her dress.

She put in an appearance a few minutes
later, and the two took advantage of
Louie's absence to indulge in a mild
flirtation and to drink Louie's wine and
smoke his cigarettes.

But when Louie returned somewhere
in the region of ten, Doris had retired
for the night and Mileaway was dozing
in a chair. But he awoke the moment
Louie came in and glanced at him in-

quiringly.

"Well?"
But Louie made no reply, just went

across to a decanter of whisky, and
poured himself out a liberal helping to
which he added a splash of soda. "Thea
he turned and raised the glass aloft.

"Here's to Gympy and the look on his

dirty face when he took it!" He laughed
almost hysterically, tossed down his

drink, tlien started violently as a knock
sounded on the door. "See who it is,

Mileaway!" he rasped.-^
As Mileaway went towards the door,

Louie set down his glass and dived his

hand into his jacket pocket. But the
caller was Pat O'Grad^, not members
of Rocco's gang as Louie had feared.

"Ah, come on in, Pat." As the de-
tective advanced into the room and
Mileaway recloeed the door, Louie
waved a hand towards the decanter ou
the sideboard. "What say to a drink,
old man?"
"Thanks, no!" Pat shook his head,

his eyes fastened on Louie's face in dis-

concerting fashion. "Say, that was a
nice piece of work to-night. A gangster
put on the spot and his colleagues, wise
to the affair, letting him keep the ap-

ixiintment in the hope that they'd got
the follow who was after him. But no-

thing doing—the guy was too smart and
drilled his victim. He even dodged mo
and "

"What the heck are you getting at?"
Louie strove desperately to master the

sudden fear that gripped his heart. Did
Pat O'Grady suspect him, then? From
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what he had said it almost seemed that
he did. "Tell me, just exactly what
do you mean, O'Grady ?"

"Nothing much. Only that I was
after the victim and also the Midget
for being concerned in your brother's
death. It's a pity about Gympy,
though." Pat shrugged his shoulders.

"When I heard ho was going to his

death I hurried along, but was too late

to save him, or get the fellow who got
him. Wisii I could have nabbed "

"But why tell me all this?" Louie
broke in impatiently. "Anyone would
think " '

" As I was going to say, Louie, I wish
I could have nabbed the fellow who
di'ilied Gympy. You see, I'm after him
as well." O'Grady jerked down his hat
brim so that it almost completely
screened his piercing eyes. "An lui-

lucky break that. But my time will

come. Hope you're not thinking of

leaving town again, Louie. You see,

I'm just beginning to take an interest

in you all over again. Decent of me,
ien't it?"
"H'm!" Louie gave a reckless laugli

as all his old bravado crowded back to

him. Obvious now that O'Grady did

suspect him as the killer of Gympy, but
the knowledge, grave as it was, worried
him not at all. Hadn't he on numerous
occasiouB proved himself more than a

match for the muddle-headed cops ?

"Well, Pat, in that case I'll sure stick

around for a little while longer. How
does that suit you?"

"Absolutely down to the ground."
O'Grady turned to the door. " Well, so

long, Louie. So long, MUeaway."
And with a satisfied smile on hie

strong features, O'Grady strode from the

room.

Into the Ambush.

IT was shortly after nine o'clock two
nights later wlien a knock came at

the door of Louie's flat, and because
Louie knew by the sound of it who the
caller was he lost no time in opening
the door. Mileaway stood outside, but
instead of letting him in, Louie stepped
out into the passage and drew the door
to behind him.

"Steve, I want you to take Doris out
to dinner." Louie's voice was a mere
whisper. "You see, I've got the Midget
staked out for to-night."
"Here, wait a minute." Mileaway

caught at Louie's arm. "You'll be need-
ing help. Let me come along "

"No, I'm saving that skunk all for

myself." Louie pushed Mileaway to the
slightly open door. "You do as I tell

you. Take Doris out to dinner. The
usual place. I'll meet you there."
Louie was already wearing his hat,

and as Mileaway went into the flat he
strode along the passage and descended
the stairs to the street. As he came
ou: on to the sidewalk he turned right,
and set ofiP at a brisk pace, completely
unaware that he was instantly followed
by a grim-faced man who had been
watching the door to the block of flats

from an alleyway opposite.
Some half hour later Louie came to

an unlighted shop in a particularly quiet
thoroughfare on the outskirts of Charles-
worth upon the window of which were
the words "Union Cleaners." A swift
glance round to make sure he was un-
observed, then he produced a bunch of
keys, selected one, and unfastened the
shop door.

.(Vs he passed inside and closed the
door behind him, the man who had been
shadowing him hurried on down the
road till he camo to a telephone kiosk.
Into the box he dived and put a call
through to police headquartea-s. Then
back he went, and from the shadows of
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a doorway opposite he watched the shop
that Louie had entered and in which
there now showed a single light.

Five minutes passed, then along the
road came two men who stopped as they
drew level with the shop Louie had en-

tered.

"W^ell. here we are, Joe." It was
the voice of Midget. "You can wait,
[t won't take long for Largon to pay me
off for those two barrels he had last

week."
Little dreaming of the ambush that

was set for him inside—that Largon
was not in his shop as he imagined—the
Midget went to the door, opened it and
pasEcd inside.

No one to be seen, but even as he
stood there expecting Largon to come
out from the room at the back, the
muzzle of a gun, to which had been
fitted a silencer, came up over the
counter, followed by a face that was
distorted wdth passion. Louie's face ! At
sight of it the Midget's heart missed a
beat and the colour rushed from his

cheeks. Next second, a muttered cuise

escaping his trembling lips, he made ;i

frantic effort to reach his gun.
"You dirty undersized rat!" Louie

snarled fiercely. "Kill my brother,

huh?"
With the words, he fired, and even as

the Midget reeled backwards, the bullet

imbedded in his chest, the youngster
fired again.
A thud as the victim struck the floor,

then the unmistakable whine of police

cars racing down the street. Quickly
Louie jumped for the electric light switch
and plunged the shop into darkness.

Were the police wise to this ambush
of his ? It was quite possible that they
were for he knew that Pat O'Grady
had far more brains than he would have
admitted to anyone.
In two strides Louie was at the door,

dragging it open. He stepped out on
to the sidewalk. The police cars were
now very near and a man was racing
away down the road—the Midget's com-
panion who had taken to his heels at

the first approach of the police. Off

Louie raced as fast as his legs would
cany him, intent only on escape. And
after him went the watcher from the

floorway opposite. Louie quickly out-

stripped the fellow, but not so the pur-

suing police cars. As the first one over-

took him and stopped, a figure jumped
down and quicklv grasped him. It wae
Pat O'Grady.
"A fair cop, Louie," he exulted.

"Best be sensible and come quiet-

like."

"Yeah! But do you think you'll be

able to prove anyfiiing against me?"
Louie put on a bold front. " No, Pat,

you haven't got cast-iron evidence.

Then again there's defending counsel;

my man hasn't lost a case yet."

"Is that so?" grunted Pat, and
marched him to the police-car.

Third Degree.

MILEAWAY was somewhat puzzled
that Louie did not show up at
the Blue Boar Inn, but the

young racketeer's absence did not pre-

vent he and Doris staying there until

the small hoxirs of the morning.
When they eventually returned to the

flat the clock ij the hall was striking
three.

" I wonder if anythlng's happened
to him," Mileaway remarked as he
followed Dorio into the darkness of the
drawing-room. "Gee, it'd be swell
if

"

He broke off as he thought he heaid a
slight movement close at hand.
"Probably he didn't feel like coming
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out to the Blue Boar after all, and
came home and went to bed, Steve."
A3 he spoke Doris switched on the

electric lights, then gave a startled

gasp as Pat O'Grady rose up from the

Bettee.

"Three o'clock," he remarked laconic-

ally. "I'll say good-morning to you
both."
"Is it that late?" Mileaway arched

his eyebrows in feigned surprise. What
was O'Grady doing hero? Had Louie
indeed come a cropper? Slowly he
turned to Doris. "Gee, time flew at

that dance, didn't it, kid ?"

"Oh, so you were at a dance, eh?"
grunted Pat.
"Why, yes," Doris answered. "Now

if you'll excuse me I'll trot along to

Louie's room to see if
"

"Don't trouble, kid." A grim smile
appeared on O'Grady's face. "You
see his cell number's eighty-six."
"What?" Mileaway ejaculated.

"Say, what's the idea?"
But O'Grady ignored the question,

and grasped Mileaway's arm.
"I've been waiting here for you for

two hours," he grimly remarked.
"Now just you come along of me."

"But what for?" cried Mileaway,
stark panic gripping him.
But again O'Grady deigned no

answer.
"Come on

!

peratively.

Despite his

he rapped out im-

wild protests and the
pleadings of Doris, Mileaway was led
away, and within half an hour he
found himself at police headquarters,
in the almost bare room where suspects
were taken for questioning. Some
dozen men—uniformed officers and
plain-clothes men in their shirt-sleeves
—were in the room when Pat brought
Mileaway in and dumped him in a
chair at a large table, and they imme-
diately got to their feet and clustered
around the prisoner.
"Where were you at ten o'clock?"

O'Grady fired at Mileaway, as he, too,
discarded his jacket and dropped into
a chair beside the terrified crook.
"I told you a dozen times on the

way here !" Mileaway gasped, his fur-
tive eyes scanning the grim faces
around him.
"Dance, huh?" Pat O'Grady felt

confident he was waging a winning
game. Louie Ricarno was safe. All
that remained now was to get conclusive
proof against him. "Tell me, Mile-
away, why did you kill the Midget?"
"Heavens, I didn't know he was

killed !" came in shrill tones from the
prisoner.

"You didn't, huh?" It was a
uniformed officer who spoke now.
"You killed Gympy, and you had to

get the Midget or he'd have got you!"
Mileaway trembled in every limb.

What was all this leading to? Were
they trying to frame him, or was it

that they liad Louie on suspicion and
were trying to force him to double-
cross the youngster? If it was the
latter, then he might tell them all he
knew, with Louie convicted of the
murders of Gympy and the Midget and
sent to the chair, the youngster's
wealth would be his and Doris'.

"You really think I knocked off those
two guys, huh?" Mileaway picked up
the glass of water that stood on the
table before him, for his lips felt very
dry. But with a quick movement one
of the shirt-sleeved <lotectives instantly
fcnatrhed it away. With a shrug of his

shoulders the crook then fixed his e3'es

on Pat O'Grady. "Say, Pat, if you
think I gave Gvmpy and the Midget
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the works, what you holding Louie
for?"
"That's our business." O'Grady

thrust out his jaw pugnaciously.
"What concerns you is this: You
plead guilty to killin' the Midget in

self-defence and Louie doesn't hear a
word about how you've been flirting

with his wife behind his back. Ah, ah,

1 thought that'd scare you. Now what
do you say ? Confession that'll mean
five years or Well, we can't hold
Louie, and if he hears about your de-

ceit lie'U get you, as sure as eggs are
eggs."
"All right, Pat. You get these mugs

out of here and I'll talk to you alone."
Thought of self-preservation overcame
discretion. As O'Grady gave a sign

and his colleages trooped from the
room Mileaway turned eagerly to the

detective. "If I confess, you promise
not to tell Louie?"

"Sure. You'll have nothing whatso-
ever to worry about." Pat rose to his

feet, picked up his jacket which he had
slung over the back of his chair, and
put it on. "Look here, Mileaway,
you're really on velvet. You've got a

lot of money put by and when you get

out you can go somewhere quiet and
live like a human being."
Mileaway nodded eagerly, completely

taken in by O'Grady's cunning.

"You write it out and I'll sign, Pat,"
ne said quite cheerfully.

"It's already written out."

The detective took a document from
his breast pocket, opened it out and set

it before him on tiie table. A triumph-
ant smile on his lips, Pat watched
Mileaway pick up a pen and, without
troubling to read a single word on the

typewritten sheet, apply his signature
in a bold, firm hand.

"That okay?" Mileaway asked as he
set down the pen.
"Sure!"
O'Grady stowed away the precious

document, a signed statement to the

effect that Louie Ricarno was guilty
of the murders of both Gympy and the
Midget. The battle of wits had been
won. Pat had at last got Louie where
he wanted him, and for him there was
now no escape.

Out of the Frying Pan into the Fire.

BUT prison bars did not hold Louie
for long. From the moment he
was incarcerated he awaited rescue

that he knew would surely come.
Eagerly he scanned the papers that
were handed to him as a particular
concession, but it was not until the
riight following Mileaway's "grilling"
that he found what he sought in the
late edition of the Courier. An inno-
cent-looking advertisement it was, but
it 'was so • worded that it formed a
message for Louie. "Escape somehow
one in morning. Car outside."
Louie chuckled inwardly. Already

he had decided on a way to break
prison.

One o'clock came, and the night
warder made his rounds, only to stop
at Louie's cell as he heard the sound
of moaiungs.

" Wliat the heck's wrong with you,
Ricarno?" he gruffly inquired.
"Oh, I'm terribly sick!" Louie was

bent almost double, his hands clasped
to his stomach. "Will you get a doctor
to come and look at me ?"

" You'd best come across the yard to

the hospital." The warder quickly un-
locked the cell door. "Come on.
Make it snappy !"

Louie certainly did make it snappy
No sooner was he out of the cell than he

Every Tuesaay

laid the warder out with a terrific blow
to the jaw, then snatched at the man's
bunch of keys. Minutes later and the
voungster was out m the open, but here
he was seen by another warder, who
promptly raided the alarm.

A game of cat and mouse began then.
But Louie, after much dodgijig and
hiding in odd corners, managed to efifect

his escape by climbing an outbuilding
at the back of the prison. Escape this
way was a blessing in disguise for him,
though, of course, he did not know it.

As arranged, a car awaited him at the
front of the prison, and it contained
Rocco and two other sinister crooks.
But they were not here to help Louie.
Rocco, detemiined to avenge the deaths
of Gympy and the Midget, had had that
advertisement inserted in the "Courier,"
and in the car ready for Louie's coming
was a machine-gun!
But the three killers waited in vain.
Where to go now that he had escaped

from prison ? It was indeed a poser
for Louie. He could not return to the
flat, for that would be the first place
that Pat O'Grady would look for him.
He must lie low for a bit, until the
search for him had been abandoned. He
could then flee the city and start i.tresh

in some far-off town, sending word to
Doris where to join him.

An hour later found him in a room
at the top of a squalid and tumbledown
house where he had lived before he had
risen to be a power in the underworld.
All next day ne lay on the dirty bed
with the door safely locked and a gun
near at hand, listening to the raucous
cries of newsboys telling the city of his
escape from gaol.
Evening came, and because he wanted

to see what the papers had to say about
him, Louie thrust his head quicKJy out
of the window and asked a passing news-
boy to bring a paper up to him. But
he found he had nothing less than a
ten-dollar bill, and the boy had no
change.

" You can get change from the delica-

tessen store across the street," Louie told
him. " And while you're there you
might get me some bread and a carton
of sweet Caporal cigarettes. Mind ?"

The boy shook his head and departed.
Ten minutes later he was back agaia
with the loaf of bread and the carton
of cigarettes, which he placed on the
table together with Louie's change.

" Thanks, guv'nor." The boy pocketed
the liberal tip Louie gave him. "By
the way, I met a guy down there who
says ho thinks he might know you."

"Who's that?" Louie anxiously
inquired.

"Pat O'Grady." The boy failed to
notice the startled look that flashed into

Louie's eyes. "He was in the delica-

tessen. He's known me ever since I
was a kid. He said he might be up to
see you later on."
Whistling cheerfully, the youngster

departed, and, with a quick movement,
Louie snatched up liis gun. No use
locking the door against the detective
—it would not take him long to burst it

in. But he wouldn't let O'Grady take
him.
Half an hour passed, then Louie heard

footsteps ascending the staire, and bare
seconds afterwards a knock sounded on
the door.
"Come in, O'Grady!" As the door

opened and Pat came into the room,
Louie swung up his pun, levelling it

straight at the detective's heart. "Stop,
that's as far as you're coming, Pat.

That's right. Now don't you dare
move."

"Sorry, Louie, but the gun won't be
needed. You see, I don't happen to

park one. Not needed, my boy." The
(Continued on page 23.)
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READ THIS FIRST.
In search of pitchblende deposits con-

tainiiig immense quantities of precious
radium. Professor Adams and his com-
panions are beset by savages on a
volcanic island off the African coast,

and Adams escapes with one surviving
follower, Cebu, his giant negro guide.

In America his daughter Bonnie and
her uncle. Dr. Anthony Adams, have
become alarmed at his failure to com-
tnuniuite with them. Ben Arnold, an
adventurer professing friendship, offers

to fit out a relief expedition.
His ship, the Lottie Carson, sets sail

under the command of Harry Drake, a
young Englishman, and for companion
Bonnie engages Arlene Chandos, who is

in league with Arnold.
Professor Adams and Cebu are picked

up by the Lottie Carson off the coast of
Africa. The professor is dying, but
before passing away he gives Bonnie a
chart and charges her to secure the
radium for the benefit of humanity.
After a storm in which Dr. Anthony

and Cebu are washed overboard, the
ship puts into Twamballa, where Harry
is paid off. But, thinking he knows too
much, Arnold and Black plan to kill him.
They enlist the aid. of Lascara, the

dago owner of the hotel where they are
staying overnight, and a sinister power
in the African port. He stages a quarrel
over a native girl, and, despite the inter-

vention of Bonnie and a handful of ship-
mates, Harry is hustled to the back of
the premises and thrown to hungry
trocodiles.

Now Read On.

A Network of Lies.

IN the instant that Harry Drake was
tossed- into the crocodile pit, Briney
flung down the men with whom he

had been struggling, and scattered those

who had been responsible for the fiendish

act.

At the same time Collins, Burke and
Connor camo nmning from the bar-
room, where they had routed the villain-

ous gangsters against whom tl)oy had
been opposed, and as tlicy appeared on
the scene the rest of Lascara's hirelings
took to their heels.

Briney lurched to the edge of the
death-pool. He Tvas babbling broken
sentences in a voice that trembled with
emotion.
"The skipper's gone!" ho moaned.

" Done for. They chucked him to the
crocodiles."
And then he stopped, for as he looked

<lown into that ghastly well with a feel-

ing of sickness and horror he saw a
figure clinging to the side of it.

Scarce two foot below the parapet
there was a narrow ledge, and in fall-

ing Harry Drake had managed to clutch
it with his hands. Ho was hanging there
by the tips of his fingers now, but at
any moment seemed likely to lose his
grip and drop into the midst of the
hungry reptiles beneath him. As it was.
tho loathsome creatures were leaping
towards him, and a tumult filled the pit

as their jaws snapped close to liis heels
and their bodies fell back into the
muddy water with heavy .splashes.

"Lend a hand!" roared Briney.
"There's a chance for him yet 1"
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worshippers;

Bonnie darted to his side, and she was
the first to follow Brincy's example and
reach down to seize the Englishman by
the wrists. Next second Harry was
being dragged from the well.

He was as pale as death, but .squared

his shoulders with an effort and gave his

rescuers a word of thanks. Then his

brow darkened ominously.
"It looks to me as if this fight was a

framc-iip," he ground out, "and I've an
idea who was at the back of it!"

A girl was standing in the doorway
watching the group furtively. The girl

was Arlene Chandos, and as she heard
the young captain's words she turned
and hurried back across the bar-room
towards a flight of stairs leading to the

upper floor of Lascara's premises.
Ben Arnold and Bull Black were at

tho foot of the staircase in company with
the rascally Portuguese proprietor, and
as Arlene approached them Ben Arnold
flung a question at her.

" Vvhoic's Bonnie?" he demanded. "1
thought vou went through to get her cut
of that fight."

"There wasn't any need to," Arlene
retorted. "The fight's over."
Arnold took a step forward, ai.d :

"What happened?" ho asl:od her
eagerly.
"What did you expect?" tl.:- 7irl

rejoined, her lip curling slightly. "I
told you Drake was as hard as nails.

He and his friends cleaned up Lascara's
entire gang

—

—

"

"Here comes Drake now," Bull Black
interrupted suddenly. "Lot's get
upstairs."
Harry had appeared in the bar-room

with Bonnie and the men v.ho had
stood by him. The saloon wore a
deserted air, though two or three of
Lascara's men wore b'ing around in
huddled positions. Harry had eves only
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for Arnold and liis companions, how-
ever, and telling Brincy and the other
sailors to make themselves scarce, he
strode on with Bonnie to the stairs.

Arnold and his associates were on the

point of ascending when the Englishman
overtook them. He grijipod the owner
of the Lottie Carson by the arm and
swung him around.
"I want a word with you, Arnold,"

lie said grimly.
"What's the idea?" the scoundrel

demanded.
Harry looked him straight in the eye.

"Just this!" he rapped out. "You
may not know it, but I saw you and
Black having a little heart-to-heart talk

with this dago Lascara. I can put two
and two together, and I've got a sneak-

ing fancy that the attack on mo was
somo of your dirty work. You thought
you'd bump me off, eh?"
"I don't know what you're talkmg

about, Drake," Arnold retorted
viciously. "I had nothing to do with
your rotten quarrel. When you start

flattering one of these native girls," he
added, " it's a good idea to make certain

that no other admirers arc around."
"The girl had nothing to do with it,"

Harry blazed, infuriated by the attempt
ob throw a slur on his character in

Bonnie's presence. "It was a deliberate
frame-up between you and this dago
here "

"No, no!" Lascara protested suavely,
taking the cue that Arnold had given
him. "I had not'ing to do with it. I

control the dancing-girls, but I cannot
control the men. Ecf you pay attentions
to Pelula and somebody get jealous,

captain, it is not my fault if a free fight

start."
The young Englishman heard Bonnie

utter a faint exclamation, and a glance
at her face told him that the tissue of
plausible lies that his enemies were
building around the bar-room fracas had
roused doubts in the girl's mind. It

was hardly to be wondered at, for both
Arnold and Lascara sounded sincere
enough in their accusations.
"Bonnie," Harry appealed, "you

don't believe what they're saying, do
you ?"

"Oh, I don't know what to believe!"
she cried desperately, and with the
words she ran upstairs to her room.
A husky mutter of laughter escaped

Bull Black, and the ruffianly mate
nioved nearer to Harry and favoured
him with a mocking leer.

"You ain't so lucky in handling
womenfolk, aro you, Drake?" be
taunted.
A fierce spasm of rage seized Harry,

Lut he betrayed it only by the twitching
of tho muscles in his cheek, and when he
spoke his voice was cool and level.
"JMaybe not," he said, "but I do

know how to handle rats like you!"
Next instant ho swung his fist to the

point of Bull Black's jaw, and he
ranmicd home liis bunched kmickles
with an impact that swept Arnold's
henchman off his feet.

Bull hit the floor with a thud, and.
neither Arnold nor La.scura seeming dis-

posed to take up the quarrel on the
mate's behalf, Hari-y strode from the
bar-room into the .street.

As he emerged he was confronted by
Briney, and it was plain from the lalter's

first words that he liad witnessed the
incident with Bull.

"Good for you, captain," he declared.
"An' listen—ine an' the boys grabbed
a little half-caste that w.is mixed up in

tho bar-room row. Sneakin' off along
the street, he was, but we didn't let him
go till we'd made him talk."

"Yes?" Harry murmured. "And
what did he say ?"

"We .squeezed this much outa him,"
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Briney answered. "The guys that
started the fight were in Ijascara's pay,
and it was Bull Black that hired Lascara
to have you bumped off."

Harry bit his lip.

"Bull Black isn't the onlj- one behind
tho racket," he declared. "Say, Briney.
get the boys together, will you? I'd

like to talk to them."
Collins, Burke and Cormor were stand-

ing at a street-corner not far away, and
Briney gave them a hail. They came up
at the double, and Harry addressed
tliem earncstlj'.

He did not know that Arlenc Chandos
had quietly followed him from Lascara's
premises at tho instigation of Ben
Arnold, and was lurking within earshot
in the mouth of a dark alley.

"Listen, boys," Harry said. "We've
got to watch our step. Arnold is out to
get me, and I don't want you fellows to

run into any danger on my account.
The best thing you can do is to take
passage on the first ship that docks in

Twamballa.

"

"Sure, captain," put in Briney, "if
you come with us."
Harry shook his head.
" JMiss Adams is alone among a bunch

of traitors who are only . professing
friendship to her," he said. "I'm con-
vinced that she'll be in an ugly situation

once Arnold and his party have her
fairly at her mercy on Danger Island

—

for, with us out of the way, she alone
stands between Arnold and his ambition
to make a fortune out of those radium
deposits that her father discovered."

" Well, what do you aim to do, cap-

tain?" Burke inquired.

"See the whole thing through," was
Harry's answer, " even if I have to
follow the Lottie Carson when she sails

in tho morning."
Briney laid a hand on the English-

man's arm, and
"Captain," he stated, "when 1 speak

for meself I reckon I'm speakin' for

those hero shipmates o' mine as well.

If you think we're gonna desert you,
you're wrong "

From Jungle Fastnesses.

LEAVING Bull and Lascara in the
bar-room, Ben Arnold made his

way upstairs and knocked at the

door of Bonmo'a room, crossing the
threshold as she gave liim permission to

enter.

"Oh, Ben," she said dismally, as he
approached her, "was it really true that

the fight started because Captain Drake
was paying attention to a native girl?"
Arnold shrugged.
"Well, you know, he's a sailor," he

observed, '' and there's the old saying
about sailors having a sweetheart in

every port.

"

"But I can't believe he's like that."

Bonnie told him. "Oh, I'm sick of this

whole tragic cruise !
" Can't we go home,

Ben ?"

"Bonnie," Arnold protested, with
mock righteousness, "before yo\ir father

died he charged you to finish the task

ho had begun. Captiin Black has signed
on a batch of new men, and the repairs

on the ship will bo completed so that
wo can sail with the morning's tide.

It's this place that's got on your nerves,

but I'll check up and see that every-
thing is being done to hasten our
departure."
With that he left her and went down

to the bar-room again. The usual cus-
tomers had begun to drift back, and the
dive was begiiuiiug to assume its cus-

tomary iitmofpliere of barbarous gaiety,

but of Bull and Lascara there was no
sign. Arnold located them, however,
in a pri\ate apartment behind the
saloon, and as he joined them he looked
at them sourly.
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"Well, your men bungled tlie job
after all, Lascara," ho snapped, but
before he could say more. Bull Black
tapped him on tho shoulder.

" Wait a minute," he stated, in his
deep, gruff voice. " Before you start
gcttin' sore, Arnold, let mo tell you that
Lascara has put up a proposition that
looks like a cinch. Let him hear it,

Lascara."

Tho Portuguese smiled craftily and
then beckoned Arnold to a window,
through which he pointed a lean fore-
fi.nger.

Arnold peered forth into the starry
night. Lascara's dive stood on the very
outskirts of Twamballa, and Twamballa,
in more than one respect, was unique.
Unlike many other ports that had been
settled by wh.ite men along the tropic
African coast, its civilisation extended
little farther than its streets and dwell-
ings. The hinterland behind it was the
jungle, primeval, untamed—a vast bar-
rier of sinister bush-country stretching
between tho coast and tho heart of the
Congo region.

It was towards the dark wall of junglo
that Lascara gestured, and Ben Arnold
looked at him dully.

" In bush there is tribe known as the
Zarbessa," Lascara said softly. "Bad
people to make trouble with. I know

—

for now and then I ti-ade with them.
Tho Zarbessa, they are devil worship-
pers. They are what you gall ikillers

—

the mos' dangerous tribe in all Africa.

They sacr4fico white man. To-day, some
of them were seen near Twamballa

—

skulking, you understand? Lying in

w-ait for victim."

"A victim?" Arnold echoed. "'What
are you driving at, Lascara ? How do
tho Zarbessa expect to get a white man
for a sacrifice here in Twamballa?"
Lascara leaned closer.
" Very few know how," he whispered.

"No white man goes out of Twamballa
when it is known they are near. Yet
every time the Zarbessa come, a white
man disappear and we sec him no more.
It is their superstition—Zarbessa gods
must have white man for sacrifice."

Arnold could not repress a faint

shudder, for tho manner in which Las-

cara had spoken impressed him with a

dull .sense of horror.

"We'll have to look out for ourselves

then," he muttered, "and for the two
girls as well, I suppose."

"No, not for womenfolk," Lascara re-

joined. " Zarbessa only take white man.
They believe their devil gods no' want
white girl. And now listen, senor—you
pay, and I fix it so the Zarbessa take
Drake "

Arnold laid a hand on his sleeve to

compel silence, for at that moment there

had come a knock on tho door. The
visitor was Arlene, and as she stepped

across tho threshold quickly the three

men thought she appeared agitated.

"I've been looking all over for you."

she said. "You've got to do something
with Drake. He and his friends have
decided to see this thing through to the

bitter end. As far as I can make out,

they intend to find somo way of follow-

ing us when we sail, and in the mean-
time they are coming baok here to keep
their eyes open and watch points."

Bull Black grinned.
" Is that so '!" he mused. " Stcppin'

right into tho lion's den, huh '! How
soon can you get hold of this party

from the Zarbessa tribe. Lascara?"

"Yes," Arnold interposed eagerly,

"and how can we get them to under-
stand what we want them to do?"
Lascara coolly lit a cigarette.

"I live long time in Twamballa." he

said. "I speak many dialects, and I
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know how I can get in touch with
Zai'bessa."
"All right, then," Arnold rejoined.

"I'll tell you what we'll do "

The Zarbessa.

ARNOLD'S conversation with Las-
cara was swiftly succeeded by
activity on the part of the rascally

Portuguese hotel-owner, and within an
hour the dago joined Bull Black at the

bar.

"I send messenger to Zarbessa," Las-

cara said in an undertone. " He is back
now, and Zarbessa—they come aSbn.

You get Senor Arnold, and we talk in

back room."
Bull slid his glance towards a table

at the far side of the room. It was
occupied by a group of men who had
entered the dive a few minutes before

—Harry Draike and his companions

—

and Bull indicated them with a slight

movement of his head.
"All right, Lascara," he muttered,

"but watch your step. Drake is over
there—on the look-out, I guess."

He parted with the dago and hurried
upstairs to the rooms occupied by Bon-
nie and Arlenc. He found Arnold in

the company of the two girls, and
touched the peak of his cap sailor

fashion.

"I'd like to speak with you about
some of the new men in the crew, Mr.
Arnold," he stated.

"All right, Black," Arnold returned.
"I've just been telling the girls that
they had better turn in, as we're
defiriitcly sailing in the morning."
"Ben"—it was Bonnie who spoke,

and there was a hesitant note in her
voice

—
" I wonder if I might sco Cap-

tain Drake. I've been thiniking things
over, and, whether ho was the cause of
that fight or not, I—^I'd like to say
' good-bye ' to him."
Arnold had some difficulty in conceal-

ing his impatience. "Don't waste your
time on him," ho advised. "He's prob-
ably out with some native girl. Any-
how, I'll see you first thing in the morn-
ing."
Ho stepped out of the room with

Bull, and the two descended to the
saloon and walked through to Lascara's
private office. Lascara faced them as
they appeared, and smiled an evil

smile.

"All is fixed," he said to Arnold.
"When Zarbessa come, we show them
the man and they take hcem away."
Even as ho spoko there was a <cn-

fused tumult, and he slipped
towards the door and peered
into the saloon through a grille.

Two or throe men had hurried
into the dive from the street,

and they socm(>d in a state* of
tremendous agitation.
"The Zarbessa I" Lascara

Iieard them exclaim, and a quoor
light kindled in his maIc\olent
cyos
The cry was taken up on

every hand, and an air of sus-

pon.so seemed to pervade the
saloon. It was a suspense that
several in tho dive failed to

understand, and Brincy was
among those. Harry Drake was
not so ignorant, however, for
long experience of that bar-
barous coast had enlightened
him concerning its many perils,

and he was about to explain llm
circumstance when, silent as a
troop of ghosts, a luunbor of
stalwart, savages stole across the
threshold from the street.

Half-nude demons of tho bush,
thoir bodies were as black as
pbony, except where their
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diabolical features had been painted and
tattooed. A murmur arose at the sight
of them, and then a hush fell as they
stood in tho doorway, their eyes swiftly

scanning the saloon

Several seconds of stark silence must
have elapsed ore they began to file

through that dive, men drawing aside
from them in terror as they approached.
Then they were gone, vanishing one
by one into Lascara's back room.
A mutter of conversation broke out

as they disappeared, and when he had
found his voice Briney clutched Harry
Drake by the arm.
"Captain," he gasped, "what kind of

fiends from Hades are these?"

"Men of the Zarbessa tribe, the most
brutal savages on the African coast,"
Harry answered. "They make a
speciality of sacrificing white men to
their gods. I guess we're in no danger
here, for they always strike in the dark.
But if you should go out, stidk togotlier,

and be sure to keep your hands on your
guns."

His listeners reached involuntarily
towards their hip-pockets, for, like all

members of the Lottie Carson's crew,
they had been served out with firearms
and drilled in the use of them during
the voyage, and, on dismissing them,
Arnold and Bull Black had neglected to
demand the return of the weapons.
Harry spoko again.
"Lascara keeps strange company,"

he mused, "but I know that dago snake
of old. Piracy, murder—these come
easy to him, and I've heard that, as a
fidoliro, he trades with the Zarbessa for
ivory.

"

"Then maybe it ain't white men
they're after to-night," Collins inter-

posed hopefully.

"Probably not," Harry agreed. "If
they were out for a human sacrifice, I

doubt if they'd come so openly. They're
very likely here to barter with Lascara
over a consignment of tusks."
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Had he been within earshot of the
back room, Harry might have been less

disposed to believe that the mission of
the Zarbessa was one so innocent. For
at that moment Lascara was acting as
interpreter for Arnold and Black, and
explaining to tho savages what was
required of them.
"I tell 'em we show 'em the man,"

the dago said in English, addressing
Arnold and Black after he had held
some conversation with the Zarbessa in

their weird dialect. " They say they
waste no time, for they go back to their
jungle kraal very soon. They got him
when he loaves saloon."
"All right," Bull Black jerked, talk-

ing it upon himself to answer, "point
Drake out to them. And, Arnold, better
keep your hand on your revolver. These
bloodthirsty killers would as soon take
you or me."
Arnold did as Bull advised, and then

phickod at Lascara's sleeve.

"Wait a minute," he said. "Aslk
them how we're to know they'll rlo the
job and finish him off?"
Lascara repeated the question to a

stalwart savage who appeared to be
the head-man. Tho latter made some
rejoinder, and the dago turned to
Arnold again.
"He say if you no' believe, you come

to kraal and see for yourself."

Arnold uttered a querulous, mirth-
less laugh.

"I'd just as soon take his word for
it," ho I'^'pliod, and, with a thin-lipped
smile of understanding, I>ascarn. drew
tho Zarbessa head-man to the grille and
pointed to the table at which Harry
and hi.s party were sitting.

The dago spoko a few words more,
obviously describing Harry in detail so
that no mistake should bo made, and
tho savage gave a quick and eager nod.
"All jight," said La.scara, addressing

Arnold and Bull Black over his
shoulder. "When Drake go, Zarbessa
go, too."

*' I want a word with you, Arnold," he said grimly.
December 19th, 1931,
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The Kidnapping of Drake.

SHORTLY after Ben Arnold jvishcd

tlio girls good-night, Arleuo Chan-
dos retired to lier own room, and

Bonnie was left alone with her thoughts.
Harry Drake figured in them prom-

inently, and, looking baek on the inci-

dents of the voyage, reflecting upon the

deep friendship tliat they had formed,
she found it harder than ever to

believe the accusation Ben Arnold had
levelled against liim. Indeed, she could
not help reproaching herself for doubt-
ing Harry, even moraentarilj-.

Her mind being in this vein, she sud-

denly stood up with the intention of

seeking out Harry and telling him her
true sentiments, and no sooner was the

resolve made than she slipped out of

the room.
The sound of nmsic and conversation

rose to her from the saloon, and, her
recent experience in the bar-room still

fiesh in her memory, she recoiled from
the idea of renewing her acquaintance
with it. She therefore descended by a

back-stair that brought her into the
street via a side door in the premises.
She had not the least idea where

Harry was to be found, but it occurred
to her that he might return to Lascara's
in the hope of seeing her again. Poss-
il)ly he was even there now, and she
decided that she would wait near the
main entrance on the ofF-chance of see-

ing him.
She walked round to the mean

thoroughfare that ran past the front
of the building, and with that she heard
a familiar voice humming the opening
bars of a sea-shanty. Next moment
Briney emerged from Lascara's bar-

room, and the girl immediately con-
fronted him.
"Briney," she said

—"Briney, have
you seen Captain Drake?"
"Why, yes, Miss Adams," the sailor

answered, touching his cap. "I just

.stepped out for a breath of air and left

him in Lascara's dive with the rest o'

the hoys."
"Will you tell him I'd like to see him

right awav?" Bonnie pleaded.
"Sure 1 will," was the cheerful

answer. " I'd do anything for you, Miss
Bonnie."
The big sailor walked back .into the

bar-room and gave Harry the girl's

message. Tiie Englishman instantly
rose, never for a moment suspecting
that evil eyes were watching him from
Lascaia's back room and that his de-

parture was the signal for the Zarbessa
to shadow him
"Drake goes." Lascara said to Arnold

and Black. " I tell Zarbessa to .steal out

by back door and make up on heeiu.

Then I follow and see thev get heem all

right, ch?"
In the meantime Harry had passed

out into the .street, and there he came
face to face with Bonnie.

"You sent for nie?" he said, a little

stiffly, for, though he intended to safe-

guard her interests, he was still smart-
ing under the impression that she had
believed Arnold's lying story concerning
the bar-room fracas.
"1 had to sec vou, Harry," sho told

him urgently. " Will you—will you walk
with me a Jittlc way?"
Ho nodded and they began to stroll

along the street, the two of them com-
pletely unaw.iro that they were being
tracked by a band of dark, silent figures.

They came to a kind of market-place,
populous and filled with a great
clamour, and made their way through
it to a strip of open country behind the
town. A hush fell over that same
market-place as the Zarbessa appeared,
and men cowered into dark corners as
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the savages fded after their prey. Then
came Lascara, watchful as a cat.

Bonnie and Harry wandered towards
the fringe of jungle, bat were still some
little distance from it when the English-
njan called a halt.

"It's not safe to go too far from the
town," he mentioned. "Whatever you
want to say to me, jou can rest assured
that we won't be overheard here."

"Oh, Harry," she began, and in spile

of the gloom he saw that her face was
raised appealingly, "I want to speak to
you about this voyage to Danger Island.

I proniised father that I'd go on—carry
out fiis dying wish. But—I can't ! I

can't go on without you, Harry. I

don't know why it is, but somehow I'm
afraid !"

Her impassioned tone aflfected him
powerfully, and he took hold of her
hands with a gesture of sympathy.

"It's been my belief all along that you
have reason to be afraid." he told her.
" Almost from the beginning I distrusted
Arnold, and as for that henchman of

his. Bull Black "

"I think Black is the one who first

made mo suspicious of the whole busi-

ness," Bonnie said quickly. "There's
something about him that makes me
shudder, and Arlene happened to men-
tion that it was he who recommended
this terrible place of Lascara's."

" Arnold and Black are hand-in-
glove," Harry assured her, "and now
they've got Lascara in their pay. But,
Bonnie," he added eagerly, "are you
trying to tell me that you don't believe
what Arnold has been saying against
me?"
"I believe only in you, Harry," she

answered. "I was a blind fool ever to
doubt you. You're the only friend 1

have in the world now."
Harry slipped his arms around her.

Hor words had elated him, and in that
moment he felt ready to match his wits
and courage against all the villainy of

Arnold's minions—to meet the ring of

enemies with his own good men, and
confound them in their nefarious cnter-
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played fast and loose with

the girl be loved.
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prise. With Bonnie trusting; in him, he
would baffle Arnold's scheming
Harry did not sec the figures that

were stealing towards him througli the
gloom, a grim cordon of devil-worihip-
pers between him and the town.
"Bonnie," he said, "you have

notlimg to fear now that I know what I

mean to you."
" But we sail at sun-up," she told him

tremulously, "and the Lottie Carson is

leaving without you, under the com-
mand of that awful man Black. Oh, I
can't—I can't go on."
"The ship that carries you won't leave

mo far behind," the Englishman .^aid.

smiling down at her. " Listen, Bonnie

;

I've made my plans. Briney and the
boys are staunch. To-morrow "

But he never completed the sentence.
There was a sudden scuffle of naked feet

in the grass, and next second a swarm
of demon figures .sprang at him through
the darkness.
Bonnie uttered a shrill scream of

terror, and as it rang piercingly on her
lips a savage wrenched hor from Harry's
grasp and swung her aside ere leaping
forward to engage the Englishman.
Harry saw the painted face of the

jungle fiend, and an involuntary cry
escaped him.
"Zarbessa!" he jerked, and with the

word he stepped to meet the black and
ripped his fist to the bushman's hulking
body.
His knuckles drove mto the savage's

stomach, and the negro fell writhing.
His place was taken by another, who
ran straight into a terrific punch that
hurled him to the ground, but the two
were only the foremost of a party that
numbered eight or nine, and with ugly
shouts the rest of the bushmen closed

in.

Harry snatched a revolver from his

hip-pocket, but ere he could level it his

hand was seized and the gun thrust up-

ward to the sky. A shot crashed out,

but the bullet sped harmlessly enough
through the fronds of a palm, and in

another moment the weapon had been
wrested Irom the young captain's grasp.
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It dropped to the grass unheeded.
Harry was new in the grip of many
pairs of arn.s snd was hftcd clear of the
ground, but by a superhuman effort he
managed to find his footing again and,

with his fists in free play, he lashed out
fiercely.

He knew tho savage cult which the

Zarbcssa called their religion—knew that

capture would bo followed by torture

a:id death before their primitive idols

within an hour. Desperation gave him
a strength that was superhuman, and
two went down under his blows. But
the first pair whom he had tackled no*'
roso to weigh the scales as heavily

against him.
He actually managed to break from

that swarm of black humanity, and as

he saw Bonnie scramble to her feet he

shouted to her to make off. She whipped
round, and he started after her at the

double, but one of tho bushmen who
had been knocked to the ground
clutched him by the ankle before he
had gone two paces.

Ho managed to avoid falling, and
plucked his foot from the negro's cla-^p.

But tho momentary check proved fatal,

for as he attempted to run on he was
surrounded again, and this time the

whole pack of savages made a deter-

mined effort to drag him down.

Bonnio turned back and threw herself

into tho struggle frenzicdly, beating at

the Englishman's attackers with her

clenched hands. She was unheeded for

a few seconds, then one of the black

fiends wheeled and caught her up in his

arms.
He dashed her to the grass and

stooped over her to tlireaten her with
his great, dusky fist. But there was no
need to strike. For, bruised and shaken,
terrified by tho .ipparition of that

hideous, tattooed face lowering over her,

Bonnie uttered a little moan and
fainted.

Scarcely thirty paces distant, the
crouching figure of Lascara watched the
scuffle. Ho saw Harry Drake battling

gamely against the overwhelming odds,

and he saw him dragged under the sway-
ing mass of black humanity. He
watched the devil worshippers sprawl
over the young Englishman's prone form
and strike at him brutally as he lay.

Presently Harry ceased to resist his

assailants. He was still half-conscious,

but had been battered and trampled into

helplessness. There was a tumult of

voices all about him, voices clamouring
in tho wild Zarbessa dialect of (he bush.
Strong hands closed on his arm.s and
legs and lifted him from tho ground.

His captors ignored (ho prostrate

figure of Bonnie, and, in spite of stupor
and despair, Harry was thankful that
tho primitive fiends who had him in

their power showed no wish to take the
girl along wi(h them to their fastness in

(ho hinterland.
Abandoning Bonnie, they carried the

Englishman (owards the jungle. Lascara
followed them with his eyes iintil the
darkness swallowed tho group, and his

evil face wore an expression of satisfac-

tion. Ho could now a.ssure Arnold and
Bull Black that Drake would worry
(hem no more, and before inorning
Arnold would 2iay tho prico agreed
upon.
The night was still except for a far-off

.sound that came from the remote depths
of the jungle. It was the mutter of
native drums in the distant village of
the Zarbessa.

(To be continued in another breath-
taking episode next week. By permis-
sion of the Universal Pictures, Ltd.,
starring Kenneth Harlan and Lucille

Browne.)
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i "A HANDFUL OF CLOUDS." i
M (Continced irom page 18.)

^

detective smiled grimly at the puzzled
expression that came into Louie's face.

"Too bad that I should hit against that
kid you sent to the delicatessen, wasn't
it ? I soipehow thought you'd be in

this neighbourhood—the place of your
childhood days, you know. Well, I got
talking to that kid who's a little friend
of mine, and when he asked for youi
particular brand of cigarettes, I knew
I'd traced you."
"Well, what you going to do about

it '!" Louie's voice was harsh and a
murderous light flashed in his eyes.
"Think you're going to take me?"
"No." Again Fat smiled. "I'm just

going to bid you good-bye."
"Good-bye'^" Louie reiterated in

astonishment. " What the devil do you
mean ?"

"Just this. That Rocco and some
score of his toughs are waiting for you
outside with a handful of clouds."
O'Giady shrugged his shoulders as a
startled gasp burst from Louie's
suddenly white lips. "Too bad that you
walked out on them, then came back
and shot up Gympy and the Midget.
Gee, they're sure mighty sore with you,
].x5iiie, take it from me."
"H'm! " Louie affected a sudden air

of bravado. " Putting the breeze up me,
aren't you ? Well, I'll get out of it." .

"Like you got out of gaol, I

suppose ?" scoffed Pat.

Louie smiled and nodded.
"Well, let me tell you," O'Grady wont

on in his slow, drawling tone, "that the
fixing to get you out of gaol was done
by Kocco's gang so they could get the
kick of humping you oflF themselves.
They were waiting outside the prison for

you when you es-

caped, but you
went tho wrong
way. But someone
tipped them off you
had scuttled down
here."
"I don't believe a

word yon say."
Louie tried to as-

sure himself that
there was no truth
in what O'Grady
said. " You're just

trying to put the

breeze up me."
Pat shrugged,

and, crossing to the
window, Louie took
a hasty glance out-

side. Lurking
shadows across the
road caused him to

spring back with a

terrified gasp. No
mistaking now that

Pat had spoken the

truth.

"Pat, for
Heaven's sake take
me back to gaol

!"

Louie shrilled.
" Anywhere rather
than "

" No go, Louie.
You see, the law
prefers it this way.
It'll save us no end
of trouble." The
detective turned to

tho door, then
paused with his fin-

gers on tho handle.
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"Well, it's the finish, Ix)uie, but you
can rest assured I'll ^ee that that book
of yours is ended properly. And now
—good-bye."
His face pale as death, Louie hsteiicd

to Pat's footsteps descending the stauf,
then, when he could hear them no
longer, he flung his gun on the dirty bed
and burst into a hysterical laugh.
For a moment or two he stood where

he was, his mind a turmoil of bilte-
thoughts. Then, with a pathetic shrug
of his shoulders, he suddenly wont to n
cracked mirror, adjusted his tic, patted
his hair with fingers that trembled.
There was no possible avenue of

escape. The avengers would wait and
wait till he did appear in the street.

Best die as lie had lived, a fearless and
reckless young man.
A further moment's hesitation, then,

bracing himself, he picked up Iris hat
and r.immcd it on his head. In two
firm strides ho reached the d(x)r.

Down tho stairs and out on to the
sidewalk, to be instantly met by a
withering volley of revolver-fire that
came from across the road.

So ended the reign of Louie Ricarno,
no doubt the most clever and daring
racketeer who ever menaced the city

of Charleswoith. And, in due time, hi.s

life's history appeared on every book-
stall in the city, and the books sold like

hot cakes.
" The ' Doonvay to Hell ' is a oneway

door. There is no retribution—no plea
for further clemency. Louie walked
through it with hie head np and a
smile on his lips to his doom." Thus
ran the end, which had been written
by Captain Pat O'Grady.

(Based on the film " A Handful of

Clouds," by permission of Warner Bros.
Pictures, Ltd., starring Lew Ayres as
Louie Ricarno; Dorothy Mathews as
Doris; Leon Janney as Jackie Lamarr:
Robert Elliott as Captain O'Grady;
James Cagney as Steve Mileaway; Noel

Madison as Rocco.)
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^ "Caught Plastered."
^

(Continued from page 10.) M
' We're going to be able to take up

Mrs. Talley'.s note, too,' confided

Tommy. ''Tlicii evcrytliing will be
liol?y-totsy."

Egbert, stealing a moment, greeted

lier clieorfully.

"Bv the vav," said she, "where is

:Mrs. "Tallcy?"
"

"Ah," chuckled Egbert, "that's a

secret. Go ahead, .son, yen tell her."
"As a matter of fact," said Tommy,

with pride, "mother's out buying a new-

frock.

"

Vo:; bet your life!" supplemented
Egberi. " We said :

' Mother, business

is too good around here—you go riglit

oui and got yo.ir.=elf all dolled up.'
"

"That's wonderful!" declared Peggy.
"Vou boys certainly arc doing a big
business.*'

"Another lemon soda!" howled a

voice. And: "Two lemons!" insisted

another.
" Yes, sir—coming right up ! Coming

right up in a glass!" responded Egbert,
and he returned to the soda fountain
and the bottles and glasses.

"It's the new lemon syrup we're serv-

ing," explained Tommy to Peggy.
' JEverybody's crazy about it. Want to

try one ?"

Peggy declared that she would love to
try one, so Tommy filled a glass and
put straws in it, and they both sipped.

Egbert, in a momentary lull, sailed over
to sip with them—and the new drink
appealed so strongly to him that he
promptly filled a glass for himself.

The stuff had less immediate effect on
Tommy than it had on Peggy, who had
never swallowed alcohol before in her
life. She began to laugh rather un-
necessarily and rather loudly.

"You've got the cutest little mole on
your ear," she said to Tommy, pushing
her little hat clean off her head on to

the floor. "Ears are funny things,

aren't they?" Sho pulled his cars play-
fully. "The way people have one each
side of their face—don't you think
they're funny ? Oh. dear—I think they're
so funny." And she laughed up-
roariously.

" What's the matter with .vou,

I'eggy?" asked Tommy in alarm.
"Nothing—I just feel lively. I want

to sing and dance and—and every-
thing." She began to wriggle about on
her chair as though dancing the Charles-
ton. "Hi, hi, \oo-doo, poop-a-doop "

Tommy smelled suspiciously at the
glass, which was empty, but he couid
detect no significant odour.
"A lemon soda, please!" shrilled a

woman beside her.

Tommy went off to servo the required
drink, and Egbert said in his oar (the

one with the mole); "You know I think
somoljody's brought a flask in with
'em !"

The woman was supplied, and Tommy
stared at Peggy, who was still swaying
on her chair and humming a tune. She
descended as he approached and began
to dance between (he show-cases, and
Tommy would certainly have done some-
thing abo.t it, only just (hen a buzzer
on the wall drew his attention to (he
fac( that the Y.IVI.I. Radio Station was
ready and waiting for the afternoon
1 ransiui.ssion from the Sunshine Drug
Store.
"There's tho buzzer, Egbert," he

called. "It's time for us to go on the
nir."

"Cosh, I almost forgot!" admitted
Egbert, and addressed the crowd nl
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large. "Folks," he sai3, "we're about
to start the .Sunshine Hour now. Every-
body's invited to watch the artistes at
work."
"Hooray!" chorused the customer.s.
Tho microphone, on its metal stem,

was standing in a corner. Egbert lifted

it into a clear space of carpet betv. eeii

the bar and the bookshelves and de-
pressed a switch. The customers
gathered round him and raised a cheer
which went out on the i'ir.

" Good-aftemoon, ladies and gentle-
men," began Egbert, addressing the
mike. " You are about to listen to the
Sunshine Hour. Your announcer will be
that celebrated Master of Ceremonies,
Doctor Egbert G. Higginbotham. Hera
he is!"

"Hooray for Hickbert Gee-gee
Higginbotham I" shouted a tipsy fellow
behind him.
"Howdy, folks," pureued Egbert.

"This is Egbert G. Higginbotham
s{)eaking from the Sunshine Drug Store,
home of the famous Pepo Lemon Syrup.
We open the programme with that dis-

tinguished artist and popular favourite.
Mister Thomas Tanner."
There was a piano near the micro-

phone. Egbert sat down at it, dis-

carded his coat, and began to play.
Tommy, holding Peggy's hand, led her
foi-ward and began to eing.

It was supposed to be a sentimental
song to the tune of a slow foxtrot.
But Peggy insisted on dancing with

him, much to the joy of the inebriated
onlookers, and at frequent inten'als sho
inten-upted the words with exclamations
such as; "Boop-boop-boop-boop poop-a-
dook."
He reached the end of the song, and

straightaway Peggy lifted up her voice
in a song that wasn't in the programmo
at all.

"What causes a shiver to run up ray
spine ? ^And why should I quiver when your "'

lips meet mine?"

Egbert looked round from the key-
board, but Peggy's voice was quite a
good one, and the thing was a novelty,
so he improvised an accompaniment for

it. Tommy, equally quick to improvise
words, chimed in at suitable intervals,
and they sang the final chorus together,
then embraced and kissed.

"Folks," boomed Egbert, bounding up
from the piano and standing before the
microphone, "you have just been listen-

ing to Mr. Thomas Tanner and Little

Peggy Morton. Little Peggy- Morton,
the daughter "

But he got no further. With one ^^j|j
concerted movement the revellers behind
Jiim surged forward, singing an entirely
different song with the utmost discord.

The Police Arrive.

NEVER, in all the chequered history

of the town of Lockville, had such
wild unseemliness occun'ed before. -|

But Harry WatteiB had been banking
upon its occurring on this particular

day, and he was sitting in his office at

the Lockville Trust & Loan Company,
listening delightedly to a loud speaker.

Switching off the set, he rang up the

Chief of Police, to whom he described

what he had heard.
"Guess you'd better come right away,'

chief," he said. "I tell you the whcO»
j

store is rip-roaring drunk! AbsolutfL;^!
i

Eh? Sure I'll meet you there."
j

A car was waiting for him outside the '

building, and in it he was swept off to

Allison Avenue and tlie Sunshine Druff-,

Store. He found it difficult to enter the
j

shop, because its doorway was blocked

by scandalised members of the com-
J

nuniity and delighted small boys. But]
at last he managed to force hij way in.
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A grill of infinite satisfaction spread
over his face. Fully thirty nieii and
women were in there, some with glasses

in their hands, all capering about the

floor and singing and shouting at the
top of their voices. Peggy was ruffling

Tommy's han-, and the two came
swaying towaids hini.

"Having a little house-warming?"
inquired Watters.
"No," said Tommy, "it's just a little

extra attraction for the Sunshine Hour."
'Strikes me you ought ro change it.-;

name to the Moonsnine Hour," 4p-

inarked Walters.
"

But Watters had timed his arrival

opportunely, for at this moment there

came the strident sound of a Klaxon
horn, and a police-tender drew up out-

side the store with a grinding of brakes.

Half a dozen uniformed men and the
Chief of Police. The people in the door-
way were unceremoniously thrust aside,

and the forces of law and order entered
the premises. Egbert, who had long
since cut off' the microphone, advanced
with a serenity he did not feel towards
Morton, who snatched a glasa from a
man's hand and sniffed at it suspiciously.

"How are you, chief?" said Egbert
with aflfected cheerfulness. "Glad to

bi'c you."
"Yeah?" drawled Morton ominously.

" You onl3^ think you're glad to see me.
What's going on here ?"

" Why, what do you mean ?"

"I mean this place is padlocked!" was
the stern rejoinder.

The fat-faced man approached, waving
a tumbler in which was a moderate
quantity of Pepo Lemon Syrup and
soda-water, decorated with two straws.

" What have you got there ?"

demanded Morton harshly, and seized

upon the glass.
" Thash lemon soda—and it.sh besh in
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the town," declared the fat-faced man
thickly.

"Hold on to that, Clancy," directed

the Chief of Police, handing the glass

to one of his subordinates.
Peggy pulled Tommy towards her

father, and Peggy, whoso eyes wore un-

naturally bright and whose hair was a

little disordered, prodded her father in

the chest.

"How-do, Pop?" she giggled.

'How's eveiything?"
"I thought so!" said her father

grimly. "I'll attend to you later." He
gripped Tommy by the shoulder and
Egbert by the arm. "I thought you
two had criminal faces!" ho barked.

An officer who had been prowling
behind the bar came importantly for-

ward with a glassful of neat syrup.
"Chief," he said, "this stuff is just

full of booze."
"Bo<ize?" gasped Tommy and Egbert

in one agonised breath.
"Booze!" repeated the officer.

Morton swung his right arm in the
direction of the door.
"Get out of here, all of you!" ho

shouted. "Goon! Out!"
The policeman rounded up the excited

customers and drove them docrwards.
Protesting, and in some cases struggling,

they were thrust forth to mingle wiUi
the crowd on the pavement, and« two
officers guarded the door.
"Where did you got the stuff you put

in that soda?" demanded the chief of

police harshly of Tommy and Egbert.
"Honest, we didn't put anything in

it," protested Tommy.
There occurred a diversion at the

door. Mrs. Talley. returning from a
dressmaker's establishment with a

brand new hat on her head and a
brand new coat over a brand now troc'K,

had squeezed through the crowd in a

state of trepidation, only to find hrrself

denied entrance by a burly policeman.
"But this is mv ilrug-store !" she pro-

tested. "I'm Mrs. Talley."
The policeman, at a nod from Morton,

permitted her to enter, and she ran
anxiously to the group by the bar.

"Has anything happened, Mr.
Morton ?" she asked timidly.

"Anything happened?" roared tho
chief of police. "Mrs. Talley, you're
the owner of this store, aren't you?"
"Of course."
"Then I arrest you for running a

speakeasy I"

"If you'll just let me take charge of

this situation," urged Egbert, but
Tommy, who was standing botwoon his

dismayed partner and Peggy, promptly
raised his voice indignantly.

"Wait a ininute, chief!" he shouted.
" You can't take her ! She doesn't know
a thing about this. She hasn't even
been around here. Were the ones
who're running this place, and I want
to tell you "

"Shut up!" bellowed Morton, and ha
pushed him and Egbert back « hilo

Sergeant Clancy towered ominously
over Mrs. Talley. "She owns this place,

and she's got to face the music."

"But mother had nothing to do with
it," expostulated Egbert. "She doesn't
know anything about the booze being
there—she didn't put it there."
"No?" scoffed Morton. "Then who

did?"
" Why — er '" — Egbert looked at

Tommy, and they both looked at the
terrified face of Mrs. Talley

—"why, we
put it there, didn't we. Tommy?"
"Sure we did," agreed Tommy.

"We're the ones to blame. Take us,

and leave mother alone."
Poggy decided it was high time blie
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jntcrvoncrl. The effect of the lemon
syrup had Ijrcn ahiiost completely ciadi-

catcd by tliis alarming crisis.

"Pop," she cried, "the boys are not

tolling the truth. They're just saying
that to save Mr.s. Talley."
"How about releasing Mrs. Talley on

a bond?" asked Egbert.
"Thafs up to the judge," growled

the chief of police. "About a thou.sand

dollars. I gue.«s.

"

Wattcrs was hovering in the back-
ground, trying not to look fis satisfied

as he felt, and Tonui'iy chanced to
glance in his direction.

' I've got it, Egbert," he whispered.
"The fellow who sold us that Pepo
Lemon Syrup."
"That's right," nodded Egbert. "Say,

cl'.ief, we've got the answer. There was
a fellow in here the other day left

that stuff
"

"Wliat's his name?"
"hey confessed that they did not know

the vendor's name; ho had delivered
the cask for cash down. Chief Morton
laughc<l scornfully in their faces, and
Sergeant Clancy began to lead his

prisoner away.
"Walters knows his name!" cried

Tommy desperately.
I don't know what you're talking

about," declared VV«tters indignantly.

"You don't? I saw you shaking
hands with him just like he was an old
friend."
Morten glared.
"Are you trying to tie me up in

this?" exploded Watters. "Say, chief,

these fellows wouldn't stop at anything."
" I iknow where they're going to stop

for a while !" was the grim retort.

"See you later, chief," said Watters,
and lie went off as though in a hurry.
"Egbert," whispered Tommy, "if we
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don't do something, that bird's going
to grab this store."
"Cut out that whispering!" stormed

Morton.
"Pop," pleaded Peggy, "you've f/ol

to listen to me. I know who that lemon
syrup fellow is. I mean I—er— I know
where he is, I think."
"Where?" chorused Tommy and

Egbt>rt eagerly.
"Hi, hi, hi, I'll do all the question-

ing!" said Morton gruffly. "Out with
it, Peggy I"

"Well, while I was driving by in

Madisou Street, I .'•aw him in the door-
way of the Sanderson Apartment House.
A man was helping him <arry boxes in

there."
"Great !" cried Egbert jubilantly.

"Come on, chief well fimi that
fellow !''

The red face of the chief of police
went redder than ever.
"Wait a minute—wait a miimte !" he

howled. "Where d'you get that "we'
stuff? ril find him. but you guys will
ha\ e to go along witli me, in case
vou've got sense enough to identify
iiim."

_"We'd know that face any place,"
declared Egbert. "Come on. Tommy."
"Mrs. Talley," said Morten, "don't

forget you're under arrest. Clancy, you
.stay with her till we get back. Come
on. Peggy !"

The four went out and climbed into
the police tender, watched by. a noisy
crowd held back by the police. I'ommy,
Egbert and Peggy sat in the back with
a sergeant; the chief sat in front with
the driver, and the vehicle swei)t (ff

down the long thoroughfare. Every-
body imagined that Tommy and Egbert
were being taiken to gaol, and Watters,
who was waiting and watching in a
doorway, rubbed his hands with delight.
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Merry Christmas !

AFTER the apparent arrest of tho
two drug-store keepers, the crowd
on tho pavement dwindled.

Watters, deciding that the moment for

action had arrived, strolled cut from
his hiding-place and approached the
premises.
The police permitted him to enter,

and he made straight for Sergeant
Clancy, who knew him well, though not
nearly so well as he imagined he did.

"How are you, Clancy?" said the
schemer pleasantly. "I want to have a
talk with Mrs. "Talley, if you don't
mind."
Clancy raised no objection, and

Wattcrs went to the rear of the store

where Mrs. Talley was sitting dis-

piritedly in a chair.

"This is an unfortunate thing," _ ho
said sympathetically. "I'm terribly

soiry."
"I don't know what to make of it

all." she faltered.

"Well, Mrs. Talley, I've always tried

to help you out, and I don't intend to

stop now," he told her. "Never too
late to mend, you know."
He pidled up a chair and sat beside

her, and Ixe produced a legal-looking
document from his podket.
"Now you signi this paper," he urged,

"turning the store over to us, and we'll

saddle all your debts. And as far as

the Old Ladies' Home is concerned

—

why, here's a cheque for the necessary
two hundred."
She took the document and the foun-

tain-pen he offered with it, and she
looked hesitatingly at the cheque he
held in his hand.
"I—I'll sign it," she decided.
The document was signed and handed

over, and Watters presented her with
the cheque.
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"There you are," lie snid, "and I

tiope you'll bo very happy in the Old
Ladies' Home."
He went off, nodding to Clancy a.%

lie passed that oflScer, and Mrs. 'Talley,

thoroughly upset, bowed her head in her
hands and wept.
The police tender meanwhile had

drawn up outside the imposing block of

service flats in Madison Street, known
as the Sanderson Apartment House, and
Peggy, Egbert and Tommy had followed
the Chief of Police into the building.

But in the hallway on the ground floor

tlie chief rubbed his chin and rema^ted
gloomily :

"Wo can't break into all these apart-

ments without any warrant, you know.
We can only knock and ask questions."

Egbert promptly knocked at the front

door of a ground-floor flat, and a middle-
aged woman opened it and looked out.

'' Are you acquainted with anybody
who makes lemon syrup?" inquired
Egbert pleasantly.

Tlie woman stared at Jiim, glared at

the Chief of Police, gave vent to an
emphatic "No!" and slammed the dooi'

in their faces.

A bad beginning, but worse was to

follow. The quartet ascended the stairs,

calling at all the flats on the way np to

the smallest and chcapt>st set of rooms
under the tiles, and they took it in

t.irn to ask questionSj but drew blank
every time.

It was on the top floor that Peggy's
father really lo>t his temjier.

" Raj', what do you mean by wasting
my time like this?" he howled. "Come
oil ! Let'.s get out of here !"

They trooped down the stairs—eight
flights of them—and Tommy and Egbert
were wret<:liedb/ silent during the
descent, while I'eggy declared at inter-

vals that she was positive the man they
sought had helped to cari-y boxes into
the building.
They reached the ground floor again,

and had they reached it two seconds
earlier than they did, they would un-
doubtedly have passed straight out into
the street. But a.s they were crossing
the hallway to the front door, they were
startled by a crash which .seemed to
come from somewhere below.
They had not thought of the basemen^

before, and there was no visible stair-

case to the lower regions. Opposite the
fiat of the woman who had slammed her
door in their faces, however, was
another door, and they crouched before
it in a row, listening intently.

It sounded to Egbert, who was nearest
the door, as though someone down
below was sweeping up broken gla.ss.
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He sniffed at- the keyhole, and savoured
the reek of spilled spirits.

"Follow your nose, chief." he cried
triumphantly.
The chief turned the handle of the

door cautiously, and the door was
opened on to an iil-lit flight of stairs.

One after another the four crept down
the stairs.

At the bottom was anotluM- door. Avide

open, and beyond it was a spacious
cellar, lit by electric lamp*, fitted with
shelves, and furnished with a desk and
cliairs. In the cellar, bu.sily engaged
in sweeping up the fragments of a
number of broken bottles, was Clarke,
with a broom.
The chief sprang, and liis hand en-

circled Clarke's throat, nearly throttling

the startled bootlegger.
"Well, well I" gried Egbert jubilantly.

" The old syrup king himself '."

Morton ran expert hands over the
crook's person, while taking in at a

glance the prej-ence of a considerable
ciuantity of unlawful liquor in bottles

and casks upon the slielves.

"What a sweet ses.sion you're in for'."

he said grimly, and he produced a si.v-

shooter from one of fiis own pockets,
which he dug into Clarke' ribs.

"Who else is in on this?" demanded
Morton.
"Try and find out'" snapped Clarke.
"There's somebody coming;'' ex-

claimed Pi'ggy.

There inis somebody coming. . The
door above had been reopened, and
heavy footsteps were descending the ill-

lit "stairs.

"Get back there—get back!" lii^sed

the Chief of Police. "And not a word
out of you. either !"

Clarke dropped his arms and stood
there, while the others backed hur-
riedly behind the door and waited. The
door swimtj back, nearly knocking tlie

gun out of Morton's hand, and Harry
Walters burst excitedly into the cellar.

"Well, it worked!"' he cried. "Chief
!Mortou fell for the whole thing—and
I've got iho drug store!"
"Watters!" thundered Morton,

emerging from behind the door. " ,So

it's you, <;li ? Well, I always was sus-
picious of you !"

Watters gaped at tlie gun, became
aware of the ti-io behind the Chief of
Police, and ma<le a rush at Clarke.

''So you squealed, eh?" ho howled.
"You rat!"

^(ortou thrust his weapon into
Tommy's hand, ordering him to keep
both the miscreants covered while he
liandcutTcd them to one another.
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The liandcufYs clicked, the discom-
fited crooks glared at eacli other as if

about to tight, and then Egbert per-
ceived a legal-looking document project-

ing from Watters' breast-pocket. He
grabbed it, examined it, and laughed
mockingly.

"Ha, ha!'' he jeered. "W'hat's the
difference between monoxide and
dioxide, oh?"

" Yah '." snorted Watters savagely.

Chief iJorton recovered his gun from
Tommy.
"Come on!" lie snapped. "Get ouil

of here ! March 1"

The two prisoners moved reluctantly

before him to the stairs, and up the

stairs, urged forward by the barrel of

the six-shooter.

"You go ahead, you three."' said Mor-
ton to Peggy, Tommy, and Egbert when
the doorstep was reached. "I'll send
word to Clancy to release Mrs. Talley."

"' Fine, chief—and many thanks," said

Egbert. "Good-bye, benefactor! Good-
bve, Lemon Syrup ! Merry Christ-

mas !"

Sergeant Clancy was at the door of

the drug store, and two uniformed men
were on the pavement when Peggy,
Tommy, and Egbert burst into the
premises. Utterly ignoring the aston-

ished representatives of the law, they

made for the chair in which Mrs.
Talley sat weeping.

"^Mother," cried Tommy ecstatically,

"it's all over! Everything's okay, and
you're free!"

" B-but I've sold the drug store,"

stammered Mrs. Talley in bewilder-

ment, and she held up the cheque.

"Is that so?" said Egbert, and. with
a flourish, he handed her the document
>he so recently had signed.

"B'but I—I've got his cheque!"'
Egbert, with the unlighted stub of a

cigar in his mouth, caught hold of the

fheque and tore it in halves.

"Mother," he said, "you mean you
liad his cheque !' And he tore the
halves into .-.hreds and tossed the shreds
into the air. while Tommy put his arm
round Peggy's wai-t and hugged her.

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Bert Wheeler as Tommy Tan-
ner; Robert Woolsey as Egbert G. Hig-
glnbotham: Dorothy Lee as Peggy
Morton; Lucy Beaumont as Mrs.
Talley; Jason Robards as Watters:
OeWitt Jennings as Chief Morton;
Charles MIddleton as FUnt; Bill Scott

as Clarke.)
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2 BOY'S CINEMA Every Tuesday

Arrested for a hold-up of which they are innocent, Tom Dale and his Swedish henchman,
Olaf, escape from jail by a trick, and Tom enters into possession of a ranch bequeathed
to him by an uncle, only to encounter fresh trouble. A stirring drama of , the West, full of

unexpected twists and turns. Starring Buck Jones and Ethel Kenyon.

A Hold-Up.

FROM Falls City to Westoiiville is a
matter of forty-five miles, or there-

abouts, and forty-five miles is not
considered any distance at all in Texas.
But Ton) Dale had ridden ont of Knox
County with Olaf Jensen^and the Bar-C
Ranch, in that county, is over eighty
miles fiom either town, so that, aside

fiom a brief night*,s camp in the hills,

the two had been in the saddle for the

better part- of a day and a half.

Tom, however, had no complaints to

make. He had made plenty concerning
;nore important things the previous
morning to the overbearing foreman of

the Bar-C, ere demanding his pay and
.mnoiuicing his immediate intention to

quit; but he was rather enjoying the
ride. The day v.as hot, but not un-
comfortabjy so, and Silver, hi.s big and
intelligent white horse, was still as fresh

;f- paint.

It wa.s Olaf Jensen^sonietimes known
as " Ole," but more frequently as

"Swede"—who did all the complain-
ing. Yet Olaf had accompanied Torn
entiri'ly of his own accord, preferring
that young man's company in an un-
certain tjuwt to continued employment
cu the Bar-C wjthout it.

As a matter of fact, it was largely
over Olaf that Tom's quanel with the
foreman had originated. For Olaf was
a queer fellow, a tall and powerful son
of l^wedish immigrants, who lacked the
coifrage to fight his own battles, though
physically callable of holding his own
luider the most adverse circumstances.
One of the things about him which

irritated the foreman was his dogged
devotioTi to a battered bowler of

Swedish pattern which he invariably
wore instead of the regulation cow-hat.
And the previous morning the bowler
had been knocked off his head, and Olaf
himself had been knocked off his horse
foi' persisting in wearing the thing.
EveiY bit as dogged as Olaf's devotion

to his ancient bowler was his devotion
to Tom, whom he almost worshipped.
Consequently, the foreman had suffered
severely at Tom's indignant hands, and
Tom had unburdened his mind of many
pent-up grievances while the foreman
nursed an aching jaw and murdered the
pair of them with his eyes.

Tom was like that—quick of temper,
quick of tongue, and quick to champion
the oppressed. His keen grey eyes gave
witness to his indomitable soul—and he
was as quick on the tiigger as any man
in Texas, if not cpiicker.

But if he was impulsive h« was warm-
hearted. Once iipon a time he hod put
a man in bed for weeks for maltreating
a steer; and more than once he had
flogged a man for flogging a worn-out
horse. He was an implacable enemy,
but he was a staunch friend.

Half-way to Westonville, howevcV,
even he became impatient with Olaf,

for (he Swede, uncomfortably mounted
on a bony brown horse, alternately
filled the air with complainings about
the heat and snatches of song rendered
in a voice so raucous that it grated on
one's nerves.
Together they breasted a hill out of

a region of grassland and looked down
upon the winding coach tiail beneath

- --- the purple
hills, while, nearer to hand, the road-
way dipped down between a mass of
tumbled rocks. Automatically they
paiLsed there, and the majeetic wene
appealed to Tom's sense of the beautifuL
But Olaf, who had been gi-unting and
groaning all the way up the hill,

suddenly I egan to sing again.

"For the love of Mike, don't sing!"
connnanded Tom. "Just look at that
road, winding its way among the rocks!
Just look at them hills, all purplish-like!
Just

"

"I hope we get to where we're going
to soon," interrupted Olaf, with what he
considered to be a touch of humour,
"because my feet is gettin' .iwful sore!"
"Give the old pony a kick and let'a

get going," said Tom disgustedly.
"You've got no sense of nature."
"If you was a-sitting on a bimdle of

bones "

"Aw, come on, Ole!"

They were nearly at the bottom of the
hill, when round a bend to the left the
coach came into view, travelling from
the direction of Westonville. It reached
the patch of fallen rock, and there
abruptly it came to a full stop, the four
horses that were drnwintr it pulled
almost on to their hind legs by the
driver. For a solitary horseman had
ridden out from the rocks, and a gun
was in his hand.

At that distance, neither Tom nor
Olaf could gain a very clear impression
of the bandit who, in this wise, had
held up the coach, but Tom immediately
dug his heels into Silver's broad sides,
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towards the rocks. Olaf, ernittin
groans, followed his example.
Meanwhile, the bandit flourished his

gun and barked instructions at the
chagrined driver of the coach, a
weather-beaten old veteran named Jed
Knowies.
"Throw out that sack from under the

scat, and no monkev business. G'wau—mv partner's got you covered!"
Jed looked round, and saw the barrel

of a rifle ponUnig directly at him over
the edge of a boulder on his letjT He
abandoned his first idea of drivin<r on
and chancing the aim of the m in on
horseback, and, reaching down, pulled
out the mail bag from vmder the seat
and tumbled it into the dust.
Beside Jed on the box was seated an

eldeily rancher with a walrus moustache,
and—at the moment—a very white face.
Across this passenger's ample waistcoat
stretched conspicuously a gold chain.
The bandit looked down at the mail-
biig and up at the waistcoat.

"I'll have to trouble you for tha
watch and chain!" he shouted.

i iuuir
"Oh, mi.ster," protested the shrinking them

passenger, "you wouldn't take a man's "p'her.o-l,
timepiece, would you?" '

'-^'^^•

"Wouldn't I?" was the immediate
retort. "Toss it over quick!"
Reluctantly the passenger removed the

watch from his pocket and the chain
from his waistcoat and threw them.
The bandit caught the chain, but the
watcii dangled precariously for a
motrient.

"Be careful—don't break it!" cried
the owner in alarm.
The waich was thrust into a pocket,

the six-shooter waved to Jed.
"Get going!"
Jed .?pat. cur.ied, snatched up his whip,

and flicked the leaders. The coach
mo\ed on. and the man who had held
It up reached down from his saddle and
picked up the heavy mail-bag. With a
sarcastic wave to the disappear-
ing coach, ho rode in among the
recks with his prize, retrieved a
rifle which had been propped in
positiou with the aid of stones,
and sought a little nook between
the rocks in which to open the
bag and .-eaicli for valuables.

He dismounted, .squatted with
his back to an upright boulder,
and unfastened the bag; and he
was emptying out the letters
wlicti Tern and Olaf looked down
at him from behind a rock high
above his head.

It was a hold-up." whispered
Tom.

^ "We'll head that honibre
off. You get over there."

They had dismounted, and their
horses were nibbling the spar.se
herbage nearer the road. Olaf
obediently crept behind another
rock and drew liis gun, but Tom
pu<ked up a lump cf limestone,
lifted It to the top of his hiding-
place, and sent it hurtling down
on the bandit beneath.

It should have hit him on the
head, but a ridge deflected its
descent, and it fell upon a pair
of hands that were about to open
an envelope. Immediately the
bandit sprang to his feet.' took
cover, and fired upwards.
A bullet whizzed past Tern's

big hat and struck another and
tughcr rock behind him. Almo<;t
inst.antly he fired back, using a
shoulder of lock to take aim Bu'
the str^ingei- provided for just
such an attack by deserting the
inailbag and diving between two
needle-like stems of limestone
Oun answered gun, but the

ment.s of rock above and below." Olaf
scared almost cut of his wits, sank down
on his knees and fired niainlv at the blue
sky above him.
And then, because he imagined he

was almost completely surrounded, the
bandit abandoned his plunder, creeping
ayvay from rock to. rock till he reached
His horse, which he had left beneath a
stunted oak near the roadwav. Tom
wasted a cartridge—or thought" he had
wasted It—then watched with a sense of
disappointment a flying figure on horse-
back that sped up the winding trail]
towards Westonville. i

"Come on, Swede," he shouted, "thewars over!"
Olat's bowler appeared above the rock

behind which he had been crouching.
Has he g-g-g-gone?" he chattered.

i\ *f •
^'^^ grimly, as he movedround to his kneeling ohum, "he's on

'"l,»"a.v back. Come on !"

They descended to the spot where the
contents of the mail-bag lay strewn upon
the earth. The sun had reached its
zcnitli, and was blazing down upon

W ithtn half a mile of the scene of tl'o
loid-up lie encountered the coach, and
liad word with old Jed and the passen-
gers. W hat Jed had to sav was aImo=it
enough to paint the purple hills a bright
vermilion, and the man on the box who
had been robbed of his watch, though
less fluent in his language, was oquaOx
violent in his wrath.
"Oh, so you're a sheriff, arc voir"
roared. "Well, I'm glad you've

he

*i 1-^. -""V-
''^"'plained Olaf. viewinir

the litter, anvbody might have thou-lnwe was running a post-office! Sav
there might be enough monev in .some
o_^ these letters to keep us going for a

"You put those letters back in that

hc\ •' '"^P'""'' ^°'"- "Come on—I'll

In Gaol—and Out

!

S fate would have it, the coach
bad been held up four times in
the past month near that par-ticiiar cluster of rocks, and the sheriff

ot I'alls City, stung into activity by
the reproaches of the community ' over
which he more or less rulwl, had ridden
out with a posse that morning on the
ott-oh-ance of capturing a brigand.

turned up. Held up, just like ;i lot of
babies, about half a mile back on the
road there !"

Explanations followed, and a descrin-
tion of the bandit which told the sheri'tf
little, because the inside passengers were
at utter variance with Jed and the pas-
senger who sat beside him as to detaiK
borne even described the supposed
second man. though thev had seen no-
thing more of him than the barrel of a
rifle.

"Come on. boys !" shouted the repre-
sentative of law and order. "We'llknow what they're like when we setem

!

^

''^'''[ye^^<^<i fclie outside passenger
as they began to ride away, "don't for-
get I want my watoh from them t\No
thieves !

The sheriff, concerned about the loss
ot the mad-bag. ignored the request
and, as a matter of regrettable fact'
forgot all about the watch.
Among the rocks Tom and Olaf wee

ufv-.P'f "- "P f'"^ scatu^v,-<l letters
but Olaf was slow because he jiersistcd'
in studying every envelope before re-
storing It to the bag.
"We ought to got a good reward fo'-

this, remarked Tom.
"Oh, va. sure," nodded the Swedeand suddenly gave vent to an cxclami-

tion of disgust

"'S'u^'^'l''"'.
"latter?" inquired Tom

VVhy. heres a fellow what's c^ot the
tunniest name you ever heard " was th •

'I just put it up," said Tom, "why take it down?"
insolently against the raU.

And he leaned

l>ecember 26tli, lasi.



reply. "Cuthbert Chaunccy Dale ! Re-
lative o' yours, d'you s'pose?"
"Wiiat's that?" cried Tom.
"Ciithbcrt Chaunoey Oh, but you

can't do that 1"

Torn had snatched away the missive
and was tearing open the envelope.
"Can't I?" said he grimly. "Well,

this letter happens to belong- to me."
"But your name's Tom."
" Listen, Swede, my name Is Cutlibert

Cluuniccy Dale. But if you ever men-
tion it to anybody, or chip me about it,

youll wish you hadn't."
"Why, boss," gasped Olaf, "I swear

I'm never goin' to toll anybody such
a terrible thing like that! But I'd

just like to ask you how you came to got

a name like Chaun "

"Don't say it again!" hissed Tom.
"ily parents gave it to me, but, I think
it was the fault of an aunt who read
hooks. I had an awful time trying to

live it down when I was a kid, and as
soon as I left liome I took the name of
Toui."
He had extracted a letter from the

envelope while he was talking, and,
opening it out, proceeded to master its

contents.
"It's from a lawyer in Westonville,"

he informed Olaf. " You know I was
aiming to look up an uncle who had a
ranch there, in case he could give us
both a job. Well, this lawyer says he's
dead, and I've inherited a section of
land up there, and what am I going to
<lo about it

!"

"By golly!" rejoiced the Swede. "I
felt in my bones that something was
coming our way !"

Something was coming their way with
a vengeance; for the sheriff and his
men had caught sight of Silver and the
brown horse down by the roadway, and,
dismounting, liad crept in among the
rooks to surround their quarry The
two v>ere storing the remainder of the
letters in the mail-bag when a sten-

torian voice immediately over their
heads startled them.
"Up with your hands!"
"Boss," gasped Olaf as he got to his

feet in a panic and raised his hands,
" he's come back !"

Tom stood beside him. His quick
eyes had. seen more than one gun
pointed in their direction, but ho said
nothing. • And then the sheriff came
scrambling down to them, and his men
cWed in triumphantly.
"Got tihc goods on you this time!"

barked the sheriff.

Certainly the evidence seemed clear
enough. There was the mail-bag in

the dust, and at the feet of the captives
lay the last of the unre-stored letters

which they had dropped as they held up
thoir hands. To make matters worse,
Tom's Indignant protest indicated a
complete knowledge of the hold-up, for
what he said was this:

"Why, you don't think we held up
the stage, do you?"
"Wo ain't thinkin'," snorted the

sherifT, "we know!"
"Oh, listen, you fellows. I can ex-

plain everything."
"You'll do all your explainin' at the

end of a rope," retorted the slieriff.

Whereupon Olaf, trembling like an
aspen leaf, stammered :

"Aw, but say, mister, the—the—the
ff

"Shut up!"
" I^I—I—I'm shut," faltered the un-

)ia|)py Swede. But Tom was not to
be silenced so easily.

"Say," ho insisted, "wo ran that
bandit off, and was aimin' to bring that
stuff to town."
The sheriff frowned. Certainly this

captive looke<l honest enough, with his

clear-cut, clean-shaven features and tiis

keen grey eves. But while the sheriff
December 2eth, 1931.
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was wavering, one of his men stepped
forward and snatched the opened en-
velope from the pocket of Tom's shirt.

"If these guys didn't do it," he cried
scornfully, " what's this letter doin' on
him?"
The sheriff was convinced, refused to

listen to any further argimicnts, and
picked up tlic mail-bag. The prisoners
were marched off to tho spot where the
horses had boon left, and a few minutes
later the whole party were on their way
to Falls City.

It was late in the afternoon when the
town gaol was reached. Tom demanded
that tho driver of the coach should be
produced to establish his innocence, but
the coach had long since proceeded on
the second stage of its journey to distant
Oak Springs, so the prisoners were
marched through the sheriff's office to
the barred cell bcjond it.

" You hombres sure picked a bad day
for a hold-up," .said the .sheriff sarcastic-

ally as he removed the key from the
lock. "Friday, the 13th."
He strode back to the front doorway

and addressed the members of his posse,
who were waiting there.

"You fellows had better go and get
some grub," he said. "Old Jed won't
be back till day after to-morrow, so
there's no hurry."
The men went off, and the sheriff pre-

sently devoured a meal which was
brought to him by his red-headed
deputy from the hotel over the
way. The deputy went home to tea

;

the sheriff, tired with his exertion.s, put.

his feet on the desk, lolled back in his
chair, tilted his big hat over his eyes

—

and slumbered.
Daylight was fading when he wakened

with a .start. .Judging by the commo-
tion in the cell the two prisoners were
fighting ! He rose heavily and went to

the iron door. In the dim light he
saw that Tom had got Olaf by tho throat
and seemed intent on choking him.
"What are you doing in there?" he

roared. " Leave him alone !"

But instead of obeying the coinmand,
Tom forced his victim back against a

wall, and tho sheriff in a fury unlocked
the door and rushed in to separate
them.
Immediately Tom turned his attention

to the intruder, and Olaf sprang for the

open door and ran out into the street.

A well-timed blow to the sheriff's

scrubby chin sent that discomfited
official sprawling backwards on the
solitary bunk, and before he could re-

gain his feet the door of the cell was
locked on him, and Tom was half-way
across the office.

Silver and the brown horse had been
left tethoicd to the hitching-rail outside,

and it was only a matter of seconds
to tinfastcn them. But a man on the
veranda of tho Blue Boar saloon raised

the alarm. Pushing open the swing
doors, he cried excitedly

:

" Bill ! Mike 1 The bandits are get-
ting away !"

'Stcn came tumbling out into tho
street, and there was a rush for liorsos.

Tho deputy sheriff scuttled over to tho
gaol and released the hoodwinked
sheriff, but by the time tho posse wore
in the saddle and creating a cloud of
dust Tom and Olaf were out of sight.

It is no easy matter to pursue wcU-
mouiitod fugitives m the dark, and there
was as yet no moon. This way and that
the pursuers rode, hut by the time the
moon came tip over the hills the trail

was cold, and the chase proved fruitless.

An Inheritanca For Tom.

TOM and his companion deserted tho
road as soon as they were out of

the town. A belt of long-leaf

pines provided cover for the better part

Every Tuesday

of two miles, and then they galloped
across a stretch of prairie and plunged
into a gulch lined with rock.
They were in the gulch before the

moon rose, and a brief pause convinced
them that no one as yet had found their
trail.

"Friday the thirteenth!" quoth Olaf
dismally. "D'you know this is my
birthday?"

" So it's you that's brought all the
luck, is it?" growled Tom. "Pity I

didn't really choke you, eh?"
They rode on without any particular

hurry. Westonville beckoned, in view
of the letter from the lawyer, but
Westonville would do well enough in

the morning. They reached the end of
the gulch, and found themselves in a,

moonlit landscape of grassy slopes with
a river gleaming in the distance.
"My, but I'm mighty hungry," re-

marked Olaf.

"Same here," declared Tom.
They breasted a little rise, and then

he pointed. Down on the river bank,
under a tree, a camp fire had been lit

—

a camp fire over which a dark figure
crouched, evidently preparing some sort

of a meal. They rode down, and as
they approached tho figure resolved it-

self into a man with a decided limp,
who drew his gun and waited.
"How do?" inquired Tom pleasantly.
" Stranger in these parts ?" demanded

the man.
" Yeah. Don't know this range very

well," replied Tom. "In fact, wc'ro
trying to get out of it."

"Looking for someone?" .

The voice was suspicious, alm<Kt
truculent, and the gun still threatcncci.

But Tom replied, with an air of frank-
ness:

"No one in particular. .lust got out
of a little trouble, and thought maybe
I could get some grub up here."

"Well, I can stake you to some food,"
said the man in a more friendly manner,
and put away his gun. "I'm in a
little trouble myself. My horse stuck
his foot in a gopher-holc yesterday and
turned over on me. I can't got around
very well. Still, maybe I can help you.

All I've got is some beans and bacon,
and some good .Java coffee."

" That coffee smells good !" rejoiced

Tom. " Swede, we eat ! How- far are

we from Westonville, pardner ?"

"Well, you're in Falls County now.
Westonville is just the other side of tho
ridge. The grub's in the pack. Per-
haps you'll help me cook it?"

Tom expressed his readiness, and h<>

and Olaf dismounted, but it was Olaf
who demonstrated his powers as a cook
while Tom and the stranger conversed.
Bob Starrctt, it appeared, was tho lone
camper's name, and Tom decided that

he rather liked him, despite his some-
what grutf voice and his dark features.

Over tho meal that followed Starrett

asked what his guests were doing in that

particular part of the country.

"As a matter of fact," confided Tom,
"I'm heading for the Dale ranch. It

used to belong to an uncle of mine, and
I've fallen heir to it."

Starrett stared.

"You don't mean old Tom Dale?" he
exclaimed.

" I do. Did you know him ?
"

"Yes," replied Starrett warmly, "I
knew him well. He did mo a favour
once. His was that stretch of land a
follow by the name of Moore tried to

cheat him out of."
"Cheat him out of?" echoed Tom, to

whom this was news. "Well, I guess

that gives me two reasons for going to

Westonville."
Starrett rolled cigarettes for himself
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and Ills guests, then, tugging at liis

clipped moustaclic, lie «ii<l diffi<lcntly

:

''Couldn't use an cstra cowhand,
could you ? I'm lookiug for a jol>,

added to which. I've got an old score to

.settle with tliat hombre Joe Moore
myself."
Tom considered the .suggestion.

"Well." he said finally, "I don't know
al)Out Moore,' but I think I might be
able to use a good cowhand."
The moon by this time had climbed

hiajh into the heavens, and it was almost
like day by the river bank; bi^ peace
enfolded the world, and there ^was no
sound of hoofs to disturb the silence of

the night. The three curled up on the
turf in their blankets and slept till da.\

-

break. Tom declaring that Silver would
give them warning of the approach of
any unwanted strangers.

There was just enough footl to go
round for breakfast, and afterwards they
cantered together, climbing the ridge
and descendi/ig to the road outside tho
town of A\'estonville. Starrett, who
knew the way, took them by the shortest
possible route, and Tom's liking for

him increased, though his expert eyes
were not at all convinced about the
alleged gopher-hole.

"That fellow," he said to him.self.

"has been shot in the foot or I'm a
Dutchman; but it's no business of
mine."

Westonville proved to be a town of
considerable size, though mainlj' com-
posed of wooden frame buildings and
log cabins. Starrett directe<l Tom to
the office of Jacob Hines, attorney-at-

^IjlV''. and Torn, tethering Silver, told
'Olaf to take the new cowhand to a

doctor to have his foot tended.

He himself entered the building,
which was on a corner, and climbed
some rickety stairs to a door on the
first floor. In res])onse to the banging
of his knuckles on the panels, a voice
bade him enter, and he found liimself

in the presence of a lean-faced, whitc-
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haired man, who looked vp at hijn from
a desk strewn with papers.
"My nanrio's Dale," said Tom diffi-

dently. "I've come about a piece of
land I've fell heir to.'"

"Oh," said Mr. Hines pleasantly.

"So you're t'uthbert C'hauncey Dale,
eh? Sit down! D'you know I've had
a hard time finding you, my lad ?"'

"It hasn't been half as hard as the
time I've had finding you," chuckled
Tom, seating himself in a chair beside
the desk.

''Of course," said the lawyer
cautiously, "you're able to establish your
identity ?"

"Sure," responded Tom, groping in

his pocket.s. " I did a stretch in the
Service. I've got a discharge here."
He held out an Army piiper. "That
ought to prove something."
Mr. Hines ran his eyes over the docu-

ment and nodded.
"C'uthbert Chauncej' Dale," he .said,

returning the paper and opening a
drawer. "Quite a name, eh?"
"You can have it," declared Tom,

with a grimace.
"Not at all. Mr. Dale—not at all!"
"That's tlie same way I feel about

it." said Tom bitterly.

Mr. Hines produced a bundle of paper.;

from the drawer, tied about with pink
tape.

"Here are all the Dale ranch papers,"
he said l>enevolcntly. "You might look
them over."

Tom took the papers and removed the
tape. For the better part of ten minutes
h.) was busy studying them. Then:
"Say," he exclaimed, with a frown.

"what'.s this thing here about latid

rights?"
Mr. Hines explained that when Mr.

Thomas Dale was alive he had leased a
strip of land to the Preston family, who
had the biggest cattle outfit in the
country, but the lease had jimt run out.

"Y'ou can get a good price for that
strip," he said.

"Yeah?" wondered Tom. "Why?"

Tlic lawyer clasped his hands together
and pointed his two forefingers at

Tom.
" Well, you sec," he said gravely, " the

best grazing lands in this county ar?
.some little valleys that lie back of your
land, and the only way into those valleya
is through a narrow canyon located on
your property."
"You mean," said Tom, "that I could

fence o£f that canvon and cut 'em cle.n
off, eh?"
"Exactly!" nodded the lawyer. "And

since they need this land they'll pay
plenty for your strip that gives them
right of access."

"H'm!" mused Tom, jaushing bade
his hat and knitting his level brow^.
"Say, just where is this Preston outfi;
located ?"

" A little way up the valley beyond tlie

range that is now yours."
" Oh ! Then I guess when you've don*

with me my first job is to go out and
talk turkej- to the Prestons."
The lawyer smiled non-committally. and

certain legal formalities followed. Ten
minutes later Tom went down ths
rickety stairs into the morning sunlight
and found Olaf standing between hi*

brown horse and Silver.

"What did you do with that guy
Starrett?" he inquired. "Take him to a
do<tor like I told you?"

"Well.'' said Olaf, with an ingratiating
grin, 'T couldn't find no doctor, .so [

took him into the saloon—and when I

left him he was perfectly happy."
"Oh!" grunted Tom. "Well, we'll t^o

out and take a look at the ranch—wo
can pick him up later."

The Building of a Fence.

THE Dale ranch was situated about
three miles from the town of

Westonville, and the ranch-house
iteelf was at the end of a lane fringed

with hickory, ash. and maple trees. It

looked little more than a bunk-hou.'se,

built of logs. «-ith a narrow \erand;«

in front of it. reached by four steps.

"Signs don't mean anything to the
law. Dale," declared the sheriff.
" I'm here to arrest you for cattle

•ustling."
Docemticr 26Ui, 1!I3I.
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Olaf contemplated the building with a

crestfallen air, and rubbed his chin.

You wasn't figuring on settling here,

was you?" he said gloomily.

Tom looikod away from the ranch-

house to the pleasant valleys beyond it

and the guardian hills that enclosed his

valleys.

"Not on your life," he laughed. "I
wouldn't settle anywhere. I'm going to

sell this place and get out as fast as I

possibly can."
He slid from the back of the big

white horse and jerked a thumb.
"May's well have a look round the

premises," he decided.

Together tlicy entered the shack.

Evidently Uncle Tom had lived a lonely

sort of existence, and had not studied

his comfort, for apart from a few moth-
eaten rugs tlie floors were bare, and the

furniture was of the roughest imaginable
type. With growing disgust the two
proceeded from the living-room to the
kitchen, from the kitchen to the two
bed-rooms.

Silver and the brown horse had been
left to their own devices outside, and
Silver promptly decided to investigate

on his own account. The brown horse
trotted off with him, and a hundred
yards or so to the right of the raneli-

house they crossed the strip of alkali

that opened into the little valleys owned
by Louise Preston, sole survivor of the
Preston family.
Some horses were grazing Just beyond

the canyon, and Silver, in skittish mood,
darted in among them and sent them
limning in all direction.?. The brown
horse, inspired by the white horse's
example, assisted in the rout.

Out from the little valley rode a slen-

der girl on a big bay mare—a girl in

riding-breeches with a felt hat perched
on her bobbed brown hair. She viewed
the stampede with feminine rage, and
gave chase to Silver, snatching up her
lariat as she rode.

On the fringe of the yard outside the
ranch-house she sent the rope whizzing
tlirougli the air with expert aim. The
noose descended about Silver's proud
neck, and was tightened, and the girl

slid from her saddle while the big white
horse ran indignantly round and round,
trying to free himself.

Tom and Olaf, inside the shack,
glanced out through the dusty panes of
a window, and immediately Tom
rushed out into the yard. He hadn't
stopped to notice the sex of the lassooer,

and, as he jmnped the steps from tlie

veranda, her back view appeared quite
masculine. He gave her a kiok that
sent her sprawling on all-fours, then
whistled to Silver and freed his neck of
the rope.
An angry but distinctly feminine voice

caused him to turn and to jump in

horrified surprise.
"You big jackass, what do you think

you're doing?" shrilled the girl.

He found himself staring into an en-
lafjcd but beautiful little face and a
j>air of flashing brown eyes that wore
trying to annihilate him.
"Why—why—why, Pm s-sorry, miss,"

he said sheepishly. "I wouldn't have
done that "

"If you wore a gentleman," stormed
the girl, "you'd apologise "

"Oh !" .said Tom, recovering a measure
of his self-i)ossossion. " Rut what woidd
you have <lono if you'd caught some
little sawed-oflF runt roping your horse?'
His words acted as fuel to the flame

of the girl's tcm[)er.
"Sawcd-off runt?" she shouted. "Say,

do you know who you're talking to?"
"No, ma'am," replied Tom. "I don't

much care, either !"

December 26tli, 1931.
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"Well, I'm Lou Preston, and I own
all the country around here."

" Not this bit, you don't 1" he retorted
calmly.
"What do ycu mean?"
"He means," said a voice behind

them, "that he's the new owner."
Unnoticed by either of them, a broad-

shoiddcrcd and rather narrow-eyed man
had ridden up. He looked about thirty-

five, and a dangerous customer. A cruel
mouth was twisted into a sardonic grin
beneath a little brown moustache.
"Is that so?" exclaimed Louise

Preston blankly.
Tom did_ not reply ; he was studying

the newcomer, whom he correctly judged
to be Joe Moore, the man with wliom
Starrett had a score to settle. But Joe
Moore nodded maliciously, and said :

"His full name, I believe, is Cuth-
bert Chauncey Dale."
"Cuthbert Chauncey?" echoed Lou

with a mocking laugh. " Wow ! What
a handle ! No wonder he's .so bad-tem-
pered. Cuthbert Chauncey-—

"

Tom, who had never been able to

hear the sotmd of his own name, com-
pletely lost his temper. Striding over
to Moore he said fiercely :

" Listen, you ! Another little joke
outa you, and I'll forget there's a lady
present."
"Perhaps." retorted Joe Moore sig-

nificantly, "we can continue this inter-

esting conversation when there isn't a
lady present, Mr.—Mr. Dale !"

He tugged his horse round, and Lou,
vaulting into the saddle of the bay with
a skill that compelled Tom's grudging
admiration, recoiled her lariat, replaced
it on the saddle-bow, and called out :

" Bye-bye, Cuthbert !"

"Don't, bother coming back this way,"
bellowed Tom as they loped away
together, " 'cause there'll be a fence oiu
there I"

Olaf had stepped out from the shack,
but had not ventured any farther than
the little veranda. Now he wandered
down the steps and over to Tom.
"A fence?" he said.' "What do you

mean about a fence?"
"I mean just this," snapped Tom.

"We're staying right here. Nobody's
going to call me Cuthbert and get away
with it!"

So Tom moved into the ranch-house
with Olaf and Bob Starrett, and he
bought a little extra furniture and a lot

of wood, for the first thing ho proposed
to do was to build a fence right across
the canyon, barring the way to the
Preston valleys.

Mo.st of his uncle's stock liad been sold
at his death, and Starrett looked after

the few cattle that remained while Tom
and Olaf toiled at the erection of the
barrier, which was a long job.

A fortnight later the fence was com-
plete except for three posts and a few
rails, and Olaf was digging holes for

the posts and wiping his streaming face
with the back of his hand because the
day was hot.

"Say, boss," he growled to Toni, who
was nailing rails in position, "was there
no place where you coidd buy ready-
made pestholes?"
"What's the matter?" Tom laughed.

"Getting tired? Here, I'll relieve you."
They exchanged tools, but almost im-

mediately Olaf hit his thumb instead of
a nail, and danced about with pain,
filling the air with complainings. Tom
silently handed him Ihack the spade and
picked up the fallen hammer.
A few minutes later a trim figure on

horseback appeared m sight. It was
Lou Preston, riding to have word with
Tom, and she was not in the best of
tempers, becau.so that morning Joe
Moore, her range manager, had pro-
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posed to her for the fifth time, and she
had told him, as before, tliat she liked
him very much as manager, but not
enough to marry him.
She rode through the gap between

the last two pests, curled round the
workers, and pulled up. She was look-
ing far more feminine nowadays, in a
divided skirt and a fluffy blouse, w-ith a
gaily-coloured handkerchief round her
neck, but Tom affected not to see her.

"Uood-morning, Mr. Cuthbert!" she
said mockingly.
"The name's Dale," he retorted,

"and I'm busy !"

He fastened a rail across the solitary
gap while she sat watching iiim witli a,

frown.
"I made you a pretty generous offer

for your place, young man," she said
angrily. "You'd better accept, it."

" I told you once before," he
resp6nded quietly, "this place is not for

sale."

"All right, then. If you won't sell,

I'll drive you out !"

"I'll be waiting for the fireworks,
miss," he told her calmly, and picked
up a notice-board and attached it to the
fence. It read: "Dale Ranch. Private
Property. Keep Out !"

Ho pointed to it significantly with
the hammer, and it made her furious.
"Take down that fence!" she cried.

"I want to get out !"

"I just put it up," said he, "why
take it down?" And he leaned inso-

lently against the rail while Olaf looked
on in obvious enjoyment. '

"Oh, leave it up, then !" she .snapped,
and rode off along the fence.

She came to another notice: "Dale'
Ranch. Keep Out ! That Means You !"

But she could find no other gap, so she
sot her bay mare at the railing. Tho
mare shied, but Lou was determined.
She rode back a few paces and made
another attempt.

This time the mare jumped, but fouled
tho top rail, threw her heavily into a
patch of .scrub, and went galloping off

across her own land.
Tom's temper, born almost entirely of

her frequent use of the names he owned
but hated, flow to tho spot where she
had fallen, dropped on one knee, and
raised her gently in his arms. Her face
was very white, her eyes were closed.

" Lou—Lou !" he said anxiously, but
she did not ar.swer, so he carried her
over to a grassy bank beneath a spread-
ing maple and laid her on the turf, then
howled to Olaf to bring a water-bottle.

'Is she hurt?" inquired the Swede as
Tom held the bottle to her lips.

"You get out of here!" barked Tom.
" Oo away ! Leu—Lou !"

Joo Moore, following his yoinig eni-
ployer at a discreet distance, had met
an assistant, Tex Howard, and was rid-

ing with him over on tho Preston pro-
perty. Tex, a swarthy half-breed, jerked
a thumb in Jic direction of the maple-
tree as he and Moore emerged from a
clump of mesquite.

"Well, it don't take people long to
get acquainted round hero," he
chuckled.
"Won't take mo long to separate

them, cither !" .snarled Moore, with
jealous rage. "Let's get back out of
sight."

Framed.

LOU had been stinmed by the fall,

but she was quite conscious when
Tom jiicked her up. In spite of

herself sho felt fascinated by this .self-

posse.sscd young man. and she found tho
experience of being held in his arms a
pleasantly novel one. But when tho
water began to trickle between her lips
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she could no longer keep up the pre-

tence of having swooned.
She pushed uvvay the bottle, opened

her dark brown ej'es, and put a hand to
her brow.
"Oooh, my head !" she murmured, sit-

ting up. " Where am I?"
"I—I thmk you're on the Dale

Ranch," replied Tom, removing his

arms with some reluctance. "You—you
feel better?"
"Yes, thant you. Where's my horse?"
Tom got to his feet and lookq^across

the fence.

"There he goes," he said, pointing.
"Right up the hill there—I guess he's

headed for parts unknown ! And listen,

young lady, that ought to be a very
good lesson to you never to try to jump
people's fences."
She sprang up indignantly at that.

"When I want a lecture from you, I'll

ask for it I" she cried .scornfully, and
with that she dived between the rails on
to her own land, and wont off with her
head in the air.

"I hope you enjoy your walk home !

"

Tom called after her.

On the . following morning Joe Mcore
rode into Wo.stonville to draw money
from the bank, and Te.x accompanied
him, but repaired to the Loik^ Star
Saloon to quench his thirst wiiile the
cheque was being cashed.

As fate would have it, Tom was in

Westonville that morning. He liad

ridden in with Starrett, his object being
to rai.se a loan on the deeds of the pro-
perty ia order to buy some stock, and
he was in the bank talking to the
ni.inagcr when Moore entered.
That rascal overheard sufficient of the

conversation to set his wits working, and
OS soon as a clerk had attended to him
he went and called Tex out from the
saloon.

"Listen," he said, "Dale's in the
bank, raising some money on that land
of hi.s. Ho wants to buy cattle. You
get hold of him and tell him you've got
hfty head you can sell pretty elioap."
"Me?" exclaimed the astonished half-

breed.
"Yes, you. He hasn't seen you up to

now—not to notice you. Tell him you're
getting out of the country—tell him any-
thing. U.se a fake name. Saunders
would do—Bill Saunders. That sounds
honest."
"Yeah, but 'spose he says okay, where

do I get fifty head?" grunted Tex. "Out
of my hat?"
"It isn't a joke!" snapped Moore.

"You maikc arrangements for iiim to sit
them to-morrow, and to-night get up
and take fifty head from that lierd on
the mesa."
Tex stared.
"But they've all got the Preston brand

on them !" he exclaimed.
"Exactly!"
Moore's elaborate wink made things

pi aincr.

"Oh!" said Tex. "I—I get you."
The bank was on a corner, and tliey

passed it slowly. Silver was waitin^^
patiently by the kerb.

"There's his horse." said Moore.
"You wait right here for him."
Tex nodded, and Moore went off to

make some purchases. Five minutes
elapsed, and then Tom emerged from the
bank highly satisfied with the result of
his interview. He was in the act of
swinging himself into the saddle when
Tex approached him, calling his name.
"What is it?" asked Tom, turning

aViout.

"My name's Saunders," lied Tex.
"Bill Saunders. I've been given to
understand you're figuring on buying
some cattle."

"That's correct," admitted Tom.
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"Well, I've got fifty head I could let

you have mighty cheap."
It had been Tom's intention to voice

his requirements in the saloon, where
several ranchers were almost bound to

have congregated, but this seemed an
easier alternative.
"What do you call cheap?" he

demanded.
"Well, being that they're yearlings, I

can let you have them for about twenty-
five dollars a head."
"That sounds reasonable enough," con-

ceded Tom. " VV'hen can I see them?"
Tex scratched his chin as though con-

sidering the matter.

"Well," he said, "I'll have to round
'em up to-night, and then you can see

'em in the morning. I'll run 'cm on to

your ranch about seven."
The suggested arrangement sounded

eminently satisfactory, and Tom sought
the saloon only to dig out Starrett, who
had been imbibing. He rode back to

the ranch-house well content with the
morning's work.
But at nine o'clock next day a cow-

hand galloped up to the wooden olfice of
the Preston Ranch, swung himself to
the ground, and rushed excitedly into the
presence of Joe Moore, who was sitting

at his desk conversing with Tex.

"JMr. Moore," cried the cow-hand.
" rusTTers have run cattle off the mesa !"

"Get a look at 'em?" asked Moore,
concealing his satisfaction.

"No; but I followed their trail, and
they're oti that feller Dale's land."
"Round up the boys, quick as jou

can !"

NEXT WEEK'S THREE

COMPLETE FILM STORIES.

KEN MAYNARD
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"TWO'S COMPANY."
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on the ladder. He climbs, bat always he
bears a bitter hatred against his unknown
father. They were doomed to meet in
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The cow-hand dashed out as pre-
cipitately as ho had entered, and iloore
grinned at his accomplice.

"Dale's going to have a pretty tough
time trying to explain what he is doing
with Preston stock," he exulted.
"Yeah !" agreed the half-breed. "That

fake bill of sale you gave me was sure a
big idea."
"I'm not so sure that wasn't a

mistake," growled Moore. "Anyway,
you keep out o' sight for a couple of
days. Understand?"

"I'll appear after the funeral,''

chuckled Tex.
The office adjoined the manager's

cabin ; the cabin was across the yard
from the big ranch-house, which was
Lou's home. Lou herself was in the

kitchen talking to her squaw housekeeper
when a commotion in the yard drew her
to the window. She saw to her astonish-

ment that half the members of her outfit,

instead of getting on with their work,
were grouped together on their horses
outside the olfice, where Joe iloore was
addressing thorn. She ran out to thein.

"What's happened, Joe?" she in-

quired.
"We're going to pick up some

rustlers," replied Moore.
"It's that Dale fellow,' miss," ex-

plained a cowboy.
Her brown eyes widened, then

narrowed.
"I'm going to ride with you," slie

decided.
"Better not, Lou," urged Moore.

"You stay here."
"I said I'm riding with you," insisted'

Lou. "Fetch Nell for me, Fred."
The cow-hand thus addressed went off

in a hurry, while Moore turned away to

hide his annoyance. He did not want
her with him on such an occasion.

The bay marc was brought, however,
and she rode with the outfit away
through a wooded valley and up a hill

on to the grassy tableland, or mesa,
whence fifty head of her stock had been
driven by a circuitous route on to Tom's
land. The trail was there for all to see.

and they followed it easily enough,
descentling into a hollow near the Dale
ranch.
So far as Tom was concerned the

transaction was complete, and he and
Starrett and Olaf were busy branding
the new stock when Moore galloped up
to the scene in advance of tlie rest, his

six-shooter in his hand.
"Stick 'ein up!'' he shouted. "Stick

'em up, and keep 'em up!"
Tom dropped the branding-iron he

was using, and raised his hands. Olaf.

who was tending the fire of logs, gave
vent to a frightened cry. But Starrett

.scowled at Moore. The rest of the riders

ai>i)roaehed, and nearly a score of guns
gleametl in the sunlight.
"What's the idea?" asked Tom

angrily, looking at Lou.
"You'll find out soon enough."

retorted Moore. " Just whose brand were
you putting on those cattle?"
"My brand," re|)lied Tom. "Why?"
"You can't get away with rustling in

this country any more," shrilled Lou
with undisguised contempt. But Tom,
defying the guns, reached to the pocket
of his shirt and produced a sheet of

P-'T'^^''-
, , ,. . ,"What do you mean by rustling ?'

he scoffed. "Those cattle belong to me.
I've got a bill of sale for them here.

Take a look at that !"

Lou slid from her marc and took the

paprr and studied it.

"And just who is this fellow Bill

Saunders, who sells my cattle?" she
cried scornfully.
"Ask him!" retorted Tom. pointing

to Moore. " He ought to know—his

namo's oa it."
December 26tli, 1931.
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"The man's crazy!" roarcJ Moore.
"That bill of sale was never made out
by me !"

He heaved himself from his horso to

seize the paper, but Tom grabbed it

back from Lou and struck out with his

left, administering a blow to the
manager's jaw that sent him reeling.

"Easy there, pardncr I" roared a cow-
boy.
But Tom's blood was up, and ho

looked at Lou in a way that made her
almost shiver.

"So that's it, eh?" he shouted
bitterly. "Trying to frame me ! You I"

Loll was upset and showed it ; but
(>laf, taking advantage of an oppor-
tunity which had presented itself, had
made a bid for escape, and at this

moment a stalwart cow-hand brougVit
him back with a rope about his

shoulders.
"Caught him sneaking off in the

hushes, so I brung him back," ex-
plained Olaf's captor, and immediately
Lou's pretty face hardened.
"Funny ho should run away!" she

flamed at Tom, "when you're so
innoecnt !"

"VVhitey! Clem!" bellowed Joe
^loore. "Bring your ropes!"
But Lou was not going to be a party

to any lynching.
"None of that, Moore!" she cried

imperiously. "I'm running this affair."
She turned to Tom, who had folded his
arms defiantly. "If you're not out of the
country in twentj-four hours," she said,
"I'll turn you over to the sheriff!"

]\Iooro, swallowing his mortification,
added wrathfully :

"And my advice to you, buddy, is to
!( avo while the Icaving's good!"
Even then the plotter was reluctant

to forego his plans. But Lou com-
manded some of the men to drive the
cattle back to the mesa, and the rest to
get on with their appointed tasks. Tom,
Starrctt and Olaf were left behind to
d:scuss the situation at their leisure, and
to do what they chose about Lou's
ultimatum.

Found Out

!

THE rest of the day passed quietly
enough ; but after darkness had
enveloped the range, Tom set off

upon a journey over unfamiliar terri-

torj% seeking the Preston ranchhouse.
He left Silver in a spinney and

prowled around the buildings with the
lurtiveness of a burglar. He was look-
ing—amongst other things—for the man
who had called himself Bill Saunders,
fully convinced by now that Bill

Saunders was one of Joe Moore's
creatures.

He came to the wooden office at last,

and thi'ough one of its dusty windows
he detected the glow of a lighted pipe.
Tex, obeying Moore's injunction, was
keeping under cover, but could not resist

tli(> luxury of a smoke.
The front door of the ofTice was un-

locked. Tom opened it stealthily and
crossed the threshold. Tex was in an
inner room, sprawling on a bunk, and
in the first instance Tom did not go
near the inner room. Witli the aid of
matches he sought among the books
and papers on Joe Moore's desk, in its

drawers, and on a shelf behind it,

luunpered slightly by a gun in his right
hand.
Evidently ho foimd somethinjj in a

book that gave him infinite satisfaction,

for he had closed the l)(K)k and tucked
it under his arm when the door of the
inner room opened and the moonlight
that streamed in at ihe window gave
.shape to a form in the doorway.
"Stick 'cm up!" lasped a voice. "I'm

afraid I'm goiuia kill you, mister."
"You'd better," retorted Tom, duck-
D(;tcinber26tli. 1931.
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ing down behind the desk, "because if

you miss I may return the compliment."
A gun spat fire, another gun re-

sponded, and then over the desk
bounded Tom to grapple with the half-

breed.
Two shots were wasted, and two

bullets embedded themselves in the logs

of the wall ; then Tex went down in a

heap on the floor, completely knocked
out by a vicious half-hook that caught
him clean on the point of the jaw.

A curious little whistle, emitted by
Tom from the doorway of the oEBce,

brought Silver trotting out from the
spinney,, and the limp form of Tex was
draped over the saddle while Tom
swung himself up on to the broad back
of the white hoi-se.

Starrett was waiting up for the man
who returned with a bound ledger and
a bound and gagged prisoner, but Olaf
had retired tor the night and knew
nothing of the occurrence.
In the morning, having washed and

dressed, the Swede sliaved and tried to

sing.

Tom, aroused by the noise, looked into

the bed-room, and saw Olaf prancing
about the floor with lather on his face

and a gun in each hand.
" You'd better go and saddle Silver

instead of monkeying about with those
guns, you square-head!" he said scath-

ingly. "You can't fight, and you can't

sing. Finish cleaning your ugly mug
and try something you can do."
The three horses were saddled, break-

fast was prepared, eaten, and cleared
away, and just before nine o'clock Tom
and Starrett were discussing their plans
when Olaf burst in upon them.

" Say, boss," he cried, " that lady's

here again—and she's got a whole crowd
and a sheriff with her."

Tom glanced at Starrett, then rose to

his feet. He peered out through the
panes of a window. In the long fence

he and Swede had built he had put a

gate, and the gate had been opened,
and a whole partj' of horsemen were
streaming through it, headed by Joe
Moore and Lou Preston. He smiled
grimly and went out on to the narrow
veranda.
Some of the riders were dismounting

in the yard, and, tallest of all of them,
was Sheriff Watkins of Weston County,
a grey-haired veteran with a star upon
his chest.

" That sign over there on that fence
says—and means— ' keep out ' !" shouted
Tom, drawing his gun.
"Signs don't mean anything to the

law. Dale," declared the sheriff', advanc-
ing to the foot of the steps. "I'm hert
to arrest you for cattle-rustling."

"By whose say-so?" demanded Tom.
descending the steps with Olaf behind
him.

" Mine I" declared Lou, and walked up
to him with clenched fists.

"And mine!" bellowed Moore from
the other side of the sheriff.

"Well, that's too bad," said Tom
quietly. '' But I wouldn't be hasty,

sheriff, if I were you. Will j'ou come
inside '!"

"Quite agreeable to that," decided the
sheriff. "Wouldn't do any harm."
And ho followed Tom up the steps

into the living-room, followed by Lou.
Moore turned to the men who wei'e

with him.
"Two of you," he said, "had better

go over there and start tearing that

fence down—the rest can stay here."
Two eager volunteers went off to

attack the fence. Mooue mounted the
stejjs and entered the rauchhouse.
"What's it all about, Dale?" asked

the sheriff.
" I told you before," began Lou

oncrily, "he was caught "
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A sound as of a .scuffle in the kitchen
reached their ears.

"What's that?" the sheriff demanded
suspiciously.

"A rat, I guees," answered Tom, and
opened a book which was lying on the
table. "Take a look at that, sheriff!

These people have had their say with
you—-now I'm going to have mine. I've

been framed !"

The sheriff looked down at the open
book. He saw the jagged edges where
a page had been torn from it, and he
saw a sheet of paper, creased where it

had been folded, but now smoothed out,
lying beside the jagged edges. He read
it through ; he noticed that the
number in its top right-hand corner was
a number missing from the book itself.

He turned back a page, and then
abruptly he turned round on Joe
Moore.

" How about it, Moore ?" he said
brusquely. "Your signature's on this!"

"It's a forgery!" shouted Moore.
"Did you ever hear of this fellow

Saunders ?" questioned the sheriff.

"Never!"
"No?" said Tom with an ominous

grin, and strode over to the kitchen
door, which he flung wide. "Bring him
out !" he shouted.

Starrett, oompletely recovered from
his limp, appeared in their midst, grip-

ping the arms of Tex, whose eyes were
downcast, whose hands were fastened
behind his back.
"Tex!" gasped Lou, while Joe Moore

brushed the back of his- hand across his

forehead because a, cold sweat had
gathered there. f

"That's the fellow who calls hiin||lf

Saunders," said Tom. "Miss Presttfn,

I owe you an apology. I took the
liberty last night of removing that man
and this ledger from Moore's office."

"I think this is a dirty frame-up!"
trumpeted the sheriff disgustedly.
The cowboj-s in the doorway lookefl

at one another in dismay and shuffleH

off. Lou, in a passion, went up to the
discomfited Moore.

" So that's where all my cattle have
been going!" she cried. "You're fired!"

Joe Moore turned to hide his chagrin,
and Lou looked at Tom.
"I suppose I ought to apologise to

you," she said ungraciously.

"It kinda looks that way, miss," he
admitted.

"Well, I won't!" she stormed, and
ran out.

But at the end of the yard she re-

ceived another shock ; two of her men
were tearing down the fence Tom had
erected.

"Stop that!" she shouted. "Get back
to your own work !"

The two cowboys slunk back to their

horses and rode away, and Lou called
the rest of her men round her and
retired with them on to her own
pixjperty.

".Dead or Alive "

IN the living-room of the ranch-
house, menuv.hile, the sheriff had
been speaking his mind.

"You say tlie word. Dale," he wound
up, "and I'll take these two fellows in

with me."
"I'd a heap sooner you left them here,

sheriff," said Tom, restoring the bitl of
sale to his pocket.

"All right," said the sheriff with a
comprehending nod. "Just as you say,

boy."
He went off, though he would dearly

have liked to stay to see tlie fun, and
Tom waited, gun in hand, till he h.ad

clattered out of the yard. Then he said

to Starrett:
" Put your gun av.ay. Bob. Now tako

(Continued on nage 25.)
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TWO rival gangs, hated and feared by the police—warfare of a fiendish nature and behind
the scenes the law waiting for a chance to clean up the citya Starring Ricardo Cortez

and Helen Twelvetrees.

The Recall.

A WHITE hulled steam-yacht rode at
anchor in the sheltered bay.
Nearby a seaplane floated on the

oily water—a boat was being rowed to-

wards the yacht.
A young man in white ducks stood up

and waved.
Over the rail of the yacht leant a

number of young men and girls—a gay
pleasure party. Some were garbed in

bathing costumes, whilst, down below,
several were swimming in the cool
waters. Near the gangway stood a
strong-faced man. His iron-grey hair
gave him an austere expression, but
though the eyes were twinkling and the
mouth laughing there was something
about him that was puzzling. What
would Kex King look like without the
twinkle and the smile—hard, determined
and calculating!

By his side was a beautiful, fair-haired

girl. She wore a gaudy, striped bathing
wrap of blue and white over a blue cos-

tume. In her gentle blue eyes there was
a look of love and affection as she
watched the approaching boat, and in her
joy slipped a shapely arm through that
of the man. His smile was one of pride.

"So you've got your wish." His voice
was rather greif, though moderated.
"I'm glad Sir"e could make it."

"So fuTi I, Rex. Now my party is

perfect."
They were brother and sister, though

the difference in ages was more than ten
years. Helen could never remember her
parents, only the strong silent man who
had been both father and brother to her
since she was a kid. He had seen that
she wanted for nothing.
Up the gangway came a round-faced,

curly-haired youngster. He held a soft

cap in his hand, and his neat blue suit

spoke of business.

"Hallo. Ilt-lfii! Ilortdo, sir?" he
greeted them. "By gosh, what a beauti-

ful day I've chosen for a holiday

!

Never thought I'd get away. Had to

charter a 'plane to make it. You look
fine, Helen."
The girl blushed and several of the

guests nudged each other. They knew
that Helen was very fond of Steve, but
they didn't take notice too nnich, because
they were all the guests of her brother
on this floating palace.

"I'm glad you could come, Steve,"
was all Helen could think to say, but
there was a message of welcome in her
blue eyes.

With the excitement over, the guests
went back to their various diversions.

Helen found a swimming costume for

Steve and :oon they were both in the
blue waters laughing, joking and play-

ing around^one could not imagine any
on board the Helena having a care in

the world.

Rex King was sitting at a wicker table,

drinking an iced lemonade and watching
the bathers, when there was a touch on
his shoulder. A tall man in yachting
kit like his own was holding out a paper.
"Just come through, chief."

"Thanks!" King took the message
and read it thoughtfully, lauglied and
screwed the paper into a ball. "Looks
like the pipe of peace. What do you
make of it, Barnes?"
"Wouldn't trust that snake an inch,"

was the crisp answer.

"I think this is on the level," decided
his chief, " but you can never tell how
long it'll remain that way. To-day's
Friday; cable that we return on Monday
and that I'll talk business any time.

Now, Barnes, let's have no more of this

sort of talk—I'm here on holiday."
"Okay, chief." The other touched his

cap. "I'll go and make all arrange-

ments with the captain."

"Be careful how you step, Barnes,"
warned King. "Don't forget that

Helen must ne\;er know or even suspect

our business. Take every precaution."

A nod of imderstanding and the tall

man turned on his heel.

There was dancing on deck after din-

ner. The couples looked ghostly in the

strong moonlight as they slithered over

the smooth deck to the music of tho

Argentina Dance Band.
In the bow sat a man and a maid.

His arm was around her and her head
rested against his shoulder. They sat

there, reposing against a coil of rope,

gazing thoughtfully towards the twink-

ling lights on the coast. A moment of

great content.

Helen was smiling to herself. What
a wicked girl she was. She had had to

encourage Steve with many loving atten-

tions and glances from her merry eyes

before he could put his arms right round
her and kiss her! They had met the

previous summer and had been attracted

to each other at once. Since then they

had met often, and Helen would have
said "Yes," if Steve had proposed. But
Steve at times seemed strangely shy.

The murmur of the waves, the power of

the moon and her own bright self had
at last forced Steve into a proposal. Oh,
what a wicked girl she Was I

Young Steve Carlyle should have been
smiling; instead he stared at the darlc

outline of the coast under frowning eye-

brows. He was happj', far happier than
he deserved, and yet—a sigh escaped
him.
"You're not cold, Steve?" she mur-

mured. "You're not sorry, are you,
Steve; because, if you are ".

"I love yo\i like I shall never love any-
one else," was his lierce answer. "I was
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just thinking, that's all. You know no-
thing about me, Helen, and- •"

"You're a very clever business man,"
was her gay reply. "You're trying to

make pots and pots of money. What's
it matter if you don't? Rex has more
thai! ho knows what to do with."
"A man can't live on his wife's

hi-other." Steve kissed the soft forehead.
"This has all got to be figured out

and " His voice died away, and she

felt his whole body stiffen.

"What's the matter, Steve?"
"Do you hear anything? Listen!"
Silence whilst they strained their ears.

"I can hear the splash of oars," said

Helen softly. "Who could be out row-
ing at this hour of night?"

" Semeone—I wonder why ?" Steve
craned his neck. "The sound seems to

come from over there. Look, Helen,
can you see a shadow—looks like a

boat."
"It is a boat. Probably someone in

love like we are."
But Steve did not laugh.
"I fear it means business," he

grunted. "Gosh, I shall be mad if I'm
wanted backl"
"Oh, Steve, you couldn't go back at

this hour!"
The boy made no answer, but stared

fascinatingly towards the approaching
'ooat.

"Is that the Helena?" hailed a voice.

"Wanna speak to Steve Carlyle, message
for him."
"This is Steve Carlyle speaking."

The boy cupped his hands as though he

did not want to disturb the whole ship.

"Come alongside the bow."

Helen saw a note passed up to Steve,

and wondered why she should feel so

cold and frightened. She knew what the

message meant before he turned to her.

"You've got to go back?"
"At once. Honey," said Steve. "I'm

teiiibly sorry, but this message is urgent.

It's about some business that must be

done at once. Helen, you'll forgive me
for running off like thi«. I hate having
to go, but there is no option."

"J understand, Steve," was her sad

nnswer. "I knew this happiness of mine
ivas too great to last."

Two men were waiting on the shore

when Steve Carlyle stepped on to the

shingle. Their coat collars were turned
up almost concealing their faces.

"You gotta take a convoy—Lanseri's

5ick," one of the men almost snarled

his words.
"Why couldn't someone else have done

this job?"
"Our orders were to find you. Gorio

wouldn't trust anj'oiie else," replied the

other man. "What's more, he sends
warning to be on the look-out, as

McBainc's on the warpath. We'd bet-

ter get moving."

"Lead the way." Steve nodded, and
then turned to take a last look at the

Helena. How peaceful and graceful she
seemed, even in the moonlight she was
a picture of grace personified. The faint

sounds of music carried across the water
and Steve clenched his fists. Almost
savagely he turned and followed his two
companions to a waiting car.

An Evil Power.

IN a magnificent room sat a dark,
clcan-shavon man. Very wide
apart, jot-black eyes stared forth

from a face that was too white. There
-liould have boon colour to the man'.s
(hecks, but nothing save u faint darken-
ing near the neck. Evidently there
ivas Spani>li or Mexican blood in his
veins. lie was in age about thirty-six,

and wore a gorgeous coloured dressing-
gown over pvjama.s of maroon silk.
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Goldio Gorio stared round his bed-
room, and a smile of content made hioi
show his gleaming white teeth. Kings
and queens had never had bed-rooms as
sumptuous as this. The pictures, rugs,
and furniture had cost a fortune—^hc

could afford it. Ho touched a bell, and a
big man appeared, a clumsy, big-headed
fellow with small b&ady eyes and a cruel
mouth.
"Just coming, sir. I've got a fine

breakfast for you, sir."

"That I'll judge for myself," was the
curt answer. "Has Anderson brought
my now suit?"

" Yes, boss
—

"

"Sir to me." Instantly f'he dark man's
face twisted. "Now put that break-
fast down."
His valet, butler, and right hand man

placed the tray in front of his master.
The big fellow stood there as if waiting
to be hit. From a bottle Goldie took
two tablets, placed them in water,
waited till they had dissolved, and then
swallowed the mixture. This done, he
removed a silver cover and scowled.

"Kidneys and bacon," he snarled. "I
can't eat kidneys when they're flavoured
with bacon." He fingered some toast.

"This is as hard as a board. Pour me
out some coffee."
The big fellow hovered round whilst

his master ate one of the kidneys and
a portion of another. Gorio became in-

terested in the paper.
"Demand by the citizens of Chicago

for the cessation of gang warfare in

this city," Gorio laughed. "Poor fools
—as if what they want counts." He
took a nibble at the kidnej'. "Why.
this is cold—take it all away. Send
Anderson in to me."
A frail little man appeared and

bowed. Over his arm was a suit of
clothes.

"Good-morning, sir'"
"Hope the clothes fit," cried Goldio

Gorio. "That last pair of trousers
were a quarter of an moh too long.
.Joe,"—he turned to the butler

—"pour
me out a glass of water in that wine-
glass and squeeze some lemon—malce it

a good lemon. Now, Anderson, let's

see what you've done."
The trousers seemed satisfactory,

though Goldie said no word of approval,
but a queer light came into the dark
oves as he inspected the jacket sleeves.
Gorio lot the sleeve fall, took a deep
draught from the wine glass, and hold-
ing the glass up to the light, spoke
witJiout looking at the tailor.

"How many buttons on the sleeve?"
"Four, sir."

"How many did I a,sk for?"
"Three, sir, but "

"Why did you disobey me?"
"Three buttons are out of date, sir,"

answered the old tailor. "So I put
four buttons on, sir, because I thought
you wanted to have the latest .stylo."

"You heard my orders." Goldie was
smiling in a queer way. " You will

take that back and put on three but-
tons."
"But I couldn't do that, sir,"

quavered the tailor. "Four buttons is

the present style, sir, and "

"I said tliree buttons, you cr.iwling
little worm!" cried Govio. "When I

say three I mean throe."
"But, sir. you can't ask me to do

this." The tailor did not quite realise
the kind of man to whom he spoke. " I

must give gentlemen tlio latest style

A scream of fear and ghastly agony
rang through the room. Goldie Gorio.
with face twisted and contorted, held a
broken wine glass in his hand, whilst
blood streamed down t.he face of .Ander-
son, thr" tailor. The old man touched
his lacerated face, saw tho blood, and
then .slumped in n faint on the floor.
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"That's what happens to fools wlio
disobey my orders !" The normal expres-
sion returned. "Joe, find the Doc. Tell
him to sow this fool up. Three
stitches !"

A sandy-haired, thick-set man en-
tered, calmly studied the prone figure,
and nodded. The Doc. swung the limp
figure over his shoulder.
"Any other orders, sir?"
"Just sow him up," snapped Gorio.

"And when he comes to, give him my
definite instructions. 'Three buttons,
and if it i,sn't done within two hours I'll

have buttons sown to his bare skin."

The man called Doc. nodded and wont
off with his limp burden. Joe, tho
butler, appeared and scowled after tho
Doc.
"I'd like to bump that guy off," mut-

tered the butler. ' He scarce ever talks.

Makes mo creepy does that guy, sir."
"I'm not interested in your opinions,"

was the answer. " He's a dam good
doctor, and knows better than to play
any tricks. Better get my bath ready."
"Steve wants to sec you, sir," said

Joe. " Told me it was very urgent, o,;

else he wouldn't have come."
"Steve?" His eyes narrowed. "All

right, I'll see him later. My tath first,

and if you make it too hot I'll flay you
alive."

"Thank you, sir," answered Joe,
and shuffled off.

Half an hour later Goldie Gorio sat
before the solid oak table. He rang a
bell, and Joe appeared at once.

"I'll see Steve now."
Goldio Gorio grinned a welcome as

Carlyle stepped into the room. It was
against orders to come to the pri'v'ato

residence of Goldie Gorio, but who
could imagine that smiling man was
angry.

"Sorry I've had to come here to see
you." said Steve. "But I'm in a jam,
sir."

Goldie Gorio seemed to havo re-

covered from his bad temper, for 'ihe

smiled and waved the youngster to a
chair.
"You havo had trouble with the

cops?" asked the gangster. "No, I

don't think you would worry me so
early—if it were the police. Let mo
guess—a girl ?"

"A girl is the main reason," Steve
answered. "She is the reason why I

want to get out of the game. I want
my freedom, sir."

"You want to leave me?" TJio crook
showed no sign of annoyance or sur-
prise. "I .should hate to part with you,
Steve, because you are one of the few
who are trustworthy. Why not marry
the girl and remain in the game?"
"Because she's honest and clean."

The boy spoke quickly. "She's never
been sullied by anything underhanded
or crooked. She comes of a decent
family, knows the right sort of people,
and does not realise what goes on in tho

"Underworld." Gorio smiled. "Con-
tinue. Steve—do not spare me. This
girl is beautiful, of course?"

" She is not only beautiful of face,"
was the CKirnest answer, " but she is

beautiful of mind. It is impossible to
tell her what I am. but if I could get
out and make a fresh start, then I
would ask her to marry me. She doesn't
want to know what I have been, but if

I told her I was a crook, I believe she
would still marry me, even if her heart
were breaking. Do you know why I
joined in this game, sir?"
"I should love to hoar."
Somehow tho smile on the face pf

Goldie Gorio was not pleasant.
"A girl let me down, and I was con-

vinced that life was' finished for me."
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Steve was intent on his explanation. "I
decided that excitement and adventure
might help me to forget. My senses re-

turned slowly, and I realised what a fool

I had been. But I studk to my bargain
with you, sir, though some of the jobs
haven't been to my liking."

"One reason why I've liked you "

—

now the smile was plcasanter—" you're
the first person who has ever refused to
obey any of my orders. When we had
that argument with the Marani gang you
said ' Nothing doing !'" Goldie ch^kled.
'' 1 believe I threatened you with a ride,
and still you wouldn't give way. Steve,
I'm glad I didn't send you for that ride.
But you're treading on dangerous
ground now. There arc two reasons why
I can't let you go. One is that you are
far too useful, and the second is that it

is too risiky. You know far too much
about me."
"But I would never breathe a word,"

argued Steve. "I would go away and
swear never to come within a hundred
miles."

"It makes no difference!" Goldie
waved a.side all argument. "The cops
would follow. McBaine would jump at
the chance to get one of Goldio Gorio's
gang alone. They might find methods
to make you tal'k, and I have no time
for squealer'. Once in my gang a
person jnust stay. Whilst I command,
there is only one way out." He smiled
broadly. "That way lies via the
morgue."
"Well, better that way and get back

my self-respect 1" Steve was getting
4,f<gry. "I cannot go on i>rctending, and
,Acver to see Helen again would bo worse
than death. Now you see what kind of
a jam I am in, and I reckon you ought
to let me out. I've served you well,
and you know I'm not the sort that
squeals."
"McBaine has methods almost as

,({)leasant as my own of making a man
talk." Goldie shrugged his shoulders.
"If every cop were a McBaine I would
respect them. I'm sorry, Steve, but I

nuist think of myself first.

There arc hundreds of other
pretty girl.s—you can easily
forget her. Take a vacation,
iind when you come back "
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"I shall still love her just as much."
Steve squared his shoulders. "I shall

always love her. If I cannot have my
freedom, then "

A door opened and someone came into
the room. Steve broke off as he saw
that Goldio was not listening to him.
Curiosity prompted him to tui'n and see
who could have dared to interrupt
Goldio Gorio during an interview. His
eyes opened wide with amazement.
The newcomer was King^Helen's

brother !

The Peace Pact.

KING was equally surprised to see
Steve Carlyle. His smile of greet-
ing to Goldie Gorio gave wav to

a stare of amazement which the gangster
did not miss.

"You two know each other?" Goldie
spoke softly. "How very amusing. I

hope. King, j-ou know nothing against
my young friend?"
"Friend?" King spun round. "Surely

Steve isn't one of your men?"
Stove had no idea why King should

bo here, but it seemed that this en-
counter must ruin all his hopes. King
woidd have to tell Helen, and that
would finish their romance.
"One of my most reliable lieutenants."

Goldie delighted in titles. "Perhaps
you don't know each other properly.
On my right. Steve Carlyle, trusted
ofldcer to Goldie Gorio, and on my left

Hartley King, my most dangerous
rival."

"Hartley King!" gasped Steve. "Not
tho man who runs the West Side?"
There was a gesture of sadness, almost

of despair, in King's slight nod.
"It seems, Steve, we've been sailing

under false colours. Was this fair on
Helen?"
"Helen—Helen !" Goldie was sur-

prised. "Steve, is the girl you've been
telling me about King's sister?"
"Yes, sir."

"Carramba, but what a complex!"
Goldic's eyes were dancing. "Steve
comes to mo and wants to leave mo

11

because lie is in love with a charming
and honourable young woman. Now 1

find she is trie sister of Hartley King."
"Helen has no idea what I am I

"

King spoke gruffly. " Anyone who tells

her is likely to get hurt. She has been
brought up imagining that I am a suc-

cessful business man, and she has never
had any association with tho under-
world. Steve would never have been en-
couraged as a friend if I had known he
served Goldie Gorio."
"To try and get level I came here to

beg for my freedom," answered Steve.
"This seems like the curtain."
"Tho curtain on tho final act."

Goldie's voice was raised, and the man's
eyes were blazing. "I am going to give
you a play that will stagger Chicago.
You and I, King, are tho two powers in

this city, and you came to see me to
discuss a scheme to combine forces in

order that gang warfare should cease.

We will combine, and gang warfare
shdU cease. When two great rival

powers, enemy powers if you like, come
together, there is usually some kind of
ceremony such as a wedding of the
prince of one kingdom to tho princess
of the other."
King and Steve stared at Goldie.

What was the man going to suggest ?

"Let us call the princess by the namft

of Helen "—strange lights gleamed ii"

the man's eyes
—"and the prince shal

b(> Steve. We will have a great wed-
ding, and the marriage of Helen to

Steve will be the link between the two
kingdoms—you on tho west, and myself
on tho cast. How does the scheme
strike you. King?"
"I hardly 'know what to say."
King stared at Steve.
"I'm not marrjing Helen under these

conditions." Steve raved. "She must
not be dragged into this sordid life

She "

"Listen, hothead," argued Goldie. "It
you marry Helen you get tho girl you
love. Also, gang warfare and blood-
shed will cease, the coi)s can have a

Though there was the fear of death in all the faces of

these men, not one stepped forward.

December 2etb, 193U
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holiday, and you will liave the great
Goldie Gorio as your best man. 1 will

stage a wedding that will make history.

Think carefully before you say ' no ' to

this, Steve. ' No ' would mean that

bloodshed w-ould continue
;

you would
never get your Helen, and the morgue
would be very busy. A ' yes ' would be
like the cooing of the dove of peace.
Give me a month to stage this wedding,
and it will bo the greatest ever. Fix
it with your sister, King, and then send
her away, in case she should hear any
talk. I can see, King, you favour the
plan. How about you, Steve?"
There was no alternative for Steve.

Besides, why should he die when a
" yes " meant the cessation of gang war-
fare, even if it did mean deceiving
Helen ? And so the wedding was fixed
for one month from that day.

A month later Steve Carlyle and
Helen King were made man and wife.

It was the most elaborate and
gorgeous wedding that Chicago had
over seen. It was too gorgeous. Several
times Helen wanted to know why there
was all this show and pomp, and Steve
cursed because his tongue was tied.

Roses were thrown from windows on
tho bridal procession, tho streets were
decorated with bunting, the wedding
was held at the chief church ; there were
a dozen bridemaids, and the reception
was held at the largest hotel. Hundreds
of guests, grand entertainment, mar-
vellous flowers, valuable presents—no
expense was spared.
Among the uninvited guests was a

thick-set wizened-faced man. He was
one of the crowd, and he chewed the
end of a long cigar as he watched tho
arrival of every oar at the church.

" Wonder how long this is gonna
last," sneered McBaino, head of the
Chicago police. "Gorio reckons that,
now he's in harness with King, he's got
Chicago skinned. Guess he'd better take
another think."
"They'll bo a tough combination,"

murmured a trusted captain, who also
wore civilian clothes.
"Gorio's screwy," McBaine laughed.

" One day something will send him real
crazy, and then the fireworks will begin.
That will bo my chance."
McBaine little knew how near he was

in his prophecy. Goldie Gorio had never
seen Helen until she came up tho aisle
on the arm of her brother. He had
heard that Steve's future wife was good-
looking, but Helen was the most divine
creature that Gorio had ever seen.
His nails dug into his hands as he

watched her approach. If he had known
about Helen, he would have married her
himself. A queer smile twitched his lips

as he glanced at the exalted Steve. "The
great Goldie Gorio had made this mar-
riage, and now it was too late to stop it,

and the gangster wanted this girl for
his own.

Goi-io gave no clue to his thoughts as
tho wedding proceeded, though ones
Helen looked startled to find those pierc-
ing black eyes watching her.
And when Gorio talked to the girl

at the reception afterwards his deter-
mination and admiration increased. His
eyes narrowed as he glanced at Steve.
Perhaps there might still be some work
for the morgue.

The Trap.

Ar.lL the while Helen and Steve were
on their honeymoon Goldie Gorio's
fertile brain was busy. All tho

while he prepared the homo that was
to be the Carlylo's. He had insisted

upon finding a house for the young
couple, and Steve had no option but
to agree. King wished his new partner
December 26tb, l»31.
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would not make such ostentatious show,
but Gorio was a difficult man to deal
with.
Before thej' sailed for the West Indies,

Gorio lavished presents on the girl, who
was bewildered by all this extravagance.
Her brother explained that it was
Goldie's generous nature. His new busi-

ness partner was as kind-hearted as he
was rich.

Bloodshed had not completely ceased,

because a cop had been killed during
the running of some illicit liquor, and
McBaine had vowed to get Goi'io. Then
several smuggling ventures went astray,

and Gjorio began to suspect that some-
one inside was in league with McBaine.
This led to the master-crook planning the
end of Steve Carlyle. The plan material-

ised some four weeks after the return
of the happy couple.
The Shark was a fast river-boat that

could carry passengers and freight.

Besides oil engines she carried masts and
sails—a useful craft for all emergencies.
Engines could be heard at night.

Gorio had so much money that he
could buy most things—he had a city

patrolman who took his money. This
wa.s how he learnt that McBaine had
got wind of the fact that Gorio owned
the Shark.
The ship was now an ambush. If

Gorio attempted to take the craft on a
run, then some gims would be loosened
off. But the information that made
those queer eyes gleam was that tho
Doc. was one of McBaine's men.
"Now we know why things have gone

wrong of late," Goldie told his servant.

"Let me bump him off!" demanded
the bloodthirsty Joe. "I alius have
hated that silent sucker."
"The Doc. is going to be useful to

me—afterwards," Goldie Gorio gave his

watchdog an imderstanding wink. "I
want you to bring the Doc. to me just

before dusk this evening. I am going to

tell him that the Shark will leave her
moorings at midnight. You will follow
the Doc., and when you are certaiii

he has sent the message through to

McBaine you can act."
"Leave him to me," beamed Joe, rub-

bing his hands.

Two hours later Joe talked again to
his master.
"You was right, boss," he began; and

grinned sheepishly as he saw the anger
in Gorio's dark eyes. " You was right,

sir. He went straight to a telephone
booth and spilt the whole story."
"You're sure, Joe?"
"One of the boys was in the next

booth!" Joe chuckled. "It made me
laugh to hear that guy telling McBaine
how clever he was and how you never
suspected him. He was still chuckling
v;hen he made to step out of that there
telephone booth, only he never stepped
out I gave one of them Lewis guns a
try-out—acted beautifully."
"You removed the body!" snapped

Gorio. "Usual place in the river?
Good ! Now go and get Steve Carlyle
on the 'phone. He's taking the Shark
out to-night."
"You're a genius, sir!" cried Joe.

"McBaine will get Carlyle, and you'll
get -"

"Still your fool tongue!" Goldie
swung round on his cowering servant.
"Or someone else will be found in the
river. Now get Steve on the 'phone,
you rat!"

Steve had planned an evening with
Helen, and when Gorio issued orders for

tho taking out of the Shark the tele-

phono protested. The crook smiled
covertly at Joe and spoke with an oily
tongue.
"I'm terribly .sorry, Steve," he apolo-

gised. "First chance I've had of col-
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lecting a cargo, and there's no one 1

can trust save yourself. If there were
someone else, I'd send them ; in fact, I'd
go myself, only this confounded indiges-
tion has got me again. Tell Helen how
sorry I am. I've got a Ivmcheon party
arranged for her to-moiTOW, so get your
job done quickly, Steve, and be back
in time. Sorry—good-night " He
paused to wink again at Joe. "Bon
voyage!"

" That was a cute one about the lun-

cheon," said Joe, as Gorio put away the
telephone. "Any other ordere, sir?"
"Arrange about the lunch for to-

morrow—I don't want the least suspicion

to rest on me. Don't forget to broad-
cast the news that I am indisposed. I

shall stay in, eat nothing, and be very
bad-tempered." He smiled. "You will

know my bark is worse than my bite.

Soon after midnight I shall expect
news."
Helen was angry with Steve when she

heard he had to go out that night.

What right had Gorio to send him out
and about at all hours ?

"I can't understand your business."

She frowned and stamped her foot,

"I've never heard of business men run-

ning off at such ridiculous times on
work. Last Sunday you were called

away in the midst of our party, and now
you've got to go off again. Tell Gorio
you can't go."

Steve fidgeted uncomfortably. What
a fool he had been to ever get lured

into this rotten life! Could he always

go on bluffing to his wife? This sump-
tuous flat was too vast and showy—why
couldn't he have a quiet, homely place?

Gorio's love for show robbed their fir^

home of all its charm. Steve was rest-

less and disturbed, and he knew that

Helen often watched him with worried

eyes. She was puzzled about his busi-

ness, and, worst of all, she could not

stand Goldie Gorio—why couldn't he get

a job with someone else? That almost

made the boy go crazy, and, when she

suggested a talk to her brother, he had
to beg her to say nothing. This mid-

night call on top of everything was just

about the limit.

Helen was almost in tears, but Steve

did his best to comfort her.

"It's a client who lives way out of

town," he explained. "I must see him
because another company are after him.

Dry those pretty eyes and give me a

smile."
When Steve had gone Helen went into

her husband's dressing-room. Why did

she hesitate to open a certain drawer ?

Why did her hand almost touch tho

knob and then withdraw as if she were
stung? At last the girl seemed to pluck

up courage, for she wrenched open the

drawer.
"The revolver's gone!" came her cry,

and with blanched cheeks reeled back.

A week previotis she had 6e<"n that re-

volver and had not plucked up courage

to question her husband. Already a

suspicion of the truth had come to her.

"I must ring up Rex!" she told herself.

"He will help me."

The deck of the Shark was deadly
quiet. What were those vague shapes
crouching in dark corners? One moved
and slithered acro.ss the deck.

"He's on his way!" hissed a voice.

Another shape moved across the deck
and disappeared down tho companion-
way. "^

"Chief," came a hoarse whisper, "he's
on his way!"
"This is where

_
we square one

account!" rasped a voice out of the dark-
ness. "You know your orders."

The figure disappeared, and McBaino
of the police force drew a gun from
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his hip-pocket. Two other fiffures

crouching near the cabin table drew
weapops.
"Directly he reaches the fifth stair,"

ivas the chief of police's order. "We
\von"t let the rat slip through our fingers

this time !"

Steve Carlyle found the Shark lying
silent and deserted at the moorings.
This caused him no particular uneasiness

because the Shark never wanted to pro-

claim to the world that there was life

o.i board. Directly Steve appeared men
would materialise, and the hawsers-^frould

be thrown oK; then, under a silent

motor, the ehip would work down-stream
to the sea.

A high moon showed him up clearly.

The hands of the men hidden on the

deck trembled round the triggers of their

guns. Goldie Gorio at last

!

Down the companion-way stepped
Steve, who was beginning to wonder
why the ship was so quiet as this, and
where all the men were hiding. He
decided to call out as he stepped on the

fifth stair.
' Where's everyone ? What the

hock "

There was a blaze of flame and the
crash of two explosions.

Steve Carlyle slumped in a heap to

the bottom of the companion-way.
"What's the idea, chief?" cried a

voice. " Why did you knock up my
arm ? Why "

"Get a light, fools!"' shouted
McBaine. "And then you'll see ! We've
got the wrong man !"

When a light was brought a hard-

faced, grim-jawed man knelt beside the
^jjono figure. There was a gesture of

iiadncss in that shake of the head as he
looked at the blood on his hand.

'"Couldn't divert both guns," Mc-
Baine muttered. "Looks as if one shot
is mighty near the heart. Goldie got
wise to our game."
. "But, chief, this is Steve Carlyle,

*(5he of his best men."
"Shucks! Goldie is crazy with power,
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and he'd do anything." The chief got
to his feet. " Ah, there is the ambu-
lance ! See that Carlyle is taken to

hospital, and that the very finest

physician is put on the job. Right

—

jump to it! " Then he spoke, almost to
himself. '" I hope the poor old Doc. is

all right."
And when McBaine learnt next morn-

ing of the Doc's body in the river his

wizened face twisted into a fierce scowl.
"I'll get you, Goidie," ho muttered,

"and I think I've got the dope to call

your bluff."

The Truth.

A WHITE-FACED, anxious Helen
looked down at the pale wraith of

a boy who was her husband. His
eyes were closed, and he scarce seemed
to be breathing. Behind Helen stood
the grey-haired but anxious brother,
whilst hovering close at hand was a
white-robed doctor and a nurse. In her
fear, Helen gave her hands to King,
and her eyes sought those of the doctor
in a pleading quei-y. He touched his

lips, then beckoned them out of the

room.
" Your visit has done a lot of good,

Mrs. Carlyle," announced the doctor.

"He opened his eyes and recognised
you. Now he will have the incentive to

live. Don't worry, because, though it

was a bad wound, the bullet has been
extracted, and his strong constitution
will pull him round. In a week he will

be out and about."
As their car drove away, another drew

up before the hospital, and Goldie Gorio
stepped forth. He stared after the other
car, and his eyes gleamed as they rested
on Helen. Smilingly he turned and
went into the hospital, and when ho
learnt Steve would live he still smiled,
but none knew the rage in his lieart.

So strong was his personality and
so feared was his name that he was per-
mitted to see the invalid. Steve opened
his eyes and managed a faint smile.
"I can't think how this happened,"

Goldie spoke. "But I'm combing every
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man of my gang to see if it were a
frame-up. I'll not rest till I get the guy
that put this across—and that other rat.

McBaine ! They have got to learn tf>

treat the friends of Goldie Gorio with
respect. Get well soon, Steve, because
we sure miss you."
A weak nod, and then a doctor came

into the room. The talk was at an end.
"I'll see Helen doesn"t worry," pro-

mised Goldie, with a smiling good-bye.
Lucky for Steve that he could not

worry, because at that moment, on the
way home from the hospital, Helen was
questioning her brother.

"I rang you up last night, and told
you bow worried I was, and you talked
a lot of nonsense about duty. I am
not quite a fool. Wliy did Steve go out
and take his revolver ? Why did the
cops shoot, and why are the papers so

quiet about the affair? I want the
answers to those questions. You know
Stove's business. I know this much—it

isn't honest!"' The girl stared accus-
ingly at King. " He's in the power of
some gang. You l.now he is !"

King could not deny it. What he had
feared and dreaded was happening.
The eyes of Helen were open.
"who is this Goldie Gorio who em-

ploys Steve?" went on the overstrung
girl. "Why does lie lavish all this

money on us? People I've met have
talked, and I"m certain he's the head
of some big gang, and that Steve is in

his power."
"I'll send- Steve away when he gets

better," King clenched his fist. "Send
>ou both on another honeymoon."
"You'll get Steve into another busi-

ness," she demanded. "Got him into a
straight business, where cops and thugs
can't shoot at him. You've got to get
him away."

"I'll do my best, Helen." King
bowed his head. "But it won't be easy.
You see. Goldie and myself are part-
ners. I'm in the game myself. I

guess, Helen, I'd better come clean.
Steve's a gangster, and so am I."
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With eyes wide with horror ancT

amazement, Helen stared at tho brotliei'

she loved and respected while he un-
folded the tale of his life—how the war
had left him a pauper, and of tiie

tempting offer to run liquor for a liveli-

hood ; how he had been dragged more
and more into the game until he had
berome one of the big men.

" The excitement and thrill were life

to me," ho told his sister, "and 1

wanted money. Yon would never have
known if it had not been for this rotten
shooting. But I promise you, Helen,
that I will talk to Goldie Gorio, and
try to persuade hiin to let Steve out.

Steve belongs to Gorio's gang, and "

"Gorio is cruel, callous, and evil!"
Helen's eyes flashed fire. "I could kill

that man !"

McBaine Severs a Partnership.

ON the day that Steve was allowed
to sit up for the first time,
McBaino started his attack. By

careful detective work he had learnt

much that puzzled him. Wlicn every-
thing was ready he rang up King.

"This is McBaine speaking. Sur-
prised ? I've got a reputation for speak-

mg plain, King, and to the point. As
crooks go, you're a better specimen
than most. You may steal, rob,

smuggle, and indulge in other un-
pleasant actions, but you don't murder
or shoot in cold blood."
"Thanks!" King's sharp mouth

twisted in a wry smile. "You haven't
forgotten the other night by any
chance?"

"That's why I'm ringing you now. I

want to tell you just what happened.
It's my job to wipe out murderers and
gangsters, and to stop the wholesale
slaughter through gang warfare. I

decided to do a little killing on my
own. Don't interrupt. King, but just

listen. Did you ever meet the Doc. ?

Ho acted for Goldie."
"Sure I knew him," answered King.

" You found his body. One of your
scouts ?"

"Sure he was," came the answer.
" He was shot dead two seconds after

speaking to nie. He told me that on
the night of the 17th the Shark was
going out, and that Goldie Gorio was
taking her."
"What's that?" King spoke sharply.
"Thought it would surprise you,"

came the grim chuckle. "They got wise
that Doc. was one of my men, but they
wanted him to tell mo about the Shark
for some reason. Can you think of a
reason, King ? Can you think of one
person who might like Steve to take a
ride to heaven? I'm not asking for

thanks, but I pushed aside one of the
puna, or Steve would have been a
corpse. I recognised him just in time.
Steve had been sent as a deputy. That
night Goldie Gorio was supposed to bo
queer with indigestion. Do you swal-
low that muck?"
"Aro you hinting that Gorio sent

Steve to certain death ?"

"I am," answered McBaine. "I got
tho Doc. to try and lure Gorio on board
the Shark, and I al.so know that Goldie
himself personally gave the order to
Steve over the 'phone. Link jill this
\ip, King, and ask your nice, kind part-
ner why he sent Steve Carlyle to his
death."
"You meddling police cop!" shouted

King. "Why ever should Gorio want
to have Steve shot?"
"You've got a sister, haven't you?"

The words wore sinister. " One of the
best-lookers in this city. She's tho wife
of Steve. Has Goldie ever sent her any
presents? This ain't a bluff on my part,
King, but the truth. Why not find out
for yourself?"
December 26th, 1931.
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King was furious with rage and hate

as he paced his room. Ho was linking
up small facts and details. Gorio had
never seen Helen till the day of the
wedding; now Gorio was always giving
Helen some sort of present. Then
there was the huge car, the amazing
flat—and King's face hardened as
tie remembered that over the dress-
ing mirror in Helen's room was
scrawled in gold letters: "With the
Love and Respects of Goldie Gorio."
How Helen had hated that blatant
advertisement of a rich man's
generosity. McBaine was right when he
said Gorio himself had spoken to Steve
over the 'phone. Helen had told him
so. Then there had been those strange,
queer lights in Gorio's eyes whenever he
had gazed upon Helen.
"McBaine's right!" King hit his

clenched fist into an open palm. "Gorio
framed Steve !"

King snatched up the telephone and
put through a call.

"Is that Goldie Gorio?" He spoke
quietly. "King this end." A pause.
"Yeah, Helen's fine, and so is Steve.
I'm gonna tell you something. I know
how Steve came to be shot. Your
murdering scheme did not quite succeed.
No, I'm not crazy ! I've learnt all about
the Doc and how he died. I'm coming
right over to discuss the matter. Reckon
we ought to have a show-down."
"Anything you say suits me," drawled

the tired voice of Gorio. " You've been
listening to McBaine, but I'll sure be all

prepared to see you. Step right over."
His laugh was almost pleasant as he
added: "Bring your friends along.
You're all welcome."
King jabbed back the receiver.
"Tho skunk did frame Steve!" He

got to his feet. "This city isn't big
enough for the two of us. The treacher-
ous, murdering skunk !"

Murder.

IF one could have watched Goldie
Gorio without his being aware of it,

one would havo noticed a queer
change. His mouth kept on twitching,
and tho eyelids kept flickering ; besides
these two facts ho had developed a habit
of muttering to himself.
"That's queered mo with Helen!

Curses on tho meddling fool!" He
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paced his luxurious bed-room. "But
I'm the big noise in this city, and King's
a nuisance. If King goes^ then Helen

" He grinned in a horrible manner.
"And King is coming for a show-down.
He's going to get a big surprise !"

In the ante-room to Gorio's bed-room
was an invalid chair. The invalid was
an old man much enfolded in rugs and
scarfs. A grey-haired woman whose face
was marked with years of suffering and
worry hovered around. She was the wife
of the invalid. There was fear in her
eyes as she gazed at Gorio, who made a
significant gesture for her to get out.

"King coming over with his gang—

a

show-down !" rapped out the crook.
"Are you all set? The signal will be
when I stroke my chin—get it? King
believes you to be only an old invalid
pal of mine, so it will be dead easy.
Now I'll go and talk to the other boys."
\Vho would have imagined that the

marble entrance hall of this big building
was a death-trap ? Slide back the
pictures and small slits in the walls
would have been revealed. Behind were
"typewriters," the deadliest kind of

machine-guns. Handling them were
men whose eyes gleamed with the lust to
kill. At most times Goldie Gorio used

Don't forget to get a copy of this won-
derful new Annual. It is packed with
thrilling film stories, pictorial articles,
and coloured plates.

Price 6/- net, at all Newsagents.

this building, known as tho Regal, as
his home and place of business. His
gang were kept out of town, except for
a few trusted ones, but Goldie had all

the gang brought in as soon as he found
King was planning a show-down.
King knew nothing of Gorio's hidden

menaces, bu^ he was so enraged •viUi the
treachery of his partner that he was
blind to all danger. Boldly and fear-
lessly he went with half a dozen picked
men to the Regal. A.=. they marched
across the entrance hall a picture slid

back and a wicked, snaky barrel fol-

lowed the procession with sinister alert-
ness. One move by King and his gang
and that "typewriter " would speak.
Joe met King. The big fellow

grinned.
"Goldie is expecting you, boss, in his

bed-room. Will you follow me?"
King gave his men a significant nod

to be on tho alert, and stepped after
the burly gangster. They were shown
into the ante-roo:n. The invalid made a
great effort and turned in his chair. He
smirked at them, and then sank back
"imply against his cushions. Then a
door opened and Goldie Gorio stepped
out of his bed-room. He was garbed in
a well-cut blue lounge suit. It liad three
buttons !

"Howdy. King ! I see you've brought
your friends."
"I've had information passed to me

that only you can explain away." King
did not waste his words. " You heard
what I said over the 'phone. Did you
or did j'ou not send Stove Carlylo to the
Shark, knowing that McBaino and his
men were waiting in hiding?"
"The Doc and McBaino had planned

it all so nicely that it seemed a pity to
spoil their plot." Goldie smiled
pleasantly. No longer was it worth
while trying to win Helen by gentle
methods—force, power and money should
achieve his ends. Therefore, why bother
to lie? "McBaino wanted someone to
shoot at, so I sent someone. Steve
wanted to get out of the game, and I do
not trust men who want to quit. I
decided (hat by sending Steve I'd do him
a good turn ; but McBaine always was a
bad .~hot."

"You murdering skunk!" shouted
King. "So you boast about planning
an innocent lad's death I And what do
you think I'll bo doing when you plan
to send Steve for another so-called
holiday ? You're not the only person

(Continaed on page 38.)
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Suspicion falls on a daring cowpuncher for the robbery of a pay-roll and he fights har^

to clear his name.

Roaring Quns.

IT looked like being a hot clay as Bill
Uakors took his seat at the steering
wheel of the Wyoming Devolopmeut

Lonipanys pay car, and gently cased
the clutch with his left foot.

A good seventy miles lay ahead of
liim.^ Hi; destination was the com-
pany 3 vast cattle ranch at Twin Falls
and ho reckoned to make it by four that
afternoon It was now close after
twelve.
Ho engaged his bottom gear, and

turned his head towards another manwho sat in the seat bv his side
^^All set?" he asked.
"All sot," was the replv. "Go right

ahead."
The pay car moved off, and the twomen settled down to the long run before

them.
An hour slipped by, and Chcvcnne,

.he town they had just left, was twenty
miles in their rear. The sun blazeddown relentlessly as the car steadily
climbed the dusty trail that led over
the Colorado Mountains, skirting tlie
boundary lino between the State of
Colorado it.self and Wyoming.

Bill Dakcrs found the lieat oppres-
sive. Waves of shimmering air came
back to him from the engine, causin<r
beads of sweat -o drip from his forc"
head on to the steering-wheel.
He endured it for another half an

hour, then abruptly drew the car to a
standstill at the side of tlie frail.

"Gosh, it's stewin'," he said, and
wiped his forehead with the back of his
hand.

His companion glanced about him
nervously, and touched a brown leather
bag that lay under the dashboard with
his foot.

i.^P'^^^P'" '^^^P ^°'"'- ^"•" 'ie advised,
there s been several hoid-ups here-

abouts in the la.st week Oi- two, and I
calculate wo oughtn't to take any risks

There's ninety-five thousand dollars in
our charge, and it's a tidy sum."

Maybe," replied Bill Dakers
phlegmatically, "but that ain't going tostop me havin' a smoke."
He produced a small sack of tobaccoand a packet of cigarette papers, and

deftly teased out a finger of brown
strands into one of the papers. Neatly

loftK, 1

'
f,'"°''*''

'•"nnins his tongue
deftly along the gummed edge in com-
pletion of his task.
"Hold-ups, eh?" h.T mused as he

"w , ''t™''^^^
'"to a flame, and lit up.

Waal, I guess your two sixes and theengine in this old tub will keep us out
of any trouble. The hombres have onlv
tried it on us once, you will rememberan we shot one into a fair imitation
ot a griddlc-cake, and ran the otheroown
He chuckled at the memory as he en-gaged Jus gears once more, and resumed

tlie journey.
For another two hours things were

une^ventful, and by then thev were
within fifteen miles of Twin Falls theonly excitement being a elrud of steam
from the radiator owing to the caphaving b own off under pressure.
.
Suddenly, at the end of a sharp twist

in the trail, they saw a rope. It was
stretched taut across the trail from trees
on t'lther side, and was about the height
of the windscreen.
Neither Bill Bakers nor his com-

panion said a word, but they ao^od in
unijon Bill crouched low over his
wheel, and rammed his foot down hard
on

_
the accelerator, while the other

whipped a pair of six-guns from their
holiters. and tensed himself in readiness
for a fight.

Bill's mind worked with the rapidity
of lightning. He knew full well that
the rope had boon stretched across the
trail for his own especial 'DcncCt, and
ho knew, too, that somewhere behind
the rocks on either side of him were

men who wanted to split the Wyoming
Development Company's pay-rol' be-tween them.
The speed of the car rose from twenty

to thirty-five miles an hour as he swungover the stcermg wheeL The wheels
eft the trail for the hard, rocky groundby the side of it as Bill raced round the
outside of the obstructing rope.
At the same moment that he regained

the trail again, ho heard a sound liko
the swLsh of a stock-whip, and his hat
vanisho<i from his head. Th- next
second the six-guns of his companion
roared and flashed their challenge and
defiance.

Bill paid no attention to what wasgoing on. Ho kept his foot hard down
and his eyes on the trail ahead, know-
ing that ho would need all his driving
skill for what was coming.
Th» trail altered direction sharply a

'

bare two hundred yards further on. 'ono
side of It bounded by a sheer wall of
rock, and the other falling away abruptly
in an embankment that dropped fifty
feet to the bed of a dried-up river.

.
Bill clung to the wheel grimly, steady-

ing the bumping vehicle over the pot-
holes m tho trail. The speedometer
was showing about forty.
Suddenly above the harsh thundering

ot his companio.i's artillery, he heard
another sound—a sound th.at froze him
with momentary fear.
A tire had burst !

The back part of the pay car seemed
to rise up a few feet from the shock of
the burst, and then crash back on to

n n ^^,^ surface. In the same second.
Bill Uakers saw the bed of the driod-up
river yawning beneath his front wheels
like some giant monster waiting to de-
vour him.
"Look out!" he roared. ".Jump for

it !

There was no time Tli'-> car tilted
to a sickening angle. Then. a.s it

it^""^r*''^
i*s headlong phinge downwards,

the front of it ploughed into the crum-
bling dirt of the embankment. Tho
back of it came over, and it started to
roll.

With a horrible crash, it struck a
December 26th, IDJ
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gi-oup of rocks at the bottom, and came
to a standstill. Bill Dakers Kroaricd

as the steering-whoel sinashod against

his broad chest and part of the splin-

tered body work hit hiui on tl;e back of

the head Slowly, dazed almost into

up.consciousness, he crawK'-d from the

V reokage, and staggered to his feet.

Two horsemen stood on the trail

above. One of them carried a rifle,

and as Bill Dakers straightened him-
self, the rifle came swiftly to th3 ready.

Bill saw this foggily, and knew tliat

liis life could be measured by seconds

only. With fingers that were numb
and uncertain, he groped towards his

holsters.

The rifle above spoke, and Bill felt

something which seemed like a hammer
smash into his right shoulder. He
spun round completely from the im-

pact.

"You darned murderers!" he tried

to shout. "I'll—I'H^
—

"

The rifle spat again, and half an
ounce of hot lead buried itself in his

chest. He threw up his hands and
toppled backwards, tried to shout once
more, then lay still upon the dirt—dead !

The Cheyenne Kid.

IT was two boys from the Development
Company's ranch wlio discovered
what was left of the pay car. When

the car became overdue, the foreman
sent tliem along the trail with lanterns

the same night to see what had hap-
pened, thinking that the delay was due
to a simple breakdown.
But when, the next day, the foreman

saw two bodie-s laid out .side by side in

a buggy, riddled with rifle and forty-

five buliets, he started to bring the whole
influenc3 of the great Wyoming De-
velopment Company to bear upon haul-

ing the murderers up to justice. The
single-line telephone to Cheyenne, the
company's headquarters in Wyoming,
started to hum with the news, and the

company's president at once got into

touch with the State Department of

Justice.
Nothing happened for three whole

days, and the township of Twin Falls,

hav'ng received another consignment of

pay by the express armoured car settled

down to the contemplation of yet an-

other unsolved mystery.
Then, on the morning of the fourth

day, .shortly after the cattle hands had
spread themselves over the surrounding
landscape on their routine work, the
trail from Rawlins, fifty miles north of
Twin Falls, became alive with flying

lead. Two riders bore down upon
Twin Falls, ont a hundred yards ahead
of the other.

It was a pursuit. The foremost rider
switched rornd in his saddle every few
seconds, and loosed off a stream of shots
at the rider beiiind. At such times, the
rearmost rider would crouch low over
his animal's back, waiting for the other
to reload. Then he would straighten
iiimself, and his own six-gun would
blaze a reply.
The sheriff of Twins Falls, his hoary

beard bristling with wrath, heard the
shooting, and charg("d out of his office

on to the veranda which marked the en-
trance to his domain. He saw the two
riders hurtling down the street, and
charged back into his ofTice again, to

reappear with a shot gun of doubtful
age.
He was too late to stop the first of

the two riders, but lie sent the second
back on liis animal's haniiches at the
sight of flic old muzzle-loader, and com-
pelled Iiitn to dismount.
"You'll stay right here, by gum,"

said the .sheriff fiercely, "or I'll scatter
you all over the street

!"

The oilier gave one fleeting glance
at the rapidly di.sappearing rider he had
December 26tfi. 1931,
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been pursuing, and shrugged his

shoulders by way of agreement.
"That's better," said the sheriff.

"There's been too much shootin' round
here lately, and I'm goin' to put a stop
to it. Now just exactly who be you,
and why ?"

The other looked him up and down
amusedly and grinned.

" Well, aji' just exactly who be you

—

and why?" he countered.
"I be Hank Bates, Sheriff of Twin

Falls, and all the law there is around
here, I guess," replied the sheriff.

"Huh!" The other whisked a disc of
metal from his pocket and held it out.
"Well, Mr. Bates, I'm Utah Kane,
United States Marshal. Here's my
badge. An' right now I'll tell you that
you've assisted the escape of one Buck
Allen, otherwise known as the Cheyenne
Kid."
The sheriff started violently and

dropped his gun. It hit the roadway
with a clatter and exploded, sending a
charge of buckshot into a nearby water-
butt. He jumped again.

"Well, I'll be gosh-darned !" he bel-

lowed. "The Cheyenne Kid! Say,
there's five thousand dollars reward on
him, dead or alive !" He scratched his

head exasperatedly. "But listen, mis-
ter. I've heard of you, an' I reckon
Utah Kane's the man for any roundin'
up of toughs that's goin' ; but you've
got it all wrong this time. I know
Buck Allen—we all do round here—an'

I reckon he's all right."

"Is that so?'' replied Kane sarcas-

tically. "Well, Ml-. Clever Bates, tell

me how it was he was runnin' from me?
Tell me why, if he was innocent and
found me after him. he didn't stop right
here an' get you to vouch for him."
The sheriff tried to think of a reply,

but couldn't find one.
"Listen, sheriff!" Kane went on.

"I'm tallin' on you now to lielp me
round up this Buck Allen. That pay-
car job was done by the Cheyenne Kid,
and the Cheyenne Kid is someone who
lives in Twin Falls an' knows all that
goes on."

" How do you know ?"

"Because the Development Co. had
an idea that there might be a liold-up,

and sent a dummy ear along the trail

back here only ten minutes ahead of Bill

Dakers. Only two men knew about it

—

even Bill himself didn't know—yet the
dummy car wasn't stopped. One of

the men who knew was Buck Allen.
Get me?"
"Yeah, but that don't signify

nothin'," .said the sheriff. "That don't
make Buck the Cheyenne Kid."

"Then," asked Kane patiently, "why
was he runnin' awav?"
"H'm, there's something in that,"

muttered the sheriff, finding Kane's
argument tinanswerable. "But I didn't
think Buck "

Kane cut him short bitingly as he
turned away in disgust.

"I reckon that's your trouble," he
said. "You never did think

—
'ccpt, may-

be, in your sleep !"

The Traitor.

MF.\XWHILE, far down the trail

leading from Twin Falls into the
heart of the Colorado Range,

Kane's quarry was riding hard. Sud-
denly he slowed up and wheeled his

mount until he was facing the waj* he
had come.
He thrust his white stetson to the

back of liis head, and gazed steadily
along the trail, waiting. For perhaps
ten minutes he did not move; then,
satisfied that he was no longer being
followed, ho urged liis horse into a I

gallop once more, and started back for '
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Twin Falls, keeping to the low scrub
by the side of the trail. •

Soon he came to a whitewashed
timber-house on the outskirts of the
township. He drew rein some distance
from it, keeping himself hidden by the
overhanging branches of a tree. As
he watched he appeared to be thinking,
but no change of expression altered the
set of his stern, determined profile.

Suddenly, as though tired of in-

activity, ho dismounted, and made his

way towards the house, keeping low to
escape observation.
When he reached it, he swung on to

the sloping roof of an outbuilding and
gained the sill of one of the upper win-
dows. He clambered through it, but
as he did so a man's voice pulled him
up dead.
"Who's that?"
He swung round in the direction

whence the voice came, gun in hand.
Then he laughed, spun his weapon on
his trigger finger, and thrust it back
into its holster.

"Hallo, Duke!" he said, with a grin.

Duke Porter was foreman of the
Wyoming Development Co.'s ranch at

Twin Falls, and up to four days ago

—

until, in fact, the day of Bill Dakers'
murder—he had been Buck Allen's boss.

And now Buck stood before him, an
outlaw.
Duke was not too pleased to see him,

but he forced a greeting.

"Gosh, though. Buck, don't you know
the whole town's after you?" he said.

"Don't you realise that if you're caught
it means a trial and the rope ? Why did
vou come here ?"

"To see Betty."
They were in one of the living-rooms

of Betty Thorpe's house, and even as
Buck spoke a light footstep sounded on
the .stairs. The door opened, and a girl

stood framed in the doorway.
At the sight of Buck her face went

dead white, making the blueness of her
eyes and the flax colouring of her hair

seem more intense than usual. She
stumbled towards him and gripped his

hands.
"Buck—you!"' she cried. "Oh. why

did you risk coming b.ack here?"
"Utah Kane is out after me, and he

cut my trail to the north, so I had
nothing else left but to return here
again." His voice softened. "Before
leaving for the south, I reckoned I'd

see you again. That's all, I guess."

Duke Porter shuffled awkwardly, and
as he watched Buck and Betty to-

gether he remembered that the Stat«
Department of Justice had placed five

thousand dollars on Buck's head. He
fingered the butt of his gun thought-
fully. It would be easy to stick Buck
up now, send for the sheriff, and collect

that five thousand.
He checked himself. There was

Betty to think about. Pie, too, wanted
to marry her. and if he gave Buck over
to the sheriff, Betty would regard liim

as a traitor, and refuse to have anything
to do with him.
He had to play his cards carefull,v.

If he could fix it so that Buck was
placed under arrest without the sus-

picions of Bett.v being aroused, Buck
would eventually hang, and lioth the girl

and tlic reward would fall into his

hands.
These things flashed quickly through

his mind before he spoke again.

"Say, Buck, I hope you don't mis-
understand my being here Jike thi.s^

with Betty. I mean." he said, with the

intention of making fresh protestations

of friendship.

Buck turned to him. smiling..

"Aw, now, don't be foolish, Duke," lie

replied. "You're the best pal a gu»



his feet awk-
lips to protest.

I know. You
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ever had, even if you are in love witli

her."
Duke again shuffled

wardly, and opened his

Buck cut in:

"Don't deny it, Duke
see

"

A horse whinnied in tiic corral below,
nnd he stopped speaking abruptly, every
nerve tense.

"What was that?"
"Nothin'," Duke replied, going over

to the window. "One of the annals
gettin' restless, that's all."

"

"Go and look round for me, Duke,"
Raid Buck, looking over his shoulder.
" If anyone thinks I'm here, say I'm
not—see? Say you haven't seen me."
"Okay, Buck," replied Duke, and

went out.
Buck waited until the door shut behind

him; then, putting his finger to his lips

so that Betty would keep quiet, he softly

opened it again and listened. He stood
there, motionless, for a minute or two
before turning back to her.

"Listen, Betty," he said quickly. "I
can't stay here with you much longer,
an' there's somctliin' I want to say to
you before I go."
"What is it?" she a.skod eagerly.
" Will you trust in me and believe in

mo until everything's cleared up?"
"You know I will. Buck," she replied.

Then a puzzled expression came over her
face. "But, Buck, the boys say you're
the Cheyenne Kid, an' "

"It's no use," he cut in, "I can't
explain now. Just forget it until I come
back."
They were interrupted by the distant

pounding of hoofs. Buck rushed to the
window and looked out.
There, far down the trail that led

fi'om Twin Falls, was a posse approach-
ing, and in spite of tlie distance Buck
easily recognised Utah Kane and the
sheriff leading. He turned back to Betty
quickly.

"I must bo goin' now," ho said.
"They're after me. Good-bye, Betty.
Don't forget what I said."
Betty .stood before him, her face

blanched of all colour, hesitating. Then
she flung her arms round his neck,
kissed him, and was gone.

His six-gun was in his liand and in

his eyes was a gleam that meant
business.
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Buck 3tared after her, more dazed
than if he had been thrown from a wild
bronc. The noise of the clattering hoofs
became more distinct in the seconds that
followed, and he roused himself for
action.

With a light spring he gained the
window-sill and dropped on to the
sloping loof outside. The posse was close

now, and an enormous report told him
that the sheriff had loosed off with his

shot-gun.

Buck laughed as he vaulted to the
ground and started running towards his

horse. Then as a spurt of dust rose close

to his feet he realised that he could
never roach it. He wheeled about, run-
ning hard for a thick expanse of bush a
hundred yards to his right, and reached
it amidst the whine of 'oullets all about
him.
He knew then that he was safe.

Meanwhile, Kane, watching him
vanish, made no move to follow him.
Instead, he reached out his hand and
laid it on the sheriff's bridle as the
sheriff urged his bronc forward.

"Go easy, sheriff, unless you want the
top of your head blown off," he said
easily. "You'll never find him in

there, and he could turn you into cold
meat from his hiding-place before you
knew he was within yards."

The sheriff checked his animal
abruptly, grumbling into his beard the
while.
"Heck!" he said, disgruntled. "It's

sure funny how I mis.sed that hombre !

And it's plumb hilarious that you did
the same, ^fr. Utah Kane."
Kane smiled enigmatically.
"It was your fault, sheriff," he said.

"You kept gettin' in my way."
The sheriff snorted angrily.
" Now that I come to remember, it

was you that got in my way," he
retorted. "Every time I tried to fire

you rode across me. Well, he's afoot,
anyway, an' that's something."
At that moment Duke Porter appeared
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out of Betty's house, and strode towards
tliem.

"Hey, Kane, how do I stand for that
five thousand?" lie asked. "It was me
that gave you the low-down."
Kane looked at him Icvelly.

"Darn good of you. Porter," he said
shortly, "but we didn't get him, and
the conditions of the reward are—
captured, dead or alive. Besides, I
didn't recognise your voice over the
'phone." He shot a glance at Betty's
house. "Say, ain't you supposed to be a
pal of Buck's ?"

"I was, but I don't stand for murder
from no one."
"Is that so?" Kane's eyes shifted

back to Duke thoughtfully. "Well,
that's plumb law-abidin' of you, Mr.
Porter ! I'll not forget it !"

He wheeled his horso abruptly and
rodo back to Twin Falls.

At the Old Barn.

BUCK was not seen for the remainder
of that day, but Utah Kane did
not seem to worry much. He

occupied his time by sitting on the
sheriff's veranda, chewing peanuts and
gazing enigmatically into the distance.

He seemed to have something amusing
on his mind, but wliat it was even
the sheriff' himself couldn't find out.

The following morning he was astir

early, and ate more peanuts until break-
fast-time. He seemed to be waiting for
something, but neither in action nor
speech did he give the slightest hint of
what it was.
Nothing happened until just as ho

was finishing his breakfast. Then on
the crisp morning air was borne the
sound of a distant shot.

The sheriff, sitting on the other side

of the table, slammed down his cup of
coffee and got to his feet.

" What was that ?" he said tensely.
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"Someone doin' some target
l)iactice," replied Kane amiably, stuffing

anolhcr wad of salt pork into iiis

mouth.
One of the boys from the Develop-

ment Co.'s ranch thrust his head in at

the door.
"Shootin' down at the big barn," he

said breathlessly. "It's the Cheyenne
Kid !"

Both Kano and the sheriff forgot

breakfast and charged into the street.

Their mounts were standing at the end
of the veranda, and they leapt into

their saddles and gallojied off in the

direction of the Development Co.'s

ranch.
When they reached it they found a

crowd outside. Thrusting their way
ihrougli, they got close to find Duke
I'cirter, gun in hand, shouting to sonie-

one inside the barn to come out.

Kane rode up to him.
"Hey, what's the yollin' for?" ho

demanded.
"Buck Allen is in there," Duke

explained. "Gorman, my assistant, was
in there talkin' to Aladgo. and Buck
bust in on them. He stuck Gorman up,

and when Madge tried to stop him
shootin' ho plugged her."

"Buck shot; a woman?" said Kane
incredulously. "I guess I don't qurite

believe that."

"It's true," said Duke. "What's
more "

Kane silenced him with a gesture, and
turned his attention to the barn.

"Come on out. Buck!" he called.

"The game's up!"
He reached for his gun, expecting a

rush, but his fingers never closed over

the butt. The door of the barn re-

mained shut, but a trap-door in the roof

swung back, and Buck leapt on to the

weather-boards. His six-gun was in his

hand, and in his eyes was a gleam that

meant business.

"I'd have shot it out with you, Kane,"
ho said quietly, "but there's a woman in

there that needs attention pronto. You'd
better send one of the boys for Doc.

Stevens."
Kane, his hands above his head for

safety's sake, nodded.
"Okay!" he said calmly. "Wurdy,

ride to tlie doc's house an' bring him
back. And now. Buck, I reckon you'd

better surrender. You're surrounded,

an' we'll get you sooner or later."

"I'll surrender all right," said Buck.

"But before I do, there's something I

want to say. I just hoard what Duke
Porter said. I met INIadge here by
appointment. She used to bo Duke's
girl, and ho threw her over. Well, she

said she had got something important to

tell me, but before she could begin some-
one shot her from the doorway. It

looked uncommonly like Gorman, from
the glimpse I caught of him before he
bolted."
"Whore is he now?" asked Kano, eye-

ing Buck's gun steadily.
" I don't know."
Kane frowned, and he shifted uncom-

fortablv in his saddle.
"Ail" right," he said. "I'll talk to

Gorman later. An' now. what about
surrendering? I've a perfectly good
breakfast to finish back at the sheriff's

place, an' I guess I'm still hungry."
There was a tense silence while Buck

hesitated. Ho glanced over the group
tlioughtfully, and the shorifT began to

quail at the thought of him trying to

shoot his way out.

Then with a short laugh Buck flimg

his gun to Kane, and leapt down from
the roof.

"Hero I am, Kane," he said. "I
reckon you've got me."
A wave of relief swept over the

jf-atchers behind Kane, and everyone
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lowered their hands. Then as Kane
marched his prisoner off, a babel of talk-

ing broke out. Buck—the Cheyenne Kid
—had surrendered I Almost without a
fight ho had calmly given himself up to
justice.

It was a mystery, and no one seemed
able to throw the least light on it. The
boys gave it up.

Kane Qets Busy.

KANE put Buck in the lock-up behind
the sheriff's office, and quietly
settled down to his breakfast

again. The sheriff sat down opposite,
but not to oat. He wanted to know
things, and judging from the expression
on his face, he wanted to know them
pretty badly.

" See here, Kane," he said suddenly,
"I reckon I don't quite understand all

this. I thought that, seein' how the
Cheyenne Kid is dmgorous, you'd be
takin' him to the County gaol right
away."
Kane emerged from a plateful of

whaffles, and fixed the sheriff with an
expressionless stare.

" Mister Hank Bates," he said with
solemn politeness, "you belong to a past
age—an age of lynchings and shootin'
on sight. When someone's done a crime,
you jest pick on the first guy tliat seems
suspicious, and stick him up for trial,

an' he's generally dumb enough to say
things that'll get liimself convicted,
whether he's guiltj' or not."
"But "

"Don't interrupt. It's mo that's doin'
the talkin'." Kane stuffed his mouth full

once more, and set his jaws to clearing
a space through which he could go on.
"In the West to-day wo still carry the
outward trappings of the days of law-
lessness, but hombres who get arrested
now shout loud for a lawyer as soon as
they find themselves in the calaboose.
We ain't quite got to the complications
of finger-prints an' other horrors of
civilisation, maybe, but we do have to
use brains. Ge^ me?"
"Meanin' that I haven't got any?"
Kano shrugged his shoulders.
"Meanin' that I have," he countered

politely, "an' that's upsetting nobody's
feolin's, I guess. Anyway, jest for the
time boin', I want you to do things for
mo, and not ask questions. You'll see
why, when it filters into that block you
call a brain."
The shor-ff subsided, disgruntled.
"What do you want me to do?" he

a.sked surlily.

"Bring Gorman to me here in an
hour."
"But Duke Porter said "

Kane throw up his hands in despair.
"By all the powers," he swore, "stop

that thinkin' you keep indulgin' in I

It'll be getting you into trouble. Do as

I say, and quit stallin' !"

"Okay," said the sheriff.

Th-3 conversation ended by the sound
of Kane swilling hot coffee ns though he
wore giving an imitation of Niagara in

a music-hall.
A quarter of an hour later he wan-

dered out into the one main street that
ran through Twin Falls, resumed the
chewing of peanuts that had been inter-

rupted by breakfast, and strolled off

towards the hospital.

Ho disappeared inside, and after a
brief altercation with Doc Stevens bo-

cause the doc didn't want Madge, the
shot woman, disturbed, went in to sec

her. Ho was with her a bare ton
seconds; then he came out again, n
broad grin on his face.

Ho mot Betty in the porch. She
caught hold of his arm as lie went past
her, and slopped him.

" Mr. Kano <"

"Yeah?"
"How is she T"-
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"Who—Madge? Oh, she's fine ! Tho
doo reckons she'll get better all right."
He flipped a peanut shell at a bucket,
and scored a direct hit. "She'll be
about again in time to give evidence at
the trial."

Betty s i.a.co changed colour.
"Mr. Kano, you don't believe • that

Buck really committed those crimes, do
you?" she implored. "He—he couldn't."
"No?' Kane glanced at her kindlv.

"Well, maybe I think he did, and
maybe I think ho didn't. Come along to
the sheriff's place this afternoon, an'
I'll lot you know definitely."
He wandered away, his head bent in

thought, and an expression of intense
satisfaction on his face. Several men
greeted him as he passed back along tho
main street, but he neither returned their
greetings nor looked at them.
Eventually ho reached the office again,

and wont inside. He grinned inscrutably
at Buck, who watched him from behind
the iron bars of the lock-up.
"Say, Buck, here's the keys!" He

took them off the nail on which they
hung, and tossed them into the lock-up.
"Come on out—company's comin' !"

Buck looked hesitatingly at the keys,
then at Kano, unable to fathom wliat
Kane was getting at. Then he picked
them up, and started unlocking the door.

" Company ? Who ?
"

"Gorman. I told the sheriff to send
him." Kane looked out of tho window.
"Ah, I guess he's arrived! Come in,

Gorman !"

Gorinari entered, his close-set eyes
looking shiftily about him. He was the
assistant-foreman down at the Develop
ment Co.'s ranch, and not too popular
with ths Doys.
"The sheriff said you wanted me,"

said Gorman. "What about, anywa;, ?

I'm busy, an'
"

Kane smiled at him disarmingly.
"Gorman, Buck here says he reckons

it was you who shot a woman down at

tho barn this morning, an' you say it

was him. Ever had much to do with
Indians, Gorman?"
"Now look here, Kane " began

Gorman.
Kane interrupted him a second tiino.

He reached over, and jerked the gun
from Gorman's holster.

"Nica-lookin' gun that, Gorman," ho
said absently. "Oh, about them Indians !

Well, Indians used to liavc a great way
of gettin' at the truth of a thing like

this. They gave the two men one
weapon, and they figured that the sur-

vivor was innocent. Now I don't want
to see either of you two boys get killed,

so I've picked my own weapon—that
short cattle-whip on the wall over
there." He turned and strolled towards
the door. "Fix it between yourselves.

I'll bo back in ton minutes."
Ho went out, shutting the door be-

hind him.

The Fighting Test.

BUCK faced Gorman and waited. Ho
had no intention of making the first

move, knowing that once Gorman
started anything, ho would have him at

a disadvantage.
Gorman watched Buck craftily,

crouching low. Suddenly, without warn-
ing, he made a break for the door.

Buck stepped across his line of flight,

gripped him by the shoulders, and
hurled him backwards. Gorman hit the

wall behind him with a crash, and
leaned against 't. gasping for breath.

"I'm not lottin' you got away.
Gorman," said Buck. "Not before you

are ready to toll Kano who shot Madge.
Now. are vou goin' to toll decently,

and in good order, or do I have to lam
it out of vou?"
"You can't do that!" squeaked

Gorman, soared stiff. "It ain't law l'-
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"Nor's shootin' a woman," replicrl

Buck. "Come on, now—I'm waitin' !"

Gorman stajed close to the wall,

making no attempt to move. Buck
waited for a few moments longer, then
became impatient.
"All right," ho said finally. "You've

had }our chance. Now I'll force it out
of you."
He made a move towards where the

whip hung-, and his action compelled
Gorman into movement. The assistant-

foreman, taking advantage of Buck's
temporary lack of watchfulness, ^ok .1

rjuick pace forward, and swung Tip the

chair in front of the sheriff's table.

Buck swung round to meet the attack,

and bent low to take the weight of the
ciiair on his back. It landed with a
sickening crash and splintered, but
witliout doing much damage.
Buck straightened himself abruptly,

lunging upwards with his fist as he did

sc. The blow took Gorman under the

ciiin, sendmg him staggering back-
wards a second time.
The next moment Buck had the whip

in his hand.
" For the last time, Gorman " he

began, and broke off as Gorman,
desperate, leapt at him.
He cannoned into Buck, and the two

clinched, fighting hard for possession of

the whip. They swayed backwards and
forwards, crashing into the rough furni-

ture about the office, oiich maintaining
a firm hold of the other for fear of

losing the advantage.
One of Gorman's heavy riding-boots

caught Buck on the shin, making him
wince with pain. His leg began to go
numb, and he realised that he could not

hold on much longer.

He twisted sharply in Gorman's grip

as the boot landed again, this time with

a glancing kick. Jerking backwards.

he brought his knee upwards and

drove it hard into the pit of his adver-

sary's stomoen.
Gorman rela.xed his hold and

began to gasp for breath. Buck
tore himiclf clear, and raised

the whip.
"Now, Gorman," ho said,

"arc you goin' to speak?"
Gorman's eyes glinted, and i

he made to rush again. Buck
brought the whip down across

his shoulders heavily, and the
contact of the lash made a

noise like a pistol-shot.

"Ah!" shouted Gorman in

agony.
" VVho shot Madge, Gorman?"

Buck demanded.
Gorman's eyes roved aliout

the office treacherously, and
picked upon a leg of the broken
chair lying on the floor not a
pace away, llo dived for it

quickly.
Again the lash whined

througli tlie air, and landed
.across his shoulders. He fouglit

back the weakness the pain
caused, and picked the chair
leg up.
Crack !

Gorman let out a howl, and
dropped the chair leg. He
staggered to a corner, and
crouched into it in an effort to
avoid the deadly thong that bit into In

flesh.

Buck followed, and stood over him.
"Ready to talk yet. Gorman?"
"No," gasped Gorman weakly.

The whip descended once more,
making a. vivid red weal across his
chest. He cried out again, and sank to
his knees, whimpering. Buck raised the
whip yet again.
Gorman's face went dead white, and
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he put up his arms in a vain effort to

shield himself.
"Buck—no—no!" he implored.
Buck checked his arm.
"Who shot Madge?" he asked relent-

lessly.

"I did. Put up that whip."
Buck turned and went to the door.

He flung it open, and found Kane out-
side, leaning against a corral-posl,
thoughtfully chewing his eternal pea-
nuts.

"All right, Kane, " Buck said.
" We've agreed."
Kane nodded amiably, and followed

Buck back into the oflice. lie looked at

Gorman, and did his best to stop liim-

self from grinning.
" Fine !" ho said enthusiastically.

"Now you've agreed, perhaps I can get
the information I want. How about it,

Gorman?"
"I shot Madge," Gorman whined. "I

shot her accideutallv, trvin' to capture
Buck."
"H'm!" Kane considered the point.

" Well, I calculate that don't sound
much like the truth—especially after

what Madge told me—but it'll have to

do for the time being."
"I swear it."

"Don't swear. Be a gentleman,"
said Kane. "Now tell me something
else. Who held up that pay-roll car
and plugged Bill Dakers?"
"I don't know."
Kane glanced at Buck, and Buck

raised the whip again.
"I don't know, 1 tell you I'' screamed

Gorman. "You can cut me to ribbons,

but I can't tell you something I know
nothing about."
Kane put out his hand and checked

Buck.
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"W'ell, maylje you don't want to tell

me," lie s,aitl. "It would only mean
using you as State evidence, and
that would mean <i lighter sentence. I
reckon I can find out without your
help

"

Ho grinned, and turned his back oil

Buck, intending to help Gorman to his
feet. Buck flung down the whip and,
with a lightning movement, jerked the
gun from Kane's hiji.

"Stick 'cm up!" he said sharply.
Kane obeyed slowly, and turned with

a look of reproach in his eyes.
" Saj-, Buck, I've been tryin' to help

you," he said. "You ain't goin' to
break gaol on mo, are you?"
"Don't argue, Kane," Buck replied.

"Do what you're told, an' no harm'll
come to you." He reached to a nail on
the wall, and pulled down a pair of
handcuffs. "Chain your two selves to

the bars of the lockup, and be quick
aboir it. I m not riskin' pursuit."

" Bur, look here "

"Get busy !"

Kane got busy, but the order did not
rufSe his placidness of temper. He took
Gorman to the lock-up, passed the
chain of the handcuffs behind one of tho
bars, and fastened on<> end to his own
wrist and the other end to the wrist of
Gorman.
Buck backed to the door, and gained

the open. The next minute he was
astride one of the horses that stood
against the corral-post, and galloping
down the street in full flight.

A Warning.

TEN minutes later ho halted in front
of Duke Porter's house, and dis-

mounted. In his approach he made
as little noise as possible, &ud bow he

Buck closed with him and forced his gun hand high into the air as
he pressed the trigger.
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crept up to one of the windows and
listened.

Duko was inside, and Betty was with
him.
"Duke, you must do something,"

JBetty was saying. "If you don't,

they'll take Buck away and hang hini."

"Nothing can be done, Betty," Duke
replied. "It's no good worrying about
liiui, Botty^ic's finished." He paused
for a moment, and when he spoke again
his \oico liad changed. "Why don't

you forget about him? I always said

that if anything happened to him I'd

look after you, and I'll keep my word.
I've got enough money for us both."
"Why, what do you mean?"
"Marry me, and we'll go away to

Ne'v Mexico, where there's a ranch I

intend to buy and run on my own.
What do you say?" >

Buck nodded, satisfied with what he
had heard. He went to the door and
opened it.

"Duko! Duke!'' he called out.
"Where arc you?"
He went inside, and found Duke

and Betty in a small living-room.
Chairs and a table formed the main
furniture, while against the left wall
was a bookcase, and over in a corner
was a largo cupboard.
When Betty saw him she went to him

quickly.
"Oh, Buck!" she cried happily.

"Have they let you go?"
"No," replied Buck. "I broke gaol."
Duke looked quickly out of the window

to see if there were any signs of pursuit,
and was disappointed.
"You're crazy to head this way," ho

said. "Why don't you head south and
make your get-away?"
"I came to warn you." replied Buck.

"Kane's been askin' Gorman a lot of
questions, and Gorman handed out some
story that you shot Bill Dakcrs."
"I held up the pay-roll car?" Duke

looked incredulous for a moment, then
let out a shout of laughter. "Gosh,
that's funny !"

"Funny or not," said Buck, "Kane
fell for it, and he's on his way out here
now, with a posse behind him. They're
goin' to search this place for the stolen
money."
Duko hesitated for the merest fraction

of a second, but his face was expression-
less.

"That's Just too bad !"' he said.

"They'll be wasting their time."
Buck made no reply, but turned away

to talk to Betty. He took her away to
the other side of the room, pretending
not to see what Duke was doing.

Duko looked round furtively and,
thinking that he was imobscrvcd, moved
step by step to his bookcase. Casually,
as though unmoved by Buck's warning,
ho drew a volume from the shelves.
Calmly he opened it and started to read.
But Buck, watching, saw him take

something from the book and .stuff it

into the opening of his shirt. He swung
round, strode across the room quickly,
and jerked the book from Duke's hand.
"Hollow, ell?" he .said. "So that's

where vou had the inonev hidden, was
it. Duke?"
Duke's face changed. Hate

smoi.idered in his eyes as ho reached
for his gun.
Buck closed with him and caught

hold of his wrist, forcing his gun hand
high into the air as he pressed the
trigger. The gun exploded and the
bullet buried itself harmlessly in the
rough timbers o^ tlie cc>ilirig.

"You're too darned smart to live.

Buck Allen !" swore Duke, and dashed
his fist into Buck's face.

Buck released his hold and staggered
backwards.
Duke saw his advantage, and brought

his gun hand down quicldy.
December 26th. 1931.
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Buck knew that he stood no chance,
unless he could shield himself. He
dodged sideways, gi-abbed the door of

the cupboard, and swung behind it.

Duke fired. The bidlet struck the
door and ploughed into the stout wood,
spending itself without damage. He
started to change position, in order to

get a clean shot, and in that moment
of delay Buck slammed the door.
With a snarl of rage Duke pressed

the trigger again and again, while Buck
crouched flat on the floor of the cup-
board. A succession of shots rang
out.

Suddenly there was a metallic click.

Duke's gun was empty!
Buck leapt to his feet and flung open

the door. As lie did so, Duke raised

his right hand and hurled the empty
gun sfraight at Buck's head.

Buck ducked, but not quite in time.

The butt caught the top of his scalp,

temporarily dazing him. He clapped
his hand to his head, and tried to shake
off the blur before his eyes.

Buck shook himself and regained pos-
session of his senses.

He rushed to the door in time to see
Duke, his horse in full gallop, racing
down the south trail as hard as he
could go. He jumped into the saddle
of his own animal, and bent low over
the mane as lie followed.

A Running Fight.

GUN in hand, he pounded along,

now and then, when conditions
seemed favourable, taking aim

and firing. But the motion of his horse
made any chance of success seem re-

mote at that distance.

He emptied the gun; then, finding

that he had no other weapon but his

own bare fists, he flimg it aside and
settled down to a steady chase.

Slowly, foot by foot, he overhauled
Duke Porter until he was almost on
top of him. At last they were gallop-

ing neck and neck, and Buck saw his

chance. He raised himself in his saddle,

keeping only the extremities of his rid-

ing boots in the stirrups.

He launched himself full at his

quarry, and wound his arms round the

other's body. The two horses swerved
dangerously, and for a sickening
moment it looked as though they would
both come down.
"Let go, you fool!" Duke cursed.

"Can't you see where we are going?"
Buck saw, but too late. A steep

precipice at the side of the trail yawned
under them suddenly, and they found
themselves hurtling downwards.
Buck released his hold on Duke and

tried to dig his fingers into the dirt

and rock over which he was sliding.

A clump of bushes checked him, and
he came to a halt. Looking about him.
he saw that he had pitched into a thick

evergreen; while, not ten paces away,
Duke Porter lay on the ground, groan-
ing.

He extricated himself and crawled
over to his quarry. Then, realising

that Duke was not likely to make
any further attempt at escape owing to

his injuries, he sat down by his side

to await the arrival of Kane.

Not more than five mimites passed
before Kane appeare<l on the trail

aliove. accompanied by the sheriff,

Betty, and several others. He set his

horse to the steep gradient, and rode
down, finally dismounting at the bot-

tom The others followed his lead.

"Hell!" said the sheriff gleefully.
" I guess we've got you now, Buck
Allen. I arrest you in the name of the
Deople. Stick 'em up!"
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Kane came forward, and knocked the
sheriff's gun aside.

"Hey," he said, "leave my deputy
alone!"
The sheriff blinked in astonishment.
"Your deputy," he stuttered.
"Yes, my deputy," said Kane, mock-

ing him. " There's the man you want
—Duke Porter. And I guess you don't
need any Tiandcuffs,"
"You mean to say that Duke Porter

held up that pay-roll car and killed Bill

Dakers?" said the sheriff incredulously.
"Say, what are you tryin' to do—make
a fool out of me?"
"Nature saved me that trouble," re-

plied Kane calmly.
The sheriff shook his head sadly.

"I guess you're right," he said. "I
might have known there was something
phoney in the way you kept lettin'

Buck Allen escape the way he did—an'

you the best shot and the pluml>-

cusscdest man-hunter in three States.

Even so, I still can't believe it."

Kane made no reply just then. He
motioned to Buck, and Buck produced
the wad of money from Duke Porter's
shirt.

''Maybe this'U convince you," said

Kane, holding the wad out. "An' per-

haps you'll remember what I said about
not jumpin' to conclusions when a man
first comes imder suspicion. Two men
could have done that murder job—Buck
here, and Duke Porter, because they
were the only two who knew that tuo
pay-roll cars were being sent; one as a
dummy. See?"
"Yeah, I see. But why Duke?"
"Because Buck is my personal deputy

hereabouts, and was put in the employ
of the Development Co. specially to

stop the robberies that had been goin'

on in this district for some months
past. I already had Duke under su.*;-

picion, you see, but I couldn't fix any-
thing definite on him. It wasn't until

Gorman, who gets a split from Duke,
tried to kill Madge as she was goin'

to tell Buck all about it. that I got the
real low-down on the whole affair. Even
so, what she said wasn't enough to

bring Duko to justice, because she'd

only heard about the killing of Bill

Dakers from Duke and Gorman talkin'

together."
" Gosh, then my chasin' after Buck

was all hooey!" said the sheriff dis-

gustedly.

"I guess so," said Kane, with a grin.
" You see, I had to make Duke convict

him.self, an' that's where Buck came in.

By pretendin' friendship an' bein' sus-

pecte<l himself, he'd never rouse Duke's
suspicions that he was really my deputy.
You see. Mister Hank Bates, it wasn't
Duke I was .scared of, but you. You
do too much thinkin', an' that ahvaya
starts trouble. 1 found that out tlie fii'St

day I met you."
"Is that so?" replied the sheriff,

riled. "Well, let me tell you "

"Aw, give it a rest!" said Kane.
"Get your prisoner an' come a«a.v.

Can't you see Buck an' Betty want to

talk to each other?"
The sheriff looked and saw. Solemnly

he closed one eye, and what he tliought

this time was right.

"ITeh! Heh! Heh!" he guffawed.
"I get you, Kane. Gimme a peanut,
an' we'll be goin'."

The posse rode away, leaving Buck
and Betty alone.

(By permission of Butchers' Film Ser-

vice. Ltd., starring Buffalo Bill, Jun.,

as Buck Allen; Joan Jaccard as Betty
Thorpe; Yakima Canutt as Utah Kane;
Jack Mower as Duke Porter; Frank
Ellis as Gorman; Fred Burns as Hank

Bates; Violet McKay as Madge.)
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Follow a two-fisted sea-captain and the beautiful daughter of a brave explorer as they
sail on a perilous trip to a forgotten cannibal island, where they defy storm, fire and
water, man and beast on a search for a fortune in radium ! Starring Kenneth Harlan

and Lucille Browne.
'Syg^^^^^ "^ ^

READ THIS FIRST.

fn fcarch of pitchblende deposit.^ con-

taining' immennc quantities of precious
radium^ Professor Adams and his com-
panions are beset by sa cages on a
rolcanic island off the African coast,

and Adams escapes with one surviving
follower, Cebu, his giant negro guide.
In America his daughter Bonnie and

her uncle. Dr. Anthony Adams, hare
become alarmed at his failure to com-
municate with them. Ben Arnold, an
adventurer professing friendship, offers

to fit out a relief expedition.
His .^hip, the Lottie Carson, sets sail

under the command of Harry Drake, a
young f^nglishman, and for companion
Bonnie engages .irlene Chandos, who is

in league with .Arnold.

Professor Adams and Cebu are picked
up by the LotHe Carson off the coast of
.Africa. The professor is dying, hut
before passing away he gives Bonnie a
chart and charges her to secure the
radium for the benefit of humanity.

.After a storm in which Dr. Anthony
and Cebu are washed overboard, the
ship puts into Twamhalla, where Harry
is paid off. But, thinking lie knows too
much, Arnold and Black plan to kill

him.
They bribe a Portuguese saloon-

owner, Lascara, who arranges for the
Zarbessn, a tribe of jungle devil- wor-
shippers, to kidnap Harry and sacrifice
him to their idol. Harry is attacked
while he is with Bonnie, and is carried
off. Now Read On.

The Jungle Track.

SHORTLY after Harry Drake left

Laseara's'bar-rooiii to join Bonnie
Adams, Brincy and those sailor-

nicn who had remained loyal to the

young Englisli sea-captain might have
been seen strolling along the seashore.
They had decided to enjoy the cool

of the night, and also to discuss the
plan Harry had formed in order tc

baffle Ben Arnold's nefarious designs.

"You know," Briney was saying, "wc
got fired ofT the Lottie Carson along
with the skipper, but we ain't gonna be
so very far away from the craft when
she weighs anchor an' sets sail for
Danger Island."

"I understand Bull Black's been made
captain," put in Burke, "and has signed
en about eight new men. I reckon
Arnold don't mean to tacklo Danger
Island shorthanded, but all the same
a couple o' dozen ain't too many for a

place li'ke that."

The seamen strolled on, and were at
least a mile from the port when they
decided to turn back. The beach took
a wide curve, however, and it seemed
plain folly to make so long a business
of the return journey when a short cut
was availabtb.

Briney pointed to the jungle, which
crowded down to the very edge of the
sand and formed a vast semi-circle
about Twamballa. A path was visible,

running like a dark scar through the
tangled masses of vegetation and flora.

" Don't let's walk round by the

EPISODE 5.

MUTINY."

beach,"' the big I'elluu ilei-laie.l. " Tliis

tratfk through the bush looks as if it

oughta take us near the town."
Burke, Collins and Connor agreed, but

the last-named had a word of warning
to add.
"The Zarbcssa arc around," he re-

minded his companions. "An' don't

forget what Captain Drake said about
them takin' white men as a sjicrificc to

their jungle gods. Stick together, boys,"

an' keep your eyes peeled."

"Aw, we've got guns, ain't we?"
Briney scoffed, tapping his hip signifi-

cantly. " If them black swabs tried to

grab any one of us, wc"d fill 'em so full

o' holes'that the wind would play ttmes

in their dirty carcasses. Come on, you

fellers."

And he led tiic way into the bush.

They marched in single file, and Ivad

been tramping the jungle path for five

minutes or more when they saw that it

joined another trac^k, and they wore ap-

proaching thc~ fork when the swift pad-

ding of naked feet reached their cars.

Briney suddenly came to an abrupt

halt and crouched down, signing to his

shipmates to imitate his example. A
moment later they perceived a number
of dusky forms hastening past along the

other track.

"Shiver mo timbers!"' Briney whis-

pered. " If it ain't them inhuman fiends

the Zarbcssa. I guess they're the bunch
that came to Lascara's dive, and they

must bo on their way back to their

kraal."
Even as he spoke Burlvc clutched his

arm, and

:

"Look !" he said. "They've got some
poor guy a prisoner."
His com|ianions realised that he was

right, for three or four of the blacks
December 26th, 1931,
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wero now moving by with tlio limp
figure of a white man in their arms.
Knowing wliat they did of the Zarbcssa,
the spectacle made the blood of the
sailors run hot in their veins, and their
mood instantly changed. A second
before they had beer, prepared to lie

low and allow the savages to pass with-
out hindrance, but now they were of a
very different mind.

"Say, arc we goin' to let them get
away with this," Collins demanded,
"or are we gonna rescue that feller from
their clutches?"
"You bet we arc," said Briney.

"Come on, boys, after 'cm !"

The sailors were outnumbered, but the
revolvers with which they were armed
gave them an advantage that balanced
the odds, and "without hesitation they
sprang to their feet.

The Zarbessa and their captive had
proceeded along the other track, and
those in the rear were thirty paces away
when Briney and his shipmates reached
tlie fork.

Briney uttered a stentorian bellow
that brought the blacks to a standstill.

They wheeled, and raised a fierce outcry
at tile sight of the white men.
The savages were armed, but in tak-

ing their prisoner had refrained from
using any weapons,' for their creed de-
manded that the victim should be
biouglit to their gods alive, and sacri-
ficed only after ghastly tortures had been
inflicted. But at the first sign of attadk
half a dozen sjicars were raised against
the sailors.

'Give em lead, boys !" roared Briney.
The white men poured in a volley,

and the withering blast of gunfire woke
a thousand echoes in the jungle. A troop
of monkeys dashed screeching through
the festooned foliage of the trees, and
their strange cries mingled with the
agonised shrieks of wounded men.
The sailors daslied forward, and the

blacks threw their captive to the ground
and tried to muster for the onslaught. A
spear grazed Brinoy's body and ripped,
the sleeve of Collins, who was im-
mediately behind him. Next second the
white men and the devil worshippers
had clashed.

Briney found himself face to face with
a negro of his own bulk, and slammed
his left to the ribs with a force that
staggered the black. Another pounced
on the seaman and almost tooik him un-
awares, swinging aloft a deadly war-
club in an attempt to bludgeon him.. But
Briney still grasped his gun, and he
twisted the muzzle and shot the native
ot point-blank range.
The other sailors were blazing their

way tlirough tlie swarm of savages and,
with several of their number lying dead,
the Zarbessa suddenly gave way and
fled through the jungle.

Briney and his comrades would have
pur.sued them impetuously, but the white
man whom th(>y had re-;eued now picked
himself uj) with an effort, and planting
him.scif in their path, he restrained
them.

"Wait a minute!'" he said, in a voice
that was fainihar to the seamen.
"Tliere's no sen.se in following them,
boys. They know the jungle tracks, and
they'll get you into an ambush!"
An exclamation escaped Briney.
"Hully gee!" he bhn-ted. "We didn't

know it was you, captain!"

"Yes, it's me all right," said Harry,
"and I'm lucky to be alive. If you
fellows hadn't come along I wouldn't
liave lasted till sunrise. But, listen," he
added anxiously. "Aliss Adams was
with me when 1 was attacked, and we'd
better go and find her •"
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The Return.

WHEN tlie Zarbessa had disappeared
into the jungle with their cap-
tive, Lascara had slipped through

the gloom to where Bonnie lay sense-

less.

He picked the girl up in his swarthy
arms and made for the town. He had
reached his premises by the time Briney's
party fell in with the devil-worshippers,
and so heard nothing of the commotioa
that arose in the heart of the bush.
Carrying Bonnie through the side-door

of his disreputable hotel, he asked a
waiter if he had seen Arnold, and he was
informed that the owner of the Lottie
Carson was in the back room with Bull
Black and Arlene Chandos. A minute
afterwards Lascara was stumbling across

the threshold into their presence.
"Bonnie!" Arnold exclaimed, as he

saw the girl in the dago's grasp. "Good
heavens, what happened, Lascara ?

Where did you find her in this con-
dition ?"

The dago laid her on a couch.
"She with Drake," he explained.

"The Zarbessa, they take heem—threw
girl to ground. I bring her here."
He had hardly completed his brief

naiTative when Bonnie opened her eyes,

and, after staring around the room
blankly for a moment, she suddenly
uttered a sharp cry of horror and
clutched at Ben Arnold's sleeve.

"Oh, Ben, Ben," she sobbed, "they've
taken Harry Drake away Those
awful savages Oh, we've got to do
something!"
"Take it easy, Bonnie," Arnold told

her, in a tone that was meant to soothe
her. Then, turning to Lascara and eye-

ing him meaningly: "You saw the thing
haijpen," he said* "Can anything be
done ?"

Lascara lowered his glance.

"I hear girl's scream, senor," he re-

plied, " and when I run to help I see
Zarbessa warriors taking Captain Drake
into bush."
"Well?" Arnold murmured, and with

that Lascara gave an expressive shrug.
"Nothing can be done," he .said.

"When Zarbessa take white man, nobody
ever see him again

"

At that particular moment Captain
Harry Drake was far from being in

danger of his life, for, in company with
his rescuere, he was examining the spot
where the devil-woishippers had surprised

him.
"It was right here that these fiends

attacked me," he declared to his com-
panions, "but Bonnie has gone. You
kiiow, boys. I'm certain this was another
frame-up, staged by Lascara at the in-

stigation of Arnold and Black. The
Zarbessa came to Lascara's dive, and
that dago rat must have put them on my
trail. Come on, we'll go back to the

saloon, and perhaps find some news of

Miss Bonnie there."
They made tracks for the premises of

Lascara, and, marching into the bar-

room formidably, demanded an inter-

view with the proprietor. Lascara had
left the door of his office wide open,
however, and as Harry caught sight of

Bonnie in the midst of the group of

conspirators, he took the liberty of en-

tering without "by your leave.''

The party in the room turned their

heads, and if Arnold and his hirelings

had been a ghost thej' could not have
looked more startled. Next second
Bonnie was running to the young
Rnglishman's side.

"Harry!" she cried. "Are you all

right?"
"Yes," he answered; "and thank

Heaven you're safe, too!" Then he put
her gently to one side and faced Ben
Arnold grimly.
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"Listen, you," he went on; "it's
about time we had a show-down. Your
several attempts to get rid of me have
failed, and I'm warning you that I'll

take steps to retaliate pretty effectively
if there's anything else of the kind "

"Wait a minute, Drake!" Arnold cut
in harshly. "Before you start pulling
any more heroics in front of Miss Adams,
let mo tell you something. You accused
m^! of holding on to Professor Adams'
chart for my own ends, and I proved
you were wrong! You started a bar-
room fight over a native girl, and accused
me of being responsible "

"You're lying to save your face,

Arnold!" Harry blazed. "But Miss
Bonnie knows the truth about that busi-
ness!"
Arnold glared at him.
"If she cares to believe your glib

explanation, it's her own affair," he
ground out. "But I'll say this much:
I promised her father that I would carry
out his last wish by takmg this expedi-
tion to Danger Island, and ever since
I made that promise you have done j'our
utmost to stand in my way."
"That's right, Arnold," Bull Black

put in curtly. "He managed to split
the crew into two factions, anyhow!"
Harry started forward to challenge that

lying slander with a blow, but, as Bonnie
checked him, Arnold went on speaking.
"In any case," he said, "the Lottie

Carson is my ship, manned with my
crew and fitted with my equipment.
This expedition can't go on without me,
but it can go on without you, Drake,
and it w'ill go on in spite of you ! And
it Miss Adams has the respect for her
dead father and uncle that I know she
ought to have, she will not allow you
or any other man to interfere."
With fine words and a sly touch of

righteousness, Arnold had made a bid
to turn the altercation in his favour. He
succeeded, at any rate, in convincing
Bonnie that she must go on with him
for her father's sake.
Harry stepped close to Arnold. He

could not lawfully dispute the man's
ownership of the Lottie Carson, but he
had made up his mind that, if need be.
he would use force to dispute his con-
trol of the expedition. For the moment,
however, Arnold seemed to hold the
whip-hand.
"Listen," Harry stated, "your expedi-

tion could sail without me over all the
Seven Seas, and I wouldn't kick. Bui
I distrust you, Arnold, and before T
leave Miss Bonnie entirely in your care
I want to warn you. If any harm comes
to her, or if her father's wishes are not
carried out to the last letter. I'll know
it—and you'll answer to me!"
He turned and held out his hand to

Bonnie.
"Good-bye!" he said, and, grasping

her fingers for a moment, he finally

wheeled and made his way into the bar-

room to rejoin Briney and the boys.
His manner as he encountered them

seemed to belie his apparent acceptanre
of the circumstances in which Bonnie
was to sail away under Arnold's doubtful
protection.

"Come on, you fellows," he announced
curtly. "We've got to get busy."

Towards the Island.

THE Lottie Carson was three houi-s

out of Twamballa Bay, ploughint;

a course towards the south-west
and her grim destination.

With Bull Black in command, her crew
war. composed of that worthy's fo'c's'le

minions Dempster, Gavigan, Markham
and Baxter, together with some eighc
or nine new hands.
There was one other man who had

belonged to the original personnel. Ha
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was a seaman named Rogers, and at

the time when Harry had fallen foul

of Bull Black on the voyage to Africa
he had been on the sick-list, and tliere-

fore unable to play any part in the

free fight that had ensued.
Had he been Ht he would have joined

forces with tliose who had been loyal

to Harry Drake. Su.spectirig this, but

not certain of it, Bull had kept him on
chiefly because he was a skilful caipenter

and a useful man to have aboard.
Descending from the bridge and walk-

ing for'ard after some conversation wi^h

the helmsman in the wheel-house, Btu!

Black came upon Rogers and a new
hand known as Dennis. The two sea-

men were stooping over a hatch thai

they had just lifted, and Bull fired a
gruff question at them.
"Hey, what's goin' on here?" he de-

manded.
It was the man Dennis who answered

him.
"Goin' below to get some ropo, " lie

said, and with that Bull's eyes glittered

ominously.
"Say 'sir' when you're talkin' to

your captain, you scum '." he snarled,

and took the back of his hand across the

sailor's face.

Dennis recoiled, and as Bull Black
moved on he made as if to stride after

him angrily. But Rogers hold him back.

"Wait a minute," he said. "You'll
have the chanco to get even with him
yet."
"Get even with him!" Dennis echoed

bitterly. "I'll got even with hitn. I'll

take that .kind o' trcatniont from no
man !"

Rogers urged him down into the hold,

and then descended the ladder after

him. When he stepped to the floor

bosido Dennis he saw that the latter was
looking round on several piles of cases

that bore the inscription "Dynamite."
"What kind of a cruise is this I signed

up for?" Dermis growled. "Both
skipper an' cargo arc high-explosive!"
"This is a death-ship, matey, ' Rogers

answered ominously, "with the devil in

command. Say, never mind that ropo.

I just wanted to open up that hatch an'
show you something."
Ho moved towards the cases of

explosive and gave a low call. Instantly
five heads rose into view from behind
the deadly cargo—the heads of Harry
Drake and the shipmates who had
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remained loyal to him through thick
and thin.

"Here's one of the new men. cajjtain,"

Rogers told Harry. "Name of IDennis,
sir."

"Good!" said Harry. "Listen,
Dennis : Rogers snuiggled us alx>ard.

In a couple of hours from now I'll be
in command of this ship. Which side
are you on 1"

Dennis had recovered in some measure
from his bewilderment.
"I don't know who ye are," he mad€

answer, " but I'm on any side that's

agin Bull Black."
Harry procoded to lot him fairly into

the .secret, and hail soon explained all.

"Rogers, get Miss Adams down here
for a moment if possible," he added.
"And don't forget, Dennis will talk to

any of the new men he fools ho can trust,

and will give the signal two hours from
now. One blast on this whistle."
A silver object changed hands, and

Harry and his comrades ducking out of
sight again, Rogers and Doimis made
their way up on to the deck.
They paused by the hatch for a

moment to consider which men should
be approached. Dennis himself was able
to vouch for two friends who had signed
on with him, and Rogers suggested a
likely third who might be spoken to
inmu'diately before the signal was due
to be given, so that in the event of the
fellow rofusjng he would have no time to
raise an alarm.
Rogers and Dennis now parted,

rtogors to seek out Bonnie, and Dennis
to pass on the word of Harry Drake's
project.

Shortly afterwards Dennis might have
been soon near the bow with a sailor
known as Floyd, and he had made tho
situation plain to the other man, when
he noticed Bull Black approaching him
with an ominous scowl. He at once
changed the subject, and spoke in an
audible tone.
"As I was sayin', Jim," he told

Floyd, "I've seen some sharks, but "

"Oh, ' as you were sayin',' hidi ?" Bull
rapped out, bearing down on him.
"Well, if you've got anything to say,

say it out loud. Xo more whisperin'
aboard this ship, or I'll feid yidi to the
sharks ! Get aft there, and, Floyd, don't
let nic catch yuh talkin' to this guy
Dennis again."
The two sailors moved awav
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separately, and Bull kept liis lowering
gaze fixed on Dennis. He decided that
it might be advisable to watch the
fellow.

The Whistle.

ABOUT the time that Bull Black wa?
breaking in on the conver-satioti
between Dennis and Floyd,

Arlono Chandos made her way to Beii
Arnold's state-room.

' I want to talk to you, Ben," .she said.
"You've got Drake out of the way.
Now what about getting rid of Bonnie
Adams ?

"

"Listen, Arlone." Arnold retorted
with some impatience. "I'd like you a
lot better if you'd mind your own busi-
ness."
The girl coloured hotly at his curt

words.
"Don't you talk that way to me, Ben

Arnold!" she snapped. "You told mo
you were in love with me, and if I
thought you were sweet on Bonnie
Adams I'd start something that mightn't
be to your liking."
"Who said I was sweet on Bonnie

Adams?' Arnold demanded. "I'll
handle her, but in my own time. And
I'm not standing any interference frcnj
you !"

He paused, for Bull Black had opened
the door. The nowly-|)romoted captain
looked at Arnold and the girl sourly,
for he had entered in time to hear (he
tail-end of his accomplice's angry cut-
burst.

"Arnold," he stated, "you've no (imo
to raise any shindy over womenfolk.
There's trouble brewin' on this ship."
"Trouble?" Arnold reiterated.

"What do you mean?"
"Whisperin' among tlu> mou wo

signed up at Twamballa,' Bull an-
nounced. "Keep your weather eye
peeled, and, if anything starts, use your
gim and shoot straight. This crow of
ours is a rum bunch."
Arnold pursed his lips.

"I thought you knew sailors," he
ground out, "but it looks to me as if

you've picked a lot of cut-throats."
"Well, what do you expect for a cruise

like this?"' Bidl growled. "A lot of
naval college cadets? Listen, Arnold,
I've been watching a guy named Dennis.
I <lon't know what his game is, but he's
up to something, and we've got to stand
bv for action."

Harry and his

men advanced

along the deck and then

came to a halt

r 'Jiit)], Ht.3).
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"In Uiat case," said Arnolcl, turning
to Arlcnc, "you'd better go to your
cabin and stay tliore."

Arlcnc tooli liis advice and departed,

and when she liad gone Arnold glanced

at Bull.
"That girl may make herself awkward

vet," ho muttered. "She thinks she's

got reason to be jealous of Bonnie
Adams. Well, maybe she'll have reason

yet. I've been thinking, Bull, that if

Bonnie was to marry me there wouldn't
be any need to get rid of her. For I'd

bp in full control then, and I'd sec that

she realised the folly of making a free

gift of this radium to science."

At that moment Bonnie was loaning
against the bulwark and staring thought-

fully across the vast expanse of ocean,

and she was still in this pensive attitude

when Rogers di.scovered her.

. Ho touched his cap and spoke to her
in a guarded tone, and, wondering at

his manner as much as his words, Bonnie
followed the man for'ard to the hatch.

He conducted her down to the hold, and
uttered a low call, which was immedi-
ately answered by Harry and his fellow-

stowaways.
"Harry!" exclaimed Bonnie, as the

Englishman stepped from his hiding-
place. "And Briney and the boys!
How did you get here?"

" I told you the .ship that carried j'ou

away wouldn't leave me far behind,"
Harry answered, with a grin. "Bonnie,
we're here because we considered you
were in danger. We've got friends

among the new hands, and pretty soon
one of them will give us the signal to cut

loose. It may mean a desperate fight,

but I'm going to regain command of

this ship, and I want you to promise me
that you'll stay in your cabin till it's all

over "

He got no farther, for at that instant

the very sound that they awaited rang
out clear and shrill upon the deck over
head.
Harry at once gripped Bonnie by the

arm.
"That's the signal." he said. "On

second thoughts you'd better stay down
here. Come on, boys." he added to his

men. '' Up we go. and. remember—don't
frlioot unless you have to."
Harry was the first to ascend, and he

V as closely followed by Briney and
Bt(rke. The last-named had been pull-

ing surreptitiously at a cigarette, and
fliuig it to the floor as he set foot on the
ladder.
The glowing stub fell among some

straw and sacking, and remained there
unheeded. The men, climbing eagerly
to the deck in response to the blast of
that whistle, were too intent on their

bold venture to notice the circumstance.

The signal had been heard all over the
ship, and it had not escaped the cars
of Bon Arnold and Bull Black. They
came striding from the state-room where
they had been in conversation, and, look-
ing for'ard, saw Harry and his party
clamljcring from the hold.
The faces of Arnold and Bull became

a dual study in amazement.
"Drake?" gasped Arnold. "What's

he doing on board this ship?"
Hairy and his men advanced along

the deck, and then came to a halt. At
the same time, Bull Black's minions
gathered aft. and were joined by those
of the new hands who had not been
tnusted with the secret of the stowaway's
presence.
Briney and the boys kept their eyes

on the rascals, but they did not see a
man perched in the cross-trees up above
them, a man who began to de.scend the
ligging stealthily.

"Mr. Ainold," Harry called, "I don't
like to flout the letter of the law, but I

feel compelled to do so. I'm going to
l)ecernl)"r26tli, 1931.
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take command of this ship, and if you
don't hand it over peacefully we'll fight

for it!"

There was a sharp, mocking crj' from
aloft, and Harry looked up to see the
man in the rigging. The tello%v was in

the act of plunging through mid-air,
and he dropped feet foremost into the
midst of the Englishman's party,
scattering them for an instant.

Arnold and Bull Black were not slow
in seizing their opportunity, and, with
a roar, Bull led an ugly rush across the
deck. His pack of ruffians clamoured at
his heels, and next second they were at
grips with Harry's followers.

As regards numbers, the two factions
were fairly evenly matched, with the
odds slightly in favour of Arnold's hire-

lings. Yet it was soon plain that Harry
Drake and his staunch band of honest
sailor-men were likely to do more than
hold their own. Harry himself was a

trojan who carried a devastating punch
in each hand, and Briney's fists fairly

played havoc with those of Black's cut-

throat gang whom he singled out for

jjunishment.
It was Briney's ambition to tackle

Bull Black in person and avenge him-
self for the ill-treatraeut he had re-

ceived when serving under the man.
He hammered his way to where Black
was overwhelming Rogers with a shower
of blows, and, intervening between
them, he soon had the tyrant fighting

on the defensive.
Briney was on the warpath, and he

battled with a fui-y that taxed Bull's

stamina to the utmost. It was a conflict

of heavy-weights, and, though Harry
Drake had previously shown that Bull

Black was by no means invincible, he
had done so by superior speed and skill.

Briney was as cumbei-some as his

opponent, and as ignorant of the fine

art of boxing. They were fighters, the
pair of them, giving and taking punches
that a man with any sense of ring-craft

would have had no difiiculty in avoid-

ing. Tlieir conflict was a sheer bom-
bardment of bunched knuckles, and he
who survived the battering would prove
himself beyond all question the stronger
and more determined man.

Bull took heavy punishment during
the early stages, but managed to rally,

and he launched a counter-attack that

would have crushed anyone of normal
physique, yet Briney fought back
doggedly.
In the meantime, the rest of the men

were engaged in a desperate melee.

Fists alone were used, for in thnt fierce

mix-up there was no chance of g\m-
play, but the scenes enacted on the deck
of the Lottie Carson were none the less

violent.

Fire !

STANDING in the hold at the foot of
the ladder up which Han-y and his

companions had climbed, Bonnie
Adams listened anxiously to the tumult
of the strife that was going on over her
head.
Now and then men lurched close to

the hatch, and for a blink of time she
caught sight of them as they fought.

But she could not guess how the battle

was faring, and, though she was not yet

fully convinced of Arnold's villainy, her
fears were for the young Englishman
who had championed her.

She was waiting there in suspense
when a faint, crackling sound arrested

her attention. It was accompanied by
the smell of smoke, and as she turned
her head quickly she .saw the gleam of

flames a few feet away from her. The
cigarette-end, so carelessly thrown aside

by Burke, had set fire to the straw with
which the floor of the hold was covered.
A cry of consternation escaped

Bonnie, and she tried to stamp out the
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blaze under her heel. But it was spread-
ing swiftly through the dry straw, and
her efforts were futile. As she en-
deavoured to trample it down, the fire

baffled her and sent out tongues of
flame.
A considerable blaze was soon ragiog

m the hold, and it reached the pile of
boxes behind which Harry and his

fellow-stowaways had earlier concealed
themselves. Next moment Bonnie
caught sight of the inscription that had
been painted in red letters on every one
of those crates, and as she spelled out
the word "Dynamite," a thrill of horror
ran through her.
She turned and made for the ladder

again, and scrambled frantically towards
the deck. Her foot slipped on one of

the rimgs, and she almost tumbled back
into the hold, but saved herself from
falling and climbed on.

Her head rose above the hatch-open-
ing, and a thin spiral of smoke drifted
aloft. She looked round at the mob of

sailors who were struggling close by and
called out frantically in an attempt to

give the alarm.
"Fire!" she screamed. "Fire!"
The men paid no heed, for none heard

her in the stress of the moment. The
ship might have been sinking under
them for all they knew. Indeed, it was
in a worse plight— it was in danger of

being ripped open from stem to stern

by the terrific explosion of several tons
of dynamite, and evei-y soul aboard her
stoo(l on the drink of doom

!

"Help!" Bonnie shrieked again.

"There's a fire in the hold!"
Still there was no response to her

terrified cry, but all at once she saw
Harry and Ben Arnold grappling fiercely

at the other side of the hatch. She
clambered on to the dock and ran round
the opening in the hope of separating
them and forcing them to listen.

The hulking form of Bull Black
stumbled into her path. He was striv-

ing to ward off a regular tornado of

blows that Briney was aiming at his

head, and was meeting with no great
success, for as he loomed up in front of

Bonnie a pmich crashed into his jaw
and hurled him to the planks.
Bonnie dodged past his prone form

even as Briney was assailed by one ot

Bull's minions. But again the girl wa»
balked, this time by Collins and an
assailant of powerful physique who were
hammering at each other lustily.

Bonnie managed to avoid them, and
in another instant she was close to Harrv
Drake.
"Harn!" she cried, tugging in-

sistentlv at his sleeve as he wrestled with
Arnold. "HARRY, THE SHIP'S ON
FIRE!"
Even now the young Englishman

seemed scarcely aware of her presence,

and as she was about to repeat the

words, Collins and his assailant

blundered close ta her.

Collins swung a right to the other
man's chin. It landed with shocking
force and knocked the fellow staggering,

and he came up sharp against Bonnie
as she was inaking her frantic attempt
to attract Hari-y Drake's attention.

The collision threw the girl off her
balance. She reeled towards the hatch,

tottered precariously on the edge of it

for an instant, and then plunged into

the hold.
A swirl of flame and smoke closed

over her as .she dropped. She struck the

floor with an impact that stunned her,

and rolled aside on to a patch of straw
that had not yet caught fire.

(Don't miss next week's enthralling

episode of this grand serial. By per-

mission of Universal Pictures. Ltd.,

starring Kenneth Harlan and Lucille

Browne.)
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I ''BRANDED'' |

t (Conlinued from page 8.) I

Ills gun and belt off him—one of us is

going to get an a,wful whipping ! Swede,
get outside ! Bob, take that half-brceU
away I"

Moore's belt fell to the floor and was
louioved. Tom shed his own belt J(tid

clenched his fists.

" I'd like to have a share in this,

Dale," said Starrett.

"No," decided Tom. "This par-
ticular argument is between him and
me—you can settle your own score some
other time. Take Mr. Bill Saunders
with you, and hold him tight!"
The fight that followed was one of the

fiercest ever waged between two men
in the whole of Texas. Moore, with the
roar of an animal at bay, snatched up a
cliair and hurled it at his enemy ; but
Tom dodged, the chair sped harmlessly
over his head, and the conspirator re-

ceived a sledge-hammer blow between
the eyes that sent him staggering
against the table.

From the table he made an ugly
rush, and Tom found that he was no
mean opponent. This way and that they
swayed about the room, giving and re-

ceiving blows. Olaf, who had gone no
further than the veranda, glued his

fnghtcned face to the window-pane and
watched the battle with bidging eyes.

Twice Tom went down, and if Moore
could have had his way ho would have
choked him; but he had met his matcli
in physical .strength and his superior
in tactics Each time Tom brought his

opponent down with him and was the
lirst to rise.

The room became an utter wreck ; cvou
the solitary picture on the wall fell from
its nail upon them; and at last Moore
picked himself up from a corner,
bieathing heavily, with only one idea in

his head—to escape.

Inch by inch he fought his way to the
front door, and there lashed out with a
vicious left that caught Tom in the

mouth—and managed to get the door
open. But even as he was about to back
out through it Tom was on him, and a
terrific pui.ch caught him with such force

under the jaw that he was lifted clean
over the veranda, lost his balance on the

top of the steps and crashed Ixickwards
down them with his head on the ground
and his arms flung wide.
Tom leaned against the rails to re-

cover his breath, and Olaf went anxi-

ously to him.
"Say," lie faltered, "w-w-was you all

right?"
•• Sure !" nodded Tom. "Wait—till—

I

get my—breath."
Starrett was waiting in the yard with

his prisoner Tex, who was looking dis-

tinctly the worse for wear.
"Made him cough up that money,

Tom?" inquired Starrett.

"Yes," nodded Tom, "I've got it.

And now they can put that fence up
again."

lie descended the steps and jerked
Moore to his feet.

"Come on, you hammerh«id !" he
said masterfully. "Olaf, bring some
tools."

The prisoners were marched over to

the wrecked portion of the fence and
provided with hammers and nails.

"When you're through with this line,"

Tom informed them grimly, " you'll

know all about fcnce-building."
It took far longer to re-erect the

fencing than it had taken Lou's men
to knock it down, but there was no
rest for Moore and Tex till the task was
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accomplished. Tom, Starrett and Olaf
squatted on the turf beneath a tree,

nursing their guns, and Olaf lifted up
his raucous voice in a song about a
Texas cowboy which seemed to consist

ot innumerable verses.

When the fencing was restored, Tom
inspected it, and nodded his approval.
"Thanks, boys!" he said cheerfully,

"Couldn't have done it better myself 1"

"Yeah?" lasped Moore. "Well, we'll

be back."
"Call around any time!"
The worn-out pair made wearily for

their horses, and it galled them that

in order to go back to the Preston
ranch to collect their belongings they
must follow a roundabout route.

They were almost in sight of the

ranch-house when they fell in with the

sheriff of Falls City, who was riding

that way, and Moore greeted him as on
old acquaintance.

" Why, Mack, you old son-of-a-gun,"

he exclaimed, "how arc you? What are
you doing up in our country?"
"Oh, just a little errand," responded

the sheriff, "decorating trees and things.

Ever seen these liombres before?" And
he passed over one of a sheaf of

posters.

Moore took the sheet and opened it

out, and as he did so his narrow eyes

gleamed with evil satisfaction. For the

poster contained pictures of Tom and
Olaf. and announced a reward for their

capture, dead or alive—a reward of five

thousand dollars !

"Let's get into the office," he sug-

gested, and they proceeded to that

building.

Lou, from the ranch-house, saw them
arrive with a man who was a stranger

to her, and, wondering what fresh mis-

chief was afoot, stole out to find out. A
window was open, and she crouched be-

neath it, listening.

Inside the ollice Moore passed the

poster to Tex with a grin.

"Ilavo wo ever seen these guys be-

fore?" he said.

Tex looked at the pictured faces,

raised his heavy brows and whistled.

"Have wo not!" quoth he.

"Well, that's good hearing," declared

the sheriff of Falls City. "Nice old

time I've had fixing their identity and
gettin' picters of 'em from over in

Knox County, where they come from.

I'm here to get that feller Dale and
his man Olaf for the stage holdup men-
tioned there, dead or alive."

"Dead or alive, eh?" said Moore.
"That's \vhat I said."

"Well, listen—will you lot me select

my own posse to round these babies

up? I know where to put hands on 'em,

but they're tough liombres."

T1k> sheriff considered the suggestion,

"Why not?" he decided finally. "Go
ahead—<ind I'll ride into town and
notify the Weston
county sheriff that

I want these men.
But don't let 'em
get away from you."

"We won' t!"

promised Moore.
"And Sheriff Wat-
kins wilt bring you
straight to their

hang-out."
The sheriff pre-

sently mounted his

horse and departed
in the direction of

Wostonville.
"This'll be the

first time I ever put
lead into a fellow

and pot a rewaid
for it!" chuckled
Tex.
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"That's the idea!" nodded Moore.
"We'll .'ay thoy tried to make a get-

away and we had to shoot. It'll be loo
late to argue by then!"
Lou did not linger to hear any more;

she darted down the yard to the stables,

saddled the bay mare, and set off at a
frantic gallop in the direction of the
Dale ranch only a few minutes before
Moore called a passing cow-hand to the

door of the olHce and instructed him to

get some of the outfit together as

quickly as possible.

LESS tf

Ranch

Starrett Tells the Truth.
han half-way to the Dale

ch, Lou caught sight of Tom.
He and Olaf and Starrett were

driving back to the mesa some over-

looked cattle he had innocently acquired
from "Bill Saunders." She Hew to him
in a panic as fast as the bay could carry
her.
"You've got to get away at once!"

she cried. "They're coming to kill

youT'
"Kill me?" echoed Tom. "Who

are ?"

"Mooie and Tex—they know you're
wanted for a stage hold-up."

" We didn't hold up any stage '. That
can be proved 1"

"Not in time," she said, and put a
hand pleadingly on his arm. "Oh,
please go—oh, do ! For—for my sake !'

"For your sake?" he repeated, scan-

ning her face. "What do you care 'i"

"Everything!"
"Oh, Lou!" he exclaimed joyfully.

"Do you mean that?"
"Can't you see I do?" she faltered.

"Now, please go before they come."
But Tom, resisting an impulse to put

his arm round her, set his jaw. and said :

" I'm sorry, Lou, but I— I wouldn't
run away from anybody."

"All right, then," she cried desper-
ately, "it that's the case, I'm going to

get the sheriff' to straighten this thing
out." And she shot off in the direction
of Westoiiville.

Tom whistled to Olaf and Starrett,

and they rode over to him.
"Never mind the caittlo," he said.

"Moore and that gang are coming to

clean us oui. They've heard about the
stage hold-up. Let's get hack to the
ranch-house and make a stand for it."

Olaf's face was a picture of consterna-
tion, but Starrett nodded grimly, and
they rode. Long before they came to the
yard, however, they saw that they were
too late. Moore and nearly a dozen men
were already grouped round the shack,
brandishing their guns.
"1 hate to do it," growled Tom, "but

we've got to go !"

They swung to the right, making for

the road that stretched between Weston-
villc and Falls City ; but Moore caught
sight of them as they went tearing

(Continued on page 28.)
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t ''BAD COMPANY/'
(Continued from page 14.)
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who can slioot !" All King's men had
tlifir hands near their hip-pockets.

Cloldie Gorio stroked his chin.

"You should look about you," was all

Coldio said.

They turned to sec that the invalid
had flung aside his rugs and was cover-
ing them with a "typewriter."
"Stick up ycr hands!" The invalid's

face V us contorted with rage. "I was
paralysed by a slug from one of your
men, and I'm just itching to square
accounts. I've been waiting "

"Enough!" snapped Goldie. "Keep
them covered. If you look at the walls
you may observe certain slits. Can you
see anything beyond? I leave it to your
astutf brain, clever Mr. King! So you
want a show-down?" Goldie walked
across and took over the machine-gun
from the invalid. "Here's my answer.
Raise your hands high !"

"You're murdering us in cold blood I"

King showed no sign of fear. "Y'ou
treacherous yellow cur ! You can
murder us, but you'll only sign your
death-warrant. It'll give McBame the
chance he's waited for for months!"
"I fear no one!" Goldie Gorio's eyes

wore flickering, and his mouth was
twitching in a most horrible manner.
His voice was almost a scream. "I am
the ruler of this city I If they try any
tricks I'll make it so hot they'll howl
for mercy ! Would anj' of jou guys like
to beg for your lives ? You haven't got
long to live !"

Tliough there was the fear of death
on all the faces of those men, not one
stepped forward.
"You're murdering yourself," spoke

King. "Y'ou'rc mad! Y'ou think you
hold all the power, but now you're
destroying what little power you ever
held. Kill us. and you sign your own
death-warrant. You won't die so verj'
nicely, Goldie Gorio !"

t • • •
^, *

A grey-haiied, haggard, terror-
stricken woman faced a ring of grim
faces. McBaine's gimlet eyes seemed to
bore into her.
"I've 6ecii crime, but never anything

like this," quavered the woman. "For
years and years I've been true to my
husband, but this terrible murder is

more than I can stand. I've got to
speak the truth. King and his men
weic .shot down in cold blood."

" The Regal has been under observ-
;cnre for weeks," McBaine spoke to one
of his men. "1 saw King go there with
his fellows, and that was how I guessed
what CJorio might do. This woman's
tale is the proof. We have enough
e\idence to take Goldie Gorio. Sound
the alar.m."

Helen Seeks Vengeance.

WHAT a cliango in Helen Carlyle
from the gentle, sweet-faced girl.

Though her face was white and
drawn, the eyes seemed to blaze out of
her face. From one of her brother's
men she had guessed what must have
happened.
"I warned your brother he was walk-

ing into a death-tnip," the man had
panted out. "But he would go. It
was a show-down—your brother had
learnt that Goldie framed your husband
on the Shark."
That news had made the girl cry out,

but the iron will that had driven her
brother was not lacking in his sister, and
she fought back her hysteria.

December iStli, 1931.
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"King decided to thrash it out with
Goldie, and took six of the boys," went
on the gangster. "They went in, but
they haven't come back. I trailed them,
and I was watching from a building
across the street. 'There was firing in

one of the rooms, because I could see
the flashes. I reckon something bad has
happened to your brother and the gang.
Can you tell us what we ought to do?
Wo aren't strong enough to attack the
Regal, and it would be playing into the
hands of both Goldie and the cops."

Helen sent the gangster away and
paced her" bed-room.
Then the telephone had rung, and

when she heard Goldie Gorio's voice she
decided to bluff.

"Hallo, Helen, how's, Steve to-day?
Hope he's better?"

"Hallo, Goldie, glad you rang up!"
Helen made her voice soft and rather
pathetic. " Vcrj- dull sitting at home
doing nothing. My brother is out
somewhere."
"King's gone out of town on a job,"

lied Goldie. "I wonder if you could
come over to the Regal, as 1 want to
discuss plans for Steve's vacation.
Where you'd like to stay, and all the
rest. Could you come over now ? We
might have some dinner."

"I should love to come, Goldie,"
answered the girl. "Steve is better and
so grateful for all you're done. He'll
bo at>out soon—and I shall no longer be
a grass widow. Two's company and
three's a mob. I'll come right away,
Goldie."

How hard and grim was the young
face as she replaced the receiver. From
a drawer she took out a gun, slipped it

into the pocket of her coat, and, after
a few words to the maid, hurried off to
keep her appointment.

The Regal looked just like an ex-
pensive hotel, but the men behind the
hidden partitions winked when they saw
the girl arrive. They knew of their

leader's infatuation for the sister of his
enemy.
"He'll get the girl now he's got King,"

opined one. "Don't reckon young Steve
has much chance. Wonder what scheme
the boss will choose to bump him off ?

The poor skate
!"

Helen was shown into the ante-room
adjoining Goldie's bed-room, and, while
she did not appear to take much
interest, her eyes searched everjwhere.
There were too many pictures on the
walls and too many curtains—did they
hide anything ? If there had been a
show-down, it must have been on this

floor, because the gangster had described
the position of the building from which
he had watched. On a table was a
cigarette-holder, and her eyes narrowed
—it was one her brother always used.
Perhaps ho had put it down and it had
been overlooked? There was a peculiar
stain on some of the floorboards that
had been recently polished, and she
glanced at (he caapet. Helen had been
in this room before—it was a different
carpet.
Goldie Gorio appeared and held out

welcoming hands to her.

"Come right inside, my dear!" he
cried. "This is a pleasure I don't often
get."

"So kind of you to ask me," was her
answer, and gave him her hands. "I
have never seen your own apartments.
What a magniFH-eiit place you have, and
what a touch you have for the artistic.

My brother admires this place very
much. Have you seen him at ail

to-day ?"

"I don't think he'll be back for a
night or so." Goldie Gorio produced his

best smile. "It was verj' urgent'
busineas that took him uwuv. He told
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me to ring you up, as he knew you
would be lonely." He pointed to a huge
mahogany table desk and a bust. " Sea
that? What do vou think of it?"
"Who is it?"

Helen touched the gun to keep up her
courage.
"I had that constructed to my own

idea." He touched the carved face. "Ic
is a mixture of Washington, Napoleon,
Lincoln, and—^jour humole servant ! I

have put in my own features wherever
the bust lacked strength and character.
Now it is the bust of a very great man.
I would have had a bust of myself, only
I feel my jaw is a little too heavy and
my eves too compelling. What do you
think '!"

"I think you must be mad!" the girl'-s

voice rang out. " My brother came here
this afternoon. Where is ho?"
"But what a queer way to address

your best friend and devoted admirer."
His eyes were twitching curiously.

"My feelings are more than that of
admiration. You and I could be King
and Queen of Chicago, and

"

"Where is my brother?" said Helen
again. "Do not waste time by pompous,
bombastic .nonsense. VSlicre are my
brother and his men?"
"They haven't been here." Gorio

edged nearer to her. " Y'ou're upset
over something, my dear child. What
is it—tell me?"
"Has my brother been here within

the last few hours ?" she rasped out the
question. "I know he has, and I know
he never left. Is he alive or dead ?

Don't lie to mo, Gorio, because I know
that it was you who sent Steve to almost
certain death."
"You're crazy, girl—crazy!" His

whole face was contorted. "In time you
will learn to love your master. We will

rule together, and you will forget all

these others. I am the greatest man in

Chicago. I would do anything for you."
"Now I know you are mad! Some-

thing has happened to my brother."
Her hand gripped the gun in her
pocket. "Did you kill him? I can see
guilt written on your twitching face.

Y^ou murdered them all!"

"Supposing I did." He laughed lilce

a maniac. "I will not kill you, my
beautiful queen, although j'ou are in my
power."
"Am I?" From her pocket came the

gun. "I have never shot a man or
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hamied an animal, yet the killing of a

Kend like you wi{l give me no com-
punction. Don't come any closer, Goiio,

or I will shoot
!"

"You haven't the courage. You
would not dare to shoot at me!" Again
the insane laugh. "I shall kill Steve
very soon—perhaps he shall choo.se his

own death. Yes, I killrd King and his

dumb gang—it gave mc pleasure. Put
down that gun and tell me how much
you admire me for my courage and
daring."
Though her heart was sick, the cirl's

eyes ne\er wavered from the scouafeel's

face.
" You are the most loathsome reptile

that ever existed !" she .said in hoarse
tones. "'You have become crazed with
power and the lust to kill. But now you
must pay the penalty!"

The rat-tat-tat of machine-gun fire

startled them both. The attack by the

ixilico had commenced.

The Final Conflict.

STEVE was restless and disturbed.
Why hadn't Helen been round to

visit him since the early hours of

the morning? He had a telcjihone call

put through to the flat, and learnt that

she had gone out. The maid explained
that it was to the Regal to see Mr.
Gorio.
What for ? For some while Steve had

been getting suspicious of Goldie Gorio.

He was still wondering when the

gangster who had warned Helen was
innouneed. In a few words he told the

dread truth.
' King knew you had been framed

and went to the Regal with his fellows

for a show-down. They haven't come
back, and I'm certain they're all dead.

Not knowing what to do, I went to see

your wife, and when I came back, after

seiing the rest of the gang, I found she

had gone to the Regal. The maid tells

me slie is packing a giin. W"hat will

you do, Steve ?"

"Go to her!" raved the invalid, and
limped out of his chair. "Help me get

out of this place. No one must stop
me. I'll tell the doctor

"

He broke off as he heard a nurse
speaking excitedly in the next room.
"The ix)lice are attacking the Regal.

They're after Goldie Gorio for murder!"

The two men looked at each other and
then ran for the door. They hurled a

doctor asiile in their haste. Seconds
later a liiied car was taking them
towards the Regal.
In a side street Steve found McBaine,

and in a few words leamt of the
"confession.

" Give me a gun, McBalne !" 6hoi\ted

Steve. "My wife's inside
"

"Better stay with us, Steve,"
cautioned McBainc; then, seeing the

boy's deteiniine<l jaw. laid a hand on
the young fellow's shoidder. "You
can't do anything, lad. Guess Gorio
won't harm your wife."
"I'm not taking any chances," Steve

-houted, and sped away.

The police were slowly working to-

wards the chief entrance of the Regal.
The building was off the main thorough-
fare, but all trallio down this side road
had been diverted. From corners and
from behind .?ome old wagons the
police fired towards the great door.

Already all the glass was smashed and
the beautiful statues and huge palms
riddled to dust and rnin. From Jiidden

loopholes the gangsters returned the
fire.

Steve found a plain-clothes man hid-

ing behind an old car.

"My wife's in that hell,'* ravetl the
youngster. His anger lent him strength.
"You're brin^inc up racket guns—let
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me use one. I know where those skunks
have their loopholes."
"You go to certain death!" was the

answer.
Steve snapped at him. "You'll

never get them out of that warren
otherwise!"
"Go to it, kid!" the detective nodded.

"I'm taking a chance on you."
Racket guns are long-barrelled

machine-giins mounted on a wheeled
trolly and having an armour-plated
shield. The barrel goes through a hole
in the shield, and it is possible for a
man to crawl along, pushing the
machine-gun before him. The chief

danger was in Steve's leg.

Through the shattered door the
racket gun was slowly pushed, and be-

hind the gun was Steve Carlyle. The
gangsters grinned fiendislily at seeing
such an easy victim. Little did they
guess who manned the gun, or that he
knew most of their secrets.

Crack! Crack! Crack! One of the
men behind the loophole gave a sobbing
cry and slumped to the groinid. His
companion stared in horror; then a

look of agony crea.sed his face as two
bullets found their mark.

From the stairs a man opened fire

on the protected attacker, and instantly

Steve swung round to deal with this

new danger. Deadly was tlie fire of

Steve Carlyle, and the man came tumb-
ling down the stairs to lie a crumpled
heap.
Two more loopholes opened fire on

Steve, but they found .shooting dithcult.

as bullets were now blazing through
the door from two more racket guns.
Then Steve Icnated the small aperture
through which the gangsters' guns were
spitting fire—and his weapon answeied
viciouslj-. Those behind the lo<jpholc

fell silent, and a ricochet smashe<l the
last giui. Two men on the stairs trietl

tfl hold back the attackers, but fell

riddled v.ith bullets.

Dashing out of hiding, Steve picked
up one of the gangsters' guns and
charged up the marble stairs. A bullet

whined past his ear as he dodged be-

hind a statue. A hand protruded hold-

ing a gim—but instantly Steve fire<^l.

A howl of pain was his reward. Steve's

clencluHl fist flattened out the man as
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he reached lor a gun with his unhurt
hand. - He thrust the fellow gside as if

he were a child.

Joe tried to stop Steve, and was
foolish enough to threaten.
"I'm gonna kill you, Steve Carlyle!"

He was as mad as his master. "Straight
through the heart!"

A wild leap and Steve was behind a
pillar. The bullets sprayed all round
but lie was unhurt. He had picked up
another gun, and with a cry he threw
his einptied gun from him. Steve made
that cry sound like one in terrible

pain. It bluffed Joe—and Steve, from
behind that pillar, got Joe as he half
lowered his weapon. Over and over
down the stairs rolled the body of

Goldie Gorio's aVjlost servant.
Goldie's apartments at last ! A rush

and they were open.
Steve pulled up with a jerk. By a

table stood Helen, and she stare<l down
at .something that lay at her feet. The
girl seenied in a trance. Comforting
arms*were at once thrown about her.

"Steve! Steve!" .She clung to him.'
"He rushed at me and I shot him!"
A head peered round the corner, took

in the scene at a glance. A smile
spread over the lined, grim face of

McBaine.
"Who kille<l Gorio?" His sharp

question made them jump.
"I did!" gasped Helen.
"Oh, no, you didn't!" McBaino

laughed as ho took the gun from the
girl's nerveless fingers. "I killed Gorio. "-

They stared at him with dawning Jiope.

"After I've been trailing him for nine
months I'm not going to let a woman
take him from me." He winked
broadly at both of them. "This is my
funeral! This show's over bar the
shouting. By to-night you two kids

are going to be well on your way to

Florida. As far as McBaine is con-

cerned you ain't ever been in this

dive!"

(By permission of the Producers' Dis-

tributing Company. Ltd., starring
Rieardo Cortcz as Goldie Gorio; Helen
Twelvetrees as Helen; John Garrick as

Steve Carlyle; Paul Hurst as Joe; Frank
Conroy as Hartley King; Harry Carey as

McBaine; Frank McHugh as Doc.)
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''BRANDED'' *

T (Continoed from page S5.)

(icross the rolling grass-land and, with
a shout of baffled rage, set otT in pursuit,

followed by tlic- rest, firing as they rode.

Over the crest of a hill and across <a

stretch of waste the fugitives rode for

dear life, and they struck the road close

to the region of the fallen rocks beside
which the stKage-coach liad been held

up. They swept, across the dusty road-

way and plunged in among the pro-

tecting crags, dismounted, and took
cover.
But they liad not been able to reach

their hidmg-place un.seen. Their pur-

suers streamed into the roadway, left

their horses, and arlvanced cautiously to

Purround and close in upon their quarry.
The air b<'canrie acrid witli the smoke of

.six-shooters; bullets spat against the

boulders. ,
-

The three separated to present less of

a target, and each behind a protecting
mass of limestone fired and ducked and
fired. 'again. tMaf, : waxing suddenly
v<Tliant, exposed himself to take aim at

the ugly face of Tex. which rose up over
a ledge less than ten yards.

His gun fltid the half-breed's barked
simultaneously, and the face vanished

—

but, Olaf fell groaning to the dust.

Tom came .scrambling down from his

loftier retreat to raise liis henchman.-
."WJiere'd they get you, Swede?" he

asked anxiously.
: "My arm," groaned Olaf.

Starrett crept round to them, a six-

shooter in each hand, and he insisted on
!rnounting guard while Tom hastily

bouiid up the wottndcd arm.
Bullets were spattering all about

tliem, but Starrett asked quite calmly :

''You said something about a stage

liold-up—when find where did it

Itappen?" . . . ,

'Just around here, about three weeks
ago. - This fellow Moore is trying to

frame us."

A volley rang out, putting an end to

talk: the encircling movement was
nearly complete now, and the attackers

were close.

Biit I,ou bad reached the sheriff's

office in' Westonville soiile little time
h'efore 'J'om and his - companions had
reached the rocks. She burst into the

little oflice and. without any pre-

liminaries, she cried wildly;
"Moore atid Tex are going to lynch

Mr. Dale for a hold-up he didn't do I''
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"Moore, eh?" snorted the sherilY, and

looked at his colleague, Sheriff Dawson,
from Falls City, who had been talking
to him when Lou so dramatically ap-
i)eared. '' Well, you may be right.
Mack, but there ain't goin' to be any
lynching in my country!"
He sprang up from his desk and went

to the door.
"Btuj," he bellowed to a passing cow-

puncher, "get the boys together

—

quick !"

Ben wanted to know why, and was
briefly informed. He darted over to the
saloon, outside whicji inaii.v horses were
tethered to the hitching-rail.

"Come on, boys!" he shouted in v.t

the doorway. "We gotta stop a
lynching 1"

There was quite a .stampede from the
bar, but outside the building an elderly
rancher with « walrus moustache
grij)ped the cowboy's arm.

" Who'.s being biicchetl now?" he de-
manded.

-'Some bandits that held up the Falls
City coach about three we(;"k.s ago," was
the hurried reply.
The others were already on their

horses—fiilly a score .of them. The
rancher followed . suit ; the two
sheriffs came' galloping Up with Lou,
and the whole party wen+ off out of the
town in a cloud of dust. •; .

Lou led the way, assuming that the
scene of eohibat would be the Dale
ranch ; but as the riders api)roached the
rocks the incessant noise of gunfire on
their rigju told its own story. Sheriff
Watkins barked commands, and the
horses were left on the fringe of the

road while the posse plunged in among
the rocks.

A rain of bullets informed the sur-

rounders. that they were surroimded

;

the stentorian voice of the sheriff of

Westonville wos heard l)ellowing :

"Stop there! Hold everything!''
Most of the besiegers, realising that

they : were outnumbered by the forces

of law and order, stoppwl obediently
enough: but Moore, enraged at the
prospc'ct of losing hi.s prey, crept to-

wards the cluster of rocks that screened
the three.

Starrett, catching sight of him. ran
otit to take aim: Tom, with a warning
cry, looked round a projection and
fired. Three guns barked as one, and
Moore threw up his hands and col-

lapsed, shot through the heart. But
Starrett, tottering backwards, fell in a

huddled heap, and Tom, regardless of

danger, was raising him up when the
two sheriffs came forward.
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One of Moore's followers, darting
ahead of them, flung a noose over Tom's
head, and the, sheriff from Falls City
cried triutnphantly

:

"There's your man!"
But the rancher with the walrus

moustache shouted over the toji of a
rock which was in his way:
"That's not the man that stole itiy

watch!"
^What?" barked the .sheriff.

Starrett) leaning feebly against Tom's
shoulder and breathing with diflicidty,

opened his eyes and looked at the ges-
ticulating rancher.

"He'.s—3'iglit," he sai<l gaspingly.
"Dale had nothing—to do—with it. I

hel^*: up—the stage—alone."

"That's the man right enough,
sheriff," declared the staring rancher.
"I never foiget a face."

But Starrett, s\iinn\oning the last rem-
nants of his breath by sheer vviil-jriower,

said faiiitly

;

"Got a smoke, pal?"
Tom, tiolding the self-con fe.ssed

bandit with one arm, found a cigar-

ette with his free hand, )iut it between
the dying inan's parched lips and lit

it. But Starrett hadn't enough breatli

left to draw in even a wisp of smoke.
The cigarette fell to the groimd, aiul

he was dead.

I.oti had remained in the roadway
with the horse.s, commanded to sta.v

there by Sheriff Watkins, ainl she was
patting Silver's white neck when Tom
eventually climlx-d <lown to her. His
face was straine<l and there were tears

ill his eyes.

"Here's your horse," slie said gently.

"I'm awfully sorry, Cuthbert,"

"Th-that's all right." said Tom with
an effort at cheerfulne.ss. "And 1

guess I'll be riding your way directly.

Only don't call me Cuthbert any more."

She gazed at hiin'>vith a tender ex-

pressioti in Ina- brown eyes, but she
could not resi.st the opportunity.

"I never will," she said. "Never—
Chauncey!"

(By permission of Columbia Picttjrcs

and United Artists' Corporation, Ltd..

starring Buck Jones as Tom Dale;

Ethel Kenyon as Lou Preston; Wallace
McDonald as Bob Starrett; Al Smith
as Joe Moore: John Oscar as Olaf

(Swede); Clark Burroughs as Tex;
Philo McCullough as Sheriff Mack
Dawson; Fred Burns as Sheriff

Watkins.)
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